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Message from the General Chair

Welcome to ACL 2019, the 57th Annual Meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics. This
year the conference will be held on July 28–August 2, in the captivating city of Florence. This is the
first time that the ACL annual conference visits Italy, and for this occasion, it has selected Florence, the
capital of Italy’s Tuscany region, and one of the most beautiful and visited art cities in the world.

ACL 2019 received a record number of papers, close to three thousand, representing a sharp increase
with respect to last year. At the moment of writing this letter, we are also expecting record attendance,
with close to three thousand participants. This is a clear indicator of how vibrant and dynamic our field
is at the moment. At the same time, this continuous growth poses a challenge to the organizers, who have
to adapt quickly to numbers that surpass any previous estimation they had. I must say that the team of
organizers worked very hard and very professionally in this complex scenario, with the goal of offering a
conference program and setting that suit most of the participants. ACL needs to be large in many aspects,
but at the same time it should be an enjoyable conference for all, and it should retain the original spirit of
the ACL annual conferences. I hope the effort made will bring us close to this difficult double objective.

As usual, the conference will span a six-day period, and it will include a varied program with 9
tutorials (July 28), 18 one-day workshops (August 1-2), the co-located Fourth Conference on Machine
Translation (WMT19; August 1-2), the third Widening NLP workshop (WiNLP 2019; July 28), and the
exciting main ACL program (July 29-31), which this year will present a record number of 660 original
papers. Additionally, the main program of ACL will feature the Student Research Workshop and System
Demonstrations, with 72 and 34 presentations, respectively. Finally, apart from the papers, ACL 2019
will enjoy also the contribution from two exceptional keynote speakers, Pascale Fung and Liang Huang,
and it will see an ACL award ceremony with the Lifetime Achievement Award, the Distinguished Service
Award, and the Test-of-Time paper awards.

Each ACL conference is the culmination of a long process, which involves a large team of committed
people. It is an honor for me to have coordinated such a team of talented people, who kindly volunteered
their time to make this conference possible. I would like to thank each and every one of them. The
Program Co-Chairs, Anna Korhonen and David Traum, did a superb job at managing the avalanche
of submissions, putting together the program committee, and leading the paper selection process. The
Local Co-Chairs, Alessandro Lenci, Bernardo Magnini, and Simonetta Montemagni, were crucial in
coordinating with the PCO for all the local arrangements, which were very complex given the growing
size of the conference. Fortunately, we all had the help and advice from Priscilla Rasmussen, the ACL
Business Manager, who knows everything about ACL conferences, and how to make them a success.
The ACL Executive Committee has also been very supportive all the time, providing timely guidance
and help to solve the problems that arose in the way.

I want to thank all of the other chairs for their dedication and hard work, more than often under a tight
schedule: Workshop Co-Chairs Barbara Plank and Sebastian Riedel; Tutorial Co-Chairs Preslav Nakov
and Alexis Palmer; Demo Co-Chairs Enrique Alfonseca and Marta R. Costa-jussà; Student Research
Workshop Co-Chairs Fernando Alva-Manchego, Eunsol Choi and Daniel Khashabi; SRW Faculty
Advisors Hannaneh Hajishirzi, Aurelie Herbelot, Scott Wen-tau Yih and Yue Zhang; Publication Co-
Chairs Douwe Kiela, Ivan Vulić, Shay Cohen and Kevin Gimpel; Conference Handbook Co-Chairs Elena
Cabrio and Rachele Sprugnoli; Conference App Chair Andrea Cimino; Local Arrangement Committee
Sara Goggi, Maria Cristina Schiavone, Sacha Bourdeaud’Hui; Local Sponsorship Co-Chairs Roberto
Basili and Giovanni Semeraro; Publicity Co-Chairs Felice Dell’Orletta, Lucia Passaro and Sara Tonelli;
Mentorship Co-Chairs Rada Mihalcea, Robert Frederking and Aakanksha Naik; and Student Volunteer
Coordinators Dominique Brunato, Marco Senaldi and Giulia Venturi.

I am also very grateful to the chairs of the previous years’ conferences (not only ACL but also NAACL
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and EMNLP), who were always ready to help and to provide advice, contributing to the transmission,
from year to year, of all the know-how and collective memory.

Many thanks to the senior area chairs, the area chairs, the reviewers, our workshop organizers, our tutorial
instructors, the authors and presenters of papers, and the invited speakers.

I am also deeply grateful to all the sponsors for their great support to the conference.

Finally, I would like to thank all the participants, who will be the main actors from July 28 to August 2,
2019. I am convinced that we will experience a fantastic conference, scientifically exciting and full of
fond memories, in the unique environment of Florence. Looking forward to seeing all of you there!

Lluís Màrquez

ACL 2019 General Chair
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Message from the Program Chairs

Welcome to the 57th Annual Meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics! ACL 2019 has
been a huge undertaking for the Program Committee (PC), but also very exciting as the conference has
set new records on many fronts.

Anticipating a record number of submissions, we recruited the largest PC in the history of ACL. In
November 2018, we issued a call for nominations for reviewers, Area Chairs (ACs) and Senior Area
Chairs (SACs). By the deadline, we received 851 unique nominations that were used as a starting point
for inviting members to the Program Committee. Our committee finally consisted of 2256 members!

In order to manage such a large committee effectively we extended the ACL 2018 practice and created
a structure similar to the conferences that have a Senior Program Committee alongside the Program
Committee. For the Senior PC, we recruited a relatively large number of Senior Area Chairs (46 SACs,
2–4 to head each area) and Area Chairs (184 ACs, 3–15 per area). We also differentiated between
their roles so that SACs assign papers to ACs and reviewers and make recommendations for their area,
while ACs each manage a smaller set of papers within the area, lead discussions with reviewers, write
meta-reviews and make initial recommendations for a smaller set of papers. This structure also helps
to compensate for the problem that our rapidly growing field is suffering from: the lack of experienced
reviewers. As ACs focus on a smaller number of papers, they can pay more attention to the review
process. As for reviewers, we had many of them this year: 2281. Our 22 thematic areas had 59–319
reviewers each.

We also looked into ways of improving efficiency and the experience for both authors and PC members.
In particular, we dropped the paper bidding phase that would require thousands of people to each examine
hundreds of abstracts each over a short period of time. Like NAACL 2019, we also dropped the author
response phase that was stressful for authors and time-consuming but not hugely impactful on a larger
scale. Finally, we adopted much simpler, streamlined review form, adapted from EMNLP 2018 that
encouraged thorough review, but was less laborious for reviewers.

On the submission deadline, we were very glad that we had recruited such large PC and had made
all these improvements for increased efficiency: we received 2905 submissions – a 75% increase over
ACL 2018 and an all-time record for ACL-related conferences! After the review process, out of the
total 2905 submissions (some of which were withdrawn or rejected without review for formatting and
policy violations), 660 papers were finally accepted to appear in the conference, resulting in the overall
acceptance rate of 22.7%. This is a little lower than the acceptance rate for ACL 2018 (24.9%) or ACL
2017 (23.3%) – yet remarkably similar when we consider the dramatic increase in submissions this year.
Among the 660 accepted papers, we have 447 long papers and 213 short papers. As in previous years
the acceptance rate is higher for long than for short papers (25.7% vs. 18.3%). Overall, ACL continues
to be a very competitive conference. Continuing the tradition, ACL 2019 will also feature presentation
of 22 papers that were accepted for publication in the Transactions of the Association for Computational
Linguistics (TACL).

There are many we wish to thank for their great contribution to ACL 2019!

• The 46 SACs who did a massive job this year, equivalent in scope to duties of conference chairs
from several years ago. They showed great patience with the increased workload (in the same brief
schedule), working on weekends when necessary, and especially when our plan to replace paper
bidding with TMPS didn’t work as smoothly as we had hoped. Their input was instrumental in
guiding the final decisions on papers, in selecting the outstanding papers and PC members, and in
planning the conference program.
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• The 184 ACs who worked hard on guiding discussions and writing meta-reviews and who kept our
tight deadlines remarkably well.

• Our very hard-working reviewers who provided authors with valuable feedback. Special thanks to
those reviewers who agreed to take on a larger than average workload this year!

• Our amazing PC chair assistants who helped us manage the huge workload throughout this year:
Simon Baker and Ehsan Shareghi. Thank you also to Qianchu Liu, Olga Majewska, Edoardo Ponti,
Victor Prokhorov and Yi Zhu who stepped in to provide additional help at critical times.

• The thousands of authors who worked hard to submit their research for review. While we could
only accept a fraction of the submissions, we appreciate the hard work that went into many of the
others.

• TACL editors-in-chief Mark Johnson, Lillian Lee, and Brian Roark, for coordinating the TACL
presentations with us

• The program co-chairs of ACL 2018, Iryna Gurevych and Yusuke Miyao, who provided us with
enormously useful advice throughout the year, and often with very short notice!

• Other recent *ACL and EMNLP chairs who provided additional perspectives, documentation,
advice and answers to questions, particularly Amanda Stent, Noah Smith, Julia Hockenmaier,
and David Chiang.

• Douwe Kiela and Ivan Vulić, our super-organized publication chairs.

• Elena Cabrio and Rachele Sprugnoli for their help with the conference handbook.

• Rich Gerber at SoftConf, who worked quickly and tirelessly to add new features to accommodate
our new AC role and quickly resolve any difficulties we encountered with the START system.

• Priscilla Rasmussen, Alessandro Lenci, Bernardo Magnini and Simonetta Montemagni for their
helpful advice on issues involving the conference venue and local organization.

• The ACL Executive, particularly Marti Hearst, the president when we started planning the
conference, and Barbara Di Eugenio, the liaison for conferences to help us sort through policy
issues.

• Felice Dell’Orletta, Lucia Passaro, and Sara Tonelli for their great support with communications
and social media.

• Our invited speakers Pascale Fung and Liang Huang who made the program of this conference
even stronger!

• And last but not least Lluís Màrquez, our general chair, who gave us invaluable advice and did a
fantastic job with coordinating the organization of this largest ACL ever!

Our heartfelt thanks to all of you, and we hope you will enjoy ACL 2019 in beautiful Florence!

Anna Korhonen, University of Cambridge, UK
David Traum, University of Southern California, USA

ACL 2019 Program Committee Co-Chairs
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Invited Talk – Simultaneous Translation:
Recent Advances and Remaining Challenges

Liang Huang
Principal Scientist and Head, Institute of Deep Learning USA (IDL-US),

Baidu Research, Sunnyvale, CA, USA

Abstract: Simultaneous interpretation (i.e., translating concurrently with the source language speech)
is widely used in many scenarios including multilateral organizations (UN/EU), international summits
(APEC/G-20), legal proceedings, and press conferences. However, it is well known to be one of the
most challenging tasks for humans due to the simultaneous perception and production in two languages.
As a result, there are only a few thousand professional simultaneous interpreters world-wide, and each
of them can only sustain for 15-30 minutes in each turn. On the other hand, simultaneous translation
(either speech-to-text or speech-to-speech) is also notoriously difficult for machines and has remained
one of the holy grails of AI. A key challenge here is the word order difference between the source and
target languages. For example, if you simultaneously translate German (an SOV language) to English
(an SVO language), you often have to wait for the sentence-final German verb. Therefore, most existing
“real-time” translation systems resort to conventional full-sentence translation, causing an undesirable
latency of at least one sentence, rendering the audience largely out of sync with the speaker. There have
been efforts towards genuine simultaneous translation, but with limited success.

Recently, at Baidu Research, we discovered a much simpler and surprisingly effective approach to simul-
taneous (speech-to-text) translation by designing a “prefix-to-prefix” framework tailed to simultaneity
requirements. This is in contrast with the “sequence-to-sequence” framework which assumes the avail-
ability of the full input sentence. Our approach results in the first simultaneous translation system that
achieves reasonable translation quality with controllable latency. Our technique has been successfully
deployed to simultaneously translate Chinese speeches into English subtitles at the 2018 Baidu World
Conference, and has been demoed live at NeuIPS 2018 Expo Day.

Inspired by the success of this very simple approach, we have extended it to produce more flexible
translation strategies. Our work has also generated renewed interest in this long-standing problem in the
CL community; for instance, two recent papers from Google proposed interesting improvements based
on our ideas. Time permitting, I will also discuss our efforts towards the ultimate goal of simultaneous
speech-to-speech translation, and conclude with a list of remaining challenges.

See demos, media coverage, and more info at: https://simultrans-demo.github.io/

Bio: Liang Huang is Principal Scientist and Head of Institute of Deep Learning USA (IDL-US) at Baidu
Research and Assistant Professor (on leave) at Oregon State University. He received his PhD from the
University of Pennsylvania in 2008 and BS from Shanghai Jiao Tong University in 2003. He was pre-
viously a research scientist at Google, a research assistant professor at USC/ISI, an assistant professor
at CUNY, a part-time research scientist at IBM. His research is in the theoretical aspects of computa-
tional linguistics. Many of his efficient algorithms in parsing, translation, and structured prediction have
become standards in the field, for which he received a Best Paper Award at ACL 2008, a Best Paper Hon-
orable Mention at EMNLP 2016, and several best paper nominations (ACL 2007, EMNLP 2008, ACL
2010, and SIGMOD 2018). He is also a computational biologist where he adapts his parsing algorithms
to RNA and protein folding. He is an award-winning teacher and a best-selling author. His work has
garnered widespread media attention including Fortune, CNBC, IEEE Spectrum, and MIT Technology
Review.
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Invited Talk – Loquentes Machinae:
Technology, Applications, and Ethics of Conversational Systems

Pascale Fung
Professor, Hong Kong University of Science & Technology (HKUST)

Abstract: From HAL in “2001:Space Odyssey” to Samantha in “Her”, conversational systems have
always captured the public’s imagination as the ultimate intelligent machine. The famous Turing Test
was designed to determine whether a machine “thinks” like human or not, based on natural conversation
between human and a machine. With the advent of smart devices, conversational systems are suddenly
everywhere, talking and responding to us from our phones, speakers, cars and call centers. Meanwhile,
the public is also becoming increasingly concerned about privacy and security issues of these systems.

In the decades since the first DARPA Communicator project, conversational systems come in many
different forms. Whereas research systems are predominantly based on deep learning approaches today,
most of the commercial systems from the US and Asia are still using template-based and retrieval-based
approaches. Recent advances in such systems include endowing them with the ability to (1) learn to
memorize; (2) learn to personalize; and (3) learn to empathize. In all aspects of R&D in this area, we
encounter the challenge of a lack of well-balanced and well-labeled data. Hence, multi-task and meta-
learning have been proposed as possible solutions.

In this talk, I will give an overview of some of the technical challenges, approaches and applications
of conversational systems, and the debates on ethical issues surrounding them. I will also highlight
some of the cultural differences in this area and discuss how we can collaborate internationally to build
conversational systems that are secure, safe, and fair for all.

Bio: Pascale Fung is a Professor in the Department of Electronic & Computer Engineering and the
Department of Computer Science & Engineering at the Hong Kong University of Science & Technol-
ogy(HKUST). She is the Director of the multidisciplinary Centre for AI Research (CAiRE) at HKUST, to
promote R&D in beneficial and human-centered AI. She is an elected Fellow of the Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and an elected Fellow of the International Speech Communication As-
sociation (ISCA) for her contributions to the interdisciplinary area of spoken language human-machine
interactions. She co-founded the Human Language Technology Center (HLTC) and is an affiliated faculty
with the Robotics Institute and the Big Data Institute, both at HKUST. She is a past president and current
board member of ACL SIGDAT, and past technical program chair of ACL and EMNLP conferences.
She was Editor for Computer Speech and Language, Associate Editor for the IEEE/ACM Transactions
on Audio, Speech and Language Processing and the Transactions on Association for Computational Lin-
guistics. She was Technical Program Chair for IEEE ICASSP 2018 and will be TPC again in 2020 and
2024.

Fung’s work has always been focused on building intelligent systems that can understand and empathize
with humans. Her specific areas of research are using statistical modelling and deep learning for natural
language processing, spoken language systems, emotion and sentiment recognition. Pascale Fung has
applied many of her research group’s results in the fields of, among others, robotics, IoT, and financial
analytics. Her efforts led to the launch of the world’s first Chinese natural language search engine
in 2001, the first Chinese virtual assistant for smartphones in 2010, and the first emotional intelligent
speaker in 2017. Pascale Fung is a faculty expert for the World Economic Forum, and is a member of
the Partnership on AI for the Benefit of Humanity and Society. She has been invited as an AI expert
to different government initiatives in China, Japan, the UAE, India, the European Union and the United
Nations. She has spoken extensively on using AI for public good and on the need for international
collaborations in this area.
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10:30–12:10 Session 1A: Dialogue and Interactive Systems 1 - Neural Conversation Models

10:30–10:50 One Time of Interaction May Not Be Enough: Go Deep with an Interaction-over-
Interaction Network for Response Selection in Dialogues
Chongyang Tao, Wei Wu, Can Xu, Wenpeng Hu, Dongyan Zhao and Rui Yan

10:50–11:10 Incremental Transformer with Deliberation Decoder for Document Grounded Con-
versations
Zekang Li, Cheng Niu, Fandong Meng, Yang Feng, Qian Li and Jie Zhou

11:10–11:30 Improving Multi-turn Dialogue Modelling with Utterance ReWriter
Hui Su, Xiaoyu Shen, Rongzhi Zhang, Fei Sun, Pengwei Hu, Cheng Niu and Jie
Zhou

11:30–11:43 Do Neural Dialog Systems Use the Conversation History Effectively? An Empirical
Study
Chinnadhurai Sankar, Sandeep Subramanian, Chris Pal, Sarath Chandar and Yoshua
Bengio

11:43–11:56 Boosting Dialog Response Generation
Wenchao Du and Alan W Black

11:56–12:09 Constructing Interpretive Spatio-Temporal Features for Multi-Turn Responses Se-
lection
Junyu Lu, Chenbin Zhang, Zeying Xie, Guang Ling, Tom Chao Zhou and Zenglin
Xu

lxv
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10:30–12:10 Session 1B: Sentence-level Semantics

10:30–10:50 Semantic Parsing with Dual Learning
Ruisheng Cao, Su Zhu, Chen Liu, Jieyu Li and Kai Yu

10:50–11:10 Semantic Expressive Capacity with Bounded Memory
Antoine Venant and Alexander Koller

11:10–11:30 AMR Parsing as Sequence-to-Graph Transduction
Sheng Zhang, Xutai Ma, Kevin Duh and Benjamin Van Durme

11:30–11:50 Generating Logical Forms from Graph Representations of Text and Entities
Peter Shaw, Philip Massey, Angelica Chen, Francesco Piccinno and Yasemin Altun

11:50–12:10 Learning Compressed Sentence Representations for On-Device Text Processing
Dinghan Shen, Pengyu Cheng, Dhanasekar Sundararaman, Xinyuan Zhang, Qian
Yang, Meng Tang, Asli Celikyilmaz and Lawrence Carin

10:30–12:10 Session 1C: Tagging, Chunking, Syntax and Parsing 1

10:30–10:50 The (Non-)Utility of Structural Features in BiLSTM-based Dependency Parsers
Agnieszka Falenska and Jonas Kuhn

10:50–11:10 Automatic Generation of High Quality CCGbanks for Parser Domain Adaptation
Masashi Yoshikawa, Hiroshi Noji, Koji Mineshima and Daisuke Bekki

11:10–11:30 A Joint Named-Entity Recognizer for Heterogeneous Tag-sets Using a Tag Hierar-
chy
Genady Beryozkin, Yoel Drori, Oren Gilon, Tzvika Hartman and Idan Szpektor

11:30–11:50 Massively Multilingual Transfer for NER
Afshin Rahimi, Yuan Li and Trevor Cohn

11:50–12:10 Reliability-aware Dynamic Feature Composition for Name Tagging
Ying Lin, Liyuan Liu, Heng Ji, Dong Yu and Jiawei Han

lxvi
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10:30–12:10 Session 1D: Machine Translation 1

10:30–10:50 Unsupervised Pivot Translation for Distant Languages
Yichong Leng, Xu Tan, Tao Qin, Xiang-Yang Li and Tie-Yan Liu

10:50–11:10 Bilingual Lexicon Induction with Semi-supervision in Non-Isometric Embedding
Spaces
Barun Patra, Joel Ruben Antony Moniz, Sarthak Garg, Matthew R. Gormley and
Graham Neubig

11:10–11:30 An Effective Approach to Unsupervised Machine Translation
Mikel Artetxe, Gorka Labaka and Eneko Agirre

11:30–11:43 Effective Adversarial Regularization for Neural Machine Translation
Motoki Sato, Jun Suzuki and Shun Kiyono

11:43–11:56 Revisiting Low-Resource Neural Machine Translation: A Case Study
Rico Sennrich and Biao Zhang

11:56–12:09 Domain Adaptive Inference for Neural Machine Translation
Danielle Saunders, Felix Stahlberg, Adrià de Gispert and Bill Byrne

10:30–12:10 Session 1E: Information Extraction and Text Mining 1

10:30–10:50 Neural Relation Extraction for Knowledge Base Enrichment
Bayu Distiawan Trisedya, Gerhard Weikum, Jianzhong Qi and Rui Zhang

10:50–11:10 Attention Guided Graph Convolutional Networks for Relation Extraction
Zhijiang Guo, Yan Zhang and Wei Lu

11:10–11:30 Spatial Aggregation Facilitates Discovery of Spatial Topics
Aniruddha Maiti and Slobodan Vucetic

11:30–11:50 Relation Embedding with Dihedral Group in Knowledge Graph
Canran Xu and Ruijiang Li

lxvii
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11:50–12:10 Sequence Tagging with Contextual and Non-Contextual Subword Representations:
A Multilingual Evaluation
Benjamin Heinzerling and Michael Strube

10:30–12:10 Session 1F: Machine Learning 1

10:30–10:50 Augmenting Neural Networks with First-order Logic
Tao Li and Vivek Srikumar

10:50–11:10 Self-Regulated Interactive Sequence-to-Sequence Learning
Julia Kreutzer and Stefan Riezler

11:10–11:30 [TACL] Learning Neural Sequence-to-Sequence Models from Weak Feedback with
Bipolar Ramp Loss
Laura Jehl, Carolin Lawrence, and Stefan Riezler

11:30–11:43 You Only Need Attention to Traverse Trees
Mahtab Ahmed, Muhammad Rifayat Samee and Robert E. Mercer

11:43–11:56 Cross-Domain Generalization of Neural Constituency Parsers
Daniel Fried, Nikita Kitaev and Dan Klein

11:56–12:09 Adaptive Attention Span in Transformers
Sainbayar Sukhbaatar, Edouard Grave, Piotr Bojanowski and Armand Joulin

10:30–12:10 Poster Session 1
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[Applications]

Neural News Recommendation with Long- and Short-term User Representations
Mingxiao An, Fangzhao Wu, Chuhan Wu, Kun Zhang, Zheng Liu and Xing Xie

Automatic Domain Adaptation Outperforms Manual Domain Adaptation for Pre-
dicting Financial Outcomes
Marina Sedinkina, Nikolas Breitkopf and Hinrich Schütze

Manipulating the Difficulty of C-Tests
Ji-Ung Lee, Erik Schwan and Christian M. Meyer

Towards Unsupervised Text Classification Leveraging Experts and Word Embed-
dings
Zied Haj-Yahia, Adrien Sieg and Léa A. Deleris

Neural Text Simplification of Clinical Letters with a Domain Specific Phrase Table
Matthew Shardlow and Raheel Nawaz

What You Say and How You Say It Matters: Predicting Stock Volatility Using Verbal
and Vocal Cues
Yu Qin and Yi Yang

Detecting Concealed Information in Text and Speech
Shengli Hu

Evidence-based Trustworthiness
Yi Zhang, Zachary Ives and Dan Roth

Disentangled Representation Learning for Non-Parallel Text Style Transfer
Vineet John, Lili Mou, Hareesh Bahuleyan and Olga Vechtomova

Cross-Sentence Grammatical Error Correction
Shamil Chollampatt, Weiqi Wang and Hwee Tou Ng

This Email Could Save Your Life: Introducing the Task of Email Subject Line Gen-
eration
Rui Zhang and Joel Tetreault

RankQA: Neural Question Answering with Answer Re-Ranking
Bernhard Kratzwald, Anna Eigenmann and Stefan Feuerriegel

lxix
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[Sentiment Analysis and Argument Mining]

Adversarial Attention Modeling for Multi-dimensional Emotion Regression
Suyang Zhu, Shoushan Li and Guodong Zhou

Divide, Conquer and Combine: Hierarchical Feature Fusion Network with Local
and Global Perspectives for Multimodal Affective Computing
Sijie Mai, Haifeng Hu and Songlong Xing

Modeling Financial Analysts’ Decision Making via the Pragmatics and Semantics
of Earnings Calls
Katherine Keith and Amanda Stent

An Interactive Multi-Task Learning Network for End-to-End Aspect-Based Senti-
ment Analysis
Ruidan He, Wee Sun Lee, Hwee Tou Ng and Daniel Dahlmeier

Decompositional Argument Mining: A General Purpose Approach for Argument
Graph Construction
Debela Gemechu and Chris Reed

MELD: A Multimodal Multi-Party Dataset for Emotion Recognition in Conversa-
tions
Soujanya Poria, Devamanyu Hazarika, Navonil Majumder, Gautam Naik, Erik
Cambria and Rada Mihalcea

Open-Domain Targeted Sentiment Analysis via Span-Based Extraction and Classi-
fication
Minghao Hu, Yuxing Peng, Zhen Huang, Dongsheng Li and Yiwei Lv

Transfer Capsule Network for Aspect Level Sentiment Classification
Zhuang Chen and Tieyun Qian

Progressive Self-Supervised Attention Learning for Aspect-Level Sentiment Analysis
Jialong Tang, Ziyao Lu, Jinsong Su, Yubin Ge, Linfeng Song, Le Sun and Jiebo Luo

Classification and Clustering of Arguments with Contextualized Word Embeddings
Nils Reimers, Benjamin Schiller, Tilman Beck, Johannes Daxenberger, Christian
Stab and Iryna Gurevych
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Sentiment Tagging with Partial Labels using Modular Architectures
Xiao Zhang and Dan Goldwasser

DOER: Dual Cross-Shared RNN for Aspect Term-Polarity Co-Extraction
Huaishao Luo, Tianrui Li, Bing Liu and Junbo Zhang

A Corpus for Modeling User and Language Effects in Argumentation on Online
Debating
Esin Durmus and Claire Cardie

[Discourse and Pragmatics]

Topic Tensor Network for Implicit Discourse Relation Recognition in Chinese
Sheng Xu, Peifeng Li, Fang Kong, Qiaoming Zhu and Guodong Zhou

Learning from Omission
Bill McDowell and Noah Goodman

Multi-Task Learning for Coherence Modeling
Youmna Farag and Helen Yannakoudakis

Data Programming for Learning Discourse Structure
Sonia Badene, Kate Thompson, Jean-Pierre Lorré and Nicholas Asher

Evaluating Discourse in Structured Text Representations
Elisa Ferracane, Greg Durrett, Junyi Jessy Li and Katrin Erk

Know What You Don’t Know: Modeling a Pragmatic Speaker that Refers to Objects
of Unknown Categories
Sina Zarrieß and David Schlangen

End-to-end Deep Reinforcement Learning Based Coreference Resolution
Hongliang Fei, Xu Li, Dingcheng Li and Ping Li

Implicit Discourse Relation Identification for Open-domain Dialogues
Mingyu Derek Ma, Kevin Bowden, Jiaqi Wu, Wen Cui and Marilyn Walker

lxxi
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Coreference Resolution with Entity Equalization
Ben Kantor and Amir Globerson

A Cross-Domain Transferable Neural Coherence Model
Peng Xu, Hamidreza Saghir, Jin Sung Kang, Teng Long, Avishek Joey Bose, Yan-
shuai Cao and Jackie Chi Kit Cheung

[Resources and Evaluation]

MOROCO: The Moldavian and Romanian Dialectal Corpus
Andrei Butnaru and Radu Tudor Ionescu

Just "OneSeC" for Producing Multilingual Sense-Annotated Data
Bianca Scarlini, Tommaso Pasini and Roberto Navigli

How to (Properly) Evaluate Cross-Lingual Word Embeddings: On Strong Baselines,
Comparative Analyses, and Some Misconceptions
Goran Glavaš, Robert Litschko, Sebastian Ruder and Ivan Vulić

SP-10K: A Large-scale Evaluation Set for Selectional Preference Acquisition
Hongming Zhang, Hantian Ding and Yangqiu Song

A Wind of Change: Detecting and Evaluating Lexical Semantic Change across
Times and Domains
Dominik Schlechtweg, Anna Hätty, Marco Del Tredici and Sabine Schulte im Walde

Errudite: Scalable, Reproducible, and Testable Error Analysis
Tongshuang Wu, Marco Tulio Ribeiro, Jeffrey Heer and Daniel Weld

DocRED: A Large-Scale Document-Level Relation Extraction Dataset
Yuan Yao, Deming Ye, Peng Li, Xu Han, Yankai Lin, Zhenghao Liu, Zhiyuan Liu,
Lixin Huang, Jie Zhou and Maosong Sun

ChID: A Large-scale Chinese IDiom Dataset for Cloze Test
Chujie Zheng, Minlie Huang and Aixin Sun

Automatic Evaluation of Local Topic Quality
Jeffrey Lund, Piper Armstrong, Wilson Fearn, Stephen Cowley, Courtni Byun, Jor-
dan Boyd-Graber and Kevin Seppi
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Crowdsourcing and Aggregating Nested Markable Annotations
Chris Madge, Juntao Yu, Jon Chamberlain, Udo Kruschwitz, Silviu Paun and Mas-
simo Poesio

10:30–12:10 Student Research Workshop Poster Session 1

12:10–13:50 Lunch

13:50–15:30 Session 2A: Dialogue and Interactive Systems 2 - Task-Oriented Dialogue

13:50–14:10 Transferable Multi-Domain State Generator for Task-Oriented Dialogue Systems
Chien-Sheng Wu, Andrea Madotto, Ehsan Hosseini-Asl, Caiming Xiong, Richard
Socher and Pascale Fung

14:10–14:30 Multi-Task Networks with Universe, Group, and Task Feature Learning
Shiva Pentyala, Mengwen Liu and Markus Dreyer

14:30–14:50 Constrained Decoding for Neural NLG from Compositional Representations in
Task-Oriented Dialogue
Anusha Balakrishnan, Jinfeng Rao, Kartikeya Upasani, Michael White and Rajen
Subba

14:50–15:10 [TACL] Learning End-to-End Goal-Oriented Dialog with Maximal User Task Suc-
cess and Minimal Human Agent Use
Janarthanan Rajendran, Jatin Ganhotra and Lazaros C. Polymenakos

15:10–15:30 OpenDialKG: Explainable Conversational Reasoning with Attention-based Walks
over Knowledge Graphs
Seungwhan Moon, Pararth Shah, Anuj Kumar and Rajen Subba

13:50–15:30 Session 2B: Textual Inference and Other Areas of Semantics

13:50–14:10 Coupling Retrieval and Meta-Learning for Context-Dependent Semantic Parsing
Daya Guo, Duyu Tang, Nan Duan, Ming Zhou and Jian Yin

14:10–14:30 Knowledge-aware Pronoun Coreference Resolution
Hongming Zhang, Yan Song, Yangqiu Song and Dong Yu

lxxiii
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14:30–14:50 Don’t Take the Premise for Granted: Mitigating Artifacts in Natural Language In-
ference
Yonatan Belinkov, Adam Poliak, Stuart Shieber, Benjamin Van Durme and Alexan-
der Rush

14:50–15:10 GEAR: Graph-based Evidence Aggregating and Reasoning for Fact Verification
Jie Zhou, Xu Han, Cheng Yang, Zhiyuan Liu, Lifeng Wang, Changcheng Li and
Maosong Sun

15:10–15:30 SherLIiC: A Typed Event-Focused Lexical Inference Benchmark for Evaluating Nat-
ural Language Inference
Martin Schmitt and Hinrich Schütze

13:50–15:30 Session 2C: Applications 1 - Health

13:50–14:10 Extracting Symptoms and their Status from Clinical Conversations
Nan Du, Kai Chen, Anjuli Kannan, Linh Tran, Yuhui Chen and Izhak Shafran

14:10–14:30 What Makes a Good Counselor? Learning to Distinguish between High-quality and
Low-quality Counseling Conversations
Verónica Pérez-Rosas, Xinyi Wu, Kenneth Resnicow and Rada Mihalcea

14:30–14:50 Finding Your Voice: The Linguistic Development of Mental Health Counselors
Justine Zhang, Robert Filbin, Christine Morrison, Jaclyn Weiser and Cristian
Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil

14:50–15:03 Towards Automating Healthcare Question Answering in a Noisy Multilingual Low-
Resource Setting
Jeanne E. Daniel, Willie Brink, Ryan Eloff and Charles Copley

15:03–15:16 Joint Entity Extraction and Assertion Detection for Clinical Text
Parminder Bhatia, Busra Celikkaya and Mohammed Khalilia

15:16–15:29 HEAD-QA: A Healthcare Dataset for Complex Reasoning
David Vilares and Carlos Gómez-Rodríguez

lxxiv
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13:50–15:30 Session 2D: Sentiment Analysis and Argument Mining 1

13:50–14:10 Are You Convinced? Choosing the More Convincing Evidence with a Siamese Net-
work
Martin Gleize, Eyal Shnarch, Leshem Choshen, Lena Dankin, Guy Moshkowich,
Ranit Aharonov and Noam Slonim

14:10–14:30 From Surrogacy to Adoption; From Bitcoin to Cryptocurrency: Debate Topic Ex-
pansion
Roy Bar-Haim, Dalia Krieger, Orith Toledo-Ronen, Lilach Edelstein, Yonatan Bilu,
Alon Halfon, Yoav Katz, Amir Menczel, Ranit Aharonov and Noam Slonim

14:30–14:50 Multimodal and Multi-view Models for Emotion Recognition
Gustavo Aguilar, Viktor Rozgic, Weiran Wang and Chao Wang

14:50–15:10 Emotion-Cause Pair Extraction: A New Task to Emotion Analysis in Texts
Rui Xia and Zixiang Ding

15:10–15:30 Argument Invention from First Principles
Yonatan Bilu, Ariel Gera, Daniel Hershcovich, Benjamin Sznajder, Dan Lahav, Guy
Moshkowich, Anael Malet, Assaf Gavron and Noam Slonim

13:50–15:30 Session 2E: Summarization 1

13:50–14:10 Improving the Similarity Measure of Determinantal Point Processes for Extractive
Multi-Document Summarization
Sangwoo Cho, Logan Lebanoff, Hassan Foroosh and Fei Liu

14:10–14:30 Global Optimization under Length Constraint for Neural Text Summarization
Takuya Makino, Tomoya Iwakura, Hiroya Takamura and Manabu Okumura

14:30–14:50 Searching for Effective Neural Extractive Summarization: What Works and What’s
Next
Ming Zhong, Pengfei Liu, Danqing Wang, Xipeng Qiu and Xuanjing Huang

14:50–15:10 A Simple Theoretical Model of Importance for Summarization
Maxime Peyrard

15:10–15:30 Multi-News: A Large-Scale Multi-Document Summarization Dataset and Abstrac-
tive Hierarchical Model
Alexander Fabbri, Irene Li, Tianwei She, Suyi Li and Dragomir Radev

lxxv
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13:50–15:30 Session 2F: Document Analysis

13:50–14:10 Generating Natural Language Adversarial Examples through Probability Weighted
Word Saliency
Shuhuai Ren, Yihe Deng, Kun He and Wanxiang Che

14:10–14:30 Heuristic Authorship Obfuscation
Janek Bevendorff, Martin Potthast, Matthias Hagen and Benno Stein

14:30–14:50 [TACL] SECTOR: A Neural Model for Coherent Topic Segmentation and Classifi-
cation
Sebastian Arnold, Rudolf Schneider, Philippe Cudré-Mauroux, Felix A. Gers and
Alexander Löser

14:50–15:10 [TACL] Categorical Metadata Representation for Customized Text Classification
Jihyeok Kim, Reinald Kim Amplayo, Kyungjae Lee, Sua Sung, Minji Seo and
Seung-won Hwang

15:10–15:30 Text Categorization by Learning Predominant Sense of Words as Auxiliary Task
Kazuya Shimura, Jiyi Li and Fumiyo Fukumoto

13:50–15:30 Poster Session 2

[Applications]

DeepSentiPeer: Harnessing Sentiment in Review Texts to Recommend Peer Review
Decisions
Tirthankar Ghosal, Rajeev Verma, Asif Ekbal and Pushpak Bhattacharyya

Gated Embeddings in End-to-End Speech Recognition for Conversational-Context
Fusion
Suyoun Kim, Siddharth Dalmia and Florian Metze

Figurative Usage Detection of Symptom Words to Improve Personal Health Mention
Detection
Adith Iyer, Aditya Joshi, Sarvnaz Karimi, Ross Sparks and Cecile Paris

Complex Word Identification as a Sequence Labelling Task
Sian Gooding and Ekaterina Kochmar

Neural News Recommendation with Topic-Aware News Representation
Chuhan Wu, Fangzhao Wu, Mingxiao An, Yongfeng Huang and Xing Xie

lxxvi
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Poetry to Prose Conversion in Sanskrit as a Linearisation Task: A Case for Low-
Resource Languages
Amrith Krishna, Vishnu Sharma, Bishal Santra, Aishik Chakraborty, Pavankumar
Satuluri and Pawan Goyal

Learning Emphasis Selection for Written Text in Visual Media from Crowd-Sourced
Label Distributions
Amirreza Shirani, Franck Dernoncourt, Paul Asente, Nedim Lipka, Seokhwan Kim,
Jose Echevarria and Thamar Solorio

Rumor Detection by Exploiting User Credibility Information, Attention and Multi-
task Learning
Quanzhi Li, Qiong Zhang and Luo Si

Context-specific Language Modeling for Human Trafficking Detection from Online
Advertisements
Saeideh Shahrokh Esfahani, Michael J. Cafarella, Maziyar Baran Pouyan, Gregory
DeAngelo, Elena Eneva and Andy E. Fano

[Machine Translation]

Self-Attentional Models for Lattice Inputs
Matthias Sperber, Graham Neubig, Ngoc-Quan Pham and Alex Waibel

[TACL] Semantic Neural Machine Translation using AMR
Linfeng Song, Daniel Gildea, Yue Zhang, Zhiguo Wang and Jinsong Su

When a Good Translation is Wrong in Context: Context-Aware Machine Translation
Improves on Deixis, Ellipsis, and Lexical Cohesion
Elena Voita, Rico Sennrich and Ivan Titov

A Compact and Language-Sensitive Multilingual Translation Method
Yining Wang, Long Zhou, Jiajun Zhang, Feifei Zhai, Jingfang Xu and Chengqing
Zong

Unsupervised Parallel Sentence Extraction with Parallel Segment Detection Helps
Machine Translation
Viktor Hangya and Alexander Fraser

Unsupervised Bilingual Word Embedding Agreement for Unsupervised Neural Ma-
chine Translation
Haipeng Sun, Rui Wang, Kehai Chen, Masao Utiyama, Eiichiro Sumita and Tiejun
Zhao

lxxvii
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Effective Cross-lingual Transfer of Neural Machine Translation Models without
Shared Vocabularies
Yunsu Kim, Yingbo Gao and Hermann Ney

Improved Zero-shot Neural Machine Translation via Ignoring Spurious Correla-
tions
Jiatao Gu, Yong Wang, Kyunghyun Cho and Victor O.K. Li

Syntactically Supervised Transformers for Faster Neural Machine Translation
Nader Akoury, Kalpesh Krishna and Mohit Iyyer

Dynamically Composing Domain-Data Selection with Clean-Data Selection by
“Co-Curricular Learning" for Neural Machine Translation
Wei Wang, Isaac Caswell and Ciprian Chelba

On the Word Alignment from Neural Machine Translation
Xintong Li, Guanlin Li, Lemao Liu, Max Meng and Shuming Shi

Imitation Learning for Non-Autoregressive Neural Machine Translation
Bingzhen Wei, Mingxuan Wang, Hao Zhou, Junyang Lin and Xu Sun

Monotonic Infinite Lookback Attention for Simultaneous Machine Translation
Naveen Arivazhagan, Colin Cherry, Wolfgang Macherey, Chung-Cheng Chiu,
Semih Yavuz, Ruoming Pang, Wei Li and Colin Raffel

[Information Extraction and Text Mining]

Global Textual Relation Embedding for Relational Understanding
Zhiyu Chen, Hanwen Zha, Honglei Liu, Wenhu Chen, Xifeng Yan and Yu Su

Graph Neural Networks with Generated Parameters for Relation Extraction
Hao Zhu, Yankai Lin, Zhiyuan Liu, Jie Fu, Tat-Seng Chua and Maosong Sun

Entity-Relation Extraction as Multi-Turn Question Answering
Xiaoya Li, Fan Yin, Zijun Sun, Xiayu Li, Arianna Yuan, Duo Chai, Mingxin Zhou
and Jiwei Li

Exploiting Entity BIO Tag Embeddings and Multi-task Learning for Relation Ex-
traction with Imbalanced Data
Wei Ye, Bo Li, Rui Xie, Zhonghao Sheng, Long Chen and Shikun Zhang
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Joint Type Inference on Entities and Relations via Graph Convolutional Networks
Changzhi Sun, Yeyun Gong, Yuanbin Wu, Ming Gong, Daxin Jiang, Man Lan,
Shiliang Sun and Nan Duan

Extracting Multiple-Relations in One-Pass with Pre-Trained Transformers
Haoyu Wang, Ming Tan, Mo Yu, Shiyu Chang, Dakuo Wang, Kun Xu, Xiaoxiao
Guo and Saloni Potdar

Unsupervised Information Extraction: Regularizing Discriminative Approaches
with Relation Distribution Losses
Étienne Simon, Vincent Guigue and Benjamin Piwowarski

Fine-tuning Pre-Trained Transformer Language Models to Distantly Supervised Re-
lation Extraction
Christoph Alt, Marc Hübner and Leonhard Hennig

ARNOR: Attention Regularization based Noise Reduction for Distant Supervision
Relation Classification
Wei Jia, Dai Dai, Xinyan Xiao and Hua Wu

GraphRel: Modeling Text as Relational Graphs for Joint Entity and Relation Ex-
traction
Tsu-Jui Fu, Peng-Hsuan Li and Wei-Yun Ma

DIAG-NRE: A Neural Pattern Diagnosis Framework for Distantly Supervised Neu-
ral Relation Extraction
Shun Zheng, Xu Han, Yankai Lin, Peilin Yu, Lu Chen, Ling Huang, Zhiyuan Liu
and Wei Xu

Multi-grained Named Entity Recognition
Congying Xia, Chenwei Zhang, Tao Yang, Yaliang Li, Nan Du, Xian Wu, Wei Fan,
Fenglong Ma and Philip Yu

ERNIE: Enhanced Language Representation with Informative Entities
Zhengyan Zhang, Xu Han, Zhiyuan Liu, Xin Jiang, Maosong Sun and Qun Liu

Multi-Channel Graph Neural Network for Entity Alignment
Yixin Cao, Zhiyuan Liu, Chengjiang Li, Zhiyuan Liu, Juanzi Li and Tat-Seng Chua

A Neural Multi-digraph Model for Chinese NER with Gazetteers
Ruixue Ding, Pengjun Xie, Xiaoyan Zhang, Wei Lu, Linlin Li and Luo Si

lxxix
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[Machine Learning]

Improved Language Modeling by Decoding the Past
Siddhartha Brahma

Training Hybrid Language Models by Marginalizing over Segmentations
Edouard Grave, Sainbayar Sukhbaatar, Piotr Bojanowski and Armand Joulin

Improving Neural Language Models by Segmenting, Attending, and Predicting the
Future
Hongyin Luo, Lan Jiang, Yonatan Belinkov and James Glass

Lightweight and Efficient Neural Natural Language Processing with Quaternion
Networks
Yi Tay, Aston Zhang, Anh Tuan Luu, Jinfeng Rao, Shuai Zhang, Shuohang Wang,
Jie Fu and Siu Cheung Hui

Sparse Sequence-to-Sequence Models
Ben Peters, Vlad Niculae and André F. T. Martins

On the Robustness of Self-Attentive Models
Yu-Lun Hsieh, Minhao Cheng, Da-Cheng Juan, Wei Wei, Wen-Lian Hsu and Cho-
Jui Hsieh

Exact Hard Monotonic Attention for Character-Level Transduction
Shijie Wu and Ryan Cotterell

A Lightweight Recurrent Network for Sequence Modeling
Biao Zhang and Rico Sennrich

Towards Scalable and Reliable Capsule Networks for Challenging NLP Applica-
tions
Wei Zhao, Haiyun Peng, Steffen Eger, Erik Cambria and Min Yang

Soft Representation Learning for Sparse Transfer
Haeju Park, Jinyoung Yeo, Gengyu Wang and Seung-won Hwang

Learning Representations from Imperfect Time Series Data via Tensor Rank Regu-
larization
Paul Pu Liang, Zhun Liu, Yao-Hung Hubert Tsai, Qibin Zhao, Ruslan Salakhutdi-
nov and Louis-Philippe Morency
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Towards Lossless Encoding of Sentences
Gabriele Prato, Mathieu Duchesneau, Sarath Chandar and Alain Tapp

[Phonology, Morphology and Word Segmentation]

Open Vocabulary Learning for Neural Chinese Pinyin IME
Zhuosheng Zhang, Yafang Huang and Hai Zhao

Using LSTMs to Assess the Obligatoriness of Phonological Distinctive Features for
Phonotactic Learning
Nicole Mirea and Klinton Bicknell

Better Character Language Modeling through Morphology
Terra Blevins and Luke Zettlemoyer

Historical Text Normalization with Delayed Rewards
Simon Flachs, Marcel Bollmann and Anders Søgaard

Stochastic Tokenization with a Language Model for Neural Text Classification
Tatsuya Hiraoka, Hiroyuki Shindo and Yuji Matsumoto

13:50–15:30 Demo Session 1

15:30–16:00 Break
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16:00–17:40 Session 3A: Bias in Language Processing

16:00–16:20 Mitigating Gender Bias in Natural Language Processing: Literature Review
Tony Sun, Andrew Gaut, Shirlyn Tang, Yuxin Huang, Mai ElSherief, Jieyu Zhao,
Diba Mirza, Elizabeth Belding, Kai-Wei Chang and William Yang Wang

16:20–16:40 Gender-preserving Debiasing for Pre-trained Word Embeddings
Masahiro Kaneko and Danushka Bollegala

16:40–17:00 Counterfactual Data Augmentation for Mitigating Gender Stereotypes in Lan-
guages with Rich Morphology
Ran Zmigrod, Sebastian J. Mielke, Hanna Wallach and Ryan Cotterell

17:00–17:13 A Transparent Framework for Evaluating Unintended Demographic Bias in Word
Embeddings
Chris Sweeney and Maryam Najafian

17:13–17:26 The Risk of Racial Bias in Hate Speech Detection
Maarten Sap, Dallas Card, Saadia Gabriel, Yejin Choi and Noah A. Smith

17:26–17:39 Evaluating Gender Bias in Machine Translation
Gabriel Stanovsky, Noah A. Smith and Luke Zettlemoyer

16:00–17:40 Session 3B: Word-level Semantics 1

16:00–16:20 LSTMEmbed: Learning Word and Sense Representations from a Large Semantically
Annotated Corpus with Long Short-Term Memories
Ignacio Iacobacci and Roberto Navigli

16:20–16:40 Understanding Undesirable Word Embedding Associations
Kawin Ethayarajh, David Duvenaud and Graeme Hirst

16:40–17:00 Unsupervised Discovery of Gendered Language through Latent-Variable Modeling
Alexander Miserlis Hoyle, Lawrence Wolf-Sonkin, Hanna Wallach, Isabelle Au-
genstein and Ryan Cotterell

17:00–17:20 Topic Sensitive Attention on Generic Corpora Corrects Sense Bias in Pretrained
Embeddings
Vihari Piratla, Sunita Sarawagi and Soumen Chakrabarti
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17:20–17:40 SphereRE: Distinguishing Lexical Relations with Hyperspherical Relation Embed-
dings
Chengyu Wang, Xiaofeng He and Aoying Zhou

16:00–17:40 Session 3C: Multilinguality and Morphology

16:00–16:20 Multilingual Factor Analysis
Francisco Vargas, Kamen Brestnichki, Alex Papadopoulos Korfiatis and Nils Ham-
merla

16:20–16:40 [TACL] Learning Multilingual Word Embeddings in Latent Metric Space: A Geo-
metric Approach
Pratik Jawanpuria, Arjun Balgovind, Anoop Kunchukuttan and Bamdev Mishra

16:40–17:00 Meaning to Form: Measuring Systematicity as Information
Tiago Pimentel, Arya D. McCarthy, Damian Blasi, Brian Roark and Ryan Cotterell

17:00–17:20 Learning Morphosyntactic Analyzers from the Bible via Iterative Annotation Pro-
jection across 26 Languages
Garrett Nicolai and David Yarowsky

17:20–17:40 Adversarial Multitask Learning for Joint Multi-Feature and Multi-Dialect Morpho-
logical Modeling
Nasser Zalmout and Nizar Habash

16:00–17:40 Session 3D: Machine Translation 2

16:00–16:20 Neural Machine Translation with Reordering Embeddings
Kehai Chen, Rui Wang, Masao Utiyama and Eiichiro Sumita

16:20–16:40 Neural Fuzzy Repair: Integrating Fuzzy Matches into Neural Machine Translation
Bram Bulte and Arda Tezcan

16:40–17:00 Learning Deep Transformer Models for Machine Translation
Qiang Wang, Bei Li, Tong Xiao, Jingbo Zhu, Changliang Li, Derek F. Wong and
Lidia S. Chao

17:00–17:13 Generating Diverse Translations with Sentence Codes
Raphael Shu, Hideki Nakayama and Kyunghyun Cho

17:13–17:26 Self-Supervised Neural Machine Translation
Dana Ruiter, Cristina España-Bonet and Josef van Genabith
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17:26–17:39 Exploring Phoneme-Level Speech Representations for End-to-End Speech Transla-
tion
Elizabeth Salesky, Matthias Sperber and Alan W Black

16:00–17:40 Session 3E: Vision, Robotics, Multimodal, Grounding and Speech

16:00–16:20 Visually Grounded Neural Syntax Acquisition
Haoyue Shi, Jiayuan Mao, Kevin Gimpel and Karen Livescu

16:20–16:40 Stay on the Path: Instruction Fidelity in Vision-and-Language Navigation
Vihan Jain, Gabriel Magalhaes, Alexander Ku, Ashish Vaswani, Eugene Ie and Ja-
son Baldridge

16:40–17:00 Expressing Visual Relationships via Language
Hao Tan, Franck Dernoncourt, Zhe Lin, Trung Bui and Mohit Bansal

17:00–17:20 Weakly-Supervised Spatio-Temporally Grounding Natural Sentence in Video
Zhenfang Chen, Lin Ma, Wenhan Luo and Kwan-Yee Kenneth Wong

17:20–17:40 The PhotoBook Dataset: Building Common Ground through Visually-Grounded Di-
alogue
Janosch Haber, Tim Baumgärtner, Ece Takmaz, Lieke Gelderloos, Elia Bruni and
Raquel Fernández

16:00–17:40 Session 3F: Machine Learning 2

16:00–16:20 Continual and Multi-Task Architecture Search
Ramakanth Pasunuru and Mohit Bansal

16:20–16:40 Semi-supervised Stochastic Multi-Domain Learning using Variational Inference
Yitong Li, Timothy Baldwin and Trevor Cohn

16:40–17:00 Boosting Entity Linking Performance by Leveraging Unlabeled Documents
Phong Le and Ivan Titov

17:00–17:20 Pre-Learning Environment Representations for Data-Efficient Neural Instruction
Following
David Gaddy and Dan Klein
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17:20–17:40 Reinforced Training Data Selection for Domain Adaptation
Miaofeng Liu, Yan Song, Hongbin Zou and Tong Zhang

16:00–17:40 Poster Session 3

[Generation]

Generating Long and Informative Reviews with Aspect-Aware Coarse-to-Fine De-
coding
Junyi Li, Wayne Xin Zhao, Ji-Rong Wen and Yang Song

PaperRobot: Incremental Draft Generation of Scientific Ideas
Qingyun Wang, Lifu Huang, Zhiying Jiang, Kevin Knight, Heng Ji, Mohit Bansal
and Yi Luan

Rhetorically Controlled Encoder-Decoder for Modern Chinese Poetry Generation
Zhiqiang Liu, Zuohui Fu, Jie Cao, Gerard de Melo, Yik-Cheung Tam, Cheng Niu
and Jie Zhou

Enhancing Topic-to-Essay Generation with External Commonsense Knowledge
Pengcheng Yang, Lei Li, Fuli Luo, Tianyu Liu and Xu Sun

Towards Fine-grained Text Sentiment Transfer
Fuli Luo, Peng Li, Pengcheng Yang, Jie Zhou, Yutong Tan, Baobao Chang, Zhifang
Sui and Xu Sun

Data-to-text Generation with Entity Modeling
Ratish Puduppully, Li Dong and Mirella Lapata

Ensuring Readability and Data-fidelity using Head-modifier Templates in Deep
Type Description Generation
Jiangjie Chen, Ao Wang, Haiyun Jiang, Suo Feng, Chenguang Li and Yanghua Xiao

Key Fact as Pivot: A Two-Stage Model for Low Resource Table-to-Text Generation
Shuming Ma, Pengcheng Yang, Tianyu Liu, Peng Li, Jie Zhou and Xu Sun

Unsupervised Neural Text Simplification
Sai Surya, Abhijit Mishra, Anirban Laha, Parag Jain and Karthik Sankaranarayanan
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Syntax-Infused Variational Autoencoder for Text Generation
Xinyuan Zhang, Yi Yang, Siyang Yuan, Dinghan Shen and Lawrence Carin

Towards Generating Long and Coherent Text with Multi-Level Latent Variable Mod-
els
Dinghan Shen, Asli Celikyilmaz, Yizhe Zhang, Liqun Chen, Xin Wang, Jianfeng
Gao and Lawrence Carin

Jointly Learning Semantic Parser and Natural Language Generator via Dual Infor-
mation Maximization
Hai Ye, Wenjie Li and Lu Wang

Learning to Select, Track, and Generate for Data-to-Text
Hayate Iso, Yui Uehara, Tatsuya Ishigaki, Hiroshi Noji, Eiji Aramaki, Ichiro
Kobayashi, Yusuke Miyao, Naoaki Okazaki and Hiroya Takamura

Reinforced Dynamic Reasoning for Conversational Question Generation
Boyuan Pan, Hao Li, Ziyu Yao, Deng Cai and Huan Sun

[Summarization]

TalkSumm: A Dataset and Scalable Annotation Method for Scientific Paper Sum-
marization Based on Conference Talks
Guy Lev, Michal Shmueli-Scheuer, Jonathan Herzig, Achiya Jerbi and David
Konopnicki

Improving Abstractive Document Summarization with Salient Information Modeling
Yongjian You, Weijia Jia, Tianyi Liu and Wenmian Yang

Unsupervised Neural Single-Document Summarization of Reviews via Learning La-
tent Discourse Structure and its Ranking
Masaru Isonuma, Junichiro Mori and Ichiro Sakata

BiSET: Bi-directional Selective Encoding with Template for Abstractive Summariza-
tion
Kai Wang, Xiaojun Quan and Rui Wang

Neural Keyphrase Generation via Reinforcement Learning with Adaptive Rewards
Hou Pong Chan, Wang Chen, Lu Wang and Irwin King

Scoring Sentence Singletons and Pairs for Abstractive Summarization
Logan Lebanoff, Kaiqiang Song, Franck Dernoncourt, Doo Soon Kim, Seokhwan
Kim, Walter Chang and Fei Liu
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Keep Meeting Summaries on Topic: Abstractive Multi-Modal Meeting Summariza-
tion
Manling Li, Lingyu Zhang, Heng Ji and Richard J. Radke

Adversarial Domain Adaptation Using Artificial Titles for Abstractive Title Gener-
ation
Francine Chen and Yan-Ying Chen

BIGPATENT: A Large-Scale Dataset for Abstractive and Coherent Summarization
Eva Sharma, Chen Li and Lu Wang

Ranking Generated Summaries by Correctness: An Interesting but Challenging Ap-
plication for Natural Language Inference
Tobias Falke, Leonardo F. R. Ribeiro, Prasetya Ajie Utama, Ido Dagan and Iryna
Gurevych

Self-Supervised Learning for Contextualized Extractive Summarization
Hong Wang, Xin Wang, Wenhan Xiong, Mo Yu, Xiaoxiao Guo, Shiyu Chang and
William Yang Wang

On the Summarization of Consumer Health Questions
Asma Ben Abacha and Dina Demner-Fushman

Unsupervised Rewriter for Multi-Sentence Compression
Yang Zhao, Xiaoyu Shen, Wei Bi and Akiko Aizawa

[Question Answering]

Inferential Machine Comprehension: Answering Questions by Recursively Deduc-
ing the Evidence Chain from Text
Jianxing Yu, Zhengjun Zha and Jian Yin

Token-level Dynamic Self-Attention Network for Multi-Passage Reading Compre-
hension
Yimeng Zhuang and Huadong Wang

Explicit Utilization of General Knowledge in Machine Reading Comprehension
Chao Wang and Hui Jiang

Multi-style Generative Reading Comprehension
Kyosuke Nishida, Itsumi Saito, Kosuke Nishida, Kazutoshi Shinoda, Atsushi Ot-
suka, Hisako Asano and Junji Tomita
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Retrieve, Read, Rerank: Towards End-to-End Multi-Document Reading Compre-
hension
Minghao Hu, Yuxing Peng, Zhen Huang and Dongsheng Li

Multi-Hop Paragraph Retrieval for Open-Domain Question Answering
Yair Feldman and Ran El-Yaniv

E3: Entailment-driven Extracting and Editing for Conversational Machine Reading
Victor Zhong and Luke Zettlemoyer

Generating Question-Answer Hierarchies
Kalpesh Krishna and Mohit Iyyer

Answering while Summarizing: Multi-task Learning for Multi-hop QA with Evi-
dence Extraction
Kosuke Nishida, Kyosuke Nishida, Masaaki Nagata, Atsushi Otsuka, Itsumi Saito,
Hisako Asano and Junji Tomita

Enhancing Pre-Trained Language Representations with Rich Knowledge for Ma-
chine Reading Comprehension
An Yang, Quan Wang, Jing Liu, Kai Liu, Yajuan Lyu, Hua Wu, Qiaoqiao She and
Sujian Li

XQA: A Cross-lingual Open-domain Question Answering Dataset
Jiahua Liu, Yankai Lin, Zhiyuan Liu and Maosong Sun

[TACL] Complex Program Induction for Querying Knowledge Bases in the Absence
of Gold Programs
Amrita Saha, Ghulam Ahmed Ansari, Abhishek Laddha, Karthik Sankaranarayanan
and Soumen Chakrabarti

[TACL] Trick Me If You Can: Human-in-the-loop Generation of Adversarial Ques-
tion Answering
Eric Wallace, Pedro Rodriguez, Shi Feng, Ikuya Yamada and Jordan Boyd-Graber

[Tagging, Chunking, Syntax and Parsing]

Compound Probabilistic Context-Free Grammars for Grammar Induction
Yoon Kim, Chris Dyer and Alexander Rush

Semi-supervised Domain Adaptation for Dependency Parsing
Zhenghua Li, Xue Peng, Min Zhang, Rui Wang and Luo Si

Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar Parsing on Penn Treebank
Junru Zhou and Hai Zhao
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Distantly Supervised Named Entity Recognition using Positive-Unlabeled Learning
Minlong Peng, Xiaoyu Xing, Qi Zhang, Jinlan Fu and Xuanjing Huang

Multi-Task Semantic Dependency Parsing with Policy Gradient for Learning Easy-
First Strategies
Shuhei Kurita and Anders Søgaard

GCDT: A Global Context Enhanced Deep Transition Architecture for Sequence La-
beling
Yijin Liu, Fandong Meng, Jinchao Zhang, Jinan Xu, Yufeng Chen and Jie Zhou

Unsupervised Learning of PCFGs with Normalizing Flow
Lifeng Jin, Finale Doshi-Velez, Timothy Miller, Lane Schwartz and William
Schuler

Variance of Average Surprisal: A Better Predictor for Quality of Grammar from
Unsupervised PCFG Induction
Lifeng Jin and William Schuler

Cross-Domain NER using Cross-Domain Language Modeling
Chen Jia, Xiaobo Liang and Yue Zhang

Graph-based Dependency Parsing with Graph Neural Networks
Tao Ji, Yuanbin Wu and Man Lan

Wide-Coverage Neural A* Parsing for Minimalist Grammars
John Torr, Milos Stanojevic, Mark Steedman and Shay B. Cohen

[Social Media]

Multi-Modal Sarcasm Detection in Twitter with Hierarchical Fusion Model
Yitao Cai, Huiyu Cai and Xiaojun Wan

Topic-Aware Neural Keyphrase Generation for Social Media Language
Yue Wang, Jing Li, Hou Pong Chan, Irwin King, Michael R. Lyu and Shuming Shi

#YouToo? Detection of Personal Recollections of Sexual Harassment on Social Me-
dia
Arijit Ghosh Chowdhury, Ramit Sawhney, Rajiv Ratn Shah and Debanjan Mahata

Multi-task Pairwise Neural Ranking for Hashtag Segmentation
Mounica Maddela, Wei Xu and Daniel Preoţiuc-Pietro

lxxxix
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Entity-Centric Contextual Affective Analysis
Anjalie Field and Yulia Tsvetkov

Sentence-Level Evidence Embedding for Claim Verification with Hierarchical At-
tention Networks
Jing Ma, Wei Gao, Shafiq Joty and Kam-Fai Wong

Predicting Human Activities from User-Generated Content
Steven Wilson and Rada Mihalcea

You Write like You Eat: Stylistic Variation as a Predictor of Social Stratification
Angelo Basile, Albert Gatt and Malvina Nissim

Encoding Social Information with Graph Convolutional Networks forPolitical Per-
spective Detection in News Media
Chang Li and Dan Goldwasser

Fine-Grained Spoiler Detection from Large-Scale Review Corpora
Mengting Wan, Rishabh Misra, Ndapa Nakashole and Julian McAuley

Celebrity Profiling
Matti Wiegmann, Benno Stein and Martin Potthast

Dataset Creation for Ranking Constructive News Comments
Soichiro Fujita, Hayato Kobayashi and Manabu Okumura

Enhancing Air Quality Prediction with Social Media and Natural Language Pro-
cessing
Jyun-Yu Jiang, Xue Sun, Wei Wang and Sean Young

Twitter Homophily: Network Based Prediction of User’s Occupation
Jiaqi Pan, Rishabh Bhardwaj, Wei Lu, Hai Leong Chieu, Xinghao Pan and Ni Yi
Puay

xc



Tuesday, July 30, 2019

09:00–10:00 Invited Talk 1: Simultaneous Translation: Recent Advances and Remaining
Challenges by Liang Huang

10:00–10:30 Break

10:30–12:10 Session 4A: Dialogue and Generation

10:30–10:50 Domain Adaptive Dialog Generation via Meta Learning
Kun Qian and Zhou Yu

10:50–11:10 Strategies for Structuring Story Generation
Angela Fan, Mike Lewis and Yann Dauphin

11:10–11:30 Argument Generation with Retrieval, Planning, and Realization
Xinyu Hua, Zhe Hu and Lu Wang

11:30–11:43 A Simple Recipe towards Reducing Hallucination in Neural Surface Realisation
Feng Nie, Jin-Ge Yao, Jinpeng Wang, Rong Pan and Chin-Yew Lin

11:43–11:56 Cross-Modal Commentator: Automatic Machine Commenting Based on Cross-
Modal Information
Pengcheng Yang, Zhihan Zhang, Fuli Luo, Lei Li, Chengyang Huang and Xu Sun

11:56–12:09 A Working Memory Model for Task-oriented Dialog Response Generation
Xiuyi Chen, Jiaming Xu and Bo Xu
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10:30–12:10 Session 4B: Question Answering 1 - Multi-Hop

10:30–10:50 Cognitive Graph for Multi-Hop Reading Comprehension at Scale
Ming Ding, Chang Zhou, Qibin Chen, Hongxia Yang and Jie Tang

10:50–11:10 Multi-hop Reading Comprehension across Multiple Documents by Reasoning over
Heterogeneous Graphs
Ming Tu, Guangtao Wang, Jing Huang, Yun Tang, Xiaodong He and Bowen Zhou

11:10–11:30 Explore, Propose, and Assemble: An Interpretable Model for Multi-Hop Reading
Comprehension
Yichen Jiang, Nitish Joshi, Yen-Chun Chen and Mohit Bansal

11:30–11:50 Avoiding Reasoning Shortcuts: Adversarial Evaluation, Training, and Model De-
velopment for Multi-Hop QA
Yichen Jiang and Mohit Bansal

11:50–12:10 Exploiting Explicit Paths for Multi-hop Reading Comprehension
Souvik Kundu, Tushar Khot, Ashish Sabharwal and Peter Clark

10:30–12:10 Session 4C: Evaluation

10:30–10:50 Sentence Mover’s Similarity: Automatic Evaluation for Multi-Sentence Texts
Elizabeth Clark, Asli Celikyilmaz and Noah A. Smith

10:50–11:10 Analysis of Automatic Annotation Suggestions for Hard Discourse-Level Tasks in
Expert Domains
Claudia Schulz, Christian M. Meyer, Jan Kiesewetter, Michael Sailer, Elisabeth
Bauer, Martin R. Fischer, Frank Fischer and Iryna Gurevych

11:10–11:30 Deep Dominance - How to Properly Compare Deep Neural Models
Rotem Dror, Segev Shlomov and Roi Reichart

11:30–11:43 We Need to Talk about Standard Splits
Kyle Gorman and Steven Bedrick

11:43–11:56 Aiming beyond the Obvious: Identifying Non-Obvious Cases in Semantic Similarity
Datasets
Nicole Peinelt, Maria Liakata and Dong Nguyen
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11:56–12:09 Putting Evaluation in Context: Contextual Embeddings Improve Machine Transla-
tion Evaluation
Nitika Mathur, Timothy Baldwin and Trevor Cohn

10:30–12:10 Session 4D: Social Media 1

10:30–10:50 Joint Effects of Context and User History for Predicting Online Conversation Re-
entries
Xingshan Zeng, Jing Li, Lu Wang and Kam-Fai Wong

10:50–11:10 CONAN - COunter NArratives through Nichesourcing: a Multilingual Dataset of
Responses to Fight Online Hate Speech
Yi-Ling Chung, Elizaveta Kuzmenko, Serra Sinem Tekiroglu and Marco Guerini

11:10–11:30 Categorizing and Inferring the Relationship between the Text and Image of Twitter
Posts
Alakananda Vempala and Daniel Preoţiuc-Pietro

11:30–11:43 Who Sides with Whom? Towards Computational Construction of Discourse Net-
works for Political Debates
Sebastian Padó, Andre Blessing, Nico Blokker, Erenay Dayanik, Sebastian Haunss
and Jonas Kuhn

11:43–11:56 Analyzing Linguistic Differences between Owner and Staff Attributed Tweets
Daniel Preoţiuc-Pietro and Rita Devlin Marier

11:56–12:09 Exploring Author Context for Detecting Intended vs Perceived Sarcasm
Silviu Oprea and Walid Magdy
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10:30–12:10 Session 4E: Information Extraction and Text Mining 2

10:30–10:50 Open Domain Event Extraction Using Neural Latent Variable Models
Xiao Liu, Heyan Huang and Yue Zhang

10:50–11:10 Multi-Level Matching and Aggregation Network for Few-Shot Relation Classifica-
tion
Zhi-Xiu Ye and Zhen-Hua Ling

11:10–11:30 Quantifying Similarity between Relations with Fact Distribution
Weize Chen, Hao Zhu, Xu Han, Zhiyuan Liu and Maosong Sun

11:30–11:50 Matching the Blanks: Distributional Similarity for Relation Learning
Livio Baldini Soares, Nicholas FitzGerald, Jeffrey Ling and Tom Kwiatkowski

11:50–12:10 Fine-Grained Temporal Relation Extraction
Siddharth Vashishtha, Benjamin Van Durme and Aaron Steven White

10:30–12:10 Session 4F: Machine Learning 3

10:30–10:50 FIESTA: Fast IdEntification of State-of-The-Art models using adaptive bandit algo-
rithms
Henry Moss, Andrew Moore, David Leslie and Paul Rayson

10:50–11:10 Is Attention Interpretable?
Sofia Serrano and Noah A. Smith

11:10–11:30 Correlating Neural and Symbolic Representations of Language
Grzegorz Chrupała and Afra Alishahi

11:30–11:50 Interpretable Neural Predictions with Differentiable Binary Variables
Joost Bastings, Wilker Aziz and Ivan Titov

11:50–12:10 Transformer-XL: Attentive Language Models beyond a Fixed-Length Context
Zihang Dai, Zhilin Yang, Yiming Yang, Jaime Carbonell, Quoc Le and Ruslan
Salakhutdinov
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10:30–12:10 Poster Session 4

[Machine Translation]

Domain Adaptation of Neural Machine Translation by Lexicon Induction
Junjie Hu, Mengzhou Xia, Graham Neubig and Jaime Carbonell

Reference Network for Neural Machine Translation
Han Fu, Chenghao Liu and Jianling Sun

Retrieving Sequential Information for Non-Autoregressive Neural Machine Trans-
lation
Chenze Shao, Yang Feng, Jinchao Zhang, Fandong Meng, Xilin Chen and Jie Zhou

STACL: Simultaneous Translation with Implicit Anticipation and Controllable La-
tency using Prefix-to-Prefix Framework
Mingbo Ma, Liang Huang, Hao Xiong, Renjie Zheng, Kaibo Liu, Baigong Zheng,
Chuanqiang Zhang, Zhongjun He, Hairong Liu, Xing Li, Hua Wu and Haifeng
Wang

Look Harder: A Neural Machine Translation Model with Hard Attention
Sathish Reddy Indurthi, Insoo Chung and Sangha Kim

Robust Neural Machine Translation with Joint Textual and Phonetic Embedding
Hairong Liu, Mingbo Ma, Liang Huang, Hao Xiong and Zhongjun He

A Simple and Effective Approach to Automatic Post-Editing with Transfer Learning
Gonçalo M. Correia and André F. T. Martins

Translating Translationese: A Two-Step Approach to Unsupervised Machine Trans-
lation
Nima Pourdamghani, Nada Aldarrab, Marjan Ghazvininejad, Kevin Knight and
Jonathan May

Training Neural Machine Translation to Apply Terminology Constraints
Georgiana Dinu, Prashant Mathur, Marcello Federico and Yaser Al-Onaizan

Leveraging Local and Global Patterns for Self-Attention Networks
Mingzhou Xu, Derek F. Wong, Baosong Yang, Yue Zhang and Lidia S. Chao
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Sentence-Level Agreement for Neural Machine Translation
Mingming Yang, Rui Wang, Kehai Chen, Masao Utiyama, Eiichiro Sumita, Min
Zhang and Tiejun Zhao

Multilingual Unsupervised NMT using Shared Encoder and Language-Specific De-
coders
Sukanta Sen, Kamal Kumar Gupta, Asif Ekbal and Pushpak Bhattacharyya

Lattice-Based Transformer Encoder for Neural Machine Translation
Fengshun Xiao, Jiangtong Li, Hai Zhao, Rui Wang and Kehai Chen

[Multilinguality]

Multi-Source Cross-Lingual Model Transfer: Learning What to Share
Xilun Chen, Ahmed Hassan Awadallah, Hany Hassan, Wei Wang and Claire Cardie

Unsupervised Multilingual Word Embedding with Limited Resources using Neural
Language Models
Takashi Wada, Tomoharu Iwata and Yuji Matsumoto

Choosing Transfer Languages for Cross-Lingual Learning
Yu-Hsiang Lin, Chian-Yu Chen, Jean Lee, Zirui Li, Yuyan Zhang, Mengzhou Xia,
Shruti Rijhwani, Junxian He, Zhisong Zhang, Xuezhe Ma, Antonios Anastasopou-
los, Patrick Littell and Graham Neubig

CogNet: A Large-Scale Cognate Database
Khuyagbaatar Batsuren, Gabor Bella and Fausto Giunchiglia

Neural Decipherment via Minimum-Cost Flow: From Ugaritic to Linear B
Jiaming Luo, Yuan Cao and Regina Barzilay

Cross-lingual Knowledge Graph Alignment via Graph Matching Neural Network
Kun Xu, Liwei Wang, Mo Yu, Yansong Feng, Yan Song, Zhiguo Wang and Dong
Yu

Zero-Shot Cross-Lingual Abstractive Sentence Summarization through Teaching
Generation and Attention
Xiangyu Duan, Mingming Yin, Min Zhang, Boxing Chen and Weihua Luo

Improving Low-Resource Cross-lingual Document Retrieval by Reranking with
Deep Bilingual Representations
Rui Zhang, Caitlin Westerfield, Sungrok Shim, Garrett Bingham, Alexander Fabbri,
William Hu, Neha Verma and Dragomir Radev
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Are Girls Neko or Shōjo? Cross-Lingual Alignment of Non-Isomorphic Embeddings
with Iterative Normalization
Mozhi Zhang, Keyulu Xu, Ken-ichi Kawarabayashi, Stefanie Jegelka and Jordan
Boyd-Graber

MAAM: A Morphology-Aware Alignment Model for Unsupervised Bilingual Lexi-
con Induction
Pengcheng Yang, Fuli Luo, Peng Chen, Tianyu Liu and Xu Sun

Margin-based Parallel Corpus Mining with Multilingual Sentence Embeddings
Mikel Artetxe and Holger Schwenk

JW300: A Wide-Coverage Parallel Corpus for Low-Resource Languages
Željko Agić and Ivan Vulić

Cross-Lingual Syntactic Transfer through Unsupervised Adaptation of Invertible
Projections
Junxian He, Zhisong Zhang, Taylor Berg-Kirkpatrick and Graham Neubig

Unsupervised Joint Training of Bilingual Word Embeddings
Benjamin Marie and Atsushi Fujita

[Word-level Semantics]

Inferring Concept Hierarchies from Text Corpora via Hyperbolic Embeddings
Matthew Le, Stephen Roller, Laetitia Papaxanthos, Douwe Kiela and Maximilian
Nickel

Is Word Segmentation Necessary for Deep Learning of Chinese Representations?
Xiaoya Li, Yuxian Meng, Xiaofei Sun, Qinghong Han, Arianna Yuan and Jiwei Li

Towards Understanding Linear Word Analogies
Kawin Ethayarajh, David Duvenaud and Graeme Hirst

On the Compositionality Prediction of Noun Phrases using Poincaré Embeddings
Abhik Jana, Dima Puzyrev, Alexander Panchenko, Pawan Goyal, Chris Biemann
and Animesh Mukherjee

Robust Representation Learning of Biomedical Names
Minh C. Phan, Aixin Sun and Yi Tay
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Relational Word Embeddings
Jose Camacho-Collados, Luis Espinosa Anke and Steven Schockaert

Unraveling Antonym’s Word Vectors through a Siamese-like Network
Mathias Etcheverry and Dina Wonsever

Incorporating Syntactic and Semantic Information in Word Embeddings using
Graph Convolutional Networks
Shikhar Vashishth, Manik Bhandari, Prateek Yadav, Piyush Rai, Chiranjib Bhat-
tacharyya and Partha Talukdar

Word and Document Embedding with vMF-Mixture Priors on Context Word Vectors
Shoaib Jameel and Steven Schockaert

Delta Embedding Learning
Xiao Zhang, Ji Wu and Dejing Dou

Annotation and Automatic Classification of Aspectual Categories
Markus Egg, Helena Prepens and Will Roberts

Putting Words in Context: LSTM Language Models and Lexical Ambiguity
Laura Aina, Kristina Gulordava and Gemma Boleda

Making Fast Graph-based Algorithms with Graph Metric Embeddings
Andrey Kutuzov, Mohammad Dorgham, Oleksiy Oliynyk, Chris Biemann and
Alexander Panchenko

Embedding Imputation with Grounded Language Information
Ziyi Yang, Chenguang Zhu, Vin Sachidananda and Eric Darve

The Effectiveness of Simple Hybrid Systems for Hypernym Discovery
William Held and Nizar Habash

BERT-based Lexical Substitution
Wangchunshu Zhou, Tao Ge, Ke Xu, Furu Wei and Ming Zhou

Exploring Numeracy in Word Embeddings
Aakanksha Naik, Abhilasha Ravichander, Carolyn Rose and Eduard Hovy

xcviii



Tuesday, July 30, 2019 (continued)

10:30–12:10 Student Research Workshop Poster Session 2

12:10–13:50 Lunch

13:50–15:30 Session 5A: Generation 1

13:50–14:10 [TACL] Probabilistic Verb Selection for Data-to-Text Generation
Dell Zhang, Jiahao Yuan, Xiaoling Wang and Adam Foster

14:10–14:30 HighRES: Highlight-based Reference-less Evaluation of Summarization
Hardy Hardy, Shashi Narayan and Andreas Vlachos

14:30–14:50 EditNTS: An Neural Programmer-Interpreter Model for Sentence Simplification
through Explicit Editing
Yue Dong, Zichao Li, Mehdi Rezagholizadeh and Jackie Chi Kit Cheung

14:50–15:10 Decomposable Neural Paraphrase Generation
Zichao Li, Xin Jiang, Lifeng Shang and Qun Liu

15:10–15:30 Transforming Complex Sentences into a Semantic Hierarchy
Christina Niklaus, Matthias Cetto, André Freitas and Siegfried Handschuh

13:50–15:30 Session 5B: Semantics

13:50–14:10 [TACL] No Word is an Island - A Transformation Weighting Model for Semantic
Composition
Corina Dima, Daniël de Kok, Neele Witte and Erhard Hinrichs

14:10–14:30 [TACL] Syntax-aware Semantic Role Labeling without Parsing
Rui Cai and Mirella Lapata

14:30–14:50 Right for the Wrong Reasons: Diagnosing Syntactic Heuristics in Natural Language
Inference
Tom McCoy, Ellie Pavlick and Tal Linzen

14:50–15:10 Zero-Shot Entity Linking by Reading Entity Descriptions
Lajanugen Logeswaran, Ming-Wei Chang, Kenton Lee, Kristina Toutanova, Jacob
Devlin and Honglak Lee

15:10–15:30 [TACL] Learning Typed Entailment Graphs with Global Soft Constraints
Mohammad Javad Hosseini, Nathanael Chambers, Siva Reddy, Xavier R. Holt,
Shay B. Cohen, Mark Johnson and Mark Steedman

xcix
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Tuesday, July 30, 2019 (continued)

13:50–15:30 Session 5C: Tagging, Chunking, Syntax and Parsing 2

13:50–14:10 [TACL] Joint Transition-Based Models for Morpho-Syntactic Parsing: Parsing
Strategies for MRLs and a Case Study from Modern Hebrew
Amir More, Amit Seker, Victoria Basmova and Reut Tsarfaty

14:10–14:30 Dual Adversarial Neural Transfer for Low-Resource Named Entity Recognition
Joey Tianyi Zhou, Hao Zhang, Di Jin, Hongyuan Zhu, Meng Fang, Rick Siow Mong
Goh and Kenneth Kwok

14:30–14:50 Scalable Syntax-Aware Language Models Using Knowledge Distillation
Adhiguna Kuncoro, Chris Dyer, Laura Rimell, Stephen Clark and Phil Blunsom

14:50–15:03 An Imitation Learning Approach to Unsupervised Parsing
Bowen Li, Lili Mou and Frank Keller

15:03–15:16 Women’s Syntactic Resilience and Men’s Grammatical Luck: Gender-Bias in Part-
of-Speech Tagging and Dependency Parsing
Aparna Garimella, Carmen Banea, Dirk Hovy and Rada Mihalcea

15:16–15:29 Multilingual Constituency Parsing with Self-Attention and Pre-Training
Nikita Kitaev, Steven Cao and Dan Klein

13:50–15:30 Session 5D: Sentiment Analysis and Argument Mining 2

13:50–14:10 A Multilingual BPE Embedding Space for Universal Sentiment Lexicon Induction
Mengjie Zhao and Hinrich Schütze

14:10–14:30 Tree Communication Models for Sentiment Analysis
Yuan Zhang and Yue Zhang

14:30–14:50 Improved Sentiment Detection via Label Transfer from Monolingual to Synthetic
Code-Switched Text
Bidisha Samanta, Niloy Ganguly and Soumen Chakrabarti

14:50–15:10 Exploring Sequence-to-Sequence Learning in Aspect Term Extraction
Dehong Ma, Sujian Li, Fangzhao Wu, Xing Xie and Houfeng Wang

15:10–15:30 Aspect Sentiment Classification Towards Question-Answering with Reinforced Bidi-
rectional Attention Network
Jingjing Wang, Changlong Sun, Shoushan Li, Xiaozhong Liu, Luo Si, Min Zhang
and Guodong Zhou
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Tuesday, July 30, 2019 (continued)

13:50–15:30 Session 5E: Visual and Multimodal Question Answering

13:50–14:10 ELI5: Long Form Question Answering
Angela Fan, Yacine Jernite, Ethan Perez, David Grangier, Jason Weston and
Michael Auli

14:10–14:30 Textbook Question Answering with Multi-modal Context Graph Understanding and
Self-supervised Open-set Comprehension
Daesik Kim, Seonhoon Kim and Nojun Kwak

14:30–14:50 Generating Question Relevant Captions to Aid Visual Question Answering
Jialin Wu, Zeyuan Hu and Raymond Mooney

14:50–15:03 Multi-grained Attention with Object-level Grounding for Visual Question Answering
Pingping Huang, Jianhui Huang, Yuqing Guo, Min Qiao and Yong Zhu

15:03–15:16 Psycholinguistics Meets Continual Learning: Measuring Catastrophic Forgetting
in Visual Question Answering
Claudio Greco, Barbara Plank, Raquel Fernández and Raffaella Bernardi

15:16–15:29 Improving Visual Question Answering by Referring to Generated Paragraph Cap-
tions
Hyounghun Kim and Mohit Bansal

13:50–15:30 Session 5F: Multidisciplinary

13:50–14:10 Shared-Private Bilingual Word Embeddings for Neural Machine Translation
Xuebo Liu, Derek F. Wong, Yang Liu, Lidia S. Chao, Tong Xiao and Jingbo Zhu

14:10–14:30 Literary Event Detection
Matthew Sims, Jong Ho Park and David Bamman

14:30–14:50 Assessing the Ability of Self-Attention Networks to Learn Word Order
Baosong Yang, Longyue Wang, Derek F. Wong, Lidia S. Chao and Zhaopeng Tu

14:50–15:03 Energy and Policy Considerations for Deep Learning in NLP
Emma Strubell, Ananya Ganesh and Andrew McCallum

ci



Tuesday, July 30, 2019 (continued)

15:03–15:16 What Does BERT Learn about the Structure of Language?
Ganesh Jawahar, Benoît Sagot and Djamé Seddah

15:16–15:29 A Just and Comprehensive Strategy for Using NLP to Address Online Abuse
David Jurgens, Libby Hemphill and Eshwar Chandrasekharan

13:50–15:30 Poster Session 5

[Dialogue and Interactive Systems]

Learning from Dialogue after Deployment: Feed Yourself, Chatbot!
Braden Hancock, Antoine Bordes, Pierre-Emmanuel Mazare and Jason Weston

Generating Responses with a Specific Emotion in Dialog
Zhenqiao Song, Xiaoqing Zheng, Lu Liu, Mu Xu and Xuanjing Huang

Semantically Conditioned Dialog Response Generation via Hierarchical Disentan-
gled Self-Attention
Wenhu Chen, Jianshu Chen, Pengda Qin, Xifeng Yan and William Yang Wang

Incremental Learning from Scratch for Task-Oriented Dialogue Systems
Weikang Wang, Jiajun Zhang, Qian Li, Mei-Yuh Hwang, Chengqing Zong and
Zhifei Li

ReCoSa: Detecting the Relevant Contexts with Self-Attention for Multi-turn Dia-
logue Generation
Hainan Zhang, Yanyan Lan, Liang Pang, Jiafeng Guo and Xueqi Cheng

Dialogue Natural Language Inference
Sean Welleck, Jason Weston, Arthur Szlam and Kyunghyun Cho

Budgeted Policy Learning for Task-Oriented Dialogue Systems
Zhirui Zhang, Xiujun Li, Jianfeng Gao and Enhong Chen

Comparison of Diverse Decoding Methods from Conditional Language Models
Daphne Ippolito, Reno Kriz, Joao Sedoc, Maria Kustikova and Chris Callison-
Burch

cii



Tuesday, July 30, 2019 (continued)

Retrieval-Enhanced Adversarial Training for Neural Response Generation
Qingfu Zhu, Lei Cui, Wei-Nan Zhang, Furu Wei and Ting Liu

Vocabulary Pyramid Network: Multi-Pass Encoding and Decoding with Multi-Level
Vocabularies for Response Generation
Cao Liu, Shizhu He, Kang Liu and Jun Zhao

On-device Structured and Context Partitioned Projection Networks
Sujith Ravi and Zornitsa Kozareva

Proactive Human-Machine Conversation with Explicit Conversation Goal
Wenquan Wu, Zhen Guo, Xiangyang Zhou, Hua Wu, Xiyuan Zhang, Rongzhong
Lian and Haifeng Wang

Learning a Matching Model with Co-teaching for Multi-turn Response Selection in
Retrieval-based Dialogue Systems
Jiazhan Feng, Chongyang Tao, Wei Wu, Yansong Feng, Dongyan Zhao and Rui Yan

Learning to Abstract for Memory-augmented Conversational Response Generation
Zhiliang Tian, Wei Bi, Xiaopeng Li and Nevin L. Zhang

Are Training Samples Correlated? Learning to Generate Dialogue Responses with
Multiple References
Lisong Qiu, Juntao Li, Wei Bi, Dongyan Zhao and Rui Yan

Pretraining Methods for Dialog Context Representation Learning
Shikib Mehri, Evgeniia Razumovskaia, Tiancheng Zhao and Maxine Eskenazi

A Large-Scale Corpus for Conversation Disentanglement
Jonathan K. Kummerfeld, Sai R. Gouravajhala, Joseph J. Peper, Vignesh Athreya,
Chulaka Gunasekara, Jatin Ganhotra, Siva Sankalp Patel, Lazaros C Polymenakos
and Walter Lasecki

Self-Supervised Dialogue Learning
Jiawei Wu, Xin Wang and William Yang Wang

ciii



Tuesday, July 30, 2019 (continued)

[Linguistic Theories, Cognitive Modeling and Psycholinguistics]

Are we there yet? Encoder-decoder neural networks as cognitive models of English
past tense inflection
Maria Corkery, Yevgen Matusevych and Sharon Goldwater

A Spreading Activation Framework for Tracking Conceptual Complexity of Texts
Ioana Hulpus, , Sanja Štajner and Heiner Stuckenschmidt

End-to-End Sequential Metaphor Identification Inspired by Linguistic Theories
Rui Mao, Chenghua Lin and Frank Guerin

Diachronic Sense Modeling with Deep Contextualized Word Embeddings: An Eco-
logical View
Renfen Hu, Shen Li and Shichen Liang

Miss Tools and Mr Fruit: Emergent Communication in Agents Learning about Ob-
ject Affordances
Diane Bouchacourt and Marco Baroni

CNNs found to jump around more skillfully than RNNs: Compositional Generaliza-
tion in Seq2seq Convolutional Networks
Roberto Dessì and Marco Baroni

Uncovering Probabilistic Implications in Typological Knowledge Bases
Johannes Bjerva, Yova Kementchedjhieva, Ryan Cotterell and Isabelle Augenstein

Is Word Segmentation Child’s Play in All Languages?
Georgia R. Loukatou, Steven Moran, Damian Blasi, Sabine Stoll and Alejandrina
Cristia

On the Distribution of Deep Clausal Embeddings: A Large Cross-linguistic Study
Damian Blasi, Ryan Cotterell, Lawrence Wolf-Sonkin, Sabine Stoll, Balthasar
Bickel and Marco Baroni

Attention-based Conditioning Methods for External Knowledge Integration
Katerina Margatina, Christos Baziotis and Alexandros Potamianos

civ



Tuesday, July 30, 2019 (continued)

[Resources and Evaluation]

The KnowRef Coreference Corpus: Removing Gender and Number Cues for Diffi-
cult Pronominal Anaphora Resolution
Ali Emami, Paul Trichelair, Adam Trischler, Kaheer Suleman, Hannes Schulz and
Jackie Chi Kit Cheung

StRE: Self Attentive Edit Quality Prediction in Wikipedia
Soumya Sarkar, Bhanu Prakash Reddy, Sandipan Sikdar and Animesh Mukherjee

How Large Are Lions? Inducing Distributions over Quantitative Attributes
Yanai Elazar, Abhijit Mahabal, Deepak Ramachandran, Tania Bedrax-Weiss and
Dan Roth

Fine-Grained Sentence Functions for Short-Text Conversation
Wei Bi, Jun Gao, Xiaojiang Liu and Shuming Shi

Give Me More Feedback II: Annotating Thesis Strength and Related Attributes in
Student Essays
Zixuan Ke, Hrishikesh Inamdar, Hui Lin and Vincent Ng

Crowdsourcing and Validating Event-focused Emotion Corpora for German and
English
Enrica Troiano, Sebastian Padó and Roman Klinger

Pay Attention when you Pay the Bills. A Multilingual Corpus with Dependency-
based and Semantic Annotation of Collocations.
Marcos Garcia, Marcos García Salido, Susana Sotelo, Estela Mosqueira and Mar-
garita Alonso-Ramos

Does it Make Sense? And Why? A Pilot Study for Sense Making and Explanation
Cunxiang Wang, Shuailong Liang, Yue Zhang, Xiaonan Li and Tian Gao

Large Dataset and Language Model Fun-Tuning for Humor Recognition
Vladislav Blinov, Valeria Bolotova-Baranova and Pavel Braslavski

cv



Tuesday, July 30, 2019 (continued)

[Machine Learning]

Towards Language Agnostic Universal Representations
Armen Aghajanyan, Xia Song and Saurabh Tiwary

Leveraging Meta Information in Short Text Aggregation
He Zhao, Lan Du, Guanfeng Liu and Wray Buntine

Exploiting Invertible Decoders for Unsupervised Sentence Representation Learning
Shuai Tang and Virginia R. de Sa

Self-Attentive, Multi-Context One-Class Classification for Unsupervised Anomaly
Detection on Text
Lukas Ruff, Yury Zemlyanskiy, Robert Vandermeulen, Thomas Schnake and Marius
Kloft

Hubless Nearest Neighbor Search for Bilingual Lexicon Induction
Jiaji Huang, Qiang Qiu and Kenneth Church

Distant Learning for Entity Linking with Automatic Noise Detection
Phong Le and Ivan Titov

Learning How to Active Learn by Dreaming
Thuy-Trang Vu, Ming Liu, Dinh Phung and Gholamreza Haffari

Few-Shot Representation Learning for Out-Of-Vocabulary Words
Ziniu Hu, Ting Chen, Kai-Wei Chang and Yizhou Sun

Neural Temporality Adaptation for Document Classification: Diachronic Word Em-
beddings and Domain Adaptation Models
Xiaolei Huang and Michael J. Paul

Learning Transferable Feature Representations Using Neural Networks
Himanshu Sharad Bhatt, Shourya Roy, Arun Rajkumar and Sriranjani Ramakrish-
nan

Bayes Test of Precision, Recall, and F1 Measure for Comparison of Two Natural
Language Processing Models
Ruibo Wang and Jihong Li

cvi



Tuesday, July 30, 2019 (continued)

TIGS: An Inference Algorithm for Text Infilling with Gradient Search
Dayiheng Liu, Jie Fu, Pengfei Liu and Jiancheng Lv

Keeping Notes: Conditional Natural Language Generation with a Scratchpad En-
coder
Ryan Benmalek, Madian Khabsa, Suma Desu, Claire Cardie and Michele Banko

13:50–15:30 Demo Session 2

15:30–16:00 Break

16:00–17:20 Lifetime Acheivement Award +Talk and Test of Time Awards

17:20–17:30 Short Break

17:30–19:00 ACL Business Meeting

19:00–19:15 Break

19:15–late Social Event

cvii



Wednesday, July 31, 2019

09:00–10:00 Invited Talk 2: Loquentes Machinis: Technology, Applications, and Ethics of
Conversational Systems by Pascale Fung

10:00–10:30 Break

10:30–12:10 Session 6A: Discourse and Pragmatics

10:30–10:50 Using Automatically Extracted Minimum Spans to Disentangle Coreference Evalu-
ation from Boundary Detection
Nafise Sadat Moosavi, Leo Born, Massimo Poesio and Michael Strube

10:50–11:10 Revisiting Joint Modeling of Cross-document Entity and Event Coreference Resolu-
tion
Shany Barhom, Vered Shwartz, Alon Eirew, Michael Bugert, Nils Reimers and Ido
Dagan

11:10–11:30 A Unified Linear-Time Framework for Sentence-Level Discourse Parsing
Xiang Lin, Shafiq Joty, Prathyusha Jwalapuram and M Saiful Bari

11:30–11:43 Employing the Correspondence of Relations and Connectives to Identify Implicit
Discourse Relations via Label Embeddings
Linh The Nguyen, Linh Van Ngo, Khoat Than and Thien Huu Nguyen

11:43–11:56 Do You Know That Florence Is Packed with Visitors? Evaluating State-of-the-art
Models of Speaker Commitment
Nanjiang Jiang and Marie-Catherine de Marneffe

11:56–12:09 Multi-Relational Script Learning for Discourse Relations
I-Ta Lee and Dan Goldwasser

cviii



Wednesday, July 31, 2019 (continued)

10:30–12:10 Session 6B: Question Answering 2

10:30–10:50 Open-Domain Why-Question Answering with Adversarial Learning to Encode An-
swer Texts
Jong-Hoon Oh, Kazuma Kadowaki, Julien Kloetzer, Ryu Iida and Kentaro Torisawa

10:50–11:10 Learning to Ask Unanswerable Questions for Machine Reading Comprehension
Haichao Zhu, Li Dong, Furu Wei, Wenhui Wang, Bing Qin and Ting Liu

11:10–11:30 [TACL] Natural Questions: a Benchmark for Question Answering Research
Tom Kwiatkowski, Jennimaria Palomaki, Olivia Redfield, Michael Collins, Ankur
Parikh, Chris Alberti, Danielle Epstein, Illia Polosukhin, Matthew Kelcey, Jacob
Devlin, Kenton Lee, Kristina N. Toutanova, Llion Jones, Ming-Wei Chang, Andrew
Dai, Jakob Uszkoreit, Quoc Le and Slav Petrov

11:30–11:43 Compositional Questions Do Not Necessitate Multi-hop Reasoning
Sewon Min, Eric Wallace, Sameer Singh, Matt Gardner, Hannaneh Hajishirzi and
Luke Zettlemoyer

11:43–11:56 Improving Question Answering over Incomplete KBs with Knowledge-Aware
Reader
Wenhan Xiong, Mo Yu, Shiyu Chang, Xiaoxiao Guo and William Yang Wang

11:56–12:09 AdaNSP: Uncertainty-driven Adaptive Decoding in Neural Semantic Parsing
Xiang Zhang, Shizhu He, Kang Liu and Jun Zhao

10:30–12:10 Session 6C: Applications 2

10:30–10:50 The Language of Legal and Illegal Activity on the Darknet
Leshem Choshen, Dan Eldad, Daniel Hershcovich, Elior Sulem and Omri Abend

10:50–11:10 Eliciting Knowledge from Experts: Automatic Transcript Parsing for Cognitive Task
Analysis
Junyi Du, He Jiang, Jiaming Shen and Xiang Ren

11:10–11:30 Course Concept Expansion in MOOCs with External Knowledge and Interactive
Game
Jifan Yu, Chenyu Wang, Gan Luo, Lei Hou, Juanzi Li, Zhiyuan Liu and Jie Tang

11:30–11:43 Towards Near-imperceptible Steganographic Text
Falcon Dai and Zheng Cai

cix
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Wednesday, July 31, 2019 (continued)

11:43–11:56 Inter-sentence Relation Extraction with Document-level Graph Convolutional Neu-
ral Network
Sunil Kumar Sahu, Fenia Christopoulou, Makoto Miwa and Sophia Ananiadou

11:56–12:09 Neural Legal Judgment Prediction in English
Ilias Chalkidis, Ion Androutsopoulos and Nikolaos Aletras

10:30–12:10 Session 6D: Machine Translation 3

10:30–10:50 Robust Neural Machine Translation with Doubly Adversarial Inputs
Yong Cheng, Lu Jiang and Wolfgang Macherey

10:50–11:10 Bridging the Gap between Training and Inference for Neural Machine Translation
Wen Zhang, Yang Feng, Fandong Meng, Di You and Qun Liu

11:10–11:30 [TACL] Integrating Weakly Supervised Word Sense Disambiguation into Neural
Machine Translation
Xiao Pu, Nikolaos Pappas, James Henderson and Andrei Popescu-Belis

11:30–11:50 [TACL] Synchronous Bidirectional Neural Machine Translation
Long Zhou, Jiajun Zhang and Chengqing Zong

11:50–12:10 Beyond BLEU:Training Neural Machine Translation with Semantic Similarity
John Wieting, Taylor Berg-Kirkpatrick, Kevin Gimpel and Graham Neubig

10:30–12:10 Session 6E: Information Extraction and Text Mining 3

10:30–10:50 AutoML Strategy Based on Grammatical Evolution: A Case Study about Knowledge
Discovery from Text
Suilan Estevez-Velarde, Yoan Gutiérrez, Andrés Montoyo and Yudivián Almeida-
Cruz

10:50–11:10 Distilling Discrimination and Generalization Knowledge for Event Detection via
Delta-Representation Learning
Yaojie Lu, Hongyu Lin, Xianpei Han and Le Sun

11:10–11:30 Chinese Relation Extraction with Multi-Grained Information and External Linguis-
tic Knowledge
Ziran Li, Ning Ding, Zhiyuan Liu, Haitao Zheng and Ying Shen

cx
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Wednesday, July 31, 2019 (continued)

11:30–11:43 A2N: Attending to Neighbors for Knowledge Graph Inference
Trapit Bansal, Da-Cheng Juan, Sujith Ravi and Andrew McCallum

11:43–11:56 Graph based Neural Networks for Event Factuality Prediction using Syntactic and
Semantic Structures
Amir Pouran Ben Veyseh, Thien Huu Nguyen and Dejing Dou

11:56–12:09 Embedding Time Expressions for Deep Temporal Ordering Models
Tanya Goyal and Greg Durrett

10:30–12:10 Session 6F: Machine Learning 4

10:30–10:50 Episodic Memory Reader: Learning What to Remember for Question Answering
from Streaming Data
Moonsu Han, Minki Kang, Hyunwoo Jung and Sung Ju Hwang

10:50–11:10 Selection Bias Explorations and Debias Methods for Natural Language Sentence
Matching Datasets
Guanhua Zhang, Bing Bai, Jian Liang, Kun Bai, Shiyu Chang, Mo Yu, Conghui
Zhu and Tiejun Zhao

11:10–11:30 Real-Time Open-Domain Question Answering with Dense-Sparse Phrase Index
Minjoon Seo, Jinhyuk Lee, Tom Kwiatkowski, Ankur Parikh, Ali Farhadi and Han-
naneh Hajishirzi

11:30–11:50 Language Modeling with Shared Grammar
Yuyu Zhang and Le Song

11:50–12:10 [TACL] Densely Connected Graph Convolutional Networks for Graph-to-Sequence
Learning
Zhijiang Guo, Yan Zhang, Zhiyang Teng and Wei Lu

10:30–12:10 Poster Session 6

[Sentence-level semantics]

[TACL] Exploring Neural Methods for Parsing Discourse Representation Structures
Rik van Noord, Lasha Abzianidze, Antonio Toral and Johan Bos

Zero-Shot Semantic Parsing for Instructions
Ofer Givoli and Roi Reichart

cxi
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Wednesday, July 31, 2019 (continued)

Can You Tell Me How to Get Past Sesame Street? Sentence-Level Pretraining Be-
yond Language Modeling
Alex Wang, Jan Hula, Patrick Xia, Raghavendra Pappagari, R. Thomas McCoy,
Roma Patel, Najoung Kim, Ian Tenney, Yinghui Huang, Katherin Yu, Shuning Jin,
Berlin Chen, Benjamin Van Durme, Edouard Grave, Ellie Pavlick and Samuel R.
Bowman

Complex Question Decomposition for Semantic Parsing
Haoyu Zhang, Jingjing Cai, Jianjun Xu and Ji Wang

Multi-Task Deep Neural Networks for Natural Language Understanding
Xiaodong Liu, Pengcheng He, Weizhu Chen and Jianfeng Gao

DisSent: Learning Sentence Representations from Explicit Discourse Relations
Allen Nie, Erin Bennett and Noah Goodman

SParC: Cross-Domain Semantic Parsing in Context
Tao Yu, Rui Zhang, Michihiro Yasunaga, Yi Chern Tan, Xi Victoria Lin, Suyi Li,
Heyang Er, Irene Li, Bo Pang, Tao Chen, Emily Ji, Shreya Dixit, David Proctor,
Sungrok Shim, Jonathan Kraft, Vincent Zhang, Caiming Xiong, Richard Socher
and Dragomir Radev

Towards Complex Text-to-SQL in Cross-Domain Database with Intermediate Rep-
resentation
Jiaqi Guo, Zecheng Zhan, Yan Gao, Yan Xiao, Jian-Guang Lou, Ting Liu and Dong-
mei Zhang

EigenSent: Spectral sentence embeddings using higher-order Dynamic Mode De-
composition
Subhradeep Kayal and George Tsatsaronis

SemBleu: A Robust Metric for AMR Parsing Evaluation
Linfeng Song and Daniel Gildea

Reranking for Neural Semantic Parsing
Pengcheng Yin and Graham Neubig

Representing Schema Structure with Graph Neural Networks for Text-to-SQL Pars-
ing
Ben Bogin, Jonathan Berant and Matt Gardner

Human vs. Muppet: A Conservative Estimate of Human Performance on the GLUE
Benchmark
Nikita Nangia and Samuel R. Bowman

cxii
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Compositional Semantic Parsing across Graphbanks
Matthias Lindemann, Jonas Groschwitz and Alexander Koller

Rewarding Smatch: Transition-Based AMR Parsing with Reinforcement Learning
Tahira Naseem, Abhishek Shah, Hui Wan, Radu Florian, Salim Roukos and Miguel
Ballesteros

BERT Rediscovers the Classical NLP Pipeline
Ian Tenney, Dipanjan Das and Ellie Pavlick

Simple and Effective Paraphrastic Similarity from Parallel Translations
John Wieting, Kevin Gimpel, Graham Neubig and Taylor Berg-Kirkpatrick

Second-Order Semantic Dependency Parsing with End-to-End Neural Networks
Xinyu Wang, Jingxian Huang and Kewei Tu

[Sentiment Analysis and Argument Mining]

Towards Multimodal Sarcasm Detection (An _Obviously_ Perfect Paper)
Santiago Castro, Devamanyu Hazarika, Verónica Pérez-Rosas, Roger Zimmermann,
Rada Mihalcea and Soujanya Poria

Determining Relative Argument Specificity and Stance for Complex Argumentative
Structures
Esin Durmus, Faisal Ladhak and Claire Cardie

Latent Variable Sentiment Grammar
Liwen Zhang, Kewei Tu and Yue Zhang

An Investigation of Transfer Learning-Based Sentiment Analysis in Japanese
Enkhbold Bataa and Joshua Wu

Probing Neural Network Comprehension of Natural Language Arguments
Timothy Niven and Hung-Yu Kao

Recognising Agreement and Disagreement between Stances with Reason Compar-
ing Networks
Chang Xu, Cecile Paris, Surya Nepal and Ross Sparks

Toward Comprehensive Understanding of a Sentiment Based on Human Motives
Naoki Otani and Eduard Hovy

Context-aware Embedding for Targeted Aspect-based Sentiment Analysis
Bin Liang, Jiachen Du, Ruifeng Xu, Binyang Li and Hejiao Huang

cxiii
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Yes, we can! Mining Arguments in 50 Years of US Presidential Campaign Debates
Shohreh Haddadan, Elena Cabrio and Serena Villata

An Empirical Study of Span Representations in Argumentation Structure Parsing
Tatsuki Kuribayashi, Hiroki Ouchi, Naoya Inoue, Paul Reisert, Toshinori Miyoshi,
Jun Suzuki and Kentaro Inui

[Textual Inference and Other Areas of Semantics]

Simple and Effective Text Matching with Richer Alignment Features
Runqi Yang, Jianhai Zhang, Xing Gao, Feng Ji and Haiqing Chen

Learning Attention-based Embeddings for Relation Prediction in Knowledge
Graphs
Deepak Nathani, Jatin Chauhan, Charu Sharma and Manohar Kaul

Neural Network Alignment for Sentential Paraphrases
Jessica Ouyang and Kathy McKeown

Duality of Link Prediction and Entailment Graph Induction
Mohammad Javad Hosseini, Shay B. Cohen, Mark Johnson and Mark Steedman

A Cross-Sentence Latent Variable Model for Semi-Supervised Text Sequence Match-
ing
Jihun Choi, Taeuk Kim and Sang-goo Lee

COMET: Commonsense Transformers for Automatic Knowledge Graph Construc-
tion
Antoine Bosselut, Hannah Rashkin, Maarten Sap, Chaitanya Malaviya, Asli Celiky-
ilmaz and Yejin Choi

Detecting Subevents using Discourse and Narrative Features
Mohammed Aldawsari and Mark Finlayson

HellaSwag: Can a Machine Really Finish Your Sentence?
Rowan Zellers, Ari Holtzman, Yonatan Bisk, Ali Farhadi and Yejin Choi

Unified Semantic Parsing with Weak Supervision
Priyanka Agrawal, Ayushi Dalmia, Parag Jain, Abhishek Bansal, Ashish Mittal and
Karthik Sankaranarayanan

Every Child Should Have Parents: A Taxonomy Refinement Algorithm Based on
Hyperbolic Term Embeddings
Rami Aly, Shantanu Acharya, Alexander Ossa, Arne Köhn, Chris Biemann and
Alexander Panchenko
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Learning to Rank for Plausible Plausibility
Zhongyang Li, Tongfei Chen and Benjamin Van Durme

Generalized Tuning of Distributional Word Vectors for Monolingual and Cross-
Lingual Lexical Entailment
Goran Glavaš and Ivan Vulić

Attention Is (not) All You Need for Commonsense Reasoning
Tassilo Klein and Moin Nabi

A Surprisingly Robust Trick for the Winograd Schema Challenge
Vid Kocijan, Ana-Maria Cretu, Oana-Maria Camburu, Yordan Yordanov and
Thomas Lukasiewicz

10:30–12:10 Student Research Workshop Poster Session 3

12:10–13:50 Lunch

13:50–15:30 Session 7A: Generation 2

13:50–14:10 Coherent Comments Generation for Chinese Articles with a Graph-to-Sequence
Model
Wei Li, Jingjing Xu, Yancheng He, ShengLi Yan, Yunfang Wu and Xu Sun

14:10–14:30 Interconnected Question Generation with Coreference Alignment and Conversation
Flow Modeling
Yifan Gao, Piji Li, Irwin King and Michael R. Lyu

14:30–14:50 Cross-Lingual Training for Automatic Question Generation
Vishwajeet Kumar, Nitish Joshi, Arijit Mukherjee, Ganesh Ramakrishnan and
Preethi Jyothi

14:50–15:10 A Hierarchical Reinforced Sequence Operation Method for Unsupervised Text Style
Transfer
Chen Wu, Xuancheng Ren, Fuli Luo and Xu Sun

15:10–15:30 Handling Divergent Reference Texts when Evaluating Table-to-Text Generation
Bhuwan Dhingra, Manaal Faruqui, Ankur Parikh, Ming-Wei Chang, Dipanjan Das
and William Cohen

cxv
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13:50–15:30 Session 7B: Question Answering 3

13:50–14:10 Unsupervised Question Answering by Cloze Translation
Patrick Lewis, Ludovic Denoyer and Sebastian Riedel

14:10–14:30 MultiQA: An Empirical Investigation of Generalization and Transfer in Reading
Comprehension
Alon Talmor and Jonathan Berant

14:30–14:50 Simple and Effective Curriculum Pointer-Generator Networks for Reading Compre-
hension over Long Narratives
Yi Tay, Shuohang Wang, Anh Tuan Luu, Jie Fu, Minh C. Phan, Xingdi Yuan, Jin-
feng Rao, Siu Cheung Hui and Aston Zhang

14:50–15:10 Explain Yourself! Leveraging Language Models for Commonsense Reasoning
Nazneen Fatema Rajani, Bryan McCann, Caiming Xiong and Richard Socher

15:10–15:30 Interpretable Question Answering on Knowledge Bases and Text
Alona Sydorova, Nina Poerner and Benjamin Roth

13:50–15:30 Session 7C: Multilinguality

13:50–14:10 A Resource-Free Evaluation Metric for Cross-Lingual Word Embeddings Based on
Graph Modularity
Yoshinari Fujinuma, Jordan Boyd-Graber and Michael J. Paul

14:10–14:30 Multilingual and Cross-Lingual Graded Lexical Entailment
Ivan Vulić, Simone Paolo Ponzetto and Goran Glavaš

14:30–14:50 What Kind of Language Is Hard to Language-Model?
Sebastian J. Mielke, Ryan Cotterell, Kyle Gorman, Brian Roark and Jason Eisner

14:50–15:03 Analyzing the Limitations of Cross-lingual Word Embedding Mappings
Aitor Ormazabal, Mikel Artetxe, Gorka Labaka, Aitor Soroa and Eneko Agirre

15:03–15:16 How Multilingual is Multilingual BERT?
Telmo Pires, Eva Schlinger and Dan Garrette
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15:16–15:29 Bilingual Lexicon Induction through Unsupervised Machine Translation
Mikel Artetxe, Gorka Labaka and Eneko Agirre

13:50–15:30 Session 7D: Social Media 2

13:50–14:10 [TACL] What You Say and How You Say it: Joint Modeling of Topics and Discourse
in Microblog Conversations
Jichuan Zeng, Jing Li, Yulan He, Cuiyun Gao, Michael R. Lyu and Irwin King

14:10–14:30 Automatically Identifying Complaints in Social Media
Daniel Preoţiuc-Pietro, Mihaela Gaman and Nikolaos Aletras

14:30–14:50 TWEETQA: A Social Media Focused Question Answering Dataset
Wenhan Xiong, Jiawei Wu, Hong Wang, Vivek Kulkarni, Mo Yu, Shiyu Chang,
Xiaoxiao Guo and William Yang Wang

14:50–15:10 Asking the Crowd: Question Analysis, Evaluation and Generation for Open Discus-
sion on Online Forums
Zi Chai, Xinyu Xing, Xiaojun Wan and Bo Huang

15:10–15:30 Tree LSTMs with Convolution Units to Predict Stance and Rumor Veracity in Social
Media Conversations
Sumeet Kumar and Kathleen Carley

13:50–15:30 Session 7E: Summarization 2

13:50–14:10 HIBERT: Document Level Pre-training of Hierarchical Bidirectional Transformers
for Document Summarization
Xingxing Zhang, Furu Wei and Ming Zhou

14:10–14:30 Hierarchical Transformers for Multi-Document Summarization
Yang Liu and Mirella Lapata

14:30–14:50 Abstractive Text Summarization Based on Deep Learning and Semantic Content
Generalization
Panagiotis Kouris, Georgios Alexandridis and Andreas Stafylopatis

14:50–15:03 Studying Summarization Evaluation Metrics in the Appropriate Scoring Range
Maxime Peyrard

15:03–15:16 Simple Unsupervised Summarization by Contextual Matching
Jiawei Zhou and Alexander Rush
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15:16–15:29 Generating Summaries with Topic Templates and Structured Convolutional De-
coders
Laura Perez-Beltrachini, Yang Liu and Mirella Lapata

13:50–15:30 Session 7F: Linguistic Theories, Cognitive Modeling and Psycholinguistics

13:50–14:10 Morphological Irregularity Correlates with Frequency
Shijie Wu, Ryan Cotterell and Timothy O’Donnell

14:10–14:30 Like a Baby: Visually Situated Neural Language Acquisition
Alexander Ororbia, Ankur Mali, Matthew Kelly and David Reitter

14:30–14:50 Relating Simple Sentence Representations in Deep Neural Networks and the Brain
Sharmistha Jat, Hao Tang, Partha Talukdar and Tom Mitchell

14:50–15:10 Modeling Affirmative and Negated Action Processing in the Brain with Lexical and
Compositional Semantic Models
Vesna Djokic, Jean Maillard, Luana Bulat and Ekaterina Shutova

15:10–15:30 Word-order Biases in Deep-agent Emergent Communication
Rahma Chaabouni, Eugene Kharitonov, Alessandro Lazaric, Emmanuel Dupoux
and Marco Baroni

13:50–15:30 Poster Session 7
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[Information Extraction and Text Mining]

NNE: A Dataset for Nested Named Entity Recognition in English Newswire
Nicky Ringland, Xiang Dai, Ben Hachey, Sarvnaz Karimi, Cecile Paris and James
R. Curran

Sequence-to-Nuggets: Nested Entity Mention Detection via Anchor-Region Net-
works
Hongyu Lin, Yaojie Lu, Xianpei Han and Le Sun

Improving Textual Network Embedding with Global Attention via Optimal Transport
Liqun Chen, Guoyin Wang, Chenyang Tao, Dinghan Shen, Pengyu Cheng, Xinyuan
Zhang, Wenlin Wang, Yizhe Zhang and Lawrence Carin

Identification of Tasks, Datasets, Evaluation Metrics, and Numeric Scores for Sci-
entific Leaderboards Construction
Yufang Hou, Charles Jochim, Martin Gleize, Francesca Bonin and Debasis Ganguly

Scaling up Open Tagging from Tens to Thousands: Comprehension Empowered
Attribute Value Extraction from Product Title
Huimin Xu, Wenting Wang, Xin Mao, Xinyu Jiang and Man Lan

Incorporating Linguistic Constraints into Keyphrase Generation
Jing Zhao and Yuxiang Zhang

A Unified Multi-task Adversarial Learning Framework for Pharmacovigilance Min-
ing
Shweta Yadav, Asif Ekbal, Sriparna Saha and Pushpak Bhattacharyya

Quantity Tagger: A Latent-Variable Sequence Labeling Approach to Solving
Addition-Subtraction Word Problems
Yanyan Zou and Wei Lu

A Deep Reinforced Sequence-to-Set Model for Multi-Label Classification
Pengcheng Yang, Fuli Luo, Shuming Ma, Junyang Lin and Xu Sun

Joint Slot Filling and Intent Detection via Capsule Neural Networks
Chenwei Zhang, Yaliang Li, Nan Du, Wei Fan and Philip Yu

Neural Aspect and Opinion Term Extraction with Mined Rules as Weak Supervision
Hongliang Dai and Yangqiu Song
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Cost-sensitive Regularization for Label Confusion-aware Event Detection
Hongyu Lin, Yaojie Lu, Xianpei Han and Le Sun

Exploring Pre-trained Language Models for Event Extraction and Generation
Sen Yang, Dawei Feng, Linbo Qiao, Zhigang Kan and Dongsheng Li

Improving Open Information Extraction via Iterative Rank-Aware Learning
Zhengbao Jiang, Pengcheng Yin and Graham Neubig

Towards Improving Neural Named Entity Recognition with Gazetteers
Tianyu Liu, Jin-Ge Yao and Chin-Yew Lin

Span-Level Model for Relation Extraction
Kalpit Dixit and Yaser Al-Onaizan

[Tagging, Chunking, Syntax and Parsing]

Enhancing Unsupervised Generative Dependency Parser with Contextual Informa-
tion
Wenjuan Han, Yong Jiang and Kewei Tu

Neural Architectures for Nested NER through Linearization
Jana Straková, Milan Straka and Jan Hajic

Online Infix Probability Computation for Probabilistic Finite Automata
Marco Cognetta, Yo-Sub Han and Soon Chan Kwon

How to Best Use Syntax in Semantic Role Labelling
Yufei Wang, Mark Johnson, Stephen Wan, Yifang Sun and Wei Wang

PTB Graph Parsing with Tree Approximation
Yoshihide Kato and Shigeki Matsubara

Sequence Labeling Parsing by Learning across Representations
Michalina Strzyz, David Vilares and Carlos Gómez-Rodríguez
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A Prism Module for Semantic Disentanglement in Name Entity Recognition
Kun Liu, Shen Li, Daqi Zheng, Zhengdong Lu, Sheng Gao and Si Li

Label-Agnostic Sequence Labeling by Copying Nearest Neighbors
Sam Wiseman and Karl Stratos

[Dialogue and Interactive Systems]

Towards Empathetic Open-domain Conversation Models: A New Benchmark and
Dataset
Hannah Rashkin, Eric Michael Smith, Margaret Li and Y-Lan Boureau

Know More about Each Other: Evolving Dialogue Strategy via Compound Assess-
ment
Siqi Bao, Huang He, Fan Wang, Rongzhong Lian and Hua Wu

Training Neural Response Selection for Task-Oriented Dialogue Systems
Matthew Henderson, Ivan Vulić, Daniela Gerz, Iñigo Casanueva, Paweł
Budzianowski, Sam Coope, Georgios Spithourakis, Tsung-Hsien Wen, Nikola
Mrkšić and Pei-Hao Su

Collaborative Dialogue in Minecraft
Anjali Narayan-Chen, Prashant Jayannavar and Julia Hockenmaier

Neural Response Generation with Meta-words
Can Xu, Wei Wu, Chongyang Tao, Huang Hu, Matt Schuerman and Ying Wang

Conversing by Reading: Contentful Neural Conversation with On-demand Machine
Reading
Lianhui Qin, Michel Galley, Chris Brockett, Xiaodong Liu, Xiang Gao, Bill Dolan,
Yejin Choi and Jianfeng Gao

Ordinal and Attribute Aware Response Generation in a Multimodal Dialogue Sys-
tem
Hardik Chauhan, Mauajama Firdaus, Asif Ekbal and Pushpak Bhattacharyya

Memory Consolidation for Contextual Spoken Language Understanding with Dia-
logue Logistic Inference
He Bai, Yu Zhou, Jiajun Zhang and Chengqing Zong

Personalizing Dialogue Agents via Meta-Learning
Andrea Madotto, Zhaojiang Lin, Chien-Sheng Wu and Pascale Fung
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Reading Turn by Turn: Hierarchical Attention Architecture for Spoken Dialogue
Comprehension
Zhengyuan Liu and Nancy Chen

A Novel Bi-directional Interrelated Model for Joint Intent Detection and Slot Filling
Haihong E, Peiqing Niu, Zhongfu Chen and Meina Song

Dual Supervised Learning for Natural Language Understanding and Generation
Shang-Yu Su, Chao-Wei Huang and Yun-Nung Chen

SUMBT: Slot-Utterance Matching for Universal and Scalable Belief Tracking
Hwaran Lee, Jinsik Lee and Tae-Yoon Kim

Robust Zero-Shot Cross-Domain Slot Filling with Example Values
Darsh Shah, Raghav Gupta, Amir Fayazi and Dilek Hakkani-Tur

Deep Unknown Intent Detection with Margin Loss
Ting-En Lin and Hua Xu

Modeling Semantic Relationship in Multi-turn Conversations with Hierarchical La-
tent Variables
Lei Shen, Yang Feng and Haolan Zhan

Rationally Reappraising ATIS-based Dialogue Systems
Jingcheng Niu and Gerald Penn
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[Machine Learning]

Learning Latent Trees with Stochastic Perturbations and Differentiable Dynamic
Programming
Caio Corro and Ivan Titov

Neural-based Chinese Idiom Recommendation for Enhancing Elegance in Essay
Writing
Yuanchao Liu, Bo Pang and Bingquan Liu

Better Exploiting Latent Variables in Text Modeling
Canasai Kruengkrai

Misleading Failures of Partial-input Baselines
Shi Feng, Eric Wallace and Jordan Boyd-Graber

Soft Contextual Data Augmentation for Neural Machine Translation
Fei Gao, Jinhua Zhu, Lijun Wu, Yingce Xia, Tao Qin, Xueqi Cheng, Wengang Zhou
and Tie-Yan Liu

Reversing Gradients in Adversarial Domain Adaptation for Question Deduplication
and Textual Entailment Tasks
Anush Kamath, Sparsh Gupta and Vitor Carvalho

Towards Integration of Statistical Hypothesis Tests into Deep Neural Networks
Ahmad Aghaebrahimian and Mark Cieliebak

Depth Growing for Neural Machine Translation
Lijun Wu, Yiren Wang, Yingce Xia, Fei Tian, Fei Gao, Tao Qin, Jianhuang Lai and
Tie-Yan Liu

Generating Fluent Adversarial Examples for Natural Languages
Huangzhao Zhang, Hao Zhou, Ning Miao and Lei Li

Towards Explainable NLP: A Generative Explanation Framework for Text Classifi-
cation
Hui Liu, Qingyu Yin and William Yang Wang

Combating Adversarial Misspellings with Robust Word Recognition
Danish Pruthi, Bhuwan Dhingra and Zachary C. Lipton
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An Empirical Investigation of Structured Output Modeling for Graph-based Neural
Dependency Parsing
Zhisong Zhang, Xuezhe Ma and Eduard Hovy

13:50–15:30 Demo Session 3

15:30–16:00 Break

16:00–17:40 Session 8A: Dialogue and Interactive Systems 3 - New Tasks

16:00–16:20 Observing Dialogue in Therapy: Categorizing and Forecasting Behavioral Codes
Jie Cao, Michael Tanana, Zac Imel, Eric Poitras, David Atkins and Vivek Srikumar

16:20–16:40 Multimodal Transformer Networks for End-to-End Video-Grounded Dialogue Sys-
tems
Hung Le, Doyen Sahoo, Nancy Chen and Steven Hoi

16:40–17:00 Target-Guided Open-Domain Conversation
Jianheng Tang, Tiancheng Zhao, Chenyan Xiong, Xiaodan Liang, Eric Xing and
Zhiting Hu

17:00–17:20 Persuasion for Good: Towards a Personalized Persuasive Dialogue System for So-
cial Good
Xuewei Wang, Weiyan Shi, Richard Kim, Yoojung Oh, Sijia Yang, Jingwen Zhang
and Zhou Yu

17:20–17:40 Improving Neural Conversational Models with Entropy-Based Data Filtering
Richárd Csáky, Patrik Purgai and Gábor Recski
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16:00–17:40 Session 8B: Word-level Semantics 2

16:00–16:20 Zero-shot Word Sense Disambiguation using Sense Definition Embeddings
Sawan Kumar, Sharmistha Jat, Karan Saxena and Partha Talukdar

16:20–16:40 Language Modelling Makes Sense: Propagating Representations through WordNet
for Full-Coverage Word Sense Disambiguation
Daniel Loureiro and Alípio Jorge

16:40–17:00 Word2Sense: Sparse Interpretable Word Embeddings
Abhishek Panigrahi, Harsha Vardhan Simhadri and Chiranjib Bhattacharyya

17:00–17:20 Modeling Semantic Compositionality with Sememe Knowledge
Fanchao Qi, Junjie Huang, Chenghao Yang, Zhiyuan Liu, Xiao Chen, Qun Liu and
Maosong Sun

17:20–17:40 Predicting Humorousness and Metaphor Novelty with Gaussian Process Preference
Learning
Edwin Simpson, Erik-Lân Do Dinh, Tristan Miller and Iryna Gurevych

16:00–17:40 Session 8C: Resources and Evaluation

16:00–16:20 Empirical Linguistic Study of Sentence Embeddings
Katarzyna Krasnowska-Kieraś and Alina Wróblewska

16:20–16:40 Probing for Semantic Classes: Diagnosing the Meaning Content of Word Embed-
dings
Yadollah Yaghoobzadeh, Katharina Kann, T. J. Hazen, Eneko Agirre and Hinrich
Schütze

16:40–17:00 Deep Neural Model Inspection and Comparison via Functional Neuron Pathways
James Fiacco, Samridhi Choudhary and Carolyn Rose

17:00–17:13 Collocation Classification with Unsupervised Relation Vectors
Luis Espinosa Anke, Steven Schockaert and Leo Wanner

17:13–17:26 Corpus-based Check-up for Thesaurus
Natalia Loukachevitch
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17:26–17:39 Confusionset-guided Pointer Networks for Chinese Spelling Check
Dingmin Wang, Yi Tay and Li Zhong

16:00–17:40 Session 8D: Machine Translation 4

16:00–16:20 Generalized Data Augmentation for Low-Resource Translation
Mengzhou Xia, Xiang Kong, Antonios Anastasopoulos and Graham Neubig

16:20–16:40 [TACL] Attention-Passing Models for Robust and Data-Efficient End-to-End Speech
Translation
Matthias Sperber, Graham Neubig, Jan Niehues and Alex Waibel

16:40–17:00 Analyzing Multi-Head Self-Attention: Specialized Heads Do the Heavy Lifting, the
Rest Can Be Pruned
Elena Voita, David Talbot, Fedor Moiseev, Rico Sennrich and Ivan Titov

17:00–17:13 Better OOV Translation with Bilingual Terminology Mining
Matthias Huck, Viktor Hangya and Alexander Fraser

17:13–17:26 Simultaneous Translation with Flexible Policy via Restricted Imitation Learning
Baigong Zheng, Renjie Zheng, Mingbo Ma and Liang Huang

17:26–17:39 Target Conditioned Sampling: Optimizing Data Selection for Multilingual Neural
Machine Translation
Xinyi Wang and Graham Neubig

16:00–17:40 Session 8E: Information Extraction and Text Mining 4

16:00–16:20 Adversarial Learning of Privacy-Preserving Text Representations for De-
Identification of Medical Records
Max Friedrich, Arne Köhn, Gregor Wiedemann and Chris Biemann

16:20–16:40 Merge and Label: A Novel Neural Network Architecture for Nested NER
Joseph Fisher and Andreas Vlachos

16:40–17:00 Low-resource Deep Entity Resolution with Transfer and Active Learning
Jungo Kasai, Kun Qian, Sairam Gurajada, Yunyao Li and Lucian Popa

17:00–17:13 A Semi-Markov Structured Support Vector Machine Model for High-Precision
Named Entity Recognition
Ravneet Arora, Chen-Tse Tsai, Ketevan Tsereteli, Prabhanjan Kambadur and Yi
Yang
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17:13–17:26 Using Human Attention to Extract Keyphrase from Microblog Post
Yingyi Zhang and Chengzhi Zhang

17:26–17:39 Model-Agnostic Meta-Learning for Relation Classification with Limited Supervi-
sion
Abiola Obamuyide and Andreas Vlachos

16:00–17:40 Session 8F: Machine Learning 5

16:00–16:20 Variational Pretraining for Semi-supervised Text Classification
Suchin Gururangan, Tam Dang, Dallas Card and Noah A. Smith

16:20–16:40 Task Refinement Learning for Improved Accuracy and Stability of Unsupervised
Domain Adaptation
Yftah Ziser and Roi Reichart

16:40–17:00 Optimal Transport-based Alignment of Learned Character Representations for
String Similarity
Derek Tam, Nicholas Monath, Ari Kobren, Aaron Traylor, Rajarshi Das and Andrew
McCallum

17:00–17:13 The Referential Reader: A Recurrent Entity Network for Anaphora Resolution
Fei Liu, Luke Zettlemoyer and Jacob Eisenstein

17:13–17:26 Interpolated Spectral NGram Language Models
Ariadna Quattoni and Xavier Carreras

17:26–17:39 BAM! Born-Again Multi-Task Networks for Natural Language Understanding
Kevin Clark, Minh-Thang Luong, Urvashi Khandelwal, Christopher D. Manning
and Quoc V. Le
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16:00–17:40 Poster Session 8

[Generation]

Curate and Generate: A Corpus and Method for Joint Control of Semantics and
Style in Neural NLG
Shereen Oraby, Vrindavan Harrison, Abteen Ebrahimi and Marilyn Walker

Automated Chess Commentator Powered by Neural Chess Engine
Hongyu Zang, Zhiwei Yu and Xiaojun Wan

Barack’s Wife Hillary: Using Knowledge Graphs for Fact-Aware Language Model-
ing
Robert Logan, Nelson F. Liu, Matthew E. Peters, Matt Gardner and Sameer Singh

Controllable Paraphrase Generation with a Syntactic Exemplar
Mingda Chen, Qingming Tang, Sam Wiseman and Kevin Gimpel

Towards Comprehensive Description Generation from Factual Attribute-value Ta-
bles
Tianyu Liu, Fuli Luo, Pengcheng Yang, Wei Wu, Baobao Chang and Zhifang Sui

Style Transformer: Unpaired Text Style Transfer without Disentangled Latent Rep-
resentation
Ning Dai, Jianze Liang, Xipeng Qiu and Xuanjing Huang

Generating Sentences from Disentangled Syntactic and Semantic Spaces
Yu Bao, Hao Zhou, Shujian Huang, Lei Li, Lili Mou, Olga Vechtomova, Xin-yu
Dai and Jiajun Chen

Learning to Control the Fine-grained Sentiment for Story Ending Generation
Fuli Luo, Damai Dai, Pengcheng Yang, Tianyu Liu, Baobao Chang, Zhifang Sui
and Xu Sun

Self-Attention Architectures for Answer-Agnostic Neural Question Generation
Thomas Scialom, Benjamin Piwowarski and Jacopo Staiano

Unsupervised Paraphrasing without Translation
Aurko Roy and David Grangier
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Storyboarding of Recipes: Grounded Contextual Generation
Khyathi Chandu, Eric Nyberg and Alan W Black

Negative Lexically Constrained Decoding for Paraphrase Generation
Tomoyuki Kajiwara

Large-Scale Transfer Learning for Natural Language Generation
Sergey Golovanov, Rauf Kurbanov, Sergey Nikolenko, Kyryl Truskovskyi, Alexan-
der Tselousov and Thomas Wolf

Automatic Grammatical Error Correction for Sequence-to-sequence Text Genera-
tion: An Empirical Study
Tao Ge, Xingxing Zhang, Furu Wei and Ming Zhou

[Question Answering]

Improving the Robustness of Question Answering Systems to Question Paraphrasing
Wee Chung Gan and Hwee Tou Ng

Latent Retrieval for Weakly Supervised Open Domain Question Answering
Kenton Lee, Ming-Wei Chang and Kristina Toutanova

Multi-hop Reading Comprehension through Question Decomposition and Rescor-
ing
Sewon Min, Victor Zhong, Luke Zettlemoyer and Hannaneh Hajishirzi

Combining Knowledge Hunting and Neural Language Models to Solve the Wino-
grad Schema Challenge
Ashok Prakash, Arpit Sharma, Arindam Mitra and Chitta Baral

Careful Selection of Knowledge to Solve Open Book Question Answering
Pratyay Banerjee, Kuntal Kumar Pal, Arindam Mitra and Chitta Baral

Learning Representation Mapping for Relation Detection in Knowledge Base Ques-
tion Answering
Peng Wu, Shujian Huang, Rongxiang Weng, Zaixiang Zheng, Jianbing Zhang, Xi-
aohui Yan and Jiajun Chen
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Dynamically Fused Graph Network for Multi-hop Reasoning
Lin Qiu, Yunxuan Xiao, Yanru Qu, Hao Zhou, Lei Li, Weinan Zhang and Yong Yu

NLProlog: Reasoning with Weak Unification for Question Answering in Natural
Language
Leon Weber, Pasquale Minervini, Jannes Münchmeyer, Ulf Leser and Tim Rock-
täschel

Modeling Intra-Relation in Math Word Problems with Different Functional Multi-
Head Attentions
Jierui Li, Lei Wang, Jipeng Zhang, Yan Wang, Bing Tian Dai and Dongxiang Zhang

Synthetic QA Corpora Generation with Roundtrip Consistency
Chris Alberti, Daniel Andor, Emily Pitler, Jacob Devlin and Michael Collins

Are Red Roses Red? Evaluating Consistency of Question-Answering Models
Marco Tulio Ribeiro, Carlos Guestrin and Sameer Singh

MCˆ2: Multi-perspective Convolutional Cube for Conversational Machine Reading
Comprehension
Xuanyu Zhang

[Multidisciplinary]

Time-Out: Temporal Referencing for Robust Modeling of Lexical Semantic Change
Haim Dubossarsky, Simon Hengchen, Nina Tahmasebi and Dominik Schlechtweg

Reducing Word Omission Errors in Neural Machine Translation: A Contrastive
Learning Approach
Zonghan Yang, Yong Cheng, Yang Liu and Maosong Sun

Exploiting Sentential Context for Neural Machine Translation
Xing Wang, Zhaopeng Tu, Longyue Wang and Shuming Shi

Wetin dey with these comments? Modeling Sociolinguistic Factors Affecting Code-
switching Behavior in Nigerian Online Discussions
Innocent Ndubuisi-Obi, Sayan Ghosh and David Jurgens

Accelerating Sparse Matrix Operations in Neural Networks on Graphics Processing
Units
Arturo Argueta and David Chiang

An Automated Framework for Fast Cognate Detection and Bayesian Phylogenetic
Inference in Computational Historical Linguistics
Taraka Rama and Johann-Mattis List
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[Document Analysis]

Sentence Centrality Revisited for Unsupervised Summarization
Hao Zheng and Mirella Lapata

Discourse Representation Parsing for Sentences and Documents
Jiangming Liu, Shay B. Cohen and Mirella Lapata

Inducing Document Structure for Aspect-based Summarization
Lea Frermann and Alexandre Klementiev

Incorporating Priors with Feature Attribution on Text Classification
Frederick Liu and Besim Avci

Matching Article Pairs with Graphical Decomposition and Convolutions
Bang Liu, Di Niu, Haojie Wei, Jinghong Lin, Yancheng He, Kunfeng Lai and Yu
Xu

Hierarchical Transfer Learning for Multi-label Text Classification
Siddhartha Banerjee, Cem Akkaya, Francisco Perez-Sorrosal and Kostas Tsiout-
siouliklis

Bias Analysis and Mitigation in the Evaluation of Authorship Verification
Janek Bevendorff, Matthias Hagen, Benno Stein and Martin Potthast

Numeracy-600K: Learning Numeracy for Detecting Exaggerated Information in
Market Comments
Chung-Chi Chen, Hen-Hsen Huang, Hiroya Takamura and Hsin-Hsi Chen

Large-Scale Multi-Label Text Classification on EU Legislation
Ilias Chalkidis, Emmanouil Fergadiotis, Prodromos Malakasiotis and Ion Androut-
sopoulos

Why Didn’t You Listen to Me? Comparing User Control of Human-in-the-Loop
Topic Models
Varun Kumar, Alison Smith-Renner, Leah Findlater, Kevin Seppi and Jordan Boyd-
Graber

Encouraging Paragraph Embeddings to Remember Sentence Identity Improves
Classification
Tu Vu and Mohit Iyyer
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A Multi-Task Architecture on Relevance-based Neural Query Translation
Sheikh Muhammad Sarwar, Hamed Bonab and James Allan

Topic Modeling with Wasserstein Autoencoders
Feng Nan, Ran Ding, Ramesh Nallapati and Bing Xiang

[TACL] GILE: A Generalized Input-Label Embedding for Text Classification
Nikolaos Pappas and James Henderson

[Vision, Robotics, Multimodal, Grounding and Speech]

Dense Procedure Captioning in Narrated Instructional Videos
Botian Shi, Lei Ji, Yaobo Liang, Nan Duan, Peng Chen, Zhendong Niu and Ming
Zhou

Latent Variable Model for Multi-modal Translation
Iacer Calixto, Miguel Rios and Wilker Aziz

Identifying Visible Actions in Lifestyle Vlogs
Oana Ignat, Laura Burdick, Jia Deng and Rada Mihalcea

A Corpus for Reasoning about Natural Language Grounded in Photographs
Alane Suhr, Stephanie Zhou, Ally Zhang, Iris Zhang, Huajun Bai and Yoav Artzi
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Abstract

Currently, researchers have paid great at-
tention to retrieval-based dialogues in open-
domain. In particular, people study the prob-
lem by investigating context-response match-
ing for multi-turn response selection based
on publicly recognized benchmark data sets.
State-of-the-art methods require a response
to interact with each utterance in a context
from the beginning, but the interaction is per-
formed in a shallow way. In this work,
we let utterance-response interaction go deep
by proposing an interaction-over-interaction
network (IoI). The model performs match-
ing by stacking multiple interaction blocks
in which residual information from one time
of interaction initiates the interaction process
again. Thus, matching information within an
utterance-response pair is extracted from the
interaction of the pair in an iterative fashion,
and the information flows along the chain of
the blocks via representations. Evaluation re-
sults on three benchmark data sets indicate that
IoI can significantly outperform state-of-the-
art methods in terms of various matching met-
rics. Through further analysis, we also unveil
how the depth of interaction affects the perfor-
mance of IoI.

1 Introduction

Building a chitchat style dialogue systems in open-
domain for human-machine conversations has at-
tracted increasing attention in the conversational
artificial intelligence (AI) community. Generally
speaking, there are two approaches to implement-
ing such a conversational system. The first ap-
proach leverages techniques of information re-
trieval (Lowe et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2017; Yan
and Zhao, 2018), and selects a proper response
from an index; while the second approach di-
rectly synthesizes a response with a natural lan-

∗Corresponding author: Rui Yan (ruiyan@pku.edu.cn).

guage generation model estimated from a large-
scale conversation corpus (Serban et al., 2016; Li
et al., 2017b). In this work, we study the prob-
lem of multi-turn response selection for retrieval-
based dialogue systems where the input is a con-
versation context consisting of a sequence of utter-
ances. Compared with generation-based methods,
retrieval-based methods are superior in terms of
response fluency and diversity, and thus have been
widely applied in commercial chatbots such as the
social bot XiaoIce (Shum et al., 2018) from Mi-
crosoft, and the e-commerce assistant AliMe As-
sist from Alibaba Group (Li et al., 2017a).

A key step in multi-turn response selection is
to measure the matching degree between a con-
versation context and a response candidate. State-
of-the-art methods (Wu et al., 2017; Zhou et al.,
2018b) perform matching within a representation-
interaction-aggregation framework (Wu et al.,
2018b) where matching signals in each utterance-
response pair are distilled from their interaction
based on their representations, and then are ag-
gregated as a matching score. Although utterance-
response interaction has proven to be crucial to the
performance of the matching models (Wu et al.,
2017), it is executed in a rather shallow manner
where matching between an utterance and a re-
sponse candidate is determined only by one step
of interaction on each type or each layer of rep-
resentations. In this paper, we attempt to move
from shallow interaction to deep interaction, and
consider context-response matching with multi-
ple steps of interaction where residual information
from one time of interaction, which is generally
ignored by existing methods, is leveraged for ad-
ditional interactions. The underlying motivation is
that if a model extracts some matching informa-
tion from utterance-response pairs in one step of
interaction, then by stacking multiple such steps,
the model can gradually accumulate useful signals
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for matching and finally capture the semantic rela-
tionship between a context and a response candi-
date in a more comprehensive way.

We propose an interaction-over-interaction net-
work (IoI) for context-response matching, through
which we aim to investigate: (1) how to make in-
teraction go deep in a matching model; and (2) if
the depth of interaction really matters in terms of
matching performance. A key component in IoI is
an interaction block. Taking a pair of utterance-
response as input, the block first lets the utterance
and the response attend to themselves, and then
measures interaction of the pair by an attention-
based interaction function. The results of the in-
teraction are concatenated with the self-attention
representations and then compressed to new rep-
resentations of the utterance-response pair as the
output of the block. Built on top of the interac-
tion block, IoI initializes each utterance-response
pair via pre-trained word embeddings, and then
passes the initial representations through a chain
of interaction blocks which conduct several rounds
of representation-interaction-representation oper-
ations and let the utterance and the response inter-
act with each other in an iterative way. Different
blocks could distill different levels of matching in-
formation in an utterance-response pair. To suffi-
ciently leverage the information, a matching score
is first calculated in each block through aggre-
gating matching vectors of all utterance-response
pairs, and then the block-wise matching scores are
combined as the final matching degree of the con-
text and the response candidate.

We conduct experiments on three benchmark
data sets: the Ubuntu Dialogue Corpus (Lowe
et al., 2015), the Douban Conversation Corpus
(Wu et al., 2017), and the E-commerce Dialogue
Corpus (Zhang et al., 2018b). Evaluation results
indicate that IoI can significantly outperform state-
of-the-art methods with 7 interaction blocks over
all metrics on all the three benchmarks. Compared
with deep attention matching network (DAM),
the best performing baseline on all the three data
sets, IoI achieves 2.9% absolute improvement on
R10@1 on the Ubuntu data, 2.3% absolute im-
provement on MAP on the Douban data, and
3.7% absolute improvement on R10@1 on the E-
commerce data. Through more quantitative anal-
ysis, we also show that depth indeed brings im-
provement to the performance of IoI, as IoI with
1 interaction block performs worse than DAM on

the Douban data and the E-commerce data, and on
the Ubuntu data, the gap on R10@1 between IoI
and DAM is only 1.1%. Moreover, the improve-
ment brought by depth mainly comes from short
contexts.

Our contributions in this paper are three-folds:
(1) proposal of a novel interaction-over-interaction
network which enables deep-level matching with
carefully designed interaction block chains; (2)
empirical verification of the effectiveness of the
model on three benchmarks; and (3) empiri-
cal study on the relationship between interaction
depth and model performance.

2 Related Work

Existing methods for building an open-domain di-
alogue system can be categorized into two groups.
The first group learns response generation mod-
els under an encoder-decoder framework. On top
of the basic sequence-to-sequence with attention
architecture (Vinyals and Le, 2015; Shang et al.,
2015; Tao et al., 2018), various extensions have
been made to tackle the “safe response” problem
(Li et al., 2015; Mou et al., 2016; Xing et al., 2017;
Zhao et al., 2017; Song et al., 2018); to gener-
ate responses with specific personas or emotions
(Li et al., 2016a; Zhang et al., 2018a; Zhou et al.,
2018a); and to pursue better optimization strate-
gies (Li et al., 2017b, 2016b).

The second group learns a matching model
of a human input and a response candidate for
response selection. Along this line, the focus
of research starts from single-turn response se-
lection by setting the human input as a single
message (Wang et al., 2013; Hu et al., 2014;
Wang et al., 2015), and moves to context-response
matching for multi-turn response selection re-
cently. Representative methods include the dual
LSTM model (Lowe et al., 2015), the deep learn-
ing to respond architecture (Yan et al., 2016), the
multi-view matching model (Zhou et al., 2016),
the sequential matching network (Wu et al., 2017,
2018b), and the deep attention matching net-
work (Zhou et al., 2018b). Besides model design,
some attention is also paid to the learning prob-
lem of matching models (Wu et al., 2018a). Our
work belongs to the second group. The proposed
interaction-over-interaction network is unique in
that it performs matching by stacking multiple
interaction blocks, and thus extends the shallow
interaction in state-of-the-art methods to a deep
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Figure 1: Architecture of interaction-over-interaction network.

form. As far as we know, this is the first archi-
tecture that realizes deep interaction for multi-turn
response selection.

Encouraged by the big success of deep neural
architectures such as Resnet (He et al., 2016) and
inception (Szegedy et al., 2015) in computer vi-
sion, researchers have studied if they can achieve
similar results with deep neural networks on NLP
tasks. Although deep models have not yet brought
breakthroughs to NLP as they do to computer vi-
sion, they have proven effective in a few tasks such
as text classification (Conneau et al., 2017), natu-
ral language inference (Kim et al., 2018; Tay et al.,
2018), and question answering (Tay et al., 2018;
Kim et al., 2018), etc. In this work, we attempt
to improve the accuracy of multi-turn response se-
lection in retrieval-based dialogue systems by in-
creasing the depth of context-response interaction
in matching. Through extensive studies on bench-
marks, we show that depth can bring significant
improvement to model performance on the task.

3 Problem Formalization

Suppose that there is a conversation data set
D = {(yi, ci, ri)}Ni=1. ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , N}, ci =
{ui,1, . . . , ui,li} represents a conversation context
with ui,k the k-th turn, ri is a response candidate,
and yi ∈ {0, 1} denotes a label with yi = 1
indicating ri a proper response for ci, otherwise
yi = 0. The task is to learn a matching model
g(·, ·) fromD, and thus for a new context-response
pair (c, r), g(c, r) measures the matching degree

between c and r.
In the following sections, we will elaborate how

to define g(·, ·) to achieve deep interaction be-
tween c and r, and how to learn such a deep model
from D.

4 Interaction-over-Interaction Network

We define g(·, ·) as an interaction-over-interaction
network (IoI). Figure 1 illustrates the architecture
of IoI. The model pairs each utterance in a con-
text with a response candidate, and then aggre-
gates matching information from all the pairs as
a matching score of the context and the response
candidate. For each pair, IoI starts from initial rep-
resentations of the utterance and the response, and
then feeds the pair to stacked interaction blocks.
Each block represents the utterance and the re-
sponse by letting them interact with each other
based on the interactions before. Matching signals
are first accumulated along the sequence of the ut-
terances in each block, and then combined along
the chain of blocks as the final matching score. Be-
low we will describe details of components of IoI
and how to learn the model with D.

4.1 Initial Representations

Given an utterance u in a context c and a re-
sponse candidate r, u and r are initialized as Eu =
[eu,1, · · · , eu,m] and Er = [er,1, · · · , er,n] respec-
tively. ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} and ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , n},
eu,i and er,j are representations of the i-th word
of u and the j-th word of r respectively which
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are obtained by pre-training Word2vec (Mikolov
et al., 2013) on D. Eu and Er are then processed
by stacked interaction blocks that model different
levels of interaction between u and r and generate
matching signals.

4.2 Interaction Block
The stacked interaction blocks share the same
internal structure. In a nutshell, each block is
composed of a self-attention module that captures
long-term dependencies within an utterance and
a response, an interaction module that models
the interaction between the utterance and the re-
sponse, and a compression module that condenses
the results of the first two modules into representa-
tions of the utterance and the response as output of
the block. The output is then utilized as the input
of the next block.

Before diving to details of the block, we first
generally describe an attention mechanism that
lays a foundation for the self-attention module and
the interaction module. Let Q ∈ Rnq×d and
K ∈ Rnk×d be a query and a key respectively,
where nq and nk denote numbers of words and d
is the embedding size, then attention from Q to K
is defined as

Q̂ = S(Q,K) ·K, (1)

where S(·, ·) is a function for attention weight cal-
culation. Here, we exploit the symmetric function
in (Huang et al., 2017b) as S(·, ·) which is given
by:

S(Q,K) = softmax(f(QW)Df(KW)>). (2)

In Equation (2), f is a ReLU activation function,
D is a diagonal matrix, and both D ∈ Rd×d and
W ∈ Rd×d are parameters to estimate from train-
ing data. Intuitively, in Equation (1), each entry of
K is weighted by an importance score defined by
the similarity of an entry of Q and an entry of K.
The entries of K are then linearly combined with
the weights to form a new representation of Q.

A residual connection (He et al., 2016) and a
layer normalization (Ba et al., 2016) are then ap-
plied to Q̂ as Q̃. After that, Q̃ is fed to a feed
forward network which is formulated as

ReLU(Q̃W1 + b1)W2 + b2, (3)

where W{1,2} ∈ Rd×d and b{1,2} are parame-
ters. The output of the attention mechanism is de-
fined with the result of Equation (3) after another

round of residual connection and layer normaliza-
tion. For ease of presentation, we denote the entire
attention mechanism as fATT (Q,K).

Let Uk−1 and Rk−1 be the input of the k-th
block where U0 = Eu and R0 = Er, then the
self-attention module is defined as

Ûk = fATT(Uk−1,Uk−1), (4)

R̂k = fATT(Rk−1,Rk−1). (5)

The interaction module first lets Uk−1 and Rk−1

attend to each other by

U
k

= fATT(Uk−1,Rk−1), (6)

R
k

= fATT(Rk−1,Uk−1). (7)

Then Uk−1 and Rk−1 further interact with U
k

and R
k respectively, which can be formulated as

Ũk = Uk−1 �U
k
, (8)

R̃k = Rk−1 �R
k
, (9)

where � denotes element-wise multiplication. Fi-
nally, the compression module updates Uk−1 and
Rk−1 to Uk and Rk as the output of the block.
Suppose that eku,i and ekr,i are the i-th entries of
Uk and Rk respectively, then eku,i and ekr,i are cal-
culated by

eku,i = ReLU(wp




ek−1u,i

êku,i
eku,i
ẽku,i


+ bp) + ek−1u,i , (10)

ekr,i = ReLU(wp




ek−1r,i

êkr,i
ekr,i
ẽkr,i


+ bp) + ek−1r,i , (11)

where wp ∈ R4d×d and bp are learnable projec-
tion weights and biases, êk{u,r},i, e

k
{u,r},i, ẽ

k
{u,r},i,

and ek−1{u,r},i are the i-th entries of {Û, R̂}k,

{U,R}k, {Ũ, R̃}k, and {U,R}k−1, respectively.
Inspired by Huang et al. (2017a), we also intro-
duce direct connections from initial representa-
tions to all their corresponding subsequent blocks.

4.3 Matching Aggregation
Suppose that c = (u1, . . . , ul) is a conversation
context with ui the i-th utterance, then in the k-
th interaction block, we construct three similarity
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matrices by

Mk
i,1 =

Uk−1
i · (Rk−1)>√

d
,

Mk
i,2 =

Ûk
i · (R̂k)>√

d
,

Mk
i,3 =

U
k
i · (R

k
)>√

d
,

(12)

where Uk−1
i and Rk−1 are the input of the k-th

block, Ûk
i and R̂k are defined by Equations (4-5),

and U
k
i and R

k are calculated by Equations (6-7).
The three matrices are then concatenated into a 3-
D matching tensor Tk

i ∈ Rmi×n×3 which can be
written as

Tk
i = Mk

i,1 ⊕Mk
i,2 ⊕Mk

i,3, (13)

where ⊕ denotes a concatenation operation, and
mi and n refer to numbers of words in ui and r
respectively.

We exploit a convolutional neural net-
work (Krizhevsky et al., 2012) to extract matching
features from Tk

i . The output of the final feature
maps are flattened and mapped to a d-dimensional
matching vector vki with a linear transformation.
(vk1 , · · · ,vkl ) is then fed to a GRU (Chung et al.,
2014) to capture temporal relationship among
(u1, . . . , ul). ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , l}, the i-th hidden state
of the GRU model is given by

hki = GRU(vki ,h
k
i−1), (14)

where hk0 is randomly initialized. A matching
score for context c and response candidate r in the
k-th block is defined as

gk(c, r) = σ(hkl ·wo + bo), (15)

where wo and bo are parameters, and σ(·) is a sig-
moid function. Finally, g(c, r) is defined by

g(c, r) =

L∑

k=1

gk(c, r), (16)

where L is the number of interaction blocks in
IoI. Note that we define g(c, r) with all blocks
rather than only with the last block. This is mo-
tivated by (1) only using the last block will make
training of IoI difficult due to the gradient van-
ishing/exploding problem; and (2) different blocks
may capture different levels of matching informa-
tion in (c, r), and thus leveraging all of them could
enhance matching accuracy.

5 Learning Methods

We consider two strategies to learn an IoI model
from the training data D. The first strategy es-
timates the parameters of IoI (denoted as Θ) by
minimizing a global loss function that is formu-
lated as

−
N∑

i=1

[
yi log(g(ci, ri))+(1−yi) log(1−g(ci, ri))

]
.

(17)
In the second strategy, we construct a local loss
function for each block and minimize the summa-
tion of the local loss functions. By this means,
each block can be directly supervised by the la-
bels in D during learning. The learning objective
is then defined as

−
L∑

k=1

N∑

i=1

[
yi log(gk(ci, ri))

+ (1− yi) log(1− gk(ci, ri))
]
.

(18)

We compare the two learning strategies through
empirical studies, as will be reported in the next
section. In both strategies, Θ are optimized using
back-propagation with Adam algorithm (Kingma
and Ba, 2015).

6 Experiments

We test the proposed IoI on three benchmark data
sets for multi-turn response selection.

6.1 Experimental Setup
The first data we use is the Ubuntu Dialogue Cor-
pus (Lowe et al., 2015) which is a multi-turn En-
glish conversation data set constructed from chat
logs of the Ubuntu forum. We use the version
provided by Xu et al. (2017). The data contains
1 million context-response pairs for training, and
0.5 million pairs for validation and test. In all the
three sets, positive responses are human responses,
while negative ones are randomly sampled. The
ratio of the positive and the negative is 1:1 in the
training set, and 1:9 in both the validation set and
the test set. Following Lowe et al. (2015), we em-
ploy recall at position k in n candidates (Rn@k)
as evaluation metrics.

The second data set is the Douban Conversation
Corpus (Wu et al., 2017) that consists of multi-
turn Chinese conversations collected from Douban
group1. There are 1 million context-response pairs

1https://www.douban.com/group
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for training, 50 thousand pairs for validation, and
6, 670 pairs for testing. In the training set and the
validation set, the last turn of each conversation
is taken as a positive response and a negative re-
sponse is randomly sampled. For each context in
the test set, 10 response candidates are retrieved
from an index and their appropriateness regard-
ing to the context is annotated by human labelers.
Following Wu et al. (2017), we employ Rn@ks,
mean average precision (MAP), mean reciprocal
rank (MRR) and precision at position 1 (P@1) as
evaluation metrics.

Finally, we choose the E-commerce Dialogue
Corpus (Zhang et al., 2018b) as an experimen-
tal data set. The data consists of multi-turn real-
world conversations between customers and cus-
tomer service staff in Taobao2, which is the largest
e-commerce platform in China. It contains 1 mil-
lion context-response pairs for training, and 10
thousand pairs for validation and test. Positive re-
sponses in this data are real human responses, and
negative candidates are automatically constructed
by ranking the response corpus based on conver-
sation history augmented messages using Apache
Lucene3. The ratio of the positive and the neg-
ative is 1:1 in training and validation, and 1:9 in
test. Following (Zhang et al., 2018b), we employ
R10@1, R10@2, and R10@5 as evaluation metrics.

6.2 Baselines

We compare IoI with the following models:
Single-turn Matching Models: these models,

including RNN (Lowe et al., 2015), CNN (Lowe
et al., 2015), LSTM (Lowe et al., 2015), BiL-
STM (Kadlec et al., 2015), MV-LSTM (Wan et al.,
2016) and Match-LSTM (Wang and Jiang, 2016),
perform context-response matching by concate-
nating all utterances in a context into a single long
document and calculating a matching score be-
tween the document and a response candidate.

Multi-View (Zhou et al., 2016): the model cal-
culates matching degree between a context and
a response candidate from both a word sequence
view and an utterance sequence view.

DL2R (Yan et al., 2016): the model first refor-
mulates the last utterance with previous turns in
a context with different approaches. A response
candidate and the reformulated message are then
represented by a composition of RNN and CNN.

2https://www.taobao.com
3http://lucene.apache.org/

Finally, a matching score is computed with the
concatenation of the representations.

SMN (Wu et al., 2017): the model lets each ut-
terance in a context interact with a response can-
didate at the beginning, and then transforms inter-
action matrices into a matching vector with CNN.
The matching vectors are finally accumulated with
an RNN as a matching score.

DUA (Zhang et al., 2018b): the model considers
the relationship among utterances within a context
by exploiting deep utterance aggregation to form
a fine-grained context representation. Each re-
fined utterance then matches with a response can-
didate, and their matching degree is finally calcu-
lated through an aggregation on turns.

DAM (Zhou et al., 2018b): the model lets each
utterance in a context interact with a response can-
didate at different levels of representations ob-
tained by a stacked self-attention module and a
cross-attention module.

For the Ubuntu data and the Douban data, since
results of all baselines under fine-tuning are avail-
able in Zhou et al. (2018b), we directly copy the
numbers from the paper. For the E-commerce
data, Zhang et al. (2018b) report performance of
all baselines except DAM. Thus, we copy all avail-
able numbers from the paper and implement DAM
with the published code4. In order to conduct sta-
tistical tests, we also run the code of DAM on the
Ubuntu data and the Douban data.

6.3 Implementation Details

In IoI, we set the size of word embedding as 200.
For the CNN in matching aggregation, we set the
window size of convolution and pooling kernels as
(3, 3), and the strides as (1, 1) and (3, 3) respec-
tively. The number of convolution kernels is 32 in
the first layer and 16 in the second layer. The di-
mension of the hidden states of GRU is set as 200.
Following Wu et al. (2017), we limit the length of
a context to 10 turns and the length of an utterance
(either from a context or from a response candi-
date) to 50 words. Truncation or zero-padding is
applied to a context or a response candidate when
necessary. We gradually increase the number of
interaction blocks (i.e., L) in IoI, and finally set
L = 7 in comparison with the baseline models. In
optimization, we choose 0.2 as a dropout rate, and
50 as the size of mini-batches. The learning rate
is initialized as 0.0005, and exponentially decayed

4 https://github.com/baidu/Dialogue
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Models
Metrics Ubuntu Corpus Douban Corpus

R2@1 R10@1 R10@2 R10@5 MAP MRR P@1 R10@1 R10@2 R10@5
RNN (Lowe et al., 2015) 0.768 0.403 0.547 0.819 0.390 0.422 0.208 0.118 0.223 0.589
CNN (Lowe et al., 2015) 0.848 0.549 0.684 0.896 0.417 0.440 0.226 0.121 0.252 0.647
LSTM (Lowe et al., 2015) 0.901 0.638 0.784 0.949 0.485 0.527 0.320 0.187 0.343 0.720
BiLSTM (Kadlec et al., 2015) 0.895 0.630 0.780 0.944 0.479 0.514 0.313 0.184 0.330 0.716
DL2R (Yan et al., 2016) 0.899 0.626 0.783 0.944 0.488 0.527 0.330 0.193 0.342 0.705
MV-LSTM (Wan et al., 2016) 0.906 0.653 0.804 0.946 0.498 0.538 0.348 0.202 0.351 0.710
Match-LSTM (Wang and Jiang, 2016) 0.904 0.653 0.799 0.944 0.500 0.537 0.345 0.202 0.348 0.720
Multi-View (Zhou et al., 2016) 0.908 0.662 0.801 0.951 0.505 0.543 0.342 0.202 0.350 0.729
SMN (Wu et al., 2017) 0.926 0.726 0.847 0.961 0.529 0.569 0.397 0.233 0.396 0.724
DUA(Zhang et al., 2018b) - 0.752 0.868 0.962 0.551 0.599 0.421 0.243 0.421 0.780
DAM (Zhou et al., 2018b) 0.938 0.767 0.874 0.969 0.550 0.601 0.427 0.254 0.410 0.757
IoI-global 0.941 0.778 0.879 0.970 0.566 0.608 0.433 0.263 0.436 0.781
IoI-local 0.947 0.796 0.894 0.974 0.573 0.621 0.444 0.269 0.451 0.786

Table 1: Evaluation results on the Ubuntu data and the Douban data. Numbers in bold mean that the improvement
to the best performing baseline is statistically significant (t-test with p-value < 0.05).

Models
Metrics

R10@1 R10@2 R10@5

RNN (Lowe et al., 2015) 0.325 0.463 0.775
CNN (Lowe et al., 2015) 0.328 0.515 0.792
LSTM (Lowe et al., 2015) 0.365 0.536 0.828
BiLSTM (Kadlec et al., 2015) 0.355 0.525 0.825
DL2R (Yan et al., 2016) 0.399 0.571 0.842
MV-LSTM (Wan et al., 2016) 0.412 0.591 0.857
Match-LSTM (Wang and Jiang, 2016) 0.410 0.590 0.858
Multi-View (Zhou et al., 2016) 0.421 0.601 0.861
SMN (Wu et al., 2017) 0.453 0.654 0.886
DUA(Zhang et al., 2018b) 0.501 0.700 0.921
DAM (Zhou et al., 2018b) 0.526 0.727 0.933
IoI-global 0.554 0.747 0.942
IoI-local 0.563 0.768 0.950

Table 2: Evaluation results on the E-commerce data.
Numbers in bold mean that the improvement to the
best performing baseline is statistically significant (t-
test with p-value < 0.05).

during training.

6.4 Evaluation Results

Table 1 and Table 2 report evaluation results on the
three data sets where IoI-global and IoI-local rep-
resent models learned with Objective (17) and Ob-
jective (18) respectively. We can see that both IoI-
local and IoI-global outperform the best perform-
ing baseline, and improvements from IoI-local on
all metrics and from IoI-global on a few met-
rics are statistically significant (t-test with p-value
< 0.05). IoI-local is consistently better than IoI-
global over all metrics on all the three data sets,
demonstrating that directly supervising each block
in learning can lead to a more optimal deep struc-
ture than optimizing the final matching model.

6.5 Discussions

In this section, we make some further analysis
with IoI-local to understand (1) how depth of in-
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Figure 2: Performance of IoI under different numbers
of the interaction blocks.

teraction affects the performance of IoI; (2) how
context length affects the performance of IoI; and
(3) importance of different components of IoI with
respect to matching accuracy.

Impact of interaction depth. Figure 2 illus-
trates how the performance of IoI changes with re-
spect to the number of interaction blocks on test
sets of the three data. From the chart, we ob-
serve a consistent trend over the three data sets:
there is significant improvement during the first
few blocks, and then the performance of the model
becomes stable. The results indicate that depth
of interaction indeed matters in terms of match-
ing accuracy. With shallow interaction (L = 1),
IoI performs worse than DAM on the Douban data
and the E-commerce data. Only after the interac-
tion goes deep (L ≥ 5), improvement from IoI
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Models
Metrics Ubuntu data Douban data E-commerce data

R2@1 R10@1 R10@2 MAP MRR P@1 R10@1 R10@2 R10@5
IoI 0.947 0.796 0.894 0.573 0.621 0.444 0.563 0.768 0.947
IoI-E 0.947 0.794 0.891 0.568 0.616 0.438 0.559 0.762 0.943
IoI-Ê 0.946 0.790 0.888 0.565 0.613 0.433 0.557 0.749 0.941
IoI-E 0.947 0.793 0.890 0.566 0.613 0.439 0.560 0.754 0.943
IoI-Ẽ 0.947 0.795 0.891 0.571 0.616 0.441 0.562 0.740 0.944
IoI-M1 0.946 0.793 0.890 0.568 0.611 0.436 0.557 0.743 0.943
IoI-M2 0.944 0.788 0.886 0.562 0.605 0.427 0.551 0.739 0.942
IoI-M3 0.946 0.793 0.889 0.567 0.615 0.438 0.558 0.748 0.946

Table 3: Evaluation results of the ablation study on the three data sets.
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Figure 3: Performance of IoI across contexts with different lengths on the Ubuntu data.

to DAM on the two data becomes significant. On
the Ubuntu data, improvement to DAM from the
deep model (L = 7) is more than twice as much as
that from the shallow model (L = 1). The perfor-
mance of IoI becomes stable earlier on the Ubuntu
data than it does on the other two data. This may
stem from the different nature of test sets of the
three data. The test set of the Ubuntu data is in
large size and built by random sampling, while the
test sets of the other two data are smaller and con-
structed through response retrieval.

Impact of context length. Context length is
measured by (1) number of turns in a context and
(2) average length of utterances in a context. Fig-
ure 3 shows how the performance of IoI varies
across contexts with different lengths, where we
bin test examples of the Ubuntu data into buckets
and compare IoI (L = 7) with its shallow version
(L = 1) and DAM. We find that (1) IoI, either in a
deep form or in a shallow form, is good at dealing
with contexts with long utterances, as the model
achieves better performance on longer utterances;
(2) overall, IoI performs well on contexts with
more turns, although too many turns (e.g., ≥ 8) is
still challenging; (3) a deep form of our model is
always better than its shallow form, no matter how

we measure context length, and the gap between
the two forms is bigger on short contexts than it is
on long contexts, indicating that depth mainly im-
proves matching accuracy on short contexts; and
(4) trends of DAM in both charts are consistent
with those reported in (Zhou et al., 2018b), and on
both short contexts and long contexts, IoI is supe-
rior to DAM.

Ablation study. Finally, we examine how dif-
ferent components of IoI affects its performance.
First, we remove ek−1u,i (ek−1r,i ), êku,i (êkr,i), eku,i
(ekr,i), and ẽku,i (ẽkr,i) one by one from Equation
(10) and Equation (11), and denote the models as
IoI-E, IoI-Ê, IoI-E, and IoI-Ẽ respectively. Then,
we keep all representations in Equation (10) and
Equation (11), and remove Mk

i,1, Mk
i,2, and Mk

i,3

one by one from Equation (13). The models are
named IoI-M1, IoI-M2, and IoI-M3 respectively.
Table 3 reports the ablation results5. We conclude
that (1) all representations are useful in represent-
ing the information flow along the chain of inter-
action blocks and capturing the matching infor-
mation between an utterance-response pair within
the blocks, as removing any component gener-

5Due to space limitation, we only report results on main
metrics.
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ally causes performance drop on all the three data
sets; and (2) in terms of component importance,
Ê > E > E > Ẽ and M2 > M1 ≈M3, meaning
that self-attention (i.e., Ê) and cross-attention (i.e.,
E) are more important than others in information
flow representation, and self-attention (i.e., those
used for calculating M2) convey more matching
signals. Note that these results are obtained with
IoI (L = 7). We also check the ablation results
of IoI (L = 1) and do not see much difference
on overall trends and relative gaps among differ-
ent ablated models.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

We present an interaction-over-interaction net-
work (IoI) that lets utterance-response inter-
action in context-response matching go deep.
Depth of the model comes from stacking multi-
ple interaction blocks that execute representation-
interaction-representation in an iterative manner.
Evaluation results on three benchmarks indicate
that IoI can significantly outperform baseline
methods with moderate depth. In the future, we
plan to integrate our IoI model with models like
ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) and BERT (Devlin
et al., 2018) to study if the performance of IoI can
be further improved.
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Abstract

Document Grounded Conversations is a task
to generate dialogue responses when chatting
about the content of a given document. Ob-
viously, document knowledge plays a critical
role in Document Grounded Conversations,
while existing dialogue models do not exploit
this kind of knowledge effectively enough. In
this paper, we propose a novel Transformer-
based architecture for multi-turn document
grounded conversations. In particular, we de-
vise an Incremental Transformer to encode
multi-turn utterances along with knowledge
in related documents. Motivated by the hu-
man cognitive process, we design a two-pass
decoder (Deliberation Decoder) to improve
context coherence and knowledge correctness.
Our empirical study on a real-world Document
Grounded Dataset proves that responses gen-
erated by our model significantly outperform
competitive baselines on both context coher-
ence and knowledge relevance.

1 Introduction

Past few years have witnessed the rapid develop-
ment of dialogue systems. Based on the sequence-
to-sequence framework (Sutskever et al., 2014),
most models are trained in an end-to-end man-
ner with large corpora of human-to-human di-
alogues and have obtained impressive success
(Shang et al., 2015; Vinyals and Le, 2015; Li et al.,
2016; Serban et al., 2016). While there is still
a long way for reaching the ultimate goal of di-
alogue systems, which is to be able to talk like
humans. And one of the essential intelligence
to achieve this goal is the ability to make use of
knowledge.

∗∗ Fandong Meng is the corresponding author of the pa-
per. This work was done when Zekang Li was interning at
Pattern Recognition Center, WeChat AI, Tencent.

There are several works on dialogue sys-
tems exploiting knowledge. The Mem2Seq
(Madotto et al., 2018) incorporates structured
knowledge into the end-to-end task-oriented di-
alogue. Liu et al. (2018) introduces fact-
matching and knowledge-diffusion to generate
meaningful, diverse and natural responses using
structured knowledge triplets. Ghazvininejad
et al. (2018), Parthasarathi and Pineau (2018),
Yavuz et al. (2018), Dinan et al. (2018) and
Lo and Chen (2019) apply unstructured text facts
in open-domain dialogue systems. These works
mainly focus on integrating factoid knowledge
into dialogue systems, while factoid knowledge
requires a lot of work to build up, and is only
limited to expressing precise facts. Documents as
a knowledge source provide a wide spectrum of
knowledge, including but not limited to factoid,
event updates, subjective opinion, etc. Recently,
intensive research has been applied on using
documents as knowledge sources for Question-
Answering (Chen et al., 2017; Huang et al., 2018;
Yu et al., 2018; Rajpurkar et al., 2018; Reddy
et al., 2018).

The Document Grounded Conversation is a task
to generate natural dialogue responses when chat-
ting about the content of a specific document. This
task requires to integrate document knowledge
with the multi-turn dialogue history. Different
from previous knowledge grounded dialogue sys-
tems, Document Grounded Conversations utilize
documents as the knowledge source, and hence
are able to employ a wide spectrum of knowl-
edge. And the Document Grounded Conversations
is also different from document QA since the con-
textual consistent conversation response should be
generated. To address the Document Grounded
Conversation task, it is important to: 1) Exploit
document knowledge which are relevant to the
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conversation; 2) Develop a unified representation
combining multi-turn utterances along with the
relevant document knowledge.

In this paper, we propose a novel and effec-
tive Transformer-based (Vaswani et al., 2017) ar-
chitecture for Document Grounded Conversations,
named Incremental Transformer with Deliberation
Decoder. The encoder employs a transformer ar-
chitecture to incrementally encode multi-turn his-
tory utterances, and incorporate document knowl-
edge into the the multi-turn context encoding pro-
cess. The decoder is a two-pass decoder similar
to the Deliberation Network in Neural Machine
Translation (Xia et al., 2017), which is designed
to improve the context coherence and knowledge
correctness of the responses. The first-pass de-
coder focuses on contextual coherence, while the
second-pass decoder refines the result of the first-
pass decoder by consulting the relevant document
knowledge, and hence increases the knowledge
relevance and correctness. This is motivated by
human cognition process. In real-world human
conversations, people usually first make a draft on
how to respond the previous utterance, and then
consummate the answer or even raise questions by
consulting background knowledge.

We test the effectiveness of our proposed model
on Document Grounded Conversations Dataset
(Zhou et al., 2018). Experiment results show that
our model is capable of generating responses of
more context coherence and knowledge relevance.
Sometimes document knowledge is even well used
to guide the following conversations. Both auto-
matic and manual evaluations show that our model
substantially outperforms the competitive base-
lines.

Our contributions are as follows:

• We build a novel Incremental Transformer
to incrementally encode multi-turn utterances
with document knowledge together.

• We are the first to apply a two-pass decoder
to generate responses for document grounded
conversations. Two decoders focus on con-
text coherence and knowledge correctness re-
spectively.

2 Approach

2.1 Problem Statement
Our goal is to incorporate the relevant doc-

ument knowledge into multi-turn conversations.
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Document k-2
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Figure 1: The framework of Incremental Transformer
with Deliberation Decoder for Document Grounded
Conversations.

Formally, let U = u(1), ...,u(k), ...,u(K) be a
whole conversation composed of K utterances.
We use u(k) = u

(k)
1 , ..., u

(k)
i , ..., u

(k)
I to denote

the k-th utterance containing I words, where u(k)i

denotes the i-th word in the k-th utterance. For
each utterance u(k), likewise, there is a specified
relevant document s(k) = s

(k)
1 , ..., s

(k)
j , ..., s

(k)
J ,

which represents the document related to the k-
th utterance containing J words. We define the
document grounded conversations task as gen-
erating a response u(k+1) given its related doc-
ument s(k+1) and previous k utterances U≤k
with related documents S≤k, where U≤k =
u(1), ...,u(k) and S≤k = s(1), ..., s(k). Note that
s(k), s(k+1), ..., s(k+n) may be the same.

Therefore, the probability to generate the re-
sponse u(k+1) is computed as:

P (u(k+1)|U≤k,S≤k+1; θ)

=
∏I
i=1 P (u

k+1
i |U≤k,S≤k+1, u

(k+1)
<i ; θ)

(1)
where u(k+1)

<i = u
(k+1)
1 , ..., u

(k+1)
i−1 .

2.2 Model Description
Figure 1 shows the framework of the proposed

Incremental Transformer with Deliberation De-
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Figure 2: (1) Detailed architecture of model components. (a) The Self-Attentive Encoder(SA). (b) Incremental
Transformer (ITE). (c) Deliberation Decoder (DD). (2) Simplified version of our proposed model used to verify
the validity of our proposed Incremental Transformer Encoder and Deliberation Decoder. (d) Knowledge-Attention
Transformer(KAT). (e) Context-Knowledge-Attention Decoder (CKAD).

coder. Please refer to Figure 2 (1) for more details.
It consists of three components:

1) Self-Attentive Encoder (SA) (in orange) is
a transformer encoder as described in (Vaswani
et al., 2017), which encodes the document knowl-
edge and the current utterance independently.

2) Incremental Transformer Encoder (ITE) (on
the top) is a unified transformer encoder which en-
codes multi-turn utterances with knowledge repre-
sentation using an incremental encoding scheme.
This module takes previous utterances u(i) and the
document s(i)’s SA representation as input, and
use attention mechanism to incrementally build up
the representation of relevant context and docu-
ment knowledge.

3) Deliberation Decoder (DD) (on the bottom)
is a two-pass unified transformer decoder for bet-
ter generating the next response. The first-pass de-
coder takes current utterance u(k)’s SA representa-
tion and ITE output as input, and mainly relies on
conversation context for response generation. The
second-pass decoder takes the SA representation
of the first pass result and the relevant document
s(k+1)’s SA representation as input, and uses doc-
ument knowledge to further refine the response.

Self-Attentive Encoder

As document knowledge often includes several
sentences, it’s important to capture long-range
dependencies and identify relevant information.
We use multi-head self-attention (Vaswani et al.,

2017) to compute the representation of document
knowledge.

As shown in Figure 2 (a), we use a self-
attentive encoder to compute the representation
of the related document knowledge s(k). The in-
put (In(k)

s ) of the encoder is a sequence of docu-
ment words embedding with positional encoding
added.(Vaswani et al., 2017):

In(k)
s = [s

(k)
1 , ..., s

(k)
J ] (2)

s
(k)
j = esj + PE(j) (3)

where esj is the word embedding of s(k)j and
PE(·) denotes positional encoding function.

The Self-Attentive encoder contains a stack of
Nx identical layers. Each layer has two sub-
layers. The first sub-layer is a multi-head self-
attention (MultiHead) (Vaswani et al., 2017).
MultiHead(Q,K,V) is a multi-head attention
function that takes a query matrix Q, a key ma-
trix K, and a value matrix V as input. In cur-
rent case, Q = K = V. That’s why it’s called
self-attention. And the second sub-layer is a sim-
ple, position-wise fully connected feed-forward
network (FFN). This FFN consists of two lin-
ear transformations with a ReLU activation in be-
tween. (Vaswani et al., 2017).

A(1) = MultiHead(In(k)
s , In(k)

s , In(k)
s ) (4)

D(1) = FFN(A(1)) (5)

FFN(x) = max(0, xW1 + b1)W2 + b2 (6)
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where A(1) is the hidden state computed by multi-
head attention at the first layer, D(1) denotes the
representation of s(k) after the first layer. Note
that residual connection and layer normalization
are used in each sub-layer, which are omitted in
the presentation for simplicity. Please refer to
(Vaswani et al., 2017) for more details.

For each layer, repeat this process:

A(n) = MultiHead(D(n−1),D(n−1),D(n−1))
(7)

D(n) = FFN(A(n)) (8)

where n = 1, ..., Ns and D(0) = In(k)
s .

We use SAs(·) to denote this whole process:

d(k) = D(Nx) = SAs(s
(k)) (9)

where d(k) is the final representation for the docu-
ment knowledge s(k).

Similarly, for each utterance u(k), we use
In(k)

u = [u
(k)
1 , ...,u

(k)
I ] to represent the sequence

of the position-aware word embedding. Then the
same Self-Attentive Encoder is used to compute
the representation of current utterance u(k), and
we use SAu(u

(k)) to denote this encoding result.
The Self-Attentive Encoder is also used to encode
the document s(k+1) and the first pass decoding re-
sults in the second pass of the decoder. Note that
SAs and SAu have the same architecture but dif-
ferent parameters. More details about this will be
mentioned in the following sections.

Incremental Transformer Encoder
To encode multi-turn document grounded ut-
terances effectively, we design an Incremental
Transformer Encoder. Incremental Transformer
uses multi-head attention to incorporate document
knowledge and context into the current utterance’s
encoding process. This process can be stated re-
cursively as follows:

c(k) = ITE(c(k−1),d(k), In(k)
u ) (10)

where ITE(·) denotes the encoding function, c(k)

denotes the context state after encoding utterance
u(k), c(k−1) is the context state after encoding last
utterance u(k−1), d(k) is the representation of doc-
ument s(k) and In(k)

u is the embedding of current
utterance u(k).

As shown in Figure 2 (b), we use a stack of Nu

identical layers to encode u(k). Each layer consists
of four sub-layers. The first sub-layer is a multi-
head self-attention:

B(n) = MultiHead(C(n−1),C(n−1),C(n−1))
(11)

where n = 1, ..., Nu, C(n−1) is the output of the
last layer and C(0) = In(k)

u . The second sub-layer
is a multi-head knowledge attention:

E(n) = MultiHead(B(n),d(k),d(k)) (12)

The third sub-layer is a multi-head context atten-
tion:

F(n) = MultiHead(E(n), c(k−1), c(k−1)) (13)

where c(k−1) is the representation of the previous
utterances. That’s why we called the encoder ”In-
cremental Transformer”. The fourth sub-layer is
a position-wise fully connected feed-forward net-
work:

C(n) = FFN(F(n)) (14)

We use c(k) to denote the final representation at
Nu-th layer:

c(k) = C(Nu) (15)

Deliberation Decoder
Motivated by the real-world human cognitive pro-
cess, we design a Deliberation Decoder contain-
ing two decoding passes to improve the knowledge
relevance and context coherence. The first-pass
decoder takes the representation of current utter-
ance SAu(u

(k)) and context c(k) as input and fo-
cuses on how to generate responses contextual co-
herently. The second-pass decoder takes the rep-
resentation of the first-pass decoding results and
related document s(k+1) as input and focuses on
increasing knowledge usage and guiding the fol-
lowing conversations within the scope of the given
document.

When generating the i-th response word u(k+1)
i ,

we have the generated words u
(k+1)
<i as input

(Vaswani et al., 2017). We use In(k+1)
r to denote

the matrix representation of u(k+1)
<i as following:

In(k+1)
r = [u

(k+1)
0 ,u

(k+1)
1 , ...,u

(k+1)
i−1 ] (16)

where u
(k+1)
0 is the vector representation of

sentence-start token.
As shown in Figure 2 (c), the Deliberation

Decoder consists of a first-pass decoder and a
second-pass decoder. These two decoders have
the same architecture but different input for sub-
layers. Both decoders are composed of a stack
of Ny identical layers. Each layer has four sub-
layers. For the first-pass decoder, the first sub-
layer is a multi-head self-attention:

G
(n)
1 = MultiHead(R

(n−1)
1 ,R

(n−1)
1 ,R

(n−1)
1 )

(17)
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where n = 1, ..., Ny, R(n−1)
1 is the output of the

previous layer, and R
(0)
1 = In(k+1)

r . The second
sub-layer is a multi-head context attention:

H
(n)
1 = MultiHead(G

(n)
1 , c(k), c(k)) (18)

where c(k) is the representation of context u≤k.
The third sub-layer is a multi-head utterance at-
tention:

M
(n)
1 = MultiHead(H

(n)
1 , SAu(u

(k)),

SAu(u
(k)))

(19)
where SAu(·) is a Self-Attentive Encoder which
encodes latest utterance u(k). Eq. (18) mainly en-
codes the context and document knowledge rele-
vant to the latest utterance, while Eq. (19) encodes
the latest utterance directly. We hope optimal per-
formance can be achieved by combining both.

The fourth sub-layer is a position-wise fully
connected feed-forward network:

R
(n)
1 = FFN(M

(n)
1 ) (20)

After Ny layers, we use softmax to get the words
probabilities decoded by first-pass decoder:

P (û
(k+1)
(1) ) = softmax(R

(Ny)
1 ) (21)

where û
(k+1)
(1) is the response decoded by the first-

pass decoder. For second-pass decoder:

G
(n)
2 = MultiHead(R

(n−1)
2 ,R

(n−1)
2 ,R

(n−1)
2 )

(22)
H

(n)
2 = MultiHead(G

(n)
2 ,d(k+1),d(k+1)) (23)

M
(n)
2 = MultiHead(H

(n)
2 , SAu(û

(k+1)
(1) ),

SAu(û
(k+1)
(1) ))

(24)
R

(n)
2 = FFN(M

(n)
2 ) (25)

P (û
(k+1)
(2) ) = softmax(R

(Ny)
2 ) (26)

where R(n−1)
2 is the counterpart to R

(n−1)
1 in pass

two decoder, referring to the output of the previ-
ous layer. d(k+1) is the representation of docu-
ment s(k+1) using Self-Attentive Encoder, û(k+1)

(2)
is the output words after the second-pass decoder.

Training
In contrast to the original Deliberation Network
(Xia et al., 2017), where they propose a com-
plex joint learning framework using Monte Carlo
Method, we minimize the following loss as Xiong
et al. (2018) do:

Lmle = Lmle1 + Lmle2 (27)

Lmle1 = −
K∑

k=1

I∑

i=1

logP (û
(k+1)
(1)i ) (28)

Lmle2 = −
K∑

k=1

I∑

i=1

logP (û
(k+1)
(2)i ) (29)

3 Experiments

3.1 Dataset
We evaluate our model using the Document

Grounded Conversations Dataset (Zhou et al.,
2018). There are 72922 utterances for training,
3626 utterances for validation and 11577 utter-
ances for testing. The utterances can be either ca-
sual chats or document grounded. Note that we
consider consequent utterances of the same per-
son as one utterance. For example, we consider A:
Hello! B: Hi! B: How’s it going? as A: Hello!
B: Hi! How’s it going?. And there is a related
document given for every several consequent ut-
terances, which may contain movie name, casts,
introduction, ratings, and some scenes. The aver-
age length of documents is about 200. Please refer
to (Zhou et al., 2018) for more details.

3.2 Baselines
We compare our proposed model with the fol-

lowing state-of-the-art baselines:
Models not using document knowledge:

Seq2Seq: A simple encoder-decoder model
(Shang et al., 2015; Vinyals and Le, 2015) with
global attention (Luong et al., 2015). We concate-
nate utterances context to a long sentence as input.

HRED: A hierarchical encoder-decoder model
(Serban et al., 2016), which is composed of
a word-level LSTM for each sentence and a
sentence-level LSTM connecting utterances.

Transformer: The state-of-the-art NMT model
based on multi-head attention (Vaswani et al.,
2017). We concatenate utterances context to a
long sentence as its input.
Models using document knowledge:

Seq2Seq (+knowledge) and HRED (+knowl-
edge) are based on Seq2Seq and HRED respec-
tively. They both concatenate document knowl-
edge representation and last decoding output em-
bedding as input when decoding. Please refer to
(Zhou et al., 2018) for more details.

Wizard Transformer: A Transformer-based
model for multi-turn open-domain dialogue with
unstructured text facts (Dinan et al., 2018). It con-
catenates context utterances and text facts to a long
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Knowledge Context
Model PPL BLEU(%) Fluency Relevance Coherence
Seq2Seq without knowledge 80.93 0.38 1.62 0.18 0.54
HRED without knowledge 80.84 0.43 1.25 0.18 0.30
Transformer without knowledge 87.32 0.36 1.60 0.29 0.67
Seq2Seq (+knowledge) 78.47 0.39 1.50 0.22 0.61
HRED (+knowledge) 79.12 0.77 1.56 0.35 0.47
Wizard Transformer 70.30 0.66 1.62 0.47 0.56
ITE+DD (ours) 15.11 0.95 1.67 0.56 0.90
ITE+CKAD (ours) 64.97 0.86 1.68 0.50 0.82
KAT (ours) 65.36 0.58 1.58 0.33 0.78

Table 1: Automatic evaluation and manual evaluation results for baselines and our proposed models.

Knowledge Context
Model Relevance(%) Coherence(%)
Wizard 64/25/11 58/28/14

ITE+CKAD 67/16/17 40/37/23
ITE+DD 64/16/20 38/34/28

Table 2: The percent(%) of score (0/1/2) of Knowledge
Relevance and Context Coherence for Wizard Trans-
former, ITE+CKAD and ITE+DD.

sequence as input. We replace the text facts with
document knowledge.

Here, we also conduct an ablation study to il-
lustrate the validity of our proposed Incremental
Transformer Encoder and Deliberation Decoder.

ITE+CKAD: It uses Incremental Trans-
former Encoder (ITE) as encoder and Context-
Knowledge-Attention Decoder (CKAD) as shown
in Figure 2 (e). This setup is to test the validity of
the deliberation decoder.

Knowledge-Attention Transformer (KAT):
As shown in Figure 2 (d), the encoder of this
model is a simplified version of Incremental
Transformer Encoder (ITE), which doesn’t have
context-attention sub-layer. We concatenate ut-
terances context to a long sentence as its in-
put. The decoder of the model is a simplified
Context-Knowledge-Attention Decoder (CKAD).
It doesn’t have context-attention sub-layer either.
This setup is to test how effective the context has
been exploited in the full model.

3.3 Experiment Setup
We use OpenNMT-py1 (Klein et al., 2017) as

the code framework2. For all models, the hidden
size is set to 512. For rnn-based models (Seq2Seq,
HRED), 3-layer bidirectional LSTM (Hochreiter

1https://github.com/OpenNMT/OpenNMT-py
2The code and models are available at https://

github.com/lizekang/ITDD

and Schmidhuber, 1997) and 1-layer LSTM is ap-
plied for encoder and decoder respectively. For
transformer-based models, the layers of both en-
coder and decoder are set to 3. The number of
attention heads in multi-head attention is 8 and
the filter size is 2048. The word embedding is
shared by utterances, knowledge and generated re-
sponses. The dimension of word embedding is set
to 512 empirically. We use Adam (Kingma and
Ba, 2014) for optimization. When decoding, beam
size is set to 5. We use the previous three utter-
ances and its related documents as input.

3.4 Evaluation Metrics
Automatic Evaluation: We adopt perplexity

(PPL) and BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) to au-
tomatically evaluate the response generation per-
formance. Models are evaluated using perplexity
of the gold response as described in (Dinan et al.,
2018). Lower perplexity indicates better perfor-
mance. BLEU measures n-gram overlap between
a generated response and a gold response. How-
ever, since there is only one reference for each re-
sponse and there may exist multiple feasible re-
sponses, BLEU scores are extremely low. We
compute BLEU score by the multi-bleu.perl3

Manual Evaluation: Manual evaluations are es-
sential for dialogue generation. We randomly
sampled 30 conversations containing 606 utter-
ances from the test set and obtained 5454 utter-
ances from the nine models. We have annotators
score these utterances given its previous utterances
and related documents. We defined three metrics
- fluency, knowledge relevance (Liu et al., 2018)
and context coherence for manual evaluation. All
these metrics are scored 0/1/2.

fluency: Whether the response is natural and

3https://github.com/google/seq2seq/
blob/master/bin/tools/multi-bleu.perl
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Document
moviename despicable me ... cast: steve carell as gru ... rotten tomatoes: 81% ... it is the debut
film of illumination entertainment. ... gru, a supervillain, is disheartened when an unknown
supervillain steals the great pyramid of giza. gru, with the assistance of his colleague dr. Nefario
and his minions, resolves to one-up this mystery rival by shrinking and stealing the moon. as it
would be costly to steal the moon, gru seeks a loan from the bank of evil. ... upon learning that
an up-and-coming villain named vector was responsible for the pyramid theft ...
Utterance 1 what do you think about despicable me?

ITE+DD i think it is an awesome movie, what about you?
Wizard i think it’s a great movie!

Utterance 2 i rather liked it. it wasn’t what i was expecting but it was still good.
ITE+DD yeah, it makes me laugh, even when they make a movie about it.

Wizard it’s a great movie for kids and adults.
Utterance 3 i like it too. funny and heart warming at the same time.

ITE+DD i think it’s interesting that gru decided to take a loan from the bank of evil.
Wizard i think they should have made a sequel.

Utterance 4 gru was a really interesting character, too. i liked steve carell and the voice he
used for gru.

ITE+DD yeah, now that you mention it, what did you think of the minions?
Wizard i think the entire cast was great.

Utterance 5 yes, he did an excellent job portraying the character. 81% in ratings i think is great.
ITE+DD yes, 81% is a great score!

Wizard i also liked the villain of the movie.
Table 3: Responses generated by Incremental Transformer with Deliberation Decoder(ITE+DD) and the Wizard
Transformer(Wizard). These utterances are from continuous dialogues. ITE+DD and Wizard generate responses
using context utterances and a given document. Note that Utterance i+ 1 is the gold response of Utterance i.

fluent. Score 0 represents not fluent and incom-
prehensible; 1 represents partially fluent but still
comprehensible; 2 represents totally fluent.

knowledge relevance: Whether the response
uses relevant and correct knowledge. Score 0 rep-
resents no relevant knowledge; 1 represents con-
taining relevant knowledge but not correct; 2 rep-
resents containing relevant knowledge and correct.

context coherence: Whether the response is
coherent with the context and guides the follow-
ing utterances. Score 0 represents not coherent or
leading the dialogue to an end; 1 represents coher-
ent with the utterance history but not guiding the
following utterances; 2 represents coherent with
utterance history and guiding the next utterance.

3.5 Experimental Results

Table 1 shows the automatic and manual evalu-
ation results for both the baseline and our models.

In manual evaluation, among baselines, Wizard
Transformer and RNN without knowledge have
the highest fluency of 1.62 and Wizard obtains the
highest knowledge relevance of 0.47 while Trans-
former without knowledge gets the highest context
coherence of 0.67. For all models, ITE+CKAD

obtains the highest fluency of 1.68 and ITE+DD
has the highest Knowledge Relevance of 0.56 and
highest Context Coherence of 0.90.

In automatic evaluation, our proposed model
has lower perplexity and higher BLEU scores than
baselines. For BLEU, HRED with knowledge ob-
tains the highest BLEU score of 0.77 among the
baselines. And ITE+DD gets 0.95 BLEU score,
which is the highest among all the models. For
perplexity, Wizard Transformer obtains the low-
est perplexity of 70.30 among baseline models and
ITE+DD has remarkably lower perplexity of 15.11
than all the other models. A detailed analysis is in
Section 3.6.

3.6 Analysis and Discussion

To our surprise, ITE+DD reaches an extremely
low ground truth perplexity. We find that the
ground truth perplexity after the first-pass decod-
ing is only similar to the ITE+CKAD. It shows
that the second-pass decoder utilizes the docu-
ment knowledge well, and dramatically reduced
the ground truth perplexity.

As shown in Table 2, ITE+DD has a higher per-
cent of score 2 both on Knowledge Relevance and
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ID Utterance Two-pass Responses
1 I think rachel mcadams

had an even better role
as regina george
however! would you
agree?

i’m not a fan of
kristen bell, but i think
she did a great job.
i’m not a huge fan of
rachel mcadams, but
he did a great job.

2 yeah, I guess that’s
always worth it, and a
truce was made as well.

yeah, not only does
she reconcile with the
plastics.
yeah, she reconciles
with janis , damien and
aaron.

3 i liked the scene where
buzz thinks he’s a big
shot hero but then the
camera reveals him to
be a tiny toy.

i think that’s one of
the best scenes in the
movie.
oh, i think that is
what makes the movie
unique as well. have
you seen any of the
other pixar movies?

Table 4: Examples of the two pass decoding. Under-
lined texts are the differences between two results. For
each case, the first-pass response is on the top.

Context Coherence than ITE+CKAD. This result
also demonstrates that Deliberation Decoder can
improve the knowledge correctness and guide the
following conversations better.

Although the perplexity of ITE+CKAD is only
slightly better than KAT, the BLEU score, Flu-
ency, Knowledge Relevance and Context Coher-
ence of ITE+CKAD all significantly outperform
those of KAT model, which indicates that Incre-
mental Transformer can deal with multi-turn doc-
ument grounded conversations better.

Wizard Transformer has a great performance
on Knowledge Relevance only second to our pro-
posed Incremental Transformer. However, its
score on Context Coherence is lower than some
other baselines. As shown in Table 2, Wizard
Transformer has Knowledge Relevance score 1 re-
sults twice more than score 2 results, which indi-
cates that the model tends to generate responses
with related knowledge but not correct. And
the poor performance on Context Coherence also
shows Wizard Transformer does not respond to the
previous utterance well. This shows the limitation
of representing context and document knowledge
by simple concatenation.

3.7 Case Study
In this section, we list some examples to show

the effectiveness of our proposed model.
Table 3 lists some responses generated by our

proposed Incremental Transformer with Delibera-
tion Decoder (ITE+DD) and Wizard Transformer
(which achieves overall best performance among

baseline models). Our proposed model can gener-
ate better responses than Wizard Transformer on
knowledge relevance and context coherence.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the two-
pass decoder, we compare the results from the
first-pass decoding and the second-pass decoding.
Table 4 shows the improvement after the second-
pass decoding. For Case 1, the second-pass de-
coding result revises the knowledge error in the
first-pass decoding result. For Case 2, the second-
pass decoder uses more detailed knowledge than
the first-pass one. For Case 3, the second-pass de-
coder cannot only respond to the previous utter-
ance but also guide the following conversations by
asking some knowledge related questions.

4 Related Work

The closest work to ours lies in the area of open-
domain dialogue system incorporating unstruc-
tured knowledge. Ghazvininejad et al. (2018)
uses an extended Encoder-Decoder where the de-
coder is provided with an encoding of both the
context and the external knowledge. Parthasarathi
and Pineau (2018) uses an architecture containing
a Bag-of-Words Memory Network fact encoder
and an RNN decoder. Dinan et al. (2018) com-
bines Memory Network architectures to retrieve,
read and condition on knowledge, and Trans-
former architectures to provide text representa-
tion and generate outputs. Different from these
works, we greatly enhance the Transformer ar-
chitectures to handle the document knowledge in
multi-turn dialogue from two aspects: 1) using at-
tention mechanism to combine document knowl-
edge and context utterances; and 2) exploiting in-
cremental encoding scheme to encode multi-turn
knowledge aware conversations.

Our work is also inspired by several works in
other areas. Zhang et al. (2018) introduces docu-
ment context into Transformer on document-level
Neural Machine Translation (NMT) task. Guan
et al. (2018) devises the incremental encoding
scheme based on rnn for story ending genera-
tion task. In our work, we design an Incremental
Transformer to achieve a knowledge-aware con-
text representation using an incremental encoding
scheme. Xia et al. (2017) first proposes Deliber-
ation Network based on rnn on NMT task. Our
Deliberation Decoder is different in two aspects:
1) We clearly devise the two decoders targeting
context and knowledge respectively; 2) Our sec-
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ond pass decoder directly fine tunes the first pass
result, while theirs uses both the hidden states and
results from the first pass.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose an Incremental Trans-
former with Deliberation Decoder for the task of
Document Grounded Conversations. Through an
incremental encoding scheme, the model achieves
a knowledge-aware and context-aware conversa-
tion representation. By imitating the real-world
human cognitive process, we propose a Delibera-
tion Decoder to optimize knowledge relevance and
context coherence. Empirical results show that the
proposed model can generate responses with much
more relevance, correctness, and coherence com-
pared with the state-of-the-art baselines. In the fu-
ture, we plan to apply reinforcement learning to
further improve the performance.
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Abstract

Recent research has made impressive progress
in single-turn dialogue modelling. In the
multi-turn setting, however, current models are
still far from satisfactory. One major chal-
lenge is the frequently occurred coreference
and information omission in our daily con-
versation, making it hard for machines to un-
derstand the real intention. In this paper, we
propose rewriting the human utterance as a
pre-process to help multi-turn dialgoue mod-
elling. Each utterance is first rewritten to re-
cover all coreferred and omitted information.
The next processing steps are then performed
based on the rewritten utterance. To properly
train the utterance rewriter, we collect a new
dataset with human annotations and introduce
a Transformer-based utterance rewriting archi-
tecture using the pointer network. We show
the proposed architecture achieves remarkably
good performance on the utterance rewriting
task. The trained utterance rewriter can be eas-
ily integrated into online chatbots and brings
general improvement over different domains.1

1 Introduction

Dialogue systems have made dramatic progress in
recent years, especially in single-turn chit-chat and
FAQ matching (Shang et al., 2015; Ghazvinine-
jad et al., 2018; Molino et al., 2018; Chen et al.,
2019). Nonethless, multi-turn dialogue modelling
still remains extremely challenging (Vinyals and
Le, 2015; Serban et al., 2016, 2017; Shen et al.,
2018a,b). The challenge is multi-sided. One
most important difficulty is the frequently oc-
curred coreference and information omission in
our daily conversations, especially in pro-drop
languages like Chinese or Japanese. From our pre-
liminary study of 2,000 Chinese multi-turn con-

∗Both authors contributed equally.
1The code is available on https://github.com/

chin-gyou/dialogue-utterance-rewriter.

Context 1
Utterance 1 Human: 梅西有多高？
(Translation) Human: How tall is Messi?
Utterance 2 ChatBot: 官方说法他的身高是5英尺7英寸。

ChatBot: Officially he is 5ft 7 inches.
Utterance 3 Human: 他和C罗谁是最好的球员？

Human: Who is the best, he or C.Ronaldo?
Utterance 3′ Human: 梅西和C罗谁是最好的球员？

Human: Who is the best, Messi or C.Ronaldo?
Context 2

Utterance 1 Human: 你最喜欢什么电影？
Human: What movie do you like most?

Utterance 2 ChatBot: 泰坦尼克。
ChatBot: Titanic.

Utterance 3 Human: 为什么呢？
Human: Why?

Utterance 3′ Human: 为什么最喜欢泰坦尼克？
Human: Why do you like Titanic most?

Table 1: An example of multi-turn dialogue. Each ut-
terance 3 is rewritten into Utterance 3′. Green means
coreference and blue means omission.

versations, different degrees of coreference and
omission exist in more than 70% of the utterances.
Capturing the hidden intention beneath them re-
quires deeper understanding of the dialogue con-
text, which is difficult for current neural network-
based systems. Table 1 shows two typical exam-
ples in multi-turn dialogues. “他”(he) from Con-
text 1 is a coreference to “梅西”(Messi) and “为什
么”(Why) from Context 2 omits the further ques-
tion of “为什么最喜欢泰坦尼克”(Why do you
like Tatanic most)?. Without expanding the coref-
erence or omission to recover the full information,
the chatbot has no idea how to continue the talk.

To address this concern, we propose simplifying
the multi-turn dialogue modelling into a single-
turn problem by rewriting the current utterance.
The utterance rewriter is expected to perform (1)
coreference resolution and (2) information com-
pletion to recover all coreferred and omitted men-
tions. In the two examples from Table 1, each ut-
terance 3 will be rewritten into utterance 3′. Af-
terwards, the system will generate a reply by only
looking into the utterance 3′ without considering
the previous turns utterance 1 and 2. This sim-
plification shortens the length of dialogue con-
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text while still maintaining necessary information
needed to provide proper responses, which we be-
lieve will help ease the difficulty of multi-turn di-
alogue modelling. Compared with other methods
like memory networks (Sukhbaatar et al., 2015) or
explicit belief tracking (Mrkšić et al., 2017), the
trained utterance rewriter is model-agnostic and
can be easily integrated into other black-box dia-
logue systems. It is also more memory-efficient
because the dialogue history information is re-
flected in a single rewritten utterance.

To get supervised training data for the utterance
rewriting, we construct a Chinese dialogue dataset
containing 20k multi-turn dialogues. Each utter-
ance is paired with corresponding manually anno-
tated rewritings. We model this problem as an ex-
tractive generation problem using the Pointer Net-
work (Vinyals et al., 2015). The rewritten utter-
ance is generated by copying words from either the
dialogue history or the current utterance based on
the attention mechanism (Bahdanau et al., 2014).
Inspired by the recently proposed Transformer
architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017) in machine
translation which can capture better intra-sentence
word dependencies, we modify the Transformer
architecture to include the pointer network mech-
anism. The resulting model outperforms the re-
current neural network (RNN) and original Trans-
former models, achieving an F1 score of over 0.85
for both the coreference resolution and informa-
tion completion. Furthermore, we integrate our
trained utterance rewriter into two online chatbot
platforms and find it leads to more accurate inten-
tion detection and improves the user engagement.
In summary, our contributions are:

1. We collect a high-quality annotated dataset
for coreference resolution and information
completion in multi-turn dialogues, which
might benefit future related research.

2. We propose a highly effective Transformer-
based utterance rewriter outperforming sev-
eral strong baselines.

3. The trained utterance rewriter, when inte-
grated into two real-life online chatbots, is
shown to bring significant improvement over
the original system.

In the next section, we will first go over some re-
lated work. Afterwards, in Section 3 and 4, our
collected dataset and proposed model are intro-
duced. The experiment results and analysis are

presented in Section 5. Finally, some conclusions
are drawn in Section 6.

2 Related Work

2.1 Sentence Rewriting

Sentence rewriting has been widely adopted in
various NLP tasks. In machine translation, people
have used it to refine the output generations from
seq2seq models (Niehues et al., 2016; Junczys-
Dowmunt and Grundkiewicz, 2017; Grangier and
Auli, 2017; Gu et al., 2017). In text summariza-
tion, reediting the retrieved candidates can provide
more accurate and abstractive summaries (See
et al., 2017; Chen and Bansal, 2018; Cao et al.,
2018). In dialogue modelling, Weston et al. (2018)
applied it to rewrite outputs from a retrieval model,
but they pay no attention to recovering the hidden
information under the coreference and omission.
Concurrent with our work, Rastogi et al. (2019)
adopts a similar idea on English conversations to
simplify the downstream SLU task by reformulat-
ing the original utterance. Rewriting the source
input into some easy-to-process standard format
has also gained significant improvements in in-
formation retrieval (Riezler and Liu, 2010), se-
mantic parsing (Chen et al., 2016) or question an-
swering (Abujabal et al., 2018), but most of them
adopt a simple dictionary or template based rewrit-
ing strategy. For multi-turn dialogues, due to the
complexity of human languages, designing suit-
able template-based rewriting rules would be time-
consuming.

2.2 Coreference Resolution

Coreference resolution aims to link an antecedent
for each possible mention. Traditional approaches
often adopt a pipeline structure which first iden-
tify all pronouns and entities then run clustering
algorithms (Haghighi and Klein, 2009; Lee et al.,
2011; Durrett and Klein, 2013; Björkelund and
Kuhn, 2014). At both stages, they rely heav-
ily on complicated, fine-grained features. Re-
cently, several neural coreference resolution sys-
tems (Clark and Manning, 2016a,b) utilize dis-
tributed representations to reduce human labors.
Lee et al. (2017) reported state-of-the-art results
with an end-to-end neural coreference resolution
system. However, it requires computing the scores
for all possible spans, which is computationally
inefficient on online dialogue systems. The re-
cently proposed Transformer adopted the self-
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attention mechanism which could implicitly cap-
ture inter-word dependencies in an unsupervised
way (Vaswani et al., 2017). However, when mul-
tiple coreferences occur, it has problems properly
distinguishing them. Our proposed architecture is
built upon the Transformer architecture, but per-
form coreference resolution in a supervised setting
to help deal with ambiguous mentions.

3 Dataset

To get parallel training data for the sentence
rewriting, we crawled 200k candidate multi-turn
conversational data from several popular Chinese
social media platforms for human annotators to
work on. Sensitive information is filtered be-
forehand for later processing. Before starting the
annotation, we randomly sample 2,000 conversa-
tional data and analyze how often coreference and
omission occurs in multi-turn dialogues. Table 2
lists the statistics. As can be seen, only less than
30% utterances have neither coreference nor omis-
sion and quite a few utterances have both. This
further validates the importance of addressing the
these situations in multi-turn dialogues.

% Rate

Coreference 33.5
Omission 52.4
Neither 29.7

Table 2: Proportion of utterances containing corefer-
ence and omission in multi-turn conversation

In the annotation process, human annotators
need to identify these two situations then rewrite
the utterance to cover all hidden information. An
example is shown in Table 1. Annotators are re-
quired to provide the rewritten utterance 3′ given
the original conversation [utterance 1,2 and 3]. To
ensure the annotation quality, 10% of the annota-
tions from each annotator are daily examined by a
project manager and feedbacks are provided. The
annotation is considered valid only when the ac-
curacy of examined results surpasses 95%. Apart
from the accuracy examination, the project man-
age is also required to (1) select topics that are
more likely to be talked about in daily conversa-
tions, (2) try to cover broader domains and (3) bal-
ance the proportion of different coreference and
omission patterns. The whole annotation takes 4
months to finish. In the end, we get 40k high-

quality parallel samples. Half of them are nega-
tive samples which do not need any rewriting. The
other half are positive samples where rewriting is
needed. Table 3 lists the statistics. The rewritten
utterance contains 10.5 tokens in average, reduc-
ing the context length by 80%.

Dataset size: 40,000
Avg. length of original conversation: 48.8
Avg. length of rewritten utterance: 10.5

Table 3: Statistics of dataset. Length is counted in the
unit of Chinese characters.

4 Model

4.1 Problem Formalization

We denote each training sample as (H,Un → R).
H = {U1, U2, . . . , Un−1} represents the dialogue
history containing the first n − 1 turn of utter-
ances. Un is the nth turn of utterance, the one
that needs to be rewritten. R is the rewritten ut-
terance after recovering all corefernced and omit-
ted information in Un. R could be identical to Un
if no coreference or omission is detected (nega-
tive sample). Our goal is to learn a mapping func-
tion p(R|(H,Un)) that can automatically rewrite
Un based on the history information H . The pro-
cess is to first encode (H,Un) into s sequence of
vectors, then decode R using the pointer network.
The next section will explain the steps in order.

4.2 Encoder

We unfold all tokens in (H,Un) into
(w1, w2, . . . , wm). m is the number of to-
kens in the whole dialogue. An end-of-turn
delimiter is inserted between each two turns. The
unfolded sequence of tokens are then encoded
with Transformer. We concatenate all tokens in
(H,Un) as the input, in hope that the Transformer
can learn rudimentary coreference information
within them by means of the self-attention mech-
anism. For each token wi, the input embedding
is the sum of its word embedding, position
embedding and turn embedding:

I(wi) =WE(wi) + PE(wi) + TE(wi)

The word embedding WE(wi) and position em-
bedding PE(wi) are the same as in normal Trans-
former architectures (Vaswani et al., 2017). We
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Figure 1: Architecture of our proposed model. Green box is the Transformer encoder and pink box is the decoder.
The decoder computes the probability λ at each step to decide whether to copy from the context or utterance.

add an additional turn embedding TE(wi) to in-
dicate which turn each token belongs to. To-
kens from the same turn will share the same turn
embedding. The input embeddings are then for-
warded into L stacked encoders to get the final
encoding representations. Each encoder contains
a self-attention layer followed by a feedforward
neural network.:

E(0) =
[
I(w1), I(w2), . . . , I(wm)

]

E(l) = FNN(MultiHead(E(l−1),E(l−1),E(l−1)))

FNN is the feedforward neural network and
MultiHead(Q,K,V) is a multi-head attention
function taking a query matrix Q, a key matrix K,
and a value matrix V as inputs. Each self-attention
and feedforward component comes with a residual
connection and layer-normalization step, which
we refer to Vaswani et al. (2017) for more details.
The final encodings are the output from the Lth
encoder E(L).

4.3 Decoder
The decoder also contains L layers, each layer is
composed of three sub-layers. The first sub-layer
is a multi-head self-attention:

Ml = MultiHead(D(l−1),D(l−1),D(l−1))

D(0) = R. The second sub-layer is encoder-
decoder attention that integrates E(L) into the de-
coder. In our task, asH andUn serve different pur-
poses, we use separate key-value matrix for tokens

coming from the dialogue history H and those
coming from Un. The encoded sequence E(L) ob-
tained from the last section is split into E

(L)
H (en-

codings of tokens from H) and E
(L)
Un

(encodings
of tokens from Un) then processed separately. The
encoder-decoder vectors are computed as follows:

C(H)l = MultiHead(M(l),E
(L)
H ,E

(L)
H )

C(Un)
l = MultiHead(M(l),E

(L)
Un
,E

(L)
Un

)

The third sub-layer is a position-wise fully con-
nected feed-forward neural network:

D(l) = FNN([C(H)l ◦C(Un)
l])

where ◦ denotes vector concatenation.

4.4 Output Distribution

In the decoding process, we hope our model could
learn whether to copy words from H or Un at
different steps. Therefore, we impose a soft gat-
ing weight λ to make the decision. The decoding
probability is computed by combining the atten-
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tion distribution from the last decoding layer:

p(Rt=w|H,Un, R<t)=λ
∑

i:(wi=w)∧(wi∈H)

at,i

+(1−λ)
∑

j:(wj=w)∧(wj∈Un)

a′t,j

a = Attention(M(L),E
(L)
Un

)

a′ = Attention(M(L),E
(L)
H )

λ = σ
(
w>d D

L
t +w>HC(H)Lt +w>UC(Un)

L
t

)

a and a′ are the attention distribution over tokens
in H and Un respectively. wd,wH , and wU are
parameters to be learned, σ is the sigmoid func-
tion to output a value between 0 and 1. The gat-
ing weight λ works like a sentinel to inform the
decoder whether to extract information from the
dialogue history H or directly copy from Un. If
Un contains neither coreference nor information
omission. λ would be always 1 to copy the origi-
nalUn as the output. Otherwise λ becomes 0 when
a coreference or omission is detected. The atten-
tion mechanism is then responsible of finding the
proper coreferred or omitted information from the
dialogue history. The whole model is trained end-
to-end by maximizing p(R|H,Un).

5 Experiments

We train our model to perform the utterance
rewriting task on our collected dataset. In this
section, we focus on answering the following two
questions: (1) How accurately our proposed model
can perform coreference resolution and informa-
tion completion respectively and (2) How good
the trained utterance rewriter is at helping off-the-
shelf dialogue systems provide more appropriate
responses. To answer the first question, we com-
pare our models with several strong baselines and
test them by both automatic evaluation and hu-
man judgement. For the second question, we in-
tegrate our rewriting model to two online dialogue
systems and analyze how it affects the human-
computer interactions. The following section will
first introduce the compared models and basic set-
tings, then report our evaluation results.

5.1 Compared Models

When choosing compared models, we are mainly
curious to see (1) whether the self-attention based
Transformer architecture is superior to other net-
works like LSTMs, (2) whether the pointer-based

generator is better than pure generation-based
models and (3) whether it is preferred to split the
attention by a coefficient λ as in our model. With
these intentions, we implement the following four
types of models for comparison:

1. (L/T)-Gen: Pure generation-based model.
Words are generated from a fixed vocabulary.

2. (L/T)-Ptr-Net: Pure pointer-based model as
in Vinyals et al. (2015). Words can only be
copied from the input.

3. (L/T)-Ptr-Gen: Hybrid pointer+generation
model as in See et al. (2017). Words can
be either copied from the input or generated
from a fixed vocabulary.

4. (L/T)-Ptr-λ: Our proposed model which
split the attention by a coefficient λ.

(L/T) denotes the encoder-decoder structure is the
LSTM or Transformer. For the first three types
of models, we unfold all tokens from the dialogue
as the input. No difference is made between the
dialogue history and the utterance to be rewritten.

5.2 Experiment Settings

Transformer-based models We set the hidden
size as 512. The attention has 8 individual heads
and the encoder/decoder have 6 individual stacked
layers. Models are optimized with the Adam opti-
mizer. The initial learning rate is 0.0001 and batch
size is 64. All hyperparameters are tuned base on
the performance on the validation data.

LSTM-based Models We encode words with a
single-layer bidirectional LSTM and decode with
a uni-directional LSTM. We use 128-dimensional
word embeddings and 256-dimensional hidden
states for both the encoder and decoder.2 The
batch size is set as 128. Models are trained using
Adagrad with learning rate 0.15 and initial accu-
mulator value 0.1, same as in See et al. (2017).

General Setup We built our vocabulary based
on character-based segmentation for Chinese
scripts. For non-Chinese characters, like fre-
quently mentioned entity names “Kobe” and
“NBA”, we split them by space and keep all
unique tokens which appear more than twice. The
resulting vocabulary size is 5629 (4813 Chinese

2We tried increasing the dimension but find it degrades
the performance.
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BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-4 ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L EM

L-Gen 65.49 55.38 38.69 65.57 48.57 66.38 47.14|80.18
L-Ptr-Gen 69.78 59.25 43.07 68.24 54.13 70.36 47.35|84.09
L-Ptr-Net 71.70 60.29 44.72 70.81 56.35 72.33 48.24|91.94
L-Ptr-λ 72.26 62.15 47.11 73.47 57.51 74.55 51.66|93.01

T-Gen 68.74 59.09 42.57 69.12 50.92 69.70 48.59|87.61
T-Ptr-Gen 70.67 62.80 45.17 73.96 53.14 72.07 49.86|89.62
T-Ptr-Net 75.10 66.89 48.11 76.10 58.51 75.54 53.30|94.71
T-Ptr-λ 77.85 68.21 52.47 78.49 60.53 77.70 55.84|98.14

Table 4: BLEU, ROUGE (F1), and EM scores on the test set. EM score is split into the results on the positive (left)
and negative (right) test samples. The first half is LSTM-based models and the second half is Transformer-based.
Bold denotes best results.

characters and 816 other tokens), including the
end-of-turn delimiter and a special UNK token for
all unknown words. In the testing stage, all mod-
els decode words by beam search with beam size
set to 4.

5.3 Quality of Sentence ReWriting

Precision Recall F1

Lee et al. (2017) 0.82 0.78 0.80

L-Gen 0.76 0.66 0.71
L-Ptr-Gen 0.81 0.76 0.78
L-Ptr-Net 0.83 0.78 0.81
L-Ptr-λ 0.85 0.82 0.83

T-Gen 0.80 0.75 0.77
T-Ptr-Gen 0.85 0.81 0.83
T-Ptr-Net 0.88 0.87 0.88
T-Ptr-λ 0.93 0.90 0.92

Table 5: Precision, recall and F1 score of corefer-
ence resolution. First row is the current state-of-the-art
coreference resolution model

Accuracy of Generation We first evaluate the
accuracy of generation leveraging three metrics:
BLEU, ROUGE, and the exact match score(EM)
(the percentage of decoded sequences that exactly
match the human references). For the EM score,
we report separately on the positive and negative
samples to see the difference. We report BLEU-1,
2, 4 scores and the F1 scores of ROUGE-1, 2, L.
The results are listed in Table 4. We can have sev-
eral observations in response to the three questions
proposed in the beginning of Section 5.1:

1. Transformer-based models lead to signif-

icant improvement compare with LSTM-
based counterparts. This implies the self-
attention mechanism is helpful in identifying
coreferred and omitted information. More
analysis on how it helps coreference resolu-
tion can be seen in the next section.

2. The generation mode does not work well in
our setting since all words can be retrieved
from either H or Un. Pointer-based mod-
els outperform the more complex generation-
based and hybrid ones.

3. Separately processing H and Un then com-
bine their attention with a learned λ performs
better than treating the whole dialogue tokens
as s single input, though the improvement is
less significant compared with previous two
mentions.

Overall our proposed model achieves remarkably
good performance, with 55.84% of its genera-
tions exactly matches the human reference on
the positive samples. For negative samples, our
model properly copied the the original utterances
in 98.14% of the cases. It suggests our model is
already able to identify the utterances that do not
need rewriting. Future work should work on im-
proving the rewriting ability on positive samples.

Coreference Resolution Apart from the stan-
dard metrics for text generation, we specifically
test the precision, recall and F1 score of coref-
erence resolution on our task. A pronoun or a
noun is considered as properly coreferred if the
rewritten utterance contains the correct mention in
the corresponding referent. The result is shown
in Table 5. To compare with current state-of-the-
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History U1: 你看莎士比亚吗 U2: 特别喜欢罗密欧与朱丽叶 U1: 你玩英雄联盟吗 U2: 是的
(Translation) U1: Do you read Shakespeare U2: I especially like Romeo and Juliet U1: Do you play League of Legends U2: Yes.

Utterance U3:喜欢哪个角色 U3: 什么时候开始的
U3: Which character do you like U3: When did it start

Ground Truth 你喜欢罗密欧与朱丽叶哪个角色 什么时候开始玩英雄联盟的
Which character do you like in Romeo and Juliet When did you start to play League of Legends

L-Gen 你喜欢莎士比亚吗 // Do you like Shakespeare 什么时候开始开始开始 // When start start start
L-Ptr-Gen 你喜欢罗密欧角色角色 // You like Romeo character character 什么时候开始的 // When did it start
L-Ptr-Net 你喜欢罗密欧与朱丽叶 // You like Romeo and Juliet 什么时候英雄联盟开始的 // When did League of Legends start
L-Ptr-λ 你喜欢罗密欧与朱丽叶角色 // You like Romeo and Juliet character 什什什么么么时时时候候候开开开始始始玩玩玩英英英雄雄雄联联联盟盟盟的的的 // When did you start to play League of Legends
T-Gen 你喜欢罗密欧与朱丽叶 // You like Romeo and Juliet 是的什么时候开始玩的 // Yes When start to play
T-Ptr-Gen 你喜欢罗密欧与朱丽叶哪个 // Which do you like in Romeo and Juliet 什么时候开始的 // When did it start
T-Ptr-Net 你喜欢罗密欧与朱丽叶角色 // Character you like Romeo and Juliet 英雄联盟什么时候开始玩的 // League of Legends When did you start to play
T-Ptr-λ 你你你喜喜喜欢欢欢罗罗罗密密密欧欧欧与与与朱朱朱丽丽丽叶叶叶哪哪哪个个个角角角色色色 // Which character do you like Romeo and Juliet 什什什么么么时时时候候候开开开始始始玩玩玩英英英雄雄雄联联联盟盟盟的的的 // When did you start to play League of Legends

Table 6: Examples of rewritten utterances. Highlighted utterances are exactly the same as the ground truth.

Figure 2: Visualization of the self-attention weights
in Transformer. “他”(he) is properly aligned to “梅
西”(Messi).

art models. We train the model from Lee et al.
(2017) on our task and report the results on the first
row. The result is quite consistent with the find-
ings from the last section. Our final model outper-
forms the others by a large margin, reaching a pre-
cision score of 93% and recall score of 90%. It im-
plies our model is already quite good at finding the
proper coreference. Future challenges would be
more about information completion. Figure 2 fur-
ther provides an examples of how the Transformer
can help implicitly learn the coreference resolu-
tion through the self-attention mechanism. The
same example is also shown in Table 1. The pro-
noun “他”(he) in the utterance is properly aligned
to the mention “梅西”(Messi) in the dialogue his-
tory, also partially to “球员”(player) which is the
occupation of him. The implicitly learned coref-
erence relation should be part of the reason that
Transformers outperform LSTM models on the
coreference resolution task.

Model Recall Precision F1 Fluency

L-Gen 0.65 0.70 0.67 4.31
L-Ptr-Gen 0.70 0.74 0.72 4.52
L-Ptr-Net 0.78 0.81 0.79 4.74
L-Ptr-λ 0.80 0.82 0.81 4.82

T-Gen 0.71 0.74 0.73 4.74
T-Ptr-Gen 0.77 0.81 0.79 4.85
T-Ptr-Net 0.82 0.84 0.83 4.87
T-Ptr-λ 0.85 0.87 0.86 4.90

Human - - - 4.97

Table 7: Recall, Precision, F1 score on information
completion and Human evaluation results on fluency.

Information Completion Similar as corefer-
ence resolution, we evaluate the quality of infor-
mation completeness separately. One omitted in-
formation is considered as properly completed if
the rewritten utterance recovers the omitted words.
Since it inserts new words to the original utter-
ance, we further conduct a human evaluation to
measure the fluency of rewritten utterances. We
randomly sample 600 samples from our positive
test set. Three participants were asked to judge
whether the rewritten utterance is a fluent sentence
with the score 1(not fluent)-5(fluent). The fluency
score for each model is averaged over all human
evaluated scores.

The results are shown in Table 7. Basically
the condition is similar as in Table 5. T-Ptr-λ
achieves the best performance, with the F1 score
of 0.86. The performance is slightly worse than
coreference resolution since information omission
is more implicit. Retrieving all hidden informa-
tion is sometimes difficult even for humans. More-
over, the fluency of our model’s generations is
very good, only slightly worse than the human ref-
erence (4.90 vs 4.97). Information completeness
does not have much effects on the fluency. Exam-
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Task-Oriented Chatbot

Context U1: 北京天气怎么样 U2: 天气晴朗，温度适宜
(Translation) U1: How is the weather in Beijing U2: The weather is fine and the temperature is suitable
Utterance U3: 那穿什么衣服合适 U3: 北京天气穿什么合适

U3: Then what clothes are suitable to wear U3: What clothes are suitable for weather in Beijing
Intention 生活购物 城市天气

Life Shopping City Weather
Chatbot Answer 您想要购买什么类型的衣服 根据天气推荐穿一件外套

What type of clothes do you want to buy You’d better wear a coat according to the weather

Chit-Chat Chatbot

Context U1: 库里的三分真准啊 U2: 勇士今年又是冠军
U1: Curry’s 3-pointer is really good U2: The Warriors are the champion again this year

Utterance U3: 我也觉得 U3: 我也觉得勇士今年又是冠军
U3: I agree U3: I agree that the Warriors are the champion again this year

Chatbot Answer 觉得什么 勇士真的厉害啊
agree what The Warriors are so strong

Table 8: Examples of integrated test. Left column is the original system and right is the one with utterance rewriter.
Blue words denote completed information by the utterance rewriter.

Model Intention Precision CPS

Original 80.77 6.3
With Rewrite 89.91 7.7

Table 9: Results of integrated testing. Intention
precision for task-oriented and conversation-turns-per-
session (CPS) for chitchat.

ples of rewritten utterances are shown in Table 6.

5.4 Integration Testing

In this section, we study how the proposed utter-
ance rewriter can be integrated into off-the-shelf
online chatbots to improve the quality of gener-
ated responses. We use our best model T-Ptr-λ to
rewrite each utterance based on the dialogue con-
text. The rewritten utterance is then forwarded to
the system for response generation. We apply on
both a task-oriented and chitchat setting. The re-
sults are compared with the original system having
no utterance rewriter.

Task-oriented Our task-oriented dialogue sys-
tem contains an intention classifier built on Fast-
Text(Bojanowski et al., 2017) and a set of tem-
plates that perform policy decision and slot-value
filling sequentially. Intention detection is a most
important component in task-oriented dialogues
and its accuracy will affect all the following steps.
We define 30 intention classes like weather, ho-
tel booking and shopping. The training data con-
tains 35,447 human annotations. With the combi-
nation of our rewriter, the intention classier is able

to achieve a precision of 89.91%, outperforming
the original system by over 9%. The improved in-
tention classification further lead to better conver-
sations. An example is shown in Table 8, a multi-
turn conversation about the weather. The user first
asks “How is the weather in Beijing”, then follows
with a further question about “Then what clothes
are suitable to wear”. The original system wrongly
classified the user intention as shopping since this
is a common conversational pattern in shopping.
In contrast, our utterance rewriter is able to re-
cover the omitted information “under the weather
in Beijing”. Based on the rewritten utterance, the
classifier is able to correctly detect the intention
and provide proper responses.

Chitchat Our social chatbot contains two sep-
arate engines for multi-turn and single-turn dia-
logues. Each engine is a hybrid retrieval and gen-
eration model. In real-life applications, a user
query would be simultaneously distributed to these
two engines. The returned candidate responses
are then reranked to provide the final response.
Generally the model is already able to provide
rather high-quality responses under the single-turn
condition, but under multi-turn conversations, the
complex context dependency makes the genera-
tion difficult. We integrate our utterance rewriter
into the single-turn engine and compare with the
original model by conducting the online A/B test.
Specifically, we randomly split the users into two
groups. One talks with the original system and the
other talks with the system integrated with the ut-
terance rewriter. All users are unconscious of the
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details about our system. The whole test lasted
one month. Table 9 shows the Conversation-turns
Per Session (CPS), which is the average num-
ber of conversation-turns between the chatbot and
the user in a session. The utterance rewriter in-
creases the average CPS from 6.3 to 7.7, indicat-
ing the user is more engaged with the integrated
model. Table 8 shows an example of how the ut-
terance rewriter helps with the generation. After
the rewriting, the model can better understand the
dialogue is about the NBA team Warriors, but the
original model feels confused and only provides a
generic response.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose improving multi-turn di-
alogue modelling by imposing a separate utterance
rewriter. The rewriter is trained to recover the
coreferred and omitted information of user utter-
ances. We collect a high-quality manually anno-
tated dataset and designed a Transformer-pointer
based architecture to train the utterance rewriter.
The trained utterance rewriter performs remark-
ably well and, when integrated into two online
chatbot applications, significantly improves the in-
tention detection and user engagement. We hope
the collected dataset and proposed model can ben-
efit future related research.
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Abstract

Neural generative models have been become
increasingly popular when building conversa-
tional agents. They offer flexibility, can be eas-
ily adapted to new domains, and require min-
imal domain engineering. A common criti-
cism of these systems is that they seldom un-
derstand or use the available dialog history ef-
fectively. In this paper, we take an empiri-
cal approach to understanding how these mod-
els use the available dialog history by study-
ing the sensitivity of the models to artificially
introduced unnatural changes or perturbations
to their context at test time. We experiment
with 10 different types of perturbations on 4
multi-turn dialog datasets and find that com-
monly used neural dialog architectures like re-
current and transformer-based seq2seq models
are rarely sensitive to most perturbations such
as missing or reordering utterances, shuffling
words, etc. Also, by open-sourcing our code,
we believe that it will serve as a useful diag-
nostic tool for evaluating dialog systems in the
future 1.

1 Introduction

With recent advancements in generative models of
text (Wu et al., 2016; Vaswani et al., 2017; Rad-
ford et al., 2018), neural approaches to building
chit-chat and goal-oriented conversational agents
(Sordoni et al., 2015; Vinyals and Le, 2015; Ser-
ban et al., 2016; Bordes and Weston, 2016; Serban
et al., 2017b) has gained popularity with the hope
that advancements in tasks like machine transla-
tion (Bahdanau et al., 2015), abstractive summa-
rization (See et al., 2017) should translate to dialog
systems as well. While these models have demon-
strated the ability to generate fluent responses,

∗Corresponding author: chinnadhurai@gmail.com
1Code is available at https://github.com/

chinnadhurai/ParlAI/

they still lack the ability to “understand” and pro-
cess the dialog history to produce coherent and
interesting responses. They often produce bor-
ing and repetitive responses like “Thank you.” (Li
et al., 2015; Serban et al., 2017a) or meander away
from the topic of conversation. This has been often
attributed to the manner and extent to which these
models use the dialog history when generating re-
sponses. However, there has been little empirical
investigation to validate these speculations.

In this work, we take a step in that direction and
confirm some of these speculations, showing that
models do not make use of a lot of the informa-
tion available to it, by subjecting the dialog his-
tory to a variety of synthetic perturbations. We
then empirically observe how recurrent (Sutskever
et al., 2014) and transformer-based (Vaswani et al.,
2017) sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) models re-
spond to these changes. The central premise of
this work is that models make minimal use of cer-
tain types of information if they are insensitive to
perturbations that destroy them. Worryingly, we
find that 1) both recurrent and transformer-based
seq2seq models are insensitive to most kinds of
perturbations considered in this work 2) both are
particularly insensitive even to extreme pertur-
bations such as randomly shuffling or reversing
words within every utterance in the conversation
history (see Table 1) and 3) recurrent models are
more sensitive to the ordering of utterances within
the dialog history, suggesting that they could be
modeling conversation dynamics better than trans-
formers.

2 Related Work

Since this work aims at investigating and gain-
ing an understanding of the kinds of information
a generative neural response model learns to use,
the most relevant pieces of work are where sim-
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No Perturbations Token shuffling
1 Good afternoon ! Can I help you ? I afternoon help you Good ? ! Can
2 Could you show me where the Chinesc-style clothing is

located ? I want to buy a silk coat
the located Chinesc-style where is show a . buy you ? I
clothing want coat silk me Could to

3 This way , please . Here they are . They’re all handmade . are handmade . way please This all Here they . , They’re .
4 Model Response: How much is it ? Model Response: How much is it ?

Table 1: An example of an LSTM seq2seq model with attention’s insensitivity to shuffling of words in the dialog
history on the DailyDialog dataset.

ilar analyses have been carried out to understand
the behavior of neural models in other settings.
An investigation into how LSTM based uncondi-
tional language models use available context was
carried out by Khandelwal et al. (2018). They
empirically demonstrate that models are sensitive
to perturbations only in the nearby context and
typically use only about 150 words of context.
On the other hand, in conditional language mod-
eling tasks like machine translation, models are
adversely affected by both synthetic and natural
noise introduced anywhere in the input (Belinkov
and Bisk, 2017). Understanding what information
is learned or contained in the representations of
neural networks has also been studied by “prob-
ing” them with linear or deep models (Adi et al.,
2016; Subramanian et al., 2018; Conneau et al.,
2018).

Several works have recently pointed out the
presence of annotation artifacts in common text
and multi-modal benchmarks. For example, Guru-
rangan et al. (2018) demonstrate that hypothesis-
only baselines for natural language inference ob-
tain results significantly better than random guess-
ing. Kaushik and Lipton (2018) report that reading
comprehension systems can often ignore the entire
question or use only the last sentence of a doc-
ument to answer questions. Anand et al. (2018)
show that an agent that does not navigate or even
see the world around it can answer questions about
it as well as one that does. These pieces of work
suggest that while neural methods have the poten-
tial to learn the task specified, its design could lead
them to do so in a manner that doesn’t use all of
the available information within the task.

Recent work has also investigated the induc-
tive biases that different sequence models learn.
For example, Tran et al. (2018) find that recurrent
models are better at modeling hierarchical struc-
ture while Tang et al. (2018) find that feedfor-
ward architectures like the transformer and con-
volutional models are not better than RNNs at
modeling long-distance agreement. Transformers

however excel at word-sense disambiguation. We
analyze whether the choice of architecture and the
use of an attention mechanism affect the way in
which dialog systems use information available to
them.

3 Experimental Setup

Following the recent line of work on generative
dialog systems, we treat the problem of generat-
ing an appropriate response given a conversation
history as a conditional language modeling prob-
lem. Specifically we want to learn a conditional
probability distribution Pθ(y|x) where y is a rea-
sonable response given the conversation history x.
The conversation history is typically represented
as a sequence of utterances x1,x2, . . .xn, where
each utterance xi itself is comprised of a sequence
of words xi1 , xi2 . . . xik . The response y is a single
utterance also comprised of a sequence of words
y1, y2 . . . ym. The overall conditional probability
is factorized autoregressively as

Pθ(y|x) =
n∏

i=1

Pθ(yi|y<i,x1 . . .xn)

Pθ, in this work, is parameterized by a recurrent
or transformer-based seq2seq model. The crux of
this work is to study how the learned probability
distribution behaves as we artificially perturb the
conversation history x1, . . .xn. We measure be-
havior by looking at how much the per-token per-
plexity increases under these changes. For exam-
ple, one could think of shuffling the order in which
x1 . . .xn is presented to the model and observe
how much the perplexity of y under the model in-
creases. If the increase is only minimal, we can
conclude that the ordering of x1 . . .xn isn’t infor-
mative to the model. For a complete list of per-
turbations considered in this work, please refer to
Section 3.2. All models are trained without any
perturbations and sensitivity is studied only at test
time.
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Figure 1: The increase in perplexity for different models when only presented with the k most recent utterances
from the dialog history for Dailydialog (left) and bAbI dialog (right) datasets. Recurrent models with attention
fare better than transformers, since they use more of the conversation history.

3.1 Datasets
We experiment with four multi-turn dialog
datasets.

bAbI dialog is a synthetic goal-oriented multi-
turn dataset (Bordes and Weston, 2016) consisting
of 5 different tasks for restaurant booking with in-
creasing levels of complexity. We consider Task 5
in our experiments since it is the hardest and is a
union of all four tasks. It contains 1k dialogs with
an average of 13 user utterances per dialog.

Persona Chat is an open domain dataset (Zhang
et al., 2018) with multi-turn chit-chat conversa-
tions between turkers who are each assigned a
“persona” at random. It comprises of 10.9k di-
alogs with an average of 14.8 turns per dialog.

Dailydialog is an open domain dataset (Li et al.,
2017) which consists of dialogs that resemble day-
to-day conversations across multiple topics. It
comprises of 13k dialogs with an average of 7.9
turns per dialog.

MutualFriends is a multi-turn goal-oriented
dataset (He et al., 2017) where two agents must
discover which friend of theirs is mutual based on
the friends’ attributes. It contains 11k dialogs with
an average of 11.41 utterances per dialog.

3.2 Types of Perturbations
We experimented with several types of perturba-
tion operations at the utterance and word (token)
levels. All perturbations are applied in isolation.

Utterance-level perturbations We consider the
following operations 1) Shuf that shuffles the se-
quence of utterances in the dialog history, 2) Rev
that reverses the order of utterances in the history

(but maintains word order within each utterance)
3) Drop that completely drops certain utterances
and 4) Truncate that truncates the dialog history
to contain only the k most recent utterances where
k ≤ n, where n is the length of dialog history.

Word-level perturbations We consider similar
operations but at the word level within every ut-
terance 1) word-shuffle that randomly shuffles the
words within an utterance 2) reverse that reverses
the ordering of words, 3) word-drop that drops
30% of the words uniformly 4) noun-drop that
drops all nouns, 5) verb-drop that drops all verbs.

3.3 Models

We experimented with two different classes
of models - recurrent and transformer-based
sequence-to-sequence generative models. All data
loading, model implementations and evaluations
were done using the ParlAI framework. We used
the default hyper-parameters for all the models as
specified in ParlAI.

Recurrent Models We trained a seq2seq
(seq2seq lstm) model where the encoder and
decoder are parameterized as LSTMs (Hochreiter
and Schmidhuber, 1997). We also experiment
with using decoders that use an attention mecha-
nism (seq2seq lstm att) (Bahdanau et al., 2015).
The encoder and decoder LSTMs have 2 layers
with 128 dimensional hidden states with a dropout
rate of 0.1.

Transformer Our transformer (Vaswani et al.,
2017) model uses 300 dimensional embeddings
and hidden states, 2 layers and 2 attention heads
with no dropout. This model is significantly
smaller than the ones typically used in machine
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Models Test PPL Only
Last

Shuf Rev Drop
First

Drop
Last

Word
Drop

Verb
Drop

Noun
Drop

Word
Shuf

Word
Rev

Utterance level perturbations ( ∆ PPL[σ] ) Word level perturbations ( ∆ PPL[σ] )
DailyDialog

seq2seq lstm 32.90[1.40] 1.70[0.41] 3.35[0.38] 4.04[0.28] 0.13[0.04] 5.08[0.79] 1.58[0.15] 0.87[0.08] 1.06[0.28] 3.37[0.33] 3.10[0.45]
seq2seq lstm att 29.65[1.10] 4.76[0.39] 2.54[0.24] 3.31[0.49] 0.32[0.03] 4.84[0.42] 2.03[0.25] 1.37[0.29] 2.22[0.22] 2.82[0.31] 3.29[0.25]
transformer 28.73[1.30] 3.28[1.37] 0.82[0.40] 1.25[0.62] 0.27[0.19] 2.43[0.83] 1.20[0.69] 0.63[0.17] 2.60[0.98] 0.15[0.08] 0.26[0.18]

Persona Chat
seq2seq lstm 43.24[0.99] 3.27[0.13] 6.29[0.48] 13.11[1.22] 0.47[0.21] 6.10[0.46] 1.81[0.25] 0.68[0.19] 0.75[0.15] 1.29[0.17] 1.95[0.20]
seq2seq lstm att 42.90[1.76] 4.44[0.81] 6.70[0.67] 11.61[0.75] 2.99[2.24] 5.58[0.45] 2.47[0.67] 1.11[0.27] 1.20[0.23] 2.03[0.46] 2.39[0.31]
transformer 40.78[0.31] 1.90[0.08] 1.22[0.22] 1.41[0.54] −0.1[0.07] 1.59[0.39] 0.54[0.08] 0.40[0.00] 0.32[0.18] 0.01[0.01] 0.00[0.06]

MutualFriends
seq2seq lstm 14.17[0.29] 1.44[0.86] 1.42[0.25] 1.24[0.34] 0.00[0.00] 0.76[0.10] 0.28[0.11] 0.00[0.03] 0.61[0.39] 0.31[0.25] 0.56[0.39]
seq2seq lstm att 10.60[0.21] 32.13[4.08] 1.24[0.19] 1.06[0.24] 0.08[0.03] 1.35[0.15] 1.56[0.20] 0.15[0.07] 3.28[0.38] 2.35[0.22] 4.59[0.46]
transformer 10.63[0.03] 20.11[0.67] 1.06[0.16] 1.62[0.44] 0.12[0.03] 0.81[0.09] 0.75[0.05] 0.16[0.02] 1.50[0.12] 0.07[0.01] 0.13[0.04]

bAbi dailog: Task5
seq2seq lstm 1.28[0.02] 1.31[0.50] 43.61[15.9] 40.99[9.38] 0.00[0.00] 4.28[1.90] 0.38[0.11] 0.01[0.00] 0.10[0.06] 0.09[0.02] 0.42[0.38]
seq2seq lstm att 1.06[0.02] 9.14[1.28] 41.21[8.03] 34.32[10.7] 0.00[0.00] 6.75[1.86] 0.64[0.07] 0.03[0.03] 0.22[0.04] 0.25[0.01] 1.10[0.80]
transformer 1.07[0.00] 4.06[0.33] 0.38[0.02] 0.62[0.02] 0.00[0.00] 0.21[0.02] 0.36[0.02] 0.25[0.06] 0.37[0.06] 0.00[0.00] 0.00[0.00]

Table 2: Model performance across multiple datasets and sensitivity to different perturbations. Columns 1 & 2
report the test set perplexity (without perturbations) of different models. Columns 3-12 report the increase in
perplexity when models are subjected to different perturbations. The mean (µ) and standard deviation [σ] across
5 runs are reported. The Only Last column presents models with only the last utterance from the dialog history.
The model that exhibits the highest sensitivity (higher the better) to a particular perturbation on a dataset is in bold.
seq2seq lstm att are the most sensitive models 24/40 times, while transformers are the least with 6/40 times.

translation since we found that the model that re-
sembled Vaswani et al. (2017) significantly overfit
on all our datasets.

While the models considered in this work might
not be state-of-the-art on the datasets considered,
we believe these models are still competitive and
used commonly enough at least as baselines, that
the community will benefit by understanding their
behavior. In this paper, we use early stopping with
a patience of 10 on the validation set to save our
best model. All models achieve close to the per-
plexity numbers reported for generative seq2seq
models in their respective papers.

4 Results & Discussion

Our results are presented in Table 2 and Figure 1.
Table 2 reports the perplexities of different mod-
els on test set in the second column, followed by
the increase in perplexity when the dialog history
is perturbed using the method specified in the col-
umn header. Rows correspond to models trained
on different datasets. Figure 1 presents the change
in perplexity for models when presented only with
the k most recent utterances from the dialog his-
tory.

We make the following observations:

1. Models tend to show only tiny changes in
perplexity in most cases, even under extreme
changes to the dialog history, suggesting that
they use far from all the information that is
available to them.

2. Transformers are insensitive to word-
reordering, indicating that they could be
learning bag-of-words like representations.

3. The use of an attention mechanism in
seq2seq lstm att and transformers makes
these models use more information from ear-
lier parts of the conversation than vanilla
seq2seq models as seen from increases in per-
plexity when using only the last utterance.

4. While transformers converge faster and to
lower test perplexities, they don’t seem to
capture the conversational dynamics across
utterances in the dialog history and are less
sensitive to perturbations that scramble this
structure than recurrent models.

5 Conclusion

This work studies the behaviour of generative neu-
ral dialog systems in the presence of synthetically
introduced perturbations to the dialog history, that
it conditions on. We find that both recurrent and
transformer-based seq2seq models are not signifi-
cantly affected even by drastic and unnatural mod-
ifications to the dialog history. We also find sub-
tle differences between the way in which recurrent
and transformer-based models use available con-
text. By open-sourcing our code, we believe this
paradigm of studying model behavior by intro-
ducing perturbations that destroys different kinds
of structure present within the dialog history can
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be a useful diagnostic tool. We also foresee this
paradigm being useful when building new dialog
datasets to understand the kinds of information
models use to solve them.
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Abstract

Neural models have become one of the most
important approaches to dialog response gen-
eration. However, they still tend to generate
the most common and generic responses in
the corpus all the time. To address this prob-
lem, we designed an iterative training process
and ensemble method based on boosting. We
combined our method with different training
and decoding paradigms as the base model,
including mutual-information-based decoding
and reward-augmented maximum likelihood
learning. Empirical results show that our ap-
proach can significantly improve the diversity
and relevance of the responses generated by
all base models, backed by objective measure-
ments and human evaluation.

1 Introduction

Sequence-to-sequence models (Sutskever et al.,
2014) has become one of the most popular ap-
proaches to dialog systems, for it provides a high
degree of automation and flexibility. On the other
hand, they are known to suffer from the “dull-
response” problem (Li et al., 2015). Various re-
search attempts have been made to improve the
diversity of responses generated by sequence-to-
sequence models. One line of research investigate
alternatives to maximum likelihood learning and
decoding, which is believed to be the main cause
of monotonicity. (Li et al., 2015) employed a de-
coding objective based on mutual information be-
tween contexts and responses; (Li et al., 2017a)
used reinforcement learning techniques for train-
ing the decoder to generate responses that max-
imize pre-defined rewards instead of perplexities;
(Li et al., 2017b; Xu et al., 2017) adopted adversar-
ial learning, in which a generator is trained to de-
ceive a discriminator that tries to differentiate be-
tween generated responses and human responses.
Beside changing training and decoding objectives,

(Liu et al., 2018; Lison and Bibauw, 2017) consid-
ered reweighting data points by penalizing those
with overly frequent responses or by emphasizing
high-quality responses. (Serban et al., 2017; Zhao
et al., 2017) introduced stochastic latent variables
into their models to capture discourse information
on an inter-utterance level. (Shao et al., 2017) ex-
perimented with a novel segment-based training
and decoding paradigm to help mitigate the prob-
lem of redundancy and contradiction.

Yet another type of approach has not been in-
vestigated in the literature in the context of re-
sponse generation – boosting and ensembling, de-
spite having been studied for machine translation
(Xiao et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2017). Being a
long established machine learning method (Freund
and Schapire, 1997), the process typically involves
iteratively training multiple models on reweighted
instances according to the error of the previous
models and combining these models. The idea has
been recently revived and extended to generative
models and image generation, which also suffers
from diversity problem (Tolstikhin et al., 2017;
Grover and Ermon, 2018). In computer vision, the
state-of-the-art models tend to generate a few cat-
egories of objects all the time and ignore the rest,
known as the problem of “missing modes”. Boost-
ing has been shown to significantly improve the
coverage of image generation models.

For language generation, given the prior success
with data re-weighting and bootstrap approach
(Zhang et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2018), we be-
lieve dialog response generation may benefit from
boosting as well. In this work, we designed a prin-
cipled framework of boosting response generation,
based on the recently developed theory of boost-
ing generative models. Moreover, we combined
boosting with different training and/or decoding
paradigms, and empirically show that boosting can
invariably improve them, in both quantitative and
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qualitative evaluation.

2 Preliminaries

For standard sequence-to-sequence approaches,
training of models and decoding for generations
are done through maximum likelihood estimation:

log p(y | x) =
n∑

i=1

log p(yi | y1 . . . yi−1, x) (1)

where x is the source (or context) and y is the tar-
get (or response). (Li et al., 2015) proposed a de-
coding objective based on mutual information of
x and y to improve diversity:

MMI(x, y) = log p(y | x)− λp(y) (2)

The conditional probability of y given x is esti-
mated from sequence-to-sequence models, and the
marginal probability of y from a separately trained
language model.

Reward-augmented maximum likelihood learn-
ing (RAML) (Norouzi et al., 2016) incorporates
task rewards into maximum likelihood training.
An exponential payoff distribution is defined:

s(y | y∗; τ) = 1

Z(y∗, τ)
exp{r(y, y∗)/τ} (3)

where y∗ is the true target, r is a pre-defined
reward function, and τ is temperature parame-
ter. The model is trained to minimize the KL-
divergence of the conditional distribution of y and
the payoff distribution:
∑

x,y∗
DKL(s(y | y∗) || p(y | x)) =

−
∑

x,y∗

∑

y

s(y | y∗) log p(y | x) + const

(4)
In multiplicative boosting, the density estimate

of at each iteration T is given by:

qT = hαT
T qT−1 =

∏T
t=1 h

αt
t

ZT
(5)

where ht is tth model’s estimate, and αt is mod-
els’ weights. The goal of boosting is to approx-
imate better the true distribution, P . It is shown
in (Grover and Ermon, 2018) that if the model at
each iteration can optimize for a re-weighted dis-
tribution of the following form perfectly:

dt ∝ (
p

qt
)βt (6)

the distance of models’ density estimate and the
true distribution is decreasing, that is,

DKL(P || Qt) ≤ DKL(P || Qt−1) (7)

In equation (5) - (7), the density estimates are
for the joint distribution of x and y. We make
an additional assumption that the sources are uni-
formly distributed so that p(x, y) = 1

np(y | x),
for the ease of applying the boosting algorithm to
sequence-to-sequence training.

The true distribution P is usually set to be uni-
form to boost the coverage of generative mod-
els. One of our innovations in this work is ex-
tending it to the exponential payoff distribution in
RAML setting. The decreasing property of KL-
divergence still holds, as the theoretical analysis is
very much similar to that in (Grover and Ermon,
2018).

3 Design

We discuss some practical considerations when
applying boosting framework to response gener-
ation problem.

3.1 Data Reweighting

In the generative boosting method of (6), the
weights of data are inversely proportional to the
perplexities of the responses. However, it is ob-
served in experiments that the generic responses
do not always have low perplexities. If not handled
properly, such responses end up being boosted,
and become the frequently generated responses at
the next iteration.

In search for a consistent way to penalize
generic responses with high perplexities, we first
considered the discriminative boosting approach
introduced in (Grover and Ermon, 2018). A
discriminator is trained to differentiate between
generated responses and human responses. The
weights of data after discriminative boosting is the
density ratio from the discriminator. The idea is
closely related to generative adversarial learning
(Goodfellow et al., 2014). However, in our case
it is difficult to apply such approach. Because
the generated responses are very limited, most
classifiers can easily memorize all of them. The
discriminators end up assigning extremely high
probabilities to most of the human responses, and
close-to-zero densities to generated responses. In
other words, the amount of negative examples is
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Model Win Loss Tie
MLE 37.6± 6.4% 17.6± 4.0% 44.8± 6.4%

MMI 36.0± 9.2% 16.8± 6.8% 47.2± 8.8%

RAML 44.8%± 10.8% 16.8± 4.8% 38.4± 12.4%

Table 1: Human evaluation results. “Win” stands for the boosted model winning.

too small to train a discriminator to obtain good
decision boundaries and generalization.

Instead, we resort to a simple rule-based dis-
criminator. At each iteration, we maintain a list
of most frequently generated responses, Ct. We
choose a binary function to decide whether two
responses, y, z, are similar, denoted by sim(y, z).
The discriminator is defined as

Dt(y) =

{
c if ∃y0 ∈

⋃
tCt, sim(y, y0) = 1

0.5 otherwise
(8)

And the weights of data at round t is given by

dt(x, y) ∝ (
p(x, y)

qt(x, y)
)βt

Dt(y)

1−Dt(y)
(9)

In our experiments, the similarity function is cho-
sen to be a predicate of whether there is an n-gram
overlap with n ≥ 4. We chose to be aggressive and
set c = 0, so responses that are similar to those
generated by previous models are excluded. The
sizes of Ct is chosen to be around 20 so that the
amount of training data reduces by about 10 per-
cent at each iteration.

In our experiments, we include bootstrapping
as an additional baseline. At each iteration, 80%
of the data are randomly sampled for training and
validation.

3.2 Model Combination
At decoding time, due to the discrete nature of text
data, the optimization for the response that has
highest probability (or mutual information) is in-
tractable, so we use the following heuristics. Can-
didate responses are generated from the single best
model using beam search. The candidates are then
scored by all models, and the one with the highest
average score is chosen. The model weights αt are
set to be uniform.

Since each model are trained on data with
different weights, their un-normalized probabil-
ity density estimates may have different scales.
Hence, at decoding time, scores of each model
are z-normalized with mean and standard devia-
tion calculated from the training data.

3.3 Other Details

For RAML, the reward function is based on tf-idf
matching – that is, the sum of products of term fre-
quency and inverse document frequency of each
word, divided by lengths. The rationale is to en-
courage models to include key content words in
their generations. Empirically, we observed that
RAML with aforementioned reward can generate
better responses than MLE baseline even without
boosting. The temperature parameter τ is set to
be 0.1. To approximate the expectation term in
the objective of RAML, three additional responses
with highest rewards are selected from training
data for each message-response pair in the begin-
ning. We do not sample new responses at the fol-
lowing iterations for the sake of fair comparison.
We set βt in equation (6) to be 1

bt where b is be-
tween 10 and 20, and is tuned on validation set.

4 Experiments

We evaluate our algorithm on single-turn conver-
sations from Persona Dataset (Zhang et al., 2018).
Participants are instructed to converse according
to their given personalized background. In the
preparation of training data, persona descriptions
are prepended to the sources, and all trailing punc-
tuations are truncated from the responses.

We use a standard sequence-to-sequence archi-
tecture with attention mechanism. Both encoder
and decoder are LSTMs with hidden size of 512
and input size of 300. Attentional contexts are
weighted sums of hidden states of words in per-
sonas. We use Adam optimizer to train the model
with learning rate of 0.001. All model parameters
including word embeddings are randomly initial-
ized between −0.1 and 0.1.

In addition to the base models mentioned be-
fore, we investigate the combination of RAML
and MMI, in which models are trained with
RAML and decoded with MMI.
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(a) BLEU (b) ROUGE-L (c) Cosine Similarity

(d) Inertia (e) Number of unigrams (f) Number of trigrams

Figure 1: Quantitative results. X-axis is for iteration and y-axis for metrics. The numbers at iteration 1 represent
the base models.

4.1 Quantitative Evaluation

We employ two standard word-overlap-based met-
rics, BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and ROUGE
(Lin, 2004). We also performed embedding-based
evaluation. We embed the responses using the
word averaging approach by (Arora et al., 2016),
and measure the cosine similarity of the embed-
dings of generated responses and true responses.
To measure the diversity of the responses, we per-
form k-means clustering on their embeddings with
10 clusters, and measure the inertia. The larger in-
ertia indicates more diversity. We also show statis-
tics on number of distinct n-grams.

As can be seen in Figure 1, the general trend of
boosting is that performance drastically improves
up to the third model, then it slowly gets bet-
ter or stays the same. Boosting is far better than
bootstrapping. Boosting can improve lexical-level
semantic similarity between generate responses
and true responses, measured by cosine similarity.
While BLEU scores only fluctuate in a tight range,
ROUGE-L suffered from boosting a little, when
used on base models that can generate more diver-
sified responses. But we do not consider BLEU
and ROUGE the most important metrics. Diver-
sity measures, including count of distinct n-grams
and inertia of clusters, are significantly improved
by boosting. Combining RAML and MMI seems
to give an advantage in BLEU (mainly because
generated responses are longer), inertia, and num-

ber of unigrams.

4.2 Qualitative Evaluation

To ensure the diversified responses are as relevant
as before boosting, we ask 5 annotators to eval-
uate a randomly sampled subset of 100 examples
from each base model against its boosted counter-
part. Each context are paired with two responses –
one from the base model and one from the boosted
model. The annotators are asked to choose the
most appropriate response, or tie if they are equal.
The results are shown in Table 1. On average,
about 38 to 47 percent of the time the annota-
tors showed no preferences, and boosted models
beat base models for 36 to 45 percent of the trials.
Note that all individual tests show annotators pre-
ferred the boosted model over the base model, ex-
cept for one case, where the annotator chose MMI
base model over the boosted model slightly more
often. We also provide an example of generated
responses in Table 2.

5 Conclusion

We investigated the use of boosting to improve the
diversity and relevance of dialog response genera-
tion, with various training and decoding objectives
including mutual-information-based decoding and
reward-augmented maximum likelihood learning.
Our combination of boosting and RAML for re-
sponse generation is novel, and its combination
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Context my family lives in alaska . it is freezing down there .
Human i bet it is oh i could not
Baseline what do you do for a living
Boosted do you live near the beach ? i live in canada

Table 2: Examples of generated responses from baseline sequence-to-sequence model and its boosted counterpart.

with MMI gives some of the most diversified re-
sults. Quantitative evaluation shows our method
can substantially improve the diversity without
harming the quality of generated responses. Our
human evaluation provides evidence that diversi-
fied responses by boosting are even more appro-
priate than those generated from baseline models.
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Abstract
Response selection plays an important role
in fully automated dialogue systems. Given
the dialogue context, the goal of response se-
lection is to identify the best-matched next-
utterance (i.e., response) from multiple can-
didates. Despite the efforts of many previ-
ous useful models, this task remains challeng-
ing due to the huge semantic gap and also
the large size of candidate set. To address
these issues, we propose a Spatio-Temporal
Matching network (STM) for response selec-
tion. In detail, soft alignment is first used to
obtain the local relevance between the con-
text and the response. And then, we con-
struct spatio-temporal features by aggregating
attention images in time dimension and make
use of 3D convolution and pooling operations
to extract matching information. Evaluation
on two large-scale multi-turn response selec-
tion tasks has demonstrated that our proposed
model significantly outperforms the state-of-
the-art model. Particularly, visualization anal-
ysis shows that the spatio-temporal features
enables matching information in segment pairs
and time sequences, and have good inter-
pretability for multi-turn text matching.

1 Introduction

Fully automated dialogue systems (Litman and
Silliman, 2004; Banchs and Li, 2012; Lowe et al.,
2017; Zhou et al., 2018) are becoming increas-
ingly important area in natural language process-
ing. An important research topic in dialogue sys-
tems is response selection, as illustrated in Figure
1, which aims to select an optimal response from
a pre-defined pool of potential responses (Kum-
merfeld et al., 2018). Practical methods to re-
sponse selection are usually retrieval-based, that
focus on matching the semantic similarity between
the response and utterances in the dialogue his-
tory (Shang et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2018).

Recently, convolutional operation, as a useful
attempt to explore local correlation, has been in-

Figure 1: Examples of the Ubuntu dataset provided by
NOESIS 1. Text segments with the same color symbols
across context and response can be seen as matched
pairs.

vestigated to extract the matching features from
the attention grid (Wu et al., 2017; Zhou et al.,
2018). Unfortunately, these methods usually do
not perform well when there are many candidate
responses.

In fact, in multi-turn dialogues, the next sen-
tence is generally based on what was presented be-
fore and tends to match a recent local context. This
is because the topic in a conversation may change
over time, and the effective matching between the
dialogue may only appear in a local time period.
This phenomena generally appear in video pro-
cessing (Hara et al., 2018; Tran et al., 2014), im-
age caption (Chen et al., 2017) and action recog-
nition (Girdhar and Ramanan, 2017).

Therefore, it is natural to adopt convolutional
structure or attention mechanism to extract lo-
cal matching information from the sentence se-
quences. Analogously, each turn of dialogue can
be regarded as a frame of a video. This moti-
vates us to propose the Spatio-Temporal Match-
ing block (STM) to construct the spatio-temporal

1Noetic End-to-End Response Selection Challenge is de-
scribed in detail at http://workshop.colips.org/
dstc7.
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Figure 2: The proposed spatio-temporal matching framework for response selection.

features of local semantic relation between each
turn of dialog and candidates by soft-attention
mechanism. In detail, we model the response
selection problem as a multi-class classification
problem with sequences as input, where the la-
bel of the true response is set to one and the
other candidates are set to zero. As illustrated
in Figure 2, the proposed STM framework in-
cludes two parts: (i) representation module and
(ii) matching block. Specifically, representa-
tions of the dialogue context and candidate an-
swers are first learned through from dual en-
coders, and deep 3D ConvNets (Ji et al., 2013)
are then used to match attentions between the di-
alogue contexts and candidate answers. Evalua-
tion on the NOESIS datasets has demonstrated the
outstanding performance of our proposed model
against other well-known frameworks. Further-
more, our model enjoys a merit of good inter-
pretation with the visualization of the attention
weight as a thermal map. Our code is released
under https://github.com/CSLujunyu/
Spatio-Temporal-Matching-Network.

2 Our model

Before presenting the model, we first provide the
problem formulation. Suppose that we have a di-
alogue dataset {(D,C,R)i}Ni=1, we denotes D =
{d0, d1, ..., dm} as a conversation context with ut-
terances di and C = {c0, c1, ..., cn} as the next ut-
terance candidate set. R represents the correct re-
sponse ID in the corresponding candidate set. Our
goal is to learn a matching model between the di-

alog context D and the candidates ci which can
measure the matching degree and predict the best
matched response.

2.1 Representation Module

Given a dialog context D = {d0, d1, ..., dm} and
candidates C = {c0, c1, ..., cn}, we employ L lay-
ers of bidirectional GRUs (Bi-GRU) (Cho et al.,
2014) to extract sequential information in a sen-
tence. The representations we used are deep,
in the sense that they are a function of all of
the internal layers of the Bi-GRU (Devlin et al.,
2018; Peters et al., 2018a) We denote lth GRU
layer dialog and candidate representation as Hl

µ =

{µl0, µl1, ..., µlm} and Hl
γ = {γl0, γl1, ..., γln} re-

spectively.

2.2 Spatio-Temporal Matching block

An illustration of the matching block is shown in
Figure 3. We use attention mechanism to con-
struct local related features for every candidate.
In order to avoid the influence of gradient explo-
sion caused by large dot product, matching ma-
trices are constructed at each layer using scale-
attention (Vaswani et al., 2017), which is defined
as:

Ml
µm,γn =

(µlm)
T
γln√

d
, (1)

where l ∈ [1, L], µlm ∈ Rd×nµ denotes mth turn
of dialog representation at lth GRU layer, γln ∈
Rd×nγ denotes nth candidate representation at lth

GRU layer, M l
µm,γn ∈ Rnµ×nγ is constructed as
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attention images, d is the dimension of word em-
bedding, nµ and nγ denotes the number of words
in dialog utterances and candidates respectively.

Figure 3: A close-up of the matching block

Moreover, in order to retain the natural tempo-
ral relationship of the matching matrices, we ag-
gregate them all into a 4D-cube by expanding in
time dimension. We call 4D-matching as spatio-
temporal features and define images of nth candi-
date as Q(n):

Q(n) = {Q(n)
i,j,k}m×nµ×nγ , (2)

Q
(n)
i,j,k = {M l

µi,γn [j, k]}Ll=0, (3)

where Q(n) ∈ Rm×nµ×nγ×L, M l
µi,γn [j, k] ∈ R

and Q(n)
i,j,k ∈ RL is a pixel in Q(n).

Motivated by C3D network (Tran et al., 2014),
it is natural to apply a 3D ConvNet to extract local
matching information from Q(n). The operation
of 3D convolution with max-pooling is the exten-
sion of typical 2D convolution, whose filters and
strides are 3D cubes. Our matching block has four
convolution layers and three pooling layers (First
two convolution layers are both immediately fol-
lowed by pooling layer, yet the last pooling layer
follows two continuous convolution layers). All
of 3D convolution filters are 3× 3× 3 with stride
1 × 1 × 1. With the intention of preserving the
temporal information in the early phase, 3D pool-
ing layers are set as 3× 3× 3 with stride 3× 3× 3
except for the first pooling layer which has kernel
size of 1× 3× 3 and stride 1× 3× 3.

One fully-connected layer is used to predict the
matching score between dialog context and poten-
tial responses. Finally, we compute softmax cross
entropy loss,

sn = Wfconv(Q
(n)) + b, (4)

where fconv is the 3D ConvNet we used, W and
b are learned parameters.

3 Experiments

3.1 Dataset

The ongoing DSTC series starts as an initiative
to provide a common testbed for the task of Di-
alog State Tracking, and the most recent event,
DSTC7 in 2018, mainly focused on end-to-end
systems (Williams et al., 2013; Yoshino et al.,
2019). We evaluate our model on two new datasets
that released by the NOESIS (DSTC7 Track1): (1)
the Ubuntu Corpus: Ubuntu IRC (Lowe et al.,
2015a) consists of almost one million two-person
conversations extracted from the Ubuntu chat logs
, used to receive technical support for various
Ubuntu-related problems. The newest version lies
in manually annotations with a large set of can-
didates (Kummerfeld et al., 2018). The train-
ing data includes over 100,000 complete conversa-
tions, and the test data contains 1,000 partial con-
versations. (2) the Advising Dataset: It collects
advisor dialogues for the purpose of guiding the
student to pick courses that fit not only their cur-
riculum, but also personal preferences about time,
difficulty, career path, etc. It provides 100,000 par-
tial conversations for training, obtained by cutting
500 conversations off randomly at different time
points. Each conversation has a minimum of 3
turns and up to 100 candidates.

3.2 Metrics

We use the same evaluation metrics as in previ-
ous works and the recommendation of the NOE-
SIS (Wu et al., 2017; Zhou et al., 2018; Yoshino
et al., 2019). Each comparison model is asked
to select k best-matched utterances from n avail-
able candidates. We calculate the recall of the
true positive responses among the k selected ones

and denote it as Rn@k =
∑k
i=0 yi∑n
i=0 yi

, where yi is the
binary label for each candidate. In addition, we
use MRR (Mean reciprocal rank) (Voorhees et al.,
1999; Radev et al., 2002) to evaluate the confident
ranking of the candidates returned by our model.

3.3 Experimental Setting

We consider at most 9 turns and 50 words for each
utterance and responses in our experiments. Word
embeddings are initialized by GloVe1(Pennington

1http://nlp.stanford.edu/data/glove.840B.300d.zip
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Model R100@1 R100@10 MRR

Baseline 0.083 0.359 -
DAM 0.347 0.663 0.356

DAM+Fine-tune 0.364 0.664 0.443
DME 0.383 0.725 0.498

DME-SMN 0.455 0.761 0.558

STM(Transform) 0.490 0.764 0.588
STM(GRU) 0.503 0.783 0.597

STM(Ensemble) 0.521 0.797 0.616∗
STM(BERT) 0.548∗ 0.827∗ 0.614

Table 1: Experiment Result on the Ubuntu Corpus.

Model Advising 1 Advising 2

R100@10 MRR R100@10 MRR

Baseline 0.296 - - -
DAM 0.603 0.312 0.374 0.174

DAM+Fine-tune 0.622 0.333 0.416 0.192
DME 0.420 0.215 0.304 0.142

DME-SMN 0.570 0.335 0.388 0.183

STM(Transform) 0.590 0.320 0.404 0.182
STM(GRU) 0.654 0.380 0.466 0.220

STM(Ensemble) 0.662∗ 0.385∗ 0.502∗ 0.232∗

Table 2: Experiment Results on the Advising Dataset.

et al., 2014) and updated during training. We use
Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) as the optimizer, set
the initial learning rate is 0.001, and we employ
early-stopping(Caruana et al., 2001) as a regular-
ization strategy.

3.4 Comparison Methods

In this paper, we investigate the current state-of-
the-art model in response selection task. In order
to make it compatible to the task of NOESIS, we
have made some changes as following: (1) Base-
line The benchmark released by DSTC7 is an ex-
tension of the Dual LSTM Encoder model 2 (Lowe
et al., 2015b). (2) Dual Multi-turn Encoder Dif-
ferent from Baseline, we use a multi-turn encoder
to embed each utterance respectively and calcu-
late utterance-candidate matching scores using dot
product at the last hidden state of LSTM. (3) Se-
quential Matching Network We employ Sequen-
tial Matching Network (Wu et al., 2017) to mea-
sure the matching score of each candidate, and
then calculate categorical cross entropy loss across
all of them. We name it as DME-SMN in Ta-
ble 1, 2. (4) Deep Attention Matching Net-
work The DAM (Zhou et al., 2018) trained on
undersampling data (Chawla, 2009), which use a

2https://github.com/IBM/dstc7-noesis/tree/master/noesis-
tf

1:1 ratio between true responses and negative re-
sponses for training, is represented as DAM in Ta-
ble 1, 2. Furthermore, we also construct context-
related negative responses to train the model. We
observe that using only this context-related neg-
ative responses to train the model will result in
divergence. So this data is only used for fine-
tuning. In this way, DAM is firstly trained on un-
dersampling data then get fine-tuned with context-
related negative responses. We name this model as
DAM+Fine-tune in Table 1, 2.

3.5 Ablation Study

As it is shown in Table 1, we conduct an ablation
study on the testset of the Ubuntu Corpus, where
we aim to examine the effect of each part in our
proposed model.

Firstly, we verify the effectiveness of dual
multi-turn encoder by comparing Baseline and
DME in Table 1. Thanks to dual multi-turn en-
coder, DME achieves 0.725 at R100@10 which
is 0.366 better than the Baseline (Lowe et al.,
2015b).

Secondly, we study the ability of representation
module by testing LSTM, GRU and Transformer
with the default hyperparameter in Tensorflow. We
note that GRU is better for this task. After re-
moving spatio-temporal matching block, the per-
formance degrades significantly.

In order to verify the effectiveness of STM
block further, we design a DME-SMN which uses
2D convolution for extracting spatial attention in-
formation and employ GRU for modeling tempo-
ral information. The STM block makes a 10.54%
improvement at R100@1.

Next, we replace GRU with Transformer in
STM. Supposed the data has maximal m turns
and n candidates, the time complexity of cross-
attention (Zhou et al., 2018), O(mn), is much
higher than that of the Dual-Encoder based model,
O(m + n). Thus, cross-attention is an impracti-
cal operation when the candidate set is large. So
we remove cross-attention operations in DAM and
extend it with Dual-Encoder architecture. The re-
sult in Table 1 shows that using self-attention only
may not be enough for representation.

As BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) has been shown
to be a powerful feature extractor for various tasks,
we employ BERT as a feature-based approach
to generate ELMo-like pre-trained contextual rep-
resentations (Peters et al., 2018b).It succeed the
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Figure 4: Attention feature across positive and negative
matching in the first layer.

highest results and outperforms other methods by
a significant margin.

3.6 Visualization
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of spatio-
temporal information matching mechanism, we
visualize attention features across positive and
negative examples.

To clarify how our model identifies important
matching information between context and candi-
dates, we visualize the attention matching matri-
ces in Figure 4. The first row is positive match-
ing matrices and the sencond is negative match-
ing example. We denote the y-axis of Figure 4 as
response sentence and the x-axis as utterances in
context. Each colored grid represents the match-
ing degree or attention score between two words.
Deeper color represents better matching. Atten-
tion images in the first row are related to posi-
tive matching while those of the second row are
related to negative matching. Intuitively, We can
see that important words such as “vlc”, “wma” are
recognized and carried to match “drm” in correct
response. In contrast, the incorrect response has
no correlation and thus little matching spaces.

Note that our model can not only match word-
level information, but also can match segment-

Figure 5: Attention feature in different granularities.
Left picture represents the second layer matching ma-
trix for segment granularities, while right picture match
at the third layer.

level or sentence level information using 3D con-
volution. As it shows in Figure 5, the second layer
tends to concentrate on segment-level information
for which “wma patch” in utterance highly match
“the home page drm” and “nasty nasty standard
drm” in response. Furthermore, we find in our ex-
periment that third layer tends to focus on sentence
topic and more abstract meaning of the segments,
which achieve better performance. However, more
than three layers will destroy model ability in our
experiments.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed an End-to-End spatio-
temporal matching model for response selection.
The model uses a dual stacked GRU or pre-trained
BERT to embed utterances and candidates respec-
tively and apply spatio-temporal matching block
to measure the matching degree of a pair of context
and candidate. Visualization of attention layers il-
lustrates that our model has the good interpretative
ability, and has the ability to pick out important
words and sentences.

In the future, we would like to explore the ef-
fectiveness of various attention methods to solve
indefinite choices task with interpretive features.
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Abstract

Semantic parsing converts natural language
queries into structured logical forms. The
paucity of annotated training samples is a
fundamental challenge in this field. In this
work, we develop a semantic parsing frame-
work with the dual learning algorithm, which
enables a semantic parser to make full use
of data (labeled and even unlabeled) through
a dual-learning game. This game between a
primal model (semantic parsing) and a dual
model (logical form to query) forces them to
regularize each other, and can achieve feed-
back signals from some prior-knowledge. By
utilizing the prior-knowledge of logical form
structures, we propose a novel reward signal
at the surface and semantic levels which tends
to generate complete and reasonable logical
forms. Experimental results show that our
approach achieves new state-of-the-art perfor-
mance on ATIS dataset and gets competitive
performance on OVERNIGHT dataset.

1 Introduction

Semantic parsing is the task of mapping a natu-
ral language query into a logical form (Zelle and
Mooney, 1996; Wong and Mooney, 2007; Zettle-
moyer and Collins, 2007; Lu et al., 2008; Zettle-
moyer and Collins, 2005). A logical form is
one type of meaning representation understood by
computers, which usually can be executed by an
executor to obtain the answers.

The successful application of recurrent neu-
ral networks (RNN) in a variety of NLP tasks
(Bahdanau et al., 2014; Sutskever et al., 2014;
Vinyals et al., 2015) has provided strong impe-
tus to treat semantic parsing as a sequence-to-
sequence (Seq2seq) problem (Jia and Liang, 2016;
Dong and Lapata, 2016). This approach generates

∗Ruisheng Cao and Su Zhu are co-first authors and con-
tribute equally to this work.

†The corresponding author is Kai Yu.

a logical form based on the input query in an end-
to-end manner but still leaves two main issues: (1)
lack of labeled data and (2) constrained decoding.

Firstly, semantic parsing relies on sufficient la-
beled data. However, data annotation of semantic
parsing is a labor-intensive and time-consuming
task. Especially, the logical form is unfriendly for
human annotation.

Secondly, unlike natural language sentences, a
logical form is strictly structured. For example,
the lambda expression of “show flight from ci0
to ci1” is ( lambda $0 e ( and ( from
$0 ci0 ) ( to $0 ci1 ) ( flight
$0 ) ) ). If we make no constraint on decod-
ing, the generated logical form may be invalid or
incomplete at surface and semantic levels.

Surface The generated sequence should be struc-
tured as a complete logical form. For ex-
ample, left and right parentheses should be
matched to force the generated sequence to
be a valid tree.

Semantic Although the generated sequence is a
legal logical form at surface level, it may
be meaningless or semantically ill-formed.
For example, the predefined binary predicate
from takes no more than two arguments.
The first argument must represent a flight
and the second argument should be a city.

To avoid producing incomplete or semantically ill-
formed logical forms, the output space must be
constrained.

In this paper, we introduce a semantic parsing
framework (see Figure 1) by incorporating dual
learning (He et al., 2016) to tackle the problems
mentioned above. In this framework, we have a
primal task (query to logical form) and a dual task
(logical form to query). They can form a closed
loop, and generate informative feedback signals to
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train the primal and dual models even without su-
pervision. In this loop, the primal and dual mod-
els restrict or regularize each other by generating
intermediate output in one model and then check-
ing it in the other. Actually, it can be viewed as a
method of data augmentation. Thus it can lever-
age unlabeled data (queries or synthesized logical
forms) in a more effective way which helps allevi-
ate the problem of lack of annotated data.

In the dual learning framework, the primal and
dual models are represented as two agents and they
teach each other through a reinforcement learning
process. To force the generated logical form com-
plete and well-formed, we newly propose a valid-
ity reward by checking the output of the primal
model at the surface and semantic levels.

We evaluate our approach on two standard
datasets: ATIS and OVERNIGHT. The results
show that our method can obtain significant im-
provements over strong baselines on both datasets
with fully labeled data, and even outperforms
state-of-the-art results on ATIS. With additional
logical forms synthesized from rules or tem-
plates, our method is competitive with state-of-
the-art systems on OVERNIGHT. Furthermore,
our method is compatible with various semantic
parsing models. We also conduct extensive ex-
periments to further investigate our framework in
semi-supervised settings, trying to figure out why
it works.

The main contributions of this paper are sum-
marized as follows:

• An innovative semantic parsing framework
based on dual learning is introduced, which
can fully exploit data (labeled or unlabeled)
and incorporate various prior-knowledge as
feedback signals. We are the first to intro-
duce dual learning in semantic parsing to the
best of our knowledge.

• We further propose a novel validity reward
focusing on the surface and semantics of log-
ical forms, which is a feedback signal indi-
cating whether the generated logical form is
well-formed. It involves the prior-knowledge
about structures of logical forms predefined
in a domain.

• We conduct extensive experiments on ATIS
and OVERNIGHT benchmarks. The results
show that our method achieves new state-
of-the-art performance (test accuracy 89.1%)

on ATIS dataset and gets competitive perfor-
mance on OVERNIGHT dataset.

2 Primal and Dual Tasks of Semantic
Parsing

Before discussing the dual learning algorithm
for semantic parsing, we first present the pri-
mal and dual tasks (as mentioned before) in de-
tail. The primal and dual tasks are modeled
on the attention-based Encoder-Decoder architec-
tures (i.e. Seq2seq) which have been successfully
applied in neural semantic parsing (Jia and Liang,
2016; Dong and Lapata, 2016). We also include
copy mechanism (Gulcehre et al., 2016; See et al.,
2017) to tackle unknown tokens.

2.1 Primal Task
The primal task is semantic parsing which con-
verts queries into logical forms (Q2LF ). Let x =
x1 · · ·x|x| denote the query, and y = y1 · · · y|y|
denote the logical form. An encoder is exploited
to encode the query x into vector representations,
and a decoder learns to generate logical form y
depending on the encoding vectors.
Encoder Each word xi is mapped to a fixed-
dimensional vector by a word embedding func-
tion ψ(·) and then fed into a bidirectional LSTM
(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997). The hidden
vectors are recursively computed at the i-th time
step via:

−→
hi =fLSTM(ψ(xi),

−→
h i−1), i = 1, · · · , |x| (1)

←−
hi =fLSTM(ψ(xi),

←−
h i+1), i = |x|, · · · , 1 (2)

hi =[
−→
h i;
←−
h i] (3)

where [·; ·] denotes vector concatenation, hi ∈
R2n, n is the number of hidden cells and fLSTM
is the LSTM function.
Decoder Decoder is an unidirectional LSTM
with the attention mechanism (Luong et al., 2015).
The hidden vector at the t-th time step is computed
by st = fLSTM(φ(yt−1), st−1), where φ(·) is the
token embedding function for logical forms and
st ∈ Rn. The hidden vector of the first time step
is initialized as s0 =

←−
h 1. The attention weight for

the current step t of the decoder, with the i-th step
in the encoder is ati =

exp(uti)∑|x|
j=1 exp(utj)

and

uti =vT tanh(W1hi + W2st + ba) (4)
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Figure 1: An overview of dual semantic parsing framework. The primal model (Q2LF ) and dual model (LF2Q)
can form a closed cycle. But there are two different directed loops, depending on whether they start from a query
or logical form. Validity reward is used to estimate the quality of the middle generation output, and reconstruction
reward is exploited to avoid information loss. The primal and dual models can be pre-trained and fine-tuned with
labeled data to keep the models effective.

where v,ba ∈ Rn, and W1 ∈ Rn×2n,W2 ∈ Rn×n
are parameters. Then we compute the vocabulary
distribution Pgen(yt|y<t, x) by

ct =

|x|∑

i=1

atihi (5)

Pgen(yt|y<t, x) =softmax(Wo[st; ct] + bo) (6)

where Wo ∈ R|Vy |×3n, bo ∈ R|Vy | and |Vy| is the
output vocabulary size. Generation ends once an
end-of-sequence token “EOS” is emitted.
Copy Mechanism We also include copy mech-
anism to improve model generalization following
the implementation of See et al. (2017), a hybrid
between Nallapati et al. (2016) and pointer net-
work (Gulcehre et al., 2016). The predicted token
is from either a fixed output vocabulary Vy or raw
input words x. We use sigmoid gate function σ to
make a soft decision between generation and copy
at each step t.

gt =σ(vTg [st; ct;φ(yt−1)] + bg) (7)

P (yt|y<t, x) =gtPgen(yt|y<t, x)

+ (1− gt)Pcopy(yt|y<t, x)
(8)

where gt ∈ [0, 1] is the balance score, vg is a
weight vector and bg is a scalar bias. Distribution
Pcopy(yt|y<t, x) will be described as follows.
Entity Mapping Although the copy mechanism
can deal with unknown words, many raw words
can not be directly copied to be part of a log-
ical form. For example, kobe bryant is
represented as en.player.kobe_bryant in
OVERNIGHT (Wang et al., 2015). It is common
that entities are identified by Uniform Resource
Identifier (URI, Klyne and Carroll, 2006) in a

knowledge base. Thus, a mapping from raw words
to URI is included after copying. Mathematically,
Pcopy in Eq.8 is calculated by:

Pcopy(yt = w|y<t, x) =
∑

i,j: KB(xi:j)=w

j∑

k=i

atk

where i < j, atk is the attention weight of posi-
tion k at decoding step t, KB(·) is a dictionary-
like function mapping a specific noun phrase to
the corresponding entity token in the vocabulary
of logical forms.

2.2 Dual Model
The dual task (LF2Q) is an inverse of the primal
task, which aims to generate a natural language
query given a logical form. We can also exploit
the attention-based Encoder-Decoder architecture
(with copy mechanism or not) to build the dual
model.
Reverse Entity Mapping Different with the pri-
mal task, we reversely map every possible KB
entity yt of a logical form to the corresponding
noun phrase before query generation,KB−1(yt)

1.
Since each KB entity may have multiple aliases in
the real world, e.g. kobe bryant has a nick-
name the black mamba, we make different
selections in two cases:

• For paired data, we select the noun phrase
from KB−1(yt), which exists in the query.

• For unpaired data, we randomly select one
from KB−1(yt).

1KB−1(·) is the inverse operation of KB(·), which re-
turns the set of all corresponding noun phrases given a KB
entity.
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3 Dual learning for Semantic Parsing

In this section, we present a semantic parsing
framework with dual learning. We use one agent
to represent the model of the primal task (Q2LF )
and another agent to represent the model of the
dual task (LF2Q), then design a two-agent game
in a closed loop which can provide quality feed-
back to the primal and dual models even if only
queries or logical forms are available. As the feed-
back reward may be non-differentiable, reinforce-
ment learning algorithm (Sutton and Barto, 2018)
based on policy gradient (Sutton et al., 2000) is
applied for optimization.

Two agents, Q2LF and LF2Q, participate
in the collaborative game with two directed
loops as illustrated in Figure 1. One loop
query->logical_form->query starts
from a query, generates possible logical forms
by agent Q2LF and tries to reconstruct the
original query by LF2Q. The other loop
logical_form->query->logical_form
starts from the opposite side. Each agent will
obtain quality feedback depending on reward
functions defined in the directed loops.

3.1 Learning algorithm

Suppose we have fully labeled dataset T =
{〈x, y〉}, unlabeled dataset Q with only queries
if available, and unlabeled dataset LF with only
logical forms if available. We firstly pre-train the
primal model Q2LF and the dual model LF2Q
on T by maximum likelihood estimation (MLE).
Let ΘQ2LF and ΘLF2Q denote all the parameters
of Q2LF and LF2Q respectively. Our learning
algorithm in each iteration consists of three parts:

3.1.1 Loop starts from a query
As shown in Figure 1 (a), we sample a query
x from Q ∪ T randomly. Given x, Q2LF
model could generate k possible logical forms
y1, y2, · · · , yk via beam search (k is beam size).
For each yi, we can obtain a validity reward
Rvalq (yi) (a scalar) computed by a specific reward
function which will be discussed in Section 3.2.1.
After feeding yi into LF2Q, we finally get a re-
construction reward Rrecq (x, yi) which forces the
generated query as similar to x as possible and will
be discussed in Section 3.2.2.

A hyper-parameter α is exploited to balance
these two rewards in rqi = αRvalq (yi) + (1 −
α)Rrecq (x, yi), where α ∈ [0, 1].

By utilizing policy gradient (Sutton et al.,
2000), the stochastic gradients of ΘQ2LF and
ΘLF2Q are computed as:

∇ΘQ2LF Ê[r] =
1

k

k∑

i=1

rqi∇ΘQ2LF logP (yi|x; ΘQ2LF )

∇ΘLF2QÊ[r] =
1− α
k

k∑

i=1

∇ΘLF2Q logP (x|yi; ΘLF2Q)

3.1.2 Loop starts from a logical form
As shown in Figure 1 (b), we sample a logical
form y from LF ∪ T randomly. Given y, LF2Q
model generates k possible queries x1, x2, · · · , xk
via beam search. For each xi, we can obtain a va-
lidity reward Rvallf (xi) (a scalar) which will also
be discussed in Section 3.2.1. After feeding xi
into Q2LF , we can also get a reconstruction re-
ward Rreclf (y, xi), which forces the generated log-
ical form as similar to y as possible and will be
discussed in Section 3.2.2.

A hyper-parameter β is also exploited to bal-
ance these two rewards by rlfi = βRvallf (xi)+(1−
β)Rreclf (y, xi), where β ∈ [0, 1].

By utilizing policy gradient, the stochastic gra-
dients of ΘQ2LF and ΘLF2Q are computed as:

∇ΘLF2QÊ[r] =
1

k

k∑

i=1

rlfi ∇ΘLF2Q logP (xi|y; ΘLF2Q)

∇ΘQ2LF Ê[r] =
1− β
k

k∑

i=1

∇ΘQ2LF logP (y|xi; ΘQ2LF )

3.1.3 Supervisor guidance
The previous two stages are unsupervised learning
processes, which need no labeled data. If there is
no supervision for the primal and dual models af-
ter pre-training, these two models would be rotten
especially when T is limited.

To keep the learning process stable and pre-
vent the models from crashes, we randomly se-
lect samples from T to fine-tune the primal and
dual models by maximum likelihood estimation
(MLE). Details about the dual learning algorithm
for semantic parsing are provided in Appendix A.

3.2 Reward design

As mentioned in Section 3.1, there are two types
of reward functions in each loop: validity reward
(Rvalq , Rvallf ) and reconstruction reward (Rrecq ,
Rreclf ). But each type of reward function may be
different in different loops.
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3.2.1 Validity reward
Validity reward is used to evaluate the quality of
intermediate outputs in a loop (see Figure 1). In
the loop starts from a query, it indicates whether
the generated logical forms are well-formed at the
surface and semantic levels. While in the loop
starts from a logical form, it indicates how natu-
ral and fluent the intermediate queries are.
Loop starts from a query: We estimate the qual-
ity of the generated logical forms at two levels, i.e.
surface and semantics. Firstly, we check whether
the logical form is a complete tree without paren-
theses mismatching. As for semantics, we check
whether the logical form is understandable with-
out errors like type inconsistency. It can be formu-
lated as

Rvalq (y) = grammar_error_indicator(y) (9)

which returns 1 when y has no error at the surface
and semantic levels, and returns 0 otherwise.

If there exists an executing program
or search engine for logical form y, e.g.
dataset OVERNIGHT (Wang et al., 2015),
grammar_error_indicator(·) has been included.

Otherwise, we should construct a grammar er-
ror indicator based on the ontology of the corre-
sponding dataset. For example, a specification of
ATIS can be extracted by clarifying all (1) entities
paired with corresponding types, (2) unary/binary
predicates with argument constraints (see Table 1).
Accordingly, Algorithm 1 abstracts the procedure
of checking the surface and semantics for a logical
form candidate y based on the specification.

category type instances

entity
me lunch:me, snack:me
al delta:al, usair:al
pd morning:pd, late:pd

category instances args0

unary
_city ci

_airport ap
_oneway flight

category instances args0 args1

binary
_from flight ci

_services al ci
_during_day flight pd

Table 1: A truncated specification for ATIS.

Loop starts from a logical form: A language
model (LM) is exploited to evaluate the quality of
intermediate queries (Mikolov et al., 2010). We

Algorithm 1 Grammar error indicator on ATIS
Input: Logical form string y; specification D
Output: 1/0, whether y is valid

1: if to_lisp_tree(y) succeed then
2: lispTree← to_lisp_tree(y)

. using Depth-First-Search for lispTree
3: if type_consistent(lispTree,D) then
4: return 1
5: end if
6: end if
7: return 0

apply length-normalization (Wu et al., 2016) to
make a fair competition between short and long
queries.

Rvallf (x) = logLMq(x)/Length(x), (10)

where LMq(·) is a language model pre-trained on
all the queries of Q∪ T (referred in Section 3.1).

3.2.2 Reconstruction reward
Reconstruction reward is used to estimate how
similar the output of one loop is compared with
the input. We take log likelihood as reconstruction
rewards for the loop starts from a query and the
loop starts from a logical form. Thus,

Rrecq (x, yi) = logP (x|yi; ΘLF2Q)

Rreclf (y, xi) = logP (y|xi; ΘQ2LF )

where yi and xi are intermediate outputs.

4 Experiment

In this section, we evaluate our framework on the
ATIS and OVERNIGHT datasets.

4.1 Dataset

ATIS We use the preprocessed version provided
by Dong and Lapata (2018), where natural lan-
guage queries are lowercased and stemmed with
NLTK (Loper and Bird, 2002), and entity men-
tions are replaced by numbered markers. We
also leverage an external lexicon that maps word
phrases (e.g., first class) to entities (e.g.,
first:cl) like what Jia and Liang (2016) did.
OVERNIGHT It contains natural language para-
phrases paired with logical forms across eight
domains. We follow the traditional 80%/20%
train/valid splits as Wang et al. (2015) to choose
the best model during training.
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ATIS and OVERNIGHT never provide unlabeled
queries. To test our method in semi-supervised
learning, we keep a part of the training set as fully
labeled data and leave the rest as unpaired queries
and logical forms which simulate unlabeled data.

4.2 Synthesis of logical forms

Although there is no unlabeled query provided in
most semantic parsing benchmarks, it should be
easy to synthesize logical forms. Since a logi-
cal form is strictly structured and can be modi-
fied from the existing one or created from simple
grammars, it is much cheaper than query collec-
tion. Our synthesized logical forms are public 2.

4.2.1 Modification based on ontology
On ATIS, we randomly sample a logical form from
the training set, and select one entity or predicate
for replacement according to the specification in
Table 1. If the new logical form after replacement
is valid and never seen, it is added to the unsuper-
vised set. 4592 new logical forms are created for
ATIS. An example is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Synthesis of logical forms by replacement.

4.2.2 Generation based on grammar
Wang et al. (2015) proposed an underlying gram-
mar to generate logical forms along with their cor-
responding canonical utterances on OVERNIGHT,
which can be found in SEMPRE 3. We reorder
the entity instances (e.g., ENTITYNP) of one type
(e.g., TYPENP) in grammar files to generate new
logical forms. We could include new entity in-
stances if we want more unseen logical forms, but
we didn’t do that actually. Finally, we get about

2https://github.com/RhythmCao/
Synthesized-Logical-Forms

3https://github.com/percyliang/sempre

500 new logical forms for each domain on aver-
age. More examples can be found in Appendix B.

4.3 Experimental settings

4.3.1 Base models
We use 200 hidden units and 100-dimensional
word vectors for all encoders and decoders of
Q2LF and LF2Q models. The LSTMs used
are in single-layer. Word embeddings on query
side are initialized by Glove6B (Pennington et al.,
2014). Out-of-vocabulary words are replaced with
a special token 〈unk〉. Other parameters are ini-
tialized by uniformly sampling within the interval
[−0.2, 0.2]. The language model we used is also
a single-layer LSTM with 200 hidden units and
100-dim word embedding layer.

4.3.2 Training and decoding
We individually pre-train Q2LF /LF2Q models
using only labeled data and language model LMq

using both labeled and unlabeled queries. The lan-
guage model is fixed for calculating reward. The
hyper-parameters α and β are selected according
to validation set (0.5 is used), and beam size k is
selected from {3, 5}. The batch size is selected
from {10, 20}. We use optimizer Adam (Kingma
and Ba, 2014) with learning rate 0.001 for all ex-
periments. Finally, we evaluate the primal model
(Q2LF , semantic parsing) and report test accu-
racy on each dataset.

4.4 Results and analysis

We perform a PSEUDO baseline following the
setup in Sennrich et al. (2016) and Guo et al.
(2018). The pre-trained LF2Q or Q2LF model
is used to generate pseudo 〈query, logical form〉
pairs from unlabeled logical forms or unlabeled
queries, which extends the training set. The
pseudo-labeled data is used carefully with a dis-
count factor (0.5) in loss function (Lee, 2013),
when we train Q2LF by supervised training.

4.4.1 Main results
The results are illustrated in Table 2 and 3. ATT

and ATTPTR represent that the primal/dual models
are attention-based Seq2seq and attention-based
Seq2seq with copy mechanism respectively. We
train models with the dual learning algorithm if
DUAL is included, otherwise we only train the pri-
mal model by supervised training. LF refers to
the synthesized logical forms. PSEUDO uses the
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Method Bas. Blo. Cal. Hou. Pub. Rec. Res. Soc. Avg.
SPO (Wang et al., 2015) 46.3 41.9 74.4 54.0 59.0 70.8 75.9 48.2 58.8
DSP-C (Xiao et al., 2016) 80.5 55.6 75.0 61.9 75.8 _ 80.1 80.0 72.7
NO RECOMBINATION (Jia and Liang, 2016) 85.2 58.1 78.0 71.4 76.4 79.6 76.2 81.4 75.8
DATARECOMB (Jia and Liang, 2016)*(+data) 87.5 60.2 81.0 72.5 78.3 81.0 79.5 79.6 77.5
CROSSDOMAIN (Su and Yan, 2017) 88.2 62.2 82.1 78.8 80.1 86.1 83.7 83.1 80.6
DOMAINENCODING (Herzig and Berant, 2017) 86.2 62.7 82.1 78.3 80.7 82.9 82.2 81.7 79.6
SEQ2ACTION (Chen et al., 2018a) 88.2 61.4 81.5 74.1 80.7 82.9 80.7 82.1 79.0
ATT 86.2 61.4 76.4 68.8 75.2 76.9 78.9 82.2 75.7
ATT + PSEUDO(LF) 87.2 60.9 73.2 71.4 75.8 80.1 79.2 82.0 76.2
ATT + DUAL 87.5 63.7 79.8 73.0 81.4 81.5 81.6 83.0 78.9
ATT + DUAL + LF 88.0 65.2 80.7 76.7 80.7 82.4 84.0 83.8 80.2
ATTPTR 86.7 63.2 74.4 69.3 75.8 77.8 78.3 82.2 76.0
ATTPTR + PSEUDO(LF) 85.7 63.4 74.4 69.8 78.3 78.7 79.8 82.1 76.5
ATTPTR + DUAL 87.7 63.4 77.4 74.1 80.1 80.1 82.5 83.4 78.6
ATTPTR + DUAL + LF 87.0 66.2 79.8 75.1 80.7 83.3 83.4 83.8 79.9

Table 2: Test accuracies on OVERNIGHT compared with previous systems.

Method ATIS
ZC07 (Zettlemoyer and Collins, 2007) 84.6
FUBL (Kwiatkowski et al., 2011) 82.8
GUSP++ (Poon, 2013) 83.5
TISP (Zhao and Huang, 2015) 84.2
SEQ2TREE (Dong and Lapata, 2016) 84.6
ASN+SUPATT (Rabinovich et al., 2017) 85.9
TRANX (Yin and Neubig, 2018) 86.2
COARSE2FINE (Dong and Lapata, 2018) 87.7
ATT 84.4
ATT + PSEUDO(LF) 83.3
ATT + DUAL 86.4
ATT + DUAL + LF 87.1
ATTPTR 85.7
ATTPTR + PSEUDO(LF) 86.2
ATTPTR + DUAL 88.6
ATTPTR + DUAL + LF 89.1

Table 3: Test accuracies on ATIS compared with previ-
ous systems.

LF2Q model and LF to generate pseudo-labeled
data. From the overall results, we can see that:

1) Even without the additional logical forms
by synthesizing, the dual learning based seman-
tic parser can outperform our baselines with su-
pervised training, e.g., “ATT + DUAL” gets much
better performances than “ATT + PSEUDO(LF)”
in Table 2 and 3. We think the Q2LF and LF2Q
models can teach each other in dual learning: one
model sends informative signals to help regularize
the other model. Actually, it can also be explained
as a data augmentation procedure, e.g., Q2LF
can generate samples utilized by LF2Q and vice
versa. While the PSEUDO greatly depends on the
quality of pseudo-samples even if a discount factor
is considered.

2) By involving the synthesized logical forms
LF in the dual learning for each domain respec-
tively, the performances are improved further. We

achieve state-of-the-art performance (89.1%)4 on
ATIS as shown in Table 3. On OVERNIGHT

dataset, we achieve a competitive performance on
average (80.2%). The best average accuracy is
from Su and Yan (2017), which benefits from
cross-domain training. We believe our method
could get more improvements with stronger pri-
mal models (e.g. with domain adaptation). Our
method would be compatible with various models.

3) Copy mechanism can remarkably improve
accuracy on ATIS, while not on OVERNIGHT. The
average accuracy even decreases from 80.2% to
79.9% when using the copy mechanism. We ar-
gue that OVERNIGHT dataset contains a very small
number of distinct entities that copy is not es-
sential, and it contains less training samples than
ATIS. This phenomenon also exists in Jia and
Liang (2016).

4.4.2 Ablation study
Semi-supervised learning We keep a part of the
training set as labeled data T randomly and leave
the rest as unpaired queries (Q) and logical forms
(LF) to validate our method in a semi-supervised
setting. The ratio of labeled data is 50%. PSEUDO

here uses the Q2LF model and Q to generate
pseudo-labeled data, as well as LF2Q model and
LF . From Table 4, we can see that the dual
learning method outperforms the PSEUDO base-
line in two datasets dramatically. The dual learn-
ing method is more efficient to exploit unlabeled
data. In general, both unpaired queries and logi-

4Although there is another published result that achieved
better performance by using word class information from
Wiktionary (Wang et al., 2014), it is unfair to compare it
with our results and other previous systems which only ex-
ploit data resources of ATIS.
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Method Bas. Blo. Cal. Hou. Pub. Rec. Res. Soc. Avg. ATIS
ATT 80.1 55.4 61.9 53.4 60.2 64.4 71.1 76.8 65.4 78.6
ATT+PSEUDO(Q) 80.1 59.4 60.1 52.9 59.6 66.2 73.8 79.0 66.4 78.8
ATT+PSEUDO(LF) 83.9 60.4 64.3 54.5 58.4 69.0 70.5 77.3 67.3 77.9
ATT+PSEUDO(LF+Q) 80.6 59.1 61.9 57.1 62.7 65.3 73.2 79.8 67.5 78.3
ATT+DUAL 82.6 60.2 72.0 58.7 66.5 73.6 74.1 79.3 70.9 79.5
ATT+DUAL+Q 83.9 60.7 70.2 60.8 69.6 71.3 76.2 79.8 71.6 79.7
ATT+DUAL+LF 83.4 61.4 71.4 59.3 70.2 73.1 75.3 78.6 71.6 80.4
ATT+DUAL+LF+Q 85.4 62.9 73.2 59.3 72.0 75.5 75.6 79.5 72.9 81.7
ATTPTR 81.1 58.1 63.1 48.7 55.3 69.4 68.4 77.4 65.2 84.8
ATTPTR+PSEUDO(Q) 82.1 59.6 61.3 47.6 57.1 72.2 69.9 78.4 66.0 85.0
ATTPTR+PSEUDO(LF) 82.4 59.1 62.5 54.5 63.4 71.3 69.6 77.6 67.5 86.2
ATTPTR+PSEUDO(LF+Q) 81.3 59.4 65.5 49.2 58.4 72.7 72.0 78.6 67.1 85.0
ATTPTR+DUAL 81.8 60.2 68.5 57.1 65.2 72.2 74.1 79.0 69.8 86.2
ATTPTR+DUAL+Q 81.6 60.7 69.6 61.4 68.9 74.1 79.8 80.1 72.0 86.6
ATTPTR+DUAL+LF 82.6 62.2 68.5 62.4 69.6 73.1 77.4 79.4 71.9 87.3
ATTPTR+DUAL+LF+Q 83.6 62.2 72.6 61.9 71.4 75.0 76.5 80.4 73.0 86.8

Table 4: Semi-supervised learning experiments. We keep 50% of the training set as labeled data randomly, and
leave the rest as unpaired queries(Q) and logical forms(LF) to simulate unsupervised dataset.

Figure 3: Test accuracies on ATIS. It varies the ratio of
labeled data, and keeps the rest as unlabeled data.

cal forms could boost the performance of semantic
parsers with dual learning.

Different ratios To investigate the efficiency of
our method in semi-supervised learning, we vary
the ratio of labeled data kept on ATIS from 1% to
90%. In Figure 3, we can see that dual learning
strategy enhances semantic parsing over all pro-
portions. The prominent gap happens when the
ratio is between 0.2 and 0.4. Generally, the more
unlabeled data we have, the more remarkable the
leap is. However, if the labeled data is really lim-
ited, less supervision can be exploited to keep the
primal and dual models reasonable. For example,
when the ratio of labeled data is from only 1% to
10%, the improvement is not that obvious.
Does more unlabeled data give better result?
We also fix the ratio of labeled data as 30%, and
change the ratio of unlabeled samples to the rest
data on ATIS, as illustrated in Figure 4. Even

Figure 4: Test accuracies on ATIS. It fixes the ratio of
labeled data as 30%, and varies the ratio of unlabeled
samples to the rest data.

without unlabeled data (i.e. the ratio of unlabeled
data is zero), the dual learning based semantic
parser can outperform our baselines. However, the
performance of our method doesn’t improve con-
stantly, when the amount of unlabeled data is in-
creased. We think the power of the primal and dual
models is constrained by the limited amount of la-
beled data. When some complex queries or logi-
cal forms come, the two models may converge to
an equilibrium where the intermediate value loses
some implicit semantic information, but the re-
wards are high.

Choice for validity reward We conduct another
experiment by changing validity reward in Eq.9
with length-normalized LM score (i.e. language
model of logical forms) like Eq.10. Results (Ta-
ble 5) show that “hard” surface/semantic check
is more suitable than “soft” probability of logical
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Method Validity ATIS OVERNIGHT
ATT LMlf 80.6 71.5

+ DUAL grammar check 81.7 72.9
ATTPTR LMlf 86.2 71.4

+ DUAL grammar check 86.8 73.0

Table 5: Test accuracies on ATIS and OVERNIGHT in
semi-supervised learning setting (the ratio of labeled
data is 50%). On OVERNIGHT, we average across
all eight domains. LMlf means using a logical form
language model for validity reward, while “grammar
check” means using the surface and semantic check.

form LM. We think that simple language models
may suffer from long-dependency and data imbal-
ance issues, and it is hard to capture inner struc-
tures of logical forms from a sequential model.

5 Related Work

Lack of data A semantic parser can be trained
from labeled logical forms or weakly supervised
samples (Krishnamurthy and Mitchell, 2012; Be-
rant et al., 2013; Liang et al., 2017; Goldman et al.,
2018). Yih et al. (2016) demonstrate logical forms
can be collected efficiently and more useful than
merely answers to queries. Wang et al. (2015)
construct a semantic parsing dataset starting from
grammar rules to crowdsourcing paraphrase. Jia
and Liang (2016) induces synchronous context-
free grammar (SCFG) and creates new “recombi-
nant” examples accordingly. Su and Yan (2017)
use multiple source domains to reduce the cost
of collecting data for the target domain. Guo
et al. (2018) pre-train a question generation model
to produce pseudo-labeled data as a supplement.
In this paper, we introduce the dual learning to
make full use of data (both labeled and unla-
beled). Yin et al. (2018) introduce a variational
auto-encoding model for semi-supervised seman-
tic parsing. Beyond semantic parsing, the semi-
supervised and adaptive learnings are also typi-
cal in natural language understanding (Tur et al.,
2005; Bapna et al., 2017; Zhu et al., 2014, 2018;
Zhu and Yu, 2018).
Constrained decoding To avoid invalid parses,
additional restrictions must be considered in the
decoding. Dong and Lapata (2016) propose
SEQ2TREE method to ensure the matching of
parentheses, which can generate syntactically
valid output. Cheng et al. (2017) and Dong and
Lapata (2018) both try to decode in two steps,
from a coarse rough sketch to a finer structure hi-
erarchically. Krishnamurthy et al. (2017) define a

grammar of production rules such that only well-
typed logical forms can be generated. Yin and
Neubig (2017) and Chen et al. (2018a) both trans-
form the generation of logical forms into query
graph construction. Zhao et al. (2019) propose a
hierarchical parsing model following the structure
of semantic representations, which is predefined
by domain developers. We introduce a validity re-
ward at the surface and semantic levels in the dual
learning algorithm as a constraint signal.
Dual learning Dual learning framework is first
proposed to improve neural machine translation
(NMT) (He et al., 2016). Actually, the primal
and dual tasks are symmetric in NMT, while not
in semantic parsing. The idea of dual learn-
ing has been applied in various tasks (Xia et al.,
2017), such as Question Answering/Generation
(Tang et al., 2017, 2018), Image-to-Image Trans-
lation (Yi et al., 2017) and Open-domain Informa-
tion Extraction/Narration (Sun et al., 2018). We
are the first to introduce dual learning in semantic
parsing to the best of our knowledge.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we develop a semantic parsing
framework based on dual learning algorithm,
which enables a semantic parser to fully utilize
labeled and even unlabeled data through a dual-
learning game between the primal and dual mod-
els. We also propose a novel reward function at
the surface and semantic levels by utilizing the
prior-knowledge of logical form structures. Thus,
the primal model tends to generate complete and
reasonable semantic representation. Experimental
results show that semantic parsing based on dual
learning improves performance across datasets.

In the future, we want to incorporate this frame-
work with much refined primal and dual mod-
els, and design more informative reward signals
to make the training more efficient. It would be
appealing to apply graph neural networks (Chen
et al., 2018b, 2019) to model structured logical
forms.
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A Detailed algorithm

Algorithm 2 Dual Learning Framework for Semantic Parsing

Input:
1: Supervised dataset T = {〈x, y〉}; Unsupervised dataset for queries Q and logical forms LF ;
2: Pre-trained models on T : Q2LF model P (y|x; ΘQ2LF ), LF2Q model P (x|y; ΘLF2Q);
3: Pre-trained model on Q and queries of T : Language Model for queries LMq;
4: Indicator performs surface and semantic check for a logical form: grammar_error_indicator(·);
5: Beam search size k, hyper parameters α and β, learning rate η1 for Q2LF and η2 for LF2Q;

Output: Parameters ΘQ2LF of Q2LF model
6: repeat
7: . Reinforcement learning process uses unlabeled data, also reuses labeled data

8: Sample a query x from Q∪ T ;
9: Q2LF model generates k logical forms
y1, y2, · · · , yk via beam search;

10: for each possible logical form yi do
11: Obtain validity reward for yi as

Rvalq (yi) = grammar_error_indicator(yi)

12: Get reconstruction reward for yi as

Rrecq (x, yi) = logP (x|yi; ΘLF2Q)

13: Compute total reward for yi as

rqi = αRvalq (yi) + (1− α)Rrecq (x, yi)

14: end for
15: Compute stochastic gradient of ΘQ2LF :

∇ΘQ2LF Ê[r] =
1

k

k∑

i=1

rqi∇ΘQ2LF logP (yi|x; ΘQ2LF )

16: Compute stochastic gradient of ΘLF2Q:

∇ΘLF2QÊ[r] =
1− α
k

k∑

i=1

∇ΘLF2Q logP (x|yi; ΘLF2Q)

17: Model updates:

ΘQ2LF ←ΘQ2LF + η1 · ∇ΘQ2LF
Ê[r]

ΘLF2Q ←ΘLF2Q + η2 · ∇ΘLF2Q
Ê[r]

18: Sample a logical form y from LF ∪ T ;
19: LF2Q model generates k queries

x1, x2, · · · , xk via beam search;
20: for each possible query xi do
21: Obtain validity reward for xi as

Rvallf (xi) = logLMq(xi)/Length(xi)

22: Get reconstruction reward for xi as

Rreclf (y, xi) = logP (y|xi; ΘQ2LF )

23: Compute total reward for xi as

rlfi = βRvallf (xi) + (1− β)Rreclf (y, xi)

24: end for
25: Compute stochastic gradient of ΘLF2Q:

∇ΘLF2QÊ[r] =
1

k

k∑

i=1

rlfi ∇ΘLF2Q logP (xi|y; ΘLF2Q)

26: Compute stochastic gradient of ΘQ2LF :

∇ΘQ2LF Ê[r] =
1− β
k

k∑

i=1

∇ΘQ2LF logP (y|xi; ΘQ2LF )

27: Model updates:

ΘLF2Q ←ΘLF2Q + η2 · ∇ΘLF2Q
Ê[r]

ΘQ2LF ←ΘQ2LF + η1 · ∇ΘQ2LF
Ê[r]

. After reinforcement learning process, use labeled data to fine-tune models
28: Sample a 〈x, y〉 pair from T ;
29: Update ΘQ2LF by ΘQ2LF ← ΘQ2LF + η1 · ∇ΘQ2LF

logP (y|x; ΘQ2LF )
30: Update ΘLF2Q by ΘLF2Q ← ΘLF2Q + η2 · ∇ΘLF2Q

logP (x|y; ΘLF2Q)
31: until Q2LF model converges
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B Examples of synthesized logical forms

Original After Modification
Entity Replacement

( lambda $0 e ( and ( flight $0 ) ( meal $0
lunch:me ) ( from $0 ci0 ) ( to $0 ci1 ) ) )

( lambda $0 e ( and ( flight $0 ) ( meal $0 din-
ner:me ) ( from $0 ci0 ) ( to $0 ci1 ) ) )

( = al0 ( abbrev delta:al ) ) ( = al0 ( abbrev usair:al ) )
( lambda $0 e ( and ( flight $0 ) ( class_type $0
thrift:cl ) ( from $0 ci1 ) ( to $0 ci0 ) ) )

( lambda $0 e ( and ( flight $0 ) ( class_type $0
business:cl ) ( from $0 ci1 ) ( to $0 ci0 ) ) )

Unary Replacement
( lambda $0 e ( exists $1 ( and ( round_trip $1 ) (
from $1 ci0 ) ( to $1 ci1 ) ( = ( fare $1 ) $0 ) ) ) )

( lambda $0 e ( exists $1 ( and ( oneway $1 ) (
from $1 ci0 ) ( to $1 ci1 ) ( = ( fare $1 ) $0 ) ) ) )

( lambda $0 e ( and ( ground_transport $0 ) (
to_city $0 ci0 ) ) )

( lambda $0 e ( and ( has_meal $0 ) ( to_city $0
ci0 ) ) )

( lambda $0 e ( and ( taxi $0 ) ( to_city $0 ci0 ) (
from_airport $0 ap0 ) ) )

( lambda $0 e ( and ( limousine $0 ) ( to_city $0
ci0 ) ( from_airport $0 ap0 ) ) )

Binary Replacement
( lambda $0 e ( and ( flight $0 ) ( airline $0 al0 ) (
approx_departure_time $0 ti0 ) ( from $0 ci0 ) (
to $0 ci1 ) ) )

( lambda $0 e ( and ( flight $0 ) ( airline $0 al0 ) (
approx_arrival_time $0 ti0 ) ( from $0 ci0 ) ( to
$0 ci1 ) ) )

( lambda $0 e ( and ( flight $0 ) ( from $0
ci0 ) ( to $0 ci1 ) ( day_return $0 da0 ) (
day_number_return $0 dn0 ) ( month_return
$0 mn0 ) ) )

( lambda $0 e ( and ( flight $0 ) ( from $0
ci0 ) ( to $0 ci1 ) ( day_arrival $0 da0 ) (
day_number_arrival $0 dn0 ) ( month_arrival
$0 mn0 ) ) )

( lambda $0 e ( and ( flight $0 ) ( airline $0 al0 ) (
stop $0 ci0 ) ) )

( lambda $0 e ( and ( flight $0 ) ( airline $0 al0 ) (
from $0 ci0 ) ) )

Table 6: Examples of synthesized logical forms on ATIS.

Domain Logical Forms

Bas. pre ( call SW.listValue ( call SW.getProperty ( ( lambda s ( call SW.filter ( var s ) ( string position ) ( string
! = ) en.position.point_guard ) ) ( call SW.domain ( string player ) ) ) ( string player ) ) )

new ( call SW.listValue ( call SW.getProperty ( ( lambda s ( call SW.filter ( var s ) ( string position ) ( string
! = ) en.position.forward ) ) ( call SW.domain ( string player ) ) ) ( string player ) ) )

Blo. pre ( call SW.listValue ( call SW.filter ( call SW.getProperty ( call SW.singleton en.block ) ( string ! type
) ) ( string shape ) ( string = ) en.shape.pyramid ) )

new ( call SW.listValue ( call SW.filter ( call SW.getProperty ( call SW.singleton en.block ) ( string ! type
) ) ( string shape ) ( string = ) en.shape.cube ) )

Cal. pre ( call SW.listValue ( call SW.filter ( call SW.getProperty ( call SW.singleton en.location ) ( string !
type ) ) ( call SW.reverse ( string location ) ) ( string = ) en.meeting.weekly_standup ) )

new ( call SW.listValue ( call SW.filter ( call SW.getProperty ( call SW.singleton en.location ) ( string !
type ) ) ( call SW.reverse ( string location ) ) ( string = ) en.meeting.annual_review ) )

Hou. pre
( call SW.listValue ( call SW.filter ( call SW.getProperty ( call SW.singleton en.housing_unit ) ( string !
type ) ) ( string housing_type ) ( string = ) ( call SW.concat en.housing.apartment en.housing.condo
) ) )

new
( call SW.listValue ( call SW.filter ( call SW.getProperty ( call SW.singleton en.housing_unit ) ( string !
type ) ) ( string housing_type ) ( string = ) ( call SW.concat en.housing.condo en.housing.apartment
) ) )

Pub. pre ( call SW.listValue ( call SW.filter ( call SW.getProperty ( call SW.singleton en.article ) ( string ! type
) ) ( string author ) ( string = ) en.person.efron ) )

new ( call SW.listValue ( call SW.filter ( call SW.getProperty ( call SW.singleton en.article ) ( string ! type
) ) ( string author ) ( string = ) en.person.lakoff ) )

Rec. pre ( call SW.listValue ( call SW.getProperty en.recipe.rice_pudding ( string cuisine ) ) )
new ( call SW.listValue ( call SW.getProperty en.recipe.quiche ( string cuisine ) ) )

Res. pre ( call SW.listValue ( call SW.getProperty en.restaurant.thai_cafe ( string neighborhood ) ) )
new ( call SW.listValue ( call SW.getProperty en.restaurant.pizzeria_juno ( string neighborhood ) ) )

Soc. pre ( call SW.listValue ( call SW.getProperty ( ( lambda s ( call SW.filter ( var s ) ( string field_of_study )
( string ! = ) en.field.computer_science ) ) ( call SW.domain ( string student ) ) ) ( string student ) ) )

new ( call SW.listValue ( call SW.getProperty ( ( lambda s ( call SW.filter ( var s ) ( string field_of_study )
( string ! = ) en.field.history ) ) ( call SW.domain ( string student ) ) ) ( string student ) ) )

Table 7: Examples of synthesized logical forms on OVERNIGHT.
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Abstract
We investigate the capacity of mechanisms for
compositional semantic parsing to describe re-
lations between sentences and semantic repre-
sentations. We prove that in order to represent
certain relations, mechanisms which are syn-
tactically projective must be able to remem-
ber an unbounded number of locations in the
semantic representations, where nonprojective
mechanisms need not. This is the first result
of this kind, and has consequences both for
grammar-based and for neural systems.

1 Introduction

Semantic parsers which translate a sentence into
a semantic representation compositionally must
recursively compute a partial semantic represen-
tation for each node of a syntax tree. These
partial semantic representations usually contain
placeholders at which arguments and modifiers
are attached in later composition steps. Ap-
proaches to semantic parsing differ in whether
they assume that the number of placeholders is
bounded or not. Lambda calculus (Montague,
1974; Blackburn and Bos, 2005) assumes that the
number of placeholders (lambda-bound variables)
can grow unboundedly with the length and com-
plexity of the sentence. By contrast, many meth-
ods which are based on unification (Copestake
et al., 2001) or graph merging (Courcelle and En-
gelfriet, 2012; Chiang et al., 2013) assume a fixed
set of placeholders, i.e. the number of placeholders
is bounded.

Methods based on bounded placeholders are
popular both in the design of hand-written gram-
mars (Bender et al., 2002) and in semantic parsing
for graphs (Peng et al., 2015; Groschwitz et al.,
2018). However, it is not clear that all relations be-
tween language and semantic representations can
be expressed with a bounded number of place-
holders. The situation is particularly challenging

when one insists that the compositional analysis
is projective in the sense that each composition
step must combine adjacent substrings of the in-
put sentence. In this case, it may be impossible to
combine a semantic predicate with a distant argu-
ment immediately, forcing the composition mech-
anism to use up a placeholder to remember the ar-
gument position. If many predicates have distant
arguments, this may exceed the bounded “memory
capacity” of the compositional mechanism.

In this paper, we show that there are relations
between sentences and semantic representations
which can be described by compositional mech-
anisms which are bounded and non-projective, but
not by ones which are bounded and projective. To
our knowledge, this is the first result on expressive
capacity with respect to semantics – in contrast to
the extensive literature on the expressive capacity
of mechanisms which describe just the string lan-
guages.

More precisely, we prove that tree-adjoining
grammars can describe string-graph relations us-
ing the HR graph algebra (Courcelle and En-
gelfriet, 2012) with two sources (bounded, non-
projective) which cannot be described using linear
monadic context-free tree grammars and the HR
algebra with k sources, for any fixed k (bounded,
projective). This result is especially surprising be-
cause TAG and linear monadic CFTGs describe
the same string languages; thus the difference lies
only in the projectivity of the syntactic analysis.

We further prove that given certain assump-
tions on the alignment between tokens in the sen-
tence and edges in the graph, no generative de-
vice for projective syntax trees can simulate TAG
with two sources. This has practical consequences
for the design of transition-based semantic parsers
(whether grammar-based or neural).

Plan of the paper. We will first explain the lin-
guistic background in Section 2 and lay the formal
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foundations in Section 3. We will then prove the
reduced semantic expressive capacity for aligned
generative devices in Section 4 and for CFTGs in
Section 5. We conclude with a discussion of the
practical impact of our findings (Section 6).

2 Compositional semantic construction

The Principle of Compositionality, which is
widely accepted in theoretical semantics, states
that the meaning of a natural-language expression
can be determined from the meanings of its im-
mediate subexpressions and the way in which the
subexpressions were combined. Implementations
of this principle usually assume that there is some
sort of syntax tree which describes the grammat-
ical structure of a sentence. A semantic repre-
sentation is then calculated by bottom-up evalua-
tion of this syntax tree, starting with semantic rep-
resentations of the individual words and then re-
cursively computing a semantic representation for
each node from those of its children.

2.1 Compositional mechanisms

Mechanisms for semantic composition will usu-
ally keep track of places at which semantic ar-
guments are still missing or modifiers can still
be attached. For instance, when combining the
semantic representations for “John” and “sleeps”
in a derivation of “John sleeps”, the “subject”
argument of “sleeps” is filled with the meaning
of “John”. The compositional mechanism there-
fore assigns a semantic representation to “sleeps”
which has an unfilled placeholder for the subject.

The exact nature of the placeholder depends on
the compositional mechanism. There are two ma-
jor classes in the literature. Lambda-style compo-
sitional mechanisms use a list of placeholders. For
instance, lambda calculus, as used e.g. in Mon-
tague Grammar (Montague, 1974), CCG (Steed-
man, 2001), or linear-logic-based approaches in
LFG (Dalrymple et al., 1995) might represent
“sleeps” as λx.sleep(x). Placeholders are lambda-
bound variables (here: x).

By contrast, unification-style compositional
mechanisms use names for placeholders. For ex-
ample, a simplified form of the Semantic Al-
gebra used in HPSG (Copestake et al., 2001)
might represent “sleeps” as the feature structure
[subj: 1 , sem:[pred:sleep, agent: 1 ]]. This is uni-
fied with [subj:John]. The placeholders are holes
with labels from a fixed set of argument names

d' chind

< >

em Hans

< >

es huus

< >

lönd

<o1, v>

hälfed

<o2, v>

aastriiche

<o3>
< >

<o2>
< >

<o1>
< >(a)

d' chind

< >

em Hans

< >

es huus

< >

lönd

<o1, v>

hälfed

<o2, v>

aastriiche

<o3>

<o1, o2, v>

<o1, o2, o3>

<o1, o2>

<o1>
< >(b)

Figure 1: (a) Nonprojective and (b) projective analysis.

(e.g. subj). Named placeholders are also used in
the HR algebra (Courcelle and Engelfriet, 2012)
and its derivatives, like Hyperedge Replacement
Grammars (Drewes et al., 1997; Chiang et al.,
2013) and the AM algebra (Groschwitz et al.,
2018).

2.2 Boundedness and projectivity

A fundamental difference between lambda-style
and unification-style compositional mechanisms
is in their “memory capacity”: the number of
placeholders in a lambda-style mechanism can
grow unboundedly with the length and complex-
ity of the sentence (e.g. by functional composition
of lambda terms), whereas in a unification-style
mechanism, the placeholders are fixed in advance.

There is an informal intuition that unbounded
memory is needed especially when an unbounded
number of semantic predicates can be far away
from their arguments in the sentence, and the syn-
tax formalism does not allow these predicates to
combine immediately with the arguments. For
illustration, consider the two derivations of the
following Swiss German sentence from Shieber
(1985) in Fig. 1:

(1) (dass)
(that)

(mer)
(we)

d’ chind
the-children-ACC

em Hans
Hans-DAT

es huus
the-house-ACC

lönd
let

hälfed
help

aastriiche
paint

‘(that we) let the children help Hans paint
the house’

The lexical semantic representation of each verb
comes with a placeholder for its object (o1, o2, o3)
and, in the case of “lönd” and “hälfed”, also one
for its verb complement (v). The derivation in
Fig. 1a immediately combines each verb with its
complements; the placeholders that are used at
each node never grow beyond the ones the verbs
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originally had. However, this derivation combines
verbs with nouns which are not adjacent in the
string, which is not allowed in many grammar for-
malisms. If we limit ourselves to combining only
adjacent substrings (projectively, see Fig. 1b), we
must remember the placeholders for all the verbs
at the same time if we want to obtain the correct
predicate-argument structure. Thus, the number
of placeholders grows with the length of the sen-
tence; this is only possible with a lambda-style
compositional mechanism.

There is scattered evidence in the literature
for this tension between bounded memory and
projectivity. Chiang et al. (2013) report (of a
compositional mechanism based on the HR al-
gebra, unification-style) that a bounded num-
ber of placeholders suffices to derive the graphs
in the AMR version of the Geoquery corpus,
but Groschwitz et al. (2018) find that this re-
quires non-projective derivations in 37% of the
AMRBank training data (Banarescu et al., 2013).
Approaches to semantic construction with tree-
adjoining grammar either perform semantic com-
position along the TAG derivation tree using unifi-
cation (non-projective, unification-style) (Gardent
and Kallmeyer, 2003) or along the TAG derived
tree using linear logic (projective, lambda-style)
(Frank and van Genabith, 2001). Bender (2008)
discusses the challenges involved in modeling the
predicate-argument structure of a language with
very free word order (Wambaya) with projective
syntax. While the Wambaya noun phrase does not
seem to require the projective grammar to collect
unbounded numbers of unfilled arguments as in
Fig. 1b, Bender notes that her projective analysis
still requires a more flexible handling of seman-
tic arguments than the HPSG Semantic Algebra
(unification-style) supports.

In this paper, we define a notion of semantic
expressive capacity and prove the first formal re-
sults about the relationship between projectivity
and bounded memory.

3 Formal background

Let N0 = {0, 1, . . .} be the nonnegative integers.
A signature is a finite set Σ of function symbols
f , each of which has been assigned a nonnega-
tive integer called its rank. We write Σn for the
symbols of rank n. Given a signature Σ, we say
that all constants a ∈ Σ0 are trees over Σ; further,
if f ∈ Σn and t1, . . . , tn are trees over Σ, then

f(t1, . . . , tn) is also a tree. We write TΣ for the
set of all trees over Σ. We define the height ht(t)
of a tree t = f(t1, . . . , tn) to be 1 + max ht(ti),
and ht(c) = 1 for c ∈ Σ0.

Let X /∈ Σ, and let ΣX = Σ ∪ {X} (with X
as a constant of rank 0). Then we call a tree C ∈
TΣX

a context if it contains exactly one occurrence
of X , and write CΣ for the set of all contexts. A
context can be seen as a tree with exactly one hole.
If t ∈ TΣ, we write C[t] for the tree in TΣ that is
obtained by replacing X with t.

Given a string w ∈ W ∗, we write |w|a for the
number of times that a ∈W occurs in w.

3.1 Grammars for strings and trees

We take a very general view on how semantic rep-
resentations for strings are constructed composi-
tionally. To this end, we define a notion of “gram-
mar” which encompasses more devices for de-
scribing languages than just traditional grammars,
such as transition-based parsers.

We say that a tree grammar G over the sig-
nature Σ is any finite device that defines a lan-
guage L(G) ⊆ TΣ. For instance, regular tree
grammars (Comon et al., 2007) are tree grammars,
and context-free grammars can also be seen as tree
grammars defining the language of parse trees.

We say that a string grammar G = (G, yd) over
the signature Σ and the alphabet W is a pair con-
sisting of a tree grammar G over Σ and a yield
function yd : TΣ → W ∗ which maps trees to
strings over W (Weir, 1988). A string grammar
defines a language L(G) = {yd(t) | t ∈ L(G)} ⊆
W ∗. We call the trees t ∈ L(G) derivations.

A particularly common yield function is the
function ydpr, defined as ydpr(f(t1, . . . , tn)) =
ydpr(t1) · . . . · ydpr(tn) if n > 0 and ydpr(c) = c
if c has rank 0. This yield function simply con-
catenates the words at the leaves of t. Applied
to the phrase-structure tree t in Fig. 2c, ydpr(t)
is the Swiss German sentence in (1). Context-free
grammars can be characterized as string grammars
that combine a regular tree grammar with ydpr.
By contrast, we can model tree-adjoining gram-
mars (TAG, Joshi and Schabes, 1997) by choosing
a tree grammarG that describes derivation trees as
in Fig. 2b. The yd function could then substitute
and adjoin the elementary trees as specified by the
derivation tree (see Fig. 2a) and then read off the
words from the resulting derived tree in Fig. 2c.

We say that a string grammar is projective if
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(a) (b) (d)S

NP↓ VP

lönd
NP

d' chind

VP

VP*

NP↓

hälfedNP

em Hans

VP

VP

VP*

NP↓

aastriicheNP

es huus

VP

(e)

help

AR
G

1 ARG2

paint

AR
G

1

let

AR
G

1

ARG2

<o1> <o2> <o3>

<rt>

help

AR
G1

ARG2 paint
(f)

ARG1

(c) S

lönd

NP

d' chind

VP

VP hälfed

NP

em Hans

VP

VP aastriiche

NP

es huus

VP
(→ e)

hälfed

Hans aastriiche

huus

lönd

chind (→ f)
(→ g)

Hans house

children

<rt>(g)
<rt>

help

AR
G

1 ARG2

paint

AR
G

1

let

AR
G

1

ARG2

children Hans house

Figure 2: Semantic construction with TAG: (a) TAG derivation, (b) derivation tree, (c) derived tree, (d) semantic
graph. (e) s-graph interpretations of the boxed node in (c); (f,g) s-graph interpretations at the boxed nodes in (b).

its yield function is ydpr. Context-free grammars
as construed above are clearly projective. Tree-
adjoining grammars are not projective: For in-
stance, the yield of the subtree below “aastriiche”
in Fig. 2b consists of the two separate strings “es
Huus” and “aastriiche”, which are then wrapped
around “lönd hälfed” further up in the derivation.

If the grammar is projective, then for any con-
text C there exist two strings left(C) and right(C)
such that for any tree t, yd(C[t]) = left(C) ·yd(t) ·
right(C).

3.2 Context-free tree languages

Below, we will talk about linear monadic context-
free tree grammars (LM-CFTGs; Rounds (1969),
Comon et al. (2007)). An LM-CFTG is a quadru-
ple G = (N,Σ, R, S), where N is a ranked sig-
nature of nonterminals of rank at most one, Σ is a
ranked signature of terminals, S ∈ N0 is the start
symbol, and R is a finite set of production rules of
one of the forms
• A→ t with A ∈ N0 and t ∈ TV
• A(t)→ C[t] with A ∈ N1 and C ∈ CV ,

where V = N ∪ Σ. The trees in L(G) ⊆ TΣ are
obtained by expanding S with production rules.
Nonterminals of rank zero are expanded by replac-
ing them with trees. Nonterminals of rank one
must have exactly one child in the tree; they are
replaced by a context, and the variable in the con-
text is replaced by the subtree below the child.

We can extend an LM-CFTG G to a string
grammar G = (G, ydpr). Then LM-CFTG is
weakly equivalent to TAG (Kepser and Rogers,
2011); that is, LM-CFTG and TAG generate the
same class of string languages. Intuitively, the
weakly equivalent LM-CFTG directly describes
the language of derived trees of the TAG grammar
(cf. Fig. 2c). Notice that LM-CFTG is projective.

Below, we will make crucial use of the follow-
ing pumping lemma for LM-CFTLs:

Lemma 1 (Maibaum (1978)). Let G be an LM-
CFTG. There exists a constant p ∈ N0 such that
for any t ∈ L(G) with ht(t) > p, there ex-
ists a decomposition t = C1[C2[C3[C4[t5]]]] with
ht(C2[C3[C4[X]]]) ≤ p and ht(C2) + ht(C4) > 0
such that for any i ∈ N0, C1[vi[t5]] ∈ L(G),
where we let v0 = C3 and vi+1 = C2[vi[C4[X]]].

We call p the pumping height of L(G).

3.3 The HR algebra

The specific unification-style semantic algebra we
use in this paper is the HR algebra (Courcelle and
Engelfriet, 2012). This choice encompasses much
of the recent literature on compositional semantic
parsing with graphs, based e.g. on Hyperedge Re-
placement Grammars (Chiang et al., 2013; Peng
et al., 2015; Koller, 2015) and the AM algebra
(Groschwitz et al., 2018).

The values of the HR algebra are s-graphs: di-
rected, edge-labeled graphs, some of whose nodes
may be designated as sources, written in angle
brackets. S-graphs can be combined using the
forget, rename, and merge operations. Rename
rena→b changes an a-source node into a b-source
node. Forget fa makes it so the a-source node in
the s-graph is no longer a source node. Merge ||
combines two s-graphs while unifying nodes with
the same source annotation. For instance, the s-
graphs 〈rt〉 ARG1−−→ 〈o〉 and 〈o〉 Hans are merged into
〈rt〉 ARG0−−→ 〈o〉 Hans.

The HR algebra uses operation symbols from a
ranked signature ∆ to describe s-graphs syntacti-
cally. ∆ contains symbols for merge (rank 2) and
the forget and rename operations (rank 1). It also
contains constants (symbols of rank 0) which de-
note s-graphs of the form 〈a〉 f−→ 〈b〉 and 〈a〉 f ,
where a, b are sources and f is an edge label.
Terms t ∈ T∆ over this signature evaluate recur-
sively to s-graphs JtK, as usual in an algebra. Each
instance of the HR algebra uses a fixed, finite set
of k source names which can be used in the con-
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stant s-graphs and the rename and forget opera-
tions. The class of graphs which can be expressed
as values of terms over the algebra increases with
k. We write Hk for the HR algebra with k source
names (and some set of edge labels).

Let G be an s-graph, and let G′ be a subgraph
of G, i.e. a subset of its edges. We call a node
a boundary node of G′ if it is incident both to an
edge in G′ and to an edge that is not in G′. For
instance, the s-graph in Fig. 2e is a subgraph of
the one in Fig. 2d; the boundary nodes are drawn
shaded in (d). The following lemma holds:

Lemma 2. Let G = JC[t]K be an s-graph, and let
G′ be a subgraph of G such that the s-graph JtK
contains the same edges as G′. Then every bound-
ary node in G′ is a source in JtK.

3.4 Grammars with semantic interpretations
Finally, we extend string grammars to composi-
tionally relate strings with semantic representa-
tions. Let G = (G, yd) be a string grammar. The
tree grammar G generates a language L(G) ⊆ TΣ

of trees. We will map each tree t ∈ L(G) into
a term h(t) over some algebra A over a signa-
ture ∆ using a linear tree homomorphism (LTH)
h : TΣ → T∆ (Comon et al., 2007), i.e. by compo-
sitional bottom-up evaluation. This defines a rela-
tion between strings and values of A:

REL(G, h,A) = {(yd(t), Jh(t)KA) | t ∈ L(G)}

For instance, A could be some HR algebra Hk;
then REL(G, h,Hk) will be a binary relation be-
tween strings and s-graphs. In this case, we abbre-
viate Jh(t)K as graph(t).

If we look at an entire class G of string gram-
mars and a fixed algebra, this defines a class of
such relations:

L(G,A) = {REL(G, h,A) | G ∈ G, h LTH }.

In the example in Fig. 2, we can define a linear
homomorphism h to map the derivation tree t in
(b) to a term h(t) which evaluates to the s-graph
shown in (d). At the top of this term, the s-graphs
at the “chind” and “hälfed” (f,g) nodes are com-
bined into (d) by h(lönd):

h(lönd) =〈rt〉 let

|| fo(〈rt〉 ARG1−−→ 〈o〉 || renrt→o(G(f)))

|| fo(〈rt〉 ARG2−−→ 〈o〉 || renrt→o(G(g)))

This non-projective derivation produces the s-
graph in (d) using only two sources, rt and o. By

a b b

c d d

a
a

c

b

Figure 3: The CSD graph for ((2), (1, 0), (1), (0, 0));
blocks indicated by gray boxes.

contrast, a homomorphic interpretation of the pro-
jective tree (c) has to use at least four sources, as
the intermediate result in (e) illustrates.

4 Projective cross-serial dependencies

We will now investigate the ability of projec-
tive grammar formalisms (G,Hk) to express
L(TAG,H2). We will define a relation CSD ∈
L(TAG,H2) and prove that CSD cannot be gen-
erated by projective grammar formalisms with
bounded k. We show this first for arbitrary projec-
tive G, under certain assumptions on the alignment
of words and graph edges. In Section 5, we drop
these assumptions, but focus on G = LM-CFTG.

4.1 The relation CSD

To construct CSD, consider the string language
CSDs = {AnBmCnDm | m,n ≥ 1}, where

A = {a 〈k ak 〉k | k ≥ 0},

and analogously for B,C,D. An example string
in CSDs is a〈〈aa〉〉 b〈b〉 b c〈c〉 d d. Note that k
can be chosen independently for each segment.

Every string w ∈ CSDs can be uniquely
described by m, n, and a sequence K(w) =
(K(a),K(b),K(c),K(d)) of numbers specifying
the k’s used in each segment, where K(a),K(c)

each contain n numbers and K(b),K(d) contain m
numbers. In the example, we have n = 1, m = 2,
and K(w) = ((2), (1, 0), (1), (0, 0)).

We associate a graph Gw with each string w ∈
CSDs by the construction illustrated in Fig. 3. For
each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we define the i-th a-block to be
the graph consisting of nodes u c−→ v with a further
outgoing a-edge from u. In addition, u connects
to a linear chain of K(a)

i edges with label a, and v
to a linear chain of K(c)

i c-edges. Gw consists of
a linear chain of the n a-blocks, followed by the
m b-blocks (defined analogously). We let CSD =
{(w,Gw) | w ∈ CSDs}.
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Figure 4: An derivation of ((0), (0,0), (0), (0,0)).

Note that CSD is a more intricate version of the
cross-serial dependency language. CSD can be
generated by a TAG grammar along the lines of
the one from Section 3.4, using a HR algebra with
two sources; thus CSD ∈ L(TAG,H2).

4.2 CSD with bounded blocks

The characteristic feature of CSD is that edges
which are close together in the graph (e.g. the a
and c edge in an a-block) correspond to symbols
that can be distant in the string (e.g. a and c to-
kens). Projective grammars cannot combine pred-
icates (a) and arguments (c) directly because of
their distance in the string; intuitively, they must
keep track of either the c’s or the a’s for a long
time, which cannot be done with a bounded k.

Before we go into exploiting this intuition, we
first note that its correctness depends on the details
of the construction of CSD, in particular the abil-
ity to select arbitrary and independentK(x) for the
different x ∈ {a, b, c, d}. Consider the derivation
t on the left of Fig. 4 with its projective yield
abbcdd; this is the case ((0), (0, 0), (0), (0, 0)) of
CSD, corresponding to the CSD graph G1 shown
in Fig. 4 (a). We can map t to this graph by
applying the following linear tree homomorphism
h intoH2:
h(∗1) = fs(x1 || renrt→s(x2)) h(∗0) = x1
h(b) = d←− b〈rt〉 −→ 〈s〉 h(b!) = d←− b〈rt〉
h(a) = c←− a〈rt〉 −→ 〈s〉

A derivation of the form ∗0(t1, t2) evaluates to the
same graph as t1; the graph value of t2 is ignored.
Thus if we assume that the subtree of t for cdd
evaluates to some arbitrary graphG0, the complete
derivation t evaluates to G1. Some intermediate
results are shown on the right of Fig. 4.

If we let CSD0 be the subset of CSD where all
K(x) are zero, we can generalize this construction
into an LM-CFTG which generates CSD0. Thus,

CSD0 can be generated by a projective grammar
that is interpreted into H2. But note that the
derivation in Fig. 4 is unnatural in that the symbols
in the string are not generated by the same deriva-
tion steps that generate the graph nodes that intu-
itively correspond to them; for instance, the graphs
generated for the d tokens are completely irrele-
vant. Below, we prevent unnatural constructions
like this in two ways. We will first assume that
string symbols and graph nodes must be aligned
(Thm. 1). Then we will assume that the K(x) can
be arbitary, which allows us to drop the alignment
assumption (Thm. 2).

4.3 k-distant trees
Let R ⊇ CSD0 be some relation containing at
least the string-graph pairs of CSD0, e.g. CSD it-
self. Assume that R is generated by a projec-
tive grammar (G, h) with G = (G, ydpr) and a
fixed number k of sources, i.e. we have R =
REL(G, h,Hk). We will prove a contradiction.

Given a pair (w,Gw) ∈ R, we say that two
edges e, f in Gw are equivalent, e ≡ f , if they be-
long to the same block. We call a derivation tree
t ∈ T = L(G) k-distant if t has a subtree t′ such
that we can find k edges e1, . . . , ek ∈ graph(t′)
with ei 6≡ ej for all i 6= j and k further edges
e′1, . . . , e

′
k ∈ Gw\ graph(t′) such that ei ≡ e′i for

all i. For such trees, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3. A k-distant tree has a subtree t′ such
that graph(t′) has at least k sources.
Proof. Let BKi be the i-th block in Gw; we let
1 ≤ i ≤ m + n and do not distinguish between
a- and b-blocks. Let t′ be the subtree of t claimed
by the definition of distant trees. For each i, let
E′i = BKi ∩ graph(t′) be the edges in the i-th
block generated by t′, and let Ei = BKi\E′i.

By definition,Ei andE′i are both non-empty for
at least k blocks. Each of these blocks is weakly
connected, and thus contains at least one node ui
which is incident both to an edge in Ei and in E′i.
This node is a boundary node of graph(t′). Be-
cause u1, . . . , uk are all distinct, it follows from
Lemma 2 that graph(t′) has at least k sources.

We also note the following lemma about deriva-
tions of projective string grammars, which fol-
lows from the inability of projective grammars
to combine distant tokens. We write Sep =
{a/c, c/a, b/d, d/b}.
Lemma 4. Let G = (G, yd) be a projective string
grammar. For any r ∈ N0 there exists s ∈ N0 such
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that any t ∈ L(G) with yd(t) ∈ a∗bscsd∗ has a
subtree t′ such that yd(t′) contains r occurrences
of x and no occurrences of y, for some x/y ∈ Sep.

4.4 Projectivity and alignments
A consequence of Lemma 3 is that if certain
string-graph pairs in CSD0 can only be expressed
with k+1-distant trees, then R (which contains
these pairs as well) is not in L(G,Hk), because
Hk only admits k sources.

However, as we saw in Section 4.2, pairs in
CSD0 can have unexpected projective derivations
which make do with a low number of sources.
So let’s assume for now that the string grammar
G and the tree homomorphism h produce tokens
and edge labels that fit together. Let us call G, h
aligned if for all constants c ∈ Σ0, graph(c) is a
graph containing a single edge with label yd(c).
The derivation in Fig. 4 cannot be generated by
an aligned grammar because the graph for the to-
ken b contains a d-edge. We write L↔(G,A) =
{REL(G, h,A) | G ∈ G and G, h aligned} for the
class of string-semantics relations which can be
generated with aligned grammars.

Under this assumption, it is easy to see that any
relation including CSD0 (hence, CSD) cannot be
expressed with a projective grammar.

Theorem 1. Let G be any class of projective
string grammars and R ⊇ CSD0. For any k,
R 6∈ L↔(G,Hk).

Proof. Assume that there is a G = (G, ydpr) ∈
G and an LTH h such that R = REL(G, h,Hk).
Given k, choose s ∈ N0 such that every tree t ∈
T = L(G) with yd(t) = asbscsds has a subtree
t′ such that yd(t′) contains k + 1 occurrences of
x and no occurrences of y, for some x/y ∈ Sep.
Such an s exists according to Lemma 4. We can
choose t such that (yd(t), graph(t)) ∈ CSD0.

Because G, h are aligned, graph(t′) contains no
y-edge and at least k + 1 x-edges. Each of these
x-edges is non-equivalent to all the others, and
equivalent to a y-edge in graph(t)\ graph(t′), so
t is k+1-distant. It follows from Lemma 3 that
graph(t′) has k+1 sources, in contradiction to the
assumption that G, h uses only k sources.

5 Expressive capacity of LM-CFTG

Thm. 1 is a powerful result which shows that CSD
cannot be generated by any device for generating
projective derivations using bounded placeholder

memory – if we can assume that tokens and edges
are aligned. We will now drop this assumption and
prove that CSD cannot be generated using a fixed
set of placeholders using LM-CFTG, regardless of
alignment. The basic proof idea is to enforce a
weak form of alignment through the interaction of
the pumping lemma with very long x-chains. The
result is remarkable in that LM-CFTG and TAG
are weakly equivalent; they only differ in whether
they must derive the strings projectively or not.

Theorem 2. CSD 6∈ L(LM-CFTG,Hk), for any
k.

5.1 Asynchronous derivations
Assume that CSD = REL(G, h,Hk), for some
k, with G = (G, yd) an LM-CFTG. Proving that
this is a contradiction hinges on a somewhat tech-
nical concept of asynchronous derivations, which
have to do with how the nodes generating edge la-
bels such as a are distributed over a derivation tree.
We prove that all asynchronous derivations of cer-
tain elements of CSD are distant (Lemma 5), and
that all LM-CFTG derivations of CSD are asyn-
chronous (Lemma 6), which proves Thm. 2.

In what follows, Let T = L(G). let us write
for any tree or context t and symbol x, ntx as a
shorthand for | yd(t)|x, etx for the number of x-
edges in graph(t) andmt

x for the maximum length
of a string in x∗ which is also substring of yd(t).

Definition 1 (x, y, l-asynchronous derivation). Let
x/y ∈ Sep, l > 0, t ∈ T, We call t an x, y, l-
asynchronous derivation iff there is a decomposi-
tion t = C[t′] such that

et
′
y ≥ nty − ntxl −mt

y

et
′
x ≤ ntxl +mt

x(l + 1).

We call the pair (C, t′) an x, y, l-asynchronous
split of t.

Lemma 5. For any k, l > 0, there is a pair
ok,l = (wk,l, Gk,l) ∈ CSD such that every x, y, l-
asynchronous t with ok,l = (yd(t), graph(t)) is k-
distant.

Proof. For x ∈ {a, b, c, d} and m ∈ N0, let x(m)

denote the word 〈m xm 〉m. Let r = s = 3l+k+1
and ok,l = (wk,l, Gk,l) be the unique element of
CSD such that

wk,l = (aa(s))r(bb
(s)

)r(cc(s))r(dd
(s)

)r.

Let t be an a, c, l-asynchronous derivation of
ok,l; other choices of x/y ∈ Sep are analogous.
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By definition, we can split t = C[t′] such that
graph(t′) has at most qa = lr+(l+1)s = (2l+1)s
a-edges and at least qc = rs−rl−s = (2l+k+1)s
c-edges. Notice first that graph(t′) contains at
most 2l + 1 different complete a-blocks of Gk,l,
because each a-block contains s a-edges. Having
2l + 2 of them would require (2l + 2)s a-edges,
which is more than the qa a-edges that graph(t′)
can contain.

Next, consider 2l + k distinct a-blocks of Gk,l.
These blocks contain a total of (2l + k)s < (2l +
k + 1)s = qc c-edges. Hence, the c-edges of
graph(t′) cannot be contained within only 2l + k
distinct blocks.

So we can find at least 2l + k + 1 c-edges
in graph(t′) which are pairwise non-equivalent.
There are at least k edges among these which are
equivalent to an edge in Gk,l \ graph(t′), because
graph(t′) contains at most l complete a-blocks of
Gk,l. Thus, t is k-distant.

5.2 LM-CFTG derivations are asynchronous

So far, we have not used the assumption that T
is an LM-CFTL. We will now exploit the pump-
ing lemma to show that all derivation trees of an
LM-CFTG for CSD must be asynchronous.

Lemma 6. If T is an LM-CFTL, then there exists
l0 ∈ N0 such that for every t ∈ T, there exists
x/y ∈ Sep such that t is x, y, l0-asynchronous.

We prove this lemma by appealing to a class of
derivation trees in which predicate and argument
tokens are generated in separate parts.

Definition 2 (x, y, l-separated derivation). Let
x/y ∈ Sep. A tree t ∈ T∆ is x, y, l-separated if we
can write t = Cx[C0[ty]] such that | yd(ty)|x = 0
and | yd(Cx)|y = 0 and | yd(C0)|x ≤ l. The
triple (Cx, C0, ty) is called an l-separation of t.
We call an l-separation minimal if there is no other
l-separation of t with a smaller C0.

Intuitively, we can use the pumping lemma to
systematically remove some contexts from a t ∈
T. From the shape of CSD, we can conclude
certain alignments between the strings and graphs
generated by these contexts and establish bounds
on the number of x- and y-edges generated by the
lower part of a separated derivation. The full proof
is in the appendix; we sketch the main ideas here.

Let p denote the pumping height of T. There is
a maximal number of string tokens and edges that
a context of height at most p can generate under

a given yield and homomorphism. We call this
number l0 in the rest of the proof.
Lemma 7. For t ∈ T, let rty be the length of the
maximal substring of yd(t) consisting in only y-
tokens and containing the rightmost occurrence of
y in yd(t). If t is x, y, l0-separated, there exists
a minimal x, y, l0-separation Dx[D0[ty]] of t such
that, letting t0 = D0[ty], et0y ≥ nty − ntxl0 − rty.

Moreover, for any x, y, l0-separation t =
Ex[E0[t1y]], letting t1 = E0[t1y], e

t1
x ≤ nt1x + ntxl0.

Proof (sketch). Both statements must be
achieved in separated inductions on the height
of t, although they mostly follow similar steps.
We therefore focus here only on the crucial
parts of the (slightly trickier) bound on et0y . Let
Dx[D0[ty]] be a minimal x, y, l0-separation of t
and t0 = D0[ty].

Base Case If ht(t) ≤ p, we have nty ≤ l0. We
also have ntx > 0, so nty − ntxl0 − rty ≤ 0 ≤ et0ȳ .

Induction step If h(t) > p, we apply
Lemma 1 to t to yield a decomposition t =
C1[C2[C3[C4[t5]]]], where t′ = C1[C3[t5]] ∈ T,
ht(t′) < ht(t) and ht(C2[[C3]C4]) ≤ p. We first
observe that t′ is x, y, l0-separated. By induction,
there exists a minimal separation t′ = Cx[C0[t′y]]

with t′0 = C0[t′y] validating the bound on et
′
0
y . Be-

cause of pumping considerations, we need to dis-
tinguish only three configurations of C2 and C4.
We present only the most difficult case here.

In this case C2 and C4 generate only one kind
of bar symbol, y, and brackets. One needs to ex-
amine all possible ways C2, C4 and t0 may over-
lap. We detail the reasoning in the case where t0
does not overlap with C2 or C4. Then, since all
y-tokens are generated by t0, projectivity of the
yield and the definition of CSD impose that the
generated y-tokens contribute to the rightmost y-
chain i.e. rty = rt

′
y + n

C2[C4]
y . Hence et0y ≥ e

t′0
y ≥

nty − n
C2[C4]
y + ntxl0 − rt0y + n

C2[C4]
y .

Lemma 8. For any t ∈ T, if t is x, y, l0-separated
then t is x, y, l0-asynchronous.
Proof. By Lemma 7 there is a minimal x, y, l0-
separation t = Dx[D0[ty]] such that, for t0 =
D0[ty], the bound on et0y and the bound on et0x both
obtain. Observe that rty ≤ mt

y by definition, and
since t0 generates at most l0 x-tokens, by projec-
tivity it generates at most (l0+1)mt

x x-tokens (one
sequence ofmt

x between each occurrence of x and
the next, plus possibly one before the first and one
after the last). Thus t is x, y, l0-asynchronous.
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Lemma 9. For any t ∈ T, t is x, y, l0-separated
for some x/y ∈ Sep.

Proof (sketch). The proof proceeds by induction
on the height of t.

If ht(t) ≤ p, then | yd(t)|z ≤ l0 for any z ∈
{a, b, c, d}, hence t is trivially x, y, l0-separated
for some x/y ∈ Sep.

If h(t) > p, Lemma 1 yields a decomposition
t = C1[C2[C3[C4[t5]]]], where t′ = C1[C3[t5]] ∈
T, ht(t′) < ht(t) and ht(C2[C3[C4]]) ≤ p. By
induction t′ is x, y, l0-separated for some x/y ∈
Sep. Let us assume x/y = a/c, other cases are
analoguous. The challenge is to conclude to the
x, y, l separation of t, after reinsertion of C2 and
C4 in t′.

If C2 and C4 generate no a- or c-token, the dis-
tribution of a- and c-tokens in the tree is not af-
fected, hence t is a, c, l0-separated. Otherwise,
due to pumping considerations, we need to distin-
guish three possible configurations regarding the
shape of the yields of C2 and C4. We present one
here, see the appendix for the others; they are in
the same spirit.

We consider the case where left(C2) contains
some a-token and no b, c, d-tokens, and yd(C4)
contains some c-token. Assume left(C4) contains
some c. It follows that all b-tokens are generated
by C3. So t has less than l0 b-tokens, by defini-
tion of CSD it has then also less than l0 d-tokens,
so (C1, C2[C3[C4]], t5) is a d, b, l0-separation. As-
sume now that right(C4) contains some c. It fol-
lows that t5 generate no d-token and C1 gener-
ate no b-token. Hence (C1, C2[C3[C4]], t5) is a
b, d, l0-separation.

This concludes the proof of Lemma 6 and Thm. 2.

6 Conclusion

We have established a notion of expressive capac-
ity in compositional semantic parsing. We have
proved that non-projective grammars can express
sentence-meaning relations with bounded memory
that projective ones cannot. This answers an old
question in the design of compositional systems:
assuming projective syntax, lambda-style com-
positional mechanisms can be more expressive
than unification-style ones, which have bounded
“memory” for unfilled arguments.

From a theoretical perspective, the stronger re-
sult of this paper is perhaps Thm. 2, which shows
without further assumptions that weakly equiva-
lent grammar formalisms can differ in their se-

mantic expressive capacity. However, Thm. 1 may
have a clearer practical impact on the development
of compositional semantic parsers. Consider, for
instance, the case of CCG, a lexicalized grammar
formalism that has been widely used in seman-
tic parsing (Bos, 2008; Artzi et al., 2015; Lewis
et al., 2016). While a potentially infinite set of
syntactic categories can be used in the parses of
a single CCG grammar, CCG derivations are still
projective in our sense. Thus, if one assumes that
derivations should be aligned (which is natural for
a lexicalized grammar), Thm. 1 implies that CCG
with lambda-style semantic composition is more
semantically expressive than with unification-style
composition. Indeed, lambda-style compositional
mechanisms are the dominant approach in CCG
(Steedman, 2001; Baldridge and Kruijff, 2002;
Artzi et al., 2015).

Furthermore, under the alignment assumptions
of Section 4, no unification-style compositional
mechanism can describe string-meaning relations
like CSD. This includes neural models. For in-
stance, most transition-based parsers (Nivre, 2008;
Andor et al., 2016; Dyer et al., 2016) are projec-
tive, in that the parsing operations can only con-
catenate two substrings on the top of the stack if
they are adjacent in the string. Such transition sys-
tems can therefore not be extended to transition-
based semantic parsers (Damonte et al., 2017)
without (a) losing expressive capacity, (b) giving
up compositionality, (c) adding mechanisms for
non-projectivity (Gómez-Rodrı́guez et al., 2018),
or (d) using a lambda-style semantic algebra. Thus
our result clarifies how to build an effective and
accurate semantic parser.

We have focused on whether a grammar formal-
ism is projective or not, while holding the seman-
tic algebra fixed. In the future, it would be inter-
esting to explore how a unification-style composi-
tional mechanism can be converted to a lambda-
style mechanism with unbounded placeholders.
This would allow us to specify and train semantic
parsers using such abstractions, while benefiting
from the efficiency of projective parsers.
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A Details of the proof of Theorem 1

Lemma 4. Let G = (G, yd) be a projective string
grammar. For any r ∈ N0 there exists s ∈ N0 such
that any t ∈ L(G) with yd(t) ∈ a∗bscsd∗ has a
subtree t′ such that yd(t′) contains r occurrences
of x and no occurrences of y, for some x/y ∈ Sep.

Proof. Depending on yd, one can always choose
s > r such that any t with | yd(t)| > 2s has at
least one strict subtree t′ with | yd(t′)| ≥ 2r.

The lemma follows by induction over the height
of t. It is trivially true for height 1. For the induc-
tion step, consider that w′ = yd(t′) must have at
least r occurrences of some letter because of pro-
jectivity and the shape of yd(t); assume it is a,
the other cases are analogous. If w′ has no occur-
rences of c, we are done. Otherwise, by projec-
tivity, w′ contains all the b’s, i.e. w′ ∈ a∗bsc+d∗.
In this case, either w′ contains s > r occurrences
of b and no occurrences of d, in which case we
are again done. Or it contains an occurrence of d;
then w′ ∈ a∗bscsd∗ is in the shape required by the
lemma, and we can apply the induction hypothesis
to identify a subtree t′′ of t′ with r occurrences of
some x and none of the corresponding y; and t′′ is
also a subtree of t.

B Details of the proof of Theorem 2

In all of the following, we assume that for some
k ∈ N0 we have CSD = REL(G, h,Hk), where
G = (G, yd) is an LM-CFTG (hence projective,
i.e. yd = ydpr). We let T = L(G) and p be the
pumping height of T.

B.1 Terminology
Let us extend the domain of yd to contexts: for a
context C, we let yd(C) = left(C) · right(C).

We say that a string s is balanced if, for any z ∈
{a, b, c, d} and any position i in s such that si = z
there are two encompassing positions k ≤ i ≤ l
such that s[k,l] ∈ {〈nz〉n | n ∈ N0}. We say that a
tree or a context is balanced if its yield is balanced.
By construction, all trees of T are balanced.

For t ∈ T, a pumping decomposition of t
is a 5-tuple (C1, C2, C3, C4, t5), consisting in
4 contexts C1-C4 and one tree t5 such that
t = C1[C2[C3[C4[t5]]]], ht(C2[C3[C4]]) ≤ p,
ht(C2) + ht(C4) > 0 and for any i ∈ N0,
C1[vi[t5]] ∈ T, where we let v0 = C3 and
vi+1 = C2[vi[C4[X]]].

B.2 Pumping considerations
Lemma 10. Let t ∈ T with ht(t) > p,
and consider a pumping decomposition t =
C1[C2[C3[C4[t5]]]]. Let s = left(C2) · left(C4) ·
right(C4) · right(C2) = yd(C2[C4]). The two fol-
lowing propositions obtain:
• For any (x, y) ∈ {(a, c), (b, d)}, |s|x = |s|y.
• Let t′ = C1[C3[t5]]. For u ∈ T∆ and z ∈
{a, b, c, d, a, b, c, d} let euz denote the number
of z-edges in graph(u). It holds for any z ∈
{a, b, c, d, a, b, c, d} that etz = et

′
z + |s|z .

Proof. Let (x, y) ∈ {(a, c), (b, d)}. t ∈ T so
yd(t) ∈ CSDs which entails

| yd(t)|x = | yd(t)|y. (1)

since t′ ∈ T by construction, we have
〈yd(t′), graph(t′)〉 ∈ CSD. From there

| yd(t′)|x = | yd(t′)|y. (2)

But | yd(t)|x,y = | yd(t′)|x,y+|s|x,y. Plugging this
into (1) yields

| yd(t′)|x + |s|x = | yd(t′)|y + |s|y.
Simplifying using (2) we find |s|x = |s|y which
establishes the first point. For the second point, we
have from 〈yd(t), graph(t)〉 ∈ CSD and by defini-
tion of CSD etz = | yd(t)|z = | yd(t′)|z+|s|z . Sim-
ilarily since 〈yd(t′), graph(t′)〉 ∈ CSD we have
et
′
z = | yd(t′)|z . Hence etz = et

′
z + |s|z .

We will now present a pair of lemmas stat-
ing, in formal terms, that decompositions t =
C1[C2[C3[C4[t5]]]] provided by the pumping
lemma all fall within a small number of config-
urations:
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• First, in the case where the ’pumpable’ con-
texts C2 and C4 generate only ‘bar’ tokens
and brackets in {a, b, c, d, 〈, 〉}∗, we show
that yd(C2) ∈ {〈, 〉}∗, so that only C4 is
actually pumping ‘bar’ tokens of some kind.
Moreover, t5 generates only ’bar’ tokens and
brackets as well.
• Second, we explore the alternative, where

the ’pumpable’ contexts generate some of the
‘core’ tokens in {a, b, c, d}, say – for the
sake of this informal presentation – some a-
tokens. By lemma 10, they must generate as
many c-tokens, for which we can again dis-
tinguish three possible configurations: 1. a’s
and c’s are respectively generated on differ-
ent sides of a single context (C2 and/or C4),
but then neither C2 nor C4 generate any b or
d-tokens. 2. C2 generate both a and d-tokens
(on the left and right sides respectively) and
no b and c-tokens, while C4 ensures genera-
tion of corresponding b and c-tokens (on the
left and right sides respectively). 3. Or else,
one of C2, C4 generates the a-tokens and no
c,b or d while the other generates the corre-
sponding c-tokens and no a, b or d.

Below follows the formal presentation of these
lemmas:

Lemma 11. Let t ∈ T with ht(t) > p,
and consider a pumping decomposition t =
C1[C2[C3[C4[t5]]]] such that for all z ∈
{a, b, c, d}, | yd(C2[C4])|z = 0. There is x ∈
{a, b, c, d} such that all of the following holds:

1. yd(C2) ∈ {〈, 〉}∗ and yd(C4) ∈ {〈, x, 〉}∗.
2. Either left(C4) ∈ {x}∗ and | left(C3)|z =

0 for any z ∈ {a, b, c, d}, or symmetrically,
right(C4) ∈ {x}∗ and | right(C3)|z = 0 for
any z ∈ {a, b, c, d}.

3. | yd(t5)|z = 0 for any z ∈ {a, b, c, d}
Proof. First point: Let s = left(C1) and n0 =
|s|〈. Let y ∈ {a, b, c, d} and assume y ∈
left(C2). Pumping C2-C4 n0 + 1-times yields
a tree tn0+1 ∈ T such that s · left(C2)n0+1 is
a prefix of yd(tn0+1). We thus see that tn0+1

is not balanced, which is in contradiction with
tn0+1 ∈ T. A symmetric argument establishes
that y /∈ right(C2).

Assume now that there are two distinct x, y ∈
{a, b, c, d} such that x ∈ yd(C4) and y ∈ yd(C4).
Notice that, since C4 does not contain non-bar to-
kens, if x and y occur on the same side of C4

(for instance left(C4) = 〈x〉〈y〉) then t /∈ T be-

cause no string in CSDS admits left(C4) as a sub-
string, whereas yd(t) does. So x and y must oc-
cur on distinct sides. It follows that C4 does not
generate tokens in {〈, 〉} either: if for instance
left(C4) = u · 〈 · x · v for some strings u and v in
{x〈, 〉}∗, u·〈·x·v ·u·〈·x·v would be a substring of
C1[C2[C2[C3[C4[C4[t5]]]]]] ∈ T which again is a
contradiction. Let now n1 = | yd(t5)|〉. Pumping
C2-C4 n1 + 1 times yields a tree tn1+1 ∈ T with
a substring of the form xn1+1 yd(t5)yn1+1 (up to
x/y symmetry) which cannot be balanced, yield-
ing a final contradiction.

Second point: yd(C4) /∈ {〈, 〉}∗, because oth-
erwise pumping C2 and C4 more times than the
maximum number of occurrences of a bar to-
ken in yd(t) would yield an unbalanced tree. So
there is a x such that x ∈ left(C4) or x ∈
right(C4). Assume for contradiction that any dif-
ferent token occurs on the same side of C4 then
C1[C2[C2[C3[C4[C4[t5]]]]]] ∈ T contains a sub-
string that cannot be found in any string of CSD
yielding a contradiction. So left(C4) ∈ {x}∗ or
right(C4) ∈ {x}∗. Assume left(C4) ∈ {x}∗, the
other case is symmetric. Assume for contradiction
that | left(C3)|z > 0 for some z ∈ {a, b, c, d}. Let
n2 = | yd(C3)|〈. Pumping C2-C4 n2 + 1 times
yields a tree tn2+1 ∈ T such that (by projectivity)
yd(tn2+1) has a substring of the form z · u · xn2+1

where |u|〈 ≤ n2. Hence tn2+1 ∈ T is not bal-
anced, yielding a contradiction.

Third point: Assume for contradiction that
| yd(t5)|z > 0. Assume that left(C4) ∈ {x}∗, the
case right(C4) ∈ {x}∗ is symmetric, and point 2
ensures that these two cases are exhaustive. Let
n3 = |t5|〉 and consider the tree tn3+1 ∈ T ob-
tained by pumping C2-C4 n3 + 1 times. By pro-
jectivity, yd(tn3+1) has a substring of the form
xk ·u · z · v with k ≥ n3 + 1 and |u|〉 ≤ n3. Hence
tn3+1 is not balanced and tn3+1 /∈ T, yielding a
contradiction.

Lemma 12. let t ∈ T with ht(t) > p,
and consider a pumping decomposi-
tion t = C1[C2[C3[C4[t5]]]]. Let
(x, y,X, Y ) ∈ {(a, c, A,C), (b, d,B,D)}
such that | yd(C2[C4])|x 6= 0. One of the
following obtains:

1. For some (i, j) ∈ {(2, 4), (4, 2)}, left(Ci) ∈
X+, right(Ci) ∈ Y +, left(Cj) ∈ X∗ and
right(Cj) ∈ Y ∗.

2. left(C2) ∈ A+, right(C2) ∈ D+, left(Cj) ∈
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B+ and right(Cj) ∈ C+.
3. Either left(C2) ∈ X+, right(C2) = ε and

left(C4) · right(C4) ∈ Y +, or symmetrically
left(C2) = ε, right(C2) ∈ Y + and left(C4) ·
right(C4) ∈ X+.

Proof. All these observations follow easily from
the first point of Lemma 10 (governing the rela-
tive number of occurrences of a, c-tokens on one
hand and b, d-tokens on the other hand), projectiv-
ity, and the following observation: only one side
of C2 or C4 cannot generate two different kinds of
tokens in {a, b, c, d} or be unbalanced. Otherwise
pumping would (from projectivity) ensure that the
resulting tree has a substring of a shape impossible
for CSD (for example, if both a and b-tokens occur
on the same side of C2, pumping once produces a
substring a · u · b · v · a · u · b · v).

B.3 Separation
Lemma 13. Let t = C1[C2[C3[C4[t5]]]] ∈ T and
t′ = C1[C3[t5]] ∈ T. If t is x, y, l-separated then
so is t′.

Proof. Consider an x, y, l-separation of t: t =
Dx[D0[ty]]. Let Cx, C0 and t′y be respectively
obtained by removing all nodes from C2 or C4

from Dx, D0 and ty. One easily checks that
t′ = Cx[C0[t′y]].

Moreover, | yd(Cx)|y ≤ | yd(Dx)|y = 0,
| yd(C0)|x ≤ | yd(D0)|x ≤ l and | yd(t′y)|x ≤
| yd(ty)|x = 0. Hence t′ is x, y, l-separated.

B.4 Minimality argument
Lemma 14. Let t = C1[C2[C3[C4[t5]]]] ∈ T
and t′ = C1[C3[t5]] ∈ T such that t is x, y, l-
separated. By Lemma 13, t′ is separated. Let
Dx[D0[ty]] be a minimal separation of t and
Cx[C0[t′y]] be a minimal separation of t′. D0[ty]
contains all nodes of C0[t′y].

Proof. Assume for contradiction that a node π
of C0 is not in D0. It must then be in Dx or
ty. Assume that it is in Dx, the case where it
is in ty is analoguous. Since π is not in D0,
there is a non-trivial subcontext D′x of Dx rooted
at π, i.e. Dx = D′′x[D′x] with ht(D′x) > 0.
Let C ′′x , C

′
x be obtained by removing all nodes

from C2 or C4 from D′′x and D′x respectively.
By definition of Dx, | yd(D′′x[D′x])|y = 0, hence
| yd(C ′′x [C ′x])|y = 0. Further observe that we have
Cx[C0] = C ′′x [C ′x[C ′0]] for some subcontext C ′0
of C0. Since π is not in C2 or C4, ht(C ′x) > 0

thus ht(C ′0) < ht(C0). But letting Ex = C ′′x [C ′x],
Ex[C ′0[t′y]] is then an x, y, l-separation of t which
contredicts the assumed minimality of Cx[C0[t′y]].

B.5 Inductive bounds
For any tree or context t and symbol x, let us write
ntx as a shorthand for | yd(t)|x, etx for the number
of x-edges generated by t and rtx the length of the
rightmost maximal substring of yd(t) consisting in
only x-tokens (more formally, rtx = |s|x, where s
is the unique substring such that yd(t) = u · s · v
where s ∈ x∗, if u is non empty its last token is
not x, and |v|x = 0).

There is a maximal number of string tokens and
edges that a context of height at most p can gen-
erate under the considered yield and homomor-
phism. We call l0 this number and focus from now
on l0-separated and l0-asynchronous derivations.

Below are the proofs of the two statements of
Lemma 7 of the main paper (respectively, 7-1 and
7-2).

Lemma 7-1. If t ∈ T is x, y, l0-separated and
t = Dx[D0[ty]] is an x, y, l0-separation of t, then
for t0 = D0[ty] we have

et0x ≤ nt0x + ntxl0. (x bound)

Proof. We prove the result by induction over the
pair (ht(t0), ht(t)) (with lexicographic ordering).

Base Case Assume ht(t0) ≤ p. Then et0 ≤ l0.
Since yd(t) ∈ CSDs, ntx > 0, thus nt0x +ntxl0 ≥ l0
which ensures the bound.

Induction step If h(t0) > p then h(t) ≥
h(t0) > p. We apply Lemma 1 to t to yield
a decomposition t = C1[C2[C3[C4[t5]]]], where
t′ = C1[C3[t5]] ∈ T, ht(t′) < ht(t) and
ht(C2[C3[C4]]]) ≤ p. Notice that t0 cannot over-
lap with C2[C3[C4] without overlapping with C1

or t5 as well, for otherwise h(t0) ≤ p.
As in the proof of Lemma 13, letting Cx, C0, t

′
y

be obtained by removing all nodes from C2 and
C4 from Dx, D0 and ty respectively, we obtain an
x, y, l-separation t′ = Cx[C0[t′y]]. We let t′0 =
C0[t′y] and distinguish between possible configu-
rations for C2 and C4:

Case 0 If neither C2 or C4 generate any x-
token, we find by induction

e
t′0
x ≤ n

t′0
x + nt

′
x l0.

Moreover, we have et
′
0
x = et0x , nt

′
0
x = nt0x and nt

′
x ≤

ntx which concludes.
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Case 1 In this case Lemma 11 applies i.e. C2

and C4 generate only some z-tokens and brackets.
The only subcase not already covered by Case 0 is
the one where z = x. Notice that nt

′
x = ntx. By

induction,
e
t′0
x ≤ n

t′0
x + nt

′
x l0.

If t0 does not overlap with C2 or C4, we have
e
t′0
x = et0x and nt

′
0
x = nt0x which ensures the bound.

Otherwise t0 overlaps with C4. If all nodes of
t0 are contained in C4[t5], then by Lemma 11, t0
generate no y-token. By separation, neither does
t which contradicts t ∈ CSD. Hence t0 con-
tains all nodes of C4. Then by lemma 11 again,
n
C2[C4]
x = nC4

x , hence nt0x = n
t′0
x + n

C2[C4]
x and

et0x ≤ e
t′0
x + n

C2[C4]
x which yields

et0x ≤ e
t′0
x + n

C2[C4]
x ≤ nt0x + ntxl0.

Case 2 In this case Lemma 12 applies and at
least one of C2-C4 generate some token z ∈
{a, b, c, d}. The only subcase not already dealt
with in Case 0 is the one where we can set z = x.
We thus get inductively:

e
t′0
x ≤ n

t′0
x + nt

′
x l0.

Since C2 or C4 generate at least some x-token, we
have ntx ≥ nt

′
x + 1. Moreover et0x ≤ e

t′0
x + l0 since

C2[C4] generate at most l0 x-edges, and nt0x ≥
n
t′0
x . So we have et0x ≤ n

t′0
x +nt

′
x l0+l0 ≤ nt0x +ntxl0

concluding the proof.

Lemma 7-2. If t ∈ T is x, y, l0-separated
then t there exists a minimal x, y, l0-separation
Dx[D0[ty]] of t is such that, letting t0 = D0[ty],
we have

et0y ≥ nty − ntxl0 − rty (y bound)

Proof. We prove the result by induction over the
height of t.
t is x, y, l0-separated so let us consider

Dx[D0[ty]] a minimal x, y, l0-separation of t. Let
t0 = D0[ty].

Base Case Assume ht(t) ≤ p. Then. nty ≤ l0.
Since yd(t) ∈ CSDs, ntx > 0. Moreover, 0 ≤ et0y
and nty ≤ l0. So nty − ntxl0 − rty ≤ 0 ≤ et0ȳ which
ensures the bound.

Induction step If h(t) > p, we apply
Lemma 1 to t to yield a decomposition t =
C1[C2[C3[C4[t5]]]], where t′ = C1[C3[t5]] ∈ T,
ht(t′) < ht(t) and ht(C2[C3[C4]]) ≤ p. By

Lemma 13, t′ is x, y, l0-separated. We let t′ =
Cx[C0[t′y]] be a minimal separation of t′ verifying
the bound and t′0 = C0[t′y]. In other words, we
have:

e
t′0
y ≥ nt

′
y − nt

′
x l0 − rt

′
y . (3)

By Lemma 14, t0 = D0[ty] contains all nodes
of t′0. We distinguish cases according to Lem-
mas 11 and 12.

Case 1 Consider first the case where Lemma 11
applies i.e. C2 and C4 generate only one kind of
bar token, z, and brackets. We now distinguish
cases depending on the value of z. Before this, we
emphasize that in all subcases it holds that ntx =
nt
′
x .
subcase i) z 6= y. Since all nodes of t′0 are

contained in t0, we have et0x ≥ e
t′0
x . Since C2 and

C4 generate no y-token, we have nty = nt
′
y and

rty = rt
′
y . Injecting into inequation (3) concludes.

subcase ii) z = y. We distinguish the differ-
ent possible overlap of C2 and C4 with t0. No-
tice first that, by minimality, if any Ci, i ∈ {2, 4}
overlaps with t0 then t0 contains all nodes of Ci,
for otherwise we would have D0 = D′0[D′′0 ] with
D′0 a subcontext of Ci such that ht(D′0 > 0), and
in that case (Dx[D′0], D′′0 , ty) would be a smaller
x, y, l-separation of t sinceCi (henceD′0) does not
generate y-tokens.

Hence, in the case where t0 overlaps with C2,
t0 contains all nodes of C2 and C4. Since t0 also
contains all nodes of t′0, et0 ≥ et

′
0 + eC2[C4] =

et
′
0 + nty − nt

′
y . Moreover, rty ≥ rt

′
y . We can then

conclude using inequation 3.
Consider now the case where t0 does not over-

lap withC2 orC4. Since all y-tokens are generated
by t0, projectivity of the yield and the definition
of CSD impose that rty = rt

′
y + n

C2[C4]
y . We fur-

ther have et0y ≥ e
t′0
y , and injecting into inequation 3

yields et0y ≥ nty − n
C2[C4]
y + ntxl0 − rt0y + n

[C2[C4]
y

which simplifies into the desired y bound.
Finally, in the case where C2 does not overlap

with t0 but C4 does, all nodes of C2 are contained
in Dx and all nodes of C4 are contained in t0. We
must then have | yd(C3)|y > 0. Otherwise, there
would exist an x, y, l-separation Ex[E0[ty]] with
Ex = C1[C2[C3[C4]]], and ht(E0) < ht(D0). As-
sume | yd(C3)|x > 0. Lemma 11, point 2, ensures
that | left(C3)|x,y = 0 or | right (C3)|x,y = 0. As-
sume | right(C3)|x,y = 0 (the other case is sym-
metric). We then have both a x and a y gen-
erated on the left of C3. Since neither C1[C2]
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nor t5 generate any y-token, projectivity imposes
rty = rt

′
y + n

C2[C4]
y and we can conclude as

in the previous case. The only remaining sub-
case is when | yd(C3)|x = 0, in which case t
is 0-separated, and considering the (minimal) 0-
separation (C1, X,C2[C3[C4]]) we can use the
same argument as in the case where t0 encom-
passes all nodes of C2 and C4.

Case 2 Consider now the remaining case where
Lemma 12 applies. If neither C2 or C4 generate
some x or y-token, they don’t generate x or y-
tokens either, and the same reasoning as Case 1
subcase i) applies. Otherwise C2[C4] generate at
least some x-token. We then have ntx ≥ nt

′
x + 1.

Since t0 contains all nodes from t′0 we further have
et0y ≥ e

t′0
y . Finally nty ≤ nt

′
y + l0. We conclude us-

ing inequation 3.

B.6 Conclusion
Lemma 8. For any t ∈ T, if t is x, y, l0-separated
then t is x, y, l0-asynchronous.

Proof. By Lemma 7-2, there is a minimal
x, y, l0-separation t = Dx[D0[ty]] such that the
y bound obtains for t0 = D0[ty]. By lemma 7-1
the x bound obtains for t0 as well. Observe fi-
nally, that rty ≤ mt

y and since t0 generates at most
l0 x-tokens, by projectivity and definition of CSD,
it generates at most (l0 + 1)mt

x x-tokens (one se-
quence of mt

x between each occurrence of x and
the next, plus possibly one in front of the first and
one after the last). Hence,

et0y ≥ nty − ntxl0 −mt
y

et0x ≤ ntxl +mt
x(l0 + 1).

and t is x, y, l0-asynchronous.

Lemma 9. For any t ∈ T, t is x, y, l0-separated
for some x/y ∈ Sep.

Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the
height of t.

If ht(t) ≤ p. Then | yd(t)|z ≤ l0 for any z ∈
{a, b, c, d}, hence t is trivially x, y, l0-separated
for some x/y ∈ Sep.

If h(t) > p, Lemma 1 yields a decomposition
t = C1[C2[C3[C4[t5]]]], where t′ = C1[C3[t5]] ∈
T, ht(t′) < ht(t) and ht(C2[C4]) ≤ p. By induc-
tion t′ is x, y, l0-separated for some x/y ∈ Sep.
For sake of succintness, let us present the induc-
tive step for x/y = a/c, the reasoning for other
cases is analoguous. Let us examine the different
possible configurations of C2 and C4.

Case 1 If Lemma 11 applies i.e. C2 andC4 gen-
erate only one kind of bar token, z, and brackets,
one checks easily that inserting C2 and C4 does
not change the distribution of a and c-tokens in
the tree, hence t is a, c, l0-separated.

Case 2 If Lemma 12 applies, note first that ifC2

and C4 generate no a or c-token, we can conclude
as in Case 1 as the distribution of a and c-tokens
in the tree is not changed either. Otherwise, we as-
sume thatC2 orC4 generate some a or c-token and
distinguish between subcases 1-3 of Lemma 12:

Subcase 1 in this case for some i ∈ {2, 4}
left(Ci) contains an a-token and no b, c or d-
token while right(Ci) contains some c-token and
no a, b or d-token. Assume i = 2, the case where
i = 4 is similar. By projectivity and definition
of CSDs follows that all b-tokens are generated in
C3[C4[t5]] and all c-tokens in C1. t is therefore
b, d, 0-separated, hence b, d, l0-separated.

Subcase 2 in this case, left(C2) contains some
a-token and no b, c, d-token, right(C3) contains
some d-token and no a, c, d-token, left(C4) con-
tains some b-token and no a, c, d-token, right(C4)
contains some c-token and no a, b, d-token. It fol-
lows that t5 generate no occurrence of a andC1 no
occurrence of c. Since | yd(C2[C3[C4]])|a ≤ l0,
(C1, C2[C3[C4]], t5) is an a, c, l0-separation.

Subcase 3 Assume left(C2) contains some a-
token and no b, c, d-token and that left(C4) con-
tains some c-token. It follows that all b-tokens
are generated by C3. So yd(t) contains less than
l0 b-tokens, by definition of CSD it also contains
less than l0 d-tokens, so (C1, C2[C3[C4]], t5) is a
d, b, l0-separation.

Assume now left(C2) contains some a-token
and no b, c, d-token and that right(C4) contains
some c-token. It follows that t5 generate no
d-token and C1 generate no b-token. Hence
(C1, C2[C3[C4]], t5) is b, d, l0-separation.

The remaining cases are symmetric exchanging
c with a, d with b, and left with right everywhere.
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Abstract
We propose an attention-based model that
treats AMR parsing as sequence-to-graph
transduction. Unlike most AMR parsers that
rely on pre-trained aligners, external semantic
resources, or data augmentation, our proposed
parser is aligner-free, and it can be effectively
trained with limited amounts of labeled AMR
data. Our experimental results outperform all
previously reported SMATCH scores, on both
AMR 2.0 (76.3% F1 on LDC2017T10) and
AMR 1.0 (70.2% F1 on LDC2014T12).

1 Introduction

Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR, Ba-
narescu et al., 2013) parsing is the task of trans-
ducing natural language text into AMR, a graph-
based formalism used for capturing sentence-level
semantics. Challenges in AMR parsing include:
(1) its property of reentrancy – the same concept
can participate in multiple relations – which leads
to graphs in contrast to trees (Wang et al., 2015);
(2) the lack of gold alignments between nodes
(concepts) in the graph and words in the text which
limits attempts to rely on explicit alignments to
generate training data (Flanigan et al., 2014; Wang
et al., 2015; Damonte et al., 2017; Foland and Mar-
tin, 2017; Peng et al., 2017b; Groschwitz et al.,
2018; Guo and Lu, 2018); and (3) relatively lim-
ited amounts of labeled data (Konstas et al., 2017).

Recent attempts to overcome these challenges
include: modeling alignments as latent vari-
ables (Lyu and Titov, 2018); leveraging exter-
nal semantic resources (Artzi et al., 2015; Bjerva
et al., 2016); data augmentation (Konstas et al.,
2017; van Noord and Bos, 2017b); and employ-
ing attention-based sequence-to-sequence mod-
els (Barzdins and Gosko, 2016; Konstas et al.,
2017; van Noord and Bos, 2017b).

In this paper, we introduce a different way to
handle reentrancy, and propose an attention-based

possible-01 help-01 victim

ARG1

ARG1

ARG0

possible-01 help-01 2 victim 3 victim 3

ARG1 ARG1

ARG0

1

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Two views of reentrancy in AMR for an ex-
ample sentence “The victim could help himself.” (a)
A standard AMR graph. (b) An AMR tree with node
indices as an extra layer of annotation, where the cor-
responding graph can be recovered by merging nodes
of the same index and unioning their incoming edges.

model that treats AMR parsing as sequence-to-
graph transduction. The proposed model, sup-
ported by an extended pointer-generator network,
is aligner-free and can be effectively trained with
limited amount of labeled AMR data. Exper-
iments on two publicly available AMR bench-
marks demonstrate that our parser clearly outper-
forms the previous best parsers on both bench-
marks. It achieves the best reported SMATCH

scores: 76.3% F1 on LDC2017T10 and 70.2% F1
on LDC2014T12. We also provide extensive ab-
lative and qualitative studies, quantifying the con-
tributions from each component. Our model im-
plementation is available at https://github.
com/sheng-z/stog.

2 Another View of Reentrancy

AMR is a rooted, directed, and usually acyclic
graph where nodes represent concepts, and labeled
directed edges represent the relationships between
them (see Figure 1 for an AMR example). The
reason for AMR being a graph instead of a tree is
that it allows reentrant semantic relations. For in-
stance, in Figure 1(a) “victim” is both ARG0 and
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ARG1 of “help-01”. While efforts have gone into
developing graph-based algorithms for AMR pars-
ing (Chiang et al., 2013; Flanigan et al., 2014),
it is more challenging to parse a sentence into an
AMR graph rather than a tree as there are efficient
off-the-shelf tree-based algorithms, e.g., Chu and
Liu (1965); Edmonds (1968). To leverage these
tree-based algorithms as well as other structured
prediction paradigms (McDonald et al., 2005), we
introduce another view of reentrancy.

AMR reentrancy is employed when a node par-
ticipates in multiple semantic relations. We con-
vert an AMR graph into a tree by duplicating
nodes that have reentrant relations; that is, when-
ever a node has a reentrant relation, we make a
copy of that node and use the copy to participate
in the relation, thereby resulting in a tree. Next,
in order to preserve the reentrancy information,
we add an extra layer of annotation by assigning
an index to each node. Duplicated nodes are as-
signed the same index as the original node. Fig-
ure 1(b) shows a resultant AMR tree: subscripts
of nodes are indices; two “victim” nodes have the
same index as they refer to the same concept. The
original AMR graph can be recovered by merg-
ing identically indexed nodes and unioning edges
from/to these nodes. Similar ideas were used by
Artzi et al. (2015) who introduced Skolem IDs to
represent anaphoric references in the transforma-
tion from CCG to AMR, and van Noord and Bos
(2017a) who kept co-indexed AMR variables, and
converted them to numbers.

3 Task Formalization

If we consider the AMR tree with indexed nodes
as the prediction target, then our approach to pars-
ing is formalized as a two-stage process: node
prediction and edge prediction.1 An example of
the parsing process is shown in Figure 2.
Node Prediction Given a input sentence w =
〈w1, ..., wn〉, each wi a word in the sentence, our
approach sequentially decodes a list of nodes u =
〈u1, ..., um〉 and deterministically assigns their in-
dices d = 〈d1, ..., dm〉.

P (u) =

m∏

i=1

P (ui | u<i, d<i,w)

Note that we allow the same node to occur multi-
1 The two-stage process is similar to “concept identifica-

tion” and “relation identification” in Flanigan et al. (2014);
Zhou et al. (2016); Lyu and Titov (2018); inter alia.

The victim could help himself.

possible help victim victim

possible help victim victim

ARG1
ARG1

ARG0

Node Prediction

Edge Prediction

2 3 31

2 3 31

Figure 2: A two-stage process of AMR parsing. We
remove senses (i.e., -01, -02, etc.) as they will be as-
signed in the post-processing step.

ple times in the list; multiple occurrences of a node
will be assigned the same index. We choose to pre-
dict nodes sequentially rather than simultaneously,
because (1) we believe the current node generation
is informative to the future node generation; (2)
variants of efficient sequence-to-sequence mod-
els (Bahdanau et al., 2014; Vinyals et al., 2015)
can be employed to model this process. At the
training time, we obtain the reference list of nodes
and their indices using a pre-order traversal over
the reference AMR tree. We also evaluate other
traversal strategies, and will discuss their differ-
ence in Section 7.2.
Edge Prediction Given a input sentencew, a node
list u, and indices d, we look for the highest
scoring parse tree y in the space Y(u) of valid
trees over u with the constraint of d. A parse
tree y is a set of directed head-modifier edges
y = {(ui, uj) | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m}. In order
to make the search tractable, we follow the arc-
factored graph-based approach (McDonald et al.,
2005; Kiperwasser and Goldberg, 2016), decom-
posing the score of a tree to the sum of the score
of its head-modifier edges:

parse(u) = argmax
y∈Y(u)

∑

(ui,uj)∈y
score(ui, uj)

Based on the scores of the edges, the high-
est scoring parse tree (i.e., maximum spanning
arborescence) can be efficiently found using the
Chu-Liu-Edmonnds algorithm. We further in-
corporate indices as constraints in the algorithm,
which is described in Section 4.4. After obtaining
the parse tree, we merge identically indexed nodes
to recover the standard AMR graph.
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Figure 3: Extended pointer-generator network for node prediction. For each decoding time step, three probabilities
psrc, ptgt and pgen are calculated. The source and target attention distributions as well as the vocabulary distribution
are weighted by these probabilities respectively, and then summed to obtain the final distribution, from which we
make our prediction. Best viewed in color.

4 Model

Our model has two main modules: (1) an ex-
tended pointer-generator network for node predic-
tion; and (2) a deep biaffine classifier for edge
prediction. The two modules correspond to the
two-stage process for AMR parsing, and they are
jointly learned during training.

4.1 Extended Pointer-Generator Network

Inspired by the self-copy mechanism in Zhang
et al. (2018), we extend the pointer-generator net-
work (See et al., 2017) for node prediction. The
pointer-generator network was proposed for text
summarization, which can copy words from the
source text via pointing, while retaining the abil-
ity to produce novel words through the generator.
The major difference of our extension is that it can
copy nodes, not only from the source text, but also
from the previously generated nodes on the target
side. This target-side pointing is well-suited to our
task as nodes we will predict can be copies of other
nodes. While there are other pointer/copy net-
works (Gulcehre et al., 2016; Merity et al., 2016;
Gu et al., 2016; Miao and Blunsom, 2016; Nalla-
pati et al., 2016), we found the pointer-generator
network very effective at reducing data sparsity in

AMR parsing, which will be shown in Section 7.2.
As depicted in Figure 3, the extended pointer-

generator network consists of four major compo-
nents: an encoder embedding layer, an encoder, a
decoder embedding layer, and a decoder.
Encoder Embedding Layer This layer converts
words in input sentences into vector representa-
tions. Each vector is the concatenation of em-
beddings of GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014),
BERT (Devlin et al., 2018), POS (part-of-speech)
tags and anonymization indicators, and features
learned by a character-level convolutional neural
network (CharCNN, Kim et al., 2016).

Anonymization indicators are binary indica-
tors that tell the encoder whether the word is an
anonymized word. In preprocessing, text spans of
named entities in input sentences will be replaced
by anonymized tokens (e.g. person, country)
to reduce sparsity (see the Appendix for details).

Except BERT, all other embeddings are fetched
from their corresponding learned embedding look-
up tables. BERT takes subword units as input,
which means that one word may correspond to
multiple hidden states of BERT. In order to ac-
curately use these hidden states to represent each
word, we apply an average pooling function to the
outputs of BERT. Figure 4 illustrates the process
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of generating word-level embeddings from BERT.
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Figure 4: Word-level embeddings from BERT.

Encoder The encoder is a multi-layer bidirec-
tional RNN (Schuster and Paliwal, 1997):

hli = [
−→
f l(hl−1i ,hli−1);

←−
f l(hl−1i ,hli+1)],

where
−→
f l and

←−
f l are two LSTM cells (Hochre-

iter and Schmidhuber, 1997); hli is the l-th layer
encoder hidden state at the time step i; h0

i is the
encoder embedding layer output for word wi.
Decoder Embedding Layer Similar to the en-
coder embedding layer, this layer outputs vector
representations for AMR nodes. The difference
is that each vector is the concatenation of embed-
dings of GloVe, POS tags and indices, and feature
vectors from CharCNN.

POS tags of nodes are inferred at runtime: if a
node is a copy from the input sentence, the POS
tag of the corresponding word is used; if a node
is a copy from the preceding nodes, the POS tag
of its antecedent is used; if a node is a new node
emitted from the vocabulary, an UNK tag is used.

We do not include BERT embeddings in this
layer because AMR nodes, especially their order,
are significantly different from natural language
text (on which BERT was pre-trained). We tried
to use “fixed” BERT in this layer, which did not
lead to improvement.2

Decoder At each step t, the decoder (an l-layer
unidirectional LSTM) receives hidden state sl−1t

from the last layer and hidden state slt−1 from the
previous time step, and generates hidden state slt:

slt = f l(sl−1t , slt−1),

where s0t is the concatenation (i.e., the input-
feeding approach, Luong et al., 2015) of two vec-
tors: the decoder embedding layer output for the

2 Limited by the GPU memory, we do not fine-tune BERT
on this task and leave it for future work.

previous node ut−1 (while training, ut−1 is the
previous node of the reference node list; at test
time it is the previous node emitted by the de-
coder), and the attentional vector s̃t−1 from the
previous step (explained later in this section). sl0
is the concatenation of last encoder hidden states
from

−→
f l and

←−
f l respectively.

Source attention distribution atsrc is calculated
by additive attention (Bahdanau et al., 2014):

etsrc = v
>
srctanh(Wsrch

l
1:n +Usrcs

l
t + bsrc),

atsrc = softmax(etsrc),

and it is then used to produce a weighted sum of
encoder hidden states, i.e., the context vector ct.

Attentional vector s̃t combines both source and
target side information, and it is calculated by an
MLP (shown in Figure 3):

s̃t = tanh(Wc[ct; s
l
t] + bc)

The attentional vector s̃t has 3 usages:
(1) it is fed through a linear layer and softmax to
produce the vocabulary distribution:

Pvocab = softmax(Wvocabs̃t + bvocab)

(2) it is used to calculate the target attention dis-
tribution attgt:

ettgt = v
>
tgttanh(Wtgts̃1:t−1 +Utgts̃t + btgt),

attgt = softmax(ettgt),

(3) it is used to calculate source-side copy prob-
ability psrc, target-side copy probability ptgt, and
generation probability pgen via a switch layer:

[psrc, ptgt, pgen] = softmax(Wswitchs̃t + bswitch)

Note that psrc + ptgt + pgen = 1. They act as a
soft switch to choose between copying an exist-
ing node from the preceding nodes by sampling
from the target attention distribution attgt, or emit-
ting a new node in two ways: (1) generating a new
node from the fixed vocabulary by sampling from
Pvocab, or (2) copying a word (as a new node) from
the input sentence by sampling from the source at-
tention distribution atsrc.

The final probability distribution P (node)(ut) for
node ut is defined as follows. If ut is a copy of
existing nodes, then:

P (node)(ut) = ptgt

t−1∑

i:ui=ut

attgt[i],
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otherwise:

P (node)(ut) = pgenPvocab(ut) + psrc

n∑

i:wi=ut

atsrc[i],

where at[i] indexes the i-th element of at. Note
that a new node may have the same surface form
as the existing node. We track their difference us-
ing indices. The index dt for node ut is assigned
deterministically as below:

dt =

{
t, if ut is a new node;

dj , if ut is a copy of its antecedent uj .

4.2 Deep Biaffine Classifier

For the second stage (i.e., edge prediction), we
employ a deep biaffine classifier, which was orig-
inally proposed for graph-based dependency pars-
ing (Dozat and Manning, 2016), and recently has
been applied to semantic parsing (Peng et al.,
2017a; Dozat and Manning, 2018).

As depicted in Figure 5, the major difference
of our usage is that instead of re-encoding AMR
nodes, we directly use decoder hidden states from
the extended pointer-generator network as the in-
put to deep biaffine classifier. We find two ad-
vantages of using decoder hidden states as input:
(1) through the input-feeding approach, decoder
hidden states contain contextualized information
from both the input sentence and the predicted
nodes; (2) because decoder hidden states are used
for both node prediction and edge prediction, we
can jointly train the two modules in our model.

Given decoder hidden states 〈s1, ..., sm〉 and a
learnt vector representation s′0 of a dummy root,
we follow Dozat and Manning (2016), factoriz-
ing edge prediction into two components: one that
predicts whether or not a directed edge (uk, ut)
exists between two nodes uk and ut, and another
that predicts the best label for each potential edge.

Edge and label scores are calculated as below:

s
(edge-head)
t = MLP(edge-head)(st)

s
(edge-dep)
t = MLP(edge-dep)(st)

s(label-head)
t = MLP(label-head)(st)

s
(label-dep)
t = MLP(label-dep)(st)

score(edge)
k,t = Biaffine(s(edge-head)

k , s
(edge-dep)
t )

score(label)
k,t = Bilinear(s(label-head)

k , s
(label-dep)
t )
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Figure 5: Deep biaffine classifier for edge prediction.
Edge label prediction is not depicted in the figure.

where MLP, Biaffine and Bilinear are defined as
below:

MLP(x) = ELU(Wx+ b)

Biaffine(x1,x2) = x
>
1 Ux2 +W [x1;x2] + b

Bilinear(x1,x2) = x
>
1 Ux2 + b

Given a node ut, the probability of uk being the
edge head of ut is defined as:

P (head)
t (uk) =

exp(score(edge)
k,t )

∑m
j=1 exp(score(edge)

j,t )

The edge label probability for edge (uk, ut) is
defined as:

P (label)
k,t (l) =

exp(score(label)
k,t [l])

∑
l′ exp(score(label)

k,t [l′])

4.3 Training
The training objective is to jointly minimize the
loss of reference nodes and edges, which can be
decomposed to the sum of the negative log likeli-
hood at each time step t for (1) the reference node
ut, (2) the reference edge head uk of node ut, and
(3) the reference edge label l between uk and ut:

minimize−
m∑

t=1

[logP (node)(ut) + logP (head)
t (uk)

+ logP (label)
k,t (l) + λcovlosst]
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covlosst is a coverage loss to penalize repetitive
nodes: covlosst =

∑
i min(atsrc[i], covt[i]), where

covt is the sum of source attention distributions
over all previous decoding time steps: covt =∑t−1

t′=0 a
t′
src. See See et al. (2017) for full details.

4.4 Prediction

For node prediction, based on the final probability
distributionP (node)(ut) at each decoding time step,
we implement both greedy search and beam search
to sequentially decode a node list u and indices d.

For edge prediction, given the predicted node
list u, their indices d, and the edge scores S =
{score(edge)

i,j | 0 ≤ i, j ≤ m}, we apply the Chu-
Liu-Edmonds algorithm with a simple adaption to
find the maximum spanning tree (MST). As de-
scribed in Algorithm 1, before calling the Chu-
Liu-Edmonds algorithm, we first include a dummy
root u0 to ensure every node have a head, and then
exclude edges whose source and destination nodes
have the same indices, because these nodes will be
merged into a single node to recover the standard
AMR graph where self-loops are invalid.

Algorithm 1: Chu-Liu-Edmonds algo. w/ Adaption
Input : Nodes u = 〈u1, ..., um〉,

Indices d = 〈d1, ...dm〉,
Edge scores S = {score(edge)

i,j | 0 ≤ i, j ≤ m}
Output: A maximum spanning tree.
// Include the dummy root u0.
V ← {u0} ∪ u;
d0 ← 0;

// Exclude invalid edges.
// di is the node index for node ui.
E ← {(ui, uj) | 0 ≤ i, j ≤ m; di 6= dj};
// Chu-Liu-Edmonds algorithm
return MST(V,E, S, u0);

5 Related Work

AMR parsing approaches can be categorized
into alignment-based, transition-based, grammar-
based, and attention-based approaches.

Alignment-based approaches were first ex-
plored by JAMR (Flanigan et al., 2014), a pipeline
of concept and relation identification with a graph-
based algorithm. Zhou et al. (2016) improved this
by jointly learning concept and relation identifica-
tion with an incremental model. Both approaches
rely on features based on alignments. Lyu and
Titov (2018) treated alignments as latent variables
in a joint probabilistic model, leading to a sub-
stantial reported improvement. Our approach re-

quires no explicit alignments, but implicitly learns
a source-side copy mechanism using attention.

Transition-based approaches began with Wang
et al. (2015, 2016), who incrementally transform
dependency parses into AMRs using transiton-
based models, which was followed by a line of
research, such as Puzikov et al. (2016); Brandt
et al. (2016); Goodman et al. (2016); Damonte
et al. (2017); Ballesteros and Al-Onaizan (2017);
Groschwitz et al. (2018). A pre-trained aligner,
e.g. Pourdamghani et al. (2014); Liu et al. (2018),
is needed for most parsers to generate training data
(e.g., oracles for a transition-based parser). Our
approach makes no significant use of external se-
mantic resources,3 and is aligner-free.

Grammar-based approaches are represented by
Artzi et al. (2015); Peng et al. (2015) who lever-
aged external semantic resources, and employed
CCG-based or SHRG-based grammar induction
approaches converting logical forms into AMRs.
Pust et al. (2015) recast AMR parsing as a ma-
chine translation problem, while also drawing fea-
tures from external semantic resources.

Attention-based parsing with Seq2Seq-style
models have been considered (Barzdins and
Gosko, 2016; Peng et al., 2017b), but are lim-
ited by the relatively small amount of labeled
AMR data. Konstas et al. (2017) overcame this
by making use of millions of unlabeled data
through self-training, while van Noord and Bos
(2017b) showed significant gains via a character-
level Seq2Seq model and a large amount of silver-
standard AMR training data. In contrast, our ap-
proach supported by extended pointer generator
can be effectively trained on the limited amount
of labeled AMR data, with no data augmentation.

6 AMR Pre- and Post-processing

Anonymization is often used in AMR prepro-
cessing to reduce sparsity (Werling et al., 2015;
Peng et al., 2017b; Guo and Lu, 2018, inter alia).
Similar to Konstas et al. (2017), we anonymize
sub-graphs of named entities and other entities.
Like Lyu and Titov (2018), we remove senses, and
use Stanford CoreNLP (Manning et al., 2014) to
lemmatize input sentences and add POS tags.

In post-processing, we assign the most frequent
sense for nodes (-01, if unseen) like Lyu and Titov

3 We only use POS tags in the core parsing task. In post-
processing, we use an entity linker as a common move for
wikification like van Noord and Bos (2017b).
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(2018), and restore wiki links using the DBpe-
dia Spotlight API (Daiber et al., 2013) following
Bjerva et al. (2016); van Noord and Bos (2017b).
We add polarity attributes based on the rules ob-
served from the training data. More details of pre-
and post-processing are provided in the Appendix.

7 Experiments

7.1 Setup

GloVe.840B.300d embeddings
dim 300

BERT embeddings
source BERT-Large-cased
dim 1024

POS tag embeddings
dim 100

Anonymization indicator embeddings
dim 50

Index embeddings
dim 50

CharCNN
num filters 100
ngram filter sizes [3]

Encoder
hidden size 512
num layers 2

Decoder
hidden size 1024
num layers 2

Deep biaffine classifier
edge hidden size 256
label hidden size 128

Optimizer
type ADAM
learning rate 0.001
max grad norm 5.0

Coverage loss weight λ 1.0

Beam size 5

Vocabulary
encoder vocab size (AMR 2.0) 18000
decoder vocab size (AMR 2.0) 12200
encoder vocab size (AMR 1.0) 9200
decoder vocab size (AMR 1.0) 7300

Batch size 64

Table 1: Hyper-parameter settings

We conduct experiments on two AMR general
releases (available to all LDC subscribers): AMR
2.0 (LDC2017T10) and AMR 1.0 (LDC2014T12).
Our model is trained using ADAM (Kingma and
Ba, 2014) for up to 120 epochs, with early stop-
ping based on the development set. Full model
training takes about 19 hours on AMR 2.0 and 7

hours on AMR 1.0, using two GeForce GTX TI-
TAN X GPUs. At training, we have to fix BERT
parameters due to the limited GPU memory. We
leave fine-tuning BERT for future work.

Table 1 lists the hyper-parameters used in our
full model. Both encoder and decoder embed-
ding layers have GloVe and POS tag embeddings
as well as CharCNN, but their parameters are not
tied. We apply dropout (dropout rate = 0.33) to
the outputs of each module.

7.2 Results

Corpus Parser F1(%)

AMR
2.0

Buys and Blunsom (2017) 61.9
van Noord and Bos (2017b) 71.0∗

Groschwitz et al. (2018) 71.0±0.5
Lyu and Titov (2018) 74.4±0.2
Naseem et al. (2019) 75.5

Ours 76.3±0.1

AMR
1.0

Flanigan et al. (2016) 66.0
Pust et al. (2015) 67.1
Wang and Xue (2017) 68.1
Guo and Lu (2018) 68.3±0.4

Ours 70.2±0.1

Table 2: SMATCH scores on the test sets of AMR 2.0
and 1.0. Standard deviation is computed over 3 runs
with different random seeds. ∗ indicates the previous
best score from attention-based models.

Main Results We compare our approach against
the previous best approaches and several recent
competitors. Table 2 summarizes their SMATCH

scores (Cai and Knight, 2013) on the test sets of
two AMR general releases. On AMR 2.0, we out-
perform the latest push from Naseem et al. (2019)
by 0.8% F1, and significantly improves Lyu and
Titov (2018)’s results by 1.9% F1. Compared to
the previous best attention-based approach (van
Noord and Bos, 2017b), our approach shows a
substantial gain of 5.3% F1, with no usage of any
silver-standard training data. On AMR 1.0 where
the traininng instances are only around 10k, we
improve the best reported results by 1.9% F1.
Fine-grained Results In Table 3, we assess the
quality of each subtask using the AMR-evaluation
tools (Damonte et al., 2017). We see a notable
increase on reentrancies, which we attribute to
target-side copy (based on our ablation studies in
the next section). Significant increases are also
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Metric vN’18 L’18 N’19 Ours

SMATCH 71.0 74.4 75.5 76.3±0.1

Unlabeled 74 77 80 79.0±0.1
No WSD 72 76 76 76.8±0.1
Reentrancies 52 52 56 60.0±0.1
Concepts 82 86 86 84.8±0.1
Named Ent. 79 86 83 77.9±0.2
Wikification 65 76 80 85.8±0.3
Negation 62 58 67 75.2±0.2
SRL 66 70 72 69.7±0.2

Table 3: Fine-grained F1 scores on the AMR 2.0 test
set. vN’17 is van Noord and Bos (2017b); L’18 is Lyu
and Titov (2018); N’19 is Naseem et al. (2019).

shown on wikification and negation, indicating
the benefits of using DBpedia Spotlight API and
negation detection rules in post-processing. On
all other subtasks except named entities, our ap-
proach achieves competitive results to the previous
best approaches (Lyu and Titov, 2018; Naseem
et al., 2019), and outperforms the previous best
attention-based approach (van Noord and Bos,
2017b). The difference of scores on named entities
is mainly caused by anonymization methods used
in preprocessing, which suggests a potential im-
provement by adapting the anonymization method
presented in Lyu and Titov (2018) to our approach.

Ablation
AMR

1.0
AMR

2.0

Full model 70.2 76.3

no source-side copy 62.7 70.9
no target-side copy 66.2 71.6
no coverage loss 68.5 74.5
no BERT embeddings 68.8 74.6
no index embeddings 68.5 75.5
no anonym. indicator embed. 68.9 75.6
no beam search 69.2 75.3
no POS tag embeddings 69.2 75.7
no CharCNN features 70.0 75.8

only edge prediction 88.4 90.9

Table 4: Ablation studies on components of our model.
(Scores are sorted by the delta from the full model.)

Ablation Study We consider the contributions of
several model components in Table 4. The largest
performance drop is from removing source-side

copy,4 showing its efficiency at reducing sparsity
from open-class vocabulary entries. Removing
target-side copy also leads to a large drop. Specifi-
cally, the subtask score of reentrancies drops down
to 38.4% when target-side copy is disabled. Cov-
erage loss is useful with regard to discouraging
unnecessary repetitive nodes. In addition, our
model benefits from input features such as lan-
guage representations from BERT, index embed-
dings, POS tags, anonymization indicators, and
character-level features from CharCNN. Note that
without BERT embeddings, our model still out-
performs the previous best approaches (Lyu and
Titov, 2018; Guo and Lu, 2018) that are not us-
ing BERT. Beam search, commonly used in ma-
chine translation, is also helpful in our model. We
provide side-by-side examples in the Appendix to
further illustrate the contribution from each com-
ponent, which are largely intuitive, with the excep-
tion of BERT embeddings. There the exact contri-
bution of the component (qualitative, before/after
ablation) stands out less: future work might con-
sider a probing analysis with manually constructed
examples, in the spirit of Linzen et al. (2016);
Conneau et al. (2018); Tenney et al. (2019).

In the last row, we only evaluate model perfor-
mance at the edge prediction stage by forcing our
model to decode the reference nodes at the node
prediction stage. The results mean if our model
could make perfect prediction at the node predic-
tion stage, the final SMATCH score will be sub-
stantially high, which identifies node prediction as
the key to future improvement of our model.

vocab_gen src_copy tgt_copy
0

30

60

90

43.8 47.6

8.6

64.4 67.4
60.861.6

72.4

49.4

Frequency (%)
Precision (%)
Recall (%)

Figure 6: Frequency, precision and recall of nodes from
different sources, based on the AMR 2.0 test set.

There are three sources for node prediction: vo-
cabulary generation, source-side copy, or target-
side copy. Let all reference nodes from source z

4All other hyper-parameter settings remain the same.
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be N (z)
ref , and all system predicted nodes from z be

N
(z)
sys . we compute frequency, precision and recall

of nodes from source z as below:

frequency(z) = |N (z)
ref |
/∑

z
|N (z)

ref |

precision(z) = |N (z)
ref ∩N

(z)
sys |
/
|N (z)

sys |

recall(z) = |N (z)
ref ∩N

(z)
sys |
/
|N (z)

ref |

Figure 6 shows the frequency of nodes from dif-
ference sources, and their corresponding precision
and recall based on our model prediction. Among
all reference nodes, 43.8% are from vocabulary
generation, 47.6% from source-side copy, and
only 8.6% from target-side copy. On one hand,
the highest frequency of source-side copy helps
address sparsity and results in the highest preci-
sion and recall. On the other hand, we see space
for improvement, especially on the relatively low
recall of target-side copy, which is probably due to
its low frequency.
Node Linearization As decribed in Section 3,
we create the reference node list by a pre-
order traversal over the gold AMR tree. As
for the children of each node, we sort them in
alphanumerical order. This linearization strat-
egy has two advantages: (1) pre-order traversal
guarantees that a head node (predicate) always
comes in front of its children (arguments); (2)
alphanumerical sort orders according to role ID
(i.e., ARG0>ARG1>...>ARGn), following intu-
ition from research in Thematic Hierarchies (Fill-
more, 1968; Levin and Hovav, 2005).

Node Linearization
AMR

1.0
AMR

2.0

Pre-order + Alphanum 70.2 76.3
Pre-order + Alignment 61.9 68.3
Pure Alignment 64.3 71.3

Table 5: SMATCH scores of full models trained and
tested based on different node linearization strategies.

In Table 5, we report SMATCH scores of full
models trained and tested on data generated via
our linearization strategy (Pre-order + Alphanum),
as compared to two obvious alternates: the first al-
ternate still runs a pre-order traversal, but it sorts
the children of each node based on the their align-
ments to input words; the second one linearizes
nodes purely based alignments. Alignments are

created using the tool by Pourdamghani et al.
(2014). Clearly, our linearization strategy leads
to much better results than the two alternates. We
also tried other traversal strategies such as combin-
ing in-order traversal with alphanumerical sorting
or alignment-based sorting, but did not get scores
even comparable to the two alternates.5

Average Pooling vs. Max Pooling In Figure 4,
we apply average pooling to the outputs (last-layer
hidden states) of BERT in order to generate word-
level embeddings for the input sentence. Table 6
shows scores of models using different pooling
functions. Average pooling performs slightly bet-
ter than max pooling.

AMR 1.0 AMR 2.0

Average Pooling 70.2±0.1 76.3±0.1
Max Pooling 70.0±0.1 76.2±0.1

Table 6: SMATCH scores based different pooling func-
tions. Standard deviation is over 3 runs on the test data.

8 Conclusion

We proposed an attention-based model for AMR
parsing where we introduced a series of novel
components into a transductive setting that extend
beyond what a typical NMT system would do on
this task. Our model achieves the best perfor-
mance on two AMR corpora. For future work, we
would like to extend our model to other semantic
parsing tasks (Oepen et al., 2014; Abend and Rap-
poport, 2013). We are also interested in seman-
tic parsing in cross-lingual settings (Zhang et al.,
2018; Damonte and Cohen, 2018).
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A Appendices

A.1 AMR Pre- and Post-processing

Firstly, we to run Standford CoreNLP like Lyu
and Titov (2018), lemmatizing input sentences and
adding POS tags to each token. Secondly, we
remove senses, wiki links and polarity attributes
in AMR. Thirdly, we anonymize sub-graphs of
named entities and *-entity in a way simi-
lar to Konstas et al. (2017). Figure 7 shows an
example before and after preprocessing. Sub-
graphs of named entities are headed by one of

AMR’s fine-grained entity types (e.g., highway,
country region in Figure 7) that contain a
:name role. Sub-graphs of other entities are
headed by their corresponding entity type name
(e.g., date-entity in Figure 7). We replace
these sub-graphs with a token of a special pat-
tern “TYPE i” (e.g. HIGHWAY 0, DATE 0 in Fig-
ure 7), where “TYPE” indicates the AMR entity
type of the corresponding sub-graph, and “i” in-
dicates that it is the i-th occurrence of that type.
On the training set, we use simple rules to find
mappings between anonymized sub-graphs and
spans of text, and then replace mapped text with
the anonymized token we inserted into the AMR
graph. Additionally, we build a mapping of Stand-
ford CoreNLP NER tags to AMR’s fine-grained
types based on the training set, which will be used
in prediction. At test time, we normalize sentences
to match our anonymized training data. For any
entity span identified by Stanford CoreNLP, we
replace it with a AMR entity type based on the
mapping built during training. If no entry is found
in the mapping, we replace entity spans with the
coarse-grained NER tags from Stanford CoreNLP,
which are also entity types in AMR.

In post-processing, we deterministically gen-
erate AMR sub-graphs for anonymizations us-
ing the corresponding text span. We assign
the most frequent sense for nodes (-01, if un-
seen) like Lyu and Titov (2018). We add wiki
links to named entities using the DBpedia Spot-
light API (Daiber et al., 2013) following Bjerva
et al. (2016); van Noord and Bos (2017b) with
the confidence threshod at 0.5. We add polar-
ity attributes based on Algorithm 2 where the
four functions isNegation, modifiedWord,
mappedNode, and addPolarity consists of
simple rules observed from the training set. We
use the PENMANCodec6 to encode and decode
both intermediate and final AMRs.

Algorithm 2: Adding polarity attributes to AMR.
Input : Sent. w = 〈w1, ..., wn〉, Predicted AMR A
Output: AMR with polarity attributes.
for wi ∈ w do

if isNegation(wi) then
wj ← modifiedWord(wi,w);
uk ← mappedNode(wj , A);
A← addPolarity(uk, A);

end
end
return A;

6https://github.com/goodmami/penman/
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Sentence: 
 Route 288 , the circumferential highway running around the south - western quadrant of the Richmond 
New Urban Region , opened in late 2004 .

Anonymized Sentence:
HIGHWAY_0 , the circumferential highway running around the south - western quadrant of the 
COUNTRY_REGION_0 , opened in late DATE_0 .

Before preprocessing

(o / open-01
      :ARG1 (h / highway
            :wiki "Virginia_State_Route_288"
            :name (r / name
                  :op1 "Route"
                  :op2 288)
            :ARG1-of (r3 / run-04
                  :direction (a / around
                        :op1 (q / quadrant
                              :part-of (c / country-region
                                    :wiki -
                                    :name (r2 / name
                                          :op1 "Richmond"
                                          :op2 "New"
                                          :op3 "Urban"
                                          :op4 "Region"))
                              :mod (s / southwest))))
            :mod (c2 / circumference))
      :time (l / late
            :op1 (d / date-entity
                  :year 2004)))

After preprocessing

(o / open
      :ARG1 (h / HIGHWAY_0
            :ARG1-of (r3 / run
                  :direction (a / around
                        :op1 (q / quadrant
                              :part-of (c / COUNTRY_REGION_0)
                              :mod (s / southwest))))
            :mod (c2 / circumference))
      :time (l / late
            :op1 (d / DATE_0)))

Figure 7: An example AMR and the corresponding sentence before and after preprocessing. Senses are re-
moved. The first named entity is replaced by “HIGHWAY 0”; the second named entity is replaced by “COUN-
TRY REGION 0”; the first date entity replaced by “DATE 0”.

A.2 Side-by-Side Examples
In the next page, we provide examples from the
test set, with side-by-side comparisons between
the full model prediction and the model prediction
after ablation.
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Sentence: 
Smoke and clouds chase the flying waves
Lemmas:
["smoke", "and", "cloud", "chase", "the", "fly", "wave"]

Full Model

(vv1 / chase-01
      :ARG0 (vv2 / and
            :op1 (vv3 / smoke)
            :op2 (vv4 / cloud-01))
      :ARG1 (vv5 / wave
            :purpose (vv6 / fly-01)))

No Source-side Copy

(vv1 / and
      :op1 (vv2 / stretch-01
            :ARG1 (vv3 / and
                  :op1 (vv4 / leech)))
      :op2 (vv6 / bug)
      :op3 (vv7 / fly-01)
      :op3 (vv8 / center))

Figure 8: Full model prediction vs. no source-side copy prediction. Tokens in blue are copied from the source
side. Without source-side copy, the prediction becomes totally different and inaccurate in this example.

Sentence: 
Now we already have no cohesion! China needs to start a war!

Full Model

(vv1 / multi-sentence
      :snt1 (vv2 / have-03
            :ARG0 (vv3 / we)
            :ARG1 (vv4 / cohere-01)
            :polarity -
            :time (vv5 / already))
      :snt2 (vv6 / need-01
            :ARG0 (vv7 / country
                  :name (vv8 / name
                        :op1 "China")
                  :wiki "China")
            :ARG1 (vv9 / start-01
                  :ARG0 vv7
                  :ARG1 (vv11 / war))
            :time (vv12 / now)))

No Target-side Copy

(vv1 / multi-sentence
      :snt1 (vv2 / have-03
            :ARG0 (vv3 / we)
            :ARG1 (vv4 / cohere-01)
            :polarity -
            :time (vv5 / already))
      :snt2 (vv6 / need-01
            :ARG0 (vv7 / country
                  :name (vv8 / name
                        :op1 "China")
                  :wiki "China")
            :ARG1 (vv9 / start-01
                  :ARG0 (vv10 / country)
                  :ARG1 (vv11 / war))))

Figure 9: Full model prediction vs. no target-side copy prediction. Nodes in blue denote the same concept (i.e., the
country “China”). The full model correctly copies the first node (“vv7 / country”) as ARG0 of “start-01”. Without
target-side copy, the model has to generate a new node with a different index, i.e., “vv10 / country”.

Sentence: 
The solemn and magnificent posture represents a sacred expectation for peace.

Full Model

(vv1 / represent-01
      :ARG0 (vv2 / posture-01
            :mod (vv3 / magnificent)
            :mod (vv4 / solemn))
      :ARG1 (vv5 / expect-01
            :ARG1 (vv6 / peace)
            :mod (vv7 / sacred)))

No Coverage Loss

(vv1 / represent-01
      :ARG0 (vv2 / posture-01
            :mod (vv3 / magnificent)
            :mod (vv4 / magnificent))
      :ARG1 (vv5 / expect-01
            :ARG1 (vv6 / peace)
            :mod (vv7 / sacred)))

Figure 10: Full model prediction vs. no coverage loss prediction. The full model correctly predicts the second
modifier “solemn”. Without coverage loss, the model generates a repetitive modifier “magnificent”.

Sentence: 
Do it gradually if it's not something you're particularly comfortable with.

Full Model

(vv1 / have-condition-91
      :ARG1 (vv2 / do-02
            :ARG0 (vv3 / you)
            :ARG1 (vv4 / it)
            :manner (vv5 / gradual))
      :ARG2 (vv6 / comfortable-02
            :ARG0 vv4
            :mod (vv8 / particular)
            :polarity -))

No BERT Embeddings

(vv1 / have-concession-91
      :ARG1 (vv2 / do-02
            :ARG0 (vv3 / it)
            :ARG1 (vv4 / something
                  :ARG0-of (vv5 / comfortable-02
                        :ARG0 vv3
                        :mod (vv7 / particular)
                        :polarity -))))

Figure 11: Full model prediction vs. no BERT embeddings prediction.
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Abstract
Structured information about entities is critical
for many semantic parsing tasks. We present
an approach that uses a Graph Neural Net-
work (GNN) architecture to incorporate infor-
mation about relevant entities and their rela-
tions during parsing. Combined with a de-
coder copy mechanism, this approach provides
a conceptually simple mechanism to generate
logical forms with entities. We demonstrate
that this approach is competitive with the state-
of-the-art across several tasks without pre-
training, and outperforms existing approaches
when combined with BERT pre-training.

1 Introduction

Semantic parsing maps natural language utter-
ances into structured meaning representations.
The representation languages vary between tasks,
but typically provide a precise, machine inter-
pretable logical form suitable for applications such
as question answering (Zelle and Mooney, 1996;
Zettlemoyer and Collins, 2007; Liang et al., 2013;
Berant et al., 2013). The logical forms typically
consist of two types of symbols: a vocabulary of
operators and domain-specific predicates or func-
tions, and entities grounded to some knowledge
base or domain.

Recent approaches to semantic parsing have
cast it as a sequence-to-sequence task (Dong and
Lapata, 2016; Jia and Liang, 2016; Ling et al.,
2016), employing methods similar to those de-
veloped for neural machine translation (Bahdanau
et al., 2014), with strong results. However, spe-
cial consideration is typically given to handling of
entities. This is important to improve generaliza-
tion and computational efficiency, as most tasks
require handling entities unseen during training,
and the set of unique entities can be large.

Some recent approaches have replaced surface
forms of entities in the utterance with placehold-

ers (Dong and Lapata, 2016). This requires a pre-
processing step to completely disambiguate enti-
ties and replace their spans in the utterance. Ad-
ditionally, for some tasks it may be beneficial to
leverage relations between entities, multiple entity
candidates per span, or entity candidates without a
corresponding span in the utterance, while gener-
ating logical forms.

Other approaches identify only types and sur-
face forms of entities while constructing the log-
ical form (Jia and Liang, 2016), using a separate
post-processing step to generate the final logical
form with grounded entities. This ignores poten-
tially useful knowledge about relevant entities.

Meanwhile, there has been considerable re-
cent interest in Graph Neural Networks (GNNs)
(Scarselli et al., 2009; Li et al., 2016; Kipf and
Welling, 2017; Gilmer et al., 2017; Veličković
et al., 2018) for effectively learning representa-
tions for graph structures. We propose a GNN
architecture based on extending the self-attention
mechanism of the Transformer (Vaswani et al.,
2017) to make use of relations between input el-
ements.

We present an application of this GNN ar-
chitecture to semantic parsing, conditioning on
a graph representation of the given natural lan-
guage utterance and potentially relevant entities.
This approach is capable of handling ambigu-
ous and potentially conflicting entity candidates
jointly with a natural language utterance, relax-
ing the need for completely disambiguating a set
of linked entities before parsing. This graph for-
mulation also enables us to incorporate knowledge
about the relations between entities where avail-
able. Combined with a copy mechanism while de-
coding, this approach also provides a conceptually
simple method for generating logical forms with
grounded entities.

We demonstrate the capability of the pro-
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Dataset Example

GEO x : which states does the mississippi run through ?
y : answer ( state ( traverse 1( riverid ( mississippi ) ) ) )

ATIS x : in denver what kind of ground transportation is there from the airport to downtown
y : ( _lambda $0 e ( _and ( _ground_transport $0 ) ( _to_city

$0 denver : ci ) ( _from_airport $0 den : ap ) ) )

SPIDER x : how many games has each stadium held ?
y : SELECT T1 . id , count ( ∗ ) FROM stadium AS T1 JOIN game AS

T2 ON T1 . id = T2 . stadium id GROUP BY T1 . id

Table 1: Example input utterances, x, and meaning representations, y, with entities underlined.

posed architecture by achieving competitive re-
sults across 3 semantic parsing tasks. Further im-
provements are possible by incorporating a pre-
trained BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) encoder within
the architecture.

2 Task Formulation

Our goal is to learn a model for semantic pars-
ing from pairs of natural language utterances and
structured meaning representations. Let the nat-
ural language utterance be represented as a se-
quence x = (x1, . . . , x|x|) of |x| tokens, and the
meaning representation be represented as a se-
quence y = (y1, . . . , y|y|) of |y| elements.

The goal is to estimate p(y | x), the conditional
probability of the meaning representation y given
utterance x, which is augmented by a set of poten-
tially relevant entities.

Input Utterance Each token xi ∈ V in is from a
vocabulary of input tokens.

Entity Candidates Given the input utterance x,
we retrieve a set, e = {e1, . . . , e|e|}, of potentially
relevant entity candidates, with e ⊆ Ve, where Ve
is in the set of all entities for a given domain. We
assume the availability of an entity candidate gen-
erator for each task to generate e given x, with
details given in § 5.2.

For each entity candidate, e ∈ Ve, we require
a set of task-specific attributes containing one or
more elements from Va. These attributes can be
NER types or other characteristics of the entity,
such as “city” or “river” for some of the entities
listed in Table 1. Whereas Ve can be quite large
for open domains, or even infinite if it includes sets
such as the natural numbers, Va is typically much
smaller. Therefore, we can effectively learn repre-
sentations for entities given their set of attributes,

from our set of example pairs.

Edge Labels In addition to x and e for a particu-
lar example, we also consider the (|x|+|e|)2 pair-
wise relations between all tokens and entity candi-
dates, represented as edge labels.

The edge label between tokens xi and xj corre-
sponds to the relative sequential position, j − i, of
the tokens, clipped to within some range.

The edge label between token xi and entity ej ,
and vice versa, corresponds to whether xi is within
the span of the entity candidate ej , or not.

The edge label between entities ei and ej cap-
tures the relationship between the entities. These
edge labels can have domain-specific interpreta-
tions, such as relations in a knowledge base, or any
other type of entity interaction features. For tasks
where this information is not available or useful, a
single generic label between entity candidates can
be used.

Output We consider the logical form, y, to be
a linear sequence (Vinyals et al., 2015b). We to-
kenize based on the syntax of each domain. Our
formulation allows each element of y to be either
an element of the output vocabulary, Vout, or an
entity copied from the set of entity candidates e.
Therefore, yi ∈ Vout ∪ Ve. Some experiments in
§5.2 also allow elements of y to be tokens ∈ V in
from x that are copied from the input.

3 Model Architecture

Our model architecture is based on the Trans-
former (Vaswani et al., 2017), with the self-
attention sub-layer extended to incorporate rela-
tions between input elements, and the decoder ex-
tended with a copy mechanism.
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Figure 1: We use an example from SPIDER to illustrate the model inputs: tokens from the given utterance, x, a set
of potentially relevant entities, e, and their relations. We selected two edge label types to highlight: edges denoting
that an entity spans a token, and edges between entities that, for SPIDER, indicate a foreign key relationship
between columns, or an ownership relationship between columns and tables.

3.1 GNN Sub-layer
We extend the Transformer’s self-attention mecha-
nism to form a Graph Neural Network (GNN) sub-
layer that incorporates a fully connected, directed
graph with edge labels.

The sub-layer maps an ordered sequence of
node representations, u = (u1, . . . , u|u|), to a
new sequence of node representations, u′ =
(u′1, . . . , u

′
|u|), where each node is represented ∈

Rd. We use rij to denote the edge label corre-
sponding to ui and uj .

We implement this sub-layer in terms of a func-
tion f(m, l) over a node representation m ∈ Rd
and an edge label l that computes a vector repre-
sentation in Rd′ . We use nheads parallel attention
heads, with d′ = d/nheads. For each head k, the
new representation for the node ui is computed by

uk′i =

|u|∑

j=1

αijf(uj , rij), (1)

where each coefficient αij is a softmax over the
scaled dot products sij ,

sij =
(Wqui)

ᵀf(uj , rij)√
d′

, (2)

and Wq is a learned matrix. Finally, we concate-
nate representations from each head,

u′i = Wh
[
u1′i | · · · | unheads′

i

]
, (3)

where Wh is another learned matrix and [ · · · ]
denotes concatenation.

If we implement f as,

f(m, l) = Wrm, (4)

where Wr ∈ Rd′×d is a learned matrix, then
the sub-layer would be effectively identical to
self-attention as initially proposed in the Trans-
former (Vaswani et al., 2017).

We focus on two alternative formulations of f
that represent edge labels as learned matrices and
learned vectors.

Edge Matrices The first formulation represents
edge labels as linear transformations, a common
parameterization for GNNs (Li et al., 2016),

f(m, l) = Wlm, (5)

where Wl ∈ Rd′×d is a learned embedding matrix
per edge label.

Edge Vectors The second formulation repre-
sents edge labels as additive vectors using the
same formulation as Shaw et al. (2018),

f(m, l) = Wrm+wl, (6)

where Wr ∈ Rd′×d is a learned matrix shared by
all edge labels, and wl ∈ Rd is a learned embed-
ding vector per edge label l.

3.2 Encoder

Input Representations Before the initial en-
coder layer, tokens are mapped to initial repre-
sentations using either a learned embedding table
for V in, or the output of a pre-trained BERT (De-
vlin et al., 2018) encoder. Entity candidates are
mapped to initial representations using the mean
of the embeddings for each of the entity’s at-
tributes, based on a learned embedding table for
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Figure 2: Our model architecture is based on the Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017), with two modifications. First,
the self-attention sub-layer has been extended to be a GNN that incorporates edge representations. In the encoder,
the GNN sub-layer is conditioned on tokens, entities, and their relations. Second, the decoder has been extended
to include a copy mechanism (Vinyals et al., 2015a). We can optionally incorporate a pre-trained model such as
BERT to generate contextual token representations.

Va. We also concatenate an embedding represent-
ing the node type, token or entity, to each input
representation.

We assume some arbitrary ordering for entity
candidates, generating a combined sequence of
initial node representations for tokens and entities.
We have edge labels between every pair of nodes
as described in § 2.

Encoder Layers Our encoder layers are essen-
tially identical to the Transformer, except with the
proposed extension to self-attention to incorpo-
rate edge labels. Therefore, each encoder layer
consists of two sub-layers. The first is the GNN
sub-layer, which yields new sets of token and en-
tity representations. The second sub-layer is an
element-wise feed-forward network. Each sub-
layer is followed by a residual connection and
layer normalization (Ba et al., 2016). We stack
Nenc encoder layers, yielding a final set of token
representations, wx

(Nenc), and entity representa-
tions, we

(Nenc).

3.3 Decoder

The decoder auto-regressively generates output
symbols, y1, . . . , y|y|. It is similarly based on
the Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017), with the
self-attention sub-layer replaced by the GNN sub-
layer. Decoder edge labels are based only on the
relative timesteps of the previous outputs. The
encoder-decoder attention layer considers both en-
coder outputs wx

(Nenc) and we
(Nenc), jointly nor-

malizing attention weights over tokens and entity

candidates. We stack Ndec decoder layers to pro-
duce an output vector representation at each output
step, zj ∈ Rdz , for j ∈ {1, . . . , |y|}.

We allow the decoder to copy tokens or entity
candidates from the input, effectively combining
a Pointer Network (Vinyals et al., 2015a) with a
standard softmax output layer for selecting sym-
bols from an output vocabulary (Gu et al., 2016;
Gulcehre et al., 2016; Jia and Liang, 2016). We
define a latent action at each output step, aj for
j ∈ {1, . . . , |y|}, using similar notation as Jia et
al. (2016). We normalize action probabilities with
a softmax over all possible actions.

Generating Symbols We can generate a sym-
bol, denoted Generate[i],

P (aj =Generate[i] | x,y1:j−1) ∝
exp(zᵀjw

out
i ),

(7)

where wouti is a learned embedding vector for
the element ∈ Vout with index i. If aj =
Generate[i], then yj will be the element ∈ Vout
with index i.

Copying Entities We can also copy an entity
candidate, denoted CopyEntity[i],

P (aj = CopyEntity[i] | x,y1:j−1) ∝
exp((zjW

e)ᵀw(Nenc)
ei ),

(8)

where We is a learned matrix, and i ∈
{1, . . . , |e|}. If aj = CopyEntity[i], then yj =
ei.
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4 Related Work

Various approaches to learning semantic parsers
from pairs of utterances and logical forms have
been developed over the years (Tang and
Mooney, 2000; Zettlemoyer and Collins, 2007;
Kwiatkowski et al., 2011; Andreas et al., 2013).
More recently, encoder-decoder architectures have
been applied with strong results (Dong and Lap-
ata, 2016; Jia and Liang, 2016).

Even for tasks with relatively small domains
of entities, such as GEO and ATIS, it has been
shown that some special consideration of entities
within an encoder-decoder architecture is impor-
tant to improve generalization. This has included
extending decoders with copy mechanisms (Jia
and Liang, 2016) and/or identifying entities in the
input as a pre-processing step (Dong and Lapata,
2016).

Other work has considered open domain tasks,
such as WEBQUESTIONSSP (Yih et al., 2016).
Recent approaches have typically relied on a sepa-
rate entity linking model, such as S-MART (Yang
and Chang, 2015), to provide a single disam-
biguated set of entities to consider. In principle,
a learned entity linker could also serve as an en-
tity candidate generator within our framework, al-
though we do not explore such tasks in this work.

Considerable recent work has focused on
constrained decoding of various forms within
an encoder-decoder architecture to leverage the
known structure of the logical forms. This has
led to approaches that leverage this structure dur-
ing decoding, such as using tree decoders (Dong
and Lapata, 2016; Alvarez-Melis and Jaakkola,
2017) or other mechanisms (Dong and Lapata,
2018; Goldman et al., 2017). Other approaches
use grammar rules to constrain decoding (Xiao
et al., 2016; Yin and Neubig, 2017; Krishnamurthy
et al., 2017; Yu et al., 2018b). We leave investiga-
tion of such decoder constraints to future work.

Many formulations of Graph Neural Networks
(GNNs) that propagate information over local
neighborhoods have recently been proposed (Li
et al., 2016; Kipf and Welling, 2017; Gilmer et al.,
2017; Veličković et al., 2018). Recent work has of-
ten focused on large graphs (Hamilton et al., 2017)
and effectively propagating information over mul-
tiple graph steps (Xu et al., 2018). The graphs
we consider are relatively small and are fully-
connected, avoiding some of the challenges posed
by learning representations for large, sparsely con-

nected graphs.
Other recent work related to ours has considered

GNNs for natural language tasks, such as combin-
ing structured and unstructured data for question
answering (Sun et al., 2018), or for representing
dependencies in tasks such as AMR parsing and
machine translation (Beck et al., 2018; Bastings
et al., 2017). The approach of Krishnamurthy
et al. (2017) similarly considers ambiguous en-
tity mentions jointly with query tokens for seman-
tic parsing, although does not directly consider a
GNN.

Previous work has interpreted the Transformer’s
self-attention mechanism as a GNN (Veličković
et al., 2018; Battaglia et al., 2018), and extended
it to consider relative positions as edge repre-
sentations (Shaw et al., 2018). Previous work
has also similarly represented edge labels as vec-
tors, as opposed to matrices, in order to avoid
over-parameterizing the model (Marcheggiani and
Titov, 2017).

5 Experiments

5.1 Semantic Parsing Datasets

We consider three semantic parsing datasets, with
examples given in Table 1.

GEO The GeoQuery dataset consists of nat-
ural language questions about US geography
along with corresponding logical forms (Zelle and
Mooney, 1996). We follow the convention of
Zettlemoyer and Collins (2005) and use 600 train-
ing examples and 280 test examples. We use log-
ical forms based on Functional Query Language
(FunQL) (Kate et al., 2005).

ATIS The Air Travel Information System (ATIS)
dataset consists of natural language queries about
travel planning (Dahl et al., 1994). We follow
Zettlemoyer and Collins (2007) and use 4473
training examples, 448 test examples, and repre-
sent the logical forms as lambda expressions.

SPIDER This is a large-scale text-to-SQL
dataset that consists of 10,181 questions and
5,693 unique complex SQL queries across 200
database tables spanning 138 domains (Yu et al.,
2018c). We use the standard training set of 8,659
training example and development set of 1,034
examples, split across different tables.
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5.2 Experimental Setup
Model Configuration We configured hyperpa-
rameters based on performance on the validation
set for each task, if provided, otherwise cross-
validated on the training set.

For the encoder and decoder, we selected the
number of layers from {1, 2, 3, 4} and embed-
ding and hidden dimensions from {64, 128, 256},
setting the feed forward layer hidden dimen-
sions 4× higher. We employed dropout
at training time with Pdropout selected from
{0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6}. We used 8 attention
heads for each task. We used a clipping distance of
8 for relative position representations (Shaw et al.,
2018).

We used the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba,
2015) with β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.98, and ε = 10−9,
and tuned the learning rate for each task. We used
the same warmup and decay strategy for learning
rate as Vaswani et al. (2017), selecting a num-
ber of warmup steps up to a maximum of 3000.
Early stopping was used to determine the total
training steps for each task. We used the final
checkpoint for evaluation. We batched training
examples together, and selected batch size from
{32, 64, 128, 256, 512}. During training we used
masked self-attention (Vaswani et al., 2017) to en-
able parallel decoding of output sequences. For
evaluation, we used greedy search.

We used a simple strategy of splitting each in-
put utterance on spaces to generate a sequence of
tokens. We mapped any token that didn’t occur at
least 2 times in the training dataset to a special out-
of-vocabulary token. For experiments that used
BERT, we instead used the same wordpiece (Wu
et al., 2016) tokenization as used for pre-training.

BERT For some of our experiments, we eval-
uated incorporating a pre-trained BERT (Devlin
et al., 2018) encoder by effectively using the out-
put of the BERT encoder in place of a learned to-
ken embedding table. We then continue to use
graph encoder and decoder layers with randomly
initialized parameters in addition to BERT, so
there are many parameters that are not pre-trained.
The additional encoder layers are still necessary to
condition on entities and relations.

We achieved best results by freezing the pre-
trained parameters for an initial number of steps,
and then jointly fine-tuning all parameters, sim-
ilar to existing approaches for gradual unfreez-
ing (Howard and Ruder, 2018). When unfreezing

the pre-trained parameters, we restart the learn-
ing rate schedule. We found this to perform better
than keeping pre-trained parameters either entirely
frozen or entirely unfrozen during fine-tuning.

We used BERTLARGE (Devlin et al., 2018),
which has 24 layers. For fine tuning we used
the same Adam optimizer with weight decay and
learning rate decay as used for BERT pre-training.
We reduced batch sizes to accommodate the sig-
nificantly larger model size, and tuned learning
rate, warm up steps, and number of frozen steps
for pre-trained parameters.

Entity Candidate Generator We use an entity
candidate generator that, given x, can retrieve a
set of potentially relevant entities, e, for the given
domain. Although all generators share a common
interface, their implementation varies across tasks.

For GEO and ATIS we use a lexicon of entity
aliases in the dataset and attempt to match with
ngrams in the query. Each entity has a single at-
tribute corresponding to the entity’s type. We used
binary valued relations between entity candidates
based on whether entity candidate spans overlap,
but experiments did not show significant improve-
ments from incorporating these relations.

For SPIDER, we generalize our notion of enti-
ties to include tables and table columns. We in-
clude all relevant tables and columns as entity can-
didates, but make use of Levenshtein distance be-
tween query ngrams and table and column names
to determine edges between tokens and entity can-
didates. We use attributes based on the types and
names of tables and columns. Edges between en-
tity candidates capture relations between columns
and the table they belong to, and foreign key rela-
tions.

For GEO, ATIS, and SPIDER, this leads to
19.5%, 32.7%, and 74.6% of examples contain-
ing at least one span associated with multiple en-
tity candidates, respectively, indicating some en-
tity ambiguity.

Further details on how entity candidate genera-
tors were constructed are provided in § A.1.

Output Sequences We pre-processed output se-
quences to identify entity argument values, and
replaced those elements with references to entity
candidates in the input. In cases where our entity
candidate generator did not retrieve an entity that
was used as an argument, we dropped the example
from the training data set or considered it incorrect
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Method GEO ATIS

Kwiatkowski et al. (2013) 89.0 —
Liang et al. (2013) 87.9 —
Wang et al. (2014) — 91.3
Zhao and Huang (2015) 88.9 84.2
Jia and Liang (2016) 89.3 83.3
− data augmentation 85.0 76.3

Dong and Lapata (2016) † 87.1 84.6
Rabinovich et al. (2017) † 87.1 85.9
Dong and Lapata (2018) † 88.2 87.7

Ours

GNN w/ edge matrices 82.5 84.6
GNN w/ edge vectors 89.3 87.1
GNN w/ edge vectors + BERT 92.5 89.7

Method SPIDER

Xu et al. (2017) 10.9
Yu et al. (2018a) 8.0
Yu et al. (2018b) 24.8
− data augmentation 18.9

Ours

GNN w/ edge matrices 29.3
GNN w/ edge vectors 32.1
GNN w/ edge vectors + BERT 23.5

Table 2: We report accuracies on GEO, ATIS, and SPIDER for various implementations of our GNN sub-layer. For
GEO and ATIS, we use † to denote neural approaches that disambiguate and replace entities in the utterance as a
pre-processing step. For SPIDER, the evaluation set consists of examples for databases unseen during training.

if in the test set.

Evaluation To evaluate accuracy, we use exact
match accuracy relative to gold logical forms. For
GEO we directly compare output symbols. For
ATIS, we compare normalized logical forms us-
ing canonical variable naming and sorting for un-
ordered arguments (Jia and Liang, 2016). For SPI-
DER we use the provided evaluation script, which
decomposes each SQL query and conducts set
comparison within each clause without values. All
accuracies are reported on the test set, except for
SPIDER where we report and compare accuracies
on the development set.

Copying Tokens To better understand the effect
of conditioning on entities and their relations, we
also conducted experiments that considered an al-
ternative method for selecting and disambiguating
entities similar to Jia et al. (2016). In this approach
we use our model’s copy mechanism to copy to-
kens corresponding to the surface forms of entity
arguments, rather than copying entities directly.

P (aj = CopyToken[i] | x,y1:j−1) ∝
exp((zjW

x)ᵀw(Nenc)
xi ),

(9)

where Wx is a learned matrix, and where i ∈
{1, . . . , |x|} refers to the index of token xi ∈ V in.
If aj = CopyToken[i], then yj = xi.

This allows us to ablate entity information in the
input while still generating logical forms. When
copying tokens, the decoder determines the type of
the entity using an additional output symbol. For

GEO, the actual entity can then be identified as a
post-processing step, as a type and surface form is
sufficient. For other tasks this could require a more
complicated post-processing step to disambiguate
entities given a surface form and type.

Method GEO

Copying Entities
GNN w/ edge vectors + BERT 92.5
GNN w/ edge vectors 89.3

Copying Tokens
GNN w/ edge vectors 87.9
− entity candidates, e 84.3

BERT 89.6

Table 3: Experimental results for copying tokens in-
stead of entities when decoding, with and without con-
ditioning on the set of entity candidates, e.

5.3 Results and Analysis
Accuracies on GEO, ATIS, and SPIDER are shown
in Table 2.

GEO and ATIS Without pre-training, and de-
spite adding a bit of entity ambiguity, we achieve
similar results to other recent approaches that dis-
ambiguate and replace entities in the utterance as a
pre-processing step during both training and eval-
uating (Dong and Lapata, 2016, 2018). When in-
corporating BERT, we increase absolute accura-
cies over Dong and Lapata (2018) on GEO and
ATIS by 3.2% and 2.0%, respectively. Notably,
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they also present techniques and results that lever-
age constrained decoding, which our approach
would also likely further benefit from.

For GEO, we find that when ablating all en-
tity information in our model and copying to-
kens instead of entities, we achieve similar results
as Jia and Liang (2016) when also ablating their
data augmentation method, as shown in Table 3.
This is expected, since when ablating entities com-
pletely, our architecture essentially reduces to the
same sequence-to-sequence task setup. These re-
sults demonstrate the impact of conditioning on
the entity candidates, as it improves performance
even on the token copying setup. It appears that
leveraging BERT can partly compensate for not
conditioning on entity candidates, but combining
BERT with our GNN approach and copying enti-
ties achieves 2.9% higher accuracy than using only
a BERT encoder and copying tokens.

For ATIS, our results are outperformed by
Wang et al. (2014) by 1.6%. Their approach uses
hand-engineered templates to build a CCG lexi-
con. Some of these templates attempt to handle
the specific types of ungrammatical utterances in
the ATIS task.

SPIDER For SPIDER, a relatively new dataset,
there is less prior work. Competitive approaches
have been specific to the text-to-SQL task (Xu
et al., 2017; Yu et al., 2018a,b), incorporating task-
specific methods to condition on table and col-
umn information, and incorporating SQL-specific
structure when decoding. Our approach improves
absolute accuracy by +7.3% relative to Yu et
al. (2018b) without using any pre-trained language
representations, or constrained decoding. Our ap-
proach could also likely benefit from some of the
other aspects of Yu et al. (2018b) such as more
structured decoding, data augmentation, and using
pre-trained representations (they use GloVe (Pen-
nington et al., 2014)) for tokens, columns, and ta-
bles.

Our results were surprisingly worse when at-
tempting to incorporate BERT. Of course, success-
fully incorporating pre-trained representations is
not always straightforward. In general, we found
using BERT within our architecture to be sensi-
tive to learning rates and learning rate schedules.
Notably, the evaluation setup for SPIDER is very
different than training, as examples are for tables
unseen during training. Models may not general-
ize well to unseen tables and columns. It’s likely

that successfully incorporating BERT for SPIDER

would require careful tuning of hyperparameters
specifically for the database split configuration.

Entity Spans and Relations Ablating span re-
lations between entities and tokens for GEO and
ATIS is shown in Table 4. The impact is more
significant for ATIS, which contains many queries
with multiple entities of the same type, such as
nonstop flights seattle to boston where disam-
biguating the origin and destination entities re-
quires knowledge of which tokens they are asso-
ciated with, given that we represent entities based
only on their types for these tasks. We leave for
future work consideration of edges between en-
tity candidates that incorporate relevant domain
knowledge for these tasks.

Edge Ablations GEO ATIS

GNN w/ edge vectors 89.3 87.1
− entity span edges 88.6 34.2

Table 4: Results for ablating information about entity
candidate spans for GEO and ATIS.

For SPIDER, results ablating relations between
entities and tokens, and relations between entities,
are shown in Table 5. This demonstrates the im-
portance of entity relations, as they include use-
ful information for disambiguating entities such as
which columns belong to which tables, and which
columns have foreign key relations.

Edge Ablations SPIDER

GNN w/ edge vectors 32.1
− entity span edges 27.8
− entity relation edges 26.3

Table 5: Results for ablating information about rela-
tions between entity candidates and tokens for SPIDER.

Edge Representations Using additive edge vec-
tors outperforms using learned edge matrix trans-
formations for implementing f , across all tasks.
While the vector formulation is less expressive,
it also introduces far fewer parameters per edge
type, which can be an important consideration
given that our graph contains many similar edge
labels, such as those representing similar relative
positions between tokens. We leave further ex-
ploration of more expressive edge representations
to future work. Another direction to explore is a
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heterogeneous formulation of the GNN sub-layer,
that employs different formulations for different
subsets of nodes, e.g. for tokens and entities.

6 Conclusions

We have presented an architecture for semantic
parsing that uses a Graph Neural Network (GNN)
to condition on a graph of tokens, entities, and
their relations. Experimental results have demon-
strated that this approach can achieve competitive
results across a diverse set of tasks, while also pro-
viding a conceptually simple way to incorporate
entities and their relations during parsing.

For future direction, we are interested in ex-
ploring constrained decoding, better incorporating
pre-trained language representations within our ar-
chitecture, conditioning on additional relations be-
tween entities, and different GNN formulations.

More broadly, we have presented a flexible ap-
proach for conditioning on available knowledge in
the form of entities and their relations, and demon-
strated its effectiveness for semantic parsing.
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A Supplemental Material

A.1 Entity Candidate Generator Details

In this section we provide details of how we con-
structed entity candidate generators for each task.

GEO The annotator was constructed from the
geobase database, which provides a list of geo-
graphical facts. For each entry in the database, we
extracted the name as the entity alias and the type
(e.g., “state”, “city”) as its attribute. Since not all
cities used in the GEO query set are listed as ex-
plicit entries, we also used cities in the state en-
tries. Finally, geobase has no entries around coun-
tries, so we added relevant aliases for “USA” with
a special “country” attribute. There was 1 example
where an entity in the logical form did not appear
in the input, leading to the example being dropped
from the training set.

In lieu of task-specific edge relations, we used
binary edge labels between entities that captured
which annotations span the same tokens. How-
ever, experiments demonstrated that these edges
did not significantly affect performance. We leave
consideration of other types of entity relations for
these tasks to future work.

ATIS We constructed a lexicon mapping nat-
ural language entity aliases in the dataset (e.g.,
“newark international”, “5pm”) to unique entity
identifiers (e.g. “ewr:ap”, “1700:ti”). For ATIS,
this lexicon required some manual construction.
Each entity identifier has a two-letter suffix (e.g.,
“ap”, “ti”) that maps it to a single attribute (e.g.,
“airport”, “time”). We allowed overlapping entity
mentions when the entities referred to different en-
tity identifiers. For instance, in the query span “at-
lanta airport”, we include both the city of Atlanta
and the Atlanta airport.

Notably there were 9 examples where one of the
entities used as an argument in the logical form
did not have a corresponding mention in the in-
put utterance. From manual inspection, many of
the dropped examples appear to have incorrectly
annotated logical forms. These examples were
dropped from training set or marked as incorrect
if they appeared in the test set.

We use the same binary edge labels between en-
tities as for GEO.

SPIDER For SPIDER we generalize our notion
of entities to consider tables and columns as enti-
ties. We attempt to determine spans for each ta-

ble and column by computing normalized Leven-
shtein distance between table and column names
and unigrams or bigrams in the utterance. The best
alignment having a score > 0.75 is selected, and
we use these generated alignments to populate the
edges between tokens and entity candidates.

We generate a set of attributes for the table
based on unigrams in the table name, and an at-
tribute to identify the entity as a table. Likewise,
for columns, we generate a set of attributes based
on unigrams in the column name as well as an at-
tribute to identify the value type of the column. We
also include attributes indicating whether an align-
ment was found between the entity and the input
text.

We include 3 task-specific edge label types be-
tween entity candidates to denote bi-directional re-
lations between column entities and the table en-
tity they belong to, and to denote the presence of a
foreign key relationship between columns.
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Abstract

Vector representations of sentences, trained
on massive text corpora, are widely used as
generic sentence embeddings across a variety
of NLP problems. The learned representa-
tions are generally assumed to be continuous
and real-valued, giving rise to a large memory
footprint and slow retrieval speed, which hin-
ders their applicability to low-resource (mem-
ory and computation) platforms, such as mo-
bile devices. In this paper, we propose four
different strategies to transform continuous
and generic sentence embeddings into a bi-
narized form, while preserving their rich se-
mantic information. The introduced methods
are evaluated across a wide range of down-
stream tasks, where the binarized sentence em-
beddings are demonstrated to degrade perfor-
mance by only about 2% relative to their con-
tinuous counterparts, while reducing the stor-
age requirement by over 98%. Moreover, with
the learned binary representations, the seman-
tic relatedness of two sentences can be evalu-
ated by simply calculating their Hamming dis-
tance, which is more computational efficient
compared with the inner product operation be-
tween continuous embeddings. Detailed anal-
ysis and case study further validate the effec-
tiveness of proposed methods.

1 Introduction

Learning general-purpose sentence representa-
tions from large training corpora has received
widespread attention in recent years. The learned
sentence embeddings can encapsulate rich prior
knowledge of natural language, which has been
demonstrated to facilitate a variety of downstream
tasks (without fine-tuning the encoder weights).
The generic sentence embeddings can be trained
either in an unsupervised manner (Kiros et al.,
2015; Hill et al., 2016; Jernite et al., 2017; Gan

∗ Equal contribution.

et al., 2017; Logeswaran and Lee, 2018; Pagliar-
dini et al., 2018), or with supervised tasks such
as paraphrase identification (Wieting et al., 2016),
natural language inference (Conneau et al., 2017),
discourse relation classification (Nie et al., 2017),
machine translation (Wieting and Gimpel, 2018),
etc.

Significant effort has been devoted to design-
ing better training objectives for learning sentence
embeddings. However, prior methods typically as-
sume that the general-purpose sentence represen-
tations are continuous and real-valued. However,
this assumption is sub-optimal from the following
perspectives: i) the sentence embeddings require
large storage or memory footprint; ii) it is com-
putationally expensive to retrieve semantically-
similar sentences, since every sentence represen-
tation in the database needs to be compared, and
the inner product operation is computationally in-
volved. These two disadvantages hinder the appli-
cability of generic sentence representations to mo-
bile devices, where a relatively tiny memory foot-
print and low computational capacity are typically
available (Ravi and Kozareva, 2018).

In this paper, we aim to mitigate the above is-
sues by binarizing the continuous sentence em-
beddings. Consequently, the embeddings require
much smaller footprint, and similar sentences can
be obtained by simply selecting those with clos-
est binary codes in the Hamming space (Kiros and
Chan, 2018). One simple idea is to naively bi-
narize the continuous vectors by setting a hard
threshold. However, we find that this strategy
leads to significant performance drop in the em-
pirical results. Besides, the dimension of the bi-
nary sentence embeddings cannot be flexibly cho-
sen with this strategy, further limiting the practice
use of the direct binarization method.

In this regard, we propose three alternative
strategies to parametrize the transformation from
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pre-trained generic continuous embeddings to
their binary forms. Our exploration spans from
simple operations, such as a random projection,
to deep neural network models, such as a regu-
larized autoencoder. Particularly, we introduce
a semantic-preserving objective, which is aug-
mented with the standard autoenoder architec-
ture to encourage abstracting informative binary
codes. InferSent (Conneau et al., 2017) is em-
ployed as the testbed sentence embeddings in our
experiments, but the binarization schemes pro-
posed here can easily be extended to other pre-
trained general-purpose sentence embeddings. We
evaluate the quality of the learned general-purpose
binary representations using the SentEval toolkit
(Conneau et al., 2017). It is observed that the in-
ferred binary codes successfully maintain the se-
mantic features contained in the continuous em-
beddings, and only lead to around 2% perfor-
mance drop on a set of downstream NLP tasks,
while requiring merely 1.5% memory footprint of
their continuous counterparts.

Moreover, on several sentence matching bench-
marks, we demonstrate that the relatedness be-
tween a sentence pair can be evaluated by sim-
ply calculating the Hamming distance between
their binary codes, which perform on par with
or even superior than measuring the cosine sim-
ilarity between continuous embeddings (see Ta-
ble 1). Note that computing the Hamming distance
is much more computationally efficient than the
inner product operation in a continuous space. We
further perform a K-nearest neighbor sentence re-
trieval experiment on the SNLI dataset (Bowman
et al., 2015), and show that those semantically-
similar sentences can indeed be efficiently re-
trieved with off-the-shelf binary sentence repre-
sentations. Summarizing, our contributions in this
paper are as follows:

i) to the best of our knowledge, we con-
duct the first systematic exploration on learn-
ing general-purpose binarized (memory-efficient)
sentence representations, and four different strate-
gies are proposed;

ii) an autoencoder architecture with a carefully-
designed semantic-preserving loss exhibits strong
empirical results on a set of downstream NLP
tasks;

iii) more importantly, we demonstrate, on sev-
eral sentence-matching datasets, that simply eval-
uating the Hamming distance over binary repre-

sentations performs on par or even better than cal-
culating the cosine similarity between their contin-
uous counterparts (which is less computationally-
efficient).

2 Related Work

Sentence representations pre-trained from a large
amount of data have been shown to be effective
when transferred to a wide range of downstream
tasks. Prior work along this line can be roughly
divided into two categories: i) pre-trained models
that require fine-tuning on the specific transferring
task (Dai and Le, 2015; Ruder and Howard, 2018;
Radford et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2018; Cer et al.,
2018); ii) methods that extract general-purpose
sentence embeddings, which can be effectively
applied to downstream NLP tasks without fine-
tuning the encoder parameters (Kiros et al., 2015;
Hill et al., 2016; Jernite et al., 2017; Gan et al.,
2017; Adi et al., 2017; Logeswaran and Lee, 2018;
Pagliardini et al., 2018; Tang and de Sa, 2018).
Our proposed methods belong to the second cat-
egory and provide a generic and easy-to-use en-
coder to extract highly informative sentence rep-
resentations. However, our work is unique since
the embeddings inferred from our models are bi-
narized and compact, and thus possess the advan-
tages of small memory footprint and much faster
sentence retrieval.

Learning memory-efficient embeddings with
deep neural networks has attracted substantial at-
tention recently. One general strategy towards this
goal is to extract discrete or binary data repre-
sentations (Jang et al., 2016; Shu and Nakayama,
2017; Dai et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2018; Shen
et al., 2018; Tissier et al., 2019). Binarized em-
beddings are especially attractive because they are
more memory-efficient (relative to discrete em-
beddings), and they also enjoy the advantages of
fast retrieval based upon a Hamming distance cal-
culation. Previous work along this line in NLP has
mainly focused on learning compact representa-
tions at the word-level (Shu and Nakayama, 2017;
Chen et al., 2018; Tissier et al., 2019), while much
less effort has been devoted to extracting binarized
embeddings at the sentence-level. Our work aims
to bridge this gap, and serves as an initial attempt
to facilitate the deployment of state-of-the-art sen-
tence embeddings on on-device mobile applica-
tions.

Our work is also related to prior research on
semantic hashing, which aims to learn binary
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text embeddings specifically for the information
retrieval task (Salakhutdinov and Hinton, 2009;
Zhang et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2014; Xu et al.,
2015; Shen et al., 2018). However, these methods
are typically trained and evaluated on documents
that belong to a specific domain, and thus cannot
serve as generic binary sentence representation ap-
plicable to a wide variety of NLP taks. In contrast,
our model is trained on large corpora and seeks
to provide general-purpose binary representations
that can be leveraged for various application sce-
narios.

3 Proposed Approach

We aim to produce compact and binarized repre-
sentations from continuous sentence embeddings,
and preserve the associated semantic information.
Let x and f denote, respectively, an input sentence
and the function defined by a pre-trained general-
purpose sentence encoder. Thus, f(x) represents
the continuous embeddings extracted by the en-
coder. The goal of our model is to learn a universal
transformation g that can convert f(x) to highly
informative binary sentence representations, i.e.,
g(f(x)), which can be used as generic features for
a collection of downstream tasks. We explore four
strategies to parametrize the transformation g.

3.1 Hard Threshold

We use h and b to denote the continuous and bi-
nary sentence embeddings, respectively, and L de-
notes the dimension of h. The first method to bi-
narize the continuous representations is to simply
convert each dimension to either 0 or 1 based on
a hard threshold. This strategy requires no train-
ing and directly operates on pre-trained continu-
ous embeddings. Suppose s is the hard threshold,
we have, for i = 1, 2, ......, L:

b(i) = 1h(i)>s =
sign(h(i) − s) + 1

2
, (1)

One potential issue of this direct binarization
method is that the information contained in the
continuous representations may be largely lost,
since there is no training objective encouraging the
preservation of semantic information in the pro-
duced binary codes (Shen et al., 2018). Another
disadvantage is that the length of the resulting bi-
nary code must be the same as the original contin-
uous representation, and can not be flexibly cho-
sen. In practice, however, we may want to learn

shorter binary embeddings to save more memory
footprint or computation.

3.2 Random Projection
To tackle the limitation of the above direct bina-
rization method, we consider an alternative strat-
egy that requires no training either: simply apply-
ing a random projection over the pre-trained con-
tinuous representations. Wieting and Kiela (2018)
has shown that random sentence encoders can ef-
fectively construct universal sentence embeddings
from word vectors, while possessing the flexibility
of adaptively altering the embedding dimensions.
Here, we are interested in exploring whether a ran-
dom projection would also work well while trans-
forming continuous sentence representations into
their binary counterparts.

We randomly initialize a matrix W ∈ RD×L,
whereD denotes the dimension of the resulting bi-
nary representations. Inspired by the standard ini-
tialization heuristic employed in (Glorot and Ben-
gio, 2010; Wieting and Kiela, 2018), the values
of the matrix are initialized as sampled uniformly.
For i = 1, 2, . . . , D and j = 1, 2, . . . , L, we have:

Wi,j ∼ Uniform(− 1√
D
,

1√
D

), (2)

After converting the continuous sentence embed-
dings to the desired dimension D with the ma-
trix randomly initialized above, we further apply
the operation in (1) to binarize it into the dis-
crete/compact form. The dimension D can be set
arbitrarily with this approach, which is easily ap-
plicable to any pre-trained sentence embeddings
(since no training is needed). This strategy is re-
lated to the Locality-Sensitive Hashing (LSH) for
inferring binary embeddings (Van Durme and Lall,
2010).

3.3 Principal Component Analysis
We also consider an alternative strategy to adap-
tively choose the dimension of the resulting bi-
nary representations. Specifically, Principal Com-
ponent Analysis (PCA) is utilized to reduce the
dimensionality of pre-trained continuous embed-
dings.

Given a set of sentences {xi}Ni=1 and their corre-
sponding continuous embeddings {hi}Ni=1 ⊂ RL,
we learn a projection matrix to reduce the embed-
ding dimensions while keeping the embeddings
distinct as much as possible. After centralizing the
embeddings as hi = hi − 1

N

∑N
i=1 hi, the data, as
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Figure 1: Proposed model architectures: (a) direct binarization with a hard threshold s; (b) reducing the dimension-
ality with either a random projection or PCA, followed by a binarization step; (c) an encoding-decoding framework
with an additional semantic-preserving loss.

a matrix H = (h1, h2, . . . , hN ), has the singular
value decomposition (SVD):

H = UΛV T ,

where Λ is an L×N matrix with descending sin-
gular values of X on its diagonal, with U and V
orthogonal matrices. Then the correlation matrix
can be written as: HHT = UΛ2UT . Assume that
the diagonal matrix Λ2 = diag(λ1, λ2, . . . , λL)
has descending elements λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λL ≥
0. We select first D rows of U as our projection
matrix W = U1:D, then the correlation matrix
of WH is WHHTW T = diag(λ1, λ2, . . . , λD),
which indicates that the embeddings are projected
to D independent and most distinctive axes.

After projecting continuous embeddings to a
representative lower dimensional space, we apply
the hard threshold function at the position 0 to ob-
tain the binary representations (since the embed-
dings are zero-centered).

3.4 Autoencoder Architecture
The methods proposed above suffer from the com-
mon issue that the model objective does not ex-
plicitly encourage the learned binary codes to re-
tain the semantic information of the original con-
tinuous embeddings, and a separate binarization
step is employed after training. To address this
shortcoming, we further consider an autoencoder
architecture, that leverages the reconstruction loss
to hopefully endow the learned binary representa-
tions with more information. Specifically, an en-
coder network is utilized to transform the contin-
uous into a binary latent vector, which is then re-
constructed back with a decoder network.

For the encoder network, we use a matrix op-
eration, followed by a binarization step, to extract
useful features (similar to the random projection

setup). Thus, for i = 1, 2, . . . , D, we have:

b(i) = 1σ(Wi·h+k(i))>s(i)

=
sign(σ(Wi · h+ k(i))− s(i)) + 1

2
, (3)

where k is the bias term and k(i) corresponds to the
i-th element of k. s(i) denotes the threshold deter-
mining whether the i-th bit is 0 or 1. During train-
ing, we may use either deterministic or stochastic
binarization upon the latent variable. For the de-
terministic case, s(i) = 0.5 for all dimensions; in
the stochastic case, s(i) is uniformly sampled as:
s(i) ∼ Uniform(0, 1). We conduct an empirical
comparison between these two binarization strate-
gies in Section 4.

Prior work have shown that linear decoders
are favorable for learning binary codes under the
encoder-decoder framework (Carreira-Perpinán
and Raziperchikolaei, 2015; Dai et al., 2017; Shen
et al., 2018). Inspired by these results, we employ
a linear transformation to reconstruct the original
continuous embeddings from the binary codes:

ĥ(i) = W ′i · b+ k′(i), (4)

where W ′ and k′ are weight and bias term respec-
tively, which are learned. The mean square error
between h and ĥ is employed as the reconstruction
loss:

Lrec =
1

D

D∑

i=1

(h(i) − ĥ(i))2, (5)

This objective imposes the binary vector b to en-
code more information from h (leading to smaller
reconstruction error). Straight-through (ST) esti-
mator (Hinton, 2012) is utilized to estimate the
gradients for the binary variable. The autoencoder
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model is optimized by minimizing the reconstruc-
tion loss for all sentences. After training, the en-
coder network is leveraged as the transformation
to convert the pre-trained continuous embeddings
into the binary form.

3.4.1 Semantic-preserving Regularizer

Although the reconstruction objective can help the
binary variable to endow with richer semantics,
there is no loss that explicitly encourages the bi-
nary vectors to preserve the similarity information
contained in the original continuous embeddings.
Consequently, the model may lead to small recon-
struction error but yield sub-optimal binary repre-
sentations (Tissier et al., 2019). To improve the
semantic-preserving property of the inferred bi-
nary embeddings, we introduce an additional ob-
jective term.

Consider a triple group of sentences
(xα, xβ, xγ), whose continuous embeddings
are (hα, hβ, hγ), respectively. Suppose that the
cosine similarity between hα and hβ is larger
than that between hβ and hγ , then it is desirable
that the Hamming distance between bα and bβ
should be smaller than that between bβ and bγ
(notably, both large cosine similarity and small
Hamming distance indicate that two sentences are
semantically-similar).

Let dc(·, ·) and dh(·, ·) denote the cosine sim-
ilarity and Hamming distance (in the continuous
and binary embedding space), respectively. De-
fine lα,β,γ as an indicator such that, lα,β,γ = 1 if
dc(hα, hβ) ≥ dc(hβ, hγ), and lα,β,γ = −1 other-
wise. The semantic-preserving regularizer is then
defined as:

Lsp =
∑

α,β,γ

max{0, lα,β,γ [dh(bα, bβ)− dh(bβ, bγ)]},

(6)

By penalizing Lsp, the learned transformation
function g is explicitly encouraged to retain the se-
mantic similarity information of the original con-
tinuous embeddings. Thus, the entire objective
function to be optimized is:

L = Lrec + λspLsp, (7)

where λsp controls the relative weight between the
reconstruction loss (Lrec) and semantic-preserving
loss (Lsp).

3.5 Discussion

Another possible strategy is to directly train the
general-purpose binary embeddings from scratch,
i.e., jointly optimizing the continuous embed-
dings training objective and continuous-to-binary
parameterization. However, our initial attempts
demonstrate that this strategy leads to inferior em-
pirical results. This observation is consistent with
the results reported in (Kiros and Chan, 2018).
Specifically, a binarization layer is directly ap-
pended over the InferSent architecture (Conneau
et al., 2017) during training, which gives rise to
much larger drop in terms of the embeddings’
quality (we have conducted empirical compar-
isons with (Kiros and Chan, 2018) in Table 1).
Therefore, here we focus on learning universal bi-
nary embeddings based on pretained continuous
sentence representations.

4 Experimental setup

4.1 Pre-trained Continuous Embeddings

Our proposed model aims to produce highly in-
formative binary sentence embeddings based upon
pre-trained continuous representations. In this pa-
per, we utilize InferSent (Conneau et al., 2017)
as the continuous embeddings (given its effective-
ness and widespread use). Note that all four pro-
posed strategies can be easily extended to other
pre-trained general-purpose sentence embeddings
as well.

Specifically, a bidirectional LSTM architecture
along with a max-pooling operation over the hid-
den units is employed as the sentence encoder, and
the model parameters are optimized on the natu-
ral language inference tasks, i.e., Standford Nat-
ural Language Inference (SNLI) (Bowman et al.,
2015) and Multi-Genre Natural Language Infer-
ence (MultiNLI) datasets (Williams et al., 2017).

4.2 Training Details

Our model is trained using Adam (Kingma and Ba,
2014), with a value 1 × 10−5 as the learning rate
for all the parameters. The number of bits (i.e.,
dimension) of the binary representation is set as
512, 1024, 2048 or 4096, and the best choice for
each model is chosen on the validation set, and
the corresponding test results are presented in Ta-
ble 1. The batch size is chosen as 64 for all model
variants. The hyperparameter over λsp is selected
from {0.2, 0.5, 0.8, 1} on the validation set, and
0.8 is found to deliver the best empirical results.
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Model Dim MR CR SUBJ MPQA SST STS14 STSB SICK-R MRPC
Continuous (dense) sentence embeddings

fastText-BoV 300 78.2 80.2 91.8 88.0 82.3 .65/.63 58.1/59.0 0.698 67.9/74.3
SkipThought 4800 76.5 80.1 93.6 87.1 82.0 .29/.35 41.0/41.7 0.595 57.9/66.6

SkipThought-LN 4800 79.4 83.1 93.7 89.3 82.9 .44/.45 - - -
InferSent-FF 4096 79.7 84.2 92.7 89.4 84.3 .68/.66 55.6/56.2 0.612 67.9/73.8
InferSent-G 4096 81.1 86.3 92.4 90.2 84.6 .68/.65 70.0/68.0 0.719 67.4/73.2

Binary (compact) sentence embeddings
InferLite-short 256 73.7 81.2 83.2 86.2 78.4 0.61/- 63.4/63.3 0.597 61.7/70.1

InferLite-medium 1024 76.3 83.2 87.8 88.4 81.3 0.67/- 64.9/64.9 0.642 64.1/72.0
InferLite-long 4096 77.7 83.7 89.6 89.1 82.3 0.68/- 67.9/67.6 0.663 65.4/72.9

HT-binary 4096 76.6 79.9 91.0 88.4 80.6 .62/.60 55.8/53.6 0.652 65.6/70.4
Rand-binary 2048 78.7 82.7 90.4 88.9 81.3 .66/.63 65.1/62.3 0.704 65.7/70.8
PCA-binary 2048 78.4 84.5 90.7 89.4 81.0 .66/.65 63.7/62.8 0.518 65.0/ 69.7
AE-binary 2048 78.7 84.9 90.6 89.6 82.1 .68/.66 71.7/69.7 0.673 65.8/70.8

AE-binary-SP 2048 79.1 84.6 90.8 90.0 82.7 .69/.67 73.2/70.6 0.705 67.2/72.0

Table 1: Performance on the test set for 10 downstream tasks. The STS14, STSB and MRPC are evaluated with
Pearson and Spearman correlations, and SICK-R is measured with Pearson correlation. All other datasets are
evaluated with test accuracy. InferSent-G uses Glove (G) as the word embeddings, while InferSent-FF employs
FastText (F) embeddings with Fixed (F) padding. The empirical results of InferLite with different lengths of binary
embeddings, i.e., 256, 1024 and 4096, are considered.

The training with the autoencoder setup takes only
about 1 hour to converge, and thus can be readily
applicable to even larger datasets.

4.3 Evaluation

To facilitate comparisons with other baseline
methods, we use SentEval toolkit1 (Conneau
and Kiela, 2018) to evaluate the learned binary
(compact) sentence embeddings. Concretely, the
learned representations are tested on a series of
downstream tasks to assess their transferability
(with the encoder weights fixed), which can be cat-
egorized as follows:

• Sentence classification, including sentiment
analysis (MR, SST), product reviews (CR),
subjectivity classification (SUBJ), opinion
polarity detection (MPQA) and question type
classification (TREC). A linear classifier is
trained with the generic sentence embeddings
as the input features. The default SentEval
settings is used for all the datasets.

• Sentence matching, which comprises se-
mantic relatedness (SICK-R, STS14, STSB)
and paraphrase detection (MRPC). Particu-
larly, each pair of sentences in STS14 dataset
is associated with a similarity score from 0
to 5 (as the corresponding label). Hamming
distance between the binary representations
is directly leveraged as the prediction score
(without any classifier parameters).

1https://github.com/facebookresearch/SentEval

For the sentence matching benchmarks, to allow
fair comparison with the continuous embeddings,
we do not use the same classifier architecture in
SentEval. Instead, we obtain the predicted relat-
edness by directly computing the cosine similar-
ity between the continuous embeddings. Conse-
quently, there are no classifier parameters for both
the binary and continuous representations. The
same valuation metrics in SentEval(Conneau and
Kiela, 2018) are utilized for all the tasks. For
MRPC, the predictions are made by simply judg-
ing whether a sentence pair’s score is larger or
smaller than the averaged Hamming distance (or
cosine similarity).

4.4 Baselines
We consider several strong baselines to compare
with the proposed methods, which include both
continuous (dense) and binary (compact) repre-
sentations. For the continuous generic sentence
embeddings, we make comparisons with fastText-
BoV (Joulin et al., 2016), Skip-Thought Vectors
(Kiros et al., 2015) and InferSent (Conneau et al.,
2017). As to the binary embeddings, we consider
the binarized version of InferLite (Kiros and Chan,
2018), which, as far as we are concerned, is the
only general-purpose binary representations base-
line reported.

5 Experimental Results

We experimented with five model variants to
learn general-purpose binary embeddings: HT-
binary (hard threshold, which is selected from
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{0, 0.01, 0.1} on the validation set), Rand-binary
(random projection), PCA-binary (reduce the di-
mensionality with principal component analysis),
AE-binary (autoencoder with the reconstruction
objective) and AE-binary-SP (autoencoder with
both the reconstruction objective and Semantic-
Preserving loss). Our code will be released to en-
courage future research.

5.1 Task transfer evaluation

We evalaute the binary sentence representations
produced by different methods with a set of trans-
ferring tasks. The results are shown in Table 1.
The proposed autoencoder architecture generally
demonstrates the best results. Especially while
combined with the semantic-preserving loss de-
fined in (7), AE-binary-SP exhibits higher perfor-
mance compared with a standard autoencoder. It
is worth noting that the Rand-binary and PCA-
binary model variants also show competitive per-
formance despite their simplicity. These strategies
are also quite promising given that no training is
required given the pre-trained continuous sentence
representations.

Another important result is that, the AE-binary-
SP achieves competitive results relative to the In-
ferSent, leading to only about 2% loss on most
datasets and even performing at par with InferSent
on several datasets, such as the MPQA and STS14
datasets. On the sentence matching tasks, the
yielded binary codes are evaluated by merely uti-
lizing the hamming distance features (as men-
tioned above). To allow fair comparison, we com-
pare the predicted scores with the cosine similarity
scores based upon the continuous representations
(there are no additional parameters for the classi-
fier). The binary codes brings out promising em-
pirical results relative to their continuous counter-
parts, and even slightly outperform InferSent on
the STS14 dataset.

We also found that our AE-binary-SP model
variant consistently demonstrate superior results
than the InferLite baselines, which optimize the
NLI objective directly over the binary representa-
tions. This may be attributed to the difficulty of
backpropagating gradients through discrete/binary
variables, and would be an interesting direction for
future research.

5.2 Nearest Neighbor Retrieval

Case Study One major advantage of binary sen-
tence representations is that the similarity of two

sentences can be evaluated by merely calculating
the hamming distance between their binary codes.
To gain more intuition regarding the semantic in-
formation encoded in the binary embeddings, we
convert all the sentences in the SNLI dataset into
continuous and binary vectors (with InferSent-G
and AE-binary-SP, respectively). The top-3 closet
sentences are retrieved based upon the correspond-
ing metrics, and the resulting samples are shown
in Table 2. It can be observed that the sentences
selected based upon the Hamming distance indeed
convey very similar semantic meanings. In some
cases, the results with binary codes are even more
reasonable compared with the continuous embed-
dings. For example, for the first query, all three
sentences in the left column relate to “watching
a movie”, while one of the sentences in the right
column is about “sleeping”.

Retrieval Speed The bitwise comparison is
much faster than the element-wise multiplication
operation (between real-valued vectors) (Tissier
et al., 2019). To verify the speed improvement,
we sample 10000 sentence pairs from SNLI and
extract their continuous and binary embeddings
(with the same dimension of 4096), respectively.
We record the time to compute the cosine sim-
ilarity and hamming distance between the corre-
sponding representations. With our Python imple-
mentation, it takes 3.67µs and 288ns respectively,
indicating that calculating the Hamming distance
is over 12 times faster. Our implementation is
not optimized, and the running time of computing
Hamming distance can be further improved (to be
proportional to the number of different bits, rather
than the input length2).

5.3 Ablation Study

5.3.1 The effect of semantic-preserving loss

To investigate the importance of incorporating the
locality-sensitive regularizer, we select different
values of λsp (ranging from 0.0 to 1.0) and ex-
plore how the transfer results would change ac-
cordingly. The λsp controls the relative weight of
the semantic-preserving loss term. As shown in
Table 3, augmenting the semantic-preserving loss
consistently improves the quality of learned binary
embeddings, while the best test accuracy on the
MR dataset is obtained with λsp = 0.8.

2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Hamming_distance
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Hamming Distance (binary embeddings) Cosine Similarity (continuous embeddings)
Query: Several people are sitting in a movie theater .

A group of people watching a movie at a theater . A group of people watching a movie at a theater .
A crowd of people are watching a movie indoors . A man is watching a movie in a theater .
A man is watching a movie in a theater . Some people are sleeping on a sofa in front of the television .

Query: A woman crossing a busy downtown street .
A lady is walking down a busy street . A woman walking on the street downtown .
A woman is on a crowded street . A lady is walking down a busy street .
A woman walking on the street downtown . A man and woman walking down a busy street .

Query: A well dressed man standing in front of piece of artwork .
A well dressed man standing in front of an abstract fence painting . A man wearing headphones is standing in front of a poster .
A man wearing headphones is standing in front of a poster . A man standing in front of a chalkboard points at a drawing .
A man in a blue shirt standing in front of a garage-like structure
painted with geometric designs .

A man in a blue shirt standing in front of a garage-like structure
painted with geometric designs .

Query: A woman is sitting at a bar eating a hamburger .
A woman sitting eating a sandwich . A woman is sitting in a cafe eating lunch .
A woman is sitting in a cafe eating lunch . A woman is eating at a diner .
The woman is eating a hotdog in the middle of her bedroom . A woman is eating her meal at a resturant .

Query: Group of men trying to catch fish with a fishing net .
Two men are on a boat trying to fish for food during a sunset . There are three men on a fishing boat trying to catch bass .
There are three men on a fishing boat trying to catch bass . Two men are trying to fish .
Two men pull a fishing net up into their red boat . Two men are on a boat trying to fish for food during a sunset .

Table 2: Nearest neighbor retrieval results on the SNLI dataset. Given a a query sentence, the left column shows
the top-3 retrieved samples based upon the hamming distance with all sentences’ binary representations, while the
right column exhibits the samples according to the cosine similarity of their continuous embeddings.

λsp 0.0 0.2 0.5 0.8 1.0

Accuracy 78.2 78.5 78.5 79.1 78.4

Table 3: Ablation study for the AE-binary-SP model
with different choices of λsp (evaluated with test accu-
racy on the MR dataset).

5.3.2 Sampling strategy
As discussed in Section 3.4, the binary latent vec-
tor b can be obtained with either a deterministic
or stochastically sampled threshold. We compare
these two sampling strategies on several down-
stream tasks. As illustrated in Figure 2, setting a
fixed threshold demonstrates better empirical per-
formance on all the datasets. Therefore, determin-
istic threshold is employed for all the autoencoder
model variants in our experiments.
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Figure 2: The comparison between deterministic and
stochastic sampling for the autoencoder strategy.

5.3.3 The effect of embedding dimension
Except for the hard threshold method, other three
proposed strategies all possess the flexibility of
adaptively choosing the dimension of learned bi-
nary representations. To explore the sensitivity of
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Figure 3: The test accuracy of different model on the
MR dataset across 512, 1024, 2048, 4096 bits for the
learned binary representations.

extracted binary embeddings to their dimensions,
we run four model variants (Rand-binary, PCA-
binary, AE-binary, AE-binary-SP) with different
number of bits (i.e., 512, 1024, 2048, 4096), and
their corresponding results on the MR dataset are
shown in Figure 3.

For the AE-binary and AE-binary-SP models,
longer binary codes consistently deliver better re-
sults. While for the Rand-binary and PCA-binary
variants, the quality of inferred representations is
much less sensitive to the embedding dimension.
Notably, these two strategies exhibit competitive
performance even with only 512 bits. Therefore,
in the case where less memory footprint or little
training is preferred, Rand-binary and PCA-binary
could be more judicious choices.

6 Conclusion
This paper presents a first step towards learning
binary and general-purpose sentence representa-
tions that allow for efficient storage and fast re-
trieval over massive corpora. To this end, we ex-
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plore four distinct strategies to convert pre-trained
continuous sentence embeddings into a binarized
form. Notably, a regularized autoencoder aug-
mented with semantic-preserving loss exhibits the
best empirical results, degrading performance by
only around 2% while saving over 98% memory
footprint. Besides, two other model variants with
a random projection or PCA transformation re-
quire no training and demonstrate competitive em-
bedding quality even with relatively small dimen-
sions. Experiments on nearest-neighbor sentence
retrieval further validate the effectiveness of pro-
posed framework.
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Abstract

Classical non-neural dependency parsers put
considerable effort on the design of feature
functions. Especially, they benefit from infor-
mation coming from structural features, such
as features drawn from neighboring tokens
in the dependency tree. In contrast, their
BiLSTM-based successors achieve state-of-
the-art performance without explicit informa-
tion about the structural context. In this pa-
per we aim to answer the question: How much
structural context are the BiLSTM representa-
tions able to capture implicitly? We show that
features drawn from partial subtrees become
redundant when the BiLSTMs are used. We
provide a deep insight into information flow
in transition- and graph-based neural architec-
tures to demonstrate where the implicit infor-
mation comes from when the parsers make
their decisions. Finally, with model ablations
we demonstrate that the structural context is
not only present in the models, but it signifi-
cantly influences their performance.

1 Introduction

When designing a conventional non-neural parser
substantial effort is required to design a power-
ful feature extraction function. Such a function
(McDonald et al., 2005; Zhang and Nivre, 2011,
among others) is constructed so that it captures
as much structural context as possible. The con-
text allows the parser to make well-informed deci-
sions.1 It is encoded in features built from partial
subtrees and explicitly used by the models.

Recently, Kiperwasser and Goldberg (2016,
K&G) showed that the conventional feature ex-
traction functions can be replaced by modeling
the left- and right-context of each word with
BiLSTMs (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997;

1See Figure 1 for the concept of structural context, details
of the architectures will be described in Section 2.

Graves and Schmidhuber, 2005). Although the
proposed models do not use any conventional
structural features they achieve state-of-the-art
performance. The authors suggested that it is be-
cause the BiLSTM encoding is able to estimate the
missing information from the given features and
did not explore this issue further.

Since the introduction of the K&G architecture
BiLSTM-based parsers have become standard in
the field.2 Yet, it is an open question how much
conventional structural context the BiLSTMs rep-
resentations actually are able to capture implicitly.
Small architectures that ignore the structural con-
text are attractive since they come with lower time
complexity. But to build such architectures it is
important to investigate to what extent the explicit
structural information is redundant. For example,
K&G also proposed an extended feature set de-
rived from structural context, which has subse-
quently been re-implemented and used by others
without questioning its utility.

Inspired by recent work (Gaddy et al., 2018)
on constituency parsing we aim at understanding
what type of information is captured by the inter-
nal representations of BiLSTM-based dependency
parsers and how it translates into their impres-
sive accuracy. As our starting point we take the
K&G architecture and extend it with a second-
order decoder.3 We perform systematic analy-
ses on nine languages using two different archi-
tectures (transition-based and graph-based) across
two dimensions: with and without BiLSTM rep-
resentations, and with and without features drawn
from structural context.

2See results from the recent CoNLL 2018 shared task on
dependency parsing (Zeman et al., 2018) for a comparison of
various high-performing dependency parsers.

3To the best of our knowledge, this is the first BiLSTM-
based second-order dependency parser. Gómez-Rodrı́guez
et al. (2018) incorporate BiLSTM-based representations into
the third-order 1-Endpoint-Crossing parser of Pitler (2014).
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Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the K&G architecture of BiLSTM-based neural dependency parsers. Red
arrows mark the basic feature sets and blue show how to extend them with features drawn from structural context.

We demonstrate that structural features are use-
ful for neural dependency parsers but they become
redundant when BiLSTMs are used (Section 4).
It is because the BiLSTM representations trained
together with dependency parsers capture a signif-
icant amount of complex syntactic relations (Sec-
tion 5.1). We then carry out an extensive inves-
tigation of information flow in the parsing archi-
tectures and find that the implicit structural con-
text is not only present in the BiLSTM-based pars-
ing models, but also more diverse than when en-
coded in explicit structural features (Section 5.2).
Finally, we present results on ablated models to
demonstrate the influence of structural informa-
tion implicitly encoded in BiLSTM representa-
tions on the final parsing accuracy (Section 5.3).

2 Parsing Model Architecture

Our graph- and transition-based parsers are based
on the K&G architecture (see Figure 1). The
architecture has subsequently been extended by,
e.g., character-based embeddings (de Lhoneux
et al., 2017) or attention (Dozat and Manning,
2016). To keep the experimental setup clean and
simple while focusing on the information flow in
the architecture, we abstain from these extensions.
We use the basic K&G architecture as our starting
point with a few minor changes outlined below.
For further details we refer the reader to Kiper-
wasser and Goldberg (2016).

2.1 Word Representations

In both transition- and graph-based architectures
input tokens are represented in the same way (see
level [1] in Figure 1). For a given sentence with
words [w1, . . . wn] and part-of-speech (POS) tags
[t1, . . . , tn] each word representation xi is built
from concatenating the embeddings of the word

and its POS tag:

xi = e(wi) ◦ e(ti)

The embeddings are initialized randomly at train-
ing time and trained together with the model.

The representations xi encode words in isola-
tion and do not contain information about their
context. For that reason they are passed to the Bi-
LSTM feature extractors (level [2] in Figure 1) and
represented by a BiLSTM representation

��
xi :

��
xi = BiLSTM(x1:n, i)

2.2 Transition-Based Parser
Transition-based parsers gradually build a tree by
applying a sequence of transitions. During train-
ing they learn a scoring function for transitions.
While decoding they search for the best action
given the current state and the parsing history.

Figure 1a illustrates the architecture of the
transition-based K&G parser. For every config-
uration c consisting of a stack, buffer, and a set
of arcs introduced so far, the parser selects a few
core items from the stack and buffer (red arrows in
the figure) as features. Next, it concatenates their
BiLSTM vectors and passes them to a multi-layer
perceptron (MLP) which assigns scores to all pos-
sible transitions. The highest scoring transition is
used to proceed to the next configuration.

Our implementation (denoted TBPARS) uses
the arc-standard decoding algorithm (Nivre, 2004)
extended with a SWAP transition (ASWAP, Nivre
(2009)) to handle non-projective trees. The sys-
tem applies arc transitions between the two top-
most items of the stack (denoted s0 and s1). We
use the lazy SWAP oracle by Nivre et al. (2009)
for training. Labels are predicted together with the
transitions. We experiment with two models with
different feature sets:
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TBMIN: is the simple architecture which does
not use structural features. Since Shi et al. (2017)
showed that the feature set {��

s0 ,
��
s1 ,

��
b0} is min-

imal for the arc-standard system (i.e., it suffers
almost no loss in performance in comparison to
larger feature sets but significantly out-performs a
feature set built from only two vectors) we apply
the same feature set to ASWAP. Later we analyze
if the set could be further reduced.

TBEXT: is the extended architecture. We use
the original extended feature set from K&G: {��

s0 ,
��
s1 ,

��
s2 ,

��
b0 ,

��
s0L,

��
s0R,

��
s1L,

��
s1R,

��
s2L,

��
s2R,

��
b0L},

where .L and .R denote left- and right-most child.

2.3 Graph-Based Parser

The K&G graph-based parser follows the struc-
tured prediction paradigm: while training it learns
a scoring function which scores the correct tree
higher than all the other possible ones. While
decoding it searches for the highest scoring tree
for a given sentence. The parser employs an arc-
factored approach (McDonald et al., 2005), i.e., it
decomposes the score of a tree to the sum of the
scores of its arcs.

Figure 1b shows the K&G graph-based archi-
tecture. At parsing time, every pair of words
〈xi, xj〉 yields a BiLSTM representation {��

xi ,
��
xj}

(red arrows in the figure) which is passed to MLP
to compute the score for an arc xi → xj . To find
the highest scoring tree we apply Eisner (1996)’s
algorithm. We denote this architecture GBMIN.
We note in passing that, although this decoding
algorithm is restricted to projective trees, it has
the advantage that it can be extended to incorpo-
rate non-local features while still maintaining ex-
act search in polynomial time.4

The above-mentioned simple architecture uses
a feature set of two vectors {

��
h ,

��
d }. We ex-

tend it and add information about structural con-
text. Specifically, we incorporate information
about siblings

��
s (blue arrows in the figure). The

model follows the second-order model from Mc-
Donald and Pereira (2006) and decomposes the
score of the tree into the sum of adjacent edge pair
scores. We use the implementation of the second-
order decoder from Zhang and Zhao (2015). We
denote this architecture GBSIBL.

4Replacing Eisner (1996)’s algorithm with the Chu-Liu-
Edmonds’s decoder (Chu and Liu, 1965; Edmonds, 1967)
which can predict non-projective arcs causes significant im-
provements only for the Ancient Greek treebank (1.02 LAS
on test set).

3 Experimental Setup

Data sets and preprocessing. We perform ex-
periments on a selection of nine treebanks from
Universal Dependencies (Nivre et al., 2016)
(v2.0): Ancient Greek PROIEL (grc), Arabic (ar),
Chinese (zh), English (en), Finnish (fi), Hebrew
(he), Korean (ko), Russian (ru) and Swedish (sv).
This selection was proposed by Smith et al. (2018)
as a sample of languages varying in language fam-
ily, morphological complexity, and frequencies of
non-projectivity (we refer to Smith et al. (2018)
for treebank statistics). To these 9, we add the En-
glish Penn Treebank (en-ptb) converted to Stan-
ford Dependencies.5 We use sections 2-21 for
training, 24 as development set and 23 as test set.

We use automatically predicted universal POS
tags in all the experiments. The tags are assigned
using a CRF tagger (Mueller et al., 2013). We an-
notate the training sets via 5-fold jackknifing.

Evaluation. We evaluate the experiments using
Labeled Attachment Score (LAS).6 We train mod-
els for 30 epochs and select the best model based
on development LAS. We follow recommenda-
tions from Reimers and Gurevych (2018) and re-
port averages and standard deviations from six
models trained with different random seeds. We
test for significance using the Wilcoxon rank-sum
test with p-value < 0.05.

Analysis is carried out on the development
sets in order not to compromise the test sets.
We present the results on the concatenation of
all the development sets (one model per lan-
guage). While the absolute numbers vary across
languages, the general trends are consistent with
the concatenation.

Implementation details. All the described
parsers were implemented with the DyNet library
(Neubig et al., 2017).7 We use the same hyperpa-
rameters as Kiperwasser and Goldberg (2016) and
summarize them in Table 2 in Appendix A.

5We use version 3.4.1 of the Stanford Parser from
http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/
lex-parser.shtml

6The ratio of tokens with a correct head and label to the
total number of tokens in the test data.

7The code can be found on the first author’s website.
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avg. en-ptb ar en fi grc he ko ru sv zh

TBMIN 76.43 90.25 76.22 81.85† 72.51† 71.92† 79.41† 64.39 74.35† 80.11† 73.28†

TBEXT 75.56 90.25 75.77 80.50 71.47 70.32 78.62 63.88 73.82 78.80 72.17

GBMIN 77.74 91.40 77.25 82.53 74.37 73.48 80.83 65.47 76.43 81.22 74.47
GBSIBL 77.89 91.59 77.21 82.65 74.44 73.20 81.03 65.61 76.79† 81.42 74.95†

Table 1: Average (from six runs) parsing results (LAS) on test sets. †marks statistical significance (p-value< 0.05).
Corresponding standard deviations are provided in Table 3 in Appendix A.

4 Structural Features and BiLSTMs

4.1 Simple vs. Extended Architectures

We start by evaluating the performance of our four
models. The purpose is to verify that the simple
architectures will compensate for the lack of addi-
tional structural features and achieve comparable
accuracy to the extended ones.

Table 1 shows the accuracy of all the parsers.
Comparing the simple and extended architectures
we see that dropping the structural features does
not hurt the performance, neither for transition-
based nor graph-based parsers. Figure 2 dis-
plays the accuracy relative to dependency length
in terms of recall.8 It shows that the differences
between models are not restricted to arcs of par-
ticular lengths.

In the case of graph-based models (GBMIN vs.
GBSIBL) adding the second-order features to a
BiLSTM-based parser improves the average per-
formance slightly. However, the difference be-
tween those two models is significant only for
two out of ten treebanks. For the transition-based
parser (TBMIN vs. TBEXT) a different effect can
be noticed – additional features cause a significant
loss in accuracy for seven out of ten treebanks.
One possible explanation might be that TBEXT

suffers more from error propagation than TBMIN.
The parser is greedy and after making the first mis-
take it starts drawing features from configurations
which were not observed during training. Since
the extended architecture uses more features than
the simple one the impact of the error propagation
might be stronger. This effect can be noticed in
Figure 2. The curves for TBMIN and TBEXT are
almost parallel for the short arcs but the perfor-
mance of TBEXT deteriorates for the longer ones,
which are more prone to error propagation (Mc-
Donald and Nivre, 2007).

8Dependency recall is defined as the percentage of correct
predictions among gold standard arcs of length l (McDonald
and Nivre, 2007).
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Figure 2: Dependency recall relative to arc length on
development sets. The corresponding plot for precision
shows similar trends (see Figure 7 in Appendix A).

4.2 Influence of BiLSTMs

We now investigate whether BiLSTMs are the rea-
son for models being able to compensate for lack
of features drawn from partial subtrees.

Transition-based parser. We train TBPARS in
two settings: with and without BiLSTMs (when
no BiLSTMs are used we pass vectors xi directly
to the MLP layer following Chen and Manning
(2014)) and with different feature sets. We start
with a feature set {s0} and consecutively add more
until we reach the full feature model of TBEXT.

Figure 3a displays the accuracy of all the trained
models. First of all, we notice that the models
without BiLSTMs (light bars) benefit from struc-
tural features. The biggest gains in the average
performance are visible after adding vectors s0L
(5.15 LAS) and s1R (1.12 LAS) . After adding s1R
the average improvements become modest.

Adding the BiLSTM representations changes
the picture (dark bars). First of all, as in the case of
arc-standard system (Shi et al., 2017), the feature

set {��
s0 ,

��
s1 ,

��
b0} is minimal for ASWAP: none of

the other structural features are able to improve the
performance of the parser but dropping b0 causes
a big drop of almost 6 LAS on average. Secondly,
the parsers which use BiLSTMs always have a big
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Figure 3: Parsing accuracy (average LAS over ten treebanks) with incremental extensions to the feature set.

advantage over the parsers which do not, regard-
less of the feature model used.

Graph-based parser. We train two models:
GBMIN and GBSIBL with and without BiLSTMs.
To ensure a fairer comparison with the models
without BiLSTMs we expand the basic feature
sets ({

��
h ,

��
d } and {

��
h ,

��
d ,

��
s }) with additional

surface features known from classic graph-based
parsers, such as distance between head and depen-
dent (dist), words at distance of 1 from heads and
dependents (h±1, d±1) and at distance±2. We fol-
low Wang and Chang (2016) and encode distance
as randomly initialized embeddings.

Figure 3b displays the accuracy of all the trained
models with incremental extensions to their fea-
ture sets. First of all, we see that surface fea-
tures (dist, h±1, d±1, h±2, d±2) are beneficial
for the models without BiLSTM representations
(light bars). The improvements are visible for both
parsers, with the smallest gains after adding h±2,
d±2 vectors: on average 0.35 LAS for GBSIBL

and 0.83 LAS for GBMIN.
As expected, adding BiLSTMs changes the pic-

ture. Since the representations capture surface
context, they already contain a lot of informa-
tion about words around heads and dependents and
adding features h±1, d±1 and h±2, d±2 does not
influence the performance. Interestingly, introduc-
ing dist is also redundant which suggests that ei-
ther BiLSTMs are aware of the distance between
tokens or they are not able to use this information
in a meaningful way. Finally, even after adding all
the surface features the models which do not em-
ploy BiLSTMs are considerably behind the ones
which do.

Comparing GBMIN (blue) with GBSIBL (red)

we see that adding information about structural
context through second-order features is benefi-
cial when the BiLSTM are not used (light bars):
the second-order GBSIBL has an advantage over
GBMIN of 0.81 LAS even when both of the mod-
els use all the additional surface information (last
group of bars on the plot). But this advantage
drops down to insignificant 0.07 LAS when the
BiLSTMs are incorporated.

We conclude that, for both transition- and
graph-based parsers, BiLSTMs not only compen-
sate for absence of structural features but they also
encode more information than provided by the
manually designed feature sets.

5 Implicit Structural Context

Now that we have established that structural fea-
tures are indeed redundant for models which em-
ploy BiLSTMs we examine the ways in which the
simple parsing models (TBMIN and GBMIN) im-
plicitly encode information about partial subtrees.

5.1 Structure and BiLSTM Representations

We start by looking at the BiLSTM representa-
tions. We know that the representations are capa-
ble of capturing syntactic relations when they are
trained on a syntactically related task, e.g, number
prediction task (Linzen et al., 2016). We evaluate
how complicated those relations can be when the
representations are trained together with a depen-
dency parser.

To do so, we follow Gaddy et al. (2018) and use
derivatives to estimate how sensitive a particular
part of the architecture is with respect to changes
in input. Specifically, for every vector

��
x we mea-

sure how it is influenced by every word represen-
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Figure 4: The average impact of tokens on BiLSTM vectors trained with dependency parser with respect to the
surface distance and the structural (gold-standard) relation between them.

tation xi from the sentence. If the derivative of
��
x

with respect to xi is high then the word xi has a
high influence on the vector. We compute the l2-
norm of the gradient of

��
x with respect to xi and

normalize it by the sum of norms of all the words
from the sentence calling this measure impact:

impact(
��
x , i) = 100×

||∂
��
x

∂xi
||

∑
j ||∂

��
x

∂xj
||

For every sentence from the development set
and every vector

��
xi we calculate the impact of

every representation xj from the sentence on the
vector

��
xi . We bucket those impact values accord-

ing to the distance between the representation and
the word. We then use the gold-standard trees to
divide every bucket into five groups: correct heads
of xi, children (i.e., dependents) of xi, grandpar-
ents (i.e., heads of heads), siblings, and other.

Figure 4 shows the average impact of tokens
at particular positions. Similarly as shown by
Gaddy et al. (2018) even words 15 and more posi-
tions away have a non-zero effect on the BiLSTM
vector. Interestingly, the impact of words which
we know to be structurally close to xi is higher.
For example, for the transition-based parser (Fig-
ure 4a) at positions ±5 an average impact is lower
than 2.5%, children and siblings of xi have a
slightly higher impact, and the heads and grand-
parents around 5%. For the graph-based parser
(Figure 4b) the picture is similar with two notice-
able differences. The impact of heads is much
stronger for words 10 and more positions apart.
But it is smaller than in the case of transition-based
parser when the heads are next to xi.

We conclude that the BiLSTMs are indeed in-
fluenced by the distance, but when trained with a
dependency parser they also capture a significant
amount of non-trivial syntactic relations.

5.2 Structure and Information Flow

Now that we know that the representations encode
structural information we ask how this information
influences the decisions of the parser.

First, we investigate how much structural infor-
mation flows into the final layer of the network.
When we look back at the architecture in Fig-
ure 1 we see that when the final MLP scores pos-
sible transitions or arcs it uses only feature vec-

tors {��
s0 ,

��
s1 ,

��
b0} or {

��
h ,

��
d }. But thanks to the

BiLSTMs the vectors encode information about
other words from the sentence. We examine from
which words the signal is the strongest when the
parser makes the final decision.

We extend the definition of impact to capture
how a specific word representation xi influences
the final MLP score sc (we calculate the derivative
of sc with respect to xi). We parse every develop-
ment sentence. For every predicted transition/arc
we calculate how much its score sc was affected
by every word from the sentence. We group im-
pacts of words depending on their positions.

Transition-based parser. For the transition-
based parser we group tokens according to their
positions in the configuration. For example, for
the decision in Figure 1a impact(sc, 1) would be
grouped as s1 and impact(sc, j) as s0R.

In Figure 5a we plot the 15 positions with the
highest impact and the number of configurations
they appear in (gray bars). As expected, s0, s1, and
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Figure 5: Positions with the highest impact on the MLP scores (blue crosses) and their frequency (gray bars).

b0 have the highest influence on the decision of the
parser. The next two positions are s1R and s0L.
Interestingly, those are the same positions which
used as features caused the biggest gains in perfor-
mance for the models which did not use BiLSTMs
(see Figure 3a). They are much less frequent than
b1 but when they are present the model is strongly
influenced by them. After b1 we can notice posi-
tions which are not part of the manually designed
extended feature set of TBEXT, such as s0L (left
children of s0 that are not the leftmost).

Graph-based parser. For the graph-based
parser we group tokens according to their position
in the full predicted tree. We then bucket the
impacts into: heads (h), dependents (d), children
(i.e., dependents of dependents) (c), siblings (s),
and grandparents (i.e., heads of heads) (g). Words
which do not fall into any of those categories
are grouped according to their surface distance
from heads and dependents. For example, h±2
are tokens two positions away from the head
which do not act as dependent, child, sibling, or
grandparent.

Figure 5b presents 10 positions with the high-
est impact and the number of arcs for which they
are present (gray bars). As expected, heads and
dependents have the highest impact on the scores
of arcs, much higher than any of the other tokens.
Interestingly, among the next three bins with the
highest impact are children and siblings. Children
are less frequent than structurally unrelated tokens
at distance 1 (h±1, d±1), and much less frequent
than h±2 or d±2 but they influence the final scores
more. The interesting case is siblings – they not
only have a strong average impact but they are also

very frequent, suggesting that they are very impor-
tant for the parsing accuracy.

The results above show that the implicit struc-
tural context is not only present in the models, but
also more diverse than when incorporated through
conventional explicit structural features.

5.3 Structure and Performance

Finally, we investigate if the implicit structural
context is important for the performance of the
parsers. To do so, we take tokens at structural po-
sitions with the highest impact and train new ab-
lated models in which the information about those
tokens is dropped from the BiLSTM layer. For
example, while training an ablated model without
s0L, for every configuration we re-calculate all the
BiLSTM vectors as if s0L was not in the sentence.
When there is more than one token at a specific
position, for example s0L or c (i.e., children of the
dependent), we pick a random one to drop. That
way every ablated model looses information about
at most one word.

We note that several factors can be responsi-
ble for drops in performance of the ablated mod-
els. For example, the proposed augmentation dis-
torts distance between tokens which might have
an adverse impact on the trained representations.
Therefore, in the following comparative analysis
we interpret the obtained drops as an approxima-
tion of how much particular tokens influence the
performance of the models.

Transition-based parser. Figure 6a presents the
drops in the parsing performance for the ab-
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Figure 6: The performance drops when tokens at particular positions are removed from the BiLSTM encoding.
The red line marks average LAS of uninterrupted model. Feature sets of both models are highlighted in green.

lated models.9 First of all, removing the vectors

{��
s0 ,

��
s1 ,

��
b0} (marked in green on the plot) only

from the BiLSTM layer (although they are still
used as features) causes visible drops in perfor-
mance. One explanation might be that when the
vector

��
s0 is recalculated without knowledge of s1

the model loses information about the distance be-
tween them. Secondly, we can notice that other
drops depend on both the impact and frequency
of positions. The biggest declines are visible af-
ter removing s0L and s1R – precisely the posi-
tions which we found to have the highest impact
on the parsing decisions. Interestingly, the posi-
tions which were not a part of the TBEXT feature
set, such as s0L or s1R, although not frequent are
important for the performance.

Graph-based parser. Corresponding results for
the graph-based parser are presented in Figure 6b
(we use gold-standard trees as the source of infor-
mation about structural relations between tokens).
The biggest drop can be observed for ablated mod-
els without siblings. Clearly, information coming
from those tokens implicitly into MLP is very im-
portant for the final parsing accuracy. The next
two biggest drops are caused by lack of children
and grandparents. As we showed in Figure 5b
children, although less frequent, have a stronger
impact on the decision of the parser. But dropping
grandparents also significantly harms the models.

We conclude that information about partial sub-
trees is not only present when the parser makes

9It is worth noting that not all of the models suffer from
the ablation. For example, dropping vectors s2R causes al-
most no harm. This suggests that re-calculating the represen-
tations multiple times does not have a strong negative effect
on training.

final decisions but also strongly influences those
decisions. Additionally, the deteriorated accuracy
of the ablated models shows that the implicit struc-
tural context can not be easily compensated for.

6 Related Work

Feature extraction. Kiperwasser and Goldberg
(2016) and Cross and Huang (2016) first applied
BiLSTMs to extract features for transition-based
dependency parsers. The authors demonstrated
that an architecture using only a few positional
features (four for the arc-hybrid system and three
for arc-standard) is sufficient to achieve state-of-
the-art performance. Shi et al. (2017) showed that
this number can be further reduced to two fea-
tures for arc-hybrid and arc-eager systems. De-
creasing the size of the feature set not only al-
lows for construction of lighter and faster neu-
ral networks (Wang and Chang, 2016; Vilares
and Gómez-Rodrı́guez, 2018) but also enables the
use of exact search algorithms for several projec-
tive (Shi et al., 2017) and non-projective (Gómez-
Rodrı́guez et al., 2018) transition systems. A sim-
ilar trend can be observed for graph-based de-
pendency parsers. State-of-the-art models (Kiper-
wasser and Goldberg, 2016; Dozat and Manning,
2016) typically use only two features of heads
and dependents, possibly also incorporating their
distance (Wang and Chang, 2016). Moreover,
Wang and Chang (2016) show that arc-factored
BiLSTM-based parsers can compete with conven-
tional higher-order models in terms of accuracy.

None of the above mentioned efforts address the
question how dependency parsers are able to com-
pensate for the lack of structural features. The
very recent work by de Lhoneux et al. (2019)
looked into this issue from a different perspec-
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tive than ours – composition. They showed that
composing the structural context with recursive
networks as in Dyer et al. (2015) is redundant
for the K&G transition-based architecture. The
authors analyze components of the BiLSTMs to
show which of them (forward v. backward LSTM)
is responsible for capturing subtree information.

RNNs and syntax. Recurrent neural networks,
which BiLSTMs are a variant of, have been re-
peatedly analyzed to understand whether they can
learn syntactic relations. Such analyses differ
in terms of: (1) methodology they employ to
probe what type of knowledge the representa-
tions learned and (2) tasks on which the rep-
resentations are trained on. Shi et al. (2016)
demonstrated that sequence-to-sequence machine-
translation systems capture source-language syn-
tactic relations. Linzen et al. (2016) showed
that when trained on the task of number agree-
ment prediction the representations capture a non-
trivial amount of grammatical structure (although
recursive neural networks are better at this task
than sequential LSTMs (Kuncoro et al., 2018)).
Blevins et al. (2018) found that RNN representa-
tions trained on a variety of NLP tasks (includ-
ing dependency parsing) are able to induce syn-
tactic features (e.g., constituency labels of par-
ent or grandparent) even without explicit supervi-
sion. Finally, Conneau et al. (2018) designed a set
of tasks probing linguistic knowledge of sentence
embedding methods.

Our work contributes to this line of research in
two ways: (1) from the angle of methodology,
we show how to employ derivatives to pinpoint
what syntactic relations the representations learn;
(2) from the perspective of tasks, we demonstrate
how BiLSTM-based dependency parsers take ad-
vantage of structural information encoded in the
representations. In the case of constituency pars-
ing Gaddy et al. (2018) offer such an analysis. The
authors show that their BiLSTM-based models im-
plicitly learn the same information which was con-
ventionally provided to non-neural parsers, such
as grammars and lexicons.

7 Discussion and Conclusion

We examined how the application of BiLSTMs in-
fluences the modern transition- and graph-based
parsing architectures. The BiLSTM-based parsers
can compensate for the lack of traditional struc-
tural features. Specifically, the features drawn

from partial subtrees become redundant because
the parsing models encode them implicitly.

The main advantage of BiLSTMs comes with
their ability to capture not only surface but
also syntactic relations. When the represen-
tations are trained together with a parser they
encode structurally-advanced relations such as
heads, children, or even siblings and grandparents.
This structural information is then passed directly
(through feature vectors) and indirectly (through
BiLSTMs encoding) to MLP and is used for scor-
ing transitions and arcs. Finally, the implicit struc-
tural information is important for the final parsing
decisions: dropping it in ablated models causes
their performance to deteriorate.

The introduction of BiLSTMs into dependency
parsers has an additional interesting consequence.
The classical transition- and graph-based depen-
dency parsers have their strengths and limitations
due to the trade-off between the richness of fea-
ture functions and the inference algorithm (Mc-
Donald and Nivre, 2007). Our transition- and
graph-based architectures use the same word rep-
resentations. We showed that those representa-
tions trained together with the parsers capture syn-
tactic relations in a similar way. Moreover, the
transition-based parser does not incorporate struc-
tural features through the feature set. And the
graph-based parser makes use of far away surface
tokens but also structurally related words. Evi-
dently, the employment of BiLSTM feature ex-
tractors blurs the difference between the two ar-
chitectures. The one clear advantage of the graph-
based parser is that it performs global inference
(but exact search algorithms are already being ap-
plied to projective (Shi et al., 2017) and non-
projective (Gómez-Rodrı́guez et al., 2018) transi-
tion systems). Therefore, an interesting question
is if integrating those two architectures can still be
beneficial for the parsing accuracy as in Nivre and
McDonald (2008). We leave this question for fu-
ture work.
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A Appendix

Word embedding dimension 100
POS tag embedding dimension 20
Hidden units in MLP 100
BiLSTM layers 2
BiLSTM dimensions 125
α for word dropout 0.25
Trainer Adam
Non-lin function tanh

Table 2: Hyperparameters for the parsers.

en-ptb ar en fi grc he ko ru sv zh

TBMIN 0.237 0.323 0.207 0.163 0.382 0.391 0.740 0.282 0.295 0.398
TBEXT 0.211 0.191 0.176 0.323 0.472 0.454 0.456 0.408 0.257 0.267

GBMIN 0.146 0.179 0.212 0.157 0.340 0.269 0.300 0.228 0.379 0.408
GBSIBL 0.103 0.186 0.149 0.219 0.372 0.229 0.163 0.169 0.195 0.441

Table 3: Standard deviation for results in Table 1.
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Abstract

We propose a new domain adaptation method
for Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG)
parsing, based on the idea of automatic gen-
eration of CCG corpora exploiting cheaper re-
sources of dependency trees. Our solution is
conceptually simple, and not relying on a spe-
cific parser architecture, making it applicable
to the current best-performing parsers. We
conduct extensive parsing experiments with
detailed discussion; on top of existing bench-
mark datasets on (1) biomedical texts and
(2) question sentences, we create experimen-
tal datasets of (3) speech conversation and (4)
math problems. When applied to the proposed
method, an off-the-shelf CCG parser shows
significant performance gains, improving from
90.7% to 96.6% on speech conversation, and
from 88.5% to 96.8% on math problems.

1 Introduction

The recent advancement of Combinatory Cate-
gorial Grammar (CCG; Steedman (2000)) pars-
ing (Lee et al., 2016; Yoshikawa et al., 2017),
combined with formal semantics, has enabled
high-performing natural language inference sys-
tems (Abzianidze, 2017; Martı́nez-Gómez et al.,
2017). We are interested in transferring the suc-
cess to a range of applications, e.g., inference sys-
tems on scientific papers and speech conversation.

To achieve the goal, it is urgent to enhance the
CCG parsing accuracy on new domains, i.e., solv-
ing a notorious problem of domain adaptation of
a statistical parser, which has long been addressed
in the literature. Especially in CCG parsing, prior
work (Rimell and Clark, 2008; Lewis et al., 2016)
has taken advantage of highly informative cate-
gories, which determine the most part of sentence
structure once correctly assigned to words. It
is demonstrated that the annotation of only pre-
terminal categories is sufficient to adapt a CCG

parser to new domains. However, the solution is
limited to a specific parser’s architecture, making
non-trivial the application of the method to the
current state-of-the-art parsers (Lee et al., 2016;
Yoshikawa et al., 2017; Stanojević and Steedman,
2019), which require full parse annotation. Addi-
tionally, some ambiguities remain unresolved with
mere supertags, especially in languages other than
English (as discussed in Yoshikawa et al. (2017)),
to which the method is not portable.

Distributional embeddings are proven to be
powerful tools for solving the issue of domain
adaption, with their unlimited applications in NLP,
not to mention syntactic parsing (Lewis and Steed-
man, 2014b; Mitchell and Steedman, 2015; Pe-
ters et al., 2018). Among others, Joshi et al.
(2018) reports huge performance boosts in con-
stituency parsing using contextualized word em-
beddings (Peters et al., 2018), which is orthogo-
nal to our work, and the combination shows huge
gains. Including Joshi et al. (2018), there are stud-
ies to learn from partially annotated trees (Mir-
roshandel and Nasr, 2011; Li et al., 2016; Joshi
et al., 2018), again, most of which exploit specific
parser architecture.

In this work, we propose a conceptually simpler
approach to the issue, which is agnostic on any
parser architecture, namely, automatic generation
of CCGbanks (i.e., CCG treebanks)1 for new do-
mains, by exploiting cheaper resources of depen-
dency trees. Specifically, we train a deep conver-
sion model to map a dependency tree to a CCG
tree, on aligned annotations of the Penn Tree-
bank (Marcus et al., 1993) and the English CCG-
bank (Hockenmaier and Steedman, 2007) (Fig-
ure 1a). When we need a CCG parser tailored for

1In this paper, we call a treebank based on CCG gram-
mar a CCGbank, and refer to the specific one constructed in
Hockenmaier and Steedman (2007) as the English CCGbank.
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Figure 1: Overview of the proposed method. (a) A neural network-based model is trained to convert a dependency
tree to a CCG one using aligned annotations on WSJ part of the Penn Treebank and the English CCGbank. (b) The
trained converter is applied to an existing dependency corpus (e.g., the Genia corpus) to generate a CCGbank, (c)
which is then used to fine-tune the parameters of an off-the-shelf CCG parser.

a new domain, the trained converter is applied to a
dependency corpus in that domain to obtain a new
CCGbank (1b), which is then used to fine-tune an
off-the-shelf CCG parser (1c). The assumption
that we have a dependency corpus in that target
domain is not demanding given the abundance of
existing dependency resources along with its de-
veloped annotation procedure, e.g., Universal De-
pendencies (UD) project (Nivre et al., 2016), and
the cheaper cost to train an annotator.

One of the biggest bottlenecks of syntactic pars-
ing is handling of countless unknown words. It
is also true that there exist such unfamiliar input
data types to our converter, e.g., disfluencies in
speech and symbols in math problems. We ad-
dress these issues by constrained decoding (§4),
enabled by incorporating a parsing technique into
our converter. Nevertheless, syntactic structures
exhibit less variance across textual domains than
words do; our proposed converter suffers less
from such unseen events, and expectedly produces
high-quality CCGbanks.

The work closest to ours is Jiang et al. (2018),
where a conversion model is trained to map de-
pendency treebanks of different annotation princi-
ples, which is used to increase the amount of la-
beled data in the target-side treebank. Our work
extends theirs and solves a more challenging task;
the mapping to learn is to more complex CCG
trees, and it is applied to datasets coming from
plainly different natures (i.e., domains). Some
prior studies design conversion algorithms to in-
duce CCGbanks for languages other than English

from dependency treebanks (Bos et al., 2009; Am-
bati et al., 2013). Though the methods may be ap-
plied to our problem, they usually cannot cover the
entire dataset, consequently discarding sentences
with characteristic features. On top of that, un-
avoidable information gaps between the two syn-
tactic formalisms may at most be addressed prob-
abilistically.

To verify the generalizability of our approach,
on top of the existing benchmarks on (1) biomed-
ical texts and (2) question sentences (Rimell
and Clark, 2008), we conduct parsing experiments
on (3) speech conversation texts, which exhibit
other challenges such as handling informal expres-
sions and lengthy sentences. We create a CCG
version of the Switchboard corpus (Godfrey et al.,
1992), consisting of full train/dev/test sets of auto-
matically generated trees and manually annotated
100 sentences for a detailed evaluation. Addition-
ally, we manually construct experimental data for
parsing (4) math problems (Seo et al., 2015), for
which the importance of domain adaptation is pre-
viously demonstrated (Joshi et al., 2018). We ob-
serve huge additive gains in the performance of the
depccg parser (Yoshikawa et al., 2017), by com-
bining contextualized word embeddings (Peters
et al., 2018) and our domain adaptation method: in
terms of unlabeled F1 scores, 90.68% to 95.63%
on speech conversation, and 88.49% to 95.83% on
math problems, respectively.2

2All the programs and resources used in this work
are available at: https://github.com/masashi-y/
depccg.
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Figure 2: Example CCG derivation tree for phrase cats that Kyle wants to see. Categories are combined using rules
such as an application rule (marked with “>”, X/Y Y ⇒ X) and a composition rule (“>B”: X/Y Y/Z⇒ X/Z).
See Steedman (2000) for the detail.

2 Combinatory Categorial Grammar

CCG is a lexicalized grammatical formalism,
where words and phrases are assigned categories
with complex internal structures. A category X/Y
(or X\Y) represents a phrase that combines with
a Y phrase on its right (or left), and becomes an
X phrase. As such, a category (S\NP)/NP repre-
sents an English transitive verb which takes NPs
on both sides and becomes a sentence (S).

The semantic structure of a sentence can be ex-
tracted using the functional nature of CCG cate-
gories. Figure 2 shows an example CCG deriva-
tion of a phrase cats that Kyle wants to see, where
categories are marked with variables and constants
(e.g., kyle in NPkyle), and argument ids in the
case of verbs (subscripts in (Ssee\NPs,1)/NPt,2).
Unification is performed on these variables and
constants in the course of derivation, resulting
in chains of equations s = v = z = kyle,
and t = x = cats, successfully recovering the
first and second argument of see: Kyle and cats
(i.e., capturing long-range dependencies). What
is demonstrated here is performed in the stan-
dard evaluation of CCG parsing, where the num-
ber of such correctly predicted predicate-argument
relations is calculated (for the detail, see Clark
et al. (2002)). Remarkably, it is also the basis of
CCG-based semantic parsing (Abzianidze, 2017;
Martı́nez-Gómez et al., 2017; Matsuzaki et al.,
2017), where the above simple unification rule is
replaced with more sophisticated techniques such
as λ-calculus.

There are two major resources in CCG: the
English CCGbank (Hockenmaier and Steedman,
2007) for news texts, and the Groningen Meaning
Bank (Bos et al., 2017) for wider domains, includ-
ing Aesop’s fables. However, when one wants a
CCG parser tuned for a specific domain, he or she
faces the issue of its high annotation cost:

• The annotation requires linguistic expertise,

being able to keep track of semantic compo-
sition performed during a derivation.

• An annotated tree must strictly conform to
the grammar, e.g., inconsistencies such as
combining N and S\NP result in ill-formed
trees and hence must be disallowed.

We relax these assumptions by using dependency
tree, which is a simpler representation of the syn-
tactic structure, i.e., it lacks information of long-
range dependencies and conjunct spans of a coor-
dination structure. However, due to its simplicity
and flexibility, it is easier to train an annotator, and
there exist plenty of accessible dependency-based
resources, which we exploit in this work.

3 Dependency-to-CCG Converter

We propose a domain adaptation method based on
the automatic generation of a CCGbank out of a
dependency treebank in the target domain. This is
achieved by our dependency-to-CCG converter, a
neural network model consisting of a dependency
tree encoder and a CCG tree decoder.

In the encoder, higher-order interactions among
dependency edges are modeled with a bidirec-
tional TreeLSTM (Miwa and Bansal, 2016), which
is important to facilitate mapping from a depen-
dency tree to a more complex CCG tree. Due
to the strict nature of CCG grammar, we model
the output space of CCG trees explicitly3; our de-
coder is inspired by the recent success of A* CCG
parsing (Lewis and Steedman, 2014a; Yoshikawa
et al., 2017), where the most probable valid tree is
found using A* parsing (Klein and D. Manning,
2003). In the following, we describe the details of
the proposed converter.

3The strictness and the large number of categories make
it still hard to leave everything to neural networks to learn.
We trained constituency-based RSP parser (Joshi et al., 2018)
on the English CCGbank by disguising the trees as con-
stituency ones, whose performance could not be evaluated
since most of the output trees violated the grammar.
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Firstly, we define a probabilistic model of the
dependency-to-CCG conversion process. Accord-
ing to Yoshikawa et al. (2017), the structure of
a CCG tree y for sentence x = (x1, ..., xN )
is almost uniquely determined4 if a sequence
of the pre-terminal CCG categories (supertags)
c = (c1, ..., cN ) and a dependency structure d =
(d1, ..., dN ), where di ∈ {0, ..., N} is an index
of dependency parent of xi (0 represents a root
node), are provided. Note that the dependency
structure d is generally different from an input de-
pendency tree.5 While supertags are highly in-
formative about the syntactic structure (Bangalore
and Joshi, 1999), remaining ambiguities such as
attachment ambiguities need to be modeled us-
ing dependencies. Let the input dependency tree
of sentence x be z = (p,d′, `), where pi is a
part-of-speech tag of xi, d′i an index of its depen-
dency parent, `i is the label of the corresponding
dependency edge, then the conversion process is
expressed as follows:6

P (y|x, z) =

N∏

i=1

ptag(ci|x, z)

N∏

i=1

pdep(di|x, z).

Based on this formulation, we model ci and di
conditioned on a dependency tree z, and search
for y that maximizes P (y|x, z) using A* parsing.

Encoder A bidirectional TreeLSTM consists of
two distinct TreeLSTMs (Tai et al., 2015). A
bottom-up TreeLSTM recursively computes a hid-
den vector h↑i for each xi, from vector representa-
tion ei of the word and hidden vectors of its depen-
dency children {h↑j |d′j = i}. A top-down TreeL-

STM, in turn, computes h↓i using ei and a hidden
vector of the dependency parent h↓

d′i
. In total, a

bidirectional TreeLSTM returns concatenations of
hidden vectors for all words: hi = h↑i ⊕ h

↓
i .

We encode a dependency tree as follows, where
ev denotes the vector representation of variable v,
and Ω and Ξd′ are shorthand notations of the series
of operations of sequential and tree bidirectional
LSTMs, respectively:

e1, ..., eN = Ω(ep1 ⊕ ex1 , ..., epN ⊕ exN ),

h1, ...,hN = Ξd′(e1 ⊕ e`1 , ..., eN ⊕ e`N ).
4The uniqueness is broken if a tree contains a unary node.
5In this work, input dependency tree is based on Uni-

versal Dependencies (Nivre et al., 2016), while dependency
structure d of a CCG tree is Head First dependency tree in-
troduced in Yoshikawa et al. (2017). See § 5 for the detail.

6Here, the independence of each cis and dis is assumed.

Decoder The decoder part adopts the same ar-
chitecture as in Yoshikawa et al. (2017), where
pdep|tag probabilities are computed on top of
{hi}i∈[0,N ], using a biaffine layer (Dozat and
Manning, 2017) and a bilinear layer, respectively,
which are then used in A* parsing to find the most
probable CCG tree.

Firstly a biaffine layer is used to compute uni-
gram head probabilities pdep as follows:

ri = ψdepchild(hi), rj = ψdephead(hj),

si,j = rTi Wrj +wTrj ,

pdep(di = j|x, z) ∝ exp(si,j),

where ψ denotes a multi-layer perceptron. The
probabilities ptag are computed by a bilinear trans-
formation of vector encodings xi and xd̂i , where d̂i
is the most probable dependency head of xi with
respect to pdep: d̂i = arg maxj pdep(di = j|x, z).

qi = ψtagchild(hi), qd̂i = ψtaghead(hd̂i),

si,c = qTi Wcqd̂i + vTc qi + uT
c qd̂i + bc,

ptag(ci = c|x, z) ∝ exp(si,c).

A* Parsing Since the probability P (y|x, z) of a
CCG tree y is simply decomposable into probabil-
ities of subtrees, the problem of finding the most
probable tree can be solved with a chart-based al-
gorithm. In this work, we use one of such algo-
rithms, A* parsing (Klein and D. Manning, 2003).
A* parsing is a generalization of A* search for
shortest path problem on a graph, and it controls
subtrees (corresponding to a node in a graph case)
to visit next using a priority queue. We follow
Yoshikawa et al. (2017) exactly in formulating our
A* parsing, and adopt an admissible heuristic by
taking the sum of the max ptag|dep probabilities
outside a subtree. The advantage of employing an
A* parsing-based decoder is not limited to the op-
timality guarantee of the decoded tree; it enables
constrained decoding, which is described next.

4 Constrained Decoding

While our method is a fully automated treebank
generation method, there are often cases where we
want to control the form of output trees by using
external language resources. For example, when
generating a CCGbank for biomedical domain, it
will be convenient if a disease dictionary is uti-
lized to ensure that a complex disease name in a
text is always assigned the category NP. In our
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decoder based on A* parsing, it is possible to per-
form such a controlled generation of a CCG tree
by imposing constraints on the space of trees.

A constraint is a triplet (c, i, j) representing
a constituent of category c spanning over words
xi, ..., xj . The constrained decoding is achieved
by refusing to add a subtree (denoted as (c′, k, l),
likewise, with its category and span) to the priority
queue when it meets one of the conditions:

• The spans overlap: i < k ≤ j < l or k < i ≤
l < j.

• The spans are identical (i = k and j = l),
while the categories are different (c 6= c′) and
no category c′′ exists such that c′ ⇒ c′′ is a
valid unary rule.

The last condition on unary rule is necessary to
prevent structures such as (NP (N dog)) from
being accidentally discarded, when using a con-
straint to make a noun phrase to be NP. A set
of multiple constraints are imposed by checking
the above conditions for each of the constraints
when adding a new item to the priority queue.
When one wants to constrain a terminal category
to be c, that is achieved by manipulating ptag:
ptag(c|x, z) = 1 and for all categories c′ 6= c,
ptag(c

′|x, z) = 0.

5 Experiments

5.1 Experimental Settings

We evaluate our method in terms of performance
gain obtained by fine-tuning an off-the-shelf CCG
parser depccg (Yoshikawa et al., 2017), on a va-
riety of CCGbanks obtained by converting exist-
ing dependency resources using the method.

In short, the method of depccg is equivalent to
omitting the dependence on a dependency tree z
from P (y|x, z) of our converter model, and run-
ning an A* parsing-based decoder on ptag|dep cal-
culated on h1, ...,hN = Ω(ex1 , ..., exN ), as in our
method. In the plain depccg, the word repre-
sentation exi is a concatenation of GloVe7 vectors
and vector representations of affixes. As in the
previous work, the parser is trained on both the
English CCGbank (Hockenmaier and Steedman,
2007) and the tri-training dataset by Yoshikawa
et al. (2017). In this work, on top of that, we in-
clude as a baseline a setting where the affix vectors

7https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/
glove/

Method UF1 LF1
depccg 94.0 88.8
+ ELMo 94.98 90.51
Converter 96.48 92.68

Table 1: The performance of baseline CCG parsers and
the proposed converter on WSJ23, where UF1 and LF1
represents unlabeled and labeled F1, respectively.

are replaced by contextualized word representa-
tion (ELMo; Peters et al. (2018)) (exi = xGloV exi ⊕
xELMo
xi ),8 which we find marks the current best

scores in the English CCGbank parsing (Table 1).
The evaluation is based on the standard eval-

uation metric, where the number of correctly
predicted predicate argument relations is calcu-
lated (§2), where labeled metrics take into account
the category through which the dependency is con-
structed, while unlabeled ones do not.

Implementation Details The input word repre-
sentations to the converter are the concatenation
of GloVe and ELMo representations. Each of
epi and e`i is randomly initialized 50-dimensional
vectors, and the two-layer sequential LSTMs Ω
outputs 300 dimensional vectors, as well as bidi-
rectional TreeLSTM Ξd′ , whose outputs are then
fed into 1-layer 100-dimensional MLPs with ELU
non-linearity (Clevert et al., 2016). The training is
done by minimizing the sum of negative log like-
lihood of ptag|dep using the Adam optimizer (with
β1 = β2 = 0.9), on a dataset detailed below.

Data Processing In this work, the input tree
to the converter follows Universal Dependencies
(UD) v1 (Nivre et al., 2016). Constituency-based
treebanks are converted using the Stanford Con-
verter9 to obtain UD trees. The output depen-
dency structure d follows Head First dependency
tree (Yoshikawa et al., 2017), where a dependency
arc is always from left to right. The conversion
model is trained to map UD trees in the Wall
Street Journal (WSJ) portion 2-21 of the Penn
Treebank (Marcus et al., 1993) to its correspond-
ing CCG trees in the English CCGbank (Hocken-
maier and Steedman, 2007).

8We used the “original” ELMo model, with 1,024-
dimensional word vector outputs (https://allennlp.
org/elmo).

9https://nlp.stanford.edu/software/
stanford-dependencies.shtml. We used the
version 3.9.1.
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Relation Parser Converter #
(a) PPs attaching to NP / VP

(NP\NP)/NP 90.62 97.46 2,561
(S\NP )\(S\NP))/NP 81.15 88.63 1,074
(b) Subject / object relative clauses
(NP\NP)/(Sdcl\NP ) 93.44 98.71 307
(NP\NP)/(Sdcl/NP ) 90.48 93.02 20

Table 2: Per-relation F1 scores of the proposed con-
verter and depccg + ELMo (Parser). “#” column
shows the number of occurrence of the phenomenon.

Fine-tuning the CCG Parser In each of the fol-
lowing domain adaptation experiments, newly ob-
tained CCGbanks are used to fine-tune the param-
eters of the baseline parser described above, by
re-training it on the mixture of labeled examples
from the new target-domain CCGbank, the En-
glish CCGbank, and the tri-training dataset.

5.2 Evaluating Converter’s Performance
First, we examine whether the trained converter
can produce high-quality CCG trees, by applying
it to dependency trees in the test portion (WSJ23)
of Penn Treebank and then calculating the stan-
dard evaluation metrics between the resulting trees
and the corresponding gold trees (Table 1). This
can be regarded as evaluating the upper bound of
the conversion quality, since the evaluated data
comes from the same domain as the converter’s
training data. Our converter shows much higher
scores compared to the current best-performing
depccg combined with ELMo (1.5% and 2.17%
up in unlabeled/labeled F1 scores), suggesting
that, using the proposed converter, we can obtain
CCGbanks of high quality.

Inspecting the details, the improvement is ob-
served across the board (Table 2); the converter
precisely handles PP-attachment (2a), notoriously
hard parsing problem, by utilizing input’s pobj
dependency edges, as well as relative clauses (2b),
one of well-known sources of long-range depen-
dencies, for which the converter has to learn from
the non-local combinations of edges, their la-
bels and part-of-speech tags surrounding the phe-
nomenon.

5.3 Biomedical Domain and Questions
Previous work (Rimell and Clark, 2008) provides
CCG parsing benchmark datasets in biomedical
texts and question sentences, each representing
two contrasting challenges for a newswire-trained
parser, i.e., a large amount of out-of-vocabulary

Method P R F1
C&C 77.8 71.4 74.5
EasySRL 81.8 82.6 82.2
depccg 83.11 82.63 82.87
+ ELMo 85.87 85.34 85.61
+ GENIA1000 85.45 84.49 84.97
+ Proposed 86.90 86.14 86.52

Table 3: Results on the biomedical domain dataset
(§5.3). P and R represent precision and recall, respec-
tively. The scores of C&C and EasySRL fine-tuned
on the GENIA1000 is included for comparison (ex-
cerpted from Lewis et al. (2016)).

Method P R F1
C&C - - 86.8
EasySRL 88.2 87.9 88.0
depccg 90.42 90.15 90.29
+ ELMo 90.55 89.86 90.21
+ Proposed 90.27 89.97 90.12

Table 4: Results on question sentences (§5.3). All of
baseline C&C, EasySRL and depccg parsers are re-
trained on Questions data.

words (biomedical texts), and rare or even unseen
grammatical constructions (questions).

Since the work also provides small training
datasets for each domain, we utilize them as
well: GENIA1000 with 1,000 sentences and
Questions with 1,328 sentences, both anno-
tated with pre-terminal CCG categories. Since
pre-terminal categories are not sufficient to train
depccg, we automatically annotate Head First
dependencies using RBG parser (Lei et al., 2014),
trained to produce this type of trees (We follow
Yoshikawa et al. (2017)’s tri-training setup).

Following the previous work, the evaluation is
based on the Stanford grammatical relations (GR;
Marneffe et al. (2006)), a deep syntactic represen-
tation that can be recovered from a CCG tree.10

Biomedical Domain By converting the Genia
corpus (Tateisi et al., 2005), we obtain a new
CCGbank of 4,432 sentences from biomedical pa-
pers annotated with CCG trees. During the pro-
cess, we have successfully assigned the category
NP to all the occurrences of complex biomedical
terms by imposing constraints (§4) that NP spans
in the original corpus be assigned the category NP
in the resulting CCG trees as well.

10We used their public script (https://www.cl.
cam.ac.uk/˜sc609/candc-1.00.html).
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Table 3 shows the results of the pars-
ing experiment, where the scores of previ-
ous work (C&C (Clark and Curran, 2007) and
EasySRL (Lewis et al., 2016)) are included for
reference. The plain depccg already achieves
higher scores than these methods, and boosts
when combined with ELMo (improvement of 2.73
points in terms of F1). Fine-tuning the parser
on GENIA1000 results in a mixed result, with
slightly lower scores. This is presumably because
the automatically annotated Head First dependen-
cies are not accurate. Finally, by fine-tuning on
the Genia CCGbank, we observe another improve-
ment, resulting in the highest 86.52 F1 score.

Questions In this experiment, we obtain a CCG
version of the QuestionBank (Judge et al., 2006),
consisting of 3,622 question sentences, excluding
ones contained in the evaluation data.

Table 4 compares the performance of depccg
fine-tuned on the QuestionBank, along with other
baselines. Contrary to our expectation, the plain
depccg retrained on Questions data performs
the best, with neither ELMo nor the proposed
method taking any effect. We hypothesize that,
since the evaluation set contains sentences with
similar constructions, the contributions of the lat-
ter two methods are less observable on top of
Questions data. Inspection of the output trees
reveals that this is actually the case; the majority of
differences among parser’s configurations are ir-
relevant to question constructions, suggesting that
the models capture well the syntax of question in
the data.11

5.4 Speech Conversation

Setup We apply the proposed method to a new
domain, transcription texts of speech conversation,
with new applications of CCG parsing in mind.
We create the CCG version of the Switchboard
corpus (Godfrey et al., 1992), by which, as far as
we are aware of, we conduct the first CCG pars-
ing experiments on speech conversation.12 We ob-
tain a new CCGbank of 59,029/3,799/7,681 sen-

11Due to many-to-many nature of mapping to GRs, the
evaluation set contains relations not recoverable from the
gold supertags using the provided script; for example, we find
that from the annotated supertags of sentence How many bat-
tles did she win ?, the (amod battle many) relation is
obtained instead of the gold det relation. This implies one
of the difficulties to obtain further improvement on this set.

12Since the annotated part-of-speech tags are noisy,
we automatically reannotate them using the core web sm
model of spaCy (https://spacy.io/), version 2.0.16.

a. we should cause it does help

b. the only problem i see with term limitations is that

i think that the bureaucracy in our government as

is with most governments is just so complex that

there is a learning curve and that you ca n’t just

send someone off to washington and expect his first

day to be an effective congress precision

Table 5: Example sentences from the manually anno-
tated subset of Switchboard test set.

Error type #
PP-attachment 3
Adverbs attaching wrong place 11
Predicate-argument 5
Imperative 2
Informal functional words 2
Others 11

Table 6: Error types observed in the manually anno-
tated Switchboard subset data.

tences for each of the train/test/development set,
where the data split follows prior work on depen-
dency parsing on this dataset (Honnibal and John-
son, 2014).

In the conversion, we have to handle one of the
characteristics of speech transcription texts, disflu-
encies. In real application, it is ideal to remove
disfluencies such as interjection and repairs (e.g., I
want a flight to Boston um to Denver), prior to per-
forming CCG-based semantic composition. Since
this corpus contains a layer of annotation that la-
bels their occurrences, we perform constrained de-
coding to mark the gold disfluencies in a tree with
a dummy category X, which can combine with
any category from both sides (i.e., for all cate-
gory C, C X ⇒ C and X C ⇒ C are allowed).
In this work, we perform parsing experiments on
texts that are clean of disfluencies, by removing
X-marked words from sentences (i.e., a pipeline
system setting with an oracle disfluency detection
preprocessor).13

Another issue in conducting experiments on this
dataset is evaluation. Since there exists no evalua-
tion protocol for CCG parsing on speech texts, we
evaluate the quality of output trees by two proce-
dures; in the first experiment, we parse the entire
test set, and convert them to constituency trees us-

13We regard developing joint disfluency detection and
syntactic parsing method based on CCG as future work.
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Figure 3: Parse output by the re-trained parser for sentence if CD = 8 and BE = 2, find AE. from math problems.

Method
Whole Subset

P R F1 UF1 LF1
depccg 74.73 73.91 74.32 90.68 82.46
+ ELMo 75.76 76.62 76.19 93.23 86.46
+ Proposed 78.03 77.06 77.54 95.63 92.65

Table 7: Results on speech conversation texts (§5.4), on
the whole test set and the manually annotated subset.

Method UF1 LF1
depccg 88.49 66.15
+ ELMo 89.32 70.74
+ Proposed 95.83 80.53

Table 8: Results on math problems (§5.5).

ing a method by Kummerfeld et al. (2012).14 We
report labeled bracket F1 scores between the re-
sulting trees and the gold trees in the true Switch-
board corpus, using the EVALB script.15 How-
ever, the reported scores suffer from the compound
effect of failures in CCG parsing as well as ones
occurred in the conversion to the constituency
trees. To evaluate the parsing performance in de-
tail, the first author manually annotated a subset
of randomly sampled 100 sentences from the test
set. Sentences with less than four words are not
contained, to exclude short phrases such as nod-
ding. Using this test set, we report the standard
CCG parsing metrics. Sentences from this domain
exhibit other challenging aspects (Table 5), such
as less formal expressions (e.g., use of cause in-
stead of because) (5a), and lengthy sentences with
many embedded phrases (5b).16

Results On the whole test set, depccg
shows consistent improvements when combined
with ELMo and the proposed method, in the
constituency-based metrics (Whole columns in

14https://github.com/jkkummerfeld/
berkeley-ccg2pst

15https://nlp.cs.nyu.edu/evalb/
16Following Honnibal and Johnson (2014), sentences in

this data are fully lower-cased and contain no punctuation.

Table 7). Though the entire scores are rela-
tively lower, the result suggests that the proposed
method is effective to this domain on the whole.
By directly evaluating the parser’s performance
in terms of predicate argument relations (Sub-
set columns), we observe that it actually recovers
the most of the dependencies, with the fine-tuned
depccg achieving as high as 95.63% unlabeled
F1 score.

We further investigate error cases of the fine-
tuned depccg in the subset dataset (Table 6).
The tendency of error types is in accordance
with other domains, with frequent errors in PP-
attachment and predicate-argument structure, and
seemingly more cases of attachment errors of ad-
verbial phrases (11 cases), which occur in lengthy
sentences such as in Table 5b. Other types of er-
ror are failures to recognize that the sentence is in
imperative form (2 cases), and ones in handling in-
formal functional words such as cause (Table 5a).
We conclude that the performance on this domain
is as high as it is usable in application. Since
the remaining errors are general ones, they will be
solved by improving general parsing techniques.

5.5 Math Problems

Setup Finally, we conduct another experiment
on parsing math problems. Following previ-
ous work of constituency parsing on math prob-
lem (Joshi et al., 2018), we use the same train/test
sets by Seo et al. (2015), consisting of 63/62 sen-
tences respectively, and see if a CCG parser can be
adapted with the small training samples. Again,
the first author annotated both train/test sets, de-
pendency trees on the train set, and CCG trees on
the test set, respectively. In the annotation, we
follow the manuals of the English CCGbank and
the UD. We regard as an important future work
extending the annotation to include fine-grained
feature values in categories, e.g., marking a dis-
tinction between integers and real numbers (Mat-
suzaki et al., 2017). Figure 3 shows an example
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CCG tree from this domain, successfully parsed
by fine-tuned depccg.

Results Table 8 shows the F1 scores of depccg
in the respective settings. Remarkably, we observe
huge additive performance improvement. While,
in terms of labeled F1, ELMo contributes about
4 points on top of the plain depccg, adding
the new training set (converted from dependency
trees) improves more than 10 points.17 Examin-
ing the resulting trees, we observe that the huge
gain is primarily involved with expressions unique
to math. Figure 3 is one of such cases, which the
plain depccg falsely analyzes as one huge NP
phrase. However, after fine-tuning, it successfully
produces the correct “If S1 and S2, S3” structure,
recognizing that the equal sign is a predicate.

6 Conclusion

In this work, we have proposed a domain adap-
tation method for CCG parsing, based on the au-
tomatic generation of new CCG treebanks from
dependency resources. We have conducted ex-
periments to verify the effectiveness of the pro-
posed method on diverse domains: on top of ex-
isting benchmarks on biomedical texts and ques-
tion sentences, we newly conduct parsing experi-
ments on speech conversation and math problems.
Remarkably, when applied to our domain adapta-
tion method, the improvements in the latter two
domains are significant, with the achievement of
more than 5 points in the unlabeled metric.
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Abstract
We study a variant of domain adaptation for
named-entity recognition where multiple, het-
erogeneously tagged training sets are avail-
able. Furthermore, the test tag-set is not iden-
tical to any individual training tag-set. Yet, the
relations between all tags are provided in a
tag hierarchy, covering the test tags as a com-
bination of training tags. This setting occurs
when various datasets are created using differ-
ent annotation schemes. This is also the case
of extending a tag-set with a new tag by an-
notating only the new tag in a new dataset.
We propose to use the given tag hierarchy to
jointly learn a neural network that shares its
tagging layer among all tag-sets. We compare
this model to combining independent models
and to a model based on the multitasking ap-
proach. Our experiments show the benefit of
the tag-hierarchy model, especially when fac-
ing non-trivial consolidation of tag-sets.

1 Introduction

Named Entity Recognition (NER) has seen signif-
icant progress in the last couple of years with the
application of Neural Networks to the task. Such
models achieve state-of-the-art performance with
little or no manual feature engineering (Collobert
et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2015; Lample et al.,
2016; Ma and Hovy, 2016; Dernoncourt et al.,
2017). Following this success, more complex NER
setups are approached with neural models, among
them domain adaptation (Qu et al., 2016; He and
Sun, 2017; Dong et al., 2017).

In this work we study one type of domain adap-
tation for NER, denoted here heterogeneous tag-
sets. In this variant, samples from the test set are
not available at training time. Furthermore, the test
tag-set differs from each training tag-set. However
every test tag can be represented either as a single
training tag or as a combination of several train-
ing tags. This information is given in the form of a

hypernym hierarchy over all tags, training and test
(see Fig. 1).

This setting arises when different schemes are
used for annotating multiple datasets for the same
task. This often occurs in the medical domain,
where healthcare providers use customized tag-
sets to create their own private test sets (Shickel
et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2018). Another scenario
is selective annotation, as in the case of extend-
ing an existing tag-set, e.g. {‘Name’, ‘Location’},
with another tag, e.g. ‘Date’. To save annotation
effort, new training data is labeled only with the
new tag. This case of disjoint tag-sets is also dis-
cussed in the work of Greenberg et al. (2018). A
similar case is extending a training-set with new
examples in which only rare tags are annotated.
In domains where training data is scarce, out-of-
domain datasets annotated with infrequent tags
may be very valuable.

A naive approach concatenates all training-
sets, ignoring the differences between the tagging
schemes in each example. A different approach
would be to learn to tag with multiple training tag-
sets. Then, in a post-processing step, the predic-
tions from the different tag-sets need to be con-
solidated into a single test tag sequence, resolv-
ing tagging differences along the way. We study
two such models. The first model learns an in-
dependent NER model for each training tag-set.
The second model applies the multitasking (MTL)
(Collobert et al., 2011; Ruder, 2017) paradigm, in
which a shared latent representation of the input
text is fed into separate tagging layers.

The above models require heuristic post-
processing to consolidate the different predicted
tag sequences. To overcome this limitation, we
propose a model that incorporates the given tag
hierarchy within the neural NER model. Specifi-
cally, this model learns to predict a tag sequence
only over the fine-grained tags in the hierarchy.
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Tag-set 1 (T1):   Name, Street, City, Hospital, Age>90

Tag-set 2 (T2):   First Name, Last Name, Address, Age

Tag-set 3 (T3):   Name, Location, Date

First 
Name

Last
Name Street City Hospital Age>90 Date

Address

Location

Name Age

Figure 1: A tag hierarchy for three tag-sets.

At training time, gradients on each dataset-specific
labeled examples are propagated as gradients on
plausible fine-grained tags. At inference time the
model predicts a single sequence of fine-grained
tags, which are then mapped to the test tag-set by
traversing the tag hierarchy. Importantly, all tag-
ging decisions are performed in the model without
the need for a post-processing consolidation step.

We conducted two experiments. The first eval-
uated the extension of a tag-set with a new tag
via selective annotation of a new dataset with only
the extending tag, using datasets from the medical
and news domains. In the second experiment we
integrated two full tag-sets from the medical do-
main with their training data while evaluating on a
third test tag-set. The results show that the model
which incorporates the tag-hierarchy is more ro-
bust compared to a combination of independent
models or MTL, and typically outperforms them.
This is especially evident when many tagging col-
lisions need to be settled at post-processing. In
these cases, the performance gap in favor of the
tag-hierarchy model is large.

2 Background and Definitions

2.1 Task Definition
The goal in the heterogeneous tag-sets domain
adaptation task is to learn an NER model M that
given an input token sequence x = {xi}n1 infers
a tag sequence y = {yi}n1 = M(x) over a test
tag-set T s, ∀i yi∈T s. To learn the model, K train-
ing datasets {DSrk}Kk=1 are provided, each labeled
with its own tag-set T rk . Superscripts ’s’ and ’r’
stand for ’test’ and ’training’, respectively. In this
task, no training tag-set is identical to the test tag-
set T s by itself. However, all tags in T s can be cov-
ered by combining the training tag-sets {T rk }Kk=1.
This information is provided in the form of a di-
rected acyclic graph (DAG) representing hyper-

Figure 2: Neural architecture for NER.

nymy relations between all training and test tags.
Fig. 1 illustrates such a hierarchy.

As mentioned above, an example scenario is
selective annotation, in which an original tag-set
is extended with a new tag t, each with its own
training data, and the test tag-set is their union.
But, some setups require combinations other than
a simple union, e.g. covering the test tag ‘Address’
with the finer training tags ‘Street’ and ‘City’, each
from a different tag-set.

This task is different from inductive domain
adaptation (Pan and Yang, 2010; Ruder, 2017), in
which the tag-sets are different but the tasks differ
as well (e.g. NER and parsing), with no need to
map the outcomes to a single tag-set at test time.

2.2 Neural network for NER

As the underlying architecture shared by all mod-
els in this paper, we follow the neural network
proposed by Lample et al. (2016), which achieved
state-of-the-art results on NER. In this model, de-
picted in Fig. 2, each input token xi is represented
as a combination of: (a) a one-hot vector xwi , map-
ping the input to a fixed word vocabulary, and (b) a
sequence of one-hot vectors {xci,j}ni

j=1, represent-
ing the input word’s character sequence.

Each input token xi is first embedded in la-
tent space by applying both a word-embedding
matrix, wei = E xwi , and a character-based em-
bedding layer cei = CharBiRNN({xci,j}) (Ling
et al., 2015). This output of this step is ei =
cei ⊕ wei, where ⊕ stands for vector concatena-
tion. Then, the embedding vector sequence {ei}n1
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Figure 3: NER multitasking architecture for 3 tag-sets.

is re-encoded in context using a bidirectional RNN
layer {ri}n1 = BiRNN({ei}n1 ) (Schuster and Pali-
wal, 1997). The sequence {ri}n1 constitutes the la-
tent representation of the input text.

Finally, each re-encoded vector ri is projected
to tag space for the target tag-set T , ti = P ri,
where |ti| = |T |. The sequence {ti}n1 is then taken
as input to a CRF layer (Lafferty et al., 2001),
which maintains a global tag transition matrix. At
inference time, the model output is y =M(x), the
most probable CRF tag sequence for input x.

3 Models for Multiple Tagging Layers

One way to learn a model for the heterogeneous
tag-sets setting is to train a base NER (Sec. 2.2)
on the concatenation of all training-sets, predicting
tags from the union of all training tag-sets. In our
experiments, this model under performed, due to
the fact that it treats each training example as fully
tagged despite being tagged only with the tags be-
longing to the training-set from which the example
is taken (see Sec. 6).

We next present two models that instead learn
to tag each training tag-set separately. In the first
model the outputs from independent base mod-
els, each trained on a different tag-set, are merged.
The second model utilizes the the multitasking ap-
proach to train separate tagging layers that share a
single text representation layer.

3.1 Combining independent models
In this model, we train a separate NER model for
each training set, resulting inK models {Mk}Kk=1.
At test time, each model predicts a sequence yk =

Mk(x) over the corresponding tag-set T rk . The se-
quences {yk}Kk=1 are consolidated into a single se-
quence ys over the test tag-set T s.

We perform this consolidation in a post-
processing step. First, each predicted tag yk,i is
mapped to the test tag-set as ysk,i. We employ the
provided tag hierarchy for this mapping by travers-
ing it starting from yk,i until a test tag is reached.
Then, for every token xi, we consider the test
tags predicted at position i by the different mod-
els M(xi) = {ysk,i|ysk,i 6= ‘Other’}. Cases where
M(xi) contains more than one tag are called colli-
sions. Models must consolidate collisions, select-
ing a single predicted tag for xi.

We introduce three different consolidation
methods. The first is to randomly select a tag from
M(xi). The second chooses the tag that originates
from the tag sequence yk with the highest CRF
probability score. The third computes the marginal
CRF tag probability for each tag and selects the
one with the highest probability.

3.2 Multitasking for heterogeneous tag-sets

Lately, several works explored using multitask-
ing (MTL) for inductive transfer learning within a
neural architecture (Collobert and Weston, 2008;
Chen et al., 2016; Peng and Dredze, 2017). Such
algorithms jointly train a single model to solve dif-
ferent NLP tasks, such as NER, sentiment analy-
sis and text classification. The various tasks share
the same text representation layer in the model but
maintain a separate tagging layer per task.

We adapt multitasking to heterogeneous tag-
sets by considering each training dataset, which
has a different tag-set T rk , as a separate NER task.
Thus, a single model is trained, in which the latent
text representation {ri}n1 (see Sec. 2.2) is shared
between NER tasks. As mentioned above, the tag-
ging layers (projection and CRF) are kept separate
for each tag-set. Fig. 3 illustrates this architecture.

We emphasize that the output of the MTL model
still consists of {yk}Kk=1 different tag sequence
predictions. They are consolidated into a final sin-
gle sequence ys using the same post-processing
step described in Sec. 3.1.

4 Tag Hierarchy Model

The models introduced in Sec. 3.1 and 3.2 learn
to predict a tag sequence for each training tag-
set separately and they do not share parameters
between tagging layers. In addition, they require
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Tag-set 1 (T1):   Name, Street, City, Hospital, Age>90, T1-Other

Tag-set 2 (T2):   First Name, Last Name, Address, Age, T2-Other

Tag-set 3 (T3):   Name, Location, Date, T3-Other

First 
Name

Last
Name Street City Hospital Age>90 Age-

Other
Location-

Other Date

Address

Location

Name Age

T1-Other T2-Other T3-Other

FG-
Other

Address-
Other

Name-
Other

Figure 4: The tag hierarchy in Fig. 1 for three tag-sets
after closure extension. Green nodes and edges were
automatically added in this process. Fine-grained tags
are surrounded by a dotted box.

a post-processing step, outside of the model, for
merging the tag sequences inferred for the differ-
ent tag-sets. A simple concatenation of all training
data is also not enough to accommodate the differ-
ences between the tag-sets within the model (see
Sec. 3). Moreover, none of these models utilizes
the relations between tags, which are provided as
input in the form of a tag hierarchy.

In this section, we propose a model that ad-
dresses these limitations. This model utilizes the
given tag hierarchy at training time to learn a sin-
gle, shared tagging layer that predicts only fine-
grained tags. The hierarchy is then used during
inference to map fine-grained tags onto a target
tag-set. Consequently, all tagging decisions are
made in the model, without the need for a post-
processing step.

4.1 Notations

In the input hierarchy DAG, each node repre-
sents some semantic role of words in sentences,
(e.g. ‘Name’). A directed edge c → d implies
that c is a hyponym of d, meaning c captures
a subset of the semantics of d. Examples in-
clude ‘LastName’ → ‘Name’, and ‘Street ’ →
‘Location’ in Fig. 1. We denote the set of all
tags that capture some subset of semantics of d
by Sem(d) = {d} ∪ {c|c R−→ d}, where R−→ in-
dicates that there is a directed path from c to
d in the graph. For example, Sem(Name) =
{Name,LastName, F irstName}.

If a node d has no hyponyms (Sem(d) = {d}),
it represents some fine-grained tag semantics. We
denote the set of all fine-grained tags by TFG.
We also denote all fine-grained tags that are hy-
ponyms of d by Fine(d) = TFG ∩ Sem(d), e.g.
Fine(Name) = {LastName, F irstName}. As
mentioned above, our hierarchical model predicts
tag sequences only from TFG and then maps them

onto a target tag-set.

4.2 Hierarchy extension with ‘Other’ tags
For each tag d we would like the semantics cap-
tured by the union of semantics of all tags in
Fine(d) to be exactly the semantics of d, making
sure we will not miss any aspect of dwhen predict-
ing only over TFG. Yet, this semantics-equality
property does not hold in general. One such exam-
ple in Fig. 4 is ‘Age>90’→‘Age’, because there
may be age mentions below 90 annotated in T2’s
dataset.

To fix the semantics-equality above, we use the
notion of the ‘Other’ tag in NER, which has the
semantics of “all the rest”. Specifically, for every
d /∈ TFG, a fine-grained tag ‘d-Other’ ∈ TFG and
an edge ‘d-Other’→‘d’ are automatically added
to the graph, hence ‘d-Other’∈ Fine(d). For in-
stance, ‘Age-Other’→‘Age’. These new tags rep-
resent the aspects of d not captured by the other
tags in Fine(d).

Next a tag ‘Ti-Other’ is automatically added to
each tag-set Ti, explicitly representing the “all the
rest” semantics of Ti. The labels for ‘Ti-Other’
are induced automatically from unlabeled tokens
in the original DSri dataset. To make sure that the
semantics-equality property above also holds for
‘Ti-Other’, a fine-grained tag ‘FG-Other’ is also
added, which captures the “all the rest” semantics
at the fine-grained level. Then, each ‘Ti-Other’ is
connected to all fine-grained tags that do not cap-
ture some semantics of the tags in Ti, defining:

Fine(Ti-Other) = TFG \
⋃

d∈Tir{Ti-Other}
Sem(d)

This mapping is important at training time, where
‘Ti-Other’ labels are used as distant supervision
over their related fine-grained tags (Sec. 4.3). Fig.
4 depicts our hierarchy example after this step. We
emphasize that all extensions in this step are done
automatically as part of the model’s algorithm.

4.3 NER model with tag hierarchy
One outcome of the extension step is that the set
of fine-grained tags TFG covers all distinct fine-
grained semantics across all tag-sets. In the fol-
lowing, we train a single NER model (Sec. 2.2)
that predicts sequences of tags from the TFG tag-
set. As there is only one tagging layer, model pa-
rameters are shared across all training examples.

At inference time, this model predicts the most
likely fine-grained tag sequence yfg for the input
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x. As the model outputs only a single sequence,
post-processing consolidation is not needed. The
tag hierarchy is used to map each predicated fine-
grained tag yfgi to a tag in a test tag-set T s by
traversing the out-edges of yfgi until a tag in T s

is reached. This procedure is also used in the base-
line models (see Sec. 3.1) for mapping their pre-
dictions onto the test tag-set. However, unlike the
baselines, which end with multiple candidate pre-
dictions in the test tag-set and need to consolidate
between them, here, only a single fine-grained tag
sequence is mapped, so no further consolidation is
needed.

At training time, each example x that belongs
to some training dataset DSri is labeled with a
gold-standard tag sequence y where the tags are
taken only from the corresponding tag-set T ri .
This means that tags {yi} are not necessarily fine-
grained tags, so there is no direct supervision for
predicting fine-grained tag sequences. However,
each gold label yi provides distant supervision
over its related fine-grained tags, Fine(yi). It in-
dicates that one of them is the correct fine-grained
label without explicitly stating which one, so we
consider all possibilities in a probabilistic manner.

Henceforth, we say that a fine-grained tag se-
quence yfg agrees with y if ∀i yfgi ∈ Fine(yi),
i.e. yfg is a plausible interpretation for y at the
fine-grained tag level. For example, following
Fig. 4, sequences [‘Hospital’, ‘City’] and [‘Street’,
‘City’] agree with [‘Location’, ‘Location’], unlike
[‘City’, ‘Last Name’]. We denote all fine-grained
tag sequences that agree with y by AgreeWith(y).

Using this definition, the tag-hierarchy model is
trained with the loss function:

loss(y) = −log(Zy
Z

) (1)

Zy =
∑

yfg∈AgreeWith(y)

φ(yfg) (2)

Z =
∑

yfg

φ(yfg) (3)

where φ(y) stands for the model’s score for se-
quence y, viewed as unnormalized probability. Z
is the standard CRF partition function over all pos-
sible fine-grained tag sequences. Zy, on the other
hand, accumulates scores only of fine-grained tag
sequences that agree with y. Thus, this loss func-
tion aims at increasing the summed probability
of all fine-grained sequences agreeing with y.
Both Zy and Z can be computed efficiently using

Dataset Tag-set # Tokens Tagged (%)Size Tokens
I2B2’06 (train) 7 387,126 4.6
I2B2’06 (test) 163,488 4.2
I2B2’14 (train)

17
336,422 4.4

I2B2’14 (dev) 152,895 5.0
I2B2’14 (test) 316,212 4.6
Physio (test) 6 335,383 0.7
Conll (train)

4
203,621 16.7

Conll (dev) 51,362 16.7
Conll (test) 46,435 18.1
Onto (train) 18 1,304,491 13.1
Onto (test) 162,971 14.2

Table 1: Dataset statistics. Tokens tagged refer to per-
centage of tokens tagged not as ‘Other’.

the Forward-Backward algorithm (Lafferty et al.,
2001).

We note that we also considered finding the
most likely tag sequence over a test tag-set at infer-
ence time by summing the probabilities of all fine-
grained tag sequences that agree with each candi-
date sequence y: maxy

∑
yfg∈AgreeWith(y) φ(y

fg).
However, this problem is NP-hard (Lyngsø and
Pedersen, 2002). We plan to explore other alter-
natives in future work.

5 Experimental Settings

To test the tag-hierarchy model under hetero-
geneous tag-set scenarios, we conducted experi-
ments using datasets from two domains. We next
describe these datasets as well as implementation
details for the tested models. Sec. 6 then details
the experiments and their results.

5.1 Datasets

Five datasets from two domains, medical and
news, were used in our experiments. Table 1 sum-
marizes their main statistics.

For the medical domain we used the datasets
I2B2-2006 (denoted I2B2’06) (Uzuner et al.,
2007), I2B2-2014 (denoted I2B2’14) (Stubbs and
Uzuner, 2015) and the PhysioNet golden set (de-
noted Physio) (Goldberger et al., 2000). These
datasets are all annotated for the NER task of de-
identification (a.k.a text anonymization) (Dernon-
court et al., 2017). Still, as seen in Table 1, each
dataset is annotated with a different tag-set. Both
I2B2’06 and I2B2’14 include train and test sets,
while Physio contains only a test set.

For the news domain we used the English part of
CONLL-2003 (denoted Conll) (Tjong Kim Sang
and De Meulder, 2003) and OntoNotes-v5 (de-
noted Onto) (Weischedel et al., 2013), both with
train and test sets. We note that I2B2’14, Conll
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and Onto also contain a dev-set, which is used for
hyper-param tuning (see below).

In all experiments, each example is a full docu-
ment. Each document is split into tokens on white-
spaces and punctuation. A tag-hierarchy covering
the 57 tags from all five datasets was given as input
to all models in all experiments. We constructed
this hierarchy manually. The only non-trivial tag
was ‘Location’, which in I2B2’14 is split into finer
tags (‘City’, ‘Street’ etc.) and includes also hospi-
tal mentions in Conll and Onto. We resolved these
relations similarly to the graph in Figure 1.

5.2 Compared Models

Four models were compared in our experiments:
MConcat A single NER model on the concate-

nation of datasets and tag-sets (Sec. 3).
MIndep Combining predictions of independent

NER models, one per tag-set (Sec. 3.1).
MMTL Multitasking over training tag-sets

(Sec. 3.2).
MHier A tag hierarchy employed within a sin-

gle base model (Sec. 4).

All models are based on the neural network de-
scribed in Sec. 2.2. We tuned the hyper-params in
the base model to achieve state-of-the-art results
for a single NER model on Conll and I2B2’14
when trained and tested on the same dataset
(Strubell et al., 2017; Dernoncourt et al., 2017)
(see Table 2). This is done to maintain a constant
baseline, and is also due to the fact that I2B2’06
does not have a standard dev-set.

We tuned hyper-params over the dev-sets of
Conll and I2B2’14. For character-based em-
bedding we used a single bidirectional LSTM
(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) with hidden
state size of 25. For word embeddings we used
pre-trained GloVe embeddings1 (Pennington et al.,
2014), without further training. For token recoding
we used a two-level stacked bidirectional LSTM
(Graves et al., 2013) with both output and hidden
state of size 100.

Once these hyper-params were set, no further
tuning was made in our experiments, which means
all models for heterogeneous tag-sets were tested
under the above fixed hyper-param set. In each
experiment, each model was trained until conver-
gence on the respective training set.

1nlp.stanford.edu/data/glove.6B.zip

I2B2’06 I2B2’14 Conll Onto
Micro avg. F1 0.894 0.960 0.926 0.896

Table 2: F1 for training and testing a single base NER
model on the same dataset.

Tag Frequency in training / test (%)
I2B2’06 I2B2’14 Conll Onto

Name 1.4 / 1.3 1.0 / 1.0 4.3 / 4.9 3.1 / 2.9
Date 1.7 / 1.5 2.4 / 2.5 0 / 0 2.7 / 3.1
Location 0.1 / 0.1 0.2 / 0.3 3.2 / 3.4 2.7 / 3.2
Hospital 0.6 / 0.7 0.3 / 0.3 0 / 0 0 / 0

Table 3: Occurrence statistics for tags used in the tag-
set extension experiment, reported as % out of all to-
kens in the training and test sets of each dataset.

6 Experiments and Results

We performed two experiments. The first refers to
selective annotation, in which an existing tag-set
is extended with a new tag by annotating a new
dataset only with the new tag. The second exper-
iment tests the ability of each model to integrate
two full tag-sets.

In all experiments we assess model perfor-
mance via micro-averaged tag F1, in accordance
with CoNLL evaluation (Tjong Kim Sang and
De Meulder, 2003). Statistical significance was
computed using the Wilcoxon two-sided signed
ranks test at p = 0.01 (Wilcoxon, 1945). We next
detail each experiment and its results.

In all our experiments, we found the per-
formance of the different consolidation methods
(Sec. 3.1) to be on par. One reason that using
model scores does not beat random selection may
be due to the overconfidence of the tagging mod-
els – their prediction probabilities are close to 0 or
1. We report figures for random selection as repre-
sentative of all consolidation methods.

6.1 Tag-set extension experiment
In this experiment, we considered the 4 most
frequent tags that occur in at least two of our
datasets: ‘Name’, ‘Date’, ‘Location’ and ‘Hospi-
tal’ (Table 3 summarizes their statistics). For each
frequent tag t and an ordered pair of datasets
in which t occurs, we constructed new training
sets by removing t from the first training set
(termed base dataset) and remove all tags but t
from the second training set (termed extending
dataset). For example, for the triplet of { ‘Name’,
I2B2’14, I2B2’06}, we constructed a version of
I2B2’14 without ‘Name’ annotations and a ver-
sion of I2B2’06 containing only annotations for
‘Name’. This process yielded 32 such triplets.
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F1 AVERAGE Model
Extending Tag Base Dataset Hier Indep MTL
Date I2B2’14 0.806 0.795 0.787

I2B2’06 0.756 0.761 0.787
Onto 0.835 0.828 0.819

Date Total 0.799 0.795 0.798
Hospital I2B2’14 0.931 0.941 0.918

I2B2’06 0.867 0.866 0.853
Hospital Total 0.899 0.904 0.885
Location Conll 0.801 0.784 0.793

I2B2’14 0.953 0.913 0.905
I2B2’06 0.877 0.848 0.820
Onto 0.785 0.694 0.692

Location Total 0.854 0.810 0.802
Name Conll 0.847 0.759 0.729

I2B2’14 0.918 0.880 0.902
I2B2’06 0.740 0.743 0.729
Onto 0.878 0.862 0.862

Name Total 0.846 0.811 0.806
Grand Total 0.854 0.823 0.816

Table 4: F1 in the tag-set extension experiment, aver-
aged over extending datasets for every base dataset.

For every triplet, we train all tested models on
the two modified training sets and test them on the
test-set of the base dataset (I2B2’14 in the exam-
ple above). Each test-set was not altered and con-
tains all tags of the base tag-set, including t.

MConcat performed poorly in this experiment.
For example, on the dataset extending I2B2’14
with ‘Name’ from I2B2’06, MConcat tagged only
one ‘Name’ out of over 4000 ‘Name’ mentions in
the test set. Given this, we do not provide further
details of the results of MConcat in this experiment.

For the three models tested, this experiment
yields 96 results. The main results2 of this ex-
periment are shown in Table 4. Surprisingly, in
more tests MIndep outperformed MMTL than vice
versa, adding to prior observations that multitask-
ing can hurt performance instead of improving
it (Bingel and Søgaard, 2017; Alonso and Plank,
2017; Bjerva, 2017). But, applying a shared tag-
ging layer on top of a shared text representation
boosts the model’s capability and stability. Indeed,
overall, MHier outperforms the other models in
most tests, and in the rest it is similar to the best
performing model.

Analyzing the results, we noticed that the gap
between model performance increases when more
collisions are encountered for MMTL and MIndep at
post-processing time (see Sec. 3.1). The amount
of collisions may be viewed as a predictor for the
baselines’ difficulty to handle a specific heteroge-
neous tag-sets setting. Table 5 presents the tests
in which more than 100 collisions were detected
for either MIndep or MMTL, constituting 66% of all

2Detailed results for all 96 tests are given in the Appendix.

F1 Model
Tag Base Extending Hier Indep MTL
Date I2B2’14 I2B2’06 0.899 *0.903

Onto *0.713 0.686 0.671
I2B2’06 Onto 0.641 *0.681
Onto I2B2’06 *0.834 0.807

Location Conll I2B2’14 *0.818 0.783
I2B2’06 *0.748 0.730
Onto *0.836 0.830

I2B2’14 Conll *0.954 0.899 0.887
Onto *0.951 0.921 0.907

I2B2’06 Conll 0.876 0.816 0.760
Onto *0.869 0.847 0.812

Onto Conll *0.747 0.701 0.703
I2B2’14 0.793 0.691 0.707
I2B2’06 *0.814 0.691

Name Conll I2B2’14 *0.855 0.690
I2B2’06 *0.827 0.666 0.631
Onto 0.860 0.841

I2B2’14 Conll *0.900 0.863
I2B2’06 *0.943 0.893
Onto *0.911 0.882 0.891

I2B2’06 Conll *0.662 0.653
Onto Conll *0.895 0.888

I2B2’14 *0.892 0.872
I2B2’06 *0.846 0.827

Table 5: F1 for tag-set extensions with more than 100
collisions. Blank entries indicate fewer than 100 colli-
sions. (*) indicates all results that are statistically sig-
nificantly better than others in that row.

F1 Model
Tag Base Extending Hier Indep MTL

Location I2B2’14 I2B2’06 0.953 0.919 0.919
Onto 0.954 0.899 0.887

Name Conll I2B2’06 0.846 0.827 0.809
Onto 0.895 0.888 0.890

Table 6: Examples for performance differences when
base datasets are extended with an in-domain dataset
compared to an out-of-domain dataset.

test triplets. In these tests, MHier is a clear winner,
outperforming the compared models in all but two
comparisons, often by a significant margin.

Finally, we compared the models trained with
selective annotation to an “upper-bound” of train-
ing and testing a single NER model on the same
dataset with all tags annotated (Table 2). As ex-
pected, performance is usually lower with selec-
tive annotation. But, the drop intensifies when the
base and extending datasets are from different do-
mains – medical and news. In these cases, we ob-
served that MHier is more robust. Its drop com-
pared to combining datasets from the same domain
is the least in almost all such combinations. Ta-
ble 6 provides some illustrative examples.

6.2 Full tag-set integration experiment

A scenario distinct from selective annotation is
the integration of full tag-sets. On one hand, more
training data is available for similar tags. On the
other hand, more tags need to be consolidated
among the tag-sets.
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F1 Test Set
Model I2B2’06 I2B2’14 Physio

I2B2’06 *0.894 0.730 0.637
I2B2’14 0.714 *0.960 0.712
MConcat 0.827 0.809 0.621
MIndep 0.760 0.861 0.640
MMTL 0.81 0.862 *0.739
MHier *0.900 *0.958 *0.760
Collisions Test Set

I2B2’06 I2B2’14 Physio
MIndep 224 1272 114
MMTL 158 584 44

Table 7: F1 for combining I2B2’06 and I2B2’14. The
top two models were trained only on a single dataset.
The lower table part holds the number of collisions at
post-processing. (*) indicates results that are statisti-
cally significantly better than others in that column.

To test this scenario, we trained the tested model
types on the training sets of I2B2’06 and I2B2’14,
which have different tag-sets. The models were
evaluated both on the test sets of these datasets
and on Physio, an unseen test-set that requires the
combination of the two training tag-sets for full
coverage of its tag-set. We also compared the mod-
els to single models trained on each of the training
sets alone. Table 7 displays the results.

As expected, single models do well on the test-
set companion of their training-set but they under-
perform on the other test-sets. This is expected be-
cause the tag-set on which they were trained does
not cover well the tag-sets in the other test-sets.

When compared with the best-performing sin-
gle model, using MConcat shows reduced results on
all 3 test sets. This can be attributed to reduced per-
formance for types that are semantically different
between datasets (e.g. ‘Date’), while performance
on similar tags (e.g. ‘Name’) does not drop.

Combining the two training sets using either
MIndep or MMTL leads to substantial performance
drop in 5 out of 6 test-sets compared to the best-
performing single model. This is strongly corre-
lated with the number of collisions encountered
(see Table 7). Indeed, the only competitive result,
MMTL tested on Physio, had less than 100 colli-
sions. This demonstrates the non triviality in real-
world tag-set integration, and the difficulty of re-
solving tagging decisions across tag-sets.

By contrast, MHier has no performance drop
compared to the single models trained and tested
on the same dataset. Moreover, it is the best per-
forming model on the unseen Physio test-set, with
6% relative improvement in F1 over the best single
model. This experiment points up the robustness
of the tag hierarchy approach when applied to this

heterogeneous tag-set scenario.

7 Related Work

Collobert et al. (2011) introduced the first com-
petitive NN-based NER that required little or no
feature engineering. Huang et al. (2015) combined
LSTM with CRF, showing performance similar to
non-NN models. Lample et al. (2016) extended
this model with character-based embeddings in ad-
dition to word embedding, achieving state-of-the-
art results. Similar architectures, such as combina-
tions of convolutional networks as replacements of
RNNs were shown to out-perform previous NER
models (Ma and Hovy, 2016; Chiu and Nichols,
2016; Strubell et al., 2017).

Dernoncourt et al. (2017) and Liu et al. (2017)
showed that the LSTM-CRF model achieves state-
of-the-art results also for de-identification in the
medical domain. Lee et al. (2018) demonstrated
how performance drops significantly when the
LSTM-CRF model is tested under transfer learn-
ing within the same domain in this task.

Collobert and Weston (2008) introduced MTL
for NN, and other works followed, showing it
helps in various NLP tasks (Chen et al., 2016;
Peng and Dredze, 2017). Søgaard and Goldberg
(2016) and Hashimoto et al. (2017) argue that
cascading architectures can improve MTL perfor-
mance. Several works have explored conditions
for successful application of MTL (Bingel and
Søgaard, 2017; Bjerva, 2017; Alonso and Plank,
2017).

Few works attempt to share information across
datasets at the tagging level. Greenberg et al.
(2018) proposed a single CRF model for tagging
with heterogeneous tag-sets but without a hierar-
chy. They show the utility of this method for in-
domain datasets with a balanced tag distribution.
Our model can be viewed as an extension of theirs
for tag hierarchies. Augenstein et al. (2018) use
tag embeddings in MTL to further propagate in-
formation between tasks. Li et al. (2017) propose
to use a tag-set made of cross-product of two dif-
ferent POS tag-sets and train a model for it. Given
the explosion in tag-set size, they introduce au-
tomatic pruning of cross-product tags. Kim et al.
(2015) and Qu et al. (2016) automatically learn
correlations between tag-sets, given training data
for both tag-sets. They rely on similar contexts for
related source and target tags, such as ‘professor’
and ‘student’.
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Our tag-hierarchy model was inspired by re-
cent work on hierarchical multi-label classification
(Silla and Freitas, 2011; Zhang and Zhou, 2014),
and can be viewed as an extension of this direction
onto sequences tagging.

8 Conclusions

We proposed a tag-hierarchy model for the het-
erogeneous tag-sets NER setting, which does not
require a consolidation post-processing stage. In
the conducted experiments, the proposed model
consistently outperformed the baselines in difficult
tagging cases and showed robustness when apply-
ing a single trained model to varied test sets.

In the case of integrating datasets from the news
and medical domains we found the blending task
to be difficult. In future work, we’d like to im-
prove this integration in order to gain from training
on examples from different domains for tags like
‘Name’ and ‘Location’.
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A Experiment Results

Full experiment results for Section 6.1

F1 Model
Tag Base Extending Hier Indep MTL
Date I2B2’14 I2B2’06 0.899 0.904 0.903

Onto 0.713 0.686 0.671
I2B2’06 I2B2’14 0.871 0.840 0.875

Onto 0.641 0.681 0.698
Onto I2B2’14 0.837 0.830 0.831

I2B2’06 0.834 0.826 0.807
Hospital I2B2’14 I2B2’06 0.931 0.941 0.918

I2B2’06 I2B2’14 0.867 0.866 0.853
Location Conll I2B2’14 0.818 0.783 0.812

I2B2’06 0.748 0.739 0.730
Onto 0.836 0.830 0.836

I2B2’14 Conll 0.954 0.899 0.887
I2B2’06 0.953 0.919 0.919
Onto 0.951 0.921 0.907

I2B2’06 Conll 0.876 0.816 0.760
I2B2’14 0.886 0.883 0.888
Onto 0.869 0.847 0.812

Onto Conll 0.747 0.701 0.703
I2B2’14 0.793 0.691 0.707
I2B2’06 0.814 0.691 0.666

Name Conll I2B2’14 0.855 0.771 0.690
I2B2’06 0.827 0.666 0.631
Onto 0.860 0.841 0.867

I2B2’14 Conll 0.900 0.863 0.890
I2B2’06 0.943 0.893 0.927
Onto 0.911 0.882 0.891

I2B2’06 Conll 0.662 0.679 0.653
I2B2’14 0.834 0.824 0.808
Onto 0.726 0.726 0.727

Onto Conll 0.895 0.888 0.890
I2B2’14 0.892 0.872 0.886
I2B2’06 0.846 0.827 0.809
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Abstract
In cross-lingual transfer, NLP models over one
or more source languages are applied to a low-
resource target language. While most prior
work has used a single source model or a
few carefully selected models, here we con-
sider a “massive” setting with many such mod-
els. This setting raises the problem of poor
transfer, particularly from distant languages.
We propose two techniques for modulating
the transfer, suitable for zero-shot or few-shot
learning, respectively. Evaluating on named
entity recognition, we show that our tech-
niques are much more effective than strong
baselines, including standard ensembling, and
our unsupervised method rivals oracle selec-
tion of the single best individual model.1

1 Introduction

Supervised learning remains king in natural lan-
guage processing, with most tasks requiring large
quantities of annotated corpora. The majority of
the world’s 6,000+ languages however have lim-
ited or no annotated text, and therefore much
of the progress in NLP has yet to be realised
widely. Cross-lingual transfer learning is a tech-
nique which can compensate for the dearth of
data, by transferring knowledge from high- to low-
resource languages, which has typically taken the
form of annotation projection over parallel corpora
or other multilingual resources (Yarowsky et al.,
2001; Hwa et al., 2005), or making use of trans-
ferable representations, such as phonetic transcrip-
tions (Bharadwaj et al., 2016), closely related lan-
guages (Cotterell and Duh, 2017) or bilingual dic-
tionaries (Mayhew et al., 2017; Xie et al., 2018).

Most methods proposed for cross-lingual trans-
fer rely on a single source language, which lim-
its the transferable knowledge to only one source.

∗Both authors contributed equally to this work.
1The code and the datasets will be made available at

https://github.com/afshinrahimi/mmner.

The target language might be similar to many
source languages, on the grounds of the script,
word order, loan words etc, and transfer would
benefit from these diverse sources of information.
There are a few exceptions, which use transfer
from several languages, ranging from multitask
learning (Duong et al., 2015; Ammar et al., 2016;
Fang and Cohn, 2017), and annotation projection
from several languages (Täckström, 2012; Fang
and Cohn, 2016; Plank and Agić, 2018). How-
ever, to the best of our knowledge, none of these
approaches adequately account for the quality of
transfer, but rather “weight” the contribution of
each language uniformly.

In this paper, we propose a novel method for
zero-shot multilingual transfer, inspired by re-
search in truth inference in crowd-sourcing, a re-
lated problem, in which the ‘ground truth’ must be
inferred from the outputs of several unreliable an-
notators (Dawid and Skene, 1979). In this prob-
lem, the best approaches estimate each model’s
reliability, and their patterns of mistakes (Kim
and Ghahramani, 2012). Our proposed model
adapts these ideas to a multilingual transfer set-
ting, whereby we learn the quality of transfer, and
language-specific transfer errors, in order to infer
the best labelling in the target language, as part of
a Bayesian graphical model. The key insight is
that while the majority of poor models make lots
of mistakes, these mistakes are diverse, while the
few good models consistently provide reliable in-
put. This allows the model to infer which are the
reliable models in an unsupervised manner, i.e.,
without explicit supervision in the target language,
and thereby make accurate inferences despite the
substantial noise.

In the paper, we also consider a supervised set-
ting, where a tiny annotated corpus is available in
the target language. We present two methods to
use this data: 1) estimate reliability parameters of
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the Bayesian model, and 2) explicit model selec-
tion and fine-tuning of a low-resource supervised
model, thus allowing for more accurate modelling
of language specific parameters, such as charac-
ter embeddings, shown to be important in previous
work (Xie et al., 2018).

Experimenting on two NER corpora, one with
as many as 41 languages, we show that single
model transfer has highly variable performance,
and uniform ensembling often substantially under-
performs the single best model. In contrast, our
zero-shot approach does much better, exceeding
the performance of the single best model, and our
few-shot supervised models result in further gains.

2 Approach

We frame the problem of multilingual transfer
as follows. We assume a collection of H mod-
els, all trained in a high resource setting, denoted
Mh = {Mh

i , i ∈ (1, H)}. Each of these mod-
els are not well matched to our target data setting,
for instance these may be trained on data from dif-
ferent domains, or on different languages, as we
evaluate in our experiments, where we use cross-
lingual embeddings for model transfer. This is a
problem of transfer learning, namely, how best we
can use the H models for best results in the target
language.2

Simple approaches in this setting include a)
choosing a single model M ∈ Mh, on the
grounds of practicality, or the similarity between
the model’s native data condition and the target,
and this model is used to label the target data; or
b) allowing all models to ‘vote’ in an classifier en-
semble, such that the most frequent outcome is
selected as the ensemble output. Unfortunately
neither of these approaches are very accurate in
a cross-lingual transfer setting, as we show in §4,
where we show a fixed source language model
(en) dramatically underperforms compared to or-
acle selection of source language, and the same is
true for uniform voting.

Motivated by these findings, we propose novel
methods for learning. For the “zero-shot” setting
where no labelled data is available in the target,
we propose the BEAuns method inspired by work

2We limit our attention to transfer in a ‘black-box’ setting,
that is, given predictive models, but not assuming access to
their data, nor their implementation. This is the most flexible
scenario, as it allows for application to settings with closed
APIs, and private datasets. It does, however, preclude multi-
task learning, as the source models are assumed to be static.

V (j)

π zi yij

β
α

i = 1 . . . N

j = 1 . . . H

Figure 1: Plate diagram for the BEA model.

in truth inference from crowd-sourced datasets or
diverse classifiers (§2.1). To handle the “few-shot”
case §2.2 presents a rival supervised technique,
RaRe, based on using very limited annotations in
the target language for model selection and classi-
fier fine-tuning.

2.1 Zero-Shot Transfer

One way to improve the performance of the en-
semble system is to select a subset of compo-
nent models carefully, or more generally, learn a
non-uniform weighting function. Some models do
much better than others, on their own, so it stands
to reason that identifying these handful of mod-
els will give rise to better ensemble performance.
How might we proceed to learn the relative qual-
ity of models in the setting where no annotations
are available in the target language? This is a clas-
sic unsupervised inference problem, for which we
propose a probabilistic graphical model, inspired
by Kim and Ghahramani (2012).

We develop a generative model, illustrated in
Figure 1, of the transfer models’ predictions, yij ,
where i ∈ [1, N ] is an instance (a token or an
entity span), and j ∈ [1, H] indexes a trans-
fer model. The generative process assumes a
‘true’ label, zi ∈ [1,K], which is corrupted
by each transfer model, in producing the predic-
tion, yij . The corruption process is described
by P (yij = l|zi = k, V (j)) = V

(j)
kl , where V (j) ∈

RK×K is the confusion matrix specific to a trans-
fer model.

To complete the story, the confusion matri-
ces are drawn from vague row-wise independent
Dirichlet priors, with a parameter α = 1, and the
true labels are governed by a Dirichlet prior, π,
which is drawn from an uninformative Dirichlet
distribution with a parameter β = 1. This genera-
tive model is referred to as BEA.

Inference under the BEA model involves ex-
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plaining the observed predictions Y in the most
efficient way. Where several transfer models have
identical predictions, k, on an instance, this can be
explained by letting zi = k,3 and the confusion
matrices of those transfer models assigning high
probability to V (j)

kk . Other, less reliable, transfer
models will have divergent predictions, which are
less likely to be in agreement, or else are heav-
ily biased towards a particular class. Accordingly,
the BEAmodel can better explain these predictions
through label confusion, using the off-diagonal el-
ements of the confusion matrix. Aggregated over
a corpus of instances, the BEA model can learn to
differentiate between those reliable transfer mod-
els, with high V

(j)
kk and those less reliable ones,

with high V (j)
kl , l 6= k. This procedure applies per-

label, and thus the ‘reliability’ of a transfer model
is with respect to a specific label, and may differ
between classes. This helps in the NER setting
where many poor transfer models have excellent
accuracy for the outside label, but considerably
worse performance for entity labels.

For inference, we use mean-field variational
Bayes (Jordan, 1998), which learns a variational
distribution, q(Z, V, π) to optimise the evidence
lower bound (ELBO),

logP (Y |α, β) ≥ Eq(Z,V,π) log
P (Y,Z, V, π|α, β)

q(Z, V, π)

assuming a fully factorised variational distribu-
tion, q(Z, V, π) = q(Z)q(V )q(π). This gives
rise to an iterative learning algorithm with update
rules:

Eq log πk (1a)

=ψ

(
β +

∑

i

q(zi = k)

)
− ψ (Kβ +N)

Eq log V
(j)
kl (1b)

=ψ

(
α+

∑

i

q(zi = k)1[yij = l]

)

− ψ
(
Kα+

∑

i

q(zi = k)

)

q(zi = k) ∝ exp



Eq log πk +

∑

j

Eq log V
(j)
kyij




(2)

3Although there is no explicit breaking of the symmetry
of the model, we initialise inference using the majority vote,
which results in a bias towards this solution.

w1 w2 w3 w4 [1, 4] [2, 4] [3, 4]

Mh
1 B-ORG I-ORG I-ORG I-ORG ORG O O

Mh
2 O B-ORG I-ORG I-ORG O ORG O

Mh
3 O O B-ORG I-ORG O O ORG

Mh
4 O B-PER I-PER I-PER O PER O

Mh
5 O B-PER I-PER I-PER O PER O

Agg. O B-PER I-ORG I-ORG O PER O

Table 1: An example sentence with its aggregated la-
bels in both token view and entity view. Aggregation
in token view may generate results inconsistent with
the BIO scheme.

where ψ is the digamma function, defined as the
logarithmic derivative of the gamma function. The
sets of rules (1) and (2) are applied alternately, to
update the values of Eq log πk, Eq log V

(j)
kl , and

q(zij = k) respectively. This repeats until conver-
gence, when the difference in the ELBO between
two iterations is smaller than a threshold.

The final prediction of the model is based
on q(Z), using the maximum a posteriori label
ẑi = argmaxz q(zi = z). This method is referred
to as BEAuns.

In our NER transfer task, classifiers are diverse
in their F1 scores ranging from almost 0 to around
80, motivating spammer removal (Raykar and Yu,
2012) to filter out the worst of the transfer models.
We adopt a simple strategy that first estimates the
confusion matrices for all transfer models on all
labels, then ranks them based on their mean recall
on different entity categories (elements on the di-
agonals of their confusion matrices), and then runs
the BEA model again using only labels from the
top k transfer models only. We call this method
BEAuns×2 and its results are reported in §4.

2.1.1 Token versus Entity Granularity
Our proposed aggregation method in §2.1 is based
on an assumption that the true annotations are in-
dependent from each other, which simplifies the
model but may generate undesired results. That
is, entities predicted by different transfer models
could be mixed, resulting in labels inconsistent
with the BIO scheme. Table 1 shows an exam-
ple, where a sentence with 4 words is annotated
by 5 transfer models with 4 different predictions,
among which at most one is correct as they over-
lap. However, the aggregated result in the token
view is a mixture of two predictions, which is sup-
ported by no transfer models.

To deal with this problem, we consider aggre-
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gating the predictions in the entity view. As shown
in Table 1, we convert the predictions for tokens
to predictions for ranges, aggregate labels for ev-
ery range, and then resolve remaining conflicts. A
prediction is ignored if it conflicts with another
one with higher probability. By using this greedy
strategy, we can solve the conflicts raised in entity-
level aggregation. We use superscripts tok and
ent to denote token-level and entity-level aggre-
gations, i.e. BEAtokuns and BEAentuns.

2.2 Few-Shot Transfer
Until now, we have assumed no access to anno-
tations in the target language. However, when
some labelled text is available, how might this
best be used? In our experimental setting, we
assume a modest set of 100 labelled sentences,
in keeping with a low-resource setting (Garrette
and Baldridge, 2013).4 We propose two models
BEAsup and RaRe in this setting.

Supervising BEA (BEAsup) One possibility is to
use the labelled data to find the posterior for the
parameters V (j) and π of the Bayesian model de-
scribed in §2.1. Let nk be the number of instances
in the labelled data whose true label is k, and njkl
the number of instances whose true label is k and
classifier j labels them as l. Then the quantities in
Equation (1) can be calculated as

E log πk =ψ(nk)− ψ(N)

E log vjkl =ψ(njkl)− ψ
(∑

l

njkl

)
.

These are used in Equation (2) for inference on the
test set. We refer to this setting as BEAsup.

Ranking and Retraining (RaRe) We also pro-
pose an alternative way of exploiting the lim-
ited annotations, RaRe, which first ranks the sys-
tems, and then uses the top ranked models’ out-
puts alongside the gold data to retrain a model
on the target language. The motivation is that the
above technique is agnostic to the input text, and
therefore is unable to exploit situations where reg-
ularities occur, such as common words or charac-
ter patterns that are indicative of specific class la-
bels, including names, titles, etc. These signals
are unlikely to be consistently captured by cross-
lingual transfer. Training a model on the target

4Garrette and Baldridge (2013) showed that about 100
sentences can be annotated with POS tags in two hours by
non-native annotators.

language with a character encoder component, can
distil the signal that are captured by the transfer
models, while relating this towards generalisable
lexical and structural evidence in the target lan-
guage. This on its own will not be enough, as
many tokens will be consistently misclassified by
most or all of the transfer models, and for this rea-
son we also perform model fine-tuning using the
supervised data.

The ranking step in RaRe proceeds by evalu-
ating each of the H transfer models on the tar-
get gold set, to produce scores sh (using the F1

score). The scores are then truncated to the top
k ≤ H values, such that sh = 0 for those sys-
tems h not ranked in the top k, and normalised
ωh = sh∑k

j=1 sj
. The range of scores are quite wide,

covering 0.00 − 0.81 (see Figure 2), and accord-
ingly this simple normalisation conveys a strong
bias towards the top scoring transfer systems.

The next step is a distillation step, where a
model is trained on a large unannotated dataset in
the target language, such that the model predic-
tions match those of a weighted mixture of trans-
fer models, using ~ω = (ω1, . . . , ωH) as the mix-
ing weights. This process is implemented as mini-
batch scheduling, where the labels for each mini-
batch are randomly sampled from transfer model
h with probability ωh.5 This is repeated over the
course of several epochs of training.

Finally, the model is fine-tuned using the small
supervised dataset, in order to correct for phe-
nomena that are not captured from model trans-
fer, particularly character level information which
is not likely to transfer well for all but the most
closely related languages. Fine-tuning proceeds
for a fixed number of epochs on the supervised
dataset, to limit overtraining of richly parameterise
models on a tiny dataset. Note that in all stages,
the same supervised dataset is used, both in rank-
ing and fine-tuning, and moreover, we do not use
a development set. This is not ideal, and gener-
alisation performance would likely improve were
we to use additional annotated data, however our
meagre use of data is designed for a low resource
setting where labelled data is at a premium.

5We show that uniform sampling with few source lan-
guages achieves worse performance.
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3 Experiments

3.1 Data

Our primarily evaluation is over a subset of the
Wikiann NER corpus (Pan et al., 2017), using
41 out of 282 languages, where the langauges
were chosen based on their overlap with multi-
lingual word embedding resources from Lample
et al. (2018).6 The NER taggs are in IOB2 format
comprising of LOC, PER, and ORG. The distribu-
tion of labels is highly skewed, so we created bal-
anced datasets, and partitioned into training, de-
velopment, and test sets, details of which are in
the Appendix. For comparison with prior work,
we also evaluate on the CoNLL 2002 and 2003
datasets (Tjong Kim Sang, 2002; Tjong Kim Sang
and De Meulder, 2003), which we discuss further
in §4.

For language-independent word embedding
features we use fastText 300 dimensional
Wikipedia embeddings (Bojanowski et al., 2017),
and map them to the English embedding space
using character-identical words as the seed for
the Procrustes rotation method for learning bin-
gual embedding spaces from MUSE (Lample et al.,
2018).7 Similar to Xie et al. (2018) we don’t rely
on a bilingual dictionary, so the method can be
easily applied to other languages.

3.2 Model Variations

As the sequential tagger, we use a BiLSTM-CRF
(Lample et al., 2016), which has been shown to re-
sult in state-of-the-art results in high resource set-
tings (Ma and Hovy, 2016; Lample et al., 2016).
This model includes both word embeddings (for
which we used fixed cross-lingual embeddings)
and character embeddings, to form a parame-
terised potential function in a linear chain condi-
tional random field. With the exception of batch
size and learning rate which were tuned (details in
Appendix), we kept the architecture and the hyper-
parameters the same as the published code.8

6With ISO 639-1 codes: af, ar, bg, bn, bs, ca, cs, da, de,
el, en, es, et, fa, fi, fr, he, hi, hr, hu, id, it, lt, lv, mk, ms, nl,
no, pl, pt, ro, ru, sk, sl, sq, sv, ta, tl, tr, uk and vi.

7 We also experimented with other bilingual embedding
methods, including: supervised learning over bilingual dic-
tionaries, which barely affected system performance; and
pure-unsupervised methods (Lample et al., 2018; Artetxe
et al., 2018), which performed substantially worse. For this
reason we use identical word type seeding, which is preferred
as it imposes no additional supervision requirement.

8https://github.com/guillaumegenthial/
sequence_tagging

We trained models on all 41 languages in both
high-resource (HSup) and naive supervised low-
resource (LSup) settings, where HSup pre-trained
models were used for transfer in a leave-one-out
setting, i.e., taking the predictions of 40 models
into a single target language. The same BiLSTM-
CRF is also used for RaRe.

To avoid overfitting, we use early stopping
based on a validation set for the HSup, and LSup
baselines. For RaRe, given that the model is al-
ready trained on noisy data, we stop fine-tuning
after only 5 iterations, chosen based on the perfor-
mance for the first four languages.

We compare the supervised HSup and LSup
monolingual baselines with our proposed transfer
models:

MV uniform ensemble, a.k.a.“majority vote”;
BEAuns×2, BEAuns unsupervised aggregation

models, applied to entities or tokens (see
§2.1);

BEAsup supervised estimation of BEA prior
(§2.2);

RaRe, RaRe uns supervised ranking and retrain-
ing model (§2.2), and uniform ranking with-
out fine-tuning, respectively; and

Oracle selecting the best performing single
transfer model, based on test performance.

We also compare with BWET (Xie et al., 2018)
as state-of-the-art in unsupervised NER trans-
fer. BWET transfers the source English training
and development data to the target language us-
ing bilingual dictionary induction (Lample et al.,
2018), and then uses a transformer architecture
to compensate for missing sequential information.
We used BWET in both CoNLL, and Wikiann
datasets by transferring from their corresponding
source English data to the target language.9

4 Results

We report the results for single source direct trans-
fer, and then show that our proposed multilingual
methods outperform majority voting. Then we
analyse the choice of source languages, and how
it affects transfer.10 Finally we report results on
CoNLL NER datasets.

9Because BWET uses identical characters for bilingual
dictionary induction, we observed many English loan words
in the target language mapped to the same word in the in-
duced bilingual dictionaries. Filtering such dictionary items
might improve BWET.

10For detailed results see Table 4 in the Appendix.
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score, not shown here, is about 0. See §3 for details of models and datasets.
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Figure 3: The mean and standard deviation for
the F1 score of the proposed unsupervised models
(BEAtokuns and BEAentuns), supervised models (RaRe and
BEAentsup t10) compared with state-of-the-art unsuper-
vised model BWET (Xie et al., 2018), high- and low-
resource supervised models HSup and LSup, and ma-
jority voting (MVtok) in terms of entity level F1 over
the 41 languages (40 for BWET) summarised from Ta-
ble 4. The x axis shows the annotation requirement of
each model in the target language where “200” means
100 sentences each for training and development, and
“5K+” means using all the available annotation for
training and development sets. Points with the same
colour/shape have equal data requirement.

Direct Transfer The first research question we
consider is the utility of direct transfer, and the
simple majority vote ensembling method. As
shown in Figure 2, using a single model for direct
transfer (English: en) is often a terrible choice.
The oracle choice of source language model does
much better, however it is not always a closely re-
lated language (e.g., Italian: it does best for In-
donesian: id, despite the target being closer to

Malay: ms). Note the collection of Cyrillic lan-
guages (bg, mk, uk) where the oracle is substan-
tially better than the majority vote, which is likely
due to script differences. The role of script ap-
pears to be more important than language family,
as seen for Slavic languages where direct transfer
works well between between pairs languages us-
ing the same alphabet (Cyrillic versus Latin), but
much more poorly when there is an alphabet mis-
match.11 The transfer relationship is not symmet-
ric e.g., Persian: fa does best for Arabic: ar, but
German: de does best for Persian. Figure 2 also
shows that ensemble voting is well below the ora-
cle best language, which is likely to be a result of
overall high error rates coupled with error correla-
tion between models, and little can be gained from
ensembling.

Multilingual Transfer We report the results
for the proposed low-resource supervised mod-
els (RaRe and BEAsup), and unsupervised models
(BEAuns and BEAuns×2), summarised as an aver-
age over the 41 languages in Figure 3 (see Ap-
pendix A for the full table of results). The figure
compares against high- and low-resource super-
vised baselines (HSup and LSup, respectively),
and BWET. The best performance is achieved with
a high supervision (HSup, F1 = 89.2), while very
limited supervision (LSup) results in a consider-
ably lower F1 of 62.1. The results for MVtok show
that uniform ensembling of multiple source mod-
els is even worse, by about 5 points.

Unsupervised zero-shot learning dramatically
improves upon MVtok, and BEAentuns outperforms
BEAtokuns, showing the effectiveness of inference

11Detailed direct transfer results are shown in Figure 5 in
the Appendix.
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Figure 4: The mean F1 performance of MVent,
BEAentsup, BEAentuns×2, BEAentuns, oracle, and RaRe over the
41 languages by the number of source languages.

over entities rather than tokens. It is clear that hav-
ing access to limited annotation in the target lan-
guage makes a substantial difference in BEAentsup

and RaRe with F1 of 74.8 and 77.4, respectively.
Further analysis show that majority voting

works reasonably well for Romance and Ger-
manic languages, which are well represented in
the dataset, but fails miserably compared to single
best for Slavic languages (e.g. ru, uk, bg) where
there are only a few related languages. For most of
the isolated languages (ar, fa, he, vi, ta), explicitly
training a model in RaRe outperforms BEAentsup,
showing that relying only on aggregation of anno-
tated data has limitations, in that it cannot exploit
character and structural features.

Choice of Source Languages An important
question is how the other models, particularly the
unsupervised variants, are affected by the number
and choice of sources languages. Figure 4 charts
the performance of MV, BEA, and RaRe against
the number of source models, comparing the use
of ideal or realistic selection methods to attempt
to find the best source models. MVent, BEAentsup,
and RaRe use a small labeled dataset to rank the
source models. BEAentuns, oracle has the access to the
perfect ranking of source models based on their
real F1 on the test set. BEAuns×2 is completely
unsupervised in that it uses its own estimates to
rank all source models.
MV doesn’t show any benefit with more than 3

source models.12 In contrast, BEA and RaRe con-
12The sawtooth pattern arises from the increased numbers

of ties (broken randomly) with even numbers of inputs.

tinue to improve with up to 10 languages. We
show that BEA in two realistic scenarios (unsu-
pervised: BEAentuns×2, and supervised: BEAentsup) is
highly effective at discriminating between good
and bad source models, and thus filtering out the
bad models gives the best results. The BEAentuns×2
curve shows the effect of filtering using purely un-
supervised signal, which has a positive, albeit mild
effect on performance. In BEAentuns, oracle although
the source model ranking is perfect, it narrowly
outperforms BEA. Note also that neither of the
BEA curves show evidence of the sawtooth pat-
tern, i.e., they largely benefit from more inputs,
irrespective of their parity. Finally, adding super-
vision in the target language in RaRe further im-
proves upon the unsupervised models.

CoNLL Dataset Finally, we apply our model
to the CoNLL-02/03 datasets, to benchmark our
technique against related work. This corpus is
much less rich than Wikiann used above, as it
includes only four languages (en, de, nl, es), and
furthermore, the languages are closely related and
share the same script. Results in Table 2 show
that our methods are competitive with benchmark
methods, and, moreover, the use of 100 annotated
sentences in the target language (RaRe l) gives
good improvements over unsupervised models.13

Results also show that MV does very well, espe-
cially MVent, and its performance is comparable
to BEA’s. Note that there are only 3 source mod-
els and none of them is clearly bad, so BEA es-
timates that they are similarly reliable which re-
sults in little difference in terms of performance
between BEA and MV.

5 Related Work

Two main approaches for cross-lingual transfer are
representation and annotation projection. Rep-
resentation projection learns a model in a high-
resource source language using representations
that are cross-linguistically transferable, and then
directly applies the model to data in the target
language. This can include the use of cross-
lingual word clusters (Täckström et al., 2012)
and word embeddings (Ammar et al., 2016; Ni
et al., 2017), multitask learning with a closely
related high-resource language (e.g. Spanish for
Galician) (Cotterell and Duh, 2017), or bridging

13For German because of its capitalisation pattern, we low-
ercase all the source and target data, and also remove German
as a source model for other languages.
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lang. de es nl en

Täckström et al. (2012)p 40.4 59.3 58.4 —
Nothman et al. (2013)w 55.8 61.0 64.0 61.3
Tsai et al. (2016)w 48.1 60.6 61.6 —
Ni et al. (2017)w, p, d 58.5 65.1 65.4 —
Mayhew et al. (2017)w, d 59.1 66.0 66.5 —
Xie et al. (2018)0 57.8 72.4 70.4 —

our work
MVtok, 0 57.4 66.4 71.0 62.1
MVent, 0 57.7 69.0 70.3 64.6

BEAtok, 0uns 58.2 64.7 70.1 61.2

BEAent, 0uns 57.8 63.4 70.3 64.8
RaRe 0

uns 59.1 71.8 67.6 67.5
RaRe l 64.0 72.5 72.5 70.0

HSup 79.1 85.7 87.1 89.5

Table 2: The performance of RaRe and BEA in terms
of phrase-based F1 on CoNLL NER datasets compared
with state-of-the-art benchmark methods. Resource re-
quirements are indicated with superscripts, p: parallel
corpus, w: Wikipedia, d: dictionary, l: 100 NER anno-
tation, 0: no extra resources.

the source and target languages through phonemic
transcription (Bharadwaj et al., 2016) or Wikifi-
cation (Tsai et al., 2016). In annotation projec-
tion, the annotations of tokens in a source sen-
tence are projected to their aligned tokens in the
target language through a parallel corpus. An-
notation projection has been applied to POS tag-
ging (Yarowsky et al., 2001; Das and Petrov,
2011; Duong et al., 2014; Fang and Cohn, 2016),
NER (Zitouni and Florian, 2008; Ehrmann et al.,
2011; Agerri et al., 2018), and parsing (Hwa et al.,
2005; Ma and Xia, 2014; Rasooli and Collins,
2015a,b). The Bible, Europarl, and recently the
Watchtower has been used as parallel corpora,
which are limited in genre, size, and language
coverage, motivating the use of Wikipedia to cre-
ate weak annotation for multilingual tasks such
as NER (Nothman et al., 2013). Recent ad-
vances in (un)supervised bilingual dictionary in-
duction (Gouws and Søgaard, 2015; Duong et al.,
2016; Lample et al., 2018; Artetxe et al., 2018;
Schuster et al., 2019) have enabled cross-lingual
alignment with bilingual dictionaries (Mayhew
et al., 2017; Xie et al., 2018). Most annotation pro-
jection methods with few exceptions (Täckström,
2012; Plank and Agić, 2018) use only one lan-
guage (often English) as the source language. In

multi-source language setting, majority voting is
often used to aggregate noisy annotations (e.g.
Plank and Agić (2018)). Fang and Cohn (2016)
show the importance of modelling the annotation
biases that the source language(s) might project to
the target language.

Transfer from multiple source languages:
Previous work has shown the improvements of
multi-source transfer in NER (Täckström, 2012;
Fang et al., 2017; Enghoff et al., 2018), POS tag-
ging (Snyder et al., 2009; Plank and Agić, 2018),
and parsing (Ammar et al., 2016) compared to sin-
gle source transfer, however, multi-source trans-
fer might be noisy as a result of divergence in
script, phonology, morphology, syntax, and se-
mantics between the source languages, and the tar-
get language. To capture such differences, var-
ious methods have been proposed: latent vari-
able models (Snyder et al., 2009), majority vot-
ing (Plank and Agić, 2018), utilising typological
features (Ammar et al., 2016), or explicitly learn-
ing annotation bias (Fang and Cohn, 2017). Our
work is also related to knowledge distillation from
multiple source models applied in parsing (Kun-
coro et al., 2016) and machine translation(Kim and
Rush, 2016; Johnson et al., 2017). In this work,
we use truth inference to model the transfer anno-
tation bias from diverse source models.

Finally, our work is related to truth inference
from crowd-sourced annotations (Whitehill et al.,
2009; Welinder et al., 2010), and most impor-
tantly from diverse classifiers (Kim and Ghahra-
mani, 2012; Ratner et al., 2017). Nguyen et al.
(2017) propose a hidden Markov model for ag-
gregating crowdsourced sequence labels, but only
learn per-class accuracies for workers instead of
full confusion matrices in order to address the data
sparsity problem in crowdsourcing.

6 Conclusion

Cross-lingual transfer does not work out of the
box, especially when using large numbers of
source languages, and distantly related target lan-
guages. In an NER setting using a collection
of 41 languages, we showed that simple meth-
ods such as uniform ensembling do not work
well. We proposed two new multilingual trans-
fer models (RaRe and BEA), based on unsuper-
vised transfer, or a supervised transfer setting with
a small 100 sentence labelled dataset in the tar-
get language. We also compare our results with
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BWET (Xie et al., 2018), a state-of-the-art unsu-
pervised single source (English) transfer model,
and showed that multilingual transfer outperforms
it, however, our work is orthogonal to their work
in that if training data from multiple source mod-
els is created, RaRe and BEA can still combine
them, and outperform majority voting. Our un-
supervised method, BEAuns, provides a fast and
simple way of annotating data in the target lan-
guage, which is capable of reasoning under noisy
annotations, and outperforms several competitive
baselines, including the majority voting ensemble,
a low-resource supervised baseline, and the oracle
single best transfer model. We show that light su-
pervision improves performance further, and that
our second approach, RaRe, based on ranking
transfer models and then retraining on the target
language, results in further and more consistent
performance improvements.
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A Appendices

A.1 Hyperparameters

We tuned the batch size and the learning rate
using development sets in four languages,14 and
then fixed these hyperparameters for all other lan-
guages in each model. The batch size was 1
sentence in low-resource scenarios (in baseline
LSup and fine-tuning of RaRe), and to 100 sen-
tences, in high-resource settings (HSup and the
pretraining phase of RaRe). The learning rate was
set to 0.001 and 0.01 for the high-resource and
low-resource baseline models, respectively, and to
0.005, 0.0005 for the pretraining and fine-tuning
phase of RaRe based on development results for
the four languages. For CoNLL datasets, we had
to decrease the batch size of the pre-training phase
from 100 to 20 (because of GPU memory issues).

A.2 Cross-lingual Word Embeddings

We experimented with Wiki and CommonCrawl
monolingual embeddings from fastText (Bo-
janowski et al., 2017). Each of the 41 languages is
mapped to English embedding space using three
methods from MUSE: 1) supervised with bilingual
dictionaries; 2) seeding using identical character
sequences; and 3) unsupervised training using ad-
versarial learning (Lample et al., 2018). The cross-
lingual mappings are evaluated by precision at
k = 1. The resulting cross-lingual embeddings are
then used in NER direct transfer in a leave-one-out
setting for the 41 languages (41×40 transfers), and
we report the mean F1 in Table 3. CommonCrawl
doesn’t perform well in bilingual induction despite
having larger text corpora, and underperforms in
direct transfer NER. It is also evident that using
identical character strings instead of a bilingual
dictionary as the seed for learning a supervised
bilingual mapping barely affects the performance.
This finding also applies to few-shot learning over
larger ensembles: running RaRe over 40 source
languages achieves an average F1 of 77.9 when
using embeddings trained with a dictionary, versus
76.9 using string identity instead. For this reason
we have used the string identity method in the pa-
per (e.g., Table 4), providing greater portability to
language pairs without a bilingual dictionary. Ex-
periments with unsupervised mappings performed
substantially worse than supervised methods, and
so we didn’t explore these further.

14Afrikaans, Arabic, Bulgarian and Bengali.

Transl. Acc. Dir.Transf. F1

Unsup
crawl 34 26
wiki 24 21

IdentChar
crawl 43 37
wiki 53 44

Sup
crawl 50 39
wiki 54 45

Table 3: The effect of the choice of monolingual word
embeddings (Common Crawl and Wikipedia), and their
cross-lingual mapping on NER direct transfer. Word
translation accuracy, and direct transfer NER F1 are av-
eraged over 40 languages.

A.3 Direct Transfer Results
In Figure 5 the performance of an NER model
trained in a high-resource setting on a source lan-
guage applied on the other 40 target languages
(leave-one-out) is shown. An interesting finding
is that symmetry does not always hold (e.g. id vs.
ms or fa vs. ar).

A.4 Detailed Low-resource Results
The result of applying baselines, proposed mod-
els and their variations, and unsupervised transfer
model of Xie et al. (2018) are shown in Table 4.
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Figure 5: The direct transfer performance of a source NER model trained in a high-resource setting applied on the
other 40 target languages, and evaluated in terms of phrase-level F1. The languages are roughly sorted by language
family. Slavic languages in Cyrillic script are from bg to uk, and those in Latin script are from bs to sl.
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af 5 1 36 84 59 73 79 79 80 76 64 79 79 74 75 80
ar 20 10 46 88 64 71 74 74 65 26 19 54 45 54 12 56
bg 20 10 55 90 61 80 81 81 81 5 51 81 65 54 4 76
bn 10 1 1 95 70 68 74 74 69 65 36 67 66 60 56 63
bs 15 1 30 92 63 80 79 80 78 76 52 80 78 77 69 82
ca 20 10 70 91 62 82 86 84 86 80 62 85 80 79 72 83
cs 20 10 64 90 62 77 78 75 78 73 59 77 75 72 71 78
da 20 10 68 90 62 77 81 81 82 79 68 83 82 79 78 80
de 20 10 73 86 58 73 74 73 72 69 63 72 71 64 68 70
el 20 10 55 89 61 67 67 67 54 13 45 49 43 34 13 45
en 20 10 — 81 47 64 65 64 65 58 — 63 61 57 56 61
es 20 10 83 90 63 83 84 84 85 76 62 85 81 76 73 84
et 15 10 41 90 64 73 77 77 78 72 58 78 78 71 73 75
fa 20 10 33 93 74 78 81 79 69 30 16 65 50 52 15 60
fi 20 10 58 89 67 78 80 80 81 76 68 81 80 69 77 78
fr 20 10 82 88 57 81 81 80 84 75 59 83 79 73 71 80
he 20 10 52 85 53 61 61 60 55 40 26 54 54 46 34 50
hi 5 1 29 85 68 64 74 73 68 48 27 64 61 58 35 54
hr 20 10 48 89 61 74 79 78 80 76 49 80 79 77 73 78
hu 20 10 64 90 59 75 79 78 80 71 55 79 79 69 73 76
id 20 10 68 91 67 82 83 81 75 59 62 73 67 61 62 79
it 20 10 77 89 60 80 81 80 82 75 59 81 78 76 72 79
lt 10 10 26 86 62 72 79 80 79 76 48 80 80 75 77 74
lv 10 10 31 91 68 70 75 75 69 68 40 69 69 67 65 66
mk 10 1 50 91 67 79 82 81 80 4 38 79 66 48 3 75
ms 20 1 48 91 66 78 80 78 74 69 62 68 67 63 68 74
nl 20 10 76 89 59 78 80 80 81 77 63 82 81 78 76 79
no 20 10 67 90 65 79 82 81 83 79 59 83 83 77 79 79
pl 20 10 66 89 61 76 79 78 81 73 63 82 80 77 76 78
pt 20 10 80 90 59 79 81 80 82 77 65 82 77 74 70 82
ro 20 10 67 92 66 80 82 82 80 76 46 78 76 74 67 77
ru 20 10 59 86 53 73 71 71 56 10 38 53 40 36 11 61
sk 20 10 52 91 62 76 79 79 80 74 50 79 76 76 71 79
sl 15 10 47 92 64 76 80 80 79 76 58 79 78 76 73 78
sq 5 1 37 88 69 79 84 84 83 82 59 83 84 76 79 79
sv 20 10 61 93 69 83 83 84 82 77 60 79 80 69 76 84
ta 15 1 7 84 54 44 53 53 46 35 12 39 42 25 29 38
tl 10 1 20 93 66 75 82 80 78 65 60 62 60 57 52 76
tr 20 10 61 90 61 75 77 77 77 70 53 77 76 67 67 71
uk 20 10 45 89 60 70 78 79 70 5 35 64 58 49 6 60
vi 20 10 54 88 55 64 72 72 61 58 53 56 55 48 47 56

µ — — — 89.2 62.1 74.3 77.4 76.9 74.8 60.2 50.5 72.8 69.7 64.5 56.7 71.6
σ — — — 2.8 5.2 7.3 6.4 6.4 9.6 24.1 14.7 11.5 12.6 13.7 25 11.5

Table 4: The size of training and test sets (development set size equals test set size) in thousand sentences, and
the precision at 1 for Bilingual dictionaries induced from mapping languages to the English embedding space
(using identical characters) is shown (BiDic.P@1). F1 scores on the test set, comparing baseline supervised
models (HSup, LSup), multilingual transfer from top k source languages (RaRe, 5 runs, k = 1, 10, 40), an
unsupervised RaRe with uniform expertise and no fine-tuning (RaRe uns), and aggregation methods: majority
voting (MVtok), BEAtokuns and BEAentuns (Bayesian aggregation in token- and entity-level), and the oracle single best
annotation (Oracle). We also compare with BWET (Xie et al., 2018), an unsupervised transfer model with state-
of-the-art on CoNLL NER datasets. The mean and standard deviation over all 41 languages, µ, σ, are also reported.
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Abstract

While word embeddings are widely used for
a variety of tasks and substantially improve
the performance, their quality is not consis-
tent throughout the vocabulary due to the long-
tail distribution of word frequency. Without
sufficient contexts, embeddings of rare words
are usually less reliable than those of com-
mon words. However, current models typ-
ically trust all word embeddings equally re-
gardless of their reliability and thus may in-
troduce noise and hurt the performance. Since
names often contain rare and unknown words,
this problem is particularly critical for name
tagging. In this paper, we propose a novel
reliability-aware name tagging model to tackle
this issue. We design a set of word frequency-
based reliability signals to indicate the quality
of each word embedding. Guided by the re-
liability signals, the model is able to dynami-
cally select and compose features such as word
embedding and character-level representation
using gating mechanisms. For example, if an
input word is rare, the model relies less on its
word embedding and assigns higher weights to
its character and contextual features. Experi-
ments on OntoNotes 5.0 show that our model
outperforms the baseline model, obtaining up
to 6.2% absolute gain in F-score. In cross-
genre experiments on six genres in OntoNotes,
our model improves the performance for most
genre pairs and achieves 2.3% absolute F-
score gain on average. 1

1 Introduction

Serving as the basic unit of the model input, word
embeddings form the foundation of various nat-
ural language processing techniques using deep
neural networks. Embeddings can effectively en-
code semantic information and have proven suc-
cessful in a wide range of tasks, such as sequence

1Code and resources for this paper: https://github.
com/limteng-rpi/neural_name_tagging

A MedChem spokesman said the products contribute about
a third of MedChem's sales and 10% to 20% of its earnings

MedChem spokesman said ...
Word

Embedding

LSTM Encoder

ORG O OCRF

Context-only
Features

Rare word. Its embedding is
unreliable. Rely more on
surface and context clues.

Common word. Its
word embedding
should be reliable.

Reliability
Signals

Character-level
Representation

Gate

Figure 1: A simplified illustration of the proposed
model. We only show the backward part in the figure.

labeling (Collobert et al., 2011; Chiu and Nichols,
2016; Ma and Hovy, 2016; Lample et al., 2016),
text classification (Tang et al., 2014; Lai et al.,
2015; Yang et al., 2016), and parsing (Chen and
Manning, 2014; Dyer et al., 2015). Still, due to
the long tail distribution, the quality of pre-trained
word embeddings is usually inconsistent. Without
sufficient contexts, the embeddings of rare words
are less reliable and may introduce noise, as cur-
rent models disregard their quality and consume
them in the same way as well-trained embeddings
for common words. This issue is particularly im-
portant for name tagging, the task of identifying
and classifying names from unstructured texts, be-
cause names usually contain rare and unknown
words, especially when we move to new domains,
topics, and genres.

By contrast, when encountering an unknown
word, human readers usually seek other clues in
the text. Similarly, when informed that an embed-
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ding is noisy or uninformative, the model should
rely more on other features. Therefore, we aim
to make the model aware of the quality of input
embeddings and guide the model to dynamically
select and compose features using explicit relia-
bility signals. For example, in Figure 1, since the
model is informed of the relatively low quality of
the word embedding of “MedChem”, which only
occurs 8 times in the embedding training corpus,
it assigns higher weights to other features such
as its character-level representation and contex-
tual features derived from its context words (e.g.,
“spokesman”).

The basis of this dynamic composition mecha-
nism is the reliability signals that inform the model
of the quality of each word embedding. Specifi-
cally, we assume that if a word occurs more fre-
quently, its word embedding will be more fully
trained as it has richer contexts and its embedding
is updated more often during training. Thus, we
design a set of reliability signals based on word
frequency in the embedding training corpus and
name tagging training corpus.

As Figure 1 shows, we use reliability signals to
control feature composition at two levels in our
model. At the word representation level, in addi-
tion to word embedding, we generate a character-
level representation for each word from its compo-
sitional characters using convolutional neural net-
works (see Section 2.1). Such character-level rep-
resentation is able to capture semantic and mor-
phological information. For example, the char-
acter features extracted from “Med” and “Chem”
may encode semantic properties related to medical
and chemical industries. At the feature extraction
level, we introduce context-only features that are
derived only from the context and thus not sub-
ject to the quality of the current word representa-
tion. For rare words without reliable representa-
tions, the contexts may provide crucial informa-
tion to determine whether they are part of names
or not. For example, “spokesman”, “products”,
and “sales” in the context can help the model
identify “MedChem” as an organization name.
Additionally, context-only features are generally
more robust because most non-name tokens in the
context are common words and unlikely to vary
widely across topics and scenarios. To incorpo-
rate the character-level representation and context-
only features, we design new gating mechanisms
to mix them with the word embedding and en-

coder output respectively. These reliability-aware
gates learn to dynamically assign weights to vari-
ous types of features to obtain an optimal mixture.

Experiments on six genres in OntoNotes (see
Section 3.1) show that our model outperforms the
baseline model without the proposed dynamic fea-
ture composition mechanism. In the cross-genre
experiments, our model improves the performance
for most pairs and obtains 2.3% absolute gain in
F-score on average.

2 Model

In this section, we will elaborate each component
of our model. In Section 2.1, we will describe the
baseline model for name tagging. After that, we
will introduce the frequency-based reliability sig-
nals in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3, We will elabo-
rate how we guide gates to dynamically compose
features at the word representation level and fea-
ture extraction level.

2.1 Baseline Model

We adopt a state-of-the-art name tagging model
LSTM-CNN (Long-short Term Memory - Con-
volutional Neural Network) (Chiu and Nichols,
2016) as our base model.

In this architecture, the input sentence is repre-
sented as a sequence of vectorsX = {x1, ...,xL},
where xi is the vector representation of the i-th
word, and L is the length of the sequence. Gen-
erally, xi is a concatenation of word embedding
and character-level representation generated with
a group of convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
with various filter sizes from compositional char-
acter embeddings of the word.

Next, the sequenceX is fed into a bi-directional
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) with Long-
short Term Memory (LSTM) units (Hochreiter
and Schmidhuber, 1997). The bi-directional
LSTM network processes the sentence in a se-
quential manner and encodes both contextual and
non-contextual features of each word xi into a
hidden state hi, which is afterwards decoded by
a linear layer into yi. Each component of yi rep-
resents the score for the corresponding name tag
category.

On top of the model, a CRF (Lafferty et al.,
2001) layer is employed to capture the dependen-
cies among predicted tags. Therefore, given an in-
put sequence X and the output of the linear layer
Y = {y1, ...,yL}, we define the score of a se-
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quence of predictions ẑ = {ẑ1, ..., ẑL} to be

s(X, ẑ) =

L+1∑

i=1

Aẑi−1,ẑi +

L∑

i=1

yi,ẑi ,

where Aẑi−1,ẑi is the score of transitioning from
tag ẑi−1 to tag ẑi, and yi,ẑi is the component of
yi that corresponds to tag ẑi. Additionally, ẑ0 and
ẑL+1 are the <start> and <end> tags padded to
the predictions.

During training, we maximize the sentence-
level log-likelihood of the true tag path z given
the input sequence as

log p(z|X) = log
( es(X,z)

∑
ẑ∈Z e

s(X,ẑ)

)

= s(X, z)− log
∑

ẑ∈Z
es(X,ẑ),

where Z is the set of all possible tag paths.
Note that in addition to word embeddings

and character-level representations, (Chiu and
Nichols, 2016) uses additional features such as
capitalization and lexicons, which are not included
in our implementation. Other similar name tag-
ging model will be discussed in Section 4.

2.2 Reliability Signals
As the basis of the proposed dynamic feature com-
position mechanism, reliability signals aim to in-
form the model of the quality of input word em-
beddings. Due to the lack of evaluation meth-
ods that directly measure the reliability of a single
word embedding (Bakarov, 2018), we design a set
of reliability signals based on word frequency as
follows:

1. Word frequency in the word embedding train-
ing corpus f e. Generally, if a word has more
occurrences in the corpus, it will appear in
more diverse contexts, and its word embed-
ding will be updated more times.

2. Word frequency in the name tagging train-
ing set fn. By fine-tuning pre-trained word
embeddings, the name tagging model can en-
code task-specific information (e.g., “depart-
ment” is often part of an organization name)
into embeddings of words in the name tag-
ging training set and improve their quality.

Because word frequency has a broad range of
values, we normalize it with tanh (λf), where λ

is set to 0.001 for f e and 0.01 for fn as the av-
erage word frequency is higher in the embedding
training corpus. We do not use relative frequency
because it turns low frequencies into very small
numbers close to zero. Using tanh as the normal-
ization function, the model can react more sensi-
tively towards lower frequency values.

In addition to the above numeric signals, we
introduce binary signals to give the model more
explicit clues of the rarity of each word. For ex-
ample, because we filter out words occurring less
than 5 times during word embedding training, the
following binary signal can explicitly inform the
model whether a word is out-of-vocabulary or not:

b(f e, 5) =

{
1, if f e < 5

0, if f e ≥ 5

We heuristically set the thresholds to 5, 10, 100,
1000, and 10000 for f e and 5, 10, 50 for fn based
on the average word frequency in both corpora.

The reliability signals of each word are repre-
sented as a vector, of which each component is
a certain numeric or binary signal. We apply a
dropout layer (Srivastava et al., 2014) with proba-
bility 0.2 to the reliability signals.

2.3 Dynamic Feature Composition
Word Representation Level
It is a common practice in current name tagging
models to utilize character-level representations to
address the following limitations of word embed-
dings: 1. Word embeddings take words as atomic
units and thus ignore useful subword information
such as affixes; 2. Pre-trained word embddings
are not available for unknown words, which are
typically represented using a randomly initialized
vector in current models.

Unlike previous methods that generally use
the character-level representation as an additional
feature under the assumption that word- and
character-level representations learn disjoint fea-
tures, we split the character-level representation
into two segments: the first segment serves as
an alternative representation to encode the same
semantic information as word embedding and is
mixed with word embedding using gating mecha-
nisms; the second segment is used as an additional
feature to encode morphological information that
cannot be captured by word embedding.

As Figure 2 illustrates, given the i-th word in a
sentence, xw

i ∈ Rdw denotes its word embedding,
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xc
i ∈ Rdc denotes its character-level representa-

tion, and xr
i ∈ Rdr denotes the reliability signals.

The character-level representation xc
i consists of

two subvectors:

xc
i = x

ca
i ⊕ xcc

i ,

where ⊕ is the concatenation operator, xca
i ∈ Rdwi

acts as an alternative representation to word em-
bedding, and xcc ∈ Rdc−dw is concatenated as ad-
ditional features.

M e d C h e m

Max Pooling Layer

Convolution Layer

Character Embeddings

Fully Connected Layer

Word Embedding xw

xca xcc

Reliability-aware Gates
xr

Reliability
Signals

xc

Figure 2: Dynamic feature composition at the word
representation level.

In this example, because the word embedding
of “MedChem” is not reliable and informative,
the model should attend more to xca

i . To enable
the model to switch between both representations
accordingly, we define a pair of reliability-aware
gates gwi and gci to filter xw

i and xca
i respectively.

We refer to gwi as the word-level representation
gate and gci as the character-level representation
gate. We calculate gwi as

gwi = σ(Wwxw
i +W cxc

i +W
rxr
i + b),

where Ww ∈ Rdw×dw , W c ∈ Rdw×dw , W r ∈
Rdw×dr , and b ∈ Rdw are parameters of the gate.
The character-level representation gate gci is de-
fined in the same way.

Finally, the enhanced representation of the i-th
word is given by

xi = (gwi ◦ xw
i + gci ◦ xca

i )⊕ xcci ,

where ◦ denotes the Hadamard product.
We separately calculate gwi and gci instead of

setting gci = 1− gwi because word- and character-
level representations are not always exclusive.

Feature Extraction Level

Although character-level representations can en-
code semantic information in many cases, they
cannot perfectly replace word embeddings. For
example, in the following sentence:

“How does a small town like Linpien come to
be home to such a well-organized volunteer effort,
and just how did the volunteers set about giving
their town a make-over?”

The surface information of “Linpien” does not
provide sufficient clues to infer its meaning and
determine whether it is a name. In this case, the
model should seek other useful features from the
context, such as “a small town like” in the sen-
tence.

However, in our pilot study on OntoNotes, we
observe many instances where the model fails to
recognize an unseen name even with obvious con-
text clues, along with a huge performance gap
in recall between seen (92-96%) and unseen (53-
73%) names. A possible reason is that the model
can memorize some words without reliable rep-
resentations in the training set instead of exploit-
ing their contexts in order to reduce the training
loss. As a solution to this issue, we encourage
the model to leverage contextual features to reduce
overfitting to seen names. Compared to names, the
context usually consists of more common words.
Therefore, contextual features should be more ro-
bust when we apply the model to new data.

In LSTM, each hidden state hi is computed
from the previous forward hidden state

−→
h i−1, next

backward hidden state
←−
h i+1, and the current input

xi. To obtain features that are independent of the
current input and not affected by its quality, we
define context-only features as

oi =
−→o i ⊕←−o i = F (

−→
h i−1)⊕ F ′(

←−
h i+1),

where F and F ′ are affine transformations fol-
lowed by a non-linear function such that oi ∈
R2dh has the same dimensionality as hi.

In order to find an optimal mixture of hi and
oi according to the reliability of representations of
the current word and its context words, we define
two pairs of gates to control the composition: the
forward gates−→g h

i and−→g o
i , and the backward gates

←−g h
i and←−g o

i . Figure 3 illustrates how to obtain the
forward context-only features −→o i and mix it with−→
h i using reliability-aware gates.

All gates are computed in the same way. Take
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xri-2 xri-1

small town like Linpien

... ... ... ...

Context Reliability Signals

It is an unknown word.
Rely more on the context.

Words in the left context
window are common.

Reliability-aware
Gates

Hidden States

Forward LSTM

Context-only
Features

NN oi hihi-1

hi'
xrixri-3 Reliability

Signals

Figure 3: Dynamic feature composition at the feature
extraction level. We only show the forward model for
the purposes of simplicity.

the forward hidden state gate −→g h
i as an example:

−→g h
i = σ(Uh−→o i +U r(xr

i ⊕ ...⊕ xr
i−C) + b

′),

where −→g h
i is parameterized by Uh ∈ Rdh×dh ,

U r ∈ Rdh×dr , and b′ ∈ Rdh . This gate is con-
trolled by the previous forward context-only fea-
tures −→oi and reliability signals (xr

i ⊕ ... ⊕ xr
i−C),

where C is the context window size.
By contrast, the backward gates ←−g h

i and ←−g o
i

take as input the backward context-only features
and reliability signals of the right context. With
these gates, we incorporate the context-only fea-
tures by

h′i = (−→g h
i ◦
−→
h i+

−→g o
i ◦−→o i)⊕(←−g h

i ◦
←−
h i+

←−g o
i ◦←−o i)

The enhanced hidden state h′i is then decoded
by a following linear layer as in the baseline
model.

3 Experiment

3.1 Data Sets

We conduct our experiments on OntoNotes
5.02 (Weischedel et al., 2013), the final release of
the OntoNotes project because it includes six di-
verse text genres for us to evaluate the robustness
of our approach as Table 1 shows.

We adopt the following four common entity
types that are also used in other data sets such
as TAC-KBP (Ji et al., 2011): PER (person), ORG

(organization), GPE (geo-political entity), and LOC

(location). We pre-process the data with Pradhan

2https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2013T19

Code Genre Name #Sentences
Train Dev Test

bc Broadcast conversation 11,866 2,117 2,211
bn Broadcast news 10,683 1,295 1,357
mz Magazine 6,911 642 780
nw Newswire 33,908 5,771 2,197
tc Telephone conversation 11,162 1,634 1,366
wb Weblogs 7,592 1,634 1,366

Table 1: OntoNotes genres.

et al.’s scripts3 and therefore follow their split of
training, development, and test sets.

We use the BIOES tag scheme to annotate tags.
The S- prefix indicates a single-token name men-
tion. Prefixes B-, I-, and E- mark the beginning,
inside, and end of a multi-token name mention. A
word that does not belong to any name mention is
annotated as O.

3.2 Experimental Setup

We use 100-dimensional word embeddings trained
on English Wikipedia articles (2017-12-20 dump)
with word2vec, and initialize character embed-
dings as 50-dimensional random vectors. The
character-level convolutional networks have filters
of width [2, 3, 4] of size 50.

For the bidirectional LSTM layer, we use a
hidden state size of 100. To reduce overfitting,
we attach dropout layers (Srivastava et al., 2014)
with probability 0.5 to the input and output of the
LSTM layer. We use an Adam optimizer with
batch size of 20, learning rate of 0.001 and linear
learning rate decay.

3.3 Within-genre Results

We use the LSTM-CNN model as our baseline in
all experiments. We train and test models on each
genre and compare the within-genre results in Ta-
ble 2. We also merge all genres and show the over-
all scores in the last column.

Overall, with reliability-aware dynamic feature
composition, our model achieves up to 6.2% ab-
solute F-score gain on separate genres. T-test re-
sults show that the differences are considered to be
statistically significant (p < 0.05) to statistically
highly significant (p < 0.001).

In Figure 4, we visualize gates that control the
mixture of hidden states and context-only fea-
tures. Each block represents the average of out-
put weights of a certain gate for the correspond-

3https://cemantix.org/data/ontonotes.html
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bc bn mz nw tc wb all

LSTM-CNN 83.5 89.9 86.6 92.8 65.4 79.4 90.1
Rei et al. (2016) 85.4 90.4 87.2 92.5 71.1 77.4 90.0
Our Model* 86.2 91.2 89.8 92.9 71.3 78.5 90.3
Our Model 86.4 91.4 90.0 93.0 71.6 79.1 90.6

Table 2: Performance on OntoNotes (F-score, %). Our
Model* is a variant of our model that does not incorpo-
rate reliability signals. (Rei et al., 2016) uses a gate to
control the mixture of character- and word-level repre-
sentations.

ing word. The results of hidden state gates −→g h

and←−g h show that for common words such as “a”
and “to”, the model mainly relies on their origi-
nal hidden states. By contrast, the context-only
feature gates −→g o and ←−g o assign greater weights
to the unknown word “Linpien”. Meanwhile, the
model barely uses any context-only features for
words following “Linpien” (“come” in the for-
ward model and “like” in the backward model)
to avoid using unreliable features derived from an
unknown word.

To our surprise, the model also emphasizes
context-only features for the beginning and ending
words. Their context-only features actually come
from the zero vectors padded to the sequence dur-
ing gate calculation. Our explanation is that these
features may help the model distinguish the be-
ginning and ending words that differ from other
words in some aspects. For example, capitaliza-
tion is usually an indicator of proper nouns for
most words except for the first word of a sentence.
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Figure 4: Visualization of reliability-aware gates. A
darker color indicates a higher average weight.

3.4 Cross-genre Results

Different genres in OntoNotes not only differ in
style but also cover different topics and hence dif-
ferent names. As Table 3 shows, when tested on
another genre, the model encounters a high per-
centage of names that are unseen in the training
genre. For example, 81.3% names are unseen
when we train a model on mz and test it on bc.
Therefore, through cross-genre experiments, we
can evaluate the generalization capability of the
model.

Train
Test

bc bn mz nw tc wb

bc 36.3 53.4 73.2 68.9 81.4 51.5
bn 43.9 28.5 72.8 63.6 67.8 49.9
mz 81.3 79.8 41.1 82.1 88.1 86.4
nw 40.2 43.8 70.8 33.1 55.4 55.1
tc 82.4 83.2 93.4 87.0 67.8 79.0
wb 54.6 60.6 75.4 70.8 85.3 53.4

Table 3: High percentage of unseen names (%).

Baseline Model

Train
Test

bc bn mz nw tc wb

bc 83.5 82.4 70.4 67.9 74.8 75.2
bn 83.5 89.9 78.7 75.6 76.8 77.1
mz 59.2 70.7 86.6 65.9 66.1 58.0
nw 82.4 85.4 72.6 92.8 74.4 76.7
tc 53.2 51.2 34.0 38.9 65.4 44.3
wb 71.5 78.1 67.5 66.6 70.1 79.4

Our Model

Train
Test

bc bn mz nw tc wb

bc 86.4 82.5 76.4 70.6 74.7 76.1
bn 84.8 91.4 78.7 79.2 76.5 76.1
mz 64.3 73.8 90.0 70.5 57.5 59.3
nw 81.5 86.1 74.0 93.0 74.9 78.3
tc 58.2 55.6 43.6 47.1 71.6 50.4
wb 76.3 78.4 70.5 69.6 72.3 79.1

Table 4: Cross-genre performance on OntoNotes (F-
score, %).

In Table 4, we compare the cross-genre perfor-
mance between the baseline and our model. For
most cross-genre pairs, our model outperforms the
baseline and obtains up to 9.6% absolute gains in
F-score.

With dynamic feature composition, the cross-
genre performance of our model even exceeds the
within-genre performance of the baseline model
in some cases. For example, when trained on the
bn portion and tested on bc, our model achieves
84.8% F-score, which is 1.3% higher than the
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within-genre performance of the baseline model
(83.5% F-score). Such generalization capability
is important for real-word applications as it is in-
feasible to annotate training data for all possible
scenarios.

3.5 Qualitative Analysis

In Table 5, we show some typical name tagging
errors corrected by our model. We highlight the
difference between the outputs of the baseline
model and our model in bold. We also underline
words that probably have provided useful contex-
tual clues.

Identification Errors
? BASELINE:
The 50-50 joint venture, which may be dubbed Euro-
dynamics , would have combined annual sales of at least

#1.4 billion ($2.17 billion) and would be among the world’s
largest missile makers.
? OUR MODEL:
The 50-50 joint venture, which may be dubbed [ORG Eu-

rodynamics] , would have combined annual sales of at
least #1.4 billion ($2.17 billion) and would be among the
world’s largest missile makers.
? BASELINE:
The Tanshui of illustrations is a place of unblemished
beauty, a myth that remains unshakeable.
? OUR MODEL:
The [GPE Tanshui] of illustrations is a place of unblem-
ished beauty, a myth that remains unshakeable.
Classification Errors
? BASELINE:
As [PER Syms] ’s “core business of off-price retailing
grows, a small subsidiary that is operationally unrelated be-
comes a difficult distraction,” said [PER Marcy Syms], pres-
ident of the parent, in a statement.
? OUR MODEL:
As [ORG Syms] ’s “core business of off-price retailing
grows, a small subsidiary that is operationally unrelated
becomes a difficult distraction,” said [PER Marcy Syms],
president of the parent, in a statement.
? BASELINE:
Workers at plants in [GPE Van Nuys] , [GPE Calif.] , [GPE

Oklahoma City] and [ORG Pontiac] , [GPE Mich.] , were
told their facilities are no longer being considered to build
the next generation of the [ORG Pontiac] Firebird and [ORG
Chevrolet] Camaro muscle cars.
? OUR MODEL:
Workers at plants in [GPE Van Nuys] , [GPE Calif.] , [GPE

Oklahoma City] and [GPE Pontiac] , [GPE Mich.] , were
told their facilities are no longer being considered to build
the next generation of the [ORG Pontiac] Firebird and [ORG
Chevrolet] Camaro muscle cars.

Table 5: Name tagging result comparison between the
baseline model and our model.

Character-level representations are particularly
effective for words containing morphemes that are
related to a certain type of names. For example,
“Eurodynamics” in the first sentence consists of
“Euro-” and “dynamic”. The prefix “Euro-” often
appears in European organization names such as
“EuroDisney” (an entertainment resort) and “Eu-
roAtlantic” (an airline), while “dynamic” is used
in some company names such as Boston dynam-
ics (a robotics company) and Beyerdynamic (an
audio equipment manufacturer). Therefore, “Eu-
rodynamics” is likely to be an organization rather
than a person or location.

However, for words like “Tanshui” (a town)
in the second example, character-level represen-
tations may not provide much useful semantic in-
formation. In this case, contextual features (“is a
place”) play an important role in determining the
type of this name.

Contextual features can be critical even for fre-
quent names such as “Jordan” (can be a person or a
country) and “Thomson” (can be various types of
entities, including person, organization, city, and
river). Take the third sentence in Table 5 as an
example. The name “Syms” appears twice in the
sentence, referring to the Syms Corp and Marcy
Syms respectively. As they share the same word-
and character-level representations, context clues
such as “core business” and “president” are cru-
cial to distinguish them. Similarly, “Pontiac” in
the last example can be either a city or a car brand.
Cities in its context (e.g., “Van Nuys, Calif”, “Ok-
lahoma City”) help the model determine that the
first “Pontiac” is more likely to be a GPE instead
of an ORG.

Still, the contextual information utilized by the
current model is not profound enough, and our
model is not capable of conducting deep reasoning
as human readers. For example, in the following
sentence:

“In the middle of the 17th century the Ming
dynasty loyalist Zheng Chenggong (also known
as Koxinga) brought an influx of settlers to Tai-
wan from the Fujian and Guangdong regions of
China.”

Although our model successfully identifies
“Zheng Chenggong” as a person, it is not able to
connect this name with “Koxinga” based on the
expression “also known as” to further infer that
“Koxinga” should also be a person.
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4 Related Work

Name Tagging Models
Most existing methods treat name tagging as a se-
quence labeling task. Traditional methods lever-
age handcrafted features to capture textual signals
and employ conditional random fields (CRF) to
model label dependencies (Finkel et al., 2005; Set-
tles, 2004; Leaman et al., 2008).

Bi-LSTM-CRF (Huang et al., 2015) combines
word embedding and handcrafted features, inte-
grates neural networks with CRF, and shows per-
formance boost over previous methods. LSTM-
CNN further utilizes CNN and illustrates the po-
tential of capturing character-level signals (Chiu
and Nichols, 2016). LSTM-CRF and LSTM-
CNNs-CRF are proposed to get rid of hand-crafted
features and demonstrate the feasibility to fully
rely on representation learning to capture textual
features (Lample et al., 2016; Ma and Hovy, 2016;
Liu et al., 2018b). Recently, language model-
ing methods are proven effective as the repre-
sentation module for name tagging (Liu et al.,
2018a; Peters et al., 2018; Akbik et al., 2018). At
the same time, there has been extensive research
about cross-genre (Peng and Dredze, 2017), cross-
domain (Pan et al., 2013; He and Sun, 2017),
cross-time (Mota and Grishman, 2008), cross-
task (Søgaard and Goldberg, 2016; Liu et al.,
2018b), and cross-lingual (Yang et al., 2017; Lin
et al., 2018) adaptation for name tagging training.

Unlike these models, although we also aim to
enhance the performance on new data, we achieve
this by improving the generalization capability of
the model so that it can work better on unknown
new data instead of transferring it to a known tar-
get setting.

Word Representation Models
Recent advances on representation learning al-
low us to capture textual signals in a data-driven
manner. Based on the distributional hypothesis
(i.e., “a word is characterized by the company it
keeps” (Harris, 1954)), embedding methods rep-
resent each word as a dense vector, while pre-
serving their syntactic and semantic information in
a context-agnostic manner (Mikolov et al., 2013;
Pennington et al., 2014). Recent work shows that
word embeddings can cover textual information of
various levels (Artetxe et al., 2018) and improve
name tagging performance significantly (Cherry
and Guo, 2015). Still, due to the long-tail distri-

bution of word frequency, embedding vectors usu-
ally have inconsistent reliability, and such incon-
sistency has been long overlooked.

Meanwhile, language models such as ELMo,
Flair, and BERT have shown their effectiveness
on constructing representations in a context-aware
manner (Peters et al., 2018; Akbik et al., 2018;
Devlin et al., 2018). These models are de-
signed to better capture the context information by
pre-training, while our model dynamically com-
poses representations in a reliability-aware man-
ner. Therefore, our model and these efforts have
the potential to mutually enhance each other.

In addition, (Kim et al., 2016) and (Rei et al.,
2016) also mix word- and character-level repre-
sentations using gating mechanisms. They use
a single gate to balance the representations in a
reliability-agnostic way.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We propose a name tagging model that is able to
dynamically compose features depending on the
quality of input word embeddings. Experiments
on the benchmark data sets in both within-genre
and cross-genre settings demonstrate the effective-
ness of our model and verify our intuition to intro-
duce reliability signals.

Our future work includes integrating advanced
word representation methods (e.g., ELMo and
BERT) and extending the proposed model to other
tasks, such as event extraction and co-reference
resolution. We also plan to incorporate external
knowledge and common sense as additional sig-
nals into our architecture as they are important for
human readers to recognize names but still absent
from the current model.
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Abstract

Unsupervised neural machine translation
(NMT) has attracted a lot of attention re-
cently. While state-of-the-art methods for
unsupervised translation usually perform well
between similar languages (e.g., English-
German translation), they perform poorly
between distant languages, because unsu-
pervised alignment does not work well for
distant languages. In this work, we introduce
unsupervised pivot translation for distant
languages, which translates a language to a
distant language through multiple hops, and
the unsupervised translation on each hop
is relatively easier than the original direct
translation. We propose a learning to route
(LTR) method to choose the translation path
between the source and target languages.
LTR is trained on language pairs whose best
translation path is available and is applied to
the unseen language pairs for path selection.
Experiments on 20 languages and 294 distant
language pairs demonstrate the advantages of
the unsupervised pivot translation for distant
languages, as well as the effectiveness of the
proposed LTR for path selection. Specifically,
in the best case, LTR achieves an improvement
of 5.58 BLEU points over the conventional
direct unsupervised method.

1 Introduction

Unsupervised neural machine translation
(NMT) (Artetxe et al., 2017b; Lample et al.,
2017, 2018), which uses only monolingual
sentences for translation, is of great importance

∗ The work was done when the first author was an intern
at Microsoft Research Asia.

† Corresponding author

for zero-resource language pairs. Unsupervised
translation relies on unsupervised cross-lingual
word alignment or sentence alignment (Conneau
et al., 2017; Artetxe et al., 2017a), where word
embedding mapping (Artetxe et al., 2017b; Lam-
ple et al., 2017) and vocabulary sharing (Lample
et al., 2018) are used for word alignment, and
encoder/decoder weight sharing (Artetxe et al.,
2017b; Lample et al., 2018) and adversarial train-
ing (Lample et al., 2017) are used for sentence
alignment.

Unsupervised cross-lingual alignment works
reasonably well for a pair of similar languages,
such as English-German or Portuguese-Galician,
since they have similar lexica and syntax and
share the same alphabets and language branch.
However, the alignment between a pair of dis-
tant languages, which are not in the same lan-
guage branch1, such as Danish-Galician is chal-
lenging. As a consequence, unsupervised transla-
tion between distant languages is usually of lower
quality. For example, the unsupervised NMT
model achieves 23.43 BLEU score on Portuguese-
Galician translation, while just 6.56 on Danish-
Galician translation according to our experiments.
In this work, we focus on unsupervised translation
of distant languages.

We observe that two distant languages can be
linked through multiple intermediate hops where
unsupervised translation of two languages on each

1In this work, we use language branch to determine
distant languages. We choose the taxonomy of lan-
guage family provided by Ethnologue (Paul et al., 2009)
(https://www.ethnologue.com/browse/families), which is one
of the most authoritative and commonly accepted tax-
onomies. Distant languages can also be defined using other
principles, which we leave to future work.
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hop is easier than direct translation of the two
distance languages, considering that the two lan-
guages on each intermediate hop are more sim-
ilar, or the size of monolingual training data
is larger. Therefore, we propose unsupervised
pivot translation through multiple hops for dis-
tant languages, where each hop consists of un-
supervised translation of a relatively easier lan-
guage pair. For example, the distant language
pair Danish→Galician can be translated by three
easier hops: Danish→English, English→Spanish
and Spanish→Galician. In this way, unsupervised
pivot translation results in better accuracy (12.14
BLEU score) than direct unsupervised translation
(6.56 BLEU score) from Danish to Galician in our
experiments.

The challenge of unsupervised pivot translation
is how to choose a good translation path. Given
a distant language pair X→Y, there exists a large
amount of paths that can translate from X to Y2,
and different paths may yield very different trans-
lation accuracies. Therefore, unsupervised pivot
translation may result in lower accuracy than di-
rect unsupervised translation if a poor path is cho-
sen. How to choose a path with good transla-
tion accuracy is important to guarantee the perfor-
mance of unsupervised pivot translation.

A straightforward method is to calculate the
translation accuracies of all possible paths on a
validation set and choose the path with the best
accuracy. However, it is computationally unaf-
fordable due to the large amount of possible paths.
For example, suppose we consider at most 3 hops
(N = 3) and 100 languages (M = 100), and as-
sume each path takes an average of 20 minutes
to translate all the sentences in the validation set
using one NVIDIA P100 GPU to get the BLEU
score. Then it will take nearly 1400000 GPU days
to evaluate all candidate paths. Even if we just
consider 20 languages (M = 20), it will still take
2200 GPU days. Therefore, an efficient method
for path selection is needed. We propose a learning
to route (LTR) method that adopts a path accuracy
predictor (a multi-layer LSTM) to select a good
path for a distant language pair. Given a transla-
tion path and the translation accuracy of each hop
on the path, the path accuracy predictor can pre-
dict the overall translation accuracy following this

2Suppose we only consider translation paths with at most
N hops. Given M candidate intermediate languages, there
are M !

(M−N+1)!
possible paths.

path. Such a predictor is first trained on a train-
ing set of paths with known overall accuracy, and
then used to predict the accuracy of a path unseen
before.

We conduct experiments on a large dataset with
20 languages and a total of 294 distant language
pairs to verify the effectiveness of our method.
Our proposed LTR achieves an improvement of
more than 5 BLEU points on some language pairs.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:
(1) We introduce pivot translation into unsuper-
vised NMT to improve the accuracy of distant
languages. (2) We propose the learning to route
(LTR) method to automatically select the good
translation path. (3) Large scale experiments on
more than 20 languages and 294 distant language
pairs demonstrate the effectiveness of our method.

2 Related Work

In this section, we review the related work from
three aspects: unsupervised neural machine trans-
lation, pivot translation, and path routing.

Unsupervised NMT As the foundation of unsu-
pervised sentence translation, unsupervised word
alignment has been investigated by (Conneau
et al., 2017; Artetxe et al., 2017a), where lin-
ear embedding mapping and adversarial training
are used to ensure the distribution-level match-
ing, achieving considerable good accuracy or even
surpasses the supervised counterpart for similar
languages. Artetxe et al. (2017b); Lample et al.
(2017) propose unsupervised NMT that leverages
word translation for the initialization of the bilin-
gual word embeddings. Yang et al. (2018) par-
tially share the parameter of the encoder and de-
coder to enhance the semantic alignment between
source and target language. Lample et al. (2018)
further share the vocabulary of source and target
languages and jointly learned the word embed-
dings to improve the quality of word alignment,
and achieve large improvements on similar lan-
guage pairs. Recently, inspired by the success of
BERT (Devlin et al., 2018), Lample and Conneau
(2019) leverage the BERT pre-training in the unsu-
pervised NMT model and achieve state-of-the-art
performance on some popular language pairs.

Previous works on unsupervised NMT can in-
deed achieve good accuracy on similar language
pairs, especially on the closely related languages
such as English and German that are in the same
language branch. In this circumstance, they can
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simply share the vocabulary and learn joint BPE
for source and target languages, and share the en-
coder and decoder, which is extremely helpful for
word embedding and latent representation align-
ment. However, they usually achieve poor accu-
racy on distant languages that are not in the same
language branch or do not share same alphabets.
In this paper, we propose pivot translation for dis-
tant languages, and leverage the basic unsuper-
vised NMT model in (Lample et al., 2018) on sim-
ilar languages as the building blocks for the unsu-
pervised pivot translation.

Pivot Translation Pivot translation has long
been studied in statistical machine translation to
improve the accuracy of low/zero-resource trans-
lation (Wu and Wang, 2007; Utiyama and Isahara,
2007). Cheng et al. (2017); Chen et al. (2017) also
adapt the pivot based method into neural machine
translation. However, conventional pivot trans-
lation usually leverages a resource-rich language
(mainly English) as the pivot to help the low/zero-
resource translation, while our method only relies
on the unsupervised method in each hop of the
translation path. Due to the large amount of possi-
ble path choices, the accuracy drops quickly along
the multiple translation hops in the unsupervised
setting, unsupervised pivot translation may result
in lower accuracy if the path is not carefully cho-
sen. In this situation, path selection (path rout-
ing) will be critical to guarantee the performance
of pivot translation.

Path Routing Routing is the process of se-
lecting a path for traffic in a network, or be-
tween or across multiple networks. Generally
speaking, routing can be performed in many
types of networks, including circuit switching net-
work (Girard, 1990), computer networks (e.g.,
Internet) (Huitema, 2000), transportation net-
works (Raff, 1983) and social networks (Liben-
Nowell et al., 2005). In this paper, we consider
the routing of the translation among multiple lan-
guages, where the translation accuracy is the crite-
rion for the path selection. Usually, the translation
accuracy of the multi-hop path is not simply the
linear combination of the accuracy on each one-
hop path, which makes it difficult to route for a
good path.

3 Unsupervised Pivot Translation

Observing that unsupervised translation is usu-
ally hard for distant languages, we split the direct
translation into multiple hops, where the unsuper-
vised translations on each hop is relatively easier
than the original direct unsupervised translation.
Formally, for the translation from language X to
Y , we denote the pivot translation as

X → Z1 → ...→ Zn → Y, (1)

where Z1, ..., Zn are the pivot languages and n is
the number of pivot languages in the path. We set
n ∈ {0, 1, 2} and consider 3-hop path at most in
this paper, considering the computation cost and
accuracy drop in longer translation path. Note that
when n = 0, it is the one-hop (direct) translation.

There exists a large amount of translation paths
between X and Y and each path can result in dif-
ferent translation accuracies, or even lower than
the direct unsupervised translation, due to the in-
formation loss along the multiple translation hops
especially when unsupervised translation quality
on one hop is low. Therefore, how to choose a
good translation path is critical to ensure the ac-
curacy of unsupervised pivot translation. In this
section, we introduce the learning to route (LTR)
method for the translation path selection.

3.1 Learning to Route
In this section, we first give the description of the
problem formulation, and then introduce the train-
ing data, features and model used for LTR.

Problem Formulation We formulate the path
selection as a translation accuracy prediction prob-
lem. The LTR model learns to predict the trans-
lation accuracy of each path from language X to
Y given the translation accuracy of each hops in
the path, and the path with the highest predicted
translation accuracy among all the possible paths
is chosen as the output.

Training Data We construct the training data
for the LTR model in the following steps: (1)
From M languages, we choose the distant lan-
guage pairs whose source and target languages
are not in the same language branch. We then
choose a small part of the distant language pairs
as the development/test set respectively for LTR,
and regard the remaining part as the training set
for LTR. (2) In order to get the accuracy of differ-
ent translation paths for the distant language pairs,
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as well as to obtain the input features for LTR,
we train the unsupervised model for the transla-
tion between any languages and obtain the BLEU
score of each pair. For M languages, there are to-
tal M(M − 1) language pairs and BLEU scores,
which requires M(M − 1)/2 unsupervised mod-
els since one model can handle both translation di-
rections following the common practice in unsu-
pervised NMT (Lample et al., 2018). (3) We then
test the BLEU scores of the each possible transla-
tion path for the language pairs in the development
and test sets, based on the models trained in previ-
ous steps. These BLEU scores are regarded as the
ground-truth data to evaluate the performance of
unsupervised pivot translation. (4) We just get the
BLEU scores of a small part of the possible paths
in the training set, which are used as the training
data for LTR model3. We describe the features of
the training data in the next paragraph.

Features We extract several features from the
paths in training data for better model training.
Without loss of generality, we take a 3-hop path
X → Z1 → Z2 → Y as an example, and re-
gard it as a token sequence consisting of languages
and one-hops: X , X → Z1, Z1, Z1 → Z2, Z2,
Z2 → Y and Y . We consider two kinds of fea-
tures for the token sequence: (1) The token ID.
There are a total of 7 tokens in the path shown
above. Each token ID is converted into trainable
embeddings. For a one-hop token like Z1 → Z2,
its embedding is simply the average of the two
embeddings of Z1 and Z2. (2) The BLEU score
of each language and one-hop, where we get the
BLEU score of each language by averaging the
accuracy of the one-hop path from or to this lan-
guage. For example, the BLEU score of the target
language Z1 in X → Z1 is calculated by averag-
ing all the BLEU scores of the one-hop translation
from other languages to Z1, while the BLEU score
of the source language Z1 in Z1 → Z2 is cal-
culated by averaging the BLEU scores of all the
one-hop translation from Z1 to other languages.
We concatenate the above two features together in
one vector for each language and one-hop token,
and get a sequence of features for each path. The
BLEU score of the path will be used as the label
for the LTR model.

3As described in Footnote 2, we cannot afford to test the
BLEU scores of all the possible paths, so we just test a small
part of them for training.

Model We use a multi-layer LSTM model to
predict the BLEU score of the translation path.
The input of the LSTM model is the feature se-
quence described in the above paragraph. The
last hidden of LSTM is multiplied with an one-
dimensional vector to predict the BLEU score of
the path.

3.2 Discussions
We make brief discussions on some possible base-
line routing methods and compare them with our
proposed LTR.

Random Routing: We randomly choose a path
as the routing result.

Prior Pivoting: We set the pivot language for
each language according to prior knowledge4. De-
note PX and PY as the pivot language forX and Y
respectively. The path X → PX → PY → Y will
be chosen as the routing result by prior pivoting.

Hop Average: The average of the BLEU scores
of each one-hop in the path is taken as the pre-
dicted BLEU score for this path. We select the
path with the highest predicted BLEU score, as
used in the LTR method.

Compared with these simple rule based routing
methods described above, LTR chooses the path
purely by learning on a part of the ground-truth
paths. The feature we designed in LTR can capture
the relationship between languages to determine
the BLEU score and relative ranking of the paths.
This data-driven learning based method (LTR) will
be more accurate than the rule based methods. In
the next section, we conduct experiments to verify
effectiveness of our proposed LTR and compare
with the baseline methods.

4 Experiments Design

Our experiments consist of two stages in general.
In the first stage, we need to train the unsupervised
NMT model between any two languages to get
the BLEU scores of each one-hop path. We also
get the BLEU scores for a part of multi-hop paths
through pivoting, which are used as the training
and evaluation data for the second stage. In the
second stage, we train the LTR model based on the
training data generated in the first stage. In this
section, we give brief descriptions of the exper-
iment settings for the unsupervised NMT model

4For the languages in each language branch, we choose
the language with the largest amount of monolingual data in
this branch as the pivot language. All languages in the same
language branch share the same pivot language.
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training (the first stage) and the LTR model train-
ing and path routing (the second stage).

4.1 Experiment Setting for Direct
Unsupervised NMT

Datasets We conduct the experiments on 20 lan-
guages and a total of 20×19=380 language pairs,
which have no bilingual sentence pairs but just
monolingual sentences for each language. The
languages involved in the experiments can be di-
vided into 4 language branches by the taxonomy
of language family: Balto-Slavic branch, Ger-
manic branch, Italic branch and Uralic branch5.
The language name and its ISO 639-1 code con-
tained in each branch can be found in the supple-
mentary materials (Section 1 and 2).

We collect the monolingual corpus from
Wikipedia for each language. We download the
language specific Wikipedia contents in XML for-
mat6, and use WikiExtractor7 to extract and clean
the texts. We then use the sentence tokenizer
from the NLTK toolkit8 to generate segmented
sentences from Wikipedia documents.

To ensure we have the development and test set
for the large amount of language pairs to evaluate
the unsupervised translation accuracy in our ex-
periments, we choose the languages that are cov-
ered by the common corpus of TED talks, which
contains translations between more than 50 lan-
guages (Ye et al., 2018)9. In this circumstance,
we can leverage the development and test set from
TED talks for evaluation. Note that in the un-
supervised setting, we just leverage monolingual
sentences for unsupervised training and only use
the bilingual data for developing and testing. In
order to alleviate the domain mismatch problem
that we train on monolingual data from Wikipedia
but test on the evaluation data from TED talks, we
also fine-tune the unsupervised models with the
small size of monolingual data from TED talks10.
The monolingual data from TED talks is merged
with the monolingual data from Wikipedia in the

5The first three branches belong to Indo-European family
while the last branch is actually a language family. We do not
further split the 3 languages in Uralic family into different
branches.

6For example, we download English Wikipedia contents
from https://dumps.wikimedia.org/enwiki.

7https://github.com/attardi/wikiextractor
8https://www.nltk.org/
9https://github.com/neulab/word-embeddings-for-nmt

10https://github.com/ajinkyakulkarni14/TED-
Multilingual-Parallel-Corpus/tree/master/Monolingual data

fine-tuning process, which results in better perfor-
mance for the unsupervised translation. The size
of Wikipidia and TED talks monolingual data can
be found in the supplementary materials (Section
3).

All the sentences in the bilingual and mono-
lingual data are first tokenized with moses tok-
enizer11 and then segmented into subword sym-
bols using Byte Pair Encoding (BPE) (Sennrich
et al., 2016). When training the unsupervised
model, we learn the BPE tokens with 60000 merge
operations across the source and target languages
for each language pair and jointly training the
embedding using fastext12, following the practice
in Lample et al. (2018).

Model Configurations We use transformer
model as the basic NMT model structure, consid-
ering it achieves state-of-the-art accuracy and be-
comes a popular choice for recent NMT research.
We use 4-layer encoder and 4-layer decoder with
model hidden size dmodel and feed-forward hid-
den size dff being 512, 2048 following the default
configurations in Lample et al. (2018). We use
the same model configurations for all the language
pairs.

Model Training and Inference We train the un-
supervised model with 1 NVIDIA Tesla V100
GPU. One mini-batch contains roughly 4096
source tokens and 4096 target tokens, as used in
Lample et al. (2018). We follow the default param-
eters of Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014)
and learning rate schedule in Vaswani et al. (2017).
During inference, we decode with greedy search
for all the languages. We evaluate the translation
quality by tokenized case sensitive BLEU (Pap-
ineni et al., 2002) with multi-bleu.pl13.

4.2 Experiment Setting for Routing

Configurations for Routing We choose the dis-
tant language pairs from the 20 languages based
on the taxonomy of language family: if two lan-
guages are not in the same language branch, then
they are regarded as distant languages. We get
294 distant language pairs. As described in Sec-
tion 3.1, we choose nearly 5% and 10% of the dis-
tant language pairs as the development and test set

11https://github.com/moses-smt/mosesdecoder/blob/mast
er/scripts/tokenizer/tokenizer.perl

12https://github.com/facebookresearch/fastText
13https://github.com/moses-smt/mosesdecoder/blob/

master/scripts/generic/multi-bleu.perl
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Source Target DT GT GT(∆) Pivot-1 Pivot-2 LTR LTR(∆) Pivot-1 Pivot-2

Da Gl 6.56 12.14 5.58 En Es 12.14 5.58 En Es
Bg Sv 4.72 9.92 5.20 En En 9.92 5.20 En En
Gl Sv 3.79 8.62 4.83 Es En 8.62 4.83 Es En
Sv Gl 3.70 8.13 4.43 En Es 8.13 4.43 En Es
Be It 2.11 6.40 4.29 Uk En 5.24 3.13 En En
Pt Be 4.76 8.86 4.10 Ru Ru 8.86 4.10 Ru Ru
Gl Da 7.45 11.33 3.88 Es Es 11.33 3.88 Es Es
Be Pt 6.39 9.77 3.38 Ru Ru 6.39 0.00 - -
It Be 2.24 5.19 2.95 Pt Ru 4.64 2.40 Ru Ru
Nl Uk 4.69 7.23 2.54 De De 7.12 2.53 Ru Ru

Table 1: The BLEU scores of a part of the distant language pairs in the test set (Please refer to Section 1 and 4 in
the supplementary materials for the corresponding full language name and full results). DT: direct unsupervised
translation. GT: the ground-truth best path. LTR: the routing results of LTR. (∆) is the BLEU gap between GT or
LTR and DT. Pivot-1 and Pivot-2 are two pivot languages in the path, which will be the same language if the path
is 2-hop and will both be empty if the path is 1-hop (direct translation).

Length 1-hop 2-hop 3-hop

Ratio (%) 7.1 53.6 39.3

Table 2: The length distribution of the best translation
paths. The ratio is calculated based on all language
pairs in the test set.

for routing. Note that if the language pair X → Y
is in development (test) set, then the language pair
Y → X will be also in development (test) set.
We then enumerate all possible paths between any
two language pairs in development and test set,
and test the BLEU scores of the each possible
path, which are regarded as the ground-truth data
to evaluate the performance of the routing method.
For the remaining 85% distant language pairs, we
just test the BLEU score for 10% of all possible
paths, and use these BLEU scores as the label for
LTR model training.

We use 2-layer LSTM as described in Sec-
tion 3.1. The dimension of input feature vector
is 6, which includes the embedding of the token
ID with size of 5, the BLEU score with size 1 (we
normalize the BLEU score into 0-1). We change
the depth and width of LSTM, but there is no sig-
nificant gain in performance.

We use the mean square error as the training
loss for the LTR model, and use Adam as the op-
timizer. The initial learning rate is 0.01. When
applying the LTR model on unseen pairs, we pre-
dict the BLEU scores of all the possible paths (in-
cluding 1-hop (direct translation), 2-hop and 3-
hop translation path) between the source and target
languages, and choose the path with the highest
predicted BLEU score as the routing result. Note
that when predicting the path with LTR in infer-

ence time, we do not include the pivot language
which occurs less than 10 times in training set,
which can improve that stability of the LTR pre-
diction.

Methods for Comparison We conduct exper-
imental comparisons on different methods de-
scribed in Section 3 for path selection (routing),
including Random Routing (RR), Prior Pivoting
(PP), Hop Average (HA) and Learning to Route
(LTR). We also compare these routing methods
with the direct unsupervised translation, denoted
as Direct Translation (DT). We list the BLEU
score of the best multi-hop path (the ground truth)
as a reference, which is denoted as Ground Truth
(GT).

5 Results

In this section, we introduce the performance
of unsupervised pivot translation for distant lan-
guages. We first demonstrate the advantages of
unsupervised pivot translation by comparing the
best translation path (GT) with direction transla-
tion (DT), and then show the results of our pro-
posed LTR. We also compare LTR with other rout-
ing methods (RR, PP and HA) to demonstrate its
effectiveness.

5.1 The Advantage of Unsupervised Pivot
Translation

In order to demonstrate the advantage of unsuper-
vised pivot translation for distant languages, we
first analyze the distribution of the length of the
best translation paths (GT), as shown in Table 2.
The direction translation (1-hop) only takes a ra-
tio of 7.1%, which means that a majority (92.9%)
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Figure 1: The CDF of the BLEU scores for the distant
language pairs in the test set. The green curve repre-
sents the direct unsupervised translation (DT), and the
black curve represents the best translation path (GT).
The other three curves represent the three routing meth-
ods for comparison: blue for hop average (HA), cyan
for prior pivoting (PP) and red for our proposed learn-
ing to route (LTR).

of the distant language pairs need multiple hops to
improve the translation accuracy.

We further compare the BLEU score of the best
path (GT, which is also the upper-bound of differ-
ent routing methods) with the direct unsupervised
translation, and show the results for a part of dis-
tant languages pairs in Table 114. It can be seen
that GT can largely outperform the direct transla-
tion DT with up to 5.58 BLEU points. We further
plot the CDF of the BLEU scores on all the distant
language pairs in the test set in Figure 1. It can
be seen that the CDF curve of GT is always in the
right part of DT, which means better accuracy and
demonstrates the advantage of unsupervised pivot
translation for distant languages.

5.2 Results of LTR

Accuracy of LTR Model As our LTR selects the
good path by ranking according to the predicted
BLEU score, we first report the accuracy of select-
ing the best path. LTR can achieve 57% in terms
of top-1 accuracy and 86% in terms of top-5 accu-
racy. Although the top-1 accuracy is not so high, it
is acceptable because there exists some other route
path just a little bit lower than the best path. We
show the routing results of our LTR for some lan-
guage pairs in Table 1. Take the Nl-Uk language
pair in Table 1 as an example. The routing result of
LTR for this pair does not match with GT, which

14Due to space limitation, we leave the full results of the
distant language pairs in the test set in the supplementary ma-
terials (Section 4).

Methods DT RR HA PP LTR GT

BLEU 6.06 3.40 6.92 7.12 8.33 8.70

Table 3: The performance of different routing meth-
ods. The BLEU score is averaged on all the distant
language pairs in the test set. The compared methods
include: DT: direct unsupervised translation, RR: ran-
dom routing, PP: prior pivoting, HA: hop average, LTR:
our proposed learning to route, and GT: the best trans-
lation path (the ground truth).

affects the top-1 accuracy. However, the BLEU
gap between our selected path and the best path is
as small as 0.09, which has little influence on the
BLEU score of the selected path. Our further anal-
ysis in the next paragraph shows that the averaged
BLEU score that LTR achieved in test set is close
to that of GT.

BLEU Score of Selected Path We further re-
port the BLEU score of the translation path se-
lected by LTR as well as other routing methods in
Table 3, where the BLEU score is averaged over
all the distant language pairs in the test set. It
can be seen that compared with direct unsuper-
vised translation (DT) which achieves 6.06 aver-
aged BLEU score15, our LTR can achieve 2.27
BLEU points improvement on average, and is just
0.37 points lower than the ground truth best path
(GT). The small gap between the ground truth and
LTR demonstrates that although LTR fails to se-
lect the best path in 43% of the distant pairs (just
57% in terms of top-1 accuracy), it indeed chooses
the path which has a BLEU score slightly lower
than the best path. Random routing (RR) even per-
forms worse than DT, demonstrating the routing
problem is non-trivial. LTR outperforms PP and
HA by more than 1 BLEU point on average. We
also show the CDF of the BLEU scores of differ-
ent methods in Figure 1, which clearly shows that
LTR can outperform the PP and HA routing meth-
ods, demonstrating the effectiveness of the pro-
posed LTR.

5.3 Extension to Supervised Pivoting
In the previous experiments, we rely purely on un-
supervised NMT for pivot translation, assuming
that the translation on each hop cannot leverage
any bilingual sentence pairs. However, there in-

15The averaged BLEU score seems not high, because the
unsupervised translations between some hard languages in
the test set obtain really low BLEU scores, which affects the
average score.
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Source Target DT GT-unsup GT-sup ∆ Source Target DT GT-unsup GT-sup ∆

Da Gl 6.56 12.14 15.20 8.64 Pt Be 4.76 8.86 13.03 8.27
Bg Sv 4.72 9.92 9.92 5.20 Gl Da 7.45 11.33 15.52 8.07
Gl Sv 3.79 8.62 9.58 5.79 Be Pt 6.39 9.77 14.50 8.11
Sv Gl 3.70 8.13 9.38 5.68 It Be 2.24 5.19 8.60 6.36
Be It 2.11 6.40 9.26 7.15 Nl Uk 4.69 7.23 8.07 3.38

Table 4: The BLEU scores of the same language pairs as shown in Table 1 (Please refer to Section 5 in the
supplementary materials for the full results of the test set). GT-sup and GT-unsup represent the ground-truth best
path with and without supervised pivoting. ∆ is the BLEU gap between GT-sup and DT.

Methods DT RR HA PP LTR GT

BLEU 6.06 3.46 7.07 8.84 9.45 9.79

Table 5: The performance of different routing methods
when enhanced with supervised pivoting. The BLEU
score is averaged on all the distant language pairs in
the test set. The compared methods include: DT: di-
rect unsupervised translation, RR: random routing, HA:
hop average, PP: prior pivoting, LTR: our proposed
learning to route, and GT: the best translation path (the
ground truth).

deed exist plenty of bilingual sentence pairs be-
tween some languages, especially among the pop-
ular languages of the world, such as the official
languages of the United Nations and the European
Union. If we can rely on some supervised hop in
the translation path, the accuracy of the translation
for distant languages would be greatly improved.

Take the translation from Danish to Galician
as an example. The BLEU score of the di-
rect unsupervised translation is 6.56, while the
ground-truth best unsupervised path (Danish→
English→Spanish→Galician) can achieve a
BLEU score of 12.14, 5.58 points higher than
direct unsupervised translation. For the translation
on the intermediate hop, i.e, English→Spanish,
we have a lot of bilingual data to train a strong
supervised translation model. If we replace the
unsupervised English→Spanish translation with
the supervised counterpart, the BLEU score of
the path (Danish→ English→Spanish→Galician)
can improve from 12.14 to 15.2, with 8.64 points
gain over the direct unsupervised translation.
Note that the gain is achieved without leveraging
any bilingual sentence pairs between Danish and
Galician.

Without loss of generality, we choose 6 popu-
lar languages (we select English, German, Span-
ish, French, Finish and Russian to cover each lan-
guage branch we considered in this work) as the
supervised pivot languages and replace the transla-

tions between these languages with the supervised
counterparts. Note that we do not leverage any
bilingual data related to the source language and
target languages, and the supervised models are
only used in the intermediate hop of a 3-hop path.
For the bilingual sentence pairs between pivot lan-
guages, we choose the common corpus of TED
talk which contains translations between multiple
languages (Ye et al., 2018)16.

Table 4 shows the performance improvements
on the language pairs (the same pairs as shown
in Table 1). When enhanced with supervised piv-
oting, we can achieve more than 8 BLEU points
gain over DT on 4 language pairs, without using
any bilingual data between the source language or
target language. We also compare our proposed
learning to route method LTR with RR, HA and
PP, as showed in Table 5. We conduct the experi-
ments on the original development and test set, but
removing the language pairs whose source and tar-
get languages belong to the supervised pivot lan-
guages we choose. It can be seen that LTR can
still outperform RR, HA and PP and be close to
GT, demonstrating the effectiveness of LTR in the
supervised pivoting setting.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have introduced unsupervised
pivot translation for distant language pairs, and
proposed the learning to route (LTR) method to
automatically select a good translation path for
a distant language pair. Experiments on 20 lan-
guages and totally 294 distant language pairs
demonstrate that (1) unsupervised pivot transla-
tion achieves large improvements over direct un-
supervised translation for distant languages; (2)
our proposed LTR can select the translation path
whose translation accuracy is close to the ground-

16This is the same dataset where we choose the develop-
ment and test sets in Section 4.1. The data can be downloaded
from https://github.com/neulab/word-embeddings-for-nmt.
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truth best path; (3) if we leverage supervised trans-
lation instead of the unsupervised translation for
some popular language pairs in the intermediate
hop, we can further boost the performance of un-
supervised pivot translation.

For further works, we will leverage more super-
vised translation hops to improve the performance
of unsupervised translation for distant languages.
We will extend our method to more distant lan-
guages.
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Abstract
Recent work on bilingual lexicon induc-
tion (BLI) has frequently depended either on
aligned bilingual lexicons or on distribution
matching, often with an assumption about the
isometry of the two spaces. We propose a
technique to quantitatively estimate this as-
sumption of the isometry between two embed-
ding spaces and empirically show that this as-
sumption weakens as the languages in ques-
tion become increasingly etymologically dis-
tant. We then propose Bilingual Lexicon In-
duction with Semi-Supervision (BLISS) — a
semi-supervised approach that relaxes the iso-
metric assumption while leveraging both lim-
ited aligned bilingual lexicons and a larger set
of unaligned word embeddings, as well as a
novel hubness filtering technique. Our pro-
posed method obtains state of the art results on
15 of 18 language pairs on the MUSE dataset,
and does particularly well when the embed-
ding spaces don’t appear to be isometric. In
addition, we also show that adding supervision
stabilizes the learning procedure, and is effec-
tive even with minimal supervision.⇤

1 Introduction

Bilingual lexicon induction (BLI), the task of find-
ing corresponding words in two languages from
comparable corpora (Haghighi et al., 2008; Xing
et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2017a; Artetxe et al.,
2017; Lample et al., 2018), finds use in numerous
NLP tasks like POS tagging (Zhang et al., 2016),
parsing (Xiao and Guo, 2014), document classi-
fication (Klementiev et al., 2012), and machine
translation (Irvine and Callison-Burch, 2013; Qi
et al., 2018).

Most work on BLI uses methods that learn a
mapping between two word embedding spaces

⇤Equal Contribution
⇤Code to replicate the experiments presented in this work

can be found at https://github.com/joelmoniz/
BLISS.

(Ruder, 2017), which makes it possible to leverage
pre-trained embeddings learned on large monolin-
gual corpora. A commonly used method for BLI,
which is also empirically effective, involves learn-
ing an orthogonal mapping between the two em-
bedding spaces (Mikolov et al. (2013a), Xing et al.
(2015), Artetxe et al. (2016), Smith et al. (2017)).
However, learning an orthogonal mapping inher-
ently assumes that the embedding spaces for the
two languages are isometric (subsequently re-
ferred to as the orthogonality assumption). This
is a particularly strong assumption that may not
necessarily hold true, and consequently we can ex-
pect methods relying on this assumption to pro-
vide sub-optimal results. In this work, we exam-
ine this assumption, identify where it breaks down,
and propose a method to alleviate this problem.

We first present a theoretically motivated ap-
proach based on the Gromov-Hausdroff (GH) dis-
tance to check the extent to which the orthogo-
nality assumption holds (§2). We show that the
constraint indeed does not hold, particularly for
etymologically and typologically distant language
pairs. Motivated by the above observation, we
then propose a framework for Bilingual Lexicon
Induction with Semi-Supervision (BLISS) (§3.2)
Besides addressing the limitations of the orthogo-
nality assumption, BLISS also addresses the short-
comings of purely supervised and purely unsu-
pervised methods for BLI (§3.1). Our framework
jointly optimizes for supervised embedding align-
ment, unsupervised distribution matching, and a
weak orthogonality constraint in the form of a
back-translation loss. Our results show that the
different losses work in tandem to learn a better
mapping than any one can on its own (§4.2). In
particular, we show that two instantiations of the
semi-supervised framework, corresponding to dif-
ferent supervised loss objectives, outperform their
supervised and unsupervised counterparts on nu-
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merous language pairs across two datasets. Our
best model outperforms the state-of-the-art on 10
of 16 language pairs on the MUSE datasets.

Our analysis (§4.4) demonstrates that adding su-
pervision to the learning objective, even in the
form of a small seed dictionary, substantially im-
proves the stability of the learning procedure. In
particular, for cases where either the embedding
spaces are far apart according to GH distance or
the quality of the original embeddings is poor,
our framework converges where the unsupervised
baselines fail to. We also show that for the same
amount of available supervised data, leveraging
unsupervised learning allows us to obtain supe-
rior performance over baseline supervised, semi-
supervised and unsupervised methods.

2 Isometry of Embedding Spaces

Both supervised and unsupervised BLI often rely
on the assumption that the word embedding spaces
are isometric to each other. Thus, they learn an
orthogonal mapping matrix to map one space to
another Xing et al. (2015).

This orthogonality assumption might not al-
ways hold, particularly for the cases when the lan-
guage pairs in consideration are etymologically
distant — Zhang et al. (2017b) and Søgaard et al.
(2018) provide evidence of this by observing a
higher Earth Mover’s distance and eigenvector
similarity metric respectively between etymolog-
ically distant languages. In this work, we propose
a novel way of a-priori analyzing the validity of
the orthogonality assumption using the Gromov
Hausdorff (GH) distance to check how well two
language embedding spaces can be aligned under
an isometric transformation†.

The Hausdorff distance between two metric
spaces is a measure of the worst case or the dia-
metric distance between the spaces. Intuitively, it
measures the distance between the nearest neigh-
bours that are the farthest apart. Concretely, given
two metric spaces X , and Y with a distance func-
tion d(., .), the Hausdorff distance is defined as:

H(X , Y) = max{ sup
x2X

inf
y2Y

d(x, y),

sup
y2Y

inf
x2X

d(x, y) }.
(1)

The Gromov-Hausdorff distance minimizes the
Hausdorff distance over all isometric transforms

†Note that since we mean center the embeddings, the or-
thogonal transforms are equivalent to isometric transforms

between X and Y , thereby providing a quantitative
estimate of the isometry of two spaces

H(X , Y) = inf
f,g

H(f(X ), g(Y)), (2)

where f, g belong to set of isometric transforms.
Computing the Gromov-Hausdorff distance

involves solving hard combinatorial problems,
which is intractable in general. Following Chazal
et al. (2009), we approximate it by computing the
Bottleneck distance between the two metric spaces
(the details of which can be found in Appendix
(§A.1)). As can be observed from Table 2, the GH
distances are higher for etymologically distant lan-
guage pairs.

3 Semi-supervised Framework

In this section, we motivate and define our semi-
supervised framework for BLI. First we describe
issues with purely supervised and unsupervised
methods, and then lay the framework for tackling
them along with orthogonality constraints.

3.1 Drawbacks of Purely Supervised and
Unsupervised Methods

Most purely supervised methods for BLI just use
words in an aligned bilingual dictionary and do not
utilize the rich information present in the topol-
ogy of the embeddings’ space. Purely unsuper-
vised methods, on the other hand, can suffer from
poor performance if the distribution of the embed-
ding spaces of the two languages are very different
from each other. Moreover, unsupervised methods
can successfully align clusters of words, but miss
out on fine grained alignment within the clusters.

We explicitly show the aforementioned prob-
lem of purely unsupervised methods with the help
of the toy dataset shown in 1a, and 1b. In this
dataset, due to the density difference between the
two large blue clusters, unsupervised matching is
consistently able to align them properly, but has
trouble aligning the smaller embedded green and
red sub-clusters. The correct transformation of
the source space is a clockwise 90� rotation fol-
lowed by reflection along the x-axis. Unsuper-
vised matching converges to this correct transfor-
mation only half of the time; in rest of the cases, it
ignores the alignment of the sub-clusters and con-
verges to a 90� counter-clockwise transformation
as shown in 1c.

We also find evidence of this problem in the real
datasets used in our experiments as shown in Ta-
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(a) Source distribution (b) Target distribution (c) Misaligned source distribution

Figure 1: A toy dataset demonstrating the shortcomings of unsupervised distribution matching. Fig. a) and b) show
two different distributions (source and target respectively) over six classes. Classes 1 and 2; classes 3 and 4; classes
5 and 6 were respectively drawn from a uniform distribution over a sphere, rectangle and triangle respectively. Fig.
c) shows the misprojected source distribution obtained from unsupervised distribution matching which fails to
align with the target distribution of Fig. b).

Source! Target Incorrect Predicted

aunt! тетя бабушка (Grandmother)

uruguay! уругвая аргентины (Argentina)

regiments! полков кавалерийские (Cavalry)

comedian! комик актёр (Actor)

Table 1: Words for which semi-supervised method pre-
dicts correctly, but unsupervised method doesn’t. The
unsupervised method is able to guess the general fam-
ily but fails to pinpoint exact match.

ble 1. It can be seen that the unsupervised method
aligns clusters of similar words, but is poor at fine
grained alignment. We hypothesize that this prob-
lem can be resolved by giving it some supervision
in the form of matching anchor points inside these
sub-clusters, which correctly aligns them. Anal-
ogously, for the task of BLI, generating a small
supervised seed lexicon for providing the requi-
site supervision, is generally feasible for most lan-
guage pairs, through bilingual speakers, existing
dictionary resources, or Wikipedia language links.

3.2 A Semi-supervised Framework
In order to alleviate the problems with the or-
thogonality constraints, the purely unsupervised
and supervised approaches, we propose a semi-
supervised framework, described below.

Let X = {x1 . . . xn} and Y = {y1 . . . ym},
xi, yi 2 Rd be two sets of word embeddings from
the source and target language respectively and let
S = {(xs

1, y
s
1) . . . (xs

k, y
s
k)} denote the bilingual

aligned word embeddings.
For learning a linear mapping matrix W that

maps X to Y we leverage unsupervised distribu-
tion matching, aligning known word pairs and a
data-driven weak orthogonality constraint.

Unsupervised Distribution Matching: Given
all word embeddings X and Y , the unsupervised
loss LW |D aims to match the distribution of both
embedding spaces. In particular, for our formu-
lation, we use an adversarial distribution match-
ing objective, similar to the work of Lample et al.
(2018). Specifically, a mapping matrix W from
the source to the target is learned to fool a dis-
criminator D, which is trained to distinguish be-
tween the mapped source embeddings WX =
{Wx1 . . . Wxn} and Y . We parameterize our dis-
criminator with an MLP, and alternatively opti-
mize the mapping matrix and the discriminator
with the corresponding objectives:

LD|W = � 1

n

X

xi2X
log(1�D(Wxi))

� 1

m

X

xi2Y
log D(xi)

LW |D = � 1

n

X

xi2X
log D(Wxi)

(3)

Aligning Known Word Pairs: Given aligned
bilingual word embeddings S , we aim to mini-
mize a similarity function (fs) which maximizes
the similarity between the corresponding matched
pairs of words. Specifically, the loss is defined as:

LW |S = � 1

|S|
X

(xs
i ,ys

i )2S
fs(Wxs

i , y
s
i ) (4)
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Weak Orthogonality Constraint: Given an
embedding space X , we define a consistency loss
that maximizes a similarity function fa between x
and W T Wx, x 2 X . This cyclic consistency loss
LW|O encourages orthogonality of the W matrix
based on the joint optimization:

LW |O = � 1

|X |
X

xi2X
fa(xi, W

T Wxi) (5)

The above loss term, used in conjunction with
the supervised and unsupervised losses, allows the
model to adjust the trade-off between orthogo-
nality and accuracy based on the joint optimiza-
tion. This is particularly helpful in the embedding
spaces where the orthogonality constraint is vio-
lated (§4.4). Moreover, this data driven orthogo-
nality constraint is more robust than an enforced
hard constraint (A.3).

The final loss function for the mapping matrix
is:

L = LW |D + LW |S + LW |O (6)

LW |D enables the model to leverage the distri-
butional information available from the two em-
bedding spaces, thereby using all available mono-
lingual data. On the other hand, LW |S allows for
the correct alignment of labeled pairs when avail-
able in the form of a small seed dictionary. Fi-
nally, LW |O encourages orthogonality. One can
think of LW |O and LW |S as working against each
other when the spaces are not isometric. Jointly
optimizing both helps the model to strike a bal-
ance between them in a data driven manner, en-
couraging orthogonality but still allowing for flex-
ible mapping.

3.3 Nearest Neighbor Retrieval
For NN lookup, we use the CSLS distance defined
by Lample et al. (2018). Let �A(b) be the av-
erage cosine similarity between b and it’s k-NN
in A. Then CSLS is defined as CSLS(x, y) =
2cos(Wx, y)� �Y(Wx)� �WX (y).⇤.

3.4 Iterative Procrustes Refinement and
Hubness Mitigation

A common method of improving BLI is itera-
tively expanding the dictionary and refining the
mapping matrix as a post-processing step (Artetxe
et al., 2017; Lample et al., 2018). Given a learnt
mapping matrix, Procrustes refinement first finds

⇤WX denotes the set {Wx : x 2 X}

the pair of points in the two languages that are
very closely matched by the mapping matrix and
constructs a bilingual dictionary from these pairs.
These pair of points are found by considering the
nearest neighbors (NN) of the projected source
words in the target space. The mapping matrix
is then refined by setting it to be the Procrustes
solution of the dictionary obtained. Iterative Pro-
crustes Refinement (also referred as Iterative Dic-
tionary Expansion) applies the above step itera-
tively.

However, learning an orthogonal linear map in
such a way leads to some words (known as hubs)
to become nearest neighbors of a majority of other
words (Radovanović et al., 2010; Dinu and Baroni,
2014). In order to estimate the hubness of a point,
(Radovanović et al., 2010) first compute Nx(k),
the counts of all points y such that x 2 k�NN(y),
normalized over all k. The skewness of the distri-
bution over Nx(k) is defined as the hubness of the
point, with positive skew representing hubs and
negative skew representing isolated points. An ap-
proximation to this would be Nx(1), i.e the num-
ber of points for which x is the nearest neighbor.

We use a simple hubness filtering mechanism to
filter out words in the target domain that are hubs,
i.e., words in the target domain which have more
than a threshold number of neighbors in the source
domain are not considered in the iterative dictio-
nary expansion. Empirically, this leads to a small
boost in performance. In our models, we use iter-
ative Procrustes refinement with hubness filtering
at each refinement step.

4 Experiments and Results

In this section, we measure the GH distances
between embedding spaces of various language
pairs, and compute their correlation with several
empirical measures of orthogonality. Next, we an-
alyze the performance of the instantiations of our
semi-supervised framework for two settings of su-
pervised losses, and show that they outperform
their supervised and unsupervised counterparts for
a majority of the language pairs. Finally we ana-
lyze our performance with varying amounts of su-
pervision and highlight the framework’s training
stability over unsupervised methods.

4.1 Empirical Evaluation of GH Distance

To evaluate the lower bound on the GH distance
between the two embedding spaces, we select the
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ru-uk en-fr en-es es-fr en-uk en-ru en-sv en-el en-hi en-ko |Corr| |Corr|
(GH) (⇤)

GH 0.18 0.17 0.2 0.24 0.34 0.44 0.46 0.47 0.5 0.92 * *
⇤ 16.4 4.1 5.9 4.1 11.7 14.7 7.3 11.5 7.7 6.6 * *

MUSE(U) * 82.3 81.7 85.5 29.1 44.0 53.3 37.9 34.6 5.1 0.87 0.61
RCSLS * 83.3 84.1 87.1 38.3 57.9 61.7 47.6 37.3 37.5 0.74 0.52
GeoMM * 82.1 81.4 87.8 39.1 51.3 65.0 47.8 39.8 34.6 0.76 0.49

BLISS(R) * 83.9 84.3 87.1 40.7 57.1 65.1 48.5 38.1 39.9 0.73 0.50

||I �W T W ||2 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.02 59.8 54.3 71.6 72.6 106.3 98.46 0.84 0.75

Table 2: Correlation of GH and Eigenvector similarity with performance of BLI methods. Bold marks best metrics.

5000 most frequent words of the source and tar-
get language and compute the Bottleneck distance.
These embeddings are mean centered, unit normed
and the Euclidean distance is used as the distance
metric.

Row 1 of Table 2 summarizes the GH distances
obtained for different language pairs. We find that
etymologically close languages such as en-fr and
ru-uk have a very low GH distance and can possi-
bly be aligned well using orthogonal transforms.
In contrast, we find that etymologically distant
language pairs such as en-ru and en-hi cannot be
aligned well using orthogonal transforms.

To further corroborate this, similar to Søgaard
et al. (2018) , we compute correlations of the GH
distance with the accuracies of several methods
for BLI. We find that the GH distance exhibits
a strong negative correlation with these accura-
cies, implying that as the GH distance increases, it
becomes increasingly difficult to align these lan-
guage pairs. Søgaard et al. (2018) proposed the
eigenvector similarity metric between embedding
spaces for measuring similarity between the em-
bedding spaces. We compute their metric over
top n (100, 500, 1000, 5000 and 10000) embed-
dings (Column ⇤ in Table 2 shows correlation for
the best setting of n) and show that the GH dis-
tance (Column GH) correlates better with the ac-
curacies than eigenvector similarity. Furthermore,
we also compute correlations against an empirical
measure of the orthogonality of two embedding
spaces by computing ||I � W T W ||2, where W
is a mapping from one language to the other ob-
tained from an unsupervised method (MUSE(U)).
Note that an advantage of this metric is that it can
be computed even when the supervised dictionar-
ies are not available (ru-uk in Table 2). We obtain
a strong correlation with this metric as well.

4.2 Benchmark Tasks: Setup

Baseline Methods

MUSE (U/S/IR): Lample et al. (2018) pro-
posed two models: MUSE(U) and MUSE(S)
for unsupervised and supervised BLI respectively.
MUSE(U) uses a GAN based distribution match-
ing followed by iterative Procrustes refinement.
MUSE(S) learns an orthogonal map between the
embedding spaces by minimizing the Euclidean
distance between the supervised translation pairs.
Note that for unit normed embedding spaces, this
is equivalent to maximizing the cosine similar-
ity between these pairs. MUSE(IR) is the semi-
supervised extension of MUSE(S), which uses it-
erative refinement using the CSLS distance start-
ing from the mapping learnt by MUSE(S). We also
use our proposed hubness filtering technique dur-
ing the iterative refinement process (MUSE(HR))
which leads to small performance improvements.
We consequently use the hubness filtering tech-
nique in all our models.

RCSLS: Joulin et al. (2018) propose optimiz-
ing the CSLS distance‡ directly for the supervised
matching pairs. This leads to significant improve-
ments over MUSE(S) and achieves state of the art
results for a majority of the language pairs at the
time of writing.

VecMap models: Artetxe et al. (2017) and
Artetxe et al. (2018a) proposed two models,
VecMap and VecMap++ which were based on It-
erative Procrustes refinement starting from a small
seed lexicon based on numeral matching.

We also compare against two well known meth-
ods GeoMM (Jawanpuria et al., 2018) and Vecmap
(U)++ (Artetxe et al., 2018b). These methods
learn orthogonal mappings for both source and tar-
get spaces to a common embedding space, and

‡Since the CSLS distance requires computing the nearest
neighbors over the whole embedding space, this can also be
considered a semi-supervised method.
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subsequently translate in the common space.

BLISS models
We instantiate two instances of our framework
corresponding to the two supervised losses in the
baseline methods mentioned above. BLISS(M)
optimizes the cosine distance between supervised
matching pairs as its supervised loss (LW |S),
while BLISS(R) optimizes the CSLS distance be-
tween these matching pairs for its LW |S . We use
the unsupervised CSLS metric as a stopping cri-
terion during training. This metric, introduced
by Lample et al. (2018), computes the average
cosine similarity between matched source-target
pairs using the CSLS distance for NN retrieval;
and the authors showed that this correlates well
with ground truth accuracy.

After learning the final mapping matrix, the
translations of the words in the source language
are mapped to the target space and their nearest
neighbors according to the CSLS distance are cho-
sen as the translations.

Datasets
We evaluate our models against baselines on two
popularly used datasets: the MUSE dataset and the
VecMap dataset. The MUSE dataset used by Lam-
ple et al. (2018) consists of embeddings trained by
Bojanowski et al. (2017) on Wikipedia and bilin-
gual dictionaries generated by internal translation
tools used at Facebook. The VecMap dataset intro-
duced by Dinu and Baroni (2014) consists of the
CBOW embeddings trained on the WacKy crawl-
ing corpora. The bilingual dictionaries were ob-
tained from the Europarl word alignments. We
use the standard training and test splits available
for both the datasets.

4.3 Benchmark Tasks: Results

In Tables 3 and 4, we group the instantiations
of BLISS(M/R) with it’s supervised counterparts.
We use † to compare models within a group, and
use bold do compare across different groups for a
language pair.

As can be seen from Table 3, BLISS(M/R) out-
perform baseline methods within their groups for
9 of 10 language pairs. Moreover BLISS(R) gives
the best accuracy across all baseline methods for 6
out of 10 language pairs.

We observe a similar trend for the VecMap
datasets, where BLISS(M/R) outperforms its su-
pervised and unsupervised counterparts (Table 4).

It can be seen that BLISS(M) and BLISS(R)
outperform the MUSE baselines (MUSE(U),
MUSE(R)) and RCSLS respectively.

We observe that GeoMM and VecMap(U)++

outperform BLISS models on the VecMap
datasets. A potential reason for this could be the
slight disadvantage that BLISS suffers from be-
cause of translating in the target space, as opposed
to in the common embedding space. This hypothe-
sis is also supported by the results of Kementched-
jhieva et al. (2018).

All the hyperparameters for the experiments can
be found in the Appendix (§A.4)

4.4 Benefits of BLISS

Languages with high GH distance: As can be
seen from Table 2, BLISS(R) substantially out-
performs RCSLS on 6 of 9 language pairs, espe-
cially when the GH distance between the pairs is
high (en-uk (2.4%), en-sv (3.4%), en-el (0.9%),
en-hi(0.8%), en-ko (2.4%)). Results from Table
3 also underscores this point, wherein BLISS(R)
performs at least at par with (and often better
than) RCSLS on European languages, and per-
forms significantly better on en-zh (2.8%) and zh-
en (0.9%).

Performance with varying amount of su-
pervision: Table 5 shows the performance of
BLISS(R) as a function of the number of data
points provided for supervision. As can be ob-
served, the model performs reasonably well even
for low amounts of supervision and outperforms
the unsupervised baseline MUSE(U) and it’s su-
pervised counterpart RCSLS. Moreover, note that
the difference is more prominent for the etymolog-
ically distant pair en$zh. In this case the base-
line models completely fail to train for 50 points,
whereas BLISS(R) performs reasonably well.

Stability of Training: We also observe that
providing even a little bit of supervision helps
stabilize the training process, when compared to
purely unsupervised distribution matching. We
measure the stability during training using both the
ground truth accuracy and the unsupervised CSLS
metric. As can be seen from Figure 2, BLISS(M)
is significantly more stable than MUSE(U), con-
verging to better accuracy and CSLS values. Fur-
thermore, for en$zh, Vecmap(U)++ fails to con-
verge, while MUSE is somewhat unstable. How-
ever, BLISS does not suffer from this issue.

When the word vectors are not rich enough
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Model Type Objective Translation en-es es-en en-fr fr-en en-de de-en en-ru ru-en en-zh zh-enSpace

MUSE(U) Unsup GAN target 81.7 83.3 82.3 82.1 74.0 72.2 44.0 59.1 32.5 31.4

MUSE(S) Sup Cos target 81.4 82.9 81.1 82.4 73.5 72.4 51.7 63.7 42.7† 36.7
MUSE(IR) Semi Cos + IR target 81.9 83.5 82.1 82.4 74.3 72.7 51.7 63.7 42.7† 36.7
MUSE(HR) Semi Cos + IR target 82.3† 83.3 82.5 83.2 75.7† 72.8 52.8 64.1† 42.7† 36.7
BLISS(M) Semi Cos + GAN target 82.3† 84.3† 83.3† 83.9† 75.7† 73.8† 55.7† 63.7 41.1 41.4†

RCSLS Semi CSLS target 84.1 86.3† 83.3 84.1 79.1† 76.3 57.9† 67.2 45.9 46.4
BLISS(R) Semi CSLS + GAN target 84.3† 86.2 83.9† 84.7† 79.1† 76.6† 57.1 67.7† 48.7† 47.3†

GeoMM Sup Classification common 81.4 85.5 82.1 84.1 74.7 76.7 51.3 67.6 49.1 45.3Loss

Vecmap(U)++ Unsup NN Based Dist common 82.2 84.5 82.5 83.6 75.2 74.2 48.5 65.1 0.0 0.0matching + IR

Table 3: Performance comparison of BLISS on the MUSE dataset. Sup, Unsup and Semi refer to supervised,
unsupervised and semi-supervised methods. Objective refers to the metric optimized. † marks the best in each
category, while bold marks the best performance across all groups for a language pair.

Pairs # Vec Vec MUSE MUSE BLISS RCSLS BLISS GeoMM Vec
seeds Map Map++ (U) (IR) (M) (R) Map(U)++

en-it all 39.7 45.3 45.8 45.3 45.9† 45.4 46.2† 48.3 48.5
Num. 37.3 - 45.8† 0.7 44.3 0.3 44.6† 1.2 48.5

en-de all 40.9 44.1 0.0 47.0 48.3† 47.3 48.1† 48.9 48.1
Num. 39.6 - 0.0 39.9 47.2† 1.0 46.5† 2.3 48.1

Table 4: Performance of different models on the VecMap dataset. † marks the best in each category, while bold
marks the best performance across different levels of supervision for a language pair.

# Datapoints Model en-es es-en en-fr fr-en en-de de-en en-ru ru-en en-zh zh-en

* MUSE(U) 81.7 83.3 82.3 82.1 74.0 72.2 44.0 59.1 32.5† 31.4†

* Vecmap(U)++ 82.2† 84.5† 82.5† 83.6† 75.2† 74.2† 48.5† 65.1† 0.0 0.0

50

MUSE(IR) 0.3 82.7 0.5 1.6 31.9 72.7† 0.1 0.0 0.3 0.3
GeoMM 0.3 1.9 0.3 1.0 0.3 0.3 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.0
RCSLS 0.1 0.4 0.0 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0

BLISS (R) 82.1† 83.6† 82.8† 83.0† 75.1† 72.7† 39.3† 61.0† 32.6† 32.5†

500

MUSE(IR) 81.6 83.5† 82.1 82.0 73.1 72.7 40.3 62 34.5 32.2
GeoMM 31.9 46.6 34.4 44.7 13.5 14.7 10.6 20.5 3.9 2.9
RCSLS 22.9 44.9 22.4 43.5 9.9 10.2 7.9 19.6 6.6 7.1

BLISS(R) 82.3† 83.4 82.3† 82.9† 74.7† 73.1† 41.6† 63.0† 36.3† 35.1†

5000

MUSE(IR) 81.9 82.8 82.2 82.1 75.2 72.4 50.4 63.7 39.2 36.3
GeoMM 79.7 82.7 79.9 83.2 71.7 70.6 49.7 65.5† 43.7† 40.1
RCSLS 80.9 82.9 80.4 82.5 72.5 70.9 51.3 63.8 42.5 41.9

BLISS(R) 82.4† 84.9† 82.6† 83.9† 75.7† 72.5† 52.1† 65.2 42.5 42.8†

Table 5: Performance with different levels of supervision. † marks the best performance at a given level of super-
vision, while bold marks the best for a language pair.

(word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013b) instead of fast-
Text), the unsupervised method can completely
fail to train. This can be observed for the case of
en-de in Table 4. BLISS(M/R) does not face this
problem: adding supervision, even in the form of
50 mapped words for the case of en-de, helps it to
achieve reasonable performance.

5 Related Work

Mikolov et al. (2013a) first used anchor points to
align two embedding spaces, leveraging the fact
that these spaces exhibit similar structure across
languages. Since then, several approaches have
been proposed for learning bilingual dictionaries
(Faruqui and Dyer, 2014; Zou et al., 2013; Xing
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Figure 2: Training Stability of different language pairs (en-de), (en-ru), (en-zh)

et al., 2015). Xing et al. (2015) showed that
adding an orthogonal constraint significantly im-
proves performance, and admits a closed form
solution. This was further corroborated by the
work of Smith et al. (2017), who showed that in
orthogonality was necessary for self-consistency.
Artetxe et al. (2016) showed the equivalence be-
tween the different methods, and their subsequent
work (Artetxe et al., 2018a) analyzed different
techniques proposed in various works (like em-
bedding centering, whitening etc.), and showed
that leveraging a combination of different methods
showed significant performance gains.

However, the validity of this orthogonality as-
sumption has of late come into question: Zhang
et al. (2017b) found that the Wasserstein distance
between distant language pairs was considerably
higher , while Søgaard et al. (2018) explored the
orthogonality assumption using eigenvector simi-
larity. We find our weak orthogonality constraint
(along the lines of Zhang et al. (2017a)) when used
in our semi-supervised framework to be more ro-
bust to this.

There has also recently been an increasing fo-
cus on generating these bilingual mappings with-
out an aligned bilingual dictionary, i.e., in an unsu-
pervised manner. Zhang et al. (2017a) and Lam-
ple et al. (2018) both use adversarial training for
aligning two monolingual embedding spaces with-
out any seed lexicon, while Zhang et al. (2017b)
used a Wasserstein GAN to achieve this adversar-
ial alignment, and use an earth-mover based fine-
tuning approach; while Grave et al. (2018) formu-
late this as a joint estimation of an orthogonal ma-
trix and a permutation matrix. However, we show
that adding a little supervision, which is usually
easy to obtain, improves performance.

Another vein of research (Jawanpuria et al.,
2018; Artetxe et al., 2018b; Kementchedjhieva
et al., 2018) has been to learn orthogonal map-

pings from both the source and the target embed-
ding spaces into a common embedding space and
doing the translations in the common embedding
space. Artetxe et al. (2017) and Søgaard et al.
(2018) motivate the utility of using both the su-
pervised seed dictionaries and, to some extent, the
structure of the monolingual embedding spaces.
They use iterative Procrustes refinement starting
with a small seed dictionary to learn a mapping;
but doing may lead to sub-optimal performance
for distant language pairs. However, these meth-
ods are close to our methods in spirit, and conse-
quently form the baselines for our experiments.

Another avenue of research has been to try and
modify the underlying embedding generation al-
gorithms. Cao et al. (2016) modify the CBOW
algorithm (Mikolov et al., 2013b) by augmenting
the CBOW loss to match the first and second order
moments from the source and target latent spaces,
thereby ensuring the source and target embedding
spaces follow the same distribution. Luong et al.
(2015), in their work, use the aligned words to
jointly learn the embedding spaces of both the
source and target language, by trying to predict
the context of a word in the other language, given
an alignment. An issue with the proposed method
is that it requires the retraining of embeddings,
and cannot leverage a rich collection of precom-
puted vectors (like ones provided by Word2Vec
(Mikolov et al., 2013b), Glove (Pennington et al.,
2014) and FastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017)).

6 Conclusions

In this work, we analyze the validity of the orthog-
onality assumption and show that it breaks for dis-
tant language pairs. We motivate the task of semi-
supervised BLI by showing the shortcomings of
purely supervised and unsupervised approaches.
We finally propose a semi-supervised framework
which combines the advantages of supervised and
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unsupervised approaches and uses a joint opti-
mization loss to enforce a weak and flexible or-
thogonality constraint. We provide two instantia-
tions of our framework, and show that both out-
perform their supervised and unsupervised coun-
terparts. On analyzing the model errors, we find
that a large fraction of them arise due to polysemy
and antonymy (An interested reader can find the
details in Appendix (§A.2).

We also find that translating in a common em-
bedding space, as opposed to the target embedding
space, obtains orthogonal gains for BLI, and plan
on investigating this in the semi-supervised setting
in future work.
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Abstract

While machine translation has traditionally re-
lied on large amounts of parallel corpora, a re-
cent research line has managed to train both
Neural Machine Translation (NMT) and Sta-
tistical Machine Translation (SMT) systems
using monolingual corpora only. In this pa-
per, we identify and address several deficien-
cies of existing unsupervised SMT approaches
by exploiting subword information, develop-
ing a theoretically well founded unsupervised
tuning method, and incorporating a joint re-
finement procedure. Moreover, we use our im-
proved SMT system to initialize a dual NMT
model, which is further fine-tuned through on-
the-fly back-translation. Together, we obtain
large improvements over the previous state-
of-the-art in unsupervised machine transla-
tion. For instance, we get 22.5 BLEU points
in English-to-German WMT 2014, 5.5 points
more than the previous best unsupervised sys-
tem, and 0.5 points more than the (supervised)
shared task winner back in 2014.

1 Introduction

The recent advent of neural sequence-to-sequence
modeling has resulted in significant progress in the
field of machine translation, with large improve-
ments in standard benchmarks (Vaswani et al.,
2017; Edunov et al., 2018) and the first solid
claims of human parity in certain settings (Has-
san et al., 2018). Unfortunately, these systems
rely on large amounts of parallel corpora, which
are only available for a few combinations of major
languages like English, German and French.

Aiming to remove this dependency on paral-
lel data, a recent research line has managed to
train unsupervised machine translation systems
using monolingual corpora only. The first such
systems were based on Neural Machine Transla-
tion (NMT), and combined denoising autoencod-
ing and back-translation to train a dual model ini-

tialized with cross-lingual embeddings (Artetxe
et al., 2018c; Lample et al., 2018a). Neverthe-
less, these early systems were later superseded
by Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) based
approaches, which induced an initial phrase-table
through cross-lingual embedding mappings, com-
bined it with an n-gram language model, and fur-
ther improved the system through iterative back-
translation (Lample et al., 2018b; Artetxe et al.,
2018b).

In this paper, we develop a more principled ap-
proach to unsupervised SMT, addressing several
deficiencies of previous systems by incorporat-
ing subword information, applying a theoretically
well founded unsupervised tuning method, and de-
veloping a joint refinement procedure. In addition
to that, we use our improved SMT approach to ini-
tialize an unsupervised NMT system, which is fur-
ther improved through on-the-fly back-translation.

Our experiments on WMT 2014/2016 French-
English and German-English show the effective-
ness of our approach, as our proposed system out-
performs the previous state-of-the-art in unsuper-
vised machine translation by 5-7 BLEU points
in all these datasets and translation directions.
Our system also outperforms the supervised WMT
2014 shared task winner in English-to-German,
and is around 2 BLEU points behind it in the rest
of translation directions, suggesting that unsuper-
vised machine translation can be a usable alterna-
tive in practical settings.

The remaining of this paper is organized as fol-
lows. Section 2 first discusses the related work in
the topic. Section 3 then describes our principled
unsupervised SMT method, while Section 4 dis-
cusses our hybridization method with NMT. We
then present the experiments done and the results
obtained in Section 5, and Section 6 concludes the
paper.
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2 Related work

Early attempts to build machine translation sys-
tems with monolingual corpora go back to statis-
tical decipherment (Ravi and Knight, 2011; Dou
and Knight, 2012). These methods see the source
language as ciphertext produced by a noisy chan-
nel model that first generates the original English
text and then probabilistically replaces the words
in it. The English generative process is modeled
using an n-gram language model, and the chan-
nel model parameters are estimated using either
expectation maximization or Bayesian inference.
This basic approach was later improved by incor-
porating syntactic knowledge (Dou and Knight,
2013) and word embeddings (Dou et al., 2015).
Nevertheless, these methods were only shown to
work in limited settings, being most often evalu-
ated in word-level translation.

More recently, the task got a renewed inter-
est after the concurrent work of Artetxe et al.
(2018c) and Lample et al. (2018a) on unsuper-
vised NMT which, for the first time, obtained
promising results in standard machine transla-
tion benchmarks using monolingual corpora only.
Both methods build upon the recent work on
unsupervised cross-lingual embedding mappings,
which independently train word embeddings in
two languages and learn a linear transformation to
map them to a shared space through self-learning
(Artetxe et al., 2017, 2018a) or adversarial train-
ing (Conneau et al., 2018). The resulting cross-
lingual embeddings are used to initialize a shared
encoder for both languages, and the entire sys-
tem is trained using a combination of denoising
autoencoding, back-translation and, in the case
of Lample et al. (2018a), adversarial training.
This method was further improved by Yang et al.
(2018), who use two language-specific encoders
sharing only a subset of their parameters, and in-
corporate a local and a global generative adversar-
ial network. Concurrent to our work, Lample and
Conneau (2019) report strong results initializing
an unsupervised NMT system with a cross-lingual
language model.

Following the initial work on unsupervised
NMT, it was argued that the modular architecture
of phrase-based SMT was more suitable for this
problem, and Lample et al. (2018b) and Artetxe
et al. (2018b) adapted the same principles dis-
cussed above to train an unsupervised SMT model,
obtaining large improvements over the original

unsupervised NMT systems. More concretely,
both approaches learn cross-lingual n-gram em-
beddings from monolingual corpora based on the
mapping method discussed earlier, and use them
to induce an initial phrase-table that is combined
with an n-gram language model and a distortion
model. This initial system is then refined through
iterative back-translation (Sennrich et al., 2016)
which, in the case of Artetxe et al. (2018b), is pre-
ceded by an unsupervised tuning step. Our work
identifies some deficiencies in these previous sys-
tems, and proposes a more principled approach to
unsupervised SMT that incorporates subword in-
formation, uses a theoretically better founded un-
supervised tuning method, and applies a joint re-
finement procedure, outperforming these previous
systems by a substantial margin.

Very recently, some authors have tried to com-
bine both SMT and NMT to build hybrid unsuper-
vised machine translation systems. This idea was
already explored by Lample et al. (2018b), who
aided the training of their unsupervised NMT sys-
tem by combining standard back-translation with
synthetic parallel data generated by unsupervised
SMT. Marie and Fujita (2018) go further and use
synthetic parallel data from unsupervised SMT to
train a conventional NMT system from scratch.
The resulting NMT model is then used to aug-
ment the synthetic parallel corpus through back-
translation, and a new NMT model is trained on
top of it from scratch, repeating the process it-
eratively. Ren et al. (2019) follow a similar ap-
proach, but use SMT as posterior regularization
at each iteration. As shown later in our experi-
ments, our proposed NMT hybridization obtains
substantially larger absolute gains than all these
previous approaches, even if our initial SMT sys-
tem is stronger and thus more challenging to im-
prove upon.

3 Principled unsupervised SMT

Phrase-based SMT is formulated as a log-linear
combination of several statistical models: a trans-
lation model, a language model, a reordering
model and a word/phrase penalty. As such, build-
ing an unsupervised SMT system requires learn-
ing these different components from monolingual
corpora. As it turns out, this is straightforward
for most of them: the language model is learned
from monolingual corpora by definition; the word
and phrase penalties are parameterless; and one
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can drop the standard lexical reordering model at a
small cost and do with the distortion model alone,
which is also parameterless. This way, the main
challenge left is learning the translation model,
that is, building the phrase-table.

Our proposed method starts by building an ini-
tial phrase-table through cross-lingual embedding
mappings (Section 3.1). This initial phrase-table is
then extended by incorporating subword informa-
tion, addressing one of the main limitations of pre-
vious unsupervised SMT systems (Section 3.2).
Having done that, we adjust the weights of the un-
derlying log-linear model through a novel unsu-
pervised tuning procedure (Section 3.3). Finally,
we further improve the system by jointly refining
two models in opposite directions (Section 3.4).

3.1 Initial phrase-table
So as to build our initial phrase-table, we follow
Artetxe et al. (2018b) and learn n-gram embed-
dings for each language independently, map them
to a shared space through self-learning, and use
the resulting cross-lingual embeddings to extract
and score phrase pairs.

More concretely, we train our n-gram embed-
dings using phrase2vec1, a simple extension of
skip-gram that applies the standard negative sam-
pling loss of Mikolov et al. (2013) to bigram-
context and trigram-context pairs in addition to the
usual word-context pairs.2 Having done that, we
map the embeddings to a cross-lingual space us-
ing VecMap3 with identical initialization (Artetxe
et al., 2018a), which builds an initial solution
by aligning identical words and iteratively im-
proves it through self-learning. Finally, we extract
translation candidates by taking the 100 nearest-
neighbors of each source phrase, and score them
by applying the softmax function over their cosine
similarities:

φ(f̄ |ē) =
exp

(
cos(ē, f̄)/τ

)
∑

f̄ ′ exp
(
cos(ē, f̄ ′)/τ

)

where the temperature τ is estimated using max-
imum likelihood estimation over a dictionary in-
duced in the reverse direction. In addition to
the phrase translation probabilities in both direc-
tions, the forward and reverse lexical weightings

1https://github.com/artetxem/
phrase2vec

2So as to keep the model size within a reasonable limit,
we restrict the vocabulary to the most frequent 200,000 uni-
grams, 400,000 bigrams and 400,000 trigrams.

3https://github.com/artetxem/vecmap

are also estimated by aligning each word in the tar-
get phrase with the one in the source phrase most
likely generating it, and taking the product of their
respective translation probabilities. The reader is
referred to Artetxe et al. (2018b) for more details.

3.2 Adding subword information

An inherent limitation of existing unsupervised
SMT systems is that words are taken as atomic
units, making it impossible to exploit character-
level information. This is reflected in the known
difficulty of these models to translate named en-
tities, as it is very challenging to discriminate
among related proper nouns based on distribu-
tional information alone, yielding to translation er-
rors like “Sunday Telegraph” → “The Times of
London” (Artetxe et al., 2018b).

So as to overcome this issue, we propose to
incorporate subword information once the initial
alignment is done at the word/phrase level. For
that purpose, we add two additional weights to the
initial phrase-table that are analogous to the lexi-
cal weightings, but use a character-level similarity
function instead of word translation probabilities:

score(f̄ |ē) =
∏

i

max

(
ε,max

j
sim(f̄i, ēj)

)

where ε = 0.3 guarantees a minimum similarity
score, as we want to favor translation candidates
that are similar at the character level without ex-
cessively penalizing those that are not. In our case,
we use a simple similarity function that normal-
izes the Levenshtein distance lev(·) (Levenshtein,
1966) by the length of the words len(·):

sim(f, e) = 1− lev(f, e)

max(len(f), len(e))

We leave the exploration of more elaborated sim-
ilarity functions and, in particular, learnable met-
rics (McCallum et al., 2005), for future work.

3.3 Unsupervised tuning

Having trained the underlying statistical models
independently, SMT tuning aims to adjust the
weights of their resulting log-linear combination
to optimize some evaluation metric like BLEU in a
parallel validation corpus, which is typically done
through Minimum Error Rate Training or MERT
(Och, 2003). Needless to say, this cannot be done
in strictly unsupervised settings, but we argue that
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it would still be desirable to optimize some un-
supervised criterion that is expected to correlate
well with test performance. Unfortunately, nei-
ther of the existing unsupervised SMT systems
do so: Artetxe et al. (2018b) use a heuristic that
builds two initial models in opposite directions,
uses one of them to generates a synthetic parallel
corpus through back-translation (Sennrich et al.,
2016), and applies MERT to tune the model in
the reverse direction, iterating until convergence,
whereas Lample et al. (2018b) do not perform any
tuning at all. In what follows, we propose a more
principled approach to tuning that defines an unsu-
pervised criterion and an optimization procedure
that is guaranteed to converge to a local optimum
of it.

Inspired by the previous work on CycleGANs
(Zhu et al., 2017) and dual learning (He et al.,
2016), our method takes two initial models in op-
posite directions, and defines an unsupervised op-
timization objective that combines a cyclic con-
sistency loss and a language model loss over the
two monolingual corpora E and F :

L = Lcycle(E) + Lcycle(F ) + Llm(E) + Llm(F )

The cyclic consistency loss captures the intu-
ition that the translation of a translation should be
close to the original text. So as to quantify this, we
take a monolingual corpus in the source language,
translate it to the target language and back to the
source language, and compute its BLEU score tak-
ing the original text as reference:

Lcycle(E) = 1− BLEU(TF→E(TE→F (E)), E)

At the same time, the language model loss cap-
tures the intuition that machine translation should
produce fluent text in the target language. For that
purpose, we estimate the per-word entropy in the
target language corpus using an n-gram language
model, and penalize higher per-word entropies in
machine translated text as follows:4

Llm(E) = LP ·max(0,H(F )−H(TE→F (E)))2

4We initially tried to directly minimize the entropy of the
generated text, but this worked poorly in our preliminary ex-
periments on English-Spanish (note that we used this lan-
guage pair exclusively for development to be faithful to our
unsupervised scenario at test time). More concretely, the be-
havior of the optimization algorithm was very unstable, as it
tended to excessively focus on either the cyclic consistency
loss or the language model loss at the cost of the other, and
we found it very difficult to find the right balance between the
two factors.

where the length penalty LP = LP(E) · LP(F )
penalizes excessively long translations:5

LP(E) = max

(
1,

len(TF→E(TE→F (E)))

len(E)

)

So as to minimize the combined loss function,
we adapt MERT to jointly optimize the param-
eters of the two models. In its basic form, MERT
approximates the search space for each source
sentence through an n-best list, and performs a
form of coordinate descent by computing the op-
timal value for each parameter through an effi-
cient line search method and greedily taking the
step that leads to the largest gain. The process
is repeated iteratively until convergence, augment-
ing the n-best list with the updated parameters at
each iteration so as to obtain a better approxima-
tion of the full search space. Given that our opti-
mization objective combines two translation sys-
tems TF→E(TE→F (E)), this would require gen-
erating an n-best list for TE→F (E) first and, for
each entry on it, generating a new n-best list with
TF→E , yielding a combined n-best list with N2

entries. So as to make it more efficient, we pro-
pose an alternating optimization approach where
we fix the parameters of one model and optimize
the other with standard MERT. Thanks to this, we
do not need to expand the search space of the fixed
model, so we can do with an n-best list of N en-
tries alone. Having done that, we fix the parame-
ters of the opposite model and optimize the other,
iterating until convergence.

3.4 Joint refinement
Constrained by the lack of parallel corpora, the
procedure described so far makes important sim-
plifications that could compromise its potential
performance: its phrase-table is somewhat unnatu-
ral (e.g. the translation probabilities are estimated
from cross-lingual embeddings rather than actual
frequency counts) and it lacks a lexical reordering
model altogether. So as to overcome this issue, ex-
isting unsupervised SMT methods generate a syn-
thetic parallel corpus through back-translation and
use it to train a standard SMT system from scratch,
iterating until convergence.

5Without this penalization, the system tended to produce
unnecessary tokens (e.g. quotes) that looked natural in their
context, which served to minimize the per-word perplexity
of the output. Minimizing the overall perplexity instead of
the per-word perplexity did not solve the problem, as the op-
posite phenomenon arose (i.e. the system tended to produce
excessively short translations).
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An obvious drawback of this approach is that
the back-translated side will contain ungrammati-
cal n-grams and other artifacts that will end up in
the induced phrase-table. One could argue that this
should be innocuous as long as the ungrammati-
cal n-grams are in the source side, as they should
never occur in real text and their corresponding en-
tries in the phrase-table should therefore not be
used. However, ungrammatical source phrases
do ultimately affect the estimation of the back-
ward translation probabilities, including those of
grammatical phrases.6 We argue that, ultimately,
the backward probability estimations can only be
meaningful when all source phrases are grammati-
cal (so the probabilities of all plausible translations
sum to one) and, similarly, the forward probabil-
ity estimations can only be meaningful when all
target phrases are grammatical.

Following the above observation, we propose
an alternative approach that jointly refines both
translation directions. More concretely, we use
the initial systems to build two synthetic corpora
in opposite directions.7 Having done that, we in-
dependently extract phrase pairs from each syn-
thetic corpus, and build a phrase-table by taking
their intersection. The forward probabilities are
estimated in the parallel corpus with the synthetic
source side, while the backward probabilities are
estimated in the one with the synthetic target side.
This does not only guarantee that the probability
estimates are meaningful as discussed previously,
but it also discards the ungrammatical phrases al-
together, as both the source and the target n-grams
must have occurred in the original monolingual
texts to be present in the resulting phrase-table.
This phrase-table is then combined with a lexical
reordering model learned on the synthetic parallel
corpus in the reverse direction, and we apply the
unsupervised tuning method described in Section
3.3 to adjust the weights of the resulting system.
We repeat this process for a total of 3 iterations.8

6For instance, let’s say that the target phrase “dos gatos”
has been aligned 10 times with “two cats” and 90 times with
“two cat”. While the ungrammatical phrase-table entry two
cat- dos gatos should never be picked, the backward proba-
bility estimation of two cats - dos gatos is still affected by it
(it would be 0.1 instead of 1.0 in this example).

7For efficiency purposes, we restrict the size of each syn-
thetic parallel corpus to 10 million sentence pairs.

8For the last iteration, we do not perform any tuning and
use default Moses weights instead, which we found to be
more robust during development. Note, however, that us-
ing unsupervised tuning during the previous steps was still
strongly beneficial.

4 NMT hybridization

While the rigid and modular design of SMT pro-
vides a very suitable framework for unsupervised
machine translation, NMT has shown to be a fairly
superior paradigm in supervised settings, outper-
forming SMT by a large margin in standard bench-
marks. As such, the choice of SMT over NMT
also imposes a hard ceiling on the potential per-
formance of these approaches, as unsupervised
SMT systems inherit the very same limitations
of their supervised counterparts (e.g. the local-
ity and sparsity problems). For that reason, we
argue that SMT provides a more appropriate ar-
chitecture to find an initial alignment between the
languages, but NMT is ultimately a better archi-
tecture to model the translation process.

Following this observation, we propose a hybrid
approach that uses unsupervised SMT to warm up
a dual NMT model trained through iterative back-
translation. More concretely, we first train two
SMT systems in opposite directions as described
in Section 3, and use them to assist the training of
another two NMT systems in opposite directions.
These NMT systems are trained following an it-
erative process where, at each iteration, we alter-
nately update the model in each direction by per-
forming a single pass over a synthetic parallel cor-
pus built through back-translation (Sennrich et al.,
2016).9 In the first iteration, the synthetic parallel
corpus is entirely generated by the SMT system in
the opposite direction but, as training progresses
and the NMT models get better, we progressively
switch to a synthetic parallel corpus generated by
the reverse NMT model. More concretely, itera-
tion t uses Nsmt = N · max(0, 1 − t/a) syn-
thetic parallel sentences from the reverse SMT
system, where the parameter a controls the num-
ber of transition iterations from SMT to NMT
back-translation. The remaining N − Nsmt sen-
tences are generated by the reverse NMT model.
Inspired by Edunov et al. (2018), we use greedy
decoding for half of them, which produces more
fluent and predictable translations, and random
sampling for the other half, which produces more
varied translations. In our experiments, we use
N = 1, 000, 000 and a = 30, and perform a to-
tal of 60 such iterations. At test time, we use beam
search decoding with an ensemble of all check-

9Note that we do not train a new model from scratch each
time, but continue training the model from the previous iter-
ation.
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WMT-14 WMT-16

fr-en en-fr de-en en-de de-en en-de

NMT

Artetxe et al. (2018c) 15.6 15.1 10.2 6.6 - -
Lample et al. (2018a) 14.3 15.1 - - 13.3 9.6
Yang et al. (2018) 15.6 17.0 - - 14.6 10.9
Lample et al. (2018b) 24.2 25.1 - - 21.0 17.2

SMT

Artetxe et al. (2018b) 25.9 26.2 17.4 14.1 23.1 18.2
Lample et al. (2018b) 27.2 28.1 - - 22.9 17.9
Marie and Fujita (2018)∗ - - - - 20.2 15.5
Proposed system 28.4 30.1 20.1 15.8 25.4 19.7

detok. SacreBLEU∗ 27.9 27.8 19.7 14.7 24.8 19.4

SMT
+

NMT

Lample et al. (2018b) 27.7 27.6 - - 25.2 20.2
Marie and Fujita (2018)∗ - - - - 26.7 20.0
Ren et al. (2019) 28.9 29.5 20.4 17.0 26.3 21.7
Proposed system 33.5 36.2 27.0 22.5 34.4 26.9

detok. SacreBLEU∗ 33.2 33.6 26.4 21.2 33.8 26.4

Table 1: Results of the proposed method in comparison to previous work (BLEU). Overall best results are in bold,
the best ones in each group are underlined.
∗Detokenized BLEU equivalent to the official mteval-v13a.pl script. The rest use tokenized BLEU with
multi-bleu.perl (or similar).

points from every 10 iterations.

5 Experiments and results

In order to make our experiments comparable to
previous work, we use the French-English and
German-English datasets from the WMT 2014
shared task. More concretely, our training data
consists of the concatenation of all News Crawl
monolingual corpora from 2007 to 2013, which
make a total of 749 million tokens in French, 1,606
millions in German, and 2,109 millions in English,
from which we take a random subset of 2,000
sentences for tuning (Section 3.3). Preprocessing
is done using standard Moses tools, and involves
punctuation normalization, tokenization with ag-
gressive hyphen splitting, and truecasing.

Our SMT implementation is based on Moses10,
and we use the KenLM (Heafield et al., 2013)
tool included in it to estimate our 5-gram language
model with modified Kneser-Ney smoothing. Our
unsupervised tuning implementation is based on
Z-MERT (Zaidan, 2009), and we use FastAlign
(Dyer et al., 2013) for word alignment within the
joint refinement procedure. Finally, we use the big
transformer implementation from fairseq11 for our
NMT system, training with a total batch size of
20,000 tokens across 8 GPUs with the exact same
hyperparameters as Ott et al. (2018).

We use newstest2014 as our test set for
10http://www.statmt.org/moses/
11https://github.com/pytorch/fairseq

French-English, and both newstest2014 and new-
stest2016 (from WMT 201612) for German-
English. Following common practice, we re-
port tokenized BLEU scores as computed by the
multi-bleu.perl script included in Moses.
In addition to that, we also report detokenized
BLEU scores as computed by SacreBLEU13

(Post, 2018), which is equivalent to the official
mteval-v13a.pl script.

We next present the results of our proposed sys-
tem in comparison to previous work in Section
5.1. Section 5.2 then compares the obtained re-
sults to those of different supervised systems. Fi-
nally, Section 5.3 presents some translation exam-
ples from our system.

5.1 Main results

Table 1 reports the results of the proposed sys-
tem in comparison to previous work. As it can be
seen, our full system obtains the best published re-
sults in all cases, outperforming the previous state-
of-the-art by 5-7 BLEU points in all datasets and
translation directions.

A substantial part of this improvement comes
from our more principled unsupervised SMT ap-

12Note that it is only the test set that is from WMT 2016.
All the training data comes from WMT 2014 News Crawl, so
it is likely that our results could be further improved by using
the more extensive monolingual corpora from WMT 2016.

13SacreBLEU signature: BLEU+case.mixed+lang.LANG
+numrefs.1+smooth.exp+test.TEST+tok.13a+version.1.2.1
1, with LANG ∈ {fr-en, en-fr, de-en, en-de} and TEST ∈
{wmt14/full, wmt16}
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WMT-14 WMT-16

fr-en en-fr de-en en-de

Lample et al. (2018b) Initial SMT 27.2 28.1 22.9 17.9
+ NMT hybrid 27.7 (+0.5) 27.6 (-0.5) 25.2 (+2.3) 20.2 (+2.3)

Marie and Fujita (2018) Initial SMT - - 20.2 15.5
+ NMT hybrid - - 26.7 (+6.5) 20.0 (+4.5)

Proposed system Initial SMT 28.4 30.1 25.4 19.7
+ NMT hybrid 33.5 (+5.1) 36.2 (+6.1) 34.4 (+9.0) 26.9 (+7.2)

Table 2: NMT hybridization results for different unsupervised machine translation systems (BLEU).

WMT-14

fr-en en-fr de-en en-de

Unsupervised Proposed system 33.5 36.2 27.0 22.5
detok. SacreBLEU∗ 33.2 33.6 26.4 21.2

Supervised
WMT best∗ 35.0 35.8 29.0 20.6†

Vaswani et al. (2017) - 41.0 - 28.4
Edunov et al. (2018) - 45.6 - 35.0

Table 3: Results of the proposed method in comparison to different supervised systems (BLEU).
∗Detokenized BLEU equivalent to the official mteval-v13a.pl script. The rest use tokenized BLEU with
multi-bleu.perl (or similar).
†Results in the original test set from WMT 2014, which slightly differs from the full test set used in all subsequent
work. Our proposed system obtains 22.4 BLEU points (21.1 detokenized) in that same subset.

proach, which outperforms all previous SMT-
based systems by around 2 BLEU points. Nev-
ertheless, it is the NMT hybridization that brings
the largest gains, improving the results of this ini-
tial SMT systems by 5-9 BLEU points. As shown
in Table 2, our absolute gains are considerably
larger than those of previous hybridization meth-
ods, even if our initial SMT system is substan-
tially better and thus more difficult to improve
upon. This way, our initial SMT system is about
4-5 BLEU points above that of Marie and Fujita
(2018), yet our absolute gain on top of it is around
2.5 BLEU points higher. When compared to Lam-
ple et al. (2018b), we obtain an absolute gain of 5-
6 BLEU points in both French-English directions
while they do not get any clear improvement, and
we obtain an improvement of 7-9 BLEU points in
both German-English directions, in contrast with
the 2.3 BLEU points they obtain.

More generally, it is interesting that pure SMT
systems perform better than pure NMT systems,
yet the best results are obtained by initializing an
NMT system with an SMT system. This suggests
that the rigid and modular architecture of SMT
might be more suitable to find an initial alignment
between the languages, but the final system should
be ultimately based on NMT for optimal results.

5.2 Comparison with supervised systems

So as to put our results into perspective, Table 3 re-
ports the results of different supervised systems in
the same WMT 2014 test set. More concretely, we
include the best results from the shared task itself,
which reflect the state-of-the-art in machine trans-
lation back in 2014; those of Vaswani et al. (2017),
who introduced the now predominant transformer
architecture; and those of Edunov et al. (2018),
who apply back-translation at a large scale and,
to the best of our knowledge, hold the current best
results in the test set.

As it can be seen, our unsupervised system out-
performs the WMT 2014 shared task winner in
English-to-German, and is around 2 BLEU points
behind it in the other translation directions. This
shows that unsupervised machine translation is al-
ready competitive with the state-of-the-art in su-
pervised machine translation in 2014. While the
field of machine translation has undergone great
progress in the last 5 years, and the gap between
our unsupervised system and the current state-of-
the-art in supervised machine translation is still
large as reflected by the other results, this suggests
that unsupervised machine translation can be a us-
able alternative in practical settings.
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Source Reference Artetxe et al. (2018b) Proposed system

D’autres révélations ont fait
état de documents divulgués
par Snowden selon lesquels
la NSA avait intercepté des
données et des communica-
tions émanant du téléphone
portable de la chancelière alle-
mande Angela Merkel et de
ceux de 34 autres chefs d’État.

Other revelations cited doc-
uments leaked by Snow-
den that the NSA moni-
tored German Chancellor
Angela Merkel’s cellphone
and those of up to 34 other
world leaders.

Other disclosures have re-
ported documents disclosed
by Snowden suggested the
NSA had intercepted
communications and data
from the mobile phone of
German Chancellor Angela
Merkel and those of 32
other heads of state.

Other revelations have
pointed to documents dis-
closed by Snowden that
the NSA had intercepted
data and communications
emanating from German
Chancellor Angela Merkel’s
mobile phone and those of
34 other heads of state.

La NHTSA n’a pas pu ex-
aminer la lettre d’information
aux propriétaires en raison de
l’arrêt de 16 jours des activités
gouvernementales, ce qui a
ralenti la croissance des ventes
de véhicules en octobre.

NHTSA could not review
the owner notification let-
ter due to the 16-day gov-
ernment shutdown, which
tempered auto sales growth
in October.

The NHTSA could not con-
sider the letter of informa-
tion to owners because of
halting 16-day government
activities, which slowed the
growth in vehicle sales in
October.

NHTSA said it could not ex-
amine the letter of informa-
tion to owners because of the
16-day halt in government
operations, which slowed ve-
hicle sales growth in Octo-
ber.

Le M23 est né d’une mu-
tinerie, en avril 2012,
d’anciens rebelles, essen-
tiellement tutsi, intégrés dans
l’armée en 2009 après un
accord de paix.

The M23 was born of an
April 2012 mutiny by for-
mer rebels, principally Tut-
sis who were integrated
into the army in 2009 fol-
lowing a peace agreement.

M23 began as a mutiny in
April 2012, former rebels,
mainly Tutsi integrated into
the national army in 2009
after a peace deal.

The M23 was born into a
mutiny in April 2012, of for-
mer rebels, mostly Tutsi, em-
bedded in the army in 2009
after a peace deal.

Tunks a déclaré au Sun-
day Telegraph de Sydney que
toute la famille était «extrême-
ment préoccupée» du bien-
être de sa fille et voulait
qu’elle rentre en Australie.

Tunks told Sydney’s Sun-
day Telegraph the whole
family was “extremely con-
cerned” about his daugh-
ter’s welfare and wanted
her back in Australia.

Tunks told The Times of
London from Sydney that
the whole family was “ex-
tremely concerned” of the
welfare of her daughter and
wanted it to go in Australia.

Tunks told the Sunday Tele-
graph in Sydney that the
whole family was “extremely
concerned” about her daugh-
ter’s well-being and wanted
her to go into Australia.

Table 4: Randomly chosen translation examples from French→English newstest2014 in comparison of those re-
ported by Artetxe et al. (2018b).

5.3 Qualitative results

Table 4 shows some translation examples from our
proposed system in comparison to those reported
by Artetxe et al. (2018b). We choose the exact
same sentences reported by Artetxe et al. (2018b),
which were randomly taken from newstest2014,
so they should be representative of the general be-
havior of both systems.

While not perfect, our proposed system pro-
duces generally fluent translations that accurately
capture the meaning of the original text. Just in
line with our quantitative results, this suggests that
unsupervised machine translation can be a usable
alternative in practical settings.

Compared to Artetxe et al. (2018b), our transla-
tions are generally more fluent, which is not sur-
prising given that they are produced by an NMT
system rather than an SMT system. In addition to
that, the system of Artetxe et al. (2018b) has some
adequacy issues when translating named entities
and numerals (e.g. 34→ 32, Sunday Telegraph→
The Times of London), which we do not observe
for our proposed system in these examples.

6 Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we identify several deficiencies in
previous unsupervised SMT systems, and pro-
pose a more principled approach that addresses
them by incorporating subword information, us-
ing a theoretically well founded unsupervised tun-
ing method, and developing a joint refinement pro-
cedure. In addition to that, we use our improved
SMT approach to initialize a dual NMT model
that is further improved through on-the-fly back-
translation. Our experiments show the effective-
ness of our approach, as we improve the previous
state-of-the-art in unsupervised machine transla-
tion by 5-7 BLEU points in French-English and
German-English WMT 2014 and 2016. Our code
is available as an open source project at https:
//github.com/artetxem/monoses.

In the future, we would like to explore learn-
able similarity functions like the one proposed by
(McCallum et al., 2005) to compute the character-
level scores in our initial phrase-table. In addition
to that, we would like to incorporate a language
modeling loss during NMT training similar to He
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et al. (2016). Finally, we would like to adapt our
approach to more relaxed scenarios with multiple
languages and/or small parallel corpora.
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Abstract
A regularization technique based on adversar-
ial perturbation, which was initially developed
in the field of image processing, has been suc-
cessfully applied to text classification tasks
and has yielded attractive improvements. We
aim to further leverage this promising method-
ology into more sophisticated and critical neu-
ral models in the natural language processing
field, i.e., neural machine translation (NMT)
models. However, it is not trivial to apply this
methodology to such models. Thus, this paper
investigates the effectiveness of several pos-
sible configurations of applying the adversar-
ial perturbation and reveals that the adversar-
ial regularization technique can significantly
and consistently improve the performance of
widely used NMT models, such as LSTM-
based and Transformer-based models.1

1 Introduction

The existence of (small) perturbations that in-
duce a critical prediction error in machine learn-
ing models was first discovered and discussed
in the field of image processing (Szegedy et al.,
2014). Such perturbed inputs are often referred
to as adversarial examples in the literature. Sub-
sequently, Goodfellow et al. (2015) proposed a
learning framework that simultaneously leverages
adversarial examples as additional training data
for reducing the prediction errors. This learning
framework is referred to as adversarial training.

In the field of natural language processing
(NLP), the input is a sequence of discrete symbols,
such as words or sentences. Since it is unreason-
able to add a small perturbation to the symbols, ap-
plying the idea of adversarial training to NLP tasks
has been recognized as a challenging problem. Re-
cently, Miyato et al. (2017) overcame this problem

1Our code for replicating the experiments in this paper is
available at the following URL: https://github.com/
pfnet-research/vat_nmt
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Figure 1: An intuitive sketch that explains how we
add adversarial perturbations to a typical NMT model
structure for adversarial regularization. The definitions
of ei and fj can be found in Eq. 2. Moreover, those of
r̂i and r̂0j are in Eq. 8 and 13, respectively.

and reported excellent performance improvements
on multiple benchmark datasets of text classifica-
tion task. The key idea of their success is to apply
adversarial perturbations into the input embedding
layer instead of the inputs themselves as used in
image processing tasks. An important implication
of their study is that their method can be inter-
preted as a regularization method, and thus, they
do not focus on generating adversarial examples.
We refer to this regularization technique as adver-
sarial regularization.

We aim to further leverage this promising
methodology into more sophisticated and criti-
cal neural models, i.e., neural machine transla-
tion (NMT) models, since NMT models recently
play one of the central roles in the NLP research
community; NMT models have been widely uti-
lized for not only NMT but also many other NLP
tasks, such as text summarization (Rush et al.,
2015; Chopra et al., 2016), grammatical error cor-
rection (Ji et al., 2017), dialog generation (Shang
et al., 2015), and parsing (Vinyals et al., 2015;
Suzuki et al., 2018). Unfortunately, this appli-
cation is not fully trivial since we potentially
have several configurations for applying adversar-
ial perturbations into NMT models (see details in
Section 5). Figure 1 illustrates the model architec-
ture of NMT models with adversarial perturbation.

Therefore, the goal of this paper is to re-
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veal the effectiveness of the adversarial regu-
larization in NMT models and encourage re-
searchers/developers to apply the adversarial reg-
ularization as a common technique for further
improving the performance of their NMT mod-
els. We investigate the effectiveness of several
possible configurations that can significantly and
consistently improve the performance of typical
baseline NMT models, such as LSTM-based and
Transformer-based models,

2 Related Work

Several studies have recently applied adversarial
training to NLP tasks, e.g., (Jia and Liang, 2017;
Belinkov and Bisk, 2018; Hosseini et al., 2017;
Samanta and Mehta, 2017; Miyato et al., 2017;
Sato et al., 2018). For example, Belinkov and Bisk
(2018); Hosseini et al. (2017) proposed methods
that generate input sentences with random char-
acter swaps. They utilized the generated (input)
sentences as additional training data. However,
the main focus of these methods is the incorpora-
tion of adversarial examples in the training phase,
which is orthogonal to our attention, adversarial
regularization, as described in Section 1.

Clark et al. (2018) used virtual adversarial train-
ing (VAT), which is a semi-supervised extension
of the adversarial regularization technique origi-
nally proposed in Miyato et al. (2016), in their
experiments to compare the results with those of
their proposed method. Therefore, the focus of
the neural models differs from this paper. Namely,
they focused on sequential labeling, whereas we
discuss NMT models.

In parallel to our work, Wang et al. (2019) also
investigated the effectiveness of the adversarial
regularization technique in neural language mod-
eling and NMT. They also demonstrated the im-
pacts of the adversarial regularization technique in
NMT models. We investigate the effectiveness of
the several practical configurations that have not
been examined in their paper, such as the combi-
nations with VAT and back-translation.

3 Neural Machine Translation Model

Model Definition In general, an NMT model
receives a sentence as input and returns a cor-
responding (translated) sentence as output. Let
Vs and Vt represent the vocabularies of the input
and output sentences, respectively. xi and yj de-
note the one-hot vectors of the i-th and j-th to-

kens in input and output sentences, respectively,
i.e. xi 2 {0, 1}|Vs| and yj 2 {0, 1}|Vt|. Here, we
introduce a short notation xi:j for representing a
sequence of vectors (xi, . . . , xj). To explain the
NMT model concisely, we assume that its input
and output are both sequences of one-hot vectors
x1:I and y1:J that correspond to input and output
sentences whose lengths are I and J , respectively.
Thus, the NMT model approximates the following
conditional probability:

p(Y |X) =
YJ+1

j=1
p(yj |y0:j�1, X), (1)

where y0 and yJ+1 represent one-hot vectors of
special beginning-of-sentence (BOS) and end-of-
sentence (EOS) tokens, respectively, and X =
x1:I and Y = y1:J+1.

Let E 2 RD⇥|Vs| and F 2 RD⇥|Vt| be the
encoder and decoder embedding matrices, respec-
tively, where D is the dimension of the embedding
vectors. Thus, p(yj |y0:j�1, X) in Eq. 1 is calcu-
lated as follows:

p(yj |y0:j�1, X) = AttDec
�
fj , h1:I

�
,

h1:I = Enc(e1:I),

fj = Fyj�1, ei = Exi, (2)

where Enc(·) and AttDec(·) represent functions
that abstract the entire encoder and decoder (with
an attention mechanism) procedures, respectively.

Training Phase Let D be the training data con-
sisting of a set of pairs of Xn and Yn, namely,
D = {(Xn, Yn)}N

n=1, where N represents the
amount of training data. For training, we generally
seek the optimal parameters ⇥̂ that can minimize
the following optimization problem:

⇥̂ = argmin
⇥

�
J (D,⇥)

 
, (3)

J (D,⇥) = � 1

|D|
X

(X,Y )2D
`(X, Y ,⇥), (4)

`(X, Y ,⇥) = log
�
p(Y |X,⇥)

�
, (5)

where ⇥ represents a set of trainable parameters
in the NMT model.

Generation Phase We generally use a K-best
beam search to generate an output sentence with
the (approximated) K-highest probability given
input sentence X in the generation (test) phase.
We omit to explain this part in detail as our focus
is a regularization technique that is independent of
the generation phase.
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4 Adversarial Regularization

This section briefly describes the adversarial reg-
ularization technique applied to the text classifica-
tion tasks proposed in Miyato et al. (2017). Let
r̂i 2 RD be an adversarial perturbation vector for
the i-th word in input X . The perturbed input em-
bedding e0i 2 RD is computed for each encoder
time-step i as follows:

e0i = Exi + r̂i. (6)

4.1 Adversarial Training (AdvT)

To obtain the worst case perturbations as an ad-
versarial perturbation in terms of minimizing the
log-likelihood of given X , we seek the optimal so-
lution r̂ by maximizing the following equation:

r̂ = argmax
r,||r||✏

n
`(X, r, Y ,⇥)

o
, (7)

where ✏ is a scalar hyper-parameter that con-
trols the norm of the perturbation, and r repre-
sents a concatenated vector of ri for all i. Here,
`(X, r, Y ,⇥) represents an extension of Eq. 5,
where the perturbation ri in r is applied to the po-
sition of r̂i as described in Eq. 6.

However, it is generally infeasible to exactly es-
timate r̂ in Eq. 7 for deep neural models. As a
solution, an approximation method was proposed
by Goodfellow et al. (2015), where `(X, Y , r,⇥)
is linearized around X . This approximation
method induces the following non-iterative solu-
tion for calculating r̂i for all encoder time-step i:

r̂i =✏
ai

||a||2
, ai = rei`(X, Y ,⇥). (8)

Thus, based on adversarial perturbation r̂, the loss
function can be defined as:

A(D,⇥) = � 1

|D|
X

(X,Y )2D
`(X, r̂, Y ,⇥). (9)

Finally, we jointly minimize the objective func-
tions J (D,⇥) and A(D,⇥):

⇥̂ = argmin
⇥

n
J (D,⇥) + �A(D,⇥)

o
, (10)

where � is a scalar hyper-parameter that controls
the balance of the two loss functions.

4.2 Virtual Adversarial Training (VAT)
Miyato et al. (2016) proposed virtual adversar-
ial training, which is mainly used for the semi-
supervised extension of the adversarial regulariza-
tion technique. The difference appears in the loss
function ` in Eq. 7 and 9. Specifically, we can
use perturbations calculated based on the virtual
adversarial training by substituting ` with the fol-
lowing loss function:

`KL(X, r̂, ·,⇥) = KL
�
p(· |X,⇥)||p(· |X, r̂,⇥)

�
,

(11)

where KL(·||·) denotes the KL divergence.
It is worth noting here that, in our experiments,

we never applied the semi-supervised learning, but
used the above equation for calculating pertur-
bation as the replacement of standard adversarial
regularization. This means that the training data is
identical in both settings.

5 Adversarial Regularization in NMT

As strictly following the original definition of the
conventional adversarial training, the straightfor-
ward approach to applying the adversarial pertur-
bation is to add the perturbation into the encoder-
side embeddings ei as described in Eq. 6. How-
ever, NMT models generally have another embed-
ding layer in the decoder-side, as we explained in
Eq. 2. This fact immediately offers us also to con-
sider applying the adversarial perturbation into the
decoder-side embeddings fj .

For example, let r̂0j 2 RD be an adversarial per-
turbation vector for the j-th word in output Y . The
perturbed embedding f 0j 2 RD is computed for
each decoder time-step j as follows:

f 0j = Fyj�1 + r̂0j . (12)

Then similar to Eq. 8, we can calculate r̂0 as:

r̂0j =✏
bj

||b||2
, bj = rfj

`(X, Y ,⇥), (13)

where b is a concatenated vector of bj for all j. In
addition, we need to slightly modify the definition
of r, which is originally the concatenation vector
of all ri for all i, to the concatenation vector of all
ri and r0j for all i and j.

Finally, we have three options for applying the
perturbation into typical NMT models, namely,
applying the perturbation into embeddings in the
(1) encoder-side only, (2) decoder-side only, and
(3) both encoder and decoder sides.
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DE$EN FR$EN
training 189,318 208,323
test2012 (dev) 1,700 1,124
test2013 (test) 993 1,024
test2014 (test) 1,305 1,305

Table 1: Number of sentences in our datasets (Datasets
are cleaned from the original dataset).

Perturbation EN!DE
Model position test2013 test2014
LSTM (None) 27.73 23.98
+AdvT enc-emb 28.73 24.90

dec-emb 27.44 23.71
enc-dec-emb 28.47 24.78

+VAT enc-emb 29.03 24.75
dec-emb 27.49 23.20

enc-dec-emb 29.47 24.92
Transformer (None) 29.15 25.19
+AdvT enc-emb 29.04 25.16

dec-emb 28.95 25.75
enc-dec-emb 29.61 25.78

+VAT enc-emb 29.95 26.00
dec-emb 29.62 25.88

enc-dec-emb 30.13 26.06

Table 2: BLEU scores averaged over five models in var-
ious configurations of perturbation positions (enc-emb,
dec-emb, or enc-dec-emb) and adversarial regulariza-
tion techniques (AdvT or VAT).

6 Experiments

6.1 Datasets

We conducted experiments on the IWSLT evalua-
tion campaign dataset (Cettolo et al., 2012). We
used the IWSLT 2016 training set for training
models, 2012 test set (test2012) as the develop-
ment set, and 2013 and 2014 test sets (test2013
and test2014) as our test sets. Table 1 shows the
statistics of datasets used in our experiments.

For preprocessing of our experimental datasets,
we used the Moses tokenizer2 and the truecaser3.
We removed sentences over 50 words from the
training set. We also applied the byte-pair en-
coding (BPE) based subword splitting script4 with
16,000 merge operations (Sennrich et al., 2016b).

6.2 Model Configurations

We selected two widely used model archi-
tectures, namely, LSTM-based encoder-decoder

2https://github.com/moses-smt/
mosesdecoder/blob/master/scripts/
tokenizer/tokenizer.perl

3https://github.com/moses-smt/
mosesdecoder/blob/master/scripts/
recaser/truecase.perl

4https://github.com/rsennrich/
subword-nmt

used in Luong et al. (2015) and self-attention-
based encoder-decoder, the so-called Trans-
former (Vaswani et al., 2017). We adapted the
hyper-parameters based on the several recent pre-
vious papers5.

Hereafter, we refer to the model trained with
the adversarial regularization (` in Eq. 7) as AdvT,
and similarly, with the virtual adversarial training
(`KL in Eq. 11) as VAT. We set � = 1 and ✏ = 1
for all AdvT and VAT experiments.

6.3 Results

Investigation of effective configuration Ta-
ble 2 shows the experimental results with config-
urations of perturbation positions (enc-emb, dec-
emb, or enc-dec-emb) and adversarial regulariza-
tion techniques (AdvT or VAT). As evaluation
metrics, we used BLEU scores (Papineni et al.,
2002)6. Note that all reported BLEU scores are
averaged over five models.

Firstly, in terms of the effective perturbation
position, enc-dec-emb configurations, which add
perturbations to both encoder and decoder embed-
dings, consistently outperformed other configura-
tions, which used either encoder or decoder only.
Moreover, we achieved better performance when
we added perturbation to the encoder-side (enc-
emb) rather than the decoder-side (dec-emb).

Furthermore, the results of VAT was consis-
tently better than those of AdvT. This tendency
was also observed in the results reported by Miy-
ato et al. (2016). As discussed in Kurakin et al.
(2017), AdvT generates the adversarial exam-
ples from correct examples, and thus, the models
trained by AdvT tend to overfit to training data
rather than those trained by VAT. They referred to
this phenomenon of AdvT as label leaking.

Results on four language pairs Table 3 shows
the BLEU scores of averaged over five models
on four different language pairs (directions),
namely German!English, French!English,
English!German, and English!French. Fur-
thermore, the row (b) shows the results obtained
when we incorporated pseudo-parallel corpora
generated using the back-translation method (Sen-
nrich et al., 2016a) as additional training data. For

5The detailed hyper-parameters are listed in Appendix A.
6We used the multi-bleu.perl script in the

Moses toolkit: https://github.com/moses-smt/
mosesdecoder/blob/master/scripts/
generic/multi-bleu.perl
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Perturbation
Model position

(a)
LSTM (None)
Transformer (None)

+VAT enc-dec-emb
+VAT+AdvT enc-dec-emb

(b) w/ BT Transformer enc-dec-emb
+VAT enc-dec-emb
+VAT+AdvT enc-dec-emb

DE!EN
test2013 test2014

32.71 28.53
34.22 30.19
35.06 31.10
35.50 30.88
35.44 31.08
36.43 32.53
36.49 32.39

FR!EN
test2013 test2014

39.09 36.25
38.87 37.20
40.09 37.89
40.26 38.44
40.44 38.42
41.29 39.76
41.56 39.64

EN!DE
test2013 test2014

27.73 23.98
29.15 25.19
30.13 26.06
30.04 26.33
30.73 26.02
31.99 27.20
31.29 27.05

EN!FR
test2013 test2014

38.89 36.18
40.43 37.90
41.13 38.64
41.67 38.72
41.74 39.03
43.41 40.15
42.61 39.95

Table 3: BLEU scores averaged over five models in four different language pairs (directions). (b) Results with
using training data increased by back-translation method (BT).

Input meine gebildete Mutter aber wurde Lehrerin .
Reference but my educated mother became a teacher .
Baseline (Transformer) my educated mother , though , became a teacher

.
Proposed (Transformer+VAT w/ BT) but my educated mother became a teacher .

Input aber man kann sehen , wie die Menschen
miteinander kommunizieren , zu welchen Zeiten
sie einander anrufen , wann sie zu Bett gehen .

Reference but you can see how your people are
communicating with each other , what times they
call each other , when they go to bed .

Baseline (Transformer) but you can see how people talk to each other
about what time they call each other when they
go to bed .

Proposed (Transformer+VAT w/ BT) but you can see how people communicate with
each other , at which time they call each other
, when they go to bed .

Input wer im Saal hat ein Handy dabei ?
Reference who in the room has a mobile phone with you ?
Baseline (Transformer) who in the room has a cell phone in it ?
Proposed (Transformer+VAT w/ BT) who in the room has a cell phone with me ?

Table 4: Example translation from German!English (test2013).

generating the pseudo-parallel corpora, we used
the WMT14 news translation corpus.

We observe that Transformer+VAT consis-
tently outperformed the baseline Transformer
results in both standard (a) and back-translation
(b) settings. We report that VAT did not require
us to perform additional heavy hyper-parameter
search (excluding the hyper-parameter search in
base models). Therefore, we can expect that
VAT can improve the translation performance on
other datasets and settings with relatively high-
confidence.

In addition, the rows +VAT+AdvT show the
performance obtained by applying both AdvT and
VAT simultaneously. We can further improve the
performance in some cases, but the improvement
is not consistent among the datasets.

Actual Translation Examples Table 4 shows
actual translation examples generated by the mod-
els compared in our German!English translation
setting. We observe that Transformer+VAT
with using training data increased by the back-
translation method seems to generate higher qual-

ity translations compared with those of the base-
line Transformer.

7 Conclusion

This paper discussed the practical usage and ben-
efit of adversarial regularization based on adver-
sarial perturbation in the current NMT models.
Our experimental results demonstrated that ap-
plying VAT to both encoder and decoder embed-
dings consistently outperformed other configura-
tions. Additionally, we confirmed that adversarial
regularization techniques effectively worked even
if we performed them with the training data in-
creased by a back-translation method. We believe
that adversarial regularization can be one of the
common and fundamental technologies to further
improve the translation quality, such as model en-
semble, byte-pair encoding, and back-translation.
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Abstract

It has been shown that the performance of neu-
ral machine translation (NMT) drops starkly
in low-resource conditions, underperforming
phrase-based statistical machine translation
(PBSMT) and requiring large amounts of aux-
iliary data to achieve competitive results. In
this paper, we re-assess the validity of these
results, arguing that they are the result of lack
of system adaptation to low-resource settings.
We discuss some pitfalls to be aware of when
training low-resource NMT systems, and re-
cent techniques that have shown to be espe-
cially helpful in low-resource settings, result-
ing in a set of best practices for low-resource
NMT. In our experiments on German–English
with different amounts of IWSLT14 training
data, we show that, without the use of any aux-
iliary monolingual or multilingual data, an op-
timized NMT system can outperform PBSMT
with far less data than previously claimed. We
also apply these techniques to a low-resource
Korean–English dataset, surpassing previously
reported results by 4 BLEU.

1 Introduction

While neural machine translation (NMT) has
achieved impressive performance in high-resource
data conditions, becoming dominant in the field
(Sutskever et al., 2014; Bahdanau et al., 2015;
Vaswani et al., 2017), recent research has ar-
gued that these models are highly data-inefficient,
and underperform phrase-based statistical ma-
chine translation (PBSMT) or unsupervised meth-
ods in low-data conditions (Koehn and Knowles,
2017; Lample et al., 2018b). In this paper, we
re-assess the validity of these results, arguing that
they are the result of lack of system adaptation to
low-resource settings. Our main contributions are
as follows:

• we explore best practices for low-resource
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Figure 3: BLEU scores for English-Spanish sys-
tems trained on 0.4 million to 385.7 million
words of parallel data. Quality for NMT starts
much lower, outperforms SMT at about 15 mil-
lion words, and even beats a SMT system with a
big 2 billion word in-domain language model un-
der high-resource conditions.

How do the data needs of SMT and NMT com-
pare? NMT promises both to generalize better (ex-
ploiting word similary in embeddings) and condi-
tion on larger context (entire input and all prior
output words).

We built English-Spanish systems on WMT
data,7 about 385.7 million English words paired
with Spanish. To obtain a learning curve, we used

1
1024 , 1

512 , ..., 1
2 , and all of the data. For SMT, the

language model was trained on the Spanish part of
each subset, respectively. In addition to a NMT
and SMT system trained on each subset, we also
used all additionally provided monolingual data
for a big language model in contrastive SMT sys-
tems.

Results are shown in Figure 3. NMT ex-
hibits a much steeper learning curve, starting with
abysmal results (BLEU score of 1.6 vs. 16.4 for

1
1024 of the data), outperforming SMT 25.7 vs.
24.7 with 1

16 of the data (24.1 million words), and
even beating the SMT system with a big language
model with the full data set (31.1 for NMT, 28.4
for SMT, 30.4 for SMT+BigLM).

7Spanish was last represented in 2013, we used data from
http://statmt.org/wmt13/translation-task.html

Src: A Republican strategy to counter the re-election
of Obama

1
1024

Un órgano de coordinación para el anuncio de
libre determinación

1
512

Lista de una estrategia para luchar contra la
elección de hojas de Ohio

1
256

Explosión realiza una estrategia divisiva de
luchar contra las elecciones de autor

1
128

Una estrategia republicana para la eliminación
de la reelección de Obama

1
64

Estrategia siria para contrarrestar la reelección
del Obama .

1
32

+ Una estrategia republicana para contrarrestar la
reelección de Obama

Figure 4: Translations of the first sentence of
the test set using NMT system trained on varying
amounts of training data. Under low resource con-
ditions, NMT produces fluent output unrelated to
the input.

The contrast between the NMT and SMT learn-
ing curves is quite striking. While NMT is able to
exploit increasing amounts of training data more
effectively, it is unable to get off the ground with
training corpus sizes of a few million words or
less.

To illustrate this, see Figure 4. With 1
1024 of the

training data, the output is completely unrelated to
the input, some key words are properly translated
with 1

512 and 1
256 of the data (estrategia for strat-

egy, elección or elecciones for election), and start-
ing with 1

64 the translations become respectable.

3.3 Rare Words

Conventional wisdom states that neural machine
translation models perform particularly poorly on
rare words, (Luong et al., 2015; Sennrich et al.,
2016b; Arthur et al., 2016) due in part to the
smaller vocabularies used by NMT systems. We
examine this claim by comparing performance on
rare word translation between NMT and SMT
systems of similar quality for German–English
and find that NMT systems actually outperform
SMT systems on translation of very infrequent
words. However, both NMT and SMT systems
do continue to have difficulty translating some
infrequent words, particularly those belonging to
highly-inflected categories.

For the neural machine translation model, we
use a publicly available model8 with the training
settings of Edinburgh’s WMT submission (Sen-
nrich et al., 2016a). This was trained using Ne-

8https://github.com/rsennrich/wmt16-scripts/

31

Figure 1: quality of PBSMT and NMT in low-resource
conditions according to (Koehn and Knowles, 2017).

NMT, evaluating their importance with abla-
tion studies.

• we reproduce a comparison of NMT and PB-
SMT in different data conditions, showing
that when following our best practices, NMT
outperforms PBSMT with as little as 100 000
words of parallel training data.

2 Related Work

2.1 Low-Resource Translation Quality
Compared Across Systems

Figure 1 reproduces a plot by Koehn and Knowles
(2017) which shows that their NMT system only
outperforms their PBSMT system when more than
100 million words (approx. 5 million sentences) of
parallel training data are available. Results shown
by Lample et al. (2018b) are similar, showing that
unsupervised NMT outperforms supervised sys-
tems if few parallel resources are available. In
both papers, NMT systems are trained with hyper-
parameters that are typical for high-resource set-
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tings, and the authors did not tune hyperparame-
ters, or change network architectures, to optimize
NMT for low-resource conditions.

2.2 Improving Low-Resource Neural
Machine Translation

The bulk of research on low-resource NMT has
focused on exploiting monolingual data, or par-
allel data involving other language pairs. Meth-
ods to improve NMT with monolingual data range
from the integration of a separately trained lan-
guage model (Gülçehre et al., 2015) to the train-
ing of parts of the NMT model with additional ob-
jectives, including a language modelling objective
(Gülçehre et al., 2015; Sennrich et al., 2016b; Ra-
machandran et al., 2017), an autoencoding objec-
tive (Luong et al., 2016; Currey et al., 2017), or
a round-trip objective, where the model is trained
to predict monolingual (target-side) training data
that has been back-translated into the source lan-
guage (Sennrich et al., 2016b; He et al., 2016;
Cheng et al., 2016). As an extreme case, mod-
els that rely exclusively on monolingual data have
been shown to work (Artetxe et al., 2018b; Lample
et al., 2018a; Artetxe et al., 2018a; Lample et al.,
2018b). Similarly, parallel data from other lan-
guage pairs can be used to pre-train the network
or jointly learn representations (Zoph et al., 2016;
Chen et al., 2017; Nguyen and Chiang, 2017; Neu-
big and Hu, 2018; Gu et al., 2018a,b; Kocmi and
Bojar, 2018).

While semi-supervised and unsupervised ap-
proaches have been shown to be very effective for
some language pairs, their effectiveness depends
on the availability of large amounts of suitable
auxiliary data, and other conditions being met. For
example, the effectiveness of unsupervised meth-
ods is impaired when languages are morphologi-
cally different, or when training domains do not
match (Søgaard et al., 2018)

More broadly, this line of research still accepts
the premise that NMT models are data-inefficient
and require large amounts of auxiliary data to
train. In this work, we want to re-visit this point,
and will focus on techniques to make more ef-
ficient use of small amounts of parallel training
data. Low-resource NMT without auxiliary data
has received less attention; work in this direction
includes (Östling and Tiedemann, 2017; Nguyen
and Chiang, 2018).

3 Methods for Low-Resource Neural
Machine Translation

3.1 Mainstream Improvements
We consider the hyperparameters used by Koehn
and Knowles (2017) to be our baseline. This base-
line does not make use of various advances in
NMT architectures and training tricks. In contrast
to the baseline, we use a BiDeep RNN architec-
ture (Miceli Barone et al., 2017), label smoothing
(Szegedy et al., 2016), dropout (Srivastava et al.,
2014), word dropout (Sennrich et al., 2016a), layer
normalization (Ba et al., 2016) and tied embed-
dings (Press and Wolf, 2017).

3.2 Language Representation
Subword representations such as BPE (Sennrich
et al., 2016c) have become a popular choice to
achieve open-vocabulary translation. BPE has one
hyperparameter, the number of merge operations,
which determines the size of the final vocabulary.
For high-resource settings, the effect of vocabu-
lary size on translation quality is relatively small;
Haddow et al. (2018) report mixed results when
comparing vocabularies of 30k and 90k subwords.

In low-resource settings, large vocabularies re-
sult in low-frequency (sub)words being repre-
sented as atomic units at training time, and the
ability to learn good high-dimensional representa-
tions of these is doubtful. Sennrich et al. (2017a)
propose a minimum frequency threshold for sub-
word units, and splitting any less frequent subword
into smaller units or characters. We expect that
such a threshold reduces the need to carefully tune
the vocabulary size to the dataset, leading to more
aggressive segmentation on smaller datasets.1

3.3 Hyperparameter Tuning
Due to long training times, hyperparameters are
hard to optimize by grid search, and are of-
ten re-used across experiments. However, best
practices differ between high-resource and low-
resource settings. While the trend in high-resource
settings is towards using larger and deeper mod-
els, Nguyen and Chiang (2018) use smaller and
fewer layers for smaller datasets. Previous work
has argued for larger batch sizes in NMT (Mor-
ishita et al., 2017; Neishi et al., 2017), but we

1In related work, Cherry et al. (2018) have shown that,
given deep encoders and decoders, character-level models
can outperform other subword segmentations. In preliminary
experiments, a character-level model performed poorly in our
low-resource setting.
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find that using smaller batches is beneficial in low-
resource settings. More aggressive dropout, in-
cluding dropping whole words at random (Gal and
Ghahramani, 2016), is also likely to be more im-
portant. We report results on a narrow hyperpa-
rameter search guided by previous work and our
own intuition.

3.4 Lexical Model
Finally, we implement and test the lexical model
by Nguyen and Chiang (2018), which has been
shown to be beneficial in low-data conditions. The
core idea is to train a simple feed-forward net-
work, the lexical model, jointly with the original
attentional NMT model. The input of the lexical
model at time step t is the weighted average of
source embeddings f (the attention weights a are
shared with the main model). After a feedforward
layer (with skip connection), the lexical model’s
output hlt is combined with the original model’s
hidden state hot before softmax computation.

f lt = tanh
∑

s

at(s)fs

hlt = tanh(Wf lt) + f lt

p(yt|y<t, x) = softmax(W ohot + bo +W lhlt + bl)

Our implementation adds dropout and layer nor-
malization to the lexical model.2

4 Experiments

4.1 Data and Preprocessing
We use the TED data from the IWSLT 2014
German→English shared translation task (Cettolo
et al., 2014). We use the same data cleanup and
train/dev split as Ranzato et al. (2016), resulting
in 159 000 parallel sentences of training data, and
7584 for development.

As a second language pair, we evaluate our sys-
tems on a Korean–English dataset3 with around
90 000 parallel sentences of training data, 1000 for
development, and 2000 for testing.

For both PBSMT and NMT, we apply the same
tokenization and truecasing using Moses scripts.
For NMT, we also learn BPE subword segmen-
tation with 30 000 merge operations, shared be-
tween German and English, and independently for
Korean→English.

2Implementation released in Nematus:
https://github.com/EdinburghNLP/nematus

3https://sites.google.com/site/
koreanparalleldata/

subword vocabulary

sentences words (EN) DE/KO EN

DE→EN
159 000 3 220 000 18 870 13 830
80 000 1 610 000 9850 7740
40 000 810 000 7470 5950
20 000 400 000 5640 4530
10 000 200 000 3760 3110
5000 100 000 2380 1990

KO→EN
94 000 2 300 000 32 082 16 006

Table 1: Training corpus size and subword vocabulary
size for different subsets of IWSLT14 DE→EN data,
and for KO→EN data.

To simulate different amounts of training re-
sources, we randomly subsample the IWSLT train-
ing corpus 5 times, discarding half of the data at
each step. Truecaser and BPE segmentation are
learned on the full training corpus; as one of our
experiments, we set the frequency threshold for
subword units to 10 in each subcorpus (see 3.2).
Table 1 shows statistics for each subcorpus, in-
cluding the subword vocabulary.

Translation outputs are detruecased, detok-
enized, and compared against the reference with
cased BLEU using sacreBLEU (Papineni et al.,
2002; Post, 2018).4 Like Ranzato et al. (2016),
we report BLEU on the concatenated dev sets for
IWSLT 2014 (tst2010, tst2011, tst2012, dev2010,
dev2012).

4.2 PBSMT Baseline

We use Moses (Koehn et al., 2007) to train a
PBSMT system. We use MGIZA (Gao and Vo-
gel, 2008) to train word alignments, and lmplz
(Heafield et al., 2013) for a 5-gram LM. Feature
weights are optimized on the dev set to maxi-
mize BLEU with batch MIRA (Cherry and Foster,
2012) – we perform multiple runs where indicated.
Unlike Koehn and Knowles (2017), we do not use
extra data for the LM. Both PBSMT and NMT can
benefit from monolingual data, so the availability
of monolingual data is no longer an exclusive ad-
vantage of PBSMT (see 2.2).
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BLEU

ID system 100k 3.2M

1 phrase-based SMT 15.87 ± 0.19 26.60 ± 0.00

2 NMT baseline 0.00 ± 0.00 25.70 ± 0.33

3 2 + ”mainstream improvements” (dropout, tied embeddings,
7.20 ± 0.62 31.93 ± 0.05

layer normalization, bideep RNN, label smoothing)

4 3 + reduce BPE vocabulary (14k→ 2k symbols) 12.10 ± 0.16 -
5 4 + reduce batch size (4k→ 1k tokens) 12.40 ± 0.08 31.97 ± 0.26
6 5 + lexical model 13.03 ± 0.49 31.80 ± 0.22

7 5 + aggressive (word) dropout 15.87 ± 0.09 33.60 ± 0.14
8 7 + other hyperparameter tuning (learning rate, 16.57 ± 0.26 32.80 ± 0.08

model depth, label smoothing rate)
9 8 + lexical model 16.10 ± 0.29 33.30 ± 0.08

Table 2: German→English IWSLT results for training corpus size of 100k words and 3.2M words (full corpus).
Mean and standard deviation of three training runs reported.
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Figure 2: German→English learning curve, showing
BLEU as a function of the amount of parallel training
data, for PBSMT and NMT.

4.3 NMT Systems

We train neural systems with Nematus (Sennrich
et al., 2017b). Our baseline mostly follows the
settings in (Koehn and Knowles, 2017); we use
adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) and perform early
stopping based on dev set BLEU. We express our
batch size in number of tokens, and set it to 4000
in the baseline (comparable to a batch size of 80
sentences used in previous work).

We subsequently add the methods described in
section 3, namely the bideep RNN, label smooth-
ing, dropout, tied embeddings, layer normaliza-
tion, changes to the BPE vocabulary size, batch

4Signature BLEU+c.mixed+#.1+s.exp+tok.13a+v.1.3.2.

size, model depth, regularization parameters and
learning rate. Detailed hyperparameters are re-
ported in Appendix A.

5 Results

Table 2 shows the effect of adding different meth-
ods to the baseline NMT system, on the ultra-low
data condition (100k words of training data) and
the full IWSLT 14 training corpus (3.2M words).
Our ”mainstream improvements” add around 6–7
BLEU in both data conditions.

In the ultra-low data condition, reducing the
BPE vocabulary size is very effective (+4.9
BLEU). Reducing the batch size to 1000 token re-
sults in a BLEU gain of 0.3, and the lexical model
yields an additional +0.6 BLEU. However, ag-
gressive (word) dropout6 (+3.4 BLEU) and tuning
other hyperparameters (+0.7 BLEU) has a stronger
effect than the lexical model, and adding the lex-
ical model (9) on top of the optimized config-
uration (8) does not improve performance. To-
gether, the adaptations to the ultra-low data setting
yield 9.4 BLEU (7.2→16.6). The model trained
on full IWSLT data is less sensitive to our changes
(31.9→32.8 BLEU), and optimal hyperparameters
differ depending on the data condition. Subse-
quently, we still apply the hyperparameters that
were optimized to the ultra-low data condition (8)

5beam search results reported by Wiseman and Rush
(2016).

6p = 0.3 for dropping words; p = 0.5 for other dropout.
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system BLEU

MIXER (Ranzato et al., 2016)5 21.8
BSO (Wiseman and Rush, 2016) 25.5
NPMT+LM (Huang et al., 2018) 30.1
MRT (Edunov et al., 2018) 32.84 ± 0.08
Pervasive Attention (Elbayad et al., 2018) 33.8
Transformer Baseline (Wu et al., 2019) 34.4
Dynamic Convolution (Wu et al., 2019) 35.2

our PBSMT (1) 28.19 ± 0.01
our NMT baseline (2) 27.16 ± 0.38
our NMT best (7) 35.27 ± 0.14

Table 3: Results on full IWSLT14 German→English data on tokenized and lowercased test set with multi-bleu.perl.

system BLEU

(Gu et al., 2018b)
5.97

(supervised Transformer)

phrase-based SMT 6.57 ± 0.17
NMT baseline (2) 2.93 ± 0.34
NMT optimized (8) 10.37 ± 0.29

Table 4: Korean→English results. Mean and standard
deviation of three training runs reported.

to other data conditions, and Korean→English, for
simplicity.

For a comparison with PBSMT, and across
different data settings, consider Figure 2, which
shows the result of PBSMT, our NMT baseline,
and our optimized NMT system. Our NMT base-
line still performs worse than the PBSMT system
for 3.2M words of training data, which is con-
sistent with the results by Koehn and Knowles
(2017). However, our optimized NMT system
shows strong improvements, and outperforms the
PBSMT system across all data settings. Some
sample translations are shown in Appendix B.

For comparison to previous work, we report
lowercased and tokenized results on the full
IWSLT 14 training set in Table 3. Our results
far outperform the RNN-based results reported by
Wiseman and Rush (2016), and are on par with the
best reported results on this dataset.

Table 4 shows results for Korean→English,
using the same configurations (1, 2 and 8) as
for German–English. Our results confirm that
the techniques we apply are successful across
datasets, and result in stronger systems than pre-
viously reported on this dataset, achieving 10.37

BLEU as compared to 5.97 BLEU reported by Gu
et al. (2018b).

6 Conclusions

Our results demonstrate that NMT is in fact a suit-
able choice in low-data settings, and can outper-
form PBSMT with far less parallel training data
than previously claimed. Recently, the main trend
in low-resource MT research has been the bet-
ter exploitation of monolingual and multilingual
resources. Our results show that low-resource
NMT is very sensitive to hyperparameters such
as BPE vocabulary size, word dropout, and oth-
ers, and by following a set of best practices, we
can train competitive NMT systems without re-
lying on auxiliary resources. This has practical
relevance for languages where large amounts of
monolingual data, or multilingual data involving
related languages, are not available. Even though
we focused on only using parallel data, our re-
sults are also relevant for work on using auxiliary
data to improve low-resource MT. Supervised sys-
tems serve as an important baseline to judge the ef-
fectiveness of semisupervised or unsupervised ap-
proaches, and the quality of supervised systems
trained on little data can directly impact semi-
supervised workflows, for instance for the back-
translation of monolingual data.
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A Hyperparameters

Table 5 lists hyperparameters used for the different
experiments in the ablation study (Table 2). Hy-
perparameters were kept constant across different
data settings, except for the validation interval and
subword vocabulary size (see Table 1).

B Sample Translations

Table 6 shows some sample translations that rep-
resent typical errors of our PBSMT and NMT
systems, trained with ultra-low (100k words) and
low (3.2M words) amounts of data. For unknown
words such as blutbefleckten (‘bloodstained’) or
Spaniern (‘Spaniards’, ‘Spanish’), PBSMT sys-
tems default to copying, while NMT systems pro-
duce translations on a subword-level, with vary-
ing success (blue-flect, bleed; spaniers, Spani-
ans). NMT systems learn some syntactic dis-
ambiguation even with very little data, for ex-
ample the translation of das and die as relative
pronouns (’that’, ’which’, ’who’), while PBSMT
produces less grammatical translation. On the
flip side, the ultra low-resource NMT system ig-
nores some unknown words in favour of a more-
or-less fluent, but semantically inadequate trans-
lation: erobert (’conquered’) is translated into
doing, and richtig aufgezeichnet (’registered cor-
rectly’, ‘recorded correctly’) into really the first
thing.
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system

hyperparameter 2 3 5 6 7 8 9

hidden layer size 1024
embedding size 512
encoder depth 1 2 1
encoder recurrence transition depth 1 2
decoder depth 1 2 1
dec. recurrence transition depth (base) 2 4 2
dec. recurrence transition depth (high) - 2 -
tie decoder embeddings - yes
layer normalization - yes
lexical model - yes - yes

hidden dropout - 0.2 0.5
embedding dropout - 0.2 0.5
source word dropout - 0.1 0.3
target word dropout - 0.3
label smoothing - 0.1 0.2

maximum sentence length 200
minibatch size (# tokens) 4000 1000
learning rate 0.0001 0.0005
optimizer adam
early stopping patience 10
validation interval:

IWSLT 100k / 200k / 400k 50 100 400
IWSLT ≥ 800k / KO-EN 2.3M 1000 2000 8000

beam size 5

Table 5: Configurations of NMT systems reported in Table 2. Empty fields indicate that hyperparameter was
unchanged compared to previous systems.
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source In einem blutbefleckten Kontinent, waren diese Menschen die einzigen, die nie von den
Spaniern erobert wurden.

reference In a bloodstained continent, these people alone were never conquered by the Spanish.

PBSMT 100k In a blutbefleckten continent, were these people the only, the never of the Spaniern erobert were.
PBSMT 3.2M In a blutbefleckten continent, these people were the only ones that were never of the Spaniern

conquered.

NMT 3.2M (baseline) In a blinging tree continent, these people were the only ones that never had been conquered by
the Spanians.

NMT 100k (optimized) In a blue-flect continent, these people were the only one that has never been doing by the
spaniers.

NMT 3.2M (optimized) In a bleed continent, these people were the only ones who had never been conquered by the
Spanians.

source Dies ist tatschlich ein Poster von Notre Dame, das richtig aufgezeichnet wurde.
reference This is actually a poster of Notre Dame that registered correctly.

PBSMT 100k This is actually poster of Notre lady, the right aufgezeichnet was.
PBSMT 3.2M This is actually a poster of Notre Dame, the right recorded.

NMT 3.2M (baseline) This is actually a poster of emergency lady who was just recorded properly.

NMT 100k (optimized) This is actually a poster of Notre Dame, that was really the first thing.
NMT 3.2M (optimized) This is actually a poster from Notre Dame, which has been recorded right.

Table 6: German→English translation examples with phrase-based SMT and NMT systems trained on 100k/3.2M
words of parallel data.
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Abstract

We investigate adaptive ensemble weighting
for Neural Machine Translation, addressing
the case of improving performance on a new
and potentially unknown domain without sac-
rificing performance on the original domain.
We adapt sequentially across two Spanish-
English and three English-German tasks, com-
paring unregularized fine-tuning, L2 and Elas-
tic Weight Consolidation. We then report a
novel scheme for adaptive NMT ensemble de-
coding by extending Bayesian Interpolation
with source information, and show strong im-
provements across test domains without access
to the domain label.

1 Introduction

Neural Machine Translation (NMT) models are ef-
fective when trained on broad domains with large
datasets, such as news translation (Bojar et al.,
2017). However, test data may be drawn from
a different domain, on which general models can
perform poorly (Koehn and Knowles, 2017). We
address the problem of adapting to one or more do-
mains while maintaining good performance across
all domains. Crucially, we assume the realistic
scenario where the domain is unknown at infer-
ence time.

One solution is ensembling models trained on
different domains (Freitag and Al-Onaizan, 2016).
This approach has two main drawbacks. Firstly,
obtaining models for each domain is challenging.
Training from scratch on each new domain is im-
practical, while continuing training on a new do-
main can cause catastrophic forgetting of previous
tasks (French, 1999), even in an ensemble (Fre-
itag and Al-Onaizan, 2016). Secondly, ensemble
weighting requires knowledge of the test domain.

We address the model training problem with
regularized fine-tuning, using an L2 regularizer

(Barone et al., 2017) and Elastic Weight Consol-
idation (EWC) (Kirkpatrick et al., 2017). We fine-
tune sequentially to translate up to three domains
with the same model.

We then develop an adaptive inference scheme
for NMT ensembles by extending Bayesian In-
terpolation (BI) (Allauzen and Riley, 2011) to
sequence-to-sequence models.1 This lets us calcu-
late ensemble weights adaptively over time with-
out needing the domain label, giving strong im-
provements over uniform ensembling for baseline
and fine-tuned models.

1.1 Adaptive training
In NMT fine-tuning, a model is first trained on
a task A, typically translating a large general-
domain corpus (Luong and Manning, 2015). The
optimized parameters θ∗A are fine-tuned on task
B, a new domain. Without regularization, catas-
trophic forgetting can occur: performance on task
A degrades as parameters adjust to the new objec-
tive. A regularized objective is:

L(θ) = LB(θ) + Λ
∑

j

Fj(θj − θ∗A,j)2 (1)

whereLA(θ) andLB(θ) are the likelihood of tasks
A and B. We compare three cases:

• No-reg, where Λ = 0

• L2, where Fj = 1 for each parameter index j

• EWC, where Fj = E
[
∇2LA(θj)

]
, a sample

estimate of task A Fisher information. This
effectively measures the importance of θj to
task A.

For L2 and EWC we tune Λ on the validation
sets for new and old tasks to balance forgetting
against new-domain performance.

1See bayesian combination schemes at https://
github.com/ucam-smt/sgnmt
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1.2 Adaptive decoding
We extend the BI formalism to condition on a
source sequence, letting us apply it to adaptive
NMT ensemble weighting. We consider models
pk(y|x) trained on K distinct domains, used for
tasks t = 1, . . . , T . In our case a task is decoding
from one domain, so T = K. We assume through-
out that p(t) = 1

T , i.e. that tasks are equally likely
absent any other information.

A standard, fixed-weight ensemble would trans-
late with:

argmax
y

p(y|x) = argmax
y

K∑

k=1

Wkpk(y|x) (2)

The BI formalism assumes that we have tuned sets
of ensemble weights λk,t for each task. This de-
fines a task-conditional ensemble

p(y|x, t) =
K∑

k=1

λk,t pk(y|x) (3)

which can be used as a fixed weight ensemble if
the task is known. However if the task t is not
known, we wish to translate with:

argmax
y

p(y|x) = argmax
y

T∑

t=1

p(t,y|x) (4)

At step i, where hi is history y1:i−1:

p(yi|hi,x) =
T∑

t=1

p(t, yi|hi,x)

=
T∑

t=1

p(t|hi,x) p(yi|hi, t,x)

=

K∑

k=1

pk(yi|hi,x)

T∑

t=1

p(t|hi,x)λk,t

=
K∑

k=1

Wk,i pk(yi|hi,x) (5)

This has the form of an adaptively weighted en-
semble where, by comparison with Eq. 2:

Wk,i =
T∑

t=1

p(t|hi,x)λk,t (6)

In decoding, at each step i adaptation relies on a
recomputed estimate of the task posterior:

p(t|hi,x) =
p(hi|t,x)p(t|x)

∑T
t′=1 p(hi|t′,x)p(t′|x)

(7)

1.2.1 Static decoder configurations
In static decoding (Eq. 2), the weightsWk are con-
stant for each source sentence x. BI simplifies to a
uniform ensemble when λk,t = p(t|x) = 1

T . This
leads to Wk,i = 1

K (see Eq. 6) as a fixed equal-
weight interpolation of the component models.

Static decoding can also be performed with task
posteriors conditioned only on the source sen-
tence, which reflects the assumption that the his-
tory can be disregarded and that p(t|hi,x) =
p(t|x). In the most straightforward case, we as-
sume that only domain k is useful for task t:
λk,t = δk(t) (1 for k = t, 0 otherwise). Model
weighting simplifies to a fixed ensemble:

Wk = p(k|x) (8)

and decoding proceeds according to Eq. 2. We re-
fer to this as decoding with an informative source
(IS).

We propose using Gt, an collection of n-gram
language models trained on source language sen-
tences from tasks t, to estimate p(t|x):

p(t|x) =
p(x|t)p(t)

∑T
t′=1 p(x|t′)p(t′)

=
Gt(x)

∑T
t′=1Gt′(x)

(9)

In this way we use source language n-gram lan-
guage models to estimate p(t = k|x) in Eq. 8 for
static decoding with an informative source.

1.2.2 Adaptive decoder configurations
For adaptive decoding with Bayesian Interpola-
tion, as in Eq. 5, the model weights vary during
decoding according to Eq. 6 and Eq. 7. We assume
here that p(t|x) = p(t) = 1

T . This corresponds to
the approach in Allauzen and Riley (2011), which
considers only language model combination for
speech recognition. We refer to this in experi-
ments simply as BI. A refinement is to incorporate
Eq. 9 into Eq. 7, which would be Bayesian Inter-
polation with an informative source (BI+IS).

We now address the choice of λk,t. A simple
but restrictive approach is to take λk,t = δk(t).
We refer to this as identity-BI, and it embodies the
assumption that only one domain is useful for each
task.

Alternatively, if we have validation data Vt for
each task t, parameter search can be done to opti-
mize λk,t for BLEU over Vt for each task. This is
straightforward but relatively costly.
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Figure 1: Adaptively adjusting ensemble model
weights Wk,i (Eq. 6) during decoding with BI

We propose a simpler approach based on the
source language n-gram language models from
Eq. 9. We assume that each Gt is also a lan-
guage model for its corresponding domain k. With
Gk,t =

∑
x∈Vt Gk(x), we take:

λk,t =
Gk,t∑
k′ Gk′,t

(10)

λk,t can be interpreted as the probability that task
t contains sentences x drawn from domain k as
estimated over the Vt.

Figure 1 demonstrates this adaptive decoding
scheme when weighting a biomedical and a gen-
eral (news) domain model to produce a biomedi-
cal sentence under BI. The model weightsWk,i are
even until biomedical-specific vocabulary is pro-
duced, at which point the in-domain model domi-
nates.

1.2.3 Summary
We summarize our approaches to decoding in Ta-
ble 1.

Decoder p(t|x) λk,t

Static
Uniform 1

T
1
T

IS Eq. 9 δk(t)

Adaptive
Identity-BI 1

T δk(t)
BI 1

T Eq. 10
BI+IS Eq. 9 Eq. 10

Table 1: Setting task posterior p(t|x) and domain-task
weight λk,t for T tasks under decoding schemes in
this work. Note that IS can be combined with either
Identity-BI or BI by simply adjusting p(t|hi,x) accord-
ing to Eq. 7.

1.3 Related Work

Approaches to NMT domain adaptation include
training data selection or generation (Sennrich
et al., 2016a; Wang et al., 2017; Sajjad et al., 2017)
and fine-tuning output distributions (Dakwale and
Monz, 2017; Khayrallah et al., 2018).

Vilar (2018) regularizes parameters with an im-
portance network, while Thompson et al. (2018)
freeze subsets of the model parameters before fine-
tuning. Both observe forgetting with the adapted
model on the general domain data in the realistic
scenario where the test data domain is unknown.
Barone et al. (2017) fine-tune with L2 regulariza-
tion to reduce forgetting. Concurrently with our
work, Thompson et al. (2019) apply EWC to re-
duce forgetting during NMT domain adaptation.

During inference, Garmash and Monz (2016)
use a gating network to learn weights for a multi-
source NMT ensemble. Freitag and Al-Onaizan
(2016) use uniform ensembles of general and no-
reg fine-tuned models.

2 Experiments

We report on Spanish-English (es-en) and English-
German (en-de). For es-en we use the Scielo cor-
pus (Neves et al., 2016), with Health as the general
domain, adapting to Biological Sciences (‘Bio’).
We evaluate on the domain-labeled Health and Bio
2016 test data.

The en-de general domain is the WMT18 News
task (Bojar et al., 2017), with all data except
ParaCrawl oversampled by 2 (Sennrich et al.,
2017). We validate on newstest17 and evaluate
on newstest18. We adapt first to the IWSLT 2016
TED task (Cettolo et al., 2016), and then sequen-
tially to the APE 2017 IT task (Turchi et al., 2017).

We filter training sentences for minimum three
tokens and maximum 120 tokens, and remove sen-
tence pairs with length ratios higher than 4.5:1 or
lower than 1:4.5. Table 2 shows filtered train-
ing sentence counts. Each language pair uses a
32K-merge source-target BPE vocabulary trained
on the general domain (Sennrich et al., 2016b).

We implement in Tensor2Tensor (Vaswani
et al., 2018) and use its base Transformer model
(Vaswani et al., 2017) for all NMT models. At
inference time we decode with beam size 4 in
SGNMT (Stahlberg et al., 2017) and evaluate with
case-sensitive detokenized BLEU using Sacre-
BLEU (Post, 2018). For BI, we use 4-gram
KENLM models (Heafield, 2011).
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Language pair Domain Training sentences

es-en Health 586K
Bio 125K

en-de
News 22.1M
TED 146K
IT 11K

Table 2: Corpora training sentence counts

2.1 Adaptive training results

Training scheme Health Bio
1 Health 35.9 33.1
2 Bio 29.6 36.1
3 Health and Bio 35.8 37.2
4 1 then Bio, No-reg 30.3 36.6
5 1 then Bio, L2 35.1 37.3
6 1 then Bio, EWC 35.2 37.8

Table 3: Test BLEU for es-en adaptive training. EWC
reduces forgetting compared to other fine-tuning meth-
ods, while offering the greatest improvement on the
new domain.

Training scheme News TED IT
1 News 37.8 25.3 35.3
2 TED 23.7 24.1 14.4
3 IT 1.6 1.8 39.6
4 News and TED 38.2 25.5 35.4
5 1 then TED, No-reg 30.6 27.0 22.1
6 1 then TED, L2 37.9 26.7 31.8
7 1 then TED, EWC 38.3 27.0 33.1
8 5 then IT, No-reg 8.0 6.9 56.3
9 6 then IT, L2 32.3 22.6 56.9

10 7 then IT, EWC 35.8 24.6 57.0

Table 4: Test BLEU for en-de adaptive training, with
sequential adaptation to a third task. EWC-tuned mod-
els give the best performance on each domain.

We wish to improve performance on new do-
mains without reduced performance on the general
domain, to give strong models for adaptive decod-
ing. For es-en, the Health and Bio tasks overlap,
but catastrophic forgetting still occurs under no-
reg (Table 3). Regularization reduces forgetting
and allows further improvements on Bio over no-
reg fine-tuning. We find EWC outperforms the L2
approach of Barone et al. (2017) in learning the
new task and in reduced forgetting.

In the en-de News/TED task (Table 4), all
fine-tuning schemes give similar improvements on
TED. However, EWC outperforms no-reg and L2
on News, not only reducing forgetting but giving
0.5 BLEU improvement over the baseline News
model.

The IT task is very small: training on IT data
alone results in over-fitting, with a 17 BLEU im-
provement under fine-tuning. However, no-reg

fine-tuning rapidly forgets previous tasks. EWC
reduces forgetting on two previous tasks while fur-
ther improving on the target domain.

2.2 Adaptive decoding results

At inference time we may not know the test data
domain to match with the best adapted model, let
alone optimal weights for an ensemble on that do-
main. Table 5 shows improvements on data with-
out domain labelling using our adaptive decod-
ing schemes with unadapted models trained only
on one domain (models 1+2 from Table 3 and
1+2+3 from Table 4). We compare with the ‘ora-
cle’ model trained on each domain, which we can
only use if we know the test domain.

Uniform ensembling under-performs all oracle
models except es-en Bio, especially on general do-
mains. Identity-BI strongly improves over uni-
form ensembling, and BI with λ as in Eq. 10
improves further for all but es-en Bio. BI and IS
both individually outperform the oracle for all but
IS-News, indicating these schemes do not simply
learn to select a single model.

The combined scheme of BI+IS outperforms
either BI or IS individually, except in en-de IT.
We speculate IT is a distinct enough domain that
p(t|x) has little effect on adapted BI weights.

In Table 6 we apply the best adaptive decoding
scheme, BI+IS, to models fine-tuned with EWC.
The es-en ensemble consists of models 1+6 from
Table 3 and the en-de ensemble models 1+7+10
from Table 4. As described in Section 2.1 EWC
models perform well over multiple domains, so
the improvement over uniform ensembling is less
striking than for unadapted models. Nevertheless
adaptive decoding improves over both uniform en-
sembling and the oracle model in most cases.

With adaptive decoding, we do not need to as-
sume whether a uniform ensemble or a single
model might perform better for some potentially
unknown domain. We highlight this in Table 7
by reporting results with the ensembles of Tables
5 and 6 over concatenated test sets, to mimic the
realistic scenario of unlabelled test data. We ad-
ditionally include the uniform no-reg ensembling
approach given in Freitag and Al-Onaizan (2016)
using models 1+4 from Table 3 and 1+5+8 from
Table 4.

Uniform no-reg ensembling outperforms un-
adapted uniform ensembling, since fine-tuning
gives better in-domain performance. EWC
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Decoder configuration es-en en-de
Health Bio News TED IT

Oracle model 35.9 36.1 37.8 24.1 39.6
Uniform 33.1 36.4 21.9 18.4 38.9
Identity-BI 35.0 36.6 32.7 25.3 42.6
BI 35.9 36.5 38.0 26.1 44.7
IS 36.0 36.8 37.5 25.6 43.3
BI + IS 36.0 36.9 38.4 26.4 44.7

Table 5: Test BLEU for 2-model es-en and 3-model en-de unadapted model ensembling, compared to oracle
unadapted model chosen if test domain is known. Uniform ensembling generally underperforms the oracle, while
BI+IS outperforms the oracle.

Decoder configuration es-en en-de
Health Bio News TED IT

Oracle model 35.9 37.8 37.8 27.0 57.0
Uniform 36.0 36.4 38.9 26.0 43.5
BI + IS 36.2 38.0 38.7 26.1 56.4

Table 6: Test BLEU for 2-model es-en and 3-model en-de model ensembling for models adapted with EWC,
compared to oracle model last trained on each domain, chosen if test domain is known. BI+IS outperforms uniform
ensembling and in some cases outperforms the oracle.

Decoder configuration
Language pair Model type Oracle model Uniform BI + IS

es-en
Unadapted 36.4 34.7 36.6
No-reg 36.6 34.8 -
EWC 37.0 36.3 37.2

en-de
Unadapted 36.4 26.8 38.8
No-reg 41.7 31.8 -
EWC 42.1 38.6 42.0

Table 7: Total BLEU for test data concatenated across domains. Results from 2-model es-en and 3-model en-de
ensembles, compared to oracle model chosen if test domain is known. No-reg uniform corresponds to the approach
of Freitag and Al-Onaizan (2016). BI+IS performs similarly to strong oracles with no test domain labeling.

achieves similar or better in-domain results to no-
reg while reducing forgetting, resulting in better
uniform ensemble performance than no-reg.

BI+IS decoding with single-domain trained
models achieves gains over both the naive uniform
approach and over oracle single-domain models.
BI+IS with EWC-adapted models gives a 0.9 /
3.4 BLEU gain over the strong uniform EWC en-
semble, and a 2.4 / 10.2 overall BLEU gain over
the approach described in Freitag and Al-Onaizan
(2016).

3 Conclusions

We report on training and decoding techniques
that adapt NMT to new domains while preserving
performance on the original domain. We demon-
strate that EWC effectively regularizes NMT fine-
tuning, outperforming other schemes reported for
NMT. We extend Bayesian Interpolation with
source information and apply it to NMT decod-
ing with unadapted and fine-tuned models, adap-
tively weighting ensembles to out-perform the ora-

cle case, without relying on test domain labels. We
suggest our approach, reported for domain adapta-
tion, is broadly useful for NMT ensembling.
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Abstract

We study relation extraction for knowledge
base (KB) enrichment. Specifically, we aim
to extract entities and their relationships from
sentences in the form of triples and map the
elements of the extracted triples to an existing
KB in an end-to-end manner. Previous stud-
ies focus on the extraction itself and rely on
Named Entity Disambiguation (NED) to map
triples into the KB space. This way, NED er-
rors may cause extraction errors that affect the
overall precision and recall. To address this
problem, we propose an end-to-end relation
extraction model for KB enrichment based on
a neural encoder-decoder model. We collect
high-quality training data by distant supervi-
sion with co-reference resolution and para-
phrase detection. We propose an n-gram based
attention model that captures multi-word en-
tity names in a sentence. Our model employs
jointly learned word and entity embeddings to
support named entity disambiguation. Finally,
our model uses a modified beam search and
a triple classifier to help generate high-quality
triples. Our model outperforms state-of-the-
art baselines by 15.51% and 8.38% in terms of
F1 score on two real-world datasets.

1 Introduction

Knowledge bases (KBs), often in the form of
knowledge graphs (KGs), have become essential
resources in many tasks including Q&A systems,
recommender system, and natural language gener-
ation. Large KBs such as DBpedia (Auer et al.,
2007), Wikidata (Vrandecic and Krötzsch, 2014)
and Yago (Suchanek et al., 2007) contain millions
of facts about entities, which are represented in the
form of subject-predicate-object triples. However,
these KBs are far from complete and mandate con-
tinuous enrichment and curation.

∗Rui Zhang is the corresponding author.

Input sentence:
"New York University is a private
university in Manhattan."

Unsupervised approach output:
〈NYU,is,private university〉
〈NYU,is private university in,Manhattan〉

Supervised approach output:
〈NYU, instance of, Private University〉
〈NYU, located in, Manhattan〉

Canonicalized output:
〈Q49210, P31, Q902104〉
〈Q49210, P131, Q11299〉

Table 1: Relation extraction example.

Previous studies work on embedding-based
model (Nguyen et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2015)
and entity alignment model (Chen et al., 2017;
Sun et al., 2017; Trisedya et al., 2019) to en-
rich a knowledge base. Following the success of
the sequence-to-sequence architecture (Bahdanau
et al., 2015) for generating sentences from struc-
tured data (Marcheggiani and Perez-Beltrachini,
2018; Trisedya et al., 2018), we employ this ar-
chitecture to do the opposite, which is extracting
triples from a sentence.

In this paper, we study how to enrich a KB by
relation exaction from textual sources. Specif-
ically, we aim to extract triples in the form of
〈h, r, t〉, where h is a head entity, t is a tail en-
tity, and r is a relationship between the enti-
ties. Importantly, as KBs typically have much
better coverage on entities than on relationships,
we assume that h and t are existing entities in
a KB, r is a predicate that falls in a prede-
fined set of predicates we are interested in, but
the relationship 〈h, r, t〉 does not exist in the KB
yet. We aim to find more relationships between
h and t and add them to the KB. For exam-
ple, from the first extracted triples in Table 1 we
may recognize two entities "NYU" (abbreviation
of New York University) and "Private
University", which already exist in the KB;
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also the predicate "instance of" is in the
set of predefined predicates we are interested in,
but the relationship of 〈NYU, instance of,
Private University〉 does not exist in the
KB. We aim to add this relationship to our KB.
This is the typical situation for KB enrichment
(as opposed to constructing a KB from scratch or
performing relation extraction for other purposes,
such as Q&A or summarization).

KB enrichment mandates that the entities and
relationships of the extracted triples are canonical-
ized by mapping them to their proper entity and
predicate IDs in a KB. Table 1 illustrates an ex-
ample of triples extracted from a sentence. The
entities and predicate of the first extracted triple,
including NYU, instance of, and Private
University, are mapped to their unique IDs
Q49210, P31, and Q902104, respectively, to
comply with the semantic space of the KB.

Previous studies on relation extraction have
employed both unsupervised and supervised ap-
proaches. Unsupervised approaches typically start
with a small set of manually defined extraction
patterns to detect entity names and phrases about
relationships in an input text. This paradigm is
known as Open Information Extraction (Open IE)
(Banko et al., 2007; Corro and Gemulla, 2013;
Gashteovski et al., 2017). In this line of ap-
proaches, both entities and predicates are captured
in their surface forms without canonicalization.
Supervised approaches train statistical and neural
models for inferring the relationship between two
known entities in a sentence (Mintz et al., 2009;
Riedel et al., 2010, 2013; Zeng et al., 2015; Lin
et al., 2016). Most of these studies employ a pre-
processing step to recognize the entities. Only
few studies have fully integrated the mapping of
extracted triples onto uniquely identified KB en-
tities by using logical reasoning on the existing
KB to disambiguate the extracted entities (e.g.,
(Suchanek et al., 2009; Sa et al., 2017)).

Most existing methods thus entail the need for
Named Entity Disambiguation (NED) (cf. the sur-
vey by Shen et al. (2015)) as a separate process-
ing step. In addition, the mapping of relationship
phrases onto KB predicates necessitates another
mapping step, typically aided by paraphrase dic-
tionaries. This two-stage architecture is inherently
prone to error propagation across its two stages:
NED errors may cause extraction errors (and vice
versa) that lead to inaccurate relationships being

added to the KB.
We aim to integrate the extraction and the

canonicalization tasks by proposing an end-
to-end neural learning model to jointly extract
triples from sentences and map them into
an existing KB. Our method is based on the
encoder-decoder framework (Cho et al., 2014)
by treating the task as a translation of a sentence
into a sequence of elements of triples. For the
example in Table 1, our model aims to translate
"New York University is a private
university in Manhattan" into a se-
quence of IDs "Q49210 P31 Q902104
Q49210 P131 Q11299", from which we can
derive two triples to be added to the KB.

A standard encoder-decoder model with atten-
tion (Bahdanau et al., 2015) is, however, unable
to capture the multi-word entity names and ver-
bal or noun phrases that denote predicates. To
address this problem, we propose a novel form
of n-gram based attention that computes the n-
gram combination of attention weight to capture
the verbal or noun phrase context that comple-
ments the word level attention of the standard at-
tention model. Our model thus can better cap-
ture the multi-word context of entities and rela-
tionships. Our model harnesses pre-trained word
and entity embeddings that are jointly learned with
skip gram (Mikolov et al., 2013) and TransE (Bor-
des et al., 2013). The advantages of our jointly
learned embeddings are twofold. First, the em-
beddings capture the relationship between words
and entities, which is essential for named entity
disambiguation. Second, the entity embeddings
preserve the relationships between entities, which
help to build a highly accurate classifier to filter
the invalid extracted triples. To cope with the lack
of fully labeled training data, we adapt distant su-
pervision to generate aligned pairs of sentence and
triple as the training data. We augment the process
with co-reference resolution (Clark and Manning,
2016) and dictionary-based paraphrase detection
(Ganitkevitch et al., 2013; Grycner and Weikum,
2016). The co-reference resolution helps extract
sentences with implicit entity names, which en-
larges the set of candidate sentences to be aligned
with existing triples in a KB. The paraphrase de-
tection helps filter sentences that do not express
any relationships between entities.

The main contributions of this paper are:

• We propose an end-to-end model for extract-
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ing and canonicalizing triples to enrich a KB.
The model reduces error propagation between
relation extraction and NED, which existing
approaches are prone to.
• We propose an n-gram based attention model

to effectively map the multi-word mentions of
entities and their relationships into uniquely
identified entities and predicates. We propose
joint learning of word and entity embeddings
to capture the relationship between words and
entities for named entity disambiguation. We
further propose a modified beam search and a
triple classifier to generate high-quality triples.
• We evaluate the proposed model over two

real-world datasets. We adapt distant super-
vision with co-reference resolution and para-
phrase detection to obtain high-quality training
data. The experimental results show that our
model consistently outperforms a strong base-
line for neural relation extraction (Lin et al.,
2016) coupled with state-of-the-art NED mod-
els (Hoffart et al., 2011; Kolitsas et al., 2018).

2 Related Work

2.1 Open Information Extraction

Banko et al. (2007) introduced the paradigm of
Open Information Extraction (Open IE) and pro-
posed a pipeline that consists of three stages:
learner, extractor, and assessor. The learner uses
dependency-parsing information to learn patterns
for extraction, in an unsupervised way. The ex-
tractor generates candidate triples by identifying
noun phrases as arguments and connecting phrases
as predicates. The assessor assigns a probability to
each candidate triple based on statistical evidence.
This approach was prone to extracting incorrect,
verbose and uninformative triples. Various follow-
up studies (Fader et al., 2011; Mausam et al.,
2012; Angeli et al., 2015; Mausam, 2016) im-
proved the accuracy of Open IE, by adding hand-
crafted patterns or by using distant supervision.
Corro and Gemulla (2013) developed ClausIE, a
method that analyzes the clauses in a sentence and
derives triples from this structure. Gashteovski
et al. (2017) developed MinIE to advance ClausIE
by making the resulting triples more concise.

Stanovsky et al. (2018) proposed a supervised
learner for Open IE by casting relation extrac-
tion into sequence tagging. A bi-LSTM model
is trained to predict the label (entity, predicate, or
other) of each token of the input. The work most

related to ours is Neural Open IE (Cui et al., 2018),
which proposed an encoder-decoder with attention
model to extract triples. However, this work is not
geared for extracting relations of canonicalized en-
tities. Another line of studies use neural learning
for semantic role labeling (He et al., 2018), but the
goal here is to recognize the predicate-argument
structure of a single input sentence – as opposed
to extracting relations from a corpus.

All of these methods generate triples where the
head and tail entities and the predicate stay in
their surface forms. Therefore, different names
and phrases for the same entities result in multiple
triples, which would pollute the KG if added this
way. The only means to map triples to uniquely
identified entities in a KG is by post-processing
via entity linking (NED) methods (Shen et al.,
2015) or by clustering with subsequent mapping
(Galárraga et al., 2014).

2.2 Entity-aware Relation Extraction

Inspired by the work of Brin (1998), state-of-the-
art methods employ distant supervision by lever-
aging seed facts from an existing KG (Mintz et al.,
2009; Suchanek et al., 2009; Carlson et al., 2010).
These methods learn extraction patterns from seed
facts, apply the patterns to extract new fact candi-
dates, iterate this principle, and finally use statis-
tical inference (e.g., a classifier) for reducing the
false positive rate. Some of these methods hinge
on the assumption that the co-occurrence of a seed
fact’s entities in the same sentence is an indicator
of expressing a semantic relationship between the
entities. This is a potential source of wrong la-
beling. Follow-up studies (Hoffmann et al., 2010;
Riedel et al., 2010, 2013; Surdeanu et al., 2012)
overcome this limitation by various means, includ-
ing the use of relation-specific lexicons and latent
factor models. Still, these methods treat entities by
their surface forms and disregard their mapping to
existing entities in the KG.

Suchanek et al. (2009) and Sa et al. (2017) used
probabilistic-logical inference to eliminate false
positives, based on constraint solving or Monte
Carlo sampling over probabilistic graphical mod-
els, respectively. These methods integrate entity
linking (i.e., NED) into their models. However,
both have high computational complexity and rely
on modeling constraints and appropriate priors.

Recent studies employ neural networks to learn
the extraction of triples. Nguyen and Grish-
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Figure 1: Overview of our proposed solution.

man (2015) proposed Convolution Networks with
multi-sized window kernel. Zeng et al. (2015)
proposed Piecewise Convolution Neural Networks
(PCNN). Lin et al. (2016, 2017) improved this ap-
proach by proposing PCNN with sentence-level
attention. This method performed best in exper-
imental studies; hence we choose it as the main
baseline against which we compare our approach.
Follow-up studies considered further variations:
Zhou et al. (2018) proposed hierarchical attention,
Ji et al. (2017) incorporated entity descriptions,
Miwa and Bansal (2016) incorporated syntactic
features, and Sorokin and Gurevych (2017) used
background knowledge for contextualization.

None of these neural models is geared for KG
enrichment, as the canonicalization of entities is
out of their scope.

3 Proposed Model

We start with the problem definition. Let G =
(E,R) be an existing KG where E and R are
the sets of entities and relationships (predicates)
in G, respectively. We consider a sentence S =

〈w1, w2, ..., wi〉 as the input, where wi is a token
at position i in the sentence. We aim to extract a
set of triples O = {o1, o2, ..., oj} from the sen-
tence, where oj = 〈hj , rj , tj〉, hj , tj ∈ E, and
rj ∈ R. Table 1 illustrates the input and target
output of our problem.

3.1 Solution Framework

Figure 1 illustrates the overall solution frame-
work. Our framework consists of three compo-
nents: data collection module, embedding mod-
ule, and neural relation extraction module.

In the data collection module (detailed in Sec-
tion 3.2), we align known triples in an existing KB
with sentences that contain such triples from a text
corpus. The aligned pairs of sentences and triples
will later be used as the training data in our neural
relation extraction module. This alignment is done
by distant supervision. To obtain a large number
of high-quality alignments, we augment the pro-
cess with a co-reference resolution to extract sen-
tences with implicit entity names, which enlarges
the set of candidate sentences to be aligned. We
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further use dictionary based paraphrase detection
to filter sentences that do not express any relation-
ships between entities.

In the embedding module (detailed in Sec-
tion 3.3), we propose a joint learning of word
and entity embeddings by combining skip-gram
(Mikolov et al., 2013) to compute the word em-
beddings and TransE (Bordes et al., 2013) to com-
pute the entity embeddings. The objective of the
joint learning is to capture the similarity of words
and entities that helps map the entity names into
the related entity IDs. Moreover, the resulting en-
tity embeddings are used to train a triple classi-
fier that helps filter invalid triples generated by our
neural relation extraction model.

In the neural relation extraction module (de-
tailed in Section 3.4), we propose an n-gram based
attention model by expanding the attention mech-
anism to the n-gram token of a sentence. The n-
gram attention computes the n-gram combination
of attention weight to capture the verbal or noun
phrase context that complements the word level
attention of the standard attention model. This
expansion helps our model to better capture the
multi-word context of entities and relationships.

The output of the encoder-decoder model is a
sequence of the entity and predicate IDs where ev-
ery three IDs indicate a triple. To generate high-
quality triples, we propose two strategies. The first
strategy uses a modified beam search that com-
putes the lexical similarity of the extracted enti-
ties with the surface form of entity names in the
input sentence to ensure the correct entity predic-
tion. The second strategy uses a triple classifier
that is trained using the entity embeddings from
the joint learning to filter the invalid triples. The
triple generation process is detailed in Section 3.5

3.2 Dataset Collection

We aim to extract triples from a sentence for
KB enrichment by proposing a supervised rela-
tion extraction model. To train such a model, we
need a large volume of fully labeled training data
in the form of sentence-triple pairs. Following
Sorokin and Gurevych (2017), we use distant su-
pervision (Mintz et al., 2009) to align sentences in
Wikipedia1 with triples in Wikidata2 (Vrandecic
and Krötzsch, 2014).

1https://dumps.wikimedia.org/enwiki/latest/enwiki-
latest-pages-articles.xml.bz2

2https://dumps.wikimedia.org/wikidatawiki/entities/latest-
all.ttl.gz

We map an entity mention in a sentence to the
corresponding entity entry (i.e., Wikidata ID) in
Wikidata via the hyperlink associated to the en-
tity mention, which is recorded in Wikidata as the
url property of the entity entry. Each pair may
contain one sentence and multiple triples. We sort
the order of the triples based on the order of the
predicate paraphrases that indicate the relation-
ships between entities in the sentence. We col-
lect sentence-triple pairs by extracting sentences
that contain both head and tail entities of Wikidata
triples. To generate high-quality sentence-triple
pairs, we propose two additional steps: (1) extract-
ing sentences that contain implicit entity names
using co-reference resolution, and (2) filtering sen-
tences that do not express any relationships using
paraphrase detection. We detail these steps below.

Prior to aligning the sentences with triples,
in Step (1), we find the implicit entity names
to increase the number of candidate sentences
to be aligned. We apply co-reference res-
olution (Clark and Manning, 2016) to each
paragraph in a Wikipedia article and replace
the extracted co-references with the proper en-
tity name. We observe that the first sen-
tence of a paragraph in a Wikipedia arti-
cle may contain a pronoun that refers to the
main entity. For example, there is a para-
graph in the Barack Obama article that starts
with a sentence "He was reelected to
the Illinois Senate in 1998". This
may cause the standard co-reference resolution to
miss the implicit entity names for the rest of the
paragraph. To address this problem, we heuristi-
cally replace the pronouns in the first sentence of a
paragraph if the main entity name of the Wikipedia
page is not mentioned. For the sentence in the pre-
vious example, we replace "He" with "Barack
Obama". The intuition is that a Wikipedia article
contains content of a single entity of interest, and
that the pronouns mentioned in the first sentence
of a paragraph mostly relate to the main entity.

In Step (2), we use a dictionary based para-
phrase detection to capture relationships between
entities in a sentence. First, we create a dictionary
by populating predicate paraphrases from three
sources including PATTY (Nakashole et al.,
2012), POLY (Grycner and Weikum, 2016), and
PPDB (Ganitkevitch et al., 2013) that yield 540
predicates and 24, 013 unique paraphrases. For
example, predicate paraphrases for the relation-
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#pairs #triples #entities #predicates
All (WIKI) 255,654 330,005 279,888 158
Train+val 225,869 291,352 249,272 157
Test (WIKI) 29,785 38,653 38,690 109
Test (GEO) 1,000 1,095 124 11

Table 2: Statistics of the dataset.

ship "place of birth" are {born in,
was born in, ...}. Then, we use this
dictionary to filter sentences that do not express
any relationships between entities. We use exact
string matching to find verbal or noun phrases in
a sentence which is a paraphrases of a predicate
of a triple. For example, for the triple 〈Barack
Obama, place of birth, Honolulu〉,
the sentence "Barack Obama was born
in 1961 in Honolulu, Hawaii" will be
retained while the sentence "Barack Obama
visited Honolulu in 2010" will be
removed (the sentence may be retained if there
is another valid triple 〈Barack Obama,
visited, Honolulu〉). This helps filter
noises for the sentence-triple alignment.

The collected dataset contains 255,654
sentence-triple pairs. For each pair, the maximum
number of triples is four (i.e., a sentence can
produce at most four triples). We split the dataset
into train set (80%), dev set (10%) and test set
(10%) (we call it the WIKI test dataset). For
stress testing (to test the proposed model on a
different style of text than the training data), we
also collect another test dataset outside Wikipedia.
We apply the same procedure to the user reviews
of a travel website. First, we collect user reviews
on 100 popular landmarks in Australia. Then,
we apply the adapted distant supervision to the
reviews and collect 1,000 sentence-triple pairs (we
call it the GEO test dataset). Table 2 summarizes
the statistics of our datasets.

3.3 Joint Learning of Word and Entity
Embeddings

Our relation extraction model is based on
the encoder-decoder framework which has been
widely used in Neural Machine Translation to
translate text from one language to another. In our
setup, we aim to translate a sentence into triples,
and hence the vocabulary of the source input is a
set of English words while the vocabulary of the
target output is a set of entity and predicate IDs
in an existing KG. To compute the embeddings
of the source and target vocabularies, we propose

a joint learning of word and entity embeddings
that is effective to capture the similarity between
words and entities for named entity disambigua-
tion (Yamada et al., 2016). Note that our method
differs from that of Yamada et al. (2016). We use
joint learning by combining skip-gram (Mikolov
et al., 2013) to compute the word embeddings and
TransE (Bordes et al., 2013) to compute the entity
embeddings (including the relationship embed-
dings), while Yamada et al. (2016) use Wikipedia
Link-based Measure (WLM) (Milne and Witten,
2008) that does not consider the relationship em-
beddings.

Our model learns the entity embeddings by min-
imizing a margin-based objective function JE :

JE =
∑

tr∈Tr

∑

t′r∈T ′
r

max
(
0,
[
γ + f(tr)− f(t′r)

])
(1)

Tr = {〈h, r, t〉|〈h, r, t〉 ∈ G} (2)

Tr
′ =

{〈
h′, r, t

〉
|h′ ∈ E

}
∪
{〈
h, r, t′

〉
| t′ ∈ E

}
(3)

f(tr) = ‖h+ r− t‖ (4)

Here, ‖x‖ is the L1-Norm of vector x, γ is a mar-
gin hyperparameter, Tr is the set of valid relation-
ship triples from a KG G, and T ′r is the set of cor-
rupted relationship triples (recall that E is the set
of entities in G). The corrupted triples are used
as negative samples, which are created by replac-
ing the head or tail entity of a valid triple in Tr
with a random entity. We use all triples in Wiki-
data except those which belong to the testing data
to compute the entity embeddings.

To establish the interaction between the entity
and word embeddings, we follow the Anchor
Context Model proposed by Yamada et al. (2016).
First, we generate a text corpus by combining
the original text and the modified anchor text
of Wikipedia. This is done by replacing the
entity names in a sentence with the related entity
or predicate IDs. For example, the sentence
"New York University is a private
university in Manhattan" is mod-
ified into "Q49210 is a Q902104 in
Q11299". Then, we use the skip-gram method to
compute the word embeddings from the generated
corpus (the entity IDs in the modified anchor text
are treated as words in the skip-gram model).
Given a sequence of n words [w1, w2, ..., wn],
The model learns the word embeddings, by
minimizing the following objective function JW :

JW =
1

T

n∑

t=1

∑

−c≤j≤c,j 6=0

logP (wt+j |wt) (5)
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P (wt+j |wt) =
exp(v

′
wt+j

>
vwt)

∑W
i=1(v

′
i
>
vwt)

(6)

where c is the size of the context window, wt
denotes the target word, and wt+j is the context
word; vw and v

′
w are the input and output vector

representations of word w, and W is the vocab-
ulary size. The overall objective function of the
joint learning of word and entity embeddings is:

J = JE + JW (7)

3.4 N-gram Based Attention Model

Our proposed relation extraction model integrates
the extraction and canonicalization tasks for KB
enrichment in an end-to-end manner. To build
such a model, we employ an encoder-decoder
model (Cho et al., 2014) to translate a sentence
into a sequence of triples. The encoder encodes
a sentence into a vector that is used by the de-
coder as a context to generate a sequence of triples.
Because we treat the input and output as a se-
quence, We use the LSTM networks (Hochreiter
and Schmidhuber, 1997) in the encoder and the
decoder.

The encoder-decoder with attention model
(Bahdanau et al., 2015) has been used in machine
translation. However, in the relation extraction
task, the attention model cannot capture the multi-
word entity names. In our preliminary investiga-
tion, we found that the attention model yields mis-
alignment between the word and the entity.

The above problem is due to the same words
in the names of different entities (e.g., the word
University in different university names such
as New York University, Washington
University, etc.). During training, the model
pays more attention to the word University
to differentiate different types of entities of a
similar name, e.g., New York University,
New York Times Building, or New
York Life Building, but not the same
types of entities of different names (e.g., New
York University and Washington
University). This may cause errors in entity
alignment, especially when predicting the ID of
an entity that is not in the training data. Even
though we add 〈Entity-name, Entity-ID〉
pairs as training data (see the Training section),
the misalignments still take place.

We address the above problem by proposing an
n-gram based attention model. This model com-
putes the attention of all possible n-grams of the
sentence input. The attention weights are com-
puted over the n-gram combinations of the word
embeddings, and hence the context vector for the
decoder is computed as follows.

cdt =


he;

|N |∑

n=1

Wn



|Xn|∑

i=1

αni x
n
i




 (8)

αni =
exp(he>Vnxni )∑|Xn|
j=1 exp(he>Vnxnj )

(9)

Here, cdt is the context vector of the decoder at
timestep t, he is the last hidden state of the en-
coder, the superscript n indicates the n-gram com-
bination, x is the word embeddings of input sen-
tence, |Xn| is the total number of n-gram token
combination, N indicates the maximum value of
n used in the n-gram combinations (N = 3 in
our experiments), W and V are learned parameter
matrices, and α is the attention weight.

Training
In the training phase, in addition to the sentence-
triple pairs collected using distant supervi-
sion (see Section 3.2), we also add pairs of
〈Entity-name, Entity-ID〉 of all entities
in the KB to the training data, e.g., 〈New York
University, Q49210〉. This allows the
model to learn the mapping between entity names
and entity IDs, especially for the unseen entities.

3.5 Triple Generation
The output of the encoder-decoder model is a se-
quence of the entity and predicate IDs where every
three tokens indicate a triple. Therefore, to extract
a triple, we simply group every three tokens of the
generated output. However, the greedy approach
(i.e., picking the entity with the highest probabil-
ity of the last softmax layer of the decoder) may
lead the model to extract incorrect entities due to
the similarity between entity embeddings (e.g., the
embeddings of New York City and Chicago
may be similar because both are cities in USA). To
address this problem, we propose two strategies:
re-ranking the predicted entities using a modified
beam search and filtering invalid triples using a
triple classifier.

The modified beam search re-ranks top-k (k =
10 in our experiments) entity IDs that are predicted
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Model
WIKI GEO

Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1

Existing
Models

MinIE (+AIDA) 0.3672 0.4856 0.4182 0.3574 0.3901 0.3730
MinIE (+NeuralEL) 0.3511 0.3967 0.3725 0.3644 0.3811 0.3726
ClausIE (+AIDA) 0.3617 0.4728 0.4099 0.3531 0.3951 0.3729
ClausIE (+NeuralEL) 0.3445 0.3786 0.3607 0.3563 0.3791 0.3673
CNN (+AIDA) 0.4035 0.3503 0.3750 0.3715 0.3165 0.3418
CNN (+NeuralEL) 0.3689 0.3521 0.3603 0.3781 0.3005 0.3349

Encoder-
Decoder
Models

Single Attention 0.4591 0.3836 0.4180 0.4010 0.3912 0.3960
Single Attention (+pre-trained) 0.4725 0.4053 0.4363 0.4314 0.4311 0.4312
Single Attention (+beam) 0.6056 0.5231 0.5613 0.5869 0.4851 0.5312
Single Attention (+triple classifier) 0.7378 0.5013 0.5970 0.6704 0.5301 0.5921
Transformer 0.4628 0.3897 0.4231 0.4575 0.4620 0.4597
Transformer (+pre-trained) 0.4748 0.4091 0.4395 0.4841 0.4831 0.4836
Transformer (+beam) 0.5829 0.5025 0.5397 0.6181 0.6161 0.6171
Transformer (+triple classifier) 0.7307 0.4866 0.5842 0.7124 0.5761 0.6370

Proposed

N-gram Attention 0.7014 0.6432 0.6710 0.6029 0.6033 0.6031
N-gram Attention (+pre-trained) 0.7157 0.6634 0.6886 0.6581 0.6631 0.6606
N-gram Attention (+beam) 0.7424 0.6845 0.7123 0.6816 0.6861 0.6838
N-gram Attention (+triple classifier) 0.8471 0.6762 0.7521 0.7705 0.6771 0.7208

Table 3: Experiments result.

by the decoder by computing the edit distance be-
tween the entity names (obtained from the KB)
and every n-gram token of the input sentence. The
intuition is that the entity name should be men-
tioned in the sentence so that the entity with the
highest similarity will be chosen as the output.

Our triple classifier is trained with entity em-
beddings from the joint learning (see Section 3.3).
Triple classification is one of the metrics to evalu-
ate the quality of entity embeddings (Socher et al.,
2013). We build a classifier to determine the valid-
ity of a triple 〈h, r, t〉. We train a binary classifier
based on the plausibility score (h+ r− t) (the
score to compute the entity embeddings). We cre-
ate negative samples by corrupting the valid triples
(i.e., replacing the head or tail entity by a random
entity). The triple classifier is effective to filter in-
valid triple such as 〈New York University,
capital of, Manhattan〉.

4 Experiments

We evaluate our model on two real datasets includ-
ing WIKI and GEO test datasets (see Section 3.2).
We use precision, recall, and F1 score as the eval-
uation metrics.

4.1 Hyperparameters

We use grid search to find the best hyper-
parameters for the networks. We use 512 hidden
units for both the encoder and the decoder. We use
64 dimensions of pre-trained word and entity em-
beddings (see Section 3.3). We use a 0.5 dropout
rate for regularization on both the encoder and the
decoder. We use Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015)

with a learning rate of 0.0002.

4.2 Models

We compare our proposed model3 with three ex-
isting models including CNN (the state-of-the-
art supervised approach by Lin et al. (2016)),
MiniE (the state-of-the-art unsupervised approach
by Gashteovski et al. (2017)), and ClausIE by
Corro and Gemulla (2013). To map the extracted
entities by these models, we use two state-of-the-
art NED systems including AIDA (Hoffart et al.,
2011) and NeuralEL (Kolitsas et al., 2018). The
precision (tested on our test dataset) of AIDA and
NeuralEL are 70% and 61% respectively. To map
the extracted predicates (relationships) of the un-
supervised approaches output, we use the dictio-
nary based paraphrase detection. We use the same
dictionary that is used to collect the dataset (i.e.,
the combination of three paraphrase dictionaries
including PATTY (Nakashole et al., 2012), POLY
(Grycner and Weikum, 2016), and PPDB (Gan-
itkevitch et al., 2013)). We replace the extracted
predicate with the correct predicate ID if one of
the paraphrases of the correct predicate (i.e., the
gold standard) appear in the extracted predicate.
Otherwise, we replace the extracted predicate with
"NA" to indicate an unrecognized predicate. We
also compare our N-gram Attention model with
two encoder-decoder based models including the
Single Attention model (Bahdanau et al., 2015)
and Transformer model (Vaswani et al., 2017).

3The code and the dataset are made available at
http://www.ruizhang.info/GKB/gkb.htm
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4.3 Results

Table 3 shows that the end-to-end models outper-
form the existing model. In particular, our pro-
posed n-gram attention model achieves the best
results in terms of precision, recall, and F1 score.
Our proposed model outperforms the best existing
model (MinIE) by 33.39% and 34.78% in terms
of F1 score on the WIKI and GEO test dataset re-
spectively. These results are expected since the
existing models are affected by the error propa-
gation of the NED. As expected, the combination
of the existing models with AIDA achieves higher
F1 scores than the combination with NeuralEL as
AIDA achieves a higher precision than NeuralEL.

To further show the effect of error propagation,
we set up an experiment without the canonical-
ization task (i.e., the objective is predicting a re-
lationship between known entities). We remove
the NED pre-processing step by allowing the CNN
model to access the correct entities. Meanwhile,
we provide the correct entities to the decoder of
our proposed model. In this setup, our proposed
model achieves 86.34% and 79.11%, while CNN
achieves 81.92% and 75.82% in precision over the
WIKI and GEO test datasets, respectively.

Our proposed n-gram attention model outper-
forms the end-to-end models by 15.51% and
8.38% in terms of F1 score on the WIKI and GEO
test datasets, respectively. The Transformer model
also only yields similar performance to that of
the Single Attention model, which is worse than
ours. These results indicate that our model cap-
tures multi-word entity name (in both datasets,
82.9% of the entities have multi-word entity name)
in the input sentence better than the other models.

Table 3 also shows that the pre-trained embed-
dings improve the performance of the model in all
measures. Moreover, the pre-trained embeddings
help the model to converge faster. In our experi-
ments, the models that use the pre-trained embed-
dings converge in 20 epochs on average, while the
models that do not use the pre-trained embeddings
converge in 30 − 40 epochs. Our triple classifier
combined with the modified beam search boost the
performance of the model. The modified beam
search provides a high recall by extracting the cor-
rect entities based on the surface form in the input
sentence while the triple classifier provides a high
precision by filtering the invalid triples.

Discussion
We further perform manual error analysis. We
found that the incorrect output of our model is
caused by the same entity name of two differ-
ent entities (e.g., the name of Michael Jordan
that refers to the American basketball player or
the English footballer). The modified beam search
cannot disambiguate those entities as it only con-
siders the lexical similarity. We consider using
context-based similarity as future work.

5 Conclusions

We proposed an end-to-end relation extraction
model for KB enrichment that integrates the ex-
traction and canonicalization tasks. Our model
thus reduces the error propagation between rela-
tion extraction and NED that existing approaches
are prone to. To obtain high-quality training data,
we adapt distant supervision and augment it with
co-reference resolution and paraphrase detection.
We propose an n-gram based attention model that
better captures the multi-word entity names in a
sentence. Moreover, we propose a modified beam
search and a triple classification that helps the
model to generate high-quality triples.

Experimental results show that our proposed
model outperforms the existing models by 33.39%
and 34.78% in terms of F1 score on the WIKI
and GEO test dataset respectively. These re-
sults confirm that our model reduces the error
propagation between NED and relation extraction.
Our proposed n-gram attention model outperforms
the other encoder-decoder models by 15.51% and
8.38% in terms of F1 score on the two real-world
datasets. These results confirm that our model bet-
ter captures the multi-word entity names in a sen-
tence. In the future, we plan to explore context-
based similarity to complement the lexical simi-
larity to improve the overall performance.
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Abstract

Dependency trees convey rich structural in-
formation that is proven useful for extract-
ing relations among entities in text. However,
how to effectively make use of relevant infor-
mation while ignoring irrelevant information
from the dependency trees remains a challeng-
ing research question. Existing approaches
employing rule based hard-pruning strategies
for selecting relevant partial dependency struc-
tures may not always yield optimal results. In
this work, we propose Attention Guided Graph
Convolutional Networks (AGGCNs), a novel
model which directly takes full dependency
trees as inputs. Our model can be understood
as a soft-pruning approach that automatically
learns how to selectively attend to the relevant
sub-structures useful for the relation extrac-
tion task. Extensive results on various tasks
including cross-sentence n-ary relation extrac-
tion and large-scale sentence-level relation ex-
traction show that our model is able to bet-
ter leverage the structural information of the
full dependency trees, giving significantly bet-
ter results than previous approaches.

1 Introduction

Relation extraction aims to detect relations among
entities in the text. It plays a significant role in
a variety of natural language processing applica-
tions including biomedical knowledge discovery
(Quirk and Poon, 2017), knowledge base popula-
tion (Zhang et al., 2017) and question answering
(Yu et al., 2017). Figure 1 shows an example about
expressing a relation sensitivity among three enti-
ties L858E, EGFR and gefitinib in two sentences.

Most existing relation extraction models can be
categorized into two classes: sequence-based and
dependency-based. Sequence-based models op-
erate only on the word sequences (Zeng et al.,

∗∗Equally Contributed.

2014; Wang et al., 2016), whereas dependency-
based models incorporate dependency trees into
the models (Bunescu and Mooney, 2005; Peng
et al., 2017). Compared to sequence-based mod-
els, dependency-based models are able to capture
non-local syntactic relations that are obscure from
the surface form alone (Zhang et al., 2018). Var-
ious pruning strategies are also proposed to distill
the dependency information in order to further im-
prove the performance. Xu et al. (2015b,c) apply
neural networks only on the shortest dependency
path between the entities in the full tree. Miwa and
Bansal (2016) reduce the full tree to the subtree
below the lowest common ancestor (LCA) of the
entities. Zhang et al. (2018) apply graph convolu-
tional networks (GCNs) (Kipf and Welling, 2017)
model over a pruned tree. This tree includes to-
kens that are up to distance K away from the de-
pendency path in the LCA subtree.

However, rule-based pruning strategies might
eliminate some important information in the full
tree. Figure 1 shows an example in cross-sentence
n-ary relation extraction that the key tokens par-
tial response would be excluded if the model only
takes the pruned tree into consideration. Ideally,
the model should be able to learn how to main-
tain a balance between including and excluding
information in the full tree. In this paper, we pro-
pose the novel Attention Guided Graph Convo-
lutional Networks (AGGCNs), which operate di-
rectly on the full tree. Intuitively, we develop a
“soft pruning” strategy that transforms the origi-
nal dependency tree into a fully connected edge-
weighted graph. These weights can be viewed as
the strength of relatedness between nodes, which
can be learned in an end-to-end fashion by using
self-attention mechanism (Vaswani et al., 2017).

In order to encode a large fully connected graph,
we next introduce dense connections (Huang et al.,
2017) to the GCN model following (Guo et al.,
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Figure 1: An example dependency tree for two sentences expressing a relation (sensitivity) among three entities.
The shortest dependency path between these entities is highlighted in bold (edges and tokens). The root node of
the LCA subtree of entities is present. The dotted edges indicate tokens K=1 away from the subtree. Note that
tokens partial response off these paths (shortest dependency path, LCA subtree, pruned tree when K=1).

2019). For GCNs, L layers will be needed in or-
der to capture neighborhood information that is
L hops away. A shallow GCN model may not
be able to capture non-local interactions of large
graphs. Interestingly, while deeper GCNs can cap-
ture richer neighborhood information of a graph,
empirically it has been observed that the best per-
formance is achieved with a 2-layer model (Xu
et al., 2018). With the help of dense connections,
we are able to train the AGGCN model with a
large depth, allowing rich local and non-local de-
pendency information to be captured.

Experiments show that our model is able to
achieve better performance for various tasks.
For the cross-sentence relation extraction task,
our model surpasses the current state-of-the-
art models on multi-class ternary and binary
relation extraction by 8% and 6% in terms
of accuracy respectively. For the large-
scale sentence-level extraction task (TACRED
dataset), our model is also consistently bet-
ter than others, showing the effectiveness of
the model on a large training set. Our code
is available at http://www.statnlp.org/
research/information-extraction1

Our contributions are summarized as follows:
• We propose the novel AGGCNs that learn a

“soft pruning” strategy in an end-to-end fash-
ion, which learns how to select and discard
information. Combining with dense connec-
tions, our AGGCN model is able to learn a
better graph representation.
• Our model achieves new state-of-the-art re-

sults without additional computational over-

1Implementation is based on Pytorch (Paszke et al., 2017).

head when compared with previous GCNs.2

Unlike tree-structured models (e.g., Tree-
LSTM (Tai et al., 2015)), it can be efficiently
applied over dependency trees in parallel.

2 Attention Guided GCNs

In this section, we will present the basic compo-
nents used for constructing our AGGCN model.

2.1 GCNs
GCNs are neural networks that operate directly
on graph structures (Kipf and Welling, 2017).
Here we mathematically illustrate how multi-layer
GCNs work on a graph. Given a graph with n
nodes, we can represent the graph with an n × n
adjacency matrix A. Marcheggiani and Titov
(2017) extend GCNs for encoding dependency
trees by incorporating directionality of edges into
the model. They add a self-loop for each node in
the tree. Opposite direction of a dependency arc is
also included, which means Aij = 1 and Aji = 1
if there is an edge going from node i to node j,
otherwise Aij = 0 and Aji = 0. The convolu-
tion computation for node i at the l-th layer, which
takes the input feature representation h(l−1) as in-
put and outputs the induced representation h

(l)
i ,

can be defined as:

h
(l)
i = ρ

( n∑

j=1

AijW
(l)h

(l−1)
j + b(l)

)
(1)

where W(l) is the weight matrix, b(l) is the
bias vector, and ρ is an activation function (e.g.,
RELU). h(0)

i is the initial input xi, where xi ∈ Rd
and d is the input feature dimension.

2The size of the adjacency matrix representing the fully
connected graph is the same as the one of the original tree.
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Figure 2: The AGGCN model is shown with an example sentence and its dependency tree. It is composed of
M identical blocks and each block has three types of layers as shown on the right. Every block takes node
embeddings and adjacency matrix that represents the graph as inputs. Then N attention guided adjacency matrices
are constructed by using multi-head attention as shown at bottom left. The original dependency tree is transformed
into N different fully connected edge-weighted graphs (self-loops are omitted for simplification). Numbers near
the edges represent the weights in the matrix. Resulting matrices are fed into N separate densely connected layers,
generating new representations. Top left shows an example of the densely connected layer, where the number (L) of
sub-layers is 3 (L is a hyper-parameter). Each sub-layer concatenates all preceding outputs as the input. Eventually,
a linear combination is applied to combine outputs of N densely connected layers into hidden representations.

2.2 Attention Guided Layer

The AGGCN model is composed of M identical
blocks as shown in Figure 2. Each block consists
of three types of layers: attention guided layer,
densely connected layer and linear combination
layer. We first introduce the attention guided layer
of the AGGCN model.

As we discuss in Section 1, most existing prun-
ing strategies are predefined. They prune the full
tree into a subtree, based on which the adjacency
matrix is constructed. In fact, such strategies can
also be viewed as a form of hard attention (Xu
et al., 2015a), where edges that connect nodes not
on the resulting subtree will be directly assigned
zero weights (not attended). Such strategies might
eliminate relevant information from the original
dependency tree. Instead of using rule-based prun-
ing, we develop a “soft pruning” strategy in the at-
tention guided layer, which assigns weights to all
edges. These weights can be learned by the model
in an end-to-end fashion.

In the attention guided layer, we transform the
original dependency tree into a fully connected
edge-weighted graph by constructing an attention
guided adjacency matrix Ã. Each Ã corresponds
to a certain fully connected graph and each entry
Ãij is the weight of the edge going from node i to
node j. As shown in Figure 2, Ã(1) represents a

fully connected graph G(1). Ã can be constructed
by using self-attention mechanism (Cheng et al.,
2016), which is an attention mechanism (Bah-
danau et al., 2015) that captures the interactions
between two arbitrary positions of a single se-
quence. Once we get Ã, we can use it as the in-
put for the computation of the later graph convolu-
tional layer. Note that the size of Ã is the same as
the original adjacency matrix A (n × n). There-
fore, no additional computational overhead is in-
volved. The key idea behind the attention guided
layer is to use attention for inducing relations be-
tween nodes, especially for those connected by in-
direct, multi-hop paths. These soft relations can be
captured by differentiable functions in the model.

Here we compute Ã by using multi-head at-
tention (Vaswani et al., 2017), which allows the
model to jointly attend to information from differ-
ent representation subspaces. The calculation in-
volves a query and a set of key-value pairs. The
output is computed as a weighted sum of the val-
ues, where the weight is computed by a function
of the query with the corresponding key.

Ã(t) = softmax(
QWQ

i × (KWK
i )T√

d
)V (2)

where Q and K are both equal to the collective
representation h(l−1) at layer l − 1 of the AG-
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GCN model. The projections are parameter ma-
trices WQ

i ∈ Rd×d and WK
i ∈ Rd×d. Ã(t) is

the t-th attention guided adjacency matrix corre-
sponding to the t-th head. Up to N matrices are
constructed, where N is a hyper-parameter.

Figure 2 shows an example that the original ad-
jacency matrix is transformed into multiple atten-
tion guided adjacency matrices. Accordingly, the
input dependency tree is converted into multiple
fully connected edge-weighted graphs. In prac-
tice, we treat the original adjacency matrix as an
initialization so that the dependency information
can be captured in the node representations for
later attention calculation. The attention guided
layer is included starting from the second block.

2.3 Densely Connected Layer
Unlike previous pruning strategies, which lead
to a resulting structure that is smaller than the
original structure, our attention guided layer out-
puts a larger fully connected graph. Following
(Guo et al., 2019), we introduce dense connections
(Huang et al., 2017) into the AGGCN model in or-
der to capture more structural information on large
graphs. With the help of dense connections, we
are able to train a deeper model, allowing rich lo-
cal and non-local information to be captured for
learning a better graph representation.

Dense connectivity is shown in Figure 2. Direct
connections are introduced from any layer to all its
preceding layers. Mathematically, we first define
g
(l)
j as the concatenation of the initial node repre-

sentation and the node representations produced in
layers 1, · · · , l − 1:

g
(l)
j = [xj ;h

(1)
j ; ...;h

(l−1)
j ]. (3)

In practice, each densely connected layer has
L sub-layers. The dimensions of these sub-layers
dhidden are decided by L and the input feature di-
mension d. In AGGCNs, we use dhidden = d/L.
For example, if the densely connected layer has 3
sub-layers and the input dimension is 300, the hid-
den dimension of each sub-layer will be dhidden =
d/L = 300/3 = 100. Then we concatenate the
output of each sub-layer to form the new repre-
sentation. Therefore, the output dimension is 300
(3 × 100). Different from the GCN model whose
hidden dimension is larger than or equal to the in-
put dimension, the AGGCN model shrinks the hid-
den dimension as the number of layers increases in
order to improves the parameter efficiency similar
to DenseNets (Huang et al., 2017).

Since we have N different attention guided ad-
jacency matrices, N separate densely connected
layers are required. Accordingly, we modify the
computation of each layer as follows (for the t-th
matrix Ã(t)):

h
(l)
ti

= ρ
( n∑

j=1

Ã
(t)
ij W

(l)
t g

(l)
j + b

(l)
t

)
(4)

where t = 1, ..., N and t selects the weight ma-
trix and bias term associated with the attention
guided adjacency matrix Ã(t). The column di-
mension of the weight matrix increases by dhidden
per sub-layer, i.e., W(l)

t ∈ Rdhidden×d(l) , where
d(l) = d+ dhidden × (l − 1).

2.4 Linear Combination Layer
The AGGCN model includes a linear combination
layer to integrate representations from N different
densely connected layers. Formally, the output of
the linear combination layer is defined as:

hcomb = Wcombhout + bcomb (5)

where hout is the output by concatenating out-
puts from N separate densely connected layers,
i.e., hout = [h(1); ...;h(N)] ∈ Rd×N . Wcomb ∈
R(d×N)×d is a weight matrix and bcomb is a bias
vector for the linear transformation.

2.5 AGGCNs for Relation Extraction
After applying the AGGCN model over the depen-
dency tree, we obtain hidden representations of all
tokens. Given these representations, the goal of re-
lation extraction is to predict a relation among en-
tities. Following (Zhang et al., 2018), we concate-
nate the sentence representation and entity repre-
sentations to get the final representation for classi-
fication. First we need to obtain the sentence rep-
resentation hsent. It can be computed as:

hsent = f(hmask) = f(AGGCN(x)) (6)

where hmask represents the masked collective
hidden representations. Masked here means we
only select representations of tokens that are not
entity tokens in the sentence. f : Rd×n → Rd×1
is a max pooling function that maps from n output
vectors to 1 sentence vector. Similarly, we can ob-
tain the entity representations. For the i-th entity,
its representation hei can be computed as:

hei = f(hei) (7)
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where hei indicates the hidden representation cor-
responding to the i-th entity.3 Entity representa-
tions will be concatenated with sentence represen-
tation to form a new representation. Following
(Zhang et al., 2018), we apply a feed-forward neu-
ral network (FFNN) over the concatenated repre-
sentations inspired by relational reasoning works
(Santoro et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2017):

hfinal = FFNN([hsent;he1 ; ...hei ]) (8)

where hfinal will be taken as inputs to a logistic
regression classifier to make a prediction.

3 Experiments

3.1 Data
We evaluate the performance of our model on two
tasks, namely, cross-sentence n-ary relation ex-
traction and sentence-level relation extraction.

For the cross-sentence n-ary relation extraction
task, we use the dataset introduced in (Peng et al.,
2017), which contains 6,987 ternary relation in-
stances and 6,087 binary relation instances ex-
tracted from PubMed.4 Most instances contain
multiple sentences and each instance is assigned
with one of the five labels, including “resistance
or nonresponse”, “sensitivity”, “response”, “resis-
tance” and “none”. We consider two specific tasks
for evaluation, i,e., binary-class n-ary relation ex-
traction and multi-class n-ary relation extraction.
For binary-class n-ary relation extraction, we fol-
low (Peng et al., 2017) to binarize multi-class la-
bels by grouping the four relation classes as “yes”
and treating “none” as “no”.

For the sentence-level relation extraction task,
we follow the experimental settings in (Zhang
et al., 2018) to evaluate our model on the TACRED
dataset (Zhang et al., 2017) and Semeval-10 Task
8 (Hendrickx et al., 2010). With over 106K in-
stances, the TACRED dataset introduces 41 rela-
tion types and a special “no relation” type to de-
scribe the relations between the mention pairs in
instances. Subject mentions are categorized into
“person” and “organization”, while object men-
tions are categorized into 16 fine-grained types, in-
cluding “date”, “location”, etc. Semeval-10 Task
8 is a public dataset, which contains 10,717 in-
stances with 9 relations and a special “other” class.

3The number of entities is fixed in n-ary relation extrac-
tion task. It is 3 for the first dataset and 2 for the second.

4The dataset is available at https://github.com/
freesunshine0316/nary-grn

3.2 Setup

We tune the hyper-parameters according to results
on the development sets. For the cross-sentence n-
ary relation extraction task, we use the same data
split used in (Song et al., 2018b)4, while for the
sentence-level relation extraction task, we use the
same development set from (Zhang et al., 2018)5.

We choose the number of heads N for at-
tention guided layer from {1, 2, 3, 4}, the block
number M from {1, 2, 3}, the number of sub-
layers L in each densely connected layer from
{2, 3, 4, 5, 6}. Through preliminary experiments
on the development sets, we find that the com-
binations (N=2, M=2, L=5, dhidden=340) and
(N=3, M=2, L=5, dhidden=300) give the best
results on cross-sentence n-ary relation extrac-
tion and sentence-level relation extraction, respec-
tively. GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014)6 vectors
are used as the initialization for word embeddings.

Models are evaluated using the same metrics as
previous work (Song et al., 2018b; Zhang et al.,
2018). We report the test accuracy averaged over
five cross validation folds (Song et al., 2018b) for
the cross-sentence n-ary relation extraction task.
For the sentence-level relation extraction task, we
report the micro-averaged F1 scores for the TA-
CRED dataset and the macro-averaged F1 scores
for the SemEval dataset (Zhang et al., 2018).

3.3 Results on Cross-Sentence n-ary Relation
Extraction

For cross-sentence n-ary relation extraction task,
we consider three kinds of models as baselines: 1)
a feature-based classifier (Quirk and Poon, 2017)
based on shortest dependency paths between all
entity pairs, 2) Graph-structured LSTM meth-
ods, including Graph LSTM (Peng et al., 2017),
bidirectional DAG LSTM (Bidir DAG LSTM)
(Song et al., 2018b) and Graph State LSTM (GS
GLSTM) (Song et al., 2018b). These meth-
ods extend LSTM to encode graphs constructed
from input sentences with dependency edges, 3)
Graph convolutional networks (GCN) with pruned
trees, which have shown efficacy on the relation
extraction task (Zhang et al., 2018)7. Addition-

5https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/
tacred/

6We use the 300-dimensional Glove word vectors
trained on the Common Crawl corpus https://nlp.
stanford.edu/projects/glove/

7The results are produced by the open implementation
of Zhang et al. (2018).
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Model
Binary-class Multi-class

T B T B
Single Cross Single Cross Cross Cross

Feature-Based (Quirk and Poon, 2017) 74.7 77.7 73.9 75.2 - -
SPTree (Miwa and Bansal, 2016) - - 75.9 75.9 - -
Graph LSTM-EMBED (Peng et al., 2017) 76.5 80.6 74.3 76.5 - -
Graph LSTM-FULL (Peng et al., 2017) 77.9 80.7 75.6 76.7 - -
00000000000000000 + multi-task - 82.0 - 78.5 - -
Bidir DAG LSTM (Song et al., 2018b) 75.6 77.3 76.9 76.4 51.7 50.7
GS GLSTM (Song et al., 2018b) 80.3 83.2 83.5 83.6 71.7 71.7

GCN (Full Tree) (Zhang et al., 2018) 84.3 84.8 84.2 83.6 77.5 74.3
GCN (K=0) (Zhang et al., 2018) 85.8 85.8 82.8 82.7 75.6 72.3
GCN (K=1) (Zhang et al., 2018) 85.4 85.7 83.5 83.4 78.1 73.6
GCN (K=2) (Zhang et al., 2018) 84.7 85.0 83.8 83.7 77.9 73.1

AGGCN (ours) 87.1 87.0 85.2 85.6 79.7 77.4

Table 1: Average test accuracies in five-fold validation for binary-class n-ary relation extraction and multi-class
n-ary relation extraction. “T” and “B” denote ternary drug-gene-mutation interactions and binary drug-mutation
interactions, respectively. Single means that we report the accuracy on instances within single sentences, while
Cross means the accuracy on all instances. K in the GCN models means that the preprocessed pruned trees
include tokens up to distance K away from the dependency path in the LCA subtree.

ally, we follow (Song et al., 2018b) to consider
the tree-structured LSTM method (SPTree) (Miwa
and Bansal, 2016) on drug-mutation binary rela-
tion extraction. Main results are shown in Table 1.

We first focus on the binary-class n-ary rela-
tion extraction task. For ternary relation extrac-
tion (first two columns in Table 1 ), our AGGCN
model achieves accuracies of 87.1 and 87.0 on in-
stances within single sentence (Single) and on
all instances (Cross), respectively, which outper-
form all the baselines. More specifically, our AG-
GCN model surpasses the state-of-the-art Graph-
structured LSTM model (GS GLSTM) by 6.8 and
3.8 points for the Single and Cross settings,
respectively. Compared to GCN models , our
model obtains 1.3 and 1.2 points higher than the
best performing model with pruned tree (K=1).
For binary relation extraction (third and fourth
columns in Table 1), AGGCN consistently outper-
forms GS GLSTM and GCN as well.

These results suggest that, compared to previ-
ous full tree based methods, e.g., GS GLSTM,
AGGCN is able to extract more information
from the underlying graph structure to learn a
more expressive representation through graph con-
volutions. AGGCN also performs better than
GCNs, although its performance can be boosted
via pruned trees. We believe this is because of
the combination of densely connected layer and

attention guided layer. The dense connections
could facilitate information propagation in large
graphs, enabling AGGCN to efficiently learn from
long-distance dependencies without pruning tech-
niques. Meanwhile, the attention guided layer
can further distill relevant information and filter
out noises from the representation learned by the
densely connected layer.

We next show the results on the multi-class clas-
sification task (last two columns in Table 1). We
follow (Song et al., 2018b) to evaluate our model
on all instances for both ternary and binary rela-
tions. This fine-grained classification task is much
harder than coarse-grained classification task. As
a result, the performance of all models degrades
a lot. However, our AGGCN model still obtains
8.0 and 5.7 points higher than the GS GLSTM
model for ternary and binary relations, respec-
tively. We also notice that our AGGCN achieves
a better test accuracy than all GCN models, which
further demonstrates its ability to learn better rep-
resentations from full trees.

3.4 Results on Sentence-level Relation
Extraction

We now report the results on the TACRED dataset
for the sentence-level relation extraction task in
Table 2. We compare our model against two
kinds of models: 1) dependency-based models, 2)
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Model P R F1

LR (Zhang et al., 2017) 73.5 49.9 59.4
SDP-LSTM (Xu et al., 2015c)* 66.3 52.7 58.7
Tree-LSTM (Tai et al., 2015)** 66.0 59.2 62.4
PA-LSTM (Zhang et al., 2017) 65.7 64.5 65.1

GCN (Zhang et al., 2018) 69.8 59.0 64.0
C-GCN (Zhang et al., 2018) 69.9 63.3 66.4

AGGCN (ours) 69.9 60.9 65.1
C-AGGCN (ours) 71.8 66.4 69.0

Table 2: Results on the TACRED dataset. Model with
* indicates that the results are reported in Zhang et al.
(2017), while model with ** indicates the results are
reported in Zhang et al. (2018).

Model F1

SVM (Rink and Harabagiu, 2010) 82.2
SDP-LSTM (Xu et al., 2015c) 83.7
SPTree (Miwa and Bansal, 2016) 84.4
PA-LSTM (Zhang et al., 2017) 82.7
C-GCN (Zhang et al., 2018) 84.8

C-AGGCN (ours) 85.7

Table 3: Results on the SemEval dataset.

sequence-based models. Dependency-based mod-
els include the logistic regression classifier (LR)
(Zhang et al., 2017), Shortest Path LSTM (SDP-
LSTM) (Xu et al., 2015c), Tree-structured neu-
ral model (Tree-LSTM) (Tai et al., 2015), GCN
and Contextualized GCN (C-GCN) (Zhang et al.,
2018). Both GCN and C-GCN models use the
pruned trees. For sequence-based model, we con-
sider the state-of-the-art Position Aware LSTM
(PA-LSTM) (Zhang et al., 2017).

As shown in Table 2, the logistic regression
classifier (LR) obtains the highest precision score.
We hypothesize that the reason behind this is due
to the data imbalance issue. This feature-based
method tends to predict a highly frequent label as
the relation (e.g., “per:title”). Therefore, it has a
high precision while having a relatively low recall.
On the other hand, the neural models are able to
better balance the precision and recall scores.

Since GCN and C-GCN already show their
superiority over other dependency-based models
and PA-LSTM, we mainly compare our AGGCN
model with them. We can observe that AGGCN
outperforms GCN by 1.1 F1 points. We speculate

Model F1

C-AGGCN 69.0
0 – Attention-guided layer (AG) 67.1
0 – Dense connected layer (DC) 67.3
0 – AG, DC 66.7
0 – Feed-Forward layer (FF) 67.8

Table 4: An ablation study for C-AGGCN model.

Model F1

C-AGGCN (Full tree) 69.0
C-AGGCN (K=2) 67.5
C-AGGCN (K=1) 67.9
C-AGGCN (K=0) 67.0

Table 5: Results of C-AGGCN with pruned trees.

that the limited improvement is due to the lack of
contextual information about word order or dis-
ambiguation. Similar to C-GCN (Zhang et al.,
2018), we extend our AGGCN model with a bi-
directional LSTM network to capture the contex-
tual representations which are subsequently fed
into AGGCN layers. We term the modified model
as C-AGGCN. Our C-AGGCN model achieves an
F1 score of 69.0, which outperforms the state-of-
art C-GCN model by 2.6 points. We also notice
that AGGCN and C-AGGCN achieve better preci-
sion and recall scores than GCN and C-GCN, re-
spectively. The performance gap between GCNs
with pruned trees and AGGCNs with full trees em-
pirically show that the AGGCN model is better
at distinguishing relevant from irrelevant informa-
tion for learning a better graph representation.

We also evaluate our model on the SemEval
dataset under the same settings as (Zhang et al.,
2018). Results are shown in Table 3. This dataset
is much smaller than TACRED (only 1/10 of TA-
CRED in terms of the number of instances). Our
C-AGGCN model (85.7) consistently outperforms
the C-GCN model (84.8), showing the good gen-
eralizability.

3.5 Analysis and Discussion

Ablation Study. We examine the contributions
of two main components, namely, densely con-
nected layers and attention guided layers, using
the best-performing C-AGGCN model on the TA-
CRED dataset. Table 4 shows the results. We can
observe that adding either attention guided layers
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Figure 3: Comparison of C-AGGCN and C-GCN against different training data sizes. The results of C-GCN are
reproduced from (Zhang et al., 2018).
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Figure 4: Comparison of C-AGGCN and C-GCN
against different sentence lengths. The results of C-
GCN are reproduced from (Zhang et al., 2018).

or densely connected layers improves the perfor-
mance of the model. This suggests that both lay-
ers can assist GCNs to learn better information
aggregations, producing better representations for
graphs, where the attention-guided layer seems to
be playing a more significant role. We also no-
tice that the feed-forward layer is effective in our
model. Without the feed-forward layer, the result
drops to an F1 score of 67.8.

Performance with Pruned Trees. Table 5
shows the performance of the C-AGGCN model
with pruned trees, where K means that the pruned
trees include tokens that are up to distanceK away
from the dependency path in the LCA subtree.
We can observe that all the C-AGGCN models
with varied values of K are able to outperform the
state-of-the-art C-GCN model (Zhang et al., 2018)
(reported in Table 2). Specifically, with the same
setting as K=1, C-AGGCN surpasses C-GCN by

1.5 points of F1 score. This demonstrates that,
with the combination of densely connected layer
and attention guided layer, C-AGGCN can learn
better representations of graphs than C-GCN for
downstream tasks. In addition, we notice that the
performance of C-AGGCN with full trees outper-
forms all C-AGGCNs with pruned trees. These re-
sults further show the superiority of “soft pruning”
strategy over hard pruning strategy in utilizing full
tree information.

Performance against Sentence Length. Fig-
ure 4 shows the F1 scores of three models under
different sentence lengths. We partition the sen-
tence length into five classes (< 20, [20, 30), [30,
40), [40, 50), ≥50). In general, C-AGGCN with
full trees outperforms C-AGGCN with pruned
trees and C-GCN against various sentence lengths.
We also notice that C-AGGCN with pruned trees
performs better than C-GCN in most cases. More-
over, the improvement achieved by C-AGGCN
with pruned trees decays when the sentence length
increases. Such a performance degradation can be
avoided by using full trees, which provide more in-
formation of the underlying graph structures. Intu-
itively, with the increase of the sentence length, the
dependency graph becomes larger as more nodes
are included. This suggests that C-AGGCN can
benefit more from larger graphs (full tree).

Performance against Training Data Size. Fig-
ure 3 shows the performance of C-AGGCN and
C-GCN against different settings for training with
different amount of training data. We consider five
training settings (20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 100% of
the training data). C-AGGCN consistently outper-
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forms C-GCN under the same amount of training
data. When the size of training data increases,
we can observe that the performance gap becomes
more obvious. Specifically, using 80% of the
training data, the C-AGGCN model is able to
achieve a F1 score of 66.5, higher than C-GCN
trained on the complete training set. These results
demonstrate that our model is more effective in
terms of using training resources.

4 Related Work

Our work builds on a rich line of recent efforts
on relation extraction models and graph convolu-
tional networks.

Relation Extraction. Early research efforts are
based on statistical methods. Tree-based kernels
(Zelenko et al., 2002) and dependency path-based
kernels (Bunescu and Mooney, 2005) are explored
to extract the relation. McDonald et al. (2005)
construct maximal cliques of entities to predict re-
lations. Mintz et al. (2009) include syntactic fea-
tures to a statistical classifier. Recently, sequence-
based models leverages different neural networks
to extract relations, including convolutional neural
networks (Zeng et al., 2014; Nguyen and Grish-
man, 2015; Wang et al., 2016), recurrent neural
networks (Zhou et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2017)
the combination of both (Vu et al., 2016) and
transformer (Verga et al., 2018).

Dependency-based approaches also try to incor-
porate structural information into the neural mod-
els. Peng et al. (2017) first split the dependency
graph into two DAGs, then extend the tree LSTM
model (Tai et al., 2015) over these two graphs for
n-ary relation extraction. Closest to our work,
Song et al. (2018b) use graph recurrent networks
(Song et al., 2018a) to directly encode the whole
dependency graph without breaking it. The con-
trast between our model and theirs is reminiscent
of the contrast between CNN and RNN. Various
pruning strategies have also been proposed to dis-
till the dependency information in order to fur-
ther improve the performance. Xu et al. (2015b,c)
adapt neural models to encode the shortest depen-
dency path. Miwa and Bansal (2016) apply LSTM
model over the LCA subtree of two entities. Liu
et al. (2015) combine the shortest dependency path
and the dependency subtree. Zhang et al. (2018)
adopt a path-centric pruning strategy. Unlike these
strategies that remove edges in preprocessing, our
model learns to assign each edge a different weight

in an end-to-end fashion.

Graph Convolutional Networks. Early efforts
that attempt to extend neural networks to deal
with arbitrary structured graphs are introduced by
Gori et al. (2005); Bruna (2014). Subsequent ef-
forts improve its computational efficiency with lo-
cal spectral convolution techniques (Henaff et al.,
2015; Defferrard et al., 2016). Our approach is
closely related to the GCNs (Kipf and Welling,
2017), which restrict the filters to operate on a
first-order neighborhood around each node.

More recently, Velickovic et al. (2018) pro-
posed graph attention networks (GATs) to sum-
marize neighborhood states by using masked self-
attentional layers (Vaswani et al., 2017). Com-
pared to our work, their motivations and network
structures are different. In particular, each node
only attends to its neighbors in GATs whereas AG-
GCNs measure the relatedness among all nodes.
The network topology in GATs remains the same,
while fully connected graphs will be built in AG-
GCNs to capture long-range semantic interactions.

5 Conclusion

We introduce the novel Attention Guided Graph
Convolutional Networks (AGGCNs). Experimen-
tal results show that AGGCNs achieve state-of-
the-art results on various relation extraction tasks.
Unlike previous approaches, AGGCNs operate di-
rectly on the full tree and learn to distill the use-
ful information from it in an end-to-end fashion.
There are multiple venues for future work. One
natural question we would like to ask is how to
make use of the proposed framework to perform
improved graph representation learning for graph
related tasks (Bastings et al., 2017).
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Abstract

Spatial aggregation refers to merging of doc-
uments created at the same spatial location.
We show that by spatial aggregation of a large
collection of documents and applying a tra-
ditional topic discovery algorithm on the ag-
gregated data we can efficiently discover spa-
tially distinct topics. By looking at topic dis-
covery through matrix factorization lenses we
show that spatial aggregation allows low rank
approximation of the original document-word
matrix, in which spatially distinct topics are
preserved and non-spatial topics are aggre-
gated into a single topic. Our experiments on
synthetic data confirm this observation. Our
experiments on 4.7 million tweets collected
during the Sandy Hurricane in 2012 show that
spatial and temporal aggregation allows rapid
discovery of relevant spatial and temporal top-
ics during that period. Our work indicates
that different forms of document aggregation
might be effective in rapid discovery of vari-
ous types of distinct topics from large collec-
tions of documents.

1 Introduction

Social microblogging sites such as Twitter gener-
ate large volumes of short documents through the
activity of hundreds of millions of users around
the world. This provides an unprecedented ac-
cess to the pulse of the global society. Due to the
sheer volume and diversity of the generated con-
tent, topic discovery has been an invaluable tool in
an effort to make sense of this data. Regardless of
a precise definition of a topic and a particular topic
model, topics discovery is used to describe per-
tinent themes in a document corpus and serve to
identify events, trends, and interests at the global,
local, or a social group level.

Among the most popular topic modeling tech-
niques are Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), La-
tent Semantic Analysis (LSA), and Non-negative

Matrix factorization (NMF). When applying those
techniques for topic discovery from microblogs,
there are three main challenges: (1) how to im-
prove computational speed, (2) how to extract use-
ful topics, and (3) how to deal with short texts.
Many papers were published that address one or
more of these challenges and most of them pro-
pose to modify the original topic models.

In this paper, we are focusing on aggregation
(also referred to as pooling) (Alvarez-Melis and
Saveski, 2016) (Hong and Davison, 2010) (Weng
et al., 2010) (Steinskog et al., 2017), a particular
document preprocessing technique that has been
empirically shown to be useful for topic discov-
ery from microblogs. The main idea of aggrega-
tion is to combine multiple documents into a sin-
gle document according to some external criterion
and to apply a topic discovery algorithm on the ag-
gregated documents. The earliest mentions of ag-
gregation (Mehrotra et al., 2013) (Hong and Davi-
son, 2010)(Weng et al., 2010) are motivated by the
difficulty when applying NMF and LDA to very
short text documents (Hong and Davison, 2010).
This difficulty in finding useful topics is often at-
tributed to the sparseness of the document-word
matrix (Yan et al., 2013) (Cheng et al., 2014),
which fails to provide confident counts of word co-
occurrence and information about the shared con-
text (Phan et al., 2008). Microblogs often come
with metadata such as hashtags, author name,
time stamp, or location. By aggregating the mi-
croblogs according to such metadata, the intuition
is that the resulting aggregated documents contain
a sufficient number of words for topic modeling
schemes to identify meaningful topics. In addi-
tion, the authors of those early papers observe that
aggregating microblogs that are similar in some
sense (semantically, temporally) enriches the con-
tent present in a single document and results in
better topics (Mehrotra et al., 2013). Finally, due
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(a) Common Topic (b) Distinct Topic

Figure 1: Examples of common and distinct topics. a)
Common topic: a work-related topic. b) Distinct tem-
poral topic: presidential debate

to reduction in a number of documents, aggrega-
tion also leads to computational savings.

While aggregation has received interest in the
research community and there are several empir-
ical studies illustrating its benefits, we are not
aware of a study that manages to provide, beyond
brief intuitive arguments, an insight into why ag-
gregation works and what are its advantages and
limitations. In this paper we attempt to provide
such an insight from the perspective of discover-
ing spatially specific topics. As will be evident,
our insights extend to other means of aggregation.

Our argument will be given in the context of
matrix factorization, where a document-word ma-
trix X is represented as a product W · H , where
j-th row of matrix H represents word distribution
in j-th topic and i-th row of matrixW represents a
distribution of topics in i-th document. We adopt
the terminology from (Kim et al., 2015), which
distinguishes between common and distinct topics
(see Figure 1), where distribution of common top-
ics within the corpus is not impacted by the ag-
gregation metadata such as location, time, or au-
thor of a microblog, and distribution of distinct
topics is correlated with the metadata. We show
that factorization of the aggregated matrixXa, ob-
tained by merging documents based on metadata
(e.g., location), allows its low rank approximation
as Wa · Ha, where the resulting topic matrix Ha

retains the distinct topics fromH (e.g., spatial top-
ics) and where the common topics from H are
merged into a single topic in Ha. We will show
empirical results confirming this observation both
on synthetic and real-life data. In particular, we
will demonstrate this behavior in case of spatial
and temporal aggregation.

The main contribution of this paper is in demon-
strating that applying standard topic discovery al-
gorithms such as NMF and LDA on aggregated
documents results in discovery of topics related
to the aggregation method. Moreover, since the

aggregated matrix Xa can be orders of magnitude
smaller than the original matrix X , the computa-
tional cost can also be reduced by orders of mag-
nitude. Finally, as observed in the previous work,
aggregation also alleviates the problem of sparsity
when discovering topics in microblogs.

2 Related Work

Topic modeling from microblogs has a vast
amount of literature (Steiger et al., 2015). Early
work includes using NMF on term correlation ma-
trix (Yan et al., 2013) and ncut-weighted NMF
(Yan et al., 2012). Recent work includes NMijF
(Nugroho et al., 2017), which takes into account
tweet-to-tweet interactions. Location recommen-
dation model based on topic modeling was pro-
posed in (Hu et al., 2013). NMF is used in Dis-
cNMF (Kim et al., 2015) and STExNMF (Shin
et al., 2017) to identify spatio-temporal topics.
Pairfac (Wen et al., 2016) employs tensor decom-
position accounting for location, time, and venue.
In TopicOnTiles (Choi et al., 2018), the entire
space-time is divided into small tiles and NMF
is performed on each tile separately. LDA (Blei
et al., 2003) has also been used for topic detec-
tion. In (Zhao et al., 2011), LDA is used to catego-
rize and summarize tweets. In (Weng et al., 2010),
LDA is used to find influential users in Twitter.

Traditional topic modeling techniques such as
LDA, LSA, and NMF are sensitive to sparsity
(Hong and Davison, 2010). Different types of
document aggregation schemes have been sug-
gested to overcome this issue (Alvarez-Melis and
Saveski, 2016). One example of an aggregation
scheme is the author-topic model (Weng et al.,
2010), in which multiple tweets from the same
user are aggregated to construct documents rep-
resentative of the user. In (Hong and Davison,
2010), it was observed that document aggrega-
tion endows the resulting dataset with interesting
properties, where aggregation based on authors
has been reported to produce topics which are dif-
ferent from topics discovered on non-aggregated
dataset. User level aggregation was also found to
be useful in related papers (Giorgi et al., 2018).
Similar results were also observed for aggregation
based on hashtags (Steinskog et al., 2017). These
papers did not attempt to explain the mechanism
behind changes in the discovered topics and this is
where our current paper makes a contribution.
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3 Methodology

3.1 Problem Setup
Let us assume we are given a corpus of documents
D = {d1, d2, d3, .., dN}, where N is the total
number of documents. Let V be the vocabulary
of unique words in the corpus. By using the bag
of words representation, the corpus can be repre-
sented by a document-word matrix X of dimen-
sion N × V , where element Xi,j is the count of
j-th word in i-th document. We will also assume
that each document di is associated with a time
stamp t(di) ∈ 1, ...T , where T is the number of
time steps, and location l(di) ∈ 1, ...L, where L is
the number of locations.

We will make an assumption that there are K
topics t1, ...tK , where topic tk defines probabil-
ity that word wj will be generated by the topic
as p(wj |tk), and that each document in a corpus
is represented by a single topic. Our simplifying
assumption that each document is generated by a
single topic is acceptable when dealing with short
documents such as microblogs. In addition, it will
make it easier to describe the main effect of docu-
ment aggregation.

Among the K topics, we will assume that the
first Kd are spatially distinct topics and the sec-
ond Kc are common topics. For common topics,
the probability or their occurrence does not de-
pend on location of the document. In other words,
p(tk|l) = p(tk), where l is location. Conversely,
for spatially distinct topics, the probability of their
occurrence is dependent on the document location.
We illustrate such a setup in Figure 2, where there
are 4 spatially distinct topics generated within 4
different circular regions and 2 common topics oc-
curring equally likely over the whole square re-
gion. In this example, the probability that a dis-
tinct topic is generated within its assigned circle is
constant and is zero outside.

GivenD, the objective is to find the distinct top-
ics. In the following we will argue that document
aggregation enables computationally efficient dis-
covery of the distinct topics.

3.2 Effect of Spatial Aggregation on Rank
In this section we will explain why spatial aggre-
gation of documents facilitates discovery of spa-
tially distinct topics. If we select a subset Xk of
all documents from X generated by topic tk, the
best rank-1 approximation of Xk is proportional
to nk · hk, where nk is a column vector of length

N whose i-th element is the sum of all words in
i-th document and hk is a row vector of length
V whose j-th element hkj equals p(wj |tk). Let
us denote this rank-1 approximation as Xk

1. If
we sort the document-word matrix X by topics,
we can approximate it by vertically concatenating
rank-1 matrices Xk

1. The rank of the resulting
matrix X1 will be less than or equal to J .

We observe that the rank of matrix X can be as
high as V >> J and that matrix factorization of
X into product W · H cannot guarantee success-
ful topic discovery. On the other hand, we observe
that factorization of X1 can easily result in dis-
covery of the underlying J topics. Unfortunately,
generating matrix X1 is as difficult as the topic
discovery problem itself. We argue in the follow-
ing that aggregation based on location results in
generation of a matrix closely related to X1. As
such, we demonstrate that spatial aggregation is
very useful for discovery of spatially distinct top-
ics.

Let us define binary matrix Q with L rows and
N columns as spatial aggregation matrix which
merges the N original documents into L aggre-
gated documents, where Ql,i = 1 if document xi
belongs to l-th location and Ql,i = 0 otherwise.
We construct the aggregated document-word ma-
trix of size L × V as Xa = Q ·X . The expected
value of l-th row of matrix Xa equals:

E(Xa
l ) =

∑
k
(nlk · hk), (1)

where, nlk is a scalar equal to the number of words
generated from topic tk in documents from l-th lo-
cation and hk is a row vector defined in the first
paragraph of this subsection. If the number of doc-
uments at l-th location is large, the observed Xa

l

will be close to E(Xa
l ). Since based on equation

(1) each row ofXa can be approximated as the lin-
ear combination of K topic vectors hk, it follows
that matrixXa is approximately of rankK or less.
We can thus closely approximate Xa as product
W a ·Ha, where k-th row of matrix Ha equals hk
and (l, k)-th element of matrix W a equals nlk.

We will now show that W a ·Ha has rank lower
than K. Since the Kc common topics are assumed
to be location independent, the number of docu-
ments generated by k-th common topic is approx-
imately the same at every location. Thus, we can
approximate nlk = nk for each of theKc common
topics. Therefore, the last Kc columns of matrix
W a are constant. As a result, the rank of matrix
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W a · Ha is Kd + 1 or less, where the Kc com-
mon topics increase the rank by only one. As a
result, we can replace the last Kc columns of W a

with a single column equal to the sum of the last
Kc columns of W a and replace the last Kc rows
of Ha with a single row equal to the sum of the
last Kc rows of Ha. The resulting topic matrix
Ha is of dimension (Kd + 1)× V , where the last
row is a sum of word probabilities over all com-
mon topics, while the first Kd rows are reserved
for each of the Kd spatially distinct topics. This
is a significant result showing that spatial aggrega-
tion facilitates discovery of spatially distinct topics
while it collapses all documents generated by the
common topics into a matrix that can be closely
approximated by a rank-1 matrix.

3.3 NMF and LDA on Aggregated Data
In the previous section we did not specify a
particular algorithm for matrix factorization and
topic discovery. NMF is a popular matrix fac-
torization algorithm for nonnegative matrices such
as document-word matrices. NMF finds non-
negative and sparse matrices W and H whose
product approximates the original matrix. It solves
the following optimization problem:

F (W,H) =
1

2
||X−W ·H||2Fro+α ·ρ · ||W ||1+

α · ρ · ||H||1 +
1

2
α(1− ρ) · ||W ||2Fro+
1

2
α(1− ρ) · ||H||2Fro. (2)

Here, the Frobenius norm of a matrixA is denoted
by ||A||Fro and α and ρ are regularization parame-
ters. Rows ofW of sizeN×K represent the topic
mixture within a particular document where K is
the number of topics. Rows of H of size K × V
represent the word distribution within a particu-
lar topic. The NMF optimization problem is typi-
cally solved iteratively and the algorithm becomes
expensive for large data sets. NMF is also sensi-
tive on collections of short documents such as mi-
croblogs. NMF favors commonly occurring top-
ics and commonly ocurring words, which makes
finding rare spatially distinct topics very difficult.
Document aggregation based on metadata such
as location directly addresses the aforementioned
NMF issues.

The arguments in the previous sections demon-
strate the benefit of aggregation through matrix

Figure 2: Spatially distinct topics on simulated data

factorization. However, our assumptions made in
3.1 closely resemble the generating process used
in LDA, where each document is a mixture over
latent topics, and each topic is characterized by a
distribution over words. From the corpus, LDA
learns the topic distribution over documents and
word distribution over topics. While, in theory,
LDA should be able to discover topics directly
from the original matrix X , it suffers from the
same shortcomings as NMF: it is slow, fragile, and
sensitive to sparse documents. As will be demon-
strated in the experiments, document aggregation
has very similar effects on both NMF and LDA.

To summarize, the resulting distinct topic
discovery procedure has the following steps:

1. Construct document-word matrix X .
2. Construct spatial aggregation matrix Q from
metadata.
3. Perform NMF on aggregated matrix Q ·X to
find spatially distinct topics.
If we wish to identify spatial-temporal topics,

we may additionally aggregate the data based on
time. First, the entire time span can be divided
into smaller intervals. Then, all documents in each
space-time cell are aggregated into a single docu-
ment. Although we do not show it in our experi-
ments, our major insight about the effect of docu-
ment aggregation extends to other forms of aggre-
gation such as author- or hashtag-based.

4 Experiments on Simulated Dataset

In this section, we use synthetic data to study the
effect of document aggregation on topic discovery.

Following the setup provided in Section 3.1,
we created a dataset using a simplistic generative
model. Words in each document in the dataset are
generated from two common topics (C1 and C2)
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Figure 3: Five topics discovered by NMF on non-
aggregated and aggregated documents

and four spatially distinct topics (D1, D2, D3 and
D4). Each common and distinct topic uses a vo-
cabulary with 100 words. Each document is as-
sociated with a single topic. To generate a doc-
ument, a topic is chosen first, then 10 words are
sampled randomly from the 100 words associated
with that particular topic. Documents generated
from the common topics are distributed randomly
within the square. For each distinct topic, a cir-
cular region is defined within the square and the
documents associated with that topic are placed by
uniformly sampling within the circle. The place-
ment of the circular regions is shown in Figure-
2. A total of 10, 000 documents are generated for
each common topic and 1, 000 documents for each
spatially distinct topic. We call this dataset the
non-aggregated dataset. To demonstrate how ag-
gregation affects the topic discovery, we divided
the entire region in 4 × 4 small squares. Then we
merged all the documents from each small square
into a single aggregated document. In this way,
we constructed 16 aggregated documents. We call
this dataset the aggregated dataset.

NMF set to find 5 topics was applied to the non-
aggregated and the aggregated datasets. In Figure
3, we show the distribution of words in each of the
5 identified topic. For example, the first bin in the
left subplot shows that discovered topic 1 has 91
unique words, all belonging to common topic C1.
On the other hand, the first bin in the right sub-
plot shows that discovered topic 1 has 100 unique
words, 38 belonging to common topic C1 and 58
to common topic C2. We can see that none of the
spatially distinct topics are discovered when we
apply NMF on the non-aggregated data. All five
identified topics contain words from the 2 com-
mon topics. On the other hand, in the aggregated
dataset, the first identified topic contains a mixture
of words from the 2 common topics, while the re-
maining 4 are almost entirely comprised of words
from the 4 spatially distinct topics. This result ex-
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Figure 4: Ten topics identified by NMF on non-
aggregated and aggregated documents
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Figure 5: Five topics identified by NMF on original and
aggregated data using a smaller set of documents

perimentally supports our insight about the impact
of spatial aggregation presented in section 3.2.

4.1 Effect of Number of Topics in NMF

We repeated the NMF experiment, but this time we
set the number of NMF topics to 10. We can see
from Figure 4 that all 10 topics found on the non-
aggregated data are still one of the two common
topics. On the other hand, after applying NMF on
the aggregated data, 4 of the discovered topics di-
rectly correspond to the 4 spatially distinct topics,
while the remaining 6 discovered topics are a mix-
ture of the 2 common topics.

4.2 Effect of Number of Documents

We repeated the experiments on a smaller corpus
to see its effect on topic discovery. We generated
1, 000 documents for each common topic and 150
documents for each distinct topic. The result is
summarized in Figure 5. As compared to Figure
3, we can see a slight deterioration of the quality
of discovered spatially distinct topics from the ag-
gregated data. In particular, all of the 4 discovered
spatial topics are corrupted with more words from
the common topics, which is particularly visible
from the rightmost bin containing and an almost
equal mixture of words from topics D1, C1, and
C2. We observe that topic D1 corresponds to the
largest circle.

4.3 Effect of Grid Density

We repeated the previous experiment on the
smaller dataset with 1, 000 documents for each
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Figure 6: Five topics identified by NMF using dense
spatial grid 64× 64

common topic and 150 documents for each spa-
tially distinct topic, but this time with gradually in-
creasing aggregation density. In Figure 6 we show
results of applying NMF set to discover 5 top-
ics for the spatial aggregation scheme with a grid
size 64 × 64. As expected, the results look more
similar to topic discovery from the non-aggregated
dataset. Interestingly, despite the vary coarse ag-
gregation (many spatial blocks were empty or with
a single document), we still discovered topics D3
and D4, which correspond to the smaller circles.

5 Experiments on Real Life Data

Identifying spatially distinct topics in a real life
dataset is a challenging task. As we will demon-
strate, we found that the aggregation scheme is
quite successful in identifying distinct topics. We
performed our experiments on Hurricane Sandy
Twitter corpus downloaded through Twitter search
API1 using the tweet IDs released in (Wang et al.,
2015). The downloaded corpus contains 4.7 mil-
lion tweets that temporally span 12 days surround-
ing the Hurricane Sandy and a few other distin-
guishable events between October 22nd, 2012 and
November 2nd, 2012. Every tweet in the dataset
is also geotagged to one of 13 states along the
East Coast of the U.S. During preprocessing we
transformed all characters to lowercase and re-
moved stopwords and special characters. We also
excluded repetitive letters that convey enthusiasm
(e.g., birthdayy, birthdayyy, birthdayyyy). Finally,
TF-IDF document-word matrix is constructed us-
ing the 20, 000 most frequent words in the corpus.

Since the spatial distribution of tweets is highly
imbalanced, we decided not to use a regular spa-
tial grid. Instead, we employed k-means cluster-
ing on the latitude and longitude information for
each tweet to identify 200 cluster centers in space.
Each tweet is assigned to its nearest cluster cen-
ter for spatial aggregation. Figure 7 shows differ-
ent clusters on 50, 000 tweets randomly sampled

1https://developer.twitter.com/

Figure 8: State specific distinct topics

from the corpus. We can observe that the density
of clusters is much larger within heavily populated
urban areas along the East Coast.

Figure 7: K-means cluster for spatial aggregation

NMF was employed to find 500 topics with
α = 0.1 and ρ = 0.5. Only 107 rows of H were
found to have at least one nonzero entry. Appli-
cation of NMF on the 200 aggregated documents
identifies some spatially distinct topics covering
regions of varying size. Figure 8, shows word
clouds for two large state-specific distinct topics.
We also found that large metropolitan areas such
as New York City, Philadelphia, and Pittsburgh
are represented as separate spatially distinct top-
ics. One such example is shown in Figure 9. Al-
most all the words in this topic are related to New
York City airports.

In addition to spatial aggregation, we also per-
formed experiments by aggregating data in space
and time. In addition to the k = 200 spatial clus-
ters we divided the time interval into 12 days, re-
sulting in a total of 2, 400 spatio-temporally aggre-
gated documents. As expected, this aggregation
reveals distinct spatio-temporal topics.

We identified several purely temporal topics in
this way, including the Halloween topic shown in
Figure 10. It is interesting to observe that this topic
also contains words related to the season opening
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Figure 9: NYC airport-specific distinct topic

Figure 10: Halloween and CMA temporal topics

NBA game between L.A. Lakers and Miami Heat
that occurred on the same day. Figure 10 also con-
tains another temporally distinct topic associated
with the 2012 Country Music Association (CMA)
Award event that happened on the same day.

To better illustrate this CMA-related topic, in
Table 1 we show several representative tweets.
These tweets were randomly selected from tweets
containing at least one of the most frequent 10
words in the CMA-related topic.

5.1 Evaluation: Space-Time Scan Statistics

Looking at word clouds is a descriptive way to
evaluate the quality of discovered topics. In this
subsection we will present experimental results at-
tempting to quantitatively evaluate the quality of
the discovered topics. To achieve this we use
the space-time scan statistics implemented in the
SaTScan software (Kulldorff, 2010). We selected
the 10 most frequent words in each discovered
topic and labeled each tweet from the corpus based
on the presence of these words. If a tweet con-
tains any of the 10 words it is assigned to the cor-
responding topic. We call all tweets assigned to
the given topic the positive tweets. If the topic

Table 1: Tweets related to CMA awards

Anyone know what channel the cma is on?
Can’t wait for the cma awards
Everyone get prepared for a bunch of cma awards
tweets
Tomorrow is 46 cma awards so watching that!!
carrie underwood is amazing
Hunter hayes is perfect
Not sure why Taylor Swift is taking over the country
charts...her music is more of a mix now between coun-
try and pop
Luke bryan on the CMAS omg omg !!!

is strongly spatial, we would expect the assigned
tweets to be strongly spatially clustered. If the
topic is strongly spatio-temporal, we would expect
the assigned tweets to cluster within a particular
spatio-temporal area. The space-time scan statis-
tic is employed to measure enrichment by posi-
tive tweets of cylindrical windows covering a cir-
cular spatial region and a temporal interval. The
cylindrical window is moved in space and time to
search for the statistically strongest clusters (Kull-
dorff, 2010). The cylinder with the strongest en-
richment of positive tweets (e.g., based on the ratio
between positive tweets and all tweets within the
cylinder) is a potential candidate for the significant
spatio-temporal cluster.

Distributional properties of scan statistics can
be used to evaluate the statistical significance of
the strongest cylinder (Dwass, 1957). This is
done by permuting the labels of tweets multiple
times (999 times in this study) and calculating the
score of the strongest cylinder in each permutation
(Block, 2007). The p-value is then calculated by
counting the fraction of the permuted scores larger
than the score on the actual data. The p-value re-
ported in this experiment can be thought of as a
measure of the spatio-temporal distinctiveness of
the identified topic.

Characterization of distinct topics using p-value
has some limitations. We observed that many
distinct topics discovered through aggregation re-
ceive p-value equal to zero, making it impossible
to identify the strongest distinct topic. For this
reason, we used deviation (∆), which measures
how many standard deviations apart is the score of
the best cylinder observed on the actual data com-
pared to the scores of the best cylinders observed
on the permuted data.

Table 2: Evaluation of the topic quality using SaTScan

Topic General Theme Deviation (∆) Topic Type
Power 26504.53 Temporal
NYC 25282.17 Spatial
NFL 12275.18 Temporal

Presidential Debate* 11089.34 Temporal
Snow 8624.95 Temporal

New Jersey* 8355.10 Spatial
Halloween* 7679.58 Temporal

Pennsylvania* 6728.94 Spatial
NYC Airport* 6424.54 Spatial

Weather 2220.64 Temporal

In Table 2, we show the strongest topics based
on the deviation (∆). In each case, the p-value
was 0. For topics labeled with stars in Table 2,
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Figure 11: Positive (red) and negative (blue) examples
and the position of the cluster identified by SaTScan
for topic : Power Outage

the corresponding word clouds were shown in Fig-
ures 1, 8, 9, 10. For the remaining topics, the
top ten words are presented in Table 3. It may
be noted that New York City, being a very large
metropolitan area, has multiple identified topics.
One such topic, called NYC airport, was previ-
ously presented in Figure 9. Another such topic,
called NYC, is presented in Table 2. The spatio-
temporal region called Power outage is shown in
Figure 11. 10, 000 tweets in this figure are labeled
as positive or negative based on the presence or
absence of the keywords of this topic. This topic
corresponds to multiple power outages in the af-
termath of the Sandy Hurricane.

Table 3: General theme of topics and related words

Topics Words
Power power sandy generator trees electricity tree open

lights safe hurricane
NYC york brooklyn nyc park manhattan city square

mta island halloween
NFL cowboys steelers romo giants harden church red-

skins touchdown eagles party
Snow snow snowing cold weather delay boone wind

blizzard snowed outside
Weather barometer humidity temperature mph wind rain

blacksburg steady wnw rising
† Offensive words are removed

5.2 Comparison between LDA and LSA
Previous studies indicate that NMF on Twitter data
works better than other available topic modeling
techniques (Klinczak and Kaestner, 2015), (God-
frey et al., 2014). This may be attributed to a
slightly better robustness of NMF to the short doc-
ument lengths. This problem is ameliorated in this
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Figure 12: Comparison of NMF, LDA and LSA

study through aggregation. In view of this, it is
expected that other topic modeling approaches are
also able to identify distinct topics in the aggre-
gated data. To verify this, we tried two other popu-
lar algorithms, LSA and LDA.2 LSA is a truncated
singular value decomposition technique. LDA is
a generative probabilistic model. For LDA and
LSA, the number of topics are taken to be 100 to
be comparable to the number of topics identified
by NMF. Document topic prior and topic word pri-
ors in LDA were set to 0.01.

We found that LDA and LSA identify distinct
topics comparable to NMF when applied to the
spatio-temporally aggregated data. Some of the
similar topics are selected manually from the LDA
and NMF topic lists and shown in Table 4 for com-
parison.

Table 4: Identified LDA topics similar to NMF

Topics Words
NYC york park brooklyn city pic nyc hal-

loween st th center square street bar
Power power sandy hurricane storm safe

phone wind stay rain closed open
Weather wind mb mph rain humidity cb

barometer temp slowly cam mid-
night falling relative

Presidential Debate romney obama debate class mitt
president world vote talking week
policy

† Offensive words are removed

It is difficult to draw one-to-one correspondence
among all the topics identified by the three meth-
ods. We see from Table 4 that some topics are very
similar in both NMF and LDA. However, while
NMF discovers a topic related to the CMA, LDA
and LSA do not. For this reason, instead of com-
paring the corresponding topics one at a time, the
following strategy is applied. The topics in the

2python scikit-learn package is used for all three methods
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three methods are first sorted based on the devi-
ation (∆) scores and plotted in Figure 12. The
most significant topics identified by all three algo-
rithms exhibit similar scores. For the top 20 top-
ics, performance of NMF is only slightly better.
The average score of the top 20 topics for NMF is
3,823, while the average scores for LSA and LDA
are 3,638 and 3,390 respectively.

5.2.1 Common Topics in LDA and NMF

In Section 5.2, we mentioned that topic discovery
algorithms such as LDA, NMF, and LSA are capa-
ble of finding distinct topics from aggregated doc-
uments. When non-aggregated data is used, these
algorithms find common topics associated with
day to day conversations. In Table 5, words as-
sociated with several common topics identified by
LDA and NMF on a sample of the non-aggregated
tweets are shown. It can be seen that the words in
the identified topics do not correspond to a specific
space or time.

Table 5: Common topics from non-aggregated data

LDA NMF
cold shot dry blessed
smoking wonderful

cold weather hot room hun-
gry feet world

making sounds coffee
running

fun sounds making lot times
safe games looks

talking saw anymore
west facebook

twitter goodmorning jail
facebook instagram

guy past means throw
start

guys girl safe play awesome
stay

† Offensive words, informal words and internet short form
of the words are removed

5.2.2 Influence of Aggregation Strategies and
Randomization

Our experiments with the simulated data in Sec-
tion 4.3 revealed that topic discovery is impacted
by the aggregation grid density. To see if the
behavior transfers to Twitter data, we varied the
number of clusters from 100 and 1, 000. As the
number of clusters increased, we observed that
some of the distinct topics discovered by NMF for
k = 200 disappeared when k was increased to
500 or 1, 000. For example, the CMA topic disap-
peared with those larger numbers of clusters. We
also observed relatively small changes in discov-
ered topics for different runs of the clustering for
the same value of k. We conclude that clustering
used for aggregation has a modest impact on topic
discovery.

Figure 13: Visualization of temporal trends of topics

5.3 Temporal Trends in Topics

SaTScan reports the significant space-time cylin-
ders for each topic. It is possible to categorize
those cylinders as spatial or temporal by inspect-
ing the their size. As an alternative, we can use
matrix W obtained by NMF to identify tempo-
ral clusters. Let W ∗ be the matrix which is con-
structed from W by summing all the rows cor-
responding to the same time interval. W ∗ then
represents a purely temporal description of topic
distribution. By inspecting the columns of W ∗,
shown in Figure 13, we can obtain an additional
insight into the nature of temporal topics. We can
observe that only a small fraction of the identified
topics are strongly temporal in nature.

6 Conclusion

In this work, we showed that spatial aggregation
of documents leads to discovery of spatially dis-
tinct topics. We performed an extensive study on
synthetic and real data and demonstrated that spa-
tial and spatio-temporal aggregation indeed leads
to discovery of spatial and spatio-temporal distinct
topics. To evaluate the quality of the discovered
topics we proposed a metric based on space-time
scan statistics. Our results show that aggregation
is a very powerful and computationally efficient
method for discovery of distinct topics. While our
study focused on spatial aggregation, aggregation
on other types of metadata such as authors, hash-
tags, or communities is expected to work equally
well and discover other types of distinct topics
from large collections of documents.
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Abstract

Link prediction is critical for the application
of incomplete knowledge graph (KG) in the
downstream tasks. As a family of effective
approaches for link predictions, embedding
methods try to learn low-rank representations
for both entities and relations such that the bi-
linear form defined therein is a well-behaved
scoring function. Despite of their success-
ful performances, existing bilinear forms over-
look the modeling of relation compositions,
resulting in lacks of interpretability for reason-
ing on KG. To fulfill this gap, we propose a
new model called DihEdral, named after dihe-
dral symmetry group. This new model learns
knowledge graph embeddings that can capture
relation compositions by nature. Furthermore,
our approach models the relation embeddings
parametrized by discrete values, thereby de-
crease the solution space drastically. Our ex-
periments show that DihEdral is able to cap-
ture all desired properties such as (skew-) sym-
metry, inversion and (non-) Abelian compo-
sition, and outperforms existing bilinear form
based approach and is comparable to or bet-
ter than deep learning models such as ConvE
(Dettmers et al., 2018).

1 Introduction

Large-scale knowledge graph (KG) plays a criti-
cal role in the downstream tasks such as semantic
search (Berant et al., 2013), dialogue management
(He et al., 2017) and question answering (Bordes
et al., 2014). In most cases, despite of its large
scale, KG is not complete due to the difficulty
to enumerate all facts in the real world. The ca-
pability of predicting the missing links based on
existing dataset is one of the most important re-
search topics for years. A common representa-
tion of KG is a set of triples (head, relation, tail),
and the problem of link prediction can be viewed
as predicting new triples from the existing set. A

∗Equal contribution.

popular approach is KG embeddings, which maps
both entities and relations in the KG to a vec-
tor space such that the scoring function of enti-
ties and relations for ground truth distinguishes
from false facts (Socher et al., 2013; Bordes et al.,
2013; Yang et al., 2015). Another family of ap-
proaches explicitly models the reasoning process
on KG by synthesizing information from paths
(Guu et al., 2015). More recently, researchers are
applying deep learning methods to KG embed-
dings so that non-linear interaction between enti-
ties and relations are enabled (Schlichtkrull et al.,
2018; Dettmers et al., 2018).

The standard task for link prediction is to an-
swer queries (h, r, ?) or (? r, t). In this context,
recent works on KG embedding focusing on bilin-
ear form methods (Trouillon et al., 2016; Nickel
et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2017; Kazemi and Poole,
2018) are known to perform reasonably well. The
success of this pack of models resides in the fact
they are able to model relation (skew-) symme-
tries. Furthermore, when serving for downstream
tasks such as learning first-order logic rule and
reasoning over the KG, the learned relation rep-
resentation is expected to discover relation com-
position by itself. One key property of relation
composition is that in many cases it can be non-
commutative. For example, exchanging the order
between parent_of and spouse_of will re-
sult in completely different relation (parent_of
as opposed to parent_in_law_of). We argue
that, in order to learn relation composition within
the link prediction task, this non-commutative
property should be explicitly modeled.

In this paper, we proposed DihEdral to model
the relation in KG with the representation of dihe-
dral group. The elements in a dihedral group are
constructed by rotation and reflection operations
over a 2D symmetric polygon. As the matrix rep-
resentations of dihedral group can be symmetric
or skew-symmetric, and the multiplication of the
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group elements can be Abelian or non-Abelian, it
is a good candidate to model the relations with all
the corresponding properties desired.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first at-
tempt to employ finite non-Abelian group in KG
embedding to account for relation compositions.
Besides, another merit of using dihedral group is
that even the parameters are quantized or even bi-
narized, the performance in link prediction tasks
can be improved over state-of-the-arts methods in
bilinear form due to the implicit regularization im-
posed by quantization.

The rest of paper is organized as follows: in
(§2) we present the mathematical framework of bi-
linear form modeling for link prediction task, fol-
lowed by an introduction to group theory and di-
hedral group. In (§3) we formalize a novel model
DihEdral to represent relations with fully expres-
siveness. In (§4, §5) we develop two efficient ways
to parametrize DihEdral and reveal that both ap-
proaches outperform existing bilinear form meth-
ods. In (§6) we carried out extensive case stud-
ies to demonstrate the enhanced interpretability
of relation embedding space by showing that the
desired properties of (skew-) symmetry, inversion
and relation composition are coherent with the re-
lation embeddings learned from DihEdral.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Bilinear From for KB Link Prediction

Let E and R be the set of entities and relations. A
triple (h, r, t), where {h, t} ∈ E are the head and
tail entities, and r ∈ R is a relation corresponding
to an edge in the KG.

In a bilinear form, the entities h, t are repre-
sented by vectors h, t ∈ RM where M ∈ Z+, and
relation r is represented by a matrix R ∈ RM×M .
The score for the triple is defined as φ(h, r, t) =
h>Rt. A good representation of the entities and
relations are learned such that the scores are high
for positive triples and low for negative triples.

2.2 Group and Dihedral Group

Let gi, gj be two elements in a set G, and � be
a binary operation between any two elements in
G . The set G forms a group when the following
axioms are satisfied:

Closure For any two element gi, gj ∈ G, gk =
gi � gj is also an element in G.

Associativity For any gi, gj , gk ∈ G, (gi � gj) �
gk = gi � (gj � gk).

Identity There exists an identity element e in G
such that, for every element g in G, the equation
e� g = g � e = g holds.

Inverse For each element g, there is its inverse el-
ement g−1 such that g � g−1 = g−1 � g = e.

If the number of group elements is finite, the group
is called a finite group. If the group operation is
commutative, i.e. gi � gj = gj � gi for all gi
and gj , the group is called Abelian; otherwise the
group is non-Abelian.

Moreover, if the group elements can be repre-
sented by a matrix, with group operations defined
as matrix multiplications, the identity element is
represented by the identity matrix and the inverse
element is represented as matrix inverse. In the
following, we will not distinguish between group
element and its corresponding matrix representa-
tion when no confusion exists.

A dihedral group is a finite group that supports
symmetric operations of a regular polygon in two
dimensional space. Here the symmetric operations
refer to the operator preserving the polygon. For a
K-side (K ∈ Z+) polygon, the corresponding di-
hedral group is denoted as DK that consists of 2K
elements, within which there are K rotation oper-
ators and K reflection operators. A rotation oper-
atorOk rotates the polygon anti-clockwise around
the center by a degree of (2πm/K), and a reflec-
tion operatorFk mirrors the rotationOk vertically.

Figure 1: Elements in D4. Each subplot represents re-
sult after applying the corresponding operator to the
square of ‘ACL’ on the upper left corner (on top of
O

(0)
4 ). The top row corresponds to the rotation oper-

ators and the bottom row corresponds to the reflection
operators.

The element in the dihedral group DK can be
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represented as 2D orthogonal matrices1:

O
(m)
K =

[
cos
(

2πm
K

)
− sin

(
2πm
K

)

sin
(

2πm
K

)
cos
(

2πm
K

)
]

F
(m)
K =

[
cos
(

2πm
K

)
sin
(

2πm
K

)

sin
(

2πm
K

)
− cos

(
2πm
K

)
] (1)

where m ∈ {0, 1, · · · ,K}. Correspondingly, the
group operation of dihedral group can be repre-
sented as multiplication of the representation ma-
trices. Note that when K is evenly divided by 4,
rotation matrices O(K/4)

K and O(3K/4)
K are skew-

symmetric, and all the reflection matrices F (m)
K

and rotation matrices O(0)
K , O(K/2)

K are symmet-
ric. The representation of D4 is shown in Figure
1.

3 Relation Modeling with Dihedral
Group and Expressiveness

We propose to model the relations by the group
elements in DK . Like ComplEx (Trouillon
et al., 2016), we assume an even number of la-
tent dimensions 2L. More specifically, the re-
lation matrix takes a block diagonal form R =
diag

[
R(1),R(2), · · · ,R(L)

]
where R(l) ∈ DK

for l ∈ {1, 2, · · · , L}. The corresponding em-
bedding vectors h ∈ R2L and t ∈ R2L take
the form of

[
h(1), · · · ,h(L)

]
and

[
t(1), · · · , t(L)

]

where h(l), t(l) ∈ R2 respectively. As a result, the
score for a triple (h, r, t) in bilinear form can be
written as a sum of these L components h>Rt =∑L

l=1 h
(l)>R(l)t(l), We name the model DihEdral

because each component R(l) is a representation
matrix of a dihedral group element.

Lemma 1. The relation matrix R of DihEdral is
orthogonal, i.e. RR> = R>R = I .

Lemma 2. The score of (h, r, t) satisfies h>Rt =

−1
2

(∥∥R>h− t
∥∥2

2
− h>h− t>t

)
, consequently

maximizing score w.r.t. R is equivalent to mini-
mizing

∥∥R>h− t
∥∥2

2
.

Theorem 1. The relations matrices in DihEdral
form a group under matrix multiplication.

Though its relation embedding takes discrete
values, DihEdral is fully expressive as it is able
to model relations with desired properties for each
component Rl by the corresponding matrices in

1There are more than one 2D representations for the di-
hedral group DK , and we use the orthogonal representation
throughout the paper. Check Steinberg 2012 for details.

DK . The properties are summarized in Table 1,
with comparison to DistMult (Yang et al., 2015),
ComplEx (Trouillon et al., 2016), ANALOGY
(Liu et al., 2017) and SimplE (Kazemi and Poole,
2018). 2 The details of expressiveness are de-
scribed as follows. For notation convenience, we
denote T + all the possible true triples, and T − all
the possible false triples.

Symmetric A relation r is symmetric iff
(h, r, t) ∈ T + ⇔ (t, r, h) ∈ T +. Symmetric
relations in the real world include synonym,
similar_to.

Note that with DihEdral, the component Rl can
be a reflection matrix which is symmetric and off-
diagonal. This is in contrast to DistMult and Com-
plEx where the relation matrix has to be diagonal
when it is symmetric at the same time.

Skew-Symmetric A relation r is skew-symmetric
iff (h, r, t) ∈ T + ⇔ (t, r, h) ∈ T −. Skew-
symmetric relations in the real world include
father_of, member_of.

When K is a multiple of 4, pure skew-symmetric
matrices in D4 can be chosen. As a result, the rela-
tion is guaranteed to be skew-symmetric satisfying
φ(h, r, t) = −φ(t, r, h).

Inversion r2 is the inverse of r1 iff (h, r1, t) ∈
T + ⇔ (t, r2, h) ∈ T +. As a real world example,
parent_of is the inversion of child_of.

The inverse of the relation r is represented by
R−1 in an ideal situation: For two positive triples
(h, r1, t) and (t, r2, h), we have R>1 h ≈ t and
R>2 t ≈ h in an ideal situation (cf. Lemma 2),
With enough occurrences of pair {h, t} we have
R2 = R−1

1 .

Composition r3 is composition of r1 and r2,
denoted as r3 = r1 � r2 iff (h, r1,m) ∈
T + ∧ (m, r2, t) ∈ T + ⇔ (h, r3, t) ∈ T +.
Example of composition in the real world in-
cludes nationality = born_in_city �
city_belong_to_nation. Depending on
the commutative property, there are two cases of
relation compositions:

• Abelian r1 and r2 are Abelian if
(h, r1 � r2, t) ∈ T + ⇔ (h, r2 � r1, t) ∈
T +. Real world example includes

2Note that the condition listed in the table is sufficient but
not necessary for the desired property.
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Component Symmetric Skew-Symmetric
Composition

Abelian Non-Abelian

DistMult ri ∈ R X ?∗ X NA†

ComplEx
[
ai −bi
bi ai

]
bi = 0 ai = 0 X NA†

ANALOGY
[
ai −bi
bi ai

]
∪ {cj} bi = 0 ai, cj = 0 X NA†

SimplE
[

0 ai
bi 0

]
ai = bi ai = −bi NA†

DihEdral DK F
(m)
K ∪O(0,K/2)

K O
(K/4,3K/4)
K both inO(m)

K either in F (m)
K

Table 1: Comparison on expressiveness for bilinear KB models. ‘NA’ stands for ‘not available’, and ‘X’ stands for
‘always’. ∗ DistMult has no skew-symmetric relation representations but it performs well in benchmark datasets
because the entity type of head and tails are different. † The contents in column ‘Composition’ are subject to
the assumption that relation composition corresponds the multiplication of the relation representation. We are not
certain if there are other composition rules with which these properties are satisfied.

opposite_gender � profession
= profession � opposite_gender.
• Non-Abelian r1 and r2 are non-Abelian

if (h, r1 � r2, t) ∈ T + < (h, r2 �
r1, t) ∈ T +. Real world example
include parent_of � spouse_of 6=
spouse_of � parent_of.

In DihEdral, the relation composition operator
� corresponds to the matrix multiplication of
the corresponding representations, i.e. R3 ≈
R1R2. Consider three positive triples (h, r1,m),
(m, r2, t) and (h, r3, t). In the ideal situation,
we have R>1 h ≈ m, R>2 m ≈ t, R>3 h ≈ t
(cf. Lemma 2), and further R>2 R

>
1 h ≈ t. With

enough occurrences of such {h, t} pairs in the
training dataset, we haveR3 ≈ R1R2.

Note that although all the rotation matrices form
a subgroup to dihedral group, and hence alge-
braically closedthe rotation subgroup could not
model non-Abelian relations. To model non-
Abelian relation compositions at least one reflec-
tion matrix should be involved.

4 Training

In the standard traing framework for KG embed-
ding models, parameters Θ = ΘE ∪ ΘR, i.e.
the union of entity and relation embeddings, are
learnt by stochastic optimization methods. For
each minibatch of positive triples, a small number
of negative triples are sampled by corrupting head
or tail for each positive triple, then related param-
eters in the model are updated by minimizing the
binary negative log-likelihood such that positive
triples will get higher scores than negative triples.

Specifically, the loss function is written as follows,

min
Θ

∑

(h,r,t)∈T +∪T −
− log σ (yφ(h, r, t))+λ||ΘE ||2,

(2)
where λ ∈ R is the L2 regularization coefficient
for entity embeddings only, T + and T − are the
sets of positive and sampled negative triples in a
minibatch, and y equals to 1 if (h, r, t) ∈ T +

otherwise −1. σ is a sigmoid function defined as
σ(x) = 1/(1 + exp(−x)).

Special treatments of the relation representa-
tions R are required as they takes discrete val-
ues. In the next subsections we describe a
reparametrization method for general K, followed
by a simple approach whenK takes small integers
values. With these treatments, DihEdral could be
trained within the standard framework.

4.1 Gumbel-Softmax Approach

Each relation componentR(l) can be parametrized
with a one-hot variable c(l) ∈ {0, 1}2K encod-
ing 2K choices of matrices in DK : R(l) =∑2K

k=1 c
(l)
k Dk where {Dk, k ∈ {1, · · · , 2K}}

enumerates DK . The number of parameters for
each relation is 2LK in this approach.

One-hot variable c(l) is further parametrized by
s(l) ∈ R2K by Gumbel trick (Jang et al., 2017)
with the following steps: 1) take i.i.d. samples
q1, q2, . . . , q2K from a Gumbel distribution: qi =
− log(− log ui), where ui ∼ U(0, 1) are samples
from a uniform distribution; 2) use log-softmax
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form of s(l) to parametrize c(l) ∈ {0, 1}2K :

c
(l)
k =

exp
[
(s

(l)
k + qk)/τ

]

∑2K
k=1 exp

[
(s

(l)
k + qk)/τ

] (3)

where τ is the tunable temperature. During train-
ing, we start with high temperature, e.g. τ0 =
3, to drive the system out of pool local mini-
mums, and gradually cool the system with τ =
max(0.5, τ0 exp(−0.001t)) where t is the number
of epochs elapsed.

4.2 Reparametrization with Binary Variables

Another parametrization technique for DK where
K ∈ {4, 6} is to parametrize each element in the
matrixR(l) directly. Specifically we have

R(l) =

[
λ −αγ
γ αλ

]
,

where λ = cos(2πk/K), γ = sin(2πk/K), k ∈
{0, 1, · · · , 2K − 1} and α ∈ {−1, 1} is the reflec-
tion indicator . Both λ and γ can be parametrized
by the same set of binary variables {x, y, z}:

λ =

{
(x+ y)/2 K = 4

y(3− x)/4 K = 6
,

γ =

{
(x− y)/2 K = 4

z(x+ 1)
√

3/4 K = 6
.

In the forward pass, each binary variable b ∈
{x, y, z} is parametrized by taking a element-wise
sign function of a real number: b = sign(breal)
where breal ∈ R.

In the backward pass, since the original gradient
of sign function is almost zero everywhere such
that breal will not be activated, the gradient of loss
with respect to the real variable is estimated with
the straight-through estimator (STE) (Yin et al.,
2019). The functional form for STE is not unique
and worth profound theoretical study. In our ex-
periments, we used identity STE (Bengio et al.,
2013):

∂loss

∂breal
=
∂loss

∂b
1,

where 1 stands for element-wise identity.
For these two approaches, we name the model

as DK-Gumbel for Gumbel-Softmax approach
and DK-STE for reparametrization using binary
variable approach.

5 Experimental Result

This section presents our experiments and results.
We first introduce the benchmark datasets used in
our experiments, after that we evaluate our ap-
proach in the link prediction task.

5.1 Datasets
Introduced in Bordes et al. (2013), WN18 and
FB15K are popular benchmarks for link prediction
tasks. WN18 is a subset of the famous WordNet
database that describes relations between words.
In WN18 the most frequent types of relations form
reversible pairs (e.g., hypernym to hyponym,
part_of to has_part). FB15K is a sub-
sampling of Freebase limited to 15k entities, in-
troduced in Bordes et al. (2013). It contains
triples with different characteristics (e.g., one to-
one relations such as capital_of to many-to-
many such as actor_in_film). YAGO3-10
(Dettmers et al., 2018) is a subset of YAGO3
(Suchanek et al., 2007) with each entity contains
at least 10 relations.

As noted in Toutanova et al. (2015); Dettmers
et al. (2018), in the original WN18 and FB15k
datasets there are a large amount of test triples
appear as reciprocal form of the training sam-
ples, due to the reversible relation pairs. There-
fore, these authors eliminated the inverse relations
and constructed corresponding subsets: WN18RR
with 11 relations and FB15K-237 with 237 rela-
tions, both of which are free from test data leak.
All datasets statistics are shown in Table 2.

Dataset |E| |R| Train Valid Test
WN18 41k 18 141k 5k 5k
WN18RR 41k 11 87k 3k 3k
FB15K 15k 1.3k 483k 50k 59k
FB15K-237 15k 237 273k 18k 20k
YAGO3-10 123k 37 1M 5k 5k

Table 2: Statistics of Datasets.

5.2 Evaluation Metric
We use the popular metrics filtered HITS@1, 3, 10
and mean reciprocal rank (MRR) as our evaluation
metrics as in Bordes et al. (2013).

5.3 Model Selection and Hyper-parameters
We implemented DihEdral in PyTorch (Paszke
et al., 2017). In all our experiments, we selected
the hyperparameters of our model in a grid search
setting for the best MRR in the validation set. We
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WN18 FB15K
HITS@N

MRR
HITS@N

MRR
1 3 10 1 3 10

TransE† (Bordes et al., 2013) 8.9 82.3 93.4 45.4 23.1 47.2 64.1 22.1
DistMult† (Yang et al., 2015) 72.8 91.4 93.6 82.2 54.6 73.3 82.4 65.4
ComplEx† (Trouillon et al., 2016) 93.6 94.5 94.7 94.1 59.9 75.9 84.0 69.2
HolE (Nickel et al., 2016) 93.0 94.5 94.7 93.8 40.2 61.3 73.9 52.4
ANALOGY (Liu et al., 2017) 93.9 94.4 94.7 94.2 64.6 78.5 85.4 72.5
Single DistMult (Kadlec et al., 2017) — — 94.6 79.7 — — 89.3 79.8
SimplE (Kazemi and Poole, 2018) 93.9 94.4 94.7 94.2 66.0 77.3 83.8 72.7
R-GCN (Schlichtkrull et al., 2018) 69.7 92.9 96.4 81.9 60.1 76.0 84.2 69.6
ConvE (Dettmers et al., 2018) 93.5 94.6 95.6 94.3 55.8 72.3 83.1 65.7
D4-STE 94.2 94.8 95.2 94.6 64.1 80.3 87.7 73.3
D4-Gumbel 94.2 94.9 95.4 94.6 64.8 78.2 86.4 72.8

Table 3: Link prediction results on WN18 and FB15K datasets. Results marked by ‘†’ are taken from (Trouillon
et al., 2016), and the rest of the results are taken from original literatures.

trained DK-Gumbel for K ∈ {4, 6, 8} and DK-
STE for K ∈ {4, 6} with AdaGrad optimizer
(Duchi et al., 2011), and we didn’t notice signif-
icant difference in terms of the evaluation metrics
when varying K. In the following we only report
the result for K = 4.

For D4-Gumbel, we performed grid
search for the L2 regularization coefficient λ
∈ [10−5, 10−4, 10−3] and learning rate ∈ [0.5, 1].
For D4-STE, hyperparamter ranges for the grid
search were as follows: λ ∈ [0.001, 0.01, 0.1,
0.2], learning rate ∈ [0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.05, 0.1].
For both settings we performed grid search with
batch sizes ∈ [512, 1024, 2048] and negative
sample ratio ∈ [1, 6, 10]. We used embedding
dimension 2L = 1500 for FB15K, 2L = 600
for both FB15K-237 and YAGO3-10, 2L = 200
for WN18 and WN18RR. We used the standard
train/valid/test splits provided with these datasets.

The results of link predictions are shown in Ta-
ble 3 and 4, where the results for the baselines
are directly taken from original literature. Di-
hEdral outperforms almost all models in bilinear
form, and even ConvE in FB15K, WN18RR and
YAGO3-10. The result demonstrates that even Di-
hEdral takes discretized value in relation represen-
tations, proper modeling the underlying structure
of relations using DK is essential.

6 Case Studies

The learned representation from DihEdral is not
only able to reach the state-of-the-art performance
in link prediction tasks, but also provides insights
with its special properties. In this section, we
present the detailed case studies on these proper-
ties. In order to achieve better resolutions, we in-
creased the embedding dimension to 2L = 600 for
WN18 datasets.
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Figure 2: Relation inversion in WN18 (top) and FB15K
(bottom). Each subplot shows the histogram of diago-
nal elements in R1R2 where r1 is inverse relation of
r2. The name of the two relations and the percentage
of the 1s in the diagonal are shown in the first, second
and third row of the subplot title, respectively.

6.1 Inversion

We show the multiplication of some pairs of inver-
sion relations on WN18 and FB15K in Figure 2,
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WN18RR FB15K-237 YAGO3-10
HITS@N

MRR
HITS@N

MRR
HITS@N

MRR
1 3 10 1 3 10 1 3 10

DistMult† 39.0 44.0 49.0 43.0 15.5 26.3 41.9 24.1 24.0 38.0 54.0 34.0
ComplEx† 41.0 46.0 51.0 44.0 15.8 27.5 42.8 24.7 26.0 40.0 55.0 36.0
R-GCN — — — — 15.1 26.4 41.7 24.8 — — — —
ConvE† 40.0 44.0 52.0 43.0 23.7 35.6 50.1 32.5 35.0 49.0 62.0 44.0
MINERVA∗ 41.3 45.6 51.3 44.8 21.7 32.9 45.6 29.3 — — — —
D4-STE 45.2 49.1 53.6 48.0 23.0 35.3 50.2 32.0 38.1 52.3 64.3 47.2
D4-Gumbel 44.2 50.5 55.7 48.6 20.4 33.2 49.6 30.0 29.4 43.6 57.3 38.8

Table 4: Link prediction results on WN18RR and FB15K-237 datasets. Results marked by ‘†’ are taken from
(Dettmers et al., 2018), and result marked by ‘∗’ is taken from (Das et al., 2018).

and the result is close to an identity matrix. For the
relation pair {_member_of_domain_usage,
_synset_domain_usage_of}, the multipli-
cation deviates from ideal identity matrix as the
performance for these two relations are poorer
compared to the others. We also repeat the same
case study for other bilinear embedding methods,
however their multiplications are not identity, but
close to diagonal matrices with different elements.
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Figure 3: Historgram of each component of D4 for
WN18. The top and bottom row corresponds to
symmetric and skew-symmetric relations, respectively.
Note that O(1,3)

4 are skew-symmetric components and
others are symmetric.

6.2 Symmetry and Skew-Symmetry

Since the KB datasets do not contain negative
triples explicitly, there is no penalty to model
skew-symmetric relations with symmetric matri-

ces. This is perhaps the reason why DistMult per-
forms well on FB15K dataset in which a lot of re-
lations are skew-symmetric.

To resolve this ambiguity, for each positive
triple (h, r, t) with a definite skew-symmetric re-
lation r, a negative triple (t, r, h) is sampled with
probability 0.5. After adding this new negative
sampling scheme in D4-Gumbel, the symmet-
ric and skew-symmetric relations can be distin-
guished on WN18 dataset without reducing per-
formance on link prediction tasks. Figure 3 shows
that both symmetric and skew-symmetric rela-
tions favor corresponding components in D4 as
expected. Again, due to imperfect performance
of _synset_domain_topic_of, its corre-
sponding representation is imperfect as well. We
also conduct the same experiment without adding
this sampling scheme, the histogram for the sym-
metric relations are similar, but there is no strong
preference for skew-symmetric relations.

6.3 Relation Composition

In FB15K-237 dataset the majority of patterns is
relation composition. However, these composi-
tions are Abelian only because all the inverse re-
lations are filtered out on purpose. To justify if
non-Abelian relation compositions can be discov-
ered by DihEdral in an ideal situation, we gen-
erate a synthetic dataset called FAMILY. Specifi-
cally, we first generated two generations of peo-
ple with equal number of male and females in
each generation, and randomly assigned spouse
edges within each generation and child and
parent edges between the two generations, af-
ter which the sibling, parent_in_law and
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Figure 4: Relation composition on FB15K-237 and
FAMILY. Each subplot shows the histogram of diag-
onal elements in R1R2R

−1
3 where r3 is treated as the

composition of r1 and r2. The name of the three rela-
tions and the percentage of the 1s in the diagonal are
shown in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th line of subplot title.
The two subplots in the first rows shows composition
for FB15K-237, and subplots on the second and third
row are used to check composition and non-Abelian on
FAMILY.

child_in_law edges are connected based on
commonsense logic.

We trained D4-Gumbel on FAMILY with latent
dimension 2L = 400. In addition to the loss in
Eq. 2, we add the following regularization term to
encourage the score of positive triple to be higher
than that of negative triple for each component in-
dependently.

−
L∑

l=1

log σ
(
h(l)>R(l)t(l) − h∗(l)>R(l)t∗(l)

)
.

where (h, r, t) ∈ T +, and the corresponding neg-
ative triple (h∗, r, t∗) ∈ T −.

For each composition r3 = r1�r2, we compute
the histogram of R1R2R

−1
3 . The result for rela-

tion compositions in FB15K-237 and FAMILY is
shown in Figure 4, from which we could see good
composition as matrix multiplication. We also re-
veal the non-Abelian property in FAMILY by ex-
changing the order of r1 and r2.

7 Related Works

In this section we discuss the related works and
their connections to our approach.

TransE (Bordes et al., 2013) takes relations as
a translating operator between head and tail enti-
ties. More complicated distance functions (Wang
et al., 2014; Lin et al., 2015b,a) are also proposed
as extensions to TransE. TorusE (Ebisu and Ichise,
2018) proposed a novel distance function defined
over a torus by transform the vector space by an
Abelian group onto a n-dimensional torus. ProjE
(Shi and Weninger, 2017) designs a neural net-
work with a combination layer and a projection
layer. R-GCN (Schlichtkrull et al., 2018) employs
convolution over multiple entities to capture spec-
trum of the knowledge graph. ConvE (Dettmers
et al., 2018) performs 2D convolution on the con-
catenation of entity and relation embeddings, thus
by nature introduces non-linearity to enhance ex-
pressiveness.

In RESCAL (Nickel et al., 2011) each relation is
represented by a full-rank matrix. As a downside,
there is a huge number of parameters in RESCAL
making the model prone to overfitting. A totally
symmetric DistMult (Yang et al., 2015) model
simplifies RESCAL by representing each relation
with a diagonal matrix. To parametrize skew-
symmetric relations, ComplEx (Trouillon et al.,
2016) extends DistMult by using complex-valued
instead of real-valued vectors for entities and rela-
tions. The representation matrix of ComplEx sup-
ports both symmetric and skew-symmetric rela-
tions while being closed under matrix multiplica-
tion. HolE (Nickel et al., 2016) models the skew-
symmetry with circular correlation between entity
embeddings, thus ensures shifts in covariance be-
tween embeddings at different dimensions. It was
recently showed that HolE is isomophic to Com-
plEx (Hayashi and Shimbo, 2017). ANALOGY
(Liu et al., 2017) and SimplE (Kazemi and Poole,
2018) both reformulate the tensor decomposition
approach in light of analogical and reversible rela-
tions.

Though embedding based approach achieves
state-of-the-art performance on link prediction
task, symbolic relation composition is not explic-
itly modeled. In contrast, the latter goal is cur-
rently popularized by directly modeling the rea-
soning paths (Neelakantan et al., 2015; Xiong
et al., 2017; Das et al., 2018; Lin et al., 2018; Guo
et al., 2019). As paths are consistent with rea-
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soning logic structure, non-Abelian composition is
supported by nature.

DihEdral is more expressive when compared
to other bilinear form based embedding methods
such as DistMult, ComplEX and ANALOGY. As
the relation matrix is restricted to be orthogonal,
DihEdral could bridge translation based and bi-
linear form based approaches as the training ob-
jective w.r.t. the relation matrix is similar (cf
Lemma 2). Besides, DihEdral is the first embed-
ding method to incorporate non-Abelian relation
compositions in terms of matrix multiplications
(cf. Theorem 1).

8 Conclusion

This paper proposed DihEdral for KG relation em-
bedding. By leveraging the desired properties of
dihedral group, relation (skew-) symmetry, inver-
sion, and (non-) Abelian compositions are all sup-
ported. Our experimental results on benchmark
KGs showed that DihEdral outperforms existing
bilinear form models and even deep learning meth-
ods. Finally, we demonstrated that the above g
properties can be learned from DihEdral by exten-
sive case studies, yielding a substantial increase in
interpretability from existing models.
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Abstract
Pretrained contextual and non-contextual sub-
word embeddings have become available in
over 250 languages, allowing massively mul-
tilingual NLP. However, while there is no
dearth of pretrained embeddings, the distinct
lack of systematic evaluations makes it diffi-
cult for practitioners to choose between them.
In this work, we conduct an extensive evalu-
ation comparing non-contextual subword em-
beddings, namely FastText and BPEmb, and
a contextual representation method, namely
BERT, on multilingual named entity recogni-
tion and part-of-speech tagging.

We find that overall, a combination of BERT,
BPEmb, and character representations works
well across languages and tasks. A more
detailed analysis reveals different strengths
and weaknesses: Multilingual BERT performs
well in medium- to high-resource languages,
but is outperformed by non-contextual sub-
word embeddings in a low-resource setting.

1 Introduction

Rare and unknown words pose a difficult chal-
lenge for embedding methods that rely on seeing
a word frequently during training (Bullinaria and
Levy, 2007; Luong et al., 2013). Subword seg-
mentation methods avoid this problem by assum-
ing a word’s meaning can be inferred from the
meaning of its parts. Linguistically motivated sub-
word approaches first split words into morphemes
and then represent word meaning by composing
morpheme embeddings (Luong et al., 2013). More
recently, character-ngram approaches (Luong and
Manning, 2016; Bojanowski et al., 2017) and Byte
Pair Encoding (BPE) (Sennrich et al., 2016) have
grown in popularity, likely due to their computa-
tional simplicity and language-agnosticity.1

∗Work done while at HITS.
1While language-agnostic, these approaches are not

language-independent. See Appendix B for a discussion.

_magn us _car ls en _played M a g n u s

charRNN

C a r l s e n

charRNN

p l a y e d

charRNN

Magnus Carl ##sen played

Multilingual BERT

Magnus Carlsen played

B-PER I-PER O

BPEmb

Figure 1: A high-performing ensemble of subword
representations encodes the input using multilingual
BERT (yellow, bottom left), an LSTM with BPEmb
(pink, bottom middle), and a character-RNN (blue, bot-
tom right). A meta-LSTM (green, center) combines the
different encodings before classification (top). Hori-
zontal arrows symbolize bidirectional LSTMs.

Sequence tagging with subwords. Subword in-
formation has long been recognized as an im-
portant feature in sequence tagging tasks such
as named entity recognition (NER) and part-of-
speech (POS) tagging. For example, the suffix
-ly often indicates adverbs in English POS tag-
ging and English NER may exploit that profes-
sions often end in suffixes like -ist (journalist,
cyclist) or companies in suffixes like -tech or -
soft. In early systems, these observations were
operationalized with manually compiled lists of
such word endings or with character-ngram fea-
tures (Nadeau and Sekine, 2007). Since the ad-
vent of neural sequence tagging (Graves, 2012;
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Method Subword segmentation and token transformation

Original text Magnus Carlsen played against Viswanathan Anand
Characters M a g n u s C a r l s e n p l a y e d a g a i n s t V i s w a n a t h a n A n a n d
Word shape Aa Aa a a Aa Aa
FastText magnus+mag+. . . carlsen+car+arl+. . . played+. . . against+. . . vis+isw+. . . +nathan ana+. . .
BPE vs1000 m ag n us car l s en play ed against v is w an ath an an and
BPE vs3000 mag n us car ls en played against vis w an ath an an and
BPE vs5000 magn us car ls en played against vis wan ath an an and
BPE vs10000 magn us car ls en played against vis wan athan an and
BPE vs25000 magnus car ls en played against vis wan athan an and
BPE vs50000 magnus carls en played against vis wan athan anand
BPE vs100000 magnus carlsen played against viswan athan anand
BERT Magnus Carl ##sen played against V ##is ##wana ##than Anand

Table 1: Overview of the subword segmentations and token transformations evaluated in this work.

Huang et al., 2015), the predominant way of in-
corporating character-level subword information
is learning embeddings for each character in a
word, which are then composed into a fixed-
size representation using a character-CNN (Chiu
and Nichols, 2016) or character-RNN (char-RNN)
(Lample et al., 2016). Moving beyond single char-
acters, pretrained subword representations such as
FastText, BPEmb, and those provided by BERT
(see §2) have become available.

While there now exist several pretrained sub-
word representations in many languages, a practi-
tioner faced with these options has a simple ques-
tion: Which subword embeddings should I use?
In this work, we answer this question for multilin-
gual named entity recognition and part-of-speech
tagging and make the following contributions:

• We present a large-scale evaluation of mul-
tilingual subword representations on two se-
quence tagging tasks;
• We find that subword vocabulary size matters

and give recommendations for choosing it;
• We find that different methods have differ-

ent strengths: Monolingual BPEmb works
best in medium- and high-resource settings,
multilingual non-contextual subword embed-
dings are best in low-resource languages,
while multilingual BERT gives good or best
results across languages.

2 Subword Embeddings

We now introduce the three kinds of multilin-
gual subword embeddings compared in our eval-
uation: FastText and BPEmb are collections of
pretrained, monolingual, non-contextual subword
embeddings available in many languages, while

BERT provides contextual subword embeddings
for many languages in a single pretrained language
model with a vocabulary shared among all lan-
guages. Table 1 shows examples of the subword
segmentations these methods produce.

2.1 FastText: Character-ngram Embeddings

FastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017) represents a
word w as the sum of the learned embeddings ~zg
of its constituting character-ngrams g and, in case
of in-vocabulary words, an embedding ~zw of the
word itself: ~w = ~zw +

∑
g∈Gw

~zg, where Gw is
the set of all constituting character n-grams for
3 ≤ n ≤ 6. Bojanowski et al. provide embeddings
trained on Wikipedia editions in 294 languages.2

2.2 BPEmb: Byte-Pair Embeddings

Byte Pair Encoding (BPE) is an unsupervised seg-
mentation method which operates by iteratively
merging frequent pairs of adjacent symbols into
new symbols. E.g., when applied to English text,
BPE merges the characters h and e into the new
byte-pair symbol he, then the pair consisting of
the character t and the byte-pair symbol he into
the new symbol the and so on. These merge oper-
ations are learned from a large background corpus.
The set of byte-pair symbols learned in this fash-
ion is called the BPE vocabulary.

Applying BPE, i.e. iteratively performing
learned merge operations, segments a text into
subwords (see BPE segmentations for vocabu-
lary sizes vs1000 to vs100000 in Table 1). By
employing an embedding algorithm, e.g. GloVe
(Pennington et al., 2014), to train embeddings
on such a subword-segmented text, one obtains

2https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/
pretrained-vectors.html
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embeddings for all byte-pair symbols in the BPE
vocabulary. In this work, we evaluate BPEmb
(Heinzerling and Strube, 2018), a collection
of byte-pair embeddings trained on Wikipedia
editions in 275 languages.3

2.3 BERT: Contextual Subword Embeddings

One of the drawbacks of the subword embeddings
introduced above, and of pretrained word embed-
dings in general, is their lack of context. For ex-
ample, with a non-contextual representation, the
embedding of the word play will be the same both
in the phrase a play by Shakespeare and the phrase
to play Chess, even though play in the first phrase
is a noun with a distinctly different meaning than
the verb play in the second phrase. Contextual
word representations (Dai and Le, 2015; Mela-
mud et al., 2016; Ramachandran et al., 2017; Pe-
ters et al., 2018; Radford et al., 2018; Howard and
Ruder, 2018) overcome this shortcoming via pre-
trained language models.

Instead of representing a word or subword by
a lookup of a learned embedding, which is the
same regardless of context, a contextual represen-
tation is obtained by encoding the word in con-
text using a neural language model (Bengio et al.,
2003). Neural language models typically employ
a sequence encoder such as a bidirectional LSTM
(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) or Trans-
former (Vaswani et al., 2017). In such a model,
each word or subword in the input sequence is en-
coded into a vector representation. With a bidi-
rectional LSTM, this representation is influenced
by its left and right context through state updates
when encoding the sequence from left to right and
from right to left. With a Transformer, context in-
fluences a word’s or subword’s representation via
an attention mechanism (Bahdanau et al., 2015).

In this work we evaluate BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019), a Transformer-based pretrained language
model operating on subwords similar to BPE (see
last row in Table 1). We choose BERT among
the pretrained language models mentioned above
since it is the only one for which a multilingual
version is publicly available. Multilingual BERT4

has been trained on the 104 largest Wikipedia edi-
tions, so that, in contrast to FastText and BPEmb,
many low-resource languages are not supported.

3https://nlp.h-its.org/bpemb/
4https://github.com/google-research/

bert/blob/f39e881/multilingual.md

Method #languages Intersect. 1 Intersect. 2

FastText 294 }
265





101Pan17 282
BPEmb 275
BERT 104 -

Table 2: Number of languages supported by the three
subword embedding methods compared in our evalua-
tion, as well as the NER baseline system (Pan17).

3 Multilingual Evaluation

We compare the three different pretrained sub-
word representations introduced in §2 on two
tasks: NER and POS tagging. Our multilingual
evaluation is split in four parts. After devising a
sequence tagging architecture (§3.1), we investi-
gate an important hyper-parameter in BPE-based
subword segmentation: the BPE vocabulary size
(§3.2). Then, we conduct NER experiments on
two sets of languages (see Table 2): 265 languages
supported by FastText and BPEmb (§3.3) and the
101 languages supported by all methods including
BERT (§3.4). Our experiments conclude with POS
tagging on 27 languages (§3.4).
Data. For NER, we use WikiAnn (Pan et al.,
2017), a dataset containing named entity mention
and three-class entity type annotations in 282 lan-
guages. WikiAnn was automatically generated by
extracting and classifying entity mentions from
inter-article links on Wikipedia. Because of this,
WikiAnn suffers from problems such as skewed
entity type distributions in languages with small
Wikipedias (see Figure 6 in Appendix A), as well
as wrong entity types due to automatic type classi-
fication. These issues notwithstanding, WikiAnn
is the only available NER dataset that covers al-
most all languages supported by the subword rep-
resentations compared in this work. For POS tag-
ging, we follow Plank et al. (2016); Yasunaga et al.
(2018) and use annotations from the Universal De-
pendencies project (Nivre et al., 2016). These an-
notations take the form of language-universal POS
tags (Petrov et al., 2012), such as noun, verb, ad-
jective, determiner, and numeral.

3.1 Sequence Tagging Architecture
Our sequence tagging architecture is depicted in
Figure 1. The architecture is modular and allows
encoding text using one or more subword embed-
ding methods. The model receives a sequence
of tokens as input, here Magnus Carlsen played.
After subword segmentation and an embedding
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lookup, subword embeddings are encoded with
an encoder specific to the respective subword
method. For BERT, this is a pretrained Trans-
former, which is finetuned during training. For
all other methods we train bidirectional LSTMs.
Depending on the particular subword method, in-
put tokens are segmented into different subwords.
Here, BERT splits Carlsen into two subwords re-
sulting in two encoder states for this token, while
BPEmb with an LSTM encoder splits this word
into three. FastText (not depicted) and charac-
ter RNNs yield one encoder state per token. To
match subword representations with the tokeniza-
tion of the gold data, we arbitrarily select the en-
coder state corresponding to the first subword in
each token. A meta-LSTM combines the token
representations produced by each encoder before
classification.5

Decoding the sequence of a neural model’s
pre-classification states with a conditional ran-
dom field (CRF) (Lafferty et al., 2001) has been
shown to improve NER performance by 0.7 to
1.8 F1 points (Ma and Hovy, 2016; Reimers and
Gurevych, 2017) on a benchmark dataset. In our
preliminary experiments on WikiAnn, CRFs con-
siderably increased training time but did not show
consistent improvements across languages.6 Since
our study involves a large number of experiments
comparing several subword representations with
cross-validation in over 250 languages, we omit
the CRF in order to reduce model training time.
Implementation details. Our sequence tagging
architecture is implemented in PyTorch (Paszke
et al., 2017). All model hyper-parameters for a
given subword representation are tuned in prelim-
inary experiments on development sets and then
kept the same for all languages (see Appendix D).
For many low-resource languages, WikiAnn pro-
vides only a few hundred instances with skewed
entity type distributions. In order to mitigate
the impact of variance from random train-dev-
test splits in such cases, we report averages of
n-fold cross-validation runs, with n=10 for low-
resource, n=5 for medium-resource, and n=3 for
high-resource languages.7 For experiments in-

5In preliminary experiments (results not shown), we
found that performing classification directly on the concate-
nated token representation without such an additional LSTM
on top does not work well.

6The system we compare to as baseline (Pan et al., 2017)
includes a CRF but did not report an ablation without it.

7Due to high computational resource requirements, we set
n=1 for finetuning experiments with BERT.
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Figure 2: The best BPE vocabulary size varies with
dataset size. For each of the different vocabulary sizes,
the box plot shows means and quartiles of the dataset
sizes for which this vocabulary size is optimal, accord-
ing to the NER F1 score on the respective development
set in WikiAnn. E.g., the bottom, pink box records
the sizes of the datasets (languages) for which BPE vo-
cabulary size 1000 was best, and the top, blue box the
dataset sizes for which vocabulary size 100k was best.

volving FastText, we precompute a 300d embed-
ding for each word and update embeddings during
training. We use BERT in a finetuning setting, that
is, we start training with a pretrained model and
then update that model’s weights by backpropa-
gating through all of BERT’s layers. Finetuning
is computationally more expensive, but gives bet-
ter results than feature extraction, i.e. using one or
more of BERT’s layers for classification without
finetuning (Devlin et al., 2019). For BPEmb, we
use 100d embeddings and choose the best BPE vo-
cabulary size as described in the next subsection.

3.2 Tuning BPE

In subword segmentation with BPE, performing
only a small number of byte-pair merge opera-
tions results in a small vocabulary. This leads to
oversegmentation, i.e., words are split into many
short subwords (see BPE vs1000 in Table 1). With
more merge operations, both the vocabulary size
and the average subword length increase. As the
byte-pair vocabulary grows larger it adds sym-
bols corresponding to frequent words, resulting in
such words not being split into subwords. Note,
for example, that the common English preposition
against is not split even with the smallest vocabu-
lary size, or that played is split into the stem play
and suffix ed with a vocabulary of size 1000, but
is not split with larger vocabulary sizes.

The choice of vocabulary size involves a trade-
off. On the one hand, a small vocabulary re-
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BPEmb MultiBPEmb+char
Languages Pan17 FastText BPEmb +char +shape +someshape -finetune +finetune

All (265) 83.9 79.8 83.7 85.0 85.0 85.3 89.2 91.4
Low-res. (188) 81.6 76.7 79.7 81.4 81.5 81.9 89.7 90.4
Med-res. (48) 90.0 88.3 93.6 94.1 93.9 93.9 91.1 94.9
High-res. (29) 89.2 85.6 93.0 93.6 93.2 93.2 82.3 92.2

Table 3: NER results on WikiAnn. The first row shows macro-averaged F1 scores (%) for all 265 languages in
the Intersect. 1 setting. Rows two to four break down scores for 188 low-resource languages (<10k instances), 48
medium-resource languages (10k to 100k instances), and 29 high-resource languages (>100k instances).

quires less data for pre-training subword embed-
dings since there are fewer subwords for which
embeddings need to be learned. Furthermore, a
smaller vocabulary size is more convenient for
model training since training time increases with
vocabulary size (Morin and Bengio, 2005) and
hence a model with a smaller vocabulary trains
faster. On the other hand, a small vocabulary re-
sults in less meaningful subwords and longer input
sequence lengths due to oversegmentation.

Conversely, a larger BPE vocabulary tends to
yield longer, more meaningful subwords so that
subword composition becomes easier – or in case
of frequent words even unnecessary – in down-
stream applications, but a larger vocabulary also
requires a larger text corpus for pre-training good
embeddings for all symbols in the vocabulary.
Furthermore, a larger vocabulary size requires
more annotated data for training larger neural
models and increases training time.

Since the optimal BPE vocabulary size for a
given dataset and a given language is not a priori
clear, we determine this hyper-parameter empiri-
cally. To do so, we train NER models with vary-
ing BPE vocabulary sizes8 for each language and
record the best vocabulary size on the language’s
development set as a function of dataset size (Fig-
ure 2). This data shows that larger vocabulary
sizes are better for high-resource languages with
more training data, and smaller vocabulary sizes
are better for low-resource languages with smaller
datasets. In all experiments involving byte-pair
embeddings, we choose the BPE vocabulary size
for the given language according to this data.9

3.3 NER with FastText and BPEmb
In this section, we evaluate FastText and BPEmb
on NER in 265 languages. As baseline, we com-

8We perform experiments with vocabulary sizes in
{1000, 3000, 5000, 10000, 25000, 50000, 100000}.

9The procedure for selecting BPE vocabulary size is given
in Appendix C.

Figure 3: Impact of word shape embeddings on NER
performance in a given language as function of the cap-
italization ratio in a random Wikipedia sample.

pare to Pan et al. (2017)’s system, which combines
morphological features mined from Wikipedia
markup with cross-lingual knowledge transfer via
Wikipedia language links (Pan17 in Table 3). Av-
eraged over all languages, FastText performs 4.1
F1 points worse than this baseline. BPEmb is on
par overall, with higher scores for medium- and
high-resource languages, but a worse F1 score on
low-resource languages. BPEmb combined with
character embeddings (+char) yields the overall
highest scores for medium- and high-resource lan-
guages among monolingual methods.
Word shape. When training word embeddings,
lowercasing is a common preprocessing step (Pen-
nington et al., 2014) that on the one hand re-
duces vocabulary size, but on the other loses in-
formation in writing systems with a distinction be-
tween upper and lower case letters. As a more
expressive alternative to restoring case informa-
tion via a binary feature indicating capitalized or
lowercased words (Curran and Clark, 2003), word
shapes (Collins, 2002; Finkel et al., 2005) map
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Figure 4: The distribution of byte-pair symbol lengths
varies with BPE vocabulary size.

BPE vocabulary size
100k 320k 1000k

Dev. F1 87.1 88.7 89.3

Table 4: Average WikiAnn NER F1 scores on the de-
velopment sets of 265 languages with shared vocabu-
laries of different size.

characters to their type and collapse repeats. For
example, Magnus is mapped to the word shape Aa
and G.M. to A.A. Adding such shape embeddings
to the model (+shape in Table 3) yields similar
improvements as character embeddings.

Since capitalization is not important in all lan-
guages, we heuristically decide whether shape em-
beddings should be added for a given language
or not. We define the capitalization ratio of a
language as the ratio of upper case characters
among all characters in a written sample. As Fig-
ure 3 shows, capitalization ratios vary between
languages, with shape embeddings tending to be
more beneficial in languages with higher ratios.
By thresholding on the capitalization ratio, we
only add shape embeddings for languages with a
high ratio (+someshape). This leads to an overall
higher average F1 score of 85.3 among monolin-
gual models, due to improved performance (81.9
vs. 81.5) on low-resource languages.
One NER model for 265 languages. The re-
duction in vocabulary size achieved by BPE is
a crucial advantage in neural machine translation
(Johnson et al., 2017) and other tasks which in-
volve the costly operation of taking a softmax over
the entire output vocabulary (see Morin and Ben-
gio, 2005; Li et al., 2019). BPE vocabulary sizes
between 8k and 64k are common in neural ma-
chine translation. Multilingual BERT operates on
a subword vocabulary of size 100k which is shared
among 104 languages. Even with shared sym-

bols among languages, this allots at best only a
few thousand byte-pair symbols to each language.
Given that sequence tagging does not involve tak-
ing a softmax over the vocabulary, much larger
vocabulary sizes are feasible, and as §3.2 shows,
a larger BPE vocabulary is better when enough
training data is available. To study the effect of
a large BPE vocabulary size in a multilingual set-
ting, we train BPE models and byte-pair embed-
dings with subword vocabularies of up to 1000k
BPE symbols, which are shared among all lan-
guages in our evaluation.10

The shared BPE vocabulary and corresponding
byte-pair embeddings allow training a single NER
model for all 265 languages. To do so, we first
encode WikiAnn in all languages using the shared
BPE vocabulary and then train a single multilin-
gual NER model in the same fashion as a mono-
lingual model. As the vocabulary size has a large
effect on the distribution of BPE symbol lengths
(Figure 4, also see §3.2) and model quality, we
determine this hyper-parameter empirically (Ta-
ble 4). To reduce the disparity between dataset
sizes of different languages, and to keep training
time short, we limit training data to a maximum
of 3000 instances per language.11 Results for this
multilingual model (MultiBPEmb) with shared
character embeddings (+char) and without fur-
ther finetuning -finetune show a strong improve-
ment in low-resource languages (89.7 vs. 81.9
with +someshape), while performance degrades
drastically on high-resource languages. Since the
188 low-resource languages in WikiAnn are typo-
logically and genealogically diverse, the improve-
ment suggests that low-resource languages not
only profit from cross-lingual transfer from similar
languages (Cotterell and Heigold, 2017), but that
multilingual training brings other benefits, as well.
In multilingual training, certain aspects of the task
at hand, such as tag distribution and BIO con-
straints have to be learned only once, while they
have to be separately learned on each language in
monolingual training. Furthermore, multilingual
training may prevent overfitting to biases in small
monolingual datasets, such as a skewed tag distri-

10Specifically, we extract up to 500k randomly selected
paragraphs from articles in each Wikipedia edition, yielding
16GB of text in 265 languages. Then, we train BPE models
with vocabulary sizes 100k, 320k, and 1000k using Senten-
cePiece (Kudo and Richardson, 2018), and finally train 300d
subword embeddings using GloVe.

11With this limit, training takes about a week on one
NVIDIA P40 GPU.
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Figure 5: Shared multilingual byte-pair embedding space pretrained (left) and after NER model training (right),
2-d UMAP projection (McInnes et al., 2018). As there is no 1-to-1 correspondence between BPE symbols and
languages in a shared multilingual vocabulary, it is not possible to color BPE symbols by language. Instead, we
color symbols by Unicode code point. This yields a coloring in which, for example, BPE symbols consisting of
characters from the Latin alphabet are green (large cluster in the center), symbols in Cyrillic script blue (large
cluster at 11 o’clock), and symbols in Arabic script purple (cluster at 5 o’clock). Best viewed in color.

BPEmb MultiBPEmb BERT
Languages Pan17 FastText +char +char+finetune BERT +char +char+BPEmb

All ∩ BERT (101) 88.1 85.6 91.6 93.2 90.3 90.9 92.0
Low-res. ∩ BERT (27) 83.6 81.3 85.1 91.1 85.4 85.6 87.1
Med-res. ∩ BERT (45) 90.1 88.2 94.2 95.1 93.1 93.7 94.6
High-res. ∩ BERT (29) 89.2 85.6 93.6 92.2 90.4 91.4 92.4

Table 5: NER F1 scores for the 101 WikiAnn languages supported by all evaluated methods.

butions. A visualization of the multilingual sub-
word embedding space (Figure 5) gives evidence
for this view. Before training, distinct clusters of
subword embeddings from the same language are
visible. After training, some of these clusters are
more spread out and show more overlap, which in-
dicates that some embeddings from different lan-
guages appear to have moved “closer together”,
as one would expect embeddings of semantically-
related words to do. However, the overall struc-
ture of the embedding space remains largely un-
changed. The model maintains language-specific
subspaces and does not appear to create an in-
terlingual semantic space which could facilitate
cross-lingual transfer.

Having trained a multilingual model on all lan-
guages, we can further train this model on a sin-
gle language (Table 3, +finetune). This finetun-
ing further improves performance, giving the best
overall score (91.4) and an 8.8 point improvement
over Pan et al. on low-resource languages (90.4 vs.
81.6). These results show that multilingual train-
ing followed by monolingual finetuning is an ef-

fective method for low-resource sequence tagging.

3.4 NER with Multilingual BERT

Table 5 shows NER results on the intersection of
languages supported by all methods in our evalu-
ation. As in §3.3, FastText performs worst over-
all, monolingual BPEmb with character embed-
dings performs best on high-resource languages
(93.6 F1), and multilingual BPEmb best on low-
resource languages (91.1). Multilingual BERT
outperforms the Pan17 baseline and shows strong
results in comparison to monolingual BPEmb. The
combination of multilingual BERT, monolingual
BPEmb, and character embeddings is best overall
(92.0) among models trained only on monolingual
NER data. However, this ensemble of contextual
and non-contextual subword embeddings is infe-
rior to MultiBPEmb (93.2), which was first trained
on multilingual data from all languages collec-
tively, and then separately finetuned to each lan-
guage. Score distributions and detailed NER re-
sults for each language and method are shown in
Appendix E and Appendix F.
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BPEmb BERT MultiBPEmb+char
Lang. BiLSTM Adv. FastText BPEmb +char +shape BERT +char +char+BPemb -finetune +finetune

Avg. 96.4 96.6 95.6 95.2 96.4 95.7 95.6 96.3 96.8 96.1 96.6

bg 98.0 98.5 97.7 97.8 98.5 97.9 98.0 98.5 98.7 98.6 98.7
cs 98.2 98.8 98.3 98.5 98.9 98.7 98.4 98.8 99.0 97.9 98.9
da 96.4 96.7 95.3 94.9 96.4 95.9 95.8 96.3 97.2 94.4 97.0
de 93.4 94.4 90.8 92.7 93.8 93.5 93.7 93.8 94.4 93.6 94.0
en 95.2 95.8 94.3 94.2 95.5 94.9 95.0 95.5 96.1 95.2 95.6
es 95.7 96.4 96.3 96.1 96.6 96.0 96.1 96.3 96.8 96.4 96.5
eu 95.5 94.7 94.6 94.3 96.1 94.8 93.4 95.0 96.0 95.3 95.6
fa 97.5 97.5 97.1 95.9 97.0 96.0 95.7 96.5 97.3 97.0 97.1
fi 95.8 95.4 92.8 92.8 94.4 93.5 92.1 93.8 94.3 92.2 94.6
fr 96.1 96.6 96.0 95.5 96.1 95.8 96.1 96.5 96.5 96.2 96.2
he 97.0 97.4 97.0 96.3 96.8 96.0 96.5 96.8 97.3 96.5 96.6
hi 97.1 97.2 97.1 96.9 97.2 96.9 96.3 96.8 97.4 97.0 97.0
hr 96.8 96.3 95.5 93.6 95.4 94.5 96.2 96.6 96.8 96.4 96.8
id 93.4 94.0 91.9 90.7 93.4 93.0 92.2 93.0 93.5 93.0 93.4
it 98.0 98.1 97.4 97.0 97.8 97.3 97.5 97.9 98.0 97.9 98.1
nl 93.3 93.1 90.0 91.7 93.2 92.5 91.5 92.6 93.3 93.3 93.8
no 98.0 98.1 97.4 97.0 98.2 97.8 97.5 98.0 98.5 97.7 98.1
pl 97.6 97.6 96.2 95.8 97.1 96.1 96.5 97.7 97.6 97.2 97.5
pt 97.9 98.1 97.3 96.3 97.7 97.2 97.5 97.8 98.1 97.9 98.2
sl 96.8 98.1 97.1 96.2 97.7 96.8 96.3 97.4 97.9 97.7 98.0
sv 96.7 96.7 96.7 95.3 96.7 95.7 96.2 97.1 97.4 96.7 97.3

Table 6: POS tagging accuracy on high-resource languages in UD 1.2.

BPEmb MultiBPEmb
Lang. Adv. FastText +char +char+finetune

Avg. 91.6 90.4 79.3 92.4

el 98.2 97.2 96.5 97.9
et 91.3 89.5 82.1 92.8
ga 91.1 89.2 81.6 91.0
hu 94.0 92.9 83.1 94.0
ro 91.5 88.6 73.9 89.7
ta 83.2 85.2 58.7 88.7

Table 7: POS tagging accuracy on low-resource lan-
guages in UD 1.2.

3.5 POS Tagging in 27 Languages

We perform POS tagging experiments in the 21
high-resource (Table 6) and 6 low-resource lan-
guages (Table 7) from the Universal Dependencies
(UD) treebanks on which Yasunaga et al. (2018)
report state-of-the-art results via adversarial train-
ing (Adv.). In high-resource POS tagging, we also
compare to the BiLSTM by Plank et al. (2016).
While differences between methods are less pro-
nounced than for NER, we observe similar pat-
terns. On average, the combination of multilingual
BERT, monolingual BPEmb, and character em-
beddings is best for high-resource languages and
outperforms Adv. by 0.2 percent (96.8 vs. 96.6).
For low-resource languages, multilingual BPEmb
with character embeddings and finetuning is the
best method, yielding an average improvement of
0.8 percent over Adv. (92.4 vs. 91.6).

4 Limitations and Conclusions

Limitations. While extensive, our evaluation is
not without limitations. Throughout this study,
we have used a Wikipedia edition in a given lan-
guage as a sample of that language. The de-
gree to which this sample is representative varies,
and low-resource Wikipedias in particular con-
tain large fractions of “foreign” text and noise,
which propagates into embeddings and datasets.
Our evaluation did not include other subword rep-
resentations, most notably ELMo (Peters et al.,
2018) and contextual string embeddings (Akbik
et al., 2018), since, even though they are language-
agnostic in principle, pretrained models are only
available in a few languages.
Conclusions. We have presented a large-scale
study of contextual and non-contextual subword
embeddings, in which we trained monolingual and
multilingual NER models in 265 languages and
POS-tagging models in 27 languages. BPE vo-
cabulary size has a large effect on model qual-
ity, both in monolingual settings and with a large
vocabulary shared among 265 languages. As a
rule of thumb, a smaller vocabulary size is better
for small datasets and larger vocabulary sizes bet-
ter for larger datasets. Large improvements over
monolingual training showed that low-resource
languages benefit from multilingual model train-
ing with shared subword embeddings. Such im-
provements are likely not solely caused by cross-
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lingual transfer, but also by the prevention of over-
fitting and mitigation of noise in small monolin-
gual datasets. Monolingual finetuning of a multi-
lingual model improves performance in almost all
cases (compare -finetune and +finetune columns
in Table 9 in Appendix F). For high-resource lan-
guages, we found that monolingual embeddings
and monolingual training perform better than mul-
tilingual approaches with a shared vocabulary.
This is likely due to the fact that a high-resource
language provides large background corpora for
learning good embeddings of a large vocabulary
and also provides so much training data for the
task at hand that little additional information can
be gained from training data in other languages.
Our experiments also show that even a large multi-
lingual contextual model like BERT benefits from
character embeddings and additional monolingual
embeddings.

Finally, and while asking the reader to bear
above limitations in mind, we make the follow-
ing practical recommendations for multilingual se-
quence tagging with subword representations:

• Choose the largest feasible subword vocabu-
lary size when a large amount of data is avail-
able.

• Choose smaller subword vocabulary sizes in
low-resource settings.

• Multilingual BERT is a robust choice across
tasks and languages if the computational re-
quirements can be met.

• With limited computational resources, use
small monolingual, non-contextual represen-
tations, such as BPEmb combined with char-
acter embeddings.

• Combine different subword representations
for better results.

• In low-resource scenarios, first perform mul-
tilingual pretraining with a shared subword
vocabulary, then finetune to the language of
interest.
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A Analysis of NER tag distribution and baseline performance in WikiAnn
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Figure 6: WikiAnn named entity tag distribution for each language (top) in comparison to Pan et al. NER F1
scores (middle) and each language’s dataset size (bottom). Languages are sorted from left to right from highest to
lowest tag distribution entropy. That is, the NER tags in WikiAnn for the language in question are well-balanced
for higher-ranked languages on the left and become more skewed for lower-ranked languages towards the right.
Pan et al. achieve NER F1 scores up to 100 percent on some languages, which can be explained by the highly
skewed, i.e. low-entropy, tag distribution in these languages (compare F1 scores >99% in middle subfigure with
skewed tag distributions in top subfigure). Better balance, i.e. higher entropy, of tag distribution tends to be found
in languages for which WikiAnn provides more data (compare top and bottom subfigures).
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B BPE and character-ngrams are not
language-independent

Some methods proposed in NLP are unjusti-
fiedly claimed to be language-independent (Ben-
der, 2011). Subword segmentation with BPE or
character-ngrams is language-agnostic, i.e., such a
segmentation can be applied to any sequence of
symbols, regardless of the language or meaning
of these symbols. However, BPE and character-
ngrams are based on the assumption that meaning-
ful subwords consist of adjacent characters, such
as the suffix -ed indicating past tense in English
or the copular negation nai in Japanese. This as-
sumption does not hold in languages with non-
concatenative morphology. For example, Semitic
roots in languages such as Arabic and Hebrew
are patterns of discontinuous sequences of con-
sonants which form words by insertion of vowels
and other consonants. For instance, words related
to writing are derived from the root k-t-b: kataba
“he wrote” or kitab “book”. BPE and character-
ngrams are not suited to efficiently capture such
patterns of non-adjacent characters, and hence are
not language-independent.

C Procedure for selecting the best BPE
vocabulary size

We determine the best BPE vocabulary size for
each language according to the following proce-
dure.

1. For each language l in the set of all languages
L and each BPE vocabulary size v ∈ V , run
n-fold cross-validation with each fold com-
prising a random split into training, develop-
ment, and test set.12

2. Find the best BPE vocabulary size vl for each
language, according to the mean evaluation
score on the development set of each cross-
validation fold.

3. Determine the dataset size, measured in num-
ber of instances Nl, for each language.

4. For each vocabulary size v, compute the
median number of training instances of the
languages for which v gives the maximum
evaluation score on the development set, i.e.
Ñv = median({Nl|v = vl∀l ∈ L}).

12V = {1000, 3000, 5000, 10000, 25000, 50000, 100000}
in our experiments.

5. Given a language with dataset size Nl, the
best BPE vocabulary size v̂l is the one whose
Ñv is closest to Nl:

v̂l = argmin
v∈V

∣∣∣Nl − Ñv

∣∣∣
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D Sequence Tagging Model Hyper-Parameters

Task
Subword method Hyper-parameter NER POS

FastText Embedding dim. 300 300
Encoder biLSTM biLSTM
Encoder layer size 256 256
Encoder layers 2 2
Dropout 0.5 0.2
Meta-LSTM layer size 256 256
Meta-LSTM layers 2 2

BPEmb Embedding dim. 100 100
Encoder biLSTM biLSTM
Encoder layer size 256 256
Encoder layers 2 2
Dropout 0.5 0.2
Char. embedding dim. 50 50
Char. RNN layer size 256 256
Shape embedding dim. 50 50
Shape RNN layer size 256 256
Meta-LSTM layer size 256 256
Meta-LSTM layers 2 2

MultiBPEmb Embedding dim. 300 300
Encoder biLSTM biLSTM
Encoder layer size 1024 1024
Encoder layers 2 2
Dropout 0.4 0.2
Char. embedding dim. 100 100
Char. RNN layer size 512 512
Meta-LSTM layer size 1024 1024
Meta-LSTM layers 2 2

BERT Embedding dim. 768 768
Encoder Transformer Transformer
Encoder layer size 768 768
Encoder layers 12 12
Dropout 0.2 0.2
Char. embedding dim. 50 50
Char. RNN layer size 256 256
Meta-LSTM layer size 256 256
Meta-LSTM layers 2 2

Table 8: Hyper-parameters used in our experiments.
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E NER score distributions on WikiAnn
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Figure 7: NER results for the 265 languages represented in Pan et al. (2017), FastText, and BPEmb (top), and the
101 languages constituting the intersection of these methods and BERT (bottom). Per-language F1 scores achieved
by each method are sorted in descending order from left to right. The data points at rank 1 show the highest score
among all languages achieved by the method in question, rank 2 the second-highest score etc.
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F Detailed NER Results on WikiAnn
BPEmb BERT MultiBPEmb+char

Language #inst. Pan17 FastText BPEmb +char +shape BERT +char +char+BPEmb -finetune +finetune

ab 474 60.0 76.3 69.2 83.9 77.8 - - - 85.4 83.3
ace 3573 81.6 88.2 87.0 89.8 89.2 - - - 93.0 93.0
ady 693 92.7 82.2 86.3 90.9 91.9 - - - 96.3 96.3
af 14799 85.7 80.6 90.4 90.8 90.4 88.2 89.4 91.0 89.2 92.1
ak 244 86.8 68.9 72.5 89.5 75.8 - - - 91.3 94.1
als 7467 85.0 79.2 88.3 89.9 89.9 - - - 90.0 92.0
am 1032 84.7 35.8 62.1 66.8 67.2 - - - 75.7 76.3
an 12719 93.0 82.7 94.1 93.9 94.7 95.1 95.9 96.6 94.4 97.0
ang 3848 84.0 75.2 79.8 78.4 80.4 - - - 84.8 84.7
ar 164180 88.3 93.4 93.1 93.7 93.1 88.7 91.0 93.0 79.4 93.2
arc 1618 68.5 65.8 78.7 79.5 76.2 - - - 84.1 85.6
arz 3256 77.8 81.7 78.0 78.8 76.5 - - - 85.7 85.7
as 1338 89.6 93.5 87.5 87.3 86.1 - - - 90.7 90.9
ast 5598 89.2 82.1 89.8 89.5 90.3 91.2 92.1 92.4 94.6 94.9
av 1330 82.0 72.9 78.2 77.6 78.2 - - - 85.5 85.6
ay 7156 88.5 86.5 97.3 97.1 95.7 - - - 97.8 97.6
az 19451 85.1 77.5 89.7 89.5 88.7 88.8 89.5 90.3 85.0 90.8
azb 2567 88.4 92.3 87.5 89.0 88.1 90.0 89.2 88.8 93.2 93.9
ba 11383 93.8 93.4 95.6 96.2 95.9 96.0 95.8 96.5 96.5 97.2
bar 17298 97.1 93.7 97.1 97.4 97.6 97.1 97.7 97.7 97.9 98.3
bcl 1047 82.3 75.4 74.0 74.4 74.1 - - - 91.2 92.9
be 32163 84.1 84.3 90.7 91.9 91.5 89.2 91.0 92.0 86.9 92.0
bg 121526 65.8 89.4 95.5 95.8 95.7 93.4 94.2 95.7 89.8 95.5
bi 441 88.5 84.5 73.8 79.9 81.6 - - - 93.9 93.9
bjn 482 64.7 69.8 67.9 72.3 69.3 - - - 83.6 84.0
bm 345 77.3 67.1 63.3 64.0 71.2 - - - 79.8 80.8
bn 25898 93.8 96.0 95.9 95.8 95.9 95.3 95.2 96.6 92.2 96.3
bo 2620 70.4 85.0 87.2 87.0 83.6 - - - 85.8 86.2
bpy 876 98.3 96.4 95.2 96.8 95.6 97.0 95.2 94.4 97.9 97.9
br 17003 87.0 82.2 90.6 92.1 91.1 89.7 90.6 92.7 89.6 93.1
bs 24191 84.8 80.6 88.1 89.8 89.2 89.6 89.8 90.9 88.0 92.1
bug 13676 99.9 100.0 100.0 100.0 99.9 - - - 100.0 100.0
bxr 2389 75.0 73.7 76.6 78.0 79.8 - - - 84.9 85.4
ca 222754 90.3 86.1 95.7 96.2 95.9 93.7 94.9 96.1 89.3 95.7
cdo 2127 91.0 72.1 78.7 79.5 75.0 - - - 85.1 86.4
ce 29027 99.4 99.3 99.5 99.6 99.5 99.7 99.7 99.7 99.6 99.8
ceb 50218 96.3 98.3 99.0 98.9 99.0 99.3 99.2 99.3 98.4 99.4
ch 146 70.6 40.3 39.7 67.4 60.0 - - - 78.8 78.8
chr 527 70.6 65.9 61.4 63.6 69.7 - - - 84.0 84.9
chy 405 85.1 77.6 77.3 81.1 75.8 - - - 86.2 88.5
ckb 5023 88.1 88.7 88.9 88.7 89.0 - - - 90.0 90.2
co 5654 85.4 74.5 86.4 83.9 84.7 - - - 91.6 92.3
cr 49 91.8 57.6 40.0 30.8 51.9 - - - 90.0 90.0
crh 4308 90.1 88.2 90.6 92.6 91.3 - - - 93.0 93.3
cs 265794 94.6 85.7 94.3 95.0 94.7 92.7 93.8 94.3 85.0 94.5
csb 3325 87.0 82.6 83.3 88.0 88.9 - - - 88.2 89.7
cu 842 75.5 68.0 74.4 81.8 78.0 - - - 87.0 85.6
cv 10825 95.7 95.8 96.6 96.8 96.9 97.6 97.2 97.3 97.2 97.4
cy 26039 90.7 86.1 92.9 93.8 93.6 91.6 92.8 93.0 90.5 94.4
da 95924 87.1 81.1 92.5 93.3 92.9 92.1 92.8 94.2 87.5 93.7
de 1304068 89.0 77.2 94.4 93.0 94.1 88.8 89.6 91.2 80.1 90.6
diq 1255 79.3 67.3 73.5 80.2 77.3 - - - 90.6 90.8
dsb 862 84.7 74.9 76.1 76.2 82.0 - - - 94.8 96.7
dv 1924 76.2 60.8 76.5 77.7 74.4 - - - 86.9 87.3
dz 258 50.0 51.8 88.2 80.5 76.2 - - - 93.3 91.4
ee 252 63.2 64.5 54.4 56.9 57.8 - - - 87.8 90.5
el 63546 84.6 80.9 92.0 92.3 92.5 89.9 90.8 93.0 84.2 92.8
eo 71700 88.7 84.7 93.7 94.3 94.2 - - - 88.1 94.8
es 811048 93.9 89.2 96.2 96.7 96.5 92.5 93.1 93.8 86.6 93.7
et 48322 86.8 81.8 91.9 92.9 92.4 91.0 92.3 93.2 87.1 93.2
eu 89188 82.5 88.7 94.7 95.4 95.1 94.9 95.2 96.2 91.0 96.0
ext 3141 77.8 71.6 78.3 78.8 78.8 - - - 85.4 87.4
fa 272266 96.4 97.2 96.9 97.3 96.8 94.7 95.3 96.1 86.7 96.2
ff 154 76.9 52.0 68.2 72.4 76.7 - - - 90.9 90.9
fi 237372 93.4 81.5 93.1 93.7 93.2 91.2 92.0 93.1 82.9 92.8
fj 125 75.0 49.8 65.9 52.7 52.4 - - - 100.0 100.0
fo 3968 83.6 82.4 85.1 87.7 87.1 - - - 92.0 92.2
fr 1095885 93.3 87.2 95.5 95.7 95.5 93.4 93.6 94.2 83.8 92.0
frp 2358 86.2 86.9 86.6 89.6 90.4 - - - 93.4 94.7
frr 5266 70.1 79.5 86.7 88.2 88.6 - - - 90.1 91.1
fur 2487 84.5 77.1 79.7 78.6 81.4 - - - 86.3 88.3
fy 9822 86.6 80.7 89.8 90.8 90.5 88.2 89.3 90.4 91.9 93.0
ga 7569 85.3 77.6 87.3 87.8 86.8 85.5 86.4 86.2 89.1 92.0
gag 6716 89.3 91.2 94.9 96.9 95.3 - - - 96.2 97.5
gan 2876 84.9 79.6 87.3 88.1 85.8 - - - 91.9 92.0
gd 4906 92.8 81.6 85.5 86.4 87.7 - - - 92.4 93.5
gl 43043 87.4 78.7 92.8 93.7 93.1 92.7 93.2 93.9 90.2 94.9
glk 667 59.5 83.8 65.5 73.5 69.4 - - - 76.8 80.7
gn 3689 71.2 72.3 82.1 79.9 81.1 - - - 83.5 85.4
gom 2192 88.8 93.6 95.8 95.6 95.4 - - - 92.7 95.8
got 475 91.7 61.3 62.8 70.2 67.8 - - - 81.4 82.6
gu 2895 76.0 79.4 76.8 79.5 78.8 76.6 76.6 83.3 82.9 83.1
gv 980 84.8 73.5 72.5 72.2 77.3 - - - 92.5 93.7
ha 489 75.0 85.5 82.9 82.8 81.3 - - - 94.7 93.8
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BPEmb BERT MultiBPEmb+char
Language #inst. Pan17 FastText BPEmb +char +shape BERT +char +char+BPEmb -finetune +finetune

hak 3732 85.5 80.8 87.0 86.8 85.1 - - - 90.0 90.9
haw 1189 88.0 89.9 88.4 92.7 93.9 - - - 94.9 95.0
he 106569 79.0 91.6 90.8 91.2 90.6 84.8 88.4 91.3 70.6 88.9
hi 11833 86.9 89.2 89.9 89.4 88.9 84.4 87.3 88.9 88.9 91.8
hif 715 81.1 76.8 71.6 77.2 78.7 - - - 95.6 96.1
hr 56235 82.8 80.9 89.5 90.7 90.5 90.3 90.6 92.4 86.5 91.8
hsb 3181 91.5 91.7 88.3 90.4 91.7 - - - 95.9 95.8
ht 6166 98.9 99.0 98.8 99.1 98.8 98.6 99.0 98.8 99.6 99.7
hu 253111 95.9 85.3 95.0 95.4 95.2 92.4 93.1 94.4 86.3 94.7
hy 25106 90.4 85.0 93.2 93.6 93.5 92.0 92.7 93.7 89.3 94.4
ia 6672 75.4 79.3 81.3 84.2 84.7 - - - 88.5 89.9
id 131671 87.8 85.4 94.5 95.1 94.7 93.3 93.7 94.9 89.3 95.4
ie 1645 88.8 85.6 90.3 90.0 87.4 - - - 95.2 95.7
ig 937 74.4 68.9 82.7 83.4 83.6 - - - 88.9 89.5
ik 431 94.1 83.1 88.6 89.3 89.2 - - - 93.3 93.8
ilo 2511 90.3 80.9 87.6 81.2 86.1 - - - 95.8 96.3
io 2979 87.2 86.4 88.1 87.4 90.8 91.1 92.0 92.5 95.4 95.8
is 8978 80.2 75.7 85.6 87.0 87.1 86.8 83.8 87.5 88.4 90.7
it 909085 96.6 89.6 96.1 96.1 96.3 93.8 93.7 94.5 87.1 94.0
iu 447 66.7 68.6 84.0 88.9 86.6 - - - 92.8 92.3
ja 4902623 79.2 71.0 67.7 71.9 68.9 67.8 69.0 69.1 47.6 68.4
jbo 1669 92.4 87.9 89.0 90.6 88.7 - - - 94.4 94.5
jv 3719 82.6 67.4 83.6 87.3 87.1 87.6 88.1 89.0 92.3 93.2
ka 37500 79.8 89.0 89.5 89.4 88.5 85.3 87.6 89.7 81.4 89.3
kaa 1929 55.2 77.2 78.4 81.3 82.0 - - - 88.5 89.4
kab 3004 75.7 79.4 85.8 86.1 86.5 - - - 87.9 89.1
kbd 1482 74.9 74.3 81.3 83.7 84.8 - - - 90.4 91.6
kg 1379 82.1 93.0 91.8 93.8 95.7 - - - 95.4 95.6
ki 1056 97.5 93.6 91.9 93.5 93.3 - - - 97.2 97.2
kk 60248 88.3 93.8 97.0 97.5 97.1 97.3 97.3 97.8 95.9 97.6
kl 1403 75.0 86.4 83.6 85.9 88.8 - - - 92.9 92.6
km 4036 52.2 51.1 87.1 85.6 85.6 - - - 91.2 90.7
kn 3567 60.1 76.0 72.4 77.3 74.5 68.7 71.4 75.1 81.3 80.5
ko 188823 90.6 44.4 91.5 92.1 91.7 86.8 88.4 91.1 72.4 90.6
koi 2798 89.6 90.2 91.2 92.0 92.0 - - - 93.0 93.7
krc 1830 84.9 75.6 78.2 82.3 83.4 - - - 89.8 89.1
ks 117 75.0 23.4 23.8 40.7 34.1 - - - 64.2 64.2
ksh 1138 56.0 44.0 57.6 52.6 60.2 - - - 72.4 74.1
ku 2953 83.2 71.1 79.3 81.2 85.2 - - - 90.9 91.7
kv 2464 89.7 85.3 83.1 85.0 84.9 - - - 93.1 94.1
kw 1587 94.0 90.4 90.4 91.1 92.7 - - - 97.1 97.7
ky 2153 71.8 58.6 67.2 69.9 72.9 70.9 72.9 75.3 81.0 82.0
la 77279 90.8 93.1 96.2 97.1 97.0 96.8 97.1 97.3 92.8 97.1
lad 973 92.3 79.5 80.0 82.8 83.0 - - - 93.9 94.1
lb 10450 81.5 68.0 87.3 86.9 86.6 86.3 86.4 88.8 86.2 89.7
lbe 631 88.9 81.1 84.4 84.5 86.2 - - - 91.8 92.6
lez 3310 84.2 87.6 89.2 90.4 91.2 - - - 93.8 94.2
lg 328 98.8 92.0 91.5 91.3 91.0 - - - 97.2 97.2
li 4634 89.4 83.4 86.3 90.4 88.0 - - - 93.7 94.9
lij 3546 72.3 75.9 79.9 82.2 82.3 - - - 87.3 87.5
lmo 13715 98.3 98.6 98.5 98.8 99.0 99.1 99.3 99.3 98.8 99.3
ln 1437 82.8 68.3 74.3 81.3 78.8 - - - 87.2 87.4
lo 991 52.8 67.7 70.5 76.6 72.6 - - - 86.1 86.8
lrc 372 65.2 70.5 59.3 71.8 66.0 - - - 79.8 80.0
lt 60871 86.3 84.1 91.2 92.4 91.4 90.7 91.5 92.7 85.9 92.2
ltg 1036 74.3 78.3 80.6 82.1 82.8 - - - 88.8 89.0
lv 44434 92.1 87.6 92.7 94.1 93.9 91.9 93.1 94.2 87.2 94.0
mai 755 99.7 98.1 98.4 98.3 98.4 - - - 99.6 100.0
mdf 497 82.2 65.3 71.6 74.9 76.0 - - - 84.2 88.4
mg 11181 98.7 99.3 99.4 99.3 99.4 99.4 99.4 99.4 99.1 99.5
mhr 3443 86.7 88.4 89.0 92.2 89.9 - - - 94.8 95.3
mi 5980 95.9 92.6 96.2 96.5 96.1 - - - 96.4 97.6
min 3626 85.8 84.5 87.9 87.7 88.3 86.8 89.8 91.2 94.3 94.6
mk 29421 93.4 87.4 93.6 94.2 94.0 92.9 92.5 93.7 90.6 94.6
ml 19729 82.4 86.3 84.7 86.2 84.6 79.7 81.5 85.0 77.2 84.2
mn 2511 76.4 71.2 73.1 72.5 77.6 76.8 76.0 79.5 85.9 87.0
mr 14978 82.4 88.0 86.8 87.7 87.1 85.0 85.9 88.0 85.0 89.7
mrj 6036 97.0 96.9 96.8 96.9 97.6 - - - 97.7 98.3
ms 67867 86.8 88.0 95.4 95.9 95.4 94.9 95.4 95.9 92.3 96.7
mt 1883 82.3 68.9 77.1 80.1 78.9 - - - 84.5 87.0
mwl 2410 76.1 65.1 75.4 73.7 73.4 - - - 80.0 80.8
my 1908 51.5 73.3 72.2 72.2 70.5 69.1 72.4 75.6 77.1 76.3
myv 2108 88.6 90.3 86.7 90.3 90.0 - - - 92.9 93.2
mzn 2491 86.4 89.2 88.5 87.7 86.6 - - - 91.8 92.2
na 1107 87.6 84.7 83.7 88.6 90.0 - - - 94.4 95.2
nap 4205 86.9 72.4 81.5 82.1 80.7 - - - 87.7 88.7
nds 4798 84.5 78.0 87.4 90.1 89.3 88.6 88.9 89.5 93.2 93.3
ne 1685 81.5 80.2 79.3 75.6 74.2 76.2 77.1 79.7 87.9 87.7
new 10163 98.2 98.6 98.3 98.2 98.3 97.9 98.4 98.3 98.8 99.5
nl 589714 93.2 85.2 94.4 95.5 95.3 92.6 92.5 93.5 86.9 93.5
nn 44228 88.1 85.3 93.6 94.7 94.2 93.3 93.4 94.5 90.6 95.0
no 233037 94.1 86.9 94.8 95.4 95.0 93.2 93.6 95.0 87.0 94.8
nov 3176 77.0 87.2 94.0 94.3 93.5 - - - 97.9 98.0
nrm 1281 96.4 89.7 88.1 91.9 92.4 - - - 97.9 98.3
nso 720 98.9 98.7 97.2 97.2 97.7 - - - 99.2 99.1
nv 2569 90.9 81.7 80.2 83.2 83.0 - - - 91.6 90.7
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ny 156 56.0 46.8 48.0 41.7 40.8 - - - 86.1 86.1
oc 16915 92.5 87.7 93.0 93.1 94.6 94.3 94.4 95.2 93.3 96.5
om 631 74.2 67.2 69.9 72.8 75.6 - - - 78.8 80.6
or 1362 86.4 75.6 86.6 84.0 82.2 - - - 92.5 93.0
os 2155 87.4 81.2 82.4 85.5 84.7 - - - 91.4 91.6
pa 1773 74.8 81.9 75.2 72.4 77.7 77.6 74.8 79.0 85.3 84.8
pag 1643 91.2 89.5 87.2 88.6 89.9 - - - 91.5 91.2
pam 1072 87.2 78.4 76.8 78.0 84.3 - - - 93.1 93.5
pap 1555 88.8 72.7 79.0 76.4 80.7 - - - 87.5 87.1
pcd 4591 86.1 86.9 88.1 91.4 90.3 - - - 91.4 92.2
pdc 1571 78.1 71.6 75.7 79.7 80.5 - - - 84.7 87.0
pfl 1092 42.9 56.6 62.3 65.0 64.9 - - - 76.5 78.9
pi 27 83.3 0.0 25.0 15.4 0.0 - - - 90.9 90.9
pih 470 87.2 78.5 73.1 76.7 86.0 - - - 91.8 91.8
pl 639987 90.0 86.0 94.4 95.0 94.5 91.0 91.4 92.9 84.2 92.6
pms 3809 98.0 95.7 96.4 96.1 96.1 97.0 97.3 97.9 97.9 98.2
pnb 5471 90.8 91.2 90.2 89.8 90.7 91.4 90.1 91.2 90.9 91.7
pnt 291 61.5 70.1 66.2 71.3 73.5 - - - 77.2 78.3
ps 6888 66.9 79.2 77.8 77.9 77.4 - - - 78.6 79.8
pt 452130 90.7 86.3 95.7 96.0 95.8 92.6 92.8 93.7 86.8 94.3
qu 6480 92.5 90.0 93.2 93.9 93.3 - - - 96.0 97.1
rm 6617 82.0 80.3 86.2 87.8 87.1 - - - 90.1 91.0
rmy 532 68.5 65.6 80.4 81.3 80.8 - - - 93.0 93.0
rn 179 40.0 52.6 65.7 65.2 82.6 - - - 94.7 94.7
ro 171314 90.6 87.6 95.7 96.8 95.6 94.8 94.7 95.6 90.4 96.4
ru 1192873 90.1 89.7 95.2 95.4 94.7 91.8 92.0 93.0 85.1 92.2
rue 1583 82.7 78.1 76.0 81.7 84.2 - - - 89.1 89.8
rw 1517 95.4 86.2 83.9 89.1 87.6 - - - 92.7 93.3
sa 1827 73.9 76.7 78.4 78.7 71.4 - - - 80.8 80.6
sah 3442 91.2 89.6 91.5 92.2 91.1 - - - 95.0 94.6
sc 917 78.1 74.6 71.9 70.8 76.4 - - - 86.9 86.6
scn 5181 93.2 82.6 88.9 91.1 90.7 91.5 91.6 92.4 95.0 95.2
sco 9714 86.8 84.1 88.9 90.7 90.7 89.0 89.8 91.1 90.8 93.2
sd 2186 65.8 80.1 78.7 81.7 75.2 - - - 82.0 84.9
se 1256 90.3 92.6 88.6 91.0 91.8 - - - 95.7 95.8
sg 245 99.9 71.5 92.0 86.2 93.2 - - - 96.0 96.0
sh 1126257 97.8 98.1 99.4 99.5 99.4 98.8 98.9 98.9 98.3 99.1
si 2025 87.7 87.0 80.2 80.3 79.4 - - - 85.2 87.3
sk 68845 87.3 83.5 92.4 93.5 93.1 92.9 93.7 94.4 88.5 94.5
sl 54515 89.5 86.2 93.0 94.2 93.8 93.0 94.4 95.1 90.9 95.2
sm 773 80.0 56.0 65.5 70.4 64.2 - - - 80.7 81.9
sn 1064 95.0 71.6 79.7 79.3 80.7 - - - 89.3 89.7
so 5644 85.8 75.3 82.6 84.5 84.5 - - - 88.0 89.3
sq 24602 94.1 85.5 93.2 94.2 94.2 94.3 94.8 95.5 93.3 95.7
sr 331973 95.3 94.3 96.8 97.1 97.1 96.4 96.3 96.8 92.9 96.6
srn 568 76.5 81.9 89.4 90.3 88.2 - - - 93.8 94.6
ss 341 69.2 74.1 81.9 77.2 82.6 - - - 87.4 88.0
st 339 84.4 78.6 88.2 93.3 91.1 - - - 96.6 96.6
stq 1085 70.0 76.6 78.9 77.4 74.1 - - - 91.4 91.9
su 960 72.7 53.5 58.8 57.0 66.8 76.4 69.6 68.1 87.3 89.0
sv 1210937 93.6 96.2 98.5 98.8 98.7 97.9 98.0 98.1 96.8 97.8
sw 7589 93.4 85.2 91.0 90.7 90.8 91.0 91.7 91.7 92.8 93.6
szl 2566 82.7 77.9 79.6 82.2 84.1 - - - 92.1 93.1
ta 25663 77.9 86.3 84.5 85.7 84.3 - - - 75.2 84.2
te 9929 80.5 87.9 87.8 87.5 87.5 80.4 83.7 86.8 83.4 87.5
tet 1051 73.5 79.3 81.1 85.3 84.0 - - - 92.8 93.0
tg 4277 88.3 85.4 89.6 89.8 88.8 87.4 88.4 89.3 92.3 94.1
th 230508 56.2 81.0 80.8 81.4 81.6 70.2 78.4 77.6 42.4 77.7
ti 52 94.2 60.2 77.3 49.5 32.9 - - - 91.7 91.7
tk 2530 86.3 81.5 82.7 82.8 83.7 - - - 89.0 89.8
tl 19109 92.7 79.4 93.9 93.7 93.7 92.8 94.2 94.0 92.2 96.2
tn 750 76.9 72.6 72.3 79.8 81.2 - - - 83.6 84.7
to 814 92.3 77.0 67.6 74.9 81.2 - - - 86.3 88.2
tpi 1038 83.3 84.7 84.6 86.4 88.5 - - - 94.7 95.6
tr 167272 96.9 77.5 94.4 94.9 94.5 92.6 93.1 94.4 86.1 95.1
ts 227 93.3 94.4 78.9 86.3 77.0 - - - 91.3 92.2
tt 35174 87.7 96.9 98.4 98.4 98.4 98.4 98.2 98.6 97.7 98.8
tum 815 93.8 95.8 90.7 93.7 93.2 - - - 97.6 97.6
tw 491 94.6 91.2 87.5 92.3 94.8 - - - 97.9 97.9
ty 1004 86.7 90.8 97.2 94.3 96.0 - - - 95.4 95.6
tyv 842 91.1 70.3 73.4 67.2 65.0 - - - 84.6 84.5
udm 840 88.9 83.4 85.6 85.6 83.6 - - - 95.6 96.6
ug 1998 79.7 84.6 83.2 82.0 80.0 - - - 87.1 87.4
uk 319693 91.5 91.2 95.6 96.0 95.8 92.1 92.5 93.7 88.9 94.9
ur 74841 96.4 96.9 97.0 97.1 97.0 95.6 96.6 97.1 91.0 97.3
uz 91284 98.3 97.9 99.0 99.3 99.2 99.2 99.3 99.3 97.6 99.3
ve 141 99.9 31.8 21.0 58.6 73.0 - - - 89.2 89.2
vec 1861 87.9 78.3 80.3 84.8 82.7 - - - 92.9 93.0
vep 2406 85.8 87.1 88.8 89.0 89.3 - - - 92.0 93.2
vi 110535 89.6 88.1 93.4 94.1 93.8 92.5 93.4 94.4 85.2 94.8
vls 1683 78.2 70.7 78.2 78.7 78.7 - - - 83.8 84.5
vo 46876 98.5 98.3 99.1 99.5 99.3 98.7 99.1 99.2 97.4 99.7
wa 5503 81.6 78.9 84.6 83.7 84.4 - - - 87.1 87.0
war 11748 94.9 93.3 95.4 95.5 95.9 96.3 96.1 95.7 96.1 97.8
wo 1196 87.7 82.3 79.1 79.4 78.5 - - - 84.6 86.5
wuu 5683 79.7 67.5 87.0 87.6 86.7 - - - 91.5 92.5
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xal 1005 98.7 98.4 95.8 95.6 95.9 - - - 99.3 98.9
xh 134 35.3 15.8 32.3 26.4 35.0 - - - 82.1 82.1
xmf 1389 73.4 85.0 77.9 78.7 77.7 - - - 87.9 87.7
yi 2124 76.9 78.4 75.1 73.2 74.1 - - - 80.2 81.3
yo 3438 94.0 87.5 91.1 92.1 92.5 94.1 93.3 94.1 96.3 97.0
za 345 57.1 66.1 67.7 67.1 68.4 - - - 87.0 88.9
zea 7163 86.8 88.1 91.2 92.5 91.9 - - - 93.7 95.4
zh 1763819 82.0 78.7 78.6 80.4 78.2 77.2 78.5 79.2 58.3 76.6
zu 425 82.3 61.5 61.0 70.7 70.3 - - - 79.6 80.4

Table 9: Per-language NER F1 scores on WikiAnn.
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Abstract

Today, the dominant paradigm for training
neural networks involves minimizing task loss
on a large dataset. Using world knowledge to
inform a model, and yet retain the ability to
perform end-to-end training remains an open
question. In this paper, we present a novel
framework for introducing declarative knowl-
edge to neural network architectures in order
to guide training and prediction. Our frame-
work systematically compiles logical state-
ments into computation graphs that augment
a neural network without extra learnable pa-
rameters or manual redesign. We evaluate
our modeling strategy on three tasks: ma-
chine comprehension, natural language infer-
ence, and text chunking. Our experiments
show that knowledge-augmented networks can
strongly improve over baselines, especially in
low-data regimes.

1 Introduction

Neural models demonstrate remarkable predic-
tive performance across a broad spectrum of NLP
tasks: e.g., natural language inference (Parikh
et al., 2016), machine comprehension (Seo et al.,
2017), machine translation (Bahdanau et al.,
2015), and summarization (Rush et al., 2015).
These successes can be attributed to their ability to
learn robust representations from data. However,
such end-to-end training demands a large num-
ber of training examples; for example, training a
typical network for machine translation may re-
quire millions of sentence pairs (e.g. Luong et al.,
2015). The difficulties and expense of curating
large amounts of annotated data are well under-
stood and, consequently, massive datasets may not
be available for new tasks, domains or languages.

In this paper, we argue that we can combat
the data hungriness of neural networks by tak-
ing advantage of domain knowledge expressed as

Gaius Julius Caesar (July 100 BC – 15 March 44 
BC), Roman general, statesman, Consul and 
notable author of Latin prose, played a critical 
role in the events that led to the demise of the 
Roman Republic and the rise of the Roman 
Empire through his various military campaigns.

Paragraph:

Question: Which Roman general is known for writing prose?

Figure 1: An example of reading comprehension that
illustrates alignments/attention. In this paper, we con-
sider the problem of incorporating external knowledge
about such alignments into training neural networks.

first-order logic. As an example, consider the
task of reading comprehension, where the goal
is to answer a question based on a paragraph of
text (Fig. 1). Attention-driven models such as
BiDAF (Seo et al., 2017) learn to align words in
the question with words in the text as an interme-
diate step towards identifying the answer. While
alignments (e.g. author to writing) can be learned
from data, we argue that models can reduce their
data dependence if they were guided by easily
stated rules such as: Prefer aligning phrases that
are marked as similar according to an external re-
source, e.g., ConceptNet (Liu and Singh, 2004). If
such declaratively stated rules can be incorporated
into training neural networks, then they can pro-
vide the inductive bias that can reduce data depen-
dence for training.

That general neural networks can represent such
Boolean functions is known and has been studied
both from the theoretical and empirical perspec-
tives (e.g. Maass et al., 1994; Anthony, 2003; Pan
and Srikumar, 2016). Recently, Hu et al. (2016)
exploit this property to train a neural network to
mimic a teacher network that uses structured rules.
In this paper, we seek to directly incorporate such
structured knowledge into a neural network archi-
tecture without substantial changes to the training
methods. We focus on three questions:
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1. Can we integrate declarative rules with end-
to-end neural network training?

2. Can such rules help ease the need for data?

3. How does incorporating domain expertise
compare against large training resources
powered by pre-trained representations?

The first question poses the key technical chal-
lenge we address in this paper. On one hand, we
wish to guide training and prediction with neural
networks using logic, which is non-differentiable.
On the other hand, we seek to retain the advan-
tages of gradient-based learning without having
to redesign the training scheme. To this end, we
propose a framework that allows us to system-
atically augment an existing network architecture
using constraints about its nodes by deterministi-
cally converting rules into differentiable computa-
tion graphs. To allow for the possibility of such
rules being incorrect, our framework is designed
to admit soft constraints from the ground up. Our
framework is compatible with off-the-shelf neural
networks without extensive redesign or any addi-
tional trainable parameters.

To address the second and the third questions,
we empirically evaluate our framework on three
tasks: machine comprehension, natural language
inference, and text chunking. In each case, we
use a general off-the-shelf model for the task,
and study the impact of simple logical constraints
on observed neurons (e.g., attention) for different
data sizes. We show that our framework can suc-
cessfully improve an existing neural design, es-
pecially when the number of training examples is
limited.

In summary, our contributions are:

1. We introduce a new framework for incorpo-
rating first-order logic rules into neural net-
work design in order to guide both training
and prediction.

2. We evaluate our approach on three different
NLP tasks: machine comprehension, textual
entailment, and text chunking. We show that
augmented models lead to large performance
gains in the low training data regimes.1

1The code used for our experiments is archived here:
https://github.com/utahnlp/layer_augmentation

2 Problem Setup

In this section, we will introduce the notation and
assumptions that form the basis of our formalism
for constraining neural networks.

Neural networks are directed acyclic compu-
tation graphs G = (V,E), consisting of nodes
(i.e. neurons) V and weighted directed edges E
that represent information flow. Although not all
neurons have explicitly grounded meanings, some
nodes indeed can be endowed with semantics tied
to the task. Node semantics may be assigned dur-
ing model design (e.g. attention), or incidentally
discovered in post hoc analysis (e.g., Le et al.,
2012; Radford et al., 2017, and others). In either
case, our goal is to augment a neural network with
such named neurons using declarative rules.

The use of logic to represent domain knowl-
edge has a rich history in AI (e.g. Russell and
Norvig, 2016). In this work, to capture such
knowledge, we will primarily focus on conditional
statements of the form L → R, where the ex-
pression L is the antecedent (or the left-hand side)
that can be conjunctions or disjunctions of liter-
als, and R is the consequent (or the right-hand
side) that consists of a single literal. Note that
such rules include Horn clauses and their general-
izations, which are well studied in the knowledge
representation and logic programming communi-
ties (e.g. Chandra and Harel, 1985).

Integrating rules with neural networks presents
three difficulties. First, we need a mapping be-
tween the predicates in the rules and nodes in the
computation graph. Second, logic is not differen-
tiable; we need an encoding of logic that admits
training using gradient based methods. Finally,
computation graphs are acyclic, but user-defined
rules may introduce cyclic dependencies between
the nodes. Let us look at these issues in order.

As mentioned before, we will assume named
neurons are given. And by associating predi-
cates with such nodes that are endowed with sym-
bolic meaning, we can introduce domain knowl-
edge about a problem in terms of these predicates.
In the rest of the paper, we will use lower cased
letters (e.g., ai, bj) to denote nodes in a computa-
tion graph, and upper cased letters (e.g., Ai, Bj)
for predicates associated with them.

To deal with the non-differentiablity of logic,
we will treat the post-activation value of a named
neuron as the degree to which the associated pred-
icate is true. In §3, we will look at methods
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a1 a2 a3

b1 b2

Many layers

Figure 2: An example computation graph. The state-
ment A1 ∧B1 → A2 ∧B2 is cyclic with respect to the
graph. On the other hand, the statement A1 ∧ A2 →
B1 ∧B2 is acyclic.

for compiling conditional statements into differ-
entiable statements that augment a given network.

Cyclicity of Constraints Since we will aug-
ment computation graphs with compiled condi-
tional forms, we should be careful to avoid creat-
ing cycles. To formalize this, let us define cyclicity
of conditional statements with respect to a neural
network.

Given two nodes a and b in a computation
graph, we say that the node a is upstream of node
b if there is a directed path from a to b in the graph.

Definition 1 (Cyclic and Acyclic Implications).
Let G be a computation graph. An implicative
statement L → R is cyclic with respect to G if,
for any literalRi ∈ R, the node ri associated with
it is upstream of the node lj associated with some
literal Lj ∈ L. An implicative statement is acyclic
if it is not cyclic.

Fig. 2 and its caption gives examples of cyclic
and acyclic implications. A cyclic statement
sometimes can be converted to an equivalent
acyclic statement by constructing its contraposi-
tive. For example, the constraint B1 → A1 is
equivalent to ¬A1 → ¬B1. While the former is
cyclic, the later is acyclic. Generally, we can as-
sume that we have acyclic implications.2

3 A Framework for Augmenting Neural
Networks with Constraints

To create constraint-aware neural networks, we
will extend the computation graph of an exist-
ing network with additional edges defined by con-
straints. In §3.1, we will focus on the case where
the antecedent is conjunctive/disjunctive and the
consequent is a single literal. In §3.2, we will
cover more general antecedents.

2As we will see in §3.3, the contrapositive does not always
help because we may end up with a complex right hand side
that we can not yet compile into the computation graph.

3.1 Constraints Beget Distance Functions
Given a computation graph, suppose we have a
acyclic conditional statement: Z → Y , where Z
is a conjunction or a disjunction of literals and Y
is a single literal. We define the neuron associated
with Y to be y = g (Wx), where g denotes an
activation function, W are network parameters, x
is the immediate input to y. Further, let the vector
z represent the neurons associated with the pred-
icates in Z. While the nodes z need to be named
neurons, the immediate input x need not necessar-
ily have symbolic meaning.

Constrained Neural Layers Our goal is to aug-
ment the computation of y so that whenever Z is
true, the pre-activated value of y increases if the
literal Y is not negated (and decreases if it is). To
do so, we define a constrained neural layer as

y = g (Wx+ ρd (z)) . (1)

Here, we will refer to the function d as the dis-
tance function that captures, in a differentiable
way, whether the antecedent of the implication
holds. The importance of the entire constraint is
decided by a real-valued hyper-parameter ρ ≥ 0.

The definition of the constrained neural layer
says that, by compiling an implicative statement
into a distance function, we can regulate the pre-
activation scores of the downstream neurons based
on the states of upstream ones.

Designing the distance function The key con-
sideration in the compilation step is the choice of
an appropriate distance function for logical state-
ments. The ideal distance function we seek is the
indicator for the statement Z:

dideal(z) =

{
1, if Z holds,
0, otherwise.

However, since the function dideal is not differen-
tiable, we need smooth surrogates.

In the rest of this paper, we will define and use
distance functions that are inspired by probabilis-
tic soft logic (c.f. Klement et al., 2013) and its use
of the Łukasiewicz T-norm and T-conorm to define
a soft version of conjunctions and disjunctions.3

Table 1 summarizes distance functions corre-
sponding to conjunctions and disjunctions. In all

3The definitions of the distance functions here as surro-
gates for the non-differentiable dideal is reminiscent of the
use of hinge loss as a surrogate for the zero-one loss. In both
cases, other surrogates are possible.
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Antecedent Distance d(z)
∧
i
Zi max(0,

∑
i zi − |Z|+ 1)

∨
i
Zi min(1,

∑
i zi)

¬∨
i
Zi max(0, 1−∑i zi)

¬∧
i
Zi min(1, N −∑i zi)

Table 1: Distance functions designed using the
Łukasiewicz T-norm. Here, |Z| is the number of an-
tecedent literals. zi’s are upstream neurons associated
with literals Zi’s.

cases, recall that the zi’s are the states of neurons
and are assumed to be in the range [0, 1]. Ex-
amining the table, we see that with a conjunctive
antecedent (first row), the distance becomes zero
if even one of the conjuncts is false. For a dis-
junctive antecedent (second row), the distance be-
comes zero only when all the disjuncts are false;
otherwise, it increases as the disjuncts become
more likely to be true.

Negating Predicates Both the antecedent (the
Z’s) and the consequent (Y ) could contain negated
predicates. We will consider these separately.

For any negated antecedent predicate, we mod-
ify the distance function by substituting the corre-
sponding zi with 1 − zi in Table 1. The last two
rows of the table list out two special cases, where
the entire antecedents are negated, and can be de-
rived from the first two rows.

To negate consequent Y , we need to reduce the
pre-activation score of neuron y. To achieve this,
we can simply negate the entire distance function.

Scaling factor ρ In Eq. 1, the distance function
serves to promote or inhibit the value of down-
stream neuron. The extent is controlled by the
scaling factor ρ. For instance, with ρ = +∞, the
pre-activation score of the downstream neuron is
dominated by the distance function. In this case,
we have a hard constraint. In contrast, with a small
ρ, the output state depends on both the Wx and
the distance function. In this case, the soft con-
straint serves more as a suggestion. Ultimately, the
network parameters might overrule the constraint.
We will see an example in §4 where noisy con-
straint prefers small ρ.

3.2 General Boolean Antecedents
So far, we exclusively focused on conditional
statements with either conjunctive or disjunctive
antecedents. In this section, we will consider gen-
eral antecedents.

As an illustrative example, suppose we have an
antecedent (¬A ∨ B) ∧ (C ∨ D). By introduc-
ing auxiliary variables, we can convert it into the
conjunctive form P ∧ Q, where (¬A ∨ B) ↔ P
and (C∨D)↔ Q. To perform such operation, we
need to: (1) introduce auxiliary neurons associated
with the auxiliary predicates P andQ, and, (2) de-
fine these neurons to be exclusively determined by
the biconditional constraint.

To be consistent in terminology, when consid-
ering biconditional statement (¬A ∨B)↔ P , we
will call the auxiliary literal P the consequent, and
the original literals A and B the antecedents.

Because the implication is bidirectional in bi-
conditional statement, it violates our acyclicity re-
quirement in §3.1. However, since the auxiliary
neuron state does not depend on any other nodes,
we can still create an acyclic sub-graph by defin-
ing the new node to be the distance function itself.

Constrained Auxiliary Layers With a bicondi-
tional statement Z ↔ Y , where Y is an auxiliary
literal, we define a constrained auxiliary layer as

y = d (z) (2)

where d is the distance function for the statement,
z are upstream neurons associated with Z, y is the
downstream neuron associated with Y . Note that,
compared to Eq. 1, we do not need activation func-
tion since the distance, which is in [0, 1], can be
interpreted as producing normalized scores.

Note that this construction only applies to aux-
iliary predicates in biconditional statements. The
advantage of this layer definition is that we can
use the same distance functions as before (i.e., Ta-
ble 1). Furthermore, the same design consider-
ations in §3.1 still apply here, including how to
negate the left and right hand sides.

Constructing augmented networks To com-
plete the modeling framework, we summarize the
workflow needed to construct an augmented neu-
ral network given a conditional statement and a
computation graph: (1) Convert the antecedent
into a conjunctive or a disjunctive normal form
if necessary. (2) Convert the conjunctive/disjunc-
tive antecedent into distance functions using Ta-
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ble 1 (with appropriate corrections for negations).
(3) Use the distance functions to construct con-
strained layers and/or auxiliary layers to augment
the computation graph by replacing the original
layer with constrained one. (4) Finally, use the
augmented network for end-to-end training and in-
ference. We will see complete examples in §4.

3.3 Discussion

Not only does our design not add any more train-
able parameters to the existing network, it also ad-
mits efficient implementation with modern neural
network libraries.

When posing multiple constraints on the same
downstream neuron, there could be combinatorial
conflicts. In this case, our framework relies on the
base network to handle the consistency issue. In
practice, we found that summing the constrained
pre-activation scores for a neuron is a good heuris-
tic (as we will see in §4.3).

For a conjunctive consequent, we can decom-
pose it into multiple individual constraints. That
is equivalent to constraining downstream nodes
independently. Handling more complex conse-
quents is a direction of future research.

4 Experiments

In this section, we will answer the research ques-
tions raised in §1 by focusing on the effectiveness
of our augmentation framework. Specifically, we
will explore three types of constraints by augment-
ing: 1) intermediate decisions (i.e. attentions);
2) output decisions constrained by intermediate
states; 3) output decisions constrained using label
dependencies.

To this end, we instantiate our framework on
three tasks: machine comprehension, natural lan-
guage inference, and text chunking. Across all ex-
periments, our goal is to study the modeling flex-
ibility of our framework and its ability to improve
performance, especially with decreasing amounts
of training data.

To study low data regimes, our augmented net-
works are trained using varying amounts of train-
ing data to see how performances vary from base-
lines. For detailed model setup, please refer to the
appendices.

4.1 Machine Comprehension

Attention is a widely used intermediate state in
several recent neural models. To explore the

augmentation over such neurons, we focus on
attention-based machine comprehension models
on SQuAD (v1.1) dataset (Rajpurkar et al., 2016).
We seek to use word relatedness from external
resources (i.e., ConceptNet) to guide alignments,
and thus to improve model performance.

Model We base our framework on two mod-
els: BiDAF (Seo et al., 2017) and its ELMo-
augmented variant (Peters et al., 2018). Here, we
provide an abstraction of the two models which
our framework will operate on:

p,q = encoder(p), encoder(q) (3)
←−a ,−→a = σ(layers(p,q)) (4)

y, z = σ(layers(p,q,←−a ,−→a )) (5)

where p and q are the paragraph and query re-
spectively, σ refers to the softmax activation, ←−a
and −→a are the bidirectional attentions from q to p
and vice versa, y and z are the probabilities of an-
swer boundaries. All other aspects are abstracted
as encoder and layers.

Augmentation By construction of the attention
neurons, we expect that related words should be
aligned. In a knowledge-driven approach, we can
use ConceptNet to guide the attention values in the
model in Eq. 4.

We consider two rules to illustrate the flexibility
of our framework. Both statements are in first-
order logic that are dynamically grounded to the
computation graph for a particular paragraph and
query. First, we define the following predicates:
Ki,j word pi is related to word qj in Concept-

Net via edges {Synonym, DistinctFrom,
IsA, Related}.←−

A i,j unconstrained model decision that word
qj best matches to word pi.←−

A ′i,j constrained model decision for the
above alignment.

Using these predicates, we will study the
impact of the following two rules, defined
over a set C of content words in p and q:
R1: ∀i, j ∈ C, Ki,j →

←−
A ′i,j .

R2: ∀i, j ∈ C, Ki,j ∧
←−
A i,j →

←−
A ′i,j .

The rule R1 says that two words should be
aligned if they are related. Interestingly, compiling
this statement using the distance functions in Ta-
ble 1 is essentially the same as adding word relat-
edness as a static feature. The ruleR2 is more con-
servative as it also depends on the unconstrained
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%Train BiDAF +R1 +R2 +ELMo +ELMo,R1

10% 57.5 61.5 60.7 71.8 73.0
20% 65.7 67.2 66.6 76.9 77.7
40% 70.6 72.6 71.9 80.3 80.9

100% 75.7 77.4 77.0 83.9 84.1

Table 2: Impact of constraints on BiDAF. Each score
represents the average span F1 on our test set (i.e. offi-
cial dev set) among 3 random runs. Constrained mod-
els and ELMo models are built on top of BiDAF. We
set ρ = 2 for both R1 and R2 across all percentages.

model decision. In both cases, since Ki,j does not
map to a node in the network, we have to create
a new node ki,j whose value is determined using
ConceptNet, as illustrated in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3: (a) The computation graph of BiDAF where
attention directions are obmitted. (b) The augmented
graph on attention layer using R2. Bold circles are
extra neurons introduced. Constrained attentions and
scores are a′ and s′ respectively. In the augmented
model, graph (b) replaces the shaded part in (a).

Can our framework use rules over named neu-
rons to improve model performance? The an-
swer is yes. We experiment with rules R1 and
R2 on incrementally larger training data. Perfor-
mances are reported in Table 2 with comparison
with baselines. We see that our framework can
indeed use logic to inform model learning and
prediction without any extra trainable parameters
needed. The improvement is particularly strong
with small training sets. With more data, neural
models are less reliant on external information. As
a result, the improvement with larger datasets is
smaller.

How does it compare to pretrained encoders?
Pretrained encoders (e.g. ELMo and BERT (De-
vlin et al., 2018)) improve neural models with im-
proved representations, while our framework aug-

ments the graph using first-order logic. It is im-
portant to study the interplay of these two orthog-
onal directions. We can see in Table 2, our aug-
mented model consistently outperforms baseline
even with the presence of ELMo embeddings.

Does the conservative constraint R2 help? We
explored two options to incorporate word related-
ness; one is a straightforward constraint (i.e. R1),
another is its conservative variant (i.e. R2). It is
a design choice as to which to use. Clearly in Ta-
ble 2, constraint R1 consistently outperforms its
conservative alternativeR2, even thoughR2 is bet-
ter than baseline. In the next task, we will see an
example where a conservative constraint performs
better with large training data.

4.2 Natural Language Inference

Unlike in the machine comprehension task, here
we explore logic rules that bridge attention neu-
rons and output neurons. We use the SNLI
dataset (Bowman et al., 2015), and base our frame-
work on a variant of the decomposable atten-
tion (DAtt, Parikh et al., 2016) model where we
replace its projection encoder with bidirectional
LSTM (namely L-DAtt).

Model Again, we abstract the pipeline of L-
DAtt model, only focusing on layers which our
framework works on. Given a premise p and a hy-
pothesis h, we summarize the model as:

p,h = encoder(p), encoder(h) (6)
←−a ,−→a = σ(layers(p,h)) (7)

y = σ(layers(p,h,←−a ,−→a )) (8)

Here, σ is the softmax activation, ←−a and −→a are
bidirectional attentions, y are probabilities for la-
bels Entailment, Contradiction, and Neutral.

Augmentation We will borrow the predicate no-
tation defined in the machine comprehension task
(§4.1), and ground them on premise and hypoth-
esis words, e.g. Ki,j now denotes the relatedness
between premise word pi and hypothesis word hj .
In addition, we define the predicate Yl to indicate
that the label is l. As in §4.1, we define two rules
governing attention:

N1: ∀i, j ∈ C, Ki,j → A′i,j .
N2: ∀i, j ∈ C, Ki,j ∧Ai,j → A′i,j .

where C is the set of content words. Note that the
two constraints apply to both attention directions.
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Intuitively, if a hypothesis content word is not
aligned, then the prediction should not be Entail-
ment. To use this knowledge, we define the fol-
lowing rule:

N3: Z1 ∨ Z2 → ¬YEntail, where

∃j ∈ C, ¬
(
∃i ∈ C, ←−A ′i,j

)
↔ Z1,

∃j ∈ C, ¬
(
∃i ∈ C, −→A ′i,j

)
↔ Z2.

where Z1 and Z2 are auxiliary predicates tied
to the YEntail predicate. The details of N3 are
illustrated in Fig. 4.
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Many layers

distance
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Many layers
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Figure 4: (a) The computation graph of the L-DAtt
model (attention directions obmitted). (b) The aug-
mented graph on the Entail label using N3. Bold cir-
cles are extra neurons introduced. Unconstrained pre-
activation scores are s while s′e is the constrained score
on Entail. Intermediate neurons are z1 and z2. con-
strained attentions a′ are constructed using N1 or N2.
In our augmented model, the graph (b) replaces the
shaded part in (a).

How does our framework perform with large
training data? The SNLI dataset is a large
dataset with over half-million examples. We train
our models using incrementally larger percentages
of data and report the average performance in Ta-
ble 3. Similar to §4.1, we observe strong improve-
ments from augmented models trained on small
percentages (≤10%) of data. The straightforward
constraint N1 performs strongly with ≤2% data
while its conservative alternative N2 works better
with a larger set. However, with full dataset, our
augmented models perform only on par with base-
line even with lowered scaling factor ρ. These ob-
servations suggest that if a large dataset is avail-
able, it may be better to believe the data, but with
smaller datasets, constraints can provide useful in-
ductive bias for the models.

Are noisy constraints helpful? It is not always
easy to state a constraint that all examples sat-
isfy. Comparing N2 and N3, we see that N3 per-

%Train L-DAtt +N1 +N2 +N3 +N2,3

1% 61.2 64.9 63.9 62.5 64.3
2% 66.5 70.5 69.8 67.9 70.2
5% 73.4 76.2 76.6 74.0 76.4

10% 78.9 80.1 80.4 79.3 80.3
100% 87.1 86.9 87.1 87.0 86.9

Table 3: Impact of constraints on L-DAtt network.
Each score represents the average accuracy on SNLI
test set among 3 random runs. For both N1 and N2, we
set ρ = (8, 8, 8, 8, 4) for the five different percentages.
For the noisy constraint N3, ρ = (2, 2, 1, 1, 1).

formed even worse than baseline, which suggests
it contains noise. In fact, we found a significant
amount of counter examples to N3 during prelim-
inary analysis. Yet, even a noisy rule can improve
model performance with ≤10% data. The same
observation holds for N1, which suggests con-
servative constraints could be a way to deal with
noise. Finally, by comparingN2 andN2,3, we find
that the good constraint N2 can not just augment
the network, but also amplify the noise inN3 when
they are combined. This results in degrading per-
formance in the N2,3 column starting from 5% of
the data, much earlier than using N3 alone.

4.3 Text Chunking
Attention layers are a modeling choice that do
not always exist in all networks. To illustrate
that our framework is not necessarily grounded
to attention, we turn to an application where we
use knowledge about the output space to con-
strain predictions. We focus on the sequence la-
beling task of text chunking using the CoNLL2000
dataset (Tjong Kim Sang and Buchholz, 2000).
In such sequence tagging tasks, global inference
is widely used, e.g., BiLSTM-CRF (Huang et al.,
2015). Our framework, on the other hand, aims to
promote local decisions. To explore the interplay
of global model and local decision augmentation,
we will combine CRF with our framework.

Model Our baseline is a BiLSTM tagger:

x = BiLSTM(x) (9)

y = σ(linear(x)) (10)

where x is the input sentence, σ is softmax, y are
the output probabilities of BIO tags.

Augmentation We define the following predi-
cates for input and output neurons:
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%Train BiLSTM +CRF +C1:5 +CRF,C1:5

5% 87.2 86.6 88.9 88.6
10% 89.1 88.8 90.7 90.6
20% 90.9 90.8 92.1 92.1
40% 92.5 92.5 93.4 93.5

100% 94.1 94.4 94.8 95.0

Table 4: Impact of constraints on BiLSTM tagger.
Each score represents the average accuracy on test set
of 3 random runs. The columns of +CRF, +C1:5, and
+CRF,C1:5 are on top of the BiLSTM baseline. For
C1:4, ρ = 4 for all percentages. For C5, ρ = 16.

Yt,l The unconstrained decision that tth

word has label l.
Y ′t,l The constrained decision that tth

word has label l.
Nt The tth word is a noun.

Then we can write rules for pairwise label de-
pendency. For instance, if word t has B/I- tag for a
certain label, word t+1 can not have an I- tag with
a different label.

C1: ∀t, Yt,B-VP → ¬Y ′t+1,I-NP
C2: ∀t, Yt,I-NP → ¬Y ′t+1,I-VP
C3: ∀t, Yt,I-VP → ¬Y ′t+1,I-NP
C4: ∀t, Yt,B-PP → ¬Y ′t+1,I-VP

Our second set of rules are also intu-
itive: A noun should not have non-NP label.
C5: ∀t,Nt →

∧
l∈{B-VP,I-VP,B-PP,I-PP} ¬Y ′t,l

While all above rules can be applied as hard
constraints in the output space, our framework
provides a differentiable way to inform the model
during training and prediction.

How does local augmentation compare with
global inference? We report performances in
Table 4. While a first-order Markov model (e.g.,
the BiLSTM-CRF) can learn pairwise constraints
such as C1:4, we see that our framework can
better inform the model. Interestingly, the CRF
model performed even worse than the baseline
with ≤40% data. This suggests that global in-
ference relies on more training examples to learn
its scoring function. In contrast, our constrained
models performed strongly even with small train-
ing sets. And by combining these two orthogonal
methods, our locally augmented CRF performed
the best with full data.

5 Related Work and Discussion

Artificial Neural Networks and Logic Our
work is related to neural-symbolic learning (e.g.

Besold et al., 2017) which seeks to integrate neu-
ral networks with symbolic knowledge. For exam-
ple, Cingillioglu and Russo (2019) proposed neu-
ral models that multi-hop logical reasoning.

KBANN (Towell et al., 1990) constructs artifi-
cial neural networks using connections expressed
in propositional logic. Along these lines, França
et al. (2014, CILP++) build neural networks from
a rule set for relation extraction. Our distinction
is that we use first-order logic to augment a given
architecture instead of designing a new one. Also,
our framework is related to Kimmig et al. (2012,
PSL) which uses a smooth extension of standard
Boolean logic.

Hu et al. (2016) introduced an imitation learn-
ing framework where a specialized teacher-student
network is used to distill rules into network param-
eters. This work could be seen as an instance of
knowledge distillation (Hinton et al., 2015). In-
stead of such extensive changes to the learning
procedure, our framework retains the original net-
work design and augments existing interpretable
layers.

Regularization with Logic Several recent lines
of research seek to guide training neural networks
by integrating logical rules in the form of ad-
ditional terms in the loss functions (e.g., Rock-
täschel et al., 2015) that essentially promote con-
straints among output labels (e.g., Du et al., 2019;
Mehta et al., 2018), promote agreement (Hsu et al.,
2018) or reduce inconsistencies across predic-
tions (Minervini and Riedel, 2018).

Furthermore, Xu et al. (2018) proposed a gen-
eral design of loss functions using symbolic
knowledge about the outputs. Fischer et al. (2019)
described a method for for deriving losses that
are friendly to gradient-based learning algorithms.
Wang and Poon (2018) proposed a framework
for integrating indirect supervision expressed via
probabilistic logic into neural networks.

Learning with Structures Traditional struc-
tured prediction models (e.g. Smith, 2011) natu-
rally admit constraints of the kind described in this
paper. Indeed, our approach for using logic as a
template-language is similar to Markov Logic Net-
works (Richardson and Domingos, 2006), where
logical forms are compiled into Markov networks.
Our formulation augments model scores with con-
straint penalties is reminiscent of the Constrained
Conditional Model of Chang et al. (2012).
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Recently, we have seen some work that allows
backpropagating through structures (e.g. Huang
et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2017; Yogatama et al.,
2017; Niculae et al., 2018; Peng et al., 2018, and
the references within). Our framework differs
from them in that structured inference is not man-
dantory here. We believe that there is room to
study the interplay of these two approaches.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a framework for in-
troducing constraints in the form of logical state-
ments to neural networks. We demonstrated the
process of converting first-order logic into dif-
ferentiable components of networks without extra
learnable parameters and extensive redesign. Our
experiments were designed to explore the flexibil-
ity of our framework with different constraints in
diverse tasks. As our experiments showed, our
framework allows neural models to benefit from
external knowledge during learning and predic-
tion, especially when training data is limited.
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A Appendices

Here, we explain our experiment setup for the
three tasks: machine comprehension, natural lan-
guage inference, and text chunking. For each
task, we describe the model setup, hyperparame-
ters, and data splits.

For all three tasks, we used Adam (Paszke
et al., 2017) for training and use 300 dimensional
GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) vectors (trained
on 840B tokens) as word embeddings.

A.1 Machine Comprehension
The SQuAD (v1.1) dataset consists of 87, 599
training instances and 10, 570 development exam-
ples. Firstly, for a specific percentage of train-
ing data, we sample from the original training set.
Then we split the sampled set into 9/1 folds for
training and development. The original develop-
ment set is reserved for testing only. This is be-
cause that the official test set is hidden, and the
number of models we need to evaluate is imprac-
tical for accessing official test set.

In our implementation of the BiDAF model, we
use a learning rate 0.001 to train the model for 20
epochs. Dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) rate is
0.2. The hidden size of each direction of BiLSTM
encoder is 100. For ELMo models, we train for
25 epochs with learning rate 0.0002. The rest hy-
perparameters are the same as in (Peters et al.,

2018). Note that we did neither pre-tune nor post-
tune ELMo embeddings. The best model on the
development split is selected for evaluation. No
exponential moving average method is used. The
scaling factor ρ’s are manually grid-searched in
{1, 2, 4, 8, 16} without extensively tuning.

A.2 Natural Language Inference
We use Stanford Natural Language Inference
(SNLI) dataset which has 549, 367 training, 9, 842
development, and 9, 824 test examples. For each
of the percentages of training data, we sample the
same proportion from the orginal development set
for validation. To have reliable model selection,
we limit the minimal number of sampled develop-
ment examples to be 1000. The original test set is
only for reporting.

In our implimentation of the BiLSTM variant
of the Decomposable Attention (DAtt) model, we
adopt learning rate 0.0001 for 100 epochs of train-
ing. The dropout rate is 0.2. The best model on
the development split is selected for evaluation.
The scaling factor ρ’s are manually grid-searched
in {0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16} without extensively tuning.

A.3 Text Chunking
The CoNLL2000 dataset consists of 8, 936 exam-
ples for training and 2, 012 for testing. From the
original training set, both of our training and de-
velopment examples are sampled and split (by 9/1
folds). Performances are then reported on the orig-
inal full test set.

In our implementation, we set hidden size to
100 for each direction of BiLSTM encoder. Be-
fore the final linear layer, we add a dropout layer
with probability 0.5 for regularization. Each
model was trained for 100 epochs with learn-
ing rate 0.0001. The best model on the de-
velopment split is selected for evaluation. The
scaling factor ρ’s are manually grid-searched in
{1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64} without extensively tuning.
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Abstract

Not all types of supervision signals are cre-
ated equal: Different types of feedback have
different costs and effects on learning. We
show how self-regulation strategies that de-
cide when to ask for which kind of feed-
back from a teacher (or from oneself) can
be cast as a learning-to-learn problem leading
to improved cost-aware sequence-to-sequence
learning. In experiments on interactive neu-
ral machine translation, we find that the self-
regulator discovers an ε-greedy strategy for
the optimal cost-quality trade-off by mixing
different feedback types including corrections,
error markups, and self-supervision. Further-
more, we demonstrate its robustness under do-
main shift and identify it as a promising alter-
native to active learning.

1 Introduction

The concept of self-regulation has been studied in
educational research (Hattie and Timperley, 2007;
Hattie and Donoghue, 2016), psychology (Zim-
merman and Schunk, 1989; Panadero, 2017), and
psychiatry (Nigg, 2017), and was identified as cen-
tral to successful learning. “Self-regulated stu-
dents” can be characterized as “becoming like
teachers”, in that they have a repertoire of strate-
gies to self-assess and self-manage their learning
process, and they know when to seek help and
which kind of help to seek. While there is a vast
literature on machine learning approaches to meta-
learning (Schmidhuber et al., 1996), learning-to-
learn (Thrun and Pratt, 1998), or never-ending
learning (Mitchell et al., 2015), the aspect of learn-
ing when to ask for which kind of feedback has so
far been neglected in this field.

We propose a machine learning algorithm that
uses self-regulation in order to balance the cost
and effect of learning from different types of feed-
back. This is particularly relevant for human-in-

Seq2Seq 

Figure 1: Human-in-the-loop self-regulated learning.

the-loop machine learning, where human super-
vision is costly. The self-regulation module au-
tomatically learns which kind of feedback to ap-
ply when in training—full supervision by teacher
demonstration or correction, weak supervision in
the form of positive or negative rewards for student
predictions, or a self-supervision signal generated
by the student. Figure 1 illustrates this learning
scenario. The learner, in our case a sequence-to-
sequence (Seq2Seq) learner, aims to solve a cer-
tain task with the help of a human teacher. For
every input it receives for training, it can ask the
teacher for feedback to its own output, or super-
vise itself by training on its own output, or skip
learning on the input example altogether. The
self-regulator’s policy for choosing feedback types
is guided by their cost and by the performance
gain achieved by learning from a particular type
of feedback.

We apply the self-regulation algorithm to inter-
active machine translation where a neural machine
translation (NMT) system functions as a student
which receives feedback simulated from a human
reference translation or supervises itself. The in-
tended real-world application is a machine trans-
lation personalization scenario where the goal of
the human translator is to teach the NMT system
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to adapt to in-domain data with the best trade-off
between feedback cost and performance gain. It
can be transferred to other sequence-to-sequence
learning tasks such as personalization of conver-
sational AI systems for question-answering or ge-
ographical navigation.

Our analysis of different configurations of self-
regulation yields the following insights: Perhaps
unsurprisingly, the self-regulator learns to balance
all types of feedback instead of relying only on the
strongest or cheapest option. This is an advantage
over active learning strategies that only consider
the choice between no supervision and full super-
vision. Interestingly, though, we find that the self-
regulator learns to trade off exploration and ex-
ploitation similar to a context-free ε-greedy strat-
egy that optimizes ε for fastest learning progress.
Lastly, we show that the learned regulator is robust
in a cold-start transfer to new domains, and even
shows improvements over fully supervised learn-
ing on domains such as literary books where ref-
erence translations provide less effective learning
signals.

2 Related Work

The incorporation of a query’s cost into reinforce-
ment learning has been addressed, for example,
in the framework of active reinforcement learn-
ing (Krueger et al., 2016). The central question
in active reinforcement learning is to quantify the
long-term value of reward information, however,
assuming a fixed cost for each action and every
round. Our framework is considerably more com-
plicated by the changing costs for each feedback
type on each round.

A similar motivation for the need of changing
feedback in reinforcement learning with human
feedback is given in MacGlashan et al. (2017).
The goal of that work is to operationalize feed-
back schemes such as diminishing returns, differ-
ential feedback, or policy shaping. Human rein-
forcement learning with corrective feedback that
can decrease or increase the action magnitude has
been introduced in Celemin et al. (2019). How-
ever, none of these works are concerned with the
costs that are incurred when eliciting rewards from
humans, nor do they consider multiple feedback
modes.

Our work is connected to active learning, for ex-
ample, to approaches that use reinforcement learn-
ing to learn a policy for a dynamic active learning

strategy (Fang et al., 2017), or to learn a curricu-
lum to order noisy examples (Kumar et al., 2019),
or to the approach of Liu et al. (2018) who use im-
itation learning to select batches of data to be la-
beled. However, the action space these approaches
consider is restricted to the decision whether or
not to select particular data and is designed for a
fixed budget, neither do they incorporate feedback
cost in their frameworks. As we will show, our
self-regulation strategy outperforms active learn-
ing based on uncertainty sampling (Settles and
Craven, 2008; Peris and Casacuberta, 2018) and
our reinforcement learner is rewarded in such a
way that it will produce the best system as early
as possible.

Research that addresses the choice and the com-
bination of different types of feedback is situated
in the area between reinforcement and imitation
learning (Ranzato et al., 2016; Cheng et al., 2018).
Instead of learning how to mix different supervi-
sion signals, these approaches assume fixed sched-
ules.

Further connections between our work on learn-
ing with multiple feedback types can be drawn to
various extensions of reinforcement learning by
multiple tasks (Jaderberg et al., 2017), multiple
loss functions (Wun et al., 2018), or multiple poli-
cies (Smith et al., 2018).

Feedback in the form of corrections (Turchi
et al., 2017), error markings (Domingo et al.,
2017), or translation quality judgments (Lam
et al., 2018) has been successfully integrated in
simulation experiments into interactive-predictive
machine translation. Again, these works do not
consider automatic learning of a policy for the op-
timal choice of feedback.

3 Self-Regulated Interactive Learning

In this work, we focus on the aspect of self-
regulated learning that concerns the ability to de-
cide which type of feedback to query from a
teacher (or oneself) for most efficient learning de-
pending on the context. In our human-in-the-loop
machine learning formulation, we focus on two
contextual aspects that can be measured precisely:
quality and cost. The self-regulation task is to op-
timally balance human effort and output quality.

We model self-regulation as an active reinforce-
ment learning problem with dynamic costs, where
in each state, i.e. upon receiving an input, the reg-
ulator has to choose an action, here a feedback
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type, and pay a cost. The learner receives feedback
of that type from the human to improve its predic-
tion. Based on the effect of this learning update,
the regulator’s actions are reinforced or penalized,
so that it improves its choice for future inputs.

In the following, we first compare training
objectives for a Seq2Seq learner from various
types of feedback (§3.1), then introduce the self-
regulator module (§3.2), and finally combine both
in the self-regulation algorithm (§3.3).

3.1 Seq2Seq Learning
Let x = x1 . . . xS be a sequence of indices over
a source vocabulary VSRC, and y = y1 . . . yT a se-
quence of indices over a target vocabulary VTRG.
The goal of sequence-to-sequence learning is to
learn a function for mapping an input sequence
x into an output sequences y. Specifically, for
the example of machine translation, where y is
a translation of x, the model, parametrized by a
set of weights θ, learns to maximize pθ(y | x).
This quantity is further factorized into conditional
probabilities over single tokens:

pθ(y | x) =

T∏

t=1

pθ(yt | x; y<t).

The distribution pθ(yt | x; y<t) is defined by the
neural model’s softmax-normalized output vector:

pθ(yt | x; y<t) = softmax(NNθ(x; y<t)).

There are various options for building the archi-
tecture of the neural model NNθ, such as recurrent
(Sutskever et al., 2014), convolutional (Gehring
et al., 2017) or attentional (Vaswani et al., 2017)
encoder-decoder architectures (or a mix thereof
(Chen et al., 2018)). Regardless of their architec-
ture, there are multiple ways of interactive learn-
ing that can be applied to neural Seq2Seq learners.

Learning from Corrections (FULL). Under
full supervision, i.e., when the learner receives a
fully corrected output y∗ for an input x, cross-
entropy minimization (equivalent to maximizing
the likelihood of the data D under the current
model) considers the following objective:

JFULL(θ) =
1

|D|
∑

(x,y∗)∈D
− log pθ(y

∗ | x).

The stochastic gradient of this objective is

gFULL
θ (x, y∗) = −∇θ log pθ(y

∗ | x),

constituting an unbiased estimate of the gradient

∇θJFULL =E(x,y∗)∼D
[
gFULL
θ (x, y∗)

]
.

A local minimum can be found by performing
stochastic gradient descent on gFULL

θ (x, y∗). This
training objective is the standard in supervised
learning when training with human-generated ref-
erences or for online adaptation to post-edits
(Turchi et al., 2017).

Learning from Error Markings (WEAK).
Petrushkov et al. (2018) presented chunk-based bi-
nary feedback as a low-cost alternative to full cor-
rections. In this scenario the human teacher marks
the correct parts of the machine-generated output
ŷ. As a consequence every token in the output
receives a reward δt, either δt = 1 if marked as
correct, or δt = 0 otherwise. The objective of the
learner is to maximize the likelihood of the correct
parts of the output, or equivalently, to minimize

JWEAK(θ) = 1
|D|
∑

(x,ŷ)∈D
∑T

t=1−δt log pθ(ŷt | x; ŷ<t)

where the stochastic gradient is

gWEAK
θ (x, ŷ) = −

T∑

t=1

δt · ∇θ log pθ(ŷt | x; y<t)

∇θJWEAK = E(x,ŷ)∼D
[
gWEAK
θ (x, ŷ)

]
.

The tokens ŷt that receive δt = 1 are part of the
correct output y∗, so the model receives a hint how
a corrected output should look like. Although the
likelihood of the incorrect parts of the sequence
does not weigh into the sum, they are contained in
the context of the correct parts (in y<t).

Self-Supervision (SELF). Instead of querying
the teacher for feedback, the learner can also
choose to learn from its own output, that is, to
learn from self-supervision. The simplest option is
to treat the learner’s output as if it was correct, but
that quickly leads to overconfidence and degener-
ation. Clark et al. (2018) proposed a cross-view
training method: the learner’s original prediction
is used as a target for a weaker model that shares
parameters with the original model. We adopt this
strategy by first producing a target sequence ŷ with
beam search and then weaken the decoder through
attention dropout with probability patt. The objec-
tive is to minimize the negative likelihood of the
original target under the weakened model

JSELF(θ) =
1

|D|
∑

(x,ŷ)∈D
− log ppattθ (ŷ | x),
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where the stochastic gradient is

gSELF
θ (x, ŷ) = −∇θ log ppattθ (ŷ | x)

∇θJSELF = E(x,ŷ)∼D
[
gSELF
θ (x, ŷ)

]
.

Combination. For self-regulated learning, we
also consider a fourth option (NONE): the option
to ignore the current input. Figure 2 summarizes
the stochastic gradients for all cases.

gsθ(x, y) = −
T∑

t=1

ft · ∇θ log pdropθ (yt | xt; y<t),

with y =

{
y∗ if s = FULL

ŷ otherwise,

drop =

{
patt if s = SELF

0 otherwise,

and ft =





1 if s ∈ {FULL, SELF}
δt if s = WEAK

0 if s = NONE

Figure 2: Stochastic gradients for the Seq2Seq learner
in dependence of feedback type s.

In practice, Seq2Seq learning shows greater
stability for mini-batch updates than online up-
dates on single training samples. Mini-batch
self-regulated learning can be achieved by ac-
cumulating stochastic gradients for a mini-batch
of size B before updating θ with an average of
these stochastic gradients, which we denote as
g
s[1:B]
θ (x[1:B], y[1:B]) = 1

B
∑B

i=1 g
si
θ (xi, yi).

3.2 Learning to Self-Regulate

The regulator is another neural model qφ that
is optimized for the quality-cost trade-off of the
Seq2Seq learner. Given an input xi and the
Seq2Seq’s hypothesis ŷi, it chooses an action, here
a supervision mode si ∼ qφ(s | xi, ŷi). This
choice of feedback determines the update of the
Seq2Seq learner (Figure 2). The regulator is re-
warded by the ratio between the cost ci of ob-
taining the feedback si and the quality improve-
ment ∆(θi, θi−1) caused by updating the Seq2Seq
learner with the feedback:

r(si, xi, θi) =
∆(θi, θi−1)
ci + α

. (1)

∆(θi, θi−1) is measured as the difference in vali-
dation score achieved before and after the learner’s
update (Fang et al., 2017), and ci as the cost of
user edits. Adding a small constant cost α to the
actual feedback cost ensures numerical stability.
This meta-parameter can be interpreted as repre-
senting a basic cost for model updates of any kind.

The objective for the regulator is to maximize
the expected reward defined in Eq. 1:

JMETA(φ) = Ex∼p(x),s∼qφ(s|x,ŷ) [r(s, x, θ)] .

The full gradient of this objective is estimated
by the stochastic gradient for sampled actions
(Williams, 1992):

gMETA
φ (x, ŷ, s) = r · ∇φ log qφ(s | x, ŷ). (2)

Note that the reward contains the immediate im-
provement after one update of the Seq2Seq learner
and not the overall performance in hindsight. This
is an important distinction to classic expected re-
ward objectives in reinforcement learning since
it biases the regulator towards actions that have
an immediate effect, which is desirable in the
case of interaction with a human. However, since
Seq2Seq learning requires updates and evaluations
based on mini-batches, the regulator update also
needs to be based on mini-batches of predictions,
leading to the following specification of Eq. (2) for
a mini-batch j:

gMETA
φ (x[1:B], ŷ[1:B], s[1:B]) (3)

=
1

B
B∑

i=1

gMETA
φ (xi, ŷi, si)

= ∆(θj , θj−1)
1

B
B∑

i=1

∇φ log qφ(si | xi, ŷi)
ci + α

.

While mini-batch updates are required for stable
Seq2Seq learning, they hinder the regulator from
assigning credit for model improvement to indi-
vidual elements within the mini-batch.

3.3 Algorithm

Algorithm 1 presents the proposed online learn-
ing algorithm with model updates cumulated over
mini-batches. On arrival of a new input, the regu-
lator predicts a feedback type in line 6. According
to this prediction, the environment/user is asked
for feedback for the Seq2Seq’s prediction at cost
ci (line 7). The Seq2Seq model is updated on the
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Algorithm 1 Self-Regulated Interactive Seq2Seq
Input: Initial Seq2Seq θ0, regulator φ0, B

1: j ← 0
2: while inputs and human available do
3: j ← j + 1
4: for i← 1 to B do
5: Observe input xi, Seq2Seq output ŷi
6: Choose feedback: si ∼ qφ(s | xi, ŷi)
7: Obtain feedback fi of type si at cost ci
8: Update θ with g

s[1:B]
θ (x[1:B], ŷ[1:B])

9: Measure improvement ∆(θj , θj−1)
10: Update φ with gMETA

φ (x[1:B], ŷ[1:B], s[1:B])

basis of the feedback and mini-batch of stochas-
tic gradients computed as summarized in Figure 2.
In order to reinforce the regulator, the Seq2Seq
model’s improvement (line 9) is assessed, and the
parameters of the regulator are updated (line 10,
Eq. 3). Training ends when the data stream or
the provision of feedback ends. The intermediate
Seq2Seq evaluations can be re-used for model se-
lection (early stopping). In practice, these evalu-
ations can either be performed by validation on a
held-out set (as in the simulation experiments be-
low) or by human assessment.

Practical Considerations. The algorithm does
not introduce any additional hyperparameters be-
yond standard learning rates, architecture design
and mini-batch sizes that have to be tuned. As
proposed in Petrushkov et al. (2018) or Clark et al.
(2018), targets ŷ are pre-generated offline with the
initial θ0, which we found crucial for the stability
of the learning process. The evaluation step af-
ter the Seq2Seq update is an overhead that comes
with meta-learning, incurring costs depending on
the decoding algorithm and the evaluation strat-
egy. However, Seq2Seq updates can be performed
in mini-batches, and the improvement is assessed
after a mini-batch of updates, as discussed above.

4 Experiments

The main research questions to be answered in our
experiments are:

1. Which strategies does the regulator develop?

2. How well does a trained regulator transfer
across domains?

3. How do these strategies compare against (ac-
tive) learning from a single feedback type?

We perform experiments for interactive NMT,
where a general-domain NMT model is adapted
to a specific domain by learning from the feedback
of a human translator. This is a realistic interactive
learning scenario where cost-free pre-training on a
general domain data is possible, but each feedback
generated by the human translator in the personal-
ization step incurs a specific cost. In our experi-
ment, we use human-generated reference transla-
tions to simulate both the cost of human feedback
and to measure the performance gain achieved by
model updates.

4.1 Experimental Setup
Seq2Seq Architecture. Both the Seq2Seq
learner and the regulator are based on LSTMs
(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997). The
Seq2Seq has four bi-directional encoder and four
decoder layers with 1024 units each, embedding
layers of size 512. It uses Luong et al. (2015)’s in-
put feeding and output layer, and global attention
with a single feed forward layer (Bahdanau et al.,
2015).

Regulator Architecture. The regulator consists
of LSTMs on two levels: Inspired by Siamese
Networks (Bromley et al., 1994), a bi-directional
LSTM encoder of size 512 separately reads in both
the current input sequence and the beam search
hypothesis generated by the Seq2Seq. The last
state of encoded source and hypothesis sequence
and the previous output distribution are concate-
nated to form the input to a higher-level regulator
LSTM of size 256. This LSTM updates its internal
state and predicts a score for every feedback type
for every input in the mini-batch. The feedback for
each input is chosen by sampling from the distri-
bution obtained by softmax normalization of these
scores. The embeddings of the regulator are ini-
tialized by the Seq2Seq’s source embeddings and
further tuned during training. The model is im-
plemented in the JoeyNMT1 framework based on
PyTorch.2

Data. We use three parallel corpora for German-
to-English translation: a general-domain data
set from the WMT2017 translation shared task
for Seq2Seq pre-training, TED talks from the
IWSLT2017 evaluation campaign for training the
regulator with simulated feedback, and the Books

1https://github.com/joeynmt/joeynmt
2Code: https://github.com/juliakreutzer/

joeynmt/tree/acl19
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corpus from the OPUS collection (Tiedemann,
2012) for testing the regulator on another domain.
Data pre-processing details and splits are given
in §A.1. The joint vocabulary for Seq2Seq and
the regulator consists of 32k BPE sub-words (Sen-
nrich et al., 2016) trained on WMT.

Training. The Seq2Seq model is first trained
on WMT with Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) on
mini-batches of size 64, an initial learning rate
1× 10−4 that is halved when the loss does not de-
crease for three validation rounds. Training ends
when the validation score does not increase any
further (scoring 29.08 BLEU on the WMT test).
This model is then adapted to IWSLT with self-
regulated training for one epoch, with online hu-
man feedback simulated from reference transla-
tions. The mini-batch size is reduced to 32 for
self-regulated training to reduce the credit assign-
ment problem for the regulator. The constant cost
α (Eq. 1) is set to 1.3 When multiple runs are re-
ported, the same set of random seeds is used for all
models to control the order of the input data. The
best run is evaluated on the Books domain for test-
ing the generalization of the regulation strategies.

Simulation of Cost and Performance. In our
experiments, human feedback and its cost, and
the performance gain achieved by model updates,
is simulated by using human reference transla-
tions. Inspired by the keystroke mouse-action ra-
tio (KSMR) (Barrachina et al., 2009), a common
metric for measuring human effort in interactive
machine translation, we define feedback cost as
the sum of costs incurred by character edits and
clicks, similar to Peris and Casacuberta (2018).
The cost of a full correction (FULL) is the num-
ber of character edits between model output and
reference, simulating the cost of a human typing.4

Error markings (WEAK) are simulated by compar-
ing the hypothesis to the reference and marking
the longest common sub-strings as correct, as pro-
posed by Petrushkov et al. (2018). As an extension
to Petrushkov et al. (2018) we mark multiple com-
mon sub-strings as correct if all of them have the
longest length. The cost is defined as the num-
ber of marked words, assuming an interface that
allows markings by clicking on words. For self-
training (SELF) and skipping training instances we
naively assume zero cost, thus limiting the mea-

3Values 6= 1 distort the rewards for self-training too much.
4As computed by the Python library difflib.

surement of cost to the effort of the human teacher,
and neglecting the effort on the learner’s side. Ta-
ble 1 illustrates the costs per feedback type on a
randomly selected set of examples.

We measure the model improvement by eval-
uating the held-out set translation quality of the
learned model at various time steps with cor-
pus BLEU (cased SacreBLEU (Post, 2018)) and
measure the accumulated costs. The best model is
considered the one that delivers the highest qual-
ity at the lowest cost. This trade-off is important
to bear in mind since it differs from the standard
evaluation of machine translation models, where
the overall best-scoring model, regardless of the
supervision cost, is considered best. Finally, we
evaluate the strategy learned by the regulator on an
unseen domain, where the regulator decides which
type of feedback the learner gets, but is not up-
dated itself.

4.2 Results
We compare learning from one type of feedback in
isolation against regulators with the following set
of actions:

1. Reg2: FULL, WEAK

2. Reg3: FULL, WEAK, SELF

3. Reg4: FULL, WEAK, SELF, NONE

Cost vs. Quality. Figure 3 compares the im-
provement in corpus BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002)
(corresponding to results in Translation Error Rate
(TER, computed by pyTER) (Snover et al., 2006))
of regulation variants and full feedback over cu-
mulative costs of up to 80k character edits. Us-
ing only full feedback (blue) as in standard su-
pervised learning or learning from post-edits, the
overall highest improvement can be reached (visi-
ble only after the cutoff of 80k edits; see Appendix
A.2 for the comparison over a wider window of
time). However, it comes at a very high cost (417k
characters in total to reach +0.6 BLEU). The regu-
lated variants offer a much cheaper improvement,
at least until a cumulative cost between 80k (Reg4)
and 120k (Reg2), depending on the feedback op-
tions available. The regulators do not reach the
quality of the full model since their choice of feed-
back is oriented towards costs and immediate im-
provements. By finding a trade-off between feed-
back types for immediate improvements, the regu-
lators sacrifice long-term improvement. Compar-
ing regulators, Reg2 (orange) reaches the overall
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S
E

L
F

0
x Sie greift in ihre Geldbörse und gibt ihm einen Zwanziger .
ŷ It attacks their wallets and gives him a twist .
y∗ She reaches into her purse and hands him a 20 .

W
E

A
K

9
x Und als ihr Vater sie sah und sah , wer sie geworden ist , in ihrem vollen Mädchen-Sein , schlang er seine Arme um sie und brach in Tränen aus .
ŷ And when her father saw them and saw who became them , in their full girl ’s , he swallowed his arms around them and broke out in tears .
y∗ When her father saw her and saw who she had become , in her full girl self , he threw his arms around her and broke down crying .

F
U

L
L

59
x Und durch diese zwei Eigenschaften war es mir möglich , die Bilder zu erschaffen , die Sie jetzt sehen .
ŷ And through these two features , I was able to create the images you now see .
y∗ And it was with those two properties that I was able to create the images that you ’re seeing right now .

Table 1: Examples from the IWSLT17 training set, cost (2nd column) and feedback decisions made by Reg3. For
weak feedback, marked parts are underlined, for full feedback, the corrections are marked by underlining the parts
of the reference that got inserted and the parts of the hypothesis that got deleted.
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Figure 3: BLEU of regulation variants over cumulative
costs. BLEU is computed on the tokenized IWSLT val-
idation set with greedy decoding.

highest improvement over the baseline model, but
until the cumulative cost of around 35k charac-
ter edits, Reg3 (green) offers faster improvement
at a lower cost since it has an additional, cheaper
feedback option. Adding the option to skip ex-
amples (Reg4, red) does not give a benefit. Ap-
pendix A.3 lists detailed results for offline evalua-
tion on the trained Seq2Seq models on the IWSLT
test set: Self-regulating models achieve improve-
ments of 0.4-0.5 BLEU with costs reduced up to
a factor of 23 in comparison to the full feedback
model. The reduction in cost is enabled by the
use of cheaper feedback, here markings and self-
supervision, which in isolation are very successful
as well. Self-supervision works surprisingly well
and can be recommended for cheap but effective
unsupervised domain adaptation for sequence-to-
sequence learning.

Self-Regulation Strategies. Figure 4 shows
which actions Reg3 chooses over time when
trained on IWSLT. Most often it chooses to do
self-training on the current input. The choice of
feedback within one batch varies only slightly dur-
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Figure 4: Reg3 actions as chosen over time, depicted
for each iteration. Counting of iterations starts at the
previous iteration count of the baseline model.

ing training, with the exception of an initial ex-
ploration phase within the first 100 iterations. In
general, we observe that all regulators are highly
sensitive to balancing cost and performance, and
mostly prefer the cheapest option (e.g., Reg4 by
choosing mostly NONE) since they are penalized
heavily for choosing (or exploring) expensive op-
tions (see Eq. 1).

A further research question is whether and how
the self-regulation module takes the input or out-
put context into account. We therefore compare
its decisions to a context-free ε-greedy strategy.
The ε-greedy algorithm is a successful algorithm
for multi-armed bandits (Watkins, 1989). In our
case, the arms are the four feedback types. They
are chosen based on their reward statistics, here
the average empirical reward per feedback type
Qi(s) = 1

Ni(s)

∑
0,...,i r(si). With probability

1− ε, the algorithm selects the feedback type with
the highest empirical reward (exploitation), oth-
erwise picks one of the remaining arms at ran-
dom (exploration). In contrast to the neural reg-
ulator model, ε-greedy decides solely on the basis
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Figure 5: BLEU and cumulative costs on IWSLT for
Reg3 and ε-greedy with ε ∈ [0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.9].

of the reward statistics and has no internal con-
textual state representation. The comparison of
Reg3 with ε-greedy for a range of values for ε
in Figure 5 shows that learned regulator behaves
indeed very similar to an ε-greedy strategy with
ε = 0.25. ε-greedy variants with higher amounts
of exploration show a slower increase in BLEU,
while those with more exploitation show an initial
steep increase that flattens out, leading to over-
all lower BLEU scores. The regulator has hence
found the best trade-off, which is an advantage
over the ε-greedy algorithm where the ε hyper-
parameter requires dedicated tuning. Considering
the ε-greedy-like strategy of the regulator and the
strong role of the cost factor shown in Figure 4,
the regulator module does not appear to choose
individual actions based e.g., on the difficulty of
inputs, but rather composes mini-batches with a
feedback ratio according to the feedback type’s
statistics. This confirms the observations of Peris
and Casacuberta (2018), who find that the subset
of instances selected for labeling is secondary—
it is rather the mixing ratio of feedback types that
matters. This finding is also consistent with the
mini-batch update regime that forces the regulator
to take a higher-level perspective and optimize the
expected improvement at the granularity of (mini-
batch) updates rather than at the input level.

Domain Transfer. After training on IWSLT, we
evaluate the regulators on the Books domain: Can
they choose the best actions for an efficient learn-
ing progress without receiving feedback on the
new domain? We evaluate the best run of each
regulator type (i.e., φ trained on IWSLT), with
the Seq2Seq model reset to the WMT baseline.
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Figure 6: Domain transfer of regulators trained on
IWSLT to the Books domain in comparison to full and
weak feedback only.

The regulator is not further adapted to the Books
domain, but decides on the feedback types for
training the Seq2Seq model for a single epoch
on the Books data. Figure 6 visualizes the regu-
lated training process of the Seq2Seq model. As
before, Reg3 performs best, outperforming weak,
full and self-supervision (reaching 14.75 BLEU,
not depicted since zero cost). Learning from
full feedback improves much later in training and
reaches 14.53 BLEU.5 One explanation is that
the reference translations in the Books corpus are
less literal than the ones for IWSLT, such that a
weak feedback signal allows the learner to learn
more efficiently than from full corrections. Ap-
pendix A.4 reports the results for offline evalua-
tion on the trained Seq2Seq models on the Books
test set.

Comparison to Active Learning. A classic ac-
tive learning strategy is to sample a subset of
the input data for full labeling based on the un-
certainty of the model predictions (Settles and
Craven, 2008). The size of this subset, i.e. the
amount of human labeling effort, has to be known
and determined before learning. Figure 7 com-
pares the self-regulators on the Books domain
with models that learn from a fixed ratio of fully-
labeled instances in every batch. These are cho-
sen according to the model’s uncertainty, here
measured by the average token entropy of the
model’s best-scoring beam search hypothesis. The
regulated models with a mix of feedback types
clearly outperform the active learning strategies,

5With multiple epochs it would improve further, but we
avoid showing the human the same inputs multiple times.
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Figure 7: Learned self-regulation strategies in compar-
ison to uncertainty-based active learning with a fixed
percentage of full feedback on the Books domain.

both in terms of cost-efficient learning (Figure 7)
as well as in overall quality (See Figure 9 in Ap-
pendix A.5). We conclude that mixing feedback
types, especially in the case where full feedback is
less reliable, offers large improvements over stan-
dard stream-based active learning strategies.

4.3 Prospects for Field Studies

Our experiments were designed as a pilot study to
test the possibilities of self-regulated learning in
simulation. In order to advance to field studies
where human users interact with Seq2Seq mod-
els, several design choices have to be adapted with
caution. Firstly, we simulate both feedback cost
and quality improvement by measuring distances
to static reference outputs. The experimental de-
sign in a field study has to account for a variation
of feedback strength, feedback cost, and perfor-
mance assessments, across time, across sentences,
and across human users (Settles et al., 2008). One
desideratum for field studies is thus to analyze this
variation by analyzing the experimental results in
a mixed effects model that accounts for variabil-
ity across sentences, users, and annotation ses-
sions (Baayen et al., 2008; Karimova et al., 2018).
Secondly, our simulation of costs considers only
the effort of the human teacher, not the machine
learner. The strong preference for the cheapest
feedback option might be a result of overestimat-
ing the cost of human post-editing and underesti-
mating the cost of self-training. Thus, a model for
field studies where data is limited might greatly
benefit from learned estimates of feedback cost
and quality improvement (Kreutzer et al., 2018).

5 Conclusion

We proposed a cost-aware algorithm for interac-
tive sequence-to-sequence learning, with a self-
regulation module at its core that learns which
type of feedback to query from a human teacher.
The empirical study on interactive NMT with
simulated human feedback showed that this self-
regulated model finds more cost-efficient solutions
than models learning from a single feedback type
and uncertainty-based active learning models, also
under domain shift. While this setup abstracts
away from certain confounding variables to be ex-
pected in real-life interactive machine learning, it
should be seen as a pilot experiment that allows
focussing on our central research questions un-
der an exact and noise-free computation of feed-
back cost and performance gain. The proposed
framework can naturally be expanded to integrate
more feedback modes suitable for the interaction
with humans, e.g., pairwise comparisons or output
rankings. Future research directions will involve
the development of reinforcement learning model
with multi-dimensional rewards, and modeling ex-
plicit credit assignment for improving the capabil-
ities of the regulator to make context-sensitive de-
cisions in mini-batch learning.
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A Appendices

A.1 Data

de↔en WMT IWSLT Books

Train 5,889,699 206,112 46,770
Dev 2,169 2,385 2,000
Test 3,004 1,138 2,000

Table 2: Number of sentences for parallel corpora used
for pre-training (WMT), regulator training (IWSLT)
and domain transfer evalution (Books).

The WMT data is obtained from the WMT
2017 shared task website6 and pre-processed as
described in Hieber et al. (2017). The pre-
processing pipeline is used for IWSLT and Books
data as well. IWSLT2017 is obtained from
the evaluation campaign website.7 For vali-
dation on WMT, we use the newstest2015
data, for IWSLT tst2014+tst2015, for test-
ing on WMT newstest2017 and tst2017 for
IWSLT. Since there is no standard split for the
Books corpus, we randomly select 2k sentences
for validation and testing each. Table 2 gives an
overview of the size of the three resources.

A.2 Online Evaluation on IWSLT

Figure 8 displays the development of BLEU over
costs and time.

A.3 Offline Evaluation on IWSLT

Table 3 reports the offline held-out set evalua-
tions for the early stopping points selected on
the dev set for all feedback modes. All mod-
els notably improve over the baseline, only us-
ing full feedback leads to the overall best model
on IWSLT (+0.6 BLEU / -0.6 TER), but costs a
massive amounts of edits (417k characters). Self-
regulating models still achieve improvements of
0.4–0.5 BLEU/TER with costs reduced up to a
factor of 23. The reduction in cost is enabled by
the use of cheaper feedback, here markings and
self-supervision, which in isolation are success-
ful as well. Self-supervision works surprisingly
well, which makes it attractive for cheap but effec-
tive unsupervised domain adaptation. It has to be
noted that both weak and self-supervision worked

6http://www.statmt.org/wmt17/
translation-task.html

7https://sites.google.com/site/
iwsltevaluation2017/

Model IWSLT dev IWSLT test
BLEU↑ Cost↓ BLEU↑ TER↓

Baseline 28.28 - 24.84 62.42

Full 28.93±0.02 417k 25.60±0.02 61.86±0.03
Weak 28.65±0.01 32k 25.10±0.09 62.12±0.12
Self 28.58±0.02 - 25.33±0.06 61.96±0.05

Reg4 28.57±0.04 68k 25.23±0.05 62.02±0.12
Reg3 28.61±0.03 18k 25.23±0.09 62.07±0.06
Reg2 28.66±0.06 88k 25.27±0.09 61.91±0.06

Table 3: Evaluation of models at early stopping points.
Results for three random seeds on IWSLT are averaged,
reporting the standard deviation in the subscript. The
translation of the dev set is obtained by greedy decod-
ing (as during validation) and of the test set with beam
search of width five. The costs are measured in charac-
ter edits and clicks, as described in Section 4.

only well when targets were pre-computed with
the baseline model and held fixed during training.
We suspect that the strong reward signal (ft = 1)
for non-reference outputs leads otherwise to un-
desired local overfitting effects that a learner with
online-generated targets cannot recover from.

A.4 Domain Transfer

Model Books test
BLEU↑ TER↓ Cost↓

Baseline 14.19 79.81 -

Full 14.87 79.12 1B
Weak 14.74 78.14 93M
Self 14.73 78.86 -

Reg4 14.80 79.02 57M
Reg3 14.80 78.70 41M
Reg2 15.00 78.21 142M

Table 4: Evaluation of models at early stopping points
on the Books test set (beam search with width five).

Table 4 reports results for test set evaluation
on the Books domain of the best model from the
IWSLT domain each. The baseline was trained on
WMT parallel data without any regulation. The
regulator was trained on IWSLT and evaluated on
Books, the Seq2Seq model is further trained for
one epoch on Books. The costs are measured in
character edits and clicks. The best result in terms
of BLEU and TER is achieved by the Reg2 model,
even outperforming the model with full feedback.
As observed for the IWSLT domain (cf. Sec-
tion 4.2), self-training is very effective, but is out-
performed by the Reg2 model and roughly on par
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Figure 8: Regulation variants evaluated in terms of BLEU over time (a) and cumulative costs (b). Iteration counts
start from the iteration count of the baseline model. One iteration on IWSLT equals training on one mini-batch of
32 instances. The BLEU score is computed on the tokenized validation set with greedy decoding. In (b) the lines
correspond to the means over three runs, the shaded area depicts the estimated 95% confidence interval.

with the Reg3 model.

A.5 Active Learning on Books
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Figure 9: Development of validation BLEU over time
for learned regulation strategies in comparison to ac-
tive learning with a fixed percentage γ of full feedback.
Counting of iterations starts at the previous iteration
count of the baseline model.

Figure 9 shows the development of BLEU over
time for the regulators and active learning strate-
gies with a fixed ratio of full feedback per batch
(γ ∈ [10, 30, 50, 70, 90]). The decision whether to
label an instance in a batch is made based on the
average token entropy of the model’s current hy-
pothesis. Using only 50% of the fully-supervised
labels achieves the same quality as 100% using
this uncertainty-based active learning sampling
strategy. However, the regulated models reach a
higher quality not only at a lower cost (see Fig-

ure 7), but also reach an overall higher quality.

A.6 Regulation Strategies on IWSLT
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Figure 10: Feedback chosen by Reg2 on IWSLT.
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Figure 11: Feedback chosen by Reg4 on IWSLT.

Figures 10 and 11 show the ratio of feedback
types for self-regulation during training with Reg2
and Reg4 respectively.
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Abstract

In recent NLP research, a topic of interest
is universal sentence encoding, sentence rep-
resentations that can be used in any super-
vised task. At the word sequence level, fully
attention-based models suffer from two prob-
lems: a quadratic increase in memory con-
sumption with respect to the sentence length
and an inability to capture and use syntactic
information. Recursive neural nets can extract
very good syntactic information by travers-
ing a tree structure. To this end, we pro-
pose Tree Transformer, a model that captures
phrase level syntax for constituency trees as
well as word-level dependencies for depen-
dency trees by doing recursive traversal only
with attention. Evaluation of this model on
four tasks gets noteworthy results compared
to the standard transformer and LSTM-based
models as well as tree-structured LSTMs. Ab-
lation studies to find whether positional infor-
mation is inherently encoded in the trees and
which type of attention is suitable for doing
the recursive traversal are provided.

1 Introduction

Following the breakthrough in NLP research with
word embeddings by Mikolov et al. (2013), recent
research has focused on sentence representations.
Having good sentence representations can help ac-
complish many NLP tasks because we eventually
deal with sentences, e.g., question answering, sen-
timent analysis, semantic similarity, and natural
language inference.

Most of the existing task specific sequential
sentence encoders are based on recurrent neural
nets such as LSTMs or GRUs (Conneau et al.,
2017; Lin et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2016). All of
these works follow a common paradigm: use an
LSTM/GRU over the word sequence, extract con-
textual features at each time step, and apply some
kind of pooling on top of that. However, a few

works adopt some different methods. Kiros et al.
(2015) propose a skip-gram-like objective func-
tion at the sentence level to obtain the sentence
embeddings. Logeswaran and Lee (2018) refor-
mulate the task of predicting the next sentence
given the current one into a classification problem
where instead of a decoder they use a classifier to
predict the next sentence from a set of candidates.

The attention mechanism adopted by most of
the RNN based models require access to the hid-
den states at every time step (Yang et al., 2016;
Kumar et al., 2016). These models are ineffi-
cient and at the same time very hard to paral-
lelize. To overcome this, Parikh et al. (2016) pro-
pose a fully attention-based neural network which
can adequately model the word dependencies and
at the same time is parallelizable. Vaswani et al.
(2017) adopt the multi-head version in both the
encoder and decoder of their Transformer model
along with positional encoding. Ahmed et al.
(2017) propose a multi-branch attention frame-
work where each branch captures a different se-
mantic subspace and the model learns to combine
them during training. Cer et al. (2018) propose an
unsupervised sentence encoder by leveraging only
the encoder part of the Transformer where they
train on the large Stanford Natural Language In-
ference (SNLI) corpus and then use transfer learn-
ing on smaller task specific corpora.

Apart from these sequential models, there has
been extensive work done on the tree structure of
natural language sentences. Socher et al. (2011b,
2013, 2014) propose a family of recursive neural
net (RvNN) based models where a composition
function is applied recursively bottom-up on chil-
dren nodes to compute the parent node representa-
tion until the root is reached. Tai et al. (2015) pro-
pose two variants of sequential LSTM, child sum
tree LSTM and N-ary tree LSTM. The same gat-
ing structures as in standard LSTM are used except
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Figure 1: Attention over the tree structure

the hidden and cell states of a parent are dependent
only on the hidden and cell states of its children.

Recently, Shen et al. (2018) propose a Parsing-
Reading-Predict Network (PRPN) which can in-
duce syntactic structure automatically from an
unannotated corpus and can learn a better lan-
guage model with that induced structure. Later,
Htut et al. (2018) test this PRPN under various
configurations and datasets and further verified its
empirical success for neural network latent tree
learning. Williams et al. (2018) also validate the
effectiveness of two latent tree based models but
found some issues such as being biased towards
producing shallow trees, inconsistencies during
negation handling, and a tendency to consider the
last two words of a sentence as constituents.

In this paper, we propose a novel recursive neu-
ral network architecture consisting of a decompos-
able attention framework in every branch. We call
this model Tree Transformer as it is solely depen-
dent on attention. In a subtree, the use of a com-
position function is justified by a claim of Socher
et al. (2011b, 2014). In this work, we replace this
composition function with an attention module.
While Socher et al. (2011b, 2014) consider only
the child representations for both dependency and
constituency syntax trees, in this work, for depen-
dency trees, the attention module takes both the
child and parent representations as input and pro-
duces weighted attentive copies of them. For con-
stituency trees, as the parent vector is entirely de-
pendent on the upward propagation, the attention
module works only with the child representations.
Our extensive evaluation proves that our model is

better or at least on par with the existing sequential
(i.e., LSTM and Transformer) and tree structured
(i.e., Tree LSTM and RvNN) models.

2 Proposed Model

Our model is designed to address the following
general problem. Given a dependency or con-
stituency tree structure, the task is to traverse ev-
ery subtree within it attentively and infer the root
representation as a vector. Our idea is inspired
by the RvNN models from Socher et al. (2013,
2011b, 2014) where a composition function is
used to transform a set of child representations
into one single parent representation. In this sec-
tion, we describe how we use the attention module
as a composition function to build our Tree Trans-
former. Figure 1 gives a sketch of our model.

A dependency tree contains a word at every
node. To traverse a subtree in a dependency tree,
we look at both the parent and child representa-
tions (Xd in Eqn. 1). In contrast, in a constituency
tree, only leaf nodes contain words. The non-
terminal vectors are calculated only after travers-
ing each subtree. Consequently, only the child rep-
resentations (Xc in Eqn. 1) are considered.

Xd =




pv

c1v

...
cnv


 Xc =




c1v

c2v

...
cnv


 (1)

Here, pv is the parent representation and the civ ’s
are the child representations. For both of these
trees, Eqn. 2 computes the attentive transformed
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representation.

P̃ = f(x), where x ∈ {Xd,Xc} (2)

Here, f is the composition function using the
multi-branch attention framework (Ahmed et al.,
2017). This multi-branch attention is built upon
the multi-head attention framework (Vaswani
et al., 2017) which further uses scaled dot-product
attention (Parikh et al., 2016) as the building
block. It operates on a query Q, key K and value
V as follows

Attention(Q,K,V) = softmax

(
QKT

√
dk

)
V (3)

where dk is the dimension of the key. As we are
interested in n branches, n copies are created for
each (Q, K, V), converted to a 3D tensor, and then
a scaled dot-product attention is applied using

Bi = Attention(QiW
Q
i ,KiW

K
i ,ViW

V
i ) (4)

where i ∈ [1, n] and the Wi’s are the parame-
ters that are learned. Note that WQ

i ,W
K
i and

WV
i ∈ Rdm×dk . Instead of having separate pa-

rameters for the transformation of leaves, internal
nodes and parents (Socher et al., 2014), we keep
WQ

i ,W
K
i and WV

i the same for all these compo-
nents. We then project each of the resultant tensors
into different semantic sub-spaces and employ a
residual connection (He et al., 2016; Srivastava
et al., 2015) around them. Lastly, we normalize
the resultant outputs using a layer normalization
block (Ba et al., 2016) and apply a scaling factor
κ to get the branch representation. All of these are
summarized in Eqn. 5.

Bi = LayerNorm(BiW
b
i +Bi)× κi (5)

Here, Wb
i ∈ Rn×dv×dm and κ ∈ Rn are the

parameters to be learned. Note that we choose
dk = dq = dv = dm/n. Following this, we take
each of these B’s and apply a convolutional neural
network (see Eqn. 6) consisting of two transforma-
tions on each position separately and identically
with a ReLU activation (R) in between.

PCNN(x) = Conv(R(Conv(x) + b1)) + b2 (6)

We compute the final attentive representation
of these subspace semantics by doing a linearly
weighted summation (see Eqn. 7) where α ∈ Rn
is learned as a model parameter.

BranchAttn(Q,K,V) =
n∑

i=1

αiPCNN(Bi) (7)

Lastly, we employ another residual connection
with the output of Eqn. 7, transform it non-linearly
and perform an element-wise summation (EwS) to
get the final parent representation as in Eqn. 8.

P̃ = EwS(tanh((x̃+ x)W + b)) (8)

Here, x and x̃ depict the input and output of the
attention module.

3 Experiments

In this section, we present the effectiveness of our
Tree Transformer model by reporting its evalua-
tion on four NLP tasks. We present a detailed
ablation study on whether positional encoding is
important for trees and also demonstrate which at-
tention module is most suitable as a composition
function for the recursive architectures.
Experimental Setup: We initialize the word
embedding layer weights with GloVe 300-
dimensional word vectors (Pennington et al.,
2014). These embedding weights are not updated
during training. In the multi-head attention block,
the dimension of the query, key and value matrices
are set to 50 and we use 6 parallel heads on each
input. The multi-branch attention block is com-
posed of 6 position-wise convolutional layers. The
number of branches is also set to 6. We use two
layers of convolutional neural network as the com-
position function for the PCNN layer. The first
layer uses 341 1d kernels with no dropout and the
second layer uses 300 1d kernels with dropout 0.1.

During training, the model parameters are up-
dated using the Adagrad algorithm (Duchi et al.,
2011) with a fixed learning rate of 0.0002. We
trained our model on an Nvidia GeForce GTX
1080 GPU and used PyTorch 0.4 for the imple-
mentation under the Linux environment.
Datasets: Evaluation is done on four tasks: the
Stanford Sentiment Treebank (SST) (Socher et al.,
2011b) for sentiment analysis, Sentences Involv-
ing Compositional Knowledge (SICK) (Marelli
et al., 2014) for semantic relatedness (-R) and nat-
ural language inference (-E), and the Microsoft
Research Paraphrase (MSRP) corpus (Dolan et al.,
2004) for paraphrase identification.

The samples in the SST dataset are labelled for
both the binary and the 5-class classification task.
In this work we are using only the binary classifi-
cation labels. The MSRP dataset is labelled with
two classes. The samples in the SICK dataset are
labelled for both the 3-class SICK-E classification
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Types of Models Model SICK-E SICK-R SST MSRP
(Acc.) (MSE) (Acc.) (Acc.)

Tree Structured

SDT-RNN (Socher et al., 2014) - .3848 - -
RAE (Socher et al., 2011a) - - 82.40 76.80
MV-RNN (Socher et al., 2012) 58.14 † - 82.90 66.91 †
RNTN (Socher et al., 2013) 59.42 † - 85.40 66.91 †
DT-RNN (Socher et al., 2014) 63.38 † .3822 86.60 67.51 †
DT-LSTM (Tai et al., 2015) 83.11 † .2532/.2625 † 85.70/85.10 † 72.07 †
CT-LSTM (Tai et al., 2015) 82.00 † .2734/.2891 † 88.00/87.27 † 70.07 †

LSTM

LSTM (Tai et al., 2015) 76.80 .2831 84.90 71.70
Bi-LSTM (Tai et al., 2015) 82.11 † .2736 87.50 72.70
2-layer LSTM (Tai et al., 2015) 78.54 † .2838 86.30 69.35 †
2-layer Bi-LSTM (Tai et al., 2015) 79.66 † .2762 87.20 70.40 †
Infersent (Conneau et al., 2017) 84.62 .2732 86.00 74.46

Transformer
USE T (Cer et al., 2018) 81.15 .5241 † 85.38 74.96 †
USE T+DAN (Cer et al., 2018) - - 86.62 -
USE T+CNN (Cer et al., 2018) - - 86.69 -

Tree Transformer Dependency Tree Transformer (DTT) 82.95 .2774 83.12 70.34
Constituency Tree Transformer (CTT) 82.72 .3012 86.66 71.73

Table 1: Performance comparison of the Tree Transformer against some state-of-the-art sentence encoders. Models
that we implemented are marked with †.

task and the SICK-R regression task which uses
real-valued labels between 1 and 5. Instead of do-
ing a regression on SICK-R to predict the score,
we are using the same setup as Tai et al. (2015)
who compute a target distribution p as a function
of the predicted score y given by Eqn. 9.

p̃i =





y − byc , if i = byc+ 1

byc − y + 1, if i = byc
0, otherwise

(9)

The SST dataset includes already generated de-
pendency and constituency trees. As the other two
datasets do not provide tree structures, we parsed
each sentence using the Stanford dependency and
constituency parser (Manning et al., 2014).

For the sentiment classification (SST), natu-
ral language inference (SICK-E), and paraphrase
identification (MSRP) tasks, accuracy, the stan-
dard evaluation metric, is used. For the seman-
tic relatedness task (SICK-R), we are using mean
squared error (MSE) as the evaluation metric.

We use KL-divergence as the loss function for
SICK-R to measure the distance between the pre-
dicted and target distribution. For the other three
tasks, we use cross entropy as the loss function.

Table 1 shows the results of the evaluation of the
model on the four tasks in terms of task specific
evaluation metrics. We compare our Tree Trans-
former against tree structured RvNNs, LSTM
based, and Transformer based architectures.

To do a fair comparison, we implemented both
variants of Tree LSTM and Transformer based ar-
chitectures and some of the RvNN and LSTM

based models which do not have reported re-
sults for every task. Instead of assessing on
transfer performance, the evaluation is performed
on each corpus separately following the standard
train/test/valid split.

For SICK-E, our model achieved 82.95% and
82.72% accuracy with dependency and con-
stituency tree, respectively, which is on par
with DT-LSTM (83.11%) as well as CT-LSTM
(82.00%) and somewhat better than the standard
Transformer (81.15%). As can be seen, all of the
previous recursive architectures are somewhat in-
ferior to the Tree Transformer results.

For SICK-R, we are getting .2774 and .3012
MSE whereas the reported MSE for DT-LSTM
and CT-LSTM are .2532 and .2734, respectively.
However, in our implementation of those models
with the same hyperparameters, we haven’t been
able to reproduce the reported results. Instead we
ended up getting .2625 and .2891 MSE for DT-
LSTM and CT-LSTM, respectively. On this task,
our model is doing significantly better than the
standard Transformer (.5241 MSE).

On the SST dataset, our model (86.66% Acc.) is
again on par with tree LSTM (87.27% Acc.) and
better than Transformer (85.38% Acc.) as well as
Infersent (86.00% Acc.)1.

On the MSRP dataset, our dependency tree ver-
sion (70.34% Acc.) is below DT-LSTM (72.07%

1The official implementation available at https:
//github.com/facebookresearch/InferSent is
used. Reported hyperparameters are used except LSTM hid-
den state, 1024d is chosen due to hardware limitations.
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Model PE SICK-E SICK-R SST MSRP

DTT On 78.58 .3383 83.03 69.01
Off 82.28 .2774 83.12 70.34

CTT On 81.83 .3088 83.96 71.73
Off 82.72 .3012 86.66 68.62

Table 2: Effect of Positional Encoding (PE).

Acc.). However, for the constituency tree ver-
sion, we are getting better accuracy (71.73%) than
CT-LSTM (70.07%). It is to be noted that all of
the sequential models, i.e., Transformer, Infersent
and LSTMs, are doing better compared to the tree
structured models on this paraphrase identification
task.

Model S/M/B SICK-E SICK-R SST MSRP

DTT
S 82.95 .3004 81.71 68.62
M 82.86 .2955 82.97 69.07
B 82.28 .2774 83.12 70.34

CTT
S 80.17 .4657 84.58 69.35
M 79.66 .4346 83.74 70.01
B 82.72 .3012 86.32 71.73

Table 3: Effect of different attention modules as a com-
position function. S: single-head attention, M: multi-
head attention, B: multi-branch attention.

Since positional encoding is a crucial part of
the standard Transformer, Table 2 presents its ef-
fect on trees. In constituency trees, positional in-
formation is inherently encoded in the tree struc-
ture. However, this is not the case with depen-
dency trees. Nonetheless, our experiments suggest
that for trees, positional encoding is irrelevant in-
formation as the performance drops in all but one
case. We also did an experiment to see which
attention module is best suited as a composition
function and report the results in Table 3. As can
be seen, in almost all the cases, multi-branch at-
tention has much better performance compared to
the other two. This gain by multi-branch attention
is much more significant for CTT than for DTT.

Figure 2 visualizes how our CTT model puts
attention on different phrases in a tree to com-
pute the correct sentiment. Space limitations al-
low only portions of the tree to be visualized. As
can be seen, the sentiment is positive (+1) at the
root and the model puts more attention on the right
branch as it has all of the positive words, whereas
the left branch (NP) is neutral (0). The bottom
three trees are the phrases which contain the pos-
itive words. The model again puts more attention
on the relevant branches. The words ‘well’ and
‘sincere’ are inherently positive. In the corpus the

Doug Liman the director of Bourne directs the traffic well gets a nice wintry look from his locations 
absorbs us with the movie 's spycraft and uses Damon 's ability to be focused and sincere
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Figure 2: Attentive tree visualization (CTT)

word ‘us’ is tagged as positive for this sentence.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose Tree Transformer which
successfully encodes natural language grammar
trees utilizing the modules designed for the stan-
dard Transformer. We show that we can effec-
tively use the attention module as the composi-
tion function together with grammar information
instead of just bag of words and can achieve per-
formance on par with Tree LSTMs and even better
performance than the standard Transformer.
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Abstract

Neural parsers obtain state-of-the-art results
on benchmark treebanks for constituency
parsing—but to what degree do they general-
ize to other domains? We present three re-
sults about the generalization of neural parsers
in a zero-shot setting: training on trees from
one corpus and evaluating on out-of-domain
corpora. First, neural and non-neural parsers
generalize comparably to new domains. Sec-
ond, incorporating pre-trained encoder repre-
sentations into neural parsers substantially im-
proves their performance across all domains,
but does not give a larger relative improvement
for out-of-domain treebanks. Finally, despite
the rich input representations they learn, neu-
ral parsers still benefit from structured output
prediction of output trees, yielding higher ex-
act match accuracy and stronger generalization
both to larger text spans and to out-of-domain
corpora. We analyze generalization on English
and Chinese corpora, and in the process obtain
state-of-the-art parsing results for the Brown,
Genia, and English Web treebanks.

1 Introduction

Neural constituency parsers have obtained increas-
ingly high performance when measured by F1
scores on in-domain benchmarks, such as the Wall
Street Journal (WSJ) (Marcus et al., 1993) and
Penn Chinese Treebank (CTB) (Xue et al., 2005).
However, in order to construct systems useful for
cross-domain NLP, we seek parsers that general-
ize well to domains other than the ones they were
trained on. While classical, non-neural parsers
are known to perform better in their training do-
mains than on out-of-domain corpora, their out-of-
domain performance degrades in well-understood
ways (Gildea, 2001; Petrov and Klein, 2007),
and improvements in performance on in-domain

∗Equal contribution.

treebanks still transfer to out-of-domain improve-
ments (McClosky et al., 2006).

Is the success of neural constituency parsers
(Henderson 2004; Vinyals et al. 2015; Dyer et al.
2016; Cross and Huang 2016; Choe and Charniak
2016; Stern et al. 2017; Liu and Zhang 2017; Ki-
taev and Klein 2018, inter alia) similarly transfer-
able to out-of-domain treebanks? In this work, we
focus on zero-shot generalization: training parsers
on a single treebank (e.g. WSJ) and evaluating
on a range of broad-coverage, out-of-domain tree-
banks (e.g. Brown (Francis and Kučera, 1979),
Genia (Tateisi et al., 2005), the English Web Tree-
bank (Petrov and McDonald, 2012)). We ask three
questions about zero-shot generalization proper-
ties of state-of-the-art neural constituency parsers:

First, do non-neural parsers have better out-of-
domain generalization than neural parsers? We
might expect neural systems to generalize poorly
because they are highly-parameterized, and may
overfit to their training domain. We find that
neural and non-neural parsers generalize sim-
ilarly, and, encouragingly, improvements on in-
domain treebanks still transfer to out-of-domain.

Second, does pre-training particularly improve
out-of-domain performance, or does it just gener-
ally improve test accuracies? Neural parsers in-
corporate rich representations of language that can
easily be pre-trained on large unlabeled corpora
(Ling et al., 2015; Peters et al., 2018; Devlin et al.,
2019) and improve accuracies in new domains
(Joshi et al., 2018). Past work has shown that lex-
ical supervision on an out-of-domain treebank can
substantially improve parser performance (Rimell
and Clark, 2009). Similarly, we might expect
pre-trained language representations to give the
largest improvements on out-of-domain treebanks,
by providing representations of language disparate
from the training domains. Surprisingly, how-
ever, we find that pre-trained representations
give similar error reductions across domains.
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Berkeley BLLIP In-Order Chart
F1 ∆ Err. F1 ∆ Err. F1 ∆ Err. F1 ∆ Err.

WSJ Test 90.06 +0.0% 91.48 +0.0% 91.47 +0.0% 93.27 +0.0%

Brown All 84.64 +54.5% 85.89 +65.6% 85.60 +68.9% 88.04 +77.7%
Genia All 79.11 +110.2% 79.63 +139.1% 80.31 +130.9% 82.68 +157.4%
EWT All 77.38 +127.6% 79.91 +135.8% 79.07 +145.4% 82.22 +164.2%

Table 1: Performance and relative increase in error (both given by F1) on English corpora as parsers are evaluated
out-of-domain, relative to performance on the in-domain WSJ Test set. Improved performance on WSJ Test trans-
lates to improved performance out-of-domain. The two parsers with similar absolute performance on WSJ (BLLIP
and In-Order) have comparable generalization out-of-domain, despite one being neural and one non-neural.

Finally, how much does structured prediction
help neural parsers? While neural models with
rich modeling of syntactic structure have obtained
strong performance on parsing (Dyer et al., 2016;
Liu and Zhang, 2017) and a range of related tasks
(Kuncoro et al., 2018; Hale et al., 2018), recent
neural parsers obtain state-of-the-art F1 on bench-
mark datasets using rich input encoders without
any explicit modeling of correlations in output
structure (Shen et al., 2018; Kitaev and Klein,
2018). Does structural modeling still improve
parsing performance even with these strong en-
coder representations? We find that, yes, while
structured and unstructured neural models (using
the same encoder representations) obtain similar
F1 on in-domain datasets, the structured model
typically generalizes better to longer spans and
out-of-domain treebanks, and has higher exact
match accuracies in all domains.

2 Experimental setup

We compare the generalization of strong non-
neural parsers against recent state-of-the-art neu-
ral parsers on English and Chinese corpora.

Non-neural models We use publicly released
code and models for the Berkeley Parser (Petrov
and Klein, 2007) and BLLIP Parser (Charniak,
2000; Charniak and Johnson, 2005) for English;
and ZPar (Zhang and Clark, 2011) for Chinese.

Neural models We use two state-of-the-art neu-
ral models: the Chart model of Kitaev and Klein
(2018), and In-Order shift-reduce model of Liu
and Zhang (2017). These parsers differ in their
modeling both of input sentences and output struc-
tures. The Chart model uses a self-attentive en-
coder over the input sentence, and does not ex-
plicitly model output structure correlations, pre-
dicting tree span labels independently conditioned

on the encoded input.1 The In-Order shift-reduce
model of Liu and Zhang (2017) uses a simpler
LSTM-based encoding of the input sentence but
a decoder that explicitly conditions on previously
constructed structure of the output tree, obtaining
the best performance among similarly structured
models (Dyer et al., 2016; Kuncoro et al., 2017).

The In-Order model conditions on predicted
part-of-speech tags; we use tags predicted by the
Stanford tagger (following the setup of Cross and
Huang (2016)). At test time, we use Viterbi de-
coding for the Chart model and beam search with
beam size 10 for the In-Order model.

To control for randomness in the training pro-
cedure of the neural parsers, all scores reported in
the remainder of the paper for the Chart and In-
Order parsers are averaged across five copies of
each model trained from separate random initial-
izations.

Corpora The English parsers are trained on the
WSJ training section of the Penn Treebank. We
perform in-domain evaluation of these parsers on
the WSJ test section, and out-of-domain evalua-
tion using the Brown, Genia, and English Web
Treebank (EWT) corpora. For analysis and com-
parisons within parsers, we evaluate on the en-
tirety of each out-of-domain treebank; for final re-
sults and comparison to past work we use the same
testing splits as the past work.

The Chinese parsers are trained on the train-
ing section of the Penn Chinese Treebank (CTB)
v5.1 (Xue et al., 2005), consisting primarily of
newswire. For out-of-domain evaluation on Chi-
nese, we use treebank domains introduced in CTB
versions 7 and 8: broadcast conversations (B.
Conv), broadcast news (B. News), web discussion
forums (Forums) and weblogs (Blogs).

1The only joint constraint on span predictions is to ensure
they constitute a valid tree.
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ZPar In-Order
F1 ∆ Err. F1 ∆ Err.

CTB Test 83.01 +0.0% 83.67 +0.0%

B. News 77.22 +34.1% 77.83 +35.8%
Forums 74.31 +51.2% 75.71 +48.7%

Blogs 73.90 +53.6% 74.74 +54.7%
B. Conv. 66.70 +96.0% 67.69 +97.9%

Table 2: Performance on Chinese corpora and increase
in error (relative to the CTB test set) as parsers are eval-
uated out-of-domain. The non-neural (ZPar) and neural
(In-Order) parser generalize similarly.

3 How well do neural parsers generalize?

Table 1 compares the generalization performance
of the English parsers, both non-neural (Berkeley,
BLLIP) and neural (Chart, In-Order). None of
these parsers use additional data beyond the WSJ
training section of the PTB: we use the version
of the BLLIP parser without self-training on un-
labeled data, and use the In-Order parser without
external pre-trained word embeddings. Across all
parsers, higher performance on the WSJ Test set
corresponds to higher performance on each out-
of-domain corpus, showing that the findings of
McClosky et al. (2006) extend to recent neural
parsers. In particular, the Chart parser has high-
est performance in all four domains.

The ∆ Err. column shows the generalization
gap for each parser on each corpus: the parser’s
relative increase in error (with error defined by
100−F1) from the WSJ Test set (lower values are
better). Improved performance on the WSJ Test
set corresponds to increased generalization gaps,
indicating that to some extent parser improve-
ments on WSJ have come at the expense of out-of-
domain generalization. However, the two parsers
with similar absolute performance on WSJ—the
BLLIP parser and In-Order parser—have compa-
rable generalization gaps, despite one being neural
and one non-neural.

Table 2 shows results for ZPar and the In-Order
parser on the Chinese treebanks, with ∆ Err. com-
puted relative to the in-domain CTB Test set. As
with the English parsers and treebanks, increased
performance on the in-domain test set corresponds
to improvements on the out-of-domain treebanks
(although these differences are small enough that
this result is less conclusive than for English).
In addition, as with English, we observe similar
generalization performance of the non-neural and
neural parsers across the out-of-domain treebanks.

In-Order +Embeddings +BERT
F1 F1 ∆ Err. F1 ∆ Err.

WSJ Test 91.47 92.13 -7.7% 95.71 -49.7%
Brown All 85.60 86.78 -8.2% 93.53 -55.0%
Genia All 80.31 81.64 -6.8% 87.75 -37.8%
EWT All 79.07 80.50 -6.8% 89.27 -48.7%

CTB Test 83.67 85.69 -12.4% 91.81 -49.9%
B. News 77.83 81.64 -17.2% 88.41 -47.7%
Forums 75.71 79.44 -15.4% 87.04 -46.6%

Blogs 74.74 78.21 -13.7% 84.29 -37.8%
B. Conv. 67.69 70.34 -8.2% 75.88 -25.3%

Table 3: Performance of the In-Order parser, compar-
ing using no pre-trained representations (first column),
word embeddings, and BERT, on English (top) and
Chinese (bottom) corpora. ∆ Err. shows change in F1
error relative to the base parser (without pretraining).
For both pre-training methods, error reduction is not
typically greater out-of-domain than in-domain.

4 How much do pretrained
representations help out-of-domain?

Pre-trained word representations have been shown
to increase in-domain parsing accuracies. Ad-
ditionally, Joshi et al. (2018) showed that these
representations (in their case, from ELMo, Peters
et al. 2018) allow a parser to transfer well across
domains. We analyze whether pre-trained rep-
resentations provide a greater benefit in-domain
or out-of-domain, by comparing relative perfor-
mance improvements on in-domain and out-of-
domain treebanks when augmenting the neural
parsers with pre-trained language representations.
We evaluate non-contextual word embeddings
produced by structured skip-gram (Ling et al.,
2015), as well as the current state-of-the-art con-
textual representations from BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019).

4.1 Word embeddings

We use the same pre-trained word embeddings
as the original In-Order English and Chinese
parsers,2 trained on English and Chinese Giga-
word (Parker et al., 2011) respectively. Table 3
compares models without (In-Order column) to
models with embeddings (+Embeddings), show-
ing that embeddings give comparable error reduc-
tions both in-domain (the WSJ Test and CTB Test
rows) and out-of-domain (the other rows).

4.2 BERT

For the Chart parser, we compare the base neural
model (Sec. 2 and 3) to a model that uses a pre-

2 https://github.com/LeonCrashCode/InOrderParser
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Chart +BERT
F1 F1 ∆ Err.

WSJ Test 93.27 95.64 -35.2%
Brown All 88.04 93.10 -42.3%
Genia All 82.68 87.54 -28.1%
EWT All 82.22 88.72 -36.6%

Table 4: Performance of the Chart parser on English,
comparing using no pretrained representations to using
BERT. ∆ Err. shows change in F1 error relative to the
base parser. BERT does not generally provide a larger
error reduction out-of-domain than in-domain.

trained BERT encoder (Kitaev et al., 2019), using
the publicly-released code3 to train and evaluate
both models.

For the In-Order parser, we introduce a novel
integration of a BERT encoder with the parser’s
structured tree decoder. These architectures
represent the best-performing types of encoder
and decoder, respectively, from past work on
constituency parsing, but have not been previ-
ously combined. We replace the word embed-
dings and predicted part-of-speech tags in the In-
Order parser’s stack and buffer representations
with BERT’s contextual embeddings. See Ap-
pendix A.1 for details on the architecture. Code
and trained models for this system are publicly
available.4

Both the Chart and In-Order parsers are trained
in the same way: the parameters of the BERT en-
coder (BERTLARGE, Uncased English or BERTBASE
Chinese) are fine-tuned during training on the
treebank data, along with the parameters of the
parser’s decoder. See Appendix A.2 for details.

Results for the In-Order parser are shown in
the +BERT section of Table 3, and results for the
chart parser are shown in Table 4. BERT is effec-
tive across domains, providing between 25% and
55% error reduction over the base neural parsers.
However, as for word embeddings, the pre-trained
BERT representations do not generally provide a
larger error reduction in out-of-domain settings
than in in-domain (although a possible confound
is that the BERT model is fine-tuned on the rel-
atively small amount of in-domain treebank data,
along with the other parser parameters).

For English, error reduction from BERT is com-
parable between WSJ and EWT, largest on Brown,
and smallest on Genia, which may indicate a de-
pendence on the similarity between the out-of-

3 https://github.com/nikitakit/self-attentive-parser
4 https://github.com/dpfried/rnng-bert

F1 Exact Match
Chart In-Order Chart In-Order

+BERT +BERT +BERT +BERT

WSJ Test 95.64 95.71 55.11 57.05
Brown All 93.10 93.54 49.23 51.98

EWT All 88.72 89.27 41.83 43.98
Genia All 87.54 87.75 17.46 18.03

CTB Test 92.14 91.81 44.42 44.94
B. News 88.21 88.41 15.91 17.29
Forums 86.72 87.04 20.00 21.95

Blogs 84.28 84.29 17.14 18.85
B. Conv. 76.35 75.88 17.24 18.99

Table 5: F1 and exact match accuracies comparing the
Chart (unstructured) and In-Order (structured) parsers
with BERT pretraining on English (top) and Chinese
(bottom) corpora.

domain treebank and the pre-training corpus.5 For
Chinese, the relative error reduction from BERT is
largest on the in-domain CTB Test corpus.

5 Can structure improve performance?

When using BERT encoder representations, the
Chart parser (with its unstructured decoder) and
In-Order parser (with its conditioning on a repre-
sentation of previously-constructed structure) ob-
tain roughly comparable F1 (shown in the first two
columns of Table 5), with In-Order better on seven
out of nine corpora but often by slight margins.
However, these aggregate F1 scores decompose
along the structure of the tree, and are dominated
by the short spans which make up the bulk of any
treebank. Structured-conditional prediction may
plausibly be most useful for predicting larger por-
tions of the tree, measurable in exact match accu-
racies and in F1 on longer-length spans (contain-
ing more substructure).

First, we compare the tree-level exact match
accuracies of the two parsers. In the last two
columns of Table 5, we see that the In-Order parser
consistently achieves higher exact match than the
Chart parser across domains (including the in-
domain WSJ and CTB Test sets), with improve-
ments ranging from 0.5 to 2.8 percentage absolute.
In fact, for several corpora (Blogs and B. Conv)
the In-Order parser outperforms the Chart parser
on exact match despite having the same or lower
F1. This suggests that conditioning on structure
in the model induces a correlation between span-
level decisions that becomes most apparent when
using a metric defined on the entire structure.

5BERT is pre-trained on books and Wikipedia; Genia con-
sists of biomedical text.
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Figure 1: Labelled bracketing F1 versus minimum span length for the English corpora. F1 scores for the In-Order
parser with BERT (orange) and the Chart parser with BERT (cyan) start to diverge for longer spans.

Chart In-Order
prior work +BERT +BERT

Brown Test 87.7 (C+’15) 93.16 93.66
Genia Test 79.4 (C+’15) 86.11 86.45
EWT Test 83.5 (L+’12) 89.13 89.62

Table 6: Comparison of F1 scores for neural models
with BERT pretraining to past state-of-the art results on
transfer to the out-of-domain treebanks: (C+’15: Choe
et al. 2015, L+’12: Le Roux et al. 2012).6 EWT scores
are averaged across the 3 SANCL’12 test sets, as re-
ported by Petrov and McDonald (2012).

Second, we compare the performance of the
two parsers on longer spans of text. Figure 1
plots F1 by minimum span length for the In-Order
and Chart parsers with BERT encoders on the En-
glish treebanks. Across datasets, the improve-
ment of the In-Order parser is slight when com-
puting F1 across all spans in the dataset (x = 0),
but becomes pronounced when considering longer
spans. This effect is not observed in the WSJ test
set, which may be attributable to its lack of suffi-
ciently many long spans for us to observe a sim-
ilar effect there. The curves start to diverge at
span lengths of around 30–40 words, longer than
the median length of a sentence in the WSJ (23
words).

6 Discussion

Neural parsers generalize surprisingly well, and
are able to draw benefits both from pre-trained
language representations and structured output
prediction. These properties allow single-model
parsers to surpass previous state-of-the-art sys-
tems on out-of-domain generalization (Table 6).

6Although the F1 scores obtained here are higher than
the zero-shot transfer results of Joshi et al. (2018) on the
Brown and Genia corpora due to the use of improved encoder
(BERT) and decoder (self-attentive Chart and In-Order) mod-
els, we note the results are not directly comparable due to the
use of different sections of the corpora for evaluation.

We note that these systems from prior work (Choe
et al., 2015; Petrov and McDonald, 2012; Le Roux
et al., 2012) use additional ensembling or self-
training techniques, which have also been shown
to be compatible with neural constituency parsers
(Dyer et al., 2016; Choe and Charniak, 2016; Fried
et al., 2017; Kitaev et al., 2019) and may provide
benefits orthogonal to the pre-trained representa-
tions and structured models we analyze here. En-
couragingly, parser improvements on the WSJ and
CTB treebanks still transfer out-of-domain, indi-
cating that improving results on these benchmarks
may still continue to yield benefits in broader do-
mains.
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A Appendix

A.1 Integrating BERT into the In-Order
Parser

In this section we describe our integration of the
BERT encoder into the In-Order parser decoder.
We refer to the original In-Order (Liu and Zhang,
2017) and BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) papers for
full details about the model architectures, only de-
scribing the modifications we make at the interface
between the two. Code and pre-trained models for
this integrated parser are publicly available.7

BERT divides each word in an input sentence
into one or more subword units and produces a
contextual representation for each subword unit
using a self-attentive architecture (Devlin et al.,
2019). Following the implementation of Kitaev
et al. (2019) for the Chart parser, we take the con-
textual representation vector for the last subword
unit in each word wi as the word’s representation,
ewi , replacing the (non-contextual) word and POS
tag vectors used in the original In-Order parser.
We use a learned linear projection to scale ewi to a
vector xi of size 128 (compare with section 4.1 of
Liu and Zhang (2017)).

These contextual word representations xi en-
ter into the In-Order parser’s decoder in two po-
sitions: the stack (representing the parse tree as
constructed so far) and the buffer (representing the
remainder of the sentence to be parsed). We re-
tain the stack representation, but omit the LSTM
which the original In-Order work uses to summa-
rize the words remaining on the buffer. We instead
use the representation xi as the buffer summary
for the word i when i is word at the front of the
buffer (the next word in the sentence to be pro-
cessed). In early experiments we found that re-
moving the LSTM summary of the buffer in this
manner had no consistent effect on performance,
indicating that the BERT contextual vectors al-
ready sufficiently aggregate information about the
input sentence so that an additional LSTM pro-
vides no further benefit.

We pass values and gradients between the
DyNet (Neubig et al., 2017) implementation of the
In-Order parser and the Tensorflow (Abadi et al.,
2016) implementation of BERT using the Tensor-
flow C++ API.

7https://github.com/dpfried/rnng-bert

A.2 BERT Optimization Settings
We train the In-Order parser with BERT following
the optimization procedure used in Kitaev et al.
(2019)’s publicly-released implementation of the
BERT Chart parser: training with mini-batches
of size 32 using the Adam optimizer (Kingma
and Ba, 2015); halving the base learning rates for
Adam whenever 2 epochs of training pass without
improved F1 on the development set, and using a
warmup period for the BERT learning rate. For
the In-Order parser, we use initial Adam learning
rates of 2× 10−5 for the BERT encoder parame-
ters and 1× 10−3 for the In-Order decoder param-
eters, β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999, and a BERT learning
rate warmup period of 160 updates.
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Abstract

We propose a novel self-attention mechanism
that can learn its optimal attention span. This
allows us to extend significantly the maximum
context size used in Transformer, while main-
taining control over their memory footprint
and computational time. We show the effec-
tiveness of our approach on the task of charac-
ter level language modeling, where we achieve
state-of-the-art performances on text8 and
enwiki8 by using a maximum context of 8k
characters.

1 Introduction

Language models are at the core of many NLP
applications, like machine translation or dialogue.
Recently, much progress has been made by a new
neural network called Transformer (Vaswani et al.,
2017). Part of its success is due to its ability to
capture long term dependencies. This is achieved
by taking long sequences as inputs and explicitly
compute the relations between every token via a
mechanism called the “self-attention” layer (Al-
Rfou et al., 2019).

While this layer allows for information to prop-
agate across long distances, it has a computa-
tional and memory cost that scales quadratically
with the size of the input sequence. As a con-
sequence, Transformers hardly scale to sequences
of more than a thousand tokens. This is partic-
ularly problematic in the case of character level
language modeling where dependencies are often
spread over a few thousands time steps.

In this work, we propose an alternative to the
self-attention layer to reduce the computational
burden of a Transformer. Our layer learns its op-
timal context size, resulting in a network where
each attention layer gathers information on their
own context. In practice, we observe that this
leads to Transformer with small context in the low-

level layers and very large ones for the last lay-
ers. With this modification, we are able to scale
input sequences to more than 8k tokens with no
loss of performance, nor additional computational
or memory cost. We validate our approach on the
task of character level language modeling where
we reach state-of-the-art performances while re-
ducing the number of FLOPS. The code to repro-
duce our results is publicly available1.

2 Approach

2.1 Sequential transformer network

Language modeling is the problem of assigning a
probability to a sequence of tokens (w1, . . . , wT ):

P (w1, . . . , wT ) =

T∏

t=1

P (wt | wt−1, . . . , w1).

Recent progress was made with a new auto-
regressive model called Sequential Trans-
former (Vaswani et al., 2017). A Transformer is
made of a sequence of layers that are composed of
a block of parallel self-attention layers followed
by a feedforward network. We refer to Vaswani
et al. (2017) for the details on the structure. In this
paper, we make a couple of modifications to the
Transformer model: we use the relative position
embeddings of Shaw et al. (2018) and the caching
mechanism of Dai et al. (2019) to speed up the
train and test time.

Self-attention layer. A core mechanism of a
transformer network is the self-attention layer,
which consists of multiple attention heads work-
ing in parallel. Each attention head applies the at-
tention mechanism of Bahdanau et al. (2015) to its
own input. Given a token t in a sequence, the head

1https://github.com/facebookresearch/
adaptive-span
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Figure 1: Attention patterns of two different heads of
a standard Transformer. The two patterns are quali-
tatively different: Head A utilizes recent steps, while
Head B has uniform attention over the context.

first computes similarities with its past, i.e., any
token r in the span [t− S, t):

str = x>t W
>
q (Wkxr + pt−r) , (1)

where Wk and Wq are the “key” and “query” ma-
trices, and pt−r is the relative position embedding.
The attention weights are then obtained by apply-
ing a softmax function on these similarities:

atr =
exp (str)∑t−1

q=t−S exp (stq)
, (2)

Finally, the head outputs a vector yt by taking the
average of the past representations weighted by
their attention weights:

yt =
t−1∑

r=t−S
atrWvxr, (3)

where Wv is called the “value” matrix. Out-
puts from different heads are then concatenated
together and multiplied by an output matrix Wo

before feeding to the next layer.
Similar to the memory access mechanisms

of Sukhbaatar et al. (2015), it pulls information
from the past to update the current token repre-
sentation. Repeating this mechanism in consecu-
tive layers allows for information to flow over long
distances. However, for each input token, each at-
tention head scales linearly in memory and time in
the context size, or attention span. There are typ-
ically 12 layers with 8 heads each that processes
512 tokens simultaneously. This drastically limits
the maximum attention span used in Transformers.

2.2 Adaptive attention span
Each attention head of a Transformer shares the
same attention span S. This assumes that every
head requires the same span to form its represen-
tation. As shown in Figure 1, this assumption does
not hold in the context of character level language

x

mz(x)

1

z z +R

Figure 2: The soft mask as a function of the distance.

modeling: some heads (e.g., Head A) focus on the
recent history, while others take information from
the whole available context (e.g., Head B). In this
section, we propose to learn the attention span of
each head independently to reduce their computa-
tional and memory cost.

For each head, we add a masking function to
control for the span of the attention. A masking
function is a non-increasing function that maps a
distance to a value in [0, 1]. We take the following
soft masking function mz parametrized by a real
value z in [0, S]:

mz(x) = min

[
max

[
1

R
(R+ z − x) , 0

]
, 1

]
,

whereR is a hyper-parameter that controls its soft-
ness. This soft masking function is inspired by Jer-
nite et al. (2017). In Figure 2, we show the shape
of this piecewise function as a function of the dis-
tance. The attention weights from Eq. 2 are then
computed on the masked span, i.e.,

atr =
mz(t− r) exp (str)

t−1∑
q=t−S

mz(t− q) exp (stq)
.

We add a `1 penalization on the parameters zi for
each attention head i of the model to the loss func-
tion:

L = − logP (w1, . . . , wT ) +
λ

M

∑

i

zi,

where λ > 0 is the regularization hyper-
parameter, and M is the number of heads in each
layer. Our formulation is differentiable in the pa-
rameters zi and we learn them jointly with the rest
of the model.

Dynamic attention span. As an exten-
sion, we consider a dynamic computation
approach (Graves, 2016) where the attention
span dynamically change based on the current
input (Luong et al., 2015; Shu and Nakayama,
2017). At a time step t, the span parameter zt of
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an attention head is then a function of the input
parametrized by a vector v and a scalar b, i.e.,
zt = Sσ(vTxt + b). We penalize zt in the same
way as before and learn the parameters v, b jointly
with the rest of the parameters.

3 Experiments

In this section, we evaluate the impact of our adap-
tive attention mechanism in the experimental set-
ting of Al-Rfou et al. (2019) for character level
language modeling.

Dataset. We use the text8 and enwik8
datasets of Mahoney (2011). The both dataset
have 100M tokens. We report bit per character
(bpc) on dev and test set.

Implementation details. We experiment with
two sizes of models. Our small models have
12 layers and a hidden size of dh = 512, ex-
cept for the feedforward ReLU layers, which have
2048 units. The large models have 24 layers with
a hidden size of dh = 768, and a ReLU size
of 4096. All models have 8 attention heads in
each layer. Token and position embedding pa-
rameters are initialized fromN (0, 1), and the pro-
jection matrices W{q,k,v,o} are initialized from
U(−1/√dh, 1/

√
dh). A single set of position em-

beddings pt is shared across all the heads.
In adaptive-span models, we reprameterized the

span parameter z by z = Sz′, where z′ ∈ [0, 1]
is initialized to 0. In dynamic-span models, the
bias term b is initialized −4 to make initial spans
small. We set the hyperparameters λ = 2 × 10−6

and R = 32 for the both type of models, except λ
is reduced to 0.5× 10−6 when S = 8192 because
z was not growing longer than 4000.

We use Adagrad with a batch size of 64 and
fixed learning rate of 0.07 and 32k warm-up steps.
Our warm-up strategy differs from Vaswani et al.
(2017): we linearly increase learning rate from
zero to the final learning rate. Gradients of each
module are clipped at 0.03 for better stability. At
train time, we use a block of 512 consecutive char-
acters and compute the loss and gradient for each
of those 512 characters.

In small models, we apply dropout with a rate
of 0.3 to the attention and the feedforward ReLU
activations. We train small models for 600K steps
(900K steps when S = 8192), which takes about
2 ∼ 3 days on 8 V100 GPUs depending on the at-
tention span limit. Large models are trained with

a dropout rate of 0.4 until the validation perfor-
mance stopped improving (250K steps for text8
and 150K steps for enwik8), and then further
trained for 20K steps with a learning rate divided
by 10.

Results. In Table 1, we compare our sequential
Transformer with the adaptive spans (“Adaptive-
Span”) of Sec. 2.2 to models of Al-Rfou et al.
(2019) and Dai et al. (2019). For small models,
our model outperforms the other Transformers by
0.07 bcp while significantly reducing the mem-
ory usage for large attention span. Interestingly,
even with a limit on span sets to 8192, the av-
erage span is only 314. Similar results are ob-
tained on enwik8 as shown in Table 2, where the
adaptive-span model outperformed similar sized
models with a significantly smaller average span.
Our large models achieved state-of-the-art perfor-
mances on both datasets with fewer parameters
and FLOPS.

In Figure 3, we compare the fixed and adaptive
span small Transformers as we increase the atten-
tion span limit S. The performance of both models
improve as the limit increase (see Figure 3(left)),
but the adaptive-span model benefits more from
longer span. As shown on the Figure 3(center),
a Transformer with adaptive spans controls its av-
erage spans, leading to reduction of up to 70% in
the number of FLOPS for the inference with large
spans (see Figure 3(right)).

Impact on the attention span. In Figure 4, we
show the final attention spans of every attention
heads of our small adaptive-span model with S =
4096. Even though all the span sizes are initial-
ized to the same value, we see large varieties in
their final values. We can see that the lowest 5
layers have the smallest possible attention span,
which is R = 32 of the masking function. This
indicates that lower layers in a Transformer model
do not really require a long attention span in this
particular task. In contrast, few attention heads
in the higher layers have very long spans, exceed-
ing several thousand. Although there is a general
tendency of higher layers having longer attention
spans, it is not a simple monotonic function of the
layer height.

Impact on the number of FLOPS. Having a
smaller attention span has a direct impact on the
total number of FLOPS necessary for comput-
ing one-step prediction. In a standard fixed-span
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Model #layers Avg. span #Params #FLOPS dev test

Small models
T12 (Al-Rfou et al., 2019) 12 512 44M 22G - 1.18
Adaptive-Span (S = 8192) 12 314 38M 42M 1.05 1.11

Large models
T64 (Al-Rfou et al., 2019) 64 512 235M 120G 1.06 1.13
T-XL (Dai et al., 2019) 24 3800 277M 438M - 1.08
Adaptive-Span (S = 8192) 24 245 209M 179M 1.01 1.07

Table 1: Character level language modeling on text8. We report bpc for the dev and test sets, as well as, the
number of parameters, the average attention spans and total number of FLOPS (an estimate of the number of
FLOPS necessary for computing one step prediction).
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Figure 3: Left: validation performances improve as the attention span limit S increase (we did not train a fixed-
span model with S = 8192 due to memory limitation). Center: average attention span of trained models. Learning
attention spans significantly reduces the average attention span. Right: the number of FLOPS during inference
time grows almost linearly with S for the fixed span models. The adaptive-span models do not have this growth in
#FLOPS because they have a very small attention span on average.

Model #layers #Params #FLOPS dev / test

Small models
T12 12 44M 22G - / 1.11
T-XL 12 41M 64M - / 1.06
Adaptive 12 39M 41M 1.04 / 1.02

Large models
T64 64 235M 120G - / 1.06
T-XL 18 88M 329M - / 1.03
T-XL 24 277M 438M - / 0.99
Adaptive 24 209M 181M 1.00 / 0.98

Table 2: Results on enwik8. The span limit is S =
8192 for the adaptive-span models.

model, the total number of FLOPS is mostly con-
trolled by the feed-forward layer (accounting for
62% of FLOPS when S = 256). However, as the
span increase, the attention layer dominates the
computation (82% of FLOPS when S = 8192),
making it hard to scale to longer sequences. In
contrast, the learning of an attention span keeps
computation at a relatively constant level even as
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Figure 4: Adaptive spans (in log-scale) of every atten-
tion heads in a 12-layer model with span limit S =
4096. Few attention heads require long attention spans.

S increase as shown in Figure 3(right).
The memory usage is also dominated by the at-

tention layer as the attention span increase. Thus,
reducing the average span will also reduce the
memory usage. However, because all heads in a
single layer attend to common state vectors, the
maximum span within each layer will determine
the memory usage. The same is true for the num-
ber of FLOPS if all heads of a layer are computed
together, as often done for better efficiency.

In practice, the largest fixed-span model that can
fit in memory for training had a span of S = 2048
(batches had to be split when S = 4096), and
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Figure 5: Example of average dynamic attention span
as a function of the input sequence. The span is aver-
aged over the layers and heads.

Model Avg. span dev

Adaptive (S = 1024) 123 1.08
Dynamic (S = 1024) 149 1.08

Table 3: Comparison between adaptive and dynamic
attention span on text8.

it took about 550ms per batch. In contrast, an
adaptive-span model with a 4 times longer span
of S = 8192 fit in memory and took about similar
time per batch.

Dynamic span. In Table 3, we show the adap-
tive and dynamic spans achieved the same perfor-
mance with comparable average spans on text8.
Figure 5 shows how the average dynamic span
adapts to the input sequence. The span increases at
the beginning of words and in the middle of com-
posed words, e.g., to predict the “l” in “overlook”.

4 Conclusion

In this work, we present a novel self-attention
layer with an adaptive span. This mechanism al-
lows for models with longer context, and thus with
the capability to catch longer dependencies. We
have shown the importantce of this feature in the
context of character level modeling where infor-
mation is spread over great distances.
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Abstract

Personalized news recommendation is impor-
tant to help users find their interested news and
improve reading experience. A key problem
in news recommendation is learning accurate
user representations to capture their interests.
Users usually have both long-term preferences
and short-term interests. However, existing
news recommendation methods usually learn
single representations of users, which may be
insufficient. In this paper, we propose a neu-
ral news recommendation approach which can
learn both long- and short-term user represen-
tations. The core of our approach is a news
encoder and a user encoder. In the news en-
coder, we learn representations of news from
their titles and topic categories, and use atten-
tion network to select important words. In the
user encoder, we propose to learn long-term
user representations from the embeddings of
their IDs. In addition, we propose to learn
short-term user representations from their re-
cently browsed news via GRU network. Be-
sides, we propose two methods to combine
long-term and short-term user representations.
The first one is using the long-term user repre-
sentation to initialize the hidden state of the
GRU network in short-term user representa-
tion. The second one is concatenating both
long- and short-term user representations as
a unified user vector. Extensive experiments
on a real-world dataset show our approach can
effectively improve the performance of neural
news recommendation.

1 Introduction

Online news platforms such as MSN News1 and
Google News2 which aggregate news from various
sources and distribute them to users have gained

*This work was done when the first author was an intern
in Microsoft Research Asia.

1https://www.msn.com/news
2https://news.google.com/

2017 NBA Championship 
Celebration From Warriors

Rami Malek Wins 
the 2019 Oscar

Oklahoma City Thunder vs. 
Golden State Warriors 

Bohemian Rhapsody Is Highest-
Grossing Musician Biopic Ever 

𝑡𝑡1
𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖

𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖+1
𝑡𝑡𝑗𝑗

…

…

Figure 1: An illustrative example of long-term and
short-term interests in news reading.

huge popularity and attracted hundreds of millions
of users (Das et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2018).
However, massive news are generated everyday,
making it impossible for users to read through
all news (Lian et al., 2018). Thus, personalized
news recommendation is very important for online
news platforms to help users find their interested
contents and alleviate information overload (Lavie
et al., 2010; Zheng et al., 2018).

Learning accurate user representations is criti-
cal for news recommendation (Okura et al., 2017).
Existing news recommendation methods usually
learn a single representation for each user (Okura
et al., 2017; Lian et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2019).
For example, Okura et al. (2017) proposed to learn
representations of news using denoising autoen-
coder and learn representations of users from their
browsed news using GRU network (Cho et al.,
2014). However, it is very difficult for RNN net-
works such as GRU to capture the entire informa-
tion of very long news browsing history. Wang
et al. (2018) proposed to learn the representa-
tions of news using knowledge-aware convolu-
tional neural network (CNN), and learn the repre-
sentations of users from their browsed news based
on the similarities between the candidate news and
the browsed news. However, this method needs
to store the entire browsing history of each user
in the online news recommendation stage, which
may bring huge challenge to the storage and may
cause heavy latency.
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Our work is motivated by the observation that
the interests of online users in news are very di-
verse. Some user interests may last for a long
time and are consistent for the same user (Li et al.,
2014). For example, as shown in Fig. 1, if a
user is a fan of “Golden State Warriors”, this user
may tend to read many basketball news about this
NBA team for several years. We call this kind of
user preferences as long-term interest. In addition,
many user interests may evolve with time and may
be triggered by specific contexts or temporal de-
mands. For example, in Fig. 1, the browsing of the
news on movie “Bohemian Rhapsody” causes the
user reading several related news such as “Rami
Malek Wins the 2019 Oscar” since “Rami Malek”
is an important actor in this movie, although this
user may never read news about “Rami Malek” be-
fore. We call this kind of user interests as short-
term interest. Thus, both long-term and short-
term user interests are important for personalized
news recommendation, and distinguishing long-
term user interests from short-term ones may help
learn more accurate user representations.

In this paper, we propose a neural news rec-
ommendation approach with both long- and short-
term user representations (LSTUR). Our approach
contains two major components, i.e., a news en-
coder and a user encoder. The news encoder is
used to learn representations of news articles from
their titles and topic categories. We apply attention
mechanism to the news encoder to learn informa-
tive news representations by selecting important
words. The user encoder consists of two modules,
i.e., a long-term user representation (LTUR) mod-
ule and a short-term user representation (STUR)
module. In STUR, we use a GRU network to learn
short-term representations of users from their re-
cently browsing news. In LTUR, we learn the
long-term representations of users from the em-
beddings of their IDs. In addition, we propose
two methods to combine the short-term and long-
term user representations. The first one is using
the long-term user representations to initialize the
hidden state of GRU network in the STUR model.
The second one is concatenating the long-tern and
short-term user representations as a unified user
vector. We conducted extensive experiments on a
real-world dataset. The experimental results show
our approach can effectively improve the perfor-
mance of news recommendation and consistently
outperform many baseline methods.

2 Related Works

Personalized news recommendation is an impor-
tant task in natural language processing field and
has wide applications (Zheng et al., 2018). It is
critical for news recommendation methods to learn
accurate news and user representations (Wang
et al., 2018). Many conventional news recommen-
dation methods rely on manual feature engineer-
ing to build news and user representations (Phelan
et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2010; Li et al., 2010; Son
et al., 2013; Li et al., 2014; Bansal et al., 2015;
Lian et al., 2018). For example, Liu et al. (2010)
proposed to use the topic categories and interests
features predicted by a Bayesian model to repre-
sent news, and use the click distribution features of
news categories to represent users. Li et al. (2014)
used a Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei
et al., 2003) model to generate topic distribution
features as the news representations. They repre-
sented a session by using the topic distribution of
browsed news in this session, and the representa-
tions of users were built from their session repre-
sentations weighted by the time. However, these
methods heavily rely on manual feature engineer-
ing, which needs massive domain knowledge to
craft. In addition, the contexts and orders of words
in news are not incorporated, which are important
for understanding the semantic meanings of news
and learning representations of news and users.

In recent years, several deep learning meth-
ods were proposed for personalized news rec-
ommendation (Wang et al., 2018; Okura et al.,
2017; Zheng et al., 2018). For example, Okura
et al. (2017) proposed to learn representations of
news from news bodies using denoising autoen-
coder, and learn representations of users from
the representations of their browsed news using
a GRU network. Wang et al. (2018) proposed to
learn representations of news from their titles via
a knowledge-aware CNN network, and learn rep-
resentations of users from the representations of
their browsed news articles weighted by their sim-
ilarities with the candidate news. Wu et al. (2019)
proposed to learn news and user representations
with personalized word- and news-level attention
networks, which exploits the embedding of user
ID to generate the query vector for the attentions.
However, these methods usually learn a single rep-
resentation vector for each user, and cannot dis-
tinguish the long-term preferences and short-term
interests of users in reading news. Thus, the user
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representations learned in these methods may be
insufficient for news recommendation. Different
from these methods, our approach can learn both
long-term and short-term user representations in
a unified framework to capture the diverse inter-
ests of users for personalized neural new commen-
dation. Extensive experiments on the real-world
dataset validate the effectiveness of our approach
and the advantage over many baseline methods.

3 Our Approach

In this section, we present our neural news rec-
ommendation approach with long- and short-term
user representations (LSTUR). Our approach con-
tains two major components, i.e., a news encoder
to learn representations of news and a user encoder
to learn representations of users. Next, we intro-
duce each component in detail.

3.1 News Encoder
The news encoder is used to learn representations
of news from their titles, topic and subtopic cat-
egories. The architecture of the news encoder in
our approach is illustrated in Fig. 2. There are two
sub-modules in the news encoder, i.e., a title en-
coder and a topic encoder.

The title encoder is used to learn news repre-
sentations from titles. There are three layers in the
title encoder. The first layer is word embedding,
which is used to convert a news title from a word
sequence into a sequence of dense semantic vec-
tors. Denote the word sequence in a news title t
as t = [w1, w2, . . . , wN ], where N is the length of
this title. It is transformed into [w1,w2, . . . ,wN ]
via a word embedding matrix.

The second layer in title encoder is a convolu-
tional neural network (CNN) (LeCun et al., 2015).
Local contexts are very useful for understanding
the semantic meaning of news titles. For exam-
ple, in the news title “Next season of super bowl
games”, the local contexts of “bowl” such as “su-
per” and “games” are very important for inferring
that it belongs to a sports event name. Thus, we
apply a CNN network to learn contextual word
representations by capturing the local context in-
formation. Denote the contextual representation
of wi as ci, which is computed as follows:

ci = ReLU(C ×w[i−M :i+M ] + b), (1)

wherew[i−M :i+M ] is the concatenation of the em-
beddings of words between position i − M and
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Figure 2: The framework of the news encoder.

i +M . C and b are the parameters of the convo-
lutional filters in CNN, and M is the window size.

The third layer is an attention network (Bah-
danau et al., 2015). Different words in the same
news title may have different informativeness for
representing news. For instance, in the news ti-
tle “The best NBA moments in 2018”, the word
“NBA” is very informative for representing this
news since it is an important indication of sports
news, while the word “2018” is less informative.
Thus, we employ a word-level attention network
to select important words in news titles to learn
more informative news representations. The at-
tention weight αi of the i-th word is formulated
as follows:

ai = tanh(v × ci + vb),

αi =
exp(ai)∑N
j=1 exp(aj)

,
(2)

where v and vb are the trainable parameters.
The final representation of a news title t is the
summation of its contextual word representations
weighted by their attention weights as follows:

et =
N∑

i=1

αici. (3)

The topic encoder module is used to learn news
representations from its topics and subtopics. On
many online news platforms such as MSN news,
news articles are usually labeled with a topic cate-
gory (e.g., “Sports”) and a subtopic category (e.g.,
“Football NFL”) to help target user interests. The
topic and subtopic categories of news are also in-
formative for learning representations of news and
users. They can reveal the general and detailed
topics of the news, and reflect the preferences of
users. For example, if a user browsed many news
articles with the “Sports” topic category, then we
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Figure 3: The two frameworks of our LSTUR approach.

can infer this user is probably interested in sports,
and it may be effective to recommend candidate
news in the “Sports” topic category to this user.
To incorporate the topic and subtopic information
into news representation, we propose to learn the
representations of topics and subtopics from the
embeddings of their IDs, as shown in Fig. 2. De-
note ev and esv as the representations of topic and
subtopic. The final representation of a news arti-
cle is the concatenation of the representations of
its title, topic and subtopic, i.e., e = [et, ev, esv].

3.2 User Encoder

The user encoder is used to learn representations
of users from the history of their browsed news. It
contains two modules, i.e., a short-term user repre-
sentation model (STUR) to capture user’s tempo-
ral interests, and a long-term user representation
model (LTUR) to capture user’s consistent prefer-
ences. Next, we introduce them in detail.

3.2.1 Short-Term User Representation
Online users may have dynamic short-term inter-
ests in reading news articles, which may be influ-
enced by specific contexts or temporal information
demands. For example, if a user just reads a news
article about “Mission: Impossible 6 – Fallout”,
and she may want to know more about the actor
“Tom Cruise” in this movie and click news arti-
cles related to “Tom Cruise”, although she is not
his fan and may never read his news before. We
propose to learn the short-term representations of
users from their recent browsing history to capture
their temporal interests, and use gated recurrent
networks (GRU) (Cho et al., 2014) network to cap-
ture the sequential news reading patterns (Okura
et al., 2017). Denote news browsing sequence
from a user sorted by timestamp in ascending or-

der as C = {c1, c2, . . . , ck}, where k is the length
of this sequence. We apply the news encoder to
obtain the representations of these browsed arti-
cles, denoted as {e1, e2, . . . , ek}. The short-term
user representation is computed as follows:

rt = σ(W r[ht−1, et]),

zt = σ(W z[ht−1, et]),

h̃t = tanh(W h̃[rt � ht−1, et]),
ht = zt � ht + (1− zt)� h̃t,

(4)

where σ is the sigmoid function, � is the item-
wise product, W r, W z and W h̃ are the param-
eters of the GRU network. The short-term user
representation is the last hidden state of the GRU
network, i.e., us = hk.

3.2.2 Long-Term User Representations
Besides the temporal interests, online users may
also have long-term interests in reading news. For
example, a basketball fan may tend to browse
many sports news related to NBA in several years.
Thus, we propose to learn long-term representa-
tions of users to capture their consistent prefer-
ences. In our approach the long-term user repre-
sentations are learned from the embeddings of the
user IDs, which are randomly initialized and fine-
tuned during model training. Denote u as the ID of
a user and W u as the look-up table for long-term
user representation, the long-term user representa-
tion of this user is ul =W u[u].

3.2.3 Long- and Short-Term User
Representation

In this section, we introduce two methods to com-
bine the long-term and short-term user presenta-
tions for unified user representation, which are
shown in Fig. 3.
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The first method is using the long-term user
representation to initialize the hidden state of the
GRU network in the short-term user representation
model, as shown in Fig. 3a. We denote this method
as LSTUR-ini. We use the last hidden state of the
GRU network as the final user representation. The
second method is concatenating the long-term user
representation with the short-term user represen-
tation as the final user representation, as shown in
Fig. 3b. We denote this method as LSTUR-con.

3.3 Model Training

For online news recommendation services where
user and news representations can be computed in
advance, the scoring function should be as simple
as possible to reduce latency. Motivated by (Okura
et al., 2017), we use the simple dot production to
compute the news click probability score. Denote
the representation of a user u as u and the repre-
sentation of a candidate news article ex as ex, the
probability score s(u, cx) of this user clicking this
news is computed as s(u, cx) = u>ex.

Motivated by (Huang et al., 2013) and (Zhai
et al., 2016), we propose to use the negative sam-
pling technique for model training. For each news
browsed by a user (regarded as a positive sam-
ple), we randomly sample K news articles from
the same impression which are not clicked by this
user as negative samples. Our model will jointly
predict the click probability scores of the positive
news and the K negative news. In this way, the
news click prediction problem is reformulated as
a pseudo K + 1-way classification task. We mini-
mize the summation of the negative log-likelihood
of all positive samples during training, which can
be formulated as follows:

−
P∑

i=1

log
exp(s(u, cpi ))

exp(s(u, cpi )) +
∑K

k=1 exp(s(u, c
n
i,k))

,

(5)

where P is the number of positive training sam-
ples, and cni,k is the k-th negative sample in the
same session with the i-th positive sample.

Since not all users can be incorporated in news
recommendation model training (e.g., the new
coming users), it is not appropriate to assume all
users have long-term representations in our mod-
els in the prediction stage. In order to handle this
problem, in the model training stage, we randomly
mask the long-term representations of users with

a certain probability p. When we mask the long-
term representations, all the dimensions are set to
zero. Thus, the long-term user representation in
our LSTUR approach can be reformulated as:

ul =M ·W u[u],M ∼ B(1, 1− p), (6)

where B is Bernoulli distribution, and M is a ran-
dom variable that subject toB(1, 1−p). We find in
experiments that this trick for model training can
improve the performance of our approach.

4 Experiments

4.1 Dataset and Experimental Settings

Since there is no off-the-shelf dataset for news rec-
ommendation, we built one by ourselves through
collecting logs from MSN News3 in four weeks
from December 23rd, 2018 to January 19th, 2019.
We used the logs in the first three weeks for model
training, and those in the last week for test. We
also randomly sampled 10% of logs from the train-
ing set as the validation data. For each sample,
we collected the browsing history in last 7 days to
learn short-term user representations. The detailed
dataset statistics are summarized in Table 1.

# of users 25,000 # of users in training set 22,938
# of news 38,501 Avg. # of words per title 9.98
# of imprs 393,191 # of positive samples 492,185
NP ratio4 18.74 # of negative samples 9,224,537

Table 1: Statistics of the dataset in our experiments.

In our experiments, we used the pretrained
GloVe embedding5 (Pennington et al., 2014) as the
initialization of word embeddings. The word em-
bedding dimension is 200. The number of filters
in CNN network is 300, and the window size of
the filters in CNN network is set to 3. We applied
dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) to each layer in
our approach to mitigate overfitting. The dropout
rate is 0.2. The default value of long-term user rep-
resentation masking probability p for model train-
ing is 0.5. We used Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014)
to optimize the model, and the learning rate was
0.01. The batch size is set to 400. The number
of negative samples for each positive sample is
4. These hyper-parameters were all selected ac-
cording to the results on validation set. We used

3https://www.msn.com/en-us/news
4The ratio of the negative sample number to the positive

sample number.
5http://nlp.stanford.edu/data/glove.840B.300d.zip
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impression-based ranking metrics to evaluate the
performance, including area under the ROC curve
(AUC), mean reciprocal rank (MRR), and nor-
malized discounted cumulative gain (nDCG). We
repeated each experiment for 10 times indepen-
dently, and reported the average results with 0.95
confidence probability.

4.2 Performance Evaluation
We evaluate the performance of our approach by
comparing it with several baseline methods, in-
cluding:

• LibFM (Rendle, 2012), a state-of-the-art ma-
trix factorization method which is widely
used in recommendation. In our experiments,
the user features are the concatenation of
TF-IDF features extracted from the browsed
news titles, and the normalized count features
from the topics and subtopics of the browsed
news. The features for news consists of TF-
IDF features from its title, and one-hot vec-
tors of its topic and subtopic. The input to
LibFM is the concatenation of user features
and features of candidate news.

• DeepFM (Guo et al., 2017), a widely used
method that combines factorization machines
and deep neural networks. We use the same
features as LibFM.

• Wide & Deep (Cheng et al., 2016), another
deep learning based recommendation method
that combines a wide channel and a deep
channel. Again, the same features with
LibFM are used for both channels.

• DSSM (Huang et al., 2013), deep structured
semantic model. The inputs are hashed words
via character trigram, where all the browsed
news titles are merged as query document.

• CNN (Kim, 2014), using CNN with max
pooling to learn news representations from
the titles of browsed news by keeping the
most salient features.

• DKN (Wang et al., 2018), a deep news rec-
ommendation model which contains CNN
and candidate-aware attention on the news
browsing histories.

• GRU (Okura et al., 2017), learning news rep-
resentations by a denoising autoencoder and
user representations by a GRU network.

The results of comparing different methods are
summarized in Table 2.

We have obtained observations from Table 2.
First, the news recommendation methods (e.g.
CNN, DKN and LSTUR) which use neural net-
works to learn news and user representations can
significantly outperform the methods using man-
ual feature engineering (e.g. LibFM, DeepFM,
Wide & Deep, and DSSM). This is probably be-
cause handcrafted features are usually not optimal,
and neural networks can capture both global and
local semantic contexts in news, which are useful
for learning more accurate news and user repre-
sentations for news recommendation.

Second, our LSTUR approach outperforms all
baseline methods compared here, including deep
learning models such as CNN, GRU and DKN. Our
LSTUR approach can capture both the long-term
preferences and short-term interests to capture the
complex and diverse user interests in news read-
ing, while the baseline methods only learn a single
representation for each user, which is insufficient.
In addition, our LSTUR approach uses attention
mechanism in the news encoder to select impor-
tant words, which can help learn more informative
news representations.

Third, our proposed two methods to learn long-
and short-term user representations, i.e., LSTUR-
ini and LSTUR-con, can achieve comparable per-
formance and both outperform baseline methods,
which validate the effectiveness of these meth-
ods. In addtion, the performance of LSTUR-con
is more stable than LSTUR-ini, which indicates
that using the concatenation of both short-term
and long-term user representations is capable of
retaining all the information. We also conducted
experiments to explore the performance of com-
bining both LSTUR-con and LSTUR-ini in the
same model, but the performance improvement is
very limited, implying that each of them can fully
capture the long- and short-term user interests for
news recommendation.

4.3 Effectiveness of Long- and Short-Term
User Representation

In this section, we conducted several experiments
to explore the effectiveness of our approach in
learning both long-term and short-term user rep-
resentations. We compare the performance of our
LSTUR methods with the long-term user represen-
tation model LTUR and the short-term user rep-
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Methods AUC MRR nDCG@5 nDCG@10
LibFM 56.52 ± 1.31 25.53 ± 0.81 26.66 ± 1.04 34.72 ± 0.95

DeepFM 58.13 ± 1.69 27.01 ± 0.20 28.37 ± 0.57 36.78 ± 0.62
Wide & Deep 58.07 ± 0.55 27.07 ± 0.37 28.51 ± 0.45 36.93 ± 0.43

DSSM 58.43 ± 0.58 27.25 ± 0.49 28.31 ± 0.60 36.91 ± 0.54
CNN 61.13 ± 0.77 29.44 ± 0.73 31.44 ± 0.87 39.51 ± 0.74
DKN 61.25 ± 0.78 29.47 ± 0.64 31.54 ± 0.79 39.59 ± 0.67
GRU 62.69 ± 0.16 30.24 ± 0.13 32.56 ± 0.17 40.55 ± 0.13

LSTUR-con 63.47 ± 0.10 30.94 ± 0.14 33.43 ± 0.13 41.34 ± 0.13
LSTUR-ini 63.56 ± 0.42 30.98 ± 0.32 33.45 ± 0.39 41.37 ± 0.36

Table 2: The performance of different methods on news recommendation.

Figure 4: The effectiveness of incorporating long-tern
user representations (LTUR) and short-term user rep-
resentations (STUR).

Figure 5: The comparisons of different methods in
learning short-term user representations from recently
browsed news articles.

resentation model STUR. The results are summa-
rized in Fig. 4.

From the results we find both LTUR and STUR
are useful for news recommendation, and the
STUR model can outperform the LTUR model.
According to the statistics in Table 1, the long-
term representations of many users in test data
are unavailable, which leads to relative weak per-
formance of LTUR on these users. In addition,
combining STUR and LTUR using our two long-
and short-term user representation methods, i.e.,
LSTUR-ini and LSTUR-con, can effectively im-
prove the performance. This result validates that
incorporating both long-term and short-term user
representations is useful to capture the diverse
user interests more accurately and is beneficial for
news recommendation.

4.4 Effectiveness of News Encoders in STUR

In our STUR model, GRU is used to learn short-
term user representations from the recent browsing
news. We explore the effectiveness of GRU in en-
coding news by replacing it with several other en-
coders, including: 1) Average: using the average
of all the news representations in recent browsing

history; 2) Attention: the summation of news rep-
resentations weighted by their attention weights;
3) LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997), re-
placing GRU with LSTM. The results are summa-
rized in Fig. 5.

According to Fig. 5, the sequence-based en-
coders (e.g., GRU, LSTM) outperform the Aver-
age and Attention based encoders. This is proba-
bly because the sequence-based encoders can cap-
ture the sequential new reading patterns to learn
short-term representations of users, which is diffi-
cult for Average and Attention based encoders. In
addition, GRU achieves better performance than
LSTM. This may be because GRU contains fewer
parameters and has lower risk of overfitting . Thus,
we select GRU as the news encoder in STUR.

4.5 Effectiveness of News Title Encoders

In this section, we conduct experiments to com-
pare different news title encoders. In our ap-
proach, the news encoder is a combination of
CNN network and an attention network (denoted
as CNN+Att). We compare it with several vari-
ants, i.e., CNN, LSTM, and LSTM with attention
(LSTM+Att), to validate the effectiveness of our
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Figure 6: The comparisons of different methods in learning news title representations and the effectiveness of
attention machenism in selecting important words.
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Figure 7: The effectiveness of incorporating news topic and subtopic information for news recommendation.

approach. The results are summarized in Fig. 6.
According to Fig. 6, using attention mechanism

in both encoders based on CNN and LSTM can
achieve better performance. This is probably be-
cause the attention network can select important
words, which can learn more informative news
representations. In addition, encoders using CNN
outperform those using LSTM. This may be be-
cause local contexts in news titles are more impor-
tant for learning news representations.

4.5.1 Effectiveness of News Topic
In this section, we conduct experiments to vali-
date the effectiveness of incorporating topic and
subtopic of news in the news encoder. We com-
pare the performance of our approach with its vari-
ants without topic and/or subtopics. The results
are shown in Fig. 7.

According to Fig. 7, incorporating either top-
ics or subtopics can effectively improve the per-
formance of our approach. In addition, the news
encoder with subtopics outperforms the news en-
coder with topics. This is probably because
subtopics can provide more fine-grained topic in-

formation which is more helpful for news rec-
ommendation. Thus, the model with subtopics
can achieve better news recommendation perfor-
mance. Moreover, combining topics and subtopics
can further improve the performance of our ap-
proach. These results validate the effectiveness of
our approach in exploiting topic information for
news recommendation.

4.5.2 Influence of Masking Probability
In this section, we explore the influence of the
probability p in Eq. (6) for randomly masking
long-term user representation in model training.
We vary the value of p from 0.0 to 0.9 with a step
of 0.1 for both LSTUR-ini and LSTUR-con. The
results are summarized in Fig. 8.

According to Fig. 8, the results of LSTUR-ini
and LSTUR-con have similar patterns. The perfor-
mance of both methods improves when p increases
from 0. When p is too small, the model will tend
to overfit on the LTUR, since LTUR has many pa-
rameters. Thus, the performance is not optimal.
However, when p is too large, the performance of
both methods starts to decline. This may be be-
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Figure 8: The influence of mask probability p on the performance of our approach.

2019 CES Highlights : Innovations in Enviro-Sensing for Robocars
California dries off after storm batter state for days
15 Recipes Inspired By Vintage Movies
Texas State Rep . Dennis Bonnen Elected As House Speaker
Should You Buy American Express Stock After Earnings ?
How Meghan Markle Has Changed Prince Harry Considerably

Figure 9: Visualization of the word-level attentions.

cause the useful information in LTUR cannot be
effectively incorporated. Thus, the performance is
also not optimal. A moderate choice on p (e.g.,
0.5) is most appropriate for both LSTUR-ini and
LSTUR-con methods, which can properly balance
the learning of LTUR and STUR.

5 Visualization of Attention Weights

In this section, we visually explore the effective-
ness of the word-level attention network in the
news encoder. The attention weights in several
example news titles are shown in Fig. 9. From
the results, we find our approach can effectively
recognize important words to learn more infor-
mative news representations. For example, the
words “Enviro-Sensing” and “Robocars” in the
first news title are assigned high attention weights
because these words are indications of news on
technologies, while the words “2019” and “for”
are assigned low attention weights by our ap-
proach since they are less informative. These re-
sults validate the effectiveness of the attention net-
work in the news encoder.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a neural news recom-
mendation approach which can learn both long-
and short-term user representations. The core of
our model is a news encoder and a user encoder.
In the news encoder, we learn representations of
news from their titles and topic categories, and use
an attention network to highlight important words
for informative representation learning. In the user
encoder, we propose to learn long-term represen-
tations of users from the embeddings of their IDs.
In addition, we learn short-term representations of
users from their recently browsed news via a GRU
network. Besides, we propose two methods to fuse
long- and short-term user representations, i.e., us-
ing long-term user representation to initialize the
hidden state of the GRU network in short-term
user representation, or concatenating both long-
and short-term user representations as a unified
user vector. Extensive experiments on a real-world
dataset collected from MSN news show our ap-
proach can effecitively improve the performance
of news recommendation.
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Abstract

In this paper, we automatically create senti-
ment dictionaries for predicting financial out-
comes. We compare three approaches: (i)
manual adaptation of the domain-general dic-
tionary H4N, (ii) automatic adaptation of H4N
and (iii) a combination consisting of first man-
ual, then automatic adaptation. In our experi-
ments, we demonstrate that the automatically
adapted sentiment dictionary outperforms the
previous state of the art in predicting the finan-
cial outcomes excess return and volatility. In
particular, automatic adaptation performs bet-
ter than manual adaptation. In our analysis,
we find that annotation based on an expert’s
a priori belief about a word’s meaning can
be incorrect – annotation should be performed
based on the word’s contexts in the target do-
main instead.

1 Introduction

Since 1934, the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) mandates that public compa-
nies disclose information in form of public fil-
ings to ensure that adequate information is avail-
able to investors. One such filing is the 10-K,
the company’s annual report. It contains financial
statements and information about business strat-
egy, risk factors and legal issues. For this reason,
10-Ks are an important source of information in
the field of finance and accounting.

A common method employed by finance and
accounting researchers is to evaluate the “tone”
of a text based on the Harvard Psychosociologi-
cal Dictionary, specifically, on the Harvard-IV-4
TagNeg (H4N) word list.1 However, as its name
suggests, this dictionary is from a domain that is
different from finance, so many words (e.g., “lia-
bility”, “tax”) that are labeled as negative in H4N
are in fact not negative in finance.

1http://www.wjh.harvard.edu/˜inquirer

In a pioneering study, Loughran and Mcdon-
ald (2011) manually reclassified the words in H4N
for the financial domain. They applied the result-
ing dictionaries2 to 10-Ks and predicted financial
variables such as excess return and volatility. We
will refer to the sentiment dictionaries created by
Loughran and Mcdonald (2011) as L&M.

In this work, we also create sentiment dictio-
naries for the finance domain, but we adapt them
from the domain-general H4N dictionary automat-
ically. We first learn word embeddings from a
corpus of 10-Ks and then reclassify them – us-
ing SVMs trained on H4N labels – as negative vs.
non-negative. We refer to the resulting domain-
adapted dictionary as H4NRE.

In our experiments, we demonstrate that the au-
tomatically adapted financial sentiment dictionary
H4NRE performs better at predicting excess return
and volatility than dictionaries of Loughran and
Mcdonald (2011) and Theil et al. (2018).

We make the following contributions. (i)
We demonstrate that automatic domain adapta-
tion performs better at predicting financial out-
comes than previous work based on manual do-
main adaptation. (ii) We perform an analysis of the
differences between the classifications of L&M
and those of our sentiment dictionary H4NRE that
sheds light on the superior performance of H4NRE.
For example, H4NRE is much smaller than L&M,
consisting mostly of frequent words, suggesting
H4NRE is more robust and less prone to overfitting.
(iii) In a further detailed analysis, we investigate
words classified by L&M as negative, litigious and
uncertain that our embedding classifier classifies
otherwise; and common (i.e., non-negative) words
from H4N that L&M did not include in the cat-
egories negative, litigious and uncertain, but that
our embedding classifier classifies as belonging to
these classes. Our analysis suggests that manual

2https://sraf.nd.edu/textual-analysis/
resources
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adaptation of dictionaries is error-prone if annota-
tors are not given access to corpus contexts.

Our paper primarily addresses a finance appli-
cation. In empirical finance, a correct sentiment
classification decision is not sufficient – the de-
cision must also be interpretable and statistically
sound. That is why we use ordinary least squares
(OLS) – an established method in empirical fi-
nance – and sentiment dictionaries. Models based
on sentiment dictionaries are transparent and in-
terpretable: by looking at the dictionary words oc-
curring in a document we can trace the classifica-
tion decision back to the original data and, e.g.,
understand the cause of a classification error. OLS
is a well-understood statistical method that allows
the analysis of significance, effect size and depen-
dence between predictor variables, inter alia.

While we focus on finance here, three impor-
tant lessons of our work also apply to many other
domains. (1) An increasing number of applica-
tions require interpretable analysis; e.g., the Euro-
pean Union mandates that systems used for sen-
sitive applications provide explanations of deci-
sions. Decisions based on a solid statistical foun-
dation are more likely to be trusted than those
by black boxes. (2) Many NLP applications are
domain-specific and require domain-specific re-
sources including lexicons. Should such lexicons
be built manually from scratch or adapted from
generic lexicons? We provide evidence that au-
tomatic adaptation works better. (3) Words often
have specific meanings in a domain and this in-
creases the risk that a word is misjudged if only the
generic meaning is present to the annotator. This
seems to be the primary reason for the problems
of manual lexicons in our experiments. Thus, if
manual lexicon creation is the only option, then
it is important to present words in context, not in
isolation, so that the domain-specific sense can be
recognized.

2 Related Work

In empirical finance, researchers have exploited
various text resources, e.g., news (Kazemian et al.,
2016), microblogs (Cortis et al., 2017), twitter
(Zamani and Schwartz, 2017) and company dis-
closures (Nopp and Hanbury, 2015; Kogan et al.,
2009). Deep learning has been used for learn-
ing document representations (Ding et al., 2015;
Akhtar et al., 2017). However, the methodol-
ogy of empirical finance requires interpretable re-

sults. Thus, a common approach is to define fea-
tures for statistical models like Ordinary Least
Squares (Lee et al., 2014; Rekabsaz et al., 2017).
Frequently, lexicons like H4N TagNeg3 (Tetlock
et al., 2007) are used. It includes a total of
85,221 words, 4188 of which are labeled negative.
The remaining words are labeled “common”, i.e.,
non-negative. Loughran and Mcdonald (2011) ar-
gue that many words from H4N have a special-
ized meaning when appearing in an annual report.
For instance, domain-general negative words such
as “tax”, “cost”, “liability” and “depreciation” –
which predominate in 10-Ks – do not typically
have negative sentiment in 10-Ks. So Loughran
and Mcdonald (2011) constructed subjective fi-
nancial dictionaries manually, by examining all
words that appear in at least 5% of 10-Ks and clas-
sifying them based on their assessment of most
likely usage. More recently, other finance-specific
lexicons were created (Wang et al., 2013). Build-
ing on L&M, Tsai and Wang (2014) and Theil
et al. (2018) show that the L&M dictionaries can
be further improved by adding most similar neigh-
bors to words manually labeled by L&M.

Seed-based methods generalize a set of seeds
based on corpus (e.g., distributional) evidence.
Models use syntactic patterns (Hatzivassiloglou
and McKeown, 1997; Widdows and Dorow,
2002), cooccurrence (Turney, 2002; Igo and
Riloff, 2009) or label propagation on lexical
graphs derived from cooccurrence (Velikovich
et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2014).

Supervised methods start with a larger train-
ing set, not just a few seeds (Mohammad et al.,
2013). Distributed word representations (Tang
et al., 2014; Amir et al., 2015; Vo and Zhang,
2016; Rothe et al., 2016) are beneficial in this ap-
proach. For instance, Tang et al. (2014) incorpo-
rate in word embeddings a document-level senti-
ment signal. Wang and Xia (2017) also integrate
document and word levels. Hamilton et al. (2016)
learn domain-specific word embeddings and de-
rive word lists specific to domains, including the
finance domain.

Dictionary-based approaches (Takamura
et al., 2005; Baccianella et al., 2010; Vicente
et al., 2014) use hand-curated lexical resources –
often WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) – for construct-
ing lexicons. Hamilton et al. (2016) argue that
dictionary-based approaches generate better re-

3http://www.wjh.harvard.edu/˜inquirer/
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sults due to the quality of hand-curated resources.
We compare two ways of using a hand-curated
resource in this work – a general-domain resource
that is automatically adapted to the specific
domain vs. a resource that is manually created for
the specific domain – and show that automatic
domain adaptation performs better.

Apart from domain adaptation work on dic-
tionaries, many other approaches to generic do-
main adaptation have been proposed. Most of
this work adopts the classical domain adaptation
scenario: there is a large labeled training set
available in the source domain and an amount of
labeled target data that is insufficient for train-
ing a high-performing model on its own (Blitzer
et al., 2006; Chelba and Acero, 2006; Daumé III,
2009; Pan et al., 2010; Glorot et al., 2011; Chen
et al., 2012). More recently, the idea of domain-
adversarial training was introduced for the same
scenario (Ganin et al., 2016). In contrast to this
work, we do not transfer any parameters or model
structures from source to target. Instead, we use
labels from the source domain and train new mod-
els from scratch based on these labels: first em-
bedding vectors, then a classifier that is trained
on source domain labels and finally a regression
model that is trained on the classification decisions
of the classifier. This approach is feasible in our
problem setting because the divergence between
source and target sentiment labels is relatively mi-
nor, so that training target embeddings with source
labels gives good results.

The motivation for this different setup is that
our work primarily addresses a finance application
where explainability is of high importance. For
this reason, we use a model based on sentiment
dictionaries that allows us to provide explanations
of the model’s decisions and predictions.

3 Methodology

3.1 Empirical finance methodology

In this paper, we adopt Ordinary Least Squares
(OLS), a common research method in empirical
finance: a dependent variable of interest (e.g., ex-
cess return, volatility) is predicted based on a lin-
ear combination of a set of explanatory variables.

The main focus of this paper is to investigate
text-based explanatory variables: we would like
to know to what extent a text variable such as oc-
currence of negative words in a 10-K can predict
a financial variable like volatility. Identifying the

economic drivers of such a financial outcome is
of central interest in the field of finance. Some
of these determinants may be correlated with sen-
timent. To understand the role of sentiment in
explaining financial variables we therefore need
to isolate the complementary information of our
text variables. This is achieved by including in
our regressions – as control variables – a standard
set of financial explanatory variables such as firm
size and book-to-market ratio. These control vari-
ables are added as additional explanatory variables
in the regression specification besides the textual
sentiment variables. This experimental setup al-
lows us to assess the added benefit of text-based
variables in a realistic empirical finance scenario.

The approach is motivated by previous studies
in the finance literature (e.g., Loughran and Mc-
donald (2011)), which show that characteristics of
financial firms can explain variation in excess re-
turns and volatility. By including these control
variables in the regression we are able to deter-
mine whether sentiment factors have incremental
explanatory power beyond the already established
financial factors. Since the inclusion of these con-
trol variables is not primarily driven by the as-
sumption that firms with different characteristics
use different language, our approach differs from
other NLP studies, such as Hovy (2015), who ac-
counts for non-textual characteristics by training
group-specific embeddings.

Each text variable we use is based on a dictio-
nary. Its value for a 10-K is the proportion of to-
kens in the 10-K that are members of the dictio-
nary. For example, if the 10-K is 5000 tokens long
and 50 of those tokens are contained in the L&M
uncertainty dictionary, then the value of the L&M
uncertainty text variable for this 10-K is 0.01.

In the type of analysis of stock market data we
conduct, there are two general forms of depen-
dence in the residuals of a regression, which arise
from the panel structure of our data set where a
single firm is repeatedly observed over time and
multiple firms are observed at the same point in
time. Firm effect: Time-series dependence as-
sumes that the residuals of a given firm are cor-
related across years. Time effect: Cross-sectional
dependence assumes that the residuals of a given
year are correlated across different firms. These
properties violate the i.i.d. assumption of resid-
uals in standard OLS. We therefore model data
with both firm and time effects and run a two-
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way robust cluster regression, i.e., an OLS re-
gression with standard errors that are clustered on
two dimensions (Gelbach et al., 2009), the dimen-
sions of firm and time.4 We apply this regression-
based methodology to test the explanatory power
of financial dictionaries with regard to two depen-
dent variables: excess return and volatility. This
approach allows us to compare the explanatory
power of different sentiment dictionaries and in
the process test the hypothesis that negative senti-
ment is associated with subsequently lower stock
returns and higher volatility. We now introduce
the regression specifications for these tests.

3.1.1 Excess return

The dependent variable excess return is defined
as the firm’s buy-and-hold stock return minus the
value-weighted buy-and-hold market index return
during the 4-day event window starting on the
10-K filing date, computed from prices by the
Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP)5

(both expressed as a percentage). In addition to the
independent text variables (see §4 for details), we
include the following financial control variables.
(i) Firm size: the log of the book value of total
assets. (ii) Alpha of a Fama-French regression
(Fama and French, 1993) calculated from days
[-252 -6];6 this represents the “abnormal” return
of the asset, i.e., the part of the return not due to
common risk factors like market and firm size. (iii)
Book-to-market ratio: the log of the book value
of equity divided by the market value of equity.
(iv) Share turnover: the volume of shares traded
in days [-252 -6] divided by shares outstanding on
the filing date. (v) Earnings surprise, computed by
IBES from Thomson Reuters;7 this variable cap-
tures whether the reported financial performance
was better or worse than expected by financial an-
alysts.8

4Loughran and Mcdonald (2011) use the method of Fama
and MacBeth (1973) instead. This method assumes that the
yearly estimates of the coefficient are independent of each
other. However, this is not true when there is a firm effect.

5http://www.crsp.com
6[-252 -6] is the notation for the 252 days prior to the fil-

ing date with the last 5 days prior to the filing date excluded.
7http://www.thomsonreuters.com
8Our setup largely mirrors, but is not identical to the one

used by Loughran and Mcdonald (2011) because not all data
they used are publicly available and because we use a larger
time window (1994-2013) compared to theirs (1994-2008).

dictionary size
neglm 2355
unclm 297
litlm 903
negADD 2340
uncADD 240
litADD 984
negRE 1205
uncRE 96
litRE 208
H4NORG 4188
H4NRE 338

Table 1: Number of words per dictionary

3.1.2 Volatility
The dependent variable volatility is defined as the
post-filing root-mean-square error (RMSE) of a
Fama-French regression calculated from days [6
252]. The RMSE captures the idiosyncratic com-
ponent of the total volatility of the firm, since it
picks up the stock price variation that cannot be
explained by fluctuations of the common risk fac-
tors of the Fama-French model. The RMSE is
therefore a measure of the financial uncertainty of
the firm. In addition to the independent text vari-
ables (see §4 for details), we include the following
financial control variables. (i) Pre-filing RMSE
and (ii) pre-filing alpha of a Fama-French regres-
sion calculated from days [-252 -6]; these char-
acterize the financial uncertainty and abnormal re-
turn of the firm in the past (see §3.1.1 for alpha and
first sentence of this section for RMSE). (iii) Fil-
ing abnormal return; the value of the buy-and-hold
return in trading days [0 3] minus the buy-and-
hold return of the market index. (iv) Firm size and
(v) book-to-market ratio (the same as in §3.1.1).
(vi) Calendar year dummies and Fama-French 48-
industry dummies to allow for time and industry
fixed effects.9

3.2 NLP methodology

There are two main questions we want to answer:
Q1. Is a manually domain-adapted or an au-

tomatically domain-adapted dictionary a more ef-
fective predictor of financial outcomes?

Q2. L&M adapted H4N for the financial do-
main and showed that this manually adapted dic-
tionary is more effective than H4N for prediction.
Can we further improve L&M’s manual adaptation

9We do not include in the regression a Nasdaq dummy
variable indicating whether the firm is traded on Nasdaq.
Since Nasdaq mainly lists tech companies, the Nasdaq effect
is already captured by industry dummies.
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by automatic domain adaptation?
The general methodology we employ for do-

main adaptation is based on word embeddings.
We train CBOW word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013)
word embeddings on a corpus of 10-Ks for all
words of H4N that occur in the corpus – see §4
for details. We consider two adaptations: ADD
and RE. ADD is only used to answer question Q2.

ADD. For adapting the L&M dictionary, we
train an SVM on an L&M dictionary in which
words are labeled +1 if they are marked for the
category by L&M and labeled -1 otherwise (where
the category is negative, uncertain or litigious).
Each word is represented as its embedding. We
then run the SVM on all H4N words that are not
contained in the L&M dictionary. We also ignore
H4N words that we do not have embeddings for
because their frequency is below the word2vec fre-
quency threshold. Thus, we obtain an ADD dictio-
nary which is not a superset of the L&M lexicon
because it includes only new additional words that
are not part of the original dictionary.

SVM scores are converted into probabilities via
logistic regression. We define a confidence thresh-
old θ – we only want to include words in the ADD
dictionary that are reliable indicators of the cate-
gory of interest. A word is added to the dictionary
if its converted SVM score is greater than θ.

RE. We train SVMs as for ADD, but this time
in a five-fold cross validation setup. Again, SVM
scores are converted into probabilities via logistic
regression. A word w becomes a member of the
adapted dictionary if its converted SVM score of
the SVM that was not trained on the fold that con-
tains w is greater than θ.

To answer our first question Q1: “Is automatic
or manual adaptation better?”, we apply adapta-
tion method RE to H4N and compare the results
to the L&M dictionaries.

To answer our second question Q2: “Can man-
ual adaptation be further improved by automatic
adaptation?”, we apply adaptation methods RE
and ADD to the three dictionaries compiled by
L&M and compare results for original and adapted
L&M dictionaries: (i) negative (abbreviated as
“neg”), (ii) uncertain (abbreviated as “unc”), (iii)
litigious (abbreviated as “lit”). Our goals here
are to improve the in-domain L&M dictionaries
by relabeling them using adaptation method RE
and to find new additional words using adaptation
method ADD.

Table 1 gives dictionary sizes.

4 Experiments and results

We downloaded 206,790 10-Ks for years 1994 to
2013 from the SEC’s database EDGAR.10 Table of
contents, page numbers, links and numeric tables
are removed in preprocessing and only the main
body of the text is retained. Documents are split
into sections. Sections that are not useful for tex-
tual analysis (e.g., boilerplate) are deleted.

To construct the final sample, we apply the fil-
ters defined by L&M (Loughran and Mcdonald,
2011): we require a match with CRSP’s perma-
nent identifier PERMNO, the stock to be common
equity, a stock pre-filing price of greater than $3,
a positive book-to-market, as well as CRSP’s mar-
ket capitalization and stock return data available
at least 60 trading days before and after the fil-
ing date. We only keep firms traded on Nasdaq,
NYSE or AMEX and whose filings contain at least
2000 words. This procedure results in a corpus
of 60,432 10-Ks. We tokenize (using NLTK) and
lowercase this corpus and remove punctuation.

We use word2vec CBOW with hierarchical soft-
max to learn word embeddings from the corpus.
We set the size of word vectors to 400 and run one
training iteration; otherwise we use word2vec’s
default hyperparameters. SVMs are trained on
word embeddings as described in §3.2. We set the
threshold θ to 0.8, so only words with converted
SVM scores greater than 0.8 will be added to dic-
tionaries.11

As described in §3, we compare manually
adapted and automatically adapted dictionaries
(Q1) and investigate whether automatic adaptation
of manually adapted dictionaries further improves
performance (Q2). Our experimental setup is Or-
dinary Least Squares (OLS), more specifically, a
two-way robust cluster regression for the time and
firm effects. The dependent financial variable is
excess return or volatility. We include several in-
dependent financial variables in the regression as
well as one or more text variables. The value of
the text variable for a category is the proportion of
tokens from the category that occur in a 10-K.

To assess the utility of a text variable for pre-
dicting a financial outcome, we look at signifi-
cance and the standardized regression coefficient

10https://www.sec.gov/edgar.shtml
11We choose this threshold because the proportion of nega-

tive, litigious and uncertain words in 10-Ks for 0.8 is roughly
the same as when using L&M dictionaries.
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var coeff std coeff t R2

neglm -0.202** -0.080 -2.56 1.02
litlm -0.0291 -0.026 -0.83 1.00
unclm -0.215* -0.064 -1.91 1.01
H4NRE -0.764*** -0.229 -3.04 1.05

*p ≤ 0.05, **p ≤ 0.01, ***p ≤ 0.001

Table 2: Excess return regression results for L&M dic-
tionaries and reclassified H4N dictionary. For all ta-
bles in this paper, significant t values are bolded and
best standard coefficients per category are in italics.

var coeff std coeff t R2

H4NRE -0.88** -0.264 -2.19 1.05
neglm 0.062 0.024 0.48
H4NRE -0.757*** -0.227 -2.90 1.05
litlm -0.351 -0.315 -0.013
H4NRE -0.746*** -0.223 -2.89 1.05
unclm -0.45 -0.135 -0.45

*p ≤ 0.05, **p ≤ 0.01, ***p ≤ 0.001

Table 3: Excess return regression results for multiple
text variables. This table shows results for three regres-
sions that combine H4NRE with each of the three L&M
dictionaries.

(the product of regression coefficient and standard
deviation). If a result is significant, then it is un-
likely that the result is due to chance. The stan-
dardized coefficient measures the effect size, nor-
malized for different value ranges of variables. It
can be interpreted as the expected change in the
dependent variable if the independent variable in-
creases by one standard deviation. The standard-
ized coefficient allows a fair comparison between
a text variable that, on average, has high values
(many tokens per document) with one that, on av-
erage, has low values (few tokens per document).

4.1 Excess Return

Table 2 gives regression results for excess re-
turn, comparing H4NRE (our automatic adaptation
of the general Harvard dictionary) with the three
manually adapted L&M dictionaries. As expected
the coefficients are negatively signed – 10-Ks con-
taining a high percentage of pessimistic words are
associated with negative excess returns.

L&M designed the dictionary neglm specifically
for measuring negative information in a 10-K that
may have a negative effect on outcomes like ex-
cess return. So it is not surprising that neglm is
the best performing dictionary of the three L&M
dictionaries: it has the highest standard coefficient
(-0.080) and the highest significance (-2.56). unclm

performs slightly worse, but is also significant.

var coeff std coeff t R2

neglm -0.202** -0.080 -2.56 1.02
negspec 0.0102 0.0132 0.27 1.00
negRE -0.37*** -0.111 -2.96 1.03
negADD -0.033 -0.0231 -1.03 1.00
negRE+ADD -0.08** -0.072 -2.19 1.03
litlm -0.0291 -0.026 -0.83 1.00
litRE -0.056 -0.028 -0.55 1.00
litADD -0.0195 -0.0156 -0.70 1.00
litRE+ADD -0.0163 -0.0211 -0.69 1.00
unclm -0.215* -0.064 -1.91 1.01
uncRE -0.377*** -0.075 -2.77 1.02
uncADD 0.0217 0.0065 0.21 1.00
uncRE+ADD -0.0315 -0.0157 -0.45 1.00

*p ≤ 0.05, **p ≤ 0.01, ***p ≤ 0.001

Table 4: Excess return regression results for L&M, RE
and ADD dictionaries

However, when comparing the three L&M dic-
tionaries with H4NRE, the automatically adapted
Harvard dictionary, we see that H4NRE performs
clearly better: it is highly significant and its stan-
dard coefficient is larger by a factor of more than
2 compared to neglm. This evidence suggests that
the automatically created H4NRE dictionary has a
higher explanatory power for excess returns than
the manually created L&M dictionaries. This pro-
vides an initial answer to question Q1: in this case,
automatic adaptation beats manual adaptation.

Table 3 shows manual plus automatic experi-
ments with multiple text variables in one regres-
sion, in particular, the combination of H4NRE with
each of the L&M dictionaries. We see that the
explanatory power of L&M variables is lost after
we additionally include H4NRE in a regression: all
three L&M variables are not significant. In con-
trast, H4NRE continues to be significant in all ex-
periments, with large standard coefficients. More
manual plus automatic experiments can be found
in the appendix. These experiments further con-
firm that automatic is better than manual adapta-
tion.

Table 4 shows results for automatically adapt-
ing the L&M dictionaries.12 The subscript
“RE+ADD” refers to a dictionary that merges RE
and ADD; e.g., negRE+ADD is the union of negRE

and negADD.
We see that for each category (neg, lit and unc),

the automatically adapted dictionary performs bet-
ter than the original manually adapted dictionary;
e.g., the standard coefficient of negRE is -0.111,

12Experiments with multiple text variables in one regres-
sion (manual plus automatic experiments) are presented in
the appendix.
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var coeff std coeff t R2

neglm 0.118*** 0.0472 3.30 60.1
litlm -0.0081 -0.0073 -0.62 60.0
unclm 0.119* 0.0356 2.25 60.0
H4NRE 0.577*** 0.173 4.40 60.3

*p ≤ 0.05, **p ≤ 0.01, ***p ≤ 0.001

Table 5: Volatility regression results for L&M dictio-
naries and reclassified H4N dictionary

var coeff std coeff t R2

H4NRE 0.748*** 0.224 4.44 1.11
neglm -0.096* -0.038 -2.55
H4NRE 0.642*** 0.192 4.28 1.11
litlm -0.041* -0.037 -2.54
H4NRE 0.695*** 0.208 4.54 1.11
unclm -0.931** -0.279 -2.73

*p ≤ 0.05, **p ≤ 0.01, ***p ≤ 0.001

Table 6: Volatility regression results for multiple text
variables

clearly better than that of neglm (-0.080). Results
are significant for negRE (-2.96) and uncRE (-2.77).
We also evaluate negspec, the negative word list of
Hamilton et al. (2016). negspec does not perform
well: it is not significant.

These results provide a partial answer to ques-
tion Q2: for excess return, automatic adaptation of
L&M’s manually adapted dictionaries further im-
proves their performance.

4.2 Volatility

Table 5 compares H4NRE and L&M regression re-
sults for volatility. Except for litigious, the coef-
ficients are positive, so the greater the number of
pessimistic words, the greater the volatility.

Results for neglm, unclm and H4NRE are statis-
tically significant. The best L&M dictionary is
again neglm with standard coefficient 0.0472 and
t = 3.30. However, H4NRE has the highest ex-
planatory value for volatility. Its standard coeffi-
cient (0.173) is more than three times as large as
that of neglm.

The higher effect size demonstrates that H4NRE

better explains volatility than the L&M dictionar-
ies. Again, this indicates – answering question Q1
– that automatic outperforms manual adaptation.
Table 6 confirms this. We see that for manual
plus automatic experiments each combination of
H4NRE with one of the L&M dictionaries provides
significant results for H4NRE. In contrast, L&M
dictionaries become negatively signed meaning
that more uncertain words decrease volatility, sug-

var coeff std coeff t R2

neglm 0.118*** 0.0472 3.30 60.1
negspec -0.038 -0.0494 -2.73 60.1
negRE 0.219*** 0.0657 3.57 60.1
negADD 0.032*** 0.0224 4.06 60.0
negRE+ADD 0.038*** 0.0342 4.32 60.1
litlm -0.0081 -0.0073 -0.62 60.0
litRE 0.0080 0.0040 0.20 60.0
litADD 0.028 0.0224 1.07 60.0
litRE+ADD 0.015 0.0195 0.81 60.0
unclm 0.119* 0.0356 2.25 60.0
uncspec -0.043 -0.0344 -1.56 60.0
uncRE 0.167* 0.0334 2.30 60.0
uncADD -0.013 -0.0039 -0.17 60.0
uncRE+ADD 0.035 0.0175 0.68 60.0

*p ≤ 0.05, **p ≤ 0.01, ***p ≤ 0.001

Table 7: Volatility regression results for L&M, RE and
ADD dictionaries

gesting that they are not indicative of the true re-
lationship between volatility and negative tone in
10-Ks in this regression setup. Our results of addi-
tional manual plus automatic experiments support
this observation as well. See the appendix for an
illustration.

Table 7 gives results for automatically adapting
the L&M dictionaries.13 For neg, the standard co-
efficient of negRE is 0.0657, better by about 40%
than neglm’s standard coefficient of 0.0472. negspec

does not provide significant results and has the
negative sign, i.e., an increase of negative words
decreases volatility. The lit dictionaries are not
significant (neither L&M nor adapted dictionar-
ies). For unc, uncRE performs worse than unclm,
but only slightly by 0.0344 vs. 0.0356 for the
standard coefficients. The overall best result is
negRE (standard coefficient 0.0657). Even though
L&M designed the unclm dictionary specifically
for volatility, our results indicate that neg dictio-
naries perform better than unc dictionaries, both
for L&M dictionaries (neglm) and their automatic
adaptations (e.g., negRE).

Table 7 also evaluates uncspec, the uncertainty
dictionary of Theil et al. (2018). uncspec does not
perform well: it is not significant and the coeffi-
cient has the “wrong” sign.14

The main finding supported by Table 7 is that

13Experiments with multiple text variables in one regres-
sion (manual plus automatic experiments) are presented in
the appendix.

14Theil et al. (2018) define volatility for the time period [6
28] whereas our definition is [6 252], based on (Loughran and
Mcdonald, 2011). Larger time windows allow more reliable
estimates and account for the fact that information disclosures
can influence volatility for long periods (Belo et al., 2016).
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ADDneg missing, diminishment, disabling, overuse
ADDunc reevaluate, swings, expectation, estimate
ADDlit lender, assignors, trustee, insurers
REneg confusion, unlawful, convicted, breach
REunc variability, fluctuation, variations, variation
RElit courts, crossclaim, conciliation, abeyance
H4NRE compromise, issues, problems, impair, hurt

Table 8: Word classification examples from automati-
cally adapted dictionaries

the best automatic adaptation of an L&M dictio-
nary gives rise to more explanatory power than the
best L&M dictionary, i.e., negRE performs better
than neglm. This again confirms our answer to Q2:
we can further improve manual adaptation by au-
tomatic domain adaptation.

5 Analysis and discussion

5.1 Qualitative Analysis

Our dictionaries outperform L&M. In this section,
we perform a qualitative analysis to determine the
reasons for this discrepancy in performance.

Table 8 shows words from automatically
adapted dictionaries. Recall that the ADD method
adds words that L&M classified as nonrelevant for
a category. So words like “missing” (neg), “reeval-
uate” (unc) and “assignors” (lit) were classified as
relevant terms and seem to connote negativity, un-
certainty and litigiousness, respectively, in finan-
cial contexts.

In L&M’s classification scheme, a word can be
part of several different categories. For instance,
L&M label “unlawful”, “convicted” and “breach”
both as litigious and as negative. When apply-
ing our RE method, these words were only classi-
fied as negative, not as litigious. Similarly, L&M
label “confusion” as negative and uncertain, but
automatic RE adaptation labels it only negative.
This indicates that there is strong distributional ev-
idence in the corpus for the category negativity,
but weaker distributional evidence for litigious and
uncertain. For our application, only “negative”
litigious/uncertain words are of interest – “acquit-
tal” (positive litigious) and “suspense” (positive
uncertain) are examples of positive words that may
not help in predicting financial variables. This
could explain why the negative category fares bet-
ter in our adaptation than the other two.

An interesting case study for RE is “abeyance”.
L&M classify it as uncertain, automatic adapta-
tion as litigious. Even though “abeyance” has a

domain-general uncertain sense (“something that
is waiting to be acted upon”), it is mostly used
in legal contexts in 10-Ks: “held in abeyance”,
“appeal in abeyance”. The nearest neighbors of
“abeyance” in embedding space are also litigious
words: “stayed”, “hearings”, “mediation”.

H4NRE contains 74 words that are “common” in
H4N. Examples include “compromise”, “serious”
and “god”. The nearest neighbors of “compro-
mise” in the 10-K embedding space are the neg-
ative terms “misappropriate”, “breaches”, “jeop-
ardize”. In a general-domain embedding space,15

the nearest neighbors of “compromise” include
“negotiated settlement”, “accord” and “modus
vivendi”. This example suggests that “compro-
mise” is used in 10-Ks in negative contexts and
in the general domain in positive contexts. This
also illustrates the importance of domain-specific
word embeddings that capture domain-specific in-
formation.

Another interesting example is the word “god”;
it is frequently used in 10-Ks in the phrase “act
of God”. Its nearest neighbors in the 10-K em-
bedding space are “terrorism” and “war”. This
example clearly demonstrates that annotators are
likely to make mistakes when they annotate words
for sentiment without seeing their contexts. Most
annotators would annotate “god” as positive, but
when presented with the typical context in 10-Ks
(“act of God”), they would be able to correctly
classify it.

We conclude that manual annotation of words
without context based on the prior belief an an-
notator has about word meanings is error-prone.
Our automatic adaptation is performed based on
the word’s contexts in the target domain and there-
fore not susceptible to this type of error.

5.2 Quantitative Analysis

Table 9 presents a quantitative analysis of the dis-
tribution of words over dictionaries. For a row
dictionary dr and a column dictionary dc, a cell
gives |dr ∩ dc|/|dr| as a percentage. (Diagonal
entries are all equal to 100% and are omitted for
space reasons.) For example, 49% of the words
in neglm are also members of negRE (row “neglm”,
column “negRE”). This analysis allows us to ob-
tain insights into the relationship between differ-
ent dictionaries and into the relationship between

15https://code.google.com/archive/p/
word2vec/
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neglm 7 2 0 0 0 49 2 0 48 52 12
litlm 17 0 0 0 0 6 20 0 7 93 1
unclm 14 0 0 0 0 18 2 30 16 84 2
negADD 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 82 2
litADD 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 99 0
uncADD 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 97 0
negRE 95 5 4 0 0 0 0 1 52 48 21
litRE 18 86 2 0 0 0 0 0 7 93 0
uncRE 11 2 92 0 0 0 10 0 13 87 3
H4Nneg 27 2 1 10 0 0 15 0 0 0 6
H4Ncmn 2 1 0 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
H4NRE 79 2 2 17 0 0 74 0 1 78 22

Table 9: Quantitative analysis of dictionaries. For a
row dictionary dr and a column dictionary dc, a cell
gives |dr ∩ dc|/|dr| as a percentage. Diagonal entries
(all equal to 100%) omitted for space reasons. cmn =
common

the categories negative, litigious and uncertain.
Looking at rows neglm, litlm and unclm first, we

see how L&M constructed their dictionaries. neglm

words come from H4Nneg and H4Ncmn in about
equal proportions; i.e., many words that are “com-
mon” in ordinary usage were classified as nega-
tive by L&M for financial text. Relatively few litlm

and unclm words are taken from H4Nneg, most are
from H4Ncmn. Only 12% of neglm words were au-
tomatically classified as negative in domain adap-
tation and assigned to H4NRE. This is a surpris-
ingly low number. Given that H4NRE performs
better than neglm in our experiments, this statistic
casts serious doubt on the ability of human anno-
tators to correctly classify words for the type of
sentiment analysis that is performed in empirical
finance if the actual corpus contexts of the words
are not considered. We see two types of failures
in the human annotation. First, as discussed in
§5.1, words like “god” are misclassified because
the prevalent context in 10-Ks (“act of God”) is
not obvious to the annotator. Second, the utility
of a word is not only a function of its sentiment,
but also of the strength of this sentiment. Many
words in neglm that were deemed neutral in auto-
matic adaptation are probably words that may be
slightly negative, but that do not contribute to ex-
plaining financial variables like excess return. The
strength of sentiment of a word is difficult to judge
by human annotators. Looking at the row H4NRE,
we see that most of its words are taken from neglm

(79%) and a few from litlm and unclm (2% each).
We can interpret this statistic as indicating that

L&M had high recall (they found most of the re-
liable indicators), but low precision (see the previ-
ous paragraph: only 12% of their negative words
survive in H4NRE). The distribution of H4NRE

words over H4Nneg and H4Ncmn is 78:22. This
confirms the need for domain adaptation: many
general-domain common words are negative in the
financial domain.

We finally look at how dictionaries for negative,
litigious and uncertain overlap, separately for the
L&M, ADD and RE dictionaries. litlm and unclm

have considerable overlap with neglm (17% and
14%), but they do not overlap with each other.
The three ADD dictionaries – negADD, litADD and
uncADD – do not overlap at all. As for RE, 10%
of the words of uncRE are also in negRE, otherwise
there is no overlap between RE dictionaries. Com-
paring the original L&M dictionaries and the au-
tomatically adapted ADD and RE dictionaries, we
see that the three categories – negative, litigious
and uncertain – are more clearly distinguished af-
ter adaptation. L&M dictionaries overlap more,
ADD and RE dictionaries overlap less.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we automatically created sentiment
dictionaries for predicting financial outcomes. In
our experiments, we demonstrated that the au-
tomatically adapted sentiment dictionary H4NRE

outperforms the previous state of the art in pre-
dicting the financial outcomes excess return and
volatility. In particular, automatic adaptation per-
forms better than manual adaptation. Our quan-
titative and qualitative study provided insight into
the semantics of the dictionaries. We found that
annotation based on an expert’s a priori belief
about a word’s meaning can be incorrect – annota-
tion should be performed based on the word’s con-
texts in the target domain instead. In the future, we
plan to investigate whether there are changes over
time that significantly impact the linguistic charac-
teristics of the data, in the simplest case changes in
the meaning of a word. Another interesting topic
for future research is the comparison of domain
adaptation based on our domain-specific word em-
beddings vs. based on word embeddings trained
on much larger corpora.
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A Appendix

A.1 Excess return regression results for
multiple text variables

var coeff std coeff t R2

H4NRE -0.88** -0.264 -2.19 1.05
neglm 0.062 0.024 0.48
H4NRE -0.739** -0.221 -2.23 1.05
alllm -0.008 -0.008 -0.21
H4NRE -0.836** -0.25 -2.15 1.05
neg unclm 0.027 0.016 0.28
H4NRE -0.755** -0.226 -2.56 1.05
neg litlm -0.003 -0.004 -0.12

*p ≤ 0.05, **p ≤ 0.01, ***p ≤ 0.001

Table 10: This table shows results for regressions that
combine H4NRE with single-feature manual L&M lists.

var coeff std coeff t R2

neglm -0.202** -0.080 -2.56 1.02
negRE -0.37*** -0.111 -2.96 1.02
negADD -0.033 -0.0231 -1.03 1.00
neglm -0.0607 -0.0242 -0.38 1.02
negRE -0.274 -0.0822 -1.11
negRE -0.416*** -0.124 -2.85 1.02
negADD 0.0298 0.0208 0.80
neglm -0.0421 -0.0168 -0.27 1.02
negRE -0.346 -0.1037 -1.35
negADD 0.0277 0.0193 0.76

*p ≤ 0.05, **p ≤ 0.01, ***p ≤ 0.001

Table 11: This table shows results for regressions that
combine RE, ADD and L&M dictionaries for the neg-
ative category.

var coeff std coeff t R2

unclm -0.215* -0.064 -1.91 1.01
uncRE -0.377*** -0.075 -2.77 1.02
uncADD 0.0217 0.0065 0.21 1.00
unclm 0.209 0.0626 0.45 1.01
uncRE -0.668 -0.133 -1.05
uncRE -0.643*** -0.128 -3.14 1.03
uncADD 0.198 0.0594 1.42
unclm -0.233 -0.0699 -0.42 1.03
uncRE -0.368 -0.0736 -0.54
uncADD 0.234 0.0702 1.42

*p ≤ 0.05, **p ≤ 0.01, ***p ≤ 0.001

Table 12: This table shows results for regressions that
combine RE, ADD and L&M dictionaries for the un-
certain category.

var coeff std coeff t R2

litlm -0.0291 -0.026 -0.83 1.00
litRE -0.056 -0.028 -0.55 1.02
litADD -0.0195 -0.0156 -0.70 1.00
litlm -0.0759 -0.0683 -0.95 1.00
litRE 0.154 0.077 0.67
litRE -0.0261 -0.0130 -0.20 1.00
litADD -0.0136 -0.0108 -0.39
litlm -0.0753 -0.0677 -0.94 1.00
litRE 0.155 0.0775 0.66
litADD -0.00107 -0.0008 -0.03

*p ≤ 0.05, **p ≤ 0.01, ***p ≤ 0.001

Table 13: This table shows results for regressions that
combine RE, ADD and L&M dictionaries for the liti-
gious category.
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A.2 Volatility regression results for multiple
text variables

var coeff std coeff t R2

H4NRE 0.748*** 0.224 4.44 60.3
neglm -0.096* -0.038 -2.55
H4NRE 0.741*** 0.222 4.30 60.3
alllm -0.0438** -0.0481 -2.95
H4NRE 0.696*** 0.208 4.88 60.3
neg unclm -0.054 -0.032 -1.86
H4NRE 0.693*** 0.207 4.24 60.3
neg litlm -0.034** -0.037 -2.70

*p ≤ 0.05, **p ≤ 0.01, ***p ≤ 0.001

Table 14: This table shows results for regressions that
combine H4NRE with single-feature manual L&M lists.

var coeff std coeff t R2

neglm 0.118*** 0.0472 3.30 60.1
negRE 0.219*** 0.0657 3.57 60.1
negADD 0.032*** 0.0224 4.06 60.0
neglm 0.0014 0.0005 0.02 60.1
negRE 0.217* 0.065 1.96
negRE 0.233** 0.0699 2.96 60.1
negADD -0.0087 -0.006 -0.65
neglm 0.00069 0.0002 0.01 60.1
negRE 0.232* 0.0696 1.97
negADD -0.0087 -0.006 -0.66

*p ≤ 0.05, **p ≤ 0.01, ***p ≤ 0.001

Table 15: This table shows results for regressions that
combine RE, ADD and L&M dictionaries for the neg-
ative category.

var coeff std coeff t R2

unclm 0.119* 0.0356 2.25 60.0
uncRE 0.167* 0.0334 2.30 60.0
uncADD -0.013 -0.0039 -0.17 60.0
unclm 0.0432 0.012 0.28 60.0
uncRE 0.112 0.0224 0.53
uncRE 0.222*** 0.0444 3.48 60.1
uncADD -0.088 -0.0263 -1.09
unclm 0.151 0.0453 1.11 60.1
uncRE 0.0419 0.0083 0.20
uncADD -0.111 -0.0332 -1.41

*p ≤ 0.05, **p ≤ 0.01, ***p ≤ 0.001

Table 16: This table shows results for regressions that
combine RE, ADD and L&M dictionaries for the un-
certain category.

var coeff std coeff t R2

litlm -0.0081 -0.0073 -0.62 60.0
litRE 0.0080 0.004 0.20 60.0
litADD 0.028 0.0224 1.07 60.0
litlm -0.0635** -0.057 -2.93 60.0
litRE 0.181* 0.0905 2.46
litRE -0.362 -0.181 -0.91 60.0
litADD 0.041 0.0328 1.50
litlm -0.087*** -0.078 -3.65 60.1
litRE 0.174* 0.087 2.42
litADD 0.066* 0.0528 2.23

*p ≤ 0.05, **p ≤ 0.01, ***p ≤ 0.001

Table 17: This table shows results for regressions that
combine RE, ADD and L&M dictionaries for the liti-
gious category.
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Abstract
We propose two novel manipulation strategies
for increasing and decreasing the difficulty of
C-tests automatically. This is a crucial step
towards generating learner-adaptive exercises
for self-directed language learning and prepar-
ing language assessment tests. To reach the
desired difficulty level, we manipulate the size
and the distribution of gaps based on abso-
lute and relative gap difficulty predictions. We
evaluate our approach in corpus-based experi-
ments and in a user study with 60 participants.
We find that both strategies are able to generate
C-tests with the desired difficulty level.

1 Introduction

Learning languages is of utmost importance in an
international society and formulated as a major po-
litical goal by institutions such as the European
Council, who called for action to “teaching at least
two foreign languages” (EC, 2002, p. 20). But also
beyond Europe, there is a huge demand for lan-
guage learning worldwide due to increasing global-
ization, digital communication, and migration.

Among multiple different learning activities re-
quired for effective language learning, we study
one particular type of exercise in this paper: C-
tests are a special type of cloze test in which the
second half of every second word in a given text is
replaced by a gap (Klein-Braley and Raatz, 1982).
Figure 1 (a) shows an example. To provide context,
the first and last sentences of the text do not contain
any gaps. C-tests rely on the reduced redundancy
principle (Spolsky, 1969) arguing that a language
typically employs more linguistic information than
theoretically necessary to communicate unambigu-
ously. Proficient speakers intuitively understand an
utterance even if the level of redundancy is reduced
(e.g., when replacing a word’s suffix with a gap),
whereas learners typically rely on the redundant
signal to extrapolate the meaning of an utterance.

Besides general vocabulary knowledge, C-tests
require orthographic, morphologic, syntactic, and
semantic competencies (Chapelle, 1994) to cor-
rectly fill in all gaps, which make them a frequently
used tool for language assessment (e.g., placement
tests). Given that C-tests can be easily generated
automatically by introducing gaps into an arbitrary
text and that there is usually only a single correct
answer per gap given its context, C-tests are also
relevant for self-directed language learning and
massive open online courses (MOOC), where large-
scale personalized exercise generation is necessary.

A crucial question for such tasks is predicting
and manipulating the difficulty of a C-test. For
language assessment, it is important to generate
C-tests with a certain target difficulty to allow for
comparison across multiple assessments. For self-
directed language learning and MOOCs, it is impor-
tant to adapt the difficulty to the learner’s current
skill level, as an exercise should be neither too easy
nor too hard so as to maximize the learning ef-
fect and avoid boredom and frustration (Vygotsky,
1978). Automatic difficulty prediction of C-tests
is hard, even for humans, which is why there have
been many attempts to theoretically explain C-test
difficulty (e.g., Sigott, 1995) and to model features
used in machine learning systems for automatic
difficulty prediction (e.g., Beinborn et al., 2014).

While state-of-the-art systems produce good pre-
diction results compared to humans (Beinborn,
2016), there is yet no work on automatically ma-
nipulating the difficulty of C-tests. Instead, C-tests
are generated according to a fixed scheme and man-
ually post-edited by teachers, who might use the
predictions as guidance. But this procedure is ex-
tremely time-consuming for language assessment
and no option for large-scale self-directed learning.

In this paper, we propose and evaluate two strate-
gies for automatically changing the gaps of a C-test
in order to reach a given target difficulty. Our first
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Figure 1: C-tests with (a) standard gap scheme, (b) manipulated gap position, and (c) manipulated gap size

strategy varies the distribution of the gaps in the
underlying text and our second strategy learns to
decide to increase or decrease a gap in order to
make the test easier or more difficult. Our approach
breaks away from the previously fixed C-test cre-
ation scheme and explores new ways of motivating
learners by using texts they are interested in and
generating tests from them at the appropriate level
of difficulty. We evaluate our strategies both auto-
matically and in a user study with 60 participants.

2 Related Work

In language learning research, there is vast liter-
ature on cloze tests. For example, Taylor (1953)
studies the relation of cloze tests and readability. In
contrast to C-tests (Klein-Braley and Raatz, 1982),
cloze tests remove whole words to produce a gap
leading to more ambiguous solutions.

Chapelle and Abraham (1990) contrast four
types of cloze tests, including fixed-ratio cloze
tests replacing every ith word with a gap, rational
cloze tests that allow selecting the words to replace
according to the language trait that should be as-
sessed, multiple-choice tests, and C-tests. Similar
to our work, they conduct a user study and measure
the difficulty posed by the four test types. They
find that cloze tests replacing entire words with
a gap are more difficult than C-tests or multiple-
choice tests. In our work, we go beyond this by
not only varying between gaps spanning the entire
word (cloze test) or half of the word (C-test), but
also changing the size of the C-test gaps. Laufer
and Nation (1999) propose using C-tests to assess
vocabulary knowledge. To this end, they manually
construct C-tests with only a single gap, but use
larger gaps than half of the word’s letters. Our
work is different to these previous works, since
we test varying positions and sizes for C-test gaps
and, more importantly, we aim at manipulating
the difficulty of a C-test automatically by learning
to predict the difficulty of the gaps and how their
manipulation affects the difficulty.

Previous work on automatically controlling and
manipulating test difficulty has largely focused on
multiple-choice tests by generating appropriate dis-
tractors (i.e., incorrect solutions). Wojatzki et al.
(2016) avoid ambiguity of their generated distrac-
tors, Hill and Simha (2016) fit them to the context,
and Perez and Cuadros (2017) consider multiple
languages. Further work by Zesch and Melamud
(2014), Beinborn (2016), and Lee and Luo (2016)
employ word difficulty, lexical substitution, and
the learner’s answer history to control distractor
difficulty.

For C-tests, Kamimoto (1993) and Sigott (2006)
study features of hand-crafted tests that influence
the difficulty, and Beinborn et al. (2014) and Bein-
born (2016) propose an automatic approach to es-
timate C-test difficulty, which we use as a starting
point for our work.

Another related field of research in computer-
assisted language learning is readability assessment
and, subsequently, text simplification. There exists
ample research on predicting the reading difficulty
for various learner groups (Hancke et al., 2012;
Collins-Thompson, 2014; Pilán et al., 2014). A spe-
cific line of research focuses on reducing the read-
ing difficulty by text simplification (Chandrasekar
et al., 1996). By reducing complex texts or sen-
tences to simpler ones, more texts are made acces-
sible for less proficient learners. This is done either
on a word level by substituting difficult words with
easier ones (e.g., Kilgarriff et al., 2014) or on a
sentence level (Vajjala and Meurers, 2014). More
recent work also explores sequence-to-sequence
neural network architectures for this task (Nisioi
et al., 2017). Although the reading difficulty of a
text partly contributes to the overall exercise diffi-
culty of C-tests, there are many other factors with
a substantial influence (Sigott, 1995). In particu-
lar, we can generate many different C-tests from
the same text and thus reading difficulty and text
simplification alone are not sufficient to determine
and manipulate the difficulty of C-tests.
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Figure 2: Proposed system architecture

3 Task Overview

We define a C-test T = (u,w1, . . . , w2n, v,G) as a
tuple of left and right context u and v (typically one
sentence) enframing 2n words wi where n= |G| is
the number of gaps in the gap set G. In each gap
g=(i,`)∈ G, the last ` characters of word wi are
replaced by a blank for the learners to fill in. Klein-
Braley and Raatz (1982) propose the default gap
generation scheme DEF with G = {(2j, d |w2j |

2 e) |
1 ≤ j ≤ n} in order to trim the (larger) second
half of every second word. Single-letter words,
numerals, and punctuation are not counted as words
wi and thus never contain gaps. Figure 1 (a) shows
an example C-test generated with the DEF scheme.

A major limitation of DEF is that the difficulty
of a C-test is solely determined by the input text.
Most texts, however, yield a medium difficulty (cf.
section 6) and thus do not allow any adaptation
to beginners or advanced learners unless they are
manually postprocessed. In this paper, we there-
fore propose two strategies to manipulate the gap
set G in order to achieve a given target difficulty
τ ∈ [0, 1] ranging from small values for beginners
to high values for advanced learners. To estimate
the difficulty d(T ) = 1

|G|
∑
g∈G d(g) of a C-test T ,

we aggregate the predicted difficulty scores d(g) of
each gap. In section 4, we reproduce the system
by Beinborn (2016) modeling d(g) ≈ e(g) as the
estimated mean error rates e(g) per gap across mul-
tiple learners, and we conduct additional validation
experiments on a newly acquired dataset.

The core of our work is the manipulation of
the gap set G in order to minimize the difference
|d(T ) − τ | between the predicted test difficulty
d(T ) and the requested target difficulty τ . To this
end, we employ our difficulty prediction system for
validation and propose a new regression setup that
predicts the relative change of d(g) when manipu-
lating the size ` of a gap.

Figure 2 shows our system architecture: Based
on a text corpus, we generate C-tests for arbitrary
texts (e.g., according to the learner’s interests).

Then, we manipulate the difficulty of the generated
text by employing the difficulty prediction system
in order to reach the given target difficulty τ for a
learner (i.e., the estimated learner proficiency) to
provide neither too easy nor too hard tests.

4 C-Test Difficulty Prediction

Beinborn et al. (2014) and Beinborn (2016) re-
port state-of-the-art results for the C-test difficulty
prediction task. However, there is yet no open-
source implementation of their code and there is
little knowledge about the performance of newer
approaches. Therefore, we (1) conduct a reproduc-
tion study of Beinborn’s (2016) system, (2) evalu-
ate newer neural network architectures, and (3) val-
idate the results on a newly acquired dataset.

Reproduction study. We obtain the original soft-
ware and data from Beinborn (2016). This system
predicts the difficulty d(g) for each gap within a C-
test using a support vector machine (SVM; Vapnik,
1998) with 59 hand-crafted features. The proposed
features are motivated by four factors which are
deemed important for assessing the gap difficulty:
item dependency, candidate ambiguity, word dif-
ficulty, and text difficulty. We use the same data
(819 filled C-tests), metrics, and setup as Beinborn
(2016). That is, we perform leave-one-out cross
validation (LOOCV) and measure the Pearson cor-
relation ρ, the rooted mean squared error RMSE,
and the quadratic weighted kappa qwκ as reported
in the original work.

The left hand side of table 1 shows the results
of our reproduced SVM compared to the original
SVM results reported by Beinborn (2016). Even
though we reuse the same code as in their original
work, we observe small differences between our
reproduction and the previously reported scores.

We were able to trace these differences back to li-
braries and resources which have been updated and
thus changed over time. One example is Ubuntu’s
system dictionary, the American English dictionary
words (wamerican), on which the original system
relies. We experiment with different versions of
the dictionary between Ubuntu 14.04 (wamerican
v.7.1.1) and 18.04 (wamerican v.2018.04.16-1) and
observe differences of one or two percentage points.
As a best practice, we suggest to fix the versions of
all resources and avoid any system dependencies.

Neural architectures. We compare the system
with deep learning methods based on multi-layer
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Original data New data
Model ρ RMSE qwκ ρ RMSE qwκ

SVM (original) .50 .23 .44 – – –
SVM (reproduced) .49 .24 .47 .50 .21 .39
MLP .42 .25 .31 .41 .22 .25
BiLSTM .49 .24 .35 .39 .24 .27

Table 1: Results of the difficulty prediction approaches.
SVM (original) has been taken from Beinborn (2016)

perceptrons (MLP) and bi-directional long short-
term memory (BiLSTM) architectures, which are
able to capture non-linear feature dependencies.1

To cope for the non-deterministic behavior of
the neural networks, we repeat all experiments
ten times with different random weight initializa-
tions and report the averaged results (Reimers and
Gurevych, 2017). While the MLP is trained similar
as our reproduced SVM, the BiLSTM receives all
gaps of a C-test as sequential input. We hypoth-
esize that this sequence regression setup is better
suited to capture gaps interdependencies. As can
be seen from the table, the results of the neural
architectures are, however, consistently worse than
the SVM results. We analyze the RMSE on the train
and development sets and observe a low bias, but
a high variance. Thus, we conclude that although
neural architectures are able to perform well for
this task, they lack a sufficient amount of data to
generalize.

Experiments on new data. To validate the re-
sults and assess the robustness of the difficulty
prediction system, we have acquired a new C-test
dataset from our university’s language center. 803
participants of placement tests for English courses
solved five C-tests (from a pool of 53 different C-
tests) with 20 gaps each. Similar to the data used
by Beinborn (2016), we use the error rates e(g) for
each gap as the d(g) the methods should predict.

The right-hand side of table 1 shows the perfor-
mance of our SVM and the two neural methods.
The results indicate that the SVM setup is well-
suited for the difficulty prediction task and that it
successfully generalizes to new data.

Final model. We train our final SVM model on
all available data (i.e., the original and the new
data) and publish our source code and the trained
model on GitHub.2 Similar to Beinborn (2016), we

1Network parameters and a description of the tuning pro-
cess are provided in this paper’s appendix.

2https://github.com/UKPLab/
acl2019-ctest-difficulty-manipulation

Algorithm 1 Gap selection strategy (SEL)
1: procedure GAPSELECTION(T , τ )
2: GFULL ← {(i, d |wi|2

e | 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n}
3: GSEL ← ∅
4: while |GSEL| < n do
5: G≤τ ← {g ∈ GFULL | d(g) ≤ τ}
6: if |G≤τ | > 0 then
7: g∗ ← arg ming∈G≤τ |d(g)− τ |
8: GSEL ← GSEL ∪ {g∗}
9: GFULL ← GFULL \ {g∗}

10: G>τ ← {g ∈ GFULL | d(g) > τ}
11: if |G>τ | > 0 then
12: g∗ ← arg ming∈G>τ |d(g)− τ |
13: GSEL ← GSEL ∪ {g∗}
14: GFULL ← GFULL \ {g∗}
15: return GSEL

cannot openly publish our dataset due to copyright.

5 C-Test Difficulty Manipulation

Given a C-test T = (u,w1, . . . , w2n, v,G) and a
target difficulty τ , the goal of our manipulation
strategies is to find a gap set G such that d(T )
approximates τ . A naı̈ve way to achieve this goal
would be to generate C-tests for all texts in a large
corpus with the DEF scheme and use the one with
minimal |d(T )−τ |. However, most corpora tend to
yield texts of a limited difficulty range that only suit
a specific learner profile (cf. section 6). Another
drawback of the naı̈ve strategy is that it is difficult
to control for the topic of the underlying text and
in the worst case, the necessity to search through a
whole corpus for selecting a fitting C-test.

In contrast to the naı̈ve strategy, our proposed
manipulation strategies are designed to be used in
real time and manipulate any given C-test within 15
seconds at an acceptable quality.3 Both strategies
operate on a given text (e.g., on a topic a learner is
interested in) and manipulate its gap set G in order
to come close to the learner’s current language skill.
The first strategy varies the position of the gaps and
the second strategy learns to increase or decrease
the size of the gaps.

5.1 Gap Selection Strategy

The default C-test generation scheme DEF creates
a gap in every second word w2j , 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
The core idea of our first manipulation strategy
SEL is to distribute the n gaps differently among
the all 2n words in order to create gaps for eas-
ier or harder words than in the default generation
scheme. Therefore, we use the difficulty predic-

(licensed under the Apache License 2.0).
3On an Intel-i5 with 4 CPUs and 16 GB RAM.
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tion system to predict d(g) for any possible gap
g ∈ GFULL = {(i, d |wi|2 e) | 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n} (i.e.,
assuming a gap in all words rather than in every
second word). Then, we alternate between adding
gaps to the resultingGSEL that are easier and harder
than the preferred target difficulty τ , starting with
those having a minimal difference |d(g)− τ |.

Algorithm 1 shows this procedure in pseudocode
and figure 1 shows a C-test whose difficulty has
been increased with this strategy. Note that it has
selected gaps at corresponding rather than with,
and soothsayers rather than the. Our proposed al-
gorithm is optimized for runtime. An exhaustive
search would require testing

(2n
n

)
combinations if

the number of gaps is constant. For n= 20, this
yields 137 billion combinations. While more ad-
vanced optimization methods might find better gap
selections, we show in section 6 that our strategy
achieves good results.

5.2 Gap Size Strategy

Our second manipulation strategy SIZE changes
the size of the gaps based on a pre-defined gap set.
Increasing a gap g=(i, `) by one or more charac-
ters, yielding g′=(i, `+ k) increases its difficulty
(i.e., d(g′)≥ d(g)), while smaller gaps make the
gap easier. We identify a major challenge in esti-
mating the effect of increasing or decreasing the
gap size on the gap difficulty. Although d(g′) could
be estimated using the full difficulty prediction sys-
tem, the search space is even larger than for the
gap selection strategy, since each of the n gaps has
|wi|−2 possible gap sizes to test. For n = 20 and
an average word length of six, this amounts to one
trillion possible combinations.

We therefore propose a new approach to pre-
dict the relative difficulty change of a gap g =
(i, `) when increasing the gap size by one letter
∆inc(g) ≈ d(g′)− d(g), g′ = (i, `+ 1) and corre-
spondingly when decreasing the gap size by one
letter ∆dec(g) ≈ d(g)−d(g′), g′ = (i, `−1). The
notion of relative difficulty change enables gap size
manipulation in real time, since we do not have
to invoke the full difficulty prediction system for
all combinations. Instead, we can incrementally
predict the effect of changing a single gap.

To predict ∆inc and ∆dec, we train two SVMs on
all gap size combinations of 120 random texts from
the Brown corpus (Francis, 1965) using the fol-
lowing features: predicted absolute gap difficulty,
word length, new gap size, modified character, a

Algorithm 2 Gap size strategy (SIZE)
1: procedure INCREASEDIFFICULTY(T , τ )
2: GSIZE ← GDEF

3: D ← d(T )
4: while D < τ do
5: g∗ = (i, `)← arg maxg∈GSIZE ∆inc(g)
6: `← `+ 1
7: D ← D + ∆inc(g)
8: return GSIZE

binary indicator if the gap is at a th sound, and loga-
rithmic difference of alternative solutions capturing
the degree of ambiguity with varying gap size.

With a final set of only six features, our new
models are able to approximate the relative diffi-
culty change very well deviating from the original
system’s prediction only by 0.06 RMSE for ∆inc

and 0.13 RMSE for ∆dec. The predictions of both
models highly correlate with the predictions achiev-
ing a Pearson’s ρ of over 0.8. Besides achieving
a much faster average runtime of 0.056 seconds
for the relative model vs. 11 seconds for the full
prediction of a single change, we can invoke the
relative model iteratively to estimate d(T ) for mul-
tiple changes of the gap size more efficiently.

The final manipulation strategy then requires
just a single call of the full prediction system. If
d(T )<τ , we incrementally increase the gap sizes
to make T more difficult and, vice-versa, decrease
the gap sizes if d(T ) > τ . In each iteration, we
modify the gap with the highest relative difficulty
change in order to approach the given target diffi-
culty τ as quickly as possible. Algorithm 2 shows
pseudocode for creating Gsize with increased dif-
ficulty (i.e., d(T ) < τ ) based on the default gap
scheme DEF. The procedure for d(T )> τ works
analogously, but using ∆dec and decreasing the gap
size. Figure 1 (c) shows a much easier version of
the example C-test, in which a learner often only
has to complete the last one or two letters.

6 Evaluation of the Manipulation System

To evaluate our C-test manipulation strategies, we
first test their ability to cover a higher range of tar-
get difficulties than the default generation scheme
and then measure how well they meet the de-
sired target difficulty for texts from different do-
mains. We conduct our experiments on 1,000 ran-
domly chosen paragraphs for each of the Gutenberg
(Lahiri, 2014), Reuters (Lewis et al., 2004), and
Brown (Francis, 1965) corpora. We conduct our
experiments on English, but our strategies can be
adapted to many related languages.
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Figure 3: Difficulty distribution of exercises generated
with DEF, SEL, and SIZE for extreme τ values

Difficulty range. The black  -marked line of
figure 3 shows the distribution of d(T ) based on
our difficulty prediction system when creating a
C-test with the default generation scheme DEF for
all our samples of the Brown corpus. The vast
majority of C-tests range between 0.15 and 0.30
with a predominant peak at 0.22.

To assess the maximal difficulty range our strate-
gies can achieve, we generate C-tests with maximal
(τ = 1) and minimal target difficulty (τ = 0) for
both strategies S ∈ {SEL, SIZE}, which are also
shown in figure 3 as (S, τ). Both strategies are able
to clearly increase and decrease the test difficulty
in the correct direction and they succeed in substan-
tially increasing the total difficulty range beyond
DEF. While SEL is able to reach lower difficulty
ranges, it has bigger issues with generating very
difficult tests. This is due to its limitation to the
fixed gap sizes, whereas SIZE can in some cases
create large gaps that are ambiguous or even un-
solvable. Since SIZE is, however, limited to the 20
predefined gaps, it shows a higher variance. Espe-
cially short gaps such as is and it cannot be made
more difficult. Combining the two strategies is thus
a logical next step for future work, building upon
our findings for both strategies. We make similar
observations on the Reuters and Gutenberg corpora
and provide the respective figures in the appendix.

Manipulation quality. We finally evaluate how
well each strategy S reaches a given target diffi-
culty. That is, we sample a random corpus text
and τ , create the C-test using strategy S, predict
the test difficulty d(T ) and measure its difference
to τ using RMSE. Table 2 shows the results for
our three corpora. Throughout all three corpora,
both manipulation strategies perform well. SEL

consistently outperforms SIZE, which matches our
observations from the previous experiment. Mind
that these results depend on the quality of the au-

Strategy Brown Reuters Gutenberg

SEL .11 .12 .10
SIZE .13 .15 .12

Table 2: RMSE for both strategies on each corpora with
randomly sampled target difficulties τ

tomatic difficulty predictions, which is why we
conduct a user-based evaluation in the next section.

7 User-based Evaluation

Hypothesis. To evaluate the effectiveness of our
manipulation strategies in a real setting, we con-
duct a user study and analyze the difficulty of the
manipulated and unmanipulated C-tests. We inves-
tigate the following hypothesis: When increasing
a test’s difficulty using strategy S, the participants
will make more errors and judge the test harder
than a default C-test and, vice versa, when decreas-
ing a test’s difficulty using S, the participants will
make less errors and judge the test easier.

Experimental design. We select four different
English texts from the Brown corpus and shorten
them to about 100 words with keeping their para-
graph structure intact. None of the four texts is par-
ticularly easy to read with an average grade level
above 12 and a Flesh reading ease score ranging
between 25 (very difficult) to 56 (fairly difficult).
In the supplementary material, we provide results
of an automated readability analysis using standard
metrics. From the four texts, we then generate the
C-tests Ti, 1 ≤ i ≤ 4 using the default genera-
tion scheme DEF. All tests contain exactly n = 20
gaps and their predicted difficulties d(Ti) are in a
mid range between 0.24 and 0.28. T1 remains un-
changed in all test conditions and is used to allow
the participants to familiarize with the task. For
the remaining three texts, we generate an easier
variant TS,deci with target difficulty τ = 0.1 and a
harder variant TS,inci with τ = 0.5 for both strate-
gies S ∈ {SEL, SIZE}.

From these tests, we create 12 sequences of four
C-tests that we give to the participants. Each par-
ticipant receives T1 first to familiarize with the
task. Then, they receive one easy TS,deci , one de-
fault Ti, and one hard TS,inci C-test for the same
strategy S based on the texts i ∈ {2, 3, 4} in ran-
dom order without duplicates (e.g., the sequence
T1 T

SEL,dec
2 T3 T

SEL,inc
4 ). Having finished a C-test,

we ask them to judge the difficulty of this test on a
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five-point Likert scale ranging from too easy to too
hard. After solving the last test, we additionally
collect a ranking of all four tests by their difficulty.

Data collection. We collect the data from our
participants with a self-implemented web interface
for solving C-tests. We create randomized creden-
tials linked to a unique ID for each participant and
obfuscate their order, such that we can distinguish
them but cannot trace back their identity and thus
avoid collecting any personal information. Addi-
tionally, we ask each participant for their consent
on publishing the collected data. For experiments
with a similar setup and task, we obtained the ap-
proval of the university’s ethics commission. After
login, the participants receive instructions and pro-
vide a self-assessment of their English proficiency
and their time spent on language learning. The
participants then solve the four successive C-tests
without knowing the test difficulty or the manipula-
tion strategy applied. They are instructed to spend
a maximum of five minutes per C-test to avoid time-
based effects and to prevent them from consulting
external resources, which would bias the results.

Participants. A total of 60 participants com-
pleted the study. We uniformly distributed the 12
test sequences (six per strategy), such that we have
30 easy, 30 default, and 30 hard C-test results for
each manipulation strategy. No participant is na-
tive in English, 17 are taking language courses, and
57 have higher education or are currently univer-
sity students. The frequency of their use of English
varies, as we found a similar number of participants
using English daily, weekly, monthly, and (almost)
never in practice. An analysis of the questionnaire
is provided in the paper’s appendix.

Hypothesis testing. We evaluate our hypothesis
along three dimensions: (1) the actual error rate of
the participants, (2) the perceived difficulty after
each individual C-test (Likert feedback), and (3)
the participants’ final difficulty ranking. While the
latter forces the participants to provide an explicit
ranking, the former allows them to rate C-tests
equally difficult. We conduct significance testing
at the Bonferroni-corrected α = 0.05

2 = 0.025 for
each dimension using one-tailed t-tests for the con-
tinuous error rates and one-tailed Mann–Whitney
U tests for the ordinal-scaled perceived difficulties
and rankings. Figure 4 shows notched boxplots of
our results.

To test our hypothesis, we first formulate a null

easy (dec) default hard (inc)
SEL SIZE DEF SEL SIZE

T1 – – .30 – –
T2 .17∗ .11∗ .34 .66∗ .44∗

T3 .16∗ .10∗ .27 .52∗ .43∗

T4 .28 .09∗ .30 .43∗ .45∗

Average .20∗ .10∗ .30 .53∗ .44∗

Table 3: Mean error rates e(T ) per text and strategy.
Results marked with ∗ deviate significantly from DEF

hypothesis that (a) the mean error rate, (b) the me-
dian perceived difficulty (Likert feedback), and (c)
the median rank of the manipulated tests equal the
default tests. While the participants have an aver-
age error rate of 0.3 on default C-tests, the TS,deci

tests are significantly easier with an average error
rate of 0.15 (t = 7.49, p < 10−5) and the TS,inci

tests are significantly harder with an average error
rate of 0.49 (t = −7.83, p < 10−5), so we can
safely reject the null hypothesis for error rates.

Table 3 shows the error rates per C-test and strat-
egy. Both SEL and SIZE are overall able to sig-
nificantly (p < 0.025) increase and decrease the
test’s difficulty over DEF, and with the exception of
T SEL,dec
4 , the effect is also statistically significant

for all individual text and strategy pairs. Figure 5
shows the 30 participants per strategy on the x-axis
and their error rates in their second to fourth C-test
on the y-axis. C-tests, for which we increased the
difficulty (S, inc), yield more errors than C-tests
with decreased difficulty (S,dec) in all cases. The
easier tests also yield less errors than the test with
the default scheme DEF in most cases. While hard
tests often have a much higher error rate than DEF,
we find some exceptions, in which the participant’s
error rate is close or even below the DEF error rate.

Regarding the perceived difficulty, we find that
the participants judge the manipulated C-tests with
lower d(T ) as easier on both the Likert scale (z =
6.16, p < 10−5) and in the rankings (z = 6.59,
p < 10−5) based on the Mann-Whitney-U test.
The same is true for C-tests that have been manipu-
lated to a higher difficulty level, which the partici-
pant judge harder (z = −4.57, p < 10−5) and rank
higher (z = −3.86, p < 6 · 10−5). We therefore
reject the null hypotheses for the Likert feedback
and the rankings and conclude that both strategies
can effectively manipulate a C-test’s difficulty.

Manipulation quality. We further investigate if
the strategies yield different difficulty levels. There-
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Figure 5: Error rates per participant and strategy

SEL DEF SIZE
τ .10 .50 – .10 .50

RMSE(e, d) .10 .13 .04 .09 .11
RMSE(e, τ) .12 .10 – .01 .06

Table 4: RMSE between the actual difficulty e(T ) and
predicted difficulty d(T ) as well as target difficulty τ .

fore, we use two-tailed significance testing between
SEL and SIZE for all three dimensions. We find that
SIZE yields significantly easier C-tests than SEL in
terms of error rates (p = 0.0014) and Likert feed-
back (p = 6 · 10−5), and observe p = 0.0394 for
the rankings. For increasing the difficulty, we, how-
ever, do not find significant differences between the
two strategies. Since both strategies successfully
modify the difficulty individually, this motivates
research on combined strategies in the future.

We furthermore investigate how well our strate-
gies perform in creating C-tests with the given tar-
get difficulty τ . Table 4 shows the RMSE for e(T )
and d(T ) as well as for e(T ) and τ for both strate-
gies. As expected, our difficulty prediction sys-
tem works best for C-tests generated with DEF as
they use the same scheme as C-tests in the train-
ing data. Though slightly worse than for DEF, we
still find very low RMSE scores for manipulated C-
tests. This is especially good when considering that
the system’s performance on our newly acquired
dataset yields and RMSE of 0.21 (cf. section 6).
Computing the RMSE with respect to our chosen
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target difficulties τ yields equally good results for
SEL and exceptionally good results for SIZE. Fig-
ure 6 displays d(T ) in comparison to e(T ) for each
individual text and strategy. With the exception of
T SEL,inc
2 and T SEL,dec

4 , all predictions are close to
the optimum (i.e., the diagonal) and also close to
the desired target difficulty τ .

In a more detailed analysis, we find two main
sources of problems demanding further investiga-
tion: First, the difficulty prediction quality when
deviating from DEF and second, the increasing am-
biguity in harder C-tests. However, it underesti-
mates the d(T ) = 0.11 for T SEL,dec

4 (the same text
used in figure 1), for which we found an actual
error rate of 0.28. This is due to chains of four
successive gaps, such as:

gap g i wh w a
solution is what we are
d(g) 0.17 0.22 0.23 0.19
e(g) 0.70 0.40 0.10 0.20

As the prediction system has been trained only on
DEF-generated C-tests, it underestimates d(g) for
cases with limited context. It will be interesting for
future work to focus on modeling gap interdepen-
dencies in C-tests deviating from DEF.

Another issue we observe is that the gap size
strategy might increase the ambiguity of the C-test.
In the standard scheme, there is in most cases only
a single correct answer per gap. In T SIZE,inc

2 , how-
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ever, the SIZE strategy increased the gap of the
word professional to its maximal length yielding
p . One participant answered popularis-
ing for this gap, which also fits the given context.
We carefully checked our datasetfor other ambi-
guity, but only found one additional case: In T4,
instead of the word close, 13 participants out of 30
used clear as a modifier of correspondence, which
both produce meaningful contexts. Given that this
case is already ambiguous in the DEF scheme yield-
ing the gap cl , we conclude that the issue is
not severe, but that the difficulty prediction system
should be improved to better capture ambiguous
cases; for example, by introducing collocational
features weighted by their distribution within a cor-
pus into ∆inc and ∆dec.

8 Conclusion

In this work, we proposed two novel strategies for
automatically manipulating the difficulty of C-test
exercises. Our first strategy selects which words
should be turned into a gap, and the second strat-
egy learns to increase or decrease the size of the
gaps. Both strategies automatically predict the dif-
ficulty of a test to make informed decisions. To
this end, we reproduced previous results, compared
them to neural architectures, and tested them on a
newly acquired dataset. We evaluate our difficulty
manipulation pipeline in a corpus-based study and
with real users. We show that both strategies can
effectively manipulate the C-test difficulty, as both
the participants’ error rates and their perceived dif-
ficulty yield statistically significant effects. Both
strategies reach close to the desired difficulty level.

Our error analysis points out important direc-
tions for future work on detecting ambiguous gaps
and modeling gap interdependencies for C-tests
deviating from the default generation scheme. An
important observation is that manipulating the gaps’
size and position does not only influence the C-test
difficulty, but also addresses different competen-
cies (e.g., requires more vocabulary knowledge or
more grammatical knowledge). Future manipu-
lation strategies that take the competencies into
account have the potential to train particular skills
and to better control the competencies required for
a placement test. Another strand of research will be
combining both strategies and deploying the manip-
ulation strategies in a large scale testing platform
that allows the system to adapt to an individual
learner over time. A core advantage of our ma-

nipulation strategies is that we can work with any
given text and thus provide C-tests that do not only
have the desired difficulty, but also integrate the
learner’s interest or the current topic of a language
course.
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Abstract

Text classification aims at mapping documents
into a set of predefined categories. Super-
vised machine learning models have shown
great success in this area but they require a
large number of labeled documents to reach
adequate accuracy. This is particularly true
when the number of target categories is in
the tens or the hundreds. In this work, we
explore an unsupervised approach to classify
documents into categories simply described by
a label. The proposed method is inspired by
the way a human proceeds in this situation: It
draws on textual similarity between the most
relevant words in each document and a dic-
tionary of keywords for each category reflect-
ing its semantics and lexical field. The nov-
elty of our method hinges on the enrichment
of the category labels through a combination
of human expertise and language models, both
generic and domain specific. Our experiments
on 5 standard corpora show that the proposed
method increases F1-score over relying solely
on human expertise and can also be on par with
simple supervised approaches. It thus provides
a practical alternative to situations where low-
cost text categorization is needed, as we illus-
trate with our application to operational risk
incidents classification.

1 Introduction

Document classification is a standard task in ma-
chine learning (Joachims, 1999; Sebastiani, 2002).
Its applications span a variety of ”use cases and
contexts, e.g., email filtering, news article clus-
tering, clinical document classification, expert-
question matching”. The standard process for
text categorization relies on supervised and semi-
supervised approaches.

The motivation for the present effort comes
from the banking sector, in particular the manage-
ment of operational risks. This category of risks

corresponds to the broad set of incidents that are
neither credit nor market risk and includes issues
related to internal and external fraud, cybersecu-
rity, damages on physical assets, natural disasters,
etc. The practical management of operational risk
is partially based on the management of a dataset
of historical operational risk incidents where each
incident is described in details and that is shared
on a regular basis with regulators.

Historically, all incident reports have been
mapped to about twenty categories of risk issued
from the regulator. However, from an operational
perspective, a higher number of risk categories is
relevant to better capture the nuances around the
incidents and enable relevant comparisons. This
led to the creation of a new internal risk taxon-
omy of risk composed of 264 categories, each de-
scribed by a label (a few words). To make it op-
erational, the stock of all internal and external in-
cident reports had to be classified into categories
from the new internal taxonomy. However, since
it had never been used before, we had no labeled
samples readily available. As hundreds of thou-
sands of incidents had to be processed, text classi-
fication seemed a promising approach to assist in
that mapping task. Indeed, given the specificity of
the domain and the lack of availability of experts,
it was not conceivable to obtain many labeled ex-
amples for each category as would be required for
supervised approaches.

This is the issue addressed in this paper where
describe our work towards an unsupervised ap-
proach to classify documents into a set of cate-
gories described by a short sentence (label). While
the inspiration of this paper is the classification of
incident reports in operational risk, our approach
aims to be readily transferable to other domains.
For that purpose, we tested it on standard text clas-
sification corpora.

The underlying idea is altogether simple. We
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emulate the approach that a domain expert would
follow to manually assign an input document (in-
cident report, client review, news article, etc.) to
a given category. Specifically this entails devel-
oping an understanding of the categories seman-
tic fields and then, for each document, to clas-
sify it into the closest category. The novelty of
our method hinges on the diversity of enrichment
techniques of the categories label, including expert
input that assists the semantic expansion and the
use of word embeddings, both generic and domain
specific.

The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows. In Section 2, we provide an overview of the
relevant literature. Section 3 contains a detailed
description of our approach. Sections 4 and 5 de-
scribe the results of its application to standard cor-
pora and operational risks incidents respectively.
We conclude in Section 6.

2 Related Work

In this review of relevant work, we focus predom-
inantly on techniques that have been proposed to
overcome the requirement of having a large num-
ber of annotated data for standard text classifi-
cation techniques. Overall, the majority of ap-
proaches focus on generating labeled examples
without full manual annotation.

Those include semi-supervised techniques that
seek to leverage a small set of labeled documents
to derive labels for the remainder of the cor-
pus. For instance, Nigam et al. (2000) propose to
follow the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algo-
rithm by iteratively using the set of labeled data to
obtain probabilistically-weighted class labels for
each unlabeled document and then training a clas-
sifier on the complete corpus based on those anno-
tations. This process is repeated until convergence
of the log likelihood of the parameters given ob-
served data. Other approaches attempt to automat-
ically derive labels without any starting set of an-
notations. For instance, Turney (2002) classifies
a review as recommended or not recommended
by computing the pointwise mutual information
of the words in the review with a positive refer-
ence word (excellent) and with a negative refer-
ence word (poor) using search engine results as
a proxy for a reference corpus. Another exam-
ple is Ko and Seo (2000) who leverage an initial
set of manually provided keywords for each tar-
get category to derive labels. Based on those key-

words, they look for representative sentences in
the corpus to support label assignment. Finally,
Yang et al. (2013) make use of wikipedia as back-
ground knowledge to assemble representative set
of words for each category label via topic model-
ing and use them to annotate the unlabeled doc-
uments. In a similar way, Miller et al. (2016)
represent each target category as a TF-IDF (term-
frequency/inverse document frequency) vector ob-
tained from Wikipedia and then use this cate-
gory representation as an informed prior to Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), an unsupervised algo-
rithm that finds the topics that best satisfy the data
given the priors. The occurrence of these topics in
a document can be used as a noisy label for that
document.

Our approach differs in spirit in the sense that
our objective is not to construct surrogate labels
so that we can apply a machine learning classifier
to our unlabeled data. By contrast, we opted for a
fully unsupervised method which hinges on com-
puting a similarity metric between documents and
target categories. To that end, a richer represen-
tation of category labels is derived. The method
that were proposed by Yang et al. (2013); Miller
et al. (2016) could be adapted to align with our
perspective (by removing the classification step).
Other examples of unsupervised approach include
Rao et al. (2006) which defined the label of docu-
ments based on a k-means word clustering. They
select a set of representative words from each clus-
ter as a label and derive a set of candidate labels.
An input document vector is then assigned to the
label vector that maximizes the norm of the dot-
product. While this approach performs well when
there are no categories specified as input, e.g., so-
cial listening, trend monitoring, topic modeling,
it is less likely to do so with a set of predefined
target categories where it is difficult to steer word
clusters to categories of interest and, critically, to
ensure the full coverage of target categories (new
internal taxonomy of risk in our practical case).

Finally, our method makes use of word embed-
dings as a mean to enrich category label via se-
mantic expansion. As far as we know, word em-
beddings have been used to improve text classifi-
cation performance through their application as a
document representation technique. In Liu et al.
(2018), the authors show that task oriented em-
beddings, which penalise outputs where the rep-
resentative words of a category are close to the
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representative words of another category, outper-
form general domain embeddings. As we do not
have any labeled data, this approach is not directly
relevant to our problem setting.

3 Method

Our approach for unsupervised text classification
is based on the choice to model the task as a
text similarity problem between two sets of words:
One containing the most relevant words in the doc-
ument and another containing keywords derived
from the label of the target category. While the
key advantage of this approach is its simplicity, its
success hinges on the good definition of a dictio-
nary of words for each category.

Figure 1: Overview of our Method

Figure 1 provides an overview of the main steps
included in our method. On the document side,
we simply perform standard cleaning steps. On
the category labels side, besides the same initial
processing, we implement a series of enrichment
steps so as to iteratively expand label dictionar-
ies. Before proceeding to the comparison of doc-
uments and labels via a similarity metric, we have
added a consolidation step which considers all ex-
panded label dictionaries and makes adjustments
so that they are as discriminating as possible. We
compare documents and labels by computing a
similarity metric between cleaned documents and
dictionaries. We provide further details into each
of these main steps in the following subsections.
In terms of notation, we refer to the unlabeled cor-
pus as C, its vocabulary as V and and assume that
we have M text categories to which documents in
C need to be mapped.

3.1 Cleaning Steps

Cleaning of either documents or category labels is
done as follows: After tokenization, we start by re-
placing a list of common abbreviations, e.g., Mgt,
Mngt, IT, ATM provided by business with their as-
sociated expansions. Similarly we spell out nega-
tive contractions. We then remove uninformative
tokens including (i) isolated and special characters
such as i, a, o, op, @, *, (ii) punctuation (iii) stop-
words (based on stopword lists from NLTK’s list
of english stopwords, scikit-learn version 0.18.2,
spaCy version 1.8.2) (iv) common words across
documents such as risky, dangerous, based on the
highest Term Frequency (top 3 %) (v) uncommon
words, i.e., top 3 % in terms of Inverse Term Fre-
quency (vi) specific tokens such as dates, nation-
alities, countries, regions, bank names. For in-
stance, to extract dates, we use both regular ex-
pression and fuzzy matching to identify all sorts
of date-like strings (e.g., February can also be
written as Feb or Febr). Regarding nationalities
and bank names, we combined different lists com-
ing from Wikipedia, business experts and fuzzy
matching (e.g., BNP Paribas could be found as
BNP, BNPParibas, BNP Securities, BNP Trading,
BNP Group, etc.). As the taxonomy is designed
to be universal, such tokens are not relevant to the
text classification task and are thus removed.

To give a concrete example, the following snip-
pet of operational incident “On 18 June 2013
the US Commodity Futures Trading Commission
(CFTC) fined ABN AMRO Clearing Chicago USD
1 million (EUR 748,000) for failing to segregate
or secure sufficient customer funds, failing to meet
the minimum net capital requirements, failing to
maintain accurate books and records, and fail-
ing to supervise its employees...” would have
been transformed into “fine fail segreg secur suf-
fici custom fund fail meet minimum net capit re-
quir fail maintain accur book record fail supervis
employe..”

3.2 Enrichment

As mentioned previously, once we have clean la-
bels, we make a series of enrichment steps.

First, we make use of Expert Knowledge, i.e.,
a human expert is asked to provide 3 to 5 addi-
tional words for each label. While this constitutes
a small amount of manual effort, there are multiple
ways to approximate this task without human in-
tervention, for example, by querying Wikipedia or
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the web with the category name and performing
token counts over retrieved entries. Before pro-
ceeding to the next enrichment step, we also add
to the label dictionaries all the spelling variants
of the expert-provided words that can be found in
the document corpus. We also remove any word
whose stem is not in the document corpus.

Second, we leverage WordNet (Fellbaum,
1998) to obtain knowledge-based synonyms. For
every word obtained in the previous step, we add
to the label dictionary all the associated synonym
sets (English nouns, verbs, and adjectives). Again,
once this step is completed, we remove all words
where the stem is not in the vocabulary V.

Third, we bootstrap the label dictionary ob-
tained upon this point by making use of represen-
tative documents. A representative sentence for
a given category is defined by Ko and Seo (2000)
as a sentence in the document corpus that contains
manually pre-defined keywords of the category in
its content words. In this work, we extend this def-
inition to apply to documents instead of sentences
and to include all categories’ keywords obtained
at this stage. Therefore we calculate a similarity
score between each pair of input document - cate-
gory label keywords using cosine distance and La-
tent Semantic Analysis. The text similarity met-
ric will be details in section 3.4. For this step,
we use an empirically identified similarity thresh-
old (70%). Then, for each identified representative
document, we add all its words to the label dictio-
nary.

Finally, we make use of word embeddings
(Bengio et al., 2003; Mikolov et al., 2013a,b) to
further capture semantically similar words to the
ones belonging to each label dictionary. We first
proceed with pre-trained models which enable to
identify semantically similar words used in the
general domain. In our case, we used Glove1 (Pen-
nington et al., 2014), The model is pre-trained on a
corpus using Wikipedia2014 and Gigaword5, with
a 330 vocabulary of the top 400,000 most frequent
words and a context window size of 10.

Furthermore, we also seek to obtain similar
words as used in the specific domain of the corpus.
Since the neighbors of each keyword are semanti-
cally related in embedding space (Mikolov et al.,
2013b), we train a Word2Vec model, trained on
all input documents cleaned then joined together.
In this work, we tested its two main architectures:

1https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/

Continous Bag of words (CBOW) that predicts a
word based on its context defined by a sliding win-
dow of words and Skip-Gram (SG) which predicts
the context given the target word. Experimental
settings will be detailed in section 4.3.

3.3 Consolidation

Once all labels have been associated with dictio-
naries, we perform a final step in order to re-
duce keyword overlap among all dictionaries. In
essence, we favor words that are representative
(salient) for the category in the sense that they
have the ability to distinguish the category label
from the other categories.

We adapt the Function-aware Component
(FAC) originally used in supervised document
classification (Liu et al., 2018).

FAC(w, c) =

TF (w, c)− 1
M

∑
1≤k≤M TF (w, k)

var(TF−c(w))
(1)

where TF−c(w) is the collection of term fre-
quencies except the c-th category and var() is the
variance.

The consolidation step consists in computing
the above metric for every word in the label dictio-
naries and to filter out those whose associated met-
ric is below a given threshold. This latter threshold
depends on two main constraints: The maximum
number of categories that contain a given word and
the minimum word frequency in the label dictio-
naries. Regarding the first constraint, in our prac-
tical case of operational risk taxonomy, we have
264 target categories that could be grouped into
16 broad categories: cyber-security, fraud, compli-
ance, human resources, etc. Thresholds are deter-
mined so as to tolerate overlap within each broad
category and to minimize it outside. More gener-
ally, we start by identifying the maximum number
of semantically similar categories, i.e., where we
would expect some overlap and we set the thresh-
old consequently. By construction, keywords in a
given dictionary occur at least one time. We de-
cided not to set an additional constraint on word
frequency per category label so as to keep highly
specific words with a low frequency, generally
captured by the Word2vec model trained on the
input corpus.
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3.4 Text Similarity Metric

Once documents and labels have been processed
as described previously, we assign a label to a doc-
ument by identifying the label to which it is most
similar. Our evaluation of similarity is based on
Latent Semantic Analysis (to avoid the pitfalls of
literal term matching) and cosine similarity on the
output LSA vectors. Before applying LSA, we
start by stemming all the words using Porter stem-
mer.

We feel that similarities between documents and
labels can be more reliably estimated in the re-
duced latent space representation than in the origi-
nal representation. The rationale is that documents
which share frequently co-occurring terms will
have a similar representation in the latent space,
even if they have no terms in common. LSA thus
performs some sort of noise reduction and has the
potential benefit to detect synonyms as well as
words that refer to the same topic.

4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets

In order to evaluate our approach, we conduct ex-
periments on five standard text classification cor-
pora, described listed in Table 1. As we use an
unsupervised approach for text classification, we
make use of the whole corpus of each dataset by
aggregating training and test sets.

Datasets #Documents #Classes
20NewsGroup 18,846 20
AG’s Corpus 126,764 4
Yahoo-Answers 1,460,000 10
5AbstractsGroup 7,497 5
Google-Snippets 10,059 8

Table 1: Statistics of the five mainstream datasets for
text classification.

We describe each corpus briefly: (1) The
20NewsGroup2 dataset consists of 18,846
news articles divided almost evenly among
20 different UseNet discussion groups.
Some of the newsgroups are closely re-
lated (e.g., comp.sys.ibm.pc.hardware and
comp.sys.mac.hardware). While each document
may discuss multiple topics, it needs to be as-
signed to a single category. (2) The AG’s Corpus

2http://qwone.com/ jason/20Newsgroups/

of news articles3 is a collection of more than
1 million news articles. We used the version
created by Zhang et al. (2015) who selected 4
largest classes from AG news corpus on the web
with each instance containing class index, title
and description fields. (3) The Yahoo-Answers4

corpus contains 4,483,032 questions and their cor-
responding answers from Yahoo! Answers service
as of 10/25/2007. We used the version constructed
by Zhang et al. (2015) using 10 largest main
categories and the best answer content from all
the answers. (4) The 5AbstractsGroup5 dataset
is a collection of academic papers from five
different domains collected from Web of Science
namely, business, artificial intelligence, sociology,
transport and law. We extracted the abstract
and title fields of each paper as a document. (5)
The Google-Snippets6 dataset contains the web
search results related to 8 different domains such
as business, computers and engineering.

4.2 Configurations and Baseline Methods

We apply multiple variants of our method to each
of the above corpora. Note first that using repre-
sentative documents (Section 3.2) to enrich label
dictionaries is suitable for categories whose labels
take the form of a structured sentence containing
more than 10 words before cleaning. In the appli-
cation to operational risk incidents (Section 5), it
allowed to enrich 13% of dictionaries. In the stan-
dard text classification datasets used in our exper-
iments, category labels contain less than 5 words
so representative documents were not relevant in
the enrichment process. Thus none of the configu-
rations discussed in this section include this step.

Overall, in addition to the full pipeline, which
we refer to as all keywords, we also investigated
whether semantic expansion solely through word
embeddings could improve performance. We thus
tested with either generic embeddings (pre-trained
Glove) or corpus-based embeddings (Word2Vec).
Finally, for each configuration, we tested with and
without the function aware component (FAC) for
consolidation of the label dictionaries.

We also implemented simple baselines for com-
parison. On the unsupervised side, (1) we calcu-
lated a text similarity score between each docu-

3www.di.unipi.it/ gulli/AG corpus of news articles.html
4https://github.com/LC-John/Yahoo-Answers- Topic-

Classification-Dataset /tree/master/dataset
5https://github.com/qianliu0708/5AbstractsGroup
6http://jwebpro.sourceforge.net/data-web-snippets.tar.gz
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World Sports Business Science/Technology
Election Olympic Company Laboratory

State Football Market Computers
President Sport Oil Science

Police League Consumers Technology
Politics Baseball Exchange Web
Security Rugby Business Google

War Tickets Product Microsoft
Nuclear Basketball Price Economy

Democracy Games Billion Software
Militant Championship Stocks Investment

Table 2: Example of ten salient words for each category
in the AGs Corpus dataset.

ment and the set of expert provided keywords (2)
we enriched this list of initial keywords with their
synonyms from WordNet. On the supervised side,
we use Multinomial Naı̈ve Bayes as a basic base-
line where we represented each document as TF-
IDF vector (bag of words), cleaned the input cor-
pus in the same way as in our proposed approach
and split each dataset into a training set (2/3) and
a test set (1/3).

4.3 Experimental Settings

In our method, an offline process is used to extract
initial keywords from category labels. For the pur-
pose of testing our approach, we had to emulate
human experts ourselves. For each category, one
team member added a few keywords based only
on label description. Then, we randomly selected
2 or 3 documents for each label that were read
by two team members who used them to identify
5 to 10 salient words to be added to each dictio-
nary. In average, we manually added 9 words per
label for 20NewsGroup, 17 words for AGs Cor-
pus and Google-Snippets, 11 words for Yahoo-
Answers and 14 words for 5AbstractsGroup. We
present in Table 2, the output of that process for
the AGs Corpus dataset.

Once we identify initial keywords, we make the
series of enrichment steps described in section 3.2.
For every word in the set of initial keywords, we
add all its synonym sets from WordNet as well as
the 10 most similar words from Glove, CBOW and
Skip-Gram. The average length of label dictio-
naries obtained from the full enrichment pipeline
(which we refer to as all keywords) is 428 words.

We use the word2vec python implementation
provided by gensim (Rehurek and Sojka, 2010).
For Skip-gram and CBOW, a 10-word window
size is used to provide the same amount of raw in-
formation. Also words appearing 3 times or fewer
are filtered out, 10 workers were used and train-

ing was performed in 100 epochs. We chose 300
for the size of all word embeddings, it has been
reported to perform well in classification tasks
(Mikolov et al., 2013a).

Filtering word dictionaries with the Function-
aware Component (FAC) allowed to keep in aver-
age 37% of all keywords per label. As described
previously, once different versions of label dictio-
naries have been obtained, we calculate their simi-
larity with input documents using LSA and Cosine
distance. The optimal dimension (k) of the latent
space depends on the dataset. Optimal k values
are typically in the range of 100-300 dimensions
(Harman, 1993; Letsche and Berry, 1997). In this
work, for each dataset, we set a range of 100-300
values, and we determine the optimal k by max-
imizing the topic coherence score (Röder et al.,
2015).

The multi-class classification performance was
evaluated in terms of precision (Prec.), recall
(Rec.) and F1-score (F1). All measures are com-
puted based on a weighted average of each class
using the number of true instances to determine
the weights.

4.4 Results and Discussion

Table 3 summarizes the performance of each of
the methods tested on the five corpora that we
considered. Overall, the various configurations of
our method, all leveraging embeddings for seman-
tic expansion, outperform the simple unsupervised
baselines, leading to a doubling of the F1-score for
all corpora, the least affected being the 5Abstracts-
Group where F1 goes from 38.1 to 68.3 percent,
comparing with the all keywords variant of our
method.

When focusing on our various configurations,
first without the FAC consolidation, we observe
that domain specific embeddings alone lead to bet-
ter performance than generic embeddings alone
and this across all corpora and all metrics, except
for the Yahoo-Answers dataset. The difference
in performance however is not very large, with
the exception of 20NewsGroup where F1-score in-
creases from 52.6 with generic embeddings to 61
with domain specific ones. We notice also that
combining all enrichments (All keywords) pro-
vides a modest increase in performance over em-
beddings only as shown by the results for Yahoo-
Answers, 5AbstractsGroup and Google-Snippets.
Finally the use of the consolidation step further
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improves performance except for 20NewsGroup
where precision increases from 64.7 to 71.1 but
recall decreases from 57.8 to 35.6.

Comparing now our best unsupervised perfor-
mance with the supervised baseline, we observe
that the ratio of the best F1-score performance
over the supervised baseline performance varies
from 0.71 to 1.11 with two datasets yielding ratios
above 1. Such results demonstrate the validity of
the unsupervised approach as a practical alterna-
tive to investing to a cognitively and timely costly
annotation effort.

5 Application to Operational Risk
Incident Classification

As we described previously, the proposed method
stemmed from a specific need in the banking in-
dustry where a large number of incidents had to
be mapped to a newly defined taxonomy of opera-
tional risks. Specifically, it was designed to avoid
the tedious and time consuming effort of asking
experts to manually review thousands of incidents.
An automated - or more precisely assisted - ap-
proach also presented the additional benefit of en-
suring a higher degree of consistency in the map-
ping than would have been achieved a team of
annotators. In this section, we provide some ad-
ditional context into this specific task, report the
observed performance of our method and discuss
some of the specificities of the context.

5.1 Operational Risk Incidents Corpus &
Taxonomy

In our application, we were asked to map both in-
ternal incidents and external incidents to the new
taxonomy. In this paper, we focus on the external
incidents for confidentiality reasons. More pre-
cisely, our task was to assign a unique category to
each one of the 25,000 incidents that was obtained
from ORX news. The Operational Risk Exchange
(ORX) is a consortium of financial institutions fo-
cused on operational risk information sharing. The
ORX news service provides publicly reported op-
erational risk loss data to its institutional members.

An incident record is mostly composed of an
incident description along with associated meta-
information such as geographical indicators, time
information and institution affected. We only
make use of the incident descriptions. Their av-
erage length is 2150 words, with a standard devia-
tion of 1181 words and ranging from 10 words to

more than 14000 words.

The target taxonomy is composed of three lev-
els. The first one contains 16 labels and indi-
cates at a very high level the domain of the in-
cidents such as IT, legal, regulatory. The second
and third levels contain respectively 69 and 264
levels to add increasing granularity to the inci-
dent classification. Figure 2 presents an extract
of the taxonomy focused on ICT risk, which is
public as it draws upon Article 107(3) of Direc-
tive 2013/36/EU2 which aim to ensure the conver-
gence of supervisory practices in the assessment
of the information and communication technology
(ICT) risk.

Figure 2: Example of Taxonomy regarding three levels
for an ICT incident

Before discussing the results, we thought it
would be meaningful to point out some of the
characteristics of this application. One natural
challenge in real world cases is the lack of un-
equivocal ground truth. Experts can often iden-
tify categories that do not correspond to the in-
put but in the end, they cannot ascertain whether
one category should prevail over another un-
less there is some clear guidelines or conven-
tion at the level of the organization. That dif-
ficulty is further compounded in our case as
most documents are very dense in term of in-
formation and become ambiguous. For instance,
“In Japan, a building destruction resulting from
a massive earthquake has caused power outage
making AMD-based servers unbootable”, could
be classified as Natural Disaster, Dysfunctional
ICT data processing or handling or Destruction /
loss of physical assets among others.
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Methods 20NewsGroup AG’s Corpus Yahoo-Answers 5AbstractsGroup Google-Snippets

Prec. Rec. F1 Prec. Rec. F1 Prec. Rec. F1 Prec. Rec. F1 Prec. Rec. F1

Expert keywords 38.0 21.4 27.0 32.9 29.8 31.4 20.4 17.9 19.1 41.7 34.5 37.1 39.4 29.3 33.6
Expert keywords + WordNet 39.2 24.2 27.0 33.7 31.4 32.5 21.8 19.2 20.4 42.5 35.7 38.1 41.6 32.5 36.5

Generic embeddings (Glove) 57.8 48.2 52.6 72.2 72.3 72.2 54.6 50.5 52.5 67.5 66.0 66.7 69.2 66.3 67.7
Corpus based embeddings 64.7 57.8 61.0 75.1 75.2 75.1 50.4 47.9 49.1 69.0 66.2 67.6 72.4 70.0 71.2
All keywords 62.2 54.2 57.9 75.0 74.9 74.9 54.9 51.9 53.3 69.4 66.9 68.3 71.9 70.1 71.0

FAC-Generic embeddings (Glove) 65.8 34.2 39.6 72.6 72.8 72.5 54.0 52.2 52.1 67.9 61.5 63.2 70.3 65.9 67.5
FAC-Corpus based embeddings 71.1 35.6 42.8 76.8 76.6 76.6 59.2 52.7 52.5 70.2 66.8 68.2 72.5 71.3 71.1
FAC-All keywords 66.2 37.8 41.3 74.0 73.8 73.9 59.3 53.9 55.7 71.5 67.3 69.7 72.9 72.8 72.8

Supervised Naı̈ve Bayes 87.1 85.4 85.0 89.8 89.9 89.8 57.2 53.0 49.9 77.5 68.8 65.5 81.8 77.4 77.0

Table 3: Performance of our methods and baseline methods on five standard text classification corpora. Bold
numbers indicate the best configurations among the unsupervised approaches. Configurations of our approach do
not contain the representative document enrichment step.

Taxonomy level Prec. Recall F1-Score
Level 1 91.80 89.37 90.45
Level 2 86.08 74.80 78.10
Level 3 34.98 19.88 22.95

Table 4: Performance of our Method on the Opera-
tional Risk Text Classification Task

5.2 Result

For the purpose of experiment, operational teams
(not experts) were asked to provide manual tags
for a sample of 989 operational incidents. Table 4
provide the classification results of our approach
when compared to those manual annotations, con-
sidering all three levels of the taxonomy.

In a second step in the evaluation, an expert
was given the difficult task to challenge each time
they disagreed the computer and human annota-
tion and determine which was ultimately correct.
This exercise indicated that in 32 cases out of 989
operational incidents under consideration for the
Level 1 classification, the machine generated cate-
gory were more relevant (hence correct) than those
identified by the operational team.

5.3 Discussion

Given the number of categories, we were satisfied
with the level of performance that we observed,
especially for Level 1 and Level 2 of the taxon-
omy. More importantly, as we progress with the
follow up exercise of mapping internal incident
descriptions, we have evolved from a point where
users always mistrust the outcome of the auto-
mated classification to a point where users see the
suggested mapping from our algorithm as a rele-

vant recommendation.
Our perspective on the success of this method

in this particular context is that operational risk is
a textbook case where domain specific labels and
vocabulary prevail. For instance, technical words
such as forge, fictitious, bogus, ersatz, or counter-
feit indicate almost surely that a Fraudulent Ac-
count Opening operation happened. Most of op-
erational incidents must contain a combination of
technical keywords due to their highly operational
nature. What the method brings is the ability to
combine human expertise through seed words with
the strength of the machine which can process and
memorize large corpus and derive distributional
semantics from it. In this way, the cognitive bur-
den of being exhaustive is lifted from the experts
shoulders.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we present a method for unsuper-
vised text classification based on computing the
similarity between the documents to be classi-
fied and a rich description of the categories label.
The category label enrichment starts with human-
expert provided keywords but is then expanded
through the use of word embeddings. We also
investigated whether a consolidation step that re-
moves non discriminant words from the label dic-
tionaries could have an effect on performance.

We have not explored whether recent advances
in word embeddings from instance ELMO (Peters
et al., 2018) and BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) could
add further benefits. This is certainly an avenue
that we seek to explore. However, for our applica-
tion domain, we expect that it may not lead to in-
creased performance as words are used to a large
extent with the same sense across the corpus.
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Abstract
Clinical letters are infamously impenetrable
for the lay patient. This work uses neural
text simplification methods to automatically
improve the understandability of clinical let-
ters for patients. We take existing neural text
simplification software and augment it with
a new phrase table that links complex medi-
cal terminology to simpler vocabulary by min-
ing SNOMED-CT. In an evaluation task us-
ing crowdsourcing, we show that the results
of our new system are ranked easier to under-
stand (average rank 1.93) than using the origi-
nal system (2.34) without our phrase table. We
also show improvement against baselines in-
cluding the original text (2.79) and using the
phrase table without the neural text simplifica-
tion software (2.94). Our methods can easily
be transferred outside of the clinical domain
by using domain-appropriate resources to pro-
vide effective neural text simplification for any
domain without the need for costly annotation.

1 Introduction

Text Simplification is the process of automatically
improving the understandability of a text for an
end user. In this paper, we use text simplification
methods to improve the understandability of clin-
ical letters. Clinical letters are written by doctors
and typically contain complex medical language
that is beyond the scope of the lay reader. A pa-
tient may see these if they are addressed directly,
or via online electronic health records. If a patient
does not understand the text that they are reading,
this may cause them to be confused about their di-
agnosis, prognosis and clinical findings. Recently,
the UK Academy of Medical Royal Colleges in-
troduced the “Please Write to Me” Campaign,
which encouraged clinicians to write directly to
patients, avoid latin-phrases and acronyms, ditch
redundant words and generally write in a man-
ner that is accessible to a non-expert (Academy

of Medical Royal Colleges, 2018). Inspired by
this document, we took data from publicly avail-
able datasets of clinical letters (Section 3), used
state of the art Neural Text Simplification software
to improve the understandability of these docu-
ments (Section 4) analysed the results and iden-
tified errors (Section 5), built a parallel vocabu-
lary of complex and simple terms (Section 6), inte-
grated this into the simplification system and eval-
uated this with human judges, showing an overall
improvement (Section 7).

2 Related Work

The idea of simplifying texts through machine
translation has been around some time (Wubben
et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2016), however with re-
cent advances in machine translation leveraging
deep learning (Wu et al., 2016), text simplifica-
tion using neural networks (Wang et al., 2016;
Nisioi et al., 2017; Sulem et al., 2018) has be-
come a realistic prospect. The Neural Text Sim-
plification (NTS) system (Nisioi et al., 2017) uses
the freely available OpenNMT (Klein et al., 2017)
software package1 which provides sequence to se-
quence learning between a source and target lan-
guage. In the simplification paradigm, the source
language is difficult to understand language and
the target language is an easier version of that lan-
guage (in our case both English, although other
languages can be simplified using the same ar-
chitecture). The authors of the NTS system pro-
vide models trained on parallel data from English
Wikipedia and Simple English Wikipedia which
can be used to simplify source documents in En-
glish. NTS provides lexical simplifications at
the level of both single lexemes and multiword
expressions in addition to syntactic simplifica-
tions such as paraphrasing or removing redundant

1http://opennmt.net/
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grammatical structures. Neural Machine Transla-
tion is not perfect and may sometimes result in er-
rors. A recent study found that one specific area of
concern was lexical cohesion (Voita et al., 2019),
which would affect the readability and hence sim-
plicity of a resulting text.

Phrase tables for simplification have also been
applied in the context of paraphrasing systems
where paraphrases are identified manually (Hoard
et al., 1992) or learnt from corpora (Yatskar et al.,
2010; Grabar et al., 2014; Hasan et al., 2016) and
stored in a phrase table for later application to a
text. A paraphrase consists of a complex phrase
paired with one or more simplifications of that
phrase. These are context specific and must be
applied at the appropriate places to avoid seman-
tic errors that lead to loss of meaning (Shardlow,
2014).

The clinical/medical domain recieves much at-
tention for NLP (Shardlow et al., 2018; Yunus
et al., 2019; Jahangir et al., 2017; Nawaz et al.,
2012) and is well suited to the task of text simplifi-
cation as there is a need for experts (i.e., clinicians)
to communicate with non-experts (i.e., patients) in
a language commonly understood by both. Previ-
ous efforts to address this issue via text simplifi-
cation have focussed on (a) public health informa-
tion (Kloehn et al., 2018), where significant inves-
tigations have been undertaken to understand what
makes language difficult for a patient and (b) the
simplification of medical texts in the Swedish lan-
guage (Abrahamsson et al., 2014), which presents
its own unique set of challenges for text simplifi-
cation due to compound words.

3 Data Collection

To assess the impact of simplification on patient
understanding, we obtained 2 datasets represent-
ing clinical texts that may be viewed by a patient.
We selected data from the i2b2 shared task, as well
as data from MIMIC. A brief description of each
dataset, along with the preprocessing we applied
is below. We selected 149 records from i2b2 and
150 from MIMIC. Corpus statistics are given in
Table 1.

3.1 i2b2

The i2b2 2006 Deidentification and Smoking
Challenge (Uzuner et al., 2007) consists of 889
unannotated, de-identified discharge summaries.
We selected the test-set of 220 patient records and

i2b2 MIMIC Total
Records 149 150 299

Words 80,273 699,798 780,071
Avg. Words 538.7 4665.3 2,608.9

Table 1: Corpus statistics

filtered these for all records containing more than
10 tokens. This gave us 149 records to work with.
We concatenated all the information from each
record into one file and did no further preprocess-
ing of this data as it was already tokenised and nor-
malised sufficiently.

3.2 MIMIC

In addition to i2b2, we also downloaded data from
MIMIC-III v1.4 (Johnson et al., 2016) (referred to
herein as MIMIC). MIMIC provides over 58,000
hospital records, with detailed clinical informa-
tion regarding a patient’s care. One key differ-
ence between MIMIC and i2b2 was that each
of MIMIC’s records contained multiple discrete
statements separated by time. We separated these
sub-records, and selected the 150 with the largest
number of tokens. This ensured that we had se-
lected a varied sample from across the documents
that were available to us. We did not use all the
data available to us due to the time constraints of
(a) running the software and (b) performing the
analysis on the resulting documents. We prepro-
cessed this data using the tokenisation algorithm
distributed with OpenNMT.

4 Neural Text Simplification

We used the publicly available NTS system (Ni-
sioi et al., 2017). This package is freely avail-
able via GitHub2. We chose to use this rather
than reimplementing our own system as it allows
us to better compare our work to the current state
of the art and makes it easier for others to repro-
duce our work. We have not included details of the
specific algorithm that underlies the OpenNMT
framework, as this is not the focus of our paper
and is reported on in depth in the original paper,
where we would direct readers. Briefly, their sys-
tem uses an Encoder-Decoder LSTM layer with
500 hidden units, dropout and attention. Original
words are substituted when an out of vocabulary
word is detected, as this is appropriate in mono-

2https://github.com/senisioi/
NeuralTextSimplification/
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lingual machine translation. The simplification
model that underpins the NTS software is trained
using aligned English Wikipedia and Simple En-
glish Wikipedia data. This model is distributed as
part of the software.

We ran the NTS software on each of our 299
records to generate a new simplified version of
each original record. We used the standard param-
eters given with the NTS software as follows:

Beam Size = 5: This parameter controls the beam
search that is used to select a final sentence.
A beam size of 1 would indicate greedy
search.

n-best = 4: This causes the 4 best translations to
be output, although in practice, we only se-
lected the best possible translation in each
case.

model = NTS-w2v epoch11 10.20.t7: Two
models were provided with the NTS soft-
ware, we chose the model with the highest
BLEU score in the original NTS paper.

replace unk: This parameter forces unknown
words to be replaced by the original token
in the sentence (as opposed to an <UNK>
marker).

4.1 Readability Indices

To identify whether our system was performing
some form of simplification we calculated three
readability indices,3 each of which took into ac-
count different information about the text. We
have not reported formulae here as they are avail-
able in the original papers, and abundantly online.

Flesch-Kincaid: The Flesch-Kincaid reading
grade calculator (Kincaid et al., 1975) takes
into account the ratio of words to sentences
and the ratio of syllables to words in a
text. This tells us information about how
long each sentence is and how many long
words are used in each text. The output of
Flesch-Kincaid is an approximation of the
appropriate US Reading Grade for the text.

Gunning-Fox: The Gunning Fox index (Gun-
ning, 1952) estimates the years of education
required for a reader to understand a text. It

3using the implementations at: https://github.
com/mmautner/readability

i2b2 MIMIC
Flesch Pre 8.70 6.40

Kincaid Post 6.46 4.84
P-Value < 0.001 < 0.001

Gunning Pre 14.53 12.69
Fox Post 12.35 7.36

P-Value < 0.001 < 0.001

Coleman Pre 10.60 10.12
Liau Post 9.04 5.90

P-Value < 0.001 < 0.001

Table 2: The results of calculating 3 readability indices
on the texts before and after simplification. We show
a significant reduction in the metrics in each case indi-
cating that the texts after simplification are suitable for
a lower reading grade level.

takes into account the ratio of words to sen-
tences and the proportion of words in a text
which are deemed to be complex, where a
complex word is considered to be any words
of more than 3 syllables, discounting suffixes.

Coleman-Liau: The Coleman-Liau index (Cole-
man and Liau, 1975) estimates the US read-
ing grade level of a text. It takes into account
the average numbers of letters per word and
sentences per word in a text.

The results of each of these metrics for the i2b2
and MIMIC documents are shown in Table 2. In
each case, using the NTS software improved the
readability of the document. We calculated the
statistical significance of this improvement with
a t-test, receiving a p-value of less than 0.001 in
each case. However, readability indices say noth-
ing about the understandability of the final text and
it could be the case that the resultant text was non-
sensical, but still got a better score. This concern
led us to perform the error analysis in the follow-
ing section.

5 Error Analysis

Our previous analysis showed that the documents
were easier to read according to automated in-
dices, however the automated indices were not ca-
pable of telling us anything about the quality of
the resulting text. To investigate this further, we
analysed 1000 sentences (500 from i2b2 and 500
from MIMIC) that had been processed by the sys-
tem and categorised each according to the follow-
ing framework:
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Type 1: A change has been made with no loss or
alteration of the original meaning.

Type 2: No change has been made.

Type 3: A significant reduction in the information
has been made, which has led to critical infor-
mation being missed.

Type 4: A single lexical substitution has been
made, which led to loss or alteration of the
original meaning.

Type 5: An incorrect paraphrase or rewording of
the sentence has been made, which led to loss
or alteration of the original meaning.

Type 6: A single word from the original text is
repeated multiple times in the resulting text.

We developed this framework by looking at the
1000 sentences in our corpus. Although the frame-
work does not give any information about the read-
ability of sentences, it does tell us about the ex-
isting pitfalls of the algorithm. We were able
to categorise every sentence using these six cat-
egories. Each category represents an increased
level of severity in terms of the consequences for
the readability of the text. A Type 1 sentence may
have a positive impact on the readability of a text.4

A Type 2 sentence will not have any impact as no
modification has been made. A Type 3 sentence
may improve the readability according to the auto-
mated metric and may help the reader understand
one portion of the text, however some critical in-
formation from the original text has been missed.
In a clinical setting, this could lead to the patient
missing some useful information about their care.
Types 4, 5 and 6 represent further errors of increas-
ing severity. In these cases, the resulting sentences
did not convey the original meaning of the text and
would diminish the understandability of a text if
shown to a reader.

The first author of this paper went through each
sentence with the categories above and assigned
each sentence to an appropriate category. Where
one sentence crossed multiple categories, the high-
est (i.e., most severe) category was chosen. How-
ever, this only occurred in a small proportion of

4note, we do not claim that all Type 1 sentences are sim-
plifications, only that the system has made a change which is
attempting to simplify the text. This may or may not result in
the text being easier to understand by a reader.

Type i2b2 MIMIC Total
1 25 33 58
2 337 322 659
3 41 55 96
4 55 61 116
5 25 21 46
6 17 8 25

Table 3: The results of the error analysis. 500 sen-
tences each were annotated from i2b2 and MIMIC to
give 1000 annotated sentences in the ‘Total’ column.

the data and would not significantly affect our re-
sults had we recorded these separately. The results
of the error analysis are shown in Table 3.

The results show that the majority of the time
the system does not make a change to the text
(659/1000 = 65.9% of the time). We would not
expect every single sentence to be simplified by
the system, as some sentences may not require
simplification to be understood by an end user.
Other sentences may require simplification, but
the system does not realise this, in which case the
system may still choose not to simplify the text.
Only in 5.8% of the cases is a valid simplification
made. These generally consisted of helpful lexical
substitutions, however there were also some ex-
amples of helpful rephrasing or paraphrasing. In
addition to the 5.8% of valid simplifications, a fur-
ther 9.6% of cases were instances where a signif-
icant chunk of a sentence had been removed. In
these cases, the resulting sentence was still read-
able by an end user, however some important in-
formation was missing. These sentences do not
necessarily constitute an error in the system’s be-
haviour as the information that was omitted may
not have been relevant to the patient and removing
it may have helped the patient to better understand
the text overall, despite missing some specific de-
tail. The rate of Type 4 errors is 11.6%. These
errors significantly obfuscated the text as an incor-
rect word was placed in the text, where the original
word would have been more useful. 4.6% of errors
were incorrect rewordings (Type 5) and a further
2.5% were cases of a word being repeated multi-
ple times. In total this gives 18.7% of sentences
that result in errors. The error rate clearly informs
the use of the NTS software. It may be the case
that in a clinical setting, NTS could be used as an
aid to the doctor when writing a patient letter to
suggest simplifications, however it is clear that it
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would not be appropriate to simplify a doctor’s let-
ter and send this directly to a patient without any
human intervention.

6 Phrase Table Development

The NTS system is trained on parallel Wikipedia
and Simple Wikipedia documents. Whilst these
may contain some medical texts, they are not spe-
cific to the clinical genre and we should not ex-
pect that direct simplification of medical language
will occur. Indeed, when we examined the texts,
it was clear that the majority of simplifications
that were made concerned general language, rather
than simplifying medical terminology. One way of
overcoming this would be to create a large paral-
lel corpus of simplified clinical letters. However
this is difficult due to the licensing conditions of
the source texts that we are using, where an an-
notator would be required to agree to the licence
conditions of the dataset(s). In addition, we would
require clinical experts who were capable of un-
derstanding and simplifying the texts. The clini-
cal experts would have to produce vast amounts of
simplified texts in order to provide sufficient train-
ing data for the OpenNMT system to learn from.
Although this is possible, it would require signifi-
cant time and financial resources.

OpenNMT provides an additional feature that
allows a pre-compiled phrase table to be used
when an out-of-vocabulary word is identified.
This can be used in cross-lingual translation to
provide idioms, loan words or unusual transla-
tions. In monolingual translation, we can use this
feature to provide specific lexical replacements
that will result in easier to understand text. This
allows us to use a general language simplification
model, with a domain-specific phrase table and
effectively simplify complex vocabulary from the
(clinical) domain.

We downloaded the entire SNOMED-CT clin-
ical thesaurus (Donnelly, 2006), which contains
2,513,952 clinical terms, each associated with a
concept identifier. We chose this resource over
the full UMLS Metathesaurus as SNOMED-CT
contains terms specific to the clinical domain and
we expected this would lead to fewer false posi-
tives. Where terms share an identifier, these are
considered synonymous with each other, allow-
ing us to create groups of semantically equivalent
terms. We filtered out terms that were greater than
4 tokens long or contained punctuation, As these

indicated sentential terms that were not appropri-
ate for our purposes. We identified abbreviations
and automatically removed any explanations that
were associated with these. We used the Google
Web1T frequencies to identify which terms were
the most common in general language use. Al-
though this is not a direct measure of how easy to
understand each word will be, it has been shown
previously that lexical frequency correlates well
with ease of understanding (Paetzold and Specia,
2016). Where there were multi-word expressions,
we took the average frequency of all words in the
multi-word expression, rather than taking the fre-
quency of the N-gram. For each set of semanti-
cally equivalent terms, we took the most frequent
term as the easiest to understand and added one
entry to our phrase table for each of the other
terms contained in the group. So, for a group of
3 terms, A, B and C, where B is the most fre-
quent, we would add 2 pairs to our phrase table
A-B, and C-B. This means that whenever A or C
are seen in the original texts and they are consid-
ered to be out-of-vocabulary words, i.e., technical
medical terms that were not present in the training
texts, then the more frequent term B, will be sub-
stituted instead. We identified any instances where
one word had more than one simplification (due to
it being present in more than one synonym group).
If the original word was an acronym, we removed
all simplifications as an acronym may have multi-
ple expansions and there is no way for the system
to distinguish which is the correct expansion. If
the original word with more than one simplifica-
tion is not an acronym then we selected the most
frequent simplification and discarded any others.
This resulted in 110,415 pairs of words that were
added to the phrase table.

In Table 4, we have shown examples of the
types of simplifications that were extracted using
the methodology outlined above. Clearly these are
the type of simplifications that would be helpful
for patients. In some cases, it may be possible that
the resulting simplified term would still be difficult
to understand for an end user, for example ‘hy-
perchlorhydria’ is translated to ‘increased gastric
acidity’, where the term ‘gastric’ may still be diffi-
cult for an end user. A human may have simplified
this to ‘increased stomach acidity’, which would
have been easier to understand. This phrase was
not in the SNOMED-CT vocabulary and so was
not available for the construction of our phrase ta-
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ble. Nonetheless, the type of simplifications that
are produced through this methodology appear to
improve the overall level of understanding of dif-
ficult medical terms.

The methodology we have outlined above is
suitable for domains outside of medical terminol-
ogy. The only domain-specific resource that is re-
quired is a thesaurus of terms that are likely to oc-
cur in the domain. By following the methodology
we have outlined, it would be simple to create a
phrase table for any domain, which could be ap-
plied to the NTS software that we have used in
this work.

7 Human Evaluation

In our final section of experiments, we wanted to
determine the effect that our system had on the
ease of understanding of sentences from the orig-
inal texts. We evaluated this through the use of
human judges. In order to thoroughly evaluate our
system we compared the original texts from i2b2
and MIMIC to three methods of transformation as
detailed below:

Original Texts (ORIG): We used the original
texts as they appeared after preprocessing.
This ensured that they were equivalent to the
transformed texts and that any effects would
be from the system, not the preprocessing.

NTS: We ran the sentences through the NTS sys-
tem using the configuration described in Sec-
tion 4.

NTS + Phrase Table (NTS + PT): We ran the
sentences through the NTS system. We con-
figured OpenNMT to use the phrase table
that we described in Section 6. Note that
the phrase table was only used by the system
when OpenNMT identified a word as being
out-of-vocabulary.

Phrase Table Baseline (PTB): To demonstrate
that the benefit of our system comes from
using the phrase table in tandem with the
NTS system, we also provided a baseline
which applied the phrase table to any word
that it was possible to replace in the text.

We collected the sentences for each of the methods
as described above from both of our data sources
and collated these so as we could compare the re-
sults. We analysed the data and removed any in-
stances of errors that had resulted from the NTS

system, according to our error analysis. The sen-
tences that we selected correspond to Type 1, in
our categorisation. Type 1 does not necessarily
indicate a simplification, instead it implies that a
transformation has been successfully completed,
with the potential for simplification. Selecting
against errors allows us to see the simplification
potential of our system. We do not claim that NTS
can produce error-free text, but instead we want to
demonstrate that the error-free portion of the text
is easier to understand when using our phrase ta-
ble. We selected 50 4-tuples from each dataset
(i2b2 and MIMIC) to give 100 4-tuples, where one
4-tuple contained parallel sentences from each of
the methods described above. Sentences within
a 4-tuple were identical, apart from the modifica-
tions that had been made by each system. No two
sentences in a 4-tuple were the same. We have put
an example 4-tuple in Table 5, to indicate the type
of text that was contained in each.

We used crowd sourcing via the Figure Eight
platform to annotate our data. As we had a rela-
tively small dataset, we chose to ask for 10 annota-
tions for each 4-tuple. We allowed each annotator
to complete a maximum of 20 annotations to en-
sure that we had a wide variety of perspectives on
our data. No annotator saw the same 4-tuple twice.
We provided a set of test annotations, which we
intended to use to filter out bad-actors, although
we found that all annotators passed the test ade-
quately. We selected for annotators with a higher
than average rating on the Figure Eight platform
(level 2 and above). In each annotation, we asked
the annotator to rank the 4 sentences according to
their ease of understanding, where the top ranked
sentence (rank 1) was the easiest to understand and
the bottom ranked sentence (rank 4) was the hard-
est to understand. We explicitly instructed anno-
tators to rank all sentences, and to use each rank
exactly once. If an annotator found 2 sentences to
be of the same complexity, they were instructed to
default to the order in which the sentences were
displayed. We posed our task as 4 separate ques-
tions with the exact wording shown in the supple-
mentary material, where we have reproduced the
instructions we provided to our annotators. In our
post analysis we identified that 20 out of the 1000
annotations that we collected (100 4-tuples, with
10 annotation per 4-tuple) did not use all 4 ranks
(i.e., 2 or more sentences were at the same rank).
There was no clear pattern of spamming and we
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Complex Term Simple Term
ability to be ambulant ability to walk
carcinoma of stomach cancer of stomach
hyperchlorhydria increased gastric acidity
hypertension high blood pressure
lying supine lying on back
osteophyte bony spur
photophobia intolerance to light
talipes congenital clubfoot
AACTG aids clinical trial group
BIPLEDS bilateral periodic epileptiform discharges
BLADES bristol language development scale

Table 4: Term pairs that were created for our phrase table.

System Sentence
ORIG Patient has been suffering from photophobia and wheezing.
NTS Patient suffers from photophobia and wheezing.
NTS + PT Patient suffers from sensitivity to light and wheezing.
PTB Patient has been suffering from sensitivity to light and asthmatic breath sounds.

Table 5: An example of the type of text produced by our system. The NTS system has performed a syntactic
simplification, converting “has been suffering” to “suffers”, the NTS + PT system has simplified “photophobia”
to “sensitivity to light” and the baseline system (PTB) has further simplified “wheezing” to “asthmatic breath
sounds”.

chose to ignore these 20 sentences in our further
analysis, giving us 980 rankings.

In Table 6, we have shown the raw results of our
crowd sourcing annotations as well as the average
rank of each system. We calculate average rank rs
of a system s as

rs =

∑4
i=1 i× f(s, i)∑4
i=1 f(s, i)

where i is a rank from 1 to 4 and f(s, i) is a func-
tion that maps the system and rank to the number
of times that system was placed at that rank (as
shown in Table 6). We can see that our system
using NTS and the phrase table has the highest
average rank, indicating that the text it produced
was the easiest to understand more often than other
systems. The NTS is ranked second highest in-
dicating that in many cases this system still pro-
duces text which is easier to understand than the
original. The original texts are ranked third most
frequently, ahead of the baseline system which is
most often ranked in last position. The baseline
system overzealously applied simplifications from
our phrase table and this led to long winded ex-
planations and words being simplified that did not
require it.

System Rank Avg1 2 3 4
NTS + PT 430 255 230 65 1.93

NTS 259 294 264 163 2.34
ORIG 120 222 381 257 2.79
PTB 171 209 105 495 2.94

Table 6: The results of our crowdsourcing annotations.
We have ordered the annotations by their average rank
and highlighted the most common rank for each sys-
tem. The first column in the table shows the system.
Columns 2 through 5 show the number of times each
system was ranked at rank 1, 2, 3 or 4 and column 6
shows the average rank calculated according to the for-
mula in Section 7

.

8 Discussion

In our work we have applied NTS software to clin-
ical letters and adapted the software using a be-
spoke phrase table mined from SNOMED-CT. We
have shown the types of errors that can occur when
using NTS software and we have evaluated our im-
proved algorithm against the state of the art, show-
ing an improvement.

Our system improved over the original NTS
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software when adapted to use our phrase table.
The NTS software was developed by using parallel
sentences from Wikipedia and Simple Wikipedia
and training OpenNMT to learn simplifications
from these. OpenNMT learns an internal set of
vocabulary substitutions, however these will have
been targeted towards general language, rather
than medical specific language. By using our
phrase table, we are able to give specific simpli-
fications for medical terms. The system only ac-
cesses the phrase table when it detects a word
which is out-of-vocabulary, i.e., a word that was
not seen sufficiently often in the training texts to
be incorporated into the model that was produced.
This works well at modelling a lay reader, where
the vocabulary understood by the system is anal-
ogous to the vocabulary understood by a typical
(i.e., non-specialised) reader of English.

In addition to the NTS system adapted to use
our phrase table, we also tested a baseline which
greedily applied the phrase table at all possible
points in a sentence. However, this system was
ranked as least understandable more often than
any other system. The text it produced was gener-
ally much longer than the original text. The benefit
of our work comes from using the phrase table to-
gether with the neural text simplification software,
which is capable of applying the phrase table at
the correct points in the text. This can be seen
in Table 5, where the NTS system has altered the
language being used, but has not simplified a med-
ical term, the NTS + PT system has simplified the
medical term (photophobia), but left a term which
would be generally understood (wheezing) and the
baseline system has correctly simplified the diffi-
cult medical term, but has also changed the gen-
erally understood term. Our phrase table is addi-
tional to the NTS system and could be applied to
other, improved neural models for text simplifica-
tion as research in this field is progressed. We have
shown that our phrase table adds value to the NTS
system in the clinical setting.

We have demonstrated in Section 5 that the type
of text produced by NTS software and by our
adapted NTS software will contain errors. This
is true of any translation software which relies
on learning patterns from data to estimate future
translations of unseen texts. In cross-lingual trans-
lation, a small error rate may be acceptable as the
text is transformed from something that is initially
incomprehensible to text in the reader’s own lan-

guage which may be intelligible to some degree.
With simplification, however, even a small error
rate may lead to the resulting text becoming more
difficult to understand by an end user, or the mean-
ing of a text being changed. This is particularly
the case in the clinical setting, where life chang-
ing information may be communicated. It is im-
portant then to consider how to use Neural Text
Simplification in a clinical setting. We would pro-
pose that the clinician should always be kept in
the loop when applying this type of simplification.
The system could be applied within a word edi-
tor which suggests simplifications of sentences as
and when they are discovered. The clinician could
then choose whether or not to accept and integrate
the simplified text.

We have presented our methodology in the con-
text of the clinical domain, however it would be
trivial to apply this elsewhere. Our methodol-
ogy is particularly suitable when 3 conditions are
met: (a) There is text being produced by experts
that is read by lay readers. (b) that text contains
specialised terminology that will be unintelligi-
ble to the intended audience and (c) a compre-
hensive thesaurus of domain specific terms exists,
which can be used to generate a domain appropri-
ate phrase table. Given these conditions are met,
our work could be applied in the legal, financial,
educational or any other domain.

We have made significant use of licensed re-
sources (i2b2, MIMIC and SNOMED-CT). These
are available for research purposes from their
providers, given the user has signed a licensing
agreement. We are not at liberty to share these
resources ourselves and this inhibits our ability
to provide direct examples of the simplifications
we produced in our paper. To overcome this,
we have provided the following GitHub repos-
itory, which provides all of the code we used
to process the data: https://github.com/
MMU-TDMLab/ClinicalNTS. Instructions for
replication are available via the GitHub.

9 Conclusion + Future Work

Our work has explored the use of neural machine
translation for text simplification in the clinical do-
main. Doctors and patients speak a different lan-
guage and we hope that our work will help them
communicate. We have shown that general lan-
guage simplification needs to be augmented with
domain specific simplifications and that doing so
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leads to an improvement in the understandability
of the resulting text.

One clear avenue of future work is to apply this
system in a clinical setting and to test the results
with actual patients. We will look to develop soft-
ware that uses NTS to identify possible simplifica-
tions for a clinician when they are writing a letter
for a patient. We could also look to use parallel
simplified medical text to augment the general lan-
guage parallel text used in the NTS system. Addi-
tionally, we could improve the measure of lexical
complexity for single and multi word expressions.
Currently, we are only using frequency as an in-
dicator of lexical complexity, however other fac-
tors such as word length, etymology, etc. may be
used. Finally, we will explore adaptations of our
methodology for general (non-medical) domains,
e.g., simplified search interfaces (Ananiadou et al.,
2013) for semantically annotated news (Thomp-
son et al., 2017).
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Abstract

Predicting financial risk is an essential task in
financial market. Prior research has shown that
textual information in a firm’s financial state-
ment can be used to predict its stock’s risk
level. Nowadays, firm CEOs communicate
information not only verbally through press
releases and financial reports, but also non-
verbally through investor meetings and earn-
ings conference calls. There are anecdotal
evidences that CEO’s vocal features, such as
emotions and voice tones, can reveal the firm’s
performance. However, how vocal features
can be used to predict risk levels, and to what
extent, is still unknown. To fill the gap, we ob-
tain earnings call audio recordings and textual
transcripts for S&P 500 companies in recent
years. We propose a multimodal deep regres-
sion model (MDRM) that jointly model CEO’s
verbal (from text) and vocal (from audio) in-
formation in a conference call. Empirical re-
sults show that our model that jointly consid-
ers verbal and vocal features achieves signif-
icant and substantial prediction error reduc-
tion. We also discuss several interesting find-
ings and the implications to financial markets.
The processed earnings conference calls data
(text and audio) are released for readers who
are interested in reproducing the results or de-
signing trading strategy.

1 Introduction

Predicting financial risks of publicly traded com-
panies is of great interest to capital market partic-
ipants. In finance, stock price volatility, which is
the standard deviation of a stock’s returns over a
period of time, is often used as a measure of finan-
cial risks. Unlike directly predicting stock prices,
it is uncontroversial in the field of economics that
one can predict a stock’s volatility level using pub-
licly available information (Bernard et al., 2007).
Based on this assumption, a burgeoning body of

∗Corresponding author.

research, both in finance and computational lin-
guistics, has studied predicting stock volatility us-
ing various textual sources, including company
disclosed reports (Kogan et al., 2009), public news
articles (Tetlock, 2007), company earnings call
transcripts (Wang and Hua, 2014), and social me-
dia (Ding et al., 2015).

Thanks to technological advances, massive
amounts of unstructured multimedia data, such as
investor conference audio records and CEO pub-
lic speech videos, have been archived and can be
accessed by institutional and individual investors.
Everything CEOs (or other executives) say will
be closely examined and analyzed by investors.
There are anecdotal evidences that CEO’s nonver-
bal features, such as emotions and voice tones, can
also be used to reveal firm’s performance. For ex-
ample, it has been reported that hedge fund com-
panies hire ex-CIA agents trained in reading non-
verbal cues to assess public statements by man-
agers 1. While prior research in speech commu-
nication has reported that the vocal cues have the
power to strengthen or weaken the verbal message,
and vocal cues can reflect speaker’s affective states
or emotion, little research has studied the inter-
play of verbal cues (language) and nonverbal cues
(voice) and their impact on the financial markets.

To fill the gap, we choose a novel multimodal
learning setting of company earnings conference
call. Earnings conference calls are the periodic
conference calls company executives hold with
outside investors and analysts to discuss financial
results and answer questions raised by analysts.
There are three reasons that we choose earnings
conference calls as our research setting. First, al-
most all of the calls are webcast live, and they are
later archived on company investor relation (IR)
websites or third-party databases. Therefore, both
audio and text modalities are available so that we

1MarketWatch website. From CIA to BIA: Spotting execs
who bend the truth. Accessed: 2019-06-02
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can align vocal cues with verbal cues in multi-
modal learning, and examine the interplay of both
modalities and their impact on the financial mar-
kets. Secondly, company earnings announcements
are one of biggest stock-moving events. If com-
pany reports an earning that does not meet ana-
lyst expectation or the CEO fails to address crit-
ical questions during the conference call, it of-
ten causes significant stock price moves, i.e. high
volatility. Lastly, the audio recording and textual
transcripts of company earnings conference calls
are publicly accessible so interested readers can
reproduce the results.

In our work, we propose a stock volatility pre-
diction pipeline using company earnings confer-
ence call audio and text data. We construct a
unique dataset containing conference call audio
and text data of S&P 500 companies in recent
years. We then align each sentence in the call tran-
script with the corresponding audio recording clip.
For the multimodal learning, we propose a Mul-
timodal Deep Regression Model (MDRM). The
MDRM model utilizes BiLSTM layer to extract
context-dependent unimodal features, and subse-
quently fuses unimodal features together using
another layer of BiLSTM to extract multimodal
inter-dependencies for the regression task. We em-
pirically demonstrates that MDRM models outper-
form other benchmark methods significantly and
substantially. More importantly, the empirical re-
sults confirm that audio modality (vocal cues) help
to improve volatility prediction accuracy and may
reveal the fact that market participants listen to not
only what CEOs say but also how CEOs say it.

Our contributions can be summarized in two
folds. First, we are among the first to study the
impact of both verbal and vocal features on fi-
nancial markets, specifically, stock volatility. Sec-
ondly, we empirically show that multimodal learn-
ing with audio and text can indeed reduce predic-
tion error, compared to previous work that relies
on text only. The interesting finding that vocal
cues play a role in stock volatility is worth further
exploring. In the next section, we briefly provide
institutional background on earnings conference
call and its impact on financial markets. In Section
3, we outline related work in financial text regres-
sion and multimodal learning. We then present our
earnings conference call dataset and how data is
processed in Section 4. In section 5, we introduce
our multimodal learning framework that fuses ver-

bal and vocal features in a deep model. Experi-
ments results are presented in Section 6. Our ex-
periment results show several interesting findings,
which we discuss in Section 7. Finally, we con-
clude this paper in Section 8.

2 Earnings Conference Call and Post
Earnings Announcement Drift (PEAD)

Earnings calls are quarterly conference calls com-
pany executives hold with outside investors and
analysts to discuss firm overall performance. An
earnings call consists of two sections: an introduc-
tion section and a question-and-answer section.
During the introduction section, executives such
as CEOs and CFOs read forward-looking state-
ments and provide their information and interpre-
tation of their firms performance during the quar-
ter. During the question-and-answer section, ana-
lysts have the opportunity to request managers to
clarify information and solicit additional informa-
tion that the management team does not disclose
in the introduction section. The National Investor
Relations Institute reports that 92% of companies
conduct earnings calls. Institutional and individ-
ual investors listen to the earnings call and spot
the tones of executives that portend good or bad
news for the company.

Company earnings conference call can often re-
sult in significant stock price moves. For exam-
ple, Facebook’s stock price dropped over 20%
during its nightmare earnings call (second quar-
ter 2018) when the executives said the company
expected a revenue growth slowdown in the years
ahead. In finance and accounting research, Post
Earnings Announcement Drift (PEAD) is a well
documented phenomenon that a stock’s abnormal
returns drift in the direction of an earnings sur-
prise for several weeks following an earnings an-
nouncement (Ball and Brown, 1968; Bernard and
Thomas, 1989). Moreover, the finance and ac-
counting literature has shown that the stock price
moves are largely due to the market reaction to the
earnings announcement. The move is most signif-
icant during the earnings conference call when the
executives start to take analysts questions. In our
work, we focus on using executive’s verbal and
nonverbal cues in conference calls to predict stock
price volatility for days following the calls.
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3 Related Work

Our work is closely related with the following two
lines of research:

financial risk prediction with multimedia
data: It is a received wisdom in economics and
finance that one can predict a stock’s risk using
historical information (Bernard et al., 2007). Vari-
ous work has studied the problem of financial risk
prediction using firm financial reports. A pioneer
work (Kogan et al., 2009) shows that simple bag-
of-words features in firm annual report (Form 10-
Ks) combined with historical volatility can sim-
ply outperform statistical models that is built upon
historical volatility only. Other work (Tsai and
Wang, 2014; Nopp and Hanbury, 2015; Rekab-
saz et al., 2017; Theil et al., 2018; Wang and Hua,
2014) also proposes different document represen-
tation methods to predict stock price volatility. To
the best of our knowledge, none of existing NLP
research on stock volatility prediction considers
the usage of vocal features from audio data, es-
pecially the interplay between vocal and verbal
features. In finance research, only two studies
(Mayew and Venkatachalam, 2012; Hobson et al.,
2012) have examined the executive voice in earn-
ings calls. However, they extract CEO’s affective
state from a blackbox third-party audio processing
software, the validity of which has been seriously
questioned (Lacerda, 2012).

multimodal learning: Despite our financial
domain, our approach is relevant to multimodal
learning using text and audio. Recent stud-
ies on speech communication have shown that
a speaker’s acoustic features, such as voice
pitch, amplitude, and intensity, are highly corre-
lated with the speaker’s emotion (Bachorowski,
1999), deception or trustworthiness(Sporer and
Schwandt, 2006; Belin et al., 2017), anxiety
(Laukka et al., 2008) and confidence or doubt
(Jiang and Pell, 2017).

Recently, multimodal learning has drawn at-
tentions for different applications, such as senti-
ment analysis (Zadeh et al., 2016b,a; Poria et al.,
2017; Luo et al., 2018), image caption gener-
ation (You et al., 2016), suicide risk detection
(Scherer et al., 2016), crime drama understand-
ing (Frermann et al., 2018) and human trafficking
detection (Tong et al., 2017). To the best of our
knowledge, this work presents the first multimodal
deep learning model using text and audio features
for a financial markets application.

4 Earnings Conference Calls Dataset

In this section, we present dataset details.

4.1 Data Acquisition

Conference call transcripts have been extensively
studied in prior research. However, there is no ex-
isting conference call audio dataset. Therefore, we
set up our S&P 500 Earnings Conference Calls
dataset by acquiring audio records and text tran-
scripts from the following two sources.

Earnings Call Transcripts. The earnings
call transcripts are obtained from the website
Seeking Alpha2. The transcripts are well la-
beled, including the name of speaker (executives
and analysts) and speech content.

Earnings Call Audio. Given each transcript,
we download corresponding audio recording from
the website EarningsCast3. The downloaded
audio data does not provide any segmentation or
labeling for speakers.

4.2 Data Processing

It is too coarse to extract audio features at the con-
ference call transcript level, and it is also too dif-
ficult to segment audio recordings at word level.
Therefore, we analyze each conference call at sen-
tence level. That is, we want to represent a con-
ference call as a sequence of sentences with corre-
sponding audio clips.

Since conference call normally lasts for about
one hour, determining, for each sentence of the
transcript, the time interval (in the audio file) con-
taining the spoken text of the sentence is quite
challenging. To tackle this challenge, we propose
an Iterative Forced Alignment (IFA) algorithm to
align each sentence of the transcript with the au-
dio clip containing the spoken text of the sentence.
Due to space limit, we present the details of IFA
in Appendix. Furthermore, to avoid interference
among different speakers, we select only the sen-
tenece made by the most spoken executive (usu-
ally the CEO). After the forced alignment step, for
each sentence in the conference call transcript, we
obtain the sentence text as well as its correspond-
ing audio clip4.

2https://seekingalpha.com/
3https://earningscast.com/
4It is worth noting that some third-party data provider

companies provide human-annotated transcript text and au-
dio recording alignment. In that case, text-audio forced align-
ment step may not be necessary.
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Textual Features We use pre-trained word
embeddings and calculate the arithmetic mean
of word vector in each sentence as the sen-
tence representation. We choose the embedding
GloVe-300 (Pennington et al., 2014) pre-trained
on Wikipedia and Gigaword 55. Therefore, each
sentence is represented as a 300-dimension vector.

Audio Features We use Praat (Boersma and
Van Heuven, 2001) to extract vocal features, such
as pitch, intensity, jitter, HNR(Harmonic to Noise
Ratio) and etc, from audio recordings. A total of
27 vocal features are extracted by Praat.

In summary, for each sentence in an earnings
conference call, we generate a 300-dimension text
vector and a 27-dimension audio vector to repre-
sent verbal and vocal features separately.

Data Statistics We build our dataset by acquir-
ing all S&P 500 companies’ quarterly earnings
conference calls in 2017. We choose S&P 500
constituent firms as the target for volatility pre-
diction for reasons of importance and tractability.
Firms in the S&P 500 index encompass roughly
three-quarters of the total U.S. market capital-
ization. A total of 2,243 earnings conference
calls are downloaded from Seeking Alpha
and EarningsCast. We discard conference
calls which text-audio alignment is not done prop-
erly, using the abovementioned data processing
method. The final dataset consists of 576 con-
ference calls, with a total number of 88,829 sen-
tences. It can be seen that we discard a large pro-
portion of raw data because the audio-text align-
ment is very noisy and is prone to errors. We
release our processed earnings conference calls
dataset6 (text and audio) for readers who are in-
terested in reproducing the results.

5 Model

We formalize the problem as a supervised ma-
chine learning task. The input data is a company’s
earnings conference call verbal (textual) features
and corresponding vocal (audio) features; This is
mapped to a numerical variable which is the com-
pany’s stock price volatility following the confer-
ence call.

Prior research (Kogan et al., 2009; Rekabsaz
et al., 2017) uses only shallow machine learning
model (such as logistic regression) and bag-of-

5https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
6Our dataset is available at https://github.com/

GeminiLn/EarningsCall_Dataset

word features to represent financial documents. In
other words, the relation and dependencies among
the sentences are largely ignored. However, every
sentence in a conference call is spoken at a distinct
time and in a particular order. Therefore, it is bet-
ter to treat a conference call as a sequence of sen-
tences. To this end, like other sequence classifica-
tion problems, we choose to use a recurrent neural
network to capture the sentences relation and de-
pendency.

When multimodal verbal and vocal features are
available, it is also important to capture the depen-
dency between different modalities, as the vocal
cues either affirm or discredit the verbal message.
For example, if a CEO says “we are confident
about the future product sales” with a voice that
is different from the CEO’s base vocal cues, such
as increased pitch or pauses, we may infer that the
CEO is not as confident as he claims. In fact, ex-
isting research (Jiang and Pell, 2017) in speech
communication has shown that voice (vocal cues)
plays a critical role in verbal communication. If
we ignore the voice patterns that are accompanied
with the verbal language, we may misinterpret the
CEO’s statement. Especially in financial markets
where CEO’s word and voice are closely exam-
ined by professional analysts and investors, it is
plausible that market reacts to both verbal and vo-
cal signals.

Therefore, we present a deep model to cap-
ture context-dependent unimodal features and fuse
multimodal features for the regression task. The
high-level idea behind the design is to use con-
textual BiLSTM to extract context-dependent uni-
modal features separately corresponding to each
sentence, and then use a BiLSTM to fuse multi-
modalities and extract the inter-dependencies be-
tween different modalities. The details of our
model is described below.

5.1 Notations

We first introduce our notations. Let M be the to-
tal number of conference call transcripts while the
longest one has N sentences. Then we denoteXj

as the jth conference call, where 1 ≤ j ≤ M .
In our multimodal setting, Xj = [T j ;Aj ]. Tj
is a N × dt matrix that represents the document
embeddings of the call transcripts, where N is the
number of sentences in a document7 and dt is the

7Assuming the longest document has N sentences, for
documents which contain less than N sentences, we utilize
zero-padding to fill them to N to keep consistency.
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dimensions of word embedding. Aj is a N × da
matrix that represents the vocal features extracted
from earnings call audios, where da is the dimen-
sions audio feature. yj and ŷj represent the true
and predicted stock volatility value corresponding
to jth conference call.

5.2 Multimodal Deep Regression Model

Our multimodal deep regression model (MDRM)
includes two components. The first component
is a contextual BiLSTM that extracts unimodal
features for either text or audio modality. The
contextual BiLSTM is able to capture the rela-
tionship and dependency for unimodal inputs. In
the second component, the extracted multimodal
(text and audio) features are then combined and
are fed into a BiLSTM with a fully-connected
layer, which extracts inter-dependencies between
text and audio modality.

5.2.1 Extracting Unimodal Features with
Contextual BiLSTM

The Contextual LSTM is proposed by (Poria et al.,
2017), designed to analyze video emotion utiliz-
ing text, speech and video image. The contextual
LSTM connects dense layers and softmax output
with each LSTM unit. In the implementation, this
architecture is also called time-distributed dense
layer. This structure helps maintain the latent time
sequence in data while making sentiment classifi-
cation on the utterance level.

In our contextual LSTM, we choose the BiL-
STM as fundamental LSTM architecture by its
best performence in past work (Poria et al., 2017).
BiLSTM is the bidirectional LSTM (Hochreiter
and Schmidhuber, 1997), which is an extended
model of recurrent neural network (RNN). Specif-
ically, LSTM is designed to acquire key informa-
tion from time series data while overcoming the
defect that traditional RNN might lose informa-
tion in long time series. BiLSTM is then devel-
oped from LSTM, considering not only the for-
ward information transfer but backward transfer.
The bidirectional information transmission signif-
icantly improves model prediction power. For the
construction of Contextual BiLSTM, detailed for-
mulas (Only forward transmission formulas) are
described below.

fj = σg(Wfxj + Ufhj−1 + bf )

ij = σg(Wixj + Uihj−1 + bi)

oj = σg(Woxj + Uohj−1 + bo)

cj = fj ◦ cj−1 + ij ◦ σc(Wcxj + Uchj−1 + bc)

hj = oj ◦ σh(cj)

Zj = ReLU(Wzhj + bz)

In the above formulas, xj denotes the jth input
features, i.e., the jth sentence textual or audio fea-
tures. fj , ij , and oj represent the standard for-
get gate, input gate and output gate. W and b are
trainable vectors in the training process, and all
the vectors described above are used to generate
hidden state hj and cell state cj . Zj in the last
formula stands for the output of time-distributed
dense layer connected to the jth LSTM unit.

Compared with Poria’s work (Poria et al.,
2017), we remove the softmax output on LSTM
unit since our regression is applied on document
level, instead of utterance level. The dense layer
output is constructed as a new time sequence fea-
ture to be further utilized in next stage.

5.2.2 Hierarchical Fusion of Unimodal
Features

Hierarchical fusion of unimodal features is
achieved by our Multimodal Deep Regression
Model. Figure 1 demonstrates the integral process.
In this process, the hierarchical fusion consists of
two stages.

Stage 1 Vectors T andA are represented by the
matrices on the left. Matrix T is 520 × 300 di-
mensional and matrixA is 520× 27 dimensional,
while 520 is the length of document, 300 and 27
are the dimensions of textual features and audio
features. The matrices are then fed into Contextual
BiLSTM through a Mask layer to screen the effect
of zero-padding. As described in 5.2.1, Contex-
tual BiLSTM extracts unimodal features for each
matrix separately while keep the original chrono-
logical order. After extracted, unimodal features
are still organized on sentence level so they can
be horizontally stitched as merged features in the
middle of Figure 1.

Stage 2 The merged features are then fed into
a BiLSTM connected with a two-layer neural net-
work. To be specifically, we avoid the same net-
work architecture as Poria’s work (Poria et al.,
2017) here to achieve our unique purpose. Unlike
video emotion classification, the regression prob-
lem in our study is document-level, which means
that we do not make prediction on each utterance.
Therefore, Contextual BiLSTM is not suitable for
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Figure 1: The proposed Multimodal Deep Regression Model (MDRM). The inputs to the model is a company’s
conference call audio file with correpsonding transcript. Each conference call consists of N sentences. The output
variable is a numerical value, i.e., the company’s stock price volatility following the conference call.

stage 2 since the features are already extracted on
high-level. In stage 2, we use the BiLSTM con-
nected with a two-layer neural network to com-
plete the regression. The effectiveness of this con-
cision structure will be experimental proved in the
experiment result section.

6 Experiment Setup

The stock volatility prediction problem is formu-
lated following (Kogan et al., 2009). The volatility
is defined as:

v[t−τ,t] = ln
(
√∑τ

i=0(rt−i − r̄)2
τ

)
(1)

where rt is the return price at day t and r̄ is the
mean of the return price over the period of day
t − τ to day t. The return price is defined as
rt = Pt

Pt−1
− 1, where Pt is the closing price on

day t. We choose different τ values, including
3, 7, 15, 30 calendar days to evaluate the short-
term and long-term effectiveness of volatility pre-
diction. We obtain daily stock prices of year 2017
(dividend-adjusted) from CRSP database.

We report the performance using the Mean
Squared Error (MSE) between the predicted

volatility and true volatility:

MSE =
1

M ′

M ′∑

i=1

(f(X ′i)− y′i)2 (2)

where M ′ is the size of the test set, and y′i is the
true volatility associated with testing exampleX ′i.

6.1 Baselines
We consider several stock volatility prediction
baselines as described below.

Past Volatility. It is often reported in prior
research that past volatility is a strong predictor
of future volatility. Thus we consider using the
volatility of previous τ -days before conference
call to predict the τ -days volatility following the
conference call. We call this baseline vpast.

tf-idf bag-of-words. It is used in (Kogan et al.,
2009). The feature value is classic tf-idf
score. Term frequency (tf) is calculated as TF =
ni,j∑
k nk,j

, and inverse document frequency (idf) is

calculated as IDF = log ( |d|
1+df(t)), where the ni,j

is the number of frequency of term ti in docu-
ment dj , and

∑
k nk,j denotes the sum of all terms

appear in document dj . |d| is the total number
of document, and df(t) is the sum of documents
which contain the term ti.
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word embeddings. Each transcript is repre-
sented as a weighted average of word embed-
dings. In our experiment, we use pre-trained
GloVe-300 word embeddings. This document rep-
resentation is shown to be a simple yet effective
method (Arora et al., 2017). This baseline can
help us to evaluate the effectiveness of proposed
deep model. We also experiment with pre-trained
word embeddings GloVe-50 and GloVe-100 but
find GloVe-300 performs the best among those.
Therefore, we use GloVe-300 as input word em-
beddings throughout our experiments.

For the above two baselines tf-idf bag-of-words
and word embeddings, given conference call tran-
script representations, we apply Support Vector
Regression (SVR) (Drucker et al., 1997) with Ra-
dial Basis Function (RBF) kernel to predict stock
volatility yi, following previous studies (Kogan
et al., 2009; Rekabsaz et al., 2017; Tsai and Wang,
2014).

We also consider two multimodal learning base-
lines that fuse both audio and textual features.

simple fusion This is a baseline using a simple
shallow model to fuse different modalities. The
audio and text features are fed into SVR as input.
Using this baseline, we can compare the effective-
ness of deep multimodal model with shallow mul-
timodal model.

bc-LSTM It is a state-of-the-art multimodal
learning model as proposed in (Poria et al., 2017).
They present a bidirectional contextual LSTM
(bc-LSTM) framework for fusing multimodal fea-
tures including audio, video and text. We replicate
their deep model as a direct baseline.

For our multimodal deep regression model
(MDRM), we also evaluate three different scenar-
ios: text-only, audio-only, and both text and au-
dio are available text+audio.

6.2 Training Setup

Our deep model is built and trained with Keras8.
We apply backpropagation with stochastic gradi-
ent descent in the training, and we choose the
mean square error as the loss function. We use lin-
ear activation for the final regression layer and im-
plement ReLU activation function for the remain-
ing layers.

During the experiment, we find that training
with audio data is more prone to overfitting. We
then implement dropout in our model. In the first

8Keras: https://keras.io/

stage, we set dropout as 0.5 for audio contextual
BiLSTM and 0.8 for text contextual BiLSTM. In
the second stage, we remove the dropout layer. For
the model evaluation, randomly splitting dataset
into training/validation/testing is not reasonable
since we should not use later years’ conference
calls to predict previous years’ stock volatilities.
Therefore, we choose the top 80% of the data as
training data and the remaining 20% as test data.

7 Experiment Results and Discussion

Predicting stock volatility is a rather challenging
task given the noisiness of the stock markets. Fol-
lowing prior research, we report volatility number
in the 3-th decimal. The main experiment results
are shown in Table 1. We now discuss the ex-
periment results and several interesting findings as
well as their implications to the stock markets.

Multimodal Deep Regression Model is Effec-
tive. The results show that our multimodal deep
regression model (MDRM) outperforms all base-
lines. Using both text and audio data, the model
has prediction error of 1.371, 0.420, 0.300 and
0.217 for 3-days, 7-days, 15-days and 30-days fol-
lowing the conference call respectively. Compar-
ing with using past volatility only, the improve-
ment gain is as substantial as 54.1% for 3-days
prediction. The improvement over other baseline
methods are 19.1% (tf-idf bag-of-words), 17.8%
(word embeddings), 20.4%(simple fusion) respec-
tively for 3-days prediction. Comparing with the
state-of-art baseline bc-LSTM (Poria et al., 2017),
MDRM also achieve 3.3% error reduction for 3-
days prediction. It is worth emphasizing the sub-
stantial improvement over simple fusion model.
As our design motivation, verbal and vocal fea-
tures should be modeled jointly as vocal cues ei-
ther affirm or discredit the verbal message in pub-
lic communication. Our deep regression model is
able to capture the interplay of both modalities that
a simple feature fusion model cannot.

Both modalities are helpful. We can also con-
clude from the results that multimodal features are
more helpful than unimodal features (either text or
audio) alone. When we predict the stock volatil-
ity 3-days following the conference call, multi-
modal (1.371) outperform unimodal (1.431) by
4.2%. As shown in Table 1, MDRM (text+audio)
significantly outperforms MDRM (text only) and
MDRM (audio-only) model for 3-days, 7-days
and 15 days stock volatility prediction. The im-
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τ=3 τ=7 τ=15 τ=30
vpast 2.986 0.826 0.420 0.231

tf-idf bag-of-words 1.695 0.498 0.342 0.249
word embeddings 1.667 0.549 0.345 0.275

simple fusion 1.722 0.501 0.307 0.233
bc-LSTM (text+audio) (Poria et al., 2017) 1.418 0.436 0.304 0.219

Multimodal Deep Regression Model (MDRM)
text only 1.431 0.439 0.309 0.219

audio only 1.412 0.440 0.315 0.224
text+audio 1.371∗∗∗ 0.420∗∗∗ 0.300∗∗ 0.217

Table 1: MSE of different models on stock volatility prediction τ -days following the conference call. The * denotes
statistical significance compared to MDRM (text only) results under a one-tailed t-test (*** for p ≤ 0.001 and **
for p ≤ 0.01)

provement is not statistically significant for 30-
days prediction, which we will explain the pos-
sible reasons later. In addition to reduced predic-
tion error, fusing both modalities can mitigate po-
tential overfitting problem. We find that training
a deep LSTM network with audio data only can
result in overfitting very quickly. In our experi-
ment, the audio-only deep network shows a trend
of over-fitting in 10 epochs. Therefore, the result
that audio-only MDRM performs better than text-
only MDRM (1.412 vs. 1.431) may need care-
ful interpretation as we have to stop audio-only
model training early to prevent overfitting. How-
ever, using both audio features and text features,
the model usually converges in 20 epochs without
over-fitting.

Some Individual Vocal Features are Impor-
tant. We also design another experiment to in-
vestigate the importance of different vocal fea-
tures. We examine whether the left-out of in-
dividual vocal features can affect prediction re-
sults. We follow the prior research (Jiang and
Pell, 2017) to select five representative vocal fea-
tures including mean pitch, standard deviation of
pitch, mean intensity, number of pulses and mean
HNR (Harmonic-to-Noise Ratio). Our experiment
results show that without mean pitch feature, the
MSE of our model increases 0.7%. The left-out
of standard deviation of pitch also raises MSE by
0.65%. For mean intensity and number of pulses,
MSE increases by 0.63% and 0.56% respectively.
However, MSE is not changed with mean HNR
being left-out.This finding is consistent with prior
research in speech communication that pitch and
intensity are important features when detecting a
speaker’s confident and doubt.

Short-term Volatility Prediction is Hard. Our

prediction results consistently show that short term
volatility prediction error is much greater than
long term prediction error. For example, the 3-
days prediction MSE of MDRM is 1.371, while
the 30-days MSE is 0.217. The gain of MDRM
over past volatility baseline vpast diminishes from
54% (τ = 3) to 6% (τ = 30). In other words,
short term volatility prediction is much more diffi-
cult than long term prediction. This phenomenon
has also been extensively documented in finance
and accounting literature, known as post earnings
announcement drift (PEAD). Research (Ball and
Brown, 1968; Bernard and Thomas, 1989) have
shown that the stock price moves more signifi-
cantly (volatile) in a short period of time (several
trading days) following the conference call than
in a long period of time (from weeks to months).
Even though the absolute value of MSE is higher
in short-term, the 54% improvement over base-
line past volatility is still encouraging, because any
information that helps to formulate realistic esti-
mates of the volatility can be invaluable to capital
market participants.

Marginal Gain over Simple Models is Dimin-
ishing in Long-term. Our experiment results also
consistently show that complex deep models such
as bc-LSTM (Poria et al., 2017) or our proposed
deep regression model outperform shallow mod-
els (such as SVR) by large margin in short-term
prediction (τ=3 or 7). However, the margin be-
comes smaller as we predict a relative long-term
stock volatility (τ=15 or 30). For example, com-
paring with tf-idf bag-of-words model at τ = 3,
our MDRM reduces prediction error by 19.1%
(1.371 vs. 1.695). However, at τ = 30, the predic-
tion error reduction is 12.8% (0.217 vs. 0.249).
This can also be confirmed that when τ = 30,
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the MSE of past volatility method is as small
as 0.231, which is even better than tf-idf bag-
of-words model and is only slightly worse than
MDRM. In other words, the benefit of using com-
plex deep model for long-term volatility prediction
is smaller than for short-term volatility prediction.
This phenomenon can be explained by Efficient-
market hypothesis (EMH), which is a theory in fi-
nancial economics that states that the stock prices
only react to new information so it is impossible
to predict the stock price based on historical infor-
mation. Therefore, as we target for a longer time
horizon, the predictive power of using the previous
conference calls information becomes less signifi-
cant and substantial.

7.1 Case Study: AMD Conference Call First
Quarter 2017

We conduct a case study to further investigate the
validity of multimodal learning for stock volatility
prediction. The case study is based on the AMD
(Advanced Micro Devices Inc.)’s earnings confer-
ence call in the first quarter of 2017. We qualita-
tively explain why multimodal features are more
helpful than unimodal text features.

May 1st 2017 is a bad day for AMD investors.
After the company’s earnings conference call, the
stock price dropped by 16.1% in the post market
session. The company’s stock price became very
volatile for the next few days. We analyze the con-
ference call transcript with corresponding audio
recording of the company’s Chief Executive Of-
ficer (CEO) Dr. Lisa T. Su.

Figure 2 illustrates the inconsistencies between
the CEO’s verbal cues and her vocal cues. We ob-
serve that there is a significant increase in mean
pitch while the CEO is saying “Overall, from a
performance standpoint, the product and the cus-
tomer engagements are going as we would ex-
pect” (Case 1). While the language is positive, the
mean pitch of CEO’s voice increases 20% above
her average mean pitch (203.39 Hz) and the mean
pitch values in nearby sentences. According to
prior acoustic research (Jiang and Pell, 2017), the
high mean pitch may correlate with a speaker be-
ing not confident about what he or she is talking
about. A similar inconsistency also happens when
the CEO is saying We have more memory band-
width” (Case 2).

After the earnings conference call, it turns out
that the revenue of AMD actually missed the an-
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alyst expectation by $0.38M. Thus, the positive
words in the CEO’s language is not as credible
as it sounds. Using unimodal text data only, we
may miss the inconsistency in verbal and vocal
cues. Therefore, the multimodal learning model
may capture the inter-dependency between multi-
modal features and better predict market reactions
to earnings conference calls.

8 Conclusion

Predicting financial risks of publicly traded com-
panies is an essential task in financial markets.
In this work, we have demonstrated that CEO’s
language and voice in company earnings confer-
ence calls can be utilized to predict the company
financial risk level, as measured by stock price
volatility for days following the conference call.
We propose a BiLSTM-based multimodal deep re-
gression model that extracts and fuses multimodal
features from text transcripts and audio record-
ings. Even though our work is an application of
financial domain, we hope our multimodal learn-
ing model can also be useful in other areas (such
as social media and customer service) where mul-
timodality data is available.
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A Appendices

In this appendix section, we present details of our
text and audio forced alignment method. Given an
audio file containing speech, and the correspond-
ing transcript, forced alignment is defined as the
process of determining, for each fragment of the
transcript, the time interval (in the audio file) con-
taining the spoken text. In our setting, we need to
match speaker’s speech and corresponding spoken
text from an earnings conference call data.

However, earnings conference call normally
lasts for about one hour or longer. Therefore,
aligning audio clips with the corresponding text is
quite challenging.

Toward this end, we propose an Iterative Forced
Alignment (IFA) algorithm to promote the align-
ment results on our data set. The IFA method is
inspired by a spoken language processing work
(Moreno et al., 1998). We implement IFA on the
basis of normal forced alignment technology, in

Algorithm 1 Iterative Forced Alignment

1: function Alignment(ai, ti, si)
2: if Length(ai) = 0 then
3: return True
4: end if
5: if Length(ai)! = 0 then
6: result← Aeneas(ai, ti)
7: speaker ← LastSpeaker(si)
8: slicea,t ← LastParagraph(ai, ti)
9: si ← CutLastSpeaker(si)

10: ai, ti ← CutLastParagraph(ai, ti)
11: Save slicea,t as files
12: return False
13: end if
14: end function
15: function IterativeSegmentation
16: for i = 0→M do . M is the number of

calls
17: ai, ti ← Audioi, T rasncripti
18: si ← SpeechSequencei
19: while result! = True do
20: result← Alighment(ai, ti, si)
21: end while
22: end for
23: end function

Python, we use Aeneas9 as fundamental forced
alignment method. Algorithm 1 demonstrates the
specific architecture of our method.

During our experiment, we find the forced
alignment performs well in the beginning and end
of the whole document. In the middle parts, align-
ment result might be influenced by short sylla-
ble words, fast switching of speakers or omission
of text record. Therefore, we utilize the iterative
strategy in segmentation. Instead of aligning the
whole document and then segment it according to
alignment result, the IFA chooses to segment only
the last paragraph at one time, since the last para-
graph is most likely to be aligned precisely. Af-
ter segment the last paragraph, IFA will restart the
forced alignment on the remaining audio and text,
generate the new alignment result and segment the
last paragraph, until document is fully processed.
We randomly select 200 earnings conference calls
to test the effectiveness of IFA. As shown in Ta-
ble 2, the adoption of IFA improves segmentation
accuracy and reduces the degree of error signifi-
cantly.

9Aeneas: https://github.com/readbeyond/aeneas
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Match Not Match
Begin End Begin End

Iterative
63 60 37 40
Total:123 Total:77

One-Time
33 22 67 78
Total:55 Total:145

Table 2: Comparison of Iterative Segmentation and
One-Time Segmentation

To acquire right-segmented earnings conference
calls automatically. We implement both IFA and
One-Time segmentation on the remaining data, se-
lecting the right-segmented earnings conference
call by comparing the result of two methods. If
the difference of segmentation result between the
two methods is small in one document, we note
this document as right-segmented.

By adopting IFA on our dataset, we solve the
long, noisy audio segmentation problem in an ef-
fective way. Since there is no recognized practi-
cal method to deal with such a problem, our work
can contribute to those researchers who are inter-
ested in long audio processing and analyzing. Not
only in financial materials analysis field but also
in other areas including social media analysis and
emotion recognition.
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Abstract

Motivated by infamous cheating scandals in
various industries and political events, we ad-
dress the problem of detecting concealed in-
formation in technical settings. In this work,
we explore acoustic-prosodic and linguistic in-
dicators of information concealment by col-
lecting a unique corpus of professionals prac-
ticing for oral exams while concealing infor-
mation. We reveal subtle signs of concealed
information in speech and text, compare, and
contrast them with those in deception detec-
tion literature, thus uncovering the link be-
tween concealing information and deception.
We then present a series of experiments that
automatically detect concealed information
from text and speech. We compare the use
of acoustic-prosodic, linguistic, and individ-
ual feature sets, using different machine learn-
ing models. Finally, we present a multi-task
learning framework with acoustic, linguistic,
and individual features, that outperforms hu-
man performance by over 15%.

1 Introduction

In 2018, a cheating scandal (Mobley, 2018) at the
world’s most notoriously difficult verbal exam for
wine professionals shook the global wine indus-
try — answers were found leaked by some exam-
iners to candidates beforehand — and all results
were invalidated; in 2016, with questions leak-
ing ahead of political campaigns (Wemple, 2016),
CNN faced a grave scandal from which only more
controversies ensued; in 2000, the notorious po-
tential debate leak (Bruni and Van Natta, 2000) in-
between the Bush and the Gore campaigns drew
the attention of F.B.I. investigators. What all of the
three scandals share in common is the fact that it
had been difficult to accurately identify who and to
whom leaked the critical information, because the
party who unfairly obtained the information tried
their best to conceal and pretend otherwise.

Despite the importance and potential impact of
detecting concealed information, research on de-
tecting concealed information has been scarce. It
is partly because large-scale datasets with ground
truth labels of information concealment are diffi-
cult to come by. It is only in rare cases can we
verify the existence of concealed information in
the wild.
From the perspective of information attainment
and revelation, deception and concealing informa-
tion are correlated ambiguously. In Table 1, we
clarify the difference between the two important
concepts with an information grid. When we pos-
sess the critical information but appear not in pos-
session, we are concealing information; whereas
in contrast, when we do not possess the informa-
tion but pretend we are in the know, we are de-
ceiving. Despite the proliferation of deception de-
tection studies in text and speech, research on the
closely related problem of detecting concealed in-
formation has been sparse.

The Information Grid
Appearance

Information No Information

Truth
Information Honesty Concealed Information

No Information Deception Honesty

Table 1: The Information Grid: Concealed Information
vs. Deception

Prior to trying to detect concealed informa-
tion, we first ask why might we be able to do so
systematically, as opposed to random guessing?
Specifically, what makes concealed information
detectable? There exist at least two counteracting
factors. First, consistent with deception, when in-
dividuals are concealing information, they expe-
rience potentially greater cognitive load to keep
their logic straight, and/or being in fear of being
caught, especially when the stakes are high, and
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the expectations are great. Second, contrary to
deception, because of the endowment with crit-
ical information, the candidates also experience
more confidence, less fear, and therefore poten-
tially lighter cognitive load, due to the informa-
tional advantages. All of these possible offsets
make it particularly challenging to control for po-
tential indicators of concealing information.
In the present study, we present a unique corpus of
both text and speech, collected from field exper-
iments that provide ground-truth labels, allowing
us to initiate the investigation of concealed infor-
mation, with a focus on technical settings, where
some candidates are being evaluated on their tech-
nical skills that require logical reasoning. More
specifically, we address the following questions:

1. How good (or bad) are humans at detecting
concealed information in technical settings?

2. Can we improve on human performance,
with a new multimodal dataset, a better un-
derstanding of individual differences, and tai-
lored classifiers for audios and texts?

3. How are indicators of concealed information
related to those of deception?

4. When are Machine Learning classifiers better
(or worse) than human domain experts?

To preview our results, this work contributes to
the critical problem of automatic detection of con-
cealed information, increases our scientific under-
standing of information concealment versus de-
ception and individual differences in concealing
information, and presents a series of experiments
aimed at automatically detecting concealed in-
formation from text and speech. We collect a
unique corpus of speech and text from field exper-
iments for the purpose, and show that our multi-
task learning framework that combines acoustic-
prosodic, linguistic, and individual feature sets
outperforms baselines by over 11%, and human
performance by over 15%.

2 Related Work

There exists limited research in social psychol-
ogy on Concealed Information Theory (CIT) (Am-
bach et al., 2010) and interpersonal deception
that articulates the nuanced meaning of conceal-
ment as a subset of interpersonal deception (Buller
et al., 1994). However, ours differ from this body

of work in terms of method, scale, and focus.
With large-scale computational detection methods
based on machine learning and deep learning, we
deviate from autonomic and brain electrical mea-
sures elicited from small-scale on-campus labora-
tory experiments and manual analyses.
Besides, as has been detailed in Section 1, the
current study is related to deception detection,
which has been extensively studied in multiple dis-
ciplines such as cognitive psychology, computa-
tional linguistics, and paralinguistics, forensic sci-
ence, etc.
Early work by psychologists (e.g. Ekman et al.,
1991, Streeter et al., 1977, Newman et al., 2003)
have found indicators of deceptive speech include
pitch increases, LIWC (Pennebaker et al., 2001)
features, etc. More recently, computer scientists
have investigated deception detection in various
contexts, identifying cues from texts, speech sig-
nals, gestures, and facial expressions. We refer in-
terested readers to Burzo et al. (2017) for an ex-
cellent review in this realm.
Language-based indicators of deception have been
identified in various contexts. For instance,
Bachenko et al. (2008) found that a mixture of
linguistic features including hedging, verb tense,
and negative expressions are predictive of truth-
fulness in criminal narratives, interrogation, and
legal testimony. Ott et al. (2011) investigated
online deceptive opinion spams by crowdsourc-
ing a dataset of fake hotel reviews using Amazon
Mechanical Turk, and found deceptive spams ex-
hibit more positive emotions, first-person singu-
lars, concrete expressions, and fewer spatial con-
figurations. Studies in the similar vein include
Hancock et al. (2007), Mihalcea and Strapparava
(2009), Feng et al. (2012), etc. Toma and Hancock
(2010), Guadagno et al. (2012), Joinson and Dietz-
Uhler (2002) and Warkentin et al. (2010) explored
deception detection in more diverse online settings
such as online dating, social networks, and online
communities.
There has also been much progress in identify-
ing cues of deception in speech signals. Lev-
itan et al. (2015) collected a large-scale corpus
of cross-cultural speech of deception and truth-
telling, coupled with individual features such as
personality traits. They found that gender, na-
tive language, and personality information signifi-
cantly improves classification accuracy along with
acoustic-prosodic features. Levitan et al. (2016)
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combined acoustic-prosodic, lexical, and phono-
tactic features to automate deception detection and
outperformed human performance by a large mar-
gin. Levitan et al. (2018a) and Levitan et al.
(2018b) tested for statistically significant acoustic-
prosodic and linguistic indicators of deception de-
tection. Moreover, Mendels et al. (2017) trained a
hybrid deep learning model that combines speech
signals with textual features, outperforming shal-
low machine learning methods.
Videos of deceptive and non-deceptive speech
have also been collected to leverage the visual
cues for automatic detection. Pérez-Rosas et al.
(2015a), and Pérez-Rosas et al. (2015b) collected
real-life trial videos and applied image processing
methods to extract gestures and facial expressions,
which prove to improve the performance of decep-
tion detection classifiers.
Ideologically, the current study is related to stud-
ies that explore how to improve human decision-
making processes with machine learning algo-
rithms, especially in tasks that prove difficult for
humans. Other research efforts include Kleinberg
et al. (2017) where algorithms aid judges’ deci-
sions, Ranganath et al. (2009) where machines de-
tect flirtation better than humans, and the decep-
tion detection literature reviewed above where ma-
chines outperform humans by a large margin.

3 Data

3.1 Blind Tasting Game

We design a field experiment that mimics the set-
ting of the motivating cheating scandal in blind
tasting oral exams (in Section 1) and provides fi-
nancial incentives to participants to conceal criti-
cal information, which is randomly assigned to in-
dividuals.
More specifically, in each session of the blind tast-
ing game, there are 5− 10 wine professionals par-
ticipating in 7 − 15 rounds sequentially. During
each round, one mysterious wine, the identity of
which is known to one participant by chance, is
poured. Every individual including the informed
one, proceeds to taste, describe, reason, and con-
clude on his/her guesses about the identity of the
wine, in a random sequence, both verbally and in
writing. The professionals participate to practice
their tasting skills, and strive to make as many
correct calls about wines’ identities as possible.
Once every individual has voiced their opinions,
the identity is revealed, and each participant is

asked to provide guesses of the informed partic-
ipants before revelation — they can write as many
as they wish. The participants who have done the
best job concealing information (i.e. the least cor-
rect guesses of concealing information by others)
in aggregate are rewarded with fine wines as in-
centives at the end of each session.
We recorded 49 sessions with a total of 41 pro-
fessionals in rooms with soundproof equipment
and collected answer sheets on which participants
wrote descriptions, conclusions, and guesses of in-
formed individuals.
We also collected information about participants’
gender, native language, credentials, and granular
domain knowledge (self-confidence in identifying
every style or region of wines) in post-session
questionnaires. 88% of participants’ native lan-
guage is American English, the rest include Ko-
rean, Spanish, British English, and Chinese. 61%
of participants have passed the level of certified
sommelier or above with the Court of Master Som-
melier, one of the most authoritative institutions in
the industry, especially in the United States; and
41% of participants have passed the third level
with the Wine & Spirit Education Trust, the other
most authoritative institution in Europe.

3.2 Pre-processing

We manually annotated the audio samples by
speaker, with or without information, and the iden-
tity of wine, using Praat (Boersma et al., 2002).
We discarded audios unrelated to the tasting game,
such as small talk. The resulting audio samples
were then transcribed with wit.ai API for auto-
matic speech recognition, and hand-corrected af-
terward. We also transcribed the written answers
and annotated accordingly.
The speech was tagged and aligned with the
speaker id. We then segmented it into turn units,
where a turn is defined as a maximal sequence of
inter-pausal units (pause-free segments separated
by a minimum pause length of 50 ms) from a sin-
gle speaker without any interlocutor speech that
is not a backchannel. Labels of speaker id, wine
identity, speakers’ guesses of both wine and in-
formed individuals were assigned to each turn ac-
cordingly. We define single turn segments as indi-
vidual turns of a speaker in any round separately
and aggregate them by speaker and round as multi-
ple turn segments. Our classification is performed
on both segmentations of the data, whereas statis-
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tical analyses are on multiple turn segments.
The resulting corpus totaled 164 hours, and 3288
multiple turn and 9104 single turn segments. We
randomly split our entire set into training, devel-
opment, and testing sets at the ratio of 70:10:20
separately for single and multiple turn. Evaluation
results were based on 5-fold cross-validation.

4 Feature Extraction

4.1 Acoustic-prosodic Features and
Indicators

We extract 8 low-level acoustic features com-
monly studied in speech research: intensity mean
and max, pitch mean and max, 3 voice quality fea-
tures (shimmer, jitter, noise-to-harmonics ratio),
and speaking quality, as well as 13 Mel-Frequency
Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) per window of
256 frames and stride of 100 frames, using Praat
(Boersma et al., 2002), Parselmouth (Jadoul et al.,
2018), and python speech features library.
Following previous studies on deception, we use
openSMILE (Eyben et al., 2010) to extract two
feature sets from the InterSpeech challenges:
the 2013 Computational Paralinguistics Challenge
baseline feature set (IS2013) (Schuller et al.,
2013), and the 2009 Emotion challenge baseline
feature set (IS2009) (Schuller et al., 2009). The
two feature sets contain 6373 and 384 features re-
spectively, from computation of various function-
als over low-level descriptors such as pitch (fun-
damental frequency), intensity, spectral, cepstral,
duration, voice quality, spectral harmonicity, and
psychoacoustic spectral sharpness. These have
been shown useful for many tasks such as native
language detection (e.g., Keren et al., 2016), emo-
tion detection (e.g., Eyben et al., 2013, Satt et al.,
2017), sincerity (e.g., Zhang et al., 2016, Herms,
2016), and deception detection (e.g., Zhang et al.,
2016, Herms, 2016). The two feature sets were
used in our machine learning classification tasks.
All the audio features are z-score normalized by
speaker.

Table 2 shows the statistically significant low-
level acoustic features (marked by S) for both
classes based on paired t-tests between the features
of truthfulness and information concealment, cor-
rected for family-wise Type I error by controlling
the false discovery rate (FDR) at α = 0.05%. (S)
indicates significant uncorrected p-values.
As is shown in Table 2, across all speakers (the
last column), we observe an increase in maximum

Feature Male Female Low Skill High Skill All

Pitch (max) S S

Pitch (mean)

Intensity (max) S S (S) S

Intensity (mean) (S)

Speaking Rate S S

Duration (-)(S) (-)(S) (-)(S)

Voice Quality

Table 2: Low-level Acoustic Indicators of Information
Concealment

pitch, intensity, speaking rate, and a decrease in
duration, suggesting that speakers on average tend
to speak with higher maximum pitch, intensity,
rate, and shorter duration when concealing infor-
mation. It has been documented in multiple decep-
tion detection studies (e.g. Levitan et al., 2018a)
that people also tend to speak with a higher maxi-
mum pitch and intensity when telling a lie.
To understand the individual differences in speech
with concealed information, we report the same
test statistics for specific subsets of speakers —
grouped by gender, and skill level. We find that
maximum pitch is significantly increased in in-
formation concealment for male speakers but not
for female speakers, and that increased speaking
rate in information concealment for speakers with
lower skill. These results largely echo the results
in recent deception detection studies in interview
dialogues (e.g. Levitan et al., 2018a), except that
we found the total duration was longer for truth-
ful speech than speech with concealed informa-
tion. The finding about increased speaking rate
in relatively lower-skilled professionals supports
the hypothesis that extra information boosts confi-
dence level and outweighs the effect of increased
cognitive load when concealing information.

4.2 Linguistic Features and Indicators

LIWC: previous research in speech and text
found LIWC dimensions useful for predicting
personality (Newman et al., 2003), deception
(Levitan et al., 2018b), etc., therefore we extract
93 semantic classes using LIWC 2015 (Pen-
nebaker et al., 2001, Pennebaker et al., 2015).
They include standard linguistic dimensions
(e.g., pronoun, article), grammar (e.g., verb, adj,
compare), psychological processes (e.g., cognitive
process cogproc, social processes social, affective
processes affect), time orientation (e.g., focuspast,
focuspresent, focusfuture), relativity (relativ),
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and formality (e.g., informal language informal,
Netspeak).
Linguistic: we extract 10 linguistic features based
on results from previous literature. Included are
binary and numeric features capturing hedging
(Choi et al., 2012, Prokofieva and Hirschberg,
2014), linguistic and syntactical distinctiveness,
subjectivity, sentiment (valence, intensity) (Pang
et al., 2008), contraction, level of detail (Li and
Nenkova, 2015), and contextual concreteness.
We measure hedging using a rule-based algorithm
introduced in Prokofieva and Hirschberg (2014),
complemented with a comprehensive hedging
dictionary released by Choi et al. (2012).
We measure linguistic and syntactical distinctive-
ness by training a “common language model”
using a wine review corpus that consists of
860, 119 reviews from four major websites —
Vinous, Wine Spectator, Wine Enthusiast, and
Decanter, as summarized in Hu (2018). Following
Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al. (2012), we use
unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams for training and
use the model to predict the likelihood of given
sentences in our corpus, which measures linguistic
distinctiveness. For syntactical distinctiveness we
add Part-of-speech tags to the language model.
We measure contextual concreteness by building
a domain-specific rule-based algorithm following
the tasting grid widely used by wine profes-
sionals. Our method counts both the number
and percentage of cluster descriptor versus item
descriptor, weighted by pre-specified weights
calculated based on a weighting scheme identical
to tf-idf except that the document corresponding
to representative descriptors of a style and region
of wine.
Subjectivity and sentiment measures were ex-
tracted with TextBlob (Loria, 2010).
Length: we include the average number of words
by turn and sentence, the average length of words
by turn, sentence, and word.
Ngrams: we extract unigrams, bigrams, and
trigrams, which has been shown useful for
domain-specific deception detection (Ott et al.,
2011).
Embeddings: we obtain distributed representa-
tions of words to capture semantic relationships
using GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) word
vectors trained on 1B tweets and the same wine
review corpus used for the common language
model.

All the linguistic features are extracted for both
audio transcriptions and written texts. We calcu-
late the differences in-between using Euclidean
distance (where Ngrams are preprocessed to be
binary on every dimension).
Table 3 shows (1) the top ngram features for both
concealed information and truthful classes from
a logistic regression classifier, which yields an
F1-score of 60.13% with minimal manipulation;
(2) the statistically significant LIWC, linguistic,
and other features for both classes based on
the same tests as detailed in Section 4.1, by
taking the union of significant feature sets from
transcriptions and written texts. We further

Feature Concealed Information Truthful

N-grams
yeah, but it, citrus,

correct, ruby, did not,
lift, botrytis, would not

uh um, there is, there are,
was like, so, slight,

not sure, blossom, clear

LIWC
clout, certain, function,

cogproc, negate, discrep,
differ, assent, posemo

compare, pronoun, verb,
ingest, feel

Syntax adj, adverb, syn distinct

Else specificity, ∆(Trans, Text) hedging, #word, length

Table 3: Linguistic Indicators of Information Conceal-
ment vs. Truthfulness

compare our results with those in recent deception
detection studies (Levitan et al., 2016, Levitan
et al., 2018b, Levitan et al., 2018a). In Table 3,
we denote significant features consistent with
deception literature as red and underlined, and
those opposite with deception literature as blue
and italicized.
Consistent with Benus et al. (2006), we found
that the use of filler pauses such as “um” were
correlated with truthful speech. The LIWC
cogproc (cognitive processes — e.g. “cause”,
“think”, “know”), certain, posemo (positive
emotion), negation, and assent features were sig-
nificantly more frequent in speech with concealed
information, in line with Levitan et al. (2018b),
supporting the hypotheses that cognitive load,
as well as confidence level, increases with the
pressure of concealing information.
We also found the LIWC compare, verb, and feel
features, backed by hedging, total word count and
length significantly more frequently associated
with speech without concealed information,
suggesting an interesting balance of more visceral
responses and deliberation associated with truth-
telling in technical settings.
Other significant indicators of concealed in-
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formation include syntactical distinctiveness
(syn distinct), specificity, clout, discrepancy,
and disparity between speech and written text
(∆(Trans, Text)), the results regarding clout
(confidence) and discrepancy are consistent with
Levitan et al. (2018b).
Some of the ngrams features appear to echo
the other linguistic indicators. For instance,
“botrytis” is a precise winemaking term that is
usually associated with aromas of honey, ginger,
and saffron, which corresponds to the specificity
feature identified as an indicator of information
concealment; “clear” is a fairly general term
in wine talk that indicates neither certainty nor
specificity, and therefore more indicative of
truthfulness; the appearance of the word “ruby”
is in accordance with the statistics that wine
professionals in our sample performed better on
and are more confident in calling red wines than
white wines.

5 Classification Experiments

We first balance our dataset by random upsam-
pling, since the number of negative labels is more
than twice of positive labels.

5.1 Baseline Models

We trained Logistic Regression (LR) classifiers
with ngrams, and Random Forest (RF) classi-
fiers with acoustic features as baseline models for
text and speech respectively. For LR, we var-
ied preprocessing methods (stop words, number of
ngrams, binary vs. numeric), and the most perfor-
mant LR model uses only bigram features. For
RF, we varied the number of trees, the choice of
feature sets detailed in Section 4.1. The most per-
formant RF model uses 800 tree estimators, and
the IS 2009 Emotion Challenge feature set alone.

5.2 Deep Learning Models

Given the results from baseline models and pre-
vious literature (Mendels et al., 2017; Levi-
tan et al., 2016), we train Bidirectional Long
Short-Term models (BiLSTM, Schuster and Pali-
wal, 1997; Zhang et al., 2015) with sequences
of word embeddings, Multi-Layer Perceptrons
(MLP) with acoustic feature sets, and the com-
binations thereof. The GloVe embeddings were
used to initialize the weights but back propaga-
tion was also allowed to update embedding val-
ues during training. We use Bayesian optimiza-

tion (Snoek et al., 2012) to tune the hyperparam-
eters. It was used to maximize the F1 scores on
the development set, based on various hyperpa-
rameters including learning rate, number of hid-
den layers of MLP, the number of hidden units
per layer, optimizers and associated parameters,
dropout rate, and batch size. and concatenate em-
beddings learned from acoustic features passed
through an MLP and those passed through a BiL-
STM for the last softmax layer. The combined
model structure follows Mendels et al. (2017) ex-
cept that we used 4 hidden layers for MLP, and
concatenated additional individual features before
the last softmax layer. Our model consists of
four fully connected layers, each with 680 hid-
den units followed by ReLU (Krizhevsky et al.,
2012) activations. We use a softmax layer with
two outputs that corresponds to the two classes
(Concealment vs. Truthful) in our task, trained
on categorical cross-entropy as the loss function.
Training process also includes Batch Normaliza-
tion (Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015) and Dropout (Sri-
vastava et al., 2014) implementation (keep prob-
ability being 0.6) upon the output of each layer.
The optimizer is Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014).
The BiLSTM trained on word embeddings is then
merged with MLP and individual feature vectors
by concatenation based on last hidden layers. The
base model with trigrams did perform slightly bet-
ter than BiLSTM with GloVe with an improve-
ment of 0.50 and 0.31 of F1 scores over bigrams
but the resulting vector dimension does not bal-
ance well with that from MLP and individual fea-
tures for gradient propagation. Therefore, we use
BiLSTM with GloVe of comparable performance
and greater simplicity. To prevent the acoustic
MLP from being penalized more than the linguis-
tic BiLSTM, we adopt an auxiliary softmax layer
to the BiLSTM output concatenated with individ-
ual features, with a parameter chosen to be 0.41 by
Bayesian optimization.

5.3 Multi-task Learning

Based on the combined model in Section 5.2,
we explore multi-task learning by adding two
more tasks that share the same training set,
and an additional dataset scraped from blind
tasting video and audio clips posted by Guild of
Sommeliers. It consists of 5.5 hours clean blind
tasting demonstrations, and 21 rounds. The two
additional tasks are predicting if the speaker’s
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answer is correct, and the identity of the wine.
The overall structure is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Multi-task Leaning Framework Combining
Acoustic, Linguistic, and Individual Features

5.4 Measuring Human Performance

We obtained the overall human performance at an
F1-score of 56.28 for multiple turn segmentation,
by converting individual guesses into binary
labels and aggregating them. There is no statistics
for single turn segmentation available because we
asked participants to provide guesses at the end
of each round. The F1-score of individuals with
higher credientials did beat Random Forest with
IS 2009 features at 63.14. We speculate that it
could be because these participants more versed
in blind tasting are also better at detecting incon-
sistencies between descriptions and conclusions,
which are telltale signs of concealed information
in our context.
If we were to obtain human performance for sin-
gle turn segmentation, we would have to ask the
participants to provide guesses every time there
was a speaker turn, which would greatly disrupt
the experiment. While it is entirely possible to
hire another group of qualified wine professionals
familiar with the setting to help annotate the
dataset by both single and multiple turn, and
we could have obtained human performance by
asking other wine professionals not involved in
the experiments to listen to the audio clips and
provide labels, but it was not feasible due to
logistic and financial constraints at the time of
implementation.
Since some of the professionals know one another
well and the task of guessing several individuals
out of all for each round makes it easier than the
detection task faced by algorithms, due to social
and order effects (the sequence of rounds was

randomly determined to counterbalance order
effects from treatments, but it does not eliminate
the biases from human performance measures),
we argue that our statistics for human perfor-
mance is biased, but it provides the upper bound
because the real performance could be even worse.

5.5 Results
Table 4 shows the F1-scores of the most perfor-
mant models from each model class as described
in Section 5. We also marked human performance
on multiple turn segments in red in the first row,
since it is worse than all the models in the ta-
ble. Across all the models and feature sets, multi-

Model Features F1 (single / multiple turn)

Logistic Regression Bigrams
Human: NA / 56.28

61.18 / 65.45

Random Forest IS 2009 59.23 / 60.03

MLP IS 2009 63.96 / 67.27

BiLSTM GloVe 61.41 / 67.35

MLP + BiLSTM IS 2009, GloVe 64.12 / 68.57

MLP + BiLSTM
IS 2009,

Individual Features,
GloVe.

64.14 / 70.02

MLP + BiLSTM +
Multi-task

IS 2009,
Individual Features,

GloVe.
65.16 / 71.51

Table 4: Classification Results of Baselines, DL Mod-
els, Combined DL Model, and Multi-task Learning
Model

ple turn segmentation yields better F1-scores com-
pared to single turn segmentation. It is intuitive
in the sense that, multiple turn segments contains
more information than single turn segments, lead-
ing to more informative features that help classifi-
cation. Consistent with Levitan et al. (2015), we
have also found individual features such as gen-
der, skill level, and native language, boost classi-
fication performance by a relatively large margin
— the same magnitude as the boost from com-
bining acoustic and linguistic features. Further-
more, multi-task learning with auxiliary classifiers
boosts F1-score by the same margin as adding
individual features to the joint model, which is
higher than human domain experts’ performance
by 15.23%.

6 Conclusions, Limitations, and Future
Directions

We have presented a study of concealed informa-
tion in text and speech. Our analysis of acoustic-
prosodic and linguistic characteristics of informa-
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tion concealment, contrasted with those of de-
ception, provides insight into the nature of text
and speech with or without concealed information.
We have also evaluated the performance of sev-
eral machine learning classification methods to the
critical problem of detecting concealed informa-
tion in technical settings. We developed a hybrid
multi-task learning model that outperforms base-
line models by 11.48% and human domain experts
by 15.23%.
The current study is by no means perfect. First,
more samples and machine learning experiments
could have been done, had we had more time,
funding, and resources. Second, during the blind
tasting games, the identity of each wine dur-
ing each round was known to one participant
by chance, in that, every potential grape-region
combo in a total pool of 38 combos was randomly
assigned to one participant beforehand without re-
placement. At the time of pouring, there was no
secret mechanism in place to inform the particu-
lar participant who brought the wine being poured.
However, given the fact that (1) it was common
knowledge (each one knows it, if each one knows
that the others know it, if each one knows that
each one knows that the others know it, and so
on) that each grape-region combo was assigned
to no one or one individual for each session, and
(2) all participants were required to bring a wine
of the assigned grape-region that they know very
well and ensure it of a classical style most repre-
sentative of the grape and region, the task of de-
tecting self-brought wines becomes trivial to our
participants, and therefore the informing mecha-
nism stands. We acknowledge that a cleaner and
cleverer design could have been implemented to
randomly assign and secretly inform participants,
however, that would require hiring more indepen-
dent administrators and sacrificing some partici-
pants’ practice opportunities, which were the rea-
sons why we settled for the current setting. Third,
more analyses of acoustics such as pitch and tonal
contour, phonotactic variations could be incorpo-
rated to further explore the space of information
concealment in speech. Fourth, additional experi-
ments with identified significant acoustic and lin-
guistic features would add more weight to the cur-
rent paper.
Lastly, we look forward to further exploring this
line of research by investigating:

1. the individual differences in both detecting

concealed information and concealing in-
formation, by analyzing the features across
groups defined by individual personality
traits (Fornaciari et al., 2013, An et al., 2018),
ethnics, native languages, and different di-
mensions of professional skills;

2. the result and model robustness by collect-
ing and testing other field data such as board
games;

3. the predictive power of phonotactic variation
features;

4. the relationship between perceived informa-
tion concealment and concealing informa-
tion;

5. how soon can we detect concealed informa-
tion;

6. how to conduct domain adaptation with re-
gards to detecting concealed information;

7. efficient ways to make the multi-task learning
framework scalable.

In addition, this line of work might inspire new
methods for detecting insider trading in financial
markets.
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Abstract

The information revolution brought with it
information pollution. Information retrieval
and extraction help us cope with abundant in-
formation from diverse sources. But some
sources are of anonymous authorship, and
some are of uncertain accuracy, so how can
we determine what we should actually be-
lieve? Not all information sources are equally
trustworthy, and simply accepting the majority
view is often wrong.

This paper develops a general framework for
estimating the trustworthiness of information
sources in an environment where multiple
sources provide claims and supporting evi-
dence, and each claim can potentially be pro-
duced by multiple sources. We consider two
settings: one in which information sources
directly assert claims, and a more realistic
and challenging one, in which claims are in-
ferred from evidence provided by sources, via
(possibly noisy) NLP techniques. Our key
contribution is to develop a family of proba-
bilistic models that jointly estimate the trust-
worthiness of sources, and the credibility of
claims they assert. This is done while ac-
counting for the (possibly noisy) NLP needed
to infer claims from evidence supplied by
sources. We evaluate our framework on sev-
eral datasets, showing strong results and sig-
nificant improvement over baselines.

1 Introduction

The emergence of social networks and news ag-
gregators — combined with ill-informed posts,
deliberate efforts to create and spread sensation-
alized information, and a strongly polarized po-
litical environment — makes it very difficult to
establish what is really known. Therefore, fact
checking seeks to assess whether the claim is true
or false, or to provide a confidence level for the
claim given textual evidence (Hassan et al., 2017;

Wang, 2017; Wang et al., 2018). A typical fact
checking pipeline consists of document retrieval,
sentence-level evidence selection, and textual en-
tailment stages (Thorne et al., 2018). However,
this pipeline is local in that it applies to a given
claim. The missing step here is to assess the trust-
worthiness of the sources producing the claims
and evidence. This is a global step that, in princi-
ple, accounts for all claims made by a source and
all sources making a claim.

Previous work has studied how to estimate
the trustworthiness or credibility of information
sources for fact-finding (Vydiswaran et al.; Paster-
nack and Roth, 2013), truth discovery (Dong et al.;
Pochampally et al., 2014; Dong et al., 2015; Li
et al., 2016) and crowdsourcing (Sabou et al.,
2012; Hovy et al., 2013; Gao et al., 2015). Usu-
ally, given a list of conflicting facts, e.g. “source
s asserts claim c”, or “annotator x labels data item
t by label y”, we detect the true claims or correct
labels for the data item by resolving conflicts, and
then compute the trustworthiness of sources.

However, many sources do not directly assert
claims, but rather generate articles as evidence,
expecting readers to infer claims from this evi-
dence. In practice, given a claim of interest, peo-
ple may search for related articles from multiple
sources and collect evidence for the claim; they
can then determine the veracity of the claim by de-
ciding whether the evidence found supports or re-
futes the claim. However, most existing work that
attempted to study trustworthiness of sources as-
sumed that sources make assertions directly. Even
when intermediate text was accounted for (Vydis-
waran et al.; Nakashole and Mitchell, 2014), it was
assumed that clean evidence and clear connections
between evidence and conflicting claims are pro-
vided, disregarding the fact that NLP systems at-
tempting to support these tasks are noisy.

This paper considers two situations when eval-
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Claim: Tom Brokaw wants 
Brian Williams fired.

Source: pagesix.com
Stance: For

Source: foxnews.com
Related Articles:
… NBC's Tom Brokaw reportedly 
wants Brian Williams fired over 
fabricated Iraq helicopter story …

Source: m.huffpost.com
Related Articles:
… Brian Williams' Future Uncertain 
As NBC News Investigates Iraq, 
Katrina Coverage …

Direct 
Assertion

Indirect 
Assertion

Textual 
Entailment 

for 
Indirect 

Assertion

For
(Entailment) 

Against
(Contradiction)

Figure 1: Claim with assertions from multiple sources
(from http://www.emergent.info/). Direct
assertions specify their stance; indirect assertions pro-
vide related articles, and we can leverage (noisy) text
entailment tools to collect their stances. We want to
assess whether to believe the stance and articles.

uating the trustworthiness of information sources:
(1) the source directly asserts claims, and (2) the
source indirectly asserts claims by proposing evi-
dence. The first case is similar to previous work;
the second case is more challenging but more im-
portant in practice. Both cases are depicted in Fig-
ure 1. A multitude of sources is given and each
may assert multiple claims or propose multiple
pieces of evidence. At the same time, multiple
claims are observed, some of which are directly
asserted by sources and some are supported by ev-
idence.

Our goals are to identify true claims and to es-
timate the trustworthiness of each source. The
key challenge is that this global inference task
is influenced by the knowledge of which claims
are made by which sources; however, establish-
ing links – from evidence generated by a source
to claims – requires NLP techniques such as tex-
tual entailment (TE) (Dagan et al., 2013). Such
TE tools, which assess whether a given textual ev-
idence (premise) entails a given claim (hypothe-
sis), are often noisy — making the evaluation of
sources more difficult.

The key contributions of this work are as
follows: (1) It proposes a probabilistic model,
JELTA, which jointly estimates the credibility of
claims and the trustworthiness of sources, when
claims are made by sources directly, indirectly, or
both. (2) Our framework incorporates a TE model
as part of the global inference framework as a way
to link evidence (and thus, sources) to claims. (3)

This is the first work to distinguish between di-
rect and indirect assertions made by information
sources.

Our experiments on both synthetic and natural
datasets show solid results that are significantly
better than baselines.

2 Trustworthiness Analysis

Our goal is to evaluate the trustworthiness of infor-
mation sources by detecting the true claims while
accounting for noise in the links between claims
and evidence for them. While direct assertions
are straightforward to deal with (since it is clear
which source generates which claim), the chal-
lenge is to incorporate “noisy assertions” into our
problem formulation. We first describe our setting,
and then elaborate on the probabilistic modeling.

Figure 2: Our solution considers two settings: (1)
source si directly asserts multiple claims cj ; (2) the
source provides evidence ek by multiple articles, and
the proposed evidence can support or refute claims via
some noisy NLP tool.

2.1 Noisy Assertions
We are given a set of claims to validate and a
text corpus (pieces of evidence) generated by mul-
tiple sources that are believed to have generated
the claims. Given the claim text, we issue a set
of searches over the corpus, to find evidence in
support of the claims. The result is a a set of
(noisy) assertions. A (noisy) assertion consists of
a claim, a sentence in the corpus, and a label (“en-
tailment”, “contradiction”, “neutral”). The claim
is a real world input we attempt to determine the
truth value of. E.g., in Figure 1, “Tom Brokaw
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wants Brian Williams fired” is such a
claim. An assertion, on the other hand, is an ar-
tifact of our framework. As we search the cor-
pus generated by the sources for evidence sup-
porting the claim, we identify candidate sentences
(‘Related Articles” in the figure) and use a pre-
trained textual entailment model (e.g. the decom-
posable attention model (Parikh et al., 2016)) to
provide an entailment label and complete the triple
(claim, sentence, label). The generation of noisy
assertions as described above follows a typical
fact-checking pipeline mentioned in Thorne et al.
(2018).

Table 1: Notation Table

Notation Description
s an information source
c a claim
m a mutually exclusion set of claims
e an evidence
ym the true claim in m
bs,c The (observed) probability of c asserted by s

bs,e,c
The (observed) probability of c
asserted by e from s

ws,m if s asserts claims of m
ws,e if s provides e
we,m if e supports or refutes claims of m
Hs the probability s makes an honest claim

Ps
the (hidden) probability s produces
a true evidence

Rs
the probability s recalls a true evidence
(true-positive rate)

Qs
the probability s recalls a false evidence
(false-positive rate)

Xi Set of all (observed) direct assertions
Xd Set of all (observed) indirect assertions
Y Set of all true claims

Given noisy assertions, Figure 2 illustrates our
problem setting. Overall, there are two situations.
In the upper part of the figure, we show the case
in which information sources make direct asser-
tions: the source directly states that some claims
are true or false. The alternative case, indicated
in the lower part of the figure, involves the source
indirectly asserting claims by making noisy asser-
tions: the source first generates articles that con-
tain sentences, and the sentences may entail or re-
fute related claims. An entailment tool can then
be used to assert the claims to be true or false,
based on those sentences. A claim can be sup-
ported by multiple sources or multiple pieces of
evidence from different sources. We now propose
our model, JELTA, which handles both cases de-
scribed above.

2.2 Fundamentals

Our probabilistic model denotes an information
source as s ∈ S, a claim as c ∈ C, and m as
a mutual exclusion set of claims (exactly one of
the claims in each mutual exclusion set is true).
Here m is a fact to be checked, and c is a state-
ment that m is true or false. ws,m, ws,e and we,m
are binary indicators — respectively telling us if
s asserts claims of m, if s provides evidence e,
and if evidence e supports claims in m. We de-
note evidence e ∈ E, and for each entailment
result, we use bs,c and bs,e,c to represent the ob-
served probability that s asserts c and s provides e
to assert c respectively. Here,

∑
c∈m bs,c = 1 and∑

c∈m bs,e,c = 1. We summarize our notation in
Table 1.

2.3 JELTA

Our work models a joint distribution that reflects a
“story” of how sources generate observations. In-
tuitively, given an estimation of the verdict of the
claims and the factors, including the trustworthi-
ness of sources providing claims and evidence, we
want to maximize the probability that we can ob-
serve the claims and evidence.

We represent the verdict of a claimm as a latent
variable, ym, and associate a parameter Hs with
each source s, reflecting the probability of s telling
the truth, which we use to measure the trustwor-
thiness of s. We now describe how ym and Hs

are used to compute the probability of observing
the claims and evidence. Starting with the proba-
bility that source s makes a direct assertion: intu-
itively, if s asserts a true claim c = ĉ inm, then the
probability that s asserts c is Hs, the probability s
telling the truth. Otherwise, s chooses uniformly
from other claims in m with probability 1−Hs

|m|−1 .
Besides the term Hs, we require another (hid-

den) factor related to s, namely, the probability of
s telling the truth as evidence. We denote this as
Ps, the precision of s generating evidence. Here
we allow Ps can be different with Hs, since pro-
viding true evidence for a true claim is more dif-
ficult than just providing a true claim. However,
considering that those all reflect the trustworthi-
ness of s, we assume they share a similar distribu-
tion over sources in our problem.
Ps can then be represented by two other param-

eters, Rs and Qs (Dong et al., 2015). These rep-
resent the true- and false-positive rates of s pro-
ducing evidence, respectively. We denote γ as the
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Figure 3: Plate diagram for probabilistic model de-
scribing the generation of direct and indirect assertions.
Shaded parts are the observations, ym is the latent vari-
able, and Hs, Rs, Qs and φw are groups of parameters.
Dotted lines describe the interactions between Hs and
Rs, Qs.

probability of a claim being true, then Ps can be
represented by Qs and Rs as:

Ps =
γRs

γRs + (1− γ)Qs
(1)

We assume that the probability of the claim be-
ing true or false is equal. Since Hs and Ps share
similar distributions, Hs relates to Qs and Rs as
follows:

Hs ∼ Ps =
Rs

Rs +Qs
(2)

Now we discuss how to compute the probabil-
ity of observing the noisy assertions. Intuitively,
when source s wants to assert a claim with the
NLP tool (textual entailment model) by proposing
evidence: if s wants to support a true claim indi-
rectly, s will recall true evidence with probability
Rs. This requires the NLP tool to do textual en-
tailment correctly, otherwise s will also uniformly
choose false or unrelated evidence.

This paper considers the simplest way to gener-
ate a false claim or false evidence, and the choice
may not always follow random sampling in prac-
tice. Our prior work Pasternack and Roth (2013)
discusses some other options, which could alter-
natively be used here.

In the remainder of this section, we formally
model those processes.

Direct Assertion. Modeling the generative pro-
cess of direct assertions by sources is very similar
to Simple LCA (Pasternack and Roth, 2013). As
above, if the claim c ∈ m asserted by s is the true
claim ym, the probability of observing the source s

asserting claim c of m is Hs. Otherwise, the prob-
ability of s asserting a false claim of m is 1−Hs

|m|−1 .
Therefore, the joint probability of the observa-

tion over Xd and ym can be modeled as follows:

P (ym, Xd|Hs) =

P (ym)
(
H
bs,ym
s

∏

c∈m\ym
(
1−Hs

|m| − 1
)1−bs,c

)ws,m

(3)
Then, given all sources S and θ = {Hs}, we

can write the full joint of direct observations as:

P (Y,Xd|θ) =
∏

m

P (ym)
∏

s

(
H
bs,ym
s (

1−Hs

|m| − 1
)1−bs,ym

)ws,m

(4)
Note that we simplify the expression by leveraging∑

c∈m\ym bs,c = 1− bs,ym .

Indirect Assertion. Here the sources provide
articles containing possible evidence rather than
making direct assertions. Besides the parameters
Qs and Rs, the observation also depends on the
noisy entailment results given by the textual en-
tailment model. Therefore, we introduce a func-
tion φw(e,m, c) ∈ R1 to measure the reliability of
an entailment result. Here φw(e,m, c) is a linear
combination of feature values in a sigmoid func-
tion, so that we can scale it to [0, 1]:

φw(e,m, c) =
exp(

∑
iwizi)

1 + exp(
∑

iwizi)
(5)

where zi is a feature for each given 〈e,m, c〉, and
w = {wi} are the weights of each zi learned by
our model.

For each observation 〈s, e,m, c〉, the source
generates true evidence with probability Rs, and
with probability of φw(e,m, c), the proposed evi-
dence e supports claim c of m. This means that
we have probability of Rs · φw(e,m, c) to ob-
serve the tuple when c = ym. If c 6= ym, ei-
ther the source does not provide true evidence, or
the entailment model provides an unreliable en-
tailment result — which means we have probabil-
ity of 1

N

(
1 − Ps · φw(e,m, c)

)
to observe a false

evidence-claim pair. Here N is the total number
of such false evidence-claim pairs.

Therefore, the joint probability of the observa-
tion over ym and Xi (indirect assertion observa-
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tions) is as follows:

P (ym, Xi|Rs, Qs,W ) =

P (ym)
∏

e

((
Rs · φw(e,m, c)

)bs,e,ym

(1− Rs
Rs+Qs

· φw(e,m, c)
N

)1−bs,e,ym)ws,e,we,m

(6)
Here, we also use

∑
c∈m\ym bs,e,c = 1−bs,e,ym .

Then, given all sources S and θ = {Qs, Rs,W},
the full joint probability of indirect assertions is:

P (Y,Xi|θ) =
∏

m

P (ym)
∏

s

∏

e

((
Rs · φw(e,m, c)

)bs,e,ym

(1− Rs
Rs+Qs

· φw(e,m, c)
N

)1−bs,e,ym)ws,ewe,m

(7)

Joint Modeling. Now to consider direct and in-
direct assertions together, we multiply Equations 4
and 7 together with two hyper-parameters, ηd and
ηi, which give different weights to direct and indi-
rect assertions. If ηd > ηi, this means we believe
that a direct assertion is more accurate than an in-
direct assertion, and vice versa.

Therefore, observing that all sources propose
their evidence and make their assertions indepen-
dently, and taking θ = {Hs, Rs, Qs,W}, we can
write the full joint as:

P (X,Y |θ) =
∏

m

P (ym)
∏

s

(
H
bs,ym
s

(
1−Hs

|m| − 1
)1−bs,ym

)ws,mηd∏

e

((
Rs · φ

)bs,e,ym

(1− Rs
Rs+Qs

· φ
N

)1−bs,e,ym)ws,ewe,mηi

(8)
where φ = φw(e,m, c) for abbreviation. Mean-

while, since Hs ∼ Rs
Rs+Qs

, we model it by min-
imizing their KL divergence. Therefore, we also
minimize:

EHs [log
Hs

Ps
] =

∑

s

Hs log
Hs

Ps

=
∑

s

Hs log
Hs(Rs +Qs)

Rs

(9)

2.4 Inference
The true claim, ym, is a latent variable that is
unknown in our problem, so we solve this ap-

proximately by using the EM algorithm (Demp-
ster et al., 1977) to first estimate the true claim,
then find the maximum a posterior point estimate
of the parameters. Therefore, the E-step is ∀m:

P (ym = c|X, θt) = P (ym = c|X, θt)∑
v∈m P (ym = v|X, θt)

(10)
In the M-step, besides maximizing the posterior

of parameters, we should also consider the inter-
actions between Hs and Rs, Qs. We include it as
a regularization term with a parameter λ that con-
trols the importance of the interactions. Thus, the
M-step is as follows:

θt+1 = argmaxθEY |X,θt [logP (X,Y |θ)P (θ)]

− λEHs [log
Hs

Ps
]

(11)
Since there are no closed form solutions for

those parameters, we use gradient ascent to solve
them parameter-by-parameter. We leave the com-
putation of derivatives to the appendix.

2.5 Measuring Entailment Results
In our model, φw(e,m, c) evaluates the reliabil-
ity of an entailment result given by the entail-
ment model. As we described in Section 2.3,
φw(e,m, c) is a sigmoid function of a linear com-
bination of feature values, and we include follow-
ing features:

Entailment Score. For each prediction of the
given entailment model, the model will predict a
label, i.e. entailment, contradiction or neutral as
well as a score to support its conclusion.

Text Similarity. This feature is computed by
the cosine similarity between numerical represen-
tations of the evidence and the claim. In this work,
we use tf-idf and Glove (Pennington et al., 2014)
to represent sentences respectively. To represent
a sentence, we use the pre-trained Glove 1 with a
simple method proposed in (Arora et al., 2017).

Entity Similarity. We identify entities for each
pair of evidence and claim, and compute the over-
lap of entities by jaccard similarity and entity sim-
ilarity by NESim (Do et al., 2009) as two features.

3 Experimental Evaluation

We evaluate the effectiveness of our joint model
JELTA and compare it with baselines. We first de-

1https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/
glove/
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scribe our datasets and the methods we compare
with, then elaborate on the results.

3.1 Experimental Settings

Data Sets We use both synthetic and natural
datasets to evaluate our models.

Synthetic Dataset: FEVER. We use the train-
ing file of FEVER2 to create the synthetic dataset.
FEVER is a dataset for verification of claims. We
augment FEVER with sources and other informa-
tion using following steps.

Step 1: Assign Veracity for Claims. Fever pro-
vides evidence-claim pairs with their textual en-
tailment labels. Considering our running example,
Fever provides sentence pairs such as “...NBC’s
Tom Brokaw reportedly...” and “Tom Brokaw
wants Brian Williams fired.” as evidence and
claim. For each experimental round, we sample
200 claims from those pairs, then randomly assign
half as true and half as false.These labels will be
the ground truth of claims’ veracity.

Step 2: Create Sources with Accuracy. Next, we
create sources with corresponding accuracy as the
ground truth of trustworthiness. In our each exper-
imental round, we create 200 sources and for each
source si, we associate an accuracy denoted as
Hsi . To generate Hsi , we sample a decimal num-
ber from a normal distribution (µ = 0.5, σ = 1) in
[0, 1]. A normal distribution is used here because
we assume most sources mix true and false claims,
and a few of them are highly trustworthy or totally
unbelievable.

Step 3: Associate Sources with Evidence and
Claims. The last step is to assign claims and ev-
idence to each source. In our experiments, each
source makes 30 assertions. Each source si, with
probability Hsi , picks a true claim; otherwise it
picks a false claim. For evidence, since we as-
sume that the distribution of precision generating
evidence over sources shares a similar distribu-
tion with {Hsi}, the source si picks a piece of
evidence either supporting a true claim or refut-
ing a false claim with Hsi + ε, where epsilon is a
small Gaussian noise (µ = 0, σ = 1). Considering
the running example, if claim “Tom Brokaw wants
Brian Williams fired.” is associated with “True”
in Step 1, and Fever provides the pair with la-
bel “Entailment”, “...NBC’s Tom Brokaw report-
edly...” is therefore a piece of evidence supporting
a true claim. Otherwise si picks a piece of evi-

2http://fever.ai/data.html

dence supporting a false claim or refuting a true
claim. Note we assume that each source provides
more pieces of evidence than claims, and set the
ratio of direct assertions to indirect assertions as 1

4
in our expeirments.

We run 10 rounds of experiments and report the
average performance.

Natural Dataset: Emergent. We use Emer-
gent (Ferreira and Vlachos, 2016) directly; it is
derived from a digital journalism project for ru-
mor debunking. It contains 300 rumored claims
and 2,595 associated news articles from different
websites, collected and labeled by journalists with
an estimate of their veracity (true, false or unver-
ified). We eliminated the claims that are unveri-
fied, leaving 201 claims and 589 effective sources.
For each source, the dataset provides the claims
it supports or refutes, which we use as direct as-
sertions. It also provides the articles generated by
the source, and we use them as possible evidence
repository that may support or refute the claims.
The ground truth of the trustworthiness is gener-
ated by computing the accuracy of sources based
on the veracity label provided.

Entailment Model. We need a textual entail-
ment model to tell us if evidence (a sentence) sup-
ports or refutes a claim. We use a pre-trained de-
composable attention model (Parikh et al., 2016)
with Elmo embedding (Peters et al., 2018) trained
on the SNLI dataset 3. The model’s performance
is not good on either FEVER or Emergent: when
we use majority voting over the evidence to esti-
mate the veracity of a claim, the accuracy is under
40%. To improve the textual entailment model, we
adapt the pre-trained model with additional train-
ing data. For the experiment on FEVER, we ran-
domly sample 100 training examples from labeled
development dataset of FEVER. (There is no over-
lap between the additional training data and our
created test data.) For the experiments on Emer-
gent, we construct additional training data by arti-
cle headlines and article headline stance provided
by Emergent. Here, the article headline is gen-
erated by each article, and the dataset tells us if
the article headline can support or refute the claim,
which is a good source of additional training data.

Metrics To evaluate the performance of our
method as well as the baselines, we evaluate

3https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/
snli/
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(a) Veracity accuracy of claims on

FEVER

(b) Veracity accuracy of claims on

Emergent
(c) Veracity varying noise rate in textual

entailment results

Figure 4: The performance of estimating veracity of claims by different methods. On both FEVER and Emergent, JELTA
achieves the highest accuracy, and a low standard deviation in the 10 rounds evaluation on FEVER. (c) reports the accuracy
variation when we add different rate of noise in the textual entailment results, and JELTA is consistently better.

(a) Evaluating correlation estimation on

FEVER

(b) Evaluating correlation estimation on

Emergent
(c) Correlation varying noise rate in

textual entailment results

Figure 5: The performance of estimating the trustworthiness of sources by Peasrson and Spearman score. The methods
considering both direct and indirect assertions are much better than those considering one of them only, and JELTA can achieve
an additional improvement. (c) reports the performance varying different rate of noises being added to the entailment results,
and JELTA is also consistently better than other methods.

(1) the accuracy of the estimated veracity of the
claims, (2) the accuracy of the estimated trustwor-
thiness of the source. Here, we evaluate trust-
worthiness by two typical correlation scores, the
Spearman correlation coefficient and Pearson cor-
relation coefficient (Fieller et al., 1957). Spear-
man’s correlation assesses monotonic relation-
ships, whereas Pearson’s correlation is the covari-
ance of two random variables — thus when com-
puting Pearson’s correlation, we normalize the es-
timated accuracy of the sources.

Baselines
MJ-Claim. In this case, we only consider direct

assertions made by sources, and for each claim we
collect all related assertions and do majority vote
to estimate the veracity of the claims. Once we get
an estimation of their veracity, we can compute the
accuracy for each source.

MJ-EVI. We only consider indirect assertions in
this case. With the textual entailment model out-
put, each evidence provided by the article will ei-

ther support, refute or abstain the claim. Here,
we also use majority vote to estimate the verac-
ity of the claims, and use the mean ratio between
the number of evidence supporting the true claim
and the total number of evidence for each claim to
estimate the trustworthiness of the source.

Sim-LCA. We leverage the model proposed in
(Pasternack and Roth, 2013) to estimate the credi-
bility of the sources. Here, the model only consid-
ers direct assertions.

Sim-Com. We propose a simple solution that
considers both direct and indirect assertions. Here,
we use MJ-EVI to estimate the truth of the claims,
based on which we calculate the accuracy for each
source. Note that the results are the same com-
pared with MJ-EVI when estimating the veracity
of the claims, while the estimation of trustworthi-
ness over sources is different.

3.2 Results

Accuracy of Veracity. Figure 4 (a) reports (for
each method) the accuracy of estimation for
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the claims’ veracity, over our synthetic dataset.
JELTA achieves the highest accuracy, by around
5%, and shows a low standard deviation over the
10 rounds of experiments. Figure 4 (b) reports
the accuracy on Emergent. We again observe a
4% improvement in accuracy compared with MJ-
EVI, and around 16% improvement vs the meth-
ods considering direct assertions only. It makes
sense that evidence-based method (leveraging in-
direct assertions) can beat the claim-based method
(leveraging direct assertions only) by using more
information to reduce potential noise. However,
using sources and claims only is more noisy, espe-
cially with many bad information sources. Fig-
ure 4 (a) shows that when the distribution of
sources changes, the performance of MJ-Claim
and Sim-LCA also varies a lot: their performance
greatly depends on the distribution of trustworthi-
ness over sources. Besides offering higher accu-
racy, evidence-based methods are more robust to
varying sources’ trustworthiness.

Trustworthiness Estimation. Figure 5 (a) re-
ports the performance by Pearson and Spearman
score, for each method’s estimate of the trustwor-
thiness of each source on FEVER. JELTA’s ac-
curacy is consistently better than other baselines,
whenever we use the Spearman or Pearson score
to compute the correlation between the estimation
and the ground truth. JELTA also has a lower stan-
dard deviation over different rounds. This result
is consistent with the results shown when we are
estimating the veracity of claims. It reveals that
evidence-based methods are relatively more sta-
ble than the methods considering direct assertions
only. MJ-Claim and Sim-LCA highly depend on
the trustworthiness distribution over sources. If
most of the sources are more trustworthy, we can
both estimate the true claims more accurately and
better estimate the trustworthiness of sources; and
vice versa. That is why both MJ-Claim and Sim-
LCA have high standard deviations over different
rounds. Based on the results of MJ-EVI, we can
observe that simply calculating accuracy by esti-
mated “correct” evidence cannot achieve a highly
correlated estimation of sources: the entailment
tool provides noisy evidence. However, Sim-Com,
which directly counts estimated “correct” claims
by MJ-EVI, can improve the estimation. Thus, if
we can estimate the veracity of claims accurately,
estimating the trustworthiness by claims is more
accurate than doing that by noisy evidence. This

is also why we can significantly improve the per-
formance by joint modeling. Intuitively, we use
evidence to better estimate the veracity of claims,
and leverage claims to better estimate the trust-
worthiness of sources, in an iterative fashion. Fig-
ure 5 (b) leads to similar conclusions. Since there
are more trustworthy sources, the performance of
claim-based methods is better than MJ-EVI.

Influence of textual entailment model. Fig-
ures 4 and 5 show that our method, which jointly
considers direct and indirect assertions, signifi-
cantly improves the estimation. Among different
factors, evidence contributes the most when esti-
mating the veracity of claims, which can also help
the estimation of the trustworthiness. However,
the usefulness of evidence highly depends on the
quality of the NLP tool. To quantify the amount of
noise introduced, we report the Pearson and Spear-
man score varying a noise rate r. Given r, for each
entailment result, with probability r, we will flip
the answer of the textual entailment. For exam-
ple, if the result is “entailment”, we will change
it randomly to either “contradiction” or “neutral”,
and vice versa. The results are shown in (c) of Fig-
ure 4 and 5. As noise increases, the accuracy, Pear-
son and Spearman score drop lower. However, the
JELTA method is consistently better than the alter-
natives. JELTA’s accuracy decreases more slowly,
and its correlation remains positive, even though
we flip 95% of the entailment results. This demon-
strates that jointly considering direct and indirect
assertions can better avoid the skewness caused by
either evidence or claims.

4 Related Work

Evaluating the trustworthiness of sources has
been studied for fact-finding, truth discovery and
crowdsourcing. In the context of fact-finding (Vy-
diswaran et al.; Pasternack and Roth, 2013) and
truth discovery (Yin et al., 2008; Dong et al.; Zhao
et al., 2012; Li et al., 2014; Pochampally et al.,
2014; Dong et al., 2015; Li et al., 2016), the solu-
tions estimate the trustworthiness or credibility of
sources, by resolving the conflicts of claims pro-
vided by multiple sources. The claims are usually
in structured form, and conflicting values can be
easily captured without noise. Works in (Vydis-
waran et al.; Nakashole and Mitchell, 2014; Popat
et al., 2017) further take text into consideration,
however, in (Vydiswaran et al.; Nakashole and
Mitchell, 2014), they still depend on a structured
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input form and thus the connection between evi-
dence and conflicting claims are given, which is
usually not practical. Popat et al. (2017) lever-
ages text as evidence to do fact-checking, while
their estimation of credibility of sources neglects
the reliability of sources generating evidence. In
crowdsourced labeling (Sabou et al., 2012; Hovy
et al., 2013; Gao et al., 2015), the system is given
noisy labels which are annotated by different an-
notators. The input is again in structured form, and
there is no evidence to consider. This is a limited
setting compared with our problem. Our problem
is also related to fact-checking (Wang et al., 2018;
Thorne et al., 2018; Yin and Roth, 2018; Zhao
et al., 2018), however they only consider if the ev-
idence can support the claim without tracking the
source of the claim and evidence.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper studied the problem of estimating the
trustworthiness of given information sources. The
sources make direct claims or indirect claims by
generating evidence that implies these claims.

We proposed a probabilistic framework, JELTA,
which jointly considers both kinds of assertions to
better estimate claims’ veracity and sources’ trust-
worthiness. We evaluated JELTA over both syn-
thetic and real datasets, and our results show sig-
nificant improvements over baselines.

While we presented the framework here as ap-
plying to claims with two truth values, we believe
that this framework can apply more broadly. For
example, rather than considering a claim as being
True or False, (Chen et al., 2019) suggests that one
needs to view a claim from a diverse, yet compre-
hensive, set of perspectives. Our framework can
be extended to deal with sources that generate a
spectrum of perspectives, each with a stance rela-
tive to claim and with evidence supporting it. We
leave this for future work.
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A Appredix

A.1 Inference
To infer the value of latent variables and param-
eters in our model, we use EM algorithm to first
estimate the true claim, and then find the maxi-
mum a posterior point estimate of the parameters.
As shown in Section 2.4, given parameters θt and
X , E-step is easy to compute, while the M-step
is more complicated. Since there are no closed
form solutions for those parameters, we use gradi-
ent ascent to solve them and do them parameter-
by-parameter.

For Hs, we have:

∂P (X,Y |θ)
∂Hs

=

∑
m

∑
ym

P (ym|X, θt)ws,mηd(bs,ym −Hs)

Hs −Hs
2

+ λ
(
log

Rs

Rs +Qs
− logHs − 1

)

(12)

Then, for Rs, Qs and W , the derivatives are as
follows:

∂P (X,Y |θ)
∂Rs

=
∑

m

∑

ym

P (ym|X, θt)ηi
∑

e

ws,ewe,m

[ bs,e,ym
Rs

+
(1− bs,e,ym)φw(e,m, c)Qs

Rs(Qs +Rs)φw(e,m, c)− (Qs +Rs)2

]

+ λ ·Hs
Qs

Rs(Qs +Rs)
(13)

∂P (X,Y |θ)
∂Qs

=
∑

m

∑

ym

P (ym|X, θt)ηi

∑

e

ws,ewe,m
(1− bs,e,ym)φw(e,m, c)Rs

(Qs +Rs)2 −Rs(Qs +Rs)φw(e,m, c)

− λ · Hs

Rs +Qs

(14)

∂P (X,Y |θ)
∂wi

=
∑

m

∑

ym

P (ym|X, θt)ηi
∑

s

∑

e

ws,ewe,m

[
bs,e,ym +

Hs(1− bs,e,ym)φw(e,m, c)

Hs · φw(e,m, c)− 1

](
1− φw(e,m, c)

)
zi

(15)
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Abstract

This paper tackles the problem of disentan-
gling the latent representations of style and
content in language models. We propose a
simple yet effective approach, which incorpo-
rates auxiliary multi-task and adversarial ob-
jectives, for style prediction and bag-of-words
prediction, respectively. We show, both qual-
itatively and quantitatively, that the style and
content are indeed disentangled in the latent
space. This disentangled latent representation
learning can be applied to style transfer on
non-parallel corpora. We achieve high perfor-
mance in terms of transfer accuracy, content
preservation, and language fluency, in compar-
ison to various previous approaches.1

1 Introduction

The neural network has been a successful learning
machine during the past decade due to its highly
expressive modeling capability, which is a conse-
quence of multiple layers of non-linear transfor-
mations of input features. Such transformations,
however, make intermediate features “latent,” in
the sense that they do not have explicit meaning
and are not interpretable. Therefore, neural net-
works are usually treated as black-box machinery.

Disentangling the latent space of neural net-
works has become an increasingly important re-
search topic. In the image domain, for example,
Chen et al. (2016) use adversarial and information
maximization objectives to produce interpretable
latent representations that can be tweaked to ad-
just writing style for handwritten digits, as well as
lighting and orientation for face models. However,
this problem is less explored in natural language
processing.

1Our code and all model output are avail-
able at https://sites.google.com/view/
disentangle4transfer.

In this paper, we address the problem of dis-
entangling the latent space of neural networks for
text generation. Our model is built on an autoen-
coder that encodes a sentence to the latent space
(vector representation) by learning to reconstruct
the sentence itself. We would like the latent space
to be disentangled with respect to different fea-
tures, namely, style and content in our task.

To accomplish this, we propose a simple yet ef-
fective approach that combines multi-task and ad-
versarial objectives. We artificially divide the la-
tent representation into two parts: the style space
and content space, where we consider the senti-
ment of a sentence as its style. We design a sys-
tematic set of auxiliary losses, enforcing the sepa-
ration of style and content latent spaces. In partic-
ular, the multi-task loss operates on a latent space
to ensure that the space does contain the infor-
mation we wish to encode. The adversarial loss,
on the contrary, minimizes the predictability of in-
formation that should not be contained in a given
latent space. In early work, researchers typically
work with the style space (Shen et al., 2017; Fu
et al., 2018), but simply ignore the content space,
as it is hard to formalize what “content” actually
refers to. Cycle consistency of back-translation
defines content implicitly (Xu et al., 2018), but
requires reinforcement learning over the discrete
sentence space, which could be extremely difficult
to train.

In our paper, we propose to approximate the
content information by bag-of-words (BoW) fea-
tures, where we focus on style-neutral, non-
stopwords. Along with traditional style-oriented
auxiliary losses, our BoW multi-task loss and
BoW adversarial loss enable better disentangle-
ment of the style and content spaces.

The learned disentangled latent space can be di-
rectly used for text style transfer, which aims to
transform a given sentence to a new sentence with
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the same content but a different style. We follow
the setting where the model is trained on a non-
parallel but style-labeled corpus (Hu et al., 2017;
Shen et al., 2017); thus, we call it non-parallel text
style transfer. With our disentangled latent space,
we simply use the autoencoder to encode the con-
tent vector of a sentence, but ignore its encoded
style vector. We then infer from the training data
an empirical embedding of the style that we would
like to transfer to. The encoded content vector and
the empirically-inferred style vector are concate-
nated and fed to the decoder. This grafting tech-
nique enables us to obtain a new sentence similar
in content to the input sentence, but with a differ-
ent style.

We conducted experiments on two benchmark
datasets. Both qualitative and quantitative results
show that the style and content spaces are indeed
disentangled well. In the style-transfer evaluation,
we achieve high performance in style-transfer ac-
curacy, content preservation, as well as language
fluency, compared with previous results. Ablation
tests also show that all our auxiliary losses can be
combined well, each playing its own role in disen-
tangling the latent space.

2 Related Work

Disentangling neural networks’ latent space has
been explored in computer vision in recent years,
and researchers have successfully disentangled
the features (such as rotation and color) of im-
ages (Chen et al., 2016; Higgins et al., 2017). In
these approaches, the disentanglement is purely
unsupervised, as no style labels are needed. Un-
fortunately, we have not observed disentangled
features by applying these approaches in text rep-
resentations, and thus we require style labels in our
approach.

Style-transfer has also been explored in com-
puter vision. For example, Gatys et al. (2016)
show that the artistic style of an image can be cap-
tured well by certain statistics.

In NLP, the definition of “style” itself is vague,
and as a convenient starting point, researchers of-
ten treat sentiment as a salient style attribute. Hu
et al. (2017) propose to control the sentiment by
using discriminators to reconstruct sentiment and
content from generated sentences. However, there
is no evidence that the latent space would be disen-
tangled by simply reconstructing a sentence. Shen
et al. (2017) use a pair of adversarial discrimina-

tors to align the recurrent hidden decoder states
of original and style-transferred sentences, for a
given style. Fu et al. (2018) propose two ap-
proaches: training style-specific embeddings and
training separate style-specific decoders. Their
style embeddings are similar to an earlier study by
study by Ficler and Goldberg (2017). Their multi-
decoder approach is used by Nogueira dos Santos
et al. (2018), and is extended to private-shared net-
works for styled generation (Zhang et al., 2018).
Zhao et al. (2018) also extend the multi-decoder
approach and use a Wasserstein-distance penalty
to align content representations of sentences with
different styles. Tsvetkov et al. (2018) use a
machine-translation preprocessing step to strip au-
thor style from documents, and then use a multi-
decoder model to convert the result into a sentence
with a specific style.

Recently, cycle consistency of back-translation
is applied to ensure content preservation (Xu et al.,
2018; Logeswaran et al., 2018). These methods re-
quire reinforcement learning and are usually diffi-
cult to train.

Li et al. (2018) propose a hybrid retrieval and
generation method that transfers the style by re-
trieving and incrementally editing a sentence sim-
ilar to the source sentence.

Rao and Tetreault (2018) treat the formality of
writing as a style, and create a parallel corpus for
style transfer with sequence-to-sequence models.
This is beyond the scope of our paper, as we focus
on non-parallel text style transfer.

Style transfer generation is also related to non-
parallel machine translation, where researchers
apply similar techniques of adversarial alignment,
back translation, etc. (Lample et al., 2018a,b; Con-
neau et al., 2018).

Our paper differs from previous work in that we
accomplish style transfer with a disentangled la-
tent space, for which we propose a systematic set
of auxiliary losses.

3 Approach

Figure 1 shows the overall framework of our ap-
proach. We will first present an autoencoder as our
base model. Then we design the auxiliary losses
for style and content disentanglement. Finally, we
introduce our approach to style-transfer text gen-
eration.
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Figure 1: Overview of our approach.

3.1 Autoencoder

An autoencoder encodes an input to a latent vector
space, from which it reconstructs the input itself.

Let x = (x1, x2, · · ·xn) be an input sequence
with n words. Our encoder uses a recurrent neural
network (RNN) with gated recurrent units (GRUs,
Cho et al., 2014); it reads x word-by-word, and
performs a linear transformation of the final hid-
den state to obtain a hidden vector representation
h.

Then, a decoder RNN generates a sentence
word-by-word, which ideally should be x itself.
Suppose at a time step t the decoder RNN predicts
the word xt with probability p(xt|h, x1 · · ·xt−1),
the autoencoder is trained with a sequence-
aggregated cross-entropy loss, given by

JAE(θE,θD) = −
n∑

t=1

log p(xt|h, x1 · · ·xt−1)

(1)
where θE and θD are the parameters of the en-
coder and decoder, respectively. For brevity, we
only present the loss for a single data point (i.e.,
a sentence) throughout the paper. Total loss sums
over all data points, and is implemented with mini-
batches. Both the encoder and decoder are deter-
ministic functions in the this model (Rumelhart
et al., 1986), and thus, we call it a deterministic
autoencoder (DAE).

Variational Autoencoder. Alternatively, we
may use a variational autoencoder (VAE, Kingma
and Welling, 2013), which imposes a probabilistic
distribution on the latent vector. The decoder re-
constructs data based on the sampled latent vector
from its posterior, and the Kullback–Leibler (KL,
1951) divergence is penalized for regularization.

Formally, the VAE loss is

JAE(θE,θD) =− EqE(h|x)[log p(x|h)]
+ λkl KL(qE(h|x)‖p(h)) (2)

where λkl is the hyperparameter balancing the
reconstruction loss and the KL term. p(h)
is the prior, typically the standard normal
N (0, I). qE(h|x) is the posterior in the form
N (µ,diagσ2), where µ and σ are predicted by
the encoder.

Compared with DAE, the reconstruction of
VAE is based on the samples of the posterior,
which populates encoded representations into a
neighbourhood close to its prior and thus smooths
the latent space. Bowman et al. (2016) show that
VAE enables more fluent sentence generation from
a latent space than DAE.

The autoencoding loss serves as our primary
training objective for sentence generation. For dis-
entangled representation learning, we hope that h
can be separated into two spaces s and c, repre-
senting style and content, respectively, i.e., h =
[s; c], where [·; ·] denotes concatenation. This is
accomplished by a systematic design of auxiliary
losses described below, and shown in Figure 1a.

3.2 Style-Oriented Losses

We first design auxiliary losses that ensure the
style information is contained in the style space s.
This involves (1) a multi-task loss that ensures s is
discriminative for the style, and (2) an adversarial
loss that ensures c is not.

Multi-Task Loss for Style. In the dataset, each
sentence is labeled with its style, particularly, bi-
nary sentiment of positive or negative, following
most previous work (Hu et al., 2017; Shen et al.,
2017; Fu et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2018).

We build a two-way softmax classifier (equiva-
lent to logistic regression) on the style space s to
predict the style label, given by

ys = softmax(Wmul(s)s+ bmul(s)) (3)

where θmul(s) = [Wmul(s); bmul(s)] are the param-
eters of the style classifier in the setting of multi-
task learning, and ys is the output of softmax layer.

The classifier is trained with cross-entropy loss
against the ground-truth distribution ts(·) by

Jmul(s)(θE;θmul(s)) = −
∑

l∈labels

ts(l) log ys(l) (4)
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In fact, we train the style classifier at the same
time as the autoencoding loss. Thus, this could
be viewed as multi-task learning, incentivizing the
entire model to not only decode the sentence, but
also predict its sentiment from the style vector s.
We denote it by “mul(s).” The idea of multi-task
training is not new and has been used in previous
work for sentence representation learning (Jernite
et al., 2017) and sentiment analysis (Balikas et al.,
2017), among others.

Adversarial Loss for Style. The multi-task
loss only ensures that the style space contains style
information. However, the content space might
also contain style information, which is undesir-
able for disentanglement.

We thus apply an adversarial loss to discour-
age the content space containing style information.
We first train a separate classifier, called an adver-
sary, that deliberately discriminates the style label
based on the content vector c. Then, the encoder
is trained to encode a content space from which its
adversary cannot predict the style.

Concretely, the adversarial discriminator and its
training objective have a similar form as Eqns. (3)
and (4), but with different input and parameters,
given by

ys = softmax(Wdis(s)c+ bdis(s)) (5)

Jdis(s)(θdis(s)) = −
∑

l∈labels
tc(l) log ys(l) (6)

where θdis(s) = [Wdis(s); bdis(s)] are the parameters
of the adversary.

It should be emphasized that, when we train the
adversary, the gradient is not propagated back to
the autoencoder, i.e., the vector c is treated as shal-
low features. Therefore, we view Jdis(s) as a func-
tion of θdis(s) only, whereas Jmul(s) is a function of
both θE and θmul(s).

Having trained an adversary, we would like the
autoencoder to be tuned in such an ad hoc fashion
that c is not discriminative for style. In existing
literature, there could be different approaches, for
example, maximizing the adversary’s loss (Shen
et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2018) or penalizing the
entropy of the adversary’s prediction (Fu et al.,
2018). In our work, we adopt the latter, as it
can be easily extended to multi-category classifi-
cation, used in Subsection 3.3. Formally, the style-
oriented adversarial objective is to maximize

Jadv(s)(θE) = H(ys|c;θdis(s)) (7)

where ys is the predicted distribution over the
style labels and H(p) = −∑i∈labels pi log pi is
the entropy of the adversary. Here, Jadv(s) is max-
imized with respect to the encoder θE and we fix
θdis(s). The objective attains maximum value when
ys is uniform.

While adversarial loss has been explored in pre-
vious style-transfer studies (Shen et al., 2017; Fu
et al., 2018), it has not been combined with the
multi-task loss. As shown in our experiments, a
simple combination of these two losses is promis-
ingly effective, achieving better style transfer per-
formance than a variety of previous methods.

3.3 Content-Oriented Losses

The above style-oriented losses only regularize
style information, but they do not impose any con-
straint on how the content information should be
encoded.

In practice, the style space is usually smaller
than content space. But it is unrealistic to expect
that the content would not flow into the style space
simply because of its limited capacity. Therefore,
we need to design content-oriented losses to reg-
ularize the content information. In most previous
work, however, the treatment of content is miss-
ing (Hu et al., 2017; Fu et al., 2018).

Inspired by the above combination of multi-task
and adversarial losses, we apply the same idea to
the content space. However, it is usually hard to
define what “content” actually refers to.

To this end, we propose to approximate the con-
tent information by bag-of-words (BoW) features.
The BoW feature of a sentence is a vector, each
element indicating the probability of a word’s oc-
currence. For a sentence x withN words, the word
w∗’s BoW probability is tc(w∗) =

∑N
i=1 I{wi=w∗}

N ,
where I{·} is an indicator function. Here, we only
consider content words, excluding stopwords and
sentiment words (Hu and Liu, 2004),2 since we
focus on “content” information. It should be men-
tioned that the removal of stopwords and senti-
ment words is not essential, but results in better
performance. We analyze the effect of using dif-
ferent vocabularies in Appendix B.

Multi-Task Loss for Content. Similar to the
style-oriented loss, the multi-task loss for content,
denoted as “mul(c),” ensures that the content space

2The list of sentiment words is available at
https://www.cs.uic.edu/˜liub/FBS/
sentiment-analysis.html#lexicon
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c contains content information, i.e., BoW features.
We introduce a softmax classifier over the BoW
vocabulary

yc = softmax(Wmul(c)c+ bmul(c)) (8)

where θmul(c)=[Wmul(c); bmul(c)] are the classifier’s
parameters; yc is the predicted BoW distribution.

The training objective is a cross-entropy loss
against the ground-truth distribution tc(·):

Jmul(c)(θE;θmul(c)) = −
∑

w∈vocab

tc(w) log yc(w)

(9)
where the optimization is performed with both en-
coder parameters θE and the multi-task classifier
θmul(c). Notice that, although the target distribu-
tion is not one-hot for BoW, the cross-entropy loss
in Eqn. (9) has the same form as (4).

It is also interesting that, at first glance, the
multi-task loss for content appears to be redun-
dant to the autoencoding loss, when in fact, it is
not. The autoencoding loss only requires that the
model could reconstruct the sentence based on the
combined content and style spaces, but does not
ensure their separation. The multi-task loss fo-
cuses on content words and is applied to the con-
tent space only.

Adversarial Loss for Content. To ensure that
the style space does not contain content informa-
tion, we design our final auxiliary loss, the BoW
adversarial loss for content, denoted as “adv(c).”

We build a content adversary, a softmax classi-
fier on the style space predicting BoW features

yc = softmax(Wdis(c)
>s+ bdis(c)) (10)

Jdis(c)(θdis(c)) =−
∑

w∈vocab

tc(w) log yc(w) (11)

where θdis(c) = [Wdis(c); bdis(c)] are the classifier’s
parameters for BoW prediction.

The adversarial loss for the model is to maxi-
mize the entropy of the discriminator

Jadv(c)(θE) = H(yc|s;θdis(c)) (12)

Again, Jdis(c) is trained with respect to the dis-
criminator’s parameters θdis(c), whereas Jadv(c) is
trained with respect to θE, similar to the adversar-
ial loss for style.

Our BoW-based, content-oriented losses are
novel in the style-transfer literature. While they
do not directly work with “style,” they regularize
the content information, so that the style and con-
tent can be better disentangled.

1 foreach mini-batch do
2 minimize Jdis(s)(θdis(s)) w.r.t. θdis(s);
3 minimize Jdis(c)(θdis(c)) w.r.t. θdis(c);
4 minimize Jovr w.r.t. θE,θD,θmul(s),θmul(c);
5 end

Algorithm 1: Training process.

3.4 Training Process
The overall loss Jovr for our model comprises sev-
eral terms: the autoencoder’s reconstruction ob-
jective, the multi-task and adversarial objectives,
for style and content, respectively, given by

Jovr = JAE(θE,θD) (13)

+λmul(s)Jmul(s)(θE,θmul(s))− λadv(s)Jadv(s)(θE)

+λmul(c)Jmul(c)(θE,θmul(c))− λadv(c)Jadv(c)(θE)

where λs are the hyperparameters that balance the
autoencoding loss and these auxiliary losses.

To put it all together, the model training in-
volves an alternation of optimizing the adversaries
by Jdis(s) and Jdis(c), and the model itself by Jovr,
shown in Algorithm 1.

3.5 Generating Style-Transferred Sentences
A direct application of our disentangled latent
space is style-transfer sentence generation, i.e., we
can synthesize a sentence with generally the same
meaning but a different style in the inference stage.

Let x∗ be an input sentence with s∗ and c∗ be-
ing the encoded style and content vectors, respec-
tively. If we would like to transfer its content to a
different style, we compute an empirical estimate
of the target style’s vector ŝ of the training set, us-
ing

ŝ =

∑
i∈target style si

# target style samples
(14)

The inferred target style ŝ is concatenated with the
encoded content c∗ for decoding style-transferred
sentences, as shown in Figure 1b.

4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets
We conducted experiments on two datasets, Yelp
and Amazon reviews. Both comprise sentences la-
beled by binary sentiment (positive or negative).
They are used to train latent space disentangle-
ment as well as to evaluate sentiment transfer.

Yelp Service Reviews. We used the Yelp re-
view dataset, following previous work (Shen et al.,
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2017; Zhao et al., 2018).3 It contains 444101,
63483, and 126670 labeled reviews for train, vali-
dation, and test, respectively. We set the maximum
length of a sentence to 15 words and the vocabu-
lary size to ∼9200, following Shen et al. (2017).

Amazon Product Reviews. We further eval-
uate our model with an Amazon review dataset,
following some other previous papers (Fu et al.,
2018).4 It contains 555142, 2000, and 2000 la-
beled reviews for train, validation, and test, re-
spectively. The maximum length of a sentence is
set to 20 words and the vocabulary size is ∼58k,
as in Fu et al. (2018).

4.2 Experimental Settings

Our RNN has a hidden state of 256 dimensions,
linearly transformed to a style space of 8 dimen-
sions and a content space of 128 dimensions. They
were chosen empirically, and we found them ro-
bust to model performance. For the decoder, we
fed the latent vector h = [s, c] to the hidden state
at each step.

We used the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba,
2014) for the autoencoder and the RMSProp op-
timizer (Tieleman and Hinton, 2012) for the dis-
criminators, following stability tricks in adversar-
ial training (Arjovsky et al., 2017). Each optimizer
has an initial learning rate of 10−3. Our model is
trained for 20 epochs, by which time it has con-
verged. The word embedding layer was initial-
ized by word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) trained
on respective training sets. Both the autoencoder
and the discriminators are trained once per mini-
batch with λmul(s) = 10, λmul(c) = 3, λadv(s) = 1,
and λadv(c) = 0.03. These hyperparameters were
tuned by a log-scale grid search within two orders
of magnitude around the default value 1; we chose
the values yielding the best validation results.

For the VAE model, the KL penalty is weighted
by λkl(s) and λkl(c) for style and content, respec-
tively. We set both to 0.03, tuned by the same
method of log-scale grid search. During training,
we also used the sigmoid KL annealing schedule,
following Bahuleyan et al. (2018).

4.3 Exp. I: Disentangling Latent Space

First, we analyze how the style (sentiment) and
content of the latent space are disentangled. We

3The Yelp dataset is available at https://github.
com/shentianxiao/language-style-transfer

4The Amazon dataset is available at https://
github.com/fuzhenxin/text_style_transfer

Latent Space Yelp Amazon
DAE VAE DAE VAE

None (majority guess) 0.60 0.51
Content space (c) 0.66 0.70 0.67 0.69
Style space (s) 0.97 0.97 0.82 0.81
Complete space ([s; c]) 0.97 0.97 0.82 0.81

Table 1: Classification accuracy on latent spaces.

Style Space Content Space

(b) VAE

(a) DAE

Figure 2: t-SNE plots of the disentangled style and con-
tent spaces on Yelp (with all auxiliary losses).

train separate logistic regression sentiment clas-
sifiers on different latent spaces, and report their
classification accuracy in Table 1.

We see the 128-dimensional content vector c is
not particularly discriminative for style. Its accu-
racy is slightly better than majority guess. How-
ever, the 8-dimensional style vector s, despite its
low dimensionality, achieves substantially higher
style classification accuracy. When combining
content and style vectors, we observe no further
improvement. These results verify the effective-
ness of our disentangling approach, as the style
space contains style information, whereas the con-
tent space does not.

We show t-SNE plots (van der Maaten and Hin-
ton, 2008) for both DAE and VAE in Figure 2.
As seen, sentences with different styles are no-
ticeably separated in a clean manner in the style
space (LHS), but are indistinguishable in the con-
tent space (RHS). It is also evident that the latent
space learned by VAE is considerably smoother
and more continuous than the one learned by DAE.

4.4 Exp. II: Non-Parallel Text Style Transfer

In this experiment, we apply the disentangled la-
tent space to sentiment-transfer text generation.

Metrics. We evaluate competing models based
on (1) style transfer accuracy, (2) content preser-
vation, and (3) quality of generated language. The
evaluation of sentence generation has proven to be
difficult in contemporary literature, so we adopt a
few automatic metrics and use human judgment as
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well.
Style-Transfer Accuracy (STA): We follow most

previous work (Hu et al., 2017; Shen et al., 2017;
Fu et al., 2018) and train a separate convolutional
neural network (CNN) to predict the sentiment of
a sentence (Kim, 2014), which is then used to ap-
proximate the style transfer accuracy. In other
words, we report the CNN classifier’s accuracy
on the style-transferred sentences, considering the
target style to be the ground-truth. While the style
classifier itself may not be perfect, it achieves a
reasonable sentiment accuracy on the validation
sets (97% for Yelp; 82% for Amazon). Thus,
it provides a quantitative way of evaluating the
strength of style transfer.

Cosine Similarity (CS): We followed Fu et al.
(2018) and computed the cosine measure be-
tween source and generated sentence embeddings,
which are the concatenation of min, max, and
mean of word embeddings (sentiment words re-
moved). This provides a rough estimation of con-
tent preservation.

Word Overlap (WO): We find that cosine simi-
larity, although correlated to human judgment, is
not a sensitive measure. Instead, we propose a
simple and effective measure that counts the un-
igram word overlap rate of the original sentence x
and the style-transferred sentence y, computed by
count(x∩y)
count(x∪y) . Here, we exclude both stopwords and
sentiment words.

Perplexity (PPL): We use a trigram Kneser–
Ney (KN, Kneser and Ney, 1995) language model
as a quantitative and automated metric to evaluate
the fluency of a sentence. It estimates the empiri-
cal distribution of trigrams in a corpus, and com-
putes the perplexity of a test sentence. We trained
the language model on the respective datasets, and
report PPL on the generated sentences. A smaller
PPL indicates more fluent sentences.

Geometric Mean (GM): We use the geometric
mean of STA, WO, and 1/PPL—reflecting trans-
fer strength, content preservation, and fluency,
respectively—to obtain an aggregated score con-
sidering all aspects. Notice that a smaller PPL
is desired; thus, we use 1/PPL when computing
GM. Also, cosine similarity (CS) is not included,
because it is insensitive yet repetitive with word
overlap (WO). Here, we adopt the geometric mean
so that the scale of each metric does not influence
the judgment.

Manual Evaluation: Despite the above auto-

matic metrics, we also conduct human evaluations
to further confirm the performance of our model.
This was done on the Yelp dataset only, due to
the amount of manual effort involved. We asked
6 human annotators to rate each sentence on a
1–5 Likert scale (Stent et al., 2005) in terms of
transfer strength (TS), content preservation (CP),
and language quality (LQ). This evaluation was
conducted in a strictly blind fashion: samples ob-
tained from all evaluated models were randomly
shuffled, so that the annotator was unaware of
which model generated a particular sentence. The
inter-rater agreement—as measured by Krippen-
dorff’s alpha (Klaus, 2004) for our Likert scale
ratings—is 0.74, 0.68, and 0.72 for these three as-
pects, respectively. According to Klaus (2004),
this is an acceptable inter-rater agreement. We
also computed the geometric mean (GM) to ob-
tain an aggregated score.

Overall performance. We compare our ap-
proach with previous state-of-the-art work in Ta-
ble 2. For competing methods, we quote re-
sults from existing papers whenever possible. In
some studies, the authors have released their style-
transferred sentences, and we tested them with
our metrics. A caveat is that this may involve a
different data split, providing a rough (but unbi-
ased) comparison. For others, we re-evaluated the
model using publicly available code. We sought
comparison with Hu et al. (2017), but unfortu-
nately could not find publicly available code. In-
stead we sought performance comparisons of their
model in subsequent work, and found that, accord-
ing to the human evaluation in Shen et al. (2017),
Hu et al. (2017) is comparable but slightly worse
than Shen et al. (2017). The latter is compared
with our model in terms of both automatic metrics
and human evaluation.

We see in Table 2 a clear trade-off between style
transfer and content preservation, as they are con-
tradictory goals. Especially, a few models have a
transfer accuracy lower than 50%. They are shown
in gray, and not the focus of the comparison, be-
cause the system cannot achieve the goal of style
transfer most of the time.

Our method achieves high style-transfer accu-
racy (STA) in both experiments. On the Yelp
dataset, it outperforms previous methods by more
than 7%, whereas on Amazon, VAE is 1% lower
than Tsvetkov et al. (2018), ranking second.

Our approach achieves high content preserva-
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Model Yelp Dataset Amazon Dataset
STA↑ CS↑ WO↑ PPL↓ GM↑ STA↑ CS↑ WO↑ PPL↓ GM↑

Style-Embedding (Fu et al., 2018) 0.18 0.96 0.67 124 0.10 0.40† 0.93† 0.36 32 0.17
Cross-Alignment (Shen et al., 2017) 0.78† 0.89 0.21 93 0.12 0.61 0.89 0.02 202 0.04
Multi-Decoder (Zhao et al., 2018) 0.82† 0.88 0.27 85 0.14 0.55 0.93 0.17 75 0.11
Del-Ret-Gen (Li et al., 2018) ‡ 0.86 0.94 0.52 70 0.19 0.43 0.98 0.80 65 0.17
BackTranslate (Tsvetkov et al., 2018) 0.85 0.83 0.08 206 0.07 0.83 0.82 0.02 115 0.05
Cycle-RL (Xu et al., 2018) ‡ 0.80 0.92 0.43 470 0.09 0.72 0.91 0.22 332 0.08
Ours (DAE) 0.88 0.92 0.55 52 0.21 0.72 0.92 0.35 73 0.15
Ours (VAE) 0.93 0.90 0.47 32 0.24 0.82 0.90 0.20 63 0.14

Table 2: Performance of text style transfer. STA: Style transfer accuracy. CS: Cosine similarity. WO: Word
overlap rate. PPL: Perplexity. GM: Geometric mean. The larger↑ (or lower↓), the better. †Quoted from previous
papers (with the same data split). ‡Involving custom data splits, providing a rough (but unbiased) comparison.
Others are based on our replication, and we use published code whenever possible. We achieve 0.809 and 0.835
transfer accuracy on the Yelp dataset, close to the results in Shen et al. (2017) and Zhao et al. (2018), respectively,
showing that our replication is fair. Gray numbers show that a method fails to transfer style most of the time.

Model TS CP LQ GM
Fu et al. (2018) 1.67 3.84 3.66 2.86
Shen et al. (2017) 3.63 3.07 3.08 3.25
Zhao et al. (2018) 3.55 3.09 3.77 3.46
Ours (DAE) 3.67 3.64 4.19 3.83
Ours (VAE) 4.32 3.73 4.48 4.16

Table 3: Manual evaluation on the Yelp dataset.

tion as well. Among all the methods that can
achieve more than 50% transfer accuracy, DAE
has the highest word overlap (WO) on Yelp; VAE
is also high, although slightly lower than Li et al.
(2018). On Amazon, the phenomenon is similar.
DAE is the best; VAE is 2% lower in WO (al-
though 10% better in transfer accuracy), compared
with Xu et al. (2018).

For language fluency, VAE yields the best PPL
in both datasets. It is also noted that, the cycle
reinforcement learning (Cycle-RL) approach does
not generate fluent sentences (Xu et al., 2018).
They have unusually high PPL scores, but after
reading the samples provided by the authors (via
personal email correspondence) we are assured
that the sentences obtained by Cycle-RL are less
fluent.

When we consider all the above aspects, our
approach (either DAE or VAE) has the highest
geometric meaning (GM), showing that we have
achieved good balance on transfer strength, con-
tent preservation, as well as language fluency.

Table 3 presents the results of human evalua-
tion on selected methods.5Again, we see that the
style embedding model (Fu et al., 2018) is ineffec-
tive as it has a very low transfer strength, and that
our method outperforms other baselines in all as-

5Selection was based on the time of availability.

Objectives STA CS WO PPL GM
JAE 0.11 0.94 0.47 40 0.11
JAE, Jmul(s) 0.77 0.91 0.33 41 0.18
JAE, Jadv(s) 0.78 0.89 0.23 35 0.17
JAE, Jmul(s), Jadv(s) 0.91 0.87 0.17 23 0.19
JAE, Jmul(s), Jadv(s), 0.93 0.90 0.47 32 0.24
Jmul(c), Jadv(c)

Table 4: Ablation tests on Yelp. In all variants, we fol-
low the same protocol of style transfer by substituting
an empirical estimate of the target style vector.

pects. The results are consistent with Table 2. This
also implies that the automatic metrics we used are
reasonable, and could be extrapolated to different
models; it also shows consistent evidence of the
effectiveness of our approach.

Ablation Test. We conducted ablation tests
on the Yelp dataset, and show results in Table 4.
With JAE only, we cannot achieve reasonable style
transfer accuracy by substituting an empirically
estimated style vector of the target style. This is
because the style and content spaces would not be
disentangled spontaneously with the autoencoding
loss alone. With either Jmul(s) or Jadv(s), the model
achieves reasonable transfer accuracy and cosine
similarity. Combining them together improves the
transfer accuracy to 90%, outperforming previous
methods by a margin of 5% (Table 2). This shows
that the multi-task loss and the adversarial loss
work in different ways. Our insight of combining
the two auxiliary losses is a simple yet effective
way of disentangling latent space.

On the other hand, Jmul(s) and Jadv(s) only reg-
ularize the style information, leading to gradual
drop of content preserving scores. Then, we
use another insight of introducing content-oriented
auxiliary losses, Jmul(c) and Jadv(c), based on BoW
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features, which regularize the content information
in the same way as style. By incorporating all
these auxiliary losses, we achieve high transfer ac-
curacy, high content preservation, as well as high
language fluency.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose an effective approach
for disentangling style and content latent spaces.
We systematically combine multi-task and adver-
sarial objectives to separate content and style from
each other, where we also propose to approximate
content information with bag-of-words features of
style-neutral, non-stopword vocabulary.

Both qualitative and quantitative experiments
show that the latent space is indeed separated into
style and content parts. The disentangled space
can be directly applied to text style-transfer tasks.
Our method achieves high style-transfer strength,
high content-preservation scores, as well as high
language fluency, compared with previous work.

Our approach can be naturally extended to non-
categorical styles, because our style feature is en-
coded from the input sentence. Non-categorical
styles cannot be easily handled by fixed style
embeddings or style-specific decoders (Fu et al.,
2018). Bao et al. (2019) have successfully shown
that the syntax and semantics of a sentence can be
disentangled from each other.
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A Qualitative Examples

Table 5 provides several examples of our style-
transfer model. Results show that we can success-
fully transfer the sentiment while preserving the
content of a sentence.

B Effect of the BoW Vocabulary

Table 6 demonstrates the effect of choosing dif-
ferent BoW vocabulary for the auxiliary content
losses. As seen, we are able to achieve reasonable
performance with any of these vocabularies, but
using a vocabulary that excludes sentiment words
and stopwords performs the best.
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Original (Positive) DAE Transferred (Negative) VAE Transferred (Negative)
the food is excellent and the
service is exceptional

the food was a bit bad but the
staff was exceptional

the food was bland and i am not
thrilled with this

the waitresses are friendly and
helpful

the guys are rude and helpful the waitresses are rude and are
lazy

the restaurant itself is romantic
and quiet

the restaurant itself is awkward
and quite crowded

the restaurant itself was dirty

great deal horrible deal no deal
both times i have eaten the
lunch buffet and it was out-
standing

their burgers were decent but
the eggs were not the consis-
tency

both times i have eaten here the
food was mediocre at best

Original (Negative) DAE Transferred (Positive) VAE Transferred (Positive)
the desserts were very bland the desserts were very good the desserts were very good
it was a bed of lettuce and
spinach with some italian
meats and cheeses

it was a beautiful setting and
just had a large variety of ger-
man flavors

it was a huge assortment of fla-
vors and italian food

the people behind the counter
were not friendly whatsoever

the best selection behind the
register and service presenta-
tion

the people behind the counter is
friendly caring

the interior is old and generally
falling apart

the decor is old and now per-
fectly

the interior is old and noble

they are clueless they are stoked they are genuinely profession-
als

Table 5: Examples of style transferred sentence generation.

BoW Vocabulary STA CS WO PPL GM
Full corpus vocabulary 0.822 0.896 0.344 30 0.21
Vocabulary without sentiment words 0.872 0.901 0.359 30 0.22
Vocabulary without stopwords 0.836 0.894 0.429 33 0.22
Vocabulary without stopwords and sentiment words 0.934 0.904 0.473 32 0.24

Table 6: Analysis of the BoW vocabulary.
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Abstract

Automatic grammatical error correction
(GEC) research has made remarkable progress
in the past decade. However, all existing ap-
proaches to GEC correct errors by considering
a single sentence alone and ignoring crucial
cross-sentence context. Some errors can only
be corrected reliably using cross-sentence
context and models can also benefit from the
additional contextual information in correct-
ing other errors. In this paper, we address
this serious limitation of existing approaches
and improve strong neural encoder-decoder
models by appropriately modeling wider
contexts. We employ an auxiliary encoder that
encodes previous sentences and incorporate
the encoding in the decoder via attention and
gating mechanisms. Our approach results
in statistically significant improvements
in overall GEC performance over strong
baselines across multiple test sets. Analysis of
our cross-sentence GEC model on a synthetic
dataset shows high performance in verb
tense corrections that require cross-sentence
context.

1 Introduction

Grammatical error correction (GEC) is the task
of correcting errors in input text and produc-
ing well-formed output text. GEC models are
essential components of writing assistance and
proof-reading tools that help both native and
non-native speakers. Several adaptations of so-
phisticated sequence-to-sequence learning models
with specialized techniques have been shown to
achieve impressive performance (Ge et al., 2018;
Lichtarge et al., 2018; Chollampatt and Ng, 2018b;
Junczys-Dowmunt et al., 2018).

All prior approaches to GEC consider one sen-
tence at a time and ignore useful contextual infor-
mation from the document in which it appears, un-
like a human proofreader. Cross-sentence context

OUT OF CONTEXT:
As a result, they are not convenient enough.
IN CONTEXT:
Electric cars have a very obvious shortage in
their technique design. The electric cars in-
vented in 1990 did not have a powerful bat-
tery. Due to the limitation of its weigh, size
and the battery technology, the battery used in
the electric cars at that time was limited to a
range of 100 miles (Rogers,2003). As a re-
sult, they are were not convenient enough.
Instead, Hydrogen fuel cell was brought up to
substitute the electric battery.

Figure 1: A sentence from NUCLE appears correct out
of context, but erroneous in context.

is essential to identify and correct certain errors,
mostly involving tense choice, use of the definite
article ‘the’, and use of connectives. The example
in Figure 1, from the NUS Corpus of Learner En-
glish or NUCLE (Dahlmeier et al., 2013), shows a
learner-written sentence that seems correct in iso-
lation, but actually involves a verb tense error in
context. Sentence-level GEC systems fail to reli-
ably correct such errors. Moreover, models may
also benefit from the additional context by being
able to disambiguate error corrections better.

In this paper, we present the first approach to
cross-sentence GEC1. We build on a state-of-the-
art convolutional neural encoder-decoder model
and incorporate cross-sentence context from pre-
vious sentences using an auxiliary encoder. The
decoder attends to the representations generated
by the auxiliary encoder via separate attention
mechanisms and incorporates them via gating that
controls the information that goes into the de-

1Our source code is publicly available at https://
github.com/nusnlp/crosentgec.
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coder. Auxiliary encoders have also been used in
other sequence generation tasks such as automatic
post editing (Libovický and Helcl, 2017), multilin-
gual machine translation (Firat et al., 2016), and
document-level neural machine translation (Jean
et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017).

Our cross-sentence GEC model shows statis-
tically significant improvements over a compet-
itive sentence-level baseline across multiple test
sets. We further improve the baseline and cross-
sentence model by ensembling multiple models
and rescoring. We also incorporate probabilities
computed by BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) as a fea-
ture. The gains in performance with the cross-
sentence component over the sentence-level base-
line still remain even with the improvements. Our
final cross-sentence model also outperforms state-
of-the-art models trained on the same datasets on
the CoNLL-2014 test set. They show notable
improvements in correcting determiner and verb
tense errors. Our analysis demonstrates that our
cross-sentence model is able to accurately correct
many cross-sentence verb tense errors when eval-
uated on a synthetic test set.

2 Incorporating Cross-Sentence Context

Consider a source document S = S1, . . . SN made
up of N source sentences, where Sk represents
the kth source sentence. Sk comprises of |Sk| to-
kens sk,1 . . . sk,|Sk|. In a standard sentence-level
encoder-decoder model, the probability of a cor-
rected target hypothesis Tk = tk,1 . . . tk,|Tk|, given
the source sentence Sk and the set of model pa-
rameters Θ, is computed by

P (Tk|Sk,Θ) =

|Tk|∏

i=1

P (tk,i|Tk,<i, Sk,Θ) (1)

where Tk,<i denotes previous target words
tk,1, . . . , tk,i−1. The above model assumes that
the correction of Sk is independent of other sen-
tences in the source document S. This assumption
may not always hold since cross-sentence context
is required or helpful for correcting many errors.
In our proposed cross-sentence model, the above
conditional probability also depends on other sen-
tences in the source document, denoted by Sdoc.
Equation 1 is rewritten as

P (Tk|S,Θ) =

|Tk|∏

i=1

P (tk,i|Tk,<i, Sk,Sdoc,Θ) (2)

We make an assumption to simplify modeling and
consider only two previous source sentences as
the cross-sentence context (Sdoc = Sk−1, Sk−2).
We also do not explicitly consider previously cor-
rected target sentences to avoid error propaga-
tion (Wang et al., 2017). We extend a sentence-
level encoder-decoder baseline model to build our
cross-sentence GEC model. We describe our
baseline encoder-decoder model and the proposed
cross-sentence model below.

2.1 Baseline Encoder-Decoder Framework

We use a deep hierarchical convolutional encoder-
decoder model (Gehring et al., 2017) as our
encoder-decoder framework. Ensembles of convo-
lutional models have achieved high performance
for GEC and are used in two recent state-of-the-
art GEC models (Chollampatt and Ng, 2018b; Ge
et al., 2018).

A source sentence S is embedded as S =
EMBtok(S) + EMBpos(S) where S ∈ R|S|×d.
EMBtok(·) and EMBpos(·) are token embeddings
and learned position embeddings, respectively.
The source embeddings S are then passed through
a linear layer (denoted by LIN) before they are
fed to the initial encoder layer as H0 = LIN(S),
where H0 ∈ R|S|×h. The output of the lth en-
coder layer Hl ∈ R|S|×h, where l = 1, . . . , L,
is computed by passing the output of the pre-
vious layer Hl−1 through a convolutional neu-
ral network (CONV) followed by gated linear unit
(GLU) activation function (Dauphin et al., 2017),
and residual connections (He et al., 2016):

Hl = GLU(CONV(Hl−1)) + Hl−1 (3)

Output of the encoder is a transformation of the
final encoder layer output HL to E ∈ R|S|×d.

The decoder network also consists of multiple
layers. During the prediction of the (n+1)th word,
the decoder has access to previously predicted n
words t1, . . . , tn and their embeddings T ∈ Rn×d.
The embeddings are obtained in the same way as
the encoder via separate embedding layers in the
decoder. T passes through a linear layer to obtain
the input to the initial decoder layer G0 ∈ Rn×h.
The lth decoder layer computes an intermediate
representation Yl ∈ Rn×h by passing the out-
puts of the previous decoder layer Gl−1 through
a CONV layer followed by a GLU activation:

Yl = GLU(CONV(Gl−1)) (4)
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Figure 2: Our cross-sentence convolutional encoder-
decoder model with auxiliary encoder and gating.

Additionally, each decoder layer has an atten-
tion mechanism that utilizes Yl to compute sum-
marized representations Cl ∈ Rn×h of the en-
coder states E ∈ R|S|×d for n decoder states. At-
tention at layer l is computed as follows

Zl = LIN(Yl) + T (5)

Xl = SOFTMAX(Zl ·E>) · (E + S) (6)

Cl = LIN(Xl) (7)

Output of the lth decoder layer is computed as

Gl = Yl + Cl + Gl−1 (8)

The decoder outputs a linear transformation of
the final decoder layer output GL to D ∈ Rn×d.
For predicting the (n+1)th target word, the output
softmax is computed after a linear transformation
of the last decoder state to the output vocabulary
size. The last decoder state corresponds to the last
row of D.

2.2 Cross-Sentence GEC Model
Our proposed model (Figure 2) incorporates cross-
sentence context using an auxiliary encoder that is
similar in structure to our source sentence encoder
(Section 2.1). For encoding the context consist-
ing of two previous sentences, we simply concate-
nate these two sentences and pass it to the auxil-
iary encoder. Let Ŝ represent the cross-sentence

context consisting of |Ŝ| tokens ŝ1, ..., ŝ|Ŝ| from
the previous source sentences. They are embedded
as Ŝ ∈ R|Ŝ|×d using separate token and position
embedding layers and fed into the auxiliary multi-
layer encoder (consisting of L′ identical layers) to
obtain the auxiliary encoder output Ê ∈ R|Ŝ|×d.

For integrating the auxiliary encoder output dur-
ing decoding, each decoder layer employs a sepa-
rate attention mechanism similar to that described
previously. We use another LIN layer to compute
Ẑl (Equation 5) and use Ê and Ŝ in place of E and
S, respectively, to compute summarized auxiliary
encoder representations Ĉl (Equations 6 and 7).

The summarized auxiliary encoder representa-
tion at each layer Ĉl is added to the output of
the layer along with other terms in Equation 8.
All corrections do not depend equally on cross-
sentence context. So, instead of adding Ĉl directly
with an equal weight as the other terms, we add
a gating Λl ∈ Rn×h at each layer to control the
cross-sentence information that gets passed:

Gl = Yl + Cl + Λl ◦ Ĉl + Gl−1 (9)

where ◦ denotes the Hadamard product. The gate
Λl is determined based on Yl and the summarized
context representations of the source sentence Cl.

Λl = σ(LIN(Yl) + LIN(Cl)) (10)

where σ represents element-wise sigmoid activa-
tion that restricts values to [0, 1]. Λl can be re-
garded as probabilities of retaining values in Ĉl.

We also analyze our proposed approach by
comparing against two other ways for modeling
cross-sentence context (Section 5.1). One way
is to integrate representations from the auxiliary
encoder directly in the decoder layers via the
attention mechanism, without gating. Another
more straightforward way of incorporating cross-
sentence context is by simply passing the concate-
nation of the previous source sentences and the
current source sentence (Tiedemann and Scherrer,
2017) to the main encoder itself, without employ-
ing an auxiliary encoder.

2.3 Other Techniques and BERT Rescoring
We further improve our models (both sentence-
level baseline and cross-sentence model) with sev-
eral techniques from prior work that have been
shown to be useful for GEC. They include ini-
tializing the word embedding vectors with pre-
trained embeddings, pretraining the decoder on
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large English corpora using a language modeling
objective (Junczys-Dowmunt et al., 2018), label
smoothing (Szegedy et al., 2016), and dropping
out entire word embeddings of source words dur-
ing training. We found that using the technique of
training with an edit-weighted objective (Junczys-
Dowmunt et al., 2018) results in a higher recall
but hurts the overall performance of our baseline
model, and hence we do not use it in our models.

We also rescore the final candidates using
feature-based rescoring (with edit operation and
language model features) for both our sentence-
level baseline and our cross-sentence model fol-
lowing Chollampatt and Ng (2018a). We in-
vestigate the effectiveness of BERT (Devlin
et al., 2018) for GEC. We use masked language
model probabilities computed by pretrained BERT
model2 as an additional feature during rescoring
to further improve our sentence-level baseline and
our cross-sentence GEC model. Specifically, we
replace tokens in a hypothesis T with the [MASK]
token, one at a time, predicting the log probability
of the masked token using BERT. The final BERT
feature is computed as

fBERT(T ) =

|T |∑

i=1

logPBERT(ti|T−i) (11)

where T−i is the target sentence where the ith tar-
get word ti is masked.

3 Experiments

3.1 Data and Evaluation
Similar to most published GEC models (Chol-
lampatt and Ng, 2018b; Junczys-Dowmunt et al.,
2018; Grundkiewicz and Junczys-Dowmunt,
2018), we rely on two datasets for training:
Lang-8 Learner Corpora3 v2.0 (Mizumoto et al.,
2011) and NUCLE (Dahlmeier et al., 2013). Both
datasets have document context available which
make them suitable for cross-sentence GEC. We
split training and development datasets based
on essay boundaries. We extract development
set from a subset of NUCLE. To ensure the
development set has a high number of error
annotations, we sort the essays in decreasing
order of the ratio of corrected sentences per essay.
We select 25% of essays from the top (sampling

2We use pretrained cased BERT base model from
https://github.com/huggingface/pytorch-pretrained-BERT

3https://sites.google.com/site/naistlang8corpora

Dataset No. of No. of No. of
essays sentences src tokens

Train 178,972 1,306,108 18,080,501
NUCLE 1,125 16,284 423,503
Lang-8 177,847 1,289,824 17,656,998

Dev 272 5,006 128,116

Table 1: Statistics of training and development
datasets.

one essay from every four) until we get over
5,000 annotated sentences. The remaining essays
from NUCLE are used for training. From Lang-8,
we extract essays written by learners whose
native language is English and contain at least
two English sentences with a minimum of one
annotation. We identify the language of a sentence
using langid.py (Lui and Baldwin, 2012). From
the extracted essays, we select annotated English
sentences (with at most 80 tokens) as our source
sentences and their corresponding corrections as
our target sentences. Statistics of the datasets are
given in Table 1. For training our cross-sentence
GEC models, we select two previous English
sentences for each source sentence from its essay
as the cross-sentence context. We found that
using two previous sentences performed better
than using only one previous sentence as the
context. Still, in our dataset, the first English
sentence of an essay has an empty context and the
second English sentence of an essay has only one
previous sentence as its context.

We evaluate on three test sets which have
document-level contexts: CoNLL-2013 (Ng et al.,
2013) and CoNLL-2014 (Ng et al., 2014) shared
task test sets, and Cambridge Learner Corpus-First
Certificate Exam or FCE test set (Yannakoudakis
et al., 2011). Another recent dataset, JFLEG
(Napoles et al., 2017), does not have document-
level contexts available and hence we do not use
it for evaluation. We use the M2scorer (Dahlmeier
and Ng, 2012) for evaluation and perform signif-
icance tests using one-tailed sign test with boot-
strap resampling on 100 samples.

3.2 Model

We extend a convolutional encoder-decoder model
following recent state-of-the-art sentence-level
GEC models (Chollampatt and Ng, 2018b; Ge
et al., 2018) with identical architecture and hy-
perparameters to build our sentence-level baseline.
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CoNLL-2013 CoNLL-2014 FCE
P R F0.5 P R F0.5 P R F0.5

BASELINE (avg) 54.51 15.16 35.88 65.16 27.13 50.88 52.89 26.85 44.29
CROSENT (avg) 55.65 16.93 38.17 65.59 30.07 53.06 52.17 28.25 44.61
BASELINE (ens) 55.67 15.02 36.12 66.45 27.12 51.51 53.71 26.79 44.72
CROSENT (ens) 58.72 16.64 38.99 68.06 29.94 54.25 54.49 28.63 46.15
BASELINE (ens+rs) 51.88 19.15 38.66 62.53 33.62 53.35 52.01 31.19 45.89
CROSENT (ens+rs) 54.43 20.22 40.67 64.15 35.26 55.12 52.93 32.81 47.15
BASELINE (ens+rsBERT) 52.77 19.01 38.93 64.08 34.21 54.55 53.47 30.91 46.65
CROSENT (ens+rsBERT) 55.24 20.71 41.43 64.32 35.98 55.57 53.91 32.81 47.77

Table 2: Results of our proposed cross-sentence GEC model (CROSENT). ‘avg’ row reports average precision (P),
recall (R), and F0.5 score of 4 independently trained single models. ‘ens’ denotes results of the 4-model ensemble.
‘rs’ denotes results of feature-based rescoring, and ‘rsBERT’ additionally uses BERT feature for rescoring. All
CROSENT results are statistically significant compared to the corresponding BASELINE results (p < 0.001).

The final system of Chollampatt and Ng (2018b) is
an ensemble of three variants of this architecture
initialized and trained differently. We replicate the
best-performing variant using Fairseq4 v0.5 on our
training data. We incorporate the techniques men-
tioned in Section 2.3 such as source word dropout,
pretraining word embedding, decoder pretraining,
and label smoothing. We reuse the the pretrained
word embeddings and vocabularies from (Chol-
lampatt and Ng, 2018a) and the pretrained decoder
from (Chollampatt and Ng, 2018b). Word em-
beddings had been pretrained on Wikipedia cor-
pus consisting of 1.78 billion words. The decoder
had been pretrained using 100 million sentences
(1.42 billion words) from Common Crawl. To fit
training of a single convolutional encoder-decoder
model efficiently in a single Titan X GPU with
12 GB memory, we restrict each batch to a maxi-
mum of 6,000 source or target tokens per batch,
apart from setting a maximum batch size of 96
instances. All other hyperparameters, pretrained
models, and vocabularies are from (Chollampatt
and Ng, 2018b), with source token dropout of 0.2
and label smoothing parameter of 0.1. We refer to
this model as BASELINE in our results. The best
model is chosen based on the development set per-
plexity.

We extend Fairseq and implement an auxiliary
encoder for modeling previous sentences. We use
the source vocabulary itself as the vocabulary for
the auxiliary encoder and initialize its embeddings
with the same pretrained word embeddings used
to initialize the source encoder. We use embed-
dings of size 500. We use three layers in the auxil-

4https://github.com/pytorch/fairseq

iary encoder with the output size set to 1024. The
cross-sentence context is encoded by the auxiliary
encoder. In the case of the first sentence in an es-
say, an empty context consisting of only padding
tokens and the end-of-sentence marker token is
passed. We denote our cross-sentence GEC model
as CROSENT.

4 Results

We evaluate the performance of our cross-sentence
GEC model, CROSENT, and compare it to the
sentence-level BASELINE on three test sets in
Table 2. Average single model results (‘avg’)
show a notable improvement on CoNLL-2013
and CoNLL-2014 for our CROSENT model. On
FCE, a significant improvement of 0.32 F0.5 is ob-
served (p < 0.001) for a single model. CoNLL-
2013 and FCE have only a single set of annota-
tions for each sentence and hence, reference cov-
erage could potentially underrate model perfor-
mance on these test sets. Interestingly, the per-
formance gap widens for an ensemble of models.
CROSENT achieves significant improvements of
2.87, 2.74, and 1.43, respectively, on the three test
sets. Feature-based rescoring (‘rs’) shows further
improvements. Adding BERT (‘rsBERT’) improves
our BASELINE and CROSENT model further. The
improvements due to the integration of the cross-
sentence component still remain notable and sig-
nificant.

4.1 Comparison to the State of the Art

We compare our CROSENT model to the state
of the art. Our best result of 55.57 for
CROSENT (ens+rsBERT) is competitive to the
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F0.5

BASELINE (ens+rsBERT) 54.55
CROSENT (ens+rsBERT) 55.57
?NUS1+2+3 (ens) 52.49
?NUS2+3+BASELINE (ens) 52.77
?NUS2+3+CROSENT (ens) 54.87
?NUS2+3+BASELINE (ens+rsBERT) 55.47
?NUS2+3+CROSENT (ens+rsBERT) 57.16

+ spell 57.30
Best published results (same datasets)
NUS1+2+3 (2018b) (ens+rs+spell) 56.43
G&J (2018) (w/ spell) 56.25
JGGH (2018) 55.8
NUS1 (2018a) (w/ spell) 54.79
Best published results (larger training datasets)
Google (2018) 58.3
MSR (2018) 60.0

Table 3: Comparison to the best published results on
the CoNLL-2014 test set. ?indicates controlled repli-
cation under identical setup as ours. All CROSENT re-
sults are statistically significant compared to the corre-
sponding baselines (p < 0.001).

best published models trained using the same
training datasets: NUS1+2+3 (Chollampatt and
Ng, 2018b), G&J (Grundkiewicz and Junczys-
Dowmunt, 2018), JGGH (Junczys-Dowmunt
et al., 2018), and NUS1 (Chollampatt and Ng,
2018a). NUS1+2+3 is a 12-model ensemble of
three sets of models (4 each), with one set reused
from NUS1. We re-implement this ensemble
model (?NUS1+2+3) using identical preprocess-
ing and data used by our BASELINE, without
rescoring and spell checking. Our replicated re-
sults reach 52.49. We replace the weakest set of 4
models in NUS1+2+3, i.e., NUS1, in the ensemble
with our 4 BASELINE models instead. We reach a
result of 52.77. We then use our CROSENT mod-
els in place of BASELINE models and observe no-
table improvements of 2.1 F0.5 score. When we
use BERT feature and rescore, our improved base-
line ?NUS2+3+BASELINE (ens+rsBERT) achieves
55.47 F0.5 score, and using CROSENT models in-
stead of our BASELINE models achieves a result
of 57.16 (+1.69 F0.5). This result is better than
that of all prior competing models trained on the
same datasets5, of which three systems use a spell
checker from (Chollampatt and Ng, 2018a). When

5After the submission of this paper, improved results
on the CoNLL-2014 benchmark have been published (Zhao
et al., 2019; Lichtarge et al., 2019; Stahlberg et al., 2019).

Dev CoNLL-2013
F0.5 P R F0.5

BASELINE 33.21 54.51 15.16 35.88
concat 33.41 55.14 15.28 36.23
aux (no gate) 32.99 55.10 14.83 35.69
aux (+gate) 35.68 55.65 16.93 38.17

Table 4: Average single model results comparing dif-
ferent strategies to model cross-sentence context. ‘aux
(+gate)’ is used in our CROSENT model.

we add this spell checker in a similar way, our final
result reaches 57.30 F0.5.

With much larger high-quality annotated train-
ing datasets, a better result of 60.0 is achieved
by MSR (Ge et al., 2018). Recently, Google
(Lichtarge et al., 2018) published a higher result of
58.3 by an ensemble of big Transformers (Vaswani
et al., 2017) additionally trained on Wikipedia ed-
its (4.1 billion words). Such large-scale training is
very likely to further improve our model as well.
We leave it to future work to explore large-scale
cross-sentence GEC.

5 Analysis

We analyze our model choices on our development
data (5,006 sentences from NUCLE) and held-out
CoNLL-2013 test set. We have not used CoNLL-
2013 test set directly during training and hence,
it can be used to evaluate the generalization per-
formance of our models. We also analyze model
outputs on the CoNLL-2013 test set.

5.1 Modeling Cross-Sentence Context

We investigate different mechanisms of integrat-
ing cross-sentence context. Table 4 shows the av-
erage single model results of our sentence-level
BASELINE compared to two different strategies
of integrating cross-sentence context. ‘concat’
refers to simply prepending the previous source
sentences to the current source sentence. The con-
text and the current source sentence is separated
by a special token (<CONCAT>). This model does
not have an auxiliary encoder. ‘aux (no gate)’
uses an auxiliary encoder similar to our CROSENT

model except for gating. ‘aux (+gate)’ is our
CROSENT model (Section 2.2) which employs
the auxiliary encoder with the gating mechanism.
The first two variants perform comparably to our
sentence-level BASELINE and shows no notable
gains from using cross-sentence context. When
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I agree that RFID technology shall not be made
available to the public for easy abuse and dis-
torted usage. First, our privacy is at threat.
Though tracking devices such as the applica-
tions in our smartphones these days can add fun
and entertainment to our fast-living paced liv-
ings, this can be a double-edged sword.We re-
vealed our locations, for our friends to catch
up with us, however we can never know who
is watching us out there secretly.
BASELINE: We revealed our locations, for our

friends to catch up with us, ...
CROSENT: We reveal our locations, for our

friends to catch up with us, however ...
REF: We reveal our locations, for our

friends to catch up with us, ...

Figure 3: Output showing a cross-sentence correction.

the gating mechanism is added, results improve
substantially. Using the gating mechanism is cru-
cial in our CROSENT model, as it has the ability to
selectively pass information through. This shows
that properly modeling cross-sentence context is
essential to improve overall performance.

5.2 Ability to Correct Cross-Sentence Errors

We show an example from the CoNLL-2013 test
set which involves a verb tense error that requires
cross-sentence context for correction. The origi-
nal sentence (with its context) and the corrections
made by our BASELINE and CROSENT ensemble
models are shown in Figure 3. The verb ‘revealed’
is to be corrected to its present tense form ‘reveal’
according to the annotated reference (REF). Our
CROSENT model corrects this verb tense error ac-
curately. However, our sentence-level BASELINE

is unable to make this correction as it only has ac-
cess to the sentence-level context.

To investigate if cross-sentence context is ade-
quately captured by our model, we adopt a larger
scale controlled evaluation. To do this, 795 well-
formed sentences are obtained from multiple doc-
uments in simple English Wikipedia along with
their previous sentences. We create a synthetic
dataset of verb tense errors, by corrupting all verbs
in these 795 sentences and replacing them by
their present tense form6, producing 1,090 syn-
thetic verb tense errors. These errors require cross-

6Adapted from https://github.com/bendichter/tenseflow

P / R / F0.5 nc / np
BASELINE 22.86 / 8.35 / 16.96 91 / 398
CROSENT 44.60 / 20.83 / 36.31 227 / 509

Table 5: Performance on contextual verb tense errors
on a synthetic test set. nc denotes the no. of correct
changes and np denotes the no. of proposed changes.

sentence context for correction7. An example is
shown below:

CONTEXT:
He got a flat tyre, and had to drive slowly back
to the pits. He finished the race in fifth place.
ORIGINAL:
His championship lead was reduced .
CORRUPTED:
His championship lead is reduced.

We analyze the performance of our cross-
sentence model on this dataset by passing the cor-
rupted sentences and their contexts as input. We
evaluate the ability of our model to correct the verb
tense errors and recover the original sentences.
The result of our BASELINE and CROSENT en-
semble models on this dataset is shown in Table 5.
In this dataset, we find a sharp increase in both pre-
cision and recall for our CROSENT model show-
ing their ability to capture cross-sentence context.
While the BASELINE accurately corrects 91 er-
rors, our CROSENT model accurately corrects 227
errors. The number of proposed corrections (np)
is also significantly higher for CROSENT. The re-
sults indicate that our cross-sentence model can
identify and correct a significant number of cross-
sentence errors.

5.3 Overall Performance across Error Types

We evaluate the overall performance on com-
mon error types (Figure 4) on the CoNLL-2013
dataset using ERRANT (Bryant et al., 2017).
They include determiner (DET), noun number
(NOUN:NUM), preposition (PREP), verb tense
(VERB:TENSE), and errors that are not catego-
rized (OTHERS). We find that the largest margins
of improvements are observed on verb tense errors
and determiner errors. This aligns with our expec-
tation of cross-sentence models.

7We keep the previous sentences in their actual form to
analyze the model’s ability in a controlled way. However, in
reality, previous sentences may also contain errors.
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Figure 4: Performance on common error types on the
CoNLL-2013 test set.

5.4 Attention on Auxiliary Context

We also analyze the output words that produce at-
tention distributions on the auxiliary context that
deviate the most from a uniform distribution, indi-
cating their dependence on cross-sentence context.
For each output word, we find the KL divergence
between its auxiliary attention distribution and a
uniform distribution on words in the auxiliary con-
text. We average the KL divergences for all in-
stances of this output word in the CoNLL-2013
test set. We then identify the top words for our
CROSENT ensemble model. The top words mostly
include nouns (such as criminal, chip, economy,
and individual). Manual analysis shows that many
of these nouns appear in consecutive sentences,
which results in higher attention placed on the
same words on the source side.

We conduct a more coarse-grained analysis to
find the top 5 part-of-speech tags of output words
(based on Universal tags) that produce the high-
est average KL divergences (Table 6). Nouns
and proper nouns (PROPN) attending to the same
word in previous source sentences cause them
to rank higher. Verbs and determiners (DET)
are also among the top tags since they often re-
quire cross-sentence context for disambiguation.
According to ERRANT (Section 5.3), compared
to our BASELINE ensemble, CROSENT ensemble
achieves notable improvements in performance on
verb tense errors (+7.8% F0.5) and on determiner
errors (+4.7%).

6 Related Work

Sophisticated sequence-to-sequence architectures
(Gehring et al., 2017; Vaswani et al., 2017) have
contributed to the progress of GEC research. Em-
ploying diverse ensembles (Chollampatt and Ng,

POS Avg.
KL Div.

NOUN 0.55
VERB 0.51
ADJ 0.50
DET 0.50

PROPN 0.47

Table 6: Top 5 part-of-speech (POS) tags based on av-
erage KL-divergence between auxiliary attention and
uniform distribution.

2018b), rescoring (Chollampatt and Ng, 2018a),
iterative decoding strategies (Ge et al., 2018;
Lichtarge et al., 2018), synthetic (Xie et al.,
2018) and semi-supervised corpora (Lichtarge
et al., 2018), and other task-specific techniques
(Junczys-Dowmunt et al., 2018) has achieved im-
pressive results on this task. However, all prior
work ignores document-wide context for GEC,
and uses sentence-level models. For spell check-
ing, Flor and Futagi (2012) used document-level
context to check if a candidate correction for a
misspelled word had been used earlier in the doc-
ument. Zheng et al. (2018) proposed splitting run-
on sentences into separate sentences. However,
they did not use cross-sentence context.

On the other hand, there are a number of studies
recently on integrating cross-sentence context for
neural machine translation (NMT). There are three
major approaches for document-level NMT: (1)
translating an extended source (context concate-
nated with the source) to a single or extended tar-
get (Tiedemann and Scherrer, 2017; Bawden et al.,
2018); (2) using an additional encoder to capture
document-wide context (Jean et al., 2017; Wang
et al., 2017; Bawden et al., 2018; Voita et al., 2018;
Miculicich et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018); and
(3) using discrete (Kuang et al., 2018) or contin-
uous cache (Tu et al., 2018; Maruf and Haffari,
2018) mechanisms during translation for storing
and retrieving document-level information. We
investigated the first two approaches in this pa-
per as we believe that most of the ambiguities
can be resolved by considering a few previous
sentences. Since GEC is a monolingual rewrit-
ing task, most of the disambiguating information
is in the source sentence itself, unlike bilingual
NMT. All approaches for document-level NMT
extended recurrent models or Transformer models.
There is no prior work that extends convolutional
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sequence-to-sequence models for document-level
NMT.

The aim of this paper is to demonstrate the
necessity of modeling cross-sentence context for
GEC. It is beyond the scope of this paper to com-
prehensively evaluate all approaches to exploit
document-level context, and we leave it to future
work to evaluate more sophisticated models such
as memory networks to capture entire document-
level context or incorporate external knowledge
sources.

7 Conclusion

We present the first approach to cross-sentence
GEC, building on a convolutional encoder-
decoder architecture. Our cross-sentence mod-
els show significant gains over strong sentence-
level baselines. On the CoNLL-2014 benchmark
test set, when using larger ensembles and inte-
grating BERT during rescoring, our final cross-
sentence model achieves 57.30 F0.5 score which
is higher than all prior published F0.5 scores at the
time of paper submission, when trained using the
same datasets. We also demonstrate the ability of
our models to exploit wider contexts adequately
and correct errors on a synthetic test set of cross-
sentence verb tense errors.
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Abstract

Given the overwhelming number of emails, an
effective subject line becomes essential to bet-
ter inform the recipient of the email’s content.
In this paper, we propose and study the task
of email subject line generation: automatically
generating an email subject line from the email
body. We create the first dataset for this task
and find that email subject line generation fa-
vor extremely abstractive summary which dif-
ferentiates it from news headline generation
or news single document summarization. We
then develop a novel deep learning method and
compare it to several baselines as well as re-
cent state-of-the-art text summarization sys-
tems. We also investigate the efficacy of sev-
eral automatic metrics based on correlations
with human judgments and propose a new au-
tomatic evaluation metric. Our system outper-
forms competitive baselines given both auto-
matic and human evaluations. To our knowl-
edge, this is the first work to tackle the prob-
lem of effective email subject line generation.

1 Introduction
Email is a ubiquitous form of online communica-
tion. An email message consists of two basic el-
ements: an email subject line and an email body.
The subject line, which is displayed to the recipi-
ent in the list of inbox messages, should tell what
the email body is about and what the sender wants
to convey. An effective email subject line becomes
essential since it can help people manage a large
number of emails. Table 1 shows an email body
with three possible subject lines.

There have been several research tracks around
email usage. While much effort has been fo-
cused on email summarization (Muresan et al.,
2001; Nenkova and Bagga, 2003; Rambow et al.,
2004), email keyword extraction and action detec-
tion (Turney, 2000; Lahiri et al., 2017; Lin et al.,

∗ Work done during the internship at Grammarly.

Email Body: Hi All, I would be grateful if you could get
to me today via email a job description for your current
role. I would like to get this to the immigration attorneys
so that they can finalise the paperwork in preparation for
INS filing once the UBS deal is signed. Kind regards,
Subject 1: Current Job Description Needed (COMMENT:
This is good because it is both informative and succinct.)
Subject 2: Job Description (COMMENT: This is okay but
not informative enough.)
Subject 3: Request (COMMENT: This is bad because it
does not contain any specific information about the re-
quest.)

Table 1: An email with three possible subject lines.

2018), and email classification (Prabhakaran and
Rambow, 2014; Alkhereyf and Rambow, 2017),
to our knowledge there is no previous work on
generating email subjects. In this paper, we pro-
pose the task of Subject Line Generation (SLG):
automatically producing email subjects given the
email body. While this is similar to email sum-
marization, the two tasks serve different purposes
in the process of email composition and consump-
tion. A subject line is required when the sender
writes the email, while a summary is more useful
for long emails to benefit the recipient. An auto-
matically generated email subject can also be used
for downstream applications such as email triag-
ing to help people manage emails more efficiently.
Furthermore, while being similar to news headline
generation or news single document summariza-
tion, email subjects are generally much shorter,
which means a system must have the ability to
summarize with a high compression ratio (Table
2). Therefore, we believe this task can also bene-
fit other highly abstractive summarization such as
generating section titles for long documents to im-
prove reading comprehension speed and accuracy.

To introduce the task, we build the first dataset,
Annotated Enron Subject Line Corpus (AESLC),
by leveraging the Enron Corpus (Klimt and Yang,
2004) and crowdsourcing. Furthermore, in order
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Dataset domain docs (train/val/test) avg doc words avg summary words
CNN (Cheng and Lapata, 2016) News 90,266/1,220/1,093 760 46
XSum (Narayan et al., 2018a) News 204,045/11,332/11,334 431 23
Gigaword News Headline (Rush et al., 2015) News 3,799,588/394,622/381,197 31 8
Annotated Enron Subject Line Corpus Business/Personal 14,436/1,960/1,906 75 4

Table 2: Annotated Enron Subject Line Corpus compared with other datasets.

to properly evaluate the subject, we use a combina-
tion of automatic metrics from the text summariza-
tion and machine translation fields, in addition to
building our own regression-based Email Subject
Quality Estimator (ESQE). Third, to generate ef-
fective email subjects, we propose a method which
combines extractive and abstractive summariza-
tion using a two-stage process by Multi-Sentence
Selection and Rewriting with Email Subject Qual-
ity Estimation Reward. The multi-sentence ex-
tractor first selects multiple sentences from the
input email body. Extracted sentences capture
salient information for writing a subject such as
named entities and dates. Thereafter, the multi-
sentence abstractor rewrites multiple selected sen-
tences into a succinct subject line while preserv-
ing key information. For training the network, we
use a multi-stage training strategy incorporating
both supervised cross-entropy training and rein-
forcement learning (RL) by optimizing the reward
provided by the ESQE model.

Our contributions are threefold: (1) We intro-
duce the task of email subject line generation
(SLG) and build a benchmark dataset AESLC.1

(2) We investigate possible automatic metrics for
SLG and study their correlations with human judg-
ments. We also introduce a new email subject
quality estimation metric (ESQE). (3) We propose
a novel model to generate email subjects. Our au-
tomatic and human evaluations demonstrate that
our model outperforms competitive baselines and
approaches human-level quality.

2 Annotated Enron Subject Line Corpus

To prepare our email subject line dataset, we use
the Enron dataset (Klimt and Yang, 2004) which
is a collection of email messages of employees in
the Enron Corporation. We use Enron because it
can be released to the public and it contains busi-
ness and personal type emails for which the sub-
ject line is already well-defined and useful. As
shown in Table 2, email subjects are typically
much shorter than summaries generated in previ-

1dataset available at https://github.com/
ryanzhumich/AESLC

ous news datasets. While being similar to news
headline generation (Rush et al., 2015), email sub-
ject generation is also more challenging in the
sense that it deals with different types of email
subjects while the first sentence of a news article
is often already a good headline and summary.

2.1 Data Preprocessing

The original Enron dataset contains 517,401 email
messages from 150 user mailboxes. To extract
body and subject pairs from the dataset, we take
all messages from the inbox and sent folders of all
mailboxes. We then perform email body cleaning,
email filtering, and email de-duplication.

We first remove any content from the email
body that has not been written by the author of the
email. This includes automatically appended boil-
erplate material such as advertisements, attach-
ments, legal disclaimers etc. Since we are inter-
ested in emails with enough information to gen-
erate meaningful subjects, we only keep emails
with at least 3 sentences and 25 words in the email
body. Furthermore, to ensure that the email sub-
ject truly corresponds to the content in the email
body, we only take the first email of a thread and
exclude replies or forward emails. So we filter
out follow up messages which contain “Original
Message” section in the email body or have sub-
ject lines starting with “RE:” (reply-to messages)
or “FW:” (forward messages). Finally, we observe
that the same message can be sent to multiple re-
cipients so we remove duplicate emails to make
sure there is no overlap between the train and test
set. We only keep the subject and body while other
information such as the sender/recipient identity
can be incorporated in future work.

2.2 Subject Annotation

We noted that using only the original subject lines
as references may be problematic for automatic
evaluation purposes. First, there can be many dif-
ferent valid, effective subject lines for the same
email, yet the original email subject is only one
of them. This is similar to why automatic ma-
chine translation evaluation often relies on mul-
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tiple references. Second, the email subject may
be too general or too vague when the sender does
not put that much effort into writing. Third, the
sender may assume some shared knowledge with
the recipient so that the email subject contains in-
formation that cannot be found in the email body.

To address the issues above, we ask workers on
Amazon Mechanical Turk to read Enron emails
in our dev and test sets and write an appropriate
subject line. Each email is annotated with 3 sub-
ject lines from 3 different annotators. For quality
control, we manually review and reject improper
email subjects such as empty subject lines, subject
lines with typos, and subject lines that are too gen-
eral or too vague, e.g., “Update”, “Schedule”, “At-
tention to Detail” because they contain no body-
specific information and can be applied generi-
cally to many emails. We found that while three
annotations are different, they often contain com-
mon keywords. To further quantify the variation
among human annotations, we compute ROUGE-
L F1 scores for each pair of annotations: 34.04,
33.38, 34.26.

3 Our Model

Our model is illustrated in Figure 1. Based on re-
cent progress in news summarization (Chen and
Bansal, 2018), our model generates email subjects
in two stages: (1) The extractor selects multiple
sentences containing salient information for writ-
ing a subject (§3.1). (2) The abstractor rewrites
multiple selected sentences into a succinct subject
line while preserving key information (§3.2).

We employ a multi-stage training strategy (§3.4)
including a Reinforcement Learning (RL) phase
because of its usefulness for text generation tasks
(Ranzato et al., 2016; Bahdanau et al., 2017) to
optimize the non-differentiable metrics such as
ROUGE and METEOR. However, unlike ROUGE
for summarization or METEOR for machine
translation, there is no available automatic metric
designed for email subject generation. Motivated
by recent work on regression-based metrics for
machine translation (Shimanaka et al., 2018) and
dialog response generation (Lowe et al., 2017),
we build a neural network (ESQE) to estimate the
quality of an email subject given the email body
(§3.3). The estimator is pretrained and fixed dur-
ing RL training phase to provide rewards for the
extractor agent.

While our model is based on Chen and Bansal

(2018), they assume that there is a one-to-one re-
lationship between the summary sentence and the
document sentence: every summary sentence can
be rewritten from exactly one sentence in the doc-
ument. They also use ROUGE to make extraction
labels and to provide rewards in their RL train-
ing phase. In contrast, our model extracts multiple
sentences and rewrites them together into a single
subject line. We also use word overlap to make
extraction labels and use our novel ESQE as a re-
ward function.

3.1 Multi-sentence Extractor

For the first stage, we need to select multiple sen-
tences from the email body which contain the nec-
essary information for writing a subject. This
task can be formulated as a sequence-to-sequence
learning problem where the output sequence cor-
responds to the position of “positive” sentences in
the input email body. Therefore, we use a pointer
network (Vinyals et al., 2015) to first build hier-
archical sentence representations during encoding
and then extract “positive” sentences during de-
coding.

Suppose our input is an email body D which
consists of |D| sentences:

D = [d1, d2, . . . , dj , . . . , d|D|]

We first use a temporal CNN (Kim, 2014) to build
individual sentence representations. For each sen-
tence, we feed the sequence of its word vectors
into 1-D convolutional filters with various window
sizes. We then apply ReLU activation and then
max-over-time pooling. The sentence representa-
tion is a concatenation of activations from all fil-
ters

cj = CNN(dj), j = 1, . . . , |D| (1)

Then we use a bidirectional LSTM (Hochre-
iter and Schmidhuber, 1997) to capture document-
level inter-sentence information over CNN out-
puts:

−→
d j = LSTMforward(

−→
d j−1, cj)

←−
d j = LSTMbackward(

←−
d j+1, cj)

dj = [
−→
d j ,
←−
d j ]

(2)

For sentence extraction, another LSTM as de-
coder outputs one “positive” sentence at each time
step t. Denoting the decoder hidden state as ht,
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Figure 1: Our model architecture. In this example, the input email body consists of four sentences from which the
extractor selects the second and the third. The abstractor generates an email subject from the selected sentences.
The quality estimator provides rewards by scoring the subject against the email body.

we choose a “positive” sentence from a 2-hop at-
tention process. First, we build a context vector et

by attending all dj :

α̂tj = vᵀ
e tanh(Wedj +Ueh

t)

αt = softmax(α̂t)

et =
∑

j

αtjWedj

(3)

Then, we get an extraction probability distribution
ot over input sentences:

ôtj = vᵀ
o tanh(Wodj +Uoe

t)

P (ot|o1, o2, . . . , ot−1) = softmax(ôt)

(4)

where {v,W,U} are trainable parameters.
We also add a trainable “stop” vector with the

same dimension as the sentence representation.
The decoder can choose to stop by pointing to this
“stop” sentence.

3.2 Multi-sentence Abstractor
In the second stage, the abstractor takes the se-
lected sentences from the extractor and rewrites
them into an email subject. We implement
the abstractor as a sequence-to-sequence encoder-
decoder model with the bilinear multiplicative at-
tention (Luong et al., 2015) and copy mechanism
(See et al., 2017). The copy mechanism enables
the decoder to copy words directly from the input
document, which is helpful to generate accurate
information verbatim even for out-of-vocabulary
words.

3.3 Email Subject Quality Estimator
Since there is no established automatic metric for
SLG, we build our own Email Subject Quality Es-
timator (ESQE). Given an email body D and a
potential subject for the subject s, our quality esti-
mator outputs a real-valued Subject Quality score

SQ(D, s). The email subject and the email body
are fed to a temporal CNN.

D = CNN(D), s = CNN(s) (5)

We concatenate the output of CNNs as the email
body and subject pair representation. Then, a sin-
gle layer feed-forward neural net follows to pre-
dict the quality score from the representation.

SQ(D, s) = FFNN([D, s]) (6)

To train the estimator, we collect human eval-
uations on 3,490 email subjects. In order to ex-
pose the estimator to both good and bad examples,
2,278 of the 3,490 are the original subjects and the
remaining 1,212 subjects are generated by an ex-
isting summarization system. Each subject has 3
human evaluation scores (the same human evalua-
tion as explained in §4.1) and we train our estima-
tor to regress the average.

The inter-annotator agreement is 0.64 by Pear-
son’s r correlation. Even though there is no
value range restriction for the estimator output, we
found the scores returned by our ESQE after train-
ing are bounded from 0.0 to 4.0.

3.4 Multi-Stage Training

Supervised Pretraining. We pretrain the extrac-
tor and the abstractor separately using supervised
learning. To this end, we first create “proxy” sen-
tence labels by checking word overlap between
the subject and the body sentence. For each sen-
tence in the body, we label it as “positive” if there
is some token overlap of non-stopwords with the
subject, negative otherwise. The multi-sentence
extractor is trained to predict “positive” sentences
by minimizing the cross-entropy loss. For the
multi-sentence abstractor, we create training ex-
amples by pairing the “positive” sentences and the
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original subject in the training set. Then the ab-
stractor is trained to generate the subject by maxi-
mizing the log-likelihood.
RL Training for Extractor. To formulate this RL
task at this stage, we treat the extractor as an agent,
while the abstractor is pretrained and fixed. The
ESQE provides the reward by judging the output
subject. At each time step t, it observes a state
st = (D, dot−1), and samples an action at to pick
a sentence from the distribution in Equation 4:

at ∼ πθ(st, at = j) = P (ot = j) (7)

where πθ denotes the policy network described in
Section 3.1 with a set of trainable parameters θ.
The episode is finished in T actions until the ex-
tractor picks the “end-of-extraction” signal. Then,
the abstractor generates a subject from the ex-
tracted sentences and the quality estimator calcu-
lates the score. The quality estimator is the reward
received by the extractor:

r(a1:T ) = SQ(D, s) (8)

For training, we maximize the expected reward:

L(θ) = Ea1:T∼πθ [r(a1:T )] (9)

with the following gradient given by the REIN-
FORCE algorithm (Williams, 1992):

∇θL(θ) = Eπθ [∇θ log πθ(r − b)]

≈
T∑

t=1

∇θ log πθ(st, at)(r(a1:T )− bt)
(10)

bt is the baseline reward introduced to reduce the
high variance of gradients. The baseline network
has the same architecture as the decoder of the ex-
tractor. But it has another set of trainable parame-
ters θb and predicts the reward by minimizing the
following mean squared error:

L(θb) = (bt − r)2 (11)

4 Experimental Setup

4.1 Evaluation

Automatic Evaluation. Since SLG is a new task,
we analyze the usefulness of automatic metrics
from sister tasks, and also use human evaluation.
We first use automatic metrics from text sum-
marization and machine translation: (1) ROUGE

(Lin, 2004) including F1 scores of ROUGE-
1, ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-L. (2) METEOR
(Denkowski and Lavie, 2014). They all rely on
one or more references and measure the similarity
between the output and the reference. In addition,
we include ESQE, which is a reference-less met-
ric.
Human Evaluation. While those automatic
scores are quick and inexpensive to calculate, only
our quality estimator is designed for evaluation of
subject line generation. Therefore, we also con-
duct an extensive human evaluation on the overall
score and two aspects of email quality: informa-
tiveness and fluency. An email subject is informa-
tive if it contains accurate and consistent details
with the body, and it is fluent if free of grammar
errors. We show the email body along with differ-
ent system outputs as potential subjects (the mod-
els are anonymous). For each subject and each as-
pect, the human judge chooses a rating from 1 for
Poor, 2 for Fair, 3 for Good, 4 for Great. We ran-
domly select 500 samples and have each rated by
3 human judges.

4.2 Baselines

To benchmark our method, we use several meth-
ods from the summarization field, including some
recent state-of-the-art systems, because the email
subject line can be viewed as a short summary of
the email content. They can be clustered into two
groups.
(1) Unsupervised extractive or/and abstractive
summarization. LEAD-2 directly uses the first
two sentences as the subject line. We choose lead-
2 to include both the greeting and the first sentence
of main content. TextRank (Mihalcea and Ta-
rau, 2004) and LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004)
are two graph-based ranking models to extract the
most salient sentence as the subject line. Shang
et al. (2018) use a graph-based framework to ex-
tract topics and then generate a single abstractive
sentence for each topic under a budget constraint.
(2) Neural summarization using encoder-
decoder networks with attention mechanisms.
(Sutskever et al., 2014; Bahdanau et al., 2015).
The Pointer-Generator Network from See et al.
(2017) augments the standard encoder-decoder
network by adding the ability to copy words from
the source text and using the coverage loss to avoid
repetitive generation. Paulus et al. (2018) propose
neural intra-attention models with a mixed objec-
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Dev Test
R-1 R-2 R-L METEOR R-1 R-2 R-L METEOR

LEAD-2 11.28 4.61 10.48 10.76 11.00 4.33 10.20 11.27∗

TextRank 11.12 3.75 10.15 9.19 11.32 3.88 10.14 10.64∗

LexRank 13.02 4.96 11.89 10.84 12.46 4.62 11.37 11.56∗

Shang et al. (2018) 10.56 3.28 9.92 6.17 10.40 3.09 9.77 6.15
See et al. (2017) 18.02 5.73 16.63 10.83 17.02 5.45 15.78 10.31
Paulus et al. (2018) 14.08 5.09 13.36 9.07 13.49 4.55 12.83 8.65
Hsu et al. (2018) 16.59 4.67 15.12 13.22∗ 15.75 4.54 14.41 12.49∗
Narayan et al. (2018a) 13.52 3.27 13.33 4.64 12.60 3.09 12.52 4.66
Our System 25.41 11.34 25.07 9.83 23.67 10.29 23.44 9.37
Human Annotation 23.43∗ 9.71∗ 22.17 10.87∗ 23.90∗ 10.09∗ 22.75∗ 11.04∗

(a) Against the original subject as reference.

Dev Test
R-1 R-2 R-L METEOR R-1 R-2 R-L METEOR

LEAD-2 18.88 9.47 17.41 20.70 18.29 8.54 16.62 20.23
TextRank 18.29 8.04 16.45 17.00∗ 17.93 7.47 16.00 16.98∗

LexRank 21.82 10.83∗ 19.78 20.82 20.84 9.57∗ 18.68 19.97
Shang et al. (2018) 16.28 6.14 15.07 12.12 16.11 5.50 14.88 11.81
See et al. (2017) 23.37 7.36 20.99 16.27∗ 23.31 7.28 20.83 15.68∗

Paulus et al. (2018) 15.12 4.62 13.98 10.82 14.56 4.39 13.53 10.37
Hsu et al. (2018) 22.98 7.07 19.95 18.83 22.80 7.09 19.85 18.45
Narayan et al. (2018a) 11.33 1.45 11.14 4.90 11.53 1.37 11.40 5.04
Our System 25.39 10.94 24.72 13.04 26.11 11.43 25.64 13.52
Original Subject 24.38∗ 10.15∗ 23.00∗ 16.49∗ 24.57 10.40 23.15 14.08
Human Annotation 35.93 17.76 33.55 21.74 36.19 17.75 33.50 21.42

(b) Against two human annotations as reference.

Table 3: Automatic metric scores. bold: best. underlined: second best. ∗ indicates there is no statistically
significant difference from our system with p < 0.01 under a paired t-test.

tive of supervised training and policy learning.
Hsu et al. (2018) extend the pointer-generator net-
work by unifying the sentence-level attention and
the word-level attention. Narayan et al. (2018a)
use a topic-based convolutional neural network to
generate extreme summarization for news docu-
ments. While they are quite successful in sin-
gle document summarization, they are mostly ex-
tractive, exhibiting a small degree of abstraction
(Narayan et al., 2018a). It is unclear how they per-
form to generate email subject lines of extremely
abstractive summarization. We train these models
on our dataset.

4.3 Implementation Details

Our Model. We pretrain 128-dimensional
word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) on our corpus
as initialization and update word embeddings
during training. We use single layer bidirectional
LSTMs with 256 hidden units in all models. The

convolutional sentence encoders have filters with
window sizes (3,4,5) and there are 100 filters for
each size. The batch size is 16 for all training
phases. We use the Adam optimizer (Kingma
and Ba, 2015) with learning rates of 0.001 for
supervised pretraining and 0.0001 for RL. We
apply gradient clipping (Pascanu et al., 2013) with
L2-norm of 2.0. The training is stopped early
if the validation performance is not improved
for 3 consecutive epochs. All experiments are
performed on a Tesla K80 GPU. All submodels
can converge within 1-2 hours and 10 epochs so
the whole training takes about 4 hours.

Baselines. For TextRank and LexRank, we
use the sumy2 implementation which uses the
snowball stemmer, the sentence and word tok-
enizer from NLTK3. For Shang et al. (2018), we

2https://github.com/miso-belica/sumy
3https://www.nltk.org/
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use their extension of the Multi-Sentence Com-
pression Graph (MSCG) of Filippova (2010) and
a budget of 10 words in the submodular maxi-
mization. We choose the number of communities
from [1,2,3,4,5] based on the dev set and we find
that 1 works best. For the Pointer-Generator Net-
work from See et al. (2017), we follow their im-
plementation4 and use a batch size 16. For Paulus
et al. (2018), we use an implementation from Ke-
neshloo et al. (2018)5. We did not include the
intra-temporal attention and the intra-decoder at-
tention because they hurt the performance. For
Hsu et al. (2018), we follow their code6 with a
batch size 16. All training is early stopped based
on the dev set performance.

5 Results and Discussion

5.1 Automatic Metric Evaluation

We report the automatic metric scores against
the original subject and the subjects generated by
Turkers (human annotations) as references in Ta-
bles 3a and 3b respectively. Table 4 also shows
the ESQE scores. Overall, our method outper-
forms the other baselines in all metrics except
METEOR. Other systems can achieve higher ME-
TEOR scores because METEOR emphasizes re-
call (recall weighted 9 times more than precision)
and other extractive systems such as LexRank can
generate longer sentences as subject lines.

In Table 3a, where the original subject is the sin-
gular reference, the score of our system is rated
close to and even higher than the human annota-
tion on both sets. This is because our system is
trained on the original subject and is likely a bet-
ter domain fit. In Table 3b, all systems use two
human annotations as the reference to have a fair
comparison to the human-to-human agreement in
the last row. Our system output is actually rated
a bit higher than the original subject. This is be-
cause the original subject can differ from the hu-
man annotation when the sender and the recipient
share some background knowledge hidden from
the email content. Furthermore, in the last row,
the human-to-human agreement is much higher
than all the system outputs and the original sub-
ject. This indicates that different annotators write

4https://github.com/abisee/
pointer-generator

5https://github.com/yaserkl/RLSeq2Seq
6https://github.com/HsuWanTing/

unified-summarization

Dev Test
LEAD-2 1.56 1.55
TextRank (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004) 1.59 1.59
LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004) 1.57 1.56
Shang et al. (2018) 2.10 2.09
See et al. (2017) 2.22 2.19
Paulus et al. (2018) 2.30 2.30
Hsu et al. (2018) 1.44 1.46
Narayan et al. (2018a) 1.53 1.54
Our System 2.40 2.39
Original Subject 2.52 2.51
Human Annotation 2.53 2.54

Table 4: ESQE score. Compared with our system, all
other are statistically significant with p < 0.01 under a
paired t-test.

Overall Informative Fluent
Random 1.10∗ 1.45 2.21
See et al. (2017) 1.45∗ 1.98 1.61
Our System 2.28 2.38 2.89
Original Subject 2.56 2.66 3.11
Human Annotation 2.74∗ 3.07 2.94

Table 5: Human evaluation. ∗ indicates the differ-
ence from our system is statistically significant with
p < 0.01 under a paired t-test.

Pearson’s r Spearman’s ρ
ESQE 0.49 0.46
ROUGE-1 F1 0.44 0.43
METEOR 0.40 0.40
Inter-Rater Agreement 0.64 0.58

Table 6: Correlation analysis between the automatic
scores and the human evaluation.

subjects with a similar choice of words. In Table 4,
ESQE still considers our system better than other
baselines, while the human annotation has the best
quality score.
Evaluation of sub-components. Our extractor
captures salient information by selecting multiple
sentences from the email body. We measure its
performance as a classification problem against
the “proxy” sentence labels as explained in Sec-
tion 3.4. The overall precision and recall on the
test set is 74% and 42%, respectively. Out of
1906 test examples, 691 examples have more than
one sentence selected, and 1626 first sentences
and 973 non-first sentences are extracted. Further-
more, during RL training phase, the dev ESQE
score increases from 2.30 to 2.40.
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Email Body: Dear Rick, Thanks for speaking with me today. Here is the position description for the KWI President
of the Americas Opportunity. I feel that this is a tremendous opportunity to be an integral player with a very exciting
relatively early stage Applications Software company, in the very exciting and hot Energy Commodities Sector; They
are already profitable, pre-IPO. This position has a great compensation package. Please get back to me if you have an
interest or if you know someone who might be intrigued by this opportunity. Thanks, Dal Coger
Original Subject: KWI President of the Americas
Human Annotation: KWI President of the Americas Opportunity
See et al., ACL 2017: Position Description - the Americas Sector Opportunity
Our System: KWI President of the Americas Position

(a) Email ID: buy-r inbox 321
Email Body: Attached for your information are the following two filings made at FERC on Monday on behalf of
WPTF: 1.. Motion to Intervene and Protest of the Western Power Trading Forum. This was filed in connection witht
the ISO status report filing dealing with creditworthiness issues. 2.. Motion to Intervene and Comments of the Western
Power Trading Forum. This was filed in connection with the Reliant and Mirant filing of a joint Section 206 complaint
on October 18, 2001. My thanks to those who responded to the drafts with comments and suggestions. Dan
Original Subject: Monday’s FERC Filings
Human Annotation: Two Filings Made at FERC
See et al., ACL 2017: FERC filings - FERC power and at monday was filing
Our System: Western Power Trading Filings

(b) Email ID: dasovich-j inbox 1473
Email Body: Hi Evening MBA students, If you plan to graduate this semester for a December 2001 degree, will you
please come by the Evening MBA office soon (by Tuesday, September 25 at the latest) and fill out an Application
for Candidacy form? We have your fall transcript to assist you in filling out the form. Since we need your original
signature, an office visit is best. Thanks, congratulations, and see you!
Original Subject: Planning to graduate this semester?
Human Annotation: December 2001 degree
See et al., ACL 2017: December application(graduate) - September 25
Our System: December 2001 degree application

(c) Email ID: dasovich-j inbox 123
Email Body: As our last day is Friday, November 30th, we would love to toast the good times and special memories
that we have shared with you over the past five years. Please join us at Teala’s (W. Dallas) on Thursday, November
29th, beginning at 5pm. Looking forward to being with you, Lara and Janel Lara Leibman
Original Subject: Farewell Drinks
Human Annotation: Our last day
See et al., ACL 2017: Friday 30th and day, W. Dallas - November
Our System: Teala’s

(d) Email ID: arnold-j inbox 153

Table 7: Case study. The sentences extracted by our model are underlined. (a)(b)(c): Our model can generate
effective subjects by extracting and rewriting multiple sentences containing salient information. (d): Our model
fails to generate reasonable subjects for the novel topic of “farewell” which is not seen during training.

5.2 Human Evaluation

Table 5 shows that our system is rated higher than
the baselines on overall, informative, and fluent as-
pects. For overall scores, the baselines are all be-
tween 1.5 and 2.0, indicating the subjects are usu-
ally considered as poor or fair (recall that the scale
is 1-4, with 4 being the highest). Our system is
2.28, while the original subject and human anno-
tation are between 2.5 and 3.0. This means more
than half of our system outputs are at least fair,
and the original subject and human annotation are
often good or great. We also find that in 89 out of

500 emails, our system outputs have ratings higher
than or equal to the original and human annotated
subjects. Furthermore, the raters prefer the human
annotated subject to the original subject.

5.3 Metric Correlation Analysis

It is important to check if the automatic metric
scores can truly reflect the generation quality and
serve as valid metrics for subject line generation.
Therefore, in Table 6, we investigate their correla-
tions with the human evaluation. To this end, we
take the average of three human ratings and then
calculate Pearson’s r and Spearman’s ρ between
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different automatic scores and the average human
rating. We also report the inter-rater agreement in
the last row by checking the correlation between
the third human rating and the average of the other
two. We find that the inter-rater agreement is mod-
erate with 0.64 for Pearson’s r and 0.58 for Spear-
man’s ρ. We would recommend ESQE because it
has the highest correlations while being reference-
less.

5.4 Case Study
Table 7 shows examples of our model outputs. Our
model works well by first picking multiple sen-
tences containing information such as named enti-
ties and dates and then rewriting them into a suc-
cinct subject line preserving the key information.
In Example 7a, our model extracts sentences with
the name of the company and position “KWI Pres-
ident of the Americas”. It also captures the impor-
tance of the opportunity for this position. Simi-
larly, in Example 7b, our model identifies “West-
ern Power Trading” for “filings”. In Example 7c,
our model identifies the date of degree “December
2011” and action item “application”. However,
we also found our model can fail on emails about
novel topics, as in Example 7d where the topic is
scheduling farewell drinks. Our model only cap-
tures the name of the restaurant but not the purpose
and topic since it has not seen this kind of email in
training.

6 Related Work
Past NLP email research has focused on sum-
marization (Muresan et al., 2001; Nenkova and
Bagga, 2003; Rambow et al., 2004; Corston-
Oliver et al., 2004; Wan and McKeown, 2004;
Carenini et al., 2007; Zajic et al., 2008; Carenini
et al., 2008; Ulrich et al., 2009), keyword ex-
traction and action detection (Turney, 2000; Ben-
nett and Carbonell, 2005; Dredze et al., 2008;
Scerri et al., 2010; Loza et al., 2014; Lahiri et al.,
2017; Lin et al., 2018), and classification (Prab-
hakaran et al., 2014; Prabhakaran and Rambow,
2014; Alkhereyf and Rambow, 2017). However,
we could not find any previous work on email
subject line generation. The very first study on
email summarization is Muresan et al. (2001) who
reduce the problem to extracting salient phrases.
Later, Nenkova and Bagga (2003), Rambow et al.
(2004), Wan and McKeown (2004) deal with the
problem of email thread summarization by the
sentence extraction approach.

Another related line of research is natural lan-
guage generation. Our task is most similar to sin-
gle document summarization because the email
subject line can be viewed as a short summary
of the email content. Therefore, we use differ-
ent summarization models as baselines with tech-
niques such as graph-based extraction and com-
pression, sequence-to-sequence neural abstrac-
tive summarization with the hierarchical attention,
copy, and coverage mechanisms. In addition, RL
has become increasingly popular for text gener-
ation to optimize the non-differentiable metrics
and to reduce the exposure bias in the traditional
“teaching forcing” supervised training (Ranzato
et al., 2016; Bahdanau et al., 2017; Zhang and La-
pata, 2017; Sakaguchi et al., 2017). For example,
Narayan et al. (2018b) use RL for ranking sen-
tences in pure extractive summarization.

Furthermore, current methods on news head-
line generation (Lopyrev, 2015; Tilk and Alumäe,
2017; Kiyono et al., 2017; Tan et al., 2017; Shen
et al., 2017) most follow the encoder-decoder
model, while our model uses a multi-sentence se-
lection and rewriting framework.

7 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we introduce the task of email sub-
ject line generation. We build a benchmark dataset
(AESLC) with crowdsourced human annotations
on the Enron corpus and evaluate automatic met-
rics for this task. We propose our model of sub-
ject generation by Multi-Sentence Selection and
Rewriting with Email Subject Quality Estimation
Reward. Our model outperforms several competi-
tive baselines and approaches human-level perfor-
mance.

In the future, we would like to generalize it to
multiple domains and datasets. We are also inter-
ested in generating more effective and appropri-
ate subjects by incorporating prior email conversa-
tions, social context, the goal and style of emails,
personality, among others.
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Abstract
State-of-the-art models of lexical semantic
change detection suffer from noise stemming
from vector space alignment. We have empiri-
cally tested the Temporal Referencing method
for lexical semantic change and show that, by
avoiding alignment, it is less affected by this
noise. We show that, trained on a diachronic
corpus, the skip-gram with negative sampling
architecture with temporal referencing outper-
forms alignment models on a synthetic task as
well as a manual testset. We introduce a prin-
cipled way to simulate lexical semantic change
and systematically control for possible biases.

1 Introduction

These past years have seen the rise of computa-
tional methods to detect, track, qualify, and quan-
tify how a word’s sense – or senses – change over
time. These tasks are critical challenges that are
relevant to a range of NLP fields, including the
study of historical semantic change. The success-
ful outcome of semantic change detection is rel-
evant to any diachronic textual analysis, includ-
ing machine translation or normalization of his-
torical texts (Tjong Kim Sang et al., 2017), the de-
tection of cultural semantic shifts (Kutuzov et al.,
2017) or applications in digital humanities (Tah-
masebi and Risse, 2017a). However, currently, the
best-performing models (Hamilton et al., 2016b;
Kulkarni et al., 2015; Schlechtweg et al., 2019)
require a complex alignment procedure and have
been shown to suffer from biases (Dubossarsky
et al., 2017). This exposes them to various sources
of noise influencing their predictions; a fact which
has long gone unnoticed because of the lack of
standard evaluation procedures in the field.

We examine the modeling approach of Tempo-
ral Referencing (TR) which avoids post hoc align-

∗The order has been randomly determined and all authors
contributed equally to this work.

ment and is applicable to any vector space learning
technique. We show that it (i) is less affected by
noise and (ii) clearly outperforms state-of-the-art
alignment models on a synthetic change detection
task. The task is based on data from a synchronic
corpus into which we artificially inject lexical se-
mantic change (LSC) in a controlled and semanti-
cally principled way. We further evaluate the mod-
els on a manual testset of diachronic LSC and ex-
amine their properties.

In this paper, we focus on skip-gram with neg-
ative sampling (SGNS) models (Mikolov et al.,
2013) and PPMI (Levy et al., 2015) and make use
of TR to share context information across time pe-
riods, while learning individual embeddings for a
target word in each time period. We evaluate mod-
els in two ways: on the one hand, through the com-
parison of model performance between semanti-
cally changing and stable words. This is achieved
through the synthetic introduction (and removal)
of polysemy, mimicking Schütze (1998); Kulkarni
et al. (2015); Rosenfeld and Erk (2018). We differ
from previous work by creating those changes in
a more structured way, and for many time points.
The second type of evaluation put forward is a
study built on a smaller number of words manu-
ally classified as changed or stable.

Our contributions are the following:

• Noise Reduction: We avoid post hoc align-
ment by TR and show that it outperforms
other models and is robust to noise.
• LSC Simulation: We propose a systematic

and principled method of injecting semantic
change in a controlled fashion.
• Evaluation: We evaluate (i) by testing for

noise reduction in a control condition, (ii) on
large and controlled artificial data and (iii) on
a manually annotated LSC testset.
• Framework: The above comprises a frame-
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work to test any model of semantic change
for their levels of noise and sensitivity in de-
tecting simulated semantic change.

2 Related Work

Models of LSC Detection Computational ap-
proaches to semantic change detection can be di-
vided in different families: count-based semantic
spaces (Sagi et al., 2009; Gulordava and Baroni,
2011) and more recently based on neural embed-
dings (Kim et al., 2014; Basile et al., 2016; Kulka-
rni et al., 2015; Hamilton et al., 2016b); graph-
based models (Tahmasebi and Risse, 2017a; Mitra
et al., 2014, 2015); and finally topic-based (Lau
et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2015; Frermann and La-
pata, 2016; Hengchen, 2017; Perrone et al., 2019).
Recently, we have seen dynamic embeddings with
the main aim to circumvent alignment, and share
data across time points, thus reducing data volume
requirements. Using different base embeddings,
SGNS (Bamler and Mandt, 2017), PPMI (Yao
et al., 2018), and Bernoulli embeddings (Rudolph
and Blei, 2018), the results show that sharing data
is beneficial regardless of the method.1 Tempo-
ral Referencing has been applied first in the field
of term extraction Ferrari et al. (2017) and re-
cently been tested for diachronic LSC detection
(Schlechtweg et al., 2019).

Evaluation Due to a lack of proper evalua-
tion methods and datasets, all papers above have
performed different, non-comparable evaluations.
Previous evaluation procedures mainly tackle a
few words: case studies of individual words (Wi-
jaya and Yeniterzi, 2011; Jatowt and Duh, 2014;
Hamilton et al., 2016a), or a comparison between a
few changing and semantically stable words (Lau
et al., 2012; Schlechtweg et al., 2017). Other
works focus on the post hoc evaluation of their re-
spective models (Kulkarni et al., 2015; Eger and
Mehler, 2016). Importantly, Dubossarsky et al.
(2017) proposed to use a control condition to mit-
igate the absent of validated evaluation methods
and datasets.

Control Condition Evaluating empirical results
often demands comparing these under a control
condition in order to maintain that these are indeed

1For an extensive survey of computational approaches to
lexical semantic change, we refer the readers to Tahmasebi
et al. (2018), and to Kutuzov et al. (2018) for a specialized
focus on diachronic word embeddings.

valid and are not the result of unwanted confound-
ing factors. A control condition directly follows
from a specific research hypothesis, and therefore
must resemble the original condition in any as-
pect, except the variable of interest that is being
hypothesized about. For example, Dubossarsky
et al. (2017) attested that a shuffled diachronic cor-
pus is a proper control condition to test models for
semantic change, under the hypothesis that such
models indeed capture semantic change and not
something else. They concluded that any degree
of semantic change that is reported by a model on
the shuffled corpus may only be related to noise,
instead of a true semantic change. Similarly, we
propose to test the noise levels associated with dif-
ferent semantic change models using a shuffled
historical corpus, and evaluate their true degree
of semantic change by comparing their results to
the original historical corpus. Importantly, there
are many ways to create control conditions, and
the synthetic lexical semantic change proposed in
Section 4 contains another type of control condi-
tion, that is based on artificially induced semantic
change.

3 Models

Embeddings A common method in LSC detec-
tion is to learn low-dimensional semantic vec-
tor spaces (embeddings) for specific time periods
and then align spaces for consecutive time periods
with an orthogonal mapping which minimizes the
distances between the time-specific vectors for all
words (Hamilton et al., 2016b). Given two consec-
utive time periods a, b, and corresponding text cor-
pora Ca, Cb, we learn two vector spacesA, B. Or-
thogonal Procrustes analysis can then be applied to
find the optimal mapping matrix W ∗ such that the
sum of squared Euclidean distances between B’s
mapping BW and A is minimized:

W ∗ = arg min
W
‖BW −A‖2.

The optimal solution for this problem is given by
an application of Singular Value Decomposition
(Artetxe et al., 2017).2 The degree of LSC of a
word w is then measured with the cosine distance
(Salton and McGill, 1983) between w’s vectors
in A and BW ∗ (B’s mapping). This approach

2W is constrained to be orthogonal. A and B are first
length-normalized and mean-centered and their rows are re-
duced to the intersection of the vocabulary of Ca and Cb for
finding the mapping.
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has been found to outperform other LSC detec-
tion methods in various studies (Hamilton et al.,
2016b; Kulkarni et al., 2015). It has the advan-
tage of not assuming that words keep the same
meaning over time. A presumable downside of
this approach is expected noise from the align-
ment, i.e., it may not be possible to align all words
to each other that have similar meanings, because
the spaces were learned independently.

PPMI Another method to learn time-specific se-
mantic vector space representations A, B is to
store count-based co-occurrence information for
each word in a high-dimensional sparse matrix and
then apply Positive Pointwise Mutual Information
(PPMI) weighting (Levy et al., 2015). In such
a matrix each column stores the co-occurrence
statistics with a specific context word. This has the
advantage that A and B can be aligned straight-
forwardly, because many context words occur as
columns in both A and B and can hence be
mapped onto each other. Mapping A and B to a
common coordinate axis then corresponds to in-
tersecting their columns (Hamilton et al., 2016b).
This has the advantage of avoiding the complex
alignment procedure for embeddings, but also
loses their performance advantages (Baroni et al.,
2014; Levy et al., 2015).

Temporal Referencing Temporal Referencing
(TR) is an alternative to learning individual word
representations for different time periods, which
avoids alignment using a procedure radically sim-
pler than proposed for dynamic embeddings. TR
is potentially applicable to every vector space
learning method. We treat all time-specific cor-
pora Ca, Cb, ..., Cn as one corpus C and learn
word representations on the full corpus. However,
we first replace each target word w ∈ Ct with a
time-specific token wt.3 This temporal referenc-
ing ofw is only performed when it is a target word,
when the word is considered a context word, it re-
mains unchanged. Following this procedure, we
learn one single space that contains a vector for
each target-time pair wt, which may be compared
directly without the need for alignment. Besides
the considerable advantages of avoiding alignment
and being applicable to count-based and embed-
ding methods, it presumably lowers data require-
ments (because context words are collapsed, and

3In our case, t is a decade. E.g., in the corpus for
1920 we replace each occurrence of computer with the string
computer1920.

thus shared, across corpora). Accordingly, we as-
sume TR to produce smoother change values. As
various other models, TR relies on the assumption
that the semantics of the context words stays rela-
tively stable over time.

4 Synthetic Lexical Semantic Change

We aim to simulate semantic change under con-
trolled settings, while keeping the corpus as natu-
ral as possible.4 We call this procedure sense in-
jection. We increase the semantic material of a
recipient word wr in subsequent subcorpora by in-
jecting contexts from a donor word wd. The con-
text of the recipient word (illustrated as Sense 1
in Figure 1) stays as it is in the corpus. The first
subcorpus contains only contexts from the recip-
ient wr and all the contexts of the donor wd are
removed. In the next time period we add 25% of
the contexts of wd, with donor word replaced by
the recipient word. In each subsequent corpus, an
additional 25% of the donor word are injected un-
til the last time periods contain equal amounts of
contexts from the donor and recipient. As a result,
seen from the recipient wr, the last time periods
have double the amount of contexts as in the first
time period |wr(tn) + wd(tn)| = 2 ∗ |wr(t1)|.

Note that due to the polysemous nature of words
(each is usually associated with more than one
sense), we preferred to add the donor words’ con-
texts instead of simply replacing the existing con-
texts of the recipient words with the contexts of the
donor words. This is because the former involves a
single source of synthetic lexical semantic change,
while the latter involves two sources (the removal
of contexts associated with different senses of a
recipient word, as well as the added contexts as-
sociated with the senses of a donor word). As a
result, this procedure yields less noisy examples
of synthetic lexical semantic change.

We differ between cases where recipient and
donor are related (e.g. maker→ creator, Fig. 1a)
and unrelated (e.g. shoulders → horde, Fig. 1b),
following e.g., Pilehvar and Navigli (2013). This
procedure is aimed to give us insight into how
much novel semantic material is needed for our
methods to detect semantic change. Our hypothe-
sis is that cases where the donor word is unrelated
to the recipient word should be simpler to detect
compared to those that are in close relation. It is

4Hence, the target words’ frequencies were not matched,
but rather stayed natural.
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Figure 1: Increase in semantic material for a word by
means of sense injection. I.: new injected sense is re-
lated to the existing sense. II.: new injected sense is
unrelated.

linguistically motivated to choose semantically re-
lated words to simulate sense change; those are the
most difficult cases of sense change, and a likely
procedure of semantic change introducing poly-
semy (Blank, 1997).

Finally, to simulate the same increase in fre-
quency, we repeat the sense injection for a set of
control words. In this case recipient and donor
word are the same wr = wd. This creates the
same increased frequency of the recipient word
|wr(tn)| = 2 ∗ |wr(t1)| as the above, but with-
out any added semantic information because the
control word keeps its original contexts.

5 Experimental setup

5.1 Corpora
For Experiment 1 (Sec. 6.1) we used COHA
(Davies, 2002), of which we restrict ourselves to
decadal bins spanning from 1920 to 1970 so as to
have a comparable number of tokens for each time
slice. For Experiment 2 (Sec. 6.2) we used COCA
(Davies, 2008), of which we remove the spoken
and academic genres in order to maintain a more
similar usage context of words. As a control set-
ting, we created shuffled versions of the same cor-
pora with the same periods, and straightforwardly
followed Dubossarsky et al. (2017).

5.2 Synthetic semantic change
For related words, we used the Noun-Noun pairs
in SimLex-999 (Hill et al., 2015) as a starting
point. However, even semantically unrelated pairs
in SimLex were deemed somewhat related by our
annotators, and therefore we kept only 10 of those.

We created the rest of the list of unrelated words
as follows: we randomly sampled 300 lowercased
nouns5 from our corpus, which we assembled into
150 pairs. We then asked three annotators to in-
dependently go through the list of generated pairs
and determine whether they were semantically re-
lated or not. All 150 pairs were deemed seman-
tically unrelated by at least 2 annotators. Only
5 pairs had a disagreement but were qualified as
border line cases by the disagreeing annotator, and
kept. This procedure yielded 356 word pairs in to-
tal, of which 196 were related and 160 were not
related.

5.3 Model training

We tested two models in our experiments: (i) low-
dimensional embeddings learned with SGNS and
(ii) high-dimensional sparse PPMI vectors. Each
of these were tested with their respective align-
ment method (AL) and with Temporal Referenc-
ing (TR) as described in Section 3, leaving us with
four models to compare:

SGNSAL SGNSTR
PPMIAL PPMITR

In order to avoid that replaced target words co-
occur with other target words in TR we used the
implementation of Levy et al. (2015), allowing
us to train SGNS and PPMI on extracted word-
context pairs instead of the corpus directly. For
this, we iterated over corpus Ct such that for
each token w and for each of its context words
c within a symmetric window we extracted the
word-context pair: (wt,c) if w is a target word and
(w,c) otherwise.

In this way, we guarantee a target word is
never replaced and treated as context of any other
word. For TR, SGNS and PPMI were then trained
on these extracted pairs. For AL, we extracted
only regular word-context pairs (w,c) and trained
SGNS and PPMI on these. LSC is measured for all
four models via cosine distance.6 (See Appendix
A for preprocessing and hyper-parameter details.)

6 Evaluation

To test our methods we performed three main
experiments, comparing the performances of TR
to the existing state-of-the-art diachronic model

5The filtering was carried out on the basis of the output of
NLTK (Bird et al., 2009)’s pos tag() function.

6Find a full implementation of the pipeline at https://
github.com/Garrafao/TemporalReferencing.
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alignment. In the first experiment, we compare the
models’ performance under control conditions that
address complementary (potential) weaknesses.
The second experiment tests different synthetic
change types and assesses whether better models
improve detection of lexical semantic change, in
a controlled setting. Finally, we test our methods
on a manually created testset on a genuine corpus,
and manually inspect the results.

6.1 Experiment 1: Model comparison

In this experiment, we trained each model on two
corpora, one genuine diachronic corpus with nat-
ural semantic change, and one shuffled where the
diachronic change is distributed equally across all
time periods (see Sec. 5.1). We study the average
change of cosine distance as a proxy for semantic
change. Following Dubossarsky et al. (2017) we
consider the average cosine distance (acd) trained
on the genuine corpus to correspond to true se-
mantic change + noise. In contrast, the average co-
sine distance on the shuffled corpus corresponds to
pure noise. Therefore, the difference between the
two equals to true signal, or in other words, true
lexical semantic change.

Importantly, we are interested in investigating,
and hopefully mitigating, possible sources of the
noise that might be found in some of the mod-
els. Specifically, we hypothesize that the align-
ment procedure adds considerable noise to the
acd, and plan to test how TR can alleviate some
of that noise. Moreover, TR is assumed to con-
tribute not only by circumventing the alignment,
but also by producing more stable context vectors
due to the increased amount of data on which they
are trained.7 Therefore, we first tease-apart these
factors using the following comparisons between
the different models.

1. For all models, we consider the difference
in average cosine distance between gen-
uine and shuffled conditions (acdgenuine −
acdshuffled) as being inversely proportional
to the amount of noise that the original model
unknowingly captures. Hence, the larger the
difference, the less noisier (and better) the
model is. We consider this to be an approxi-
mation of the true semantic change.

7We differ between stable vectors that do not change
despite the randomness involved in training between multi-
ple runs, and accurate vectors give a good representation of
meaning. Note that when we use the term stable word we
mean stable in meaning over time.

2. Focusing on the differences between the two
PPMI models allows us to test the indepen-
dent contribution of TR in providing more
accurate context vectors because the inter-
section of the PPMI vectors are inherently
aligned.

3. Focusing on the SGNS models conflates the
potential benefits from more accurate context
vectors with the disadvantage of Procrustes
alignment (which is necessary for SGNSAL
but not for SGNSTR).

4. The difference between the last two would al-
low us to evaluate the independent contribu-
tion of these two sources on the (presumably)
less noisy SGNSTR model scores.

Results (experiment 1) We start analyzing the
true semantic change for each of the models
(PPMIAL to PPMITR and SGNSAL to SGNSTR)
over the corpus. In Figure 2, we can see that tem-
poral referencing introduces less noise throughout
the 5 decadal comparisons. For both PPMI and
SGNS, the true semantic change increases for the
TR models compared to the aligned.

Figure 2: Comparison of aligned embedding spaces
and temporal referencing using both the genuine and
the shuffled corpora. High difference in cosine distance
indicate less noise captured by the model.

Importantly, Table 1 shows that for the PPMI
models, Temporal Referencing has a much smaller
improvement over the aligned model (.005) com-
pared to the SGNS models (.026) (all reported
differences are statistically significant, t-test p <
.01). Temporal Referencing influences the PPMI
models only by creating more stable context vec-
tors. In contrast, for the SGNS models the intro-
duction of Temporal Referencing circumvents the
use of alignment in addition to creating more sta-
ble context vectors. Therefore, the results support
our hypothesis that TR has two complementing
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factors that improve prior models; firstly, it avoids
the need for alignment altogether (and the noise
that usually comes with it), and secondly, it pro-
duces more stable context vectors due to the in-
creased volume of data when using the full corpus.

Table 1: Difference in average cosine distance between
genuine and shuffled conditions (true semantic change)
for each method, collapsed over the 5 time bins (1920–
1970) in COHA.

Align TR ∆

SGNS 0.033 0.059 0.026
PPMI 0.028 0.033 0.005

Smoothness of Temporal Referencing We fur-
ther analyzed the nature of the progression of
the cumulative semantic change that words ex-
hibit over time. Under the assumption that words
change their meaning in a systematic way, it fol-
lows that words’ semantic change would increase
over the years. Therefore, an ecologically valid
model of semantic change should show that the
words change more as the time interval for com-
parison increases, for the vocabulary as a whole.
In contrast, if a model captures stochastic fluctua-
tions in the words’ vectors instead of true semantic
change, then such a shift in the distribution will be
less prominent.

We plot the distribution of the words’ cosine
distances with increasing time intervals (relative
to 1920) for both SGNS models in Figure 3.
Both models show a gradual transition from left
(smaller change scores) to right (larger change
scores). This corroborates our basic assumption
that words change more as the time interval for
comparison increases. Crucially, Temporal Refer-
encing shows a more constant cumulative progres-
sion of cosine distances over time in contrast to
alignment where decadal cosine distance distribu-
tions seem to be more volatile. We follow Bamler
and Mandt (2017) in interpreting these results as
attesting for the relatively high noise factor in the
SGNSAL over the SGNSTR.

Overall, the different analyses converge to the
same conclusion: Temporal Referencing is a bet-
ter model for capturing a word’s semantic infor-
mation from diachronic text because it introduces
less noise. Next, we will investigate if a less noisy
model is also better at detecting semantic change.

Figure 3: Smoothed histograms of word distances for
the two SGNS models. For the TR model, we see a
more constant cumulative shift which is reflected by
the overlap between the distributions as well as by dif-
ferences in their means (dashed vertical lines).

6.2 Experiment 2: Synthetic semantic change

This experiment aims to see how well our meth-
ods can find different synthetic change types. In
order to minimize natural semantic change in the
dataset, we made use of the synchronic dataset
COCA which we randomly shuffled, and simu-
lated a diachronic corpus for which we have 7
time-bins. We randomly assigned a seventh of
COCA to each of our artificial time periods, la-
beled t1 to t7. Sentences in which either word
of the synthetic semantic change pairs (see Sec.
4) or their corresponding control words appeared
were held out. These sentences were subsequently
added back to COCA according to the procedure
outlined in Section 4, which enabled us to con-
trol for the fixed ratio incremental steps between
the recipient and donor words (i.e., changes to the
injection ratio were made only for t2-t3, t3-t4, t4-
t5, and t5-t6, while t1-t2 and t6-t7 had no such
changes).

All four models were trained on the 7 synthetic
time-bins exactly as in Experiment 1. The tar-
get words were the 356 words with synthetic lexi-
cal semantic change and their 356 control words
that were matched with the same frequency in-
crease but otherwise are considered semantically
stable. For each target word, the cosine distances
between two consecutive synthetic time-bins were
computed, resulting in 6 change scores per word.

We analyze the peak distribution of the individ-
ual words. We defined the peak position of each
word as its vector argmax (the position in which
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it shows the maximum cosine distance). In order
to evaluate the models’ ability to truly detect se-
mantic change, we formulate a naı̈ve binary clas-
sification task based on the words’ peak positions.
For each word, if the peak is in position 2–5, we
classify it as changed, and otherwise as stable and
measure accuracy and F1-score.

Results Figure 4 shows the acd of the four mod-
els for the change and stable words separately, ac-
cording to the different sense injection ratios. The
two plots differ markedly. For the semantic change
words (upper plot), all four models show a notice-
able peak when the new sense was first injected
(step 2), followed by a steady decrease in acd until
step 6. In contrast, the stable words only show the
steady decrease starting from step 1, without any
noticeable peaks. This decrease probably stems
from the target words’ increased frequency that
can lead to more accurate word embeddings (Hell-
rich and Hahn, 2016). Because peaks in acd are
interpreted as points were semantic change was
the most profound, the results support the models’
ability to detect synthetic semantic changes.

Figure 4: acd at different sense injection steps for the
four models. Steps without sense injection are shaded.

Although the majority of peaks for the semantic
change words fall in step 2, as expected by the acd
analysis above, words had their peaks in other step

positions as well (see Appendix B).8

Table 2 reports accuracy and F-scores for the
four models in the binary classification task. As
clearly seen, all four models perform better than
chance even under these very rudimentary condi-
tions (finding the argmax of a vector of length
6). Crucially, SGNSTR outperforms the rest of
the models, and especially SGNSAL that shows the
worst performance. These results corroborate our
hypothesis from Experiment 1 that noise is neg-
atively influencing task performance. By allevi-
ating the noise factor that exists in SGNSAL (due
to alignment), SGNSTR is able to show substantial
gains in this binary classification task.

Table 2: Accuracy (averaged, and split into individual
classes) and F1-scores for semantic change detection.
For stable words (control words), peaks at 1 and 6 steps
are correct. For change words, peaks at steps 2–5 are
correct. We see that all methods find unrelated change
better than related change, and that SGNSTR outper-
forms the other methods.

PPMIAL PPMITR SGNSAL SGNSTR

Stable 0.52 0.54 0.37 0.57
Unrelated 0.83 0.83 0.86 0.91
Related 0.73 0.73 0.78 0.78

Mean acc. 0.65 0.66 0.59 0.70
F1-score 0.69 0.69 0.67 0.74

Discussion Table 2 shows that SGNSTR gains
its performance advantage over SGNSAL mainly
from a better classification of the stable words
(0.37 vs. 0.57). In order to understand this bet-
ter, we inspect their mean cosine distance curves
only for stable words in Figure 5. SGNSTR’s curve
clearly declines, while SGNSAL’s curve declines
much less and is more volatile. We attribute the
decline of both curves to the diminishing noise that
comes from the continuous increase in frequency
of the control words (Dubossarsky et al., 2017).
It seems that this diminishing frequency noise is
counteracted by the alignment noise, yielding a
flatter curve for SGNSAL. The latter increases
SGNSAL’s chance to have peaks in one of the
center injection steps producing false positives in
our classification task. However, this property
may also have a positive influence on SGNSAL
in related LSC detection tasks (Schlechtweg et al.,
2019).

8We also ran experiments with moving the time point
when the first change was injected and the results mimic those
presented here.
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Figure 5: Mean cosine distance curves for SGNSTR
and SGNSAL.

6.3 Experiment 3: WSC testset
So far, the results have been based on either a large
random sample to show general tendencies for the
language in the corpus as a whole, or syntheti-
cally injected semantic change. In this part, we
test the behavior of our methods on a small, man-
ually created testset for semantic change. We use
the Word Sense Change Testset (Tahmasebi and
Risse, 2017b) that consists of words and the dif-
ferent associated change events, for the time span
1785 – 2010. In this experiment, we ignore the
sense changes and consider only words as changed
or stable, and restrict our change words to those
that have change events between 1920 and 1970.9

In total we have 13 changed and 19 stable words
(excluding words with a total frequency ≤ 100).

Table 3: acd for WSC testset. Var ∈ (0.0− 0.01). CH
= changed word, ST = stable word, DIFF = difference
between ACD for change and stable in percent.

SGNS PPMI
Align TR Align TR

CH 0.47 0.31 0.86 0.86
ST 0.34 0.21 0.71 0.73

DIFF 38% 50% 20% 17%

In Table 3 we see acd of each model on the
changed and stable words. We find that for
all methods, SGNSAL, SGNSTR, PPMIAL and
PPMITR, the acd for the changed words is statis-
tically significantly higher (p values ≤ 0.01) than
for the stable words which nicely corresponds to
intuition; words with true semantic change should
have vectors that differ more than words without
change. The mean difference between the stable
and the changed words, that gives us some notion

9As an example, the word car is considered stable since
its change event occurred before 1920.

Figure 6: Nearest neighbors for computer. Upper part
SGNSAL, lower part SGNSTR. A larger rendering of
this figure is available in Appendix D.

of how well the two different classes are separated,
is highest for SGNSTR. Because of the limited size
of the testset, the results are indicative rather than
conclusive and we continue with a manual analy-
sis of the nearest neighboring words.

We carry out a qualitative evaluation for the
closest neighbors for computer (see Figure 6), a
word we expect to have changed after the inven-
tion of the digital computer in the 1940s, for the
SGNS aligned version and SGNS with Temporal
Referencing. SGNSAL has only a few words in
common in 1950–1970, and while the digital com-
puter is showing here, there are few overlapping
words. The time periods 1920–1940 have no com-
mon words. In comparison, the SGNSTR show
clear patterns. We see a clear break between 1940
and 1950, without any overlapping word, and a
pattern between 1950–1970; the closest words are
the other computer1940–1970.10 This is exactly the
pattern that we expected to see using the sense in-
jection; stable senses can be distinguished from
changing senses by their relationship to the other
temporally referenced vectors.

Next, we study a word for which we expect
no sense change, namely ship (see Appendix E).
The SGNSAL show a fairly low acd, but still there

10The closest words in 1920–1940 have high cosine dis-
tances and are thus not very related. Still, for each
computertime, the other vectors of computer are among the
neighbors, meaning that despite sparsity and little overlap in
context, some structure is found.
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Table 4: acd for synthetic change. Var ∈ (0.0− 0.01).

SGNS PPMI
Align TR Align TR

CH 0.46 0.33 0.86 0.87
ST 0.37 0.26 0.83 0.83

DIFF 24% 26% 4% 4%

are large differences in the top neighboring words.
The SGNSTR show what we expect; the most simi-
lar words are the other ship1920–1970, and over time
we see that the ‘self-similarity’ decreases. For al-
most all decades, the most similar words are ship
from the decade before and after. The lower words
also help describe the meaning of ship, as a boat
and later also as a spaceship. The pattern of stabil-
ity is much more clear for SGNSTR than SGNSAL
and holds for most other stable words as well.

For the word tape, that has a change in domi-
nant sense (or an addition of another strong sense)
with the addition of the music tape to adhesive
tape, we see the same patterns as for ship, but
the bottom words contain ribbon, paper, adhesive
for 1920–1940 and recorder, recording, stereo in
1950–1970.11

For both the real change in Table 3 and the syn-
thetic change in Table 4, we find that SGNSTR is
best at differentiating between the stable and the
change classes for both datasets (50% for WSC
and 26% for synthetic change).

7 Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we have empirically tested the
temporal referencing method for lexical seman-
tic change. We train one vector space model
over the whole corpus, and thus share informa-
tion of the context words while training individ-
ual vectors for each target word and time period.
We compare two commonly used models, namely
PPMI and SGNS because of their properties; the
PPMI model is count-based and does not require
alignment across time, while the SGNS model has
shown state-of-the-art results in previous work.

We find that the SGNS model trained with Tem-
poral Referencing contains significantly less noise
than the standard SGNS for which an alignment
is necessary. In comparison, for the PPMI model
where no alignment is needed, Temporal Refer-

11Find all nearest neighbour lists at https://github.
com/Garrafao/TemporalReferencing/tree/
master/data.

encing also significantly reduced the noise level,
but to a lesser extent.

Next we evaluated whether the noise reduction
carries over performance on a synthetic lexical
semantic change detection task. We simulated
change in a controlled and semantically principled
way, using sense injection and showed that words
with semantically related and unrelated semantic
change can be differentiated from control (stable)
words that are not sense injected, but increase
in frequency in the same way as the changed
words. SGNS with Temporal Referencing outper-
forms the other methods in correctly classifying
the words to the two classes (change vs. stable).

Finally, we evaluated on a small, handcrafted
set of change and stable words and found that
SGNS with Temporal Referencing gives the
largest separation between words that undergo se-
mantic change and those that stay stable over time.
In particular, we observe a similar behavior be-
tween this smaller testset and the synthetic sense
injection, supporting our sense injection method
as a good proxy for isolating and studying lexical
semantic change.

Our results support the following conclusion;
trained on a diachronic corpus, SGNS with Tem-
poral Referencing will capture more true semantic
change. In the future, we plan to evaluate Tempo-
ral Referencing against the related dynamic em-
bedding models on an annotated empirical lexi-
cal change dataset with multiple languages. We
also plan on testing how well Temporal Refer-
encing deals with corpora that are too small for
alignment-based methods, hopefully opening new
avenues of quantitative research.
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A Pre-processing and Hyperparameter
Details

We lower-cased all tokens in the corpora before
extracting word-context pairs. For pair extraction
we chose a window size of 5 for both, AL and TR.
Corpus tokens were skipped as word or context if
they did not have a minimum frequency of 100 in
the full corpus used (i.e., 1920-1970 for COHA
and full COCA) or contained non-alphabetic char-
acters (except hyphens).

We tuned model parameters on the most recent
time bin of COHA (2000-2009) based on word
similarity task scores (Hill et al., 2015; Finkel-
stein et al., 2001) reaching near state-of-the-art
results (Levy et al., 2015). The parameters for
SGNS were dim = 300 (vector dimensional-
ity), cds = 0.75 (context distribution smoothing),
k = 5 (number of negative samples) and ep = 1
(number of training epochs). PPMI was smoothed
and shifted Levy et al. (2015). The parameters
were cds = 0.75 and k = 5 (shifting parameter).

B Peak distribution analysis

In Figure 7 we present the peak distributions of the
four models for the 712 target words (356 changed
and 356 stable), color coded according to the true
classification (change/stable). The peaks represent
the models’ predictions with respect to where the
maximal cosine distance is found for each word,
which we later use in a naive and rudimentary bi-
nary classification task. As can be seen from the
different distributions, all models frequently find
peaks in position 2 (corresponding to the event of
the first sense injection). However, they are still
very much different in their overall peak distribu-
tions which influence their sensitivity in detecting
synthetically semantic changed words (Table 2).

C WSC TestSet

In Table 5 we list the words that have undergone
semantic change, as well as the change year(s) and
a description of the change. In Table 6 we list
words that do not have changed meanings.

D Closest Neighbors for Computer

In Figure 8 we see the closest neighbors for com-
puter, a word we expect to have changed after the
invention of the digital computer in the 1940s, for
the SGNS aligned version (upper) and SGNS with
temporal referencing (lower).

Figure 7: Distributions of peak detection for our four
models for synthetically changed (grey) and stable-
control (white) words. Accuracy and F-scores are re-
ported for each model at the top of the panels. Shaded
areas represent steps with no sense injection.
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Table 5: Changed words from WSC Testset

Word Change year Description

aeroplane 1919-1920 First use as weapon of war and commercial flights
cinema 1900 movie theatre
computer 1940 digital computer
cool 1964 a way of being
flight 1918 after WWI commercial aviation grows rapidly
gay 1985 recommended for use instead of homosexual
memory 1960 digital memory
mouse 1965 the computer mouse was introduced
record 1920 electrical music records
rock 1950-1960 birth of rock music
tank 1917 first tank in battle
tape 1960 common household use of the magnetic tape

Table 6: Stable words from WSC Testset

automobile music
bank newspaper
camera paper
car phone
deer ship
export symptom
founder telephone
horse train
mail travel
mirror

E Closest Neighbors for Ship

In Figure 9 we see the closest neighbors for ship, a
word we expect to be stable, for the SGNS aligned
version (upper) and SGNS with temporal referenc-
ing (lower).
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Figure 8: Nearest neighbors for computer. Upper part SGNSAL, lower part SGNSTR.

Figure 9: Nearest neighbors for ship. Upper part SGNSAL, lower part SGNSTR.
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Abstract

In this paper, we propose an Adversarial
Attention Network for the task of multi-
dimensional emotion regression, which auto-
matically rates multiple emotion dimension
scores for an input text. Especially, to deter-
mine which words are valuable for a particular
emotion dimension, an attention layer is learnt
to weight the words in an input sequence.
Furthermore, adversarial training is employed
between two attention layers to learn better
word weights via a discriminator. In particu-
lar, a shared attention layer is incorporated to
learn public word weights between two emo-
tion dimensions. Empirical evaluation on the
EMOBANK corpus shows that our approach
achieves notable improvements in r-values
on both EMOBANK Reader’s and Writer’s
multi-dimensional emotion regression tasks in
all domains over the state-of-the-art baselines.

1 Introduction

Emotion analysis aims to recognize human emo-
tion expression in a given text (Mishne et al., 2005;
Abdul-Mageed and Ungar, 2017). Typically, stud-
ies in emotion analysis can be divided into either
emotion classification (Yang et al., 2007; Tripathi
et al., 2017) or emotion regression (Yu et al., 2015;
Wang et al., 2016a). While emotion classification
aims to label an input text with a single or multi-
ple emotion categories, emotion regression aims to
rate a single or multiple emotion dimension scores
of an input text through machine learning models.
In this study, we focus on emotion regression.

Compared with enormous studies in emotion
classification, studies in emotion regression have
a late start much due to the inherent difficulty
of the regression task and the lack of large-scale
emotion regression corpora in high quality. De-
spite of its difficulty, emotion regression is more

∗Corresponding author

Sample Text:

I was very scared when the gunner
started shooting the crowd. What a dis-
aster!

Emotion dimension scores: Valence =
2.0, Arousal = 4.4, Dominance = 2.1

Figure 1: An example of multi-dimensional emotion
regression. The dimensional emotion score ranges
from 1.0 to 5.0. In this example, the word very in
blue only suggests one emotion dimension (i.e, a high
Arousal score). The word scared and disaster in red
suggest two emotion dimensions. Specifically, scared
suggests a low Valence score and a low Dominance
score, while Disaster denotes a low Valence score and
a high Arousal score.

suitable for fine-grained emotion analysis and has
gained an increasing attention recently due to the
availability of several emotion regression corpora
in the last few years (Preotiuc-Pietro et al., 2016;
Yu et al., 2016; Hahn and Buechel, 2017). In
principle, these emotion regression corpora ap-
ply the widely-admitted Valence-Arousal model
or Valence-Arousal-Dominance model (Barrett,
2006) to describe emotions with a continuous real
number space in two or three dimensions. More-
over, while different emotion classification cor-
pora often apply different classification systems,
they describe emotions with a limited number of
discrete pre-defined emotion categories.

In the literature, most of the existing studies in
emotion regression focus on a single emotion di-
mension by training multiple independent models
for different emotion dimensions (Yu et al., 2015;
Wang et al., 2016a). Hence in this paper, we seek
to solve multi-dimensional emotion regression via
a joint approach. Recently, attention mechanism
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has been widely applied in sentiment and emotion
classification (Wang et al., 2016b; Potamianos and
Kokkinos, 2017). Likewise, in emotion regres-
sion, attention mechanism is supposed to be ef-
fective on determining what words are emotional
for rating dimensional emotion scores. Figure 1
shows an example of emotion regression. Obvi-
ously, the dimensional emotion scores can be in-
ferred from the colored words in this figure. Al-
though the degree adverb, such as very, only sug-
gests a high Arousal score, an emotional word
often suggests more than one dimensional emo-
tion score. This hints a possibility that the rela-
tionship between two emotion dimensions can be
leveraged, which is overlooked by existing single-
dimensional emotion regression studies.

In this paper, we try to model the multi-
dimensional learning task as a multi-task learning
task through adversarial learning. Recently, stud-
ies in multi-task learning via adversarial learning
(Liu et al., 2017; Masumura et al., 2018), which
tried to conduct adversarial learning (Goodfellow
et al., 2014) between multiple tasks to learn task-
specific features for achieving better performance
for each task, has achieved a great success. We
apply adversarial learning to model the task not
only due to its capability of multi-task learning,
but also due to its inherent collocability with at-
tention mechanism. In the literature, adversar-
ial learning has the difficulty in learning latent
representations from discrete structures (e.g., se-
quence of word embeddings). Thus, most of exist-
ing studies in NLP apply adversarial learning with
autoencoder-based models, which map a discrete
word sequence into a continuous code space be-
forehand (Makhzani et al., 2015). In this study,
we propose a more straightforward yet effective
way to learn better representations via adversar-
ial learning which directly learns continuous atten-
tion weights. This is done via an Adversarial At-
tention Network (AAN) which can leverage both
advantages of adversarial learning and attention
mechanism. AAN conducts adversarial learning
between two attention layers to learn two sets of
word weight parameters for two emotion dimen-
sions. In this way, better weight information can
be learned to represent words’ importance for rat-
ing dimensional scores. Specifically, our proposed
AAN has two features:

• First, AAN conducts adversarial learning be-
tween two attention layers to decide the val-

ues of words for rating two emotion dimen-
sion scores. In particular, we propose an ad-
versarial training algorithm to learn two sets
of better word weights which contribute to
two emotion dimensions in two attention lay-
ers.

• Second, unlike existing single-dimensional
emotion regression studies which separately
train models for different emotion dimen-
sions, AAN can leverage shared informa-
tion between emotion dimensions (e.g., word
scare contributes to both Valence and Dom-
inance in the example shown in Figure 1)
to better rate different emotion dimension
scores, and thus achieve better regression re-
sults.

We apply AAN to the task of multi-dimensional
emotion regression on a large-scale emotion re-
gression corpus, namely EMOBANK, contributed
by Hahn and Buechel (2017). Empirical evalua-
tion on EMOBANK Reader’s and Writer’s multi-
dimensional emotion regression tasks shows that
AAN achieves significant improvements in r-
values over several strong baselines. Furthermore,
it also shows that adversarial training between two
attention layers is more effective than simply ap-
plying attention mechanism individually to each
emotion dimension, or simply training two regres-
sors jointly for a pair of emotion dimensions.

2 Related Work

2.1 Emotion Regression
Compared with emotion classification, emotion
regression had a late start due to the severe lack
of large-scale annotated emotion regression cor-
pora and the inherent difficulty of the regression
task. Yu et al. (2015) implemented a lexicon-
based weighted graph-based approach which mod-
els the relationship and similarity among emo-
tion word nodes to rate the Valence-Arousal scores
of emotion words. Their approach achieved the
better performance over the simple linear regres-
sion approach, the kernel method, and the Page-
rank algorithm. Preotiuc-Pietro et al. (2016) col-
lected user information from Facebook, and built
an English emotion regression corpus containing
2,895 texts. Wang et al. (2016a) proposed a re-
gional CNN-LSTM-based approach to document-
level emotion regression. Their approach first
divided a whole text into several regions, and
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then extracted regional features from each region
with multiple CNNs. By properly leveraging the
fused regional features, an LSTM layer is finally
applied to rating the Valence-Arousal scores of
the whole text. Evaluation on several corpora
showed the regional CNN-LSTM achieved a better
performance over both the vanilla single-layered
CNN and single-layered LSTM. Yu et al. (2016)
constructed a Chinese emotion regression corpus,
which contains 2,009 texts, from multiple online
resources. Buechel and Hahn (2016) investigated
mapping the dimensional emotion scores to an
emotion category of a text. They first annotated
the SemEval07: task 14 corpus with dimensional
scores, and then constructed the mapping from
dimensional emotion scores to the emotion cate-
gories by KNN. On the basis, Hahn and Buechel
(2017) built an emotion regression corpus, namely
EMOBANK, which contains over 10,000 texts.

2.2 Adversarial Learning

Due to the success of generative adversarial net-
work (GAN) in image generation (Goodfellow
et al., 2014), adversarial learning has drawn more
and more attention in the recent years. In order to
well address the instability issue in GAN’s train-
ing, Arjovsky et al. (2017) proposed Wasserstein
GAN (WGAN) to tackle the issue in GAN. Es-
pecially, WGAN applied the Wasserstein distance
between two distributions instead of the JS diver-
gence adopted in GAN to avoid the training insta-
bility issue due to the failure of the JS divergence
to indicate the training process of the discriminator
when there is few overlaps between two distribu-
tions.

In the recent years, NLP researchers began to
apply adversarial learning to various NLP tasks.
Zhang et al. (2016) and Zhao et al. (2017) con-
structed adversarial networks with CNNs and
LSTMs to train text generation models. Wu et al.
(2017) proposed two types of adversarial models
which consist of CNNs and RNNs, respectively.
They discussed the advantages and disadvantages
of two implementations on two relation extraction
datasets. Masumura et al. (2018) proposed an ad-
versarial training approach for multi-task multi-
lingual learning, which jointly conducts task dis-
crimination among languages and language dis-
crimination among tasks. Chen and Cardie (2018)
applied adversarial learning to multilingual word
representation learning which maps word embed-

dings in multiple languages to the same vector
space.

In comparison, our study focuses on the task of
multi-dimensional emotion regression. To the best
of our knowledge, it is the first attempt which ap-
plies adversarial learning to emotion regression.

3 Adversarial Attention Network

In this section, we introduce AAN which con-
ducts adversarial learning between a pair of emo-
tion dimensions. Take the Valence dimension and
the Arousal dimension as an example, Figure 2
illustrates the framework of the Valence-Arousal
AAN. Besides the Valence-Arousal AAN, there
are the Valence-Dominance AAN and the Arousal-
Dominance AAN. Unless otherwise mentioned,
in the rest of this section, we only introduce the
detailed implementation of the Valence-Arousal
AAN for convenience.

Input 

(X)

Attention for Valence

(AttV)

Attention for Arousal

(AttA)

Regressor for Valence

(RV)

Discriminator

(D)

Discriminating Score

 (P)
Valence Score

(SV)

Regressor for Arousal

(RA)

Arousal Score
(SA)

Feature Extractor A

(Ext)

Shared Attention

(AttS)

Figure 2: The framework of the Valence-Arousal Ad-
versarial Attention Network which conducts adversar-
ial learning between a pair of emotion dimensions. The
frameworks of Valence-Dominance AAN and Arousal-
Dominance AAN can be inferred in the same manner.

3.1 Attention Modeling

AAN takes a sequence of word vectors X =
[x1 x2 ... xi ... xk] of a text, which contains
k words, as an input, where xi denotes the word
vector of the ith words in the text. The atten-
tion layer aims to learn a normalized weight vector
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A = [a1 a2 ... ai ... ak] from X by a one-layer
LSTM to decide the value of a word vector, and
finally output a weighted sequence:

X ′ = Att(X)

= diag(A)X
(1)

A = softmax(LSTM(X)) (2)

where Att denotes an attention layer, diag(A)
means to place the elements of A in the princi-
pal diagonal of a diagonal matrix with zero off-
diagonal elements (Mulaik, 2009), X ′ denotes the
weighted input sequence, and softmax denotes
the Softmax activation function for normalization.
There are three attention layers, denoted as AttV ,
AttA, and AttS , contained by an AAN. AttV and
AttA decide which words are valuable for rating
the Valence score and the Arousal score, respec-
tively. AttS is a shared attention layer to indicate
which words contribute to the rating scores of both
emotion dimensions:

X ′
V = AttV (X) (3)

X ′
A = AttA(X) (4)

X ′
S = AttS(X) (5)

where X ′
V , X ′

A, and X ′
S denote the weighted se-

quence returned by three attention layers, respec-
tively.

3.2 Feature Extraction
The feature extractor of AAN (denoted as Ext)
is trained to extract the feature vector from a
weighted sequence returned by an attention layer.
In this study, the feature extractor is imple-
mented using a single-layered bidirectional LSTM
(BiLSTM ):

H = BiLSTM(X ′)

= [h1 h2 ... hi ... hk]
(6)

In most of the previous studies, the hidden state
of the last time step hk from the output sequence
H of BiLSTM layer is chosen as the feature vec-
tor. In this study, we further apply mean pooling
to fetch richer textual information from the weight
sequence:

h =
1

k

k∑

i=1

hi (7)

After mean pooling, hk and h are concatenated
as the output feature vector Feat activated by the
tanh function:

Feat = Ext(X ′)

= tanh(hk ⊕ h)
(8)

where ⊕ denotes the concatenating operator. In
AAN, the extraction of feature vectors from three
weighted sequences is denoted as follows:

FeatV = Ext(X ′
V ) (9)

FeatA = Ext(X ′
A) (10)

FeatS = Ext(X ′
S) (11)

where FeatV and FeatA denote the features
for Valence and Arousal, and FeatS denotes the
shared feature which contributes to both emotion
dimensions.

3.3 Dimensional Emotion Regression
The regressor rates an emotion dimension score.
Since the regressor in AAN can be implemented in
various ways as long as the gradients can be prop-
agated in the network, to highlight the superiority
of the proposed adversarial model, in this study,
we implement the regressor simply with a single-
layered full-connected neural network:

S = R(Feat)

= relu(W (Feat) + b)
(12)

where S denotes the regression score of an emo-
tion dimension, R denotes a regressor, W denotes
the parameters of the full-connected layer, b de-
notes the bias term, relu stands for the Relu ac-
tivation function. In AAN, the Valence score SV

and the Arousal score SA are denoted as follows.
Note that the input of a regressor in AAN is the
concatenation of the dimensional feature and the
shared feature:

SV = RV (FeatV ⊕ FeatS) (13)

SA = RA(FeatA ⊕ FeatS) (14)

where RV and RA denote two regressors in AAN.

3.4 Emotion Dimension Discrimination
The discriminator D judges which emotion di-
mension an input feature vector contributes to. In
the implementation of the D, we follow the work
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of WGAN, and apply the Wasserstein distance be-
tween two feature distributions as the loss function
of the discriminator in order to provide a smoother
measure for indicating the training process than
KL divergence and JS divergence. In this study,
the discriminator is implemented with a single-
layered full-connected neural network to approx-
imately fit the Wasserstein distance:

P = D(Feat)

= tanh(WFeat + b)
(15)

where W denotes the parameters of the full-
connected layer, b denotes the bias term, tanh
stands for the Tanh activation function. P ∈
(−1, 1) stands for the discriminating result. In
AAN, the closer the value of P is to 1, the
more probably Feat contributes to Valence. The
discriminator outputs the results of FeatV and
FeatA:

PV = D(FeatV ) (16)

PA = D(FeatA) (17)

where PV and PA denote the discriminating re-
sults of FeatV and FeatA, respectively.

3.5 Adversarial Training
To adversarially train the model, we first train
AttV , AttA, AttS , RV , RA, and Ext by mini-
mizing following regression losses. In this study,
the mean square error is applied as the regression
loss:

min
1

n

n∑

i=1

(SVi − TVi)
2 (18)

min
1

n

n∑

i=1

(SAi − TAi)
2 (19)

where SVi and SAi denote the regression scores of
the Valence dimension and the Arousal dimension
of the ith input sample, respectively. TVi and TAi

denote the annotated true values of two emotion
dimensions of the ith input sample. n denotes the
total number of input samples.

Then, we update the parameters of D by maxi-
mizing the Wasserstein distance between two fea-
ture distributions:

max
1

n

n∑

i=1

(PVi − PAi) (20)

where SVi and SAi denote the regression scores
of two feature vectors extracted from the ith in-
put sample. It is worthwhile to mention that we
clip the parameters of D to a fixed absolute value
at each training epoch. This training technique fol-
lows the research of Arjovsky et al. (2017) in order
to meet the Lipschitz continuity which is required
for using a full-connected layer to approximately
fit the Wasserstein distance.

Finally, we update the parameters of AttV and
AttA by adversarially fooling D:

min
1

n

n∑

i=1

(PVi − PAi) (21)

Regarding the optimizing algorithm, in this
study, we use different optimizers for different
parts of our model. AttV , AttA, AttS , and Ext
apply Adam as their optimizers, while RV , RA,
and D apply RMSProp as their optimizers. Param-
eters in the network are initialized with uniform
samples in [−

√
6/(r + c),

√
6/(r + c)], where r

and c are the numbers of rows and columns in the
matrices (Glorot and Bengio, 2010).

4 Experimentation

In this section, we systematically evaluate our pro-
posed AAN by applying it to the EMOBANK
Reader’s and Writer’s multi-dimensional emotion
regression compared with other baselines. For
thorough evaluation, five-fold cross validation is
applied in all experiments.

4.1 Experimental Settings

Dataset
In this study,the EMOBANK (Hahn and Buechel,
2017) is used in our experiments to evaluate the
proposed approach. This multi-dimensional emo-
tion regression corpus is available from the con-
tributors’ GitHub repository1.

EMOBANK contains 10,548 texts annotated
with 10,325 Reader’s and 10,279 Writer’s di-
mensional emotion scores, ranged from 1.0 to
5.0, in six domains. Table 1 gives the statistics
of the numbers of texts in different domains on
EMOBANK. In this study, we evaluate our ap-
proach in all the six domains of the EMOBANK
corpus.

1https://github.com/JULIELab/EmoBank
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Domain
Reader’s
Emotion

Writer’s
Emotion

News 2560 2540
Fictions 2824 2819
Blogs 1364 1349
Essays 1182 1238
Letters 1445 1383

Travel Guides 950 950
Total 10325 10279

Table 1: The distribution of annotated texts in each do-
main of the EMOBANK corpus. Note that the anno-
tated texts of Reader’s emotion and Writer’s emotion
are not exactly the same, which means not all the texts
are annotated with both Reader’s and Writer’s emotion.

Hyper Parameters
Table 2 gives the most important hyper parame-
ters of AAN. Note that AAN takes the sequence of
word embeddings as its input. Here, the embed-
ding look-up table is pre-trained with Word2vec,
and is not dynamically updated during training.

Parameters Value
word embedding dimension 300
feature dimension 150
learning rate (attention layer) 1e-4
learning rate (feature extractor) 8e-5
learning rate (regressor) 4e-5
learning rate (discriminator) 4e-5
batch size 64

Table 2: List of hyper parameters during AAN training.
All the hyper parameters are tuned on a validating set
randomly chosen from each domain of the EMOBANK
corpus.

Evaluation Metrics
We apply the widely used Pearsons correlation co-
efficient r in all experiments as the evaluation met-
ric for fair comparison because the contributors of
EMOBANK also use r to evaluate the annotation
quality between human annotators.

4.2 Baselines
In this study, the following baselines for emotion
regression are implemented for fair comparison:

• Deep CNN: A CNN-based approach pro-
posed by Bitvai and Cohn (2015). This ap-
proach applies multiple parallel CNNs to ex-
tract multiple n-gram features in a text, and

is considered as one of the stat-of-the-art re-
gression baselines for sentiment regression.
In our implementation of Deep CNN, three
parallel CNNs are applied to extract the uni-
gram feature, the bi-gram feature, and the tri-
gram feature in a text.

• Regional CNN-LSTM: A state-of-the-art
emotion regression baseline proposed by
Wang et al. (2016a). This approach first di-
vides a whole text into several regions, and
then extracts regional features from each re-
gion with multiple CNNs.

• Context LSTM-CNN: A state-of-the-art text
classification baseline proposed by Song
et al. (2018). This approach models the long-
range dependencies within the classified sen-
tences with an LSTM, and short-span fea-
tures with a stacked CNN. We modified this
approach by changing its activation function
in order to return the dimensional emotion
scores.

• Attention Network: A simpler counterpart
of AAN. It contains only one attention layer,
a feature extractor, and a regressor, for single-
dimensional emotion regression.

• Joint Learning: Another simpler counter-
part of AAN. It trains two regressors for two
emotion dimensions in a joint learning style
without any adversarial training technique.
That is, this approach has the similar struc-
ture to AAN, except the absence of the dis-
criminator. Here, three emotion dimension
pairs are evaluated.

4.3 Experimental Results
Table 3 gives the performance of each approach
in all six domains. Our proposed AAN no-
tably performs better than other baselines, includ-
ing the strong baseline Regional CNN-LSTM and
Context LSTM-CNN in all cases. Furthermore,
AAN outperforms its two counterparts (i.e., At-
tention Network and Joint Learning), justifying
the effectiveness of the proposed adversarial learn-
ing approach. However, the overall r-values on
EMOBANK are relatively low. This indicates
the inherent difficulty of emotion regression on
EMOBANK. As a reference, the average oracle r-
value between human annotators of EMOBANK
is about 0.6 (Hahn and Buechel, 2017).
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Domain Approach
Reader’s Emotion Writer’s Emotion
V. A. D. V. A. D.

News
Domain

Deep CNN 0.288 0.150 0.136 0.217 0.060 0.127
Regional CNN-LSTM 0.392 0.167 0.203 0.383 0.146 0.165
Context LSTM-CNN 0.380 0.170 0.198 0.361 0.133 0.159
Attention Network 0.349 0.167 0.194 0.351 0.135 0.158
Joint Learning 0.377 0.169 0.200 0.366 0.139 0.161
AAN 0.424 0.187 0.238 0.414 0.175 0.179

Fictions
Domain

Deep CNN 0.228 0.201 0.157 0.187 0.170 0.164
Regional CNN-LSTM 0.376 0.202 0.196 0.343 0.221 0.195
Context LSTM-CNN 0.369 0.201 0.193 0.346 0.209 0.194
Attention Network 0.355 0.198 0.190 0.331 0.208 0.190
Joint Learning 0.371 0.202 0.195 0.333 0.214 0.194
AAN 0.405 0.209 0.218 0.384 0.243 0.204

Blogs
Domain

Deep CNN 0.256 0.281 0.118 0.220 0.249 0.131
Regional CNN-LSTM 0.337 0.299 0.158 0.285 0.253 0.162
Context LSTM-CNN 0.334 0.299 0.155 0.282 0.250 0.165
Attention Network 0.325 0.291 0.149 0.280 0.242 0.159
Joint Learning 0.330 0.287 0.154 0.282 0.249 0.160
AAN 0.353 0.308 0.165 0.299 0.260 0.171

Essays
Domain

Deep CNN 0.214 0.204 0.084 0.202 0.168 0.066
Regional CNN-LSTM 0.334 0.241 0.081 0.303 0.179 0.059
Context LSTM-CNN 0.320 0.239 0.077 0.299 0.169 0.064
Attention Network 0.323 0.233 0.079 0.294 0.165 0.063
Joint Learning 0.328 0.248 0.088 0.300 0.173 0.058
AAN 0.359 0.262 0.089 0.321 0.186 0.070

Letters
Domain

Deep CNN 0.316 0.283 0.194 0.257 0.207 0.222
Regional CNN-LSTM 0.372 0.336 0.253 0.346 0.224 0.247
Context LSTM-CNN 0.368 0.330 0.249 0.351 0.221 0.244
Attention Network 0.358 0.322 0.239 0.331 0.211 0.239
Joint Learning 0.364 0.329 0.245 0.350 0.218 0.243
AAN 0.380 0.351 0.265 0.378 0.254 0.261

Travel Guides
Domain

Deep CNN 0.202 0.161 0.155 0.196 0.188 0.106
Regional CNN-LSTM 0.257 0.199 0.205 0.264 0.232 0.145
Context LSTM-CNN 0.255 0.201 0.203 0.254 0.231 0.138
Attention Network 0.248 0.189 0.196 0.251 0.217 0.132
Joint Learning 0.251 0.202 0.202 0.255 0.224 0.130
AAN 0.267 0.216 0.226 0.277 0.240 0.151

Table 3: The r-values of all the evaluated approaches to both Reader’s and Writer’s multi-dimensional emotion
regression tasks on the EMOBANK corpus. Specifically, V., A., and D. are short for three emotion dimensions:
Valence, Arousal, and Dominance, respectively.
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In the News Domain, we can find that the perfor-
mance in Valence is notably higher than those in
other two dimensions. Moreover, the r-values in
Arousal of Writer’s emotion are lower than those
of Reader’s emotion. This indicates that a writer
does not write a news article with too much emo-
tional arousal in order to keep objectivity. For
instance, the text “Scam lures victims with free
puppy offer.” relates to a negative emotion. This
explains that the Valence scores of Reader’s emo-
tion and Writer’s emotion are both low (<2.50).
However, the Arousal score of Reader’s emotion
reaches 4.00, while the Arousal score of Writer’s
emotion is a medium of 3.25. This shows that in
the News domain, the Arousal score of Writer’s
emotion tends to be a medium, even though a text
can arouse a distinct Reader’s emotion.

In the Fictions domain, the r-values in Arousal
of Reader’s emotion and Writer’s emotion are
much close compared with those in the News do-
main. This indicates that the writer of the Fictions
domain writes texts with more distinct emotional
arousal. For instance, the text “She screamed:
I havent socialized with Terras elite for most of
my life!” relates to a negative emotion, and the
Arousal scores of Readers and Writer’s emotion
both reach 4.20. This shows that in the Fictions
domain, a writer’s emotional arousal is better rep-
resented by the Arousal score, and thus the r-value
in Arousal of Writer’s emotion is higher than that
in the News domain.

Similar to the Fictions domain, the r-values in
Arousal of Reader’s emotion and Writer’s emotion
in the Blogs domain are very close. Furthermore,
the r-values in Arousal are higher than those in
the Fictions domain. This indicates that the emo-
tion arousal in the Blogs domain is more distinct
than that in the Fictions domain. For instance,
the text “lol Wonderful Simply Superb.” has ex-
tremely high score in Valence (4.8) and Arousal
(4.8) of Reader’s emotion, while its Valence and
Arousal scores of Writer’s emotion are also high
(4.4 and 3.8, respectively). This implies that the
writers of the Blogs domain express their emotion
more frankly than those of the Fictions domain,
and thus the regressor can better detect the emo-
tion contained in the texts in the Blogs domain.

Unlike other domains, in the Essays domain, the
r-values in Dominance of both Reader’s emotion
and Writer’s emotion are extremely low. None
of the baselines achieve an r-value in Dominance

which is more than 0.1. The reason behind lies
in that most texts in the Essays domain only ob-
jectively state realities. For instance, the text
“Moore’s second hypothesis is that America’s for-
eign policy may contribute to the belief that vio-
lence is an appropriate means to solve conflicts a
hypothesis which is shared by many sociologists
and psychologists.” only introduces the “Moore’s
second hypothesis” in an objective tone, while this
kind of text is somehow hard to decide whether it
expresses an active emotion or a passive emotion
(i.e., whether the Dominance is high or low).

In the Letters domain, the performance in all di-
mensions reaches a high level in r-value compared
with those in other domains. Specifically, there is
no extremely low r-value (<0.20) in any dimen-
sion of either Reader’s emotion or Writer’s emo-
tion. This implies that the writers of the Letters
domain mostly write texts which relate to the real
life of themselves or people around them. For in-
stance, the text “They do not have the resources
necessary to purchase gifts or food for a holiday
meal.” includes a pure emotion of writers, and
such text can arouse more distinct emotion of read-
ers.

Despite the overall lower performance than
other domains due to the least text samples among
all domains, there is no extremely low r-value
achieved by any approach in the Travel Guides
domain. Compared with the texts in the Essays
domain, some texts in the Travel Guides domain
state much about the histories and anecdota of the
tourist attractions. However, besides the historical
stories, for instance, the text “Good for the health
is just one of the many magical qualities that
are attributed to these beautiful emerald-green or
turquoise stones.” makes positive publicity for the
tourist attraction in order to attract tourists, which
contains a distinct positive emotion. Thus com-
pared with the low r-values in Dominance in the
Essays domain, the r-values in the Travel Guides
domain are kept in a good level.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an Adversarial Atten-
tion Network (AAN) for multi-dimensional emo-
tion regression. AAN takes the advantages from
both adversarial learning and attention mechanism
by conducting adversarial learning between two
attention layers in order to learn better weighted
information in a given text. Empirical evalua-
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tion on EMOBANK Reader’s and Writer’s three-
dimensional emotion regression tasks shows the
superiority of the proposed model with better
performance over several state-of-the-art base-
lines. This indicates the effectiveness of the
proposed adversarial learning approach to multi-
dimensional emotion regression.

However, our proposed AAN still has several
limitations. In our future work, we would like to
improve the model structure and the adversarial
learning algorithm. Moreover, we would like to
seek a stable and controllable way to conduct ad-
versarial learning among more than two objects.
Last but not least, we would like to apply our
approach to other heterogeneous texts-concerned
NLP tasks.
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Abstract

We propose a general strategy named ‘divide,
conquer and combine’ for multimodal fusion.
Instead of directly fusing features at holis-
tic level, we conduct fusion hierarchically so
that both local and global interactions are con-
sidered for a comprehensive interpretation of
multimodal embeddings. In the ‘divide’ and
‘conquer’ stages, we conduct local fusion by
exploring the interaction of a portion of the
aligned feature vectors across various modal-
ities lying within a sliding window, which en-
sures that each part of multimodal embeddings
are explored sufficiently. On its basis, global
fusion is conducted in the ‘combine’ stage to
explore the interconnection across local inter-
actions, via an Attentive Bi-directional Skip-
connected LSTM that directly connects distant
local interactions and integrates two levels of
attention mechanism. In this way, local inter-
actions can exchange information sufficiently
and thus obtain an overall view of multimodal
information. Our method achieves state-of-
the-art performance on multimodal affective
computing with higher efficiency.

1 Introduction

Multimodal machine learning, as prior research
shows (Baltrušaitis et al., 2019), always yields
higher performance in multimodal tasks compared
to the situation where only one modality is in-
volved. In this paper, we aim at the multimodal
machine learning problem, with an emphasis on
multimodal affective computing where the task is
to infer human’s opinion from given language, vi-
sual and acoustic modalities (Poria et al., 2017a).

Finding a feasible and effective solution to
learning inter-modality dynamics has been an in-
triguing and important problem in multimodal
learning (Baltrušaitis et al., 2019), where inter-
modality dynamics represent complementary in-
formation contained in more than one involved

Figure 1: Schematic Diagram of our fusion strategy.
Here the window size and stride are both set to 2.

modality to be detected and analyzed for a more
accurate comprehension. For this purpose, a large
body of prior work mostly treats the feature vec-
tors of the modalities as the smallest units and fuse
them at holistic level (Barezi et al., 2018; Poria
et al., 2016a, 2017b; Liu et al., 2018). Typical-
ly, Zadeh et al. (2017) propose a tensor-based fu-
sion method which fuses feature vectors of three
modalities using Cartesian product. Despite the
effectiveness this type of methods have achieved,
they give little consideration to acknowledging the
variations across different portions of a feature
vector which may contain disparate aspects of in-
formation and thus fail to render the fusion proce-
dure more specialized. Additionally, they conduct
fusion within one step, which can be intractable
in some scenarios where the fusion method is sus-
ceptible to high computational complexity.

Recently, Convolution Neural Networks (CN-
N) have achieved compelling successes in com-
puter vision (Krizhevsky et al., 2012; Mehta et al.,
2019). One of core spirits in CNN lies in the use
of convolutional operation to process feature map-
s, which is a series of local operations with kernels
sliding through the object. Inspired by it, we pro-
pose local fusion to explore local interactions in
multimodal embeddings, which is in spirit simi-
lar to convolution but basically is a general strate-
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gy towards multimodal fusion with multiple con-
crete fusion methods to choose from. Specifical-
ly, as shown in Fig. 1, we align feature vectors
of three modalities to obtain multimodal embed-
dings and apply a sliding window to slide through
them. The parallel portions of feature vectors
within each window are then fused by a specific
fusion method. By considering local interaction-
s we achieve three advantages: 1) render fusion
procedure more specialized since each portion of
modality embeddings contains specific aspect of
information intuitively; 2) assign proper weight-
s to different portions; 3) reduce computational
complexity and parameters substantially by divid-
ing holistic fusion into multiple local ones. Many
approaches can be adapted into our strategy for lo-
cal fusion, and we empirically apply outer product,
following (Zadeh et al., 2017). While using out-
er product (bilinear pooling) always brings heavy
time and space complexity (Lin et al., 2015; Zade-
h et al., 2017; Wu et al., 2017), we show that our
method can achieve much higher efficiency.

Nonetheless, local fusion alone is not adequate
for a comprehensive analysis of opinion. In fact,
local interactions may contain complementary in-
formation to each other, which should be drawn
upon for overall comprehension. Moreover, a
small-sized sliding window may not be able to
cover a complete interaction. Thus, we propose
global fusion to explore interconnections of lo-
cal interactions to mitigate these problems. In
practice, RNN variants (Goudreau et al., 1994),
especially LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber,
1997), are suitable for global fusion for their im-
pressive power in modeling interrelations. How-
ever, in vanilla RNN architecture, only consecu-
tive time steps are linked through hidden states,
which may not be adequate for conveying infor-
mation to local interactions that are far apart. Re-
cently, some works have focused upon introducing
residual learning into RNNs (Tao and Liu, 2018;
Wang and Wang, 2018; Wang and Tian, 2016; He
et al., 2016). Motivated by these efforts, we pro-
pose an Attentive Bi-directional Skip-connected
LSTM (ABS-LSTM) that introduces bidirection-
al skip connection of memory cells and hidden
states into LSTM, which is effective in ensuring
sufficient flow of information in multi-way and
handling long-term dependency problem (Bengio
et al., 1994). In the transmission process of ABS-
LSTM, the previous interactions are not equally

correlated to the current local interaction, i.e., they
vary in the amount of complementary information
to be delivered. In addition, given that the local in-
teractions, which do not contain equally valuable
information, are used as input into ABS-LSTM
across time steps, it is understandable that the pro-
duced states do not contribute equally to recog-
nizing emotion. Thus, we incorporate two levels
of attention mechanism into ABS-LSTM, i.e., Re-
gional Interdependence Attention and Global In-
teraction Attention. The former takes effect in the
process of delivering complementary information
between local interactions, identifying the various
correlation of previous t local interactions to the
current one. The latter serves the purpose of allo-
cating more attention to states that are more infor-
mative so as to aid a more accurate prediction.

To sum up, we propose a Hierarchical Feature
Fusion Network (HFFN) for multimodal affective
analysis. The main contributions are as follows:

• We propose a generic hierarchical fusion s-
trategy, termed ‘divide, conquer and com-
bine’, to explore both local and global inter-
actions in multiple stages each focusing on
different dynamics.

• Instead of conducting fusion on a holistic lev-
el, we innovate to leverage a sliding window
to explore inter-modality dynamics locally.
In this way, our model can take into account
the variations across portions in a feature vec-
tor. Such setting also brings about an impres-
sive bonus, i.e., significant drop in computa-
tional complexity compared to other tensor-
based methods, which is proven empirically.

• We propose global fusion to obtain an over-
all view of multimodal embeddings via a
specifically designed ABS-LSTM, in which
we integrate two levels of attention mech-
anism: Regional Interdependence Attention
and Global Interaction Attention.

2 Related Work

Previous research on affective analysis focuses on
text modality(Liu and Zhang, 2012; Cambria and
Hussain, 2015), which is a hot research topic in the
NLP community. However, recent research sug-
gests that information from text is not sufficient
for mining opinion of humans (Poria et al., 2017a;
D’Mello and Kory, 2015; Cambria, 2016), espe-
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cially under the situation where sarcasm or ambi-
guity occurs. Nevertheless, if the accompanying
information such as speaker’s facial expressions
and tones are presented, it would be much easier
to figure out the real sentiment (Pham et al., 2019,
2018). Therefore, multimodal affective analy-
sis has attracted increasing attention, whose ma-
jor challenge is how to fuse features from vari-
ous modalities. Earlier feature fusion strategies
can be roughly categorized into feature-level and
decision-level fusion. The former seeks to ex-
tract features of various modalities and conduc-
t fusion at input level, by mapping them into the
same embedding space simply using concatena-
tion (Wollmer et al., 2013; Rozgic et al., 2012;
Morency et al., 2011; Poria et al., 2016a, 2017b;
Gu et al., 2017). The latter, by contrast, draws
tentative decisions based on involved modalities
separately and weighted-average the decisions, re-
alizing cross-modal fusion (Wu and Liang, 2010;
Nojavanasghari et al., 2016; Zadeh et al., 2016a;
Wang et al., 2016). These two lines of work do
not effectively model cross-modal or modality-
specific dynamics (Zadeh et al., 2017).

Recently, word-level fusion methods have re-
ceived substantial research attention and been
widely acknowledged for effective exploration of
time-dependent interactions (Wang et al., 2019;
Zadeh et al., 2018a,b,c; Gu et al., 2018a; Ra-
jagopalan et al., 2016). For example, Chen et al.
(2017) and Gu et al. (2018b) leverage word-level
alignment between modalities and explore time-
restricted cross-modal dynamics. Liang et al.
(2018a) propose Recurrent Multistage Fusion Net-
work (RMFN) which decomposes multimodal fu-
sion into three stages and uses LSTM to perform
local fusion. RMFN adopts the strategy of ‘di-
vide and conquer’, while our method extends it
by adding ‘combine’ part to learn the relations be-
tween local interactions. Liang et al. (2018b) con-
ducts emotion recognition using local-global emo-
tion intensity rankings and Bayesian ranking algo-
rithms. However, the ‘local’ and ‘global’ here is
totally different from ours, with its ‘local’ refer-
ring to an utterance of a video while our ‘local’
represents a feature chunk of an utterance.

Tensor fusion has also become increasingly
popular. Tensor Fusion Network (TFN) (Zadeh
et al., 2017) adopts outer product to conduct fu-
sion at holistic level, which is later extended by
Liu et al. (2018) and Barezi et al. (2018) that try to

improve efficiency and reduce redundant informa-
tion by decomposing weights of high-dimensional
fused tensors. HFFN mainly applies outer product
as local fusion methods, and it improves efficien-
cy by dividing modality embeddings into multiple
local chunks before fusion which prevents high-
dimensional fused tensor from being created. Ac-
tually, HFFN can adopt any fusion strategy in local
fusion stage other than only outer product, show-
ing high flexibility and applicability.

3 Algorithm

As shown in Fig. 2, HFFN consists of: 1) Local
Fusion Module (LFM) for fusing features of dif-
ferent modalities at every local chunk; 2) Global
Fusion Module (GFM) for exploring global inter-
modality dynamics; 3) Emotion Inference Module
(EIM) for obtaining the predicted emotion.

3.1 Divide and Conquer: Local Fusion

At the local fusion stage, we apply a sliding win-
dow that slides through the aligned feature vec-
tors synchronously. At each step of operation, lo-
cal fusion is conducted for the portions of feature
vectors within the window. In this way, features
across all modalities at the same window are able
to fully interact with one another to obtain locally
confined interactions in a more specialized way.

Assume that we have three modalities’ feature
vectors as input, namely language l ∈ Rk, visual
v ∈ Rk and acoustic a ∈ Rk (we only consider
the situation where all modalities share the same
feature length k since they can be easily mapped
into the same embedding space via some transfor-
mations). In ‘divide’ stage, we align these feature
vectors to form the multimodal embedding M ∈
R3×k and leverage a sliding window of size 3× d
to explore inter-modality dynamics. Through the
sliding window, each feature vector can be seen as
segmented into multiple portions, each termed as
a local portion. The segmentation procedure for
feature vector of one modality is equivalent to:

mi=[ms·(i−1)+1,ms·(i−1)+2, ...,ms·(i−1)+d] (1)

where m ∈ {l, v, a} is the modality m, d is the
window size, s is the stride andmi denotes the ith

local portion of modality m (i ∈ [1, n], n is the
number of local portions for each modality). Ob-
viously, for each modality, we have n = k−d

s + 1
local portions in total, provided that k−d is divisi-
ble by s. Otherwise the feature vectors are padded
with 0s to guarantee divisibility and in this case we
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Figure 2: The Detailed Structure of HFFN.

have n =
⌊
k−d
s

⌋
+ 2 local portions. In practice,

both d and s can be set freely (see Section 4.3.5).
For descriptive convenience we also term the par-
allel local portions corresponding to all modalities
within the sliding window as a local chunk.

Many fusion methods can be chosen for fusing
features within each local chunk to explore inter-
modality dynamics in ‘conquer’ stage. In practice,
we apply outer product for it provides the best re-
sults in our experiments. Firstly, each local portion
is padded with 1s to retain interactions of any sub-
set of modalities as in (Zadeh et al., 2017):
mi′ = [mi, 1], 1 ≤ i ≤ n, m ∈ {l, v, a} (2)

Then we perform outer product from feature vec-
tors padded with 1s, defined as (Liu et al., 2018):

Xf
i =

⊗

m

mi′ , mi′ ∈ Rd+1 (3)

where
⊗

denotes tensor outer product of a set of
vectors. The final local fused tensor for ith local
chunk is Xf

i ∈ R(d+1)3 which represents the ith

local interaction. We group all n local fused ten-
sors to obtain the overall fused tensor sequence:
Xf = [Xf

1 ; Xf
2 ; ... ; Xf

n ] ∈ Rn×(d+1)3 . A
tensor fusion diagram is shown in LFM module
of Fig. 2. Compared with other models adopt-
ing outer product (Zadeh et al., 2017), our mod-
el achieves a marked improvement in efficiency
by dividing holistic tensor fusion into multiple lo-
cal ones, which is shown in Section 4.3.3. Actu-
ally, we can apply other fusion methods that are
suitable for local information extraction, which
demonstrates the broad applicability of our strat-
egy and is left for future work.

3.2 Combine: Global Fusion

In the ‘combine’ stage, we model global interac-
tions by exploring interconnections (complemen-
tary information) and context-dependency across
local fused tensors to obtain an overall interpre-
tation of interactions comprehensively. In addi-
tion, the limited and fixed size of sliding window
may lead to division of the complete process of ex-
pressing emotion into different local portions, in
which case sufficient flow of information between
local chunks is warranted to compensate for this
problem. Therefore, we design ABS-LSTM, an
RNN variant, to make sense of the cross-modality
dynamics from an integral perspective. In ABS-
LSTM, we introduce bidirectional residual con-
nection of memory cells and hidden states as well
as integrate attention mechanisms to transmit in-
formation and learn overall representations more
effectively, as shown in Fig. 2. Now that we ob-
tain the local fused tensor sequence Xf in LFM,
global interaction learning can be expressed as:

Xg = ABS-LSTM(Xf ) (4)

where ABS-LSTM is activated by tanh nonlinear
function, Xg = [Xg

1 ; Xg
2 ; ...; Xg

n] ∈ Rn×2o is
the global fused tensor sequence, and 2o is the di-
mensionality of ABS-LSTM’s output. A detailed
illustration of ABS-LSTM is shown below.

3.2.1 ABS-LSTM

ABS-LSTM is specifically designed for modeling
the interconnections of local fused tensors to dis-
till complementary information. Since local in-
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teractions within a certain distance range are mu-
tually correlated, it is necessary for ABS-LSTM
to operate in a bidirectional way. As opposed
to conventional bidirectional RNNs, ABS-LSTM
has a set of identical parameters for both for-
ward/backward passes which ensures a smaller
number of parameters. Further, ABS-LSTM di-
rectly connects the current interaction with its sev-
eral neighbors so that information can be suffi-
ciently exchanged. Given its ability to bidirection-
ally transmit information in multiple connections,
it is powerful in modeling long-term dependency,
which is crucial for long sequences.

Firstly we illustrate the pipeline of ABS-LSTM
in forward pass stage. Assume that t previous lo-
cal interactions are directly connected to the cur-
rent one (t is set to 3 in our experiment), it is
beneficial to identify the various correlation be-
tween previous t interactions and the current in-
teraction. To this end, we integrate Regional In-
terdependence Attention (RIA) into ABS-LSTM,
so that previous local interactions containing more
complementary information to the current one are
given more importance in the information trans-
mission process. The equations for previous infor-
mation fusion of cells and states for lth interaction
in forward pass are as follows:

scl−i
=tanh(Wc(

−→c l−i ⊕Xf
l ) ), 1 ≤ i ≤ t

shl−i
= tanh(Wh(

−→
h l−i ⊕Xf

l ) ), 1 ≤ i ≤ t
(5)

sc = [‖scl−t
‖2, ‖scl−t+1

‖2, ..., ‖scl−1
‖2],

sh = [‖shl−t
‖2, ‖shl−t+1

‖2, ..., ‖shl−1
‖2]

(6)

γc = softmax(sc),γh = softmax(sh) (7)

c̃l=a(
t∑

i=1

γcl−i

−→c l−i), h̃l=a(
t∑

i=1

γhl−i

−→
h l−i)

(8)
where

⊕
denotes vector concatenation and

Wh,Wc ∈ Ro×(o+(d+1)3) are parameter matri-
ces that determine the importance of previous cells
−→c l−i and states −→c l−i, respectively. Eq. 5 map-
s the cell and state at the (l − i)th time step in-
to two o-dimensional vectors respectively. Instead
of merely using −→c l−i or

−→
h l−i to obtain their im-

portance towards local interaction at current time
step, we also utilize current time step’s input Xf

l

to reflect the correlation between the cell and s-
tates of (l − i)th interaction and current lth time
step’s input, which provides a better measuremen-
t of attention score by learning inter-dependency

correlation between interactions. We take the 2-
norm of each vector in Eq. 6 as the importance
score of each previous cell and state and then for-
m a t-dimensional importance score vector for al-
l states and cells, respectively. In Eq. 7 we use
softmax layer to normalize both vectors and ob-
tain the final attention scores, which, according to
Eq. 8, are used as weights for the combination of
previous t local interactions. The function a in E-
q. 8 is a nonlinear activation function that helps to
improve expressive power of ABS-LSTM, which
we empirically chooseReLU . Overall, Eq. 5 to E-
q. 8 realize transmission of information from pre-
vious multiple local interactions to the current one,
using the first level of attention mechanism, i.e.,
RIA, which is able to properly distribute attention
across the previous t local interactions to focus on
the ones that contain information most relevant to
the current local interaction.

After the combination of previous information,
we further define:

fl = σ(Wf1X
f
l +Wf2h̃l) (9)

il = σ(Wi1X
f
l +Wi2h̃l) (10)

−→c l=fl�c̃l+il�tanh(Wm1X
f
l +Wm2h̃l) (11)

−→
h l = σ(Wo1X

f
l +Wo2h̃l)� tanh(−→c l) (12)

where σ denotes sigmoid function. Eq. 9 - 12
denote the routine procedure of LSTM except that−→
h l−1 and −→c l−1 are replaced with h̃l and c̃l, re-
spectively. The output of lth time step in forward
pass stage is

−→
h l (1 ≤ l ≤ n). To make ABS-

LSTM bidirectional, in backward pass stage, we
reverse inputXf so that the last interaction arrives
in first place and again feed it into Eq. 5 - 12,
whose output becomes

←−
h l. The output of ABS-

LSTM at lth time step is: hl =
←−
h l
⊕−→
h l ∈ R2o

Global Interaction Attention (GIA): Inher-
ently, LSTM has the capability to ‘memorize’, and
uses the memory to sequentially model long-term
dependency. Thus, the hidden states output by
ABS-LSTM synthesize the information from cur-
rent time step’s input interaction and that from pre-
vious input, respectively. In this sense, at each
time step new information is processed and pre-
vious information still exists but is ‘diluted’ in the
hidden state (due to the forget gate). Therefore,
as some local interactions that are more informa-
tive, e.g. revealing a sharp tone or sheer alteration
of facial expressions, are input to ABS-LSTM, the
produced states should be given more importance
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over others since they have just synthesized an in-
formative interaction and not yet been ‘diluted’.
Hence, it is justifiable to employ a specifically de-
signed attention mechanism, termed Global Inter-
action Attention (GIA), to properly assign impor-
tance across states. GIA is formulated as follows:

ωh=ReLU(Wh′hl + bh′) (13)

ωx = ReLU(WxX
f
l + bx) (14)

hal = tanh((Wh2ωh) · hl +Wx2ωx) (15)
where Wh′ ∈ Ro×2o and Wx ∈ Ro×(d+1)3 are t-
wo parameter matrices and bh′ ,bx ∈ Ro are two
bias vectors to be learned. Wh2 ,Wx2 ∈ R1×o are
two parameter matrices that determine final im-
portance scores. Through affine transforms and
nonlinearities in Eq. 13 and Eq. 14, the lth state
hl and the corresponding input Xf

l are embed-
ded into two o-dimensional vectorsωh andωx that
contain information regarding importance of lth s-
tate and local interaction, respectively. In Eq. 15,
Wh2 and ωh first form a scalar via matrix multi-
plication, which reflects the importance of the lth

hidden state to be used as its weight. Meanwhile,
we pre-multiply ωx byWx2 and obtain a scalar to
be added to each entry of weighted state, which
functions as a bias containing input information.
By this means, the attended state at current time
step is able to focus more on the information from
current interaction instead of the previous ones.
Considering that Xf

l and hl are two intrinsically
disparate sources of information, we only formu-
late the impact of Xf

l as a scalar that biases the
state, rather than as a vector which has much more
complex influence to the state and empirically de-
grades performance. In this way, if Xf

l is more
important, the lth attended state hal will receive
a more significant shift towards a higher position
with respect to all high-dimensional coordinates,
and thus hal is more attended. In a sense, every
element of the original state undergoes a transfor-
mation, with a specifically determined weight and
a fixed bias across all entries. GIA enables ABS-
LSTM to enhance the states of greater importance,
aiding a more accurate classification. The final
output of ABS-LSTM is the concatenation of at-
tended states: Xg =

⊕n
l=1 h

a
l ∈ Rn×2o.

3.3 Emotion Inference Module

After obtaining the global interactions, the final e-
motion is obtained by:

E = f(We1X
g + be1) (16)

I = softmax(We2E) (17)
where f contains a tanh activation function and
a dropout layer of dropout rate 0.5, We1 ∈
R50×n·2o, be1 ∈ R50 and We2 ∈ RN×50 are the
learnable parameters, and I ∈ RN is the final e-
motion inference (N is the number of categories).

4 Experiments

4.1 datasets

CMU-MOSI (Zadeh et al., 2016b) includes 93
videos with each video padded to 62 utterances.
We consider positive and negative sentiments in
our paper. We use 49 videos for training, 13
for validation and 31 for testing. CMU-MOSEI
(Zadeh et al., 2018c) has 2928 videos, and each
video is padded to 98 utterances. Each utterance
has been scored on two perspectives: sentiment in-
tensity (ranges between [-3, 3]) and emotion (six
classes). We consider positive, negative and neu-
tral sentiments in the paper. We utilize 1800, 450
and 678 videos respectively for training, validation
and testing. IEMOCAP (Busso et al., 2008) con-
tains 151 videos and each video has at most 110
utterances. IEMOCAP contains following label-
s: anger, happiness, sadness, neutral, excitement,
frustration, fear, surprise and other. We take the
first four emotions so as to compare with previous
models. The training, validation and testing sets
contain 96, 24 and 31 videos respectively.

4.2 Experimental details

HFFN is implemented using the framework of
Keras, with tensorflow as backend. The in-
put dimensionality k for CMU-MOSI and CMU-
MOSEI datasets is 50, while for IEMOCAP, k is
set to 100. We use RMSprop for optimizing the
network, with cosine proximity as objective func-
tion. The output dimension 2o of ABS-LSTM is
set to 6 for CMU-MOSI and CMU-MOSEI but 2
for IEMOCAP. Note that ABS-LSTM is activated
by tanh and followed by a dropout layer.

For feature pre-extraction, our setting on CMU-
MOSI and IEMOCAP datasets are identical to
that in (Poria et al., 2017b)1. The features
are extracted from each utterances separately.
For language feature, a text-CNN is applied.
Each word is first embedded into a vector us-
ing word2vec tool (Mikolov et al., 2013). Then

1https://github.com/soujanyaporia/multimodal-
sentiment-analysis
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the vectorized representations for all words in
an utterance are concatenated, which afterward-
s is processed by CNNs (Karpathy et al., 2014).
For acoustic feature, an open-source tool openS-
MILE (Eyben, 2010) is utilized to generate high
dimensional vectors comprised of low-level de-
scriptors (LLD). 3D-CNN (Ji et al., 2013) is ap-
plied for visual feature pre-extraction. It learn-
s relevant features from each frame and the al-
terations across consecutive frames. By contrast,
on CMU-MOSEI dataset we follow the setting as
in (Zadeh et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2018)2. GloVe
(Pennington et al., 2014), Facet (iMotions, 2017)
and COVAREP (Degottex et al., 2014) are applied
for extracting language, visual and acoustic fea-
tures respectively. Word-level alignment is per-
formed using P2FA (Yuan and Liberman, 2008)
across modalities. Eventually the unimodal fea-
tures are generated as the average of their feature
values over word time interval (Chen et al., 2017).

Subsequent to pre-extraction, similar to BC-
LSTM (Poria et al., 2017b), we devise a Unimodal
Feature Extraction Network (UFEN): Ru×dj →
Ru×k, which consists of a bidirectional LSTM lay-
er followed by a fully connected (FC) layer, for
each separate modality. Here, u denotes the num-
ber of utterances that constitute a video and dj is
the dimensionality of raw feature vector for jth

modality. Through UFEN, feature vectors of al-
l modalities are mapped into the same embedding
space (have the same dimensionality k). UFEN
for each modality, is individually trained followed
by a FC layer: Rk → RN using Adadelta (Zeil-
er, 2012) as optimizer and with categorical cross-
entropy as loss function. The precessed feature
vectors of each utterance will be sent into HFFN.

4.3 Results and Discussions

4.3.1 Comparison with Baselines
We compare HFFN with following multimodal
algorithms: RMFN (Liang et al., 2018a), MFN
(Zadeh et al., 2018a), MCTN (Pham et al., 2019),
BC-LSTM (Poria et al., 2017b), TFN (Zadeh et al.,
2017), MARN (Zadeh et al., 2018b), LMF (Li-
u et al., 2018), MFM (Tsai et al., 2019), MR-
RF (Barezi et al., 2018), FAF (Gu et al., 2018b),
RAVEN (Wang et al., 2019), GMFN (Zadeh et al.,
2018c), Memn2n (Sukhbaatar et al., 2015), MM-
B2 (Liang et al., 2019), CHFusion (Majumder
et al., 2018), SVM Trees (Rozgic et al., 2012),

2https://github.com/A2Zadeh/CMU-MultimodalSDK

Methods Acc F1 Score
BC-LSTM 77.9 78.1
CAT-LSTM 76.6 76.2

MFN 77.4 77.3
FAF 76.5 76.8

RAVEN 78.0 -
CHFusion 80.0 -

MMB2 75.2 75.1
MFM 77.4 77.3
RMFN 78.4 78.0
MCTN 79.3 79.1
GMFN 77.7 77.7

TFN 74.6 74.5
LMF 76.4 75.7

MRRF 73.0 73.1
HFFN(d, s = 2, 2) 80.19 80.34

Table 1: Performance on CMU-MOSI dataset.
Models Acc F1 score

TFN 59.40 57.33
LMF 60.27 53.87

CHFusion 58.45 56.90
BC-LSTM 60.77 59.04
CAT-LSTM 60.72 58.83

HFFN(d, s = 2, 2) 60.37 59.07
Table 3: Performance on CMU-MOSEI dataset.

CMN (Hazarika et al., 2018), C-MKL (Poria et al.,
2016b) and CAT-LSTM (Poria et al., 2017c).

As presented in Table 1, HFFN shows improve-
ment over typical approaches, setting new state-
of-the-art record. Compared with the tensor fu-
sion approaches TFN (Zadeh et al., 2017), M-
RRF (Barezi et al., 2018) and LMF (Liu et al.,
2018), HFFN achieves improvement by about 4%,
which demonstrates its superiority. It is reason-
able because these methods conduct tensor fusion
at holistic level and ignore modeling local interac-
tions, while ours has a well-designed LFM mod-
ule. Compared to the word-level fusion approach-
es RAVEN (Wang et al., 2019), RMFN (Liang
et al., 2018a) and FAF (Gu et al., 2018b), etc.,
HFFN achieves improvement by about 2%. We
argue that it is because they ignore explicitly con-
necting locally-constrained interactions to obtain a
general view of multimodal signals, while we ex-
plore global interactions by applying ABS-LSTM.

The results on IEMOCAP and CMU-MOSEI
datasets are shown in Table 2 and Table 3, re-
spectively. We can conclude from Table 2 that
HFFN achieves consistent improvements on accu-
racy and F1 score in IEMOCAP 4-way and indi-
vidual emotion recognition tasks compared with
other methods. Specifically, HFFN outperform-
s other methods by a significant margin on the
recognition of Angry and Neutral emotions. For
CMU-MOSEI dataset, as shown in Table 3, the
accuracy of HFFN is lower than that of BC-LSTM
and CAT-LSTM, but it achieves the highest F1 s-
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IEMOCAP (Individual) IEMOCAP (4-way)
Models F1-Angry F1-Happy F1-Sad F1-Neutral Models Acc F1
MFM 86.7 85.8 86.1 68.1 C-MKL 74.1 -

MARN 84.2 83.6 81.2 66.7 CHFusion 76.5 76.8
MFN 83.7 84.0 82.1 69.2 SVM Trees 67.4 -

RMFN 84.6 85.8 82.9 69.1 BC-LSTM 77.57 77.80
TFN 84.2 83.6 82.8 65.4 CAT-LSTM 80.47 80.27

MRRF 86.0 85.6 85.8 67.9 Memn2n 75.08 -
GMFN 85.5 84.2 83.0 68.9 CMN 77.62 -
RAVEN 86.7 85.8 83.1 69.3 TFN 75.83 75.99

LMF 89.0 85.8 85.9 71.7 LMF 76.32 76.49
HFFN(d, s = 2, 2) 94.31 88.65 86.24 76.24 HFFN(d, s = 2, 2) 82.37 82.42

Table 2: Performance of HFFN on IEMOCAP dataset. Here F1- means F1 score.

CMU-MOSI IEMOCAP
Methods Acc F1 Acc F1

L 78.59 78.52 81.46 81.54
A 48.14 48.30 38.08 38.17
V 56.97 57.48 34.52 29.15

L+A 78.06 78.29 80.38 80.60
L+V 79.39 79.38 80.05 80.26
A+V 55.17 55.76 55.17 55.79

L+A+V 80.19 80.34 82.37 82.42
Table 4: Unimodal, Bimodal and Trimodal Results of
HFFN. Here, L, A and V denotes language, acoustic
and visual modalities, respectively.

core with slight margin. HFFN still achieves state-
of-the-art performance on these two datasets.

4.3.2 Discussion on Modality Importance

To explore the underlying information of each
modality, we carry out an experiment to compare
the performance among unimodal, bimodal and t-
rimodal models. For unimodal models, we can
infer from Table 4 that language modality is the
most predictive for emotion prediction, outper-
forming acoustic and visual modalities with sig-
nificant margin. When coupled with acoustic and
visual modalities, the trimodal HFFN perform-
s best, whose result is 1% ∼ 2% better than the
language-HFFN, indicting that acoustic and visu-
al modalities actually play auxiliary roles while
language is dominant. However, in our model,
when conducting outer product, all three modal-
ities are treated equally, which is probably not the
optimal choice. In the future, we aim to devel-
op a fusion technique paying more attention to the
language modality, while the other two modalities
only serve as accessory sources of information.

Interestingly, the bimodal HFFNs do not nec-
essarily outperform the language-HFFN. Contrar-
ily, sometimes it even lowers the performance
when language is combining with acoustic or vi-
sual modality. Nevertheless, when three modali-
ties are available, the performance is undoubtedly
the best. It indicates that a great deal of informa-
tion hidden in a single modality can be interpreted

Methods FLOPs Number of Parameters
BC-LSTM 1,322,024 1,383,902

TFN 8,491,845 4,245,986
HFFN 16,665 8,301

Table 5: Comparison of Efficiency.

only by combining all the three modalities.

4.3.3 Comparative Analysis on Efficiency
Contrast experiments are conducted to analyze the
efficiency of TFN (Zadeh et al., 2017), BC-LSTM
(Poria et al., 2017b) 3 and HFFN. We compare the
number of parameters and FLOPs after fusion (the
FLOPs index is used to measure time complexi-
ty), and the inputs for all methods are the same
to make a fair comparison. The trainable layers
in TFN include two FC layers of 32 ReLU acti-
vation units and a decision layer: R32→R2. We
adopt this setting to match the code released by the
authors 4. BC-LSTM’s trainable layers contain a
bidirectional LSTM with input and output dimen-
sion being 3 · 50 and 600 respectively, and two FC
layers of 500 and 2 units respectively.

Table 5 shows that in terms of the number of pa-
rameters, TFN is around 511 times larger than our
HFFN, even under the situation where we adopt a
more complex module after tensor fusion, demon-
strating the high efficiency of HFFN. Note that if
TFN adopts the original setting as stated in (Zadeh
et al., 2017) where the FC layers have 128 units,
it would even have more parameters than our ver-
sion of TFN. Compared to BC-LSTM, HFFN has
about 166 times fewer parameters and the FLOPs
of HFFN is over 79 times fewer than that of BC-
LSTM. Moreover, BC-LSTM is over 6 times faster
than TFN in time complexity measured by FLOPs
and the number of parameters is over 3 times s-
maller. These results demonstrate that outer prod-
uct applied in TFN results in heavy computation-
al complexity and a substantial number of param-

3https://github.com/soujanyaporia/multimodal-
sentiment-analysis

4https://github.com/Justin1904/TensorFusionNetworks
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Acc F1 score
Bidirectional LSTM 79.65 79.77

LSTM 78.86 78.97
ABS-LSTM(no attention) 79.12 79.22

ABS-LSTM(RIA) 79.39 79.54
ABS-LSTM(GIA) 79.39 79.47

ABS-LSTM(RIA+GIA) 80.19 80.34
Table 6: Discussion on LSTM Variants.

eters compared with other methods such as BC-
LSTM, while HFFN can avoid these two problems
and is even more efficient than other approaches
adopting low-complexity fusion methods.

4.3.4 Discussion on Global Fusion
To demonstrate the superiority of ABS-LSTM on
learning global interactions and the impact of the
proposed attention mechanism, we conduct an ex-
periment to compare the performance of mod-
el under different settings of global fusion. We
can infer from Table 6 that ABS-LSTM reaches
best results among all tested LSTM variants. Be-
sides, vanilla LSTM achieves lowest performance,
showing the necessity of delivering information
bidirectionally. Bidirectional LSTM slightly out-
performs no-attention variant of ABS-LSTM, pos-
sibly due to the use of two sets of independen-
t learnable parameters for forward and backward
passes, respectively, which allows more flexibili-
ty. However, as ABS-LSTM with attention out-
performs bidirectional LSTM, it demonstrates the
efficacy of ABS-LSTM.

In terms of the effectiveness of attention mech-
anisms, interestingly, both RIA and GIA, when
used alone, only bring about slight improvement
(0.2%∼0.3%) compared to the no-attention ver-
sion of ABS-LSTM. However, it further boost-
s the performance when RIA and GIA are con-
currently used, achieving more improvement than
that caused by RIA and GIA alone added together.
This shows some potential positive link between
the two levels of attention mechanism. Specifi-
cally, RIA can provide more refined information
during transmission between local interactions, so
that the output states to be processed by GIA are
more focused on useful information and freer of
noise, maximizing the effect of GIA.

4.3.5 Discussion on Sliding Window
To investigate the influence of the size d and the
stride s of sliding window on learning local in-
teractions, we conduct experiments on IEMOCAP
where s changes incrementally from 1 to 10 and d
takes on four values, namely 1, 2, 5 and 10. The

Figure 3: Influence of window size d and stride s.

results are shown in Fig. 3. It can be observed that
for all values of d, the accuracy fluctuates within a
limited range as the stride s changes incremental-
ly, showing robustness with respect to the stride.
Overall, the model fares best when d is set to 2,
demonstrating that a moderate size of sliding win-
dow is important for ensuring high performance.
We conjecture that the reason behind the decline
in performance when d is assigned an overly large
value (greater than 2), is that the effect of local
fusion is lessened, leading to less specialized ex-
ploration of feature portions. This in turn veri-
fies the central importance of local fusion in our
strategy. In addition, an unreasonably small dmay
lead to disintegration of the feature correlation that
could be capitalized on and scatter complete in-
formation, thus hurting overall performance. Fur-
thermore, it is surprising that when the stride s is
greater than d (some dimensions of feature vectors
are left out in local fusion), the accuracy does not
significantly suffer. This shows that there may be
a deal of redundant information in the feature vec-
tors, implying that more advanced extraction tech-
niques are needed for more refined representation-
s, which we will explore as part of future work.

5 Conclusion

We propose an efficient and effective framework
HFFN that adopts a novel fusion strategy called
‘divide, conquer and combine’. HFFN learns local
interactions at each local chunk and explores glob-
al interactions by conveying information across lo-
cal interactions using ABS-LSTM that integrates
two levels of attention mechanism. Our fusion s-
trategy is generic for other concrete fusion meth-
ods. In future work, we intend to explore multiple
local fusion methods within our framework.
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Abstract

Every fiscal quarter, companies hold earnings
calls in which company executives respond
to questions from analysts. After these calls,
analysts often change their price target rec-
ommendations, which are used in equity re-
search reports to help investors make deci-
sions. In this paper, we examine analysts’ de-
cision making behavior as it pertains to the
language content of earnings calls. We iden-
tify a set of 20 pragmatic features of ana-
lysts’ questions which we correlate with ana-
lysts’ pre-call investor recommendations. We
also analyze the degree to which semantic and
pragmatic features from an earnings call com-
plement market data in predicting analysts’
post-call changes in price targets. Our re-
sults show that earnings calls are moderately
predictive of analysts’ decisions even though
these decisions are influenced by a number of
other factors including private communication
with company executives and market condi-
tions. A breakdown of model errors indicates
disparate performance on calls from different
market sectors.

1 Introduction

Financial analysts are key sell-side players in fi-
nance who are employed to analyze, interpret, and
disseminate financial information (Brown et al.,
2015). For the firms they cover, financial analysts
regularly release recommendations to buy, hold,
or sell the company’s stock, and stock price tar-
gets. Financial analysts’ forecasts are of value to
investors (Givoly and Lakonishok, 1980) and may
be better surrogates for market expectations than
forecasts generated by time-series models (Fried
and Givoly, 1982).

Analysts’ decisions are influenced by market
conditions and private communications1, so it is

1Brown et al. (2015) find over half of the 365 analysts

impossible to exactly reconstruct their decision
making process. However, signals of analysts’
decision making may be obtained by analyzing
earnings calls—quarterly live conference calls in
which company executives present prepared re-
marks (the presentation section) and then selected
financial analysts ask questions (the question-
answer section). Previous work has shown that
earnings calls disclose more information than
company filings alone (Frankel et al., 1999) and
influence investor sentiment in the short term
(Bowen et al., 2002). However, recently com-
pany executives and investors have questioned
their value (Koller and Darr, 2017; Melloy, 2018).

Earnings calls are extremely complex,
naturally-occurring examples of discourse
that are interesting to study from the perspective
of computational linguistics (see Figure 1). In this
work, we examine analysts’ decision making in
the context of earnings calls in two ways:

• Correlating analysts’ question pragmatics
with their pre-call judgements: With domain
experts, we select a set of 20 pragmatic and
discourse features which we extract from the
questions of earnings calls. Then we correlate
these with analysts’ pre-call judgments and find
bullish analysts tend to be called on earlier in
calls, and ask questions that are more positive,
more concrete, and less about the past (§4).
• Predicting changes in analysts’ post-call fore-

casts: We use the pragmatic features, along
with representations of the semantic content of
earnings calls, to predict changes in analysts’
post-call price targets. Since analysts have a
deep understanding of market factors influenc-
ing a company’s performance and have access
to private information, our null hypothesis is

they surveyed have five or more direct contacts per year with
the CEO or CFO of companies they follow.
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Brian Nowak, Analyst: Thanks for taking my questions. One on YouTube, I guess. Could you just talk to some of
the qualitative drivers that are really bringing more advertising dollars on to YouTube? And then I think last quarter
you had mentioned the top 100 advertiser spending was up 60% year-on-year on YouTube, wondering, if you could
update us on that? And the second one on search, it sounds like mobile is accelerating. Where are you now in the
mobile versus desktop monetization gap? And, Sundar, how do you think about that long-term? Do you see mobile
being higher, reaching equilibrium? How do you see that trending?

Sundar Pichai, CEO: On the YouTube one. Look, I mean, the shift to video is a profound medium shift and
especially in the context of mobile, you know and obviously users are following that. You’re seeing it in YouTube as
well as elsewhere in mobile. And so, advertisers are being increasingly conscious. They’re being very, very responsive.
So, we’re seeing great traction there and we’ll continue to see that. They are moving more off their traditional budgets to
YouTube and that’s where we are getting traction. On mobile search, to me, increasingly we see we already announced
that over 50% of our searches are on mobile. Mobile gives us very unique opportunities in terms of better understanding
users and over time, as we use things like machine learning, I think we can make great strides. So, my long-term
view on this is, it is as-compelling or in fact even better than desktop, but it will take us time to get there. We’re going
to be focused till we get there.

Figure 1: Earnings calls are extremely complex examples of naturally-occurring discourse. In this example
question-answer pair from a Google earnings call on October 27, 2016, the analyst asks six distinct questions in a
single turn. Because the interaction originates as speech, there are discourse markers and hedging. The analyst
and executive discuss concrete entities and performance statistics and past, present and future performance.

that earnings calls are not predictive of forecast
changes. However, our best model gives a re-
duction of 25% in relative accuracy error over
a majority class baseline (twice the reduction
of a model using market data alone), suggest-
ing there is signal in the noise. We also conduct
pairwise comparisons of modeling features in-
cluding: semantic vs. pragmatic features, Q&A-
only vs. whole-call data, and whole-document
vs. turn-level models (§5).

2 Related work

NLP is used extensively for financial applications
(Tetlock et al., 2008; Kogan et al., 2009; Leid-
ner and Schilder, 2010; Loughran and McDon-
ald, 2011; Wang et al., 2013; Ding et al., 2014;
Peng and Jiang, 2016; Li and Shah, 2017; Rek-
absaz et al., 2017). Earnings calls, in particu-
lar, are shown to be predictive of investor sen-
timent in the short-term, including of increased
stock volatility and trading volume levels (Frankel
et al., 1999), decreased forecast error and forecast
dispersion (Bowen et al., 2002), and increased ab-
solute returns for intra-day trading (Cohen et al.,
2012). Although most prior work on earnings calls
treat each call as a single document, Matsumoto
et al. (2011) find that the question-answer portion
of the earnings call is more informative (in terms
of intra-day absolute returns) than the presenta-
tion portion, and Cohen et al. (2012) show firms
“cast” earnings calls by disproportionately calling
on bullish analysts.

Most prior applications of NLP to earnings calls
use only shallow linguistic features and correlation

analyses, specifically correlations between polit-
ical bigrams and stock return volatility (Hassan
et al., 2016); contrastive words and share prices
(Palmon et al., 2016); and euphemisms and earn-
ings surprise (Suslava, 2017). Other work an-
alyzes earnings calls from a sociolinguistic per-
spective, including in terms of discourse connec-
tives (Camiciottoli, 2010), indirect requests (Cam-
iciottoli, 2009), unanswered questions (Hollan-
der et al., 2010), persuasion (Crawford Camiciot-
toli, 2018) and deception (Larcker and Zakolyuk-
ina, 2011). Focusing on only the audio of earn-
ings calls, Mayew and Venkatachalam (2012) ex-
tract managers’ affective states using commercial
speech software. In the work most similar to ours,
Wang and Hua (2014) use named entities, part-of-
speech tags, and probabilistic frame-semantic fea-
tures in addition to unigrams and bigrams to corre-
late earnings calls with financial risk, which they
defined as the volatility of stock prices in the week
following the earnings call.

NLP-based corpus analyses of decision making
are rare. Beňuš et al. (2014) analyze the impact
of entrainment on Supreme Court justices’ sub-
sequent decisions. Multiple groups have exam-
ined the impact of various semantic and pragmatic
features on modeling opinion change using red-
dit ChangeMyView discussions (e.g. (Hidey et al.,
2017; Jo et al., 2018; Musi, 2018)), and there has
been other work on opinion change using other
web discussion data (e.g. (Tan et al., 2016; Haber-
nal and Gurevych, 2016; Lukin et al., 2017)). Be-
cause many factors influence decision making be-
havior, the fact that any signal can be obtained
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Earnings calls total (2010-2017) 12,285
Train (2010-2015) 9,770
Validation (2016) 1,066
Test (2017) 1,449

Unique companies 642
Total Q&A sets 573,550
Ave. Q&A sets per doc. 44.3
One call, ave. unique analysts speaking 10.9
One call, ave. analysts w/ price targets 9.6
Ave. num. of tokens per doc. 8,761
Ave. turn length (num. tokens), Q&A 62.7

Table 1: Data statistics for S&P 500 companies’ earn-
ings calls. A Q&A set consists of two or more turns,
one containing an analyst’s question(s) and the rest
containing company representatives’ answer(s).

from linguistic analyses of isolated language ar-
tifacts is scientifically interesting.

3 Data and pre-processing

Our data2 consists of transcripts of 12,285 earn-
ings calls held between January 1, 2010 and De-
cember 31, 2017. In order to control for analyst
coverage effects (larger companies with a greater
market share will typically be covered by more an-
alysts), we include only calls from S&P 500 com-
panies. We split the data by year into training, val-
idation and testing sets (see Table 1).

The transcripts are XML files with metadata
specifying speaker turn boundaries and the name
of the speaker (or “Operator” for the call operator).
In order to identify speaker type (analyst or com-
pany representative) we use the following heuris-
tic: if the transcript explicitly includes the speaker
type with the speaker name (e.g. “John Doe, Ana-
lyst”), we do exact string matching for “, Analyst”;
else, we assume the names of speakers between
the first and second operator turns (i.e. in the pre-
sentation section) are those of company represen-
tatives and all other speakers are analysts. We
manually checked this heuristic on a few dozen
documents and found it to have high precision.

We remove turns spoken by the operator as
well as turns that have fewer than 10 tokens since
manual analysis revealed the latter were largely
acknowledgment and greeting turns (e.g. “Thank
you for your time” and “You’re welcome”). We
also lexicalized named entities and represented
them as a single token. We obtained tokenization,

2In Appendix A in supplemental material we provide
the stock tickers for the calls in our data; the corpus can
be re-assembled from multiple sources, such as https:
//seekingalpha.com/.

part of speech tagging, and dependency parsing
via a proprietary NLP library3.

4 Pragmatic correlations with analysts’
pre-call judgments

We are interested in whether and how the forms of
analysts’ questions reflect their pre-call judgments
about companies they cover. Analysts’ questions
are complex: a single turn may contain several
questions (or answers). An example question-
answer pair is shown in Figure 1.

We compute Pearson correlations between lin-
guistic features indicating certainty, deception,
emotion and outlook (§4.1) and the type of analyst
(bullish, bearish, or neutral) asking the question.
We use a mapping of analysts’ recommendations
to a 1-5 scale4 where a 1 denotes “strong sell” and
a 5 denotes “strong buy.” We label each analyst ac-
cording to their recommendation of the company
before the earnings call:

• bearish if analysts give a company a 1 or 2,
• neutral if they give a 3, and
• bullish if they give a 4-5.

We have analyst recommendations for 160,816 to-
tal question turns and the distribution over analyst
labels is 4.5% bearish, 35.7% neutral, and 59.7%
bullish. Following other correlation work in NLP
(Preoţiuc-Pietro et al., 2015; Holgate et al., 2018),
we use Bonferroni correction to address the multi-
ple comparisons problem.

4.1 Pragmatic lexical features

We extract 20 pragmatic features from each turn
by gathering existing hand-crafted, linguistic lexi-
cons for these concepts5. See Table 2 for statistics
about the lexicons and Table 3 for examples.

Named entity counts and concreteness ratio.
For each turn, we calculate the number of named
entities in five coarse-grained groups constructed
from the fine-grained entity types of OntoNotes6

3Bloomberg’s libnlp
4Qualitative analyst rating labels vary from firm to firm.

For example, some firms use the standard “buy, hold, sell”
labels while others might use different labels such as “out-
perform, peer perform, underperform.” We use ratings from
a proprietary financial database that have been manually nor-
malized to 1-5 scale.

5Appendix B in supplemental material gives details about
the sources of our lexicons.

6Version 5, https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/
docs/LDC2013T19/OntoNotes-Release-5.0.
pdf Section 2.6.
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No. Pragmatic Lexicon Examples Source Num. terms
10 Positive sentiment, financial booming, efficient, outperform LM 354
10 Positive sentiment, general-purpose perfection, enthrall, phenomenal T 2,507
11 Negative sentiment, financial accidents, recession, stagnant LM 2,353
11 Negative sentiment, general-purpose cheater, devastate, loathsome T 3,692
12 Hedging, unigrams basically, generally, sometimes PH 79
12 Hedging, multi-word a little, kind of, more or less PH 39
13 Weak Modal appears, could, possibly LM 27
13 Moderate Modal likely, probably, usually LM 14
13 Strong Modal always, clearly, undoubtedly LM 19
14 Uncertain assume, deviate, turbulence LM 297
15 Constraining bounded, earmark, indebted LM 184
16 Litigious adjudicate, breach, felony, lawful LM 903

Table 2: Detailed examples and the number of words for lexicons used as pragmatic features. LM is (Loughran
and McDonald, 2011), PH is (Prokofieva and Hirschberg, 2014) and T is (Taboada et al., 2011). Feature numbers
(No.) correspond to the text description in §4.1.

No. Pragmatic Feat. Example Score

6 Concreteness Yes. Andrew for the quarter the total inter-company sales for

the first quarter was roughly 4.6 million and about 600,000 was related to

medical, it was 4 million via DSS .

0.29

10 Positive sentiment Good morning, gentlemen. Nice job on the rebound quarter. 0.33

11 Negative sentiment And this is a slightly delicate question. With some of the terrible events that

have been happening, what is this duty or potential liability or cost of
insurance?

0.15

12 Hedging It may vary Michael. So, some might be much better than that, but then

you got some of that – that’s not as much right. So, all-in, yeah.

0.22

Table 3: Pragmatic features as highlighted tokens. Note, named entities are lexicalized (e.g. “4.6 million”). Feature
numbers (No.) correspond to the text description in §4.1.

(Hovy et al., 2006): (1) events, (2) numbers, (3)
organizations/locations, (4) persons, and (5) prod-
ucts. We also calculate (6) a concreteness ratio:
the number of named entities in the turn divided
by the total number of tokens in the turn.

Predicate-based temporal orientation. Tem-
poral orientation is the emphasis individuals place
on the past, present, or future. Previous work
has shown correlations between “future intent” ex-
tracted from query logs and financial market vol-
ume volatility (Hasanuzzaman et al., 2016). We
determine the temporal orientation of every pred-
icate in a turn. We extract OpenIE predicates
via a re-implementation of PredPatt (White et al.,
2016). For each predicate, we look at its Penn
Treebank part-of-speech tag and use a heuristic7

7If the part-of-speech tag for the predicate is VBD or
VBN the temporal orientation is “past”; otherwise if it is VB,
VBG, VBP, or VBZ it is “present” unless the predicate has
a dependent of the form will, ’ll, shall or wo indicating “fu-
ture”, are is, am, or are indicating “present”, or was or were
indicating “past”.

to determine if it is “past,” ”present,” or “future.”
: We calculate the number of (7) “past” oriented
predicates, (8) “present” oriented predicates and
(9) “future” oriented predicates in each turn.

Sentiment. We calculate the ratio of (10) pos-
itive sentiment terms and (11) negative sentiment
terms to the number of tokens in each turn. We
use the financial sentiment lexicons developed
by Loughran and McDonald (2011) from four-
teen years of 10-Ks. We supplement these with
a general-purpose sentiment dictionary (Taboada
et al., 2011), to account for the relative informal-
ity of earnings calls.

Hedging. We calculate (12) the ratio of hedges
to tokens in each turn. Hedges are lexical choices
by which a speaker indicates a lack of commitment
to the content of their speech (Prince et al., 1982).
We use the single- and multi-word hedge lexicons
from (Prokofieva and Hirschberg, 2014).

Other lexicon-based features. We compute
the ratios of (13) modal, (14) uncertain, (15) con-
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No. Feature Pearson’s r p-value

1 Named entities event 0.0041 0.0999
2 Named entities number 0.0064 0.0099
3* Named entities org. 0.0185 < 1e−4

4* Named entities person 0.0247 < 1e−4

5 Named entities product 0.0022 0.3777
6* Concreteness ratio 0.0115 < 1e−4

7* Num past preds −0.0086 0.0006
8 Num present preds 0.0052 0.0378
9 Num future preds 0.0033 0.1914
10* Sentiment positive 0.0162 < 1e−4

11* Sentiment negative −0.0104 < 1e−4

12 Hedging 0.0017 0.5019
13 Modal 0.0075 0.0028
14 Uncertainty 0.0055 0.0287
15 Constraining 0.0005 0.8399
16 Litigiousness −0.0072 0.0037
17* Turn order −0.1034 < 1e−4

18 Num. tokens 0.0050 0.0459
19 Num predicates 0.0011 0.6692
20 Num sents. 0.0043 0.0854

Table 4: Results from Pearson correlations of prag-
matic lexical features from §4.1 and prior-to-call labels
of analysts, ( bearish, neutral, or bullish). Statistical
significance after Bonferroni correction is marked by
(*) for p < 0.0025. Total 160,816 question turns.

straining, and (16) litigious terms in each turn
using the respective lexicons from Loughran and
McDonald (2011). In each case, we compute the
ratio of terms in the category to the number of to-
kens in the turn.

Other pragmatic features. We also calculate
(17) the turn order, (18) the number of tokens, (19)
the number of predicates, and (20) the number of
sentences in each turn.

4.2 Interpretation of correlation results.

Full results for the pragmatic correlation analysis
are given in Table 4. For a number of features the
correlations are not statistically significant. How-
ever, we expand upon the statistically significant
results for negative (−) and positive (+) correla-
tions with the bullishness of an analyst:

• (+) Bullishness and turn order. This suggests
bullish analysts tend to be called on earlier in
the call and bearish and neutral analysts tend to
be called on later in the call which confirms the
conclusion of Cohen et al. (2012).

• (+) Bullishness and positive sentiment. Bullish
analysts tend to ask more positive (less nega-
tive) questions and the reverse is true for neu-
tral/bearish analysts. Intuitively, this makes
sense since bullish analysts are more favorable

towards the firm and thus probably cast the firm
in a positive light.

• (+) Bullishness and entities. Here we find that
bullish analysts are slightly more concrete in
their questions towards the company and tend
to ask more about organizations and people.

• (−) Bullishness and past predicates. This sug-
gests bearish and neutral analysts tend to talk
about the past more.

These correlations could be used by journalists
and investors to flag questions that follow atypical
patterns for a particular analyst.

5 Predicting changes in analysts’
post-call forecasts

We are interested in what earnings-call related in-
formation is indicative of analysts’ subsequent de-
cisions to change (or not change) their price target
after an earnings call. A price target is a projected
future price level of asset; for example, an analyst
may give a stock that is currently trading at $50
a six-month price-target of $90 if they believe the
stock will perform better in the future.

We design experiments to answer the follow-
ing research questions: (1) Is the text of earnings
calls predictive of analysts’ changes in price tar-
gets from before to after the call? This is an open
research question since analysts may change their
price targets at any time and consider external in-
formation (e.g. current events or private conversa-
tions with company executives); (2) If the text is
predictive, is the text more predictive than market-
based features such as the company’s stock price,
volatility, and earnings? (3) If the text is predic-
tive, what linguistic aspects (e.g. pragmatic vs. se-
mantic) are more predictive and with which fea-
ture representations? (4) Is the question-answer
portion of the call more predictive than the presen-
tation portion? (5) Does a turn-based model of the
call provide more signal than “single document”
representations?

5.1 Representing analysts’ forecast changes
We model analysts’ changes in forecasts as both
a regression task and a 3-class classification task
because different formulations may be of interest
to various stakeholders8.

8For instance, investors may care more about small
changes in forecast price targets whereas journalists may care
more about relative changes (e.g. whether an earnings call
will move analysts’ price targets up or down).
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Figure 1: Distribution across the entire corpus of pre-
diction y-values, percentage price change in analyst
price targets.

Dataset −1 0 1

Train 33.3% 38.3% 28.4%
Validation 29.2% 30.5% 40.3%
Test 33.6% 38.7% 27.7%

Table 5: Percentage of examples in each class
(−1, 0, 1) for the training, validation, and test sets.

Regression. For each earnings call in our cor-
pus, i ∈ D, and each analyst in the set of analysts
covering that call, j ∈ Ji, let bj be the price tar-
get of analyst j before the call and let aj be the
price target after the call9. Then the average per-
cent change in analysts’ price targets is

yi =
1

|Ji|
∑

j∈Ji

aj − bj
bj

. (1)

See Figure 1 for the distribution of yi.
Since analysts can report price targets at any time,
we set cut-off points for aj and bj to be 3 months
before and 14 days after the earnings call date re-
spectively (a majority of analysts who change their
price targets do so within two weeks after a call).

Classification. We create three (roughly equal)
classes (negative, neutral, and positive change)
by binning the yi values calculated in the equa-
tion above into thirds. For each earnings call i,
ci = −1 if yi < −0.0167, ci = 0 if −0.0167 ≤
yi ≤ 0.0, and ci = 1 if 0 < yi. Table 5 shows the
class breakdown for each split of the data.

9Because the company holding the earnings call chooses
which analysts to call on for questions, our data includes an-
alyst ratings and recommendations from analysts who do not
ask a question in a call. Also, because individual analysts’
recommendations may be sold to different vendors, we do
not have analyst ratings and recommendations for all analysts
who ask questions in our data.

5.2 Features

We compare models with market-based, prag-
matic, and semantic features.

5.2.1 Market features

For each company and call in our dataset, we ob-
tain 10 market features for the trading day prior
to the call date: open price, high price, low price,
volume of shares, 30-day volatility, 10-day volatil-
ity, price/earnings ratio, relative price/earnings ra-
tio, EBIT yield, and earnings yield10. We impute
missing values for these features using the mean
value of features in the training data11. We scale
features to have zero mean and unit variance.

5.2.2 Semantic features

Doc2Vec. We use the paragraph vector algorithm
proposed by (Le and Mikolov, 2014) to obtain
300-dimensional document embeddings. Depend-
ing on the model, we train doc2vec embeddings
over whole calls, question-answer sections only,
and individual turns. Using the Gensim12 im-
plementation (Řehůřek and Sojka, 2010), we train
doc2vec models for 50 epochs and ignore words
that occur less than 10 times in the respective train-
ing corpus.

Bag-of-words. We lowercase tokens, augment
them with their parts of speech, and then limit the
vocabulary to the top 100K content words13 in the
training data. Depending on the model, we calcu-
late bag-of-words feature vectors over the whole
document, over the Q&A section, and over each
turn separately.

5.2.3 Pragmatic features

We combine the 20 pragmatic features described
in Section 4.1 into a single feature vector. These
features are only used in our turn-level models.

5.3 Models

We use several models to predict changes in ana-
lysts’ forecasts.

10See Appendix B in supplemental material for detailed
definitions of these finance terms.

11There are missing values for less than 1% of the data.
The missing values are mainly due to company acquisitions
and changing of company names.

12Version 3.6.0
13UD Part of speech tags ADJ, ADV, ADV, AUX, INTJ,

NOUN, PRON, PROPN, VERB.
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Regression Task Classification Task

Feature type Feature Model MSE R2 % err. Model Acc. F1 % err.

Baselines Random (ave. 10 seeds) – 0.32987 −199.9 – – 0.340 0.338 –
Training mean – 0.00165 −1e−5 0.0 – – – –
Predict 0 – 0.00177 −0.072 – – – – –
Predict majority class – – – – – 0.387 0.186 0.0

Market Market RR 0.00160 0.0478 3.0 LR 0.435 0.408 12.4

Semantic Bag-of-words RR-WD 0.00140 0.1500 15.2 LR-WD 0.482 0.475 24.8
RR-Q&A 0.00165 −0.0043 0.0 LR-Q&A 0.388 0.189 0.3

doc2vec RR-WD 0.00137 0.1718 17.0 LR-WD 0.479 0.468 23.8
RR-Q&A 0.00165 −0.0031 0.0 LR-Q&A 0.385 0.220 0.5
LSTM 0.00155 0.0598 6.1 LSTM 0.442 0.400 14.2

Pragmatic Pragmatic lexicons LSTM 0.00164 −0.0020 0.6 LSTM 0.415 0.368 7.2

Fusion doc2vec + prag LSTM 0.00155 0.0573 6.1 LSTM 0.461 0.460 19.1

Ensemble doc2vec + prag + market Ens. 0.00154 0.0619 6.7 Ens. 0.460 0.461 18.9

Table 6: Test-set regression and classification results. Models are ridge regression (RR), long short-term memory
networks (LSTM), logistic regression (LR), and ensemble (Ens.). WD denotes whole-document models, while
Q&A denotes Q&A-only models. Evaluation metrics are mean squared error (MSE), the coefficient of determina-
tion (R2), accuracy (Acc.), and macro-level F1. For regression, percent error reduction (% err.) is from the MSE
of the baseline of predicting the training mean; for classification, it is from the accuracy of predicting the majority
class.

5.3.1 Whole-document models

Ridge regression14. For regression, we use ridge
regression15 which has a loss function that is the
linear least squares function and is regularized
with an L2-norm. To tune hyperparameters, we
perform a five-fold cross-validation grid search
over the regularization strength16. We evaluate on
mean squared error (MSE) and the coefficient of
determination (R2) scores.

Logistic regression17. For classification, we
train logistic regression with a L2 penalty18 and
we tune C, the inverse regularization constant, via
a grid search and 5-fold cross validation on the
training set. We evaluate validation and test sets
using accuracy and macro F1 scores.

5.3.2 Q&A-only models

In order to compare the relative influence of the
presentation versus question-answer sections of
the earnings calls, we remove the presentation por-
tion of each call and only predict on theQ&A por-

14We also tried Kernel ridge regression with a Gaussian
(RBF) kernel, which gave similar results. See Appendix C
for more details.

15Implemented with scikit-learn.
16α in scikit-learn for values 10−3 to 108 by logarithmic

scale.
17We also tried support vector machines; see Appendix C.
18Implemented with sklearn.

tion19. Except for this difference, Q&A-only mod-
els are identical to whole-document models.

5.3.3 Turn-by-turn models
LSTM for regression. We model transcripts as a
sequence of turns using long-short term memory
networks (LSTMs) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber,
1997). Let xt ∈ Rk be the input vector at time
t for embedding dimension k, and let L be the
total length of the sequence. Each xt is fed into
the LSTM in order and produces a corresponding
output vector ht. Then the final output vector is
passed through a linear layer y = wyhL + by for
output y ∈ R with wy ∈ Rk. For a given mini-
batch b, Lb is fixed as the maximum number of
turns among all documents and the sequences for
the other documents in the mini-batch are padded.
The network is trained with mean squared error
(MSE) loss.

LSTM for classification. The LSTM architec-
ture for classification is similar to that used for re-
gression except that there is an additional softmax
layer after the final linear layer. This network is
trained with cross-entropy loss.

Both LSTMs are trained via a grid search over
the following hyperparameters: learning rate, hid-

19Of the 12,285 documents, there were 246 that only con-
tained the presentation section and did not have the question-
and-answer section. In the Q&A modeling we completely
remove these documents.
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Figure 2: Per-industry breakdown of errors on the val-
idation set for doc2vec (overall dev acc. 44.6%) and
bag-of-words (bow) (overall dev acc. 30.4%) models.
Y-axis denotes the 11 GICS industries and their per-
centage of documents across the entire corpus.

den dimension, batch size, number of layers, and
L2-penalty (a.k.a. weight decay). The networks
are written in Pytorch20 and optimized with Adam
(Kingma and Ba, 2014) .

5.3.4 Fusion and ensembling
Early fusion. We use early fusion (Atrey et al.,
2010) to combine semantic and pragmatic feature
vectors at every turn and feed these into a LSTM.

Ensembling via stacking. We use “stacked
generalization” (Wolpert, 1992) (a.k.a. “stacking”)
to combine fusion and market-based models. For
regression, we take the output values from the
fusion and market-based models as features into
a ridge regression model. For classification, we
take the three-dimensional probability vector out-
put from the fusion and market-based models and
concatenate these as features into a logistic regres-
sion model. In both cases, hyperparameters are
tuned on validation data.

5.3.5 Baselines.
We compare against several baselines: (1) ran-
dom, drawing a random variable from a Gaussian
centered at the mean of the training data, (2) pre-
dicting the mean change in forecast across all doc-
uments in the training set (regression), and (3) pre-
dicting 0, the majority class (classification).

5.4 Results.
See Table 6 for full results. We address our origi-
nal research questions from the beginning of §5.

(1) Predictiveness. We find earnings calls are
moderately predictive of changes in analysts’ fore-
casts, with an almost 25% relative error reduction

20https://pytorch.org/

in classification accuracy from the baseline of pre-
dicting the majority class. While the accuracy of
our best model may seem modest, for this task, an-
alysts’ decisions can be influenced by many exter-
nal factors outside of the text itself and our ability
to find any signal among the noise may be inter-
esting to financial experts.

(2) Text vs. market. Semantic features are
more predictive of changes in analysts’ price tar-
gets than market features (a 24.8% error reduction
over baseline for bag-of-words and a 23.8% reduc-
tion for doc2vec, vs. a 12.4% error reduction for
market features).

(3) Semantic vs. pragmatic. Semantic features
(doc2vec and bag-of-words) are more predictive
than pragmatic features. This suggests the seman-
tic content of the earnings call is important in how
analysts make decisions to change their price tar-
gets.

(4) Q&A-only vs. whole-doc. Contrary to Mat-
sumoto et al. (2011) who find the question-answer
portions of earnings calls to be most informative,
we find the Q&A-only models are much less pre-
dictive for doc2vec (accuracy 0.479 vs. 0.385) and
bag-of-words (accuracy 0.482 vs. 0.388) models.

(5) Whole-doc vs turn-level. Whole-document
models are more predictive than turn-level mod-
els (the best LSTM model achieves 19.1% error
reduction over baseline, vs. 24.8% for the best
whole-doc model). We hypothesize that turn-level
models might capture more signal if they incorpo-
rate speaker metadata, e.g. the role of the speaker
or the analysts’ pre-calls judgment for the com-
pany. Although whole-document models are more
predictive, turn-level analyses of analysts’ behav-
ior may be more useful to alerting stakeholders to
predictive signals in real-time (e.g. an important
analyst analyst question mid-way through a live
earnings call) since financial markets can vary sig-
nificantly in short time periods.

Breakdown of results by industry. We ana-
lyze errors on the validation data by segmenting
earnings calls by each company’s Global Industry
Classification Standard (GICS) sector21. See Fig-
ure 2 for the breakdown results. Notably, the bag-
of-words model performs almost 2.5 times worse
on earnings calls from the Materials sector versus
the Utilities and Telecommunication Services sec-
tors. This suggests industry-specific models may

21See https://www.msci.com/gics. There are 11
broad industry sectors.
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be important in future work.

6 Conclusions and future work

In this work we (a) correlate pragmatic features of
analysts’ questions with the pre-call judgment of
the questioner, (b) explore the influence of mar-
ket, semantic and pragmatic features of earnings
calls on analysts’ subsequent decisions. We show
that bullish analysts are more likely to ask slightly
more positive and concrete questions, talk less
about the past, and be called on earlier in a call.
We also demonstrate earnings calls are moderately
predictive of changes in analysts’ forecasts.

Promising directions for future research include
examining additional features and feature repre-
sentations: pragmatic features such as formal-
ity (Pavlick and Tetreault, 2016) or politeness
(Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al., 2013); acoustic-
prosodic features from earnings call audio; more
sophisticated semantic representations such as
claims (Lim et al., 2016), automatically induced
entity-relation graphs (Bansal et al., 2017) or
question-answer motifs (Zhang et al., 2017) (these
representations are non-trivial to construct be-
cause a single turn may contain many questions
or answers); or even discourse structures. The
models used in this work aim to be just complex
enough to determine whether useful signals exist
for this task; future modeling work could include
training a complete end-to-end system such as a
hierarchical attention network (Yang et al., 2016),
or building industry-specific models.
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Abstract

Aspect-based sentiment analysis produces a
list of aspect terms and their corresponding
sentiments for a natural language sentence.
This task is usually done in a pipeline man-
ner, with aspect term extraction performed
first, followed by sentiment predictions to-
ward the extracted aspect terms. While eas-
ier to develop, such an approach does not fully
exploit joint information from the two sub-
tasks and does not use all available sources
of training information that might be helpful,
such as document-level labeled sentiment cor-
pus. In this paper, we propose an interactive
multi-task learning network (IMN) which is
able to jointly learn multiple related tasks si-
multaneously at both the token level as well
as the document level. Unlike conventional
multi-task learning methods that rely on learn-
ing common features for the different tasks,
IMN introduces a message passing architec-
ture where information is iteratively passed to
different tasks through a shared set of latent
variables. Experimental results demonstrate
superior performance of the proposed method
against multiple baselines on three benchmark
datasets.

1 Introduction

Aspect-based sentiment analysis (ABSA) aims to
determine people’s attitude towards specific as-
pects in a review. This is done by extracting ex-
plicit aspect mentions, referred to as aspect term
extraction (AE), and detecting the sentiment ori-
entation towards each extracted aspect term, re-
ferred to as aspect-level sentiment classification
(AS). For example, in the sentence “Great food
but the service is dreadful”, the aspect terms are
“food” and “service”, and the sentiment orienta-
tions towards them are positive and negative re-
spectively.

In previous works, AE and AS are typically

treated separately and the overall task is performed
in a pipeline manner, which may not fully ex-
ploit the joint information between the two tasks.
Recently, two studies (Wang et al., 2018; Li
et al., 2019) have shown that integrated models
can achieve comparable results to pipeline meth-
ods. Both works formulate the problem as a sin-
gle sequence labeling task with a unified tagging
scheme1. However, in their methods, the two tasks
are only linked through unified tags, while the
correlation between them is not explicitly mod-
eled. Furthermore, the methods only learn from
aspect-level instances, the size of which is usu-
ally small, and do not exploit available informa-
tion from other sources such as related document-
level labeled sentiment corpora, which contain
useful sentiment-related linguistic knowledge and
are much easier to obtain in practice.

In this work, we propose an interactive multi-
task learning network (IMN), which solves both
tasks simultaneously, enabling the interactions be-
tween both tasks to be better exploited. Further-
more, IMN allows AE and AS to be trained to-
gether with related document-level tasks, exploit-
ing the knowledge from larger document-level
corpora. IMN introduces a novel message passing
mechanism that allows informative interactions
between tasks. Specifically, it sends useful infor-
mation from different tasks back to a shared la-
tent representation. The information is then com-
bined with the shared latent representation and
made available to all tasks for further process-
ing. This operation is performed iteratively, allow-
ing the information to be modified and propagated
across multiple links as the number of iterations
increases. In contrast to most multi-task learning
schemes which share information through learning

1{B, I}-{POS, NEG, NEU} denotes the beginning and
inside of an aspect-term with positive, negative, or neutral
sentiment, respectively, and O denotes background words.
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a common feature representation, IMN not only
allows shared features, but also explicitly models
the interactions between tasks through the mes-
sage passing mechanism, allowing different tasks
to better influence each other.

In addition, IMN allows fined-grained token-
level classification tasks to be trained together
with document-level classification tasks. We in-
corporated two document-level classification tasks
– sentiment classification (DS) and domain classi-
fication (DD) – to be jointly trained with AE and
AS, allowing the aspect-level tasks to benefit from
document-level information. In our experiments,
we show that the proposed method is able to out-
perform multiple pipeline and integrated baselines
on three benchmark datasets2.

2 Related Work

Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis. Existing ap-
proaches typically decompose ABSA into two
subtasks, and solve them in a pipeline setting.
Both AE (Qiu et al., 2011; Yin et al., 2016; Wang
et al., 2016a, 2017; Li and Lam, 2017; He et al.,
2017; Li et al., 2018b; Angelidis and Lapata,
2018) and AS (Dong et al., 2014; Nguyen and Shi-
rai, 2015; Vo and Zhang, 2015; Tang et al., 2016a;
Wang et al., 2016b; Zhang et al., 2016; Liu and
Zhang, 2017; Chen et al., 2017; Cheng et al., 2017;
Tay et al., 2018; Ma et al., 2018; He et al., 2018a,b;
Li et al., 2018a) have been extensively studied in
the literature. However, treating each task inde-
pendently has several disadvantages. In a pipeline
setting, errors from the first step tend to be propa-
gated to the second step, leading to a poorer over-
all performance. In addition, this approach is un-
able to exploit the commonalities and associations
between tasks, which may help reduce the amount
of training data required to train both tasks.

Some previous works have attempted to de-
velop integrated solutions. Zhang et al. (2015)
proposed to model the problem as a sequence la-
beling task with a unified tagging scheme. How-
ever, their results were discouraging. Recently,
two works (Wang et al., 2018; Li et al., 2019) have
shown some promising results in this direction
with more sophisticated network structures. How-
ever, in their models, the two subtasks are still only
linked through a unified tagging scheme, while the
interactions between them are not explicitly mod-

2Our source code can be obtained from https://
github.com/ruidan/IMN-E2E-ABSA

eled. To address this issue, a better network struc-
ture allowing further task interactions is needed.

Multi-Task Learning. One straightforward ap-
proach to perform AE and AS simultaneously
is multi-task learning, where one conventional
framework is to employ a shared network and two
task-specific network to derive a shared feature
space and two task-specific feature spaces. Multi-
task learning frameworks have been employed
successfully in various natural language process-
ing (NLP) tasks (Collobert and Weston, 2008; Lu-
ong et al., 2015a; Liu et al., 2016). By learning se-
mantically related tasks in parallel using a shared
representation, multi-task learning could capture
the correlations between tasks and improve the
model generalization ability in certain cases. For
ABSA, He et al. (2018b) have shown that aspect-
level sentiment classification can be significantly
improved through joint training with document-
level sentiment classification. However, conven-
tional multi-task learning still does not explicitly
model the interactions between tasks – the two
tasks only interact with each other through error
back-propoagation to contribute to the learned fea-
tures and such implicit interactions are not con-
trollable. Unlike existing methods, our proposed
IMN not only allows the representations to be
shared, but also explicitly models the interactions
between tasks, by using an iterative message pass-
ing scheme. The propagated information con-
tributes to both learning and inference to boost the
overall performance of ABSA.

Message Passing Architectures. Networked rep-
resentations for message passing graphical model
inference algorithms have been studied in com-
puter vision (Arnab et al., 2018) and NLP (Gorm-
ley et al., 2015). Modeling the execution of these
message passing algorithms as a network results in
recurrent neural network architectures. We simi-
larly propagate information in a network and learn
the update operators, but the architecture is de-
signed for solving multi-task learning problems.
Our algorithm can similarly be viewed as a recur-
rent neural network since each iteration uses the
same network to update the shared latent variables.

3 Proposed Method

The IMN architecture is shown in Figure 1. It
accepts a sequence of tokens {x1, . . . , xn} as in-
put into a feature extraction component fθs that is
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Figure 1: The overall architecture of IMN.

shared among all tasks. This component consists
of a word embedding layer followed by a few fea-
ture extraction layers. Specifically, we employ ms

layers of CNNs after the word embedding layer in
fθs .

The output of fθs is a sequence of latent vec-
tors {hs1,hs2, ...,hsn} shared among all the tasks.
After initialization by fθs , this sequence of la-
tent vectors is later updated by combining infor-
mation propagated from different task components
through message passing. We denote h

s(t)
i as the

value of the shared latent vector corresponding to
xi after t rounds of message passing, with h

s(0)
i

denoting the value after initialization.
The sequence of shared latent vectors3

{hs1,hs2, ...,hsn} is used as input to the different
task-specific components. Each task-specific
component has its own sets of latent and output
variables. The output variables correspond to a
label sequence in a sequence tagging task; in AE,
we assign to each token a label indicating whether
it belongs to any aspect or opinion4 term, while
in AS, we label each word with its sentiment. In
a classification task, the output corresponds to
the label of the input instance: the sentiment of
the document for the sentiment classification task
(DS), and the domain of the document for the
domain classification task (DD). At each iteration,
appropriate information is passed back to the
shared latent vectors to be combined; this could
be the values of the output variables or the latent
variables, depending on the task. In addition, we
also allow messages to be passed between the

3We omit the iteration superscript t in the description for
simplicity.

4e.g. “great” and “dreadful” in “Great food but the service
is dreadful” are the opinion terms.

components in each iteration. Specifically for
this problem, we send information from the AE
task to the AS task as shown in Figure 1. After
T iterations of message passing, which allows
information to be propagated through multiple
hops, we use the values of the output variables
as predictions. For this problem, we only use
the outputs for AE and AS during inference as
these are the end-tasks, while the other tasks are
only used for training. We now describe each
component and how it is used in learning and
inference.

3.1 Aspect-Level Tasks

AE aims to extract all the aspect and opinion
terms5 appearing in a sentence, which is formu-
lated as a sequence tagging problem with the BIO
tagging scheme. Specifically, we use five class
labels: Y ae = {BA, IA,BP, IP,O}, indicating
the beginning of and inside of an aspect term,
the beginning of and inside of an opinion term,
and other words, respectively. We also formu-
late AS as a sequence tagging problem with la-
bels Y as = {pos, neg, neu}, indicating the token-
level positive, negative, and neutral sentiment ori-
entations. Table 1 shows an example of aspect-
level training instance with gold AE and AS labels.
In aspect-level datasets, only aspect terms get sen-
timent annotated. Thus, when modeling AS as a
sequence tagging problem, we label each token
that is part of an aspect term with the sentiment
label of the corresponding aspect term. For exam-

5Note that we are actually performing aspect and opin-
ion term co-extraction. We still denote this task as AE for
simplicity. We believe ABSA is more complete with opin-
ion terms also extracted. Also, the information learned from
opinion term extraction could be useful for the other tasks.
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Input The fish is fresh but the variety of fish is nothing out of ordinary .
AE O BA O BP O O BA IA IA O O O O BP O
AS - pos - - - - neg neg neg - - - - - -

Table 1: An aspect-level training instance with gold AE and AS labels.

ple, as shown in Table 1, we label “fish” as pos,
and label “variety”, “of ”, “fish” as neg, based on
the gold sentiment labels of the two aspect terms
“fish” and “varity of fish” respectively. Since other
tokens do not have AS gold labels, we ignore the
predictions on them when computing the training
loss for AS.

The AE component fθae is parameterized by
θae and outputs {ŷae1 , ..., ŷaen }. The AS com-
ponent fθas is parameterized by θas and outputs
{ŷas1 , ..., ŷasn }. The AE and AS encoders con-
sist of mae and mas layers of CNNs respec-
tively, and they map the shared representations to
{hae1 ,hae2 , ...,haen } and {has1 ,has2 , ...,hasn } respec-
tively. For the AS encoder, we employ an ad-
ditional self-attention layer on top of the stacked
CNNs. As shown in Figure 1, we make ŷaei ,
the outputs from AE available to AS in the self-
attention layer, as the sentiment task could bene-
fit from knowing the predictions of opinion terms.
Specifically, the self-attention matrix A ∈ Rn×n
is computed as follows:

score(i6=j)
ij = (has

i Was(has
j )T ) · 1

|i− j| · P
op
j (1)

A
(i6=j)
ij =

exp(scoreij)∑n
k=1 exp(scoreik)

(2)

where the first term in Eq.(1) indicates the seman-
tic relevance between hasi and hasj with param-
eter matrix Was, the second term is a distance-
relevant factor, which decreases with increasing
distance between the ith token and the jth token,
and the third term P opj denotes the predicted prob-
ability that the jth token is part of any opinion
term. The probability P opj can be computed by
summing the predicted probabilities on opinion-
related labels BP and IP in ŷaej . In this way, AS is
directly influenced by the predictions of AE. We
set the diagonal elements in A to zeros, as we only
consider context words for inferring the sentiment
of the target token. The self-attention layer out-
puts h′i

as =
∑n

j=1Aijh
as
j . In AE, we concate-

nate the word embedding, the initial shared rep-
resentation h

s(0)
i , and the task-specific representa-

tion haei as the final representation of the ith token.
In AS, we concatenate h

s(0)
i and h′i

as as the final

representation. For each task, we employ a fully-
connected layer with softmax activation as the de-
coder, which maps the final token representation
to probability distribution ŷaei (ŷasi ).

3.2 Document-Level Tasks

To address the issue of insufficient aspect-level
training data, IMN is able to exploit knowledge
from document-level labeled sentiment corpora,
which are more readily available. We intro-
duce two document-level classification tasks to be
jointly trained with AE and AS. One is document-
level sentiment classification (DS), which pre-
dicts the sentiment towards an input document.
The other is document-level domain classification
(DD), which predicts the domain label of an input
document.

As shown in Figure 1, the task-specific op-
eration fθo consists of mo layers of CNNs that
map the shared representations {hs1, ...,hsn} to
{ho1, ...,hon}, an attention layer atto, and a decod-
ing layer deco, where o ∈ {ds, dd} is the task sym-
bol. The attention weight is computed as:

aoi =
exp(hoiW

o)∑n
k=1 exp(hokW

o)
(3)

where W o is a parameter vector. The final
document representation is computed as ho =∑n

i=1 a
o
ih

o
i . We employ a fully-connected layer

with softmax activation as the decoding layer,
which maps ho to ŷo.

3.3 Message Passing Mechanism

To exploit interactions between different tasks, the
message passing mechanism aggregates predic-
tions of different tasks from the previous iteration,
and uses this knowledge to update the shared la-
tent vectors {hs1, ...,hsn} at the current iteration.
Specifically, the message passing mechanism inte-
grates knowledge from ŷaei , ŷasi , ŷds, adsi , and addi
computed on an input {x1, ..., xn}, and the shared
hidden vector hsi is updated as follows:

h
s(t)
i =fθre(h

s(t−1)
i : ŷ

ae(t−1)
i : ŷ

as(t−1)
i :

ŷds(t−1) : ads(t−1)i : a
dd(t−1)
i )

(4)
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where t > 0 and [:] denotes the concatenation op-
eration. We employ a fully-connected layer with
ReLu activation as the re-encoding function fθre .
To update the shared representations, we incorpo-
rate ŷ

ae(t−1)
i and ŷ

as(t−1)
i , the outputs of AE and

AS from the previous iteration, such that these in-
formation are available for both tasks in current
round of computation. We also incorporate infor-
mation from DS and DD. ŷds indicates the overall
sentiment of the input sequence, which could be
helpful for AS. The attention weights adsi and addi
generated by DS and DD respectively reflect how
sentiment-relevant and domain-relevant the ith to-
ken is. A token that is more sentiment-relevant
or domain-relevant is more likely to be an opinion
word or aspect word. This information is useful
for the aspect-level tasks.

3.4 Learning

Instances for aspect-level problems only have
aspect-level labels while instances for document-
level problems only have document labels. IMN
is trained on aspect-level and document-level in-
stances alternately.

When trained on aspect-level instances, the loss
function is as follows:

La(θs,θae, θas, θds, θdd, θre) =
1

Na

Na∑

i=1

1

ni

ni∑

j=1

(

l(yaei,j , ŷ
ae(T )
i,j ) + l(yasi,j , ŷ

as(T )
i,j ))

(5)

where T denotes the maximum number of itera-
tions in the message passing mechanism, Na de-
notes the total number of aspect-level training in-
stances, ni denotes the number of tokens con-
tained in the ith training instance, and yaei,j (yasi,j)
denotes the one-hot encoding of the gold label for
AE (AS). l is the cross-entropy loss applied to each
token. In aspect-level datasets, only aspect terms
have sentiment annotations. We label each token
that is part of any aspect term with the sentiment
of the corresponding aspect term. During model
training, we only consider AS predictions on these
aspect term-related tokens for computing the AS
loss and ignore the sentiments predicted on other
tokens6.

When trained on document-level instances, we

6Let l(yas
i,j , ŷ

as(T )
i,j ) = 0 in Eq.(5) if yae

i,j is not BA or IA

Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for training IMN

Require: Da = {(xai , yaei , yasi )Na
i=1}, Dds =

{(xdsi , ydsi )Nds
i=1} and Ddd = {(xddi , yddi )Ndd

i=1 }
Require: Integer r > 0

for e ∈ [1,max-pretrain-epochs] do
for minibatch Bds, Bdd in Dds, Ddd do

compute Ld based on Bds and Bdd

update θs, θds, θdd
end for

end for

for e ∈ [1,max-epochs] do
for b ∈ [1, batches-per-epoch] do

sample Ba from Da

compute La based on Ba

update θs, θae, θas, θre
if b is divisible by r then

sample Bds, Bdd from Dds, Ddd

compute Ld based on Bds and Bdd

update θs, θds, θdd
end if

end for
end for

minimize the following loss:

Ld(θs, θds, θdd) =
1

Nds

Nds∑

i=1

l(ydsi , ŷ
ds
i )

+
1

Ndd

Ndd∑

i=1

l(yddi , ŷ
dd
i )

(6)

where Nds and Ndd denote the number of training
instances for DS and DD respectively, and ydsi and
yddi denote the one-hot encoding of the gold la-
bel. Message passing iterations are not used when
training document-level instances.

For learning, we first pretrain the network on the
document-level instances (minimize Ld) for a few
epochs, such that DS and DD can make reasonable
predictions. Then the network is trained on aspect-
level instances and document-level instances alter-
nately with ratio r, to minimize La and Ld. The
overall training process is given in Algorithm 1.
Da, Dds, and Ddd denote the aspect-level train-
ing set and the training sets for DS, DD respec-
tively. Dds andDa are from similar domains. Ddd

contains review documents from at least two do-
mains with ydsi denoting the domain label, where
one of the domains is similar to the domains ofDa

and Dds. In this way, linguistic knowledge can
be transferred from DS and DD to AE and AS, as
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Datasets Train Test
aspect opinion aspect opinion

D1 Restaurant14 3699 3484 1134 1008
D2 Laptop14 2373 2504 654 674
D3 Restaurant15 1199 1210 542 510

Table 2: Dataset statistics with numbers of aspect terms
and opinion terms

they are semantically relevant. We fix θds and θdd
when updating parameters for La, since we do not
want them to be affected by the small number of
aspect-level training instances.

4 Experiments

4.1 Experimental Settings

Datasets. Table 2 shows the statistics of
the aspect-level datasets. We run experiments
on three benchmark datasets, taken from Se-
mEval2014 (Pontiki et al., 2014) and SemEval
2015 (Pontiki et al., 2015). The opinion terms are
annotated by Wang et al. (2016a). We use two
document-level datasets from (He et al., 2018b).
One is from the Yelp restaurant domain, and the
other is from the Amazon electronics domain.
Each contains 30k instances with exactly balanced
class labels of pos, neg, and neu. We use the con-
catenation of the two datasets with domain labels
as Ddd. We use the Yelp dataset as Dds when Da

is either D1 or D3, and use the electronics dataset
as Dds when Da is D2.

Network details. We adopt the multi-layer-
CNN structure from (Xu et al., 2018) as the
CNN-based encoders in our proposed network.
See Appendix A for implementation details.
For word embedding initialization, we concate-
nate a general-purpose embedding matrix and
a domain-specific embedding matrix7 following
(Xu et al., 2018). We adopt their released domain-
specific embeddings for restaurant and laptop do-
mains with 100 dimensions, which are trained
on a large domain-specific corpus using fastText.
The general-purpose embeddings are pre-trained
Glove vectors (Pennington et al., 2014) with 300
dimensions.

One set of important hyper-parameters are the
number of CNN layers in the shared encoder and
the task-specific encoders. To decide the values
of ms, mae, mas, mds, mdd, we first investigate

7For DD, we only look at the general-purpose embeddings
by masking out the domain-specific embeddings.

how many layers of CNNs would work well for
each of the task when training it alone. We de-
note co as the optimal number of CNN layers in
this case, where o ∈ {ae, as, ds, dd} is the task
indicator. We perform AE, AS separately on the
training set of D1, and perform DS, DD separately
on the document-level restaurant corpus. Cross-
validation is used for selecting co, which yields 4,
2, 2, 2 for cae, cas, cds, cdd. Based on this observa-
tion, we made ms, mae, mas, mds, mdd equals to
2, 2, 0, 0, 0 respectively, such that ms +mo = co.
Note that there are other configurations satisfying
the requirement, for example,ms,mae,mas,mds,
mdd equals to 1, 3, 1, 1, 1. we select our setting as
it involves the smallest set of parameters.

We tune the maximum number of iterations T
in the message passing mechanism by training
IMN−d via cross validation on D1. It is set to
2. With T fixed as 2, we then tune r by training
IMN via cross validation on D1 and the relevant
document-level datasets. It is set to 2 as well.

We use Adam optimizer with learning rate set
to 10−4, and we set batch size to 32. Learning
rate and batch size are set to conventional values
without specific tuning for our task.

At training phase, we randomly sample 20% of
the training data from the aspect-level dataset as
the development set and only use the remaining
80% for training. We train the model for a fix num-
ber of epoches, and save the model at the epoch
with the best F1-I score on the development set
for evaluation.

Evaluation metrics. During testing, we extract
aspect (opinion) terms, and predict the sentiment
for each extracted aspect term based on ŷae(T ) and
ŷas(T ). Since the extracted aspect term may con-
sist of multiple tokens and the sentiment predic-
tions on them could be inconsistent in AS, we only
output the sentiment label of the first token as the
predicted sentiment for any extracted aspect term.

We employ five metrics for evaluation, where
two measure the AE performance, two measure
the AS performance, and one measures the over-
all performance. Following existing works for
AE (Wang et al., 2017; Xu et al., 2018), we use
F1 to measure the performance of aspect term ex-
traction and opinion term extraction, which are
denoted as F1-a and F1-o respectively. Follow-
ing existing works for AS (Chen et al., 2017; He
et al., 2018b), we adopt accuracy and macro-F1 to
measure the performance of AS. We denote them
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as acc-s and F1-s. Since we are solving the in-
tegrated task without assuming that gold aspect
terms are given, the two metrics are computed
based on the correctly extracted aspect terms from
AE. We compute the F1 score of the integrated
task denoted as F1-I for measuring the overall per-
formance. To compute F1-I, an extracted aspect
term is taken as correct only when both the span
and the sentiment are correctly identified. When
computing F1-a, we consider all aspect terms,
while when computing acc-s, F1-s, and F1-I, we
ignore aspect terms with conflict sentiment labels.

4.2 Models under Comparison

Pipeline approach. We select two top-
performing models from prior works for each of
AE and AS, to construct 2 × 2 pipeline base-
lines. For AE, we use CMLA (Wang et al.,
2017) and DECNN (Xu et al., 2018). CMLA
was proposed to perform co-extraction of as-
pect and opinion terms by modeling their inter-
dependencies. DECNN is the state-of-the-art
model for AE. It utilizes a multi-layer CNN
structure with both general-purpose and domain-
specific embeddings. We use the same struc-
ture as encoders in IMN. For AS, we use ATAE-
LSTM (denoted as ALSTM for short) (Wang
et al., 2016b) and the model from (He et al.,
2018b) which we denote as dTrans. ALSTM
is a representative work with an attention-based
LSTM structure. We compare with dTrans as it
also utilizes knowledge from document corpora
for improving AS performance, which achieves
state-of-the-art results. Thus, we compare
with the following pipeline methods: CMLA-
ALSTM, CMLA-dTrans, DECNN-ALSTM,
and DECNN-dTrans. We also compare with the
pipeline setting of IMN, which trains AE and AS
independently (i.e., without parameter sharing, in-
formation passing, and document-level corpora).
We denote it as PIPELINE. The network struc-
ture for AE in PIPELINE is the same as DECNN.
During testing of all methods, we perform AE in
the first step, and then generate AS predictions on
the correctly extracted aspect terms.

Integrated Approach. We compare with two re-
cently proposed methods that have achieved state-
of-the-art results among integrated approaches:
MNN (Wang et al., 2018) and the model from (Li
et al., 2019) which we denote as INABSA (inte-
grated network for ABSA). Both methods model

the overall task as a sequence tagging problem
with a unified tagging scheme. Since during test-
ing, IMN only outputs the sentiment on the first
token of an extracted aspect term to avoid sen-
timent inconsistency, to enable fair comparison,
we also perform this operation on MNN and IN-
ABSA. We also show results for a version of IMN
that does not use document-level corpora, denoted
as IMN−d. The structure of IMN−d is shown as
the solid lines in Figure 1. It omits the information
ŷds, adsi , and addi propagated from the document-
level tasks in Eq.(4).

4.3 Results and Analysis

Main results. Table 3 shows the comparison re-
sults. Note that IMN performs co-extraction of as-
pect and opinion terms in AE, which utilizes ad-
ditional opinion term labels during training, while
the baseline methods except CMLA do not con-
sider this information in their original models. To
enable fair comparison, we slightly modify those
baselines to perform co-extraction as well, with
opinion term labels provided. Further details on
model comparison are provided in Appendix B.

From Table 3, we observe that IMN−d is able to
significantly outperform other baselines on F1-I.
IMN further boosts the performance and outper-
forms the best F1-I results from the baselines by
2.29%, 1.77%, and 2.61% on D1, D2, and D3.
Specifically, for AE (F1-a and F1-o), IMN−d per-
forms the best in most cases. For AS (acc-s and
F1-s), IMN outperforms other methods by large
margins. PIPELINE, IMN−d, and the pipeline
methods with dTrans also perform reasonably well
on this task, outperforming other baselines by
moderate margins. All these models utilize knowl-
edge from larger corpora by either joint training
of document-level tasks or using domain-specific
embeddings. This suggests that domain-specific
knowledge is very helpful, and both joint train-
ing and domain-specific embeddings are effective
ways to transfer such knowledge.

We also show the results of IMN−d and IMN
when only the general-purpose embeddings (with-
out domain-specific embeddings) are used for ini-
tialization. They are denoted as IMN−d/IMN wo
DE. IMN wo DE performs only marginally be-
low IMN. This indicates that the knowledge cap-
tured by domain-specific embeddings could be
similar to that captured by joint training of the
document-level tasks. IMN−d is more affected
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D
1

F1-a 82.45 82.45 83.94 83.94 83.94 83.05 83.92 83.95 84.01 83.50 83.33
F1-o 82.67 82.67 85.60 85.60 85.60 84.55 84.97 85.21 85.64 84.62 85.61
acc-s 77.46 79.58 77.79 80.04 79.56 77.17 79.68 79.65 81.56∗ 83.17∗ 83.89∗
F1-s 68.70 72.23 68.50 73.31 69.59 68.45 68.38 69.32 71.90 73.44 75.66
F1-I 63.87 65.34 65.26 67.25 66.53 63.87 66.60 66.96 68.32∗ 69.11∗ 69.54∗

D
2

F1-a 76.80 76.80 78.38 78.38 78.38 76.94 77.34 76.96 78.46 76.87 77.96
F1-o 77.33 77.33 78.81 78.81 78.81 77.77 76.62 76.85 78.14 77.04 77.51
acc-s 70.25 72.38 70.46 73.10 72.29 70.40 72.30 72.89 73.21 74.31∗ 75.36∗
F1-s 66.67 69.52 66.78 70.63 68.12 65.98 68.24 67.26 69.92 70.76 72.02∗
F1-I 53.68 55.56 55.05 56.60 56.02 53.80 55.88 56.25 57.66∗ 57.04∗ 58.37∗

D
3

F1-a 68.55 68.55 68.32 68.32 68.32 70.24 69.40 69.23 69.80 68.23 70.04
F1-o 71.07 71.07 71.22 71.22 71.22 69.38 71.43 68.39 72.11∗ 70.09 71.94
acc-s 81.03 82.27 80.32 82.65 82.27 80.79 82.56 81.64 83.38 85.90∗ 85.64∗

F1-s 58.91 66.45 57.25 69.58 59.53 57.90 58.81 57.51 60.65 71.67∗ 71.76∗
F1-I 54.79 56.09 55.10 56.28 55.96 56.57 57.38 56.80 57.91∗ 58.82∗ 59.18∗

Table 3: Model comparison. Average results over 5 runs with random initialization are reported. ∗ indicates the
proposed method is significantly better than the other baselines (p < 0.05) based on one-tailed unpaired t-test.

Model variants D1 D2 D3
Vanilla model 66.66 55.63 56.24
+Opinion transmission 66.98 56.03 56.65
+Message passing-a (IMN−d) 68.32 57.66 57.91
+DS 68.48 57.86 58.03
+DD 68.65 57.50 58.26
+Message passing-d (IMN) 69.54 58.37 59.18

Table 4: F1-I scores of different model variants. Aver-
age results over 5 runs are reported.

without domain-specific embeddings, while it still
outperforms all other baselines except DECNN-
dTrans. DECNN-dTrans is a very strong base-
line as it exploits additional knowledge from larger
corpora for both tasks. IMN−d wo DE is compet-
itive with DECNN-dTrans even without utilizing
additional knowledge, which suggests the effec-
tiveness of the proposed network structure.

Ablation study. To investigate the impact of dif-
ferent components, we start with a vanilla model
which consists of fθs , fθae , and fθas only without
any informative message passing, and add other
components one at a time. Table 4 shows the re-
sults of different model variants. +Opinion trans-
mission denotes the operation of providing addi-
tional information P opj to the self-attention layer
as shown in Eq.(1). +Message passing-a denotes
propagating the outputs from aspect-level tasks
only at each message passing iteration. +DS and
+DD denote adding DS and DD with parameter
sharing only. +Message passing-d denotes involv-
ing the document-level information for message

passing. We observe that +Message passing-a and
+Message passing-d contribute to the performance
gains the most, which demonstrates the effective-
ness of the proposed message passing mechanism.
We also observe that simply adding document-
level tasks (+DS/DD) with parameter sharing only
marginally improves the performance of IMN−d.
This again indicates that domain-specific knowl-
edge has already been captured by domain embed-
dings, while knowledge obtained from DD and DS
via parameter sharing could be redundant in this
case. However, +Message passing-d is still help-
ful with considerable performance gains, showing
that aspect-level tasks can benefit from knowing
predictions of the relevant document-level tasks.

Impact of T . We have demonstrated the effective-
ness of the message passing mechanism. Here, we
investigate the impact of the maximum number of
iterations T . Table 6 shows the change of F1-I on
the test sets as T increases. We find that conver-
gence is quickly achieved within two or three iter-
ations, and further iterations do not provide con-
siderable performance improvement.

Case study. To better understand in which condi-
tions the proposed method helps, we examine the
instances that are misclassified by PIPELINE and
INABSA, but correctly classified by IMN.

For aspect extraction, we find the message pass-
ing mechanism is particularly helpful in two sce-
narios. First, it helps to better recognize uncom-
mon aspect terms by utilizing information from
the opinion contexts. As shown in example 1 in
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Examples
PIPELINE INABSA IMN

Opinion Aspect Opinion Aspect Opinion Aspect

1. Strong [build]pos though which really
adds to its [durability]pos.

Strong [durability]pos Strong [durability]pos Strong [build]pos, [durability]pos

2. Curioni’s Pizza has been around since
the 1920’s None [Pizza]neu None [Pizza]pos None None

3. The [battery]pos is longer longer [battery]neg longer [battery]neg longer [battery]pos

4. The [potato balls]pos were not dry at all dry [potato balls]neg dry [potato balls]neg dry [potato balls]pos

5. That’s a good thing, but it’s made
from [aluminum]neg that scratches easily. good,

easily [aluminum]pos
good,
easily [aluminum]pos

good,
scratches easily [aluminum]neg

Table 5: Case analysis. The “Examples” column contains instances with gold labels. ’The “opinion” and “aspect”
columns present the opinion terms and aspect terms with sentiments, generated by the corresponding model.

T 0 1 2 3 4 5
D1 66.98 67.97 68.32 68.03 68.11 68.26
D2 56.03 57.14 57.66 57.82 57.78 57.33
D3 56.65 57.60 57.91 57.66 57.41 57.48

Table 6: F1 scores with different T values using
IMN−d. Average results over 5 runs are reported.

Table 5, PIPELINE and INABSA fail to recognize
“build” as it is an uncommon aspect term in the
training set while IMN is able to correctly rec-
ognize it. We find that when no message pass-
ing iteration is performed, IMN also fails to rec-
ognize “build”. However, when we analyze the
predicted sentiment distribution on each token in
the sentence, we find that except “durability”, only
“build” has a strong positive sentiment, while the
sentiment distributions on the other tokens are
more uniform. This is an indicator that “build” is
also an aspect term. IMN is able to aggregate such
knowledge with the message passing mechanism,
such that it is able to correctly recognize “build” in
later iterations. Due to the same reason, the mes-
sage passing mechanism also helps to avoid ex-
tracting terms on which no opinion is expressed.
As observed in example 2, both PIPELINE and
INABSA extract “Pizza”. However, since no opin-
ion is expressed in the given sentence, “Pizza”
should not be considered as an aspect term. IMN
avoids extracting this kind of terms by aggregating
knowledge from opinion prediction and sentiment
prediction.

For aspect-level sentiment, since IMN is trained
on larger document-level labeled corpora with
balanced sentiment classes, in general it better
captures the meaning of domain-specific opinion
words (example 3), better captures sentiments of
complex expressions such as negation (example
4), and better recognizes minor sentiment classes
in the aspect-level datasets (negative and neutral
in our cases). In addition, we find that knowledge

propagated by the document-level tasks through
message passing is helpful. For example, the
sentiment-relevant attention weights are helpful
for recognizing uncommon opinion words, and
which further help on correctly predicting the sen-
timents of the aspect terms. As observed in ex-
ample 5, PIPELINE and INABSA are unable to
recognize “scratches easily” as the opinion term,
and they also make wrong sentiment prediction
on the aspect term “aluminum”. IMN learns that
“scratches” is sentiment-relevant through knowl-
edge from the sentiment-relevant attention weights
aggregated via previous iterations of message
passing, and is thus able to extract “scratches eas-
ily”. Since the opinion predictions from AE are
sent to the self-attention layer in the AS compo-
nent, correct opinion predictions further help to in-
fer the correct sentiment towards “aluminum”.

5 Conclusion

We propose an interactive multi-task learning net-
work IMN for jointly learning aspect and opin-
ion term co-extraction, and aspect-level sentiment
classification. The proposed IMN introduces a
novel message passing mechanism that allows in-
formative interactions between tasks, enabling the
correlation to be better exploited. In addition,
IMN is able to learn from multiple training data
sources, allowing fine-grained token-level tasks to
benefit from document-level labeled corpora. The
proposed architecture can potentially be applied to
similar tasks such as relation extraction, semantic
role labeling, etc.
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A Implementation Details

CNN-based Encoder
We adopt the multi-layer-CNN structure from (Xu
et al., 2018) as the CNN-based encoders for both
the shared CNNs and the task-specific ones in the

proposed network. Each CNN layer has many 1D-
convolution filters, and each filter has a fixed ker-
nel size k = 2c+ 1, such that each filter performs
convolution operation on a window of k word rep-
resentations, and compute the representation for
the ith word along with 2c nearby words in its con-
text.

Following the settings in the original paper, the
first CNN layer in the shared encoder has 128 fil-
ters with kernel sizes k = 3 and 128 filters with
kernel sizes k = 5. The other CNN layers in
the shared encoder and the CNN layers in each
task-specific encoder have 256 filters with kernel
sizes k = 5 per layer. ReLu is used as the acti-
vation function for each CNN layer. Dropout with
p = 0.5 is employed after the embedding layer
and each CNN layer.

Opinion Transmission
To alleviate the problem of unreliable predictions
of opinion labels in the early stage of training, we
adopt scheduled sampling for opinion transmis-
sion at training phase. We send gold opinion la-
bels rather than the predicted ones generated by
AE to AS in the probability of εi. The probabil-
ity εi depends on the number of epochs i during
training, for which we employ an inverse sigmoid
decay εi = 5/(5 + exp(i/5)).

B Model Comparison Details

For CMLA8, ALSTM9, dTrans10, and INABSA11,
we use the officially released source codes for
experiments. For MNN, we re-implement the
model following the descriptions in the paper as
the source code is not available. We run each base-
line multiple times with random initializations and
save their predicted results. We use an unified
evaluation script for measuring the outputs from
different baselines as well as the proposed method.

The proposed IMN performs co-extraction of
aspect terms and opinion terms in AE, which uti-
lizes additional opinion term labels during model
training. In the baselines, the two integrated meth-
ods MNN and INABSA, and the pipeline meth-
ods with DECNN as the AE component do not

8https://github.com/happywwy/
Coupled-Multi-layer-Attentions

9https://www.wangyequan.com/
publications/

10https://github.com/ruidan/
Aspect-level-sentiment

11https://github.com/lixin4ever/
E2E-TBSA
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Methods D1 D2 D3
F1-a acc-s F1-s F1-I F1-a acc-s F1-s F1-I F1-a acc-s F1-s F1-I

DECNN-ALSTM 83.33 77.63 70.09 64.32 80.28 69.98 66.20 55.92 68.72 79.22 54.40 54.22
DECNN-dTrans 83.33 79.45 73.08 66.15 80.28 71.51 68.03 57.28 68.72 82.09 68.35 56.08
PIPELINE 83.33 79.39 69.45 65.96 80.28 72.12 68.56 57.29 68.72 81.85 58.74 56.04
MNN 83.20 77.57 68.19 64.26 76.33 70.62 65.44 53.77 69.29 80.86 55.45 55.93
INABSA 83.12 79.06 68.77 65.94 77.67 71.72 68.36 55.95 68.79 80.96 57.10 55.45
IMN−d 83.89 80.69 72.09 67.27∗ 78.43 72.49 69.71 57.13 70.35∗ 81.86 56.88 57.86∗

IMN 83.04 83.05∗ 73.30 68.71∗ 77.69 75.12∗ 71.35∗ 58.04∗ 69.25 84.53∗ 70.85∗ 58.18∗

Table 7: Model comparison in a setting without opinion term labels. Average results over 5 runs with random
initialization are reported. ∗ indicates the proposed method is significantly better than the other baselines (p <
0.05) based on one-tailed unpaired t-test.

take take opinion information during training. To
make fair comparison, we add labels {BP, IP}
to the original label sets of MNN, INABSA, and
DECNN, indicating the beginning of and inside of
an opinion term. We train those models on train-
ing sets with both aspect and opinion term labels
to perform co-extraction as well. In addition, for
pipeline methods, we also make the gold opin-
ion terms available to the AS models (ALSTM
and dTrans) during training. To make ALSTM
and dTrans utilize the opinion label information,
we modify their attention layer to assign higher
weights to tokens that are more likely to be part of
an opinion term. This is reasonable since the ob-
jective of the attention mechanism in an AS model
is to find the relevant opinion context. The atten-
tion weight of the ith token before applying soft-
max normalization in an input sentence is modi-
fied as:

a′i = ai ∗ P opi (7)

where ai denotes the attention weight computed
by the original attention layer, popi denotes the
probability that the ith token belongs to any
opinion term. a′i denotes the modified attention
weights. At the training phase, since the gold
opinion terms are provided, popi = 1 for the to-
kens that are part of the gold opinion terms, while
popi = 0 for the other tokens. At the testing phase,
popi is computed based on the predictions from the
AE model in the pipeline method. It is computed
by summing up the predicted probabilities on the
opinion-related labels BP and IP for the ith token.

We also present the comparison results in a
setting without using opinion term labels in Ta-
ble 712. In this setting, we modify the proposed
IMN and IMN−d to recognize aspect terms only

12We exclude the results of the pipeline methods with
CMLA, as CMLA relies on opinion term labels during train-
ing. It is difficult to modify it.

in AE. The opinion transmission operation, which
sends the opinion term predictions from AE to AS,
is omitted as well.

Both IMN−d and IMN still significantly out-
perform other baselines in most cases under this
setting. In addition, when compare the results
in Table 7 and Table 3, we observe that IMN−d

and IMN consistently yield better F1-I scores on
all datasets in Table 3, when opinion term ex-
traction is also considered. Consistent improve-
ments are not observed in other baseline methods
when trained with opinion term labels. These find-
ings suggest that knowledge obtained from learn-
ing opinion term extraction is indeed beneficial,
however, a carefully-designed network structure is
needed to utilize such information. IMN is de-
signed to exploit task correlations by explicitly
modeling interactions between tasks, and thus it
better integrates knowledge obtained from training
different tasks.
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Abstract

This work presents an approach decomposing
propositions into four functional components
and identify the patterns linking those com-
ponents to determine argument structure. The
entities addressed by a proposition are target
concepts and the features selected to make a
point about the target concepts are aspects.
A line of reasoning is followed by providing
evidence for the points made about the tar-
get concepts via aspects. Opinions on target
concepts and opinions on aspects are used to
support or attack the ideas expressed by target
concepts and aspects. The relations between
aspects, target concepts, opinions on target
concepts and aspects are used to infer the ar-
gument relations. Propositions are connected
iteratively to form a graph structure. The ap-
proach is generic in that it is not tuned for a
specific corpus and evaluated on three differ-
ent corpora from the literature: AAEC, AMT,
US2016G1tv and achieved an F score of 0.79,
0.77 and 0.64, respectively.

1 Introduction

Argument mining is the process of identifying ar-
gumentative structure contained within a text. It
involves segmenting arguments into elementary
discourse units (EDUs), distinguishing argumen-
tative units from non-argumentative units, classi-
fying argument components into classes such as
premise and claim, identifying and labeling argu-
ment relations between the components, and iden-
tifying argument schemes. We are here aimed at
mining argument structure from text segmented
into EDUs (or, more precisely for argument min-
ing, Argumentative Discourse Units, ADUs (Peld-
szus and Stede, 2015)).

Several argument mining approaches use fea-
tures identified from individual EDUs and apply
classifiers (Moens et al., 2007); others use features
that span EDUs and apply dependency parsing

(Muller et al., 2012), similarity (Lawrence et al.,
2014), linguistic indicators (Villalba and Saint-
Dizier, 2012) and their combinations (Lawrence
and Reed, 2015). Recently, a neural end-to-end
method for argument mining shows that depen-
dency parsing outperforms an EDU-level classifier
(Eger et al., 2017). Stab and Gurevych (2014b)
use both EDU-level and cross-EDU features to im-
prove performance. The EDU-spanning features
used by these latter approaches include syntac-
tic dependency and lexical overlap between the
EDUs. For instance, Eger et al. (2017) applied
token level syntactic dependency to learn the re-
lations between EDUs. Even though cross-EDU
tokens are used for argument mining, the nature of
such tokens is not studied well.

Following the same line of reasoning, similar-
ity approaches use EDU level similarity to deter-
mine argument structure. Lawrence et al. (2014)
use Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic mod-
eling; Lawrence and Reed (2015) use WordNet1

Synset hierarchy to determine similarity between
propositions. Such approaches start from a con-
clusion and determine the most related proposi-
tion to create hierarchical graph structure based
on the assumption that a conclusion is similar to
a premise. Similarity, however, does not necessar-
ily entail an argument relation and vice-versa.

In this work, we aim to detect argument rela-
tions (AR) and their category (support vs attack)
based on the nature of the relations existing among
the functional components of propositions. The
functional components of propositions are: tar-
get concepts (C), aspects (A), opinions on aspects
(OA) and opinions on target concepts (OC). In or-
der to identify ARs and their category, we train
classifiers using the relations between the four
components. The classifiers provide an output pre-

1 http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
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dicting whether any pair of propositions involve an
AR or not, and categorize the AR.

To the best of our knowledge there is no ap-
proach that decomposes propositions into fine-
grained components and uses them to determine
argument structure. Our Decompositional Argu-
ment Mining (DAM) identifies argument struc-
ture by exploiting similarity (between C and A)
and relations between the polarities of OC and
OA. Our first hypothesis is then the AR between
EDUs is governed by the relations between their
functional components. For instance, the support
relation between (2) and (9) from Table 1 is a
function of the similarity between C of (9) “cook-
ing; potato; burger” and A of (2) “food” and the
agreement between the polarities of their respec-
tive opinion expressions (i.e. the opinions “have
an opportunity; interesting” and “better” are both
positive). Similarly the support relation between
(6) and (7) is the function of the similarity be-
tween A of (6) “job” and C of (7) “job” and the
agreement between the polarities of their respec-
tive opinion expressions (i.e. “are losing” and
“are fleeing” are both negative). The attack rela-
tion between (10) and (11) is the function of the
similarity between C of (10) “advertising” and
A of (11) “advertising” and the contradiction be-
tween the polarities of the opinion on A of (10)
“should be prohibited” and the opinion on C of
(11) “needs”.

Our second hypothesis is that automatic recog-
nition of argument structure can be substantially
enhanced by using the relations between the four
functional components of propositions as com-
pared to other features like discourse indicators
which are rare to find. For instance, none of the
propositions presented in the example are linked
via discourse indicators, and yet the relations be-
tween the four components can be used as a ba-
sis for identifying their ARs. The third hypothesis
is that fine-grained similarity is more reliable and
accurate than EDU level similarity. The similar-
ity between the entirety of propositions is not a
good indicator of AR. For instance the similarity
between (3) and (8) is 0.737 (as provided by ADW
(Pilehvar et al., 2013)) and yet does not involve an
AR, but (8) and (1) has a similarity score of 0.45
and involves an AR since there is a strong similar-
ity between the aspect of (1) “family” and target
concept of (8) “family”.

The contribution of this work is three-fold: (a)

a model to identify components linking proposi-
tions; (b) directional similarity indicating the di-
rection of AR between propositions; (c) an ap-
proach determining the entire argument structure
based on just the relations between the four func-
tional components of proposition across three het-
erogeneous corpora of which two are monological
and the other is dialogical (see Section 3).

2 Argument Graph Model

A proposition in the Frege’s sense, is decomposed
into four functional components: C, A, OC and
OA. C and A are used to link a premise and a con-
clusion; the polarity of OC and OA is used to iden-
tify the type of relations (inference vs conflict).

2.1 Functional Decomposition of a
Proposition and their relations

We define the four functional components of a
proposition before formalizing the representation
of proposition in terms of the components. Ex-
amples (4) to (7) in Table 1 are taken from the
first US 2016 presidential election television de-
bate corpus (US2016G1tv) (Lawrence and Reed,
2017; Visser et al., 2019) and (1) to (3), (8) to
(13) are taken from the Argument Annotated Es-
say Corpus (AAEC) (Stab and Gurevych, 2014a)
to illustrate the components.

2.1.1 Target Concept (C)
A proposition makes a point about (at least one)
concept: an idea, physical or abstract entity, fol-
lowing (Lima et al, 2010):

“Concepts, also known as classes, are used in a broad

sense. They can be abstract or concrete, elementary or

composite, real or fict[it]ious. In short, a concept can be

anything about which something is said, and, therefore,

could also be the description of a task, function, action,

strategy, reasoning process, etc.” (Lima et al., 2010, p:428).

The set of concepts addressed by a proposition
are referred to as target concepts, (C). The ex-
amples in Table 1 are annotated to show C (seg-
mented with [], and marked by the subscript c
and also shown in bold for convenience). (1)
and (2) address the target concept (after stem-
ming) “camp”, whilst the targets concepts in (3)
are “family” and “camp”. The target concept is
analogous to a topic of a propositions and usually
presented as a subject of a proposition. Aspects
specialize the topic of a proposition by providing
specific angle of reasoning.
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No Example
1 [Camping]c [is a great way]oc to [bring]oa [families]a [together]oa
2 [Campers]c [have an opportunity]oc to try some [interesting]oa [food]a
3 When [families]c go [camping]c, they put the [jobs]a and [sporting events]a [on hold]oa
4 [Housing]c [did collapse]oc
5 [These countries, especially China]c, [are taking]oc [Americans’ jobs]a
6 [We]c, [are losing]oc [our]a [good]oa [jobs]a so many of them
7 [Our jobs]c, [are fleeing]oc [the country]a
8 By putting aside these events, the [family]c [has an opportunity]oc to [bond]oa their [relationships]a
9 [Cooking]c over a fire makes [burgers]c and [potatoes]c [taste better]oc than can be found at [fast]a[food]a[place]a
10 [Advertising]c [alcohol]a, [cigarettes]a, [goods]a and [services]a with [adult content]a [should be prohibited]oc
11 [Modern society]c [needs]oc [advertising]a
12 [Ads]c will [keep] us [well informed]oc about [new]oa [products]a and [services]a
13 [advertising]c [cigarettes]a and [alcohol]a [will definitely affect]oc our children [in negative way]oc

Table 1: Examples to illustrate the four functional components of a proposition: C, A, OC and OA. (In the online
version, positive and negative polarity is indicated in blue and red, respectively).

2.1.2 Aspect (A)

Often, a specific angle of reasoning is selected
to make a point about C. The concepts providing
such angles of reasoning are denoted as aspects
(A). For instance, (1) and (2) address the target
concept “camp” with respect to the aspects “fam-
ily” and “food” (in bold) respectively. Similarly,
the aspects of (3) are “job, sporting event”. The
difference between C and A is not an ontological
distinction, it is rather the syntactic and semantic
role they play in the respective propositions. An
aspect in one proposition can be a target concept
in another (see (1) and (3)).

2.1.3 Opinion on Target Concept (OC)

OC is an opinion expressed on C to express posi-
tive or negative attitudes. The opinionated words
in a proposition are usually ambiguous and do not
fall into the conventional opinionated words cate-
gory. For instance, in (5), the opinion “are tak-
ing”, which is expressed on the target concept
“country, china”, does not fall into the conven-
tional opinionated word category.

2.1.4 Opinion on Aspect (OA)

OA is an opinion expressed on an A to provide pos-
itive or negative attitudes. For instance, in (2) the
opinion “interesting” is expressed on the aspect
“food”.

Since we have defined the four components of a
proposition, we can now formalise the representa-
tion of a proposition in terms of the components.
Hence, a proposition, p, can be represented as a
set of tuples,

P = {〈C0, oC0, {〈A0, oA0〉, · · · , 〈Ai, oAi〉}〉,
〈C1, oC1, {〈A1, oA1〉, ..., 〈Aj , oAj〉}〉, · · ·
〈Cn, oCn, {〈Aj , oAj〉, · · · , 〈Ak, oAk〉}〉}

(1)
Where, Ci, Ai, oCi, oAi represents C, A, OC and
OA, respectively.

2.1.5 The Relations Between the Four
Functional Components

The relations between the four components fall
into two categories: similarity and agreement. The
relation between C and A is similarity whereas
agreement (or contradiction) between OC and OA.
The relations between C and A are further cate-
gorized into four: (a) similarity between C of a
premise and a conclusion, (b) similarity between
A of a premise and a conclusion, (c) similarity be-
tween A of a premise and C of a conclusion, and
(d) similarity between A of a conclusion and C of
a premise. The relations between OC and OA are
also categorized into four: (a) the agreement be-
tween OC of a conclusion and a premise, (b) the
agreement between OA of a premise and a conclu-
sion, (c) the agreement between OC of a conclu-
sion and OA of a premise, and (d) the agreement
between OA of a conclusion and OC of a premise.

2.2 Argument Relation

The argument relation (AR) between a premise and
a conclusion is a function of the relations between
the four components. A classifier is trained on the
relations between the four components to identify
the patterns encoded by the type of AR:
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Inference relations: A pair of propositions in-
volving support relation.
Conflict relations: A pair of propositions involv-
ing attack relation.

To mention, when a premise develops one or
more aspects of a conclusion, the aspects of a con-
clusion form C of a premise (i.e are highly simi-
lar). For instance, (8) supports (1) in relation to the
aspect “family”; (9) supports (2) in relation to the
aspect “food”. The relation between OC and OA
is identified through matching the polarity of the
opinions. For instance the polarity of the opinions
on (1 and 8) matches (both are positive), since the
propositions involve support relation. Similarly,
the attack relation between (10) and (11) is indi-
cated by the similarity between C of (10) and A of
(11) and the contradiction between the polarities
of the opinions on OC of (10) and OC of (11).

Accordingly, the AR between propositions is
defined by,

AR =





S if rel(C,A,OC,OA) = θ

AT if rel(C,A,OC,OA) = β

N otherwise

(2)

where, S stands for support, AT for attack and
N for none, while θ, β representing the result of a
classifier (θ for support and β for attack).

A graph structure is formed to represent an ar-
gument by linking proposition whose components
are related via the valid relations encoded by AR.
Propositions and the relations between them are
nodes, the connections between the nodes form the
edges. Figure 1 shows an argument structure for a
portion of propositions in Table 1, where (11) is
attacking (10), (12) is supporting (11), (13) is at-
tacking (11), and (13) is supporting (10) based on
the similarity between C and A and the agreement
between the polarities of the opinion expressions
on C and A.

3 Methodology

In this section, we present the data-sets and the
major components of our approach.

3.1 Data
We aim to cover varieties of data-sets (though not
comprehensive), annotated based on the underly-
ing set of argumentation theory to see how our
approach behaves across heterogeneous data-sets
without tuning to a specific data-set. we use three

Figure 1: Argument structure for propositions (10),
(11), (12), and (13) from Table 1

corpora, with different types of source material
(monologue, dialogue), different creation rubrics
(naturally occurring, created under direction), dif-
ferent argument structure conventions (recursive,
limited), different notions of inference (typed, un-
typed) and different notions of conflict (rebut-only,
rebut and undercut).

The first is Argument Annotated Essay Corpus
(AAEC) (Stab and Gurevych, 2014a) which has
a total of 90 arguments. Propositions under each
argument are labelled as premise, claim or ma-
jor claim. The corpus has 31,194 tokens, 1,552
propositions and 1214 Argument relations (AR).
The second corpus is the Argumentative Micro
Text (AMT) (Peldszus and Stede, 2013) which is
a collection of 112 short texts collected from hu-
man subjects in German and were translated into
English. It is annotated following the argumen-
tation structure outlined by Peldszus and Stede
(2013) and attain high inter-annotator agreement
score. The structure consists of a central claim,
and support/attack propositions. It has a total of
8,007 tokens, 576 propositions and 272 argument
relations. We have also used dialogical corpus
from the first US 2016 presidential election tele-
vision debate between the candidates Clinton and
Trump (US2016G1tv) (Lawrence and Reed, 2017;
Visser et al., 2019) which is annotated based on
AIF (Chesnevar et al., 2006) using the OVA+ an-
notation tool (Janier et al., 2014)2 and stored in
the AIFdb database (Lawrence et al., 2015). The
corpus has a total of 15,805 tokens, 1,473 propo-
sitions and 505 inferences.

In addition to the original annotation, we anno-
2http://ova.arg-tech.org
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tate C, A, OC and OA. We obtain the total of 3,455,
4,113, 4,359, and 2,987 C, A, OC and OA respec-
tively. For the corpus evaluation, a second annota-
tor analysed 10% of claim-premise pairs form the
combined corpora. To this end, we combine the
three corpora and randomly select 10% of claim-
premise pairs and provide it to the second annota-
tor after removing the annotation labels of the first
annotation. The annotation of the four compo-
nents is compared against the original annotation
to calculate the inter-annotators agreement. This
gave a Cohen’s kappa score κ = 0.86, κ = 0.82,
κ = 0.81, and κ = 0.80 on C, A, OC and OA, re-
spectively. The annotation of the second annotator
is discarded after calculating the Cohen’s kappa
score. The description of the annotation process
and guideline is available online 3.

3.2 Identifying Argument Structure

Our approach involves a pipeline of four steps:
Given segmented argumentative text, the first step
identifies C, A, OC and OA. The similarity compo-
nent determines the degree of similarity between C
and A. The next step identifies the polarity of the
opinions to determine if they contradict or agree.
The last component uses the similarity between C
and A, and the relation between OC and OA (con-
tradiction or agreement) to link propositions and
iteratively construct a graph. The details are pro-
vided below.

3.2.1 Identifying Aspects, Target Concepts
and Opinions

We formulate the task in two ways: relation ex-
traction task adapted from information extraction,
and a sequence labeling task adapted from aspect
based opinion mining.

C, A, OC and OA identification as a rela-
tion extraction task. We model it as a re-
lation extraction task since C, A, OC and OA
are syntactically interdependent. Relation ex-
traction has been studied extensively in natu-
ral language processing using supervised meth-
ods (Kambhatla, 2004; Zhao and Grishman, 2005)
and semi-supervised methods (Etzioni et al., 2005;
Banko et al., 2007). Supervised methods use clas-
sification techniques: Maximum Entropy Models
(Borthwick et al., 1998), Hidden Markov Mod-
els (Bikei et al., 1997), Support Vector Machines

3http://arg.tech/˜debela/Guidelines.
pdf

(Asahara and Matsumoto, 2003), and Conditional
Random Fields (McCallum and Li, 2003).

Following the same line of reasoning, we train
four classifiers (Naive Bayes, CRF, bag of features
based SVM, and tree kernel based SVM) to clas-
sify the words in a proposition as C, A, OC or OA.
The first three classifiers use frequency, part of
speech category and universal dependency as clas-
sification features. The tree kernel SVM is trained
using the portion of the dependency tree connect-
ing the four components as positive examples and
the rest as negative examples.

C, A, OC and OA identification as a sequence
labeling task. The sequence labeling model is
adapted from aspect based opinion mining. As-
pect based opinion mining identifies opinions ex-
pressed on a target object and specific aspects of
the object (Zhang and Liu, 2014). Taking the anal-
ogy of target object:aspects in opinionated text to
C:A:OC:OA in argumentative text, we apply simi-
lar techniques for identifying C, A, OC and OA.

The underlying idea behind the model is that C,
A, OC and OA are interdependent and occur in a
sequence in a sentence. The model is based on
the Inside-Outside-Begin (IOB) labelling schema
(Ramshaw and Marcus, 1999). Accordingly, we
use the IOB labeling schema where, B-Concept
denotes the beginning of a concept; I-Concept, de-
notes that the token is inside the concept, and O
for other (non C, A, OC or OA) tokens. Hidden
Markov Models (HMM) (Jin et al., 2009), Condi-
tional Random Fields (CRF) (Sminchisescu et al.,
2006) and recently, convolutional neural networks
(CNN) (Poria et al., 2016) are common techniques
employed. The assumption that an observation
only depends on the current state and that a given
state depends on its immediate predecessor state
made HMM approaches less applicable for rela-
tions involving long distance dependencies. CRF
is also a linear model and suffers from the same
criticism as HMM. CNN on the other hand can en-
code long distance relations existing between con-
cepts. As a result, we use CNN to train the model
since C, A, OC and OA can appear a long way
away from each other.

3.2.2 Identifying the contradiction between
opinions

Our aim here is to compare the polarities between
OC and OA to check if they match or contradict.

The opinionated words in our case are context
dependent (“are taking our jobs” vs “are taking our
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presents”) and often the contexts are fine-grained
(see example 5). We aim to disambiguate the
sentiment orientation of the words via identify-
ing constrained synonyms (CS). Constrained syn-
onyms are subset of synonyms expressing similar
sense to the current opinion word in a fine-grained
context. For instance, among the synonyms of
“taking” in (5), we are interested to identify syn-
onyms like “robbing” and “stealing”, constrained
by a given context like “China, Americans jobs”.
Our hypothesis is then the use of such CS express-
ing a similar opinion can improve the estimation
of the polarity of ambiguous opinion words by ag-
gregating the information coming from multiple
words expressing a similar opinion to the current
opinion. In order to identify the CS, we enhance
word embedding to enforce the encoding of fine-
grained contexts.

Our Context Sensitive Polarity Prediction
(CSPP) technique consists of two main compo-
nents: identifying CS and predicting polarity us-
ing the CS.

To identify the CS, we extend CBOW based
Word2Vec (Tomas et al., 2013) (see Equation 3).
Accordingly, given a fine-grained context, the ex-
tended CBOW predict CS for an opinion word in
the context. We use C and A as a fine-grained con-
text of the opinion and encode them in the repre-
sentation of words. The embedding is extended
by introducing an additional output layer (called
the constrained context, CC, output layer) to up-
date the embedding based on the fine-grained con-
texts. The two output layers are connected to the
previous layer in the network and the cost func-
tion is the loss of the first plus the second output.
Given a sequence of words W={w1, ..., wN}, the
Constrained Embedding (CE) objective function is
defined by the formula in Equation 4.

CBOW (W ) =
1

N

N∑

i=1

log P(wi | gcwi) (3)

CE(W ) =
1

N

N∑

i=1

log P(wi | gcwi) + log P(wi | ccwi)

(4)

where d is the number of fine-grained context
which is equivalent to the number of target con-
cepts and aspects; gcwi indicates the global con-
texts identified by taking d/2 words to the left
and right of wi (d/2 words to the left and right of
the current word is taken to equalize the number

of global context with the number of fine-grained
context); ccwi is given by the aggregation of fine-
grained and global context (gcwi) using Equation
5. Given an input sequence wi, wi+1, ...wn, and
fine-grained context cj , cj+1, ...cd, the function
which aggregates both contexts to produce (ccwi)
for the current word wi is given by:

ccwi = [ ~ew T
i−d/2

([~ecTj , ~ec
T
j+1
, ~ecTj+2

..., ~ecTd ]), ...

~ew T
i−1

([~ecTj , ~ec
T
j+1
, ~ecTj+2

..., ~ecTd ]),

~ewTi+1
([~ecTj , ~ec

T
j+1
, ~ecTj+2

..., ~ecTd ]), ...,

~ewTi+d/2
([~ecTj , ~ec

T
j+1
, ~ecTj+2

..., ~ecTd ])]

(5)
where, ~ew T

i−d/2
, ..., ~ew T

i−1
, ~ewTi+1

, ..., ~ewTi+d/2
are

the transpose of pre-trained vectors of the
global contexts of the current word wi and
~ecTj , ~ec

T
j+1
, ~ecTj+2

, ..., ~ecTd are the transpose of pre-
trained vectors of the d sized fine-grained con-
texts.

Once the CS are identified for the current opin-
ion word using the extended word embedding, we
train a classifier to categorize the polarity, given
a classification feature including the initial list of
opinion words generated by Hu and Liu (Hu and
Liu, 2004), the current opinion word, the CS and
paragraphs containing the opinion words and the
CS.

3.2.3 Computing Similarity
Similarity between C and A is used to connect
propositions. In addition to aspect based, we have
tried proposition level similarity for comparison:

1. Proposition level similarity. Computes sim-
ilarity between the entirety of propositions.

2. Aspect Based Similarity. Computes the sim-
ilarity between aspects and target concepts.

We used two state of the art similarity ap-
proaches allowing to measure the similarity be-
tween any text fragment at various linguistic lev-
els: Align Disambiguate Walk (ADW) (Pilehvar
et al., 2013) and Doc2vec (Le and Mikolov, 2014).
ADW is a graph-based approach for measuring the
semantic similarity of linguistic items at various
levels (word senses, texts). To measure the simi-
larity between words, ADW starts by disambiguat-
ing them using the context in which the words
are used based on their WordNet representation.
Doc2vec (Le and Mikolov, 2014) is an enhanced
version of word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) that
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allows for computing similarity between phrases,
sentences, paragraphs or documents.

3.2.4 Identify Argument Relations and
Category

A classifier is trained to learn the relations be-
tween the four components in order to link propo-
sitions. The classification features are: the similar-
ity between C and A; the relation between OC and
OA. To facilitate the training, we convert the con-
tinues similarity values (which ranges from 0.0 to
1.0) to a discrete value by tuning a threshold α on
a development set to categorize them into two: un-
related or similar. Likewise, the relation between
OC and OA holds discreet values: agreement, dis-
agreement or neutral.

3.2.5 Iterative Graph Construction
Given a set of propositions, we build a struc-
ture consisting the valid ARs holding between the
propositions. Propositions and ARs are nodes and
the links between them form edges.

We start with any arbitrary proposition Pi and
then identify the associated functional compo-
nents. The similarity between C and A of Pi
and all the other propositions (Pi+1...n); the agree-
ment between OC and OA of Pi and all the other
remaining propositions (Pi+1...n) are identified.
A classifier is then used to identify the AR be-
tween the propositions based on the relations be-
tween their components. Accordingly, a proposi-
tion whose functional components are related with
the functional components of Pi is connected to Pi
to form an edge (Pi+1 → Pi). Once all the child
nodes (all the premises) are connected, the propo-
sition is marked as visited. Continuing with the
next unvisited proposition, the same procedure is
applied until all the propositions in the entire ar-
gument are visited.

4 Experiments

Four machine learning approaches are trained to
detect C, A, OC and OA. Two similarity ap-
proaches are tried to identify similarity between C
and A. CSPP is tried to identify the polarity of OC
and OA. Our DAM combines the best performing
component identifier, similarity and the CSPP to
train a classifier in order to identify AR existing
between proposition. The implementation of our
approach is available online 4. It takes argumenta-

4http://ws.arg.tech/

tive text as an input and returns the argument struc-
ture using AIF-JSON (Chesnevar et al., 2006) for-
mat.

4.1 Evaluation technique and setup

We use ten-fold cross-validation, where the data-
set is randomly divided into ten groups. Argu-
ments are randomly split into 80% training and
20% test sets with the same class distribution.
To balance the class distribution (composition of
premise, conclusion, attack relation, and support
relation), we follow the unitization in the respec-
tive corpus. For instance, AAEC is originally
presented as 90 self contained essays consisting
of conclusions, premises and the associated argu-
ment relations. Hence, we consider an argument
as a unit to take all the constituted elements at
a time. We report average precision, recall and
F-measure computed by ten-fold cross-validation
over these units.

4.2 Results and Discussions

We present the results of the individual compo-
nents separately:
C, A, OC and OA extraction. The four classifiers
are evaluated on the three corpora as presented in
Table 2. We use the class distribution of the com-
ponents as a baseline. We divide the number of
C and A by the total number of concepts (C and
A) to obtain the class distribution for C and A.
The same procedure is followed for the opinions
(OC and OA). The sequential labeling approach
out-performed all the classifiers and the baseline
across the corpora. The syntactic dependency ex-
isting between C, A, OC and OA, regardless of the
distance existing between them, is recognized by
the CNN more reliably than the other classifiers.
The kernel-based SVM outperformed the feature
based SVM which is again attributed to its ability
of encoding the syntactic dependency linking the
target concepts and the aspects.

CSPP. We use SemEval data-sets (Rosenthal
et al., 2017) to evaluate CSPP. We compare the re-
sult against an implementation using conventional
word embedding as a baseline. CSPP achieves
an overall F-measure of 0.79 while the baseline
achieves 0.71. The strength of CSPP is founded on
its use of multiple words expressing similar senses
as the current opinion (in similar context) to gather
several instances of the current ambiguous words
to increases the chance of prediction.
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Data-Sets
AAEC AMT US2016G1tv

Approaches C A OC OA C A OC OA C A OC OA
Baseline 0.45 0.55 0.57 0.43 0.48 0.52 0.6 0.4 0.43 0.57 0.61 0.39
SVM-kernel 0.82 0.71 0.81 0.62 0.78 0.65 0.69 0.65 0.77 0.69 0.69 0.66
SVM-feature 0.81 0.70 0.81 0.65 0.75 0.68 0.67 0.66 0.76 0.69 0.67 0.66
CNN-Sequence 0.83 0.72 0.82 0.7 0.77 0.69 0.7 0.67 0.78 0.71 0.68 0.67
CRF 0.80 0.69 0.72 0.65 0.78 0.67 0.66 0.69 0.76 0.67 0.67 0.67
Naive Bayes 0.79 0.69 0.76 0.66 0.75 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.75 0.66 0.65 0.64

Table 2: The performance (F-measure) of C, A, OC and OA extraction on AAEC, AMT and US2016G1tv corpus

Approaches
S&G2014b P&S2016 PLS DAM

Data-Sets Components P R F P R F P R F P R F
AAEC Para Propositions 0.77 0.68 0.73 n/a n/a 0.81 0.77 0.79

AR 0.74 0.71 0.72 0.62 0.67 0.64 0.82 0.76 0.79
ARC 0.74 0.71 0.72 n/a 0.81 0.74 0.77

AAEC Essay Propositions n/a n/a n/a 0.76 0.73 0.74
AR 0.58 0.7 0.63 0.73 0.75 0.74
ARC n/a 0.73 0.74 0.74

AMT Propositions

n/a

n/a n/a n/a 0.9 0.67 0.77
AR n/a n/a 0.76 0.61 0.64 0.62 0.91 0.66 0.77
ARC n/a n/a 0.88 0.66 0.75

US2016G1tv Propositions

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a n/a 0.66 0.62 0.64
Inference 0.51 0.62 0.56 0.65 0.63 0.64
ARC n/a 0.63 0.61 0.62

Table 3: The performance of Stab and Gurevyech’s technique (2014b) (SG2014b), Peldszus and Stede’s technique
(2016) (PS2016), PLS and DAM in extracting the components of an argument, AR and the category of AR (ARC)
(inference vs conflict) on AAEC (paragraph and essay level), AMT and US2016G1tv.

AR identification. The performance of our ap-
proach in identifying premises, conclusions, AR
and the category of AR (inference vs conflict) is
presented in Table 3. Since the AR between a
premise and conclusion depends on the similarity
between the C and A, we tune the value of α to 0.4
on a development set (similar components have a
similarity measure greater than 0.4).

Following the evaluation strategy of Stab and
Gurevych (2014b), we first evaluate our approach
on AAEC at paragraph and essay levels where we
achieve F measures of 0.79 and 0.74, respectively.
We have also achieved an F measure of 0.77 on
the AMT corpus and 0.64 on US2016G1tv cor-
pus. The performance of our approach tends to
confirm our initial hypothesis: the AR between
propositions is indeed governed by the relation
between their functional components. The per-
formance varies across the three corpora with the
lowest performance observed on the US2016G1tv
corpus. We have inspected the three corpora to
identify the possible factors and identified three
issues: (a) similarity is dependent on the infor-
mation presented in the propositions alone, yet
US2016G1tv is particularly demanding in that un-
derstanding many of the utterances depends upon

(external) context in addition to what is present in
the discourse; (b) since US2016G1tv corpus is di-
alogical, unlike the others, it includes the speak-
ers’ text in the construction of propositions and
hence their representation is more complex than
the monological corpora. The complex represen-
tations of propositions make the formalization and
the extraction of target concepts and aspects diffi-
cult; (c) the AMT corpus has a high proportion of
co-reference to represent C and A resulting in poor
similarity, since the similarity between a word and
its co-reference is low.

4.3 Error Analysis

Two major error types are observed. The first is
related to propagation of the errors encountered
during C and A extraction to the similarity iden-
tifier and AR identifier affecting the overall per-
formance. Specifically, when a word is incorrectly
identified as part of C or A, their similarity mea-
sure is affected and then the decision about the
AR.

The second error type is related to the similar-
ity module which provides incorrect result for cer-
tain words. For instance, ADW provides compara-
ble similarity values between “food” and “meal”,
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and between “food” and “family”. Yet the first
pair is more closely related as compared to the
later. Moreover, propositions involving two or
more categories of aspects (where each category
is supported or attacked by different propositions)
present a challenge, since it requires grouping of
the aspects and consider each group as a unit to
compute similarity.

4.4 Comparison Systems

We have compared our approach against the lead-
ing techniques in the field including Stab and
Gurevych’s work (2014b), Peldszus and Stede’s
(2016) work, and proposition level similarity. We
re-implement proposition level similarity and use
the results reported by the authors for the remain-
ing approaches.

Stab and Gurevych (2014b) propose a classifier
which identify argument components and AR cat-
egory using a multiclass classification on (AAEC)
(Stab and Gurevych, 2014a). Instead of consid-
ering the entirety of essay, they connect proposi-
tions within the same paragraph. They use Weka
implementation of four different classifiers: SVM,
Naive Bayes, C4.5 Decision Tree and Random
Forest (Hall et al., 2009). SVM scored the best
result with an overall accuracy of 0.73 and 0.72
in identifying argument components and AR re-
spectively on AAEC (Stab and Gurevych, 2014a)
at paragraph level.

Peldszus and Stede (2016) aim to map RST
trees to argumentation structures (Taboada and
Mann, 2006) using subgraph matching and an ev-
idence graph model. They evaluate several fea-
tures of their system on AMT (Peldszus and Stede,
2013). We are concerned with one of the features
in order to make direct comparison: identifying if
two EDUs are connected on which they achieve an
overall F-measure of 0.76.

Most related to our work is an approach us-
ing proposition level similarity (PLS) as an inte-
gral component to determine argument structure
(Lawrence and Reed, 2015). They use similar-
ity to indicate the AR existing between EDUs and
supplement other features to identify the entire ar-
gument structure. Since the similarity component
alone can not induce the direction of the relation
between the EDUs, we compared its performance
in terms of detecting the existence of AR be-
tween EDUs. PLS provides a challenge to identify
among different relations, since a pair of proposi-

tions in a given argument can score strong sim-
ilarity without involving AR. PLS does not iden-
tify the direction of relation (claim vs premise) and
hence these values are listed as n/a in Tables 3. We
also use n/a to indicate that the evaluation result
for the respective evaluation criteria (identifying
premise, conclusion and AR) is not available for
the comparison approaches.

Table 3 shows the performance of DAM, PLS,
Stab and Gurevych’s approach (2014b), and Peld-
szus and Stede’s (2016) approach on the three
data-sets. DAM outperformed all the approaches
across the three corpora achieving the highest pre-
cision, recall and F-measure. The decrease in
recall on AMT is attributed to the fact that co-
references are productive in the corpus affecting
similarity output, since similarity techniques are
dependent on the lexicon choice (i.e the similarity
between a word and its co-reference is low).

5 Conclusion

In this work, we have presented an approach for
linking premises and conclusions that uses the
similarity of target concepts and aspects, and the
agreement between the opinions on target con-
cepts and aspects of EDUs. We have demon-
strated that the argument relations existing be-
tween propositions are largely dependent on the
relations existing between the individual compo-
nents (target concepts, aspects, opinions on target
concepts and opinions on aspects) of the proposi-
tions. It would also be nice to explore about more
fine-grained functional components and grammat-
ical entities in the future works. Not only does
our DAM approach outperform the current state
of the art, most importantly, it is shown to work
without modification across heterogeneous cor-
pora (AAEC, AMT and US2016G1tv) which are
substantially different in kind. This generality
is an important milestone in the development of
argument mining techniques and suggests that a
combination of structural and distributional tech-
niques, as employed here, offers the potential for
robust, domain-independent performance in this
extremely demanding task.
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Abstract

Emotion recognition in conversations (ERC) is
a challenging task that has recently gained pop-
ularity due to its potential applications. Un-
til now, however, there has been no large-
scale multimodal multi-party emotional con-
versational database containing more than
two speakers per dialogue. To address this
gap, we propose the Multimodal EmotionLines
Dataset (MELD), an extension and enhance-
ment of EmotionLines. MELD contains about
13,000 utterances from 1,433 dialogues from
the TV-series Friends. Each utterance is an-
notated with emotion and sentiment labels,
and encompasses audio, visual, and textual
modalities. We propose several strong mul-
timodal baselines and show the importance
of contextual and multimodal information for
emotion recognition in conversations. The
full dataset is available for use at http://
affective-meld.github.io.

1 Introduction

With the rapid growth of Artificial Intelligence (AI),
multimodal emotion recognition has become a ma-
jor research topic, primarily due to its potential
applications in many challenging tasks, such as
dialogue generation, user behavior understanding,
multimodal interaction, and others. A conversa-
tional emotion recognition system can be used to
generate appropriate responses by analyzing user
emotions (Zhou et al., 2017; Rashkin et al., 2018).

Although significant research work has been car-
ried out on multimodal emotion recognition using
audio, visual, and text modalities (Zadeh et al.,
2016a; Wollmer et al., 2013), significantly less
work has been devoted to emotion recognition in
conversations (ERC). One main reason for this

is the lack of a large multimodal conversational
dataset.

According to Poria et al. (2019), ERC presents
several challenges such as conversational context
modeling, emotion shift of the interlocutors, and
others, which make the task more difficult to ad-
dress. Recent work proposes solutions based on
multimodal memory networks (Hazarika et al.,
2018). However, they are mostly limited to dyadic
conversations, and thus not scalable to ERC with
multiple interlocutors. This calls for a multi-party
conversational data resource that can encourage
research in this direction.

In a conversation, the participants’ utterances
generally depend on their conversational context.
This is also true for their associated emotions. In
other words, the context acts as a set of parameters
that may influence a person to speak an utterance
while expressing a certain emotion. Modeling this
context can be done in different ways, e.g., by us-
ing recurrent neural networks (RNNs) and mem-
ory networks (Hazarika et al., 2018; Poria et al.,
2017; Serban et al., 2017). Figure 1 shows an ex-
ample where the speakers change their emotions
(emotion shifts) as the dialogue develops. The emo-
tional dynamics here depend on both the previous
utterances and their associated emotions. For ex-
ample, the emotion shift in utterance eight (in the
figure) is hard to determine unless cues are taken
from the facial expressions and the conversational
history of both speakers. Modeling such complex
inter-speaker dependencies is one of the major chal-
lenges in conversational modeling.

Conversation in its natural form is multimodal.
In dialogues, we rely on others’ facial expressions,
vocal tonality, language, and gestures to anticipate
their stance. For emotion recognition, multimodal-
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1) You liked it? You 
really liked it?

2) Oh, yeah!

3) Which part 
exactly?

4) The whole thing! 
Can we go?

5) What about the 
scene with the 

kangaroo?

6) I was surprised to 
see a kangaroo in a 

world war epic.

7) You fell asleep!

8) Don’t go,

I’m sorry.

Surprise 
(Positive)

Neutral 
(Neutral)

Neutral 
(Neutral)

Anger 
(Negative)

D
ia

lo
gu

e Jo
ey

C
ha

nd
le

r

Joy 
(Positive)

Neutral 
(Neutral)

Surprise 
(Negative)

Sadness 
(Negative)

Emotion 
(Sentiment) :

Figure 1: Emotion shift of speakers in a dialogue in comparison with their previous emotions.

Figure 2: Importance of multimodal cues. Green shows
primary modalities responsible for sentiment and emotion.

ity is particularly important. For the utterances with
language that is difficult to understand, we often re-
sort to other modalities, such as prosodic and visual
cues, to identify their emotions. Figure 2 presents
examples from the dataset where the presence of
multimodal signals in addition to the text itself is
necessary in order to make correct predictions of
their emotions and sentiments.

Multimodal emotion recognition of sequential
turns encounters several other challenges. One
such example is the classification of short utter-
ances. Utterances like “yeah”, “okay”, “no” can
express varied emotions depending on the con-
text and discourse of the dialogue. However, due
to the difficulty of perceiving emotions from text
alone, most models resort to assigning the majority
class (e.g., non-neutral in EmotionLines). Approx-
imately 42% of the utterances in MELD are shorter
than five words. We thus provide access to the mul-
timodal data sources for each dialogue and posit
that this additional information would benefit the
emotion recognition task by improving the context

representation and supplementing the missing or
misleading signals from other modalities. Surplus
information from attributes such as the speaker’s fa-
cial expressions or intonation in speech could guide
models for better classification. We also provide
evidence for these claims through our experiments.

The development of conversational AI thus de-
pends on the use of both contextual and multimodal
information. The publicly available datasets for
multimodal emotion recognition in conversations
– IEMOCAP and SEMAINE – have facilitated a
significant number of research projects, but also
have limitations due to their relatively small num-
ber of total utterances and the lack of multi-party
conversations. There are also other multimodal
emotion and sentiment analysis datasets, such as
MOSEI (Zadeh et al., 2018), MOSI (Zadeh et al.,
2016b), and MOUD (Pérez-Rosas et al., 2013), but
they contain individual narratives instead of dia-
logues. On the other hand, EmotionLines (Chen
et al., 2018) is a dataset that contains dialogues
from the popular TV-series Friends with more than
two speakers. However, EmotionLines can only be
used for textual analysis as it does not provide data
from other modalities.

In this work, we extend, improve, and further de-
velop the EmotionLines dataset for the multimodal
scenario. We propose the Multimodal Emotion-
Lines Dataset (MELD), which includes not only
textual dialogues, but also their corresponding vi-
sual and audio counterparts. This paper makes
several contributions:

• MELD contains multi-party conversations that
are more challenging to classify than dyadic vari-
ants available in previous datasets.

• There are more than 13,000 utterances in MELD,
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which makes our dataset nearly double the size
of existing multimodal conversational datasets.

• MELD provides multimodal sources and can be
used in a multimodal affective dialogue system
for enhanced grounded learning.

• We establish a strong baseline, proposed by Ma-
jumder et al. (2019), which is capable of emo-
tion recognition in multi-party dialogues by inter-
party dependency modeling.

The remainder of the paper is organized as
follows: Section 2 illustrates the EmotionLines
dataset; we then present MELD in Section 3; strong
baselines and experiments are elaborated in Sec-
tion 4; future directions and applications of MELD
are covered in Section 5 and 6, respectively; finally,
Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 EmotionLines Dataset

The MELD dataset has evolved from the Emo-
tionLines dataset developed by Chen et al. (2018).
EmotionLines contains dialogues from the popu-
lar sitcom Friends, where each dialogue contains
utterances from multiple speakers.

EmotionLines was created by crawling the dia-
logues from each episode and then grouping them
based on the number of utterances in a dialogue
into four groups of [5, 9], [10, 14], [15, 19], and [20,
24] utterances respectively. Finally, 250 dialogues
were sampled randomly from each of these groups,
resulting in the final dataset of 1,000 dialogues.

2.1 Annotation
The utterances in each dialogue were annotated
with the most appropriate emotion category. For
this purpose, Ekman’s six universal emotions (Joy,
Sadness, Fear, Anger, Surprise, and Disgust) were
considered as annotation labels. This annotation
list was extended with two additional emotion la-
bels: Neutral and Non-Neutral.

Each utterance was annotated by five workers
from the Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) plat-
form. A majority voting scheme was applied to
select a final emotion label for each utterance. The
overall Fleiss’ kappa score of this annotation pro-
cess was 0.34.

3 Multimodal EmotionLines Dataset
(MELD)

We start the construction of the MELD corpus by
extracting the starting and ending timestamps of

Dataset
# Dialogues # Utterances

train dev test train dev test
EmotionLines 720 80 200 10561 1178 2764

MELD 1039 114 280 9989 1109 2610

Table 1: Comparison between the original EmotionLines
dataset and MELD.

all utterances from every dialogue in the Emo-
tionLines dataset. To accomplish this, we crawl
through the subtitles of all the episodes and heuris-
tically extract the respective timestamps. In partic-
ular, we enforce the following constraints:

1. Timestamps of the utterances in a dialogue must
be in an increasing order.

2. All the utterances in a dialogue have to belong
to the same episode and scene.

These constraints revealed a few outliers in Emo-
tionLines where some dialogues span across scenes
or episodes. For example, the dialogue in Table 2
contains two natural dialogues from episode 4 and
20 of season 6 and 5, respectively. We decided
to filter out these anomalies, thus resulting in a
different number of total dialogues in MELD as
compared to EmotionLines (see Table 1).

Next, we employ three annotators to label each
utterance, followed by a majority voting to decide
the final label of the utterances. We drop a few
utterances where all three annotations were differ-
ent, and also remove their corresponding dialogues
to maintain coherence. A total of 89 utterances
spanning 11 dialogues fell under this category.

Finally, after obtaining the timestamp of each
utterance, we extract their corresponding audio-
visual clips from the source episode followed by
the extraction of audio content from these clips.
We format the audio files as 16-bit PCM WAV files
for further processing. The final dataset includes
visual, audio, and textual modalities for each utter-
ance.1

3.1 Dataset Re-annotation
The utterances in the original EmotionLines dataset
were annotated by looking only at the transcripts.
However, due to our focus on multimodality, we
re-annotate all the utterances by asking the three
annotators to also look at the available video clip
of the utterances. We then use majority-voting to
obtain the final label for each utterance.

1We consulted a legal office to verify that the usage and
distribution of very short length videos fall under the fair use
category.
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Episode Utterance Speaker Emotion Sentiment

S6
.E

4

What are you talkin about? I never left you! Youve always been my agent! Joey surprise negative
Really?! Estelle surprise positive

Yeah! Joey joy positive
Oh well, no harm, no foul. Estelle neutral neutral

S5
.E

20 Okay, you guys free tonight? Gary neutral neutral
Yeah!! Ross joy positive

Tonight? You-you didn’t say it was going to be at nighttime. Chandler surprise negative

Table 2: A dialogue in EmotionLines where utterances from two different episodes are present. The first four utterances in this
dialogue have been taken from episode 4 of season 6. The last three utterances in red font are from episode 20 of season 5.

The annotators were graduate students with high
proficiency in English speaking and writing. Be-
fore starting the annotation, they were briefed about
the annotation process with a few examples.

We achieve an overall Fleiss’ kappa score of 0.43
which is higher than the original EmotionLines an-
notation whose kappa score was 0.34 (kappa of
IEMOCAP annotation process was 0.4), thus sug-
gesting the usefulness of the additional modalities
during the annotation process.

2,772 utterances in the EmotionLines dataset
were labeled as non-neutral where the annotators
agreed that the emotion is not neutral but they
could not reach agreement regarding the correct
emotion label. This hampers classification, as the
non-neutral utterance space and the other emotion-
label spaces get conflated. In our case, we remove
the utterances where the annotators fail to reach an
agreement on the definite emotion label.

The number of disagreements in our annotation
process is 89, which is much lower than the 2,772
disagreements in EmotionLines, reflecting again
the annotation improvement obtained through a
multimodal dataset. Table 3 shows examples of
utterances where the annotators failed to reach con-
sensus.

Table 4 shows the label-wise comparison be-
tween EmotionLines and MELD dataset. For most
of the utterances in MELD, the annotations match
the original annotations in EmotionLines. Yet,
there exists a significant amount of samples whose
utterances have been changed in the re-annotation
process. For example, the utterance This guy fell
asleep! (see Table 5), was labeled as non-neutral

Utterance Annotator 1 Annotator 2 Annotator 3
You know? Forget it! sadness disgust anger

Oh no-no, give me anger sadness neutralsome specifics.
I was surprised to see a surprise anger joykangaroo in a World War epic.
Or, call an ambulance. anger surprise neutral

Table 3: Some examples of the utterances for which annota-
tors could not reach consensus.

EmotionLines MELD
Categories Train Dev Test Train Dev Test

E
m

ot
io

n

anger 524 85 163 1109 153 345
disgust 244 26 68 271 22 68

fear 190 29 36 268 40 50
joy 1283 123 304 1743 163 402

neutral 4752 491 1287 4710 470 1256
sadness 351 62 85 683 111 208
surprise 1221 151 286 1205 150 281

Se
nt

im
en

t negative - - - 2945 406 833
neutral - - - 4710 470 1256
positive - - - 2334 233 521

Table 4: Emotion and Sentiment distribution in MELD vs.
EmotionLines.

in EmotionLines but after viewing the associated
video clip, it is correctly re-labeled as anger in
MELD.

The video of this utterance reveals an angry and
frustrated facial expression along with a high vocal
pitch, thus helping to recognize its correct emotion.
The annotators of EmotionLines had access to the
context, but this was not sufficient, as the avail-
ability of additional modalities can sometime bring
more information for the classification of such in-
stances. These scenarios justify both context and
multimodality to be important aspects for emotion
recognition in conversation.

Timestamp alignment. There are many utter-
ances in the subtitles that are grouped within iden-
tical timestamps in the subtitle files. In order to
find the accurate timestamp for each utterance, we
use a transcription alignment tool Gentle,2 which
automatically aligns a transcript with the audio by
extracting word-level timestamps from the audio
(see Table 6). In Table 7, we show the final format
of the MELD dataset.

Dyadic MELD. We also provide another version
of MELD where all the non-extendable contiguous
dyadic sub-dialogues of MELD are extracted. For
example, let a three-party dialogue in MELD with
speaker ids 1,2,3 have their turns in the following

2
http://github.com/lowerquality/gentle
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order: [1,2,1,2,3,2,1,2].
From this dialogue sequence, dyadic MELD

will have the following sub-dialogues as samples:[1,2,1,2], [2,3,2] and [2,1,2]. However, the re-
ported results in this paper are obtained using only
the multiparty variant of MELD.

Utterance Speaker MELD EmotionLines
I’m so sorry! Chandler sadness sadness

Look! Chandler surprise surprise
This guy fell asleep! Chandler anger non-neutral

Table 5: Difference in annotation between EmotionLines and
MELD.

3.2 Dataset Exploration
As mentioned before, we use seven emotions for
the annotation, i.e., anger, disgust, fear, joy, neutral,
sadness, and surprise, across the training, develop-
ment, and testing splits (see Table 4). It can be seen
that the emotion distribution in the dataset is expect-
edly non-uniform with the majority emotion being
neutral. We have also converted these fine-grained
emotion labels into more coarse-grained sentiment
classes by considering anger, disgust, fear, sadness
as negative, joy as positive, and neutral as neutral
sentiment-bearing class. Surprise is an example of
a complex emotion which can be expressed with
both positive and negative sentiment. The three
annotators who performed the utterance annotation
further annotated the surprise utterances into either
positive or negative sentiment classes. The entire
sentiment annotation task reaches a Fleiss’ kappa
score of 0.91. The distribution of positive, negative,
neutral sentiment classes is given in Table 4.

Table 8 presents several key statistics of the
dataset. The average utterance length – i.e. number
of words in an utterance – is nearly the same across
training, development, and testing splits. On aver-
age, three emotions are present in each dialogue of
the dataset. The average duration of an utterance
is 3.59 seconds. The emotion shift of a speaker
in a dialogue makes emotion recognition task very
challenging. We observe that the number of such
emotion shifts in successive utterances of a speaker
in a dialogue is very frequent: 4003, 427, and 1003
in train/dev/test splits, respectively. Figure 1 shows
an example where speaker’s emotion changes with
time in the dialogue.

Character Distribution. In Figure 3, we present
the distributional details of the primary characters
in MELD. Figure a and b illustrate the distribution

across the emotion and sentiment labels, respec-
tively. Figure c shows the overall coverage of the
speakers across the dataset. Multiple infrequent
speakers (< 1% utterances) are grouped as Others.

3.3 Related Datasets
Most of the available datasets in multimodal sen-
timent analysis and emotion recognition are non-
conversational. MOSI (Zadeh et al., 2016b), MO-
SEI (Zadeh et al., 2018), and MOUD (Pérez-Rosas
et al., 2013) are such examples that have drawn
significant interest from the research community.
On the other hand, IEMOCAP and SEMAINE are
two popular dyadic conversational datasets where
each utterance in a dialogue is labeled by emotion.

The SEMAINE Database is an audiovisual
database created for building agents that can en-
gage a person in a sustained and emotional con-
versation (McKeown et al., 2012). It consists of
interactions involving a human and an operator (ei-
ther a machine or a person simulating a machine).
The dataset contains 150 participants, 959 conver-
sations, each lasting around 5 minutes. A subset
of this dataset was used in AVEC 2012’s fully con-
tinuous sub-challenge (Schuller et al., 2012) that
requires predictions of four continuous affective
dimensions: arousal, expectancy, power, and va-
lence. The gold annotations are available for every
0.2 second in each video for a total of 95 videos
comprising 5,816 utterances.

The Interactive Emotional Dyadic Motion
Capture Database (IEMOCAP) consists of
videos of dyadic conversations among pairs of 10
speakers spanning 10 hours of various dialogue sce-
narios (Busso et al., 2008). Videos are segmented
into utterances with annotations of fine-grained
emotion categories: anger, happiness, sadness, neu-
tral, excitement, and frustration. IEMOCAP also
provides continuous attributes: activation, valence,
and dominance. These two types of discrete and
continuous emotional descriptors facilitate the com-
plementary insights about the emotional expres-
sions of humans and emotional communications
between people. The labels in IEMOCAP were
annotated by at least three annotators per utterance
and self-assessment manikins (SAMs) were also
employed to evaluate the corpus (Bradley and Lang,
1994).

3.4 Comparison with MELD
Both resources mentioned above are extensively
used in this field of research and contain settings
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Incorrect Splits Corrected Splits
Utterance Season Episode Start Time End Time Start Time End Time

Chris says they’re closing 3 6 00:05:57,023 00:05:59,691 00:05:57,023 00:05:58,734down the bar.
No way! 3 6 00:05:57,023 00:05:59,691 00:05:58,734 00:05:59,691

Table 6: Example of timestamp alignment using the Gentle alignment tool.

Utterance Speaker Emotion D ID U ID Season Episode StartTime EndTime
But then who? The waitress I went out Joey surprise 1 0 9 23 00:36:40,364 00:36:42,824with last month?

You know? Forget it! Rachel sadness 1 1 9 23 00:36:44,368 00:36:46,578

Table 7: MELD dataset format for a dialogue. Notations: D ID = dialogue ID, U ID = utterance ID. StartTime and EndTime
are in hh:mm:ss,ms format.

that are aligned to the components of MELD. How-
ever, MELD is different in terms of both com-
plexity and quantity. Both IEMOCAP and SE-
MAINE contain dyadic conversations, wherein the
dialogues in MELD are multi-party. Multi-party
conversations are more challenging compared to
dyadic. They provide a flexible setting where multi-
ple speakers can engage. From a research perspec-
tive, such availability also demands proposed dia-
logue models to be scalable towards multiple speak-
ers. MELD also includes more than 13000 emotion
labeled utterances, which is nearly double the an-
notated utterances in IEMOCAP and SEMAINE.
Table 9 provides information on the number of
available dialogues and their constituent utterances
for all three datasets, i.e., IEMOCAP, SEMAINE,
and MELD. Table 10 shows the distribution for
common emotions as well as highlights a few key
statistics of IEMOCAP and MELD.

4 Experiments

4.1 Feature Extraction
We follow Poria et al. (2017) to extract features
for each utterance in MELD. For textual fea-
tures, we initialize each token with pre-trained
300-dimensional GloVe vectors (Pennington et al.,
2014) and feed them to a 1D-CNN to extract 100

MELD Statistics Train Dev Test
# of modalities {a,v,t} {a,v,t} {a,v,t}

# of unique words 10,643 2,384 4,361
Avg./Max utterance length 8.0/69 7.9/37 8.2/45

# of dialogues 1039 114 280
# of dialogues dyadic MELD 2560 270 577

# of utterances 9989 1109 2610
# of speakers 260 47 100

Avg. # of utterances per dialogue 9.6 9.7 9.3
Avg. # of emotions per dialogue 3.3 3.3 3.2

Avg./Max # of speakers per dialogue 2.7/9 3.0/8 2.6/8
# of emotion shift 4003 427 1003

Avg. duration of an utterance 3.59s 3.59s 3.58s

Table 8: Dataset Statistics. {a,v,t} = {audio, visual, text}

dimensional textual features. For audio, we use the
popular toolkit openSMILE (Eyben et al., 2010),
which extracts 6373 dimensional features constitut-
ing several low-level descriptors and various sta-
tistical functionals of varied vocal and prosodic
features. As the audio representation is high dimen-
sional, we employ L2-based feature selection with
sparse estimators, such as SVMs, to get a dense
representation of the overall audio segment. For the
baselines, we do not use visual features, as video-
based speaker identification and localization is an
open problem. Bimodal features are obtained by
concatenating audio and textual features.

4.2 Baseline Models

To provide strong benchmarks for MELD, we per-
form experiments with multiple baselines. Hyper-
parameter details for each baseline can be found at
http://github.com/senticnet/meld.

text-CNN applies CNN to the input utterances
without considering the context of the conversa-
tion (Kim, 2014). This model represents the sim-
plest baseline which does not leverage context or
multimodality in its approach.

bcLSTM is a strong baseline proposed by Po-
ria et al. (2017), which represents context using a
bi-directional RNN. It follows a two-step hierarchi-
cal process that models uni-modal context first and
then bi-modal context features. For unimodal text,
a CNN-LSTM model extracts contextual represen-
tations for each utterance taking the GloVe em-

Dataset
Type # dialogues # utterances

train dev test train dev test
IEMOCAP acted 120 31 5810 1623
SEMAINE acted 58 22 4386 1430

MELD acted 1039 114 280 9989 1109 2610

Table 9: Comparison among IEMOCAP, SEMAINE, and
proposed MELD datasets
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Figure 3: Character distribution across MELD.

Dataset
Emotions Other Statistics

Happy/Joy Anger Disgust Sadness Surprise Neutral
Avg.

utterence length
#Unique

words
Avg.

conversation length
IEMOCAP 648 1103 2 1084 107 1708 15.8 3,598 49.2

MELD 2308 1607 361 1002 1636 6436 8.0 10,643 9.6

Table 10: Comparison among IEMOCAP and proposed MELD datasets.

beddings as input. For unimodal audio, an LSTM
model gets audio representations for each audio ut-
terance feature vector. Finally, the contextual repre-
sentations from the unimodal variants are supplied
to the bimodal model for classification. bcLSTM
does not distinguish among different speakers and
models a conversation as a single sequence.

DialogueRNN represents the current state of the
art for conversational emotion detection (Majumder
et al., 2019). It is a strong baseline with effective
mechanisms to model context by tracking individ-
ual speaker states throughout the conversation for
emotion classification. DialogueRNN is capable of
handling multi-party conversation so it can be di-
rectly applied on MELD. It employs three stages of
gated recurrent units (GRU) (Chung et al., 2014) to
model emotional context in conversations. The spo-
ken utterances are fed into two GRUs: global and
party GRU to update the context and speaker state,
respectively. In each turn, the party GRU updates
its state based on 1) the utterance spoken, 2) the
speaker’s previous state, and 3) the conversational
context summarized by the global GRU through an
attention mechanism. Finally, the updated speaker
state is fed into the emotion GRU which models the
emotional information for classification. Attention
mechanism is used on top of the emotion GRU to
leverage contextual utterances by different speak-
ers at various distances. To analyze the role of
multimodal signals, we analyze DialogueRNN and
bcLSTM on MELD for both uni and multimodal
settings. Training involved usage of class weights

to alleviate imbalance issues.

4.3 Results
We provide results for the two tasks of sentiment
and emotion classification on MELD. Table 13
shows the performance of sentiment classification
by using DialogueRNN, whose multimodal variant
achieves the best performance (67.56% F-score)
surpassing multimodal bcLSTM (66.68% F-score).
Multimodal DialogueRNN also outperforms its uni-
modal counterparts. However, the improvement
due to fusion is about 1.4% higher than the textual
modality which suggests the possibility of further
improvement through better fusion mechanisms.
The textual modality outperforms the audio modal-
ity by about 17%, which indicates the importance
of spoken language in sentiment analysis. For posi-
tive sentiment, audio modality performs poorly. It
would be interesting to analyze the clues specific to
positive sentiment bearing utterances in MELD that
the audio modality could not capture. Future work
should aim for enhanced audio feature extraction
schemes to improve the classification performance.
Table 11 presents the results of the baseline models
on MELD emotion classification. The performance
on the emotion classes disgust, fear, and sadness
are particularly poor. The primary reason for this
is the inherent imbalance in the dataset which has
fewer training instances for these mentioned emo-
tion classes (see Table 4). We partially tackle this
by using class-weights as hyper-parameters.

Yet, the imbalance calls for further improvement
for future work to address. We also observe high
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Models
Emotions

anger disgust fear joy neutral sadness surprise w-avg.
text-CNN 34.49 8.22 3.74 49.39 74.88 21.05 45.45 55.02

cMKL text+audio 39.50 16.10 3.75 51.39 72.73 23.95 46.25 55.51

bcLSTM
text 42.06 21.69 7.75 54.31 71.63 26.92 48.15 56.44

audio 25.85 6.06 2.90 15.74 61.86 14.71 19.34 39.08
text+audio 43.39 23.66 9.38 54.48 76.67 24.34 51.04 59.25

DialogueRNN
text 40.59 2.04 8.93 50.27 75.75 24.19 49.38 57.03

audio 35.18 5.13 5.56 13.17 65.57 14.01 20.47 41.79
text+audio 43.65 7.89 11.68 54.40 77.44 34.59 52.51 60.25

Table 11: Test-set weighted F-score results of DialogueRNN for emotion classification in MELD. Note: w-avg denotes
weighted-average. text-CNN and cMKL: contextual information were not used.

mis-classification rate between the anger, disgust,
and fear emotion categories as these emotions have
subtle differences among them causing harder dis-
ambiguation. Similar to sentiment classification
trends, the textual classifier outperforms (57.03%
F-score) the audio classifier (41.79% F-score).

Multimodal fusion helps in improving the emo-
tion recognition performance by 3%. However,
multimodal classifier performs worse than the tex-
tual classifier in classifying sadness. To analyze fur-
ther, we also run experiments on 5-class emotions
by dropping the infrequent fear and disgust emo-
tions (see Table 12). Not surprisingly, the results
improve over the 7-class setting with significantly
better performance by the multimodal variant.

Overall, emotion classification performs poorer
than sentiment classification. This observation is
expected as emotion classification deals with clas-
sification with more fine-grained classes.

4.4 Additional Analysis

Role of Context. One of the main purposes of
MELD is to train contextual modeling in a conver-
sation for emotion recognition. Table 11 and 13
show that the improvement over the non-contextual
model such as text-CNN – which only uses a CNN
(see Section 4.1) – is 1.4% to 2.5%.

Inter-speaker influence. One of the important
considerations while modeling conversational emo-

Mode Emotions
ang joy neu sad surp w-avg.

bcLSTM T+A 45.9 52.2 77.9 11.2 49.9 60.6

dRNN∗
T 41.7 53.7 77.8 21.2 47.7 60.8
A 34.1 18.8 66.2 16.0 16.6 44.3

T+A 48.2 53.2 77.7 20.3 48.5 61.6∗dRNN: DialogueRNN, T: text, A: audio

Table 12: Test-set weighted F-score results of DialogueRNN
for 5-class emotion classification in MELD. Note: w-avg
denotes weighted-average. surp: surprise emotion.

tion dynamics is the influence of fellow speakers
in the multi-party setting. We analyze this factor
by looking at the activation of the attention module
on the global GRU in DialogueRNN. We observe
that in 63% (882/1381) of the correct test predic-
tions, the highest historical attention is given to
utterances from different speakers. This signifi-
cant proportion suggests inter-speaker influence to
be an important parameter. Unlike DialogueRNN,

Mode Sentiments
pos. neg. neu. w-avg.

text-CNN 53.23 55.42 74.69 64.25
bcLSTM T+A 74.68 57.87 60.04 66.68

dRNN∗
T 54.35 60.10 74.94 66.10
A 25.47 45.53 62.33 49.61

T+A 54.29 58.18 78.40 67.56

Table 13: Test set weighted F-score results of DialogueRNN
for sentiment classification in MELD.

bcLSTM does not utilize speaker information while
detecting emotion. Table 11 shows that in all the
experiments, DialogueRNN outperforms bcLSTM
by 1-2% margin. This result supports the claim
by Majumder et al. (2019) that speaker-specific
modeling of emotion recognition is beneficial as
it helps in improving context representation and
incorporates important clues such as inter-speaker
relations.

Emotion shifts. The ability to anticipate the emo-
tion shifts within speakers throughout the course
of a dialogue has synergy with better emotion clas-
sification. In our results, DialogueRNN achieves
a recall of 66% for detecting emotion shifts. How-
ever, in the ideal scenario, we would want to detect
shift along with the correct emotion class. For
this setting, DialogueRNN gets a recall of 36.7%.
The deterioration observed is expected as solving
both tasks together has a higher complexity. Future
methods would need to improve upon their capa-
bilities of detecting shifts to improve the emotion
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classification.

Contextual distance. Figure 4 presents the dis-
tribution of distances between the target utterance
and its second highest attended utterance within
the conversation by DialogueRNN in its emotion
GRU. For the highest attention, the model largely
focuses on utterances nearby to the target utter-
ance. However, the dependency on distant utter-
ances increases with the second highest attention.
Moreover, it is interesting to see that the depen-
dency exists both towards the historical and the
future utterances, thus incentivizing utilization of
bi-directional models.

5 Future Directions

Future research using this dataset should focus
on improving contextual modeling. Helping mod-
els reason about their decisions, exploring emo-
tional influences, and identifying emotion shifts
are promising aspects. Another direction is to use
visual information available in the raw videos. Iden-
tifying face of the speaker in a video where multi-
ple other persons are present is very challenging.
This is the case for MELD too as it is a multi-party
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Figure 4: Histogram of ∆t = distance between the target and
its context utterance based on emotion GRU attention scores.

dataset. Enhancements can be made by extracting
relevant visual features through processes utilizing
audio-visual speaker diarization. Such procedures
would enable utilizing a visual modality in the base-
lines. In our results, audio features do not help
significantly. Thus, we believe that it is necessary
to improve the feature extraction for these auxiliary
modalities in order to improve the performance
further.

So far, we have only used concatenation as a
feature fusion approach, and showed that it out-
performs the unimodal baselines by about 1-3%.

We believe there is room for further improvement
using other more advanced fusion methods such as
MARN (Zadeh et al., 2018).

6 Applications of MELD

MELD has multiple use-cases. It can be used
to train emotion classifiers to be further used as
emotional receptors in generative dialogue systems.
These systems can be used to generate empathetic
responses (Zhou et al., 2017). It can also be used
for emotion and personality modeling of users in
conversations (Li et al., 2016).

By being multimodal, MELD can also be used
to train multimodal dialogue systems. Although by
itself it is not large enough to train an end-to-end
dialogue system (Table 1), the procedures used to
create MELD can be adopted to generate a large-
scale corpus from any multimodal source such as
popular sitcoms. We define multimodal dialogue
system as a platform where the system has access
to the speaker’s voice and facial expressions which
it exploits to generate responses. Multimodal di-
alogue systems can be very useful for real time
personal assistants such as Siri, Google Assistant
where the users can use both voice and text and
facial expressions to communicate.

7 Conclusion

In this work, we introduced MELD, a multimodal
multi-party conversational emotion recognition
dataset. We described the process of building this
dataset, and provided results obtained with strong
baseline methods applied on this dataset. MELD
contains raw videos, audio segments, and tran-
scripts for multimodal processing. Additionally,
we also provide the features used in our baseline
experiments. We believe this dataset will also be
useful as a training corpus for both conversational
emotion recognition and multimodal empathetic
response generation. Building upon this dataset,
future research can explore the design of efficient
multimodal fusion algorithms, novel ERC frame-
works, as well as the extraction of new features
from the audio, visual, and textual modalities.
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Abstract

Open-domain targeted sentiment analysis aims
to detect opinion targets along with their senti-
ment polarities from a sentence. Prior work
typically formulates this task as a sequence
tagging problem. However, such formulation
suffers from problems such as huge search
space and sentiment inconsistency. To ad-
dress these problems, we propose a span-based
extract-then-classify framework, where multi-
ple opinion targets are directly extracted from
the sentence under the supervision of target
span boundaries, and corresponding polarities
are then classified using their span representa-
tions. We further investigate three approaches
under this framework, namely the pipeline,
joint, and collapsed models. Experiments on
three benchmark datasets show that our ap-
proach consistently outperforms the sequence
tagging baseline. Moreover, we find that the
pipeline model achieves the best performance
compared with the other two models.

1 Introduction

Open-domain targeted sentiment analysis is a fun-
damental task in opinion mining and sentiment
analysis (Pang et al., 2008; Liu, 2012). Com-
pared to traditional sentence-level sentiment anal-
ysis tasks (Lin and He, 2009; Kim, 2014), the task
requires detecting target entities mentioned in the
sentence along with their sentiment polarities, thus
being more challenging. Taking Figure 1 as an ex-
ample, the goal is to first identify “Windows 7” and
“Vista” as opinion targets and then predict their
corresponding sentiment classes.

Sentence: I love [Windows 7]+ which is a vast improv-
ment over [Vista]-.
Targets: Windows 7, Vista

Polarities: positive, negative

Figure 1: Open-domain targeted sentiment analysis.

Typically, the whole task can be decoupled into
two subtasks. Since opinion targets are not given,
we need to first detect the targets from the in-
put text. This subtask, which is usually denoted
as target extraction, can be solved by sequence
tagging methods (Jakob and Gurevych, 2010; Liu
et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2016a; Poria et al., 2016;
Shu et al., 2017; He et al., 2017; Xu et al., 2018).
Next, polarity classification aims to predict the
sentiment polarities over the extracted target en-
tities (Jiang et al., 2011; Dong et al., 2014; Tang
et al., 2016a; Wang et al., 2016b; Chen et al., 2017;
Xue and Li, 2018; Li et al., 2018; Fan et al., 2018).
Although lots of efforts have been made to design
sophisticated classifiers for this subtask, they all
assume that the targets are already given.

Rather than using separate models for each sub-
task, some works attempt to solve the task in a
more integrated way, by jointly extracting targets
and predicting their sentiments (Mitchell et al.,
2013; Zhang et al., 2015; Li et al., 2019). The
key insight is to label each word with a set of tar-
get tags (e.g., B, I, O) as well as a set of polarity
tags (e.g., +, -, 0), or use a more collapsed set of
tags (e.g., B+, I-) to directly indicate the bound-
ary of targeted sentiment, as shown in Figure 2(a).
As a result, the entire task is formulated as a se-
quence tagging problem, and solved using either
a pipeline model, a joint model, or a collapsed
model under the same network architecture.

However, the above annotation scheme has sev-
eral disadvantages in target extraction and polarity
classification. Lee et al. (2016) show that, when
using BIO tags for extractive question answering
tasks, the model must consider a huge search space
due to the compositionality of labels (the power
set of all sentence words), thus being less effec-
tive. As for polarity classification, the sequence
tagging scheme turns out to be problematic for two
reasons. First, tagging polarity over each word
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Sentence:

Pipeline/
Joint:

I   love  Windows  7  ...  over  Vista   .

O O B I O B O

0 0 + + 0 - 0

Collapsed: O O B+ I+ O B- O

(a) Sequence tagging. The B/I/O labels indicate target
span boundaries, while +/-/0 refer to sentiment polarities.

Sentence:

Pipeline/
Joint:

I   love  Windows  7  ...  over  Vista   .

Target start: 3, 11     Target end: 4, 11

Collapsed:

Polarity: +, -

Target start: 3+, 11-  Target end: 4+, 11-

(b) Span-based labeling. The number denotes the start/end
position of the given target in the sentence.

Figure 2: Comparison of different annotation schemes for the pipeline, joint, and collapsed models.

ignores the semantics of the entire opinion tar-
get. Second, since predicted polarities over tar-
get words may be different, the sentiment consis-
tency of multi-word entity can not be guaranteed,
as mentioned by Li et al. (2019). For example,
there is a chance that the words “Windows” and
“7” in Figure 2(a) are predicted to have different
polarities due to word-level tagging decisions.

To address the problems, we propose a span-
based labeling scheme for open-domain targeted
sentiment analysis, as shown in Figure 2(b). The
key insight is to annotate each opinion target with
its span boundary followed by its sentiment po-
larity. Under such annotation, we introduce an
extract-then-classify framework that first extracts
multiple opinion targets using an heuristic multi-
span decoding algorithm, and then classifies their
polarities with corresponding summarized span
representations. The advantage of this approach
is that the extractive search space can be reduced
linearly with the sentence length, which is far less
than the tagging method. Moreover, since the po-
larity is decided using the targeted span represen-
tation, the model is able to take all target words
into account before making predictions, thus natu-
rally avoiding sentiment inconsistency.

We take BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) as the
default backbone network, and explore two re-
search questions. First, we make an elaborate
comparison between tagging-based models and
span-based models. Second, following previous
works (Mitchell et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2015),
we compare the pipeline, joint, and collapsed
models under the span-based labeling scheme. Ex-
tensive experiments on three benchmark datasets
show that our models consistently outperform se-
quence tagging baselines. In addition, the pipeline
model firmly improves over both the joint and col-
lapsed models. Source code is released to facilitate
future research in this field1.

1https://github.com/huminghao16/SpanABSA

2 Related Work

Apart from sentence-level sentiment analysis (Lin
and He, 2009; Kim, 2014), targeted sentiment
analysis, which requires the detection of senti-
ments towards mentioned entities in the open do-
main, is also an important research topic.

As discussed in §1, this task is usually di-
vided into two subtasks. The first is target ex-
traction for identifying entities from the input sen-
tence. Traditionally, Conditional Random Fields
(CRF) (Lafferty et al., 2001) have been widely ex-
plored (Jakob and Gurevych, 2010; Wang et al.,
2016a; Shu et al., 2017). Recently, many works
concentrate on leveraging deep neural networks to
tackle this task, e.g., using CNNs (Poria et al.,
2016; Xu et al., 2018), RNNs (Liu et al., 2015;
He et al., 2017), and so on. The second is po-
larity classification, assuming that the target en-
tities are given. Recent works mainly focus on
capturing the interaction between the target and
the sentence, by utilizing various neural architec-
tures such as LSTMs (Hochreiter and Schmidhu-
ber, 1997; Tang et al., 2016a) with attention mech-
anism (Wang et al., 2016b; Li et al., 2018; Fan
et al., 2018), CNNs (Xue and Li, 2018; Huang and
Carley, 2018), and Memory Networks (Tang et al.,
2016b; Chen et al., 2017; Li and Lam, 2017).

Rather than solving these two subtasks with
separate models, a more practical approach is to
directly predict the sentiment towards an entity
along with discovering the entity itself. Specifi-
cally, Mitchell et al. (2013) formulate the whole
task as a sequence tagging problem and propose
to use CRF with hand-crafted linguistic features.
Zhang et al. (2015) further leverage these linguis-
tic features to enhance a neural CRF model. Re-
cently, Li et al. (2019) have proposed a unified
model that contains two stacked LSTMs along
with carefully-designed components for maintain-
ing sentiment consistency and improving target
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Figure 3: An overview of the proposed framework. Word embeddings are fed to the BERT encoder (Devlin et al.,
2018) that contains L pre-trained Transformer blocks (Vaswani et al., 2017). The last block’s hidden states are
used to (a) propose one or multiple candidate targets based on the probabilities of the start and end positions, (b)
predict the sentiment polarity using the span representation of the given target.

word detection. Our work differs from these ap-
proaches in that we formulate this task as a span-
level extract-then-classify process instead.

The proposed span-based labeling scheme is in-
spired by recent advances in machine comprehen-
sion and question answering (Seo et al., 2017; Hu
et al., 2018), where the task is to extract a con-
tinuous span of text from the document as the an-
swer to the question (Rajpurkar et al., 2016). To
solve this task, Lee et al. (2016) investigate sev-
eral predicting strategies, such as BIO prediction,
boundary prediction, and the results show that pre-
dicting the two endpoints of the answer is more
beneficial than the tagging method. Wang and
Jiang (2017) explore two answer prediction meth-
ods, namely the sequence method and the bound-
ary method, finding that the later performs better.
Our approach is related to this line of work. How-
ever, unlike these works that extract one span as
the final answer, our approach is designed to dy-
namically output one or multiple opinion targets.

3 Extract-then-Classify Framework

Instead of formulating the open-domain targeted
sentiment analysis task as a sequence tagging
problem, we propose to use a span-based label-
ing scheme as follows: given an input sentence
x = (x1, ..., xn) with length n, and a target list
T = {t1, ..., tm}, where the number of targets is
m and each target ti is annotated with its start po-
sition, its end position, and its sentiment polarity.
The goal is to find all targets from the sentence as
well as predict their polarities.

The overall illustration of the proposed frame-
work is shown in Figure 3. The basis of our frame-

work is the BERT encoder (Devlin et al., 2018):
we map word embeddings into contextualized to-
ken representations using pre-trained Transformer
blocks (Vaswani et al., 2017) (§3.1). A multi-
target extractor is first used to propose multiple
candidate targets from the sentence (§3.2). Then,
a polarity classifier is designed to predict the sen-
timent towards each extracted candidate using its
summarized span representation (§3.3). We fur-
ther investigate three different approaches under
this framework, namely the pipeline, joint, and
collapsed models in §3.4.

3.1 BERT as Backbone Network
We use Bidirectional Encoder Representations
from Transformers (BERT) (Devlin et al., 2018), a
pre-trained bidirectional Transformer encoder that
achieves state-of-the-art performances across a va-
riety of NLP tasks, as our backbone network.

We first tokenize the sentence x using a 30,522
wordpiece vocabulary, and then generate the in-
put sequence x̃ by concatenating a [CLS] token,
the tokenized sentence, and a [SEP] token. Then
for each token x̃i in x̃, we convert it into vector
space by summing the token, segment, and posi-
tion embeddings, thus yielding the input embed-
dings h0 2 R(n+2)⇥h, where h is the hidden size.

Next, we use a series of L stacked Transformer
blocks to project the input embeddings into a se-
quence of contextual vectors hi 2 R(n+2)⇥h as:

hi = TransformerBlock(hi�1), 8i 2 [1, L]

Here, we omit an exhaustive description of the
block architecture and refer readers to Vaswani
et al. (2017) for more details.
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3.2 Multi-Target Extractor
Multi-target extractor aims to propose multiple
candidate opinion targets (Figure 3(a)). Rather
than finding targets via sequence tagging methods,
we detect candidate targets by predicting the start
and end positions of the target in the sentence, as
suggested in extractive question answering (Wang
and Jiang, 2017; Seo et al., 2017; Hu et al., 2018).
We obtain the unnormalized score as well as the
probability distribution of the start position as:

gs = wsh
L , ps = softmax(gs)

where ws 2 Rh is a trainable weight vector. Simi-
larly, we can get the probability of the end position
along with its confidence score by:

ge = weh
L , pe = softmax(ge)

During training, since each sentence may con-
tain multiple targets, we label the span boundaries
for all target entities in the list T. As a result, we
can obtain a vector ys 2 R(n+2), where each el-
ement ys

i indicates whether the i-th token starts a
target, and also get another vector ye 2 R(n+2)

for labeling the end positions. Then, we define the
training objective as the sum of the negative log
probabilities of the true start and end positions on
two predicted probabilities as:

L = �
Xn+2

i=1
ys

i log(ps
i )�

Xn+2

j=1
ye

j log(pe
j)

At inference time, previous works choose the
span (k, l) (k  l) with the maximum value of
gs

k + ge
l as the final prediction. However, such de-

coding method is not suitable for the multi-target
extraction task. Moreover, simply taking top-K
spans according to the addition of two scores is
also not optimal, as multiple candidates may re-
fer to the same text. Figure 4 gives a qualitative
example to illustrate this phenomenon.

Sentence: Great food but the service was dreadful!
Targets: food, service

Predictions: food but the service, food, Great food, ser-

vice, service was dreadful, ...

Figure 4: An example shows that there are many re-
dundant spans in top-K predictions.

To adapt to multi-target scenarios, we pro-
pose an heuristic multi-span decoding algorithm
as shown in Algorithm 1. For each example, top-
M indices are first chosen from the two predicted

scores gs and ge (line 2), and the candidate span
(si, ej) (denoted as rl) along with its heuristic-
regularized score ul are then added to the lists R
and U respectively, under the constraints that the
end position is no less than the start position as
well as the addition of two scores exceeds a thresh-
old � (line 3-8). Note that we heuristically calcu-
late ul as the sum of two scores minus the span
length (line 6), which turns out to be critical to
the performance as targets are usually short enti-
ties. Next, we prune redundant spans in R using
the non-maximum suppression algorithm (Rosen-
feld and Thurston, 1971). Specifically, we remove
the span rl that possesses the maximum score ul

from the set R and add it to the set O (line 10-
11). We also delete any span rk that is overlapped
with rl, which is measured with the word-level F1
function (line 12-14). This process is repeated for
remaining spans in R, until R is empty or top-K
target spans have been proposed (line 9).

Algorithm 1 Heuristic multi-span decoding
Input: gs, ge, �, K

gs denotes the score of start positions
ge denotes the score of end positions
� is a minimum score threshold
K is the maximum number of proposed targets

1: Initialize R,U,O = {}, {}, {}
2: Get top-M indices S, E from gs, ge

3: for si in S do
4: for ej in E do
5: if si  ej and gs

si
+ ge

ej
� � then

6: ul = gs
si

+ ge
ej
� (ej � si + 1)

7: rl = (si, ej)
8: R = R [ {rl}, U = U [ {ul}
9: while R 6= {} and size(O) < K do

10: l = arg maxU
11: O = O [ {rl}; R = R� {rl}; U = U� {ul}
12: for rk in R do
13: if f1(rl, rk) 6= 0 then
14: R = R� {rk}; U = U� {uk}
15: return O

3.3 Polarity Classifier

Typically, polarity classification is solved using
either sequence tagging methods or sophisticated
neural networks that separately encode the target
and the sentence. Instead, we propose to sum-
marize the target representation from contextual
sentence vectors according to its span boundary,
and use feed-forward neural networks to predict
the sentiment polarity, as shown in Figure 3(b).

Specifically, given a target span r, we calculate
a summarized vector v using the attention mech-
anism (Bahdanau et al., 2014) over tokens in its
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corrsponding bound (si, ej), similar to Lee et al.
(2017) and He et al. (2018):

↵ = softmax(w↵h
L
si:ej

)

v =
Xej

t=si

↵t�si+1h
L
t

where w↵ 2 Rh is a trainable weight vector.
The polarity score is obtained by applying two

linear transformations with a Tanh activation in
between, and is normalized with the softmax func-
tion to output the polarity probability as:

gp = Wptanh(Wvv) , pp = softmax(gp)

where Wv 2 Rh⇥h and Wp 2 Rk⇥h are two
trainable parameter matrices.

We minimize the negative log probabilities of
the true polarity on the predicted probability as:

J = �
Xk

i=1
yp

i log(pp
i )

where yp is an one-hot label indicating the true
polarity, and k is the number of sentiment classes.

During inference, the polarity probability is cal-
culated for each candidate target span in the set O,
and the sentiment class that possesses the maxi-
mum value in pp is chosen.

3.4 Model Variants
Following Mitchell et al. (2013); Zhang et al.
(2015), we investigate three kinds of models un-
der the extract-then-classify framework:

Pipeline model We first build a multi-target ex-
tractor where a BERT encoder is exclusively used.
Then, a second backbone network is used to pro-
vide contextual sentence vectors for the polarity
classifier. Two models are separately trained and
combined as a pipeline during inference.

Joint model In this model, each sentence is fed
into a shared BERT backbone network that finally
branches into two sibling output layers: one for
proposing multiple candidate targets and another
for predicting the sentiment polarity over each ex-
tracted target. A joint training loss L + J is used
to optimize the whole model. The inference pro-
cedure is the same as the pipeline model.

Collapsed model We combine target span
boundaries and sentiment polarities into one label
space. For example, the sentence in Figure 2(b)
has a positive span (3+, 4+) and a negative span

Dataset #Sent #Targets #+ #- #0

LAPTOP 1,869 2,936 1,326 990 620
REST 3,900 6,603 4,134 1,538 931
TWITTER 2,350 3,243 703 274 2,266

Table 1: Dataset statistics. ‘#Sent’ and ‘#Targets’ de-
note the number of sentences and targets, respectively.
‘+’, ‘-’, and ‘0’ refer to the positive, negative, and neu-
tral sentiment classes.

(11-, 11-). We then modify the multi-target ex-
tractor by producing three sets of probabilities of
the start and end positions, where each set corre-
sponds to one sentiment class ( e.g., ps+ and pe+

for positive targets). Then, we define three objec-
tives to optimize towards each polarity. During
inference, the heuristic multi-span decoding algo-
rithm is performed on each set of scores (e.g., gs+

and ge+), and the output sets O+, O�, and O0 are
aggregated as the final prediction.

4 Experiments

4.1 Setup

Datasets We conduct experiments on three
benchmark sentiment analysis datasets, as shown
in Table 1. LAPTOP contains product reviews
from the laptop domain in SemEval 2014 ABSA
challenges (Pontiki et al., 2014). REST is the
union set of the restaurant domain from SemEval
2014, 2015 and 2016 (Pontiki et al., 2015, 2016).
TWITTER is built by Mitchell et al. (2013), con-
sisting of twitter posts. Following Zhang et al.
(2015); Li et al. (2019), we report the ten-fold
cross validation results for TWITTER, as there is
no train-test split. For each dataset, the gold tar-
get span boundaries are available, and the targets
are labeled with three sentiment polarities, namely
positive (+), negative (-), and neutral (0).

Metrices We adopt the precision (P), recall (R),
and F1 score as evaluation metrics. A predicted
target is correct only if it exactly matches the gold
target entity and the corresponding polarity. To
separately analyze the performance of two sub-
tasks, precision, recall, and F1 are also used for
the target extraction subtask, while the accuracy
(ACC) metric is applied to polarity classification.

Model settings We use the publicly available
BERTLARGE

2 model as our backbone network,

2https://github.com/google-research/bert
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Model
LAPTOP REST TWITTER

Prec. Rec. F1 Prec. Rec. F1 Prec. Rec. F1

UNIFIED 61.27 54.89 57.90 68.64 71.01 69.80 53.08 43.56 48.01

TAG-pipeline 65.84 67.19 66.51 71.66 76.45 73.98 54.24 54.37 54.26
TAG-joint 65.43 66.56 65.99 71.47 75.62 73.49 54.18 54.29 54.20
TAG-collapsed 63.71 66.83 65.23 71.05 75.84 73.35 54.05 54.25 54.12

SPAN-pipeline 69.46 66.72 68.06 76.14 73.74 74.92 60.72 55.02 57.69
SPAN-joint 67.41 61.99 64.59 72.32 72.61 72.47 57.03 52.69 54.55
SPAN-collapsed 50.08 47.32 48.66 63.63 53.04 57.85 51.89 45.05 48.11

Table 2: Main results on three benchmark datasets. A BERTLARGE backbone network is used for both the “TAG”
and “SPAN” models. State-of-the-art results are marked in bold.

and refer readers to Devlin et al. (2018) for de-
tails on model sizes. We use Adam optimizer with
a learning rate of 2e-5 and warmup over the first
10% steps to train for 3 epochs. The batch size is
32 and a dropout probability of 0.1 is used. The
number of candidate spans M is set as 20 while
the maximum number of proposed targets K is 10
(Algorithm 1). The threshold � is manually tuned
on each dataset. All experiments are conducted on
a single NVIDIA P100 GPU card.

4.2 Baseline Methods

We compare the proposed span-based approach
with the following methods:
TAG-{pipeline, joint, collapsed} are the se-
quence tagging baselines that involve a BERT en-
coder and a CRF decoder. “pipeline” and “joint”
denote the pipeline and joint approaches that uti-
lize the BIO and +/-/0 tagging schemes, while
“collapsed” is the model following the collapsed
tagging scheme (Figure 2(a)).
UNIFIED (Li et al., 2019) is the current state-
of-the-art model on targeted sentiment analysis3.
It contains two stacked recurrent neural networks
enhanced with multi-task learning and adopts the
collapsed tagging scheme.

We also compare our multi-target extractor with
the following method:
DE-CNN (Xu et al., 2018) is the current state-
of-the-art model on target extraction, which com-
bines a double embeddings mechanism with con-
volutional neural networks (CNNs)4.

Finally, the polarity classifier is compared with
the following methods:

3https://github.com/lixin4ever/E2E-TBSA
4https://www.cs.uic.edu/hxu/

MGAN (Fan et al., 2018) uses a multi-grained at-
tention mechanism to capture interactions between
targets and sentences for polarity classification.

TNet (Li et al., 2018) is the current state-of-the-art
model on polarity classification, which consists of
a multi-layer context-preserving network architec-
ture and uses CNNs as feature extractor5.

4.3 Main Results

We compare models under either the sequence tag-
ging scheme or the span-based labeling scheme,
and show the results in Table 2. We denote our ap-
proach as “SPAN”, and use BERTLARGE as back-
bone networks for both the “TAG” and “SPAN”
models to make the comparison fair.

Two main observations can be obtained from
the Table. First, despite that the “TAG” base-
lines already outperform previous best approach
(“UNIFIED”), they are all beaten by the “SPAN”
methods. The best span-based method achieves
1.55%, 0.94% and 3.43% absolute gains on three
datasets compared to the best tagging method, in-
dicating the efficacy of our extract-then-classify
framework. Second, among the span-based meth-
ods, the SPAN-pipeline achieves the best perfor-
mance, which is similar to the results of Mitchell
et al. (2013); Zhang et al. (2015). This suggests
that there is only a weak connection between tar-
get extraction and polarity classification. The con-
clusion is also supported by the result of SPAN-
collapsed method, which severely drops across all
datasets, implying that merging polarity labels into
target spans does not address the task effectively.

5https:// github.com/lixin4ever/TNet
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Model LAPTOP REST TWITTER

DE-CNN 81.59 - -
TAG 85.20 84.48 73.47
SPAN 83.35 82.38 75.28

Table 3: F1 comparison of different approaches for
target extraction.

Figure 5: F1 on LAPTOP and REST w.r.t different sen-
tence lengths for target extraction.

4.4 Analysis on Target Extraction

To analyze the performance on target extraction,
we run both the tagging baseline and the multi-
target extractor on three datasets, as shown in Ta-
ble 3. We find that the BIO tagger outperforms
our extractor on LAPTOP and REST. A likely rea-
son for this observation is that the lengths of input
sentences on these datasets are usually small (e.g.,
98% of sentences are less than 40 words in REST),
which limits the tagger’s search space (the power
set of all sentence words). As a result, the com-
putational complexity has been largely reduced,
which is beneficial for the tagging method.

In order to confirm the above hypothesis, we
plot the F1 score with respect to different sen-
tence lengths in Figure 5. We observe that the
performance of BIO tagger dramatically decreases
as the sentence length increases, while our extrac-
tor is more robust for long sentences. Our extrac-
tor manages to surpass the tagger by 16.1 F1 and
1.0 F1 when the length exceeds 40 on LAPTOP
and REST, respectively. The above result demon-
strates that our extractor is more suitable for long
sentences due to the fact that its search space only
increases linearly with the sentence length.

Since a trade-off between precision and recall
can be adjusted according to the threshold � in
our extractor, we further plot the precision-recall
curves under different ablations to show the ef-
fects of heuristic multi-span decoding algorithm.
As can be seen from Figure 6, ablating the length

Figure 6: Precision-recall curves on LAPTOP and
REST for target extraction. “NMS” and “heuristics”
denote the non-maximum suppression and the length
heuristics in Algorithm 1.

heuristics results in consistent performance drops
across two datasets. By sampling incorrect predic-
tions we find that there are many targets closely
aligned with each other, such as “perfect [size]+

and [speed]+”, “[portions]+ all at a reasonable
[price]+”, and so on. The model without length
heuristics is very likely to output the whole phrase
as a single target, thus being totally wrong. More-
over, removing the non-maximum suppression
(NMS) leads to significant performance degrada-
tions, suggesting that it is crucial to prune redun-
dant spans that refer to the same text.

4.5 Analysis on Polarity Classification

To assess the polarity classification subtask, we
compare the performance of our span-level polar-
ity classifier with the CRF-based tagger in Table
5. The results show that our approach signifi-
cantly outperforms the tagging baseline by achiev-
ing 9.97%, 8.15% and 15.4% absolute gains on
three datasets, and firmly surpasses previous state-
of-the-art models on LAPTOP. The large improve-
ment over the tagging baseline suggests that de-
tecting sentiment with the entire span representa-
tion is much more beneficial than predicting polar-
ities over each word, as the semantics of the given
target has been fully considered.

To gain more insights on performance improve-
ments, we plot the accuracy of both methods with
respect to different target lengths in Figure 7. We
find that the accuracy of span-level classifier only
drops a little as the number of words increases
on the LAPTOP and REST datasets. The per-
formance of tagging baseline, however, signif-
icantly decreases as the target becomes longer.
It demonstrates that the tagging method indeed
suffers from the sentiment inconsistency problem
when it comes to multi-word target entities. Our
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Sentence TAG SPAN

1. I thought the transition would be difficult at best and would take some time
to fully familiarize myself with the new [Mac ecosystem]0.

[ecosystem]+ (7) [Mac ecosystem]0

2. I would normally not finish the [brocolli]+ when I order these kinds of food
but for the first time, every piece was as eventful as the first one... the [scallops]+
and [prawns]+ was so fresh and nicely cooked.

[brocolli]- (7),
[scallops and prawns]+ (7),

[food]0 (7)

[brocolli]+,
[scallops]+,
[prawns]+

3. I like the [brightness]+ and [adjustments]+. [brightness]+, [adjustments]+ [brightness]+, None (7)

4. The [waiter]- was a bit unfriendly and the [feel]- of the restaurant was crowded. [waiter]-, [feel]- [waiter]-, None (7)

5. However, it did not have any scratches, zero [battery cycle count]+ (pretty
surprised), and all the [hardware]+ seemed to be working perfectly.

[battery cycle count]0 (7),
[hardware]+

[battery cycle count]+,
[hardware]+

6. I agree that dining at [Casa La Femme]- is like no other dining experience! [Casa La Femme]+ (7) [Casa La Femme]-

Table 4: Case study. The extracted targets are wrapped in brackets with the predicted polarities given as subscripts.
Incorrect predictions are marked with 7.

Model LAPTOP REST TWITTER

MGAN 75.39 - -
TNet 76.54 - -
TAG 71.42 81.80 59.76
SPAN 81.39 89.95 75.16

Table 5: Accuracy comparison of different approaches
for polarity classification.

span-based method, on the contrary, can naturally
alleviate such problem because the polarity is clas-
sified by taking all target words into account.

4.6 Case Study

Table 4 shows some qualitative cases sampled
from the pipeline methods. As observed in the
first two examples, the “TAG” model incorrectly
predicts the target span by either missing the word
“Mac” or proposing a phrase across two targets
(“scallps and prawns”). A likely reason of its fail-
ure is that the input sentences are relatively longer,
and the tagging method is less effective when deal-
ing with them. But when it comes to shorter in-
puts (e.g., the third and the fourth examples), the
tagging baseline usually performs better than our
approach. We find that our approach may some-
times fail to propose target entities (e.g., “adjust-
ments” in (3) and “feel” in (4)), which is due to
the fact that a relatively large � has been set. As
a result, the model only makes cautious but confi-
dent predictions. In contrast, the tagging method
does not rely on a threshold and is observed to
have a higher recall. For example, it additionally
predicts the entity “food” as a target in the sec-
ond example. Moreover, we find that the tagging
method sometimes fails to predict the correct sen-

Figure 7: Accuracy on LAPTOP and REST w.r.t differ-
ent number of target words for polarity classification.

timent class, especially when the target consists of
multiple words (e.g., “battery cycle count” in (5)
and “Casa La Femme” in (6)), indicating the tag-
ger can not effectively maintain sentiment consis-
tency across words. Our polarity classifier, how-
ever, can avoid such problem by using the target
span representation to predict the sentiment.

5 Conclusion

We re-examine the drawbacks of sequence tagging
methods in open-domain targeted sentiment anal-
ysis, and propose an extract-then-classify frame-
work with the span-based labeling scheme instead.
The framework contains a pre-trained Transformer
encoder as the backbone network. On top of it,
we design a multi-target extractor for proposing
multiple candidate targets with an heuristic multi-
span decoding algorithm, and introduce a polarity
classifier that predicts the sentiment towards each
candidate using its summarized span representa-
tion. Our approach firmly outperforms the se-
quence tagging baseline as well as previous state-
of-the-art methods on three benchmark datasets.
Model analysis reveals that the main performance
improvement comes from the span-level polarity
classifier, and the multi-target extractor is more
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suitable for long sentences. Moreover, we find that
the pipeline model consistently surpasses both the
joint model and the collapsed model.
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Abstract

Aspect-level sentiment classification aims to
determine the sentiment polarity of a sentence
towards an aspect. Due to the high cost in an-
notation, the lack of aspect-level labeled data
becomes a major obstacle in this area. On the
other hand, document-level labeled data like
reviews are easily accessible from online web-
sites. These reviews encode sentiment knowl-
edge in abundant contexts. In this paper, we
propose a Transfer Capsule Network (Tran-
sCap) model for transferring document-level
knowledge to aspect-level sentiment classi-
fication. To this end, we first develop an
aspect routing approach to encapsulate the
sentence-level semantic representations into
semantic capsules from both aspect-level and
document-level data. We then extend the dy-
namic routing approach to adaptively couple
the semantic capsules with the class capsules
under the transfer learning framework. Exper-
iments on SemEval datasets demonstrate the
effectiveness of TransCap.

1 Introduction

Aspect-level sentiment classification (ASC) is a
fine-grained subtask in sentiment analysis. Given
a sentence and an aspect occurring in the sentence,
ASC aims to determine the sentiment polarity of
the aspect. Traditional methods mostly use ma-
chine learning models with handcrafted features
to build sentiment classifiers for ASC tasks (Jiang
et al., 2011; Mohammad et al., 2013). Such meth-
ods need either laborious feature engineering or
massive linguistic resources. With the develop-
ment of deep learning technique, a number of
neural models have been proposed (Wang et al.,
2016b; Tang et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2017) for
ASC tasks. All these models train classifiers in
a supervised manner and require sufficient num-

*Corresponding author.

ber of labeled data to get promising results. How-
ever, the annotation of opinion targets in ASC is
extremely expensive.

The lack of labeled data is a major obstacle in
this field. Publicly available datasets for ASC of-
ten contain limited number of training samples.
On the other hand, document-level labeled data
like reviews are easily accessible from online web-
sites such as Yelp and Amazon. Since each re-
view has an accompanying rating score indicating
user’s overall satisfaction towards an item, such a
score can naturally serve as the label of sentiment
polarity of the review document.

Intuitively, the document-level data contain use-
ful sentiment knowledge for analysis on aspect-
level data since they may share many linguistic
and semantic patterns. Unfortunately, for ASC
tasks, only one study (He et al., 2018) has taken
the utilization of document-level data into ac-
count. The PRET+MULT framework proposed
in (He et al., 2018) is a successful attempt by
adopting pre-training and multi-task learning ap-
proaches. However, their model only shares shal-
low embedding and LSTM layers between ASC
and DSC (document-level sentiment classifica-
tion) tasks. In other words, the document-level
knowledge is merely used for improving the word
representations in ASC. Consequently, it is unable
for PRET+MULT to handle complicated patterns
like euphemism and irony which require high-
level semantic knowledge from the entire sen-
tence. For example, given a sentence “The staff
should be a bit more friendly”, PRET+MULT will
make a wrong prediction (the detail will be given
in the analysis part).

In this paper, we propose a novel Transfer
Capsule Network (TransCap) model to transfer
sentence-level semantic knowledge from DSC to
ASC. Our work is inspired by the capsule net-
work (Hinton et al., 2011; Sabour et al., 2017)
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which uses capsule vectors and the dynamic rout-
ing approach to store and cluster features, but
we move one step further in that we develop
an aspect routing approach which can generate
sentence-level semantic features shared by ASC
and DSC. Moreover, we extend the dynamic rout-
ing approach by adapting it to the transfer learning
framework. We conduct extensive experiments on
two SemEval datasets. Results demonstrate that
our TransCap model consistently outperforms the
state-of-the-art methods.

2 Related Work

Aspect-level Sentiment Classification Tradi-
tional methods for sentiment classification (Nak-
agawa et al., 2010; Jiang et al., 2011; Taboada
et al., 2011; Mohammad et al., 2013) mostly use
machine learning algorithms to build sentiment
classifiers with carefully extracted features, which
take massive time and resources to collect. Early
studies focus on document-level sentiment classi-
fication (DSC) tasks. In recent years, a number
of deep learning methods have been proposed for
aspect-level sentiment classification (ASC) tasks
(Dong et al., 2014; Vo and Zhang, 2015; Tang
et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016a; Ma et al., 2017; Li
et al., 2018; Ma et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018a).

In general, there are three types of neural net-
works for ASC tasks: LSTM based (Wang et al.,
2016b; Ma et al., 2017; Tay et al., 2018), memory
based (Tang et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2017; Zhu
and Qian, 2018), and hybrid methods (Xue and Li,
2018). For example, Wang et al. (2016b) use at-
tention mechanism to model the inter-dependence
between LSTM hidden units and aspects. Tang
et al. (2016) utilize memory network to store con-
text words and conduct multi-hop attention to
get the sentiment representation towards aspects.
Chen et al. (2017) apply recurrent attention to
multi-layer memory. Xue and Li (2018) employ
CNN and gating mechanism to extract aspect-
specific information from contexts.

Although various types of approaches have
been proposed, the inherent obstacle, i.e., the lack
of labeled data, is still a big challenge for all ASC
tasks. Without sufficient labeled data, training
procedures in these approaches are likely to con-
verge in a sub-optimal state. We differentiate our
work from aforementioned models in that we aim
to utilize the abundant labeled DSC data to allevi-
ate the scarcity of labeled data in ASC tasks.

Transfer Learning Transfer learning aims to
extract knowledge from one or more source tasks
and then apply the knowledge to a target task.
It can be categorized into three types based on
different situations in the source and target do-
mains/tasks (Pan and Yang, 2010). Our work be-
longs to “inductive transfer learning (ITL)” type
since ASC (target) and DSC (source) in our frame-
work are different but related tasks. In this case,
ITL is similar to multi-task learning (MTL) with a
slight difference: ITL only aims at achieving high
performance in the target task while MTL tries to
improve both simultaneously.

Several recent attempts have taken ITL or MTL
methods for sentiment classification tasks. Dong
and de Melo (2018) present a transfer learning
framework by utilizing trained models. Xiao
et al. (2018) employ capsule network for multi-
task learning. Both these methods are designed for
document-level text/sentiment classification tasks,
and are inappropriate for the fine-grained ASC
task in this work. He et al. (2018) propose a multi-
task framework to combine ASC with DSC tasks
together. This is the closest work to ours. How-
ever, the method in (He et al., 2018) is based on
an existing AT-LSTM model (Wang et al., 2016b),
whereas our framework is a totally new one which
employs capsule network with carefully designed
strategies for ASC tasks.

3 Our Proposed TransCap Model

In this section, we introduce our Transfer Cap-
sule Network (TransCap) model. TransCap is pro-
posed to conduct aspect-level sentiment classifica-
tion with the auxiliary knowledge transferred from
document-level data. We first present the problem
definitions and preliminary. We then illustrate the
architecture of TransCap in detail.

3.1 Definitions and Preliminary

Definition 1 (TransCap) Given a source
document-level corpus CD and the learning task
TD, a target aspect-level corpus CA and the learn-
ing task TA, TransCap aims to help improve the
learning of the target predictive function fA(·) in
TA using the knowledge transferred from TD.

Definition 2 (TA and TD) Given a sentence S =
{w1, ..., wa, ..., wL} ∈ CA and an aspect wa occur-
ring in S, an aspect-level sentiment classification
task TA aims to determine the sentiment polarity
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of S towards wa. Note there might be multiple as-
pects in one sentence. Given an opinion sentence
(or document) D ∈ CD, a document-level senti-
ment classification task TD aims at assigning an
overall sentiment polarity for D. Note that TA is
the main task and TD is only for providing auxil-
iary knowledge in our TransCap model.

Preliminary (CapsNet) Capsule network is
first proposed for image classification in computer
vision (Hinton et al., 2011; Sabour et al., 2017).
Compared with CNN, it replaces the scalar-output
feature detectors with vector-output capsules and
has the ability to preserve additional information
such as position and thickness. The vanilla Cap-
sNet consists of two capsule layers. The primary
layer stores low-level image feature maps and the
class layer generates the classification probability
with each capsule corresponding to one class.

Recently, CapsNet has been applied to several
NLP tasks like text classification and relation ex-
traction (Yang et al., 2018b; Gong et al., 2018;
Xiao et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018; Wang et al.,
2018b). CapsNet is able to adaptively decide the
information transferred between layers by using
dynamic routing. Furthermore, each class in Cap-
sNet has distinctive parameters to aggregate fea-
tures and an independent probability to be existed.
Therefore, CapsNet meets our needs in the trans-
fer learning scenario which includes multiple po-
larities and tasks. Our TransCap model is the first
attempt to exploit the power of CapsNet under the
transfer learning framework for ASC tasks.

3.2 An Overview of Architecture

The architecture of TransCap is shown in Figure 1.
It consists of four layers: 1) Input layer converts
words in a sentence into low-dimensional real-
valued vectors, 2) FeatCap layer extracts N-gram
features from word vectors and transforms them
into feature capsules, 3) SemanCap layer aggre-
gates feature capsules into a set of aspect-related
sentence-level semantic capsules, and 4) ClassCap
layer generates class capsules which correspond to
sentiment polarities in TA and TD, respectively.

Note that TA and TD tasks share the first three
layers, and they separate only in the last ClassCap
layer. Since TA and TD are related tasks both aim-
ing to identify the sentiment polarity, features use-
ful for one task might be useful for the other. We
expect the features produced by the shared layers
can be improved in a mutual way.

Figure 1: TransCap Architecture.
3.3 Input Layer
The input layer consists of two lookup layers. Let
Ew ∈ Rdw×|V | be the pre-trained word embedding
lookup table, where dw is the dimension of word
vectors and |V | is the vocabulary size. The word
lookup layer maps the word sequence in S(D) to a
list of word vectors {e1, ..., ea, ...,eL} ∈ Rdw×L.

Following (Gu et al., 2018), we also use another
position lookup layer. For TA, by calculating the
absolute distance from every context word wi to
aspect word wa, we can get an additional position
sequence for S. For TD, the position sequence is
a zero sequence since there is no aspect informa-
tion. Let El ∈ Rdl×|L| be the position embedding
lookup table with random initialization, the posi-
tion lookup layer maps the position sequence to a
list of position vectors {l1, ..., la, ...,lL} ∈ Rdl×L.

The final representation of each word wi is cal-
culated as xi = (ei ⊕ li) ∈ Rdh where ⊕ de-
notes concatenation and dh = dw + dl. The sen-
tence S(D) is transformed into a sentence embed-
ding X = {x1, ..., xL} ∈ Rdh×L.

3.4 Feature Capsule Layer
This layer is used to extract n-gram features from
sentence embedding X. N-gram features contain
raw and local semantic meaning in a fixed window.
We apply multiple convolution operations to the i-
th n-gram in X and get its feature vector ri:

ri = Xi:i+K ∗ F + b, (1)

where F ∈ Rdp×(dh×K) is the kernel group,
(dh ×K) is the size of one convolutional kernel,
K is the n-gram size and dp is the dimension of
one feature capsule. After sliding F in X, we get
a set of feature capsules r ∈ Rdp×(L−K+1) encap-
sulating n-gram features extracted from the whole
sentence S(D).

Since one kernel group F corresponds to one
category of semantic meaning, we repeat the
above procedure C times with different kernel
groups, and get multiple channels of feature cap-
sules representing C categories of semantic mean-
ing. The final output of feature capsule layer is
arranged as R ∈ RC×dp×(L−K+1):

R = [r1, r2, ..., rC ] (2)
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3.5 Semantic Capsule Layer
Aspect Routing Approach The sentence or
document in two corpora CA and CD differs
in whether an aspect term occurs in the sen-
tence/document. The TD task does not contain
aspects. Meanwhile, it is crucial for the TA task
to determine the relation between contexts and as-
pects. Especially when a sentence contains two
opposite sentiment polarities, different contexts
must be separated for different aspects. For exam-
ple, given a sentence “Great food but the service is
dreadful !”, the context word “dreadful” should be
strengthened for the aspect “service” and be weak-
ened for the aspect “food”.

To this end, we propose a novel aspect rout-
ing approach to compute the aspect weight for the
context words of K-size window in TA. Formally,
we apply a fusing convolution operation to the
sentence embedding X with a kernel Fa ∈ Rdh×K ,
and we get the aspect routing weight ai:

ai = sigmoid(Xi:i+K ∗ Fa + Taea + ba), (3)

where ea is the aspect embedding (or average em-
bedding in the case of multi-word aspect), Ta ∈
R1×dw is a transfer matrix to map ea to a scalar
value, and ba is bias. The generated routing weight
ai ∈ [0, 1] fuses aspect information with respect
to its context. It controls how much information in
the current context can be transmitted to the next
layer. If ai is zero, the feature capsule would be
totally blocked.

A minor challenge is that, for a TD task, there is
actually no aspect in the document and we need to
distinguish two types of sources from CA and CD.
Hence we design a piecewise function gi for calcu-
lating the aspect routing weight gi for an arbitrary
feature vector ri from X as:

gi =

{
ai X ∈ CA
1.0 X ∈ CD

(4)

After sliding in X, we can get g ∈ R1×(L−K+1)

for the whole sentence S(D). Since we have C
channels of feature capsules, we repeat the above
procedure C times to get the entire aspect routing
weights G ∈ RC×1×(L−K+1) as:

G = [g1, g2, ..., gC ], (5)

Finally, the feature capsules are routed using these
weights:

P = R � G, (6)

where P ∈ RC×dp×(L−K+1) are the aspect-
customized feature capsules, and � denotes
element-wise multiplication (with broadcasting).

Semantic Capsule Generation The above gen-
erated P are transformed from the n-gram fea-
ture capsules. Though encoding aspect-related
information, P are still local features without a
sentence-level view. Moreover, the large num-
ber of capsules in P may prevent the next layer
from learning robust representations. Hence we
adopt the element-wise maximum function (Lai
et al., 2015) in P to aggregate all feature capsules
in same channel horizontally.

U =
C×dp
max
t=1

Pt, (7)

where U ∈ RC×dp are the generated semantic cap-
sules. Eq. 7 condenses all local features in each
channel and thus we can obtain more precise and
global semantic representations from subtle ex-
pressions, e.g., an euphemistic sentence. Finally,
we want the length of each semantic capsule ui to
represent the probability that ui’s semantic mean-
ing is present in the current input, so we use a non-
linear “squash” function (Sabour et al., 2017) to
limit its length in [0,1] as

ui ← ‖ui‖2
1 + ‖ui‖2

ui
‖ui‖

(8)

3.6 Class Capsule Layer

In the original capsule network, there is only one
classification task and it uses class capsules to
denote classes and their lengths as classification
probabilities. However, there are two different
tasks in our problem, and it is necessary to dis-
cern sentiment polarities (classes) in these tasks.
To achieve this, we introduce two types of class
capsules into TransCap, with six capsules in total.
Such a structure makes it possible for our model
to train TA and TD in a unified framework.

Given input data from two tasks in turn, the first
three layers share most parameters (except those
in Eq. 3) to jointly train TD and TA, so that knowl-
edge from document-level data can be success-
fully transferred into aspect-level task. In the last
layer, each class capsule is used for calculating the
classification probability of each class in TD and
TA separately. Hence each class capsule should
have its own routing weights to adaptively aggre-
gate semantic capsules from the previous layer.
Below we give the detail.

A semantic capsule i generates a “prediction
vector” ûj|i towards a class capsule j as:

ûj|i = Wij ui, (9)

where Wij∈ Rdc×dp is a weight matrix, dp and
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dc are the dimensions of semantic capsule i and
class capsule j, ui is the vector representation of
semantic capsule i. All “prediction vectors” gen-
erated by semantic capsules are summed up with
weights cij to obtain the vector representation sj
of class capsule j:

sj =
∑

i
cijûj|i, (10)

where cij is a coupling coefficient defined by a
“routing softmax”:

cij =
exp(bij)∑
k exp(bik)

, (11)

where each bij is the log prior probability that a
semantic capsule i should pass to a class capsule j.
It is computed using a dynamic routing approach
which will be presented later.

After that, we again apply the non-linear
“squash” function (Sabour et al., 2017) to sj in
Eq. 10 to get a final representation vj for class
capsule j.

vj = squash(sj), (12)

where the length of vj is limited in [0,1] to repre-
sent the active probability of class capsule j.

Dynamic Routing Approach The logit bij in
Eq. 11 determines the intensity of the connection
between the semantic capsule i and the class cap-
sule j. It is initialized with 0 and is updated with
an agreement coefficient aij .

aij = ûj|i · vj (13)

This agreement coefficient is added to the initial
logit bij before computing the new values for all
coupling coefficients cij linking semantic capsules
to class capsules.

bij ← bij + aij (14)

The dynamic routing procedure can be summa-
rized as (Eq. 11→ 10→ 12→ 13→ 14). The pro-
cedure can be repeated for r iterations.

3.7 Margin Loss

The length of a class capsule is used to represent
the probability of the sentiment polarity. The cap-
sule length of the active class should be larger than
others. Hence we adopt a separate margin loss Lj
for each class capsule j in each task:

Lj = Yjmax(0,m
+ − ‖vj‖)2

+ λ(1− Yj)max(0, ‖vj‖ −m−)2,
(15)

where Yj=1 if the sentiment polarity is present
in class capsule j, and we simply set m+=0.9,
m−=0.1, λ=0.5 following those in (Sabour et al.,
2017). The loss for a single task is LT =

∑J
j=1 Lj ,

where T is eitherA orD, denoting the lossLA and
LD for task TA and TD, respectively. The final loss
L for our TransCap model is the linear combina-
tion of two losses on single tasks.

L = LA + γLD (16)

where γ ∈[0,1] is a hyper-parameter controlling
the weight of TD. When training converges, the
class capsule with the largest active probability in
a task is chosen as the prediction of sentiment po-
larities.

4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets and Settings

Datasets for TA We evaluate TransCap on two
aspect-level datasets from SemEval2014 Task 4
(Pontiki et al., 2014). The datasets contain re-
views from Restaurant and Laptop domains re-
spectively with 3-way sentiment polarity labels:
positive, neutral and negative 1. Both datasets
have a fixed training/test split. We further ran-
domly sample 20% training data as the develop-
ment set, and use the remaining 80% for training.

Datasets for TD We use three document-level
datasets to transfer knowledge: Yelp, Amazon and
Twitter. All the documents (reviews) in Yelp Re-
view (Zhang et al., 2015) and Amazon Electronics
(McAuley et al., 2015) datasets have accompany-
ing five-star ratings (1..5). We consider reviews
with a score <3 as negative, =3 as neutral and >3
as positive. The Twitter dataset is collected from
SemEval 2013 to 2017, where the original tweets
are already labeled with 3-way polarities. Each
dataset for TD contains 30,000 samples with bal-
anced class labels. All samples in these datasets
are used for auxiliary training. We do not report
performance for the TD task since it is not our fo-
cus.

Also note that the first two datasets in TD are
of the same topics as those in TA, while the top-
ics in Twitter are more general and less relevant
to our main task TA. There are two combina-
tions for TransCap: {Y,A} denotes {Res.+Yelp,
Lap.+Amazon}, {T,T} denotes {Res.+Twitter,
Lap.+Twitter}. By doing so, we wish to investi-
gate how our proposed model performs on various
types of auxiliary information. The statistics for
these datasets are summarized in Table 1.

1We remove samples with conflict polarities following
previous studies (Tang et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2017; He
et al., 2018).
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Task Dataset Type Pos. Neu. Neg.

TA
Restaurant train 2164 633 805

test 728 196 196

Laptop train 987 460 866
test 341 169 128

TD
Yelp train 10k 10k 10k
Amazon train 10k 10k 10k
Twitter train 10k 10k 10k

Table 1: The statistics for datasets.

Settings We use Glove vectors with 840B to-
kens (Pennington et al., 2014) as the pre-trained
word embeddings. r=3 following Sabour et al.
(2017). The rest of hyperparameters are tuned
on the development set. We set dw=300, dl=100,
K=3, C=16, dp=16, dc=24. γ={0.7, 0.8, 0.8,
0.3} for the {R,Y}, {R,T}, {L,A}, {L,T} dataset
combinations, respectively. We use Adam opti-
mizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with learning rate
0.001 and batch size 128. We train all models for
50 epochs with early-stopping, i.e., stop training if
the performance on the development set does not
improve among 5 epochs. The averaged accuracy
(Acc.) and Macro-F1 (F1) scores are reported over
5 runs with random initialization on the same split
of evaluation datasets 2.

Compared Methods To demonstrate the su-
periority of our TransCap for ASC tasks, we
compare it with followings baselines: ATAE-
LSTM (Wang et al., 2016b), IAN (Ma et al.,
2017), AF-LSTM(CONV) (Tay et al., 2018), AF-
LSTM(CORR) (Tay et al., 2018), PBAN (Gu
et al., 2018), MemNN (Tang et al., 2016), RAM
(Chen et al., 2017), CEA (Yang et al., 2018a),
DAuM (Zhu and Qian, 2018), IARM (Majumder
et al., 2018), PRET+MULT (He et al., 2018) and
GCAE (Xue and Li, 2018). Most of them are
the latest methods published in 2018. The rest are
frequently-used classical models.

4.2 Main Results
The comparison results for all models are shown
in Table 2. For clarity, we classify the models into
four categories: the first is the LSTM-based meth-
ods (from M1 to M5), the second is the memory-
based ones (from M6 to M10), the third is the
hybrid ones (M11 and M12), and the last three
lines (M13 to M15) are the variants of our model,
where TransCap{S} denotes the one with TA task
only, TransCap{Y,A} and TransCap{T,T} utilize
the knowledge from different sources in TD.

2Our code and data are available at https://github.com/
NLPWM-WHU/TransCap.

Model
Restaurant Laptop

Acc. F1 Acc. F1
M1 ATAE-LSTM 78.38 66.36 69.12 63.24
M2 IAN 78.71 67.71 69.56 63.72
M3 AF-LSTM(CONV) 76.46 65.54 69.97 63.70
M4 AF-LSTM(CORR) 75.96 64.41 69.78 63.38
M5 PBAN 78.62 67.45 71.98 66.91
M6 MemNN 77.69 67.53 68.86 62.60
M7 RAM 78.41 68.52 72.16 66.97
M8 CEA 78.44 66.78 70.52 64.52
M9 DAuM 77.91 66.47 70.36 65.86
M10 IARM 77.73 66.66 68.63 63.30
M11 PRET+MULT 78.73 68.63 71.91 68.79
M12 GCAE 76.09 63.29 68.72 63.32
M13 TransCap{S} 78.84 69.70 72.65 68.77
M14 TransCap{Y,A} 79.55 71.41 73.51 69.81
M15 TransCap{T,T} 79.29 70.85 73.87 70.10

Table 2: Comparison of different methods. Best scores
are in bold, and the second best ones (except those in
our variants) are underlined.

It is clear that our TransCap model consistently
outperforms all baselines on both datasets. The
hybrid model PRET+MULT, which is a multi-
task learning based model, also has the overall
better performance than other baselines. Both
these demonstrate that the aspect-level sentiment
classification task TA can benefit a lot by trans-
ferring knowledge from the auxiliary task TD.
PRET+MULT is inferior to our model. The reason
is that it only shares low-level features and trans-
fers limited knowledge between tasks.

We also find that two multi-task variants of
our model, TransCap{Y,A} and TransCap{T,T},
achieve similar performance. {Y,A} provides
knowledge from relevant domains, but their la-
bels are not very accurate since they may contain
a lot of noises. Though the knowledge in {T,T}
are from tweets of mixed and less relevant top-
ics, their labels are manually-annotated and thus
are quite reliable. Overall, given the sufficient
number of training samples in the auxiliary task
TD, the performance of TA tasks can be signif-
icantly enhanced over its single task counterpart
TransCap{S}.

Among LSTM-based models, PBAN and IAN
achieve higher performance than others since they
use the bi-directional attention mechanism. RAM
is better than other memory-based models because
it utilizes a non-linear combination for attention
results in different hops. GCAE performs the
worst among all baselines, as its simple CNN-
based model can not capture the long-term depen-
dencies between context words.
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5 Analysis

5.1 Ablation Study

To investigate the effects of different components
in our model, we conduct the following ablation
study on TransCap. (i)“- A”: We remove the as-
pect routing approach, and set same weights 1.0
for all feature capsules. (ii)“- S”: We remove se-
mantic capsules, and pass weighted feature cap-
sules directly to class capsules. (iii)“- D”: We re-
move the dynamic routing approach, i.e., a seman-
tic capsule would be coupled to all class capsules
with equal probabilities.

Results for the ablation study are shown in Ta-
ble 3, where “Ori.” denotes results for the original
TransCap model, and “-*” for those removing the
corresponding components.

Restaurant Laptop
{Y,A} {T,T} {Y,A} {T,T}

Acc. F1 Acc. F1 Acc. F1 Acc. F1
Ori. 79.55 71.41 79.29 70.85 73.51 69.81 73.87 70.10
- A. 3.75↓ 6.49↓ 2.63↓ 3.95↓ 2.98↓ 5.34↓ 3.34↓ 3.80↓
- S. 4.01↓ 5.14↓ 1.45↓ 2.08↓ 2.35↓ 3.64↓ 2.40↓ 2.15↓
- D. 2.80↓ 4.06↓ 0.54↓ 1.01↓ 3.29↓ 6.03↓ 1.14↓ 1.75↓

Table 3: Ablation study for TransCap. ↓ denotes the
drop of performance. The worst scores are in bold.

As expected, results for the simplified mod-
els all drop a lot. This clearly demonstrates the
effectiveness of these components. Specifically,
TransCap-A performs the worst, since it cannot
generate aspect-related feature capsules after re-
moving aspect routing from TransCap. Dynamic
routing is critical as it helps TransCap to reduce
the interference between TA and TD. The drop
of performance of TransCap-S also shows that se-
mantic capsules are important for building robust
and precise connections between features and po-
larities.

5.2 Parameter Analysis

Influence of Auxiliary Corpus Size To show
the influence of DSC task on our major ASC task,
we vary the size of auxiliary document-level cor-
pus CD and observe the performance changes in
TA. We use a percentage ∈ [0, 1] to control the
ratio of CD and present results in Figure 2.

As can be seen, all curves in Figure 2 tend to
rise with the increasing amount of document-level
knowledge. This shows the effectiveness of our
model by transferring knowledge from document-
level data. At the initial stages where only 20%

Figure 2: Influence of CD size.

or 40% of CD are introduced, we find small de-
creases of performance. The reason may be that
when the auxiliary document-level corpus CD is
small, the model in TD has not been well trained.
Hence it provides limited transferable knowledge
to train the shared input, feature capsule and se-
mantic capsule layers. Consequently, ASC task
TA gets misleading information from these layers
and then performs worse. After getting sufficient
document-level data, TD becomes robust and sta-
ble, and TA also improves its performance.

Effects of Balance Factor γ The balance factor
γ determines how important the DSC task TD is
in the model. To evaluate its effects, we vary γ in
range [0,1] and present results in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Effects of γ.

The key observation from Figure 3 is that there
are Turning Points (denoted as TP) for both two
datasets: TP≈0.7 for Restaurant and TP≈0.3 for
Laptop. The curves have an overall upward trend
when γ < TP, but become flat or downward once
γ > TP. This phenomenon can be explained with
multi-task learning mechanism. In upward part,
lots of useful sentiment knowledge is transferred
from document-level data to aspect-level data,
thus the performance of TA gets improved. Once
the weight for TD exceeds TP, TD begins to dom-
inate the whole TransCap model while TA gradu-
ally loses the mastership and performs worse.

5.3 Case Study
To have a close look, we further select three sam-
ples from different datasets for a case study.

Part 1 We first illustrate what kind of knowledge
TransCap will transfer. Below is an example from
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Laptop where the target is enclosed in [] with a
subscript denoting its true polarity:

1.“It has so much more speed and the
[screen]pos is very sharp.”

Humans can easily identify the positive polarity
towards aspect [screen]. However, the single-task
variant TransCap{S} and most baselines give a
false negative prediction. This is because “sharp”
is a multi-polarity word in the training set as the
following two examples show:

2.“Once open, the [leading edge]neg is razor
sharp.”

3.“[Graphics]pos are clean and sharp, internet
interfaces are seamless.”

The training set in Laptop contains only 8 sam-
ples including “sharp” with 5 of them are labeled
as negative. It is hard for single-task models to
learn a correct meaning for “sharp” with several
contradictory samples. Hence they simply con-
sider it as a negative token due to the superiority
of this polarity and make false predictions. How-
ever, for TransCap{Y,A}, the auxiliary Amazon
dataset contains 294 samples where “sharp” co-
occurs with lots of different contexts. With the
help of sufficient training samples, three shared
layers have learned to recognize the true polar-
ity of “sharp” with respect to its contexts, thus
the class capsule layer in TransCap{Y,A} finally
makes a correct prediction.

Part 2 This part aims to visualize the decision-
making process of TransCap with an example
from Restaurant dataset:

4.“Great [food]pos but the [service]neg is
dreadful !”.

The coupling coefficients cij ∈[0,1] for this ex-
ample are visualized in Figure 4, which presents
the cij between each pair of (semantic capsule,
class capsule) after dynamic routing with respect
to different aspects. Note that the sum of cij in ev-
ery column (not row as that in the attention mech-
anism) is 1.0.

When the input aspect is [service] (the upper
part in Figure 4), the detailed decision-making
process is as follow. Firstly, several semantic cap-
sules such as 4 and 8 have already captured cor-
responding sentence-level semantic meaning from
the review’s content. Secondly, by calculating
the coupling coefficient cij after dynamic routing,
these semantic capsules are highly coupled with
the negative class capsule, and thus this negative
capsule gets a higher active probability than other

class capsules. As a result, TransCap makes the
negative prediction for the aspect [service]. Sim-
ilarly, when the input aspect is [food] (the lower
part in Figure 4), the positive class capsule gets a
high active probability and TransCap then makes
a correct prediction for this aspect.

Figure 4: Visualization of coupling coefficients cij af-
ter dynamic routing.

Part 3 In last part, we present an example from
Restaurant to show the advantage of TransCap
over PRET+MULT (He et al., 2018):

5.“The [staff]neg should be a bit more friendly.”
This is an euphemistic negative review towards

the aspect [staff] though each word in the sen-
tence itself does not convey a negative senti-
ment. PRET+MULT generates features and trans-
fers knowledge only at the word level. Although
embedding for each word is enhanced by the aux-
iliary document-level data, PRET+MULT can not
recognize the overall negative sentiment behind
each word and makes a false positive prediction
due to the word “friendly”. In contrast, TransCap
generates sentence-level semantic capsules con-
taining overall semantic meanings of the sentence,
and shares these sentence-level features between
ASC and DSC tasks. Both these help TransCap
make a correct decision.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we present a novel transfer capsule
network (TransCap) model for aspect-level senti-
ment classification. In order to solve the problem
of lacking aspect-level labeled data, we wish to
utilize the abundant document-level labeled data.
We develop a transfer learning framework to trans-
fer knowledge from the document-level task to the
aspect-level task. We implement it with a carefully
designed capsule network, which mainly consists
of the aspect routing and dynamic routing ap-
proaches. Experiments on two SemEval datasets
demonstrate that TransCap outperforms the state-
of-the-art baselines by a large margin.
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Abstract

In aspect-level sentiment classification (ASC),
it is prevalent to equip dominant neural mod-
els with attention mechanisms, for the sake of
acquiring the importance of each context word
on the given aspect. However, such a mecha-
nism tends to excessively focus on a few fre-
quent words with sentiment polarities, while
ignoring infrequent ones. In this paper, we
propose a progressive self-supervised atten-
tion learning approach for neural ASC mod-
els, which automatically mines useful atten-
tion supervision information from a training
corpus to refine attention mechanisms. Specif-
ically, we iteratively conduct sentiment predic-
tions on all training instances. Particularly, at
each iteration, the context word with the maxi-
mum attention weight is extracted as the one
with active/misleading influence on the cor-
rect/incorrect prediction of every instance, and
then the word itself is masked for subsequent
iterations. Finally, we augment the conven-
tional training objective with a regularization
term, which enables ASC models to continue
equally focusing on the extracted active con-
text words while decreasing weights of those
misleading ones. Experimental results on mul-
tiple datasets show that our proposed approach
yields better attention mechanisms, leading to
substantial improvements over the two state-
of-the-art neural ASC models. Source code
and trained models are available.1

1 Introduction

Aspect-level sentiment classification (ASC), as an
indispensable task in sentiment analysis, aims at
inferring the sentiment polarity of an input sen-
tence in a certain aspect. In this regard, pre-
∗Equal contribution
†Corresponding author
1https://github.com/DeepLearnXMU/PSSAttention

vious representative models are mostly discrim-
inative classifiers based on manual feature engi-
neering, such as Support Vector Machine (Kir-
itchenko et al., 2014; Wagner et al., 2014). Re-
cently, with the rapid development of deep learn-
ing, dominant ASC models have evolved into
neural network (NN) based models (Tang et al.,
2016b; Wang et al., 2016; Tang et al., 2016a; Ma
et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2017; Li et al., 2018;
Wang et al., 2018), which are able to automati-
cally learn the aspect-related semantic representa-
tion of an input sentence and thus exhibit better
performance. Usually, these NN-based models are
equipped with attention mechanisms to learn the
importance of each context word towards a given
aspect. It can not be denied that attention mecha-
nisms play vital roles in neural ASC models.

However, the existing attention mechanism in
ASC suffers from a major drawback. Specifically,
it is prone to overly focus on a few frequent words
with sentiment polarities and little attention is laid
upon low-frequency ones. As a result, the perfor-
mance of attentional neural ASC models is still far
from satisfaction. We speculate that this is because
there exist widely “apparent patterns” and “inap-
parent patterns”. Here, “apparent patterns” are
interpreted as high-frequency words with strong
sentiment polarities and “inapparent patterns” are
referred to as low-frequency ones in training data.
As mentioned in (Li et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2018;
Lin et al., 2017), NNs are easily affected by these
two modes: “apparent patterns” tend to be overly
learned while “inapparent patterns” often can not
be fully learned.

Here we use sentences in Table 1 to explain
this defect. In the first three training sentences,
given the fact that the context word “small” oc-
curs frequently with negative sentiment, the atten-
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Type Sentence Ans./Pred.

Train The [place] is small and crowded but the service is quick . Neg / —

Train The [place] is a bit too small for live music . Neg / —

Train The service is decent even when this small [place] is packed . Neg / —

Test At lunch time , the [place] is crowded . Neg / Pos

Test A small area makes for quiet [place] to study alone . Pos / Neg

Table 1: The example of attention visualization for five sentences, where the first three are training instances and
the last two are test ones. The bracketed bolded words are target aspects. Ans./Pred. = ground-truth/predicted
sentiment label. Words are highlighted with different degrees according to attention weights.

tion mechanism pays more attention to it and di-
rectly relates the sentences containing it with neg-
ative sentiment. This inevitably causes another in-
formative context word “crowded” to be partially
neglected in spite of it also possesses negative sen-
timent. Consequently, a neural ASC model incor-
rectly predicts the sentiment of the last two test
sentences: in the first test sentence, the neural
ASC model fails to capture the negative sentiment
implicated by ”crowded”; while, in the second test
sentence, the attention mechanism directly focuses
on “small” though it is not related to the given
aspect. Therefore, we believe that the attention
mechanism for ASC still leaves tremendous room
for improvement.

One potential solution to the above-mentioned
issue is supervised attention, which, however,
is supposed to be manually annotated, requiring
labor-intense work. In this paper, we propose a
novel progressive self-supervised attention learn-
ing approach for neural ASC models. Our method
is able to automatically and incrementally mine
attention supervision information from a training
corpus, which can be exploited to guide the train-
ing of attention mechanisms in ASC models. The
basic idea behind our approach roots in the fol-
lowing fact: the context word with the maximum
attention weight has the greatest impact on the
sentiment prediction of an input sentence. Thus,
such a context word of a correctly predicted train-
ing instance should be taken into consideration
during the model training. In contrast, the con-
text word in an incorrectly predicted training in-
stance ought to be ignored. To this end, we itera-
tively conduct sentiment predictions on all training
instances. Particularly, at each iteration, we ex-
tract the context word with the maximum attention
weight from each training instance to form atten-
tion supervision information, which can be used

to guide the training of attention mechanism: in
the case of correct prediction, we will remain this
word to be considered; otherwise, the attention
weight of this word is expected to be decreased.
Then, we mask all extracted context words of
each training instance so far and then refollow the
above process to discover more supervision infor-
mation for attention mechanisms. Finally, we aug-
ment the standard training objective with a regu-
larizer, which enforces attention distributions of
these mined context words to be consistent with
their expected distributions.

Our main contributions are three-fold: (1)
Through in-depth analysis, we point out the exist-
ing drawback of the attention mechanism for ASC.
(2) We propose a novel incremental approach to
automatically extract attention supervision infor-
mation for neural ASC models. To the best of
our knowledge, our work is the first attempt to
explore automatic attention supervision informa-
tion mining for ASC. (3) We apply our approach to
two dominant neural ASC models: Memory Net-
work (MN) (Tang et al., 2016b; Wang et al., 2018)
and Transformation Network (TNet) (Li et al.,
2018). Experimental results on several benchmark
datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of our ap-
proach.

2 Background

In this section, we give brief introductions to
MN and TNet, which both achieve satisfy-
ing performance and thus are chosen as the
foundations of our work. Here we introduce
some notations to facilitate subsequent descrip-
tions: x= (x1, x2, ..., xN ) is the input sen-
tence, t= (t1, t2, ..., tT ) is the given target aspect,
y, yp∈{Positive, Negative, Neutral} denote the
ground-truth and the predicted sentiment, respec-
tively.
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Figure 1: The framework architecture of MN.
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Figure 2: The framework architecture of TNet/TNet-
ATT. Note that TNet-ATT is the variant of TNet replac-
ing CNN with an attention mechanism.

MN (Tang et al., 2016b; Wang et al., 2018). The
framework illustration of MN is given in Figure
1. We first introduce an aspect embedding matrix
converting each target aspect word tj into a vec-
tor representation, and then define the final vec-
tor representation v(t) of t as the averaged as-
pect embedding of its words. Meanwhile, an-
other embedding matrix is used to project each
context word xi to the continuous space stored in
memory, denoted by mi. Then, an internal atten-
tion mechanism is applied to generate the aspect-
related semantic representation o of the sentence
x: o =

∑
isoftmax(vTt Mmi)hi, where M is an at-

tention matrix and hi is the final semantic repre-
sentation of xi, induced from a context word em-
bedding matrix. Finally, we use a fully connected
output layer to conduct classification based on o
and v(t).

TNet (Li et al., 2018). Figure 2 provides the
framework illustrations of TNet, which mainly
consists of three components:

(1) The bottom layer is a Bi-LSTM that
transforms the input x into the contextualized
word representations h(0)(x)=(h(0)1 , h

(0)
2 , ..., h

(0)
N )

(i.e. hidden states of Bi-LSTM). (2) The mid-
dle part, as the core of the whole model, con-
tains L layers of Context-Preserving Transforma-
tion (CPT), where word representations are up-
dated as h(l+1)(x)=CPT(h(l)(x)). The key oper-
ation of CPT layers is Target-Specific Transfor-
mation. It contains another Bi-LSTM for gen-
erating v(t) via an attention mechanism, and
then incorporates v(t) into the word representa-
tions. Besides, CPT layers are also equipped
with a Context-Preserving Mechanism (CPM) to
preserve the context information and learn more
abstract word-level features. In the end, we
obtain the word-level semantic representations
h(x)=(h1,h2...,hN ), with hi=h

(L)
i . (3) The top-

most part is a CNN layer used to produce the
aspect-related sentence representation o for the
sentiment classification.

In this work, we consider another alternative
to the original TNet, which replaces its top-
most CNN with an attention mechanism to pro-
duce the aspect-related sentence representation as
o=Atten(h(x), v(t)). In Section 4, we will inves-
tigate the performance of the original TNet and its
variant equipped with an attention mechanism, de-
noted by TNet-ATT.

Training Objective. Both of the above-
mentioned models take the negative log-likelihood
of the gold-truth sentiment tags as their training
objectives:

J(D; θ) = −
∑

(x,t,y)∈D
J(x, t, y; θ)

=
∑

(x,t,y)∈D
d(y) · logd(x, t; θ), (1)

whereD is the training corpus, d(y) is the one-hot
vector of y, d(x, t; θ) is the model-predicted sen-
timent distribution for the pair (x,t), and · denotes
the dot product of two vectors.

3 Our Approach

In this section, we first describe the basic intuition
behind our approach and then provide its details.
Finally, we elaborate how to incorporate the mined
supervision information for attention mechanisms
into neural ASC models. It is noteworthy that our
method is only applied to the training optimization
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of neural ASC models, without any impact on the
model testing.

3.1 Basic Intuition
The basic intuition of our approach stems from the
following fact: in attentional ASC models, the im-
portance of each context word on the given aspect
mainly depends on its attention weight. Thus, the
context word with the maximum attention weight
has the most important impact on the sentiment
prediction of the input sentence. Therefore, for a
training sentence, if the prediction of ASC model
is correct, we believe that it is reasonable to con-
tinue focusing on this context word. Conversely,
the attention weight of this context word should
be decreased.

However, as previously mentioned, the context
word with the maximum attention weight is of-
ten the one with strong sentiment polarity. It usu-
ally occurs frequently in the training corpus and
thus tends to be overly considered during model
training. This simultaneously leads to the insuf-
ficient learning of other context words, especially
low-frequency ones with sentiment polarities. To
address this problem, one intuitive and feasible
method is to first shield the influence of this most
important context word before reinvestigating ef-
fects of remaining context words of the training
instance. In that case, other low-frequency context
words with sentiment polarities can be discovered
according to their attention weights.

3.2 Details of Our Approach
Based on the above analysis, we propose a novel
incremental approach to automatically mine in-
fluential context words from training instances,
which can be then exploited as attention supervi-
sion information for neural ASC models.

As shown in Algorithm 1, we first use the ini-
tial training corpus D to conduct model training,
and then obtain the initial model parameters θ(0)

(Line 1). Then, we continue training the model
for K iterations, where influential context words
of all training instances can be iteratively extracted
(Lines 6-25). During this process, for each train-
ing instance (x, t, y), we introduce two word sets
initialized as ∅ (Lines 2-5) to record its extracted
context words: (1) sa(x) consists of context words
with active effects on the sentiment prediction of
x. Each word of sa(x) will be encouraged to re-
main considered in the refined model training, and
(2) sm(x) contains context words with misleading

Algorithm 1 : Neural ASC Model Training with
Automatically Mined Attention Supervision Infor-
mation.
Input: D: the initial training corpus;

θinit: the initial model parameters;
εα: the entropy threshold of attention weight distribution;
K: the maximum number of training iterations;

1: θ(0)← Train(D; θinit)
2: for (x, t, y) ∈ D do
3: sa(x)← ∅
4: sm(x)← ∅
5: end for
6: for k = 1, 2...,K do
7: D(k)← ∅
8: for (x, t, y) ∈ D do
9: v(t)← GenAspectRep(t, θ(k−1))

10: x′←MaskWord(x, sa(x), sm(x))
11: h(x′)← GenWordRep(x′, v(t), θ(k−1))
12: yp, α(x′)← SentiPred(h(x′), v(t), θ(k−1))
13: E(α(x′))← CalcEntropy(α(x′))
14: if E(α(x′)) < εα then
15: m← argmax1≤i≤N α(x′i)
16: if yp == y then
17: sa(x)← sa(x) ∪ {x′m}
18: else
19: sm(x)← sm(x) ∪ {x′m}
20: end if
21: end if
22: D(k)← D(k) ∪ (x′, t, y)
23: end for
24: θ(k)← Train(D(k); θ(k−1))
25: end for
26: Ds← ∅
27: for (x, t, y) ∈ D do
28: Ds← Ds ∪ (x, t, y, sa(x), sm(x))
29: end for
30: θ← Train(Ds)
Return: θ;

effects, whose attention weights are expected to
be decreased. Specifically, at the k-th training it-
eration, we adopt the following steps to deal with
(x, t, y):

In Step 1, we first apply the model parameters
θ(k−1) of the previous iteration to generate the as-
pect representation v(t) (Line 9). Importantly, ac-
cording to sa(x) and sm(x), we then mask all pre-
viously extracted context words of x to create a
new sentence x′, where each masked word is re-
placed with a special token “〈mask〉” (Line 10).
In this way, the effects of these context words will
be shielded during the sentiment prediction of x′,
and thus other context words can be potentially ex-
tracted from x′. Finally, we generate the word rep-
resentations h(x′)={h(x′i)}Ni=1 (Line 11).

In Step 2, on the basis of v(t) and h(x′), we
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Iter Sentence Ans./Pred. E(α(x′)) x′
m

1 The [place] is small and crowded but the service is quick . Neg / Neg 2.38 small

2 The [place] is 〈mask〉 and crowded but the service is quick . Neg / Neg 2.59 crowded

3 The [place] is 〈mask〉 and 〈mask〉 but the service is quick . Neg / Pos 2.66 quick

4 The [place] is 〈mask〉 and 〈mask〉 but the service is 〈mask〉 . Neg / Neg 3.07 —

Table 2: The example of mining influential context words from the first training sentence in Table 1. E(α(x′))
denotes the entropy of the attention weight distribution α(x′), εα is entropy threshold set as 3.0, and x′m indicates
the context word with the maximum attention weight. Note that all extracted words are replaced with “〈mask〉”
and their background colors are labeled as white.

leverage θ(k−1) to predict the sentiment of x′ as yp
(Line 12), where the word-level attention weight
distribution α(x′)={α(x′1), α(x′2), ..., α(x′N )}
subjecting to

∑N
i=1 α(x

′
i) = 1 is induced.

In Step 3, we use the entropy E(α(x′)) to mea-
sure the variance of α(x′) (Line 13), which con-
tributes to determine the existence of an influential
context word for the sentiment prediction of x′,

E(α(x′)) = −
N∑

i=1

α(x′i) log(α(x
′
i)). (2)

If E(α(x′)) is less than a threshold εα (Line 14),
we believe that there exists at least one context
word with great effect on the sentiment prediction
of x′. Hence, we extract the context word x′m with
the maximum attention weight (Line 15-20) that
will be exploited as attention supervision informa-
tion to refine the model training. Specifically, we
adopt two strategies to deal with x′m according to
different prediction results on x′: if the prediction
is correct, we wish to continue focusing on x′m and
add it into sa(x) (Lines 16-17); otherwise, we ex-
pect to decrease the attention weight of x′m and
thus include it into sm(x) (Lines 18-19).

In Step 4, we combine x′, t and y as a triple,
and merge it with the collected ones to form a new
training corpus D(k) (Line 22). Then, we lever-
age D(k) to continue updating model parameters
for the next iteration (Line 24). In doing so, we
make our model adaptive to discover more influ-
ential context words.

Through K iterations of the above steps, we
manage to extract influential context words of all
training instances. Table 2 illustrates the context
word mining process of the first sentence shown
in Table 1. In this example, we iteratively extract
three context words in turn: “small”, “crowded”
and “quick”. The former two words are included
in sa(x), while the last one is contained in sm(x).

Finally, the extracted context words of each train-
ing instance will be included into D, forming a
final training corpusDs with attention supervision
information (Lines 26-29), which will be used to
carry out the last model training (Line 30). The
details will be provided in the next subsection.

3.3 Model Training with Attention
Supervision Information

To exploit the above extracted context words to
refine the training of attention mechanisms for
ASC models, we propose a soft attention regular-
izer4(α(sa(x)∪sm(x)), α̂(sa(x)∪sm(x)); θ) to
jointly minimize the standard training objective,
where α(∗) and α̂(∗) denotes the model-induced
and expected attention weight distributions of
words in sa(x)∪sm(x), respectively. More specif-
ically, 4(α(∗), α̂(∗); θ) is an Euclidean Distance
style loss that penalizes the disagreement between
α(∗) and α̂(∗).

As previously analyzed, we expect to equally
continue focusing on the context words of sa(x)
during the final model training. To this end, we
set their expected attention weights to the same
value 1

|sa(x)| . By doing so, the weights of words
extracted first will be reduced, and those of words
extracted later will be increased, avoiding the
over-fitting of high-frequency context words with
sentiment polarities and the under-fitting of low-
frequency ones. On the other hand, for the words
in sm(x) with misleading effects on the sentiment
prediction of x, we want to reduce their effects and
thus directly set their expected weights as 0. Back
to the sentence shown in Table 2, both “small”
and “crowded”∈sa(x) are assigned the same ex-
pected weight 0.5, and the expected weight of
“quick”∈sm(x) is 0.

Finally, our objective function on the training
corpus Ds with attention supervision information
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Domain Dataset #Pos #Neg #Neu

LAPTOP
Train 980 858 454
Test 340 128 171

REST
Train 2159 800 632
Test 730 195 196

TWITTER
Train 1567 1563 3127
Test 174 174 346

Table 3: Datasets in our experiments. #Pos, #Neg and
#Neu denotes the number of instances with Positive,
Negative and Neutral sentiment, respectively.

becomes

Js(Ds; θ) = −
∑

(x,t,y)∈Ds
{J(x, t, y; θ)+ (3)

γ4(α(sa(x) ∪ sm(x)), α̂(sa(x) ∪ sm(x)); θ)},

where J(x, t, y; θ) is the conventional training ob-
jective defined in Equation 1, and γ>0 is a hyper-
parameter that balances the preference between
the conventional loss function and the regulariza-
tion term. In addition to the utilization of attention
supervision information, our method has a further
advantage: it is easier to address the vanishing gra-
dient problem by adding such information into the
intermediate layers of the entire network (Szegedy
et al., 2015), because the supervision of α̂(∗) is
closer to α(∗) than y.

4 Experiments

Datasets. We applied the proposed approach
into MN (Tang et al., 2016b; Wang et al., 2018)
and TNet-ATT (Li et al., 2018) (see Section 2),
and conducted experiments on three benchmark
datasets: LAPTOP, REST (Pontiki et al., 2014)
and TWITTER (Dong et al., 2014). In our
datasets, the target aspect of each sentence has
been provided. Besides, we removed a few in-
stances with conflict sentiment labels as imple-
mented in (Chen et al., 2017). The statistics of
the final datasets are listed in Table 3.

Contrast Models. We referred to our two
enhanced ASC models as MN(+AS) and TNet-
ATT(+AS), and compared them with MN, TNet,
and TNet-ATT. Note our models require addi-
tional K+1-iteration training, therefore, we also
compared them with the above models with addi-
tional K+1-iteration training, which are denoted
as MN(+KT), TNet(+KT) and TNet-ATT(+KT).
Moreover, to investigate effects of different
kinds of attention supervision information, we
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Figure 3: Effects of εα on the validation sets using
MN(+AS).
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Figure 4: Effects of εα on the validation sets using
TNet-ATT(+AS).

also listed the performance of MN(+ASa) and
MN(+ASm), which only leverage context words
of sa(x) and sm(x), respectively, and the same for
TNet-ATT(+ASa) and TNet-ATT(+ASm).

Training Details. We used pre-trained GloVe
vectors (Pennington et al., 2014) to initialize the
word embeddings with vector dimension 300. For
out-of-vocabulary words, we randomly sampled
their embeddings from the uniform distribution [-
0.25, 0.25], as implemented in (Kim, 2014). Be-
sides, we initialized the other model parameters
uniformly between [-0.01, 0.01]. To alleviate
overfitting, we employed dropout strategy (Hin-
ton et al., 2012) on the input word embeddings of
the LSTM and the ultimate aspect-related sentence
representation. Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) was
adopted as the optimizer with the learning rate
0.001.

When implementing our approach, we empir-
ically set the maximum iteration number K as
5, γ in Equation 3 as 0.1 on LAPTOP data set,
0.5 on REST data set and 0.1 on TWITTER data
set, respectively. All hyper-parameters were tuned
on 20% randomly held-out training data. Finally,
we used F1-Macro and accuracy as our evaluation
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Model LAPTOP REST TWITTER
Macro-F1 Accuracy Macro-F1 Accuracy Macro-F1 Accuracy

MN (Wang et al., 2018) 62.89 68.90 64.34 75.30 — —
MN 63.28 68.97 65.88 77.32 66.17 67.71

MN(+KT) 63.31 68.95 65.86 77.33 66.18 67.78
MN(+ASm) 64.37 69.69 68.40 78.13 67.20 68.90
MN(+ASa) 64.61 69.95 68.59 78.23 67.47 69.17
MN(+AS) 65.24∗∗ 70.53∗∗ 69.15∗∗ 78.75∗ 67.88∗∗ 69.64∗∗

TNet (Li et al., 2018) 71.75 76.54 71.27 80.69 73.60 74.97
TNet 71.82 76.12 71.70 80.35 76.82 77.60

TNet(+KT) 71.74 76.44 71.36 80.59 76.78 77.54
TNet-ATT 71.21 76.06 71.15 80.32 76.53 77.46

TNet-ATT(+KT) 71.44 76.06 71.01 80.50 76.58 77.46
TNet-ATT(+ASm) 72.39 76.89 72.04 80.96 77.42 78.08
TNet-ATT(+ASa) 73.30 77.34 72.67 81.33 77.63 78.47
TNet-ATT(+AS) 73.84∗∗ 77.62∗∗ 72.90∗∗ 81.53∗ 77.72∗∗ 78.61∗

Table 4: Experimental results on various datasets. We directly cited the best experimental results of MN and
TNet reported in (Wang et al., 2018; Li et al., 2018). ∗∗ and ∗ means significant at p <0.01 and p <0.05 over
the baselines (MN, TNet) on each test set, respectively. Here we conducted 1,000 bootstrap tests (Koehn, 2004) to
measure the significance in metric score differences.

measures.

4.1 Effects of εα
εα is a very important hyper-parameter that con-
trols the iteration number of mining attention su-
pervision information (see Line 14 of Algorithm
1). Thus, in this group of experiments, we var-
ied εα from 1.0 to 7.0 with an increment of 1 each
time, so as to investigate its effects on the perfor-
mance of our models on the validation sets.

Figure 3 and 4 show the experimental results
of different models. Specifically, MN(+AS) with
εα=3.0 achieves the best performance, meanwhile,
the optimal performance of TNet-ATT(+AS) is
obtained when εα=4.0. We observe the increase
of εα does not lead to further improvements, which
may be due to more noisy extracted context words.
Because of these results, we set εα for MN(+AS)
and TNet-ATT(+AS) as 3.0 and 4.0 in the follow-
ing experiments, respectively.

4.2 Overall Results

Table 4 provides all the experimental results. To
enhance the persuasiveness of our experimental
results, we also displayed the previously reported
scores of MN (Wang et al., 2018) and TNet (Li
et al., 2018) on the same data set. According to
the experimental results, we can come to the fol-
lowing conclusions:

First, both of our reimplemented MN and TNet
are comparable to their original models reported in
(Wang et al., 2018; Li et al., 2018). These results
show that our reimplemented baselines are com-
petitive. When we replace the CNN of TNet with
an attention mechanism, TNet-ATT is slightly in-
ferior to TNet. Moreover, when we perform ad-
ditional K+1-iteration of training on these mod-
els, their performance has not changed signifi-
cantly, suggesting simply increasing training time
is unable to enhance the performance of the neural
ASC models.

Second, when we apply the proposed approach
into both MN and TNet-ATT, the context words
in sa(x) are more effective than those in sm(x).
This is because the proportion of correctly pre-
dicted training instances is larger than that of in-
correctly ones. Besides, the performance gap be-
tween MN(+ASa) and MN(+ASm) is larger than
that between two variants of TNet-ATT. One un-
derlying reason is that the performance of TNet-
ATT is better than MN, which enables TNet-ATT
to produce more correctly predicted training in-
stances. This in turn brings more attention super-
vision to TNet-ATT than MN.

Finally, when we use both kinds of attention
supervision information, no matter for which met-
ric, MN(+AS) remarkably outperforms MN on all
test sets. Although our TNet-ATT is slightly in-
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Model Sentence Ans./Pred.

TNet-ATT The [folding chair] i was seated at was uncomfortable . Neg / Neu

TNet-ATT(+AS) The [folding chair] i was seated at was uncomfortable . Neg / Neg

TNet-ATT The [food] did take a few extra minutes ... the cute waiters ... Neu / Pos

TNet-ATT(+AS) The [food] did take a few extra minutes ... the cute waiters ... Neu / Neu

Table 5: Two test cases predicted by TNet-ATT and TNet-ATT(+AS).

ferior to TNet, TNet-ATT(+AS) still significantly
surpasses both TNet and TNet-ATT. These results
strongly demonstrate the effectiveness and gener-
ality of our approach.

4.3 Case Study

In order to know how our method improves neural
ASC models, we deeply analyze attention results
of TNet-ATT and TNet-ATT(+AS). It has been
found that our proposed approach can solve the
above-mentioned two issues well.

Table 5 provides two test cases. TNet-ATT in-
correctly predicts the sentiment of the first test
sentence as neutral. This is because the context
word “uncomfortable” only appears in two train-
ing instances with negative polarities, which dis-
tracts attention from it. When using our approach,
the average attention weight of “uncomfortable”
is increased to 2.6 times than that of baseline in
these two instances. Thus, TNet-ATT(+AS) is
capable of assigning a greater attention weight
(0.0056→0.2940) to this context word, leading to
the correct prediction of the first test sentence. For
the second test sentence, since the context word
“cute” occurs in training instances mostly with
positive polarity, TNet-ATT directly focuses on
this word and then incorrectly predicts the sen-
tence sentiment as positive. Adopting our method,
attention weights of “cute” in training instances
with neural or negative polarity are significantly
decreased. Specifically, in these instances, the av-
erage weight of “cute” is reduced to 0.07 times
of the original. Hence, TNet-ATT(+AS) assigns
a smaller weight (0.1090→0.0062) to “cute” and
achieves the correct sentiment prediction.

5 Related Work

Recently, neural models have been shown to be
successful on ASC. For example, due to its multi-
ple advantages, such as being simpler and faster,
MNs with attention mechanisms (Tang et al.,
2016b; Wang et al., 2018) have been widely used.

Another prevailing neural model is LSTM that
also involves an attention mechanism to explic-
itly capture the importance of each context word
(Wang et al., 2016). Overall, attention mecha-
nisms play crucial roles in all these models.

Following this trend, researchers have resorted
to more sophisticated attention mechanisms to re-
fine neural ASC models. Chen et al., (2017) pro-
posed a multiple-attention mechanism to capture
sentiment features separated by a long distance,
so that it is more robust against irrelevant infor-
mation. An interactive attention network has been
designed by Ma et al., (2017) for ASC, where two
attention networks were introduced to model the
target and context interactively. Liu et al., (2017)
proposed to leverage multiple attentions for ASC:
one obtained from the left context and the other
one acquired from the right context of a given as-
pect. Very recently, transformation-based model
has also been explored for ASC (Li et al., 2018),
and the attention mechanism is replaced by CNN.

Different from these work, our work is in line
with the studies of introducing attention super-
vision to refine the attention mechanism, which
have become hot research topics in several NN-
based NLP tasks, such as event detection (Liu
et al., 2017), machine translation (Liu et al., 2016),
and police killing detection (Nguyen and Nguyen,
2018). However, such supervised attention acqui-
sition is labor-intense. Therefore, we mainly com-
mits to automatic mining supervision information
for attention mechanisms of neural ASC models.
Theoretically, our approach is orthogonal to these
models, and we leave the adaptation of our ap-
proach into these models as future work.

Our work is inspired by two recent models: one
is (Wei et al., 2017) proposed to progressively
mine discriminative object regions using classifi-
cation networks to address the weakly-supervised
semantic segmentation problems, and the other
one is (Xu et al., 2018) where a dropout method
integrating with global information is presented to
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encourage the model to mine inapparent features
or patterns for text classification. To the best of our
knowledge, our work is the first one to explore au-
tomatic mining of attention supervision informa-
tion for ASC.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have explored how to automat-
ically mine supervision information for attention
mechanisms of neural ASC models. Through in-
depth analyses, we first point out the defect of
the attention mechanism for ASC: a few frequent
words with sentiment polarities are tend to be
over-learned, while those with low frequency of-
ten lack sufficient learning. Then, we propose a
novel approach to automatically and incrementally
mine attention supervision information for neu-
ral ASC models. These mined information can
be further used to refine the model training via
a regularization term. To verify the effectiveness
of our approach, we apply our approach into two
dominant neural ASC models, where experimental
results demonstrate our method significantly im-
proves the performance of these two models.

Our method is general for attention mecha-
nisms. Thus, we plan to extend our approach
to other neural NLP tasks with attention mech-
anisms, such as neural document classification
(Yang et al., 2016) and neural machine translation
(Zhang et al., 2018).
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Abstract

We experiment with two recent contextual-
ized word embedding methods (ELMo and
BERT) in the context of open-domain argu-
ment search. For the first time, we show
how to leverage the power of contextual-
ized word embeddings to classify and cluster
topic-dependent arguments, achieving impres-
sive results on both tasks and across multiple
datasets. For argument classification, we im-
prove the state-of-the-art for the UKP Senten-
tial Argument Mining Corpus by 20.8 percent-
age points and for the IBM Debater - Evidence
Sentences dataset by 7.4 percentage points.
For the understudied task of argument clus-
tering, we propose a pre-training step which
improves by 7.8 percentage points over strong
baselines on a novel dataset, and by 12.3 per-
centage points for the Argument Facet Simi-
larity (AFS) Corpus.1

1 Introduction

Argument mining methods have been applied to
different tasks such as identifying reasoning struc-
tures (Stab and Gurevych, 2014), assessing the
quality of arguments (Wachsmuth et al., 2017),
or linking arguments from different documents
(Cabrio and Villata, 2012). Broadly speaking, ex-
isting methods either approach argument mining
from the discourse-level perspective (aiming to an-
alyze local argumentation structures), or from an
information-seeking perspective (aiming to detect
arguments relevant to a predefined topic). While
discourse-level approaches mostly focus on the
analysis of single documents or document col-
lections (Eger et al., 2017), information-seeking
approaches need to be capable of dealing with
heterogeneous sources and topics (Shnarch et al.,
2018) and also face the problem of redundancy, as

1Code and models available: https://github.com/UKPLab/
acl2019-BERT-argument-classification-and-clustering

arguments might be repeated across sources. As a
result, this perspective naturally calls for a subse-
quent clustering step, which is able to identify and
aggregate similar arguments for the same topic. In
this work, we focus on the latter perspective, re-
ferring to it as open-domain argument search, and
show how contextualized word embeddings can be
leveraged to overcome some of the challenges in-
volved in topic-dependent argument classification
and clustering.

Identifying arguments for unseen topics is a
challenging task for machine learning systems.
The lexical appearance for two topics, e.g. “net
neutrality” and “school uniforms”, is vastly dif-
ferent. Hence, in order to perform well, systems
must develop a deep semantic understanding of
both the topic as well as the sources to search for
arguments. Even more so, clustering similar argu-
ments is a demanding task, as fine-grained seman-
tic nuances may determine whether two arguments
(talking about the same topic) are similar. Figure
1 gives an example of arguments on the topic “net
neutrality”. Both arguments center around the as-
pect of “equal access for every Internet user” but
are differently phrased.

A1 The ultimate goal is fast, affordable, open In-
ternet access for everyone, everywhere.
A2 If this does not happen, we will create an In-
ternet where only users able to pay for privileged
access enjoy the network’s full capabilities.

Figure 1: Similar pro arguments for the topic “net neu-
trality”.

Contextualized word embeddings, especially
ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) and BERT (Devlin
et al., 2018) could offer a viable solution to this
problem. In contrast to traditional word embed-
dings like word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) or
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GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014), these methods
compute the embeddings for a sentence on the fly
by taking the context of a target word into account.
This yields word representations that better match
the specific sense of the word in a sentence. In
cross-topic scenarios, with which we are dealing
in open-domain argument search, contextualized
representations need to be able to adapt to new,
unseen textual topics. We thus analyze ELMo and
BERT in a cross-topic scenario for the tasks of ar-
gument classification and clustering on four differ-
ent datasets. For argument classification, we use
the UKP Sentential Argument Mining Corpus by
Stab et al. (2018b) and the IBM Debater R©: Evi-
dence Sentences corpus by Shnarch et al. (2018).
For argument clustering, we introduce a novel
corpus on aspect-based argument clustering and
evaluate the proposed methods on this corpus as
well as on the Argument Facet Similarity Corpus
(Misra et al., 2016).

The contributions in this publications are:
(1) We frame the problem of open-domain argu-
ment search as a combination of topic-dependent
argument classification and clustering and dis-
cuss how contextualized word embeddings can
help to improve these tasks across four different
datasets. (2) We show that our suggested methods
improve the state-of-the-art for argument classifi-
cation when fine-tuning the models, thus signif-
icantly reducing the gap to human performance.
(3) We introduce a novel corpus on aspect-based
argument similarity and demonstrate how contex-
tualized word embeddings help to improve cluster-
ing similar arguments in a supervised fashion with
little training data.

We present the four different datasets used in
this work in Section 3, before we discuss our ex-
periments and results on argument classification
and clustering in Sections 4 and 5. We conclude
our findings for open-domain argument search in
Section 6.

2 Related Work

In the following, we concentrate on the funda-
mental tasks involved in open-domain argument
search. First, we discuss work that experiments
with sentence-level argument classification. Sec-
ond, we review work that provides us with the nec-
essary tools to cluster extracted arguments by their
similarity. Third, we take a deeper look into con-
textualized word embeddings.

Argument Classification, as viewed in this
work, aims to identify topic-related, sentence-
level arguments from (heterogeneous) documents.
Levy et al. (2014) identify context-dependent
claims (CDCs) by splitting the problem into
smaller sub-problems. Rinott et al. (2015) extend
this work with a pipeline of feature-based mod-
els that find and rank supporting evidence from
Wikipedia for the CDCs. However, neither of
these approaches leverage the potential of word
embeddings in capturing semantic relations be-
tween words.

Shnarch et al. (2018) aim to identify topic-
dependent evidence sentences by blending large
automatically generated training sets with man-
ually annotated data as initialization step. They
use a BiLSTM with GloVe embeddings and inte-
grate the topic via attention. For topic-dependent
argument detection, Stab et al. (2018b) deploy a
modified LSTM-cell that is able to directly in-
tegrate topic information. They show the im-
portance of topic information by outperforming a
BiLSTM baseline by around 4.5pp. Yet, their best
model only shows mediocre recall for arguments,
while showing an even lower precision when com-
pared to their baseline. As argument classification
is the first logical step in open-domain argument
search, a low performance would eventually prop-
agate further down to the clustering of similar ar-
guments. Hence, in this work, we aim to tackle
this problem by leveraging superior contextualized
language models to improve on precision and re-
call of argumentative sentences.

Argument Clustering aims to identify sim-
ilar arguments. Previous research in this area
mainly used feature-based approaches in com-
bination with traditional word embeddings like
word2vec or GloVe. Boltužić and Šnajder (2015)
applied hierarchical clustering on semantic simi-
larities between users’ posts from a two-side on-
line debate forum using word2vec. Wachsmuth
et al. (2018) experimented with different word em-
beddings techniques for (counter)argument simi-
larity. Misra et al. (2016) presented a new cor-
pus on argument similarity on three topics. They
trained a Support Vector Regression model us-
ing different hand-engineered features including
custom trained word2vec. Trabelsi and Zaı̈ane
(2015) used an augmented LDA to automatically
extract coherent words and phrases describing ar-
guing expressions and apply constrained cluster-
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ing to group similar viewpoints of topics.
In contrast to previous work, we apply argu-

ment clustering on a dataset containing both rel-
evant and non-relevant arguments for a large num-
ber of different topics which is closer to a more
realistic setup.

Contextualized word embeddings compute a
representation for a target word based on the spe-
cific context the word is used within a sentence.
In contrast, traditional word embedding methods,
like word2vec or GloVe, words are always mapped
to the same vector. Contextualized word embed-
dings tackle the issue that words can have differ-
ent senses based on the context. Two approaches
that became especially popular are ELMo (Peters
et al., 2018) and BERT (Devlin et al., 2018).

ELMo (Embeddings from Language Models)
representations are derived from a bidirectional
language model, that is trained on a large corpus.
Peters et al. combine a character-based CNN with
two bidirectional LSTM layers. The ELMo repre-
sentation is then derived from all three layers.

BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations
from Transformers) uses a deep transformer net-
work (Vaswani et al., 2017) with 12 or 24 lay-
ers to derive word representations. Devlin et al.
presented two new pre-training objectives: the
“masked language model” and the “next sentence
prediction” objectives. They demonstrate that
the pre-trained BERT models can be fine-tuned
for various tasks, including sentence classification
and sentence-pair classification.

ELMo and BERT were primarily evaluated on
datasets where the test and training sets have com-
parable distributions. In cross-topic setups, how-
ever, the distributions for training and testing are
vastly different. It is unclear, whether ELMo and
BERT will be able to adapt to this additional chal-
lenge for cross-topic argument mining.

3 Datasets

No dataset is available that allows evaluating
open-domain argument search end-to-end. Hence,
we analyze and evaluate the involved steps (argu-
ment classification and clustering) independently.

3.1 Argument Classification

To our knowledge, to date there are only two suit-
able corpora for the task of topic-dependent argu-
ment classification.

UKP Corpus. The UKP Sentential Argument

Mining Corpus by Stab et al. (2018b) (hence-
forth: UKP corpus) annotated 400 documents
with 25,492 sentences on eight controversial top-
ics with the labels: pro/con/no argument.

IBM Corpus. The IBM Debater R©: Evidence
Sentences by Shnarch et al. (2018) (henceforth:
IBM corpus) contains 118 topics drawn from dif-
ferent debate portals. For each topic, Shnarch
et al. (2018) extracted sentences from Wikidata
that were in turn annotated by crowd-workers (10
for each topic-sentence pair) with one of the two
labels: evidence or no evidence in regard to the
topic.

3.2 Argument Clustering

Topic-dependent argument clustering is an under-
studied problem with few resources available. Ar-
guments on controversial topics usually address
a limited set of aspects, for example, many ar-
guments on “nuclear energy” address safety con-
cerns. Argument pairs addressing the same aspect
should be assigned a high similarity score, and ar-
guments on different aspects a low score. To date,
the only available resource of that kind we are
aware of, is the Argument Facet Similarity (AFS)
Corpus (Misra et al., 2016).

AFS Corpus. The AFS corpus annotates simi-
larities of arguments pairwise. Misra et al. (2016)
aimed to create automatic summaries for contro-
versial topics. As an intermediate step, they ex-
tracted 6,000 sentential argument pairs from cu-
rated online debating platforms for three topics
and annotated them on a scale from 0 (“different
topic”) to 5 (“completely equivalent”). A draw-
back of this corpus is that the arguments are cu-
rated, i.e., the dataset does not include noise or
non-relevant arguments. Furthermore, the corpus
covers only three different topics.

UKP ASPECT Corpus. To remedy these
shortcomings, we create a new corpus with anno-
tations on similar and dissimilar sentence-level ar-
guments (Stab et al., 2018b), referred to as the Ar-
gument Aspect Similarity (UKP ASPECT) Corpus
in the following.2 The UKP ASPECT corpus con-
sists of sentences which have been identified as ar-
guments for given topics using the ArgumenText
system (Stab et al., 2018a). The ArgumenText
system expects as input an arbitrary topic (query)
and searches a large web crawl for relevant docu-

2The dataset is available at http://www.ukp.tu-
darmstadt.de/data
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ments. Finally, it classifies all sentences contained
in the most relevant documents for a given query
into pro, con or non-arguments (with regard to the
given topic).

We picked 28 topics related to currently dis-
cussed issues from technology and society. To bal-
ance the selection of argument pairs with regard
to their similarity, we applied a weak supervision
approach. For each of our 28 topics, we applied
a sampling strategy that picks randomly two pro
or con argument sentences at random, calculates
their similarity using the system by Misra et al.
(2016), and keeps pairs with a probability aim-
ing to balance diversity across the entire similarity
scale. This was repeated until we reached 3,595
arguments pairs, about 130 pairs for each topic.

The argument pairs were annotated on a range
of three degrees of similarity (no, some, and high
similarity) with the help of crowd workers on
the Amazon Mechanical Turk platform. To ac-
count for unrelated pairs due to the sampling pro-
cess, crowd workers could choose a fourth op-
tion.3 We collected seven assignments per pair
and used Multi-Annotator Competence Estimation
(MACE) with a threshold of 1.0 (Hovy et al.,
2013) to consolidate votes into a gold standard.
About 48% of the gold standard pairs are labeled
with no similarity, whereas about 23% resp. 13%
are labeled with some resp. high similarity. Fur-
thermore, 16% of the pairs were labeled as con-
taining invalid argument(s) (e.g. irrelevant to the
topic at hand).

We asked six experts (graduate research staff fa-
miliar with argument mining) to annotate a ran-
dom subset of 50 pairs from 10 topics. The result-
ing agreement among experts was Krippendorff’s
α = 0.43 (binary distance) resp. 0.47 (weighted
distance4), reflecting the high difficulty of the task.
Krippendorff’s α agreement between experts and
the gold standard from crowd workers was deter-
mined as 0.54 (binary) resp. 0.55 (weighted dis-
tance).

4 Argument Classification

As a first task in our pipeline of open-domain
argument search, we focus on topic-dependent,
sentence-level argument classification. To prevent

3The exact layout of the Human Intelligence Task (HIT)
guidelines, as well as agreement statistics can be seen in the
appendix.

4Reduced distance of 0.5 between high and some similar-
ity, otherwise 1.

the propagation of errors to the subsequent task
of argument clustering, it is paramount to reach a
high performance in this step.

4.1 Experimental Setup
For the UKP Corpus, we use the proposed evalua-
tion scheme by Stab et al. (2018b): The models are
trained on the train split (70% of the data) of seven
topics, tuned on the dev split (10%) of these seven
topics, and then evaluated on the test split (20%)
of the eighth topic. A macro F1-score is computed
for the 3-label classes and scores are averaged over
all topics and over ten random seeds. For the IBM
Corpus, we use the setup by Shnarch et al. (2018):
Training on 83 topics (4,066 sentences) and test-
ing on 35 topics (1,719 sentences). We train for
five different random seeds and report the average
accuracy over all runs.

4.2 Methods
We experiment with a number of different models
and distinguish between models which use topic
information and ones that do not.

bilstm. This model was presented as a baseline
by Stab et al. (2018b). It trains a bi-directional
LSTM network on the sentence, followed by a
softmax classifier and has no information about
the topic. As input, pre-trained word2vec embed-
dings (Google News dataset) were used.

biclstm. Stab et al. (2018b) presented the con-
textualized LSTM (clstm), which adds topic infor-
mation to the i- and c-cells of the LSTM. The topic
information is represented by using pre-trained
word2vec embeddings.

IBM. Shnarch et al. (2018) blend large automat-
ically generated training sets with manually anno-
tated data in the initialization step. They use an
LSTM with 300-d GloVe embeddings and inte-
grate the topic via attention. We re-implemented
their system, as no official code is available.

We experiment with these three models by re-
placing the word2vec / GloVe embeddings with
ELMo and BERT embeddings. The ELMo em-
beddings are obtained by averaging the output of
the three layers from the pre-trained 5.5B ELMo
model. For each token in a sentence, we gener-
ate a BERT embedding with the pre-trained BERT-
large-uncased model.

Further, we evaluate fine-tuning the transformer
network from BERT for our datasets:

BERT. We add a softmax layer to the output of
the first token from BERT and fine-tune the net-
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work for three epochs with a batch size of 16 and
a learning rate of 2e-5. We only present the sen-
tence to the BERT model.

BERTtopic. We add topic information to the
BERT network by changing the input to the net-
work. We concatenate the topic and the sentence
(separated by a special [SEP]-token) and fine-
tune the network as mentioned before.

4.3 Results and Analysis

In the following, we present and analyze the re-
sults.

UKP Corpus. Replacing traditional embed-
dings in the bilstm by contextualized word em-
beddings improves the model’s performance by
around 6pp and 8pp in F1 for ELMo and BERT
(see Table 1). The fine-tuned BERT-large im-
proves by even 12pp over the baseline bilstm and
by this also outperforms bilstmBERT by around
4pp. Hence, using an intermediary BiLSTM layer
for the BERT model even hurts the performance.

Using ELMo and BERT embeddings in the
topic-integrating biclstm model significantly de-
creases the performance, as compared to their per-
formance in the bilstm. The contextualized word
embedding for a topic is different to the one of a
topic appearing in a sentence and the biclstm fails
to learn a connection between them.

Including the topic into the fine-tuned BERT
models increases the F1 score by approx. 14.5pp
and 13pp for BERT-base and BERT-large. This is
due to a vast increase in recall for both models;
while changes in precision are mostly small, re-
call for positive and negative arguments increases
by at least 21pp for both models. As such, BERT-
largetopic also beats the biclstm by almost 21pp in
F1 score and represents a new state-of-the-art on
this dataset.

While the gap to human performance remains
at around 18pp in F1, our proposed approach de-
creases this gap significantly as compared to the
previous state-of-the-art. Based on preliminary
experimental results, we suspect that this gap can
be further reduced by adding more topics to the
training data.

The results show that (1) the BERT-[base/large]
models largely improve F1 and precision for argu-
ments and (2) leveraging topic-information yields
another strong improvement on the recall of ar-
gumentative sentences. The usefulness of topic-
information has already been shown by Stab et al.

(2018b) through their biclstm and stems from
a much higher recall of arguments while losing
some of the precision when compared to their bil-
stm. Yet, their approach cannot hold to BERT’s
superior architecture; the topic-integrating BERT
models BERT-basetopic and BERT-largetopic not
only compensate for the biclstm’s drop in preci-
sion, but also increase the recall for pro and con
arguments by at least 18pp and 15pp. We ac-
count this performance increase to BERT’s multi-
head attention between all word pairs, where every
word in a sentence has an attention value with the
topic (words).

IBM corpus. As a baseline for models that
do not use any topic information, we train three
simple BiLSTMs with ELMo, BERT, and 300-d
GloVe embeddings and compare them to the fine-
tuned base and large BERT models. As Table
1 shows, BERT and ELMo embeddings perform
around 2.7 and 3.7pp better in accuracy than the
GloVe embeddings. BERT-base yields even 7pp
higher accuracy, while its difference to the large
model is only +1pp.

Both BERT-base and BERT-large outperform
the baseline IBM set by Shnarch et al. (2018) al-
ready by more than 6pp in accuracy5. The topic in-
tegrating models IBMELMo and IBMBERT do not
improve much over their BiLSTM counterparts,
which do not use any topic information. Simi-
lar to the conclusion for the UKP corpus, we at-
tribute this to the different embedding vectors we
retrieve for a topic as compared to the vectors for
a topic mention within a sentence. BERT-basetopic

and BERT-largetopic show the largest improvement
with 8pp over the baseline and represent a new
state-of-the-art on this dataset. The fine-tuned
BERT models show vast improvements over the
baseline, which is on par with the findings for the
UKP corpus.

Yet, in contrast to the results on the UKP cor-
pus, adding topic information to the fine-tuned
BERT models has only a small effect on the score.
This can be explained with the different composi-
tion of both corpora: while sentences in the UKP
corpus may only be implicitly connected to their
related topic (only 20% of all sentences contain
their related topic), sentences in IBM’s corpus all
contain their related topic and are thus explicitly

5Please note that we refer to our reproduced baseline.
Also, the original baseline’s performance by Shnarch et al.
(2018) can only be guessed, since the numbers are drawn
from a figure and do not appear in the text.
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Model UKP Corpus IBM
F1 Parg+ Parg- Rarg+ Rarg- Accuracy

Without topic information
bilstm (Stab et al., 2018b) .3796 .3484 .4710 .0963 .2181 .7201
bilstmELMo .4382 .4639 .5088 .1840 .2778 .7574
bilstmBERT .4631 .5051 .5079 .2074 .3076 .7476
BERT-base .4680 .5521 .5397 .2352 .2800 .7928
BERT-large .5019 .5844 .5818 .2917 .3154 .8021
With topic information
outer-att (Stab et al., 2018b) .3873 .3651 .4696 .1042 .2381 -
biclstm (Stab et al., 2018b) .4242 .2675 .3887 .2817 .4028 -
biclstmELMo .3924 .2372 .4381 .0317 .3955 -
biclstmBERT .4243 .3431 .4397 .1060 .4275 -
IBM (Shnarch et al., 2018) - - - - - ∼ .74
IBM (reproduced) - - - - - .7288
IBMELMo - - - - - .7651
IBMBERT - - - - - .7480
BERT-basetopic .6128 .5048 .5313 .4698 .5795 .8137
BERT-largetopic .6325 .5535 .5843 .5051 .5594 .8131
Human Performance .8100 - - - - -

Table 1: Results of each model for sentence-level argument classification using cross-topic evaluation on the UKP
Sentential Argument Mining Corpus and on the IBM Debater R© - Evidence Sentences dataset. Blank fields result
from dataset-specific models. P: precision, R: recall, arg+: pro-arguments, arg-: con-arguments.

connected to it (although topics are masked with
a placeholder). Hence, in the IBM corpus, there
is much less need for the additional topic infor-
mation in order to recognize the relatedness to a
sentence.

5 Argument Clustering

Having identified a large amount of argumentative
text for a topic, we next aim at grouping the argu-
ments talking about the same aspects.

For any clustering algorithm, a meaningful
similarity between argument pairs is crucial and
needs to account for the challenges regarding ar-
gument aspects, e.g., different aspect granular-
ities, context-dependency or aspect multiplicity.
Another requirement is the robustness for topic-
dependent differences.

Therefore, in this section, we study how
sentence-level argument similarity and clustering
can be improved by using contextualized word
embeddings. We evaluate our methods on the
UKP ASPECT and the AFS corpus (see Sec-
tion 3.2).

5.1 Clustering Method

We use agglomerative hierarchical clustering (Day
and Edelsbrunner, 1984) to cluster arguments.

We use the average linkage criterion to com-
pute the similarity between two cluster A and B:

1
|A||B|

∑
a∈A

∑
b∈B d(a, b), for a given similarity

metric d. As it is a priori unknown how many dif-

ferent aspects are discussed for a topic (number of
clusters), we apply a stopping threshold which is
determined on the train set.

We also tested the k-means and the DBSCAN
clustering algorithms, but we found that agglom-
erative clustering generally yielded better perfor-
mances in preliminary experiments.

Agglomerative clustering uses a pairwise sim-
ilarity metric d between arguments. We propose
and evaluate various similarity metrics in two se-
tups: (1) Without performing a clustering, i.e. the
quality of the metric is directly evaluated (without
clustering setup), and (2) in combination with the
described agglomerative clustering method (with
clustering setup).

5.2 Experimental Setup
We differentiate between unsupervised and super-
vised methods. Our unsupervised methods include
no pre-training whereas the supervised methods
use some data for fine-tuning the model. For the
UKP ASPECT corpus, we binarize the four labels
to only indicate similar and dissimilar argument
pairs. Pairs labeled with some and high similarity
were labeled as similar, pairs with no similarity
and different topic as dissimilar.

We evaluate methods in a 4-fold cross-
validation setup: seven topics are used for testing
and 21 topics are used for fine-tuning. Final eval-
uation results are the average over the four folds.
In case of supervised clustering methods, we use
17 topics for training and four topics for tuning. In
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Without Clustering With Clustering
Model Fmean Fsim Fdissim Fmean Fsim Fdissim
Human Performance .7834 .7474 .8194 .7070 .6188 .7951
Random predictions .4801 .3431 .6171 .4253 .3162 .5344
Unsupervised Methods
Tf-Idf .6118 .5230 .7007 .5800 .4892 .6708
InferSent - fastText .6621 .5866 .7376 .6344 .5443 .7584
InferSent - GloVe .6494 .5472 .7517 .6149 .4587 .7711
GloVe Embeddings .6468 .5632 .7304 .5926 .4605 .7246
ELMo Embeddings .6447 .5355 .7538 .6366 .5347 .7384
BERT Embeddings .6539 .5232 .7848 .6070 .4818 .7323
Supervised Methods: Cross-Topic Evaluation
BERT-base .7401 .6695 .8107 .7007 .6269 .7746
BERT-large .7244 .6297 .8191 .7135 .6125 .8146

Table 2: F1 scores on the UKP ASPECT Corpus.

their experiments on the AFS corpus, Misra et al.
(2016) only performed a within-topic evaluation
by using 10-fold cross-validation. As we are pri-
marily interested in cross-topic performances, we
evaluate our methods also cross-topic: we train on
two topics, and evaluate on the third.

5.3 Evaluation

For the UKP ASPECT dataset we compute the
marco-average Fmean for the F1-scores for the
similar-label (Fsim) and for the dissimilar-
label (Fdissim).

In the without clustering setup, we compute the
similarity metric (d(a, b)) for an argument pair di-
rectly, and assign the label similar if it exceeds
a threshold, otherwise dissimilar. The thresh-
old is determined on the train set of a fold for un-
supervised methods. For supervised methods, we
use a held-out dev set.

In the with clustering setup, we use the simi-
larity metric to perform agglomerative clustering.
This assigns each argument exactly one cluster ID.
Arguments pairs in the same cluster are assigned
the label similar, and argument pairs in differ-
ent clusters are assigned the label dissimilar.
We use these labels to compute Fsim and Fdissim
given our gold label annotations.

For the AFS dataset, Misra et al. (2016) com-
puted the correlation between the predicted simi-
larity and the annotated similarity score. They do
not mention which correlation method they used.
In our evaluation, we show Pearson correlation (r)
and Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (ρ).

5.4 Similarity Metrics

We experiment with the following methods to
compute the similarity between two arguments.

Tf-Idf. We computed the most common words

(without stop-words) in our training corpus and
compute the cosine similarity between the Tf-Idf
vectors of a sentence.

InferSent. We compute the cosine-similarity
between the sentence embeddings returned by In-
ferSent (Conneau et al., 2017).

Average Word Embeddings. We compute the
cosine-similarity between the average word em-
beddings for GloVe, ELMo and BERT.

BERT. We fine-tune the BERT-uncased model
to predict the similarity between two given argu-
ments. We add a sigmoid layer to the special
[CLS] token and trained it on some of the top-
ics. We fine-tuned for three epochs, with a learn-
ing rate of 2e-5 and a batch-size of 32.

Human Performance. We approximated the
human upper bound on the UKP ASPECT cor-
pus in the following way: we randomly split the
seven pair-wise annotations in two groups, com-
puted their corresponding MACE (Hovy et al.,
2013) scores and calculated Fsim, Fdissim and Fmean.
We repeated this process ten times and averaged
over all runs (without clustering setup). For the
with clustering setup, we applied agglomerative
hierarchical clustering on the MACE scores of one
of both groups and computed the evaluation met-
rics using the other group as the gold label. For
the AFS dataset, Misra et al. (2016) computed the
correlation between the three human annotators.

5.5 Results and Analysis

Unsupervised Methods. Table 2 shows the per-
formance on the novel UKP ASPECT Corpus.
When evaluating the argument similarity met-
rics directly (without clustering setup), we notice
no large differences between averaging GloVe,
ELMo or BERT embeddings. These three setups
perform worse than applying InferSent with fast-
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Average
r ρ

Human Performance .6767 -
Unsupervised Methods
Tf-Idf .4677 .4298
InferSent - fastText .2519 .2423
InferSent - GloVe .2708 .2663
GloVe Embeddings .3240 .3400
ELMo Embeddings .2827 .2675
BERT Embeddings .3539 .3507
Supervised Methods: Within-Topic Evaluation
SVR (Misra et al., 2016) .6333 -
BERT-base .7475 .7318
BERT-large .7256 .6959
Supervised Methods: Cross-Topic Evaluation
BERT-base .5849 .5723
BERT-large .6202 .6034

Table 3: Pearson correlation r and Spearman’s rank
correlation ρ on the AFS dataset (Misra et al., 2016)
averaged over the three topics.

Text embeddings. Tf-Idf shows the worst perfor-
mance. In Table 3, we show the performances for
the AFS corpus (detailed results in the appendix,
Table 5). In contrast to the ASPECT Corpus, the
Tf-Idf method achieves the best performance and
InferSent - fastText embeddings achieved the worst
performance. As for the ASPECT Corpus, ELMo
and BERT embeddings do not lead to an improve-
ment compared to averaged GloVe embeddings.

Unsupervised methods compute some type of
similarity between sentence pairs. However, as
our experiments shows, this similarity notion is
not necessarily the notion needed for the task.

Supervised Methods. We fine-tune the BERT
model for some of the topics and study the per-
formance on unseen topics. For the ASPECT
Corpus, we observe a performance increase of
7.8pp. Identifying dissimilar arguments (Fdissim)
is on-par with the human performance, and iden-
tifying similar arguments achieves an F-score of
.67, compared to .75 for human annotators. For
the AFS dataset, we observe that fine-tuning the
BERT model significantly improves the perfor-
mance by 11pp compared to the previous state-of-
the-art from Misra et al. (2016).

In a cross-topic evaluation setup on the AFS
dataset, we observe that the performance drops to
.57 Spearman correlation. This is still significantly
larger than the best unsupervised method.

We evaluated the effect of the training set size
on the performance of the BERT model for the
ASPECT Corpus. A certain number of topics were
randomly sampled and the performance was eval-
uated on distinct topics. This process was repeated

10 times with different random seeds (Reimers
and Gurevych, 2018). Table 4 shows the averaged
results.

By allowing fine-tuning on five topics we are
able to improve the Fmean-score to .71 compared to
.65 when using BERT without fine-tuning (without
clustering setup). Adding more topics then slowly
increases the performance.

w/o Clustering With Clustering
#Topics Fmean Fmean

1 0.6244 0.5943
3 0.6817 0.6322
5 0.7134 0.6563
7 0.7164 0.6703
9 0.7151 0.6697
11 0.7305 0.6988
13 0.7350 0.6964
15 0.7370 0.7010
17 0.7401 0.7034

Table 4: F1 scores on the UKP ASPECT Corpus with
increasing training set sizes (BERT model).

With Clustering. We studied how the perfor-
mance changes on the ASPECT corpus if we com-
bine the similarity metric with agglomerative clus-
tering (Table 2). We notice that the performances
drop by up to 7.64pp. Agglomerative clustering
is a strict partitioning algorithm, i.e., each object
belongs to exactly one cluster. However, an argu-
ment can address more than one aspect of a topic,
therefore, arguments could belong to more than
one cluster. Hence, strict partitioning clustering
methods introduce a new source of errors.

We can estimate this source of error by evaluat-
ing the transitivity in our dataset. For a strict par-
titioning setup, if argument A ∼ B, and B ∼ C are
similar, then A ∼ C are similar. This transitivity
property is violated in 376 out of 1,714 (21.9%)
cases, indicating that strict partitioning is a sub-
optimal setup for the ASPECT dataset. This also
explains why the human performance in the with
clustering setup is significantly lower than in the
without clustering setup. As Table 2 shows, a bet-
ter similarity metric must not necessarily lead to a
better clustering performance with agglomerative
clustering. Humans are better than the proposed
BERT-model at estimating the pairwise similarity
of arguments. However, when combined with a
clustering method, the performances are on-par.

6 Conclusion

Open-domain argument search, i.e. identifying
and aggregating arguments for unseen topics, is
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a challenging research problem. The first chal-
lenge is to identify suitable arguments. Previ-
ous methods achieved low F1-scores in a cross-
topic scenario, e.g., Stab et al. (2018b) achieved
an F1-score of .27 for identifying pro-arguments.
We could significantly improve this performance
to .53 by using contextualized word embeddings.
The main performance gain came from integrating
topic information into the transformer network of
BERT, which added 13pp compared to the setup
without topic information.

The second challenge we addressed is to decide
whether two arguments on the same topic are sim-
ilar. Previous datasets on argument similarity used
curated lists of arguments, which eliminates noise
from the argument classification step. In this pub-
lication, we annotated similar argument pairs that
came from an argument search engine. As the
annotation showed, about 16% of the pairs were
noisy and did not address the target topic.

Unsupervised methods on argument similarity
showed rather low performance scores, confirm-
ing that fine-grained semantic nuances and not the
lexical overlap determines the similarity between
arguments. We were able to train a supervised
similarity function based on the BERT transformer
network that, even with little training data, signif-
icantly improved over unsupervised methods.

While these results are very encouraging and
stress the feasibility of open-domain argument
search, our work also points to some weaknesses
of the current methods and datasets. A good ar-
gument similarity function is only the first step to-
wards argument clustering. We evaluated the ag-
glomerative clustering algorithm in combination
with our similarity function and identified it as a
new source of errors. Arguments can address mul-
tiple aspects and therefore belong to multiple clus-
ters, something that is not possible to model using
partitional algorithms. Future work should thus
study the overlapping nature of argument cluster-
ing. Further, more realistic datasets, that allow
end-to-end evaluation, are required.
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A Appendices

A.1 UKP ASPECT Corpus: Amazon
Mechanical Turk Guidelines and
Inter-annotator Agreement

The annotations required for the UKP ASPECT
Corpus were acquired via crowdsourcing on the
Amazon Mechanical Turk platform. Workers par-
ticipating in the study had to be located in the US,
with more than 100 HITs approved and an overall
acceptance rate of 90% or higher. We paid them
at the US federal minimum wage of $7.25/hour.
Workers also had to qualify for the study by pass-
ing a qualification test consisting of twelve test
questions with argument pairs. Figure 2 shows the
instructions given to workers.

A.2 AFS Corpus: Detailed Results
Table 5 shows the full results of the (un)supervised
methods for the argument similarity calculation on
the AFS dataset (all topics).
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Gun Control Gay Marriage Death Penalty Avg.
r ρ r ρ r ρ r ρ

Human Performance .6900 - .6000 - .7400 - .6767 -
Unsupervised Methods
Tf-Idf .6266 .5528 .4107 .3778 .3657 .3589 .4677 .4298
InferSent - fastText .3376 .3283 .1012 .1055 .3168 .2931 .2519 .2423
InferSent - GloVe .3757 .3707 .1413 .1435 .2953 .2847 .2708 .2663
GloVe Embeddings .4344 .4485 .2519 .2741 .2857 .2973 .3240 .3400
ELMo Embeddings .3747 .3654 .1753 .1709 .2982 .2663 .2827 .2675
BERT Embeddings .4575 .4460 .1960 .1999 .4082 .4072 .3539 .3507
Supervised Methods: Within-Topic Evaluation
SVR (Misra et al., 2016) .7300 - .5400 - .6300 - .6333 -
BERT-base .8323 .8076 .6255 .6122 .7847 .7768 .7475 .7318
BERT-large .7982 .7592 .6240 .6137 .7545 .7149 .7256 .6959
Supervised Methods: Cross-Topic Evaluation
BERT-base .6892 .6689 .4307 .4236 .6339 .6245 .5849 .5723
BERT-large .6895 .6749 .5071 .4866 .6641 .6486 .6202 .6034

Table 5: Pearson correlation r and Spearman’s rank correlation ρ on the AFS dataset. Within-Topic Evaluation:
10-fold cross-validation. Cross-Topic Evaluation: System trained on two topics, evaluated on the third.

Read each of the following sentence pairs and indicate whether they argue about the same aspect with respect to the given
topic (given as “Topic Name” on top of the HIT). There are four options, of which one needs to be assigned to each pair of
sentences (arguments). Please read the following for more details.

• Different Topic/Can’t decide: Either one or both of the sentences belong to a topic different than the given one, or
you can’t understand one or both sentences. If you choose this option, you need to very briefly explain, why you
chose it (e.g. “The second sentence is not grammatical”, “The first sentence is from a different topic” etc.). For
example,

Argument A: “I do believe in the death penalty, tit for tat”.

Argument B: “Marriage is already a civil right everyone has, so like anyone you have it too”.

• No Similarity: The two arguments belong to the same topic, but they don’t show any similarity, i.e. they speak about
completely different aspects of the topic. For example,

Argument A: “If murder is wrong then so is the death penalty”.

Argument B: “The death penalty is an inappropriate way to work against criminal activity”.

• Some Similarity: The two arguments belong to the same topic, showing semantic similarity on a few aspects, but the
central message is rather different, or one argument is way less specific than the other. For example,

Argument A: “The death penalty should be applied only in very extreme cases, such as when someone commands
genocide”.

Argument B: “An eye for an eye: He who kills someone else should face capital punishment by the law”.

• High Similarity: The two arguments belong to the same topic, and they speak about the same aspect, e.g. using
different words. For example, Argument A: “An ideal judiciary system would not sentence innocent people”.

Argument B: “The notion that guiltless people may be sentenced is indeed a judicial system problem”.

Your rating should not be affected by whether the sentences attack (e.g. “Animal testing is cruel and inhumane” for the
topic “Animal testing”) or support (e.g. “Animals do not have rights, therefore animal testing is fair” for the topic “Animal
testing”) the topic, but only by the aspect they are using to support or attack the topic.

Figure 2: Amazon Mechanical Turk HIT Guidelines used in the annotation study for the Argument Aspect Simi-
larity Corpus.
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Abstract

Many NLP learning tasks can be decomposed
into several distinct sub-tasks, each associated
with a partial label. In this paper we focus on
a popular class of learning problems, sequence
prediction applied to several sentiment analy-
sis tasks, and suggest a modular learning ap-
proach in which different sub-tasks are learned
using separate functional modules, combined
to perform the final task while sharing infor-
mation. Our experiments show this approach
helps constrain the learning process and can
alleviate some of the supervision efforts.

1 Introduction

Many natural language processing tasks attempt to
replicate complex human-level judgments, which
often rely on a composition of several sub-tasks
into a unified judgment. For example, consider the
Targeted-Sentiment task (Mitchell et al., 2013),
assigning a sentiment polarity score to entities de-
pending on the context that they appear in. Given
the sentence “according to a CNN poll, Green
Book will win the best movie award”, the sys-
tem has to identify both entities, and associate the
relevant sentiment value with each one (neutral
with CNN, and positive with Green Book). This
task can be viewed as a combination of two tasks,
entity identification, locating contiguous spans of
words corresponding to relevant entities, and sen-
timent prediction, specific to each entity based on
the context it appears in. Despite the fact that this
form of functional task decomposition is natural
for many learning tasks, it is typically ignored and
learning is defined as a monolithic process, com-
bining the tasks into a single learning problem.

Our goal in this paper is to take a step to-
wards modular learning architectures that exploit
the learning tasks’ inner structure, and as a re-
sult simplify the learning process and reduce the

annotation effort. We introduce a novel task de-
composition approach, learning with partial la-
bels, in which the task output labels decompose
hierarchically, into partial labels capturing differ-
ent aspects, or sub-tasks, of the final task. We
show that learning with partial labels can help sup-
port weakly-supervised learning when only some
of the partial labels are available.

Given the popularity of sequence labeling tasks
in NLP, we demonstrate the strength of this
approach over several sentiment analysis tasks,
adapted for sequence prediction. These include
target-sentiment prediction (Mitchell et al., 2013),
aspect-sentiment prediction (Pontiki et al., 2016)
and subjective text span identification and polar-
ity prediction (Wilson et al., 2013). To ensure the
broad applicability of our approach to other prob-
lems, we extend the popular LSTM-CRF (Lample
et al., 2016) model that was applied to many se-
quence labeling tasks1.

The modular learning process corresponds to a
task decomposition, in which the prediction la-
bel, y, is deconstructed into a set of partial la-
bels {y0, .., yk}, each defining a sub-task, captur-
ing a different aspect of the original task. Intu-
itively, the individual sub-tasks are significantly
easier to learn, suggesting that if their dependen-
cies are modeled correctly when learning the fi-
nal task, they can constrain the learning problem,
leading to faster convergence and a better over-
all learning outcome. In addition, the modular
approach helps alleviate the supervision problem,
as often providing full supervision for the overall
task is costly, while providing additional partial la-
bels is significantly easier. For example, annotat-
ing entity segments syntactically is considerably
easier than determining their associated sentiment,
which requires understanding the nuances of the

1We also provide analysis for NER in the apendix
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context they appear in semantically. By exploiting
modularity, the entity segmentation partial labels
can be used to help improve that specific aspect of
the overall task.

Our modular task decomposition approach is
partially inspired by findings in cognitive neu-
roscience, namely the two-streams hypothesis,
a widely accepted model for neural process-
ing of cognitive information in vision and hear-
ing (Eysenck and Keane, 2005), suggesting the
brain processes information in a modular way,
split between a “where” (dorsal) pathway, special-
ized for locating objects and a “what” (ventral)
pathway, associated with object representation and
recognition (Mishkin et al., 1983; Geschwind and
Galaburda, 1987; Kosslyn, 1987; Rueckl et al.,
1989). Jacobs et al. (1991) provided a compu-
tational perspective, investigating the “what” and
“where” decomposition on a computer vision task.
We observe that this task decomposition naturally
fits many NLP tasks and borrow the notation. In
the target-sentiment tasks we address in this paper,
the segmentation tagging task can be considered as
a “where”-task (i.e., the location of entities), and
the sentiment recognition as the “what”-task.

Our approach is related to multi-task learn-
ing (Caruana, 1997), which has been extensively
applied in NLP (Toshniwal et al., 2017; Eriguchi
et al., 2017; Collobert et al., 2011; Luong, 2016;
Liu et al., 2018). However, instead of simply ag-
gregating the objective functions of several dif-
ferent tasks, we suggest to decompose a single
task into multiple inter-connected sub-tasks and
then integrate the representation learned into a sin-
gle module for the final decision. We study sev-
eral modular neural architectures, which differ in
the way information is shared between tasks, the
learning representation associated with each task
and the way the dependency between decisions is
modeled.

Our experiments were designed to answer two
questions. First, can the task structure be exploited
to simplify a complex learning task by using a
modular approach? Second, can partial labels be
used effectively to reduce the annotation effort?

To answer the first question, we conduct exper-
iments over several sequence prediction tasks, and
compare our approach to several recent models for
deep structured prediction (Lample et al., 2016;
Ma and Hovy, 2016; Liu et al., 2018), and when
available, previously published results (Mitchell

et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2015; Li and Lu, 2017;
Ma et al., 2018) We show that modular learning
indeed helps simplify the learning task compared
to traditional monolithic approaches. To answer
the second question, we evaluate our model’s abil-
ity to leverage partial labels in two ways. First,
by restricting the amount of full labels, and ob-
serving the improvement when providing increas-
ing amounts of partial labels for only one of the
sub-tasks. Second, we learn the sub-tasks using
completely disjoint datasets of partial labels, and
show that the knowledge learned by the sub-task
modules can be integrated into the final decision
module using a small amount of full labels.

Our contributions: (1) We provide a general
modular framework for sequence learning tasks.
While we focus on sentiment analysis task, the
framework is broadly applicable to many other
tagging tasks, for example, NER (Carreras et al.,
2002; Lample et al., 2016) and SRL (Zhou and
Xu, 2015), to name a few. (2) We introduce a
novel weakly supervised learning approach, learn-
ing with partial labels, that exploits the modular
structure to reduce the supervision effort. (3) We
evaluated our proposed model, in both the fully-
supervised and weakly supervised scenarios, over
several sentiment analysis tasks.

2 Related Works

From a technical perspective, our task decom-
position approach is related to multi-task learn-
ing (Caruana, 1997), specifically, when the tasks
share information using a shared deep representa-
tion (Collobert et al., 2011; Luong, 2016). How-
ever, most prior works aggregate multiple losses
on either different pre-defined tasks at the final
layer (Collobert et al., 2011; Luong, 2016), or on
a language model at the bottom level (Liu et al.,
2018). This work suggests to decompose a given
task into sub-tasks whose integration comprise the
original task. To the best of our knowledge, Ma
et al. (2018), focusing on targeted sentiment is
most similar to our approach. They suggest a
joint learning approach, modeling a sequential re-
lationship between two tasks, entity identification
and target sentiment. We take a different ap-
proach viewing each of the model components as
a separate module, predicted independently and
then integrated into the final decision module. As
we demonstrate in our experiments, this approach
leads to better performance and increased flexibil-
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ity, as it allows us to decouple the learning process
and learn the tasks independently. Other modular
neural architectures were recently studied for tasks
combining vision and language analysis (Andreas
et al., 2016; Hu et al., 2017; Yu et al., 2018),
and were tailored for the grounded language set-
ting. To help ensure the broad applicability of
our framework, we provide a general modular net-
work formulation for sequence labeling tasks by
adapting a neural-CRF to capture the task struc-
ture. This family of models, combining structured
prediction with deep learning showed promising
results (Gillick et al., 2015; Lample et al., 2016;
Ma and Hovy, 2016; Zhang et al., 2015; Li and Lu,
2017), by using rich representations through neu-
ral models to generate decision candidates, while
utilizing an inference procedure to ensure coherent
decisions. Our main observation is that modular
learning can help alleviate some of the difficulty
involved in training these powerful models.

3 Architectures for Sequence Prediction

Using neural networks to generate emission poten-
tials in CRFs was applied successfully in several
sequence prediction tasks, such as word segmen-
tation (Chen et al., 2017), NER (Ma and Hovy,
2016; Lample et al., 2016), chunking and PoS tag-
ging (Liu et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2017). A se-
quence is represented as a sequence of L tokens:
x = [x1, x2, . . . , xL], each token corresponds to
a label y ∈ Y , where Y is the set of all possible
tags. An inference procedure is designed to find
the most probable sequence y∗ = [y1, y2, . . . , yL]
by solving, either exactly or approximately, the
following optimization problem:

y∗ = arg max
y

P (y|x).

Despite the difference in tasks, these models fol-
low a similar general architecture: (1) Character-
level information, such as prefix, suffix and cap-
italization, is represented through a character em-
bedding layer learned using a bi-directional LSTM
(BiLSTM). (2) Word-level information is obtained
through a word embedding layer. (3) The two rep-
resentations are concatenated to represent an in-
put token, used as input to a word-level BiLSTM
which generates the emission potentials for a suc-
ceeding CRF. (4) The CRF is used as an inference
layer to generate the globally-normalized proba-
bility of possible tag sequences.

3.1 CRF Layer
A CRF model describes the probability of pre-
dicted labels y, given a sequence x as input, as

PΛ(y|x) =
eΦ(x,y)

Z
,

where Z =
∑
ỹ

eΦ(x,ỹ) is the partition function that

marginalize over all possible assignments to the
predicted labels of the sequence, and Φ(x,y) is
the scoring function, which is defined as:

Φ(x,y) =
∑

t

φ(x, yt) + ψ(yt−1, yt).

The partition function Z can be computed effi-
ciently via the forward-backward algorithm. The
term φ(x, yt) corresponds to the score of a par-
ticular tag yt at position t in the sequence, and
ψ(yt−1, yt) represents the score of transition from
the tag at position t− 1 to the tag at position t. In
the Neural CRF model, φ(x, yt) is generated by
the aforementioned Bi-LSTM while ψ(yt−1, yt)
by a transition matrix.

4 Functional Decomposition of
Composite Tasks

To accommodate our task decomposition ap-
proach, we first define the notion of partial labels,
and then discuss different neural architectures
capturing the dependencies between the modules
trained over the different partial labels.
Partial Labels and Task Decomposition: Given
a learning task, defined over an output space y ∈
Y , where Y is the set of all possible tags, each
specific label y is decomposed into a set of partial
labels, {y0, .., yk}. We refer to y as the full la-
bel. According to this definition, a specific assign-
ment to all k partial labels defines a single full la-
bel. Note the difference between partially labeled
data (Cour et al., 2011), in which instances can
have more than a single full label, and our setup in
which the labels are partial.

In all our experiments, the partial labels refer
to two sub-tasks, (1) a segmentation task, identi-
fying Beginning, Inside and Outside of an entity
or aspect. (2) one or more type recognition tasks,
recognizing the aspect type and/or the sentiment
polarity associated with it. Hence, a tag yt at lo-
cation t is divided into ysegt and ytypt , correspond-
ing to segmentation and type (sentiment type here)
respectively. Fig. 1 provides an example of the
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target-sentiment task. Note that the sentiment la-
bels do not capture segmentation information.

Text ABC News' President

Tag B-neu O O

ChristianeAmanpour Exclusive Interview with

Seg

Senti

Mubarak

E-neu B-neu E-neu B-neu E-neuO

B O OE B E B EO

neu O Oneu neu neu neu neuO

Figure 1: Target-sentiment decomposition example.

Modular Learning architectures: We propose
three different models, in which information from
the partial labels can be used. All the models
have similar modules types, corresponding to the
segmentation and type sub-tasks, and the decision
module for predicting the final task. The modules
are trained over the partial segmentation (yseg)
and type ( ytyp) labels, and the full label y infor-
mation, respectively.

These three models differ in the way they share
information. Model 1, denoted Twofold Modu-
lar, LSTM-CRF-T, is similar in spirit to multi-task
learning (Collobert et al., 2011) with three sepa-
rate modules. Model 2, denoted Twofold mod-
ular Infusion, (LSTM-CRF-TI) and Model 3, de-
noted Twofold modular Infusion with guided gat-
ing, (LSTM-CRF-TI(g)) both infuse information
flow from two sub-task modules into the decision
module. The difference is whether the infusion is
direct or goes through a guided gating mechanism.
The three models are depicted in Fig. 2 and de-
scribed in details in the following paragraphs. In
all of these models, underlying neural architecture
are used for the emission potentials when CRF in-
ference layers are applied on top.

4.1 Twofold Modular Model

The twofold modular model enhances the origi-
nal monolithic model by using multi-task learning
with shared underlying representations. The seg-
mentation module and the type module are trained
jointly with the decision module, and all the mod-
ules share information by using the same embed-
ding level representation, as shown in Figure 2a.
Since the information above the embedding level
is independent, the LSTM layers in the different
modules do not share information, so we refer to
these layers of each module as private.

The segmentation module predicts the segmen-
tation BIO labels at position t of the sequence by
using the representations extracted from its private
word level bi-directional LSTM (denoted asHseg)

as emission for a individual CRF:

hsegt = Hseg(et,
−→
h seg
t−1,
−→
h seg
t+1),

φ(x, ysegt ) = W segᵀhsegt + bseg,

whereW seg and bseg denote the parameters of the
segmentation module emission layer, andHseg de-
notes its private LSTM layer.

This formulation allows the model to forge
the segmentation path privately through back-
propagation by providing the segmentation infor-
mation yseg individually, in addition to the com-
plete tag information y.

The type module, using ytyp, is constructed in
a similar way. By using representations from the
its own private LSTM layers, the type module pre-
dicts the sentiment (entity) type at position t of the
sequence :

htypt = Htyp(et,
−→
h typ
t−1,
−→
h typ
t+1),

φ(x, ytypt ) = W typᵀhtypt + btyp.

Both the segmentation information yseg and the
type information ytyp are provided together with
the complete tag sequence y, enabling the model
to learn segmentation and type recognition simul-
taneously using two different paths. Also, the
decomposed tags naturally augment more train-
ing data to the model, avoiding over-fitting due to
more complicated structure. The shared represen-
tation beneath the private LSTMs layers are up-
dated via the back-propagated errors from all the
three modules.

4.2 Two-fold Modular Infusion Model
The twofold modular infusion model provides a
stronger connection between the functionalities of
the two sub-tasks modules and the final decision
module, differing from multi-task leaning.

In this model, instead of separating the path-
ways from the decision module as in the previous
twofold modular model, the segmentation and the
type representation are used as input to the final
decision module. The model structure is shown in
Figure 2b, and can be described formally as:

Isegt = W segᵀhsegt + bseg,

Itypt = W typᵀhtypt + btyp,

St = W ᵀ[ht; I
seg
t ; Itypt ] + b,

where St is the shared final emission potential to
the CRF layer in the decision module, and ; is the
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SEG TYP
DES

Embeddings

(a) LSTM-CRF-T

SEG TYP
DES

Embeddings

(b) LSTM-CRF-TI

SEG TYP
DES

σ σ× ×

Embeddings

(c) LSTM-CRF-TI (G)

Figure 2: Three modular models for task decomposition. In them, blue blocks are segmentation modules, detecting
entity location and segmentation, and yellow blocks are the type modules, recognizing the entity type or sentiment
polarity. Green blocks are the final decision modules, integrating all the decisions. (G) refers to “Guided Gating”

concatenation operator, combining the representa-
tion from the decision module and that from the
type module and the segmentation module.

The term “Infusion” used for naming this mod-
ule is intended to indicate that both modules ac-
tively participate in the final decision process,
rather than merely form two independent paths as
in the twofold modular model. This formulation
provides an alternative way of integrating the aux-
iliary sub-tasks back into the major task in the neu-
ral structure to help improve learning.

4.3 Guided Gating Infusion
In the previous section we described a way of in-
fusing information from other modules naively by
simply concatenating them. But intuitively, the
hidden representation from the decision module
plays an important role as it is directly related to
the final task we are interested in. To effectively
use the information from other modules forming
sub-tasks, we design a gating mechanism to dy-
namically control the amount of information flow-
ing from other modules by infusing the expedient
part while excluding the irrelevant part, as shown
in Figure 2c. This gating mechanism uses the in-
formation from the decision module to guide the
information from other modules, thus we name it
as guided gating infusion, which we describe for-
mally as follows:

Isegt =σ(W1ht + b1)⊗ (W segᵀhsegt + bseg),

Itypt =σ(W2ht + b2)⊗ (W typᵀhtypt + btyp),

St =W ᵀ[ht; I
seg
t ; Itypt ] + b,

where σ is the logistic sigmoid function and
⊗ is the element-wise multiplication. The
{W1,W2, b1, b2} are the parameters of these
guided gating, which are updated during the train-
ing to maximize the overall sequence labeling per-
formance.

5 Learning using Full and Partial Labels

Our objective naturally rises from the model we
described in the text. Furthermore, as our exper-
iments show, it is easy to generalize this objec-
tive, to a “semi-supervised” setting, in which the
learner has access to only a few fully labeled ex-
amples and additional partially labeled examples.
E.g., if only segmentation is annotated but the type
information is missing. The loss function is a lin-
ear combination of the negative log probability of
each sub-tasks, together with the decision module:

J =−
N∑

i

logP (yi|xi) + α logP (yseg(i)|x(i))

+ β logP (ytyp(i)|x(i)), (1)

where N is the number of examples in the train-
ing set, yseg and ytyp are the decomposed seg-
mentation and type tags corresponding to the two
sub-task modules, and α and β are the hyper-
parameters controlling the importance of the two
modules contributions respectively.

If the training example is fully labeled with
both segmentation and type annotated, training is
straightforward; if the training example is partially
labeled, e.g., only with segmentation but without
type, we can set the log probability of the type
module and the decision module 0 and only train
the segmentation module. This formulation pro-
vides extra flexibility of using partially annotated
corpus together with fully annotated corpus to im-
prove the overall performance.

6 Experimental Evaluation

Our experimental evaluation is designed to evalu-
ate the two key aspects of our model:
(Q1) Can the modular architecture alleviate the
difficulty of learning the final task? To answer
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this question, we compare our modular architec-
ture to the traditional neural-CRF model and sev-
eral recent competitive models for sequence label-
ing combining inference and deep learning. The
results are summarized in Tables 1-3.
(Q2) Can partial labels be used effectively as a
new form of weak-supervision? To answer this
question we compared the performance of the
model when trained using disjoint sets of partial
and full labels, and show that adding examples
only associated with partial labels, can help boost
performance on the final task. The results are sum-
marized in Figures 3-5.

6.1 Experimental Settings

6.1.1 Datasets

We evaluated our models over three different sen-
timent analysis tasks adapted for sequence predic-
tion. We included additional results for multilin-
gual NER in the Appendix for reference.

Target Sentiment Datasets We evaluated our
models on the targeted sentiment dataset released
by Mitchell et al. (2013), which consists of en-
tity and sentiment annotations on both English
and Spanish tweets. Similar to previous studies
(Mitchell et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2015; Li and
Lu, 2017), our task focuses on people and orga-
nizations (collapsed into volitional named entities
tags) and the sentiment associated with their de-
scription in tweets. After this processing, the la-
bels of each tweets are composed of both segmen-
tation (entity spans) and types (sentiment tags).

We used the original 10-fold cross validation
splits to calculate averaged F1 score, using 10%
of the training set for development. We used the
same metrics in Zhang et al. (2015) and Li and
Lu (2017) for a fair comparison.

Aspect Based Sentiment Analysis Datasets
We used the Restaurants dataset provided by Se-
mEval 2016 Task 5 subtask 1, consisting of opin-
ion target (aspect) expression segmentation, aspect
classification and matching sentiment prediction.
In the original task definition, the three tasks were
designed as a pipeline, and assumed gold aspect
labels when predicting the matching sentiment la-
bels. Instead, our model deals with the challenging
end-to-end setting by casting the problem as a se-
quence labeling task, labeling each aspect segment

with the aspect label and sentiment polarity2.

Subjective Polarity Disambiguation Datasets
We adapted the SemEval 2013 Task 2 subtask A
as another task to evaluate our model. In this task,
the system is given a marked phrase inside a longer
text, and is asked to label its polarity. Unlike
the original task, we did not assume the sequence
is known, resulting in two decisions, identifying
subjective expressions (i.e., a segmentation task)
and labeling their polarity, which can be modeled
jointly as a sequence labeling task.

6.1.2 Input Representation and Model
Architecture

Following previous studies (Ma and Hovy, 2016;
Liu et al., 2018) showing that the word embedding
choice can significantly influence performance,
we used the pre-trained GloVe 100 dimension
Twitter embeddings only for all tasks in the main
text. All the words not contained in these embed-
dings (OOV, out-of-vocabulary words) are treated
as an “unknown” word. Our models were de-
ployed with minimal hyper parameters tuning, and
can be briefly summarized as: the character em-
beddings has dimension 30, the hidden layer di-
mension of the character level LSTM is 25, and
the hidden layer of the word level LSTM has di-
mension 300. Similar to Liu et al. (2018), we also
applied highway networks (Srivastava et al., 2015)
from the character level LSTM to the word level
LSTM. In our pilot study, we shrank the number of
parameters in our modular architectures to around
one third such that the total number of parameter
is similar as that in the LSTM-CRF model, but we
did not observe a significant performance change
so we kept them as denoted. The values of α and
β in the objective function were always set to 1.0.

6.1.3 Learning
We used BIOES tagging scheme but only during
the training and convert them back to BIO2 for
evaluation for all tasks3. Our model was imple-
mented using pytorch (Paszke et al., 2017). To
help improve performance we parallelized the for-

2using only the subset of the data containing sequence in-
formation

3Using BIOES improves model complexity in Training,
as suggested in previous studies. But to make a fair compar-
ison to most previous work, who used BIO2 for evaluation,
we converted labels to BIO2 system in the testing stage. (To
be clear, using BIOES in the testing actually yields higher f1
scores in the testing stage, which some previous studies used
unfairly)
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ward algorithm and the Viterbi algorithm on the
GPU. All the experiments were run on NVIDIA
GPUs. We used the Stochastic Gradient Descent
(SGD) optimization of batch size 10, with a mo-
mentum 0.9 to update the model parameters, with
the learning rate 0.01, the decay rate 0.05; The
learning rate decays over epochs by η/(1 + e ∗ ρ),
where η is the learning rate, e is the epoch num-
ber, and ρ is the decay rate. We used gradient
clip to force the absolute value of the gradient to
be less than 5.0. We used early-stop to prevent
over-fitting, with a patience of 30 and at least 120
epochs. In addition to dropout, we used Adver-
sarial Training (AT) (Goodfellow et al., 2014), to
regularize our model as the parameter numbers in-
crease with modules. AT improves robustness to
small worst-case perturbations by computing the
gradients of a loss function w.r.t. the input. In this
study, α and β in Eq. 1 are both set to 1.0, and we
leave other tuning choices for future investigation.

6.2 Q1: Monolithic vs. Modular Learning

Our first set of results are designed to compare
our modular learning models, utilize partial labels
decomposition, with traditional monolithic mod-
els, that learn directly over the full labels. In
all three tasks, we compare with strong sequence
prediction models, including LSTM-CRF (Lam-
ple et al., 2016), which is directly equivalent to
our baseline model (i.e., final task decision with-
out the modules), and LSTM-CNN-CRF (Ma and
Hovy, 2016) and LSTM-CRF-LM (Liu et al.,
2018) which use a richer latent representation for
scoring the emission potentials.

Target Sentiment task The results are summa-
rized in Tab. 1. We also compared our models with
recently published state-of-the-art models on these
datasets. To help ensure a fair comparison with
Ma et al. which does not use inference, we also
included the results of our model without the CRF
layer (denoted LSTM-Ti(g)). All of our models
beat the state-of-the-art results by a large margin.
The source code and experimental setup are avail-
able online4.

Aspect Based Sentiment We evaluated our
models on two tasks: The first uses two modules,
for identifying the position of the aspect in the text
(i.e., chunking) and the aspect category prediction

4https://github.com/cosmozhang/
Modular_Neural_CRF

System Architecture Eng. Spa.

Zhang et al. (2015)

Pipeline 40.06 43.04
Joint 39.67 43.02

Collapsed 38.36 40.00

Li and Lu (2017)

SS 40.11 42.75
+embeddings 43.55 44.13

+POS tags 42.21 42.89
+semiMarkov 40.94 42.14

Ma et al. (2018) HMBi-GRU 42.87 45.61
baseline LSTM-CRF 49.89 48.84

This work

LSTM-Ti(g) 45.84 46.59
LSTM-CRF-T 51.34 49.47
LSTM-CRF-Ti 51.64 49.74

LSTM-CRF-Ti(g) 52.15 50.50

Table 1: Comparing our models with the competing
models on the target sentiment task. The results are on
the full prediction of both segmentation and sentiment.

(denoted E+A). The second adds a third module
that predicts the sentiment polarity associated with
the aspect (denoted E+A+S). I.e., for a given sen-
tence, label its entity span, the aspect category of
the entity and the sentiment polarity of the entity at
the same time. The results over four languages are
summarized in Tab. 2. In all cases, our modular
approach outperforms all monolithic approaches.

Subjective Phrase Identification and Classifica-
tion This dataset contains tweets annotated with
sentiment phrases, used for training the models.
As in the original SemEval task, it is tested in two
settings, in-domain, where the test data also con-
sists of tweets, and out-of-domain, where the test
set consists of SMS text messages. We present the
results of experiments on these data set in Table 3.

6.3 Q2: Partial Labels as Weak Supervision

Our modular architecture is a natural fit for learn-
ing with partial labels. Since the modular archi-
tecture decomposes the final task into sub-tasks,
the absence of certain partial labels is permitted.
In this case, only the module corresponding to the
available partial labels will be updated while the
other parts of the model stay fixed.

This property can be exploited to reduce the su-
pervision effort by defining semi-supervised learn-
ing protocols that use partial-labels when the full
labels are not available, or too costly to annotate.
E.g., in the target sentiment task, segmentation la-
bels are significantly easier to annotate.

To demonstrate this property we conducted two
sets of experiments. The first investigates how
the decision module can effectively integrate the
knowledge independently learned by sub-tasks
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Models English Spanish Dutch Russian
E+A E+A+S E+A E+A+S E+A E+A+S E+A E+A+S

LSTM-CNN-CRF(Ma and Hovy, 2016) 58.73 44.20 64.32 50.34 51.62 36.88 58.88 38.13
LSTM-CRF-LM(Liu et al., 2018) 62.27 45.04 63.63 50.15 51.78 34.77 62.18 38.80
LSTM-CRF 59.11 48.67 62.98 52.10 51.35 37.30 63.41 42.47
LSTM-CRF-T 60.87 49.59 64.24 52.33 52.79 37.61 64.72 43.01
LSTM-CRF-TI 63.11 50.19 64.40 52.85 53.05 38.07 64.98 44.03
LSTM-CRF-TI(g) 64.74 51.24 66.13 53.47 53.63 38.65 65.64 45.65

Table 2: Comparing our models with recent results on the Aspect Sentiment datasets.

Models Tweets SMS
LSTM-CNN-CRF 35.82 23.23
LSTM-CRF-LM 35.67 23.25

LSTM-CRF 34.15 26.28
LSTM-CRF-T 35.37 27.11
LSTM-CRF-Ti 36.52 28.05

LSTM-CRF-Ti(g) 37.71 29.24

Table 3: Comparing our models with competing mod-
els on the subjective sentiment task.

modules using different partial labels. We quan-
tify this ability by providing varying amounts of
full labels to support the integration process. The
second set studies the traditional semi-supervised
settings, where we have a handful of full labels,
but we have a larger amount of partial labels.

Modular Knowledge Integration The modular
architecture allows us to train each model using
data obtained separately for each task, and only
use a handful of examples annotated for the final
task in order to integrate the knowledge learned by
each module into a unified decision. We simulated
these settings by dividing the training data into
three folds. We associated each one of the first two
folds with the two sub-task modules. Each one of
the these folds only included the partial labels rel-
evant for that sub-task. We then used gradually
increasing amounts of the third fold, consisting of
the full labels, for training the decision module.

Fig. 3 describes the outcome for target-
sentiment, comparing a non-modular model using
only the full labels, with the modular approach,
which uses the full labels for knowledge integra-
tion. Results show that even when very little full
data is available results significantly improve. Ad-
ditional results show the same pattern for subjec-
tive phrase identification and classification are in-
cluded in the Appendix.

Learning with Partially Labeled Data
Partially-labeled data can be cheaper and easier to
obtain, especially for low-resource languages. In
this set of experiments, we model these settings
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20% 40% 60% 80% 100%
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non-Modularized

(a) Spanish
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non-Modularized

(b) English

Figure 3: Modular knowledge integration results on the
Target Sentiment Datasets. The x-axis is the amount of
percentage of the third fold of full labels. The “non-
modularized” means we only provide fully labeled data
from the third fold.
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(a) Spanish
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LSTM-CRF-TI(g) (seg)
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(b) English

Figure 4: The fully labeled data was fixed to 20% of the
whole training set, and gradually adding data with only
segmentation information (Magenta), or with only type
information (Orange), and test our model on the full
prediction test. The LSTM-CRF model can only use
fully labeled data as it does not decompose the task.

over the target-sentiment task. The results are
summarized in Fig. 4. We fixed the amount of full
labels to 20% of the training set, and gradually
increased the amount of partially labeled data. We
studied adding segmentation and type separately.
After the model is trained in this routine, it was
tested on predicting the full labels jointly on the
test set.

Domain Transfer with Partially Labeled Data
In our final analysis we considered a novel
domain-adaptation settings, where we have a
small amount of fully labeled in-domain data from
aspect sentiment and more out-of-domain data
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Figure 5: Domain Transfer experiments results with
fixed 20% in-domain data from aspect sentiment and
varying amounts of out-of-domain data from target sen-
timent, shown on the x-axis.

from target sentiment. However unlike the tra-
ditional domain-adaptation settings, the out-of-
domain data is labeled for a different task, and
only shares one module with the original task.

In our experiments we fixed 20% of the fully
labeled data for the aspect sentiment task, and
gradually added out-of-domain data, consisting of
partial sentiment labels from the target sentiment
task. Our model successfully utilized the out-of-
domain data and improved performance on the in-
domain task. The results are shown on Fig 5.

7 Conclusions

We present and study several modular neural ar-
chitectures designed for a novel learning scenario:
learning from partial labels. We experiment with
several sentiment analysis tasks. Our models, in-
spired by cognitive neuroscience findings (Jacobs
et al., 1991; Eysenck and Keane, 2005) and multi-
task learning, suggest a functional decomposition
of the original task into two simpler sub-tasks. We
evaluate different methods for sharing information
and integrating the modules into the final decision,
such that a better model can be learned, while con-
verging faster5. As our experiments show, modu-
lar learning can be used with weak supervision,
using examples annotated with partial labels only.

The modular approach also provides interesting
directions for future research, focusing on alle-
viating the supervision bottleneck by using large
amount of partially labeled data that are cheaper
and easy to obtain, together with only a handful
amount of annotated data, a scenario especially
suitable for low-resource languages.

5Convergence results are provided in the Appendix
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A Examples of Task Decomposition

In Figure 6, we show an example of task decom-
position for standard NER.

Text Brush Wellman .

Tag B-ORG I-ORG O O O O O

comments on beryllium lawsuits

Seg B I O O O O O

Ent ORG ORG O O O O O

Figure 6: An example of NER decomposition.

In Figure 7, we show another example of task
decomposition for target sentiment, in addition to
the one in the main text.

Text KCConcepcion Get

Tag B-pos O O

Rogue Magazine Photos Continue to

Seg

Senti

Praised

B-pos B-neu E-neu S-neuO

B O OE B E SO

by Fans onTwitter

O O O O O

O O O O O

pos O Opos neu neu neuO O O O O O

Figure 7: An extra example of target sentiment decom-
position.

B Full Experimental Results on Target
Sentiment

The complete results of our experiments on the tar-
get sentiment task are summarized in Tab. 4. Our
LSTM-CRF-TI(g) model outperforms all the other
competing models in Precision, Recall and the F1
score.

C Experiments on Named Entity
Recognition

NER datasets We evaluated our models on three
NER datasets, the English, Dutch and Spanish
parts of the 2002 and 2003 CoNLL shared tasks
(Sang and F., 2002; Sang et al., 2003). We used
the original division of training, validation and test
sets. The task is defined over four different entity
types: PERSON, LOCATION, ORGANIZATION,
MISC. We used the BIOES tagging scheme dur-
ing the training, and convert them back to original
tagging scheme in testing as previous studies show
that using this tagging scheme instead of BIO2
can help improve performance (Ratinov and Roth,
2009; Lample et al., 2016; Ma and Hovy, 2016;
Liu et al., 2018). As a result, the segmentation
module had 5 output labels, and the entity mod-
ule had 4. The final decision task, consisted of the
Cartesian product of the segmentation set (BIES)

and the entity set, plus the “O” tag, resulting in 17
labels.

Results on NER We compared our models with
the state-of-the-art systems on English6, Dutch
and Spanish. For Dutch and Spanish, we used
cross-lingual embedding as a way to exploit lex-
ical information. The results are shown in Tab. 5
and Tab. 67. Our best-performing model outper-
form all the competing systems.

D Additional Experiments on
Knowledge Integration

We conducted additional experiments on knowl-
edge integration in the same setting as in the main
text to investigate the properties of the modules.
Figure 8 shows the results for Dutch and Spanish
NER datasets, while Figure 9 shows the results for
the Subjective Polarity Disambiguation Datasets
using the in-domain data.
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(a) Dutch NER
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Modularized
non-Modularized

(b) Spanish NER

Figure 8: Experimental results on modular knowledge
integration on the Dutch and Spanish NER datasets.

E Convergence Analysis

The proposed twofold modular infusion model
(with guided gating as an option) breaks the com-
plex learning problem into several sub-problems
and then integrate them using joint training. The
process defined by this formulation has more pa-
rameters and requires learning multiple objectives
jointly. Our convergence analysis intends to eval-
uate whether the added complexity leads to a
harder learning problem (i.e., slower to converge)
or whether the tasks constrain each other and as a
result can be efficiently learned.

6Liu et al.’s results are different since their implementa-
tion did not convert the predicted BIOES tags back to BIO2
during evaluation. For fair comparison, we only report the
results of the standard evaluation.

7We thank reviewers for pointing out a paper (Agerri and
Rigau, 2016) obtains the new state-of-the-art result on Dutch
with comparable results on Spanish.
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System Architecture English Spanish
Pre Rec F1 Pre Rec F1

Zhang, Zhang and Vo (2015)

Pipeline 43.71 37.12 40.06 45.99 40.57 43.04
Joint 44.62 35.84 39.67 46.67 39.99 43.02

Collapsed 46.32 32.84 38.36 47.69 34.53 40.00

Li and Lu (2017)

SS 44.57 36.48 40.11 46.06 39.89 42.75
+embeddings 47.30 40.36 43.55 47.14 41.48 44.13

+POS tags 45.96 39.04 42.21 45.92 40.25 42.89
+semiMarkov 44.49 37.93 40.94 44.12 40.34 42.14

Base Line LSTM-CRF 53.29 46.90 49.89 51.17 46.71 48.84

This work
LSTM-CRF-T 54.21 48.77 51.34 51.77 47.37 49.47
LSTM-CRF-Ti 54.58 49.01 51.64 52.14 47.56 49.74

LSTM-CRF-Ti(g) 55.31 49.36 52.15 52.82 48.41 50.50

Table 4: Performance on the target sentiment task

Model English
LSTM-CRF (Lample et al., 2016) 90.94
LSTM-CNN-CRF (Ma and Hovy, 2016) 91.21
LM-LSTM-CRF (Liu et al., 2018) 91.06
LSTM-CRF-T 90.8
LSTM-CRF-TI 91.16
LSTM-CRF-TI(g) 91.68

Table 5: Comparing our models with several state-
of-the-art systems on the CoNLL 2003 English NER
dataset.

Model Dutch Spanish
Carreras et al. (2002) 77.05 81.39
Nothman et al. (2013) 78.60 N/A
dos Santos and Guimarães (2015) N/A 82.21
Gillick et al. (2015) 82.84 82.95
Lample et al. (2016) 81.74 85.75
LSTM-CRF-T 83.91 84.89
LSTM-CRF-TI 84.12 85.28
LSTM-CRF-TI(g) 84.51 85.92

Table 6: Comparing our models with recent results on
the 2002 CoNLL Dutch and Spanish NER datasets.
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Figure 9: Experimental results on modular knowledge
integration on the Subjective Polarity Disambiguation
Datasets.

We compare between our LSTM-CRF-TI(g)
model and recent published top models on the En-
glish NER dataset in Figure 10 and on the subjec-

tive polarity disambiguation datasets in Figure 11.
The curve compares convergence speed in terms
of learning epochs. Our LSTM-CRF-TI(g) model
has a much faster convergence rate compared to
the other models.
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CNN-LSTM-CRF
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LSTM-CRF-Ti(g)

Figure 10: Comparing convergence over the develop-
ment set on the English NER dataset. The x-axis is
number of epochs and the y-axis is the F1-score.
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Figure 11: Comparing convergence over the devel-
opment set on the subjective polarity disambiguation
datasets. The x-axis is number of epochs and the y-axis
is the F1-score.
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Abstract
This paper focuses on two related subtasks of
aspect-based sentiment analysis, namely as-
pect term extraction and aspect sentiment clas-
sification, which we call aspect term-polarity
co-extraction. The former task is to extract as-
pects of a product or service from an opin-
ion document, and the latter is to identify
the polarity expressed in the document about
these extracted aspects. Most existing algo-
rithms address them as two separate tasks and
solve them one by one, or only perform one
task, which can be complicated for real appli-
cations. In this paper, we treat these two tasks
as two sequence labeling problems and pro-
pose a novel Dual crOss-sharEd RNN frame-
work (DOER) to generate all aspect term-
polarity pairs of the input sentence simultane-
ously. Specifically, DOER involves a dual re-
current neural network to extract the respective
representation of each task, and a cross-shared
unit to consider the relationship between them.
Experimental results demonstrate that the pro-
posed framework outperforms state-of-the-art
baselines on three benchmark datasets.

1 Introduction

Aspect terms extraction (ATE) and aspect senti-
ment classification (ASC) are two fundamental,
fine-grained subtasks of aspect-based sentiment
analysis. Aspect term extraction is the task of ex-
tracting the attributes (or aspects) of an entity upon
which opinions have been expressed, and aspect
sentiment classification is the task of identifying
the polarities expressed on these extracted aspects
in the opinion text (Hu and Liu, 2004). Consider
the example in Figure 1, which contains com-
ments that people expressed about the aspect terms
“operating system”, “preloaded software”, “key-
board”, “bag”, “price”, and “service” labeled with
their polarities, respectively. The polarities contain

∗Tianrui Li is the corresponding author.

I love the [operating system]positive and the [preloaded 
software]positive.

No backlit [keyboard]conflict, but not an issue for me.

You may need to special order a [bag]neutral.

The [price]positive is reasonable although the [service]negative

is poor.

Figure 1: Aspect terms extraction and aspect sentiment
classification.

four classes, e.g., positive (PO), conflict (CF), neu-
tral (NT)1, and negative (NG).

To facilitate practical applications, our goal is
to solve ATE and ASC simultaneously. For easy
description and discussion, these two subtasks are
referred to as aspect term-polarity co-extraction.
Both ATE and ASC have attracted a great of atten-
tion among researchers, but they are rarely solved
together at the same time due to some challenges:

1) ATE and ASC are quite different tasks. ATE is
an extraction or sequence labeling task (Jakob and
Gurevych, 2010; Wang et al., 2016a), while ASC
is a classification task (Jiang et al., 2011; Wagner
et al., 2014; Tang et al., 2016a,b; Tay et al., 2018).
Thus, they are naturally treated as two separate
tasks, and solved one by one in a pipeline manner.
However, this two-stage framework is complicated
and difficult to use in applications because it needs
to train two models separately. There is also the la-
tent error propagation when an aspect term is used
to classify its corresponding polarity. Thus, due to
the different natures of the two tasks, most current
works focus either on extracting aspect terms (Yin
et al., 2016; Luo et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2018) or
on classifying aspect sentiment (Ma et al., 2017;
Wang and Lu, 2018). A possible idea to bridge the
difference between the two tasks is to change ASC
to a sequence labeling task. Then, ATE and ASC

1Neutral means no sentiment is expressed, and we also
regard it as a polarity as in many prior works.
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have the same formulation.
2) The number of aspect term-polarity pairs

in a sentence is arbitrary. Considering the exam-
ples depicted in Figure 1, we can observe that
some sentences contain two term-polarity pairs
and some sentences contain one pair. Moreover,
each aspect term can consist of any number of
words, which makes the co-extraction task diffi-
cult to solve.

Some existing research has treated ATE and
ASC as two sequence labeling tasks and dealt with
them together. Mitchell et al. (2013) and Zhang
et al. (2015) compared pipelined, joint, and col-
lapsed approaches to extracting named entities and
their sentiments. They found that the joint and col-
lapsed approaches are superior to the pipelined ap-
proach. Li and Lu (2017) proposed a collapsed
CRF model. The difference with the standard CRF
is that they expanded the node type at each word
to capture sentiment scopes. Another interesting
work comes from Li et al. (2019), where the au-
thors proposed a unified model with the collapsed
approach to do aspect term-polarity co-extraction.
We can intuitively explain the pipelined, joint,
and collapsed approaches through Figure 2. The
pipelined approach first labels the given sentence
using aspect term tags, e.g., “B” and “I” (the Be-
ginning and Inside of an aspect term) and then
feeds the aspect terms into a classifier to obtain
their corresponding polarities. The collapsed ap-
proach uses collapsed labels as the tags set, e.g.,
“B-PO” and “I-PO”. Each tag indicates the aspect
term boundary and its polarity. The joint approach
jointly labels each sentence with two different tag
sets: aspect term tags and polarity tags.

We believe that the joint approach is more feasi-
ble than the collapsed approach when integrating
with neural networks because the combined tags
of the latter may easily make the learned represen-
tation confused. As an example in Figure 2, the
“operating system” is an aspect term. Its polarity
“positive” actually comes from the word “love”.
They should be learned separately because the
meanings of these two groups of words are differ-
ent. That means that using “B-PO I-PO” to extract
the meaning of “operating system” and “love” si-
multaneously is difficult in training (this will be
clearer later). In contrast, the joint approach has
separate representations for ATE and ASC and
separate labels. Thus, an extra sentiment lexicon
can improve the representation of ASC individu-

Input I love the operating system and the preloaded software .

Joint
O O O B I O O B I O

O O O PO PO O O PO PO O

Collapsed O O O B-PO I-PO O O B-PO I-PO O

Figure 2: A labeling example of aspect terms and their
polarities.

ally, and the interaction of ATE and ASC can fur-
ther enhance the performance of each other.

In this paper, we propose a novel Dual crOss-
sharEd RNN framework (DOER) to generate all
aspect term-polarity pairs of a given sentence.
DOER mainly contains a dual recurrent neural
network (RNN) and a cross-shared unit (CSU).
The CSU is designed to take advantage of the
interactions between ATE and ASC. Apart from
them, two auxiliary tasks, aspect length enhance-
ment and sentiment enhancement, are integrated
to improve the representation of ATE and ASC.
An extra RNN cell called the Residual Gated Unit
(ReGU) is also proposed to improve the perfor-
mance of aspect term-polarity co-extraction. The
ReGU utilizes a gate to transfer the input to the
output like skip connection (He et al., 2016), and
thus, is capable of training deeper and obtaining
more useful features. In a word, DOER generates
aspect terms and their polarities simultaneously by
an end-to-end method instead of building two sep-
arate models, which saves time and gives a unified
solution to practical applications.

Our contributions are summarized as follows:

• A novel framework DOER is proposed to ad-
dress the aspect term-polarity co-extraction
problem in an end-to-end fashion. A cross-
shared unit (CSU) is designed to leverage the
interaction of the two tasks.

• Two auxiliary tasks are designed to enhance
the labeling of ATE and ASC, and an extra
RNN cell ReGU is proposed to improve the
capability of feature extraction.

2 Methodology

The proposed framework is shown in Figure 3a.
We will first formulate the aspect term-polarity co-
extraction problem and then describe this frame-
work in detail in this section.

2.1 Problem Statement
This paper deals with aspect term-polarity co-
extraction, in which the aspect terms are explicitly
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Figure 3: An illustration of the proposed DOER framework.

mentioned in the text. We solve it as two sequence
labeling tasks. Formally, given a review sentence
S with n words from a particular domain, denoted
by S = {wi|i = 1, . . . ,n}. For each word wi, the ob-
jective of ATE is to assign it a tag ta

i ∈ T a, and
likewise, the objective of ASC is to assign a tag
t p
i ∈ T p, where T a = {B, I, O} and T p = {PO, NT,

NG, CF, O}. The tags B, I and O in T a stand for the
beginning of an aspect term, the inside of an aspect
term, and other words, respectively. The tags PO,
NT, NG, and CF indicate polarity categories: pos-
itive, neutral, negative, and conflict, respectively.
The tag O in T p means other words like that in
T a. Figure 2 shows a labeling example of the first
sentence in Figure 1.

2.2 Model Overview
We discuss the proposed framework DOER in de-
tail below.

Word Embedding. Instead of adopting stan-
dard techniques to generate the embedding of each
word wi by concatenating word embedding and
char embedding, we use the double embeddings
proposed in (Xu et al., 2018) as the initial word
embeddings. The double embeddings contain two
types: general-purpose embeddings and domain-
specific embeddings, which are distinguished by
whether the embeddings are trained by an in-
domain corpus or not. Formally, each word wi will
be initialized with a feature vector hwi ∈ RdG+dD ,
where dG and dD are the first dimension size of
the general-purpose embeddings G ∈ RdG×|V | and
the domain-specific embeddings D ∈ RdD×|V |, re-
spectively. |V | is the size of the vocabulary. Hence,
hwi is generated by hwi = G(wi)⊕D(wi), where ⊕
means the concatenation operation. hg and hd in
Figure 3a denote G(wi) and D(wi), respectively.

All the out-of-vocabulary words are randomly ini-
tialized, and all sentences are padded (or tailored
when testing) and initialized with zeros to the max
length of the training sentences.

tanh

x

x +

x

+x

ɶ
tanh

1-

1-

Figure 4: Residual gated unit (ReGU).

Stacked Dual RNNs. The main architecture of
DOER is a stacked dual RNNs, one stacked RNN
for ATE, and one stacked RNN for ASC. Each
layer of RNNs is a bidirectional ReGU (BiReGU).
As shown in Figure 4, ReGU has two gates to con-
trol the flow of input and hidden state. Given input
xt at time t and the previous memory cell ct−1, the
new memory cell ct is calculated via the following
equation:

ct = (1− ft)� ct−1 + ft � tanh(Wixt), (1)

and the new hidden state ht is then computed as

ht = (1−ot)� ct +ot � x̃t , (2)

where ft =σ (Wf xt +U f ct−1) is a forget gate, ot =
σ (Woxt +Uoct−1) is a residual gate, and x̃t is xt or
tanh(Wxxt) according to whether the size of xt is
equal to ct or not. ft controls the information flow
from the previous timestamp to the next times-
tamp. ot controls the information flow from the
previous layer to the next layer. σ denotes the lo-
gistic function, tanh means the hyperbolic tangent
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function, and� is element-wise multiplication. W∗
of size d×dI and U∗ of size d×d are weight ma-
trices, where ∗ ∈ {i, f ,o,x}. The bias vectors are
omitted for simplicity. The size of dI changes with
the dimension of the input. Its value is dG + dD

when it is the first layer of the stacked BiReGU.
BiReGU owns two directional representations

of the input like Bidirectional LSTM (Graves and
Schmidhuber, 2005). We concatenate the hidden
states generated by ReGU in both directions be-
longing to the same input as the output vector,
which is expressed as ht =

−→
h t ⊕

←−
h t , where ⊕

again means concatenation.
−→
h t and

←−
h t have the

same formulation as Eq. (2) but different propa-
gation directions. Thus, the size of ht is 2d, and
the size of dI will also become 2d when stacking
a new BiReGU layer. We refer the outputs of dual
BiReGU as hA and hP separately to differentiate
ATE and ASC.

Cross-Shared Unit. When generating the rep-
resentation after BiReGU, the information of ATE
and ASC is separated from each other. However,
the fact is that the labels of ATE and the labels of
ASC have strong relations. For instance, if the la-
bel of ATE is O, the label for ASC should be O as
well, and if the label of ASC is PO, the label for
ATE should be B or I. Besides, both the labels of
ATE and the labels of ASC have the information
to imply the boundary of each aspect term.

The cross-shared unit (CSU) is used to consider
the interaction of ATE and ASC. We first compute
the composition vector αM

i j ∈ RK through the fol-
lowing tensor operator:

αM
i j = fm

(
hm

i ,h
m
j
)
= tanh

(
(hm

i )
>Gmhm

j

)
, (3)

where M ∈ {A,P}, m∈ {a, p}, hm
i ∈ hM, and Gm ∈

RK×2d×2d are 3-dimensional tensors. K is a hyper-
parameter. A,a and P, p are indexes of ATE and
ASC, respectively, m = p,M = A if m = a, and
m = a,M = P if m = p. Such tensor operators can
be seen as multiple bilinear terms, which have the
capability of modeling more complicated compo-
sitions between two vectors (Socher et al., 2013;
Wang et al., 2017).

After obtaining the composition vectors, the at-
tention score SM

i j is calculated as:

SM
i j = v>mαM

i j , (4)

where vm ∈ RK is a weight vector used to weight
each value of the composition vector, M ∈ {A,P},

and m ∈ {a, p}. Thus, SM
i j is a scalar. All these

scalars SA
i j and SP

i j are gathered in two matrices SA

and SP, respectively. A higher score SA
i j indicates

a higher correlation between aspect term i and the
polarity representation captured from j-th word.
Likewise, a higher score SP

i j indicates a higher cor-
relation between aspect polarity i and the repre-
sentation of aspect term captured from j-th word.
We use their related representations to enhance the
original ATE and ASC features through:

hM = hM + softmaxr
(
SM)hM, (5)

where softmaxr is a row-based softmax function,
M ∈ {A,P}, M = P if M = A, and M = A if M = P.
Such an operation can make ATE and ASC get en-
hanced information from each other. The process
is shown in Figure 3b.

Interface. To generate the final ATE tags and
ASC tags, either a dense layer plus a softmax func-
tion or a Conditional Random Fields (CRF) can
be used. According to the comparison in (Reimers
and Gurevych, 2017), using a CRF instead of a
softmax classifier as the last layer can obtain a
performance increase for tasks with a high depen-
dency between tags. Thus, we use the linear-chain
CRF as our inference layer. Its log-likelihood is
computed as follows:

L(Wc,bc) = ∑
i

log p(y|h;Wc,bc). (6)

where p(y|h;Wc,bc) is the probability function of
CRF, and Wc and bc are the weight and bias, re-
spectively. The Viterbi algorithm is used to gener-
ate the final labels of ATE and ASC.

Joint Output. After generating the labels for
ATE and ASC in the inference layer, the last step is
to obtain the aspect term-polarity pairs. It is conve-
nient to get the aspect terms of the given sentence
according to the meaning of the elements in T a. To
generate the polarity of each aspect term, we use
the aspect term as the boundary of polarity labels,
and then count the number of each polarity cate-
gory within the boundary and adopt the label that
has the maximum number or the first label (if all
the numbers of each polarity category are equal)
as the final polarity. For example, the final polar-
ity of “PO NT” is “PO”, the final polarity of “PO
PO” is also “PO”, and the final polarity of “PO NT
NT” is “NT”. This method is simple and effective
in our experiments.
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Auxiliary Aspect Term Length Enhancement.
Although CRF is capable of considering the cor-
relation of two adjacent labels, there are gener-
ated discontinuous labels, especially for a long tar-
get aspect term. To alleviate the influence resulted
from the length of the aspect term, we designed
an auxiliary task to predict the average length of
aspect terms in each sentence when training the
model. The computational process of the predic-
tion in ATE is as follows:

zuA = σ
(

W>uA
h̃A

)
, (7)

where h̃A ∈ R2d is the result of max-pooling of
hl1

A , which is generated by the first RNN layer,
WuA ∈ R2d is a weight parameter. We calculate
the prediction loss through the mean squared er-
ror (MSE):

LuA = ‖zuA− ẑu‖2, (8)

where ẑu is the average length of aspect terms in a
sentence after global normalization on the training
dataset.

ASC has a similar prediction process to ATE af-
ter the first layer of the stacked RNNs, but it has
different weight WuP and hidden feature h̃P than
WuA and h̃A. The prediction loss is denoted by LuP .

Auxiliary Sentiment Lexicon Enhancement.
As previously discussed, the polarity of an as-
pect term is usually inferred from its related opin-
ion words. Thus, we also use a sentiment lexi-
con to guide ASC. Specifically, we train an auxil-
iary word-level classifier on the branch of ASC for
discriminating positive words and negative words
based on the sentiment labels Ŷ S

p . This means that
we use a sentiment lexicon to map each word of a
sentence to a sentiment label in training. For each
feature of ASC hp,l1

i generated by the first RNN
layer, we use a linear layer and the softmax func-
tion to get its sentiment label:

zs
i = softmax

(
W>s hp,l1

i

)
, (9)

where Ws ∈ R2d×c is a weight parameter, c = 3
means the sentiment label is one of the three el-
ements in the set {positive, negative, none}. We
use the cross-entropy error to calculate the loss of
each sentence:

Ls =−
1
n

n

∑
i=1

(
I
(
ŷS

i
)
(log(zs

i ))
>
)
, (10)

where I(ŷS
i ) means the one-hot vector of ŷS

i ∈ Ŷ S
p .

Datasets Train Dev Test Total

SL

#PO 941 32 340 1,313
#NT 446 4 169 619
#NG 820 17 126 963
#CF 41 1 16 58

SR

#PO 3,262 126 1,490 4,878
#NT 674 13 250 937
#NG 1,205 46 500 1,751
#CF 88 0 14 102

ST

#PO - 698
#NT - 2,254
#NG - 271

Table 1: Datasets from SemEval and Twitter.

2.3 Joint Loss
On the whole, the proposed framework DOER
has two branches: one for ATE labeling and the
other for ASC labeling. Each of them is dif-
ferentiable, and thus can be trained with gradi-
ent descent. We equivalently use the negative of
L(Wc,bc) in Eq. (6) as the error to do minimiza-
tion via back-propagation through time (BPTT)
(Goller and Kuchler, 1996). Thus, the loss is as
follows:

L=−∑
i

log p(y|h;Wc,bc), (11)

Then, the losses from both tasks and the auxiliary
tasks are constructed as the joint loss of the entire
model:

J (Θ)=(La+Lp)+(LuA+LuP+Ls)+
λ
2
‖Θ‖2, (12)

where La and Lp, which have the same formula-
tion as Eq. (11), denote the loss for aspect term
and polarity, respectively. Θ represents the model
parameters containing all weight matrices W , U , v
and bias vectors b. λ is a regularization parameter.

3 Experiments

3.1 Datasets
We conduct experiments on two datasets from
the SemEval challenges and one English Twitter
dataset. The details of these benchmark datasets
are summarized in Table 1. SL comes from Se-
mEval 2014 (Pontiki et al., 2014), which con-
tains laptop reviews, and SR are restaurant reviews
merged from SemEval 2014, SemEval 2015 (Pon-
tiki et al., 2015), and SemEval 2016 (Pontiki et al.,
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2016). We keep the official data division of these
datasets for the training set, validation set, and
testing set. The reported results of SL and SR are
averaged scores of 10 runs. ST consists of English
tweets. Due to lack of standard train-test split, we
report the ten-fold cross-validation results of ST as
done in (Mitchell et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2015;
Li et al., 2019). For the auxiliary task of senti-
ment lexicon enhancement, we exploit a sentiment
lexicon 2 to generate the label when training the
model. The evaluation metric is F1 score based on
the exact match of aspect term and its polarity.

3.2 Word Embeddings

To initialize the domain-specific word embed-
dings, we train the word embeddings by CBOW
(Mikolov et al., 2013) using Amazon reviews3

and Yelp reviews4, which are in-domain cor-
pora for laptop and restaurant respectively. Thus,
for SL, we use Amazon embedding, and for
SR, we use Yelp embedding. The Amazon re-
view dataset contains 142.8M reviews, and the
Yelp review dataset contains 2.2M restaurant re-
views. The embeddings from all these datasets
are trained by Gensim5 which contains the im-
plementation of CBOW. The parameter min count
is set to 10 and iter is set to 200. We use Ama-
zon embedding as the domain-specific word em-
beddings of ST as Amazon corpora is large and
comprehensive although not in the same domain.
The general-purpose embeddings are initialized by
Glove.840B.300d embeddings (Pennington et al.,
2014). Its corpus is crawled from the Web.

3.3 Settings

In our experiments, the regularization parameter
λ is empirically set as 0.001, and dG and dD as
300 and 100, respectively. The hidden state size
of d of ReGU is 300. The hyperparameter K is
set to 5. We use Adam (Kingma et al., 2014) as
the optimizer with the learning rate of 0.001 and
the batch size of 16. We also employ dropout (Sri-
vastava et al., 2014) on the outputs of the embed-
ding layer and two BiReGU layers. The dropout
rate is 0.5. To avoid the exploding gradient prob-
lem, we clip the gradient norm within 5. The max-

2http://mpqa.cs.pitt.edu/ (the lexicon of (Hu
and Liu, 2004) https://www.cs.uic.edu/˜liub/
FBS/sentiment-analysis.html can be used as well.

3http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon/
4https://www.yelp.com/academic_dataset
5https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/

imum number of epochs is set to 50. The word em-
beddings are fixed during the training process. We
implemented DOER using the TensorFlow library
(Abadi et al., 2016), and all computations are done
on an NVIDIA Tesla K40 GPU.

3.4 Baseline Methods
To validate the performance of the proposed model
DOER 6 on the aspect term-polarity co-extraction
task, a comparative experiment is conducted with
the following baseline models:

• CRF-{pipelined, joint, collapsed}: They
leverage linguistically informed features with
CRF to perform the sequence labeling task
using the pipelined, joint, or collapsed ap-
proach7 (Mitchell et al., 2013).

• NN+CRF-{pipelined, joint, collapsed}: An
improvement of (Mitchell et al., 2013) that
concatenates target word embedding and
context four-word embeddings besides us-
ing linguistically informed features plus CRF
to finish the sequence labeling task (Zhang
et al., 2015). Instead of using the officially re-
leased code8 due to the outdated library, we
reproduce the results with the original set-
tings.

• Sentiment-Scope: A collapsed CRF model9

(Li and Lu, 2017), which expands the node
types of CRF to capture sentiment scopes.
The discrete features used in this model are
exactly the same as the above two groups of
models.

• DE-CNN+TNet: DE-CNN10 (Xu et al.,
2018) and TNet (Li et al., 2018) are the
current state-of-the-art models for ATE and
ASC, respectively. DE-CNN+TNet combines
them in a pipelined manner. We use the of-
ficial TNet-AS variant11 as our TNet imple-
mentation.

• LSTM+CRF-{LSTMc, CNNc}: They all
use BiLSTM plus CRF for sequence labeling.

6The code of DOER is available at https://github.
com/ArrowLuo/DOER

7http://www.m-mitchell.com/code/
8https://github.com/SUTDNLP/

OpenTargetedSentiment
9https://github.com/leodotnet/

sentimentscope
10https://github.com/howardhsu/DE-CNN
11https://github.com/lixin4ever/TNet
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Model SL SR ST

Pipeline Baselines
CRF-pipeline 51.08 54.78 31.91
NN+CRF-pipeline 53.36 60.78 45.08
DE-CNN+TNet 56.47 67.54 48.74

Collapsed Baselines

CRF-collapsed 49.24 59.52 32.00
NN+CRF-collapsed 50.64 61.74 45.52
Sentiment-Scope 50.27 62.01 45.91
LSTM+CRF-LSTMc 54.43 65.93 46.57
LSTM+CRF-CNNc 54.71 66.36 47.35
LM-LSTM-CRF 56.39 67.56 48.46
E2E-TBSA 57.99 69.91 49.13

Joint Baselines CRF-joint 50.73 59.75 32.42
NN+CRF-joint 52.81 60.27 44.69

Ours

S-BiLSTM 56.83 71.22 48.94
S-BiReGU 57.82 71.47 49.11
S-BiReGU+CSU 58.99 72.19 49.89
S-BiReGU+CSU+AuL 59.06 72.32 51.06
S-BiReGU+CSU+AuS 60.11 72.64 51.13
DOER 60.35 72.78 51.37

Table 2: F1 score (%) comparison of all systems for aspect term-polarity pair extraction.

The difference is that LSTM+CRF-LSTMc
(Lample et al., 2016) encodes char embed-
ding by BiLSTM, while LSTM+CRF-CNNc
(Ma and Hovy, 2016) uses CNN.

• LM-LSTM-CRF: It is a language model en-
hanced LSTM-CRF model proposed in (Liu
et al., 2018), which achieved competitive re-
sults on several sequence labeling tasks12.

• E2E-TBSA: It is an end-to-end model of the
collapsed approach proposed to address ATE
and ASC simultaneously13 (Li et al., 2019).

• S-BiLSTM: It is a stacked BiLSTM model
with two layers that adopts the joint ap-
proach and has the same Embeddings, Inter-
face, Joint Output layers as DOER.

• S-BiReGU: It is similar to S-BiLSTM but
uses a ReGU cell instead of an LSTM cell.

We use two abbreviations AuL and AuS for the
ablation study. AuL denotes the auxiliary task of
aspect term length enhancement, and AuS denotes
the auxiliary task of sentiment lexicon enhance-
ment. All baselines have publicly available codes,

12https://github.com/LiyuanLucasLiu/
LM-LSTM-CRF

13https://github.com/lixin4ever/
E2E-TBSA

and we ran these officially released codes to re-
produce the baseline results except the NN+CRF
variants due to the outdated library as discussed in
the bullet point for these baseline systems.

3.5 Results and Analysis
Comparison Results. The comparison results
are shown in Table 2, which are F1 scores of as-
pect term-polarity pairs. As the results show, our
DOER obtains consistent improvement over base-
lines. Compared to the best pipelined model, the
proposed framework outperforms DE-CNN+TNet
by 3.88%, 5.24%, and 2.63% on SL, SR, and
ST, respectively. It indicates that an elaborated
joint model can achieve better performance than
pipeline approaches on aspect term-polarity co-
extraction task. Besides, seven collapsed models
are also introduced to the comparison. Compared
to the best of these collapsed approaches, DOER
improves by 2.36%, 2.87%, and 2.24% over E2E-
TBSA on SL, SR, and ST, respectively. This re-
sult shows the potential of a joint model which
considers the interaction between the two relevant
tasks. Comparing with existing works based on the
joint approach, i.e., CRF-joint and NN+CRF-joint,
DOER makes substantial gains over them as well.
The improvements over DE-CNN+TNet and E2E-
TBSA are statistically significant (p< 0.05).

Ablation Study. To test the effectiveness of
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each component of DOER, we conduct an ab-
lation experiment with results shown in the last
block of Table 2. The fact that S-BiReGU gives
superior performance compared to S-BiLSTM in-
dicates the effectiveness of ReGU in our task. This
residual architecture enables information transfer
to the next layers more effective. With the help
of CSU, S-BiReGU+CSU achieves better perfor-
mance than without it. We believe the interaction
of information between ATE and ASC is essential
to improve each other. Although the samples with
long aspect terms are rare, the auxiliary task of
aspect term length can improve the performance.
Another auxiliary task of sentiment lexicon can
also enhance the representation of the proposed
framework. As a whole of S-BiReGU, CSU, AuL,
and AuS, the proposed DOER achieves superior
performance. It mainly benefits from the enhanced
features by the two auxiliary tasks and the interac-
tion of two separate routes of ATE and ASC.

Results on ATE. Table 3 shows the results of
aspect term extraction only. DE-CNN is the cur-
rent state-of-the-art model on ATE as mentioned
above. Comparing with it, DOER achieves new
state-of-the-art scores. DOER∗ denotes the DOER
without ASC part. As the table shows, DOER
achieves better performance than DOER∗, which
indicates the interaction between ATE and ASC
can yield better performance for ATE than only
conduct a single task.

Model SL SR ST

DE-CNN 81.26 78.98 63.23
DOER∗ 82.11 79.98 68.99
DOER 82.61 81.06 71.35

Table 3: F1 score (%) comparison only for aspect term
extraction.

Case Study. Table 4 shows some examples
of S-BiLSTM, S-BiReGU+CSU, and DOER.
As observed in the first and second rows, S-
BiReGU+CSU and DOER predict the aspect term-
polarity pair correctly but S-BiLSTM does not.
With the constraint of CSU, the error words can
be avoided as shown in the second row. The two
auxiliary tasks work well on the CSU. They can
capture a better sentiment representation, e.g., the
third row, and alleviate the misjudgment on the
long aspect terms, e.g., the last row.
Impact of K. We investigate the impact of hy-
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Figure 5: F1 scores on SL with different K.

perparameter K of the CSU on the final perfor-
mance. The experiment is conducted on SL by
varying K from 1 to 10 with the step of 1. As
shown in Figure 5, value 5 is the best choice for
the proposed method to address our task. Due to
the performance demonstrated in the figure, K is
set to 5 cross all experiments for simplicity.
Visualization of Attention Scores in CSU. We
also try to visualize the attention scores SA and SP

to explore the effectiveness of CSU. As shown in
Figure 6, SA and SP have different values, which
indicate that both ATE and ASC indeed interact
with each other. The red dashed rectangle in Fig-
ure 6a shows that the model learns to focus on it-
self when labeling the word “OS” in the ATE task.
Likewise, the red dashed rectangle in Figure 6b
shows that the model learns to focus on the word
“great” instead of itself when labeling the word
“OS” in the ASC task. The fact that the polarity
on the target aspect “OS” is positive, which is in-
ferred from the “great”, verifies that the system is
doing the right job. In summary, we can conclude
that the attention scores learned by CSU benefit
the labeling process.

The OS is great    .

The 0.005 0.031 0.007 0.008 0.005

OS 0.017 0.046 0.014 0.011 0.011

is 0.003 0.039 0.025 0.003 0.004

great 0.003 0.018 0.006 0.026 0.004

. 0.020 0.005 0.013 0.012 0.006

(a) SA

The OS is great     .

The 0.007 0.035 0.008 0.004 0.032

OS 0.013 0.007 0.002 0.013 0.021

is 0.006 0.012 0.008 0.002 0.003

great 0.003 0.020 0.009 0.005 0.004

. 0.004 0.005 0.023 0.005 0.010

(b) SP

Figure 6: Visualization of SA and SP in CSU.

4 Related Work

Our work spans two major topics of aspect-based
sentiment analysis: aspect term extraction and as-
pect sentiment classification. Each of them has
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Input S-BiLSTM S-BiReGU+CSU DOER
I like the [lighted screen]PO at
night.

None (7) [lighted screen]PO [lighted screen]PO

It is a great [size]PO and amaz-
ing [windows 8]PO included!

[size]PO, [windows 8
included]PO (7)

[size]PO,
[windows 8]PO

[size]PO,
[windows 8]PO

I tried several [monitors]NT and
several [HDMI cables]NT and
this was the case each time.

[HDMI cables]NG
(7)

None (7), [HDMI
cables]NT

[monitors]NT,
[HDMI cables]NT

The [2.9 ghz dual-core i7
chip]PO really out does itself.

[dual-core i7 chip]PO
(7)

[dual-core i7
chip]PO (7)

[2.9 ghz dual-core
i7 chip]PO

Table 4: Case analysis on S-BiLSTM, S-BiReGU+CSU, and DOER. 7 means wrong prediction.

been studied by many researchers. Hu and Liu
(2004) extracted aspect terms using frequent pat-
tern mining. Qiu et al. (2011) and Liu et al. (2015)
proposed to use rule-based approach exploiting ei-
ther hand-crafted or automatically generated rules
about some syntactic relationships. Mei et al.
(2007), He et al. (2011) and Chen et al. (2014)
used topic modeling based on Latent Dirichlet Al-
location (Blei et al., 2003). All of the above meth-
ods are unsupervised. For supervised methods, the
ATE task is usually treated as a sequence labeling
problem solved by CRF. For the ASC task, a large
body of literature has tried to utilize the relation
or position between the aspect terms and the sur-
rounding context words as the relevant informa-
tion or context for prediction (Tang et al., 2016a;
Laddha and Mukherjee, 2016). Convolution neural
networks (CNNs) (Poria et al., 2016; Li and Xue,
2018), attention network (Wang et al., 2016b; Ma
et al., 2017; He et al., 2017), and memory network
(Wang et al., 2018) are also active approaches.

However, the above methods are proposed for
either the ATE or the ASC task. Lakkaraju et al.
(2014) proposed to use hierarchical deep learning
to solve these two subtasks. Wu et al. (2016) uti-
lized cascaded CNN and multi-task CNN to ad-
dress aspect extraction and sentiment classifica-
tion. Their main idea is to directly map each re-
view sentence into pre-defined aspect terms by
using classification and then classifying the cor-
responding polarities. We believe the pre-defined
aspect terms are in general insufficient for most
analysis applications because they will almost cer-
tainly miss many important aspects in review texts.

This paper regards ATE and ASC as two parallel
sequence labeling tasks and solves them simulta-
neously. Comparing with the methods that address
them one by one using two separate models, our

framework is easy to use in practical applications
by outputting all the aspect term-polarity pairs
of input sentences at once. Similar to our work,
Mitchell et al. (2013) and Zhang et al. (2015)
are also about performing two sequence labeling
tasks, but they extract named entities and their sen-
timent classes jointly. We have a different objec-
tive and utilize a different model. Li et al. (2019)
have the same objective as us. The main differ-
ence is that their approach belongs to a collapsed
approach but ours is a joint approach. The model
proposed by (Li and Lu, 2017) is also a collapsed
approach based on CRF. Its performance is heav-
ily dependent on manually crafted features.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced a co-extraction task
involving aspect term extraction and aspect sen-
timent classification for aspect-based sentiment
analysis and proposed a novel framework DOER
to solve the problem. The framework uses a joint
sequence labeling approach and focuses on the in-
teraction between two separate routes for aspect
term extraction and aspect sentiment classifica-
tion. To enhance the representation of sentiment
and alleviate the difficulty of long aspect terms,
two auxiliary tasks were also introduced in our
framework. Experimental results on three bench-
mark datasets verified the effectiveness of DOER
and showed that it significantly outperforms the
baselines on aspect term-polarity co-extraction.
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Abstract

Existing argumentation datasets have suc-
ceeded in allowing researchers to develop
computational methods for analyzing the con-
tent, structure and linguistic features of argu-
mentative text. They have been much less
successful in fostering studies of the effect
of “user” traits — characteristics and beliefs
of the participants — on the debate/argument
outcome as this type of user information is
generally not available. This paper presents
a dataset of 78, 376 debates generated over a
10-year period along with surprisingly com-
prehensive participant profiles. We also com-
plete an example study using the dataset to an-
alyze the effect of selected user traits on the
debate outcome in comparison to the linguistic
features typically employed in studies of this
kind.

1 Introduction

Previous work from Natural Language Processing
(NLP) and Computational Social Science (CSS)
that studies argumentative text and its persuasive
effects has mainly focused on identifying the con-
tent and structure of an argument (e.g. Feng and
Hirst (2011)) and the linguistic features that are in-
dicative of effective argumentation strategies (e.g.
Tan et al. (2016)). The effectiveness of an argu-
ment, however, cannot be determined solely by its
textual content; rather, it is important to consider
characteristics of the reader, listener or partici-
pants in the debate or discussion. Does the reader
already agree with the argument’s stance? Is she
predisposed to changing her mind on the particu-
lar topic of the debate? Is the style of the argu-
ment appropriate for the individual? To date, ex-
isting argumentation datasets have permitted only
limited assessment of such “user” traits because
information on the background of users is gen-
erally unavailable. In this paper, we present a

dataset of 78, 376 debates from October of 2007
until November of 2017 drawn from debate.org
along with quite comprehensive user profile infor-
mation — for debate participants as well as users
voting on the debate quality and outcome. Back-
ground information on users includes demograph-
ics (e.g. education, income, religion) and stance on
a variety of controversial debate topics as well as a
record of user activity on the debate platform (e.g.
debates won and lost). We view this new dataset as
a resource that affords the NLP and CSS commu-
nities the opportunity to understand the effect of
audience characteristics on the efficacy of differ-
ent debating and persuasion strategies as well as to
model changes in user’s opinions and activities on
a debate platform over time. (To date, part of our
debate.org dataset has been used in one such study
to understand the effect of prior beliefs in persua-
sion1 (Durmus and Cardie, 2018). Here, we focus
on the properties of the dataset itself and study a
different task.)

In the next section, we describe the dataset in
the context of existing argumentation datasets. We
then provide statistics on key aspects of the col-
lected debates and user profiles (Section 3). Sec-
tion 4 reports a study in which we investigate the
predictive effect of selected user traits (namely, the
debaters’ and audience’s experience, prior debate
success, social interactions, and demographic in-
formation) vs. standard linguistic features. Ex-
perimental results show that features of the user
traits are significantly more predictive of a de-
bater’s success than the linguistic features that are
shown to be predictive of debater success by the
previous work (Zhang et al., 2016). This suggests
that user traits are important to take into account
in studying success in online debating.

1That study is distinct from those presented here. See Sec-
tion 4 for details.
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The dataset will be made publicly available2.

2 Related Work and Datasets

There has been a tremendous amount of re-
search effort to understand the important lin-
guistic features for identifying argument structure
and determining effective argumentation strategies
in monologic text (Mochales and Moens, 2011;
Feng and Hirst, 2011; Stab and Gurevych, 2014;
Guerini et al., 2015). For example, Habernal and
Gurevych (2016) has experimented with differ-
ent machine learning models to predict which of
two arguments is more convincing. To understand
what kind of persuasive strategies are effective,
Hidey et al. (2017) has further annotated differ-
ent modes of persuasion (ethos, logos, pathos) and
looked at which combinations appear most often
in more persuasive arguments.

Understanding argumentation strategies in con-
versations and the effect of interplay between the
language of the participants has also been an im-
portant avenue of research. Tan et al. (2016), for
example, has examined the effectiveness of argu-
ments on ChangeMyView3, a debate forum web-
site in which people invite others to challenge
their opinions. They found that the interplay be-
tween the language of the opinion holder and that
of the counterargument provides highly predic-
tive cues of persuasiveness. Zhang et al. (2016)
has examined the effect of conversational style in
Oxford-style debates and found that the side that
can best adapt in response to opponents’ discus-
sion points over the course of the debate is more
likely to be more persuasive. Although research
on computational argumentation has mainly fo-
cused on identifying important linguistic features
of the text, there is also evidence that it is impor-
tant to model the debaters themselves and the peo-
ple who are judging the quality of the arguments:
multiple studies show that people perceive argu-
ments from different perspectives depending on
their backgrounds and experiences (Correll et al.,
2004; Hullett, 2005; Petty et al., 1981; Lord et al.,
1979; Vallone et al., 1985; Chambliss and Garner,
1996). As a result, we introduce data from a so-
cial media debate site that also includes substan-
tial information about its users and their activity
and interaction on the website. This is in contrast

2Link to the dataset: http://www.cs.cornell.edu/ esindur-
mus/.

3https://www.reddit.com/r/changemyview/.

to the datasets commonly employed in studies of
argument strategies (Johnson and Goldman, 2009;
Walker et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2016; Wang et al.,
2017; Cano-Basave and He, 2016; Al Khatib et al.,
2016). Lukin et al. (2017) is the closest work to
ours as it studies the effect of OCEAN personality
traits (Roccas et al., 2002; T. Norman, 1963) of the
audience on how they perceive the persuasiveness
of monologic arguments. Note that, in our dataset,
we do not have information about users’ personal-
ity traits; however, we have extensive information
about their demographics, social interactions, be-
liefs and language use.

3 Dataset4

Debates. The dataset includes 78, 376 debates
from 23 different topic categories including Poli-
tics, Religion, Technology, Movies, Music, Places-
Travel. Each debate consists of different rounds in
which opposing sides provide their arguments. An
example debate along with the user information
for PRO and CON debaters and corresponding com-
ments and votes are shown in Figure 1. The ma-
jority of debates have three or more rounds; Pol-
itics, Religion, and Society are the most common
debate categories. Each debate includes comments
as well as the votes provided by other users in the
community. We collected all the comments and
votes for each debate with 606,102 comments and
199,210 votes in total. Voters evaluate each de-
bater along diverse set of criteria such as convinc-
ingness, conduct during the debate, reliability of
resources cited, spelling and grammar. With this
fine-grained evaluation scheme, we can study the
quality of arguments from different perspectives.

User Information. The dataset also includes
self-identified information for 45, 348 users par-
ticipating in the debates or voting for the debates:
demographic information such as age, gender, ed-
ucation, ethnicity; prior belief and personal infor-
mation such as political, religious ideology, in-
come, occupation and the user’s stance on a set of
48 controversial topics chosen by the website. The
controversial debate topics5 include ABORTION,
DEATH PENALTY, GAY MARRIAGE, and AFFIR-
MATIVE ACTION. Information about user’s ac-
tivity is also provided and includes their debates,
votes, comments, opinion questions they ask, poll

4Data is crawled in accordance to the terms and conditions
of the website.

5Full list of topics: https://www.debate.org/big-issues/.
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Figure 1: Example debate along with the user profile information for PRO and CON debaters and the corresponding
comments and votes. The full information for this debate can be found at https://www.debate.org/debates/Late-
term-abortion-is-morally-correct-in-every-situation/1/.

votes they participated in, overall success in win-
ning debates as well as their social network infor-
mation.

4 Task: What makes a debater
successful?

To understand the effect of user characteristics vs.
language features, and staying consistent with ma-
jority of previous work, we conduct the task of
predicting the winner of a debate by looking at ac-
cumulated scores from the voters. We model this
as a binary classification task and experiment with
a logistic regression model, optimizing the regu-
larizer (`1 or `2) and the regularization parameter
C (between 10−5 and 105) with 3-fold cross vali-
dation.

4.1 Data preprocessing
Controlling for the debate text. We eliminate
debates where a debater forfeits before the debate
ends. From the remaining debates, we keep only
the ones with three or more rounds with at least 20
sentences by each debater in each round to be able
to study the important linguistic features 6.
Determining the winner. For this particular
dataset, the winning debater is determined by the
votes of other users on different aspects of the ar-
guments as outlined in Section 3, and the debaters
are scored accordingly7. We determine the winner
by the total number of points the debaters get from

6After all the eliminations, we have 1635 debates in our
dataset.

7Having better conduct: 1 point, having better spelling
and grammar: 1 point, making more convincing arguments:
3 points, using the most reliable sources: 2 points.

the voters. We consider the debates with at least 5
voters and remove the debates resulting in a tie.

4.2 Features

Experience and Success Prior. We define the ex-
perience of a user during a debate dt at time t as
the total number of debates participated as a de-
bater by the user before time t. The success prior
is defined as the ratio of the number of debates the
user won before time t to the total number of de-
bates before time t.

Similarity with audience’s user profile. We
encode the similarity of each of the debaters and
the voters by comparing each debaters’ opinions
on controversial topics, religious ideology, gen-
ders, political ideology, ethnicity and education
level to same of the audience. We include the fea-
tures that encode the similarity by counting num-
ber of voters having the same values as each of
the debaters for each of these characteristics. We
also include features that corresponds to cosine
distance between the vectors of each debater and
each voter where the user vector is one-hot repre-
sentation for each user characteristic.

Social Network. We extract features that repre-
sent the debaters’ social interactions before a par-
ticular debate by creating the network for their
commenting and voting activity before that de-
bate. We then computed the degree, centrality, hub
and authority scores from these graphs and include
them as features in our model.

Linguistic features of the debate. We per-
form ablation analysis with various linguistic
features shown to be effective in determining
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Accuracy
Majority baseline 57.23
User features
Debate experience 63.54
Success prior 65.78
Overall similarity with audience 62.52
Social network features 62.93
All user features 68.43
Linguistic features
Length 58.45

Flow features 58.66
All linguistic features 60.28
User+Linguistic Features 71.35

Table 1: Ablation tests for the features.

persuasive arguments including argument lexicon
features (Somasundaran et al., 2007), politeness
marks (Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al., 2013),
sentiment, connotation (Feng and Hirst, 2011),
subjectivity (Wilson et al., 2005), modal verbs,
evidence (marks of showing evidence including
words and phrases like “evidence” ,“show”,
“according to”, links, and numbers), hedge words
(Tan and Lee, 2016), positive words, negative
words, swear words, personal pronouns, type-
token ratio, tf-idf, and punctuation. To get a text
representation for the debate, we concatenated
all the turns of each of the participants, extracted
features for each and finally concatenated the
feature representation of each participant’s text.
We also experimented with conversational flow
features shown to be effective in determining the
successful debaters by (Zhang et al., 2016) to
track how ideas flow between debaters throughout
a debate. Consistent with (Zhang et al., 2016), to
extract these features, we determine the talking
points that are most discriminating words for each
side from the first round of the debate applying
the method introduced by (Monroe et al.) which
estimates the divergence between the two sides
word-usage.

4.3 Results and Analysis
Table 1 shows the results for the user and linguistic
features. We find that combination of the debater
experience, debater success prior, audience sim-
ilarity features and debaters’ social network fea-
tures performs significantly better8 than the major-

8We measure the significance performing t-test.

ity baseline and linguistic features achieving the
best accuracy (68.43%). We observe that expe-
rience and social interactions are positively cor-
related with success. It suggests that as debaters
spend more time on the platform, they probably
learn strategies and adjust to the norms of the plat-
form and this helps them to be more successful.
We also find that success prior is positively corre-
lated with success in a particular debate. In gen-
eral, the debaters who win the majority of the de-
bates when first join the platform, tend to be suc-
cessful in debating through their lifetime. This
may imply that some users may already are good
at debating or develop strategies to win the debates
when they first join to the platform. Moreover, we
find that similarity with audience is positively cor-
related with success which shows that accounting
for the characteristics of the audience is important
in persuasion studies (Lukin et al., 2017).

Although the linguistic features perform better
than the majority baseline, they are not able to
achieve as high performance as the features en-
coding debater and audience characteristics. This
suggest that success in online debating may be
more related to the users’ characteristics and so-
cial interactions than the linguistic characteristics
of the debates. We find that use of argument lex-
icon features and subjectivity are the most impor-
tant features and positively correlated with success
whereas conversational flow features do not per-
form significantly better than length. This may be
because debates in social media are much more in-
formal compare to Oxford style debates and there-
fore, in the first round, the debaters may not nec-
essarily present an overview of their arguments
(talking points) they make through the debate.

We observe that (44%) of the mistakes made
by the model with user features are classified cor-
rectly by the linguistic model. This motivated us
to combine the user features with linguistic fea-
tures which gives the best overall performance
(71.35%). This suggests that user aspects and lin-
guistic characteristics are both important compo-
nents to consider in persuasion studies. We believe
that these aspects complement each other and it is
crucial to account for them to understand the ac-
tual effect of each of these components. For fu-
ture work, it may be interesting to understand the
role of these components in persuasion further and
think about the best ways to combine the informa-
tion from these two components to better represent
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a user.
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Abstract

In the literature, most of the previous studies
on English implicit discourse relation recog-
nition only use sentence-level representations,
which cannot provide enough semantic infor-
mation in Chinese due to its unique paratac-
tic characteristics. In this paper, we propose a
topic tensor network to recognize Chinese im-
plicit discourse relations with both sentence-
level and topic-level representations. In par-
ticular, besides encoding arguments (discourse
units) using a gated convolutional network to
obtain sentence-level representations, we train
a simplified topic model to infer the latent
topic-level representations. Moreover, we feed
the two pairs of representations to two fac-
tored tensor networks, respectively, to capture
both the sentence-level interactions and topic-
level relevance using multi-slice tensors. Ex-
perimentation on CDTB, a Chinese discourse
corpus, shows that our proposed model sig-
nificantly outperforms several state-of-the-art
baselines in both micro and macro F1-scores.

1 Introduction

As a critical component of discourse parsing, dis-
course relation recognition focuses on determining
how two adjacent discourse units (e.g., clauses,
sentences, and sentence groups), called argu-
ments, semantically connect to one another. Ob-
viously, identifying discourse relations can help
many downstream NLP applications, such as auto-
matic summarization, information extraction and
question answering.

In principle, the discourse connectives between
two arguments are important for recognizing the
relationship between them. For explicit dis-
course relation recognition where the discourse
connectives explicitly exist in the text, a simple
frequency-based mapping table can achieve high
performance due to the critical role of a connective
in determining the discourse relations (Xue et al.,

2016). For implicit discourse relation recognition,
it is much more challenging due to missing an ex-
act connective and it normally depends on the un-
derstanding of the whole text (Pitler et al., 2009).

This paper focuses on recognizing implicit dis-
course relations in Chinese. In contrast to English,
which is a hypotactic language (formal cohesion),
Chinese is a paratactic language (semantic cohe-
sion) that tends to pro-drop clause connectives.
Our statistics indicate that the implicit relations
in the Chinese CDTB corpus account for 75.2%,
while the proportion in the English PDTB corpus
declines to only 40%. Hence, recognizing implicit
discourse relations in Chinese becomes more cru-
cial than in English.

In the literature, most of previous studies fo-
cused on English, with only a few on Chinese.
Compared with traditional feature-based methods
(Pitler et al., 2009; Lin et al., 2009; Wang et al.,
2017; Kong and Zhou, 2017) that directly rely on
feature engineering, recent neural network models
(Liu et al., 2017; Qin et al., 2017; Guo et al., 2018;
Bai and Zhao, 2018) can capture deeper semantic
cues and learn better representations (Zhang et al.,
2015). In particular, most neural network-based
methods encode arguments using variants of Bi-
LSTM or CNN (Qin et al., 2016; Guo et al., 2018)
and propose various models (e.g., the gated rel-
evance network, the encoder-decoder model, and
interactive attention) to measure the semantic rel-
evance (Chen et al., 2016; Cianflone and Kosseim,
2018; Guo et al., 2018)

Due to the large differences between the hy-
potactic English language and the paratactic Chi-
nese language, English-based models, which rely
heavily on sentence-level representations, may not
function well on Chinese. Due to its paratactic na-
ture, Chinese is flooded with a broad range of flex-
ible sentence structures and semantic cohesion,
such as ellipses, references, substitutions, and con-
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junctions. Therefore, Chinese discourse parsing
relies heavily on the deep semantics of arguments,
especially topic continuity (Lei et al., 2018). In
many cases, considering only the sentence-level
representation is not enough for Chinese implicit
discourse relation recognition, and we need vari-
ous semantic clues beyond the sentence-level, e.g.,
at the topic level. Take the following two argu-
ments as examples:

[一九九一年至一九九五年，中国的对
外开放以高速向前推进 (From 1991 to 1995,
China’s opening was moving forward at a high
speed)]Arg1 [国民经济更加广泛地参与国际
分工与国际交换，中外经济技术合作与交流
已渗入到中国经济生活的各个领域 (the na-
tional economy is more widely involved in the in-
ternational division of labor and international ex-
change, and the economic and technological co-
operation and exchanges between China and for-
eign countries had penetrated into various fields
of China’s economic life)]Arg2

Although there is an Elaboration relation be-
tween the above two arguments, it is difficult
to obtain sufficient information for identifying
this potential association by directly matching
the words in Arg1 (e.g., “speed” and “moving”)
and those in Arg2 (e.g., “economic” and “ex-
changes”). To identify their Elaboration relation,
the most crucial clue may be the fact that they be-
long to the same topic, i.e., China’s opening is
an international economic event. Therefore, it is
critical for implicit discourse relation recognition
to capture such topic information as an important
clue.

In this paper, we propose a Topic Tensor Net-
work (TTN) to recognize implicit discourse re-
lations in Chinese using both sentence-level and
topic-level representations. First, we introduce a
GCN-based (Gated Convolutional Network) en-
coder to learn the sentence-level representations.
Then, we train a Simplified Topic Model (STM)
to infer the latent topic-level representations to
provide additional semantic clues. Finally, we
feed the two pairs of representations to two Fac-
tored Tensor Networks (FTNs) to model both the
sentence-level interactions and topic-level rele-
vance using multi-slice tensors. We summarize the
contributions of our work as follows:

• Compared with previous works that were fo-
cused on sentence-level representations, we
incorporate additional topic-level representa-

tions to capture the deep semantic interac-
tions among arguments.

• We introduce the simplified topic model STM
to infer the latent topic-level representations
and employ such topic-level relevance to rec-
ognize Chinese implicit discourse relations.

• We propose the factored tensor network FTN
to model the complex semantic interactions,
and it has the advantage of significantly re-
ducing the complexity of the original model
(Guo et al., 2018).

2 Related Work

Most previous studies evaluated their models on
PDTB (Prasad et al., 2008) and RST-DT (Carl-
son et al., 2003), which are two English discourse
corpora that were available up to now. PDTB is
the largest English discourse corpus with 2312 an-
notated documents from Wall Street Journal using
the PTB-style predicate-argument structure. RST-
DT is another popular English discourse corpus,
which annotates 385 documents from Wall Street
Journal using the RST tree scheme.

Basically, previous studies can be categorized
into traditional models that focus on linguistically
informed features (Pitler et al., 2009; Lin et al.,
2009; Feng and Hirst, 2014; Wang et al., 2017),
and neural network methods (Liu and Li, 2016;
Chen et al., 2016; Guo et al., 2018; Bai and Zhao,
2018). Especially, Zhou et al., (2010) attempted
to predict implicit connectives. Qin et al. (2017),
Shi et al. (2017) and Xu et al. (2018) attempted
to leverage explicit examples for data augmenta-
tion. Other studies resorted to unlabeled data to
perform multi-task or unsupervised learning (Liu
et al., 2016; Lan et al., 2017).

Since discourse relation recognition is essen-
tially a classification problem, what those neural
network methods need to consider is how to model
the arguments and how to incorporate their seman-
tic interactions. From this regard, most of them
focused on improving representations or incorpo-
rating the complex interactions. Bai and Zhao
(2018) proposed a deep enhanced representation
to represent arguments at the character, subword,
word, and sentence levels. Chen et al. (2016) in-
troduced a gated relevance network to model both
the linear and nonlinear correlations between two
arguments. Guo et al. (2018) used a neural ten-
sor network to capture the interactive features with
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Figure 1: The overall framework of our Topic Tensor Network.

a multi-slice tensor. Among others, Qin et al.
(2017) applied an adversarial method to transfer
the discriminability of connectives to implicit fea-
tures through competition, while Xu et al. (2018)
expanded the training set by cooperating active
learning with explicit-to-implicit relation transfor-
mation.

In comparison, previous studies on Chinese im-
plicit discourse relation recognition were mainly
carried out on CDTB (Li et al., 2014) and CDTB-
ZX (Zhou and Xue, 2015). CDTB includes 500
newswire documents annotated with a connective-
driven dependency tree scheme, while CDTB-
ZX only contains 164 documents from Xinhua
Newswire annotated with PDTB-style discourse
relations.

Basically, most of the previous studies followed
the English studies. Kong and Zhou (2017) con-
structed an end-to-end Chinese discourse parser,
which used contextual features, lexical features
and dependency tree features to recognize dis-
course relations with a maximum entropy classi-
fier. Rönnqvist et al. (2017) proposed a Bi-LSTM
model with attention mechanism to link two argu-
ments by inserting special labels. Liu et al. (2017)
provided a memory augmented attention model
that used memory slots to store the interactions be-
tween two input arguments.

3 Topic Tensor Network for Implicit
Discourse Relation Recognition

In this section, we describe our topic tensor net-
work TTN with the overall architecture as shown

in Figure 1. TTN has four major components: (1)
a simplified topic model (STM) to infer the la-
tent topic distributions of arguments as topic-level
representations; (2) a GCN-based encoder to gen-
erate sentence-level representations; (3) two fac-
tored tensor networks (FTNs) to jointly model the
sentence-level interactions and the topic-level rel-
evance; and (4) an MLP classifier, which produces
the final discourse relation labels.

In particular, the GCN-based encoder extracts
hierarchical features from the long text of argu-
ments by stacking multiple gated convolution lay-
ers, and fully represents the sentence-level seman-
tic information. STM provides additional topic in-
formation for the MLP classifier to recognize dis-
course relations at a higher level. On this basis,
the two pairs of representations are fed into two
FTNs, respectively, which use multi-slice tensors
to jointly model the sentence-level interactions
and the topic-level relevance. Compared with the
neural tensor network used in Guo et al. (2018),
our FTN greatly reduces the computational com-
plexity due to the tensor factorization. Hence, we
can set more tensor slices to capture more complex
interaction features.

Formally, the word sequence Ek =
{w1,w2, ...,wL} and the BoW (Bag-of-Words)
representation Bk ∈ RV of arguments are the
input of our model, where L is the sequence
length and V is the vocabulary size. Each
word wi in an argument is represented as the
combination of its word embedding ei and POS
(Part-Of-Speech) embedding pi. The two word
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sequences E1 and E2 of the two arguments are
fed into the GCN-based encoder to obtain the
sentence-level representations, and the BoW
representations B1 and B2 are sent to STM to
infer the latent topic-level representations. On
this basis, two FTNs are applied to capture the
interactive features between two arguments based
on the above representations. Finally, the MLP
classifier concatenates all of the features produced
by FTNs to predict the discourse relation label y.

3.1 Simplified Topic Model on Topic-level
Representation

Similar to the LDA-style topic models, we believe
that there is an association between the word dis-
tributionBk of an argument and its topic distribu-
tion Zk. For each Bk, we can infer a latent topic
distribution Zk ∈ RK through our topic model,
where K denotes the number of topics. Inspired
by the Neural Topic Model (NTM) (Zeng et al.,
2018; Miao et al., 2016), we propose a simpli-
fied topic model STM based on the Variational
AutoEncoder (VAE) (Kingma and Welling, 2013).
Unlike NTM, our model does not attempt to re-
construct the document during the decoding phase,
and it only restores the word distributions. Al-
though STM cannot learn the semantic word em-
beddings, it significantly reduces the training pa-
rameters to perform unsupervised training on the
discourse corpus with a small sample size.

Similar to NTM, we can interpret our STM as a
VAE: a neural network encoder p(Z|B) first com-
presses the BoW representation Bk into a contin-
uous hidden vector Zk, and then an MLP decoder
g(Z) restores Zk to Bk. Since STM is an unsu-
pervised model, we can only use the existing BoW
representation Bk to learn the latent topic distri-
bution Zk ∼ N (µ,σ2). The inference network
p(Z|B) is defined as follows:

µ = fµ(fh(B)) (1)

logσ2 = fσ(fh(B)) (2)

where fh(·) is a single layer neural network with
ReLU as the activation function, and fµ(·), fσ(·)
are simple linear transformations. For the BoW
representation Bk of the argument, the inference
network generates its own parameters µk,σ2

k that
parameterize the normal distribution N (µk,σ

2
k),

and we can further sample the latent topic distri-
bution Zk corresponding to the argument. To re-
duce the variance in the stochastic estimation, we

follow (Rezende et al., 2014) to sample Z by the
reparametric method and sample ε ∼ N (0, I) as
follows:

Z = µ+ ε · σ (3)

We hope that our STM can reconstruct the orig-
inal input B as much as possible using the topic
distribution Z while adding Gaussian noise to the
result generated by the encoder to increase the ro-
bustness of the decoder. Therefore, the loss func-
tion of STM is defined as follows:

LSTM = EZ∼p(Z|B)[− log q(B|Z)]+KL(q(Z)‖p(Z|B))
(4)

where q(Z) is a standard normal distribution
N (0, I). It is worth mentioning that reducing the
reconstruction loss can make the decoder have the
generative ability. We calculate the reconstruction
loss by calculating the binary cross entropy be-
tween the BoW representation Bk and B̂k recon-
structed by the decoder. Since decreasing the KL
(Kullback-Leibler) divergence makes all p(Z|B)
approximate the standard normal distribution, the
noise can be prevented from being zero with the
result as follows.

KL(q(Z)‖p(Z|B)) =
1

2
(− logσ2 + µ2 + σ2 − 1) (5)

Given the BoW representation Bk, our STM
can infer its latent topic distribution Zk to provide
topic-level representations.

3.2 GCN-based Encoder on Sentence-level
Representation

Most previous studies used Bi-LSTM or 1D CNN
to encode input sequences. However, CNN lacks
visibility when capturing global information due
to its limited view of the convolution kernel, while
Bi-LSTM training is time-consuming due to its
cyclic structure, especially for long texts, such as
arguments. To address the above issues, Dauphin
et al. (2017) proposed a Gated Convolutional Net-
work (GCN) to extract hierarchical features from
long texts by stacking multiple gated convolu-
tional layers and mitigate the vanishing gradient
problem by using gate units. In this paper, we
choose GCN as our text encoder.

National Institute of Child Health and Human
Development (2000) found that when readers re-
peatedly read text in detail with specific learning
aims, they could improve not only their reading
fluency, but also their comprehension of the text.
Following He et al. (2016), we introduce the resid-
ual into GCN by adding the input of each layer
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to its output so that the original input information
can be passed to the back layers. Specifically, for
the input sequence with N words E ∈ RN×D,
where D is the sum of the size of the word em-
bedding and POS embedding, each gated convolu-
tional layer hl is computed as follows:

hl(X) = (X ·W +b)⊗σ(X ·V +c)+X (6)

where X ∈ RN×D is the input of layer hl (ei-
ther the input sequence E or the outputs of pre-
vious layers), W ∈ RC×D×D, b ∈ RD,V ∈
RC×D×D, c ∈ RD are model parameters, and
C is the size of the convolution kernel. σ(·) is
the sigmoid function and ⊗ is the element-wise
product between matrices. After stacking L lay-
ers on top of the input, we can obtain the seman-
tic representation sequence of the argument H =
hL ◦ ...◦h1(E) ∈ RN×D. Finally, the Mean Pool-
ing operation is performed to obtain the respec-
tive argument representations on the sequences
H1 = {h1L1, ..., hNL1} and H2 = {h1L2, ..., hNL2}
corresponding to the two arguments:

R1 =
1

N

N∑

i=1

hiL1, R2 =
1

N

N∑

i=1

hiL2 (7)

As a result, in the GCN-based encoder, we stack
multiple gated convolution layers with the resid-
ual structure to learn the sentence-level represen-
tations, which can take advantage of the paral-
lel computing of convolutional networks, and also
control the flow of information through the gate
units similar to LSTM.

3.3 Factored Tensor Network on Joint
Representations

Traditional methods for modeling the semantic
relevance between two arguments capture the lin-
ear and nonlinear interactions using various text
matching models, such as Bilinear model (Jenat-
ton et al., 2012) and Single Layer Network (Col-
lobert and Weston, 2008). Based on these meth-
ods, Socher et al. (2013) proposed a Neural Ten-
sor Network (NTN) to combine the advantages of
these two models and showed the ability of the ten-
sor to model complex informative interactions in
knowledge graphs.

Following Guo et al. (2018), we use two NTNs
to capture the interactive features between the se-
mantic representations R1,R2, and between the

topic distributions Z1,Z2 as follows:

T (x,y) = fn

(
x>M [1:m]y +U

[
x
y

]
+ s

)
(8)

where fn(·) is a standard nonlinear function,M ∈
Rd×d×m is a 3rd-order transformation tensor,U ∈
Rm×2d and s ∈ Rm are parameters. The tensor
product x>M [1:m]y results in a vector c ∈ Rm,
where each entry is computed by slice i of the ten-
sor M as ci = x>M [i]y, and it is equivalent to
including m Bilinear models that simultaneously
capture multiple linear interactions between vec-
tors. However, it increases the parameters and the
computational complexity of the model; therefore,
we adopt tensor factorization (Pei et al., 2014),
which uses two low rank matrices to approximate
each tensor sliceM [i], as follows:

M [i] ⇒ J [i]K [i] (9)

where J [i] ∈ Rd×r,K [i] ∈ Rr×d and r � d.
We named our model FTN (Factored Tensor

Network). Compared with the original NTN (Guo
et al., 2018), our FTN greatly reduces the number
of parameters. Hence, it can set more tensor slices
and make the training process easier. In particu-
lar, for semantic representations R1,R2 ∈ RD,
the parameter d in FTN is set to D, and for topic
distribution Z1,Z2 ∈ RK , it is set to K.

FTN can model not only the sentence-level in-
teractions between argument representations but
also the relevance between topic-level represen-
tations, which can be regarded as topic-level in-
teractions. Finally, we concatenate the sentence-
level interactions T (R1,R2) and the topic-level
relevance T (Z1,Z2) and send them to a two-layer
neural network classifier, which first applies a non-
linear transformation and then computes the prob-
abilities of each relation by a softmax layer.

3.4 Joint Learning
To simultaneously update the parameters in all
components of TTN, we jointly tackle the topic
modeling and the classification, and define the loss
function of the overall model to combine the two
effects as follows.

L = LSTM + λLMLP (10)

where LSTM represents the loss of STM and
LMLP is the cross entropy loss of the classifier. λ
is the trade-off parameter controlling the balance
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between the topic model and the MLP classifier.
To prevent overfitting, a dropout operation is per-
formed on the parameter vector input to the soft-
max layer.

4 Experimentation

4.1 Experiment Settings

Due to the small number of documents in CDTB-
ZX, we evaluate our model on CDTB (Li et al.,
2014) with 500 annotated newswire articles from
CTB (Xue et al., 2005). CDTB contains 7310 an-
notated relations (implicit: 5496) which can be di-
vided into 4 classes and 17 categories. To make
full use of this corpus, we erase the existing con-
nectives information and treat all samples as im-
plicit discourse relation samples.

Following previous work (Kong and Zhou,
2017), we choose the same 450 documents as the
training set and the remaining 50 documents as the
testing set. We also evaluate TTN on the four top-
level classes in CDTB, and transform all of the
non-binary trees into left binary trees. Table 1
summarizes the statistics of the four CDTB rela-
tions, i.e., Causality, Coordination, Elaboration,
and Transition.

Relation Train Test
Causality 1213 119
Coordination 4618 515
Elaboration 1465 151
Transition 205 11

Table 1: Statistics of the discourse relations in CDTB.

We use HanLP1 as the NLP tool for word seg-
mentation and POS tagging, and use the Keras2

library to implement our model. We selected 10%
of the samples from the training set as the devel-
opment set to fine-tune the hyper-parameters, and
only give their final settings due to space limita-
tion.

The 300-dimensional pre-trained word embed-
dings are provided by Word2Vec (Mikolov et al.,
2013), and the dimension of the POS embeddings
is set to 50. The trade-off parameter λ in Equ.
(10) is set to 1.0. To alleviate the data sparseness
of the input BoW representations, we limit the vo-
cabulary to the top 5000 most frequent words, i.e.,
V = 5000.

1https://github.com/hankcs/HanLP
2https://keras.io/

In STM, the number of topics is set to 256, and
the number of neurons in the single-layer networks
fh(·), fµ(·), fσ(·) are set to 512, 256 and 256, re-
spectively. In addition, the generator g is imple-
mented by a two-layer network with a hidden layer
size of 512. In the GCN-based text encoder, the
number of layers L is set to 3, and the convolution
kernel size C is set to 3. In FTN, the number of
tensor slices m is set to 128, and r of the tensor
factorization is set to 10. The size of the nonlinear
transformation layer in the MLP classifier and the
droupout rate are set to 64 and 0.5, respectively.

4.2 Experimental Results

To exhibit the effectiveness of our TTN model,
we selected Bi-LSTM, CNN and GCN (Dauphin
et al., 2017) as baselines in addition to three state-
of-the-art models proposed in previous works: (1)
Liu&Li (Liu and Li, 2016): a multi-level attention
model that simulates the repeated reading process
by stacking multiple attention layers with external
memory; (2) Rönnqvist (Rönnqvist et al., 2017):
a Bi-LSTM model with attention mechanism that
first links argument pairs by inserting special la-
bels; and (3) Guo (Guo et al., 2018): a neural
tensor network that encodes the arguments by Bi-
LSTM and interactive attention. Among them,
GCN uses the same settings as our model. Fol-
lowing Liu and Li (2016), the hidden size for each
direction of Bi-LSTM is set to 350, the same as
the dimension of the word embeddings. Follow-
ing Qin et al. (2016), the convolution kernel size
and the number in CNN are set to 2 and 1024, re-
spectively. The three state-of-the-art models are
reproduced following their corresponding work.

The experimental results on CDTB are illus-
trated in Table 2. It shows that our TTN model
outperforms the other baselines in both the micro
and macro F1-scores. This indicated that topic-
level information is a vital evidence to reveal the
relationships among arguments and justify the ef-
fectiveness of our TTN model.

Compared with the basic recurrent neural net-
work Bi-LSTM, the CNN and GCN significantly
improve the micro and macro F1-scores due to
the powerful capabilities of convolution kernels to
capture features. Especially, GCN is better than
CNN because it can control the information flow
in the convolutional network using gate units and
extract hierarchical features by stacking multiple
layers. In addition, Liu&Li and Guo, two state-of-
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Model Caus. Coor. Elab. Tran. Micro-F1 Macro-F1
Bi-LSTM 37.4 79.8 51.8 73.7 68.7 61.1
CNN 41.2 81.5 52.5 80.0 71.4 64.4
GCN 46.2 82.4 51.4 76.2 71.5 64.6
Liu&Li 42.8 81.4 54.6 85.7 71.1 66.2
Rönnqvist 39.2 81.6 57.1 78.3 71.1 64.3
Guo 42.4 80.1 60.0 80.0 70.7 65.8
TTN 40.6 83.1 60.7 84.2 73.6 67.8

Table 2: Performance of six baselines and TNN with F1-scores.

the-art models on English implicit discourse rela-
tion recognition, and Rönnqvist, a state-of-the-art
model on Chinese, focus on extracting sentence-
level features from arguments and achieve similar
performance.

Our TTN model outperforms all of the base-
lines with large gains from 2.1 to 4.9 in the micro
F1-score and significant gains from 1.6 to 6.7 in
the macro F1-score. Compared with the baselines,
TTN not only captures the interactive features at
sentence-level, but also considers the topic-level
relevance among arguments. This result shows
that TTN can recognize the discourse relations at
a higher level to improve the performance of Chi-
nese implicit discourse relation recognition. Dif-
ferent from Liu&Li, TTN not only learns the ar-
gument representations by stacking multiple lay-
ers with residuals to simulate the repeated read-
ing, but also models the deep semantic interactions
through factored tensor networks. Different from
Guo, TTN not only reduces the complexity of the
tensor network using tensor factorization, but also
models the sentence-level and topic-level interac-
tions together.

5 Analysis and Discussion

5.1 Impact on Different Relations

Table 2 also compares the F1-scores on different
relations. We can find that our TTN achieves the
highest F1-scores in the Elaboration and Coordi-
nation relations, and it achieves a comparable per-
formance in the Transition relation. However, it
reduces the F1-score in the Causality relation by
5.6, compared with GCN.

To explain the reasons behind this, we con-
duct experiments on some variants of TTN with
the results shown in Table 3. We choose the
gated convolutional network (GCN) as the Base
model with its parameters being set the same as

our model. To analyze the contribution of the
topic-level representation and the factored tensor
modeling method separately, we add our simpli-
fied topic model (STM) and our factored tensor
network (FTN) to the Base model, respectively.

The results shows that STM gives the latent
topic distributions of arguments and there is a
significant improvement (+8.6) in recognizing the
Elaboration relation. The existence of an Elabo-
ration relation between two arguments means that
the content of one argument is a further expla-
nation of the other, and these arguments usually
have similar topic distributions. Hence, STM es-
sentially provides additional topic distribution fea-
tures to TNN, which help in recognizing the Elab-
oration relation. Equally, STM can also improve
the performance of recognizing the Coordination
relation because two arguments with the Coordi-
nation relation are equally important at the seman-
tic level, and their contents describe different as-
pects of one thing or different parts of a certain
behavior; hence, they are also similar at the topic
level in most cases. However, this does not apply
to the Causality relation and there is a large drop
(-9.8) with the lowest F1-score among all four re-
lations. The reason behind this may be due to
the fact that the recognition of the Causality re-
lation relies more on the logical connection, and
arguments with the Causality relation are not sim-
ilar at the topic level in most cases. Hence, STM,
which simply introduces topical information to the
Base model, does not help and even may harm the
recognition. Take the following two arguments as
examples:

[出口快速增长， (Exports have grown
rapidly,)]Arg1 [成为推动经济增长的重要力
量。 (become an important force driving eco-
nomic growth.)]Arg2
Arg1 is the reason for Arg2, and hence the

relation between them is Causality. However,
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Model Caus. Coor. Elab. Tran. Micro-F1 Macro-F1
Base(GCN) 46.2 82.4 51.4 76.2 71.5 64.6
+STM 36.4 82.9 60.0 73.7 73.1 64.1
+FTN 41.3 82.7 55.3 84.2 72.5 66.4

Table 3: Comparison of Base, STM and FTN on the F1-score.

Model Caus. Coor. Elab. Tran. Micro-F1 Macro-F1
TTN 40.6 83.1 60.7 84.2 73.6 67.8
NTN(Guo) 39.6 82.1 56.2 84.2 72.6 66.4

Table 4: Comparison of TTN and NTN(Guo) on the F1-score.

from the perspective of the topic, the words in the
two arguments revolve around the same topic of
“economic growth”. Therefore, our STM will di-
rectly infers the similar topic distribution from the
words of these two arguments and interfere with
the recognition of the Causality relation.

Our neural factored tensor networks (FTNs) are
capable of modeling complex semantic interac-
tions between two arguments using multiple Bi-
linear models and single layer neural network.
Therefore, after the addition, a certain improve-
ment has been achieved in recognizing most re-
lations (except for Causality). Especially, it im-
proves the F1-scores of the Elaboration and Tran-
sition relations by 3.9 and 8.0, respectively.

5.2 Impact of Tensor Factorization

To further verify the impact of tensor factoriza-
tion, we compare it with Guo et al. (2018). Ta-
ble 4 illustrates the results, where NTN(Guo) is a
modified version of our TTN, which uses the NTN
model proposed by Guo et al. (2018) to replace
our FTN.

Since NTN(Guo) does not use the tensor factor-
ization operation, its parameter number and com-
putational complexity increase greatly. The pa-
rameters of factored tensor network in our model
are reduced by approximately 20 times, compared
with NTN(Guo). If it directly adopts our param-
eter settings, the model will have serious over-
fitting, and it will not even recognize the Transi-
tion relation, which is only a small proportion of
the training set. Therefore, following (Guo et al.,
2018), we set the tensor number to a very small
value. It shows that NTN(Guo) has a performance
degradation of 1.0 and 1.4 in micro and macro F1-
scores, respectively, indicating that the tensor fac-
torization operation in our model is very effective.

In addition, our neural tensor network can set more
tensor slices to model the complex interactions be-
tween two arguments.

5.3 Error Analysis

Table 5 illustrates the error statistics of our TTN
model. It shows that 51.3% of the Causality
samples, 33.8% of the Elaboration samples, and
18.2% of the Transition samples are incorrectly
identified as Coordination. This indicates that the
error mainly occurs when judging whether a sam-
ple is Coordination. This may be due to two rea-
sons, which are that the number of Coordination
samples accounts for more than half of the train-
ing set (61.6%) and that many argument pairs with
non-Coordination relations are similar at both the
text level and the topic level. Take the following
two arguments as examples:

Model Caus. Coor. Elab. Tran.
Caus. - 51.3% 15.1% 0%
Coor. 5.4% - 7.8% 0%
Elab. 6.0% 33.8% - 0%
Tran. 9.1% 18.2% 0% -

Table 5: Percentages of misclassified samples.

[甘肃省积极实施科技兴农战略，推广增产
措施 (Gansu Province promotes various agricul-
tural applicable technologies and production in-
crease measures)]Arg1 [农业获得较好收成，全
年粮食总产量达七十六点六亿公斤 (Agricul-
ture has achieved a good harvest, and the annual
total grain output reached 7.66 billion kg)]Arg2

In above samples, since Arg1 is the reason
for Arg2, the discourse relation between them is
Causality. However, there is a strong sentence-
level correlation between the words in Arg1 (e.g.,
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“agricultural” and “production”) and those in Arg2
(e.g., “harvests”, “gain”, and “output”). More-
over, these two arguments are all about agricul-
ture. Therefore, there is a strong similarity in the
topic distribution, too.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a topic tensor network
TTN to recognize implicit discourse relations in
Chinese with both the sentence-level and topic-
level representations. In addition to using a GCN-
based encoder to obtain the sentence-level argu-
ment representations, we train a STM to infer the
latent topic distribution as the topic-level represen-
tations. Moreover, we feed the two pairs of rep-
resentations to two FTNs, respectively, to model
the sentence-level interactions and topic-level rel-
evance among arguments. Evaluation on CTDB
shows that our proposed TTN model significantly
outperforms several state-of-the-art baselines in
both micro and macro F1-scores. In the fu-
ture work, we will focus on how to mine differ-
ent representations for different discourse relation
types and apply the topic information to other lan-
guages.
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Abstract

Pragmatic reasoning allows humans to go be-
yond the literal meaning when interpreting
language in context. Previous work has shown
that such reasoning can improve the per-
formance of already-trained language under-
standing systems. Here, we explore whether
pragmatic reasoning during training can im-
prove the quality of learned meanings. Our
experiments on reference game data show that
end-to-end pragmatic training produces more
accurate utterance interpretation models, es-
pecially when data is sparse and language is
complex.

1 Introduction

We often draw pragmatic inferences about a
speaker’s intentions from what they choose to say,
but also from what they choose not to say in con-
text. This pragmatic reasoning arises from listen-
ers’ inferences based on speakers’ cooperativity
(Grice, 1975), and prior work has observed that
such reasoning enables human children to more
quickly learn word meanings (Frank and Good-
man, 2014). This suggests that pragmatic reason-
ing might allow modern neural network models to
more efficiently learn on grounded language data
from cooperative reference games.

As a motivating case, consider an instance of the
color reference task from Monroe et al. (2017)—
shown in the first row of Table 1. In this task,
a speaker communicates a target color to a lis-
tener in a context containing two distractor colors;
the listener picks out the target based on what the
speaker says. In the first instance from Table 1,
the speaker utters “dark blue” to describe the tar-
get. Whereas “dark” and “blue” also apply to the
target, they lose their informativity in the presence
of the distractors, and so the speaker pragmatically
opts for “dark blue”.

A listener who is learning the language from
such examples might draw several inferences from
the speaker’s utterance. First, under the assump-
tion that the speaker is informative, a “literal”
learner might infer that “dark blue” applies to the
target shade more than the distractors. Second,
a “pragmatic” learner might consider the cheaper
alternatives–“dark” and “blue”–that have occurred
in the presence of the same target in prior contexts,
and infer that these alternative utterances must also
apply to the distractors given the speaker’s fail-
ure to use them. The pragmatic learner might
thus gain more semantic knowledge from the same
training instances than the literal learner: prag-
matic reasoning can reduce the data complexity of
learning.

The pragmatic learning effects just described
depend on the existence of low cost alternative ut-
terances that the learner already knows can apply
to the target object. The existence of short alter-
natives will be more likely when the target objects
are more complex (as in row 2 of Table 1), be-
cause these objects require longer utterances (with
therefore more short alternatives) to individuate.
Thus, we further hypothesize that pragmatic in-
ference will reduce data complexity especially in
contexts that elicit more complex language.

In light of these arguments, we leverage the
pragmatic inference described here in training
neural network models to play reference games.
For formal, probabilistic representations of con-
textual reasoning in our training objectives, we
embed neural language models within pragmatic
listener and speaker distributions, as specified
by the Rational Speech Acts (RSA) framework
(Goodman and Frank, 2016; Frank and Goodman,
2012). Pragmatic inference allows our models
to learn from indirect pragmatic evidence of the
sort described above, yielding better calibrated,
context-sensitive models and more efficient use
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Target Distractors Utterance Cheaper Alternative Utterances

1. x x x “dark blue” “blue”, “dark”. . .
2. x x x x x x x x x “left dark blue” “dark blue”, “left dark”, “right black”. . .

Table 1: Speaker utterances describing (1) colors and (2) color grids to differentiate them from distractors. A
learner might draw inferences about fine-grained linguistic distinctions by explaining the speaker’s failure to use
cheaper alternatives in context (e.g. they might infer that “blue” and “dark” apply to some distractors in 1). These
inferences have the potential to increase in number and in strength as dimensionality of the referents and utterance
complexity increase (as in 2).

of the training data. We compare pragmatic and
non-pragmatic models at training and at test, while
varying conditions on the training data to test hy-
potheses regarding the utility of pragmatic infer-
ence for learning. In particular, we show that in-
corporating pragmatic reasoning at training time
yields improved, state-of-the-art accuracy for lis-
tener models on the color reference task from
Monroe et al. (2017), and the effect demonstrated
by this improvement is especially large under
small training data sizes. We further introduce a
new color-grid reference task and data set consist-
ing of higher dimensional objects and more com-
plex speaker language; we find that the effect of
pragmatic listener training is even larger in this
setting.

2 Related Work

Prior work has shown that neural network mod-
els trained to capture the meanings of utterances
can be improved using pragmatic reasoning at test
time via the RSA framework (Andreas and Klein,
2016; Monroe et al., 2017; Goodman and Frank,
2016; Frank and Goodman, 2012). For instance,
Monroe et al. (2017) train context-agnostic (i.e.
non-pragmatic) neural network models to learn the
meanings of color utterances using a corpus of
examples of the form shown in the first line of
Table 1. At evaluation, they add an RSA layer
on top of the trained model to draw pragmatic,
context-sensitive inferences about intended color
referents. Other related work explores additional
approaches to create context-aware models that
generate color descriptions (Meo et al., 2014), im-
age captions (Vedantam et al., 2017), spatial refer-
ences (Golland et al., 2010), and utterances in sim-
ple reference games (Andreas and Klein, 2016).
Each of these shows that adding pragmatics at test
time improves performance on tasks where con-
text is relevant. Whereas this prior work showed
the effectiveness of pragmatic inferences for mod-

els trained non-pragmatically, our current work
shows that these pragmatic inferences can also in-
form the training procedure, providing additional
gains in performance.

More similar to our work, Monroe and Potts
(2015) improve model performance by incorporat-
ing pragmatic reasoning into the learning proce-
dure for an RSA pragmatic speaker model. How-
ever, in contrast to our work, they consider a
much simpler corpus, and a simple non-neural
semantics. We consider richer corpora with se-
quential utterances and continuous referent objects
that pose several algorithmic challenges which
we solve using neural networks and Monte Carlo
methods.

3 Approach

We compare neural nets trained pragmatically and
non-pragmatically on a new color-grid reference
game corpus as well as the color reference corpus
from Monroe et al. (2017). In this section, we de-
scribe our tasks and models.

3.1 Reference Game Listener Tasks
The color reference game from Monroe et al.
(2017) consists of rounds played between a
speaker and a listener. Each round has a context of
two distractors and a target color (Figure 1a). Only
the speaker knows the target, and must communi-
cate it to the listener—who must pick out the target
based on the speaker’s English utterance. Simi-
larly, each round of our new color-grid reference
game contains target and distractor color-grid ob-
jects, and the speaker must communicate the tar-
get grid to the listener (Figure 1b). We train neural
network models to play the listener role in these
games.

3.2 Models
In both reference games, our listener models rea-
son about a round r represented by a single train-
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(a) Round of color reference (each object is a color) (b) Round of grid reference (each object is a grid)

Figure 1: Rounds from the reference game tasks. These rounds consist of messages sent between a speaker and
listener. The speaker communicates the target referent object (with a green border) to the listener.

ing/testing example of the form (O(r), U (r), t(r))
where O(r) is the set of objects observed in the
round (colors or color-grids), U (r) is a sequence of
utterances produced by the speaker about the tar-
get (represented as a token sequence), and t(r) is
the target index in O(r). The models predict the
most likely referent O(r)

t of an utterance within
a context O(r) according to an RSA listener dis-
tribution l(t(r) | U (r), O(r)) over targets given
the utterances and a context. In pragmatic mod-
els, a nested structure allows the listener to form
its beliefs about the intended referent by reason-
ing recursively about speaker intentions with re-
spect to a hypothetical “literal” (non-pragmatic)
listener’s interpretations of utterances. This recur-
sive reasoning allows listener models to account
for the speaker’s context-sensitive, pragmatic ad-
justments to the semantic content of utterances.

Formally, our pragmatic RSA model l1, with
learnable semantic parameters θ, for target refer-
ent t, given an observed context O and speaker ut-
terances U , is computed as:

l1(t | U,O; θ) =
s1(U | t, O; θ)p(t)∑
t′ s1(U | t′, O; θ)p(t′)

s1(U | t, O; θ) =
l0(t | U,O; θ)αp(U | O)∑
U′ l0(t | U ′, O; θ)αp(U ′ | O)

l0(t | U,O; θ) =
LθU,Ot

p(t)∑
t′ LθU,Ot′

p(t′)

In these equations, the top-level l1 listener model
estimates the target referent by computing a prag-
matic speaker s1 and a target prior p(t). Simi-
larly, the pragmatic speaker s1 computes an utter-
ance distribution with respect to a literal listener
l0, an utterance prior p(U | O), and a rationality
parameter α. Finally, the “literal” listener com-
putes its expectation about the target referent from

the target prior p(t) and the literal meaning, LθU,Ot ,
which captures the extent to which utteranceU ap-
plies to Ot. In both the l0 and l1 distributions, we
take p(t) to be a uniform distribution over target
indices.

Literal meanings The literal meanings LθU,Ot
in l0 are computed by an LSTM (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997) that takes an input utterance
and an object (color or color-grid), and produces
output in the interval (0, 1) representing the de-
gree to which the utterance applies to the object
(see Figure 2b). The object is represented as a
single continuous vector, and is mapped into the
initial hidden state of the LSTM by a dense lin-
ear layer in the case of colors, and an average-
pooled, convolutional layer in the case of grids
(with weights shared across the grid-cell repre-
sentations described in Section 4.1.2). Given the
initialized hidden state, the LSTM runs over em-
beddings of the tokens of an utterance. The final
hidden state is passed through an affine layer, and
squished by a sigmoid to produce output in (0, 1).
This neural net contains all learnable parameters θ
of our listeners.

Utterance prior The utterance prior p(U | O)
in s1 is a non-uniform distribution over sequences
of English tokens—represented by a pre-trained
LSTM language model conditioned on an input
color or grid (see Figure 2a). Similar to the literal
meaning LSTM, we apply a linear transformation
to the input object to initialize the LSTM hidden
state. Then, each step of the LSTM applies to
and outputs successive tokens of an utterance. In
addition, when operating over grid inputs, we ap-
ply a layer of multiplicative attention given by the
“general” scoring function in (Luong et al., 2015)
between the LSTM output and the convolutional
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grid output before the final Softmax. This allows
the language model to “attend” to individual grid
cells when producing output tokens, yielding an
improvement in utterance prior sample quality.

The language model is pre-trained over speaker
utterances paired with targets, but the support of
the distribution encoded by this LSTM is too large
for the s1 normalization term within the RSA lis-
tener to be computed efficiently. Similar to Mon-
roe et al. (2017), we resolve this issue by taking
a small set of samples from the pre-trained LSTM
applied to each object in a context, to approximate
p(U | O), each time l1 is computed during training
and evaluation.

3.3 Learning

The full l1 neural RSA architecture for computing
pragmatic predictions over batches of input utter-
ances and contexts is given by Algorithm 1.1 Dur-
ing training, we backpropagate gradients through
the full architecture, including the RSA layers, and
optimize the pragmatic likelihood maxθ log l1(t |
U,O; θ). For clarity, we can rewrite this optimiza-
tion problem for a single (O,U, t) training exam-
ple in the following simplified form by manipu-
lating the RSA distributional equations from the
previous section:

max
θ

(
logLθU,Ot

− logZl0(U | O; θ)

− logZs1(t | O; θ)− logZl1(U | O; θ)
)

Here, Zl1 , Zs0 , and Zl0 are the normaliza-
tion terms in the denominators of the nested RSA
distributions, which we can rewrite using the
log-sum-exp function (LSE) as:

logZl0(U | O; θ) = LSE
t′

(
logLθU,Ot′ + log p(t′)

)

logZs1(t | O; θ) = LSE
U′

(
log l0(t | U ′, O; θ)α

+ log p(U ′ | O)
)

logZl1(U | O; θ) = LSE
t′

(
log s1(U | t′, O; θ) + log p(t′)

)

1Note that this algorithm listing provides careful annota-
tion of the dimensionality of various distributional tensors,
which we hope might aid future research in reproducing our
model implementations.

Given this representation of the optimization
problem, we can see its relationship to the intu-
itive characterization of pragmatic learning that
we gave in the introduction. First, the two terms
logLθU,Ot − logZl0(U | O; θ) can be seen as
finding the optimal non-pragmatic parameters;
the first logLθU,Ot term upweights the model’s
estimate of the literal applicability of the ob-
served U to its intended target referent, and the
− logZl0(U | O; θ) term maximizes the margin
between this estimate and the applicability of U to
the contextual distractors.2 Next, the− logZs1(t |
O; θ) term makes pragmatic adjustments to the pa-
rameter estimates by enforcing a margin between
the l0 predictions given by low cost alternatives
U ′ and the observed utterance U on a referent ob-
ject t. The enforcement of this margin pushes
LθU ′,Ot′ upward for distractors t′, simulating the
pragmatic reasoning described in the introduction,
and drawing additional information about the low
cost alternative utterances from their omission in
context. Finally, the − logZl1(U | O; θ) term
enforces a margin between the speaker predic-
tion s1(U | t, O; θ) and predictions on the true
utterance U given distractors Ot′ . This ensures
that the true utterance is down-weighted on dis-
tractor objects following the speaker’s pragmatic
adjustments, such that our l1 listener predictions
are well-calibrated with respect to the s1 distribu-
tion’s cost-sensitive adjustments learned through
− logZs1(t | O; θ).

4 Experiments

We investigate the value of pragmatic training
by estimating the parameters θ in the RSA “lit-
eral meaning” function Lθ for l1 (pragmatic) and
l0 (non-pragmatic) distributions according to the
maximal likelihood of the training data for the
color and grid reference tasks. We then evaluate
meanings Lθ from each training procedure using
pragmatic l1 inference (and non-pragmatic l0 in-
ference, for completeness). We perform this com-
parison repeatedly to evaluate the value of prag-
matics at training and test under various data con-
ditions. In particular, we evaluate the hypotheses
that (1) the pragmatic inferences enabled by the
l1 training will reduce sample complexity, lead-
ing to more accurate meaning functions especially
under small data sizes, and (2) the effectiveness

2Here, we think informally of a margin by considering the
LSE as an approximation of max.
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Algorithm 1 RSA pragmatic listener (l1) neural network forward computation. The l1 function is applied
to batches of input utterances and observed contexts, and produces batches of distributions over objects
in the contexts, representing the listener’s beliefs about intended utterance referents.
1: b← data batch size
2: l← maximum utterance length
3: k ← number of objects per context (i.e. colors or color-grids)
4: d← dimension of each object
5: u← number utterances to sample per object in context to make speaker distribution supports
6: z ← ku+ 1 number of utterances in each support including input utterance
7: s0 ← pre-trained LSTM language model (Figure 2a)
8: L← LSTM meaning function architecture (Figure 2b)
9: function l1(utterances U ∈ Rb×l, observations O ∈ Rb×k×d)

10: Pt ← (S = (0, . . . , k − 1)b,P = 1b×k/k) . batch of uniform target priors of size b× k
11: S1 ← s1(S[Pt], O, U)T . speaker utterance distributions of size b× z × k
12: return Normalize-Rows(S1 · Repeat(P[Pt], z))[U ] . target distributions conditioned on utterances in U
13:
14: function s1(possible targets T ∈ Rb×k, observations O ∈ Rb×k×d, fixed input utterances U ∈ Rb×l)
15: Putt ← SAMPLE-UTTERANCE-PRIORS(U,O) . sample batch of utterance priors of size b× z
16: L0 ← l0(S[Pu], O)T . batch of distributions over targets of size b× k × z
17: return Normalize-Rows(Lα0 · Repeat(P[Pu], k)) . speaker utterance distributions of size b× k × z
18:
19: function l0(possible utterances U ∈ Rb×z×l, observations O ∈ Rb×k×d)
20: Pt ← (S = (0, . . . , k − 1)b,P = 1b×k/k) . batch of uniform target priors of size b× k
21: L ← COMPUTE-MEANINGS(U, S[Pt], O) . batch of meaning matrices of size b× z × k
22: return Normalize-Rows(L · Repeat(P[Pt], z)) . batch of distributions over targets of size b× z × k
23:
24: function SAMPLE-UTTERANCE-PRIORS(fixed input utterances U ∈ Rb×l, O ∈ Rb×k×d)
25: Putt ← (S = 0b×z×l,P = 1b×z

z
) . initialize supports and probabilities in utterance prior tensor

26: for i = 1 to b do . for each round in batch
27: for j = 1 to k do . for each object in a round
28: Sample u(v) from s0(〈s〉, O[i, j]) for v = 1, . . . , u . sample utterances for object O[i, j]
29: S[Putt][i, (j − 1)u : ju]← u . add sampled utterance to supports
30: S[Putt][:, ku, :]← U . add input utterances to supports
31: return Putt
32:
33: function COMPUTE-MEANINGS(U ∈ Rb×z×l,T ∈ Rb×k, O ∈ Rb×k×d)
34: L ← 0b×z×k . initialize meaning tensor to be filled
35: for i = 1 to b do . for each round in batch
36: (Ui, Ti)← cartesian product of utterances in U [i] and targets in T [i]
37: L[i]← Reshape(L(Ui, O[i, Ti]), z, k) . degrees to which each utterance applies to each object
38: return L . batch of meaning matrices (one per example context)

o

〈s〉 u1 u2

u1 u2 〈/s〉

Tanh

Embedding

LSTM

Softmax

(a) Architecture for the language model from which we sam-
ple for utterance priors. We recursively sample utterance to-
kens from a dense Softmax layer applied to the LSTM output.

o

u1 u2 u3

LθU,o

Tanh

Embedding

LSTM

Sigmoid

(b) Architecture for computing the literal meaning LθU,o
within RSA. A dense sigmoid layer computes the output
meaning LθU,o ∈ (0, 1) based on the final state of the LSTM
that was applied to u and o.

Figure 2: Neural networks for (a) the speaker language model used to construct utterance priors, and (b) the
meaning function LθU,o within the RSA listener distributions (diagram style inspired by Monroe et al. (2017)).
Both architectures apply a tanh layer to an input object o (a grid or color), and use the result as the initial hidden
state of an LSTM layer. In each case, the LSTM operates over embeddings of tokens u1, u2, . . . from utterance U .
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Model Color Dev Color Test Grid Dev Grid Test
l0 training, l0 test 0.8455± 0.0011 0.8656± 0.0012 0.5714± 0.0068 0.5443± 0.0122
l0 training, l1 test 0.8472± 0.0013 0.8671± 0.0017 0.5694± 0.0075 0.5455± 0.0123
l1 training, l1 test 0.8587± 0.0008 0.8771± 0.0008 0.6329± 0.0045 0.6200± 0.0063

Monroe et al. (2017) 0.8484 0.8698

Table 2: Listener accuracies on the color and grid data. All accuracies are reported with ±SE.
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(a) Length distributions of speaker utterances for colors and
grids. Grids usually have longer descriptions.

Color Utterances Grid Utterances
blue top left blue
purple purple top left
green purple top right

(b) Top three most frequent speaker utterances in the color
and grid data. Top color descriptions are single words. Multi-
word utterances like “dark green” are less frequent. Top grid
utterances tend to specify colors and locations.

Data Color Accuracy Grid Accuracy
Full 0.9003 0.9318
Close 0.8333 0.9024
Split 0.8970 0.9291
Far 0.9696 0.9642

(c) Human accuracies on full color and grid data, and in
close, split, and far conditions. Grid accuracy is higher than
color accuracy, possibly because there are more properties
for speakers to describe when referring to grids.

Figure 3: Comparison of the color and grid data sets

of the l1 training over l0 training will increase
on a more difficult reference game task contain-
ing higher-dimensional objects and utterances—
i.e. pragmatic training will help more in the grids
task than in the colors task.

4.1 Data

4.1.1 Color Reference
For the color reference task, we use the data col-
lected by Monroe et al. (2017) from human play
on the color reference task through Amazon Me-
chanical Turk using the framework of Hawkins

(2015). Each game consists of 50 rounds played
by a human speaker and listener. In each round,
the speaker describes a target color surrounded by
a context of two other distractor colors, and a lis-
tener clicks on the targets based on the speaker’s
description (see Figure 1a). The resulting data
consists of 46, 994 rounds across 948 games,
where the colors of some rounds are sampled to
be more likely to require pragmatic reasoning than
others. In particular, 15, 516 trials are close with
both distractors within a small distance to the tar-
get color in RGB space, 15, 782 are far with both
distractors far from the target, and 15, 693 are split
with one distractor near the target and one far
from the target. For model development, we use
the train/dev/test split from Monroe et al. (2017)
with 15, 665 training, 15, 670 dev, and 15, 659 test
rounds.

Within our models, we represent color objects
using a 3-dimensional CIELAB color space—
normalized so that the values of each dimension
are in [−1, 1]. Our use of the CIELAB color
space departs from prior work on the color data
which used a 54-dimensional Fourier space (Mon-
roe et al., 2017, 2016; Zhang and Lu, 2002). We
found that both the CIELAB and Fourier spaces
gave similar model performance, so we chose the
CIELAB space due to its smaller dimensional-
ity. Our speaker utterances are represented as se-
quences of cleaned English token strings. Follow-
ing Monroe et al. (2017), we preprocess the tokens
by lowercasing, splitting off punctuation, and re-
placing tokens that appear only once with [unk].
In the color data, we also follow the prior work
and split off -er, -est, and -ish, suffixes. Whereas
the prior work concatenated speaker messages into
a single utterance without limit, we limit the full
sequence length to 40 tokens for efficiency.

4.1.2 Grid Reference
Because initial simulations suggested that prag-
matic training would be more valuable in more
complex domains (where data sparsity is a greater
issue), we collected a new data set from human
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play on the color-grid reference task described in
Section 3.1. Data was collected on Amazon Me-
chanical Turk using an open source framework
for collaborative games (Hawkins, 2015). Each
game consists of 60 rounds played between a hu-
man speaker and listener, where the speaker de-
scribes a target grid in the presence of two distrac-
tor grids (see Figure 1b), resulting in a data set of
10,666 rounds spread across 197 games.3 Each
round consists of three 3× 3 grid objects, with the
grid colors at each cell location sampled accord-
ing to the same close, split, and far conditions as
the in color reference data—yielding 3,575 close,
3,549 far, and 3,542 split rounds. We also varied
the number of cells that differ between objects in
a round from 1 to 9. As shown in Figure 3, these
grid trials result in more complex speaker utter-
ances than the color data. We partitioned this data
into 158 train, 21 dev, 18 test games containing
8,453 training, 1,236 dev, and 977 test rounds. In
our models, we represent a single color-grid object
from the data as a concatenation of 9 vectors rep-
resenting the 9 grid cells. Each of the 9 cell vectors
consists of the normalized CIELAB representation
used in the color data appended to a one-hot vec-
tor representing the position of the cell within the
grid. For speaker utterances, we use the same rep-
resentation as in the color data, except that we do
not split off the -er, -est, and -ish endings.

4.2 Model Training Details

We implement our models in PyTorch (Paszke
et al., 2017), and train them using the Adam vari-
ant of stochastic gradient descent (Kingma and
Ba, 2015) with default parameters (β1, β2) =
(0.9, 0.999) and ε = 10−8. We train with
early-stopping based on dev set log-likelihood (for
speaker) or accuracy (for listener) model evalua-
tions. Before training our listeners, we pre-train
an LSTM language model to provide samples for
the utterance priors on target colors paired with
speaker utterances of length at most 12 on ex-
amples where human listeners picked the correct
color. We follow Monroe et al. (2017) for lan-
guage model hyper-parameters, with embedding
and LSTM layers of size 100. Also following this
prior work, we use a learning rate of 0.004, batch
size 128, and apply 0.5 dropout to each layer. We
train for 7, 000 iterations, evaluating the model’s

3The grid data and our model implementations are avail-
able at https://github.com/forkunited/ltprg.

accuracy on the dev set every 100 iterations. We
pick the model with the best dev set log-likelihood
from evaluations at 100 iteration intervals.

To train and compare various listeners, we opti-
mize likelihoods under non-pragmatic l0 and prag-
matic l1 with a literal meaning function com-
puted by the LSTM architecture described in Sec-
tion 3.2, sampling new utterance priors for each
mini-batch from our pre-trained language model
applied to the round’s three colors for use within
the s1 module of RSA (see Algorithm 1). We
draw 30 samples per round (10 per color or grid)
at a maximum length of 12. We generally use
speaker rationality α = 8.0 based on dev set
tuning, and we follow Monroe et al. (2017) for
other hyper-parameters—with embedding size of
100 and LSTM size of 100 in our meaning func-
tions. Also following this prior work, we allow
the LSTM to be bidirectional with learning rate
of 0.005, batch size 128, and gradient clipping at
5.0. We train listeners for 10, 000 iterations on the
color data and 15, 000 iterations on grid data, eval-
uating dev set accuracy every 500 iterations. We
pick the model with the best accuracy from those
evaluated at 500 iteration intervals.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Color Reference

The accuracies of color target predictions by l0
and l1 models under both l0 and l1 training are
shown in the left columns of Table 2. For robust-
ness, average accuracies and standard errors were
computed by repeatedly retraining and evaluat-
ing with different weight initializations and train-
ing data orderings using 4 different random seeds.
The results in the top left panel of Table 2 show
that l1 pragmatic training coupled with l1 prag-
matic evaluation gives the best average accuracies.
The previously studied l1 pragmatic usage with
l0 non-pragmatic training is next best. These re-
sults provide evidence that literal meanings esti-
mated through pragmatic training are better cal-
ibrated for pragmatic usage than meanings esti-
mated through non-pragmatic l0 training. Fur-
thermore, relative to state-of-the-art in Monroe
et al. (2017), Table 2 shows that our pragmatically
trained model yields improved accuracy over their
best “blended” pragmatic Le model which com-
puted predictions based on the product of two sep-
arate non-pragmatically trained models.

The effect sizes are small for the pragmatic to
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Figure 4: Listener accuracies on the color and grid dev data for models learned under training data subsets of
various sizes (given by the horizontal axes). The separate plots give accuracies over the full data and the close,
split, and far conditions.

non-pragmatic comparisons when training on the
full color data (though approaching the ceiling
0.9108 human accuracy), but we hypothesized that
the effect of pragmatic training would increase
for training with smaller data sizes (as motivated
by arguments in the introduction). To test this,
we trained the listener models on smaller subsets
of the training data, and evaluated accuracy. As
shown by the top left plot of Figure 4, pragmatic
training results in a larger gain in accuracy when
less data is available for training.

Lastly, we also considered the effect of prag-
matic training under the varying close, split, and
far data conditions. As shown in the three plots
at the right of the top row of Figure 4, the ef-
fect of l1 training over l0 is especially pronounced
for inferences on close and split data conditions
where the target is more similar to the distractors,
and the language is more context-dependent. This
makes sense, as these conditions contain examples
where the pragmatic, cost-sensitive adjustments to
the learned meanings would be the most necessary.

4.3.2 Grid Reference

For the more complex grid reference task, the lis-
tener accuracies in the right columns of Table 2
show an even larger gain from pragmatic l1 train-
ing, and no gain is seen for pragmatic evaluation

with non-pragmatic training. This result is consis-
tent with the hypothesis motivated by arguments
in the introduction that pragmatic training should
be more effective in contexts containing targets
and distractors for which many low-cost alterna-
tive utterance are applicable. Furthermore, the
grid-reference data-complexity exploration in the
bottom row of Figure 4 shows that this improve-
ment given by pragmatic training remains large
across data sizes; the exception is the smallest
amount of training data under the most difficult
close condition, where the language is so sparse
that meanings may be difficult to estimate, even
with pragmatic adjustments. Altogether, these re-
sults suggest that pragmatic training helps with an
intermediate amount of data relative to the domain
complexity—with too little data, pragmatics has
no signal to work with, but with too much data, the
indirect evidence provided by pragmatics is less
necessary. Since real-world linguistic contexts are
more complex than either of our experimental do-
mains, we hypothesize that they often fit into this
intermediate data regime.

4.3.3 Literal Meaning Comparisons

To improve our understanding of the quantitative
results, we also investigate qualitative differences
between meaning functions Lθ estimated under
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Full Data Small Data
l0 l1 l0 l1

‘green’

‘greenish’

‘dark
green’

‘neon
green’

‘red’

‘redish’

‘yellow’

‘yellowish’

Table 3: Extensions of various utterances according to
the literal meaning functions (L) from listener mod-
els l0 and l1 learned on full (left) and smaller (250
example) subsets (right) of the color data. Each cell
shows a learned color utterance extension in the Hue×
Saturation color space depicted at the top left, with the
degree of darkness corresponding to the learned values
of LθU,O (given by the architecture in Figure 2b) for an
utterance U on colors O for regions of color space.

l0 and l1 on the color reference task. Table 3
shows representations of these meaning functions
for several utterances. For each utterance U , we
plot the extension LθU estimated under l0 and l1,
with the darkness of a pixel at c representing
LθU,c—the degree to which an utterance U applies
to a color c within a Hue×Saturation color space.
In these plots, the larger areas of medium gray
shades for l1 extensions suggest that the pragmatic
training yields more permissive interpretations for
a given utterance. This makes sense, as pragmatics
allows looser meanings to be effectively tightened
at interpretation time. Furthermore, the meanings
learned by the l1 also have lower curvature across
the color space, consistent with a view of prag-
matics as providing a regularizer (Section 3.3)—

preventing overfitting. This view is further sup-
ported by the plots on the right-hand side of Ta-
ble 3, which show that the meanings learned by
l0 from smaller amounts of training data tend to
overfit to idiosyncratic regions of the color space,
whereas the pragmatic l1 training tends to smooth
out these irregularities. These qualitative observa-
tions are also consistent with the data complexity
results shown in Figure 4, where the l1 training
gives an especially large improvement over l0 for
small data sizes.

5 Conclusion

Our experiments provide evidence that using prag-
matic reasoning during training can yield im-
proved neural semantics models. This was true
in the existing color reference corpus, where we
achieved state-of-the art results, and even more so
in the new color-grid corpus. We thus found that
pragmatic training is more effective when data is
relatively sparse and the domain yields complex,
high-cost utterances and low-cost omissions over
which pragmatic inferences might proceed.

Future work should provide further exploration
of the data regime in which pragmatic learning
is most beneficial and its correspondence to real-
world language use. This might include scaling
with linguistic complexity and properties of refer-
ents. In particular, the argument in our introduc-
tion suggests that especially frequent objects and
low-cost utterances are the seed from which prag-
matic inference can proceed over more complex
language and infrequent objects. This asymme-
try in object reference rates is expected for long-
tail, real-world regimes consistent with Zipf’s law
(Zipf, 1949).

Overall, we have shown that pragmatic reason-
ing regarding alternative utterances provides a use-
ful inductive bias for learning in grounded lan-
guage understanding systems—leveraging infer-
ences over what speakers choose not to say to re-
duce the data complexity of learning.
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Abstract

We address the task of assessing discourse co-
herence, an aspect of text quality that is essen-
tial for many NLP tasks, such as summariza-
tion and language assessment. We propose a
hierarchical neural network trained in a multi-
task fashion that learns to predict a document-
level coherence score (at the network’s top lay-
ers) along with word-level grammatical roles
(at the bottom layers), taking advantage of in-
ductive transfer between the two tasks. We as-
sess the extent to which our framework gen-
eralizes to different domains and prediction
tasks, and demonstrate its effectiveness not
only on standard binary evaluation coherence
tasks, but also on real-world tasks involving
the prediction of varying degrees of coherence,
achieving a new state of the art.

1 Introduction

Discourse coherence refers to the way textual
units relate to one another and form a coher-
ent whole. Coherence is an important aspect of
text quality and therefore its modeling is essen-
tial in many NLP applications, including sum-
marization (Barzilay et al., 2002; Parveen et al.,
2016), question-answering (Verberne et al., 2007),
question generation (Desai et al., 2018), and lan-
guage assessment (Burstein et al., 2010; Soma-
sundaran et al., 2014; Farag et al., 2018). A
large body of work has investigated models for the
assessment of inter-sentential coherence, that is,
assessment in terms of transitions between adja-
cent sentences (Barzilay and Lapata, 2008; Yan-
nakoudakis and Briscoe, 2012; Guinaudeau and
Strube, 2013; Tien Nguyen and Joty, 2017; Joty
et al., 2018). The properties of text that re-
sult in inter-sentential connectedness have been
translated into a number of computational mod-
els – some of the most prominent ones include
the entity-based approaches, inspired by Center-

ing Theory (Grosz et al., 1995) and proposed in
the pioneering work of Barzilay and Lapata (2005,
2008). Such approaches model local coherence in
terms of entity transitions between adjacent sen-
tences, where entities are represented by their syn-
tactic role in the sentence (e.g., subject, object).

Current state-of-the-art deep learning adapta-
tions of the entity-based framework involve the
use of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)
over an entity-based representation of text to dis-
criminate between a coherent document and its
incoherent variants containing a random reorder-
ing of the document’s sentences (Tien Nguyen and
Joty, 2017); as well as lexicalized counterparts of
such models that further incorporate lexical infor-
mation regarding the entities, thereby distinguish-
ing between different entities (Joty et al., 2018).

In contrast to existing approaches, we propose
a more generalized framework that allows neural
models to encode information about the types of
grammatical roles all words in a sentence partic-
ipate in, rather than focusing only on the roles
of entities within a sentence. Inspired by recent
advances in Multi-Task Learning (MTL) (Rei and
Yannakoudakis, 2017; Sanh et al., 2018), we pro-
pose a simple, yet effective hierarchical model
trained in a multi-task fashion that learns to per-
form two tasks: scoring a document’s discourse
coherence and predicting the type of grammati-
cal role (GR) of a dependent with its head. We
take advantage of inductive transfer between these
tasks by giving a supervision signal at the bottom
layers of a network with respect to the types of
GRs, and a supervision signal at the top layers
with respect to document-level coherence.

Our contributions are four-fold: (1) We pro-
pose a MTL approach to coherence assessment
and compare it against a number of baselines. We
experimentally demonstrate that such a framework
allows us to exploit more effectively the inter-
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dependencies between the two prediction tasks
and achieve state-of-the-art results in predicting
document-level coherence; (2) We assess the ex-
tent to which the information encoded in the net-
work generalizes to different domains and predic-
tion tasks, and demonstrate the effectiveness of
our approach not only on standard binary evalu-
ation tasks on the Wall Street Journal (WSJ), but
also on more realistic tasks involving the predic-
tion of varying degrees of coherence in people’s
everyday writing; (3) In contrast to existing work
that has only investigated the impact of a specific
set of grammatical roles (i.e., subject and object)
on coherence, we instead investigate a large set
of GR types, and train the model to predict the
type of role dependents participate in. This al-
lows the network to learn more generic patterns
of language and composition, and a much richer
set of representations than those induced by cur-
rent approaches. In turn, this can be better ex-
ploited at the top layers of the network for pre-
dicting document-level coherence; (4) Finally, and
contrary to previous work, our model does not rely
on the availability of external linguistic tools at
testing time as it directly learns to predict the GR
types.

2 Related Work

Several studies have proposed frameworks for
modeling the textual properties that coherent texts
exhibit. A popular approach is one based on
the entity-grid (egrid) representation of texts, pro-
posed by Barzilay and Lapata (2005, 2008) and in-
spired by Centering Theory (Grosz et al., 1995). In
the egrid model, texts are represented as matrices
of entities (columns) and sentences (rows). Enti-
ties in the matrix are represented by their gram-
matical role (i.e., subject, object, neither), and en-
tity transitions across sentences are used as fea-
tures for coherence assessment. A large body
of work has utilized and extended the egrid ap-
proach (Elsner and Charniak, 2008; Burstein et al.,
2010; Elsner and Charniak, 2011; Guinaudeau and
Strube, 2013). Other features have also been
leveraged, such as syntactic patterns (Louis and
Nenkova, 2012) and discourse relations (Lin et al.,
2011; Feng et al., 2014). Deep learning architec-
tures have also been successfully applied to the
task of coherence scoring, achieving state-of-the-
art results (Li and Jurafsky, 2017; Logeswaran
et al., 2018; Cui et al., 2018). Some have exploited

egrid features in a CNN model aimed at captur-
ing long range entity transitions (Tien Nguyen and
Joty, 2017; Joty et al., 2018); further details are
provided in Section 4.2.

Traditionally, coherence evaluation has been
treated as a binary task, where a model is trained
to distinguish between a coherent document and
its incoherent counterparts created by randomly
shuffling the sentences it contains. The news do-
main has been a popular source of well-written,
coherent texts. Among the popular datasets are
articles about EARTHQUAKES and AIRPLANES
accidents (Barzilay and Lapata, 2008; Guinaudeau
and Strube, 2013; Li and Jurafsky, 2017) and the
Wall Street Journal (WSJ) portion of the Penn
Treebank (Elsner and Charniak, 2008; Lin et al.,
2011; Tien Nguyen and Joty, 2017). Elsner
and Charniak (2008) argue that the WSJ docu-
ments are normal informative articles, whereas
the AIRPLANES and EARTHQUAKES ones have
a more constrained style.

3 Approach

3.1 Neural Single-Task Learning (STL)
Our baseline model, shown in Figure 1, performs
the single task of predicting an overall coherence
score via a hierarchical model based on a Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network (Hochre-
iter and Schmidhuber, 1997). A document is com-
posed of a sequence of sentences {s1, s2, ..., sm}
and, in turn, each sentence consists of a sequence
of words {w1, w2, ..., wn}. The input words are
initialized with vectors from a pre-trained embed-
ding space. A bidirectional LSTM (Bi-LSTM) is
applied to the words in each sentence to get con-
textualized representations, and the output vectors
from both directions are concatenated:

−→
hwt = LSTM(wt,

−−→
hwt−1)

←−
hwt = LSTM(wt,

←−−
hwt+1)

hwt = [
−→
hwt ,
←−
hwt ]

(1)

To compose a sentence representation s, the hid-
den states {hw1 , ..., hwn } of its words are combined
with an attention mechanism:

uwt = tanh(Wwhwt )

awt =
exp(vwuwt )∑
t exp(v

wuwt )

s =
∑

t

awt h
w
t

(2)
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Figure 1: The hierarchical architecture of the STL and MTL models. The dotted red box is specific to the MTL
framework. The dotted purple box is applied if the document contains paragraph boundaries (which is the case for
the Grammarly Corpus in Section 4.1) in order to create paragraph representations prior to the document one.

where Ww and vw are learnable parameters. At-
tention allows the model to focus on the salient
words for coherence and build better sentence rep-
resentations.

Constructing a document representation d is
similar to the sentence one – a second Bi-LSTM
is utilized over sentences {s1, s2, ..., sm} to gen-
erate contextually rich sentence representations:

−→
hsi = LSTM(si,

−−→
hsi−1)

←−
hsi = LSTM(si,

←−−
hsi+1)

hsi = [
−→
hsi ,
←−
hsi ]

(3)

Subsequently, attention is applied over the sen-
tence embeddings {hs1, ..., hsm} to allow the model
to focus on sentences that contribute highly to the
overall coherence of the document:

usi = tanh(W shsi )

asi =
exp(vsusi )∑
i exp(v

susi )

d =
∑

i

asth
s
i

(4)

where W s and vs are trainable weights in the
network. If a document consists of paragraphs
{p1, p2, ..., pl}, a third Bi-LSTM is stacked over
the sentence vectors and the output is aggregated
with another attention layer to compose the docu-
ment vector d.

Finally, the coherence score of a document is
predicted by applying a linear transformation to

the vector d followed by a sigmoid operation to
bound the score in [0, 1]:

ŷ = σ(W d d) (5)

where W d ∈ Rdim is the linear function weight
and dim represents the dimensionality of the doc-
ument vector. In a binary classification task, where
the document is labeled as either coherent or inco-
herent, the model predicts one value for ŷ ∈ [0, 1].
In a multiclass classification setting where there
are multiple classes y ∈ C representing various
degrees of coherence, a document is labeled with
a one-hot vector with length |C| with a value of 1
in the index of the correct class and 0 everywhere
else. The model predicts |C| scores, using Equa-
tion 5 with W d ∈ Rdim×|C|, and learns to maxi-
mize the value corresponding to the gold label.

For the binary task, the network’s parame-
ters are optimized to minimize the negative log-
likelihood of the document’s ground-truth label y,
given the networks prediction ŷ:

L1 = −y log(ŷ)− (1− y)log(1− ŷ) (6)

For the multiclass task, we use mean squared error
to minimize the discrepancy between the one-hot
gold vector and the estimated one:

L1 =
1

|C|

|C|∑

j=1

(yj − ŷj)2 (7)

An alternative approach to the multiclass problem
is to apply a softmax over the predictions instead
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of a sigmoid, and minimize the categorical cross
entropy; however, initial experiments on the devel-
opment set showed that our formation yields better
results.

3.2 Neural Multi-Task Learning (MTL)

The model described in 3.1 performs the single
task of predicting a coherence score for a text; all
model parameters are tuned to minimize the loss
(L1) in Equation 6 or 7 (depending on whether we
are optimizing for a binary or a multiclass classifi-
cation task respectively). We extend this model
to a MTL framework by training it to optimize
a secondary objective at the bottom layers of the
network, along with the main one (L1). Specifi-
cally, the model is trained to predict a document-
level score along with word-level labels indicating
the (predicted) GR type of dependents in the doc-
ument.1 The GRs are based on a predefined set R,
generated from a dependency parser on the train-
ing set (Section 4.3). The set includes the types of
GRs in which a word is a dependent (e.g., nsubj,
amod, xcomp, iobj), and each type r ∈ R is treated
as a class (for the ‘root’ word, the type is root). In
order to predict a probability distribution over R
given a word representation ht (Equation 1), a lin-
ear operation normalized by a softmax function is
applied:

P (yrt |hwt ) = softmax(W rhwt ) (8)

The secondary objective and the word-level loss is
defined as the categorical cross-entropy, i.e., the
negative log-probability of the correct labels:

L2 = −
∑

t

∑

r

yrt logP (y
r
t |hwt ) (9)

Both the main (L1) and secondary (L2) objectives
are optimized jointly (Ltotal), but with different
weights to indicate the importance of each of these
tasks during training:

Ltotal = αL1 + βL2 (10)

where α, β ∈ [0, 1] are the loss weight hyperpa-
rameters. Figure 1 (red-dotted box) presents the
complete MTL framework. MTL allows us to
take advantage of inductive transfer between these
tasks and learn a rich set of representations at the

1We make our code publicly available at https://
github.com/Youmna-H/coherence_mtl

#Docs #Synthetic Docs Avg #Sents
Train 1,376 25,767 21.0
Test 1,090 20,766 21.9

Table 1: Statistics for the WSJ data. #Docs represents
the number of original articles and #Synthetic Docs the
number of original articles + their permuted versions.

#Docs Avg #Sents

Yahoo
Train 1000 7.5
Test 200 7.5

Clinton
Train 1000 6.6
Test 200 6.6

Enron
Train 1000 7.7
Test 200 7.8

Table 2: Statistics for the GCDC.

bottom layers that can be exploited by the top lay-
ers of the network for predicting a document-level
coherence score.

Current state-of-the-art approaches utilizing the
entity-based framework (Joty et al., 2018) focus
solely on the subject and object types. To fur-
ther assess the impact of our extended set of GR
types, we re-train the same MTL model but now
only utilize subject (S) and object (O) GR types as
our secondary training signal. Following the cur-
rent entity-based approaches, all other types are
mapped to X , to represent ‘other’ roles; specifi-
cally, R = {S,O,X}. We refer to this baseline
model as MTLsox.

4 Experiments

4.1 Data and Evaluation Metrics

Synthetic Data. The Wall Street Journal (WSJ)
portion of the Penn Treebank (Elsner and Char-
niak, 2008; Lin et al., 2011; Tien Nguyen and Joty,
2017) is one of the most popular datasets for (bi-
nary) coherence assessment, given its size and the
nature of the texts it contains; i.e. long articles not
constrained in style (Elsner and Charniak, 2008;
Tien Nguyen and Joty, 2017). Following previ-
ous work (Tien Nguyen and Joty, 2017), we also
use the WSJ and specifically sections 00 − 13 for
training and 14 − 24 for testing (documents con-
sisting of one sentence are removed). We create
20 permutations per document, making sure to ex-
clude duplicates or versions that happen to have
the same ordering of sentences as the original arti-
cle. Table 1 presents the data statistics.

To evaluate model performance on this dataset,
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we again follow previous work (Barzilay and La-
pata, 2008; Tien Nguyen and Joty, 2017) and cal-
culate pairwise ranking accuracy (PRA) between
an original text and its 20 permuted counterparts.
Specifically, PRA calculates the fraction of cor-
rect pairwise rankings in the test data (i.e., a co-
herent/original text should be ranked higher than
its permuted counterpart). Following Farag et al.
(2018), we also report the total pairwise ranking
accuracy (TPRA) that extends PRA to comparing
each original text to all permuted texts in the test
set rather than only its own set of permuted coun-
terparts.

Realistic Data. The Grammarly Corpus of Dis-
course Coherence (GCDC) is a newly-released
dataset containing emails and reviews written with
varying degrees of proficiency and care (Lai and
Tetreault, 2018).2 In addition to the WSJ, we em-
ploy this dataset in order to assess the effectiveness
of our coherence model for tasks involving the
prediction of varying degrees of coherence in peo-
ple’s everyday writing. Specifically, the dataset
contains texts from four domains: Yahoo online
forum posts, emails from Hillary Clinton’s office,
emails from Enron and Yelp business reviews. As
some of the reviews from the latter were subse-
quently removed by Yelp, we evaluate our model
on each of the first three domains (Table 2).

Annotators were instructed to rate each docu-
ment with a score ∈ {1, 2, 3}, representing low,
medium and high levels of coherence respectively.
For our experiments, we use the consensus rat-
ing of the expert scores as calculated by Lai and
Tetreault (2018), and train the models to maximize
the probability of the gold class within a multi-
class classification framework (see Section 3). The
gold label distribution is as follows: Yahoo 44.8%
low, 17.9% medium, 37.25% high; Clinton 27.8%
low, 20.3% medium, 51.8% high; Enron 30% low,
20.3% medium, 49.6% high. To evaluate model
performance, we use three-way classification ac-
curacy.

4.2 Models and Baselines

CNN Egrid (Egrid CNNext). We replicate the
model proposed by Tien Nguyen and Joty (2017)
using their source code.3 The authors generate
entity-grid representations of texts (i.e., matrices

2https://github.com/aylai/GCDC-corpus
3https://github.com/datienguyen/cnn_

coherence

of entities as columns and sentences as rows,
where entities are represented by their syntactic
role: subject, object, or other) using the Brown
coherence toolkit.4 They then employ a CNN over
the entity transitions across sentences in order
to capture high-level features and long-range
transitions. Training is performed in a pairwise
fashion where the model learns to rank a coherent
document higher than its incoherent counterparts.
To further improve performance, they extend the
model by including three entity-specific features,
attached to entities’ distributed representations:
named entity type, salience (represented as the
occurrence frequency of entities) and a binary
feature indicating whether the entity has a proper
mention.

Lexicalized CNN Egrid (Egrid CNNlex). The
aforementioned Egrid CNN model is agnostic
to entities’ lexical properties, which are useful
features for the task. To remedy this, Joty et al.
(2018) further extend it with lexical information
about the entities: they represent each entity
with its lexical presentation and attach it to its
syntactic role (S, O, X). For instance, if “Obama”
appears as a subject and an object, there will be
two different representations for it in the input
embedding matrix: Obama-S and Obama-O. Joty
et al. (2018) achieve state-of-the-art results on
the WSJ, outperforming Egrid CNNext without
including the three entity-specific features in their
model. We also replicate their model using the
authors’ source code.5

Local Coherence Model (LC). This model,
initially proposed by Li and Hovy (2014), applies
a window approach to assess a text’s local coher-
ence. Sentences are encoded with a recurrent or
recursive layer and a filter of weights is applied
over each window of sentence vectors to extract
“clique” scores that are aggregated to calculate
the overall document coherence score. We use
an improved variant that captures sentence repre-
sentations via an LSTM and predicts an overall
coherence score by averaging the local clique
scores (Li and Jurafsky, 2017; Farag et al., 2018).
Lai and Tetreault (2018) recently showed that the
LC model achieves state-of-the-art results on the
Clinton and Enron datasets.

4https://bitbucket.org/melsner/
browncoherence

5https://ntunlpsg.github.io/project/
coherence/n-coh-acl18/
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Paragraph sequence (PARSEQ). Lai and
Tetreault (2018) implemented a hierarchical
neural network consisting of three LSTMs to
generate sentence, paragraph and document
representations. The network’s architecture is
similar to our STL model; the key difference is the
attention mechanism we use for aggregation. The
model was tested on the GCDC and was found to
outperform other feature-engineered methods and
give state-of-the-art results on the Yahoo dataset.

Neural Single-Task Learning (STL). We imple-
ment the STL model as described in 3.1. For the
WSJ data, the network utilizes two Bi-LSTMs to
compose sentence and document representations.
For the GCDC, we add a third Bi-LSTM, where
sentence representations are aggregated via
attention to form paragraph vectors. Given these
paragraph vectors, we then apply a Bi-LSTM
followed by attention to compose the document
vectors that are to be scored for coherence.

Neural Multi-Task Learning (MTL). We im-
plement the MTL model as described in 3.2. The
same architecture variants as the STL ones are
applied on the different datasets.

Neural S-O-X Multi-Task Learning (MTLSOX).
As discussed in 3.2, we create another version of
the MTL model where, for each word, we only
predict subject (S), object (O) and ‘other’ (X)
roles.

GR types Concatenation Model (Concatgrs).
Instead of learning to predict the GR types within
a MTL framework, we incorporate them as input
features to the model by concatenating them to
the word representations in the STL framework.
In this setup, we randomly initialize the types
embedding matrix Egr ∈ Rq×g, where g is the
embedding size and q is the number of GR types
in the training data. Each type is then mapped to a
row in Egr and concatenated to its corresponding
word at the model’s input layer. Here, the GRs
are needed as input at both training and test time,
unlike the MTL framework that only requires
them during training. The concatgrs model allows
us to further assess whether the MTL framework
has an advantage over feeding the GR types as
input features.

4.3 Experimental setup

We extract the GR types of words using the Stan-
ford Dependency Parser (v. 3.8) (Chen and Man-

word embed
dim

LSTM hidden dim
α β

hw hs hp

WSJ 50 100 100 - 0.7 0.3
Yahoo 300 100 100 100 1 0.1
Clinton 300 100 200 100 1 0.1
Enron 300 100 100 100 1 0.2

Table 3: Model hypermarameters: w, s and p refer
to word, sentence and paragraph hidden layers respec-
tively; α is the main and β the secondary loss weight.

ning, 2014) and obtain a total of 39 different types
of Universal Dependencies and their subtypes (see
Appendix A for the full list). For the MTLSOX
model, we consider direct objects, indirect objects
and subjects of passive verbs as objects (O). Our
models are initialized with pre-trained GloVe em-
beddings (Pennington et al., 2014). We use mini-
batches of size 32, optimize the models using RM-
SProp (Tieleman and Hinton, 2012), and set the
learning rate to 0.001. Dropout (Srivastava et al.,
2014) is used for regularization with probability
0.5 and applied to the word embedding layer and
the output of the Bi-LSTM sentence layer. Ta-
ble 3 shows the different hyperparameters used for
training.6

Training is done for 30 epochs and performance
is monitored over the development set; the model
with the highest performance (highest PRA on the
synthetic data and highest classification accuracy
on GCDC) on the development set is selected and
applied at testing time. To reduce model variance,
we run the WSJ experiments 5 times with dif-
ferent random initializations and the GCDC ones
10 times (following Lai and Tetreault (2018)),
and average the predicted scores of the ensem-
bles for the final evaluation. For the WSJ data,
we use the same train/dev splits as Tien Nguyen
and Joty (2017), and for GCDC, we follow Lai and
Tetreault (2018) and split the training data with a
9:1 ratio for tuning.

5 Results and Discussion

Binary Classification. Table 4 shows the re-
sults of the binary discrimination task on the
WSJ. The results demonstrate the effectiveness
of our MTL approach using a supervision sig-
nal at the bottom layers based on the words’ GR
types, which significantly outperforms all other
approaches and achieves state-of-the-art results on

6We note that hyperparameters are tuned per domain.
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Model PRA TPRA
Egrid CNNext 0.876 0.656
Egrid CNNlex 0.846 0.566

LC 0.741 0.728
STL 0.877 0.893
MTL 0.932* 0.941*

MTLSOX 0.899 0.913
Concatgrs 0.896 0.908

Table 4: Results of the binary discrimination task on
the WSJ. * indicates significance (p < 0.01) over
all the other models based on the randomization test.
Egrid models are significantly worse than MTLSOX and
Concatgrs on the PRA metric and significantly worse
than all models on TPRA.8

the WSJ (0.932 PRA and 0.941 TPRA).7 The per-
formance of the Egrid neural models shows that
despite their ability to rank a document higher
than its incoherent counterparts (0.876 and 0.846
PRA), they do not generalize when documents
are compared against counterparts from the whole
test set (0.656 and 0.566 TPRA). This could be
partly attributed to the pairwise training strategy
adopted by these models and their inability to
compare entity-transition patterns across different
topics. The table also shows that models that uti-
lize compositions over textual units to form docu-
ment representations (the last four models) are sig-
nificantly more effective than those explicitly uti-
lizing only the local transitions between sentences
(LC model). Furthermore, we observe that incor-
porating GR types (MTL, MTLSOX and Concatgrs)
gives significantly better results compared to the
STL model that is GR-agnostic. The superiority
of the MTL model over Concatgrs and MTLSOX
demonstrates that learning the GR types, within an
MTL framework, allows the model to learn richer
contextual representations (but also to be more ef-
ficient at testing time compared to e.g., Concatgrs
since it does not require external linguistic tools).

To further analyze performance, we calculate
the Pearson correlation between: a) the similar-
ity between a permuted document and its orig-
inal counterpart in terms of the minimum num-
ber of adjacent transpositions needed to transform
the former back to its original version (Lapata,

7Significance is calculated based on the randomization
test (Yeh, 2000).

8Joty et al. (2018) reported 0.885 PRA for their Egrid
CNNlex, which we were unable to replicate using their code;
however, this is still lower compared to our results.

Model Yahoo Clinton Enron
LC 0.535 0.610 0.544

PARSEQ 0.549 0.602 0.532
STL 0.550 0.590 0.505
MTL 0.560 0.620* 0.560*

MTLSOX 0.505 0.585 0.510
Concatgrs 0.455 0.570 0.460

Table 5: Model accuracy on the three-way classifica-
tion task on GCDC. * indicates significance over STL
with p < 0.01 using the randomization test. Results
for PARSEQ and LC are those reported in Lai and
Tetreault (2018) on the same data.

Figure 2: F1 scores for subject and object predictions
with the MTL and MTLSOX models over the first 20
epochs of training. Y-axis: F1 scores; x-axis: epochs.
The graphs are based on the WSJ dev set.

2006), and b) the predicted coherence score for
the permuted document. This allows us to inves-
tigate whether a higher similarity is linked to a
higher coherence score. We observe that MTL,
MTLSOX, Concatgrs and STL have the highest cor-
relations (0.260, 0.232, 0.227, 0.225 respectively),
followed by LC (0.076), Egrid CNNext (−0.0126)
and Egrid CNNlex (−0.069).9 In order to further
analyze the strengths of MTL, we plot in Figure
2 the F1 scores over the training epochs for pre-
dicting the subject and object types using MTL or
MTLSOX. We can see that learning to predict a
larger set of GR types enhances the model’s pre-
dictive power for the subject and object types, cor-
roborating the value of entity-based properties for
coherence.

Three-way Classification. On GCDC (Table 5)
we can see that MTL achieves state-of-the-art per-
formance across all three datasets. Although dif-
ferent evaluation metrics are employed, we note
that the numbers obtained on this dataset are quite
low compared to those on the WSJ. Assessing

9We note that the low correlation is due to the nature of
the task: binary evaluation rather than absolute scoring of
coherence.
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Figure 3: Visualization of the model’s gradients with respect to the input word embeddings for MTL and STL on
the WSJ dev set. Words that contribute the most to coherence scoring (i.e., those with high gradient norms) are
colored: the contribution of words decreases from dark red to lighter tones of orange.

varying degrees of coherence is a more challeng-
ing task: differences in coherence between differ-
ent documents is less pronounced than when tak-
ing a document and randomly shuffling its sen-
tences. When comparing MTL to STL, the for-
mer is consistently better across all datasets, with
significant improvements for two of them.10 Inter-
estingly, we observe that MTLSOX and Concatgrs
do not generalize to the more realistic domain.
As shown in Table 3, our best MTL model uses
smaller β and higher α values on the GCDC com-
pared to the WSJ. This could be attributed to the
performance of the parser and/or the nature of the
GCDC and the properties of (in)coherence it ex-
hibits, compared to the WSJ data. MTL allows the
model more flexibility and control with respect to
the features it learns in order to enhance perfor-
mance on the main task, in contrast to Concatgrs
where the GRs are given directly as input to the
model (yielding the worst performance across all
the GCDC datasets).

The results on GCDC demonstrate that our main
MTL approach generalizes to tasks involving the
prediction of varying degrees of coherence in ev-
eryday writing. In general, however, we observe
that, out of the three gold coherence labels (low,
medium, high) both MTL and STL have difficulty
in correctly classifying documents of medium co-
herence, which can be attributed to the smaller
number of training examples for that class (Sec-
tion 4.1).

Visualization. In an attempt to better understand
what the models have learnt, we visualize the
words that contribute the most to coherence pre-
diction. We calculate the model’s gradients with
respect to the input word embeddings (similarly

10We also note that GR prediction is only required dur-
ing training; therefore, at inference time, MTL uses the same
number of parameters as STL.

to Li et al. (2016)) to determine which words
maximize the model’s prediction (more influen-
tial words should have higher gradient norms).
Figure 3 presents example visualizations obtained
with STL and MTL. We observe that for MTL,
important words are those that are considered the
center of attention: in the first example (top two
sentences) where the document is about seats in
the stock exchange, “seat” and “Seats” are con-
sidered more important than the subject entities.
On the other hand, the STL model considers the
subject of the first sentence (“The American Stock
Exchange”) more important than the object “seat”.
In the second example (last two sentences) where
the document is about a canceled show by the
NBC, for the MTL model, the name of the show
(or part of it) in the first sentence (“Nutt”) is con-
sidered important, as well as “comedy” which also
refers to the show; in addition to “show” in the
second sentence. On the other hand, STL fails
to identify the name of the show as important.
In general, STL seems to be more distracted, fo-
cusing on words that do not necessarily contribute
to coherence (e.g., determiners and prepositions),
whereas MTL seems to be considering more infor-
mative parts of the text.

Qualitative Analysis. Following previous work
(Miltsakaki and Kukich, 2004; Li and Jurafsky,
2017), we perform a small-scale qualitative analy-
sis: we apply our best model to a number of dis-
courses that exhibit different types of coherence
and investigate the predicted coherence scores.
We observe that MTL can capture some aspects
of lexical and centering/referential coherence:

Mary ate some apples. She likes apples. 0.790
Mary ate some apples. She likes pears. 0.720
Mary ate some apples. She likes Paris. 0.742
She ate some apples. Mary likes apples. 0.747
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John went to his favorite music store to buy a pi-
ano. He had frequented the store for many years.
0.753
John went to his favorite music store to buy a pi-
ano. It was a store John had frequented for many
years. 0.743

On the other hand, it is not as good at recog-
nizing temporal order and causal relationships; for
example:

Bret enjoys video games; therefore, he sometimes
is late to appointments. 0.491
Bret sometimes is late to appointments; therefore,
he enjoys video games. 0.499

6 Conclusion

We have presented a hierarchical multi-task learn-
ing framework for discourse coherence that takes
advantage of inductive transfer between two tasks:
predicting the GR type of words at the bottom lay-
ers of the network and predicting a document-level
coherence score at the top layers. We assessed the
extent to which our framework generalizes to dif-
ferent domains and prediction tasks, and demon-
strated its effectiveness against a number of base-
lines not only on standard binary evaluation coher-
ence tasks, but also on tasks involving the predic-
tion of varying degrees of coherence, achieving a
new state of the art. As part of future work, we
would like to investigate the use of contextualized
embeddings (e.g., BERT, Devlin et al. (2018)) for
coherence assessment – as such representations
have been shown to carry syntactic information of
words (Tenney et al., 2019) – and whether they al-
low multi-task learning frameworks to learn com-
plementary aspects of language.
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A Grammatical roles

Type Description
acl

[relcl]
clausal modifier of noun

(adjectival clause)
advcl adverbial clause modifier

advmod adverbial modifier
amod adjectival modifier
appos appositional modifier
aux auxiliary

auxpass passive auxiliary
case case marking
cc

[preconj]
coordinating conjunction

ccomp clausal complement
compound

[prt]
compound

conj conjunct
cop copula

csubj clausal subject
csubjpass clausal passive subject

dep unspecified dependency
det

[predet]
determiner

discourse discourse element
dobj direct object
expl expletive
iobj indirect object
mark marker
mwe multi-word expression
neg negation modifier

nmod
[tmod, poss, npmod]

nominal modifier

nsubj nominal subject
nsubjpass passive nominal subject
nummod numeric modifier
parataxis parataxis

punct punctuation
root root

xcomp open clausal complement

Table 6: The GR types (UDs) extracted from the WSJ
training data. The text inside [] (left column) denotes
the extracted subtypes (language specific types).a The
total number of main types and their subtypes is 39.b

aFor more details about subtypes please see
http://universaldependencies.org/docsv1/
ext-dep-index.html.

bFor the full list of UDs please see http:
//universaldependencies.org/docsv1/u/
dep/index.html.
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Abstract

This paper investigates the advantages and
limits of data programming for the task
of learning discourse structure. The data
programming paradigm implemented in the
Snorkel framework allows a user to label train-
ing data using expert-composed heuristics,
which are then transformed via the “generative
step” into probability distributions of the class
labels given the training candidates. These re-
sults are later generalized using a discrimina-
tive model. Snorkel’s attractive promise to cre-
ate a large amount of annotated data from a
smaller set of training data by unifying the out-
put of a set of heuristics has yet to be used for
computationally difficult tasks, such as that of
discourse attachment, in which one must de-
cide where a given discourse unit attaches to
other units in a text in order to form a coher-
ent discourse structure. Although approaching
this problem using Snorkel requires significant
modifications to the structure of the heuristics,
we show that weak supervision methods can
be more than competitive with classical super-
vised learning approaches to the attachment
problem.

1 Introduction

Discourse structures for texts represent relational
semantic structures that convey causal, topical, ar-
gumentative relations inter alia or more gener-
ally coherence relations. Following (Muller et al.,
2012; Li et al., 2014; Morey et al., 2018), we rep-
resent them as dependency structures or graphs
containing a set of nodes that represent discourse
units (DUs), or instances of propositional content,
and a set of labelled arcs that represent coherent
relations between DUs. For dialogues with mul-
tiple interlocutors, extraction of their discourse
structures could provide useful semantic informa-
tion to the “downstream” models used, for exam-
ple, in the production of intelligent meeting man-

agers or the analysis of user interactions in on-
line fora. However, despite considerable efforts
on computational discourse-analysis (Duverle and
Prendinger, 2009; Joty et al., 2013; Ji and Eisen-
stein, 2014; Surdeanu et al., 2015; Yoshida et al.,
2014; Li et al., 2016), we are still a long way from
usable discourse models, especially for dialogue.
The problem of extracting full discourse structures
is difficult: standard supervised models struggle to
capture the sparse long distance attachments, even
when relatively large annotated corpora are avail-
able. In addition, the annotation process is time
consuming and often fraught with errors and dis-
agreements, even among expert annotators. This
motivated us to explore a weak supervision ap-
proach, data programming (Ratner et al., 2016), in
which we exploit expert linguistic knowledge in a
more compact and consistent rule-based form.

In our study, we restrict the structure learning
problem to predicting edges or attachments be-
tween DU pairs in the dependency graph. After
training a supervised deep learning algorithm to
predict attachments on the STAC corpus1, we then
constructed a weakly supervised learning system
in which we used 10% of the corpus as a develop-
ment set. Experts on discourse structure wrote a
set of attachment rules, Labeling Functions (LFs),
with reference to this development set. Although
the whole of the STAC corpus is annotated, we
treated the remainder of the corpus as unseen/u-
nannotated data in order to simulate the conditions
in which the snorkel framework is meant to be
used, i.e. where there is a large amount of unla-
beled data but where it is only feasible to hand la-
bel a relatively small portion of it. Accordingly,
we applied the completed LFs to our “unseen”
training set, 80% of the corpus, and used the final
10% as our test set.

1https://www.irit.fr/STAC/
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After applying the LFs to the unannotated data
and training the generative model, the F1 score for
attachment was 4 points higher than that for the
supervised method, showing that hybrid learning
architectures combining expert linguistic concep-
tual knowledge with data-driven techniques can
be highly competitive with standard learning ap-
proaches.

2 State of the Art

Given that our interest lies in the analysis of mul-
tiparty dialogue, we followed (Afantenos et al.,
2015; Perret et al., 2016) and used the STAC cor-
pus, in which dialogue structures are assumed
to be directed acyclical graphs (DAG) as in
SDRT2 (Asher and Lascarides, 2003; Asher et al.,
2016). An SDRT discourse structure is a graph,
〈V,E1, E2, `,Last〉, where: V is a set of nodes
or discourse units (DUs); E1 ⊆ V 2 is a set of
edges between DUs representing coherence rela-
tions; E2 ⊆ V 2 represents a dependency relation
between DUs; ` : E1 → R is a labeling function
that assigns a semantic type to an edge in E1 from
a set R of discourse relation types, and Last is a
designated element of V giving the last DU rela-
tive to textual or temporal order. E2 is used to rep-
resent Complex Discourse Units (CDUs), which
are clusters of two or more DUs which are con-
nected as an ensemble to other DUs in the graph.
As learning this recursive structure presents diffi-
culties beyond the scope of this paper, we followed
a “flattening” strategy similar to (Muller et al.,
2012) to remove CDUs. This process yields a set
V ∗, which is V without CDUs, and a set E∗1, a
flattened version of E1.

To build an SDRT discourse structure, we need
to: (i) segment the text into DUs; (ii) predict the at-
tachments between DUs, i.e. identify the elements
in E1; (iii) predict the semantic type of the edge in
E1. This paper focuses on step (ii). Our dialogue
structures are thus of the form 〈V ∗, E∗1,Last〉.
Step (ii) is a difficult problem for automatic pro-
cessing: attachments are theoretically possible be-
tween any two DUs in a dialogue or text, and often
graphs include long-distance relations. (Muller
et al., 2012) is the first paper we know of on the
discourse parsing attachment problem for mono-
logue. It also targets a restricted version of an
SDRT graph. It trains a simple MaxEnt algorithm
to produce probability distributions over pairs of

2Segmented Discourse Representation Theory

elementary discourse units, a “local model”, with
a positive F1 attachment score of 63.5; global de-
coding constraints produce a slight improvement
in attachment scores. (Afantenos et al., 2015) uses
a similar strategy on an early version of the STAC
corpus. (Perret et al., 2016) targets a more elabo-
rate approximation of SDRT graphs on a later ver-
sion of the STAC corpus and reports a local model
F1 attachment of .483. It then uses Integer Lin-
ear Programming (ILP) to encode global decod-
ing constraints to improve the F1 attachment score
(0.689).

(Ratner et al., 2016) introduced the data pro-
gramming paradigm, along with a framework,
Snorkel (Ratner et al., 2017), which uses a weak
supervision method (Zhou, 2017), to apply labels
to large data sets by way of heuristic labeling func-
tions that can access distant, disparate knowledge
sources. These labels are then used to train classic
data-hungry machine learning (ML) algorithms.
The crucial step in the data programming process
uses a generative model to unify the noisy labels
by generating a probability distribution for all la-
bels for each data point. This set of probabili-
ties replaces the ground-truth labels in a standard
discriminative model outfitted with a noise-aware
loss function and trained on a sufficiently large
data set.

3 The STAC Annotated Corpus

3.1 Overview

While earlier versions only included linguistic
moves by players, the latest version of STAC is a
multi-modal corpus of multi-party chats between
players of an online game (Asher et al., 2016;
Hunter et al., 2018). It includes 2,593 dialogues
(each with a weakly connected DAG discourse
structure), 12,588 “linguistic” DUs, 31,811 “non-
linguistic” DUs and 31,251 semantic relations. A
dialogue begins at the beginning of a player’s turn,
and ends at the end of that player’s turn. In the
interim, players can bargain with each other or
make spontaneous conversation. These player ut-
terances are the “linguistic” turns. In addition
the corpus contains information given visually in
the game interface but transcribed in the corpus
into Server or interface messages, “non-linguistic”
turns (Hunter et al., 2018). All turns are seg-
mented into DUs, and these units are then con-
nected by semantic relations.
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3.2 Data Preparation

To concentrate on the attachment task, we imple-
mented the following simplifying measures on the
corpus used:

1. Roughly 56% of the dialogues in the corpus
contain only non-linguistic DUs. The dis-
course structure of these dialogues are more
regular and thus less challenging; so we ig-
nore these dialogues for our prediction task.

2. 98% of the discourse relations in our devel-
opment corpus span 10 DUs or less. To re-
duce class imbalance, we restricted the rela-
tions we consider to a distance of ≤ 10.

3. Following (Muller et al., 2012; Perret et al.,
2016) we “flatten” CDUs by connecting all
relations incoming or outgoing from a CDU
to the “head” of the CDU, or its first DU.

The STAC corpus as we use it in our learning ex-
periments thus includes 1,130 dialogues, 13,734
linguistic DUs, 18,767 non-linguistic DUs and
22,098 semantic relations.

4 Data Programming Experiments

4.1 Candidates and Labeling Functions

Our weak supervision approach follows the
Snorkel implementation of the data programming
paradigm. The first step is candidate extraction,
followed by LF creation. Candidates are the units
of data for which labels will be predicted: all pairs
of DUs in a dialogue for attachment problem in
discourse. LFs are expert-composed functions that
make an attachment prediction for a given can-
didate: each LF returns a 1, a 0 or a -1 (“at-
tached”/“do not know”/“not attached”). The LFs
should have maximal and if possible overlapping
coverage of the candidates to optimize the results
of the generative model.

To predict dialogue attachment, our LFs exploit
information about candidates including whether
they are linguistic or non-linguistic DUs, the di-
alogue acts they express, their speaker identities,
lexical content and grammatical category, as well
as the distance between DUs: all features also used
in supervised learning methods (Perret et al., 2016;
Afantenos et al., 2015; Muller et al., 2012). Fur-
thermore, our LFs take into account the particu-
lar behavior of each relation type, information that
expert annotators consider when deciding whether

two DUs are attached. Thus the LFs were di-
vided among the 9 relation types as well as the
combination of DU endpoints for each type, e.g.
linguistic/non-linguistic. We also fix the order in
which each LF “sees” the candidates such that it
considers adjacent DUs before distant DUs. This
allows LFs to exploit information about previously
predicted attachments and dialogue history in new
predictions. Our complete rule set, along with de-
scriptions of each of the relation types, is available
here: https://tizirinagh.github.io/acl2019/.

In Table 1 we list the rules and their perfor-
mances on the portion of the development set
to which they apply. For example, the LF for
Question-answer-pair between two linguistic end-
points (QAP LL) has a coverage of 32% – which is
the proportion of the development set containing
relations between two linguistic endpoints– and
has an accuracy of 89%.

4.2 The Generative Model
Once the LFs are applied to all the candidates, we
have a matrix of labels (Λ) given by each LF Λ for
each candidate. The generative model as specified
in (1) provides a general distribution of marginal
probabilities relative to n accuracy dependencies
φj(Λi, yi) for an LF λj with respect inputs xi, the
LF’s outputs on i Λij and true labels yi that depend
on parameters θj where:

φj(Λi, yi) := yiΛij

pθ(Λ, Y ) ∝ exp(
m∑

i=1

n∑

j=1

θjφj(Λi, yi)) (1)

The parameters are estimated by minimizing the
negative log marginal likelihood of the output of
an observed matrix Λ as in (2).

argminθ − log
∑

Y

pθ(Λ, Y ) (2)

The generative model thus estimates the accu-
racy of each LF, a marginal probability for each
label, and consequently a probability for positive
attachment. In this model, the true class labels yi
are latent variables that generate the labeling func-
tion outputs. The model in (1) presupposes that the
LFs are independent, but this assumption doesn’t
always hold: one LF might be a variation of an-
other or they might depend on a common source
of information (Mintz et al., 2009). We will look
at dependencies between LFs in future work.
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Individual LF Performances
Coverage True Pos True Neg False Pos False Neg Accuracy

QAP LL 0.32 282 9397 239 150 0.8928
QAP NLNL 0.31 84 9476 4 0 0.9995
Result NLNL 0.31 758 8636 134 36 0.9822
Result LNL 0.16 13 4596 319 97 0.9117
Result LL 0.32 21 9371 617 41 0.9345
Result NLL 0.21 2 6535 0 2 0.9996
Continuation LL 0.32 16 9818 110 106 0.9785
Continuation NLNL 0.31 613 8867 83 1 0.9912
Sequence NLL 0.21 82 6351 84 22 0.9837
Sequence NLNL 0.31 236 8199 1053 76 0.8819
Comment LL 0.32 123 8632 1140 0 0.8847
Comment NLL 0.21 12 6369 57 101 0.9758
Conditional LL 0.32 9 10026 7 0 0.9993
Elaboration LL 0.32 67 9694 214 75 0.9712
Elaboration NLNL 0.31 48 9420 96 0 0.9899
Acknowledgement LL 0.32 50 9612 251 137 0.9613
Contrast LL 0.32 14 9978 11 47 0.9942

Table 1: Performances of each LF on the development set. ”Coverage” describes the percentage of the development
set to which the LF applies, and is determined by the types of endpoints of the relation.

Generative Model Discriminative Model on Test
Dev Train Test with Marginals with Gold annotations

Precision 0.45 0.50 0.40 0.28 0.33
Recall 0.70 0.74 0.72 0.59 0.80
F1 score 0.55 0.59 0.51 0.38 0.47
Accuracy 0.87 0.88 0.84 0.74 0.75

Table 2: Evaluations of attachment with the weakly supervised and supervised approaches.

4.3 Discriminative Model

The standard Snorkel approach inputs the
marginal probabilities from the generative step
directly into a discriminative model, which is
trained on those probabilities using a noise-aware
loss function (Ratner et al., 2016). Ideally, this
step generalizes the LFs by augmenting the fea-
ture representation - from, say, dozens of LFs to
a high dimensional feature space - and allows the
model to predict labels for more new data. Thus
the precision potentially lost in the generalization
is offset by a larger increase in recall.

The discriminative model we use in our study is
a single layer BI-LSTM with 300 neurons, which
takes as input 100 dimensional-embeddings for
the text of each EDU in the candidate pair. We
concatenated the outputs of the BI-LSTM and
fed them to a simple perceptron with one hidden
layer and Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) (Hahn-

loser et al., 2000; Jarrett et al., 2009; Nair and Hin-
ton, 2010) activation and optimized with Adam
(Kingma and Ba, 2014). Given that our data is
extremely unbalanced in favor of the “unattached”
class (“attached” candidates make up roughly 13%
of the development set), we also implement a
class-balancing method inspired by (King and
Zeng, 2001) which maps class indices to weight
values used for weighting the loss function during
training.

In order to use this method, we had to binarize
the marginals before moving to the discriminative
step using a threshold of p > .5 (the threshold
that gave us the best F1 score on the development
corpus). Though this marks a departure from the
standard Snorkel approach, we found that our dis-
criminative model results were higher when the
marginals were binarized and when the class re-
balancing was used, albeit much lower than ex-
pected overall.
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5 Results and Analysis

We first evaluated our LFs individually on the de-
velopment corpus, which permitted us to measure
their coverage and accuracy on a subset of the
data3. We then evaluated the generative model
and the generative + discriminative model with the
Snorkel architecture on the test set with the results
in Table 2.

While our supervised discriminative model
gave results on a par with the local model of
(Perret et al., 2016) (which had an F1 of 0.483),
our generative model (using a threshold value of
p > .5 for positive attachment) had significantly
better results, competitive with those in the lit-
erature on the attachment problem. Our models
show strong recall but weaker precision than (Per-
ret et al., 2016), and we believe this is in part be-
cause our LFs were expressly written to broadly
cover relations and we have written very few rules
on non-attachments.

The Snorkel coupling of generative and dis-
criminative models did not produce the anticipated
improvement over the results of generative model.
When we trained the discriminative model directly
on the marginals, we got a score of 0.26 for F1.
To improve these results (column 4 in the Table
2), we used the class re-balancing method above.
However in order to do this, we had to binarize
the outputs of the generative model before training
the discriminative model, which also contributed
to lower precision scores by effectively reducing
the total information available to the model.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

We have compared a weak supervision approach,
as implemented in Snorkel, with a standard super-
vised model on the difficult task of discursive at-
tachment. The results of the model from Snorkel’s
generative step surpass those of a standard su-
pervised learning approach, showing it to be a
promising method for generating a lot of anno-
tated data in a very short time relative to what is
needed for a traditional approach: from (Asher
et al., 2016) we infer that the STAC corpus took
at least 4 years to build; we created and refined
our label functions in 2 months. Still it is clear
that we must further investigate the interaction of
the generative and discriminative models in order
to eventually leverage the power of generalization

3https://tizirinagh.github.io/acl2019/

a discriminative model is supposed to afford.
In future work, we will enrich our weak supervi-

sion system by giving the LFs access to more so-
phisticated contexts that take into account global
structuring constraints in order to see how they
compare to exogenous decoding constraints ap-
plied in (Muller et al., 2012; Perret et al., 2016).
We hope such experiments with the weak super-
vision paradigm will eventually lead us to under-
stand how weakly supervised methods might ef-
fectively capture the global structural constraints
on discourse structures without decoding or more
elaborate learning architectures.
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Abstract

Discourse structure is integral to understand-
ing a text and is helpful in many NLP tasks.
Learning latent representations of discourse
is an attractive alternative to acquiring expen-
sive labeled discourse data. Liu and Lapata
(2018) propose a structured attention mecha-
nism for text classification that derives a tree
over a text, akin to an RST discourse tree.
We examine this model in detail, and evalu-
ate on additional discourse-relevant tasks and
datasets, in order to assess whether the struc-
tured attention improves performance on the
end task and whether it captures a text’s dis-
course structure. We find the learned latent
trees have little to no structure and instead fo-
cus on lexical cues; even after obtaining more
structured trees with proposed model modi-
fications, the trees are still far from captur-
ing discourse structure when compared to dis-
course dependency trees from an existing dis-
course parser. Finally, ablation studies show
the structured attention provides little benefit,
sometimes even hurting performance.1

1 Introduction

Discourse describes how a document is organized,
and how discourse units are rhetorically connected
to each other. Taking into account this structure
has shown to help many NLP end tasks, including
summarization (Hirao et al., 2013; Durrett et al.,
2016), machine translation (Joty et al., 2017), and
sentiment analysis (Ji and Smith, 2017). However,
annotating discourse requires considerable effort
by trained experts and may not always yield a
structure appropriate for the end task. As a result,
having a model induce the discourse structure of a
text is an attractive option. Our goal in this paper
is to evaluate such an induced structure.

1Code and data available at https://github.com/
elisaF/structured

Inducing structure has been a recent popular
approach in syntax (Yogatama et al., 2017; Choi
et al., 2018; Bisk and Tran, 2018). Evaluations of
these latent trees have shown they are inconsistent,
shallower than their explicitly parsed counterparts
(Penn Treebank parses) and do not resemble any
linguistic syntax theory (Williams et al., 2018).

For discourse, Liu and Lapata (2018) (L&L) in-
duce a document-level structure while performing
text classification with a structured attention that is
constrained to resolve to a non-projective depen-
dency tree. We evaluate the document-level struc-
ture induced by this model. In order to compare
the induced structure to existing linguistically-
motivated structures, we choose Rhetorical Struc-
ture Theory (RST) (Mann and Thompson, 1988),
a widely-used framework for discourse structure,
because it also produces tree-shaped structures.2

We evaluate on some of the same tasks as L&L,
but add two more tasks we theorize to be more
discourse-sensitive: text classification of writing
quality, and sentence order discrimination (as pro-
posed by Barzilay and Lapata (2008)).

Our research uncovers multiple negative results.
We find that, contrary to L&L, the structured at-
tention does not help performance in most cases;
further, the model is not learning discourse. In-
stead, the model learns trees with little to no struc-
ture heavily influenced by lexical cues to the task.
In an effort to induce better trees, we propose sev-
eral principled modifications to the model, some
of which yield more structured trees. However,
even the more structured trees bear little resem-
blance to ground truth RST trees.

We conclude the model holds promise, but re-

2The Penn Discourse Treebank (PDTB; Prasad et al.,
2008) captures lexically-grounded discourse for individual
connectives and adjacent sentences, and does not span an en-
tire document; Segmented Discourse Representation Theory
(Lascarides and Asher, 2008) is a graph.
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Figure 1: Model of Liu and Lapata (2018) with the
document-level portion (right) that composes sentences
into a document representation.

quires moving beyond text classification, and in-
jecting supervision (as in Strubell et al. (2018)).

Our contributions are (1) comprehensive perfor-
mance results on existing and additional tasks and
datasets showing document-level structured atten-
tion is largely unhelpful, (2) in-depth analyses of
induced trees showing they do not represent dis-
course, and (3) several principled model changes
to produce better structures but that still do not re-
semble the structure of discourse.

2 Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST)

In RST, coherent texts consist of minimal units,
which are linked to each other, recursively,
through rhetorical relations (Mann and Thompson,
1988). Thus, the goal of RST is to describe the
rhetorical organization of a text by using a hier-
archical tree structure that captures the commu-
nicative intent of the writer. An RST discourse
tree can further be represented as a discourse de-
pendency tree. We follow the algorithm of Hirao
et al. (2013) to create an unlabelled dependency
tree based on the nuclearity of the tree.

3 Models

We present two models: one for text classification,
and one for sentence ordering. Both are based on
the L&L model, with a design change to cause
stronger percolation of information up the tree (we
also experiment without this change).

Text classification The left-hand side of Figure 1
presents an overview of the model: the model op-
erates first at the sentence-level to create sentence
representations, and then at the document-level to
create a document representation from the previ-
ously created sentence representations. In more
detail, the model composes GloVe embeddings
(Pennington et al., 2014) into a sentence represen-
tation using structured attention (from which a tree
can be derived), then sentence representations into
a single document representation for class predic-

tion. At both sentence and document level, each
object (word or sentence, respectively) attends to
other objects that could be its parent in the tree.
Since the sentence and document-level parts of the
model are identical, we focus on the document
level (Figure 1, right), which is of interest to us
for evaluating discourse effects.

Sentence representations s1, . . . , st are fed to
a bidirectional LSTM, and the hidden representa-
tions [h1, . . . , ht] consist of a semantic part (et)
and a structure part (dt): [et,dt] = ht. Unnor-
malized scores fij representing potentials between
parent i and child j are calculated using a bilinear
function over the structure vector:

tp = tanh(Wpdi); tc = tanh(Wcdj) (1)

fij = tTpWatc (2)

The matrix-tree theorem allows us to compute
marginal probabilities aij of dependency arcs un-
der the distribution over non-projective depen-
dency trees induced by fij (details in Koo et al.
(2007)). This computation is fully differentiable,
allowing it to be treated as another neural network
layer in the model. We importantly note the model
only uses the marginals. We can post-hoc use
the Chu-Liu-Edmonds algorithm to retrieve the
highest-scoring tree under f , which we call fbest
(Chu and Liu, 1965; Edmonds, 1967).

The semantic vectors of sentences e are then up-
dated using this attention. Here we diverge from
the L&L model: in their implementation,3 each
node is updated based on a weighted sum over its
parents in the tree (their paper states both parents
and children).4 We instead inform each node by
a sum over its children, more in line with past
work where information more intuitively perco-
lates from children to parents and not the other
way (Ji and Smith, 2017) (we also run experiments
without this design change). We calculate the con-
text for all possible children of that sentence as:

ci =
n∑

k=1

aikek (3)

where aik is the probability that k is the child of i,
and ek is the semantic vector of the child.

The children vectors are then passed through a
non-linear function, resulting in the updated se-
mantic vector e′i for parent node i.

e′i = tanh(Wr[ei, ci]) (4)
3https://github.com/nlpyang/structured
4We found similar results for using both parents and chil-

dren as well as using parents only.
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Yelp Debates WQ WQTC WSJSO

L&L(orig) 68.51 | 68.27 (0.19) 81.82 | 79.48 (2.90) 84.14 | 82.69 (1.36) 80.73 | 79.63 (1.03) 96.17 | 95.29 (0.84)
L&L(ours) 68.51 | 68.23 (0.23) 78.88 | 77.81 (1.80) 84.14 | 82.70 (1.36) 82.49 | 81.11 (0.95) 95.57 | 94.76 (1.11)
−doc attn 68.34 | 68.13 (0.17) 82.89 | 81.42 (1.08) 83.75 | 82.80 (0.94) 80.60 | 79.25 (0.94) 95.57 | 95.11 (0.42)
−both attn 68.19 | 68.05 (0.13) 79.95 | 77.34 (1.79) 84.27 | 83.16 (1.25) 77.58 | 76.16 (1.25) 95.23 | 94.68 (0.37)

L&L(reported) 68.6 76.5 - - -

Table 1: Max | mean (standard deviation) accuracy on the test set averaged across four training runs with different
initialization weights. Bolded numbers are within 1 standard deviation of the best performing model. L&L(orig)
uses the original L&L code; L&L(ours) includes the design change and bug fix. L&L(reported) lists results re-
ported by L&L on a single training run.

Finally, a max pooling layer over e′i followed by a
linear layer produces the predicted document class
y. The model is trained with cross entropy loss.

Additionally, the released L&L implementation
has a bug where attention scores and marginals are
not masked correctly in the matrix-tree computa-
tion, which we correct.

Sentence order discrimination This model is
identical, except for task-specific changes. The
goal of this synthetic task, proposed by Barzilay
and Lapata (2008), is to capture discourse coher-
ence. A negative class is created by generating
random permutations of a text’s original sentence
ordering (the positive class). A coherence score is
produced for each positive and negative example,
with the intuition that the originally ordered text
will be more coherent than the jumbled version.
Because we compare two examples at a time (orig-
inal and permuted order), we modify the model
to handle paired inputs and replace cross-entropy
loss with a max-margin ranking loss.

4 Experiments

We evaluate the model on four text classification
tasks and one sentence order discrimination task.

4.1 Datasets
Details and statistics are included in Appendix A.5

Yelp (in L&L, 5-way classification) comprises
customer reviews from the Yelp Dataset Challenge
(collected by Tang et al. (2015)). Each review is
labeled with a 1 to 5 rating (least to most positive).

Debates (in L&L, binary classification) are tran-
scribed debates on Congressional bills from the
U.S. House of Representatives (compiled by
Thomas et al. (2006), preprocessed by Yogatama

5Of the document-level datasets used in L&L (SNLI
was sentence-level), we omit IMDB and Czech Movies be-
cause on IMDB their model did not outperform prior work,
and Czech (a language with freer word order than English)
highlighted the non-projectivity of their sentence-level trees,
which is not the focus of our work.

and Smith (2014)). Each speech is labeled with 1
or 0 indicating whether the speaker voted in favor
of or against the bill.

Writing quality (WQ) (not in L&L, binary clas-
sification) contains science articles from the New
York Times (extracted from Louis and Nenkova
(2013)). Each article is labeled as either ‘very
good’ or ‘typical’ to describe its writing quality.
While both classes contain well-written text, Louis
and Nenkova (2013) find features associated with
discourse including sentiment, readability, along
with PDTB-style discourse relations are helpful in
distinguishing between the two classes.

Writing quality with topic control (WQTC)
(not in L&L, binary classification) is similar to
WQ, but controlled for topic using a topic simi-
larity list included with the WQ source corpus.6

Wall Street Journal Sentence Order (WSJSO)
(not in L&L, sentence order discrimination) is the
WSJ portion of PTB (Marcus et al., 1993).

4.2 Settings

For each experiment, we train the model four
times varying only the random seed for weight
initializations. The model is trained for a fixed
amount of time, and the model from the timestep
with highest development performance is chosen.
We report accuracies on the test set, and tree anal-
yses on the development set. Our implementation
is built on the L&L released implementation, with
changes as noted in Section 3. Preprocessing and
training details are in Appendix A.

4.3 Results

We report accuracy (as in prior work) in Table 1,
and perform two ablations: removing the struc-
tured attention at the document level, and remov-
ing it at both document and sentence levels. Addi-
tionally, we run experiments on the original code

6An analysis in section 4.3 shows the WQ-trained model
focuses on lexical items strongly related to the article topic.
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Yelp Debates WQ WQTC WSJSO

tree height 2.049 2.751 2.909 4.035 2.288
prop. of leaf nodes 0.825 0.849 0.958 0.931 0.892
norm. arc length 0.433 0.397 0.420 0.396 0.426
% vacuous trees 73% 38% 42% 14% 100%

Table 2: Statistics for learned trees averaged across
four runs (similar results without the design change or
bug fix are in the Appendix Table 6). See Table 4 for
gold statistics on WQTC.

without the design change or bug fix to confirm our
findings are similar (see L&L(orig) in Table 1).

Document-level structured attention does not
help. Structured attention at the sentence level
helps performance for all except WQ, where no
form of attention helps. However, structured atten-
tion at the document level yields mostly negative
results, in contrast to the improvements reported in
L&L. In Yelp, WSJSO, and WQ, there is no differ-
ence. In Debates, the attention hurts performance.
Only in WQTC does the structured attention pro-
vide a benefit. While a single training run could
produce the improvements seen in L&L, the re-
sults across four runs depict a more accurate pic-
ture. When inducing structures, it is particularly
important to repeat experiments as the structures
can be highly inconsistent due to the noise caused
by random initialization (Williams et al., 2018).

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

ROOT

(1)madam speaker, i rise in opposition to h.r. 3283 on
both process and policy grounds.. . . (17)look beyond the
majority’s smoke and mirrors, and vote against this ill-timed
and ill-conceived legislation.

Figure 2: Learned dependency tree from Debates.

Trees do not learn discourse. Although docu-
ment level structured attention provides little ben-
efit in performance, we probe whether the model
could still be learning some discourse. We visu-
ally inspect the learned fbest trees and in Table 2
we report statistics on them (see Appendix Table
6 for similar results with the original code).

The visual inspection (Figure 2) reveals shallow
trees (also reported in L&L), but furthermore the
trees have little to no structure.7 We observe an
interesting pattern where the model picks one of
the first two or last two sentences as the root, and

7While shallow trees are expected in PDTB-style dis-
course, even these trees would exhibit meaningful structure
between adjacent sentences, which is entirely absent here.

Yelp uuu, sterne, star, rating, deduct, 0, edit, un-
derwhelmed, update, allgemein

Debates oppose, republican, majority, thank, gentle-
man, leadership, california, measure, presi-
dent, vote

WQ valley, mp3, firm, capital, universal, ven-
ture, silicon, analyst, capitalist, street

Table 3: Top 10 words most associated with the root
sentence (measured with PPMI).

all other sentences are children of that node. We
label these trees as ‘vacuous’ and the strength of
this pattern is reflected in the tree statistics (Table
2). The height of trees is small, showing the trees
are shallow. The proportion of leaf nodes is high,
that is, most nodes have no children. Finally, the
normalized arc length is high, where nodes that are
halfway into the document still connect to the root.

We further probe the root sentence, as the model
places so much attention on it. We hypothesize
the root sentence has strong lexical cues for the
task, suggesting the model is instead attending to
particular words. In Yelp, reviewers often start or
end with a sentiment-laden sentence summarizing
their rating. In Debates, speakers begin or end
their speech by stating their stance on the bill. In
WQ and WQTC, the interpretation of the root is
less clear. In WSJSO, we find the root is always
the first sentence of the correctly ordered docu-
ment, which is reasonable and commonly attested
in a discourse tree, but the remainder of the vacu-
ous tree is entirely implausible.

To confirm our suspicion that the root sentence
is lexically marked, we measure the association
between words appearing in the root sentence and
those elsewhere by calculating their positive point-
wise mutual information scores (Table 3).

In Yelp, we find root words often express sen-
timent and explicitly mention the number of stars
given (‘sterne’ in German, or ‘uuu’ as coined by a
particularly prolific Yelper), which are clear indi-
cators of the rating label. For Debates, words ex-
press speaker opinion, politeness and stance which
are strong markers for the binary voting label. The
list for WQ revolves around tech, suggesting the
model is learning topics instead of writing quality.
Thus, in WQTC we control for topics.

5 Learning better structure

We next probe whether the structure in L&L can
be improved to be more linguistically appropriate,
while still performing well on the end task. Given
that structured attention helps only on WQTC and
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Acc height leaf arc vacuous

Full 81.11 4.035 0.931 0.396 14%
-biLSTM 77.80 11.51 0.769 0.353 4%
-biLSTM, +w 75.57 7.364 0.856 0.359 3%
-biLSTM, +p 77.11 10.430 0.790 0.349 3%
-biLSTM, +4p 81.71 9.588 0.811 0.353 3%

parsed RST - 25.084 0.567 0.063 0%

Table 4: Mean test accuracy and tree statistics on the
WQTC dev set (averaged across four runs). -biLSTM
removes the document-level biLSTM, +w uses the
weighted sum, +p performs 1 extra percolation, and
+4p does 4 levels of percolation. The last row are
(‘gold’) parsed RST discourse dependency trees.

learns vacuous trees less frequently, we focus on
this task. We experiment with three modifica-
tions. First, we remove the document-level biL-
STM since it performs a level of composition that
might prevent the attention from learning the true
structure. Second, we note equation 3 captures
possible children only at one level of the tree, but
not possible subtrees. We thus perform an addi-
tional level of percolation over the marginals to in-
corporate the children’s children of the tree. That
is, after equation 4, we calculate:

c′i =
n∑

k=1

aike
′
i ; e′′i = tanh(Wr[e

′
i, c
′
i]) (5)

Third, the max-pooling layer gives the model a
way of aggregating over sentences while ignoring
the learned structure. Instead, we propose a sum
that is weighted by the probability of a given sen-
tence being the root, i.e., using the learned root
attention score ari : yi =

∑n
i=1 a

r
i e
′′
i .

We include ablations of these modifications
and additionally derive RST discourse dependency
trees,8 collapsing intrasentential nodes, as an ap-
proximation to the ground truth.

The results (Table 4) show that simply remov-
ing the biLSTM produces trees with more struc-
ture (deeper trees, fewer leaf nodes, shorter arc
lengths, and less vacuous trees), confirming our in-
tuition that it was doing the work for the structured
attention. However, it also results in lower per-
formance. Changing the pooling layer from max
to weighted sum both hurts performance and re-
sults in shallower trees (though still deeper than
Full), which we attribute to this layer still being
a pooling function. Introducing an extra level of
tree percolation yields better trees but also a drop
in performance. Finally, using 4 levels of percola-

8We use the RST parser in Feng and Hirst (2014) and fol-
low Hirao et al. (2013) to derive discourse dependency trees.

tion both reaches the accuracy of Full and retains
the more structured trees.9 We hypothesize accu-
racy doesn’t surpass Full because this change also
introduces extra parameters for the model to learn.

While our results are a step in the right direc-
tion, the structures are decidedly not discourse
when compared to the parsed RST dependency
trees, which are far deeper with far fewer leaf
nodes, shorter arcs and no vacuous trees. Impor-
tantly, the tree statistics show the structures do
not follow the typical right-branching structure in
news: the trees are shallow, nodes often connect
to the root instead of a more immediate parent,
and the vast majority of nodes have no children.
In work concurrent to ours, Liu et al. (2019) pro-
poses a new iterative algorithm for the structured
attention (in the same spirit as our extra percola-
tions) and applies it to a transformer-based sum-
marization model. However, even these induced
trees are not comparable to RST discourse trees.
The induced trees are multi-rooted by design (each
root is a summary sentence) which is unusual for
RST;10 their reported tree height and edge agree-
ment with RST trees are low.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we evaluate structured attention in
document representations as a proxy for discourse
structure. We first find structured attention at the
document level is largely unhelpful, and second
it instead captures lexical cues resulting in vacu-
ous trees with little structure. We propose several
principled changes to induce better structures with
comparable performance. Nevertheless, calculat-
ing statistics on these trees and comparing them
to parsed RST trees shows they still contain no
meaningful discourse structure. We theorize some
amount of supervision, such as using ground-truth
discourse trees, is needed for guiding and con-
straining the tree induction.
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A Appendices

Datasets Statistics for the datasets are listed in
Table 5.

For WQ, the very good class was created by
Louis and Nenkova (2013) using as a seed the 63
articles in the New York Times corpus (Sandhaus,
2008) deemed to be high-quality writing by a team
of expert journalists. The class was then expanded
by adding all other science articles in the NYT cor-
pus that were written by the seed authors (4,253
articles). For the typical class, science articles by
all other authors were included (19,520). Because
the data is very imbalanced, we undersample the
typical class to be the same size as the very good.
We split this data into 80/10/10 for training, devel-
opment and test, with both classes equally repre-
sented in each partition.

For WQTC, the original dataset authors provide
a list of the 10 most topically similar articles for
each article.11 We make use of this list to explicitly
sample topically similar documents.

11http://www.cis.upenn.edu/˜nlp/
corpora/scinewscorpus.html

Preprocessing For Debates and Yelp, we follow
the same preprocessing steps as in L&L, but do not
set a minimum frequency threshold when creating
the word embeddings. For our three datasets, sen-
tences are split and tokenized using Stanford Core
NLP.

Training For all models, we use the Adagrad
optimizer with a learning rate of 0.05. For WQ,
WQTC, and WSJSO, gradient clipping is per-
formed using the global norm with a ratio of 1.0.
The batch size is 32 for all models except WSJSO
uses 16. All models are trained for a maximum of
8 hours on a GeForce GTX 1080 Ti card.

Results Because our results hinge on multiple
runs of experiments each initialized with different
random weights, we include here more detailed
versions of our results to more accurately illustrate
their variability. Table 6 supplements Table 2 with
tree statistics from L&L(orig), the model without
the design change or bug fix, to illustrate the de-
rived trees on this model are similar. Finally, Table
7 is a more detailed version of Table 4, which addi-
tionally includes maximum accuracy, standard de-
viation for accuracy, as well as the average parent
entropy calculated over the latent trees.
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Number of documents
Dataset Classes Total Train Dev Test Vocab.

Yelp 5 333K 266,522 33,333 33,317 53K
Debates 2 1.5K 1,050 102 374 21K
WQ 2 7.7K 6,195 775 763 150K
WQTC 2 7.8K 6,241 777 794 131K
WSJSO - 2.4K 1,950 (35,165) 247 (4,392) 241 (4,383) 49K

Table 5: Statistics for the datasets used in the text classification and discrimination tasks (calculated after prepro-
cessing). For WSJSO, the number of generated pairs are in parentheses.

Yelp Debates WQ WQTC WSJSO

tree height 2.049 (2.248) 2.751 (2.444) 2.909 (2.300) 4.035 (2.468) 2.288 (2.368)
prop. of leaf nodes 0.825 (0.801) 0.849 (0.869) 0.958 (0.971) 0.931 (0.966) 0.892 (0.888)
norm. arc length 0.433 (0.468) 0.397 (0.377) 0.420 (0.377) 0.396 (0.391) 0.426 (0.374)
% vacuous trees 73% (68%) 38% (40%) 42% (28%) 14% (21%) 100% (56%)

Table 6: Statistics for the learned trees averaged across four runs on the L&L(ours) model with comparisons (in
parentheses) to results using the original L&L code without the design change or bug fix.

Accuracy tree height prop. of leaf parent entr. norm. arc length % vacuous trees

Full 82.49 | 81.11 (0.95) 4.035 0.931 0.774 0.396 14%
-biLSTM 80.35 | 77.80 (1.72) 11.51 0.769 1.876 0.353 4%
-biLSTM, +p 78.72 | 77.11 (2.18) 10.430 0.790 0.349 0.349 3%
-biLSTM, +4p 82.75 | 81.71 (0.70) 9.588 0.811 1.60 0.353 3%
-biLSTM, +w 78.46 | 75.57 (2.52) 7.364 0.856 1.307 0.359 3%
-biLSTM, +w, +p 77.08 | 74.78 (2.58) 8.747 0.826 1.519 0.349 4%

parsed RST - 25.084 0.567 2.711 0.063 0%

Table 7: Max | mean (standard deviation) test accuracy and tree statistics of the WQTC dev set (averaged across
four training runs with different initialization weights). Bolded numbers are within 1 standard deviation of the
best performing model. +w uses the weighted sum, +p adds 1 extra level of percolation, +4p adds 4 levels of
percolation. The last row are the (‘gold’) parsed RST discourse dependency trees.
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Abstract
Zero-shot learning in Language & Vision is the
task of correctly labelling (or naming) objects
of novel categories. Another strand of work in
L&V aims at pragmatically informative rather
than “correct” object descriptions, e.g. in ref-
erence games. We combine these lines of re-
search and model zero-shot reference games,
where a speaker needs to successfully refer to
a novel object in an image. Inspired by models
of “rational speech acts”, we extend a neural
generator to become a pragmatic speaker rea-
soning about uncertain object categories. As
a result of this reasoning, the generator pro-
duces fewer nouns and names of distractor cat-
egories as compared to a literal speaker. We
show that this conversational strategy for deal-
ing with novel objects often improves commu-
nicative success, in terms of resolution accu-
racy of an automatic listener.

1 Introduction

It is commonly agreed that even massive resources
for language & vision (Deng et al., 2009; Chen
et al., 2015; Krishna et al., 2017) will never fully
cover the huge range of objects to be found “in
the wild”. This motivates research in zero-shot
learning (Lampert et al., 2009; Socher et al., 2013;
Hendricks et al., 2016), which aims at predicting
correct labels or names for objects of novel cat-
egories, typically via external lexical knowledge
such as, e.g., word embeddings.

More generally, however, uncertain knowledge
of the world that surrounds us, including novel ob-
jects, is not only a machine learning challenge: it
is simply a very common aspect of human com-
munication, as speakers rarely have perfect rep-
resentations of their environment. Precisely the
richness of verbal interaction allows us to com-
municate these uncertainties and to collaborate to-
wards communicative success (Clark and Wilkes-
Gibbs, 1986). Figure 1 illustrates this general

refexp: right thingy refexp: left blue

Figure 1: RefCOCO expressions referring to diffi-
cult/unknown objects

point with two examples from the RefCOCO cor-
pus (Yu et al., 2016), providing descriptions of vi-
sual objects from an interactive reference game.
Here, the use of the unspecific thingy and the
omission of a noun in left blue can be seen as prag-
matically plausible strategies that avoid confusing
the listener with potentially inaccurate names for
difficult-to-name objects. While there has been a
lot of recent and traditional research on pragmat-
ically informative object descriptions in reference
games (Mao et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2017; Cohn-
Gordon et al., 2018; Dale and Reiter, 1995; Frank
and Goodman, 2012), conversational strategies for
dealing with uncertainties like novel categories are
largely understudied in computational pragmatics,
though see, e.g., work by Fang et al. (2014).

In this paper, we frame zero-shot learning as
a challenge for pragmatic modeling and explore
zero-shot reference games, where a speaker needs
to describe a novel-category object in an image to
an addressee who may or may not know the cat-
egory. In contrast to standard reference games,
this game explicitly targets a situation where rela-
tively common words like object names are likely
to be more inaccurate than other words like e.g. at-
tributes. We hypothesize that Bayesian reasoning
in the style of Rational Speech Acts, RSA (Frank
and Goodman, 2012), can extend a neural gener-
ation model trained to refer to objects of known
categories, towards zero-shot learning. We im-
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plement a Bayesian decoder reasoning about cat-
egorical uncertainty and show that, solely as a re-
sult of pragmatic decoding, our model produces
fewer misleading object names when being uncer-
tain about the category (just as the speakers did in
Figure 1). Furthermore, we show that this strategy
often improves reference resolution accuracies of
an automatic listener.

2 Background

We investigate referring expression generation
(REG henceforth), where the goal is to compute an
utterance u that identifies a target referent r among
other referents R in a visual scene. Research on
REG has a long tradition in natural language gen-
eration (Krahmer and Van Deemter, 2012), and
has recently been re-discovered in the area of Lan-
guage & Vision (Mao et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2016;
Zarrieß and Schlangen, 2018). These latter models
for REG essentially implement variants of a stan-
dard neural image captioning architecture (Vinyals
et al., 2015), combining a CNN and an LSTM to
generate an utterance directly from objects marked
via bounding boxes in real-world images.

Our approach combines such a neural REG
model with a reasoning component that is inspired
by theory-driven Bayesian pragmatics and RSA
(Frank and Goodman, 2012). We will briefly
sketch this approach here. The starting point in
RSA is a model of a “literal speaker”, S0(u|r),
which generates utterances u for the target r. The
“pragmatic listener” L0 then assigns probabilities
to all referents R based on the model S0:

L0(r|u) ∝
S0(u|r) ∗ P (r)∑

ri∈R S0(u|ri) ∗ P (ri)
(1)

In turn, the “pragmatic speaker” S1 reasons
about which utterance is more discriminative and
will be resolved to the target by the pragmatic lis-
tener:

S1(u|r) ∝
L0(r|u) ∗ P (u)∑

ui∈U L0(r|ui) ∗ P (ui)
(2)

(S0 and L0 are components of the recursive rea-
soning of S1 and not in fact separate agents.)

There has been some previous work on leverag-
ing RSA-like reasoning for neural language gen-
eration. For instance, Cohn-Gordon et al. (2018)
implement the literal speaker as a neural caption-
ing model trained on non-discriminative image de-
scriptions. On top of this neural semantics, they

build a pragmatic speaker that produces more dis-
criminative captions, applying equation 2 at each
step of the inference process. They evaluate their
model in a reference game where an automatic lis-
tener (trained on a different portion of the image
data) is used to test whether the generated caption
singles out the target image among a range of dis-
tractor images. A range of related articles have
extended neural captioning models with decod-
ing procedures geared towards vocabulary expan-
sion (Anderson et al., 2017; Agrawal et al., 2018)
or contextually discriminative scene descriptions
(Andreas and Klein, 2016; Vedantam et al., 2017).

Previous work on REG commonly looks at vi-
sual scenes with multiple referents of identical or
similar categories. Here, speakers typically pro-
duce expressions composed of a head noun, which
names the category of the target, and a set of at-
tributes, which distinguish the target from distrac-
tor referents of the same category (Krahmer and
Van Deemter, 2012). Our work adds an additional
dimension of uncertainty to this picture, namely a
setting where the category of the target itself might
not be known to the model and, hence, cannot
be named with reasonable accuracy. In this set-
ting, we expect that a literal speaker (e.g. a neural
REG model trained for a restricted set object cate-
gories) generates misleading references, e.g. con-
taining incorrect head nouns, as it has no means of
“knowing” which words risk being inaccurate for
referring to novel objects. The following Section
3 describes how we modify the RSA approach for
reasoning in such a zero-shot reference game.

3 Model

Inspired by the approach in Section 2, we model
our pragmatic zero-shot speaker as a neural gener-
ator (the literal speaker) that is decoded via a prag-
matic listener. In contrast to the listener in Equa-
tion (1), however, our listener possesses an addi-
tional latent variable C, which reflects its beliefs
about the target’s category. This hidden belief dis-
tribution will, in turn, allow the pragmatic speaker
to reason about how accurate the words produced
by the literal speaker might be.

Our Bayesian listener will assign a probability
P (r|u) to a referent r conditioned on the utter-
ance u by the (literal) speaker. To do that, it needs
to calculate P (u|r), as in Equation 1. While pre-
vious work on RSA typically equates P (u|r) with
S0(u|r), we are going to modify the way this prob-
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ability is calculated. Thus, we assume that our lis-
tener has hidden beliefs about the category of the
referent, that we can marginalize over as follows:

P (u|r) =
∑

ci∈C
P (u, ci|r) =

∑

ci∈C

P (u, ci, r)

P (r)

=
∑

ci∈C

P (r) ∗ P (ci|r) ∗ P (u|ci, r)
P (r)

∝
∑

ci∈C
P (ci|r) ∗ P (u|ci)

(3)

As a simplification, we condition u only on ci,
instead of P (u|ci, r). This will allow us to esti-
mate P (u|ci) directly via maximum likelihood on
the training data, i.e. in terms of word probabilities
conditioned on categories (observed in training) .
The pragmatic listener is defined as follows:

L0(r|u) =
P (u|r) ∗ P (r)

P (u)

∝
∑

ci∈C
P (ci|r) ∗ P (u|ci)

(4)

For instance, let’s consider a game with 3 cat-
egories and two words, the less specific left with
P (u|ci) = 1

2 for all ci ∈ C and the more specific
bus with P (u|c1) = 9

10 , P (u|c2) = 1
10 , P (u|c3) =

1
10 . When the listener is uncertain and pre-
dicts P (ci|r) = 1

3 for all ci ∈ C, this yields
L0(r|left) = 0.5 and L0(r|bus) = 0.36, mean-
ing that the less specific left will be more likely re-
solved to the target r. Vice versa, when the listener
is more certain, e.g. P (c1|r) = 9

10 , P (c2|r) =
1
10 , P (c3|r) = 1

10 , more specific words will be pre-
ferred: L0(r|bus) = 0.83 and L0(r|left) = 0.55.

The definition of the pragmatic speaker is
straightforward:

S1(u|r) = S0(u|r) ∗ L0(r|u)α (5)

Intuitively, S1 guides its potentially over-
optimistic language model (S0) to be more cau-
tious in producing category-specific words, e.g.
nouns. The idea is that the degree to which a
word is category-specific and, hence, risky in a
zero-shot reference game can be determined on
descriptions for objects of known categories and
is expressed in P (u|c) . For unknown categories,
the pragmatic speaker can deliberately avoid these

category-specific words and resort to describing
other visual properties like colour or location.1

Similar to Cohn-Gordon et al. (2018), we use
incremental, word-level inference to decode the
pragmatic speaker model in a greedy fashion:

St1(w|r, ut−1) = St0(w|r, ut−1) ∗ L0(r|w)α+β
(6)

At each time step, we generate the most likely
word determined via S0 and L0. The parameters
α and β will determine the balance between the
literal speaker and the listener. While α is simply
a constant (set to 2, in our case), β is zero as long
as w does not occur in ut−1 and increases when it
does occur in ut−1 (it is then set to 2). This en-
sures that there is a dynamic tradeoff between the
speaker and the listener, i.e. for words that occur
in previously generated utterance prefix, the lan-
guage model probabilities (S0) will have compar-
itively more weight than for new words.

4 Exp. 1: Referring without naming?

Section 3 has introduced a model for referring ex-
pression generation (REG) in a zero-shot refer-
ence game. This model, and its pragmatic decod-
ing component in particular, is designed to avoid
words that are specific to categories when there is
uncertainty about the category of a target object, in
favour of words that are not specific to categories
like, e.g., colour or location attributes. In the fol-
lowing evaluation, we will test how this reasoning
component actually affects the referring behavior
of the pragmatic speaker as compared to the literal
speaker, which we implement as neural supervised
REG model along the lines of previous work (Mao
et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2016). As object names typ-
ically express category-specific information in re-
ferring expressions, we focus the comparison on
the nouns generated in the systems’ output.

4.1 Training

Data We conduct experiments on RefCOCO
(Yu et al., 2016) referring expressions to ob-
jects in MSCOCO (Lin et al., 2014) images.
As is commonly done in zero-shot learning, we
manually select a range of different categories
as targets for our zero-shot game, cf. (Hen-
dricks et al., 2016). Out of the 90 categories

1We leave it for future work to combine this approach
with a listener reasoning about distractor objects in the scene
(as in Equation 1).
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in MSCOCO, we select 6 medium-frequent cat-
egories (cat,horse,cup,bottle,bus,train), that are
similar to those in (Hendricks et al., 2016). For
each category, we divide the training set of Ref-
COCO into a new train-test split such that all im-
ages with an instance of the target zero-shot cate-
gory are moved to the test set.

Generation Model (S0) We implement a stan-
dard CNN-LSTM model for REG, trained on pairs
of image regions and referring expressions. The
architecture follows the baseline version of (Yu
et al., 2016). We crop images to the target region,
and obtain the fc features from VGG (Simonyan
and Zisserman, 2014). We set the word embedding
layer size to 512, and the hidden state to 1024.
We optimized with ADAM, set the batch size to
32 and the learning rate to 0.0004. The number
of training epochs is 5 (verified on the RefCOCO
validation set).

Uncertainty Estimation Similar to previous
work in zero-shot learning, we factor out the prob-
lem of automatically determining the model’s cer-
tainty with respect to an object’s category, cf.
(Lampert et al., 2009; Socher et al., 2013): for
computing L0(r|u), we set P (ci|r) to be a uni-
form distribution over categories, meaning that the
model is maximally uncertain about the referent’s
category. We leave exploration of a more realistic
uncertainty or novelty prediction to future work.

4.2 Evaluation

Measures We test to what extent our mod-
els produces incorrect names for novel objects.
First, for each zero-shot category, we define a
set of distractor nouns (distr-noun), which cor-
respond to the names of the remaining categories
in MSCOCO. Any choice of noun from that set
would be wrong, as the categories are pairwise dis-
junct; the exploration of other nouns (e.g. thingy,
animal) is left for future work. In Table 1, “%
distr-noun” refers to how many expressions gener-
ated for an instance of a zero-shot category con-
tain such an incorrect distractor noun. Second,
we count how many generated expressions do not
contain any noun (no-noun) at all, according to
the NLTK POS tagger.

Results Table 1 shows that the proportion of out-
put expressions containing a distractor noun de-
creases markedly from S0 to S1, whereas the pro-
portion of expression without any name increases

Model % distr-noun % no-noun

cat S0 0.606 0.107
S1 0.484 0.193

horse S0 0.683 0.085
S1 0.572 0.30

cup S0 0.627 0.079
S1 0.332 0.172

bottle S0 0.398 0.275
S1 0.166 0.562

bus S0 0.743 0.066
S1 0.612 0.247

train S0 0.759 0.166
S1 0.558 0.37

Table 1: Names and nouns contained in generation out-
put for two speakers (S0, S1)

Target (unknown cat):
left horse

S0: left person 7

S1: left black 3

Figure 2: Qualitative Example

markedly from S0 to S1. First of all, this sug-
gests that our baseline model S0 does, in many
cases, not know what it does not know, i.e. it is
not aware that it encounters a novel category and
frequently generates names of known categories
encountered during training. However, even in
this simple model, we find a certain portion of
output expressions that do not contain any name
(e.g. 27% for bottle, but only 6% for bus). The
results also confirm our hypothesis that the prag-
matic speaker S1 avoids to produce “risky” or spe-
cific words that are likely to be confused for un-
certain or unknown categories. It is worth stress-
ing here that this behaviour results entirely from
the Bayesian reasoning that S1 uses in decoding;
the model does not have explicit knowledge of lin-
guistic categories like nouns, names or other taxo-
nomic knowledge.

5 Exp. 2: Communicative success

The Experiment in Section 4 found that the prag-
matic speaker uses less category-specific vocabu-
lary when referring to objects of novel categories
as compared to a literal speaker. Now, we need
to establish whether the resulting utterances still
achieve communicative success in the zero-shot
reference game, despite using less specific vocab-
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Zero-shot category Similar category

cat dog, cow
horse dog, cow
cup bowl, bottle, wine glass
bottle vase, wine glass
bus car, train, truck
train car, bus, truck

Table 2: Target and distractor categories used for test-
ing in Exp. 2

ulary (as shown above). We test this automati-
cally using a model of a “competent” listener, that
knows the respective object categories. This is
supposed to approximate a conversation between
a system and a human that has more elaborate
knowledge of the world than the system.

The evaluation listener One pitfall of using a
trained listener model (instead of a human) for
task-oriented evaluation is that this model might
simply make the same mistakes as the speaker
model as it is trained on similar data. To avoid this
circularity, Cohn-Gordon et al. (2018) train their
listener on a different subset of the image data.
Rather than training on different data, we opt for
training the listener on better data, as we want it
to be as strict and human-like as possible. For in-
stance, we do not want our listener model to re-
solve an expression like the brown cat to a dog.
We train Seval as a neural speaker on the entire
training set and give Leval access to ground-truth
object categories. The ground-truth category cr of
a referent r is used to calculate P (nu|cr) where
nu is the object name contained in the utterance u.
P (nu|cr) is estimated on the entire training set.

Leval(r|u, cr) = Seval(u|r) ∗ P (nu|cr) (7)

P (nu|cr) will be close to zero if the utterance
contains a rare or wrong name for the category cr,
andLeval will then assign a very low probability to
this referent. We apply this listener to all referents
in the scene and take the argmax.

Test set The set TS-image pairs each target with
other (annotated!) objects in the same image, a
typical set-up for reference resolution.As many
images in RefCOCO only have distractors of the
same category as the target (which is not ideal
for our purposes), we randomly sample an addi-
tional test set called TS-distractors, pairing zero-

Model TS-image TS-distractors

cat S0 0.516 0.343
S1 0.603 0.386

horse S0 0.644 0.096
S1 0.589 0.150

cup S0 0.721 0.483
S1 0.674 0.540

bottle S0 0.502 0.275
S1 0.517 0.306

bus S0 0.789 0.405
S1 0.759 0.361

train S0 0.658 0.202
S1 0.667 0.305

Table 3: Reference resolution accuracies obtained from
listener Leval on expressions by S0, S1

shot targets with 4 distractors of a similar cate-
gory, which we defined manually, shown in Table
2. This is slightly artificial as objects are taken
out of the coherent spatial context, but it helps us
determining whether our model can successfully
refer in a context with similar, but not identical,
categories.

Results As shown in Table 3, the S1 model im-
proves the resolution accuracy for all categories on
TS-distractors, except for bus. On TS-image, res-
olution accuracies are generally much higher and
the comparison between S0 and S1 gives mixed re-
sults. We take this as positive evidence that S1 im-
proves communicative success in a relevant num-
ber of cases, but it also indicates that combining
this model with the more standard RSA approach
could be promising. Figure 2 shows a qualitative
example for S1 being more successful than S0.

6 Conclusion

We have presented a pragmatic approach to mod-
eling zero-shot reference games, showing that
Bayesian reasoning inspired by RSA can help de-
coding a neural generator that refers to novel ob-
jects. The decoder is based on a pragmatic lis-
tener that has hidden beliefs about a referent’s cat-
egory, which leads the pragmatic speaker to use
fewer nouns when being uncertain about this cate-
gory. While some aspects of the experimental set-
ting are, admittedly, simplified (e.g. compilation
of an artificial test set, uncertainty estimation), we
believe that this is an encouraging result for scal-
ing models in computational pragmatics to real-
world conversation and its complexities.
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Abstract

Recent neural network models have signifi-
cantly advanced the task of coreference res-
olution. However, current neural coreference
models are typically trained with heuristic loss
functions that are computed over a sequence
of local decisions. In this paper, we introduce
an end-to-end reinforcement learning based
coreference resolution model to directly opti-
mize coreference evaluation metrics. Specif-
ically, we modify the state-of-the-art higher-
order mention ranking approach in Lee et al.
(2018) to a reinforced policy gradient model
by incorporating the reward associated with a
sequence of coreference linking actions. Fur-
thermore, we introduce maximum entropy reg-
ularization for adequate exploration to pre-
vent the model from prematurely converging
to a bad local optimum. Our proposed model
achieves new state-of-the-art performance on
the English OntoNotes v5.0 benchmark.

1 Introduction

Coreference resolution is one of the most fun-
damental tasks in natural language processing
(NLP), which has a significant impact on many
downstream applications including information
extraction (Dai et al., 2019), question answer-
ing (Weston et al., 2015), and entity linking (Ha-
jishirzi et al., 2013). Given an input text, corefer-
ence resolution aims to identify and group all the
mentions that refer to the same entity.

In recent years, deep neural network models for
coreference resolution have been prevalent (Wise-
man et al., 2016; Clark and Manning, 2016b).
These models, however, either assumed mentions
were given and only developed a coreference link-
ing model (Clark and Manning, 2016b) or built
a pipeline system to detect mention first then re-
solved coreferences (Haghighi and Klein, 2010).
In either case, they depend on hand-crafted fea-

tures and syntactic parsers that may not generalize
well or may even propagate errors.

To avoid the cascading errors of pipeline sys-
tems, recent NLP researchers have developed end-
to-end approaches (Lee et al., 2017; Luan et al.,
2018; Lee et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018), which
directly consider all text spans, jointly identify
entity mentions and cluster them. The core of
those end-to-end models are vector embeddings
to represent text spans in the document and scor-
ing functions to compute the mention scores for
text spans and antecedent scores for pairs of spans.
Depending on how the span embeddings are com-
puted, the end-to-end coreference models could be
further divided into first order methods (Lee et al.,
2017; Luan et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018) or
higher order methods (Lee et al., 2018).

Although recent end-to-end neural coreference
models have advanced the state-of-the-art perfor-
mance for coreference resolution, they are still
trained with heuristic loss functions and make a
sequence of local decisions for each pair of men-
tions. However as studied in Clark and Manning
(2016a); Yin et al. (2018), most coreference reso-
lution evaluation measures are not accessible over
local decisions, but can only be known until all
other decisions have been made. Therefore, the
next key research question is how to integrate and
directly optimize coreference evaluation metrics in
an end-to-end manner.

In this paper, we propose a goal-directed end-
to-end deep reinforcement learning framework to
resolve coreference as shown in Figure 1. Specif-
ically, we leverage the neural architecture in Lee
et al. (2018) as our policy network, which includes
learning span representation, scoring potential en-
tity mentions, and generating a probability dis-
tribution over all possible coreference linking ac-
tions from the current mention to its antecedents.
Once a sequence of linking actions are made, our
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Figure 1: The basic framework of our policy gradient model for one trajectory. The policy network is an end-to-end
neural module that can generate probability distributions over actions of coreference linking. The reward function
computes a reward given a trajectory of actions based on coreference evaluation metrics. Solid line indicates the
model exploration and (red) dashed line indicates the gradient update.

reward function is used to measure how good the
generated coreference clusters are, which is di-
rectly related to coreference evaluation metrics.
Besides, we introduce an entropy regularization
term to encourage exploration and prevent the pol-
icy from prematurely converging to a bad local op-
timum. Finally, we update the regularized policy
network parameters based on the rewards associ-
ated with sequences of sampled actions, which are
computed on the whole input document.

We evaluate our end-to-end reinforced corefer-
ence resolution model on the English OntoNotes
v5.0 benchmark. Our model achieves the new
state-of-the-art F1-score of 73.8%, which out-
performs previous best-published result (73.0%)
of Lee et al. (2018) with statistical significance.

2 Related Work

Closely related to our work are the end-to-end
coreference models developed by Lee et al. (2017)
and Lee et al. (2018). Different from previous
pipeline approaches, Lee et al. used neural net-
works to learn mention representations and cal-
culate mention and antecedent scores without us-
ing syntactic parsers. However, their models op-
timize a heuristic loss based on local decisions
rather than the actual coreference evaluation met-
rics, while our reinforcement model directly opti-
mizes the evaluation metrics based on the rewards
calculated from sequences of actions.

Our work is also inspired by Clark and Manning
(2016a) and Yin et al. (2018), which resolve coref-
erences with reinforcement learning techniques.
They view the mention-ranking model as an agent
taking a series of actions, where each action links
each mention to a candidate antecedent. They also
use pretraining for initialization. Nevertheless,
their models assume mentions are given while
our work is end-to-end. Furthermore, we add

entropy regularization to encourage more explo-
ration (Mnih et al.; Eysenbach et al., 2019) and
prevent our model from prematurely converging to
a sub-optimal (or bad) local optimum.

3 Methodology

3.1 Task definition

Given a document, the task of end-to-end corefer-
ence resolution aims to identify a set of mention
clusters, each of which refers to the same entity.
Following Lee et al. (2017), we formulate the task
as a sequence of linking decisions for each span
i to the set of its possible antecedents, denoted as
Y(i) = {ε, 1, · · · , i − 1}, a dummy antecedent ε
and all preceding spans. In particular, the use of
dummy antecedent ε for a span is to handle two
possible scenarios: (i) the span is not an entity
mention or (ii) the span is an entity mention but
it is not coreferent with any previous spans. The
final coreference clusters can be recovered with a
backtracking step on the antecedent predictions.

3.2 Our Model

Figure 2 illustrates a demonstration of our itera-
tive coreference resolution model on a document.
Given a document, our model first identifies top
scored mentions, and then conducts a sequence
of actions a1:T = {a1, a2, · · · , aT } over them,
where T is the number of mentions and each ac-
tion at assigns mention t to a candidate antecedent
yt in Yt = {ε, 1, · · · , t − 1}. The state at time t
is defined as St = {g1, · · · ,gt−1,gt}, where gi is
the mention i’s representation.

Once our model has finished all the actions, it
observes a reward R(a1:T ). The calculated gradi-
ents are then propagated to update model param-
eters. We use the average of the three metrics:
MUC (Grishman and Sundheim, 1995), B3 (Re-
casens and Hovy, 2011) and CEAFφ4 (Cai and
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Figure 2: A demonstration of our reinforced coreference resolution method on a document with 6 mentions. The
upper and lower rows correspond to step 5 and 6 respectively, in which the policy network selects mention (2)
as the antecedent of mention (5) and leaves mention (6) as a singleton mention. The red (gray) nodes represent
processed (current) mentions and edges between them indicate current predicted coreferential relations. The gray
rectangles around circles are span embeddings and the reward is calculated at the trajectory end.
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Figure 3: Architecture of the policy network. The com-
ponents in dashed square iteratively refine span repre-
sentations. The last layer is a masked softmax layer that
computes probability distribution only over the candi-
date antecedents for each mention. We omit the span
generation and pruning component for simplicity.

Strube, 2010) as the reward. Following Clark and
Manning (2016a), we assume actions are indepen-
dent and the next state St+1 is generated based on
the natural order of the starting position and then
the end position of mentions regardless of action
at.
Policy Network: We adopt the state-of-the-art
end-to-end neural coreferene scoring architecture
from Lee et al. (2018) and add a masked softmax
layer to compute the probability distribution over
actions, as illustrated in Figure 3. The success of
their approach lies in two aspects: (i) a coarse-to-
fine pruning to reduce the search space, and (ii)
an iterative procedure to refine the span represen-
tation with an self-attention mechanism that av-

erages over the previous round’s representations
weighted by the normalized coreference scores.

Given the state St and current network parame-
ters θ, the probability of action at choosing yt is:

pθ(at = yt|St) =
exp (s(t, yt))∑

y′∈Yt exp (s(t, y′))
(1)

where s(i, j) is the pairwise coreference score be-
tween span i and span j defined as following:

s(i, j) = sm(i) + sm(j) + sc(i, j) + sa(i, j) (2)

For the dummy antecedent, the score s(i, ε) is
fixed to 0. Here sm(.) is the mention score func-
tion, sc(., .) is a bilinear score function used to
prune antecedents, and sa(., .) is the antecedent
score function. Let gi denote the refined represen-
tation for span i after gating, the three functions
are sm(i) = θTmFFNNm(gi), sc(i, j) = gTi Θcgj ,
and sa(i, j) is:

sa(i, j) = θTa FFNNa([gi,gj ,gi ◦ gj , φ(i, j)])

where FFNN denotes a feed-forward neural net-
work and ◦ denotes the element-wise product. θm,
Θc and θa are network parameters. φ(i, j) is the
feature vector encoding speaker and genre infor-
mation from metadata.
The Reinforced Algorithm: We explore using
the policy gradient algorithm to maximize the ex-
pected reward:

J(θ) = Ea1:T∼pθ(a)R(a1:T ) (3)

Computing the exact gradient of J(θ) is infeasible
due to the expectation over all possible action se-
quences. Instead, we use Monte-Carlo methods
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Model MUC B3 CEAFφ4

Prec. Rec. F1 Prec. Rec. F1 Prec. Rec. F1 Avg. F1
Wiseman et al. (2016) 77.5 69.8 73.4 66.8 57.0 61.5 62.1 53.9 57.7 64.2
Clark and Manning (2016a) 79.2 70.4 74.6 69.9 58.0 63.4 63.5 55.5 59.2 65.7
Clark and Manning (2016b) 79.9 69.3 74.2 71.0 56.5 63.0 63.8 54.3 58.7 65.3
Lee et al. (2017) 78.4 73.4 75.8 68.6 61.8 65.0 62.7 59.0 60.8 67.2
Zhang et al. (2018) 79.4 73.8 76.5 69.0 62.3 65.5 64.9 58.3 61.4 67.8
Luan et al. (2018)* 78.6 77.1 77.9 66.3 65.4 65.9 66.0 63.1 64.5 69.4
Lee et al. (2018)* 81.4 79.5 80.4 72.2 69.5 70.8 68.2 67.1 67.6 73.0
Our base reinforced model 79.0 76.9 77.9 66.8 64.9 65.8 66.5 63.0 64.7 69.5
+ Entropy Regularization 79.6 77.2 78.4 70.7 65.1 67.8 67.6 63.4 65.4 70.5
+ ELMo embedding* 85.4 77.9 81.4 77.9 66.4 71.7 70.6 66.3 68.4 73.8

Table 1: Experimental results with MUC, B3 and CEAFφ4 metrics on the test set of English OntoNotes. The
models marked with * utilized word embedding from deep language model ELMo (Peters et al., 2018). The F1
improvement is statistically significant under t-test with p < 0.05, compared with Lee et al. (2018).

to approximate the actual gradient by randomly
samplingNs trajectories according to pθ and com-
pute the gradient only over the sampled trajecto-
ries. Meanwhile, following Clark and Manning
(2016a), we subtract a baseline value from the re-
ward to reduce the variance of gradient estimation.
The gradient estimate is as follows:

∇θJ(θ) ≈ 1

Ns

Ns∑

i=1

T∑

t=1

∇θ log pθ(ait|Sit)(Rτi − b)

where Ns is the number of sampled trajectories,
τi = {ai1, · · · aiT } is the ith sampled trajectory
and b =

∑Ns
i=1R(τi)/Ns is the baseline reward.

The Entropy Regularization: To prevent our
model from being stuck in highly-peaked polices
towards a few actions, an entropy regularization
term is added to encourage exploration. The final
regularized policy gradient estimate is as follows:

∇θJ(θ) ≈ 1

Ns

Ns∑

i=1

T∑

t=1

∇θ
[

log pθ(ait|Sit) + λexpr

pθ(ait|Sit) log pθ(ait|Sit)
]
(Rτi − b)

where λexpr ≥ 0 is the regularization parameter
that controls how diverse our model can explore.
The larger the λexpr is, the more diverse our model
can explore. If λexpr → ∞, all actions will be
sampled uniformly regardless of current policies.
To the contrary, if λexpr = 0, all actions will be
sampled based on current polices.

Pretraining: We pretrain the policy network pa-
rameterized by θ using the loss function below:

L(θ) = −
N∑

i=1

∑

j∈Yi
I(i, j) log (p(j|i; θ)) (4)

where N is the number of mentions, I(i, j) = 1
if mention i and j are coreferred, and 0 otherwise.
Yi is the set of candidate antecedents of mention i.

4 Experiments

We evaluate our model on the English OntoNotes
v5.0 (Pradhan et al., 2011), which contains 2,802
training documents, 343 development documents,
and 348 test documents. We reuse the hyperpa-
rameters and evaluation metrics from Lee et al.
(2018) with a few exceptions. First, we pretrain
our model using Eq. (4) for around 200K steps
and use the learned parameters for initialization.
Besides, we set the number of sampled trajecto-
ries Ns = 100, tune the regularization parameter
λexpr in {10−5, 10−4, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1} and set
it to 10−4 based on the development set.

We use three standard metrics: MUC (Grish-
man and Sundheim, 1995), B3 (Recasens and
Hovy, 2011) and CEAFφ4 (Cai and Strube, 2010).
For each metric, we report the precision, recall and
F1 score. The final evaluation is the average F1 of
the above three metrics.

4.1 Results

In Table 1, we compare our model with the
coreference systems that have produced signifi-
cant improvement over the last 3 years on the
OntoNotes benchmark. The reported results are
either adopted from their papers or reproduced
from their code. The first section of the table lists
the pipeline models, while the second section lists
the end-to-end approaches. The third section lists
the results of our model with different variants.
Note that Luan et al. (2018)’s method contains 3
tasks: named entity recognition, relation inference
and coreference resolution and we disable the re-
lation inference task and train the other two tasks.

Built on top of the model in Lee et al. (2018) but
excluding ELMo, our base reinforced model im-
proves the average F1 score around 2 points (sta-
tistical significant t-test with p < 0.05) compared
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with Lee et al. (2017); Zhang et al. (2018). Be-
sides, it is even comparable with the end-to-end
multi-task coreference model that has ELMo sup-
port (Luan et al., 2018), which demonstrates the
power of reinforcement learning combined with
the state-of-the-art end-to-end model in Lee et al.
(2018). Regarding our model, using entropy reg-
ularization to encourage exploration can improve
the result by 1 point. Moreover, introducing the
context-dependent ELMo embedding to our base
model can further boosts the performance, which
is consistent with the results in Lee et al. (2018).
We also notice that our full model’s improvement
is mainly from higher precision scores and reason-
ably good recall scores, which indicates that our
reinforced model combined with more active ex-
ploration produces better coreference scores to re-
duce false positive coreference links.

Overall, our full model achieves the state-of-
the-art performance of 73.8% F1-score when us-
ing ELMo and entropy regularization (compared
to models marked with * in Table 1), and our ap-
proach simultaneously obtains the best F1-score of
70.5% when using fixed word embedding only.

Model Prec. Rec. F1
Our full model 89.6 82.2 85.7

Lee et al. (2018) 86.2 83.7 84.9

Table 2: The overall mention detection results on the
test set of OntoNotes. The F1 improvement is statisti-
cally significant under t-test with p < 0.05.

Since mention detection is a subtask of corefer-
ence resolution, it is worthwhile to study the per-
formance. Table 2 shows the mention detection
results on the test set. Similar to coreference link-
ing results, our model achieves higher precision
and F1 score, which indicates that our model can
significantly reduce false positive mentions while
it can still find a reasonable number of mentions.

4.2 Analysis and Discussion

Ablation Study: To understand the effect of dif-
ferent components, we conduct an ablation study
on the development set as illustrated in Table 3.
Clearly, removing entropy regularization deterio-
rates the average F1 score by 1%. Also, disabling
coarse-to-fine pruning or second-order inference
decreases 0.3/0.5 F1 score. Among all the com-
ponents, ELMo embedding makes the most con-
tribution and improves the result by 3.1%.

Model Avg. F1
Full Model 74.1
w/o entropy regularization 73.1
w/o coarse-to-fine pruning 73.8
w/o second-order inference 73.6
w/o ELMo embedding 71.0

Table 3: Ablation study on the development set.
“Coarse-to-fine pruning” and “second-order inference”
are adopted from Lee et al. (2018)

Impact of the parameter λexpr: Since the param-
eter λexpr directly controls how diverse the model
is explored during training, it is necessary to study
its effect on the model performance. Figure 4
shows the avg. F1 score on the development set
for our full model and Lee et al. (2018). We ob-
serve that λexpr does have a strong effect on the
performance and the best value is around 10−4.
Besides, our full model consistently outperforms
Lee et al. (2018) over a wide range of λexpr.
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Figure 4: Avg. F1 score on the development set with
different regularization parameter λexpr. The result of
Lee et al. (2018) is also plotted for comparison, which
is a flat line since it does not depend on λexpr.

5 Conclusion

We present the first end-to-end reinforcement
learning based coreference resolution model. Our
model transforms the supervised higher order
coreference model to a policy gradient model
that can directly optimizes coreference evaluation
metrics. Experiments on the English OntoNotes
benchmark demonstrate that our full model in-
tegrated with entropy regularization significantly
outperforms previous coreference systems.

There are several potential improvements to our
model as future work, such as incorporating men-
tion detection result as a part of the reward. An-
other interesting direction would be introducing
intermediate step rewards for each action to bet-
ter guide the behaviour of the RL agent.
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Abstract

Discourse relation identification has been an
active area of research for many years, and the
challenge of identifying implicit relations re-
mains largely an unsolved task, especially in
the context of an open-domain dialogue sys-
tem. Previous work primarily relies on a cor-
pora of formal text which is inherently non-
dialogic, i.e., news and journals. This data
however is not suitable to handle the nuances
of informal dialogue nor is it capable of nav-
igating the plethora of valid topics present
in open-domain dialogue. In this paper, we
designed a novel discourse relation identifi-
cation pipeline specifically tuned for open-
domain dialogue systems. We firstly propose
a method to automatically extract the implicit
discourse relation argument pairs and labels
from a dataset of dialogic turns, resulting in
a novel corpus of discourse relation pairs; the
first of its kind to attempt to identify the dis-
course relations connecting the dialogic turns
in open-domain discourse. Moreover, we have
taken the first steps to leverage the dialogue
features unique to our task to further improve
the identification of such relations by per-
forming feature ablation and incorporating di-
alogue features to enhance the state-of-the-art
model.

1 Introduction

Discourse analysis considering relations between
clauses has received increasing attention from the
field, and implicit discourse relation identification
is one of the most challenging problems in dis-
course parsing since it is purely based on textual
features. Previous work has defined four widely
accepted major classes of discourse relation -
“Comparison”, “Expansion”, “Contingency” and
“Temporal” (Miltsakaki et al., 2008; Prasad et al.,
2008). These four relations can either be explicitly
or implicitly realized. When explicitly realized,

there are often clear connective words between
clauses which result in an associated discourse re-
lation, while implicit realizations are often much
harder to detect. For example, people can imply
there is a “Comparison” relation between the fol-
lowing two sentences by understanding the mean-
ing. Without clear keywords like “but” however,
it is hard for machines to recognize such implicit
relations.

Arg 1: it’s a great album.
Arg 2: it’s probably not their best.

Since the development of the Penn Discourse
Treebank (PDTB)1, discourse relation identifica-
tion has been treated as a supervised learning
problem. For explicit discourse relation pairs,
simple classification methods based on connective
cues achieve more than 90% accuracy (Pitler et al.,
2008). For implicit discourse relations however,
where there is no discourse clue, relations needs to
be inferred on the basis of textual features, making
this a challenging problem in discourse parsing (Li
and Nenkova, 2014; Lin et al., 2009).

While previous work has suggested that dis-
course relations may hold between dialogue turns,
this idea is relatively unexplored (Stent, 2000;
Tonelli et al., 2010). We posit that discourse re-
lation identification could have wide application
in dialogue systems, by cultivating a more aware
state space in order to improve the continuity be-
tween an extended sequence of turns. The de-
tected discourse relation could additionally serve
as a query or ranking parameter for possible next
turns, retrieved from a database of content, or gen-
erated by natural language generation. Adding this
additional natural language understanding compo-
nent might be especially useful when navigating
open-domain dialogue where user input is unpre-
dictable and the model must be topic-robust.

1More details about Penn Discourse Treebank can be
found at https://www.seas.upenn.edu/˜pdtb/
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There are many fundamental challenges with
identifying and utilizing discourse relations in
an open-domain dialogue system. All existing
datasets for discourse relation identification are
based on monologic text such as news; these
datasets are unlikely to provide good training ma-
terial for dialogue. Moreover there is no previ-
ous work investigating the feasibility of applying a
machine learning model developed on formal text
to dialogic content, where turns in are normally
short, informal text. Thus, the lack of labeled dia-
logue data for implicit discourse relation pairs in
open-domain dialogue is the first challenge that
must be addressed.

To tackle these two problems and utilize the un-
explored benefits of features unique to dialogue
systems, we carry out two steps. First, we con-
struct a discourse relation pair dataset from a large
corpus of open-domain dialogue, which to our
knowledge is the first of its kind. Second, we in-
vestigated a feature-based model with different di-
alogue feature combinations and enhanced a deep
learning model by incorporating dialogue features
that utilize aspects unique to dialogue. The dataset
and related code are publicly available.2

2 Related Work

The release of the Penn Discourse Treebank
(PDTB) (Prasad et al., 2008) makes research on
machine learning based implicit discourse rela-
tion recognition possible. Most previous work is
based on linguistic and semantic features such as
word pairs and brown cluster pair representation
(Pitler et al., 2008; Lin et al., 2009) or rule-based
systems (Wellner et al., 2006). Recent work has
proposed neural network based models with at-
tention or advanced representations, such as CNN
(Qin et al., 2016), attention on neural tensor net-
work (Guo et al., 2018), and memory networks
(Jia et al., 2018). Advanced representations may
help to achieve higher performance (Bai and Zhao,
2018). Some methods also consider context para-
graphs and inter-paragraph dependency (Dai and
Huang, 2018).

To utilize machine learning models for this task,
larger datasets would provide a bigger optimiza-
tion space (Li and Nenkova, 2014). Marcu and
Echihabi (2002) is the first work to generate artifi-
cial samples to extend the dataset by using rules to

2https://github.com/derekmma/
dialogue-discourse-relation

convert explicit discourse relation pairs into im-
plicit pairs by dropping the connectives. This
work is further extended by methods for selecting
high-quality samples (Rutherford and Xue, 2015;
Xu et al., 2018; Braud and Denis, 2014; Wang
et al., 2012).

Most of the existing work discussed so far is
based on the PDTB dataset, which targets formal
texts like news, making it less suitable for our task
which is centered around informal dialogue. Re-
lated work on discourse relation annotation in a
dialogue corpus is limited (Stent, 2000; Tonelli
et al., 2010). For example Tonelli et al. (2010) an-
notated the Luna corpus,3 which does not include
English annotations. To our knowledge there is no
English dialogue-based corpus with implicit dis-
course relation labels, as such research specifi-
cally targeting a discourse relation identification
model for social open-domain dialogue remains
unexplored.

3 Dataset Construction

Previous work on discourse relation identification
suggests that the most effective approach is super-
vised learning, but limited amounts of annotated
data constrain the application of such algorithms.
Previous work has additionally proven that weakly
labeled data, which contains a small number of
false labels and can be generated automatically,
helps improve classifier performance with implicit
relations (Rutherford and Xue, 2015).

We therefore constructed Edina-DR, the novel
dataset of discourse relation pairs based on
the publicly available self-dialogue Edina corpus
which contains 24,165 multi-turn social conver-
sations across 23 topics (Fainberg et al., 2018;
Krause et al., 2017).4 To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first English discourse relation
dataset based on open-domain dialogues. The Ed-
ina dataset initially contains no discourse relation
labels. Inspired by the approaches taken to auto-
matically extend PDTB, we designed a pipeline to
extract discourse relation argument pairs through
utilizing the connective words which are known
as clear relation indicators. The pipeline auto-
matically extracts argument pairs and assign dis-
course relation labels to each of the utterances. We

3EU FP6 contract No. 33549, http://www.
ist-luna.eu/

4The Edina dataset is publicly available at
https://github.com/jfainberg/self_
dialogue_corpus
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then have humans annotate a small sample of the
data in order to validate the automated pipeline.
Our pipeline targets the four level-1 discourse rela-
tions, i.e., “Comparison”, “Expansion”, “Contin-
gency” and “Temporal”.

We obtained this initial connectives pool ac-
cording to statistical analysis of connective fre-
quencies in PDTB conducted by Pitler et al.
(2008), in which we only consider connectives
which are strongly associated (probability> 95%)
with only one class of relation.5 For example,
we exclude the connective word “since” because it
may often appear as an indicator of either a “Tem-
poral” or “Contingency” relation.

Secondly, some connectives cannot be removed
without changing the original meaning (Sporleder
and Lascarides, 2008). We follow the method
proposed by Rutherford and Xue (2015) to iden-
tify the connectives which are freely omissible by
measuring the Omissible Rate and Context Differ-
ential. Since we need some manually labeled con-
nectives for this task, we implement the connec-
tive selection on the PDTB dataset and generalize
the selection result to the dialogue dataset. The
selected connectives include:

• Comparison: but, however, although, by
contrast

• Contingency: because, so, thus, as a result,
consequently, therefore

• Expansion: also, for example, in addition,
instead, indeed, moreover, for instance, in
fact, furthermore, or, and

• Temporal: then, previously, earlier, later, af-
ter, before

The third step is to select the conversations
matching specific predefined patterns for dif-
ferent structures of the sentences with the se-
lected connective words shown above. Inspired
by (Braud and Denis, 2014; Marcu and Echi-
habi, 2002), we use two patterns: (Arg 1)
(connective) (Arg 2) and (Arg 1).
(Connective),(Arg 2). In other words, we
have one pattern for when connectives appear in
the middle of an utterance, and another pattern
for when connectives link two arguments in ad-
jacent utterances across separate turns. Finally,

5The list of connectives for each relation in detail can be
found in (Pitler et al., 2008).

we defined several heuristic rules to filter out low-
quality pairs which have been applied in previous
work (Braud and Denis, 2014). The program only
accepts full sentence arguments and we use cer-
tain POS tags for particular connectives to make
sure the connective function as relation indicators.
A segment window is defined so that our method
only picks the closest phrases or sub-sentences if
the whole conversation contains several sentences.

For example, in the sentence “they had a $5 off
the price, so i bought it.”, the connective “so” is
identified in the list of connective words for “Con-
tingency” relation and the sentence matches our
pattern 1. Therefore we convert this sentence to a
“Contingency” discourse relation pair and the two
arguments are “they had a $5 off the price” and “i
bought it”.

Edina-DR PDTB
# pairs of all relations 27998 11734
avg # words of arg 1 7.1 18.8
avg # words of arg 2 7.3 19.4
# pairs of ‘Comparison’ 20823 1799
# pairs of ‘Contingency’ 5080 2243
# pairs of ‘Expansion’ 1580 6933
# pairs of ‘Temporal’ 452 759

Table 1: Statistics of the extracted dataset Edina-DR

The statistics of the annotated dialogue dis-
course relation pairs dataset Edina-DR is shown
in Table 1. The new dataset contains more than
twice the pairs compared to PDTB, which should
prove useful for machine learning. We note that
the distribution of discourse relations in the Edina-
DR dataset is different from PDTB. Most of the
pairs belong to the “Comparison” relation, which
is a natural way to structure dialogue. The num-
ber of “Temporal” pairs however is smaller, one
possible explanation being that people do not use
connectives words often in dialogues when talking
about time-related events. These differences high-
light the need for this work, as it’s clear that human
dialogue is in fact structured differently than more
formal non-dialogic text.

We annotated discourse relations for 400 sam-
ples out of the extracted dataset by an expert anno-
tator, 12% of the samples do not form a discourse
relation which probably due to failures by the au-
tomatic extraction program to catch particular lin-
guistic structures. 88% of the samples which do
hold relations match the relation labels of the hu-
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man annotations, which proves the reliability of
our proposed extraction method.

4 Model

We propose the novel approach of applying the
unique dialogue features encapsulated in the state-
space of a real deployed dialogue systems to en-
hance discourse relation identification. Firstly, we
use a feature-based classifier for feature selection
and then we explore the feasibility of utilizing ex-
isting deep learning model in dialogue discourse
relation identification task.

4.1 Feature-based Classifier

We extract dialogue features using the Natural
Language Understanding (NLU) capabilities in
SlugBot, a deployed open-domain dialogue sys-
tem (Bowden et al., 2018a). These features are
normally used for dialogue management and con-
tent retrieval. We input raw argument pairs into the
NLU pipeline and get dialogue features which are
then fed as one-hot vectors to a logistic regression
classifier. A full dialogue feature vector contains
448 features. The dialogue features include:
Dialogue Act: The act of a dialogue utterance
is obtained using the NPS dialogue act classifier
(Forsyth and Martell, 2007). There are 15 dif-
ferent dialogue acts, including GREET, CLARIFY,
and STATEMENT. The full list of dialogue acts is
described in (Forsyth and Martell, 2007).
Sentiment: The sentiment of a dialogue utterance
is obtained from the Stanford CoreNLP Toolkit
(Manning et al., 2014) and there are five possi-
ble sentiment values: VERY POSITIVE, POSITIVE,
NEUTRAL, NEGATIVE, and VERY NEGATIVE.
Intent: An utterance intent ontology consisting
of 33 discrete intents is developed and recognized
using heuristics and a trained model. It is de-
signed to obtain utterance intent without conversa-
tional context, so only the input utterance is con-
sidered for intent detection. Some sample intents
are REQUEST OPINION, REQUEST SERVICE, RE-
QUEST CHANGE TOPIC. It is trained using a sub-
set of Common Alexa Prize Chats (CAPC) dataset
with roughly 50K utterances and the model en-
sembles both a Recurrent Neural Network and
Convolutional Neural Network (Ram et al., 2018).
Topic: The topic of the utterance is obtained us-
ing the CoBot (Conversational Bot) toolkit topic
classification model (Khatri et al., 2018), which
is a Deep Average network BiLSTM model. The

model is trained on over 120,000 utterances and
labeled across 22 topics. This includes com-
monly discussed topics such as POLITICS, FASH-
ION, SPORTS, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, and
MUSIC.
Core Entities Types: We use SlugNERDS to de-
tect our named entities (Bowden et al., 2018b,
2017). SlugNERDS is specialized for open-
domain dialogue interactions. It can sift through
noisy user data and it uses the constantly updated
Google Knowledge Graph6 to remain aware of
even the latest named entities. Both of these points
are vital for understanding social chit-chat. We
only consider the entity types of the entities as fea-
ture rather than entities themselves. We use stan-
dard schema.org types and there are totally 614
types. For example, if SlugNERDS detects “Cam
Newton”, which is an entity with type PERSON,
then PERSON is used as feature.

4.2 Deep Learning Model with Dialogue
Features

To investigate the adaptability of existing dis-
course relation identification models on dialogue
data and our proposed features, we build on the
Deep Enhanced Representation (DER) model of
Bai and Zhao (2018)7, which demonstrated its ef-
ficiency by achieving the current state-of-the-art
performance on the PDTB dataset. It utilized dif-
ferent grained text representations including char-
acter, sub-word, word, sentence, and sentence pair
levels, with embeddings obtained by ELMo (Pe-
ters et al., 2018). The model first generates repre-
sentations for the argument pairs using an encoder
and bi-attention module; these are then sent to the
classifier, consisting of multiple layer perceptrons
with softmax, to predict the discourse relation.

We take the DER design and architecture and
train on Edina-DR dataset to evaluate the adapt-
ability of existing model in dialogue environment.
Then we explore a variation of this model by con-
necting dialogue feature vectors to the argument
pairs representation vector to extend the represen-
tation. We use the same method to encode all dia-
logue features as the feature-based classifier. With
the help of previous experiments, we use the best
feature combination for the dialogue feature vec-

6https://developers.google.com/
knowledge-graph/

7Original implementation of the authors can be found
at https://github.com/hxbai/Deep_Enhanced_
Repr_for_IDRR.
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tors.

5 Evaluation and Analysis

For the following experiments, we randomly se-
lected 400 samples to be used as test set with dis-
course relation labels annotated by an expert. We
repeat the experiments five times and take the av-
erage score as the final report results.

5.1 Feature-based Classifier and Dialogue
Feature Selection

We first analyze the performance of the feature-
based model with different feature combinations
shown in Table 2.

Features Precision Recall F1
DIALOGUE ACT 0.64 0.69 0.66
INTENT 0.63 0.74 0.68
TOPICS 0.62 0.71 0.66
SENTIMENT 0.56 0.74 0.64
ENTITIES TYPES 0.63 0.74 0.68
All 0.63 0.65 0.64
All - SENTIMENT 0.64 0.73 0.68

Table 2: Feature-based Model Evaluation

For single dialogue features, INTENT and ENTI-
TIES TYPES provide the largest performance boost
compared to other single dialogue features, and
this demonstrates the effectiveness of using intent
and types of entities for discourse relation identi-
fication. Other three features maintain the same
level of performance, except a large drop in pre-
cision with respect to SENTIMENT. One possible
explanation is that our sentiment classification re-
sults are obtained using the Sentiment Annotator
from Stanford CoreNLP Toolkit, which is trained
on movie reviews corpus (Manning et al., 2014;
Socher et al., 2013). The nature of training data
is not suitable for our dialogue corpus in this task.
Using Table 2, we see that the best configuration
includes all of our dialogue features except SEN-
TIMENT.

5.2 Deep Learning Models
In Table 3, we see the results of our experiments,
where DER represents our baseline model. We
use the default parameter for DER models. We
also show the result of the DER model trained
and tested on the PDTB dataset for comparison
marked as “DER (PDTB)”. The first observation
is that the DER model performs surprisingly well

Model Acc. F1
DER (PDTB) 0.61 0.51
Logistic Reg. (Edina-DR) 0.64 0.68
DER (Edina-DR) 0.80 0.76
DER+Dialogue (Edina-DR) 0.81 0.77

Table 3: Performance of Deep Learning Models
(Dataset name is shown in parentheses)

with an F1 score of 0.76 on the new dialogue dis-
course relation dataset Edina-DR with p-value of
0.008, which demonstrates its strong adaptability
to the task of discourse relation identification in
dialogues. Comparing the same DER model on
PDTB, the large drop in F1 score shows the differ-
ence between formal and informal data. We also
find that the model with dialogue features enhance
the performance by 1% on F1 score with p-value
0.006, which indicates the potential of using dia-
logue features to further enhance discourse rela-
tion identification models.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a novel pipeline specifi-
cally designed for implicit discourse relation iden-
tification in open-domain dialogue. We con-
structed a novel dataset of discourse relation pairs
for dialogue conversations, and utilized unique di-
alogue features to enhance the performance of a
state-of-the-art classifier. Our experiments show
that dialogue intent and entities types play impor-
tant roles and dialogue features can increase the
performance of the discourse relation identifica-
tion model.

Since implicit discourse relation identification
is a key task for dialogue systems, there are still
many approaches worth investigating in future
work. More sophisticated dialogue features and
classification algorithms are needed for the dis-
course relation identification task in addition to a
larger more balanced corpus.
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Abstract

A key challenge in coreference resolution is
to capture properties of entity clusters, and
use those in the resolution process. Here we
provide a simple and effective approach for
achieving this, via an “Entity Equalization”
mechanism. The Equalization approach rep-
resents each mention in a cluster via an ap-
proximation of the sum of all mentions in the
cluster. We show how this can be done in
a fully differentiable end-to-end manner, thus
enabling high-order inferences in the resolu-
tion process. Our approach, which also em-
ploys BERT embeddings, results in new state-
of-the-art results on the CoNLL-2012 corefer-
ence resolution task, improving average F1 by
3.6%.1

1 Introduction

Coreference resolution is the task of grouping
mentions into entities. A key challenge in this task
is that information about an entity is spread across
multiple mentions. Thus, deciding whether to as-
sign a given mention to a candidate entity could
require entity-level information that needs to be
aggregated from all mentions.

Most coreference resolution systems rely on
pairwise scoring of entity mentions (Clark and
Manning, 2016; Lee et al., 2017; Denis and
Baldridge, 2008; Rahman and Ng, 2009; Durrett
et al., 2013; Chang et al., 2013; Wiseman et al.,
2016; Martschat and Strube, 2015). As such they
are prone to missing global entity information.

The problem of entity-level representation (also
referred to as high-order coreference models) has
attracted considerable interest recently, with meth-
ods ranging from imitation learning (Clark and
Manning, 2015) to iterative refinement (Lee et al.,
2018). Specifically, Lee et al. (2018) tackled this

1Our code is publicly available at https://github.
com/kkjawz/coref-ee

problem by iteratively averaging the antecedents
of each mention to create mention representations
that are more “global” (i.e., reflect information
about the entity to which the mention refers).

Here we propose an approach that provides an
entity-level representation in a simple and intuitive
manner, and also facilitates end-to-end optimiza-
tion. Our “Entity Equalization” approach posits
that each entity should be represented via the sum
of its corresponding mention representations. It
is not immediately obvious how to perform this
equalization, which relies on the entity-to-mention
mapping, but we provide a natural smoothed rep-
resentation of this mapping, and demonstrate how
to use it for equalization.

Now that each mention contains information
about all its corresponding entities, we can use a
standard pairwise scoring model, and this model
will be able to use global entity-level information.

Similar to recent coreference models, our ap-
proach uses contextual embeddings as input men-
tion representations. While previous approaches
employed the ELMo model (Lee et al., 2018), we
propose to use BERT embeddings (Devlin et al.,
2018), motivated by the impressive empirical per-
formance of BERT on other tasks. It is challenging
to apply BERT to the coreference resolution set-
ting because BERT is limited to a fixed sequence
length which is shorter than most coreference res-
olution documents. We show that this can be done
by using BERT in a fully convolutional manner.
Our work is the first to use BERT for the task of
coreference resolution, and we demonstrate that
this results in significant improvement over cur-
rent state-of-the-art.

In summary, our contributions are: a. A sim-
ple and intuitive approach for entity-level repre-
sentation via the notion of Entity-Equalization. b.
The first use of BERT embeddings in coreference-
resolution. c. New state-of-the-art performance on
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the CoNLL-2012 coreference resolution task, im-
proving over previous F1 performance by 3.6%.

2 Background

Following Lee et al. (2017), we cast the corefer-
ence resolution task as finding a set of antecedent
assignments yi for each span i in the document.
The set of possible values for each yi is Y(i) =
{ε, 1, . . . , i − 1}, a dummy antecedent ε and all
preceding spans. Non-dummy antecedents repre-
sent coreference links between i and yi, whereas ε
indicates that the span is either not a mention, or is
a first mention in a newly formed cluster. When-
ever a new cluster is formed it receives a new in-
dex, and every mention with yi 6= ε receives the
index of its antecedents. Thus the process results
in clusters of coreferent entities.

2.1 Baseline Model

We briefly describe the baseline model (Lee et al.,
2018) which we will later augment with Entity-
Equalization and BERT features. Let s(i, j) de-
note a pairwise score between two spans i and j.
Next, for each span i define the distribution P (yi)
over antecedents:

P (yi) =
es(i,yi)∑

y∈Y(i) e
s(i,y)

.

The score is a function of the span representations
defined as follows. For each span i let gi ∈ Rd de-
note its corresponding representation vector (see
Lee et al. (2018) for more details about the model
architecture). Lee et al. (2017) computes the an-
tecedent score s(i, j) = fs(gi, gj) as a pairwise
function of the span representations, i.e. not di-
rectly incorporating any information about the en-
tities to which they might belong. Lee et al.
(2018) improved upon this model by “refining” the
span representations as follows. The expected an-
tecedent representation ai of each span i is com-
puted by using the current antecedent distribution
P (yi) as an attention mechanism:

ai =
∑

yi∈Y(i)
P (yi) · gyi (1)

The current span representation gi is then updated
via interpolation with its expected antecedent rep-
resentation ai:

g′i = fi ◦ gi + (1− fi) ◦ ai (2)

where fi = ff (gi,ai) is a learned gate vector.
Thus, the refined representation g′i is an element-
wise weighted average of the current span repre-
sentation and its direct antecedents. Using this
representation the refined antecedent distribution
can be calculated as follows:

P ′(yi) =
es(g

′
i,g
′
yi
)

∑
y∈Y(i) e

s(g′i,g
′
y)

3 Entity Equalization

The idea behind the refinement procedure in Lee
et al. (2018) was to create features that are closer
to cluster-level representations and hence more
“global”. This was partially achieved by con-
sidering not only the current span but also its
antecedents. We would like take this idea one
step further and create refined span representations
that contain information about the entire cluster to
which it belongs. One way to achieve this is by
simply representing each mention via the sum of
the mentions currently in its coreference cluster.
Formally, let C(i) be a coreference cluster (as de-
fined by the antecedent distribution P (yi)) such
that i ∈ C(i), and replace Equation 1 with:

ai =
∑

j∈C(i)

gj (3)

As a result each span will now contain informa-
tion about all of its current coreference cluster, ef-
fectively equalizing the representations of differ-
ent spans belonging to the same cluster.

However, note that it is not clear how to train
such a procedure end-to-end because the cluster-
ing process is not differentiable. To overcome this
problem, we use a differentiable relaxation of the
clustering process (Le and Titov, 2017) and use
the resulting soft clustering matrix to create a fully
differentiable cluster representation. We call this
refinement procedure Entity Equalization and pro-
vide a detailed description in the next section.

To illustrate the difference between Entity
Equalization and antecedent averaging, consider
the following example: “[John] went to the park
and [he] got tired. [John] decided to go back
home.” Now assume that the model outputs the
following antecedent distribution P (yi):

John1 he John2
John1 1 0 0

he 1 0 0
John2 1 0 0
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there is only one coreference cluster induced by
this antecedent matrix, C = {John1, he, John2}.
A cluster representation for John2 would be the
sum of the representations of all three mentions.
However, using antecedent averaging, the repre-
sentation of John2 will be a weighted average of
the representations of John2 and John1, because
only John1 is an antecedent of John2.

3.1 Implementing Equalization
In order to achieve differentiable cluster represen-
tations, we need a differentiable soft-clustering
process. Le and Titov (2017) introduced such a
relaxation given an antecedent distribution, based
on the following observation: in a document con-
taining m mentions there are m potential entities
E1, ..., Em where Ei has mention i as the first
mention. Let Q(i ∈ Ej) be the probability that
mention i corresponds to entity Ej (that is, to the
entity that has j as its first mention). Le and Titov
(2017) showed that this probability can be com-
puted recursively based on the antecedent distri-
bution P (yi) as follows:

Q(i ∈ Ej) =



∑i−1
k=j P (yi = k) ·Q(k ∈ Ej) if j < i

P (yi = ε) if j = i

0 if j > i

Note that this is a fully differentiable procedure
that calculates the clustering distribution for each
entity i.

The distribution Q(i ∈ Ej) above leads to a
simple differentiable implementation of the equal-
ization operation in (3), as described next. In order
to use entity representations for equalizing men-
tion representations, we need a representation for
each entityEi at each time step t, so we won’t rep-
resent a mention using mentions not yet encoun-
tered. We denote it by:

e
(t)
i =

t∑

j=1

Q(j ∈ Ei) · gj

Finally, an entity representation for each mention
i is calculated using the entity distribution of men-
tion i and the global entity representations:

ai =
i∑

j=1

Q(i ∈ Ej) · e(i)j

It can be seen that the above ai will indeed lead to
(3) when the distributions P (y) are deterministic.

4 Using BERT Embeddings

Our coreference model relies on input representa-
tions for each input token. Lee et al. (2018) used
the ELMo context-dependent embeddings for this
purpose. Here we propose to use the more recent
BERT embeddings (Devlin et al., 2018) instead,
which have achieved state of the art performance
on many natural language processing tasks. BERT
is a bidirectional contextual language model based
on the Transformer architecture (Vaswani et al.,
2017). Using BERT for coreference resolution
is not trivial: BERT can only run on sequences
of fixed length which is determined in the pre-
training process. In the pre-trained model pub-
lished by Devlin et al. (2018), this limitation is 512
tokens, which is shorter than many of the docu-
ments in the CoNLL-2012 coreference resolution
task. Even without considering the pre-training
limitation, because the attention mechanism grows
as the square of the sequence length, and because
of the large number of parameters of the BERT
model, running it on very large sequences is not
feasible on most machines due to memory con-
straints.

In order to obtain BERT embeddings for se-
quences of unlimited length, we propose to use
BERT in a convolutional mode as follows. Let
D be a fixed window length. We obtain a repre-
sentation for token i by applying BERT to the se-
quence of tokens from D to the left of i to D to
the right of i. We then take the four last layers of
the BERT model for token i and apply a learnable
weighted averaging to those, similar to the process
used in ELMo. The output of the network is taken
as the representation of token i, and replaced the
ELMo representation in the model of Section 3.1.
We use D = 64, since using the maximum size of
D = 256 is computationally intensive, and good
results are already obtained with 64.2

5 Related Work

Several works have addressed the issue of entity-
level representation (Culotta et al., 2007; Wick
et al., 2009; Singh et al., 2011). In Wiseman
et al. (2016) an RNN is used to model each en-
tity. While this allows complex entity representa-
tions, the assignment of a mention to an RNN is a

2We note that BERT uses a special tokenization called
WordPiece (Wu et al., 2016) which can split words to sub-
words. When a word was split to several sub-words, only the
embedding of the first sub-word was taken.
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MUC B3 CEAFφ4
Prec. Rec. F1 Prec. Rec. F1 Prec. Rec. F1 Avg. F1

Lee et al. (2018) 81.4 79.5 80.4 72.2 69.5 70.8 68.2 67.1 67.6 73.0
+ BERT 83.51 82.8 83.16 74.51 74.14 74.32 71.93 70.6 71.26 76.25

– Second-order 82.61 83.48 83.04 73.56 75.44 74.49 71.6 71.55 71.57 76.37
+ EE (Ours) 82.63 84.14 83.38 73.31 76.17 74.71 72.37 71.14 71.75 76.61

Table 1: Results on the test set of the English CoNLL-2012 shared task. The average F1 of MUC, B3 and CEAFφ4

is the main evaluation metric.

hard decision, and as such cannot be optimized in
an end-to-end manner. Clark and Manning (2015)
use whole-entity representations as obtained from
agglomerative clustering. But again the clustering
operation in non-differentiable, requiring the use
of imitation learning. In Lee et al. (2018), entity
refinement is more restricted, as it is only obtained
from the attention vector at each step. Thus, we
believe that our model is the first to use entity-level
representations that correspond directly to the in-
ferred clusters, and are end-to-end differentiable.

Mention-entity mappings have been used in the
context of optimizing coreference performance
measures (Le and Titov, 2017; Clark and Man-
ning, 2016). Here we show that these mappings
can also be used for the resolution model itself.
We note that we did not try to optimize for coref-
erence measures as in Le and Titov (2017), and
this is likely to further improve results.

6 Experiments

Data for all our experiments is taken from the En-
glish portion of the CoNLL-2012 coreference res-
olution tasks (Pradhan et al., 2012). Our experi-
mental setup is very similar to Lee et al. (2018),
and our code is built on theirs. We did not change
the optimizer or any of the training hyperparam-
eters. The following changes were made to the
model:

• We used BERT word embeddings instead of
ELMo as input to the LSTM (see Section 4).

• We replaced the span representation refine-
ment mechanism with our Entity Equaliza-
tion approach (see Section 3).

7 Results

Following Pradhan et al. (2012), we report preci-
sion, recall and F1 of the MUC, B3 and CEAFφ4
metrics, and average the F1 score of all three met-
rics to get the main evaluation metric used in the

CoNLL-2012 coreference resolution task. We cal-
culated the metrics using the official evaluation
scripts of CoNLL-2012.

Results on the test set are shown in Table 1.
Our baseline is the span-ranking model from
Lee et al. (2018) with ELMo input features and
second-order span representations, which achieves
73.0% Avg. F1. Replacing the ELMo features
with BERT features achieves 76.25% average F1.
Removing the second-order span-representations
while using BERT features achieves 76.37% F1,
achieving higher recall and lower precision on
all evaluation metrics, while somewhat surpris-
ingly being better overall. Replacing second-
order span representations with Entity Equaliza-
tion achieves 76.64% average F1, while also con-
sistently achieving the highest F1 score on all three
evaluation metrics. Our results set a new state of
the art for coreference resolution, improving the
previous state of the art by 3.6% average F1.

8 Conclusion

In this work we presented a new state-of-the-art
coreference resolution system. Key to our ap-
proach is the idea that each mention should con-
tain information about all its coreferring mentions.
Here we implemented this idea by summing all
mention representations within a cluster. In the fu-
ture we plan to further enrich these representations
by considering information from across the docu-
ment. Furthermore, we can consider more struc-
tured representations of entities that reflect entity
attributes and inter-entity relations.
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Abstract

Coherence is an important aspect of text qual-
ity and is crucial for ensuring its readabil-
ity. One important limitation of existing co-
herence models is that training on one do-
main does not easily generalize to unseen cat-
egories of text. Previous work (Li and Ju-
rafsky, 2017) advocates for generative models
for cross-domain generalization, because for
discriminative models, the space of incoher-
ent sentence orderings to discriminate against
during training is prohibitively large. In this
work, we propose a local discriminative neu-
ral model with a much smaller negative sam-
pling space that can efficiently learn against
incorrect orderings. The proposed coherence
model is simple in structure, yet it significantly
outperforms previous state-of-art methods on a
standard benchmark dataset on the Wall Street
Journal corpus, as well as in multiple new
challenging settings of transfer to unseen cate-
gories of discourse on Wikipedia articles.

1 Introduction

Coherence is a discourse property that is con-
cerned with the logical and semantic organiza-
tion of a passage, such that the overall meaning
of the passage is expressed fluidly and clearly.
It is an important quality measure for text gen-
erated by humans or machines, and modelling
coherence can benefit many applications, includ-
ing summarization, question answering (Verberne
et al., 2007), essay scoring (Miltsakaki and Ku-
kich, 2004; Burstein et al., 2010) and text gener-
ation (Park and Kim, 2015; Kiddon et al., 2016;
Holtzman et al., 2018).

The ability to generalize to new domains of text
is desirable for NLP models in general. Besides
the practical reason of avoiding costly retraining

∗Work done while the author was an intern at Borealis
AI.

on every new domain, for coherence modelling,
we would also like our model to make decisions
based on the semantic relationships between sen-
tences, rather than simply overfit to the structural
cues of a specific domain.

The standard task used to test a coherence
model in NLP is sentence ordering, for example,
to distinguish between a coherently ordered list of
sentences and a random permutation thereof. Ear-
lier work focused on feature engineering, drawing
on theories such as Centering Theory (Grosz et al.,
1995) and Rhetorical Structure Theory (Thomp-
son and Mann, 1987) to propose features based
on local entity and lexical transitions, as well as
more global concerns regarding topic transitions
(Elsner et al., 2007). With the popularization of
deep learning, the focus has shifted towards spec-
ifying model architectures, including a number of
recent models that rely on distributed word rep-
resentations used in a deep neural network (Li
and Jurafsky, 2017; Nguyen and Joty, 2017; Lo-
geswaran et al., 2018).

One key decision which forms the foundation of
a model is whether it is discriminative or genera-
tive. Discriminative models depend on contrastive
learning; they use automatic corruption methods
to generate incoherent passages of text, then learn
to distinguish coherent passages from incoherent
ones. By contrast, generative approaches aim
at maximising the likelihood of the training text,
which is assumed to be coherent, without seeing
incoherent text or explicitly incorporating coher-
ence into the optimization objective.

It has been argued that neural discriminative
models of coherence are prone to overfitting on
the particular dataset and domain that they are de-
signed for (Li and Jurafsky, 2017), possibly due
to the expressive nature of functions learnable by
a neural network. Another potential problem for
discriminative models raised by Li and Jurafksy is
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that there are n! possible sentence orderings for a
passage with n sentences, thus the sampled nega-
tive instances can only cover a tiny proportion of
this space, limiting the performance of such mod-
els. There is thus an apparent association between
discriminative models and high performance on a
specific narrow domain.

We argue in this paper that there is, in fact,
nothing inherent about discriminative models that
cause previous systems to be brittle to domain
changes. We demonstrate a solution to the above
problems by combining aspects of previous gener-
ative and discriminative models to produce a sys-
tem that works well in both in-domain and cross-
domain settings, despite being a discriminative
model overall.

Our method relies on two key ideas. The first is
to reexamine the operating assumption of previous
work that a global, passage-level model is neces-
sary for good performance. While it is true that
coherence is a property of a passage as a whole,
capturing long-term dependencies in sequences re-
mains a fundamental challenge when training neu-
ral networks in practice (Trinh et al., 2018). On the
other hand, it is plausible that much of global co-
herence can be decomposed into a series of local
decisions, as demonstrated by foundational theo-
ries such as Centering Theory. Our hypothesis in
this work is that there remains much to be learned
about local coherence cues which previous work
has not fully captured and that these cues make up
an essential part of global coherence. We demon-
strate that such is the case.

Our model thus take neighbouring pairs of sen-
tences as inputs, for which the space of nega-
tives is much smaller and can therefore be effec-
tively covered by sampling other sentences in the
same document. Surprisingly, adequately mod-
elling local coherence alone significantly outper-
forms previous approaches, and furthermore, lo-
cal coherence captures text properties that are
domain-agnostic, generalizing much better in
open-domain settings to unseen categories of text.

Our second insight is that the superiority of pre-
vious generative approaches in cross-domain set-
tings can be effectively incorporated into a dis-
criminative model as a pre-training step. We
show that generatively pre-trained sentence en-
coders enhance the performance of our discrimi-
native local coherence model.

We demonstrate the effectiveness of our ap-

proach on the Wall Street Journal (WSJ) bench-
mark dataset, as well as on three challenging new
evaluation protocols using different categories of
articles drawn from Wikipedia that contain in-
creasing levels of domain diversity. We show
that our discriminative model significantly outper-
forms strong baselines on all datasets tested. Fi-
nally, hypothesis testing shows that the coherence
scores from our model have a significant statisti-
cal association with the “rewrite” flag for regular
length Wikipedia articles, demonstrating that our
model prediction aligns with human judgement of
text quality.

To summarize, our contributions are:

1. We correct the misconception that discrim-
inative models cannot generalize well for
cross-domain coherence scoring, with a
novel local discriminative neural model.

2. We propose a set of cross-domain coherence
datasets with increasingly difficult evaluation
protocols.

3. Our new method outperforms previous meth-
ods by a significant margin on both the previ-
ous closed domain WSJ dataset as well as on
all open-domain ones, setting the new state-
of-the-art for coherence modelling.

4. Even with the simplest sentence encoder, av-
eraged GloVe, our method frequently outper-
forms previous methods, while it can gain
further accuracy by using stronger encoders.

2 Related Work

Barzilay and Lapata (2008) introduced the entity
grid representation of a document, which uses the
local syntactic transitions of entity mentions to
model discourse coherence. Three tasks for eval-
uation were introduced for evaluation: discrimi-
nation, summary coherence rating, and readability
assessment. Many models were proposed to ex-
tend this model (Eisner and Charniak, 2011; Feng
and Hirst, 2012; Guinaudeau and Strube, 2013),
including models relying on HMMs (Louis and
Nenkova, 2012) to model document structure.

Driven by the success of deep neural networks,
many neural models were proposed in the past
few years. Li and Hovy (2014) proposed a neural
clique-based discriminative model to compute the
coherence score of a document by estimating a co-
herence probability for each clique of L sentences.
Nguyen and Joty (2017) proposed a neural entity
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grid model with convolutional neural network that
operates over the entity grid representation. Mohi-
uddin et al. (2018) extended this model for written
asynchronous conversations. Both methods rely
on hand-crafted features derived from NLP pre-
processing tools to enhance the original entity grid
representation. We take a different approach to
feature engineering in our work, focusing on the
effect of supervised or unsupervised pre-training.

Li and Jurafsky (2017) was the first work to
use generative models to model coherence and
proposed to evaluate the performance of coher-
ence models in an open-domain setting. Most
recently, Logeswaran et al. (2018) used an RNN
based encoder-decoder architecture to model the
coherence which can also be treated as the gener-
ative model. One obvious disadvantage of gener-
ative models is that they maximize the likelihood
of training text but never see the incoherent text.
In other words, to produce a binary classification
decision about coherence, such a generative model
only sees data from one class. As we will demon-
strate later in the experiments, this puts generative
models at a disadvantage comparing to our local
discriminative model.

3 Background: Generative Coherence
Models

To understand the advantages of our local dis-
criminative model, we first introduce the previous
global passage-level generative coherence mod-
els. We will use “passage” and “document” in-
terchangeably in this work, since all the models
under consideration work in the same way for a
full document or a passage in document.

Generative models are based on the idea that in
a coherent passage, subsequent sentences should
be predictable given their preceding sentences,
and vice versa. Let us denote the corpus as C =
{dk}Nk=1, which consists of N documents, with
each document dk comprised of a sequence of
sentences {si}. Formally, generative coherence
models are trained using a log-likelihood objec-
tive as follows (with some variations according to
the specific model):

max
θ

∑

d∈C

∑

s∈d
log p(s|cs; θ), (1)

where cs is the context of the sentence s and θ
represents the model parameters. cs can be cho-
sen as the next or previous sentence (Li and Juraf-

sky, 2017), or all previous sentences (Logeswaran
et al., 2018).

There are two hidden assumptions behind this
maximum likelihood approach to coherence. First,
it assumes that conditional log likelihood is a good
proxy for coherence. Second, it assumes that train-
ing can well capture the long-range dependencies
implied by the generative model.

Conditional log likelihood essentially measures
the compressibility of a sentence given the con-
text; i.e., how predictable s is given cs. However,
although incoherent next sentence is generally not
predictable given the context, the inverse is not
necessarily true. In other words, a coherent sen-
tence does not need to have high conditional log-
likelihood, as log likelihood can also be influenced
by other factors such as fluency, grammaticality,
sentence length, and the frequency of words in
a sentence. Second, capturing long-range depen-
dencies in neural sequence models is still an ac-
tive area of research with many challenges (Trinh
et al., 2018), hence there is no guarantee that maxi-
mum likelihood learning can faithfully capture the
inductive bias behind the first assumption.

4 Our Local Discriminative Model

We propose the local coherence discriminator
model (LCD) whose operating assumption is that
the global coherence of a document can be well
approximated by the average of coherence scores
between consecutive pairs of sentences. Our ex-
perimental results later will validate the appropri-
ateness of this assumption. For now, this sim-
plification allows us to cast the learning prob-
lem as discriminating consecutive sentence pairs
(si, si+1) in the training documents (assumed to
be coherent) from incoherent ones (si, s

′) (nega-
tive pairs to be constructed).

Training objective: Formally, our discrimina-
tive model fθ(., .) takes a sentence pair and returns
a score. The higher the score, the more coherent
the input pair. Then our training objective is:

L(θ)=
∑

d∈C

∑

si∈d
E

p(s′|si)

[
L(fθ(si, si+1), fθ(si, s

′))
]

(2)
where Ep(s′|si) denotes expectation with respect to
negative sampling distribution p which could be
conditioned on si; andL(., .) is a loss function that
takes two scores, one for a positive pair and one for
a negative sentence pair.
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Loss function: The role of the loss function is
to encourage f+ = fθ(si, si+1) to be high while
f− = fθ(si, s

′) to be low. Common losses such as
margin or log loss can all be used. Through exper-
imental validation, we found that margin loss to
be superior for this problem. Specifically, L takes
on the form: L(f+, f−) = max(0, η − f+ + f−)
where η is the margin hyperparameter.

Negative samples: Technically, we are free to
choose any sentence s′ to form a negative pair
with si. However, because of potential differ-
ences in genre, topic and writing style, such neg-
atives might cause the discriminative model to
learn cues unrelated to coherence. Therefore, we
only select sentences from the same document to
construct negative pairs. Specifically, suppose si
comes from document dk with length nk, then
p(s′|si) is a uniform distribution over the nk−1
sentences {sj}j 6= i from dk. For a document with
n sentences, there are n−1 positive pairs, and
(n−1)∗(n−2)/2 negative pairs. It turns out that
the quadratic number of negatives provides a rich
enough learning signal, while at the same time, is
not too prohibitively large to be effectively cov-
ered by a sampling procedure. In practice, we
sample a new set of negatives each time we see
a document, hence after many epochs, we can ef-
fectively cover the space for even very long doc-
uments. Section 5.7 discusses further details on
sampling.

4.1 Model Architecture

The specific neural architecture that we use for fθ
is illustrated in Figure 1. We assume the use of
some pre-trained sentence encoder, which is dis-
cussed in the next section.

Given an input sentence pair, the sentence en-
coder maps the sentences to real-valued vectors S
and T . We then compute the concatenation of the
following features: (1) concatenation of the two
vectors (S, T ); (2) element-wise difference S−T ;
(3) element-wise product S ∗T ; (4) absolute value
of element-wise difference |S − T |. The concate-
nated feature representation is then fed to a one-
layer MLP to output the coherence score.

In practice, we make our overall coherence
model bidirectional, by training a forward model
with input (S, T ) and a backward model with in-
put (T, S) with the same architecture but separate
parameters. The coherence score is then the aver-
age from the two models.

Figure 1: Generic architecture for our proposed model.

4.2 Pre-trained Generative Model as the
Sentence Encoder

Our model can work with any pre-trained sen-
tence encoder, ranging from the most simplistic
average GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) embed-
dings to more sophisticated supervised or unsu-
pervised pre-trained sentence encoders (Conneau
et al., 2017). As mentioned in the introduction,
since generative models can often be turned into
sentence encoder, generative coherence model can
be leveraged by our model to benefit from the
advantages of both generative and discriminative
training, similar to (Kiros et al., 2015; Peters et al.,
2018). After initialization, we freeze the genera-
tive model parameters to avoid overfitting.

In Section 5, we will experimentally show that
while we do benefit from strong pre-trained en-
coders, the fact that our local discriminative model
improves over previous methods is independent of
the choice of sentence encoder.

5 Experiments

5.1 Evaluation Tasks

Following Nguyen and Joty (2017) and other pre-
vious work, we evaluate our models on the dis-
crimination and insertion tasks. Additionally, we
evaluate on the paragraph reconstruction task in
open-domain settings, in a similar manner to Li
and Jurafsky (2017).

In the discrimination task, a document is com-
pared to a random permutation of its sentences,
and the model is considered correct if it scores the
original document higher than the permuted one.
Twenty permutations are used in the test set in ac-
cordance with previous work.
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In the insertion task, we evaluate models based
on their ability to find the correct position of a sen-
tence that has been removed from a document. To
measure this, each sentence in a given document
is relocated to every possible position. An inser-
tion position is selected for which the model gives
the highest coherence score to the document. The
insertion score is then computed as the average
fraction of sentences per document reinserted into
their original position.

In the reconstruction task, the goal is to recover
the original correct order of a shuffled paragraph
given the starting sentence. We use beam search to
drive the reconstruction process, with the different
coherence models serving as the selection mech-
anism for beam search. We evaluate the perfor-
mance of different models based on the rank cor-
relation achieved by the top-1 reconstruction after
search, averaged across different paragraphs.

For longer documents, since a random permuta-
tion is likely to be different than the original one
at many places, the discrimination task is easy. In-
sertion is much more difficult since the candidate
documents differ only by the position of one sen-
tence. Reconstruction is also hard because small
errors accumulate.

5.2 Datasets and Protocols
Closed-domain: The single-domain evaluation
protocol is done on the Wall Street Journal (WSJ)
portion of Penn Treebank (Table 2), similar to pre-
vious work (Nguyen and Joty, 2017)1.

Open-domain: Li and Jurafsky (2017) first pro-
posed open-domain evaluation for coherence mod-
elling using Wikipedia articles, but did not release
the dataset2.

Hence, we create a new dataset based on
Wikipedia and design three cross-domain evalua-
tion protocols with increasing levels of difficulty.
Based on the ontology defined by DBpedia3, we
choose seven different categories under the do-
main Person and three other categories from irrel-
evant domains. We parse all the articles in these
categories and extract paragraphs with more than
10 sentences to be used as the passages for train-
ing and evaluation. The statistics of this dataset

1Since the preprocessing pipeline is different, we generate
the random permutations by ourselves.

2A version of preprocessed data consisting of integer in-
dices is available online, but it is not usable without important
preprocessing details.

3http://mappings.dbpedia.org/server/ontology/classes/

is summarized in Table 1. The three settings with
increasing level of hardness are as follows:

1. Wiki-A(rticle) randomly split all paragraphs
of the seven categories under Person into
training part and testing part;

2. Wiki-C(ategory) hold out paragraphs in one
category from Person for evaluation and train
on the remaining categories in Person;

3. Wiki-D(omain) train on all seven categories
in Person, and evaluate on completely differ-
ent domains, such as Plant, Institution, Celes-
tialBody, and even WSJ.

Wiki-A setting is essentially the same protocol
as the open domain evaluation as the one used in
(Li and Jurafsky, 2017). Importantly, there is no
distribution drift (up to sampling noise) between
training and testing. Thus, this protocol only tests
whether the coherence model is able to capture a
rich enough set of signal for coherence, and does
not check whether the learned cues are specific to
the domain, or generic semantic signals. For ex-
ample, cues based on style or regularities in dis-
course structure may not generalize to different
domains. Therefore, we designed the much harder
Wiki-C and Wiki-D to check whether the coher-
ence models capture cross-domain transferrable
features. In particular, in the Wiki-D setting, we
even test whether the models trained on Person ar-
ticles from Wikipedia generalize to WSJ articles.

Domain Category # Paras Avg. # Sen.
Person Artist 9553 11.87

Athlete 23670 12.26
Politician 2420 11.62

Writer 3310 11.83
MilitaryPerson 6428 11.90
OfficeHolder 6578 11.54

Scientist 2766 11.77
Species Plant 3100 12.26
Organization Institution 5855 11.58
Place CelestialBody 414 11.55

Table 1: Statistics of the Wiki Dataset.

5.3 Baselines

We compared our proposed model LCD against
two document-level discriminative models: (1)
Clique-based discriminator Clique-Discr. (Li and
Hovy, 2014; Li and Jurafsky, 2017) with win-
dow size 3 and 7. (2) Neural entity grid model
Grid-CNN and Extended Grid-CNN (Nguyen
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and Joty, 2017); And three generative models:
(3) Seq2Seq (Li and Jurafsky, 2017); (4) Vae-
Seq2Seq (Li and Jurafsky, 2017)4 ; (5) LM, an
RNN language model, and use the difference be-
tween conditional log likelihood of a sentence
given its preceding context, and the marginal log
likelihood of the sentence. All the results are
based on our own implementations except Grid-
CNN and Extended Grid-CNN, for which we
used code from the authors.

We compare these baselines to our proposed
model with three different encoders:

1. LCD-G: use averaged GloVe vectors (Pen-
nington et al., 2014) as the sentence repre-
sentation;

2. LCD-I: use pre-trained InferSent (Conneau
et al., 2017) as the sentence encoder;

3. LCD-L: apply max-pooling on the hidden
state of the language model to get the sen-
tence representation.

5.4 Results on Domain-specific Data

Discr. Ins.
Clique-Discr. (3) 70.91 11.53
Clique-Discr. (7) 70.30 5.01
Grid-CNN 85.57 (85.13) 23.12
Extended Grid-CNN 88.69 (87.51) 25.95
Seq2Seq 86.95 27.28
Vae-Seq2Seq 87.01 26.73
LM 86.50 26.33
LCD-G 92.51 30.30
LCD-I 94.54 32.34
LCD-L 95.49 33.79

Table 2: Accuracy of Discrimination and Insertion
tasks evaluated on WSJ. For Grid-CNN and Extended
Grid-CNN, the numbers outside brackets are taken
from the corresponding paper, and numbers shown in
the bracket are based on our experiments with the code
released by the authors.

We first evaluate the proposed models on the
Wall Street Journal (WSJ) portion of Penn Tree-
bank (Table 2). Our proposed models perform sig-
nificantly better than all other baselines, even if we
use the most naı̈ve sentence encoder, i.e., averaged
GloVe vectors. Among all the sentence encoders,

4As the authors did not release their code, so we tried our
best at replicating their model. Some important implementa-
tion details are missing from (Li and Jurafsky, 2017), so we
cannot guarantee exactly the same setup as in (Li and Juraf-
sky, 2017).

LM trained on the local data in an unsupervised
fashion performs the best, better than InferSent
trained on a much larger corpus with supervised
learning. In addition, combining the generative
model LM with our proposed architecture as the
sentence encoder improves the performance sig-
nificantly over the generative model alone.

5.5 Results on Open-Domain Data

Clique-Discr. (3) 76.17
Clique-Discr. (7) 73.86
Seq2Seq 86.63
Vae-Seq2Seq 82.40
LM 93.83
LCD-G 91.32
LCD-I 94.01
LCD-L 96.01

Table 3: Accuracy of discrimination task under Wiki-A

We next present results in the more challeng-
ing open-domain settings. Tables 3, 4, and 5
present results on the discriminative task under the
Wiki-A, Wiki-C, Wiki-D settings. We do not re-
port results of the neural entity grid models, since
these models heavily depend on rich linguistics
features from a preprocessing pipeline, but we
cannot obtain these features on the Wiki datasets
with high enough accuracy using standard pre-
processing tools. As in the closed-domain set-
ting, our proposed models outperform all the base-
lines for almost all tasks even with the averaged
GloVe vectors as the sentence encoder. Gener-
ally, LCD-L performs better than LCD-I, but their
performances are comparable under Wiki-D set-
ting. This result may be caused by the fact that
InferSent is pre-trained on a much larger dataset
in a supervised way, and generalizes better to un-
seen domains.

As the Wiki-A setting is similar to the open-
domain setting proposed by Li and Jurafsky
(2017), and we also have similar observations as
stated in their papers. The generative models per-
form quite well under this setting and applying
them on top of our proposed architecture as the
sentence encoder further enhances their perfor-
mances, as illustrated in Table 3. However, as ob-
served in Tables 4 and 5, the generative models
do not generalize as well into unseen categories,
and perform even worse in unseen domains. We
emphasize that a protocol like Wiki-A or simi-
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Model Artist Athlete Politician Writer MilitaryPerson OfficeHolder Scientist Average
Clique-Discr. (3) 73.01 68.90 73.82 73.28 72.86 73.74 74.56 72.88
Clique-Discr. (7) 71.26 66.56 73.72 72.01 72.67 72.62 71.86 71.53
Seq2Seq 82.72 73.45 84.88 85.99 81.40 83.25 85.27 82.42
Vae-Seq2Seq 82.58 74.14 84.70 84.94 81.07 82.66 85.09 82.17
LM 88.18 78.79 88.95 90.68 87.02 87.35 91.92 87.56
LCD-G 89.66 86.06 90.98 90.26 89.23 89.86 90.64 89.53
LCD-I 92.14 89.03 93.23 92.07 91.63 92.39 93.03 91.93
LCD-L 93.54 90.13 94.04 93.68 93.20 93.01 94.81 93.20

Table 4: Accuracy of discrimination task under Wiki-C setting.

Model Plant Institution CelestialBody WSJ Average
Clique-Discr. (3) 66.14 66.51 60.38 64.71 64.44
Clique-Discr. (7) 65.47 69.14 61.44 66.66 65.68
Seq2Seq 82.58 80.86 69.44 74.62 76.88
Vae-Seq2Seq 81.90 78.00 69.10 73.27 75.57
LM 81.88 83.82 74.78 79.78 80.07
LCD-G 86.57 86.10 79.16 82.51 83.59
LCD-I 89.07 88.58 80.41 83.27 85.33
LCD-L 88.83 89.46 81.31 82.23 85.48

Table 5: Accuracy of discrimination task under Wiki-D setting.

lar setup considered in Li and Jurafsky (2017)
is insufficient for evaluating open domain perfor-
mance. Because difficulties in open domain co-
herence modelling lie not only in the variety of
style and content in the dataset, but also in the fact
that training set cannot cover all potential variation
there is in the wild, making cross domain general-
ization a critical requirement.

5.6 Paragraph Order Reconstruction Results

Model Wiki-D (CelestialBody) Wiki-A
Seq2Seq 0.2104 0.2119
LM 0.1656 0.1420
LCD-I 0.2507 0.2744
LCD-L 0.2326 0.2900

Table 6: Kendall’s tau for re-ordering on Wiki-A/-D

As shown by the discrimination and insertion
tasks, Seq2Seq and LM are the stronger baselines,
so for paragraph reconstruction, we compare our
method to them, on two cross domain settings, the
simpler Wiki-A and the harder Wiki-D. We re-
port the reconstruction quality via Kendall’s tau
rank correlation in Table 6, which shows that our
method is superior by a significant margin.

5.7 Hyperparameter Setting and
Implementation Details

In this work, we search through different hyper-
parameter settings by tuning on the development
data of the WSJ dataset, then apply the same set-
ting across all the datasets and protocols. The

fact that one set of hyperparameters tuned on the
closed-domain setting works across all protocols,
including open-domain ones, demonstrates the ro-
bustness of our method.

The following hyperparameter settings are cho-
sen: Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with
default settings and learning rate 0.001, and no
weight decay; the number of hidden state dh for
the one-layer MLP as 500, input dropout proba-
bility pi as 0.6, hidden dropout probability ph as
0.3; the margin loss was found to be superior to
log loss, and margin of 5.0 was selected. In ad-
dition, we use early-stopping based on validation
accuracy in all runs.

Furthermore, during training, every time we
encounter a document, we sample 50 triplets
(si, si+1, s

′)’s, where (si, si+1)’s form positive
pairs while (si, s′)’s form negative pairs. So effec-
tively, we resample sentences so that documents
are trained for the same number of steps regard-
less of the length. For all the documents including
the permuted ones, we add two special tokens to
indicate the start and the end of the document.

5.8 Analysis

5.8.1 Ablation Study

To better understand how different design choices
affect the performance of our model, we present
the results of an ablation study using variants of
our best-performing models in Table 7. The pro-
tocol used for this study is Wiki-D with Celes-
tialBody and Wiki-WSJ, the two most challenging
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datasets in all of our evaluations.
The first variant uses a unidirectional model in-

stead of the default bidirectional mode with two
separately trained models. The second variant
only uses the concatenation of the two sentence
representations as the features instead of the full
feature representation described in Section 4.1.

Model CelestialBody Wiki-WSJ
LCD-L 81.31 82.23
no bidirectional 80.33 82.30
no extra features 79.28 79.84

Table 7: Ablation study: Discr. under Wiki-D

As we can see, even our ablated models still out-
perform the baselines, though performance drops
slightly compared to the full model. This demon-
strates the effectiveness of our general framework
for modelling coherence.

5.8.2 Effect of Sample Coverage

Figure 2: Discrimination accuracy on CelestialBody
and Wiki-WSJ with different portions of all valid sam-
ples. The x axis is in log-scale.

Previous work raised concerns that negative
sampling cannot effectively cover the space of
negatives for discriminative learning (Li and Ju-
rafsky, 2017). Fig. 2 shows that for our local dis-
criminative model, there is a diminishing return
when considering greater coverage beyond certain
point (20% on these datasets). Hence, our sam-
pling strategy is more than sufficient to provide
good coverage for training.

5.8.3 Comparison with Human Judgement
To evaluate how well our coherence model aligns
with human judgements of text quality, we com-
pare our coherence score to Wikipedia’s article-
level “rewrite” flags. This flag is used for articles
that do not adhere to Wikipedia’s style guidelines,

which could be due to other reasons besides text
coherence, so this is an imperfect proxy metric.
Nevertheless, we aim to demonstrate a potential
correlation here, because carelessly written arti-
cles are likely to be both incoherent and in vi-
olation of style guidelines. This setup is much
more challenging than previous evaluations of co-
herence models, as it requires the comparison of
two articles that could be on very different topics.

For evaluation, we want to verify whether there
is a difference in average coherence between ar-
ticles marked for rewrite and articles that are
not. We select articles marked with an article-
level rewrite flag from Wikipedia, and we sam-
ple the non-rewrite articles randomly. We then
choose articles that have a minimum of two para-
graphs with at least two sentences. We use our
model trained for the Wiki-D protocol, and av-
erage its output scores per paragraph, then aver-
age these paragraph scores to obtain article-level
scores. This two-step process ensures that all para-
graphs contribute roughly equally to the final co-
herence score. We then perform a one-tailed t-test
for the mean coherence scores between the rewrite
and no-rewrite groups.

We find that among articles of a typical length
between 2,000 to 6,000 characters (Wikipedia av-
erage length c. 2,800 characters), the average co-
herence scores are 0.56 (marked for rewrite) vs.
0.79 (not marked) with a p-value of .008. For
longer articles of 8,000 to 14,000 characters, the
score gap is smaller (0.60 vs 0.64), and p-value
is 0.250. It is possible that in the longer marked
article, only a subportion of the article is incoher-
ent, or that other stylistic factors play a larger role,
which our simple averaging does not capture well.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we examined the limitations of two
general frameworks for coherence modelling; i.e. ,
passage-level discriminative models and genera-
tive models. We propose a simple yet effective lo-
cal discriminative neural model which retains the
advantages of generative models while address-
ing the limitations of both kinds of models. Ex-
perimental results on a wide range of tasks and
datasets demonstrate that the proposed model out-
performs previous state-of-the-art methods signif-
icantly and consistently on both domain-specific
and open-domain datasets.
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Abstract

In this work, we introduce the Moldavian
and Romanian Dialectal Corpus (MOROCO),
which is freely available for download at
https://github.com/butnaruandrei/MOROCO.
The corpus contains 33564 samples of text
(with over 10 million tokens) collected from
the news domain. The samples belong to one
of the following six topics: culture, finance,
politics, science, sports and tech. The data
set is divided into 21719 samples for training,
5921 samples for validation and another 5924
samples for testing. For each sample, we
provide corresponding dialectal and category
labels. This allows us to perform empirical
studies on several classification tasks such as
(i) binary discrimination of Moldavian versus
Romanian text samples, (ii) intra-dialect
multi-class categorization by topic and (iii)
cross-dialect multi-class categorization by
topic. We perform experiments using a
shallow approach based on string kernels,
as well as a novel deep approach based on
character-level convolutional neural networks
containing Squeeze-and-Excitation blocks.
We also present and analyze the most discrim-
inative features of our best performing model,
before and after named entity removal.

1 Introduction
The high number of evaluation campaigns on spo-
ken or written dialect identification conducted in
recent years (Ali et al., 2017; Malmasi et al.,
2016; Rangel et al., 2017; Zampieri et al., 2017,
2018) prove that dialect identification is an inter-
esting and challenging natural language process-
ing (NLP) task, actively studied by researchers in
nowadays. Due to the recent interest in dialect
identification, we introduce the Moldavian and
Romanian Dialectal Corpus (MOROCO), which
is composed of 33564 samples of text collected
from the news domain.

Figure 1: Map of Romania and the Republic of
Moldova.

Romanian is part of the Balkan-Romance group
that evolved from several dialects of Vulgar
Latin, which separated from the Western Ro-
mance branch of languages from the fifth cen-
tury (Coteanu et al., 1969). In order to dis-
tinguish Romanian within the Balkan-Romance
group in comparative linguistics, it is referred to
as Daco-Romanian. Along with Daco-Romanian,
which is currently spoken in Romania, there
are three other dialects in the Balkan-Romance
branch, namely Aromanian, Istro-Romanian, and
Megleno-Romanian. Moldavian is a subdialect of
Daco-Romanian, that is spoken in the Republic of
Moldova and in northeastern Romania. The delim-
itation of the Moldavian dialect, as with all other
Romanian dialects, is made primarily by analyz-
ing its phonetic features and only marginally by
morphological, syntactical, and lexical character-
istics. Although the spoken dialects in Romania
and the Republic of Moldova are different, the two
countries share the same literary standard (Mina-
han, 2013). Some linguists (Pavel, 2008) consider
that the border between Romania and the Repub-
lic of Moldova (see Figure 1) does not correspond
to any significant isoglosses to justify a dialectal
division. One question that arises in this context
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is whether we can train a machine to accurately
distinguish literary text samples written by peo-
ple in Romania from literary text samples writ-
ten by people in the Republic of Moldova. If
we can construct such a machine, then what are
the discriminative features employed by this ma-
chine? Our corpus formed of text samples col-
lected from Romanian and Moldavian news web-
sites, enables us to answer these questions. Fur-
thermore, MOROCO provides a benchmark for
the evaluation of dialect identification methods.
To this end, we consider two state-of-the-art meth-
ods, string kernels (Butnaru and Ionescu, 2018;
Ionescu and Butnaru, 2017; Ionescu et al., 2014)
and character-level convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) (Ali, 2018; Belinkov and Glass, 2016;
Zhang et al., 2015), which obtained the first two
places (Ali, 2018; Butnaru and Ionescu, 2018) in
the Arabic Dialect Identification Shared Task of
the 2018 VarDial Evaluation Campaign (Zampieri
et al., 2018). We also experiment with a novel
CNN architecture inspired the recently introduced
Squeeze-and-Excitation (SE) networks (Hu et al.,
2018), which exhibit state-of-the-art performance
in object recognition from images. To our knowl-
edge, we are the first to introduce Squeeze-and-
Excitation networks in the text domain.

As we provide category labels for the collected
text samples, we can perform additional exper-
iments on various text categorization by topic
tasks. One type of task is intra-dialect multi-class
categorization by topic, i.e. the task is to clas-
sify the samples written either in the Moldavian
dialect or in the Romanian dialect into one of the
following six topics: culture, finance, politics, sci-
ence, sports and tech. Another type of task is
cross-dialect multi-class categorization by topic,
i.e. the task is to classify the samples written in
one dialect, e.g. Romanian, into six topics, using
a model trained on samples written in the other
dialect, e.g. Moldavian. These experiments are
aimed at showing if the considered text categoriza-
tion methods are robust to the dialect shift between
training and testing.

In summary, our contribution is threefold:
• We introduce a novel large corpus containing

33564 text samples written in the Moldavian
and the Romanian dialects.
• We introduce Squeeze-and-Excitation net-

works to the text domain.
• We analyze the discriminative features that

help the best performing method, string ker-

nels, in (i) distinguishing the Moldavian and
the Romanian dialects and in (ii) categoriz-
ing the text samples by topic.

We organize the remainder of this paper as fol-
lows. We discuss related work in Section 2. We
describe the MOROCO data set in Section 3. We
present the chosen classification methods in Sec-
tion 4. We show empirical results in Section 5,
and we provide a discussion on the discriminative
features in Section 6. Finally, we draw our conclu-
sion in Section 7.

2 Related Work
There are several corpora available for dialect
identification (Ali et al., 2016; Alsarsour et al.,
2018; Bouamor et al., 2018; Francom et al., 2014;
Johannessen et al., 2009; Kumar et al., 2018;
Samardžić et al., 2016; Tan et al., 2014; Zaidan
and Callison-Burch, 2011). Most of these cor-
pora have been proposed for languages that are
widely spread across the globe, e.g. Arabic (Ali
et al., 2016; Alsarsour et al., 2018; Bouamor et al.,
2018), Spanish (Francom et al., 2014), Indian (Ku-
mar et al., 2018) or German (Samardžić et al.,
2016). Among these, Arabic is the most popu-
lar, with a number of four data sets (Ali et al.,
2016; Alsarsour et al., 2018; Bouamor et al., 2018;
Zaidan and Callison-Burch, 2011), if not even
more.
Arabic. The Arabic Online news Commentary
(AOC) (Zaidan and Callison-Burch, 2011) is the
first available dialectal Arabic data set. Although
AOC contains 3.1 million comments gathered
from Egyptian, Gulf and Levantine news websites,
the authors labeled only around 0.05% of the data
set through the Amazon Mechanical Turk crowd-
sourcing platform. Ali et al. (2016) constructed
a data set of audio recordings, Automatic Speech
Recognition transcripts and phonetic transcripts of
Arabic speech collected from the Broadcast News
domain. The data set was used in the 2016, 2017
and 2018 VarDial Evaluation Campaigns (Mal-
masi et al., 2016; Zampieri et al., 2017, 2018).
Alsarsour et al. (2018) collected the Dialectal
ARabic Tweets (DART) data set, which contains
around 25K manually-annotated tweets. The data
set is well-balanced over five main groups of Ara-
bic dialects: Egyptian, Maghrebi, Levantine, Gulf
and Iraqi. Bouamor et al. (2018) presented a large
parallel corpus of 25 Arabic city dialects, which
was created by translating selected sentences from
the travel domain.
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Other languages. The Nordic Dialect Corpus
(Johannessen et al., 2009) contains about 466K
spoken words from Denmark, Faroe Islands, Ice-
land, Norway and Sweden. The authors tran-
scribed each dialect by the standard official or-
thography of the corresponding country. Francom
et al. (2014) introduced the ACTIV-ES corpus,
which represents a cross-dialectal record of the
informal language use of Spanish speakers from
Argentina, Mexico and Spain. The data set is
composed of 430 TV or movie subtitle files. The
DSL corpus collection (Tan et al., 2014) comprises
news data from various corpora to emulate the
diverse news content across different languages.
The collection is comprised of six language vari-
ety groups. For each language, the collection con-
tains 18K training sentences, 2K validation sen-
tences and 1K test sentences. The ArchiMob cor-
pus (Samardžić et al., 2016) contains manually-
annotated transcripts of Swiss German speech col-
lected from four different regions: Basel, Bern,
Lucerne and Zurich. The data set was used in
the 2017 and 2018 VarDial Evaluation Campaigns
(Zampieri et al., 2017, 2018). Kumar et al. (2018)
constructed a corpus of five Indian dialects con-
sisting of 307K sentences. The samples were col-
lected by scanning, passing through an OCR en-
gine and proofreading printed stories, novels and
essays from books, magazines or newspapers.
Romanian. To our knowledge, the only em-
pirical study on Romanian dialect identification
was conducted by Ciobanu and Dinu (2016). In
their work, Ciobanu and Dinu (2016) used only a
short list of 108 parallel words in a binary clas-
sification task in order to discriminate between
Daco-Romanian words versus Aromanian, Istro-
Romanian and Megleno-Romanian words. Differ-
ent from Ciobanu and Dinu (2016), we conduct a
large scale study on 33K documents that contain a
total of about 10 million tokens.

3 MOROCO
In order to build MOROCO, we collected text
samples from the top five most popular news web-
sites in Romania and the Republic of Moldova, re-
spectively. Since news websites in the two coun-
tries belong to different Internet domains, the text
samples can be automatically labeled with the cor-
responding dialect. We selected news from six dif-
ferent topics, for which we found at least 2000 text
samples in both dialects. For each dialect, we il-
lustrate the distribution of text samples per topic

Figure 2: The distribution of text samples per topic for
the Moldavian and the Romanian dialects, respectively.
Best viewed in color.

in Figure 2. In both countries, we notice that the
most popular topics are finance and politics, while
the least popular topics are culture and science.
The distribution of topics for the two dialects is
mostly similar, but not very well-balanced. For in-
stance, the number of Moldavian politics samples
(5154) is about six times higher than the number
of Moldavian science samples (877). However,
MOROCO is well-balanced when it comes to the
distribution of samples per dialect, since we were
able to collect 15403 Moldavian text samples and
18161 Romanian text samples.

It is important to note that, in order to obtain the
text samples, we removed all HTML tags and re-
placed consecutive space characters with a single
space character. We further processed the sam-
ples in order to eliminate named entities. Previ-
ous research (Abu-Jbara et al., 2013; Nicolai and
Kondrak, 2014) found that named entities such as
country names or cities can provide clues about
the native language of English learners. We de-
cided to remove named entities in order to prevent
classifiers from taking the decision based on fea-
tures that are not truly indicative of the dialects or
the topics. For example, named entities represent-
ing city names in Romania or Moldova can pro-
vide clues about the dialect, while named entities
representing politicians or football players names
can provide clues about the topic. The identified
named entities are replaced with the token $NE$.
In the experiments, we present results before and
after named entity removal, in order to illustrate
the effect of named entities.

In order to allow proper comparison in future
research, we divided MOROCO into a training, a
validation and a test set. We used stratified sam-
pling in order to produce a split that preserves the
distribution of dialects and topics across all sub-
sets. Table 1 shows some statistics of the number
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Set #samples #tokens

Training 21,719 6,705,334
Validation 5,921 1,826,818
Test 5,924 1,850,977
Total 33,564 10,383,129

Table 1: The number of samples (#samples) and the
number of tokens (#tokens) contained in the training,
validation and test sets included in our corpus.

of samples as well as the number of tokens in each
subset. We note that the entire corpus contains
33564 samples with more than 10 million tokens
in total. On average, there are about 309 tokens
per sample.

Since we provide both dialectal and category la-
bels for each sample, we can perform several tasks
on MOROCO:
• Binary classification by dialect – the task is to

discriminate between the Moldavian and the
Romanian dialects.
• Moldavian (MD) intra-dialect multi-class

categorization by topic – the task is to clas-
sify the samples written in the Moldavian di-
alect into six topics.
• Romanian (RO) intra-dialect multi-class cat-

egorization by topic – the task is to classify
the samples written in the Romanian dialect
into six topics.
• MD→RO cross-dialect multi-class catego-

rization by topic – the task is to classify the
samples written in the Romanian dialect into
six topics, using a model trained on samples
written in the Moldavian dialect.
• RO→MD cross-dialect multi-class catego-

rization by topic – the task is to classify the
samples written in the Moldavian dialect into
six topics, using a model trained on samples
written in the Romanian dialect.

4 Methods
String kernels. Kernel functions (Shawe-Taylor
and Cristianini, 2004) capture the intuitive no-
tion of similarity between objects in a specific do-
main. For example, in text mining, string ker-
nels can be used to measure the pairwise sim-
ilarity between text samples, simply based on
character n-grams. Various string kernel func-
tions have been proposed to date (Ionescu et al.,
2014; Lodhi et al., 2002; Shawe-Taylor and Cris-
tianini, 2004). Recently, the presence bits string
kernel and the histogram intersection kernel ob-
tained state-of-the-art results in a broad range of

text classification tasks such as dialect identifi-
cation (Butnaru and Ionescu, 2018; Ionescu and
Butnaru, 2017; Ionescu and Popescu, 2016), na-
tive language identification (Ionescu et al., 2016;
Ionescu and Popescu, 2017), sentiment analysis
(Giménez-Pérez et al., 2017; Ionescu and Butnaru,
2018; Popescu et al., 2017) and automatic essay
scoring (Cozma et al., 2018). In this paper, we
opt for the presence bits string kernel, which al-
lows us to derive the primal weights and analyze
the most discriminative features, as explained by
Ionescu et al. (2016). For two strings over an al-
phabet Σ, x, y ∈ Σ∗, the presence bits string ker-
nel is formally defined as:

k0/1
n (x, y) =

∑

s∈Σn

ins(x) · ins(y),

where ins(x) is 1 if string s occurs as a substring
in x, and 0 otherwise. In our empirical study, we
experiment with character n-grams in a range, and
employ the Kernel Ridge Regression (KRR) bi-
nary classifier. During training, KRR finds the
vector of weights that has both small empirical
error and small norm in the Reproducing Kernel
Hilbert Space generated by the kernel function.
The ratio between the empirical error and the norm
of the weight vector is controlled through the reg-
ularization parameter λ.

Character-level CNN. Convolutional networks
(LeCun et al., 1998; Krizhevsky et al., 2012) have
been employed for solving many NLP tasks such
as part-of-speech tagging (Santos and Zadrozny,
2014), text categorization (Johnson and Zhang,
2015; Kim, 2014; Zhang et al., 2015), dialect iden-
tification (Ali, 2018; Belinkov and Glass, 2016),
machine translation (Gehring et al., 2017) and lan-
guage modeling (Dauphin et al., 2017; Kim et al.,
2016). Many CNN-based methods rely on words,
the primary reason for this being the aid given by
word embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013; Penning-
ton et al., 2014) and their ability to learn seman-
tic and syntactic latent features. Trying to elim-
inate the pre-trained word embeddings from the
pipeline, some researchers have decided to build
end-to-end models using characters as input, in or-
der to solve text classification (Zhang et al., 2015;
Belinkov and Glass, 2016) or language modeling
tasks (Kim et al., 2016). At the character-level, the
model can learn unusual character sequences such
as misspellings or take advantage of unseen words
during test time. This appears to be particularly
helpful in dialect identification, since some state-
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Figure 3: Left: The architecture of the base-
line character-level CNN composed of seven blocks.
Right: The modified CNN architecture, which in-
cludes a Squeeze-and-Excitation block after each con-
volutional block.

of-the-art dialect identification methods (Butnaru
and Ionescu, 2018; Ionescu and Butnaru, 2017)
use character n-grams as features.

In this paper, we draw our inspiration from
Zhang et al. (2015) in order to design a lightweight
character-level CNN architecture for dialect iden-
tification. One way proposed by Zhang et al.
(2015) to represent characters in a character-level
CNN is to map every character from an alphabet of
size t to a discrete value using a 1-of-t encoding.
For example, having the alphabet Σ = {a, b, c},
the encoding for the character a is 1, for b is 2,
and for c is 3. Each character from the input text
is encoded, and only a fixed size l of the input is
kept. In our case, we keep the first l = 5000 char-
acters, zero-padding the documents that are under
length. We compose an alphabet of 105 characters
that includes uppercase and lowercase characters,
Moldavian and Romanian diacritics (such as ă, â,
ı̂, ş and ţ), digits, and 33 other symbol characters.
Characters that do not appear in the alphabet are
encoded as a blank character.

As illustrated in the left-hand side of Figure

3, our architecture is seven blocks deep, contain-
ing one embedding layer, three convolutional and
max-pooling blocks, and three fully-connected
blocks. The first two convolutional layers are
based on one-dimensional filters of size 7, the third
one being based on one-dimensional filters of size
3. A thresholded Rectified Linear Units (ReLU)
activation function (Nair and Hinton, 2010) fol-
lows each convolutional layer. The max-pooling
layers are based on one-dimensional filters of size
3 with stride 3. After the third convolutional
block, the activation maps pass through two fully-
connected blocks having thresholded ReLU acti-
vations. Each of these two fully-connected blocks
is followed by a dropout layer with the dropout
rate of 0.5. The last fully-connected layer is fol-
lowed by softmax, which provides the final output.
All convolutional layers have 128 filters, and the
threshold used for the thresholded ReLU is 10−6.
The network is trained with the Adam optimizer
(Kingma and Ba, 2015) using categorical cross-
entropy as loss function.

Squeeze-and-Excitation Networks. Hu et al.
(2018) argued that the convolutional filters close to
the input layer are not aware of the global appear-
ance of the objects in the input image, as they op-
erate at the local level. To alleviate this problem,
Hu et al. (2018) proposed to insert Squeeze-and-
Excitation blocks after each convolutional block
that is closer to the network’s input. The SE
blocks are formed of two layers, squeeze and ex-
citation. The activation maps of a given convolu-
tional block are first passed through the squeeze
layer, which aggregates the activation maps across
the spatial dimension in order to produce a chan-
nel descriptor. This layer can be implemented
through a global average pooling operation. In
our case, the size of the output after the squeeze
operation is 1 × 128, since our convolutional lay-
ers are one-dimensional and each layer contains
d = 128 filters. The resulting channel descrip-
tor enables information from the global receptive
field of the network to be leveraged by the lay-
ers near the network’s input. The squeeze layer
is followed by an excitation layer based on a self-
gating mechanism, which aims to capture channel-
wise dependencies. The self-gating mechanism is
implemented through two fully-connected layers,
the first being followed by ReLU activations and
the second being followed by sigmoid activations,
respectively. The first fully-connected layer acts
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Figure 4: Dialect classification results on the validation set provided by the KRR classifier based on the presence
bits string kernel with n-grams in the range 5-8. Results are reported for various λ values from 10−3 to 10−6. Best
viewed in color.

as a bottleneck layer, reducing the input dimen-
sion (given by the number of filters d) with a re-
duction ratio r. This is achieved by assigning d/r
units to the bottleneck layer. The second fully-
connected layer increases the size of the output
back to 1×128. Finally, the activation maps of the
preceding convolutional block are then reweighted
(using the 1 × 128 outputs provided by the exci-
tation layer as weights) to generate the output of
the SE block, which can then be fed directly into
subsequent layers. Thus, SE blocks are just alter-
native pathways designed to recalibrate channel-
wise feature responses by explicitly modeling in-
terdependencies between channels. We insert SE
blocks after each convolutional block, as illus-
trated in the right-hand side of Figure 3.

5 Experiments

Parameter tuning. In order to tune the parame-
ters of each model, we used the MOROCO valida-
tion set. We first carried out a set of preliminary
dialect classification experiments to determine the
optimal choice of n-grams length for the presence
bits string kernel and the regularization parame-
ter λ of the KRR classifier. We present results for
these preliminary experiments in Figure 4. We
notice that both λ = 10−4 and λ = 10−5 are
good regularization choices, with λ = 10−5 be-
ing slightly better for all n-grams lengths between
5 and 8. Although 6-grams, 7-grams and 8-grams
attain almost equally good results, the best choice
according to the validation results is to use 6-
grams. Therefore, in the subsequent experiments,
we employ the presence bits string kernel based on
n-grams of length 6 and KRR with λ = 10−5.

For the baseline CNN, we set the learning rate
to 5 · 10−4 and use mini-batches of 128 samples

during training. We use the same parameters for
the SE network. Both deep networks are trained
for 50 epochs. For the SE blocks, we set the re-
duction ratio to r = 64, which results in a bottle-
neck layer with two neurons. We also tried lower
reduction ratios, e.g. 32 and 16, but we obtained
lower performance for these values.

Results. In Table 2 we present the accuracy, the
weighted F1-scores and the macro-averaged F1-
scores obtained by the three classification models
(string kernels, CNN and SE networks) for all the
classification tasks, on the validation set as well as
the test set. Regarding the binary classification by
dialect task, we notice that all models attain good
results, above 90%. SE blocks bring only minor
improvements over the baseline CNN. Our deep
models, CNN and CNN+SE, attain results around
93%, while the string kernels obtain results above
94%. We thus conclude that written text samples
from the Moldavian and the Romanian dialects
can be accurately discriminated by both shallow
and deep learning models. This answers our first
question from Section 1.

Regarding the Moldavian intra-dialect 6-way
categorization (by topic) task, we notice that string
kernels perform quite well in comparison with
the CNN and the CNN+SE models. In terms of
the macro-averaged F1 scores, SE blocks bring
improvements higher than 1% over the baseline
CNN. In the MD→RO cross-dialect 6-way cate-
gorization task, our models attain the lowest per-
formance on the Romanian test set. We would
like to note that in both cross-dialect settings, we
use the validation set from the same dialect as the
training set, in order to prevent any use of infor-
mation about the test dialect during training. In
other words, the settings are intra-dialect with re-
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Task Method Validation Test
accuracy weighted F1 macro F1 accuracy weighted F1 macro F1

Binary KRR + k0/16 94.21 94.20 94.15 94.13 94.11 94.06
classification CNN 93.00 93.00 92.95 92.75 92.76 92.71

by dialect CNN + SE 93.02 93.01 92.95 92.99 92.98 92.93

MD KRR + k0/16 92.49 92.46 90.45 92.68 92.63 90.57
categorization CNN 85.42 85.25 79.28 83.92 83.73 76.82

(by topic) CNN + SE 86.23 85.97 80.51 84.39 84.01 77.85

MD→RO KRR + k0/16 92.49 92.46 90.45 68.21 67.59 67.59
categorization CNN 85.42 85.25 79.28 55.04 56.27 53.67

(by topic) CNN + SE 86.23 85.97 80.51 56.31 57.01 53.85

RO KRR + k0/16 74.38 74.49 77.68 74.98 75.11 78.76
categorization CNN 68.04 67.10 63.84 68.14 67.43 64.98

(by topic) CNN + SE 68.76 68.67 67.74 69.04 69.07 68.77

RO→MD KRR + k0/16 74.38 74.49 77.68 82.31 82.17 75.47
categorization CNN 68.04 67.10 63.84 72.49 71.60 62.70

(by topic) CNN + SE 68.76 68.67 67.74 74.84 74.87 67.42

Table 2: Accuracy rates, weighted F1 scores and macro-averaged F1-scores (in %) for the five evaluation tasks:
binary classification by dialect, Moldavian intra-dialect 6-way categorization (by topic), MD→RO cross-dialect 6-
way categorization, Romanian (RO) intra-dialect 6-way categorization, and RO→MD cross-dialect 6-way catego-
rization. Results are reported for three baseline models: KRR based on the presence bits string kernel (KRR+k0/16 ),
convolutional neural networks (CNN), and Squeeze-and-Excitation convolutional neural networks (CNN+SE).

spect to the validation set and cross-dialect with
respect to the test set. The Romanian intra-dialect
6-way categorization task seems to be much more
difficult than the Moldavian intra-dialect catego-
rization task, since all models obtain scores that
are roughly 20% lower. In terms of the macro-
averaged F1 scores, SE blocks bring improve-
ments of around 4% over the baseline CNN. How-
ever, the results of CNN+SE are still much un-
der those of the presence bits string kernel. Re-
garding the RO→MD cross-dialect 6-way cate-
gorization task, we find that the models learned
on the Romanian training set obtain better results
on the Moldavian (cross-dialect) test set than on
the Romanian (intra-dialect) test set. Once again,
this provides additional evidence that the 6-way
categorization by topic task is more difficult for
Romanian than for Moldavian. In all the intra-
dialect or cross-dialect 6-way categorization tasks,
we observe a high performance gap between deep
and shallow models. These results are consis-
tent with the recent reports of the VarDial evalu-
ation campaigns (Malmasi et al., 2016; Zampieri
et al., 2017, 2018), which point out that shallow
approaches such as string kernels (Butnaru and
Ionescu, 2018; Ionescu and Butnaru, 2017) sur-
pass deep models in dialect and similar language
discrimination tasks. Although deep models ob-
tain generally lower results, our proposal of in-
tegrating Squeeze-and-Excitation blocks seems to
be a steady step towards improving CNN models

Task NER Test
accuracy weighted F1 macro F1

Classification No 95.61 95.60 95.56
by dialect Yes 94.13 94.11 94.06

MD No 93.23 93.19 91.36
categorization Yes 92.68 92.63 90.57

MD→RO No 68.80 68.23 68.49
categorization Yes 68.21 67.59 67.59

RO No 76.07 76.19 80.10
categorization Yes 74.98 75.11 78.76

RO→MD No 82.57 82.46 76.00
categorization Yes 82.31 82.17 75.47

Table 3: Accuracy rates, weighted F1 scores and
macro-averaged F1-scores (in %) of the KRR based on
the presence bits string kernel for the five evaluation
tasks, before and after named entity removal (NER).

for language identification, as SE blocks improve
performance across all the experiments presented
in Table 2, and, in some cases, the performance
gains are considerable.

6 Discussion

Named entity removal. In Table 3, we presents
comparative results before and after named entity
removal (NER). We selected only the KRR based
on the presence bits string kernel for this compar-
ative study, since it provides the best performance
among the considered baselines. The experiment
reveals that named entities can artificially raise
the performance by more than 1% in some cases,
which is consistent with observations in previous
works (Abu-Jbara et al., 2013; Nicolai and Kon-
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NER Top 6-grams for culture Top 6-grams for finance Top 6-grams for politics
original translation original translation original translation
[teatru] theater [econom]ie economy [. PSD ] Social-Democrat Party
[ scenă] scene [achita]t payed [parlam]ent parliament

No [Eurovi]sion Eurovision contest [tranza]cţie transaction Liviu D[ragnea] ex-leader of PSD
[scriit]or writer di[n Mold]ova of Moldova Igor[ Dodon] president of Moldova

Euro[vision] Eurovision contest Un[iCredi]t UniCredit Bank Dacian [Cioloş] ex-prime minster of Romania
[muzică] music [ bănci] banks [politi]ca the politics
[ piesă] piece [monede] currencies [preşed]inte president

Yes [artist] artist [afacer]i business [primar] mayor
[actoru]l the actor [export]uri exports p[artidu]l the party

s[pectac]ol show p[roduse] products [democr]aţie democracy
Top 6-grams for science Top 6-grams for sports Top 6-grams for tech

[studiu] study [Simona] Halep a tennis player [Intern]et Internet
ş[tiinţă] science [campio]n champion Fac[cebook] Facebook

No [ NASA ] NASA Simona[ Halep] a tennis player Mol[dtelec]om telecom operator in Moldova
Max [Planck] Max Planck o[limpic] Olympic com[unicaţ]ii communications

[Pămı̂nt] Earth [echipe] teams [ telev]iziune television
[cercet]are research [fotbal] football [maşini] cars

[astron]omie astronomy [meciul] the match [utiliz]ator user
Yes [planet]a the planet [jucăto]r player t[elefon] telephone

[univer]sitatea the university [antren]orul the coach [ compa]nie company
[teorie] theory [clubul] the club [tehnol]ogie technology

Table 5: Examples of n-grams from the six different categories in MOROCO, that are weighted as more discrim-
inative by the KRR based on the presence bits string kernel, before and after named entity removal (NER). The
n-grams are placed between squared brackets and highlighted in bold. The n-grams are posed inside words and
translated to English.

NER Top 6-grams for MD Top 6-grams for RO
original translation original translation

[Pămı̂nt] Earth [Români]a Romania
[Moldov]a Moldova n[ews.ro] a website

No [cı̂teva] some [Pământ] Earth
M[oldova] Moldova Nicu[lescu ] family name
cuv[ı̂ntul ] the word [Bucure]şti Bucharest

[ sı̂nt ] am / are [ român]esc Romanian
[ cı̂nd ] when [ judeţ] county

Yes [decı̂t ] than [ când ] when
t[enisme]n tennis player [ firme] companies

[ pı̂nă ] until [ vorbi] talk

Table 4: Examples of n-grams from the Moldavian
and the Romanian dialects, that are weighted as more
discriminative by the KRR based on the presence bits
string kernel, before and after named entity removal
(NER). The n-grams are placed between squared brack-
ets and highlighted in bold. The n-grams are posed in-
side words and translated to English.

drak, 2014).
Discriminative features. In order to understand
why the KRR based on the presence bits string ker-
nel works so well in discriminating the Moldavian
and the Romanian dialects, we conduct an analy-
sis of some of the most discriminative features (n-
grams), which are listed in Table 4. When named
entities are left in place, the classifier chooses the
country names (Moldova and Romania) or the cap-
ital city of Romania (Bucharest) as discriminative
features. When named entities are removed, it

seems that Moldavian words that contain the letter
‘ı̂’ inside, e.g. ‘cı̂nd’, are discriminative, since in
Romanian, the letter ‘ı̂’ is only used at the begin-
ning of a word (inside Romanian words, the same
sound is denoted by ‘â’, e.g. ‘când’). While Mol-
davian writers prefer to use ‘tenismen’ to denote
‘tennis player’, Romanians prefer to use ‘jucător
de tenis’ for the same concept. Although both
terms, ‘tenismen’ and ‘jucător de tenis’, are under-
stood in Romania and the Republic of Moldova,
our analysis reveals that preference for one term
or the other is not the same.

In a similar manner, we look at examples of
features weighted as discriminative by the KRR
based on the presence bits string kernel for cat-
egorization by topic. Table 5 lists discrimina-
tive n-grams for all the six categories inside MO-
ROCO, before and after NER. When named en-
tities are left in place, we notice that the KRR
classifier selects some interesting named entities
as discriminative. For example, news in the poli-
tics domain make a lot of references to politicians
such as Liviu Dragnea (the ex-leader of the Social-
Democrat Party in Romania), Igor Dodon (the cur-
rent president of Moldova) or Dacian Cioloş (an
ex-prime minster of Romania). News that men-
tion NASA (the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration) or the Max Planck institute are
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Corpus #dialects #tokens Accuracy
per sample

Romanian (ours) 2 309.3 94.13
Arabic 5 22.6 76.27

German 4 7.9 66.36

Table 6: Accuracy rates (in %) of the KRR based on
string kernels for Romanian dialect identification ver-
sus Arabic (Ali et al., 2016) and German (Samardžić
et al., 2016) dialect identification, respectively. The re-
sults for the Arabic and German dialect identification
tasks are taken from our previous work (Ionescu and
Butnaru, 2017). For each corpus, we include the num-
ber of dialects (#dialects) and the average number of
tokens in each sample (#tokens per sample).

likely to be classified in the science domain by
KRR+k0/1

6 . After Simona Halep reached the first
place in the Women’s Tennis Association (WTA)
ranking, a lot of sports news that report on her per-
formances started to appear, which determines the
classifier to choose ‘Simona’ or ‘ Halep’ as dis-
criminative n-grams. References to the Internet or
the Facebook social network indicate that the re-
spective news are from the tech domain, accord-
ing to our classifier. When named entities are re-
moved, KRR seems to choose plausible words for
each category. For instance, it relies on n-grams
such as ‘muzică’ or ‘artist’ to classify a news sam-
ple into the culture domain, or on n-grams such
as ‘campion’ or ‘fotbal’ to classify a news sample
into the sports domain.
Difficulty with respect to other dialects. In our
previous work (Ionescu and Butnaru, 2017), we
have applied the KRR based on string kernels
for Arabic dialect identification and German di-
alect identification. In the case of Arabic, we
have reached performance levels of around 76%
for discriminating between five dialects. In the
same time, we have reached performance levels
of around 66% for discriminating between four
German dialects. As shown in Table 6, it seems
to be much easier to discriminate between Roma-
nian dialects, as the accuracy is near 94%. How-
ever, there are some important differences be-
tween these tasks. First of all, the random chance
baseline is much high for our binary classification
task, as we only have to choose between two di-
alects: Moldavian or Romanian. Second of all,
the number of tokens per sample is much higher
for the samples in our corpus compared to the sam-
ples provided in the Arabic (Ali et al., 2016) or the
German (Samardžić et al., 2016) corpora. Before

drawing the conclusion that Romanian dialects are
easier to discriminate than other dialects, we have
to make sure that the experiments are conducted
in similar conditions. We leave this discussion for
future work.

7 Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a novel and large cor-
pus of Moldavian and Romanian dialects. We
also introduced Squeeze-and-Excitation networks
to the NLP domain, performing comparative ex-
periments using shallow and deep state-of-the-art
baselines. We would like to stress out that the
methods presented in this paper are only provided
as baselines in order to enable comparisons in fu-
ture work. Our intention was not that of providing
top accuracy rates on the MOROCO corpus. In
this context, we acknowledge that better accuracy
rates can be obtained by combining string ker-
nels using a range of n-grams, as we have already
shown for other dialects and tasks in our previous
works (Butnaru and Ionescu, 2018; Cozma et al.,
2018; Ionescu and Butnaru, 2017, 2018). Another
option for improving performance is to combine
string kernels and neural networks into an ensem-
ble model. We leave these ideas for future explo-
ration.

Although Romanian and Moldavian are sup-
posed to be hard to discriminate, since Romania
and the Republic of Moldova share the same lit-
erary standard (Minahan, 2013), the empirical re-
sults seem to point in the other direction, to our
surprise. However, we should note that the high
accuracy rates attained by the proposed classifiers
can be explained through a combination of two
factors. First of all, the text samples are formed of
309 tokens on average, being at least an order of
magnitude longer than samples in typical dialectal
corpora (Ali et al., 2016; Samardžić et al., 2016).
Second of all, the text samples can be discrimi-
nated in large part due to different word choices,
as shown in the analysis of the most discrimina-
tive features provided in Section 5. Word prefer-
ence seems to become easily distinguishable when
news samples of around 309 tokens (multiple sen-
tences) are used. In future work, we aim to deter-
mine if the same level of accuracy can be obtained
when single sentences will be used as samples for
training and testing.
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Abstract

The well-known problem of knowledge acqui-
sition is one of the biggest issues in Word
Sense Disambiguation (WSD), where anno-
tated data are still scarce in English and al-
most absent in other languages. In this
paper we formulate the assumption of One
Sense per Wikipedia Category and present
OneSeC, a language-independent method for
the automatic extraction of hundreds of thou-
sands of sentences in which a target word is
tagged with its meaning. Our automatically-
generated data consistently lead a supervised
WSD model to state-of-the-art performance
when compared with other automatic and
semi-automatic methods. Moreover, our ap-
proach outperforms its competitors on mul-
tilingual and domain-specific settings, where
it beats the existing state of the art on all
languages and most domains. All the train-
ing data are available for research purposes at
http://trainomatic.org/onesec.

1 Introduction

The problem of acquiring knowledge (i.e., the
knowledge acquisition bottleneck) is an open is-
sue in Natural Language Processing (NLP). This
problem has become even more critical with the
advent of deep learning, as a bigger amount of
data is needed to meet the requirements of more
and more difficult tasks and increasingly complex
models. Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD), i.e.,
the task of associating a word with its meaning
in a context (Navigli, 2009), is one of the most
affected research areas (Navigli, 2018). The in-
terest in this field has grown remarkably due to
the variety of applications that can benefit from it,
such as Machine Translation (Neale et al., 2016)
or Information Extraction (Delli Bovi et al., 2015).
Most approaches to WSD are either supervised or
knowledge-based. The former frames the problem

as a classification (Zhong and Ng, 2010) or se-
quence learning (Raganato et al., 2017b) task, in
which either a target word or all the content words
in a sequence have to be tagged with one of their
possible meanings. The latter, instead, exploits
graph algorithms on knowledge bases, such as
the Personalized PageRank method (Haveliwala,
2002; Agirre et al., 2014), or the densest subgraph
heuristic (Moro et al., 2014). Hence, knowledge-
based approaches rely on semantic networks such
as WordNet1 (Miller et al., 1990), a manually-
curated resource where synonyms are grouped
into so-called synsets, or BabelNet2 (Navigli and
Ponzetto, 2010), a large multilingual encyclopedic
dictionary that merges together different resources
like WordNet, Wikipedia, Wikidata etc. There-
fore, in one form or another both approaches to
WSD need lexical-semantic data. This is espe-
cially crucial in the case of supervised systems,
which have proved capable of attaining higher re-
sults on English, for which annotated data are
available, whereas they fall behind knowledge-
based approaches when tested on other languages.
Unfortunately, carrying out semantic annotations
for a target language requires time, resources and
expertise in the field. Thus, in the last few years
new approaches have been developed to mitigate
the burden of knowledge acquisition by providing
automatically or semi-automatically tagged cor-
pora. The main goal of such techniques is to in-
fer the meaning of words occurring in raw sen-
tences by leveraging information drawn from dif-
ferent sources of knowledge, i.e., parallel corpora
(Taghipour and Ng, 2015; Delli Bovi et al., 2017),
or semantic networks (Pasini and Navigli, 2017;
Pasini et al., 2018). Although supervised mod-
els achieve competitive results when trained on

1https://wordnet.princeton.edu
2https://babelnet.org
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automatically and semi-automatically annotated
datasets, a major limitation concerning these ap-
proaches is that they are strictly dependent on
knowledge sources, which are in their turn diffi-
cult to harvest. In fact, on the one hand, parallel
corpora require human intervention for translat-
ing a collection of texts into one or more different
languages. On the other hand, semantic networks
rely on manually-annotated lexical-semantic data
for enriching the network itself.

In this paper we tackle the knowledge acqui-
sition bottleneck by extending the hypotheses in-
troduced in the two seminal papers by Gale et al.
(1992b, One Sense Per Discourse) and Yarowsky
(1993, One Sense Per Collocation) to Wikipedia
categories, thereby making the following four con-
tributions:

1. We formulate the new assumption of One
Sense per Wikipedia Category, i.e., all the oc-
currences of a word across Wikipedia pages
in a category share the same word meaning.

2. We propose OneSeC (One Sense per Cat-
egory), a novel fully-automatic method
that produces multilingual sense-annotated
datasets on a large scale by mapping
Wikipedia categories to word senses.

3. We eliminate the dependency on the struc-
ture of a semantic network by relying only on
the association between Wikipedia pages and
categories and on a sparse vector represen-
tation of concepts, i.e., NASARI3 (Camacho
Collados et al., 2016).

4. We prove that OneSeC achieves state-of-the-
art results on multilingual WSD and outper-
forms its automatic and semi-automatic alter-
natives on English.

2 One Sense Per Category

Preliminaries Wikipedia is the largest elec-
tronic encyclopedia, available in approximately
300 languages. It is composed of pages and
categories: pages are used to describe named
entities and abstract concepts, while categories
group pages that convey common semantic in-
formation. For example, the Mouse (computing)
and Computer keyboard pages are grouped un-
der the same category, namely, COMPUTING IN-
PUT DEVICES. Similarly, the MONARCHS OF THE

3http://lcl.uniroma1.it/nasari/

UNITED KINGDOM category groups together all
the past and present monarchs of the country, e.g.
Elisabeth II, Queen Victoria, etc. Based on this, in
what follows we refer to the sentences of a cat-
egory C as those sentences contained in all the
pages of C, and we refer to the occurrences of a
lemma in a category C as the occurrences of its
inflected forms in the sentences of C.

Automatically annotating Wikipedia Our ap-
proach aims at creating a sense-annotated cor-
pus in a target language by leveraging the seman-
tic information contained within Wikipedia cate-
gories. Therefore, by relying on the One Sense
per Wikipedia Category assumption (see Section
1), we infer the meaning of words occurring in
Wikipedia sentences by exploiting the information
provided by their categories. For example, the
lemma4 spring#n appears in more than 8K cate-
gories, including SEASONS and MECHANICS. At
the end of our procedure, OneSeC automatically
assigns the metal elastic device sense to all the
occurrences of spring#n in MECHANICS and the
season sense to those in SEASONS.

Given the whole Wikipedia together with its as-
sociations between pages and categories and given
a lexicon of words L, our approach computes a
semantically-tagged dataset – where words in L

are annotated with their correct meaning – by per-
forming the following three steps:

• Category Representation, which represents
a lexeme-category pair (l, C) as the Bag Of
Words of the sentences of the category C in
which the lemma l appears (Section 2.1).

• Sense Assignment, which assigns a sense s
of the lemma l to each lexeme-category pair
(l, C) (Section 2.2).

• Sentence Sampling, which extracts a certain
number of sentences for each sense s of each
lemma l in the lexicon L by exploiting the as-
sociation between lexeme-category pairs and
word senses computed in the previous step
(Section 2.3).

2.1 Category Representation
The first step aims at representing each lexeme-
category pair (l, C) with a Bag Of Words (BOW).
To that end, we lemmatise and POS tag the text of

4We use lemma and lexeme, i.e., a lemma#pos, inter-
changeably.
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BOW mouse, cat, animal, vehicle, rodent, mice, mammal
Mouse (animal) mouse, animal, rodent, mice, mammal, cat
Mouse (device) mouse, computer, keyboard, device, input, output

Table 1: Excerpt of the sorted components of an ex-
ample category’s BOW (first line) and two NASARI
vectors (second and third line).

each page in C and retain only the content words
in each sentence. Then, we consider all the sen-
tences of C in which l appears at least once and
we count the frequency of each other lemma oc-
curring in the selected sentences. Finally, we build
the BOW of (l, C) in which each dimension cor-
responds to a lemma that is associated with its
frequency, thus giving greater importance to more
frequent words. For example, the pair (spring#n,
MECHANICS) contains words such as force and
gravity, while the pair (match#n, SPORTS LAW)
includes team and play.

2.2 Sense Assignment
The second step aims at assigning a sense distri-
bution to each lexeme-category pair. We exploit
the BOW we computed and the NASARI lexical
vectors (Camacho Collados et al., 2016) to repre-
sent categories and synsets, respectively. NASARI
leverages Wikipedia pages to provide a sparse rep-
resentation of BabelNet synsets, having words as
their dimensions weighted by their lexical speci-
ficity (Lafon, 1980). NASARI has been used to
compute the semantic similarity between two con-
cepts (Pilevar et al., 2013) in combination with
the Weighted Overlap (WO), which has proven to
work better than cosine similarity for comparing
sparse vectors. It takes as input two vectors v1 and
v2 and computes their similarity by considering
the ranks of the components shared by both vec-
tors5. However, as it takes into account only the
common dimensions, it also gives a high similarity
value when the two vectors share just a few dimen-
sions with similar rankings. In light of this, we
modified the original formula and added a weight
factor Ψ as follows:

WO(v1, v2) = Ψ

∑
w∈O

(rv1w + rv2w )−1

|O|∑
i=1

(2i)−1
(1)

where O is the intersection set between the dimen-
sions of v1 and v2, rviw is the rank of the dimension

5We note that the components of each vector are ranked
according to their weights.

(spring#n, SEASONS) (match#n, SPORTS LAW)
The season of growth 0.63 A formal contest 0.49
Natural flow of water 0.10 Score needed to win 0.21
Movement upwards 0.08 Exact duplicate 0.07

Table 2: Excerpt of the sense distribution of spring#n
and match#n for one of their categories.

Mouse (Animal) Score Mouse (Device) Score
MICE 2.91 COMPUTING INPUT DEVICES 3.35
INVASIVE MAMMAL SPECIES 2.91 POINTING DEVICES 3.24
RODENTS 2.82 COMPUTER CONNECTORS 3.24
RODENTS OF AUSTRALIA 2.70 PERSONAL COMPUTERS 3.07
RODENTS OF AFRICA 2.65 COMPUTER KEYBOARDS 2.87

Table 3: Excerpt of the most related categories for the
device and animal senses of mouse.

corresponding to the wordw in the vector vi and Ψ
is a logarithmic function that depends on the size
of O and is defined as Ψ = ln(|O|+ 1).

For example, given the BOW for a category re-
lated to the animal mouse and the two NASARI
vectors for the animal and device senses of mouse
as in Table 1, the standard weighted overlap scores
the animal sense 0.93 and the device sense 1.00,
even though the latter has only the first dimension
in common. When we add the logarithmic factor
Ψ, instead, the first sense is scored 1.80 while the
second is scored 0.69.

Therefore, for each lexeme-category pair (l, C)
we compute the WO between BC , i.e., the BOW
representation of the category C (see Section 2.1),
and each NASARI vector associated with a given
sense of l. Thus, given a set of weighted overlap
scores {WO(BC , s1), . . . ,WO(BC , sn)}, where
s1 . . . sn are the senses of l, we assign to (l, C)
the sense that maximises the similarity with the
category BOW as follows:

sense(l, C) = arg max
si

{WO(BC , si)}

In Table 2 we show the distribution of senses
for one category of spring#n and match#n, respec-
tively. As one can see, given the pair (spring#n,
SEASONS) we select the season sense of spring#n
as it is the highest ranked one in terms of WO,
while the formal contest meaning of match#n is
selected for (match#n, SPORTS LAW).

2.3 Sentence Sampling
Once each lexeme-category pair (l, C) is associ-
ated with one sense, we can reverse the relation
having – for each sense of l – a list of categories
C1, . . . , Cm sorted by weighted overlap. For ex-
ample, in Table 3 we show an excerpt of the most
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related categories for the animal and the device
meanings of the lemma mouse#n. As one can see,
the animal sense is mostly related to categories
that concern the animal world, e.g. MICE, RO-
DENTS, etc., while the device sense to the elec-
tronic device world, e.g. COMPUTING INPUT DE-
VICES, POINTING DEVICES, etc. Therefore, for
each sense si of l we sample a set of Ksi sentences
from C1, . . . , Cmi that depends on the BabelNet
ordering of senses. Following Pasini and Navigli
(2017) we compute Ksi applying a Zipfian distri-
bution:

Ksi =
K

iz
(2)

where K and z are two system parameters that de-
fine, respectively, the number of examples to as-
sign to the first sense of a lemma and how fast the
function decreases, while i is the sense position
in BabelNet. In the case that we find only β sen-
tences for the first sense of l, with β < Ks1 , we
scale down all Ksi by setting K = β, i.e., we con-
sider the maximum number of examples as those
that are actually available for the first sense. For
example, if we have z = 2.0 and K = 500 but we
can retrieve only 100 sentences for the sense s1,
we set K = 100 when computing Ksi for i > 1.
Hence, the number of sentences to be associated
with s2 is 25, rather than 125, thus maintaining
the distribution across senses balanced.

In order to provide different contexts of use for
a given sense si, we sample K

Cj
si sentences from

each category Cj . K
Cj
si is computed as follows:

K
Cj
si = Ksi

j−1
mi∑
j′=1

j′−1
(3)

where the second term is a smoothed version of
the category rank reciprocal6, i.e., it is normalised
by the sum of the reciprocal of each category rank
(from 1 to mi).

Once we have determined the number of exam-
ples to draw from each category, we sample the
sentences according to their perplexity, which we
compute with a Neural Language Model trained
on WikiText103 (Howard and Ruder, 2018)7.

The result of the above three steps is a
semantically-annotated corpus where each mean-
ing s of each lemma l ∈ L is associated with a set
of sentences in which l is tagged with s.

6Recall that the categories associated with the sense s are
sorted by weighted overlap.

7http://files.fast.ai/models/wt103/

3 Experimental Setup

We exploited the Word Sense Disambiguation
task to assess the quality of our automatically-
generated corpus. Therefore, we trained a ref-
erence WSD model on the data generated by
OneSeC and compared the results against those
achieved by the same model trained on other re-
sources.

In what follows we introduce the reference
Word Sense Disambiguation system, the test bed,
the comparison systems and how we tuned the two
parameters K and z.

Reference system We carried out the evaluation
with two different WSD models: the SVM-based
system It Makes Sense (Zhong and Ng, 2010,
IMS) and the Bi-LSTM-based model introduced
by Raganato et al. (2017b). For the latter we used
MUSE embeddings (Lample et al., 2018) in the
input layer, a learning rate of 0.5 and followed Ra-
ganato et al. (2017b) for all the other hyperparam-
eters. Depending on the setting, English or multi-
lingual, we chose the best-performing system on a
development set: Senseval-2 for English and an in-
house development set for all the other languages8.
For both models, unless differently stated, we used
the Most Frequent Sense (MFS) of a lemma, i.e.,
its first-ranked meaning in BabelNet, as backoff
strategy when the system was not able to provide
an answer.

Test bed We used the evaluation framework for
English all-words WSD made available by Ra-
ganato et al. (2017a). This comprises all the past
test sets, including Senseval-2 (Edmonds and Cot-
ton, 2001), Senseval-3 (Snyder and Palmer, 2004),
SemEval-2007 (Pradhan et al., 2007), SemEval-
2013 (Navigli et al., 2013), SemEval-2015 (Moro
and Navigli, 2015) and ALL, i.e., the concatena-
tion of all the aforementioned datasets. For the
multilingual evaluation, instead, we used the all-
words multilingual WSD tasks of SemEval-2013
(Navigli et al., 2013) and SemEval-2015 (Moro
and Navigli, 2015). For both settings, we focused
on nouns only, as NASARI vectors are available
mainly for nominal concepts.

Following the literature, we report the F1 mea-
sure on all the test sets unless stated differently.

8The development set of each language comprises 50
manually-annotated word-sense pairs.
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Figure 1: Performance on the development set of IMS and the Bi-LSTM model trained on OneSeC when z = 2.0
and K ranges between 100 and 900 (left) and when K = 700 and z ranges between 2.0 and 3.0 (right).

English parameter tuning We tune the param-
eters K and z introduced in Section 2.3 so as to
maximise the performance of the reference system
on the development set. We used Senseval-2 as
tuning corpus and varied K between 100 and 900
with a 200 step and z between 2.0 and 3.0 with a
0.1 step. We ran both models, IMS and Bi-LSTM,
for each parameter value and chose the one that
performed best. In Figure 1 (left) we show the re-
sults of the two systems when trained on OneSeC
where z is set to 2.0 and K is increased from 100
to 900. As can be seen, the Bi-LSTM trend in-
creases more rapidly than the IMS one. However,
its results are always lower than those attained by
its alternative. IMS, in fact, scores almost 5 points
higher starting from K = 100 and maintains its
lead through all the values of K. It reaches a
plateau when K = 700, which we interpret as the
plateau of knowledge. Indeed, increasing the num-
ber of examples degrades IMS performance as no
more informative sentences are found for a given
sense. Once K was set to 700 both for IMS and
Bi-LSTM, we ran the same experiment varying z.
As one can see in Figure 1 (right), IMS achieves
the highest score when z = 2.1 while Bi-LSTM
when z = 2.9. While IMS seems sensitive to this
parameter, attaining better performance when the
distribution of classes in training is more balanced,
the neural model trend is almost constant, indicat-
ing it is less dependent on the sense distribution.

Therefore, we chose IMS as our WSD reference
system as it consistently outperformed its neural-
network alternative. In the following we report the
results of IMS trained on OneSeC with K = 700
and z = 2.1.

Multilingual parameter tuning We varied K

and z as for English and computed the perfor-
mance separately on each language-specific de-
velopment dataset. We then chose the parame-
ters leading the reference model to the highest
results averaged across all languages. Contrary
to what was the case for English, the Bi-LSTM
model outperformed IMS on most of the settings
and achieved the highest score with K = 200 and
z = 2.0. Hence, we report multilingual results
attained by the Bi-LSTM model when trained on
OneSeC with K = 200 and z = 2.0.

Comparison systems We compared OneSeC
with a manual, a semi-automatic and a fully-
automatic alternative:

• SemCor (Miller et al., 1993): the most
used training corpus in WSD, which provides
more than 200K manual annotations.

• OMSTI (Taghipour and Ng, 2015): a
semi-automatic approach that extracts
semantically-annotated data by exploiting
parallel data to reduce the ambiguity of the
target language. Since the resource contains
SemCor by default, we considered only the
semi-automatically generated examples in
order to guarantee a fair comparison with
OneSeC.

• Train-O-Matic9 (Pasini and Navigli, 2017,
TOM): a knowledge-based method for the
automatic generation of sense-annotated
data.

9http://trainomatic.org
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Dataset
OneSeC OMSTI Train-O-Matic SemCor

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1
Senseval-2 72.3 69.1 70.7 64.8 38.5 39.6 69.5 65.5 67.4 73.5 61.3 66.8
Senseval-3 66.5 62.1 64.2 55.7 31.0 39.8 66.1 63.1 64.6 73.2 67.6 70.2
SemEval-07 63.7 62.9 63.3 64.1 35.9 46.0 59.8 59.8 59.8 68.9 65.4 67.1
SemEval-13 64.0 58.3 61.0 50.7 23.4 32.0 61.3 53.3 57.0 63.2 55.4 59.0
SemEval-15 69.2 64.8 66.9 57.0 26.7 36.4 67.0 62.3 64.6 65.3 56.3 60.5
ALL 67.3 62.8 64.9 56.5 27.0 36.5 65.1 59.7 62.3 68.3 59.9 63.8

Table 4: Performance of IMS trained on different corpora on the English all-words WSD tasks when the MFS is
disabled.

Dataset OneSeC TOM OMSTI SemCor MFS
Senseval-2 73.2 70.5 74.1 76.8 72.1
Senseval-3 68.2 67.4 67.2 73.8 72.0
SemEval-07 63.5 59.8 62.3 67.3 65.4
SemEval-13 66.5 65.5 62.8 65.5 63.0
SemEval-15 70.8 68.6 63.1 66.1 66.3
ALL 69.0 67.3† 66.4† 70.4 67.6

Table 5: Results of IMS trained on different corpora on
the English all-words WSD tasks. † marks statistical
significance between OneSeC and its competitors.

For the multilingual setting, instead, due to the
lack of manually sense-annotated data for non-
English languages, we compared directly OneSeC
against the best participating system in each task
and Train-O-Matic. To set a level playing field,
we also report the results attained by the Bi-LSTM
model when trained on Train-O-Matic corpora for
the tested languages.

4 Results

4.1 English All-Words WSD
We proceed by testing the reference WSD sys-
tem on the data provided by OneSeC, Train-O-
Matic, OMSTI and SemCor on the English all-
words tasks.

In Table 5 we compare the results of IMS when
trained on different corpora. As one can see,
OneSeC achieves the best results on ALL when
compared to automatic and semi-automatic ap-
proaches, and ranks second only with respect to
SemCor. Interestingly enough, OneSeC beats its
manual competitor on SemEval-2013 by 1 point
and on SemEval-2015 by 4.7 points, an impres-
sive result considering that OneSeC does not in-
volve any human intervention during the gener-
ation of the corpus. In Table 5 we also report
the statistical significance between OneSeC and
its competitors on the ALL dataset by juxtapos-
ing a † symbol next to the score. In order to do

Dataset OneSeC TOM OMSTI Total
Senseval-2 401 400 197 436
Senseval-3 424 435 197 469
SemEval-07 125 127 68 127
SemEval-13 656 629 249 751
SemEval-15 228 226 102 253
ALL 1359 1350 456 1557

Table 6: Number of nominal lemmas covered by each
corpus.

this, we computed the McNemar’s χ2 test (McNe-
mar, 1947) with significance level α = 0.01 be-
tween OneSeC and SemCor. It resulted in no sta-
tistical significance, meaning that IMS trained on
OneSeC is in the same ballpark as when trained
on SemCor. We note that the goal of this work
was not to achieve state-of-the-art results on En-
glish WSD compared to manually-annotated cor-
pora. However, performing competitively on stan-
dard benchmarks represents one step further to-
wards getting rid of the limitation imposed by re-
sources like SemCor. Moreover, our approach out-
performs Train-O-Matic, our direct competitor, on
all the datasets, with the highest increment of 3.7
points on SemEval-2007, while scoring almost 2
points higher than TOM overall.

OneSeC also attains higher results when com-
pared with a semi-automatic approach like OM-
STI. In fact, OMSTI is surpassed on all the
datasets but Senseval-2 and scores 2.6 F1 points
less on the ALL dataset. This is per se a remark-
able result as OneSeC is automatic, while OM-
STI relies on parallel corpora and manual effort
to align senses across languages. Furthermore,
we show that OneSeC results are statistically sig-
nificant in comparison to those attained by TOM
and OMSTI. We also note that, similarly to TOM,
OneSeC covers almost all the lemmas in each test
set (see Table 6), while OMSTI is able to provide
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Dataset Domain Size Backoff
OneSeC TOM OMSTI

MFS
P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

SemEval-13

Biology 135
MFS 67.4 67.4 67.4 63.0 63.0 63.0 65.9 65.9 65.9

64.4
- 65.1 60.7 62.8 59.0 53.3 56.0 48.1 18.5 26.7

Climate 194
MFS 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.1 68.1 68.1 68.0 68.0 68.0

67.5
- 65.0 54.6 59.4 63.4 50.0 55.9 58.0 24.2 34.2

Finance 219
MFS 69.4 69.4 69.4 68.0 68.0 68.0 64.4 64.4 64.4

56.2
- 67.2 61.6 64.3 62.1 51.6 56.4 57.4 28.3 37.9

Health Care 138
MFS 65.9 65.9 65.9 65.2 65.2 65.2 52.9 52.9 52.9

56.5
- 62.4 56.5 59.3 61.3 55.1 58.0 34.6 18.4 24.0

Politics 279
MFS 68.8 68.8 68.8 65.2 65.2 65.2 63.4 63.4 63.4

67.7
- 67.0 63.4 65.2 62.5 54.8 58.4 54.1 21.5 30.8

Social Issues 349
MFS 66.5 66.5 66.5 68.5 68.5 68.5 65.6 65.6 65.6

67.6
- 62.5 55.0 58.5 63.1 53.0 57.6 54.7 25.2 34.5

Sport 330
MFS 61.8 61.8 61.8 60.3 60.3 60.3 58.8 58.8 58.8

57.6
- 61.8 57.3 58.8 58.3 54.6 56.4 45.0 23.0 30.4

SemEval-15
Biomedicine 100

MFS 78.4 78.4 78.4 76.3 76.3 76.3 64.9 64.9 64.9
71.1

- 77.8 72.2 74.9 76.1 72.2 74.1 60.5 26.8 37.2

Maths & Pc 97
MFS 60.0 60.0 60.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 36.0 36.0 36.0

40.9
- 59.8 58.0 58.9 50.0 47.0 48.5 21.2 11.0 14.5

Table 7: Domain-specific evaluation on SemEval-2013 and SemEval-2015 of IMS trained on OneSeC, TOM and
OMSTI.

annotated examples for only half of the instances.
Therefore, IMS – when trained on OMSTI – re-
sorts heavily to the MFS backoff strategy.

In light of this, we computed precision (P), re-
call (R) and their harmonic mean (F1) when no
backoff strategy was used, as shown in Table 4. As
one can see, OMSTI’s performance drops heavily
by roughly 30 points, confirming the figures in Ta-
ble 6. Train-O-Matic’s results, in contrast, remain
consistent, scoring 1.5 F1 points less than Sem-
Cor overall and managing to beat it on 2 datasets.
OneSeC, instead, leads IMS to the highest results
overall, managing to surpass those achieved, not
only by its direct competitors, but also by SemCor.

The results attest the high quality of our corpus,
hence crowning OneSeC as the best choice over its
competitors and even over manually-curated cor-
pora when no back-off strategy is available.

4.2 Augmenting SemCor

To further investigate the quality of the exam-
ples provided by OneSeC, we augmented SemCor
with our automatically-tagged sentences (Sem-
Cor+OneSeC). We added examples to SemCor in
two cases:

1. When a word in OneSeC lexicon never ap-
pears tagged in SemCor.

2. When not all senses of a word are covered by
at least one example in SemCor.

In the first case we provided annotated sentences
for all the senses of the target word with K = 700
and z = 2.1. In the second case, instead, we gen-
erated examples only for those senses si of a word
w that are missing in SemCor. We determined
the number of examples for si by following the
Zipfian distribution in Formula 2 with z = 2.1
and K = |examples(s1, w)|, i.e., the number
of examples in SemCor where w occurs tagged
with its most frequent sense s1. SemCor+OneSeC
achieves 70.7 F1 points on ALL, beating SemCor
alone (70.4) and SemCor+OMSTI (70.5)10.

4.3 Domain-Specific Evaluation
In Table 7 we show the results achieved by IMS
on each specific domain of SemEval-2013 and
SemEval-2015. As shown in the two tables, when
compared with TOM and OMSTI, OneSeC leads
IMS to consistently outperform all the other ap-
proaches on SemEval-2015 and most of the do-
mains of SemEval-2013. In fact, OneSeC scores
lower only in 2 out of the 7 SemEval-2013 do-
mains, whereas Train-O-Matic, instead, scores 0.1
and 2 points higher. However, when the MFS is
disabled (second row of each domain), OneSeC
is the best system across the board, demonstrat-
ing it can also provide valuable examples for those
words that are specific to a domain.

10We refer to SemCor+OMSTI as the dataset containing
all tagged sentences of both SemCor and OMSTI corpora.
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4.4 Multilingual All-Words WSD

Finally, we move our focus to testing the abil-
ity of OneSeC to scale to different languages. In
Tables 8 and 9 we show the results obtained by
Bi-LSTM trained on OneSeC and Train-O-Matic
(TOM - Bi-LSTM) when the MFS backoff strat-
egy is disabled. We compare the aforementioned
approaches with the best participating system in
SemEval-2013 and SemEval-2015, i.e., UMCC-
DLSI’s (Gutiérrez Vázquez et al., 2010) best run
for the Spanish test set of SemEval-2013 and IMS
trained on Train-O-Matic for all other datasets
(Pasini et al., 2018). OneSeC proved, once again,
to be the best system across the board, achieving
state-of-the-art results on all languages. Our ap-
proach outperforms its competitors on all datasets,
with the highest increment of 7.4 points on the
French test set for SemEval-2013, while scoring
on average 3.2 F1 points higher compared to the
existing state of the art.

Results show that OneSeC is a robust approach
that is able to scale across languages and domains.
It goes beyond the findings of Train-O-Matic and
raises the state-of-the-art bar in multilingual WSD.

5 Related Work

Word Sense Disambiguation is a well-established
task in the field of Natural Language Processing
and it has been tackled from many different angles
over the past years. One of the major problems
concerning WSD has been the so-called knowl-
edge acquisition bottleneck (Gale et al., 1992a),
i.e., the paucity of lexical-semantic data. In fact,
semantic resources are mainly exploited by WSD
models in one of two different ways: as structured
knowledge to identify the meaning of a word in a
context in knowledge-based models (Moro et al.,
2014; Agirre et al., 2014; Chaplot and Salakhutdi-
nov, 2018), and as training data to fit the param-
eters of a classifier in supervised models (Zhong
and Ng, 2010; Yuan et al., 2016; Raganato et al.,
2017b; Luo et al., 2018).

On the one hand, knowledge-based models have
proved to be more versatile when it comes to
disambiguating less frequent words and texts in
low-resourced languages, even though they suf-
fer from the lack of statistical evidence of lexi-
cal context. On the other hand, supervised models
have consistently attained higher results in English
WSD (Raganato et al., 2017a), however at the
cost of less flexibility and lower results when scal-

Lang
OneSeC TOM - Bi-LSTM Best

P R F1 P R F1 F1
IT 72.3 64.5 68.2 65.4 60.6 62.9 68.0 �
ES 76.0 68.3 72.0 71.7 66.8 69.2 71.0 ∗
FR 79.2 70.9 74.8 71.0 64.2 67.4 61.0 �∗
DE 83.0 68.5 75.1 77.5 64.1 70.2 63.0 �

Table 8: Comparison of Bi-LSTM trained on OneSeC
and TOM with the best system (Best) on SemEval-
2013. � Train-O-Matic, ∗ UMCC-DLSI.

Lang
OneSeC TOM - Bi-LSTM Best

P R F1 P R F1 F1
IT 65.0 60.2 62.5 61.6 58.3 59.9 59.9 �
ES 67.8 58.4 62.8 62.5 56.1 59.2 57.9 �

Table 9: Comparison of Bi-LSTM trained on OneSeC
and TOM with the best system (Best) on SemEval-
2015. � Train-O-Matic, ∗ UMCC-DLSI.

ing to other languages (Raganato et al., 2017b).
Thus, research has recently been focused on new
techniques that aim at mitigating the effects of
the knowledge-acquisition bottleneck by automat-
ically creating high-quality, sense-annotated train-
ing corpora. Some earlier attempts consisted of
annotating examples from the Web by exploiting
the target words’ monosemous relatives (Agirre
and Martı́nez, 2004). But a major drawback of
this kind of approach is its limited coverage. In
fact, a training example can be provided only for
those senses with at least one monosemous related
concept. Raganato et al. (2016) presented in their
paper a method for the automatic construction of
a Semantically Enriched Wikipedia (SEW), where
the number of hyperlink annotations was enlarged
by means of a set of heuristics. As an outcome
they released a corpus containing more than 200
million annotations for approximately 4 million
concepts and named entities. Another approach
was developed by Otegi et al. (2016) to enrich the
multilingual text of Europarl (Koehn, 2005) and
QTLeap (Agirre et al., 2014) with several features,
including semantic annotations in 6 different lan-
guages. Parallel corpora were exploited also in
the more recent work of Taghipour and Ng (2015,
OMSTI)11, who presented a semi-automatic ap-
proach that creates a novel semantically-annotated
dataset by leveraging the manual effort made to
align senses across different languages.

In contrast, recent methods have been able to
fully automatise the whole process while simulta-

11http://lcl.uniroma1.it/wsdeval/
training-data
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neously producing high-quality resources. For ex-
ample, Delli Bovi et al. (2017) exploited an exter-
nal WSD system, i.e., Babelfy (Moro et al., 2014),
and the richer context provided by aligned sen-
tences, to carry out semantic annotations for Eu-
roparl. Instead, Pasini and Navigli completely re-
moved the need for parallel corpora (Pasini and
Navigli, 2017; Pasini et al., 2018) and for the
WordNet backoff strategy (Pasini and Navigli,
2018) by introducing Train-O-Matic and two auto-
matic methods for inducing the sense distribution.

Our work follows this latter line of research and,
similarly to the aforementioned approaches, au-
tomatically provides multilingual sense-annotated
data on a large scale. OneSeC stands out from
its alternatives as it does not depend either on
the structure of a semantic network (like Train-
O-Matic), or on external WSD models (like Eu-
roSense). In our approach, in fact, we only rely
on Wikipedia categories and NASARI vectors to
inject semantic information at sentence level.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we presented OneSeC, a novel
method for the automatic creation of multilingual
sense-annotated corpora on a large scale. Our ap-
proach relieves the burden of human intervention,
hence mitigating the knowledge acquisition bot-
tleneck besetting WSD training data. Moreover,
we take a further step towards removing any de-
pendency on a semantic-network structure by ex-
ploiting only Wikipedia categories and a sparse
vector representation of concepts for creating our
datasets. OneSeC outperforms its automatic and
semi-automatic alternatives on the English WSD
task, and achieves results in the same ballpark as
those attained when manually-curated corpora are
used for training. Furthermore, OneSeC scales to
multiple languages without any additional human
effort. Indeed, our approach also proved to be ca-
pable of producing high-quality training data for
low-resourced languages, leading a WSD super-
vised model to achieve state-of-the-art results on
all the datasets of the multilingual WSD tasks. We
release more than one million tagged sentences for
English, Spanish, Italian, French and German at
http://trainomatic.org/onesec.

As future work we plan to exploit a subset of the
Wikipedia categories as coarse-grained sense in-
ventory and enrich our dataset with coarser labels,
hence enabling WSD at different granularities.
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Abstract
Cross-lingual word embeddings (CLEs) facili-
tate cross-lingual transfer of NLP models. De-
spite their ubiquitous downstream usage, in-
creasingly popular projection-based CLE mod-
els are almost exclusively evaluated on bilin-
gual lexicon induction (BLI). Even the BLI
evaluations vary greatly, hindering our ability
to correctly interpret performance and prop-
erties of different CLE models. In this work,
we take the first step towards a comprehensive
evaluation of CLE models: we thoroughly eval-
uate both supervised and unsupervised CLE
models, for a large number of language pairs,
on BLI and three downstream tasks, providing
new insights concerning the ability of cutting-
edge CLE models to support cross-lingual
NLP. We empirically demonstrate that the per-
formance of CLE models largely depends on
the task at hand and that optimizing CLE mod-
els for BLI may hurt downstream performance.
We indicate the most robust supervised and
unsupervised CLE models and emphasize the
need to reassess simple baselines, which still
display competitive performance across the
board. We hope our work catalyzes further re-
search on CLE evaluation and model analysis.

1 Introduction and Motivation

Following the ubiquitous use of word embeddings
in monolingual NLP tasks, research in word repre-
sentation quickly broadened towards cross-lingual
word embeddings (CLEs). CLE models learn vec-
tors of words in two or more languages and rep-
resent them in a shared cross-lingual word vector
space where words with similar meanings obtain
similar vectors, irrespective of their language. Ow-
ing to this property, CLEs hold promise to support
cross-lingual NLP by enabling multilingual model-
ing of meaning and facilitating cross-lingual trans-
fer for downstream NLP tasks and under-resourced

?Sebastian is now affiliated with DeepMind.

languages. CLEs are used as (cross-lingual) knowl-
edge sources in range of tasks, such as bilingual
lexicon induction (Mikolov et al., 2013), docu-
ment classification (Klementiev et al., 2012), infor-
mation retrieval (Vulić and Moens, 2015), depen-
dency parsing (Guo et al., 2015), sequence labeling
(Zhang et al., 2016; Mayhew et al., 2017), and ma-
chine translation (Artetxe et al., 2018c; Lample
et al., 2018), among others.

Earlier work typically induces CLEs by leverag-
ing bilingual supervision from multilingual corpora
aligned at the level of sentences (Zou et al., 2013;
Hermann and Blunsom, 2014; Luong et al., 2015,
inter alia) and documents (Søgaard et al., 2015;
Vulić and Moens, 2016; Levy et al., 2017, inter
alia). A recent trend are the so-called projection-
based CLE models1, which post-hoc align pre-
trained monolingual embeddings. Their popular-
ity stems from competitive performance coupled
with a conceptually simple design, requiring only
cheap bilingual supervision (Ruder et al., 2018b):
they demand word-level supervision from seed
translation dictionaries, spanning at most several
thousand word pairs (Mikolov et al., 2013; Huang
et al., 2015), but it has also been shown that reli-
able projections can be bootstrapped from small
dictionaries of 50–100 pairs (Vulić and Korhonen,
2016; Zhang et al., 2016), identical strings and cog-
nates (Smith et al., 2017; Søgaard et al., 2018), and
shared numerals (Artetxe et al., 2017).

Moreover, recent work has leveraged topological
similarities between monolingual vector spaces to
introduce fully unsupervised projection-based CLE
models, not demanding any bilingual supervision
(Conneau et al., 2018a; Artetxe et al., 2018b, inter
alia). Being conceptually attractive, such weakly
supervised and unsupervised CLEs have recently
taken the field by storm (Grave et al., 2018; Dou

1In the literature the methods are sometimes referred to
as mapping-based CLE approaches or offline approaches.
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et al., 2018; Doval et al., 2018; Hoshen and Wolf,
2018; Ruder et al., 2018a; Kim et al., 2018; Chen
and Cardie, 2018; Mukherjee et al., 2018; Nakas-
hole, 2018; Xu et al., 2018; Alaux et al., 2019).

Producing the same end result—a shared cross-
lingual vector space—all CLE models are directly
comparable, regardless of modelling assumptions
and supervision requirements. Therefore, they can
support exactly the same groups of tasks. Yet, a
comprehensive evaluation of recent CLE models is
missing. Limited evaluations impede comparative
analyses and may lead to inadequate conclusions,
as models are commonly trained to perform well
on a single task. While early CLE models (Kle-
mentiev et al., 2012; Hermann and Blunsom, 2014)
were evaluated on downstream tasks like text clas-
sification, a large body of recent work is judged
exclusively on the task of bilingual lexicon induc-
tion (BLI). This limits our understanding of CLE
methodology as: 1) BLI is an intrinsic task, and
agreement between BLI and downstream perfor-
mance has been challenged (Ammar et al., 2016;
Bakarov et al., 2018); 2) BLI is not the main motiva-
tion for inducing cross-lingual embedding spaces—
rather, we seek to exploit CLEs to tackle multilin-
guality and downstream language transfer (Ruder
et al., 2018b). In other words, previous research
does not evaluate the true capacity of projection-
based CLE models to support cross-lingual NLP. It
is unclear whether and to which extent BLI perfor-
mance of (projection-based) CLE models correlates
with various downstream tasks of different types.

At the moment, it is virtually impossible to di-
rectly compare all recent projection-based CLE
models on BLI due to the lack of a common evalu-
ation protocol: different papers consider different
language pairs and employ different training and
evaluation dictionaries. Furthermore, there is a sur-
prising lack of testing of BLI results for statistical
significance. The mismatches in evaluation yield
partial conclusions and inconsistencies: on the one
hand, some unsupervised models (Artetxe et al.,
2018b; Hoshen and Wolf, 2018) reportedly outper-
form competitive supervised CLE models (Artetxe
et al., 2017; Smith et al., 2017). On the other hand,
the most recent supervised approaches (Doval et al.,
2018; Joulin et al., 2018) report performances sur-
passing the best unsupervised models.

Supervised projection-based CLEs require
merely small-sized translation dictionaries (up to a
few thousand word pairs) and such bilingual signal

is easily obtainable for most language pairs.2 There-
fore, despite the attractive zero-supervision setup,
we see unsupervised CLE models practically justi-
fied only if such models can, unintuitively, indeed
outperform their supervised competition.

Contributions. We provide a comprehensive
comparative evaluation of a wide range of state-
of-the-art—both supervised and unsupervised—
projection-based CLE models. Our benchmark en-
compasses BLI and three cross-lingual (CL) down-
stream tasks of different nature: document clas-
sification (CLDC), information retrieval (CLIR),
and natural language inference (XNLI). We unify
evaluation protocols for all models and conduct ex-
periments over 28 language pairs spanning diverse
language types.

Besides providing a unified testbed for guiding
CLE research, we aim to answer the following re-
search questions: 1) Is BLI performance a good pre-
dictor of downstream performance for projection-
based CLE models? 2) Can unsupervised CLE
models indeed outperform their supervised counter-
parts? The simplest models often outperform more
intricate competitors: we apply a simple bootstrap-
ping to the basic Procrustes model (PROC-B, see
§2.2) and show it is competitive across the board.
We find that overfitting to BLI may severely hurt
downstream performance, warranting the coupling
of BLI experiments with downstream evaluations
in order to paint a more informative picture of CLE
models’ properties.

2 Projection-Based CLEs: Methodology

In contrast to more recent unsupervised models,
CLE models typically require bilingual signal:
aligned words, sentences, or documents. CLE mod-
els based on sentence and document alignments
have been extensively studied in previous work
(Vulić and Korhonen, 2016; Upadhyay et al., 2016;
Ruder et al., 2018b). Current CLE research is al-
most exclusively focused on projection-based CLE
models; they are thus also the focus of our study.3

2We argue that, if acquiring a few thousand word transla-
tion pairs is a challenge, one probably deals with a truly under-
resourced language for which it would be difficult to obtain
reliable monolingual embeddings in the first place. Further-
more, there are initiatives in typological linguistics research
such as the ASJP database (Wichmann et al., 2018), which
offers 40-item word lists denoting the same set of concepts in
all the world’s languages: https://asjp.clld.org/.
Indirectly, such lists can offer the initial seed supervision.

3These methods a) are not bound to any particular word
embedding model (i.e., they are fully agnostic to how we
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Figure 1: A general framework for post-hoc projection-based induction of cross-lingual word embeddings.

2.1 Projection-Based Framework
The goal is to learn a projection between indepen-
dently trained monolingual embedding spaces. The
mapping is sought using a seed bilingual lexicon,
provided beforehand or extracted without super-
vision. A general post-hoc projection-based CLE
framework is depicted in Figure 1. Let XL1 and
XL2 be monolingual embedding spaces of two lan-
guages. All projection-based CLE approaches en-
compass the following steps:

Step 1: Construct the seed translation dictionary
D = {(wiL1, w

j
L2)}Kk=1 containing K word pairs.

Supervised models use an external dictionary; unsu-
pervised models induce D automatically, assuming
approximate isomorphism between XL1 and XL2.

Step 2: Align monolingual subspaces XS =
{xiL1}Kk=1 and XT = {xjL2}Kk=1 using the trans-
lation dictionary D: retrieve vectors of {wiL1}Kk=1

from XL1 and vectors of {wjL2}Kk=1 from XL2.

Step 3: Learn to project XL1 and XL2 to the shared
cross-lingual space XCL based on the aligned ma-
trices XS and XT . In the general case, we learn
two projection matrices WL1 and WL2: XCL =
XL1WL1 ∪ XL2WL2 . Many models, however,
learn to directly project XL1 to XL2, i.e., WL2 = I
and XCL = XL1WL1 ∪ XL2.

2.2 Projection-Based CLE Models
While supervised models employ external dictio-
naries, unsupervised models automatically induce
seed translations using diverse strategies: adver-
sarial learning (Conneau et al., 2018a), similarity-
based heuristics (Artetxe et al., 2018b), PCA
(Hoshen and Wolf, 2018), and optimal transport
(Alvarez-Melis and Jaakkola, 2018).

Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA). Faruqui
and Dyer (2014) use CCA to project XL1 and XL2

obtain monolingual vectors) and b) they do not require any
multilingual corpora, they lend themselves to a wider spectrum
of languages than the alternatives (Ruder et al., 2018b).

Algorithm 1: Bootstrapping Procrustes (PROC-B)
XL1, XL2 ← monolingual embeddings of L1 and L2
D← initial word translation dictionary
for each of n iterations do

XS , XT ← lookups for D in XL1, XL2

WL1 ← argminW ‖XSW −XT ‖2
WL2 ← argminW ‖XTW −XS‖2
X′L1 ← XL1WL1; X′L2 ← XL2WL2

D1,2 ← nn(X′L1, XL2); D2,1 ← nn(X′L2, XL1)
D ← D ∪ (D1,2 ∩D2,1)

return: WL1 (and/or WL2)

into a shared space XCL. Projection matrices, WL1

and WL2 are obtained by applying CCA to XS and
XT . We evaluate CCA as a simple baseline that has
mostly been neglected in recent BLI evaluations.

Solving the Procrustes Problem. In their seminal
work, Mikolov et al. (2013) find WL1 by minimiz-
ing the Euclidean distance between projected XS

and XT : WL1 = arg minW‖XL1W − XL2‖2.
Xing et al. (2015) report BLI gains by impos-
ing orthogonality on WL1. If WL1 is orthogonal,
the above minimization problem becomes the Pro-
crustes problem, with the following closed-form
solution (Schönemann, 1966):

WL1 = UV>, with

UΣV> = SVD(XTXS
>). (1)

The map WL1 being the solution to the Procrustes
problem is the main baseline in our evaluation
(PROC). Furthermore, following self-learning pro-
cedures that unsupervised models use to augment
initially induced lexicons D (Artetxe et al., 2018b;
Conneau et al., 2018a), we propose a simple boot-
strapping extension of the PROC model (dubbed
PROC-B). With PROC-B we aim to boost perfor-
mance when starting with smaller but reliable ex-
ternal dictionaries. The procedure is summarized
in Algorithm 1. In each iteration, we use the trans-
lation lexicon D to learn two projections: WL1

projects XL1 to XL2 and WL2 projects XL2 to
XL1. Next we induce two word translations sets
D12 and D21 as cross-lingual nearest neighbours
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between (1) XL1WL1 and XL2 and (2) XL2WL2

and XL1. We finally augment D with mutual near-
est neighbours, i.e., D12 ∩D21.4

Discriminative Latent-Variable Model (DLV).
Ruder et al. (2018a) augment the seed supervised
lexicon through Expectation-Maximization in a
latent-variable model. The source words {wiL1}Kk=1

and target words {wjL2}Kk=1 are seen as a fully con-
nected bipartite weighted graph G = (E, VL1 ∪
VL2) with edges E = VL1 × VL2. By drawing
embeddings from a Gaussian distribution and nor-
malizing them, the weight of each edge (i, j) ∈ E
is shown to correspond to the cosine similarity be-
tween vectors. In the E-step, a maximal bipartite
matching is found on the sparsified graph using the
Jonker-Volgenant algorithm (Jonker and Volgenant,
1987). In the M-step, a better projection WL1 is
learned by solving the Procrustes problem.

Ranking-Based Optimization (RCSLS). In-
stead of minimizing the Euclidean distance, Joulin
et al. (2018) follow earlier work (Lazaridou et al.,
2015) and maximize a ranking-based objective,
specifically cross-domain similarity local scal-
ing (CSLS; Conneau et al., 2018a), between the
XSWL1 and XT . CSLS is an extension of cosine
similarity commonly used for BLI inference. Let
r(xkL1W,XL2) be the average cosine similarity
of the projected source vector with its N nearest
neighbors from XL2. Inversely, let r(xkL2,XL1W)
be the average cosine similarity of a target vector
with its N nearest neighbors from the projected
source space XL1W. By relaxing the orthogonality
constraint on WL1, maximization of relaxed CSLS
(dubbed RCSLS) becomes a convex optimization
problem:

WL1 = argmin
W

1

K

∑

xk
L1∈XS

xk
L2∈XT

−2 cos
(
xk
L1W,xk

L2

)

+ r(xk
L1W,XL2) + r(xk

L2,XL1W) (2)

By maximizing (R)CSLS, this model is explicitly
designed to induce cross-lingual embedding spaces
that perform well in word translation, i.e., BLI.

Adversarial Alignment (MUSE). MUSE (Con-
neau et al., 2018a) initializes a seed bilingual lexi-
con solely from monolingal data using Generative
Adversarial Networks (GANs; Goodfellow et al.,

4We obtain best performance with just one bootstrapping
iteration. Even when starting with D of size 1K, the first
iteration yields between 5K and 10K mutual translations. The
second iteration already produces over 20K translations, which
seem to be too noisy for further performance gains.

2014). The generator component is the linear map
WL1. MUSE improves the generator WL1 by ad-
ditionally competing with the discriminator (feed-
forward net) that needs to distinguish between true
L2 vectors from XL2 and projections from L1,
XL1WL1. MUSE then improves the GAN-induced
mapping, through a refinement step similar to the
PROC-B procedure. MUSE strongly relies on the
approximate isomorphism assumption (Søgaard
et al., 2018), which often leads to poor GAN-based
initialization, especially for distant languages.

Heuristic Alignment (VECMAP). Artetxe et al.
(2018b) assume that word translations have approx-
imately the same vectors of monolingual similarity
distribution. The seed D is the set of nearest neigh-
bors according to the similarity between mono-
lingual similarity distribution vectors. Next, they
employ a self-learning bootstrapping procedure
similar to MUSE. VECMAP owes robustness to a
number of empirically motivated enhancements.
It adopts both multi-step pre-processing: unit
length normalization, mean centering, and ZCA
whitening (Bell and Sejnowski, 1997); and mul-
tiple post-processing steps: cross-correlational re-
weighting, de-whitening, and dimensionality reduc-
tion (Artetxe et al., 2018a). Moreover, VECMAP

critically relies on stochastic dictionary induction:
elements of the similarity matrix are randomly set
to 0 (with varying probability across iterations),
allowing the model to escape poor local optima.

Iterative Closest Point Model (ICP). Hoshen
and Wolf (2018) induce the seed dictionary D by
projecting vectors of N most frequent words of
both languages to a lower-dimensional space with
PCA. They then search for an optimal alignment
between L1 words (vectors xi1) and L2 words (vec-
tors xj2), assuming projections W1 and W2. Let
f1(i) (vice versa f2(j)) be the L2 index (vice versa
L1 index) to which xi1 (vice versa xj2) is aligned.
The goal is to find projections W1 and W2 that
minimize the sum of Euclidean distances between
optimally-aligned vectors. Since both projections
and optimal alignment are unknown, they employ a
two-step Iterative Closest Point optimization algo-
rithm that first fixes projections to find the optimal
alignment and then uses that alignment to update
projections, by minimizing:

∑

i

‖xi
1W1 − x

f1(i)
2 ‖+

∑

j

‖xj
2W2 − x

f2(j)
1 ‖+

λ
∑

i

‖xi
1 − xi

1W1W2‖+ λ
∑

j

‖xj
2 − xj

2W2W1‖. (3)
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The cyclical constraints in the second row force
vectors not to change by round-projection (to the
other space and back). They then employ a boot-
straping procedure similar to PROC-B and MUSE

and produce the final WL1 by solving Procrustes.

Gromov-Wasserstein Alignment Model (GWA).
Since embedding models employ metric recov-
ery algorithms, Alvarez-Melis and Jaakkola (2018)
cast dictionary induction as optimal transport prob-
lem based on the Gromov-Wasserstein distance.
They first compute intra-language costs CL1 =
cos(XL1,XL1) and CL2 = cos(XL2,XL2) and
inter-language similarities C12 = C2

L1p1>m +
1nq(C2

L2)>, with p and q as uniform distributions
over respective vocabularies. They then induce the
projections by solving the Gromov-Wasserstein op-
timal transport problem with a fast iterative algo-
rithm (Peyré et al., 2016), iteratively updating pa-
rameter vectors a and b, a = p �Kb; b = q �
K>a, where � is element-wise division and K =
exp(−ĈΓ/λ) (with ĈΓ = C12 − 2CL1ΓC>L2).
The alignment matrix Γ = diag(a)K diag(b) is
recomputed in each iteration. The final projection
WL1 is (again!) obtained by solving Procrustes
using the final alignments from Γ as supervision.

In sum, our brief overview points to the main
(dis)similarities of all projection-based CLE mod-
els: while they differ in the way the initial seed
lexicon is extracted, most models are based on
bootstrapping procedures that repeatedly solve the
Procrustes problem from Eq. (1), typically on the
trimmed vocabulary. In the final step, the fine-tuned
linear map is applied on the full vocabulary.

3 Bilingual Lexicon Induction

BLI has become the de facto standard evaluation
task for projection-based CLE models. Given a
CLE space, the task is to retrieve target language
translations for a (test) set of source language
words. A typical BLI evaluation in the recent lit-
erature reports comparisons with the well-known
MUSE model on a few language pairs, always in-
volving English as one of the languages—a com-
prehensive comparative BLI evaluation conducted
on a large set of language pairs is missing. Our
evaluation spans 28 language pairs, many of which
do not involve English.5 Furthermore, to allow for
(1) fair comparison across supervised models and

5English participates as one of the languages in all pairs
in existing BLI evaluations, with the exception of Estonian–
Finnish evaluated by Søgaard et al. (2018).

(2) direct comparisons across different language
pairs, we create training and evaluation dictionaries
that are fully aligned across all evaluated language
pairs. Finally, we also discuss other choices in ex-
isting BLI evaluations which are currently taken
for granted: e.g., (in)appropriate evaluation metrics
and lack of significance testing.

Language Pairs. Our evaluation comprises eight
languages: Croatian (HR), English (EN), Finnish
(FI), French (FR), German (DE), Italian (IT), Rus-
sian (RU), and Turkish (TR). For diversity, we se-
lected two languages from three different Indo-
European branches: Germanic (EN, DE), Romance
(FR, IT), and Slavic (HR, RU); as well as two non-
Indo-European languages (FI, TR). From these, we
create a total of 28 language pairs for evaluation.

Monolingual Embeddings. Following prior work,
we use 300-dimensional fastText embeddings (Bo-
janowski et al., 2017)6, pretrained on complete
Wikipedias of each language. We trim all vocabu-
laries to the 200K most frequent words.

Translation Dictionaries. We automatically cre-
ated translation dictionaries using Google Trans-
late, similar to prior work (Conneau et al., 2018a).
We selected the 20K most frequent English words
and automatically translated them to the other
seven languages. We retained only tuples for which
all translations were unigrams found in vocabular-
ies of respective monolingual embedding spaces,
leaving us with≈7K tuples. We reserved 5K tuples
created from the more frequent English words for
training, and the remaining 2K tuples for testing.
We also created two smaller training dictionaries,
by selecting tuples corresponding to 1K and 3K
most frequent English words.

Evaluation Measures and Significance. BLI is
generally cast as a ranking task. Existing work uses
precision at rank k (P@k, k ∈ {1, 5, 10}) as a BLI
evaluation metric. We advocate the use of mean
average precision (MAP) instead.7 While corre-
lated with P@k, MAP is more informative: unlike
MAP, P@k treats all models that rank the correct
translation below k equally.8

The limited size of BLI test sets warrants statis-
tical significance testing. Yet, most current work

6https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/
pretrained-vectors.html

7In this setup with only one correct translation for each
query, MAP is equivalent to mean reciprocal rank (MRR).

8E.g., P@5 equally penalizes two models of which one
ranks the translation at rank 6 and the other at rank 100K.
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Supervised Dict All LPs Filt. LPs Succ. LPs

CCA 1K .289 .404 28/28
CCA 3K .378 .482 28/28
CCA 5K .400 .498 28/28
PROC 1K .299 .411 28/28
PROC 3K .384 .487 28/28
PROC 5K .405 .503 28/28
PROC-B 1K .379 .485 28/28
PROC-B 3K .398 .497 28/28
DLV 1K .289 .400 28/28
DLV 3K .381 .484 28/28
DLV 5K .403 .501 28/28
RCSLS 1K .331 .441 28/28
RCSLS 3K .415 .511 28/28
RCSLS 5K .437 .527 28/28

Unsupervised

VECMAP .375 .471 28/28
MUSE .183 .458 13/28
ICP .253 .424 22/28
GWA .137 .345 15/28

Table 1: Summary of BLI performance (MAP). All
LPs: average scores over all 28 language pairs;
Filt. LP: average scores only over language pairs for
which all models in evaluation yield at least one suc-
cessful run; Succ. LPs: the number of language pairs
for which we obtained at least one successful run. A
run is considered successful if MAP ≥ 0.05.

provides no significance testing, declaring limited
numeric gains (e.g., 1% P@1) to be relevant. We
test BLI results for significance with the two-tailed
t-test with Bonferroni correction (Dror et al., 2018).

Results and Discussion. Table 1 summarizes
BLI performance over all 28 language pairs.9 RC-
SLS (Joulin et al., 2018) displays the strongest
BLI performance. This is not surprising given that
its learning objective is tailored particularly for
BLI. RCSLS outperforms other supervised mod-
els (CCA, PROC, and DLV) trained with exactly
the same dictionaries. We confirm previous find-
ings (Smith et al., 2017) suggesting that CCA and
PROC exhibit very similar performance. We con-
firm that CCA and PROC, as well as DLV, are
statistically indistinguishable in terms of BLI per-
formance (even at α = 0.1). Our bootstrapping
PROC-B approach significantly (p < 0.01) boosts
the performance of PROC when given a small trans-
lation dictionary with 1K pairs. For the same 1K
dictionary, PROC-B also significantly outperforms
RCSLS. Interestingly, training on 5K pairs does
not significantly outperform training on 3K pairs
for any of the supervised models (whereas using 3K
pairs is better than using 1K). This is in line with
prior findings (Vulić and Korhonen, 2016) that no

9We provide detailed BLI results for each of the 28 lan-
guage pairs and all models in the appendix.

significant improvements are to be expected from
training linear maps on more than 5K word pairs.

The results highlight VECMAP (Artetxe et al.,
2018b) as the most robust choice among unsu-
pervised models: besides being the only model to
produce successful runs for all language pairs, it
also significantly outperforms other unsupervised
models—both when considering all language pairs
and only the subset where other models produce
successful runs. However, VECMAP still performs
worse (p ≤ 0.0002) than PROC-B (trained on only
1K pairs) and all supervised models trained on
3K or 5K word pairs. Our findings challenge un-
intuitive claims from recent work (Artetxe et al.,
2018b; Hoshen and Wolf, 2018; Alvarez-Melis and
Jaakkola, 2018) that unsupervised CLE models per-
form on a par or even surpass supervised models.

Table 2 shows the scores for a subset of 10
language pairs using a subset of models from Ta-
ble 1.10 As expected, all models work reasonably
well for major languages—this is most likely due
to a higher quality of the respective monolingual
embeddings, which are pre-trained on much larger
corpora.11 Language proximity also plays a crit-
ical role: on average, models achieve better BLI
performance for languages from the same family
(e.g., compare the results of HR–RU vs. HR–EN).
The gap between the best-performing supervised
model (RCSLS) and the best-performing unsuper-
vised model (VECMAP) is more pronounced for
cross-family language pairs, especially those con-
sisting of one Germanic and one Slavic or non-Indo-
European language (e.g., 19 points MAP difference
for EN–RU, 14 for DE–RU and EN–FI, 10 points for
EN–TR and EN–HR, 9 points for DE–FI and EN–HR).
We suspect that this is due to heuristics based on
intra-language similarity distributions, employed
by Artetxe et al. (2018b) to induce an initial transla-
tion dictionary. This heuristic, critically relying on
the approximate isomorphism assumption, is less
effective the more distant the languages are.

4 Downstream Evaluation

Moving beyond the limiting BLI evaluation, we
evaluate CLE models on three diverse cross-lingual
downstream tasks: 1) cross-lingual transfer for nat-
ural language inference (XNLI), a language under-

10We provide full BLI results for all 28 language pairs and
all models in the appendix.

11For instance, EN Wikipedia is approximately 3 times
larger than DE and RU Wikipedias, 19 times larger than
FI Wikipedia and 46 times larger than HR Wikipedia.
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Model Dict EN–DE IT–FR HR–RU EN–HR DE–FI TR–FR RU–IT FI–HR TR–HR TR–RU

PROC 1K 0.458 0.615 0.269 0.225 0.264 0.215 0.360 0.187 0.148 0.168
PROC 5K 0.544 0.669 0.372 0.336 0.359 0.338 0.474 0.294 0.259 0.290
PROC-B 1K 0.521 0.665 0.348 0.296 0.354 0.305 0.466 0.263 0.210 0.230
RCSLS 1K 0.501 0.637 0.291 0.267 0.288 0.247 0.383 0.214 0.170 0.191
RCSLS 5K 0.580 0.682 0.404 0.375 0.395 0.375 0.491 0.321 0.285 0.324

VECMAP – 0.521 0.667 0.376 0.268 0.302 0.341 0.463 0.280 0.223 0.200

Average – 0.520 0.656 0.343 0.294 0.327 0.304 0.440 0.260 0.216 0.234

Table 2: BLI performance (MAP) with a selection of models on a subset of evaluated language pairs.

standing task; 2) cross-lingual document classifica-
tion (CLDC), a task commonly requiring shallow
n-gram-level modelling, and 3) cross-lingual infor-
mation retrieval (CLIR), an unsupervised ranking
task relying on coarser semantic relatedness.

4.1 Natural Language Inference

Large training corpora for NLI exist only in En-
glish (Bowman et al., 2015; Williams et al., 2018).
Recently, Conneau et al. (2018b) released a mul-
tilingual XNLI corpus created by translating the
development and test portions of the MultiNLI cor-
pus (Williams et al., 2018) to 15 other languages.

Evaluation Setup. XNLI covers 5 out of 8 lan-
guages from our BLI evaluation: EN, DE, FR, RU,
and TR. Our setup is straightforward: we train a
well-known robust neural NLI model, Enhanced
Sequential Inference Model (ESIM; Chen et al.,
2017)12 on the large English MultiNLI corpus, us-
ing EN word embeddings from a shared EN–L2 (L2
∈ {DE, FR, RU, TR }) embedding space. We then
evaluate the model on the L2 portion of the XNLI
by feeding L2 vectors from the shared space. 13

Results and Discussion. XNLI accuracy scores
are summarized in Table 3. The mismatch between
BLI and XNLI performance is most obvious for
RCSLS. While RCSLS is the best-performing
model on BLI, it shows subpar performance on
XNLI across the board. This suggests that special-
izing CLE spaces for word translation can seriously
hurt cross-lingual transfer for language understand-
ing tasks. As the second indication of the mismatch,
the unsupervised VECMAP model, outperformed
by supervised models on BLI, performs on par
with PROC and PROC-B on XNLI. Finally, there

12Since our aim is to compare different bilingual spaces—
input vectors for ESIM, kept fixed during training—we simply
use the default ESIM hyper-parameter configuration.

13Our goal is not to compete with current state-of-the-art
systems for (X)NLI (Artetxe and Schwenk, 2018; Lample
and Conneau, 2019), but rather to provide means to analyze
properties and relative performance of diverse CLE models in
a downstream language understanding task.

Supervised Dict EN–DE EN–FR EN–TR EN–RU Avg

PROC 1K 0.561 0.504 0.534 0.544 0.536
PROC 5K 0.607 0.534 0.568 0.585 0.574
PROC-B 1K 0.613 0.543 0.568 0.593 0.579
PROC-B 3K 0.615 0.532 0.573 0.599 0.580
DLV 5K 0.614 0.556 0.536 0.579 0.571
RCSLS 1K 0.376 0.357 0.387 0.378 0.374
RCSLS 5K 0.390 0.363 0.387 0.399 0.385

Unsupervised

VECMAP 0.604 0.613 0.534 0.574 0.581
MUSE 0.611 0.536 0.359* 0.363* 0.467
ICP 0.580 0.510 0.400* 0.572 0.516
GWA 0.427* 0.383* 0.359* 0.376* 0.386

Table 3: XNLI performance (test set accuracy). Bold:
highest scores, with mutually insignificant differences
according to the non-parametric shuffling test (Yeh,
2000). Asterisks denote language pairs for which CLE
models could not yield successful runs in the BLI task.

are significant differences between BLI and XNLI
performance across language pairs—while we ob-
serve much better BLI performance for EN–DE and
EN–FR compared to EN–RU and especially EN–TR,
XNLI performance of most models for EN–RU and
EN–TR surpasses that for EN–FR and is close to
that for EN–DE. While this can be an artifact of
the XNLI dataset creation, we support these ob-
servations for invidivual language pairs by measur-
ing an overall Spearman correlation of only 0.13
between BLI and XNLI over individual language
pairs scores (for all models).

The PROC model performs significantly better
on XNLI when trained on 5K pairs than with 1K
pairs, and this is consistent with BLI results. How-
ever, we show that we can reach the same per-
formance level using 1K pairs and the proposed
PROC-B bootstrapping scheme. VECMAP is again
the most robust and most effective unsupervised
model, but it is outperformed by the PROC-B model
on more distant language pairs, EN–TR and EN–RU.

4.2 Document Classification
Evaluation Setup. Our next evaluation task is
cross-lingual document classification (CLDC). We
use the TED CLDC corpus (Hermann and Blun-
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Supervised Dict DE FR IT RU TR Avg

PROC 1K .250 .107 .158 .127 .309 .190
PROC 5K .345 .239 .310 .251 .190 .267
PROC-B 1K .374 .182 .205 .243 .254 .251
PROC-B 3K .352 .210 .218 .186 .310 .255
DLV 5K .299 .175 .234 .375 .208 .258
RCSLS 1K .557 .550 .516 .466 .419 .501
RCSLS 5K .588 .540 .451 .527 .447 .510

Unsupervised

VECMAP .433 .316 .333 .504 .439 .405
MUSE .288 .223 .198 .226* .264* .240
ICP .492 .254 .457 .362 .175* .348
GWA .180* .209* .206* .151* .173* .184

Table 4: CLDC performance (micro-averaged F1

scores); cross-lingual transfer EN–X. Numbers in bold
denote the best scores in the model group. Asterisks
denote language pairs for which CLE models did not
yield successful runs in the BLI task.

som, 2014), covering 15 topics and 12 language
pairs (EN is one of the languages in all pairs). A
binary classifier is trained and evaluated for each
topic and each language pair, using predefined train
and test splits. Intersecting TED and BLI languages
results in five CLDC evaluation pairs: EN–DE, EN–
FR, EN–IT, EN–RU, and EN–TR. Since we seek to
compare different CLEs and analyse their contri-
bution and not to match state-of-the-art on TED,
for the sake of simplicity we employ a light-weight
CNN-based classifier in CLDC experiments.14

Results and Discussion. The CLDC results (F1

micro-averaged over 12 classes) are shown in Ta-
ble 4. In contrast to XNLI, RCSLS, the best-
performing model on BLI, obtains peak scores on
CLDC as well, with a wide margin w.r.t. other mod-
els. It significantly outperforms the unsupervised
VECMAP model, which in turn significantly outper-
forms all other supervised models. Surprisingly, su-
pervised Procrustes-based models (PROC, PROC-B,
and DLV) that performed strongly on both BLI and
XNLI display very weak performance on CLDC:
this calls for further analyses.

4.3 Information Retrieval

Finally, we analyse behaviour of CLE models in
cross-lingual information retrieval. Unlike XNLI
and CLDC, we perform CLIR in an unsupervised
fashion by comparing aggregate semantic represen-
tations of queries in L1 with aggregate semantic
representations of documents in L2. Retrieval ar-

14We implement a CNN with a single 1-D convolutional
layer (8 filters for sizes 2–5) and a 1-max pooling layer, cou-
pled with a softmax classifier. We minimize the negative log-
likelihood using the Adam algorithm (Kingma and Ba, 2014).

guably requires more language understanding than
CLDC (where we capture n-grams) and less than
XNLI (modeling subtle meaning nuances).

Evaluation Setup. We employ a simple and ef-
fective unsupervised CLIR model from (Litschko
et al., 2018)15 that (1) builds query and document
representations as weighted averages of word vec-
tors from the CLE space and (2) computes the rele-
vance score as the cosine similarity between aggre-
gate query and document vectors. We evaluate CLE
models on the standard test collections from the
CLEF 2000-2003 ad-hoc retrieval Test Suite.16 We
obtain 9 language pairs by intersecting languages
from CLEF and our BLI evaluation.

Results and Discussion. CLIR performance
(MAP scores for all 9 language pairs) is shown
in Table 5. The supervised Procrustes-based meth-
ods (PROC, PROC-B, DLV) appear to have an edge
in CLIR, with the bootstrapping PROC-B model
outperforming all other CLE methods.17 Contrary
to other downstream tasks, VECMAP is not the
best-performing unsupervised model on CLIR—
ICP performs best considering all nine language
pairs (All LPs) and MUSE is best on LPs for which
all models produced meaningful spaces (Filt. LPs).
RCSLS, the best-performing BLI model, displays
only mediocre CLIR performance.

4.4 Further Discussion
At first glance, BLI performance shows a weak and
inconsistent correlation with results in downstream
tasks. The behaviour of RCSLS is especially pe-
culiar: it is the best-performing BLI model and
it achieves the best results on CLDC by a wide
margin, but it is not at all competitive on XNLI
and falls short of other supervised models in CLIR.
Downstream results of other models seem, with a
few exceptions, to correspond to BLI trends.

To further investigate this, in Table 6 we measure
correlations (in terms of Pearson’s ρ) between ag-
gregate task performances on BLI and each down-
stream task by considering (1) all models and (2)
all models except RCSLS.18 Without RCSLS,

15The model is dubbed BWE-AGG in the original paper.
16http://catalog.elra.info/en-us/

repository/browse/ELRA-E0008/
17Similarly to the BLI evaluation, we test the significance

by applying a Student’s t-test on two lists of ranks of relevant
documents (concatenated across all test collections), produced
by two models under comparison. Even with Bonferroni cor-
rection for multiple tests, PROC-B significantly outperforms
all other CLE models at α = 0.05.

18For measuring correlation between BLI and each down-
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Model Dict DE-FI DE-IT DE-RU EN-DE EN-FI EN-IT EN-RU FI-IT FI-RU Avg

Supervised

PROC 1K 0.147 0.155 0.098 0.175 0.101 0.210 0.104 0.113 0.096 0.133
PROC 5K 0.255 0.212 0.152 0.261 0.200 0.240 0.152 0.149 0.146 0.196
PROC-B 1K 0.294 0.230 0.155 0.288 0.258 0.265 0.166 0.151 0.136 0.216
PROC-B 3K 0.305 0.232 0.143 0.238 0.267 0.269 0.150 0.163 0.170 0.215
DLV 5K 0.255 0.210 0.155 0.260 0.206 0.240 0.151 0.147 0.147 0.197
RCSLS 1K 0.114 0.133 0.077 0.163 0.063 0.163 0.106 0.074 0.069 0.107
RCSLS 5K 0.196 0.189 0.122 0.237 0.127 0.210 0.133 0.130 0.113 0.162

Unupervised

VECMAP – 0.240 0.129 0.162 0.200 0.150 0.201 0.104 0.096 0.109 0.155
MUSE – 0.001* 0.210 0.195 0.280 0.000* 0.272 0.002* 0.002* 0.001* 0.107
ICP – 0.252 0.170 0.167 0.230 0.230 0.231 0.119 0.117 0.124 0.182
GWA – 0.218 0.139 0.149 0.013 0.005* 0.007* 0.005* 0.058 0.052 0.072

Table 5: CLIR performance (MAP) of CLE models (the first language in each column is the query language, the
second is the language of the document collection). Numbers in bold denote the best scores in the model group.
Asterisks denote language pairs for which CLE models did not yield successful runs in BLI evaluation.

Models XNLI CLDC CLIR

All models 0.269 0.390 0.764
All w/o RCSLS 0.951 0.266 0.910

Table 6: Correlations of model-level results between
BLI and each of the three downstream tasks.

BLI results correlate strongly with XNLI and CLIR
results and weakly with CLDC results.

But why does RCSLS diverge from other mod-
els? All other models induce an orthogonal pro-
jection (using given or induced dictionaries), mini-
mizing the post-projection Euclidean distances be-
tween aligned words. In contrast, by maximizing
CSLS, RCSLS relaxes the orthogonality condition
imposed on the projection. This allows for distor-
tions of the source embedding space after projec-
tion. The exact nature of these distortions and their
impact on downstream performance of RCSLS
require further investigation. However, these find-
ings indicate that downstream evaluation is even
more important for CLE models that learn non-
orthogonal projections. For CLE models with or-
thogonal projections, downstream results seem to
be more in line with BLI performance.

This brief task correlation analysis is based on
coarse-grained model-level aggregation. The ac-
tual selection of the strongest baseline models re-
quires finer-grained tuning at the level of partic-
ular language pairs and evaluation tasks of inter-
est. Nonetheless, our experiments detect two ro-
bust baselines that should be included as indicative
reference points in future CLE research: PROC-B
(supervised) and VECMAP (unsupervised).

stream task T, we average model’s BLI performance only over
the language pairs included in the task T.

5 Conclusion

Rapid development of cross-lingual word embed-
ding (CLE) methods is not met with adequate
progress in their fair and systematic evaluation.
CLE models are commonaly evaluated only in
bilingual lexicon induction (BLI), and even the
BLI task includes a variety of evaluation setups
which are not directly comparable, hindering our
ability to correctly interpret the key results. In this
work, we have made the first step towards a com-
prehensive evaluation of CLEs. By systematically
evaluating CLE models for many language pairs
on BLI and three downstream tasks, we shed new
light on the ability of current cutting-edge CLE
models to support cross-lingual NLP. In particu-
lar, we have empirically proven that the quality
of CLE models is largely task-dependent and that
overfitting the models to the BLI task can result
in deteriorated performance in downstream tasks.
We have highlighted the most robust supervised
and unsupervised CLE models and have exposed
the need for reassessing existing baselines, as well
as for unified and comprehensive evaluation pro-
tocols. We hope that this study will encourage fu-
ture work on CLE evaluation and analysis and help
guide the development of new CLE models. . We
make the code and resources available at: https:
//github.com/codogogo/xling-eval.
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Abstract

Selectional Preference (SP) is a commonly ob-
served language phenomenon and proved to
be useful in many natural language processing
tasks. To provide a better evaluation method
for SP models, we introduce SP-10K, a large-
scale evaluation set that provides human rat-
ings for the plausibility of 10,000 SP pairs
over five SP relations, covering 2,500 most fre-
quent verbs, nouns, and adjectives in Ameri-
can English. Three representative SP acquisi-
tion methods based on pseudo-disambiguation
are evaluated with SP-10K. To demonstrate
the importance of our dataset, we investi-
gate the relationship between SP-10K and the
commonsense knowledge in ConceptNet5 and
show the potential of using SP to represent
the commonsense knowledge. We also use the
Winograd Schema Challenge to prove that the
proposed new SP relations are essential for the
hard pronoun coreference resolution problem.

1 Introduction

Selectional Preference (SP) is a common phe-
nomenon in human language that has been shown
to be related to semantics (Wilks, 1975). Here by
SP we mean that, given a word and a dependency
relation, human beings have preferences for which
words are likely to be connected. For instance,
when seeing the verb ‘sing’, it is highly plausi-
ble that its object is ‘a song’, and when seeing the
noun ‘air’, it is highly plausible that its modifier is
‘fresh’.

SP has been shown to be useful over a variety
of tasks including sense disambiguation (Resnik,
1997), semantic role classification (Zapirain et al.,
2013), coreference clustering (Hobbs, 1978; Inoue
et al., 2016; Heinzerling et al., 2017), and ma-
chine translation (Tang et al., 2016). Given the
importance of SP, the automatic acquisition of SP
has become a well-known research subject in the

SP Evaluation Set #R #W #P

(McRae et al., 1998) 2 641 821
(Keller and Lapata, 2003) 3 571 540

(Padó et al., 2006) 3 180 207

SP-10K 5 2.5K 10K

Table 1: Statistics of Human-labeled SP Evaluation
Sets. #R, #W, and #P indicate the number of SP re-
lation types, words, and pairs, respectively.

NLP community. However, current SP acquisition
models are limited based on existing evaluation
methods. We discuss two broadly used evalua-
tion methods, human-labeled evaluation sets and
the pseudo-disambiguation task.

First, the most straightforward way to evalu-
ate SP models is by asking human annotators.
McRae et al. (1998), Keller and Lapata (2003),
and Padó et al. (2006) proposed human-labeled
SP evaluation sets containing hundreds of SP pairs
(numbers are shown in Table 1). However, these
datasets are too small to cover the diversity of the
SP task adequately. Moreover, they only consid-
ered one-hop relations, such as ‘verb-object’ and
‘modifier-noun’ pairs. Aside from these relations,
we believe that higher-order dependency relations
may also reflect meaningful commonsense knowl-
edge. Consider the following two examples of
hard pronoun resolution problems from the Wino-
grad Schema Challenge (Levesque et al., 2011):

• (A) The fish ate the worm. It was hungry.

• (B) The fish ate the worm. It was tasty.

In (A), we can resolve ‘it’ to ‘the fish’ because it
is more plausible that the subject of the verb ‘eat’
is hungry. On the other hand, for (B), we can re-
solve ‘it’ to ‘the worm’ because it is more likely
that the object of the verb ‘eat’ is tasty. The above
examples reflect the preferences between two two-
hop dependency relations: ‘verb-object-modifier’
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and ‘verb-subject-modifier’, which have not been
investigated in previous works.

Second, pseudo-disambiguation has been a pop-
ular alternative evaluation method for the SP ac-
quisition task (Ritter et al., 2010; de Cruys, 2014).
This way of SP acquisition trains a model based
on pairs from a training corpus as positive exam-
ples and randomly generates fake pairs as negative
examples, and then evaluates the model based on
its ability on a test corpus by constructing posi-
tive and negative examples in the same way. How-
ever, the pseudo-disambiguation task only evalu-
ates how well a model fits the data, which could
be biased. The problem is that changing the cor-
pus of training and testing may result in different
conclusions. Thus, it is less robust than collecting
SP pairs by asking expert annotators as (McRae
et al., 1998), (Keller and Lapata, 2003), and (Padó
et al., 2006), or even asking many ordinary people
to vote for a commonsense agreement.

The problems of these methods motivate the
creation of a large-scale human-labeled SP eval-
uation set based on crowdsourcing, which can be
used as the ground truth for the SP acquisition
task.

In this paper, we present SP-10K, which is un-
precedented in both size and the number of SP
relations. It contains 10,000 selectional triplets
consisting of 2,500 frequent verbs, nouns, and
adjectives in American English. Besides com-
monly used one-hop SP relations (‘dobj’, ‘nsubj’,
and ‘amod’), we introduce two novel two-hop SP
relations (‘dobj amod’ and ‘nsubj amod’). We
first evaluate three representative SP acquisition
methods using SP-10K and compare the capac-
ity of the state-of-the-art pseudo-disambiguation
approaches. We then show the relationship be-
tween SP-10K and commonsense knowledge us-
ing ConceptNet5 (Speer and Havasi, 2012) to
demonstrate the potential of using SP to rep-
resent commonsense knowledge. Finally, we
use a subset of the Winograd Schema Chal-
lenge (Levesque et al., 2011) to prove that the
proposed two-hop SP relations are essential for
the hard pronoun coreference resolution. SP-
10K is available at: https://github.com/
HKUST-KnowComp/SP-10K.

2 Design of SP-10K

As discussed in (Hill et al., 2015), a high-quality
evaluation resource should be: (1) clearly defined;

(2) representative; and (3) consistent and reliable.
First, similar to existing human-labeled SP eval-

uation sets (McRae et al., 1998; Keller and Lapata,
2003; Padó et al., 2006), SP-10K uses the plausi-
bility of selectional pairs as the annotation. Hence,
SP-10K is clearly defined. Second, compared to
these existing evaluation sets, as shown in Table 1,
SP-10K covers a larger number of relations and
SP pairs, making it a more representative evalua-
tion set. Finally, as discussed in Section 3.4, the
annotation of SP-10K is consistent and reliable.

2.1 Selectional Relations

Traditionally, the study of SP has focused on three
selectional relations: verb-subject, verb-object,
and noun-adjective. As demonstrated in Section 1,
some verbs have a preference for the properties
of their subjects and objects. For example, it is
plausible to say that the subject of ‘eat’ is hun-
gry and the object of ‘eat’ is tasty, but not the
other way round. To capture such preferences,
we propose two novel two-hop dependency rela-
tions, ‘dobj amod’ and ‘nsubj amod’. Examples
of these relations are presented in Table 2. In to-
tal, SP-10K contains five SP relations.

Following previous approaches (McRae et al.,
1998; Padó et al., 2006), for the ‘dobj’ and ‘nsubj’
relations, we take a verb as the head and a noun
as the dependent. Similarly, for ‘dobj amod’ and
‘nsubj amod’ relations, we take a verb as the head
and an adjective as the dependent. Moreover, for
the ‘amod’ relation, we take a noun as the head
and an adjective as the dependent.

2.2 Candidate SP Pairs

The selected vocabulary consists of 2,500 verbs,
nouns, and adjectives from the 5,000 most fre-
quent words1 in the Corpus of Contemporary
American English.

For each SP relation, we provide two types of
SP pairs for our annotators to label: frequent pairs
and random pairs. For each selectional relation,
we first select the 500 most frequent heads. We
then match each head with its two most frequently-
paired dependents, as well as two randomly se-
lected dependents from our vocabulary. As such,
we retrieve 2,000 pairs for each relation. Alto-
gether, we retrieve 10,000 pairs for five selectional
relations. These pairs are composed of 500 verbs,

1https://www.wordfrequency.info/free.asp
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Relation Frequent Random

‘dobj’ (ask, question) (ask, voting)
(ask, time) (ask, stability)

‘nsubj’ (people, eat) (textbook, eat)
(husband, eat) (stream, eat)

‘amod’ (fresh, air) (rational, air)
(cold, air) (original, air)

‘dobj amod’ (design, new) (design, official)
(design, original) (design, civil)

‘nsubj amod’ (friendly, smile) (young, smile)
(symbolic, smile) (civilian, smile)

Table 2: Examples of candidate pairs for annotation.
For the ease of understanding, the order of head and
dependent may be different for various relations.

1,343 nouns, and 657 adjectives. Examples of
sampled pairs are presented in Table 2.

3 Annotation of SP Pairs

We employ the Amazon Mechanical Turk plat-
form (MTurk) for our annotations.2

3.1 Survey Design

Following the SimLex-999 annotation guide-
lines (Hill et al., 2015), we invite at least 11 anno-
tators to score each SP pair. We divide our 10,000
pairs into 100 surveys. Each survey contains 103
questions, three of which are checkpoint questions
selected from the examples to control the labeling
quality. Within a survey, all the questions are de-
rived from the same selectional relation to improve
the efficiency of survey completion.

Each survey consists of three parts. We begin
by explaining the task to the annotators, including
how to deal with the special case like multi-word
expressions. Then, we present three examples to
help the annotators better understand the task. Fi-
nally, we ask questions using the following tem-
plates (VERB, ADJ, and NOUN are place holders
and will be replaced with the corresponding heads
and dependents in the actual surveys.):

• dobj: How suitable do you think it is if we use
NOUN as the object of the verb VERB?

• nsubj: How suitable do you think it is if we use
NOUN as the subject of the verb VERB?

2According to (Peer et al., 2017), Amazon MTurk
(https://www.mturk.com/) has the largest worker population
and highest annotation quality compared to other crowd-
sourcing services.

Figure 1: Average annotation time per 100 questions.
‘m’ indicates minutes and ‘s’ indicates seconds.

• amod: How suitable do you think it is if we use
ADJ to describe the noun NOUN?

• dobj amod: How suitable do you think it is if
we use ADJ to describe the object of the verb
VERB?

• nsubj amod: How suitable do you think it is if
we use ADJ to describe the subject of the verb
VERB?

For each question, the annotator is asked to se-
lect one of the following options: Perfectly match
(5), Make sense (4), Normal (3), Seems weird (2),
It’s not applicable at all (1). We randomize the or-
der of frequent and random pairs to prevent anno-
tators from simply memorizing the question order.

3.2 Participants and Annotation

We require that our annotators are ‘Master Work-
ers’, indicating reliable annotation records3, and
that our annotators are either native English speak-
ers or currently live and/or work in English-
speaking locales. Based on these criteria, we
identified 125 valid annotators. These annota-
tors produced 130,575 ratings for a total cost
of USD1,182.80. We support the multiple par-
ticipation of annotators by ensuring that subse-
quent surveys are generated with their previously-
unanswered questions.

From our annotation statistics, we notice that
different selectional relations take different time
to annotate. As shown in Figure 1, the annota-
tors spent the least time on the ‘amod’ relation,
suggesting that the modifying relation is relatively
easy to understand and judge. Another interesting
finding is that the annotators spend more time on
relations involving subjects than those involving
objects, which is consistent with the observation
proposed by (Jackendoff, 1992) that verbs have
clearer preferences for objects than subjects.

3 https://www.mturk.com/worker/help
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SP Pair Plausibility

(eat, meal) 10.00
(close, door) 8.50

(convince, people) 7.75
(touch, food) 5.50

(hate, investment) 4.00
(confront, impulse) 2.78

(eat, mail) 0.00
(a) dobj

SP Pair Plausibility

(singer, sing) 10.00
(law, permit) 7.78

(women, pray) 5.83
(realm, remain) 3.06
(victim, contain) 2.22

(bar, act) 1.39
(textbook, eat) 0.00

(b) nsubj

SP Pair Plausibility

(fresh, air) 9.77
(new, method) 8.89

(young, people) 6.82
(medium, number) 4.09
(immediate, food) 2.50

(eager, price) 1.36
(secret, wind) 0.75

(c) amod

SP Pair Plausibility

(lift, heavy object) 9.17
(design, new object) 8.00

(recall, previous object) 7.05
(attack, small object) 5.23
(drag, drunk object) 4.25

(inform, weird object) 3.64
(earn, rubber object) 0.63

(d) dobj amod

SP Pair Plausibility

(friendly subject, smile) 10.00
(evil subject, attack) 9.00

(recent subject, demonstrate) 6.00
(random subject, bear) 4.00
(happy subject, steal) 2.25

(stable subject, understand) 1.75
(sunny subject, make) 0.56

(e) nsubj amod

Table 3: Sampled SP pairs from SP-10K and their plausibility ratings. object and subject are place holders to help
understand the two-hop SP relations.

dobj nsubj amod d a n a overall

IAA 0.83 0.77 0.81 0.71 0.63 0.75

Table 4: Overall Inter-Annotator Agreement (IAA) of
SP-10K. ‘d a’ stands for dobj amod and ‘n a’ stands
for nsubj amod.

3.3 Post-processing
We excluded ratings from annotators who (1) pro-
vided incorrect answers to any of the checkpoint
questions or (2) demonstrated suspicious annota-
tion patterns (e.g., marking all pairs as ‘normal’).
After excluding based on this criteria, we obtained
100,532 valid annotations with an overall accep-
tance rate of 77%. We calculate the plausibility
for each SP pair by taking the average rating for
the pair over all (at least 10) valid annotations,
then linearly scaling this average from the 1-5 to
0-10 interval. This approach is similar to the post-
processing in (Hill et al., 2015). We present a sam-
ple of SP pairs in Table 3. Some of the pairs are
interesting. For example, for the dobj amod rela-
tion, annotators agree that lifting a heavy object is
a usually used expression, while earning a rubber
object is rare.

3.4 Inner-Annotator Agreement
Following standard practices from previous
datasets WSIM-203 (Reisinger and Mooney,
2010) and Simlex-999 (Hill et al., 2015), we
employ Inter-Annotator Agreement (IAA), which

computes the average correlation of an annotator
with the average of all the other annotators,
to evaluate the overall annotation quality. As
presented in Table 4, the overall IAA of SP-10K is
ρ = 0.75, which is comparable to existing datasets
WSIM-203 (0.65) and Simlex-999 (0.78).

Unsurprisingly, the IAA is not uniform across
different SP relations. As shown in Table 4, com-
plicated two-hop SP relations are more challeng-
ing and achieve relatively lower correlations than
the simpler one-hop relations. This experimen-
tal result shows that two-hop relations are more
difficult than one-hop SP relations. We also no-
tice that the agreements among annotators for SP
relations involving the subjects of verbs are rela-
tively low. The above observations are consistent
with our earlier discussion on annotation time, and
further support the claim that verbs have stronger
preferences for their objects than their subjects.

4 Evaluation of SP Acquisition Methods

To show the performance of existing SP acquisi-
tion methods and demonstrate the effect of dif-
ferent training corpora, we evaluate representative
SP acquisition methods on SP-10K with following
training corpora:

(1) Wiki: Wikipedia is the largest free knowl-
edge dataset. For this experiment, we select the
English version of Wikipedia4 and filter out pages

4https://dumps.wikimedia.org/enwiki/
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Wiki Yelp NYT

#(sentence) 82m 41m 56m
#(dobj pairs) 69m 33m 49m
#(nsubj pairs) 97m 70m 86m
#(amod pairs) 119m 31m 65m

#(dobj amod pairs) 21m 8.1m 14m
#(nsubj amod pairs) 16m 4.8m 12m

Table 5: Training corpus statistics. ‘m’ means millions.

containing fewer than 100 tokens and fewer than
five hyperlinks. After filtering, our dataset con-
tains over three million Wikipedia pages.

(2) Yelp: Yelp is a social media platform where
users can write reviews for businesses, e.g., restau-
rants, hotels, etc. The latest release of the Yelp
dataset5 contains over five million reviews.

(3) New York Times (NYT): The NYT (Sand-
haus and Evan, 2008) dataset contains over 1.8
million news articles from the NYT throughout 20
years (1987 - 2007).

We parsed these raw corpora using the Stanford
dependency parser (Schuster and Manning, 2016).
Detailed statistics are shown in Table 5.

4.1 Methods
We now introduce SP acquisition methods.

Posterior Probability (PP): Resnik (1997)
proposes PP as a means of acquiring SP knowl-
edge from raw corpora. Given a head h, a relation
r, and a dependent d, PP uses the following prob-
ability to predict the plausibility:

Pr(d|h) =
Cr(h, d)

Cr(h)
, (1)

where Cr(h) and Cr(h, d) mean how many times
p and the head-dependent pair (h, d) appear in the
relation r respectively.

Distributional Similarity (DS): Erk et al.
(2010) describes a method that uses corpus-driven
DS metrics for the induction of SP. Given a head
h, a relation r, and a dependent d, DS uses the
following equation to predict the plausibility:

S(h, r, d) =
∑

d′∈Or,h

w(d, d′)
Zr,h

· s(d, d′), (2)

where Or,h is the set of dependents that have been
attested with head p and relation r, w(d, d′) is the
weight function, and Zr,h is the normalization fac-
tor. We use the frequency of a pair of (h, d′) as

5https://www.yelp.com/dataset/challenge

the weighting function and the cosine similarity of
their GloVe embedding (Pennington et al., 2014)
as the similarity function s(d, d′), given the rela-
tive popularity of these embeddings.

Neural Network (NN): de Cruys (2014) pro-
poses a NN-based method for the SP acquisition
task. The main framework is a two-layer fully-
connected NN. For each SP pair (h, d), the frame-
work uses the concatenation of embeddings [vh,
vd] as the input to the NN, where vh, vd are ran-
domly initialized word embeddings for words h
and d respectively. The ranking-loss (Collobert
and Weston, 2008) is used as the training objec-
tive, where positive examples consist of all the
SP pairs in the corpus and negative examples are
randomly generated. During the training process,
both model parameters and embeddings are jointly
updated. We use the original paper’s experimental
setting to conduct our experiment.

4.2 Results and Analysis

We report the average Spearman ρ in Table 6 as
our performance measure. We have following in-
teresting observations.

(1) Choice of training corpus can influence the
SP acquisition models. For the same method, the
general corpora, i.e., Wiki and NYT, outperform
the domain specific corpus, i.e., Yelp. Yelp per-
forms best on the ‘dobj’ relation and comparably
on the ‘dobj amod’ relation, which indicates the
language use on Yelp may better reflect the plau-
sibility of objects rather than of subjects.

(2) As reported by (de Cruys, 2014), the NN-
based method performs very well on the pseudo-
disambiguation task. However, this method
has limited effectiveness on our dataset, which
shows that pseudo-disambiguation cannot effec-
tively represent ground truth SP. This further
demonstrates the value of SP-10K as an evaluation
set of SP acquisition.

(3) The overall performance of existing meth-
ods is quite lackluster, suggesting that these mod-
els insufficiently address the SP acquisition task.
We hope that the release of our dataset will mo-
tivate efforts at deriving knowledge from SP and
exploring the SP acquisition task.

5 SP and Commonsense Knowledge

In this section, we quantitatively analyze the re-
lationship between SP and commonsense knowl-
edge. Currently, the largest commonsense knowl-
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Model Wiki Yelp NYT

PP 0.74?† 0.76?† 0.74?

DS 0.65 0.55 0.63
NN 0.68 0.55 0.71

(a) dobj

Model Wiki Yelp NYT

PP 0.75? 0.66?† 0.73?†

DS 0.59 0.46 0.59
NN 0.70 0.54 0.69

(b) nsubj

Model Wiki Yelp NYT

PP 0.75?† 0.71?† 0.74?†

DS 0.67 0.47 0.62
NN 0.68 0.50 0.69

(c) amod

Model Wiki Yelp NYT

PP 0.65? 0.62?† 0.63?

DS 0.55 0.47 0.55
NN 0.62 0.52 0.64

(d) dobj amod

Model Wiki Yelp NYT

PP 0.52?† 0.36 0.54?†

DS 0.46 0.33 0.47
NN 0.46 0.32 0.47

(e) nsubj amod

Model Wiki Yelp NYT

PP 0.68?† 0.62?† 0.68?†

DS 0.58 0.46 0.57
NN 0.63 0.49 0.64

(f) overall

Table 6: Performance of different corpora and methods on SP-10K. Average Spearman ρ scores are reported. ?
indicates statistical significant (p <0.005) over DS and † indicates statistical significant (p <0.005) over NN. For
each SP relation, rows represent different acquisition methods and columns represent different corpora. The best
performed model for each relation is annotated with bold font.

edge dataset is the Open Mind Common Sense
(OMCS) from the ConceptNet 5 (Speer and
Havasi, 2012) knowledge base. The OMCS con-
tains 600k crowdsourced commonsense triplets
such as (food, UsedFor, eat) and (wind, Capa-
bleOf, blow to east). All of the relations in OMCS
are human-defined. In comparison, SP only re-
lies on naturally occurring dependency relations,
which can be accurately identified using existing
parsing tools (Schuster and Manning, 2016).

We aim to demonstrate how SP related to com-
monsense knowledge. Building relationships be-
tween SP and human-defined relations has two ad-
vantages: (1) We may be able to directly acquire
commonsense knowledge through SP acquisition
techniques. (2) We may be able solve common-
sense reasoning tasks from the perspective of SP,
as illustrated through the two Winograd examples
in Section 1. These advantages motivate explor-
ing the potential of using SP to represent common-
sense knowledge.

5.1 SP Pairs and OMCS Triplets

We hypothesize that the plausibility of an SP pair
relates to how closely the pair aligns with hu-
man commonsense knowledge. As such, the more
plausible pairs in SP-10K should be more likely to
be covered by the OMCS dataset.

Using plausibility as our criterion, we split the
10,000 SP pairs into five groups: Perfect (8-10),
Good (6-8), Normal (4-6), Unusual (2-4), and Im-
possible (0-2). As OMCS triplets contain phrases
and SP pairs only contain words, we use two meth-
ods to match SP pairs with OMCS triplets. (1)
Exact Match: we identify triplets in OMCS where

Group #Pairs #Exact Match #Partial Match
(Percentage) (Percentage)

Perfect 755 85 (11.26%) 287 (38.01%)
Good 2,600 67 (2.58%) 885 (34.04%)

Normal 2,809 20 (0.71%) 504 (17.94%)
Unusual 2,396 6 (0.25%) 187 (7.80%)

Impossible 1,440 5 (0.35%) 82 (5.69%)

Table 7: Matching statistics of SP pairs by plausibility.

the two dependents are exactly the same as the two
words in an SP pair. (2) Partial Match: we iden-
tify triplets in OMCS where the two dependents
contain the two words in an SP pair. We count SP
pairs that fulfill either of these matching methods
as covered by OMCS. Note that exact matches are
not double-counted as partial matches.

As shown in Table 7, almost 50% of SP pairs in
the perfect group are covered by OMCS. In con-
trast, only about 6% of SP pairs from the impossi-
ble group are covered. More plausible selectional
preference pairs are more likely to be covered by
OMCS, which supports our hypothesis of more
plausible SP pairs being more closely aligned with
human commonsense knowledge.

5.2 SP and Human-defined Relations

To show the connection between SP relations and
human-defined relations, we visualize all match-
ing (SP pair, OMCS triplet) tuples in Figure 2. A
darker color indicates a greater number of matched
tuples, which in turn suggests a stronger connec-
tion between the two relations.

We observe some clear and reasonable matches
such as (‘dobj’, ‘UsedFor’), (‘nsubj’, ‘Capa-
bleOf’), and (‘amod’, ‘HasProperty’), which
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(a) Exact Match (b) Partial Match

Figure 2: Matched SP relations and OMCS relations. Interesting relation matches such as ‘dobj’ versus ‘UserFor’,
‘nsubj’ versus ‘CapableOf’, and ‘amod’ versus ‘HasProperty’ are observed.

SP relation SP pair versus OMCS triplets

‘dobj’ (sing, song) (9.25/10)
(song, UsedFor, sing)

‘nsubj’ (phone, ring) (8.75/10)
(phone, CapableOf, ring)

‘amod’ (cold, water) (8.86/10)
(water, HasProperty, cold)

‘dobj amod’ (create, new) (8.25/10)
(create idea, UsedFor, invent new things)

‘nsubj amod’ (hungry, eat) (10.00/10)
(eat, MotivatedByGoal, are hungry)

(a) Perfect group (Plausibility: 8-10)

SP relation SP pair versus OMCS triplets

‘dobj’ (eat, mail) (0.00/10)
(mail letter, HasSubevent, eat cheese)

‘nsubj’ (library, love) (1.25/10)
(love, Atlocation, library)

‘amod’ (red, child) (0.68/10)
(child wagon, HasProperty, red)

‘dobj amod’ (drive, bottom) (1.50/10)
(drive car, HasSubevent, bottom out)

‘nsubj amod’ (fun, hurt) (1.50/10)
(having fun, HasSubevent, get hurt)

(b) Impossible group (Plausibility: 0-2)

Table 8: Examples of OMCS-covered SP pairs and their corresponding OMCS triplets.

demonstrates that some simple human-defined
relations like ‘UsedFor’, ‘CapableOf’, and
‘HasProperty’ are related to corresponding SP
relations. We also notice that the five SP relations
in SP-10K seldom match some OMCS relations
such as ‘HasA’ and ‘HasSubevent’, which indi-
cates a need for additional SP relations or even the
combination of different SP relations. We leave it
for our future work.

5.3 Case Study

We present a selection of covered pairs from the
perfect and impossible groups in Table 8. For the
perfect group, we find that human-defined com-
monsense triplets often have neatly corresponding
SP pairs. On the other hand, for the impossible
group, SP pairs are covered by OMCS either be-
cause of incidental overlap with a non-keyword,
e.g., ‘child’ in ‘child wagon’, or because of the
low quality of some OMCS triplets. This further
illustrates that OMCS still has room for improve-
ment and that SP may provide an effective way to
improve commonsense knowledge.

6 Importance of Multi-hop SP

As introduced in Section 1, one novel contribu-
tion of this paper is the two-hop Selectional Pref-
erence relations: ‘nsubj amod’ and ‘dobj amod’.
To demonstrate their effectiveness, we select
a subset6 of the Winograd Schema Challenge
dataset (Levesque et al., 2011), which leverages
the two-hop selectional preference knowledge to
solve. In total, we have 72 questions out of overall
285 questions. The selected Winograd question is
defined as follows: Given one sentence s contain-
ing two candidates (n1, n2) and one pronoun p,
which is described with one adjective a, we need
to find which candidate is the pronoun referring to.
One example is as follows:

• Jim yelled at Kevin because he was so upset.

We need to correctly finds out he refers to Jim
6The selected question ids are as follows: 3, 4, 7, 8, 15,

16, 19, 20, 35, 36, 39, 40, 43, 44, 45, 46, 51, 52, 71, 72, 73,
74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 87, 88, 89, 90, 97, 98, 107, 108,
109, 110, 111, 112, 119, 120, 131, 132, 147, 148, 150, 153,
154, 157, 158, 171, 172, 179, 180, 185, 186, 199, 200, 227,
228, 247, 248, 251, 252, 256, 257, 262, 263, 265, 282, 284.
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Model Correct Wrong NA Ap Ao

Stanford 33 35 4 48.5% 48.6%
End2end 36 36 0 50.0% 50.0%

PP 36 19 17 65.5% 61.8%

SP-10K 13 0 59 100% 59.0%

Table 9: Result of different models on the subset of
Winograd Schema Challenge. NA means that the
model cannot give a prediction, Ap means the accu-
racy of predict examples without NA examples, and
Ao means the overall accuracy.

rather than Kevin. These tasks are quite chal-
lenging as both the Stanford coreNLP coreference
system and the current state-of-the-art end-to-end
coreference model (Lee et al., 2018) cannot solve
them. To solve that problem from the perspective
of selectional preference (SP), we first parse the
sentence and get the dependency relations related
to the two candidates. If they appear as the subject
or the object of the verb h, we will then check the
SP score of the head-dependent pair (h, d) on rela-
tions ‘nsubj amod’ and ‘dobj amod’ respectively.
After that, we compare the SP score of two can-
didates and select the higher one as the prediction
result. If they have the same SP score, we will
make no prediction.

We show the result of collected human-labeled
data in ‘SP-10K’ and the best-performed model,
Posterior Probability (PP), trained with Wikipedia
corpus in Table 9. From the result, we can see
that ‘SP-10K’ can solve that problem with very
high precision. But as we only label 4,000 multi-
hop pairs, the overall coverage is limited. On the
other hand, automatic SP acquisition method PP
can cover more questions, but the precision also
drops due to the noise of the collected SP knowl-
edge. The experimental result shows that if we can
automatically build a good multi-hop SP model,
we could make some steps towards solving the
hard pronoun coreference task, which is viewed
a vital task of natural language understanding.

7 Related Work

As one important language phenomenon, SP is
considered related to the Semantics Fit (McRae
et al., 1998) and has been proved helpful in
a series of downstream tasks including ma-
chine translation (Tang et al., 2016), sense dis-
ambiguation (Resnik, 1997), coreference resolu-
tion (Hobbs, 1978; Inoue et al., 2016; Zhang and

Song, 2018), and semantic role classification (Za-
pirain et al., 2013).

Several algorithms attempt to acquire SP auto-
matically from raw corpora (Resnik, 1997; Rooth
et al., 1999; Erk et al., 2010; Santus et al., 2017).
However, (Mechura, 2008) reveals that creating a
high-quality SP model is difficult due to the nois-
iness and ambiguity of raw corpora. Several ap-
proaches attempt to address this issue by applying
state-of-the-art word embeddings and neural net-
works to the automatic acquisition of SP (Levy
and Goldberg, 2014; de Cruys, 2014). Despite
these efforts, the quality of learned SP models re-
mains questionable due to the shortcomings of ex-
isting SP acquisition evaluation methods.

Currently, the most popular evaluation
method for SP acquisition is the pseudo-
disambiguation (Ritter et al., 2010; de Cruys,
2014). However, pseudo-disambiguation can
be easily influenced by the aforementioned
noisiness of evaluation corpora and cannot
represent ground truth SP. Experiments in this
paper prove that the model performs well on the
pseudo-disambiguation task may not correlate
well with the human-labeled ground truth. As for
the ground truth, there are three human-labeled
ground truth SP evaluation sets (McRae et al.,
1998; Keller and Lapata, 2003; Padó et al., 2006).
These evaluation sets score SP pairs based on their
plausibility as determined by human evaluators.
However, these datasets are of small sizes. Com-
pared to current evaluation methods, SP-10K is
a human-annotated large-scale evaluation set and
contains 10,000 SP pairs over five SP relations.

8 Conclusion

In this work, we present SP-10K, a large-scale
human-labeled evaluation set for selectional pref-
erence. Compared with other evaluation methods,
SP-10K has much larger coverage and can better
represent ground truth SP. Two novel two-hop SP
relations ‘dobj amod’ and ‘nsubj amod’ are also
introduced. We evaluate three representative SP
acquisition methods with our dataset. After that,
we demonstrate the potential of using SP to repre-
sent commonsense knowledge, which can be ben-
eficial for the acquisition and application of com-
monsense knowledge. In the end, we demonstrate
the importance of the two-hop relations with a sub-
set of the Winograd Schema Challenge.
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Abstract

We perform an interdisciplinary large-scale
evaluation for detecting lexical semantic di-
vergences in a diachronic and in a synchronic
task: semantic sense changes across time,
and semantic sense changes across domains.
Our work addresses the superficialness and
lack of comparison in assessing models of di-
achronic lexical change, by bringing together
and extending benchmark models on a com-
mon state-of-the-art evaluation task. In addi-
tion, we demonstrate that the same evaluation
task and modelling approaches can success-
fully be utilised for the synchronic detection of
domain-specific sense divergences in the field
of term extraction.

1 Introduction

Diachronic Lexical Semantic Change (LSC) detec-
tion, i.e., the automatic detection of word sense
changes over time, is a flourishing new field within
NLP (Frermann and Lapata, 2016; Hamilton et al.,
2016b; Schlechtweg et al., 2017, i.a.).1 Yet, it is
hard to compare the performances of the various
models, and optimal parameter choices remain un-
clear, because up to now most models have been
compared on different evaluation tasks and data.
Presently, we do not know which model performs
best under which conditions, and if more com-
plex model architectures gain performance bene-
fits over simpler models. This situation hinders
advances in the field and favors unfelicitous draw-
ings of statistical laws of diachronic LSC (Du-
bossarsky et al., 2017).

In this study, we provide the first large-scale
evaluation of an extensive number of approaches.

1An example for diachronic LSC is the German noun Vor-
wort (Paul, 2002), which was mainly used in the meaning of
‘preposition’ before ≈1800. Then Vorwort rapidly acquired
a new meaning ‘preface’, which after 1850 has nearly exclu-
sively been used.

Relying on an existing German LSC dataset we
compare models regarding different combinations
of semantic representations, alignment techniques
and detection measures, while exploring various
pre-processing and parameter settings. Further-
more, we introduce Word Injection to LSC, a mod-
eling idea drawn from term extraction, that over-
comes the problem of vector space alignment. Our
comparison of state-of-the-art approaches identi-
fies best models and optimal parameter settings,
and it suggests modifications to existing models
which consistently show superior performance.

Meanwhile, the detection of lexical sense di-
vergences across time-specific corpora is not the
only possible application of LSC detection mod-
els. In more general terms, they have the poten-
tial to detect sense divergences between corpora
of any type, not necessarily time-specific ones.
We acknowledge this observation and further ex-
plore a synchronic LSC detection task: identify-
ing domain-specific changes of word senses in
comparison to general-language usage, which is
addressed, e.g., in term identification and auto-
matic term extraction (Drouin, 2004; Pérez, 2016;
Hätty and Schulte im Walde, 2018), and in de-
termining social and dialectal language variations
(Del Tredici and Fernández, 2017; Hovy and
Purschke, 2018).2

For addressing the synchronic LSC task, we
present a recent sense-specific term dataset (Hätty
et al., 2019) that we created analogously to the
existing diachronic dataset, and we show that the
diachronic models can be successfully applied to
the synchronic task as well. This two-fold evalua-
tion assures robustness and reproducibility of our
model comparisons under various conditions.

2An example for domain-specific synchronic LSC is the
German noun Form. In general-language use, Form means
‘shape’/‘form’, while in the cooking domain the predominant
meaning is the domain-specific ‘baking tin’.
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2 Related Work

Diachronic LSC Detection. Existing ap-
proaches for diachronic LSC detection are mainly
based on three types of meaning representations:
(i) semantic vector spaces, (ii) topic distributions,
and (iii) sense clusters. In (i), semantic vector
spaces, each word is represented as two vectors
reflecting its co-occurrence statistics at different
periods of time (Gulordava and Baroni, 2011;
Kim et al., 2014; Xu and Kemp, 2015; Eger and
Mehler, 2016; Hamilton et al., 2016a,b; Hellrich
and Hahn, 2016; Rosenfeld and Erk, 2018). LSC
is typically measured by the cosine distance
(or some alternative metric) between the two
vectors, or by differences in contextual dispersion
between the two vectors (Kisselew et al., 2016;
Schlechtweg et al., 2017). (ii) Diachronic topic
models infer a probability distribution for each
word over different word senses (or topics), which
are in turn modeled as a distribution over words
(Wang and McCallum, 2006; Bamman and Crane,
2011; Wijaya and Yeniterzi, 2011; Lau et al.,
2012; Mihalcea and Nastase, 2012; Cook et al.,
2014; Frermann and Lapata, 2016). LSC of a
word is measured by calculating a novelty score
for its senses based on their frequency of use. (iii)
Clustering models assign all uses of a word into
sense clusters based on some contextual property
(Mitra et al., 2015). Word sense clustering models
are similar to topic models in that they map uses to
senses. Accordingly, LSC of a word is measured
similarly as in (ii). For an overview on diachronic
LSC detection, see Tahmasebi et al. (2018).

Synchronic LSC Detection. We use the term
synchronic LSC to refer to NLP research areas
with a focus on how the meanings of words vary
across domains or communities of speakers. Syn-
chronic LSC per se is not widely researched; for
meaning shifts across domains, there is strongly
related research which is concerned with domain-
specific word sense disambiguation (Maynard and
Ananiadou, 1998; Chen and Al-Mubaid, 2006;
Taghipour and Ng, 2015; Daille et al., 2016) or
term ambiguity detection (Baldwin et al., 2013;
Wang et al., 2013). The only notable work for ex-
plicitly measuring across domain meaning shifts
is Ferrari et al. (2017), which is based on seman-
tic vector spaces and cosine distance. Synchronic
LSC across communities has been investigated as
meaning variation in online communities, leverag-

ing the large-scale data which has become avail-
able thanks to online social platforms (Del Tredici
and Fernández, 2017; Rotabi et al., 2017).

Evaluation. Existing evaluation procedures for
LSC detection can be distinguished into evaluation
on (i) empirically observed data, and (ii) synthetic
data or related tasks. (i) includes case studies of
individual words (Sagi et al., 2009; Jatowt and
Duh, 2014; Hamilton et al., 2016a), stand-alone
comparison of a few hand-selected words (Wi-
jaya and Yeniterzi, 2011; Hamilton et al., 2016b;
Del Tredici and Fernández, 2017), comparison of
hand-selected changing vs. semantically stable
words (Lau et al., 2012; Cook et al., 2014), and
post-hoc evaluation of the predictions of the pre-
sented models (Cook and Stevenson, 2010; Kulka-
rni et al., 2015; Del Tredici et al., 2016; Eger and
Mehler, 2016; Ferrari et al., 2017). Schlechtweg
et al. (2017) propose a small-scale annotation of
diachronic metaphoric change.

Synthetic evaluation procedures (ii) include
studies that simulate LSC (Cook and Stevenson,
2010; Kulkarni et al., 2015; Rosenfeld and Erk,
2018), evaluate sense assignments in WordNet
(Mitra et al., 2015; Frermann and Lapata, 2016),
identify text creation dates, (Mihalcea and Nas-
tase, 2012; Frermann and Lapata, 2016), or pre-
dict the log-likelihood of textual data (Frermann
and Lapata, 2016).

Overall, the various studies use different evalu-
ation tasks and data, with little overlap. Most eval-
uation data has not been annotated. Models were
rarely compared to previously suggested ones, es-
pecially if the models differed in meaning repre-
sentations. Moreover, for the diachronic task, syn-
thetic datasets are used which do not reflect actual
diachronic changes.

3 Task and Data

Our study makes use of the evaluation framework
proposed in Schlechtweg et al. (2018), where di-
achronic LSC detection is defined as a comparison
between word uses in two time-specific corpora.
We further applied the framework to create an
analogous synchronic LSC dataset that compares
word uses across general-language and domain-
specific corpora. The common, meta-level task in
our diachronic+synchronic setup is, given two cor-
pora Ca and Cb, to rank the targets in the respec-
tive datasets according to their degree of related-
ness between word uses in Ca and Cb.
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Times Domains
DTA18 DTA19 SDEWAC COOK

LALL 26M 40M 109M 1M
L/P 10M 16M 47M 0.6M

Table 1: Corpora and their approximate sizes.

3.1 Corpora
DTA (Deutsches Textarchiv, 2017) is a freely
available lemmatized, POS-tagged and spelling-
normalized diachronic corpus of German contain-
ing texts from the 16th to the 20th century.

COOK is a domain-specific corpus. We crawled
cooking-related texts from several categories
(recipes, ingredients, cookware and cooking tech-
niques) from the German cooking recipes websites
kochwiki.de and Wikibooks Kochbuch3.

SDEWAC (Faaß and Eckart, 2013) is a cleaned
version of the web-crawled corpus DEWAC (Ba-
roni et al., 2009). We reduced SDEWAC to 1/8th of
its original size by selecting every 8th sentence for
our general-language corpus.

Table 1 summarizes the corpus sizes after ap-
plying pre-processing. See Appendix A for pre-
processing details.

3.2 Datasets4 and Evaluation
Diachronic Usage Relatedness (DURel).
DURel is a gold standard for diachronic LSC
consisting of 22 target words with varying degrees
of LSC (Schlechtweg et al., 2018). Target words
were chosen from a list of attested changes in
a diachronic semantic dictionary (Paul, 2002),
and for each target a random sample of use pairs
from the DTA corpus was annotated for meaning
relatedness of the uses on a scale from 1 (unre-
lated meanings) to 4 (identical meanings), both
within and across the time periods 1750–1799 and
1850–1899. The annotation resulted in an average
Spearman’s ρ = 0.66 across five annotators and
1,320 use pairs. For our evaluation of diachronic
meaning change we rely on the ranking of the
target words according to their mean usage
relatedness across the two time periods.

Synchronic Usage Relatedness (SURel).
SURel is a recent gold standard for synchronic
LSC (Hätty et al., 2019) using the same frame-
work as in DURel. The 22 target words were

3de.wikibooks.org/wiki/Kochbuch
4The datasets are available in Appendix C and at https:

//github.com/Garrafao/LSCDetection.

chosen such as to exhibit different degrees of
domain-specific meaning shifts, and use pairs
were randomly selected from SDEWAC as
general-language corpus and from COOK as
domain-specific corpus. The annotation for
usage relatedness across the corpora resulted in
an average Spearman’s ρ = 0.88 across four
annotators and 1,320 use pairs. For our evaluation
of synchronic meaning change we rely on the
ranking of the target words according to their
mean usage relatedness between general-language
and domain-specific uses.

Evaluation. The gold LSC ranks in the DURel
and SURel datasets are used to assess the correct-
ness of model predictions by applying Spearman’s
rank-order correlation coefficient ρ as evaluation
metric, as done in similar previous studies (Gulor-
dava and Baroni, 2011; Schlechtweg et al., 2017;
Schlechtweg and Schulte im Walde, 2018). As
corpus data underlying the experiments we rely
on the corpora from which the annotated use pairs
were sampled: DTA documents from 1750–1799
as Ca and documents from 1850–1899 as Cb for
the diachronic experiments, and the SDEWAC cor-
pus as Ca and the COOK corpus as Cb for the syn-
chronic experiments.

4 Meaning Representations5

Our models are based on two families of distri-
butional meaning representations: semantic vector
spaces (Section 4.1), and topic distributions (Sec-
tion 4.2). All representations are bag-of-words-
based, i.e. each word representation reflects a
weighted bag of context words. The contexts of
a target word wi are the words surrounding it in an
n-sized window: wi−n, ..., wi−1, wi+1, ..., wi+n.

4.1 Semantic Vector Spaces

A semantic vector space constructed from a cor-
pus C with vocabulary V is a matrix M , where
each row vector represents a word w in the vo-
cabulary V reflecting its co-occurrence statistics
(Turney and Pantel, 2010). We compare two state-
of-the-art approaches to learn these vectors from
co-occurrence data, (i) counting and (ii) predict-
ing, and construct vector spaces for each time pe-
riod and domain.

5Find the hyperparameter settings in Appendix A. The
scripts for vector space creation, alignment, measuring LSC
and evaluation are available at https://github.com/
Garrafao/LSCDetection.
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4.1.1 Count-based Vector Spaces
In a count-based semantic vector space the ma-
trix M is high-dimensional and sparse. The value
of each matrix cell Mi,j represents the number of
co-occurrences of the word wi and the context cj ,
#(wi, cj). In line with Hamilton et al. (2016b) we
apply a number of transformations to these raw co-
occurrence matrices, as previous work has shown
that this improves results on different tasks (Bulli-
naria and Levy, 2012; Levy et al., 2015).

Positive Pointwise Mutual Information (PPMI).
In PPMI representations the co-occurrence counts
in each matrix cell Mi,j are weighted by the posi-
tive mutual information of target wi and context cj
reflecting their degree of association. The values
of the transformed matrix are

MPPMI
i,j = max

{
log

(
#(wi, cj)

∑
c#(c)α

#(wi)#(cj)α

)
− log(k), 0

}
,

where k > 1 is a prior on the probability of
observing an actual occurrence of (wi, cj) and
0 < α < 1 is a smoothing parameter reducing
PPMI’s bias towards rare words (Levy and Gold-
berg, 2014; Levy et al., 2015).

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). Trun-
cated SVD finds the optimal rank d factorization
of matrix M with respect to L2 loss (Eckart and
Young, 1936). We use truncated SVD to obtain
low-dimensional approximations of the PPMI rep-
resentations by factorizingMPPMI into the product
of the three matricesUΣV >. We keep only the top
d elements of Σ and obtain

MSVD = UdΣ
p
d,

where p is an eigenvalue weighting parameter
(Levy et al., 2015). The ith row of MSVD cor-
responds to wi’s d-dimensional representation.

Random Indexing (RI). RI is a dimensional-
ity reduction technique based on the Johnson-
Lindenstrauss lemma according to which points in
a vector space can be mapped into a randomly se-
lected subspace under approximate preservation of
the distances between points, if the subspace has a
sufficiently high dimensionality (Johnson and Lin-
denstrauss, 1984; Sahlgren, 2004). We reduce the
dimensionality of a count-based matrixM by mul-
tiplying it with a random matrix R:

MRI = MR|V|×d,

where the ith row of MRI corresponds to wi’s d-
dimensional semantic representation. The choice
of the random vectors corresponding to the rows
in R is important for RI. We follow previous work
(Basile et al., 2015) and use sparse ternary ran-
dom vectors with a small number s of randomly
distributed −1s and +1s, all other elements set to
0, and we apply subsampling with a threshold t.

4.1.2 Predictive Vector Spaces

Skip-Gram with Negative Sampling (SGNS)
differs from count-based techniques in that it di-
rectly represents each word w ∈ V and each con-
text c ∈ V as a d-dimensional vector by implicitly
factorizing M = WC> when solving

argmax
θ

∑

(w,c)∈D
log σ(vc · vw) +

∑

(w,c)∈D′
log σ(−vc · vw),

where σ(x) = 1
1+e−x , D is the set of all ob-

served word-context pairs and D′ is the set of ran-
domly generated negative samples (Mikolov et al.,
2013a,b; Goldberg and Levy, 2014). The opti-
mized parameters θ are vci = Ci∗ and vwi = Wi∗
for w, c ∈ V , i ∈ 1, ..., d. D′ is obtained by draw-
ing k contexts from the empirical unigram distri-
bution P (c) = #(c)

|D| for each observation of (w,c),
cf. Levy et al. (2015). SGNS and PPMI repre-
sentations are highly related in that the cells of
the implicitly factorized matrix M are PPMI val-
ues shifted by the constant k (Levy and Goldberg,
2014). Hence, SGNS and PPMI share the hyper-
parameter k. The final SGNS matrix is given by

MSGNS = W,

where the ith row of MSGNS corresponds to wi’s
d-dimensional semantic representation. As in
RI we apply subsampling with a threshold t.
SGNS with particular parameter configurations
has shown to outperform transformed count-based
techniques on a variety of tasks (Baroni et al.,
2014; Levy et al., 2015).

4.1.3 Alignment

Column Intersection (CI). In order to make the
matrices A and B from time periods a < b (or
domains a and b) comparable, they have to be
aligned via a common coordinate axis. This is
rather straightforward for count and PPMI repre-
sentations, because their columns correspond to
context words which often occur in both A and
B (Hamilton et al., 2016b). In this case, the align-
ment for A and B is
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ACI
∗j = A∗j for all cj ∈ Va ∩ Vb,

BCI
∗j = B∗j for all cj ∈ Va ∩ Vb,

where X∗j denotes the jth column of X .

Shared Random Vectors (SRV). RI offers an
elegant way to align count-based vector spaces
and reduce their dimensionality at the same time
(Basile et al., 2015). Instead of multiplying count
matrices A and B each by a separate random ma-
trix RA and RB they may be multiplied both by
the same random matrix R representing them in
the same low-dimensional random space. Hence,
A and B are aligned by

ASVR = AR,

BSVR = BR.

We follow Basile et al. and adopt a slight varia-
tion of this procedure: instead of multiplying both
matrices by exactly the same random matrix (cor-
responding to an intersection of their columns) we
first construct a shared random matrix and then
multiply A and B by the respective sub-matrix.

Orthogonal Procrustes (OP). In the low-
dimensional vector spaces produced by SVD, RI
and SGNS the columns may represent different
coordinate axes (orthogonal variants) and thus
cannot directly be aligned to each other. Follow-
ing Hamilton et al. (2016b) we apply OP analy-
sis to solve this problem. We represent the dic-
tionary as a binary matrix D, so that Di,j = 1 if
wi ∈ Vb (the ith word in the vocabulary at time b)
corresponds to wj ∈ Va. The goal is then to find
the optimal mapping matrix W ∗ such that the sum
of squared Euclidean distances between B’s map-
ping Bi∗W and Aj∗ for the dictionary entries Di,j

is minimized:

W ∗ = arg min
W

∑

i

∑

j

Di,j‖Bi∗W −Aj∗‖2.

Following standard practice we length-normalize
and mean-center A and B in a pre-processing step
(Artetxe et al., 2017), and constrain W to be or-
thogonal, which preserves distances within each
time period. Under this constraint, minimizing the
squared Euclidean distance becomes equivalent to
maximizing the dot product when finding the opti-
mal rotational alignment (Hamilton et al., 2016b;
Artetxe et al., 2017). The optimal solution for this

problem is then given by W ∗ = UV >, where
B>DA = UΣV > is the SVD of B>DA. Hence,
A and B are aligned by

AOP = A,

BOP = BW ∗,

where A and B correspond to their preprocessed
versions. We also experiment with two vari-
ants: OP− omits mean-centering (Hamilton et al.,
2016b), which is potentially harmful as a better
solution may be found after mean-centering. OP+

corresponds to OP with additional pre- and post-
processing steps and has been shown to improve
performance in research on bilingual lexicon in-
duction (Artetxe et al., 2018a,b). We apply all OP
variants only to the low-dimensional matrices.

Vector Initialization (VI). In VI we first learn
AVI using standard SGNS and then initialize the
SGNS model for learning BVI on AVI (Kim et al.,
2014). The idea is that if a word is used in simi-
lar contexts in a and b, its vector will be updated
only slightly, while more different contexts lead to
a stronger update.

Word Injection (WI). Finally, we use the word
injection approach by Ferrari et al. (2017) where
target words are substituted by a placeholder in
one corpus before learning semantic representa-
tions, and a single matrix MWI is constructed for
both corpora after mixing their sentences. The ad-
vantage of this approach is that all vector learning
methods described above can be directly applied
to the mixed corpus, and target vectors are con-
structed directly in the same space, so no post-hoc
alignment is necessary.

4.2 Topic Distributions

Sense ChANge (SCAN). SCAN models LSC of
word senses via smooth and gradual changes in
associated topics (Frermann and Lapata, 2016).
The semantic representation inferred for a tar-
get word w and time period t consists of a K-
dimensional distribution over word senses φt and
a V -dimensional distribution over the vocabulary
ψt,k for each word sense k, where K is a prede-
fined number of senses for target word w. SCAN
places parametrized logistic normal priors on φt

and ψt,k in order to encourage a smooth change
of parameters, where the extent of change is con-
trolled through the precision parameterKφ, which
is learned during training.
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Although ψt,k may change over time for word
sense k, senses are intended to remain themati-
cally consistent as controlled by word precision
parameter Kψ. This allows comparison of the
topic distribution across time periods. For each
target word w we infer a SCAN model for two
time periods a and b and take φaw and φbw as the
respective semantic representations.

5 LSC Detection Measures

LSC detection measures predict a degree of LSC
from two time-specific semantic representations of
a word w. They either capture the contextual sim-
ilarity (Section 5.1) or changes in the contextual
dispersion (Section 5.2) of w’s representations.6

5.1 Similarity Measures

Cosine Distance (CD). CD is based on cosine
similarity which measures the cosine of the an-
gle between two non-zero vectors ~x, ~y with equal
magnitudes (Salton and McGill, 1983):

cos(~x, ~y) =
~x · ~y√

~x · ~x√~y · ~y
.

The cosine distance is then defined as

CD(~x, ~y) = 1− cos(~x, ~y).

CD’s prediction for a degree of LSC of w between
time periods a and b is obtained by CD(~wa, ~wb).

Local Neighborhood Distance (LND). LND
computes a second-order similarity for two non-
zero vectors ~x, ~y (Hamilton et al., 2016a). It mea-
sures the extent to which ~x and ~y ’s distances to
their shared nearest neighbors differ. First the co-
sine similarity of ~x, ~y with each vector in the union
of the sets of their k nearest neighbors Nk(~x) and
Nk(~y) is computed and represented as a vector s
whose entries are given by

s(j) = cos(~x, ~zj) ∀~zj ∈ Nk(~x) ∪Nk(~y).

LND is then computed as cosine distance between
the two vectors:

LND(~x, ~y) = CD(~sx, ~sy).

LND does not require matrix alignment, because
it measures the distances to the nearest neighbors
in each space separately. It was claimed to capture
changes in paradigmatic rather than syntagmatic
relations between words (Hamilton et al., 2016a).

6Find an overview of which measure was applied to which
representation type in Appendix A.

Jensen-Shannon Distance (JSD). JSD com-
putes the distance between two probability dis-
tributions φx, φy of words wx, wy (Lin, 1991;
Donoso and Sanchez, 2017). It is the symmetrized
square root of the Kullback-Leibler divergence:

JSD(φx||φy) =
√
DKL(φx||M) +DKL(φy||M)

2
,

whereM = (φx+φy)/2. JSD is high if φx and φy
assign different probabilities to the same events.

5.2 Dispersion Measures

Frequency Difference (FD). The log-
transformed relative frequency of a word w
for a corpus C is defined by

F (w,C) = log
|w ∈ C|
|C|

FD of two words x and y in two corpora X and Y
is then defined by the absolute difference in F:

FD(x,X, y, Y ) = |F (x,X)− F (y, Y )|

FD’s prediction for w’s degree of LSC between
time periods a and b with corpora Ca and Cb is
computed as FD(w,Ca, w, Cb) (parallel below).

Type Difference (TD). TD is similar to FD, but
based on word vectors ~w for words w. The nor-
malized log-transformed number of context types
of a vector ~w in corpus C is defined by

T (~w,C) = log

∑
i=1 1 if ~wi 6= 0

|CT |
,

where |CT | is the number of types in corpus C.
The TD of two vectors ~x and ~y in two corpora X
and Y is the absolute difference in T:

TD(~x,X, ~y, Y ) = |T (~x,X)− T (~y, Y )|.

Entropy Difference (HD). HD relies on vector
entropy as suggested by Santus et al. (2014). The
entropy of a non-zero word vector ~w is defined by

V H(~w) = −
∑

i=1

~wi∑
j=1 ~wj

log
~wi∑
j=1 ~wj

.

VH is based on Shannon’s entropy (Shannon,
1948), which measures the unpredictability of w’s
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Dataset Preproc Win Space Parameters Align Measure Spearman m (h, l)

DURel

LALL 10 SGNS k=1,t=None OP CD 0.866 (0.914, 0.816)

LALL 10 SGNS k=5,t=None OP CD 0.857 (0.891, 0.830)

LALL 5 SGNS k=5,t=0.001 OP CD 0.835 (0.872, 0.814)

LALL 10 SGNS k=5,t=0.001 OP CD 0.826 (0.863, 0.768)

L/P 2 SGNS k=5,t=None OP CD 0.825 (0.826, 0.818)

SURel

L/P 2 SGNS k=1,t=0.001 OP CD 0.851 (0.851, 0.851)

L/P 2 SGNS k=5,t=None OP CD 0.850 (0.850, 0.850)

L/P 2 SGNS k=5,t=0.001 OP CD 0.834 (0.838, 0.828)

L/P 2 SGNS k=5,t=0.001 OP− CD 0.831 (0.836, 0.817)

L/P 2 SGNS k=5,t=0.001 OP CD 0.829 (0.832, 0.823)

Table 2: Best results of ρ scores (Win=Window Size, Preproc=Preprocessing, Align=Alignment, k=negative sam-
pling, t=subsampling, Spearman m(h,l): mean, highest and lowest results).

co-occurrences (Schlechtweg et al., 2017). HD is
defined as

HD(~x, ~y) = |V H(~x)− V H(~y)|.

We also experiment with differences in H between
topic distributions φaw, φ

b
w, which are computed in

a similar fashion, and with normalizing VH by di-
viding it by log(V T (~w)), its maximum value.

6 Results and Discussions

First of all, we observe that nearly all model pre-
dictions have a strong positive correlation with the
gold rank. Table 2 presents the overall best results
across models and parameters.7 With ρ = 0.87 for
diachronic LSC (DURel) and ρ = 0.85 for syn-
chronic LSC (SURel), the models reach compa-
rable and unexpectedly high performances on the
two distinct datasets. The overall best-performing
model is Skip-Gram with orthogonal alignment
and cosine distance (SGNS+OP+CD). The model
is robust in that it performs best on both datasets
and produces very similar, sometimes the same re-
sults across different iterations.

Pre-processing and Parameters. Regarding
pre-processing, the results are less consistent:
LALL (all lemmas) dominates in the diachronic
task, while L/P (lemma:pos of content words)
dominates in the synchronic task. In addition,
L/P pre-processing, which is already limited on
content words, prefers shorter windows, while
LALL (pre-processing where the complete sentence
structure is maintained) prefers longer windows.
Regarding the preference of L/P for SURel, we
blame noise in the COOK corpus, which contains

7For models with randomness we computed the average
results of five iterations.

a lot of recipes listing ingredients and quanti-
ties with numerals and abbreviations, to presum-
ably contribute little information about context
words. For instance, COOK contains 4.6% numer-
als, while DTA only contains 1.2% numerals.

Looking at the influence of subsampling, we
find that it does not improve the mean performance
for Skip-Gram (SGNS) (with ρ = 0.506, without
ρ = 0.517), but clearly for Random Indexing (RI)
(with ρ = 0.413, without ρ = 0.285). Levy et al.
(2015) found that SGNS prefers numerous nega-
tive samples (k > 1), which is confirmed here:
mean ρ with k = 1 is 0.487, and mean ρ with
k = 5 is 0.535.8 This finding is also indicated in
Table 2, where k = 5 dominates the 5 best results
on both datasets; yet, k = 1 provides the overall
best result on both datasets.

Semantic Representations. Table 3 shows the
best and mean results for different semantic repre-
sentations. SGNS is clearly the best vector space
model, even though its mean performance does not
outperform other representations as clearly as its
best performance. Regarding count models, PPMI
and SVD show the best results.

SCAN performs poorly, and its mean results
indicate that it is rather unstable. This may be
explained by the particular way in which SCAN
constructs context windows: it ignores asymmet-
ric windows, thus reducing the number of training
instances considerably, in particular for large win-
dow sizes.

Alignments. The fact that our modification of
Hamilton et al. (2016b) (SGNS+OP) performs
best across datasets confirms our assumption that
column-mean centering is an important prepro-
cessing step in Orthogonal Procrustes analysis and

8For PPMI we observe the opposite preference, mean ρ
with k = 1 is 0.549 and mean ρ with k = 5 is 0.439.
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Dataset Representation best mean

DURel

raw count 0.639 0.395
PPMI 0.670 0.489
SVD 0.728 0.498
RI 0.601 0.374
SGNS 0.866 0.502
SCAN 0.327 0.156

SURel

raw count 0.599 0.120
PPMI 0.791 0.500
SVD 0.639 0.300
RI 0.622 0.299
SGNS 0.851 0.520
SCAN 0.082 -0.244

Table 3: Best and mean ρ scores across similarity mea-
sures (CD, LND, JSD) on semantic representations.

should not be omitted.
Additionally, the mean performance in Table 4

shows that OP is generally more robust than its
variants. OP+ has the best mean performance on
DURel, but performs poorly on SURel. Artetxe
et al. (2018a) show that the additional pre- and
post-processing steps of OP+ can be harmful in
certain conditions. We tested the influence of the
different steps and identified the non-orthogonal
whitening transformation as the main reason for a
performance drop of ≈20%.

In order to see how important the align-
ment step is for the low-dimensional embeddings
(SVD/RI/SGNS), we also tested the performance
without alignment (‘None’ in Table 4). As ex-
pected, the mean performance drops considerably.
However, it remains positive, which suggests that
the spaces learned in the models are not random
but rather slightly rotated variants.

Especially interesting is the comparison of
Word Injection (WI) where one common vector
space is learned against the OP-models where two
separately learned vector spaces are aligned. Al-
though WI avoids (post-hoc) alignment altogether,
it is consistently outperformed by OP, which is
shown in Table 4 for low-dimensional embed-
dings.9 We found that OP profits from mean-
centering in the pre-processing step: applying
mean-centering to WI matrices improves the per-
formance by 3% on WI+SGNS+CD.

The results for Vector Initialization (VI) are un-
expectedly low (on DURel mean ρ = −0.017, on
SURel mean ρ = 0.082). An essential parame-
ter choice for VI is the number of training epochs

9We see the same tendency for WI against random index-
ing with a shared random space (SRV), but instead variable
results for count and PPMI alignment (CI). This contradicts
the findings in Dubossarsky et al. (2019), using, however, a
different task and synthetic data.

Dataset OP OP− OP+ WI None
DURel 0.618 0.557 0.621 0.468 0.254
SURel 0.590 0.514 0.401 0.492 0.285

Table 4: Mean ρ scores for CD across the alignments.
Applies only to RI, SVD and SGNS.

for the initialized model. We experimented with
20 epochs instead of 5, but could not improve the
performance. This contradicts the results obtained
by Hamilton et al. (2016b) who report a “negli-
gible” impact of VI when compared to OP−. We
reckon that VI is strongly influenced by frequency.
That is, the more frequent a word is in corpus Cb,
the more its vector will be updated after initializa-
tion on Ca. Hence, VI predicts more change with
higher frequency in Cb.

Detection Measures. Cosine distance (CD)
dominates Local Neighborhood Distance (LND)
on all vector space and alignment types (e.g., mean
ρ on DURel with SGNS+OP is 0.723 for CD vs.
0.620 for LND) and hence should be generally
preferred if alignment is possible. Otherwise LND
or a variant of WI+CD should be used, as they
show lower but robust results.10 Dispersion mea-
sures in general exhibit a low performance, and
previous positive results for them could not be re-
produced (Schlechtweg et al., 2017). It is striking
that, contrary to our expectation, dispersion mea-
sures on SURel show a strong negative correlation
(max. ρ = −0.79). We suggest that this is due
to frequency particularities of the dataset: SURel’s
gold LSC rank has a rather strong negative correla-
tion with the targets’ frequency rank in the COOK

corpus (ρ = −0.51). Moreover, because COOK

is magnitudes smaller than SDEWAC the normal-
ized values computed in most dispersion measures
in COOK are much higher. This gives them also
a much higher weight in the final calculation of
the absolute differences. Hence, the negative cor-
relation in COOK propagates to the final results.
This is supported by the fact that the only measure
not normalized by corpus size (HD) has a positive
correlation. As these findings show, the dispersion
measures are strongly influenced by frequency and
very sensitive to different corpus sizes.

Control Condition. As we saw, dispersion mea-
sures are sensitive to frequency. Similar obser-

10JSD was not included here, as it was only applied to
SCAN and its performance thus strongly depends on the un-
derlying meaning representation.
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vations have been made for other LSC measures
(Dubossarsky et al., 2017). In order to test for
this influence within our datasets we follow Du-
bossarsky et al. (2017) in adding a control con-
dition to the experiments for which sentences are
randomly shuffled across corpora (time periods).
For each target word we merge all sentences from
the two corpora Ca and Cb containing it, shuffle
them, split them again into two sets while hold-
ing their frequencies from the original corpora ap-
proximately stable and merge them again with the
original corpora. This reduces the target words’
mean degree of LSC between Ca and Cb signifi-
cantly. Accordingly, the mean degree of LSC pre-
dicted by the models should reduce significantly if
the models measure LSC (and not some other con-
trolled property of the dataset such as frequency).
We find that the mean prediction on a result sam-
ple (L/P, win=2) indeed reduces from 0.5 to 0.36
on DURel and from 0.53 to 0.44 on SURel. More-
over, shuffling should reduce the correlation of
individual model predictions with the gold rank,
as many items in the gold rank have a high de-
gree of LSC, supposedly being canceled out by
the shuffling and hence randomizing the ranking.
Testing this on a result sample (SGNS+OP+CD,
L/P, win=2, k=1, t=None), as shown in Table 5,
we find that it holds for DURel with a drop from
ρ = 0.816 (ORG) to 0.180 on the shuffled (SHF)
corpora, but not for SURel where the correlation
remains stable (0.767 vs. 0.763). We hypoth-
esize that the latter may be due to SURel’s fre-
quency properties and find that downsampling all
target words to approximately the same frequency
in both corpora (≈ 50) reduces the correlation
(+DWN). However, there is still a rather high cor-
relation left (0.576). Presumably, other factors
play a role: (i) Time-shuffling may not totally ran-
domize the rankings because words with a high
change still end up having slightly different mean-
ing distributions in the two corpora than words
with no change at all. Combined with the fact that
the SURel rank is less uniformly distributed than
DURel this may lead to a rough preservation of
the SURel rank after shuffling. (ii) For words with
a strong change the shuffling creates two equally
polysemous sets of word uses from two monose-
mous sets. The models may be sensitive to the
different variances in these sets, and hence predict
stronger change for more polysemous sets of uses.
Overall, our findings demonstrate that much more

Dataset ORG SHF +DWN
DURel 0.816 0.180 0.372
SURel 0.767 0.763 0.576

Table 5: ρ for SGNS+OP+CD (L/P, win=2, k=1,
t=None) before (ORG) and after time-shuffling (SHF)
and downampling them to the same frequency
(+DWN).

work has to be done to understand the effects of
time-shuffling as well as sensitivity effects of LSC
detection models to frequency and polysemy.

7 Conclusion

We carried out the first systematic comparison of
a wide range of LSC detection models on two
datasets which were reliably annotated for sense
divergences across corpora. The diachronic and
synchronic evaluation tasks we introduced were
solved with impressively high performance and
robustness. We introduced Word Injection to over-
come the need of (post-hoc) alignment, but find
that Orthogonal Procrustes yields a better perfor-
mance across vector space types.

The overall best performing approach on both
data suggests to learn vector representations for
different time periods (or domains) with SGNS,
to align them with an orthogonal mapping, and to
measure change with cosine distance. We further
improved the performance of the best approach
with the application of mean-centering as an im-
portant pre-processing step for rotational vector
space alignment.
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A Pre-processing and Hyperparameter
Details

Corpora. For our experiments we used the
TCF-version of DTA released September 1,
2017.11 For all corpora, we removed words below
a frequency threshold t. For the smallest corpus
COOK we set t = 2, and set the other thresholds in
the same proportion to the corpus size. This led to
t = 25, 37, 97 for DTA18, DTA19 and SDEWAC
respectively. (Note that we excluded three targets
from the DURel dataset and one target from the
SURel dataset because they were below the fre-
quency threshold.) We then created two versions:

• a version with minimal pre-processing, i.e.,
with punctuation removed and lemmatization
(LALL)
• a stronger preprocessed version with only

content words. After punctuation removal,
lemmatization and POS-tagging, only nouns,
verbs and adjectives were retained in the form
lemma:POS (L/P)

Context window. For all models we experi-
mented with values n = {2, 5, 10} as done in
Levy et al. (2015). It is important to note that
the extraction of context words differed between
models, because of inherent parameter settings of
the implementations. While our implementations
of the count-based vectors have a stable window
of size n, SGNS has a dynamic context window
with maximal size n (cf. Levy et al., 2015) and
SCAN has as stable window of size n, but ignores
all occurrences of a target word where the num-
ber of context words on either side is smaller than
n. This may affect the comparability of the differ-
ent models, as especially the mechanism of SCAN
can lead to very sparse representations on corpora
with small sentence sizes, as e.g. the COOK cor-
pus. Hence, this variable should be controlled in
future experiments.

Vector Spaces. We followed previous work in
setting further hyper-parameters (Hamilton et al.,
2016b; Levy et al., 2015). We set the number of
dimensions d for SVD, RI and SGNS to 300. We
trained all SGNS with 5 epochs. For PPMI we set
α = .75 and experimented with k = {1, 5} for
PPMI and SGNS. For RI and SGNS we experi-
mented with t = {none, .001}. For SVD we set

11http://www.deutschestextarchiv.de/
download

p = 0. In line with Basile et al. (2015) we set
s = 2 for RI and SRV. Note though that we had a
lower d than Basile et al., who set d = 500.

SCAN. We experimented with K = {4, 8}. For
further parameters we followed the settings cho-
sen by Frermann and Lapata (2016): Kψ = 10 (a
high value forcing senses to remain thematically
consistent across time). We set Kφ = 4, and the
Gamma parameters a = 7 and b = 3. We used
1, 000 iterations for the Gibbs sampler and set the
minimum amount of contexts for a target word per
time period min = 0 and the maximum amount
to max = 2000.

Measures. For LND we set k = 25 as recom-
mended by Hamilton et al. (2016a). The normal-
ization constants for FD, HD and TD were calcu-
lated on the full corpus with the respective prepro-
cessing (without deleting words below a frequency
threshold).

B Model Overview

Find an overview of all tested combinations of se-
mantic representations, alignments and measures
in Table 6.

C Datasets

Find the datasets with the target words and their
annotated degree of LSC in Tables 7 and 8.
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Semantic Representation Alignment Measure
CI SRV OP VI WI CD LND JSD FD TD HD

raw count x x x x x x
PPMI x x x x
SVD x x x x
RI x x x x x
SGNS x x x x x
SCAN x (x)

Table 6: Combinations of semantic representation, alignment types and measures. (FD has been computed directly
from the corpus.)

lexeme POS LSC freq. Ca freq. Cb
Vorwort NN -1.58 85 273
Donnerwetter NN -1.84 100 89
Presse NN -1.88 193 1519
Feine NN -1.93 112 84
Anstalt NN -2.07 425 911
Feder NN -2.14 1489 3022
billig ADJ -2.43 2073 1705
Motiv NN -2.66 104 2551
Anstellung NN -2.68 53 499
packen VV -2.74 279 1057
locker ADJ -2.84 454 769
technisch ADJ -2.89 25 2177
geharnischt ADJ -3.0 56 117
Zufall NN -3.11 2444 1618
Bilanz NN -3.2 51 58
englisch ADJ -3.34 1921 7280
Reichstag NN -3.45 609 1781
Museum NN -3.73 414 1827
Abend NN -3.79 4144 4372

Table 7: DURel dataset without flott, Kinderstube and
Steckenpferd, which were excluded for low frequency.
Ca=DTA18, Cb=DTA19. LSC denotes the inverse
compare rank from (Schlechtweg et al., 2018), where
high values mean high change.

lexeme POS LSC freq. Ca freq. Cb
Schnee NN -1.05 2228 53
Strudel NN -1.05 232 46
schlagen VV -1.1 14693 309
Gericht NN -1.15 13263 1071
Schuß NN -1.42 2153 117
Hamburger NN -1.53 5558 46
abschrecken VV -1.75 730 170
Form NN -2.25 36639 851
trennen VV -2.65 5771 170
Glas NN -2.7 3830 863
Blech NN -2.95 409 145
Prise NN -3.1 370 622
Paprika NN -3.33 377 453
Mandel NN -3.45 402 274
Messer NN -3.5 1774 925
Rum NN -3.55 244 181
Salz NN -3.74 3087 5806
Eiweiß NN -3.75 1075 3037
Schokolade NN -3.98 947 251
Gemüse NN -4.0 2696 1224
Schnittlauch NN -4.0 156 247

Table 8: SURel dataset without Messerspitze, which
was excluded for low frequency. Ca=SDEWAC,
Cb=COOK. LSC denotes the inverse compare rank
from (Schlechtweg et al., 2018), where high values
mean high change.
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Abstract
Though error analysis is crucial to understand-
ing and improving NLP models, the common
practice of manual, subjective categorization
of a small sample of errors can yield biased
and incomplete conclusions. This paper cod-
ifies model and task agnostic principles for
informative error analysis, and presents Er-
rudite, an interactive tool for better support-
ing this process. First, error groups should
be precisely defined for reproducibility; Erru-
dite supports this with an expressive domain-
specific language. Second, to avoid spurious
conclusions, a large set of instances should
be analyzed, including both positive and neg-
ative examples; Errudite enables systematic
grouping of relevant instances with filtering
queries. Third, hypotheses about the cause of
errors should be explicitly tested; Errudite sup-
ports this via automated counterfactual rewrit-
ing. We validate our approach with a user
study, finding that Errudite (1) enables users
to perform high quality and reproducible error
analyses with less effort, (2) reveals substan-
tial ambiguities in prior published error analy-
ses practices, and (3) enhances the error anal-
ysis experience by allowing users to test and
revise prior beliefs.

1 Introduction

The attempt to analyze when, how, and why mod-
els fail (error analysis) is a crucial part of the
development cycle. Understanding model short-
comings helps NLP developers revise their mod-
els, uncover bugs, make deployment decisions,
and communicate model performance. Two com-
mon forms of error analysis are (1) data grouping,
where aggregate metrics are computed for partic-
ular slices of interest (e.g., accuracy over question
types in machine comprehension, per-label perfor-
mance in semantic role labeling) (Liu et al., 2017;
He et al., 2017), and (2) counterfactual error anal-
ysis, where one modifies the input data to assess

if expectations are met, such as adding irrelevant
data to see if new errors are introduced (Jia and
Liang, 2017; Ribeiro et al., 2018).

In practice, however, groupings and counter-
factual tests are very coarse or limited. The in-
put to most NLP tasks is unstructured text, which
makes systematic in-depth error analysis challeng-
ing. Even answering simple questions such as
“how accurate is my model when person names
are involved?” requires extensive coding, and the
use of additional tools such as NER or POS tag-
gers. Due to such difficulties, a common alter-
native is to group a subset of error samples with
manual labels on potential error causes.

While useful, the high cost of manual labeling
limits analyses to small samples. We surveyed 10
papers with error analyses that examine a sam-
ple of incorrect predictions, e.g., (Wadhwa et al.,
2018; Min et al., 2017)1, and found the sample
sizes ranged from 50 to 200 model errors (µ =
85.5, a range corroborated by our user study sur-
vey) — frequently covering less than 5% of the to-
tal errors. Such small samples are likely unrepre-
sentative of the true error distribution, resulting in
high sampling error in the analysis. Furthermore,
due to subjectivity, the labels themselves are not
precisely defined (Chang et al., 2017). Indeed, our
user study (§5) reveals that inter-researcher agree-
ment is very low even for simple labels, an incon-
sistency that greatly harms reproducibility.

Focusing exclusively on errors — while over-
looking successful predictions for instances with
similar attributes — may also lead researchers to
make biased conclusions, and mistakenly priori-
tize groups that are in fact well-handled on aver-
age (Rondeau and Hazen, 2018). Finally, there
may be multiple plausible explanations for an er-
ror, with the true cause not immediately apparent.

1The full list of papers is provided in Appendix C.
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Figure 1: The Errudite interface, with (A) model overview; (B) attribute histograms (§4, enlarged version in
Figure 5); (C) filtering panel for users to specify DSL queries (§3.1), (D) instance list displaying filtered examples;
(E) list of saved groups (§3.2 and Figure 3) and (F) rewrite rules (§3.3). See §4 for more details. 2

Q: Who created the 2005 theme for Doctor Who?
...John Debney created a new arrangement of Ron 
Grainer’s original theme for Doctor Who in 1996. For the 
return of the series in 2005, Murray Gold provided a new 
arrangement...  featured sampled from the 1963 original.

Figure 2: An example MC error with the ground truth
and the prediction both being “PERSON” entities.

Figure 2 illustrates an incorrect prediction from a
machine comprehension (MC) model that could
be caused by the presence of a distractor entity
with the same type as the ground truth (PERSON),
the need to perform multi-sentence reasoning, a
combination of both, or something else altogether.
In a manual analysis, researchers may gravitate to
the first or most salient explanation, without veri-
fying them via counterfactual analysis (e.g., by re-
moving the distractor).

We present an error analysis methodology
grounded in three principles: hypothesized error
causes should be (1) formalized in a precise and
reproducible manner, (2) applied to all instances
rather than a small sample of errors, and (3) tested
explicitly via counterfactual analysis. We instanti-
ate these principles in the design of an interactive
system called Errudite. At the core of Errudite
is an expressive domain-specific language (DSL)
for precisely querying instances based on linguis-
tic features. The DSL concretizes unambiguous
error hypotheses, allows grouping to scale to all
instances, and enables rewriting for counterfactual
testing. For example, it makes it easy to create a
precise group containing all instances where the
ground truth and the prediction share entity type
(which would include the example in Figure 2),

verify how often the model gets distracted, and
check if the model turns to the correct entity when
the distractor is removed. This sequence is pre-
cisely what we use to illustrate the design of Er-
rudite (§3). At each step in the sequence, Errudite
helps users inspect and refine their hypotheses in
real time with interactive visualizations (Figure 1)
and query suggestions based on programming-by-
demonstration (§4). We validate our methodology
and Errudite via a user study (§5), where MC ex-
perts applied it to gain valuable and reproducible
insights into model behavior. The same users,
when given identical descriptions of an error type
from a prior published analysis and asked to re-
produce it, produced groups that vary in size from
13.8% to 45.2% of all errors — which illustrates
the ambiguity in subjective manual labeling.

In summary, we contribute: (1) an enumeration
of key challenges for NLP error analysis: man-
ual, subjective inspection of a small sample of er-
rors can be ambiguous, biased, and miss the root
cause of errors; (2) principles for informative er-
ror analysis: precise and reproducible, scalable,
and testable; (3) the design of Errudite, an inter-
active graphical tool that instantiates these princi-
ples by systematically grouping and rewriting in-
stances using a domain-specific language; and (4)
a user study and case studies comparing Errudite
with status quo error analysis practices. Errudite is
available as an open source resource at https://
github.com/uwdata/errudite, together with
all analyses in this paper for easy replication.

2Video demo: https://youtu.be/Dil5i0AYyu8.
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2 Task, Dataset, and Model

While our proposed error analysis principles and
tool are model and task agnostic, we describe and
evaluate them in the context of Machine Compre-
hension (MC). MC systems aim to answer ques-
tions about facts in some reference text (context),
potentially requiring complex reasoning (Joshi
et al., 2017). Error analysis for MC is challeng-
ing by virtue of the fact that both inputs (ques-
tion and context) and output (answer) are unstruc-
tured text, which makes it ideal for our purpose.
Furthermore, various prior analyses with particu-
lar semantic groups are available for comparison
and replication (e.g., cases that involve paraphras-
ing or coreference (Chen et al., 2016; Weissenborn
et al., 2017; Wadhwa et al., 2018)).

Specifically, we analyze Bi-Directional Atten-
tion Flow (BiDAF) (Seo et al., 2016) on SQuAD
v1.1 (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) in the rest of the
paper. SQuAD contains 100,000+ crowdsourced
question-answer pairs about Wikipedia articles.
Each question refers to one paragraph of an article,
and the corresponding answer is guaranteed to be
a span in that paragraph context. BiDAF3 is a hi-
erarchical multi-stage end-to-end neural network.
It has been widely referenced as a strong base-
line model (Wang et al., 2018; Clark and Gard-
ner, 2017). Because both SQuAD and BiDAF are
common in MC, experts can test and verify prior
beliefs about model strengths and weaknesses.

3 Error Analysis Principles & Errudite

We identify three principles (abbreviated to the
three subsection titles) for effective and unbiased
error analysis, and describe tactics in Errudite that
instantiate them.4

3.1 Precise and Reproducible Hypotheses

Manual labeling of errors involves forming qual-
itative descriptions that implicitly refer to char-
acteristics of the input and/or model output, of-
ten in an ambiguous form. For example, “the
model is bad on long questions” refers to ques-
tions that have more than N tokens, with N left
open to interpretation. In order to make error anal-
ysis scalable (not dependent on manual labels) and
reproducible (unambiguous), our first principle is

3We used the implementation from Allennlp (Gardner
et al., 2017): https://allennlp.org/models.

4Additional use cases on Machine Comprehension (MC)
and Visual Question Answering (VQA) are in Appendix A.

therefore P1: error hypotheses should be de-
fined precisely with concrete descriptions, e.g.,
describing questions as “longer than 20 tokens”
rather than “long.” Errudite enables this through
a domain-specific language (DSL) with targets,
attribute extractors and operators, in increasing
order of abstraction.

Targets are primitives which allow users to ac-
cess inputs and outputs at different levels of gran-
ularity, such as the question (q), passage context
(c), ground truth (g), the prediction of a model m
(denoted by p(m)), sentence and token. Targets
can be composed, e.g., sentence(g) extracts the
sentence that contains the ground truth span.

Attribute extractors act on targets to extract
fundamental instance metadata (e.g., length(q)
returns the length of a question). These include (1)
basic extractors like length, (2) general purpose
linguistic features like token LEMMA, POS tags, and
entity (ENT) annotations, (3) standard prediction
performance metrics such as f1 or accuracy,
(4) between-target relations such as overlap(t1,
t2), and (5) domain-specific attributes (e.g.,
for MC or VQA) such as question type and
answer type (Wadhwa et al., 2018; Shen et al.,
2017). Table 1 provides an abridged listing of ex-
tractors, with example values from Figure 2.5

Finally, extractors are composable through
standard logical and numerical operators, serv-
ing as building blocks for more complex at-
tributes. For example, to create a boolean at-
tribute that checks if the ground truth span con-
tains an entity, the != operator is used, yielding
ENT(g)!="". A more complex example is count-
ing the number of times the ground truth entity ap-
pears in the passage context: count(token(c,
pattern=ENT(g))). Being reusable and com-
posable makes extractors much more expressive
than predefined attributes, and helps formulate
much richer hypotheses.

Errudite’s data grouping and rewriting (intro-
duced below) are both supported by these abstrac-
tions in the DSL. Precise hypotheses and queries
enable reproducible analyses that can be shared
between research groups, and automatically ap-
plied to new datasets and models.

3.2 Analyze All Relevant Instances

Random spot checking of errors can lead to con-
firmation bias and spurious conclusions (Rondeau

5A complete list is available in Appendix D.
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Function Name Definition DSL Code and resulting Output Values
sentence, token Extractors for desired spans from targets —

sentences or sub-phrases.
sentence(g)→For the return of...
token(c,pattern="PERSON")→[John,...]

exact match, f1,
is correct sent

Performance functions that measure differ-
ent levels of correctness.

f1(m) == 0, exact match(m) == 0
is correct sent(m) == False

length Length of the target. length(q) == 9, length(g) == 2
POS, ENT, LEMMA Tokens in the target that have certain patterns

of POS tags, named entity, etc.
ENT(g,get root=True) == "PERSON"

has pattern,
starts with,
ends with

To check whether the target contains cer-
tain pattern. pattern automatically detects
queries on POS tags and entity types.

starts with(q,pattern="who VBZ") == True
has pattern(g,pattern="PERSON") == True

overlap(t1,t2) The ratio of t1 tokens that also occur in t2. overlap(q, sentence(g)) == 0.25

Table 1: Definitions for a subset of attribute extractors, including sample values from the example in Figure 2.

and Hazen, 2018). To avoid these, we propose
P2: error prevalence should be assessed over
the entire dataset. Grouping queries created with
the DSL can scale the analysis to cover not only
errors that are otherwise missed by small sam-
ples, but also correct cases that are typically over-
looked. We now provide an example that illus-
trates the pitfalls of not following this principle,
and how including all of the relevant successes and
failures can lead to different insights than looking
at a small sample of mistakes.

Distractor Example. The distractor hypothesis
states that BiDAF is good at matching questions
to entity types (e.g., knowing when a PERSON is
expected as an answer), but is often distracted by
other spans with the same entity type (e.g., other
PERSONs), leading to wrong predictions as the in
Figure 2. This is a hypothesis independently raised
by four out of ten user study participants (§5).6

Consider the group is distracted, defined by
the following query:

ENT(g) != ""

and count(token(c, pattern=ENT(g))) >

count(token(g, pattern=ENT(g)))

and ENT(g) == ENT(p(m))

and f1(m) == 0

1
2
3
4
5

The query can be broken down into the fol-
lowing conditions: the ground truth is an entity
(line 1); there are potential distractors – i.e., there
are more tokens matching the ground truth en-
tity type (ENT(g)) in the whole context than in
the ground truth (lines 2-3); the prediction entity
type matches the ground truth one (line 4); and
the prediction is incorrect (line 5). Starting from
all instances, we can subset groups by applying
these conditions successively in order. Errudite
conveys useful statistics about the groups via vi-
sualizations, as in Figure 3.

6Participants tested the hypothesis for a specific entity
type (numbers). We present a more general case here.

Line   1

(a) (b) (c)

Lines 1-3

Lines 1-4

Lines 1-5

N/A

Figure 3: Saved groups with their (a) manually created
and semantically meaningful names, (b) query defini-
tions, and (3) sizes and error rates (orange indicates er-
rors, blue indicates correct predictions.)

If we only consider is distracted, without
also considering correct predictions, we might
conclude that the distractor hypothesis is correct:
the 192 instances in the group are all cases where
BiDAF predicts a wrong span that has the same
entity type as the ground truth, and the group ac-
counts for 5.7% of all BiDAF errors. However,
looking at the groups in succession reveals a dif-
ferent, and more complete story: BiDAF predicts
the exact correct span (exact match) 68% of the
time overall, which rises to 80% when the ground
truth is an entity. When other entities with the
same type are present in the passage, BiDAF is
still 79% accurate (i.e., it is not particularly worse
when there are potential distractors), and condi-
tioned on having matched the question to the right
entity type, it is quite accurate (88% exact match).
The user study participants who previously be-
lieved the distractor hypothesis either rejected or
revised it after creating similar groups.

3.3 Explicitly Test Error Hypotheses

In the example from the previous section, the pres-
ence of distractors in the context of a wrong pre-
diction does not necessarily indicate that distrac-
tors were the root cause of the mistake. To isolate
the essential cause of errors, we state P3: error
hypotheses should be explicitly tested. This re-
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quires answers to counterfactual questions, such
as “If the predicted distractor was not there, would
the model predict correctly?”

Errudite allows manual editing of individual
examples (i.e., changing the input arbitrarily), a
common practice to verify if the suspected error
causes are really causes. While useful for quick
spot tests on single instances, manual editing does
not scale. For scalable counterfactual analysis, Er-
rudite uses rules to rewrite all relevant instances
within a group – similar to search and replace but
with the flexibility and power of the Errudite DSL.

A rewrite rule is specified using the syntax
rewrite(target,from→to), where target in-
dicates the part of the instance that should be
rewritten by replacing from with to. Both from
and to can include linguistic annotations, in ALL
CAPS. A rule to replace “Who” followed by a verb
with “What person” followed by the same verb
is written as rewrite(q,"who VERB"→"what
person VERB"). For convenience, Errudite also
includes default rules suggested in formative in-
terviews with MC experts, such as “remove all
sentences except the one that contains the ground
truth”, and “replace pronouns (he) with raw ref-
erences (John Smith) from a coreference model.”

Returning to our distractor example, we can
verify whether distractors are causing mistakes
by using a rewrite rule on the is distracted
group, replacing the predicted distractor with a
non-entity, placeholder token "#": rewrite(c,
STRING(p(m))→"#").

Prediction span remains fixed, 45 instances (23%)

How many of Jacksonville’s city residents are younger than 18?
... with 23.9% under the age of 18, 10.5% # from 18 to 24...

How many kilometers is Warsaw from the Carpathian Mountains?
Warsaw lies in east-central Poland about 300 km (190 #mi) from...

Prediction changes to correct, 91 instances (48%)

Prediction changes but remains incorrect, 56 instances (29%)

A
Q:
C: 

Q:
C: 

Q:
C: 

Who created the 2005 theme for Doctor Who?
...John Debney # created a new arrangement of Ron Grainer’s ... 
Murray Gold provided a new arrangement... 

#

B

C

Figure 4: Updated prediction in response to the rewrite
rule rewrite(c,STRING(p(m))→"#").

The results from the rewrite rule are presented
in Figure 4. The model predicts the same span
(now containing the meaningless token "#") 23%
of the time (A), changes to the correct span 48%
(B) of the time and predicts a different wrong span
29% of the time (C). While case B indicates that
the distractor was indeed causing a misprediction,
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Figure 5: The distribution of ENT(g) in group (a)
is entity and (b) is distracted. The histogram
shows the absolute frequency and incorrect/correct ra-
tio for each attribute value.

in case A it seems other factors are at play. In
case C, further analysis indicates that the predicted
span is almost always a different distractor (i.e.,
has the same entity type). Thus, while BiDAF is
fairly accurate when the distractors are present and
the entity type is matched (88%), when it is incor-
rect, it seems distractors are indeed confusing the
model. This kind of analysis is rarely seen (if at
all) in the literature; yet it helps users develop in-
sights not available through data grouping.

4 Interactive User Interface

We now walk through the interactive interface of
Errudite in more detail. The interface not only in-
tegrates the entire analysis process, but also pro-
vides additional exploration support such as vi-
sualizing data distributions, suggesting potential
queries, and presenting the grouping and rewriting
results. While not strictly necessary for the error
analysis principles previously outlined, it makes
their application much more straightforward by
helping users formulate and inspect their hypothe-
ses in real time, and at scale (P2).

Attribute distribution. To guide the explo-
ration, group creation and refinement, Errudite
supports defining complex attributes and inspect-
ing their distributions. An example in Figure 5
shows the histogram of ground truth entity types.
It displays the relative frequency of different en-
tity answers, as well as the proportion of incor-
rect predictions. The histograms are updated to
show conditional distributions when a user selects
a group. Figure 5(a) shows histograms for the
ground truth entity type in the group is entity:
when the answer is an entity, it is most often
a DATE, PERSON, ORG, or CARDINAL. Fig-
ure 5(b) displays the same histogram for the group
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is distracted. We note that the frequency of
“distraction” mistakes for PERSON and CARDI-
NAL are higher, while lower for ORG, relative to
the base frequencies in Figure 5(a), an insight that
may warrant further investigation.

Programming-by-Demonstration. To make it
easier for users to formulate group queries and
rewrite rules, interactive selections can trigger
suggestions for related DSL statements. If a user
selects any text span in an instance in the cen-
tral browser, she is shown suggestions for related
queries. For example, selecting “John” in Figure 1
(or Figure 2) triggers the following suggestions:
starts with(p(m), pattern="NNP")

starts with(p(m), pattern="PERSON")

answer type(g) == answer type(p(m))

exact match(m) == 0

is correct sent(m) == False

overlap(q, sentence(p(m))) >

overlap(q, sentence(g))

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

These suggestions cover pattern searches (lines
1-2) ranked by their occurrence frequency and er-
ror rate, and target comparisons (lines 4-7), which
are particularly relevant when the prediction or
ground truth is selected. Selecting a different
text span yields different suggestions, heuristi-
cally ranked and filtered with the goal of surfacing
queries likely to be of interest.

Who What person created the 2005 theme for Doctor Who?

Figure 6: Rewrite rules inferred from an edit to an in-
dividual instance.

For rewrite rules, we use a technique inspired
by Ribeiro et al. (2018) to generalize manual ed-
its into suggested rewrite rules: including context,
POS tags and named entities, attempting to maxi-
mize coverage and relevance without redundancy.
Figure 6 shows an example in which various sug-
gestions are displayed after a user rewrites an in-
stance by changing “Who” to “What person.” Ap-
pendix B provides a more detailed description of
our searching and ranking criteria.

Layout. The UI (Figure 1) contains three main
components. The central component contains a fil-

ter panel (C) and an instance browser (D), which
help examine the results of data groupings or
rewrite rules for iterative refinement. The collapsi-
ble sidebar on the left contains a list of differ-
ent models being analyzed with summary statis-
tics (A) and customizable attribute histograms (B).
The one on the right contains a list of saved data
groups (E) and rewrite rules (F); these can be
loaded into the central component via mouse click.
All groups and rewrite rules can be saved and
loaded through the interface, so the analysis can
be easily shared and reproduced.

5 User Study

We conducted user studies to evaluate Errudite.
Though less common in NLP, this type of eval-
uation is widely used in fields like Human-
Computer Interaction for understanding how cer-
tain methods or systems impact the intended user
group (Nielsen, 1994; Olsen Jr, 2007) — precisely
our objective here. We recruited ten participants
with prior Machine Comprehension experience
(developed 1-6 models each, µ = 3.1, σ = 2.02)
for a 90-minute study: four NLP graduate students
and six researchers or QA engineers from industry.
Participants analyzed BiDAF on SQuAD v1.1.

User studies can take various forms, ranging
from experiments that quantitatively compare hu-
man performance, to interviews or observational
studies that qualitatively inspect users’ behaviors
and perspectives. We take a more qualitative ap-
proach, as we are primarily interested in how Erru-
dite shapes participants’ error analysis experience.
The study started with a background survey about
users’ prior experience in MC and error analysis.
After a walk-through tour of Errudite (described
in Appendix A.3), participants were asked to per-
form two tasks: Replication (§5.1), in which they
attempted to reproduce the error analysis from Seo
et al. (2016); and Exploration (§5.2), in which
they freely explored the model and reported their
findings. We collected multiple subjective mea-
sures from participants in the form of five-point
Likert scale ratings (Likert, 1932), with 5 being
strongly positive and 1 strongly negative. Partici-
pants were compensated at a rate of $25/hr.

5.1 Task 1: Replication

The goal of this task was two-fold: (1) to verify
if Errudite is flexible enough to support the cre-
ation of groups traditionally labeled by hand, and
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Figure 7: Percentage of errors covered by user-defined
groups: Boundary (µ = 30.9%, σ = 10.5%) and Multi-
sentence (µ = 13.5%, σ = 8.29%). The dispersion of
grey ticks shows that users come up with different def-
initions for groups described by Seo et al. (2016), even
when they think they replicated the group faithfully.

(2) to assess the reproducibility of current ad-hoc
error analysis methods. Seo et al. (2016) manu-
ally labeled 50 instances predicted incorrectly by
BiDAF into different error groups. We asked par-
ticipants to generalize these groups to the whole
validation set after reading the relevant section in
Seo et al. (2016). For learning purposes, we first
asked users to inspect two data groups that we
created using Errudite, and evaluate if they cap-
tured the same semantics as the original group: in-
correct preprocessing (Preprocess) and paraphrase
problems (Paraphrase). Users then created their
own groups to replicate two others from Seo et al.
(2016): imprecise answer boundaries (Boundary)
and multi-sentence issues (Multi-sentence).

Results. Participants rated the accuracy of the
replication of each group after seeing a variety
of examples, i.e., “how close the approximation
matches the paper definition.” For the groups
we wrote queries for, participants were confident
that Preprocess was accurate (µ = 4.3, σ = 0.64),
but ambivalent towards Paraphrase (µ = 3.1, σ =
0.54). Participants’ comments indicated the am-
bivalence did not come from Errudite: 6 partic-
ipants disagreed with the example given by Seo
et al. (2016), and participants who gave low rat-
ings found Paraphrase itself too fuzzy and con-
fusing to formalize. Despite being used widely as
an error group (Kundu and Ng, 2018; Chen et al.,
2016), participants had conflicting understandings
of Paraphrase, either as “the question and the
ground truth sentence are semantically similar but
with great lexical variations”, or “the predicted an-
swer is a paraphrased version of the ground truth.”

When replicating groups themselves, partici-
pants were able to express the queries they wanted.
Participants were not very confident in the accu-
racy of their produced Multi-sentence group (µ =
2.8, σ = 1.32), for reasons similar to Paraphrase:
they thought the group was under-specified in the

D1 D2

D1 D2

...commercial, scientific, and cultural growth... 

... the polynomial time hierarchy collapses.

...believed that the polynomial hierarchy does...

...from Karakorum in Mongolia to Khanbaliq...

(a)
(b)
(c) D2D1

Figure 8: Example instances that fall into different
user-defined Boundary groups.

original analysis. More interestingly, users were
the most confident in the fidelity of an apparently
“easy” group Boundary (µ = 4.8, σ = 0.60), yet the
groups they produced were wildly different (Fig-
ure 7). While users were able to express what they
thought was meant by “imprecise error bound-
aries”, they applied different definitions.

For example, one user defined the group as (D1)
“the predicted span can be off by at most two to-
kens both on the left and right” (yielding 22.1%
of all BiDAF errors), while another defined it as
(D2) “there is no exact match but high overlap —
F1 is higher than 0.7” (yielding 13.8% of all er-
rors). Figure 8 shows samples that fit the two def-
initions or just one of them. Errudite makes the
different interpretations explicit. The author of D2
observed examples like Figure 8(c) in his samples,
but decided ultimately that what mattered was just
the returned short text, not the span index. In con-
trast, D1’s author carefully refined his initial query
precisely to rule out cases like Figure 8(c).

In summary, users were able to express their in-
tended groups well with Errudite, but they were
unable to consistently replicate the analysis of Seo
et al. (2016) — even when they thought they did —
due to the ambiguity inherent in manual grouping.

5.2 Task 2: Exploration
To assess the usefulness of Errudite, we let par-
ticipants freely analyze BiDAF. We asked them
to “think aloud” in real time, vocalizing their hy-
potheses, intriguing observations, objectives, and
expectations. At the end of the session, subjects
rated each of their discovered insights in terms of
(1) importance (very trivial to very helpful), (2)
confidence in insight correctness, and (3) relative
ease of discovery compared to existing methods.

Results. All participants found at least one in-
sight by building semantically meaningful groups
or rewrite rules. On average, subjects reported µ =
2.1 findings (σ = 0.94). Some insights confirmed
prior hypotheses about BiDAF more formally, in-
creasing users’ confidence. For example, one user
created a group to verify that mistakes frequently
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occur when there is significant overlap between
the question and a sentence that does not contain
the ground truth. Indeed, that group accounts for
about 18% of BiDAF errors. Other insights ex-
tended previous knowledge, such as explorations
by two users who examined low performance on
“why” questions (Appendix A.4). They also re-
jected some prior hypotheses after using Errudite,
such as the distractor case in §3. Participants rated
their findings to be important (µ = 3.7, σ = 1.12),
were confident that their findings were valid (µ =
4.0, σ = 1.05), and consistently agreed that Er-
rudite made finding insights easier (µ = 4.9, σ =
0.35). Participants agreed that they learned more
about the model (µ = 3.9, σ= 0.94), and valued
Errudite’s support for assessing their hypotheses.

5.3 Usability and User Feedback

When rating the usefulness of different compo-
nents of the tool (Figure 9), users rated the DSL
(µ = 4.8, σ = 0.40) and the attribute distribution
(µ = 4.3, σ = 0.78) as very useful, and rated query
suggestions (µ= 3.6, σ = 0.91) and rewrite rules (µ
= 3.6, σ = 1.11) as potentially useful. We hypoth-
esize that rewrite rules pose a learning curve that
makes them difficult to evaluate in a single ses-
sion. This kind of counterfactual analysis is not
common and a few participants were concerned
about possible unintended side effects of edits.

We also asked participants to describe their im-
pressions with free-form comments, which were
very positive for all of them – all thought Erru-
dite enhanced their error analysis experience. In
particular, four users stated that they felt it sys-
tematically scaled up the analysis, making it more
precise and thus inspiring more confidence. Five
users noted how much faster exploration became
with Errudite, and how having a good set of build-
ing blocks and visualizations let them bypass the
large coding overhead needed to otherwise test a
single hypothesis about a model.

6 Related Work

6.1 Data Grouping
Non-manual data grouping typically follows one
of two extremes. Most of the literature relies on
data groups that are very coarse and easy to pro-
gram (e.g., based on question length and answer
types (Kafle and Kanan, 2017; Agrawal et al.,
2016; Shen et al., 2017)). While useful and ac-
cessible, they do not allow more semantically
meaningful observations (like distractors or para-
phrases). In contrast, some define groups that are
highly specific to a particular dataset or model,
such as hand-crafting factors to quantify MC in-
stance difficulties (Rondeau and Hazen, 2018).
While often insightful, these suffer from poten-
tial pitfalls similar to labeling individual instances:
they are laborious, often subjective, and hard to
reproduce. In other words, just as in manual error
labeling mentioned in §1, typical automatic group-
ing also struggles with the trade-off between be-
ing reproducible/scalable, and being in-depth and
meaningful. In contrast, Errudite addresses the
challenge with an expressive domain-specific lan-
guage, which helps users build filters that can slice
the entire dataset, and thereby build scalable and
semantically meaningful groups.

Chung et al. (2018) made a similar attempt to
balance the trade-off in Slice Finder, a framework
that uses statistical techniques to identify large and
interpretable slices that models perform poorly on.
However, their purely automated data slicing does
not allow users to customize groups based on their
own hypotheses. Furthermore, Slice Finder only
uses predefined attributes. While this is reason-
able in the context of structured data classifier that
they tested (with features explicitly defined), it is
not flexible enough for unstructured text in NLP.
Other interactive error analysis tools tend to face
similar customization issues. QADiver (Lee et al.,
2018) enriches question attributes in SQuAD 2.0
by including factors like word frequencies and
question-context word match ratios, but users can-
not query or create groups based on these at-
tributes. QSAnglyzer (Chen and Kim, 2017)
aims at category-oriented analysis by pre-defining
seven groups for QA models, but there is limited
support for group customization. ActiVis (Kahng
et al., 2018) allows for flexible data attribute and
group definitions, but only supports group creation
prior to the interactive process. Rarely does a user
to know which group they want to inspect before-
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hand, and thus it is to be expected that users would
revert to coarse and easy-to-program groups. Erru-
dite emphasizes customization: it allows users to
define extractors for rich instance attributes, and
helps them adjust their groups in real-time with
quick trial and error, visualizations, and sugges-
tions based on programming-by-demonstration.

6.2 Counterfactual Analysis

Counterfactual attacks to models have taken var-
ious forms, e.g., by adding distracting sentences
to the context in MC (Jia and Liang, 2017), or
feeding partial questions or wrong images into
models (Agrawal et al., 2016; Mudrakarta et al.,
2018; Feng et al., 2018). Slightly closer to our
work is SEARs (Ribeiro et al., 2018) (also in-
corporated into QADiver), which also takes the
form of rewrite rules: it generates semantic-
preserving rules that cause models to change pre-
dictions. However, these focus on robustness,
i.e., counterfactual perturbations are mainly for
the purpose of detecting over-stability or over-
sensitivity. In contrast, our counterfactual analy-
sis is for the purpose of understanding why mod-
els fail in certain groups. Furthermore, our DSL
allows for more complex counterfactual rules and
for applying rules only to certain groups, such as
“delete the predicted distractor for instances in the
is distracted group.” As far as we know, such
analysis is novel, and a promising direction for
more in-depth error analysis.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we characterize deficiencies with
current error analysis methods used in NLP: they
are laborious and subjective, which can lead to
high variance and low reproducibility. Moreover,
by focusing on error cases independent of situa-
tions where the model is correct, they can yield
biased results. Finally, since it is difficult to per-
form counterfactual analysis, the root cause of er-
rors can easily be overlooked.

In response, we identify three principles re-
quired for successful error analysis, and present
an interactive tool called Errudite to enable their
application: (1) building precise instances groups
with composable building blocks in a domain-
specific language; (2) scaling the analysis to cover
all the relevant successes and failures by automat-
ically building large groups with filtering queries,
and providing visual summaries for them; and (3)

testing error hypotheses using counterfactual anal-
ysis by rewriting the instances with rules. Data
groups and rewrite rules can be easily saved and
shared for replication or for analysis of different
models with the same groups and rules.

We conduct a detailed user study with NLP ex-
perts, confirming that Errudite makes hypothesis
definitions both concrete and apparent, reduces
sampling bias, and helps researchers verify the
true causes of errors. We find that Errudite signif-
icantly lowers the barrier for insightful error anal-
ysis, hopefully leading to a more in-depth under-
standing of current models, and to safeguard de-
ployments and improve the state of the art.

While our primary experiments are on Machine
Comprehension, the DSL primitives in Errudite
are general enough to make extensions to other
tasks and domains straightforward. For example,
we have extended Errudite to Visual Question An-
swering with only minor adjustments to the per-
formance metrics and the instance browser (to in-
clude images). We share case studies in Appen-
dices A.1 and A.2, together with further analysis
on SQuAD (Appendix A.4). Similar adjustments
could be done to extend Errudite to other tasks
such as Machine Translation, Natural Language
Inference, and text classification, along with cus-
tomization of domain-specific attributes.

In the future, we hope to design and evaluate
more sophisticated query and attribute suggestions
to guide exploration by less expert users, as well as
social features that facilitate collaboration within
an organization to promote sharing, review, reuse,
and extension of error analyses.
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A Additional Use Cases

We use case studies in Visual Question Answering
and Machine Comprehension to further demon-
strate the usefulness of Errudite. A video demo is
available at https://youtu.be/Dil5i0AYyu8.

A.1 VQA: Breaking down “How many”

(a)

(b)

A

Figure 10: Two “how many” examples: VQACount-
ing improves on SAAA for instance (a), but predicts
an even higher count in (b). Highlighting “how many
brownish”, we create groups based on the suggested
query A.

We demonstrate Errudite’s power on comparing
multiple models in the context of Visual Question
Answering (VQA). We analyze SAAA (Kazemi
and Elqursh, 2017) and VQACounting (Zhang
et al., 2018) concurrently on the validation set
of VQA v1 (Antol et al., 2015), which con-
tains 21,512 instances. VQACounting is built
on top of SAAA, with increased performance on
counting questions. Querying “how many” ques-
tions, we notice two interesting cases in Fig-
ure 10: VQACounting correctly predicts the “how
many people” question in (a), but is worse than
SAAA (also wrong) in (b). We suspect the to-
ken following “how many” can make a differ-
ence. Highlighting “how many brownish”, we fol-
low the first returned suggestion (Figure 10A) to
build a how many ADJ group (starts with(q,
pattern="how many ADJ")), and similarly, a
how many noun group.

Per-group comparison shows VQACounting
improves SAAA more on "how many NOUN"
than "how many ADJ" (Figure 11) questions: the
former has an increase of accuracy from 38% to
49%, whereas the latter only shows 3% improve-
ment. However, note the group size difference: the
NOUN group is 14 times larger than ADJ. In fact,

Figure 11: VQACounting improves much more on
how many NOUN, compared to how many ADJ, though
many fewer instances follow the latter pattern.
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Figure 12: Extracting the POS tag for the token im-
mediately after “how many”, we notice most instances
follow a "how many NOUN" pattern.

extracting the POS tags following “how many”
into an attribute, we see "NOUN" drastically stands
out, suggesting a very imbalanced data distribu-
tion (Figure 12).

A.2 VQA: Ambiguous Questions

With groups and attributes independent of mod-
els or predictions, Errudite can help analyze the
consistencies and ambiguities of the datasets. In
this case, we use Errudite to group all the “am-
biguous VQA questions”, or questions where the
answers exhibit high human annotator disagree-
ment. If humans cannot agree on the answer, it is
to be expected that machine learning models will
not be accurate. In the annotations for the VQA
v1 dataset, each question collects up to 10 human
answers, while in evaluation an answer is consid-
ered fully accurate if it matches the answer of at
least three humans. We count the unique ground
truth annotations for each instance (count(g)),
which results in the distribution shown in Fig-
ure 13: instances with more ground truth labels
are more poorly predicted. Querying for instances
with count(g) > 5, we find many instances like
the ones in Figure 14, covering 29.9% of all the
errors. This means the dataset is far from “clean”
and that 30% of the model’s mistakes should prob-
ably not be considered mistakes.

A.3 MC: Incorrect Pre-processing

We used the following case as the tutorial demo
in our user study (§5). When sorting instances by
their F1 score, instances like those in Figure 15(a)
appear. Due to incorrect tokenization, BiDAF
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Figure 13: The VQACounting model becomes worse
as the count of distinct ground truth annotations (i.e.,
human disagreement) grows: (a) shows instance counts
in each ground truth count bin; (b) with the counts nor-
malized, emphasizing the incorrect proportions.

Figure 14: An instance with 8 distinct ground truth an-
notations, and neglible inter-annotator agreement.

treats “1641-1679” as one token, and its mismatch
with the ground truth “1679” evaluation (which is
token-wise) will result in F1 = 0. We simulate the
above tokenization issue with a query that states
(a) even though at the character level the ground
truth answer is a substring of the prediction, (b)
the two don’t have token level overlap:

STRING(g) in STRING(p(m)) and f1(m) == 0 1

Among the 26 instances returned (0.8% of all
incorrect instances), we find multiple instances
like the ones in Figure 15(a), and also unexpected
cases like Figure 15(b).

It is unclear from these examples if tokeniza-
tion is the only issue. To further assess, we define
a rewrite rule that separates dashes from nearby
words: rewrite(sentence(g), "-"→ " - ").

The rewritten instances are then queryable
using a wrapper function: apply(func,

rewrite="rule name") runs the query function
func on the new instances generated by rule
"rule name". We use the queries in Figure 16 to
further divide the 13 instances rewritten (the rule
cannot edit additional cases like in Figure 15(b)):

John Mayow died in what year?
English chemist John Mayow (1641-1679) ...

Q:
C: A

In what year did Good Company Player open?
...also opened nearby in 1987,[citation needed]

Q:
C: B

Figure 15: Two instances suspected to be wrong due to
tokenization.

4 were predicted correctly after the rewrite, 5
remained the same (with spaces added), and
4 returned a different incorrect span after the
rewrite. This counterfactual analysis confirms that
these errors are not solely due to preprocessing
errors.

apply(exact_match(m),"add_space") == 1

When did the Jin dynasty begin?
...newly established Jin dynasty (1919-1980) (1115 - 1234)...

apply(length(p(m)),"add_space") > 1

apply(exact_match(m),"add_space") == 0
 and apply(length(p(m)),"add_space") == 1

A
Q:
C: 

Q:
C: 

Q:
C: 

B

C

When was John Gallagher born?
...John Gallagher (1919-1980) (1919 - 1980)...

When did the Jin dynasty end?
...newly established Jin dynasty (1115-1234) (1115 - 1234)...

Figure 16: Three types of changed predictions on in-
stances generated with add space.

A.4 MC: “Why” Questions

question_type(q) == "why"

question_type(q) == "what"(b)

(a)

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 20 50
0

2,000

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 20 50
0

20

Figure 17: The prediction length length(p(m)) is
much longer for (a) only “why” questions than for (b)
only “what” questions.

We merge two cases from our user study in §5 to
demonstrate how participants P1 and P2 can start
with similar attributes and then diverge and dis-
cover complementary insights.

Both participants started by grouping “why”
questions, as they observed them to have much
lower performance than other primary question
types. P1 realized these questions had longer
predictions, and the ground truths were usually a
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Q: Why is Priestley usually given credit for 
being first to discover oxygen?

...Because he published his findings first, Prestley is 
usually given priority in the discover.

Figure 18: A “why” question where the model ignored
the apparent hint “because.”

small substring of the prediction (with multiple
unnecessary tokens on both ends). Meanwhile,
“what” questions have relatively shorter predic-
tions. He hypothesized that reframing “why” to
“what” questions could result in reasonable pre-
diction lengths, and created a rule rewrite(q,
"Why VERB"→"What is the reason that")
to confirm it. Out of 151 rewritten instances,
46 had shorter predictions, and 6 had longer
ones; the remaining instances had unchanged
predictions. Out of the 19 instances where
F1 improved after the rewrite (apply(f1(m),
rewrite="why to what") > f1(m)), 13 had
the prediction shortened to approximately the
correct ground truth answer.

P2 found the example in Figure 18 and chose
a different angle. He was surprised to see the
incorrect prediction, when the ground truth con-
tained the word “because”, which should make the
prediction easier for BiDAF. Grouping all “why”
questions with a "because" in their context:

question type(q) == "why"

and has pattern(c, pattern="because")

1
2

he found most instances still had a predic-
tion following "because", and that removing
"because" from the context made predictions
worse. He confirmed that “because” was indeed
an essential signal. The prediction in Figure 18 re-
mained the same, and P2 therefore hypothesized
that aggressive pattern matching affected this in-
stance, as all the words surrounding the predic-
tion “priority” were in the question. He was
also surprised that there were only 40 instances in
the because group, and suggested more labeling
might easily help bump up the performance.

The two participants explored complementary
angles on “why” question, suggesting the value of
collaborative sharing among Errudite users.

B Programming-by-Demonstration

To help users express their intent, Errudite sup-
ports programming by demonstration (PBD) (Gul-
wani and Jain, 2017), a well-recognized technique

Q: Who created the 2005 theme for Doctor Who?
...John Debney created a new arrangement of Ron 
Grainer’s original theme for Doctor Who in 1996. For the 
return of the series in 2005, Murray Gold provided a new 
arrangement...  featured sampled from the 1963 original.

Figure 19: The illustrating example we used in the pa-
per; we repeat it here to explain our programming-by-
demonstration heuristics. The scenario here assumes
“John” is selected by a user.

for synthesizing targeted programs from specific
examples. It has been widely applied to tasks like
data wrangling (Kandel et al., 2011) and text edit-
ing (Lau et al., 2003). Here, we explain the heuris-
tics used for ranking query suggestions and ex-
tracting rewrite rules.

B.1 Query Ranking

Pattern Re Cd Su

"NNP" 27.1% 35.7% 1.90
"PERSON" 22.1% 10.3% 0.56
"john" 20.1% 0.4% 0.40

"how many ADJ" 62.9% 0.6% 1.27
"ADV ADJ ADJ" 62.5% 0.7% 1.26

Table 2: Patterns and their associated usefulness in Fig-
ure 19 (top 3 lines) and Figure 10 (bottom 2 lines)

.
As users interact with instances, Errudite de-

tects and returns potential queries that can as-
sist generalization from a single observation to
a larger set. As running examples, we explain
our query ranking methods assuming “John” is se-
lected in Figure 19, and “How many brownish” is
selected in Figure 10. There are three broad types
of suggestions with different granularity. To en-
sure diversity, our suggestions cover at least one
query from each type, and the inter-type sugges-
tion ranking will always be as the following:

Span-related suggestions closely relate to the
specific token(s) selected (“John” in Figure 19).
The most typical span-related suggestions are pat-
tern searches. We generate a list of possible lin-
guistic patterns from the cross-product of raw to-
ken text with POS tags (coarse for multiple tokens,
and fine-grained for single tokens), as well as the
entity type (if any). The resulting possible pat-
terns for “John” are "John", "NNP", "PERSON".
Similarly, in Figure 10, “how many brownish”
results in "how many brownish", "how many
ADJ", "ADV ADJ ADJ", etc. The functional pred-
icate used differs if the selected span lies at the be-
ginning, middle, or end of a target (start with,
has pattern, and end with).

Target-related suggestions are based on the
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target under inspection. For instance, we
return question type when a user interacts
with the question (q) in Figure 10. A
prediction (p) as in Figure 19 will instead
trigger different levels of comparisons with
the ground truth, including accuracy checks
(exact match and is correct sent), answer
type comparisons (ENT(p) == ENT(q)), answer
offsets (answer offset delta) and sentence
level comparisons (overlap):
answer type(g) == answer type(p(m))

exact match(m) == 0

is correct sent(m) == False

overlap(q, sentence(p(m))) >

overlap(q, sentence(g))

1
2
3
4
5

Instance-level suggestions are conventional at-
tributes that domain experts often find useful. For
example, performance, question type, and answer
type are considered the most important “instance”
suggestions if they are not triggered by the target-
related suggestions. In addition, lengths of inputs
also belong to this suggestion type.

To perform intra-group ranking, we precompute
the resulting groups for each candidate suggestion,
and rank their in-group error rate Re and dataset
coverage Cd, maximizing a usefulness score:

Su =
Re

|Cd − 50%| (1)

Intuitively, Re measures group difficulty. We
would like to prioritize patterns that will return
subsets that are not well-handled on average, re-
sulting in high in-group error rate. The |Cd−50%|
term, on the other hand, ensures reasonable cover-
age. We prioritize groups that lean towards 50%
coverage of the entire validation set, so to penalize
patterns that cover too few instances to be signif-
icant, or those covering too many instances that
essentially return the entire dataset. Taking the
ranking of span-related suggestions as an example,
candidate patterns for Figure 19 and Figure 10,
and their scores Su, are shown in Table 2.

B.2 Rewrite Rule Extraction
When a source x is edited to x′, we propose a set
of rules R = {r1, ..., rm} in the same manner as
Ribeiro et al. (2018): we test the exact matching,
and select the minimal contiguous sequence that
turns x to x′, with their immediate contexts and
linguistic features. While Ribeiro et al. (2018) use
only text and POS tags, we further extend to in-
clude entity types.

Who What person created the 2005 theme for Doctor Who?

Figure 20: Rewrite rules inferred from an edit on an
individual instance.

Then, we apply every rule in the candidate
set onto a random subset of instances S =
{s1, ..., sn}, n = 100. Similar to Ribeiro et al.
(2018), we prioritize rules that have (1) high
coverage and (2) low redundancy, while loos-
ening their constraint on semantic equivalence:
rules resulting in different semantics are still valid
in our error cause testing context. In addition,
we heuristically score the linguistic features used
based on their specificity: we consider raw text
the most specific, POS tag the least, and penal-
ize rules that are too general and abstract (as
they are likely to result in unexpected changes).
For example, in addition to the rules reported in
Figure 20, an additional rule found in the can-
didate set from “Who” to “What person” was
"NOUN"→"What person". By editing random
NOUNs, this rule will have high coverage, but
our specificity score weights it down enough that
"Who"→"What person" is ranked more highly.
We then report the five highest-ranked candidate
rules to the user.

C Survey: Error Analysis Sample Sizes

Table 3 lists the 10 papers we surveyed to inspect
the scale of the status quo error analysis practice.
Papers are randomly selected from top tier confer-
ences, and either develop novel MC models (our
primary test case), or focus on error analysis.

Paper Sample size
(Seo et al., 2016) 50

(Kundu and Ng, 2018) 50
(Hu et al., 2018) 50
(Min et al., 2018) 50

(Weissenborn et al., 2017) 55
(Chen et al., 2016) 100
(Min et al., 2017) 100

(Wadhwa et al., 2018) 100
(Fader et al., 2013) 100

(van Aken et al., 2018) 200
Average 85.5

Table 3: Surveyed papers and their error sample sizes.
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D DSL Documentation

Here we list the functions defined in our domain-specific language for MC and VQA.

Converters and Targets
Get targets: These targets contain text spans post-processed with state-of-the-art POS taggers, lemma-
tizers and NER models, along with metadata such as example id, or (in the answer case) the model that
generated it. When additional metadata is not used, Target can be treated just as Span in a function, or
a piece of text with its linguistic features.

1. question|context|groundtruth→Target: Automatically query the target object (Question
and Answer in VQA and MC, as well as Context in MC).

2. prediction(model:str)→Target: Get the prediction object of a given model.

Converters that extract sub-spans, short phrases, or sentences from targets.
1. token(span:Span,idxes:int|int[],pattern:str)→Token|Token[]: Get a list of tokens

from the target based on idxes (sub-list) and pattern (in the form of, for example, "(what,
which) NOUN)". pattern automatically detects queries on POS tags and entity types.

2. sentence(target:Target,shift:int|int[])→Span: [MC only] Get the sentence that con-
tains a given answer. Shift indicates if neighboring sentences should be included. If shift==0,
then the actual sentence is returned; if shift==[-2,-1,1,2], then the four sentences surrounding
the answer sentence are returned.

General Computation
1. apply(func:Callable,rewrite:str)→any: Applies query functions to instances rewritten by

the named rule rewrite.
2. abs(num:float|int)→float|int: Returns the absolute value.
3. truncate(num:float|int, min value:float|int, max value::float|int)→float|int:

Clamps a given number to a given domain.
4. is digit(input:any)→bool: Determines if an input is a number, or – in the case of a string

input – if it can be parsed into a number.
5. digitize(input:any)→float|int: Parses an input into a number if is digit(input) ==
True; Otherwise returns None.

6. length(span:Span)→int: The length of a given span, in tokens.
7. [has any|has all](container:Span,contained:Span)→int: Determines whether one list
container contains any (or all) of the members present in another lists.

8. count(vars:list)→int: Count the number of members in the input list.
9. freq(target:Target,target type:str)→str: Returns the frequency of a token occurring in

the training data, given a target type ("question" or "answer" in MC; However, freq can be on
other targets given other tasks).

Linguistic Attributes
1. [LEMMA|POS|TAG|ENT](span:Span,get root:bool,pattern:str)→str|str[]: Return

the specified linguistic feature of a span with one more more tokens. If pattern is specified (the
same as in token), gets the sub-list of spans in the span list. If get root==True, gets the single
linguistic feature of the “primary” token, or the one within the ground truth span that is highest in
the dependency parsing tree.

2. STRING(span:Span)→str: Get the raw string from a given span.
3. [has pattern|starts with|ends with](span:Span,pattern:str)→bool: To determine

whether the targeted span contains a certain pattern.

Performance Metrics
1. [f1|exact match|precision|recall|accuracy|confidence](model:str)→float: Get

the specified performance metric for one instance, given the selected model. Confidence is for
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both QA and VQA, which is usually the model prediction probability. Accuracy is for VQA, and
the others are for QA.

2. is correct sent(model:str)→bool: [MC only] Determine if the given model locates the sen-
tence with the ground truth, regardless of span-level correctness.

Between-target Relations
1. overlap(span1:Span,span2:Span,pattern:str)→float: A directional overlapping: re-

turns the ratio of tokens in span1 that also occur in target2. If pattern is provided, it is used
to filter to matching tokens in span1 and target2. For example, if pattern=="NOUN", then the
overlap will only be on tokens with a NOUN tag.

Domain-Specific Attributes
1. question type(question:Target)→str: Returns the question type: either the WH-word or

the first word in a sentence.
2. answer type(answer:Answer)→str: Returns the answer type, computed based on TREC (Li

and Roth, 2002) and the named entities of the answer. Returns one of the following: ABBR, DESC,
ENTY, HUM, LOC, NUM.

3. answer offset delta(prediction:Answer, direction:str)→int: [MC only] Compute
the offset between prediction and ground truth in the left or right direction. Returns the position
difference.

4. answer offset span(prediction:Answer, direction:str)→Span: [MC only] Compute
the offset between prediction and ground truth in the left or right direction. Returns the actual
span(s).

5. dep distance(answer:Answer,pattern:str)→float: [MC only] Dependency distance be-
tween a key question token and the answer token. The key is computed by finding tokens that do
not occur frequently in the context and is not far from the given answer. Pattern fixes the keyword
linguistic feature.
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Abstract

Multiple entities in a document generally ex-
hibit complex inter-sentence relations, and
cannot be well handled by existing relation
extraction (RE) methods that typically fo-
cus on extracting intra-sentence relations for
single entity pairs. In order to accelerate
the research on document-level RE, we in-
troduce DocRED, a new dataset constructed
from Wikipedia and Wikidata with three fea-
tures: (1) DocRED annotates both named en-
tities and relations, and is the largest human-
annotated dataset for document-level RE from
plain text; (2) DocRED requires reading mul-
tiple sentences in a document to extract en-
tities and infer their relations by synthesiz-
ing all information of the document; (3) along
with the human-annotated data, we also of-
fer large-scale distantly supervised data, which
enables DocRED to be adopted for both su-
pervised and weakly supervised scenarios. In
order to verify the challenges of document-
level RE, we implement recent state-of-the-art
methods for RE and conduct a thorough eval-
uation of these methods on DocRED. Empir-
ical results show that DocRED is challeng-
ing for existing RE methods, which indicates
that document-level RE remains an open prob-
lem and requires further efforts. Based on the
detailed analysis on the experiments, we dis-
cuss multiple promising directions for future
research. We make DocRED and the code
for our baselines publicly available at https:
//github.com/thunlp/DocRED.

1 Introduction

The task of relation extraction (RE) is to iden-
tify relational facts between entities from plain
text, which plays an important role in large-scale
knowledge graph construction. Most existing RE

∗ indicates equal contribution
† Corresponding author: Z.Liu(liuzy@tsinghua.edu.cn)

[1] Kungliga Hovkapellet (The Royal Court Orchestra) is a
Swedish orchestra, originally part of the Royal Court in Sweden's
capital Stockholm. [2] The orchestra originally consisted of both
musicians and singers. [3] It had only male members until 1727,
when Sophia Schröder and Judith Fischer were employed as
vocalists; in the 1850s, the harpist Marie Pauline Åhman became
the first female instrumentalist. [4] From 1731, public concerts
were performed at Riddarhuset in Stockholm. [5] Since 1773,
when the Royal Swedish Opera was founded by Gustav III of
Sweden, the Kungliga Hovkapellet has been part of the opera's
company.

Kungliga Hovkapellet

Subject:   Kungliga Hovkapellet; Royal Court Orchestra
Object:    Royal Swedish Opera
Relation: part_of

Subject: Riddarhuset
Object:    Sweden
Relation: country

Supporting Evidence: 5

Supporting Evidence: 1, 4

Figure 1: An example from DocRED. Each document
in DocRED is annotated with named entity mentions,
coreference information, intra- and inter-sentence re-
lations, and supporting evidence. 2 out of the 19 re-
lation instances annotated for this example document
are presented, with named entity mentions involved in
these instances colored in blue and other named entity
mentions underlined for clarity. Note that mentions of
the same subject (e.g., Kungliga Hovkapellet and Royal
Court Orchestra) are identified as shown in the first re-
lation instance.

work focuses on sentence-level RE, i.e., extract-
ing relational facts from a single sentence. In
recent years, various neural models have been
explored to encode relational patterns of entities
for sentence-level RE, and achieve state-of-the-
art performance (Socher et al., 2012; Zeng et al.,
2014, 2015; dos Santos et al., 2015; Xiao and Liu,
2016; Cai et al., 2016; Lin et al., 2016; Wu et al.,
2017; Qin et al., 2018; Han et al., 2018a).

Despite these successful efforts, sentence-level
RE suffers from an inevitable restriction in prac-
tice: a large number of relational facts are ex-
pressed in multiple sentences. Taking Figure 1
as an example, multiple entities are mentioned in
the document and exhibit complex interactions. In
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order to identify the relational fact (Riddarhuset,
country, Sweden), one has to first identify the
fact that Riddarhuset is located in Stockholm from
Sentence 4, then identify the facts Stockholm is
the capital of Sweden and Sweden is a country
from Sentence 1, and finally infer from these facts
that the sovereign state of Riddarhuset is Swe-
den. The process requires reading and reason-
ing over multiple sentences in a document, which
is intuitively beyond the reach of sentence-level
RE methods. According to the statistics on our
human-annotated corpus sampled from Wikipedia
documents, at least 40.7% relational facts can only
be extracted from multiple sentences, which is not
negligible. Swampillai and Stevenson (2010) and
Verga et al. (2018) have also reported similar ob-
servations. Therefore, it is necessary to move RE
forward from sentence level to document level.

The research on document-level RE requires
a large-scale annotated dataset for both training
and evaluation. Currently, there are only a few
datasets for document-level RE. Quirk and Poon
(2017) and Peng et al. (2017) build two dis-
tantly supervised datasets without human anno-
tation, which may make the evaluation less re-
liable. BC5CDR (Li et al., 2016) is a human-
annotated document-level RE dataset consisting
of 1, 500 PubMed documents, which is in the
specific domain of biomedicine considering only
the “chemical-induced disease” relation, making
it unsuitable for developing general-purpose meth-
ods for document-level RE. Levy et al. (2017) ex-
tract relational facts from documents by answering
questions using reading comprehension methods,
where the questions are converted from entity-
relation pairs. As the dataset proposed in this
work is tailored to the specific approach, it is
also unsuitable for other potential approaches for
document-level RE. In summary, existing datasets
for document-level RE either only have a small
number of manually-annotated relations and en-
tities, or exhibit noisy annotations from distant
supervision, or serve specific domains or ap-
proaches. In order to accelerate the research on
document-level RE, we urgently need a large-
scale, manually-annotated, and general-purpose
document-level RE dataset.

In this paper, we present DocRED, a large-scale
human-annotated document-level RE dataset con-
structed from Wikipedia and Wikidata (Erxleben
et al., 2014; Vrandečić and Krötzsch, 2014). Do-

cRED is constructed with the following three
features: (1) DocRED contains 132, 375 enti-
ties and 56, 354 relational facts annotated on
5, 053 Wikipedia documents, making it the largest
human-annotated document-level RE dataset. (2)
As at least 40.7% of the relational facts in Do-
cRED can only be extracted from multiple sen-
tences, DocRED requires reading multiple sen-
tences in a document to recognize entities and in-
ferring their relations by synthesizing all informa-
tion of the document. This distinguishes DocRED
from those sentence-level RE datasets. (3) We
also provide large-scale distantly supervised data
to support weakly supervised RE research.

To assess the challenges of DocRED, we imple-
ment recent state-of-the-art RE methods and con-
duct thorough experiments on DocRED under var-
ious settings. Experimental results show that the
performance of existing methods declines signifi-
cantly on DocRED, indicating the task document-
level RE is more challenging than sentence-level
RE and remains an open problem. Furthermore,
detailed analysis on the results also reveals multi-
ple promising directions worth pursuing.

2 Data Collection

Our ultimate goal is to construct a dataset for
document-level RE from plain text, which re-
quires necessary information including named en-
tity mentions, entity coreferences, and relations of
all entity pairs in the document. To facilitate more
RE settings, we also provide supporting evidence
information for relation instances. In the follow-
ing sections, we first introduce the collection pro-
cess of the human-annotated data, and then de-
scribe the process of creating the large-scale dis-
tantly supervised data.

2.1 Human-Annotated Data Collection

Our human-annotated data is collected in four
stages: (1) Generating distantly supervised anno-
tation for Wikipedia documents. (2) Annotating
all named entity mentions in the documents and
coreference information. (3) Linking named entity
mentions to Wikidata items. (4) Labeling relations
and corresponding supporting evidence.

Following ACE annotation process (Dodding-
ton et al., 2004), both Stage 2 and 4 require
three iterative passes over the data: (1) Generat-
ing named entity using named entity recognition
(NER) models, or relation recommendations us-
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ing distant supervision and RE models. (2) Man-
ually correcting and supplementing recommenda-
tions. (3) Reviewing and further modifying the an-
notation results from the second pass for better ac-
curacy and consistency. To ensure the annotators
are well trained, a principled training procedure is
adopted and the annotators are required to pass test
tasks before annotating the dataset. And only care-
fully selected experienced annotators are qualified
for the third pass annotation.

To provide a strong alignment between text and
KBs, our dataset is constructed from the complete
English Wikipedia document collection and Wiki-
data 1, which is a large-scale KB tightly integrated
with Wikipedia. We use the introductory sections
from Wikipedia documents as the corpus, as they
are usually high-quality and contain most of the
key information.

Stage 1: Distantly Supervised Annotation Gen-
eration. To select documents for human annota-
tion, we align Wikipedia documents with Wikidata
under the distant supervision assumption (Mintz
et al., 2009). Specifically, we first perform named
entity recognition using spaCy2. Then these
named entity mentions are linked to Wikidata
items, where named entity mentions with identi-
cal KB IDs are merged. Finally, relations between
each merged named entity pair in the document are
labeled by querying Wikidata. Documents con-
taining fewer than 128 words are discarded. To en-
courage reasoning, we further discard documents
containing fewer than 4 entities or fewer than 4 re-
lation instances, resulting in 107, 050 documents
with distantly supervised labels, where we ran-
domly select 5, 053 documents and the most fre-
quent 96 relations for human annotation.

Stage 2: Named Entity and Coreference An-
notation. Extracting relations from document re-
quires first recognizing named entity mentions and
identifying mentions referring to the same enti-
ties within the document. To provide high-quality
named entity mentions and coreference informa-
tion, we ask human annotators first to review, cor-
rect and supplement the named entity mention
recommendations generated in Stage 1, and then
merge those different mentions referring to the
same entities, which provides extra coreference in-
formation. The resulting intermediate corpus con-

1We use the 2018-5-24 dump of English Wikipedia and
2018-3-20 dump of Wikidata.

2https://spacy.io

tains a variety of named entity types including
person, location, organization, time, number and
names of miscellaneous entities that do not belong
to the aforementioned types.

Stage 3: Entity Linking. In this stage, we link
each named entity mention to multiple Wikidata
items to provide relation recommendations from
distant supervision for the next stage. To be spe-
cific, each named entity mention is associated with
a Wikidata item candidate set 3 consisting of all
Wikidata items whose names or aliases literally
match it. We further extend the candidate set using
Wikidata items hyperlinked to the named entity
mention by the document authors, and recommen-
dations from an entity linking toolkit TagMe (Fer-
ragina and Scaiella, 2010). Specially, numbers and
time are semantically matched.

Stage 4: Relation and Supporting Evidence
Collection. The annotation of relation and sup-
porting evidence is based on the named entity
mentions and coreference information in Stage 2,
and faces two main challenges. The first challenge
comes from the large number of potential entity
pairs in the document. On the one hand, given
the quadratic number of potential entity pairs with
regard to entity number (19.5 entities on aver-
age) in a document, exhaustively labeling relations
between each entity pair would lead to intensive
workload. On the other hand, most entity pairs in
a document do not contain relations. The second
challenge lies in the large number of fine-grained
relation types in our dataset. Thus it is not feasible
for annotators to label relations from scratch.

We address the problem by providing human
annotators with recommendations from RE mod-
els, and distant supervision based on entity link-
ing (Stage 3). On average, we recommend 19.9
relation instances per document from entity link-
ing, and 7.8 from RE models for supplement. We
ask the annotators to review the recommendations,
remove the incorrect relation instances and sup-
plement omitted ones. We also ask the annotators
to further select all sentences that support the re-
served relation instances as supporting evidence.
Relations reserved must be reflected in the doc-
ument, without relying on external world knowl-
edge. Finally 57.2% relation instances from entity
linking and 48.2% from RE models are reserved.

3To avoid losing relation recommendations due to predic-
tion errors in entity linking, we include multiple linking re-
sults from different approaches in the candidate set.
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Dataset # Doc. # Word # Sent. # Ent. # Rel. # Inst. # Fact

SemEval-2010 Task 8 - 205k 10,717 21,434 9 8,853 8,383
ACE 2003-2004 - 297k 12,783 46,108 24 16,771 16,536
TACRED - 1,823k 53,791 152,527 41 21,773 5,976
FewRel - 1,397k 56,109 72,124 100 70,000 55,803
BC5CDR 1,500 282k 11,089 29,271 1 3,116 2,434
DocRED (Human-annotated) 5,053 1,002k 40,276 132,375 96 63,427 56,354
DocRED (Distantly Supervised) 101,873 21,368k 828,115 2,558,350 96 1,508,320 881,298

Table 1: Statistics of RE datasets (Doc.: document, Sent.: sentence, Ent.: entity, Rel.: relation type, Inst.: relation
instance, Fact: relational fact). The first four are sentence-level RE datasets.

2.2 Distantly Supervised Data Collection

In addition to the human-annotated data, we also
collect large-scale distantly supervised data to pro-
mote weakly supervised RE scenarios. We remove
the 5, 053 human-annotated documents from the
106, 926 documents, and use the rest 101, 873
documents as the corpus of distantly supervised
data. To ensure that the distantly supervised data
and human-annotated data share the same en-
tity distribution, named entity mentions are re-
identified using Bidirectional Encoder Represen-
tations from Transformers (BERT) (Devlin et al.,
2019) that is fine-tuned on the human-annotated
data collected in Sec. 2.1 and achieves 90.5% F1
score. We link each named entity mention to one
Wikidata item by a heuristic-based method, which
jointly considers the frequency of a target Wiki-
data item and its relevance to the current docu-
ment. Then we merge the named entity mentions
with identical KB IDs. Finally, relations between
each merged entity pair are labeled via distant su-
pervision.

3 Data Analysis

In this section, we analyze various aspects of Do-
cRED to provide a deeper understanding of the
dataset and the task of document-level RE.

Data Size. Table 1 shows statistics of DocRED
and some representative RE datasets, including
sentence-level RE datasets SemEval-2010 Task
8 (Hendrickx et al., 2010), ACE 2003-2004 (Dod-
dington et al., 2004), TACRED (Zhang et al.,
2017), FewRel (Han et al., 2018b) and document-
level RE dataset BC5CDR (Li et al., 2016). We
find that DocRED is larger than existing datasets
in many aspects, including the number of docu-
ments, words, sentences, entities, especially in as-
pects of relation types, relation instances and re-
lational facts. We hope the large-scale DocRED
dataset could drive relation extraction from sen-

tence level forward to document level.
Named Entity Types. DocRED covers a variety
of entity types, including person (18.5%), location
(30.9%), organization (14.4%), time (15.8%) and
number (5.1%). It also covers a diverse set of mis-
cellaneous entity names (15.2%) not belonging to
the aforementioned types, such as events, artistic
works and laws. Each entity is annotated with 1.34
mentions on average.
Relation Types. Our dataset includes 96 frequent
relation types from Wikidata. A notable property
of our dataset is that the relation types cover a
broad range of categories, including relations rele-
vant to science (33.3%), art (11.5%), time (8.3%),
personal life (4.2%), etc., which means the rela-
tional facts are not constrained in any specific do-
main. In addition, the relation types are organized
in a well-defined hierarchy and taxonomy, which
could provide rich information for document-level
RE systems.
Reasoning Types. We randomly sampled 300
documents from dev and test set, which contain
3, 820 relation instances, and manually analyze
the reasoning types required to extract these rela-
tions. Table 2 shows statistics of major reasoning
types in our dataset. From the statistics on rea-
soning types, we have the following observations:
(1) Most of the relation instances (61.1%) require
reasoning to be identified, and only 38.9% rela-
tion instances can be extracted via simple pattern
recognition, which indicates that reasoning is es-
sential for document-level RE. (2) In relation in-
stances with reasoning, a majority (26.6%) require
logical reasoning, where the relations between two
entities in question are indirectly established by a
bridge entity. Logical reasoning requires RE sys-
tems to be capable of modeling interactions be-
tween multiple entities. (3) A notable number of
relation instances (17.6%) need coreference rea-
soning, where coreference resolution must be per-
formed first to identify target entities in a rich con-
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Reasoning Types % Examples

Pattern recognition 38.9 [1] Me Musical Nephews is a 1942 one-reel animated cartoon directed by Seymour
Kneitel and animated by Tom Johnson and George Germanetti. [2] Jack Mercer and
Jack Ward wrote the script. ...
Relation: publication date Supporting Evidence: 1

Logical reasoning 26.6 [1] “Nisei” is the ninth episode of the third season of the American science fiction
television series The X-Files. ... [3] It was directed by David Nutter, and written by
Chris Carter, Frank Spotnitz and Howard Gordon. ... [8] The show centers on FBI
special agents Fox Mulder (David Duchovny) and Dana Scully (Gillian Anderson) who
work on cases linked to the paranormal, called X-Files. ...
Relation: creator Supporting Evidence: 1, 3, 8

Coreference
reasoning

17.6 [1] Dwight Tillery is an American politician of the Democratic Party who is active in
local politics of Cincinnati, Ohio. ... [3] He also holds a law degree from the University
of Michigan Law School. [4] Tillery served as mayor of Cincinnati from 1991 to 1993.
Relation: educated at Supporting Evidence: 1, 3

Common-sense
reasoning

16.6 [1] William Busac (1020-1076), son of William I, Count of Eu, and his wife Lesceline.
... [4] William appealed to King Henry I of France, who gave him in marriage Adelaide,
the heiress of the county of Soissons. [5] Adelaide was daughter of Renaud I, Count of
Soissons, and Grand Master of the Hotel de France. ... [7] William and Adelaide had
four children: ...
Relation: spouse Supporting Evidence: 4, 7

Table 2: Types of reasoning required for document-level RE on DocRED. The rest 0.3% requires other types of
reasoning, such as temporal reasoning. The head, tail and relation are colored accordingly.

text. (4) A similar proportion of relation instances
(16.6%) has to be identified based on common-
sense reasoning, where readers need to combine
relational facts from the document with common-
sense to complete the relation identification. In
summary, DocRED requires rich reasoning skills
for synthesizing all information of the document.

Inter-Sentence Relation Instances. We find that
each relation instance is associated with 1.6 sup-
porting sentences on average, where 46.4% rela-
tion instances are associated with more than one
supporting sentence. Moreover, detailed analy-
sis reveals that 40.7% relational facts can only be
extracted from multiple sentences, indicating that
DocRED is a good benchmark for document-level
RE. We can also conclude that the abilities of read-
ing, synthesizing and reasoning over multiple sen-
tence are essential for document-level RE.

4 Benchmark Settings

We design two benchmark settings for super-
vised and weakly supervised scenarios respec-
tively. For both settings, RE systems are evalu-
ated on the high-quality human-annotated dataset,
which provides more reliable evaluation results for
document-level RE systems. The statistics of data
used for the two settings are shown in Table 3.

Supervised Setting. In this setting, only human-
annotated data is used, which are randomly split

Setting # Doc. # Rel. # Inst. # Fact

Train W 101,873 96 1,508,320 881,298
S 3,053 96 38,269 34,715

Dev S,W 1,000 96 12,332 11,790
Test S,W 1,000 96 12,842 12,101

Table 3: Statistics of data used for the two benchmark
settings (Sec. 4): supervised setting (S) and weakly su-
pervised setting (W).

into training, development and test sets. The
supervised setting brings up two challenges for
document-level RE systems as follows:

The first challenge comes from the rich reason-
ing skills required for performing document-level
RE. As shown in Sec. 3, about 61.1% relation in-
stances depend on complex reasoning skills other
than pattern recognition to be extracted, which
requires RE systems to step beyond recognizing
simple patterns in a single sentence, and reason
over global and complex information in a docu-
ment.

The second challenge lies in the high compu-
tational cost of modeling long documents and the
massive amount of potential entity pairs in a doc-
ument, which is quadratic with regard to entity
number (19.5 entities on average) in a document.
As a result, RE systems that model context in-
formation with algorithms of quadratic or even
higher computational complexity such as (Sorokin
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and Gurevych, 2017; Christopoulou et al., 2018)
are not efficient enough for document-level RE.
Thus the efficiency of context-aware RE systems
needs to be further improved to be applicable in
document-level RE.

Weakly Supervised Setting. This setting is iden-
tical to the supervised setting except that the train-
ing set is replaced with the distantly supervised
data (Sec. 2.2). In addition to the aforemen-
tioned two challenges, the inevitable wrong la-
beling problem accompanied with distantly su-
pervised data is a major challenge for RE mod-
els under weakly supervised setting. Many ef-
forts have been devoted to alleviating the wrong
labeling problem in sentence-level RE (Riedel
et al., 2010; Hoffmann et al., 2011; Surdeanu
et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2016). However, noise
in document-level distantly supervised data is sig-
nificantly more than its counterpart in sentence-
level. For example, for the recommended relation
instances whose head and tail entities co-occur in
the same sentence (i.e. intra-sentence relation in-
stance) in Stage 4 of human-annotated data col-
lection (Sec. 2.1), 41.4% are labeled as incorrect,
while 61.8% inter-sentence relation instances are
labeled as incorrect, indicating the wrong label-
ing problem is more challenging for weakly super-
vised document-level RE. Therefore, we believe
offering distantly supervised data in DocRED will
accelerate the development of distantly supervised
methods for document-level RE. Moreover, it is
also possible to jointly leverage distantly super-
vised data and human-annotated data to further
improve the performance of RE systems.

5 Experiments

To assess the challenges of DocRED, we conduct
comprehensive experiments to evaluate state-of-
the-art RE systems on the dataset. Specifically, we
conduct experiments under both supervised and
weakly supervised benchmark settings. We also
assess human performance and analyze the perfor-
mance for different supporting evidence types. In
addition, we conduct ablation study to investigate
the contribution of different features. Through de-
tailed analysis, we discuss several future direc-
tions for document-level RE.

Models. We adapt four state-of-the-art RE mod-
els to document-level RE scenario, including
a CNN (Zeng et al., 2014) based model, an
LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) based

model, a bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM) (Cai
et al., 2016) based model and the Context-Aware
model (Sorokin and Gurevych, 2017) originally
designed for leveraging contextual relations to im-
prove intra-sentence RE. The first three models
differ only at the encoder used for encoding the
document and will be explained in detail in the rest
of this section. We refer the readers to the original
paper for the details of the Context-Aware model
for space limitation.

The CNN/LSTM/BiLSTM based models first
encode a document D = {wi}ni=1 consisting of n
words into a hidden state vector sequence {hi}ni=1

with CNN/LSTM/BiLSTM as encoder, then com-
pute the representations for entities, and finally
predict relations for each entity pair.

For each word, the features fed to the encoder
is the concatenation of its GloVe word embed-
ding (Pennington et al., 2014), entity type em-
bedding and coreference embedding. The entity
type embedding is obtained by mapping the entity
type (e.g., PER, LOC, ORG) assigned to the word
into a vector using an embedding matrix. The
entity type is assigned by human for the human-
annotated data, and by a fine-tuned BERT model
for the distantly supervised data. Named entity
mentions corresponding to the same entity are as-
signed with the same entity id, which is deter-
mined by the order of its first appearance in the
document. And the entity ids are mapped into vec-
tors as the coreference embeddings.

For each named entity mention mk ranging
from the s-th word to the t-th word, we define its
representation as mk = 1

t−s+1

∑t
j=s hj . And the

representation of an entity ei with K mentions is
computed as the average of the representations of
these mentions: ei = 1

K

∑
kmk.

We treat relation prediction as a multi-label
classification problem. Specially, for each entity
pair (ei, ej), we first concatenate the entity repre-
sentations with relative distance embeddings, and
then use a bilinear function to compute the proba-
bility for each relation type:

êi = [ei;E(dij)], êj = [ej ;E(dji)] (1)

P (r|ei, ej) = sigmoid(êTi Wrêj + br) (2)

where [·; ·] denotes concatenation, dij and dji are
the relative distances of the first mentions of the
two entities in the document, E is an embedding
matrix, r is a relation type, andWr, br are relation
type dependent trainable parameters.
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Model Dev Test
Ign F1 Ign AUC F1 AUC Ign F1 Ign AUC F1 AUC

Supervised Setting

CNN 37.99 31.47 43.45 39.41 36.44 30.44 42.33 38.98
LSTM 44.41 39.78 50.66 49.48 43.60 39.02 50.12 49.31
BiLSTM 45.12 40.93 50.95 50.27 44.73 40.40 51.06 50.43
Context-Aware 44.84 40.42 51.10 50.20 43.93 39.30 50.64 49.70

Weakly Supervised Setting

CNN 26.35 14.18 42.75 38.01 25.40 13.46 42.02 36.86
LSTM 30.86 15.62 49.91 42.78 29.75 14.97 49.91 42.78
BiLSTM 32.05 16.50 51.72 44.42 29.96 15.50 49.82 42.90
Context-Aware 32.43 15.86 51.39 43.02 30.27 15.11 50.14 41.52

Table 4: Performance of different RE models on DocRED (%).

Evaluation Metrics. Two widely used metrics F1
and AUC are used in our experiments. However,
some relational facts present in both the training
and dev/test sets, thus a model may memorize their
relations during training and achieve a better per-
formance on the dev/test set in an undesirable way,
introducing evaluation bias. However, the over-
lap in relational facts between the training and
dev/test sets is inevitable, since many common re-
lational facts are likely to be shared in different
documents. Therefore, we also report the F1 and
AUC scores excluding those relational facts shared
by the training and dev/test sets, denoted as Ign F1
and Ign AUC, respectively.

Model Performance. Table 4 shows the experi-
mental results under the supervised and weakly su-
pervised settings, from which we have the follow-
ing observations: (1) Models trained with human-
annotated data generally outperform their counter-
parts trained on distantly supervised data. This is
because although large-scale distantly supervised
data can be easily obtained via distant supervi-
sion, the wrong-labeling problem may harm the
performance of RE systems, which makes weakly
supervised setting a more difficult scenario. (2)
An interesting exception is that LSTM, BiLSTM
and Context-Aware trained on distantly supervised
data achieve comparable F1 scores as those trained
on human-annotated data but significantly lower
scores on the other metrics, indicating that the
overlap entity pairs between training and dev/test
sets indeed cause evaluation biases. Therefore, re-
porting Ign F1 and Ign AUC is necessary. (3) Mod-
els leveraging rich contextual information gener-
ally achieve better performances. LSTM and BiL-
STM outperform CNN, indicating the effective-
ness of modeling long-dependency semantics in

Method RE RE+Sup
P R F1 P R F1

Model 55.6 52.6 54.1 46.4 43.1 44.7
Human 89.7 86.3 88.0 71.2 75.8 73.4

Table 5: Human performance (%).

document-level RE. Context-Aware achieves com-
petitive performance, however, it cannot signifi-
cantly outperform other neural models. It indi-
cates that it is beneficial to consider the associa-
tion of multiple relations in document-level RE,
whereas the current models are not capable of uti-
lizing inter-relation information well.

Human Performance. To assess human per-
formance on the task of document-level RE on
DocRED, we randomly sample 100 documents
from the test set and ask additional crowd-workers
to identify relation instances and supporting evi-
dence. Relation instances identified in the same
way as Sec. 2.1 are recommended to the crowd-
workers to assist them. The original annotation
results collected in Sec. 2.1 are used as ground
truth. We also propose another subtask of jointly
identifying relation instances and supporting ev-
idence, and also design a pipeline model. Ta-
ble 5 shows the performance of RE model and
human. Humans achieve competitive results on
both the document-level RE task (RE) and the
jointly identifying relation and supporting evi-
dence task (RE+Sup), indicating both the ceiling
performance on DocRED and the inter-annotator
agreement are relatively high. In addition, the
overall performance of RE models is significantly
lower than human performance, which indicates
document-level RE is a challenging task, and sug-
gests ample opportunity for improvement.
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Performance v.s. Supporting Evidence Types.
Document-level RE requires synthesizing infor-
mation from multiple supporting sentences. To
investigate the difficulty of synthesizing informa-
tion from different types of supporting evidence,
we devide the 12, 332 relation instances in devel-
opment set into three disjoint subsets: (1) 6, 115
relation instances with only one supporting sen-
tence (denoted as single); (2) 1, 062 relation in-
stances with multiple supporting sentences and
the entity pair co-occur in at least one support-
ing sentence (denoted as mix); (3) 4, 668 rela-
tion instances with multiple supporting sentences
and the entity pair do not co-occur in any sup-
porting sentence, which means they can only be
extracted from multiple supporting sentences (de-
noted as multiple). It should be noted that when a
model predicts a wrong relation, we do not know
which sentences have been used as supporting ev-
idence, thus the predicted relation instance cannot
be classified into the aforementioned subsets and
computing precision is infeasible. Therefore, we
only report recall of the RE model for each sub-
set, which is 51.1% for single, 49.4% for mix,
and 46.6% for multiple. This indicates that while
multiple supporting sentences in mix may provide
complementary information, it is challenging to
effectively synthesize the rich global information.
Moreover, the poor performance on multiple sug-
gests that RE models still struggle in extracting
inter-sentence relations.

Feature Ablations. We conduct feature abla-
tion studies on the BiLSTM model to investigate
the contribution of different features in document-
level RE, including entity types, coreference infor-
mation, and the relative distance between entities
(Eq. 1). Table 6 shows that the aforementioned
features all have a contribution to the performance.
Specifically, entity types contribute most due to
their constraint on viable relation types. Coref-
erence information and the relative distance be-
tween entities are also important for synthesizing
information from multiple named entity mentions.
This indicates that it is important for RE systems
to leverage rich information at document level.

Supporting Evidence Prediction. We propose a
new task to predict the supporting evidence for re-
lation instances. On the one hand, jointly predict-
ing the evidence provides better explainability. On
the other hand, identifying supporting evidence
and reasoning relational facts from text are nat-

Setting Ign F1 Ign AUC F1 AUC

BiLSTM 45.12 40.93 50.95 50.27

- entity type 42.59 37.82 48.67 47.27
- coreference 43.46 38.35 49.35 47.50
- distance 43.98 38.96 50.21 48.48
- all features 40.18 33.82 46.54 43.23

Table 6: Feature ablations on dev set (%).

urally dual tasks with potential mutual enhance-
ment. We design two supporting evidence predic-
tion methods: (1) Heuristic predictor. We imple-
ment a simple heuristic-based model that consid-
ers all sentences containing the head or tail entity
as supporting evidence. (2) Neural predictor. We
also design a neural supporting evidence predic-
tor. Given an entity pair and a predicted relation,
sentences are first transformed into input represen-
tations by the concatenation of word embeddings
and position embeddings, and then fed into a BiL-
STM encoder for contextual representations. In-
spired by Yang et al. (2018), we concatenate the
output of the BiLSTM at the first and last posi-
tions with a trainable relation embedding to obtain
a sentence’s representation, which is used to pre-
dict whether the sentence is adopted as support-
ing evidence for the given relation instance. As
Table 7 shows, the neural predictor significantly
outperforms heuristic-based baseline in predicting
supporting evidence, which indicates the potential
of RE models in joint relation and supporting evi-
dence prediction.

Method Dev Test

Heuristic predictor 36.21 36.76
Neural predictor 44.07 43.85

Table 7: Performance of joint relation and supporting
evidence prediction in F1 measurement (%).

Discussion. We can conclude from the above
experimental results and analysis that document-
level RE is more challenging than sentence-level
RE and intensive efforts are needed to close the
gap between the performance of RE models and
human. We believe the following research direc-
tions are worth following: (1) Exploring mod-
els explicitly considering reasoning; (2) Designing
more expressive model architectures for collecting
and synthesizing inter-sentence information; (3)
Leveraging distantly supervised data to improve
the performance of document-level RE.
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6 Related Work

A variety of datasets have been constructed for
RE in recent years, which have greatly promoted
the development of RE systems. Hendrickx et al.
(2010), Doddington et al. (2004) and Walker et al.
(2006) build human-annotated RE datasets with
relatively limited relation types and instances.
Riedel et al. (2010) automatically construct RE
dataset by aligning plain text to KB via distant
supervision, which suffers from wrong labeling
problem. Zhang et al. (2017) and Han et al.
(2018b) further combine external recommenda-
tions with human annotation to build large-scale
high-quality datasets. However, these RE datasets
limit relations to single sentences.

As documents provide richer information than
sentences, moving research from sentence level
to document level is a popular trend for many
areas, including document-level event extrac-
tion (Walker et al., 2006; Mitamura et al., 2015,
2017), fact extraction and verification (Thorne
et al., 2018), reading comprehension (Nguyen
et al., 2016; Joshi et al., 2017; Lai et al., 2017),
sentiment classification (Pang and Lee, 2004; Pret-
tenhofer and Stein, 2010), summarization (Nalla-
pati et al., 2016) and machine translation (Zhang
et al., 2018). Recently, some document-level RE
datasets have also been constructed. However,
these datasets are either constructed via distant
supervision (Quirk and Poon, 2017; Peng et al.,
2017) with inevitable wrong labeling problem, or
limited in specific domain (Li et al., 2016; Peng
et al., 2017). In contrast, DocRED is constructed
by crowd-workers with rich information, and is
not limited in any specific domain, which makes
it suitable to train and evaluate general-purpose
document-level RE systems.

7 Conclusion

To promote RE systems from sentence level to
document level, we present DocRED, a large-scale
document-level RE dataset that features the data
size, the requirement for reading and reasoning
over multiple sentences, and the distantly super-
vised data offered for facilitating the development
of weakly supervised document-level RE. Exper-
iments show that human performance is signifi-
cantly higher than RE baseline models, which sug-
gests ample opportunity for future improvement.
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A Appendices

A.1 Experimental Details

In this section, we provide more details of our ex-
periments. To fairly compare the results of dif-
ferent models, we optimized all baselines using
Adam, with learning rate of 0.001, β1 = 0.9, β1 =
0.999. The other experimental hyper-parameters
used in our experiments are shown in Table 8. Ad-
ditionally, due to the document-level distance be-
tween entities, distances are first divided into sev-
eral bins {1, 2, .., 2k}, where each bin is associated
with a trainable distance embedding.

Batch size 40
CNN hidden size 200
CNN window size 3
CNN dropout rate 0.5
LSTM hidden size 128
LSTM dropout rate 0.2
Word embedding dimension 100
Entity type embedding dimension 20
Coreference embedding dimension 20
Distance embedding dimension 20

Table 8: Hyper-parameter settings.

A.2 Types of Named Entities

In this paper, we adapt the existing types of named
entities used in Tjong Kim Sang and De Meul-
der (2003) to better serve DocRED. These types
include “Person (PER)”, “Organization (ORG)”,
“Location (LOC)”, “Time (TIME)”, “Number
(NUM)”, and “other types (MISC)”. The types of
named entities in DocRED and their covered con-
tents are shown in Table 9.

Types Content

PER People, including fictional

ORG Companies, universities, institutions, politi-
cal or religious groups, etc.
Geographically defined locations, including
mountains, waters, etc.

LOC
Politically defined locations, including
countries, cities, states, streets, etc.
Facilities, including buildings, museums,
stadiums, hospitals, factories, airports, etc.

TIME Absolute or relative dates or periods.
NUM Percents, money, quantities

Products, including vehicles, weapons, etc.

MISC
Events, including elections, battles, sporting
events, etc.
Laws, cases, languages, etc

Table 9: Types of named entities in DocRED.

A.3 List of Relations
We provide the list of relations in DocRED, in-
cluding Wikidata IDs, relation names and descrip-
tions from Wikidata in Table 10 and 11.
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Wikidata ID Name Description

P6 head of govern-
ment

head of the executive power of this town, city, municipality, state, country, or other governmental
body

P17 country sovereign state of this item; don’t use on humans
P19 place of birth most specific known (e.g. city instead of country, or hospital instead of city) birth location of a

person, animal or fictional character
P20 place of death most specific known (e.g. city instead of country, or hospital instead of city) death location of a

person, animal or fictional character
P22 father male parent of the subject. For stepfather, use ”stepparent” (P3448)
P25 mother female parent of the subject. For stepmother, use ”stepparent” (P3448)
P26 spouse the subject has the object as their spouse (husband, wife, partner, etc.). Use ”unmarried partner”

(P451) for non-married companions
P27 country of citizen-

ship
the object is a country that recognizes the subject as its citizen

P30 continent continent of which the subject is a part
P31 instance of that class of which this subject is a particular example and member. (Subject typically an indi-

vidual member with Proper Name label.) Different from P279 (subclass of)
P35 head of state official with the highest formal authority in a country/state
P36 capital primary city of a country, state or other type of administrative territorial entity
P37 official language language designated as official by this item
P39 position held subject currently or formerly holds the object position or public office
P40 child subject has the object in their family as their offspring son or daughter (independently of their

age)
P50 author main creator(s) of a written work (use on works, not humans)
P54 member of sports

team
sports teams or clubs that the subject currently represents or formerly represented

P57 director director(s) of this motion picture, TV-series, stageplay, video game or similar
P58 screenwriter author(s) of the screenplay or script for this work
P69 educated at educational institution attended by the subject
P86 composer person(s) who wrote the music; also use P676 for lyricist
P102 member of politi-

cal party
the political party of which this politician is or has been a member

P108 employer person or organization for which the subject works or worked
P112 founded by founder or co-founder of this organization, religion or place
P118 league league in which team or player plays or has played in
P123 publisher organization or person responsible for publishing books, periodicals, games or software
P127 owned by owner of the subject
P131 located in the ad-

ministrative terri-
torial entity

the item is located on the territory of the following administrative entity. Use P276 (location) for
specifying the location of non-administrative places and for items about events

P136 genre a creative work’s genre or an artist’s field of work (P101). Use main subject (P921) to relate
creative works to their topic

P137 operator person or organization that operates the equipment, facility, or service; use country for diplomatic
missions

P140 religion religion of a person, organization or religious building, or associated with this subject
P150 contains adminis-

trative territorial
entity

(list of) direct subdivisions of an administrative territorial entity

P155 follows immediately prior item in some series of which the subject is part. Use P1365 (replaces) if
the preceding item was replaced, e.g. political offices, states and there is no identity between
precedent and following geographic unit

P156 followed by immediately following item in some series of which the subject is part. Use P1366 (replaced by)
if the item is replaced, e.g. political offices, states

P159 headquarters loca-
tion

specific location where an organization’s headquarters is or has been situated

P161 cast member actor performing live for a camera or audience [use ”character role” (P453) and/or ”name of the
character role” (P4633) as qualifiers] [use ”voice actor” (P725) for voice-only role]

P162 producer producer(s) of this film or music work (film: not executive producers, associate producers, etc.)
[use P272 to refer to the production company]

P166 award received award or recognition received by a person, organisation or creative work
P170 creator maker of a creative work or other object (where no more specific property exists)
P171 parent taxon closest parent taxon of the taxon in question
P172 ethnic group subject’s ethnicity (consensus is that a VERY high standard of proof is needed for this field to be

used. In general this means 1) the subject claims it him/herself, or 2) it is widely agreed on by
scholars, or 3) is fictional and portrayed as such).

P175 performer performer involved in the performance or the recording of a work
P176 manufacturer manufacturer or producer of this product
P178 developer organisation or person that developed this item
P179 series subject is part of a series, whose sum constitutes the object
P190 sister city twin towns, sister cities, twinned municipalities and other localities that have a partnership or

cooperative agreement, either legally or informally acknowledged by their governments
P194 legislative body legislative body governing this entity; political institution with elected representatives, such as a

parliament/legislature or council
P205 basin country country that have drainage to/from or border the body of water

Table 10: Relation list (I), including Wikidata IDs, names and descriptions of relations in DocRED.
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Wikidata ID Name Description

P206 located in or next
to body of water

sea, lake or river

P241 military branch branch to which this military unit, award, office, or person belongs, e.g. Royal Navy
P264 record label brand and trademark associated with the marketing of subject music recordings and music videos
P272 production com-

pany
company that produced this film, audio or performing arts work

P276 location location of the item, physical object or event is within. In case of an administrative entity use
P131. In case of a distinct terrain feature use P706.

P279 subclass of all instances of these items are instances of those items; this item is a class (subset) of that item.
Not to be confused with P31 (instance of)

P355 subsidiary subsidiary of a company or organization, opposite of parent company (P749)
P361 part of object of which the subject is a part. Inverse property of ”has part” (P527). See also ”has parts

of the class” (P2670).
P364 original language

of work
language in which a film or a performance work was originally created. Deprecated for written
works; use P407 (”language of work or name”) instead.

P400 platform platform for which a work has been developed or released / specific platform version of a software
developed

P403 mouth of the wa-
tercourse

the body of water to which the watercourse drains

P449 original network network(s) the radio or television show was originally aired on, including
P463 member of organization or club to which the subject belongs. Do not use for membership in ethnic or social

groups, nor for holding a position such as a member of parliament (use P39 for that).
P488 chairperson presiding member of an organization, group or body
P495 country of origin country of origin of the creative work or subject item
P527 has part part of this subject. Inverse property of ”part of” (P361).
P551 residence the place where the person is, or has been, resident
P569 date of birth date on which the subject was born
P570 date of death date on which the subject died
P571 inception date or point in time when the organization/subject was founded/created
P576 dissolved, abol-

ished or demol-
ished

date or point in time on which an organisation was dissolved/disappeared or a building demol-
ished; see also discontinued date (P2669)

P577 publication date date or point in time a work is first published or released
P580 start time indicates the time an item begins to exist or a statement starts being valid
P582 end time indicates the time an item ceases to exist or a statement stops being valid
P585 point in time time and date something took place, existed or a statement was true
P607 conflict battles, wars or other military engagements in which the person or item participated
P674 characters characters which appear in this item (like plays, operas, operettas, books, comics, films, TV

series, video games)
P676 lyrics by author of song lyrics; also use P86 for music composer
P706 located on terrain

feature
located on the specified landform. Should not be used when the value is only politi-
cal/administrative (provinces, states, countries, etc.). Use P131 for administrative entity.

P710 participant person, group of people or organization (object) that actively takes/took part in the event (sub-
ject). Preferably qualify with ”object has role” (P3831). Use P1923 for team participants.

P737 influenced by this person, idea, etc. is informed by that other person, idea, etc., e.g. ”Heidegger was influenced
by Aristotle”.

P740 location of forma-
tion

location where a group or organization was formed

P749 parent organiza-
tion

parent organization of an organisation, opposite of subsidiaries (P355)

P800 notable work notable scientific, artistic or literary work, or other work of significance among subject’s works
P807 separated from subject was founded or started by separating from identified object
P840 narrative location the narrative of the work is set in this location
P937 work location location where persons were active
P1001 applies to jurisdic-

tion
the item (an institution, law, public office ...) belongs to or has power over or applies to the value
(a territorial jurisdiction: a country, state, municipality, ...)

P1056 product or material
produced

material or product produced by a government agency, business, industry, facility, or process

P1198 unemployment
rate

portion of a workforce population that is not employed

P1336 territory claimed
by

administrative divisions that claim control of a given area

P1344 participant of event a person or an organization was a participant in, inverse of P710 or P1923
P1365 replaces person or item replaced. Use P1398 (structure replaces) for structures. Use P155 (follows) if the

previous item was not replaced or if predecessor and successor are identical.
P1366 replaced by person or item which replaces another. Use P156 (followed by) if the item is not replaced (e.g.

books in a series), nor identical
P1376 capital of country, state, department, canton or other administrative division of which the municipality is

the governmental seat
P1412 languages spoken,

written or signed
language(s) that a person speaks or writes, including the native language(s)

P1441 present in work work in which this fictional entity (Q14897293) or historical person is present
P3373 sibling the subject has the object as their sibling (brother, sister, etc.). Use ”relative” (P1038) for siblings-

in-law (brother-in-law, sister-in-law, etc.) and step-siblings (step-brothers, step-sisters, etc.)

Table 11: Relation list (II), including Wikidata IDs, names and descriptions of relations in DocRED.
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Abstract

Cloze-style reading comprehension in Chinese
is still limited due to the lack of various cor-
pora. In this paper we propose a large-scale
Chinese cloze test dataset ChID, which stud-
ies the comprehension of idiom, a unique lan-
guage phenomenon in Chinese. In this corpus,
the idioms in a passage are replaced by blank
symbols and the correct answer needs to be
chosen from well-designed candidate idioms.
We carefully study how the design of candi-
date idioms and the representation of idioms
affect the performance of state-of-the-art mod-
els. Results show that the machine accuracy is
substantially worse than that of human, indi-
cating a large space for further research.

1 Introduction

Machine reading comprehension aims to assess
the ability to comprehend natural language and
answer questions from a given document or pas-
sage. As a classical method of assessing language
proficiency (Fotos, 1991; Jonz, 1991; Tremblay,
2011), cloze test (Taylor, 1953) has been widely
employed due to its simplicity in form. Recently,
a number of datasets for cloze test have been
proposed for different languages. For instance,
CNN/Daily Mail (Hermann et al., 2015) provides
a benchmark for machine comprehension of En-
glish text, while the People Daily and Children’s
Fairy Tale dataset (Cui et al., 2016) and CMRC-
2017 (Cui et al., 2018) pioneer explorations in
Chinese language.

In this paper we explore idiom comprehension
(Wray, 2002; Jackendoff and Jackendoff, 2002;
Cacciari and Tabossi, 2014; Jiang et al., 2018)
in cloze test. Idiom , which is called “成语”
(chengyu) in Chinese, is an interesting linguistic
phenomena in Chinese language, and this work

∗*Corresponding author: Minlie Huang.

Idiom 亡羊补牢

Literal To mend the fence after sheep are lost

Meaning Never be late to try

Table 1: An example of metaphor in idiom. The sense
of “亡羊补牢” should be inferred figuratively but not
represented literally using the meanings of the four
constituent characters.

Idioms 侃侃而谈 口若悬河

Meanings To speak with fervour
and assurance

Fluently and
eloquently

Common Speak much and long

Difference Describe the deme-
anor of the speaker

Describe the
eloquence

Table 2: An example of near-synonyms in idiom, where
idioms share similar meanings but are different in lan-
guage usage.

is in parallel to several datasets (Hill et al., 2016;
Xie et al., 2018) that have considered different lan-
guage phenomena in English. Compared to other
types of words, many idioms are unique for their
non-compositionality and metaphorical meaning
(see an example in Table 1). This feature requires
a good representation of idiom. Meanwhile, the
characteristic of near-synonym, i.e., words that
have similar but not identical meanings (see an
example in Table 2), may challenge a machine to
choose an accurate idiom in a given context. Due
to the fact that idioms are widely used in daily
communication and in various literary genres, it
is a new challenge to assess the ability of under-
standing and representing idioms in Chinese read-
ing comprehension.

To this end, we propose ChID, a large-scale
Chinese IDiom dataset for cloze test. ChID con-
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Dataset Lang. Extractive Option Answer Type Domain Size

CNN/Daily Mail EN Yes No Named entities News 1.38M
Children’s Book Test EN Yes Yes Multiple types Children’s Books 678K
Who-did-What EN Yes Yes Named entities News 206K
LAMBADA EN Partial No Multiple types Novels 10K
Story Cloze Test EN No Yes Single sentence Life Stories 102K
CLOTH EN No Yes Multiple types Examinations 99K

People Daily &
Children’s Fairy Tale

CN Yes No
Nouns,
Named entities

News,
Children’s Stories

880K

CMRC-2017 CN Yes No
Nouns,
Named entities

Children’s Stories 359K

ChID (this work) CN No Yes Chinese idioms News, Novels,
Essays 729K

Table 3: Comparison of ChID with other cloze-style reading comprehension datasets. Extractive denotes whether
the answer is extracted directly from the given context. Option denotes whether candidate choices are provided.
In the Answer Type column, the answers of all datasets except Story Cloze Test are single words. Size denotes the
total number of queries or blanks in the dataset.

tains 581K passages and 729K blanks, and cov-
ers multiple domains. In ChID, the idioms in a
passage were replaced with blank symbols. For
each blank, a list of candidate idioms including
the golden idiom are provided as choice. As the
difficulty level of cloze test depends on candidate
choices, we investigate several strategies of select-
ing candidate idioms. We evaluate several state-
of-the-art models on the proposed corpus with dif-
ferent representations of idioms. Results show that
machine performs much worse than human, which
indicates a large room for further research.

Our contributions are summarized as follows:

• We propose a new dataset, ChID, for cloze-
style reading comprehension in Chinese lan-
guage. ChID contains 581K passages and
729K blanks from three domains (news, nov-
els, and essays).

• We conduct extensive experiments on the de-
sign of candidate idioms and the idiom rep-
resentation methods, and compare state-of-
the-art models. Results show that the perfor-
mance of these models is substantially worse
than that of human.

• ChID provides a benchmark to evaluate the
ability of understanding idioms, a unique yet
common language phenomenon in Chinese.
To our knowledge, this is the first work where
this linguistic phenomenon is studied in the
form of machine reading comprehension.

2 Related Work

Recently, machine reading comprehension has
been advanced by many corpora with various task
settings. For instance, CNN/Daily Mail (Hermann
et al., 2015) collects news articles and uses the
cloze test (Taylor, 1953) to assess the ability of
reading comprehension in English. RACE (Lai
et al., 2017) and CLOTH (Xie et al., 2018) are con-
structed from questions in examinations designed
for secondary and high school students. A num-
ber of question-answer datasets (Rajpurkar et al.,
2016; Reddy et al., 2018) are also proposed and
there are many other large-scale datasets (Nguyen
et al., 2016; He et al., 2018). These corpora in-
spire various neural models (Chen et al., 2016; Cui
et al., 2016; Seo et al., 2017; Dhingra et al., 2017;
Cui et al., 2017). In Table 3, we present a sur-
vey on existing cloze-style reading comprehension
datasets.

As the earliest cloze-style dataset for machine
reading comprehension, CNN/Daily Mail (Her-
mann et al., 2015) has a very large scale. It collects
news articles paired with a number of bullet points,
which summarise key aspects of an article. Based
on the fact that these summary points are abstrac-
tive and do not simply copy sentences from a news
article, the corpus is constructed by transforming
these bullet points into cloze-style questions, i.e.,
replacing one entity with a placeholder. Children’s
Book Test (CBT) (Hill et al., 2016) also provides
a benchmark for machine reading comprehension,
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while the key differences from CNN/Daily Mail
include: a list of candidate choices is provided for
each query, and more types of words are removed,
including named entities, (common) nouns, verbs
and prepositions. Who-did-What (Onishi et al.,
2016) collects its corpus from news and provides
options for questions similar to CBT. Each ques-
tion is formed from two independent articles: an
article is treated as context to be read and a sep-
arate article on the same event is used to form
the query. LAMBADA (Paperno et al., 2016) re-
moved the last word from a given passage and
evaluates the ability of word prediction. By con-
trast, the Story Cloze Test dataset (Mostafazadeh
et al., 2017) evaluates the ability of story under-
standing and script learning, where the task re-
quires to select or generate a reasonable sentence
to complete the story context.

To the best of our knowledge, People Daily
(PD) and Children’s Fairy Tale (CFT) (Cui et al.,
2016) and CMRC-2017 (Cui et al., 2018) are the
only two existing cloze-style datasets for Chinese
reading comprehension. Similar to CNN/Daily
Mail and CBT, PD & CFT and CMRC-2017 re-
placed a word (usually a noun or named entity) in
the document with a blank placeholder and treated
the sentence containing this word as a query. PD
collects data from news while CFT and CMRC-
2017 are from children’s reading materials.

In most datasets, the answer can be directly
found from context. CLOTH (Xie et al., 2018)
has a similar setting to ChID, where the answer
should be selected from given choices. However,
CLOTH is collected from English examinations
for secondary/high school students, whose size is
limited because documents, blanks, and options
are all manually created.

3 Chinese Idioms

Idiom is a common language phenomenon and
usually called “成语” (chengyu) in Chinese.
Thanks to its conciseness in form and expressive-
ness in meaning, idiom is widely used in daily
communication and in various text genres. The
main challenges for machine reading comprehen-
sion with idiom lie in: idiom representation which
represents the meaning of an idiom, and thorough
discrimination among the near-synonyms of an id-
iom.

3.1 Idiom Representation
Many idioms are non-compositional and have
metaphorical meanings (see an example in Ta-
ble 1), which has also made idiom translation a
challenging problem and attracted considerable re-
search attentions (Anastasiou, 2010; Salton et al.,
2014; Cap et al., 2015; Shao et al., 2017). The
meaning of such idioms is generally different from
the literal meanings of the constituent characters.
Such idioms are usually originated from ancient
cultural stories, but the meaning is reserved along
the long history of language use. For instance, “塞
翁失马” has a metaphorical meaning, which is de-
rived from this story:

Near China’s northern borders lived an
old man who bred many horses. One
day, one of his horses, for no reason
at all, escaped into the territory of the
northern tribes. Everyone commiserated
with him. “Perhaps this will soon turn
out to be a blessing,” said the old man.
After a few months, his horse came
back, and brought back a fine horse from
the north.

So the idiom “塞翁失马” usually refers to a bless-
ing in disguise. Thus comprehending and repre-
senting an idiom may require the access to the
corresponding cultural history. In addition, due
to the polysemy of a single character, even those
compositional idioms are likely to have ambiguity,
which also makes idiom representation a challeng-
ing problem.

3.2 Near-synonyms
It is common that an idiom has near-synonyms.
These idioms may be confused in language use
due to their similar but not identical meanings1

(see an example in Table 2). To discriminate those
near-synonyms, machine is required to figure out
their subtle differences in usage, which is also
challenging.

To verify the near-synonym phenomena, we
conducted a user study. Based on the idiom vo-
cabulary we collected (see Section 4.1), we man-
ually evaluated the number of near-synonyms per
idiom. We randomly sampled 200 idioms. For
each idiom, we picked up the 20 most similar id-
ioms whose embedding similarity score to the in-
put idiom is less than some threshold. According

1Idioms with identical meanings can be interchangeably
used in any context.
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Passage & Blanks

可是有一个时期大家#idiom-0#，不大敢露面，
只有她一个人倚在阳台上看排队的兵走过。

However, there was a period when everyone #idiom-0#
and was scared to show up. Only she leaned on the

balcony and watched the soldiers passing by.

#idiom-0#
options

Correct 深居简出 Be unwilling to contact people

Similar
销声匿迹
离群索居
安分守己

To disappear from the scene
To stay away from the crowd and live alone
To know one’s place

Random
一帆风顺
文不对题
万里长征

To proceed smoothly without a hitch
Be irrelevant to the subject
A long and arduous undertaking

Figure 1: An example in ChID. Each data contains a given passage with several blanks that replace the original
idioms (in this example, there is only one blank). For each blank, several options are provided. Among the list of
candidate choices, there is one golden answer, three similar idioms and another three random ones.

≥K NEARs # Idioms Proportion

1 179 89.5%
2 131 65.5%
3 80 40.0%
4 40 23.0%

Table 4: Annotation result of near-synonyms. It shows
the number of idioms in the 200 sampled idioms that
have at least K near-synonyms, for K = 1, 2, 3, 4.
Fleiss’ kappa is 0.479, indicating moderate agreement.

to the similarity annotation result of Section 4.3
and Table 6, we set this threshold to 0.85. Then
we hired four annotators to label these 4,000 idiom
pairs in terms of whether a pair is near-synonyms
or not. All the annotators have good command of
Chinese.

The evaluation result is shown in Table 4. Note
that for each idiom, we rounded down the mean
of the numbers of near-synonyms labeled by the
four annotators. We estimate that about 90% id-
ioms have at least 1 near-synonym. About 23% of
the idioms have 4 or more near-synonyms. Fleiss’
kappa (Fleiss, 1971) for measuring inter-annotator
agreement is 0.479, indicating moderate agree-
ment (within [0.4, 0.6]). This evaluation result
strongly supports our claim that near-synonyms
are very common among Chinese idioms.

4 Dataset Collection

Figure 1 presents an example in ChID. In each
sample, idioms in a passage are replaced by blank

Level Freq. Num. Prop.

Very Low [20, 50) 832 21.6%
Low [50, 100) 742 19.3%

Medium [100, 200) 822 21.4%
High [200, 400) 746 19.4%

Very High [400, 534] 706 18.3%

Total [20, 534] 3,848 100.0%

Table 5: Idiom frequency statistics in the whole cor-
pus. The minimum and the maximum are 20 and 534
respectively.

symbols, and each blank is provided with several
candidate idioms including the golden idiom. The
task is to select the golden answer from the candi-
date choices given the context. Note that the an-
swer is usually not occurring in the context in our
setting, which is different from most existing cloze
test corpora.

In the following subsections, we will explain the
three steps in data collection: (1) Constructing the
idiom vocabulary; (2) Extracting passages within
a proper length; (3) Designing candidate choices.

4.1 Vocabulary Construction
We collected the idiom vocabulary from Chinese
idioms Daquan 2, which contains over 23K id-
iom entries. Since vast majority of idioms con-
sist of 4 characters, we only retained idioms with
4 characters in our vocabulary. In order to facili-
tate the design of candidate choices, we removed

2http://www.guoxue.com/chengyu/CYML.htm
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those idioms that do not have a pre-trained embed-
ding using the large-scale open-source corpus pro-
vided by Song et al. (2018), where approximately
40% idioms were filtered out. We normalized syn-
onyms with only slight morphological variation.
Idioms that share the same explanation and mean-
ing, but only differ in one character or the order
of characters, are treated as the same idiom. This
can be done with the Chinese idiom dictionary be-
cause some idioms are marked with: “又作” (also
written as), “犹” (like), “同” (the same as), “见”
(also see). Such idioms in the passages are all re-
placed by their re-normalized ones.

We then counted the frequency of each idiom
in the corpus, and removed those idioms that ap-
pear less than 20 times. Finally, the idiom vocabu-
lary has 3,848 entries in total, and their frequency
statistics on the whole corpus is shown in Table 5.
The minimum and the maximum idiom frequen-
cies are 20 and 534 respectively. We simply divide
the idiom frequency into five intervals: very low
(from 20 to 50), low (from 50 to 100), medium
(from 100 to 200), high (from 200 to 400) and
very high (higher than 400). The proportions of
idioms in the frequency intervals are almost uni-
formly distributed.

4.2 Passage Extraction

To make the topic and domain more diversified,
we collected passages from novel and essay on
the Internet, and the news articles provided by Sun
et al. (2016)3. Since some documents may be very
long, we took a paragraph as the basic unit. Each
idiom except those in double quotation marks4 is
replaced with a blank symbol. A paragraph that
is shorter than 100 characters is merged with the
next paragraph to ensure that the context are suffi-
cient for answer selection. Those passages that are
longer than 600 characters are abandoned.

It is worth noting that if some idiom has a much
higher word frequency than others, models may
tend to bias answer selection to those more fre-
quent idioms. In order to make frequent and in-
frequent idioms more balanced, we removed some
passages which only contain high frequency id-
ioms.

3The news articles are extracted from the THUCNews
dataset for Chinese text classification, which can be down-
loaded from http://thuctc.thunlp.org/.

4Because words in a quotation mark are usually entities
or other content that can not be inferred from the context.

Similarity SYN NEAR OTHER κ

[0.85, 0.90) 83.2% 16.8% 0.0% .642
[0.80, 0.85) 53.6% 42.8% 3.6% .447
[0.75, 0.80) 29.2% 53.6% 17.2% .485
[0.70, 0.75) 12.0% 57.2% 30.8% .496
[0.65, 0.70) 0.4% 52.8% 46.8% .466
[0.60, 0.65) 0.0% 34.0% 66.0% .528
[0.55, 0.60) 0.0% 10.4% 89.6% .657
[0.50, 0.55) 0.0% 6.0% 94.0% .787

Table 6: Annotation result of embedding similarity.
The three labels are: SYN (synonym), NEAR (near-
synonym), OTHER. κ is the Fleiss’ kappa value.

4.3 Candidate Choice Selection

The semantic relevance between two idioms can
be measured by the cosine similarity of their em-
beddings (Mikolov et al., 2013), which helps us
to design candidate choices. However, idioms that
are similar in embedding may or may not be syn-
onyms or near-synonyms. We thus manually eval-
uated the correlation between embedding similar-
ity and idiom synonymity. We split the embedding
similarity from 0.9 to 0.5 into 8 intervals. Within
each interval, 200 pairs of idioms are sampled. We
used three labels to measure the relevance between
two idioms: SYN (synonym, the two idioms are
identical in meaning and can be interchangeably
used), NEAR (near-synonym, have close or simi-
lar meanings but can not be used interchangeably),
OTHER (irrelevant or opposite in meaning). We
hired five annotators to label these samples.

As shown in Table 6, when the similarity score
is larger than 0.75, there is a large proportion of
idioms pairs that have the same meaning; when
the score is between 0.65 and 0.80, there is a
large probability that the two idioms are near-
synonyms. For those pairs with high (larger than
0.85) or low (smaller than 0.60) similarity, an-
notators tend to reach substantial agreement5 ac-
cording to Fleiss’ kappa, while we have moderate
agreement between the similarity interval [0.65,
0.85].

The above annotation results inspire us to de-
sign proper candidate choices for each blank in
a passage. First of all, we excluded those id-
ioms that have a similarity score higher than 0.7
to the golden answer. This avoids to include
synonyms of the golden answer in the candidate

5Substantial agreement corresponds to kappa within [0.6,
0.8].
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In-domain Out-of-domain Total
Train Dev Test Total Out

# Passages 520,711 20,000 20,000 560,711 20,096 580,807
Avg. # tokens per passage 99 99 99 99 127 100

# Distinct idioms covered 3,848 3,458 3,502 3,848 3,626 3,848
Avg. idiom frequency 168.6 7.2 7.1 181.6 8.3 189.6

Total # blanks 648,920 24,822 24,948 698,690 30,023 728,713
Avg. # blanks per passage 1.25 1.24 1.25 1.25 1.49 1.25

Single-blank prop. 80.4% 80.7% 80.8% 80.5% 64.7% 79.9%
Multi-blank prop. 19.6% 19.3% 19.2% 19.5% 35.3% 20.1%

Table 7: ChID dataset statistics. The out-of-domain data have longer passages (127 vs. 99) and more blanks per
passage (1.49 vs. 1.25) than the in-domain data.

Level Freq. In Out

Very Low [20, 50) 3.5% 8.2%
Low [50, 100) 7.2% 12.0%

Medium [100, 200) 16.0% 19.7%
High [200, 400) 28.8% 28.7%

Very High [400, 534] 44.5% 31.4%

Total [20, 534] 100.0% 100.0%

Table 8: Comparison on idiom frequency distribution
between the in-domain and out-of-domain data.

choice. Then, we picked up top 10 similar idioms
among the remaining idioms, and randomly chose
three idioms as candidate choice. Note that the
three idioms have a large probability of being near-
synonyms of the golden answer, which affects the
difficulty level of the cloze test to some degree.
We further randomly sampled another three id-
ioms from the remaining idioms that do not in-
clude the top 10 similar idioms. In this manner,
the list of candidate choices consists of three parts:
the correct answer, three similar idioms, and three
other randomly sampled ones, as shown in Figure
1.

4.4 Corpus Statistics

The detailed statistics of ChID is shown in Ta-
ble 7. News and novels are treated as in-domain
data, which are divided into the training set Train,
the development set Dev, and the test set Test.
Essays are reserved for out-of-domain test Out
to assess the generalization ability of cloze test
models. The in-domain data cover 3,848 Chinese
idioms, while Dev/Test/Out respectively cover

3,458/3,502/3,626 idioms.
There are some differences between in-domain

and out-of-domain data. Firstly, the average length
of passages in the in-domain data is nearly 100
words, while Out-of-domain data have longer pas-
sages (127 words). The average number of blanks
per passage is also different (1.25 vs. 1.49). Sec-
ondly, the idiom distributions are different. As
shown in Table 8, compared to the in-domain data,
low-frequency idioms occupy a higher proportion
of all the idiom occurrences in the out-of-domain
data (8.2% vs. 3.5% for very low frequency in-
terval and 12.0% vs. 7.2% for low frequency in-
terval) while the high-frequency idioms occur less
frequently (31.4% vs. 44.5%). These differences
make the out-of-domain test set more challenging.

5 Experiment

5.1 Models
In order to evaluate how well the state-of-the-art
models can comprehend Chinese language with
idiom, we tested the following models:
Language Model (LM): We trained a bidirec-
tional LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997)
to obtain the hidden state at the blank (hb), and use
the hidden state to score candidate choices:
−→
h b =

−−−−→
LSTM(w1:b),

←−
h b =

←−−−−
LSTM(wb:|p|) (1)

hb =
−→
h b ⊕

←−
h b (2)

αi = softmaxi
(
hTb ci

)
(3)

where |p| denotes the length of passage p,
w1:b, wb:|p| denote the words in the given context
before or after the blank respectively, ⊕ denotes
concatenation, and ci denotes the embedding of
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each candidate idiom. Then, the option that has
the highest αi is chosen as the answer.
Attentive Reader (AR) (Hermann et al., 2015):
The bidirectional LSTM model is augmented with
the attention mechanism (Bahdanau et al., 2015).
The hidden state at blank hb is used as the query
to attentively read the context as follows:

mt = tanh(Whmht +Wbmhb) (4)

st = softmaxt
(
wT
msmt

)
, r =

|p|∑

t=1

stht (5)

whereWhm,Wbm,wms are all parameters. Then,
the attention vector r and the blank vector hb are
used to score each candidate choice:

g = tanh(Wrgr +Wbghb) (6)

αi = softmaxi
(
gTci

)
(7)

whereWrg,Wbg are also parameters.
Stanford Attentive Reader (SAR) (Chen et al.,
2016): Compared to AR, SAR applies a bilinear
matrixWs to compute attention weights instead of
using a tanh layer. The weighted contextual vector
o is used for scoring candidates:

st = softmaxt
(
hTbWsht

)
, o =

|p|∑

t=1

stht (8)

αi = softmaxi
(
oTci

)
(9)

5.2 Implementation Details
All the models were implemented with Tensorflow
(Abadi et al., 2016). We employed the Jieba Chi-
nese word segmenter6 to tokenize passages. We
set the vocabulary size to 100K and used the 200-
dimensional word embeddings initialized by Song
et al. (2018). Those word embeddings that were
not matched in Song et al. (2018) were initialized
from a uniform distribution between (-0.1, 0.1).
We applied a dropout rate of 0.5 on word embed-
dings. The number of hidden units of RNN cells
were all set to 100. The cross entropy cost func-
tion is used to compute the training loss. ADAM
(Kingma and Ba, 2015) was used to optimize all
the models with the initial learning rate to 0.001
and the gradient was clipped when the norm of the
gradient was larger than 5. We set the batch size
to 32. The training was stopped when the accuracy
on Dev did not improve within an epoch.

6https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba

Dev Test Ran Sim Out

Human - 87.1 97.6 82.2 86.2
κ - .794 .953 .791 .769

LM 71.8 71.5 80.7 65.6 61.5
AR 72.7 72.4 82.0 66.2 62.9
SAR 71.7 71.5 80.0 64.9 61.7

Table 9: Performance of human and models. κ indi-
cates Fleiss’ kappa. The overall best results are shown
in bold, and AR performs significantly better than LM
and SAR (sign test, p-value < 0.05).

5.3 Option Settings

To evaluate how the method of candidate choice
design will impact the performance, we prepared
two additional test sets: Ran and Sim, both of
which have the same passages with Test, but can-
didate choices are designed differently. In Ran, all
the candidate choices are sampled from the idioms
that are not similar to the golden answer. Instead,
in Sim, all the candidates are sampled from top 10
similar idioms. Therefore, Sim is more challeng-
ing than Ran as the former has more distracting
options. Note that each blank has seven choices
including the golden answer.

5.4 Results

To explore the ceiling of model performance, we
also conducted Human Evaluation. We sam-
pled 200 passages respectively from the aforemen-
tioned test sets: Test, Ran, Sim and Out. We
then hired three annotators to complete the 800
cloze tests. These three annotators are first-year or
second-year university students and all have very
good command of Chinese language. The aver-
age accuracy of the annotators and the correspond-
ing Fleiss’ kappa are reported as the final perfor-
mance.

The experiment results are shown in Table 9.
We analyzed the results from the following per-
spectives:

Option Setting: The setting of similar op-
tions is much harder than that of random options.
Firstly, we noted that both human and models
achieve worse performance on Test than on Ran,
while the accuracy on Sim is even lower than
Test, which indicates that including more simi-
lar candidate idioms makes the task more difficult.
Secondly, the inter-annotator agreement on Ran
(Fleiss’ kappa=0.953) is much higher than those
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Dev Test Ran Sim Out

Idiom Embedding

LM 71.8 71.5 80.7 65.6 61.5
AR 72.7 72.4 82.0 66.2 62.9
SAR 71.7 71.5 80.0 64.9 61.7

Average Character Embedding

LM 63.1 63.0 70.6 57.2 53.2
AR 64.5 63.8 72.5 57.8 53.5
SAR 62.9 62.5 71.4 56.9 52.0

Average Character Embedding + MLP

LM 68.6 68.4 77.4 62.0 57.8
AR 67.1 66.5 75.6 60.7 56.4
SAR 67.0 66.8 75.6 60.8 55.6

Table 10: Performance comparison using different id-
iom representations.

on other test sets which include similar options.
This implies that similar options also make man-
ual annotation harder.

Human vs. Models: Firstly, human perfor-
mance is substantially better than model perfor-
mance on all the test sets. The smallest gap be-
tween human and machine is 14.6 (on Test) and
the largest gap is 23.3 (on Out). Secondly, hu-
mans perform very closely on Test and Out (87.1
vs. 86.2), however, the models perform much bet-
ter on Test than on Out (72.4 vs. 62.9). This ob-
servation implies that human has a strong ability to
generalize to out-of-domain data while the mod-
els cannot generalize well to Out which contains
more low-frequency idioms.

Model Comparison: AR outperforms all other
models significantly. The reason for this may be
due to the fact: AR firstly uses the blank represen-
tation (hb) to make an attentive read of the context
(see Eq. 4 and 5), and the blank vector is used
again with the attentive vector (r) to score a can-
didate choice. In this manner, the context is atten-
tively used and the blank vector is used twice.

5.5 Comparison on Idiom Representation

In previous experiments, an idiom was treated as a
token, and its representation are obtained through
pretraining on a large corpus (Song et al., 2018).
In this section, we explored another two methods
for idiom representation, and evaluated the perfor-
mance with different idiom representations. One

method simply uses the average embedding of 4
constituent characters as the representation of an
idiom. This method mimics to understand idioms
purely based on its literal meanings. The other is
to apply an MLP (Multi-Layer Perceptron, Bishop
et al., 1995; Fine, 1999) which is fed with the con-
catenation of 4 character embeddings, and the out-
put vector is used to represent an idiom. This
method also applies a composition assumption:
the representation of an idiom is a composite func-
tion of its constituent words. Note that the input to
the MLP is an 800-dimension vector, and the MLP
has a hidden layer of 400 units and uses tanh as the
activation function. The final output of MLP is a
200-dimension vector.

Table 10 shows the performance comparison us-
ing three methods for idiom representation. We
can observe remarkable drops from idiom embed-
ding to average character embedding + MLP and
to average character embedding for all the mod-
els, where all the differences are significant (sign
test, p-value < 0.01). The results indicate that the
other two idiom representation methods are worse
than treating an idiom as an independent seman-
tic unit. This study also implies that idiom rep-
resentation is a key factor for the success of Chi-
nese reading comprehension with idiom. In other
words, a good cloze test model should have not
only a proper model structure, but also a good
method to represent idioms.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a large-scale Chinese
cloze dataset (ChID) which contains 581K pas-
sages and 729K queries from news, novels, and
essays, covering 3,848 Chinese idioms. The cor-
pus provides a benchmark to evaluate the abil-
ity of Chinese cloze test with idiom. Firstly, we
analyze how the embedding similarity correlates
with synonymity and near-synonymity of Chinese
idiom, and find that the difficulty level of Chi-
nese cloze test with idiom correlates positively
with the method of choosing candidate choices.
Secondly, we find that idiom representation is
a key factor to the success of reading compre-
hension models in this task due to the common
non-compositionality and metaphorical meaning
of Chinese idiom. Thirdly, we evaluate three state-
of-the-art cloze test models on this corpus, and
observe that existing model performance is still
much worse than human performance. All these
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findings indicate that the corpus may be a proper
benchmark for Chinese cloze test and worth fur-
ther research7.
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Abstract

Topic models are typically evaluated with re-
spect to the global topic distributions that they
generate, using metrics such as coherence, but
without regard to local (token-level) topic as-
signments. Token-level assignments are im-
portant for downstream tasks such as classi-
fication. Recent models, which claim to im-
prove token-level topic assignments, are only
validated on global metrics. We elicit human
judgments of token-level topic assignments:
over a variety of topic model types and param-
eters, global metrics agree poorly with human
assignments. Since human evaluation is ex-
pensive we propose automated metrics to eval-
uate topic models at a local level. Finally,
we correlate our proposed metrics with human
judgments: an evaluation based on the percent
of topic switches correlates most strongly with
human judgment of local topic quality. This
new metric, which we call consistency, should
be adopted alongside global metrics such as
topic coherence.

1 Introduction

Topic models such as Latent Dirichlet Alloca-
tion (Blei et al., 2003, LDA) automatically discover
topics in a collection of documents, giving users
a glimpse into themes present in the documents.
LDA jointly derives a set of topics (a distribution
over words) and token-topic assignments (a distri-
bution over the topics for each token). While the
topics by themselves are valuable, the token-topic
assignments are also useful as features for docu-
ment classification (Ramage et al., 2009; Nguyen
et al., 2015; Lund et al., 2018) and, in principle,
for topic-based document segmentation.

Given the breadth of topic model variants and
implementations, the question of algorithm selec-
tion and model evaluation can be as daunting as
it is important. When the model is used for a
downstream evaluation task (e.g., document clas-
sification), these questions can often be answered
by maximizing downstream task performance. In
other cases, automated metrics such as topic co-
herence (Newman et al., 2010) can help assess
topic model quality. Generally speaking, these
metrics evaluate topic models globally, meaning
that the metrics evaluate characteristics of the top-
ics (word distributions) themselves, ignoring the
topic assignments of individual tokens.

In the context of human interaction, this means
that models produce global topic-word distribu-
tions that typically make sense to users and serve
to give a good high-level overview of the general
themes and trends in the data. However, the lo-
cal topic assignments can be bewildering. For ex-
ample, Figure 1 shows typical topic assignments
using LDA. Arguably, most, if not all, of the sen-
tence should be assigned to the Music topic—the
sentence is about a music video for a particular
song. However, parts of the sentence are assigned
to other topics: Gaming and Technology, possi-
bly because of other sentences in the same docu-
ment. Even noun-phrases, such as ‘Mario Winans’
in Figure 1, which presumably should be assigned
to the same topic, are split across topics.

In the context of downstream tasks, global eval-
uation ignores that local topic assignments are of-
ten used as features. If the topic assignments are
inaccurate, the accuracy of the classifier may suf-
fer.
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A dance1 break1 by P.Diddy1 is also
featured2 in both settings4 of the video2,
intercut1 with scenes2 of Mario3 Winans1

playing1 the drums1.

Music1 Film2 Gaming3 Technology4

Figure 1: Topic assignments from LDA on a sentence
from a Wikipedia document. Notice that even noun-
phrases are split in a way which is bewildering to users.

A dance1 break1 by P.Diddy1 is also
featured1 in both settings2 of the video2,
intercut2 with scenes2 of Mario Winans

playing2 the drums2.

Music1 Film2 Gaming3 Technology4

Figure 2: An example of how topics might be assigned
if done by a human.

The literature surrounding this issue focuses on
improving local topic assignments, but no metrics
that specifically assess the quality of these assign-
ments exist. Instead, the literature evaluates mod-
els with global metrics or subjective examination.

For example, HMM-LDA (Griffiths et al., 2004)
integrates syntax and topics by generating words
from a special syntax-specific topic. TagLDA (Zhu
et al., 2006) adds a tag-specific word distribution
for each topic, allowing syntax to impose local
topic structure. The syntactic topic model (Boyd-
Graber and Blei, 2009, STM) extends this idea and
generates topics using a parse tree. An alterna-
tive approach to improving local topic quality is
by adding a Markov property: the hidden topic
Markov model (Gruber et al., 2007, HTMM) adds
a switch variable on each token which determines
whether to reuse the previous topic or generate a
new topic. More recently, SentenceLDA (Balikas
et al., 2016a) assigns each sentence to a single
topic. CopulaLDA (Balikas et al., 2016b) super-
sedes SentenceLDA, instead using copulas to im-
pose topic consistency within each sentence of a
document.

This paper evaluates token-level topic assign-
ment quality to understand which topic models
produce meaningful local topics for individual
documents and proposes metrics that correlate
with human judgment of the quality of these as-
signments.

2 Global Evaluation

Prior work in automated metrics to evaluate topic
model quality primarily deals with global evalu-
ations (i.e. evaluations of the topic-word distri-
butions that represent topics). Early topic models
such as LDA were typically evaluated using held-
out likelihood or perplexity (Blei et al., 2003; Wal-
lach et al., 2009). Indeed, perplexity is still fre-
quently used to evaluate models, and each of the
models mentioned in the previous section, includ-
ing CopulaLDA—designed to improve local topic
quality—uses perplexity to evaluate the model.
However, while held-out perplexity can test the
generalization of predictive models, it is nega-
tively correlated with human evaluations of global
topic quality (Chang et al., 2009). This result
comes from a topic-word intrusion task, in which
human evaluators must identify a randomly cho-
sen ‘intruder’ word which was injected into the
top n most probable words in a topic-word dis-
tribution. If a topic is semantically coherent, then
the intruder will be easy to identify.

2.1 Coherence

While human evaluation of topic coherence is
useful, automated evaluations are easier to de-
ploy. Consequently, Newman et al. (2010) pro-
posed a variety of automated evaluations of topic
coherence and correlated these metrics with hu-
man evaluations using the topic-word intrusion
task mentioned above and showed that an evalua-
tion based on aggregating pointwise mutual infor-
mation (PMI) scores across the most likely terms
in a topic distribution correlates well with human
evaluations. In fact, there are multiple metrics re-
ferred to as ‘coherence’, including Newman et al.
(2010); Mimno et al. (2011) and Lau et al. (2014),
as well as some more recent exploration of coher-
ence (Röder et al., 2015; Lau and Baldwin, 2016).
All of these ‘coherence’ metrics are measures of
global topic quality, since they consider only the
global topic-word distributions. For consistency
with Arora et al. (2013), we use the Mimno et al.
(2011) formulation of coherence in our evalua-
tions, and use this automated evaluation as a proxy
for human evaluations using topic-intrusion tasks.
Because automated evaluation is known to corre-
late with human evaluations of global topic qual-
ity, we do not investigate global topic quality with
any additional user evaluations.
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2.2 Beyond the Top Words

While topics are typically summarized by their
top n most probable words, the entire distribution
is important for downstream tasks, like classifica-
tion. Consider two topics which rank the words
of the vocabulary by probability in the same or-
der. Suppose that one of these distributions is
more uniform than the other (i.e., has higher en-
tropy). While both ranked word lists are identi-
cal, the topic-word distribution with lower entropy
places more weight on the high-rank words and is
much more specific.

Using this intuition, AlSumait et al. (2009) de-
veloped metrics for evaluating topic significance.
While this work was originally used to rank topics,
it also characterizes entire models by measuring
average significance across all topics in a single
model (Lund et al., 2017).

Topic significance is the distance between a
topic distribution and a background distribution—
for instance, either the uniform distribution
(SIGUNI) or the empirical distribution of words in
the corpus, which we call the vacuous distribution
(SIGVAC).

Like coherence, topic significance is a global
measure of topic quality; it considers topic-word
distributions only and ignores local topic assign-
ments. However, unlike topic coherence, it con-
siders the entire topic distribution. When top-
ics are features for document classification, topics
with similar coherence can evince disparate down-
stream classification accuracy (Lund et al., 2017).
However, significant topics are consistently more
accurate.

Despite the proven success of automated global
metrics, no automatic metric evaluates local topic
quality. Before directly addressing this need we
will first obtain human judgements of local topic
quality and use them to assess existing global met-
rics of topic quality. We obtain these judgments
through the crowdsourcing task described below.

3 Crowdsourcing Task

Following the general design philosophy in de-
veloping the coherence metric in Newman et al.
(2010), we train a variety of models on various
datasets to obtain data with varying token-level
topic quality. We then evaluate these models using
crowdsourcing on a task designed to elicit human
evaluation of local topic model quality. By corre-
lating the human evaluation with existing, global

Dataset Documents Tokens Vocabulary
Amazon 39388 1389171 3406
Newsgroups 18748 1045793 2578
New York Times 9997 2190595 3328

Table 1: Statistics on datasets used in user study and
metric evaluation.

metrics, we identify the deficiencies of global met-
rics and propose new metrics to better measure lo-
cal topic quality.

3.1 Datasets and Models

We choose three datasets from domains with
different writing styles. These datasets in-
clude: Amazon product reviews1, free-form dis-
cussion from the well-known Twenty Newsgroups
dataset (Lang, 2007), and formal news reporting
from the New York Times (Sandhaus, 2008). We
apply stopword removal and also remove any to-
ken which does not appear in at least 100 docu-
ments within a given dataset. Statistics for these
three datasets can be found in Table 1.

Once again aiming for a wide variety of topic
models for our evaluation, for each of these
datasets, we train three types of topic models.
As a baseline, we train Latent Dirichlet Alloca-
tion (Blei et al., 2003) on each of the three datasets
using gensim defaults.2 CopulaLDA (Balikas et al.,
2016b) is the most recent and reportedly best on
local topic quality; we use the authors’ implemen-
tation and parameters. Finally, Anchor Words al-
gorithm (Arora et al., 2013) is a fast and scal-
able alternative to traditional inference techniques
based on non-negative matrix factorization. Our
implementation of Anchor Words only considers
words as candidate anchors if they appear in at
least 500 documents, the dimensionality of the re-
duced space is 1000, and the threshold for expo-
nentiated gradient descent is 1e-10. By itself, An-
chor Words only recovers the topic-word distribu-
tions; we follow Nguyen et al. (2015) and use vari-
ational inference for LDA with fixed topics to as-
sign each token to a topic.

In addition to varying the datasets and topic
modeling algorithms, we also vary the number
of topics. For both LDA and Anchor Words,
we use 20, 50, 100, 150, and 200 topics. For
CopulaLDA, we use 20, 50, and 100 topics.3 Small

1http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon/
2https://radimrehurek.com/gensim
3Unfortunately, CopulaLDA does not scale beyond 100
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Figure 3: Example of the topic-word matching task. Users are asked to select the topic which best explains the
underlined token (“Olympic”).

topic models have a few coherent—albeit less
significant—topics, while large topic models have
many significant topics. Since each model in-
cludes non-determinism, we train five instances of
each dataset, model, and topic cardinality and av-
erage our results (Nguyen et al., 2014, “Multiple
Final”).

In the interest of reproducibility, the data, the
scripts for importing and preprocessing the data,
and the code for training and evaluating these topic
models are available.4

3.2 Task Design

The goal for our crowdsourcing task is to have hu-
man annotators evaluate local topic quality. Not
only will this task allow us to evaluate and com-
pare topic models themselves, but it will also al-
low us to determine the effectiveness of automated
metrics. Because local topic quality is subjec-
tive, directly asking annotators to judge assign-
ment quality can result in poor inter-annotator
agreement. Instead, we prefer to ask users to per-
form a task which illuminates the underlying qual-
ity indirectly. This parallels the reliance on the
word intrusion task to rate topic coherence and
topic intrusion to rate document coherence (Chang
et al., 2009).

We call this proposed task ‘topic-word match-
ing’. Like Chang (2010), we show the annotator a

topics. In contrast to LDA and Anchor Words, which run in
minutes and seconds respectively, CopulaLDA takes days to
run using the original authors’ implementation. Our attempts
to run it with 150 and 200 topics never finished and were
finally killed due to excessive memory consumption on 32GB
systems.

4https://github.com/jefflund/ankura

short snippet from the data with a single token un-
derlined along with five topic summaries (i.e., the
10 most probable words in the topic-word distri-
bution). We then ask the user to select the topic
which best fits the underlined token (Figure 3).
One of the five options is the topic that the model
actually assigns to the underlined token. The in-
tuition is that the annotator will agree more of-
ten with a topic model which makes accurate local
topic assignments. As alternatives to the model-
selected topic for the token, we also include the
three most probable topics in the document, ex-
cluding the topic assigned to the underlined to-
ken. A model which gives high quality token-level
topic assignments should consistently choose the
best possible topic for each individual token, even
if these topics are closely related. Finally, we in-
clude a randomly selected intruder topic as a fifth
option. This fifth option is included to help dis-
tinguish between an instance where the user sees
equally reasonable topics for the underlined token
(in which case, the intruding topic will not be se-
lected), and when there are no reasonable options
for the underlined token (in which case, all five
topics are equally likely to be chosen).

We note the similarity between the topic-word
matching task and the task of constructing lexi-
cal chains (Hirst et al., 1998). While the relation-
ship between topic modeling and lexical chains
has been explored (Chiru et al., 2014; Joty et al.,
2010), our task is unique in that it asks users to
consider a single word in isolation, rather than
to consider any relationship between words in a
chain.
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For each of our 39 trained models (i.e., for each
model type, dataset, and topic cardinality), we ran-
domly select 1,000 tokens to annotate. For each of
the 39,000 selected tokens, we obtain five judg-
ments. We aggregate the five judgments by se-
lecting the contributor response with the highest
confidence, with agreement weighted by contribu-
tor trust. Contributor trust is based on accuracy on
test questions.

We deploy this task on a popular crowdsourc-
ing website5 and pay contributors $0.12 USD per
page, with 10 annotations per page. For quality
control on this task, each page contains one test
question. The test questions in our initial pilot
study are questions we hand-select with an obvi-
ous correct answer. For our test questions in the
final study, we use the ones mentioned above in
addition to questions from the pilot studies with
both high annotator confidence and perfect agree-
ment. We require that contributors maintain at
least a 70% accuracy on test questions throughout
the job. We also require that they spend at least
30 seconds per page. This restriction is simply to
prevent contributors from blindly completing the
task; we expect that most contributors will require
more than 30 seconds per page. We impose no
other constraints on contributors.

3.3 Agreement Results

We first measure inter-annotator agreement using
Krippendorff’s alpha with a nominal level of mea-
surement (Krippendorff, 2013). Generally , α = 1
indicates perfect reliability, while α < 0 indicates
systematic disagreement. Over all the judgments
we obtain, we compute a value of α = 0.44, which
indicates a moderate level of agreement.

When using crowdsourcing, particularly with
subjective tasks such as topic-word matching, we
expect somewhat lower inter-annotator agreement.
However, previous work indicates that when prop-
erly aggregated, we can still filter out noisy judg-
ments and obtain reasonable opinions (Nowak and
Rüger, 2010).

Figure 4 summarizes the human agreement with
the three different model types. Surprisingly, de-
spite claiming to produce superior local topic qual-
ity, CopulaLDA actually has lower agreement than
LDA on the topic-word matching task.

Users agree with Anchor Words more often than
LDA by a wide margin. However, in terms of

5https://www.figure-eight.com

Figure 4: Human agreement with each model type.
CopulaLDA performs slightly worse than LDA. Hu-
mans preferred topic assignments from Anchor Words
by a wide margin.

Metric Amazon Newsgroups New York Times
SIGVAC 0.6960 0.6081 0.6063
SIGUNI 0.6310 0.4839 0.4935
COHERENCE 0.4907 0.4463 0.3799

Table 2: Coefficient of determination (r2) between
global metrics and crowdsourced topic-word matching
annotations.

global topic quality, Anchor Words is roughly sim-
ilar to LDA (Arora et al., 2013). It is important to
note that Anchor Words only discovers the global
topics, while variational inference assigns those
topics to each token. We discuss this further in
Section 6.

3.4 Global Metrics Correlation

For coherence and significance human-model
agreement on the topic-word matching task, Ta-
ble 2 reports the coefficient of determination (r2)
for each global metric and dataset. While global
metrics do correlate somewhat with human judg-
ment of local topic quality, the correlation is mod-
erate to poor, especially for coherence, and we
propose new metrics that will achieve greater cor-
relation with human evaluations.

4 Proposed Metrics

We develop an automated methodology for evalu-
ating local topic model quality. Following the pat-
tern used by Newman et al. (2010) to develop co-
herence, we propose potential metrics to better re-
flect token-level topic quality, such as that in Fig-
ure 2. As with coherence, we correlate these auto-
mated metrics with human evaluations in order to
determine which automated metric yields the most
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accurate estimate of local topic quality, as judged
by human annotators.

Topic Switch Percent (SWITCHP) It is a plati-
tude of good writing that a sentence expresses one
idea (Williams, 1990), and by this logic we would
expect the topic assignments in a sentence or lo-
cal token cluster to be consistent. Our first metric
measures the percentage of times a topic switch
occurs relative to the number of times a switch
could occur (and a switch is possible after every
token but the last). The intuition is that tokens near
each other should switch infrequently, and thus be
consistent in expressing a single idea. In a corpus
with n tokens, with zi the topic assignment of the
ith token in the corpus, and δ(i, j) being the Kro-
necker delta function, we measure this consistency
with

1

n− 1

n−1∑

i=1

δ(zi, zi+1). (1)

Topic Switch Variation of Information
(SWITCHVI) SWITCHP penalizes all switches
equally, but intuitively there are probably times
when a sentence or local cluster expresses mul-
tiple ideas. Figure 2 has a noun phrase at the
beginning referencing P. Diddy, but then switches
to talking about music videos, a reasonable
switch in this case. This would be penalized by
metrics like SWITCHP, but SWITCHVI focuses
on whether the distribution over topics is different
when switches happen.

To capture this, we build two partitions: source
topics S and target topics T . These partitions en-
code the difference between distributions. Source
captures what topics change from—the empirical
distribution over topics in the document, and tar-
get captures what topics change to—the distribu-
tion over topics of token j given that zj−1 6= zj .
SWITCHVI measures the difference between the
distributions over topics in these two partitions by
measuring mutual information.

We use variation of information (or VI) to mea-
sure the amount of information lost in changing
from one partition to another (Meilă, 2003). As-
suming that our model has K topics, and once
again using zi as the topic assignment for token
wi, we consider two partitions S = {S1, ..., SK}
and T = {T1, ..., TK} of the set of tokens w, such
that Si = {wj | zj = i} and Ti = {wj | zj+1 = i}.

Variation of information is

Hz [S] +Hz [T ]− 2MI (S, T ) , (2)

where Hz [·] is entropy with respect to topic dis-
tribution and MI (S, T ) is the mutual information
between S and T . In other words, we measure
how much information we lose in our topic assign-
ments if we reassign every token to the topic of the
token that follows.

Window Probabilities (WINDOW) Modifying
slightly the intuition behind SWITCHP, WINDOW

rewards topic models which have topic assign-
ments which not only explain individual tokens,
but also the tokens within a window around the as-
signment. This will give a high score if the words
surrounding word i have a high probability in the
topic zi (regardless of the topic assignments of
those surrounding words).

Consider a topic model with K topics, V token
types, and D documents with topic-word distribu-
tions given by a K × V matrix φ such that φi,j is
the conditional probability of word j given topic i.
Given a window size s, we compute:

1

n(2s+ 1)

n∑

i

i+s∑

j=i−s
φzi,wj . (3)

Our experiments use a window size of three (s =
1), meaning that for each token we consider the
probability of seeing it in the assigned topic zi, as
well as the probabilities of seeing the tokens im-
mediately preceding and following the target to-
ken in topic zi. This maintains consistency while
allowing for topics to switch mid-sentence.

Topic-Word Divergence (WORDDIV) Step-
ping away from human intuition about the struc-
ture of sentences and topics, we imagine a statis-
tical metric that resembles traditional likelihood
metrics for topic models.6 A reminder that φi,j
is the topics (K) by vocabulary (V ) matrix repre-
senting the conditional probability of word j given
topic i. Furthermore, let θd be the K-dimension
document-topic distribution for the dth document
and ψd be the V -dimensional distribution of words
for document d. This metric measures how well
the topic-word probabilities explain the tokens
which are assigned to those topics:

1

D

D∑

d

JS (θd · φ ||ψd) (4)

6The connection to likelihood via a matrix factorization
perspective (Arora et al., 2012).
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Metric Amazon Newsgroups New York Times

Local

SWITCHP 0.9077 0.8737 0.7022
SWITCHVI 0.8485 0.8181 0.6977
AVGRANK 0.5103 0.5089 0.4473
WINDOW 0.4884 0.3024 0.1127
WORDDIV 0.3112 0.2197 0.0836

Global
SIGVAC 0.6960 0.6081 0.6063
SIGUNI 0.6310 0.4839 0.4935
COHERENCE 0.4907 0.4463 0.3799

Table 3: Coefficient of determination (r2) between au-
tomated metrics and crowdsourced topic-word match-
ing annotations. We include metrics measuring both
local topic quality and global topic quality. The global
values are included for comparisons from Table 2.
SWITCHP often has a higher correlation with human
annotations.

where JS (P ||Q) is the Jensen-Shannon diver-
gence between the distributions P andQ. Like tra-
ditional likelihood metrics, this evaluation scores
high on a document when the topics used in that
document explain the overall topic document dis-
tribution, regardless of the local topic assignments.

Average Rank (AVGRANK) As an alternative
to traditional likelihood metrics, which exam-
ine the fitness of specific model parameters, AV-
GRANK looks at the relative rank of words in their
topics; a common way of presenting topics to hu-
mans is as a set of related words (the most proba-
ble words in the topic-word distributions).

Rather than WORDDIV’s focus on specific word
probabilities, this metric rewards word types that
are probable in the topic (regardless of the absolute
probability of the type). Leveraging this intuition,
where rank(wi, zi) is the rank of ith word wi in its
assigned topic zi when sorted by probability, we
define AVGRANK as

1

n

n∑

i=1

rank(wi, zi). (5)

With this evaluation the lower bound is 1, although
this would require that every token be assigned
to a topic for which its word is the mode. How-
ever, this is only possible if the number of topics
is equal to the vocabulary size.

5 Automated Evaluations

As before, for each of our proposed metrics, we
compute a least-squares regression for both the
proposed metric and the human-model agreement
on the topic-word matching task (Table 3).

Humans agree more often with models from
Amazon reviews than on New York Times. This

likely reflects the underlying data: Amazon prod-
uct reviews are highly focused on specific prod-
ucts and features, and the generated topics natu-
rally reflect these. In contrast, New York Times
data deal with a much wider array of subjects and
treats them with nuance and detail—if for no other
reason than that the articles are longer—not typi-
cally found in product reviews. This makes the
judgment of topic assignment more difficult and
subjective.

Despite differences across datasets, SWITCHP
most closely approximates human judgments of
local topic quality, with an r2 which indicates a
strong correlation. This suggests that when hu-
mans examine token-level topic assignments, they
are unlikely to expect topic switches from one to-
ken to the next (Figure 2). As evidenced by the
lower r2 for SWITCHVI, even switching between
related topics does not seem to line up with human
judgments of local topic quality.

Again, there is a correlation between coherence
and the topic-word matching task, although the
correlation is only moderate. Similarly, word-
based significance metrics have a moderate corre-
lation with topic-word matching. We maintain that
these global topic metrics are important measures
for topic model quality, but they fail to capture lo-
cal topic quality as SWITCHP does.

6 Discussion

Considering the intuition gained from the motivat-
ing example in Figure 1, it is not surprising that
humans would prefer topic models which are lo-
cally consistent. Thus, our result that SWITCHP
is correlated with human judgments of local topic
quality best parallels that intuition.

However, our annotators are only shown the po-
tential topic assignments for a single token and do
not know what topics have been assigned to the
surrounding tokens. This is in contrast to Chang
(2010), who use richer interactions—going from
documents to topic assignments—to build models;
our focus is instead on evaluation. Despite this,
our annotators apparently prefer models which are
consistent. While the result is intuitive, it is sur-
prising a tasks that asks for a single token can dis-
cover it.

Given our results, we recommend that topic
switch percent be adopted as an automated met-
ric to measure the quality of token-level topic as-
signments. We would refer to this metric collo-
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quially as ‘consistency’ in the same way that PMI

scores on the top n words of a topic are referred
to as ‘coherence’. We advocate that future work
on new topic models include validation with re-
spect to topic consistency, just as recent work has
included evaluation of topic coherence.

However, topic consistency should not be used
to the exclusion of other measures of topic model
quality. After all, topic consistency is trivially
maximized by minimizing topic switches without
regard to the appropriateness of the topic assign-
ment. Instead, we advocate that future models
be evaluated with respect to global topic quality
(e.g., coherence, significance, perplexity) as well
as local topic quality (i.e., consistency). These
measures, in addition to evaluation of applicable
downstream tasks (e.g., classification accuracy),
will give practitioners the information necessary
to make informed decisions about topic model se-
lection.

Moreover, our work leaves open questions on
which models best satisfy local consistency. For
instance, Anchor Words finds topics but assigns
local topics with variational inference; a natural
question is whether variational inference by itself
finds locally consistent topics.

7 Conclusion

We develop a novel crowdsourcing task, which we
call topic-word matching, to illicit human judg-
ments of local topic model quality. We apply this
human evaluation to a wide variety of models, and
find that topic switch percent (or SWITCHP) cor-
relates well with this human evaluation. We pro-
pose that this new metric, which we colloquially
refer to as consistency, be adopted alongside eval-
uations of global topic quality for future work with
topic model comparison.
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Abstract

One of the key steps in language resource
creation is the identification of the text seg-
ments to be annotated, or markables– in our
case, the (potentially nested) noun phrases
in coreference resolution (or mentions). In
this paper, we present a method for identify-
ing markables for coreference annotation that
combines high-performance automatic mark-
able detectors with checking with a Game-
With-A-Purpose (GWAP) and aggregation us-
ing a Bayesian annotation model. The method
was evaluated both on news data and data from
a variety of other genres and results in an im-
provement on F1 of mention boundaries of
over seven percentage points when compared
with a state-of-the-art, domain-independent
automatic mention detector, and almost three
points over an in-domain mention detector.
One of the key contributions of our proposal
is its applicability to the case in which mark-
ables are nested, as is the case with corefer-
ence markables; but the GWAP and several of
the proposed markable detectors are task- and
language-independent and are thus applicable
to a variety of other annotation scenarios.

1 Introduction

Developing Natural Language Processing (NLP)
systems still requires large amounts of annotated
text to train models, or as a gold standard to test
the effectiveness of such models. The approach
followed to create the most widely used data (Mar-
cus et al., 1993; Palmer et al., 2005; Pradhan et al.,
2012) is to separate the task of identifying the text
segments to be annotated–the markables–from
the annotation task proper. In our specific case,
the markables of interest are the mentions used in
coreference resolution, to be labelled as belonging
to a coreference chain or as singletons; typical ex-
amples of mentions are pronouns, named entities,
and other nominal phrases (Poesio et al., 2016).

The annotation of mentions for coreference has
similarities with the identification of the chunks
for named entity resolution (NER), but mentions
can and often are nested, as in the following ex-
ample, from the Phrase Detectives corpus (Cham-
berlain et al., 2016)), where a mention of entity i
is nested inside a mention of entity j.
[A wolf]i had been gorging on [an animal [he]i had killed]j

The methods proposed in this paper are also appli-
cable when markables are nested.

Mention identification for annotation is typi-
cally done semi-automatically, using first an auto-
matic mention detector (or extractor) (Uryupina
and Zanoli, 2016) and then checking its output by
hand. Automatic mention detectors developed for
coreference systems are generally used in the first
step. Mention detection was recognized early on
as a key step for overall coreference quality (Stoy-
anov et al., 2009; Hacioglu et al., 2005; Zhekova
and Kübler, 2010; Uryupina and Zanoli, 2016), so
a number of good quality mention detectors were
developed, such as the mention detector included
in the Stanford CORE pipeline (Manning et al.,
2014), used by many of the top-performing sys-
tems in the 2012 CONLL Shared Task (Pradhan
et al., 2012).1 But this performance can be im-
proved. The first contribution of this paper are new
fully-trainable, language-independent mention de-
tectors that outperform the Stanford CORE men-
tion detector in a variety of genres.

But even the best automatic mention detec-
tors do not achieve the accuracy required for
high-quality corpus annotation, even when run in-

1Note that in many of the most recent systems mention
detection is carried out as a joint inference task with coref-
erence resolution (Peng et al., 2015)–e.g., by the current
top performing system on the CONLL 2012 dataset, (Lee
et al., 2018). These approaches generally result in better
performance at coreference resolution, but not necessarily
at mention detection. And even end-to-end systems require
mention-annotated corpora for training and testing of course.
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domain: the difference in performance between
running coreference resolvers on gold mentions
and running them on system mentions can be of
up to 20 percentage points, and the results are even
poorer when running such systems out-of-domain,
for domains like biomedicine (Kim et al., 2011)
or for under-resourced languages (Soraluze et al.,
2012). So a manual checking step is still required
to obtain high-quality results.2

Markable checking is increasingly done using
crowdsourcing (Snow et al., 2008; Lawson et al.,
2010; Bontcheva et al., 2017). But crowdsourcing,
using microtask platforms such as Amazon Me-
chanical Turk can be too expensive for large scale
annotation. For these cases, gamification tends to
be a cheaper alternative (Poesio et al., 2013), also
providing more accurate results and better contrib-
utor engagement (Lee et al., 2013).

The second contribution of this paper is an ap-
proach to mention detection for large-scale coref-
erence annotation projects in which the output
of mention detectors is corrected using a Game-
with-a-Purpose (GWAP) (Von Ahn and Dabbish,
2008). A Game-With-A-Purpose is a game in
which players label data as a by-effect of play-
ing. GWAPs have been successful in many annota-
tion projects (Lafourcade et al., 2015). Examples
of successful GWAPs include The ESP Game, in
which players contribute image labels (Von Ahn
and Dabbish, 2004), and FoldIt, in which play-
ers solve protein-structure prediction problems
(Cooper et al., 2010). However, so far there have
not been any truly successful GWAPs for NLP.
It has proven difficult to go from simple gamifi-
cation of a labelling task to developing a proper
game: e.g., in one of the best-known GWAPs for
NLP, Phrase Detectives (Poesio et al., 2013), the
labelling remains the core of the game dynamics.
Yet, games such as Puzzle Racer have shown that
engaging GWAPs producing annotations for text
are possible. Furthermore, that the annotations
thus collected are of a quality comparable to that
obtainable using microtask crowdsourcing, and at

2One difference between the mention detectors used for
coreference resolvers and those used to preprocess data for
coreference annotation is relevant for subsequent discussion.
The former usually aim for high recall and compromise on
precision, placing more confidence/importance on the coref-
erence resolution step (Kummerfeld et al., 2011) and being
satisfied that incorrectly identified mentions will simply re-
main singletons which can be removed in post processing
(Lee et al., 2011). The latter tend to go for high F. This dif-
ference played a role in our experiments, as discussed later.

a reduced cost (Jurgens and Navigli, 2014). How-
ever, such games have yet to achieve the player
uptake or number of judgements comparable to
GWAPs in other domains. Furthermore, it is not
clear yet whether using GWAPs can result in better
performance for tasks such as mention detection,
for which good-performance systems exist.

In this work, automatically extracted mentions
are checked using a two-player GWAP, TileAt-
tack. Our previous analysis of the performance
of TileAttack using player satisfaction metrics de-
rived from the Free 2 Play literature suggests
that we are succeeding in developing an engag-
ing game (Madge et al., 2017). In this paper,
we demonstrate that using TileAttack to check
the output of our mention detector results in sub-
stantial improvement to the quality of the out-
put. The game supports any text segmentation
task, whether markables are nested or non-nested,
aligned or not aligned, and is therefore applicable
at least in principle to a variety of text annotation
tasks besides coreference, including e.g., Named
Entity Resolution (NER).

Key to this result is the use of a novel aggre-
gation method to combine the labels produced
by the mention detector with the labels collected
using the game. A number of aggregation meth-
ods applicable to text segmentation labelling have
been proposed (Dawid and Skene, 1979; Hovy
et al., 2013; Passonneau and Carpenter, 2014; Felt
et al., 2014; Rodrigues et al., 2014; Nguyen et al.,
2017; Paun et al., 2018), but they are not directly
applicable when markables can be nested. The
third contribution of this paper is a novel method
to use aggregation with potentially nested mark-
ables. We show that using this method to aggre-
gate mention detector labels and TileAttack labels
results in improved markable boundary quality.

2 Markables for coreference

Different coreference corpora adopt different defi-
nitions of markable (Poesio et al., 2016; Uryupina
and Zanoli, 2016). The definition of (candidate)
mention used in this paper is broadly speaking that
adopted in corpora based on the MATE scheme
(Poesio, 2004), such as ONTONOTES (Pradhan
et al., 2012) ARRAU (Uryupina et al., 2019) and
Phrase Detectives 1.0 (Chamberlain et al., 2016).

According to this definition, candidate mentions
include all noun phrases (NPs) and all possessive
pronouns. Non-referring NPs (like It in It is sunny
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or a policeman in John is a policeman) and sin-
gletons are considered candidate mentions as well,
possibly to be filtered during coreference annota-
tion proper.

The maximal projection of the NP is marked;
i.e., the full extent of the NP including pre-
modifiers, post-modifiers and appositions. In the
case of a coordinated NP such as Alice and Bob,
each conjunct and the coordinated NP are treated
as candidate mentions:

[[Alice]i and [Bob]j]k went to the shops. [They]k had a
coffee.

3 Two automated mention detectors

The first ingredient of our proposal is two strong
mention detectorsto serve both as baselines and as
AI opponents for TileAttack.3 The first pipeline
first parses the input sentences using a dependency
parser and then extracts mentions from the depen-
dency parse; we call this the DEP pipeline. The
second pipeline is a modified version of the neu-
ral named entity recognition system proposed by
Lample et al. (2016); we call it NN pipeline. Both
pipelines are trained on the Penn Treebank (PTB).

3.1 DEP pipeline

Our DEP pipeline first parses input sentences using
the Mate dependency parser (Bohnet and Nivre,
2012), then applies a rule based mention extrac-
tor. Our extractor follows a three steps approach.
It first extracts mention heads using heuristic pat-
terns based on part-of-speech tags and dependency
relations. The patterns are automatically extracted
from the gold annotation of the Phrase Detectives
1.0 corpus (Chamberlain et al., 2016). We extract
all the part-of-speech tags and dependency rela-
tions pairs of the mentions’ head in the corpus,
and use the most frequent patterns. The second
step finds the maximum span related to a given
mention head; for this we use the left/right-most
direct or indirect children of the mention head as
the start/end of the mention. The last step checks
if any of the mentions created by step two over-
lap with each other. Overlapping mentions are re-
placed with the union of those mentions.

3.2 NN Pipeline(s)

Our second pipeline is based one the neural named
entity recognition (NER) system proposed by

3The code is available at https://github.com/juntaoy/Dali-
preprocessing-pipeline

Configuration P R F1

OntoNotes
Stanford 40.38 89.46 55.65
DEP 36.60 83.79 50.95
NN High F1 73.53 74.01 73.77
NN High Recall 51.53 87.53 64.87
News
Stanford 71.55 67.28 69.35
DEP 86.03 72.33 78.59
NN High F1 79.33 86.16 82.60
NN High Recall 71.65 91.29 80.29
Other Domains
Stanford 77.52 80.11 78.79
DEP 84.72 81.78 83.22
NN High F1 79.92 87.48 83.53
NN High Recall 73.35 93.04 82.03

Table 1: Mention detectors comparison.

Lample et al. (2016). This takes a sentence as the
input and outputs a sequence of IOB style NER
labels. The system uses a bidirectional LSTM to
encode sentences and applies a sequential condi-
tional random layer (CRF) over the output of the
LSTM. But the CRF, effective when handling se-
quence labelling tasks such as NER, is not suit-
able for predicting mentions, as mentions can be
nested. We address this as follows. For each to-
ken we create a maximum l candidate mentions.
Let s, e be the start and end indices of the men-
tion, and xi the LSTM outputs on the ith token.
The mention is represented by [xs, xe]. We add
a mention width feature embedding (φ) and apply
a self-attention over the tokens inside a mention
([xs ... xe]) to create a weighted mention repre-
sentation wse. After creating the mention repre-
sentation [xs, xe, wse, φ], we use a feed-forward
neural network with a sigmoid activation function
on the output layer to assign each candidate men-
tion a mention score. During training we minimise
the sigmoid cross entropy loss. During prediction,
mentions with a score above the threshold (t) are
returned. The threshold can be adjusted to create
models for different purposes. In particular, in this
paper we experimented with two models: one op-
timized for high recall, the other for high F1. We
use the same network parameters as Lample et al.
(2016) except the two parameters introduced by
our system. We set maximum mention width to
30 i.e. l = 30, and set t = 0.5/0.95 for our high-
recall and high-F1 versions respectively.
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3.3 Results

We use as a baseline the Stanford deterministic
mention detector (Manning et al., 2014)–arguably,
the most widely used mention detector for coref-
erence with the CONLL dataset (Pradhan et al.,
2012). Table 1 compares our pipelines and Stan-
ford’s on a number of data sets. Both of our
pipelines consistently outperform the Stanford
pipeline by a large margin.

4 TileAttack

To check the mentions produced by the automatic
mention detectors discussed above we developed
TileAttack, a web-based, two-player blind, token
sequence-labelling game. Its visual design is in-
spired by Scrabble, with a tile-like visualisation
shown in Figure 1. In the game, players perform
a text segmentation task which involves marking
spans of tokens represented by tiles. Players are
awarded points based on player agreement.The
game is highly adaptable to different corpora, se-
quence labelling tasks and languages.

Figure 1: TileAttack screenshot

It is not easy to come up with an original game
design. Our approach was to adopt a game design
as close as possible to an existing recipe– specif-
ically, the ESP Game (Von Ahn and Dabbish,
2008), but adapted to text annotation. Like The
ESP Game, TileAttack has an “output-agreement”
format, in which two players or agents are anony-
mously paired, and must produce the same output,
for a given input (Von Ahn and Dabbish, 2008).
This provided the opportunity to test what lessons
learned from games similar to The ESP Game still
apply to text annotation, games.

4.1 Gameplay

In each round, the player is shown a single sen-
tence to annotate. Players can select a span from
the sentence by simply selecting the start and end
tokens of the item they wish to mark. A pre-
view of their selection is then shown immediately
below. To confirm this annotation, they may ei-
ther click the preview selection or click the Anno-
tate button. The annotation is then shown in the
player’s colour. When the two players match on a
selection, the tiles for the selection in agreement
are shown with a glinting effect, in the colour of
the player that first annotated the tiles and a bor-
der colour of the player that agreed. The players’
scores are shown at the top of the screen.

When players have finished, they click the Done
button, upon which they will not be able to make
any more moves, but will see their opponent’s
moves. Their opponent is also notified they have
finished and invited to click Done once they have
finished. Once both players have clicked Done,
the round is finished and both players are shown
a round summary screen. This screen shows the
moves that both players agreed on, and whether
they won or lost the round.

Clicking Continue then takes the player to a
leaderboard showing wins, losses and the current
top fifteen players. From this page they may click
the Next Game button, to start another round. On
the leaderboard, players are also offered the op-
portunity to sign up.

4.2 Opponents

Like all two-player GWAPs, TileAttack chooses an
artificial agent as opponent for a player if no hu-
man opponent is available. An artificial agents is
also used in crowdsourcing mode, as is the case
with this study. The game uses three different arti-
ficial agents as opponents, selected in the follow-
ing order of priority, descending to the next unless
the condition is met:

Silver AI replays the aggregated result of all
player games so far

Replay AI replays a recorded previous game -
if a previous game is available for that item

Pipeline AI Plays the moves from the auto-
mated pipeline

5 Aggregating Mentions

The boundaries labelled by non-experts can be
expected to be quite noisy compared to expert
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annotations; but we can also expect the quality
of the aggregated judgements to be comparable
to that obtained with experts, provided sufficient
non-experts are consulted (Snow et al., 2008). We
are not aware however of any previous proposal to
aggregate such annotations when they are nested.
In this Section we introduce the two methods we
used: a baseline on one based on taking the most
popular judgement among the annotators (major-
ity voting); and a probabilistic approach. Both
these methods require a way for clustering to-
gether the mentions to be compared; we propose
one such method in the first Section.

5.1 Head-based mention boundary clustering

To apply aggregation, it is necessary to determine
which judgements (boundary pairs) are compet-
ing. We do this by clustering all annotations shar-
ing the same nominal head.

The head of a player-generated candidate men-
tion is extracted from the dependency parse used
by the DEP pipeline after aligning the candi-
date mention with the dependency tree as follows.
Given a player-generated candidate mention, we
find first of all subtrees of the dependency tree that
completely cover all the tokens in the candidate
mention. The highest leftmost head of those sub-
trees is then considered as the head. If no nomi-
nal head is present in those subtrees, the candidate
mention is not considered for aggregation.

Consider e.g. the sentence John’s car is red.
Suppose the players proposed the candidate men-
tions John’s car, John, and the (incorrect) mention
John’s car is. Suppose also that the (automatically
computed) dependency tree is as in Figure 2:

Figure 2: Finding a head for a proposed boundary

Then John’s car can be aligned with the subtree
whose head is car; John’s can be aligned with a
subtree with head John. Both of these heads are
nominal, so the two candidate mentions are con-
sidered for clustering. John’s car is would be

aligned with the two subtrees with the roots car
and is, shown in Figure 2 by the red box. The
highest leftmost head and therefore the head that
would be used is car. Relaxing the alignment cri-
teria this way is important to allow the pipeline to
guide the clustering while not constraining newly
proposed boundaries to the pipeline’s overall in-
terpretation (which may be incorrect).

5.2 Baseline: Majority Voting

Majority Voting was used as a baseline aggrega-
tion method. Following clustering, majority vot-
ing is applied to each cluster, choosing the bound-
ary that has the highest number of votes among
all those sharing the same nominal head. Ties are
broken randomly; the process is rerun five times.

5.3 A Probabilistic Approach

The majority vote baseline implicitly assumes
equal expertise among annotators, an assumption
shown to be false in practice (Dawid and Skene,
1979; Passonneau and Carpenter, 2014). A proba-
bilistic model of annotation, on the other hand, can
capture annotators’ different levels of ability (Paun
et al., 2018). This Section describes an applica-
tion of the model proposed by (Dawid and Skene,
1979) to the boundary detection task.

Each of the clusters collected as discussed
above contains a number of candidate boundaries
supplied by the players. The goal is to identify the
correct boundary for each cluster. A multi-class
version of the Dawid&Skene model cannot be ap-
plied since the class space (the boundaries) is not
consistent (i.e., the same set) across the clusters.
However, a binary version of the model can be ap-
plied after some careful data pre-processing. Con-
cretely, for each boundary we obtain a series of bi-
nary decisions as a result of a “one vs. the others”
encoding performed at cluster-level. For example,
given a cluster whose annotations are the bound-
aries “a, b, a, a”, we have for the “a” boundary a
collection of “1, 0, 1, 1” decisions, while for the
“b” boundary we have “0, 1, 0, 0”. We then train
a Bayesian version of the binary Dawid&Skene
model on these boundary decisions. The model in-
fers for each boundary a decision indicator which
can be interpreted as whether the boundary is cor-
rect or not. After some simple post-processing, we
assign for each cluster the boundary whose poste-
rior indicator has the most mass associated with
the positive outcome.
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6 Experimental Methodology

In order to evaluate our approach, we tested the
mention boundaries obtained using the two pro-
posed pipelines and by aggregating the judge-
ments collected using TileAttack in several differ-
ent ways over datasets in different genres.

6.1 Experiment setup

As said above, our approach to human checking
of mentions produced by other players or by a
system is to treat existing annotations as artificial
agents that human players ’play against’. But we
also pointed out that the mention detectors used
for coreference resolution systems are optimised to
achieve extremely high recall–the assumption be-
ing that the extra mentions will be filtered during
coreference resolution proper–and that this opti-
misation may not be optimal when using an auto-
matic mention detector for annotation–in our case,
treating it as an agent from which the other play-
ers will derive feedback. In this context, a men-
tion detector optimised for high overall F may be
preferable, as it may provide better feedback to the
human players. We tried therefore two versions of
the NN pipeline in this experiment: one optimized
for high recall, and one for high F1. The two con-
figurations are shown in Figure 3.4

Figure 3: Experiment Setup

6.2 Participant recruitment and platform use

The regular players of TileAttack are typically ex-
perts in language or language puzzles, and many
of them are linguists or computational linguists.
As a result, the quality of the mentions they pro-
duce tends to be very high, as shown in Table 2,
which reports the aggregated results of these play-
ers on the sentences from the ‘Other Domains’
dataset when playing against the ‘High recall’

4The DEP pipeline is not optimised either way.

Aggregation
Method

High Recall Pipeline
precision recall F1

Majority Voting 90.284 87.536 88.889
Probabilistic 91.928 89.13 90.508

Table 2: Regular players accuracy on ’Other domains’

pipeline. Our players obtain an aggregated F of
90.5, which is very high.

However, collecting judgements from real play-
ers tends to be slower than using a crowdsourcing
service. Given that in this paper we were not con-
cerned with comparing the effectiveness of crowd-
sourcing platforms and GWAPs, we collected the
headline results for this experiment using judge-
ments from participants recruited through Amazon
Mechanical Turk. This was done for purely prac-
tical reasons–namely, ensuring we would collect
sufficient data in a reasonably short time.

6.3 The participants’ task
After completing the tutorial, participants are
asked to annotate 3 sentences. At the end of
each round, the participant is given feedback in
the form of a comparison of their moves to those
of the opponent. The participants are paid US $
0.4 for completing the tutorial and three sentences
on their first HIT, or five sentences on subsequent
HITs.

6.4 Datasets
Most coreference datasets consist primarily of
news text; for this reason, our first dataset, referred
to below as “News”, consists of 102 sentences
from five randomly selected documents from the
Wall Street Journal section of the Penn Treebank
(Marcus et al., 1993), annotated with coreference
as part of the ARRAU corpus (Uryupina et al.,
2019).

The second dataset, referred to below as “Other
Domains”, is 180 sentences from a collection of
our own creation consisting of documents cover-
ing different genres, from simple language learn-
ing texts and student reports, to Wikipedia pages
and fiction from Project Gutenberg. We hand la-
belled the mentions in those sentences ourselves.

7 Results

7.1 News dataset
102 sentences were annotated by 131 participants.
Each sentence was annotated at least 8 times (max-
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imum of 11). A boundary was considered correct
iff the start and end match exactly.

The results in Table 3 compare the results ob-
tained using the four pipelines or application the
two different aggregation approaches on the user
(u), our DEP pipeline (d), NN (High F1 and Re-
call configurations) and Stanford Pipeline (s). The
presence or absence of the annotations for the
users or pipelines is indicated by a preceding +
or − respectively. MV indicates application of
the majority voting aggregation method, and P the
probabilistic aggregation method.

Precision Recall F1

Stanford 72.222 71.367 71.792
DEP 85.122 75.135 79.817
NN High F1 78.090 83.151 80.541
NN High Recall 69.447 88.833 77.953
MV(+u -d -s) 80.293 70.786 75.240
MV(+u +d -s) 82.884 74.855 78.665
MV(+u +d +s) 77.542 78.794 78.163
MV(+u -d +s) 75.101 76.233 75.662
MV(+u +NN F1) 85.578 77.706 81.452
MV(+u +NN R) 83.194 75.541 79.183
P(+u -d -s) 84.737 74.704 79.405
P(+u +d +s) 80.700 81.916 81.303
P(+u +d -s) 86.770 78.364 82.353
P(+u -d +s) 78.025 79.117 78.568
P(+u +NN F1) 86.587 78.247 82.206
P(+u +NN R) 85.697 77.814 81.566

Table 3: Comparing pipeline and aggregation methods

The Table suggests, first of all, that the
domain-trained pipelines outperform the domain-
independent Stanford one, as expected. Second,
that in this genre human judgements only match
the domain-dependent pipelines when probabilis-
tic aggregation is used. Third, that by aggregating
user judgements and domain-dependent pipelines
we see an improvement in F1 of up to 2.5 percent-
age points, but only with probabilistic aggregation.

In Figures 4 and 5 we plot F1 to look at how
many non-expert annotators are required to rival
the performance of the pipelines using the respec-
tive aggregation methods. In Figure 4 only the
participants are shown. The Figure shows that in
this genre the domain-specific automated pipeline
(trained on this domain) outperforms the partici-
pants, but already at five annotators, aggregated
with the probabilistic aggregation method, we are
very close to the performance of the domain spe-

Figure 4: Human annotators F1

Figure 5: Aggregated users and pipelines (first two an-
notators are automated pipelines) F1

cific pipeline. And in Figure 5, which shows the
results aggregating participants with the pipelines
(and in which the first two participants are the
two automated pipelines), we can see that we only
need to aggregate 3 participants to the domain-
specific pipeline to exceed its performance.

7.2 Other Domains

431 participants in the High Recall Group and 120
participants in the High F1 Group labelled 180
sentences.

Table 4 shows the results for both configurations
of the pipeline (highest score marked in bold). We
can see that operating out of their original do-
mains, the automated pipelines, while still outper-
forming the Stanford pipeline by around 4 percent-
age points, do not outperform aggregated users.
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However, they do appear to serve well as agents to
train participants to perform annotations, as par-
ticipants annotate to a high level of accuracy.5

7.3 Error Analysis

We analysed the errors produced both before and
after aggregation. There were many errors to con-
sider, so we took an approximate rule driven ap-
proach to characterise as many as possible.

Before aggregation, by far the most common er-
ror (1254 cases) is participants marking individual
nouns as noun phrases (e.g., marking the [cat] in-
stead of [the cat]). This suggests a misunderstand-
ing of what a noun phrase is that may possibly be
addressed by improvements to the tutorial. Simi-
larly, in 606 cases participants mark named enti-
ties/strings of proper nouns rather than the encap-
sulating noun phrase.

The next most common error (529 cases) is an-
notators neglecting to include post-modifiers when
selecting noun phrase boundaries (e.g., marking
[the cat] in the hat instead of [the cat in the hat].
This is often the most popular judgement, and as
such, chosen by MV. A real example of this is in
Figure 6: whilst five annotators did identify the
correct boundaries (in green), matching the gold
standard (in gold), more (six), only marked the re-
duced boundaries (in red) “A consortium of pri-
vate investors”. This sequence, missing the post-
modifier, was consequently chosen by majority
voting. The probabilistic method (in silver), how-
ever, expressed more confidence in the five anno-
tators and provided a correct final judgement.

Figure 6: Example of post-modifier phrase

In the texts from “Other Domains”, one of
most common errors produced by the automated
pipelines in in cases of coordination, as in

Sammy chose ten [books and the library] said he could
borrow them for one month.

where “ten books” and “the library” should not be
coordinated.

5As pointed out, workers do not do as well as players re-
cruited to TileAttack by more organic means (Table 2).

Another common problem for automated men-
tion detectors was prepositional phrase attach-
ment. Our automated mention detectors tend to
prefer low attachment, as in
So John and Caroline filled up a [green bin with mandarins].

The example above highlights another common
error with the mention detectors, missing the de-
terminer - most commonly, quantifiers and indefi-
nite articles.

Lastly, proper nouns near the start of sentences
are often incorrectly grouped with the capitalized
first token which is incorrectly also identified as a
proper noun (e.g. [First Art] sat in the car... rather
than First [Art] sat in the car...)

8 Related Work

8.1 Gamifying all steps of a pipeline
The Groningen Meaning Bank project includes
multiple gamified interfaces as part of a platform
called Wordrobe. These gamified interfaces are
supported by prior judgements provided by an
automated NLP pipeline and the GMB Explorer
(Basile et al., 2012).

The Wordrobe suite of games (Bos et al., 2017)
includes multiple games that go on to produce
similar annotations to that of TileAttack (e.g.
Named Entity Recognition). However, all tasks
are represented by a single common multiple
choice format. targets a single yet core NLP anno-
tation task (sequence labelling) with a broad set of
applications. We do not constrain user input based
on any prior judgement beyond tokenisation.

8.2 Aggregating markable annotations
Whilst there has been a great deal of work and
evaluation on aggregating judgements from noisy
crowdsourced data, this is generally focused on
classification-based annotations (Sheshadri and
Lease, 2013) and does not generalise to sequence
labelling tasks like NER markable annotation.
Dredze et al. proposed both a “Multi-CRF” ap-
proach to aggregating noisy sequence labels, and
including judgements provided by an automated
pipeline, in a NER task (Dredze et al., 2009). Con-
fidence in annotators is not modelled. However,
it has been extended to incorporate the reliability
of the annotator with a similar method that also
combines Expectation Maximization with CRF in
an NER and NP chunking task (Rodrigues et al.,
2014). Nguyen et al. apply HMM and LSTM
methods to aggregating judgements in NER and
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High Recall Experiment High F1 Experiment
precision recall F1 precision recall F1

Stanford 77.524 80.111 78.796 77.524 80.111 78.796
MV(users Stanford) 82.152 87.065 84.537 82.260 87.065 84.595
P(users Stanford) 82.438 87.483 84.885 82.523 87.344 84.865
DEP 84.726 81.780 83.227 84.726 81.780 83.227
MV(users DEP) 88.434 87.204 87.815 87.729 86.509 87.115
P(users DEP) 87.870 86.648 87.255 87.588 86.37 86.975
NN 73.355 93.046 82.036 79.924 87.483 83.533
MV(users NN) 81.472 89.291 85.202 80.000 89.013 84.266
P(users NN) 81.807 89.430 85.449 84.363 89.291 86.757
MV(users) 87.977 85.349 86.643 86.533 84.006 85.251
P(users) 88.270 85.633 86.931 82.523 87.344 84.865

Table 4: Results on the ‘Other Domains’ dataset (rounded to 3 dp)

IE, including a crowd component in both models
representing each annotators ability for each label
class (Nguyen et al., 2017).

Whilst variations of CRF and HMM have
demonstrated a great improvement over majority
voting approaches, models to date have not taken
into account the nested nature of sequences that
occur in tasks such as markable identification.

9 Discussion and Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a hybrid mention de-
tection method combining state-of-the-art auto-
matic mention detectors with a gamified, two-
player interface to collect markable judgements.
The integration takes place by using the automatic
mention detectors as ‘players’ in the game. Data
from automatic mention detectors and players are
then aggregated using a probabilistic aggregation
method choosing the most likely interpretation in
a nominal head-centered cluster.

We showed that using this combination we can
achieve, in the news domain, an accuracy at men-
tion identification that is almost three percentage
points higher than that obtained with an automatic
domain-trained mention detector, and over seven
percentage points higher than that obtained with
a domain-independent one. We also test the ap-
proach in genres outside those in which the au-
tomatic pipelines were trained, showing that high
accuracy can be achieved in these as well. These
results suggest that it may be possible to gamify
not just the task of annotating coreference, but also
the prerequisite steps to that.

As a rule of thumb, of the two best-known forms
of crowdsourcing, microtask crowdsourcing us-

ing platforms such as Amazon Mechanical Turk is
best to label small to medium size amounts of data
in a short time, and for labelling data of no intrin-
sic interest. Whereas crowdsourcing with games-
with-a-purpose is best in cases when the objec-
tive is to collect very large amounts of labels, so
that the initial costs for setting up the game can
be offset by the reduced costs of labelling (Poe-
sio et al., 2013). One example in point is the
Phrase Detectives annotation effort. The latest re-
lease of these data (Poesio et al., 2019) contains
2.2M judgments, around 4 times the number of
judgments collected for ONTONOTES. The ap-
proach to mention detection proposed in this paper
was developed in support of games such as Phrase
Detectives, thus a GWAP or at least gamified ap-
proach as exemplified by TileAttack was deemed
more appropriate even if the judgments used in
this paper were collected using Amazon Mechan-
ical Turk for speed. About 5,000 sentences were
annotated by regular (i.e., not paid) players in this
initial development phase, but we expect the game
will be able to collect a comparable amount of
judgments as for Phrase Detectives once it’s fully
operational and properly advertised. Anda gami-
fied interface such as TileAttack can be beneficial
even for projects who just use microtask crowd-
sourcing, as it has been shown that gamified HITs
are more popular (Morschheuser et al., 2017).
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Abstract

Over-dependence on domain ontology and
lack of knowledge sharing across domains are
two practical and yet less studied problems of
dialogue state tracking. Existing approaches
generally fall short in tracking unknown slot
values during inference and often have diffi-
culties in adapting to new domains. In this
paper, we propose a TRAnsferable Dialogue
statE generator (TRADE) that generates di-
alogue states from utterances using a copy
mechanism, facilitating knowledge transfer
when predicting (domain, slot, value) triplets
not encountered during training. Our model is
composed of an utterance encoder, a slot gate,
and a state generator, which are shared across
domains. Empirical results demonstrate that
TRADE achieves state-of-the-art joint goal ac-
curacy of 48.62% for the five domains of Mul-
tiWOZ, a human-human dialogue dataset. In
addition, we show its transferring ability by
simulating zero-shot and few-shot dialogue
state tracking for unseen domains. TRADE
achieves 60.58% joint goal accuracy in one of
the zero-shot domains, and is able to adapt
to few-shot cases without forgetting already
trained domains.

1 Introduction

Dialogue state tracking (DST) is a core component
in task-oriented dialogue systems, such as restau-
rant reservation or ticket booking. The goal of
DST is to extract user goals/intentions expressed
during conversation and to encode them as a com-
pact set of dialogue states, i.e., a set of slots and
their corresponding values. For example, as shown
in Fig. 1, (slot, value) pairs such as (price, cheap)
and (area, centre) are extracted from the conver-
sation. Accurate DST performance is crucial for

∗Work partially done while the first author was an intern
at Salesforce Research.

Usr: I am looking for a cheap restaurant in the centre of the city.
Sys: There is a cheap chinese restaurant called Dojo Noodle Bar.
Usr: Yes please , for 8 people at 18:30 on Thursday.
… 
Usr: I am also looking for some entertainment close to the restaurant.
Sys: Is there any type of attraction you would like me to search?
Usr: Why do not you try an architectural attraction.
Sys: All Saints Church looks good , would you like to head there?
… 
Usr: I also need to book a taxi between the restaurant and the church.
Sys: What time would you like the taxi from Dojo Noodle Bar?
Usr: 20:30, please. 

Restaurant: (price, cheap), (area, centre), (people, 8), (time, 
18:30), (day, Thursday), (name, Dojo Noodle Bar)

Multi-Domain Dialogue State Tracking

Attraction: (type, architecture), (area, centre)
Taxi: (leaveAt, 20:30), (destination, All Saints Church), 
(departure, Dojo Noodle Bar)

Hotel: Train:

Dialogue History

Figure 1: An example of multi-domain dialogue state
tracking in a conversation. The solid arrows on the left
are the single-turn mapping, and the dot arrows on the
right are multi-turn mapping. The state tracker needs to
track slot values mentioned by the user for all the slots
in all the domains.

appropriate dialogue management, where user in-
tention determines the next system action and/or
the content to query from the databases.

Traditionally, state tracking approaches are
based on the assumption that ontology is defined
in advance, where all slots and their values are
known. Having a predefined ontology can sim-
plify DST into a classification problem and im-
prove performance (Henderson et al., 2014b;
Mrkšić et al., 2017; Zhong et al., 2018). However,
there are two major drawbacks to this approach:
1) A full ontology is hard to obtain in advance (Xu
and Hu, 2018). In the industry, databases are usu-
ally exposed through an external API only, which
is owned and maintained by others. It is not feasi-
ble to gain access to enumerate all the possible val-
ues for each slot. 2) Even if a full ontology exists,
the number of possible slot values could be large
and variable. For example, a restaurant name or
a train departure time can contain a large number
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of possible values. Therefore, many of the previ-
ous works that are based on neural classification
models may not be applicable in real scenario.

Budzianowski et al. (2018) recently intro-
duced a multi-domain dialogue dataset (Multi-
WOZ), which adds new challenges in DST due
to its mixed-domain conversations. As shown in
Fig. 1, a user can start a conversation by asking
to reserve a restaurant, then requests information
regarding an attraction nearby, and finally asks to
book a taxi. In this case, the DST model has to de-
termine the corresponding domain, slot and value
at each turn of dialogue, which contains a large
number of combinations in the ontology, i.e., 30
(domain, slot) pairs and over 4,500 possible slot
values in total. Another challenge in the multi-
domain setting comes from the need to perform
multi-turn mapping. Single-turn mapping refers to
the scenario where the (domain, slot, value) triplet
can be inferred from a single turn, while in multi-
turn mapping, it should be inferred from multiple
turns which happen in different domains. For in-
stance, the (area, centre) pair from the attraction
domain in Fig. 1 can be predicted from the area in-
formation in the restaurant domain, which is men-
tioned in the preceding turns.

To tackle these challenges, we emphasize that
DST models should share tracking knowledge
across domains. There are many slots among
different domains that share all or some of their
values. For example, the area slot can exist in
many domains, e.g., restaurant, attraction, and
taxi. Moreover, the name slot in the restaurant do-
main can share the same value with the departure
slot in the taxi domain. Additionally, to enable
the DST model to track slots in unseen domains,
transferring knowledge across multiple domains is
imperative. We expect DST models can learn to
track some slots in zero-shot domains by learning
to track the same slots in other domains.

In this paper, we propose a transferable dialogue
state generator (TRADE) for multi-domain task-
oriented dialogue state tracking. The simplicity of
our approach and the boost of the performance is
the main advantage of TRADE. Contributions in
this work are summarized as 1:

• To overcome the multi-turn mapping problem,
TRADE leverages its context-enhanced slot
gate and copy mechanism to properly track slot
1The code is released at github.com/

jasonwu0731/trade-dst

values mentioned anywhere in dialogue history.

• By sharing its parameters across domains,
and without requiring a predefined ontology,
TRADE can share knowledge between domains
to track unseen slot values, achieving state-of-
the-art performance on multi-domain DST.

• TRADE enables zero-shot DST by leveraging
the domains it has already seen during train-
ing. If a few training samples from unseen do-
mains are available, TRADE can adapt to new
few-shot domains without forgetting the previ-
ous domains.

2 TRADE Model

The proposed model in Fig. 2 comprises three
components: an utterance encoder, a slot gate,
and a state generator. Instead of predicting the
probability of every predefined ontology term,
our model directly generates slot values. Simi-
lar to Johnson et al. (2017) for multilingual neu-
ral machine translation, we share all the model
parameters, and the state generator starts with a
different start-of-sentence token for each (domain,
slot) pair.

The utterance encoder encodes dialogue utter-
ances into a sequence of fixed-length vectors. To
determine whether any of the (domain, slot) pairs
are mentioned, the context-enhanced slot gate is
used with the state generator. The state gener-
ator decodes multiple output tokens for all (do-
main, slot) pairs independently to predict their cor-
responding values. The context-enhanced slot gate
predicts whether each of the pairs is actually trig-
gered by the dialogue via a three-way classifier.

Let us define X = {(U1, R1), . . . , (UT , RT )}
as the set of user utterance and system re-
sponse pairs in T turns of dialogue, and B =
{B1, . . . , BT } as the dialogue states for each
turn. Each Bt is a tuple (domain:Dn, slot:Sm,
value:Y value

j ), where D = {D1, . . . , DN} are the
N different domains, and S = {S1, . . . , SM} are
theM different slots. Assume that there are J pos-
sible (domain, slot) pairs, and Y value

j is the true
word sequence for j-th (domain ,slot) pair.

2.1 Utterance Encoder

Note that the utterance encoder can be any exist-
ing encoding model. We use bi-directional gated
recurrent units (GRU) (Chung et al., 2014) to
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DONTCARE

PTR
Context Vector

Ex: hotel

Ashley
Slot Gate

Utterances
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Bot: Which area are you looking for the hotel?
User: There is one at east town called Ashley Hotel. 

Domains
Hotel, Train, 
Attraction, 

Restaurant, Taxi

Slots
Price, Area, Day, 
Departure, name, 

LeaveAt, food, etc.

Utterance 
Encoder

Ex: name

State 
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(a)

(c)
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Hotel?

Figure 2: The architecture of the proposed TRADE model, which includes (a) an utterance encoder, (b) a state
generator, and (c) a slot gate, all of which are shared among domains. The state generator will decode J times
independently for all the possible (domain, slot) pairs. At the first decoding step, state generator will take the j-th
(domain, slot) embeddings as input to generate its corresponding slot values and slot gate. The slot gate predicts
whether the j-th (domain, slot) pair is triggered by the dialogue.

encode the dialogue history. The input to the
utterance encoder is denoted as history Xt =
[Ut−l, Rt−l, . . . , Ut, Rt] ∈ R|Xt|×demb , which is
the concatenation of all words in the dialogue his-
tory. l is the number of selected dialogue turns
and demb indicates the embedding size. The en-
coded dialogue history is represented as Ht =
[henc

1 , . . . , henc
|Xt|] ∈ R|Xt|×dhdd , where dhdd is the

hidden size. As mentioned in Section 1, due to the
multi-turn mapping problem, the model should in-
fer the states across a sequence of turns. There-
fore, we use the recent dialogue history of length l
as the utterance encoder input, rather than the cur-
rent utterance only.

2.2 State Generator
To generate slot values using text from the in-
put source, a copy mechanism is required. There
are three common ways to perform copying, i.e.,
index-based copy (Vinyals et al., 2015), hard-
gated copy (Gulcehre et al., 2016; Madotto et al.,
2018; Wu et al., 2019) and soft-gated copy (See
et al., 2017; McCann et al., 2018). The index-
based mechanism is not suitable for DST task be-
cause the exact word(s) of the true slot value are
not always found in the utterance. The hard-gate
copy mechanism usually needs additional supervi-

sion on the gating function. As such, we employ
soft-gated pointer-generator copying to combine a
distribution over the vocabulary and a distribution
over the dialogue history into a single output dis-
tribution.

We use a GRU as the decoder of the state gen-
erator to predict the value for each (domain, slot)
pair, as shown in Fig. 2. The state generator de-
codes J pairs independently. We simply supply
the summed embedding of the domain and slot as
the first input to the decoder. At decoding step
k for the j-th (domain, slot) pair, the generator
GRU takes a word embedding wjk as its input
and returns a hidden state hdec

jk . The state gener-
ator first maps the hidden state hdec

jk into the vo-
cabulary space P vocab

jk using the trainable embed-
ding E ∈ R|V |×dhdd , where |V | is the vocabulary
size. At the same time, the hdec

jk is used to com-

pute the history attention P history
jk over the encoded

dialogue history Ht:

P vocab
jk = Softmax(E · (hdec

jk )>) ∈ R|V |,
P

history
jk = Softmax(Ht · (hdec

jk )>) ∈ R|Xt|.
(1)

The final output distribution P final
jk is the weighted-
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sum of two distributions,

P final
jk = p

gen
jk × P vocab

jk

+ (1− pgen
jk )× P history

jk ∈ R|V |.
(2)

The scalar pgen
jk is trainable to combine the two dis-

tributions, which is computed by

p
gen
jk = Sigmoid(W1 · [hdec

jk ;wjk; cjk]) ∈ R1,

cjk = P
history
jk ·Ht ∈ Rdhdd

(3)

where W1 is a trainable matrix and cjk is the con-
text vector. Note that due to Eq (2), our model
is able to generate words even if they are not pre-
defined in the vocabulary.

2.3 Slot Gate

Unlike single-domain DST problems, where only
a few slots that need to be tracked, e.g., four slots
in WOZ (Wen et al., 2017), and eight slots in
DSTC2 (Henderson et al., 2014a), there are a large
number of (domain, slot) pairs in multi-domain
DST problems. Therefore, the ability to predict
the domain and slot at current turn t becomes more
challenging.

Our context-enhanced slot gate G is a simple
three-way classifier that maps a context vector
taken from the encoder hidden states Ht to a prob-
ability distribution over ptr, none, and dontcare
classes. For each (domain, slot) pair, if the slot
gate predicts none or dontcare, we ignore the val-
ues generated by the decoder and fill the pair as
“not-mentioned” or “does not care”. Otherwise,
we take the generated words from our state gener-
ator as its value. With a linear layer parameterized
by Wg ∈ R3×dhdd , the slot gate for the j-th (do-
main, slot) pair is defined as

Gj = Softmax(Wg · (cj0)>) ∈ R3, (4)

where cj0 is the context vector computed in Eq (3)
using the first decoder hidden state.

2.4 Optimization

During training, we optimize for both the slot gate
and the state generator. For the former, the cross-
entropy lossLg is computed between the predicted
slot gate Gj and the true one-hot label ygate

j ,

Lg =
J∑

j=1

− log(Gj · (ygate
j )>). (5)

For the latter, another cross-entropy loss Lv be-
tween P final

jk and the true words Y label
j is used. We

define Lv as

Lv =
J∑

j=1

|Yj |∑

k=1

− log(P final
jk · (yvalue

jk )>). (6)

Lv is the sum of losses from all the (domain, slot)
pairs and their decoding time steps. We optimize
the weighted-sum of these two loss functions us-
ing hyper-parameters α and β,

L = αLg + βLv. (7)

3 Unseen Domain DST

In this section, we focus on the ability of TRADE
to generalize to an unseen domain by consider-
ing zero-shot transferring and few-shot domain ex-
panding. In the zero-shot setting, we assume we
have no training data in the new domain, while in
the few-shot case, we assume just 1% of the origi-
nal training data in the unseen domain is available
(around 20 to 30 dialogues). One of the motiva-
tions to perform unseen domain DST is because
collecting a large-scale task-oriented dataset for
a new domain is expensive and time-consuming
(Budzianowski et al., 2018), and there are a large
amount of domains in realistic scenarios.

3.1 Zero-shot DST

Ideally, based on the slots already learned, a DST
model is able to directly track those slots that
are present in a new domain. For example, if
the model is able to track the departure slot in
the train domain, then that ability may transfer to
the taxi domain, which uses similar slots. Note
that generative DST models take the dialogue con-
text/history X , the domain D, and the slot S as
input and then generate the corresponding val-
ues Y value. Let (X,Dsource, Ssource, Y

value
source) be the

set of samples seen during the training phase and
(X,Dtarget, Starget, Y

value
target ) the samples which the

model was not trained to track. A zero-shot DST
model should be able to generate the correct values
of Y value

target given the context X , domain Dtarget, and
slot Starget, without using any training samples.
The same context X may appear in both source
and target domains but the pairs (Dtarget, Starget)
are unseen. This setting is extremely challeng-
ing if no slot in Starget appears in Ssource, since the
model has never been trained to track such a slot.
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3.2 Expanding DST for Few-shot Domain

In this section, we assume that only a small
number of samples from the new domain
(X,Dtarget, Starget, Y

value
target ) are available, and the

purpose is to evaluate the ability of our DST model
to transfer its learned knowledge to the new do-
main without forgetting previously learned do-
mains. There are two advantages to perform-
ing few-shot domain expansion: 1) being able to
quickly adapt to new domains and obtain decent
performance with only a small amount of training
data; 2) not requiring retraining with all the data
from previously learned domains, since the data
may no longer be available and retraining is often
very time-consuming.

Firstly, we consider a straightforward naive
baseline, i.e., fine-tuning with no constraints.
Then, we employ two specific continual learn-
ing techniques: elastic weight consolidation
(EWC) (Kirkpatrick et al., 2017) and gradient
episodic memory (GEM) (Lopez-Paz et al., 2017)
to fine-tune our model. We define ΘS as the
model’s parameters trained in the source domain,
and Θ indicates the current optimized parameters
according to the target domain data.

EWC uses the diagonal of the Fisher informa-
tion matrix F as a regularizer for adapting to the
target domain data. This matrix is approximated
using samples from the source domain. The EWC
loss is defined as

Lewc(Θ) = L(Θ) +
∑

i

λ

2
Fi(Θi −ΘS,i)

2, (8)

where λ is a hyper-parameter. Different from
EWC, GEM keeps a small number of samples K
from the source domains, and, while the model
learns the new target domain, a constraint is ap-
plied on the gradient to prevent the loss on the
stored samples from increasing. The training pro-
cess is defined as:

MinimizeΘ L(Θ)

Subject to L(Θ,K) ≤ L(ΘS ,K),
(9)

where L(Θ,K) is the loss value of the K stored
samples. Lopez-Paz et al. (2017) show how to
solve the optimization problem in Eq (9) with
quadratic programming if the loss of the stored
samples increases.

Hotel Train Attraction Restaurant Taxi

Slots

price,
type,

parking,
stay,
day,

people,
area,
stars,

internet,
name

destination,
departure,

day,
arrive by,
leave at,
people

area,
name,
type

food,
price,
area,

name,
time,
day,

people

destination,
departure,
arrive by,
leave by

Train 3381 3103 2717 3813 1654
Valid 416 484 401 438 207
Test 394 494 395 437 195

Table 1: The dataset information of MultiWOZ. In to-
tal, there are 30 (domain, slot) pairs from the selected
five domains. The numbers in the last three rows indi-
cate the number of dialogues for train, validation and
test sets.

4 Experiments

4.1 Dataset
Multi-domain Wizard-of-Oz (Budzianowski et al.,
2018) (MultiWOZ) is the largest existing human-
human conversational corpus spanning over
seven domains, containing 8438 multi-turn dia-
logues, with each dialogue averaging 13.68 turns.
Different from existing standard datasets like
WOZ (Wen et al., 2017) and DSTC2 (Henderson
et al., 2014a), which contain less than 10 slots and
only a few hundred values, MultiWOZ has 30 (do-
main, slot) pairs and over 4,500 possible values.
We use the DST labels from the original training,
validation and testing dataset. Only five domains
(restaurant, hotel, attraction, taxi, train) are used
in our experiment because the other two domains
(hospital, police) have very few dialogues (10%
compared to others) and only appear in the train-
ing set. The slots in each domain and the corre-
sponding data size are reported in Table 1.

4.2 Training Details
Multi-domain Joint Training The model is
trained end-to-end using the Adam optimizer
(Kingma and Ba, 2015) with a batch size of 32.
The learning rate annealing is in the range of
[0.001, 0.0001] with a dropout ratio of 0.2. Both
α and β in Eq (7) are set to one. All the em-
beddings are initialized by concatenating Glove
embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014) and charac-
ter embeddings (Hashimoto et al., 2016), where
the dimension is 400 for each vocabulary word.
A greedy search decoding strategy is used for
our state generator since the generated slot val-
ues are usually short in length. In addition, to in-
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crease model generalization and simulate an out-
of-vocabulary setting, a word dropout is utilized
with the utterance encoder by randomly masking
a small amount of input tokens, similar to Bow-
man et al. (2016).

Domain Expanding For training, we follow the
same procedure as in the joint training section, and
we run a small grid search for all the methods us-
ing the validation set. For EWC, we set different
values of λ for all the domains, and the optimal
value is selected using the validation set. Finally,
in GEM, we set the memory sizes K to 1% of the
source domains.

4.3 Results
Two evaluation metrics, joint goal accuracy and
slot accuracy, are used to evaluate the perfor-
mance on multi-domain DST. The joint goal accu-
racy compares the predicted dialogue states to the
ground truth Bt at each dialogue turn t, and the
output is considered correct if and only if all the
predicted values exactly match the ground truth
values in Bt. The slot accuracy, on the other hand,
individually compares each (domain, slot, value)
triplet to its ground truth label.

Multi-domain Training We make a comparison
with the following existing models: MDBT (Ra-
madan et al., 2018), GLAD (Zhong et al.,
2018), GCE (Nouri and Hosseini-Asl, 2018), and
SpanPtr (Xu and Hu, 2018), and we briefly de-
scribe these baselines models below:

• MDBT 2: Multiple bi-LSTMs are used to en-
code system and user utterances. The seman-
tic similarity between utterances and every pre-
defined ontology term is computed separately.
Each ontology term is triggered if the predicted
score is greater than a threshold.

• GLAD 3: This model uses self-attentive RNNs
to learn a global tracker that shares parameters
among slots and a local tracker that tracks each
slot. The model takes previous system actions
and the current user utterance as input, and com-
putes semantic similarity with predefined ontol-
ogy terms.

• GCE: This is the current state-of-the-art model
on the single-domain WOZ dataset (Wen et al.,
2github.com/osmanio2/

multi-domain-belief-tracking
3github.com/salesforce/glad

MultiWOZ MultiWOZ
(Only Restaurant)

Joint Slot Joint Slot
MDBT 15.57 89.53 17.98 54.99
GLAD 35.57 95.44 53.23 96.54

GCE 36.27 98.42 60.93 95.85
SpanPtr 30.28 93.85 49.12 87.89
TRADE 48.62 96.92 65.35 93.28

Table 2: The multi-domain DST evaluation on Mul-
tiWOZ and its single restaurant domain. TRADE
has the highest joint accuracy, which surpasses current
state-of-the-art GCE model.

2017). It is a simplified and speed up version of
GLAD without slot-specific RNNs.

• SpanPtr: Most related to our work, this is
the first model that applies pointer networks
(Vinyals et al., 2015) to the single-domain DST
problem, which generates both start and end
pointers to perform index-based copying.

To have a fair comparison, we modify the orig-
inal implementation of the MDBT and GLAD
models by: 1) adding name, destination, and de-
parture slots for evaluation if they were discarded
or replaced by placeholders; and 2) removing the
hand-crafted rules of tracking the booking slots
such as stay and people slots if there are any; and
3) creating a full ontology for their model to cover
all (domain, slot, value) pairs that were not in the
original ontology generated by the data provider.

As shown in Table 2, TRADE achieves the
highest performance, 48.62% on joint goal accu-
racy and 96.92% on slot accuracy, on MultiWOZ.
For comparison with the performance on single-
domain, the results on the restaurant domain of
MultiWOZ are reported as well. The performance
difference between SpanPtr and our model mainly
comes from the limitation of index-based copying.
For examples, if the true label for the price range
slot is cheap, the relevant user utterance describ-
ing the restaurant may actually be, for example,
economical, inexpensive, or cheaply. Note that the
MDBT, GLAD, and GCE models each need a pre-
defined domain ontology to perform binary clas-
sification for each ontology term, which hinders
their DST tracking performance, as mentioned in
Section 1.

We visualize the cosine similarity matrix for all
possible slot embeddings in Fig. 3. Most of the
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Joint Slot Joint Slot Joint Slot Joint Slot Joint Slot
Evaluation on 4 Domains Except Hotel Except Train Except Attraction Except Restaurant Except Taxi

Base Model (BM)
training on 4 domains

58.98 96.75 55.26 96.76 55.02 97.03 54.69 96.64 49.87 96.77

Fine-tuning BM
on 1% new domain

Naive 36.08 93.48 23.25 90.32 40.05 95.54 32.85 91.69 46.10 96.34
EWC 40.82 94.16 28.02 91.49 45.37 84.94 34.45 92.53 46.88 96.44
GEM 53.54 96.27 50.69 96.42 50.51 96.66 45.91 95.58 46.43 96.45

Evaluation on New Domain Hotel Train Attraction Restaurant Taxi
Training 1% New Domain 19.53 77.33 44.24 85.66 35.88 68.60 32.72 82.39 60.38 72.82

Fine-tuning BM
on 1% new domain

Naive 19.13 75.22 59.83 90.63 29.39 60.73 42.42 86.82 63.81 79.81
EWC 19.35 76.25 58.10 90.33 32.28 62.43 40.93 85.80 63.61 79.65
GEM 19.73 77.92 54.31 89.55 34.73 64.37 39.24 86.05 63.16 79.27

Table 3: We run domain expansion experiments by excluding one domain and fine-tuning on that domain. The
first row is the base model trained on the four domains. The second row is the results on the four domains after
fine-tuning on 1% new domain data using three different strategies. One can find out that GEM outperforms Naive
and EWC fine-tuning in terms of catastrophic forgetting on the four domains. Then, we evaluate the results on new
domain for two cases: training from scratch and fine-tuning from the base model. Results show that fine-tuning
from the base model usually achieves better results on the new domain compared to training from scratch.
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Figure 3: Embeddings cosine similarity visualization.
The rows and columns are all the possible slots in Mul-
tiWOZ. Slots that share similar values or have corre-
lated values learn similar embeddings. For example
destination vs. departure (which share similar values)
or price range vs. stars exhibit high correlation.

slot embeddings are not close to each other, which
is expected because the model only depends on
these features as start-of-sentence embeddings to
distinguish different slots. Note that some slots
are relatively close because either the values they
track may share similar semantic meanings or the
slots are correlated. For example, destination
and departure track names of cities, while people
and stay track numbers. On the other hand, price
range and star in hotel domain are correlated be-
cause high-star hotels are usually expensive.

Zero-shot We run zero-shot experiments by ex-
cluding one domain from the training set. As

Trained Single Zero-Shot
Joint Slot Joint Slot

Hotel 55.52 92.66 13.70 65.32
Train 77.71 95.30 22.37 49.31

Attraction 71.64 88.97 19.87 55.53
Restaurant 65.35 93.28 11.52 53.43

Taxi 76.13 89.53 60.58 73.92

Table 4: Zero-shot experiments on an unseen domain.
In taxi domain, our model achieves 60.58% joint goal
accuracy without training on any samples from taxi do-
main. Trained Single column is the results achieved by
training on 100% single-domain data as a reference.

shown in Table 4, the taxi domain achieves the
highest zero-shot performance, 60.58% on joint
goal accuracy, which is close to the result achieved
by training on all the taxi domain data (76.13%).
Although performances on the other zero-shot
domains are not especially promising, they still
achieve around 50 to 65% slot accuracy without
using any in-domain samples. The reason why the
zero-shot performance on the taxi domain is high
is because all four slots share similar values with
the corresponding slots in the train domain.

Domain Expanding In this setting, the TRADE
model is pre-trained on four domains and a held-
out domain is reserved for domain expansion to
perform fine-tuning. After fine-tuning on the new
domain, we evaluate the performance of TRADE
on 1) the four pre-trained domains and 2) the new
domain. We experiment with different fine-tuning
strategies. The base model row in Table 3 indi-
cates the results evaluated on the four domains us-
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ing their in-domain training data, and the Train-
ing 1% New Domain row indicates the results
achieved by training from scratch using 1% of
the new domain data. In general, GEM outper-
forms naive and EWC fine-tuning in terms of over-
coming catastrophic forgetting. We also find that
pre-training followed by fine-tuning outperforms
training from scratch on the single domain.

Fine-tuning TRADE with GEM maintains
higher performance on the original four domains.
Take the hotel domain as an example, the per-
formance on the four domains after fine-tuning
with GEM only drops from 58.98% to 53.54%
(-5.44%) on joint accuracy, whereas naive fine-
tuning deteriorates the tracking ability, dropping
joint goal accuracy to 36.08% (-22.9%).

Expanding TRADE from four domains to a new
domain achieves better performance than training
from scratch on the new domain. This observa-
tion underscores the advantages of transfer learn-
ing with the proposed TRADE model. For ex-
ample, our TRADE model achieves 59.83% joint
accuracy after fine-tuning using only 1% of Train
domain data, outperforming the training Train do-
main from scratch, which achieves 44.24% using
the same amount of new-domain data.

Finally, when considering hotel and attraction
as new domain, fine-tuning with GEM outper-
forms the naive fine-tuning approach on the new
domain. To elaborate, GEM obtains 34.73% joint
accuracy on the attraction domain, but naive fine-
tuning on that domain can only achieve 29.39%.
This implies that in some cases learning to keep
the tracking ability (learned parameters) of the
learned domains helps to achieve better perfor-
mance for the new domain.

5 Error Analysis

An error analysis of multi-domain training is
shown in Fig. 4. Not surprisingly, name slots in
the restaurant, attraction, and hotel domains have
the highest error rates, 8.50%, 8.17%, and 7.86%,
respectively. It is because this slot usually has a
large number of possible values that is hard to rec-
ognize. On the other hand, number-related slots
such as arrive by, people, and stay usually have
the lowest error rates. We also find that the type
slot of hotel domain has a high error rate, even if
it is an easy task with only two possible values in
the ontology. The reason is that labels of the (ho-
tel, type) pair are sometimes missing in the dataset,
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Figure 4: Slots error rate on test set of multi-domain
training. The name slot in restaurant domain has the
highest error rate, 8.50%, and the arrive by slot in taxi
domain has the lowest error rate, 1.33%
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Figure 5: Zero-shot DST error analysis on (a) hotel and
(b) restaurant domains. The x-axis represents the num-
ber of each slot which has correct non-empty values.
In hotel domain, the knowledge to track people, area,
price range, and day slots are successfully transferred
from other domains seen in training.

which makes our prediction incorrect even if it is
supposed to be predicted.

In Fig. 5, the zero-shot analysis of two se-
lected domains, hotel and restaurant, which con-
tain more slots to be tracked, are shown. To bet-
ter understand the behavior of knowledge trans-
ferring, here we only consider labels that are not
empty, i.e., we ignore data that is labeled as “none”
because predicting “none” is relatively easier for
the model. In both hotel and restaurant domains,
knowledge about people, area, price range, and
day slots are successfully transferred from the
other four domains. For unseen slots that only ap-
pear in one domain, it is very hard for our model
to track correctly. For example, parking, stars and
internet slots are only appeared in hotel domain,
and the food slot is unique to the restaurant do-
main.
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6 Related Work

Dialogue State Tracking Traditional dialogue
state tracking models combine semantics extracted
by language understanding modules to estimate
the current dialogue states (Williams and Young,
2007; Thomson and Young, 2010; Wang and
Lemon, 2013; Williams, 2014), or to jointly learn
speech understanding (Henderson et al., 2014b;
Zilka and Jurcicek, 2015; Wen et al., 2017). One
drawback is that they rely on hand-crafted fea-
tures and complex domain-specific lexicons (be-
sides the ontology), and are difficult to extend and
scale to new domains.

Mrkšić et al. (2017) use distributional repre-
sentation learning to leverage semantic informa-
tion from word embeddings to and resolve lex-
ical/morphological ambiguity. However, param-
eters are not shared across slots. On the other
hand, Nouri and Hosseini-Asl (2018) utilizes
global modules to share parameters between slots,
and Zhong et al. (2018) uses slot-specific local
modules to learn slot features, which has proved
to successfully improve tracking of rare slot val-
ues. Lei et al. (2018) use a Seq2Seq model to gen-
erate belief spans and the delexicalized response
at the same time. Ren et al. (2018) propose
StateNet that generates a dialogue history repre-
sentation and compares the distances between this
representation and value vectors in the candidate
set. Xu and Hu (2018) use the index-based pointer
network for different slots, and show the ability
to point to unknown values. However, many of
them require a predefined domain ontology, and
the models were only evaluated on single-domain
setting (DSTC2).

For multi-domain DST, Rastogi et al. (2017)
propose a multi-domain approach using two-layer
bi-GRU. Although it does not need an ad-hoc state
update mechanism, it relies on delexicalization to
extract the features. Ramadan et al. (2018) pro-
pose a model to jointly track domain and the di-
alogue states using multiple bi-LSTM. They uti-
lize semantic similarity between utterances and
the ontology terms and allow the information to
be shared across domains. For a more general
overview, readers may refer to the neural dialogue
review paper from Gao et al. (2018).

Zero/Few-Shot and Continual Learning Dif-
ferent components of dialogue systems have pre-
viously been used for zero-shot application, e.g.,

intention classifiers (Chen et al., 2016), slot-
filling (Bapna et al., 2017), and dialogue pol-
icy (Gašić and Young, 2014). For language
generation, Johnson et al. (2017) propose sin-
gle encoder-decoder models for zero-shot machine
translation, and Zhao and Eskenazi (2018) pro-
pose cross-domain zero-shot dialogue generation
using action matching. Moreover, few-shot learn-
ing in natural language applications has been ap-
plied in semantic parsing (Huang et al., 2018), ma-
chine translation (Gu et al., 2018), and text clas-
sification (Yu et al., 2018) with meta-learning ap-
proaches (Schmidhuber, 1987; Finn et al., 2017).
These tasks usually have multiple tasks to per-
form fast adaptation, instead in our case the num-
ber of existing domains are limited. Lastly, sev-
eral approaches have been proposed for contin-
ual learning in the machine learning commu-
nity (Kirkpatrick et al., 2017; Lopez-Paz et al.,
2017; Rusu et al., 2016; Fernando et al., 2017;
Lee et al., 2017), especially in image recognition
tasks (Aljundi et al., 2017; Rannen et al., 2017).
The applications within NLP has been compara-
tively limited, e.g., Shu et al. (2016, 2017b) for
opinion mining, Shu et al. (2017a) for document
classification, and Lee (2017) for hybrid code net-
works (Williams et al., 2017).

7 Conclusion

We introduce a transferable dialogue state gen-
erator for multi-domain dialogue state tracking,
which learns to track states without any predefined
domain ontology. TRADE shares all of its param-
eters across multiple domains and achieves state-
of-the-art joint goal accuracy and slot accuracy on
the MultiWOZ dataset for five different domains.
Moreover, domain sharing enables TRADE to per-
form zero-shot DST for unseen domains and to
quickly adapt to few-shot domains without forget-
ting the learned ones. In future work, transferring
knowledge from other resources can be applied to
further improve zero-shot performance, and col-
lecting a dataset with a large number of domains is
able to facilitate the application and study of meta-
learning techniques within multi-domain DST.
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Abstract

We present methods for multi-task learning
that take advantage of natural groupings of re-
lated tasks. Task groups may be defined along
known properties of the tasks, such as task do-
main or language. Such task groups represent
supervised information at the inter-task level
and can be encoded into the model. We inves-
tigate two variants of neural network architec-
tures that accomplish this, learning different
feature spaces at the levels of individual tasks,
task groups, as well as the universe of all tasks:
(1) parallel architectures encode each input si-
multaneously into feature spaces at different
levels; (2) serial architectures encode each in-
put successively into feature spaces at different
levels in the task hierarchy. We demonstrate
the methods on natural language understand-
ing (NLU) tasks, where a grouping of tasks
into different task domains leads to improved
performance on ATIS, Snips, and a large in-
house dataset.

1 Introduction

In multi-task learning (Caruana, 1993), multiple
related tasks are learned together. Rather than
learning one task at a time, multi-task learning
uses information sharing between multiple tasks.
This technique has been shown to be effective in
multiple different areas, e.g., vision (Zhang et al.,
2014), medicine (Bickel et al., 2008), and natural
language processing (Collobert and Weston, 2008;
Luong et al., 2016; Fan et al., 2017).

The selection of tasks to be trained together in
multi-task learning can be seen as a form of super-
vision: The modeler picks tasks that are known a
priori to share some commonalities and decides to
train them together. In this paper, we consider the
case when information about the relationships of

∗This work was done while Shiva Pentyala was interning
at Amazon Alexa.

these tasks is available as well, in the form of nat-
ural groups of these tasks. Such task groups can
be available in various multi-task learning scenar-
ios: In multi-language modeling, when learning to
parse or translate multiple languages jointly, infor-
mation on language families would be available;
in multimodal modeling, e.g., when learning text
tasks and image tasks jointly, clustering the tasks
into these two groups would be natural. In multi-
domain modeling, which is the focus of this pa-
per, different tasks naturally group into different
domains.

We hypothesize that adding such inter-task su-
pervision can encourage a model to generalize
along the desired task dimensions. We introduce
neural network architectures that can encode task
groups, in two variants:

• Parallel network architectures encode each
input simultaneously into feature spaces at
different levels;

• serial network architectures encode each in-
put successively into feature spaces at differ-
ent levels in the task hierarchy.

These neural network architectures are general
and can be applied to any multi-task learning prob-
lem in which the tasks can be grouped into differ-
ent task groups.

Application Example. To illustrate our method,
we now introduce the specific scenario that we use
to evaluate our method empirically: multi-domain
natural language understanding (NLU) for virtual
assistants. Such assistants, e.g., Alexa, Cortana,
or Google Assistant, perform a range of tasks in
different domains (or, categories), such as Music,
Traffic, Calendar, etc. With the advent of frame-
works like Alexa Skills Kit, Cortana Skills Kit and
Actions on Google, third-party developers can ex-
tend the capabilities of these virtual assistants by
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developing new tasks, which we call skills, e.g.,
Uber, Lyft, Fitbit, in any given domain. Each skill
is defined by a set of intents that represents dif-
ferent functions to handle a user’s request, e.g.,
play artist or play station for a skill in
the Music domain. Each intent can be instanti-
ated with particular slots, e.g., artist or song.
An utterance like “play madonna” may be parsed
into intent and slots, resulting in a structure like
PlayArtist(artist="madonna"). Skill
developers provide their own labeled sample ut-
terances in a grammar-like format (Kumar et al.,
2017), individually choosing a label space that is
suitable for their problem.1 We learn intent classi-
fication (IC) and slot filling (SF) models for these
skills, in order to recognize user utterances spoken
to these skills that are similar but not necessarily
identical to the sample utterances given by their
skill developers.

In this paper, we apply multi-task learning to
this problem, learning the models for all skills
jointly, as the individual training data for any given
skill may be small and utterances across multiple
skills have similar characteristics, e.g., they are of-
ten short commands in spoken language. In addi-
tion, we wish to add information on task groups
(here: skill domains) into these models, as utter-
ances in different skills of the same domain may
be especially similar. For example, although the
Uber and Lyft skills are built by independent de-
velopers, end users may speak similar utterances
to them. Users may say “get me a ride” to Uber
and “I’m requesting a ride” to Lyft.

Contributions. The main contributions of this
paper are as follows:

• We introduce unified models for multi-task
learning that learn three sets of features: task,
task group, and task universe features;

• we introduce two architecture variants of
such multi-task models: parallel and serial
architectures;

• we evaluate the proposed models to perform
multi-domain joint learning of slot filling and
intent classification on both public datasets
and a real-world dataset from the Alexa vir-
tual assistant;

1They may choose to pick from a set of predefined labels
with prepopulated content, e.g., cities or first names.

• we demonstrate experimentally the superior-
ity of introducing group-level features and
learning features in both parallel and serial
ways.

2 Proposed Architectures

The goal of multi-task learning (MTL) is to uti-
lize shared information across related tasks. The
features learned in one task could be transferred
to reinforce the feature learning of other tasks,
thereby boosting the performance of all tasks via
mutual feedback within a unified MTL architec-
ture. We consider the problem of multi-domain
natural language understanding (NLU) for virtual
assistants. Recent progress has been made to build
NLU models to identify and extract structured in-
formation from user’s request by jointly learn-
ing intent classification (IC) and slot filling (SF)
(Tur et al., 2010). However, in practice, a com-
mon issue when building NLU models for every
skill is that the amount of annotated training data
varies across skills and is small for many individ-
ual skills. Motivated by the idea of learning mul-
tiple tasks jointly, the paucity of data can be re-
solved by transferring knowledge between differ-
ent tasks that can reinforce one another.

In what follows, we describe four end-to-end
MTL architectures (Sections 2.1 to 2.4). These
architectures are encoder-decoder architectures
where the encoder extracts three different sets of
features: task, task group, and task universe fea-
tures, and the decoder produces desired outputs
based on feature representations. In particular,
the first one (Figure 1) is a parallel MTL archi-
tecture where task, task group, and task universe
features are encoded in parallel and then concate-
nated to produce a composite representation. The
next three architectures (Figure 2) are serial ar-
chitectures in different variants: In the first serial
MTL architecture, group and universe features are
learned first and are then used as inputs to learn
task-specific features. The next serial architecture
is similar but introduces highway connections that
feed representations from earlier stages in the se-
ries directly into later stages. In the last archi-
tecture, the order of serially learned features is
changed, so that task-specific features are encoded
first.

In Section 2.5, we introduce an encoder-
decoder architecture to perform slot filling and in-
tent classification jointly in a multi-domain sce-
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nario for virtual assistants. Although we con-
duct experiments on multi-domain NLU systems
of virtual assistants, the architectures can easily
be applied to other tasks. Specifically, the en-
coder/decoder could be instantiated with any com-
ponents or architectures, i.e., Bi-LSTM (Hochre-
iter and Schmidhuber, 1997) for the encoder, and
classification or sequential labeling for the de-
coder.

2.1 Parallel MTL Architecture
The first architecture, shown in Figure 1, is de-
signed to learn the three sets of features at the same
stage; therefore we call it a parallel MTL architec-
ture, or PARALLEL[UNIV+GROUP+TASK]. This archi-
tecture uses three types of encoders: 1) A universe
encoder to extract the common features across all
tasks; 2) task-specific encoders to extract task-
specific features; and 3) group-specific encoders
to extract features within the same group. Fi-
nally, these three feature representations are con-
catenated and passed through the task-specific de-
coders to produce the output.

Assume we are given a MTL problem with
m groups of tasks. Each task is associ-
ated with a dataset of training examples D =
{(xi1,yi1), ..., (ximi

,yimi
)}mi=1, where xik and yik

denote input data and corresponding labels for task
k in group i. The parameters of the parallel MTL
model (and also for the other MTL models) are
trained to minimize the weighted sum of individ-
ual task-specific losses that can be computed as:

Ltasks =
m∑

i=1

mi∑

j=1

αij ∗ Lij , (1)

where αij is a static weight for task j in group i,
which could be proportional to the size of train-
ing data of the task. The loss function Lij is de-
fined based on the tasks performed by the decoder,
which will be described in Section 2.5.

To eliminate redundancy in the features learned
by three different types of encoders, we add ad-
versarial loss and orthogonality constraints cost
(Bousmalis et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2017). Adding
adversarial loss aims to prevent task-specific fea-
tures from creeping into the shared space. We
apply adversarial training to our shared encoders,
i.e., the universe and group encoders. To encour-
age task, group, and universe encoders to learn
features from different aspects of the inputs, we
add orthogonality constraints between task and

Figure 1: The PARALLEL[UNIV+GROUP+TASK] archi-
tecture, which learns universe, group, and task features.
Three tasks a, b, and c are illustrated in the figure where
a, b ∈ group1 and c ∈ group2.

universe/group representations of each domain.
The loss function defined in Equation 1 becomes:

Lall = Ltasks + λ ∗ Ladv + γ ∗ Lortho (2)

whereLadv and Lortho denote the loss function for
adversarial training and orthogonality constraints
respectively, and λ and γ are hyperparameters.

2.2 Serial MTL Architecture
The second MTL architecture, called SERIAL, has
the same set of encoders and decoders as the par-
allel MTL architecture. The differences are 1) the
order of learning features and 2) the input for in-
dividual decoders. In this serial MTL architecture,
three sets of features are learned in a sequential
way in two stages. As shown in Figure 2a, group
encoders and a universe encoder encode group-
level and fully shared universe-level features, re-
spectively, based on input data. Then, task en-
coders use that concatenated feature representa-
tion to learn task-specific features. Finally, in this
serial architecture, the individual task decoders
use their corresponding private encoder outputs
only to perform tasks. This contrasts with the par-
allel MTL architecture, which uses combinations
of three feature representations as input to their re-
spective task decoders.

2.3 Serial MTL Architecture with Highway
Connections

Decoders in the SERIAL architecture, introduced
in the previous section, do not have direct ac-
cess to group and universe feature representations.
However, directly utilizing these shared features
could be beneficial for some tasks. Therefore, we
add highway connections to incorporate universe
encoder output and corresponding group encoder
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(a) SERIAL

(b) SERIAL+HIGHWAY

(c) SERIAL+HIGHWAY+SWAP

Figure 2: Three serial MTL architectures. In each of
these architectures, individual decoders utilize all three
sets of features (task, universe, and group features) to
perform a task. Three tasks a, b, and c are illustrated in
the figures where a, b ∈ group1 and c ∈ group2.

outputs as inputs to the individual decoders in ad-
dition to task-specific encoder output; we call this
model SERIAL+HIGHWAY.

As shown in Figure 2b, input to the task-specific
encoders are the same as those in the serial MTL
architecture, i.e., the concatenation of the group
and universe features. The input to each task-
specific decoder, however, is now the concatena-
tion of the features from the group encoder, the
universe encoder, and the task-specific encoder.

2.4 Serial MTL Architecture with Highway
Connections and Feature Swapping

In both serial MTL architectures introduced in the
previous two sections, the input to the task en-
coders is the output of the more general group and
universe encoders. That output potentially under-
represents some task-specific aspects of the input.
Therefore, we introduce SERIAL+HIGHWAY+SWAP;
a variant of SERIAL+HIGHWAY, in which the two
stages of universe/group features and task-specific
features are swapped. As shown in Figure 2c, the
task-specific representations are now learned in
the first stage, and group and universe feature rep-
resentations based on the task features are learned
in the second stage. In this model, the task encoder

directly takes input data and learns task-specific
features. Then, the universe encoder and group en-
coders take the task-specific representations as in-
put and generate fully shared universe and group-
level representations, respectively. Finally, task-
specific decoders use the concatenation of all three
features – universe, group and task features, to per-
form the final tasks.

2.5 An Example of Encoder-Decoder
Architecture for a Single Task

All four MTL architectures introduced in the pre-
vious sections are general such that they could be
applied to many applications. In this section, we
use the task of joint slot filling (SF) and intent clas-
sification (IC) for natural language understanding
(NLU) systems for virtual assistants as an exam-
ple. We design an encoder-decoder architecture to
perform SF and IC as a joint task, on top of which
the four MTL architectures are built.

Given an input sequence x = (x1, . . . , xT ),
the goal is to jointly learn an equal-length tag se-
quence of slots yS = (y1, . . . , yT ) and the overall
intent label yI . By using a joint model, rather than
two separate models, for SF and IC, we exploit the
correlation of the two output spaces. For exam-
ple, if the intent of a sentence is book ride it is
likely to contain the slot types from address
and destination address, and vice versa.
The JOINT-SF-IC model architecture is shown in
Figure 3. It is a simplified version compared to
the SLOTGATED model (Goo et al., 2018), which
showed state-of-the-art results in jointly modeling
SF and IC. Our architecture uses neither slot/intent
attention nor a slot gate.

To address the issues of small amounts of train-
ing data and out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words, we
use character embeddings, learned during training,
as well as pre-trained word embeddings (Lam-
ple et al., 2016). These word and character rep-
resentations are passed as input to the encoder,
which is a bidirectional long short-term memory
(Bi-LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997)
layer that computes forward hidden state

−→
ht and

backward hidden state
←−
ht per time step t in the in-

put sequence. We then concatenate
−→
ht and

←−
ht to

get final hidden state ht = [
−→
ht;
←−
ht] at time step t.

Slot Filling (SF): For a given sentence x =
(x1, . . . , xT ) with T words, we use their respec-
tive hidden states h = (h1, . . . ,hT ) from the en-
coder (Bi-LSTM layer) to model tagging decisions
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Figure 3: JOINT-SF-IC model.

yS = (y1, . . . , yT ) jointly using a conditional ran-
dom field (CRF) layer (Lample et al., 2016; Laf-
ferty et al., 2001):

yS = argmax
y∈YS

fS(h,x,y), (3)

where YS is the set of all possible slot sequences,
and fS is the CRF decoding function.
Intent Classification (IC): Based on the hidden
states from the encoder (Bi-LSTM layer), we use
the last forward hidden state

−→
hT and last backward

hidden state
←−
h1 to compute the moment hI =

[
−→
hT ;
←−
h1] which can be regarded as the representa-

tion of the entire input sentence. Lastly, the intent
yI of the input sentence is predicted by feeding
hI into a fully-connected layer with softmax acti-
vation function to generate the prediction for each
intent:

yI = softmax(W I
hy · hI + b), (4)

where yI is the prediction label, W I
hy is a weight

matrix and b is a bias term.
Joint Optimization: As our decoder models a
joint task of SF and IC, we define the loss L as
a weighted sum of individual losses which can be
plugged into Lij in Equation 1:

Ltask = wSF ∗ LSF + wIC ∗ LIC, (5)

where LSF is the cross-entropy loss based on the
probability of the correct tag sequence (Lample
et al., 2016), LIC is the cross-entropy loss based
on the predicted and true intent distributions (Liu
et al., 2017) and wSF, wIC are hyperparameters to
adjust the weights of the two loss components.

3 Experimental Setup

3.1 Dataset
We evaluate our proposed models for multi-
domain joint slot filling and intent classification
for spoken language understanding systems. We
use the following benchmark dataset and large-
scale Alexa dataset for evaluation, and we use
classic intent accuracy and slot F1 as in Goo et al.
(2018) as evaluation metrics.

Property ATIS Snips
Train set size 4,478 13,084
Dev set size 500 700
Test set size 893 700
#Slots 120 72
#Intents 21 7

Table 1: Statistics of the benchmark dataset.

Benchmark Dataset: We consider two widely
used datasets ATIS (Tur et al., 2010) and Snips
(Goo et al., 2018). The statistics of these datasets
are shown in Table 1. For each dataset, we use the
same train/dev/test set as Goo et al. (2018). ATIS
is a single-domain (Airline Travel) dataset while
Snips is a more complex multi-domain dataset due
to the intent diversity and large vocabulary.

For initial experiments, we use ATIS and Snips
as two tasks. For multi-domain experiments, we
split Snips into three domains – Music, Location,
and Creative based on its intents and treat each one
as an individual task. Thus for this second set of
experiments, we have four tasks (ATIS and Snips
splits). Table 2 shows the new datasets obtained
by splitting Snips. This new dataset allows us to
introduce task groups. We define ATIS and Snips-
location as one task group, and Snips-music and
Snips-creative as another.
Alexa Dataset: We use live utterances spoken to
90 Alexa skills with the highest traffic. These
are categorized into 10 domains, based on assign-
ments by the developers of the individual skills.
Each skill is a task in the MTL setting, and each

Dataset Intent

Snips-creative
search creative work
rate book

Snips-music
play music
add to playlist

Snips-location
get weather
book restaurant
search screening event

Table 2: Snips after splitting based on intent.
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Domain/Group Skill Count
Train Dev

Games, Trivia & Accessories 37 37
Smart Home 12 4
Music & Audio 8 8
Lifestyle 7 7
Education & Reference 7 7
Novelty & Humor 6 6
Health & Fitness 5 5
Food & Drink 3 3
Movies & TV 3 3
News 2 0
Total 90 80

Table 3: Statistics of the Alexa dataset.

domain acts as a task group. Due to the lim-
ited annotated datasets for skills, we do not have
validation sets for these 90 skills. Instead, we
use another 80 popular skills that fall into the
same domain groups as the 90 skills as the val-
idation set to tune model parameters. Table 3
shows the statistics of the Alexa dataset based
on domains. For training and validation sets, we
keep approximately the same number of skills per
group to make sure that hyperparameters of adver-
sarial training are unbiased. We use the valida-
tion datasets to choose the hyperparameters for the
baselines as well as our proposed models.

3.2 Baselines
We compare our proposed model with the follow-
ing three competitive architectures for single-task
joint slot filling (SF) and intent classification (IC),
which have been widely used in prior literature:

• JOINTSEQUENCE: Hakkani-Tür et al. (2016)
proposed a Bi-LSTM joint model for slot fill-
ing, intent classification, and domain classifi-
cation.

• ATTENTIONBASED: Liu and Lane (2016)
showed that incorporating an attention mech-
anism into a Bi-LSTM joint model can re-
duce errors on intent detection and slot fill-
ing.

• SLOTGATED: Goo et al. (2018) added a
slot-gated mechanism into the traditional
attention-based joint architecture, aiming to
explicitly model the relationship between in-
tent and slots, rather than implicitly modeling
it with a joint loss.

We also compare our proposed model with two
closely related multi-task learning (MTL) archi-

tectures that can be treated as simplified versions
of our parallel MTL architecture:

• PARALLEL[UNIV]: This model, proposed by
Liu et al. (2017), uses a universe encoder that
is shared across all tasks, and decoders are
task-specific.

• PARALLEL[UNIV+TASK]: This model, also pro-
posed by Liu et al. (2017), uses task-specific
encoders in addition to the shared encoder.
To ensure non-redundancy in features learned
across shared and task-specific encoders,
adversarial training and orthogonality con-
straints are incorporated.

3.3 Training Setup

All our proposed models are trained with back-
propagation, and gradient-based optimization is
performed using Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015).
In all experiments, we set the character LSTM hid-
den size to 64 and word embedding LSTM hidden
size to 128. We use 300-dimension GloVe vec-
tors (Pennington et al., 2014) for the benchmark
datasets and in-house embeddings for the Alexa
dataset, which are trained with Wikipedia data and
live utterances spoken to Alexa. Character embed-
ding dimensions and dropout rate are set to 100
and 0.5 respectively. Minimax optimization in ad-
versarial training was implemented via the use of
a gradient reversal layer (Ganin and Lempitsky,
2015; Liu et al., 2017). The models are imple-
mented with the TensorFlow library (Abadi et al.,
2016).

For benchmark data, the models are trained us-
ing an early-stop strategy with maximum epoch
set to 50 and patience (i.e., number of epochs with
no improvement on the dev set for both SF and IC)
to 6. In addition, the benchmark dataset has varied
size vocabularies across its datasets. To give equal
importance to each of them, αji (see Equation 1)
is proportional to 1/n, where n is the training set
size of task j in group i. We are able to train on
CPUs, due to the low values of n.

For Alexa data, optimal hyperparameters are
determined on the 80 development skills and ap-
plied to the training and evaluation of the 90
test skills. αji is here set to 1 as all skills have
10, 000 training utterances sampled from the re-
spective developer-defined skill grammars (Kumar
et al., 2017). Here, training was done using GPU-
enabled EC2 instances (p2.8xlarge).
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Model
ATIS Snips

Intent Slot Intent Slot
Acc. F1 Acc. F1

JOINTSEQUENCE 92.6 94.3 96.9 87.3
ATTENTIONBASED 91.1 94.2 96.7 87.9
SLOTGATED 93.6 94.8 97.0 88.8
JOINT-SF-IC 96.1 95.4 98.0 94.8
PARALLEL[UNIV] 95.9 95.1 98.1 94.3
PARALLEL[UNIV+TASK] 96.6 95.8 97.6 94.5

Table 4: Results on benchmark datasets (ATIS and
original Snips).

Model
ATIS Snips-location

Intent Slot Intent Slot
Acc. F1 Acc. F1

JOINT-SF-IC 96.1 95.4 99.7 96.3
PARALLEL[UNIV] 96.4 95.4 99.7 95.8
PARALLEL[UNIV+TASK] 96.2 95.5 99.7 96.0
PARALLEL[UNIV+GROUP+TASK] 96.9 95.4 99.7 96.5
SERIAL 97.2 95.8 100.0 96.5
SERIAL+HIGHWAY 96.9 95.7 100.0 97.2
SERIAL+HIGHWAY+SWAP 97.5 95.6 99.7 96.0

Model
Snips-music Snips-creative

Intent Slot Intent Slot
Acc. F1 Acc. F1

JOINT-SF-IC 100.0 93.1 100.0 96.6
PARALLEL[UNIV] 100.0 92.1 100.0 95.8
PARALLEL[UNIV+TASK] 100.0 93.4 100.0 97.2
PARALLEL[UNIV+GROUP+TASK] 99.5 94.4 100.0 97.3
SERIAL 100.0 93.8 100.0 97.2
SERIAL+HIGHWAY 99.5 94.8 100.0 97.2
SERIAL+HIGHWAY+SWAP 100.0 93.9 100.0 97.8

Table 5: Results on benchmark dataset (ATIS and sub-
sets of Snips).

Our detailed training algorithm is similar to the
one used by Collobert and Weston (2008) and Liu
et al. (2016, 2017), where training is achieved in a
stochastic manner by looping over the tasks. For
example, an epoch involves these four steps: 1) se-
lect a random skill; 2) select a random batch from
the list of available batches for this skill; 3) up-
date the model parameters by taking a gradient
step w.r.t this batch; 4) update the list of avail-
able batches for this skill by removing the current
batch.

4 Experimental Results

4.1 Benchmark data
Table 4 shows the results on ATIS and the original
version of the Snips dataset (as shown in Table 1).
In the first four lines, ATIS and Snips are trained
separately. In the last two lines (PARALLEL), they
are treated as two tasks in the MTL setup. There
are no task groups in this particular experiment,
as each utterance belongs to either ATIS or Snips,
and all utterances belong to the task universe. The
JOINT-SF-IC architecture with CRF layer performs
better than all the three baseline models in terms
of all evaluation metrics on both datasets, even af-

Model
Intent Acc. Slot F1

Mean Median Mean Median
JOINT-SF-IC 93.36 95.90 79.97 85.23
PARALLEL[UNIV] 93.44 95.50 80.76 86.18
PARALLEL[UNIV+TASK] 93.78 96.35 80.49 85.81
PARALLEL[UNIV+GROUP+TASK] 93.87 96.31 80.84 86.21
SERIAL 93.83 96.24 80.84 86.14
SERIAL+HIGHWAY 93.81 96.28 80.73 85.71
SERIAL+HIGHWAY+SWAP 94.02 96.42 80.80 86.44

Table 6: Results on the Alexa dataset. Best results on
mean intent accuracy and slot F1 values, and results
that are not statistically different from the best model
are marked in bold.

ter removing the slot-gate (Goo et al., 2018) and
attention (Liu and Lane, 2016). Learning uni-
verse features across both the datasets in addition
to the task features help ATIS while performance
on Snips degrades. This might be due to the fact
that Snips is a multi-domain dataset, which in turn
motivates us to split the Snips dataset (as shown
in Table 2), so that the tasks in each domain (i.e.,
task group) may share features separately.

Table 5 shows results on ATIS and our split
version of Snips. We now have four tasks:
ATIS, Snips-location, Snips-music, and Snips-
creative. JOINT-SF-IC is our baseline that treats
these four tasks independently. All other mod-
els process the four tasks together in the MTL
setup. For the models introduced in this pa-
per, we define two task groups: ATIS and Snips-
location as one group, and Snips-music and Snips-
creative as another. Our models, which use these
groups, generally outperform the other MTL mod-
els (PARALLEL[UNIV] and PARALLEL[UNIV+TASK]);
especially the serial MTL architectures perform
well.

4.2 Alexa data
Table 6 shows the results of the single-domain
model and the MTL models on the Alexa dataset.
The trend is clearly visible in these results com-
pared to the results on the benchmark data.
As Alexa data has more domains, there might
not be many features that are common across
all the domains. Capturing those features that
are only common across a group became possi-
ble by incorporating task group encoders. SE-

RIAL+HIGHWAY+SWAP yields the best mean intent
accuracy. PARALLEL+UNIV+GROUP+TASK and SE-

RIAL+HIGHWAY show statistically indistinguishable
results. For slot filling, all MTL architectures
achieve competitive results on mean Slot F1.
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Model Education Food Games Health Lifestyle Movie Music News Novelty Smart Home
JOINT-SF-IC 95.89 90.60 96.29 92.80 93.84 67.50 93.51 90.05 95.00 89.58

PARALLEL[UNIV] 95.56 89.47 95.96 90.74 94.49 74.40 93.29 90.90 94.58 90.63
PARALLEL[UNIV+TASK] 95.99 91.10 96.50 93.60 94.46 68.40 94.45 88.60 94.93 90.66
PARALLEL[UNIV+GROUP+TASK] 96.17 91.23 96.58 93.92 94.33 68.10 94.56 87.15 95.00 91.06

SERIAL 96.11 90.77 96.44 94.04 94.63 69.07 94.59 87.30 94.92 90.89
SERIAL+HIGHWAY 96.04 91.70 96.45 94.10 92.71 68.67 94.86 87.90 95.03 91.41
SERIAL+HIGHWAY+SWAP 96.20 91.80 96.49 94.16 94.37 68.37 94.94 88.35 95.08 91.64

Table 7: Intent accuracy on different groups of the Alexa dataset.

Model Education Food Games Health Lifestyle Movie Music News Novelty Smart Home
JOINT-SF-IC 83.83 71.29 85.29 74.18 73.68 70.45 78.37 71.15 74.12 76.07

PARALLEL[UNIV] 84.75 76.54 86.43 74.50 71.85 72.32 78.46 70.53 75.22 76.48
PARALLEL[UNIV+TASK] 84.59 73.22 85.80 69.60 76.76 75.43 78.38 70.67 74.60 76.97
PARALLEL[UNIV+GROUP+TASK] 84.41 76.43 85.68 70.81 78.24 76.74 78.63 72.33 74.52 77.22

SERIAL 84.74 71.79 85.42 73.02 72.17 73.56 79.30 71.90 74.37 77.56
SERIAL+HIGHWAY 85.20 74.13 85.78 71.58 73.43 74.29 80.12 71.40 74.23 77.75
SERIAL+HIGHWAY+SWAP 84.93 74.87 86.35 72.38 72.02 72.09 78.86 72.12 74.49 77.69

Table 8: Slot F1 on different groups of the Alexa dataset.

Overall, on both benchmark data and Alexa
data, our architectures with group encoders show
better results than others. Specifically, the serial
architecture with highway connections achieves
the best mean Slot F1 of 94.8 and 97.2 on Snips-
music and Snips-location respectively and median
Slot F1 of 81.99 on the Alexa dataset. Swap-
ping its feature hierarchy enhances its intent ac-
curacy to 97.5 on ATIS. It also achieves the
best/competitive mean and median values on both
SF and IC on the Alexa dataset. This supports our
argument that when we try to learn common fea-
tures across all the domains (Liu et al., 2017), we
might miss crucial features that are only present
across a group. Capturing those task group fea-
tures boosts the performance of our unified model
on SF and IC. In addition, when we attempt to
learn three sets of features – task, task universe,
and task group features – the serial architecture
for feature learning helps. Specifically, when we
have datasets from many domains, learning task
features in the first stage and common features,
i.e., task universe and task group features, in the
second stage yields the best results. This differ-
ence is more clearly visible in the results of the
large-scale Alexa data than that of the small-scale
benchmark dataset.

5 Result Analysis

To further investigate the performance of differ-
ent architectures, we present the intent accuracy
and slot F1 values on different groups of Alexa

utterances in Tables 7 and 8. For intent classifica-
tion, SERIAL+HIGHWAY+SWAP achieves the best re-
sults on six domains, and PARALLEL[UNIV] achieves
the best results on the movie and news domains.
Such a finding helps explain the reason why
PARALLEL[UNIV] is significantly indistinguishable
from SERIAL+HIGHWAY+SWAP on the Alexa dataset,
which is shown in Table 6. PARALLEL[UNIV] out-
performs MTL with group encoders when there
is more information shared across domains. Ex-
amples of similar training utterances in different
domains are “go back eight hour” and “rewind
for eighty five hour” in a News skill; “to rewind
the Netflix” in a Smart Home skill; and “rewind
nine minutes” in a Music skill. The diverse utter-
ance context in different domains could be learned
through the universe encoder, which helps to im-
prove the intent accuracy for these skills.

For the slot filling, each domain favors one
of the four MTL architectures including PAR-

ALLEL[UNIV], PARALLEL[UNIV+GROUP+TASK], SE-

RIAL+HIGHWAY, and SERIAL+HIGHWAY+SWAP. Such
a finding is consistent with the statistically indis-
tinguishable performance between different MTL
architectures shown in Table 6. Tables 9 and 10
show a few utterances from different datasets in
the Smart Home category that are correctly pre-
dicted after learning task group features. General
words like sixty, eight, alarm can have different
slot types across different datasets. Learning fea-
tures of the Smart Home category helps overcome
such conflicts. However, a word in different tasks
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in the same domain can still have different slot
types. For example, the first two utterances in Ta-
ble 11, which are picked from the Smart Home do-
main, have different slot types Name and Channel
for the word one. In such cases, there is no guar-
antee that learning group features can overcome
the conflicts. This might be due to the fact that
the groups are predefined and they do not always
represent the real task structure. To tackle this is-
sue, learning task structures with features jointly
(Zhang et al., 2017) rather than relying on pre-
defined task groups, would be a future direction.
In our experimental settings, all the universe, task,
and task group encoders are instantiated with Bi-
LSTM. An interesting area for future experimen-
tation is to streamline the encoders, e.g., adding
additional bits to the inputs to the task encoder to
indicate the task and group information, which is
similar to the idea of using a special token as a rep-
resentation of the language in a multilingual ma-
chine translation system (Johnson et al., 2017).

Utterance
turn/Other to/Other channel/Other sixty/Name eight/Name
go/Other to/Other channel/Other sixty/VolumeLevel seven/Name
turn/Other the/article alarm/device away/device

Table 9: Predictions (incorrect predictions are marked
in red) from Smart Home domain by the PARAL-
LEL[UNIV+TASK] architecture.

Utterance
turn/Other to/Other channel/Other sixty/Channel eight/Channel
go/Other to/Other channel/Other sixty/Channel seven/Channel
turn/Other the/article alarm/security system away/type

Table 10: Predictions (correct predictions are marked
in green) from Smart Home domain by the SE-
RIAL+HIGHWAY+SWAP architecture.

Utterance
tune/Other to/Other the/Other bbc/Name one/Name station/Other
change/Other to/Other channel/Other one/Channel
score/Other sixty/Number one/Number
four/Answer one/Answer

Table 11: Training samples from different domains
with different slot types for the word one (highlighted
in blue).

6 Related Work

Multi-task learning (MTL) aims to learn multiple
related tasks from data simultaneously to improve

the predictive performance compared with learn-
ing independent models. Various MTL models
have been developed based on the assumption that
all tasks are related (Argyriou et al., 2007; Negah-
ban and Wainwright, 2008; Jalali et al., 2010). To
tackle the problem that task structure is usually un-
clear, Evgeniou and Pontil (2004) extended sup-
port vector machines for single-task learning in a
multi-task scenario by penalizing models if they
are too far from a mean model. Xue et al. (2007)
introduced a Dirichlet process prior to automati-
cally identify subgroups of related tasks. Passos
et al. (2012) developed a nonparametric Bayesian
model to learn task subspaces and features jointly.

On the other hand, with the advent of deep
learning, MTL with deep neural networks has
been successfully applied to different applications
(Zhang et al., 2018; Masumura et al., 2018; Fares
et al., 2018; Guo et al., 2018). Recent work
on multi-task learning considers different shar-
ing structures, e.g., only sharing at lower layers
(Søgaard and Goldberg, 2016) and introduces pri-
vate and shared subspaces (Liu et al., 2016, 2017).
Liu et al. (2017) incorporated adversarial loss and
orthogonality constraints into the overall training
object, which helps in learning task-specific and
task-invariant features in a non-redundant way.
However, they do not explore task structures,
which can contain crucial features only present
within groups of tasks. Our work encodes task
structure information in deep neural architectures.

7 Conclusions

We proposed a series of end-to-end multi-task
learning architectures, in which task, task group
and task universe features are learned non-
redundantly. We further explored learning these
features in parallel and serial MTL architectures.
Our MTL models obtain state-of-the-art perfor-
mance on the ATIS and Snips datasets for intent
classification and slot filling. Experimental results
on a large-scale Alexa dataset show the effective-
ness of adding task group encoders into both par-
allel and serial MTL networks.
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Abstract

Generating fluent natural language responses
from structured semantic representations is
a critical step in task-oriented conversational
systems. Avenues like the E2E NLG Chal-
lenge have encouraged the development of
neural approaches, particularly sequence-to-
sequence (Seq2Seq) models for this problem.
The semantic representations used, however,
are often underspecified, which places a higher
burden on the generation model for sentence
planning, and also limits the extent to which
generated responses can be controlled in a
live system. In this paper, we (1) propose
using tree-structured semantic representations,
like those used in traditional rule-based NLG
systems, for better discourse-level structuring
and sentence-level planning; (2) introduce a
challenging dataset using this representation
for the weather domain; (3) introduce a con-
strained decoding approach for Seq2Seq mod-
els that leverages this representation to im-
prove semantic correctness; and (4) demon-
strate promising results on our dataset and the
E2E dataset.

1 Introduction

Generating fluent natural language responses from
structured semantic representations is a critical
step in task-oriented conversational systems. With
their end-to-end trainability, neural approaches
to natural language generation (NNLG), partic-
ularly sequence-to-sequence (Seq2Seq) models,
have been promoted with great fanfare in recent
years (Wen et al., 2015, 2016; Mei et al., 2016;
Kiddon et al., 2016; Dušek and Jurcicek, 2016),
and avenues like the recent E2E NLG challenge
(Dušek et al., 2018, 2019) have made available
large datasets to promote the development of these
models. Nevertheless, current NNLG models
arguably remain inadequate for most real-world

∗Alphabetical by first name
†Work done while on leave from Ohio State University

task-oriented dialogue systems, given their inabil-
ity to (i) reliably perform common sentence plan-
ning and discourse structuring operations (Reed
et al., 2018), (ii) generalize to complex inputs
(Wiseman et al., 2017), and (3) avoid generating
texts with semantic errors including hallucinated
content (Dušek et al., 2018, 2019).1

In this paper, we explore the extent to which
these issues can be addressed by incorporating
lessons from pre-neural NLG systems into a neu-
ral framework. We begin by arguing in favor
of enriching the input to neural generators to in-
clude discourse relations — long taken to be cen-
tral in traditional NLG — and underscore the im-
portance of exerting control over these relations
when generating text, particularly when using user
models to structure responses. In a closely re-
lated work, Reed et al. (2018), the authors add
control tokens (to indicate contrast and sentence
structure) to a flat input MR, and show that these
can be effectively used to control structure. How-
ever, their methods are only able to control the
presence or absence of these relations, without
more fine-grained control over their structure. We
thus go beyond their approach and propose using
full tree structures as inputs, and generating tree-
structured outputs as well. This allows us to define
a novel method of constrained decoding for stan-
dard sequence-to-sequence models for generation,
which helps ensure that the generated text contains
all and only the specified content, as in classic ap-
proaches to surface realization.

On the E2E dataset, our experiments demon-
strate much better control over CONTRAST rela-
tions than using Reed et al.’s method, and also
show improved diversity and expressiveness over
standard baselines. We also release a new dataset
of responses in the weather domain, which in-
cludes the JUSTIFY, JOIN and CONTRAST rela-

1Also see https://ehudreiter.com/2018/11/
12/hallucination-in-neural-nlg/.
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Reference 1 JJ’s Pub is not family friendly, but has a
high customer rating of 5 out of 5. It is a
restaurant near the Crowne Plaza Hotel.

Reference 2 JJ’s Pub is not a family friendly restau-
rant. It has a high customer rating of
5 out of 5. You can find it near the
Crowne Plaza Hotel.

E2E MR name[JJ’s Pub] rating[5 out of 5]
familyFriendly[no] eatType[restaurant]
near[Crowne Plaza Hotel]

Our MR for
Reference 1

CONTRAST [
INFORM [ name[JJ’s Pub]

familyFriendly[no] ]
INFORM [ rating[5 out of 5] ] ]

INFORM [
eatType[restaurant]
near[Crowne Plaza Hotel] ]

Table 1: Sample reference responses, their correspond-
ing meaning representation in the E2E dataset, and its
MR according to our proposed ontology.

tions, and where discourse-level structures come
into play. On both E2E and weather datasets, we
show that constrained decoding over our enriched
inputs results in higher semantic correctness as
well as better generalizability and data efficiency.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 describes the motivation for using com-
positional inputs organized around discourse re-
lations. Section 3 explains our data collection
approach and dataset.2 Section 4 shows how
to incorporate compositional inputs into NNLG
and describes our constrained decoding algorithm.
Section 5 presents our experimental setup and re-
sults.

2 Towards More Expressive Meaning
Representations

2.1 Limitations of Flat MRs

In the E2E dataset, meaning representations
(MRs) are a flat list of key-value pairs, where each
key is a slot name that needs to be mentioned,
and the value is the value of that slot (see Ta-
ble 1). In Wen et al. (2015), MRs have a simi-
lar structure, and additionally contain information
about the dialog act that needs to be conveyed
(REQUEST, INFORM, etc.). These MRs are suf-
ficient to capture basic semantic information, but
fail to capture rhetorical (or discourse) relations,
like CONTRAST, that have long been taken to be
central to generating coherent discourse in tradi-

2The datasets and implementations can be found
at https://github.com/facebookresearch/
TreeNLG.

tional NLG (Mann and Thompson, 1988; Moore
and Paris, 1993; Reiter and Dale, 2000; Stent et al.,
2002). The two references in Table 1 illustrate
this problem with the expressiveness of such flat
MRs. Critical discourse information, like whether
two attributes should be contrasted (or whether to
justify a recommendation, etc.), is not captured
by the MR. This poses a dual challenge: First,
since the MR does not specify these discourse re-
lations, crowdworkers creating the dataset in turn
have no instructions on when to use them, and
must thus use their own judgment in creating a
natural-sounding response. While the E2E orga-
nizers tout the resulting response variations as a
plus, Reed et al. (2018) find that current neural
systems are unable to learn to express discourse
relations effectively with this dataset, and explore
ways of enriching input MRs to do so. Indeed,
now that the E2E system outputs have been re-
leased, a search through outputs from all partici-
pating systems reveals only 43 outputs (0.4% out
of 10080) containing contrastive tokens, on a test
set containing about 300 contrastive samples.3

Second, going beyond Reed et al., we argue
that the controllability of these relations through
MRs is desirable in live conversational systems,
where external knowledge like user models may
inform decisions around contrast, grouping, or jus-
tifications. While several studies have shown that
controlling such discourse behaviors can be criti-
cal to user perceptions of quality and naturalness
(Lemon et al., 2004; Carenini and Moore, 2006;
Walker et al., 2007; White et al., 2010; Demberg
et al., 2011), flat MRs provide no means to do so.
This leaves it to the neural model to learn gen-
eral trends in the data, such as contrasting a good
attribute like a 5-star rating with a typically dis-
preferred attribute like not being family friendly
or serving English food. However, sometimes
people are interested in adult-oriented establish-
ments, and some people may even like English
food; for users with these preferences, text gen-
erated according to general trends will be incoher-
ent. For example, for a user known to be seek-
ing an adult-oriented locale, Ref. 1 in Table 1
would be incoherent, and less preferable than a

3An additional 86 outputs contained these tokens, but
were generated by the TR2 template-based system (Smiley
et al., 2018). The expected number of contrastive system out-
puts would be 4,200 if each of the 14 participating systems
produced contrastive tokens consistently with the data distri-
bution.
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non-contrastive alternative such as JJ’s Pub is a
highly-rated restaurant for adults near the Crowne
Plaza Hotel.

2.2 Tree-Structured MRs

In order to overcome these challenges, we propose
the use of structured meaning representations like
those explored widely in (hybrid) rule-based NLG
systems (Rambow et al., 2001; Reiter and Dale,
2000; Walker et al., 2007). Our representation
consists of three parts:

1. Argument can be any entity or slot men-
tioned in a response, like the name of a
restaurant or the date. Some arguments can
be complex and contain sub-arguments (e.g.
a date time argument has subfields like
week day and month).

2. Dialog act is an atomic unit that could corre-
spond linguistically to a single clause. A di-
alog act can contain one or more arguments
that need to be expressed. Examples: IN-
FORM, YES, RECOMMEND.

3. Discourse relation defines the relationships
between dialog acts. A single discourse rela-
tion may contain multiple other dialog or dis-
course relations, allowing for potentially ar-
bitrary degrees of nesting. Examples: JOIN,
JUSTIFY, CONTRAST.

A meaning representation that uses this formu-
lation can consist of an arbitrary number and com-
bination of discourse relations and dialog acts, re-
sulting in a nested tree-structured MR with much
higher expressiveness and specificity. Table 1,
seen earlier, shows an example of an MR struc-
tured in this way, as well as the corresponding
“flat” MR and its reference in the E2E dataset.

In addition to improved expressiveness, this
representation results in more atomic definitions
of dialog acts and arguments than in flat MRs.
For example, consider the example in the weather
domain from Table 2: The response contains
multiple dialog acts, a contrast and several in-
stances of ellipsis and grouping (i.e., temperatures
are grouped and mentioned separately from wind
condition). Additionally, some arguments, like
date time, occur multiple times in the response
and correspond to different dialog acts, with sev-
eral different values. A flat MR will struggle to
represent 1) the correspondence of arguments to
dialog acts; 2) what attributes to group and con-
trast and 3) semantic equivalence of arguments

like date time1 and date time2. On the
other hand, our MRs ease discourse-level learning
and encourage reuse of arguments across multiple
dialog acts.

3 Dataset

With this representation in mind, we created an
ontology of dialog acts, discourse relations, and
arguments, for the weather domain. Our motiva-
tion for choosing the weather domain, as explored
in (Liang et al., 2009), is that this domain offers
significant complexity for NLG. Weather forecast
summaries in particular can be very long, and re-
quire reasoning over several disjoint pieces of in-
formation. In this work, we focused on collecting
a dataset that showcases the complexity of weather
summaries over date/time ranges. Our weather
dataset is also unique in that it was collected in
a conversational setup (see below).

We collected our dataset in multiple stages:
1. Query collection. We asked crowdworkers

to come up with sample queries in the weather do-
main, like What’s the weather like tomorrow? and
Do I need an umbrella tonight?

2. Query annotation. We then wrote rules to
automatically parse these queries, and extract key
pieces of information, like the location, date, and
any attributes that the user specifically requested
in the question.

3. MR generation. Our goal was to create
MRs that are sufficiently expressive and straight-
forward to create automatically in a practical sys-
tem. In the weather domain, it’s conceivable that
the NLG system has access to a weather API that
provides it with detailed weather forecasts for the
range requested by the user. To mimic this set-
ting, we generated artificial weather forecasts for
every user query based on the arguments (full ar-
gument set in Table 3) in the user query. We
then created the tree-structured MR by applying a
few different types of automatic rules, like adding
CONTRAST to weather conditions that are in op-
position. We add more details of our response gen-
eration method and the specific rules for MR cre-
ation in Appendix A and B.

4. Response generation and annotation. We
presented these tree-structured MRs to trained an-
notators, and asked them to write responses that
expressed the MRs. They were also given the user
query and asked to make their responses natural
given the query. They were allowed to elide in-
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Reference It’ll be sunny throughout this weekend. The high will be in the 60s, but expect temperatures to drop as low as 43
degrees by Sunday evening. There’s also a chance of strong winds on Saturday morning.

Flat MR condition1[sunny] date time1[this weekend] avg high1[60s] low2[43]
date time2[Sunday evening] chance3[likely] wind summary3[strong]
date time3[Saturday morning]

Our MR

INFORM [ condition[sunny], date time range[ colloquial[this weekend ] ] ]
CONTRAST [

INFORM [ avg high[60s] date time[ [colloquial this weekend ] ] ]
INFORM [ low[43] date time[ week day[Sunday] colloquial[evening] ] ]

]
INFORM [ chance[likely], wind summary[heavy], date time[ week day[Saturday]
colloquial[morning] ] ]

Table 2: Sample flat MR with reference compared against our proposed tree-structured MR. Nodes in blue are all
children of the root node of the tree.

Dialog Acts INFORM, RECOMMEND, YES, NO, ERROR
Discourse Relations JOIN, CONTRAST, JUSTIFY

Arguments

date time*, date time range*, location*
attire[n], activity[n], condition[n], humidity[n]

precip amount, precip amount unit, precip chance
precip chance summary, precip type, sunrise time,
temp, temp high[s], temp low[s], temp unit
wind speed[n], wind speed unit, sunset time, task
bad arg, bad value, error reason

Table 3: Ontology for the weather domain dataset that
we collected. Arguments marked with * are nested
arguments (see Table 4). [n] indicates arguments that
have a corresponding not argument; [s] indicates ar-
guments that have a corresponding summary.

formation when arguments were repeated across
dialog acts, and could choose the most appropri-
ate surface forms for any arguments based on con-
textual clues (e.g. referring to a date as tomor-
row, rather than April 24th, depending on the user’s
date). Finally, we asked them to label response
spans corresponding to each argument, dialog act,
and discourse relation in the MR.

5. Quality evaluation. Finally, we presented
a different group of annotators with the annotated
responses, and asked them to provide evaluations
of fluency, correctness, naturalness, and annota-
tion correctness.

3.1 Dataset statistics

Our final dataset has 33,493 examples. Each ex-
ample comprises a user query, the synthetic user
context (datetime and location), the tree-structured
MR, the response, and a complete tree-structured
annotation of the response. Table 6 contains an
example from our dataset; as shown, the response
annotation structure closely mirrors that of the MR
itself. The MRs and responses in the dataset range
from very simple (a single dialog act) to very com-
plex (an MR with a depth and width of 4). A dis-
tribution of this complexity is shown in Table 5.
The vocabulary size is 1485, and the max/aver-
age/min lengths of responses are 151/40.6/8. The
dataset also poses several challenges in addition to

Argument Subfields
date time year, month, day, weekday, colloquial

date time range start year, start month, start day, start weekday
end year, end month, end day, end weekday, colloquial

location city, region, country, colloquial

Table 4: Defined subfields for nested arguments.
Frequency 0 1 2 3 4 5
# Dialog Acts 0 6469 12077 9801 4095 685
# Discourse Rels 18137 12494 2393 103 1 0

Table 5: Frequency distribution of number of dialog
acts and discourse relations in the weather dataset.

syntactic and semantic complexity. As mentioned
before, it has a rich set of referring expressions
for dates and date ranges. It also contains user
queries on which the written response was based,
thus creating the opportunity for studies on im-
proving naturalness or relevance with respect to
the user query. These could be useful in partic-
ular for learning to express recommendations and
justifications, as well as YES and NO dialog acts.

Our final training set contains 25,390 examples,
with 11,879 unique MRs. (We consider two MRs
to be identical if they have the same delexicalized
tree structure — see Section 4.1.) The test set con-
tains 3,121 examples, of which 1.1K (35%) have
unique MRs that have never been seen in the train-
ing set.

3.2 Enriched E2E Dataset
We also used heuristic techniques to convert the
E2E dataset to use tree-structured MRs. We used
the output of Juraska et al.’s (2018) tagger to find
a character within each slot in the flat MR, and au-
tomatically adjusted these to correspond to a token
boundary if they didn’t already. We then used the
Viterbi segmentations from the model released by
Wiseman et al. (2018) to get spans corresponding
to each argument. Finally, we used the Berkeley
neural parser (Kitaev and Klein, 2018) to identify
spans coordinated by but, and added CONTRAST

relations as parents of the coordinated arguments.
We added JOIN based on sentence boundaries. An
interesting direction for future research would be
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Query Context MR Response
When will
it snow
next?

Reference
date: 29th
September
2018

[CONTRAST

Parker is not expecting any
snow, but today there’s a very
likely chance of heavy rain
showers, and it’ll be partly
cloudy

[INFORM 1
[LOCATION [CITY Parker] ] [CONDITION NOT snow ]
[DATE TIME [DAY 29] [MONTH September] [YEAR 2018] ]

]
[INFORM 2

[DATE TIME [DAY 29] [MONTH September] [YEAR 2018] ]
[LOCATION [CITY Parker] ]
[CONDITION heavy rain showers] [CLOUD COVERAGE partly cloudy]

]
]

Annotated Response
[CONTRAST [INFORM 1 [LOCATION [CITY Parker ] ] is not expecting any [CONDITION NOT snow] ], but [IN-
FORM 2 [DATE TIME [COLLOQUIAL today] ] there’s a [PRECIP CHANCE SUMMARY very likely chance] of
[CONDITION heavy rain showers] and it’ll be [CLOUD COVERAGE partly cloudy ] ] ]

Table 6: Example response, MR, and other metadata from our dataset

to extend Wiseman et al.’s methods to induce tree
structures directly. In the final dataset we obtained
(~51K examples), ~24K examples (47%) contain
JOIN, while 2237 (4.3%) contain CONTRAST.

4 Model

4.1 Seq2Seq with Linearized Trees

In this work, we use a standard Seq2Seq model
with attention (Sutskever et al., 2014; Bahdanau
et al., 2014), implemented in the fairseq-py
repository (Gehring et al., 2017). The encoder
and decoder are both Long Short-Term Mem-
ory (LSTM) -based (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber,
1997) and the decoder uses beam search for gen-
eration. The input to the model is a linearized rep-
resentation of the tree-structured MR, and the out-
put is a linearized tree-structured representation of
the annotated response (see Table 6). This means
that in addition to predicting tokens for the sur-
face realization of the response, the model must
also predict non-terminals (dialog/discourse rela-
tions and arguments) to indicate the start or end
of each span. One advantage of predicting a tree
structure is that the model has supervision on the
alignment between the MR and the response. Ad-
ditionally, this predicted tree structure can be used
to help verify the correctness of the predicted re-
sponse; we leverage this for our constrained de-
coding approach described next. We also delexi-
calized tokens in the response that correspond to
sparse entities, like names in the E2E dataset and
temperatures in the weather dataset (see Appendix
D).

4.2 Constrained Decoding

As described above, the output structure predicted
by the model forms a tree that should correspond
neatly to the input MR, barring some instances
of ellipses (as with the date time argument in

Figure 1: Examples of constraint checking. (1) and
(2) are valid outputs. (3) fails to meet tree constraints
since the CONTRAST node is not present and the IN-
FORM node has illegal children customerrating
and pricerange.

Table 6).4 Thus, the input MR can be seen as a
constraint on the semantic correctness of the pre-
diction; if the predicted structure doesn’t match
the MR, the prediction is incorrect and can be re-
jected. Figure 1 illustrates such ideas.

Our beam search algorithm works as follows.5

First, the input tree is scanned to identify groups
of two or more nodes that have the same value,
so that ellipsis can be enabled by optionally al-
lowing just one node in each group. Then, as
the tree structure is incrementally decoded, non-
terminals are checked against the input tree for
validity. When an opening bracket token (e.g.,
[name) is generated, it is not accepted if it isn’t a
child of the current parent node in the input tree, or
has already been generated in the current subtree,
thereby preventing repetition and hallucination of
arguments or acts. When a closing bracket token
] or an end-of-sentence (EOS) token is generated,
it is accepted only if all children of the current
parent are covered either directly or through ellip-
sis, thus ensuring that all children of every node
are generated. After each timestep of the beam

4A top-level JOIN is automatically added when necessary
to create a single-rooted structure.

5Pseudocode is given in the supplementary material.
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search, the scores of candidates that violate tree
constraints are masked so that they do not proceed
forward. By removing candidates that violate the
constraints early in the beam search, we allow the
decoder to explore more hypotheses.

Checking these constraints and tracking cover-
age requires an alignment between the output and
input MRs. While the children of JOIN nodes are
required to appear in order, child nodes of other
discourse relations and dialogue acts can appear in
any order, and thus the corresponding input non-
terminal is not always uniquely identifiable when
an output non-terminal is opened. For this reason,
a set of possible alignments is maintained. In par-
ticular, when accepting a non-terminal, all possi-
ble nodes in the input that it may correspond to are
identified and a state is maintained for each possi-
bility. Open states whose constraints are violated
are removed from tracking, and a non-terminal is
not accepted when no more open states are left.
Though in principle the number of open states
could grow large, empirically any alignment non-
determinism is quickly resolved.

Note that although the algorithm ensures that
the output tree structure is compatible with the in-
put structure, it turns out that the model can still
occasionally hallucinate content: since the neural
model allows all possible token sequences in prin-
ciple, it sometimes generates word sequences that
express a hallucinated slot by simply skipping over
the disallowed slot annotation—thereby bypassing
the constraints—especially when given an unusual
input. These cases are discussed further below.

5 Experiments

In this section, we first describe our baselines,
metrics, and implementation details, followed by
experimental results and analyses.

5.1 Experimental Setup
Baselines We consider a few Seq2Seq-based
baselines in our experiments (we use the open
fairseq implementation (Gehring et al., 2017) for
all our experiments). All models use an LSTM-
based encoder and decoder, with attention.

S2S-FLAT The input is a flat MR (for the E2E
dataset, this is equivalent to the original form of
the data; for weather, we remove all discourse re-
lations and treat all dialog acts as a single large
MR). The output is the raw delexicalized re-
sponse.

S2S-TOKEN Following Reed et al. (2018), we
add three tokens in the beginning of flat input
MR (same as S2S-FLAT) to indicate the number
of contrasts, joins and number of sentences (dia-
log acts) to be generated.6 The output is the raw
delexicalized response.

S2S-TREE Same architecture as S2S-FLAT, but
the input and output for this model are the
linearized tree-structured MR and the tree-
structured response respectively.

S2S-CONSTR Our proposed model. It has the
same architecture as S2S-TREE, but decoding
during beam search is constrained, as described
in Section 4.2.

Data preprocessing In the input MR, all argu-
ments within each dialog act are ordered alpha-
betically, to ensure a consistent ordering across
examples. We also use alignments between the
reference and the MR to filter information (argu-
ments or dialog acts/discourse relations) that are
not expressed in the reference; however, we en-
sure that any arguments that occur multiple times
in the MR, but are elided in the reference for re-
dundancy, are still preserved in the MR. This en-
sures that the model doesn’t have to learn content
selection, while still achieving our primary goal of
discourse structure control.

The inputs to S2S-FLAT and S2S-TOKEN are
prepared by removing all dialog act and discourse
information in the linearized MR, and numbering
arguments corresponding to the dialog act they be-
long in. Global order of dialog acts is preserved
such that arguments of the first act occur before
those arguments in the following acts, but argu-
ments within a dialog act are ordered alphabeti-
cally.

Metrics We consider automatic and human
evaluation metrics for our model. Automatic met-
rics are evaluated on the raw model predictions
(which have delexicalized fields, like temp low):
• Tree accuracy is a novel metric that we in-

troduce for this problem. It measures whether
the tree structure in the prediction matches that
of the input MR exactly. We implemented our
tree accuracy metric to account for grouping
and ellipsis, and will release this implementa-
tion along with our dataset.

6Reed et al. only report results on controlling CONTRAST
using an augmented training set, precluding direct compari-
son to their results.
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• BLEU-4 (Papineni et al., 2002) is a word-
overlap metric commonly used for evaluating
NLG systems.
Due to the limitations of automatic metrics for

NLG (Novikova et al., 2017; Reiter, 2018), we
also performed human evaluation studies by ask-
ing annotators to evaluate the quality of responses
produced by different models. Annotators pro-
vided binary ratings on the following dimensions:
• Grammaticality: Measures fluency of the re-

sponses. Our evaluation guidelines included
considerations for proper subject-verb agree-
ment, word order, repetition, and grammatical
completeness.

• Correctness: Measures semantic correctness of
the responses. Our guidelines included consid-
erations for sentence structure, contrast, hallu-
cinations (incorrectly included attributes), and
missing attributes. We asked annotators to eval-
uate model predictions against the reference
(rather than the MR — see Appendix F).

5.2 Constrained Decoding Analysis
We trained each of the models described above on
the weather dataset and the E2E dataset, and evalu-
ated automatic metrics on the test set.7 In the E2E
test set, each flat MR has multiple references (and
therefore multiple compositional MRs). When
computing BLEU scores for the token, tree, and
constrained models, we generated one hypothesis
for each of the compositional MRs for a single
flat MR, and chose the hypothesis with the high-
est score against all references for that flat MR.
We then computed corpus BLEU using these hy-
potheses. While this isn’t an entirely fair way to
evaluate these models against the E2E systems,
it serves as a sanity check to validate that gen-
eration models provided with more semantic in-
formation about the references can achieve bet-
ter BLEU scores against them. For both E2E
and weather, we also filtered out, from all model
computations, any examples where S2S-CONSTR

failed to generate a valid response (5.3).
For human evaluation, we show an overall cor-

rectness measure Corr measured on the full test
sets, as well as Disc, measured on a more chal-
lenging subset of the test set that we selected. For
the E2E dataset, we chose examples that contained
contrasts by identifying references with a but (230

7We used the scripts provided at https://github.
com/tuetschek/e2e-metrics by the E2E organizers
for evaluating both the E2E and the weather models.

total). For the weather dataset, we chose 400 ex-
amples where the MR has at least one CONTRAST

or JUSTIFY. We also included test examples with
argument type combinations previously unseen in
the training set (313 total); we expect these to be
challenging for all models, and in particular for the
flat model, which has to infer the right discourse
relation for new combinations of arguments.

5.3 Results

Table 7 shows the results of this experiment. On
both the E2E and weather datasets, S2S-CONSTR

improves tree accuracy significantly (using Mc-
Nemar’s chi-squared test) over S2S-TREE. Hu-
man evaluation metrics also show that models that
are aware of the tree-structured MR (S2S-TREE

and S2S-CONSTR) perform significantly better on
correctness measures than S2S-TOKEN, which is
only aware of the presence or absence of discourse
relations, and significantly better than S2S-FLAT,
which has no awareness of the structure. The
gap is larger on Disc: the flat model gets only
31% of the challenging cases correct on the E2E
dataset, while the constrained model’s accuracy is
more than twice that. A similar gap is evident in
the weather dataset. Further, S2S-CONSTR, S2S-
TREE, and S2S-TOKEN all show significant im-
provements in BLEU over the flat baseline. These
systems also outperform the E2E baseline TGEN

(Dušek and Jurcıcek, 2016) and the challenge win-
ner SLUG (Juraska et al., 2018) on BLEU (0.6519
and 0.6693 respectively, from Dušek et al. (2019))
and diversity metrics (Section 5.4). We note that
for the E2E dataset, the BLEU score increases ob-
served with the tree-based models are not statis-
tically significant compared to S2S-TOKEN. We
think this may be partly because many discourse
patterns are correlated with the flat MR structure
in the E2E dataset (e.g. family-friendly and
highly rated are frequently CONTRASTed).
By contrast, BLEU score increases are statistically
significant for all models on our weather dataset.
Also, S2S-CONSTR fails to generate any valid
candidates for ~1.5% of the weather test exam-
ples. In most of these cases, the model stutters,
i.e. produces degenerate output like “will be be be
. . . ”. We suspect that in these cases, the imposed
decoding constraints cause the Seq2Seq decoder
to get stuck in a pseudoterminal state.

Grammaticality seems to drop slightly for the
tree-based models on the weather dataset, but not
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Model E2E Weather
Metric BLEU TreeAcc Gram Corr Disc BLEU TreeAcc Gram Corr Disc
S2S-FLAT 0.6360 - 94.03 63.85 30.87 0.7455 - 98.77 77.09 79.04
S2S-TOKEN 0.7441‡ - 92.29 69.02† 42.29† 0.7493* - 96.7 81.56† 83.93†
S2S-TREE 0.7458‡ 94.86 93.59 83.85† 54.35† 0.7612* 92.5 95.26 87.61† 85.97†
S2S-CONSTR 0.7469‡ 99.25 94.33 85.89† 66.09† 0.7660* 96.92 95.30 91.82† 93.44†

Table 7: Automatic and human evaluated metrics on E2E and Weather datasets. All metrics other than BLEU are
percentages. Corr and Disc are the % of examples for which the model prediction was judged by humans as
semantically correct; Disc is measured on a challenging subset of Corr. * indicates BLEU scores that are sta-
tistically significant (p < 0.01) compared to all baselines for that model. ‡indicates statistically significant BLEU
scores (p < 0.01 ) compared to S2S-FLAT. †indicates human-evaluated correctness scores that are statistically
significant (p < 0.05), using McNemar’s chi-squared test, compared to all baselines for that model.

Figure 2: Performance of models on test set for varying
number of samples in train set.

on the E2E dataset. One hypothesis from this
and the correctness numbers is that the flat mod-
els generate more generic (and therefore grammat-
ical), but also incorrect, responses, compared to
the tree-based models. We also note that there’s a
noticeable gap in the E2E dataset between tree ac-
curacy and the correctness numbers from human
evaluation. We analyzed 35 examples where our
tree accuracy metric disagreed with human evalu-
ation, and found 22 (63%) cases where the com-
positional MR was missing information in the ref-
erence, seemingly due to noise in our automatic
annotation process (Section 3.2). We also identi-
fied 6 cases (17%) of annotator confusion (for ex-
ample whether between £20-30 implies the same
meaning as moderately priced), sometimes caused
by noisy references that contained additional in-
formation. The remaining examples all contained
legitimate model errors, like content hallucination,
or a wrong slot being produced despite a correct
non-terminal. One future direction to get more
reliable metrics would be to improve the auto-
matic annotation process in Section 3.2 to elimi-
nate noise and flag noisy references. Further ex-
perimentation is described in Appendix E.

5.4 Diversity Metrics

We report the diversity metrics used for evalu-
ating E2E challenge submissions in Dušek et al.
(2019) (# unique tokens, # unique trigrams, Shan-
non token entropy (Manning and Schütze, 1999,
p.61ff.), conditional bigram entropy (Manning and
Schütze, 1999, p.63ff.)). Table 8 shows these num-
bers, as compared against a few of the E2E partic-
ipating systems, TGEN, SLUG, and ADAPT (El-
der et al., 2018). All of the models with enriched
semantic representations — S2S-TOKEN, S2S-
TREE, and S2S-CONSTR — show higher diver-
sity than neural baselines without diversity con-
siderations. Combined with our improved BLEU
scores, this seems to indicate that adding discourse
relation information to input MRs can increase di-
versity, without incurring losses on automatic met-
rics (as is the case with the diversity-promoting
ADAPT system).

5.5 Data Efficiency and Generalizability

We measured tree accuracy on the full E2E and
weather test sets by varying the number of training
samples for S2S-TREE and S2S-CONSTR (Fig-
ure 2). S2S-CONSTR achieves more than 90%
tree accuracy with just 2K samples and more than
95% with 5K samples on both datasets, suggesting
that constrained decoding can help achieve supe-
rior performance with much less data.

Meanwhile, we also investigated the extent to
which tree-structured MRs could allow models to
generalize to compositional semantics (Figure 3).
We first split the complete E2E training set into flat
and compositional examples (26896 vs. 24530),
where flat examples don’t contain any discourse
relations. Next, we trained a model on the full
weather dataset and flat E2E data, gradually added
more compositional E2E samples to the training
set, and checked the model’s accuracy on a test set
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Model Unique
tokens

Unique
trigrams

Shannon
entropy

Cond.
entropy
bigrams

TGEN 83 597 5.41 1.32
SLUG 74 507 5.35 1.13
ADAPT 455 3567 6.18 2.09
S2S-TOKEN 137 1147 5.86 1.71
S2S-TREE 134 1030 5.85 1.65
S2S-CONSTR 134 1128 5.86 1.71

Table 8: E2E dataset diversity metrics. Rows in gray correspond to metrics that we cite from Dušek et al. (2019).

Figure 3: Performance of S2S-TREE models trained
on E2E flat data, and flat E2E + full weather dataset,
with a fraction of composition E2E.

with only compositional examples. Without any
compositional E2E examples, both models fail to
produce any valid sequences (not pictured). How-
ever, when just 5% of the compositional examples
are added to the training data, the E2E-WEATHER

model gets a tree accuracy of 76%, while the
model trained on E2E only gets 53.72%. The fi-
nal E2E-WEATHER model also has higher overall
accuracy than the E2E-only model. This shows
that learned discourse relations can be leveraged
for domain adaptation.

6 Related Work

Reed et al.’s (2018) approach to enriching the in-
put, discussed earlier, is the most closely related
work to ours. A more recent work by Moryossef
et al. (2019) also focuses on exercising more con-
trol over input structures through sentence plans;
however, their work doesn’t touch on discourse re-
lations or constrained decoding. Puduppully et al.
(2018) builds a modular end-to-end neural archi-
tecture that performs content planning in addition
to realization, although they focus on generating
text from structured tables, and don’t consider dis-
course structure.

Also related is Kiddon et al.’s (2016) neural
checklist model, which tracks the coverage of an
input list of ingredients when generating recipes.

Our constrained decoding approach goes beyond
covering a simple list by enforcing constraints on
ordering and grouping of tree structures, but theirs
takes coverage into account during model train-
ing. A more direct inspiration for our approach is
the way coverage has been traditionally tracked in
grammar-based surface realization (Shieber, 1988;
Kay, 1996; Carroll et al., 1999; Carroll and Oepen,
2005; Nakanishi et al., 2005; White, 2006; White
and Rajkumar, 2009). Compared to our approach,
grammar-based realizers can prevent hallucination
entirely, though at the expense of developing an
explicit grammar. Constrained decoding in MT
(Post and Vilar, 2018, i.a.) has been used to
enforce the use of specific words in the output,
rather than constraints on tree structures. Also
related are neural generators that take Abstract
Meaning Representations (AMRs) as input (Kon-
stas et al., 2017, i.a.) rather than flat inputs; these
approaches, however, do not generate trees or use
constrained decoding.

7 Conclusions

We show that using rich tree-structured meaning
representations can improve expressiveness and
semantic correctness in generation. We also pro-
pose a constrained decoding technique that lever-
ages tree-structured MRs to exert precise control
over the discourse structure and semantic correct-
ness of the generated text. We release a challeng-
ing new dataset for the weather domain and an
enriched E2E dataset that include tree-structured
MRs. Our experiments show that constrained de-
coding, together with tree-structured MRs, can
greatly improve semantic correctness as well as
enhance data efficiency and generalizability.
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A Weather Forecast Generation

For every example, we extracted the date range
requested by the user, and generated artificial
weather forecasts for that date range. We gen-
erated forecasts of different granularities (hourly
or daily) depending on the date requested by the
user. If the date that requested was less than 24
hours after the “reference” date in the synthetic
user context, we generated hourly forecasts; oth-
erwise, we generated the required number of daily
forecasts. To generate forecasts, we selected rea-
sonable mean, standard deviation, min, and max
values for temperature and cloud coverage, and
used these to sample temperatures for every point
in the date range. We also selected random sun-
rise and sunset times for each day present in the
range. We picked values that seemed reasonable,
but didn’t try too hard to get precise values, since
our focus was more on using the forecasts to cre-
ate complex MRs. After sampling temperatures
and cloud coverage amounts for each range, we
randomly chose other attributes to include, condi-
tioned on the values of the temperatures and cloud
coverage, like precipitation chance, wind speed
summary, and other rarer conditions like fog.

B Tree-Structured Weather MR
Creation

1. Errors: We added ERROR dialog acts whenever
the user query contained a weather request for
a date too far in the future. We also chose lo-
cations to treat as “unknown” randomly, thus
adding errors for locations unknown to the sys-
tem. These ERROR acts are interesting be-
cause they capture domain-specific information
about the nature and cause of errors, and can
potentially be learned across domains. Addi-
tionally, including ERROR acts creates scope
for interesting responses like “I’m sorry, I don’t
know where that is. But right now in [user’s de-
fault location], it’s sunny ...”.

2. Aggregation: We identified dates that had simi-
lar weather attributes (precipitation, cloud cov-
erage, etc.) and created INFORM dialog acts
that expressed information regarding each date.
We then grouped these acts together using a
JOIN discourse relation.

3. Contrast: We identified attributes that were in
opposition (“cloudy” vs. “sunny”) and added

a parent CONTRAST discourse relation to any
such dialog acts. We also contrasted related
attributes wherever possible; e.g. the cloud
coverage value “sunny” can be contrasted with
both “cloudy” and the precipitation type “rain”.

4. Yes/no questions: Whenever the user query was
a boolean one (“Will it rain tomorrow”), we
added YES or NO dialog acts as appropriate.

5. Justifications/Recommendations: Whenever
the user query mentioned an attire or activity
(“Should I wear a raincoat tomorrow?”), we as-
sumed that the MR should communicate a rec-
ommendation as well as a justification for it
(“No, you don’t need to wear one tomorrow,
it looks like it’ll be sunny all day”). In these
cases, we added a RECOMMEND dialog act, and
an INFORM dialog act that provides the jus-
tification for the recommendation. We added
a parent JUSTIFY discourse relation to these
acts, treating the recommendation as the nu-
cleus and the INFORM as the satellite of the
justification.

C Dataset Creation Quality

As mentioned in 3, we asked annotators to provide
evaluations of collected responses, and used these
to filter out noisy references and annotations from
our final dataset. The ratings were provided on a
1-5 scale and double annotated, and we filtered out
3,404 examples (out of a total 37,162) that had a
score less than 3 on any of the four dimensions:
fluency, correctness, naturalness, annotation cor-
rectness.

D Data Preprocessing

Infinitely-valued arguments such as names of
restaurants, dates, times, and locations such as
cities, states are delexicalized (value is replaced
by placeholder tokens) in both the input and output
of models. This was done following the approach
taken by several of the systems in the E2E chal-
lenge (Dušek and Jurcıcek, 2016; Juraska et al.,
2018; Dušek et al., 2019). The reasoning behind
this is that the values of such arguments are often
inserted verbatim in the response text, and there-
fore do not affect the final surface form realiza-
tion. Replacing these arguments in both the input
and output reduces the vocabulary size and pre-
vents sparsity issues. (A copy mechanism, such as
the one introduced in Vinyals et al. (2015), can be
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used to address this, though we did not explore this
approach in this work.) The full list of arguments
for which we performed delexicalization is:

1. Numerical arguments: temperature-related
arguments, precipitation chance, day, month,
year (for dates).

2. Named entities: restaurant name (E2E), land-
mark (E2E), city, region, country, weekday
(for dates)

E Additional Experiments

We also experimented with a reranked S2S-TREE

in which the beam search candidates are reranked
for tree accuracy. This yields a tree accuracy of
97.6% and 95.4% on E2E and weather.

We trained a Recurrent Neural Network Gram-
mar (RNNG) to tag slots in the prediction of S2S-
CONSTR in order to filter out hallucinations. The
correctness on filtered test sets rose from 85.89%
to 87.44% for E2E, and from 91.82% to 93.84%
on weather.

F Human Evaluation of Models

When asking annotators to rate the models on
correctness, we asked them to rate the response
by comparing it against the reference, rather than
against the MR. This adds the risk that annotators
are confused by noisy references, but we found
that it increased annotation speed and agreement
rates significantly over evaluating against the MR
directly. This is also because our MRs are tree-
structured and can be hard to read. We performed
double-annotation with a resolution round. Auto-
matic rejection: When analyzing evaluation re-
sults, we found that it was fairly easy to miss
the absence of a contrast or a justification in our
weather dataset, especially since our dataset is so
large. As a result, annotators were marking several
incorrect cases as correct. To address this issue,
we automatically marked as incorrect any exam-
ples where the MR had a CONTRAST but the re-
sponse lacked any contrastive tokens, or where the
MR has a JUSTIFY but the response lacked any
clear markers of a justification. This eliminated
noise from 2.8% of all responses.

G Model Training Details

We used the same seq2seq model from the S2S-
FLAT baseline for our constrained decoding exper-

iments, which used 300-dimensional GloVe word
embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014), a dropout
rate of 0.2 (Srivastava et al., 2014), and hidden di-
mension of 128 in both the encoder and the de-
coder. We used the Adam optimizer (Kingma and
Ba, 2015) with a learning rate of 0.002 to train the
seq2seq model. The learning rate is reduced by a
factor of 5 if the validation loss stops decreasing.
Beam size is set to 10.
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H Constrained Decoding Algorithm

d e f b u i l d c o n s t r a i n t s (MR) :
# nodes i n MR a r e numbered from 0 t o n i n o r d e r o f t h e i r
# d i s c o v e r y i n depth− f i r s t −s e a r c h .
# example , f o r MR: [ JOIN [INFORM [A ] [B ] ] [INFORM [B ] [D ] ] ]
# i d s : JOIN : 0 , INFORM: 1 , A: 2 , B : 3 , INFORM: 4 , B : 5 , D: 6
f o r node i n MR:

p a r e n t m a p [ node . i d ] = node . p a r e n t
c h i l d r e n m a p [ node . i d ] = node . c h i l d r e n
# map from non−t e r m i n a l t o a l l node i d s o f t h e non−t e r m i n a l
# eg : INFORM −> {1 , 4} i n c a s e o f example MR above
v a l i d n o n t e r m i n a l n o d e s [ node . n o n t e r m i n a l ] . add ( node . i d )

# map from node i d t o nodes t h a t can c o v e r i t t h r o u g h e l l i p s i s
# example , f o r above MR: {3 : {3 , 5} , 5 : {3 , 5}}
e l l i p s i s o p t i o n s = c o m p u t e e l l i p s i s o p t i o n s (MR)
i n i t s t a t e . p a r e n t = −1

# c u r r e n t p a r e n t
i n i t s t a t e . c o v e r a g e = {}

# t r a c k s node i d s e n c o u n t e r e d t i l l now
# t r a c k nodes t h a t have been c o v e r e d t h r o u g h e l l i p s i s
i n i t s t a t e s . e l i d e d n o d e s = {}
s t a t e s = [ i n i t s t a t e ]

# l i s t o f open s t a t e s

d e f c h i l d r e n c o v e r e d ( s t a t e , node ) :
# r e t u r n s t r u e i f a l l nodes have c o v e r e d e i t h e r
# d i r e c t l y o r t h r o u g h e l l i p s i s
m i s s i n g c h i l d r e n = c h i l d r e n m a p [ s t a t e . p a r e n t ] − s t a t e . c o v e r a g e
f o r m i s s i n g c h i l d i n m i s s i n g c h i l d r e n :

i f ( e l l i p s i s o p t i o n s [ m i s s i n g c h i l d ]
− s t a t e . e l i d e d n o d e s ) i s empty :

# nodes t h a t have been e l i d e d t h e m s e l v e s
# can ’ t c o v e r o t h e r nodes t h r o u g h e l l i p s i s
r e t u r n F a l s e

r e t u r n True

d e f a c c e p t t o k e n ( s t a t e s , n e x t t o k e n ) :
# move s t a t e s one t ime−s t e p f o r w a r d by a c c e p t i n g n e x t t o k e n
# r e t u r n s F a l s e i f n e x t t o k e n c a n n o t be a c c e p t e d by any s t a t e
i f n o t n e x t t o k e n . s t a r t s w i t h ( ” [ ” ) o r n e x t t o k e n != ” ] ” :

# on ly non−t e r m i n a l t o k e n s need t o be checked
r e t u r n True

u p d a t e d s t a t e s = [ ]
f o r s t a t e i n s t a t e s :

i f n e x t t o k e n . s t a r t s w i t h ( ” [ ” ) :
f o r c a n d i d a t e i n v a l i d n o n t e r m i n a l n o d e s [ n e x t t o k e n ] :

i f c a n d i d a t e i n c h i l d r e n m a p [ s t a t e . p a r e n t ]
and c a n d i d a t e n o t i n s t a t e . c o v e r a g e :

# c r e a t e a new s t a t e f o r each v a l i d c a n d i d a t e
n e w s t a t e = copy ( s t a t e )
n e w s t a t e . p a r e n t = c a n d i d a t e
n e w s t a t e . c o v e r a g e . add ( c a n d i d a t e )
u p d a t e d s t a t e s . append ( n e w s t a t e )

e l i f n e x t t o k e n == ” ] ”
and c h i l d r e n c o v e r e d ( s t a t e , s t a t e . p a r e n t ) :

# a c c e p t c l o s i n g b r a c e f o r c u r r e n t node and
# move s t a t e s up a l e v e l i n t r e e
n e w s t a t e = copy ( s t a t e )
n e w s t a t e . p a r e n t = p a r e n t m a p [ s t a t e . p a r e n t ]
m i s s i n g c h i l d r e n =

c h i l d r e n m a p [ s t a t e . p a r e n t ] − s t a t e . c o v e r a g e
# i f we ’ r e a c c e p t i n g a c l o s i n g node wi th m i s s i n g c h i l d r e n ,
# t h e n a l l o f them must be g e t t i n g e l i d e d
n e w s t a t e . e l i d e d n o d e s . add ( m i s s i n g c h i l d r e n )
u p d a t e d s t a t e s . append ( u p d a t e ( n e w s t a t e , n e x t t o k e n ) )

s t a t e s = u p d a t e d s t a t e s
r e t u r n l e n ( s t a t e s ) > 0

d e f m a s k s c o r e ( s c o r e , s t a t e s , n e x t t o k e n ) :
i f a c c e p t t o k e n ( s t a t e s , n e x t t o k e n ) :

r e t u r n s c o r e
e l s e :

r e t u r n 0
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Abstract

We study a conversational reasoning model
that strategically traverses through a large-
scale common fact knowledge graph (KG) to
introduce engaging and contextually diverse
entities and attributes. For this study, we col-
lect a new Open-ended Dialog ↔ KG par-
allel corpus called OpenDialKG, where each
utterance from 15K human-to-human role-
playing dialogs is manually annotated with
ground-truth reference to corresponding enti-
ties and paths from a large-scale KG with 1M+
facts. We then propose the DialKG Walker
model that learns the symbolic transitions of
dialog contexts as structured traversals over
KG, and predicts natural entities to introduce
given previous dialog contexts via a novel
domain-agnostic, attention-based graph path
decoder. Automatic and human evaluations
show that our model can retrieve more natu-
ral and human-like responses than the state-of-
the-art baselines or rule-based models, in both
in-domain and cross-domain tasks. The pro-
posed model also generates a KG walk path
for each entity retrieved, providing a natural
way to explain conversational reasoning.

1 Introduction

The key element of an open-ended dialog sys-
tem is its ability to understand conversational con-
texts and to respond naturally by introducing rele-
vant entities and attributes, which often leads to
increased engagement and coherent interactions
(Chen et al., 2018). While a large-scale knowledge
graph (KG) includes vast knowledge of all the re-
lated entities connected via one or more factual
connections from conversational contexts, the core
challenge is in the domain-agnostic and scalable
prediction of a small subset from those reachable
entities that follows natural conceptual threads that
can keep conversations engaging and meaningful.
Hence, we study a data-driven reasoning model

Figure 1: Conversational reasoning with a parallel (a)
dialog and (b) knowledge graph (KG) corpus. Diverse
topical jumps across open-ended multi-turn dialogs are
annotated and grounded with a large-scale common-
fact KG. To generate a KG entity response at each di-
alog turn, the model learns walkable paths within KG
that lead to engaging and natural topics or entities given
dialog context, while pruning non-ideal (albeit factu-
ally correct) KG paths among 1M+ candidate facts.

that map dialog transitions with KG paths, aimed
at identifying a subset of ideal entities to mention
as a response to previous dialog contexts.

Figure 1 illustrates a motivating dialog exam-
ple between two conversation participants, which
spans multiple related KG entities from a start-
ing seed entity The Catcher in the Rye. Specif-
ically, we observe that there exists a small subset
of walkable patterns within a KG or a preferred se-
quence of graph traversal steps which often leads
to more engaging entities or attributes than oth-
ers (e.g. Literacy Realism, Nathaniel Hawthorne,
etc. vs. Catch Me If You Can, 277, etc. -
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all connected via one- or multi-hop factual con-
nections). Note also that the walkable degree of
each entity varies by dialog contexts and domains,
thus making conventional rule-based or entity-to-
entity learning approaches intractable or not scal-
able for open-ended dialogs with 1M+ candidate
facts. Therefore, pruning the search space for en-
tities based on dialog contexts and their relation-
based walk paths is a crucial step in operating
knowledge-augmented dialog systems at scale.

To this end, we propose a new model called
DialKG Walker that can learn natural knowledge
paths among entities mentioned over dialog con-
texts, and reason grounded on a large common-
sense KG. Specifically, we propose a novel graph
decoder that attends on viable KG paths to pre-
dict the most relevant entities from a KG, by asso-
ciating these paths with the given input contexts:
dialog, sentence, and a set of starting KG entities
mentioned in the previous turn. We then build a
parallel zeroshot learning model that predicts enti-
ties in the KG embeddings space, and ranks candi-
date entities based on decoded graph path output.

To train the DialKG Walker model with ground-
truth reference to KG entities, we collect a new
human-to-human multi-turn dialogs dataset (91K
utterances across 15K dialog sessions) using Par-
lAI (Miller et al., 2017), where conversation par-
ticipants play a role either as a user or as an assis-
tant, while annotating their mention of an entity in
a large-scale common fact KG. This new dataset
provides a new way for researchers to study how
conversational topics could jump across many dif-
ferent entities within multi-turn dialogs, grounded
on KG paths that thread all of them. To the best of
our knowledge, our OpenDialKG is the first par-
allel Dialog↔ KG corpus where each mention of
a KG entity and its factual connection in an open-
ended dialog is fully annotated, allowing for in-
depth study of symbolic reasoning and natural lan-
guage conversations.

Note that our approaches are distinct from the
previous work on dialog systems in that we com-
pletely ground dialogs in a large-scale common-
fact KG, allowing for domain-agnostic conver-
sational reasoning in open-ended conversations
across various domains and tasks (e.g. chit-chat,
recommendations, etc.) We therefore perform ex-
tensive cross-domain and transfer learning evalu-
ations to demonstrate its flexibility. See Section 5
for the detailed literature review.

Our contributions are as follows: we propose
(1) a novel attention-based graph decoder that
walks an optimal path within a large common-
sense KG (100K entities, 1.1M facts) to effectively
prune unlikely candidate entities, and (2) a ze-
roshot learning model that leverages previous sen-
tence, dialog, and KG contexts to re-rank candi-
dates from pruned decoder graph output based on
their relevance and path scores, which allows for
generalizable and robust classification with a large
number of candidate classes. We present (3) a new
parallel open-ended dialog ↔ KG corpus called
OpenDialKG where each mention of an entity in
dialog is manually linked with its corresponding
ground-truth KG path. We show that the pro-
posed approaches outperform baselines in both in-
domain and cross-domain evaluation, demonstrat-
ing that the model learns domain-agnostic walking
patterns that are generalizable for unseen domains.

2 Method

Figure 2 illustrates the overall architecture of the
DialKG Walker model which retrieves a set of en-
tities from a provided KG given multiple modali-
ties of dialog contexts. Specifically, for each turn
the model takes as input a set of KG entities men-
tioned at its current turn, a full sentence at the cur-
rent turn, and all sentences from previous turns of
dialog, which are encoded using Bi-LSTMs with
self-attention modules (Section 2.2). The auto-
regressive graph decoder takes attention-based en-
coder output at each decoding step to generate a
walk path for each starting KG entity, which is
combined with zeroshot KG embeddings predic-
tion results to rank candidate entities (Section 2.3).

2.1 Notations

We define the knowledge graph GKG = VKG ×
RKG which is composed of all common-sense en-
tity nodes VKG and the relation set RKG that con-
nects each pair of two nodes. Let us also denote
Vr(v) to be a set of nodes directly connected to a
node v ∈ VKG by a relation r ∈ RKG. Similarly,
we denote VR,n(v) to be a set of nodes connected
to v via n-hops with a set of relations R.

Each input is composed of three modalities:
x = {xe;xs;xd}, where xe = {x(i)

e } is a set of
entities mentioned in the current turn, xs is its sur-
rounding sentence context in the same turn, and xd
is its dialog context up to the previous turn.

Each output is a KG path sequence that con-
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Figure 2: Overall architecture. x = {xe;xs;xd} is encoded with the input encoder (left), aggregated via multiple
attention mechanism. The decoder (right) predicts both the optimal paths and the final entities y = {ye;yr} based
on their zeroshot relevance scores as well as soft-attention based walk paths, which prunes unlikely entities.

nects x with entities mentioned in the next turn,
which is represented in two modalities: y =

{ye;yr}, where ye = {y(i)
e } is a set of entity

paths, where each entity path with length T is de-
fined as y(i)

e = {y(i)
e,t}Tt=1. Similarly, yr = {y(i)

r }
is a set of relation paths, each with length T that
connects x(i)

e and y
(i)
e via relations in RKG.

We formulate the future entity retrieval task as:

y = argmax
y′e⊂V(xe)

score
(
fx→y(x),y

′)

where fx→y is a function with learnable parame-
ters that projects input samples at the current turn
(x) into the same space as the output representa-
tions (y), i.e. entities to be mentioned in the next
turn and their optimal paths. V(xe) ⊂ VKG de-
notes a set of KG entity nodes reachable from xe,
defined accordingly to each decoding method.

2.2 Input Encoding
Entity representation: We construct KG embed-
dings to encode each entity mention (Bordes et al.,
2013), in which semantically similar entities are
distributed closer in the embeddings space. In
brief formulation, the model for obtaining embed-
dings from a KG (composed of subject-relation-
object (s, r, o) triples) is as follows:

P (Ir(s, o)=1|θ) = score
(
e(s), er(r), e(o)

)
(1)

where Ir is an indicator function of a known re-
lation r for two entities (s,o) (1: valid relation,
0: unknown relation), e is a function that extracts

embeddings for entities, er extracts embeddings
for relations, and score(·) is a deep neural network
that produces a likelihood of a valid triple.
Sentence representation: We represent textual
context of surrounding words of a mention with
a state-of-the-art attention-based Bi-LSTM lan-
guage model (Conneau et al., 2017) with GloVe
(Pennington et al., 2014) distributed word embed-
dings trained on the Wikipedia and the Gigaword
corpus with a total of 6B tokens.
Dialog representation: To encode previous dia-
log history, we use a hierarchical Bi-LSTM (Yang
et al., 2016) over a sequence of previous sentences
with a fixed window size. We apply self-attention
over sentences to attenuate and amplify sentence
contexts based on their relevance to the task, al-
lowing for more robust and explainable prediction.
Input aggregation: We aggregate input contexts
x from entities, sentences and dialogs, by apply-
ing the modality attention (Moon et al., 2018a,b),
which selectively attenuates or amplifies each
modality based on their importance on the task:

[ae;as;ad] = σ
(
Wm · [xe;xs;xd] + bm

)
(2)

αm =
exp(am)∑

m′∈{e,s,d}
exp(am′)

∀m ∈ {e, s, d}

x =
∑

m∈{e,s,d}
αmxm (3)

where α = [αe;αs;αd] ∈ R3 is an attention vec-
tor, and x is a final context vector that maximizes
information gain.
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2.3 Graph Decoder
Using the contextual information extracted from
an entity and its surrounding text (Section 2.2), we
build a network which predicts a corresponding
KG entity based on its knowledge graph embed-
dings with the following objective:

min
W
Lf (x,ye;Wf ,Wp)+Lwalk(x,yp;Wp)

R(W): regularization (4)

where Lf (·) is a supervised loss for generating
the correct entity at the next turn, and Lwalk(·) is
a loss defined for taking the optimal path within
a knowledge graph. W = {Wf ,Wp,Winput} are
the learnable parameters for the final entity classi-
fier (Wf ), the path walker model (Wp), and the
input encoder, respectively. R(W) denotes the
weight decay regularization term.

2.3.1 Zeroshot Relevance Score
We compute zeroshot relevance score in the KG
embeddings space, thus allowing for robust pre-
diction for KG entities and domains unseen dur-
ing training as well. Specifically, we use the su-
pervised hinge rank loss for KG embeddings pre-
diction as a choice of Lf , defined for each sample
(Moon and Carbonell, 2017).
∑

i

∑

ỹ 6=y
(i)
e

max[0, ỹ · y(i)
e −f(x(i)) ·(y(i)

e − ỹ)>] (5)

where f(·) is a transformation function that walks
through the knowledge graph and projects a pre-
dicted future entity in the KG embeddings space,
and ỹ refers to the embeddings of negative sam-
ples randomly sampled from KG entities except
the ground truth label of the instance. Intuitively,
the model is trained to produce a higher dot prod-
uct similarity between the projected embeddings
of a sample with its correct label (f(x(i))·y(i)

e ) than
with an incorrect negative label in the KG label
embeddings space (f(x(i)) · ỹ), where the margin
is defined as the similarity between a ground truth
sample and a negative sample (ỹ · y(i)

e ).

2.3.2 KG Path Walker
Generating candidate KG entities solely based on
their relevance score (Eq.5) is challenging due
to the exponentially large search space. To this
end, we define the attention-based DialKG graph
decoder model which prunes unattended paths,
which effectively reduce the search space. Decod-
ing steps are formulated as follows (bias terms for

gates are omitted for simplicity of notation):

it = σ(Whiht−1 +Wcict−1)

ct = (1− it)� ct−1
+ it � tanh(Wzczt +Whcht−1)

ot = σ(Wzozt +Whoht−1 +Wcoct)

ht = WALK(x, zt) = ot � tanh(ct) (6)

where zt is a context vector at decoding step t, pro-
duced from the attention over walkable path which
is defined as follows:

αt = σ(Whαht−1 +Wxαxt)

zt = ht−1 +
∑

rk∈RKG

αt,krk (7)

where αt ∈ R|RKG| is an attention vector over the
relations space, rk is relation embeddings, and zt
is a resulting entity context vector after walking
from its previous entity on an attended path.

We guide the graph decoder with the ground-
truth walk paths by computing the following loss
Lwalk(x,y) =

∑
i,t Lent + Lrel between predicted

paths and each of {ye,yr}, respectively (Lent: loss
for entity paths, and Lent for relation paths):

∑

ỹe 6=y
(i)
e,t

max[0, ỹe · ye,t(i)−ht(i) · (y(i)
e,t− ỹe)

>]

+
∑

ỹr 6=y
(i)
r,t

max[0, ỹr · yr,t(i)−αtr · (y(i)
r,t− ỹr)

>]

Once the model is trained, at each decoding
step, we can rank the potential paths based on
the sum of their zeroshot relevance (left) and soft-
attention-based output path (right) scores:

y
(i)
e,t = argmax

y
(i)
e ∈VR,1(y

(i)
e,t−1)

ht · y(i)
e

>
+
∑

αt,krk · y(i)
r

>
(8)

Adversarial Transfer Learning: if domain la-
bels (yd) are available (e.g. movie, book, sports,
etc.), we can utilize these labels to further aid
training by extracting transferrable features and
learning optimal paths conditioned on domain em-
beddings (Ganin et al., 2016). We implement ad-
versarial transfer learning for DialKG Walker as
follows and study this specific setting in one of
our experiments to demonstrate that the model can
better generalize over multiple domains:

L = Lf + Lwalk + Entropy(σ(Wdx),yd)

ht = WALK([x; (Wdx)], zt) (9)
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3 Dataset: OpenDialKG

To empirically evaluate the proposed approach,
we collected a new dataset, OpenDialKG, of chat
conversations between two agents engaging in a
dialog about a given topic (91K turns across 15K
dialog sessions). Each dialog is paired with its
corresponding “KG paths” that weave together the
KG entities and relations that are mentioned in the
dialog. This parallel corpus of textual dialogs and
corresponding KG walks enables learning models
that ground the implicit reasoning in human con-
versations to discrete KG operations.

Wizard-of-Oz setup The dialogs were gener-
ated in a Wizard-of-Oz setting (Shah et al., 2018)
by connecting two crowd-workers to engage in a
chat session, with the joint goal of creating natu-
ral and engaging dialogs. The first agent is given
a seed entity and asked to initiate a conversation
about that entity. The second agent is provided
with a list of facts relevant to that entity, and asked
to choose the most natural and relevant facts and
use them to frame a free-form conversational re-
sponse. Each fact is a 1-hop or 2-hop path initiat-
ing from the conversation topic. After the second
agent sends their response, various new multi-hop
facts from KG are surfaced to include paths initiat-
ing from new entities introduced in the latest mes-
sage. This process allows the conversation partic-
ipants to annotate any new fact or entity they want
to introduce at each turn, along with the ground-
truth KG walk path that connect the two KG en-
tities. At this point the first agent is instructed to
continue the conversation by choosing among the
updated set of facts and framing a new message.
This cycle continues for 6 messages per session
on average spanning multiple KG paths, until one
of the agents decides to end the conversation (e.g.
the task goal is met).

We did two separate collections: a recommen-
dation task where the second agent acts as an as-
sistant who is providing useful recommendations
to the user, and a chit-chat task where both agents
act as users engaging in open-ended chat about a
particular topic. To ensure sufficient separation
of the dialog content, we used entities related to
movies (titles, actors, directors) and books (titles,
authors) for the recommendation task, and enti-
ties related to sports (athletes, teams) and music
(singers) for the chit-chat task (Table 1). Seed en-
tities for each domain are crawled from various
public resources (e.g. IMDB top movies list, top

Task: Recommendation Chit-chat (All)
Domain: Movies Books Sports Music

# of dialogs 6,429 5,891 2,495 858 15,673
# of turns 37,838 34,035 14,344 4,992 91,209

Table 1: Task / domain distribution of OpenDialKG.

athletes list, etc.) and linked with the correspond-
ing KG entities.

KG sources: We use the Freebase (Bast et al.,
2014) KG which is a publicly available and com-
prehensive source of general-knowledge facts. To
reduce noise, we filter tail-end entities based
on their prominence scores, the resulting KG of
which consists of total 1,190,658 fact triples over
top 100,813 entities and 1,358 relations.

We randomly split the dialog sessions into train
(70%), validation (15%), and test sets (15%).

4 Empirical Evaluation

Task: Given a set of KG entity mentions from
current turn, and dialog history of all current and
previous sentences, the goal is to build a robust
model that can retrieve a set of natural entities to
mention from a large-scale KG that resemble hu-
man responses. Note that end-to-end generation
of sentences (e.g. based on the retrieved entities)
is not part of this study - instead, we focus on the
important challenge of scaling the conversational
reasoning and knowledge retrieval task to open-
domain dialogs, requiring an aggressive subset se-
lection (from 1M+ facts subset of Freebase).

4.1 Baselines

We choose as baselines the following state-of-the-
art approaches that augment external knowledge
to dialog systems for various tasks (see Section 5
for details), and modify accordingly to fit to our
entity retrieval task (e.g. we use the same 1M-facts
FreeBase KG for all of the baselines):

• seq2seq (Sutskever et al., 2014) with di-
alog contexts + zeroshot: we apply the
seq2seq approach for entity path generation,
given all of the dialog contexts. To make this
baseline stronger, we add a zeroshot learning
layer in the KG embeddings space (replacing
typical softmax layers to improve generality)
for entity token decoding.

• Tri-LSTM (Young et al., 2018): encodes
each utterance and all of its related facts
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Input Model All Domains→ All Movie→Movie

r@1 3 5 10 25 r@1 3 5 10 25

E + S + D seq2seq (Sutskever et al., 2014) 3.1 18.3 29.7 44.1 60.2 3.0 13.4 23.4 38.5 55.5
E + S Tri-LSTM (Young et al., 2018) 3.2 14.2 22.6 36.3 56.2 1.5 10.3 17.4 30.7 51.1
E + S Ext-ED (Parthasarathi and Pineau, 2018) 1.9 5.8 9.0 13.3 19.0 1.3 5.4 7.8 11.8 15.8

E DialKG Walker (ablation) 10.7 22.9 32.0 44.9 57.4 5.3 13.5 18.5 25.2 39.1
E + S DialKG Walker (ablation) 11.3 23.3 31.0 44.0 60.5 7.2 19.2 27.9 40.7 58.7
E + S + D DialKG Walker (proposed) 13.2 26.1 35.3 47.9 62.2 7.8 20.0 27.9 40.4 58.6

Table 2: In-domain (train/test on the same domain) response generation performance on the OpenDialKG dataset
(metric: recall@k). Our proposed model is compared against state-of-the-art models as well as several ablation
variations of the proposed model. All of the 100K+ KG entities are considered initial candidates for generation
(before masking). E: entities, S: sentence, D: dialog contexts.

Input Model Movie→ Book Movie→Music

r@1 3 5 10 25 r@1 3 5 10 25

E + S + D seq2seq (Sutskever et al., 2014) 2.9 21.3 35.1 50.6 64.2 1.5 12.1 19.7 34.9 49.4
E + S Tri-LSTM (Young et al., 2018) 2.3 17.9 29.7 44.9 61.0 1.9 8.7 12.9 25.8 44.4
E + S Ext-ED (Parthasarathi and Pineau, 2018) 2.0 7.9 11.2 16.4 22.4 1.3 2.6 3.8 4.1 8.3

E DialKG Walker (ablation) 8.2 15.7 22.8 31.8 48.9 4.5 16.7 21.6 25.8 33.0
E + S DialKG Walker (ablation) 12.6 28.6 38.6 54.1 65.6 6.0 15.9 22.8 33.0 47.5
E + S + D DialKG Walker (proposed) 13.5 28.8 39.5 52.6 64.8 5.3 13.3 19.7 28.8 38.0

Table 3: Cross-domain (train/test on the different domain) response generation performance on the OpenDialKG
dataset (metric: recall@k). E: entities, S: sentence, D: dialog contexts.

within 1-hop from a KG to retrieve a re-
sponse from a small (N=10) pre-defined sen-
tence bank. We modify the retrieval bank to
be the facts from the KG instead.

• Extended Enc-Dec (Parthasarathi and
Pineau, 2018): conditions response genera-
tion with external knowledge vector input. A
response entity token is generated at its final
softmax layer, hence not utilizing structural
information from KG.

We also consider several configurations of our
proposed approach to examine contributions of
each component (input modalities (E): entities,
(S): sentence, (D): dialog contexts).

• (Proposed; E+S+D): is the proposed ap-
proach as described in Figure 2

• (E+S): relies only on its previous sentence
and excludes dialog history from input.

• (E): only uses starting KG entities as input
contexts, and excludes any textual context.

4.2 Results
Parameters: We tune the parameters of each
model with the following search space (bold in-

dicate the choice for our final model): KG em-
beddings size: {64, 128, 256, 512}, LSTM hid-
den states: {64, 128, 256, 512}, word embeddings
size: {100, 200, 300}, max dialog window size:
{2, 3, 4, 5}. We optimize the parameters with
Adagrad (Duchi et al., 2011) with batch size 10,
learning rate 0.01, epsilon 10−8, and decay 0.1.

In-domain evaluation: Table 2 shows the gen-
eration results of the top-k predictions of the
model for in-domain train and test pairs (train &
test on: all domains / train & test on: movie do-
main split). It can be seen that the proposed Di-
alKG Walker model outperforms other state-of-
the-art baselines, especially for recalls at small ks.
Specifically, when textual contexts are added as in-
put (E+S and E+S+D), the model learns to condi-
tion its walk path output on textual contexts, thus
outperforming the non-textual ablation model (E).
seq2seq and Tri-LSTM models consider the
nodes connected via all possible relations as candi-
dates in the final layer (without pruning), resulting
in extensive search space and consequently poor
recall performance. In addition, Tri-LSTM only
considers the facts connected via 1-hop relations
as input contexts, which limits its prediction for
multi-hop facts. Ext-ED relies its prediction in
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Input Dialog (start entity) Response

Model Walk Path Predicted Entity

A: Yes, I believe he [Muller] has played in Munich. GT award won by→ position Forward
B: He also won a Bravo Award. I think that’s awesome! KG Walker award won by Lionel Messi
A: [response] Ext-ED award won by Muller

A: Could you recommend a book by Mark Overstall? GT wrote→ has genre Romance
B: [response] KG Walker wrote→ has genre Romance

Ext-ED language English

A: Do you like Lauren Oliver. I think her books are great! GT written by→ wrote Requiem
B: I do, Vanishing Girls is one of my favorite books. KG Walker written by→ wrote Annabel
A: [response] Tri-LSTM released year 2015

A: What about the Oakland Raiders? GT Champion Packers
B: Oh yes, I do like them. I’ve been a fan since they were KG Walker Champion Packers
runner-up in Super Bowl II. What about you? // A: [response] seq2seq Runner-up→ Is A NFL Team

A: Do you like David Guetta? I enjoy his music. GT composer→ composed Club Can’t Handle Me
B: Oh, I love his lyrics to Love is Gone and the song KG Walker composer→ composed I Love It
Wild Ones. What are your favorites? // A: [response] Tri-LSTM composer David Guetta

Table 4: Error analysis: DialKG Walker with attention (ours) vs. baselines. Ground-truth response (GT) and
model predictions of walk paths and future entities for the underlined entity mentions are shown. Dialogs are only
partially shown due to space constraints.

Model % in top-k
k=1 k=2 k=3

(Parthasarathi and Pineau, 2018) 17.5 33.6 47.2
(Young et al., 2018) 30.8 50.1 70.3

(Sutskever et al., 2014) 31.5 57.7 73.1

KG Walker (proposed) 38.6 61.8 76.3

Table 5: Human evaluation: “Which response is the
most natural for given dialog context?” (metric: % of
cases chosen as top-k response by the raters)

the final softmax layer, which typically performs
poorly for a large number of output class, com-
pared to zeroshot learning approaches.

Cross-domain evaluation: Table 3 demon-
strates that the DialKG Walker model can gen-
eralize to multiple domains better than the base-
line approaches (train: movie & test: book / train:
movie & test: music). This result indicates that
our method also allows for zeroshot pruning by re-
lations based on their proximity in the KG embed-
dings space, thus effective in cross-domain cases
as well. For example, relations ‘scenario by’ and
‘author’ are close neighbors in the KG embed-
dings space, thus allowing for zeroshot prediction
in cross-domain tests, although their training ex-
amples usually appear in two separate domains:
movie and book.

Human evaluation: To compare the subjective
quality of the models, i.e. the relative naturalness
and relevance of the generated KG paths, we per-
formed a human evaluation where paid raters were
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Figure 3: Transfer learning results (r@5) of DialKG
Walker at varying availability of target data with (a)
Book and (b) Sports domains as a Target (Source:
Movie). (TL:Adv): data transfer with adversarial dis-
criminator for source and target domains, (TL:FT):
model transfer with fine-tuning, (No-TL): target only.

shown partial dialogs taken from the test dataset,
along with the top 2 paths output from each model.
The rater was asked to choose the 3 most appropri-
ate paths for continuing the dialog. We evaluated
250 dialogs, showing each dialog to 3 raters, for
a total 750 tasks. We report the % of cases when
a top-k chosen fact was generated by each of the
models (Table 5). The numbers add up to more
than 100% as models can generate identical paths.
If such a path is chosen by the rater, it is counted
towards each of the models that generated the path.

We show that the generated responses by our
proposed methods achieve the highest scores in
all top-k evaluation, validating that the model can
output more natural human-like responses.
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Transfer learning: In Figure 3, we show that
cross-domain performance can greatly improve
with a relatively small addition of in-domain target
data, via the transfer learning approaches. Specif-
ically, it can be seen that (TL:Adv), which simul-
taneously trains for both source and target data
(effectively doubling the training size) with ad-
ditional adversarial discriminator for source and
target domains, achieves the best performance es-
pecially for domains that are semantically close
(e.g. movie and book). (TL:FT) transfers knowl-
edge from a pre-trained source model via fine-
tuning (hence requiring significantly less train-
ing resources), and effectively avoids “cold start”
training (Moon et al., 2015). This result shows that
the DialKG model can quickly adapt to other new
low-resource domains and improve upon the ze-
roshot cross-domain performance, demonstrating
its potential capability to reason on open-ended
conversations.

Error analysis: Table 4 shows some of the ex-
ample output from each model (as well as ground-
truth responses), given dialog contexts. In general,
the DialKG Walker tends to explore more multi-
hop relations than other baselines in order to gen-
erate natural and engaging entities, which conse-
quently improves the diversity of answers. Note
that if the graph decoder arrives at a sufficiently
good entity to generate, it stops its traversal oper-
ation and outputs the most viable entity based on
the relevance score. Some of the models do not
take into account the dialog history, hence gener-
ating redundant topics from previous turns. There
are some cases where the final entity prediction
is different from the ground-truth, whereas its re-
lation path is correctly predicted. The generated
entities are often still considered valid and natu-
ral, because the proposed model uses zeroshot rel-
evance score to best predict the candidates.

5 Discussion and Related Work

Knowledge augmented dialog systems: Young
et al. (2018) propose to explicitly augment input
text with concepts expanded via 1-hop relations
(where KG triples are represented in the sentence
embeddings space), and He et al. (2017) propose
a system which iteratively updates KG embed-
dings and attends over connected entities for re-
sponse generation. However, several challenges
remain to scale the simulated knowledge graph
used in the study to our open-ended and large-

scale KG with 1M+ facts. Other line of work
(Parthasarathi and Pineau, 2018; Ghazvininejad
et al., 2018; Long et al., 2017) uses embedding
vectors obtained from external knowledge sources
(e.g. NELL (Carlson et al., 2010), Wikipedia,
Freebase (Bast et al., 2014), free-form text, etc.)
as an auxiliary input to the model in dialog gen-
eration. Our model extends the previous work by
(1) explicitly modeling output reasoning paths in
a structured KG, (2) by introducing an attention-
based multi-hop concept decoder to improve both
recall and precision.

End-to-end dialog systems: Several models and
corresponding datasets have recently been pub-
lished. Most work focuses on task or goal ori-
ented dialog systems such as conversational rec-
ommendations (Salem et al., 2014; Bordes et al.,
2017; Sun and Zhang, 2018; Dalton, 2018), infor-
mation querying (Williams et al., 2017; de Vries
et al., 2018; Reddy et al., 2018), etc., with datasets
collected mostly through bootstrapped simulations
(Bordes et al., 2017), Wizard-of-Oz setup (Zhang
et al., 2018; Wei et al., 2018), or online corpus (Li
et al., 2016). Our OpenDialKG corpus is unique in
that it includes open-ended natural human conver-
sations over multiple scenarios (e.g. chit-chat and
recommendation on various domains), where rea-
soning paths from each dialog are annotated with
their corresponding discrete KG operations. Our
work can also be viewed as extending the conven-
tional state-tracking approaches (Henderson et al.,
2014) to more flexible KG path as states.

KG embeddings and inference: Several meth-
ods have been proposed for KG inference tasks
(e.g. edge prediction), which include neural mod-
els trained to discern positive and negative triples
(Bordes et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2014; Nickel
et al., 2016; Dettmers et al., 2018), or algorithms
with discrete KG operations on structured data
(Lao et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2015). KG em-
beddings have been shown effective in other NLP
tasks when they are used as target labels for clas-
sification tasks, which also allows for effective
transfer learning (Moon and Carbonell, 2017). For
effective application of KG embeddings in NLP
tasks, recent studies (Kartsaklis et al., 2018) pro-
posed to map word embeddings and KG embed-
dings via end-to-end tasks. In contrast to the line
of work on KG edge prediction, we aim to learn
an optimal path within existing paths that resem-
ble human reasoning in conversations.
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6 Conclusions

We study conversational reasoning grounded on
knowledge graphs, and formulate an approach
in which the model learns to navigate a large-
scale, open-ended KG given conversational con-
texts. For this study, we collect a newly anno-
tated Dialog↔KG parallel corpus of 15K human-
to-human dialogs which includes ground-truth an-
notation of each dialog turn to its reasoning ref-
erence in a large-scale common fact KG. Our
proposed DialKG Walker model improves upon
the state-of-the-art knowledge-augmented conver-
sation models by 1) a novel attention-based graph
decoder that penalizes decoding of unnatural paths
which effectively prunes candidate entities and
paths from a large search space (1.1M facts), 2) a
zeroshot learning model that predicts its relevance
score in the KG embeddings space, combined
score of which is used for candidate ranking. The
empirical results from in-domain, cross-domain,
and transfer learning evaluation demonstrate the
efficacy of the proposed model in domain-agnostic
conversational reasoning.
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Abstract

Resolving pronoun coreference requires
knowledge support, especially for particular
domains (e.g., medicine). In this paper,
we explore how to leverage different types
of knowledge to better resolve pronoun
coreference with a neural model. To ensure
the generalization ability of our model, we
directly incorporate knowledge in the format
of triplets, which is the most common format
of modern knowledge graphs, instead of
encoding it with features or rules as that in
conventional approaches. Moreover, since not
all knowledge is helpful in certain contexts, to
selectively use them, we propose a knowledge
attention module, which learns to select
and use informative knowledge based on
contexts, to enhance our model. Experimental
results on two datasets from different domains
prove the validity and effectiveness of our
model, where it outperforms state-of-the-art
baselines by a large margin. Moreover, since
our model learns to use external knowledge
rather than only fitting the training data, it
also demonstrates superior performance to
baselines in the cross-domain setting.

1 Introduction

Being an important human language phenomenon,
coreference brings simplicity for human languages
while introducing a huge challenge for machines
to process, especially for pronouns, which are hard
to be interpreted owing to their weak semantic
meanings (Ehrlich, 1981). As one challenging yet
vital subtask of the general coreference resolution,
pronoun coreference resolution (Hobbs, 1978) is
to find the correct reference for a given pronominal
anaphor in the context and has showed its impor-
tance in many natural language processing (NLP)

∗This work was partially done during the internship of
the first author in Tencent AI Lab.

Example A Example B

Sentence The apple on the
table looks great
and I want to eat
it.

Yesterday, the patient
took the CT scan in the
hospital and it showed
that she had recovered.

Pronoun it it

Answer The apple the CT scan

Knowledge We can eat ap-
ples but we can-
not eat a table.

A ‘test’ shows results
to patients; ‘the CT
scan’ is a medical test.

Table 1: Demonstration of two pronoun corefer-
ence examples, which require complex knowledge (ex-
plained in the table) to resolve. Pronouns and their cor-
responding mentions are marked in bold red and under-
line blue fonts, respectively.

tasks, such as machine translation (Mitkov et al.,
1995), dialog systems (Strube and Müller, 2003),
information extraction (Edens et al., 2003), and
summarization (Steinberger et al., 2007), etc.

In general, to resolve pronoun coreferences, one
needs intensive knowledge support. As shown
in Table 1, answering the first question requires
the knowledge on which object can be eaten (ap-
ple v.s. table), while the second question re-
quires the knowledge that the CT scan is a test
(not the hospital) and only tests can show some-
thing. Previously, rule-based (Hobbs, 1978; Na-
sukawa, 1994; Mitkov, 1998; Zhang et al., 2019a)
and feature-based (Ng, 2005; Charniak and Elsner,
2009; Li et al., 2011) supervised models were pro-
posed to integrate knowledge to this task. How-
ever, while easy to incorporate external knowl-
edge, these traditional methods faced the problem
of no effective representation learning models can
handle such complex knowledge. Later, end-to-
end solutions with neural models (Lee et al., 2017,
2018) achieved good performance on the general
coreference resolution task. Although such algo-
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rithms can effectively incorporate contextual in-
formation from large-scale external unlabeled data
into the model, they are insufficient to incorpo-
rate existing complex knowledge into the repre-
sentation for covering all the knowledge one needs
to build a successful pronoun coreference sys-
tem. In addition, overfitting is always observed
on deep models, whose performance is thus lim-
ited in cross-domain scenarios and restricts their
usage in real applications (Liu et al., 2018, 2019).
Recently, a joint model (Zhang et al., 2019b) was
proposed to connect the contextual information
and human-designed features together for pronoun
coreference resolution task (with gold mention
support) and achieved the state-of-the-art perfor-
mance. However, their model still requires the
complex features designed by experts, which is ex-
pensive and difficult to acquire, and requires the
support of the gold mentions.

To address the limitations of the aforementioned
models, in this paper, we propose a novel end-to-
end model that learns to resolve pronoun corefer-
ences with general knowledge graphs (KGs). Dif-
ferent from conventional approaches, our model
does not require to use featurized knowledge.
Instead, we directly encode knowledge triplets,
the most common format of modern knowledge
graphs, into our model. In doing so, the learned
model can be easily applied across different
knowledge types as well as domains with adopted
KG. Moreover, to address the knowledge match-
ing issue, we propose a knowledge attention mod-
ule in our model, which learns to select the most
related and helpful knowledge triplets according to
different contexts. Experiments conducted on gen-
eral (news) and in-domain (medical) cases shows
that the proposed model outperforms all baseline
models by a great margin. Additional experiments
with the cross-domain setting further illustrate the
validity and effectiveness of our model in lever-
aging knowledge smartly rather than fitting with
limited training data1. To summarize, this paper
makes the following contributions:

1. We explore how to resolve pronoun corefer-
ences with KGs, which outperforms all existing
models by a large margin on datasets from two
different domains.

2. We propose a knowledge attention module,
which helps to select the most related and help-
1All code and data are available at: https://github.

com/HKUST-KnowComp/Pronoun-Coref-KG.

Figure 1: The overall framework of our approach to
pronoun corference resolution with KGs. k1,...,km

represent the retrieved knowledge for each span in the
black boxes. Dotted box represents the span repre-
sentation module, which generates a contextual rep-
resentation for each span. Dashed box represents the
knowledge selection module, which selects appropri-
ate knowledge based on the context and generates an
overall knowledge representation for each span. F (·)
is the overall coreference scoring function.

ful knowledge from different KGs.
3. We evaluate the performance of different pro-

noun coreference models in a cross-domain set-
ting and show that our model has better gener-
alization ability than state-of-the-art baselines.

2 The Task

Given a text D, which contains a pronoun p, the
goal is to identify all the mentions that p refers to.
We denote the correct mentions p refers to as c ∈
C, where C is the correct mention set. Similarly,
each candidate span is denoted as s ∈ S, where
S is the set of all candidate spans. Note that in
the case where no golden mentions are annotated,
all possible spans in D are used to form S . To
exploit knowledge, we denote the knowledge set
as G, instantiated by multiple knowledge triplets2.
The task is thus to identify C out of S with the
support of G. Formally, it optimizes

J =

∑
c∈C e

F (c,p,G,D)

∑
s∈S e

F (s,p,G,D)
, (1)

where F (·) is the overall scoring function3 of p
referring to s in D with G. The details of F are
illustrated in the following section.

2Each triplet contains a head, a tail, and a relation from
the head to the tail.

3We omit G and D in the rest of this paper for simplicity.
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Figure 2: The structure of the span representation mod-
ule. BiLSTM and attention are employed to encode the
contextual information.

3 Model

The overall framework of our model is shown in
Figure 1. There are several layers in it. At the
bottom, we encode all mention spans (s) and pro-
nouns (p) into embeddings so as to incorporate
contextual information. In the middle layer, for
each pair of (s, p), we use their embeddings to
select the most helpful knowledge triplets from
G and generate the knowledge representation of s
and p. At the top layer, we concatenate the textual
and knowledge representation as the final repre-
sentation of each s and p, and then use this repre-
sentation to predict whether there exists the coref-
erence relation between them.

3.1 Span Representation

Contextual information is crucial to distinguish
the semantics of a word or phrase, especially for
text representation learning (Song et al., 2018;
Song and Shi, 2018). In this work, a stan-
dard bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM) (Hochreiter
and Schmidhuber, 1997) model is used to en-
code each span with attentions (Bahdanau et al.,
2014), which is similar to the one used in Lee
et al. (2017). The structure is shown in Figure 2.
Let initial word embeddings in a span si be de-
noted as x1, ...,xT and their encoded representa-
tion be x∗1, ...,x

∗
T . The weighted embeddings of

each span x̂i is obtained by

x̂i =

T∑

t=1

at · xt, (2)

Figure 3: The structure of the knowledge attention
module. The joint representation of the candidate span
and pronoun is used to select knowledge for s and p.

where at is the inner-span attention computed by

at =
eαt

∑T
k=1 e

αk

, (3)

where αt is a standard feed-forward neural net-
work4 αt = NNα(x

∗
t ).

Finally, the starting (x∗start) and ending (x∗end)
embedding of each span is concatenated with the
weighted embedding (x̂i) and the length feature
(φ(i)) to form its final representation e:

ei = [x∗start,x
∗
end, x̂i, φ(i)]. (4)

Thus the span representation of s and p are marked
as es and ep, respectively.

3.2 Knowledge Representation
For each candidate span s and the target pronoun
p, different knowledge from a KG can be extracted
with various methods. For simplicity and gener-
alization consideration, we use the string match
in our model for knowledge extraction. Specifi-
cally, for each triplet t ∈ G where the head and
tail of t are both lists of words, if its head is the
same as the string of s, we consider it to be a re-
lated triplet. Therefore, we encode the informa-
tion of t by the averaging embeddings of all words
in its tail. For example, if s is ‘the apple’ and the
knowledge triplet (‘the apple’, IsA, ‘healthy food’)
is found by searching the KG, we represent this re-
lation from the averaged embeddings of ‘healthy’
and ‘food’. Consequently, for s and p, we denote
their retrieved knowledge set asKs andKp respec-
tively, where Ks contains ms related knowledge
embeddings k1,s, k2,s, ..., kms,s and Kp contains
mp of them k1,p, k2,p, ..., kmp,p.

4We use NN to present feed-forward neural networks.
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To incorporate the aforementioned knowledge
embeddings into our model, we face a challenge
that there are a huge number of such embeddings
while most of them are useless in certain contexts.
To solve it, a knowledge attention module is pro-
posed to select the appropriate knowledge.

For each pair of (s, p), as shown in Figure 3,
we first concatenate es and ep to get the overall
(span, pronoun) representation es,p, which is used
to select knowledge for both s and p. Taking that
for s as example, we compute the weight of each
ki ∈ Ks by

wi =
eβki

∑
kj∈Ks

e
βkj

, (5)

where βk = NNβ([es,p,k]). As a result, the
knowledge of s is summed by

os =
∑

ki∈Ks

wi · ki. (6)

to represent the overall knowledge for s. A similar
process is also conducted for p with its knowledge
representation op.

3.3 Scoring

The final score of each pair (s, p) is computed by

F (s, p) = fm(s) + fc(s, p), (7)

where fm(s) = NNm([es,os]) is the scoring
function for s to be a valid mention and fc(s, p) =
NNc([en,on, ep,op, en � ep,on � op]) is the
scoring function to identify whether there exists a
coreference relation from p to s, with � denoting
element-wise multiplication.

After getting the coreference score for all men-
tion spans, we adopt a softmax selection on the
most confident candidates for the final prediction,
which is formulated as

F̂ (s, p) =
eF (s,p)

∑
si∈S e

F (si,p)
. (8)

where candidates with score F̂ higher than a
threshold t are selected.

4 Experiments

Experiments are illustrated in this section.

Dataset TP Poss Dem All

CoNLL
train 21,828 7,749 2,229 31,806
dev 2,518 1,007 222 3,747
test 2720 1,037 321 4,078

i2b2 train 2,024 685 270 2,979
test 1,244 367 166 1,777

Overall 30,334 10,845 3,208 44,387

Table 2: Statistics of the two datasets. ‘TP’, ‘Poss’, and
‘Dem’ refer to third personal, possessive, and demon-
strative pronouns, respectively.

4.1 Datasets
Two datasets are used in our experiments, where
they are from two different domains:

• CoNLL: The CoNLL-2012 shared task (Prad-
han et al., 2012) corpus, which is a widely used
dataset selected from the Ontonotes 5.05.
• i2b2: The i2b2 shared task dataset (Uzuner

et al., 2012), consisting of electronic medi-
cal records from two different organizations,
namely, Partners HealthCare (Part) and Beth
Israel Deaconess medical center (Beth). All
records have been fully de-identified and manu-
ally annotated with coreferences.

We split the datasets into different proportions
based on their original settings. Three types of
pronouns are considered in this paper following
Ng (2005), i.e., third personal pronoun (e.g., she,
her, he, him, them, they, it), possessive pronoun
(e.g., his, hers, its, their, theirs), and demonstra-
tive pronoun (e.g., this, that, these, those). Table 2
reports the number of the three types of pronouns
and the overall statistics of the experiment datasets
with proportion splittings. Following conventional
approaches (Ng, 2005; Li et al., 2011), for each
pronoun, we consider its candidate mentions from
the previous two sentences and the current sen-
tence it belongs to. According to our selection
range of the candidate mentions, each pronoun in
the CoNLL data and i2b2 data has averagely 1.3
and 1.4 correct references, respectively.

4.2 Knowledge Resources
As mentioned in previous sections, our model is
designed to leverage general KGs, where it takes
triplets as the input of knowledge representations.
For all knowledge resources, we format them as
triplets and merge them together to obtain the final

5https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2013T19
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knowledge set. Different knowledge resources are
introduced as follows.

Commonsense knowledge graph (OMCS). We
use the largest commonsense knowledge base,
the open mind common sense (OMCS) (Singh,
2002) in this paper. OMCS contains 600K crowd-
sourced commonsense triplets such as (food,
UsedFor, eat) and (wind, CapableOf, blow to
east). All relations in OMCS are human-defined
and we select those highly-confident ones (confi-
dence score larger than 2) to form the OMCS KG,
with 62,730 triplets.

Medical concepts (Medical-KG). Being part of
the i2b2 contest, the related knowledge about med-
ical concepts such as (the CT scan, is, test) and (in-
travenous fluids, is, treatment) are provided. The
annotated triplets are used as the medical concept
KG, which contains 22,234 triplets.

Linguist features (Ling). In addition to manu-
ally annotated KGs, we also consider linguist fea-
tures, i.e., plurality and animacy & gender (AG),
as one important knowledge resources. Stanford
parser6 is employed to generate plurality, animacy,
and gender markups for all the noun phrases, so as
to automatically generate linguistic knowledge (in
the form of triplets) for our data. Specifically, the
plurality feature denotes each s and p to be singu-
lar or plural. The animacy & gender (AG) feature
denotes whether the n or p is a living object, and
being male, female, or neutral if it is alive. For
example, a mention ‘the girls’ is labeled as plu-
ral and female; we use triplets (‘the girls’, plural-
ity, Plural) and (‘the girls’, AG, female) to repre-
sent them. As a result, we have 40,149 and 40,462
triplets for plurality and AG, respectively.

Selectional Preference (SP). Selectional prefer-
ence (Hobbs, 1978) knowledge is employed as the
last knowledge resource, which is the semantic
constraint for word usage. SP generally refers to
that, given a predicate (e.g., verb), people have
the preference for the argument (e.g., its object or
subject) connected. To collect SP knowledge, we
first parse the English Wikipedia7 with the Stan-
ford parser and extract all dependency edges in the
format of (predicate, argument, relation, number),
where predicate is the governor and argument the
dependent in each dependency edge8. Following

6https://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP/
7https://dumps.wikimedia.org/enwiki/
8In the Stanford parser, an ‘nsubj’ edge is created between

its predictive and subject when a verb is a linking verb (e.g.,

(Resnik, 1997), each potential SP pair is measured
by a posterior probability

Pr(a|p) =
Countr(p, a)

Countr(p)
, (9)

where Countr(p) and Countr(p, a) refer to how
many times p and the predicate-argument pair (p,
a) appear in the relation r, respectively. In our ex-
periment, if Pr(a|p) > 0.1 and Countr(p, a) >
10, we consider the triplet (p, r, a) (e.g., (‘dog’,
nsubj, ‘barks’)) a valid SP relation. Finally, we se-
lect two SP relations, nsubj and dobj, to form the
SP knowledge graph, including 17,074 and 4,536
frequent predicate-argument pairs for nsubj and
dobj, respectively.

4.3 Baselines
Several baselines are compared in this paper, in-
cluding three widely used pre-trained models:

• Deterministic model (Raghunathan et al.,
2010), which is an unsupervised model and
leverages manual rules to detect coreferences.
• Statistical model (Clark and Manning, 2015),

which is a supervised model and trained on
manually crafted entity-level features between
clusters and mentions.
• Deep-RL model (Clark and Manning, 2016),

which uses reinforcement learning to directly
optimize the coreference matrix instead of the
loss function of supervised learning.

The above models are included in the Stanford
CoreNLP toolkit9. We also include a state-of-the-
art end-to-end neural model as one of our base-
lines:

• End2end (Lee et al., 2018), which is the current
state-of-the-art model performing in an end-to-
end manner and leverages both contextual infor-
mation and a pre-trained language model (Pe-
ters et al., 2018).

We use their released code10. In addition, to show
the importance of incorporating knowledge, we
also experiment with two variations of our model:

• Without KG removes the KG component and
keeps all other components in the same setting
as that in our complete model.

am, is); the predicative is thus treated as the predicate for the
subject (argument) in this paper.

9https://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP/coref.html
10https://github.com/kentonl/e2e-coref
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Model Third Personal Possessive Demonstrative All
P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

Deterministic 25.5 58.9 35.6 22.9 64.3 33.8 3.4 5.7 4.2 23.4 57.0 33.4
Statistical 25.8 62.1 36.5 28.9 64.9 40.0 9.8 6.3 7.6 25.4 59.3 36.5
Deep-RL 78.6 63.9 70.5 73.3 68.9 71.0 3.7 2.9 5.5 76.4 61.2 68.0

End2end 70.6 75.7 73.1 73.0 76.2 74.6 58.4 17.6 27.0 71.1 72.1 71.6

Without KG 78.2 72.4 75.2 80.0 66.4 72.6 46.7 62.5 53.4 75.7 70.1 72.8
Without Attention 76.6 77.9 77.2 79.0 73.5 76.2 42.4 72.6 53.5 73.6 76.4 74.9
Our Complete Model 78.8 77.8 78.1 80.7 72.5 76.4 45.3 66.7 53.9 75.9 75.6 75.7

(a) CoNLL

Model Third Personal Possessive Demonstrative All
P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

Deterministic 25.7 57.4 35.5 25.2 61.6 35.7 6.6 4.0 5.0 25.1 54.0 34.3
Statistical 19.3 35.9 25.1 25.7 50.5 34.0 6.7 4.5 5.4 20.5 36.6 26.3
Deep-RL 78.2 48.0 59.5 78.6 57.7 66.5 9.1 5.1 9.6 77.8 46.3 58.1

End2end 95.0 93.4 94.2 95.3 96.0 95.7 74.8 52.5 61.7 93.9 90.7 92.3

Without KG 96.8 95.9 96.3 97.1 97.5 97.3 66.5 68.2 67.3 94.3 94.0 94.2
Without Attention 96.1 97.2 96.6 96.3 98.2 97.2 66.7 77.8 71.8 93.4 95.9 94.6
Our Complete Model 97.5 96.3 96.9 98.5 97.8 98.2 71.9 72.2 72.0 95.6 94.7 95.2

(b) i2b2

Table 3: The performance of pronoun coreference resolution with different models on two evaluation datasets.
Precision (P), recall (R), and the F1 score are reported, with the best one in each F1 column marked as bold.

• Without Attention removes the knowledge at-
tention module and concatenates all the knowl-
edge embeddings. All other components are
identical as our complete model.

4.4 Implementation
Following the previous work (Lee et al., 2018), we
use the concatenation of the 300d GloVe embed-
dings (Pennington et al., 2014) and the ELMo (Pe-
ters et al., 2018) embeddings as the initial word
representations for computing span representa-
tions. For knowledge triplets, we use the GloVe
embeddings to encode tail words in them. Out-
of-vocabulary words are initialized with zero vec-
tors. The hidden state of the LSTM module is
set to 200, and all the feed-forward networks have
two 150-dimension hidden layers. The selection
thresholds are set to 10−2 and 10−8 for the CoNLL
and i2b2 dataset, respectively.

For model training, we use cross-entropy as the
loss function and Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014)
as the optimizer. All the aforementioned hyper-
parameters are initialized randomly, and we apply
dropout rate 0.2 to all hidden layers in the model.
For the CoNLL dataset, the model training is per-
formed with up to 100 epochs, and the best one is
selected based on its performance on the develop-
ment set. For the i2b2 dataset, because no dev set
is provided, we train the model up to 100 epochs

and use the final converged one.

4.5 Results

Table 3 reports the performance of all models,
with the results for CoNLL and i2b2 in (a) and
(b), respectively. Overall, our model outperforms
all baselines on two datasets with respect to all
pronoun types. There are several interesting ob-
servations. In general, the i2b2 dataset seems sim-
pler than the CoNLL dataset, which might because
that i2b2 only involves clinical narratives and its
training data is highly similar to the test data. As
a result, all neural models perform dramatically
good, especially on the third personal and posses-
sive pronouns. In addition, we also notice that
it is more challenging for all models to resolve
demonstrative pronouns (e.g., this, that) on both
datasets, because such pronouns may refer to com-
plex things and occur with low frequency.

Moreover, there are significant gaps in the per-
formance of different models, with the following
observations. First, models with manually de-
fined rules or features, which cannot cover rich
contextual information, perform poorly. In con-
trast, deep learning models (e.g., End2end and our
proposed models), which leverage text represen-
tations for context, outperform other approaches
by a great margin, especially on the recall. Sec-
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CoNLL i2b2
F1 ∆F1 F1 ∆F1

The Complete Model 75.7 - 95.2 -

–OMCS 74.8 -0.9 95.1 -0.1
–Medical-KG 74.5 -1.2 94.6 -0.6
–Ling 73.8 -1.9 94.9 -0.3
–SP 74.0 -1.7 94.7 -0.5

Table 4: The performance of our model with removing
different knowledge resources. The F1 of each case and
the difference of F1 between each case and the com-
plete model are reported.

ond, adding knowledge in an appropriate man-
ner within neural models is helpful, which is sup-
ported by that our model outperforms the End2end
model and the Without KG one on both datasets,
especially CoNLL, where the external knowledge
plays a more important role. Third, the knowl-
edge attention module ensures our model to pre-
dict more precisely, which also results in the over-
all improvement on F1. To summarize, the results
suggest that external knowledge is important for
effectively resolving pronoun coreference, where
rich contextual information determines the appro-
priate knowledge with a well-designed module.

5 Analysis

Further analysis is conducted in this section re-
garding the effect of different knowledge re-
sources, model components, and settings. Details
are illustrated as follows.

5.1 Ablation Study

We ablate different knowledge for their contribu-
tions in our model, with the results reported in Ta-
ble 4. It is observed that all knowledge resources
contribute to the final success of our model, where
different knowledge types play their unique roles
in different datasets. For example, the Ling knowl-
edge contributes the most to the CoNLL dataset
while the medical knowledge is the most impor-
tant one for the medical data.

5.2 Effect of the Selection Threshold

We experiment with different thresholds t for the
softmax selection. The effects of t against overall
performance are shown in Figure 4. In general,
with the increase of t, fewer candidates are se-
lected. Therefore, the overall precision increases
and the recall drops. Consider that both the preci-
sion and recall are important for resolving pronoun

Figure 4: Effect of different softmax selection thresh-
olds with respect to our model performance on two
datasets. In general, with the threshold becoming
larger, less candidates are selected, the precision thus
increases while the recall drops.

Model Setting CoNLL i2b2

End2end Original 71.6 92.3
+ Gold mention 77.8 94.4

Our Model Original 75.7 95.2
+ Gold mention 80.7 96.0

(Zhang et al., 2019b) + Gold mention 79.9 -

Table 5: Influence of gold mentions. F1 scores on dif-
ferent test sets are reported. Adding human-annotated
gold mentions help both the End2end and our model.
Best performed model are indicated with the bold font.

coreference, we select different thresholds for dif-
ferent datasets to ensure the balance between pre-
cision and recall. In detail, for the CoNLL dataset,
we set r = 10−2 to select the most confident pre-
dictions; and for the i2b2 dataset, we set r = 10−8

so as to keep more predictions.

5.3 Effect of Gold Mentions

The effect of adding gold mentions is shown in
Table 5. Providing gold mentions to the End2end
model can significantly boost its performance by
6.2 F1 and 2.1 F1 on the CoNLL and i2b2 dataset,
respectively. Yet, the performance gain from gold
mentions is less for our model. Such results
clearly illustrate that our model is able to ben-
efit the mention detection with the help of KG
incorporation. Besides that, with the help of
gold mentions, our model achieves the compara-
ble (slightly better) performance with the context-
and-knowledge model (Zhang et al., 2019b). As
their features are originally designed for CoNLL,
we only report the performance on CoNLL in Ta-
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Model Training data Test data
CoNLL i2b2

End2end CoNLL 71.6 75.2
i2b2 20.0 92.3

Our Model CoNLL 75.7 80.9
i2b2 42.7 95.2

Table 6: Cross-domain performance of different mod-
els. F1 on the target domain test sets are reported.

ble 5. As we also included one new challeng-
ing pronoun type, the demonstrative pronoun, the
overall performance of their model is lower than
the one reported in the original paper. The reason
of our model being better is that more knowledge
resources (e.g., OMCS) can be incorporated into
our model due to its generalizable design. More-
over, it is more difficult for their method (Zhang
et al., 2019b) to incorporate mention detection into
the model, because in this case we need to enumer-
ate all mention spans and generate corresponding
features for all spans. which is expensive and dif-
ficult to acquire.

5.4 Cross-domain Evaluation

Considering that neural models are intensive data-
driven and normally restricted by data nature, they
are not easily applied in a cross-domain setting.
However, if a model is required to perform in
real applications, it has to show promising per-
formance on those cases out of the training data.
Herein we investigate the performance of different
models with training and testing in different do-
mains, with the results reported in Table 6. Over-
all, all models perform significantly worse if they
are used cross domains. Specifically, if we train
the End2end model on the CoNLL dataset and test
it on the i2b2 dataset, it only achieves 75.2 F1. As
a comparison, our model can achieve 80.9 F1 in
the same case. This observation confirms the ca-
pability of knowledge where our model is able to
handle. A similar observation is also drawn for the
reversed case. However, even though our model
outperforms the End2end model by 22.7 F1 from
i2b2 to CoNLL, its overall performance is still
poor, which might be explained by that the i2b2
is an in-domain dataset and the knowledge con-
tained in its training data is rarely useful for the
general (news) domain dataset. Nevertheless, this
experiment clearly shows that the generalization
ability of deep models is still crucial for building
a successful coreference model, and learns to use
knowledge is a promising solution to it.

Example A Example B

Sentence He walks into the
room with one
magazine and
drops it on the
couch.

... A small area of
erythema around his
arm ... This will be
treated empirically.

Prediction magazine erythema

Knowledge (‘magazine’,
dobj, ‘drop’)

(‘erythema’, IsA,
‘disease’)

Table 7: The case study on two examples from the
test data, i.e., A: from the CoNLL and B: from the
i2b2. Pronouns and correct mentions are marked by red
bold and blue underline font respectively. Knowledge
triplets used for them are listed in the bottom row.

6 Case Study

To better illustrate the effectiveness of incorporat-
ing different knowledge in this task, two exam-
ples are provided for the case study in Table 7.
In example A, our model correctly predicts that
‘it’ refers to the ‘magazine’ rather than the ‘room’,
because we successfully retrieve the knowledge
that compared with the ‘room’, the ‘magazine’ is
more likely to be the object of drop. In example
B, even though the distance between ‘erythema’
and ‘This’ is relatively far11, our model is able to
determine the coreference relation between them
because it successfully finds out that ‘erythema’ is
a kind of disease, while a lot of diseases appear as
the context of ‘be treated’ in the training data.

7 Related Work

Detecting mention spans in linguistic expressions
and identifying coreference relations among them
is a core task, namely, coreference resolution, for
natural language understanding. Mention detec-
tion and coreference prediction are the two major
focuses of the task as listed in Lee et al. (2017).
Compared to general coreference problem, pro-
noun coreference resolution has its unique chal-
lenge since pronouns themselves have weak se-
mantics meanings, which make it the most chal-
lenging sub-task in general coreference resolution.
To address the unique difficulty brought by pro-
nouns, we thus focus on resolving pronoun coref-
erences in this paper.

Resolving pronoun coreference relations often
requires the support of manually crafted knowl-
edge (Rahman and Ng, 2011; Emami et al., 2018),

11We omit the intermediate part of the long sentence in the
table for a clear presentation.
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especially for particular domains such as medicine
(Uzuner et al., 2012) and biology (Cohen et al.,
2017). Previous studies on pronoun coreference
resolution incorporated external knowledge in-
cluding human defined rules (Hobbs, 1978; Ng,
2005), e.g., number/gender requirement of dif-
ferent pronouns, domain-specific knowledge such
as medical (Jindal and Roth, 2013) or biologi-
cal (Trieu et al., 2018) ones, and world knowl-
edge (Rahman and Ng, 2011), such as selectional
preference (Wilks, 1975). Later, end-to-end so-
lutions (Lee et al., 2017, 2018) were proposed
to learn contextual information and solve coref-
erences synchronously with neural networks, e.g.,
LSTM. Their results proved that such knowledge
is helpful when appropriately used for coreference
resolution. However, external knowledge is of-
ten omitted in their models. Consider that con-
text and external knowledge have their own advan-
tages: the contextual information covering diverse
text expressions that are difficult to be predefined
while the external knowledge being usually more
precisely constructed and able to provide extra in-
formation beyond the training data, one could ben-
efit from both sides for this task. Different from
previous studies, we provide a generic solution
to resolving pronoun coreference with the support
of knowledge graphs based on contextual mod-
eling, where deep learning models are adopted
in our work to incorporate knowledge into pro-
noun coreference resolution and achieve remark-
ably good results.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we explore how to build a
knowledge-aware pronoun coreference resolution
model, which is able to leverage different external
knowledge for this task. The proposed model is
an attempt of the general solution of incorporating
knowledge (in the form of KG) into the deep learn-
ing based pronoun coreference model, rather than
using knowledge as features or rules in a dedicated
manner. As a result, any knowledge resource pre-
sented in the format of triplets, the most widely
used entry format for KG, can be consumed in our
model with a proposed attention module. Experi-
mental results on two different corpora from two
domains demonstrate the superiority of the pro-
posed model to all baselines. Moreover, as our
model learns to use knowledge rather than just fit-
ting the training data, our model achieves much

better and more robust performance than state-of-
the-art models in the cross-domain scenario.
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Abstract

Natural Language Inference (NLI) datasets of-
ten contain hypothesis-only biases—artifacts
that allow models to achieve non-trivial per-
formance without learning whether a premise
entails a hypothesis. We propose two prob-
abilistic methods to build models that are
more robust to such biases and better trans-
fer across datasets. In contrast to standard
approaches to NLI, our methods predict the
probability of a premise given a hypothesis
and NLI label, discouraging models from ig-
noring the premise. We evaluate our meth-
ods on synthetic and existing NLI datasets by
training on datasets containing biases and test-
ing on datasets containing no (or different)
hypothesis-only biases. Our results indicate
that these methods can make NLI models more
robust to dataset-specific artifacts, transferring
better than a baseline architecture in 9 out of
12 NLI datasets. Additionally, we provide an
extensive analysis of the interplay of our meth-
ods with known biases in NLI datasets, as well
as the effects of encouraging models to ignore
biases and fine-tuning on target datasets.1

1 Introduction

Natural Language Inference (NLI) is often used to
gauge a model’s ability to understand a relation-
ship between two texts (Cooper et al., 1996; Dagan
et al., 2006). In NLI, a model is tasked with deter-
mining whether a hypothesis (a woman is sleep-
ing) would likely be inferred from a premise (a
woman is talking on the phone).2 The develop-
ment of new large-scale datasets has led to a flurry
of various neural network architectures for solv-
ing NLI. However, recent work has found that

∗∗ Equal contribution
1Our code is available at https://github.com/

azpoliak/robust-nli.
2This hypothesis contradicts the premise and would likely

not be inferred.

many NLI datasets contain biases, or annotation
artifacts, i.e., features present in hypotheses that
enable models to perform surprisingly well using
only the hypothesis, without learning the relation-
ship between two texts (Gururangan et al., 2018;
Poliak et al., 2018b; Tsuchiya, 2018).3 For in-
stance, in some datasets, negation words like “not”
and “nobody” are often associated with a relation-
ship of contradiction. As a ramification of such
biases, models may not generalize well to other
datasets that contain different or no such biases.

Recent studies have tried to create new NLI
datasets that do not contain such artifacts, but
many approaches to dealing with this issue remain
unsatisfactory: constructing new datasets (Sharma
et al., 2018) is costly and may still result in other
artifacts; filtering “easy” examples and defin-
ing a harder subset is useful for evaluation pur-
poses (Gururangan et al., 2018), but difficult to do
on a large scale that enables training; and compil-
ing adversarial examples (Glockner et al., 2018)
is informative but again limited by scale or diver-
sity. Instead, our goal is to develop methods that
overcome these biases as datasets may still contain
undesired artifacts despite annotation efforts.

Typical NLI models learn to predict an en-
tailment label discriminatively given a premise-
hypothesis pair (Figure 1a), enabling them to learn
hypothesis-only biases. Instead, we predict the
premise given the hypothesis and the entailment
label, which by design cannot be solved using
data artifacts. While this objective is intractable,
it motivates two approximate training methods for
standard NLI classifiers that are more resistant to
biases. Our first method uses a hypothesis-only
classifier (Figure 1b) and the second uses negative
sampling by swapping premises between premise-
hypothesis pairs (Figure 1c).

3We use artifacts and biases interchangeably.
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(a) Baseline (b) Method 1 (c) Method 2

Figure 1: Illustration of (a) the baseline NLI architecture, and our two proposed methods to remove hypothesis
only-biases from an NLI model: (b) uses a hypothesis-only classifier, and (c) samples a random premise. Arrows
correspond to the direction of propagation. Green or red arrows respectively mean that the gradient sign is kept
as is or reversed. Gray arrow indicates that the gradient is not back-propagated - this only occurs in (c) when we
randomly sample a premise, otherwise the gradient is back-propagated. f and g represent encoders and classifiers.

We evaluate the ability of our methods to gener-
alize better in synthetic and naturalistic settings.
First, using a controlled, synthetic dataset, we
demonstrate that, unlike the baseline, our methods
enable a model to ignore the artifacts and learn to
correctly identify the desired relationship between
the two texts. Second, we train models on an NLI
dataset that is known to be biased and evaluate on
other datasets that may have different or no bi-
ases. We observe improved results compared to
a fully discriminative baseline in 9 out of 12 tar-
get datasets, indicating that our methods generate
models that are more robust to annotation artifacts.

An extensive analysis reveals that our methods
are most effective when the target datasets have
different biases from the source dataset or no no-
ticeable biases. We also observe that the more we
encourage the model to ignore biases, the better
it transfers, but this comes at the expense of per-
formance on the source dataset. Finally, we show
that our methods can better exploit small amounts
of training data in a target dataset, especially when
it has different biases from the source data.

In this paper, we focus on the transferability of
our methods from biased datasets to ones having
different or no biases. Elsewhere (Belinkov et al.,
2019), we have analyzed the effect of these meth-
ods on the learned language representations, sug-
gesting that they may indeed be less biased. How-
ever, we caution that complete removal of biases
remains difficult and is dependent on the tech-
niques used. The choice of whether to remove bias
also depends on the goal; in an in-domain scenario
certain biases may be helpful and should not nec-
essarily be removed.

In summary, in this paper we make the follow-

ing contributions:
• Two novel methods to train NLI models that

are more robust to dataset-specific artifacts.
• An empirical evaluation of the methods on a

synthetic dataset and 12 naturalistic datasets.
• An extensive analysis of the effects of our

methods on handling bias.

2 Motivation

A training instance for NLI consists of a hypothe-
sis sentence H , a premise statement P , and an in-
ference label y. A probabilistic NLI model aims to
learn a parameterized distribution pθ(y |P,H) to
compute the probability of the label given the two
sentences. We consider NLI models with premise
and hypothesis encoders, fP,θ and fH,θ, which
learn representations of P and H , and a classifi-
cation layer, gθ, which learns a distribution over
y. Typically, this is done by maximizing this dis-
criminative likelihood directly, which will act as
our baseline (Figure 1a).

However, many NLI datasets contain biases that
allow models to perform non-trivially well when
accessing just the hypotheses (Tsuchiya, 2018;
Gururangan et al., 2018; Poliak et al., 2018b). This
allows models to leverage hypothesis-only biases
that may be present in a dataset. A model may per-
form well on a specific dataset, without identifying
whether P entails H . Gururangan et al. (2018) ar-
gue that “the bulk” of many models’ “success [is]
attribute[d] to the easy examples”. Consequently,
this may limit how well a model trained on one
dataset would perform on other datasets that may
have different artifacts.

Consider an example where P andH are strings
from {a, b, c}, and an environment where P en-
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tails H if and only if the first letters are the same,
as in synthetic dataset A. In such a setting, a model
should be able to learn the correct condition for P
to entail H .4

Synthetic dataset A
(a, a)→ TRUE (a, b)→ FALSE

(b, b)→ TRUE (b, a)→ FALSE

Imagine now that an artifact c is appended to
every entailed H (synthetic dataset B). A model
of y with access only to the hypothesis side can
fit the data perfectly by detecting the presence or
absence of c in H , ignoring the more general pat-
tern. Therefore, we hypothesize that a model that
learns pθ(y |P,H) by training on such data would
be misled by the bias c and would fail to learn the
relationship between the premise and the hypoth-
esis. Consequently, the model would not perform
well on the unbiased synthetic dataset A.

Synthetic dataset B (with artifact)
(a, ac)→ TRUE (a, b)→ FALSE

(b, bc)→ TRUE (b, a)→ FALSE

Instead of maximizing the discriminative likeli-
hood pθ(y |P,H) directly, we consider maximiz-
ing the likelihood of generating the premise P
conditioned on the hypothesis H and the label y:
p(P |H, y). This objective cannot be fooled by
hypothesis-only features, and it requires taking the
premise into account. For example, a model that
only looks for c in the above example cannot do
better than chance on this objective. However, as
P comes from the space of all sentences, this ob-
jective is much more difficult to estimate.

3 Training Methods

Our goal is to maximize log p(P |H, y) on the
training data. While we could in theory directly
parameterize this distribution, for efficiency and
simplicity we instead write it in terms of the stan-
dard pθ(y |P,H) and introduce a new term to ap-
proximate the normalization:

log p(P | y,H) = log
pθ(y |P,H)p(P |H)

p(y |H)
.

Throughout we will assume p(P |H) is a fixed
constant (justified by the dataset assumption that,
lacking y, P and H are independent and drawn at
random). Therefore, to approximately maximize
this objective we need to estimate p(y |H). We
propose two methods for doing so.

4 This is equivalent to XOR and is learnable by a MLP.

3.1 Method 1: Hypothesis-only Classifier

Our first approach is to estimate the term p(y |H)
directly. In theory, if labels in an NLI dataset
depend on both premises and hypothesis (which
Poliak et al. (2018b) call “interesting NLI”), this
should be a uniform distribution. However, as dis-
cussed above, it is often possible to correctly pre-
dict y based only on the hypothesis. Intuitively,
this model can be interpreted as training a classi-
fier to identify the (latent) artifacts in the data.

We define this distribution using a shared repre-
sentation between our new estimator pφ,θ(y |H)
and pθ(y |P,H). In particular, the two share
an embedding of H from the hypothesis encoder
fH,θ. The additional parameters φ are in the fi-
nal layer gφ, which we call the hypothesis-only
classifier. The parameters of this layer φ are up-
dated to fit p(y |H) whereas the rest of the param-
eters in θ are updated based on the gradients of
log p(P | y,H).

Training is illustrated in Figure 1b. This inter-
play is controlled by two hyper-parameters. First,
the negative term is scaled by a hyper-parameter
α. Second, the updates of gφ are weighted by
β. We therefore minimize the following multitask
loss functions (shown for a single example):

max
θ
L1(θ) = log pθ(y |P,H)− α log pφ,θ(y |H)

max
φ

L2(φ) = β log pφ,θ(y |H)

We implement these together with a gradient re-
versal layer (Ganin & Lempitsky, 2015). As il-
lustrated in Figure 1b, during back-propagation,
we first pass gradients through the hypothesis-only
classifier gφ and then reverse the gradients going
to the hypothesis encoder gH,θ (potentially scaling
them by β).5

3.2 Method 2: Negative Sampling

As an alternative to the hypothesis-only classifier,
our second method attempts to remove annotation
artifacts from the representations by sampling al-
ternative premises. Consider instead writing the

5This approach may also be seen as adversarial training
with respect to the hypothesis, akin to domain-adversarial
neural networks (Ganin et al., 2016). However, our meth-
ods encourage robustness to latent hypothesis biases, without
requiring a domain label.
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normalization term above as,

− log p(y |H) = − log
∑

P ′
p(P ′ |H)p(y |P ′, H)

= − logEP ′p(y |P ′, H)

≥ −EP ′ log p(y |P ′, H),

where the expectation is uniform and the last step
is from Jensen’s inequality.6 As in Method 1, we
define a separate pφ,θ(y |P ′, H) which shares the
embedding layers from θ, fP,θ and fH,θ. However,
as we are attempting to unlearn hypothesis bias,
we block the gradients and do not let it update the
premise encoder fP,θ.7 The full setting is shown
in Figure 1c.

To approximate the expectation, we use uniform
samples P ′ (from other training examples) to re-
place the premise in a (P , H)-pair, while keep-
ing the label y. We also maximize pθ,φ(y |P ′, H)
to learn the artifacts in the hypotheses. We use
α ∈ [0, 1] to control the fraction of randomly sam-
pled P ’s (so the total number of examples remains
the same). As before, we implement this using
gradient reversal scaled by β.

max
θ
L1(θ) = (1− α) log pθ(y |P,H)

− α log pθ,φ(y |P ′, H)

max
φ

L2(φ) = β log pθ,φ(y |P ′, H)

Finally, we share the classifier weights between
pθ(y |P,H) and pφ,θ(y |P ′, H). In a sense this is
counter-intuitive, since pθ is being trained to un-
learn bias, while pφ,θ is being trained to learn it.
However, if the models are trained separately, they
may learn to co-adapt with each other (Elazar &
Goldberg, 2018). If pφ,θ is not trained well, we
might be fooled to think that the representation
does not contain any biases, while in fact they are
still hidden in the representation. For some evi-
dence that this indeed happens when the models
are trained separately, see Belinkov et al. (2019).8

6There are more developed and principled approaches
in language modeling for approximating this partition func-
tion without having to make this assumption. These in-
clude importance sampling (Bengio & Senecal, 2003), noise-
contrastive estimation (Gutmann & Hyvärinen, 2010), and
sublinear partition estimation (Rastogi & Van Durme, 2015).
These are more difficult to apply in the setting of sampling
full sentences from an unknown set. We hope to explore
methods for applying them in future work.

7A reviewer asked about gradient blocking. Our motiva-
tion was that, for a random premise, we do not have reliable
information to update its encoder. However, future work can
explore different configurations of gradient blocking.

8 A similar situation arises in neural cryptography (Abadi

4 Experimental Setup

To evaluate how well our methods can overcome
hypothesis-only biases, we test our methods on a
synthetic dataset as well as on a wide range of ex-
isting NLI datasets. The scenario we aim to ad-
dress is when training on a source dataset with bi-
ases and evaluating on a target dataset with differ-
ent or no biases. We first describe the data and
experimental setup before discussing the results.

Synthetic Data We create a synthetic dataset
based on the motivating example in Section 2,
where P entails H if and only if their first let-
ters are the same. The training and test sets have
1K examples each, uniformly distributed among
the possible entailment relations. In the test set
(dataset A), each premise or hypothesis is a sin-
gle symbol: P,H ∈ {a, b}, where P entails H iff
P = H . In the training set (dataset B), a letter c
is appended to the hypothesis side in the TRUE ex-
amples, but not in the FALSE examples. In order to
transfer well to the test set, a model that is trained
on this training set needs to learn the underlying
relationship—that P entails H if and only if their
first letter is identical—rather than relying on the
presence of c in the hypothesis side.

Common NLI datasets Moving to existing NLI
datasets, we train models on the Stanford Natural
Language Inference dataset (SNLI; Bowman et al.,
2015), since it is known to contain significant an-
notation artifacts. We evaluate the robustness of
our methods on other, target datasets.

As target datasets, we use the 10 datasets inves-
tigated by Poliak et al. (2018b) in their hypothesis-
only study, plus two test sets: GLUE’s diagnos-
tic test set, which was carefully constructed to
not contain hypothesis-biases (Wang et al., 2018),
and SNLI-hard, a subset of the SNLI test set
that is thought to have fewer biases (Gururangan
et al., 2018). The target datasets include human-
judged datasets that used automatic methods to
pair premises and hypotheses, and then relied on
humans to label the pairs: SCITAIL (Khot et al.,
2018), ADD-ONE-RTE (Pavlick & Callison-
Burch, 2016), Johns Hopkins Ordinal Common-

& Andersen, 2016), where an encryptor Alice and a decryp-
tor Bob communicate while an adversary Eve tries to eaves-
drop on their communication. Alice and Bob are analogous to
the hypothesis embedding and pθ , while Eve is analogous to
pφ,θ . In their asymmetric encryption experiments, Abadi &
Andersen observed seemingly secret communication, which
on closer look the adversary was able to eavesdrop on.
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α

β 0.1 0.25 0.5 1 2.5 5

0.1 50 50 50 50 50 50
0.5 50 50 50 50 50 50
1 50 50 50 50 50 50
1.5 50 50 50 50 50 100
2 50 50 50 50 100 100
2.5 50 50 100 75 100 100
3 50 100 100 100 100 100
3.5 100 100 100 100 100 100
4 100 100 100 100 100 100
5 100 100 100 100 100 100
10 100 100 100 100 100 100
20 100 100 100 100 100 100

(a) Method 1

α

β 0.1 0.25 0.5 0.75 1

0.1 50 50 50 50 50
0.5 50 50 50 50 50
1 50 50 50 50 50
1.5 50 50 50 50 50
2 50 50 50 50 50
2.5 50 50 50 50 50
3 50 50 100 50 50
3.5 50 50 100 50 50
4 50 100 100 50 50
5 50 50 100 100 50∗

10 75 100 100 100 50∗

20 100 100 100 50∗ 50∗

(b) Method 2

Table 1: Accuracies on the synthetic dataset, when training on the biased training set and evaluating on the unbiased
test set. Darker boxes represent higher accuracies. ∗ indicates failure to learn the biased training set; all other
configurations learned the training set perfectly.

sense Inference (JOCI; Zhang et al., 2017),
Multiple Premise Entailment (MPE; Lai et al.,
2017),and Sentences Involving Compositional
Knowledge (SICK; Marelli et al., 2014). The tar-
get datasets also include datasets recast by White
et al. (2017) to evaluate different semantic phe-
nomena: FrameNet+ (FN+; Pavlick et al., 2015),
Definite Pronoun Resolution (DPR; Rahman &
Ng, 2012), and Semantic Proto-Roles (SPR;
Reisinger et al., 2015).9 As many of these datasets
have different label spaces than SNLI, we define
a mapping (Appendix A.1) from our models’ pre-
dictions to each target dataset’s labels. Finally, we
also test on the Multi-genre NLI dataset (MNLI;
Williams et al., 2018), a successor to SNLI.10

Baseline & Implementation Details We use
InferSent (Conneau et al., 2017) as our base-
line model because it has been shown to work well
on popular NLI datasets and is representative of
many NLI models. We use separate BiLSTM en-
coders to learn vector representations of P and
H .11 The vector representations are combined fol-
lowing Mou et al. (2016),12 and passed to an MLP
classifier with one hidden layer. Our proposed

9Detailed descriptions of these datasets can be found in
Poliak et al. (2018b).

10We leave additional NLI datasets, such as the Diverse
NLI Collection (Poliak et al., 2018a), for future work.

11Many NLI models encode P and H sepa-
rately (Rocktäschel et al., 2016; Mou et al., 2016; Liu
et al., 2016; Cheng et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2017), al-
though some share information between the encoders via
attention (Parikh et al., 2016; Duan et al., 2018).

12Specifically, representations are concatenated, sub-
tracted, and multiplied element-wise.

methods for mitigating biases use the same tech-
nique for representing and combining sentences.
Additional implementation details are provided in
Appendix A.2.

For both methods, we sweep hyper-parameters
α, β over {0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.8, 1.0}. For each
target dataset, we choose the best-performing
model on its development set and report results on
the test set.13

5 Results

5.1 Synthetic Experiments

To examine how well our methods work in a con-
trolled setup, we train on the biased dataset (B),
but evaluate on the unbiased test set (A). As ex-
pected, without a method to remove hypothesis-
only biases, the baseline fails to generalize to the
test set. Examining its predictions, we found that
the baseline model learned to rely on the pres-
ence/absence of the bias term c, always predicting
TRUE/FALSE respectively.

Table 1 shows the results of our two proposed
methods. As we increase the hyper-parameters
α and β, our methods initially behave like the
baseline, learning the training set but failing on
the test set. However, with strong enough hyper-
parameters (moving towards the bottom in the
tables), they perform perfectly on both the bi-
ased training set and the unbiased test set. For
Method 1, stronger hyper-parameters work better.

13For MNLI, since the test sets are not available, we tune
on the matched dev set and evaluate on the mismatched dev
set, or vice versa. For GLUE, we tune on MNLI matched.
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Test On Target Dataset Test On SNLI

Target Test Dataset Baseline ∆ Method 1 ∆ Method 2 ∆ Method 1 ∆ Method 2

SCITAIL 58.14 -0.47 — -7.06 — -0.18 — -9.06 —
ADD-ONE-RTE 66.15 0.00 — 17.31 — -2.29 — -49.63 —
JOCI 41.50 0.24 — -1.87 — -0.44 — -5.92 —
MPE 57.65 0.45 — -5.30 — -0.57 — -0.54 —
DPR 49.86 1.10 — -0.45 — -0.73 — -7.81 —
MNLI matched 45.86 1.38 — -2.10 — -1.25 — -8.93 —
FN+ 50.87 1.61 — 6.16 — -1.94 — -0.44 —
MNLI mismatched 47.57 1.67 — -3.91 — -1.25 — -8.93 —
SICK 25.64 1.80 — 31.11 — -0.57 — -8.93 —
GLUE 38.50 1.99 — 4.71 — -1.25 — -8.93 —
SPR 52.48 6.51 — 12.94 — -1.76 — -14.01 —

SNLI-hard 68.02 -1.75 — -12.42 —

Table 2: Accuracy results of transferring representations to new datasets. In all cases the models are trained on
SNLI. Left: baseline results on target test sets and differences between the proposed methods and the baseline.
Right: test results on SNLI with the models that performed best on each target dataset’s dev set. ∆ are absolute
differences between the method and the baseline on each target test set (left) or between the method and the
baseline performance (84.22) on SNLI test (right). Black rectangles show relative changes in each column.

Method 2, in particular, breaks down with too
many random samples (increasing α), as expected.
We also found that Method 1 did not require as
strong β as Method 2. From the synthetic experi-
ments, it seems that Method 1 learns to ignore the
bias c and learn the desired relationship between P
and H across many configurations, while Method
2 requires much stronger β.

5.2 Results on existing NLI datasets

Table 2 (left block) reports the results of our
proposed methods compared to the baseline in
application to the NLI datasets. The method
using the hypothesis-only classifier to remove
hypothesis-only biases from the model (Method
1) outperforms the baseline in 9 out of 12 target
datasets (∆ > 0), though most improvements are
small. The training method using negative sam-
pling (Method 2) only outperforms the baseline in
5 datasets, 4 of which are cases where the other
method also outperformed the baseline. These
gains are much larger than those of Method 1.

We also report results of the proposed meth-
ods on the SNLI test set (right block). As our re-
sults improve on the target datasets, we note that
Method 1’s performance on SNLI does not drasti-
cally decrease (small ∆), even when the improve-
ment on the target dataset is large (for example, in
SPR). For this method, the performance on SNLI
drops by just an average of 1.11 (0.65 STDV). For
Method 2, there is a large decrease on SNLI as re-
sults drop by an average of 11.19 (12.71 STDV).
For these models, when we see large improvement

on a target dataset, we often see a large drop on
SNLI. For example, on ADD-ONE-RTE, Method
2 outperforms the baseline by roughly 17% but
performs almost 50% lower on SNLI. Based on
this, as well as the results on the synthetic dataset,
Method 2 seems to be much more unstable and
highly dependent on the right hyper-parameters.

6 Analysis

Our results demonstrate that our approaches may
be robust to many datasets with different types
of bias. We next analyze our results and explore
modifications to the experimental setup that may
improve model transferability across NLI datasets.

6.1 Interplay with known biases
A priori, we expect our methods to provide
the most benefit when a target dataset has no
hypothesis-only biases or such biases that differ
from ones in the training data. Previous work
estimated the amount of bias in NLI datasets by
comparing the performance of a hypothesis-only
classifier with the majority baseline (Poliak et al.,
2018b). If the classifier outperforms the baseline,
the dataset is said to have hypothesis-only biases.
We follow a similar idea for estimating how sim-
ilar the biases in a target dataset are to those in
the source dataset. We compare the performance
of a hypothesis-only classifier trained on SNLI
and evaluated on each target dataset, to a majority
baseline of the most frequent class in each target
dataset’s training set (Maj). We also compare to
a hypothesis-only classifier trained and tested on
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Figure 2: Accuracies of majority and hypothesis-only
baselines on each dataset (x-axis). The datasets are
generally ordered by increasing difference between a
hypothesis-only model trained on the target dataset
(green) compared to trained on SNLI (yellow).

each target dataset.14

Figure 2 shows the results. When the
hypothesis-only model trained on SNLI is tested
on the target datasets, the model performs be-
low Maj (except for MNLI), indicating that these
target datasets contain different biases than those
in SNLI. The largest difference is on SPR: a
hypothesis-only model trained on SNLI performs
over 50% worse than one trained on SPR. Indeed,
our methods lead to large improvements on SPR
(Table 2), indicating that they are especially help-
ful when the target dataset contains different bi-
ases. On MNLI, this hypothesis-only model per-
forms 10% above Maj, and roughly 20% worse
compared to when trained on MNLI, suggesting
that MNLI and SNLI have similar biases. This
may explain why our methods only slightly out-
perform the baseline on MNLI (Table 2).

The hypothesis-only model trained on each tar-
get dataset did not outperform Maj on DPR, ADD-
ONE-RTE, SICK, and MPE, suggesting that these
datasets do not have noticeable hypothesis-only
biases. Here, as expected, we observe improve-
ments when our methods are tested on these
datasets, to varying degrees (from 0.45 on MPE
to 31.11 on SICK). We also see improvements on
datasets with biases (high performance of train-
ing on each dataset compared to the correspond-
ing majority baseline), most noticeably SPR. The
only exception seems to be SCITAIL, where we
do not improve despite it having different biases
than SNLI. However, when we strengthen α and β
(below), Method 1 outperforms the baseline.

14A reviewer noted that this method may miss similar bias
“types” that are achieved through different lexical items. We
note that our use of pre-trained word embeddings might mit-
igate this concern.

Dataset Base Method 1 ∆

JOCI 41.50 39.29 -2.21 —
SNLI 84.22 82.40 -1.82 —
DPR 49.86 49.41 -0.45 —
MNLI matched 45.86 46.12 0.26 —
MNLI mismatched 47.57 48.19 0.62 —
MPE 57.65 58.60 0.95 —
SCITAIL 58.14 60.82 2.68 —
ADD-ONE-RTE 66.15 68.99 2.84 —
GLUE 38.50 41.58 3.08 —
FN+ 50.87 56.31 5.44 —
SPR 52.48 58.68 6.20 —
SICK 25.64 36.59 10.95 —

SNLI-hard 68.02 63.81 -4.21 —

Table 3: Results with stronger hyper-parameters for
Method 1 vs. the baseline. ∆’s are absolute differences.

Finally, both methods obtain improved results
on the GLUE diagnostic set, designed to be bias-
free. We do not see improvements on SNLI-hard,
indicating it may still have biases – a possibility
acknowledged by Gururangan et al. (2018).

6.2 Stronger hyper-parameters

In the synthetic experiment, we found that increas-
ing α and β improves the models’ ability to gener-
alize to the unbiased dataset. Does the same apply
to natural NLI datasets? We expect that strength-
ening the auxiliary losses (L2 in our methods) dur-
ing training will hurt performance on the original
data (where biases are useful), but improve on the
target data, which may have different or no biases
(Figure 2). To test this, we increase the hyper-
parameter values during training; we consider
the range {1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, 5.0}.15

While there are other ways to strengthen our meth-
ods, e.g., increasing the number or size of hidden
layers (Elazar & Goldberg, 2018), we are inter-
ested in the effect of α and β as they control how
much bias is subtracted from our baseline model.

Table 3 shows the results of Method 1 with
stronger hyper-parameters on the existing NLI
datasets. As expected, performance on SNLI test
sets (SNLI and SNLI-hard in Table 3) decreases
more, but many of the other datasets benefit from
stronger hyper-parameters

(compared with Table 2). We see the largest im-
provement on SICK, achieving over 10% increase
compared to the 1.8% gain in Table 2. As for
Method 2, we found large drops in quality even

15The synthetic setup required very strong hyper-
parameters, possibly due to the clear-cut nature of the task.
In the natural NLI setting, moderately strong values sufficed.
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Figure 3: Effect of fine-tuning with the baseline and the proposed methods on MNLI (left) and SICK (right).

in our basic configurations (Appendix A.3), so we
do not increase the hyper-parameters further. This
should not be too surprising, adding too many ran-
dom premises will lead to a model’s degradation.

6.3 Fine-tuning on target datasets

Our main goal is to determine whether our meth-
ods help a model perform well across multiple
datasets by ignoring dataset-specific artifacts. In
turn, we did not update the models’ parameters on
other datasets. But, what if we are given different
amounts of training data for a new NLI dataset?

To determine if our approach is still helpful,
we updated four models on increasing sizes of
training data from two target datasets (MNLI and
SICK). All three training approaches—the base-
line, Method 1, and Method 2—are used to pre-
train a model on SNLI and fine-tune on the target
dataset. The fourth model is the baseline trained
only on the target dataset. Both MNLI and SICK
have the same label spaces as SNLI, allowing us to
hold that variable constant. We use SICK because
our methods resulted in good gains on it (Table 2).
MNLI’s large training set allows us to consider a
wide range of training set sizes.16

Figure 3 shows the results on the dev sets.
In MNLI, pre-training is very helpful when fine-
tuning on a small amount of new training data, al-
though there is little to no gain from pre-training
with either of our methods compared to the base-
line. This is expected, as we saw relatively small
gains with the proposed methods on MNLI, and
can be explained by SNLI and MNLI having simi-
lar biases. In SICK, pre-training with either of our

16We hold out 10K examples from the training set for dev
as gold labels for the MNLI test set are not publicly available.
We evaluate on MNLI’s matched dev set to assure consistent
domains when fine-tuning.

methods is better in most data regimes, especially
with very small amounts of target training data.17

7 Related Work

Biases and artifacts in NLU datasets Many
natural language undersrtanding (NLU) datasets
contain annotation artifacts. Early work on NLI,
also known as recognizing textual entailment
(RTE), found biases that allowed models to per-
form relatively well by focusing on syntactic clues
alone (Snow et al., 2006; Vanderwende & Dolan,
2006). Recent work also found artifacts in new
NLI datasets (Tsuchiya, 2018; Gururangan et al.,
2018; Poliak et al., 2018b).

Other NLU datasets also exhibit biases. In ROC
Stories (Mostafazadeh et al., 2016), a story cloze
dataset, Schwartz et al. (2017b) obtained a high
performance by only considering the candidate
endings, without even looking at the story con-
text. In this case, stylistic features of the can-
didate endings alone, such as the length or cer-
tain words, were strong indicators of the cor-
rect ending (Schwartz et al., 2017a; Cai et al.,
2017). A similar phenomenon was observed in
reading comprehension, where systems performed
non-trivially well by using only the final sen-
tence in the passage or ignoring the passage alto-
gether (Kaushik & Lipton, 2018). Finally, multi-
ple studies found non-trivial performance in visual
question answering (VQA) by using only the ques-
tion, without access to the image, due to question
biases (Zhang et al., 2016; Kafle & Kanan, 2016,
2017; Goyal et al., 2017; Agrawal et al., 2017).

17Note that SICK is a small dataset (10K examples), which
explains why the model without pre-training does not benefit
from more data, barely surpassing the majority baseline.
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Transferability across NLI datasets It has
been known that many NLI models do not transfer
across NLI datasets. Chen Zhang’s thesis (Zhang,
2010) focused on this phenomena as he demon-
strated that “techniques developed for textual en-
tailment“ datasets, e.g., RTE-3, do not transfer
well to other domains, specifically conversational
entailment (Zhang & Chai, 2009, 2010). Bowman
et al. (2015) and Williams et al. (2018) demon-
strated (specifically in their respective Tables 7
and 4) how models trained on SNLI and MNLI
may not transfer well across other NLI datasets
like SICK. Talman & Chatzikyriakidis (2018) re-
cently reported similar findings using many ad-
vanced deep-learning models.

Improving model robustness Neural networks
are sensitive to adversarial examples, primarily in
machine vision, but also in NLP (Jia & Liang,
2017; Belinkov & Bisk, 2018; Ebrahimi et al.,
2018; Heigold et al., 2018; Mudrakarta et al.,
2018; Ribeiro et al., 2018; Belinkov & Glass,
2019). A common approach to improving robust-
ness is to include adversarial examples in train-
ing (Szegedy et al., 2014; Goodfellow et al., 2015).
However, this may not generalize well to new
types of examples (Xiaoyong Yuan, 2017; Tramr
et al., 2018).

Domain-adversarial neural networks aim to in-
crease robustness to domain change, by learning
to be oblivious to the domain using gradient re-
versals (Ganin et al., 2016). Our methods rely
similarly on gradient reversals when encouraging
models to ignore dataset-specific artifacts. One
distinction is that domain-adversarial networks re-
quire knowledge of the domain at training time,
while our methods learn to ignore latent artifacts
and do not require direct supervision in the form
of a domain label.

Others have attempted to remove biases from
learned representations, e.g., gender biases in
word embeddings (Bolukbasi et al., 2016) or sen-
sitive information like sex and age in text represen-
tations (Li et al., 2018). However, removing such
attributes from text representations may be diffi-
cult (Elazar & Goldberg, 2018). In contrast to this
line of work, our final goal is not the removal of
such attributes per se; instead, we strive for more
robust representations that better transfer to other
datasets, similar to Li et al. (2018).

Recent work has applied adversarial learning
to NLI. Minervini & Riedel (2018) generate ad-

versarial examples that do not conform to logi-
cal rules and regularize models based on those ex-
amples. Similarly, Kang et al. (2018) incorporate
external linguistic resources and use a GAN-style
framework to adversarially train robust NLI mod-
els. In contrast, we do not use external resources
and we are interested in mitigating hypothesis-
only biases. Finally, a similar approach has re-
cently been used to mitigate biases in VQA (Ra-
makrishnan et al., 2018; Grand & Belinkov, 2019).

8 Conclusion

Biases in annotations are a major source of con-
cern for the quality of NLI datasets and systems.
We presented a solution for combating annotation
biases by proposing two training methods to pre-
dict the probability of a premise given an entail-
ment label and a hypothesis. We demonstrated
that this discourages the hypothesis encoder from
learning the biases to instead obtain a less bi-
ased representation. When empirically evaluating
our approaches, we found that in a synthetic set-
ting, as well as on a wide-range of existing NLI
datasets, our methods perform better than the tra-
ditional training method to predict a label given
a premise-hypothesis pair. Furthermore, we per-
formed several analyses into the interplay of our
methods with known biases in NLI datasets, the
effects of stronger bias removal, and the possibil-
ity of fine-tuning on the target datasets.

Our methodology can be extended to handle bi-
ases in other tasks where one is concerned with
finding relationships between two objects, such as
visual question answering, story cloze completion,
and reading comprehension. We hope to encour-
age such investigation in the broader community.
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A Appendix

A.1 Mapping labels
Each premise-hypothesis pair in SNLI is labeled
as ENTAILMENT, NEUTRAL, or CONTRADIC-
TION. MNLI, SICK, and MPE use the same label
space. Examples in JOCI are labeled on a 5-way
ordinal scale. We follow Poliak et al. (2018b) by
converting it “into 3-way NLI tags where 1 maps
to CONTRADICTION, 2-4 maps to NEUTRAL, and
5 maps to ENTAILMENT.” Since examples in SCI-
TAIL are labeled as ENTAILMENT or NEUTRAL,
when evaluating on SCITAIL, we convert the
model’s CONTRADICTION to NEUTRAL. ADD-
ONE-RTE and the recast datasets also model NLI
as a binary prediction task. However, their label
sets are ENTAILED and NOT-ENTAILED. In these
cases, when the models predict ENTAILMENT, we
map the label to ENTAILED, and when the models
predict NEUTRAL or CONTRADICTION, we map
the label to NOT-ENTAILED.

A.2 Implementation details
For our experiments on the synthetic dataset,
the characters are embedded with 10-dimensional
vectors. Input strings are represented as a sum of
character embeddings, and the premise-hypothesis
pair is represented by a concatenation of these
embeddings. The classifiers are single-layer
MLPs of size 20 dimensions. We train these
models with SGD until convergence. For the
traditional NLI datasets, we use pre-computed
300-dimensional GloVe embeddings (Penning-
ton et al., 2014).18 The sentence representa-
tions learned by the BiLSTM encoders and the
MLP classifier’s hidden layer have a dimension-
ality of 2048 and 512 respectively. We follow
InferSent’s training regime, using SGD with
an initial learning rate of 0.1 and optional early
stopping. See Conneau et al. (2017) for details.

A.3 Hyper-parameter sweeps
Here we provide 10-fold cross-validation results
on a subset of the SNLI training data (50K
sentences) with different settings of our hyper-
parameters. Figure 4b shows the dev set results
with different configurations of Method 2. No-
tice that performance degrades quickly when we
increase the fraction of random premises (large α).
In contrast, the results with Method 1 (Figure 4a)
are more stable.

18Specifically, glove.840B.300d.zip.

(a) Method 1

(b) Method 2

Figure 4: Cross-validation results.
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Abstract

Fact verification (FV) is a challenging task
which requires to retrieve relevant evidence
from plain text and use the evidence to ver-
ify given claims. Many claims require to si-
multaneously integrate and reason over several
pieces of evidence for verification. However,
previous work employs simple models to ex-
tract information from evidence without let-
ting evidence communicate with each other,
e.g., merely concatenate the evidence for pro-
cessing. Therefore, these methods are unable
to grasp sufficient relational and logical infor-
mation among the evidence. To alleviate this
issue, we propose a graph-based evidence ag-
gregating and reasoning (GEAR) framework
which enables information to transfer on a
fully-connected evidence graph and then uti-
lizes different aggregators to collect multi-
evidence information. We further employ
BERT, an effective pre-trained language repre-
sentation model, to improve the performance.
Experimental results on a large-scale bench-
mark dataset FEVER have demonstrated that
GEAR could leverage multi-evidence infor-
mation for FV and thus achieves the promis-
ing result with a test FEVER score of 67.10%.
Our code is available at https://github.
com/thunlp/GEAR.

1 Introduction

Due to the rapid development of information ex-
traction (IE), huge volumes of data have been
extracted. How to automatically verify the
data becomes a vital problem for various data-
driven applications, e.g., knowledge graph com-
pletion (Wang et al., 2017) and open domain
question answering (Chen et al., 2017a). Hence,
many recent research efforts have been devoted to
fact verification (FV), which aims to verify given
claims with the evidence retrieved from plain text.

† Corresponding author: Z.Liu(liuzy@tsinghua.edu.cn)

“SUPPORTED” Example

Claim The Rodney King riots took place in the most populous
county in the USA.

Evidence (1) The 1992 Los Angeles riots, also known as the
Rodney King riots were a series of riots, lootings, ar-
sons, and civil disturbances that occurred in Los An-
geles County, California in April and May 1992.
(2) Los Angeles County, officially the County of Los
Angeles, is the most populous county in the USA.

“REFUTED” Example

Claim Giada at Home was only available on DVD.

Evidence (1) Giada at Home is a television show and first aired
on October 18, 2008, on the Food Network.
(2) Food Network is an American basic cable and
satellite television channel.

Table 1: Some examples of reasoning over several
pieces of evidence together for verification. The italic
words are the key information to verify the claim. Both
of the claims require to reason and aggregate multiple
evidence sentences for verification.

More specifically, given a claim, an FV system is
asked to label it as “SUPPORTED”, “REFUTED”,
or “NOT ENOUGH INFO”, which indicate that
the evidence can support, refute, or is not suffi-
cient for the claim.

Existing FV methods formulate FV as a natural
language inference (NLI) (Angeli and Manning,
2014) task. However, they utilize simple evidence
combination methods such as concatenating the
evidence or just dealing with each evidence-claim
pair. These methods are unable to grasp sufficient
relational and logical information among the ev-
idence. In fact, many claims require to simulta-
neously integrate and reason over several pieces
of evidence for verification. As shown in Ta-
ble 1, for both of the “SUPPORTED” example and
“REFUTED” example, we cannot verify the given
claims via checking any evidence in isolation. The
claims can be verified only by understanding and
reasoning over the multiple evidence.

To integrate and reason over information from
multiple pieces of evidence, we propose a
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graph-based evidence aggregating and reasoning
(GEAR) framework. Specifically, we first build a
fully-connected evidence graph and encourage in-
formation propagation among the evidence. Then,
we aggregate the pieces of evidence and adopt a
classifier to decide whether the evidence can sup-
port, refute, or is not sufficient for the claim. In-
tuitively, by sufficiently exchanging and reason-
ing over evidence information on the evidence
graph, the proposed model can make the best of
the information for verifying claims. For exam-
ple, by delivering the information “Los Angeles
County is the most populous county in the USA”
to “the Rodney King riots occurred in Los Ange-
les County” through the evidence graph, the syn-
thetic information can support “The Rodney King
riots took place in the most populous county in
the USA”. Furthermore, we adopt an effective pre-
trained language representation model BERT (De-
vlin et al., 2019) to better grasp both evidence and
claim semantics.

We conduct experiments on the large-scale
benchmark dataset for Fact Extraction and VER-
ification (FEVER) (Thorne et al., 2018a). Ex-
perimental results show that the proposed frame-
work outperforms recent state-of-the-art baseline
systems. The further case study indicates that our
framework could better leverage multi-evidence
information and reason over the evidence for FV.

2 Related Work

2.1 FEVER Shared Task
The FEVER shared task (Thorne et al., 2018b)
challenges participants to develop automatic fact
verification systems to check the veracity of
human-generated claims by extracting evidence
from Wikipedia. The shared task is hosted as
a competition on Codalab1 with a blind test
set. Nie et al. (2019); Yoneda et al. (2018) and
Hanselowski et al. (2018) have achieved the top
three results among 23 teams.

Existing methods mainly formulate FV as an
NLI task. Thorne et al. (2018a) simply concate-
nate all evidence together, and then feed the con-
catenated evidence and the given claim into the
NLI model. Luken et al. (2018) adopt the de-
composable attention model (DAM) (Parikh et al.,
2016) to generate NLI predictions for each claim-
evidence pair individually and then aggregate all

1https://competitions.codalab.org/
competitions/18814

NLI predictions for final verification. Then,
Hanselowski et al. (2018); Yoneda et al. (2018);
Hidey and Diab (2018) adopt the enhanced se-
quential inference model (ESIM) (Chen et al.,
2017b), a more effective NLI model, to infer the
relevance between evidence and claims instead
of DAM. As pre-trained language models have
achieved great results on various NLP applica-
tions, Malon (2018) fine-tunes the generative pre-
training transformer (GPT) (Radford et al., 2018)
for FV. Based on the methods mentioned above,
Nie et al. (2019) specially design the neural se-
mantic matching network (NSMN), which is a
modification of ESIM and achieves the best results
in the competition. Unlike these methods, Yin
and Roth (2018) propose the TWOWINGOS sys-
tem which trains the evidence identification and
claim verification modules jointly.

2.2 Natural Language Inference
The natural language inference (NLI) task requires
a system to label the relationship between a pair of
premise and hypothesis as entailment, contradic-
tion or neutral. Several large-scale datasets have
been proposed to promote the research in this di-
rection, such as SNLI (Bowman et al., 2015) and
Multi-NLI (Williams et al., 2018). These datasets
have made it feasible to train complicated neural
models which have achieved the state-of-the-art
results (Bowman et al., 2015; Parikh et al., 2016;
Sha et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2017b,c; Munkhdalai
and Yu, 2017; Nie and Bansal, 2017; Conneau
et al., 2017; Gong et al., 2018; Tay et al., 2018;
Ghaeini et al., 2018). It is intuitive to transfer
NLI models into the claim verification stage of
the FEVER task and several teams from the shared
task have achieved promising results by this way.

2.3 Pre-trained Language Models
Pre-trained language representation models such
as ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) and OpenAI
GPT (Radford et al., 2018) are proven to be ef-
fective on many NLP tasks. BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019) employs bidirectional transformer and well-
designed pre-training tasks to fuse bidirectional
context information and obtains the state-of-the-
art results on the NLI task. In our experiments, we
find the fine-tuned BERT model outperforms other
NLI-based models on the claim verification sub-
task of FEVER. Hence, we use BERT as the sen-
tence encoder in our framework to better encoding
semantic information of evidence and claims.
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Figure 1: The pipeline of our method. The GEAR framework is illustrated in the claim verification section.

3 Method

We employ a three-step pipeline with compo-
nents for document retrieval, sentence selection
and claim verification to solve the task. In the doc-
ument retrieval and sentence selection stages, we
simply follow the method from Hanselowski et al.
(2018) since their method has the highest score on
evidence recall in the former FEVER shared task.
And we propose our Graph-based Evidence Ag-
gregating and Reasoning (GEAR) framework in
the final claim verification stage. The full pipeline
of our method is illustrated in Figure 1.

3.1 Document Retrieval and Sentence
Selection

In this section, we describe our document retrieval
and sentence selection components. Additionally,
we add a threshold filter after the sentence selec-
tion component to filter out those noisy evidence.

In the document retrieval step, we adopt the
entity linking approach from Hanselowski et al.
(2018). Given a claim, the method first utilizes
the constituency parser from AllenNLP (Gardner
et al., 2018) to extract potential entities from the
claim. Then it uses the entities as search queries
and finds relevant Wikipedia documents via the
online MediaWiki API2. The seven highest-ranked
results for each query are stored to form a candi-
date article set. Finally, the method drops the ar-
ticles which are not in the offline Wikipedia dump
and filters the articles by the word overlap between
their titles and the claim.

The sentence selection component selects the
most relevant evidence for the claim from all sen-
tences in the retrieved documents.

Hanselowski et al. (2018) modify the ESIM

2https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/API:
Main_page

model to compute the relevance score between the
evidence and the claim. In the training phase, the
model uses the hinge loss function

∑
max(0, 1+

sn−sp) with the negative sampling strategy, where
sp and sn denote the relevance scores of positive
and negative samples. In the test phase, the final
model ensembles the results from 10 models with
different random seeds. Sentences with top-5 rel-
evance scores are selected to form the final evi-
dence set in the original method.

In addition to the original model (Hanselowski
et al., 2018), we add a relevance score filter with
a threshold τ . Sentences with relevance scores
lower than τ are filtered out to alleviate the noises.
Thus the final size of the retrieved evidence set is
equal to or less than 5. We choose different val-
ues of τ and select the value based on the dev
set result. The evaluation results of the document
retrieval and sentence selection components are
shown in Section 5.1.

3.2 Claim Verification with GEAR

In this section, we describe our GEAR framework
for claim verification. As shown in Figure 1, given
a claim and the retrieved evidence, we first uti-
lize a sentence encoder to obtain representations
for the claim and the evidence. Then we build
a fully-connected evidence graph and propose an
evidence reasoning network (ERNet) to propa-
gate information among evidence and reason over
the graph. Finally, we utilize an evidence aggre-
gator to infer the final results.

Sentence Encoder
Given an input sentence, we employ BERT (De-
vlin et al., 2019) as our sentence encoder by ex-
tracting the final hidden state of the [CLS] token
as the representation, where [CLS] is the special
classification embedding in BERT.
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Specifically, given a claim c and N pieces of
retrieved evidence {e1, e2, ..., eN}, we feed each
evidence-claim pair (ei, c) into BERT to obtain the
evidence representation ei. We also feed the claim
into BERT alone to obtain the claim presentation
c. That is,

ei = BERT (ei, c) ,

c = BERT (c) .
(1)

Note that we concatenate the evidence and the
claim to extract the evidence representation be-
cause the evidence nodes in the reasoning graph
need the information from the claim to guide the
message passing process among them.

Evidence Reasoning Network
To encourage the information propagation among
evidence, we build a fully-connected evidence
graph where each node indicates a piece of evi-
dence. We also add self-loop to every node be-
cause each node needs the information from it-
self in the message propagation process. We use
ht = {ht1,ht2, ...,htN} to represent the hidden
states of nodes at layer t, where hti ∈ RF×1 and F
is the number of features in each node. The initial
hidden state of each evidence node h0

i is initialized
by the evidence presentation: h0

i = ei.
Inspired by recent work on semi-supervised

graph learning and relational reasoning (Kipf and
Welling, 2017; Velickovic et al., 2018; Palm et al.,
2018), we propose an evidence reasoning network
(ERNet) to propagate information among the ev-
idence nodes. We first use an MLP to compute
the attention coefficients between a node i and its
neighbor j (j ∈ Ni),

pij = Wt−1
1 (ReLU(Wt−1

0 (ht−1i ‖ht−1j ))), (2)

where Ni denotes the set of neighbors of node i,
Wt−1

0 ∈ RH×2F and Wt−1
1 ∈ R1×H are weight

matrices, and ·‖· denotes concatenation operation.
Then, we normalize the coefficients using the

softmax function,

αij = softmaxj(pij) =
exp(pij)∑

k∈Ni
exp(pik)

. (3)

Finally, the normalized attention coefficients are
used to compute a linear combination of the neigh-
bor features and thus we obtain the features for
node i at layer t,

hti =
∑

j∈Ni

αijh
t−1
j . (4)

By stacking T layers of ERNet, we assume
that each evidence could grasp enough informa-
tion by communicating with other evidence. We
feed the final hidden states of evidence nodes
{hT1 ,hT2 , ...,hTN} into our evidence aggregator to
make the final inference.

Evidence Aggregator
We employ an evidence aggregator to gather infor-
mation from different evidence nodes and obtain
the final hidden state o ∈ RF×1. The aggregator
may utilize different aggregating strategies and we
suggest three aggregators in our framework:

Attention Aggregator. Here we use the repre-
sentation of the claim c to attend the hidden states
of evidence and get the final aggregated state o.

pj = W′
1(ReLU(W′

0(c‖hTj ))),

αj = softmax(pj) =
exp(pj)∑N
k=1 exp(pk)

,

o =
N∑

k=1

αkh
T
k ,

(5)

where W′
0 ∈ RH×2F and W′

1 ∈ R1×H .
Max Aggregator. The max aggregator per-

forms the element-wise Max operation among hid-
den states.

o = Max(hT1 ,h
T
2 , ...,h

T
N ). (6)

Mean Aggregator. The mean aggregator per-
forms the element-wise Mean operation among
hidden states.

o = Mean(hT1 ,h
T
2 , ...,h

T
N ). (7)

Once the final state o is obtained, we employ a
one-layer MLP to get the final prediction l.

l = softmax(ReLU(Wo+ b)), (8)

where W ∈ RC×F and b ∈ RC×1 are parame-
ters, and C is the number of prediction labels.

4 Experimental Settings

4.1 Dataset
We conduct our experiments on the large-scale
dataset FEVER (Thorne et al., 2018a). The dataset
consists of 185,455 annotated claims with a set
of 5,416,537 Wikipedia documents from the June
2017 Wikipedia dump. We follow the dataset par-
tition from the FEVER Shared Task (Thorne et al.,
2018b). Table 2 shows the statistics of the dataset.
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Split SUPPORTED REFUTED NEI

Train 80,035 29,775 35,639
Dev 6,666 6,666 6,666
Test 6,666 6,666 6,666

Table 2: Statistics of FEVER dataset.

4.2 Baselines

In this section, we describe the baseline systems in
our experiments. We first introduce the top-3 sys-
tems from the FEVER shared task. As BERT (De-
vlin et al., 2019) has achieved promising perfor-
mance on several NLP tasks, we also implement
two baseline systems via fine-tuning BERT in the
claim verification task.

Shared Task Systems

We choose the top-3 models from the FEVER
shared task as our baselines.

The Athene UKP TU Darmstadt team (Athene)
(Hanselowski et al., 2018) combines five inference
vectors from the ESIM model via attention mech-
anism to make the final prediction.

The UCL Machine Reading Group (UCL
MRG) (Yoneda et al., 2018) predicts the label of
each evidence-claim pair and aggregates the re-
sults via a label aggregation component.

The UNC NLP team (Nie et al., 2019) proposes
the neural semantic matching network and uses the
model jointly to solve all three subtasks. They
also incorporate additional information such as
pageview frequency and WordNet features. They
have achieved best results in the competition.

BERT Fine-tuning Systems

We implement two BERT fine-tuning systems
with different evidence combination approaches.
The BERT-Concat system concatenates all evi-
dence into a single string while the BERT-Pair
system encodes each evidence-claim pair indepen-
dently and then aggregates the results. Both sys-
tems share the same document retrieval and sen-
tence selection components proposed by us.

BERT-Concat. In the BERT-Concat system,
we simply concatenate all evidence into a single
sentence and utilize BERT to predict the relation
between the concatenated evidence and the claim.
In the training phase, we add the ground truth ev-
idence into the retrieved evidence set with rele-
vance score 1 and select five pieces of evidence

with the highest scores. In the test phase, we con-
catenate the retrieved evidence for predicting.

BERT-Pair. In the BERT-Pair system, we uti-
lize BERT to predict the label for each evidence-
claim pair. Concretely, we use each evidence-
claim pair as the input and the label of the claim
as the prediction target. In the training phase, we
select the ground truth evidence for SUPPORTED
and REFUTED claims and the retrieved evidence
for NEI claims. In the test phase, we predict labels
for all retrieved evidence-claim pairs. Because dif-
ferent evidence-claim pairs may have inconsistent
predicted labels, we then utilize an aggregator to
obtain the final claim label. We find the aggre-
gator only returning the predicted label from the
most relevant evidence has the best performance.

4.3 Hyperparameter Settings

We utilize BERTBASE (Devlin et al., 2019) in all
of the BERT fine-tuning baselines and our GEAR
framework. The learning rate is 2e-5.

For BERT-Concat, the maximum sequence
length is 256 and the batch size is 16. We limit
the max length for concatenated evidence to 240
and the max length for claims to 16. We train this
model for two epochs based on dev results. For
BERT-Pair, we set the maximum sequence length
to 128 and batch size to 32. We train this model for
one epoch. As for the GEAR framework, we use
the fine-tuned BERT-Pair model to extract features
and the batch size is 512.

In our ERNet, we set the batch size to 256,
the number of features F to 768 and the dimen-
sion of weight matrices H to 64. The model is
trained to minimize the negative log likelihood
loss on the predicted label using the Adam opti-
mizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with an initial learn-
ing rate of 5e-3 and L2 weight decay of 5e-4. We
use an early stopping strategy on the label accu-
racy of the validation set, with a patience of 20
epochs. We attempt to stack 0-3 ERNet layers and
analyze the effect of different layer numbers.

4.4 Evaluation Metrics

Besides traditional evaluation metrics such as la-
bel accuracy and F1, we use other two metrics to
evaluate our model.

FEVER score. The FEVER score is the la-
bel accuracy conditioned on providing at least one
complete set of evidence. Claims labeled as “NEI”
do not need the evidence.
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Model OFEVER

Athene 93.55
UCL MRG -
UNC NLP 92.82
Our Model 93.33

Table 3: Document retrieval evaluation on dev set (%).
(’-’ denotes a missing value)

τ OFEVER Precision Recall F1 GEAR LA

0 91.10 24.08 86.72 37.69 74.84
10−4 91.04 30.88 86.63 45.53 74.86
10−3 90.86 40.60 86.36 55.23 74.91
10−2 90.27 53.12 85.47 65.52 74.89
10−1 87.70 70.61 81.64 75.72 74.81

Table 4: Sentence selection evaluation and average la-
bel accuracy of GEAR with different thresholds on dev
set (%).

OFEVER score. The document retrieval and
sentence selection components are usually eval-
uated by the oracle FEVER (OFEVER) score,
which is the upper bound of the FEVER score by
assuming perfect downstream systems.

For all of the experiments with GEAR, the
scores (label accuracy, FEVER score) we report
on the dev set are mean values with 10 runs ini-
tialized by different random seeds.

5 Experimental Results and Analysis

In this section, we first present the evaluations
of the document retrieval and sentence selection
components. Then we evaluate our GEAR frame-
work in several different aspects. Finally, we
present a case study to demonstrate the effective-
ness of our framework.

5.1 Document Retrieval and Sentence
Selection

We use the OFEVER metric to evaluate the doc-
ument retrieval component. Table 3 shows the
OFEVER scores of our model and models from
other teams. After running the same model pro-
posed by Hanselowski et al. (2018), we find our
OFEVER score is slightly lower, which may due
to the random factors.

Then we compare our sentence selection com-
ponent with different thresholds, as shown in Ta-
ble 4. We find the model with threshold 0 achieves
the highest recall and OFEVER score. When
the threshold increases, the recall value and the

OFEVER score drop gradually while the precision
and F1 score increase. The results are consistent
with our intuition. If we do not filter out evidence,
more claims could be provided with the full evi-
dence set. If we increase the value of the thresh-
old, more pieces of noisy evidence are filtered out,
which contributes to the increase of precision and
F1.

5.2 Claim Verification with GEAR

In this section, we evaluate our GEAR framework
in different aspects. We first compare the label ac-
curacy scores between our framework and base-
line systems. Then we explore the effect of differ-
ent thresholds from the upstream sentence filter.
We also conduct additional experiments to check
the effect of sentence embedding. As there are
nearly 39% of claims require reasoning over mul-
tiple pieces of evidence, we construct a difficult
dev subset and check the effectiveness of our ER-
Net for evidence reasoning. Finally, we make an
error analysis and provide the theoretical upper-
bound label accuracy of our framework.

Model Evaluation
We use the label accuracy metric to evaluate the
effectiveness of different claim verification mod-
els. The second column of Table 7 shows the la-
bel accuracy of different models on the dev set.
We find the BERT fine-tuning models outperform
all of the models from the shared task, which
shows the strong capacity of BERT in represen-
tation learning and semantic understanding. The
BERT-Concat model has a slight improvement
over BERT-Pair, which is 0.37%.

Our final model outperforms the best BERT-
Concat baseline by 1.17%. As our framework pro-
vides a better way for evidence aggregating and
reasoning, the improvement demonstrates that our
framework has a better ability to integrate features
from different evidence by propagating, analyzing
and aggregating the features.

Effect of Sentence Thresholds
The rightmost column of Table 4 shows the results
of our GEAR frameworks with different sentence
selection thresholds. We choose the model with
threshold τ = 10−3, which has the highest label
accuracy, as our final model. When the thresh-
old increases from 0 to 10−3, the label accuracy
increases due to less noisy information. However,
when the threshold increases from 10−3 to 10−1,
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ERNet Layers Aggregator

Attention Max Mean

0 66.17 65.36 65.03
1 67.13 66.63 66.76
2 67.44 67.24 67.56
3 66.53 66.72 66.89

Table 5: Label accuracy on the difficult dev set with
different ERNet layers and evidence aggregators (%).

ERNet Layers Aggregator

Attention Max Mean

0 77.12 76.95 76.30
1 77.74 77.66 77.62
2 77.82 77.66 77.73
3 77.70 77.55 77.60

Table 6: Label accuracy on the evidence-enhanced dev
set with different ERNet layers and evidence aggrega-
tors (%).

the label accuracy decreases because informative
evidence is filtered out, and the model can not
obtain sufficient evidence to make the right infer-
ence.

Effect of Sentence Embedding
The BERT model we used in the sentence encod-
ing step is fine-tuned on the FEVER dataset for
one epoch. We need to find out whether the fine-
tuning process or simply incorporating the sen-
tence embeddings from BERT makes the major
contribution to the final result. We conduct an ex-
periment using a BERT model without the fine-
tuning process and we find the final dev label ac-
curacy is close to the result from a random guess.
Therefore, the fine-tuning process rather than sen-
tence embeddings plays an important role in this
task. We need the fine-tuning process to capture
the semantic and logical relations between evi-
dence and the claim. Sentence embeddings are
more general and cannot perform well in this spe-
cific task. So that we cannot just use sentence em-
beddings from other methods (e.g., ELMo, CNN)
to replace the sentence embeddings we used here.

Effectiveness of ERNet
In our observation, more than half of the claims in
the dev dataset only need one piece of evidence to
make the right inference. To verify the effective-
ness of our framework on reasoning over multiple
pieces of evidence, we build a difficult dev sub-

Model Dev Test

LA FEVER LA FEVER

Athene 68.49 64.74 65.46 61.58
UCL MRG 69.66 65.41 67.62 62.52
UNC NLP 69.72 66.49 68.21 64.21

BERT Pair 73.30 68.90 69.75 65.18
BERT Concat 73.67 68.89 71.01 65.64
Our pipeline 74.84 70.69 71.60 67.10

Table 7: Evaluations of the full pipeline. The results of
our pipeline are chosen from the model which has the
highest dev FEVER score (%).

set via selecting samples from the original dev set.
For SUPPORTED and REFUTED classes, claims
which can be fully supported by only one piece of
evidence are filtered out. All of the NEI claims
are selected because the model needs all of the re-
trieved evidence to conclude that there is “NOT
ENOUGH INFO”. The difficult subset contains
7870 samples, which includes more than 39% of
the dev set.

We test our final model on the difficult sub-
set and present the results in Table 5. We find
our models with ERNet perform better than mod-
els without ERNet and the minimal improvement
between them is 1.27%. We can also discover
from the table that models with 2 ERNet lay-
ers achieve the best results, which indicates that
claims from the difficult subset require multi-step
evidence propagation. This result demonstrates
the ability of our framework to deal with claims
which need multiple evidence.

Error Analysis

In this section, we examine the effect of errors
propagating from upstream components. We uti-
lize an evidence-enhanced dev subset, which as-
sumes all pieces of ground truth evidence are re-
trieved, to test the theoretical upper-bound score
of our GEAR framework.

In our analysis, the main errors of our frame-
work come from the upstream document retrieval
and sentence selection components which can not
extract sufficient evidence for inferring. For exam-
ple, to verify the claim “Giada at Home was only
available on DVD”, we need the evidence “Giada
at Home is a television show and first aired on Oc-
tober 18, 2008, on the Food Network.” and “Food
Network is an American basic cable and satellite
television channel.”. However, the entity linking
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Claim:
Al Jardine is an American rhythm guitarist.

Truth evidence:
{Al Jardine, 0}, {Al Jardine, 1}
Retrieved evidence:
{Al Jardine, 1}, {Al Jardine, 0}, {Al Jardine, 2}, {Al Jar-
dine, 5}, {Jardine, 42}
Evidence:
(1) He is best known as the band’s rhythm guitarist, and for
occasionally singing lead vocals on singles such as “Help Me,
Rhonda” (1965), “Then I Kissed Her” (1965) and “Come Go
with Me” (1978).
(2) Alan Charles Jardine (born September 3, 1942) is an
American musician, singer and songwriter who co-founded
the Beach Boys.
(3) In 2010, Jardine released his debut solo studio album, A
Postcard from California.
(4) In 1988, Jardine was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall
of Fame as a member of the Beach Boys.
(5) Ray Jardine American rock climber, lightweight back-
packer, inventor, author and global adventurer.

Label: SUPPORTED

Table 8: A case of the claim that requires integrating
multiple evidence to verify. The representation for ev-
idence “{DocName, LineNum}” means the evidence is
extracted from the document “DocName” and of which
the line number is LineNum.

method used in our document retrieval component
could not retrieve the “Food Network” document
only from parsing the content of the claim. Thus
the claim verification component can not make the
right inference with insufficient evidence.

To explore the effect of this issue, we test our
models on an evidence-enhanced dev set, in which
we add the ground truth evidence with relevance
score 1 into the evidence set before the sentence
threshold filter. It ensures that each claim in the
evidence-enhanced set is provided with the ground
truth evidence as well as the retrieved evidence.

The experimental results are shown in Table 6.
We can find that all scores in the table increase by
more than 1.4% compared to the original dev set
label accuracy in Table 7 because of the addition of
the ground truth evidence. Because of the assump-
tion of oracle upstream components, the results in
Table 6 indicate the theoretical upper bound label
accuracy of our framework.

The results show the challenges in the previous
evidence retrieval task, which could not be solved
by current models. Nie et al. (2019) propose a
two-hop evidence enhancement method which im-
proves 0.08% on their final FEVER score. As the
addition of the ground truth evidence leads to a
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Figure 2: Attention map for the case in Table 8. The
first five rows indicate the attention weights from nodes
1 to 5 in the first ERNet layer and the last row shows
the attention weights from the attention aggregator.

more than 1.4% increase in our experiment, it is
worthwhile to design a better evidence retrieval
pipeline, which remains to be our future research.

5.3 Full Pipeline

We present the evaluation of our full pipeline in
this section. Note that there is a gap between the
label accuracy and the final FEVER score due to
the completeness of the evidence set. We find that
a model which is good at predicting NEI instances
tends to obtain higher FEVER score. So we
choose our final model based on the dev FEVER
score among all of our experiments. This model
contains one layer of ERNet and uses the attention
aggregator. The threshold of the sentence filter is
10−3.

Table 7 presents the evaluations of the full
pipeline. We find the test FEVER score of BERT
fine-tuning systems outperform other shared task
models by nearly 1%. Furthermore, our full
pipeline outperforms the BERT-Concat baseline
by 1.46% and achieves significant improvements.

5.4 Case study

Table 8 shows an example in our experiments
which needs multiple pieces of evidence to make
the right inference. The ground truth evidence set
contains the sentences from the article “Al Jar-
dine” with line number 0 and 1. These two pieces
of evidence are also ranked at top two in our re-
trieved evidence set. To verify whether “Al Jar-
dine is an American rhythm guitarist”, our model
needs the evidence “He is best known as the band’s
rhythm guitarist” as well as the evidence “Alan
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Charles Jardine ... is an American musician”. We
plot the attention map from our final model with
one layer of ERNet and the attention aggregator
in Figure 2. We can find that all evidence nodes
tend to attend the first and the second evidence
nodes, which provide the most useful information
in this case. The attention weights in other evi-
dence nodes are pretty low, which indicates that
our model has the ability to select useful informa-
tion from multiple pieces of evidence.

6 Conclusion

We propose a novel Graph-based Evidence Aggre-
gating and Reasoning (GEAR) framework on the
claim verification subtask of FEVER. The frame-
work utilizes the BERT sentence encoder, the evi-
dence reasoning network (ERNet) and an evidence
aggregator to encode, propagate and aggregate in-
formation from multiple pieces of evidence. The
framework is proven to be effective and our final
pipeline achieves significant improvements. In the
future, we would like to design a multi-step ev-
idence extractor and incorporate external knowl-
edge into our framework.
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Abstract

We present SherLIiC,1 a testbed for lexical in-
ference in context (LIiC), consisting of 3985
manually annotated inference rule candidates
(InfCands), accompanied by (i) ~960k un-
labeled InfCands, and (ii) ~190k typed tex-
tual relations between Freebase entities ex-
tracted from the large entity-linked corpus
ClueWeb09. Each InfCand consists of one of
these relations, expressed as a lemmatized de-
pendency path, and two argument placehold-
ers, each linked to one or more Freebase types.
Due to our candidate selection process based
on strong distributional evidence, SherLIiC is
much harder than existing testbeds because
distributional evidence is of little utility in the
classification of InfCands. We also show that,
due to its construction, many of SherLIiC’s
correct InfCands are novel and missing from
existing rule bases. We evaluate a number of
strong baselines on SherLIiC, ranging from se-
mantic vector space models to state of the art
neural models of natural language inference
(NLI). We show that SherLIiC poses a tough
challenge to existing NLI systems.

1 Introduction

Lexical inference (LI) can be seen as a focused
variant of natural language inference (NLI), also
called recognizing textual entailment (Dagan et al.,
2013). Recently, Gururangan et al. (2018) showed
that annotation artifacts in current NLI testbeds
distort our impression of the performance of state
of the art systems, giving rise to the need for new
evaluation methods for NLI. Glockner et al. (2018)
investigated LI as a way of evaluating NLI systems
and found that even simple cases are challenging to
current systems. In this paper, we release SherLIiC,
a testbed specifically designed for evaluating a sys-
tem’s ability to solve the hard problem of modeling
lexical entailment in context.

1https://github.com/mnschmit/SherLIiC

(1) troponymy
ORGF[A] is granting to EMPL[B]
⇒ ORGF[A] is giving to EMPL[B]

(2)
synonymy + ORGF[A] is supporter of ORGF[B]
derivation ⇒ ORGF[A] is backing ORGF[B]

(3)
typical AUTH[A] is president of LOC[B]
actions ⇒ AUTH[A] is representing LOC[B]

(4)
script PER[A] is interviewing AUTH[B]
knowledge ⇒ PER[A] is asking AUTH[B]

(5)
common sense ORGF[A] claims LOC[B]
knowledge ⇒ ORGF[A] is wanting LOC[B]

Table 1: Examples of SherLIiC InfCands and NLI
challenges they cover. ORGF=organization founder,
EMPL=employer, AUTH=book author, LOC=location,
POL=politician, PER=person.

Levy and Dagan (2016) identified context-
sensitive – as opposed to “context-free” – entail-
ment as an important evaluation criterion and cre-
ated a dataset for LI in context (LIiC). In their data,
WordNet (Miller, 1995; Fellbaum, 2005) synsets
serve as context for one side of a binary relation,
but the other side is still instantiated with a sin-
gle concrete expression. We aim to improve this
setting in two ways.

First, we type our relations on both sides, thus
making them more general. Types provide a con-
text that can help in disambiguation and at the same
time allow generalization over contexts because ar-
guments of the same type are represented abstractly.
An example for the need for disambiguation is the
verb “run”. “run” entails “lead” in the context of
PERSON / COMPANY (“Bezos runs Amazon”). But
in the context of COMPUTER / SOFTWARE, “run”
entails “execute”/“use” (“my mac runs macOS”).
Here, types help find the right interpretation.

Second, we only consider relations between
named entities (NEs). Inference mining based on
non-NE types such as WordNet synsets (e.g., ANI-
MAL, PLANT LIFE) primarily discovers facts like
“parrotfish feed on algae”. In contrast, the focus
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on NEs makes it more likely that we will capture
events like “Walmart closes gap with Amazon” and
thus knowledge about event entailment like [“A
is closing gap with B”⇒ “B is having lead over
A”] that is substantially different from knowledge
about general facts.

In more detail, we create SherLIiC as follows.
First, we extract verbal relations between Freebase
(Bollacker et al., 2008) entities from the entity-
linked web corpus ClueWeb09 (Gabrilovich et al.,
2013).2 We then divide these relations into typable
subrelations based on the most frequent Freebase
types found in their extensions. We then create a
large set of inference rule candidates (InfCands),
i.e., premise-hypothesis-pairs of verbally expressed
relations. Finally, we use Amazon Mechanical Turk
to classify each InfCand in a randomly sampled
subset as entailment or non-entailment.

In summary, our contributions are the follow-
ing: (1) We create SherLIiC, a new resource for
LIiC, consisting of 3985 manually annotated Inf-
Cands. Additionally, we provide ~960k unlabeled
InfCands (SherLIiC-InfCands), and the typed event
graph SherLIiC-TEG, containing ~190k typed tex-
tual binary relations between Freebase entities.
(2) SherLIiC is harder than existing testbeds be-
cause distributional evidence is of limited utility
in the classification of InfCands. Thus, SherLIiC
is a promising and challenging resource for devel-
oping NLI systems that go beyond shallow seman-
tics. (3) Human-interpretable knowledge graph
types serve as context for both sides of InfCands.
This makes InfCands more general and boosts
the number of event-like relations in SherLIiC.
(4) SherLIiC is complementary to existing collec-
tions of inference rules as evidenced by the low
recall these resources achieve (cf. Table 3). (5) We
evaluate a large number of baselines on SherLIiC.
The best-performing baseline makes use of typing.
(6) We demonstrate that existing NLI systems do
poorly on SherLIiC.

2 Generation of InfCands

This section describes creation (§ 2.1) and typing
(§ 2.2) of the typed event graph SherLIiC-TEG and
then the generation of SherLIiC-InfCands (§ 2.3).

2.1 Relation Extraction

For each sentence s in ClueWeb09 that contains
at least two entity mentions, we use MaltParser

2http://lemurproject.org/clueweb09

(Nivre et al., 2007) to generate a dependency graph,
where nodes are labeled with their lemmas and
edges with dependency types. We take all shortest
paths between all combinations of two entities in s
and represent them by alternating edge and node la-
bels. As we want to focus on relations that express
events, we only keep paths with a nominal subject
on one end. We also apply heuristics to filter out
erroneous parses. See Appendix A for heuristics
and Table 5 for examples of relations.
Notation. Let R denote the set of extracted re-
lations. A relation R ∈ R is represented as a
set of pairs of Freebase entities (its extension):
R ⊆ E × E , with E the set of Freebase entities.
Let π1, π2 be functions that map a pair to its first
or second entry, respectively. By abuse of notation,
we also apply them to sets of pairs. Finally, let T
be the set of Freebase types and τ : E → 2T the
function that maps an entity to the set of its types.

2.2 Typing

We define a typable subrelation of R ∈ R as a
subrelation whose entities in each argument slot
share at least one type, i.e., an S ⊆ R such that:

∀i ∈ {1, 2} : ∃t ∈ T : t ∈
⋂

e∈πi(S)
τ(e)

We compute the set Typek2(R) of the (up to) k2

largest typable subrelations of R and use them in-
stead of R. First, for each argument slot i of the
binary relation R, the k types tij (with 1 ≤ j ≤ k)
are computed that occur most often in this slot:

tij := argmax
t

∣∣{ p ∈ R | t ∈ τ ij(πi(p))
}∣∣

with

τ i1(e) = τ(e)

τ ij+1(e) = τ ij(e)−
{
tij
}

Then, for each pair

(s, u) ∈
{ (
t1j , t

2
l

)
| j, l ∈ {1, . . . , k}

}

of these types, we construct a subrelation

Rs,u := { (e1, e2) ∈ R | s ∈ τ(e1), u ∈ τ(e2) }

If |Rs,u| ≥ rmin, Rs,u is included in Typek2(R).
In our experiments, we set k = rmin = 5.
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The type signature (tsg) of a typed relation T is
defined as the pair of sets of types that is common
to first (resp. second) entities in the extension:

tsg(T ) =


 ⋂

e∈π1(T )
τ(e),

⋂

e∈π2(T )
τ(e)




Incomplete type information. Like all large
knowledge bases, Freebase suffers from incom-
pleteness: Many entities have no type. To avoid
losing information about relations associated with
such entities, we introduce a special type > and
define argmaxt |∅| := >. We define the relations
Rs,>,R>,u andR>,> to have no type restriction on
entities in a > slot. This concerns approximately
17.6% of the relations in SherLIiC-TEG.

2.3 Entailment Discovery
Our discovery procedure is based on Sherlock
(Schoenmackers et al., 2010). For the InfCand
A⇒ B (A,B ∈ R), we define the relevance score
Relv, a metric expressing Sherlock’s stat. relevance
criterion P (B | A)� P (B) (cf. Salmon, 1971).

Relv(A,B) :=
P (B | A)
P (B)

=
|A ∩B| |E × E|
|A| |B|

Our significance score σ(A,B) is a scaled version
of the significance test lrs used by Sherlock:

P (B | A) lrs(A,B) =
|A ∩B| lrs(A,B)

|A|

with lrs(A,B) (likelihood ratio statistic) defined as

2 |A|
∑

H∈{B,¬B}
P (H | A) log(Relv(A,H)).

Additionally, we introduce the entity support ratio:

esr(A,B) :=

∣∣∣
⋃
i∈{1,2} πi(A ∩B)

∣∣∣
2 |A ∩B|

This score measures the diversity of entities in
A ∩ B. We found that many InfCands involve
a few frequent entities and so obtain high Relv and
σ scores even though the relations of the rule are se-
mantically unrelated. esr penalizes such InfCands.

We apply our three scores defined above to all
possible pairs of relations (A,B) ∈ R × R and
accept a rule iff all of the following criteria are met:

1. ∀i ∈ {1, 2} : πi(tsg(A⇒ B)) 6= ∅
2. |A ∩B| ≥ rmin

Fact: location[B] is annexing location[A] .
Examples for location[B]: Russia / USA / Indonesia
Examples for location[A]: Cuba / Algeria / Crimea

� fact incomprehensible

Please answer the following questions:
Is it certain that location[B] is taking control of location[A]?

yes no incomprehensible
Is it certain that location[B] is taking location[A]?

yes no incomprehensible
Is it certain that location[B] is bordered by location[A]?

yes no incomprehensible

Figure 1: Annotation Interface on Amazon MTurk

3. ∀i ∈ {1, 2} : |πi(A ∩B)| ≥ rmin

4. Relv(A,B) ≥ ϑrelv

5. σ(A,B) ≥ ϑσ
6. esr(A,B) ≥ ϑesr

where tsg(A ⇒ B) is component-wise intersec-
tion of tsg(A) and tsg(B) and ϑrelv = 1000,
ϑσ = 15, ϑesr = 0.6. We found these numbers by
randomly sampling InfCands and inspecting their
scores. Typing lets us set these thresholds higher,
benefitting the quality of SherLIiC-InfCands.

Lastly, we apply Schoenmackers et al. (2010)’s
heuristic to only accept the 100 best-scoring
premises for each hypothesis. For each hypothesis
B, we rank all possible premises A by the product
of the three scores and filter out cases where A and
B only differ in their types.

3 Crowdsourced Annotation

SherLIiC-InfCands contains ~960k InfCands. We
take a random sample of size 5267 and annotate it
using Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk).

3.1 Task Formulation

We are asking our workers the same kind of ques-
tions as Levy and Dagan (2016) did. We likewise
form batches of sentence pairs to reduce annota-
tion cost. Instead of framing the task as judging
the appropriateness of answers, however, we state
the premise as a fact and ask workers about its en-
tailed consequences, i.e., we ask for each candidate
hypothesis whether it is certain that it is also true.
Fig. 1 shows the annotation interface schematically.

We use a morphological lexicon (XTAG Re-
search Group, 2001) and form the present tense
of a dependency path’s predicate. If a sentence
is flagged incomprehensible (e.g., due to a parse
error), it is excluded from further evaluation.
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Annotated Subset of SherLIiC-InfCands
Validated InfCands 3985
Balance yes/no 33% / 67%
Pairs with unanimous gold label 53.0%
Pairs with 1 disagreeing annotation 27.4%
Pairs with 2 disagreeing annotations 19.6%
Individual label = gold label 86.7%

Table 2: Statistics for crowd-annotated InfCands. The
gold label is the majority label.

We put premise and hypothesis in the present
(progressive if suitable) based on the intuition that
a pair is only to be considered an entailment if the
premise makes it necessary for the hypothesis to be
true at the same time. This condition of simultane-
ity follows the tradition of datasets such as SNLI
(Bowman et al., 2015) – in contrast to more lenient
evaluation schemes that consider a rule to be cor-
rect if the hypothesis is true at any time before or
after the reference time of the premise (cf. Lin and
Pantel, 2001; Lewis and Steedman, 2013).

3.2 Annotation Quality
We imposed several qualification criteria on crowd
workers: number of previous jobs on MTurk, over-
all acceptance rate and a test that each worker had
to pass. Some workers still had frequent low agree-
ment with the majority. However, in most cases
we obtained a clear majority annotation. These
annotations were then used to automatically detect
workers with low trust, where trust is defined as
the ratio of submissions agreeing with the majority
answer and a worker’s total number of submissions.
We excluded workers with a trust of less than 0.8
and collected replacement annotations until we had
at least five annotations per InfCand.

Table 2 shows that workers agreed unanimously
for 53% and that the maximal number of two dis-
agreements only occurs for 19.6%. The high num-
ber of times an individual agrees with the gold label
suggests that humans can do the task reliably. Inter-
estingly, the number of disagreements is not evenly
distributed among the two classes entailment/non-
entailment. If the majority agrees on entailment, it
is comparatively much more likely that at least one
of the workers disagrees (cf. Fig. 2). This suggests
that our workers were strict and keen on achieving
high precision in their annotations.

4 Baselines

We split our annotated data 25:75 into SherLIiC-
dev and SherLIiC-test, stratifying on annotated la-
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Figure 2: Number of disagreements per class label on
all annotations.

bel (yes/no) and number of disagreements with the
majority (0/1/2). If unanimity of annotations marks
particularly clear cases, we figure they should be
evenly distributed on dev and test.

To establish the state of the art for SherLIiC,
we evaluate a number of baselines. Input to these
baselines are either the dependency paths or the
sentences that were presented to the crowd workers.
Baselines that require a threshold to be used as
binary classifiers are tuned on SherLIiC-dev.
Lemma baseline. Following Levy and Dagan
(2016), this baseline classifies an InfCand as valid
if the following holds true for the premise p and
hypothesis h after lemmatization: (1) p contains
all of h’s content words,3 (2) p’s and h’s predicates
are identical, and (3) the relations’ active/passive
voice matches their arguments’ alignment.
Rule collection baselines. Berant I (Berant
et al., 2011) and Berant II (Berant, 2012)4

are entailment graphs. PPDB is the largest collec-
tion (XXXL) of PPDB 2.0 (Pavlick et al., 2015).5

Patty is a collection of relational patterns, con-
sisting of ontological types, POS placeholders
and words. We use the version extracted from
Wikipedia with Freebase types (Nakashole et al.,
2012). Schoenmackers is the rule collection
released by Schoenmackers et al. (2010). Chirps
is an ever-growing6 predicate paraphrase database
extracted via event coreference in news Tweets
(Shwartz et al., 2017b). All Rules denotes the
union of all of these rule bases. For rules with type
(or POS) constraints, we ignore these constraints

3We use the stop word list of nltk (Loper and Bird, 2002).
4We use default threshold 0.
5We ignore stop words and punctuation for phrases.
6We use the version downloaded on May 28, 2019.
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to boost recall. We will see that even with these
recall-enhancing measures, the majority of our cor-
rect InfCands is not covered by existing rule bases.

Word2vec baselines. word2vec is based on
Mikolov et al. (2013b)’s pre-trained word em-
beddings of size 300. We average them to ob-
tain a vector representation of relations consist-
ing of multiple words and use cosine similar-
ity to judge a relation pair. typed rel emb
(resp. untyped rel emb) is obtained by train-
ing word2vec skip-gram (Mikolov et al., 2013a)
with vector size 300 and otherwise default param-
eters on a synthetic corpus representing the exten-
sions of typed (resp. untyped) relations. The corpus
is obtained by writing out one entity-relation-entity-
triple per line, where each entity is prefixed with
the argument slot it belongs to. w2v+typed rel
(resp. w2v+untyped rel) produces its score
by summing the scores of word2vec and
typed rel emb (resp. untyped rel emb).

Some type signatures (tsgs) benefit more
from type-informed methods than others. For
example, the correct inference [INFLUENCER

is explaining in WRITTEN WORK ⇒ INFLU-
ENCER is writing in WRITTEN WORK] is
detected by w2v+typed rel, but not by
w2v+untyped rel. We therefore combine
these two methods by using, for each tsg, the
method that works better for that tsg on dev. (For
tsgs not occurring in dev, we take the method that
works better for the individual types occurring
in the tsg. We use untyped embeddings if all
else fails.) We refer to this combination as
w2v+tsg rel emb.

Knowledge graph embedding baselines. As
SherLIiC-TEG has the structure of a knowledge
graph (KG), we also evaluate the two KG embed-
ding methods TransE (Bordes et al., 2013) and
ComplEx (Trouillon et al., 2016), as provided by
the OpenKE framework (Han et al., 2018).

Asymmetric baselines. Entailment models built
upon cosine similarity are symmetric whereas en-
tailment is not. Therefore many asymmmetric mea-
sures based on the distributional inclusion hypoth-
esis have been proposed (Kotlerman et al., 2010;
Santus et al., 2014; Shwartz et al., 2017a; Roller
et al., 2018). We consider WeedsPrec (Weeds
et al., 2004) and invCL (Lenci and Benotto, 2012),
which have strong empirical results on hypernym
detection. We use cooccurrence counts with entity
pairs as distributional representation of a relation.

Supervised NLI models. As LIiC is a special
case of NLI, our dataset can also be used to eval-
uate the generalization capabilities of supervised
models trained on large NLI datasets. We pick
ESIM (Chen et al., 2017), a state-of-the-art super-
vised NLI model, trained on MultiNLI (Williams
et al., 2018) as provided by the framework Jack
the Reader (Weissenborn et al., 2018). Input to
ESIM are the sentences from the annotation pro-
cess with placeholders instantiated by entities ran-
domly picked from the example lists that had also
been shown to the crowd workers (cf. Fig. 1). As
we want to measure ESIM’s capacity to detect en-
tailment, we map its prediction of both neutral and
contradiction to our non-entailment class.
Sherlock+ESR. We also evaluate the candidate
scoring method inspired by Schoenmackers et al.
(2010) that created the data in the first place.
We again combine the three scores described in
§ 2 by multiplication. The low performance of
Sherlock+ESR (cf. Table 3) is evidence that the
dataset is not strongly biased in its favor and thus
is promising as a general evaluation benchmark.

5 Experimental Results and Discussion

Quantitative observations. Table 3 summarizes
the performance of our baselines on predicting the
entailment class for SherLIiC-dev and -test.

Rule collections (lines 1–6) have recall between
0.119 and 0.308; the recall of their union (line 7)
is only 0.483 on dev and 0.493 on test, showing
that we found indeed new valid inferences missing
from existing rule bases.

The state-of-the-art neural model ESIM does not
generalize well from MultiNLI (its training set) to
LIiC. In fact, it hardly improves on the baseline that
always predicts entailment (Always yes). Our
dataset was specifically designed to only contain
good InfCands based on distributional features. So
it poses a challenge to models that cannot make the
fine semantic distinctions necessary for LIiC.

Turning to vector space models (lines 11–24),
dense relation representations (lines 12, 13) predict
entailment better than sparse models (lines 17–20)
although they cannot use asymmetric measures.

KG embeddings (lines 21–24) do not seem at
all appropriate for measuring the similarity of re-
lations. First, their performance is very close to
Always yes. Second, their F1-optimal thresh-
olds are very low – even negative. This suggests
that their relation vectors do not contain any helpful
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dev test

Baseline θ∗ P R F1 P R F1

1 Berant I – 0.699 0.154 0.252 0.762 0.126 0.216
2 Berant II – 0.800 0.181 0.296 0.774 0.186 0.300
3 PPDB – 0.631 0.211 0.317 0.621 0.240 0.347
4 Patty – 0.795 0.187 0.303 0.779 0.153 0.256
5 Schoenmackers – 0.780 0.139 0.236 0.849 0.119 0.208
6 Chirps – 0.370 0.308 0.336 0.341 0.295 0.316
7 All Rules – 0.418 0.483 0.448 0.404 0.493 0.444

8 Lemma – 0.900 0.109 0.194 0.907 0.089 0.161
9 Always yes – 0.332 1.000 0.499 0.333 1.000 0.499

10 ESIM – 0.391 0.831 0.532 0.390 0.833 0.531

11 word2vec 0.321 0.556 0.625 0.589 0.520 0.606 0.559
12 typed rel emb 0.864 0.561 0.568 0.565 0.532 0.486 0.508
13 untyped rel emb 0.613 0.511 0.740 0.605 0.499 0.672 0.572

14 w2v+typed rel 1.106 0.549 0.710 0.619 0.523 0.688 0.594
15 w2v+untyped rel 0.884 0.565 0.740 0.641 0.528 0.695 0.600
16 w2v+tsg rel emb 0.884 0.566 0.776 0.655 0.518 0.727 0.605

17 WeedsPrec (typed) 0.073 0.335 0.994 0.501 0.333 0.988 0.498
18 WeedsPrec (untyped) 0.057 0.403 0.807 0.538 0.386 0.783 0.517
19 invCL (typed) 0.000 0.332 1.000 0.499 0.333 1.000 0.499
20 invCL (untyped) 0.148 0.362 0.876 0.512 0.357 0.863 0.505

21 TransE (typed) −0.922 0.336 1.000 0.503 0.333 0.991 0.498
22 TransE (untyped) −0.476 0.340 0.964 0.503 0.332 0.942 0.491
23 ComplEx (typed) −0.033 0.339 0.955 0.500 0.337 0.949 0.497
24 ComplEx (untyped) −0.030 0.340 0.952 0.501 0.334 0.939 0.493

25 Sherlock+ESR 9.460 · 105 0.504 0.592 0.544 0.491 0.526 0.508

Table 3: Precision, recall and F1 score on SherLIiC-dev and -test. All baselines run on top of Lemma. Thresholds
(θ∗) are F1-optimized on dev. Best result per column is set in bold.

information for the task. These methods were not
developed to compare relations; the lack of useful
information is still surprising and thus is a promis-
ing direction for future work on KG embeddings.

General purpose dense representations
(word2vec, line 11) perform comparatively
well, showing that, in principle, they cover the
information necessary for LIiC. Embeddings
trained on our relation extensions SherLIiC-TEG
(line 13), however, can already alone achieve better
performance than word2vec embeddings alone.

In general, type-informed relation embeddings
seem to have a disadvantage compared to unre-
stricted ones (e.g., cf. lines 12 and 13) – presumably
because type-informed baselines have training sets
that are smaller (due to filtering) and sparser (since
relations are split up according to type signatures).
The combination of general word2vec and special-
ized relation embeddings (lines 14–16), however,
consistently brings gains. This indicates that distri-
butional word properties are complementary to the
relation extensions our method extracts. So using
both sources of information is promising for future
research on modeling relational semantics.

w2v+tsg rel emb is the best-performing
method. It combines typed and untyped relation
embeddings as well as general-purpose word2vec
embeddings. Even though one cannot rely on typed
extensions only, this shows that incorporating type
information is beneficial for good performance.

We use w2v+tsg rel emb to provide a noisy
annotation for SherLIiC-InfCands. This is a useful
resource because learning from noisy labels has
been well studied (Frénay and Verleysen, 2014;
Hendrycks et al., 2018) and is often beneficial.
Qualitative observations. Although SherLIiC’s
creation is based on the same method that was used
to create Schoenmackers, SherLIiC is funda-
mentally different for several reasons: (1) The rule
sets are complementary (cf. the low recall of 0.139
and 0.119 in Table 3). (2) The majority of rules
in Schoenmackers has more than one premise,
leaving only ~13k InfCands in Schoenmackers
compared to ~960k in SherLIiC-InfCands that fit
the format of NLI. (3) Schoenmackers is fil-
tered more aggressively with the goal of maximiz-
ing the number of correct rules. This, however,
makes it inadequate as a challenging benchmark be-
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(1) PERSON[A] is REGION[B]’s ruler
⇒ PERSON[A] is dictator of REGION[B]

(2) LOCATION[A] is fighting with ORGF[B]
⇒ LOCATION[A] is allied with ORGF[B]

(3) ORGF[A] is coming into LOCATION[B]
⇒ ORGF[A] is remaining in LOCATION[B]

(4) ORGF[A] is seeking from ORGF[B]
⇒ ORGF[B] is giving to ORGF[A]

(5) LOCATION[A] is winning war against LOCATION[B]
⇒ LOCATION[A] is declaring war on LOCATION[B]

Table 4: False positives for each of the three
best-performing baselines taken from SherLIiC-dev.
ORGF=organization founder.

cause the performance of Always yes would be
close to 100%. (4) SherLIiC is focused on events.
When linking the relations from SherLIiC-TEG
back to their surface forms in the corpus, 80% of
them occur at least once in the progressive, which
suggests that the large majority of our relations
indeed represent events.

Taking a closer look at SherLIiC, we see that
the data require a large variety of lexical knowl-
edge even though their creation has been entirely
automatic. Table 1 shows five positively labeled
examples from SherLIiC-dev, each highlighting
a different challenge for statistical models that is
crucial for NLI. (1) is an instance of troponymy:
“granting” is a manner or kind of “giving”. This
is the verbal equivalent to nominal hyponymy. (2)
combines synonymy (“support” ⇔ “back”) with
morph. derivation. (3) can only be classified cor-
rectly if one knows that it is one of the typical
actions of a president to represent their country.
(4) requires knowledge about the typical course
of events when interviewing someone. A typical
interview involves asking questions. (5) can only
be detected with common sense knowledge that
goes even beyond that: you generally only claim
something if you want it.

An error analysis of the three best-performing
baselines (lines 14–16 in Table 3) reveals that none
of them was able to detect the five correct InfCands
from Table 1. Explicit modeling of one of the phe-
nomena described above seems a promising direc-
tion for future research to improve recall. Table 4
shows five cases where InfCands were incorrectly
labeled as entailment. (1) shows the importance
of modeling directionality: every “dictator” is a
“ruler” but not vice versa. (2) shows a well-known
problem in representation learning from cooccur-

nsubj–X–prep–of–obj ⇔ nsubj–X–poss
A is an ally of B A is B’s ally
nsubj–X–prep–in–obj ⇔ nsubj–X–poss
A is the capital in B A is B’s capital
nsubjpass–X–prep–by–obj ⇔ obj–X–nsubj
A is followed by B B follows A
nsubj–one–prep–of–obj–X–obj ⇔ nsubj–X–obj
A is one of the countries in B A is a country in B
nsubj–capital–conj–X–obj ⇒ nsubj–X–obj
A is the capital and biggest city in B A is a city in B

nsubj–Xer–prep–of–obj ⇔ nsubj–X–obj
A is a teacher of B A teaches B
nsubj–co-Xer–prep–of–obj ⇒ nsubj–X–obj
A is a co-founder of B A founds B
nsubj–reX–obj ⇒ nsubj–X–obj
A rewrites B A writes B
nsubj–overX–obj ⇒ nsubj–X–obj
A overtakes B A takes B

nsubj–agree–xcomp–X–obj ⇒ nsubj–X–obj
A agrees to buy B A buys B
nsubjpass–force–xcomp–X–obj ⇒ nsubj–X–obj
A is forced to leave B A leaves B
nsubjpass–elect–xcomp–X–obj ⇔ nsubj–X–obj
A is elected to be governor of B A is governor of B
nsubj–go–xcomp–X–obj ⇒ nsubj–X–obj
A is going to beat B A beats B
nsubj–try–xcomp–X–obj ⇒ nsubj–X–obj
A tries to compete with B A competes with B
nsubj–decide–xcomp–X–obj ⇒ nsubj–X–obj
A decides to move to B A moves to B
nsubjpass–expect–xcomp–X–obj ⇒ nsubj–X–obj
A is expected to visit B A visits B

Table 5: Most frequent meta rules (top), character level
meta rules (middle), and implicative verb meta rules
(bottom). Bold: Words corresponding to X.

rence: antonyms tend to be close in the embed-
ding space (Mohammad et al., 2008; Mrkšić et al.,
2016). The other examples show other types of
correlation that models relying entirely on distri-
butional information will fall for: the outcome of
events like “coming into a country” or “seeking
something from someone” are in general uncertain
although possible outcomes like “remaining in said
country” (3) or “being given the object of desire”
(4) will be highly correlated with them. Finally,
better models will also take into account the simul-
taneity constraint: “winning a war” and “declaring
a war” (5) rarely happen at the same time.

6 Meta Rules and Implicative Verbs

In addition to the annotated data, we also make
available all ~960k SherLIiC-InfCands found by
our unsupervised algorithm. SherLIiC-InfCands’s
distribution is similar enough to our labeled dataset
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to be useful for domain adaptation, representation
learning and other techniques when working on
LIiC. It can also be investigated on its own in a
purely unsupervised fashion as we will show now.

We can find easily interpretable patterns by look-
ing for cases where premise and hypothesis of an
InfCand have common parts. By masking these
parts (X), we can abstract away from concrete in-
stances and interesting meta rules emerge (Table 5).
The most common patterns represent reasonable
equivalent formulations, e.g., active/passive voice
or “be Y ’sX⇔ beX of Y ” (the in-variant coming
from a lot of location-typed rule instances). The
fifth most frequent pattern could still be formulated
in an even more abstract way but shows already
that the general principle of a conjunction Y ∧X
implying one of its components X can be learned.

If we search for meta rules whose X is part of a
lemma (rather than a longer dependency path), we
discover cases of derivational morphology such as
agent nouns (e.g., ruler, leader) and sense preserv-
ing verb prefixes (e.g., re-write, over-react).

Finally, we observe several implicative verbs
(verbs that entail their complement clauses) in their
typical pattern V to X ⇒ X . A lot of these verbs
are not traditional implicatives, but are called de
facto implicatives by Pavlick and Callison-Burch
(2016) – who argue for the importance of data-
driven approaches to detecting de facto implica-
tives. The meta rule discovery method just de-
scribed is such a data-driven approach.

7 Related Work

NLI challenge datasets. A lot of work exists that
aims at uncovering weaknesses in state-of-the-art
NLI models. Several approaches are based on
modifications of popular datasets, such as SNLI
or MultiNLI. These modifications range from sim-
ple rule-based transformations (Naik et al., 2018) to
rewritings generated by genetic algorithms (Alzan-
tot et al., 2018) or adversarial neural networks
(Zhao et al., 2018). Lalor et al. (2016) constructed
an NLI test set by judging the difficulty of the sen-
tence pairs in a small SNLI subset based on crowd-
sourced human responses via Item Response The-
ory. These works are related as they, too, challenge
existing NLI models with new data but orthogonal
to ours as their goal is not to measure a model’s
knowledge about lexical inference in context.

Glockner et al. (2018) modified SNLI by replac-
ing one word from a given sentence by a synonym,

(co-)hyponym, hypernym or antonym to build a
test set that requires NLI systems to use lexical
knowledge. They rely on WordNet’s lexical taxon-
omy. This, however, is difficult for verbs because
their semantics depends more on context. Finally,
Glockner et al. (2018)’s dataset has a strong bias
for contradiction whereas our dataset is specifically
designed to contain cases of entailment.

Our work is more closely related to the dataset
by Levy and Dagan (2016), who frame relation en-
tailment as the task of judging the appropriateness
of candidate answers. Their hypothesis is that an
answer is only appropriate if it entails the predi-
cate of the question. This is often but by no means
always true; certain questions imply additional in-
formation. Consider: “Which country annexed
country[B]?” The answer candidate “country[A]
administers country[B]” might be considered valid,
given that it is unlikely that one country annexes B
and another country administers it. The inference
administer⇒ annex, however, does not hold. Be-
cause of these difficulties, we follow the more tra-
ditional approach (Zeichner et al., 2012) of asking
about consequences of a given fact (the premise).

Relation extraction. Some works (Schoenmack-
ers et al., 2010; Berant, 2012; Zeichner et al., 2012)
rely on the output from open information extrac-
tion systems (Banko et al., 2007; Fader et al., 2011).
A more flexible approach is to represent relations
as lexicalized paths in dependency graphs (Lin
and Pantel, 2001; Szpektor et al., 2004), some-
times with semantic postprocessing (Shwartz et al.,
2017b) and/or retransforming into textual patterns
(Nakashole et al., 2012). We, too, choose the latter.

Relation typing. Typing relations has become
standard in inference mining because of its use-
fulness for sense disambiguation (Schoenmackers
et al., 2010; Nakashole et al., 2012; Yao et al., 2012;
Lewis and Steedman, 2013). Still some resources
only provide types for one argument slot of their bi-
nary relations (Levy and Dagan, 2016) or no types
at all (Zeichner et al., 2012; Berant, 2012; Shwartz
et al., 2017b). Our InfCands are typed in both argu-
ment slots, which both facilitates disambiguation
and makes them more general.

Some works (Yao et al., 2012; Lewis and Steed-
man, 2013) learn distributions over latent type sig-
natures for their relations via topic modeling. A
large disadvantage of latent types is their lack of
intuitive interpretability. By design, our KG types
are meaningful and human-interpretable.
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Schoenmackers et al. (2010) type common
nouns based on cooccurrence with class nouns
identified by Hearst patterns (Hearst, 1992) and
later try to filter out unreasonable typings by us-
ing frequency thresholds and PMI. As KG entities
are manually labeled with their correct types, we
do not need this kind of heuristics. Furthermore,
in contrast to this ad-hoc type system, KG types
are the result of a KG design process. Notably,
Freebase types function as interfaces, i.e., permit
type-specific properties to be added, and are thus
inherently motivated by relations between entities.

Lexical ontologies, such as WordNet (as used
by Levy and Dagan, 2016) likewise lack this con-
nection between relations and types. Moreover,
relations between real-world entities are more of-
ten events than relations between common nouns.
Thus, in contrast to existing resources that do not
restrict relations to KG entities, SherLIiC contains
more event-like relations.

Nakashole et al. (2012) also use KG types as con-
text for their textual patterns. They simply create
a new relation for each possible type combination
for each entity occurring with a pattern and each
possible type of this entity. It is unclear how the
combinatorial explosion and the resulting sparsity
affects pattern quality. Our approach of succes-
sively splitting a typewise heterogenous relation
into its k largest homogenous subrelations aims at
finding only the most typical types for an action and
our definition of type signature as intersection of
all common types avoids unnecessary redundancy.

Entailment candidate collection. Distributional
features are a common choice for paraphrase detec-
tion and relation clustering (Lin and Pantel, 2001;
Szpektor et al., 2004; Sekine, 2005; Yao et al.,
2012; Lewis and Steedman, 2013).

The two most important alternatives are bilin-
gual pivoting (Ganitkevitch et al., 2013) – which
identifies identically translated phrases in bilingual
corpora – and event coreference in the news (Xu
et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2015; Shwartz et al.,
2017b) – which relies on lexical variability in two
articles or headlines referring to the same event.
We specifically focus on distributional information
for our InfCand collection because current models
of lexical semantics are also mainly based on that
(e.g., Grave et al., 2017). Our goal is not to build
a resource free of typical mistakes made by distri-
butional approaches but to provide a benchmark to
study the progress on overcoming them (cf. § 5).

Another difference to aforementioned works is
that we explicitly model unidirectional entailment
as opposed to bidirectional synonymy (cf. Table 4,
(1)). Here one can distinguish a learning-based
approach (Berant, 2012), where an SVM classi-
fier with various features is trained on lexical on-
tologies like WordNet, followed by the application
of global transitivity constrains to enhance consis-
tency, and probabilistic models of noisy set inclu-
sion in the tradition of the distributional inclusion
hypothesis (Schoenmackers et al., 2010; Nakashole
et al., 2012). We adapt Sherlock, an instance of the
latter, for its simplicity and effectiveness.

8 Conclusion

We presented SherLIiC, a new challenging testbed
for LIiC and NLI, based on typed textual relations
between named entities (NEs) from a KG. The
restriction to NEs (as opposed to common nouns)
allowed us to harness more event-like relations than
previous similar collections as these naturally occur
more often with NEs. The distributional similar-
ity of both positive and negative examples makes
SherLIiC a promising benchmark to track future
NLI models’ ability to go beyond shallow seman-
tics relying primarily on distributional evidence.
We showed that existing rule bases are complemen-
tary to SherLIiC and that current semantic vector
space models as well as SOTA neural NLI mod-
els cannot achieve at the same time high precision
and high recall on SherLIiC. Although SherLIiC’s
creation is entirely data-driven, it shows a large
variety of linguistic challenges for NLI, ranging
from lexical relations like troponymy, synonymy or
morph. derivation to typical actions and common
sense knowledge (cf. Table 1). The large unlabeled
resources, SherLIiC-InfCands and SherLIiC-TEG,
are potentially useful for further linguistic analysis
(as we showed in § 6), as well as for data-driven
models of lexical semantics, e.g., techniques such
as representation learning and domain adaptation.
We hope that SherLIiC will foster better modeling
of lexical inference in context as well as progress
in NLI in general.
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A Relation Filter Heuristics

In order to be kept as a relation, a dependency path
must fulfill all of the following criteria:

1. It starts or ends with nsubj or nsubjpass.

2. It starts or ends with one of the following
labels: nsubj, nsubjpass, iobj, dobj,
pobj, appos, poss, rcmod, infmod,
partmod.

3. It is not longer than 7 words and 8 dependency
labels.
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4. At least one of the presumable lemmas con-
tains at least 3 letters.

5. It does not have the same dependency label at
both ends.

6. It does not contain any of the following la-
bels: parataxis, pcomp, csubj, advcl,
ccomp.

7. It does not contain immediate repetitions of
words or dependency labels.
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Abstract

This paper describes novel models tailored
for a new application, that of extracting the
symptoms mentioned in clinical conversations
along with their status. Lack of any publicly
available corpus in this privacy-sensitive do-
main led us to develop our own corpus, con-
sisting of about 3K conversations annotated
by professional medical scribes. We propose
two novel deep learning approaches to infer
the symptom names and their status: (1) a
new hierarchical span-attribute tagging (SA-T)
model, trained using curriculum learning, and
(2) a variant of sequence-to-sequence model
which decodes the symptoms and their sta-
tus from a few speaker turns within a slid-
ing window over the conversation. This task
stems from a realistic application of assist-
ing medical providers in capturing symptoms
mentioned by patients from their clinical con-
versations. To reflect this application, we de-
fine multiple metrics. From inter-rater agree-
ment, we find that the task is inherently diffi-
cult. We conduct comprehensive evaluations
on several contrasting conditions and observe
that the performance of the models range from
an F-score of 0.5 to 0.8 depending on the con-
dition. Our analysis not only reveals the in-
herent challenges of the task, but also provides
useful directions to improve the models.

1 Introduction

In recent years, hospitals and clinics across the
United States have been coaxed and cajoled into
adopting Electronic Health Records through pub-
lic policies and insurance requirements. This has
led to the unforeseen side-effect of placing a dis-
proportionate burden of documentation on physi-
cians, causing burnouts among them (Wachter and
Goldsmith, 2018; Xu, 2018). One study found that
full-time primary care physicians spent about 4.5

∗All the authors contributed equally.

hours of an 11-hour workday interacting with the
clinical documentation systems, and yet were still
unable to finish their documentations and had to
spend an additional 1.4 hours after normal clinical
hours (Arndt et al., 2017).

Speech and natural language processing are
now sufficiently mature that there has been con-
siderable interest, both in academia and industry,
to investigate how these technologies can be ex-
ploited to simplify the task of documentation, and
to allow physicians to dedicate more time to pa-
tients. While domain-specific ASR systems that
allow doctors to dictate notes have been around
for a while, recent work (Patel et al., 2018; Finley
et al., 2018a,b) has begun to address more chal-
lenging tasks, such as extracting relevant informa-
tion directly from doctor-patient conversations.

In this work, we investigated the task of in-
ferring symptoms mentioned in clinical conver-
sations, along with whether patients have experi-
enced them or not. Our contributions include: (i)
defining the task, including the annotation scheme
for labeling the clinical conversations and the
evaluation metrics to measure model performance
(Section 3); (ii) two novel deep learning models
to solve this task (Section 4); (iii) comprehensive
empirical evaluations in different contrasting con-
ditions (Section 5), and (iv) analysis of the per-
formance of the models that provides meaningful
insights for further improvements (Section 6).

2 Related Work

On the topic of information extraction from med-
ical text, one of the earliest public-domain task
is the i2b2 challenge, defined on a small corpus
of written discharge summaries that consists of
394 reports for training, 477 for test, and 877 for
evaluation (Uzuner et al., 2011). Given the small
amount of training data, not surprisingly, a dispro-
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portionately large number of teams fielded rule-
based systems. CRF-based systems however did
better even with the limited amount of training
data. Being a written domain task, they bene-
fited from section headings and other cues that are
unavailable in doctor-patient conversations. For
a wider survey of extracting clinical information
from written clinical documents, see (Liu et al.,
2012).

There are very few publications on process-
ing clinical conversations. One noteworthy re-
cent work extracts entities using a multi-stage ap-
proach (Finley et al., 2018a). They use two-level
hierarchical model, modeling word sequences and
sentence sequences, to classify sentences into the
sections in a clinical note they belong to. The ex-
tracted sentences are then processed using a va-
riety of heuristics such as partial string matching
with an ontology, regular expressions, and other
task-specific heuristics. One would imagine sen-
tences taken out of context of a dialog are prone to
misinterpretation and they do not elaborate on how
that is overcome. Moreover, their system cannot
be optimized end-to-end.

Other related work includes normalizing the
terms and mapping them to external databases
such as Unified Medical Language System
(UMLS) and specific sub-tasks such as negation
detection, which are outside the scope of this
work (Happe et al., 2003; Nvol et al., 2014; Lowe
and Huang, 2007).

3 The Symptom Extraction Task

We begin the description of our task by introduc-
ing the corpus, the annotation paradigm, and the
evaluation metrics.

3.1 Corpus Description

Our unlabeled corpus consists of 90k de-identified
and manually transcribed audio recordings of clin-
ical conversations between physicians and pa-
tients, typically about 10 minutes long. A few of
the conversations also contain speech from nurses,
caregivers, spouses and other attendees.

The annotation guidelines were developed by a
team of professional medical scribes, physicians
and natural language processing experts. Two
primary categories of labels were annotated: the
symptoms being discussed and their status. An on-
tology of 186 symptoms were defined (e.g., vom-
iting, nausea, diarrhea), each belonging to one of

14 body systems (e.g., gastrointestinal, musculo-
skeletal, cardiovascular). For each symptom, an-
notators were instructed to associate a status that
denotes whether the patient has experienced it or
not. An additional catch-all category was defined
to include symptoms whose status cannot be con-
clusively inferred from the conversation or which
are not relevant to the clinical note. Thus, status
may have one of the three values: experienced, not
experienced, and other. In an utterance, “I have
a back pain”, the underlined phrase will be as-
signed the tuple: (sym:musculo-skeletal:pain, ex-
perienced). The top three symptoms in the corpus
are: musculo-skeletal pain, shortness of breath and
cough.

Of the 90K encounters, we chose to focus on
primary care visits. A team of 18 professional
scribes was trained on the guidelines. They la-
beled the manual transcripts of 2,950 conversa-
tions, which were partitioned into training (1,950),
development (500) and test (500) sets. The entire
labeled corpus contains 5M tokens in 615K sen-
tences with 92K labels.

To account for variation across scribes, we ran-
domly assigned 3 scribes to label each of the con-
versations in the development (500) and test (500)
sets. The inter-labeler agreement in terms of Co-
hen’s kappa is 0.4 on the development set. Further
analyses showed that the low score was largely due
to (i) the ambiguous and informal ways that pa-
tients and doctors discuss symptoms, (ii) that hu-
man scribes often disagree on which one of closely
related labels to pick, and (iii) that human scribes
often disagree on the span of text to label.

3.2 Evaluation Metrics

In clinical conversations, the symptoms may be
mentioned multiple times, paraphrased differently,
but still may appear in the clinical notes only once.
So, we chose to evaluate them at the conversation
levels using two metrics.
Unweighted metric: In this metric, we account
only for the unique symptoms and ignore the num-
ber of times they were mentioned. The set of
events in the inferred output was compared against
the set in the reference to compute the precision
and recall for each conversation before averaging
across all conversations.
Weighted metric: The symptoms that are men-
tioned more often in a conversation are likely to
be more important. In this metric, each symptom
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is weighted by its frequency: precision is weighted
by the frequency of the predictions, while recall is
weighted by the frequency of the reference.

4 Models

We developed two novel neural network model
architectures for this task: 1) a span-attribute
model that is similar in spirit to a tagging
model but works well on our large label
space, and 2) a sequence-to-sequence (Seq2Seq)
model (Sutskever et al., 2014; Cho et al., 2014)
that is designed to infer symptoms that are de-
scribed informally across a few conversation turns.

4.1 Span-Attribute Tagging (SA-T) Model

A common solution for this task is a tagging
model, where the word sequences are represented
by word and/or character embeddings and fed into
a sequence of layers consisting of a bidirectional
layer, a softmax layer and a conditional random
field (CRF) to predict the BIO-style tags (Col-
lobert et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2015; Ma and
Hovy, 2016; Chiu and Nichols, 2016; Lample
et al., 2016; Peters et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2017;
Changpinyo et al., 2018). However, in our task,
the tags need to identify not only the symptom
names associated with the words but also the sta-
tus. This can be accomplished in a tagging model
using a label space that is the Cartesian product
of both the symptom names and their status. Un-
fortunately, this Cartesian space turns out to quite
large in our task (186 x 3). Tagging models per-
form well when the set of tags is reasonably small
(e.g., named entity recognition and part of speech
tagging), but not so well when the set of tags is
large. Moreover, in our case, given the limited cor-
pus size, modeling the cross-product space leads
to data sparsity.

For tackling this challenge of data sparsity, we
reformulate the problem from a novel hierarchi-
cal perspective. Unlike the conventional tagging
model, where at each input token the model has
to pick the best candidate label from the full la-
bel space, we break this into two stages. We first
identify the span of interest using a generic tag set
with a very small label set of just three elements,
{sym B, sym I, O}. This simplifies the computa-
tional cost of inferring over sequence, which al-
lows us to employ the CRF layer. Moreover, it
alleviates the data sparsity problem by pooling all
the labels to identify all spans of interest. In the

 sym_B sym_I

 back painahave

OO

 sym:msk:pain status:experienced

Word & Calligraphic 
Embedding

Bi-LSTM Contextual 
Representation

Feedforward Layer

CRF Layer

Multi-task Layer

O

I

Figure 1: The architecture of Span-Attribute Tagging
(SA-T) Model, illustrating the span extraction layer fol-
lowed by the attribute tagging layer.

second stage, we predict the attributes associated
with the span using contextual features of arbi-
trary complexity without encumbering the infer-
ence over the entire sequence. In addition, since
our label space can be partitioned easily, we use
two separate predictors, one for symptom name
and one for status. These two stages are trained
jointly in an end-to-end fashion using multi-task
learning, as described later.

Figure 1 illustrates this hierarchical perspective
for our task. The first stage, which is akin to a
conventional tagging model, identifies the span of
interest – back pain – at the output of the CRF
layer. The second stage utilizes the latent repre-
sentation from the span and employs two sepa-
rate predictors to classify the symptom name as
sym:msk:pain and the status as experienced. In
principle, these predictors can be more complex
than a simple soft-max that we have used. We re-
fer to this architecture as the Span-Attribute Tag-
ging (SA-T) model. The two stages of the model
are described in more details below.

Span Extraction Layer As mentioned before,
this layer employs a conventional tagging model
whose output is constrained to be just three ele-
ments of E = {sym B , sym I ,O}. The model is
briefly described as follows.

Let x be the embedding vector sequence cor-
responding to the input word sequence. From
this sequence, we compute a sequence of latent
contextual representations using a bidirectional
LSTM, h′ = [~h(x|~ΘLSTM ), ~h(x| ~ΘLSTM )]. This
latent contextual sequence is fed into a two-layer
fully connected feed-forward network to obtain
a final sequence of latent representation h′′ =
MLP (h′|ΘFF ). Given this feature representation
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h = (h
′′
1 , · · · ,h

′′
N ) and the target tag sequence

ye = (yi | i = 1, . . . , N ; yi ∈ E), the parameters
of the model are learned by minimizing the neg-
ative log-likelihood − logP (ye|h). This is com-
puted in terms of a compatibility function defined
over any label sequence y and h.

S(y,h) =

N∑

i=0

Ayi,yi+1 +

N∑

i=0

P (hi,yi) (1)

Of the two components, the first one estimates
the probability of the label sequence in terms of
the sum of first order Markov transition of the la-
bel sequence y, computed from a learned tran-
sition matrix A whose dimensions are |E| × |E|.
The second component estimates the joint proba-
bility of the latent vector hi and the corresponding
label embedding yi, specifically, in terms of simi-
larity measure h>i yi.

Using the compatibility function, the loss for
the task of recognizing the spans is estimated as
−S(ye,h) + log

∑
y′ exp (S(y′,h)), where y′ is

any other possible sequence of labels. During
training, logP (ye|h) is estimated using forward-
backward algorithm, and during inference, the
most probable sequence y∗ = arg maxy′ P (y′|h)
is computed using the Viterbi algorithm.

Attribute Tagging Layer Given the span, as
mentioned before, we can potentially use a richer
representation of the context to predict attributes
than otherwise possible. A contextual representa-
tion is computed from the starting index i and end-
ing index j of each span using a pooling function
Aggregate(·).

hsij = Aggregate(hk|hk ∈ h, i ≤ k < j) (2)

The pooling function can be implemented as sim-
ple as mean or sum, or as the hidden state
of another encoder like BiLSTM, CNN or self-
attention (Vaswani et al., 2017). Given the
span representation hsij , we model the joint dis-
tribution of the symptom name and status as
P (ysx , yst |hsij) = P (ysx |hsij)P (yst |hsij) with the
assumption that they are independent. Then, the
distribution over the symptom name for each span
is a multinomial distribution P (ysx = k|hsij) =
Softmax(hsij |Θsx)k. Similarly, we can formu-
late the distribution over the symptom status as
P (yst = m|hsij) = Softmax(hsij |Θst)m. Both
Θsx and Θst are model parameters. Finally, we

can train the model end-to-end by minimizing the
following loss function for each conversation:

`(ye, {(ysx , yst)}|h) = −α logP (ye|h)+
∑

{(ysx ,yst )}
− logP (ysx |h)− logP (yst |h), (3)

where {(ysx , yst)} is the set of symptom names
and associated status in a conversation, and α is
the relative weight of the loss of the span extrac-
tion task and the attribute prediction task.

During training, we are simultaneously attempt-
ing to detect the location of tags as well as classify
the tags. Initially, our model for locating the tags
is unlikely to be reliable, so we adopt a curricu-
lum learning paradigm. Specifically, we provide
the classification stage the reference location of
the tag from the training data with probability p,
and the inferred location of the tag with probabil-
ity 1 − p. We start the joint multi-task training
by setting this probability to 1 and decrease it as
training progresses (Bengio et al., 2015).

Remarks Although the SA-T model was devel-
oped to infer symptoms and status in the clinical
domain, the formulation is general and can be ap-
plied to any domain. The model breaks up the
task into identifying spans of interests and then
classifying the span with richer contextual repre-
sentations. The first stage alleviates data sparsity
by pooling all spans of interest. When the label
space naturally partitions into separate categories,
the second stage can be broken up further into sep-
arate prediction tasks and reduces data splitting.

4.2 Sequence-to-sequence (Seq2Seq) Model
As shown in Table 1, symptoms are sometimes
not stated explicitly, but rather explained or de-
scribed in informal language over several conver-
sation turns. There may not even be a symp-
tom entity that is explicitly mentioned; instead,
the physician, as well as any symptom extraction
model, must infer it from a description. To better
capture symptoms that are not referred to by name,
we explore an alternative formulation of the prob-
lem. In this formulation, the input to the model is
a chunk of the conversation, consisting of multiple
consecutive turns from the doctor-patient conver-
sation, and the output is a list of symptoms men-
tioned as well as their statuses. The key difference
between this formulation and the span-attribute
tagging formulation is that the symptom entity is
not assigned to a word or phrase in the input text.
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Transcript Symptoms + Status
DR: Any issues with your eyes? Eye pain:
PT: Well sort of experienced
DR: Is your vision ok? Vision loss:
PT: Yeah, but the right one hurts not experienced
DR: How is your bladder? Frequent urination:
PT: I have to go, all the time experienced
DR: At night? Nocturia:
PT: No, just during the day not experienced

Table 1: Two illustrative examples where symptoms
and their status are not described explicitly but need to
be inferred from the context spanning multiple turns.

In this formulation, each input example con-
sists of a segment of transcript, represented as
a sequence of tokens x = (x1, ..., xm), and a
list of symptoms and their corresponding status
y = (y1, ..., yn). Hence, it is well-suited to
the sequence-to-sequence (Seq2Seq) class of mod-
els (Sutskever et al., 2014; Cho et al., 2014) which
has been successful across a variety of language
understanding tasks, including conversation mod-
eling (Vinyals and Le, 2015), abstractive summa-
rization (Nallapati et al., 2016), and question an-
swering (Seo et al., 2017). Following the standard
Seq2Seq setup, our model is composed of two re-
current neural networks (RNNs), an encoder and a
decoder. First, the encoder consumes x one token
at a time, producing an encoding, h(xi), for each
token xi. Then the decoder estimates an output
distribution over sequences of symptoms and their
status y, conditional on the encodings. An atten-
tion mechanism (Bahdanau et al., 2015) allows the
decoder to combine information from the encoded
sequences differently at each decoding step.

The Seq2Seq model is trained using a cross-
entropy criterion to maximize P (y|x) – the likeli-
hood of reference symptoms and their status given
the conversation transcripts. At inference time,
the most likely sequence of symptoms and their
status is decoded one token a time using beam
search. One challenge for Seq2Seq models is han-
dling very long inputs (Sutskever et al., 2014).
Therefore, unlike the span-attribute tagging model
where each input example may be a full transcript,
we use transcript segments consisting of k consec-
utive turns. In practice we found a value of k = 5
to work well. A value of k that is too small won’t
be enough to resolve symptoms like those in Table
1, while a value of k that is too large may degrade
quality and make our model harder to train. At
inference time, we use a sliding window of size
k across the full conversation, and then aggregate
the predictions from those windows.

4.3 Encoder Pre-training

While the span-attribute tagging and Seq2Seq
models have different output layers, they use a
common input encoder architecture. At any given
input time, the conversation up to that time is rep-
resented by the hidden state of the encoder, which
is used for making output predictions. We investi-
gated two variations of the encoder.

First, we compare the LSTM encoder with the
Transformer encoder (Vaswani et al., 2017). The
key difference between them is that the LSTM re-
lies on latent variables to propagate state informa-
tion while Transformer relies solely on an atten-
tion mechanism. In a machine translation bench-
mark, the Transformer has been shown to outper-
form the LSTM encoder (Vaswani et al., 2017),
and a hybrid model, consisting of a Transformer
encoder and an LSTM decoder, performed even
better (Chen et al., 2018). We therefore compare
the hybrid model, with the LSTM-only encoder-
decoder model on our task.

Second, we use a pre-training technique to
leverage unlabeled data and improve the feature
representation learned by the encoder (Kannan
et al., 2018). Given a short snippet of conversa-
tion, the model is tasked with predicting the next
turn, similar to Skip Thought (Kiros et al., 2015).
Since this task requires no labeling, the model
can be trained on the full corpus of 90K conver-
sations. The resulting encoder is plugged into
our model for the symptom prediction task, and
the full model is trained on the subset that is la-
beled. The pre-training can be performed for both
the LSTM and Transformer encoders, as well as
for both the Seq2Seq and the span-attribute tag-
ging models. We did not experiment with alterna-
tive pre-training loss such as BERT (Devlin et al.,
2018).

5 Empirical Evaluations

Before creating dedicated models for this task, we
investigated general purpose named-entity anno-
tation tools akin to (Momchev, 2010; Nothman
et al., 2008). While a few of these tools can an-
notate symptom entities with some accuracy, they
have no mechanism to infer the symptom status,
which is required for clinical documentation.

In all the experiments described below, our
models were trained and evaluated on the corpus
described in Section 3.1 using the metrics defined
in Section 3.2. Since our ontology differs from the
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public domain i2b2 task, we could not evaluate our
models on that task.

For a robust estimate of the model perfor-
mance, the model outputs were evaluated against
a “voted” reference created using the labels from
three independent scribes. This is the case for all
the results reported in the experiments below, un-
less otherwise specified. While our application re-
quires jointly inferring both the symptom and sta-
tus (Sx + Status), for a better understanding of the
model behavior we have also included the perfor-
mance on inferring just the symptom names (Sx).
These are reported in separate columns in the ta-
bles below.

5.1 Hyperparameters
The hyperparameters of the Span-Attribute tag-
ging (SA-T) and the Seq2Seq models were picked
to maximize the performance on the development
set. The models were trained using the Adam op-
timizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015) and the selected
parameters are reported in Table 2.

Parameter SA-T Seq2Seq Range
Word emb 256 256 [128 – 512]
LSTM Cell 1024 512 [256 – 1024]
Enc/dec layers 1 1 [1 – 3]
Dropout 0.4 0.0 [0.0 – 0.5]
L2 1e-4 1e-4 [1e-5 – 1e-2]
Std of VN 1e-3 0.2 [1e-4 – 0.2]
α of SA-T 0.01 n/a [1e-4 – 0.1]
Learning rate 1e-2 3e-3 [1e-4 – 1e-1]

Table 2: The range over which hyperparameters were
tuned and the optimal choice for each model.

5.2 Different Encoders and Pre-training
To select the encoder, first we evaluate the im-
pact of pre-training on the LSTM encoder, using
the Seq2Seq model. The results are reported in
Table 3. The results show that pre-training of
the LSTM encoder consistently improves perfor-
mance of the Seq2Seq model across all metrics.

Next, the Transformer encoder was compared
against the LSTM encoder, using pre-training in
both cases. Based on the performance on the de-
velopment set, the best encoder was chosen which
consists of two layers, each with 1024 hidden di-
mension and 16 attention heads. The results in
Table 4 show that the LSTM-encoder outperforms
the Transformer-encoder consistently in this task,
when both are pre-trained. Therefore, for the rest

Pretrained Sx Sx + Status
Unweighted F1(Precision, Recall)

No 0.69 (0.66, 0.73) 0.54 (0.49, 0.60)
Yes 0.70 (0.66, 0.75) 0.55 (0.49, 0.62)

Weighted F1(Precision, Recall)
No 0.77 (0.76, 0.78) 0.63 (0.60, 0.65)
Yes 0.79 (0.77, 0.80) 0.64 (0.61, 0.68)

Table 3: The comparison of Seq2Seq model perfor-
mance when the LSTM encoder is intialized randomly
and when the encoder is pre-trained on the entire cor-
pus including the unlabelled data.

Encoder Sx Sx + Status
Unweighted F1(Precision, Recall)

Xformer 0.67 (0.66, 0.67) 0.51 (0.48, 0.54)
LSTM 0.70 (0.66, 0.75) 0.55 (0.49, 0.62)

Weighted F1(Precision, Recall)
Xformer 0.76 (0.79, 0.74) 0.61 (0.62, 0.61)
LSTM 0.79 (0.77, 0.80) 0.64 (0.61, 0.68)

Table 4: The comparison of Seq2Seq model perfor-
mance using Transformer (Xformer) and LSTM en-
coders. Both encoders were pre-trained.

of the experiments, we only report results using
the LSTM-encoder.

5.3 Manual Transcript Evaluation

Next, we evaluate and compare the performance of
the models when they are trained and tested on the
manual transcripts. For comparison, we include a
standard tagging baseline consisting of a bidirec-
tional LSTM-encoder (pre-trained as described in
Section 4.3), followed by two feed-forward layers
and a softmax layer. The targets consisted of the
cross product space of 186 symptom names and 3
status values. The model was trained using cross-
entropy loss. Due to the large cross product label
space, the CRF loss is infeasible in this setting.

From the results reported in Table 5, we see that
the span-attribute tagging model performs as well
as the Seq2Seq model. This is surprising since it
is designed to not only predict the symptom name
and status, but also to locate the words associated
with them, a more demanding task. Another note-
worthy difference between the two models is that
the tagging model consistently trades off lower re-
call for higher precision, compared to the Seq2Seq
model. The Mann-Whitney rank test indicates that
improvements of both the models over the baseline
are statistically significant under both metrics. In
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Model Sx Sx + Status
Unweighted F1(Precision, Recall)

Baseline 0.68 (0.73, 0.63) 0.50 (0.54, 0.47)
SA-T 0.71 (0.73, 0.69) 0.58 (0.58, 0.58)
Seq2Seq 0.70 (0.66, 0.75) 0.55 (0.49, 0.62)

Weighted F1(Precision, Recall)
Baseline 0.73 (0.78, 0.69) 0.57 (0.61, 0.53)
SA-T 0.77 (0.80, 0.74) 0.65 (0.66, 0.63)
Seq2Seq 0.79 (0.77, 0.80) 0.64 (0.61, 0.68)

Table 5: The comparison of performance on man-
ual transcripts between the baseline, the SA-T and the
Seq2Seq models.

general, a gain of about 0.02 or more in F1-score
was found to be statistically significant in our ex-
periments on this task.

Knowing that the quality of the reference im-
pacts the measured performance, we compared the
model output to two versions of references in ad-
dition to the “voted” reference. In one version, we
used a single reference for each conversation from
a randomly chosen scribe. In another version, the
model was given credit when the output matches
“any” of the three scribes. This was motivated by
the observation during adjudication that the symp-
tom names may be annotated in more than one
way, as illustrated in the example in Table 6.

PT: I found the exercises very difficult.
DR: Was it hurting you?
PT: Yeah, a lot.

Table 6: An illustrative example to show how symp-
tom (hurting) may be assigned either symptom names –
sym:musculo skeletal:pain or sym:constitutional:pain,
which are both valid given the context.

The model outputs were compared against the
above mentioned variants of the reference and
the results are reported in Table 7. The mea-
sured gap in performance between single refer-
ence and “voted” reference is small. The “voted”
version corrects the reference, when one of the
three scribes misses the annotation. However,
when two scribes pick different valid labels and
the third misses them, the “voted” reference is not
better than the single reference. In such instances,
allowing a model to match “any” of the references
would be a reasonable solution. This may explain
why the performance in that case is substantially
better than the single or “voted” reference.

Ref. Sx Sx + Status
Unweighted F1(Precision,Recall)

SA
-T

Single 0.70 (0.72, 0.69) 0.56 (0.56, 0.57)
Voted 0.71 (0.73, 0.69) 0.58 (0.58, 0.58)

Any 0.81 (0.84, 0.78) 0.69 (0.71, 0.67)

Se
q2

Se
q Single 0.68 (0.62, 0.76) 0.53 (0.45, 0.63)

Voted 0.70 (0.66, 0.75) 0.55 (0.49, 0.62)
Any 0.81 (0.77, 0.84) 0.67 (0.62, 0.73)

Weighted F1(Precision, Recall)

SA
-T

Single 0.76 (0.79, 0.74) 0.63 (0.64, 0.62)
Voted 0.77 (0.80, 0.74) 0.65 (0.66, 0.63)

Any 0.86 (0.89, 0.83) 0.75 (0.77, 0.73)

Se
q2

Se
q Single 0.77 (0.73, 0.80) 0.62 (0.57, 0.68)

Voted 0.79 (0.77, 0.80) 0.64 (0.61, 0.68)
Any 0.87 (0.86, 0.89) 0.75 (0.72, 0.78)

Table 7: The comparison of model performance on
manual transcripts when the performance was evalu-
ated against Single, Voted and Any reference labels.

5.4 ASR vs. Manual Transcript Evaluation

In clinical applications, manual transcripts will be
unavailable and the model needs to infer symptom
and status on transcripts obtained from an auto-
matic speech recognition (ASR) system. We in-
vestigated the impact on performance when the
test data is switched from manual to the cor-
responding ASR transcripts. Such a switch is
expected to degrade the performance of models
trained on manual transcripts and often this degra-
dation can be alleviated by training the model on
ASR transcripts. So, we measured performance
using models trained on different combinations of
manual and ASR transcripts.

Recall, the symptom, as described in Sec-
tion 3.1, were annotated on manual transcripts.
These annotations were automatically transferred
to the ASR transcripts by aligning the words in
both transcripts for the same speaker turns and
mapping the labels from manual transcripts to the
corresponding words in the ASR transcripts. The
word error rate of the ASR transcripts is about
20% (Chiu et al., 2018). In the alignment process,
a fraction of the labels (9.1%) failed to alignment
properly and were discarded.

The results, reported in Table 8 with “voted”
reference, show that the performance of the mod-
els trained on manual transcripts (Manual Train)
degraded when tested on ASR transcripts (ASR
Test), for both models, as expected. But, surpris-
ingly, training models on ASR transcripts (ASR
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Model Type Manual Test ASR Test
Unweighted F1(Sx, Sx+Status)

SA
-T

Manual Train 0.71, 0.58 0.67, 0.52
ASR Train 0.68, 0.55 0.67, 0.52
Combined 0.72, 0.59 0.66, 0.53

Se
q2

Se
q Manual Train 0.70, 0.55 0.65, 0.50

ASR Train 0.67, 0.50 0.62, 0.47
Combined 0.69, 0.54 0.64, 0.49

Weighted F1(Sx, Sx+Status)

SA
-T

Manual Train 0.77, 0.65 0.72, 0.58
ASR Train 0.75, 0.62 0.72, 0.58
Combined 0.78, 0.65 0.71, 0.58

Se
q2

Se
q Manual Train 0.79, 0.64 0.75, 0.59

ASR Train 0.76, 0.61 0.72, 0.57
Combined 0.79, 0.64 0.74, 0.59

Table 8: The comparison of model performances when
trained on manual (Manual Train), ASR (ASR Train),
and their combined (Combined) transcripts and eval-
uated on manual (Manual Test) and ASR (ASR Test)
transcripts. The best performance is shown in bold.

Train) or folding the ASR transcripts into the man-
ual training data (Combined) did not improve the
performance much. This maybe due to the fact
that our performance metrics are evaluated at the
conversation level and there is redundancy in clin-
ical conversations, where the same symptom may
be mentioned multiple times during the course of
the conversation and each time in a different way.

5.5 Symptom Names vs. Body Systems
One way to understand the confusion between
symptom names is to measure the performance af-
ter projecting the inferred symptom names (186
types) to their corresponding body systems (14
types). For example, sym:musculo-skeletal:pain
and sym:musculo-skeletal:swelling were collapsed
to sym:musculo-skeletal.

As a baseline, we trained an LSTM tagger with
a CRF output layer to predict targets consisting
of the simple Cartesian product of symptom body
systems and their status. The performance of the
baseline system and our models were evaluated
on manual transcripts. Our models were trained
to predict the symptom name and the predictions
were projected to the system level. The results are
reported in Table 9.

When the symptom names are collapsed into
broader body systems, the performance improves
as expected. The gain in performance is surpris-
ingly large at about 0.14 F1-score. This sug-

Model Sx + Status Sx System + Status
Unweighted F1(Precision, Recall)

Baseline n/a 0.60 (0.67, 0.54)
SA-T 0.58 (0.57, 0.58) 0.69 (0.70, 0.69)
Seq2Seq 0.55 (0.49, 0.62) 0.67 (0.62, 0.73)

Weighted F1(Precision, Recall)
Baseline n/a 0.68 (0.75, 0.62)
SA-T 0.65 (0.66, 0.63) 0.77 (0.79, 0.76)
Seq2Seq 0.64 (0.61, 0.68) 0.78 (0.76, 0.81)

Table 9: The comparison of model performances when
the symptom names (Sx) are collapsed to their respec-
tive body system (Sx System) categories.

Model Sx Sx + Status
Unweighted F1(Precision, Recall)

Human 0.84 (0.86, 0.82) 0.78 (0.80, 0.76)
SA-T 0.71 (0.73, 0.69) 0.58 (0.58, 0.57)
Seq2Seq 0.70 (0.66, 0.75) 0.55 (0.49, 0.62)

Weighted F1(Precision, Recall)
Human 0.86 (0.88, 0.85) 0.81 (0.82, 0.79)
SA-T 0.77 (0.80, 0.74) 0.65 (0.66, 0.63)
Seq2Seq 0.79 (0.77, 0.80) 0.64 (0.61, 0.68)

Table 10: The comparison of performance of models
and single scribes against the “voted” reference.

gests that a large fraction of confusion comes from
names in the same body system. The baseline
model has much lower precision and recall com-
pared to our proposed models, even though it was
trained on the body system labels directly, once
again, demonstrating that the cross-product space
is too sparse to be learned properly.

6 Analysis

In this section, we conduct detailed comparisons
among human scribes and our models.

6.1 Human Performance
To understand the inherent difficulty of this task,
we estimated the human performance on this task
by comparing each scribe against the reference
generated from the “voted” results of the three
scribes. Even though this estimate is inflated, be-
cause each scribes’ annotation was counted to-
wards the voted reference, it is a useful ap-
proximation. The results in Table 10 show two
clear trends. First, even humans have difficulty
identifying symptoms consistently. For example,
“constitutional pain” (non-specific) and “musculo-
skeletal pain” were top confusions for our models
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as well as humans. Second, when status is con-
sidered, humans have less trouble inferring it from
the context than our models, losing only 0.05 on
F1 (weighted), while our models dropped about
0.14. Improving status classification remains one
of our future work.

6.2 Attention Weights

Next, we inspected the Seq2Seq model’s atten-
tion weights to see whether the evidence is scat-
tered across words and turns in the dialog. In-
deed, through manual inspection, we found this to
be true qualitatively, as illustrated in Table 11. In
this example, the symptom “sym:const:difficulty
sleeping” is not mentioned directly but is implied
from the evidence scattered in the context. Future
work could use these weights to further investigate
errors.

DR: How is your sleep?
PT: Well, I have been waking up a lot.
DR: How often would you say?
PT: Several times a night.
DR: That is a lot of waking up!

Table 11: Example of attention from Seq2Seq model,
where words with attention weight of 0.05 or higher are
underlined.

6.3 Error Analysis

Grouping false negatives by their symptom name,
we observed that both models struggled with the
symptoms – pain, malaise, fatigue, difficult sleep-
ing, weight loss/gain, and frequent urination. As
illustrated in Table 12, these symptoms were of-
ten communicated through back-and-forth with
the doctor and therefore may have required com-
bining evidence from multiple turns, making the
inference more difficult.

Muscoloskeletal pain
DR: Does it hurt when you go like this?
PT: No, that shoulder is fine.
DR: So this side hurts, but that side, if you
reach, there’s no pain?
PT: Yeah, really only this one has been sore.
Weight loss/gain
DR: Okay. So when you took these, it went up?
PT: Well it was high, then I lost a few pounds.
Then just, it’s been really stressful, I’ve slipped.
DR: So it went back up?
PT: Yeah, it’s been up and down.

Table 12: Examples of evidence spreading across mul-
tiple turns.

7 Conclusions

This paper describes a novel information extrac-
tion task, that of extracting the symptoms men-
tioned in clinical conversations along with their
status. We describe our corpus, the annota-
tion paradigm, and tailored evaluation metrics.
We proposed a novel span-attribute tagging (SA-
T) model and a variant of sequence-to-sequence
model to solve the problem. The SA-T model
breaks up the task into identifying spans of in-
terests and then classifying the span with richer
contextual representations. The first stage allevi-
ates data sparsity by pooling all spans of interest.
When the label space naturally partitions into sep-
arate categories, the second stage can be broken up
further into separate prediction tasks and reduces
data splitting. Although the SA-T model was de-
veloped to infer symptoms and status in the clin-
ical domain, the formulation is general and can
be applied to any domain. As an alternative, our
Seq2Seq model is designed to infer symptom la-
bels when the evidence is scattered across multiple
turns in a dialog and is not easily associated with a
specific word span. The performance of our mod-
els is significantly better than baseline systems and
range from an F-score of 0.5 to 0.8 depending on
the condition. When the models are trained on
manual transcripts and applied on ASR transcripts,
the performance degrades considerably compared
to applying them on manual transcripts. Training
the model on ASR transcripts or on both ASR and
manual transcripts does not help bridge the per-
formance gap. Our analysis show that the SA-T
model has higher precision while Seq2Seq model
has higher recall, thus the two models compliment
each other. We plan to investigate the impact of
combining the two models.
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Abstract
The quality of a counseling intervention re-
lies highly on the active collaboration between
clients and counselors. In this paper, we ex-
plore several linguistic aspects of the collab-
oration process occurring during counseling
conversations. Specifically, we address the dif-
ferences between high-quality and low-quality
counseling. Our approach examines partici-
pants’ turn-by-turn interaction, their linguistic
alignment, the sentiment expressed by speak-
ers during the conversation, as well as the dif-
ferent topics being discussed. Our results sug-
gest important language differences in low-
and high-quality counseling, which we further
use to derive linguistic features able to capture
the differences between the two groups. These
features are then used to build automatic clas-
sifiers that can predict counseling quality with
accuracies of up to 88%.

1 Introduction

An increasing number of people are suffering from
behavioral health problems, including substance
abuse, smoking cessation, or eating disorders. Be-
cause behavior is something that is generally seen
as changeable, behavioral counseling has emerged
as an important strategy for helping people to iden-
tify and potentially change self-destructive or un-
healthy behaviors (Rollnick et al., 2008).

Despite its practical benefits, such as combating
addiction and providing broader disease preven-
tion and management, the process behind success-
ful behavioral counseling has not been fully elu-
cidated (Moyers et al., 2009), which in turn raises
the question of what makes a good counselor.

Seeking to answer this question, our paper ex-
plores differences between high- and low-quality
counseling conversations. Since the quality of
a counseling intervention relies highly on the
active collaboration between clients and coun-
selors (Gaume et al., 2009; Vader et al., 2010),

we explore which aspects of the collaboration pro-
cess occurring between counseling participants are
related to counseling quality. Our categorization
of counseling quality relies on general counsel-
ing principles taken from the literature on client-
centered counseling (Miller and Rollnick, 2013).
Thus, conversations where the counselor centers
on the client and expresses empathy are consid-
ered as high-quality interactions. In contrast, con-
versations where the counselor mainly provides
instruction and advice, and the client complies are
regarded as low-quality interactions.

Our work makes three important contributions.
First, we explore the use of noisy counseling data
obtained from public sources for the analysis of
counseling quality. Second, we conduct exten-
sive analyses on conversational aspects such as
turn-by-turn interaction, the sentiment expressed
during the interaction, linguistic alignment, and
salient topics during the conversation to obtain in-
sights into what are the patterns of high-quality
counseling. Hence, identifying specific conversa-
tional strategies used by good counselors. Third,
we show that features derived from our analyses,
along with standard Ngram features, lead to sig-
nificant improvement in the classification of coun-
seling quality.

2 Related Work

Computational approaches for the analysis of
counseling interactions have focused on two main
lines of work.

First, seeking to develop tools for the auto-
matic evaluation of counseling practice, several
linguistic-based approaches have been proposed to
aid the automatic identification of counselor and
client behaviors that are correlated to successful
interventions (Klonek et al., 2015). Can et al.
(2012) used n-grams, similarity features between
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counselor and client speech, and dialog meta-
features to automatically detect and code coun-
selors’ reflective listening. A method based on la-
beled topic models is presented in (Atkins et al.,
2012, 2014), where authors focus on automatically
identifying conversation topics that relate to coun-
selor behaviors such as reflective listening, ques-
tions, support, and empathy. Methods that com-
bine acoustic and linguistic datastreams have also
been proposed to evaluate the quality of coun-
seling interactions. Xiao et al. (2014) presented
a study on the automatic evaluation of coun-
selor empathy based on analyzing correlations be-
tween prosody patterns and empathy showed by
the counselor during the counseling interactions.

Second, aiming to improve the understanding of
counseling interactions, researchers have started to
explore Natural Language Processing (NLP) ap-
proaches to study aspects such as language mirror-
ing, empathy, and reflective listening. Tanana et al.
(2015) addressed the identification of counselor
statements that discuss client change talk using
recursive neural networks to model sequences of
counselor and client verbal exchanges. Lord et al.
(2015) analyzed the language style synchrony be-
tween counselors and clients. Their approach re-
lies on the psycholinguistic categories from the
Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) lex-
icon (Tausczik and Pennebaker, 2010) to measure
the degree in which counselors match their clients’
language. More recently, Althoff et al. (2016) ex-
plored language style and symmetry in counseling
interactions by analyzing a large sample of text-
message-based counseling. Their main findings
suggest that the counselors who are more success-
ful act with more control in the conversations and
show lower levels of verbal coordination (mirror-
ing) than their less successful counterparts.

Following this line of work, this paper presents
the development of a counseling dataset that can
be used to implement data-driven methods for
the automatic evaluation of counseling quality.
Specifically, we conduct several linguistically in-
spired analyses on high-quality and low-quality
counseling interactions with the final goal of pro-
viding insights into conversational strategies used
by good counselors.

3 Counseling Dataset from Web Sources

Most of the current work on automatically ana-
lyzing counseling interaction has been conducted

on psychotherapy corpora with ethical and pri-
vacy constraints that limit their public accessibil-
ity (Can et al., 2012; Xiao et al., 2014). This, in
turn, has made it difficult to replicate and improve
upon previous research findings. In this paper,
we address this drawback by exploring the use of
counseling conversations collected from the web.

3.1 Data Collection

We start by identifying video clips contain-
ing counseling conversations from public video-
sharing sources such as YouTube and Vimeo.
Since the final goal of this study is to get in-
sights into counseling quality, we followed two
main strategies to search for videos that portray ei-
ther high-quality or low-quality counseling. First,
since the evaluation of counseling quality changes
across counseling strategies (Gottheil et al., 2002),
we focus on counseling conducted using motiva-
tional interviewing (MI) only. MI is a well es-
tablished behavioral counseling strategy that has
been successful in achieving behavioral health
outcomes (Apodaca et al., 2014). Thus, we re-
stricted our search to video titles indicating that
the counseling was conducted using MI and (op-
tionally) including information about the quality
of the interaction. Specifically, we use keywords
such as effective MI, using MI, good MI, MI coun-
seling demonstration, role play MI, ineffective MI,
bad MI, bad MI counseling, and how not to do
MI. Second, to make sure that the videos por-
tray counseling conversations we also enforce the
following requirements: the video should include
only two participants, i.e., counselor and client;
the video should not include (or include minimal)
background narratives, music, or animations; the
conversation should address a behavior change,
e.g., smoking cessation or quit drinking; and fi-
nally, the conversation should last at least three
minutes.

After collecting our initial set of videos us-
ing the described guidelines, we conduct a sec-
ond filtering step to verify that the counseling is
conducted using MI and that the video caption
matches the video content. To evaluate the use
of MI (or the lack of it) we follow general guide-
lines based on the MI literature (Miller and Roll-
nick, 2013). The criteria to label the quality of
a counseling conversation are as follows: during
high-quality counseling, counselors should use (to
some extent) reflective listening, ask questions,
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LOW-QUALITY COUNSELING HIGH-QUALITY COUNSELING

T: How much are you drinking?
C: I don’t think I’m drinking that much I mean it’s, it’s
mainly for social gatherings like ... it’s nothing that I do
like by myself or whatever it’s just that
T: Is it like every weekend?
C: Every other weekend I would say
T: NAME I’m just so concerned you know can’t you think
of anything better to do

T: So, the last thing you’d want is for your daughter to start
smoking
C: I smoked when I was young and I’d certainly don’t want
it for her
T: And it sounds like you’re smoking setting an example
those are some things that that you’re also a bit concerned
about but as you said earlier not, not really ready to put
down your cigarettes immediately

Table 1: Transcript excerpts from low-quality and high-quality counseling conversations. C stands for client and T
stands for counselor (therapist)

provide support to the client decisions, and col-
laborate with the client. In contrast, in low-quality
conversations, counselors should show a lack of
listening and a predominant directing style, with
the counselor confronting the client and provid-
ing advice without asking for permission. Follow-
ing these guidelines, we manually inspected all the
videos. During this process, we discarded videos
that did not fit our criteria. The final video set
includes 259 counseling conversations, with 155
video clips labeled as high-quality counseling and
104 labeled as low-quality counseling. The length
of the conversations in the dataset ranges from 5-
20 minutes.

Our final set of videos consist of MI coun-
seling demonstrations by professional counselors,
and MI role-play counseling by psychology stu-
dents. Each video portrays different speakers and
the conversations cover various health topics in-
cluding smoking cessation, alcohol consumption,
substance abuse, weight management, and medi-
cation adherence. It is important to note that de-
spite the fact that some of these conversations do
not portray real patients, they are still valuable as a
data source as clinical studies often use simulated
patients1 to improve the communication skills of
medical practitioners (Imel et al., 2014).

3.2 Preprocessing and Transcription

All the videos in the dataset are first converted into
standard mp4 format and then preprocessed to ad-
dress issues frequently present in user-generated
video content such as introductory titles, anima-
tions, and narratives. In most cases, these interrup-
tions appear only at the beginning of the video so
we manually trim that portion of the video until the
counselor-client interaction starts. We obtain the
corresponding video transcripts using YouTube
automatic captioning and align it to the selected
segments using the transcript time stamps. To en-

1Also known as standardized patients.

Label Words Turns Words/turn
Mean Std Mean Std Mean Std

Counselor
High 811 500 25 18 36 16
Low 423 368 15 13 33 19

Client
High 674 439 25 18 31 17
Low 273 253 15 13 22 19
All 1168.4 837.0 42 34 31 14

Table 2: Word and turn statistics for low and high-
quality sessions by counselors and clients in the coun-
seling dataset.

able separate analyses on the counselor and client
side, we manually label the conversation turns as
either counselor or client. Note that the speaker la-
beling can also be performed using automatic di-
arization, however since automatic speaker label-
ing on medical data is very challenging we decided
to conduct this step manually.

Table 1 shows transcript excerpts of the two
types of counseling conversations in the dataset.
Word statistics of the final transcription set are
provided in Table 2.

3.3 Annotation of Counseling Skills

In addition to our empirical assessments of coun-
seling quality, for each conversation in the final
set, we obtain standard measurements of MI ad-
herence, which can be used as a proxy of MI qual-
ity. Specifically, we annotate two micro-skills that
are frequently used in the evaluation of MI coun-
seling: reflective listening and questions (Tollison
et al., 2008). During this process, we used the Mo-
tivational Interviewing Treatment Integrity (MITI)
coding scheme (Moyers et al., 2016), which is the
current gold standard for MI fidelity evaluation.

The annotation was conducted by two under-
graduate students who were trained in the use of
the MITI 4.0. Before annotating the full set, we
measured the reliability of the coding on a sample
of 20 double-coded conversations, with an even
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Code Sample utterance
Question What do you think it would take to change your mind about participating in physical activity?
Reflection It sounds like you’re concerned by your weight and you want to start to make positive changes.

Table 3: Verbal examples of questions and reflections in the dataset

distribution for the low-quality and high-quality
categories. The resulting intra-class correlation
scores for both Questions and Reflections are 0.96
and 0.94, respectively, thus showing good levels
of agreement between the two annotators. Next,
we split the remaining sessions among the two an-
notators to be coded independently. During the
coding process, the annotators used both the audio
recording and the transcript. The annotation was
conducted at conversation turn-level using RQDA,
an R package for Qualitative Data Analysis.2

The final annotation set consists of 1,981 ques-
tions and 1,180 reflections. Sample reflections and
questions in our dataset are shown in Table 3.

4 Conversational Analyses

The goal of this paper is not only to learn mod-
els able to predict counseling quality but also to
gain a better understanding of what makes a good
counselor. Since the quality of counseling inter-
ventions relies highly on the active collaboration
between counselors and clients, we analyze sev-
eral linguistic aspects of the conversation in rela-
tion to counseling quality. Specifically, we focus
on language exchange patterns over the conversa-
tion, sentiment trends, linguistic alignment, and
topics discussed during the conversation.

4.1 Interaction at Turn Level

To explore the differences between low-quality
and high-quality counseling we start by analyzing
the counselor and client dialog interaction. Specif-
ically, we analyze their turn-by-turn interaction by
examining the average number of words used by
each speaker as well as their word ratio. To visu-
alize these aspects over time, we divide the session
into five stages of nearly identical number of turns.
Then, we calculate the average number of words
per turn up to each stage.

The motivation for this split is to treat the coun-
seling process as a sequence of continuous up-to-
now information. Figures 1 and 2 show the words
per turn by counselors and clients respectively.3

2http://rqda.r-forge.r-project.org/
3The error bars shown in all graphs are calculated using

bootstrapping with a 95% confidence interval.
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Figure 1: Average words per turn by counselors as the
conversation progresses.
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Figure 2: Average words per turn by clients as the con-
versation progresses.
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Figure 3: Word ratio by turn between counselors and
clients as the conversation progresses.

From these graphs, we observe significant differ-
ences in the way clients participate in the counsel-
ing dialog, with clients speaking substantially less
in low-quality conversations. Conversely, coun-
selors seem to speak more during low-quality con-
versations; however, this difference is not statis-
tically significant as there is a noticeable overlap
between the two plots (p < 0.05; bootstrap re-
sampling test). To take a closer look at the word
exchange trends during the conversation, we also
plot the counselor to client word ratio per conver-
sation turn. The graph, shown in Figure 3, not
only confirms this result but also suggests a more
balanced word exchange between counselors and
clients during high-quality interactions.
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Figure 4: Number of questions and reflections per turn
during low quality and high quality counseling.

In addition, we examine whether counselor
skills, measured by the questions and reflections
asked during the conversation, differ based on the
quality of the counseling. We thus compare the
count of questions and reflections in the two types
of counseling normalized by the number of turns
in the session. The purpose of normalization is
to filter out the effect of length and focus on the
density of the behaviors. Figure 4 shows the re-
sults. The plot shows that reflection density in
low-quality counseling is significantly lower than
in high-quality counseling. On the other hand,
question density does not seem to be significantly
different between the two groups. These results
are in line with previous findings of reflective lis-
tening being a skill associated with high-quality
counseling (Glynn and Moyers, 2010)

4.2 Sentiment Trends

The sentiment expressed by counselors during the
conversation can provide important insights into
whether counselors focus on positive or negative
aspects of client communication. We thus ana-
lyze the sentiment expressed across the conver-
sation in relation to conversation quality. Given
the effort required to manually annotate the senti-
ment in each conversation turn, we opt for using an
automatic off-the-shelf sentiment classifier from
the Stanford Core NLP package (Manning et al.,
2014). Using this tool, we obtain the sentiment
score for each conversation turn. The score ranges
from very negative to very positive −−, −, 0, +
and ++, representing five sentiment categories in
the order of increasing positiveness. Since −−
and ++ rarely occur in our dataset we treat both
−− and− as negative, 0 as neutral, and + and ++
as positive. Figure 5 shows the distribution of the
three sentiment categories in low- and high-quality
counseling respectively, where we observe that
neutral sentiment occurs most frequently while the
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Figure 5: Distribution of positive, negative, and neutral
sentiment by counseling quality.
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Figure 6: Distribution of positive sentiment over 20%
splits of the conversation.

positive sentiment occurs the least.
We also examine sentiment changes throughout

the conversation. As before, we divide the turns in
each session into five splits and calculated the fre-
quency of positive, negative and neutral sentiment
at each stage. Figure 6 shows the positive sen-
timent trend in both low-quality and high-quality
conversations.4 The graph shows that during high-
quality counseling, the counselors tend to express
more positive sentiment than counselors in low-
quality counseling. This suggests that positive lan-
guage is a particular strategy of good counselors as
they seem to show higher levels of positive senti-
ment across the conversation as compared to coun-
selors in low-quality encounters. Furthermore, the
U-shaped curve observed for the distribution of
positive sentiment over the course of the conversa-
tions also points to counselors being more positive
and friendly at the beginning of the conversation
and ending the conversation with positive remarks.

5 Linguistic Alignment

The degree of language coordination that speak-
ers show during a conversation is an indicator of
whether they are able to establish a successful in-
teraction (Pickering and Garrod, 2004). We exam-
ine the counselor and client language coordination

4We did plot the negative and neutral sentiment, how-
ever, we did not find significant differences between the two
groups.
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Figure 7: Linguistic style matching across five equal
segments of the conversation duration.
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Figure 8: Linguistic style coordination across five
equal segments of the conversation duration.

using the Linguistic Style Matching (LSM) (Gon-
zales et al., 2009) and Linguistic Style Coordi-
nation (LSC) metrics. These metrics quantify
to which extent one speaker, i.e., the counselor,
matches the language of the other, i.e., the client.
Both metrics are evaluated at turn-level across
eight linguistic markers from the LIWC dictio-
nary (Tausczik and Pennebaker, 2010), including
quantifiers, conjunctions, adverbs, auxiliary verbs,
prepositions, articles, personal pronouns, and im-
personal pronouns. Figures 7 and 8 show each
metric trends across the two types of counseling.

Overall, the graphs suggest that during high-
quality interactions, counselors show higher levels
of linguistic alignment. This trend is more notice-
able at the turn by turn level where steady and in-
creased levels of linguistic matching are observed.
Interestingly, this analysis shows the opposite be-
havior from the study by (Althoff et al., 2016),
where successful counselors acted more in control
over the conversation. We attribute this difference
to two important aspects: 1) the type of conver-
sation being analyzed, i.e., synchronous (face-to-
face) vs asynchronous communication (text mes-
sages); and 2) the counseling strategy being im-
plemented, i.e., in our case MI counseling, which
is client-centered and thus the counselor’s role is
more supportive than directive.

6 Topics Discussed During the
Conversations

During behavioral counseling, counselors should
make an active effort to have a good understand-
ing of the client’s values and priorities (Miller,
1995). We explore how the conversation con-
tent relates to counseling quality by examining
the topics discussed by counselors and clients.
For this task, we apply the Meaning Extraction
Method (MEM) (Chung and Pennebaker, 2008),
a topic extraction method that identifies the most
common words used in a set of documents, and
cluster them into coherent themes by analyzing
their co-occurrences. This method has been used
in the past in the psychotherapy domain to ana-
lyze salient topics in depression forums (Ramirez-
Esparza et al., 2008) and also to investigate dif-
ferences in topics discussed by clients given their
therapy outcomes (Wolf et al., 2010).

We first identify unique words that are exclu-
sively used by either counselors or clients. During
this process, we applied part of speech tagging to
the counselor and client speech and remove do-
main related nouns such as drinking, alcohol, and
smoking in order to obtain general topics. We
also remove words with a frequency lower than
five and keep words that appear at least in 5% of
the speaker turns. Using the resulting word lists,
we generate counselor and client matrices contain-
ing binary vectors indicating the use of each word
by a specific speaker. Finally, we run a Principal
Component Analysis (PCA), followed by varimax
rotation on each document matrix to find clus-
ters of co-occurring nouns. This process results
in 10 and 8 components (topics) for counselors
and clients respectively, explaining at least 35%
of the total variance. To identify which topics are
more salient for each speaker we use the method
proposed in (Wilson et al., 2016) to measure the
degree to which a particular MEM topic (compo-
nent) is used during high-quality and low-quality
encounters.

Results are shown in Table 4, which shows the
scores assigned to each topic. In this table, scores
greater than 1 correspond to topics salient in high-
quality counseling, while scores lower than 1 indi-
cate topics salient in low-quality counseling.

The analyses hint on interesting differences in
the topics used by counselors during the conversa-
tions. In general, during high-quality interactions
the counselors seem to focus on the client’s mo-
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Counselor Client
Component Sample nouns Score Component Sample nouns Score
Motivation Future, motivate, list, scale 1.62 Plan Follow, focus,decide, plan, mind 1.17

Plan Happen, explain, share, strategy,
manage, successfully 1.27 Change Difficult, lifestyle, kid, busy, ready,

manage, important, realize 1.15

Importance Importance, aware, scare, relate 1.25 Experience Experience, past, happen, situation 1.06

Encourage Confidence, experience, change,
follow, support 1.22 Social Parent, college, friend, group,

school 1.04

Reasons Concern, appreciate, tough, bring,
interest 1.21 Concerns Scary, risk, trouble, concern, upset,

worse 1.02

Reflection Connect, difficult, different, signifi-
cant, tough, sound, deal 1.19 Family Husband, child, mom, son, daugh-

ter, kid, house, love 0.99

Social Parent, family, social, friend, child,
role, wife, people 1.16 Reasons to

Change
Habit, interest, break, consider,
hard, important, sure 0.94

Persuade Wrong, avoid, consequence, abso-
lutely, worse 0.93 Uncertainty Choice, confuse, young, deal 0.80

Plan Plan, discuss, commit, focus 0.77
Time Talk, start, today, time, work 0.68

Table 4: Themes used by clients and counselors during counseling conversations, along with sample nouns and
salient theme scores. In this table, scores greater than 1 correspond to topics salient in high-quality counseling
conversations while scores lower than 1 indicate topics salient in low-quality conversations.

tivations, reasons to change, and encouragement.
Similarly, the clients discuss topics reflecting their
desire to change and describe their experiences
and concerns. In contrast, low-quality counsel-
ing shows more persuasion and uncertainty. Fi-
nally, scores closer to 1 indicate that regardless of
the counseling quality, both counselors and clients
discuss social and family topics as potential drives
for change, which further confirms the use of MI
in the conversations.

7 Discriminating Between Low- and
High-quality Counseling

7.1 Linguistic Features

We explore the use of linguistic cues to build
a computational model that predicts the over-
all quality of the counseling conversation. The
feature set consists of the cues identified during
our exploratory analyses as potential indicators of
counseling quality, as well as additional text fea-
tures used during standard NLP feature extraction,
i.e., ngrams. The features are extracted from the
conversation transcripts.

During our experiments, we first explore the
predictive power of each cue separately, followed
by an integrated model that attempts to combine
all the linguistic cues to improve the prediction of
counseling quality. The different features are as
follows:
N-grams: These features represent the language
used by the conversation participants and include
all the unique words and word-pairs present in the
transcript. We extract a vector containing the fre-

quencies of each word and word pair present in the
transcript.
Semantic information: We use categories from
the LIWC (Tausczik and Pennebaker, 2010),
Opinion Finder (Wilson et al., 2005) and the
Wordnet Affect (Strapparava and Valitutti, 2004)
lexicons to derive features that identify words be-
longing to semantic categories that are potential
markers for conversation quality.
Metafeatures: We also extracted a set of metafea-
tures that describe the conversation interaction, in-
cluding the number of counselor turns, the num-
ber of client turns, the average words during client
and counselor turns, and the ratio of counselor and
client words in each turn.
Sentiment: These features are designed to cap-
ture the sentiment trend in the counselor responses
during the conversation. The set includes the per-
centage of positive, negative, and neutral turns, the
number of times the sentiment changes during the
conversation i.e., positive to negative, negative to
positive, and positive/negative to neutral, as well
as counts of sequences increasing and decreasing
sentiment intensity.
Linguistic Alignment: We measure the LSM and
LSC metrics as described in section 4 over 74
LIWC categories and measured at 20% increments
of the encounter duration.
Discourse topics: These features consist of the
10 topics identified in section 4 as frequently dis-
cussed during the MI encounters by counselors.
The features are obtained by using regression-
based factor scores.
MITI behaviors: This set includes the number of
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Feature set
Counseling Quality

F-score
Acc. Low High

Baseline 59.846%
N-grams 87.259% 0.849 0.890
Semantic 80.309% 0.763 0.832
Metafeatures 72.587% 0.297 0.830
Sentiment 74.517% 0.298 0.844
Alignment 72.587% 0.640 0.779
Topics 81.081% 0.768 0.840
MITI Behav 79.537% 0.787 0.808
All features 88.031% 0.857 0.897

Table 5: Overall prediction results and F-scores for
counseling quality using linguistic feature sets

reflections and questions by the counselor during
the conversation as well as the ratio of reflections
to questions. The counts were derived from the
manual annotations described in section 3.

7.2 Classification Results
We use the different feature sets described in sec-
tion 7.1 to build classifiers that distinguish be-
tween high-quality and low-quality counseling.
The experiments are performed using Support
Vector Machine classifiers and evaluated using
leave-one-out cross-validation. Our choice of the
classification algorithm is motivated by the rel-
atively small size of our dataset, which makes
neural-based approaches less effective as they
rapidly overfit. As a reference value, we use a ma-
jority class baseline, obtained by selecting high-
quality as the default class label, which corre-
sponds to 59.84% accuracy.

Table 5 shows the classification performance
obtained when using each feature set at the time.
We measure the performance of the classifiers
in terms of accuracy and F-score, which pro-
vide overall and class-specific performance as-
sessments. Compared to the majority baseline, all
the feature sets demonstrate a clear improvement
in the classification of counseling quality. Among
all feature sets, N-grams attain the best perfor-
mance, followed by discourse topics and the se-
mantic feature sets. Furthermore, the combination
of all the features sets achieve the best accuracy
values.

To better understand the contribution of the dif-
ferent feature sets to the overall classifier perfor-
mance, we conduct an ablation study, where we
remove one group of features at a time. We per-
form feature ablation only for the features sets that
represent linguistic aspects identified as good dis-
criminators of counseling quality during our ex-

Feature set
Counseling Quality

F-score
Acc. Low High

All features 88.031% 0.857 0.897
– Alignment 86.100% 0.836 0.879
– Topics 88.031% 0.857 0.897
– MITI Behaviors 88.031% 0.857 0.897
– N-grams 76.448% 0.702 0.805

Table 6: Feature ablation study

ploratory analyses.5 Table 6 shows the classifi-
cation results obtained when removing the align-
ment features, the topics, the MITI behaviors, and
the N-grams. The removal of the linguistic align-
ment features showed an important drop in ac-
curacy values, thus confirming our findings from
Section 4 that linguistic alignment plays an im-
portant role in counseling quality. Excluding topic
features does not seem to affect the model, sug-
gesting that these features might provide redun-
dant information already captured by the other fea-
tures. More importantly, the results show that the
automatically generated features can provide com-
parable performance to manually coded features
(MITI behaviors) as the model does not show per-
formance loss when removing this set. Finally,
we also experimented with removing the N-gram
features, which lead to the highest drop in per-
formance, hence showing the importance of these
features in the model.

8 Conclusions

We presented an extensive analysis of linguistic
aspects of the collaboration process during coun-
seling conversations in relation to counseling qual-
ity. We specifically analyzed participants’ turn-by-
turn interaction, linguistic alignment, and topics
discussed, as well as the sentiment expressed by
the counselor during the conversation. Our main
findings are summarized below.
Turn-by-turn interaction: During high-quality
counseling, counselors achieve a more balanced
word exchange with clients as the conversation
progresses. This was also confirmed by our analy-
sis of counseling micro-skills, which showed that
good counselors use more reflective listening, thus
suggesting that they speak less and listen more. In
contrast, during low-quality conversations coun-
selors tend to speak more than their clients thus

5The sentiment trends (sentiment) and turn-level met-
rics (metafeatures) did show important differences between
groups but were not as stable as the other cues.
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making it difficult to understand their needs.
Sentiment: Good counselors tend to express
more positive sentiment than less successful coun-
selors, which suggest that they focus on the posi-
tive aspects of the conversations rather than on the
negative aspects.
Linguistic alignment: Good counselors mirror
the language of their clients as high-quality inter-
actions showed higher levels of linguistic align-
ment. This trend is more noticeable at turn-by-turn
level where steady and increased levels of linguis-
tic mirroring were observed.
Topics: Good counselors discuss topics related to
behavior change and commitment whereas their
counterparts focus more on resistance and persua-
sion. However, the general trend is to discuss top-
ics related to family and social interactions, re-
gardless of the counseling quality.

The results of our analyses were used to build
accurate counseling quality classifiers that rely
on linguistic aspects, with accuracies of up to
88% as compared to a majority baseline of 60%.
Our experimental results showed that the proposed
features can provide comparable performance to
manually coded features for this task, thus poten-
tially bypassing the need for manual annotations,
which are usually costly and time-consuming.
This is an important finding as an open problem in
the counseling field is the need for computational
tools that allow scaling-up the evaluation of the
quality of MI interventions (Atkins et al., 2014).

In the future, we plan to build upon the acquired
knowledge and the developed classifiers to gener-
ate systems able to provide actionable feedback on
how to achieve high-quality counseling. Such sys-
tems can aid the process of acquiring or improving
counseling skills for both novice and experienced
MI counselors.

Finally, an important contribution of this
work is the dataset collected, which is pub-
licly available at http://lit.eecs.umich.
edu/downloads.html.
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Abstract

Mental health counseling is an enterprise with
profound societal importance where conver-
sations play a primary role. In order to ac-
quire the conversational skills needed to face a
challenging range of situations, mental health
counselors must rely on training and on con-
tinued experience with actual clients. How-
ever, in the absence of large scale longitudi-
nal studies, the nature and significance of this
developmental process remain unclear. For
example, prior literature suggests that expe-
rience might not translate into consequential
changes in counselor behavior. This has led
some to even argue that counseling is a profes-
sion without expertise.

In this work, we develop a computational
framework to quantify the extent to which in-
dividuals change their linguistic behavior with
experience and to study the nature of this evo-
lution. We use our framework to conduct
a large longitudinal study of mental health
counseling conversations, tracking over 3,400
counselors across their tenure. We reveal
that overall, counselors do indeed change their
conversational behavior to become more di-
verse across interactions, developing an in-
dividual voice that distinguishes them from
other counselors. Furthermore, a finer-grained
investigation shows that the rate and nature
of this diversification vary across functionally
different conversational components.

1 Introduction

Conversations are central to many human en-
deavors and professions, from academic advis-
ing, to business negotiations, to customer ser-
vice, to mental health counseling. The choice
of conversational language has been shown to
correlate with a broad spectrum of consequential

∗Corresponding senior author.

outcomes such as success in persuasion (Haber-
nal and Gurevych, 2016; Tan et al., 2016; Zhang
et al., 2016; Packard et al., 2018), in team
performance (Yang et al., 2015; Niculae and
Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil, 2016), or in social sup-
port (Atkins et al., 2014; Althoff et al., 2016;
Choudhury and Kıcıman, 2017). However, sur-
prisingly little is known about how adults de-
velop conversational skills. Understanding this
challenging process has the potential to help with
tracking and fostering behavioral development in
conversation-focused endeavors.

In this work, we address this knowledge gap by
examining how individuals change their conversa-
tional language in a domain with profound soci-
etal importance, where conversations play a pri-
mary role: mental health counseling. Counselors
in this setting face a daunting task: through con-
versations, they need to empathetically respond to
and support clients undergoing psychological dis-
tress (Althoff et al., 2016).

Initial training can orient counselors towards the
principles of counseling conversations, but cannot
cover the broad range of situations they will in-
evitably encounter. Practical experience, on the
other hand, comes with scarce direct feedback: it
is hard for counselors to gauge whether a client
was positively affected by a conversation. Per-
haps as a result, prior studies find no consequential
change in counselor behavior or effectiveness be-
yond their initial training (Dawes, 1996; Hill et al.,
2015; Goldberg et al., 2016). This lack of evi-
dence has led some to even argue that psychologi-
cal counseling is a “profession without any exper-
tise” (Tracey et al., 2014).

However, even in the absence of feedback,
multiple forces could lead counselors to change
their behavior with experience. First, practice
exposes—and perhaps familiarizes—the coun-
selor to a wide range of client situations, far be-
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yond what training can encompass. This could en-
able them to increasingly adapt to the situations
they encounter, differentiating their behavior in
one conversation from their behavior in another
(within-counselor diversification).

Second, counselors come into the domain with
individual personalities and conversational styles.
A strict adherence to training materials can lead to
unnatural and robotic conversations, which can be
taxing on the counselors (Orlinsky and Rønnestad,
2005) and detrimental to the client (Henry et al.,
1993; Castonguay et al., 1996). A counselor
might therefore seek to adapt training principles
to their own personality, finding a voice that dis-
tinguishes them from other counselors (between-
counselor diversification).

However, change is far from guaranteed, and
several forces potentially counteract the two vec-
tors of change outlined above. The challenging na-
ture and high (sometimes literally life-and-death)
stakes of the conversations might lead to an overly
cautious approach, deterring counselors from de-
parting from language exemplified in the training
material and instead leading them to seek “security
in a restrictive practice routine” (Skovholt et al.,
1997). The lack of feedback might exacerbate this
stagnation and inflexibility, since counselors have
no direct way to assess the potential effects of be-
havioral changes (Shanteau, 1992; Kahneman and
Klein, 2009).

In this work, we design a computational
methodology to quantitatively track systematic
changes along the two dimensions of within- and
between-counselor linguistic diversification. Our
framework additionally exposes the rate at which
these changes happen across individuals and high-
lights particular functional components of their
language where this change is especially salient.

We apply this framework to conduct a large-
scale longitudinal study of mental health coun-
seling conversations on Crisis Text Line, a text-
based crisis counseling platform,1 tracking the
conversational behavior of over 3,400 counselors
across their tenure. Our study reveals that over-
all, counselors do indeed systematically change
their conversational behavior, becoming more lin-
guistically diverse across their own conversations
as well as among each other. Furthermore, this
diversification process advances at different rates

1This study was done in collaboration with Crisis Text
Line, using anonymized data and following IRB approval.
Details of the data access are included in Section 3.

in different functional components of the con-
versation; in particular, within-counselor diver-
sification is amplified in components concerning
the client’s specific problems. This suggests that
counselors accumulate domain fluency, perhaps
enabling them to better address the particular situ-
ations they encounter.

We complement this intuition by examining
how counselor vocabulary shifts with experience:
which words increase in usage or fall out of fa-
vor as counselors gain experience? We find that
as they advance in tenure, counselors adopt more
specialized as well as more colloquial language,
while slowly abandoning language from the train-
ing material.

Overall, these results provide the first evidence
of a systematic development of mental health
counselors with experience, thus contributing to
open questions about expertise from the counsel-
ing and psychotherapy literature. From a practi-
cal standpoint, our framework could aid counsel-
ing platforms to automatically identify counselors
that stagnate. Additionally, by highlighting con-
versational practices that require more experience
to grasp, this type of understanding can inform
sustained training programs across a counselor’s
career (Tracey et al., 2014).

More broadly, our work takes initial steps in un-
derstanding how individuals develop their conver-
sational behavior. Beyond mental health counsel-
ing, this methodology can potentially provide in-
sights into other domains where having conversa-
tions is crucial but potentially hard to teach, such
as academic advising and customer service.

2 Further Related Work

Our work draws on prior literature concerning lan-
guage use in conversational settings like counsel-
ing, as well as on studies of linguistic change.
Language in the mental health domain. Prior
literature has underlined the importance of linguis-
tic choices and conversational behavior in mental
health-related contexts. Qualitative (Labov and
Fanshel, 1977; Miller and Mount, 2001; Catley
et al., 2006; Gaume et al., 2010) and computa-
tional (Atkins et al., 2014; Tanana et al., 2015,
2016; Althoff et al., 2016; Pérez-Rosas et al.,
2018) studies of dialogic interactions in counsel-
ing and psychotherapy have highlighted the po-
tential benefits of conversational skills—such as
a counselor’s ability to reflect on a client’s par-
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ticular concerns. Other work has considered a
broader range of settings such as online forums,
exploring how psychological support is sought and
provided (Choudhury and Kıcıman, 2017; Ernala
et al., 2017; Yates et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2017,
2019; Pruksachatkun et al., 2019). While these
studies have focused on linguistic behaviors in the
scope of single interactions, we seek to understand
how these behaviors develop over time.
Linguistic behavior in conversations. Our work
relates more broadly to other computational stud-
ies of conversations. As in the mental health set-
ting, these studies have largely considered the be-
havior of interlocutors in a single conversation, ty-
ing it to outcomes such as persuasion, problem-
solving and incivility (Curhan and Pentland, 2007;
Rosenthal and McKeown, 2015; Wang et al., 2017;
Zhang et al., 2018), or to social correlates such as
power, gender and age (Gonzales et al., 2010; Ire-
land et al., 2011; Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al.,
2012; Nguyen et al., 2013; Prabhakaran et al.,
2014). In contrast, our work seeks to chart the de-
velopment of linguistic tendencies of individuals
as they engage in many conversations.
Linguistic change. Prior studies have examined
language change in offline (Labov, 1966, 1972,
2011; Eckert, 2005; Tagliamonte, 2011) and on-
line (Cassell et al., 2006; Lam, 2008; Nguyen
and Rosé, 2011; Garley and Hockenmaier, 2012;
Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al., 2013; Bamman
et al., 2014; Eisenstein et al., 2014; Nguyen et al.,
2015; Kulkarni et al., 2015, 2016; Goel et al.,
2016) settings. A core component of such stud-
ies of linguistic socialization has been the pres-
ence of external social influences that may impose
linguistic norms—for instance, individuals are of-
ten able to observe the language used in posts by
other members of an online community. In con-
trast, such social pressures are minimized in the
counseling domain we consider. Our study hence
reflects an alternate set of possible mechanisms for
linguistic change, disentangling individual experi-
ence from normative influence.

3 Domain: Mental Health Counseling

In this work we study the linguistic development
of counselors in Crisis Text Line, a large text-
based mental health counseling platform. The
platform offers a free 24/7 service for individu-
als undergoing mental health crises—henceforth
texters—to have one-on-one conversations with

counselors via text messages. In collaboration
with the platform, and in accordance with an
IRB, we accessed the complete collection of
anonymized conversations up to September 2018.2

Counselors. The service is driven by a dedicated
roster of mental health counselors, comprised of
volunteers who join the platform via an applica-
tion process.3 Each counselor starts by complet-
ing a standardized training curriculum; once they
graduate they can then sign up for shifts during
which they take conversations with texters. To
gain a better understanding of the domain, the first
author completed the training curriculum and par-
ticipated in a shift.

Many counselors are quite committed to the ser-
vice: the median counselor takes 43 conversations
while a quarter take at least 120. In taking a lon-
gitudinal view, we focus on this latter subpopu-
lation of counselors who have taken at least 120
conversations, and who started their tenure after
July 2015.4 The 3,475 counselors in this subset
took their first 120 conversations over an average
of 5 months; in total they have taken 1,055,924
conversations, accounting for 73% of all the con-
versations on the platform to date.

We analyze a counselor’s behavior at different
experience levels by dividing their tenure into a
series of consecutive life-stages S0,S1, . . . of s
conversations each; unless otherwise indicated we
take s = 20. Our particular focus is on examining
counselor behavior over their first 120 conversa-
tions. We refer to a counselor as tenured once they
have taken at least 100 conversations, and denote
the life-stage consisting of a counselor’s 100th to
120th conversations as S. Our subsequent analyses
compare behavior in earlier life-stages to S, using
this eventual tenured state as a reference point.
Counseling conversations. In each conversation,
a counselor is faced with a challenging task: guid-

2This study was done as part of a research fellowship pro-
gram organized by Crisis Text Line, which granted the au-
thors access to an anonymized version of the dataset, sub-
ject to an IRB. The program is open to other researchers by
application: https://www.crisistextline.org/
open-data-collaborations. Pisani et al. (2019) de-
scribes the extensive privacy and ethical considerations, and
the policies implemented by the platform to address them.

3Just over half of counselors have no prior experience in
a psychology-related domain. Our results are qualitatively
similar over the subset of counselors who do not have a
psychology-related background.

4We enforce the start time to account for variations in the
training curriculum; our results are qualitatively similar under
slight modifications to the start month, and over counselors
with shorter tenures.
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ing a texter through a moment of crisis towards
a better mental state. This process requires the
counselor to empathetically engage with the tex-
ter, often in difficult, high-stakes situations. The
complexity of this inherently interactional task
gives rise to substantive conversations—averaging
14 counselor messages per conversation and 28
words per counselor message—that yield a rich ar-
ray of linguistic behaviors (Atkins et al., 2014; Al-
thoff et al., 2016). We focus on tracking counselor
behavior over conversations with at least 10 coun-
selor messages (comprising 64% of our dataset).

The challenge of taking conversations is com-
pounded by the diversity of texters who contact the
service. Texters can come with a wide range of is-
sues, from anxiety to family problems to suicidal
ideation. The platform assigns each texter to an
available counselor; under the assignment mech-
anism, counselors cannot select which conversa-
tions they take, such that longitudinal changes
in behavior cannot be accounted for by shifts in
counselors’ preferences. In addition, many texters
only contact the service once and the mechanism
does not specifically assign returning texters to the
same counselor, distinguishing this setting from
psychotherapy contexts with sustained counselor-
client relationships considered in other work.

One salient guiding force for new counselors in
this challenging domain is the training curriculum,
through which counselors develop skills such as
active listening and collaborative problem-solving
in a 35-hour-long course. Beyond this initial train-
ing, other forces may also act to shape a coun-
selor’s behavior through the remainder of their
tenure. For instance, as counselors take more con-
versations, they are exposed to a broader range of
texter situations beyond what the curriculum can
account for; these experiences may further rein-
force or alter their linguistic practices and fill in-
evitable gaps in the training.5

Feasibility check: Is there linguistic change?
We first provide a coarse demonstration that the
linguistic behavior of counselors does indeed
change with experience in a systematic way. We
consider a toy classification task: determining
whether a conversation is taken by a new coun-

5Each shift is overseen by supervisors who can offer occa-
sional feedback to counselors during their shifts; counselors
can also interact with one another and solicit high-level ad-
vice. While in this context the level of social feedback is
minimal, an interesting line of future work could more explic-
itly consider the interplay between an individual’s behavioral
development and such interactions.

selor who has experienced less than 20 conver-
sations (S0), versus a tenured counselor who has
taken between 100 and 120 (S), on the basis of
the language in the counselor’s messages. In par-
ticular, we formulate a paired prediction prob-
lem of distinguishing between two conversations
taken by the same counselor at S0 and S. Over
a random subset of 10% of counselors in our
data—comprising 3,075 conversation pairs—we
train a logistic regression model using bigrams in
counselor messages as features; we perform 10-
fold cross-validation and ensure that no counselor
spans multiple folds.6

The model gets a cross-validation accuracy of
86%, underlining that counselors undergo dra-
matic linguistic changes with experience; the high
accuracy also highlights that such changes exhibit
systematic consistencies across different coun-
selors. Moreover, an analogous model that consid-
ers texters’ messages achieves only 57% accuracy,
suggesting that changes in counselor behavior do
not merely reflect changes in the texters they in-
teract with.7 This linguistic development is also
not solely encompassed by population-wide shifts
in trivial surface-level attributes—there is no sys-
tematic change in the word-counts of counselors’
messages or the lengths of their conversations.

In the remainder of this work, we will develop a
methodology to characterize the systematic nature
of this linguistic change.

4 Measures of Linguistic Diversity

As discussed in the introduction, certain circum-
stantial forces can drive counselors to diversify
their conversational language with experience,
while others can lead to linguistic stagnation. In
order to operationalize these intuitions, we first
design a general framework aimed at capturing
the degree of linguistic diversity across conversa-
tions and individuals.8 We then instantiate this
framework in the counseling domain and esti-

6We use logistic regression models with `1 loss, tf-idf
transforming features, and grid-searching over C, the num-
ber and the maximum document frequency of bigrams.

7That this low accuracy nonetheless exceeds the 50% ran-
dom baseline suggests that changes in counselor behavior are
reflected in aspects of a texter’s behavior as well. Indeed,
prior work (Althoff et al., 2016) has suggested that texters
can be influenced within a conversation; future work could
further model whether the nature of this influence on the tex-
ter also varies with counselor experience.

8To encourage its application to other conversational do-
mains, we release an implementation of this framework as
part of ConvoKit: https://convokit.cornell.edu
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mate the relation between the linguistic diversity
of counselors and their effectiveness in engender-
ing positive outcomes. Finally, we use the result-
ing high-level linguistic characterization to ana-
lyze the evolution of a counselor’s behavior over
their tenure—the main focus of this work.
Types of diversity. We can measure linguistic
diversity in conversations relative to two refer-
ence points. First, an individual can linguistically
vary across the different conversations they have;
second, their language can deviate from that of
other individuals. We develop two complementary
language-model-based measures corresponding to
these reference points.
Within-individual diversity. Formally, for a
particular individual I and life-stage Si, we di-
vide the set of conversations in that stage into
two temporally-interleaved subsets, henceforth the
training and test sets. We train a unigram language
model LiI over all of the individual’s messages in
conversations in the training set. For each con-
versation c in the test set, we can then compute
its within-cross-entropy H(c,LiI) to I’s language
model in Si. We average within-cross-entropies
across all test set conversations to quantify I’s
within-individual diversity during Si.9
Between-individual diversity. We can analo-
gously define I’s between-individual diversity by
replacing I’s language model at life-stage Si with
the language model of another individual J at
the same life-stage, where J is randomly-selected
among I’s peers. In this way, we calculate the
between-cross-entropy H(c,LiJ ) for each conver-
sation c in I’s test set of conversations, which we
average to quantify I’s between-individual diver-
sity during Si.

Cross-entropy is known to be sensitive to the
amount of text used to train LiI , as well as to the
length of the document c (Genzel and Charniak,
2002). To mitigate trivial length-based effects and
ensure that our measures of diversity afford mean-
ingful comparisons across life-stages and across
individuals, we randomly sample W words from
each training set to construct the language mod-
els, and w words from each conversation to com-
pute the cross-entropies. For robustness, we take
averages over several samples for each measure,
and over randomly selected peers J for between-
cross-entropy.

9For computational efficiency, we account for unseen vo-
cabulary with an approximate form of smoothing by treating
unseen words as tokens with frequency 1 in the training set.

Relative diversity. We note that within- and
between-individual diversity are intrinsically re-
lated. If an individual’s own conversations are
closer to each other than they are from conversa-
tions of other individuals we can say that the coun-
selor has a distinctive voice. This would not be the
case if the between-individual diversity would be
entirely explained by their within-individual diver-
sity. To capture this intuitive notion we can mea-
sure I’s linguistic distinctiveness during each Si
as the average difference between the within- and
between-cross-entropies of each of their conver-
sations in the corresponding test set. We interpret
high relative diversities as indicative of individuals
who have a consistent voice that stands out when
compared to others.
Application to the counseling domain. To ap-
ply these methods to analyze mental health coun-
selors, we construct language models from W =
2, 000 words of each counselor and life-stage,
compute cross-entropies with w = 200 words
per conversation and average over i = 50 random
samples.10 To account for potential differences in
peer groups that may have been trained with dif-
ferent curricula, for between-counselor diversity
we consider as peers counselors who started tak-
ing conversations in the same month.
Relation to counselor effectiveness. Before we
analyze the dynamics of linguistic diversity, we
briefly consider its downstream implications for
conversation outcome—to what extent is linguis-
tic diversity positively reflective of a counselor’s
skill? Higher diversity can signal the ability to
hold more natural interactions and to better ad-
dress specific texter situations, which according to
literature might translate into positive counseling
outcomes (Gaume et al., 2010; Atkins et al., 2014;
Pérez-Rosas et al., 2018).

Determining the quality of a counseling conver-
sation is a fundamental difficulty in this domain
(Tracey et al., 2014). As one imperfect indicator
of quality, we make use of texter responses to a
survey given after each conversation, asking the
texter whether or not they felt helped by the inter-
action. In our data, 26% of conversations received
a rating, out of which 87% were rated as helpful.
We consider the proportion of positive ratings a
counselor received in a particular life-stage as an
indication of their effectiveness.11

10These parameters are chosen to ensure sufficient data
was used to characterize a counselor’s language.

11Here, we ignore conversations where no response was
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To gauge the implications of a counselor’s lin-
guistic diversity, we compare the effectiveness of
the most and least diverse counselors, in terms of
both diversity measures. In the following discus-
sion, we focus on experienced counselors, in the
life-stage comprising their 80th to 120th conver-
sations,12 and compare the top and bottom third of
counselors for each measure.

We find that both within- and between-
individual diversities are positive signals of
effectiveness—for instance, the average effective-
ness of the most within-individual diverse coun-
selors is 89% while the effectiveness of the
least within-individual diverse counselors is 86%
(Mann Whitney U test p < 0.001).

We note that the observed correspondences be-
tween diversity and effectiveness have a poten-
tially trivial explanation: a counselor may have an
easier time varying their language across a series
of texters with less complicated issues who may
more readily give good ratings, independent of the
counselor’s actual skill. To discount this some-
what circular explanation, we can estimate the
counselor’s diversity in an earlier life-stage (40th
to 80th conversations), and relate it with their ef-
fectiveness in the subsequent life-stage (80th to
120th conversations). The above differences still
hold with statistical significance in this new set-
ting, showing that diversity is non-trivially infor-
mative of a counselor’s future effectiveness.13

5 Analyzing Counselor Diversification

We are now equipped to analyze how linguistic di-
versity develops as counselors gain experience.
Do counselors diversify? We first quantify the
extent to which any development occurs. To this
ends, we compute the percentage of counselors
that increased their diversity from their initial con-
versations during S0 to their tenured life-stage S.
We find that, overall, counselors tend to diversify
as they gain experience: 58% increase in within-
individual diversity—indicating that they grow to
vary their language to a greater extent between

received and consider only counselors in life-stages where
they received at least four ratings.

12Our results are similar, with some loss of significance,
for alternate experience levels.

13Developing a model that can estimate the future effec-
tiveness of a counselor constitutes an interesting avenue for
future work. We note that this task would be distinct from
that of predicting the effectiveness of a presently-observed
conversation, as was addressed in prior work (Atkins et al.,
2014; Althoff et al., 2016; Pérez-Rosas et al., 2018).

different conversations they take—, and 73% in-
crease in between-individual diversity—indicating
that they become more linguistically distant from
their similarly-experienced peers. Taking these
measures together, we also find that most coun-
selors increase in relative diversity (72%), becom-
ing linguistically further away from their peers
than from themselves. Overall, these trends sug-
gest an increasing inclination for counselors to
move away from an initial linguistic rigidity, even-
tually finding their own distinctive voice.14

When do counselors diversify? Is this ob-
served diversification sustained over the coun-
selors’ tenures, or concentrated in an initial
change? Answering this question is important for
understanding, and potentially assisting, the de-
velopmental trajectory of mental health counselors
(Tracey et al., 2014). As before, we consider as a
reference the language of tenured counselors dur-
ing S, and show in Figure 1 (top row) the per-
centage of counselors that increase in diversity be-
tween each of their earlier life-stages and S. We
observe that both types of diversity increase over
an extended span of counselors’ tenures, but grad-
ually level off to match the diversity of S (i.e., per-
centages approach 50%), suggesting that linguistic
development plateaus with experience.
What diversifies? Conversations are not
uniform—different aspects of the interaction may
engender differing evolution dynamics. In this
particular domain, conversations follow a well-
defined structure that is taught as a central
element of the training curriculum, proceed-
ing through functionally distinctive segments—
henceforth components—where counselors (1)
build initial rapport with the texter (hello),
(2) explore the texter’s problems (problem
exploration), (3) identify the texter’s goals and
past attempts to cope (goal identification),
(4) collaboratively explore steps towards achiev-
ing those goals (problem solving), and finally
(5) close the conversation (goodbye). As a rough
proxy to capture these functional components, we
divide a conversation into fifths, as in prior work
(Althoff et al., 2016).15 Characteristic words for

14We note that the time it takes for the counselors to reach
their tenured life-stage is only mildly correlated to each di-
versity measure (ρ < 0.2 for each).

15For this analysis, we only consider conversations with at
least 20 counselor messages to ensure meaningful conversa-
tion segments. While we found that this coarse segmentation
was satisfactory for our analyses, future work could consider
more involved approaches to segmenting conversations.
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Figure 1: Temporal diversification trends across different counselor life-stages (left to right). Each cell shows
the percentage of counselors that increase in diversity from that life-stage to their tenured life-stage S; *’s indicate
statistical significance (binomial test p < 0.05, comparing to 50% by chance). The topmost row shows the temporal
trend across the entire conversation, and the subsequent rows separate this trend by conversational component.

each component are shown in Figure 2. To chart
linguistic development with respect to our mea-
sures across functionally-different aspects of the
conversation, we compute each measure sepa-
rately over the messages in each fifth of the con-
versation, and repeat our temporal analysis per
component (Figure 1, bottom rows).

We observe that development in within-
individual diversity is largely concentrated in
situation-specific segments of the conversation
(problem exploration, goal identification,
problem solving); in these segments the devel-
opment is sustained throughout counselor tenures.
This could suggest that as counselors encounter
more diverse situations, they become linguistically
better equipped to approach them in a specialized
fashion. In contrast, in conversational components
which have functions that generalize across tex-
ter problems there is no systematic increase in
diversity (hello), and there is even a slight de-
crease (goodbye)—perhaps indicating that coun-
selors develop routines to close the conversation.

On the other hand, between-individual diversity
exhibits a comparatively more uniform increase
across each component. This could suggest that
counselors adopt individually distinguishing lin-
guistic styles throughout the conversation.

In the next section we provide further support
for these intuitions through a finer-grained analy-
sis of vocabulary changes.

6 Development of Counselor Vocabulary

Thus far, we have tracked the evolution of coun-
selors according to high-level characterizations
of their linguistic diversification. We now ana-
lyze this evolution at a complementary granular-
ity: tracking changes in counselors’ use of differ-
ent words over the course of their tenure, as tangi-
ble and interpretable indicators of linguistic devel-
opment. This analysis offers concrete examples of
lexical changes that reflect the intuitions gleaned
from our preceding examination.

A counselor may grow to use some words more
often, perhaps reflecting continued exposure to
particular texter situations or the development of
a personal style. Such adoptions could enrich
and diversify a counselor’s vocabulary, and per-
haps distinguish them from others; they could also
mark aspects that converge to a common coun-
selor language, counterbalancing the diversifica-
tion process. Alternatively, some words may fall
out of favor, getting used less frequently over time.
This possibility is especially pertinent given the
initial training process, since the curriculum illus-
trates many of the counseling practices by way of
presenting examples of messages for counselors
to build on. These serve as a linguistic reference
point for starting counselors; linguistic divergence
could then arise as more experienced counselors
start to move beyond this reference point.

To examine such changes in counselor vocabu-
lary, we quantify the population-wide usage shift
of a word as the log-ratio between the proportion
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Figure 2: Top: the overall distribution of usage shifts of the words at the core of the counselor vocabulary (i.e.,
those used by at least 20% of counselors). Bottom: usage shift distributions per subset of core words characteristic
to each conversational component, along with examples. Words are ordered by, and colored according to their
usage shift, such that blue words tend to be used more by counselors in their earlier conversations while red words
tend to be used more by counselors with more experience. Dashed lines indicate the respective medians.

of conversations in S in which counselors used that
word, and the proportion of conversations in S0 in
which counselors used that word.16 Thus, a posi-
tive shift indicates that the word’s usage increases
with tenure, while a negative shift means that its
usage declines after the counselor’s first conversa-
tions. Figure 2 (top) shows a histogram of usage
shifts for the core of the counselors’ vocabulary,
i.e., the 3,461 words used by at least 20% of the
long-serving counselors considered in the preced-
ing analyses.
The interplay of lexical shifts and function. Our
prior analyses revealed that diversification patterns
vary by functionally-different conversational com-
ponents. To tie usage shifts to these observed con-
trasts, we examine the usage shifts of words char-
acteristic to each component. Concretely, we con-
sider a word to be characteristic of a component
if the proportion of messages containing it in the
corresponding fifth of the conversation is greater
than the proportion of messages with the word
overall (in particular, the log-ratio of the within-
component frequency of the word to its overall fre-
quency is at least 0.2). Figure 2 (bottom) shows
usage shifts over words in each component, to-
gether with example words sorted by their shift.

16To avoid spurious effects akin to Simpson’s paradox,
we only consider conversations taken by counselors with at
least 120 conversations, such that each counselor contributes
equally to both the S and S0 components of the measure.

Across each component, we see that counselors
shift away from using words which are relatively
general and more formal in tone (negative shift,
in blue). Many of these words reflect coun-
seling practices as presented in the training ma-
terial, echoing the language used in training to
exemplify these practices. For instance, during
the first component (hello), counselors are told
to build rapport and bootstrap the exploration of
the texter’s concerns by having texters elaborate
on what prompted them to contact the platform;
as counselors proceed in this exploration process
(problem exploration) they are taught to reflect
on and validate the texter’s concerns as under-
standable and normal.

That counselors eventually use such words less
often does not necessarily mean that the prac-
tices underlying them are abandoned with expe-
rience; rather, counselors may gravitate towards
new words that accomplish the same purposes
(valid, unfair). Words used in the first two compo-
nents are especially prone to decreasing in usage
with experience. This suggests that while incom-
ing counselors use the training material as a lin-
guistic guide for initiating conversations, they tend
to eventually shift towards more informal and less
standardized language, moving away from using
words in the core of the counselors’ vocabulary.17

17We note that our usage shift methodology only captures
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Conversely, many words which counselors
adopt later in their tenure (positive shift, in
red) are more specialized, especially in the goal

identification and problem solving compo-
nents. Intuitively, counselors accumulate domain
knowledge with experience, allowing them to bet-
ter differentiate between cases, especially in terms
of potential coping mechanisms (e.g., therapist,
meditation, apps). This type of specialization
suggests that much of the broadening in within-
individual diversity we observed in these conver-
sational segments (Figure 1, left) may be func-
tional in nature.

Other words which increase in usage with expe-
rience are characterized by a relatively colloquial
tone (hey, :), gotcha), pointing to a diversification
process that is social rather than functional. This
linguistic relaxation may trace the observed trend
towards higher between-individual diversity (Fig-
ure 1, right) as counselors become more at ease
in their task. Shifts towards such colloquial lan-
guage are especially prominent in the last compo-
nent (goodbye), potentially as counselors develop
individual routines for closing conversations, and
echoing the decrease in within-individual diversity
observed in that component (Figure 1, left).

Overall, these observations complement our
prior discussion about the rate at which counselors
diversify their language, suggesting functional and
social mechanics that may be in play.

7 Discussion and Future Work

Having good conversations is challenging and
hard to teach, especially in domains where the
stakes are high and where feedback is scarce.
Computational tools could help us understand
how people acquire conversational skills, and may
eventually assist in their development. In this
work we provide an initial and limited case study
in a highly consequential domain, showing that we
can track diversification in the linguistic practices
of mental health counselors.

Our approach is necessarily limited in scope.
Future work could adapt our framework to exam-
ine more complex forms of conversational devel-
opment. In particular, we observed that counselors
diversify linguistically, perhaps signaling a benefi-

population-wide changes in how counselors use a subset of
core words, so it cannot characterize changes outside this
general vocabulary. Future work could examine individual-
level lexical changes (such as the development of uniquely
personal catchphrases).

cial increase in flexibility that enables them to bet-
ter address the specific concerns of a texter. Fu-
ture work could more directly model how coun-
selors respond to texter behaviors, hence gauging
the extent to which counselors evolve in their in-
teractional practices. Furthermore, while our ap-
proach captures linguistic changes in aggregate, a
complementary line of work could explore the tra-
jectories of individuals, and probe the factors de-
termining whether particular individuals diversify
or stagnate.

The framework we have started to design could
eventually help platforms provide counselors with
personalized feedback on their development. It
could assist in identifying counselors who accli-
matize quickly and those that require more guid-
ance. Understanding how different components in
a conversation change with experience could also
inform the particular aspects to focus their training
on. In order to derive such prescriptive recommen-
dations, further work is needed to causally connect
our signals of linguistic experience with actual ex-
pertise and skill, as reflected in conversational out-
comes. For instance, increased diversification may
point to flexibility and specialization that are ben-
eficial, but might also signal detrimental devia-
tions from good counseling practices. Other ap-
proaches, such as qualitative labeling by domain
experts, could examine whether such changes in
language use also result in better conversations.

Our methodology could also be extended to ex-
amine other conversational contexts such as aca-
demic advising or business interactions, where in-
dividuals are expected to learn from experience.
Such domains may contain crucial differences that
motivate extensions to our framework; for exam-
ple, feedback might be more readily available and
conversational partners may recur, both of which
can interact with experience to further shape lin-
guistic development.
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Abstract

We discuss ongoing work into automating a
multilingual digital helpdesk service available
via text messaging to pregnant and breastfeed-
ing mothers in South Africa. Our anonymized
dataset consists of short informal questions,
often in low-resource languages, with un-
reliable language labels, spelling errors and
code-mixing, as well as template answers
with some inconsistencies. We explore cross-
lingual word embeddings, and train paramet-
ric and non-parametric models on 90K sam-
ples for answer selection from a set of 126
templates. Preliminary results indicate that
LSTMs trained end-to-end perform best, with
a test accuracy of 62.13% and a recall@5 of
89.56%, and demonstrate that we can acceler-
ate response time by several orders of magni-
tude.

1 Introduction

MomConnect is a project led by South Africa’s
National Department of Health (NDOH), and is
freely available at public clinics to all mothers and
pregnant women who wish to sign up. The plat-
form provides maternal support through text mes-
saging in all 11 official languages of South Africa
and has had 2.6 million registrations since 2014.
MomConnect is unique in the public health sec-
tor, allowing users to pose questions to helpdesk
staff who respond manually. The recent introduc-
tion of WhatsApp as a channel additional to SMS
has increased the volume of questions substan-
tially. This presents a significant challenge for the
staffing complement, and median response time is
currently 20 hours.

The templated-based nature of answers pro-
vides an immediate opportunity for using com-
putational linguistics to automate the response
pipeline. In a similar study, Engelhard et al. (2018)

Language Users
Afrikaans 2,578
English 51,250
Ndebele 97
N. Sotho 3,400
S. Sotho 749
Swati 287

Language Users
Tsonga 1,361
Tswana 948
Venda 1,105
Xhosa 6,821
Zulu 17,615
Total 86,211

Table 1: Unique users in dataset per sign-up language.

evaluated the need for and feasibility of automated
message triage to improve helpdesk responsive-
ness to high-priority messages.

During 2018 we worked with the NDOH to gain
access to MomConnect data for research purposes.
After rigorous ethical clearance and user privacy
protection protocols, we obtained a static copy of
about 230,000 raw textual question-answer pairs.
The primary objective of this research is to inves-
tigate ways in which the burden on helpdesk staff
can be reduced, which could enable MomConnect
to scale towards a wider reach and a more effec-
tive service. One aspect of this is to automate the
question answering process.

A language label is recorded when a user signs
up at the clinic, but users are free to ask questions
in any language, which poses a significant chal-
lenge to the language processing problem. How-
ever, the labels do provide a proxy of the language
imbalance within the dataset, as indicated in Ta-
ble 1.

The challenge of automating MomConnect
gives us rare access to a fairly large dataset of
closed-domain multilingual questions paired with
template English answers, with many questions
in low-resource languages, unreliable language la-
bels, a prevalence of code-mixing, misspellings
and use of shorthand, and some inconsistencies in
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the answers. While the data cannot be made pub-
lic due to its highly sensitive nature, we can re-
port our findings and provide guidelines for future
problems of a similar nature.

In this paper we describe the process of acquir-
ing, anonymizing and filtering the dataset, dedu-
plicating the answer set, and our first attempts to-
wards automating the answering of questions. The
work provides a unique opportunity to apply com-
putational linguistic theories to a real-world prob-
lem for social impact.

2 Related Work

Question Answering (QA) aims to interpret nat-
ural language questions and respond appropri-
ately with natural language answers. Current ap-
proaches achieve impressive results on factoid, list
and definition questions, but struggle in real-world
settings where the questions and answers are more
complex (Wang and Ittycheriah, 2015). FAQ ap-
proaches aim to economically reuse previously an-
swered questions to guide future answers (Burke
et al., 1997), but a core challenge is to calculate
similarity between questions with little word over-
lap. Proposed solutions to this challenge include
machine-readable dictionaries like the semantic
lexicon WordNet (Miller, 1995), manual rules or
templates (Sneiders, 2002), and statistical NLP
and information retrieval techniques (Berger et al.,
2000). Each has its drawbacks: machine-readable
dictionaries exist only for a select few languages,
manual template creation is time-consuming and
does not scale well, and statistical methods usu-
ally require large datasets.

Distributional semantic models learn a mapping
of words in their textual form to a dense, low-
dimensional vector space (Mikolov et al., 2013a,b;
Pennington et al., 2014). Such methods render
contextual and co-occurrence information from
large open-domain text repositories. For low-
resource languages there is often not sufficient
data to develop useful word embedding models,
and several approaches to deal with this issue
have been proposed. With a collaborative filter-
ing technique called positive-unlabeled learning,
unobserved word pairs can provide valuable infor-
mation, especially in low-resource settings (Jiang
et al., 2018). Another approach is cross-lingual
word representations, where a shared word em-
bedding is trained from multiple languages. This
approach facilitates knowledge transfer from high-

resource to low-resource language models (Ruder,
2017), and can lead to more robust multilingual
information retrieval (Vulić et al., 2015). Em-
beddings trained on multilingual data with code-
mixing also seem to outperform those trained sep-
arately on monolingual data (Pratapa et al., 2018).

3 Data Acquisition and Anonymization

Data acquisition followed a rigorous ethical clear-
ance process and, given the highly sensitive nature
of the data (disclosing HIV status, for example),
access was conditional on anonymization and non-
distribution of the data, and granted with the sole
purpose of research. A future goal of this work is
to provide a process for data generated on similar
platforms to be shared more widely for research
purposes, without compromising any data protec-
tion rights of individuals.

Guided by the General Data Protection Regu-
lations (GDPR), and prior to any data process-
ing or analysis, an anonymization protocol was
established to meet the “motivated intruder” test.
It can be insufficient to simply remove identifiers
such as name and telephone number, as identities
might still be deducible from contextual informa-
tion. It would be problematic if, for example, a
certain clinic location and sign-up language nar-
rowed possibilities to a handful of individuals. As
such, we rank identifying information by impor-
tance to our research and algorithmically remove
data in order of increasing priority, to ensure some
lower bound on the size of any single distinguish-
able group. This approach is conceptually similar
to the k-anonymization algorithm (Samarati and
Sweeney, 1998; El Emam and Dankar, 2008). We
also replace absolute identifiers (e.g. expected de-
livery date) with relative quantities (e.g. days to
delivery). Age data is bucketed and district infor-
mation hashed against one-time random numbers,
to prevent direct identification.

In future we plan to improve the protocol with
differential privacy techniques (Dwork and Roth,
2014) where applicable.

4 Answer Selection

We proceed to describe our first attempts at au-
tomating answer selection for MomConnect. We
evaluate naive Bayes on bag-of-words, exact and
approximate k-nearest neighbors on cross-lingual
word embeddings, as well as long-short term
memory networks trained end-to-end.
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Question Template Answer
What
causes
heartburn?

Hormone progesterone relaxes smooth muscles, thus the valve that
separates the gastric acid relaxes, allowing it to go up causing
heartburn. Avoid consuming too much spicy, acidic, fizzy, citrus
fruits, chocolates, lots of sugar, rich or fried or fatty food. Eat
small meals slowly, wear loose fitting clothes, and do not sleep
immediately after eating. Drink peppermint tea and Gaviscon.

Kungani
ngihlale
ngigula
njalo
ekuseni?

Do you feel like vomiting? Morning sickness or nausea is common in
the first 3 months. It should ease from 4 - 7 months. Avoid food
with too much fat and spices. Eat dry bread or a dry biscuit when
you wake up. If you cannot eat, drink lots of water or tea but not
alcohol. Adding some ginger, mint or lemon to your tea may help to
ease the nausea.

What are
the signs
of labour?

Signs of labour include a jelly-like discharge, your water breaking,
and regular and painful labour contractions. Make sure you can get
to a hospital.

Table 2: Sample question-answers pairs. Questions can be posed in any of South Africa’s 11 official languages,
while the template answers are currently all English.

4.1 Data Preparation

In the raw dataset of 230K question-answer pairs
we discovered 42,675 unique answers, approxi-
mating a power law distribution. During initial
investigations we found that many answers were
near-duplicates of others, likely due to revisions
and updates in the history of the manual answering
process. Near-duplicates were automatically iden-
tified using a word-level Jaccard similarity index,
and substituted with the more frequently occurring
answers. A small sample of positive and negative
word-level matches were manually verified.

This being a work-in-progress, we decided for
now to focus on answers appearing at least 128
times in the dataset. This number attempts to ad-
dress the need to include as many training sam-
ples per answer as possible to reduce the variance,
while ensuring that under-represented languages
(such as Ndebele, with only 97 registered users)
are not excluded in the reduced dataset. This
leaves us with 126 template answers, and account
for close to 70% of all the data. Table 2 shows a
few examples. The reduced set of 150K question-
answer pairs were split into training, validation
and test data (60:20:20).

The remaining 30% of data makes up the long
tail of the frequency distribution of answers, many
of which occurring only once or twice, and mod-
elling these answers is reserved for future work.

4.2 Cross-lingual Word Embeddings

Motivated by the literature on cross-lingual word
embeddings (Vulić et al., 2015; Ruder, 2017; Prat-
apa et al., 2018) and our data having several low-

resource languages, unreliable language labels and
a prevalence of code-mixing, we opt to mix all the
languages together into a shared cross-lingual con-
tinuous bag-of-words embedding space (Mikolov
et al., 2013a)

Characters other than Latin symbols, spaces and
numerals are removed. We do not remove any stop
words, in order to preserve the limited vocabulary
of some of the low-resource languages, and end up
with a dictionary size of 65,547. For the nearest-
neighbor classifiers, the word embeddings of all
the words in a question are averaged into a single
vector (Wieting et al., 2015).

For a peek at what the continuous bag-of-words
embedding model does, here is an example of the
same word in English, Zulu and Xhosa, and their
respective closest neighbors in embedding space,
using cosine distance:

child: baby, bbe, babe, bby, babay

ingane: ingan, yami, ngane, umtwana

umntwana: umtwana, wam, umntana, wami

Different spellings and shorthand of the same
word or concept tend to be clustered together,
which is useful when working with SMS and
WhatsApp messages. Note also the slight overlap
in the Zulu and Xhosa examples, due to the two
languages being closely related.

4.3 Classification

We perform classification on the questions to se-
lect most appropriate answers from the 126 tem-
plates. As a baseline we train a multinomial naive
Bayes (MNB) classifier on bag-of-words represen-
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tations of the questions, using as dictionary only
the 7,000 most frequent words across the training
set. We then consider k-nearest neighbor (k-NN)
classification on the averaged word embeddings
of questions, using uniformly weighted majority
voting, and for increasing values of k. We also
consider locality-sensitive hashing (LSH), an ap-
proximate nearest neighbor algorithm, which sac-
rifices accuracy in k-NN for efficiency. With LSH,
embedding vectors are randomly hashed into short
binary encodings that preserve local information,
thus enabling nearest neighbor searching in sub-
linear time (Andoni and Indyk, 2008).

Long short-term memory (LSTM) networks
have been shown to model sequential text data
well (Tai et al., 2015). We train various net-
works end-to-end, with increasing numbers of hid-
den units (LSTM-k will denote a network with k
hidden units). Each model takes a variable-length
sequence of word IDs as input and has a softmax
output layer for classification. The networks are
optimized using Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014),
with a learning rate of 10−3, batch size of 32, and
early stopping based on validation loss. For regu-
larization we apply 40% dropout (Srivastava et al.,
2014) to the final layer of the LSTM. We experi-
mented with using sequences of our cross-lingual
word embeddings as input, but saw better perfor-
mance with end-to-end training on sequences of
word IDs. We also tested bidirectional LSTMs but
found no improvement in performance.

5 Results

The models are evaluated by classification accu-
racy on the test set of 30K as yet unseen question-
answer pairs. We also identify a “low-resource”
part of the test set, and measure accuracy on that.
Given our inclusion of the entire dictionary of
words and the absence of reliable language labels,
we wish to understand how the model performs on
uncommon words and sentences. Thus, we rank
each word in the dictionary by its frequency over
the training set, as a proxy for belonging to high-
or low-resource languages. Questions belonging
to the test set are ranked based on how many of
their words have high frequencies, and we extract
the bottom 25% as our “low-resource” (LR) test
set. Accuracies obtained by the various models
are displayed in Table 3.

The MNB baseline performs quite well, both on
the full test set and the LR test set, but possibly due

to bias for the high-resource languages in its bag-
of-words features. The nearest neighbor models
(k-NN and k-LSH) show almost no improvement
over MNB, and do worse on the LR set. The effi-
cient LSH models perform almost the same as the
NN models they approximate. The LSTM mod-
els seem to perform best. Increasing the number
of hidden units improves accuracy on the full test
set, but decreases accuracy on the LR set. This
could again be due to slight overfitting on the high-
resource languages during training.

While LSTM shows a significant improvement
over the other models, it reaches an accuracy of
only 62.13% on the full test set. This is under-
standable given the complexities of noisy data,
multilinguality, and code-mixing, but succedding
only 6 times out of 10 is insufficient for a real-
world implementation.

In order to gauge the feasibility of a top-5 rec-
ommender system assisting a human operator, we
also measure recall@5 for the MNB baseline and
LSTM models. Results are shown in Table 4. The
best performance of 89.56% on the full test set and
81.23% on the LR set is encouraging, and could be
considered for a real-world implementation.

Model Full (%) LR (%)
MNB 54.15 49.03
5-NN 53.18 42.80
25-NN 54.43 44.96
50-NN 53.71 44.27
5-LSH 51.42 42.25
25-LSH 54.33 45.18
50-LSH 52.74 44.59
LSTM-64 61.93 56.12
LSTM-128 61.76 55.53
LSTM-256 61.97 54.88
LSTM-512 62.13 54.95

Table 3: Classification accuracies (in %) of various
models, on the full and low-resource (LR) test sets.

Model Full (%) LR (%)
MNB 82.42 77.01
LSTM-64 88.33 80.56
LSTM-128 88.73 81.15
LSTM-256 89.27 81.02
LSTM-512 89.56 81.23

Table 4: Recall@5 on the full and LR test sets.
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The task of querying one of the trained mod-
els for an answer (or top five answers) to a ques-
tion takes a second or two on an ordinary desk-
top computer. This is a significant improvement
in response time over the median of 20 hours cur-
rently required by the manual answering process,
and can enable MomConnect to scale.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

We described the first steps towards automating
a multilingual digital helpdesk for pregnant and
breastfeeding mothers in South Africa. Gaining
access to data was subject to ethical clearance and
data anonymization, due to the highly sensitive na-
ture of the content and the vulnerability of individ-
uals involved.

We considered various approaches to the an-
swer selection problem in a noisy, multilingual,
low-resource setting. LSTM networks trained
end-to-end outperformed all the other models
tested, achieving accuracies of about 62% and
56% on the full and low-resource test sets, respec-
tively. The best LSTM further achieved a recall@5
of almost 90%. Such a model can serve in a semi-
automated answer selection process, with a hu-
man in the loop to choose the final answer. This
could significantly reduce the burden of the cur-
rent staffing compliment, if approximately 70% of
the queries can be dealt with in a semi-automated
manner. In the case where the human does not
agree with any of the suggested answers, the op-
tion can remain for the human operator to manu-
ally select the correct standardized response, as is
currently done. This feedback can help improve
the automated response service, and assist future
research tasks.

A next step would be comprehensive error anal-
ysis for a better understanding of where the mod-
els succeed or fail in capturing semantic informa-
tion, particularly for the low-resource languages.
We are also working to include into our models the
long tail in the distribution of template answers.
We further intend to explore transfer learning tech-
niques (Zhang et al., 2017) as well as deep archi-
tectures designed specifically for answer selection
(Lai et al., 2018). There is also scope to develop
language identification tools using the unreliable
language labels as noisy priors. This could assist
with training separate models for the low-resource
languages, or provide an answer in the same lan-
guage as the question.
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Abstract

Negative medical findings are prevalent in
clinical reports, yet discriminating them from
positive findings remains a challenging task
for information extraction. Most of the ex-
isting systems treat this task as a pipeline of
two separate tasks, i.e., named entity recog-
nition (NER) and rule-based negation detec-
tion. We consider this as a multi-task problem
and present a novel end-to-end neural model to
jointly extract entities and negations. We ex-
tend a standard hierarchical encoder-decoder
NER model and first adopt a shared encoder
followed by separate decoders for the two
tasks. This architecture performs considerably
better than the previous rule-based and ma-
chine learning-based systems. To overcome
the problem of increased parameter size es-
pecially for low-resource settings, we propose
the Conditional Softmax Shared Decoder ar-
chitecture which achieves state-of-art results
for NER and negation detection on the 2010
i2b2/VA challenge dataset and a proprietary
de-identified clinical dataset.

1 Introduction

In recent years, natural language processing (NLP)
techniques have demonstrated increasing effec-
tiveness in clinical text mining. Electronic health
record (EHR) narratives, e.g., discharge sum-
maries and progress notes contain a wealth of
medically relevant information such as diagno-
sis information and adverse drug events. Auto-
matic extraction of such information and represen-
tation of clinical knowledge in standardized for-
mats (Singh and Bhatia, 2019) could be employed
for a variety of purposes such as clinical event
surveillance, decision support (Jin et al., 2018),
pharmacovigilance, and drug efficacy studies.

Although many NLP applications that success-
fully extract findings from medical reports have

Discontinue Abraxane, patient denies taking
Tyleno 325 mg and is not taking calcium
carbonate. Patient also stopped taking
colecalciferol 1,000 units PO.

Figure 1: Negated medications (highlighted in red) and
negation cues (highlighted in purple) in clinical text. Our
model does not explicitly label the cues.

been developed in recent years, identifying asser-
tions such as positive (present), negative (absent),
and hypothetical remains a challenging task, es-
pecially to generalize (Wu et al., 2014). How-
ever, identifying assertions is critical since nega-
tive and uncertain findings are frequent in clinical
notes (Figure 1), and information extraction algo-
rithms that do not distinguish between them will
not paint a clear picture of the patient.

In this paper, we focus on identifying the
negated findings in a multi-task setting (Bhatia
et al., 2018). Most of the existing systems treat
this task as a pipeline of two separate tasks, i.e.,
named entity recognition (NER) and negation de-
tection. Previous efforts in this area include both
rule-based and machine-learning approaches.

Rule-based systems rely on negation keywords
and rules to determine the cue of negation. NegEx
(Chapman et al., 2001) is a widely used algorithm
that consists of ontology lookup to index find-
ings, and negation regular expression search in a
fixed scope. ConText (Harkema et al., 2009) ex-
tends NegEx to other attributes like hypothetical
and make scope variable by searching for a ter-
mination term. NegBio (Peng et al., 2018) uses a
universal dependency graph for scope detection.
Another similar work by Gkotsis et al. (2016)
utilizes a constituency-based parse tree to prune
out the parts outside the scope. However, these
approaches use rules and regular expressions for
cue detection which rely solely on surface text
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and thus are limited when attempting to capture
complex syntactic constructions such as long noun
phrases.

Kernel-based approaches are also very com-
mon, especially in the 2010 i2b2/VA task of pre-
dicting assertions. The state-of-the-art in that chal-
lenge applies support vector machines (SVM) to
assertion prediction as a separate step after con-
cept extraction (de Bruijn et al., 2011). They
train classifiers to predict assertions of each con-
cept word, and a separate classifier to predict the
assertion of the whole concept. Shivade et al.
(2015) propose an Augmented Bag of Words Ker-
nel (ABoW), which generates features based on
NegEx rules along with bag-of-words features.
Cheng et al. (2017) use CRF for classification of
cues and scope detection. These machine learning
based approaches often suffer in generalizability,
the ability to perform well on unseen text.

Recently, neural network models by Fancellu et
al. (2016) and Rumeng et al. (2017) have been
proposed. Most relevant to our work is that of
Rumeng et al. (2017) where gated recurrent units
(GRU) are used to represent the clinical events and
their context, along with an attention mechanism.
Given a text annotated with events, it classifies the
presence and period of the events. However, this
approach is not end-to-end as it does not predict
the events. Additionally, these models generally
require large annotated corpus, which is necessary
for good performance. Unfortunately, such clini-
cal text data is not easily available.

Multi-task learning (MTL) is one of the most
effective solutions for knowledge transfer across
tasks. In the context of neural network archi-
tectures, we perform MTL by sharing parameters
across models, such as pretraining using word em-
beddings (Bhatia et al., 2016; Bojanowski et al.,
2016), a popular approach for most NLP tasks. In
this paper, we propose an MTL approach to nega-
tion detection that overcomes some of the limita-
tions in the existing models such as data accessi-
bility. MTL leverages overlapping representation
across sub-tasks and it is one of the most effec-
tive solutions for knowledge transfer across tasks.
In the context of neural network architectures, we
perform MTL by sharing parameters across tasks.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
work to jointly model named entity and negation
in an end-to-end system. Our main contributions
are summarized below:

• An end-to-end hierarchical neural model con-
sisting of a shared encoder and different de-
coding schemes to jointly extract entities and
negations. Using our proposed model, we ob-
tain substantial improvement over prior mod-
els for both entities and negations on the 2010
i2b2/VA challenge task as well as a propri-
etary de-identified clinical note dataset for
medical conditions.
• A Conditional softmax shared decoder model

to overcome low resource settings (datasets
with limited amounts of training data), which
achieves state of art results across different
corpora.
• A thorough empirical analysis of parameter

sharings for low resource setting highlighting
the significance of the shared decoder.

2 Methodology

We first present a standard neural framework for
named entity recognition. To facilitate multi-task
learning, we expand on that architecture by build-
ing a two decoder model. Then, to overcome the
issues of the two decoder model we propose a sin-
gle shared decoder model. Finally, we introduce
the Conditional softmax shared decoder.

2.1 Named Entity Recognition Architecture

NER is a sequence tagging problem which maxi-
mizes a conditional probability of tags y given an
input sequence x, parameterized by θ.

P (y|x; θ) =
T∏

t=1

P (yt|xt, y<t; θ) (1)

Here T is the length of the sequence, and y<t
represents tags for all previous time-steps. We
focus on an established hierarchical architecture
(Lample et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2016; Chiu and
Nichols, 2016) consisting of encoders (at both
word and character levels) and a tagger for output
generation.

2.1.1 Encoders
Input to the model, x ∈ NT , represents token
ids of the input vocabulary. This sequence is en-
coded first at the character level and additionally
at the word level. Character level representation
consists of using a bi-directional Long Short-Term
Memory (BiLSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhu-
ber, 1997; Graves et al., 2013) unit to encode each
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Figure 2: Two decoder model, upper decoder for NER and
the lower decoder for negation, where common encoder

word independently. For each word we subse-

quently have sequences
−→
h
(t)
1:l and

←−
h
(t)
1:l , where l rep-

resents the length of the word. We concatenate the
last time-step of each of these sequences to obtain

a vector representation, h(t)c = [
−→
h
(t)
l ||
←−
h
(t)
l ]. The

final input to the word level encoder is a combi-
nation of a pre-trained word embedding (Penning-
ton et al., 2014) and the character representation,
mt = [h

(t)
c ||embword(xt)]. For the word level en-

coder we make use of another BiLSTM.

2.1.2 Tagger
The tagger consists of a uni-directional LSTM
which takes as input the latent word representa-
tion given by the word level encoder, as well as
the label embedding of the previously generated
tag. During training we feed ground truth labels
by way of teacher forcing (Williams and Zipser,
1989), while at test time we use the generated se-
quence directly. This system is trained using a
standard cross-entropy objective.

2.2 Two Decoder Model

To facilitate the MTL setting, we begin with a two
decoder model consisting of decoders which use
the shared encoder representation to jointly predict
entities and negation attribute (Figure 2). This is a
standard architecture used for MTL which consists
of different LSTM’s for decoders followed by cor-
responding softmaxes. This model mitigates the
issues associated with rule-based models that rely
solely on surface text, and thus are limited when
attempting to capture complex syntactic construc-
tions. With shared contextual encoder representa-
tion consisting of character and word embedding
based models, the proposed architecture provides
an effective solution for knowledge transfer across
tasks, thus consolidating the ability to perform
well on unseen text. However, this proposed ar-

Figure 3: Shared decoder model

chitecture is not scalable, the number of decoders
scales linearly with the number of attributes. An-
other problem we realized with this architecture
is the performance degradation when working in
an extremely low resource setting, where more
parameters prevent the model from generalizing
well.

2.3 Shared Decoder Model
To overcome the limitations of the two decoder
model we propose a shared decoder model (Figure
3). We share the encoder and decoder of the two
tasks and the common output from the decoder is
fed into two different softmax for entity and nega-
tions.

ŷEntityt = SoftmaxEnt(WEntot + bs)

ŷNegt = SoftmaxNeg(WNegot + bs)

Figure 4: Conditional softmax decoder model

2.3.1 Conditional Softmax Decoder Model
While the single decoder model is more scalable,
we found that this model did not perform as well
for negation as the two decoder model. It can
be attributed to the fact that negation occurs less
frequently than the entities, thus the decoder pri-
marily focuses on making entity extraction pre-
dictions. To mitigate this issue and provide more
context to negation attributes, we add an additional
input, which is the softmax output from entity ex-
traction (Figure 4). Thus, the model learns more
about the input as well as the label distribution
from entity extraction prediction. As an exam-
ple, we use negation only for PROBLEM entity in the
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2010 i2b2/VA Proprietary Med. Cond.

Model P R F1 P R F1

N
E

R
LSTM:CRF (R. Chalapathy and Piccardi, 2016) 0.844 0.834 0.839 0.820 0.840 0.830
Independent NER (Lample et al., 2016) 0.857 0.841 0.848 0.880 0.848 0.863
Two Decoder (this paper) 0.849 0.855 0.851 0.876 0.861 0.868
Shared Decoder (this paper) 0.852 0.821 0.834 0.864 0.841 0.85
Conditional (this paper) 0.854 0.858 0.855 0.878 0.872 0.874

N
E

G
A

T
IO

N

Negex (Chapman et al., 2001) 0.896 0.799 0.845 0.403 0.932 0.563
ABoW Kernel (Shivade et al., 2015) 0.899 0.900 0.900 - - -
Independent Negation (Lample et al., 2016) 0.810 0.850 0.820 0.840 0.820 0.83
Two Decoder (this paper) 0.894 0.908 0.899 0.931 0.865 0.897
Shared Decoder (this paper) 0.870 0.902 0.882 0.921 0.850 0.878
Conditional (this paper) 0.919 0.891 0.905 0.928 0.874 0.899

Table 1: Test set performance during multi-task training. The table displays precision, recall and macro averaged F1. The
baseline is the current state-of-the art optimized architecture.

i2b2 dataset. Providing the entity prediction dis-
tribution helps the negation model to make better
predictions. The negation model learns that if the
prediction probability is not inclined towards PROB-

LEM, then it should not predict negation irrespective
of the word representation.

ŷEnt
t , SoftOutEnt

t = SoftmaxEnt(WEntot + bs)

ŷNeg
t = SoftmaxNeg(WNeg[ot,

SoftOutEnt
t ] + bs)

where, SoftOutEntt is the softmax output of the
entity at time step t.

3 Experiments

3.1 Dataset
We evaluated our model on two datasets. First is
the 2010 i2b2/VA challenge dataset for “test, treat-
ment, problem” (TTP) entity extraction and asser-
tion detection (i2b2 dataset). Unfortunately, only
part of this dataset was made public after the chal-
lenge, therefore we cannot directly compare with
NegEx and ABoW results. We followed the orig-
inal data split from R. Chalapathy and Piccardi
(2016) of 170 notes for training and 256 for test-
ing. The second dataset is proprietary and consists
of 4,200 de-identified, annotated clinical notes
with medical conditions (proprietary dataset).

3.2 Model settings
Word, character and tag embeddings are 100, 25,
and 50 dimensions, respectively. For word embed-
dings we use GloVe (Peng et al., 2018) and fine
tune during training, while character and tag em-
beddings are randomly initialized. Character and

Figure 5: Conditional softmax decoder is more robust in ex-
treme low resource setting than its two decoder counterpart.

word encoders have 50, and 100 hidden units, re-
spectively, while the tagger LSTM has a hidden
size of 50. Dropout is used after every RNN, as
well as for word embedding input. We use Adam
(Kingma and Ba, 2014) as an optimizer. Hyper-
parameters are tuned using Bayesian Optimization
(Snoek et al., 2012).

4 Results

Since there is no prior work which has solved
the two tasks as a joint model, we report the
best results for both the individual tasks (Table
1). We observe that the baseline model for NER
(Indepedent NER) presented in the methodology
section outperforms the best model (R. Chalapa-
thy and Piccardi, 2016) on the i2b2 challenge. The
Two decoder and the conditional softmax decoder
(Conditional decoder) model achieve even better
results for NER than our baseline model, where
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the conditional decoder model achieved new state-
of-art for 2010 i2b2/VA challenge task. Shared
decoder underperformed the other two models.
That can be attributed to a single decoder which
primarily focuses on making entity extraction pre-
dictions which are more frequent than negations.
The conditional decoder outperformed the base-
line model on the negation prediction task and
achieved an improvement of about 8% in F1 score
compared to the baseline model, which suggests
that modeling named entity and negation tasks to-
gether helps in achieving better results than each
of the tasks done independently.

We compare our models for negation detec-
tion against NegEx, and ABoW which has best
results for the negation detection task on i2b2
dataset. Conditional decoder model outperforms
both NegEx and ABoW (Table 1). Low perfor-
mance of NegEx and ABoW is mainly attributed
to the fact that they use ontology lookup to index
findings and negation regular expression search
within a fixed scope. A similar trend was observed
in the medication condition dataset. The impor-
tant thing to note is the low F1 score for NegEx.
This can primarily be attributed to abbreviations
and misspellings in clinical notes which can not
be handled well by rule-based systems.

To understand the advantage of conditional de-
coder, we evaluated our model in extreme low data
settings where we used a sample of our training
data. We observed that the conditional decoder
outperforms the two decoder model and achieved
an improvement of 6% in F1 score in those settings
(Figure 5). As we increase the data size, their per-
formance gap narrows in demonstrating that the
conditional decoder is robust in low resource set-
tings.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we have shown that named entity
and negation assertion can be modeled in a multi-
task setting. Joint learning with shared parame-
ters provides better contextual representation and
helps in alleviating problems associated with using
neural networks for negation detection, thereby
achieving better results than the rule-based sys-
tems. Our proposed conditional softmax decoder
achieves best results across both tasks and is ro-
bust to work well in extreme low data settings. For
future work, we plan to investigate the model on
other related tasks such as relation extraction, nor-

malization as well as the use of advanced condi-
tional models.
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Abstract

We present HEAD-QA, a multi-choice ques-
tion answering testbed to encourage research
on complex reasoning. The questions come
from exams to access a specialized position in
the Spanish healthcare system, and are chal-
lenging even for highly specialized humans.
We then consider monolingual (Spanish) and
cross-lingual (to English) experiments with in-
formation retrieval and neural techniques. We
show that: (i) HEAD-QA challenges current
methods, and (ii) the results lag well behind
human performance, demonstrating its useful-
ness as a benchmark for future work.

1 Introduction

Recent progress in question answering (QA) has
been led by neural models (Seo et al., 2016; Kundu
and Ng, 2018), due to their ability to process raw
texts. However, some authors (Kaushik and Lip-
ton, 2018; Clark et al., 2018) have discussed the
tendency of research to develop datasets and meth-
ods that accomodate the data-intensiveness and
strengths of current neural methods.

This is the case of popular English datasets such
as bAbI (Weston et al., 2015) or SQuAD (Ra-
jpurkar et al., 2016, 2018), where some systems
achieve near human-level performance (Hu et al.,
2018; Xiong et al., 2017) and often surface-level
knowledge suffices to answer. To counteract this,
Clark et al. (2016) and Clark et al. (2018) have
encouraged progress by developing multi-choice
datasets that require reasoning. The questions
match grade-school science, due to the difficul-
ties to collect specialized questions. With a similar
aim, Lai et al. (2017) released 100k questions and
28k passages intended for middle or high school
Chinese students, and Zellers et al. (2018) intro-
duced a dataset for common sense reasoning from
a spectrum of daily situations.

Question (medicine): A 13-year-old girl is operated on
due to Hirschsprung illness at 3 months of age. Which of
the following tumors is more likely to be present?
1. Abdominal neuroblastoma
2. Wilms tumor
3. Mesoblastic nephroma
4. Familial thyroid medullary carcinoma.

Question (pharmacology) The antibiotic treatment of
choice for Meningitis caused by Haemophilus influenzae
serogroup b is:
1. Gentamicin
2. Erythromycin
3. Ciprofloxacin
4. Cefotaxime

Question (psychology) According to research derived
from the Eysenck model, there is evidence that extraverts,
in comparison with introverts:
1. Perform better in surveillance tasks.
2. Have greater salivary secretion before the lemon juice
test.
3. Have a greater need for stimulation.
4. Have less tolerance to pain.

Table 1: Samples from HEAD-QA

However, this kind of dataset is scarce for com-
plex domains like medicine: while challenges
have been proposed in such domains, like textual
entailment (Abacha et al., 2015; Abacha and Dina,
2016) or answering questions about specific doc-
uments and snippets (Nentidis et al., 2018), we
know of no resources that require general reason-
ing on complex domains. The novelty of this work
falls in this direction, presenting a multi-choice
QA task that combines the need of knowledge and
reasoning with complex domains, and which takes
humans years of training to answer correctly.

Contribution We present HEAD-QA, a multi-
choice testbed of graduate-level questions about
medicine, nursing, biology, chemistry, psychol-
ogy, and pharmacology (see Table 11). The data

1These examples were translated by humans to English.
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Category Unsupervised Supervised setting
setting Train Dev Test

Biology 1,132 452 226 454
nursing 1,069 384 230 455
Pharmacology 1,139 457 225 457
Medicine 1149 455 231 463
Psychology 1134 453 226 455
Chemistry 1142 456 228 458
Total 6,765 2,657 1,366 2,742

Table 2: Number of questions in HEAD-QA

Category Longest Avg Longest Avg
question question answer answer

Biology 43 11.11 40 5.08
Nursing 187 29.03 94 9.54
Pharmacology 104 18.18 43 6.70
Medicine 308 55.29 85 9.31
Psychology 103 21.91 43 7.98
Chemistry 63 15.82 52 7.62

Table 3: Tokens statistics in HEAD-QA

is in Spanish, but we also include an English ver-
sion. We then test models for open-domain and
multi-choice QA, showing the complexity of the
dataset and its utility to encourage progress in QA.
HEAD-QA and models can be found at http:
//aghie.github.io/head-qa/.

2 The HEAD-QA corpus

The Ministerio de Sanidad, Consumo y Bienestar
Social2 (as a part of the Spanish government) an-
nounces every year examinations to apply for spe-
cialization positions in its public healthcare areas.
The applicants must have a bachelor’s degree in
the corresponding area (from 4 to 6 years) and they
prepare the exam for a period of one year or more,
as the vacancies are limited. The exams are used to
discriminate among thousands of applicants, who
will choose a specialization and location accord-
ing to their mark (e.g., in medicine, to access a
cardiology or gynecology position at a given hos-
pital).

We use these examinations (from 2013 to
present) to create HEAD-QA. We consider ques-
tions involving the following healthcare areas:
medicine (aka MIR), pharmacology (FIR), psy-
chology (PIR), nursing (EIR), biology (BIR), and
chemistry (QIR).34 Exams from 2013 and 2014 are
multi-choice tests with five options, while the rest
of them have just four. The questions mainly refer

2https://www.mscbs.gob.es/
3Radiophysics exams are excluded, due to the difficulty

to parse their content (e.g. equations) from the PDF files.
4Some of the questions might be considered invalid after

the exams. We remove those questions from the final dataset.

Figure 1: Image no 21 from MIR 2017

to technical matters, although some of them also
consider social issues (e.g. how to deal with pa-
tients in stressful situations). A small percentage
(∼14%) of the medicine questions refer to images
that provide additional information to answer cor-
rectly. These are included as a part of the corpus,
although we will not exploit them in this work. For
clarity, Table 4 shows an example:5

Question Question linked to image no 21. A 38-
year-old bank employee who has been periodically
checked by her company is referred to us to assess
the chest X-ray. The patient smokes 20 cigarettes
/ day from the age of 21. She says that during the
last months, she is somewhat more tired than usual.
The basic laboratory tests are normal except for an
Hb of 11.4 g / dL. An electrocardiogram and forced
spirometry are normal. What do you think is the
most plausible diagnostic orientation?

1. Hodgkin’s disease.

2. Histoplasmosis type fungal infection.

3. Sarcoidosis.

4. Bronchogenic carcinoma.

Table 4: A question referring to Figure 1

We describe in detail the JSON structure of
HEAD-QA in Appendix A. We enumerate below
the fields for a given sample:

• The question ID and the question’s content.

• Path to the image referred to in the question
(if any).

• A list with the possible answers. Each answer
is composed of the answer ID and its text.

• The ID of the right answer for that question.

5Note that images often correspond to serious injuries and
diseases. Viewer discretion is advised. The quality of the
images varies widely, but it is good enough that the pictures
can be analyzed by humans in a printed version. Figure 1 has
1037x1033 pixels.
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Although all the approaches that we will be
testing are unsupervised or distant-supervised, we
additionally define official training, development
and test splits, so future research with supervised
approaches can be compared with the work pre-
sented here. For this supervised setting, we choose
the 2013 and 2014 exams for the training set, 2015
for the development set, and the rest for testing.
The statistics are shown in Tables 2 and 3. It is
worth noting that a common practice to divide a
dataset is to rely on randomized splits to avoid po-
tential biases in the collected data. We decided not
to follow this strategy for two reasons. First, the
questions and the number of questions per area are
designed by a team of healthcare experts who al-
ready try to avoid these biases. Second (and more
relevant), random splits would impede comparison
against official (and aggregated) human results.

Finally, we hope to increase the size of HEAD-
QA by including questions from future exams.

English version HEAD-QA is in Spanish, but we
include a translation to English (HEAD-QA-EN)
using the Google API, which we use to perform
cross-lingual experiments. We evaluated the qual-
ity of the translation using a sample of 60 random
questions and their answers. We relied on two
fluent Spanish-English speakers to score the ad-
equacy6 and on one native English speaker for the
fluency,7 following the scale by Koehn and Monz
(2006). The average scores for adequacy were
4.35 and 4.71 out of 5, i.e. most of the meaning
is captured; and for fluency 4 out of 5, i.e. good.
As a side note, it was observed by the annota-
tors that most names of diseases were successfully
translated to English. On the negative side, the
translator tended to struggle with elements such as
molecular formulae, relatively common in chem-
istry questions.8

3 Methods

Notation We represent HEAD-QA as a list of
tuples: [(q0, A0), ..., (qN , AN )], where: qi is a
question and Ai = [ai0, ..., aim] are the possible

6Adequacy: How much meaning is preserved? We use a
scale from 5 to 1: 5 (all meaning), 4 (most meaning), 3 (some
meaning), 2 (little meaning), 1 (none).

7Fluency: Is the language in the output fluent? We use
a scale from 5 to 1: 5 (flawless), 4 (good), 3 (non-native), 2
(disfluent), 1 (incomprehensible).

8This particular issue is not only due to the automatic
translation process, but also to the difficulty of correctly map-
ping these elements from PDF exams to plain text.

answers. We use ãik to denote the predicted
answer, ignoring indexes when not needed.

Kaushik and Lipton (2018) discuss on the need
of providing rigorous baselines that help better
understand the improvement coming from future
models, and also the need of avoiding architectural
novelty when introducing new datasets. For this
reason, our baselines are based on state-of-the-art
systems used in open-domain and multi-choice QA

(Chen et al., 2017; Kembhavi et al., 2017; Khot
et al., 2018; Clark et al., 2018).

3.1 Control methods

Given the complex nature of the task, we include
three control methods:

Random Sampling ã ∼ Multinomial(φ),
where φ is a random distribution.

Blindx ãik = aix ∀i. Always chosing the xth
option. Tests made by the examiners are not to-
tally random (Poundstone, 2014) and right an-
swers tend occur more in middle options.

Length Choosing the longest answer.9 Pound-
stone (2014) points out that examiners have to
make sure that the right answer is totally correct,
which might take more space.

3.2 Strong multi-choice methods

We evaluate an information retrieval (IR) model
for HEAD-QA and cross-lingual models for HEAD-
QA-EN. Following Chen et al. (2017), we use
Wikipedia as our source of information (D)10 for
all the baselines. We then extract the raw text and
remove the elements that add some type of struc-
ture (headers, tables, . . . ).11

3.2.1 Spanish information retrieval
Let (qi, [ai0, ..., aim]) be a question with its pos-
sible answers, we first create a set of m queries
of the form [qi + ai0, ..., qi + aim], which will
be sent separately to a search engine. In particu-
lar, we use the DrQA’s Document Retriever (Chen
et al., 2017), which scores the relation between the
queries and the articles as TF-IDF weighted bag-
of-word vectors, and also takes into account word
order and bi-gram counting. The predicted answer
is defined as ãik = argmaxk(score(mk,D)), i.e.

9Computed as the number of characters in the answers.
10We downloaded Spanish and English Wikipedia dumps.
11 github.com/attardi/wikiextractor
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the answer in the query mk for which we obtained
the highest document relevance. This is equivalent
to the IR baselines by Clark et al. (2016, 2018).

3.2.2 Cross-lingual methods
Although some research on Spanish QA has been
done in the last decade (Magnini et al., 2003;
Vicedo et al., 2003; Buscaldi and Rosso, 2006; Ka-
materi et al., 2019), most recent work has been
done for English, in part due to the larger avail-
ability of resources. On the one hand this is in-
teresting because we hope HEAD-QA will encour-
age research on multilingual question answering.
On the other hand, we want to check how chal-
lenging the dataset is for state-of-the-art systems,
usually available only for English. To do so, we
use HEAD-QA-EN, as the adequacy and the fluency
scores of the translation were high.

Cross-lingual Information Retrieval The IR

baseline, but applied to HEAD-QA-EN. We also
use this baseline as an extrinsic way to evaluate
the quality of the translation, expecting to obtain a
performance similar to the Spanish IR model.

Multi-choice DrQA (Chen et al., 2017) DrQA
first returns the 5 most relevant documents for
each question, relying on the information retrieval
system described above. It will then try to find
the exact span in them containing the right answer
on such documents, using a document reader. For
this, the authors rely on a neural network system
inspired in the Attentive Reader (Hermann et al.,
2015) that was trained over SQuAD (Rajpurkar
et al., 2016). The original DrQA is intended for
open-domain QA, focusing on factoid questions.
To adapt it to a multi-choice setup, to select ã we
compare the selected span against all the answers
and select the one that shares the largest percent-
age of tokens.12 Non-factoid questions (common
in HEAD-QA) are not given any special treatment.

Multi-choice BiDAF (Clark et al., 2018) Simi-
lar to the multi-choice DrQA, but using a BiDAF
architecture as the document reader (Seo et al.,
2016). The way BiDAF is trained is also differ-
ent: they first trained the reader on SQuAD, but
then further tuned to science questions presented
in (Clark et al., 2018), using continued training.
This system might select as correct more than one

12We lemmatize and remove the stopwords as in (Clark
et al., 2018). We however observed that many of selected
spans did not have any word in common with any of the an-
swers. If this happens, we select the longest answer.

answer. If this happens, we follow a simple ap-
proach and select the longest one.

Multi-choice DGEM and Decompatt (Clark
et al., 2018) The models adapt the DGEM (Parikh
et al., 2016) and Decompatt (Khot et al., 2018) en-
tailment systems. They consider a set of hypothe-
sis hik=qi + aik and each hi is used as a query to
retrieve a set of relevant sentences, Sik. Then, an
entailment score entailment(hik, s) is computed
for every hik and s ∈ Sik, where ã is the answer
inside hik that maximizes the score. If multiple
answers are selected, we choose the longest one.

4 Experiments

Metrics We use accuracy and a POINTS metric
(used in the official exams): a right answer counts
3 points and a wrong one subtracts 1 point.13

Results (unsupervised setting) Tables 5 and 6
show the accuracy and POINTS scores for both
HEAD-QA and HEAD-QA-EN. The cross-lingual
IR model obtains even a greater performance than
the Spanish one. This is another indicator that
the translation is good enough to apply cross-
lingual approaches. On the negative side, the ap-
proaches based on current neural architectures ob-
tain a lower performance.

Model BIR MIR EIR FIR PIR QIR Avg

ES

RANDOM 24.2 22.0 25.1 23.2 24.0 24.5 23.8
BLIND1 23.7 22.8 22.7 22.4 22.5 21.2 22.5
BLIND2 25.6 24.3 23.5 23.0 25.3 24.9 24.4
BLIND3 23.0 24.7 26.5 25.8 22.9 25.1 24.7
BLIND4 22.6 20.0 21.7 22.4 23.2 22.5 22.1
LENGTH 26.9 24.9 28.6 28.7 30.6 29.0 28.1
IR 34.5 26.5 32.7 35.5 34.2 34.2 32.9

EN

IR 37.9 30.3 32.6 38.7 34.7 33.7 34.6
DRQA 29.5 25.0 27.3 28.3 31.0 30.2 28.5
BIDAF 33.4 26.2 26.8 29.9 26.8 30.3 28.9
DGEM 31.7 25.7 28.7 29.9 28.5 30.3 29.1
DECOMPATT 30.6 23.6 27.9 27.2 28.3 27.6 27.5

Table 5: Accuracy on the HEAD-QA and HEAD-QA-EN
corpora (unsupervised setting)

Results (supervised setting) We show in Tables
7 and 8 the performance of the top models on the
test split corresponding to the supervised setting.

Discussion Medicine questions (MIR) are the
hardest ones to answer across the board. We be-
lieve this is due to the greater length of both the

13Note that as some exams have more choices than others,
there is not a direct correspondence between accuracy and
POINTS (a given healthcare area might have better accuracy
than another one, but worse POINTS score).
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Model BIR MIR EIR FIR PIR QIR Avg

ES
BLIND3 -17.6 -2.6 16.6 7.4 -18.8 1.2 -2.3
LENGTH 16.8 -1.0 32.6 33.8 50.8 36.4 28.2
IR 86.4 14.2 67.0 95.4 82.8 84.4 71.7

EN

IR 116.8 48.6 67.8 125.0 87.6 79.6 87.6
DRQA 40.8 -0.2 20.6 29.8 54.0 47.6 32.1
BIDAF 75.6 11.0 15.8 44.4 16.6 48.6 35.3
DGEM 60.8 7.0 34.2 45.0 31.6 48.4 37.8
DECOMPATT 51.2 -13.0 27.8 20.2 30.0 23.6 23.3

Table 6: POINTS on the HEAD-QA and HEAD-QA-EN
corpora (unsupervised setting)

Model BIR MIR EIR FIR PIR QIR Avg

ES

RANDOM 24.2 23.1 25.2 23.8 27.9 27.7 25.3
BLIND3 26.0 27.5 29.8 27.2 24.8 27.8 27.2
LENGTH 32.4 27.0 32.8 30.2 30.5 30.1 30.5
IR 36.5 26.3 36.0 40.3 35.9 36.2 35.2

EN
IR 39.8 33.3 36.4 42.2 35.7 36.0 37.2
BIDAF 36.5 26.6 27.7 29.3 28.1 34.1 30.3
DGEM 31.7 27.2 30.7 29.9 31.0 33.2 30.6

Table 7: Accuracy on the HEAD-QA and HEAD-QA-EN
corpora (supervised setting)

questions and the answers (this was shown in Ta-
ble 3). This hypothesis is supported by the lower
results on the nursing domain (EIR), the category
with the second longest questions/answers. On the
contrary, the categories for which we obtained the
better results, such as pharmacology (FIR) or bi-
ology (BIR), have shorter questions and answers.
While the evaluated models surpass all control
methods, their performance is still well behind the
human performance. We illustrate this in Table 9,
comparing the performance (POINTS score) of our
best model against a summary of the results, on the
2016 exams.14 Also, the best performing model
was a non-machine learning model based on stan-
dard information retrieval techniques. This rein-
forces the need for effective information extrac-
tion techniques that can be later used to perform
complex reasoning with machine learning models.

142016 was the annual examination for which we were able
to find more available information.

Model BIR MIR EIR FIR PIR QIR Avg

ES

RANDOM -7.0 -17.5 2.5 -10-5 26.5 25.0 3.2
BLIND3 9.0 22.5 44.5 19.5 -1.5 25.0 19.8
LENGTH 67.0 18.5 70.5 47.5 50.5 47.0 50.2
IR 105.0 12.5 100.5 139.5 98.5 103.0 93.2

EN
IR 135.0 76.5 104.5 157.5 96.5 101.0 111.8
BIDAF 104.0 14.5 18.5 39.0 29.0 83.0 48.0
DGEM 61.0 20.5 52.5 45.5 54.5 75.0 51.5

Table 8: POINTS on the HEAD-QA and HEAD-QA-EN
corpora (supervised setting)

BIR MIR EIR FIR PIR QIR
Avg 10 best 627.1 592.2 515.2 575.5 602.1 529.1humans
Pass mark 219.0 207.0 180.0 201.0 210.0 185.0
EN IR 168.0 124.0 77.0 132.0 62.0 93.0

Table 9: Human performance on the 2016 exams. The
results are not strictly comparable, as the last 10 ques-
tions are considered as backup questions in the human
exams, but still show how far the tested baselines are
from human performance.

5 Conclusion

We presented a complex multi-choice dataset con-
taining questions about medicine, nursing, biol-
ogy, pharmacology, psychology and chemistry.
Such questions correspond to examinations to ac-
cess specialized positions in the Spanish health-
care system, and require specialized knowledge
and reasoning to be answered. To check its com-
plexity, we then tested different state-of-the-art
models for open-domain and multi-choice ques-
tions. We show how they struggle with the chal-
lenge, being clearly surpassed by a non-machine
learning model based on information retrieval. We
hope this work will encourage research on design-
ing more powerful QA systems that can carry out
effective information extraction and reasoning.

We also believe there is room for alternative
challenges in HEAD-QA. In this work we have
used it as a closed QA dataset (the potential an-
swers are used as input to determine the right one).
Nothing prevents to use the dataset in an open set-
ting, where the system is given no clue about the
possible answers. This would require to think as
well whether widely used metrics such as BLEU

(Papineni et al., 2002) or exact match could be ap-
propriate for this particular problem.
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A Appendices

We below describe the fields of the JSON file
use to represent HEAD-QA.
{
"version": 1.0
"language": ["es","en"]
"exams": A list of exams.

"name": Cuaderno_YEAR_1_*IR_ACRONYM.
"year": e.g. 2016.
"category": ['medicine','biology',

'nursing','pharmacology',
'chemistry','psychology']

"data": A list of questions/answers.
"qid": The question ID, extracted

from the original PDF exam
(usually between 1 and 235).

"qtext" : The text of the question.
"ra" : The ID of the right answer.
"answers": A list with the answer options.

"aid": The answer ID (1 to 5).
"atext": The text of the answer.

}
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Abstract
Machines capable of responding and interact-
ing with humans in helpful ways have become
ubiquitous. We now expect them to discuss
with us the more delicate questions in our
world, and they should do so armed with effec-
tive arguments. But what makes an argument
more persuasive? What will convince you?

In this paper, we present a new data set, IBM-
EviConv, of pairs of evidence labeled for con-
vincingness, designed to be more challenging
than existing alternatives. We also propose a
Siamese neural network architecture shown to
outperform several baselines on both a prior
convincingness data set and our own. Finally,
we provide insights into our experimental re-
sults and the various kinds of argumentative
value our method is capable of detecting.

1 Introduction

The most interesting questions in life do not have a
simple factual answer. Rather, they have pros and
cons associated with them. When opposing sides
debate such questions, each side aims to present
the most convincing arguments for its point of
view, typically by raising various claims and sup-
porting them with relevant pieces of evidence. Ide-
ally, the arguments by both sides are then carefully
compared, as part of the decision process.

Automatic methods for this process of argu-
mentation and debating are developed within the
field of Computational Argumentation. which fo-
cuses on methods for argument detection (Lippi
and Torroni, 2016; Levy et al., 2014; Rinott et al.,
2015) and revealing argument relations (Stab and
Gurevych, 2014, 2017).

Recently, IBM introduced Project Debater, the
first AI system able to debate humans on complex
topics. Project Debater participated in a live de-
bate against a world champion debater, and was

∗First two authors contributed equally.

able to mine arguments and use them to compose
a speech supporting its side of the debate. In ad-
dition, it was able to rebut its human competitor.1

The technology that underlies such a system is in-
tended to enhance decision making.

In this work we target the task of assessing ar-
gument convincingness, and more specifically, we
focus on evidence convincingness – given texts
representing evidence for a given debatable topic,
identify the more convincing ones.

Theoretical works have analyzed the factors that
make an argument more convincing (e.g., Boudry
et al., 2015). This work is an empirical one in the
line of (Persing and Ng, 2017; Tan et al., 2016).
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work
on evidence convincingness.

Most similar to our work is that of Habernal
and Gurevych (2016a) who are the first to directly
compare pairs of arguments (previous works com-
pared documents). They released UPKConvArg,
the first data set of convincingness, containing ar-
gument pairs with a label indicating which one is
preferred over the other.

In this work we release IBM-EviConv, a data
set of evidence pairs which offers a more focused
view of the argument convincingness task. As a
source of evidence sentences we use the evidence
data set released by Shnarch et al. (2018), which
contains more than 2,000 evidence sentences over
118 topics. We then sampled more than 8,000
pairs of evidence and sent them for convincing-
ness labeling.

Why is the new data set useful? Our new data
set differs from UPKConvArg in a few important
aspects. While in UPKConvArg the pairs con-
sist of two types or arguments, claims and evi-

1For more details and a video of the debate:
https://www.research.ibm.com/
artificial-intelligence/project-debater/
live/
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dence, IBM-EviConv pairs are composed solely of
evidence. In a follow-up work on UPKConvArg,
Habernal and Gurevych (2016b) showed that the
most frequent reason by far to prefer one argument
over another is that it is more informative. Usu-
ally, an evidence is longer and provides more de-
tails and information than a concise claim. There-
fore, in a data set which includes both evidence
and claims the identification of the more convinc-
ing argument may be based not only on argument
convincingness, but also on identifying argument
type, or even on a shallow feature such as argu-
ment length. Indeed, we show a very high per-
formance of the baseline by length over UPKCon-
vArg in §5.1. On the other hand, a data set that
includes only evidence poses a more challenging
task. In addition, we directly controlled for argu-
ment length by building pairs of roughly the same
length.

A second important distinction between the data
sets is writing level. The arguments for UPKCon-
vArg were extracted from two Web debate portals,
on which people post free text and in which writ-
ing level widely varies (for instance, some posts
include ungrammatical texts which require a pre-
processing step). Our arguments were retrieved
from Wikipedia, a heavily edited corpus which
makes them on par in terms of writing level.

Overall, the contribution of this new data set is
that it emphasizes pairs homogeneity – in terms of
argument type, length, and writing level. We be-
lieve that IBM-EviConv offers learning algorithms
a better chance to reveal real convincingness sig-
nals, beyond the more trivial ones.

Finally, UPKConvArg pairs are of the same
stance towards the topic, (either both supporting
it or both contesting it), and therefore it is aligned
with the task of choosing the most convincing ar-
guments of a given side of the debate. In con-
trast, our data set contains both same stance pairs,
as well as cross stance pairs (i.e., one is support-
ing and the other is contesting the topic). Thus
it is aligned with the above mentioned task, but
in addition, with the task of choosing which side
of the debate was more convincing (Potash and
Rumshisky, 2017).

In addition to the release of a new data set, a
second contribution of this work is the sugges-
tion of a Siamese Network architecture for the
argument convincingness task. We evaluate our
method on both UPKConvArg and IBM-EviConv

data sets, and show that it outperforms the meth-
ods suggested by Habernal and Gurevych (2016a)
and Simpson and Gurevych (2018) on both sets.

With the advancement in argument detection,
the research community can now pay more atten-
tion to the challenging task of identifying the more
convincing arguments. This work continues the
line started by Habernal and Gurevych (2016a) by
suggesting a focused framing of the task, provid-
ing a new data set for it, and presenting a neural
network which surpasses state of the art perfor-
mance.

2 Background

Convincingness. Convincingness (or persua-
siveness) arouses great interest in various fields
such as essay scoring (Ghosh et al., 2016), persua-
sive technologies (Fogg, 1998, 2002, 2009), and
social networks, where it is deemed a hard prob-
lem (Hidey and McKeown, 2018). Naturally, it
is also relevant for social sciences, for example in
public narrative (Green and Brock, 2000), internet
discussions (Tan et al., 2016), and in argumenta-
tive process of thought (Burnstein, 2003).

In theoretical argumentation studies, the im-
portance of quality (Wachsmuth et al., 2017) and
convincingness was emphasized (O’Keefe, 2012;
Van Eemeren et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2019), but
assessment is still a challenge despite years of
study (Weltzer-Ward et al., 2009; Rosenfeld and
Kraus, 2016).

Traditionally, assessment of arguments con-
vincingness, if addressed at all, relied on rele-
vance, acceptability or sufficiency of arguments
(Habernal and Gurevych, 2015; Johnson and Blair,
2006), or on general fallacies (Hamblin, 1971;
Tindale, 2007). Recently, some works studied
convincingness of full texts, assessing the role of
prior beliefs (Durmus and Cardie, 2018) and struc-
ture (Wachsmuth et al., 2016).

Argument convincingness data set. Closer to
our work, recent studies aim to assess the convinc-
ingness of a single argument, rather than that of a
full text. The first data set for this task was pub-
lished by Habernal and Gurevych (2016a). Their
data set, UPKConvArg, consists of approximately
1,000 web mined arguments across 16 different
topics, each split into two sets by stance (support
or contest the topic). In each such split, all argu-
ment pairs are annotated by crowd workers for the
preference of one argument over the other. In addi-
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tion, the workers provided reasons for their choice
in the form of free text.

From the labeling over pairs, the authors pro-
posed a method, based on PageRank (Page et al.,
1999), to derive a second data set, UPKConvAr-
gRank, which approximates convincingness of in-
dividual arguments rather than in a comparative
manner within an argument pair.

A continuation work, on that data set, looks
into the textual reasons provided by the annota-
tors, classifies them and proposes prediction tasks
on that classification (Habernal and Gurevych,
2016b).

Empirical methods for argument convincing-
ness. To identify the more convincing arguments
in a set we need to rank them. Learning to
Rank is the machine learning field which aims to
learn rankings rather than classification or regres-
sion (McFee and Lanckriet, 2010; Burges, 2010).
Learning to rank can be formalized in various
ways (Cao et al., 2007); in a pointwise approach,
the input is single elements and for each the out-
put is a score. To rank a list in this approach, one
simply orders the elements by their scores.

In a pairwise approach, the input is pairs of el-
ements and for each pair the output is the pref-
erence between its two elements. To rank a list in
this approach, one must compare all pair combina-
tions, assuming transitivity holds, otherwise some
approximation is needed (such as the one made to
produce UPKConvArgRank).

Habernal and Gurevych (2016a) suggest empir-
ical methods for the task of choosing the more
convincing argument. Relying on 32,000 linguis-
tic features and word embedding, they proposed
two methods, based on SVM and BiLSTM. When
trained over argument pairs, these methods can
provide pairwise inference only. They cannot pre-
dict a convincingness score for a single argument.

To overcome this disadvantage, Simpson and
Gurevych (2018) propose a pointwise algorithm
based on Gaussian Process Preference Learning,
GPPL, (Chu and Ghahramani, 2005) which is able
to output a convincingness score per argument,
while being trained on the pairs of arguments from
UPKConvArg. They use the same huge set of lin-
guistic features and word embedding. They em-
phasize the importance of the pointwise approach,
allowing for a more scalable and efficient infer-
ence. They also note that the benefits in avoiding
neural networks lie in the superiority of graphical

models for small training sizes like in UPKCon-
vArg.

The Siamese network we propose next has all
of those advantages and more. Being a neural
network, it has the advantage of being more ef-
ficient in inference, and it can be updated with the
frequent advances of this research field. In addi-
tion, the pre-processing step which generates the
huge set of linguistic features, used by Habernal
and Gurevych (2016a) and Simpson and Gurevych
(2018), takes a lot of time and is not suitable for
many languages. In contrast, our network does not
depend on task specific features, and still achieves
state of the art results on the task of argument con-
vincingness classification and ranking.

3 Siamese Network

For the task of learning pointwise evidence con-
vincingness scores from a data set of evidence
pairs, we bring ideas from the field of learning
to rank. Specifically, in our model, we take in-
spiration from the training procedure provided by
RankNet (Burges et al., 2005) of a Siamese net-
work. Such a network consists of two legs of
identical networks, which share all their parame-
ters and are connected at the top with a softmax.

Unlike RankNet, we propose a network whose
output is a probability. This is a desirable property
as it is comparable with the output of other net-
works, and is understandable by humans. In initial
experiments, on held-out data, the performance of
our network was comparable to that of RankNet.

Each leg in our Siamese network is a neural net-
work which is a function of an input argument
A and has two outputs [CA, DA]. CA represents
how convincing A is, and DA is a dummy output
(which can be a constant).

In training, given a pair of arguments, Ai and
Aj , we apply softmax[CAi , CAj ], softmax over the
convincingness output of each leg (ignoring the
dummy output). The result is compared to the la-
bel of the pair using the cross entropy classifica-
tion loss. Intuitively, this maximizes the proba-
bility of correctly identifying the more convincing
argument, which pushes the margin between the
two outputs to differ.

In inference, given a single argument,Ak, rather
than a pair, the advantage of the Siamese net-
work comes into play. To predict the convincing-
ness score for Ak we feed it into one of the legs.
Then, we apply softmax, this time over the con-
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vincingness output and the untrained dummy out-
put, softmax[CAk

, DAk
]. The higher the probabil-

ity we get from this softmax, the more convincing
Ak is considered by the network.

Implementation of a leg. Each leg in our
Siamese network is a BiLSTM with attention as
described in Shnarch et al. (2018). We feed non-
trainable word2vec embeddings (Mikolov et al.,
2013) to a BiLSTM of width 128, followed by 100
attention heads and a fully connected layer with
two outputs. Training was done using Adam op-
timizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with learning rate
0.001, applying gradient clipping above norm of 1
and dropout rate of 0.15. The system was trained
for 10 epochs.

4 The IBM-EviConv data set

Following the motivation, presented in the intro-
duction, for a more focused framing of the argu-
ment convincingness task, we release a new data
set, IBM-EviConv2.

This data set is composed of 1,884 unique ev-
idence sentences, extracted from Wikipedia, de-
rived from the data set released by Shnarch et al.
(2018). These evidence spread over almost 70 dif-
ferent debatable topics.

From the evidence set of each topic we sampled
pairs, therefore within a pair, both evidence sen-
tences refer to the same topic, arguing either for
the topic (PRO) or contesting it (CON). In total
we annotated more than 8,000 pairs, and after a
cleaning step (detailed in §4.1) we were left with
5,697 pairs that are split into train and test sets
(4,319 and 1,378 pairs correspondingly). We kept
the same split of Shnarch et al. (2018) in which no
topic appears both in train and in test.

The label of each pair indicates which evidence
is more convincing out of the two. In addition, we
provide the stance of each evidence towards the
topic.

Following is an example of a pair from our data
set in which the first evidence was chosen to be
more convincing:

Topic: We should legalize same sex marriage.

Evidence #1: The California Supreme Court
overturned California’s ban on gay marriages
on May 15, stating that depriving gays and

2 Available on the IBM Project Debater datasets webpage:
http://www.research.ibm.com/haifa/dept/
vst/debating_data.shtml

lesbians of the same rights as other citizens is
unconstitutional. (PRO)

Evidence #2: In his 2002 Senate campaign, Cole-
man pledged support for an amendment to
the United States Constitution that would ban
any state from legalizing same sex marriage.
(CON)

Using Wikipedia as the source for evidence
yields a data set that is rather homogeneous in vo-
cabulary, grammar and style, as Wikipedia is heav-
ily edited. In addition, as motivated in §1, we con-
structed pairs of evidences with roughly the same
length, allowing for a length difference of up to
30% of the shorter evidence. The evidence in each
pair can have either the same stance or the oppo-
site stance towards the topic. Overall, we anno-
tated 3,075 pairs of the same stance towards the
topic and 2,622 cross stance pairs.

Each pair in IBM-EviConv was annotated by 10
crowd labelers.3 Out of all the pairs a labeler an-
notated, 20% were hidden test questions used to
verify annotations quality (see §4.1).

The labelers were provided with the following
guideline, and were asked to be decisive:
In a conversation about the topic, where you can
only give a single evidence out of the following two
- which one would you rather use? Which one is
more convincing?

We consider an evidence to be more convinc-
ing than its counterpart if it was chosen by at least
60% of labelers. Pairs in which one evidence was
preferred by more than half of the labelers but less
than this threshold were considered as indecisive
and were removed from the data set.

After data set cleaning, described next, the most
frequent label in the data set (train and test sets
together) covers only 53% of the pairs. Hence, it
is safe to say the data set is balanced and there is
no strong bias towards a certain sentence length.

4.1 Data set quality
We took several measures to ensure the quality of
IBM-EviConv. First, we selectively picked crowd
labelers based on their performances and credibil-
ity on previous tasks of our team. In total, 92 la-
belers of this group took part in the annotations.

We initially performed a pilot annotation task to
evaluate the quality of the crowd work by compar-
ing their annotations to those of in-house expert

3we used the Figure-Eight platform: https://www.
figure-eight.com/
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labelers. The pilot contained 105 pairs that were
labeled by both groups. We filtered out 21 pairs
whose labeling was indecisive by either group (see
previous section) and found out that for 84% of
the remaining pairs the two independent groups
agreed on the label. This encouraging result in-
dicated that the crowd labelers are suitable for this
annotation task.

We further filtered specific crowd labelers
whose work did not adhere the following re-
quirements: (i) annotating a minimal number of
20 pairs, (ii) obtaining a minimal average Co-
hen’s Kappa (Cohen, 1960) of 0.1 calculated over
enough shared content with other labelers (i.e.,
sharing at least 20 pairs with at least 10 labelers).

Another filter mechanism is based on hidden
test questions. These test questions were con-
structed automatically by pairing a confirmed evi-
dence with a rejected evidence candidate from the
data set of Shnarch et al. (2018). Naturally, the
confirmed evidence is labeled as the more con-
vincing one, since the other sentence is not even a
proper evidence. These questions were randomly
placed among the true pairs for annotation and the
labelers could not know which question was a test
one (therefore are called hidden). A labeler whose
precision over these test questions was below 0.55
was filtered out. The average precision of the re-
maining labelers over the hidden test questions is
0.73.

In total, we filter 23 labelers by these criteria,
and removed all of their annotations. Following
this process, pairs that were left with less than 7
annotations by valid labelers were removed from
the data set to maintain a high standard of majority.

We use Cohen’s Kappa to calculate the average
pairwise agreement of the labelers, yielding the
score of 0.33. We note that the average pairwise
Cohen’s Kappa score of our expert labelers was
0.38 on this task, indicating the difficulty of this
task to humans. This agreement level is a typi-
cal value in such challenging labeling tasks (e.g.,
Aharoni et al., 2014). We consider it an upper
bound and therefore see the 0.33 Kappa score of
our crowd labelers as an acceptable agreement.

Finally, a desired characteristic of such a data
set is that transitivity among evidence pairs will
hold (Habernal and Gurevych, 2016a). This is our
last quality test of IBM-EviConv. We extract all
1,899 triplets of evidence for which all pairs were
annotated. Then, we calculate the percentage of

such triplets in which transitivity holds, i.e. one
evidence is consistently considered the most con-
vincing, one the least convincing and the third is
in the middle. The results were surprisingly high,
99% of the triplets comply with the transitivity ex-
pectation.

5 Experiments

From this point on, we will refer to the method
presented in §3 as EviConvNet.

5.1 Experiments over UKPConvArgStrict and
UKPConvArgRank

We first experiment on the argument convincing-
ness data set released by Habernal and Gurevych
(2016a). It is split into two tasks: pair classifica-
tion on UKPConvArgStrict, and ranking on UKP-
ConvArgRank. On UKPConvArgStrict, all sys-
tems were evaluated in cross-topic validation over
32 topics (16 actual topics, with 2 stances each)
and their average accuracy across folds is reported
in Table 1.

System Accuracy

Most frequent label 0.50
BiLSTM 0.76
Argument length 0.77
SVM 0.78
GPPL opt. 0.80
GPC 0.81
EviConvNet 0.81

Table 1: Accuracy on UKPConvArgStrict. Our model
(EviConvNet) is comparable to the best baseline.

BiLSTM and SVM are the methods presented
in the original paper (Habernal and Gurevych,
2016a). GPPL opt. and GPC are Gaussian pro-
cess methods later demonstrated by Simpson and
Gurevych (2018). Our own EviConvNet performs
similarly to the best previously known systems on
this task.

Most of these systems were also evaluated on
UKPConvArgRank, where each single argument
is assigned a score (yielding a ranking). The origi-
nal work reported Pearson’s r and Spearman’s ρ
on the combined ranking of all arguments from
all 32 topics. Subsequent work (Simpson and
Gurevych, 2018) reported the average of these
measures across topics. We report their results and
ours in this setting in Table 2. Again EviConvNet
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provides at least equal performance to the best pre-
viously known method, GPPL opt, and a statisti-
cally significant increase in Pearson’s r (p� 0.01
using one-sample two-tailed t-test).

System Pearson’s r Spearman’s ρ

Argument length 0.33 0.62
BiLSTM 0.36 0.43
SVM 0.37 0.48
GPPL opt. 0.44 0.67
EviConvNet 0.47 0.67

Table 2: Correlation measures on UKPConvArgRank.
Our model (EviConvNet) is comparable to the best
baseline.

We also tested a simple baseline assigning the
argument’s character length as its score (Argument
length). In pair classification, the baseline prefers
the longer argument. We noted performances
comparable to the original method of Habernal
and Gurevych (2016a). This result is in line with
what the authors reported in a further study of the
reasons given by annotators for preferring one ar-
gument over the other (Habernal and Gurevych,
2016b): the most common reason provided is by
far ”more details, information, facts, examples /
more reasons / more specific”.

5.2 Experiments over IBM-EviConv

We report in Table 3 the accuracy of various
baselines and our own method, on the full IBM-
EviConv data set.

The simplest baseline is preferring the longest
sentence, as before, but on this data set it has
nearly the same accuracy as just picking the first
candidate every time (most frequent label).

The Detection model assigns a score to each
individual sentence, and we choose the sentence
with the highest score. To produce this score,
a single leg of the network presented in Section
3 is used, with a softmaxed 2-dimensional out-
put, trained using cross entropy classification loss
over evidence candidates in the base data set from
Shnarch et al. (2018).4

We also run the GP-based methods proposed
by Simpson and Gurevych (2018)5. The increase
these methods bring over the detection model is

4Detection scores are provided with the data set we re-
lease for ease of reproducibility.

5Using their code from https://github.com/
ukplab/tacl2018-preference-convincing.

statistically significant (p� 0.01 using Wilcoxon
signed-rank test). EviConvNet, the Siamese net-
work described in §3, significantly outperforms all
systems (p � 0.01). We note that the gains from
better methods are far greater here than in §5.1:
GPPL improves over the sentence length baseline
by 26% and our method improves over GPPL by
9% on IBM-EviConv, compared to improvements
of only 5% and 1% on UPKConvArg.6

System Accuracy

Evidence length 0.53
Most frequent label 0.54
Detection model 0.59
GPPL 0.67
GPPL opt. 0.67
GPC 0.67
EviConvNet 0.73

Table 3: Accuracy on IBM-EviConv. our model (Evi-
ConvNet) outperforms prior art and our additional
baselines.

6 Analysis

In this section we present an analysis of several
interesting aspects of our new data set and method.

6.1 Performance across preference reasons

Habernal and Gurevych (2016b) analyze and cate-
gorize the reasons provided by the labelers of UP-
KConvArg to justify their choice on each pair (see
Table 4 for examples of reasons). The most com-
mon reason is that an argument is more informa-
tive (code C8-1 in the table). As valid and per-
vasive as this factor is in real arguments, it also
makes the argument length a high-performance
baseline which is hard to beat (as seen in §5.1).

One of the motivations for our work was to cre-
ate another data set where the amount of textual
content would not be a factor in the choice of la-
belers, possibly constraining the preference task to
the more subtle aspects of “convincingness”.

We compute the error rate (1 - accuracy) of the
length baseline and EviConvNet on pairs clustered
by their reason units as defined by Habernal and
Gurevych (2016b). For clarity of the analysis, the
pairs were restricted to those where a single reason

6Percentages are relative to the accuracy of the system or
baseline referred to. This is to allow a more meaningful com-
parison of behavior on the two datasets.
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was given. We selected the four reasons present-
ing the highest relative decreases in error rate and
the three single reasons where the baseline outdoes
our method. Figure 1 shows the relative decrease
in error rate between argument length baseline and
EviConvNet, with the reason codes defined in Ta-
ble 4.

We note that unsurprisingly, our neural network
model does better than the length baseline at cap-
turing what an argument should be like in term of
presentation, relevance and quality of content.

Code Reason

C9-4 Well thought out / higher complexity
C5 Language / presentation of argument
C7-3 Off-topic / doesn’t address the issue
C7-1 Not an argument / is only opinion / rant

C6-1 Not enough support / not credible
C8-1 More details, information, examples
C8-4 Balanced, objective, several viewpoints

Table 4: Reasons for choosing a better/worse argument
taken from Habernal and Gurevych (2016b).

C9-4 C5 C7-3 C7-1 C6-1 C8-1 C8-4

−60

−40

−20

0

20

40

60

Figure 1: Relative decrease in error rate (%) be-
tween argument length baseline and EviConvNet (rea-
son codes defined in Table 4).

More interesting are the reasons where the neu-
ral network does not perform as well. Two of those
are about the sheer amount of supporting informa-
tion, which would indeed be more directly cap-
tured by the length baseline. The reason where
EviConvNet has a 57% greater error rate is about
presenting a balanced, objective argument which
tackles different viewpoints. These pairs only
make up 3% of the data set, so it is possible the
network needed to see more such pairs in training

to perform well on them.

6.2 What makes a convincing evidence?

We asked the experts. We asked our in-house
expert labelers to supply factors for commonly de-
ciding their preference (their answers are released
with the data set). Reliability of the source was an
important factor, including titles and names, level
of expertise, type of evidence (study, expert, opin-
ion, example, precedent), whether the source has
an interest in the discussed matter, and where it
came from geographically.

Also important were content issues, whether
information was complete, specific, significant,
rhetorically strong, the amount of supporting ev-
idence or details reported and the relevance of the
evidence to the present, and better yet to the future
or in general. Some technical issues were also re-
ported, such as missing information or an opinion
rather than a fact.

Additionally we inquired about the cases that
were difficult to compare. These tended to be ei-
ther cases where both pieces of evidence were not
convincing (for the reasons above), or where it was
hard to ascertain – for a certain factor (e.g. relia-
bility or significance) – which argument prevailed.

We asked the network. To acquire a better un-
derstanding of what typical things differentiate
convincing evidence from non convincing ones,
we compared word distributions on pairs that our
network successfully classified (Figure 2). From
the correctly classified pairs we construct two
sets; one is composed of the more convincing
evidence in each pair, true convincing, and the
other contains the less convincing ones, true non-
convincing.

For each set, we calculate the distribution of
unigrams in its evidence sentences, ignoring stop
words and unigrams which appear in the topic ti-
tle. In Figure 2 we present the differences between
the two distributions, thus, discarding words that
are common in many evidence sentences regard-
less of the convincingness of their texts.

On the left side of Figure 2 we see the words
which are much more prominent in convincing ar-
guments than they are in non-convincing ones. We
find there words related to argumentation (argue,
claim), or studies and polls (found, conducted,
[REF]7). Other words mention authoritative fig-

7A sign which indicates that this evidence was taken from
a written source (it replaces the reference text to the source).
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(a) true convincing dist - true non-convincing dist (b) true non-convincing dist - true convincing dist

Figure 2: Word clouds of correctly classified pairs.

ures (DR., Clinton, W. Bush) or court orders
(supreme, v.8).

On the other hand, when subtracting the
true convincing distribution from the true non-
convincing distribution (Figure 2b) one gets opin-
ion words (support, opposes, vote), partial change
(reduce, amend, part), non-emphasized actions
(said, proposed, concern).

6.3 Cross vs. same stance evidence pairs
As described in §4 we build our data from pairs
with the same-stance towards the topic, as well
as cross-stance pairs, in which one argument sup-
ports the topic while the other opposes it. We cre-
ated the cross-stance pairs since we had in mind
the task of comparing arguments of different sides
of a debate. Given this task, some questions natu-
rally arise, such as

• Is it a harder task to identify the more
convincing argument when comparing argu-
ments of opposite stances?

• Is it better to train on cross-stance pairs for
this task?

With IBM-EviConv we can empirically examine
such questions.

To this end, we extracted three subsets from the
training set (of 2,082 pairs each); one with same-
stance pairs only, the second with cross-stance
pairs only, and the third with mixed-stance. Sim-
ilarly we extracted three subsets from the test set
(each with 385 pairs).

Given these data sets we are able to test what
happens when we train and test our network on all
combination of pairs of same/cross/mixed stance.

Table 5 depicts the results. To our surprise,
training on cross-stance pairs does not improve

8V. is used as a versus abbreviation in court rulings.

Test
same cross mixed

Train
same 0.72 0.71 0.71
cross 0.72 0.69 0.71
mixed 0.72 0.71 0.70

Table 5: Comparing accuracy when training and testing
on each combination of same/cross/mixed stance.

performance on a test with cross-stance pairs in
comparison to training on same or mixed stance
pairs (middle column in the table). Same goes
for the other subset. In addition, it appears that
cross-stance pairs do not pose a more difficult task
than same-stance pairs or mixed-stance, as the ac-
curacy over them is not smaller than the accuracy
on same-stance or mixed-stance pairs.

6.4 The effect of length difference

In previous sections, we discussed our choice to
limit the difference in length between evidence of
the same pairs. This decision was encouraged by
the relatively good results of the argument length
baseline on the UPKConvArg. Still, one may
wonder whether training on similar length pairs
harms the performance over real life pairs in which
length balance is not guaranteed. For that purpose
we annotated 458 pairs with a significant length
difference (higher than 30%, complementary to
the restriction in IBM-EviConv).

The accuracy of EviConvNet over this test set
is 0.69, which is lower than 0.73, the accuracy
over the balanced data set, reported in Table 3, but
still higher than all other baselines. This differ-
ence is small enough to conclude that our model,
trained on a length balanced data set generalizes
well enough to be able to classify pair of evidence
of different lengths.
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7 Discussion and future work

In this work we proposed a focused view for the
task of argument convincingness, constructed a
new data set for it, and presented its advantages.
We believe that it is useful to evaluate methods for
identifying the more convincing argument on this
more challenging data set.

In addition, we suggest our version of a Siamese
network for the task, which outperforms state of
the art methods.

A possibility that we did not expand on in this
paper is to pre-train one leg of the network on
an argument detection data set, like the one of
Shnarch et al. (2018). Argument detection con-
cerns itself with the binary classification of a sin-
gle text into argument and non-argument, and
not the more subjective notion of convincingness.
But we nonetheless observed in previous experi-
ments significant improvements when initializing
the Siamese network with weights learned on this
task. We could not reproduce these improvements
here, but our previous efforts relied on far fewer
training pairs: an explanation could be that pre-
training is most helpful when faced with a low
amount of training data.

In the future we aim to test and adapt other im-
provements in the learning to rank field to our task,
hoping for further improvement by those models
(Burges, 2010; Severyn and Moschitti, 2015). In
addition, more careful design of the architecture
details, which was not the focus of this work, will
probably yield better results yet, e.g., contextual-
ized word embeddings (Peters et al., 2018), batch
normalization (Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015; Cooij-
mans et al., 2017), deeper networks and other ar-
chitecture practical heuristics.
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Abstract
When debating a controversial topic, it is of-
ten desirable to expand the boundaries of dis-
cussion. For example, we may consider the
pros and cons of possible alternatives to the de-
bate topic, make generalizations, or give spe-
cific examples. We introduce the task of De-
bate Topic Expansion - finding such related
topics for a given debate topic, along with a
novel annotated dataset for the task. We fo-
cus on relations between Wikipedia concepts,
and show that they differ from well-studied
lexical-semantic relations such as hypernyms,
hyponyms and antonyms. We present algo-
rithms for finding both consistent and con-
trastive expansions and demonstrate their ef-
fectiveness empirically. We suggest that de-
bate topic expansion may have various use
cases in argumentation mining.

1 Introduction

Recent years saw substantial advancement of De-
bating Technologies – computational technologies
developed directly to enhance, support, and en-
gage with human debating (Gurevych et al., 2016).
A recent milestone in this field is IBM R©’s Project
Debater R©1, the first demonstration of a live com-
petitive debate between an AI system and a human
debate champion.

When debating a controversial topic, it is often
desirable to expand the boundaries of the discus-
sion, and bring up arguments about related topics.

For example, when discussing the pros and cons
of the presidential system, it is natural to contrast it
with those of the parliamentary system. When de-
bating alternative medicine, we may discuss spe-
cific examples, such as homeopathy and naturopa-
thy. Conversely, when discussing bitcoins, we can
speak more broadly on cryptocurrency.
∗First three authors equally contributed to this work.
1https://www.research.ibm.com/artificial-

intelligence/project-debater/

Consider the use of debating technologies for
decision support, where the pros and cons of a
given proposal are extracted from a large cor-
pus, summarized and presented to the user. Cur-
rent methods for topic-related, corpus-wide argu-
ment mining only specify the given debate topic
in their search queries (Levy et al., 2017, 2018;
Wachsmuth et al., 2017; Stab et al., 2018a,b).
As a result, much of the relevant argumentative
content is left out of their reach. Alternatively,
context-independent argument mining can exhaus-
tively extract argumentative content from a cor-
pus (Lippi and Torroni, 2015), but it cannot tell
which arguments are actually relevant for the topic
in question.

In this work we take a step towards closing this
gap, by introducing the task of Debate Topic Ex-
pansion – finding related topics that can enrich our
arguments and strengthen our case when debat-
ing a given topic. Following previous work (Levy
et al., 2017, 2018), we focus on topics that are
Wikipedia concepts (article titles in Wikipedia).

Two types of expansions are studied: con-
sistent and contrastive (Bar-Haim et al., 2017).
Arguing in favor or against a consistent ex-
pansion may support the same stance towards
the original topic, whereas for contrastive ex-
pansions the stance is reversed. For ex-
ample, Bitcoin⇒Cryptocurrency and Alterna-
tive medicine⇒Homeopathy are consistent expan-
sions, while Presidential system⇒Parliamentary
system is a contrastive expansion, since we may
support the presidential system by criticizing the
parliamentary system. While these relations
may seem reminiscent of hypernyms/hyponyms,
antonyms and co-hyponyms, we show that they
differ from these well-studied relations.

We propose a three-step method for debate topic
expansion. First, expansion candidates are ex-
tracted from a large corpus using a set of prede-
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fined patterns. Each expansion type makes use of
a different type of corpus and patterns. In the sec-
ond step, we apply a set of filters to the extraction
results. Candidates that pass these filters are man-
ually annotated as good/bad expansions, resulting
in the first dataset for this task.2

The labeled dataset is utilized in the final
step, where we employ supervised classification
to identify good expansions amongst the candi-
dates. We explore two approaches: (i) traditional
feature-based classification, for which we intro-
duce a novel set of features; (ii) a deep neu-
ral network, which is trained by distant supervi-
sion. Experiments with hundreds of unseen topics
show promising results, and the best performance
is achieved by combining both classification ap-
proaches.

2 Task Description

Let DC (debate concept) be a Wikipedia concept
representing a debate topic. Our goal is to find
Wikipedia concepts that represent consistent and
contrastive expansions of DC, as defined in the
previous section. Table 1 lists several positive and
negative examples of candidates extracted for each
expansion type, denoted ⇒ and ;, respectively.
The examples are taken from our labeled dataset,
to be described in the next sections.

Consistent expansions in our dataset include
both broader concepts (examples 1,8,10 in Ta-
ble 1) and more specific concepts (examples
3,5,7). While some of these expansions are strict
hypernyms (1,8) or hyponyms (5,7), other are not
(3,10). Moreover, broader/narrower concepts do
not necessarily make relevant expansions. For ex-
ample, while Vegetarianism is a type of Diet (2),
arguing about diets in general does not seem rele-
vant for a debate about vegetarianism, in particular
since such a debate typically contrasts vegetarian-
ism with other types of diet.

Contrastive expansions involve diverse seman-
tic relations and subtle distinctions. For exam-
ple, opposites may be relevant expansions in some
cases, e.g. (19), but irrelevant in others (15). Con-
trastive expansions are often co-hyponyms of the
DC. For instance, Democracy and Dictatorship
(11) are both forms of government. However,
co-hyponyms are not always appropriate as con-

2The dataset is available at https://www.
research.ibm.com/haifa/dept/vst/
debating_data.shtml

trastive expansions. When debating about Boxing
(e.g., whether it should be banned), we would not
contrast it with Wrestling (17), despite both being
combat sports, as most arguments for and against
boxing equally apply to wrestling.

The above examples illustrate some of the chal-
lenges in this task. The criterion for a good ex-
pansion – its usefulness in a debate – requires
some knowledge and understanding of the possi-
ble contexts in which the given DC may be de-
bated. Moreover, such judgments are, to some ex-
tent, inherently subjective.

3 Acquisition of Expansion Candidates

3.1 Candidate Extraction

The first step in expanding a given DC is extract-
ing expansion concepts for each expansion type.
An expansion concept (EC) is a Wikipedia con-
cept that co-occurs with the DC in some prede-
fined pattern that is matched in a corpus. We use a
wikification tool that matches different variations
of mentioning the same concept in the text. Below
we describe the patterns and corpora used for each
expansion type. For both types we require at least
two pattern matches for each expansion concept.

Consistent expansions. Our list of patterns for
extracting consistent expansions includes some of
the well-known Hearst patterns for extracting hy-
ponyms (Hearst, 1992), as well as some additional
patterns. Some examples are ‘X such as Y ’, ‘X is
a Y ’, and ‘X and other Y ’, whereX matchesDC
and Y matchesEC or vice versa.3 Despite the dif-
ferences between hypernyms/hyponyms and con-
sistent expansions, these patterns provide a rea-
sonable starting point for our algorithm. The pat-
terns are matched in a corpus CN of news articles,
comprising about 10 billion sentences. The sen-
tences undergo wikification and indexing, which
allows efficient pattern search for a given concept.

Contrastive expansions. As previously ob-
served by Bar-Haim et al. (2017), queries to web
search engines often contain contrastive expres-
sions, e.g. “why is renewable energy better than
fossil fuels”, and are typically succinct and easy to
parse.4 We used a corpus CQ of 1.2 billion queries

3See appendices B.1 and B.2 for a complete list of consis-
tent and contrastive patterns.

4It is unlikely, however, to find a concept and its general-
ization in the same query, hence we did not use this corpus
for extracting consistent expansions.
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Consistent Expansions Contrastive Expansions
Debate Expansion Debate Expansion
Concept Concept Concept Concept

1 Wind power ⇒ Renewable energy 11 Democracy ⇒ Dictatorship
2 Vegetarianism ; Diet (nutrition) 12 Democracy ; Socialism
3 Entrepreneurship ⇒ Startup company 13 Flat tax ⇒ Progressive tax
4 Abortion ; Fetus 14 Flat tax ; Value-added tax
5 Fast food ⇒ McDonald’s 15 Global warming ; Global cooling
6 Fast food ; Restaurant 16 Carbon tax ⇒ Emission trading
7 Gender inequality ⇒ Gender pay gap 17 Boxing ; Wrestling
8 Gender inequality ⇒ Social inequality 18 Polyamory ⇒ Monogamy
9 Organic food ; Local food 19 Private university ⇒ Public university

10 Casino ⇒ Gambling 20 Recycling ⇒ Landfill

Table 1: Positive (⇒) and negative (;) examples of consistent and contrastive expansions.

(450 million distinct queries) from the Blekko
search engine. Sample patterns include ‘X * vs *
Y ’, ‘X * better than * Y ’, and ‘difference between
* X * and * Y ’, where ‘*’ matches any number of
non-concept tokens.

3.2 Candidate Filtering
Candidate extraction is followed by a candidate
filtering step, in which we apply a set of filters to
each extracted pair (DC,EC). The filters for each
expansion type are described below.

Filters for Consistent Expansions
Directionality. We aim to determine whether a
consistent expansion EC is a generalization or a
specialization of the DC based on the number of
times EC it is matched in a each role in any of the
patterns. If the direction is not clearly determined,
i.e. the majority role is matched in less than 80%
of the cases, the expansion is discarded.

Named Entity. Only the more specific concept
amongst DC and EC (according to the deter-
mined direction) may be a named entity5.

Frequency Ratio. Incompatible frequencies of
DC and EC may indicate a bad expansion. Ac-
cordingly, this filter restricts the ratio between the
frequencies of DC and EC in CN . We require
min(Freq(DC)

Freq(EC) ,
Freq(EC)
Freq(DC)) ≥ 0.2.

Distributional Similarity. Consistent expan-
sions are expected to occur in contexts similar to
the DC. This is captured by measuring the distri-
butional similarity sD between DC and EC. We
derived concept-level word2vec vectors (Mikolov
et al., 2013a) from CN , where each wikified men-
tion of a concept C was considered an occurrence

5A Wikipedia concept is considered a named entity if its
page type is defined as person, organization or location.

of C. sD(DC,EC) is then defined as the cosine
similarity between the representations of DC and
EC, and we require sD(DC,EC) ≥ 0.5. This
filter may also remove EC that is too broad or too
narrow with respect to DC.

Substring. We require that EC is not a sub-
string of DC and vice versa. This filter discards
expansions such as Private university;University
and Marriage;Gay Marriage.

Additional filters. We also filter concepts con-
taining the phrases ‘Anti-’, ‘List of’ and ‘Lists of’,
and pairs (DC,EC) that co-occur in the same sen-
tence in CN less than 10 times.

Filters for Contrastive Expansions
Named Entity. Neither DC nor EC may be
named entities.

Substring. Same as for consistent expansions.

Semantic relatedness. We found that unlike
consistent relations, contrastive relations better
correlate with semantic relatedness than with dis-
tributional similarity. We use WORT (Ein Dor
et al., 2018), a semantic relatedness tool for
Wikipedia concepts, as our relatedness measure.
We denote this relation sR, and require that sR ≥
0.4.

4 The Debate Topic Expansion Dataset

Based on our candidate acquisition method,
we created the DTE (Debate Topic Expansion)
dataset, comprising about 3,000 annotated pairs of
debate concepts and their expansion candidates.
The dataset contains positive and negative exam-
ples of both consistent and contrastive expansions.
The construction of the dataset is described below.
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We manually collected a diverse set of 632 de-
bate concepts from a variety of sources, includ-
ing the idebate website6. For each debate con-
cept, we performed candidate extraction and fil-
tering for consistent and contrastive expansions,
as described in the previous section. Each of the
resulting (DC,EC) pairs was assessed by five an-
notators, and was labeled as either positive (good
expansion) or negative (bad expansion), based on
the majority labeling.

One intriguing subtlety we noticed early on is
that in the case of contrastive expansions, whether
or not EC is a good expansion somewhat depends
on our stance towards theDC. If we argue against
the DC (Con stance), we may choose any plau-
sible alternative as our EC, following a line of
argument such as “EC is a better alternative to
DC”. However, when we argue in favor of DC
(Pro stance), the typical argument changes to “if
we don’t choose DC then we are left with EC”,
which requires EC to be the “default” alterna-
tive to DC. For example, when arguing against
atheism, one may argue that Christians are hap-
pier than atheists; however, when taking a pro-
atheism stance, it is better to argue against reli-
gion in general than specifically against Christian-
ity. The annotators were therefore asked to assess
contrastive expansions for both positive and nega-
tive stances. However, developing a classifier that
is able to make such fine distinctions falls out of
the scope of the current work. Instead, we take the
union of good expansions for each stance as our
positive instances, while keeping per-stance anno-
tations in the dataset for future research.

Table 2 provides some statistics on the result-
ing dataset. Our candidate acquisition method was
found to be applicable to a significant portion of
the topics: one or more good consistent expan-
sions were found for 43% of the topics, and good
contrastive expansions were found for 19% of the
topics. Precision, however, is low, even after ap-
plying our filters: 49% for consistent expansions,
and 19% for contrastive expansions. This moti-
vates an additional supervised classification step,
to be presented in the next section. These statistics
suggest that identifying contrastive expansions is
considerably more challenging than finding con-
sistent expansions.

Fleiss’ κ is 0.45 for consistent expansions and
0.43 for the unified contrastive expansions, which

6https://idebate.org/debatabase

Consistent Contrastive
Expansions Expansions

Debate topics
Total 632 632
With expansions 360 (57%) 286 (45%)
With good
expansions 269 (43%) 120 (19%)

Annotated expansions
Total 1,741 1,326
Good expansions 845 (49%) 251 (19%)

Inter-annotator agreement
Fleiss’ κ 0.45 0.43

Table 2: Statistics on the DTE (Debate Topic Expan-
sion) dataset

corresponds to “moderate agreement” (Landis and
Koch, 1997). This level of agreement reflects the
complexity and inherent subjectivity of the task, as
discussed in Section 2, and is comparable to pre-
vious results for annotation tasks in argumentation
mining. For example, Aharoni et al. (2014) report
κ of 0.39-0.4 for claim and evidence annotation in
Wikipedia articles.

5 Supervised Candidate Classification

We experimented with two complementary super-
vised classification methods: feature-based clas-
sification, which integrates diverse types of ev-
idence from various sources, and a distantly-
supervised neural network, which learns to dis-
criminate between positive and negative pairs
based on the contexts in which they co-occur.

5.1 Feature-Based Classification
We train a logistic regression classifier for each ex-
pansion type. The classifiers make use of novel
sets of features designed for this task. Most fea-
tures are shared by both classifiers, and a few ad-
ditional features were developed specifically for
each task. Below we give an overview of the fea-
tures extracted for a given (DC,EC) pair. A more
detailed and complete description is found in Ap-
pendix A.

Similarity & relatedness. The similarity and
relatedness measures sD, sR, defined in Sec-
tion 3.2.

Wikipedia. The following features take advan-
tage of DC and EC both being Wikipedia titles,
and make use of information found in their respec-
tive pages: (i) Number of Wikipedia categories
shared by DC and EC; (ii) Count of occurrences
of DC in EC categories or EC in DC categories
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up to two category levels; (iii) count of shared
Wikipedia outlinks of DC and EC.

WordNet. Whether DC is a hypernym, hy-
ponym, synonym or co-hyponym of EC in Word-
Net (Miller, 1995) - four binary features.

Sentiment. Consistent expansions are expected
to have the same sentiment polarity as the DC,
whereas opposite polarities may indicate con-
trastive expansions (e.g., Democracy vs. Dictator-
ship). Similar to Iyyer et al. (2015), we train a lin-
ear SVM classifier on the sentiment lexicon of Hu
and Liu (2004), using the word2vec word embed-
dings computed over the CN corpus as the features
and the word polarities as the labels. Word polar-
ity can then be determined by the sign of the clas-
sifier’s output score, and the sentiment strength by
its magnitude. We take the product of the classi-
fier’s scores for DC and EC as a single sentiment
feature.

Corpus statistics. Simple corpus-based features
are derived from the number of co-occurrences of
DC and EC in the same sentence in CN or in the
same query in CQ. These features are normalized
to [0, 1] by setting for each feature an upper thresh-
old k on the count. Counts in the range of [0, k] are
linearly transformed to [0, 1], and counts above k
are set to 1. We also consider other corpus-based
measures, such as pointwise mutual information
(PMI) between DC and EC. For the consistent
expansions classifier we also use as a feature the
frequency ratio measure, defined in Section 3.2.

Other corpus-based features are based on pat-
tern matching. For instance, we define a set of
contrastive patterns, e.g, ‘Xvs Y ’ and ‘X instead
of Y ’7, and derive features such as the (normal-
ized) count of (DC,EC) matches for these pat-
terns, and the PMI of DC and EC in the subset of
sentences/queries matching the patterns.

Overall, the feature count for the consistent ex-
pansions classifer is 15, and 22 for the contrastive
expansions classifier.

5.2 Distantly Supervised Neural Network
The other classification approach we experi-
mented with is based on distant supervision (Mintz
et al., 2009). As before, we train two separate
classifiers for consistent and for contrastive expan-
sions, using their respective training sets. For each

7This set of patterns partially overlaps with the contrastive
patterns described in Section 3.1.

pair (DC,EC) from the training set, we retrieve
from the CN index up to 10,000 sentences that con-
tain mentions of both DC and EC. The retrieved
sentences are all labeled with the pair’s label - pos-
itive or negative. These labels are noisy, since not
every co-occurrence of DC and EC in a sentence
is indicative of the relation between them. Our
hope, however, is that the large number of train-
ing sentences collected this way would compen-
sate for the noisy labels. The mentions of DC
andEC in each sentence are replaced with generic
symbols, DC and EC, to facilitate generalization
over specific instances. We found that for consis-
tent expansions, it is better to keep only the text
between these two symbols, while for contrastive
expansions, using the whole sentence works bet-
ter. We balance the dataset to have an equal num-
ber of positive and negative training instances for
each type.

The sentences collected for the whole training
set are then used to train a neural network. Es-
sentially, the network aims to determine whether
a given sentence is a positive or a negative evi-
dence for the existence of the target relation (con-
sistent or contrastive expansion) between DC and
EC. When applying the classifier to a new pair, we
collect up to 500 sentences for that pair, and aver-
age the classifier’s predictions for each sentence.

Neural network description. Our network is a
bi-directional LSTM (Graves and Schmidhuber,
2005) with an additional attention layer (Yang
et al., 2016). The models are all trained with
a dropout of 0.85, using a single dropout across
all timesteps as proposed by Gal and Ghahramani
(2016). The cell size in the LSTM layers is 128,
and the attention layer is of size 100. We use the
Adam method as an optimizer (Kingma and Ba,
2015) with a learning rate of 0.001. Words are
represented using the 300 dimensional GloVe em-
beddings learned on 840B Common Crawl tokens
and are left untouched during training (Pennington
et al., 2014).

6 Experiments

6.1 Experimental Setup

We assess the performance of our method on the
following practical task: given a debate concept
DC, find one good expansion concept EC for
each expansion type. Recall that our dataset in-
cludes annotations for all the expansion candidates
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Figure 1: Comparison of candidate scoring methods

found for each DC by the candidate acquisition
algorithm. Here we compare different methods
for choosing one good expansion from these can-
didates. For each expansion type, we assume a
scoring function f(X,Y ) over a pair of concepts,
which predicts the likelihood of the target relation
holding between X and Y . We further assume a
threshold α representing the minimum score for a
good expansion. Given a debate concept DC, we
choose its highest scoring expansion, if its score
exceeds the threshold. If no expansion was found,
or all the expansion scores are below the threshold,
we make no prediction. By modifying the thresh-
old, we can explore the tradeoff between the num-
ber of predictions we make and their quality.

The following scoring functions were assessed:

Unsupervised baselines. (i) SIM: the distribu-
tional similarity measure sD ; (ii) REL: the se-
mantic relatedness measure sR; (iii) FREQ-N co-
occurrence frequency in CN ; (iv) FREQ-Q: co-
occurrence frequency in CQ.

Supervised Classification methods. (i) LR: the
output score of the logistic regression classifier
(Section 5.1); (ii) DNN: the output score of the
distantly-supervised neural network (Section 5.2);
(iii) LR+DNN: a simple combination of the LR
and DNN classifiers, defined as the sum of their
outputs.

Data and training. The 632 debate concepts in
the dataset were split into a test set (230 con-
cepts), a train set (295 concepts) and a develop-
ment set (107 concepts). The train and develop-
ment set for the DNN classifiers contain in total,
for consistent expansions 736,305 sentences per

class (positive/negative), and for contrastive ex-
pansions 252,298 sentences per class. The DNN
classifiers were trained on the train portion of this
dataset for 5 epochs, each resulting in a different
model, and the best preforming model on the de-
velopment set was chosen.

Due to the small number of instances in the de-
velopment set, we did not use it to tune the LR
classifier, but rather used both the train and the de-
velopment sets to train the classifier. Together they
contain 983/626 consistent/contrastive expansion
candidates, respectively.

Performance measures. Let N be the total
number of debate concepts in the test set, let C
be the number of correct predictions, let P be
the number of predictions made, and let R be
the number of debate concepts in the test set for
which good expansions exist. We define the fol-
lowing measures: (i) Precision@1= C

P ; (ii) Re-
call@1= C

R ; and (iii) Coverage= P
N .

6.2 Results

Figure 1 compares the above candidate scoring
methods for both consistent (a) and contrastive
(b) expansions. For each configuration, the Pre-
cision@1 vs Recall@1 graph is obtained by modi-
fying the threshold α. Only the best-performing
baseline for each expansion type is shown, for
readability. Both the LR and the LR+DNN con-
figurations outperform the strongest baseline by a
large margin. This result illustrates the importance
of supervised learning for this task.

For consistent expansions, LR+DNN is clearly
the best-preforming configuration. For con-
trastive expansions, it outperforms the LR classi-
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Recall@1
Consistent Contrastive

Precision@1 Expansions Expansions
0.9 0.248 0.164
0.8 0.651 0.262
0.7 0.706 0.525
0.6 0.780 0.574
0.5 0.798 0.721

Table 3: LR+DNN – Recall@1 for selected Preci-
sion@1 values.

fier in high-precision/low recall areas (Recall@1<
0.53). For high-recall/low-precision areas, the LR
classifier performs better.

As one may expect, the performance for con-
sistent expansions is better than the performance
for contrastive expansions, as the latter seems a
more challenging task. Interestingly, for consis-
tent expansions, SIM is the strongest baseline,
whereas for contrastive expansions the best base-
line is FREQ-Q. The performance of the DNN for
consistent expansions is comparable to the best
baseline, but for contrastive expansions it is much
higher. Again, this may be attributed to difference
in the difficulty of the two tasks, which requires,
for contrastive expansions, more powerful meth-
ods.

We now take a closer look at the results for the
LR+DNN configuration. To illustrate its perfor-
mance, Table 3 includes sample data points for this
configuration, for each expansion type.8

So far we used the Recall@1 measure to com-
pare the coverage of different scoring methods
with respect to the given set of candidates. Thus,
the coverage of the candidate acquisition step was
not taken into account in this assessment. In order
to assess the end-to-end performance of our sys-
tem, we next consider the tradeoff between Preci-
sion@1 and Coverage, as the latter measures the
fraction of debate concepts for which we make a
prediction out of all debate concepts in the test set.

The LR+DNN results for both expansion types
are shown in Figure 2, and sample values are
shown in Table 4. For example, by setting the
threshold appropriately, we can find consistent ex-
pansions for 38.3% of the debate concepts with (at
least) 80% precision. Precision and coverage for
contrastive expansions are lower. For example,
when requiring precision of 70%, we can make

8For each given Precision@1 value p, we look for the
maximal Recall@1 value such that its corresponding Preci-
sion@1 is at least p.
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Figure 2: LR+DNN Precision@1 vs. Coverage

Coverage
Consistent Contrastive

Precision@1 Expansions Expansions
0.9 0.130 0.048
0.8 0.383 0.087
0.7 0.478 0.196
0.6 0.613 0.252
0.5 0.665 0.383

Table 4: LR+DNN – Coverage for selected Preci-
sion@1 values.

predictions for nearly 20% of the topics.

7 Related Work

There is a vast body of research work on
identifying semantic relations between a pair
of terms. Most studied relations include hy-
ponyms/hypernyms, synonyms, antonyms, and
meronyms. The main approaches applied to this
task are summarized below.

Pattern-based methods. A fundamental type of
evidence for detecting such relations is based on
co-occurrence of the two terms in some text, typi-
cally in the same sentence. Pattern-based methods
define lexico-syntactic contexts containing slots to
be filled by instances of the target relation. Pat-
terns can be defined over surface forms, or over
syntactic representations such as paths in a depen-
dency parse. Hearst (1992) introduced a pattern-
based method for hyponym extraction, using a
small set of manually-constructed textual patterns
(for example “NP1 such as NP2”). Similar meth-
ods were used by Berland and Charniak (1999)
for extracting meronyms, and by Lin et al. (2003)
for identifying non-synonyms among semantically
similar words.
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Snow et al. (2005) developed a method to auto-
matically learn new path-based patterns and used
these patterns as features for hypernym classifi-
cation; they later expanded this method for tax-
onomy construction (Snow et al., 2006). Schulte
im Walde and Köper (2013) used automatically
acquired word patterns to distinguish between
antonyms, synonyms and hypernyms in German.

Distant supervision. Mintz et al. (2009) intro-
duced the concept of distant supervision for re-
lation extraction. The idea is to use an external
knowledge base as a source of supervision instead
of using labeled text (Riedel et al., 2010). The
distant supervision paradigm assumes that any
sentence that contains an entity pair of a known
relation is likely to express the relation in the
text. Since this assumption leads to noisy data
and features, researchers have developed multi-
instance approaches to deal with invalid sentences
and wrong labels (Zeng et al., 2015; Riedel et al.,
2010; Surdeanu et al., 2012). Another solution for
the noisy data problem is using sentence-level at-
tention model (Lin et al., 2016).

Distributional methods. Distributional meth-
ods aim to determine the relation between two
terms by independently modeling the contexts in
which each term occurs. Lin (1998) and later
Weeds and Weir (2003) developed distributional
similarity measures and showed that they can be
used to predict hypernymy relations over WordNet
terms.

Translation in a word embedding space may
capture various syntactic and semantic relations
between the words. This was demonstrated by
Mikolov et al. (2013b) and Pennington et al.
(2014) on the task of solving word analogies.
Word embeddings were used for various rela-
tion extraction tasks, by taking their difference
(Roller et al., 2014) or their concatenation (Ba-
roni et al., 2012). Nguyen et al. (2016) used
a distributional-based method for distinguishing
antonyms and synonyms. Roller et al. (2018) com-
pared the performance of Hearst patterns with dis-
tributional methods for hypernymy prediction and
showed that co-occurrence measures of pairs ex-
tracted by Hearst patterns outperforms the distri-
butional methods.

Neural approaches. Following recent advances
in deep learning, many neural network architec-
tures for relation classification have been pro-

posed. Vu et al. (2016) combine recurrent and
convolutional neural networks for relation classi-
fication. Shwartz et al. (2016) combine depen-
dency path embeddings and distributional infor-
mation for hypernym detection, and Nguyen et al.
(2017) present a pattern-based neural network for
distinguishing antonyms and synonyms.

Taxonomy induction from Wikipedia. Apart
from relation extraction, taxonomy induction over
Wikipedia concepts and categories is another line
of research that is related to the current work. Ex-
amples are WikiTaxonomy (Ponzetto and Strube,
2007), YAGO (Hoffart et al., 2013), and the
Wikipedia Bitaxonomy project (Flati et al., 2014).
As described by Gupta et al. (2016), these works
utilize information about Wikipedia concepts, the
category network and the link structure.

The current work makes the following contribu-
tions with respect to previous relation extraction
work. First and foremost, it introduces and stud-
ies a new relation extraction task - finding consis-
tent and contrastive expansions for a given debate
topic. To address this challenging task, we pro-
pose a hybrid architecture that combines diverse
knowledge sources and techniques. Another con-
tribution of this work is a novel set of patterns, fil-
ters and features designed specifically for this task.

Stance classification. Consistent and con-
trastive relations were previously discussed in
the stance classification literature. Somasun-
daran et al. (2009) refer to these relations as
same/alternative, and use them in conjunction
with discourse relations to improve the prediction
of opinion polarity. However, they do not attempt
to identify these relations, but rather take them
from a labeled dataset. Bar-Haim et al. (2017), as
part of their work on claim stance classification,
developed a classifier that aims to distinguish con-
sistent from contrastive relations defined between
the sentiment targets of a claim and the debate
proposition. By contrast, our work addresses both
candidate acquisition and classification, and most
candidates are neither consistent nor contrastive
expansions.

8 Conclusion

This work introduced a new task, debate topic ex-
pansion, along with a corresponding benchmark
dataset, which we plan to make publicly available.
We presented a working solution for this challeng-
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ing task that achieved promising empirical results.
The best results are obtained by combining diverse
methods and techniques: pattern-based extraction,
a novel set of filters and classification features, and
a distantly-supervised neural network.

Debate topic expansion may be highly valuable
for argumentation mining. For instance, topic-
related argument mining has many potential use
cases, such as helping individuals and organiza-
tions make better decisions, enhancing civic dis-
course by identifying arguments raised in the me-
dia, and promoting critical thinking among stu-
dents. Debate topic expansion can enhance the
coverage of existing argument mining methods by
matching relevant arguments that do not mention
the given topic explicitly. In addition, distinguish-
ing consistent and contrastive expansions may im-
prove argument stance classification. We plan to
pursue these research directions in future work.
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Appendices

A Features Used by the Logistic
Regression Classifiers

Section A.1 lists all features used by either the
consistent or contrastive classifiers (or both). ♠
marks features used by the consistent classifier;
♣ marks features used by the contrastive classi-
fier. Some of the features use auxiliary definitions;
those are listed in Section A.2. Some of the fea-
tures are normalized as follows: let n be a normal-
ization factor and f be the feature value. Then

fn =

{
f
n f ≤ n
1 otherwise

In such cases, we mark the feature with Nn.

A.1 Features

1. CQ TOT COUNT: count of DC, EC co-
occurrences in CQ queries. ♣N5000
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2. CQ VS COUNT: count of DC, EC co-
occurrences in CQ queries matching a VS ex-
traction pattern (see Section B.2). ♣N5000

3. CQ PMI: pointwise mutual information
(PMI) of DC, EC over all CQ queries. ♣
p(DC) = CQ DC COUNT/CQ SIZE

p(EC) = CQ EC COUNT/CQ SIZE

p(DCEC) = CQ TOT COUNT/CQ SIZE

pmi(DC, EC) =





log p(DCEC)
p(DC)·p(EC) p(DC) > 0

p(EC) > 0

0 otherwise
(1)

4. CQ VS PMI: PMI of DC, EC over CQ
queries matching some VS extraction pattern.
Same definition as Equation (1), but with the
following quantities:
p(DC) = CQ DC VS COUNT/CQ VS SIZE

p(EC) = CQ EC VS COUNT/CQ VS SIZE

p(DCEC) = CQ VS COUNT/CQ VS SIZE

♠♣

5. SIMILARITY R: semantic relatedness sR
between DC and EC (defined in Sec-
tion 3.2). ♠♣

6. SIMILARITY D: distributional similarity
sD between DC and EC (defined in Sec-
tion 3.2). ♠♣

7. EC DC SENTIMENT: the product of DC
concept sentiment and EC concept senti-
ment. ♠♣

8. CATEGORIES SHARED COUNT: count
of Wikipedia categories shared by DC and
EC. ♠

9. CATEGORIES CONTAINED COUNT:
count of occurrences of DC in EC category
names and EC in DC category names, up to
two category levels; occurrences are counted
after stemming both the category and the
concept. ♠♣

10. OUTLINKS COUNT: count of shared
Wikipedia outlinks of DC and EC. ♠♣N30

11. DC HYPERNYM EC: a binary feature in-
dicating if DC is a hypernym of EC in
WordNet. ♠♣

12. DC HYPONYM EC: a binary feature indi-
cating if DC is a hyponym of EC in Word-
Net. ♠♣

13. DC SYNONYM EC: a binary feature indi-
cating if DC is a synonym of EC in Word-
Net. ♠♣

14. DC COHYPONYM EC: a binary feature
indicating if DC is a co-hyponym of EC in
WordNet. ♠♣

15. CN TOT ALL: count of DC, EC co-
occurrence in CN sentences, all surface
forms, with distance of at most 10 tokens.
♠♣N5000

16. CN VS ALL: count of DC, EC co-
occurrence in CN sentences matching a VS
classification pattern (see Section B.3.1), all
surface forms. ♠♣N100

17. CN VS EXACT MATCH: count of DC,
EC co-occurrence in CN sentences match-
ing a VS classification pattern, exact surface
forms. ♣N100

18. CN DEBATE ALL: count of DC, EC co-
occurrence in CN sentences matching a
DEBATE classification pattern (see Sec-
tion B.3.2), all surface forms. ♣N100

19. CN DEBATE EXACT MATCH: count of
DC, EC co-occurrence in CN sentences
matching a DEBATE classification pattern,
exact surface forms. ♣N10

20. CN AND ALL: count of DC, EC co-
occurrence in CN sentences matching
an AND classification pattern (see Sec-
tion B.3.3), all surface forms. ♣N100

21. CN PATTERN PROB ALL: probability of
VS classification pattern, all surface forms.
♠♣

p(DC, EC) =





log CN VS ALL
CN TOT ALL CN VS ALL > 0

CN TOT ALL > 0

−10 otherwise

22. CN PATTERN PROB EXACT MATCH:
Probability of VS classification pattern, exact
match. ♣
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23. CN VS AND RELATION: A feature based
on the ratio between the frequencies of the
VS classification pattern and the AND classi-
fication pattern. ♣

p(DC, EC) =

{
log CN VS ALL+1

CN TOT ALL+1 CN VS ALL > 0

−10 otherwise

24. CN FREQ RATIO: The frequency ratio
measure, defined in Section 3.2. ♠

A.2 Auxiliary Definitions
1. CQ SIZE: total count of CQ queries.

2. CQ VS SIZE: total count of CQ queries
matching a VS pattern.

3. CQ DC COUNT: count of DC occurrences
in CQ queries.

4. CQ EC COUNT: count of EC occurrences
in CQ queries.

5. CQ DC VS COUNT: count of DC occur-
rences in CQ queries matching a VS pattern.

6. CQ EC VS COUNT: count of EC occur-
rences in CQ queries matching a VS pattern.

7. CN TOT DC: count of DC occurrences in
CN sentences, all surface forms.

8. CN TOT EC: count of EC occurrences in
CN sentences, all surface forms.

B Patterns

In the patterns listed in this section, (X ,Y ) stand
for either (DC,EC) or (EC,DC), ‘*’ matches
any number of non-concept tokens, and [] indi-
cates optional characters.

B.1 Patterns Used for Consistent Candidate
Extraction

1. X is a Y

2. X is an Y

3. X is a kind of Y

4. X is a form of Y

5. X is an example of Y

6. X is a special case of Y

7. X or other Y

8. X or other types of Y

9. X or other kinds of Y

10. X or another type of Y

11. X and other Y

12. X and other types of Y

13. X and other kinds of Y

14. Y such as X

15. Y including X

16. Y e.g. X

B.2 VS Patterns Used for Contrastive
Candidate Extraction

1. X * vs[.] * Y

2. X * versus * Y

3. X * preferable to * Y

4. X * instead of * Y

5. X * in contrast to * Y

6. X * better than * Y

7. X * healthier than * Y

8. X * safer than * Y

9. X * cleaner than * Y

10. difference[s] between * X * and * Y

B.3 Patterns Used for Candidate
Classification

B.3.1 VS Patterns
1. X v[.] Y

2. X vs[.] Y

3. X versus Y

4. X instead of Y

5. X in contrast to Y

6. X [is|are] preferable to Y

7. X [is|are] better than Y

8. X [is|are] healthier than Y

9. X [is|are] safer than Y

10. X [is|are] cleaner than Y
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B.3.2 DEBATE Patterns
1. X 〈VS〉 Y (debate|controversy); 〈VS〉 stands

for any of the connectors listed in Sec-
tion B.3.1.

2. X (and|or) Y (debate|controversy)

B.3.3 AND Patterns
1. both X (and|or) Y

2. including X (and|or) Y

3. such as X (and|or) Y

4. for example X (and|or) Y

5. for instance X (and|or) Y
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Abstract

Studies on emotion recognition (ER) show that
combining lexical and acoustic information re-
sults in more robust and accurate models. The
majority of the studies focus on settings where
both modalities are available in training and
evaluation. However, in practice, this is not
always the case; getting ASR output may rep-
resent a bottleneck in a deployment pipeline
due to computational complexity or privacy-
related constraints. To address this challenge,
we study the problem of efficiently combining
acoustic and lexical modalities during train-
ing while still providing a deployable acous-
tic model that does not require lexical inputs.
We first experiment with multimodal models
and two attention mechanisms to assess the
extent of the benefits that lexical information
can provide. Then, we frame the task as
a multi-view learning problem to induce se-
mantic information from a multimodal model
into our acoustic-only network using a con-
trastive loss function. Our multimodal model
outperforms the previous state of the art on
the USC-IEMOCAP dataset reported on lex-
ical and acoustic information. Additionally,
our multi-view-trained acoustic network sig-
nificantly surpasses models that have been ex-
clusively trained with acoustic features.

1 Introduction

The task of emotion recognition (ER) requires
understanding the way humans interact to ex-
press their emotional state during conversations.
Among others, emotions are encoded in both lexi-
cal and acoustic information where each modality
contributes to the overall emotional state of a given
speaker. However, in some situations, one modal-
ity can be more insightful to derive emotions than
the other. For instance, the phrase “yeah... of
course” does not have enough lexical information
to derive the right emotion, and it may all depend

on the acoustic patterns. On the other hand, the
phrase “I really miss my dog!” does not need
acoustic information to detect that the most likely
emotion is sadness. Thus, recognizing emotions
is not a trivial task because an emotional state can
be easily shaped by many factors: context, word
content, spectral and prosodic information, among
others (Barbulescu et al., 2017).

In this paper, we study the emotion recognition
problem from the speech and language perspec-
tives. We formally look into acoustic and lexi-
cal modalities with the aim of improving models
that only use acoustic information. In the first part
of this work, our goal is to assess the extent to
which lexical information benefits acoustic mod-
els. We propose a multimodal method that is in-
spired by the way humans process emotions in a
conversation. That is, lexical and acoustic infor-
mation is simultaneously perceived at every word
step. Hence, we introduce the concept of acous-
tic words: word-level representations derived from
acoustic features in a speech fragment. The acous-
tic word representations enable a natural combina-
tion of the modalities where lexical and acoustic
features are aligned at the word level. Addition-
ally, we leverage these representations with two at-
tention mechanisms: modality-based and context-
based attentions. The former mechanism prior-
itizes one of the modalities at each word step,
whereas the latter mechanism focuses on the most
important word representations across the entire
utterance. Our multimodal approach outperforms
the current state of the art on the USC-IEMOCAP
dataset reported on lexical and acoustic modali-
ties.

In the second part of this work, our goal is to
induce semantic information from the proposed
multimodal model into an acoustic model. We
study a more challenging scenario where we es-
tablish that lexical information is available during
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training but not during the evaluation phase. Such
restriction is commonly found in real-world appli-
cations, where transcripts or ASR outputs repre-
sent a bottleneck in a deployment pipeline due to
computational complexity or privacy-related con-
straints. To address this challenge, we frame
this task as a multi-view learning problem (Blum
and Mitchell, 1998). We induce lexical informa-
tion from our multimodal model into the acous-
tic network during training while still providing a
lexical-independent acoustic model for testing or
deployment. That is, our acoustic model learns to
capture semantic and contextual information with-
out relying on explicit lexical inputs such as ASR
or transcripts. This multi-view acoustic network
significantly outperforms models that have been
exclusively trained on acoustic features.

2 Related Work

Recognizing emotions is a complex task because
it involves several ambiguous human interactions
such as facial expressions, change in pitch or tone
of voice, linguistic semantics and meaning, among
others (Cowie, 2009; Mower Provost et al., 2009).
Many researchers have approached these chal-
lenges by extracting features from visual, acoustic,
and lexical information. Early approaches rely on
a variation of support vector machine (SVM) clas-
sifiers to learn emotional categories such as hap-
piness, sadness, anger, and others (Rozgic et al.,
2012; Perez-Rosas et al., 2013; Jin et al., 2015).
For instance, Rozgic et al. (2012) use an automat-
ically generated ensemble of trees whose nodes
contain binary SVM classifiers for each emotional
category. Jin et al. (2015) also use multimodal-
ity, and their study focuses on comparing early
and late-fusion methods. Consistently, researchers
have found that multimodal approaches outper-
form unimodal ones.

Recent work has focused on different ways to
fuse the acoustic, lexical, and visual modalities.
However, we narrow the discussion to the acoustic
and lexical modalities to align with the scope of
the paper. In most of the cases, researchers have
used concatenation to fuse the lexical and acoustic
representations at different stages of their models.
Other works have proposed multimodal pooling
fusion (Aldeneh et al., 2017), tensor fusion net-
works (Zadeh et al., 2017), modality hierarchical
fusion (Majumder et al., 2018), context-aware fu-
sion with attention (Poria et al., 2018), and con-

versational memory networks (CMN) (Hazarika
et al., 2018). Nevertheless, all the previous fusion
techniques have been made at the utterance level,
whereas our work focuses on multimodal fusion
at the word level by introducing acoustic word
representations. We compare our work to Poria
et al. (2018) because they document the current
best performance on lexical and acoustic informa-
tion on the IEMOCAP dataset using the standard
10-fold speaker-exclusive cross-validation setting.

Closely related work on acoustic word embed-
dings has been made by He et al. (2016). They
induce acoustic information into lexical represen-
tations at the character level in a multi-view un-
supervised setting. We introduce the concept of
acoustic word representations in a different way:
we learn vector representations of words out of
frame-level acoustic features. This allows us to
align lexical and acoustic information at the word
level, which simulates the way humans perceive
emotions in conversations (i.e., both modalities
are simultaneously perceived).

We also explore multi-view settings to over-
come the absence of lexical inputs during evalu-
ation (Blum and Mitchell, 1998). There are multi-
ple options to conduct the experiments in this sce-
nario (Xu et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2015), such
as deep cannonical correlation analysis (DCCA)
(Andrew et al., 2013) and siamese networks with
contrastive loss functions (He et al., 2016). We use
the latter approach in our experiments. To the best
of our knowledge, there is no prior work trying to
overcome the absence of lexical inputs by induc-
ing lexical information into an acoustic model for
the task of emotion recognition.

3 Methodology

We describe the data representation and introduce
the idea of acoustic words in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.
Then, we use this concept to define the multimodal
architecture in Section 3.3. Finally, we explain
the multi-view learning setting using the proposed
multimodal model and our acoustic model in Sec-
tion 3.3.

3.1 Data Representation

Acoustic features. We extract frame-level fea-
tures using OpenSMILE1 (Eyben et al., 2013). We
use the Computational Paralinguistic Challenge
(ComParE) feature-set introduced by Schuller

1audeering.com/technology/opensmile/
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et al. (2013) for the InterSpeech emotion recog-
nition challenge. These features include energy,
spectral, MFCC, and other low-level descriptors.
The InterSpeech ComParE 2013 features are fairly
standard and well-documented. Additionally, we
normalize these features using z-standardization
before feeding them into our models.
Lexical features. We use word embeddings to
represent the lexical information. Specifically, we
employ deep contextualized word representations
using the language model ELMo (Peters et al.,
2018). ELMo represents words as vectors that are
entirely built out of characters. This allows us to
overcome the problem of out-of-vocabulary words
by always having a vector based on morphologi-
cal clues for any given word. Additionally, these
representations have proven to capture syntax and
semantics aspects as well as the diversity of the
linguistic context of words (e.g., polysemy).

3.2 Acoustic Words
Previous studies usually extract features from the
modalities in independent modules, and then they
concatenate the corresponding utterance represen-
tations from the acoustics and lexical features to
feed into the next layers of their models. However,
we argue that a more natural way to understand
emotions is to align lexical and acoustic infor-
mation, which simulates the way humans process
both modalities simultaneously. Thus, we intro-
duce the concept of acoustic word representations
(see Figure 1). These representations are extracted
from frame-level features by taking the output of
a bidirectional LSTM at every segment. Note that
this procedure requires the word alignment infor-
mation. Additionally, we exclude frames that do
not belong to the words of the speaker. This re-
duces any potential bias towards other people’s
emotional states as well as environmental noise.

3.3 Hierarchical Multimodal Model
Our goal is to provide a neural network model
that efficiently combines acoustic and lexical in-
formation for emotion recognition. We propose
a hierarchical multimodal model that uses: 1)
acoustic word representations derived from frame-
level features, 2) a modality-based attention mech-
anism at the word level that prioritizes one modal-
ity over the other, and 3) a context-based atten-
tion mechanism that emphasizes the most relevant
parts in the entire utterance. In Figure 1, the shad-
owed box represents the low level of the hierarchy,

Figure 1: The multimodal model. The shadowed box
incloses the acoustic word mechanism, whose output
is fed into the GMU unit along with the lexical word
representation at each timestep. The model can have N
layers of BLSTM at the frame and word levels.

where the frame features are used to generate the
acoustic word representation. The high level of
the model is where the word representations from
each modality are combined.
Modality-based attention. The idea of the
modality-based attention is to prioritize one of the
modalities at the word level. That is, when the
lexical features are more relevant to capture emo-
tions (i.e., informative words are used), the model
should prioritize such features and vice versa (i.e.,
arousal and pitch levels increase). To achieve this
behavior, we incorporate the bimodal version of
the GMU cell proposed by Arevalo et al. (2017).
The GMU equations are as follows:

ha = tanh(Waxa + ba)

hl = tanh(Wlxl + bl)

z = σ(Wz[xa, xl] + bz)

h = z ∗ ha + (1− z) ∗ hl

(1)

where xa and xl are the acoustic and lexical input
vectors, respectively. These inputs are concate-
nated ([xa, xl]) and then multiplied by Wz so that
the concatenation can be projected into the same
space of the hidden vectors ha and hl. Finally,
z is multiplied by the hidden acoustic vector ha,
and (1 − z) by the hidden lexical vector hl. By
adding the result of these products, the model in-
corporates a complementary mechanism over the
modalities, which allows prioritizing one over the
other when necessary.
Context-based attention. We use a fairly stan-
dard attention mechanism over the entire utterance
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Figure 2: The multi-view models. The view on the left is the acoustic model, and the view on the right is the
multimodal model. The shadowed box in the middle is the contrastive loss module.

that was introduced by Bahdanau et al. (2014).
The idea is to concentrate mass probability over
the words that capture emotional states along the
sequence. Our attention mechanism uses the fol-
lowing equations:

ei = vᵀ tanh(Whhi + bh)

ai =
exp(ei)∑N
j=1 exp(ej)

, where
N∑

i=1

ai = 1

z =
N∑

i=1

aihi

where Wh ∈ Rda×dh and bh ∈ Rdh are trainable
parameters of the model. The vector v ∈ Rda is
the attention vector to be learned. Also, da and dh
are the dimensions of the attention layer and the
hidden state, respectively. Then, we multiply the
scalars ai and their corresponding hidden vectors
hi to obtain our weighted sequence. The sum of
the weighted vectors, z, is fed into a softmax layer.

3.4 Multi-view Learning

A more realistic and challenging scenario happens
when lexical information is not available during
testing. In this case, our goal is to build an acoustic
model that is capable of inferring some notion of
semantic and contextual features by taking advan-
tage of lexical information only available during
training. To achieve this, we frame the problem
as a multi-view learning task, where two disjoint
networks share their learned information through
the loss function (Lian et al., 2018). The fact that
they are disjoint networks allows them to function
without each other during evaluation.

Consider the acoustic and multimodal views Va
and Vm. The acoustic view, Va, is comprised of

N layers of bidirectional LSTMs followed by an
attention and a softmax layers. The multimodal
view, Vm, follows the architecture described in
Section 3.3. As shown in Figure 2, the view on the
left, Va, takes only the raw frame vectors, whereas
the view on the right, Vm, takes the aligned frame
and word vectors as inputs. Each view learns an
utterance representation of the emotions, ha and
hm, which are the outputs of their corresponding
attention layers, as defined in Eq. 2. Since these
vectors come from the same source of information
(i.e., same speaker utterance), we assume that their
emotion representations are similar. In general, we
want vectors with similar emotions to be close and
dissimilar ones to be far regardless of the modali-
ties they use. To achieve this, we use the following
contrastive loss function:

Lc =
1

2N

N∑

i

max(0,m+ dis(hai , h
+
mi

)− dis(hai , h−mi
))

+
1

2N

N∑

i

max(0,m+ dis(hmi , h
+
ai)− dis(hmi , h

−
ai))

(2)

where the + and − superscripts refer to positive
(i.e., close) and negative (i.e., far) vectors. We
force a margin of at least m to keep negative
samples separated from positive samples. We
define dis(v, w) = 1 − cos(v, w) as the function
that calculates the distance between two vectors.
Note that we determine cross-view pairs when
comparing vectors because we want the models
to induce similar information from different
modalities. Additionally, choosing the negative
samples can dramatically affect the performance
of the models. For instance, for random samples
that may not share acoustic or lexical properties,
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the models can easily satisfy the margin m
without forcing much learning. Instead, we want
the models to find the nuances in acoustically
similar samples that have different emotion labels.
Thus, besides random sampling, we also consider
similar acoustic properties (e.g., valence, arousal,
or dominance) that overlap among the emotions.

In addition to the contrastive objective function,
we use cross-entropy loss functions for the acous-
tic and multimodal views:

La =−
1

N
βa

N∑

i

yilog(ŷi) (3)

Lm =− 1

N
βm

N∑

i

yilog(ŷi) (4)

where βa and βm are used to weight the loss from
the acoustic and multimodal views, respectively.
These weights can vary along the epochs to facili-
tate the optimization of the acoustic view. We dis-
cuss this in Section 4.4, and the training procedure
is described in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Multi-view Training Algorithm
1: procedure GETNEGSAMPLES(Data, y)
2: . Loop through the targets of the batch
3: for i← 1, . . . , ‖y‖ do
4: . Randomly pick sample with class other than yi

5: y−i ← RAND(Data)
s.t. y−i 6= yi and

y−i , yi are acoustically similar
6: . Collect the corresponding negative inputs
7: (x−ai

, x−li )← getinput(y−i )

8: return (x−a , x
−
l )

9: repeat:
10: . Loop through the training batches
11: for (xa, xl, y)← nextbatch(Data) do
12: . Get the negative acoustic and lexical inputs
13: (x−a , x

−
l )← GETNEGSAMPLES(Data, y)

14: . Get the neg. hidden vectors from neg. inputs
15: h−a ← hidden(Va, x

−
a )

16: h−m ← hidden(Vm, x
−
a , x

−
l )

17: . Get the pos. hidden vectors and predictions
18: (ha, ŷa)← forward(Va, xa)
19: (hm, ŷm)← forward(Vm, xa, xl)
20: . Calculate and add the individual losses
21: Lc ← CONTRASTIVE(ha, h

−
a , hm, h

−
m)

22: La ← CROSSENTROPY(y, ŷa)
23: Lm ← CROSSENTROPY(y, ŷm)
24: L ← Lc + βaLa + βmLm

25: . Update the parameters using backprop.
26: ΘVm ← ΘVm − α∂L/∂ΘVm

27: ΘVa ← ΘVa − α∂L/∂ΘVa

28: until stopping criteria met

Teacher-student learning. We anticipate two po-
tential problems with the previously described set-
ting: 1) the learning process may predominantly

Utterances Anger Happiness Neutral Sadness
F1 - 528 147 132 171 78

M1 - 556 82 146 212 116

F2 - 479 67 166 134 112
M2 - 542 70 161 227 84

F3 - 522 92 128 130 172
M3 - 624 148 154 190 132

F4 - 527 205 185 75 62
M4 - 501 122 118 180 81

F5 - 590 78 159 221 132
M5 - 651 92 283 163 113

5,520 1,103 1,632 1,703 1,082

Table 1: Data distribution of the USC-IEMOCAP
dataset. F and M mean female and male speakers fol-
lowed by their session number.

concentrate on the multimodal view because it has
more learning capabilities (i.e., large number of
parameters) than the acoustic view, leaving the
acoustic model to be of secondary importance dur-
ing training, and 2) a cross-entropy loss over one-
hot vectors ignores informative overlaps among
the emotion classes resulting in a very strict ob-
jective function. To address these issues, we look
into a teacher-student learning approach (Li et al.,
2014). Given an already-optimized multimodal
model Vm (the teacher), we want our acoustic view
Va (the student) to predict probability distributions
such as the ones generated by the teacher. We
can calculate the difference between the probabil-
ity distributions of the teacher and the student us-
ing Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence. Then, we
minimize the following loss function:

LKL = − 1

N

N∑

i

p(yi|xmi , Vm)log
p(yi|xmi , Vm)

p(yi|xai , Va)
(5)

where xmi and xai are the multimodal and acous-
tic inputs for sample i, respectively, and Vm and
Va represent the parameters of the views.

4 Experiments

We describe the dataset used for the experiments
in Section 4.1. Then, we define the experimental
models in Section 4.2, which are used in the multi-
modal and multi-view experiment in Sections 4.3
and 4.4.

4.1 Dataset

We focus our experiments on the USC-EIMOCAP
dataset (Busso et al., 2008). This dataset provides
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Type Experiment Modality Dev Test Comment

Baseline

B-ACO-1 Acoustics 0.5858 - Silence frames
B-ACO-2 0.5729 - Silence frames removed

B-LEX Lexical 0.6706 - -

B-MM-1 Multimodal 0.7195 - Silence frames
B-MM-2 0.7265 - Silence frames removed

Hierarchical

H-ACO-1 Acoustics 0.5697 - Acoustic words

H-MM-1

Multimodal

0.7316 - Aligned words
H-MM-2 0.7341 - + GMU
H-MM-3 0.7354 - + Attention
H-MM-4 0.7383 0.7169 + GMU + Attention

SOTA - Multimodal - 0.7079 Poria et al. (2018)

Table 2: The results of the multimodal experiments. The name of the experiments starts either with B or H
referring to baseline or hierarchical models. ACO, LEX, and MM mean acoustic, lexical and multimodal. Our
results provide a new state-of-the-art UA when we use the hierarchical model with GMU and attention. Once the
models are optimized on the validation set, we evaluate the best ones on the test set.

conversations between female and male speakers
throughout five sessions. Each session involves a
different pair of speakers, which accounts for a to-
tal of 10 speakers. The conversations are split into
small utterances that map to emotion categories.
The original emotion categories are merged to mit-
igate the unbalanced classes into four categories:
anger, happiness, neutral, and sadness. Table 1
shows the distribution of the dataset. We split
the dataset using the one-speaker-out experimen-
tal setting. That is, we take four sessions for train-
ing, and the remaining session is split by speak-
ers into the validation and test sets. We report
our unweighted accuracy scores running 10-fold
cross-validation experiments and averaging scores
across folds.

4.2 Defining Experimental Models

B-ACO: The acoustic baseline is composed of two
BLSTM layers of 256 dimensions each, followed
by average pooling and a softmax layer. B-ACO-
1 uses the raw sequence of frames, whereas B-
ACO-2 employs the frames that correspond to the
speaker.
B-LEX: The lexical baseline uses word embed-
dings of 1,024 dimensions from ELMo. We feed
these vectors into two BLSTM layers of 256 di-
mensions followed by average pooling and a soft-
max layer.
B-MM: The multimodal baseline uses BLSTMs
with average pooling over time on each modality,
similar to B-ACO and B-LEX. We concatenate the

vectors from each modality and feed them into a
softmax layer.
H-ACO: The hierarchical acoustic model uses
acoustic word representations. The acoustic words
are generated with two BLSTMs of 256 dimen-
sions using the speaker frames (i.e., no silence). At
the word level, we perform average pooling over
time and feed the resulting vector into a softmax
layer.
H-MM: The hierarchical multimodal model uses
the acoustic word representations in H-ACO, and
the lexical word representations in B-LEX, with
256 dimensions each. H-MM-1 uses two layers
of BLSTM over the concatenated word represen-
tations followed by average pooling and a soft-
max layer. Based on H-MM-1, H-MM-2 incor-
porates the GMU unit and H-MM-3 adds the at-
tention layer. H-MM-4 uses both GMU and the
attention layer.

4.3 Multimodal Experiments

Impact of silence. We experiment with silence
and the baselines B-ACO and B-MM. In Table 2,
although keeping silence seems better than remov-
ing it (B-ACO-1 vs. B-ACO-2), the multimodal
model shows a small improvement when silence
is ignored (B-MM-1 vs. B-MM-2). By looking
into the predictions, besides the silence and envi-
ronmental noise in the original frames, we notice
that a second speaker can influence the emotions
of the speaker being evaluated. This observation,
along with the model improvements, suggests that
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Figure 3: Multimodal Attention. The figure shows the attention mechanisms at the modality and utterance levels.
The bars over the words are the average of z in Eq. 1, and they show how much acoustic (left bar in blue) or
lexical (right bar in red) information was used. The highlights in the background of the words are the attention
probabilities, where the higher the probability the darker the word.

is possible to fuse information more efficiently.
Hierarchical models. To make better use of
the modalities, we align lexical information with
acoustic representations at the word level. Based
on the silence impact, our acoustic word repre-
sentations only use frames where the speaker in-
tervenes in the conversation (i.e., no silence or
other speakers). Similar to the previous scenario,
we see a detrimental behavior in the hierarchical
acoustic model compared to the models that use
the original sequence of frames (H-ACO-1 vs. B-
ACO). However, when we concatenate the lexical
and acoustic word representations (H-MM-1), our
hierarchical model surpasses the UA of all previ-
ous models. In fact, our best model (H-MM-4)
outperforms the previous state-of-the-art UA. This
serves as strong evidence that fusing information
more efficiently can yield a better performance.
Ablation experiment. Table 2 shows the perfor-
mance of the hierarchical multimodal models with
and without the modality- and context-based at-
tention mechanisms (H-MM). Using H-MM-1 as
a common ground, the modality-based attention
(H-MM-2) provides an improvement of about 1%
on the UA metric. This result suggests that one
modality can be more informative than the other,
and hence, it is important to prioritize the one
that carries more emotional information. Like-
wise, adding the attention mechanism, H-MM-
3, outperforms H-MM-1 by a similar percent-
age. Our intuition is that weighting the words
that provide strong emotional information based
on the context allows the model to disambiguate
meaning and discriminate more easily the sam-
ples. Lastly, H-MM-4 combines both attention
mechanisms, which improves over the individual

attention models H-MM-2 and H-MM-3 by about
1% of UA. This means that the attention mecha-
nisms are more complementary than overlapping.
Attention visualization. For the modality-based
attention, the vector z from Eq. 1 determines
how much acoustic information will go through
the next layers, whereas (1 − z) is the amount of
lexical data allowed. Figure 3 provides a visual-
ization of these vectors. The bars show the amount
of information that is captured from one modal-
ity versus the other. For instance, the sample “oh
my gosh” illustrates that the words rely on more
acoustic than lexical information. Intuitively, this
phrase by itself could describe different emotions,
but it is the acoustic modality that mitigates the
ambiguity. Regarding the context-based attention,
Figure 3 shows the places where the model focuses
along the utterance. For large-context utterances,
where the acoustic features are more or less sim-
ilar, the semantics can help to highlight specific
spots. For example, in the second sentence on the
right of Figure 3, the model detects the seman-
tics of the words sense and stupid and associates
them with the words should, go, and army. The
attention mechanism not only emphasizes seman-
tics but it also takes into account the acoustic fea-
tures. In the same block of sentences, it is worth
noting that the words primarily driven by acous-
tics (e.g., sweatheart, oh god, sorry and yeah) are
highlighted by the attention mechanism. These re-
sults also align with the intuition that the attention
mechanisms are complementary.

4.4 Multi-view experiments

Our multi-view experiments use utterance-level
representations to calculate the contrastive loss in
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View1 View 2 Dev Test Comment

B-ACO-1 - 0.5858 0.5443 Acoustic-exclusive baseline

B-ACO-1

B-LEX 0.5971 - Loss: Lc + La + Lm (Eqs. 2, 3, 4)
H-MM-4 0.5976 - Loss: Lc + La + Lm (Eqs. 2, 3, 4)
H-MM-4 † 0.5969 - Loss: Lc + La (Eqs. 2, 3)
H-MM-4 † 0.6060 0.5859 Loss: Lc + LKL (Eqs. 2, 5)

B-ACO-1 + Attention H-MM-4 † 0.6100 0.5976 Loss: Lc + LKL (Eqs. 2, 5)

Table 3: The results of the multi-view experiments. We use the acoustic model B-ACO-1 as the first view and
evaluate its performance using different second views. † means that the second view is not updated during training
and its classification loss is not included.

Eq. 2. We discard experiments at the word level
because 1) contrasting emotions for every word
individually poses a complex task2, and 2) con-
text helps to disambiguate meaning as well as to
convey the overall emotion rather than relying on
high emotional words individually. Additionally,
our experiments aim at a more practical scenario
where there is no need for transcripts or ASR out-
put with forced alignment.
Choosing negative samples. To calculate the loss
as in Eq. 2, we randomly choose negative samples
in two ways: 1) forcing a different class, and 2)
forcing a different class that is acoustically similar
to the positive sample (e.g., sadness vs. neutral,
or anger vs. happiness). We saw that the model
generalizes better using the second option. Our
intuition is that the model does not have problems
to force the margin m between vectors when the
negative input samples come from fairly easy dis-
criminative classes (e.g., happiness vs. neutral).
In contrast, the model struggles to force the margin
m between vectors when classes are acoustically
similar, which turns into better generalization.
Different views. We choose B-ACO-1 as the first
view because it uses raw frame level features. As
shown in Table 3, we compare B-LEX and H-MM-
4 as simple and elaborated second views by apply-
ing the contrastive and the views’ cross-entropy
loss functions. Indeed, by using B-LEX we show
that the acoustic model B-ACO-1 improves its ac-
curacy. Further improvements are made if we use
H-MM-4 as a second view. This means that it
is better to transfer information to the acoustic
model when the modalities are effectively com-
bined rather than when we try to induce only lexi-

2Negative words are hard to choose because we want
properly formed utterances with the same number of words.

cal information.
Frozen weights. We further explore H-MM-4 as
a second view by first optimizing it, and then fix-
ing its weights in the multi-view setting. Experi-
ments with a trainable second view show that the
lexical model is prioritized even when the losses
are weighted as in Eq. 3 and 4. The intuition is
that there is nothing new that this second view can
learn from the multi-view setting once it has been
optimized separately, and thus, it is better to ex-
clude the complexity of learning it from scratch.
Table 3 shows a small improvement over the pre-
vious models reaching 59.69% of UA on the vali-
dation set.
Teacher-student learning. We also experiment
with a teacher-student setting where the model H-
MM-4 is optimized separately. This model is a
non-trainable second view where its class predic-
tions are used as soft labels to evaluate the first
view. The idea is to provide informative simil-
itudes among the training samples by evaluating
against a probability distribution over the classes
rather than hard labels. The model reduces its
loss more steadily than previous models, and once
optimized, it surpasses previous results. Finally,
we consider the case of a more complex student
network since previous studies suggest that small
student models may not be able to cope with the
teacher models (Li et al., 2014; Meng et al., 2018).
By adding an attention layer over the acoustic
model B-ACO-1, we are able to improve the accu-
racy of the model by 1% absolute points, as shown
in Table 3.

5 Conclusions

We presented multimodal and multi-view ap-
proaches for emotion recognition. The first ap-
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proach assumes that lexical information is always
available when the speech signal is being pro-
cessed. For such a scenario, our hierarchical
multimodal model outperforms the state-of-the-
art score with the aid of modality- and context-
based attention mechanisms. The second ap-
proach adapts to a more realistic scenario where
lexical data may not be available for evaluation.
Our multi-view setting has shown that acoustic
models can still benefit from lexical information
over models that have been exclusively trained on
acoustic features.
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Appendix for “Multimodal and Multi-view
Models for Emotion Recognition”

A Dataset Insights

This section describes some insights of the dataset.
We use this information to take decisions relevant
to our experiments. We consider the maximum
number of words, the length of frames per utter-
ance, and the number of frames per words.

Figure 4: Histogram of frame sequences for every ut-
terance.

We use 30 words as a maximum length for the
sentences given that he average length is 17.40 and
the standard deviation of 13.34 (see Figure 5). Ad-
ditionally, we show statistics for the frame lengths
on each utterance in Figure 4. We take a max-
imum length of 700 frames per utterance, where
each frame is equivalent to 10 milliseconds.

Figure 5: Histogram of number of words per utterance.

We also obtain the average length of frames that
each word has according to the alignments of the
dataset. Note that most of the words are within
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100 frames, or equivalently, 1 second (see Figure
6).

Figure 6: Histogram of word lengths in terms of
frames.

B Experimental Settings

We train all our models for 30 epochs using a
learning rate of 1e-4 and a batch size of 64. The
optimization of the models is conducted using
Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014). We consistently
use gradient clipping among our experiments. We
clip the norm of the gradient beyond 5 (Pascanu
et al., 2012; Goodfellow et al., 2016):

g← gτ

||g|| if ||g|| > τ

To regularize the models, we use dropouts (Sri-
vastava et al., 2014) by choosing drop probabili-
ties between 0.4 and 0.5. We apply an `2 with a
coefficient of 1e-5. For the GMU component, we
use batch normalization applied to each modality
matrix (Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015). All our experi-
ments are validated using 10-fold cross-validation,
leaving one speaker out of the training and valida-
tion sets.

For the multi-view learning experiments, we
use the same settings as described for the multi-
modal experiments. In the case of the loss weights
βa and βm, we experiment with values in {1.0,
1.2} and {0.3, 0.5, 1.0}, respectively. We also ex-
periment with βs as function of the epochs using

β =
1

1 + (ρ ∗ epoch)βo

where ρ is a decreasing rate and βo is the ini-
tial value, but the learning setting still overem-
phasize the multimodal view. The best results
were achieved with βa = 1 and βm = 0.3 when

both views were optimized simultaneously. For
the margin in the contrastive loss function, we use
m = 0.5.

For negative sampling in the contrastive loss
function, we empirically found that using anger
with happiness and neutral with sadness
generally worked well since the acoustic patterns
are similar. However, we saw some informa-
tive pairs when happiness and anger were
coupled with neutral. This suggests that a
more systematic way to determine pairs is needed.
We leave the exploration of metrics such as va-
lence, arousal and dominance to determine the
contrastive pairs for future work.

C Additional Experiments

We run the following side experiments:

• Different length of words for our lexical base-
line model (B-LEX). No benefit was per-
ceived by going beyond 30 words.

• Different length of frames for our acoustic
baseline model (B-ACO). The training time
increases significantly while there is no sub-
stantial gain on performance by doing this.

• Improvised versus scripted utterances. We
saw a substantial increase in performance
( 3%) of UA when speakers use scripted lan-
guage rather than natural conversations.

D Model Insights

D.1 Visualization of Attention
We visualize the attention weights for correctly
and incorrectly predicted emotions in Figures 7
and 8. Interestingly, when the sentences are read
by humans, the target emotion for such utterances
turn out ambiguous, which aligns with the result
of the models.

D.2 Multi-view Results
By using the multi-view learning setting, we man-
age to induce lexical information into the model.
According to Figures 9 and 10, it is easy to see
that the model B-ACO-1 corrects a lot of the mis-
takenly predicted classes (i.e., compare neutral as
ground-truth and sadness as prediction). However,
the images also reveal that there are side effects
such as transferring wrong aspects of the lexical
modal to the acoustic one.
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Figure 7: Correct predictions (italics) of the model along with the attention visualization.

Figure 8: Incorrect predictions (italics) of the model along with the attention visualization.

Figure 9: Confusion matrix of the acoustic model B-
ACO-1.

Figure 10: Confusion matrix of the acoustic model B-
ACO-1 trained in a multi-view learning setting.
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Abstract

Emotion cause extraction (ECE), the task
aimed at extracting the potential causes behind
certain emotions in text, has gained much at-
tention in recent years due to its wide applica-
tions. However, it suffers from two shortcom-
ings: 1) the emotion must be annotated before
cause extraction in ECE, which greatly limits
its applications in real-world scenarios; 2) the
way to first annotate emotion and then extract
the cause ignores the fact that they are mutual-
ly indicative. In this work, we propose a new
task: emotion-cause pair extraction (ECPE),
which aims to extract the potential pairs of e-
motions and corresponding causes in a docu-
ment. We propose a 2-step approach to ad-
dress this new ECPE task, which first perform-
s individual emotion extraction and cause ex-
traction via multi-task learning, and then con-
duct emotion-cause pairing and filtering. The
experimental results on a benchmark emotion
cause corpus prove the feasibility of the ECPE
task as well as the effectiveness of our ap-
proach.

1 Introduction

Emotion cause extraction (ECE) aims at extracting
potential causes that lead to emotion expression-
s in text. The ECE task was first proposed and
defined as a word-level sequence labeling prob-
lem in Lee et al. (2010). To solve the shortcom-
ing of extracting causes at word level, Gui et al.
(2016a) released a new corpus which has received
much attention in the following study and become
a benchmark dataset for ECE research.

Figure 1 displays an example from this corpus,
There are five clauses in a document. The emotion
“happy” is contained in the fourth clause. We de-
note this clause as emotion clause, which refers to
a clause that contains emotions. It has two corre-
sponding causes: “a policeman visited the old man
with the lost money” in the second clause, and
“told him that the thief was caught” in the third

clause. We denote them as cause clause, which
refers to a clause that contains causes.

The ECE task was formalized as a clause-level
binary classification problem in Gui et al. (2016a).
The goal is to detect for each clause in a document,
whether this clause is a cause given the annotation
of emotion. This framework was followed by most
of the recent studies in this field (Lee et al., 2010;
Gui et al., 2016a; Li et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2019;
Yu et al., 2019).

However, there are two shortcomings in the cur-
rent ECE task. The first is that emotions must be
annotated before cause extraction in the test set,
which limits the applications of ECE in real-world
scenarios. The second is that the way to first anno-
tate the emotion and then extract the cause ignores
the fact that emotions and causes are mutually in-
dicative.

In this work, we propose a new task: emotion-
cause pair extraction (ECPE), which aims to ex-
tract all potential pairs of emotions and corre-
sponding causes in a document. In Figure 1 we
show the difference between the traditional ECE
task and our new ECPE task. The goal of ECE
is to extract the corresponding cause clause of the
given emotion. In addition to a document as the
input, ECE needs to provide annotated emotion at
first before cause extraction. In contrast, the out-
put of our ECPE task is a pair of emotion-cause,
without the need of providing emotion annotation
in advance. Take Figure 1 for example, given the
annotation of emotion: “happy”, the goal of ECE
is to track the two corresponding cause clauses: “a
policeman visited the old man with the lost mon-
ey” and “and told him that the thief was caught”.
While in the ECPE task, the goal is to directly ex-
tract all pairs of emotion clause and cause clause,
including (“The old man was very happy”, “a po-
liceman visited the old man with the lost money”)
and (“The old man was very happy”, “and told him
that the thief was caught”), without providing the
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Document

Yesterday morning, a policeman visited the old man with the lost money, and told him that 
the thief was caught. The old man was very happy, and deposited the money in the bank.

and told him that the thief 
was caught

Emotion Cause Extraction (ECE)

happy a policeman visited the old 
man with the lost money

happy

Emotion-Cause Pair Extraction (ECPE) 

(The old man was very happy, a policeman 
visited the old man with the lost money)

(The old man was very happy, and told him 
that the thief was caught)

Figure 1: An example showing the difference between the ECE task and the ECPE task.

emotion annotation “happy”.
To address this new ECPE task, we propose a

two-step framework. Step 1 converts the emotion-
cause pair extraction task to two individual sub-
tasks (emotion extraction and cause extraction re-
spectively) via two kinds of multi-task learning
networks, with the goal to extract a set of emotion
clauses and a set of cause clauses. Step 2 performs
emotion-cause pairing and filtering. We combine
all the elements of the two sets into pairs and fi-
nally train a filter to eliminate the pairs that do not
contain a causal relationship.

We evaluated our approach based on a bench-
mark emotion cause dataset (Gui et al., 2016a)
without using emotion annotations on the test da-
ta. We finally achieve the F1 score of 61.28% in
emotion-cause pair extraction. The experimental
results prove the feasibility of the ECPE task and
the effectiveness of our approach.

In addition to the emotion-cause pair extraction
evaluation, we also evaluate the performance on t-
wo individual tasks (emotion extraction and cause
extraction). Without relying on the emotion anno-
tations on the test set, our approach achieves com-
parable cause extraction performance to tradition-
al ECE methods (slightly lower than the state-of-
the-art). In comparison with the traditional ECE
methods that removes the emotion annotation de-
pendence, our approach shows great advantages.

The main contributions of this work can be sum-
marized as follows:

• We propose a new task: emotion-cause pair
extraction (ECPE). It solves the shortcomings
of the traditional ECE task that depends on
the annotation of emotion before extracting
cause, and allows emotion cause analysis to
be applied to real-world scenarios.

• We propose a two-step framework to address
the ECPE task, which first performs individ-
ual emotion extraction and cause extraction
and then conduct emotion-cause pairing and
filtering.

• Based on a benchmark ECE corpus, we con-
struct a corpus suitable for the ECPE task.
The experimental results prove the feasibility
of the ECPE task as well as the effectiveness
of our approach.

2 Related Work

Lee et al. (2010) first presented the task of emo-
tion cause extraction (ECE) and defined this task
as extracting the word-level causes that lead to the
given emotions in text. They constructed a small-
scale Chinese emotion cause corpus in which the
spans of both emotion and cause were annotated.
Based on the same task settings, there were some
other individual studies that conducted ECE re-
search on their own corpus using rule based meth-
ods (Neviarouskaya and Aono, 2013; Li and Xu,
2014; Gao et al., 2015a,b; Yada et al., 2017) or ma-
chine learning methods (Ghazi et al., 2015; Song
and Meng, 2015).

Chen et al. (2010) suggested that a clause may
be the most appropriate unit to detect causes
based on the analysis of the corpus in (Lee et al.,
2010), and transformed the task from word-level
to clause-level. They proposed a multi-label ap-
proach that detects multi-clause causes and cap-
tures the long-distance information. There were a
lot of work based on this task setting. Russo et al.
(2011) introduced a method based on the linguis-
tic patterns and common sense knowledge for the
identification of Italian sentences which contain a
cause phrase. Gui et al. (2014) used 25 manual-
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ly complied rules as features, and chose machine
learning models, such as SVM and CRFs, to de-
tect causes. Gui et al. (2016a), Gui et al. (2016b)
and Xu et al. (2017) released a Chinese emotion
cause dataset using SINA city news. This corpus
has received much attention in the following study
and has become a benchmark dataset for ECE re-
search. Based on this corpus, several traditional
machine learning methods (Gui et al., 2016a,b; Xu
et al., 2017) and deep learning methods (Gui et al.,
2017; Li et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2019; Xu et al.,
2019) were proposed.

In addition, Cheng et al. (2017) focused on
cause detection for Chinese microblogs using a
multiple-user structure. They formalized two
cause detection tasks for microblogs (current-
subtweet-based cause detection and original-
subtweet-based cause detection) and introduced
SVM and LSTM to deal with them. Chen et al.
(2018b) presented a neural network-based join-
t approach for emotion classification and cause de-
tection in order to capture mutual benefits across
these two sub-tasks. Chen et al. (2018a) pro-
posed a hierarchical Convolution Neural Network
(Hier-CNN), which used clause-level encoder and
subtweet-level encoder to incorporate the word
context features and event-based features respec-
tively.

All of the above work attempts to extract word-
level or clause-level causes given the emotion
annotations. While our work is different from
them, we propose to extract both the emotion and
the corresponding causes at the same time (i.e.,
emotion-cause pair extraction) and to investigate
whether indicating causes can improve emotion
extraction and vice versa. Since we believe that
cause and emotion are not mutually independent.

3 Task

First of all, we give the definition of our emotion-
cause pair extraction (ECPE) task. Given a
document consisting of multiple clauses d =
[c1, c2, ..., c|d|], the goal of ECPE is to extract a
set of emotion-cause pairs in d:

P = {· · · , (ce, cc), · · ·}, (1)

where ce is an emotion clause and cc is the corre-
sponding cause clause

In traditional emotion cause extraction task, the
goal is to extract cc given the annotation of ce :
ce → cc. In comparison, the ECPE task is new and

more difficult to address, because the annotation of
emotion ce is not provided before extraction.

Note that similar as the traditional ECE task, the
ECPE task is also defined at the clause level, due
to the difficulty describing emotion causes at the
word/phrase level. It means that the “emotion”
and “cause” used in this paper refer to “emotion
clause” and “cause clause” respectively.

4 Approach

In this work, we propose a two-step approach to
address this new ECPE task:

• Step 1 (Individual Emotion and Cause Ex-
traction). We first convert the emotion-cause
pair extraction task to two individual sub-
tasks (emotion extraction and cause extrac-
tion respectively). Two kinds of multi-task
learning networks are proposed to model the
two sub-tasks in a unified framework, with
the goal to extract a set of emotion clauses
E = {ce1, · · · , cem} and a set of cause clauses
C = {cc1, · · · , ccn} for each document.

• Step 2 (Emotion-Cause Pairing and Filter-
ing). We then pair the emotion set E and
the cause set C by applying a Cartesian prod-
uct to them. This yields a set of candidate
emotion-cause pairs. We finally train a fil-
ter to eliminate the pairs that do not contain
a causal relationship between emotion and
cause.

4.1 Step 1: Individual Emotion and Cause
Extraction

The goal of Step 1 is to extract a set of emotion
clauses and a set of cause clauses for each doc-
ument, respectively. To this end, we propose t-
wo kinds of multi-task learning networks, (i.e.,
Independent Multi-task Learning and Interactive
Multi-task Learning). The latter is an enhanced
version that further captures the correlation be-
tween emotion and cause on the basis of the for-
mer.

4.1.1 Independent Multi-task Learning
In our task, a document contains multiple claus-
es: d = [c1, c2, ..., c|d|)], and each ci also contains
multiple words ci = [wi,1, wi,2, ..., wi,|ci|]. To cap-
ture such a “word-clause-document” structure, we
employ a Hierarchical Bi-LSTM network which
contains two layers, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: The Model for Independent Multi-task
Learning (Indep).

The lower layer consists of a set of word-level
Bi-LSTM modules, each of which corresponds to
one clause, and accumulate the context informa-
tion for each word of the clause. The hidden state
of the jth word in the ith clause hi,j is obtained
based on a bi-directional LSTM. Attention mecha-
nism is then adopt to get a clause representation si.
Here we omit the details of Bi-LSTM and atten-
tion for limited space, readers can refer to Graves
et al. (2013) and Bahdanau et al. (2014).

The upper layer consists of two components:
one for emotion extraction and another for cause
extraction. Each component is a clause-level Bi-
LSTM which receives the independent clause rep-
resentations [s1, s2, ..., s|d|] obtained at the lower
layer as inputs. The hidden states of two compo-
nent Bi-LSTM, rei and rci , can be viewed as the
context-aware representation of clause ci, and fi-
nally feed to the softmax layer for emotion predic-
tion and cause predication:

ŷei = softmax(Werei + be), (2)

ŷci = softmax(Wcrci + bc), (3)

where the superscript e and c denotes emotion and
cause, respectively.

The loss of the model is a weighted sum of two
components:

Lp = λLe + (1− λ)Lc, (4)

where Le and Lc are the cross-entropy error of e-
motion predication and cause predication respec-
tively, and λ is a tradeoff parameter.

4.1.2 Interactive Multi-task Learning
Till now, two component Bi-LSTM at the upper
layer are independent to each other. However, as
we have mentioned, the two sub-tasks (emotion
extraction and cause extraction) are not mutually
independent. On the one hand, providing emo-
tions can help better discover the causes; on the
other hand, knowing causes may also help more
accurately extract emotions.

Motivated by this, we furthermore propose an
interactive multi-task learning network, as an en-
hanced version of the former one, to capture the
correlation between emotion and cause. The struc-
ture is shown in Figure 3. It should be noted that
the method using emotion extraction to improve
cause extraction is called Inter-EC. In addition, we
can also use cause extraction to enhance emotion
extraction, and call this method Inter-CE. Since
Inter-EC and Inter-CE are similar in structure, we
only introduce Inter-EC (illustrated in Figure 3 (a)
) instead of both.

Compared with Independent Multi-task Learn-
ing, the lower layer of Inter-EC is unchanged, and
the upper layer consists of two components, which
are used to make predictions for emotion extrac-
tion task and cause extraction task in an interac-
tive manner. Each component is a clause-level Bi-
LSTM followed by a softmax layer.

The first component takes the independen-
t clause representations [s1, s2, ..., s|d|] obtained at
the lower layer as inputs for emotion extraction.
The hidden state of clause-level Bi-LSTM rei is
used as feature to predict the distribution of the
i-th clause ŷei . Then we embed the predicted label
of the i-th clause as a vector Ye

i , which is used for
the next component.

Another component takes (s1 ⊕ Ye
1, s2 ⊕

Ye
2, ..., s|d| ⊕Ye

|d|) as inputs for cause extraction,
where ⊕ represents the concatenation operation.
The hidden state of clause-level Bi-LSTM rci is
used as feature to predict the distribution of the
i-th clause ŷci .

The loss of the model is a weighted sum of two
components, which is the same as Equation 4.

4.2 Step 2: Emotion-Cause Pairing and
Filtering

In Step 1, we finally obtain a set of emotion-
s E = {ce1, · · · , cem} and a set of cause clauses
C = {cc1, · · · , ccn} . The goal of Step 2 is then to
pair the two sets and construct a set of emotion-
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Figure 3: Two Models for Interactive Multi-task Learning: (a) Inter-EC, which uses emotion extraction to improve
cause extraction (b) Inter-CE, which uses cause extraction to enhance emotion extraction.

cause pairs with causal relationship.
Firstly, we apply a Cartesian product to E and

C, and obtain the set of all possible pairs:

Pall = {· · · , (cei , ccj), · · ·}, (5)

Secondly, we represent each pair in Pall by a
feature vector composed of three kinds of features:

x(cei ,c
c
j)
= [sei , s

c
j ,v

d], (6)

where se and sc are the representations of the e-
motion clause and cause clause respectively, and
vd represents the distances between the two claus-
es.

A Logistic regression model is then trained to
detect for each candidate pair (cei , c

c
j), whether cei

and ccj have a causal relationship:

ŷ(cei ,c
c
j)
← δ(θTx(cei ,c

c
j)
), (7)

where ŷ(cei ,ccj) = 1 denotes that (cei , c
c
j) is a pair

with causal relationship, ŷ(cei ,ccj) = 0 denotes
(cei , c

c
j) is a pair without causal relationship, and

δ(·) is the Sigmoid function. We finally remove
the pairs whose ŷ(cei ,ccj) is 0 from Pall, and get the
final set of emotion-cause pairs.

5 Experiments

5.1 Dataset and Metrics

Since there was no directly available corpus for the
ECPE task, we constructed a ECPE corpus based
on the benchmark ECE corpus (Gui et al., 2016a),
in which each document contains only one emo-
tion and corresponding one or more causes. Doc-
uments having two or more emotions are split in-
to several samples such that each contains only
one emotion. In order to better meet the ECPE
task settings, we merged the documents with the
same text content into one document, and labeled
each emotion, cause pair in this document. The
proportion of documents with different number of
emotion-cause pairs in the combined dataset are
shown in Table 1.

We stochastically select 90% of the data for
training and the remaining 10% for testing. In or-
der to obtain statistically credible results, we re-
peat the experiments 20 times and report the av-
erage result. We use the precision, recall, and F1
score as the metrics for evaluation, which are cal-
culated as follows:

P =

∑
correct pairs∑
proposed pairs

, (8)

R =

∑
correct pairs∑

annotated pairs
, (9)
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Number Percentage
Documents with one emotion-cause pair 1746 89.77%
Documents with two emotion-cause pairs 177 9.10%

Documents with more than two emotion-cause pairs 22 1.13%
All 1945 100%

Table 1: The proportion of documents with different number of emotion-cause pairs in the merged dataset.

emotion extraction cause extraction emotion-cause pair extraction
P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

Indep 0.8375 0.8071 0.8210 0.6902 0.5673 0.6205 0.6832 0.5082 0.5818
Inter-CE 0.8494 0.8122 0.8300 0.6809 0.5634 0.6151 0.6902 0.5135 0.5901
Inter-EC 0.8364 0.8107 0.8230 0.7041 0.6083 0.6507 0.6721 0.5705 0.6128

Table 2: Experimental results of all proposed models and variants using precision, recall, and F1-measure as
metrics on the ECPE task as well as the two sub-tasks.

F1 =
2× P ×R
P +R

, (10)

where proposed pairs denotes the number of
emotion-cause pairs predicted by the model,
annotated pairs denotes the total number of
emotion-cause pairs that are labeled in the dataset
and the correct pairs means the number of pairs
that are both labeled and predicted as an emotion-
cause pair.

In addition, we also evaluate the performance of
two sub-tasks: emotion extraction and cause ex-
traction. The precision, recall and F1 score de-
fined in Gui et al. (2016a) are used as the evalua-
tion metrics.

5.2 Experimental Settings

We use word vectors that were pre-trained on
the corpora from Chinese Weibo1 with word2vec
(Mikolov et al., 2013) toolkit. The dimension of
word embedding is set to 200. The number of hid-
den units in BiLSTM for all our models is set to
100. All weight matrices and bias are random-
ly initialized by a uniform distribution U(−0.01,
0.01).

For training details, we use the stochastic gra-
dient descent (SGD) algorithm and Adam update
rule with shuffled minibatch. Batch size and learn-
ing rate are set to 32 and 0.005, respectively. As
for regularization, dropout is applied for word em-
beddings and the dropout rate is set to 0.8. Be-
sides, we perform L2 constraints over the soft-max
parameters and L2-norm regularization is set as
1e-5.2

1http://www.aihuang.org/p/challenge.html
2The source code and merged corpus can be obtained at

https://github.com/NUSTM/ECPE

5.3 Evaluation on the ECPE Task

(1) Overall Performance
In Table 2, we report the experimental results

of the following three proposed models on three
tasks (emotion extraction, cause extraction and
emotion-cause pair extraction).

• Indep: Indep denotes the method proposed in
section 4.1.1. In this method, emotion extrac-
tion and cause extraction are independently
modeled by two Bi-LSTMs.

• Inter-CE: Inter-CE denotes the method pro-
posed in section 4.1.2, where the predictions
of cause extraction are used to improve emo-
tion extraction.

• Inter-EC: Inter-EC denotes the method pro-
posed in section 4.1.2, where the prediction-
s of emotion extraction are used to enhance
cause extraction.

Compared with Indep, Inter-EC gets great im-
provements on the ECPE task as well as the two
sub-tasks. Specifically, we find that the improve-
ments are mainly in the recall rate on the cause
extraction task, which finally lead to the great im-
provement in the recall rate of ECPE. This shows
that the predictions of emotion extraction are help-
ful to cause extraction and proves the effectiveness
of Inter-EC. In addition, the performance of emo-
tion extraction also improved, which indicates that
the supervision from cause extraction is also ben-
eficial for emotion extraction.

Inter-CE also gets significant improvements on
the ECPE task compared to Indep. Specifical-
ly, we find that the improvements are mainly in
the precision score on the emotion extraction task,
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emotion extraction cause extraction emotion-cause pair extraction
P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

Inter-CE-Bound #0.9144 #0.8894 #0.9016 #1.0000 #1.0000 #1.0000 #0.8682 #0.8806 #0.8742
Inter-EC-Bound #1.0000 #1.0000 #1.0000 #0.7842 #0.7116 #0.7452 #0.7610 #0.7084 #0.7328

Table 3: Results of upperbound experiments for Inter-CE and Inter-EC.

without emotion-cause pair filtering with emotion-cause pair filtering
P R F1 P R F1 keep rate

Indep 0.5894 0.5114 0.5451 0.6832 0.5082 0.5818 0.8507
Inter-CE 0.5883 0.5192 0.5500 0.6902 0.5135 0.5901 0.8412
Inter-EC 0.6019 0.5775 0.5842 0.6721 0.5705 0.6128 0.8889

Inter-CE-Bound #0.8116 #0.8880 #0.8477 #0.8682 #0.8806 #0.8742 0.9271
Inter-EC-Bound #0.6941 #0.7118 #0.7018 #0.7610 #0.7084 #0.7328 0.9088

Table 4: Experimental results of all proposed models and variants using precision, recall, and F1-measure as
metrics on the ECPE task with or without the pair filter.

which finally lead to the significant improvemen-
t in the precision score of ECPE. This shows that
the predictions of cause extraction are beneficial
to emotion extraction and proves the effectiveness
of Inter-CE.

By comparing Inter-EC and Inter-CE, we find
that the improvement of Inter-EC is mainly ob-
tained on the cause extraction task, and the im-
provement of Inter-CE is mainly gained on the e-
motion extraction task. These results are consis-
tent with our intuition that emotion and cause are
mutually indicative. In addition, we find that the
improvements of Inter-EC on the cause extraction
task are much more than the improvement of Inter-
CE on the emotion extraction task. We guess that
it is because cause extraction is more difficult than
emotion extraction, hence there is more room for
extra improvement.

(2) Upper-Bound of Emotion and Cause Inter-
action

In order to further explore the effect of sharing
predictions of two sub-tasks, we designed upper-
bound experiments for Inter-CE and Inter-EC. The
results are shown in Table 3.

• Inter-CE-Bound: Inter-CE-Bound is a vari-
ant of Inter-CE that uses the label of cause
extraction to help emotion extraction.

• Inter-EC-Bound: Inter-EC-Bound is a vari-
ant of Inter-EC that uses the label of emotion
extraction to help cause extraction.

The results of Inter-CE-Bound and Inter-EC-
Bound are preceded by a “#”, indicating that they
cannot be compared fairly with other method-
s because they use annotations. Compared with

Indep, the performance of Inter-EC-Bound on
cause extraction and the performance of Inter-CE-
Bound on emotion extraction both improve great-
ly. Moreover, the improvement of Inter-EC-Bound
on the cause extraction task are much more than
the improvement of Inter-CE-Bound on the emo-
tion extraction task. We guess this is because the
cause extraction task is more difficult than the e-
motion extraction task, and there is more room
for improvement, which is consistent with previ-
ous section.

By comparing the results of Inter-EC-Bound
and Inter-EC, we found that although Inter-EC
performs better than Indep, it is far poorer than
Inter-EC-Bound, which is caused by lots of errors
in the predictions of emotion extraction. We can
draw the same conclusion when comparing Inter-
CE-Bound and Inter-CE.

These experimental results further illustrate that
emotion and cause are mutually indicative, and
indicate that if we can improve the performance
of emotion extraction task, we can get better per-
formance on cause extraction task and vice ver-
sa, which finally lead to the improvement on
ECPE. But it should be noted it is only an upper-
bound experiment where the ground-truth of emo-
tion/causes are used to predict each other.

(3) Effect of Emotion-Cause Pair Filtering
In Table 4, we report the emotion-cause pair

extraction performance with/without pair filtering.
With/Without pair filtering indicates whether we
adopt a pair filter after applying a Cartesian prod-
uct in the second step. keep rate indicates the
proportion of emotion-cause pairs in Pall that are
finally retained after pair filtering.

An obvious observation is that the F1 scores of
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P R F1
RB 0.6747 0.4287 0.5243
CB 0.2672 0.7130 0.3887

RB+CB+ML 0.5921 0.5307 0.5597
Multi-Kernel 0.6588 0.6927 0.6752

Memnet 0.5922 0.6354 0.6134
ConvMS-Memnet 0.7076 0.6838 0.6955

CANN 07721 0.6891 0.7266
CANN-E 0.4826 0.3160 0.3797
Inter-EC 0.7041 0.6083 0.6507

Table 5: Experimental results of some existing ECE
approaches and our model on the ECE task.

all models on the ECPE task are significantly im-
proved by adopting the pair filter. These result-
s demonstrate the effectiveness of the pair filter.
Specifically, by introducing the pair filter, some of
the candidate emotion-cause pairs in Pall are fil-
tered out, which may result in a decrease in the
recall rate and an increase in precision. Accord-
ing to Table 4, the precision scores of almost all
models are greatly improved (more than 7%), in
contrast, the recall rates drop very little (less than
1%), which lead to the significant improvement in
F1 score.

5.4 Evaluation on the ECE task

In Table 5, we further examine our approach by
comparing it with some existing approaches on the
traditional ECE task. It should be noted that our
Inter-EC model does not use the emotion annota-
tions on the test data.

• RB is a rule-based method with manually de-
fined linguistic rules (Lee et al., 2010).

• CB is a method based on common-sense
knowledge (Russo et al., 2011).

• RB+CB+ML (Machine learning method
trained from rule-based features and
common-sense knowledge base) uses rules
and facts in a knowledge base as features and
a traditional SVM classifier for classification
(Chen et al., 2010).

• Multi-kernel uses the multi-kernel method
to identify the cause (Gui et al., 2016a).

• Memnet denotes a deep memory network
proposed by Gui et al. (2017).

• ConvMS-Memnet is a convolutional
multiple-slot deep memory network pro-
posed by Gui et al. (2017).

• CANN denotes a co-attention neural network
model proposed in Li et al. (2018).

It can be seen that although our method does
not use emotion annotations on the test data, it still
achieves comparable results with most of the tra-
ditional methods for the ECE task. This indicates
that our method can overcome the limitation that
emotion annotations must be given at the testing
phase in the traditional ECE task, but without re-
ducing the cause extraction performance.

In order to compare with the traditional meth-
ods for the ECE task under the same experimental
settings, we furthermore implemented a simplifi-
cation of CANN (CANN-E), which removes the
dependency of emotion annotation in the test data.

It is clear that by removing the emotion anno-
tations, the F1 score of CANN drops dramatically
(about 34.69%). In contrast, our method does not
need the emotion annotations and achieve 65.07%
in F1 measure, which significantly outperforms
the CANN-E model by 27.1%.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we propose a new task: emotion-
cause pair extraction, which aims to extract poten-
tial pairs of emotions and corresponding causes in
text. To deal with this task, we propose a two-step
method, in which we first extract both emotion-
s and causes respectively by multi-task learning,
then combine them into pairs by applying Carte-
sian product, and finally employ a filter to elim-
inate the false emotion-cause pairs. Based on a
benchmark ECE corpus, we construct a corpus
suitable for the ECPE task. The experimental re-
sults prove the effectiveness of our method.

The two-step strategy may not be a perfect solu-
tion to solve the ECPE problem. On the one hand,
its goal is not direct. On the other hand, the mis-
takes made in the first step will affect the results
of the second step. In the future work, we will try
to build a one-step model that directly extract the
emotion-cause pairs in an end-to-end fashion.
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Abstract

Competitive debaters often find themselves
facing a challenging task – how to debate a
topic they know very little about, with only
minutes to prepare, and without access to
books or the Internet? What they often do is
rely on ”first principles”, commonplace argu-
ments which are relevant to many topics, and
which they have refined in past debates. In this
work we aim to explicitly define a taxonomy
of such principled recurring arguments, and,
given a controversial topic, to automatically
identify which of these arguments are relevant
to the topic. As far as we know, this is the first
time that this approach to argument invention
is formalized and made explicit in the context
of NLP. The main goal of this work is to show
that it is possible to define such a taxonomy.
While the taxonomy suggested here should be
thought of as a ”first attempt” it is nonetheless
coherent, covers well the relevant topics and
coincides with what professional debaters ac-
tually argue in their speeches, and facilitates
automatic argument invention for new topics.

1 Introduction

In his treatise De Inventione Cicero defines the five
canons of classical rhetoric as: inventio (inven-
tion), dispositio (arrangement), elocutio (style),
memoria (memory), and pronuntiatio (delivery).
The first of these, Inventio, is defined as a sys-
tematic search for arguments (Glenn et al., 2008),
with applicability to a wide variety of situations
often seen as a desired property (Lauer, 2004).
This problem has been referred to in the context
of NLP as the task of Argument Invention (Wal-
ton and Gordon, 2012, 2017), but did not receive
abundant attention.

One natural way people go through the pro-
cess of inventio is to look for arguments in rele-
vant texts, or, if they are familiar with the topic,
rely on their knowledge and memoria for doing

so. This is reminiscent of the way Argument Min-
ing algorithms operate (see e.g. Lippi and Torroni,
2015, 2016). However, we often find ourselves in
situations where that is not possible. For exam-
ple, when arguing politics over lunch, we might
find ourselves backed into a corner, facing a topic
with which we are not very familiar, but somehow
nonetheless need to justify or oppose. This often
happens because we were initially arguing some
principle, and now we need to apply it to an unfa-
miliar example.

Professional debaters often face this problem.
Presented with an unfamiliar topic they need to
quickly come up with relevant arguments. The
main technique for doing so is called arguing from
”first principles” – relying on a ”bank” of princi-
pled arguments, which are relevant to a wide vari-
ety of topics1.

A common example is the Black market argu-
ment: banning a product or a service may lead
to the creation of a black market, which in turn
makes products or services obtained therein less
safe, leads to exploitation, attracts criminal ele-
ments, and so on. Hence, even if we agree that
something should not be encouraged, it is advis-
able to have it legal and regulated.

This kind of argument can be made, mutatis mu-
tandis, when debating quite different topics, such
as legalizing organ trade, or banning pornography.
However, it is not always relevant when debating
whether to legalize or ban something; For exam-
ple, when debating whether to legalize polygamy
or ban breastfeeding in public, the black market
argument seems less appropriate.

Here, we aim to create a knowledge base of such
principled arguments, which, when given a topic
for debate or a critical essay, would readily yield
the relevant ones. We do this in a framework of

1This is reminiscent of, yet different from, the Aristotelian
use of this term, which refers to self-evident propositions.
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certain types of motions (section 3). Specifically,
we define several commonplace themes which
are likely to be a point of contention – that is,
where arguments of opposing stance can be made
around this theme2. We show that for most mo-
tions there exist relevant arguments within the sug-
gested knowledge base, and that they can be iden-
tified automatically with reasonable precision and
recall. Moreover, we show that professional hu-
man debaters often allude to such arguments when
they debate.

2 Related work

Previous computational work on argument inven-
tion was mainly done within the field of argument
mining, where – as the name implies – the focus is
on identifying arguments within a given text. Most
works (e.g. Stab and Gurevych, 2014; Palau and
Moens, 2009; Eger et al., 2017) assume that a rel-
evant text is provided, while some include the task
of extracting such text from a large open-domain
corpus (e.g. Levy et al., 2014; Rinott et al., 2015;
Shnarch et al., 2018; Al-Khatib et al., 2016; Levy
et al., 2018). The work here complements such
techniques by providing a dataset of arguments
whose manual construction facilitates automatic
retrieval for topics of interest and ensures quality,
validity, style and so on.

A somewhat similar approach is suggested in
work of Walton and Gordon (2017, 2018), where
arguments are constructed from a database (Reed
and Rowe, 2004) of smaller argumentative build-
ing blocks. However, these building blocks are
topic-specific and can not readily provide argu-
ments for topics not in the database.

The attempt to categorize arguments by look-
ing for commonalities dates back to ancient times,
such as Aristotle’s list of 28 topoi (Aristotle and
Kennedy, 1991). Modern works, such as Perel-
man (1971); Walton et al. (2008); Walton (2013),
expanded on these ideas, similarly focusing on
how an argument’s conclusion is inferred from
its premises. Unlike these efforts, the taxonomy
suggested here is of recurring principled seman-
tic themes. That is, arguments which in this work
would be categorized as belonging to a specific ar-
gument theme could be of various topoi and follow
different argumentation schemes.

In modern competitive debating the notion of
commonalities between topics is prevalent due to

2In the context of debates, these are called ”clashes”.

the advantages they serve in overcoming knowl-
edge barriers and in speeding up argument gen-
eration3. Armed with limited facts on the topic,
the task of locating recurring patterns in order to
argue the motion abstractly is composed of under-
standing what are the fundamental ’clashes’ in the
debate (cf. Sonnreich (2012), ”debating from first
principles”), similar to the taxonomy herein.

Our approach bears similarities to work in so-
cial sciences that attempts to describe different
types of information framing, usually in the con-
text of the news media (e.g. Semetko and Valken-
burg, 2000). Recurring themes, like Fairness and
equality or Crime and punishment, can be iden-
tified in the way the news media frames a certain
policy issue or event (Card et al., 2015). de Vreese
(2005) differentiates between specific and generic
frames, characterizing the latter as those that can
be applied to a wide range of events and contexts.
Similarly, our work aims to categorize common-
place themes and identify their relevance (at a con-
siderably larger scale), in the context of framing a
topic that is subject to debate.

Our work also has some commonalities with
psychological research on ideology (e.g. Alte-
meyer, 1981; Sidanius and Pratto, 2001; Jost et al.,
2003). For example, Everett (2013) lists a 12-item
scale to assess conservative ideology - of these,
some map to our taxonomy (e.g. Welfare), while
others are too specific. Moreover, conservatism in
itself gives rise to one class of recurring arguments
in our work.

3 Definitions

In the context of parliamentary debate, a motion
is a proposal that is to be deliberated by two sides
(government and opposition). Here we formally
define a motion as a pair (action, topic), where
topic is a Wikipedia title (or a redirect to one),
and action is a term coming from a closed set of
allowed actions (Appendix A), and describes the
government’s proposal w.r.t. topic. For example,
the motion (ban, smoking) should be interpreted
as the government suggesting to ban smoking, and
can be explicitly phrased as ”we should ban smok-
ing”4. Note that not all combinations of action and
topic make for a good motion – the implied pro-

3E.g. https://debate.uvm.edu/dcpdf/WUDC%
20Malaysia_2014_Debating_and_Judging_
Manual.pdf

4In the context of competitive debate, the phrasing would
usually be ”This House would ban smoking”.
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posal should be worth deliberating; one for which
reasonable arguments can be made by either side.

One often discerns between policy motions
where the government proposes a concrete policy,
and analysis motions in which the government de-
clares its opinion on the topic. For the sake of sim-
plicity and brevity (and with some abuse of nota-
tion) we will ignore this distinction. In particular,
one of the allowed ”actions” is brings more harm
than good, which would usually be considered as
indicating an analysis motion.

We define a Class of Principled Arguments, or
CoPA, as a set of arguments revolving around a
principled recurring theme (we define the name of
the CoPA as this theme), alongside a set of mo-
tions to which this theme is relevant. Formally, a
CoPA is a pair c = (A, M), whereA is a set of argu-
ments, and M is a set of motions, s.t. every a ∈ A
is an argument that can plausibly be made when
deliberating any motion m ∈M . For every a ∈ A
we say that a is an argument in c, and similarly
that everym ∈M is a motion in c, and thatm and
c match.

In this work we focus on modelling debate
clashes, and hence are interested in A’s which
contain arguments of opposing stances towards
the class’s theme. For the sake of simplicity
we consider only A’s of size 2, and only sim-
ple arguments, which are essentially just claims or
premises (appendix B). Note that this is indeed a
simplification, and that for many CoPAs several
distinct arguments can be naturally included in A
(cf. Section 7).

The pair of claims may directly contradict each
other, denoting a disagreement about facts. But
by and large we tried to select pairs of claims that
people tend to agree with5, but would assign dif-
ferent valuation depending on their point of view
(see Kock, 2009). For example, one of the CoPAs
we define is Clean energy, with A = {”Humanity
must embrace clean energy in order to fight cli-
mate change”, ”Ecological concerns add further
strain on the economy”}, and M including mo-
tions such as (subsidize, renewable energy) and
(fight, global warming). Most people would agree
that on the one hand climate change is a problem,
and on the other that moving towards clean energy
will be expensive. When debating motions where
clean energy is a relevant theme the two sides are

5This is somewhat similar to what Perelman (1971) call
”Values” and also close to what Aristotle calls Endoxa (Aris-
totle and Kennedy, 1991).

likely to agree that both claims have some merit,
yet disagree on which supersedes the other. The
valuation might very well depend on their subjec-
tive viewpoints, but also on the specific motion.

4 Data

4.1 Initial data

The definition above is a functional one, ori-
ented towards facilitating labeling motion-class
matches, so some care is required in CoPA con-
struction. A pair of claims with one saying that
the policy will not work, and the other that it will,
defines a CoPA that essentially covers all policy
motions. Conversely, very particular claims will
yield a class for which relevant motions are hard
to come by.

The set discussed in this work was defined
based on the following guidelines:

1. One is able to define two concise claims of
opposing stance towards the CoPA’s theme.

2. One can think of at least three motions (not
necessarily from the initial set) which would
belong to the CoPA, and are not overly simi-
lar to one another.

Our motivation for requirement 1 was to model
”clashes”, the recurring themes in debates which
are points of contention, since our main use-case
is, given a motion, to suggest argumentative text
with a clear stance towards the motion. Other
use cases may relax this requirement, according to
their goals. Requirement 2 ensures that the CoPA
indeed captures a recurring theme, rather than a
specific one.

Two annotators were presented with these
guidelines and an initial list of 100 motions to
make the task more concrete6. They authored a
list of about 60 CoPAs which was manually cu-
rated by two of the authors to a more concise, final
list of 37 CoPAs, to avoid redundancy and ease the
following labeling task.

Appendix B lists these 37 CoPAs and the claims
therein. They are quite varied – some revolve
around public policy (e.g. Environment, Public
health), others on basic rights and freedoms (e.g.
Right to privacy, Freedom of religion), some on
the effect of a policy (e.g. Black market, Greater

6see supplementary materials in www.research.
ibm.com/haifa/dept/vst/debating_data.
shtml
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good), while yet others are very general (Fixable,
Conservatism, and Framework)7.

Next, the same two annotators annotated all 100
motions for membership in the suggested CoPAs.
In total, 92 motions were matched to at least one
CoPA, and on average each motion was matched
to 2.03 CoPAs. In our dataset, the greatest number
of CoPAs a motion is a member of is 5, with two
motions achieving this number – (legalize, pros-
titution) and (ban, infant circumcision). The full
annotation is provided in the supplementary mate-
rials.

In order to validate this annotation, a sample
of motion-CoPA pairs was annotated via crowd-
sourcing platform Figure-Eight8. For each mo-
tion, argument pairs from 2 randomly chosen non-
matching CoPAs and (up to) 2 randomly chosen
matching ones were annotated by 5 labelers. Aver-
age inter-annotator Cohen’s kappa agreement was
0.63. Then, taking the majority vote for each pair
as the crowd-sourced label, we computed agree-
ment between it and our initial labeling, yielding a
kappa score of 0.78. These indicate a rather high
agreement, especially in the context of computa-
tional argumentation (Passonneau and Carpenter,
2014; Habernal and Gurevych, 2016).

4.2 Expanded data

The initial construction of CoPAs was done with
the aim of identifying themes which are recur-
rent in general, not just in the initial 100 motions.
To verify that they generalize to other motions,
we collected 589 additional motions, and anno-
tated them for CoPA membership (the same anno-
tators who did the initial annotation). On this new
dataset, we found that 503 motions were matched
to at least one CoPA (85%), and on average each
motion was matched to 1.94 CoPAs. Hence, while
our modeling may be biased by the initial set of
motions, it seems to generalize well to new ones.

As with the initial set of motions, we used
crowd-sourced annotations of a similarly-sampled
portion of the dataset to verify the full annotation,
attaining an average inter-annotator kappa score of
0.60, and a kappa score of 0.76 when comparing
the majority vote to the full annotation.

The full dataset can be found in the supplemen-
tary material.

7When analyzing our data, it will sometimes be interest-
ing to omit these three classes, to ascertain they do not signif-
icantly skew the results.

8https://www.figure-eight.com/

4.3 CoPA claims in recorded speeches

It is natural to ask whether the claims authored
for each CoPA are an artificial construct for fa-
cilitating motion assignment, or are actual claims,
likely to be made by people deliberating these mo-
tions. To this end we considered the speeches we
recorded in Mirkin et al. (2018). Each such speech
is given in the context of a motion, all of which
are included in our dataset. For each motion we
extracted the CoPAs to which it belongs accord-
ing to our annotation, yielding 184 speeches with
at least one matching CoPA. 7 Figure-Eight an-
notators were presented with speeches in both au-
dio and written form, alongside the claims from
the matching CoPAs. They were asked whether
each claim was (i) explicitly made by the speaker,
was (ii) implicit in the speech or was (iii) not
mentioned at all. A total of 800 (speech, claim)
pairs were annotated, with one half of them being
claims of a stance opposing that of the speaker.

In order to analyze agreement between annota-
tors, we considered (i) and (ii) as a positive label
and (iii) as negative. The average inter-annotator
Cohen Kappa score was 0.54. Moreover, since
we showed both CoPA claims to the annotators
we checked whether claims whose stance opposed
that of the speaker were ever marked positive.
With only 5% of the annotations being so, we con-
cluded that the annotation was of reasonable qual-
ity (cf. section 6.2).

5 Matching Methods

Having a sizable dataset of (motion, CoPA) pairs,
we examined several classifiers over it. That is,
given a motion and a CoPA, the classifier aims to
determine whether they match. Since the CoPAs
are quite varied, we examined various classifiers,
some focused on a motion’s action, some on its
topic, and some on a combination of both.

Specifically, we examined the following classi-
fiers:
By action (BA-k): Some actions are strongly in-
dicative for (some of) the CoPAs a motion belongs
to. To utilize this, this classifier trains by comput-
ing, for each allowed action a, and each CoPA c,
the probability p(c, a) that a motion with action
a will belong to c. Prediction for a new motion
m = (a, t) is done by assigning each CoPA c
the score p(c, a). In addition, if the number of
(training-set) motions in cwith action a is less than
some parameter k, this method makes no predic-
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tion.
By topic, nearest neighbors (KNN): Given a left-
out motion,m = (a, t) the algorithm goes over the
motions mi = (ai, ti) in the training set, looking
for those such that ti is most similar to t (using
the similarity measure of Ein Dor et al., 2018).
It keeps only those whose similarity is above a
threshold of 0.5. If there are less than 3 such mo-
tions, no prediction is made. Otherwise it takes the
(at most) top 5 motions. For each CoPA c, the as-
signed score is the fraction of these motions which
belongs to c. This is then used to predict member-
ship.
By topic, word2vec features (W2V): Each mo-
tion m = (a, t) is represented as the word2vec
(Mikolov et al., 2013) embedding vector of t (if t
is a multi-word expression the vectors are summed
and normalized). This vector is then used as a fea-
ture vector for a logistic regression classifier. That
is, each CoPA is assigned the classification score
of the classifier so trained. As a safeguard mech-
anism, we also determine an actions blacklist, Bc,
for each CoPA c. An action a is in Bc if in the
training set no motion with action a is in c. Dur-
ing prediction, if the left-out motion’s action is in
Bc, it will not be predicted as belonging to c.
By topic, Naive Bayes (NB) and Recurrent Neu-
ral Network (RNN): Following the work of Ra-
binovich et al. (2018) each motion m = (a, t) is
associated with a set of retrieved sentences con-
taining the term t. For a given CoPA c, all the sen-
tences associated with motions in c are considered
as positive examples, and those of motions not in
c as negative examples. For NB, A Naive Bayes
classifier is then trained over the unigrams of these
sentences, and uses its score for prediction. In ad-
dition, the same blacklist safeguard mechanism as
for W2V above is used.
Similarly, these sentences were used to train an
RNN to differentiate between positively-labeled
sentences and negatively-labeled ones. See Rabi-
novich et al. (2018) for more details on these meth-
ods.
By topic and action (LR): We defined 17 fea-
tures based on similarities between a motion and
a CoPA, and on co-occurrence counts, similar to
the one used in BA-k. A logistic regression clas-
sifier was trained and scored on the resulting fea-
ture vectors over pairs of (motion, CoPA). See ap-
pendix C for details.
Ensemble: For completeness, all 6 methods above

were aggregated by simply assigning each CoPA
the highest score it attained among all of them.
We note that this is a very naive approach; while
all methods produce scores in [0, 1], it is not clear
that they are comparable. In practice one would
probably use an aggregation method that differen-
tiates between the different classification methods,
and between different CoPAs.

All classifiers (except one9) were evaluated in a
leave-one-motion-out framework, over all motions
and over relevant CoPAs. That is, each classifier
was trained and tested 689 times – in each itera-
tion it was trained over 688 motions and the rele-
vant CoPAs, and then predicted whether the left-
out motion matched these CoPAs. More precisely,
each CoPA is assigned a score. We vary the score
threshold, and determine membership by whether
the assigned score exceeds the threshold.

6 Results

6.1 Complete dataset

All in all, our dataset describes the motion-CoPA
relations of 689 motions and 37 CoPAs. Figure
1 shows a histogram of the CoPA sizes in this
dataset. The two biggest CoPAs (Fixable and Con-
servatism) include nearly one third of the motions
(207 motions and 211 motions respectively), while
at the other end, the class Self determination con-
tains only 3 motions. Most CoPAs (32 out of the
37) are of modest size, containing less than 10%
of the motions.

Figure 1: Distribution of the number of motions per
CoPA.

Importantly, the CoPAs capture different facets

9For technical reasons we trained and evaluated the RNN
method using 3-fold cross-validation.
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of a motion, rather than induce a partition of the
motions set. On average, a CoPA has a non empty
intersection with 11.95 other CoPAs, with the av-
erage intersection size being 21% of the CoPA
size. Figure 2 shows the inter-connectivity graph
among CoPAs. The aforementioned CoPA Self de-
termination is an isolated vertex in this graph, but
other than that the graph is connected. This is es-
pecially noteworthy, considering that many of the
CoPAs are rather small. Figure 3 shows a heat-
map of overlap sizes.

In the complete dataset, 87% of the motions be-
long to at least one CoPA, and on average each
motion belongs to 1.95 CoPAs. That is, while this
is certainly only a first step toward modeling prin-
cipled recurring arguments, the suggested CoPAs
are indeed a concise set that covers distinct argu-
mentative themes and offers a good coverage w.r.t.
the world of motions defined here.

6.2 CoPA claims in recorded speeches

Of the 184 annotated speeches of Mirkin et al.
(2018), 87% had at least one CoPA-claim anno-
tated as positive10, and in total, 66% of the 400
(speech, claim) pairs (where the stance of the
claim and the speaker were aligned) were marked
as positive. However, in the vast majority of
cases the claim was marked as implicit in the
speech – according to the annotation only 10% of
the speeches contain a CoPA-claim explicitly, and
only 5% of the pairs are labeled as an explicit men-
tion.

One reason for this may be the three ”general”
CoPAs, since their claims are so general that they
would usually be at least implicit in a speech.
When removing these CoPAs from the analysis
62% of the speeches have at least one positive
claim, and 39% of the pairs are positive. Hence,
even without these classes, most speeches implic-
itly mention at least one claim from the dataset.
This is probably due to the rather generic phrasing
of the claims, which in the first place were con-
structed to be applicable ”as-is” in multiple con-
texts. In other words, this annotation not only con-
firms that the CoPA claims convey arguments ac-
tually alluded to by humans, but that they do so at
a rather high level, and so capture arguments that
are not only plausible for a motion but also proba-
ble.

10A pair is considered positive if a majority of annotators
chose option (i) or (ii); cf. section 4.3.

Conversely, for each CoPA, we also examined
the speeches to which it matched, and computed
the fraction of these speeches in which the CoPA’s
claim was annotated as positive. Of the 37 CoPAs,
29 match motions in Mirkin et al. (2018). For all
but one (Sexual morality), in at least 25% of the
relevant speeches, the CoPA’s claim (of the correct
stance) was labeled positive. For 24 CoPAs at least
50% were so labeled.

6.3 Motion-CoPA matching

As noted in section 5, we evaluated the proposed
matching methods in a leave-one-out framework.
For the action-based method, BA-k, we set k = 5
and consider only CoPAs which contains at least 5
motions with the same action. For the topic-based
methods we considered only CoPAs which were
manually marked as topic-based (see appendix B)
and contain at least 10 motions. The LR method
was naturally evaluated on all CoPAs.

Figure 4 describes the precision-recall trade-off
for each of the 7 methods from section 5, which
is computed over all (motion, CoPA) pairs: preci-
sion is the fraction of matching pairs whose score
is above the threshold from among all pairs with
such a score; recall is the ratio between the num-
ber of matching pairs with such a score, and the
total number of matching pairs.

Note that for methods which look at only a sub-
set of the CoPAs recall is bound to be low, since
recall calculation takes into consideration all Co-
PAs, not just this subset.

With the task of Argument Invention in mind,
a use-case of interest is, given a motion, to pro-
vide (at least) one CoPA from which argumenta-
tive content can be extracted. Accordingly, Figure
5 evaluates the precision for the highest scoring
CoPA of each motion – for a given threshold, the
figure depicts the fraction of motions whose high-
est scoring CoPA is both a match and above the
threshold, as a function of the fraction of motions
for which at least one CoPA passes the thresh-
old. As can be seen, for a threshold that yields
CoPA prediction for half the motions, the ensem-
ble method has 86% precision for its top predic-
tion.

Finally, recall that the three ”general” CoPAs
(Conservatism, Fixable, Framework) might dom-
inate the predictions analyzed above. Omitting
them from the analysis does reduce precision
somewhat, but nonetheless, the top prediction of
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Figure 2: Graph of CoPAs, where edges indicate non-empty intersection and distance between vertices is indicative
of intersection size. Not shown is ”Self determination”, an isolated vertex.

Figure 3: Fraction of overlapping motions among
classes; the value of entry (i,j) is the fraction of motions
in class i which also appear in class j. Green indicates
high values, red low ones.

the ensemble method for a threshold yielding a
prediction for half the motions attains a precision
of 75% (Figure 6; For this analysis the ”general”
classes were not included in the recall computa-
tion).

A naive baseline would always (and only) pre-
dict the CoPA with the largest number of motions
as a match. When considering all CoPAs, this at-
tains a precision of 30% (for Conservatism), and
when omitting the three general CoPAs, a preci-
sion of 12% (for Coercion).

Figure 4: Precision-Recall curve for the various
motion-CoPA matching methods.

7 Discussion

The most basic argument model is probably Aris-
totle’s categorical syllogism, which consists of a
major premise, a minor premise and a conclusion
(Aristotle and Kennedy, 1991); with the minor
premise being a categorical proposition connect-
ing between the major premise and the conclusion.
The canonical example is:

All men are mortal.
Socrates is a man.
Therefore, Socrates is mortal.

It is interesting to consider the CoPAs and the
claims they contain in this context. When aim-
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Figure 5: P@1 vs. coverage of the various motion-
CoPA matching methods.

Figure 6: Precision results when ignoring the three gen-
eral classes, Conservatism, Fixable, Framework

ing to argue for a motion, and identify a CoPA to
which it belongs, one can create a syllogistic-like
argument as follows. The major premise would be
the CoPA claim, the minor premise would explain
why the motion is a member of the CoPA, and
the conclusion would be that the motion should
stand11.

11Since the major premise here is not a categorical proposi-
tion, the argument will not be true in the propositional, modus

For example, when deliberating the motion (fur-
ther exploit, solar energy), and identifying that it
belongs to the CoPA Clean energy, the resulting
(heuristic) argument could be:

Humanity must embrace clean energy in
order to fight climate change.
Solar energy is a form of clean energy.
Therefore, humanity must further ex-
ploit solar energy.

Similarly, a very basic model for describing de-
liberation is Hegelian dialectics: The deliberation
or debate starts with a thesis, which is countered
by an antithesis, and is then resolved with synthe-
sis. The CoPA’s claims can be seen as providing
a thesis and an antithesis in the context of a mem-
ber motion, with the synthesis dependent on the
motion and on the valuation of the claims by the
adjudicator.

A major challenge in constructing the CoPAs
herein was finding an explicit phrasing for the ar-
guments, one that would be suitable without fur-
ther context. One example for this is the backlash
argument – an argument stating that implementing
the policy will be counter-productive, since it will
create a backlash reaction. While this is a com-
mon argument, arguing why a backlash reaction
will occur and how it will be counterproductive
may well depend on context. Moreover, it is diffi-
cult to phrase an appropriate claim of the opposite
stance without further context.

However, the CoPAs can actually provide us
with an appropriate context needed for phrasing
such arguments. Thus, one could phrase more
specific backlash arguments for the CoPA Subsi-
dies or Coercion (with different phrasings), and
use them when the CoPA is matched to a motion.
In other words, we can expand the set of CoPA
arguments to include more than just 2 claims; it
could include further instances of principled argu-
ments, each perhaps tailored to the specific CoPA.
Recall that our motivation is Argument Invention
– when a CoPA is matched, the underlying system
can present all arguments the CoPA contains.

Indeed, with the aim of assisting critical writ-
ing in mind, one need not limit CoPAs to claims
or even to coherent arguments. CoPAs could
very well be rhetorical loci for relevant anecdotes,
proverbs, memes, quotes from famous people and

ponens sense. But if the claim is indeed an endoxa, the argu-
ment should be one that most people consider plausible.
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so on. They could also include text written in
different styles to accommodate different types
of presentations (pronuntiatio). In response to a
topic, a system making use of the CoPAs knowl-
edge base could present all these texts to the users,
or filter them according to their preferences.

An interesting research direction in this respect
is to include in a CoPA, for each claim it con-
tains, a rebuttal argument that counters it. This
can enable an argumentative dialog system (Rach
et al., 2018), along the lines alluded to in Mirkin
et al. (2018) – one can envision a system that per-
forms listening comprehension, identifies the rele-
vant CoPAs, checks whether any of the claims in
the CoPA were mentioned in the audio, and, for
those that do, responds with the rebuttal arguments
matching this claim. This is similar to scripted di-
alog systems, with the important difference that
the texts are not written for a specific scenario.
They are principled arguments which can be used
in many different contexts, allowing for an open-
domain dialog system. We intend to describe such
a system in future work.

Furthermore, a CoPA can include complex ar-
gumentative structures such as those in Araucari-
aDB (Reed and Rowe, 2004), from which multi-
layered arguments can be constructed, e.g. using
the Carneades Argumentation System of Walton
and Gordon (2012). That is, instead of having such
data per topic, as is currently the case in Araucari-
aDB, having such data for commonplace princi-
pled arguments facilitates their use over a wide
range of topics. Note that for this the stance of
the argument w.r.t the CoPA and the motion is im-
portant. For the sake of simplicity and brevity we
have ignored this issue in this manuscript, but the
relevant stance labeling is available in the supple-
mentary material.

In the field of computational argumentation, de
novo argument synthesis has received relatively
little attention. One naive attempt is that of Bilu
and Slonim (2016), where claims are generated by
pasting together a topic and short predicate. The
framework suggested here may provide a richer
and more stable basis for argumentative text gen-
eration. That is, a CoPA may include structured
data which describes its principal theme. Then,
when presented with a motion in this CoPA, the
system would automatically generate, de novo, ar-
gumentative text based on this structured data and
the topic. For example, this could be an NLG neu-

ral net trained on a large corpus of claims extracted
using argument mining for motions in the CoPA.

Finally, let us reappraise the basic intuition of
the corpus-wide argument-mining approach to ar-
gument invention – that an effective argumentation
is one that draws on the widest possible array of
proofs and arguments. Rhetoricians have charac-
terized the art of convincing as starting from gen-
eral and basic views, facts and opinions accepted
by everyone (Perelman, 1971; Kock, 2009). In
other words, an efficient argument starts not from
the most original and unseen premises, but from
what the audience takes as consensual, and only
then progresses to what is controversial. There-
fore, the need for principled arguments is not only
a question of time and practicality, but also stems
from the essential nature of rhetoric: it is the ne-
cessity to call on the general views and opinions
shared by everyone and to show that they uphold
the desired conclusion.

8 Conclusion

We presented a novel framework – 689 controver-
sial motions with a variety of topics and actions –
in which the Argument Invention task can be for-
malized and assessed. We formalized the notion
of commonplace principled arguments, and sug-
gested a concrete and diverse taxonomy for them.
While this taxonomy can certainly be expanded
and refined, it nonetheless has the basic desired
properties: most motions in our framework belong
to it, annotators tend to agree on CoPA-motion
matching, this matching can be done automati-
cally with reasonable success, and human debaters
tend to allude to the ascribed arguments when de-
bating these motions.
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A Allowed actions

Action #motions

a criminal offence 3

abandon 52

abolish 57

adopt 45

ban 90

brings/bring/brought more good than harm 3

brings/bring/brought more harm than good 3

cancel 13

close 4

criminalize 4

decrease 2

disband 29

discourage 6

encourage 6

end 33

exaggerated 2

fight 25

fight for 5

further exploit 21

increase 49

introduce 22

justified 6

legalize 16

limit 23

lower 5

mandatory 18

nationalize 6

not abandon 2

not ban 2

not mandatory 1

not subsidize 6

not tax 2

oppose 3

privatize 13

prohibit 17

protect 19

raise 4

reduce 2

subsidize 58

support 6

tax 3

unjustified 3

B Classes of Principled Arguments

This appendix lists the 37 CoPAs. In each, the
number of motions associated with it follows the
class’s name, and two opposing CoPA-claims are

listed in the entries below it. CoPAs marked with
a superscript t are those deemed as topic-related.

Adolescent rights (9 motions)

Many adolescents can
not make responsible
decisions

Adolescents are as ca-
pable as adults

Animal rightst (21 motions)

Animals should not be
treated as property

There is nothing wrong
with using animals to
further human interests

Big government (21 motions)

Public utility is best
served by actions coor-
dinated by central gov-
ernment

Public interest is best
served and propelled by
voluntary interactions,
and not ones dictated by
government

Black markett (35 motions)

Prohibiting products
and activities makes
them less visible and
available, and thus less
harmful

Prohibition is counter-
productive and only
leads to increased
demand

Clean energyt (25 motions)

Humanity must em-
brace clean energy in
order to fight climate
change

Ecological concerns
add further strain on
the economy

Coercion (81 motions)

A decisive and enforced
policy is the best way to
deliver a message

Enforcement tends to
be less effective than
persuasion and educa-
tion

Conservatism (211 motions)

The current system is
working, and making
such a change could
have negative conse-
quences

It is time to change the
old ways and try some-
thing new

Criminal deterrence (8 motions)

When people will have
to pay for their actions
there will be less crime

Strict punishment is not
effective in preventing
criminal behavior

Discriminationt (19 motions)

It is a fact that there
are differences between
people. Hence, there
should sometimes be
differences in the way
people are treated.

All people should be
treated equally

Environmentt (44 motions)

People must protect na-
ture and respect its bio-
logical communities

Environmentalism
stands in the way of
technological progress
and economic growth
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Fair trialt (17 motions)

Upholding the rights of
the accused and ensur-
ing a fair process is the
best way to maintain
justice

The focus should not be
on the rights of crimi-
nals, but on protecting
the law-abiding public
from harm

Fixable (207 motions)

There are some issues
here that need address-
ing, but that doesn’t
mean it should all be
eliminated

Due to the many
problems associated
with [TOPIC], the best
course of action would
be to put an end to it

Framework (102 motions)

[TOPIC] works
efficiently

[TOPIC] fails to
achieve its goals

Freedom of choice (35 motions)

People have the right
to make their own
choices, including bad
ones

It is the duty of society
to protect people from
their own bad choices

Freedom of religion (10 motions)

People should be free to
practice their religion

Religions are outdated,
irrational and harmful

Gender equalityt (5 motions)

Banishing the mis-
guided notions of
gender roles in society
is the way to achieve
true equality for
women

Gender roles reflect
true biological dif-
ferences between the
sexes. It doesn’t make
sense to ignore them

Greater good (40 motions)

The safety and well-
being of the community
is more important than
individual freedom

Individual freedom is a
sacred value. It cannot
be subordinated to sub-
jective opinions decid-
ing what is best for so-
ciety

Immigrationt (5 motions)

People who come in
search of a safer and
better life should not be
turned away

Mass immigration
threatens social
cohesion

Media’s impactt (15 motions)

Media consumption has
no significant social or
behavioral effects

Stereotypes distributed
in the media lead to a
distorted view of soci-
ety and of the other

National security (19 motions)

Some rights and free-
doms need to be lim-
ited in the interest of
national security

Security does not
justify brushing aside
fundamental rights and
freedoms

Objectification (9 motions)

Women should have the
power to use and show
their bodies as they
would like to

Society cannot allow
women to be treated as
commodities

Offensive speech (13 motions)

Freedom of expression
is meaningless if it does
not apply to troubling
and controversial ideas

The freedom of expres-
sion does not legitimize
offending people’s val-
ues and beliefs

Playing god (20 motions)

People can, and there-
fore should, interfere
with nature in order to
take care of their needs

Only God should de-
termine how life comes
into being and how it
comes to an end

Price interference (46 motions)

Price regulation is use-
ful for achieving social
and economic goals

Market forces should
determine the rates of
prices and fees

Privatization (30 motions)

Privatization often
leads to improved
efficiency and quality

The state is a better and
a more natural provider
of public goods and ser-
vices

Public healtht (17 motions)

It is the government’s
duty to safeguard pub-
lic health and promote
healthy life choices

The state should have
no role in encouraging
or discouraging partic-
ular lifestyle choices

Religiont (23 motions)

Religion creates a sense
of community for peo-
ple, and organizes hu-
man life

Religion has proven
over the years that it is
a harmful, destructive
force

Right to privacyt (23 motions)

The right to privacy is a
fundamental right

Privacy is not abso-
lute. There are in-
stances when it must be
compromised in order
to protect society

Self-determination (3 motions)

The political status of a
territorial entity should
be defined by its popu-
lation

Self-determination can-
not be handed freely,
especially not as a prize
for violence

Sexual morality (17 motions)

Sexual morality must
be protected by oppos-
ing immoral lifestyles,
and not ignoring them

The sexual behaviors
and preferences of indi-
viduals are private and
are not the business of
the authorities

Subsidies (70 motions)

Providing support for
[TOPIC] would bene-
fit society, and is there-
fore a worthwhile use
of government money

There are better ways
to make use of public
funds

Technologyt (15 motions)

[TOPIC] is better than
the older options

These new technologies
are not as reliable as
conventional ones
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Tradition (66 motions)

A society should re-
spect its traditions and
try to avoid changes for
the sake of change

Society should move
on with the times, in-
stead of clinging to old
and obsolete traditions
which are no longer rel-
evant

Value of sciencet (9 motions)

Theories which are
not based on scientific
methods should not be
supported

Not everything can be
explained by science

Virtual lifet (12 motions)

The virtual world en-
riches our lives in ways
that other forms do not

In the virtual world,
people lose touch with
reality

Wealth distribution (11 motions)

Society has a duty to
minimize inequality by
allocating resources
more evenly

The way to achieve
a fair distribution of
wealth is to let it be de-
termined by the market
forces

Welfare state (30 motions)

The state has a duty to
provide for the social
and economic security
of its citizens

State-sponsored
welfare is coun-
terproductive and
actually exacerbates
the problem

Note the special token [TOPIC] which, during
labeling and application, is replaced by the topic of
the relevant motion. For example, when labeling
the motion (disband, NATO) for the CoPA Frame-
work, the claims presented to the annotators were
NATO works efficiently and NATO fails to achieve
its goals.

C Features engineered for (motion,
CoPA) pairs

For each CoPA c we manually listed a set cm
of Wikipedia titles as related to it. With this in
hand, we define a set of 17 features (listed below)
that aim to capture the similarity between the mo-
tion and the class. These include similarities be-
tween the motion’s action and topic and the list
of Wikipedia titles as well as similarities between
the motion’s topic and the topics of other motions
in the class (as in KNN above). In addition to
these similarity features, we also included counts-
based features. Using this feature a logistic regres-
sion classifier was trained, and each CoPA was as-
signed the score computed by it.

C.1 Similarity features

We associate a motion m with two sets of texts.
mt = action, topic is simply the set containing

the text of the action and the text of the topic. The
second set aims to identify Wikipedia titles related
to the topic. Each Wikipedia title linked to in the
topic’s Wikipedia article is scored by the p-value
computed for it for its appearance in the article
compared to a set of random articles, using the
hypergeometric distribution. mw is the set of (at
most) 10 titles with the lowest p-value.

We also associate each CoPA with two sets of
texts. The first is the aforementioned manually-
generated list, cm. The second is the set of topics
of motions in the CoPA, ct (when doing leave-one-
out analysis, we always ignore occurrences of the
topic of the left-out motion).

Given some method to compute similarity be-
tween two terms, we define the similarity between
two sets of terms as the average over all pairs of
terms, one from each set. We employ three types
of similarity scores: word2vec (Mikolov et al.
(2013)), that of Ein Dor et al. (2018), and cosine
similarity of Tf-Idf vectors. All in all this defines
12 similarity features.

In addition, we take all terms in cm which also
appear in the Wikipedia article of the topic, and
take their average Idf score as a 13th similarity
feature.

C.2 Counts-based features
For a motion m = (a, t), Let Ma be the set of
all motions with action a. Let M∗ be the set
of all motions in our dataset. For m and CoPA
c = (Ac,Mc) we define the following four counts-
based features:

1. |Ma|/|M∗|

2. |Ma ∩Mc|/|Ma ∪Mc|

3. |Ma ∩Mc|/|Ma|

4. |Ma ∩Mc|/|Mc|
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Abstract

The most important obstacles facing multi-
document summarization include excessive re-
dundancy in source descriptions and the loom-
ing shortage of training data. These obstacles
prevent encoder-decoder models from being
used directly, but optimization-based methods
such as determinantal point processes (DPPs)
are known to handle them well. In this paper
we seek to strengthen a DPP-based method for
extractive multi-document summarization by
presenting a novel similarity measure inspired
by capsule networks. The approach measures
redundancy between a pair of sentences based
on surface form and semantic information. We
show that our DPP system with improved sim-
ilarity measure performs competitively, out-
performing strong summarization baselines on
benchmark datasets. Our findings are particu-
larly meaningful for summarizing documents
created by multiple authors containing redun-
dant yet lexically diverse expressions.1

1 Introduction

Multi-document summarization is arguably one of
the most important tools for information aggrega-
tion. It seeks to produce a succinct summary from
a collection of textual documents created by mul-
tiple authors concerning a single topic (Nenkova
and McKeown, 2011). The summarization tech-
nique has seen growing interest in a broad spec-
trum of domains that include summarizing prod-
uct reviews (Gerani et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2018),
student survey responses (Luo and Litman, 2015;
Luo et al., 2016), forum discussion threads (Ding
and Jiang, 2015; Tarnpradab et al., 2017), and
news articles about a particular event (Hong et al.,
2014). Despite the empirical success, most of the
datasets remain small, and the cost of hiring hu-

1Our code and data are publicly available at https://github.
com/ucfnlp/summarization-dpp-capsnet

man annotators to create ground-truth summaries
for multi-document inputs can be prohibitive.

Impressive progress has been made on neural
abstractive summarization using encoder-decoder
models (Rush et al., 2015; See et al., 2017; Paulus
et al., 2017; Chen and Bansal, 2018). These mod-
els, nonetheless, are data-hungry and learn poorly
from small datasets, as is often the case with multi-
document summarization. To date, studies have
primarily focused on single-document summariza-
tion (See et al., 2017; Celikyilmaz et al., 2018;
Kryscinski et al., 2018) and sentence summariza-
tion (Nallapati et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2017; Cao
et al., 2018; Song et al., 2018) in part because par-
allel training data are abundant and they can be
conveniently acquired from the Web. Further, a
notable issue with abstractive summarization is the
reliability. These models are equipped with the ca-
pability of generating new words not present in the
source. With greater freedom of lexical choices,
the system summaries can contain inaccurate fac-
tual details and falsified content that prevent them
from staying “true-to-original.”

In this paper we instead focus on an extractive
method exploiting the determinantal point pro-
cess (DPP; Kulesza and Taskar, 2012) for multi-
document summarization. DPP can be trained on
small data, and because extractive summaries are
free from manipulation, they largely remain true
to the original. DPP selects a set of most represen-
tative sentences from the given source documents
to form a summary, while maintaining high diver-
sity among summary sentences. It is one of a fam-
ily of optimization-based summarization methods
that performed strongest in previous summariza-
tion competitions (Gillick and Favre, 2009; Lin
and Bilmes, 2010; Kulesza and Taskar, 2011).

Diversity is an integral part of the DPP model.
It is modelled by pairwise repulsion between sen-
tences. In this paper we exploit the capsule net-
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works (Hinton et al., 2018) to measure pairwise
sentence (dis)similarity, then leverage DPP to ob-
tain a set of diverse summary sentences. Tradition-
ally, the DPP method computes similarity scores
based on the bag-of-words representation of sen-
tences (Kulesza and Taskar, 2011) and with kernel
methods (Gong et al., 2014). These methods, how-
ever, are incapable of capturing lexical and syntac-
tic variations in the sentences (e.g., paraphrases),
which are ubiquitous in multi-document summa-
rization data as the source documents are created
by multiple authors with distinct writing styles.
We hypothesize that the recently proposed capsule
networks, which learn high-level representations
based on the orientational and spatial relationships
of low-level components, can be a suitable supple-
ment to model pairwise sentence similarity.

Importantly, we argue that predicting sentence
similarity within the context of summarization has
its uniqueness. It estimates if two sentences con-
tain redundant information based on both sur-
face word form and their underlying semantics.
E.g., the two sentences “Snowstorm slams east-
ern US on Friday” and “A strong wintry storm was
dumping snow in eastern US after creating traffic
havoc that claimed at least eight lives” are con-
sidered similar because they carry redundant in-
formation and cannot both be included in the sum-
mary. These sentences are by no means seman-
tically equivalent, nor do they exhibit a clear en-
tailment relationship. The task thus should be dis-
tinguished from similar tasks such as predicting
natural language inference (Bowman et al., 2015;
Williams et al., 2018) or semantic textual similar-
ity (Cer et al., 2017). In this work, we describe a
novel method to collect a large amount of sentence
pairs that are deemed similar for summarization
purpose. We contrast this new dataset with those
used for textual entailment for modeling sentence
similarity and demonstrate its effectiveness on dis-
criminating sentences and generating diverse sum-
maries. The contributions of this work can be sum-
marized as follows:

• we present a novel method inspired by the de-
terminantal point process for multi-document
summarization. The method includes a diver-
sity measure assessing the redundancy between
sentences, and a quality measure that indicates
the importance of sentences. DPP extracts a set
of summary sentences that are both representa-
tive of the document set and remain diverse;

• we present the first study exploiting capsule net-
works for determining sentence similarity for
summarization purpose. It is important to rec-
ognize that summarization places particular em-
phasis on measuring redundancy between sen-
tences; and this notion of similarity is differ-
ent from that of entailment and semantic textual
similarity (STS);

• our findings suggest that effectively modeling
pairwise sentence similarity is crucial for in-
creasing summary diversity and boosting sum-
marization performance. Our DPP system with
improved similarity measure performs com-
petitively, outperforming strong summarization
baselines on benchmark datasets.

2 Related Work

Extractive summarization approaches are the most
popular in real-world applications (Carbonell and
Goldstein, 1998; Daumé III and Marcu, 2006;
Galanis and Androutsopoulos, 2010; Hong et al.,
2014; Yogatama et al., 2015). These approaches
focus on identifying representative sentences from
a single document or set of documents to form
a summary. The summary sentences can be op-
tionally compressed to remove unimportant con-
stituents such as prepositional phrases to yield a
succinct summary (Knight and Marcu, 2002; Za-
jic et al., 2007; Martins and Smith, 2009; Berg-
Kirkpatrick et al., 2011; Thadani and McKeown,
2013; Wang et al., 2013; Li et al., 2013, 2014;
Filippova et al., 2015; Durrett et al., 2016). Ex-
tractive summarization methods are mostly unsu-
pervised or lightly-supervised using thousands of
training examples. Given its practical importance,
we explore an extractive method in this work for
multi-document summarization.

It is not uncommon to cast summarization as a
discrete optimization problem (Gillick and Favre,
2009; Takamura and Okumura, 2009; Lin and
Bilmes, 2010; Hirao et al., 2013). In this formu-
lation, a set of binary variables are used to indi-
cate whether their corresponding source sentences
are to be included in the summary. The summary
sentences are selected to maximize the coverage
of important source content, while minimizing the
summary redundancy and subject to a length con-
straint. The optimization can be performed using
an off-the-shelf tool such as Gurobi, IBM CPLEX,
or via a greedy approximation algorithm. Notable
optimization frameworks include integer linear
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programming (Gillick and Favre, 2009), determi-
nantal point processes (Kulesza and Taskar, 2012),
submodular functions (Lin and Bilmes, 2010), and
minimum dominating set (Shen and Li, 2010). In
this paper we employ the DPP framework because
of its remarkable performance on various summa-
rization problems (Zhang et al., 2016).

Recent years have also seen considerable in-
terest in neural approaches to summarization. In
particular, neural extractive approaches focus on
learning vector representations of source sen-
tences; then based on these representations they
determine if a source sentence is to be included in
the summary (Cheng and Lapata, 2016; Yasunaga
et al., 2017; Nallapati et al., 2017; Narayan et al.,
2018). Neural abstractive approaches usually in-
clude an encoder used to convert the entire source
document to a continuous vector, and a decoder for
generating an abstract word by word conditioned
on the document vector (Paulus et al., 2017; Tan
et al., 2017; Guo et al., 2018; Kedzie et al., 2018).
These neural models, however, require large train-
ing data containing hundreds of thousands to mil-
lions of examples, which are still unavailable for
the multi-document summarization task. To date,
most neural summarization studies are performed
for single document summarization.

Extracting summary-worthy sentences from the
source documents is important even if the ulti-
mate goal is to generate abstracts. Recent abstrac-
tive studies recognize the importance of separating
“salience estimation” from “text generation” so as
to reduce the amount of training data required by
encoder-decoder models (Gehrmann et al., 2018;
Lebanoff et al., 2018, 2019). An extractive method
is often leveraged to identify salient source sen-
tences, then a neural text generator rewrites the
selected sentences into an abstract. Our pursuit of
the DPP method is especially meaningful in this
context. As described in the next section, DPP has
an extraordinary ability to distinguish redundant
descriptions, thereby avoiding passing redundant
content to the abstractor that can cause an encoder-
decoder model to fail.

3 The DPP Framework

Let Y = {1, 2, · · · ,N} be a ground set contain-
ing N items, corresponding to all sentences of the
source documents. Our goal is to identify a subset
of items Y ⊆ Y that forms an extractive summary
of the document set. A determinantal point pro-

cess (DPP; Kulesza and Taskar, 2012) defines a
probability measure over all subsets of Y s.t.

P(Y ;L) =
det(LY )

det(L+ I)
, (1)

∑

Y⊆Y
det(LY ) = det(L+ I), (2)

where det(·) is the determinant of a matrix; I is the
identity matrix; L ∈ RN×N is a positive semidef-
inite matrix, known as the L-ensemble; Lij mea-
sures the correlation between sentences i and j;
and LY is a submatrix of L containing only entries
indexed by elements of Y . Finally, the probability
of an extractive summary Y ⊆ Y is proportional
to the determinant of the matrix LY (Eq. (1)).

Kulesza and Taskar (2012) provide a decompo-
sition of the L-ensemble matrix: Lij = qi ·Sij · qj
where qi ∈ R+ is a positive real number indicating
the quality of a sentence; and Sij is a measure of
similarity between sentences i and j. This formu-
lation separately models the sentence quality and
pairwise similarity before combining them into a
unified model. Let Y = {i, j} be a summary con-
taining only two sentences i and j, its probability
P(Y ;L) can be computed as

P(Y = {i, j};L) ∝ det(LY )

=

∣∣∣∣
qiSiiqi qiSijqj
qjSjiqi qjSjjqj

∣∣∣∣
= q2i · q2j · (1− S2

ij). (3)

Eq. (3) indicates that, if sentence i is of high qual-
ity, denoted by qi, then any summary containing
it will have high probability. If two sentences i
and j are similar to each other, denoted by Sij ,
then any summary containing both sentences will
have low probability. The summary Y achieving
the highest probability thus should contain a set
of high-quality sentences while maintaining high
diversity among the selected sentences (via pair-
wise repulsion). det(LY ) also has a particular ge-
ometric interpretation as the squared volume of the
space spanned by sentence vectors i and j, where
the quality measure indicates the length of the vec-
tor and the similarity indicates the angle between
two vectors (Figure 1).

We adopt a feature-based approach to compute
sentence quality: qi = exp(θ>xi). In particu-
lar, xi is a feature vector for sentence i and θ are
the feature weights to be learned during training.
Kulesza and Taskar (2011) define sentence simi-
larity as Si,j = φ>i φj , where ‖φi‖2 = 1 (∀i) is
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Figure 1: The DPP model specifies the probability of
a summary P(Y = {i, j};L) to be proportional to the
squared volume of the space spanned by sentence vec-
tors i and j.

a sentence TF-IDF vector. The model parameters
θ are optimized by maximizing the log-likelihood
of training data (Eq. (4)) and this objective can be
optimized efficiently with subgradient descent.2

θ=argmax
θ

M∑

m=1

logP(Ŷ (m);L(Y(m);θ)) (4)

During training, we create the ground-truth ex-
tractive summary (Ŷ ) for a document set based
on human reference summaries (abstracts) using
the following procedure. At each iteration we se-
lect a source sentence sharing the longest com-
mon subsequence with the human reference sum-
maries; the shared words are then removed from
human summaries to avoid duplicates in future se-
lection. Similar methods are exploited by Nal-
lapati et al. (2017) and Narayan et al. (2018) to
create ground-truth extractive summaries. At test
time, we perform inference using the learned DPP
model to obtain a system summary (Y ). We imple-
ment a greedy method (Kulesza and Taskar, 2012)
to iteratively add a sentence to the summary so that
P(Y ;L) yields the highest probability (Eq. (1)),
until a summary length limit is reached.

For the DPP framework to be successful, the
sentence similarity measure (Sij) has to accurately
capture if any two sentences contain redundant in-
formation. This is especially important for multi-
document summarization as redundancy is ubiqui-
tous in source documents. The source descriptions
frequently contain redundant yet lexically diverse
expressions such as sentential paraphrases where
people write about the same event using distinct
styles (Hu et al., 2019). Without accurately mod-
elling sentence similarity, redundant content can
make their way into the summary and further pre-
vent useful information from being included given

2The sentence features include the length and position of
a sentence, the cosine similarity between sentence and docu-
ment TF-IDF vectors (Kulesza and Taskar, 2011). We refrain
from using sophisticated features to avoid model overfitting.

the summary length limit. Existing cosine similar-
ity measure between sentence TF-IDF vectors can
be incompetent in modeling semantic relatedness.
In the following section we exploit the recently in-
troduced capsule networks (Hinton et al., 2018) to
measure pairwise sentence similarity; it considers
if two sentences share any words in common and
more importantly the semantic closeness of sen-
tence descriptions.

4 An Improved Similarity Measure

Our goal is to develop an advanced similarity mea-
sure for pairs of sentences such that semantically
similar sentences can receive high scores despite
that they have very few words in common. E.g.,
“Snowstorm slams eastern US on Friday” and “A
strong wintry storm was dumping snow in east-
ern US after creating traffic havoc that claimed at
least eight lives” have only two words in common.
Nonetheless, they contain redundant information
and cannot both be included in the summary.

Let {xa,xb} ∈ RE×L denote two sentences a
and b. Each consists of a sequence of word em-
beddings, where E is the embedding size and L
is the sentence length with zero-padding to the
right for shorter sentences. A convolutional layer
with multiple filter sizes is first applied to each
sentence to extract local features (Eq. (5)), where
xa
i:i+k−1 ∈ RkE denotes a flattened embedding for

position i with a filter size k, and ua
i,k ∈ Rd is the

resulting local feature for position i; f is a non-
linear activation function (e.g., ReLU); {Wu,bu}
are model parameters.

ua
i,k = f(Wuxa

i:i+k−1 + bu) (5)

We use ua
i ∈ RD to denote the concatenation of

local features generated using various filter sizes.
Following Kim et al. (2014), we employ filter sizes
k ∈ {3, 4, 5, 6, 7} with an equal number of filters
(d) for each size (D = 5d). After applying max-
pooling to local features of all positions, we obtain
a representation ua = max-pooling(ua

i ) ∈ RD

for sentence a; and similarly we obtain ub ∈ RD

for sentence b. It is not uncommon for state-of-
the-art sentence similarity classifiers (Chen et al.,
2018) to concatenate the two sentence vectors,
their absolute difference and element-wise prod-
uct [ua;ub; |ua − ub|;ua ◦ ub], and feed this rep-
resentation to a fully connected layer to predict if
two sentences are similar.
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Figure 2: The system architecture utilizing CapsNet for predicting sentence similarity. denotes the inputs and
intermediate outputs; the convolutional layer; max-pooling layer; fully-connected layer; and ReLU
activation.

Nevertheless, we conjecture that such represen-
tation may be insufficient to fully characterize the
relationship between components of the sentences
in order to model sentence similarity. For exam-
ple, the term “snowstorm” in sentence a is se-
mantically related to “wintry storm” and “dump-
ing snow” in sentence b; this low-level interaction
indicates that the two sentences contain redundant
information and it cannot be captured by the above
model. Importantly, the capsule networks pro-
posed by Hinton et al. (2018) are designed to char-
acterize the spatial and orientational relationships
between low-level components. We thus seek to
exploit CapsNet to strengthen the capability of our
system for identifying redundant sentences.

Let {ua
i ,u

b
i }Li=1 ∈ RD be low-level representa-

tions (i.e., capsules). We seek to transform them
to high-level capsules {vj}Mj=1 ∈ RB that char-
acterize the interaction between low-level compo-
nents. Each low-level capsule ui ∈ RD is multi-
plied by a linear transformation matrix to dedicate
a portion of it, denoted by ûj|i ∈ RB, to the con-
struction of a high-level capsule j (Eq. (6)); where
{Wv

ij} ∈ RD×B are model parameters. To re-
duce parameters and prevent overfitting, we fur-
ther encourage sharing parameters over all low-
level capsules, yielding Wv

1j = Wv
2j = · · · , and

the same parameter sharing is described in (Zhao
et al., 2018). By computing the weighted sum of
ûj|i, whose weights cij indicate the strength of in-
teraction between a low-level capsule i and a high-
level capsule j, we obtain an (unnormalized) cap-
sule (Eq. (7)); we then apply a nonlinear squash
function g(·) to normalize the length the vector to

be less than 1, yielding vj ∈ RB.

ûj|i = Wv
ijui (6)

vj = g
(∑

i

cijûj|i
)

(7)

Routing (Sabour et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2019)
aims to adjust the interaction weights (cij) using
an iterative, EM-like method. Initially, we set
{bij} to be zero for all i and j. Per Eq. (8), ci
becomes a uniform distribution indicating a low-
level capsule i contributes equally to all its upper
level capsules. After computing ûj|i and vj using
Eq. (6-7), the weights bij are updated according to
the strength of interaction (Eq. (9)). If ûj|i agrees
with a capsule vj , their interaction weight will be
increased, and decreased otherwise. This process
is repeated for r iterations to stabilize cij .

ci ← softmax(bi) (8)

bij ← bij + ûj|ivj (9)

The high-level capsules {vj}Mj=1 effectively en-
code spatial and orientational relationships of low-
level capsules. To identify the most prominent in-
teractions, we apply max-pooling to all high-level
capsules to produce v = max-poolingj(vj) ∈ RB.
This representation v, aimed to encode interac-
tions between sentences a and b, is concatenated
with [ua;ub; |ua−ub|;ua◦ub] and binary vectors
[za; zb] that indicate if any word in sentence a ap-
pears in sentence b and vice versa; they are used as
input to a fully connected layer to predict if a pair
of sentences contain redundant information. Our
loss function contains two components, including
a binary cross-entropy loss indicating whether the
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prediction is correct or not, and a reconstruction
loss for reconstructing a sentence a conditioned on
ua by predicting one word at a time using a re-
current neural network, and similarly for sentence
b. A hyperparameter λ is used to balance contri-
butions from both sides. In Figure 2 we present
an overview of the system architecture, and hyper-
parameters are described in the supplementary.

5 Datasets

To our best knowledge, there is no dataset focusing
on determining if two sentences contain redundant
information. It is a nontrivial task in the context of
multi-document summarization. Further, we argue
that the task should be distinguished from other
semantic similarity tasks: semantic textual simi-
larity (STS; Cer et al., 2017) assesses to what de-
gree two sentences are semantically equivalent to
each other; natural language inference (NLI; Bow-
man et al., 2015) determines if one sentence (“hy-
pothesis”) can be semantically inferred from the
other sentence (“premise”). Nonetheless, redun-
dant sentences found in a set of source documents
discussing a particular topic are not necessarily se-
mantically equivalent or express an entailment re-
lationship. We compare different datasets in §6.

Sentence redundancy dataset A novel dataset
containing over 2 million sentence pairs is intro-
duced in this paper for sentence redundancy pre-
diction. We hypothesize that it is likely for a sum-
mary sentence and its most similar source sentence
to contain redundant information. Because hu-
mans create summaries using generalization, para-
phrasing, and other high-level text operations, a
summary sentence and its source sentence can be
semantically similar, yet contain diverse expres-
sions. Fortunately, such source/summary sentence
pairs can be conveniently derived from single-
document summarization data. We analyze the
CNN/Daily Mail dataset (Hermann et al., 2015)
that contains a massive collection of single news
articles and their human-written summaries. For
each summary sentence, we identify its most sim-
ilar source sentence by calculating the averaged
R-1, R-2, and R-L F-scores (Lin, 2004) between
a source and summary sentences. We consider a
summary sentence to have no match if the score
is lower than a threshold. We obtain negative ex-
amples by randomly sampling two sentences from
a news article. In total, our training / dev / test
sets contain 2,084,798 / 105,936 / 86,144 sentence

DUC-04
System R-1 R-2 R-SU4

Opinosis (Ganesan et al., 2010) 27.07 5.03 8.63
Extract+Rewrite (Song et al., 2018) 28.90 5.33 8.76
Pointer-Gen (See et al., 2017) 31.43 6.03 10.01
SumBasic (Vanderwende et al., 2007) 29.48 4.25 8.64
KLSumm (Haghighi et al., 2009) 31.04 6.03 10.23
LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004) 34.44 7.11 11.19
Centroid (Hong et al., 2014) 35.49 7.80 12.02
ICSISumm (Gillick and Favre, 2009) 37.31 9.36 13.12
DPP (Kulesza and Taskar, 2011)† 38.10 9.14 13.40
DPP-Capsnet (this work) 38.25 9.22 13.40
DPP-Combined (this work) 39.35 10.14 14.15

Table 1: ROUGE results on DUC-04. † indicates our
reimplementation of Kulesza and Taskar (2011).

pairs and we make the dataset available to advance
research on sentence redundancy.

Summarization datasets We evaluate our DPP-
based system on benchmark multi-document sum-
marization datasets. The task is to create a suc-
cinct summary with up to 100 words from a clus-
ter of 10 news articles discussing a single topic.
The DUC and TAC datasets (Over and Yen, 2004;
Dang and Owczarzak, 2008) have been used in
previous summarization competitions. In this
paper we use DUC-03/04 and TAC-08/09/10/11
datasets that contain 60/50/48/44/46/44 document
clusters respectively. Four human reference sum-
maries have been created for each document clus-
ter by NIST assessors. Any system summaries are
evaluated against human reference summaries us-
ing the ROUGE software (Lin, 2004)3, where R-
1, -2, and -SU4 respectively measure the overlap
of unigrams, bigrams, unigrams and skip bigrams
with a maximum distance of 4 words. We report
results on DUC-04 (trained on DUC-03) and TAC-
11 (trained on TAC-08/09/10) that are often used
as standard test sets (Hong et al., 2014).

6 Experimental Results

In this section we discuss results that we obtained
for multi-document summarization and determin-
ing redundancy between sentences.

6.1 Summarization Results

We compare our system with a number of strong
summarization baselines (Table 1 and 2). In par-
ticular, SumBasic (Vanderwende et al., 2007) is an
extractive approach assuming words occurring fre-

3w/ options -n 2 -m -w 1.2 -c 95 -r 1000 -l 100
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TAC-11
System R-1 R-2 R-SU4

Opinosis (Ganesan et al., 2010) 25.15 5.12 8.12
Extract+Rewrite (Song et al., 2018) 29.07 6.11 9.20
Pointer-Gen (See et al., 2017) 31.44 6.40 10.20
SumBasic (Vanderwende et al., 2007) 31.58 6.06 10.06
KLSumm (Haghighi et al., 2009) 31.23 7.07 10.56
LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004) 33.10 7.50 11.13
DPP (Kulesza and Taskar, 2011)† 36.95 9.83 13.57
DPP-Capsnet (this work) 36.61 9.30 13.09
DPP-Combined (this work) 37.30 10.13 13.78

Table 2: ROUGE results on the TAC-11 dataset.

quently in a document cluster are more likely to be
included in the summary; KL-Sum (Haghighi and
Vanderwende, 2009) is a greedy approach adding
a sentence to the summary to minimize KL diver-
gence; and LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004) is a
graph-based approach computing sentence impor-
tance based on eigenvector centrality.

We additionally consider abstractive baselines
to illustrate how well these systems perform on
multi-document summarization: Opinosis (Gane-
san et al., 2010) focuses on creating a word co-
occurrence graph from the source documents and
searching for salient graph paths to create an ab-
stract; Extract+Rewrite (Song et al., 2018) selects
sentences using LexRank and condenses each sen-
tence to a title-like summary; Pointer-Gen (See
et al., 2017) seeks to generate abstracts by copying
words from the source documents and generating
novel words not present in the source text.

Our DPP-based framework belongs to a strand
of optimization-based methods. In particular, IC-
SISumm (Gillick et al., 2009) formulates extractive
summarization as integer linear programming; it
identifies a globally-optimal set of sentences cov-
ering the most important concepts of the source
documents; DPP (Kulesza and Taskar, 2011) se-
lects an optimal set of sentences that are represen-
tative of the source documents and with maximum
diversity, as determined by the determinantal point
process. Gong et al. (2014) show that the DPP per-
forms well on summarizing both text and video.

We experiment with several variants of the DPP
model: DPP-Capsnet computes the similarity be-
tween sentences (Sij) using the CapsNet described
in Sec. §4 and trained using our newly-constructed
sentence redundancy dataset, whereas the default
DPP framework computes sentence similarity as
the cosine similarity of sentence TF-IDF vectors.
DPP-Combined linearly combines the cosine sim-

ilarity with the CapsNet output using an interpola-
tion coefficient determined on the dev set4.

Table 1 and 2 illustrate the summarization re-
sults we have obtained for the DUC-04 and TAC-
11 datasets. Our DPP methods perform superior to
both extractive and abstractive baselines, indicat-
ing the effectiveness of optimization-based meth-
ods for extractive multi-document summarization.
The DPP optimizes for summary sentence selec-
tion to maximize their content coverage and diver-
sity, expressed as the squared volume of the space
spanned by the selected sentences.

Further, we observe that the DPP system with
combined similarity metrics yields the highest per-
formance, achieving 10.14% and 10.13% F-scores
respectively on DUC-04 and TAC-11. This find-
ing suggests that the cosine similarity of sentence
TF-IDF vectors and the CapsNet semantic similar-
ity successfully complement each other to provide
the best overall estimate of sentence redundancy.
A close examination of the system outputs reveal
that important topical words (e.g., “$3 million”)
that are frequently discussed in the document clus-
ter can be crucial for determining sentence redun-
dancy, because sentences sharing the same topi-
cal words are more likely to be considered redun-
dant. While neural models such as the CapsNet
rarely explicitly model word frequencies, the TF-
IDF sentence representation is highly effective in
capturing topical terms.

In Table 3 we show example system summaries
and a human-written reference summary. We ob-
serve that LexRank tends to extract long and com-
prehensive sentences that yield high graph central-
ity; the abstractive pointer-generator networks, de-
spite the promising results, can sometimes fail to
generate meaningful summaries (e.g., “a third of
all 3-year-olds · · · have been given to a child”).
In contrast, our DPP method is able to select a bal-
anced set of representative and diverse summary
sentences. We next compare several semantic sim-
ilarity datasets to gain a better understanding of
modeling sentence redundancy for summarization.

6.2 Sentence Similarity

We compare three standard datasets used for se-
mantic similarity tasks, including SNLI (Bowman
et al., 2015), used for natural language inference,
STS-Benchmark (Cer et al., 2017) for semantic

4The Capsnet coefficient λc is selected to be 0.2 and 0.1
respectively for the DUC-04 and TAC-11 dataset.
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LexRank Summary

• The official, Dr. Charles J. Ganley, director of the office of nonpre-
scription drug products at the Food and Drug Administration, said
in an interview that the agency was “revisiting the risks and benefits
of the use of these drugs in children” and that “we’re particularly
concerned about the use of these drugs in children less than 2 years
of age.”

• The Consumer Healthcare Products Association, an industry trade
group that has consistently defended the safety of pediatric cough
and cold medicines, recommended in its own 156-page safety re-
view, also released Friday, that the FDA consider mandatory warn-
ing labels saying that they should not be used in children younger
than two.

• Major makers of over-the-counter infant cough and cold
medicines announced Thursday that they were voluntarily with-
drawing their products from the market for fear that they could be
misused by parents.

Pointer-Gen Summary

• Dr. Charles Ganley, a top food and drug administration official,
said the agency was “revisiting the risks and benefits of the use of
these drugs in children,” the director of the FDA’s office of nonpre-
scription drug products.

• The FDA will formally consider revising labeling at a meeting
scheduled for Oct. 18-19.

• The withdrawal comes two weeks after reviewing reports of side
effects over the last four decades, a 1994 study found that more than
a third of all 3-year-olds in the United States were estimated to have
been given to a child.

DPP-Combined Summary

• Johnson & Johnson on Thursday voluntarily recalled certain infant
cough and cold products, citing ”rare” instances of misuse leading to
overdoses.

• Federal drug regulators have started a broad review of the safety of
popular cough and cold remedies meant for children, a top official said
Thursday.

• Safety experts for the Food and Drug Administration urged the
agency on Friday to consider an outright ban on over-the-counter,
multi-symptom cough and cold medicines for children under 6.

• Major makers of over-the-counter infant cough and cold medicines
announced Thursday that they were voluntarily withdrawing their
products from the market for fear that they could be misused by
parents.

Human Reference Summary

• On March 1, 2007, the Food/Drug Administration (FDA) started a
broad safety review of children’s cough/cold remedies.

• They are particularly concerned about use of these drugs by infants.

• By September 28th, the 356-page FDA review urged an outright ban
on all such medicines for children under six.

• Dr. Charles Ganley, a top FDA official said “We have no data on these
agents of what’s a safe and effective dose in Children.” The review
also stated that between 1969 and 2006, 123 children died from taking
decongestants and antihistimines.

• On October 11th, all such infant products were pulled from the
markets.

Table 3: Example system summaries and the human reference summary. LexRank extracts long and comprehensive
sentences that yield high graph centrality. Pointer-Gen (abstractive) has difficulty in generating faithful summaries
(see the last bullet “all 3-year-olds ... have been given to a child”). DPP is able to select a balanced set of
representative and diverse sentences.

Dataset Train Dev Test Accu.

STS-Benchmark
(Cer et al., 2017)

5,749 1,500 1,379 64.7%

SNLI
(Bowman et al., 2015)

366,603 6,607 6,605 93.0%

Src-Summ Pairs
(this work) 2,084,798 105,936 86,144 94.8%

Table 4: Sentence similarity datasets and CapsNet’s
performance on them. SNLI discriminates between en-
tailment and contradiction; STS is pretrained using Src-
Summ pairs and fine-tuned on its train split.

equivalence, and our newly-constructed Src-Summ
sentence pairs. Details are presented in Table 4.

We observe that CapsNet achieves the highest
prediction accuracy of 94.8% on the Src-Summ
dataset and it yields similar performance on SNLI,
indicating the effectiveness of CapsNet on char-
acterizing semantic similarity. STS appears to be
a more challenging task, where CapsNet yields
64.7% accuracy. Note that we perform two-way
classification on SNLI to discriminate entailment
and contradiction. The STS dataset is too small to
be used to train CapsNet without overfitting, we
thus pre-train the model on Src-Summ pairs, and
use the train split of STS to fine-tune parameters.

STS-Benchmark (a) Four girls happily walk down a side-
walk. (b) Three young girls walk down a sidewalk. 7

SNLI (a) 3 young man in hoods standing in the middle of
a quiet street facing the camera. (b) Three hood wearing
people pose for a picture. 3

Src-Summ Pairs (a) He ended up killing five girls and
wounding five others before killing himself. (b) Nearly four
months ago, a milk delivery-truck driver lined up 10 girls
in a one-room schoolhouse in this Amish farming commu-
nity and opened fire, killing five of them and wounding five
others before turning the gun on himself. 3

Table 5: Example positive (3) and negative (7) sen-
tence pairs from the semantic similarity datasets.

Table 5 shows example positive and negative
sentence pairs from the STS, SNLI, and Src-Summ
datasets. The STS and SNLI datasets are con-
structed by human annotators to test a system’s ca-
pability of learning sentence representations. The
sentences can share very few words in common
but still express an entailment relationship (posi-
tive); or the sentences can share a lot of words in
common yet they are semantically distinct (neg-
ative). These cases are usually not seen in sum-
marization datasets containing clusters of docu-
ments discussing single topics. The Src-Summ
dataset successfully strike a balance between shar-
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Figure 3: Heatmaps for topic D31008 of DUC-04
(cropped to 200 sentences) that shows the cosine sim-
ilarity score of sentence TF-IDF vectors (Cosine, left),
and the CapsNet output trained respectively on SNLI
(right) and Src-Summ (middle) datasets. The short off-
diagonal lines are near-identical sentences found in the
document cluster.

ing common words yet containing diverse expres-
sions. It is thus a good fit for training classifiers to
detect sentence redundancy.

Figure 3 compares heatmaps generated by com-
puting cosine similarity of sentence TF-IDF vec-
tors (Cosine), and training CapsNet on SNLI and
Src-Summ datasets respectively. We find that the
Cosine similarity scores are relatively strict, as a
vast majority of sentence pairs are assigned zero
similarity, because these sentences have no word
overlap. At the other extreme, CapsNet+SNLI la-
bels a large quantity of sentence pairs as false pos-
itives, because its training data frequently contain
sentences that share few words in common but
nonetheless are positive, i.e., expressing an entail-
ment relationship. The similarity scores generated
by CapsNet+SrcSumm are more moderate com-
paring to CapsNet+SNLI and Cosine, suggesting
the appropriateness of using Src-Summ sentence
pairs for estimating sentence redundancy.

7 Conclusion

We strengthen a DPP-based multi-document sum-
marization system with improved similarity mea-
sure inspired by capsule networks for determin-
ing sentence redundancy. We show that redun-
dant sentences not only have common words but
they can be semantically similar with little word
overlap. Both aspects should be modelled in cal-
culating pairwise sentence similarity. Our system
yields competitive results on benchmark datasets
surpassing strong summarization baselines.
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A Supplemental Material

In this section we summarize the hyperparameters
used for the capsule networks. They include: the
embedding size E is set to 300 dimensions; the
maximum sentence length L is 44 words; in the
convolutional layer we use d=100 filters for each
filter size, and there are 5 filter sizes in total: k ∈
{3, 4, 5, 6, 7}. The number of high-level capsules
M is set to 12, and the dimension of capsules B is
set to 30, both are tuned on the development set.
The dynamic routing process is repeated for r=3
iterations, following (Sabour et al., 2017). Further,
the coefficient λ for the reconstruction loss term is
set to 5e-5. We use a vocabulary of 50K words
for reconstructing the sentences; they are the most
frequently appearing words of the dataset.
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Abstract

We propose a global optimization method
under length constraint (GOLC) for neural
text summarization models. GOLC increases
the probabilities of generating summaries that
have high evaluation scores, ROUGE in this
paper, within a desired length. We com-
pared GOLC with two optimization meth-
ods, a maximum log-likelihood and a mini-
mum risk training, on CNN/Daily Mail and a
Japanese single document summarization data
set of The Mainichi Shimbun Newspapers.
The experimental results show that a state-of-
the-art neural summarization model optimized
with GOLC generates fewer overlength sum-
maries while maintaining the fastest process-
ing speed; only 6.70% overlength summaries
on CNN/Daily and 7.8% on long summary
of Mainichi, compared to the approximately
20% to 50% on CNN/Daily Mail and 10% to
30% on Mainichi with the other optimization
methods. We also demonstrate the importance
of the generation of in-length summaries for
post-editing with the dataset Mainich that is
created with strict length constraints. The ex-
perimental results show approximately 30% to
40% improved post-editing time by use of in-
length summaries.

1 Introduction

Automatic text summarization aims at generating
a short and coherent summary of a given text.
In text summarization, while the generated sum-
maries should contain the important content of the
input text, their lengths should also be controlled,
e.g., the summary should be as long as the width
of target devices such as smart-phones and digital
signage. Therefore, editors have to summarize a
source text under a length constraint by reordering
and paraphrasing.

For summarization, both extractive and abstrac-
tive methods have been widely studied. Extractive

methods are based on selection of sentences from
source texts without using reordering or para-
phrasing. In contrast, abstractive methods gener-
ate summaries as new sentences. Therefore, ab-
stractive methods can rely on the reordering and
paraphrasing required for summary and title gen-
eration. However, most abstractive summariza-
tion methods are not able to control the summary
length.

To this problem, Kikuchi et al. (2016) and
Liu et al. (2018) proposed abstractive summariza-
tion models with a capability of summary length
control. One is an LSTM based summarization
model, and the other is a CNN based one. They
proposed to enforce the desired length in the de-
coding of training and generation. Their models,
however, leave much room for improvement, at
least with regard to two aspects. One aspect is that
the summarization performance is still worse than
other state-of-the-art models. The other is that
their models sometimes fail to control the output
length.

In this paper, we address these two issues by in-
corporating global training based on a minimum
risk training (MRT) under the length constraint.
MRT (Och, 2003) is used to optimize a model
globally for an arbitrary evaluation metric. It was
also applied for optimizing the neural summariza-
tion model for headline generation with respect to
ROUGE (Ayana et al., 2017), which is based on an
overlap of words with reference summaries (Lin,
2004). However, how to use MRT under a length
constraint was an open problem; thus we pro-
pose a global optimization under length constraint
(GOLC) for neural summarization models. We
show that neural summarization models trained
with GOLC can control the output length better
than the existing methods. This is because our
training procedure makes use of overlength sum-
maries. While the probabilities of generating sum-
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maries that satisfy the length constraint increase,
overlength summaries are penalized and hence the
probabilities of generating such summaries de-
crease.

We conducted experiments on CNN/Daily Mail
and a Japanese single document summariza-
tion dataset of the Mainichi Shimbun Newspa-
pers. Models trained with GOLC showed bet-
ter ROUGE scores than those of maximum log-
likelihood based methods while generating sum-
maries satisfying the length constraint. In con-
trast to the approximately 20% and 50% of over-
length summaries generated by the other state-of-
the-art models, our method only generated 6.70%
of overlength summaries on CNN/Daily and 7.8%
on long summary of Mainichi while improving
ROUGE scores.

We also demonstrate the importance of the gen-
eration of in-length summaries for post-editing.
The experimental results of post-editing generated
summaries showed that generated in-length sum-
maries contributed to an approximately 30% to
40% improved post-editing time.

2 Related Work

There are many models for text summariza-
tion such as rule-based models (Dorr et al.,
2003) and statistical models (Banko et al., 2000;
Zajic et al., 2004; Filippova and Strube, 2008;
Woodsend et al., 2010; Filippova and Altun,
2013). Recently, abstractive summarization
models based on neural encoder-decoders have
been proposed (Rush et al., 2015; Chopra et al.,
2016; Zhou et al., 2017; Paulus et al., 2018).
There are mainly two research directions: model
architectures and optimization methods.

Pointer networks (Vinyals and Le, 2015;
Gulcehre et al., 2016; See et al., 2017) and
copy mechanisms (Gu et al., 2016; Zeng et al.,
2016) have been proposed for overcoming the
unknown word problem. Other methods for
the improvement of abstractive summarization
models include use of existing summaries as
soft templates with a source text (Li et al.,
2018) and extraction of actual fact descrip-
tions from a source text (Cao et al., 2018).
Although summary length control of abstrac-
tive summarization has been studied, previous
studies focus on incorporation of a length
controlling method to neural abstractive summa-
rization models (Kikuchi et al., 2016; Fan et al.,

2018; Liu et al., 2018; Fevry and Phang, 2018;
Schumann, 2018). In contrast, our research
focuses on a global optimization method.

Optimization methods for optimizing a model
with respect to evaluation scores, such as re-
inforcement learning (Ranzato et al., 2015;
Paulus et al., 2018; Chen and Bansal, 2018;
Wu and Hu, 2018) and minimum risk train-
ing (Ayana et al., 2017), have been proposed
for summarization models based on neural
encoder-decoders. Our method is similar to that
of Ayana et al. (2017) in terms of applying MRT
to neural encoder-decoders. There are two dif-
ferences between our method and Ayana et al.’s:
(i) our method uses only the part of the summary
generated by a model within the length constraint
for calculating the ROUGE score and (ii) it
penalizes summaries that exceed the length of the
reference regardless of its ROUGE score.

3 Summary Length Controllable Models

In this section, we describe two summarization
models that are optimized by GOLC for gener-
ating summaries within length constraints. These
two models are also optimized with maximum log-
likelihood estimation (MLE) that is widely applied
for training neural encoder-decoders of the orig-
inal papers of the summarization models and a
minimum risk training (MRT).

3.1 LSTM based Model (PG w/ LE)

Kikuchi et al. (2016) proposed LenEmb (LE) that
is a variant of LSTM that takes into account the re-
maining length of a summary in training and gen-
eration. The remaining length of a summary is ini-
tialized as the length of the reference summary in
training and as the desired length in generation.
For each time step in decoding, the length of a
generated word is subtracted from the remaining
length of a summary.

We integrate LE into a pointer-generator net-
work (See et al., 2017), which is a state-of-the-
art neural summarization model. A pointer-
generator consists of a pointer network and an
LSTM encoder-decoder. A pointer network can
copy words of a source text into a summary even
if they are out-of-vocabulary. Probability of gener-
ating a word is calculated based on linear interpo-
lation between probability distribution of vocab-
ulary, and attention distribution of source words.
We replaced an LSTM decoder of a pointer-
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generator with LenEmb, which we call this model
PG w/ LE.

3.2 CNN based Model (LC)

Liu et al. (2018) proposed CNN based encoder-
decoders for controlling summary length. This
model uses the variant of a CNN decoder that takes
into account the desired length of a summary.
In CNN based encoder-decoders, the representa-
tions of words are the concatenation of word em-
beddings and position embeddings (Gehring et al.,
2017). This model is trained to generate <EOS>,
which is the end of a sentence, when the number
of generated words in a summary is the desired
length.

We note that the length of a summary
is the number of words in the summary in
Liu et al. (2018), while the length of a summary
is the number of characters in the summary in
Kikuchi et al. (2016),

4 Conventional Optimization Methods

In this section, we describe MLE, and MRT that
are used for training summarization models. We
denote a source sentence as x = ⟨x1, ..., xN ⟩,
where xi(1 ≤ i ≤ N) is a word in x and a sum-
mary as y = ⟨y1, ..., yM ⟩, where yj(1 ≤ j ≤ M)
is a word in y.

4.1 Maximum Log-likelihood Estimation

MLE aims at maximizing log-likelihood on train-
ing data D:

LMLE(θ) =
∑

(x,y)∈D

log pθ(y|x), (1)

where pθ(y|x) =
∏M

t=1 p(yt|y<t,x). For each
time step in decoding, a model calculates the prob-
ability of generating a target word in a reference
summary, then, the target word is used as the next
input of a decoder. We see that a model never gen-
erates overlength summaries since words in a ref-
erence summary are used as inputs of a decoder.
Thus, the way of decreasing the probability of gen-
erating overlength summaries is not trivial.

4.2 Minimum Risk Training

In MRT, unlike MLE, the probability of a word at
each step is calculated using previously generated
words as in the test phase. MRT aims at optimiz-
ing a model for an evaluation metric by minimiz-

(a) Example of the original ∆(y,y′).

(b) Example of the proposed ∆̃(y,y′).

Figure 1: Examples of ∆(y,y′) of the original MRT
and ∆̃(y,y′) of GOLC where ROUGE-1 recall is
calculated based on unigrams. In the two examples, a
reference y is ⟨malaysia, markets, closed, for, holiday⟩
and a sampled summary y′ is
⟨markets, in, malaysia, closed, for, holiday⟩ and
cb(y) = len(’ ’.join(y)) = 38 and
cb(y

′) = len(’ ’.join(y′)) = 35.

ing the expected loss on D:

LMRT (θ) =
∑

(x,y)∈D

∑

y′∈S̃(x)

Qθ(y
′|x)∆(y,y′),

(2)

where Qθ(y
′|x) ∝ pθ(y

′|x)γ . ∆(y,y′) is a loss
function of the negative ROUGE between a ref-
erence summary y and a summary to be evaluated
y′, γ is a smoothing factor and S̃(x) = S(x)∪{y}
(Shen et al., 2016). S(x) is a set of summaries that
can be generated by a model for a given x. Includ-
ing reference summaries into the set of sampled
summaries can increase the probabilities of gener-
ating reference summaries, which will be analyzed
in Section 6.

From Equation (2), we see that the probabil-
ity of generating a summary is weighted by its
ROUGE score. Since MRT optimizes summariza-
tion models in terms of a ROUGE score, the length
of summaries generated by models depends on the
type of a ROUGE score, i.e., summary lengths
will be long if we choose ROUGE recall as ∆,
while summary lengths will be short if we choose
ROUGE precision as ∆. By choosing the ROUGE
F score as ∆, the length of a generated summary
will be balanced, though there is no relation with
whether or not the summary is overlength.

Therefore, output length controllable models
lose the ability of generating summaries with a
desired length. These models assume generating
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<EOS> when the remaining length of a summary
is 0, or the length of a summary reaches the desired
length by using words in a reference summary in
MLE.

5 Global Optimization under Length
Constraint

Compared to conventional methods, the proposed
method (GOLC) optimizes models under length
constraint. To take into account the length con-
straint, we modify ∆ of the original MRT to ∆̃
that has an overlength penalty. We formalize loss
function for optimization under length constraint
as follows:

LGOLC(θ) =
∑

(x,y)∈D

∑

y′∈S̃(x)

Qθ(y
′|x)∆̃(y,y′),

(3)

where Qθ(y
′|x) ∝ pθ(y

′|x)γ . ∆̃(y,y′) is formal-
ized as follows:

∆̃(y,y′) = −ROUGE(y,trim(y′, c∗(y)))

+ max(0, c∗(y′) − c∗(y)), (4)

where ROUGE calculates the ROUGE score be-
tween two texts. We used ROUGE-L recall
as a score function. trim(y′, c∗(y)) extracts
the longest subsequence of words in y′ under
the length constraint c∗(y). c∗(y) denotes the
length of y. The number of characters in a
summary cb(y) is used for PG w/ LE: cb(y) =
len(’ ’.join(y)) for English, and cb(y) =
len(’’.join(y)) for Japanese1. The number
of words in a summary is used for LCs: cw(y) =
|y|.

The first term in Equation (4) decreases the loss
when a part of a generated summary within the
length constraint covers word n-grams of the ref-
erence summary. The part of a generated sum-
mary that exceeds the length constraint does not
affect the calculation of the ROUGE score. The
second term increases the loss if a generated sum-
mary is longer than the reference summary. Fig-
ure 1 shows examples of ∆(y,y′) of the method
by Ayana et al. (2017) (a) and our loss function
(b).

1A difference between calculating the number of char-
acters in an English summary and that in a Japanese one is
whether or not the length of space between words is counted.

6 Analysis of GOLC

In this section, we argue that GOLC is more suit-
able for training neural encoder-decoders under a
length constraint by comparing our objective func-
tion with the existing ones. In addition, we analyze
the contribution of reference summaries in MRT.
LMRT (θ) of Equation (2) can be written as:

LMRT (θ) =
∑

(x,y)∈D

{
−Qθ(y|x)+

∑

y′∈S(x)

Qθ(y
′|x)∆(y,y′)

}
, (5)

because ∆(y,y) = −1 for a reference summary
y. From this equation, if negative ROUGE recall
is used as the loss function, we observe that the
probability of each reference summary, which has
the best ROUGE score and readability, largely in-
creases. However, the probability of generating
overlength summaries may increase from decreas-
ing LMRT (θ) because a longer summary tends to
result in a higher ROUGE recall score.

In contrast, LGOLC(θ) of Equation (3) can
take into account overlength penalties and can be
rewritten with ∆̃(y,y) = −1 as:

LGOLC(θ) =
∑

(x,y)∈D

{
−Qθ(y|x)

−
∑

y−∈S−(x)

Qθ(y
−|x)

∣∣∣∆̃(y,y−)
∣∣∣

+
∑

y+∈S+(x)

Qθ(y
+|x)∆̃(y,y+)

}
,

(6)

where S−(x) = {y′|y′ ∈ S(x) ∧ ∆̃(y,y′) < 0}
and S+(x) = {y′|y′ ∈ S(x) ∧ ∆̃(y,y′) ≥
0}. Note that in the second term of the right-
hand side, the absolute value |∆̃(y,y−)| is used.
Since Qθ(y

′|x) ≥ 0 holds true for any y′ by
definition and ∆̃(y,y′) ≥ 0 also holds true for
overlength summary y′, we see the following
for minimizing LGOLC(θ). Each Qθ(y

−|x) for
summaries shorter than the length constraint in-
creases because ∆̃(y,y−) < 0. In contrast, each
Qθ(y

+|x) for overlength summaries decreases be-
cause ∆̃(y,y+) > 0. As a result, the possibil-
ity of generating overlength summaries is reduced.
Of course, the probability of each reference sum-
mary in LGOLC(θ) also largely increases because
∆̃(y,y) = −1.
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(a) CNN/Daily (b) Mainichi (short) (c) Mainichi (long)

Figure 2: Summary length distributions on CNN/Daily and Mainichi. Summary length is the number of characters.

7 Experimental Settings

We compare our optimization method GOLC with
two different optimization methods, MLE and
MRT by applying the optimization methods to
LSTM and CNN-based summarization models
on an English and a Japanese dataset. We im-
plemented summarization models with Chainer
(Tokui et al., 2015) and all summarization models
were trained on NVIDIA Tesla P100.

7.1 Dataset

CNN/Daily: We created the non-anonymized
version of the summarization dataset follow-
ing See et al. (2017) from the CNN/Daily
Mail corpus. These data contain news docu-
ments paired with multi-sentence summaries.
We obtained 287,226 training pairs, 13,368
development pairs, and 11,490 test pairs.
The vocabulary was created by collecting top
500,000 words in terms of their frequency in
training data as in (See et al., 2017).

Mainichi: Mainichi contains Japanese news ar-
ticles with their summaries from 2012 to
2017 of the Japanese newspaper company
The Mainichi Newspapers Co, Ltd. For each
news article which consists of a headline and
a body, two summaries are included: a short
summary with the maximum length of 17
characters, and that of 54 characters. For tok-
enizing Japanese texts, we used MeCab2. We
used the first 200 words of each news arti-
cle, which is concatenation of a headline and
a body, for the input of an encoder. We cre-
ated training data from all data from 2012 to
2016 and some of the data from 2017. The
rest of the 2017 data were used as test data.

2https://github.com/taku910/mecab

Hyperparameter Data PG LC

batch size of MLE
C 16 8
M 30 8

batch size of MRT,GOLC C, M 5 5
word embedding size C, M 128 128
hidden state size C, M 256 256
number of hidden layers C, M 1 4
sample size of S̃ C, M 10 10
smoothing factor γ C, M 5e-3 5e-3
gradient clip C, M 2.0 0.1
dropout C, M 0 0.2

Table 1: Hyperparamters used in experiments of
CNN/Daily (C) and Mainichi (M).

Note that the test data were randomly sam-
pled from the 2017 data. The sizes of the
training data and test data are 163,220 and
2,000. Half of the dataset is document-long
summary pairs, and the rest of the dataset is
document-short summary pairs. The vocabu-
lary was created by collecting words that oc-
cur more than two times in the training data.
Words that are not included in the vocabulary
were replaced with the special token, <UNK>.

Figure 2 shows summary length distributions on
CNN/Daily and Mainichi. Compared to the length
distribution of summaries in CNN/Daily, the one
of long summaries in Mainichi has a low variance.
Almost all long summaries are 50-54 characters
in Mainichi while lengths of almost all summaries
are 102-103 in CNN/Daily.

7.2 Summarization Models to be Compared
We compared a state-of-the-art model that is not
capable of controlling summary length, and two
length controllable models and simple baselines
that extract the first part of source text.
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LEAD extracts the first part of source text.
For CNN/Daily, we used reported scores
of LEAD-3sent that extracts first three sen-
tences of a source text (See et al., 2017).
For long summaries and short summaries
in Mainichi, we used the first 54 charac-
ters (LEAD-54chars) and 17 characters of a
source text (LEAD-17chars).

PG is an LSTM-based standard pointer-generator
that does not have capability of summary
length control. PG showed state-of-the-art
performances on CNN/Daily. Therefore, we
used PG in our evaluation. We trained two
models of PG for short summaries and long
summaries on Mainichi because this model
cannot control summary length.

PG w/ LE is an extension of the PG with
length embeddings (LenEmb) proposed by
Kikuchi et al. (2016). We set the dimension
of remaining summary length embeddings to
100 and the number of length types to 401
(i.e., 0 to 400). If the remaining length of a
summary is larger than 400, we kept using
400 as the input of LenEmb until the actual
remaining length is less than 401.

LC (Liu et al., 2018) is a convolutional encoder-
decoder-based summarizing model for con-
trolling the summary length. In contrast to
PG w/ LE, we use the number of the remain-
ing words to be outputted instead of the num-
ber of characters by following the original
settings.

7.3 Optimization Methods to be Compared
MLE is the optimization method based on the

maximum log-likelihood estimation of Equa-
tion (1).

MRT optimizes models with respect to a
ROUGE score of Equation (2).

GOLC is our method for globally optimizing
length controllable models under a length
constraint of Equation (3).

Before applying MRT and GOLC to summa-
rization models, they are trained with MLE. We
used Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) (α = 0.0001,
β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999, ϵ = 10−8) for updat-
ing the LenEmbs, and Nesterovs Accelerated Gra-
dient (Bengio et al., 2013) for updating the LCs.

Other hyperparameters of models and optimiza-
tion methods used in our experiments are summa-
rized in Table 1. We halve the word embedding
size, hidden state size, and the number of layers of
LC from the original setting of Liu et al. (2018).
This is because avoiding out-of-memory error on
our GPU when applying MRT, and GOLC, and our
objective of the experiments with LC is the evalu-
ation of length control ability of each optimization
method.

7.4 Evaluation Metrics
ROUGE We used ROUGE F-score on

CNN/Daily. When calculating ROUGE
F-score, full-length summaries are used. We
also used ROUGE recall on Mainichi with
a length constraint, which is the length of a
reference summary. Overlength summaries
are truncated to the length constraint for
evaluating ROUGE recall scores.

We used pyrouge3, which is the same
evaluation script used by See et al. (2017),
scores on CNN/Daily. This is because the
pyrouge does not support Japanese. There-
fore, we used sumeval4 with the MeCab
on the ROUGE evaluation of the Mainichi
dataset.

Length controllability For evaluating the capa-
bility of summary length control, we use two
metrics. The first one is the variance of a
summary length c∗(yi) against the desired
length li (Liu et al., 2018):

V ar∗ = 0.001 ∗ 1

n

n∑

i=0

|li − c∗(yi)|2. (7)

The other is %over that is calculated by divid-
ing the number of overlength summaries with
the number of test data. Because of the dif-
ference of the length unit between LenEmb
and LC, Var and %over of LenEmb and those
of LC are not comparable. Since GOLC op-
timizes length controllable models, we com-
pare models optimized by GOLC with mod-
els trained with other optimization methods.

Average time of generation (avg. time) We
evaluated average time of generation of sum-
maries on CPU per new article.

3https://github.com/andersjo/pyrouge
4https://github.com/chakki-works/sumeval
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pointer-generator (PG)
Sum. Model (Opt. Method) R-1 F R-2 F R-L F V arb %over avg. time (sec.)
LEAD-3sents (See et al., 2017) 40.34 17.70 36.57 - - -
PG (MLE) 37.74 15.78 34.35 19.35 58.35 15.25
PG w/ LE (MLE) 37.45 15.31 34.28 4.50 19.11 12.83
PG w/ LE (MRT) 38.47 16.30 35.30 18.74 43.32 24.13
PG w/ LE (GOLC) 38.27 16.22 34.99 5.13 6.70 10.31

length control CNN (LC)
Sum. Model (Opt. Method) R-1 F R-2 F R-L F V arw %over avg. time (sec.)
LC (MLE) 30.67 11.00 28.97 0.17 44.67 16.93
LC (MRT) 31.02 11.29 28.54 0.21 61.67 17.19
LC (GOLC) 29.38 10.38 27.18 0.22 21.55 16.41

Table 2: Experimental results of three summarization models (Sum. Model), PG and LC on CNN/Daily, with three
optimization methods (Opt. Method), MLE, MRT and GOLC. The best score in each column is shown in bold.
The length of a reference summary was used as a desired length for length controllable models. LC originally
has capability of summary length control. Therefore, we only compare the differences obtained with optimization
methods. The avg. time indicates a number for the average summary generation time (seconds).

Human Evaluation We also evaluate post-
editing time of automatically generated sum-
maries for human post-editing.

8 Experimental Results

8.1 ROUGE

Table 2 shows ROUGE scores (F-scores of
full length summaries), Var, and %over on
CNN/Daily. PG w/ LE trained with GOLC shows
better ROUGE scores and better %over than those
of MLE. Although ROUGE scores of PG w/ LE
trained with MRT showed better ROUGE scores
than GOLC, %overs are higher than those of
GOLC. From these results, we see that GOLC im-
proves ability to generate summaries under length
constraints while maintaining ROUGE scores.
ROUGE scores of LCs are lower than those of
pointer-generator (See et al., 2017) and PG of our
implementation. This is because LC could not
copy words of a source text into its target text. The
difference between ROUGE scores and V arw of
LC and reported scores in Liu et al. (2018) is due
to differences of hyperparameters between ours
and the original paper.

Table 3 shows ROUGE scores (recall of trun-
cated summaries), Var, and %over on Mainichi.
ROUGE scores of PG w/ LE are higher than those
of PG. This is because PG w/ LE was able to
trained with two times larger training data com-
pared to PG. Since PG cannot control summary
length, two models were trained for short sum-

maries and for long summaries separately. Al-
though ROUGE scores of neural summarization
models are lower than those of LEAD-3sents on
CNN/Daily, ROUGE scores of neural summa-
rization models are higher than those of LEAD-
54chars and LEAD-17chars. These results come
from the difference between the writing rules of
summaries and ones of news articles in Mainichi.
For example, yomigana that indicates phonetic
symbols of Japanese kanji characters sometimes
follow person names and location names of kanji
characters in a news article but not in a summary.
Furthermore, noun phrases are often rewritten to
shorter paraphrases.

8.2 Length Controllability

We evaluated the length controllability of each op-
timization method. On CNN/Daily, we used the
length of each summary as the length constraint.
On Mainichi, for PG w/ LE, we used 17 for short
summaries and 54 for long summaries as their
length constraints. For LC, we used the number of
words in a reference summary as the length con-
straint because no length constraints with respect
to the number of words are given.

We see that ROUGE scores of PG w/ LE
trained with GOLC are higher than those of
MLE on CNN/Daily and Mainichi. Furthermore,
GOLC contributes to reduced generation of over-
length summaries compared to other optimization
methods on CNN/Daily and long summary on
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pointer-generator (PG)
Sum. Model (Opt. Method) R-1 R R-2 R R-L R V arb %over avg. time (sec.)
LEAD-54chars 48.71 24.33 31.84 - - -
PG (MLE) 56.11 36.95 48.66 0.05 29.3 4.65
PG w/ LE (MLE) 56.22 36.58 48.49 0.03 27.1 5.06
PG w/ LE (MRT) 57.10 36.93 49.28 1.102 18.0 9.47
PG w/ LE (GOLC) 56.44 36.94 49.14 0.0007 7.8 4.64

length control CNN (LC)
Sum. Model (Opt. Method) R-1 R R-2 R R-L R V arw %over avg. time (sec.)
LC (MLE) 48.40 28.87 41.53 0.0063 16.0 14.57
LC (MRT) 49.82 30.69 43.02 0.007 11.7 14.69
LC (GOLC) 42.69 24.83 36.61 0.048 0.5 12.79

(a) long summary

pointer-generator (PG)
Sum. Model (Opt. Method) R-1 R R-2 R R-L R V arb %over avg. time (sec.)
LEAD-17chars 51.94 33.21 49.46 - - -
PG (MLE) 54.75 40.92 53.70 0.017 1.9 1.20
PG w/ LE (MLE) 61.31 46.43 59.32 0.007 8.2 1.54
PG w/ LE (MRT) 64.60 48.52 62.14 2.53 30.4 10.11
PG w/ LE (GOLC) 62.71 46.88 60.23 0.01 12.2 1.51

length control CNN (LC)
Sum. Model (Opt. Method) R-1 R R-2 R R-L R V arw %over avg. time (sec.)
LC (MLE) 46.96 31.43 45.72 0.004 0. 3.36
LC (MRT) 51.27 35.81 49.85 0.003 0. 3.33
LC (GOLC) 44.72 29.99 43.53 0.006 0. 3.23

(b) short summary

Table 3: Experimental results of (a) long summary and (b) short summary on Mainichi with three optimization
methods. The meaning of each item in the first column is the same as Table 2. Summaries generated by mod-
els were truncated to the length constraints for calculating ROUGE scores. Length constraints are 17 for short
summaries and 54 for long summaries for PG and the number of words in a reference summary in LC.

Mainichi. %over of PG w/ LE (GOLC) is larger
than that of PG (MLE) and PG w/ LE (MLE).
Since short summary lengths distribute approx-
imately 10 to 17, lengths of summaries gener-
ated by PG (MLE), which does not has capabil-
ity of controlling summary length, are less than
the length constraint 17. In contrast, PG w/ LE
(MLE) and PG w/ LE (GOLC) tend to generate
as the same length of summary as the length con-
straint. As a result, some summaries were over-
lengthed.

By training LC with GOLC, ROUGE scores de-
graded while %over was improved on Table 2 and
Table 3. LC trained with GOLC sometimes gener-
ated much shorter summaries against length con-
straints. Thus, recall scores were lower and hence
F-scores were also lower than those of other meth-
ods.

8.3 Summarization Speed

We evaluated generation time of models
trained with different optimization methods
on CNN/Daily and Mainichi. The rightmost
columns of Table 2 and Table 3 show average time
of summary generation with beamsearch of the
beam width 5. We see that GOLC-based summa-
rization is faster than the other methods. One of
the reasons is models trained with GOLC usually
generate summaries within length constraints.
In contrast, the avg. times of the MRT-based
models is slower than other methods because the
models trained with MRT often generate longer
summaries than those of other methods.

We evaluated generation time of models
trained with different optimization methods on
CNN/Daily and Mainichi. Table 2 and Table 3
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Over or Not \ LC 17 chars. 54 chars.
Overlength 21.3 sec. 78.6 sec.
In-length 12.90 sec. 55.7 sec.

Table 4: Human post-editing time on Mainichi Shim-
bun. LC indicates the number of maximum characters
and each time is the average time of post-editing.

also show average time of generation with beam-
search of the beam width 5. Since models trained
with GOLC usually generate summaries within
length constraints, generation time of GOLC is
faster than those of MRT.

8.4 Post-Edit Evaluation

In order to demonstrate the importance of the gen-
eration of in-length summaries, we evaluate the
post-editing time of generated summaries. We re-
cruited 7 Japanese native speakers for this evalu-
ation as editors. The editors are required to edit
summaries generated by summarization models if
they are overlength and have grammatical errors
and factual errors.

We randomly collected 10 overlength sum-
maries and 10 in-length summaries from sum-
maries generated by PG, PG w/LE (MLE), PG
w/LE (MRT) and PG w/LE (GOLC) because our
objective is to evaluate the importance of the gen-
eration of in-length summaries, not comparison of
optimization methods.

Table 4 shows the average time of post-editing.
The experimental results show that overlength
summaries require longer editing time. The re-
duction is approximately 39.4% for 17 chars and
29.1% for 54 chars. This result indicates that
the generation of in-length summaries is important
when we use generated summaries for assisting
workers. Combined with the Table 3 and Table 4,
we estimate use of GOLC-based summarizer con-
tributed to approximately 10% reduction of post-
editing time compared with MRT-based one.

We used readability and informativeness for
subjective evaluation of the articles of post-
editing: Readability (Read.) is evaluation of gram-
matical correctness of summaries. Informative-
ness (Info.) is evaluation of coverage of important
parts of the original source text under the length
constraint. We asked the editors to assign a five
scale of 1 (bad) to 5 (good) to summaries of read-
ability and informativeness. Table 5 shows read-
ability and informativeness are improved by post-

17 chars. 54 chars.
Sum. Read. Info. Read. Info.

no-edit
In-length 2.8 2.4 3.4 2.8

Overlength 2.6 3.2 3.6 3.8
edit

In-length 4.2 4.2 4.0 4.2
Overlength 3.8 4.4 4.8 4.6

Table 5: Evaluation results of Readability (Read.) and
Informativeness (Info.).

editing. Therefore, we see the post-editing results
were reasonable.

9 Conclusion

We proposed a global optimization method for
neural text summarization under a length con-
straint. Our methods outperformed the conven-
tional methods in terms of both ROUGE, while
maintaining the ability to generate a summary
within a length constraint. We also demonstrated
the importance of the generation of summaries in
a length constraint for real use. The post-edit eval-
uation with automatically generated summaries
showed that in-length summaries contributed to
approximately 30% to 40% improved post-editing
time compared with use of the baselines.
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Abstract

The recent years have seen remarkable suc-
cess in the use of deep neural networks on text
summarization. However, there is no clear un-
derstanding of why they perform so well, or
how they might be improved. In this paper, we
seek to better understand how neural extractive
summarization systems could benefit from dif-
ferent types of model architectures, transfer-
able knowledge and learning schemas. Addi-
tionally, we find an effective way to improve
current frameworks and achieve the state-of-
the-art result on CNN/DailyMail by a large
margin based on our observations and analy-
ses. Hopefully, our work could provide more
clues for future research on extractive sum-
marization. Source code will be available on
Github1.

1 Introduction

Recent years has seen remarkable success in the
use of deep neural networks for text summariza-
tion (See et al., 2017; Celikyilmaz et al., 2018;
Jadhav and Rajan, 2018). So far, most research
utilizing the neural network for text summariza-
tion has revolved around architecture engineer-
ing (Zhou et al., 2018; Chen and Bansal, 2018;
Gehrmann et al., 2018).

Despite their success, it remains poorly under-
stood why they perform well and what their short-
comings are, which limits our ability to design bet-
ter architectures. The rapid development of neural
architectures calls for a detailed empirical study
of analyzing and understanding existing models.
In this paper, we primarily focus on extractive
summarization since they are computationally ef-
ficient, and can generate grammatically and coher-
ent summaries (Nallapati et al., 2017). and seek to

∗These two authors contributed equally.
†Corresponding author.

1https://github.com/fastnlp/fastNLP

better understand how neural network-based ap-
proaches to this task could benefit from different
types of model architectures, transferable knowl-
edge, and learning schemas, and how they might
be improved.

Architectures Architecturally, the better perfor-
mance usually comes at the cost of our under-
standing of the system. To date, we know little
about the functionality of each neural component
and the differences between them (Peters et al.,
2018b), which raises the following typical ques-
tions: 1) How does the choice of different neu-
ral architectures (CNN, RNN, Transformer) influ-
ence the performance of the summarization sys-
tem? 2) Which part of components matters for
specific dataset? 3) Do current models suffer from
the over-engineering problem?

Understanding the above questions can not only
help us to choose suitable architectures in different
application scenarios, but motivate us to move for-
ward to more powerful frameworks.

External Transferable Knowledge and Learn-
ing schemas Clearly, the improvement in accu-
racy and performance is not merely because of the
shift from feature engineering to structure engi-
neering, but the flexible ways to incorporate exter-
nal knowledge (Mikolov et al., 2013; Peters et al.,
2018a; Devlin et al., 2018) and learning schemas
to introduce extra instructive constraints (Paulus
et al., 2017; Arumae and Liu, 2018). For this part,
we make some first steps toward answers to the
following questions: 1) Which type of pre-trained
models (supervised or unsupervised pre-training)
is more friendly to the summarization task? 2)
When architectures are explored exhaustively, can
we push the state-of-the-art results to a new level
by introducing external transferable knowledge or
changing another learning schema?

To make a comprehensive study of above an-
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Perspective Content Sec.ID

Learning Schemas Sup. & Reinforce. 4.4

Structure
Dec. Pointer & SeqLab. 4.3.1
Enc. LSTM & Transformer 4.3.2

Knowledge
Exter. GloVe BERT NEWS.

4.3.3Inter. Random

Table 1: Outline of our experimental design. Dec. and
Enc. represent decoder and encoder respectively. Sup.
denotes supervised learning and NEWS. means super-
vised pre-training knowledge.

alytical perspectives, we first build a testbed for
summarization system, in which training and test-
ing environment will be constructed. In the train-
ing environment, we design different summariza-
tion models to analyze how they influence the
performance. Specifically, these models differ
in the types of architectures (Encoders: CNN,
LSTM, Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017); De-
coders: auto-regressive2, non auto-regressive), ex-
ternal transferable knowledge (GloVe (Penning-
ton et al., 2014), BERT (Devlin et al., 2018),
NEWSROOM (Grusky et al., 2018)) and different
learning schemas (supervised learning and rein-
forcement learning).

To peer into the internal working mechanism of
above testing cases, we provide sufficient evalu-
ation scenarios in the testing environment. Con-
cretely, we present a multi-domain test, sentence
shuffling test, and analyze models by different
metrics: repetition, sentence length, and position
bias, which we additionally developed to provide
a better understanding of the characteristics of dif-
ferent datasets.

Empirically, our main observations are summa-
rized as:

1) Architecturally speaking, models with auto-
regressive decoder are prone to achieving bet-
ter performance against non auto-regressive de-
coder. Besides, LSTM is more likely to suffer
from the architecture overfitting problem while
Transformer is more robust.

2) The success of extractive summarization sys-
tem on the CNN/DailyMail corpus heavily relies
on the ability to learn positional information of the
sentence.

3) Unsupervised transferable knowledge is
more useful than supervised transferable knowl-

2Auto-regressive indicates that the decoder can make cur-
rent prediction with knowledge of previous predictions.

edge since the latter one is easily influenced by the
domain shift problem.

4) We find an effective way to improve the cur-
rent system, and achieving the state-of-the-art re-
sult on CNN/DailyMail by a large margin with
the help of unsupervised transferable knowledge
(42.39 R-1 score). And this result can be further
enhanced by introducing reinforcement learning
(42.69 R-1 score).

Hopefully, this detailed empirical study can pro-
vide more hints for the follow-up researchers to
design better architectures and explore new state-
of-the-art results along a right direction.

2 Related Work

The work is connected to the following threads of
work of NLP research.

Task-oriented Neural Networks Interpreting
Without knowing the internal working mechanism
of the neural network, it is easy for us to get
into a hobble when the performance of a task has
reached the bottleneck. More recently, Peters et al.
(2018b) investigate how different learning frame-
works influence the properties of learned contex-
tualized representations. Different from this work,
in this paper, we focus on dissecting the neural
models for text summarization.

A similar work to us is Kedzie et al. (2018),
which studies how deep learning models perform
context selection in terms of several typical sum-
marization architectures, and domains. Compared
with this work, we make a more comprehensive
study and give more different analytic aspects. For
example, we additionally investigate how transfer-
able knowledge influence extractive summariza-
tion and a more popular neural architecture, Trans-
former. Besides, we come to inconsistent con-
clusions when analyzing the auto-regressive de-
coder. More importantly, our paper also shows
how existing systems can be improved, and we
have achieved a state-of-the-art performance on
CNN/DailyMail.

Extractive Summarization Most of recent
work attempt to explore different neural compo-
nents or their combinations to build an end-to-end
learning model. Specifically, these work instan-
tiate their encoder-decoder framework by choos-
ing recurrent neural networks (Cheng and Lapata,
2016; Nallapati et al., 2017; Zhou et al., 2018)
as encoder, auto-regressive decoder (Chen and
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Bansal, 2018; Jadhav and Rajan, 2018; Zhou et al.,
2018) or non auto-regressive decoder (Isonuma
et al., 2017; Narayan et al., 2018; Arumae and
Liu, 2018) as decoder, based on pre-trained word
representations (Mikolov et al., 2013; Pennington
et al., 2014). However, how to use Transformer in
extractive summarization is still a missing issue.
In addition, some work uses reinforcement learn-
ing technique (Narayan et al., 2018; Wu and Hu,
2018; Chen and Bansal, 2018), which can provide
more direct optimization goals. Although above
work improves the performance of summarization
system from different perspectives, yet a compre-
hensive study remains missing.

3 A Testbed for Text Summarization

To analyze neural summarization system, we pro-
pose to build a Training-Testing environment, in
which different text cases (models) are firstly gen-
erated under different training settings, and they
are further evaluated under different testing set-
tings. Before the introduction of our Train-Testing
testbed, we first give a description of text summa-
rization.

3.1 Task Description

Existing methods of extractive summarization di-
rectly choose and output the salient sentences (or
phrases) in the original document. Formally, given
a document D = d1, · · · , dn consisting of n sen-
tences, the objective is to extract a subset of sen-
tences R = r1, · · · , rm from D, m is determinis-
tic during training while is a hyper-parameter in
testing phase. Additionally, each sentence con-
tains |di| words di = x1, · · · , x|di|.

Generally, most of existing extractive summa-
rization systems can be abstracted into the follow-
ing framework, consisting of three major modules:
sentence encoder, document encoder and de-
coder. At first, a sentence encoder will be utilized
to convert each sentence di into a sentential repre-
sentation di. Then these sentence representations
will be contextualized by a document encoder to
si. Finally, a decoder will extract a subset of sen-
tences based on these contextualized sentence rep-
resentations.

3.2 Setup for Training Environment

The objective of this step is to provide typical and
diverse testing cases (models) in terms of model
architectures, transferable knowledge and learning

schemas.

3.2.1 Sentence Encoder
We instantiate our sentence encoder with CNN
layer (Kim, 2014). We don’t explore other options
as sentence encoder since strong evidence of pre-
vious work (Kedzie et al., 2018) shows that the dif-
ferences of existing sentence encoder don’t matter
too much for final performance.

3.2.2 Document Encoder
Given a sequence of sentential representation
d1, · · · ,dn, the duty of document encoder is to
contextualize each sentence therefore obtaining
the contextualized representations s1, · · · , sn. To
achieve this goal, we investigate the LSTM-based
structure and the Transformer structure, both of
which have proven to be effective and achieved the
state-of-the-art results in many other NLP tasks.
Notably, to let the model make the best of its struc-
tural bias, stacking deep layers is allowed.

LSTM Layer Long short-term memory net-
work (LSTM) was proposed by (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997) to specifically address this is-
sue of learning long-term dependencies, which has
proven to be effective in a wide range of NLP
tasks, such as text classification (Liu et al., 2017,
2016b), semantic matching (Rocktäschel et al.,
2015; Liu et al., 2016a), text summarization (Rush
et al., 2015) and machine translation (Sutskever
et al., 2014).

Transformer Layer Transformer (Vaswani
et al., 2017) is essentially a feed-forward self-
attention architecture, which achieves pairwise
interaction by attention mechanism. Recently,
Transformer has achieved great success in many
other NLP tasks (Vaswani et al., 2017; Dai et al.,
2018), and it is appealing to know how this neural
module performs on text summarization task.

3.2.3 Decoder
Decoder is used to extract a subset of sentences
from the original document based on contextu-
alized representations: s1, · · · , sn. Most exist-
ing architecture of decoders can divide into auto-
regressive and non auto-regressive versions, both
of which are investigated in this paper.

Sequence Labeling (SeqLab) The models,
which formulate extractive summarization task as
a sequence labeling problem, are equipped with
non auto-regressive decoder. Formally, given a
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documentD consisting of n sentences d1, · · · , dn,
the summaries are extracted by predicting a se-
quence of label y1, · · · , yn (yi ∈ {0, 1}) for the
document, where yi = 1 represents the i-th sen-
tence in the document should be included in the
summaries.

Pointer Network (Pointer) As a representative
of auto-regressive decoder, pointer network-based
decoder has shown superior performance for ex-
tractive summarization (Chen and Bansal, 2018;
Jadhav and Rajan, 2018). Pointer network se-
lects the sentence by attention mechanism using
glimpse operation (Vinyals et al., 2015). When it
extracts a sentence, pointer network is aware of
previous predictions.

3.2.4 External transferable knowledge

The success of neural network-based models on
NLP tasks cannot only be attributed to the shift
from feature engineering to structural engineer-
ing, but the flexible ways to incorporate external
knowledge (Mikolov et al., 2013; Peters et al.,
2018a; Devlin et al., 2018). The most common
form of external transferable knowledge is the pa-
rameters pre-trained on other corpora.

To investigate how different pre-trained models
influence the summarization system, we take the
following pre-trained knowledge into considera-
tion.

Unsupervised transferable knowledge Two
typical unsupervised transferable knowledge are
explored in this paper: context independent word
embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013; Pennington
et al., 2014) and contextualized word embeddings
(Peters et al., 2018a; Devlin et al., 2018), have put
the state-of-the-art results to new level on a large
number of NLP taks recently.

Supervised pre-trained knowledge Besides
unsupervised pre-trained knowledge, we also can
utilize parameters of networks pre-trained on other
summarization datasets. The value of this inves-
tigation is to know transferability between differ-
ent dataset. To achieve this, we first pre-train our
model on the NEWSROOM dataset (Grusky et al.,
2018), which is one of the largest datasets and con-
tains samples from different domains. Then, we
fine-tune our model on target domains that we in-
vestigate.

3.2.5 Learning Schemas
Utilizing external knowledge provides a way to
seek new state-of-the-art results from the perspec-
tive of introducing extra data. Additionally, an al-
ternative way is resorting to change the learning
schema of the model. In this paper, we also ex-
plore how different learning schemas influence ex-
tractive summarization system by comparing su-
pervised learning and reinforcement learning.

3.3 Setup for Testing Environment

In the testing environment, we provide sufficient
evaluation scenarios to get the internal working
mechanism of testing models. Next, we will make
a detailed deception.

ROUGE Following previous work in text sum-
marization, we evaluate the performance of dif-
ferent architectures with the standard ROUGE-1,
ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-L F1 scores (Lin, 2004)
by using pyrouge package3.

Cross-domain Evaluation We present a multi-
domain evaluation, in which each testing model
will be evaluated on multi-domain datasets based
on CNN/DailyMail and NEWSROOM. Detail of
the multi-domain datasets is descried in Tab. 2.

Repetition We design repetition score to test
how different architectures behave diversely on
avoiding generating unnecessary lengthy and re-
peated information. We use the percentage of re-
peated n-grams in extracted summary to measure
the word-level repetition, which can be calculated
as:

REPn =
CountUniq(ngram)

Count(ngram)
(1)

where Count is used to count the number of n-
grams and Uniq is used to eliminate n-gram dupli-
cation. The closer the word-based repetition score
is to 1, the lower the repeatability of the words in
summary.

Positional Bias It is meaningful to study
whether the ground truth distribution of the
datasets is different and how it affects different ar-
chitectures. To achieve this we design a positional
bias to describe the uniformity of ground truth dis-
tribution in different datasets, which can be calcu-

3pypi.python.org/pypi/pyrouge/0.1.3
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lated as:

PosBias =
k∑

i=1

−p(i) log(p(i)) (2)

We divide each article into k parts (we choose
k = 30 because articles from CNN/DailyMail and
NEWSROOM have 30 sentences by average) and
p(i) denotes the probability that the first golden
label is in part i of the articles.

Sentence Length Sentence length will affect
different metrics to some extent. We count the av-
erage length of the k-th sentence extracted from
different decoders to explore whether the decoder
could perceive the length information of sen-
tences.

Sentence Shuffling We attempt to explore the
impact of sentence position information on differ-
ent structures. Therefore, we shuffle the orders of
sentences and observe the robustness of different
architectures to out-of-order sentences.

4 Experiment

4.1 Datasets

Instead of evaluating model solely on a single
dataset, we care more about how our testing mod-
els perform on different types of data, which al-
lows us to know if current models suffer from the
over-engineering problem.

Domains Train Valid Test

CNN/DailyMail 287,227 13,368 11,490
NYTimes 152,981 16,490 16,624
WashingtonPost 96,775 10,103 10,196
FoxNews 78,795 8,428 8,397
TheGuardian 58,057 6,376 6,273
NYDailyNews 55,653 6,057 5,904
WSJ 49,968 5,449 5,462
USAToday 44,921 4,628 4,781

Table 2: Statistics of multi-domain datasets based on
CNN/DailyMail and NEWSROOM.

CNN/DailyMail The CNN/DailyMail question
answering dataset (Hermann et al., 2015) modi-
fied by (Nallapati et al., 2016) is commonly used
for summarization. The dataset consists of on-
line news articles with paired human-generated
summaries (3.75 sentences on average). For the

data prepossessing, we use the data with non-
anonymized version as (See et al., 2017), which
doesn’t replace named entities.

NEWSROOM Recently, NEWSROOM is con-
structed by (Grusky et al., 2018), which contains
1.3 million articles and summaries extracted from
38 major news publications across 20 years. We
regard this diversity of sources as a diversity of
summarization styles and select seven publica-
tions with the largest number of data as different
domains to do the cross-domain evaluation. Due
to the large scale data in NEWSROOM, we also
choose this dataset to do transfer experiment.

4.2 Training Settings

For different learning schemas, we utilize cross
entropy loss function and reinforcement learning
method close to Chen and Bansal (2018) with a
small difference: we use the precision of ROUGE-
1 as a reward for every extracted sentence instead
of the F1 value of ROUGE-L.

For context-independent word representations
(GloVe, Word2vec), we directly utilize them to
initialize our words of each sentence, which can
be fine-tuned during the training phase.

For BERT, we truncate the article to 512 to-
kens and feed it to a feature-based BERT (without
gradient), concatenate the last four layers and get
a 128-dimensional token embedding after passing
through a MLP.

4.3 Experimental Observations and Analysis

Next, we will show our findings and analyses in
terms of architectures and external transferable
knowledge.

4.3.1 Analysis of Decoders
We understand the differences between decoder
Pointer and SeqLab by probing their behaviours
in different testing environments.

Domains From Tab. 3, we can observe that
models with pointer-based decoder are prone to
achieving better performance against SeqLab-
based decoder. Specifically, among these eight
datasets, models with pointer-based decoder out-
perform SeqLab on six domains and achieves
comparable results on the other two domains. For
example, in “NYTimes”, “WashingtonPost”
and “TheGuardian” domains, Pointer sur-
passes SeqLab by at least 1.0 improvment (R-1).
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Model R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L

Dec. Enc. CNN/DM (2/3) NYTimes (2) WashingtonPost (1) Foxnews (1)

Lead 40.11 17.64 36.32 28.75 16.10 25.16 22.21 11.40 19.41 54.20 46.60 51.89
Oracle 55.24 31.14 50.96 52.17 36.10 47.68 42.91 27.11 39.42 73.54 65.50 71.46

SeqLab LSTM 41.22 18.72 37.52 30.26 17.18 26.58 21.27 10.78 18.56 59.32 51.82 56.95
Transformer 41.31 18.85 37.63 30.03 17.01 26.37 21.74 10.92 18.92 59.35 51.82 56.97

Pointer LSTM 41.56 18.77 37.83 31.31 17.28 27.23 24.16 11.84 20.67 59.53 51.89 57.08
Transformer 41.36 18.59 37.67 31.34 17.25 27.16 23.77 11.63 20.48 59.35 51.68 56.90

Dec. Enc. TheGuardian (1) NYDailyNews (1) WSJ (1) USAToday (1)

Lead 22.51 7.69 17.78 45.26 35.53 42.70 39.63 27.72 36.10 29.44 18.92 26.65
Oracle 41.08 21.49 35.80 73.99 64.80 72.09 57.15 43.06 53.27 47.17 33.40 44.02

SeqLab LSTM 23.02 8.12 18.29 53.13 43.52 50.53 41.94 29.54 38.19 30.30 18.96 27.40
Transformer 23.49 8.43 18.65 53.66 44.19 51.07 42.98 30.22 39.02 30.97 19.77 28.03

Pointer LSTM 24.71 8.55 19.30 53.31 43.37 50.52 43.29 30.20 39.12 31.73 19.89 28.50
Transformer 24.86 8.66 19.45 54.30 44.70 51.67 43.30 30.17 39.07 31.95 20.11 28.78

Table 3: Results of different architectures over different domains, where Enc. and Dec. represent document en-
coder and decoder respectively. Lead means to extract the first k sentences as the summary, usually as a competitive
lower bound. Oracle represents the ground truth extracted by the greedy algorithm (Nallapati et al., 2017), usually
as the upper bound. The number k in parentheses denotes k sentences are extracted during testing and choose
lead-k as a lower bound for this domain. All the experiments use word2vec to obtain word representations.

We attempt to explain this difference from the fol-
lowing three perspectives.

Repetition For domains that need to extract
multiple sentences as the summary (first two do-
mains in Tab. 3), Pointer is aware of the previ-
ous prediction which makes it to reduce the du-
plication of n-grams compared to SeqLab. As
shown in Fig. 1(a), models with Pointer always
get higher repetition scores than models with Se-
qLab when extracting six sentences, which indi-
cates that Pointer does capture word-level infor-
mation from previous selected sentences and has
positive effects on subsequent decisions.

Positional Bias For domains that only need to
extract one sentence as the summary (last six do-
mains in Tab. 3), Pointer still performs better
than SeqLab. As shown in Fig. 1(b), the perfor-
mance gap between these two decoders grows as
the positional bias of different datasets increases.
For example, from the Tab. 3, we can see in the
domains with low-value positional bias, such as
“FoxNews(1.8)”, “NYDailyNews(1.9)”,
SeqLab achieves closed performance against
Pointer. By contrast, the performance gap
grows when processing these domains with high-
value positional bias (“TheGuardian(2.9)”,
“WashingtonPost(3.0)”). Consequently,
SeqLab is more sensitive to positional bias, which
impairs its performance on some datasets.

Sentence length We find Pointer shows the abil-
ity to capture sentence length information based
on previous predictions, while SeqLab doesn’t.
We can see from the Fig. 1(c) that models with
Pointer tend to choose longer sentences as the first
sentence and greatly reduce the length of the sen-
tence in the subsequent extractions. In compar-
ison, it seems that models with SeqLab tend to
extract sentences with similar length. The ability
allows Pointer to adaptively change the length of
the extracted sentences, thereby achieving better
performance regardless of whether one sentence
or multiple sentences are required.

4.3.2 Analysis of Encoders
In this section, we make the analysis of two en-
coders LSTM and Transformer in different testing
environments.

Domains From Tab. 3, we get the following ob-
servations:

1) Transformer can outperform LSTM on some
datasets “NYDailyNews” by a relatively large
margin while LSTM beats Transformer on some
domains with closed improvements. Besides, dur-
ing different training phases of these eight do-
mains, the hyper-parameters of Transformer keep
unchanged4 while for LSTM, many sets of hyper-
parameters are used5.

44 layers 512 dimensions for Pointer and 12 layers 512
dimensions for SeqLab

5the number of layers searches in (2, 4, 6, 8) and dimen-
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Figure 1: Different behaviours of two decoders (SeqLab and Pointer) under different testing environment. (a)
shows repetition scores of different architectures when extracting six sentences on CNN/DailyMail. (b) shows the
relationship between ∆R and positional bias. The abscissa denotes the positional bias of six different datasets and
∆R denotes the average ROUGE difference between the two decoders under different encoders. (c) shows average
length of k-th sentence extracted from different architectures.
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Figure 2: Results of different document encoders with
Pointer on normal and shuffled CNN/DailyMail. ∆R
denotes the decrease of performance when the sen-
tences in document are shuffled.

Above phenomena suggest that LSTM easily
suffers from the architecture overfitting problem
compared with Transformer. Additionally, in our
experimental setting, Transformer is more effi-
cient to train since it is two or three times faster
than LSTM.

2) When equipped with SeqLab decoder, Trans-
former always obtains a better performance com-
pared with LSTM, the reason we think is due to the
non-local bias (Wang et al., 2018) of Transformer.

Shuffled Testing In this settings, we shuffle the
orders of sentences in training set while test set
keeps unchanged. We compare two models with
different encoders (LSTM, Transformer) and the
results can be seen in Fig. 2. Generally, there is
significant drop of performance about these two
models. However, Transformer obtains lower de-
crease against LSTM, suggesting that Transformer

sion searches in (512, 1024, 2048)

α β R-1 R-2 R-L

1 0 37.90 15.69 34.31√
d 1 40.93 18.49 37.24

1 1 41.31 18.85 37.63
1

√
d 40.88 18.42 37.19

0 1 40.39 17.67 36.54

Nallapati et al. (2017) 39.6 16.2 35.3
Narayan et al. (2018) 40.2 18.2 36.6

Table 4: Results of Transformer with SeqLab using
different proportions of sentence embedding and po-
sitional embedding on CNN/DailyMail. The input of
Transformer is α ∗ sentence embedding plus β ∗ posi-
tional embedding6. The bottom half of the table con-
tains models that have similar performance with Trans-
former that only know positional information.

are more robust.

Disentangling Testing Transformer provides us
an effective way to disentangle position and con-
tent information, which enables us to design a spe-
cific experiment, investigating what role positional
information plays.

As shown in Tab. 4, we dynamically regulate
the ratio between sentence embedding and posi-
tional embedding by two coefficients α and β.

Surprisingly, we find even only utilizing po-
sitional embedding (the model is only told
how many sentences the document contains),
our model can achieve 40.08 on R-1, which
is comparable to many existing models. By

6In Vaswani et al. (2017), the input of Transformer is
√
d

∗ word embedding plus positional embedding, so we design
the above different proportions to carry out the disentangling
test.
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Model R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L

Dec. Enc. Baseline + GloVe + BERT + NEWSROOM

SeqLab
LSTM 41.22 18.72 37.52 41.33 18.78 37.64 42.18 19.64 38.53 41.48 18.95 37.78
Transformer 41.31 18.85 37.63 40.19 18.67 37.51 42.28 19.73 38.59 41.32 18.83 37.63

Pointer
LSTM 41.56 18.77 37.83 41.15 18.38 37.43 42.39 19.51 38.69 41.35 18.59 37.61
Transformer 41.36 18.59 37.67 41.10 18.38 37.41 42.09 19.31 38.41 41.54 18.73 37.83

Table 5: Results of different architectures with different pre-trained knowledge on CNN/DailyMail, where Enc.
and Dec. represent document encoder and decoder respectively.

contrast, once the positional information is re-
moved, the performance dropped by a large mar-
gin. This experiment shows that the success of
such extractive summarization heavily relies on
the ability of learning the positional information
on CNN/DailyMail, which has been a benchmark
dataset for most of current work.

4.3.3 Analysis of Transferable Knowledge
Next, we show how different types of transferable
knowledge influences our summarization models.

Unsupervised Pre-training Here, as a base-
line, word2vec is used to obtain word repre-
sentations solely based on the training set of
CNN/DailyMail.

As shown in Tab. 5, we can find that context-
independent word representations can not con-
tribute much to current models. However, when
the models are equipped with BERT, we are ex-
cited to observe that the performances of all types
of architectures are improved by a large margin.
Specifically, the model CNN-LSTM-Pointer
has achieved a new state-of-the-art with 42.11 on
R-1, surpassing existing models dramatically.

Supervised Pre-training In most cases, our
models can benefit from the pre-trained parame-
ters learned from the NEWSROOM dataset. How-
ever, the model CNN-LSTM-Pointer fails and
the performance are decreased. We understand
this phenomenon by the following explanations:
The transferring process from CNN/DailyMail to
NEWSROOM suffers from the domain shift prob-
lem, in which the distribution of golden labels’ po-
sitions are changed. And the observation from Fig.
2 shows that CNN-LSTM-Pointer is more sen-
sitive to the ordering change, therefore obtaining a
lower performance.

Why does BERT work? We investigate two dif-
ferent ways of using BERT to figure out from

Models R-1 R-2 R-L

Chen and Bansal (2018) 41.47 18.72 37.76
Dong et al. (2018) 41.50 18.70 37.60
Zhou et al. (2018) 41.59 19.01 37.98
Jadhav and Rajan (2018)7 41.60 18.30 37.70

LSTM + PN 41.56 18.77 37.83
LSTM + PN + RL 41.85 18.93 38.13
LSTM + PN + BERT 42.39 19.51 38.69
LSTM + PN + BERT + RL 42.69 19.60 38.85

Table 6: Evaluation on CNN/DailyMail. The top half
of the table is currently state-of-the-art models, and the
lower half is our models.

where BERT has brought improvement for extrac-
tive summarization system.

In the first usage, we feed each individual sen-
tence to BERT to obtain sentence representation,
which does not contain contextualized informa-
tion, and the model gets a high R-1 score of 41.7.
However, when we feed the entire article to BERT
to obtain token representations and get the sen-
tence representation through mean pooling, model
performance soared to 42.3 R-1 score.

The experiment indicates that though BERT
can provide a powerful sentence embedding, the
key factor for extractive summarization is con-
textualized information and this type of informa-
tion bears the positional relationship between sen-
tences, which has been proven to be critical to ex-
tractive summarization task as above.

4.4 Learning Schema and Complementarity

Besides supervised learning, in text summariza-
tion, reinforcement learning has been recently
used to introduce more constraints. In this paper,
we also explore if several advanced techniques be
complementary with each other.

We first choose the based model
7trained and evaluated on the anonymized version.
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LSTM-Pointer and LSTM-Pointer +
BERT, then the reinforcement learning are intro-
duced aiming to further optimize our models. As
shown in Tab. 6, we observe that even though
the performance of LSTM+PN has been largely
improved by BERT, when applying reinforce-
ment learning, the performance can be improved
further, which indicates that there is indeed a com-
plementarity between architecture, transferable
knowledge and reinforcement learning.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we seek to better understand how
neural extractive summarization systems could
benefit from different types of model archi-
tectures, transferable knowledge, and learning
schemas. Our detailed observations can provide
more hints for the follow-up researchers to design
more powerful learning frameworks.
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Abstract

Research on summarization has mainly been
driven by empirical approaches, crafting sys-
tems to perform well on standard datasets with
the notion of information Importance remain-
ing latent. We argue that establishing the-
oretical models of Importance will advance
our understanding of the task and help to fur-
ther improve summarization systems. To this
end, we propose simple but rigorous defi-
nitions of several concepts that were previ-
ously used only intuitively in summarization:
Redundancy, Relevance, and Informativeness.
Importance arises as a single quantity naturally
unifying these concepts. Additionally, we pro-
vide intuitions to interpret the proposed quan-
tities and experiments to demonstrate the po-
tential of the framework to inform and guide
subsequent works.

1 Introduction

Summarization is the process of identifying the
most important information from a source to pro-
duce a comprehensive output for a particular user
and task (Mani, 1999). While producing readable
outputs is a problem shared with the field of Nat-
ural Language Generation, the core challenge of
summarization is the identification and selection
of important information. The task definition is
rather intuitive but involves vague and undefined
terms such as Importance and Information.

Since the seminal work of Luhn (1958), au-
tomatic text summarization research has focused
on empirical developments, crafting summariza-
tion systems to perform well on standard datasets
leaving the formal definitions of Importance la-
tent (Das and Martins, 2010; Nenkova and McKe-
own, 2012). This view entails collecting datasets,
defining evaluation metrics and iteratively select-
ing the best-performing systems either via super-

∗Research partly done at UKP Lab from TU Darmstadt.

vised learning or via repeated comparison of un-
supervised systems (Yao et al., 2017).

Such solely empirical approaches may lack
guidance as they are often not motivated by more
general theoretical frameworks. While these ap-
proaches have facilitated the development of prac-
tical solutions, they only identify signals correlat-
ing with the vague human intuition of Importance.
For instance, structural features like centrality and
repetitions are still among the most used proxies
for Importance (Yao et al., 2017; Kedzie et al.,
2018). However, such features just correlate with
Importance in standard datasets. Unsurprisingly,
simple adversarial attacks reveal their weaknesses
(Zopf et al., 2016).

We postulate that theoretical models of Impor-
tance are beneficial to organize research and guide
future empirical works. Hence, in this work, we
propose a simple definition of information im-
portance within an abstract theoretical framework.
This requires the notion of information, which has
received a lot of attention since the work from
Shannon (1948) in the context of communication
theory. Information theory provides the means to
rigorously discuss the abstract concept of informa-
tion, which seems particularly well suited as an
entry point for a theory of summarization. How-
ever, information theory concentrates on uncer-
tainty (entropy) about which message was chosen
from a set of possible messages, ignoring the se-
mantics of messages (Shannon, 1948). Yet, sum-
marization is a lossy semantic compression de-
pending on background knowledge.

In order to apply information theory to sum-
marization, we assume texts are represented by
probability distributions over so-called semantic
units (Bao et al., 2011). This view is compati-
ble with the common distributional embedding
representation of texts rendering the presented
framework applicable in practice. When applied
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to semantic symbols, the tools of information
theory indirectly operate at the semantic level
(Carnap and Bar-Hillel, 1953; Zhong, 2017).

Contributions:

• We define several concepts intuitively con-
nected to summarization: Redundancy, Rel-
evance and Informativeness. These concepts
have been used extensively in previous sum-
marization works and we discuss along the
way how our framework generalizes them.

• From these definitions, we formulate prop-
erties required from a useful notion of Im-
portance as the quantity unifying these con-
cepts. We provide intuitions to interpret the
proposed quantities.

• Experiments show that, even under simpli-
fying assumptions, these quantities corre-
lates well with human judgments making the
framework promising in order to guide future
empirical works.

2 Framework

2.1 Terminology and Assumptions

We call semantic unit an atomic piece of informa-
tion (Zhong, 2017; Cruse, 1986). We note Ω the
set of all possible semantic units.

A text X is considered as a semantic source
emitting semantic units as envisioned by Weaver
(1953) and discussed by Bao et al. (2011). Hence,
we assume that X can be represented by a proba-
bility distribution PX over the semantic units Ω.

Possible interpretations:
One can interpret PX as the frequency distribution
of semantic units in the text. Alternatively,
PX(ωi) can be seen as the (normalized) likelihood
that a text X entails an atomic information ωi
(Carnap and Bar-Hillel, 1953). Another inter-
pretation is to view PX(ωi) as the normalized
contribution (utility) of ωi to the overall meaning
of X (Zhong, 2017).

Motivation for semantic units:
In general, existing semantic information theo-
ries either postulate or imply the existence of se-
mantic units (Carnap and Bar-Hillel, 1953; Bao

et al., 2011; Zhong, 2017). For example, the The-
ory of Strongly Semantic Information produced by
Floridi (2009) implies the existence of semantic
units (called information units in his work). Build-
ing on this, Tsvetkov (2014) argued that the origi-
nal theory of Shannon can operate at the semantic
level by relying on semantic units.

In particular, existing semantic information the-
ories imply the existence of semantic units in
formal semantics (Carnap and Bar-Hillel, 1953),
which treat natural languages as formal languages
(Montague, 1970). In general, lexical seman-
tics (Cruse, 1986) also postulates the existence of
elementary constituents called minimal semantic
constituents. For instance, with frame semantics
(Fillmore, 1976), frames can act as semantic units.

Recently, distributional semantics approaches
have received a lot of attention (Turian et al., 2010;
Mikolov et al., 2013b). They are based on the dis-
tributional hypothesis (Harris, 1954) and the as-
sumption that meaning can be encoded in a vec-
tor space (Turney and Pantel, 2010; Erk, 2010).
These approaches also search latent and indepen-
dent components that underlie the behavior of
words (Gábor et al., 2017; Mikolov et al., 2013a).

While different approaches to semantics postu-
late different basic units and different properties
for them, they have in common that meaning
arises from a set of independent and discrete
units. Thus, the semantic units assumption is
general and has minimal commitment to the actual
nature of semantics. This makes the framework
compatible with most existing semantic represen-
tation approaches. Each approach specifies these
units and can be plugged in the framework, e.g.,
frame semantics would define units as frames,
topic models (Allahyari et al., 2017) would define
units as topics and distributional representations
would define units as dimensions of a vector
space.

In the following paragraphs, we represent the
source document(s) D and a candidate summary
S by their respective distributions PD and PS .1

2.2 Redundancy

Intuitively, a summary should contain a lot of
information. In information-theoretic terms, the
amount of information is measured by Shannon’s

1We sometimes note X instead of PX when it is not am-
biguous
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entropy. For a summary S represented by PS :

H(S) = −
∑

ωi

PS(ωi) · log(PS(ωi)) (1)

H(S) is maximized for a uniform probability
distribution when every semantic unit is present
only once in S: ∀(i, j),PS(ωi) = PS(ωj). There-
fore, we define Redundancy, our first quantity rel-
evant to summarization, via entropy:

Red(S) = Hmax −H(S) (2)

Since Hmax = log |Ω| is a constant indepedent of
S, we can simply write: Red(S) = −H(S).

Redundancy in Previous Works:
By definition, entropy encompasses the notion of
maximum coverage. Low redundancy via maxi-
mum coverage is the main idea behind the use of
submodularity (Lin and Bilmes, 2011). Submodu-
lar functions are generalizations of coverage func-
tions which can be optimized greedily with guar-
antees that the result would not be far from optimal
(Fujishige, 2005). Thus, they have been used ex-
tensively in summarization (Sipos et al., 2012; Yo-
gatama et al., 2015). Otherwise, low redundancy is
usually enforced during the extraction/generation
procedures like MMR (Carbonell and Goldstein,
1998).

2.3 Relevance

Intuitively, observing a summary should reduce
our uncertainty about the original text. A sum-
mary approximates the original source(s) and this
approximation should incur a minimum loss of in-
formation. This property is usually called Rele-
vance.

Here, estimating Relevance boils down to com-
paring the distributions PS and PD, which is done
via the cross-entropy Rel(S,D) = −CE(S,D):

Rel(S,D) =
∑

ωi

PS(ωi) · log(PD(ωi)) (3)

The cross-entropy is interpreted as the average sur-
prise of observing S while expecting D. A sum-
mary with a low expected surprise produces a low
uncertainty about what were the original sources.
This is achieved by exhibiting a distribution of se-
mantic units similar to the one of the source docu-
ments: PS ≈ PD.

Furthermore, we observe the following connec-
tion with Redundancy:

KL(S||D) = CE(S,D)−H(S)

−KL(S||D) = Rel(S,D)−Red(S)
(4)

KL divergence is the information loss incurred by
using D as an approximation of S (i.e., the uncer-
tainty aboutD arising from observing S instead of
D). A summarizer that minimizes the KL diver-
gence minimizes Redundancy while maximizing
Relevance.

In fact, this is an instance of the Kullback
Minimum Description Principle (MDI) (Kull-
back and Leibler, 1951), a generalization of the
Maximum Entropy Principle (Jaynes, 1957): the
summary minimizing the KL divergence is the
least biased (i.e., least redundant or with highest
entropy) summary matching D. In other words,
this summary fits D while inducing a minimum
amount of new information. Indeed, any new
information is necessarily biased since it does not
arise from observations in the sources. The MDI
principle and KL divergence unify Redundancy
and Relevance.

Relevance in Previous Works:
Relevance is the most heavily studied aspect of
summarization. In fact, by design, most unsu-
pervised systems model Relevance. Usually, they
used the idea of topical frequency where the most
frequent topics from the sources must be extracted.
Then, different notions of topics and counting
heuristics have been proposed. We briefly discuss
these developments here.

Luhn (1958) introduced the simple but influen-
tial idea that sentences containing the most impor-
tant words are most likely to embody the original
document. Later, Nenkova et al. (2006) showed
experimentally that humans tend to use words ap-
pearing frequently in the sources to produce their
summaries. Then, Vanderwende et al. (2007) de-
veloped the system SumBasic, which scores each
sentence by the average probability of its words.

The same ideas can be generalized to n-grams.
A prominent example is the ICSI system (Gillick
and Favre, 2009) which extracts frequent bigrams.
Despite being rather simple, ICSI produces strong
and still close to state-of-the-art summaries (Hong
et al., 2014).

Different but similar words may refer to the
same topic and should not be counted separately.
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This observation gave rise to a set of important
techniques based on topic models (Allahyari et al.,
2017). These approaches cover sentence cluster-
ing (McKeown et al., 1999; Radev et al., 2000;
Zhang et al., 2015), lexical chains (Barzilay and
Elhadad, 1999), Latent Semantic Analysis (Deer-
wester et al., 1990) or Latent Dirichlet Alloca-
tion (Blei et al., 2003) adapted to summariza-
tion (Hachey et al., 2006; Daumé III and Marcu,
2006; Wang et al., 2009; Davis et al., 2012). Ap-
proaches like hLDA can exploit repetitions both
at the word and at the sentence level (Celikyilmaz
and Hakkani-Tur, 2010).

Graph-based methods form another particularly
powerful class of techniques to estimate the fre-
quency of topics, e.g., via the notion of centrality
(Mani and Bloedorn, 1997; Mihalcea and Tarau,
2004; Erkan and Radev, 2004). A significant body
of research was dedicated to tweak and improve
various components of graph-based approaches.
For example, one can investigate different simi-
larity measures (Chali and Joty, 2008). Also, dif-
ferent weighting schemes between sentences have
been investigated (Leskovec et al., 2005; Wan and
Yang, 2006).

Therefore, in existing approaches, the topics
(i.e., atomic units) were words, n-grams, sentences
or combinations of these. The general idea of pre-
ferring frequent topics based on various counting
heuristics is formalized by cross-entropy. Indeed,
requiring the summary to minimize the cross-
entropy with the source documents implies that
frequent topics in the sources should be extracted
first.

An interesting line of work is based on the as-
sumption that the best sentences are the ones that
permit the best reconstruction of the input docu-
ments (He et al., 2012). It was refined by a stream
of works using distributional similarities (Li et al.,
2015; Liu et al., 2015; Ma et al., 2016). There,
the atomic units are the dimensions of the vec-
tor spaces. This information bottleneck idea is
also neatly captured by the notion of cross-entropy
which is a measure of information loss. Alterna-
tively, (Daumé and Marcu, 2002) viewed summa-
rization as a noisy communication channel which
is also rooted in information theory ideas. (Wil-
son and Sperber, 2008) provide a more general and
less formal discussion of relevance in the context
of Relevance Theory (Lavrenko, 2008).

2.4 Informativeness

Relevance still ignores other potential sources of
information such as previous knowledge or pre-
conceptions. We need to further extend the con-
textual boundary. Intuitively, a summary is infor-
mative if it induces, for a user, a great change in
her knowledge about the world. Therefore, we
introduce K, the background knowledge (or pre-
conceptions about the task). K is represented by a
probability distribution PK over semantic units Ω.

Formally, the amount of new information con-
tained in a summary S is given by the cross-
entropy Inf(S,K) = CE(S,K):

Inf(S,K) = −
∑

ωi

PS(ωi) · log(PK(ωi)) (5)

For Relevance the cross-entropy between S and D
should be low. However, for Informativeness, the
cross-entropy between S andK should be high be-
cause we measure the amount of new information
induced by the summary in our knowledge.

Background knowledge is modeled by assign-
ing a high probability to known semantic units.
These probabilities correspond to the strength of
ωi in the user’s memory. A simple model could be
the uniform distribution over known information:
PK(ωi) is 1

n if the user knows ωi, and 0 otherwise.
However, K can control other variants of the
summarization task: A personalized Kp models
the preferences of a user by setting low probabili-
ties to the semantic units of interest. Similarly, a
queryQ can be encoded by setting low probability
to semantic units related to Q. Finally, there is
a natural formulation of update summarization.
Let U and D be two sets of documents. Update
summarization consists in summarizing D given
that the user has already seen U . This is modeled
by setting K = U , considering U as previous
knowledge.

Informativeness in Previous Works:
The modelization of Informativeness has received
less attention by the summarization community.
The problem of identifying stopwords originally
faced by Luhn (1958) could be addressed by
developments in the field of information re-
trieval using background corpora like TF·IDF
(Sparck Jones, 1972). Based on the same intu-
ition, Dunning (1993) outlined an alternative way
of identifying highly descriptive words: the log-
likelihood ratio test. Words identified with such
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techniques are known to be useful in news sum-
marization (Harabagiu and Lacatusu, 2005).

Furthermore, Conroy et al. (2006) proposed
to model background knowledge by a large ran-
dom set of news articles. In update summariza-
tion, Delort and Alfonseca (2012) used Bayesian
topic models to ensure the extraction of informa-
tive summaries. Louis (2014) investigated back-
ground knowledge for update summarization with
Bayesian surprise. This is comparable to the
combination of Informativeness and Redundancy
in our framework when semantic units are n-
grams. Thus, previous approaches to Informative-
ness generally craft an alternate background distri-
bution to model the a-priori importance of units.
Then, units from the document rare in the back-
ground are preferred, which is captured by max-
imizing the cross-entropy between the summary
and K. Indeed, unfrequent units in the back-
ground would be preferred in the summary be-
cause they would be surprising (i.e., informative)
to an average user.

2.5 Importance
Since Importance is a measure that guides which
choices to make when discarding semantic units,
we must devise a way to encode their relative im-
portance. Here, this means finding a probability
distribution unifyingD andK by encoding expec-
tations about which semantic units should appear
in a summary.

Informativeness requires a biased summary
(w.r.t. K) and Relevance requires an unbiased
summary (w.r.t. D). Thus, a summary should,
by using only information available in D, produce
what brings the most new information to a user
with knowledge K. This could formalize a com-
mon intuition in summarization that units frequent
in the source(s) but rare in the background are im-
portant.

Formally, let di = PD(ωi) be the probability of
the unit ωi in the source D. Similarly, we note
ki = PK(ωi). We seek a function f(di, ki) en-
coding the importance of unit ωi. We formulate
simple requirements that f should satisfy:

• Informativeness: ∀i 6= j, if di = dj and ki >
kj then f(di, ki) < f(dj , kj)

• Relevance: ∀i 6= j, if di > dj and ki = kj
then f(di, ki) > f(dj , kj)

• Additivity: I(f(di, ki)) ≡ αI(di) + βI(ki)

(I is the information measure from Shan-
non’s theory (Shannon, 1948))

• Normalization:
∑
i
f(di, ki) = 1

The first requirement states that, for two semantic
units equally represented in the sources, we prefer
the more informative one. The second requirement
is an analogous statement for Relevance. The third
requirement is a consistency constraint to preserve
additivity of the information measures (Shannon,
1948). The fourth requirement ensures that f is a
valid distribution.

Theorem 1. The functions satisfying the previous
requirements are of the form:

PD
K

(ωi) =
1

C
· d

α
i

kβi
(6)

C =
∑

i

dαi

kβi
, α, β ∈ R+ (7)

C is the normalizing constant. The parameters
α and β represent the strength given to Relevance
and Informativeness respectively which is made
clearer by equation (11). The proof is provided in
appendix B.

Summary scoring function:
By construction, a candidate summary should ap-
proximate PD

K
, which encodes the relative impor-

tance of semantic units. Furthermore, the sum-
mary should be non-redundant (i.e., high entropy).
These two requirements are unified by the Kull-
back MDI principle: The least biased summary
S∗ that best approximates the distribution PD

K
is

the solution of:

S∗ = argmax
S

θI = argmin
S

KL(S||PD
K

) (8)

Thus, we note θI as the quantity that scores sum-
maries:

θI(S,D,K) = −KL(PS , ||PD
K

) (9)

Interpretation of PD
K

:
PD

K
can be viewed as an importance-encoding dis-

tribution because it encodes the relative impor-
tance of semantic units and gives an overall target
for the summary.

For example, if a semantic unit ωi is promi-
nent in D (PD(ωi) is high) and not known in
K (PD(ωi) is low), then PD

K
(ωi) is very high,
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which means very desired in the summary. Indeed,
choosing this unit will fill the gap in the knowl-
edge K while matching the sources.

Figure 1 illustrates how this distribution be-
haves with respect to D and K (for α = β = 1).

Summarizability:
The target distribution PD

K
may exhibit different

properties. For example, it might be clear which
semantic units should be extracted (i.e., a spiky
probability distribution) or it might be unclear
(i.e., many units have more or less the same impor-
tance score). This can be quantified by the entropy
of the importance-encoding distribution:

HD
K

= H(PD
K

) (10)

Intuitively, this measures the number of possibly
good summaries. If HD

K
is low then PD

S
is

spiky and there is little uncertainty about which
semantic units to extract (few possible good
summaries). Conversely, if the entropy is high,
many equivalently good summaries are possible.

Interpretation of θI :
To better understand θI , we remark that it can be
expressed in terms of the previously defined quan-
tities:

θI(S,D,K) ≡ −Red(S) + αRel(S,D) (11)

+ βInf(S,K) (12)

Equality holds up to a constant term logC inde-
pendent from S. Maximizing θI is equivalent to
maximizing Relevance and Informativeness while
minimizing Redundancy. Their relative strength
are encoded by α and β.

Finally, H(S), CE(S,D) and CE(S,K) are
the three independent components of Importance.

It is worth noting that each previously defined
quantity: Red, Rel and Inf are measured in bits
(using base 2 for the logarithm). Then, θI is also
an information measure expressed in bits. Shan-
non (1948) initially axiomatized that information
quantities should be additive and therefore θI aris-
ing as the sum of other information quantities is
unsurprising. Moreover, we ensured additivity
with the third requirement of PD

K
.

2.6 Potential Information
Relevance relates S and D, Informativeness re-
lates S and K, but we can also connect D and K.

Intuitively, we can extract a lot of new information
from D only when K and D are different.

With the same argument laid out for Informa-
tiveness, we can define the amount of potential in-
formation as the average surprise of observing D
while already knowing K. Again, this is given by
the cross-entropy PIK(D) = CE(D,K):

PIK(D) = −
∑

ωi

PD(ωi) · log(PK(ωi)) (13)

Previously, we stated that a summary should aim,
using only information from D, to offer the max-
imum amount of new information with respect to
K. PIK(D) can be understood as Potential In-
formation or maximum Informativeness, the max-
imum amount of new information that a summary
can extract fromD while knowingK. A summary
S cannot extract more than PIK(D) bits of infor-
mation (if using only information from D).

3 Experiments

3.1 Experimental setup
To further illustrate the workings of the formula,
we provide examples of experiments done with a
simplistic choice for semantic units: words. Even
with simple assumptions θI is a meaningful quan-
tity which correlates well with human judgments.

Data:
We experiment with standard datasets for two dif-
ferent summarization tasks: generic and update
multi-document summarization.

We use two datasets from the Text Analysis
Conference (TAC) shared task: TAC-2008 and
TAC-2009.2 In the update part, 10 new documents
(B documents) are to be summarized assuming
that the first 10 documents (A documents) have
already been seen. The generic task consists in
summarizing the initial document set (A).

For each topic, there are 4 human reference
summaries and a manually created Pyramid set
(Nenkova et al., 2007). In both editions, all
system summaries and the 4 reference summaries
were manually evaluated by NIST assessors for
readability, content selection (with Pyramid) and
overall responsiveness. At the time of the shared
tasks, 57 systems were submitted to TAC-2008
and 55 to TAC-2009.

2http://tac.nist.gov/2009/
Summarization/, http://tac.nist.gov/2008/
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(a) ditribution PD (b) distribution PK (c) distribution PD
K

Figure 1: figure 1a represents an example distribution of sources, figure 1b an example distribution of background
knowledge and figure 1c is the resulting target distribution that summaries should approximate.

Setup and Assumptions:
To keep the experiments simple and focused on il-
lustrating the formulas, we make several simplis-
tic assumptions. First, we choose words as se-
mantic units and therefore texts are represented as
frequency distributions over words. This assump-
tion was already employed by previous works us-
ing information-theoretic tools for summarization
(Haghighi and Vanderwende, 2009). While it is
limiting, this remains a simple approximation let-
ting us observe the quantities in action.
K,α and β are the parameters of the theory

and their choice is subject to empirical investiga-
tion. Here, we make simple choices: for update
summarization, K is the frequency distribution
over words in the background documents (A). For
generic summarization, K is the uniform proba-
bility distribution over all words from the source
documents. Furthermore, we use α = β = 1.

3.2 Correlation with humans
First, we measure how well the different quantities
correlate with human judgments. We compute the
score of each system summary according to each
quantity defined in the previous section: Red,Rel,
Inf , θI(S,D,K). We then compute the correla-
tions between these scores and the manual Pyra-
mid scores. Indeed, each quantity is a summary
scoring function and could, therefore, be evaluated
based on its ability to correlate with human judg-
ments (Lin and Hovy, 2003). Thus, we also report
the performances of the summary scoring func-
tions from several standard baselines: Edmund-
son (Edmundson, 1969) which scores sentences
based on 4 methods: term frequency, presence of
cue-words, overlap with title and position of the
sentence. LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004) is a
popular graph-based approach which scores sen-
tences based on their centrality in a sentence sim-
ilarity graph. ICSI (Gillick and Favre, 2009) ex-
tracts a summary by solving a maximum coverage

problem considering the most frequent bigrams
in the source documents. KL and JS (Haghighi
and Vanderwende, 2009) which measure the di-
vergence between the distribution of words in the
summary and in the sources. Furthermore, we
report two baselines from Louis (2014) which
account for background knowledge: KLback and
JSback which measure the divergence between the
distribution of the summary and the background
knowledgeK. Further details concerning baseline
scoring functions can be found in appendix A.

We measure the correlations with Kendall’s τ , a
rank correlation metric which compares the orders
induced by both scored lists. We report results for
both generic and update summarization averaged
over all topics for both datasets in table 1.

In general, the modelizations of Relevance
(based only on the sources) correlate better with
human judgments than other quantities. Metrics
accounting for background knowledge work bet-
ter in the update scenario. This is not surprising as
the background knowledge K is more meaningful
in this case (using the previous document set).

We observe that JS divergence gives slightly
better results than KL. Even though KL is more
theoretically appealing, JS is smoother and usually
works better in practice when distributions have
different supports (Louis and Nenkova, 2013).

Finally, θI significantly3 outperforms all base-
lines in both the generic and the update case.
Red, Rel and Inf are not particularly strong on
their own, but combined together they yield a
strong summary scoring function θI . Indeed,
each quantity models only one aspect of content
selection, only together they form a strong signal
for Importance.

3at 0.01 with significance testing done with a t-test to
compare two means
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We need to be careful when interpreting these
results because we made several strong assump-
tions: by choosing n-grams as semantic units and
by choosing K rather arbitrarily. Nevertheless,
these are promising results. By investigating bet-
ter text representations and more realistic K, we
should expect even higher correlations.

We provide a qualitative example on one topic
in appendix C with a visualization of PD

K
in

comparison to reference summaries.

Generic Update

ICSI .178 .139
Edm. .215 .205
LexRank .201 .164

KL .204 .176
JS .225 .189
KLback .110 .167
JSback .066 .187

Red .098 .096
Rel .212 .192
Inf .091 .086

θI .294 .211

Table 1: Correlation of various information-theoretic
quantities with human judgments measured by
Kendall’s τ on generic and update summarization.

3.3 Comparison with Reference Summaries

Intuitively, the distribution PD
K

should be similar
to the probability distribution PR of the human-
written reference summaries.

To verify this, we scored the system summaries
and the reference summaries with θI and checked
whether there is a significant difference between
the two lists.4 We found that θI scores reference
summaries significantly higher than system
summaries. The p−value, for the generic case,
is 9.2e−6 and 1.1e−3 for the update case. Both
are much smaller than the 1e−2 significance
level. Therefore, θI is capable of distinguishing
systems summaries from human written ones. For
comparison, the best baseline (JS) has the fol-
lowing p−values: 8.2e−3 (Generic) and 4.5e−2
(Update). It does not pass the 1e−2 significance
level for the update scenario.

4with standard t-test for comparing two related means.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we argued for the development of
theoretical models of Importance and proposed
one such framework. Thus, we investigated a
theoretical formulation of the notion of Impor-
tance. In a framework rooted in information the-
ory, we formalized several summary-related quan-
tities like: Redundancy, Relevance and Informa-
tiveness. Importance arises as the notion unify-
ing these concepts. More generally, Importance
is the measure that guides which choices to make
when information must be discarded. The intro-
duced quantities generalize the intuitions that have
previously been used in summarization research.

Conceptually, it is straightforward to build a
system out of θI once a semantic units represen-
tation and a K have been chosen. A summarizer
intends to extract or generate a summary maximiz-
ing θI . This fits within the general optimization
framework for summarization (McDonald, 2007;
Peyrard and Eckle-Kohler, 2017b; Peyrard and
Gurevych, 2018)

The background knowledge and the choice of
semantic units are free parameters of the theory.
They are design choices which can be explored
empirically by subsequent works. Our experi-
ments already hint that strong summarizers can
be developed from this framework. Characters,
character n-grams, morphemes, words, n-grams,
phrases, and sentences do not actually qualify as
semantic units. Even though previous works who
relied on information theoretic motivation (Lin
et al., 2006; Haghighi and Vanderwende, 2009;
Louis and Nenkova, 2013; Peyrard and Eckle-
Kohler, 2016) used some of them as support for
probability distributions, they are neither atomic
nor independent. It is mainly because they are sur-
face forms whereas semantic units are abstract and
operate at the semantic level. However, they might
serve as convenient approximations. Then, inter-
esting research questions arise like Which gran-
ularity offers a good approximation of semantic
units? Can we automatically learn good approx-
imations? N-grams are known to be useful, but
other granularities have rarely been considered to-
gether with information-theoretic tools.

For the background knowledge K, a promising
direction would be to use the framework to actu-
ally learn it from data. In particular, one can apply
supervised techniques to automatically search for
K, α and β: finding the values of these parame-
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ters such that θI has the best correlation with hu-
man judgments. By aggregating over many users
and many topics one can find a generic K: what,
on average, people consider as known when sum-
marizing a document. By aggregating over differ-
ent people but in one domain, one can uncover a
domain-specificK. Similarly, by aggregating over
many topics for one person, one would find a per-
sonalized K.

These consistute promising research directions
for future works.
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A Details about Baseline Scoring
Functions

In the paper, we compare the summary scoring
function θI against the summary scoring func-
tions derived from several summarizers following
the methodology from Peyrard and Eckle-Kohler
(2017a). Here, we give explicit formulation of the
baseline scoring functions.
Edmundson: (Edmundson, 1969)
Edmundson (1969) presented a heuristic which
scores sentences according to 4 different features:

• Cue-phrases: It is based on the hypothesis
that the probable relevance of a sentence is
affected by the presence of certain cue words
such as ’significant’ or ’important’. Bonus
words have positive weights, stigma words
have negative weights and all the others have
no weight. The final score of the sentence is
the sum of the weights of its words.

• Key: High-frequency content words are be-
lieved to be positively correlated with rele-
vance (Luhn, 1958). Each word receives a
weight based on its frequency in the docu-
ment if it is not a stopword. The score of the
sentence is also the sum of the weights of its
words.

• Title: It measures the overlap between the
sentence and the title.

• Location: It relies on the assumption that
sentences appearing early or late in the source
documents are more relevant.

By combining these scores with a linear combi-
nation, we can recognize the objective function:

θEdm.(S) =
∑

s∈S
α1 · C(s) + α2 ·K(s) (14)

+ α3 · T (s) + α4 · L(s) (15)

The sum runs over sentences and C,K, T and L
output the sentence scores for each method (Cue,
Key, Title and Location).

ICSI: (Gillick and Favre, 2009)
A global linear optimization that extracts a sum-
mary by solving a maximum coverage problem
of the most frequent bigrams in the source doc-
uments. ICSI has been among the best systems in
a classical ROUGE evaluation (Hong et al., 2014).

Here, the identification of the scoring function is
trivial because it was originally formulated as an
optimization task. If ci is the i-th bigram selected
in the summary and wi is its weight computed
from D, then:

θICSI(S) =
∑

ci∈S
ci · wi (16)

LexRank: (Erkan and Radev, 2004)
This is a well-known graph-based approach. A
similarity graph G(V,E) is constructed where V
is the set of sentences and an edge eij is drawn
between sentences vi and vj if and only if the
cosine similarity between them is above a given
threshold. Sentences are scored according to their
PageRank score in G. Thus, θLexRank is given by:

θLexRank(S) =
∑

s∈S
PRG(s) (17)

Here, PR is the PageRank score of sentence s.

KL-Greedy: (Haghighi and Vanderwende, 2009)
In this approach, the summary should minimize
the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between the
word distribution of the summary S and the word
distribution of the documents D (i.e., θKL =
−KL):

θKL(S) = −KL(S||D) (18)

= −
∑

g∈S
PS(g) log

PS(g)

PD(g)
(19)

PX(w) represents the frequency of the word (or
n-gram) w in the text X . The minus sign indicates
that KL should be lower for better summaries. In-
deed, we expect a good system summary to exhibit
a similar probability distribution of n-grams as the
sources.

Alternatively, the Jensen-Shannon (JS) diver-
gence can be used instead of KL. Let M be the
average word frequency distribution of the candi-
date summary S and the source documents D dis-
tribution:

∀g ∈ S, PM (g) =
1

2
(PS(g) + PD(g)) (20)

Then, the formula for JS is given by:

θJS(S) = −JS(S||D) (21)

=
1

2
(KL(S||M) +KL(D||M)) (22)
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Within our framework, the KL divergence acts
as the unification of Relevance and Redundancy
when semantic units are bigrams.

B Proof of Theorem 1

Let Ω be the set of semantic units. The nota-
tion ωi represents one unit. Let PT , and PK be
the text representations of the source documents
and background knowledge as probability distri-
butions over semantic units.

We note ti = PT (ωi), the probability of the
unit ωi in the source T . Similarly, we note ki =
PK(ωi). We seek a function f unifying T and K
such that: f(ωi) = f(ti, ki).

We remind the simple requirements that f
should satisfy:

• Informativeness: ∀i 6= j, if ti = tj and ki >
kj then f(ti, ki) < f(tj , kj)

• Relevance: ∀i 6= j, if ti > tj and ki = kj
then f(ti, ki) > f(tj , kj)

• Additivity: I(f(ti, ki)) ≡ αI(ti)+βI(ki) (I
is the information measure from Shannon’s
theory (Shannon, 1948))

• Normalization:
∑
i
f(ti, ki) = 1

Theorem 1 states that the functions satisfying
the previous requirements are:

P T
K

(ωi) =
1

C
· t

α
i

kβi

C =
∑

i

tαi

kβi
, α, β ∈ R+

(23)

with C the normalizing constant.

Proof. The information function defined by Shan-
non (1948) is the logarithm: I = log. Then, the
Additivity criterion can be written:

log(f(ti, ki)) = α log(ti) + β log(ki) +A (24)

with A a constant independent of ti and ki
Since log is monotonous and increasing, the In-

formativeness and Additivity criteria can be com-
bined:

∀i 6= j, if ti = tj and ki > kj then:

log f(ti, ki) < log f(tj , kj)

α log(ti) + β log(ki) < α log(tj) + β log(kj)

β log(ki) < β log(kj)

But ki > kj , therefore:

β < 0

For clarity, we can now use −β with β ∈ R+.
Similarly, we can combine the Relevance and

Additivity criteria: ∀i 6= j, if ti > tj and ki = kj
then:

log f(ti, ki) > log f(tj , kj)

α log(ti) + β log(ki) > α log(tj) + β log(kj)

α log(ti) > α log(tj)

But ti > tj , therefore:

α > 0

Then, we have the following form from the Ad-
ditivity criterion:

log f(ti, ki) = α log(ti)− β log(ki) +A

f(ti, ki) = eAe[α log(ti)−β log(ki)]

f(ti, ki) = eA
tαi

kβi
x

Finally, the Normalization constraint specifies
the constant eA:

C =
1

eA

and C =
∑

i

tαi

kβi

then: A = − log(
∑

i

tαi

kβi
)

C Example

As an example, for one selected topic of TAC-
2008 update track, we computed the PD

K
and com-

pare it to the distribution of the 4 reference sum-
maries.

We report the two distributions together in fig-
ure 2. For visibility, only the top 50 words accord-
ing to PD

K
are considered. However, we observe
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Figure 2: Example of PD
K

in comparison to the word distribution of reference summaries for one topic of TAC-2008
(D0803).

a good match between the distribution of the ref-
erence summaries and the ideal distribution as de-
fined by PD

K
.

Furthermore, the most desired words according
to PD

K
make sense. This can be seen by looking

at one of the human-written reference summary of
this topic:

Reference summary for topic D0803
China sacrificed coal mine safety in its
massive demand for energy. Gas explo-
sions, flooding, fires, and cave-ins cause
most accidents. The mining industry is
riddled with corruption from mining of-
ficials to owners. Officials are often ille-
gally invested in mines and ignore safety
procedures for production. South Africa
recently provided China with informa-
tion on mining safety and technology
during a conference. China is begin-
ning enforcement of safety regulations.
Over 12,000 mines have been ordered
to suspend operations and 4,000 others
ordered closed. This year 4,228 miners
were killed in 2,337 coal mine accidents.
China’s mines are the most dangerous
worldwide.
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Abstract
Automatic generation of summaries from mul-
tiple news articles is a valuable tool as the
number of online publications grows rapidly.
Single document summarization (SDS) sys-
tems have benefited from advances in neu-
ral encoder-decoder model thanks to the avail-
ability of large datasets. However, multi-
document summarization (MDS) of news ar-
ticles has been limited to datasets of a couple
of hundred examples. In this paper, we in-
troduce Multi-News, the first large-scale MDS
news dataset. Additionally, we propose an
end-to-end model which incorporates a tradi-
tional extractive summarization model with a
standard SDS model and achieves competitive
results on MDS datasets. We benchmark sev-
eral methods on Multi-News and release our
data and code in hope that this work will pro-
mote advances in summarization in the multi-
document setting1.

1 Introduction

Summarization is a central problem in Natural
Language Processing with increasing applications
as the desire to receive content in a concise and
easily-understood format increases. Recent ad-
vances in neural methods for text summariza-
tion have largely been applied in the setting of
single-document news summarization and head-
line generation (Rush et al., 2015; See et al., 2017;
Gehrmann et al., 2018). These works take advan-
tage of large datasets such as the Gigaword Corpus
(Napoles et al., 2012), the CNN/Daily Mail (CN-
NDM) dataset (Hermann et al., 2015), the New
York Times dataset (NYT, 2008) and the News-
room corpus (Grusky et al., 2018), which con-
tain on the order of hundreds of thousands to mil-
lions of article-summary pairs. However, multi-
document summarization (MDS), which aims to

1https://github.com/Alex-Fabbri/
Multi-News

Source 1
Meng Wanzhou, Huawei’s chief financial officer and
deputy chair, was arrested in Vancouver on 1 December.
Details of the arrest have not been released...
Source 2
A Chinese foreign ministry spokesman said on Thurs-
day that Beijing had separately called on the US and
Canada to “clarify the reasons for the detention ”imme-
diately and “immediately release the detained person ”.
The spokesman...
Source 3
Canadian officials have arrested Meng Wanzhou, the chief
financial officer and deputy chair of the board for the Chi-
nese tech giant Huawei,...Meng was arrested in Vancou-
ver on Saturday and is being sought for extradition by the
United States. A bail hearing has been set for Friday...
Summary
...Canadian authorities say she was being sought for extra-
dition to the US, where the company is being investigated
for possible violation of sanctions against Iran. Canada’s
justice department said Meng was arrested in Vancouver
on Dec. 1... China’s embassy in Ottawa released a state-
ment.. “The Chinese side has lodged stern representations
with the US and Canadian side, and urged them to imme-
diately correct the wrongdoing ”and restore Meng’s free-
dom, the statement said...

Table 1: An example from our multi-document sum-
marization dataset showing the input documents and
their summary. Content found in the summary is color-
coded.

output summaries from document clusters on the
same topic, has largely been performed on datasets
with less than 100 document clusters such as
the DUC 2004 (Paul and James, 2004) and TAC
2011 (Owczarzak and Dang, 2011) datasets, and
has benefited less from advances in deep learning
methods.

Multi-document summarization of news events
offers the challenge of outputting a well-organized
summary which covers an event comprehensively
while simultaneously avoiding redundancy. The
input documents may differ in focus and point of
view for an event. We present an example of mul-
tiple input news documents and their summary in
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Figure 1. The three source documents discuss the
same event and contain overlaps in content: the
fact that Meng Wanzhou was arrested is stated ex-
plicitly in Source 1 and 3 and indirectly in Source
2. However, some sources contain information not
mentioned in the others which should be included
in the summary: Source 3 states that (Wanzhou)
is being sought for extradition by the US while
only Source 2 mentioned the attitude of the Chi-
nese side.

Recent work in tackling this problem with neu-
ral models has attempted to exploit the graph
structure among discourse relations in text clus-
ters (Yasunaga et al., 2017) or through an auxiliary
text classification task (Cao et al., 2017). Addi-
tionally, a couple of recent papers have attempted
to adapt neural encoder decoder models trained on
single document summarization datasets to MDS
(Lebanoff et al., 2018; Baumel et al., 2018; Zhang
et al., 2018b).

However, data sparsity has largely been the bot-
tleneck of the development of neural MDS sys-
tems. The creation of large-scale multi-document
summarization dataset for training has been re-
stricted due to the sparsity and cost of human-
written summaries. Liu et al. (2018) trains ab-
stractive sequence-to-sequence models on a large
corpus of Wikipedia text with citations and search
engine results as input documents. However, no
analogous dataset exists in the news domain. To
bridge the gap, we introduce Multi-News, the
first large-scale MDS news dataset, which con-
tains 56,216 articles-summary pairs. We also
propose a hierarchical model for neural abstrac-
tive multi-document summarization, which con-
sists of a pointer-generator network (See et al.,
2017) and an additional Maximal Marginal Rel-
evance (MMR) (Carbonell and Goldstein, 1998)
module that calculates sentence ranking scores
based on relevancy and redundancy. We inte-
grate sentence-level MMR scores into the pointer-
generator model to adapt the attention weights on
a word-level. Our model performs competitively
on both our Multi-News dataset and the DUC 2004
dataset on ROUGE scores. We additionally per-
form human evaluation on several system outputs.

Our contributions are as follows: We introduce
the first large-scale multi-document summariza-
tion datasets in the news domain. We propose
an end-to-end method to incorporate MMR into
pointer-generator networks. Finally, we bench-

mark various methods on our dataset to lay the
foundations for future work on large-scale MDS.

2 Related Work

Traditional non-neural approaches to multi-
document summarization have been both extrac-
tive (Carbonell and Goldstein, 1998; Radev et al.,
2000; Erkan and Radev, 2004; Mihalcea and Ta-
rau, 2004; Haghighi and Vanderwende, 2009) as
well as abstractive (McKeown and Radev, 1995;
Radev and McKeown, 1998; Barzilay et al., 1999;
Ganesan et al., 2010). Recently, neural meth-
ods have shown great promise in text summariza-
tion, although largely in the single-document set-
ting, with both extractive (Nallapati et al., 2016a;
Cheng and Lapata, 2016; Narayan et al., 2018b)
and abstractive methods (Chopra et al., 2016; Nal-
lapati et al., 2016b; See et al., 2017; Paulus et al.,
2017; Cohan et al., 2018; Çelikyilmaz et al., 2018;
Gehrmann et al., 2018)

In addition to the multi-document methods de-
scribed above which address data sparsity, re-
cent work has attempted unsupervised and weakly
supervised methods in non-news domains (Chu
and Liu, 2018; Angelidis and Lapata, 2018).
The methods most related to this work are SDS
adapted for MDS data. Zhang et al. (2018a)
adopts a hierarchical encoding framework trained
on SDS data to MDS data by adding an addi-
tional document-level encoding. Baumel et al.
(2018) incorporates query relevance into standard
sequence-to-sequence models. Lebanoff et al.
(2018) adapts encoder-decoder models trained on
single-document datasets to the MDS case by in-
troducing an external MMR module which does
not require training on the MDS dataset. In our
work, we incorporate the MMR module directly
into our model, learning weights for the similar-
ity functions simultaneously with the rest of the
model.

3 Multi-News Dataset

Our dataset, which we call Multi-News, consists
of news articles and human-written summaries of
these articles from the site newser.com. Each sum-
mary is professionally written by editors and in-
cludes links to the original articles cited. We will
release stable Wayback-archived links, and scripts
to reproduce the dataset from these links. Our
dataset is notably the first large-scale dataset for
MDS on news articles. Our dataset also comes
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# of source Frequency # of source Frequency
2 23,894 7 382
3 12,707 8 209
4 5,022 9 89
5 1,873 10 33
6 763

Table 2: The number of source articles per example, by
frequency, in our dataset.

from a diverse set of news sources; over 1,500 sites
appear as source documents 5 times or greater, as
opposed to previous news datasets (DUC comes
from 2 sources, CNNDM comes from CNN and
Daily Mail respectively, and even the Newsroom
dataset (Grusky et al., 2018) covers only 38 news
sources). A total of 20 editors contribute to 85% of
the total summaries on newser.com. Thus we be-
lieve that this dataset allows for the summarization
of diverse source documents and summaries.

3.1 Statistics and Analysis

The number of collected Wayback links for sum-
maries and their corresponding cited articles totals
over 250,000. We only include examples with be-
tween 2 and 10 source documents per summary,
as our goal is MDS, and the number of examples
with more than 10 sources was minimal. The num-
ber of source articles per summary present, after
downloading and processing the text to obtain the
original article text, varies across the dataset, as
shown in Table 2. We believe this setting reflects
real-world situations; often for a new or special-
ized event there may be only a few news articles.
Nonetheless, we would like to summarize these
events in addition to others with greater news cov-
erage.

We split our dataset into training (80%, 44,972),
validation (10%, 5,622), and test (10%, 5,622)
sets. Table 3 compares Multi-News to other news
datasets used in experiments below. We choose to
compare Multi-News with DUC data from 2003
and 2004 and TAC 2011 data, which are typically
used in multi-document settings. Additionally, we
compare to the single-document CNNDM dataset,
as this has been recently used in work which
adapts SDS to MDS (Lebanoff et al., 2018). The
number of examples in our Multi-News dataset
is two orders of magnitude larger than previous
MDS news data. The total number of words in
the concatenated inputs is shorter than other MDS
datasets, as those consist of 10 input documents,
but larger than SDS datasets, as expected. Our

summaries are notably longer than in other works,
about 260 words on average. While compress-
ing information into a shorter text is the goal of
summarization, our dataset tests the ability of ab-
stractive models to generate fluent text concise in
meaning while also coherent in the entirety of its
generally longer output, which we consider an in-
teresting challenge.

3.2 Diversity
We report the percentage of n-grams in the gold
summaries which do not appear in the input docu-
ments as a measure of how abstractive our sum-
maries are in Table 4. As the table shows, the
smaller MDS datasets tend to be more abstrac-
tive, but Multi-News is comparable and similar
to the abstractiveness of SDS datasets. Grusky
et al. (2018) additionally define three measures of
the extractive nature of a dataset, which we use
here for a comparison. We extend these notions to
the multi-document setting by concatenating the
source documents and treating them as a single
input. Extractive fragment coverage is the per-
centage of words in the summary that are from
the source article, measuring the extent to which
a summary is derivative of a text:

COVERAGE(A,S) =
1

|S|
∑

f∈F (A,S)

|f | (1)

where A is the article, S the summary, and
F (A,S) the set of all token sequences identified
as extractive in a greedy manner; if there is a se-
quence of source tokens that is a prefix of the re-
mainder of the summary, that is marked as extrac-
tive. Similarly, density is defined as the average
length of the extractive fragment to which each
summary word belongs:

DENSITY(A,S) =
1

|S|
∑

f∈F (A,S)

|f |2 (2)

Finally, compression ratio is defined as the word
ratio between the articles and its summaries:

COMPRESSION(A,S) =
|A|
|S| (3)

These numbers are plotted using kernel density
estimation in Figure 1. As explained above, our
summaries are larger on average, which corre-
sponds to a lower compression rate. The variabil-
ity along the x-axis (fragment coverage), suggests
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Dataset # pairs # words
(doc)

# sents
(docs)

# words
(summary)

# sents
(summary) vocab size

Multi-News 44,972/5,622/5,622 2,103.49 82.73 263.66 9.97 666,515
DUC03+04 320 4,636.24 173.15 109.58 2.88 19,734
TAC 2011 176 4,695.70 188.43 99.70 1.00 24,672
CNNDM 287,227/13,368/11,490 810.57 39.78 56.20 3.68 717,951

Table 3: Comparison of our Multi-News dataset to other MDS datasets as well as an SDS dataset used as training
data for MDS (CNNDM). Training, validation and testing size splits (article(s) to summary) are provided when
applicable. Statistics for multi-document inputs are calculated on the concatenation of all input sources.

% novel
n-grams Multi-News DUC03+04 TAC11 CNNDM

uni-grams 17.76 27.74 16.65 19.50
bi-grams 57.10 72.87 61.18 56.88
tri-grams 75.71 90.61 83.34 74.41
4-grams 82.30 96.18 92.04 82.83

Table 4: Percentage of n-grams in summaries which do
not appear in the input documents , a measure of the
abstractiveness, in relevant datasets.
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Figure 1: Density estimation of extractive diversity
scores as explained in Section 3.2. Large variability
along the y-axis suggests variation in the average length
of source sequences present in the summary, while the
x axis shows variability in the average length of the ex-
tractive fragments to which summary words belong.

variability in the percentage of copied words, with
the DUC data varying the most. In terms of y-axis
(fragment density), our dataset shows variability
in the average length of copied sequence, suggest-
ing varying styles of word sequence arrangement.
Our dataset exhibits extractive characteristics sim-
ilar to the CNNDM dataset.

3.3 Other Datasets
As discussed above, large scale datasets for multi-
document news summarization are lacking. There
have been several attempts to create MDS datasets
in other domains. Zopf (2018) introduce a multi-
lingual MDS dataset based on English and Ger-
man Wikipedia articles as summaries to create a

set of about 7,000 examples. Liu et al. (2018) use
Wikipedia as well, creating a dataset of over two
million examples. That paper uses Wikipedia ref-
erences as input documents but largely relies on
Google search to increase topic coverage. We,
however, are focused on the news domain, and
the source articles in our dataset are specifically
cited by the corresponding summaries. Related
work has also focused on opinion summarization
in the multi-document setting; Angelidis and La-
pata (2018) introduces a dataset of 600 Amazon
product reviews.

4 Preliminaries

We introduce several common methods for sum-
marization.

4.1 Pointer-generator Network

The pointer-generator network (See et al., 2017)
is a commonly-used encoder-decoder summariza-
tion model with attention (Bahdanau et al., 2014)
which combines copying words from source doc-
uments and outputting words from a vocabulary.
The encoder converts each token wi in the docu-
ment into the hidden state hi. At each decoding
step t, the decoder has a hidden state dt. An atten-
tion distribution at is calculated as in (Bahdanau
et al., 2014) and is used to get the context vec-
tor h∗t , which is a weighted sum of the encoder
hidden states, representing the semantic meaning
of the related document content for this decoding
time step:

eti = vT tanh(Whhi +Wsdt + battn)

at = softmax(et)

h∗t =
∑

i

atih
t
i

(4)

The context vector h∗t and the decoder hidden state
dt are then passed to two linear layers to produce
the vocabulary distribution Pvocab. For each word,
there is also a copy probability Pcopy. It is the sum
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of the attention weights over all the word occur-
rences:

Pvocab = softmax(V
′
(V [dt, h

∗
t ] + b) + b

′
)

Pcopy =
∑

i:wi=w

ati
(5)

The pointer-generator network has a soft switch
pgen, which indicates whether to generate a word
from vocabulary by sampling from Pvocab, or to
copy a word from the source sequence by sam-
pling from the copy probability Pcopy.

pgen = σ(wTh∗h
∗
t + wTd dt + wTx xt + bptr) (6)

where xt is the decoder input. The final probabil-
ity distribution is a weighted sum of the vocabu-
lary distribution and copy probability:

P (w) = pgenPvocab(w) + (1− pgen)Pcopy(w)
(7)

4.2 Transformer
The Transformer model replaces recurrent layers
with self-attention in an encoder-decoder frame-
work and has achieved state-of-the-art results in
machine translation (Vaswani et al., 2017) and
language modeling (Baevski and Auli, 2019; Dai
et al., 2019). The Transformer has also been suc-
cessfully applied to SDS (Gehrmann et al., 2018).
More specifically, for each word during encoding,
the multi-head self-attention sub-layer allows the
encoder to directly attend to all other words in a
sentence in one step. Decoding contains the typi-
cal encoder-decoder attention mechanisms as well
as self-attention to all previous generated output.
The Transformer motivates the elimination of re-
currence to allow more direct interaction among
words in a sequence.

4.3 MMR
Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR) is an
approach for combining query-relevance with
information-novelty in the context of summariza-
tion (Carbonell and Goldstein, 1998). MMR pro-
duces a ranked list of the candidate sentences
based on the relevance and redundancy to the
query, which can be used to extract sentences. The
score is calculated as follows:

(8)
MMR = argmax

Di∈R\S

[
λSim1(Di, Q)

− (1− λ) max
Dj∈S

Sim2(Di, Dj)

]

Figure 2: Our Hierarchical MMR-Attention Pointer-
generator (Hi-MAP) model incorporates sentence-level
representations and hidden-state-based MMR on top of
a standard pointer-generator network.

where R is the collection of all candidate sen-
tences, Q is the query, S is the set of sentences
that have been selected, and R \ S is set of the
un-selected ones. In general, each time we want
to select a sentence, we have a ranking score for
all the candidates that considers relevance and re-
dundancy. A recent work (Lebanoff et al., 2018)
applied MMR for multi-document summarization
by creating an external module and a supervised
regression model for sentence importance. Our
proposed method, however, incorporates MMR
with the pointer-generator network in an end-to-
end manner that learns parameters for similarity
and redundancy.

5 Hi-MAP Model

In this section, we provide the details of our Hi-
erarchical MMR-Attention Pointer-generator (Hi-
MAP) model for multi-document neural abstrac-
tive summarization. We expand the existing
pointer-generator network model into a hierar-
chical network, which allows us to calculate
sentence-level MMR scores. Our model consists
of a pointer-generator network and an integrated
MMR module, as shown in Figure 2.

5.1 Sentence representations

To expand our model into a hierarchical one, we
compute sentence representations on both the en-
coder and decoder. The input is a collection
of sentences D = [s1, s2, .., sn] from all the
source documents, where a given sentence si =
[wk−m, wk−m+1, ..., wk] is made up of input word
tokens. Word tokens from the whole document are
treated as a single sequential input to a Bi-LSTM
encoder as in the original encoder of the pointer-
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generator network from See et al. (2017) (see bot-
tom of Figure 2). For each time step, the output
of an input word token wl is hwl (we use super-
script w to indicate word-level LSTM cells, s for
sentence-level).

To obtain a representation for each sentence si,
we take the encoder output of the last token for
that sentence. If that token has an index of k in
the whole document D, then the sentence repre-
sentation is marked as hwsi = hwk . The word-
level sentence embeddings of the document hwD =
[hws1 , h

w
s2 , ..h

w
sn ] will be a sequence which is fed

into a sentence-level LSTM network. Thus, for
each input sentence hwsi , we obtain an output hid-
den state hssi . We then get the final sentence-level
embeddings hsD = [hs1, h

s
2, ..h

s
n] (we omit the sub-

script for sentences s). To obtain a summary rep-
resentation, we simply treat the current decoded
summary as a single sentence and take the output
of the last step of the decoder: ssum. We plan to
investigate alternative methods for input and out-
put sentence embeddings, such as separate LSTMs
for each sentence, in future work.

5.2 MMR-Attention
Now, we have all the sentence-level representation
from both the articles and summary, and then we
apply MMR to compute a ranking on the candidate
sentences hsD. Intuitively, incorporating MMR
will help determine salient sentences from the in-
put at the current decoding step based on relevancy
and redundancy.

We follow Section 4.3 to compute MMR scores.
Here, however, our query document is represented
by the summary vector ssum, and we want to rank
the candidates in hsD. The MMR score for an input
sentence i is then defined as:

(9)
MMRi = λSim1(h

s
i , ssum)

− (1− λ) max
sj∈D,j 6=i

Sim2(h
s
i , h

s
j)

We then add a softmax function to normalize all
the MMR scores of these candidates as a probabil-
ity distribution.

(10)MMRi =
exp(MMRi)∑
i exp(MMRi)

Now we define the similarity function between
each candidate sentence hsi and summary sentence
ssum to be:

Sim1 = hsi
TWSimssum (11)

where WSim is a learned parameter used to trans-
form ssum and hsi into a common feature space.

For the second term of Equation 9, instead of
choosing the maximum score from all candidates
except for hsi , which is intended to find the can-
didate most similar to hsi , we choose to apply a
self-attention model on hsi and all the other candi-
dates hsj ∈ hsD. We then choose the largest weight
as the final score:

vij = tanh
(
hsj
TWselfh

s
i

)

βij =
exp (vij)∑
j exp (vij)

scorei = max
j

(βi,j)

(12)

Note that Wself is also a trainable parameter.
Eventually, the MMR score from Equation 9 be-
comes:

(13)MMRi = λSim1(h
s
i , ssum)− (1− λ)scorei

5.3 MMR-attention Pointer-generator

After we calculate MMRi for each sentence rep-
resentation hsi , we use these scores to update
the word-level attention weights for the pointer-
generator model shown by the blue arrows in Fig-
ure 2. Since MMRi is a sentence weight for hsi ,
each token in the sentence will have the same
value of MMRi. The new attention for each input
token from Equation 4 becomes:

at = atMMRi (14)

6 Experiments

In this section we describe additional methods we
compare with and present our assumptions and ex-
perimental process.

6.1 Baseline and Extractive Methods

First We concatenate the first sentence of each ar-
ticle in a document cluster as the system summary.
For our dataset, First-k means the first k sentences
from each source article will be concatenated as
the summary. Due to the difference in gold sum-
mary length, we only use First-1 for DUC, as oth-
ers would exceed the average summary length.
LexRank Initially proposed by (Erkan and Radev,
2004), LexRank is a graph-based method for com-
puting relative importance in extractive summa-
rization.
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TextRank Introduced by (Mihalcea and Tarau,
2004), TextRank is a graph-based ranking model.
Sentence importance scores are computed based
on eigenvector centrality within a global graph
from the corpus.
MMR In addition to incorporating MMR in our
pointer generator network, we use this original
method as an extractive summarization baseline.
When testing on DUC data, we set these extrac-
tive methods to give an output of 100 tokens and
300 tokens for Multi-News data.

6.2 Neural Abstractive Methods
PG-Original, PG-MMR These are the origi-
nal pointer-generator network models reported by
(Lebanoff et al., 2018).
PG-BRNN The PG-BRNN model is a pointer-
generator implementation from OpenNMT2. As in
the original paper (See et al., 2017), we use a 1-
layer bi-LSTM as encoder, with 128-dimensional
word-embeddings and 256-dimensional hidden
states for each direction. The decoder is a 512-
dimensional single-layer LSTM. We include this
for reference in addition to PG-Original, as our Hi-
MAP code builds upon this implementation.
CopyTransformer Instead of using an LSTM, the
CopyTransformer model used in Gehrmann et al.
(2018) uses a 4-layer Transformer of 512 dimen-
sions for encoder and decoder. One of the atten-
tion heads is chosen randomly as the copy distribu-
tion. This model and the PG-BRNN are run with-
out the bottom-up masked attention for inference
from Gehrmann et al. (2018) as we did not find
a large improvement when reproducing the model
on this data.

6.3 Experimental Setting
Following the setting from (Lebanoff et al., 2018),
we report ROUGE (Lin, 2004) scores, which mea-
sure the overlap of unigrams (R-1), bigrams (R-
2) and skip bigrams with a max distance of four
words (R-SU). For the neural abstractive models,
we truncate input articles to 500 tokens in the fol-
lowing way: for each example with S source in-
put documents, we take the first 500/S tokens
from each source document. As some source doc-
uments may be shorter, we iteratively determine
the number of tokens to take from each docu-
ment until the 500 token quota is reached. Hav-

2https://github.com/OpenNMT/
OpenNMT-py/blob/master/docs/source/
Summarization.md

ing determined the number of tokens per source
document to use, we concatenate the truncated
source documents into a single mega-document.
This effectively reduces MDS to SDS on longer
documents, a commonly-used assumption for re-
cent neural MDS papers (Cao et al., 2017; Liu
et al., 2018; Lebanoff et al., 2018). We chose 500
as our truncation size as related MDS work did
not find significant improvement when increas-
ing input length from 500 to 1000 tokens (Liu
et al., 2018). We simply introduce a special to-
ken between source documents to aid our models
in detecting document-to-document relationships
and leave direct modeling of this relationship, as
well as modeling longer input sequences, to fu-
ture work. We hope that the dataset we introduce
will promote such work. For our Hi-MAP model,
we applied a 1-layer bidirectional LSTM network,
with the hidden state dimension 256 in each di-
rection. The sentence representation dimension is
also 256. We set the λ = 0.5 to calculate the MMR
value in Equation 9.

Method R-1 R-2 R-SU
First 30.77 8.27 7.35
LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004) 35.56 7.87 11.86
TextRank (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004) 33.16 6.13 10.16
MMR (Carbonell and Goldstein, 1998) 30.14 4.55 8.16
PG-Original(Lebanoff et al., 2018) 31.43 6.03 10.01
PG-MMR(Lebanoff et al., 2018) 36.42 9.36 13.23
PG-BRNN (Gehrmann et al., 2018) 29.47 6.77 7.56
CopyTransformer (Gehrmann et al., 2018) 28.54 6.38 7.22
Hi-MAP (Our Model) 35.78 8.90 11.43

Table 5: ROUGE scores on the DUC 2004 dataset for
models trained on CNNDM data, as in Lebanoff et al.
(2018).3

Method R-1 R-2 R-SU
First-1 26.83 7.25 6.46
First-2 35.99 10.17 12.06
First-3 39.41 11.77 14.51
LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004) 38.27 12.70 13.20
TextRank (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004) 38.44 13.10 13.50
MMR (Carbonell and Goldstein, 1998) 38.77 11.98 12.91
PG-Original (Lebanoff et al., 2018) 41.85 12.91 16.46
PG-MMR (Lebanoff et al., 2018) 40.55 12.36 15.87
PG-BRNN (Gehrmann et al., 2018) 42.80 14.19 16.75
CopyTransformer (Gehrmann et al., 2018) 43.57 14.03 17.37
Hi-MAP (Our Model) 43.47 14.89 17.41

Table 6: ROUGE scores for models trained and tested
on the Multi-News dataset.

3As our focus was on deep methods for MDS, we only
tested several non-neural baselines. However, other classical
methods deserve more attention, for which we refer the reader
to Hong et al. (2014) and leave the implementation of these
methods on Multi-News for future work.
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Method Informativeness Fluency Non-Redundancy
PG-MMR 95 70 45
Hi-MAP 85 75 100

CopyTransformer 99 100 107
Human 150 150 149

Table 7: Number of times a system was chosen as best
in pairwise comparisons according to informativeness,
fluency and non-redundancy.

7 Analysis and Discussion

In Table 5 and Table 6 we report ROUGE scores
on DUC 2004 and Multi-News datasets respec-
tively. We use DUC 2004, as results on this dataset
are reported in Lebanoff et al. (2018), although
this dataset is not the focus of this work. For re-
sults on DUC 2004, models were trained on the
CNNDM dataset, as in Lebanoff et al. (2018). PG-
BRNN and CopyTransformer models, which were
pretrained by OpenNMT on CNNDM, were ap-
plied to DUC without additional training, analo-
gous to PG-Original. We also experimented with
training on Multi-News and testing on DUC data,
but we did not see significant improvements. We
attribute the generally low performance of pointer-
generator, CopyTransformer and Hi-MAP to do-
main differences between DUC and CNNDM as
well as DUC and Multi-News. These domain dif-
ferences are evident in the statistics and extractive
metrics discussed in Section 3.

Additionally, for both DUC and Multi-News
testing, we experimented with using the output
of 500 tokens from extractive methods (LexRank,
TextRank and MMR) as input to the abstractive
model. However, this did not improve results. We
believe this is because our truncated input mirrors
the First-3 baseline, which outperforms these three
extractive methods and thus may provide more in-
formation as input to the abstractive model.

Our model outperforms PG-MMR when trained
and tested on the Multi-News dataset. We see
much-improved model performances when trained
and tested on in-domain Multi-News data. The
Transformer performs best in terms of R-1 while
Hi-MAP outperforms it on R-2 and R-SU. Also,
we notice a drop in performance between PG-
original, and PG-MMR (which takes the pre-
trained PG-original and applies MMR on top of
the model). Our PG-MMR results correspond to
PG-MMR w Cosine reported in Lebanoff et al.
(2018). We trained their sentence regression
model on Multi-News data and leave the investi-
gation of transferring regression models from SDS
to Multi-News for future work.

In addition to automatic evaluation, we per-
formed human evaluation to compare the sum-
maries produced. We used Best-Worst Scaling
(Louviere and Woodworth, 1991; Louviere et al.,
2015), which has shown to be more reliable than
rating scales (Kiritchenko and Mohammad, 2017)
and has been used to evaluate summaries (Narayan
et al., 2018a; Angelidis and Lapata, 2018). An-
notators were presented with the same input that
the systems saw at testing time; input documents
were truncated, and we separated input documents
by visible spaces in our annotator interface. We
chose three native English speakers as annotators.
They were presented with input documents, and
summaries generated by two out of four systems,
and were asked to determine which summary was
better and which was worse in terms of informa-
tiveness (is the meaning in the input text preserved
in the summary?), fluency (is the summary writ-
ten in well-formed and grammatical English?) and
non-redundancy (does the summary avoid repeat-
ing information?). We randomly selected 50 doc-
uments from the Multi-News test set and com-
pared all possible combinations of two out of four
systems. We chose to compare PG-MMR, Copy-
Transformer, Hi-MAP and gold summaries. The
order of summaries was randomized per example.

The results of our pairwise human-annotated
comparison are shown in Table 7. Human-written
summaries were easily marked as better than other
systems, which, while expected, shows that there
is much room for improvement in producing read-
able, informative summaries. We performed pair-
wise comparison of the models over the three met-
rics combined, using a one-way ANOVA with
Tukey HSD tests and p value of 0.05. Overall,
statistically significant differences were found be-
tween human summaries score and all other sys-
tems, CopyTransformer and the other two models,
and our Hi-MAP model compared to PG-MMR.
Our Hi-MAP model performs comparably to PG-
MMR on informativeness and fluency but much
better in terms of non-redundancy. We believe that
the incorporation of learned parameters for simi-
larity and redundancy reduces redundancy in our
output summaries. In future work, we would like
to incorporate MMR into Transformer models to
benefit from their fluent summaries.

8 Conclusion
In this paper we introduce Multi-News, the first
large-scale multi-document news summarization
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dataset. We hope that this dataset will promote
work in multi-document summarization similar to
the progress seen in the single-document case.
Additionally, we introduce an end-to-end model
which incorporates MMR into a pointer-generator
network, which performs competitively compared
to previous multi-document summarization mod-
els. We also benchmark methods on our dataset.
In the future we plan to explore interactions among
documents beyond concatenation and experiment
with summarizing longer input documents.
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Abstract

We address the problem of adversarial attacks
on text classification, which is rarely studied
comparing to attacks on image classification.
The challenge of this task is to generate ad-
versarial examples that maintain lexical cor-
rectness, grammatical correctness and seman-
tic similarity. Based on the synonyms substi-
tution strategy, we introduce a new word re-
placement order determined by both the word
saliency and the classification probability, and
propose a greedy algorithm called probability
weighted word saliency (PWWS) for text ad-
versarial attack. Experiments on three popular
datasets using convolutional as well as LSTM
models show that PWWS reduces the classifi-
cation accuracy to the most extent, and keeps
a very low word substitution rate. A human
evaluation study shows that our generated ad-
versarial examples maintain the semantic simi-
larity well and are hard for humans to perceive.
Performing adversarial training using our per-
turbed datasets improves the robustness of the
models. At last, our method also exhibits a
good transferability on the generated adversar-
ial examples.

1 Introduction

Deep neural networks (DNNs) have exhibited vul-
nerability to adversarial examples primarily for
image classification (Szegedy et al., 2013; Good-
fellow et al., 2015; Nguyen et al., 2015). Adver-
sarial examples are input data that are artificially
modified to cause mistakes in models. For image
classifications, the researchers have proposed var-
ious methods to add small perturbations on im-
ages that are imperceptible to humans but can
cause misclassification in DNN classifiers. Due to
the variety of key applications of DNNs in com-
puter vision, the security issue raised by adversar-
ial examples has attracted much attention in liter-

∗Corresponding author.

atures since 2014, and numerous approaches have
been proposed for either attack (Goodfellow et al.,
2015; Kurakin et al., 2016; Tramèr et al., 2018;
Dong et al., 2018), as well as defense (Goodfel-
low et al., 2015; Tramèr et al., 2018; Wong and
Kolter, 2018; Song et al., 2019).

In the area of Natural Language Processing
(NLP), there is only a few lines of works done
recently that address adversarial attacks for NLP
tasks (Liang et al., 2018; Samanta and Mehta,
2017; Alzantot et al., 2018). This may be due to
the difficulty that words in sentences are discrete
tokens, while the image space is continuous to per-
form gradient descent related attacks or defnses. It
is also hard in human’s perception to make sense
of the texts with perturbations while for images
minor changes on pixels still yield a meaningful
image for human eyes. Meanwhile, the existence
of adversarial examples for NLP tasks, such as
span filtering, fake news detection, sentiment anal-
ysis, etc., raises concerns on significant security
issues in their applications.

In this work, we focus on the problem of gen-
erating valid adversarial examples for text classifi-
cation, which could inspire more works for NLP
attack and defense. In the area of NLP, as the
input feature space is usually the word embed-
ding space, it is hard to map a perturbed vector
in the feature space to a valid word in the vo-
cabulary. Thus, methods of generating adversar-
ial examples in the image field can not be directly
transferred to NLP attacks. The general approach,
then, is to modify the original samples in the word
level or in the character level to achieve adversar-
ial attacks (Liang et al., 2018; Gao et al., 2018;
Ebrahimi et al., 2018).

We focus on the text adversarial example gen-
eration that could guarantee the lexical correct-
ness with little grammatical error and semantic
shifting. In this way, it achieves “small per-
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turbation” as the changes will be hard for hu-
mans to perceive. We introduce a new synonym
replacement method called Probability Weighted
Word Saliency (PWWS) that considers the word
saliency as well as the classification probability.
The change value of the classification probability
is used to measure the attack effect of the pro-
posed substitute word, while word saliency shows
how well the original word affects the classifica-
tion. The change value of the classification prob-
ability weighted by word saliency determines the
final substitute word and replacement order.

Extensive experiments on three popular datasets
using convolutional as well as LSTM models
demonstrate a good attack effect of PWWS. It re-
duces the accuracy of the DNN classifiers by up to
84.03%, outperforms existing text attacking meth-
ods. Meanwhile, PWWS has a much lower word
substitution rate and exhibits a good transferabil-
ity. We also do a human evaluation to show that
our perturbations are hard for humans to perceive.
In the end, we demonstrate that adversarial train-
ing using our generated examples can help im-
prove robustness of the text classification models.

2 Related Work

We first provide a brief review on related works
for attacking text classification models.

Liang et al. (2018) propose to find appropri-
ate words for insertion, deletion and replacement
by calculating the word frequency and the highest
gradient magnitude of the cost function. But their
method involves considerable human participation
in crafting the adversarial examples. To maintain
semantic similarity and avoid human detection, it
requires human efforts such as searching related
facts online for insertion.

Therefore, subsequent research are mainly
based on the word substitution strategy so as to
avoid artificial fabrications and achieve automatic
generations. The key difference of these subse-
quent methods is on how they generate substi-
tute words. Samanta and Mehta (2017) propose
to build a candidate pool that includes synonyms,
typos and genre specific keywords. They adopt
Fast Gradient Sign Method (FGSM) (Goodfellow
et al., 2015) to pick a candidate word for replace-
ment. Papernot et al. (2016b) perturb a word
vector by calculating forward derivative (Papernot
et al., 2016a) and map the perturbed word vector to
a closest word in the word embedding space. Yang

et al. (2018) derive two methods, Greedy Attack
based on perturbation, and Gumbel Attack based
on scalable learning. Aiming to restore the in-
terpretability of adversarial attacks based on word
substitution strategy, Sato et al. (2018) restrict the
direction of perturbations towards existing words
in the input embedding space.

As the above methods all need to calculate the
gradient with access to the model structure, model
parameters, and the feature set of the inputs, they
are classified as white-box attacks. To achieve at-
tack under a black-box setting, which assumes no
access to the details of the model or the feature
representation of the inputs, Alzantot et al. (2018)
propose to use a population-based optimization al-
gorithm. Gao et al. (2018) present a DeepWord-
Bug algorithm to generate small perturbations in
the character-level for black-box attack. They sort
the tokens based on the importance evaluated by
four functions, and make random token transfor-
mations such as substitution and deletion with the
constraint of edit distance. Ebrahimi et al. (2018)
also propose a token transformation method, and
it is based on the gradients of the one-hot input
vectors. The downside of the character-level per-
turbations is that they usually lead to lexical errors,
which hurts the readability and can easily be per-
ceived by humans.

The related works have achieved good results
for text adversarial attacks, but there is still much
room for improvement regarding the percentage of
modifications, attacking success rate, maintenance
on lexical as well as grammatical correctness and
semantic similarity, etc. Based on the synonyms
substitution strategy, we propose a novel black-
box attack method called PWWS for the NLP clas-
sification tasks and contribute to the field of adver-
sarial machine learning.

3 Text Classification Attack

Given an input feature space X containing all pos-
sible input texts (in vector form x) and an output
space Y = {y1, y2, . . . , yK} containing K possi-
ble labels of x, the classifier F needs to learn a
mapping f : X → Y from an input sample x ∈ X
to a correct label ytrue ∈ Y . In the following, we
first give a definition of adversarial example for
natural language classification, and then introduce
our word substitution strategy.
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3.1 Text Adversarial Examples
Given a trained natural language classifier F ,
which can correctly classify the original input text
x to the label ytrue based on the maximum poste-
rior probability.

arg max
yi∈Y

P (yi|x) = ytrue. (1)

We attack the classifier by adding an imperceptible
perturbation ∆x to x to craft an adversarial exam-
ple x∗, for which F is expected to give a wrong
label:

arg max
yi∈Y

P (yi|x∗) 6= ytrue.

Eq. (2) gives the definition of the adversarial ex-
ample x∗:

x∗ = x + ∆x, ‖∆x‖p < ε,
arg max

yi∈Y
P (yi|x∗) 6= arg max

yi∈Y
P (yi|x). (2)

The original input text can be expressed as x =
w1w2 . . . wi . . . wn, wherewi ∈ D is a word and D
is a dictionary of words. ‖∆x‖p defined in Eq. (3)
uses p-norm to represent the constraint on per-
turbation ∆x, and L∞, L2 and L0 are commonly
used.

‖∆x‖p =

(
n∑

i=1

|w∗i − wi|p
) 1

p

. (3)

To make the perturbation small enough so that it
is imperceptible to humans, the adversarial exam-
ples need to satisfy lexical, grammatical, and se-
mantic constraints. Lexical constraint requires that
the correct word in the input sample cannot be
changed to a common misspelled word, as a spell
check before the input of the classifier can easily
remove such perturbation. The perturbed samples,
moreover, must be grammatically correct. Third,
the modification on the original samples should
not lead to significant changes in semantics as the
semantic constraint requires.

To meet the above constraints, we replace words
in the input texts with synonyms and replace
named entities (NEs) with similar NEs to generate
adversarial samples. Synonyms for each word can
be found in WordNet1, a large lexical database for
the English language. NE refers to an entity that
has a specific meaning in the sample text, such as
a person’s name, a location, an organization, or a
proper noun. Replacement of an NE with a sim-
ilar NE imposes a slight change in semantics but
invokes no lexical or grammatical changes.

The candidate NE for replacement is picked in
1https://wordnet.princeton.edu/

the following. Assuming that the current input
sample belongs to the class ytrue and dictionary
Dytrue ⊆ D contains all NEs that appear in the
texts with class ytrue, we can use the most fre-
quently occurring named entity NEadv in the com-
plement dictionary D−Dytrue as a substitute word.
In addition, the substitute NEadv must have the
consistent type with the original NE, e.g., they
must be both locations.

3.2 Word Substitution by PWWS

In this work, we propose a new text attack-
ing method called Probability Weighted Word
Saliency (PWWS). Our approach is based on syn-
onym replacement, and there are two key issues
that we resolve in the greedy PWWS algorithm:
the selection of synonyms or NEs and the decision
of the replacement order.

3.2.1 Word Substitution Strategy

For each word wi in x, we use WordNet to build
a synonym set Li ⊆ D that contains all synonyms
of wi. If wi is an NE, we find NEadv which has
a consistent type of wi to join Li. Then, every
w′i ∈ Li is a candidate word for substitution of
the original wi. We select a w′i from Li as the
proposed substitute word w∗i if it causes the most
significant change in the classification probability
after replacement. The substitute word selection
method R(wi,Li) is defined as follows:

w∗i = R(wi,Li)

= arg max
w′

i∈Li

{
P (ytrue|x)− P (ytrue|x′i)

}
, (4)

where

x = w1w2 . . . wi . . . wn,

x′i = w1w2 . . . w
′
i . . . wn,

and x′i is the text obtained by replacing wi with
each candidate word w′i ∈ Li. Then we replace wi
with w∗i and get a new text x∗i :

x∗i = w1w2 . . . w
∗
i . . . wn.

The change in classification probability be-
tween x and x∗i represents the best attack effect
that can be achieved after replacing wi.

∆P ∗i = P (ytrue|x)− P (ytrue|x∗i ). (5)

For each word wi ∈ x, we find the corresponding
substitute word w∗i by Eq. (4), which solves the
first key issue in PWWS.
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3.2.2 Replacement Order Strategy
Furthermore, in the text classification tasks, each
word in the input sample may have different level
of impact on the final classification. Thus, we in-
corporate word saliency (Li et al., 2016b,a) into
our algorithm to determine the replacement order.
Word saliency refers to the degree of change in the
output probability of the classifier if a word is set
to unknown (out of vocabulary). The saliency of a
word is computed as S(x, wi).

S(x, wi) = P (ytrue|x)− P (ytrue|x̂i) (6)

where

x = w1w2 . . . wi . . . wd,

x̂i = w1w2 . . . unknown . . . wd.

We calculate the word saliency S(x, wi) for all
wi ∈ x to obtain a saliency vector S(x) for text x.

To determine the priority of words for replace-
ment, we need to consider the degree of change in
the classification probability after substitution as
well as the word saliency for each word. Thus, we
score each proposed substitute word w∗i by evalu-
ating the ∆P ∗i in Eq. (5) and ith value of S(x).
The score function H(x,x∗i , wi) is defined as:

H(x,x∗i , wi) = φ(S(x))i ·∆P ∗i (7)

where φ(z)i is the softmax function

φ(z)i =
ezi

∑K
k=1 e

zk
. (8)

z in Eq. (8) is a vector. zi and φ(z)i indicate the
ith component of vector z and φ(z), respectively.
φ(S(x)) in Eq. (7) indicates a softmax operation
on word saliency vector S(x) and K = |S(x)|.

Eq. (7) defined by probability weighted word
saliency determines the replacement order. We
sort all the words wi in x in descending order
based on H(x,x∗i , wi), then consider each word
wi under this order and select the proposed substi-
tute word w∗i for wi to be replaced. We greedily it-
erate through the process until enough words have
been replaced to make the final classification label
change.

The final PWWS Algorithm is as shown in Al-
gorithm 1.

4 Empirical Evaluation

For empirical evaluation, we compare PWWS
with other attacking methods on three popular
datasets involving four neural network classifica-
tion models.

Algorithm 1 PWWS Algorithm

Input: Sample text x(0) before iteration;
Input: Length of sample text x(0): n = |x(0)|;
Input: Classifier F ;
Output: Adversarial example x(i)

1: for all i = 1 to n do
2: Compute word saliency S(x(0), wi)
3: Get a synonym set Li for wi
4: if wi is an NE then Li = Li ∪ {NEadv}
5: end if
6: if Li = ∅ then continue
7: end if
8: w∗i = R(wi,Li);
9: end for

10: Reorder wi such that
11: H(x,x∗1, w1) > · · · > H(x,x∗n, wn)
12: for all i = 1 to n do
13: Replace wi in x(i−1) with w∗i to craft x(i)

14: if F (x(i)) 6= F (x(0)) then break
15: end if
16: end for

4.1 Datasets

Table 1 lists the details of the datasets, IMDB,
AG’s News, and Yahoo! Answers.

IMDB. IMDB is a large movie review dataset
consisting of 25,000 training samples and 25,000
test samples, labeled as positive or negative. We
use this dataset to train a word-based CNN model
and a Bi-directional LSTM network for sentiment
classification (Maas et al., 2011).

AG’s News. This is a collection of more than
one million news articles, which can be catego-
rized into four classes: World, Sports, Business
and Sci/Tech. Each class contains 30,000 training
samples and 1,900 testing samples.

Yahoo! Answers. This dataset consists of
ten topic categories: Society & Culture, Science
& Mathematics, Health, Education & Reference,
Computers & Internet, etc. Each category contains
140,000 training samples and 5,000 test samples.

4.2 Deep Neural Models

For deep neural models, we consider several clas-
sic as well as state-of-the-art models used for text
classification. These models include both convo-
lutional neural networks (CNN) and recurrent neu-
ral networks (RNN), for word-level or character-
level data processing.
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Dataset #Classes #Train samples #Test samples #Average words Task
IMDB Review 2 25,000 25,000 325.6 Sentiment analysis

AG’s News 4 120,000 7600 278.6 News categorization
Yahoo! Answers 10 1,400,000 50,000 108.4 Topic classification

Table 1: Statistics on the datasets. “#Average words” indicates the average number of words per sample text.

Word-based CNN (Kim, 2014) consists of an
embedding layer that performs 50-dimensional
word embeddings on 400-dimensional input vec-
tors, an 1D-convolutional layer consisting of 250
filters of kernel size 3, an 1D-max-pooling layer,
and two fully connected layers. This word-based
classification model is used on all three datasets.

Bi-directional LSTM consists of a 128-
dimensional embedding layer, a Bi-directional
LSTM layer whose forward and reverse are re-
spectively composed of 64 LSTM units, and a
fully connected layer. This word-based classifi-
cation model is used on IMDB dataset.

Char-based CNN is identical to the structure
in (Zhang et al., 2015) which includes two Con-
vNets. The two networks are both 9 layers deep
with 6 convolutional layers and 3 fully-connected
layers. This char-based classification model is
used for AG’s News dataset.

LSTM consists of a 100-dimensional embed-
ding layer, an LSTM layer composed of 128 units,
and a fully connected layer. This word-based
classification model is used for Yahoo! Answers
dataset.

Column 3 in Table 2 demonstrates the clas-
sification accuracies of these models on original
(clean) examples, which almost achieves the best
results of the classification task on these datasets.

4.3 Attacking Methods

We compare our PWWS 2 attacking method with
the following baselines. All the baselines use
WordNet to build the candidate synonym sets L.

Random. We randomly select a synonym for
each word in the original input text to replace, and
keep performing such replacement until the clas-
sification output changes.

Gradient. This method draws from
FGSM (Goodfellow et al., 2015), which is
previously proposed for image adversarial attack:

x∗ = x + ∆x
= x + ε · sign (∇xJ (F, ytrue)) ,

(9)

2https://github.com/JHL-HUST/PWWS/

where J (F, ytrue) is the cost function used for
training the neural network.

For the sake of calculation, we will use the syn-
onym that maximizes the change of prediction out-
put ∆F (x) as the substitute word, where ∆F (x)
is approximated by forward derivative:

∆F (x) = F
(
x′
)
− F (x)

≈
(
x′i − xi

) ∂F (x)

∂xi
.

(10)

This method using Eq. (10) is the main concept
introduced in (Papernot et al., 2016b).

Traversing in word order (TiWO). This
method of traversing input sample text in word or-
der finds substitute for each word according to Eq.
(4).

Word Saliency (WS). WS (Samanta and
Mehta, 2017) sorts words in the input text based
on word saliency in Eq. (6) in descending order,
and finds substitute for each word according to Eq.
(4).

4.4 Attacking Results

We evaluate the merits of all above methods by
using them to generate 2,000 adversarial exam-
ples respectively. The more effective the attack-
ing method is, the more the classification accuracy
of the model drops. Table 2 shows the classifica-
tion accuracy of different models on the original
samples and the adversarial samples generated by
these attack methods.

Results show that our method reduces the clas-
sification accuracies to the most extent. The clas-
sification accuracies on the three datasets IMDB,
AG’s News, and Yahoo! Answers are reduced by
an average of 81.05%, 33.62%, and 38.65% re-
spectively. The effectiveness of the attack against
multi-classification tasks is not as good as that for
binary classification tasks.

Our method achieves such effects by very few
word replacements. Table 3 lists the word replace-
ment rates of the adversarial examples generated
by different methods. The rate refers to the num-
ber of substitute words divided by the total number
of words in the original clean sample texts. It indi-
cates that PWWS replaces the fewest words while
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Dataset Model Original Random Gradient TiWO WS PWWS

IMDB
word-CNN 86.55% 45.36% 37.43% 10.00% 9.64% 5.50%

Bi-dir LSTM 84.86% 37.79% 14.57% 3.57% 3.93% 2.00%

AG’s News
char-CNN 89.70% 67.80% 72.14% 58.50% 62.45% 56.30%
word-CNN 90.56% 74.13% 73.63% 60.70% 59.70% 56.72%

Yahoo! Answers
LSTM 92.00% 74.50% 73.80% 62.50% 62.50% 53.00%

word-CNN 96.01% 82.09% 80.10% 69.15% 66.67% 57.71%

Table 2: Classification accuracy of each selected model on the original three datasets and the perturbed datasets
using different attacking methods. Column 3 (Original) represents the classification accuracy of the model for the
original samples. A lower classification accuracy corresponds to a more effective attacking method.

Dataset Model Random Gradient TiWO WS PWWS

IMDB
word-CNN 22.01% 20.53% 15.06% 14.38% 3.81%

Bi-dir LSTM 17.77% 12.61% 4.34% 4.68% 3.38%

AG’s News
char-CNN 27.43% 27.73% 26.46% 21.94% 18.93%
word-CNN 22.22% 22.09% 20.28% 20.21% 16.76%

Yahoo! Answers
LSTM 40.86% 41.09% 37.14% 39.75% 35.10%

word-CNN 31.68% 31.29% 30.06% 30.42% 25.43%

Table 3: Word replacement rate of each attacking method on the selected models for the three datasets. The lower
the word replacement rate, the better the attacking method could be in terms of retaining the semantics of the text.

Original Prediction Adversarial Prediction Perturbed Texts
Positive Negative Ah man this movie was funny (laughable) as hell, yet strange. I like

how they kept the shakespearian language in this movie, it just felt
ironic because of how idiotic the movie really was. this movie has got
to be one of troma’s best movies. highly recommended for some
senseless fun!

Confidence = 96.72% Confidence = 74.78%

Negative Positive The One and the Only! The only really good description of the punk
movement in the LA in the early 80’s. Also, the definitive documentary
about legendary bands like the Black Flag and the X. Mainstream
Americans’ repugnant views about this film are absolutely hilarious
(uproarious)! How can music be SO diversive in a country of
supposed liberty...even 20 years after... find out!

Confidence = 72.40% Confidence = 69.03%

Table 4: Adversarial example instances in the IMDB dataset with Bi-directional LSTM model. Columns 1 and
2 represent the category prediction and confidence of the classification model for the original sample and the
adversarial examples, respectively. In column 3, the green word is the word in the original text, while the red is the
substitution in the adversarial example.

Original Prediction Adversarial Prediction Perturbed Texts
Business Sci/Tech site security gets a recount at rock the vote. grassroots movement to

register younger voters leaves publishing (publication) tools accessible
to outsiders.

Confidence = 91.26% Confidence = 33.81%

Sci/Tech World seoul allies calm on nuclear (atomic) shock. south korea’s key allies
play down a shock admission its scientists experimented to enrich
uranium.

Confidence = 74.25% Confidence = 86.66%

Table 5: Adversarial example instances in the AG’s News dataset with char-based CNN model. Columns of this
table is similar to those in Table 4.

ensuring the semantic and syntactic features of the
original sample remain unchanged to the utmost
extent.

Table 4 lists some adversarial examples gen-
erated for IMDB dataset with the Bi-directional
LSTM classifier. The original positive/negative
film reviews can be misclassified by only one syn-
onym replacement and the model even holds a
high degree of confidence. Table 5 lists some ad-

versarial examples in AG’s News dataset with the
char-based CNN. It also requires only one syn-
onym to be replaced for the model to be misled to
classify one type (Business) of news into another
(Sci/Tech). The adversarial examples still convey
the semantics of the original text such that humans
do not recognize any change but the neural net-
work classifiers are deceived.

For more example comparisons between the ad-
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Dataset Model Examples Accuracy of model Accuracy of human Score[1-5]

IMDB
word-CNN Original 99.0% 98.0% 1.80

Adversarial 22.0% 93.0% 2.50

Bi-dir LSTM Original 86.0% 93.0% 1.70
Adversarial 12.0% 88.0% 2.08

AG’s News char-CNN Original 81.0% 63.9% 2.62
Adversarial 69.0% 58.0% 2.89

Table 6: Comparison with human evaluation. The fourth and fifth columns represent the classification accuracy of
the model and human, respectively. The last column represents how much the workers think the text is likely to be
modified by a machine. The larger the score, the higher the probability.

versarial examples generated by different meth-
ods, see details in Appendix.

Text classifier based on DNNs is widely used in
NLP tasks. However, the existence of such adver-
sarial samples exposes the vulnerability of these
models, limiting their applications in security-
critical systems like spam filtering and fake news
detection.

4.5 Discussions on Previous Works

Yang et al. (2018) introduce a perturbation-
based method called Greedy Attack and a scal-
able learning-based method called Gumbel At-
tack. They perform experiments on IMDB dataset
with the same word-based CNN model, and on
AG’s News dataset with a LSTM model. Their
method greatly reduces the classification accuracy
to less than 5% after replacing 5 words (Yang
et al., 2018). However, the semantics of the re-
placement words are not constrained, as antonyms
sometimes appear in their adversarial examples.
Moreover, for instance, Table 3 in (Yang et al.,
2018) shows that they change “... The plot could
give a rise a must (better) movie if the right pieces
was in the right places” to switch from negative to
positive; and they change “The premise is good,
the plot line script (interesting) and the screenplay
was OK” to switch from positive to negative. The
first sample changes the meaning of the sentence,
while the second has grammatical errors. Under
such condition, the perturbations could be recog-
nized by humans.

Gao et al. (2018) present a novel algorithm,
DeepWordBug, that generates small text perturba-
tions in the character-level for black-box attack.
This method can cause a decrease of 68% on av-
erage for word-LSTM and 48% on average for
char-CNN model when 30 edit operations were al-
lowed. However, since their perturbation exists in
the character-level, the generated adversarial ex-
amples often do not conform to the lexical con-
straint: misspelled words may exist in the text. For

instance, they change a positive review of “This
film has a special place in my heart” to get a neg-
ative review of “This film has a special plcae in
my herat”. For such adversarial examples, a spell
check on the input can easily remove the pertur-
bation, and the effectiveness of such adversarial
attack will be removed also. DeepWordBug is
still useful, as we could improve the robustness in
the training of classifiers by replacing misspelled
word with out-of-vocabulary word, or simply re-
move misspelled words. However, as DeepWord-
Bug can be easily defended by spell checking, we
did not consider it as a baseline in our comparison.

5 Further Analysis

This section provides a human evaluation to show
that our perturbation is hard for humans to per-
ceive, and studies the transferability of the gen-
erated examples by our methods. In the end, we
show that using the generated examples for adver-
sarial training helps improving the robustness of
the text classification model.

5.1 Human Evaluation

To further verify that the perturbations in the ad-
versarial examples are hard for humans to recog-
nize, we find six workers on Amazon Mechani-
cal Turk to evaluate the examples generated by
PWWS. Specifically, we select 100 clean texts in
IMDB and the corresponding adversarial exam-
ples generated on word-based CNN. Then we se-
lect another 100 clean texts in IMDB and the cor-
responding adversarial examples generated on Bi-
directional LSTM. For the third group, we select
100 clean texts from AG’s News and the corre-
sponding adversarial examples generated on char-
based CNN. For each group of date, we mix the
clean data and generated examples for the work-
ers to classify. To evaluate the similarity, we ask
the workers to give scores from 1-5 to indicate the
likelihood that the text is modified by machine.
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(a) Varying word replacement rates of the algorithms (b) Fixed word replacement rate of 10%

Figure 1: Transferability of adversarial examples generated by different attacking methods on IMDB. The three
color bars represent the average classification accuracies (in percentage) of the three new models on the adversarial
examples generated by word-based CNN-1. The lower the classification accuracy, the better the transferability.

Table 6 shows the comparison with human eval-
uation. The generated examples can cause mis-
classification on three different models, while the
classification accuracy of humans is still very high
comparing to their judgement on clean data. Since
there are four categories for AG’s News, the classi-
fication accuracy of workers on this dataset is sig-
nificantly lower than that on IMDB (binary clas-
sification tasks). Thus, we did not try human
evaluation on Yahoo! Answers as there are 10
categories to classify. The likelihood scores of
machine perturbation on adversarial examples are
slightly higher than that on the original texts, in-
dicating that the semantics of some synonyms are
not as accurate as the original words. Neverthe-
less, as the accuracy of humans on the two sets of
data are close, and the traces of machine modifica-
tions are still hard for humans to perceive.

5.2 Transferability

The transferability of adversarial attack refers to
its ability to reduce the accuracy of other models
to a certain extent when the examples are gener-
ated on a specific classification model (Goodfel-
low et al., 2015; Szegedy et al., 2013).

To illustrate this, we record the original word-
based CNN (described in Section 4.2) as word-
based CNN-1, and train three new proximity clas-
sification models on the IMDB dataset, labeled
respectively as word-based CNN-2, word-based
CNN-3 and Bi-directional LSTM network. Com-
pared to word-based CNN-1, word-based CNN-
2 has an additional fully connected layer. Word-
based CNN-3 has the same network structure as
CNN-1 except using GloVe (Pennington et al.,
2014) as a pretrained word embedding. The net-
work structure of Bi-directional LSTM is the one

introduced in Section 4.2.

When the adversarial examples generated by
our method are transferred to word-based CNN-
2 or Bi-dir LSTM, the attacking effect is slightly
inferior, as illustrated in Figure 1 (a). But note
that the word replacement rate of our method on
IMDB is only 3.81%, which is much lower than
other methods (Table 3). When we use the same
replacement ratio (say 10%) in the input text for
all methods, the transferability of PWWS is sig-
nificantly better than other methods. Figure 1 (b)
illustrates that the word substitution order deter-
mined by PWWS corresponds well to the impor-
tance of the words for classification, and the trans-
formation is effective across various models.

5.3 Adversarial Training

Adversarial training (Shrivastava et al., 2017) is
a popular technique mainly used in image classi-
fication to improve model robustness. To verify
whether incorporating adversarial training would
help improve the robustness of the test classifiers,
we randomly select clean samples from the train-
ing set of IMDB and use PWWS to generate 4000
adversarial examples as a set A, and train the
word-based CNN model. We then evaluate the
classification accuracy of the model on the original
test data and of the adversarial examples generated
using various methods. Figure 2 (a) shows that the
classification accuracy of the model on the original
test set is improved after adversarial training. Fig-
ure 2 (a) illustrates that the robustness of the clas-
sification model continues to improve when more
adversarial examples are added to the training set.
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(a) Accuracy on the original test set (b) Accuracy on the adversarial examples generated by various methods

Figure 2: The result of adversarial training on IMDB dataset. The x-axis represents the number of adversarial
examples selected from set A to join the original training set. The classification accuracies are on the original test
set and the adversarial examples generated using various methods, respectively.

6 Conclusion

We propose an effective method called Probability
Weighted Word Saliency (PWWS) for generating
adversarial examples on text classification tasks.
PWWS introduces a new word substitution order
determined by the word saliency and weighted by
the classification probability. Experiments show
that PWWS can greatly reduce the text classifica-
tion accuracy with a low word substitution rate,
and such perturbation is hard for human to per-
ceive.

Our work demonstrates the existence of adver-
sarial examples in discrete input spaces and shows
the vulnerability of NLP models using neural net-
works. Comparison with existing baselines shows
the advantage of our method. PWWS also exhibits
a good transferability, and by performing adver-
sarial training we can improve the robustness of
the models at test time. In the future, we would
like to evaluate the attacking effectiveness and ef-
ficiency of our methods on more datasets and mod-
els, and do elaborate human evaluation on the sim-
ilarity between clean texts and the corresponding
adversarial examples.
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Appendix

In the Appendix, we add more comparisons be-
tween the adversarial examples generated by dif-
ferent methods, and comparisons between the
original examples and the adversarial examples.
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Attack
Perturbed Texts

Methods
Random The One and the Only (Solitary) ! Agreed this movie (pic) is well (comfortably) shot (hit), but it just

(scarcely) makes no sense (mother) and no use (enjoyment) as to how they made 2 hours seem like 3 (7) just
(scarcely) over a small (belittled) love (honey) story (taradiddle), this could have been an episode (sequence)
of the bold (sheer) and the beautiful or the o.c, in short please don’t watch (learn) this movie (pic) because
there is a song every 5 minutes just to wake (stir) you up from you’re sleep (quietus), i gave this movie (pic)
1/10! cause (induce) that was the lowest, and no this is not based completely on a true story, more than half of
it is made up. I repeat the direction of photography is 7 or 8 out of 10, but the movie is just a little too much,
the actor’s nasal voice just makes me want to go blow my nose. Unless you are a real him mesh fan this movie
is a huge no-no.

Confidence
= 88.14%

Gradient The One and the Only (Solitary) ! Agreed this movie (pic) is well (easily) shot (hit), but it just (scarcely)
makes no sense (gumption) and no use (enjoyment) as to how they made 2 hours seem like 3 (7) just (simply)
over a small (belittled) love (honey) story (taradiddle), this could have been an episode (sequence) of the bold
(bluff ) and the beautiful or the o.c, in short please don’t watch (learn) this movie (pic) because there is a song
every 5 minutes just to wake (stir) you up from you’re sleep (quietus), i gave this movie (pic) 1/10! cause
(induce) that was the lowest, and no this is not based completely on a true story, more than half of it is made
up. I repeat the direction of photography is 7 or 8 out of 10, but the movie is just a little too much, the actor’s
nasal voice just makes me want to go blow my nose. Unless you are a real him mesh fan this movie is a huge
no-no.

Confidence
= 89.49%

TiWO The One and the Only (Solitary) ! Agreed this movie (film) is well (easily) shot (hit), but it just (simply)
makes no sense and no use (manipulation) as to how they made 2 hours seem like 3 (7) just (simply) over a
small (humble) love (passion) story (level), this could have been an episode (sequence) of the bold (sheer)
and the beautiful or the o.c, in short please don’t watch (keep) this movie (film) because there is a song every 5
minutes just to wake you up from you’re sleep (quietus), i gave this movie (motion) 1/10 (7)! cause (induce)
that was the lowest, and no this is not based completely on a true story, more than half of it is made up. I repeat
the direction of photography is 7 or 8 out of 10, but the movie is just a little too much, the actor’s nasal voice
just makes me want to go blow my nose. Unless you are a real him mesh fan this movie is a huge no-no.

Confidence
= 57.76%

WS The One and the Only (Solitary) ! Agreed this movie is well shot (hit), but it just (simply) makes no sense and
no use as to how they made 2 hours seem like 3 just over a small (belittled) love (passion) story (taradiddle),
this could have been an episode of the bold and the beautiful or the o.c, in short please don’t watch this movie
because there is a song every 5 minutes just to wake you up from you’re sleep (quietus), i gave this movie
(motion) 1/10! cause (induce) that was the lowest, and no this is not based (found) completely (wholly) on a
true story (level), more than half of it is made up. I repeat the direction of photography (picture) is 7 or 8 (7)
out of 10 (7), but the movie is just a little too much, the actor’s nasal voice just makes me want to go blow my
nose (nozzle). Unless you are a real him mesh fan this movie is a huge no-no.

Confidence
= 50.04%

PWWS The One and the Only! Agreed this movie is well shot, but it just makes no sense and no use as to how they
made 2 hours seem like 3 just over a small love story, this could have been an episode of the bold and the
beautiful or the o.c, in short please don’t watch this movie because there is a song every 5 minutes just to wake
you up from you’re sleep, i gave this movie 1/10 (7)! cause that was the lowest, and no this is not based
completely on a true story, more than half of it is made up. I repeat the direction of photography is 7 or 8 out
of 10, but the movie is just a little too much, the actor’s nasal voice just makes me want to go blow my nose.
Unless you are a real him mesh fan this movie is a huge no-no.

Confidence
= 89.77%

Table 7: Adversarial examples generated for the same clean input text using different attack methods on word-
based CNN. We select a clean input text from the IMDB. The correct category of the original text is negative, and
the classification confidence of word-based CNN is 82.77%. The adversarial examples generated by all methods
succeeded in making the model misclassify from negative class into positive class. There is only one word sub-
stitution needed in our approach(PWWS) to make the attack successful, and it also maintains a high degree of
confidence in the classification of wrong class.
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Original Adversarial
Perturbed Texts

Prediction Prediction
Positive Negative This is a great (big) show despite many negative user reviews. The aim of this show is to

entertain you by making you laugh. Two guys compete against each other to get a girl’s phone
number. Simple. The fun in this show is watching the two males try to accomplish their goal.
Some appear to hate the show for various reasons, but I think, they misunderstood this as an
”educational” show on how to pick up chicks. Well it is not, it is a comedy show, and the whole
point of it is to make you laugh, not teach you anything. If you didn’t like the show, because it
doesn’t teach you anything, don’t watch it. If you don’t like the whole clubbing thing, don’t
watch it. If you don’t like socializing don’t watch it. This show is a comical show. If you down
by watching others pick up girls, well its not making you laugh, so don’t watch it. If you are so
disappointed in yourself after watching this show and realizing that you don’t have the ability to
”pick-up” girls, there is no reason to hate the show, simply don’t watch it!”

Confidence Confidence
= 59.56% = 87.76%

Positive Negative I have just watched the season 2 finale of Doctor Who, and apart from a couple of dull episodes
this show is fantastic (tremendous). Its a sad loss that we say goodbye to a main character once
again in the season final but the show moves on. The BBC does need to increase the budget on
the show, there are only so many things that can happen in London and the surrounding areas.
Also some of the special effects all though on the main very good, on the odd occasion do need
to be a little more polished. It was a huge gamble for the BBC to bring back a show that lost its
way a long time ago and they must be congratulated for doing so. Roll on to the Christmas 2006
special, the 2005 Christmas special was by far the best thing on television.”

Confidence Confidence
= 65.10% = 60.03%

Negative Positive The One and the Only! Agreed this movie is well shot, but it just makes no sense and no use as
to how they made 2 hours seem like 3 just over a small love story, this could have been an
episode of the bold and the beautiful or the o.c, in short please don’t watch this movie because
there is a song every 5 minutes just to wake you up from you’re sleep, i gave this movie 1/10 (7)!
cause that was the lowest,and no this is not based completely on a true story, more than half of it
is made up. I repeat the direction of photography is 7 or 8 out of 10, but the movie is just a little
too much, the actor’s nasal voice just makes me want to go blow my nose. Unless you are a real
him mesh fan this movie is a huge no-no.

Confidence Confidence
= 81.73% = 89.77%

Negative Positive In all, it took me three (7) attempts to get through this movie. Although not total trash, I’ve
found a number of things to be more useful to dedicate my time to, such as taking off my
fingernails with sandpaper. The actors involved have to feel about the same as people who star in
herpes medication commercials do; people won’t really pay to see either, the notoriety you earn
won’t be the best for you personally, but at least the commercials get air time.The first one was
bad, but this gave the word bad a whole new definition, but it does have one good feature: if your
kids bug you about letting them watch R-rated movies before you want them to, tie them down
and pop this little gem in. Watch the whining stop and the tears begin. ;)

Confidence Confidence
= 69.54% = 79.15%

Negative Positive This is a very strange (unusual) film, with a no-name cast and virtually nothing known about it
on the web. It uses an approach familiar to those who have watched the likes of Creepshow in
that it introduces a trilogy of so-called ”horror” shorts and blends them together into a
connecting narrative of the people who are involved in the segments getting off a bus. There is a
narrator who prattles on about relationships, but his talking adds absolutely nothing to the mix at
all and just adds to the confusion. As for the stories themselves, well.. I swear I have not got a
clue why this movie got an 18 (7) certificate in the UK, which would bring it into line with the
likes of Nightmare On Elm Street and The Exorcist. Nothing here is even remotely scary.. there
is no gore, sex, nudity or even a swear word to liven things up, this is the kind of thing you could
put out on Children’s TV and no-one would bat an eyelid. I can only think if it had got the rating
it truly deserved (a PG) no serious horror fan would be seen dead with it, so the distributor
probably buffeted the BBFC until they relented. Anyway, here are the 3 (7) tales in summary: 1.
A man becomes dangerously obsessed with his telekinetic car to the point of alienating his
fiancee. 2. A man who lives in a filthy apartment is understandably freaked out when a living
organism evolved from his six-month old tuna casserole. 3. A woman thinks she has found the
perfect man through a computer dating service.. that is until he starts to act weird.. And there
you have it. Some of them are pretty amusing due to their outlandish premises (my favourite
being number 2) but you get the feeling they were meant to be a) frightening and b) morality
plays, unfortunately they fail miserably on both counts. To sum up then, this flick is an obscure
curiosity.. for very good reasons.”

Confidence Confidence
= 83.24% = 52.19%

Table 8: More adversarial examples instances in IMDB with word-based CNN model. The last three instances in
this table show the role of named entities(NEs) in PWWS. The true label of the last three examples are all negative,
and we use most frequently occurring cardinal number 7 in the dictionary of positive class as an NEadv . The
adversarial examples can be generated by replacing few cardinal number in the original input text with 7.
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Original Adversarial
Perturbed Texts

Prediction Prediction
Sci/Tec Business

surviving biotech (biotechnology)’s downturns. charly travers offers advice on withstanding the
volatility (excitability) of the biotech sector.

Confidence Confidence
= 45.46% = 43.19%
Sci/Tech World

e-mail scam targets police chief (headman). wiltshire police warns about ”phishing” after its
fraud squad chief was targeted.

Confidence Confidence
= 36.85% = 43.21%

World Sports post-olympic greece tightens purse, sells family silver to fill budget holes (afp). afp - squeezed
by a swelling public deficit (shortage) and debt following last month’s costly athens olympics,
the greek government said it would cut defence spending and boost revenue by 1.5 billion euros
(1.84 billion dollars) in privatisation receipts.

Confidence Confidence
= 45.73% = 38.48%

Sci/Tech Sports prediction unit helps forecast (calculate) wildfires (ap). ap - it’s barely dawn when mike
fitzpatrick starts his shift with a blur of colorful maps, figures and endless charts, but already he
knows what the day will bring. lightning will strike in places he expects. winds will pick up,
moist places will dry and flames will roar.

Confidence Confidence
= 36.08% = 29.73%

Table 9: Adversarial example instances in the AG’s News dataset with char-based CNN model.

Original Adversarial
Perturbed Texts

Prediction Prediction
Business Games hess truck values at a garage sale im selling some extra hess trucks at a garage sale i have all

years in boxes between except for if anyone can give me price recomendations or even a good
(unspoilt) offer before saturday it would really be apprechiated look on e bay to see what they
are fetching there my guess would be that the issue could go for about us and the most recent
could be about (well) more than what you paid Filling station Ford Motor Company Truck
Supply and demand Pickup truck Illegal drug trade Best Buy Supermarket Value added tax
(taxation) Microeconomics DVD Labor theory of value Postage stamps and postal history of the
United States Price discrimination Auction Investment bank Costco Law of value $ale of the
Century MMORPG Tax CPU (mainframe) cache Mutual fund Islamic banking Ford
Thunderbird Ford F-Series Sales promotion Napoleon Dynamite Internet fraud The Market for
Lemons Argos (retailer) Berkshire Hathaway Gasoline (Petrol) Bond Car and Driver Ten Best
First-sale doctrine Short selling UK Singles Chart Exchange value Altair 8800 Contract Card
Sharks Life insurance Endgame Deal or No Deal Topps Ashton-Tate Hybrid vehicle Externality
Google Boeing 747 Wheel of Fortune US and Canadian license plates Home Box Office Day
trading Chevrolet El Camino Branch predictor Temasek Holdings Toyota Camry The Standard
(Monetary) Privatization Protectionism Car (Railroad) boot (rush) sale Land Rover
(Series/Defender (Shielder)) Long Beach, California Labor-power Capital accumulation BC
Rail ITunes Music Store Moonshine Dead Kennedys Prices of production Massachusetts Bay
Transportation Authority National Lottery E85 MG Rover Group Ford Falcon Fair market value
Wayne Corporation Garage rock Donald Trump Paris Hilton DAF Trucks Economics Firefighter
Commodity Mortgage My Little Pony (Jigger) Electronic Arts (Graphics) Sport utility vehicle
Computer and video (television) games Mitsubishi Motors Corporation American Broadcasting
Company Videocassette recorder Electronic commerce Dodge Charger Alcohol fuel Hudson’s
Bay Company Biodiesel.

and and
Finance Recreation

Confidence Confidence
= 10.04% = 10.01%

Table 10: Adversarial example instances in the Yahoo! Answers dataset with LSTM model.
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Abstract

Authorship verification is the task of deter-
mining whether or not two texts were written
by the same author. This paper deals with
the adversary task, called authorship obfusca-
tion: Preventing verification by altering a to-
be-obfuscated text. We introduce an approach
that (1) models writing style difference as the
Jensen-Shannon distance between the charac-
ter n-gram distributions of texts, and (2) ma-
nipulates an author’s subconsciously encoded
writing style in a sophisticated manner using
heuristic search. To obfuscate, we explore the
huge space of textual variants in order to find
a paraphrased version of the to-be-obfuscated
text that has a sufficient Jensen-Shannon dis-
tance at minimal costs in terms of text quality
loss. We analyze, quantify, and illustrate the
rationale of this approach, define paraphrasing
operators, derive obfuscation thresholds, and
develop an effective obfuscation framework.
Our authorship obfuscation approach defeats
state-of-the-art verification approaches, includ-
ing unmasking and compression models, while
keeping text changes at a minimum.

1 Introduction

Can the authorial style of a text be consistently ma-
nipulated? More than a century worth of research
on stylometry and authorship analysis could not
produce a reliable approach to do so manually. In
the context of computational authorship obfusca-
tion, a handful of approaches have achieved some
limited success but are still rather insufficient. Rule-
based approaches are neither flexible, nor is stylom-
etry understood well enough to compile rule sets
that specifically target author style. Monolingual
machine translation-based approaches suffer from
a lack of training data, whereas applying multilin-
gual translation in a cyclic manner as a workaround
has proved to be ineffective. In addition, none of
the existing approaches offers a means to control

the result quality. Given recent advances in con-
trolled text generation, it stands to reason that a lot
more can be achieved.

In this paper, we depart from the mentioned ob-
fuscation paradigms and, for the first time, cast
author obfuscation as a heuristic search problem.
Given a to-be-obfuscated text, we search for a cost-
minimum sequence of tailored paraphrasing op-
erations that achieve a significant increase of the
text’s style distance to other texts from the same
author under a generic writing style representation;
costs accrue through operations in terms of their
estimated text quality reduction. By designing a hy-
brid search strategy that neglects admissibility only
in the pooling phase, we obtain a significant reduc-
tion of the exponentially growing search space that
is induced by the paraphrasing operators, enabling
the use of informed search algorithms. Moreover,
we developed a sophisticated framework to deal
with the conflicting objectives that naturally arise
with such kind of complex text synthesis tasks: a
compact representation of the search space of para-
phrased text variants, and an effective and efficient,
non-monotonic exploration of this search space.1

Our key contributions are a greedy obfuscation
approach that maximizes obfuscation gain per op-
eration (Section 3); based on that, an obfuscation
heuristic that reconciles obfuscation gain with text
quality loss (Section 4); as well as an extensive
comparative evaluation (Section 5). Relevant code
and research data is released publicly on GitHub.2

2 Related Work

Authorship analysis dates back over 120 years
(Bourne, 1897) and has mostly dealt with author-
ship attribution (given a text of unknown authorship
and texts from known candidate authors, attribute

1Up to 10,000 text variants per second on a standard PC.
2Code and data: https://github.com/webis-de/acl-19
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the unknown text to its true author among the can-
didates). More recently, the task of authorship
verification attracted a lot of interest (given a text
of unknown authorship and a set of texts from one
known author, verify whether the unknown text is
written by that author) since it lies at the heart of
many authorship-related problems.

Systematic reviews on authorship analysis have
been contributed by Juola (2006) and Stamatatos
(2009) and the effectiveness of character 3-grams
today is “folklore knowledge,” albeit not systemat-
ically proven. Still, a complete list of stylometric
features has not been compiled to date. Abbasi and
Chen (2008) proposed writeprints, a set of over
twenty lexical, syntactic, and structural text feature
types, which has gained some notoriety within at-
tribution, verification, but also for “anonymizing”
texts (Zheng et al., 2006; Narayanan et al., 2012;
Iqbal et al., 2008; McDonald et al., 2012).

Instead of relying on a rich feature set, Zhao
et al. (2006) only extract POS tag distributions and
interpret style differences as measurable by the
Kullback-Leibler divergence. Teahan and Harper
(2003) and Khmelev and Teahan (2003) use com-
pression as an indirect means to measure stylistic
difference; later adapted and improved by Halvani
et al. (2017). Koppel and Schler (2004) developed
the unmasking approach based on the 250 most
frequent function words, which are iteratively re-
moved, effectively reducing the differentiability
between the texts. The idea behind this approach
is that texts written by the same author only differ
in few superficial features. By removing those su-
perficial features, differentiability between texts by
the same author is expected to degrade faster than
for texts written by different authors.

Among the first to tackle authorship obfuscation
were Rao and Rohatgi (2000), who used cyclic ma-
chine translation. Later Brennan et al. (2012) found
that machine translation is ineffective and due to
its blackbox character also rather uncontrollable.
Instead, Xu et al. (2012) proposed within-language
machine translation to translate directly between
styles. The practicality of this approach, however,
is diminished by the general lack of large-scale par-
allel training data. Another obfuscation approach
by Kacmarcik and Gamon (2006) directly targets
Koppel and Schler’s unmasking. By iteratively re-
moving the most discriminatory text features, the
classification performance of an unmasking verifier
is degraded—at the cost of rather unreadable texts.

From 2016 to 2018, a shared task on authorship
obfuscation was organized at PAN (Potthast et al.,
2018). Some of the seven participating teams sug-
gested rather conservative rule-based approaches
that do not change a text sufficiently to obfuscate
authorship against most state-of-the-art verifiers
but other obfuscators “fooled” several verifiers,
yet again, generating rather unreadable texts. To
score high in terms of text quality and obfusca-
tion performance, the shared task organizers asked
for approaches that more carefully paraphrase a
text (i.e., the meaning should stay the same and
the text should still be readable). Our new author-
ship obfuscation approach is inspired by Stein et al.
(2014)’s heuristic paraphrasing idea for “encoding”
an acrostic in a given text and by Kacmarcik and
Gamon’s observation that changing rather few text
passages may successfully obfuscate authorship.

3 Greedy Obfuscation

We approach obfuscation from a verification per-
spective: Given texts from the same author, one of
which is not publicly known to be written by that
author, the goal is to paraphrase that text so that ver-
ification attempts against the other texts fail. In this
setting, the key element of our heuristic obfusca-
tion approach is a basic, yet powerful distributional
representation of writing style: the Jensen-Shannon
distance of the character trigram frequency distri-
bution of the to-be-obfuscated text compared to the
others. This model serves three purposes at once:
(1) as a stopping criterion, (2) as a primary selection
criterion for parts of the text that will yield the high-
est obfuscation gains if changed, and, (3) as part of
our heuristic enabling informed search, which rec-
onciles obfuscation gain with potential text quality
loss. In what follows, we formally motivate these
dimensions.

3.1 Measuring Stylistic Distance

In order to know when to stop obfuscating a text
we require a style distance measure. Once a text
has been changed sufficiently and its style distance
to other texts from the same author exceeds a given
threshold, the obfuscator terminates.3

By utilizing character trigram frequencies to rep-
resent texts, we employ one of the most versatile

3Another possibility is to stop once the decision of existing
verifiers switches to different-authors. However, this would
introduce many more hyperparameters and biases regarding
the verifiers, let alone the prohibitive runtime overhead.
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yet simple features available for authorship anal-
ysis, encoding many aspects of authorial style at
the same time including vocabulary, morphology,
and punctuation. Based on this representation, we
consider the well-known Kullback-Leibler diver-
gence (KLD) as a style distance measure:

KLD(P‖Q) =
∑

i

P [i] log P [i]
Q[i] , (1)

where P and Q are discrete probability distribu-
tions corresponding to the relative frequencies of
character trigrams in the to-be-obfuscated text and
the known texts respectively. For true probability
distributions, the KLD is always non-negative.

The KLD has shortcomings. First, it is asymmet-
ric, so it is not entirely clear which character distri-
bution should be P and which should be Q when
comparing texts. Second, the KLD is defined only
for distributions P and Q where Q[i] = 0 implies
P [i] = 0. Conversely, P [i] = 0 yields a zero sum-
mand. Since we want to avoid reducing or skewing
the measure further by “subsetting” or smoothing
the trigrams, we resort to the Jensen-Shannon dis-
tance JS∆ (Endres and Schindelin, 2003) in lieu of
the KLD. The JS∆ is a metric based on the sym-
metric Jensen-Shannon divergence (JSD) that is
defined as

JSD(P‖Q) = KLD(P‖M) + KLD(Q‖M)
2 ,

(2)
with

M = P + Q

2 . (3)

Introducing the artificial distribution M circum-
vents the KLD’s problem of samples of one dis-
tribution being unknown in the other. Since M [i]
can never be 0 for any i with P [i] + Q[i] > 0, all
summands of either KLD(P‖M) or KLD(Q‖M)
must also be non-zero. Using the base-2 loga-
rithm in the KLD, the JSD is [0, 1]-bounded. The
JS∆ metric is derived as

JS∆(P, Q) =
√

2 · JSD(P‖Q) . (4)

3.2 Adaptive Obfuscation Thresholds

During pilot experiments on our training data, we
observed that a fixed JS∆ threshold as the obfusca-
tion target is a bad idea: it leads to over- or under-
obfuscation for text pairs that have an a-priori high
or low style distance. It also turned out that JS∆
is inversely correlated with text length: pairs of
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Figure 1: JS∆ in our training data over text length.
Each line corresponds to a text pair The straight lines
indicate the 0th and the 50th percentiles of distances
within the true different-authors cases.

long texts are less distant to each other than pairs
of short texts, since, the shorter a text the sparser
and noisier is its trigram distribution. This even
holds if the texts are written by the same author.
Figure 1 plots the JS∆ over the text length in our
training data, revealing an approximately logarith-
mic relationship. The most interesting observation
is the almost length-invariant spread of the result-
ing curves. Moreover, depending on their class, the
curves tend to converge towards the upper / lower
bounds of this spread with growing length, thus
being visibly separated.

Assuming that the observed JS∆-to-length rela-
tionship generalizes to other text pairs of similar
length—a hypothesis which merits further investi-
gation in future work—, we measure style distance
in JS∆@L (Jensen-Shannon distance at length) and
fit threshold lines to define obfuscation levels. Ta-
ble 1 details the obfuscation levels εk correspond-
ing to a linear least-squares fit on the logarithmic
scale through a given level’s k-th percentile of the
distribution of JS∆ in the different-authors class;
the 0th percentile ε0 and the 50th percentile ε0.5 are
displayed in Figure 1. The ε0 threshold serves as
an obfuscation baseline, indicating a same-author
case as unobfuscated, if the JS∆ between its doc-
uments is below this threshold. Otherwise, we
call the obfuscation moderate, strong, stronger,
and over-obfuscated, depending on the threshold
the JS∆ exceeds.

Regarding the line fit coefficients given in Ta-
ble 1, the gradients of higher ε thresholds are
slightly steeper, providing further evidence of the
convergence rate of different-authors cases. The ε0
threshold line will cross the x axis for text lengths
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Threshold Obfuscation level Slope Intercept

< ε0 No Obfuscation n / a n / a
≥ ε0 Moderate Obfuscation – 0.099 1.936
≥ ε0.5 Strong Obfuscation – 0.103 2.056
≥ ε0.7 Stronger Obfuscation – 0.104 2.083
> ε0.99 Over-obfuscation – 0.107 2.168

Table 1: Obfuscation levels and their log-scale polyno-
mial fit coefficients on our training corpus.

of x ≈ 219.5 characters. Since negative distances
are not sensible, such book-sized texts may be split
into smaller chunks, which then can be obfuscated
individually. Note that we were able to reproduce
these threshold observations on the PAN 2014 nov-
els corpus (Stamatatos et al., 2014), albeit obtain-
ing slightly different coefficients. In practice, we
recommend training the coefficients on an appro-
priate corpus matching genre and register of the
to-be-obfuscated texts.

3.3 Ranking Trigrams for Obfuscation
Our key idea to yield a strong obfuscation (com-
pared to other texts from the same author) is to
iteratively change the frequency of those trigrams
of the to-be-obfuscated text for which the positive
impact on JS∆ is maximum. In each iteration we
rank the trigrams by their influence on JS∆ via
their partial KLD derivative, assuming that proba-
bility distribution Q is to be obfuscated:

∂

∂ Q[i]

(
P [i] log2

P [i]
Q[i]

)
= − P [i]

Q[i] ln 2 . (5)

Omitting constants, we get the rank-equivalent

RKL(i) = P [i]
Q[i] . (6)

RKL gets larger with smaller Q[i]. I.e., a single
obfuscation step boils down to removing one oc-
currence of the most influential trigram from the
to-be-obfuscated text. This can be done naively by
simply “cutting it out” (which we tried as a proof-
of-concept), or, more sensibly, via a targeted para-
phrasing operation replacing a text passage with
the trigram by another semantically equivalent text
passage without the trigram. Then, the trigrams are
re-ranked and the procedure is repeated until JS∆
exceeds the desired obfuscation threshold. We call
this strategy obfuscation by reduction. Reversing
the roles of P and Q yields an addition strategy,
which we leave for future work.

The above described greedy obfuscation effec-
tively hindered verification in our pilot experiments.

However, the naive cut-it-out variant results in
rather unreadable texts, and, it may be easily “re-
verse engineered” by an informed verifier. Even
with more sophisticated paraphrasing operations, a
reverse-engineering attack against the greedy strat-
egy seems plausible. Thus, we suggest to aug-
ment the greedy approach with an informed search,
which is introduced in the next section.

4 Heuristic Search for Obfuscation

An author of a to-be-obfuscated text does obviously
not wish her text to be “foozled” due to obfuscation
(e.g., by naively cutting out trigrams). Actually, the
text has to convey the same message as before and,
ideally, it should look “inconspicuous” to an ex-
tent that readers do not suspect tampering (Potthast
et al., 2016). However, automatic paraphrasing is
still in its infancy: Beyond synonym substitution,
paraphrasing operators targeting single words have
hardly been devised so far. Still, the paraphras-
ing operators we are looking for do not have to
alter a text substantially, which enables us to better
estimate an operator’s negative impact on text qual-
ity. Furthermore, similar to the presented greedy
obfuscation, we can stop modifying a text when
the desired obfuscation threshold is reached, which
renders our approach “minimally invasive.” The
optimization goals can be summarized as follows:

1. Maximize the obfuscation as per the JS∆ be-
yond a given εk without “over-obfuscating.”

2. Minimize the accumulated text quality loss
from consecutive paraphrasing operations.

3. Minimize the number of text operations.

Heuristic search is our choice to tackle this op-
timization problem. We will pay attention to ad-
missibility for two reasons: (1) to understand (in
terms of modeling) the nature of the problem, and
(2) to be able to compute an optimum solution if
time and space constraints permit. However, due
to the exponential size of the induced state space
(text versions as nodes, paraphrasing operators as
edges), we may give up admissibility while staying
within acceptable error bounds. In the following,
we derive an admissible obfuscation heuristic and
suggest a small, viable set of basic paraphrasing
operators as an initial proof of concept.

4.1 An Admissible Obfuscation Heuristic
Let h(n) denote a heuristic estimating the optimal
cost for reaching a desired obfuscation threshold
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from node n, and let g(n) denote the path costs
to n starting at the original text node s.

Applying a paraphrasing operator has a highly
non-linear effect on text quality (some changes
are inconspicuous, others are not) and may also
restrict the set of applicable operators (in the same
text). For instance, applying the same operator a
third time in a row may entail higher (quality) costs
compared to applying it for the first time. This
means that different paths from s to n can come
with different estimations for the rest cost h(n)—in
a nutshell, the parent discarding property may not
hold (Pearl, 1984). A similar effect, but rooted in
a different cause, results from the observation that
some authors’ texts are easier to be obfuscated than
others. We can address both issues and re-install
the conditions for parent discarding and admissible
search by updating the operator costs for future
application beyond node n, such that g(n) turns
into “normalized path costs.”

Based on both the desired obfuscation thresh-
old ε and the JS distance JS∆n of the text at node n
to the other text(s) from the same author, we define
the prior heuristic as

hprior(n) = ε− JS∆n. (7)

The normalized path costs gnorm are defined
as the cost-to-gain ratio of the accumulated path
costs g(n) to total JS∆ change from start node s:

gnorm(n) = g(n)
JS∆n − JS∆s

. (8)

Finally, the heuristic h(n) is defined as the prod-
uct of hprior(n) and gnorm(n):

h(n) = (ε− JS∆n) · g(n)
JS∆n − JS∆s

. (9)

The prior heuristic guarantees convergence to-
wards zero as we approach a goal node that exceeds
the obfuscation threshold ε, while the normalized
path costs determine the slope of the heuristic.

Consistency and Admissibility
A heuristic h(n) is admissible if it does not ex-
ceed h∗(n), the true cost of reaching an optimum
goal via state n, for all n in the search space. Mono-
tonicity h(n) ≤ c(n, n′)+h(n′) is a sufficient con-
dition for admissibility, yet easier to show. Rewrit-
ing it as

−h(n′) + h(n) ≤ g(n′)− g(n),

and inserting in the heuristic Equation 9 yields

− (ε−JS∆n′ ) · g(n′)
JS∆n′ − JS∆s

+(ε−JS∆n) · g(n)
JS∆n − JS∆s

≤ g(n′)−g(n) .

Defining ḡ(n) = JS∆n − JS∆s as change func-
tion and inserting previous definitions we get

−hprior(n′) · g(n′)
ḡ(n′) − −hprior(n) · g(n)

ḡ(n) ≤ g(n′) − g(n) .

We know hprior(n) to be monotonically decreas-
ing, inverse to ḡ(n), and converging towards zero
as we approach a goal. If the cost and change func-
tions g(n) and ḡ(n) are equivalent up to scale, they
cancel out each other (up to scale), the slope of their
quotient becomes zero, and the inequality turns into
equality. Otherwise, if g(n) dominates ḡ(n), the
inequality still holds. Though, if ḡ(n) dominates
g(n), the sign of the quotient’s gradient flips (as
can be proved by the quotient rule), breaking the in-
equality and violating consistency. But since JS∆
is bounded by

√
2 globally, the change function

ḡ(n) cannot be superlinear.
Limitations of our argument: (1) occasionally

ḡ(n) can locally dominate g(n), and (2) both func-
tions are presumed differentiable at n. In practice,
the latter may hardly ever be true as texts are noisy,
text operation side effects are unpredictable, and,
the cumulative change function is not guaranteed to
be monotonic. Still, step costs c(n, n′) will never
be negative, which makes g(n) monotonic but not
necessarily differentiable. Thus, the heuristic func-
tion will not be fully consistent and may even over-
estimate.

In a practical scenario we can directly control
the cost but not the change function, so we will
have to deal with problems of overestimation and
local optima. Generally, the first few steps of a
search path are the most problematic since with
little prior information the heuristic has to extra-
polate based on very few data points, but is still
expected to accurately estimate the remaining costs.
Hence, an early heuristic is particularly suscepti-
ble to noise and can only give a coarse estimate.
With more cumulative cost and change informa-
tion available, the heuristic will stabilize towards
the mean cost-gain proportion and eventually con-
verge. This stabilization occurs quickly. In real
application scenarios, we keep overestimation at
a minimum or even avoid it at all and therefore
obtain an approximately admissible heuristic due
to the JS∆’s boundedness.
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4.2 Search Space Challenges

Given a longer text (one page or more), the num-
ber of potential operator applications is high. The
most direct way to expand a node is to generate a
successor with each applicable operator for each
occurrence of each selected n-gram, but this will
inevitably result in an immense number of very
similar states with identical costs and almost iden-
tical JS∆ change. I.e., the main challenge is to
find a sensible middle ground between accepting a
non-optimal solution too quickly or not finding a
solution at all. Recall that one can easily turn the
A* search into a depth-first or breadth-first search
by making successor generation too cheap or too
costly: depth-first search will always find a (non-
optimal) solution after a sufficient number of op-
erations, while breadth-first will never terminate
before running out of memory.

We can accept a near-optimal solution, so select-
ing one or two occurrences of an n-gram (instead
of all) will be sufficient. A potential problem is
that the applicability of a high-quality operator is
often restricted. However, one can increase the
application probability by selecting not only the
top-ranked n-gram but a small number of different
near-top n-grams. This way, we have multiple high-
impact n-grams with different contexts to work
with, and we increase the chances of applying the
operator opening alternative paths for the search. In
practice, JS∆ change is not a monotonic function
and steepest-ascent hill climbing does not guaran-
tee an overall lowest-cost path. Thus, we applied
each operator to two occurrences of the top ten
n-grams and selected from these (up to 140 succes-
sors) six randomly for expansion. However, even
with only six successors we still generate millions
of nodes very quickly and will eventually run out
of memory without finding a solution. Fortunately,
we can assume that exploring more neighbors will
not produce much better results after a while, so we
can restart the search from a few promising nodes
and still discard other open nodes.

4.3 Paraphrasing Operators

Our prototype employs the seven basic text opera-
tors shown in Table 2. These are to be understood
as a pilot study, more state-of-the-art text genera-
tion operators can be added easily. The most ver-
satile yet most disruptive basic modification are
(1) the removal of an n-gram, and (2) flipping two
of its (or adjacent) characters. Such operations

Operator name Cost value

(1) n-gram removal 40
(2) Character flips 30

Context-free synonyms 10
Context-free hypernyms 6
Context-dependent replacement 4
Character maps 3
Context-dependent deletion 2

Table 2: Implemented text operators and their assigned
step costs in our heuristic obfuscation prototype.

only are a last resort, and we hence set their costs
much higher than those of other operators. As
steps towards real paraphrasing, we also perform
context-free synonym and hypernym replacement
based on WordNet (Miller, 1995) as well as context-
dependent replacements and deletions using the
word 5-gram model of Netspeak (Stein et al., 2010).
Also, a map of similar punctuation characters indi-
cates inconspicuous character swaps.

5 Evaluation

To evaluate our approach, we report on: (1) an
efficiency comparison of greedy versus heuristic
obfuscation, (2) an effectiveness analysis against
well-known authorship verification approaches (un-
masking, compression-based models, and PAN par-
ticipants), as well as (3) a review and discussion of
an example obfuscated text.

Our experiments are based on PAN authorship
corpora and our new Webis Authorship Verifica-
tion Corpus 2019 of 262 authorship verification
cases (Bevendorff et al., 2019), half of them same-
author cases, the other half different-authors cases
(each a pair of texts of about 23,000 characters /
4,000 words). Instead of the more particular genres
studied at PAN, our new corpus contains longer
texts and more modern literature from Project
Gutenberg. We also took extra care to cleanse the
plain text, unified special characters, and removed
artifacts; in particular, we ensured that no author
appears in more than one case. The training-test
split is 70-30 so as to have a decent training portion.
The corpus is released alongside the code of our
search framework and other research data.

5.1 Search Over Greedy Obfuscation
Table 3 contrasts the efficiency of the greedy obfus-
cation with that of our heuristic search approach,
measured in terms of medians of total text opera-
tions and path costs. Heuristic search achieves a
decrease of operations of up to 19% for texts that
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Efficiency Cases Median

Subset # Greedy A* Gain

Total operations
all 41 148 145 −2 %

1+ ops 28 241 202 −16 %
100+ ops 21 291 236 −19 %

Path costs
all 41 5,960 1,968 −67 %

1+ ops 28 9,680 2,712 −72 %
100+ ops 21 11,680 2,935 −75 %

Table 3: Efficiency of greedy obfuscation vs heuristic
obfuscation for an obfuscation threshold of ε0.5.

Confidence Unobfuscated Obfuscated

Hyperplane Classified Effectiveness Classified Effectiveness
threshold cases [%] Prec. Rec. cases [%] Prec. Rec.

0.8 11.3 1.00 0.17 2.5 1.00 0.02
0.7 15.0 1.00 0.24 6.2 1.00 0.05
0.6 18.8 1.00 0.24 11.3 0.75 0.07
0.5 26.3 1.00 0.29 24.0 0.86 0.15
0.0 100.0 0.74 0.63 100.0 0.71 0.42

Table 4: Unmasking performance on our test data at
various confidence thresholds before and after obfusca-
tion. Recall treats unclassified cases as false negatives.

need at least 100 operations and an accumulated
path cost decrease of up to 75%. Since the greedy
obfuscation approach cannot choose among differ-
ent operators, it must rely on the most effective one
to achieve the obfuscation goal, incurring signifi-
cant path costs. Given that both obfuscators employ
adaptive thresholds, there are cases which do not
require any (or only little) obfuscation, whereas oth-
ers need more than 100. The latter are of particular
interest, since it is here where heuristic obfuscation
outperforms greedy obfuscation the most.

5.2 Obfuscation against Unmasking

One of today’s most effective and robust verifica-
tion approaches is unmasking by Koppel and Schler
(2004). It decomposes to-be-compared texts into
two chunk sets, and iteratively trains a linear classi-
fier to discriminate between them while removing
the most significant features in each iteration to
measure the increased reconstruction error. This
error increases faster for same-author cases since
those share more function words than do different-
authors cases. Fooling unmasking verification pro-
vides us with evidence that our obfuscation tech-
nique works at a deeper level than just the few
most superficial text features. Unmasking further
produces curve plots of the declining classification
accuracy, which render the effects of obfuscation
accessible to human inspection and interpretation.

Following Koppel and Schler, we use the chunk
frequencies of the 250 most common words as fea-
tures, determine classification accuracy by 10-fold
cross validation using an SVM classifier, and re-
move ten features per iteration. The final curves
and their gradients are used to train another SVM
to separate curves originating from same-author
cases from different-authors curves. Following the
example of the PAN competitions where the in-
centive was to classify only high-confidence cases,
we consider decisions for cases which can be clas-
sified with pre-determined confidence thresholds
(i.e., the distance to the hyperplane), which allows
to maximize precision at the cost of recall.

Table 4 contrasts the performance of unmasking
before and after obfuscation on the test data. With
increasing confidence thresholds, between 19 %
down to 11 % of the cases are decidable before
obfuscation, decreased by a factor of 2 to 4 after
obfuscation. On average, 205 trigrams were obfus-
cated; as little as about 3 % of a text.

5.3 Obfuscation against Compression Models
Another verification approach that differs from tra-
ditional feature-engineering are compression-based
models. We use the approach by Halvani et al.
(2017), who recommend the compression-based
cosine (CBC) by Sculley and Brodley (2006) cal-
culated on the text pairs after compression with the
PPMD algorithm (Howard, 1993).

Figure 2 shows CBC values on a random selec-
tion of 20 exemplary same-author cases from our
test dataset before and after obfuscation with the
decision threshold highlighted. Quite impressively,
almost none of the cases are classified correctly
anymore after obfuscation. Overall, the accuracy
drops from originally 71 % to 55 %, which is equiv-
alent to random guessing. This strong effect can be
explained as follows: Sculley and Brodley describe
their metrics in terms of the Kolmogorov complex-
ity, but the reason why natural language allows for
very good compression ratios is its predictability
(printed English has an entropy of at most 1.75 bits
per character (Brown et al., 1992)). PPMD uses
finite-order Markov language models for compres-
sion, which are effective at predicting characters
in a sentence, but sensitive to increased entropy,
which is the result of our obfuscation.

5.4 PAN Obfuscation Evaluation
We further conducted an extensive evaluation of our
obfuscation scheme against the top submissions to
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Figure 2: CBC values of 20 PPMD-compressed same-
author pairs before and after obfuscation up to the ob-
fuscation threshold ε0.7. The classification threshold by
which same-author and different-authors cases could
be distinguished is highlighted in the top portion.

the verification task at PAN 2013–2015 (Juola and
Stamatatos, 2013; Stamatatos et al., 2014, 2015).
The results are shown in Table 5. On all verifiers
tested, we achieve an average AUC and C@1 re-
duction of around 10 and 6 percentage points on
three of the corpora. With only minimal text modi-
fications, this puts us in second place on the PAN13
and PAN15 corpora, and fourth on PAN14 Essays
compared to other obfuscators submitted to PAN
(Hagen et al., 2017). The PAN14 Novels corpus
turns out to be the most challenging for our ap-
proach and there are multiple reasons for that. First,
the texts are significantly longer. This makes it dif-
ficult to assess the overall obfuscation with a global
measure like JS∆. As a result, only few sentences
were actually obfuscated with most of the text left
untouched. Insofar, we were surprised to see any
significant effect at all (best individual result: 13
percentage points). To make matters worse, the flat
search landscape spanned by our obfuscation op-
erators leads to an increasing number of reopened
states on these longer texts, greatly reducing the
efficiency of the heuristic search. This reveals an
important detail to explore in future work: obfus-
cation operations need to be distributed across the
whole text and progress needs to be measured on
smaller parts of it to ensure uniform obfuscation
of everything and avoid obfuscation “hot spots”.
Secondly, the number of “known” texts varies sub-
stantially, which demands more research into how
we can calculate a minimal yet sufficient JS∆@L
stopping criterion if a larger amount of known ma-
terial is available. Thirdly, the corpus consists pri-
marily of works by H. P. Lovecraft paired with fan
fiction, which incurs unforeseeable global corpus
features that verifiers can exploit, but which we do

not consider for obfuscation. Lastly, we identify
kocher15 as the most difficult verifier for us to ob-
fuscate. Employing an impostor approach on the
most frequent words, it was not the best-performing
verifier in the first place, but proves most resilient
against our “reductive” obfuscation, which tends
to obfuscate only n-grams that are already rare for
maximum effect. We expect that augmenting a re-
duction obfuscation with the previously-mentioned
extension strategy will yield better results and an
overall safer obfuscation.

5.5 Example of an Obfuscated Text
Assessing the text quality in tasks that involve gen-
eration, such as translation, paraphrasing, and sum-
marization, is still mostly manual work. Frequently
used measures like ROUGE cannot be applied in
the context of obfuscation, since our obfuscated
texts are up to 97 % identical to their unobfuscated
versions. This is why we resort to manually in-
specting obfuscated texts and the changes made.
Below is an excerpt of an original text along with
the obfuscations applied to it. Selected trigrams
are underlined, removed words are struck out, and
inserted words are highlighted:

’It was the only chance we hadw ehad
to win.’ Duke swallowed the idea
slowly. He couldn’t picture a
planetsatellite giving up its last

protection for aphi desperate effort
to end the war on purely offensive
drive. Three billion people watching
the home fleet take off,
knowingdeciding the skies were

openresort for all the hellmischief
that a savage enemy could send! On
Earth, the World Senate hadn’t
permitted the building of one
battleshipfrigate, for fear of
reprisal. [...]

Excerpt of Victory by Lester del Rey

We selected an example where, by chance, dif-
ferent operators were applied in close vicinity. This
“density” of operations is not representative. We
can see both high- and low-quality replacements
at work. Most can be attributed to the WordNet
synonym operator. The replacement of “a” with
“phi” is clearly such a case. The more suitable re-
placements originate from more context-dependent
replacements, whereas “we had”→ “w ehad” is a
result of the flip operator.

For comparison with related work, we carried
out a human assessment of a few random obfusca-
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Verifier Unobfuscated Obfuscated Difference

AUC C@1 FS AUC C@1 FS AUC C@1 FS

a) PAN13

bagnall15 0.86 0.79 0.68 0.74 0.64 0.48 0.11 0.15 0.20
castillojuarez14 0.49 0.43 0.21 0.50 0.53 0.27 -0.02 -0.10 -0.06
castro15 0.93 0.77 0.71 0.87 0.73 0.64 0.06 0.03 0.08
frery14 0.62 0.57 0.35 0.37 0.40 0.15 0.25 0.17 0.20
khonji14 0.86 0.76 0.65 0.70 0.60 0.42 0.16 0.16 0.23
kocher15 0.75 0.64 0.48 0.77 0.65 0.50 -0.02 -0.01 -0.02
layton14 0.62 0.67 0.41 0.47 0.53 0.25 0.15 0.13 0.16
mezaruiz14 0.75 0.65 0.49 0.57 0.53 0.30 0.18 0.12 0.19
mezaruiz15 0.73 0.71 0.52 0.50 0.53 0.26 0.24 0.18 0.26
modaresi14 0.50 0.50 0.25 0.47 0.50 0.24 0.03 0.00 0.02
moreau14 0.77 0.62 0.48 0.61 0.51 0.32 0.16 0.11 0.17
moreau15 0.71 0.47 0.33 0.60 0.47 0.28 0.12 0.00 0.05
singh14 0.39 0.33 0.13 0.44 0.43 0.19 -0.06 -0.10 -0.06
zamani14 0.75 0.70 0.53 0.71 0.70 0.50 0.05 0.00 0.03

Average 0.10 0.06 0.10

b) PAN14 Essays

bagnall15 0.57 0.55 0.31 0.43 0.45 0.19 0.14 0.10 0.12
castillojuarez14 0.55 0.58 0.32 0.55 0.58 0.32 0.00 0.00 0.00
castro15 0.62 0.59 0.36 0.51 0.53 0.27 0.11 0.05 0.09
frery14 0.72 0.71 0.51 0.68 0.68 0.46 0.04 0.03 0.05
khonji14 0.60 0.58 0.35 0.41 0.50 0.20 0.19 0.09 0.15
kocher15 0.63 0.59 0.37 0.61 0.57 0.35 0.02 0.02 0.02
layton14 0.59 0.61 0.36 0.51 0.53 0.27 0.08 0.08 0.09
mezaruiz14 0.57 0.56 0.32 0.49 0.51 0.25 0.08 0.04 0.07
mezaruiz15 0.52 0.52 0.27 0.32 0.37 0.12 0.21 0.16 0.16
modaresi14 0.60 0.58 0.35 0.57 0.57 0.32 0.04 0.01 0.03
moreau14 0.62 0.60 0.37 0.51 0.53 0.27 0.11 0.07 0.10
moreau15 0.57 0.52 0.30 0.50 0.51 0.26 0.07 0.01 0.04
singh14 0.70 0.66 0.46 0.61 0.61 0.37 0.09 0.04 0.08
zamani14 0.58 0.55 0.32 0.48 0.49 0.23 0.11 0.06 0.09

Average 0.09 0.05 0.08

Verifier Unobfuscated Obfuscated Difference

AUC C@1 FS AUC C@1 FS AUC C@1 FS

c) PAN14 Novels

bagnall15 0.68 0.68 0.47 0.61 0.59 0.36 0.07 0.09 0.10
castillojuarez14 0.63 0.62 0.39 0.59 0.56 0.33 0.04 0.05 0.06
castro15 0.64 0.51 0.33 0.50 0.39 0.19 0.14 0.12 0.13
frery14 0.61 0.59 0.36 0.59 0.57 0.34 0.02 0.02 0.02
khonji14 0.75 0.61 0.46 0.71 0.58 0.41 0.04 0.03 0.05
kocher15 0.63 0.57 0.36 0.66 0.59 0.39 -0.03 -0.02 -0.03
layton14 0.51 0.51 0.26 0.50 0.50 0.25 0.01 0.01 0.01
mezaruiz14 0.66 0.61 0.41 0.64 0.62 0.40 0.02 0.00 0.01
mezaruiz15 0.56 0.51 0.28 0.57 0.51 0.29 -0.01 0.00 0.00
modaresi14 0.71 0.72 0.51 0.69 0.69 0.47 0.02 0.03 0.03
moreau14 0.60 0.52 0.31 0.56 0.51 0.29 0.04 0.01 0.03
moreau15 0.64 0.50 0.32 0.61 0.53 0.32 0.03 -0.03 0.00
singh14 0.66 0.58 0.38 0.63 0.56 0.35 0.03 0.02 0.03
zamani14 0.73 0.65 0.48 0.71 0.63 0.44 0.03 0.02 0.03

Average 0.03 0.02 0.03

d) PAN15

bagnall15 0.81 0.76 0.61 0.72 0.71 0.51 0.09 0.05 0.10
castillojuarez14 0.64 0.64 0.41 0.55 0.55 0.30 0.09 0.09 0.11
castro15 0.75 0.69 0.52 0.72 0.68 0.49 0.03 0.01 0.03
frery14 0.54 0.46 0.25 0.47 0.43 0.20 0.07 0.04 0.05
khonji14 0.82 0.65 0.53 0.59 0.49 0.49 0.23 0.16 0.24
kocher15 0.74 0.69 0.51 0.72 0.66 0.48 0.02 0.02 0.03
layton14 0.67 0.50 0.34 0.49 0.50 0.25 0.18 0.00 0.09
mezaruiz14 0.65 0.61 0.40 0.55 0.54 0.30 0.10 0.07 0.10
mezaruiz15 0.74 0.69 0.51 0.55 0.53 0.29 0.19 0.16 0.22
modaresi14 0.40 0.41 0.16 0.39 0.40 0.16 0.01 0.00 0.00
moreau14 0.66 0.58 0.38 0.52 0.49 0.25 0.14 0.09 0.13
moreau15 0.71 0.64 0.45 0.52 0.49 0.26 0.19 0.15 0.20
singh14 0.78 0.50 0.39 0.66 0.50 0.33 0.12 0.00 0.06
zamani14 0.74 0.67 0.50 0.71 0.66 0.47 0.04 0.00 0.03

Average 0.11 0.06 0.10

Table 5: Results of the top verifiers of PAN 2013–2015 before and after obfuscating the four task corpora. FS (Fi-
nal Score) is the product of AUC and C@1. On average, we degrade AUC by at least 10 and C@1 by about
6 percentage points on three of the corpora, though much less on the PAN14 Novels corpus. Most noticeably, we
can reduce the FS of bagnall15 (winning submission of PAN 2015) by 10–20 percentage points on all four corpora.
The best obfuscation results on each corpus are marked bold. Verifiers that were improved are highlighted in red.

tion samples as per the PAN obfuscation task. We
achieved an overall grade of about 2.6 (1 = excel-
lent, 5 = fail), which places us somewhere within
the top three submissions.

While the obfuscated text probably is not fit for
publication, it does look promising even with our
basic set of paraphrasing operators. The text was
generated within a few minutes and passes the ver-
ifiers without being recognized as a same-author
case. Texts from other cases look similar: a mix-
ture of poor and good operations, where according
to our own review about half of the changes made
are still rather nonsensical. Since our set of opera-
tors is just a proof of concept, we will devise more
sophisticated ones and better weighting schemes in
future work, which is vital for achieving acceptable
text quality. Promising approaches already exist,
such as neural editing and paraphrasing (Grangier
and Auli, 2017; Guu et al., 2017).

6 Conclusion

We introduced a promising new paradigm for au-
thorship obfuscation and implemented a first fully
functional prototype. We identified and addressed
the following challenges: measuring style similar-
ity in a manner that is agnostic to state-of-the-art
verifiers, identifying those parts of a text that have
the highest impact on style, and devising and an-
alyzing a search heuristic amenable for informed
search. Our study opens up interesting avenues for
future research: obfuscation by addition instead
of by reduction, development of more powerful,
targeted paraphrasing operators, and, theoretical
analysis of the search space properties.

We consider heuristic search-based obfuscation
a key enabling technology that, combined with
tailored deep generative models for paraphrasing,
will yield better and stronger obfuscations.
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Abstract
Distributions of the senses of words are often
highly skewed and give a strong influence of
the domain in a document. This paper fol-
lows the assumption and presents a method for
text categorization by leveraging the predomi-
nant sense of words depending on the domain,
i.e., domain-specific senses. The key idea
is that the features learned from predominant
senses are possible to discriminate the domain
of the document and thus improve the overall
performance of text categorization. We pro-
pose a multi-task learning framework based on
the neural network model, transformer, which
trains a model to simultaneously categorize
documents and predicts a predominant sense
for each word. The experimental results us-
ing four benchmark datasets including RCV1
show that our method is comparable to the
state-of-the-art categorization approach, espe-
cially our model works well for categorization
of multi-label documents.

1 Introduction

Text categorization has been intensively studied
since neural network methods have attracted much
attention. Most of the previous work on text
categorization relies on the use of representation
learning where the words are mapped to an im-
plicit semantic space (Wang et al., 2015; Liu et al.,
2017a). The Word2Vec is a typical model related
to this representation (Mikolov et al., 2013). It
learns a vector representation for each word and
captures semantic information between words.
Pre-training by using the model shows that it im-
proves overall performance in many NLP tasks in-
cluding text categorization. However, the draw-
back in the implicit representation is that it often
does not work well on polysemous words.

The sense of a word depends on the domain in
which it is used. The same word can be used dif-
ferently in different domains. Distributions of the

senses of words are often highly skewed and a pre-
dominant sense of a word depends on the domain
of a document (McCarthy et al., 2007; Jin et al.,
2009). Suppose the noun word, “court”. The pre-
dominant sense of a word “court” would be dif-
ferent in the documents from the “judge/law” and
“sports” domains as the sense of the former would
be “an assembly (including one or more judges) to
conduct judicial business” and the latter is “a spe-
cially marked horizontal area within which a game
is played” described in the WordNet 3.1. This in-
dicates that the meaning becomes a strong clue to
assign a domain to the document. However, in the
implicit semantic space created by using the neu-
ral language model such as the Word2Vec, a word
is represented as one vector even if it has several
senses.

It is often the case that a word which is pol-
ysemous is not polysemous in a restricted sub-
ject domain. A restriction of the subject domain
makes the problem of polysemy less problem-
atic. However, even in texts from a restricted sub-
ject domain such as Wall Street Journal corpus
(Douglas and Janet, 1992), one encounters quite
a large number of polysemous words. Several
authors focused on the problem and proposed
a new type of deep contextualized word repre-
sentation such as ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) and
BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) that models not only
syntax but also semantics including polysemies.
Their methods work very well in many NLP tasks
such as question answering and sentiment analy-
sis, while their methods are unsupervised manners
which they do not explicitly map each sense of
a word to its domain. Motivated by solving this
problem, we propose a method for text categoriza-
tion that complements implicit representation by
leveraging the predominant sense of a word.

We propose a multi-task learning method based
on the encoder structure of the neural network
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model, transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017). The
transformer works by relying on a self-attention
mechanism. It can directly capture the relation-
ships between two words regardless of their dis-
tance which is effective for detecting features to
discriminate predominant sense of a word in the
domain. In the model using multi-task learning,
the auxiliary predominant sense prediction task
helps text categorization by learning common fea-
ture representation of predominant senses for text
categorization. The model adopts a multi-task ob-
jective function and is trained to simultaneously
categorize texts and predicts a predominant sense
for each word. In such a way, the predominant
sense information can also help the model to learn
better sense/document representations. The exper-
imental results using four benchmark datasets sup-
port our conjecture that predominant sense identi-
fication helps to improve the overall performance
of the text categorization task.

The main contributions of our work can be sum-
marized: (1) We propose a method for text cat-
egorization that complements implicit representa-
tion by leveraging a predominant sense of a word.
(2) We introduce a multi-task learning framework
based on the neural network model, transformer.
(3) We show our hypothesis that predominant
sense identification helps to improve the overall
performance of the text categorization task, espe-
cially our model is effective for categorization of
documents with multi-label.

2 Text Categorization Framework

Our multi-task learning framework for predomi-
nant sense prediction and text categorization is il-
lustrated in Figure 1.

2.1 Text Matrix by the Transformer Encoder

As shown in Figure 1, we use the transformer en-
coder to represent the text matrix (Vaswani et al.,
2017). It is based on self-attention networks and
each word is connected to any other word in the
same sentence via self-attention which makes it
possible to get rich information to predict domain-
specific senses.

The encoder e typically stacks six identical lay-
ers. Each layer uses the multi-head attention and
two sub-layers feed-forward network, combined
with layer normalization and residual connection.
For each word within a sentence, including the
word itself, the multi-head attention computes at-
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Figure 1: Multi-task Learning for Predominant Sense
Prediction and Text Categorization: “make” and
“bank” marked with red show the target word.
“make%2:40:01::” and “bank%1:14:00::” show sense
index obtained by the WordNet 2.0 and indicate the
predominant sense of “make” and “bank” in the econ-
omy domain, respectively.

tention weights, i.e., a softmax distribution shown
in Eq. (1).

attention(Q,K,V) = softmax(
QKT

√
dk

)V. (1)

The input are queries Q, keys K of dimension dk,
and values V of dimension dv.

√
dk refers to scal-

ing factor. The inputs are linearly projected h
times, in order to allow the model to jointly at-
tend to information from different representation,
concatinating the result,

multiHead(Q,K,V) = Concat(head1, · · · ,headh)WO,

where headi = attention(QWQ
i ,KWK

i ,VWV
i ). (2)

with parameter matrices WQ
i ∈ Rdmodel×dk , WK

i

∈ Rdmodel×dk , WV
i ∈ Rdmodel×dv and WO ∈

Rhdv×dmodel . Here, dmodel refers to the dimension
of a word vector.

Let the output of multiHead(Q,K,V) be
Mattn. On top of the multi-head attention, there is
a feed-forward network that consists of two layers
with a ReLU activation. Each encoder layer takes
the output of the previous layer as input. It allows
making attention to all positions of the previous
layer. We obtain the output matrix Mtrf shown in
Figure 1 as an output of the encoder of the trans-
former.
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2.2 Domain-Specific Sense Prediction
Each target word vector, i.e., the word which
should be assigned a domain is extracted from the
matrix Mtrf and passed to the fully connected
layer FCdss. In Figure 1, “make” and “bank” de-
note the target words. The weighted matrix of
FCdss is indicated as Wdss ∈ Rdmodel×ddss where
ddss is the number of the dimensions in the output
which is equal to the number of domain-specific
senses in all of the target words. The predicted
sense vector y(dss) is obtained as below:

y(dss) = softmax(Mtrf · Wdss). (3)

We compute loss function by using y(dss) and its
true domain-specific sense vector t(dss) which is
represented as a one-hot vector. The loss function
is defined by Eq. (4).

Ldss(θ) =





− 1
ndss

∑n
i=1

∑nw
w=1

∑ddss
s=1 t

(dss)
iws log(y

(dss)
iws )

(ndss ≥ 1),

0 (ndss = 0).
(4)

n refers to the minibatch size and nw shows the
number of words in a document. ndss is the num-
ber of target words within the minibatch size and θ

refers to the parameter used in the network. t
(dss)
iws

and y
(dss)
iws show the value of the s-th domain-

specific sense for the w-th target word in the i-th
document within the minibatch size and its true
value (1 or 0), respectively. As shown in Fig-
ure 1, we obtain text matrix Mdss by replacing
each target vector (“make” and “bank”) in the
matrix Mtrf to its domain-specific sense vector
(“make%2:40:01::” and “bank%1:14:00::”).

2.3 Text Categorization
We merged all the vectors of the matrix Mdss

per dimension and obtained one document vector
Dsum. We passed it to the fully connected layers
FCtc. The number of the dimensions of the out-
put vector dtc obtained by FCtc equals to the total
number of domains. Let the prediction vector y(tc)

be Wtc × Dsum where Wtc ∈ Rdmodel×dtc indi-
cates the weight matrix of FCtc. We applied soft-
max function for single label categorization task
which is defined by:

p̂
(tc)
ic =

exp(y
(tc)
ic )

∑dtc
c′=1 exp(y

(tc′)
ic )

(5)

Similarly, we used a sigmoid function σ(x) =
1

1+e−x for multi-label categorization problem. The
training objective is to minimize the following
loss:

Ltc(θ) =





− 1
n

∑n
i=1

∑dtc
c=1 t

(tc)
ic log(p̂

(tc)
ic ).

Single-label
− 1

n

∑n
i=1

∑dtc
c=1[t

(tc)
ic log(σ(y

(tc)
ic ))+

(1 − t
(tc)
ic ) log(1 − σ(y

(tc)
ic ))].

Multi-label
(6)

Single-label and Multi-label in Eq. (6) denote the
loss function for single-label and multi-label pre-
diction, respectively. n refers to the minibatch size
and θ shows parameter used in the network. t

(tc)
ic

and y
(tc)
ic show the value of the c-th domain in the

i-th document within the minibatch size and its
true value (1 or 0), respectively.

In case of a single domain, a domain whose
probability score is the maximum is regarded to
the predicted domain. When the test data is the
multi-label problem, we set a threshold value λ
and domains whose probability score exceeds the
threshold value are considered for selection.

2.4 Multi-task Learning
We assume that the auxiliary predominant sense
prediction task helps the text categorization task
by learning common feature representation of pre-
dominant senses for text categorization. The
model adopts a multi-task objective function
which is shown in Eq. (7). It is trained to simul-
taneously categorize texts and predicts a predomi-
nant sense for each word.

L(multi)(θ(sh), θ(dss), θ(tc)) = L(dss)(θ(sh), θ(dss))

+L(tc)(θ(sh), θ(tc)) (7)

θ(sh) in Eq. (7) refers to a shared parameter of the
two tasks. θ(dss) and θ(tc) stand for a parameter
estimated in domain-specific sense prediction and
that of text categorization, respectively. Given a
corpus, the parameters of the network are trained
to minimize the value obtained by Eq. (7).

3 Experiments

3.1 Dataset
We performed the experiments on four benchmark
datasets having domains to evaluate the properties
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SFC RCV1
Arts Arts, Entertainment
Science Science
Politics Politics
Economy Economics
Sports Sports
Weather Weather
Politics Government
Industry Corporate
Law Law
Environment Environment
Tourism Travel
Military War
Commerce Market

Table 1: SFC and RCV1 correspondences

SFC APW
Arts Entertainment
Politics Politics
Economy Financial
Sports Sports
Weather Weather

Table 2: SFC and APW(AQUAINT) correspondences

of our framework: RCV1 (Lewis et al., 2004), 20
Newsgroups1, 1999 APW2 from the AQUAINT
corpus3, and AG’s corpus of news articles4.

The data for domain-specific sense predic-
tion is based on the senses provided by the all-
words task in SensEval-2 (Palmer et al., 2001) and
SensEval-3 (Snyder and Palmer, 2004). Magnini
et al (Magnini and Cavaglia, 2000; Magnini et al.,
2002) created a lexical resource where WordNet
2.0 synsets were annotated with Subject Field
Codes (SFC). Especially, 96% of WordNet synsets
for nouns are annotated. We assigned each do-
main described in their SFC list to the sense of
the all-words task in SensEval-2 and SensEval-3
data. Moreover, we assigned SFC labels to four
benchmark datasets having domains. The SFC
consists of 115,424 words assigning 168 domain
labels which include some of the four datasets’ do-
mains. We manually corresponded these domains
to SFC labels which are shown in Tables 1, 2, 3 5,
and 4.

The dataset statistics are summarized in Table
5 and examples of domain-specific sense-tagged

1http://people.csail.mit.edu/jrennie/20Newsgroups/
2We did not use 1998 and 2000 APW as the domains are

not assigned to these data.
3http://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2002T31
4https://github.com/mhjabreel/

CharCnn Keras/tree/master/data/ag news csv
5{“autos”, “motorcycles”}, and “sport” are assigned to

different SFC labels. However, we followed 20News cate-
gorization and grouped into one.

SFC 20News
Arts Rec.autos, Rec.motercycles

Rec.sport.baseball, Rec.sport.hockey
Science Sci.crypt, Sci.electronics, Sci.med, Sci.space
Politics Talk.politics.mis, Talk.politics.guns

Talk.politics.mideast

Table 3: SFC and 20News correspondences: 20News
contains seven top categories. Of these, we used three,
each of which corresponds to SFC.

SFC AG
Arts Entertainment
Science Science
Sports Sports

Table 4: SFC and AG correspondences

data are shown in Table 6. RCV1 consists of
806,701 documents, one-year corpus from Aug
20th, 1996 to Aug 19th, 1997. RCV1 is a large
volume of data compared to the other three data.
We thus reserved eight months of the RCV1 data
to learn word-embedding model. The model is
also used for the other three datasets because they
are the same genre as the RCV1, news stories. We
divided the remaining data into three. The division
is the same as the other three datasets: we reserved
60% of the data to train the models, 20% of the
data is used for tuning hyperparameters, and the
remaining 20% is used to test the models. All the
documents are tagged by using Stanford CoreNLP
Toolkit (Manning et al., 2014).

3.2 Baselines

We compared our method to three baseline meth-
ods: (i) TRF-Single which is a text categoriza-
tion based on the transformer but without domain-
specific sense prediction, (ii) TRF-Sequential, a
method first predicts domain-specific senses and
then classify documents by using the result, and
(iii) TRF-Delay-Multi, which is a model to start
learning predominant sense model at first until the
stable, and after that it adapts text categorization
simultaneously. This is a mixed method of TRF-
Sequential with fully separated training and TRF-
Multi with fully simultaneously training. We com-
pared our method with these approaches.

For multi-label text categorization by using
RCV1 data, we chose XML-CNN as a base-
line method because their method is simple but
powerful and attained at the best or second best
compared to the seven existing methods includ-
ing Bow-CNN (Johnson and Zhang, 2015) on six
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Datasets N D L W S Ŝ M M̂

RCV1 502,383 13 2.4 565 992 3,800,197 38,645 3,831
APW 46,032 5 1 397 586 877,400 9,206 1,497
20News 10,228 3 1 404 563 46,410 3,409 82
AG 95,700 3 1 390 562 124,885 31,900 222

Table 5: Data Statistics: N is the number of documents, D shows the number of domains, L is the average
number of domains per document, W refers to the number of different target words, S is the number of different
target senses, and Ŝ denotes the total number of target senses in the documents, M shows the average number of
documents per domain, and M̂ is the average number of documents per target sense.

Domain Document
Arts jonathan think there be a earlier russian film

movie%1:10:00:: on tv just say it be base on
a gogol .

Science the usaf of this program%1:10:02:: be very
open to ssato and will about 50m next year for
study%1:09:03:: .

Politics i do not think the suffering of some jew during
wwius justify the commit by the israeli govern-
ment%1:14:00:: .

Table 6: Sense-tagged training data (20News): Words
marked with “%” indicates sense index obtained by
the WordNet 2.0. Each word is lemmatized by using
CoreNLP-Toolkit.

Hyperparameter Value
The # of dimensions of a word vector (dmodel) 100
The # of epoch 100
Minibatch sizes (n) 32
Activation function ReLu
Threshold value for Multi-label learning (λ) 0.5
Gradient descent Adam

Table 7: Model settings: The hyperparameters com-
monly used in all of the method.

benchmark datasets where the label-set sizes are
up to 670K (Liu et al., 2017a). Original XML-
CNN is implemented by using Theano,6 while we
implemented our method by Chainer.7 To avoid
the influence of the difference in libraries, we im-
plemented XML-CNN by Chainer and used it as
a baseline. We followed the author-provided im-
plementation in our Chainer’s version of XML-
CNN. To make a fair comparison, we used fast-
Text (Joulin et al., 2017) as a word-embedding
tool with all of the methods.

3.3 Model settings and evaluation metrics

The hyperparameters which are commonly used in
all of the methods and their own estimated hyper-
parameters are shown in Tables 7 and 8, respec-

6https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Wwy!MNkrJRXZM3WN
ZNywa94c2-iEh 6U/view

7https://chainer.org

tively8. These hyperparameters are optimized by
using a hyperparameter optimization framework
called Optuna9. They were independently deter-
mined for each dataset. In the experiments, we
run five times for each model and obtained the av-
eraged performance. We used standard recall, pre-
cision, and F1 measures. We further computed
Macro-averaged F1 and Micro-averaged F1 and
used them through the experiments.

3.4 Results

The performance of all methods in Micro-
averaged F1 and Macro-averaged F1 on four
datasets are summarized in Tables 9, and 10,
respectively. Overall, both Micro and Macro-
averaged F1 obtained by each method were very
high except for the RCV1 data. Because these
datasets consist of at most five domains and a
single-label problem. The Micro and Macro-F1
obtained by TRF-Single were better than those
obtained by XML-CNN except for APW cor-
pus. This shows that text categorization based
on the encoder of the transformer is effective
for categorization. Sequential learning does not
work well for text categorization. Because the
average Macro-F1 obtained by TRF-Sequential
(89.41%) was slightly worse than that of TRF-
Single (89.74%), while Micro-averaged F1 ob-
tained by TRF-Sequential (90.02%) was slightly
better than TRF-Single (89.89%).

TRF-Delay-Multi was worse than TRF-
Sequential. Especially, as shown in Tables 9
and 10, the results in RCV1 were worse than
TRF-Single. One possible reason for the result
is that predominant sense identification is more
difficult task compared with text categorization.
As shown in Table 5, for example, in RCV1,
the average number of documents per target

8Our source code including Chainer’s
version of XML-CNN is available at:
https://github.com/ShimShim46/TRF Multitask

9https://github.com/pfnet/optuna
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Data XML-CNN TRF-Single TRF-Seq, TRF-Delay TRF-Multi
fr f wd h e wd h e wd ep h e wd

RCV1 2, 3, 4 128 1.00×10−4 10 1 1.00×10−4 10 2 1.00×10−4 75 10 1 1.00×10−4

APW 1, 2, 3 256 1.18×10−10 10 1 8.77×10−4 10 1 4.39×10−4 100 10 1 3.60×10−6

20News 4, 5, 6 128 3.05×10−4 5 1 1.42×10−10 5 1 9.08×10−8 75 10 1 4.39×10−8

AG 3, 4, 5 256 4.15×10−4 10 3 6.50×10−4 10 2 2.00×10−4 25 10 1 1.59×10−6

Table 8: Model settings for each method: “TRF-Seq.” and “TRF-Delay” show TRF-Sequential and TRF-Delay-
Multi, respectively. “fr” refers to filter region and “f” shows Filters. “wd” indicates Weight Decay. “h” shows
multi-attention layers and “e” is a stack of encoders. “ep” refers to the number of epochs in the predominant sense
prediction used in the baseline (iii). For instance, 75 indicates that we run predominant sense prediction task until
75 epochs, and then run multi-task learning.

Methods
Datasets XML-CNN TRF-Single TRF-Sequential TRF-Delay-Multi TRF-Multi
RCV1 70.01 70.30 70.43 62.43 71.92
APW 98.96∗ 98.23 98.53 98.80∗ 99.34
20News 88.39 91.51 91.62 91.93∗ 92.87
AG 99.07 99.52∗ 99.52∗ 99.73∗ 99.82
Average 89.10 89.89 90.02 88.22 90.98

Table 9: Micro-averaged F1 (%): Bold font shows the best result with each line. The method marked with “∗”
indicates the score is not statistically significant compared to the best one. We used a t-test, p-value < 0.05.

Methods
Datasets XML-CNN TRF-Single TRF-Sequential TRF-Delay-Multi TRF-Multi
RCV1 56.59 70.03 68.52 62.43 71.82
APW 98.19 97.13 97.70 98.05 99.14
20News 88.04 92.72 91.94 91.60 92.62∗
AG 96.61 99.08 99.51∗ 99.38∗ 99.64
Average 84.85 89.74 89.41 87.86 90.80

Table 10: Macro-averaged F1 (%): Bold font shows the best result with each line. The method marked with “∗”
indicates the score is not statistically significant compared to the best one. We used a t-test, p-value < 0.05.

Datasets TRF-Seq. TRF-Multi
TRF-Delay

RCV1 92.38 97.91
APW 95.51 98.82
20News 84.44 86.64
AG 91.26 92.03∗
Average 90.90 93.85

Table 11: Micro-averaged F1(%) of predominant sense
prediction: The method marked with “∗” indicates the
score is not statistically significant compared to the best
one. We used a t-test, p-value < 0.05.

sense is 3,831, while the average number of
documents per domain is 38,645. The training
data for predominant senses is smaller than that of
text categorization, which causes the overfitting
problem. As a result, TRF-Delay-Multi does
not work well and even worse than TRF-Single.
This shows that separately learning predominant
sense model at first until the stable, and after that,
learning predominant sense prediction and text
categorization simultaneously did not improve the
overall performance.

Datasets TRF-Seq. TRF-Multi
TRF-Delay

RCV1 78.84 83.32
APW 75.38 79.70
20News 70.13 72.76
AG 77.54 80.73
Average 75.47 78.88

Table 12: Macro-averaged F1(%) of predominant sense
prediction

Overall, the results obtained by TRF-Multi were
the best among them by both Micro and Macro-
averaged F1. This indicates that the predominant
sense information through multi-task learning can
help the model to learn better sense/document rep-
resentations. On RCV1, the overall performance
in each method was worse than those obtained by
using other data as the categorization task is more
difficult task compared with other data, i.e., multi-
label problem. However, TRF-Multi is still better
than other methods. The improvement was 1.49%
∼ 9.49% by Micro-F1 and 1.79% ∼ 15.23% by
Macro-F1.
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(a) Micro-F1 (RCV1)
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(c) Micro-F1 (20News)
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Figure 2: Micro-F1 against the # of epochs obtained by using the test data: Multi-task learning stability.
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(a) Macro-F1 (RCV1)
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(b) Macro-F1 (APW)
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(c) Macro-F1 (20News)
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Figure 3: Macro-F1 against the # of epochs obtained by using the test data: Multi-task learning stability.

Tables 11 and 12 show the Micro and Macro-
F1 of predominant sense prediction, respectively.
The overall performance of multi-task learning
was better to those of TRF-Seq. (TRF-Delay) by
both measures except for Micro-F1 on AG data.
This confirms our conjecture: to train the data in
order to simultaneously categorize texts and pre-
dict domain-specific senses is effective for sense
prediction.

Figures 2 and 3 show Micro and Macro-F1
against the number of epochs by using each of the
four datasets. As we can see from these Figures,
on 20News and AG corpus, each model except
for XML-CNN are similar learning stability in
both Micro and Macro-F1 curves. On RCV1, we
have the same observation by Micro-F1 except for
TRF-Delay-Multi and there is no significant dif-
ference in stability between TRF-Multi and TRF-
Sequential by Macro-F1. On APW, TRF-Multi is
similar to XML-CNN as they are stable after 60
epochs. In summary, TRF-Multi gets more stable
through the datasets and in both measures.

We also examined the affection on each catego-
rization performance by the ratio of predominant-

sense tagged training data. For each domain and
each predominant-sense, we count the total num-
ber of documents and obtained 5% to 80% of the
training documents. The results by Micro and
Macro-F1 are illustrated in Figures 4, and 5, re-
spectively.

The Micro-F1 values except for 20News and for
TRF-Delay-Multi on RCV1 are not a significant
difference among methods and keep the perfor-
mance until the ratio of training data decreased at
40%. Similarly, when the ratio is larger than 20%,
the Macro-F1 on APW and AG obtained by all
the methods do not differ significantly except for
XML-CNN. The Micro and Macro-F1 curves ob-
tained by 20news and Macro-F1 curve on RCV1
shows that more training data helps the perfor-
mance. This is reasonable because the average
number of training data per domain on 20news
is 3,409 and it is extremely smaller than other
datasets. RCV1 is also a multi-label problem.

The curves obtained by TRF-Multi drop slowly
compared to other methods and it keeps the best
performance by both evaluation measures and
even in the ratio of 5%. From the observations,
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(a) Micro-F1 (RCV1)
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(b) Micro-F1 (APW)
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(c) Micro-F1 (20News)
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Figure 4: Micro-F1 against the ratio of training data
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(a) Macro-F1 (RCV1)
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(b) Macro-F1 (APW)
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(c) Macro-F1 (20News)
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Figure 5: Macro-F1 against the ratio of training data

we can conclude that TRF-Multi learning model
works well, especially in the cases that the num-
ber of training data per domain is small.

4 Related Work

Deep learning techniques have been great
successes for automatically extracting context-
sensitive features from a textual corpus. Many
authors have attempted to apply deep learning
methods including CNN (Kim, 2014; Zhang et al.,
2015; Wang et al., 2015; Zhang and Wallace,
2015; Zhang et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017),
the attention based CNN (Yang et al., 2016),
bag-of-words based CNN (Johnson and Zhang,
2015), and the combination of CNN and recurrent
neural network (RNN) (Zhang et al., 2016) to text
categorization. Most of these approaches demon-
strated that neural network models are powerful
for learning effective features from textual input.
However, most of them for learning word vectors
only allow a single context-independent represen-
tation for each word even if it has several senses.
Peters et al. addressed the issue and proposed a
model of deep contextualized word representation

called ELMo derived from a bidirectional LSTM
(Peters et al., 2018). They reported that their
representation model significantly improves
the state-of-the-art across six NLP problems.
Similarly, Devlin proposed a model of deep
contextualized word representation called BERT
that can deal with syntax and semantics including
polysemies (Devlin et al., 2018). Their methods
attained amazing results in many NLP tasks.
However, they do not explicitly map each sense
of a word to its domain as their methods are un-
supervised manner. Moreover, their model needs
a large amount of corpus which leads to compu-
tational workload. Our model utilizes existing
domain-specific senses (Magnini and Cavaglia,
2000; Magnini et al., 2002) as pseudo rough but
explicit word representation data. It enables us to
learn feature representations for both predominant
senses and text categorization with a small amount
of data.

Similar to the text categorization task, the recent
upsurge of deep learning techniques have also con-
tributed to improving the overall performance on
Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) (Yuan et al.,
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2016; Raganato et al., 2017; Peters et al., 2018).
Melamud et al. proposed a method called Con-
text2Vec which learns each sense annotation in
the training data by using a bidirectional LSTM
trained on an unlabeled corpus (Melamud et al.,
2016). More recently, Vaswani et al. intro-
duced the first full-attentional architecture called
Transformer. It utilizes only the self-attention
mechanism and demonstrated its effectiveness
on neural machine translation. Since then,
the transformer has been successfully applied to
many NLP tasks including semantic role label-
ing (Strubell et al., 2018) and sentiment analy-
sis (Ambartsoumian and Popowich, 2018). To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first approach
for predicting domain-specific senses based on a
transformer that is trained with multi-task learn-
ing.

In the context of predominant sense prediction,
several authors have attempted to use domain-
specific knowledge to disambiguate senses and
show that the knowledge outperforms generic
supervised WSD (Agirre and Soroa, 2009;
Faralli and Navigli, 2012; Taghipour and Ng,
2015). McCarthy et al. proposed a statistical
method for assigning predominant noun senses
(McCarthy et al., 2004, 2007). They find words
with a similar distribution to the target word from
parsed data. They tested 38 words containing
two domains of Sports and Finance from the
Reuters corpus (Rose et al., 2002). Similarly,
Lau et al. (2014) proposed a fully unsupervised
topic modeling-based approach to sense fre-
quency estimation. Faralli and Navigli (2012)
attempted to performing domain-driven WSD by a
pattern-based method with minimally-supervised
framework. While conceptually similar, our
model differs from these approaches in that
it is supervised learning by adopting existing
domain-specific sense tags for creating the data.

In the context of multi-task learning, many au-
thors have attempted to apply it to NLP tasks
(Collobert and Weston, 2008; Glorot et al., 2011;
Liu et al., 2015, 2016). Liu et al. proposed ad-
versarial multi-task learning which alleviates the
shared and private latent feature spaces from in-
terfering with each other (Liu et al., 2017b). Xiao
et al. attempted multi-task CNN which intro-
duces a gate mechanism to reduce the inter-
ference (Xiao et al., 2018). They reported that
their approach can learn selection rules automat-

ically and gain a great improvement over base-
lines through the experiments on nine text cate-
gorization datasets. Both of them focused on text
categorization task only as a multi-task and used
the word embeddings which are initialized with
Word2Vec or GloVe vectors. Aiming at text cat-
egorization with relatively small amounts of train-
ing data, we demonstrated a predominant sense
of a word is effective for text categorization in
the framework of multi-task learning with domain-
specific sense identification and text categoriza-
tion. This enabled us to obtain better explicit fea-
ture representations to classify documents.

5 Conclusion

We have presented an approach to text categoriza-
tion by leveraging a predominant sense of a word
depending on the domain. We empirically exam-
ined that predominant sense identification helps to
improve the overall performance of text catego-
rization in the framework on multi-task learning.
The comparative results with the baselines showed
that our model is competitive as the improvement
was 1.49% ∼ 9.49% by Micro-F1 and 1.79% ∼
15.23% by Macro-F1. Moreover, we found that
our model works well, especially for the catego-
rization of documents with multi-label.

Future work will include: (i) incorporating lex-
ical semantics such as named entities for further
improvement, (ii) comparing our model to other
deep contextualized word representation such as
ELMO and BERT, and (iii) applying the method
to other domains for quantitative evaluation.
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Abstract

Automatically validating a research artefact is
one of the frontiers in Artificial Intelligence
(AI) that directly brings it close to competing
with human intellect and intuition. Although
criticized sometimes, the existing peer review
system still stands as the benchmark of re-
search validation. The present-day peer review
process is not straightforward and demands
profound domain knowledge, expertise, and
intelligence of human reviewer(s), which is
somewhat elusive with the current state of AI.
However, the peer review texts, which contains
rich sentiment information of the reviewer, re-
flecting his/her overall attitude towards the re-
search in the paper, could be a valuable en-
tity to predict the acceptance or rejection of
the manuscript under consideration. Here in
this work, we investigate the role of reviewers
sentiments embedded within peer review texts
to predict the peer review outcome. Our pro-
posed deep neural architecture takes into ac-
count three channels of information: the pa-
per, the corresponding reviews, and the review
polarity to predict the overall recommenda-
tion score as well as the final decision. We
achieve significant performance improvement
over the baselines (∼ 29% error reduction)
proposed in a recently released dataset of peer
reviews. An AI of this kind could assist the ed-
itors/program chairs as an additional layer of
confidence in the final decision making, espe-
cially when non-responding/missing reviewers
are frequent in present day peer review.

1 Introduction

The rapid increase in research article submis-
sions across different venues is posing a signif-
icant management challenge for the journal ed-
itors and conference program chairs1. Among

1Apparently CVPR, NIPS, AAAI 2019 received over
5100, 4900, 7000 submissions respectively!

the load of works like assigning reviewers, ensur-
ing timely receipt of reviews, slot-filling against
the non-responding reviewer, taking informed de-
cisions, communicating to the authors, etc., edi-
tors/program chairs are usually overwhelmed with
many such demanding yet crucial tasks. However,
the major hurdle lies in to decide the acceptance
and rejection of the manuscripts based on the re-
views received from the reviewers.

The quality, randomness, bias, inconsistencies
in peer reviews is well-debated across the aca-
demic community (Bornmann and Daniel, 2010).
Due to the rise in article submissions and non-
availability of expert reviewers, editors/program
chairs are sometimes left with no other options
than to assign papers to the novice, out of domain
reviewers which sometimes results in more incon-
sistencies and poor quality reviews. To study the
arbitrariness inherent in the existing peer review
system, organisers of the NIPS 2014 conference
assigned 10% submissions to two different sets
of reviewers and observed that the two commit-
tees disagreed for more than quarter of the papers
(Langford and Guzdial, 2015). Again it is quite
common that a paper rejected in one venue gets
the cut in another with little or almost no improve-
ment in quality. Many are of the opinion that the
existing peer review system is fragile as it only de-
pends on the view of a selected few (Smith, 2006).
Moreover, even a preliminary study into the in-
ners of the peer review system is itself very diffi-
cult because of data confidentiality and copyright
issues of the publishers. However, the silver lin-
ing is that the peer review system is evolving with
the likes of OpenReviews2, author response peri-
ods/rebuttals, increased effective communications
between authors and reviewers, open access initia-
tives, peer review workshops, review forms with

2https://openreview.net
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objective questionnaires, etc. gaining momentum.
The PeerRead dataset (Kang et al., 2018) is an

excellent resource towards research and study on
this very impactful and crucial problem. With our
ongoing effort towards the development of an Ar-
tificial Intelligence (AI)-assisted peer review sys-
tem, we are intrigued with: What if there is an ad-
ditional AI reviewer which predicts decisions by
learning the high-level interplay between the re-
view texts and the papers? How would the sen-
timent embedded within the review texts empower
such decision-making? Although editors/program
chairs usually go by the majority of the reviewer
recommendations, they still need to go through all
the review texts corresponding to all the submis-
sions. A good use case of this research would be:
slot-filling the missing reviewer, providing an ad-
ditional perspective to the editor in cases of con-
trasting/borderline reviews. This work in no way
attempts to replace the human reviewers; instead,
we are intrigued to see how an AI can act as an
additional reviewer with inputs from her human
counterparts and aid the decision-making in the
peer review process.

We develop a deep neural architecture incorpo-
rating full paper information and review text along
with the associated sentiment to predict the ac-
ceptability and recommendation score of a given
research article. We perform two tasks, a classifi-
cation (predicting accept/reject decision) and a re-
gression (predicting recommendation score) one.
The evaluation shows that our proposed model
successfully outperforms the earlier reported re-
sults in PeerRead. We also show that the addition
of review sentiment component significantly en-
hances the predictive capability of such a system.

2 Related Work

Artificial Intelligence in academic peer review is
an important yet less explored territory. How-
ever, with the recent progress in AI research, the
topic is gradually gaining attention from the com-
munity. Price and Flach (2017) did a thorough
study of the various means of computational sup-
port to the peer review system. Mrowinski et al.
(2017) explored an evolutionary algorithm to im-
prove editorial strategies in peer review. The fa-
mous Toronto Paper Matching system (Charlin
and Zemel, 2013) was developed to match pa-
per with reviewers. Recently we (Ghosal et al.,
2018b,a) investigated the impact of various fea-

tures in the editorial pre-screening process. Wang
and Wan (2018) explored a multi-instance learning
framework for sentiment analysis from the peer re-
view texts. We carry our current investigations on
a portion of the recently released PeerRead dataset
(Kang et al., 2018). Study towards automated sup-
port for peer review was otherwise not possible
due to the lack of rejected paper instances and cor-
responding reviews. Our approach achieves sig-
nificant performance improvement over the two
tasks defined in Kang et al. (2018). We attribute
this to the use of deep neural networks and aug-
mentation of review sentiment information in our
architecture.

3 Data Description and Analysis

The PeerRead dataset consists of papers, a set of
associated peer reviews, and corresponding ac-
cept/reject decisions with aspect specific scores
of papers collected from several top-tier Artificial
Intelligence (AI), Natural Language Processing
(NLP) and Machine Learning (ML) conferences.
Table 1 shows the data we consider in our experi-
ments. We could not consider NIPS and arXiv por-
tions of PeerRead due to the lack of aspect scores
and reviews, respectively. For more details on the
dataset creation and the task, we request the read-
ers to refer to Kang et al. (2018). We further use
the submissions of ICLR 2018, corresponding re-
views and aspect scores to boost our training set
for the decision prediction task. One motivation of
our work stems from the finding that aspect scores
for certain factors like Impact, Originality, Sound-
ness/Correctness which are seemingly central to
the merit of the paper, often have very low cor-
relation with the final recommendation made by
the reviewers as is made evident in Kang et al.
(2018). However, from the heatmap in Figure 1
we can see that the reviewer’s sentiments (com-
pound/positive) embedded within the review texts
have visible correlations with the aspects like Rec-
ommendation, Appropriateness and Overall Deci-
sion. This also seconds our recent finding that de-
termining the scope or appropriateness of an arti-
cle to a venue is the first essential step in peer re-
view (Ghosal et al., 2018a). Since our study aims
at deciding the fate of the paper, we take predict-
ing recommendation score and overall decision as
the objectives of our investigation. Thus our pro-
posal to augment sentiment of reviews to the deep
neural architecture seems intuitive.
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Venues #Papers #Reviews Aspect Acc/Rej
ICLR 2017 427 7270 Y 172/255
ACL 2017 137 275 Y 88/49

CoNLL 2016 22 39 Y 11/11
ICLR 2018 909 2741 Only Rec 336/573

Total 1495 10325 – 607/888

Table 1: Dataset Statistics
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Figure 1: Pearson Correlation of Review Sen-
timent (:X) with different Aspect Scores (:Y)
on ACL 2017 dataset. A1→Appropriateness,
A2→Clarity, A3→Impact, A4→Meaningful Com-
parison, A5→Originality, A6→Recommendation,
A7→Soundness/Correctness, A8→Substance,
D→Decision. pos→Positive Sentiment Score,
neg→Negative Sentiment Score, neu→Neutral Sen-
timent Score, com→Compound Sentiment Score.
To calculate the sentiment polarity of a review text,
we take the average of the sentence wise sentiment
scores from Valence Aware Dictionary and sEntiment
Reasoner (VADER) (Hutto and Gilbert, 2014).

4 Methodology

4.1 Pre-processing

At the very beginning, we convert the papers
in PDF to .json encoded files using the Science
Parse3 library.

4.2 DeepSentiPeer Architecture

Figure 2 illustrates the overall architecture we em-
ploy in our investigation. The left segment is for
the decision prediction while the right segment
predicts the overall recommendation score.

4.2.1 Document Encoding
We extract full-text sentences from each research
article and represent each sentence si ∈ Rd using
the Transformer variant of the Universal Sentence

3https://github.com/allenai/science-parse

Encoder (USE) (Cer et al., 2018), d is the dimen-
sion of the sentence semantic vector which is 512.
A paper is then represented as,

P = s1 ⊕ s2 ⊕ ...⊕ sn1 ,P ∈ R n1 × d

⊕ being the concatenation operator, n1 is the max-
imum number of sentences in a paper text in the
entire dataset (padding is done wherever neces-
sary). Similarly, we do this for each of the reviews
and create a review representation as

R = s1 ⊕ s2 ⊕ ...⊕ sn2 ,R ∈ R n2 × d

n2 being the maximum number of sentences in the
reviews.

4.2.2 Sentiment Encoding
The sentiment encoding of the review is done us-
ing VADER Sentiment Analyzer. For a sentence
si, VADER gives a vector Si, Si ∈ R4. The review
is then encoded (padded where necessary) for sen-
timent as

rsenti = S1 ⊕ S2 ⊕ ...⊕ Sn2 , rsenti ∈ Rn2×4.

4.2.3 Feature Extraction with Convolutional
Neural Network

We make use of a Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) to extract features from both the paper and
review representations. CNN has shown great suc-
cess in solving the NLP problems in recent years.
The convolution operation works by sliding a filter
Wfk ∈ Rl×d to a window of length l, the output of
such hth window is given as,

fkh = g(Wfk · Xh−l+1:h + bk)

Xh−l+1:h means the l sentences within the hth

window in Paper P. bk is the bias for the kth filter,
g() is the non-linear function. The feature map fk

for the kth filter is then obtained by applying this
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Figure 2: DeepSentiPeer: A Sentiment Aware Deep Neural Architecture to Predict Reviewer Recommendation
Score. Decision-Level Fusion and Feature-Level Fusion of Sentiment are shown for Task 1 and Task 2, respectively.

filter to each possible window of sentences in the
P as

fk = [fk1, f
k
2, ..., f

k
h, ..., f

k
n1−l+1], f

k ∈ Rn1−l+1.

We then apply a max-pooling operation to this fil-
ter map to get the most significant feature, f̂k as
f̂k = max(fk). For a paper P, the final output of
this convolution filter is then given as

p = [f̂1, f̂2, ..., f̂k, ..., f̂F ],p ∈ RF ,

F is the total number of filters used. In the same
way, we can get r as the output of the convolution
operator for the Review R.

We call the outputs p and r as the high-level rep-
resentation feature vector of the paper and the re-
view, respectively. We then concatenate these fea-
ture vectors (Feature-Level Fusion). The reason
we extract features from both is to simulate the ed-
itorial workflow, wherein ideally, the editor/chair
would look at both into the paper and the corre-
sponding reviews to arrive at a judgement.

4.2.4 Multi-layer Perceptron

We employ a Multi-Layer Perceptron
(MLP Predict) to take the joint paper+review
representations xpr as input to get the final
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Baselines

Task 1→ Aspect Score Prediction (RMSE)
Test Datasets→ ICLR ‡ ACL † CoNLL †
Approaches ↓ 2017 2017 2016
Majority Baseline 1.6940 2.7968 2.9133
Mean Baseline 1.6095 2.4900 2.6086
Only Paper (Kang et al., 2018) 1.6462 2.7278 3.0591

Comparing Systems Only Review (Kang et al., 2018) 1.6955 2.7062 2.7072
Paper+Review (Kang et al., 2018) 1.6496 2.5011 2.9734
Only Review 1.5812 2.7191 2.6537

Proposed Architecture Review+Sentiment 1.4521 2.6845 2.5524
DeepSentiPeer Paper+Review+Sentiment 1.1679 2.3790 2.5399

Table 2: Results on Aspect Score Prediction Task. Training is done with only ICLR 2017 papers/reviews, † →
Cross-Domain: Training on ICLR and testing upon entire data of ACL/CoNLL available in PeerRead dataset, ‡ →
Test set is kept the same as (Kang et al., 2018), RMSE→Root Mean Squared Error. CNN variant as in (Kang et al.,
2018) is used as the comparing system.

representation as

xpr = fMLP Predict(θpredict; [p, r]),

where θpredict represents the parameters of the
MLP Predict. We also extract features from the
review sentiment representation xrs via another
MLP (MLP Senti).

xrs = fMLP Senti(θsenti; rsenti),

θsenti being the parameters of MLP Senti. Finally,
we fuse the extracted review sentiment feature and
joint paper+review representation together to gen-
erate the overall recommendation score (Decision-
Level Fusion) using the affine transformation as

prediction = (Wd · [xpr, xrs] + bd).

We minimize the Mean Square Error (MSE) be-
tween the actual and predicted recommendation
score. The motivation here is to augment the hu-
man judgement (review+embedded sentiment) re-
garding the quality of a paper in decision making.
The long-term objective is to have the AI learn the
notion of good and bad papers from the human
perception reflected in peer reviews in correspon-
dence with paper full-text.

4.2.5 Accept/Reject Decisions
Instead of training the deep network on overall
recommendation scores, we train the network with
the final decisions of the papers in a classification
setting. The entire setup is same but we concate-
nate all the reviews of a particular paper together
to get the review representation. And rather than

doing decision-level fusion, we perform feature-
level fusion where the decision is given as

xprs = fMLP Predict(θ; [p, r̃, x̃rs])

c = Softmax(Wc · xprs + bc),

where c is the output classification distribution
across accept or reject classes. r̃ is the high-level
representation of review text after concatenating
all reviews corresponding to a paper and x̃rsis the
output of MLP Senti on the concatenated review
text. We minimize Cross-Entropy Loss between
predicted c and actual decisions.

4.3 Experimental Setup
As we mention earlier, we undertake two tasks:

Task 1: Predicting the overall recommendation
score (Regression) and

Task 2: Predicting the Accept/Reject Decision
(Classification).

To compare with Kang et al. (2018), we keep
the experimental setup (train vs test ratio) identical
and re-implement their codes to generate the com-
paring figures. However, Kang et al. (2018) per-
formed Task 2 on ICLR 2017 dataset with hand-
crafted features, and Task 1 in a deep learning set-
ting. Since our approach is a deep neural network
based, we crawl additional paper+reviews from
ICLR 2018 to boost the training set.

For Task 1, n1 is 666 and n2 is 98 while for
Task 2, n1 is 1494 and n2 is 525. We employ a
grid search for hyperparameter optimization. For
Task 1, F is 256, l is 5. ReLU is the non-linear
function g(), learning rate is 0.007. We train the
model with SGD optimizer, set momentum as 0.9
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Baseline

Task 2→ Accept/Reject (Accuracy)
Test Datasets→ ICLR ‡ ACL † CoNLL †
Approaches ↓ 2017 2017 2016
Majority Baseline 60.52 33.33 39.94

Comparing System Only Paper (Kang et al., 2018) 55.26∗ 35.93 41.23
Only Review 65.35 57.12 62.91

Proposed Architecture Review+Sentiment 69.79 59.31 62.22
DeepSentiPeer Paper+Review+Sentiment 71.05 64.76 67.71

Table 3: Results on Accept/Reject Classification Tasks. Training is done with ICLR 2017+ICLR 2018 pa-
pers/reviews, † → Cross-Domain: Training on ICLR and testing upon the entire data of ACL/CoNLL, ‡Test
Set is kept the same as (Kang et al., 2018), RMSE→Root Mean Squared Error, ∗ →65.79% if only trained with
ICLR 2017, Comparing System (Kang et al., 2018) is feature-based and considers only paper, and not the reviews.

and batch size as 32. We keep dropout at 0.5. We
use the same number of filters with the same ker-
nel size for both paper and review. In Task 2, for
Paper CNN F is 128, l is 7 and for Review CNN
F is 64 and l is 5. Again we train the model with
Adam Optimizer, keep the batch size as 64 and use
0.7 as the dropout rate to prevent overfitting. We
intentionally keep our CNN/MLP shallow due to
less training data. We make our codes 4 available
for further explorations.

5 Results and Analysis

Table 2 and Table 3 show our results for both
the tasks. We propose a simple but effective
architecture in this work since our primary
intent is to establish that a sentiment-aware deep
architecture would better suit these two problems.
For Task 1, we can see that our review sentiment
augmented approach outperforms the baselines
and the comparing systems by a wide margin (∼
29% reduction in error) on the ICLR 2017 dataset.
With only using review+sentiment information,
we are still able to outperform Kang et al. (2018)
by a margin of 11% in terms of RMSE. A further
relative error reduction of 19% with the addition
of paper features strongly suggests that only
review is not sufficient for the final recommen-
dation. A joint model of the paper content and
review text (the human touch) augmented with the
underlying sentiment would efficiently guide the
prediction.

For Task 2, we observe that the handcrafted
feature-based system by Kang et al. (2018) per-
forms inferior compared to the baselines. This is
because the features were very naive and did not

4https://github.com/aritzzz/DeepSentiPeer

address the complexity involved in such a task. We
perform better with a relative improvement of 28%
in terms of accuracy, and also our system is end-to-
end trained. Presumably, to some extent, our deep
neural network learned to distinguish between the
probable accept versus probable reject by extract-
ing useful information from the paper and review
data.

5.1 Cross-Domain Experiments
With the additional (but less) data of ACL 2017
and CoNLL 2016 in PeerRead, we perform the
cross-domain experiments. We do training with
the ICLR data (core Machine Learning papers)
and take the test set from the NLP conferences
(ACL/CoNLL). NLP nowadays is mostly machine
learning (ML) centric, where we find several ap-
plications and extensive usage of ML algorithms
to address different NLP problems. Here we ob-
serve a relative error reduction of 4.8% and 14.5%
over the comparing system for ACL 2017 and
CoNLL 2016, respectively (Table 2). For the de-
cision prediction task, the comparing system per-
forms even worse, and we outperform them by a
considerable margin of 28% (ACL 2017) and 26%
(CoNLL 2017), respectively (Table 3). The reason
is that the work reported in Kang et al. (2018) re-
lies on elementary handcrafted features extracted
only from the paper; does not consider the review
features whereas we include the review features
along with the sentiment information in our deep
neural architecture. However, we also find that our
approach with only Review+Sentiment performs
inferior to the Paper+Review method in Kang et al.
(2018) for ACL 2017. This again seconds that in-
clusion of paper is vital in recommendation de-
cisions. Only paper is enough for a human re-
viewer, but with the current state of AI, an AI
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reviewer would need the supervision of her hu-
man counterparts to arrive at a recommendation.
So our system is suited to cases where the editor
needs an additional judgment regarding a submis-
sion (such as dealing with missing/non-responding
reviewers, an added layer of confidence with an AI
which is aware of the past acceptances/rejections
of a specific venue).

6 Analysis: Effect of Sentiment on
Reviewer’s Recommendation

Figure 3: Projections of the output activations of the
final layer of MLP Senti. Points are annotated for Re-
views from Table 4. X: Predicted Recommendation
Scores, Y: Sentiment Activations

Scores PC
Actual vs Prediction 0.97

Prediction vs Sentiment Activations -0.93
Actual vs Sentiment Activations -0.91

Table 4: Pearson Correlation (PC) Coefficient between
the Recommendation Scores and Sentiment Activations.
This is to account for the fact that sentiment is actually
correlated with the prediction signifying the strength of
the model.

Figure 3 shows the output activations5 from the
final layer of MLP Senti against the predicted rec-
ommendation scores. We can see that the papers
are discriminated into visible clusters according
to their recommendation scores. This proves that
DeepSentiPeer can extract useful features in close
correspondence to human judgments. From Fig-
ure 3 and Table 4, we see that the sentiment ac-
tivations are strongly correlated (negatively) with

5We call them as Sentiment Activations

the actual and predicted recommendation scores.
Therefore, we hypothesize that our model draws
considerable strength if the review text has proper
sentiment embedded in it. To further investi-
gate this, we sample the papers/reviews from the
ICLR 2017 test set. We consider actual review
text and the sentiment embedded therein to exam-
ine the performance of the system (See Table 5).
We truncate the lengthy review texts and provide
the OpenReview links for reference. Appendix
A shows the heatmaps of Vader sentiment scores
generated for individual sentences corresponding
to each paper review in Table 5. We hereby ac-
knowledge that since the scholarly review texts are
mostly objective and not straightforward, the score
for neutral polarity is strong as opposed to pos-
itive, and negative. But still, we can see visible
polarities for review sentences which are positive
or negative in sentiment. For instance, the second
last sentence(s9): “The paper is not well written
either” from R1 has visible negative weight in the
heatmap (Figure 5 in Appendix A). Same can be
observed for the other review sentences as well.
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Figure 4: Normalized Confusion Matrix for Ac-
cept/Reject Decisions on ICLR 2017 test data with
DeepSentiPeer(Paper+Review+Sentiment) model.

Besides the objective evaluation of the paper in
the peer reviews, the reviewer’s opinion in the peer
review text holds strong correspondence with the
overall recommendation score. We can qualita-
tively see that the reviews R1, R2, and R3 are po-
larized towards the negative sentiment (Table 5).
Our model can efficiently predict a reasonable rec-
ommendation score with respect to human judg-
ment. Same we can say for R7 where the review
mostly signifies a positive sentiment polarity. R6
provides an interesting observation. We see that
the review R6 is not very expressive for such a
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# Paper Title Review Text Prediction Actual Senti Act
R1

Multi-label
learning
with the
RNNs for
Fashion
Search

—The technical contribution of this paper is not clear. Most of the approaches used are standard
state-of-art methods and there are not much novelties. For a multi-label recognition task, there
are other available methods, e.g. using binary models, changing cross-entropy loss function,
etc. There is not any comparison between the RNN method and other simple baselines. The
order of the sequential RNN prediction is not clear either. It seems that the attributes form a
tree hierarchy, and that is used as the order of sequence. The paper is not well written either.—
https://openreview.net/forum?id=HyWDCXjgx&noteId=B1Mp8grVl

4 3 0.01

R2
Transformation
based Mod-
els of Video
Sequences

—While I agree with the authors on these points, I also find that the paper suffer from important
flaws. Specifically: -the choice of not comparing with previous approaches in term of pixel
prediction error seems very ”convenient”, to say the least. While it is clear that the evaluation
metric is imperfect, it is not a reason to completely dismiss all quantitative comparisons with
previous work. The frames output by the network on, e.g. the moving digits datasets (Figure
4), looks ok and can definitely be compared with other papers. Yet, the authors chose not to,
which is suspicious.— https://openreview.net/forum?id=HkxAAvcxx&noteId=
SJE7-lkVx

3 3 0.41

R3
Efficient
Calcu-
lation of
Polynomial
Features
on Sparse
Matrices

—Many more relevant papers should be cited from the recent literature.The experiment part is

very weak. This paper claims that the time complexity of their algorithm is O(d
k
D

k
), which

is an improvement over standard method O(d
k
) by a factor d

k
But in the experiments, when

d=1, there is still a large gap ( 14s vs. 90s) between the proposed method and the standard one.
The authors explain this as ”likely a language implementation”, which is not convincing. To
fairly compare the two methods, of course you need to implement both in the same programming
language and run experiments in the same environment. For higher degree feature expansion,
there is no empirical experiments to show the advantage of the proposed method.— https:
//openreview.net/forum?id=S1j4RqYxg&noteId=B17Fn04Vg

4 3 0.27

R4
Efficient
Vector
Represen-
tation for
Documents
through
Corruption

—While none of the pieces of this model are particularly novel, the result is an efficient learning
algorithm for document representation with good empirical performance.Joint training of word
and document embeddings is not a new idea, nor is the idea of enforcing the document to be
represented by the sum of its word embeddings (see, e.g. see, e.g. ”The Sum of Its Parts”: Joint
Learning of Word and Phrase Representations with Autoencoders’ by Lebret and Collobert).
Furthermore, the corruption mechanism is nothing other than traditional dropout on the input
layer. Coupled with the word2vec-style loss and training methods, this paper offers little on the
novelty front.On the other hand, it is very efficient at generation time, requiring only an average
of the word embeddings rather than a complicated inference step as in Doc2Vec. Moreover, by
construction, the embedding captures salient global information about the document – it captures
specifically that information that aids in local-context prediction. For such a simple model, the
performance on sentiment analysis and document classification is quite encouraging.Overall,
despite the lack of novelty, the simplicity, efficiency, and performance of this model make it worthy
of wider readership and study, and I recommend acceptance.—https://openreview.net/
forum?id=B1Igu2ogg&noteId=rJBM9YbVg

6 7 -1.04

R5 R5
Towards
a Neural
Statistician

—Hierarchical modeling is an important and high impact problem, and I think that it’s under-
explored in the Deep Learning literature.Pros:-The few-shot learning results look good, but I’
mm not an expert in this area.-The idea of using a ”double” variational bound in a hierarchi-
cal generative model is well presented and seems widely applicable. Questions:-When training
the statistic network, are minibatches (i.e. subsets of the examples) used?-If not, does using
minibatches actually give you an unbiased estimator of the full gradient (if you had used all ex-
amples)? For example, what if the statistic network wants to pull out if *any* example from the
dataset has a certain feature and treat that as the characterization.This seems to fit the graph-
ical model on the right side of figure 1. If your statistic network is trained on minibatches, it
won’t be able to learn this characterization, because a given minibatch will be missing some
of the examples from the dataset.Using minibatches (as opposed to using all examples in the
dataset) to train the statistic network seems like it would limit the expressive power of the model—
https://openreview.net/forum?id=HJDBUF5le&noteId=HyWm1orEx

6 8 -0.65

R6
A recurrent
neural net-
work with-
out chaos

The authors of the paper set out to answer the question whether chaotic behaviour is a necessary
ingredient for RNNs to perform well on some tasks.For that question’s sake,they propose an ar-
chitecture which is designed to not have chaos. The subsequent experiments validate the claim
that chaos is not necessary.This paper is refreshing. Instead of proposing another incremental
improvement, the authors start out with a clear hypothesis and test it. This might set the base for
future design principles of RNNs.The only downside is that the experiments are only conducted on
tasks which are known to be not that demanding from a dynamical systems perspective; it would
have been nice if the authors had traversed the set of data sets more to find data where chaos
is actually necessary. https://openreview.net/forum?id=S1dIzvclg&noteId=
H1LYxY84l

5 8 -1.01

R7
Batch
Policy
Gradient
Methods for
Improving
Neural
Conver-
sation
Models

The author propose to use a off-policy actor-critic algorithm in a batch-setting to improve chat-
bots.The approach is well motivated and the paper is well written, except for some intuitions
for why the batch version outperforms the on-line version (see comments on ”clarification re-
garding batch vs. online setting”).The artificial experiments are instructive, and the real-world
experiments were performed very thoroughly although the results show only modest improvement.
https://openreview.net/forum?id=rJfMusFll&noteId=H1bSmrx4x

7 7 -1.77

Table 5: A qualitative study of the effect of sentiment in the overall recommendation score prediction. Prediction
→ is the overall recommendation score predicted by our system, Actual → is the recommendation score given
by reviewers. Senti Act are the output activations from the final layer of MLP Senti which are augmented to the
decision layer for final recommendation score prediction. The correspondence between the sentiment embedded
within the review texts and Sentiment Activations are fairly visible in Figure 3. Kindly refer to Appendix A for
polarity strengths in individual review sentences. The OpenReview links in the table above give the full review
texts.
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high recommendation score 8. It starts with intro-
ducing the authors work and listing the strengths
and limitations of the work without much (and
necessary) details. Our model hence predicts 5 as
the recommendation score. Whereas R4 can be
seen as the case of a usual well-written review, ex-
pressing the positive and negative aspects of the
paper coherently. Our model predicts 6 for an ac-
tual recommendation score of 7. These validate
the role of the reviewer’s opinion and sentiment to
predict the recommendation score, and our model
is competent enough to take into account the over-
all polarity of the review-text to drive the predic-
tion. Figure 4 presents the confusion matrix of our
proposed model on ICLR 2017 test data for Task
2.

7 Conclusion

Here in this work, we show that the reviewer sen-
timent information embedded within peer review
texts could be leveraged to predict the peer review
outcomes. Our deep neural architecture makes use
of three information channels: the paper full-text,
corresponding peer review texts and the sentiment
within the reviews to address the complex task of
decision making in peer review. With further ex-
ploration, we aim to mould the ongoing research
to an efficient AI-enabled system that would assist
the journal editors or conference chairs in mak-
ing informed decisions. However, considering the
sensitivity of the topic, we would like to further
dive deep into exploring the subtle nuances that
leads into the grading of peer review aspects. We
found that review reliability prediction should pre-
lude these tasks since not all reviews are of equal
quality or are significant to the final decision mak-
ing. We aim to include review reliability predic-
tion in the pipeline of our future work. However,
we are in consensus that scholarly language pro-
cessing is not straightforward. We need stronger,
pervasive models to capture the high-level inter-
play of the paper and peer reviews to decide the
fate of a manuscript. We intend to work upon
those and also explore more sophisticated tech-
niques for sentiment polarity encoding.
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A Heatmaps Depicting Sentiment
Polarity in Review Texts

Figure 5: Heatmaps of the sentence-wise VADER sen-
timent polarity of reviews considered in Table 4. Re-
views generally reflect the polarity of the reviewer to-
wards the respective work. s0...sn→ are the sentences
in the peer review texts.
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Abstract

We present a novel conversational-context
aware end-to-end speech recognizer based
on a gated neural network that incorpo-
rates conversational-context/word/speech em-
beddings. Unlike conventional speech recog-
nition models, our model learns longer
conversational-context information that spans
across sentences and is consequently better
at recognizing long conversations. Specifi-
cally, we propose to use text-based external
word and/or sentence embeddings (i.e., fast-
Text, BERT) within an end-to-end framework,
yielding significant improvement in word er-
ror rate with better conversational-context rep-
resentation. We evaluated the models on the
Switchboard conversational speech corpus and
show that our model outperforms standard
end-to-end speech recognition models.

1 Introduction

In a long conversation, there exists a tendency
of semantically related words, or phrases reoccur
across sentences, or there exists topical coherence.
Existing speech recognition systems are built at in-
dividual, isolated utterance level in order to make
building systems computationally feasible. How-
ever, this may lose important conversational con-
text information. There have been many studies
that have attempted to inject a longer context infor-
mation (Mikolov et al., 2010; Mikolov and Zweig,
2012; Wang and Cho, 2016; Ji et al., 2016; Liu and
Lane, 2017; Xiong et al., 2018), all of these mod-
els are developed on text data for language model-
ing task.

There has been recent work attempted to use
the conversational-context information within a
end-to-end speech recognition framework (Kim
and Metze, 2018; Kim et al., 2018; Kim and
Metze, 2019). The new end-to-end speech recog-
nition approach (Graves et al., 2006; Graves and

Jaitly, 2014; Hannun et al., 2014; Miao et al.,
2015; Bahdanau et al., 2015; Chorowski et al.,
2015; Chan et al., 2016; Kim et al., 2017) in-
tegrates all available information within a sin-
gle neural network model, allows to make fus-
ing conversational-context information possible.
However, these are limited to encode only one pre-
ceding utterance and learn from a few hundred
hours of annotated speech corpus, leading to min-
imal improvements.

Meanwhile, neural language models, such as
fastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017; Joulin et al.,
2017, 2016), ELMo (Peters et al., 2018), OpenAI
GPT (Radford et al., 2019), and Bidirectional En-
coder Representations from Transformers (BERT)
(Devlin et al., 2019), that encode words and sen-
tences in fixed-length dense vectors, embeddings,
have achieved impressive results on various nat-
ural language processing tasks. Such general
word/sentence embeddings learned on large text
corpora (i.e., Wikipedia) has been used exten-
sively and plugged in a variety of downstream
tasks, such as question-answering and natural lan-
guage inference, (Devlin et al., 2019; Peters et al.,
2018; Seo et al., 2017), to drastically improve their
performance in the form of transfer learning.

In this paper, we create a conversational-context
aware end-to-end speech recognizer capable of in-
corporating a conversational-context to better pro-
cess long conversations. Specifically, we pro-
pose to exploit external word and/or sentence em-
beddings which trained on massive amount of
text resources, (i.e. fastText, BERT) so that the
model can learn better conversational-context rep-
resentations. So far, the use of such pre-trained
embeddings have found limited success in the
speech recognition task. We also add a gating
mechanism to the decoder network that can inte-
grate all the available embeddings (word, speech,
conversational-context) efficiently with increase
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representational power using multiplicative inter-
actions. Additionally, we explore a way to train
our speech recognition model even with text-only
data in the form of pre-training and joint-training
approaches. We evaluate our model on the Switch-
board conversational speech corpus (Godfrey and
Holliman, 1993; Godfrey et al., 1992), and show
that our model outperforms the sentence-level
end-to-end speech recognition model. The main
contributions of our work are as follows:

• We introduce a contextual gating mecha-
nism to incorporate multiple types of em-
beddings, word, speech, and conversational-
context embeddings.

• We exploit the external word (fastText)
and/or sentence embeddings (BERT) for
learning better conversational-context repre-
sentation.

• We perform an extensive analysis of ways to
represent the conversational-context in terms
of the number of utterance history, and sam-
pling strategy considering to use the gener-
ated sentences or the true preceding utter-
ance.

• We explore a way to train the model jointly
even with text-only dataset in addition to an-
notated speech data.

2 Related work

Several recent studies have considered to incor-
porate a context information within a end-to-end
speech recognizer (Pundak et al., 2018; Alon et al.,
2019). In contrast with our method which uses a
conversational-context information in a long con-
versation, their methods use a list of phrases (i.e.
play a song) in reference transcription in specific
tasks, contact names, songs names, voice search,
dictation.

Several recent studies have considered to ex-
ploit a longer context information that spans mul-
tiple sentences (Mikolov and Zweig, 2012; Wang
and Cho, 2016; Ji et al., 2016; Liu and Lane, 2017;
Xiong et al., 2018). In contrast with our method
which uses a single framework for speech recog-
nition tasks, their methods have been developed
on text data for language models, and therefore,
it must be integrated with a conventional acoustic
model which is built separately without a longer
context information.

Several recent studies have considered to em-
bed a longer context information within a end-to-
end framework (Kim and Metze, 2018; Kim et al.,
2018; Kim and Metze, 2019). In contrast with our
method which can learn a better conversational-
context representation with a gated network that
incorporate external word/sentence embeddings
from multiple preceding sentence history, their
methods are limited to learn conversational-
context representation from one preceding sen-
tence in annotated speech training set.

Gating-based approaches have been used for
fusing word embeddings with visual representa-
tions in genre classification task or image search
task (Arevalo et al., 2017; Kiros et al., 2018) and
for learning different languages in speech recogni-
tion task (Kim and Seltzer, 2018).

3 End-to-End Speech Recognition
Models

3.1 Joint CTC/Attention-based
encoder-decoder network

We perform end-to-end speech recognition us-
ing a joint CTC/Attention-based approach with
graphemes as the output symbols (Kim et al.,
2017; Watanabe et al., 2017). The key advantage
of the joint CTC/Attention framework is that it
can address the weaknesses of the two main end-
to-end models, Connectionist Temporal Classifi-
cation (CTC) (Graves et al., 2006) and attention-
based encoder-decoder (Attention) (Bahdanau
et al., 2016), by combining the strengths of the
two. With CTC, the neural network is trained
according to a maximum-likelihood training cri-
terion computed over all possible segmentations
of the utterance’s sequence of feature vectors to
its sequence of labels while preserving left-right
order between input and output. With attention-
based encoder-decoder models, the decoder net-
work can learn the language model jointly without
relying on the conditional independent assump-
tion.

Given a sequence of acoustic feature vectors, x,
and the corresponding graphemic label sequence,
y, the joint CTC/Attention objective is represented
as follows by combining two objectives with a tun-
able parameter λ : 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1:

L = λLCTC + (1− λ)Latt. (1)

Each loss to be minimized is defined as the neg-
ative log likelihood of the ground truth character
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sequence y∗, is computed from:

LCTC ,− ln
∑

π∈Φ(y)

p(π|x) (2)

Latt ,−
∑

u

ln p(y∗u|x, y∗1:u−1) (3)

where π is the label sequence allowing the pres-
ence of the blank symbol, Φ is the set of all possi-
ble π given u-length y, and y∗1:u−1 is all the previ-
ous labels.

Both CTC and the attention-based encoder-
decoder networks are also used in the inference
step. The final hypothesis is a sequence that
maximizes a weighted conditional probability of
CTC and attention-based encoder-decoder net-
work (Hori et al., 2017):

y∗ = argmax{γ log pCTC(y|x)

+ (1− γ) log patt(y|x)} (4)

3.2 Acoustic-to-Words Models
In this work, we use word units as our model out-
puts instead of sub-word units. Direct acoustics-
to-word (A2W) models train a single neural net-
work to directly recognize words from speech
without any sub-word units, pronunciation model,
decision tree, decoder, which significantly sim-
plifies the training and decoding process (Soltau
et al., 2017; Audhkhasi et al., 2017, 2018; Li
et al., 2018; Palaskar and Metze, 2018). In ad-
dition, building A2W can learn more semanti-
cally meaningful conversational-context represen-
tations and it allows to exploit external resources
like word/sentence embeddings where the unit
of representation is generally words. However,
A2W models require more training data com-
pared to conventional sub-word models because
it needs sufficient acoustic training examples per
word to train well and need to handle out-of-
vocabulary(OOV) words. As a way to manage
this OOV issue, we first restrict the vocabulary
to 10k frequently occurring words. We then ad-
ditionally use a single character unit and start-of-
OOV (sunk), end-of-OOV (eunk) tokens to make
our model generate a character by decomposing
the OOV word into a character sequence. For ex-
ample, the OOV word, rainstorm, is decomposed
into (sunk) r a i n s t o r m (eunk) and the model
tries to learn such a character sequence rather than
generate the OOV token. From this method, we

obtained 1.2% - 3.7% word error rate (WER) rel-
ative improvements in evaluation set where exists
2.9% of OOVs.

4 Conversational-context Aware Models

In this section, we describe the A2W model
with conversational-context fusion. In order to
fuse conversational context information within the
A2W, end-to-end speech recognition framework,
we extend the decoder sub-network to predict the
output additionally conditioning on conversational
context, by learning a conversational-context em-
bedding. We encode single or multiple preceding
utterance histories into a fixed-length, single vec-
tor, then inject it to the decoder network as an ad-
ditional input at every output step.

Let say we have K number of utterances
in a conversation. For k-th sentence, we
have acoustic features (x1, · · · , xT )k and out-
put word sequence, (w1, · · · , wU ). At output
timestamp u, our decoder generates the proba-
bility distribution over words (wku), conditioned
on 1) speech embeddings, attended high-level
representation (ekspeech) generated from encoder,
and 2) word embeddings from all the words
seen previously (eu−1

word), and 3) conversational-
context embeddings (ekcontext), which represents
the conversational-context information for current
(k) utterance prediction:

ekspeech =Encoder(xk) (5)

wku ∼Decoder(ekcontext, e
k
word, e

k
speech)

(6)

We can simply represent such contextual em-
bedding, ekcontext, by mean of one-hot word vec-
tors or word distributions, mean(ek−1

word1
+ · · · +

ek−1
wordU

) from the preceding utterances.
In order to learn and use the conversational-

context during training and decoding, we serial-
ize the utterances based on their onset times and
their conversations rather than random shuffling of
data. We shuffle data at the conversation level and
create mini-batches that contain only one sentence
of each conversation. We fill the ”dummy” in-
put/output example at positions where the conver-
sation ended earlier than others within the mini-
batch to not influence other conversations while
passing context to the next batch.
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Figure 1: Conversational-context embedding representations from external word or sentence embeddings.

4.1 External word/sentence embeddings

Learning better representation of conversational-
context is the key to achieve better processing of
long conversations. To do so, we propose to en-
code the general word/sentence embeddings pre-
trained on large textual corpora within our end-
to-end speech recognition framework. Another
advantage of using pre-trained embedding mod-
els is that we do not need to back-propagate the
gradients across contexts, making it easier and
faster to update the parameters for learning a
conversational-context representation.

There exist many word/sentence embeddings
which are publicly available. We can broadly clas-
sify them into two categories: (1) non-contextual
word embeddings, and (2) contextual word em-
beddings. Non-contextual word embeddings, such
as Word2Vec (Mikolov and Zweig, 2012), GloVe
(Pennington et al., 2014), fastText (Bojanowski
et al., 2017), maps each word independently on
the context of the sentence where the word occur
in. Although it is easy to use, it assumes that each
word represents a single meaning which is not true
in real-word. Contextualized word embeddings,
sentence embeddings, such as deep contextualized
word representations (Peters et al., 2018), BERT
(Devlin et al., 2019), encode the complex charac-
teristics and meanings of words in various con-
text by jointly training a bidirectional language
model. The BERT model proposed a masked lan-
guage model training approach enabling them to
also learn good “sentence” representation in order
to predict the masked word.

In this work, we explore both types of embed-
dings to learn conversational-context embeddings
as illustrated in Figure 1. The first method is to
use word embeddings, fastText, to generate 300-

dimensional embeddings from 10k-dimensional
one-hot vector or distribution over words of each
previous word and then merge into a single con-
text vector, ekcontext. Since we also consider mul-
tiple word/utterance history, we consider two sim-
ple ways to merge multiple embeddings (1) mean,
and (2) concatenation. The second method is to
use sentence embeddings, BERT. It is used to a
generate single 786-dimensional sentence embed-
ding from 10k-dimensional one-hot vector or dis-
tribution over previous words and then merge into
a single context vector with two different merging
methods. Since our A2W model uses a restricted
vocabulary of 10k as our output units and which is
different from the external embedding models, we
need to handle out-of-vocabulary words. For fast-
Text, words that are missing in the pretrained em-
beddings we map them to a random multivariate
normal distribution with the mean as the sample
mean and variance as the sample variance of the
known words. For BERT, we use its provided to-
kenizer to generates byte pair encodings to handle
OOV words.

Using this approach, we can obtain a more
dense, informative, fixed-length vectors to encode
conversational-context information, ekcontext to be
used in next k-th utterance prediction.

4.2 Contextual gating

We use contextual gating mechanism in our de-
coder network to combine the conversational-
context embeddings with speech and word em-
beddings effectively. Our gating is contextual
in the sense that multiple embeddings compute
a gate value that is dependent on the context
of multiple utterances that occur in a conversa-
tion. Using these contextual gates can be benefi-
cial to decide how to weigh the different embed-
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dings, conversational-context, word and speech
embeddings. Rather than merely concatenat-
ing conversational-context embeddings (Kim and
Metze, 2018), contextual gating can achieve more
improvement because its increased representa-
tional power using multiplicative interactions.

Figure 2 illustrates our proposed contextual gat-
ing mechanism. Let ew = ew(yu−1) be our pre-
vious word embedding for a word yu−1, and let
es = es(x

k
1:T ) be a speech embedding for the

acoustic features of current k-th utterance xk1:T

and ec = ec(sk−1−n:k−1) be our conversational-
context embedding for n-number of preceding ut-
terances sk−1−n:k−1. Then using a gating mecha-
nism:

g = σ(ec, ew, es) (7)

where σ is a 1 hidden layer DNN with sigmoid
activation, the gated embedding e is calcuated as

e = g � (ec, ew, es) (8)

h = LSTM(e) (9)

and fed into the LSTM decoder hidden layer. The
output of the decoder h is then combined with
conversational-context embedding ec again with a
gating mechanism,

g = σ(eC , h) (10)

ĥ = g � (ec, h) (11)

Then the next hidden layer takes these gated acti-
vations, ĥ, and so on.

Figure 2: Our contextual gating mechanism in decoder
network to integrate three different embeddings from:
1) conversational-context, 2) previous word, 3) current
speech.

Dataset # of utter. # of conversations avg. # of utter.
/conversation

training 192,656 2402 80
validation 4,000 34 118

eval.(SWBD) 1,831 20 92
eval.(CH) 2,627 20 131

Table 1: Experimental dataset description. We used
300 hours of Switchboard conversational corpus. Note
that any pronunciation lexicon or Fisher transcription
was not used.

5 Experiments

5.1 Datasets
To evaluate our proposed conversational end-to-
end speech recognition model, we use the Switch-
board (SWBD) LDC corpus (97S62) task. We
split 300 hours of the SWBD training set into
two: 285 hours of data for the model training,
and 5 hours of data for the hyper-parameter tuning.
We evaluate the model performance on the HUB5
Eval2000 which consists of the Callhome English
(CH) and Switchboard (SWBD) (LDC2002S09,
LDC2002T43). In Table 1, we show the number
of conversations and the average number of utter-
ances per a single conversation.

The audio data is sampled at 16kHz, and then
each frame is converted to a 83-dimensional fea-
ture vector consisting of 80-dimensional log-mel
filterbank coefficients and 3-dimensional pitch
features as suggested in (Miao et al., 2016). The
number of our word-level output tokens is 10,038,
which includes 47 single character units as de-
scribed in Section 3.2. Note that no pronunciation
lexicon was used in any of the experiments.

5.2 Training and decoding
For the architecture of the end-to-end speech
recognition, we used joint CTC/Attention end-to-
end speech recognition (Kim et al., 2017; Watan-
abe et al., 2017). As suggested in (Zhang et al.,
2017; Hori et al., 2017), the input feature images
are reduced to (1/4 × 1/4) images along with the
time-frequency axis within the two max-pooling
layers in CNN. Then, the 6-layer BLSTM with
320 cells is followed by the CNN layer. For the
attention mechanism, we used a location-based
method (Chorowski et al., 2015). For the de-
coder network, we used a 2-layer LSTM with 300
cells. In addition to the standard decoder net-
work, our proposed models additionally require
extra parameters for gating layers in order to fuse
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Trainable External SWBD CH
Model Output Units Params LM (WER%) (WER%)

Prior Models
LF-MMI (Povey et al., 2016) CD phones N/A 3 9.6 19.3

CTC (Zweig et al., 2017) Char 53M 3 19.8 32.1
CTC (Sanabria and Metze, 2018) Char, BPE-{300,1k,10k} 26M 3 12.5 23.7

CTC (Audhkhasi et al., 2018) Word (Phone init.) N/A 3 14.6 23.6
Seq2Seq (Zeyer et al., 2018) BPE-10k 150M* 7 13.5 27.1

Seq2Seq (Palaskar and Metze, 2018) Word-10k N/A 7 23.0 37.2
Seq2Seq (Zeyer et al., 2018) BPE-1k 150M* 3 11.8 25.7

Our baseline Word-10k 32M 7 18.2 30.7

Our Proposed Conversational Model
Gated Contextual Decoder Word-10k 35M 7 17.3 30.5

+ Decoder Pretrain Word-10k 35M 7 16.4 29.5
+ fastText for Word Emb. Word-10k 35M 7 16.0 29.5

(a) fastText for Conversational Emb. Word-10k 34M 7 16.0 29.5
(b) BERT for Conversational Emb. Word-10k 34M 7 15.7 29.2

(b) + Turn number 5 Word-10k 34M 7 15.5 29.0

Table 2: Comparison of word error rates (WER) on Switchboard 300h with standard end-to-end speech recognition
models and our proposed end-to-end speech recogntion models with conversational context. (The * mark denotes
our estimate for the number of parameters used in the previous work).

conversational-context embedding to the decoder
network compared to baseline. We denote the to-
tal number of trainable parameters in Table 2.

For the optimization method, we use AdaDelta
(Zeiler, 2012) with gradient clipping (Pascanu
et al., 2013). We used λ = 0.2 for joint
CTC/Attention training (in Eq. 1) and γ = 0.3
for joint CTC/Attention decoding (in Eq.4). We
bootstrap the training of our proposed conversa-
tional end-to-end models from the baseline end-
to-end models. To decide the best models for test-
ing, we monitor the development accuracy where
we always use the model prediction in order to
simulate the testing scenario. At inference, we
used a left-right beam search method (Sutskever
et al., 2014) with the beam size 10 for reducing the
computational cost. We adjusted the final score,
s(y|x), with the length penalty 0.5. The models
are implemented using the PyTorch deep learning
library (Paszke et al., 2017), and ESPnet toolkit
(Kim et al., 2017; Watanabe et al., 2017, 2018).

6 Results

Our results are summarized in the Table 2 where
we first present the baseline results and then show
the improvements by adding each of the indi-
vidual components that we discussed in previous
sections, namely, gated decoding, pretraining de-
coder network, external word embedding, external

conversational embedding and increasing recep-
tive field of the conversational context. Our best
model gets around 15% relative improvement on
the SWBD subset and 5% relative improvement
on the CallHome subset of the eval2000 dataset.

We start by evaluating our proposed model
which leveraged conversational-context embed-
dings learned from training corpus and compare
it with a standard end-to-end speech recogni-
tion models without conversational-context em-
bedding. As seen in Table 2, we obtained
a performance gain over the baseline by us-
ing conversational-context embeddings which is
learned from training set.

6.1 Pre-training decoder network

Then, we observe that pre-training of decoder net-
work can improve accuracy further as shown in
Table 2. Using pre-training the decoder network,
we achieved 5% relative improvement in WER on
SWBD set. Since we add external parameters in
decoder network to learn conversational-context
embeddings, our model requires more efforts to
learn these additional parameters. To relieve this
issue, we used pre-training techniques to train de-
coder network with text-only data first. We simply
used a mask on top of the Encoder/Attention layer
so that we can control the gradients of batches
contains text-only data and do not update the En-
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coder/Attention sub-network parameters.

6.2 Use of words/sentence embeddings

Next, we evaluated the use of pretrained external
embeddings (fastText and BERT). We initially ob-
served that we can obtain 2.4% relative improve-
ment over (the model with decoder pretraining) in
WER by using fastText for additional word em-
beddings to the gated decoder network.

We also extensively evaluated various ways to
use fastText/BERT for conversational-context em-
beddings. Both methods with fastText and with
BERT shows significant improvement from the
baseline as well as vanilla conversational-context
aware model.

6.3 Conversational-context Receptive Field

We also investigate the effect of the number of ut-
terance history being encoded. We tried differ-
ent N = [1, 5, 9] number of utterance histories
to learn the conversational-context embeddings.
Figure 3 shows the relative improvements in the
accuracy on the Dev set (5.2) over the baseline
“non-conversational” model. We show the im-
provements on the two different methods of merg-
ing the contextual embeddings, namely mean and
concatenation. Typically increasing the receptive
field of the conversational-context helps improve
the model. However, as the number of utterence
history increased, the number of trainable param-
eters of the concatenate model increased making it
harder for the model to train. This led to a reduc-
tion in the accuracy.

We also found that using 5-utterance history
with concatenation performed best (15%) on the
SWBD set, and using 9-number of utterance his-
tory with mean method performed best (5%) on
CH set. We also observed that the improvement
diminished when we used 9-utterance history for
SWBD set, unlike CH set. One possible explana-
tion is that the conversational-context may not be
relevant to the current utterance prediction or the
model is overfitting.
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Figure 3: The relative improvement in Development
accuracy over sets over baseline obtained by us-
ing conversational-context embeddings with different
number of utterance history and different merging tech-
niques.

6.4 Sampling technique
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Figure 4: The relative improvement in Develop-
ment accuracy over 100% sampling rate which was
used in (Kim and Metze, 2018) obtained by using
conversational-context embeddings with different sam-
pling rate.

We also experiment with an utterance level
sampling strategy with various sampling ratio,
[0.0, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0]. Sampling techniques have been
extensively used in sequence prediction tasks to
reduce overfitting (Bengio et al., 2015) by train-
ing the model conditioning on generated tokens
from the model itself, which is how the model
actually do at inference, rather than the ground-
truth tokens. Similar to choosing previous word
tokens from the ground truth or from the model
output, we apply it to choose previous utterance
from the ground truth or from the model output for
learning conversational-context embeddings. Fig-
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ure 4 shows the relative improvement in the de-
velopment accuracy (5.2) over the 1.0 sampling
rate which is always choosing model’s output. We
found that a sampling rate of 20% performed best.

6.5 Analysis of context embeddings
We develop a scoring function, s(i, j) to check
if our model conserves the conversational consis-
tency for validating the accuracy improvement of
our approach. The scoring function measures the
average of the conversational distances over every
consecutive hypotheses generated from a partic-
ular model. The conversational distance is cal-
culated by the Euclidean distance, dist(ei, ej) of
the fixed-length vectors ei, ej which represent the
model’s i, j-th hypothesis, respectively. To obtain
a fixed-length vector, utterance embedding, given
the model hypothesis, we use BERT sentence em-
bedding as an oracle. Mathematically it can be
written as,

s(i, j) =
1

N

∑

i,j∈eval
(dist(ei, ej))

where, i, j is a pair of consecutive hypotheses in
evaluation data eval,N is the total number of i, j
pairs, ei, ej are BERT embeddings. In our experi-
ment, we select the pairs of consecutive utterances
from the reference that show lower distance score
at least baseline hypotheses.

From this process, we obtained three conversa-
tional distance scores from 1) the reference tran-
scripts, 2) the hypotheses of our vanilla conversa-
tional model which is not using BERT, and 3) the
hypotheses of our baseline model. Figure 5 shows
the score comparison.

Figure 5: Comparison of the conversational distance
score on the consecutive utterances of 1) reference, 2)
our proposed conversational end-to-end model, and 3)
our end-to-end baseline model.

We found that our proposed model was 7.4%
relatively closer to the reference than the baseline.

This indicates that our conversational-context em-
bedding leads to improved similarity across ad-
jacent utterances, resulting in better processing a
long conversation.

7 Conclusion

We have introduced a novel method for
conversational-context aware end-to-end speech
recognition based on a gated network that in-
corporates word/sentence/speech embeddings.
Unlike prior work, our model is trained on conver-
sational datasets to predict a word, conditioning
on multiple preceding conversational-context
representations, and consequently improves
recognition accuracy of a long conversation.
Moreover, our gated network can incorporate
effectively with text-based external resources,
word or sentence embeddings (i.e., fasttext,
BERT) within an end-to-end framework and so
that the whole system can be optimized towards
our final objectives, speech recognition accuracy.
By incorporating external embeddings with
gating mechanism, our model can achieve further
improvement with better conversational-context
representation. We evaluated the models on
the Switchboard conversational speech corpus
and show that our proposed model using gated
conversational-context embedding show 15%,
5% relative improvement in WER compared to a
baseline model for Switchboard and CallHome
subsets respectively. Our model was shown to
outperform standard end-to-end speech recogni-
tion models trained on isolated sentences. This
work is easy to scale and can potentially be
applied to any speech related task that can benefit
from longer context information, such as spoken
dialog system, sentimental analysis.
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Abstract

Personal health mention detection deals with
predicting whether or not a given sentence is
a report of a health condition. Past work men-
tions errors in this prediction when symptom
words, i.e., names of symptoms of interest, are
used in a figurative sense. Therefore, we com-
bine a state-of-the-art figurative usage detec-
tion with CNN-based personal health mention
detection. To do so, we present two meth-
ods: a pipeline-based approach and a feature
augmentation-based approach. The introduc-
tion of figurative usage detection results in an
average improvement of 2.21% F-score of per-
sonal health mention detection, in the case
of the feature augmentation-based approach.
This paper demonstrates the promise of using
figurative usage detection to improve personal
health mention detection.

1 Introduction

The World Health Organisation places importance
on gathering intelligence about epidemics to be
able to effectively respond to them (World Health
Organisation, 2019). Natural language process-
ing (NLP) techniques have been applied to social
media datasets for epidemic intelligence (Charles-
Smith et al., 2015). An important classifica-
tion task in this area is personal health men-
tion detection: to detect whether or not a text
contains a personal health mention (PHM). A
PHM is a report that either the author or some-
one they know is experiencing a health condi-
tion or a symptom (Lamb et al., 2013). For ex-
ample, the sentence ‘I have been coughing since
morning’ is a PHM, while ‘Having a cough for
three weeks or more could be a sign of cancer’
is not. The former reports that the author has
a cough while, in the latter, the author provides
information about coughs in general. Past work
in PHM detection uses classification-based ap-
proaches with human-engineered features (Lamb

et al., 2013; Yin et al., 2015) or word embedding-
based features (Karisani and Agichtein, 2018).
However, consider the quote ‘When Paris sneezes,
Europe catches cold’ attributed to Klemens von
Metternich1. The quote contains names of symp-
toms (referred to as ‘symptom words’ hereafter)
‘sneezes’ and ‘cold’. However, it is not a PHM,
since the symptom words are used in a figurative
sense. Since several epidemic intelligence tools
based on social media rely on counts of keyword
occurrences (Charles-Smith et al., 2015), figura-
tive sentences may introduce errors. Figurative us-
age has been quoted as a source of error in past
work (Jimeno Yepes et al., 2015; Karisani and
Agichtein, 2018). In this paper, we deal with the
question:

Does personal health mention detection
benefit from knowing if symptom words
in a text were used in a literal or figura-
tive sense?

To address the question, we use a state-of-
the-art approach that detects idiomatic usage of
words (Liu and Hwa, 2018). Given a word and
a sentence, the approach identifies if the word is
used in a figurative or literal sense in the sentence.
We refer to this module as ‘figurative usage de-
tection’. We experiment with alternative ways to
combine figurative usage detection with PHM de-
tection, and report results on a manually labeled
dataset of tweets.

2 Motivation

As the first step, we ascertain if the volume of
figurative usage of symptom words warrants such
attention. Therefore, we randomly selected 200
tweets (with no duplicates and retweets) posted in
November 2018, each containing either ‘cough’ or
‘breath’. After discarding tweets with garbled text,

1https://bit.ly/2VoqTif ; Accessed on 23rd
April, 2019.
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two annotators manually annotated each tweet
with the labels ‘figurative’ or ‘literal’ to answer the
question: ‘Has the symptom word been mentioned
in a figurative or literal manner?’. Note that, (a)
in the tweet ‘When it’s raining cats and dogs and
you’re down with a cough!’, the symptom usage is
literal, and (b) Hyperbole (for example, ‘soon I’ll
cough my entire lungs up’) is considered to be lit-
eral. The two annotators agreed on a label 93.96%
of the time. Cohen’s kappa coefficient for inter-
rater agreement is 0.8778, indicating a high agree-
ment. For 52.75% of these tweets, both annotators
assign the label as figurative. This provides only
an estimate of the volume of figurative usage of
symptom words. We also expect that the estimate
would differ for different symptom words.

3 Approach

We now introduce the approaches for figurative
usage and PHM detection. Following that, we
present two alternative approaches to interface fig-
urative usage detection with PHM detection: the
pipeline approach and the feature augmentation
approach.

3.1 Figurative Usage Detection

In the absence of a health-related dataset labeled
with figurative usage of symptom words, we im-
plement the unsupervised approach to detect id-
ioms introduced in Liu and Hwa (2018). This
forms the figurative usage detection module. The
input to the figurative usage detection module is
a target keyword and a sentence, and the output
is whether or not the keyword is used in a fig-
urative sense. The approach can be summarised
in two steps: computation of a literal usage score
for target keyword followed by a LDA-based es-
timator to predict the label. To compute the lit-
eral usage score, Liu and Hwa (2018) first gen-
erate a set of words that are related to the target
keywords (symptom words, in our case). This set
is called the ‘literal usage representation’. The lit-
eral usage score is computed as the average simi-
larity between the words in the sentence and the
words in the literal usage representation. Thus,
this score is a real value between 0 and 1 (where
1 is literal and 0 is figurative). The score is then
concatenated with linguistic features (described
later in this section). The second step is a Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)-based estimator. The
estimator computes two distributions: the word-

Figure 1: PHM detection.

Figure 2: Pipeline approach.

figurative/literal distribution which indicates the
probability of a word to be either figurative or lit-
eral, and a document-figurative/literal distribution
which gives a predictive score for a document to
be literal or figurative. To obtain the literal us-
age score, we generate the literal usage represen-
tation using word2vec similarity learned from the
Sentiment140 tweet dataset (Go et al., 2009). We
use two sets of linguistic features, as reported in
Liu and Hwa (2018): the presence of subordinate
clauses and part-of-speech tags of neighbouring
words, using Stanford CoreNLP (Manning et al.,
2014). We adapt the abstractness feature in their
paper to health-relatedness (i.e., the presence of
health-related words). The intuition is that tweets
which contain more health-related words are more
likely to be using the symptom words in a literal
sense instead of figurative. Therefore, the abstract-
ness feature in the original paper is converted to
domain relatedness and captured using the pres-
ence of health-related words. We consider the
symptom word as the target word. It must be noted
that we do not have or use figurative labels in the
dataset except for the sample used to report the ef-
ficacy of figurative usage detection.

3.2 PHM Detection

We use a CNN-based classifier for PHM detec-
tion, as shown in Figure 1. The tweet is converted
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to its sentence representation using a concate-
nation of embeddings of the constituent words,
padded to a maximum sequence length. The em-
beddings are initialised based on pre-trained word
embeddings. We experiment with three alterna-
tives of pre-trained word embeddings, as elabo-
rated in Section 4. These are then passed to three
sets of convolutional layers with max pooling and
dropout layers. A dense layer is finally used to
make the prediction.

3.3 Interfacing Figurative Usage Detection
with PHM Detection

We consider two approaches to interface figurative
usage detection with PHM detection:

1. Pipeline Approach places the two modules
in a pipeline, as illustrated in Figure 2. If the
figurative usage detection module predicts a
usage as figurative, the PHM detection clas-
sifier is bypassed and the tweet is predicted
to not be a PHM. If the figurative usage pre-
diction is literal, then the prediction from the
PHM detection module is returned. We refer
to this approach as ‘+Pipeline’.

2. Feature Augmentation Approach augments
PHM detection with figurative usage fea-
tures. Therefore, the figurative label and
the linguistic features from figurative usage
detection are concatenated as figurative us-
age features ad passed through a convolution
layer. The two are then concatenated in a
dense layer to make the prediction. The ap-
proach is illustrated in Figure 3. This ap-
proach is based on Dasgupta et al. (2018),
where they augment additional features to
word embeddings of words in a document.
We refer to this approach as ‘+FeatAug’.

In +Pipeline, the figurative label guides whether or
not PHM detection will be called. In +FeatAug,
the label becomes one of the features. For both
the approaches, the figurative label is determined
by producing the literal usage score and then ap-
plying an empirically determined threshold. We
experimentally determine if using the literal usage
score performs better than using the LDA-based
estimator (See Section 4.3).

Figure 3: Feature augmentation approach.

4 Experiment Setup

4.1 Dataset
We report our results on a dataset introduced
and referred to by Karisani and Agichtein (2018)
as the PHM2017 dataset. This dataset consists
of 5837 tweets related to a collection of dis-
eases: Alzheimer’s (1103, 16.7% PHM), heart at-
tack (973, 12.4% PHM), Parkinson’s (868, 9.8%
PHM), cancer (988, 20.6% PHM), depression
(924, 38.5% PHM) and stroke (981, 14.2% PHM).
The imbalance in the class labels of the dataset
must be noted. Some tweets in the original pa-
per could not be downloaded due to deletion or
privacy settings.

4.2 Configuration
For PHM detection (PHMD) and the two com-
bined approaches (+Pipeline and +FeatAug), the
parameters are empirically determined as:

1. PHMD: Filters=100, Kernels=(3, 4, 5), Pool
size=2; Dropout=(0.2, 0.3, 0.5).

2. Figurative Usage Detection: The figurative la-
bel is predicted using a threshold for the literal
usage score. This threshold is set to 0.2. This
holds for both +Pipeline and +FeatAug. In the
case of +Pipeline, a tweet is predicted as fig-
urative, and, as a result, non-PHM, if the lit-
eral usage score is lower than 0.2. In the case
of +FeatAug, the figurative label based on the
score is added along with other features.

3. +FeatAug: Filters=100; Kernel size (left)=(3,
4, 5), Pool size=2; Dropout=(0.3, 0.1, 0.3);
Kernel size (right)=2.

All experiments use the Adam optimiser and
a batch size of 128, and trained for 35 epochs.
CNN experiments use the ReLU activation. We
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Random word2vec GloVe Numberbatch

Approach P R F P R F P R F P R F

PHMD 59.40 39.84 46.31 57.85 47.24 50.99 68.71 50.70 57.05 59.07 43.59 48.63
+Pipeline 59.99 33.65 41.78 57.84 40.80 46.62 67.93 43.25 51.51 59.09 36.74 43.69
+FeatAug 54.51 45.01 48.08 57.11 51.71 53.13 66.70 53.52 58.25 54.48 48.75 50.45

Table 1: Performance of PHM Detection (PHMD), +Pipeline and +FeatAug for four word embedding initialisa-
tions. P: Precision, R: Recall, and F: F-score.

GloVe+MeSH GloVe+WordNet GloVe+Symptom

Approach P R F P R F P R F

PHMD 56.95 41.47 46.62 56.41 42.94 47.55 57.57 42.93 47.72
+Pipeline 56.01 34.98 41.75 55.86 36.63 43.12 57.10 36.34 42.90
+FeatAug 53.71 46.46 49.01 55.88 48.47 51.15 56.04 48.11 50.30

Table 2: Performance of PHM Detection (PHMD), +Pipeline and +FeatAug initialised with GloVe word embed-
dings retrofitted with three ontologies: MeSH, WordNet and Symptom. P: Precision, R: Recall, and F: F-score.

P R F ∆F

PHMD 59.48 44.18 49.26

+Pipeline 59.12 37.60 44.48 -4.78
+FeatAug 57.32 48.88 51.48 +2.21

Table 3: Average performance of PHM Detection
(PHMD), +Pipeline and +FeatAug across the seven
word embedding initialisations; P: Precision, R: Recall,
F: F-score; ∆F : Difference in the F-score in compari-
son with PHMD.

Disease PHMD +FeatAug

Alzheimer’s 65.33 68.48
Heart attack 46.96 45.98
Parkinson’s 48.83 51.49
Cancer 53.69 54.58
Depression 70.48 71.34
Stroke 57.03 57.65

Table 4: Impact of figurative usage detection for PHM
Detection (PHMD) on individual diseases.

use seven types of initialisations for the word em-
beddings. The first four are a random initialisa-
tion, and three pre-trained embeddings. The pre-
trained embeddings are: (a) word2vec (Mikolov
et al., 2013); (b) GloVe (trained on Common
Crawl) (Pennington et al., 2014); and, (c) Num-
berbatch (Speer et al., 2017). The next three are
embeddings retrofitted with three ontologies. We

use three ontologies to retrofit GloVe embeddings
using the method by Faruqui et al. (2015). The
ontologies are: (a) MeSH,2 (b) Symptom3, and (c)
WordNet (Miller, 1995). The results are averaged
across 10-fold cross-validation.

4.3 Evaluation of Figurative Usage Detection
To validate the performance of figurative usage de-
tection, we use the dataset of tweets described in
Section 2. The tweets contain symptom words that
have been manually labeled. We obtain an F-score
of (a) 76.46% when only the literal usage score is
used, and (b) 69.72% when the LDA-based esti-
mator is also used. Therefore, we use the literal
usage score along with the figurative usage fea-
tures for our experiments.

5 Results

The effectiveness of PHMD, +Pipeline and
+FeatAug for the four kinds of word embed-
ding initialisations is shown in Table 1. In each
of these cases, +FeatAug performs better than
PHMD, while +Pipeline results in a degradation.
We note that, for both +FeatAug and +Pipeline,
the recall is impacted in comparison with PHMD.
Similar trends are observed for the retrofitted em-
beddings, as shown in Table 2. The improve-
ment when figurative usage detection is used is

2https://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/
meshhome.html; Accessed on 23rd April, 2019.

3https://bioportal.bioontology.org/
ontologies/SYMP; Accessed on 23rd April, 2019.
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higher in the case of retrofitted embeddings than
in the previous case. The highest improvement
(47.55% to 51.15%) is when GloVe embeddings
are retrofitted with WordNet. A minor observation
is that the F-scores are lower than GloVe with-
out the retrofitting, highlighting that retrofitting
may not always result in an improvement. Ta-
ble 3 shows the average performance across the
seven types of word embedding initialisations.
The +Pipeline approach results in a degradation
of 4.78%. This shows that merely discarding
tweets where the symptom word usage was pre-
dicted as figurative may not be useful. This could
be because the figurative usage detection tech-
nique is not free from errors. In contrast though,
for +FeatAug, there is an improvement of 2.21%.
This shows that our technique of augmenting with
the figurative usage-based features is beneficial.
The improvement of 2.21% may seem small as
compared to the prevalence of figurative tweets as
described in Section 2. However, all tweets with
figurative usage may not have been mis-classified
by PHMD. The improvement shows that a fo-
cus on figurative usage detection helps PHMD.
Finally, the F-scores for PHMD with +FeatAug
with GloVe embeddings for the different illnesses,
available as a part of the annotation in the dataset,
is compared in Table 4. Our observation that heart
attack results in the lowest F-score, is similar to
the one reported in the original paper. At the same
time, we observe that, except for heart attack, all
illnesses witness an improvement in the case of
+FeatAug.

6 Error Analysis

Typical errors made by our approach are:

• Indirect reference: Some tweets convey an
infection by implication. For example, ‘don’t
worry I got my face mask Charlotte, you will
not catch the flu from me!’ does not specifi-
cally state that someone has influenza.

• Health words: In the case of stroke or heart
attack, we obtain false negatives because
many tweets do not contain other associated
health words. Similarly, in the case of depres-
sion, some words like ‘addiction’, ‘mental’,
‘anxiety’ appear which were not a part of the
related health words taken into account.

• Sarcasm or humour: Some mis-classified
tweets appear to be sarcastic or joking. For

example, ‘I’m trying to overcome depression
and I need reasons to get out the house lol’.
Here, the person is being humorous (indi-
cated by ‘lol’) but the usage of the symptom
word ‘depression’ is literal.

7 Related Work

Several approaches for PHM detection have been
reported (Joshi et al., 2019). Lamb et al.
(2013) incorporate linguistic features such as word
classes, stylometry and part of speech patterns.
Yin et al. (2015) use similar stylistic features
like hashtags and emojis. Karisani and Agichtein
(2018) implement another approach of partition-
ing and distorting the word embedding space to
better detect PHMs, obtaining a best F-score of
69%. While we use their dataset, they use a statis-
tical classifier while we use a deep learning-based
classifier. For figurative usage detection, super-
vised (Liu and Hwa, 2017) as well as unsuper-
vised (Sporleder and Li, 2009; Liu and Hwa, 2018;
Muzny and Zettlemoyer, 2013; Jurgens and Pile-
hvar, 2015) methods have been reported. We pick
the work by Liu and Hwa (2018) assuming that it
is state-of-the-art.

8 Conclusions

We employed a state-of-the-art method in figura-
tive usage detection to improve the detection of
personal health mentions (PHMs) in tweets. The
output of this method was combined with clas-
sifiers for detecting PHMs in two ways: (1) a
simple pipeline-based approach, where the perfor-
mance of PHM detection degraded; and, (2) a fea-
ture augmentation-based approach where the per-
formance of PHM detection improved. Our ob-
servations demonstrate the promise of using fig-
urative usage detection for PHM detection, while
highlighting that a simple pipeline-based approach
may not work. Other ways of combining the two
modules, more sophisticated classifiers for both
PHM detection and figurative usage detection, are
possible directions of future work. Also, a similar
application to improve disaster mention detection
could be useful (for figurative sentences such as
‘my heart is on fire’).
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Abstract
Complex Word Identification (CWI) is con-
cerned with detection of words in need of sim-
plification and is a crucial first step in a sim-
plification pipeline. It has been shown that re-
liable CWI systems considerably improve text
simplification. However, most CWI systems to
date address the task on a word-by-word basis,
not taking the context into account. In this pa-
per, we present a novel approach to CWI based
on sequence modelling. Our system is capa-
ble of performing CWI in context, does not
require extensive feature engineering and out-
performs state-of-the-art systems on this task.

1 Introduction

Lexical complexity is one of the main aspects con-
tributing to overall text complexity (Dubay, 2004).
It is typically addressed with lexical simplification
(LS) systems that aim to paraphrase and substitute
complex terms for simpler alternatives. Previous
research has shown that Complex Word Identifi-
cation (CWI) considerably improves lexical sim-
plification (Shardlow, 2014; Paetzold and Specia,
2016a). This is achieved by identifying complex
terms in text prior to word substitution. The per-
formance of a CWI component is crucial, as low
recall of this component might result in an overly
difficult text with many missed complex words,
while low precision might result in meaning dis-
tortions with an LS system trying to unnecessarily
simplify non-complex words (Shardlow, 2013).

CWI has recently attracted attention as a stand-
alone application, with at least two shared tasks
focusing on it. Current approaches to CWI, in-
cluding state-of-the-art systems, have a number of
limitations. First of all, CWI systems typically ad-
dress this task on a word-by-word basis, using a
large number of features to capture the complexity
of a word. For instance, the CWI system by Paet-
zold and Specia (2016c) uses a total of 69 features,

while the one by Gooding and Kochmar (2018)
uses 27 features. Secondly, systems performing
CWI in a static manner are unable to take the con-
text into account, thus failing to predict word com-
plexity for polysemous words as well as words in
various metaphorical or novel contexts. For in-
stance, consider the following two contexts of the
word molar from the CWI 2018 shared task (Yi-
mam et al., 2018). Molar has been annotated as
complex in the first context (resulting in the bi-
nary annotation of 1) by 17 out of 20 annotators
(thus, the “probabilistic” label of 0.85), and as
non-complex (label 0) in the second context:

Contexts Bin Prob
Elephants have four molars... 1 0.85
... new molars emerge in the
back of the mouth.

0 0.00

The annotators may have found the second con-
text simpler on the whole, as molars is surrounded
by familiar words that imply the meaning (e.g.,
mouth), whereas elephants is a rarer and less se-
mantically similar co-occurrence. Such context-
related effects are hard to capture with a CWI sys-
tem that only takes word-level features into ac-
count. Thirdly, CWI systems that only look at in-
dividual words cannot grasp complexity above the
word level, for example, when a whole phrase is
considered complex.

In this paper, we apply a novel approach to the
CWI, based on sequence labelling.1 We show that
our system is capable of:
• taking word context into account;
• relying on word embeddings only, thus elim-

inating the need for extensive feature engi-
neering;
• detecting both complex words and phrases;
1Trained models are available at: https://github.

com/siangooding/cwi
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• not requiring genre-specific training and rep-
resenting a one-model-fits-all approach.

2 Related Work

2.1 Complex Word Identification

Early studies on CWI address this task by ei-
ther attempting to simplify all words (Thomas and
Anderson, 2012; Bott et al., 2012) or setting a
frequency-based threshold (Zeng et al., 2005; El-
hadad, 2006; Biran et al., 2011). Horn et al.
(2014) show that the former approach may miss
up to one third of complex words due to its in-
ability to find simpler alternatives, and Shard-
low (2013) argues that a simplify-all approach
might result in meaning distortions, but the more
resource-intensive threshold-based approach does
not necessarily perform significantly better either.
At the same time, Shardlow (2013) shows that a
classification-based approach to CWI is the most
promising one. Most of the teams participating in
the recent CWI shared tasks also use classification
approaches with extensive feature engineering.

The first shared task on CWI at SemEval
2016 (Paetzold and Specia, 2016b) used data
from several simplification datasets, annotated by
non-native speakers. In this data, about 3% of
word types and 11% of word tokens, if contexts
are taken into account, are annotated as com-
plex (Paetzold and Specia, 2016b). The CWI 2018
shared task (Yimam et al., 2018) used the data
from Wikipedia, news sources and unprofession-
ally written news, derived from the dataset of Yi-
mam et al. (2017). The dataset was annotated by
10 native and 10 non-native speakers, and, de-
pending on the source of the data, contains 40%
to 50% words labelled as complex in context. The
dataset contains words and phrases with two labels
each. The first label represents binary judgement
with bin=1 if at least 1 annotator marked the word
as complex in context, and bin=0 otherwise. The
second label is a “probabilistic” label representing
the proportion of the 20 annotators that labelled
the item as complex. The importance of context
when considering word complexity is exemplified
well in this dataset, as 11.34% of items have dif-
ferent binary labels depending on the context they
are used in. When considering probabilistic anno-
tations, of the items labelled in different contexts
10.96% have at least a 5-annotator difference in
complexity score in differing contexts. The dataset
contains 104 instances with a 10-annotator differ-

ence between scores based on the context of the
word. For instance, suspicion has been annotated
23 times:

Word Unique Max Min σ

suspicion 16 0.95 0.15 0.25

Of the 23 probabilistic annotations for suspicion
70% are unique. Max and min values show the
largest difference in annotations for this word in
context, with 19 annotators labelling it complex in
one scenario and only 3 in another. Finally, σ rep-
resents the standard deviation of the probabilistic
annotations for this word.

In this paper, we use the data from the CWI
2018 shared task, which contains annotation for
both words and word sequences (called phrases in
the task), and represents three different genres of
text. We focus on the binary setting (complex vs.
non-complex) and compare our results to the win-
ning system by Gooding and Kochmar (2018).

2.2 Sequence Labelling

Sequence labelling has been applied successfully
to a number of NLP tasks that rely on contex-
tual information, such as named entity recogni-
tion, part-of-speech tagging and shallow parsing.
Within this framework, the model receives as in-
put a sequence of tokens (w1, ..., wT ) and pre-
dicts a label for each token as output. Typically,
the input tokens are first mapped to a distributed
vector space, resulting in a sequence of word em-
beddings (x1, ..., xT ). The use of word embed-
dings allows sequence models to learn similar rep-
resentations for semantically or functionally sim-
ilar words. Recent advances to sequential model
frameworks have resulted in the models’ ability to
infer representations for previously unseen words
and to share information about morpheme-level
regularities (Rei et al., 2016).

Sequence labelling models benefit from the
use of long short-term memory (LSTM) units
(Gers et al., 2000), as these units can capture the
long-term contextual dependencies in natural lan-
guage. A variation of the traditional architecture,
bi-directional LSTMs (BiLSTM) (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997), has proved highly successful
at language tasks, as it is able to consider both the
left and right contexts of a word, thus increasing
the amount of relevant information available to the
network. Similarly, the use of secondary learning
objectives can increase the number of salient fea-
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tures and access to relevant information. For ex-
ample, Rei (2017) shows that training a model to
jointly predict surrounding words incentivises the
discovery of useful features and associations that
are unlikely to be discovered otherwise.

From the perspective of CWI, it is clear that
context greatly impacts the perceived difficulty of
text. In this paper we investigate whether CWI can
be framed as a sequence labelling task.

3 Implementation

For our experiments, we use the English part
of the CWI datasets from Yimam et al. (2017),
which contains texts on professionally written
NEWS, amateurishly written WIKINEWS, and
WIKIPEDIA articles. The original data includes
the annotation for a selected set of content words,
which is provided alongside the full sentence and
the word span. The annotation contains both bi-
nary (bin) and “probabilistic” (prob) labels as de-
tailed in Section 2:

Sentence Word Bin Prob
They drastically... drastically 1 0.5

As the sequential model expects the complete
word context as an input, we adapt the original for-
mat by tokenizing the sentences and including the
annotation for each word token, using C for the
annotated complex words and phrases, and N for
those that are either annotated as non-complex in
the original data or not included in it (e.g., function
words), which results in the following format:

They N
drastically C
...

We opted to use a sequential architecture by Rei
(2017), as it has achieved state-of-the-art results
on a number of NLP tasks, including error detec-
tion, which is similar to CWI in that it identifies
relatively rare sequences of words in context. The
design of this architecture is highly suited to the
task of CWI as: (1) the use of a BiLSTM pro-
vides contextual information from both the left
and right context of a target word; (2) the con-
text is combined with both word and character-
level representations (Rei et al., 2016); (3) this
architecture uses a language modelling objective,
which enables the model to learn better compo-
sition functions and to predict the probability of
individual words in context. As previous work

on CWI has consistently found word frequency
and length to be highly informative features, we
choose an architecture which utilises sub-word in-
formation and a language modelling objective.

We use 300-dimensional GloVe embeddings as
word representations (Pennington et al., 2014) and
train the model on randomly shuffled texts from
all three genres for 20 iterations. We train the
model using word annotations and predict binary
word scores using the output label probabilities. If
the probability of a word belonging to the com-
plex class is above 0.50, it is considered a com-
plex word. For phrase-level binary prediction, we
consider the phrases contained within the dataset.
The complex class probability for each word, aside
from stop words, is predicted and combined into a
final average score. If this average is above a pre-
defined threshold of 0.50 then the phrase is con-
sidered complex.

4 Results & Discussion

Results: We report the results obtained with the
sequence labelling (SEQ) model for the binary task
and compare them to the current state-of-the-art
in complex word identification, CAMB system by
Gooding and Kochmar (2018), which achieved the
best results across all binary and two probabilis-
tic tracks in the CWI 2018 shared task (Yimam
et al., 2018). The evaluation metric reported is the
macro-averaged F1, as was used in the 2018 CWI
shared task (Yimam et al., 2018). For the binary
task, both words and phrases are considered cor-
rect if the system outputs the correct binary label.

The CAMB system considers words irrespective
of their context and relies on 27 features of vari-
ous types, encoding lexical, syntactic, frequency-
based and other types of information about indi-
vidual words. The system uses Random Forests
and AdaBoost for classification, but as Gooding
and Kochmar (2018) report, the choice of the fea-
tures, algorithm and training data depends on the
genre. In addition, phrase classification is per-
formed using a ‘greedy’ approach and simply la-
belling all phrases as complex.

The results presented in Table 1 show that the
SEQ system outperforms the CAMB system on all
three genres on the task of binary complex word
identification. The largest performance increase
for words is on the WIKIPEDIA test set (+3.60%).

Table 1 also shows that on the combined set
of words and phrases (words+phrases) the two
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Test Set Macro F-Score
CAMB SEQ

Words Only
NEWS 0.8633 0.8763 (+1.30)
WIKINEWS 0.8317 0.8540 (+2.23)
WIKIPEDIA 0.7780 0.8140 (+3.60)
Words+Phrases
NEWS 0.8736 0.8763 (+0.27)
WIKINEWS 0.8400 0.8505 (+1.05)
WIKIPEDIA 0.8115 0.8158 (+0.43)

Table 1: SEQ vs. CAMB system results on words only
and on words and phrases

systems achieve similar results: the SEQ model
beats the CAMB model only marginally, with the
largest difference of +1.05% on the WIKINEWS

data. However, it is worth highlighting that the
CAMB system does not perform any phrase clas-
sification per se and simply marks all phrases as
complex. Using the dataset statistics, we estimate
that CAMB system achieves precision of 0.64.
The SEQ model outperforms the CAMB system,
achieving precision of 0.71.

We note that the SEQ model is not only able to
outperform the CAMB system on all datasets for
both words only and words+phrases, but it also
has a clear practical advantage: the only input
information it uses at run time are word embed-
dings, whereas the CAMB system requires 27 fea-
tures based on a variety of sources. In addition,
the CAMB system needs to rely on individually
tailored systems to maximize the results across
datasets, whereas the SEQ model is a ‘one size
fits all’ model that is able to work out-of-the-box
across all datasets, achieving state-of-the-art per-
formance by harnessing the power of word con-
text, embeddings and character-level morphology.

We additionally compare our results to the re-
cent work by Maddela and Xu (2018), who show
an improvement on the CWI systems with the
use of additional ‘human-based’ features. Using
an English lexicon of 15, 000 words with word-
complexity ratings by human annotators, they are
able to improve the scores of the winning CWI
system from the 2016 shared task by Paetzold and
Specia (2016c), and the nearest centroid (NC) ap-
proach by Yimam et al. (2017). They report the
best F-score of 74.8 on the combined CWI 2018
shared task testset, achieved using the NC ap-
proach augmented with the complexity lexicon.

We note that both CAMB and our SEQ model
achieve significantly higher results.

Discussion: To further analyze the results
achieved by CAMB and SEQ on the test sets,
we apply the McNemar statistical test (McNemar,
1947), which is comparable to the widely used
paired t-test, and is most suitable for dichotomous
dependent variables. Table 2 presents the con-
tingency table for words only, and Table 3 for
words+phrases:

CAMB Correct CAMB Wrong
SEQ Correct a=3002 b=205
SEQ Wrong c=145 d=349

Table 2: Contingency table for words only

CAMB Correct CAMB Wrong
SEQ Correct a=3443 b=207
SEQ Wrong c=145 d=457

Table 3: Contingency table for words+phrases

Using the above values, the continuity corrected
McNemar test (Edwards, 1948) estimates χ2 as:

χ2 =
(|b− c| − 1)2

(b+ c)
(1)

According to the test, the SEQ system achieves
significantly better results than the CAMB system
on words only (p = 0.0016, χ2 = 9.95) as well as
on words+phrases (p = 0.0011, χ2 = 10.57).
349 word tokens, with 289 word types, are in-

correctly labelled by both systems (see Table 2).
Of these, 166 words are incorrectly identified as
complex, and 183 are incorrectly identified as sim-
ple. Of the words that are not identified as com-
plex by the SEQ model, 74% are marked as com-
plex by only one annotator out of twenty, and 93%
by one or two annotators. This highlights the id-
iosyncratic nature of the task and why it may be
particularly challenging to address the complexity
needs of all individuals with a single system.

There are 205 word instances that are correctly
classified by the SEQ model, but not by the CAMB

system. 34% of these words the CAMB system
correctly classifies in other contexts, but not when
the context changes, for instance when the same
words are used in unusual or metaphorical con-
texts. Table 4 presents some examples of the con-
texts where the SEQ model correctly identifies the
complexity of the word, but CAMB model fails
(LABEL stands for the gold standard label).
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Contexts CAMB SEQ LABEL

Successive waves
of bank sector
reforms have failed

0 1 1

Diffraction occurs
with all waves 0 0 0

Table 4: Context dependent annotations of the word
waves

We note that the SEQ model is able to correctly
identify the complexity of the word waves when
used in different contexts. The system outputs a
score of 0.5692 for the first context (Successive
waves of bank sector [...]) and 0.4704 for the sec-
ond (Diffraction occurs with all waves), reflecting
that the complexity level is dependent on the con-
text.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we address the limitations of the ex-
isting CWI systems. Our SEQ model relies on se-
quence labelling and outperforms state-of-the-art
systems with a one-model-fits-all approach. It is
able to take context into account and classify both
words and phrases in a unified framework, without
the need for expensive feature engineering. Our
future research will focus on the relative nature
of complexity judgements and will use the SEQ

model to predict complexity on a scale. We will
also investigate whether the SEQ model may ben-
efit from sources of information other than word
embeddings and character-level morphology. Fi-
nally, we plan to investigate alternative methods to
modelling phrase and multi-word expression com-
plexity.
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Abstract

News recommendation can help users find in-
terested news and alleviate information over-
load. The topic information of news is critical
for learning accurate news and user represen-
tations for news recommendation. However, it
is not considered in many existing news rec-
ommendation methods. In this paper, we pro-
pose a neural news recommendation approach
with topic-aware news representations. The
core of our approach is a topic-aware news en-
coder and a user encoder. In the news encoder
we learn representations of news from their ti-
tles via CNN networks and apply attention net-
works to select important words. In addition,
we propose to learn topic-aware news repre-
sentations by jointly training the news encoder
with an auxiliary topic classification task. In
the user encoder we learn the representations
of users from their browsed news and use at-
tention networks to select informative news for
user representation learning. Extensive exper-
iments on a real-world dataset validate the ef-
fectiveness of our approach.

1 Introduction

Online news platforms such as Google News and
MSN News have attracted hundreds of millions
of users to read news online (Das et al., 2007;
Lavie et al., 2010). Massive news are generated
everyday, making it impossible for users to read all
news to find their interested content (Phelan et al.,
2011). Thus, personalized news recommendation
is very important for online news platforms to help
users find their interested news and alleviate infor-
mation overload (IJntema et al., 2010).

Learning accurate representations of news and
users is critical for news recommendation (Wu
et al., 2019b,a). Several deep learning based meth-
ods have been proposed for this task (Okura et al.,
2017; Wang et al., 2018; Kumar et al., 2017; Khat-
tar et al., 2018; Zheng et al., 2018). For example,

Title Topic
James Harden's incredible heroics lift Rockets over Warriors Sports

These Are Some of The Safest Airlines in the World Travel

Weekend snowstorm forecast from Midwest to East Coast Unlabeled

Figure 1: Three example news articles.

Okura et al. (2017) proposed to learn news repre-
sentations from news bodies via denoising auto-
encoders, and learn user representations from the
representations of their browsed news via a gated
recurrent unit (GRU) network. Wang et al. (2018)
proposed to learn news representations from news
titles via a knowledge-aware convolutional neu-
ral network (CNN), and learn user representations
from news representations using the similarity be-
tween candidate news and browsed news. How-
ever, these methods do not take the topic informa-
tion of news into consideration.

Our work is motivated by the following obser-
vations. First, the topic information of news is use-
ful for news recommendation. For example, if a
user clicks many news with the topic “sport”, we
can infer she is probably interested in sports. Thus,
exploiting the topic information of news has the
potential to learn more accurate news and user rep-
resentations. Second, not all news articles contain
topic labels, since it is very expensive and time-
consuming to manually annotate the massive news
articles emerging everyday. Thus, it is not suitable
to directly incorporate the topic labels of news as
model input. Third, different words in the same
news may have different informativeness in rep-
resenting news. For example, in Fig. 1 the word
“Airlines” is more informative than “Some”. Be-
sides, different news may also have different im-
portance for user representation. For instance, the
first news in Fig. 1 is more informative than the
third one in inferring the interest of users.

In this paper, we propose a neural news recom-
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mendation approach with topic-aware news repre-
sentations (TANR) which exploit the useful topic
information in news. The core of our approach is
a topic-aware news encoder and a user encoder.
In the news encoder, we learn the representations
of news from their titles by capturing the local
contexts via CNNs. Since different words may
have different informativeness for news represen-
tation, we apply attention network to select impor-
tant words for news representation learning. In ad-
dition, we propose to learn topic-aware news rep-
resentations by jointly training the news encoder
with an auxiliary topic classification task. In the
user encoder, we learn representations of users
from the representations of their browsed news.
Since different news may have different informa-
tiveness for user representation, we apply attention
network to select informative news for user repre-
sentation learning. Extensive experiments are con-
ducted on a real-world dataset. The results show
our approach can effectively improve the perfor-
mance of news recommendation.

2 Our Approach

In this section, we first introduce our basic neural
news recommendation model. Then we introduce
how to learn topic-aware news representations.

2.1 Neural News Recommendation Model

The architecture of our basic neural news recom-
mendation model is shown in Fig. 2. It consists
of three major modules, i.e., news encoder, user
encoder and click predictor.

News Encoder. The news encoder module is
used to learn representations of news from their
titles. It contains three layers. The first one is
word embedding, which converts a news title from
a word sequence into a vector sequence. Denote
a news title as [w1, w2, ..., wM ], where M is title
length. It is converted into word vector sequence
[e1, e2, ..., eM ] via a word embedding matrix.

The second layer is a CNN network (Kim,
2014). Local contexts are important for under-
standing news titles. For example, in the news title
“90th Birthday of Mickey mouse”, the local con-
texts of “mouse” such as “Mickey” is useful for
inferring it is a comic character name. Thus, we
use CNN to learn contextual word representations
by capturing local contexts. The CNN layer takes
the word vectors as input, and outputs the contex-
tual word representations [c1, c2, ..., cM ].

𝒓𝒓1

𝐷𝐷1 𝐷𝐷𝒊𝒊
Browsed News

𝐷𝐷𝑁𝑁

𝒓𝒓𝒊𝒊 𝒓𝒓𝑁𝑁

Candidate News

𝐷𝐷𝑐𝑐

𝒖𝒖

News 
Encoder

𝒓𝒓𝑐𝑐

Dot

�𝒚𝒚

CNN

Word Embedding

𝒆𝒆1 𝒆𝒆𝑖𝑖 𝒆𝒆𝑀𝑀

𝒄𝒄1 𝒄𝒄𝑖𝑖 𝒄𝒄𝑀𝑀

𝑤𝑤1 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 𝑤𝑤𝑀𝑀

𝛼𝛼1𝒕𝒕 𝛼𝛼2𝒕𝒕 𝛼𝛼𝑀𝑀𝒕𝒕 𝛼𝛼𝑁𝑁𝒏𝒏𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖𝒏𝒏𝛼𝛼1𝒏𝒏
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𝒓𝒓
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𝒒𝒒𝑡𝑡 𝒒𝒒𝒏𝒏

Output
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News 
Encoder
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Figure 2: The framework of the basic model.

The third layer is an attention network. Differ-
ent words in the same news title may have differ-
ent importance in representing news. For example,
in the first news of Fig. 1, the word “Rockets” is
more informative than “over” for news representa-
tion. Thus, we propose to use attention mechanism
to select important words in news titles to learn in-
formative news representations. Denote the atten-
tion weight of the ith word in a news title as αti:

ati = qTt tanh(Vt × cti + vt), (1)

αti =
exp(ati)∑M
j=1 exp(a

t
j)
, (2)

where Vt and vt are parameters, qt is the atten-
tion query vector. The final representation of a
news title is the summation of the contextual rep-
resentations of its words weighted by their atten-
tion weight, i.e., r =

∑M
i=1 α

t
ici.

User Encoder. The user encoder module is
used to learn the representations of users from the
representations of their browsed news. Different
news browsed by the same user may have differ-
ent informativeness for representing this user. For
example, the news “The best movies in 2018” is
more informative than the news “Winter storms
next week” in inferring user interests. Therefore,
we apply a news attention network to select im-
portant news to learn more informative user repre-
sentations. Denote the attention weight of the ith
browsed news as αni :

ani = qTn tanh(Vn × ri + vn), (3)

αni =
exp(ani )∑N
j=1 exp(a

n
j )
, (4)

where qn, Vn and vn are the parameters, and N
is the number of browsed news. The final repre-
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sentation of a user is the summation of the repre-
sentations of her browsed news weighted by their
attentions, i.e., u =

∑N
i=1 α

n
i ri.

Click Predictor. The click predictor module is
used to predict the probability of a user clicking
a candidate news based on their hidden represen-
tations. Denote the representation of a candidate
news Dc as rc. Following (Okura et al., 2017), the
click probability score ŷ is calculated by the inner
product of the representation vectors of the user
and the candidate news, i.e., ŷ = uT rc.

Motivated by (Huang et al., 2013), we propose
to use negative sampling techniques for model
training. For each news browsed by a user (de-
noted as positive sample), we randomly sample
K news displayed in the same impression but
not click by this user as negative samples. We
then jointly predict the click probability scores of
the positive news ŷ+ and the K negative news
[ŷ−1 , ŷ

−
2 , ..., ŷ

−
K ]. In this way, we formulate the

news click prediction problem as a pseudo K +1-
way classification task. The posterior click proba-
bility of a positive sample is calculated as follows:

pi =
exp(ŷ+i )

exp(ŷ+i ) +
∑K

j=1 exp(ŷ
−
i,j)

. (5)

The loss function for news recommendation is
the negative log-likelihood of all positive samples:

LNewsRec = −
∑

i∈S
log(pi), (6)

where S is the set of positive training samples.

2.2 Topic-Aware News Encoder

The topic information of news is useful for news
recommendation. For example, if a user browses
many news with the topic “sport”, then she may
be interested in sports. Thus, exploiting the news
topics has the potential to improve the representa-
tions of news and users. However, not all news in
online news platforms contain topic labels, since
it is very costly and time-consuming to annotate
the massive news emerging everyday. Thus, in-
stead of incorporating news topics as model in-
put, we propose to learn topic-aware news encoder
which can extract topic information from news ti-
tles by jointly training it with an auxiliary news
topic classification task, as shown in Fig. 3. We
propose a news topic classification model for this
task, which consists of a news encoder module
and a topic predictor module. The news encoder

𝐷𝐷

N
ew

s
Encoder Output

Dense

�𝒕𝒕

𝒓𝒓

Predicted
Category

Figure 3: The framework of topic-aware news encoder.

module is shared with the news recommendation
model. The topic predictor is used to predict the
topic probability distribution from news represen-
tation as follows:

t̂ = softmax(Wt × r+ bt), (7)

where Wt and bt are parameters, and t̂ is the pre-
dicted topic distribution. The loss function of the
topic classification task is formulated as follows:

LTopic = −
1

Nt

Nt∑

i=1

Kc∑

k=1

ti,k log(t̂i,k), (8)

where Nt is the number of news with topic labels,
Kc is the number of topic categories, and ti,k and
t̂i,k are the gold and predicted probability of the
ith news in the k-th topic category.

We jointly train the news recommendation and
topic classification tasks. The overall loss function
is a weighted summation of the news recommen-
dation and topic classification losses:

L = LNewsRec + λLTopic, (9)

where λ is a positive coefficient. Since the news
recommendation and the topic classification tasks
share the same news encoder, via joint training,
the news recommendation model can capture the
topic information to learn topic-aware news and
user representations for news recommendation.

3 Experiments

3.1 Datasets and Experimental Settings
We conducted experiments on a real-world dataset
which is collected from MSN News1 logs in one
month (from 12/13/2018 to 01/12/2019). The ba-
sic statistics of this dataset are summarized in Ta-
ble 1. In addition, the topic distributions in our
dataset are illustrated in Fig. 4. We used the logs in
the last week for test, and the rest for training. Be-
sides, we randomly sampled 10% of training data
as the validation set.

1https://www.msn.com/en-us/news
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# users 10,000 avg. # words per title 11.29
# news 42,255 # topic categories 14

# impressions 445,230 # positive samples 489,644
# samples 7,141,584 # negative samples 6,651,940

Table 1: Statistics of our dataset.

Figure 4: Topic distributions in our dataset.

In our experiments, word embeddings are 300-
dimensional and were initialized by the pre-
trained Glove embedding (Pennington et al.,
2014). The CNN network has 400 filters, and their
window sizes are 3. The negative sampling ratio
K is 4 and the coefficient λ is 0.2. Adam (Kingma
and Ba, 2014) is used as the optimization algo-
rithm, and the batch size is 64. These hyperpa-
rameters were selected according to the valida-
tion set. The metrics used for result evaluation
in our experiments include AUC, MRR, nDCG@5
and nDCG@10. We repeated each experiment 10
times and reported the average results.

3.2 Performance Evaluation

We evaluate the performance of our TANR ap-
proach by comparing it with several baseline
methods, including: (1) LibFM (Rendle, 2012), a
feature based matrix factorization method for rec-
ommendation; (2) CNN (Kim, 2014), using Kim
CNN to learn news representations from news ti-
tles, and building user representations via max
pooling; (3) DSSM (Huang et al., 2013), using
the deep structured semantic model by regarding
the concatenation of browsed news titles as the
query and candidate news as the documents; (4)
Wide&Deep (Cheng et al., 2016), a combination
of a wide linear channel and a deep neural net-
work channel; (5) DeepFM (Guo et al., 2017), a
combination of factorization machines and neural
networks; (6) DFM (Lian et al., 2018), a deep fu-

Methods AUC MRR nDCG@5 nDCG@10
LibFM 0.5660 0.2924 0.3015 0.3932
CNN 0.5689 0.2956 0.3043 0.3955

DSSM 0.6009 0.3099 0.3261 0.4185
Wide&Deep 0.5735 0.2989 0.3094 0.3996

DeepFM 0.5774 0.3031 0.3122 0.4019
DFM 0.5860 0.3034 0.3175 0.4067
DKN 0.5869 0.3044 0.3184 0.4071
GRU 0.6102 0.2811 0.3035 0.3952

TANR-basic 0.6221 0.3246 0.3487 0.4329
TANR* 0.6289 0.3315 0.3544 0.4392

Table 2: The results of different methods. *The im-
provement is significant at p < 0.01.

sion model by combining dense layers with dif-
ferent depths and using attention mechanism to
select important features; (7) GRU (Okura et al.,
2017), using autoencoders to learn news represen-
tations and using a GRU network to learn user rep-
resentations; (8) DKN (Wang et al., 2018), a neu-
ral news recommendation method which can uti-
lize entity information in knowledge graphs via
a knowledge-aware CNN; (9) TANR-basic, our
basic neural news recommendation model; (10)
TANR, our approach with topic-aware news rep-
resentations. The results of different methods are
summarized in Table 2.

From Table 2, We have several observations.
First, the methods based on neural networks (e.g.,
CNN, DSSM and TANR) outperform LibFM. This
is because neural networks can learn better news
and user representations than traditional matrix
factorization methods. Second, both TANR-basic
and TANR can outperform many baseline methods.
This is because our approaches can select impor-
tant words and news for learning informative news
and user representations via a hierarchical atten-
tion network, which is not considered in baseline
methods. Third, TANR consistently outperforms
TANR-basic. It validates the news topics are use-
ful for news recommendation, and our approach
can effectively exploit the topic information.

Then, we want to evaluate the performance of
our approach in topic classification. The perfor-
mance in Fscore over each topic category is shown
in Fig. 5. From Fig. 5, we find the classification
of most topic classes is satisfactory, except for the
class “kids”. This may be because the training data
in this class is too scarce and difficult to be recog-
nized. These results show that our approach can
capture useful topic information by training the
news encoder with an auxiliary topic classification
task to learn topic-aware news representations.
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Figure 5: Performance of topic classification.

Figure 6: Effectiveness of different attention networks.

3.3 Effectiveness of Hierarchical Attention

We conducted experiments to explore the hierar-
chical attentions in our approach. The results are
shown in Fig. 6. We find the news-level atten-
tion network can effectively improve the perfor-
mance of our approach. This is because differ-
ent news usually have different informativeness in
representing users, and selecting important news
can help learn more informative user representa-
tions. In addition, the word-level attention net-
work is also useful. This is because different
words usually have different importance for rep-
resenting news, and our approach can select im-
portant words to learn informative news represen-
tations. Moreover, combining both attention net-
works can further improve the performance of our
approach. These results validate the effectiveness
of hierarchical attentions in our approach.

3.4 Influence of Hyperparameter

In this section, we explore the influence of the co-
efficient λ in Eq. (9) on our approach. It controls
the relative importance of the topic classification
task. The results are shown in Fig. 7. We find if
λ is too small, the performance of our approach

Figure 7: Influence of the hyperparameter λ.

is not optimal, since the useful topic information
is not fully exploited. Thus, the performance im-
proves when λ increases from 0. However, when
λ becomes too large, the performance of our ap-
proach declines. This is because the topic classi-
fication task is over-emphasized and the news rec-
ommendation task is not fully respected. A mod-
erate value of λ (e.g., 0.2) is the most appropriate.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a neural news recom-
mendation approach with topic-aware news rep-
resentations. In our approach we propose a new
encoder to learn news representations from news
titles, and use attention network to select impor-
tant words. In addition, we propose to train a
topic-aware news encoder via jointly training it
with an auxiliary topic classification task to ex-
tract the topic information in news. In addition,
we propose a user encoder to learn representations
of users from their browsed news, and use atten-
tion network to select important news. Extensive
experiments on a real-world dataset validate the
effectiveness of our approach.
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Abstract

The word ordering in a Sanskrit verse is of-
ten not aligned with its corresponding prose
order. Conversion of the verse to its cor-
responding prose helps in better comprehen-
sion of the construction. Owing to the re-
source constraints, we formulate this task as
a word ordering (linearisation) task. In do-
ing so, we completely ignore the word ar-
rangement at the verse side. kāvya guru, the
approach we propose, essentially consists of
a pipeline of two pretraining steps followed
by a seq2seq model. The first pretraining
step learns task specific token embeddings
from pretrained embeddings. In the next step,
we generate multiple hypotheses for possible
word arrangements of the input (Wang et al.,
2018). We then use them as inputs to a neu-
ral seq2seq model for the final prediction. We
empirically show that the hypotheses gener-
ated by our pretraining step result in predic-
tions that consistently outperform predictions
based on the original order in the verse. Over-
all, kāvya guru outperforms current state of
the art models in linearisation for the poetry to
prose conversion task in Sanskrit.

1 Introduction

Prosody plays a key role in the word arrange-
ment in Sanskrit Poetry. The word arrangement
in a verse should result in a sequence of syllables
which adhere to one of the prescribed meters in
Sanskrit Prosody (Scharf et al., 2015). As a re-
sult, the configurational information of the words
in a verse is not aligned with its verbal cogni-
tion (Bhatta, 1990; Dennis, 2005). Obtaining the
proper word ordering, called as the prose order-
ing, from a verse is often considered a task which
requires linguistic expertise (Shukla et al., 2016;
Kulkarni et al., 2015).

∗Work done while the author was at IIT Kharagpur

In this work, we use neural sequence genera-
tion models for automatic conversion of poetry
to prose. Lack of sufficient poetry-prose parallel
data is an impediment in framing the problem as a
seq2seq task (Gu et al., 2018).1 Hence, we formu-
late our task as that of a word linearisation task (He
et al., 2009). In linearisation, we arrange a bag of
words into a grammatical and fluent sentence (Liu
et al., 2015). This eliminates the need for paral-
lel data, as the poetry order is not anymore rele-
vant at the input. A neural-LM based model from
Schmaltz et al. (2016) and a seq2seq model form
Wiseman and Rush (2016) are the current state of
the art (SOTA) models in the linearisation task.

We first show that a seq2seq model with gated
CNNs (Gehring et al., 2017), using a sequence
level loss (Edunov et al., 2018) can outperform
both the SOTA models for the Sanskrit poetry lin-
earisation task. But using a seq2seq model brings
non-determinism to the model as the final predic-
tion of the system is dependent on the order at
which the words are input to the encoder (Vinyals
et al., 2016). We resolve this, by using a pretrain-
ing approach (Wang et al., 2018) to obtain an ini-
tial ordering of the words, to be fed to the final
model. This approach consistently performs better
than using the original poetry order as input. Fur-
ther, we find that generating multiple hypotheses2

using this component (Wang et al., 2018), to be
fed to the final seq2seq component, results in im-
proving the results by about 8 BLEU points. Ad-
ditionally, we use a pretraining approach to learn
task specific word embeddings by combining mul-
tiple word embeddings (Kiela et al., 2018). We
call our final configuration as kāvya guru. ‘kāvya
guru’ is a compound word in Sanskrit, which
roughly translates to ‘an expert in prosody’.

1Refer to Appendix A for details on our preliminary ex-
periments in this direction.

2Empirically shown to be 10
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Figure 1: Configuration for kāvya guru, demonstrated for a 3 word sentence with a prose order ‘rāmah. vidyālayam
gacchati’. English translation: “Rāma goes to School”. We show generation of only one hypothesis from SAWO.

2 Poetry to Prose as Linearisation

Given a verse sequence x1, x2......xn, our task
is to rearrange the words in the verse to obtain
its prose order. As shown in Figure 2, kāvya
guru takes the Bag of Words (BoW) S as the input
to the system. We use two pretraining steps prior
to the seq2seq component in our approach. The
first step, ‘DME’, combines multiple pretrained
word embeddings, say {w11, w12, w13} for a token
x1 ∈ S, into a single meta-embedding, wDME

1 .
The second component, ‘SAWO’, is a linearisation
model in itself, which we use to generate multi-
ple hypotheses, i.e., different permutations of the
tokens, to be used as input to the final ‘seq2seq’
component.

Pretraining Step 1 – Dynamic Meta Embed-
dings (DME): Given a token xi ∈ S, we obtain
r different pre-trained word embeddings, repre-
sented as {wi1, wi2....wir}. Following Kiela et al.
(2018), we learn a single task specific embed-
ding, wDME

i using weighted sum of all the r em-
beddings. The scalar weights for combining the
embeddings are learnt using self-attention, with
a training objective to minimise the negative log
likelihood of the sentences, given in the prose or-
der.

Pretraining Step 2 – Self-Attention Based
Word-Ordering (SAWO): SAWO allows us to
generate multiple permutations of words as hy-
potheses, which can be used as input to a seq2seq
model. Here, we use a word ordering model it-
self as a pretraining step, proposed in Wang et al.

(2018). From step 1, we obtain the DME embed-
dings, {wDME

1 , wDME
2 , ....wDME

n }, one each for
each token in S. For each token in S, we also
learn additional embeddings, {sa1, sa2, ....san},
using the self-attention mechanism. These addi-
tional vectors are obtained using the weighted sum
of all the DME embeddings in the input BoW
S, where the weights are learned using the self-
attention mechanism (Wang et al., 2018; Vaswani
et al., 2017). As shown in Figure 2, the DME vec-
tor wDME

i and the vector sai are then concate-
nated to form a representation for the token Xi.
The concatenated vectors so obtained for all the
tokens in S, form the input to the decoder.

We use an LSTM based decoder, initialised with
the average of DME embeddings of all the tokens
({wDME

1 , wDME
2 , ....wDME

n }) at the input. A spe-
cial token is used as the input in the first time-step,
and based on the predictions from the decoder, the
concatenated vectors are input in the subsequent
time-steps. The decoder is constrained to predict
from the list of words in BoW, which are not yet
predicted at a given instance. We use a beam-
search based decoding strategy (Schmaltz et al.,
2016) to obtain top-k hypotheses for the system.

For both the pretraining steps, the training ob-
jective is to minimise the negative log likelihood
of the ground truth (prose order sentences), and
both the components are trained jointly. The mul-
tiple hypotheses so generated are used as indepen-
dent inputs to the seq2seq model, with the prose
order as their corresponding ground truth for train-
ing. In the figure 2, we show only one hypothesis
from SAWO. This helps us to obtain a k-fold in-
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crease in the amount of available training data.

The seq2seq model: We use the seq2seq model
comprising of gated CNNs (Gehring et al., 2017)
for the task. Our training objective is a weighted
combination of the expected risk minimisation
(RISK) and the token level negative log like-
lihood with label smoothing (TokLS) (Edunov
et al., 2018). Here, we use a uniform prior dis-
tribution over the vocabulary for label smoothing.
RISK minimises the expected value of a given
cost function, BLEU in our case, over the space of
candidate sequences.

(1)LRisk =
∑

u∈U
cost(ŷ,u)

p(u|x′)∑
u′∈U p(u

′|x′)

Here U is the candidate set, with |U|= 16 and
the sequences in U are obtained using Beam
Search. The size for the beam search was deter-
mined empirically.3 ŷ is the reference target se-
quence, i.e., the prose. x′ is the input sequence
to the model, which is obtained from SAWO. In
LRisk, cost(ŷ,u) = 1 − BLEU(ŷ,u), where
0 ≤ BLEU(ŷ,u) ≤ 1. Similar to Wiseman and
Rush (2016), we constrain the prediction of tokens
to those available at the input during testing.

Majority Vote Policy: For an input verse,
SAWO generates multiple hypotheses and seq2seq
then predicts a sequence corresponding to each of
these, of the same size as the input. To get a single
final output, we use a ‘Majority Vote’ policy. For
each position, starting from left, we find the token
which was predicted the most number of times at
that position among all the seq2seq outputs, and
choose it as the token in the final output.

3 Experiments

Dataset: We obtain 17,017 parallel poetry-prose
data from the epic “Rāmāyan. a’’.4 Given that
about 90 % of the vocabulary appears less than 5
times in the corpus, we use BPE to learn a new
vocabulary (Sennrich et al., 2016). We add about
95,000 prose-order sentences from Wikipedia into
our training data, as the poetry order input is irrel-
evant for linearisation.5

3We experimented with beam sizes from 1 to 32, in pow-
ers of 2. Since the increase in beam size from 16 to 32 did not
result in significant improvements in system performance, we
set the beam size as 16.

4Filtered from 18,250 verses. The remaining were ig-
nored due to corrupted word constructions.

5For heuristics used for identifying prose order sentences,
refer Appendix A

Data Preparation: With a vocabulary of
12,000, we learn embeddings for the BPE entries
using Word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013), Fast-
Text (Bojanowski et al., 2017), and character
embeddings from Hellwig and Nehrdich (2018).
The embeddings were trained on 0.8 million
sentences (6.5 million tokens) collected from
multiple corpora including DCS (Hellwig, 2011),
Wikipedia and Vedabase6. Finally, we combine
the word embeddings using DME (Kiela et al.,
2018).

From the set of 17,017 parallel poetry-prose
corpus, we use 13,000 sentence pairs for training,
1,000 for validation and the remaining 3,017 sen-
tence pairs for testing. The sentences in test data
are not used in any part of training or for learning
the embeddings.

Evaluation Metrics: Linearisation tasks are
generally reported using BLEU (Papineni et al.,
2002) score (Hasler et al., 2017; Belz et al., 2011).
Additionally, we report Kendall’s Tau (τ ) and per-
fect match scores for the models. Perfect match
is the fraction of sentences where the prediction
matches exactly with the ground truth. Kendall’s
Tau (τ ) is calculated based on the number of in-
versions needed to transform a predicted sequence
to the ordering in the reference sequence. τ is
used as a metric in sentence ordering tasks (La-
pata, 2006), and is defined as 1

m

∑m
i=1 1 − 2 ×

inversions count/
(
n
2

)
(Logeswaran et al., 2018;

Lapata, 2003). In all these three metrics, a higher
score always corresponds to a better performance
of the system.

3.1 Baselines

LSTM Based Linearisation Model (LinLSTM):
LinLSTM is an LSTM based neural language
model (LM) proposed by Schmaltz et al. (2016).
Sequences in sentence/prose order are fed to the
system for learning the LM. Beam search, con-
strained to predict only from the bag of words
given as input, is used for decoding. The authors
obtained SOTA results in their experiments on the
Penn Treebank, even outperforming different syn-
tax based linearisation models (Zhang and Clark,
2015; Zhang, 2013). The best result for the model
was obtained using a beam size of 512, and we use
the same setting for our experiments.

6https://www.vedabase.com/en/sb
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System Augmentation τ BLEU PM(%)

LinLSTM
Ramayan. a dataset 61.47 35.51 8.22
+ Wikipedia Prose 58.86 31.39 7.14

BSO

Ramayan. a dataset 58.62 29.16 7.61
+ Wikipedia Prose 65.38 41.22 12.97
+ DME 68.45 44.29 19.69
+ SAWO 72.89 52.37 24.56

kāvya guru

Ramayan. a dataset 59.27 31.55 8.62
+ Wikipedia Prose 66.82 42.91 13.52
+ DME 70.8 48.33 20.21
+ SAWO 74.32 54.49 25.72
+ Self-Attention 75.58 55.26 26.08

(a) Results for all the three competing models. The ‘+’ sign indicates that
the augmentation is added to the configuration in the row above it.

k τ BLEU PM
1 71.14 48.26 20.15
5 74.15 53.74 25.02
10 75.58 55.26 26.08

(b) Results for kāvya guru when trained (and
at test-time) using different values of k at the
SAWO pretraining step.

Encoding τ BLEU PM
IAST 73.64 53.46 23.73
SLP1 73.79 53.91 24.16
Syllable 75.58 55.26 26.08

(c) Results for kāvya guru, when using dif-
ferent sequence encoding schemes.

Table 1: Experimental results for different configurations and different settings, performed on the test data. Table
b and Table c use the configuration in the last row of Table a, which is the best performing configuration of kāvya
guru.

Seq2Seq with Beam Search Optimisation
(BSO): The seq2seq model uses a max-margin
approach with a search based loss, designed to pe-
nalise the errors made during beam search (Wise-
man and Rush, 2016). Here scores for different
possible sequences are predicted and then they are
ranked using beam search. The loss penalises the
function when the gold sequence falls off the beam
during training. For our experiments, we use a
beam size of 15 for testing and 14 for training, the
setting with best reported scores in Wiseman and
Rush (2016).

3.2 Results

Table 1a provides the results for all the three sys-
tems under different settings. kāvya guru reports
the best results with a BLEU score of 55.26, out-
performing the baselines. We apply both the pre-
training components and the ‘Majority Vote’ pol-
icy (§2) to both the seq2seq models, i.e. ‘BSO’
and the proposed model ‘kāvya guru’.

From Table 1a, it is evident that infusing prose-
only training data from Wikipedia, and apply-
ing both the pretraining steps leads to signifi-
cant7 and consistent improvements for both the
seq2seq models. LinLSTM shows a decrease in
its performance when the dataset is augmented
with sentences from Wikipedia. We obtain the
best results for kāvya guru when self-attention

7For all the reported results, we use approximate randomi-
sation approach for significance tests. All the reported values
have a p-value < 0.02

was added to the seq2seq component of the model
(Edunov et al., 2018; Paulus et al., 2018) (final
row in Table 1a). Table 1c shows that the text-
encoding/transliteration scheme in which a se-
quence is represented affects the results. kāvya
guru performs the best when it uses syllable level
encoding of input, as compared to character level
transliteration schemes such as IAST8 or SLP19.

Effect of increase in training set size due to
SAWO: Using SAWO, we can generate multiple
word order hypotheses as the input to the seq2seq
model. Results from Table 1b show that generat-
ing multiple hypotheses leads to improvements in
the system performance.7 It might be puzzling that
kāvya guru contains two components, i.e. SAWO
and seq2seq, where both of them perform essen-
tially the same task of word ordering. This might
create an impression of redundancy in kāvya guru.
But, a configuration that uses only the DME and
SAWO (without the seq2seq), results in a BLEU
score of 33.8 as against 48.26 for kāvya guru (Ta-
ble 1b, k = 1). Now, this brings the validity of
SAWO component into question. To check this,
instead of generating hypotheses using SAWO, we
used 100 random permutations10 for a given sen-
tence as input to the seq2seq component. The

8https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
International_Alphabet_of_Sanskrit_
Transliteration

9https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SLP1
10Empirically decided from 1 to 100 random permutations

with a step size of 10
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first 3 rows of BSO and kāvya guru in Table 1a
show the results for non-SAWO configurations.
These configurations do not outperform SAWO
based configurations, in spite of using as many as
10 times the candidates than those used in SAWO
based configuration. For SAWO (non-SAWO), we
find that the system performances tend to saturate
with number of hypotheses greater than 10 (100).

Effect of using word order in the verse at in-
ference: During inference, the test-set sentences
are passed as input in the verse order to each of
the kāvya guru configurations in Table 1a. kāvya
guru+DME configuration achieves the best result
for this. But here also, the system performance
drops to τ = 68.92 and BLEU = 45.63, from
70.8 and 48.33, respectively. To discount the ef-
fect of majority vote policy used in SAWO, we
consider predictions based on individual SAWO
hypotheses. However, even the lowest τ score
(70.61), obtained while using the 10th ranked hy-
pothesis from SAWO, outperforms the predictions
based on the verse order.7

4 Conclusion

In this work, we attempt to address the poetry to
prose conversion problem by formalising it as an
LM based word linearisation task. We find that
kāvya guru outperforms the state of the art models
in word linearisation for the task. Though tremen-
dous progress has been made in digitising texts in
Sanskrit, they still remain inaccessible largely due
to lack of specific tools that can address linguistic
peculiarities exhibited by the language (Krishna
et al., 2017). From a pedagogical perspective, it
will be beneficial for learners of the language to
look into the prose of the verses for an easier com-
prehension of the concepts discussed in the verse.
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A Appendix

Preliminary results using standard seq2seq
models: First the problem was posed as a
seq2seq problem, with poetry order as input and
prose order as output. With a parallel training data
of about 17,000 sentences, we obtained a BLEU
score of less than 7 for various seq2seq mod-
els including Vaswani et al. (2017);Gehring et al.
(2017); Vinyals et al. (2016). We then formulate
the problem as a linearisation task.

Infusion of sentences of Prose order: We ob-
tain sentences which are available exclusively in
prose order and use them to learn our models. We
use sentences from Wikipedia for augmenting the
Rāmāyan. a corpus for training. We obtain about
95,000 sentences from Wikipedia with an aver-
age of 7.63 words per sentence. We filter poetry
verses from Wikipedia by matching them with the
sentences in an existing corpus (DCS11), which
is predominantly a poetry corpus. We also fil-
ter the sentences (and adjacent 3 lines in either of
the directions) which end with a double dan. da, an
end marker specifically used for verses (Hellwig,
2016).

11http://kjc-sv013.kjc.uni-heidelberg.
de/dcs/index.php?contents=texte
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Abstract

In visual communication, text emphasis is
used to increase the comprehension of writ-
ten text and to convey the author’s intent.
We study the problem of emphasis selec-
tion, i.e. choosing candidates for emphasis
in short written text, to enable automated de-
sign assistance in authoring. Without know-
ing the author’s intent and only considering
the input text, multiple emphasis selections
are valid. We propose a model that employs
end-to-end label distribution learning (LDL)
on crowd-sourced data and predicts a selection
distribution, capturing the inter-subjectivity
(common-sense) in the audience as well as the
ambiguity of the input. We compare the model
with several baselines in which the problem is
transformed to single-label learning by map-
ping label distributions to absolute labels via
majority voting.

1 Introduction

Visual communication relies heavily on images
and short texts. Whether it is flyers, posters, ads,
social media posts or motivational messages, it is
usually highly designed to grab a viewer’s atten-
tion and convey a message in the most efficient
way. For text, word emphasis is used to capture
the intent better, removing the ambiguity that may
exist in some plain texts. Word emphasis can clar-
ify or even change the meaning of a sentence by
drawing attention to some specific information. It
can be done with colors, backgrounds, or fonts, or
with styles like italic and boldface.

Some graphic design applications such as
Adobe Spark1 perform automatic text layout using
templates that include images and text with differ-
ent fonts and colors. However, their text layout
algorithms are mainly driven by visual attributes
like word length, rather than the semantics of the

1https://spark.adobe.com

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Two different text layouts emphasizing dif-
ferent parts of the sentence.

text or the user’s intent, which can lead to un-
intended emphasis and the wrong message. Fig-
ure 1a shows an example that is aesthetically ap-
pealing but fails to effectively communicate its in-
tent. Understanding the text would allow the sys-
tem to propose a different layout that emphasizes
words that contribute more to the communication
of the intent, as shown in Figure 1b.

We investigate models that aim to understand
the most common interpretation of a short piece
of text, so the right emphasis can be achieved au-
tomatically or interactively. The ultimate goal is
to enable design assistance for the user during au-
thoring. The main focus is on short text instances
for social media, with a variety of examples from
inspirational quotes to advertising slogans. We
model emphasis using plain text with no additional
context from the user or the rest of the design.

This task differs from related ones in that
word emphasis patterns are person- and domain-
specific, making different selections valid depend-
ing on the audience and the intent. For example,
in Figure 1b, some users might prefer to just em-
phasize “knowledge” or “good.” To tackle this,
we model emphasis by learning label distributions
(LDL) with a deep sequence labeling network and
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the KL-Divergence loss function. LDL allows
us to effectively capture the label ambiguity and
inter-subjectivity within the annotators. Unlike
single- or multi-label learning, LDL allows direct
modeling of different importance of each label to
the instance (Geng, 2016). The proposed model
yields good performance despite the small amount
of training data and can be used as a baseline for
this task for future evaluations.

Our main contributions are: (1) Introducing a
new NLP task: emphasis selection for short text
instances as used in social media, learned from
a new dataset. (2) Proposing a novel end-to-
end sequence labeling architecture utilizing LDL
to model the emphasis words in a given text.
(3) Defining evaluation metrics and providing
comparisons with several baselines to assess the
model performance.

2 Related Work

A large amount of work in NLP addresses finding
keywords or key-phrases in long texts from scien-
tific articles, news, etc. (Augenstein et al., 2017;
Zhang et al., 2016). Keyword detection mainly fo-
cuses on finding important nouns or noun phrases.
In contrast, social media text is much shorter, and
users tend to emphasize a subset of words with
different roles to convey specific intent. Empha-
sis words are not necessarily the words with the
highest or lowest frequency in the text. Often a
high sentiment adjective can be emphasized, such
as Hot in Hot Summer. Generally, word empha-
sis may express emotions, show contrast, capture
a reader’s interest or clarify a message.

In a different context, modeling word emphasis
has been addressed in expressive prosody genera-
tion. Most studies detect emphasis words based on
acoustic and prosodic features that exist in spoken
data (Mishra et al., 2012; Chen and Pan, 2017).
More recently, few works model emphasis from
text to improve expressive prosody generation in
modern Text-To-Speech (TTS) systems (Nakajima
et al., 2014; Mass et al., 2018). For example,
(Mass et al., 2018) trained a deep neural network
model on audience-addressed speeches to predict
word emphasis. The dataset consists of relatively
long paragraphs which are labeled by four anno-
tators based on words that clearly stand out in a
recorded speech.

Many approaches have been proposed to deal
with annotations coming from multiple annota-

tors by essentially transforming the problem into
single-label learning. Some rely on majority vot-
ing e.g. (Laws et al., 2011). More recent works
(Yang et al., 2018; Rodrigues et al., 2014; Ro-
drigues and Pereira, 2018) use different strategies
to learn individual annotator expertise or reliabil-
ity, helping to infer the true labels from noisy and
sparse annotations. All these approaches share one
key aspect: only one label sequence is correct and
should be considered as ground truth. This is con-
trary to the ambiguous nature of our task, where
different interpretations are possible. Our solution
is to utilize label distribution learning (Subsec-
tion 3.2). LDL methods have been used before to
solve various visual recognition problems such as
facial age prediction (Rondeau and Alvarez, 2018;
Gao et al., 2017). We are the first to introduce LDL
for sequence labeling.

3 Emphasis Selection

3.1 Task Definition

Given a sequence of words or tokens C =
{x1, ..., xn}, we want to determine the subset S of
words in C that are good candidates to emphasize,
where 1 ≤ |S| ≤ n.

3.2 Label Distribution Learning

We pose this task as a sequence labeling problem
where the model assigns each token x from C a
real number dxy to each possible label, represent-
ing the degree to which y describes x. Where
dxy ∈ [0, 1] and

∑
y d

x
y = 1. We use IO scheme

y ∈ {I,O}, where “I” and “O” indicate emphasis
and non-emphasis respectively. The final set of Si
can be generated by selecting tokens with different
strategies (Subsection 5.3).

3.3 Dataset

We obtained 1,206 short text instances from
Adobe Spark, which will be publicly available
along with their annotations2. This collection
contains a variety of subjects featured in flyers,
posters, advertisement or motivational memes on
social media. The dataset contains 7,550 tokens
and the average number of tokens per instance is
6.16, ranging from 2 to 25 tokens. On average,
each instance contains 2.38 emphases and the ra-
tio of non-emphasis to emphasis tokens is 1.61.

2http://ritual.uh.edu/resources/
emphasis-2019/
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Words A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 Freq. [I,O]
Enjoy I I I I I O I O O [6,3]

the O O O O O O O O O [0,9]
Last O O O O I I O O O [2,7]
Bit O O O O I I O O I [3,6]
of O O O O O O O O O [0,9]

Summer I I I O I O I I O [6,3]

Table 1: A short text example from our collected
dataset along with its nine annotations.

We used Amazon Mechanical Turk and asked
nine annotators to label each piece of text.
To ensure high quality annotation, we included
carefully-designed quality questions in 10 percent
of the hits. We obtained a Fleiss’ kappa agreement
(Fleiss, 1971) of 63.59, which compared to simi-
lar tasks proves the subjectivity and multi-answer
nature of our problem. We noticed higher anno-
tation agreement in shorter length instances (2 to
5 words). Having many extremely short pieces of
text in the dataset (∼60%) increased the annota-
tion agreement.

We split up the data randomly into training
(60%), development (10%) and test (30%) sets for
further analysis. Table 1 shows an example of text
annotated with the IO annotations. Ultimately, we
compute the label distribution for each instance,
which corresponds to the count per label normal-
ized by the total number of annotations.

4 Model

We use an LSTM-based sequence labeling model
to learn emphasis patterns. Figure 2 shows the
overall architecture of the proposed model (DL-
BiLSTM). Given a sequence of words, the model

w1

w2

w3

w4

BiLSTM 
+ 

Attention 
Fully

connected
layers 

[I,O]

[I,O]

[I,O]

[I,O]

Input Embedding
Layer

Sequence
Layer

OutputInference
Layer

Figure 2: DL-BiLSTM Architecture

is to label each word with its appropriate label
distribution. Words are represented with word
embeddings for each input word sequence. We
use two stacked bidirectional LSTM layers as an
encoder to model word sequence information in

both forward and backward directions. Having
two BiLSTM layers helps to build a deeper fea-
ture extractor; having more than two does not help
the performance as the model becomes too com-
plicated. We investigate the impact of attention
mechanisms to the model (Vinyals et al., 2015;
Zhang et al., 2017), where attention weights ai
represent the relative contribution of a specific
word to the text representation. We compute ai
at each output time i as follows:

ai = softmax(vT tanh(Whhi + bh)) (1)

zi = ai · hi (2)

where hi is encoder hidden state and v andWh are
learnable parameters of the network. The output
zi is the element-wise dot product of ai and hi.

Subsequently, the inference layer assigns labels
(probabilities) to each word using the hidden states
of word sequence representations. This layer in-
ternally consists of two fully connected layers with
size of 50. We use layer normalization (Ba et al.,
2016) for improved results. 3

KL-Divergence Loss During the training
phase, the Kullback-Leibler Divergence (KL-
DIV) (Kullback and Leibler, 1951) is used as
the loss function. KL-DIV is a measure of how
one probability distribution P is different from a
second reference probability distribution Q:

KL-DIV(P ||Q) =
∑

x∈X
P (x) log

Q(x)

P (x)

5 Experimental Settings and Results

5.1 Training Details
We use two different word representations: pre-
trained 100-dim GloVe embedding (Pennington
et al., 2014), and 2048-dim ELMo embedding (Pe-
ters et al., 2018). We use BiLSTM layers with
hidden size of 512 and 2048 when using GloVe
and ELMo embeddings respectively. We use the
Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with the
learning rate set to 0.001. In order to better train
and to force the network finding different activa-
tion paths, we use two dropout layers with a rate
of 0.5 in the sequence and inference layers. Fine-
tuning is performed for 160 epochs, and the re-
ported test result corresponds to the best accuracy
obtained on the validation set.

3The implementation is available online: https://
github.com/RiTUAL-UH/emphasis-2019
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Model/Evals Matchm TopK MAX
m=1 m=2 m=3 m=4 k=1 k=2 k=3 k=4

F F F F ROC AUC
Label Distribution Learning Models

M1 DL-BiLSTM+GloVe 54.8 69.4 77.2 81.6 47.5 68.2 78.1 83.6 0.874
M2 DL-BiLSTM+GloVe+Att 54.5 69.7 77.7 80.8 47.2 68.5 78.4 83.2 0.880
M3 DL-BiLSTM+ELMo 57.4 72.5 79.2 83.3 49.7 70.7 79.4 84.7 0.887
M4 DL-BiLSTM+ELMo+Att 56.2 72.8 77.9 83.8 48.7 71.0 78.5 85.0 0.883

Single Label Learning Models
M5 SL-BiLSTM+GloVe 52.6 66.4 75.4 79.3 45.5 65.9 76.9 82.3 0.860
M6 SL-BiLSTM+GloVe+Att 52.3 66.1 77.2 78.5 45.3 65.6 78.1 81.7 0.862
M7 SL-BiLSTM+ELMO 53.7 68.7 76.9 80.5 46.5 67.7 77.9 83.0 0.865
M8 SL-BiLSTM+ELMo+Att 52.0 68.5 77.4 82.3 45.0 67.6 78.2 84.1 0.866
M9 CRF 44.0 65.3 73.0 79.2 38.1 65.0 75.3 82.2 0.818

Table 2: Experimental results of Label Distribution Learning and Single Label Learning models in three evaluation
settings, Matchm, TopK, and MAX. F represents F1-score.

(a) Model’s Output (b) Ground Truth

Figure 3: Heatmap of emphases; highlighting words with model’s output and ground truth probabilities.

5.2 Baselines

We compare our model against alternative setups
in which the label distribution is mapped to binary
labels using majority voting. We include the fol-
lowing single-label models:

SL-BiLSTM This model has a similar architec-
ture compared to the DL-BiLSTM model but the
input is a sequence of mapped labels and the neg-
ative log likelihood is used as the loss function in
the training phase.

CRF This model is a Conditional Random
Fields model (Lafferty et al., 2001) with hand-
crafted features including word identity, word suf-
fix, word shape and word part-of-speech (POS) tag
for the current and nearby words. The CRFsuite
program (Okazaki, 2007) is used for this model.

5.3 Evaluation Settings

To assess the performance of the model, we pro-
pose three different evaluation settings:

Matchm For each instance x in the test setDtest,
we select a set S(x)

m of m ∈ {1 . . . 4} words with
the top m probabilities according to the ground
truth. Analogously, we select a prediction set Ŝ(x)

m

for each m, based on the predicted probabilities.
We define the metric Matchm as follows:

Matchm :=

∑
x∈Dtest

|S(x)
m ∩ Ŝ(x)

m |/(min(m, |x|))
|Dtest|

TopK Similarly to Matchm, for each instance x,
we select the top k = {1, 2, ..., 4} words with the
highest probabilities from both ground truth and
prediction distributions. Then Precision, Recall
and F1-score per each k can be computed accord-
ingly.

MAX We map the ground truth and prediction
distributions to absolute labels by selecting the
class with the highest probability. Then we com-
pute ROC AUC. (e.g. a token with label probabil-
ity of [I = 0.75, O = 0.25] is mapped to “I”).

5.4 Results
We run all models over 5 runs with different ran-
dom seeds and report the scores of the best runs
based on the dev set. Table 2 compares different
models in terms of three evaluation settings. M1-
M4 are four variants of the DL-BiLSTM model.
Considering all evaluation settings, LDL models
(M1-M4) either outperform SL-BiLSTM models
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(M5-M8) or perform equally. Using ELMo in-
stead of GloVe yields better results (M3 and M4).
M3 and M4 with higher performance in all three
metrics outperform the other models. Compar-
ing the best results of both approaches, M3 and
M4 with M7 and M8, we observe that both LDL
results are statistically significant under paired t-
test with 95% confidence interval. The improved
performance of label distribution over single-label
learning suggests that in LDL, the model exploits
ordinal relationships among the classes during op-
timization, which results in better generalization.

Our model is more successful in predicting
words with higher human annotation agreement.
As we increase the confidence threshold and only
consider words with higher ground-truth agree-
ment, our model is able to achieve better results.

Figure 3 shows examples from the test set, with
a heatmap showing the model’s predicted score
and ground truth probabilities.

6 SemEval-2020 Benchmarking

We are organizing a SemEval shared task on em-
phasis selection called “Task 10: Emphasis Selec-
tion for Written Text in Visual Media”. In order
to set out a comparable baseline for this shared
task, in this section, we report results of our mod-
els according to the SemEval setting defined for
the task. After the submission of this paper, we
continued to improve the quality of the annotated
data by cleaning the data and fixing the annota-
tions of some noisy instances. The SemEval ver-
sion of Spark dataset contains 1,200 instances with
a different split: 70% training, 10% development
and 20% test sets. We choose Matchm as the eval-
uation metric for this shared task as it provides
a comprehensive evaluation compared to MAX,
as one can choose the value of m. Furthermore,
compared to TopK, the Matchm metric can bet-
ter handle cases where multiple tokens have the
same label distribution according to the annotators
in the ground truth. Table 3 shows the results of all
nine models under the SemEval setting, using the
Matchm evaluation metric. Similar to the results
we showed in Table 2, M3 and M4 both perform
competitively and outperform the other models.

7 Conclusion

We introduced a new task, emphasis selection in
short text instances. Its goal is to develop mod-
els that suggest which part of the text to empha-

Model/Eval Matchm
m=1 m=2 m=3 m=4

Label Distribution Learning Models
M1 DL-BiLSTM+GloVe 54.6 69.2 76.5 81.9
M2 DL-BiLSTM+GloVe+Att 57.5 69.7 76.7 80.7
M3 DL-BiLSTM+ELMo 0.6 71.7 78.7 84.1
M4 DL-BiLSTM+ELMo+Att 59.6 72.7 77.7 84.6

Single Label Learning Models
M5 SL-BiLSTM+GloVe 51.7 66.7 75.0 81.1
M6 SL-BiLSTM+GloVe+Att 52.9 66.5 73.6 0.8
M7 SL-BiLSTM+ELMo 54.2 69.0 77.9 83.0
M8 SL-BiLSTM+ELMo+Att 54.2 70.7 78.5 82.8
M9 CRF 45.4 66.0 72.8 80.2

Table 3: Experimental results in SemEval setting

size. To tackle the subjective nature of the task,
we propose a sequence labeling architecture that
optimizes the model to learn label distributions
by capturing the inter-subjectivity within the audi-
ence. We provide comparisons to models trained
with other objective functions where the ground
truth probabilities are mapped to binary labels and
show that LDL is more effective in selecting the
emphasis. As future work, we plan to investigate
emphasis selection on a larger and more diverse
dataset. We also plan to investigate the role of
word sentiment and emotion intensity as well as
more advanced language models such as BERT
(Devlin et al., 2018) in modeling emphasis.
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Abstract 

In this study, we propose a new multi-task 

learning approach for rumor detection and 

stance classification tasks. This neural 

network model has a shared layer and two 

task specific layers. We incorporate the 

user credibility information into the rumor 

detection layer, and we also apply 

attention mechanism in the rumor 

detection process. The attended 

information include not only the hidden 

states in the rumor detection layer, but also 

the hidden states from the stance detection 

layer.  The experiments on two datasets 

show that our proposed model 

outperforms the state-of-the-art rumor 

detection approaches. 

1 Introduction 

Social media platforms, such as Twitter, Reddit 

and Facebook,  do not always pose authentic 

information. Rumors sometimes may spread 

quickly over these platforms, and they usually 

spread fear or hate. Therefore,  rumor detection 

and verification has gained great interest 

recently. Social media platforms and government 

authorities are also taking great efforts to defeat 

the negative impacts of rumors.  

Rumor Detection: Rumor definition varies 

over different publications. The lack of 

consistency makes it difficult to do a head-to-

head comparison between existing methods. In 

this paper, a rumor is defined as a statement 

whose truth value is true, unverified or  false 

(Qazvinian et al., 2011). When a rumor’s 

veracity value is false, some studies call it “false 

rumor” or “fake news”. However, many 

previous studies give “fake news” a stricter 

definition:  fake news is a news article published 

by a news outlet  that is intentionally and 

verifiably false (Shu et al., 2017; Zubiaga et al., 

2018). The focus of this study is rumor on social 

media, not fake news. There are also different 

definitions for rumor detection. In some studies, 

rumor detection is defined as determining if a 

story or online post is a rumor or non-rumor (i.e. 

a real story, a news article), and the task of 

determining the veracity of a rumor (true, false 

or unverified) is defined as rumor verification 

(Zubiaga et al., 2016; Kochkina et al., 2018). But 

in this paper, as well as in many previous studies 

(Ma et al., 2016; Shu et al, 2017), rumor 

detection is defined as determining the veracity 

value of a rumor. This means it is the same as 

rumor verification defined in some other studies. 

Rumor detection and rumor verification will be 

used interchangeably in this paper.  

Zubiaga  et al. (2018a) consider the rumor 

resolution process as a pipeline involving four 

sub-tasks: (1) rumor identification, determining 

whether a claim is worth verifying rather than 

the expression of an opinion, i.e. checking a 

claim is rumor or non-rumor; (2) rumor tracking, 

collecting opinions on a rumor as it unfolds; (3) 

stance classification, determining the attitude of 

users towards the truthfulness of the rumor, and 

(4) rumor verification, the ultimate step where 

the veracity value of the rumor is predicted. This 

study involves  the last two tasks: stance 

classification (detection) and  rumor verification 

(i.e. rumor detection). And this paper mainly 

focuses on the final step, rumor detection.  

Problem Statement: Now we formally define 

the rumor detection problem: A story x is 

defined as a set of n pieces of related messages 

M = {m1, m2, …, mn}. m1 is the source message 

(post) that initiated the message chain, which 

could be a tree-structure having multiple 

branches. For each message mi, it has  attributes 

representing its content, such as text and image. 

Each message is also associated with a user who 

posted it. The user also has a set of attributes, 

including name, description, avatar image, past 

posts, etc.  The rumor detection task is then 

defined as follow: Given a story x with its 

message set M and user set U, the rumor 
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detection task aims to determine whether this 

story is true, false or unverified (or just true or 

false for datasets having just two labels).  This 

definition formulates the rumor detection task as 

a veracity classification task.  The definition is 

the same as the definition  used in many previous 

studies (Shu et al, 2017; Ma et al., 2016). 

There are  four stance categories: 

supporting(S), denying(D), querying(Q) and 

commenting(C), i.e. SDQC. The veracity of a 

rumor has three values: true, false, or unverified. 

For both stance detection and rumor detection, 

traditional approaches used supervised learning 

algorithms incorporating a variety of features 

generated from post content, user profiles, and 

diffusion patterns (Castillo et al., 2011; Kwon et 

al., 2013; Liu et al., 2015; Ma et al., 2015; Zhao 

et al., 2015).  Recent studies have shown that the 

sequential time-sensitive approach has benefited 

both rumor detection and stance detection tasks 

(Ma et al., 2016; Kwon et al., 2017; Ma et al., 

2017; Ma et al., 2018a; Kochkina et al., 2018). 

In this study, we also use the sequential 

classification approach on these two tasks. A 

rumor consists of a source post that makes a 

claim, and a set of replies, directly or indirectly 

towards the source post. This set of posts may 

have multiple conversation branches.  Our model 

exploits the structural information of these 

conversations. 

Multi-task learning (Caruana, 1998; Liu et al., 

2016) has been applied in many NLP tasks. In 

this study, we use a shared Long-Short Term 

Memory (LSTM) layer to learn a set of common 

features relevant to both tasks, while each task 

can also learn their task-specific features via 

their specific layer.  Compared to previous 

studies (Ma et al., 2018; Kochkina et al., 2018) 

that also use multi-task learning for stance 

detection and rumor verification, the main 

differences between ours and them are: 1. We 

incorporate features that describe user credibility 

information into the rumor detection layer. User 

credibility information, which is derived from 

user profile in this study, is critical in rumor 

detection task, as already proven in Liu et al. 

(2015) and Castillo et al. (2011). But recent 

studies using sequential classification have not 

made use of it.  To our knowledge, this is the 

first study that incorporates user 

credibility/profile information in neural network 

for sequential classification.  2. We apply 

attention mechanism in the rumor detection 

process. And  the attention includes not only the 

hidden states in the rumor detection layer, but 

also the hidden states of the stance detection 

layer. In a conversation branch, some posts, 

especially the ones with strong stance, will be 

more important than others in determining the 

rumor veracity.  No previous study has exploited 

this on rumor detection.  

Although stance detection is included in the 

multi-task learning network, in this study, we 

focus on the main task, rumor detection, so the 

experiments are conducted for evaluating the 

performance of rumor detection. Our 

experiments show that our approach outperforms 

the state-of-the-art methods.  

2 Related Studies 

Many existing algorithms (Liu et al., 2015; Wu et 

al., 2015; Yang et al., 2012) for debunking rumors 

followed the work of Castillo et al. (2011). They 

studied information credibility and various 

features. Stance classification is also an active 

research area that has been studied in previous 

work (Ranade et al., 2013; Chuang and Hsieh, 

2015; Lukasik et al., 2016; Zubiaga et al., 2016; 

Kochkina et al., 2017).  

Several studies have employed neural 

networks on rumor verification (Ma et al., 2016; 

Kochkina et al., 2017; Ma et al., 2017), and they 

mainly focus on analyzing the information 

propagation structure. Multi-task learning has 

been used in various NLP tasks, including rumor 

verification (Collobert et al., 2011; Aguilar et al., 

2017; Lan et al., 2017;  Ma et al., 2018a; 

Kochkina et al., 2018). Kochkina et al. (2018) 

proposed a multi-task method without task 

specific layer for rumor verification. MT-ES is a 

multi-task approach using Gated Recurrent Unit 

(GRU) (Cho et al., 2014) with a task specific 

layer for each task (Ma et al., 2018a).  MT-ES has 

no attention mechanism, and it does not use user 

information.  Ma et al. (2018b) proposed a model 

based on tree-structured recursive neural 

networks.  

3 The Proposed Model 

3.1 The Multi-task Network Structure 

Figure 1 presents the high-level structure of our 

proposed multi-task learning approach. The 

middle layer is a shared layer, shared by the two 

tasks. This layer  is to extract the common 

patterns between these two tasks,  via the shared 
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parameters. The upper layer is for stance 

detection, and the lower layer is for rumor 

detection.  These   two   layers   will  capture 

task 

 

Figure 1. The high-level structure of our proposed approach. The shared LSTM layer is in the middle (in the red 

dot-line rectangle). The upper layer is the stance detection specific layer, and the lower layer is for rumor 

verification task.

specific features. In this figure, we assume the 

posts are tweets, and will use tweets as examples 

in the following sections. The input to the two 

task specific layers is a claim (rumor, thread) 

branch. Take the rumor propagation path in 

Figure 2 as an example, this rumor has four 

branches, and each branch has an input sequence 

[x1, x2, …, xn], fed into the two task specific 

layers. x1 is the source tweet (post), and xn is the 

last tweet in a branch. 

Tweet Embedding (TE): We generate the 

tweet embedding through an attention-based 

LSTM network. The word embeddings were 

built from 200 million tweets using the 

word2vec model (Mikolov et al., 2013; Li et al., 

2017).  

 

Figure 2: A rumor propagation example. There are 

four branches in this rumor. 

3.2 The Stance Detection Layer 

As shown in Figure 1, the stance detection layer 

uses a standard LSTM model. The input xi is a 

concatenation of two types of features: the tweet 

embedding (TE) and a tweet feature embedding 

(FE). FE is generated using the  same list of 

features described in (Kochkina et al., 2017). 

Some FE feature examples are content length, 

presence of a URL, and if it is a source tweet or 

not. 

At each time step i, the hidden state hsi  is fed 

to a fully connected hidden layer, and a softmax 

layer is used  to predict the stance type (e.g. S, 

D, Q, C). These hidden states are also used in the 

attention step of the rumor verification task. 

3.3 The Rumor Verification Layer 

The lower layer of Figure 1 shows the structure 

of the rumor verification process. At each step, 

the input xi  is represented by two vectors, tweet 

embedding (TE) and user information 

embedding (UE). UE is to represent user 

credibility information.  

User Credibility Information: Many 

previous studies have shown that user credibility 

information is very important in rumor 

verification (Li et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2015). 

This is especially true when a rumor is debunked 

or supported by a credible user, such as a 

verified user, news agent, government agent, or a 

professional in the area of the rumor topic. But 

recent studies using sequential classification and 
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neural network have not made use of this 

information. We hypothesize that this 

information will improve rumor verification 

performance. In this study, we derive the 

credibility information from user profile. We use 

the features described in (Liu et al., 2015) to 

derive this information. Some feature examples 

are: is verified account, if profile includes 

location, if profile has description, etc.  These 

information are processed and concatenated 

together as the UE embedding, and then UE is 

concatenated with TE as input.  

Attention-based LSTM: In a conversation 

branch, different posts will have different 

impacts on the rumor veracity. For example, the 

tweets with strong support or deny stance should 

have more impact for predicting rumor veracity. 

In order to better exploit the stance information, 

we explicitly include the hidden states from the 

stance layer in the attention calculation. Besides 

the tweets with strong stance, we should also pay 

more attention to the credible users. This can be 

done through attention in the rumor-specific 

layer, since it has already encoded the user 

credibility information through UE embedding.  

Therefore, we use an attention-based LSTM to 

give more attention to the important tweets. At 

each step i, the hidden state from the upper layer 

and the state from the lower layer are actually 

concatenated and attended together. In other 

words, they use the same attention weight, i.  

Vectors in sequence hRi  and hSi are fed into a 

learnable function  a(hRi, hSi) to generate a 

probability vector ai . The vector R is then 

computed as a weighted average of (hRi, hSi), 

with weighting given by ai: 

                          
 
                      (1) 

The hidden state R is fed into a fully 

connected layer, and softmax is used for veracity 

prediction.  

4 Experiments and Results 

Datasets: Two publicly available rumor datasets 

are used: RumorEval (Derczynski et al., 2017)  

and PHEME (Zubiaga et al., 2016; Zubiaga et 

al., 2017). RumorEval was released as part of the 

SemEval-2017 Task 8 competition (Derczynski 

et al., 2017). It contains 325 rumors (4017 

branches) from Twitter. Each tweet is also 

labeled with a stance. The PHEME dataset has 

1,972 rumors. But its tweets have no stance 

label. To get their stance labels for the multi-task 

learning, following (Kochkina et al., 2018), we 

also used the stance detection algorithm 

described in (Kochkina et al., 2017) to 

automatically annotate these tweets. The 

RumorEval dataset was provided with a 

training/development/testing split. For PHEME 

dataset, we use cross validation, same as 

(Kochkina et al., 2018). Accuracy and Macro F1 

are used as the evaluation metrics. 

Regarding the stance annotation of the 

RumorEval data set (Derczynski et al., 2017), as 

the task description paper already pointed out: 

the overall inter-annotator agreement rate of 

63.7% showed the task to be challenging, and 

easier for source tweets (81.1%) than for 

replying tweets (62.2%).  This means that there 

are many conflicting or inconsistent stance 

labels. When we analyzed the training data set, 

we found many such examples.  To make the 

labels more consistent, we run an analysis to find 

the posts that are basically the same or highly 

similar, but their labels are different. We then 

mark these posts, and use the same label, the one 

labeled on the  majority of these posts, on them 

during training. The similarity between two posts 

is calculated by cosine similarity measure. The 

similarity threshold for being considered as 

similar posts is empirically set as 0.75. 

Compared Methods: We compare our 

proposed model with the following approaches, 

including the state-of-the-art algorithms: 

Majority vote: this is a strong baseline which 

results in high accuracy due to the class 

imbalance in the veracity classification task.  

NileTMRG: this is the best veracity prediction 

system from SemEval-2017 Task 8 (Enayet and 

El-Beltagy, 2017). It is based on a linear SVM 

using a bag-of-words representation of the tweet 

concatenated with selected features. 

BranchLSTM: a method based on an LSTM 

layer followed by several dense ReLU layers and 

a softmax layer (Zubiaga et al., 2018b). 

MTL2: a multi-task method without task 

specific layers (Kochkina et al., 2018). 

 

Method Accuracy Macro F1 

Majority(False) 0.438 0.304 

NileTMRG 0.57 0.539 

BranchLSTM 0.5 0.491 

MTL2 0.571 0.558 

Proposed model 0.638 0.606 
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Table 1: Rumor verification result on  RumorEval 

Ma et al. (2018a) proposed a multi-task 

approach using GRU, with a task specific layer 

for each task. It has no attention mechanism, and 

does not use user information. Our 

implementation of their approach did not achieve 

the performance reported in their paper using the 

data sets they used, so we do not compare our 

method to theirs  here.  Ma et al. (2018b) 

proposed a model based on tree-structured 

recursive neural networks . We did not include 

this model in our experiments, because it uses 

recursive network and it performs not well on 

datasets without long propagation path, which is 

the case for our datasets.   

Experimental Settings: Our model is trained 

to minimize the squared error between the 

probability distributions of the predictions and the 

ground truth, same as (Ma et al., 2018a). 

Stochastic gradient descent, shuffled mini-batch, 

AdaDelta update, back-propagation and dropout 

are used in the training process. The TE size is 

300. During training, for each branch, the stance 

task is first executed, followed by the rumor 

verification task, in order for the verification task 

to utilize the hidden states of  the stance detection 

layer in its attention step. Zero-padding and masks 

are used for handling the varying lengths of the 

input branches; they are also used in (Kochkina et 

al., 2017; Ma et al., 2018a). A rumor’s final 

veracity is based on the voting result of all its 

branches. 

 

Method Accuracy Macro F1 

Majority (True) 0.511 0.226 

NileTMRG 0.438 0.339 

BranchLSTM 0.454 0.336 

MTL2 0.441 0.376 

Proposed model 0.483 0.418 

Table 2: Rumor verification result on PHEME dataset 

Results: Table 1 shows the result on 

RumorEval dataset, and Table 2 is for the 

PHEME dataset. We can see that our proposed 

method outperforms other approaches on both 

datasets. In both cases, the performance 

improvement is statistically significant at the 

level of p=0.01 for both accuracy and F1, using 

t-test (Rice, 2006). 

Compared to other multi-task models, our 

model has three main features: 1. it incorporates 

user credibility information in the rumor 

verification task, 2. it uses attention mechanism to 

pay more attention to the important tweets, and 3. 

it integrates the stance information into the 

attention computation.   

5 Conclusion 

We proposed a multi-task learning approach for 

rumor detection and stance classification tasks. 

This model incorporates the user credibility 

information into the rumor detection layer, and 

uses attention mechanism in the rumor detection 

process. The experiments on two datasets show 

that our proposed model outperforms the state-of-

the-art rumor detection approaches. 
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Abstract
Human trafficking is a worldwide crisis. Traf-
fickers exploit their victims by anonymously
offering sexual services through online adver-
tisements. These ads often contain clues that
law enforcement can use to separate out po-
tential trafficking cases from volunteer sex ad-
vertisements. The problem is that the sheer
volume of ads is too overwhelming for man-
ual processing. Ideally, a centralized semi-
automated tool can be used to assist law en-
forcement agencies with this task. Here, we
present an approach using natural language
processing to identify trafficking ads on these
websites. We propose a classifier by integrat-
ing multiple text feature sets, including the
publicly available pre-trained textual language
model Bi-directional Encoder Representation
from transformers (BERT). In this paper, we
demonstrate that a classifier using this com-
posite feature set has significantly better per-
formance compared to any single feature set
alone.

1 Introduction

In 2013, the Global Slavery Index reported that
30 million individuals were living in involuntary
servitude. Another estimation found that 600,000
women are trafficked in the sex industry per year
with the United States being the second most
popular destination for these individuals (Kara,
2009); (Schauer and Wheaton, 2006). In the last
decade, it has become more difficult for law en-
forcement (LE) to trace traffickers as they have

begun to take increasing advantage of online ad-
vertisement platforms for sexual services to solicit
clients and become less visible. LE is capable of
tracking the posted ads and mining such data to
detect trafficking victims. However, the large vol-
ume of online unstructured data, the high degree
of similarity of ads (Figure 1), and the lack of an
automated approach in detecting suspicious activ-
ities through advertisements present obstacles for
LE to independently develop methods for survey-
ing these criminal activities. Sex trafficking ad-
vertisements are unique texts. They have incor-
rect grammatical structures and misspellings, and
are enriched with unconventional words, abbre-
viations, and emojis. Oftentimes the author uses
emojis and emoticons to convey messages to a po-
tential customer. In particular these types of ad-
vertisements may also contain equivocal words,
e.g., roses as a substitute for dollars. Addition-
ally, dominant keywords from these online ads
continuously evolve as traffickers and consent-
ing sex workers alike seek to evade prosecution.
While previous researchers have tried to develop
automated systems to detect trafficking advertise-
ments, this has proved an enormous challenge for
natural language processing and machine learn-
ing. In (Whitney et al., 2018), Whitney and col-
leagues propose to track the use of emojis and
their significance in online sex ads as a poten-
tial indicator of trafficking. This team processed
emojis to determine the meaning of them used
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(a)

Close your eyes and imagine sliding into a warm 
flowing river of relaxation as I slowly pull and 
push your worries away. I want you here with 
me. Satisfy my need to please you now.

Call Lisa xxx-xxxx-xxxx

(A)

(b)

Hi gentlemen,
Meet xxxx beauty Annie, She is 5\'8, very slim, 
honey blonde hair, gorgeous long legs. Very sexy, 
friendly and engaging.
Call xxx-xxxx-xxxx to schedule your visit. Xo 
Xo,
See u soon

(B)

Figure 1: Two examples of online sex ads describ-
ing (a) a trafficking victim and (b) a non-trafficked
provider, selected from our labeled ads.

in a sample of online ads, as indicated by inter-
views with law enforcement officials and individ-
uals combating human trafficking. Taking a differ-
ent approach, Tong, Zadeh, and colleagues (Tong
et al., 2017) collaborated with LE officials and an-
notated 10,000 ads. With these annotated texts,
they proposed the use of deep multimodal models
to reach the accuracy of LE officials in identifying
suspicious ads. Szekely and colleagues (Szekely
et al., 2015) created a large generic knowledge
graph from a large database of online sexual ads
that allows for visualization and querying data.

In this paper, we present part of an ongoing
project. Unlike previous studies, we tested our
method on a relatively large number of ads labeled
based on the corresponding phone number rather
than human interpretation of the text itself. In the
following sections, we propose a method relying
on extracting feature sets from ads to quantify their
context. We later use these feature sets in several
predictive models to flag suspicious ads. We also
investigate the performance of a newly released
pre-trained language model called the Bidirec-
tional Encoder Representation from Transformers
(BERT) (Devlin et al., 2018) to assess its power in
analyzing this type of unstructured data.

2 Advertisement Annotation

We created a dataset of advertisement texts by
crawling thousands of ads extracted from various
adult websites in 2017. We then performed our
analysis to a subset, only including the data from

January, February and March of 2017. In order
to annotate the ads in our dataset, we further ex-
tracted phone numbers from these ads leading to
a set of more than 3 million distinct phone num-
bers. We then used a database consisting of phone
numbers associated with trafficking victims, con-
structed in conjunction with human trafficking do-
main experts without direct reference to the ad-
vertising texts. Afterwards, we created a labeled
data set by finding phone numbers that appear
in both sets. The overlapping set contains 6,387
phone numbers, which we used to label as traf-
ficking ads (i.e., the positive label in our preci-
sion/recall analysis). We limited our analysis to
two websites, Backpage and Eroticmugshots, with
4385 ads. We selected non-trafficking’s ad exam-
ples by randomly sub-sampling from the remain-
ing ads (i.e. not labeled as trafficking) and treated
them as negative examples to make a balanced
10K dataset. We assumed a very low prevalence
of trafficking ads (less than 5%) in our initial set
(≈ 3 million phones). We discuss this decision
later in the paper.

After choosing approximately 10K ads, we in-
vestigated the basic characteristics of the two la-
bels. The median lengths of ads, including white
spaces, are 538 and 401 for positive and negative
labels, respectively. After excluding stop-words
and lemmatizing the words, we found 24,000 dis-
tinct uni-grams in non-trafficking ads, and 9,662
distinct unigrams in the trafficking ads. It should
be noted that lemmatizing was only done for cal-
culating the statistics in this section.

3 Text Featurization

In the feature extraction step, the fundamen-
tal challenge is to quantify the textual context
while retrieving information from unconventional
words, abbreviations and equivocals. Here, we re-
visit different developed feature sets that eventu-
ally lead us to our desired contextual model.

3.1 Topic Modeling Via LDA

Our hypothesis is that language patterns, includ-
ing topics and word usages, can aid in discerning
the ads of trafficking victims from those of non-
victims. That being said, independent or voluntary
sex providers vary in their use of words, context,
and topics. To test this hypothesis, we use a La-
tent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model (Blei et al.,
2003). Our vision was that clustering the words,
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with the use of LDA to enhance the featuriza-
tion, would allow us to identify the performance of
words in specialized textual contexts. LDA model
assigns a score based on the importance of repre-
sentation of the words within each topic. There-
fore, the value of assigned scores to topics indi-
cates which ones dominate throughout the text and
create the feature set as si = [si1, . . . , sik], where
si is the i-th feature vector for document i contain-
ing k scores.

3.2 Average Word Vector

We choose to use word embedding as a key part of
our model. Although Word2Vec (Mikolov et al.,
2013) and GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) word
embeddings have shown promising results in se-
mantic vector representations of words, when we
used these models on our texts we found that they
missed many of the novel word uses and abbre-
viations. Instead, we chose to use FastText (Bo-
janowski et al., 2017) for our semantic word rep-
resentation, as it is based on character-level word
embedding and the word representation is the sum
of vectors. With that said, we hereby define the
second feature set for each text as νi =

∑
j νi,j

n ,
where n is the number of words in the text i, νi,j is
the vector representation of j-th word of language
model with dimension of pν (here set to 100 based
on experiment).

3.3 Pre-trained BERT

Thus far, we have defined features which need to
be trained using the ads we already had. As our
next features set, we propose to use a pre-trained
model. Since we believe pre-trained word em-
bedding on general domain is not able to capture
all the rare, equivocal, and abbreviated words and
phrases in our sexual advertisement text (Tong
et al., 2017), we are motivated in finding the most
comprehensive deep learning model and chose to
assess the newly released Bidirectional Encoder
Representation from Transformers (BERT) (De-
vlin et al., 2018). A word representation using
BERT is made by using its bidirectional, i.e., left
and right, context. BERT is released with two
model sizes: (1) BERTBASE with 12 layers, 768
hidden layers and 12 self-attention heads, and (2)
BERTLARGE with 24 layers, 1024 hidden layers,
and 16 self-attention heads. One should note that
in this study we do not use fine-tuned BERT model
to examine the true power of BERT. Here, we

choose to use the pre-trained BERTBASE model
which encodes our document to a vector represen-
tation of size 768 for each document i and denote
that by bi = [bi1, . . . , bi768].

3.4 Integrating LDA, AWV and BERT

Finally, we propose a new feature set consisting of
the three types of features explained above. The
rationale behind this composite feature set is to al-
low for the use of textual context as well as the
simpler features. Therefore, we have the final fea-
ture vector defined as as xi = [si,νi,bi], with the
dimension of p = k + pν + 768.

4 Experiments

In our study, we employ the feature models de-
scribed above and compare the results of the bi-
nary classification corresponding to them. We use
logistic regression and compute the precision and
recall curve (PRC) to evaluate the performance of
different models. Moreover, in this application,
it is important to have a model with good recall
while keeping high precision, i.e., a high positive
predictive value (PPV) to avoid unnecessary ac-
tions. To do so, we investigate the sensitivity of
models in different high PPVs.

Pre-processing. We choose to not remove stop
words or not use any stemming or lemmatization
techniques as we are faced with different writ-
ing structures which could be informative for our
model. We test the impact of emojis and punctua-
tion by training and testing our model by creating
two text sets. In the first text set, we keep the emo-
jis and punctuation and remove them in the sec-
ond set. In the second set, we convert the emojis
to words. Numbers in the texts are removed, be-
cause: 1) we have made the labels based on phone
numbers and 2), the ads are likely to have the same
age or same price throughout the texts. We then di-
vide the data into an 80/20% training/testing set.
In the following sections, we describe how each
set of features is processed while using logistic re-
gression as our fixed classification model.

LDA Features. We begin with features coming
from LDA topic modeling scores where we assign
it to 12 topics. Gensim LDA is implemented by
making a bag of words dictionary of our training
set. We find this optimal topic number where we
examined the explained LDA feature set via cross-
validation on January 2017 alone.
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AWV Features. Our FastText model is trained
on a set including a minimum count of 2 words
and a window size of 3 to give us a vector of di-
mension 100. After training the FastText model,
the average word vector of the training set is com-
puted. Using this saved language model from the
training set, we compute the feature test vectors.

BERT Features. For encoding our texts us-
ing BERT, we make a list of all documents and
use the BERT service client. We use the weights
of the words that BERTBASE learned in its pre-
training to encode each document to a vector of
size 768 for both the training and testing sets. We
examine encoding texts with both Cased BERT
(C-BASED) and Uncased BERT (U-BERT). In the
U-BERT, the text has been lower cased, whereas
in C-BERT, the true case and accent markers are
preserved.

Full Features. In this final step in featuriza-
tion towards our composite model, we combine all
three types of features to build a unified feature set,
i.e. combining LDA, AWV and BERT.

5 Results and Discussions

Figure 2 depicts the results of the classifications of
the different feature sets. It can be seen that both
classification approaches based on LDA and the
average word vector features achieve similarly av-
erage precision scores (APS). Based on our anal-
ysis, keeping the entire text or removing emojis
and punctuation do not significantly impact the re-
sults. From Figure 2, it can be seen that, despite
small improvements, different featurizations pro-
vide similar APS values. However, focusing more
on the early parts of the PRC, i.e., high precision,
we can see that there is a significant improvement
of recall. For example, as summarized in Figure 3,
at 85% precision, our proposed full model (with
U-BERT) achieves 69% and 67% sensitivity on
pure text and text without emojis and punctuation,
respectively. However, in the composite model
with C-BERT, there is an opposite effect where re-
calls become 65% and 69% for the two scenarios,
respectively.

Comparing to the results of the classifiers with
different feature sets (under U-BERT), the model
utilizing the full feature set provides 26% recall
improvement over the three individual ones, i.e.
69% vs 28%−42%, when precision is set to 85%.
A similar observation holds for 90% precision. As
a concluding remark, we should emphasize our
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Figure 2: Precision and Recall curves (PRCs) and their
corresponding APS values: (a) pure text, (b) text with-
out emojis and punctuation.

significant improvement in recall rate over each in-
dividual model.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we introduced different models
based on different text featurizations where the
main goal was to engineer features that allowed
for understanding the context of sexual ads and re-
move the restriction of using keywords. We have
proposed a composite model and compared its per-
formance with other simpler models. For more
evaluation, we examined the recall rate of mod-
els in 85% and 90% of precision. The full feature
set, i.e. LDA+AWV+BERT, outperformed others
as it indicated that having comprehensive features
may be conveying more information about the ad-
vertisements.

Thus, we can significantly increase the PPV of
our model while maintaining a high recall rate. It
also should be noted that our non-trafficking ex-
amples may still contain some trafficking ads. We
thus note with caution that the false positives in
our model may not be truly false. Given that, in
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Figure 3: Recall rates corresponding to 90% and 85%
precision: (a) pure text, (b) text without emojis and
punctuation.

our future work, we will be investigating those
false positive cases with our collaborators to as-
sess what the correct label for these ads should
be. Moreover, since the proposed full feature set
involves hundreds of features we plan to increase
our sample size to have a better estimation of the
performance of our final predictor. We also en-
vision that by including other underlying compo-
nents from these advertisements, we can assist law
enforcement officers with an automated frame-
work to sift millions of sexual advertisements and
spend time on especially suspicious activities. Fi-
nally, in this study, we tested our model on a bal-
anced data set. However, in the real world, the
number of trafficking ads is always far lower than
the number of non-trafficking ones. After col-
lecting more labeled data, and tuning our model
using anomaly detection techniques like Isolation
Forests (Liu et al., 2008), we hope to expand this
study to the stage where we are able to use unbal-
anced data sets.
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Abstract
Lattices are an efficient and effective method
to encode ambiguity of upstream systems in
natural language processing tasks, for example
to compactly capture multiple speech recogni-
tion hypotheses, or to represent multiple lin-
guistic analyses. Previous work has extended
recurrent neural networks to model lattice in-
puts and achieved improvements in various
tasks, but these models suffer from very slow
computation speeds. This paper extends the
recently proposed paradigm of self-attention
to handle lattice inputs. Self-attention is a se-
quence modeling technique that relates inputs
to one another by computing pairwise simi-
larities and has gained popularity for both its
strong results and its computational efficiency.
To extend such models to handle lattices, we
introduce probabilistic reachability masks that
incorporate lattice structure into the model and
support lattice scores if available. We also pro-
pose a method for adapting positional embed-
dings to lattice structures. We apply the pro-
posed model to a speech translation task and
find that it outperforms all examined baselines
while being much faster to compute than pre-
vious neural lattice models during both train-
ing and inference.

1 Introduction

In many natural language processing tasks, graph-
based representations have proven useful tools
to enable models to deal with highly structured
knowledge. Lattices are a common instance of
graph-based representations that allows capturing
a large number of alternative sequences in a com-
pact form (Figure 1). Example applications in-
clude speech recognition lattices that represent al-
ternative decoding choices (Saleem et al., 2004;
Zhang et al., 2005; Matusov et al., 2008), word
segmentation lattices that capture ambiguous de-
cisions on word boundaries or morphological al-
ternatives (Dyer et al., 2008), word class lattices
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Figure 1: Example of a node-labeled lattice. Nodes are
labeled with word tokens and posterior scores.

(Navigli and Velardi, 2010), and lattices for alter-
native video descriptions (Senina et al., 2014).

Prior work has made it possible to handle these
through the use of recurrent neural network (RNN)
lattice representations (Ladhak et al., 2016; Su
et al., 2017; Sperber et al., 2017), inspired by
earlier works that extended RNNs to tree struc-
tures (Socher et al., 2013; Tai et al., 2015; Zhu
et al., 2015). Unfortunately, these models are
computationally expensive, because the extension
of the already slow RNNs to tree-structured in-
puts prevents convenient use of batched compu-
tation. An alternative model, graph convolutional
networks (GCN) (Duvenaud et al., 2015; Deffer-
rard et al., 2016; Kearnes et al., 2016; Kipf and
Welling, 2017), is much faster but considers only
local context and therefore requires combination
with slower RNN layers for typical natural lan-
guage processing tasks (Bastings et al., 2017; Ce-
toli et al., 2017; Vashishth et al., 2018).

For linear sequence modeling, self-attention
(Cheng et al., 2016; Parikh et al., 2016; Lin et al.,
2017; Vaswani et al., 2017) now provides an alter-
native to RNNs. Self-attention encodes sequences
by relating sequence items to one another through
computation of pairwise similarity, with addition
of positional encoding to model positions of words
in a linear sequence. Self-attention has gained
popularity thanks to strong empirical results and
computational efficiency afforded by paralleliz-
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able computations across sequence positions.
In this paper, we extend the previously purely

sequential self-attentional models to lattice inputs.
Our primary goal is to obtain additional modeling
flexibility while avoiding the increased cost of pre-
vious lattice-RNN-based methods. Our technical
contributions are two-fold: First, we incorporate
the global lattice structure into the model through
reachability masks that mimic the pairwise condi-
tioning structure of previous recurrent approaches.
These masks can account for lattice scores if avail-
able. Second, we propose the use of lattice posi-
tional embeddings to model positioning and order-
ing of lattice nodes.

We evaluate our method on two standard speech
translation benchmarks, replacing the encoder
component of an attentional encoder-decoder
model with our proposed lattice self-attentional
encoder. Results show that the proposed model
outperforms all tested baselines, including LSTM-
based and self-attentional sequential encoders, a
LatticeLSTM encoder, and a recently proposed
self-attentional model that is able to handle graphs
but only considers local context, similar to GCNs.
The proposed model performs well without sup-
port from RNNs and offers computational advan-
tages in both training and inference settings.

2 Background

2.1 Masked Self-Attention

We start by introducing self-attentional models for
sequential inputs, which we will extend to lattice-
structured inputs in § 4.

Attentional models in general can be described
using the terminology of queries, keys, and val-
ues. The input is a sequence of l values, along
with a key corresponding to each value. For some
given query, the model computes how closely each
key matches the query. Here, we assume values,
keys, and queries vk,kk,q∈Rd, for some dimen-
sionality d and sequence indices k∈{1 . . . l}. Us-
ing the computed similarity scores f(q,kk), at-
tention computes a weighted average of the values
to obtain a fixed-size representation of the whole
sequence conditioned on this query. In the self-
attentional case, the sequence items themselves
are used as queries, yielding a new sequence of
same length as output in which each of the orig-
inal input elements has been enriched by the re-
spectively relevant global context.

The following equations formalize this idea. We

are given a sequence of input vectors xk ∈ Rd. For
every query index i, we compute an output vector
yi as:

eij = f (q (xi) , k (xj))+mij (∀1≤j≤l) (1)

αi = softmax (ei) (2)

yi =
l∑

j=1

αijv (xj) . (3)

Here, unnormalized pairwise similarities eij
are computed through the similarity function f ,
and then normalized as αij for computation of
a weighted sum of value vectors. q, k, v denote
parametrized transformations (e.g. affine) of the
inputs into queries, keys, and values.

Equation 1 also adds an attention masking term
mij ∈ R that allows adjusting or disabling the in-
fluence of context at key position j on the output
representation at query position i. Masks have, for
example, been used to restrict self-attention to ig-
nore future decoder context (Vaswani et al., 2017)
by settingmij = −∞ for all j>i. We will use this
concept in § 4.1 to model reachability structure.

2.2 Lattices

We aim to design models for lattice inputs that
store a large number of sequences in a compact
data structure, as illustrated in Figure 1. We define
lattices as directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) with the
additional property that there is exactly one start
node (S) and one end node (E). We call the se-
quences contained in the lattice complete paths,
running from the start node to the end node. Each
node is labeled with a word token.1

To make matters precise, let G=(V,E) be a
DAG with nodes V and edges E. For k∈V , let
R+
G(k) denote all successors (reachable nodes) of

node k, and let N+
G(k) denote the neighborhood,

defined as the set of all adjacent successor nodes.
R–
G(k),N

–
G(k) are defined analogously for prede-

cessors. j � i indicates that node j is a successor
of node i.

For arbitrary nodes i, j, let pG (j � i | i) be
the probability that a complete path in G con-
tains j as a successor of i, given that i is con-
tained in the path. Note that j /∈ R+

G(i) im-
plies pG (j � i | i)=0. The probability structure

1Edge-labeled lattices can be easily converted to node-
labeled lattices using the line-graph algorithm (Hemminger
and Beineke, 1978).
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of the whole lattice can be represented through
transition probabilities ptrans

k,j :=pG (k � j | j) for
j ∈ N+

G(k). We drop the subscript G when clear
from context.

3 Baseline Model

Our proposed model builds on established archi-
tectures from prior work, described in this section.

3.1 Lattice-Biased Attentional Decoder

The common attentional encoder-decoder model
(Bahdanau et al., 2015) serves as our starting
point. The encoder will be described in § 4.
As cross-attention mechanism, we use the lattice-
biased variant (Sperber et al., 2017), which adjusts
the attention scores αcross

ij between encoder posi-
tion j and decoder position i according to marginal
lattice scores p (j � S | S) (§ 4.1.2 describes how
to compute these) as follows:2

αcross
ij ∝ exp (score(•) + log p (j � S | S)) . (4)

Here, score(•) is the unnormalized attention score.
In the decoder, we use long short-term mem-

ory (LSTM) networks, although it is straightfor-
ward to use alternative decoders in future work,
such as the self-attentional decoder proposed by
Vaswani et al. (2017). We further use input feed-
ing (Luong et al., 2015), variational dropout in the
decoder LSTM (Gal and Ghahramani, 2016), and
label smoothing (Szegedy et al., 2016).

3.2 Multi-Head Transformer Layers

To design our self-attentional encoder, we use
Vaswani et al. (2017)’s Transformer layers that
combine self-attention with position-wise feed-
forward connections, layer norm (Ba et al., 2016),
and residual connections (He et al., 2016) to
form deeper models. Self-attention is modeled
with multiple heads, computing independent self-
attentional representations for several separately
parametrized attention heads, before concatenat-
ing the results to a single representation. This
increases model expressiveness and allows using
different masks (Equation 1) between different at-
tention heads, a feature that we will exploit in
§ 4.1. Transformer layers are computed as follows:

2We have removed the trainable peakiness coefficient
from the original formulation for simplicity and because
gains of this additional parameter were unclear according to
Sperber et al. (2017).

Qk = XW
(q)
k ,Kk=XW(k)

k ,Vk=XW(v)
k (5)

Hk = softmax

(
dropout

(
QiK

>
k +M

)
√
d

)
Vk

(6)

H = concat(H1,H2, . . . ,Hn) (7)

L = LN [dropout (H+X)] (8)

Y = LN [dropout (FF (L) + L)] (9)

Here, X∈Rl×d,Qk,Kk,Vk∈Rl×d/n denote in-
puts and their query-, key-, and value transforma-
tions for attention heads with index k∈{1, . . . , n},
sequence length l, and hidden dimension d.
M∈Rl×l is an attention mask to be defined in
§ 4.1. Similarity between keys and queries is
measured via the dot product. The inputs are
word embeddings in the first layer, or the out-
put of the previous layer in the case of stacked
layers. Y∈Rl×d denotes the final output of
the Transformer layer. W

(q)
k ,W

(k)
k ,W

(v)
k ∈

Rd×d/n are parameter matrices. FF is a position-
wise feed-forward network intended to introduce
additional depth and nonlinearities, defined as
FF(x)=max (0,xW1 + b1)W2 + b2. LN de-
notes layer norm. Note that dropout regularization
(Srivastava et al., 2014) is added in three places.

Up to now, the model is completely agnostic of
sequence positions. However, position informa-
tion is crucial in natural language, so a mecha-
nism to represent such information in the model is
needed. A common approach is to add positional
encodings to the word embeddings used as inputs
to the first layer. We opt to use learned positional
embeddings (Gehring et al., 2017), and obtain the
following after applying dropout:

x′i = dropout (xi + embed [i]) . (10)

Here, a position embedding embed [i] of equal di-
mension with sequence item xi at position i is
added to the input.

4 Self-Attentional Lattice Encoders

A simple way to realize self-attentional modeling
for lattice inputs would be to linearize the lattice in
topological order and then apply the above model.
However, such a strategy would ignore the lat-
tice structure and relate queries to keys that cannot
possibly appear together according to the lattice.
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Figure 2: Example for binary masks in forward- and
backward directions. The currently selected query is
node f, and the mask prevents all solid black nodes
from being attended to.

We find empirically that this naive approach per-
forms poorly (§ 5.4). As a remedy, we introduce
a masking scheme to incorporate lattice structure
into the model (§ 4.1), before addressing positional
encoding for lattices (§ 4.2).

4.1 Lattice Reachability Masks
We draw inspiration from prior works such as the
TreeLSTM (Tai et al., 2015) and related works.
Consider how the recurrent conditioning of hidden
representations in these models is informed by the
graph structure of the inputs: Each node is condi-
tioned on its direct predecessors in the graph, and
via recurrent modeling on all its predecessor nodes
up to the root or leaf nodes.

4.1.1 Binary Masks
We propose a masking strategy that results in
the same conditioning among tokens based on
the lattice structure, preventing the self-attentional
model from attending to lattice nodes that are not
reachable from some given query node i. Figure 2
illustrates the concept of such reachability masks.
Formally, we obtain masks in forward and back-
ward direction as follows:

−→mbin
ij =

{
0 if i∈R– (j) ∨ i=j
−∞ else

←−mbin
ij =

{
0 if i∈R+ (j) ∨ i=j
−∞ else

The resulting conditioning structure is analo-
gous to the conditioning in lattice RNNs (Ladhak
et al., 2016) in the backward and forward direc-
tions, respectively. These masks can be obtained
using standard graph traversal algorithms.

4.1.2 Probabilistic Masks
Binary masks capture the graph structure of the in-
puts, but do not account for potentially available
lattice scores that associate lattice nodes with a
probability of being correct. Prior work has found
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→ S a b c d e E

S 1 0.4 0.6 0.48 0.12 0.88 1
a 0 1 0 1 0 1 1
b 0 0 1 0.8 0.2 0.8 1
c 0 0 0 1 0 1 1
d 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
e 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
E 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
← S a b c d e E

S 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
a 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
b 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
c 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
d 1 0 1 0 1 0 0
e 1 0.45 0.55 0.55 0 1 0
E 1 0.4 0.6 0.48 0.12 0.88 1

Figure 3: Example for pairwise conditional reaching
probabilities for a given lattice, which we logarith-
mize to obtain self-attention masks. Rows are queries,
columns are keys.

it critical to exploit lattice scores, especially for
noisy inputs such as speech recognition lattices
(Sperber et al., 2017). In fact, the previous bi-
nary masks place equal weight on all nodes, which
will cause the influence of low-confidence regions
(i.e., dense regions with many alternative nodes)
on computed representations to be greater than the
influence of high-confidence regions (sparse re-
gions with few alternative nodes).

It is therefore desirable to make the self-
attentional lattice model aware of these scores, so
that it can place higher emphasis on confident con-
text and lower emphasis on context with low con-
fidence. The probabilistic masks below generalize
binary masks according to this intuition:

−→mprob
ij =

{
log pG (j � i | i) if i6=j
0 if i=j

←−mprob
ij =

{
log pG> (j � i | i) if i6=j
0 if i=j

Here, we set log(0):=−∞. Figure 3 illus-
trates the resulting pairwise probability matrix for
a given lattice and its reverse, prior to applying the
logarithm. Note that the first row in the forward
matrix and the last row in the backward matrix are
the globally normalized scores of Equation 4.

Per our convention regarding log(0), the −∞
entries in the mask will occur at exactly the same
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Algorithm 1 Computation of logarithmized prob-
abilistic masks via dynamic programming.
– given: DAG G = (V,E); transition probs ptrans

k,j

1: ∀i, j ∈ V : qi,j ← 0
2: for i ∈ V do . loop over queries
3: qi,i ← 1
4: for k ∈ topologic-order (V ) do
5: for next ∈ N+ (k) do
6: qi,next ← qi,next + ptrans

k,next · qi,k
7: end for
8: end for
9: end for

10: ∀i, j ∈ V : m
prob
ij ← log qi,j

places as with the binary reachability mask, be-
cause the traversal probability is 0 for unreachable
nodes. For reachable nodes, the probabilistic mask
causes the computed similarity for low-confident
nodes (keys) to be decreased, thus increasing the
impact of confident nodes on the computed hidden
representations. The proposed probabilistic masks
are further justified by observing that the result-
ing model is invariant to path duplication (see Ap-
pendix A), unlike the model with binary masks.

The introduced probabilistic masks can be com-
puted in O

(
|V |3

)
from the given transition prob-

abilities by using the dynamic programming ap-
proach described in Algorithm 1. The backward-
directed probabilistic mask can be obtained by ap-
plying the same algorithm on the reversed graph.

4.1.3 Directional and Non-Directional Masks

The above masks are designed to be plugged into
each Transformer layer via the masking term M
in Equation 6. However, note that we have de-
fined two different masks, −→mij and ←−mij . To em-
ploy both we can follow two strategies: (1) Merge
both into a single, non-directional mask by using
←→m ij = max {−→mij ,

←−mij}. (2) Use half of the
attention heads in each multi-head Transformer
layer (§ 3.2) with forward masks, the other half
with backward masks, for a directional strategy.

Note that when the input is a sequence (i.e.,
a lattice with only one complete path), the non-
directional strategy reduces to unmasked sequen-
tial self-attention. The second strategy, in contrast,
reduces to the directional masks proposed by Shen
et al. (2018) for sequence modeling.

S a
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f

g
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E
0 1

2 3

2

2 4 5
b
1

Figure 4: Lattice positions, computed as longest-path
distance from the start node S.

4.2 Lattice Positional Encoding
Encoding positional information in the inputs is a
crucial component in self-attentional architectures
as explained in § 3.2. To devise a strategy to en-
code positions of lattice nodes in a suitable fash-
ion, we state a number of desiderata: (1) Positions
should be integers, so that positional embeddings
(§ 3.2) can be used. (2) Every possible lattice path
should be assigned strictly monotonically increas-
ing positions, so that relative ordering can be in-
ferred from positions. (3) For a compact represen-
tation, unnecessary jumps should be avoided. In
particular, for at least one complete path the posi-
tions should increase by exactly 1 across all adja-
cent succeeding lattice nodes.

A naive strategy would be to use a topologi-
cal order of the nodes to encode positions, but
this clearly violates the compactness desideratum.
Dyer et al. (2008) used shortest-path distances be-
tween lattice nodes to account for distortion, but
this violates monotonicity. Instead, we propose
using the longest-path distance (ldist) from the
start node, replacing Equation 10 with:

x′i = dropout (xi + embed [ldist (S→ i)]) .

This strategy fulfills all three desiderata, as illus-
trated in Figure 4. Longest-path distances from
the start node to all other nodes can be computed
in O

(
|V |2

)
using e.g. Dijkstra’s shortest-path al-

gorithm with edge weights set to −1.

4.3 Computational Complexity
The computational complexity in the self-
attentional encoder is dominated by generating
the masks (O

(
|V |3

)
), or by the computation of

pairwise similarities (O
(
|V |2

)
) if we assume that

masks are precomputed prior to training. Our
main baseline model, the LatticeLSTM, can be
computed in O (|E|), where |E| ≤ |V |2. Never-
theless, constant factors and the effect of batched
operations lead to considerably faster computa-
tions for the self-attentional approach in practice
(§ 5.3).
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5 Experiments

We examine the effectiveness of our method on a
speech translation task, in which we directly trans-
late decoding lattices from a speech recognizer
into a foreign language.

5.1 Settings

We conduct experiments on the Fisher–Callhome
Spanish–English Speech Translation corpus (Post
et al., 2013). This corpus contains translated tele-
phone conversations, along with speech recogni-
tion transcripts and lattices. The Fisher portion
(138k training sentences) contains conversations
between strangers, and the smaller Callhome por-
tion (15k sentences) contains conversations be-
tween family members. Both and especially the
latter are acoustically challenging, indicated by
speech recognition word error rates of 36.4% and
65.3% on respective test sets for the transcripts
contained in the corpus. The included lattices have
oracle word error rates of 16.1% and 37.9%.

We use XNMT (Neubig et al., 2018) which
is based on DyNet (Neubig et al., 2017a), with
the provided self-attention example as a starting
point.3 Hidden dimensions are set to 512 unless
otherwise noted. We use a single-layer LSTM-
based decoder with dropout rate 0.5. All self-
attentional encoders use three layers with hidden
dimension of the FF operation set to 2048, and
dropout rate set to 0.1. LSTM-based encoders use
2 layers. We follow Sperber et al. (2017) to tok-
enize and lowercase data, remove punctuation, and
replace singletons with a special unk token. Beam
size is set to 8.

For training, we find it important to pretrain on
sequential data and finetune on lattice data (§ 5.6).
This is in line with prior work (Sperber et al.,
2017) and likely owed to the fact that the lattices
in this dataset are rather noisy, hampering train-
ing especially during the early stages. We use
Adam for training (Kingma and Ba, 2014). For se-
quential pretraining, we follow the learning sched-
ule with warm-up and decay of Vaswani et al.
(2017). Finetuning was sometimes unstable, so
we finetune both using the warm-up/decay strat-
egy and using a fixed learning rate of 0.0001 and
report the better result. We use large-batch train-
ing with minibatch size of 1024 sentences, accu-
mulated over 16 batched computations of 64 sen-

3Our code is available: http://msperber.com/
research/acl-lattice-selfatt/

Encoder model Inputs Fisher Callh.

LSTM4 1-best 35.9 11.8
Seq. SA 1-best 35.71 12.36
Seq. SA (directional) 1-best 37.42 13.00

Graph attention lattice 35.71 11.87
LatticeLSTM4 lattice 38.0 14.1

Lattice SA (proposed) lattice 38.73 14.74

Table 1: BLEU scores on Fisher (4 references) and
Callhome (1 reference), for proposed method and sev-
eral baselines.

tences each, due to memory constraints. Early
stopping is applied when the BLEU score on a
held-out validation set does not improve over 15
epochs, and the model with the highest validation
BLEU score is kept.

5.2 Main Results

Table 1 compares our model against several base-
lines. Lattice models tested on Callhome are
pretrained on Fisher and finetuned on Callhome
lattices (Fisher+Callhome setting), while lattice
models tested on Fisher use a Fisher+Fisher train-
ing setting. All sequential baselines are trained on
the reference transcripts of Fisher. The first set
of baselines operates on 1-best (sequential) inputs
and includes a bidirectional LSTM, an unmasked
self-attentional encoder (SA) of otherwise identi-
cal architecture with our proposed model, and a
variant with directional masks (Shen et al., 2018).
Next, we include a graph-attentional model that
masks all but adjacent lattice nodes (Veličković
et al., 2018) but is otherwise identical to the pro-
posed model, and a LatticeLSTM. Note that these
lattice models both use the cross-attention lattice-
score bias (§ 3.1).

Results show that our proposed model outper-
forms all examined baselines. Compared to the
sequential self-attentional model, our models im-
proves by 1.31–1.74 BLEU points. Compared
to the LatticeLSTM, our model improves results
by 0.64–0.73 BLEU points, while at the same
time being more computationally efficient (§ 5.3).
Graph attention is not able to improve over the se-
quential baselines on our task due to its restriction
to local context.
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Training Inference
Encoder Batching Speed Batching Speed

Sequential encoder models
LSTM M 4629 – 715
SA M 5021 – 796

LatticeLSTM and lattice SA encoders
LSTM – 178 – 391
LSTM A 710 A 538
SA M 2963 – 687
SA A 748 A 718

Table 2: Computation speed (words/sec), averaged
over 3 runs. Batching is conducted manually (M),
through autobatching (A), or disabled (–). The self-
attentional lattice model displays superior speed de-
spite using 3 encoder layers, compared to 2 layers for
the LSTM-based models.

5.3 Computation Speed

The self-attentional lattice model was motivated
not only by promising model accuracy (as con-
firmed above), but also by potential speed gains.
We therefore test computation speed for train-
ing and inference, comparing against LSTM- and
LatticeLSTM-based models. For fair compari-
son, we use a reimplementation of the Lattice-
LSTM so that all models are run with the exact
same toolkits and identical decoder architectures.
Again, LSTM-based models have two encoder
layers, while self-attentional models have three
layers. LatticeLSTMs are difficult to speed up
through manually implemented batched compu-
tations, but similar models have been reported to
strongly benefit from autobatching (Neubig et al.,
2017b) which automatically finds operations that
can be grouped after the computation graph has
been defined. Autobatching is implemented in
DyNet but not available in many other deep learn-
ing toolkits, so we test both with and without au-
tobatching. Training computations are manually
or automatically batched across 64 parallel sen-
tences, while inference speed is tested for sin-
gle sentences with forced decoding of gold trans-
lations and without beam search. We test with
DyNet commit 8260090 on an Nvidia Titan Xp
GPU and average results over three runs.

Table 2 shows the results. For sequential inputs,
the self-attentional model is slightly faster than the
LSTM-based model. The difference is perhaps

4BLEU scores taken from Sperber et al. (2017).

reachability
mask

dir. prob.
latt.
pos.

Fisher Callh.

38.73 14.74

38.25 12.45
37.52 14.37
35.49 12.83

30.58 9.41

Table 3: Ablation over proposed features, including
reachability masks, directional (vs. non-directional)
masking, probabilistic (vs. binary) masking, and lattice
positions (vs. topological positions).

smaller than expected, which can be explained by
the larger number of layers in the self-attentional
model, and the relatively short sentences of the
Fisher corpus that reduce the positive effect of par-
allel computation across sequence positions. For
lattice-based inputs, we can see a large speed-up of
the self-attentional approach when no autobatch-
ing is used. Replacing manual batching with au-
tobatching during training for the self-attentional
model yields no benefits. Enabling autobatching
at inference time provides some speed-up for both
models. Overall, the speed advantage of the self-
attentional approach is still very visible even with
autobatching available.

5.4 Feature Ablation

We next conduct a feature ablation to examine the
individual effect of the improvements introduced
in § 4. Table 3 shows that longest-path position
encoding outperforms topological positions, the
probabilistic approach outperforms binary reach-
ability masks, and modeling forward and reversed
lattices with separate attention heads outperforms
the non-directional approach. Consistently with
the findings by Sperber et al. (2017), lattice scores
are more effectively exploited on Fisher than on
Callhome as a result of the poor lattice quality for
the latter. The experiment in the last row demon-
strates the effect of keeping the lattice contents but
removing all structural information, by rearrang-
ing nodes in linear, arbitrary topological order, and
applying the best sequential model. Results are
poor and structural information clearly beneficial.

5.5 Behavior At Test Time

To obtain a better understanding of the proposed
model, we compare accuracies to the sequential
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Lattice oracle 1-best Lattice

Fisher
Sequential SA 47.84 37.42 –
Lattice SA 47.69 37.56 38.73

Callhome
Sequential SA 17.94 13.00 –
Lattice SA 18.54 13.90 14.74

Table 4: Fisher and Callhome models, tested by in-
putting lattice oracle paths, 1-best paths, and full lat-
tices.

self-attentional model when translating either lat-
tice oracle paths, 1-best transcripts, or lattices.
The lattice model translates sequences by treat-
ing them as lattices with only a single complete
path and all transition probabilities set to 1. Ta-
ble 4 shows the results for the Fisher+Fisher
model evaluated on Fisher test data, and for the
Fisher+Callhome model evaluated on Callhome
test data. We can see that the lattice model out-
performs the sequential model even when translat-
ing sequential 1-best transcripts, indicating bene-
fits perhaps due to more robustness or increased
training data size for the lattice model. However,
the largest gains stem from using lattices at test
time, indicating that our model is able to exploit
the actual test-time lattices. Note that there is still
a considerable gap to the translation of lattice ora-
cles which form a top-line to our experiments.

5.6 Effect of Pretraining and Finetuning

Finally, we analyze the importance of our strategy
of pretraining on clean sequential data before fine-
tuning on lattice data. Table 5 shows the results for
several combinations of pretraining and finetuning
data. The first thing to notice is that pretraining
is critical for good results. Skipping pretraining
performs extremely poorly, while pretraining on
the much smaller Callhome data yields results no
better than the sequential baselines (§ 5.2). We
conjecture that pretraining is beneficial mainly due
to the rather noisy lattice training data, while for
tasks with cleaner training lattices pretraining may
play a less critical role.

The second observation is that for the finetuning
stage, domain appears more important than data
size: Finetuning on Fisher works best when test-
ing on Fisher, while finetuning on Callhome works
best when testing on Callhome, despite the Call-

Sequential data Lattice data Fisher Callh.

– Fisher 1.45 1.78
Callhome Fisher 34.52 13.04

Fisher Callhome 35.47 14.74
Fisher Fisher 38.73 14.59

Table 5: BLEU scores for several combinations of
Fisher (138k sentences) and Callhome (15k sentences)
training data.

home finetuning data being an order of magnitude
smaller. This is encouraging, because the collec-
tion of large amounts of training lattices can be
difficult in practice.

6 Related Work

The translation of lattices rather than sequences
has been investigated with traditional machine
translation models (Ney, 1999; Casacuberta et al.,
2004; Saleem et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2005;
Matusov et al., 2008; Dyer et al., 2008), but
these approaches rely on independence assump-
tions in the decoding process that no longer hold
for neural encoder-decoder models. Neural lattice-
to-sequence models were proposed by Su et al.
(2017); Sperber et al. (2017), with promising re-
sults but slow computation speeds. Other related
work includes gated graph neural networks (Li
et al., 2016; Beck et al., 2018). As an alter-
native to these RNN-based models, GCNs have
been investigated (Duvenaud et al., 2015; Def-
ferrard et al., 2016; Kearnes et al., 2016; Kipf
and Welling, 2017), and used for devising tree-to-
sequence models (Bastings et al., 2017; Marcheg-
giani et al., 2018). We are not aware of any ap-
plication of GCNs to lattice modeling. Unlike our
approach, GCNs consider only local context, must
be combined with slower LSTM layers for good
performance, and lack support for lattice scores.

Our model builds on previous works on self-
attentional models (Cheng et al., 2016; Parikh
et al., 2016; Lin et al., 2017; Vaswani et al., 2017).
The idea of masking has been used for various
purposes, including occlusion of future informa-
tion during training (Vaswani et al., 2017), in-
troducing directionality (Shen et al., 2018) with
good results for machine translation confirmed by
Song et al. (2018), and soft masking (Im and Cho,
2017; Sperber et al., 2018). The only extension
of self-attention beyond sequence modeling we
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are aware of is graph attention (Veličković et al.,
2018) which uses only local context and is outper-
formed by our model.

7 Conclusion

This work extended existing sequential self-
attentional models to lattice inputs, which have
been useful for various purposes in the past. We
achieve this by introducing probabilistic reacha-
bility masks and lattice positional encodings. Ex-
periments in a speech translation task show that
our method outperforms previous approaches and
is much faster than RNN-based alternatives in both
training and inference settings. Promising future
work includes extension to tree-structured inputs
and application to other tasks.
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A Path Duplication Invariance

Figure 5 shows a sequential lattice, and a lattice
derived from it but with a duplicated path. Seman-
tically, both are equivalent, and should therefore
result in identical neural representations. Note that
while in practice duplicated paths should not oc-
cur, paths with partial overlap are quite frequent.
It is therefore instructive to consider this hypo-
thetical situation. Below, we demonstrate that
the binary masking approach (§ 4.1.1) is biased
such that computed representations are impacted
by path duplication. In contrast, the probabilistic
approach (§ 4.1.2) is invariant to path duplication.

We consider the example of Figure 5, discussing
only the forward direction, because the lattice is
symmetric and computations for the backward di-
rection are identical. We follow notation of Equa-
tions 1 through 3, using 〈a,b〉 as abbrevation for
f (q (xa) , k (xb)) and va to abbreviate v(xa). Let
us consider the computed representation for the
node S as query. For the sequential lattice with
binary mask, it is:

yS =
1

C

(
e〈S,S〉vS + e〈S,a〉va + e〈S,b〉vb

)
(11)

Here, C is the softmax normalization term that en-
sures that exponentiated similarities sum up to 1.

In contrast, the lattice with duplication results
in a doubled influence of va:

yS =
1

C

(
e〈S,S〉vS + e〈S,a〉va

+ e〈S,a’〉va’ + e〈S,E〉vE
)

=
1

C

(
e〈S,S〉vS + 2e〈S,a〉va + e〈S,E〉vE

)
.

The probabilistic approach yields the same re-
sult as the binary approach for the sequential lat-
tice (Equation 11). For the lattice with path dupli-
cation, the representation for the node S is com-

a

S E

a
1

p 1

1-p
‘

aS E
1 1

sequential S a E

S 1 1 1
a 0 1 1
E 0 0 1

duplicated S a a’ E

S 1 p (1− p) 1
a 0 1 0 1
a’ 0 0 1 1
E 0 0 0 1

Figure 5: A sequential lattice, and a variant with a du-
plicated path, where nodes a and a’ are labeled with
the same word token. The matrices contain pairwise
reaching probabilities in forward direction, where rows
are queries, columns are keys.

puted as follows:

yS =
1

C

(
e〈S,S〉vS + e〈S,a〉+log pva

+ e〈S,a’〉+log(1−p)va’ + e〈S,E〉vE
)

=
1

C

(
e〈S,S〉vS + e〈S,a〉elog pva

+ e〈S,a’〉elog(1−p)va’ + e〈S,E〉vE
)

=
1

C

(
e〈S,S〉vS + pe〈S,a〉va

+ (1− p)e〈S,a’〉va’ + e〈S,E〉vE
)

=
1

C

(
e〈S,S〉vS + e〈S,a〉va + e〈S,E〉vE

)
.

The result is the same as in the semantically
equivalent sequential case (Equation 11), the com-
putation is therefore invariant to path duplica-
tion. The same argument can be extended to other
queries, to other lattices with duplicated paths, as
well as to the lattice-biased encoder-decoder atten-
tion.

B Qualitative Analysis

We conduct a manual inspection and showcase
several common patterns in which the lattice in-
put helps improve translation quality, as well as
one counter example. In particular, we compare
the outputs of the sequential and lattice models ac-
cording to the 3rd and the last row in Table 1, on
Fisher.
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B.1 Example 1

In this example, the ASR 1-best contains a bad
word choice (quedar instead of qué tal). The
correct word is in the lattice, and can be disam-
biguated by exploiting long-range self-attentional
encoder context.

gold transcript: Qué tal, eh, yo soy Guillermo,
¿Cómo estás?

ASR 1-best: quedar eh yo soy guillermo cómo
estás

seq2seq output: stay eh i ’ m guillermo how are
you

ASR lattice:

quedar

S

.7

.2
que dar

qué tal

…
…

….1
1

1

lat2seq output: how are you eh i ’ m guillermo
how are you

B.2 Example 2

Here, the correct word graduar does not appear
in the lattice, instead the lattice offers many in-
correct alternatives of high uncertainty. The trans-
lation model evidently goes with a linguistically
plausible guess, ignoring the source side.

gold transcript: Claro Es, eh, eh, o sea, yo me,
me voy a graduar con un tı́tulo de esta uni-
versidad.

ASR 1-best: claro existe eh o sea yo me me puedo
habar con un tı́tulo esta universidad

seq2seq output: sure it exists i mean i can talk
with a title

ASR lattice:

quedar

S

.7

.2
que dar

qué tal

…
…

….1
1

1

puedo

voy

habar

ahora

a hablar

grabar

lavar

…

…

…
…

…1

.1
.9

.1
.7

.2

lat2seq output: sure i mean i ’ m going to take a
university title

B.3 Example 3
In this example, o sea (I mean) appears with
slightly lower confidence than saben (they know),
but is chosen for a more natural sounding target
sentence

gold transcript: No, o sea, eso es eh, cları́simo
para mi

ASR 1-best: no saben eso es eh cları́simo para
mi

seq2seq output: they don ’ t know that ’ s eh sure
for me

ASR lattice:

quedar

S

.7

.2
que dar

qué tal

…
…

….1
1

1

puedo

voy

habar

ahora

a hablar

grabar

lavar

…

…

…
…

…1

.1
.9

.1
.7

.2

o

S

.34
.37 sabenno

…

sea …
…

.29

lat2seq output: no i mean that ’ s very clear for
me

B.4 Counter Example
In this counter example, the translation model gets
confused from the additional and wrong lattice
context and no longer produces the correct output.

gold transcript: sı́

ASR 1-best: sı́

seq2seq output: yes

ASR lattice:

quedar

S

.7

.2
que dar

qué tal

…
…

….1
1

1

puedo

voy

habar

ahora

a hablar

grabar

lavar

…

…

…
…

…1

.1
.9

.1
.7

.2

o

S

.34
.37 sabenno

…

sea …
…

.29

S

.107

mhm

mm

sí

.392 E

.502

lat2seq output: mm
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Abstract

Though machine translation errors caused by
the lack of context beyond one sentence have
long been acknowledged, the development of
context-aware NMT systems is hampered by
several problems. Firstly, standard metrics are
not sensitive to improvements in consistency
in document-level translations. Secondly, pre-
vious work on context-aware NMT assumed
that the sentence-aligned parallel data con-
sisted of complete documents while in most
practical scenarios such document-level data
constitutes only a fraction of the available par-
allel data. To address the first issue, we per-
form a human study on an English-Russian
subtitles dataset and identify deixis, ellipsis
and lexical cohesion as three main sources of
inconsistency. We then create test sets target-
ing these phenomena. To address the second
shortcoming, we consider a set-up in which a
much larger amount of sentence-level data is
available compared to that aligned at the doc-
ument level. We introduce a model that is
suitable for this scenario and demonstrate ma-
jor gains over a context-agnostic baseline on
our new benchmarks without sacrificing per-
formance as measured with BLEU.1

1 Introduction

With the recent rapid progress of neural machine
translation (NMT), translation mistakes and in-
consistencies due to the lack of extra-sentential
context are becoming more and more notice-
able among otherwise adequate translations pro-
duced by standard context-agnostic NMT systems
(Läubli et al., 2018). Though this problem has
recently triggered a lot of attention to context-
aware translation (Jean et al., 2017a; Wang et al.,
2017; Tiedemann and Scherrer, 2017; Bawden

1We release code and data sets at
https://github.com/lena-voita/
good-translation-wrong-in-context.

et al., 2018; Voita et al., 2018; Maruf and Haf-
fari, 2018; Agrawal et al., 2018; Miculicich et al.,
2018; Zhang et al., 2018), the progress and wide-
spread adoption of the new paradigm is hampered
by several important problems. Firstly, it is highly
non-trivial to design metrics which would reliably
trace the progress and guide model design. Stan-
dard machine translation metrics (e.g., BLEU) do
not appear appropriate as they do not sufficiently
differentiate between consistent and inconsistent
translations (Wong and Kit, 2012).2 For exam-
ple, if multiple translations of a name are pos-
sible, forcing consistency is essentially as likely
to make all occurrences of the name match the
reference translation as making them all different
from the reference. Second, most previous work
on context-aware NMT has made the assumption
that all the bilingual data is available at the doc-
ument level. However, isolated parallel sentences
are a lot easier to acquire and hence only a frac-
tion of the parallel data will be at the document
level in any practical scenario. In other words, a
context-aware model trained only on document-
level parallel data is highly unlikely to outperform
a context-agnostic model estimated from much
larger sentence-level parallel corpus. This work
aims to address both these shortcomings.

A context-agnostic NMT system would often
produce plausible translations of isolated sen-
tences, however, when put together in a docu-
ment, these translations end up being inconsis-
tent with each other. We investigate which lin-
guistic phenomena cause the inconsistencies us-
ing the OpenSubtitles (Lison et al., 2018) corpus
for the English-Russian language pair. We iden-
tify deixis, ellipsis and lexical cohesion as three

2We use the term ‘inconsistency’ to refer to any violations
causing good translations of isolated sentences not to work
together, independently of which linguistic phenomena (e.g.,
ellipsis or lexical cohesion) impose the violated constraints.
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main sources of the violations, together amount-
ing to about 80% of the cases. We create test sets
focusing specifically on the three identified phe-
nomena (6000 examples in total).

We show that by using a limited amount of
document-level parallel data, we can already
achieve substantial improvements on these bench-
marks without negatively affecting performance as
measured with BLEU. Our approach is inspired
by the Deliberation Networks (Xia et al., 2017).
In our method, the initial translation produced by
a baseline context-agnostic model is refined by a
context-aware system which is trained on a small
document-level subset of parallel data.

The key contributions are as follows:

• we analyze which phenomena cause context-
agnostic translations to be inconsistent with
each other;

• we create test sets specifically addressing the
most frequent phenomena;

• we consider a novel and realistic set-up
where a much larger amount of sentence-
level data is available compared to that
aligned at the document level;

• we introduce a model suitable for this sce-
nario, and demonstrate that it is effective on
our new benchmarks without sacrificing per-
formance as measured with BLEU.

2 Analysis

We begin with a human study, in which we:

1. identify cases when good sentence-level
translations are not good when placed in con-
text of each other,

2. categorize these examples according to the
phenomena leading to a discrepancy in trans-
lations of consecutive sentences.

The test sets introduced in Section 3 will then tar-
get the most frequent phenomena.

2.1 Human annotation

To find what makes good context-agnostic trans-
lations incorrect when placed in context of each
other, we start with pairs of consecutive sentences.
We gather data with context from the publicly
available OpenSubtitles2018 corpus (Lison et al.,

all one/both bad both good
bad pair good pair

2000 211 140 1649
100% 11% 7% 82%

Table 1: Human annotation statistics of pairs of con-
secutive translation.

2018) for English and Russian. We train a context-
agnostic Transformer on 6m sentence pairs. Then
we translate 2000 pairs of consecutive sentences
using this model. For more details on model train-
ing and data preprocessing, see Section 5.3.

Then we use human annotation to assess the ad-
equacy of the translations without context and in
the context of each other. The whole process is
two-stage:

1. sentence-level evaluation: we ask if the trans-
lation of a given sentence is good,

2. evaluation in context: for pairs of consecutive
good translations according to the first stage,
we ask if the translations are good in context
of each other.

In the first stage, the annotators are instructed
to mark as “good” translations which (i) are fluent
sentences in the target language (in our case, Rus-
sian) (ii) can be reasonable translations of a source
sentence in some context.

For the second stage we only consider pairs of
sentences with good sentence-level translations.
The annotators are instructed to mark translations
as bad in context of each other only if there is
no other possible interpretation or extra additional
context which could have made them appropriate.
This was made to get more robust results, avoiding
the influence of personal preferences of the anno-
tators (for example, for using formal or informal
speech), and excluding ambiguous cases that can
only be resolved with additional context.

The statistics of answers are provided in Ta-
ble 1. We find that our annotators labelled 82%
of sentence pairs as good translations. In 11% of
cases, at least one translation was considered bad
at the sentence level, and in another 7%, the sen-
tences were considered individually good, but bad
in context of each other. This indicates that in our
setting, a substantial proportion of translation er-
rors are only recognized as such in context.
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type of phenomena frequency
deixis 37%
ellipsis 29%
lexical cohesion 14%
ambiguity 9%
anaphora 6%
other 5%

Table 2: Types of phenomena causing discrepancy in
context-agnostic translation of consecutive sentences
when placed in the context of each other

type of discrepancy frequency
T-V distinction 67%
speaker/addressee gender:

same speaker 22%
different speaker 9%

other 2%

Table 3: Types of discrepancy in context-agnostic
translation caused by deixis (excluding anaphora)

2.2 Types of phenomena

From the results of the human annotation, we take
all instances of consecutive sentences with good
translations which become incorrect when placed
in the context of each other. For each, we identify
the language phenomenon which caused a discrep-
ancy. The results are provided in Table 2.

Below we discuss these types of phenomena, as
well as problems in translation they cause, in more
detail. In the scope of current work, we concen-
trate only on the three most frequent phenomena.

2.2.1 Deixis
In this category, we group several types of deic-
tic words or phrases, i.e. referential expressions
whose denotation depends on context. This in-
cludes personal deixis (“I”, “you”), place deixis
(“here”, “there”), and discourse deixis, where
parts of the discourse are referenced (“that’s a
good question.”). Most errors in our annotated cor-
pus are related to person deixis, specifically gen-
der marking in the Russian translation, and the
T-V distinction between informal and formal you
(Latin “tu” and “vos”).

In many cases, even when having access to
neighboring sentences, one cannot make a confi-
dent decision which of the forms should be used,
as there are no obvious markers pointing to one
form or another (e.g., for the T-V distinction,
words such as “officer”, “mister” for formal and
“honey”, “dude” for informal). However, when

(a) EN We haven’t really spoken much since your
return. Tell me, what’s on your mind these
days?

RU Мы не разговаривали с тех пор, как вы
вернулись. Скажи мне, что у тебя на
уме в последнее время?

RU My ne razgovarivali s tekh por, kak vy ver-
nulis’. Skazhi mne, chto u tebya na ume v
posledneye vremya?

(b) EN I didn’t come to Simon’s for you. I did that
for me.

RU Я пришла к Саймону не ради тебя. Я
сделал это для себя.

RU Ya prishla k Saymonu ne radi tebya. Ya sdelal
eto dlya sebya.

Figure 1: Examples of violation of (a) T-V form con-
sistency, (b) speaker gender consistency.
In color: (a) red – V-form, blue – T-form; (b) red –
feminine, blue – masculine.

pronouns refer to the same person, the pronouns,
as well as verbs that agree with them, should be
translated using the same form. See Figure 1(a)
for an example translation that violates T-V con-
sistency. Figure 1(b) shows an example of incon-
sistent first person gender (marked on the verb),
although the speaker is clearly the same.

Anaphora are a form of deixis that received a
lot of attention in MT research, both from the
perspective of modelling (Le Nagard and Koehn,
2010; Hardmeier and Federico, 2010; Jean et al.,
2017b; Bawden et al., 2018; Voita et al., 2018,
among others) and targeted evaluation (Hard-
meier et al., 2015; Guillou and Hardmeier, 2016;
Müller et al., 2018), and we list anaphora errors
separately, and will not further focus on them.

2.2.2 Ellipsis
Ellipsis is the omission from a clause of one or
more words that are nevertheless understood in the
context of the remaining elements.

In machine translation, elliptical constructions
in the source language pose a problem if the target
language does not allow the same types of ellipsis
(requiring the elided material to be predicted from
context), or if the elided material affects the syn-
tax of the sentence; for example, the grammatical
function of a noun phrase and thus its inflection
in Russian may depend on the elided verb (Fig-
ure 2(a)), or the verb inflection may depend on the
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type of discrepancy frequency
wrong morphological form 66%
wrong verb (VP-ellipsis) 20%
other error 14%

Table 4: Types of discrepancy in context-agnostic
translation caused by ellipsis

(a) EN You call her your friend but have you been to
her home ? Her work ?

RU Ты называешь её своей подругой, но ты
был у неё дома? Её работа?

RU Ty nazyvayesh’ yeyo svoyey podrugoy, no ty
byl u neye doma? Yeyo rabota?

(b) EN Veronica, thank you, but you saw what hap-
pened. We all did.

RU Вероника, спасибо, но ты видела, что
произошло. Мы все хотели.

RU Veronika, spasibo, no ty videla, chto
proizoshlo. My vse khoteli.

Figure 2: Examples of discrepancies caused by ellipsis.
(a) wrong morphological form, incorrectly marking the
noun phrase as a subject. (b) correct meaning is “see”,
but MT produces хотели khoteli (“want”).

elided subject. Our analysis focuses on ellipses
that can only be understood and translated with
context beyond the sentence-level. This has not
been studied extensively in MT research.3

We classified ellipsis examples which lead to er-
rors in sentence-level translations by the type of
error they cause. Results are provided in Table 4.

It can be seen that the most frequent problems
related to ellipsis that we find in our annotated
corpus are wrong morphological forms, followed
by wrongly predicted verbs in case of verb phrase
ellipsis in English, which does not exist in Rus-
sian, thus requiring the prediction of the verb in
the Russian translation (Figure 2(b)).

2.2.3 Lexical cohesion
Lexical cohesion has been studied previously in
MT (Tiedemann, 2010; Gong et al., 2011; Wong
and Kit, 2012; Kuang et al., 2018; Miculicich
et al., 2018, among others).

There are various cohesion devices (Morris and
Hirst, 1991), and a good translation should exhibit
lexical cohesion beyond the sentence level. We

3Exceptions include (Yamamoto and Sumita, 1998), and
work on the related phenomenon of pronoun dropping (Russo
et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2016; Rios and Tuggener, 2017).

(a) EN Not for Julia. Julia has a taste for taunting her
victims.

RU Не для Джулии. Юлия умеет дразнить
своих жертв.

RU Ne dlya Dzhulii. Yuliya umeyet draznit’
svoikh zhertv.

(b) EN But that’s not what I’m talking about.
I’m talking about your future.

RU Но я говорю не об этом. Речь о твоём
будущем.

RU No ya govoryu ne ob etom. Rech’ o tvoyom
budushchem.

Figure 3: Examples of lack of lexical cohesion in MT.
(a) Name translation inconsistency. (b) Inconsistent
translation. Using either of the highlighted translations
consistently would be good.

focus on repetition with two frequent cases in our
annotated corpus being reiteration of named enti-
ties (Figure 3(a)) and reiteration of more general
phrase types for emphasis (Figure 3(b)) or in clar-
ification questions.

3 Test Sets

For the most frequent phenomena from the above
analysis we create test sets for targeted evaluation.

Each test set contains contrastive examples. It
is specifically designed to test the ability of a sys-
tem to adapt to contextual information and han-
dle the phenomenon under consideration. Each
test instance consists of a true example (sequence
of sentences and their reference translation from
the data) and several contrastive translations which
differ from the true one only in the considered as-
pect. All contrastive translations we use are cor-
rect plausible translations at a sentence level, and
only context reveals the errors we introduce. All
the test sets are guaranteed to have the necessary
context in the provided sequence of 3 sentences.
The system is asked to score each candidate ex-
ample, and we compute the system accuracy as the
proportion of times the true translation is preferred
over the contrastive ones.

Test set statistics are shown in Table 5.

3.1 Deixis

From Table 3, we see that the most frequent er-
ror category related to deixis in our annotated cor-
pus is the inconsistency of T-V forms when trans-
lating second person pronouns. The test set we
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latest relevant context
total 1st 2nd 3rd

deixis 3000 1000 1000 1000
lex. cohesion 2000 855 630 515
ellipsis (infl.) 500
ellipsis (VP) 500

Table 5: Size of test sets: total number of test instances
and with regard to the latest context sentence with po-
liteness indication or with the named entity under con-
sideration. For ellipsis, we distinguish whether model
has to predict correct noun phrase inflection, or correct
verb sense (VP ellipsis).

construct for this category tests the ability of a
machine translation system to produce translations
with consistent level of politeness.

We semi-automatically identify sets of consec-
utive sentences with consistent politeness markers
on pronouns and verbs (but without nominal mark-
ers such as “’Mr.” or “officer”) and switch T and
V forms. Each automatic step was followed by hu-
man postprocessing, which ensures the quality of
the final test sets.4 This gives us two sets of trans-
lations for each example, one consistently infor-
mal (T), and one consistently formal (V). For each,
we create an inconsistent contrastive example by
switching the formality of the last sentence. The
symmetry of the test set ensures that any context-
agnostic model has 50% accuracy on the test set.

3.2 Ellipsis
From Table 4, we see that the two most frequent
types of ambiguity caused by the presence of an
elliptical structure have different nature, hence we
construct individual test sets for each of them.

Ambiguity of the first type comes from the in-
ability to predict the correct morphological form
of some words. We manually gather examples
with such structures in a source sentence and
change the morphological inflection of the rele-
vant target phrase to create contrastive translation.
Specifically, we focus on noun phrases where the
verb is elided, and the ambiguity lies in how the
noun phrase is inflected.

The second type we evaluate are verb phrase el-
lipses. Mostly these are sentences with an auxil-
iary verb “do” and omitted main verb. We manu-
ally gather such examples and replace the transla-
tion of the verb, which is only present on the target
side, with other verbs with different meaning, but

4Details are provided in the appendix.

the same inflection. Verbs which are used to con-
struct such contrastive translations are the top-10
lemmas of translations of the verb “do” which we
get from the lexical table of Moses (Koehn et al.,
2007) induced from the training data.

3.3 Lexical cohesion

Lexical cohesion can be established for various
types of phrases and can involve reiteration or
other semantic relations. In the scope of the cur-
rent work, we focus on the reiteration of entities,
since these tend to be non-coincidental, and can be
easily detected and transformed.

We identify named entities with alternative
translations into Russian, find passages where they
are translated consistently, and create contrastive
test examples by switching the translation of some
instances of the named entity. For more details,
please refer to the appendix.

4 Model and Setting

4.1 Setting

Previous work on context-aware neural machine
translation used data where all training instances
have context. This setting limits the set of avail-
able training sets one can use: in a typical sce-
nario, we have a lot of sentence-level parallel data
and only a small fraction of document-level data.
Since machine translation quality depends heavily
on the amount of training data, training a context-
aware model is counterproductive if this leads to
ignoring the majority of available sentence-level
data and sacrificing general quality. We will also
show that a naive approach to combining sentence-
level and document-level data leads to a drop in
performance.

In this work, we argue that it is important to
consider an asymmetric setting where the amount
of available document-level data is much smaller
than that of sentence-level data, and propose an
approach specifically targeting this scenario.

4.2 Model

We introduce a two-pass framework: first, the sen-
tence is translated with a context-agnostic model,
and then this translation is refined using context
of several previous sentences (context includes
source sentences as well as their translations). We
expect this architecture to be suitable in the pro-
posed setting: the baseline context-agnostic model
can be trained on a large amount of sentence-level
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Figure 4: Model architecture

data, and the second-pass model can be estimated
on a smaller subset of parallel data which includes
context. As the first-pass translation is produced
by a strong model, we expect no loss in general
performance when training the second part on a
smaller dataset.

The model is close in spirit to the Deliberation
networks (Xia et al., 2017). The first part of the
model is a context-agnostic model (we refer to it as
the base model), and the second one is a context-
aware decoder (CADec) which refines context-
agnostic translations using context. The base
model is trained on sentence-level data and then
fixed. It is used only to sample context-agnostic
translations and to get vector representations of the
source and translated sentences. CADec is trained
only on data with context.

Let Dsent = {(xi, yi)}Ni=1 denote the sentence-
level data with n paired sentences and Ddoc =
{(xj , yj , cj)}Mj=1 denote the document-level data,
where (xj , yj) is source and target sides of a sen-
tence to be translated, cj are several preceding sen-
tences along with their translations.

Base model For the baseline context-agnostic
model we use the original Transformer-
base (Vaswani et al., 2017), trained to
maximize the sentence-level log-likelihood
1
N

∑
(xi,yi)∈Dsent

logP (yi|xi, θB).

Context-aware decoder (CADec) The context-
aware decoder is trained to correct translations
given by the base model using contextual infor-

mation. Namely, we maximize the following
document-level log-likelihood:

1

M

∑

(xj ,yj)∈Ddoc

logEyBj ∝P (y|xj ,θB)P (yj |xj , yBj , cj , θC),

where yBj is sampled from P (y|xj , θB).
CADec is composed of a stack ofN = 6 identi-

cal layers and is similar to the decoder of the orig-
inal Transformer. It has a masked self-attention
layer and attention to encoder outputs, and addi-
tionally each layer has a block attending over the
outputs of the base decoder (Figure 4). We use the
states from the last layer of the base model’s en-
coder of the current source sentence and all con-
text sentences as input to the first multi-head at-
tention. For the second multi-head attention we
input both last states of the base decoder and the
target-side token embedding layer; this is done for
translations of the source and also all context sen-
tences. All sentence representations are produced
by the base model. To encode the relative position
of each sentence, we concatenate both the encoder
and decoder states with one-hot vectors represent-
ing their position (0 for the source sentence, 1 for
the immediately preceding one, etc). These dis-
tance embeddings are shown in blue in Figure 4.

5 Experiments

5.1 Training
At training time, we use reference translations as
translations of the previous sentences. For the cur-
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rent sentence, we either sample a translation from
the base model or use a corrupted version of the
reference translation. We propose to stochastically
mix objectives corresponding to these versions:

1

M

∑

(xj ,yj)∈Ddoc

log
[
bj · P (yj |xj , ỹj , cj , θC))+

+ (1− bj) · P (yj |xj , yBj , cj , θC)
]
,

where ỹj is a corrupted version of the refer-
ence translation and bj ∈ {0, 1} is drawn from
Bernoulli distribution with parameter p, p = 0.5
in our experiments. Reference translations are cor-
rupted by replacing 20% of their tokens with ran-
dom tokens.

We discuss the importance of the proposed
training strategy, as well as the effect of varying
the value of p, in Section 6.5.

5.2 Inference
As input to CADec for the current sentence, we
use the translation produced by the base model.
Target sides of the previous sentences are pro-
duced by our two-stage approach for those sen-
tences which have context and with the base model
for those which do not. We use beam search with
a beam of 4 for all models.

5.3 Data and setting
We use the publicly available OpenSubtitles2018
corpus (Lison et al., 2018) for English and Rus-
sian. As described in detail in the appendix, we
apply data cleaning after which only a fraction of
data has context of several previous sentences. We
use up to 3 context sentences in this work. We
randomly choose 6 million training instances from
the resulting data, among which 1.5m have context
of three sentences. We randomly choose two sub-
sets of 10k instances for development and testing
and construct our contrastive test sets from 400k
held-out instances from movies not encountered in
training. The hyperparameters, preprocessing and
training details are provided in the supplementary
material.

6 Results

We evaluate in two different ways: using BLEU
for general quality and the proposed contrastive
test sets for consistency. We show that models in-
distinguishable with BLEU can be very different
in terms of consistency.

We randomly choose 500 out of 2000 examples
from the lexical cohesion set and 500 out of 3000
from the deixis test set for validation and leave the
rest for final testing. We compute BLEU on the
development set as well as scores on lexical co-
hesion and deixis development sets. We use con-
vergence in both metrics to decide when to stop
training. The importance of using both criteria is
discussed in Section 6.4. After the convergence,
we average 5 checkpoints and report scores on the
final test sets.

6.1 Baselines

We consider three baselines.
baseline The context-agnostic baseline is

Transformer-base trained on all sentence-level
data. Recall that it is also used as the base model
in our 2-stage approach.

concat The first context-aware baseline is a sim-
ple concatenation model. It is trained on 6m sen-
tence pairs, including 1.5m having 3 context sen-
tences. For the concatenation baseline, we use
a special token separating sentences (both on the
source and target side).

s-hier-to-2.tied This is the version of the
model s-hier-to-2 introduced by Bawden et al.
(2018), where the parameters between encoders
are shared (Müller et al., 2018). The model has
an additional encoder for source context, whereas
the target side of the corpus is concatenated, in
the same way as for the concatenation baseline.
Since the model is suitable only for one context
sentence, it is trained on 6m sentence pairs, includ-
ing 1.5m having one context sentence. We chose
s-hier-to-2.tied as our second context-aware base-
line because it also uses context on the target side
and performed best in a contrastive evaluation of
pronoun translation (Müller et al., 2018).

6.2 General results

BLEU scores for our model and the baselines are
given in Table 6.5 For context-aware models, all
sentences in a group were translated, and then only
the current sentence is evaluated. We also report
BLEU for the context-agnostic baseline trained
only on 1.5m dataset to show how the performance
is influenced by the amount of data.

We observe that our model is no worse in BLEU
than the baseline despite the second-pass model

5We use bootstrap resampling (Koehn, 2004) for signifi-
cance testing.
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model BLEU

baseline (1.5m) 29.10
baseline (6m) 32.40
concat 31.56
s-hier-to-2.tied 26.68
CADec 32.38

Table 6: BLEU scores. CADec trained with p = 0.5.
Scores for CADec are not statistically different from
the baseline (6m).

being trained only on a fraction of the data. In
contrast, the concatenation baseline, trained on a
mixture of data with and without context is about
1 BLEU below the context-agnostic baseline and
our model when using all 3 context sentences.
CADec’s performance remains the same indepen-
dently from the number of context sentences (1, 2
or 3) as measured with BLEU.

s-hier-to-2.tied performs worst in terms of
BLEU, but note that this is a shallow recurrent
model, while others are Transformer-based. It also
suffers from the asymmetric data setting, like the
concatenation baseline.

6.3 Consistency results

Scores on the deixis, cohesion and ellipsis test sets
are provided in Tables 7 and 8. For all tasks,
we observe a large improvement from using con-
text. For deixis, the concatenation model (con-
cat) and CADec improve over the baseline by 33.5
and 31.6 percentage points, respectively. On the
lexical cohesion test set, CADec shows a large
improvement over the context-agnostic baseline
(12.2 percentage points), while concat performs
similarly to the baseline. For ellipsis, both mod-
els improve substantially over the baseline (by
19-51 percentage points), with concat stronger
for inflection tasks and CADec stronger for VP-
ellipsis. Despite its low BLEU score, s-hier-to-
2.tied also shows clear improvements over the
context-agnostic baseline in terms of consistency,
but underperforms both the concatenation model
and CADec, which is unsurprising given that it
uses only one context sentence. When looking
only at the scores where the latest relevant con-
text is in the model’s context window (column 2 in
Table 7), s-hier-to-2.tied outperforms the concate-
nation baseline for lexical cohesion, but remains
behind the performance of CADec.

The proposed test sets let us distinguish models

latest relevant context
total 1st 2nd 3rd

deixis
baseline 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0
concat 83.5 88.8 85.6 76.4
s-hier-to-2.tied 60.9 83.0 50.1 50.0
CADec 81.6 84.6 84.4 75.9

lexical cohesion
baseline 45.9 46.1 45.9 45.4
concat 47.5 48.6 46.7 46.7
s-hier-to-2.tied 48.9 53.0 46.1 45.4
CADec 58.1 63.2 52.0 56.7

Table 7: Accuracy for deixis and lexical cohesion.

ellipsis (infl.) ellipsis (VP)

baseline 53.0 28.4
concat 76.2 76.6
s-hier-to-2.tied 66.4 65.6
CADec 72.2 80.0

Table 8: Accuracy on ellipsis test set.

Figure 5: BLEU and lexical cohesion accuracy on the
development sets during CADec training.

which are otherwise identical in terms of BLEU:
the performance of the baseline and CADec is the
same when measured with BLEU, but very differ-
ent in terms of handling contextual phenomena.

6.4 Context-aware stopping criteria

Figure 5 shows that for context-aware models,
BLEU is not sufficient as a criterion for stopping:
even when a model has converged in terms of
BLEU, it continues to improve in terms of con-
sistency. For CADec trained with p = 0.5, BLEU
score has stabilized after 40k batches, but the lex-
ical cohesion score continues to grow.
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p BLEU deixis lex. c. ellipsis

p=0 32.34 84.1 48.7 65 / 75
p=0.25 32.31 83.3 52.4 67 / 78
p=0.5 32.38 81.6 58.1 72 / 80
p=0.75 32.45 80.0 65.0 70 / 80

Table 9: Results for different probabilities of using cor-
rupted reference at training time. BLEU for 3 context
sentences. For ellipsis, we show inflection/VP scores.

6.5 Ablation: using corrupted reference

At training time, CADec uses either a transla-
tion sampled from the base model or a corrupted
reference translation as the first-pass translation
of the current sentence. The purpose of using a
corrupted reference instead of just sampling is to
teach CADec to rely on the base translation and
not to change it much. In this section, we discuss
the importance of the proposed training strategy.

Results for different values of p are given in Ta-
ble 9. All models have about the same BLEU, not
statistically significantly different from the base-
line, but they are quite different in terms of incor-
porating context. The denoising positively influ-
ences almost all tasks except for deixis, yielding
the largest improvement on lexical cohesion.

7 Additional Related Work

In concurrent work, Xiong et al. (2018) also pro-
pose a two-pass context-aware translation model
inspired by deliberation network. However, while
they consider a symmetric data scenario where
all available training data has document-level con-
text, and train all components jointly on this data,
we focus on an asymmetric scenario where we
have a large amount of sentence-level data, used
to train our first-pass model, and a smaller amount
of document-level data, used to train our second-
pass decoder, keeping the first-pass model fixed.

Automatic evaluation of the discourse phenom-
ena we consider is challenging. For lexical cohe-
sion, Wong and Kit (2012) count the ratio between
the number of repeated and lexically similar con-
tent words over the total number of content words
in a target document. However, Guillou (2013);
Carpuat and Simard (2012) find that translations
generated by a machine translation system tend to
be similarly or more lexically consistent, as mea-
sured by a similar metric, than human ones. This
even holds for sentence-level systems, where the
increased consistency is not due to improved co-

hesion, but accidental – Ott et al. (2018) show that
beam search introduces a bias towards frequent
words, which could be one factor explaining this
finding. This means that a higher repetition rate
does not mean that a translation system is in fact
more cohesive, and we find that even our baseline
is more repetitive than the human reference.

8 Conclusions

We analyze which phenomena cause otherwise
good context-agnostic translations to be inconsis-
tent when placed in the context of each other. Our
human study on an English–Russian dataset iden-
tifies deixis, ellipsis and lexical cohesion as three
main sources of inconsistency. We create test sets
focusing specifically on the identified phenomena.

We consider a novel and realistic set-up where
a much larger amount of sentence-level data is
available compared to that aligned at the document
level and introduce a model suitable for this sce-
nario. We show that our model effectively handles
contextual phenomena without sacrificing general
quality as measured with BLEU despite using only
a small amount of document-level data, while a
naive approach to combining sentence-level and
document-level data leads to a drop in perfor-
mance. We show that the proposed test sets al-
low us to distinguish models (even though iden-
tical in BLEU) in terms of their consistency. To
build context-aware machine translation systems,
such targeted test sets should prove useful, for val-
idation, early stopping and for model selection.
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A Protocols for test sets

In this section we describe the process of con-
structing the test suites.

A.1 Deixis

English second person pronoun “you” may have
three different interpretations important when
translating into Russian: the second person singu-
lar informal (T form), the second person singular
formal (V form) and second person plural (there
is no T-V distinction for the plural from of second
person pronouns).

Morphological forms for second person singu-
lar (V form) and second person plural pronoun are
the same, that is why to automatically identify ex-
amples in the second person polite form, we look
for morphological forms corresponding to second
person plural pronouns.

To derive morphological tags for Russian, we
use publicly available pymorphy26 (Korobov,
2015).

Below, all the steps performed to obtain the test
suite are described in detail.

A.1.1 Automatic identification of politeness

For each sentence we try to automatically find
indications of using T or V form. Presence of
the following words and morphological forms are
used as indication of usage of T/V forms:

1. second person singular or plural pronoun,

2. verb in a form corresponding to second per-
son singular/plural pronoun,

3. verbs in imperative form,

4. possessive forms of second person pronouns.

For 1-3 we used morphological tags predicted
by pymorphy2, for 4th we used hand-crafted
lists of forms of second person pronouns, because
pymorphy2 fails to identify them.

6https://github.com/kmike/pymorphy2

A.1.2 Human postprocessing of identification
of politeness

After examples with presence of indication of us-
age of T/V form are extracted automatically, we
manually filter out examples where

1. second person plural form corresponds to
plural pronoun, not V form,

2. there is a clear indication of politeness.

The first rule is needed as morphological forms for
second person plural and second person singular V
form pronouns and related verbs are the same, and
there is no simple and reliable way to distinguish
these two automatically.

The second rule is to exclude cases where there
is only one appropriate level of politeness accord-
ing to the relation between the speaker and the lis-
tener. Such markers include “Mr.”, “Mrs.”, “of-
ficer”, “your honour” and “sir”. For the impo-
lite form, these include terms denoting family re-
lationship (“mom”, “dad”), terms of endearment
(“honey”, “sweetie”) and words like “dude” and
“pal”.

A.1.3 Automatic change of politeness
To construct contrastive examples aiming to test
the ability of a system to produce translations with
consistent level of politeness, we have to produce
an alternative translation by switching the formal-
ity of the reference translation. First, we do it au-
tomatically:

1. change the grammatical number of second
person pronouns, verbs, imperative verbs,

2. change the grammatical number of posses-
sive pronouns.

For the first transformation we use pymorphy2,
for the second use manual lists of possessive sec-
ond person pronouns, because pymorphy2 can
not change them automatically.

A.1.4 Human postprocessing of automatic
change of politeness

We manually correct the translations from the pre-
vious step. Mistakes of the described automatic
change of politeness happen because of:

1. ambiguity arising when imperative and in-
dicative verb forms are the same,
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2. inability of pymorphy2 to inflect the singu-
lar number to some verb forms (e.g., to inflect
singular number to past tense verbs),

3. presence of related adjectives, which have to
agree with the pronoun,

4. ambiguity arising when a plural form of a
pronoun may have different singular forms.

A.1.5 Human annotation: are both polite and
impolite versions appropriate?

After the four previous steps, we have text frag-
ments of several consecutive sentences with con-
sistent level of politeness. Each fragment uses sec-
ond person singular pronouns, either T form or V
form, without nominal markers indicating which
of the forms is the only one appropriate. For each
group we have both the original version, and the
version with the switched formality.

To control for appropriateness of both levels of
politeness in the context of a whole text fragment
we conduct a human annotation. Namely, humans
are given both versions of the same text fragment
corresponding to different levels of politeness, and
asked if these versions are natural. The answers
they can pick are the following:

1. both appropriate,

2. polite version is not appropriate,

3. impolite version is not appropriate,

4. both versions are bad.

The annotators are not given any specific guide-
lines, and asked to answer according to their intu-
ition as a native speaker of the language (Russian).

There are a small number of examples where
one of the versions is not appropriate and not
equally natural as the other one: 4%. Cases where
annotators claimed both versions to be bad come
from mistakes in target translations: OpenSubti-
tles data is not perfect, and target sides contain
translations which are not reasonable sentences in
Russian. These account for 1.5% of all examples.
We do not include these 5.5% of examples in the
resulting test sets.

A.2 Lexical cohesion

The process of creating the lexical cohesion test
set consists of several stages:

1. find passages where named entities are trans-
lated consistently,

2. extract alternative translations for these
named entities from the lexical table of
Moses (Koehn et al., 2007) induced from the
training data,

3. construct alternative translations of each ex-
ample by switching the translation of in-
stances of the named entity,

4. for each example construct several test in-
stances.

A.2.1 Identification of examples with
consistent translations

We look for infrequent words that are translated
consistently in a text fragment. Since the target
language has rich morphology, to verify that trans-
lations are the same we have to use lemmas of the
translations. More precisely, we

1. train Berkeley aligner on about 6.5m sen-
tence pairs from both training and held-out
data,

2. find lemmas of all words in the refer-
ence translations in the held-out data using
pymorphy2,

3. find words in the source which are not in the
5000 most frequent words in our vocabulary
whose translations have the same lemma.

A.2.2 Finding alternative translations
For the words under consideration, we find alter-
native translations which would be (i) equally ap-
propriate in the context of the remaining sentence
and text fragment (ii) possible for the model to
produce. To address the first point, we focus on
named entities, and we assume that all translations
of a given named entity seen in the training data
are appropriate. To address the second point, we
choose alternative translations from the reference
translations encountered in the training data, and
pick only ones with a probability at least 10%.

The sequence of actions is as follows:

1. train Moses on the training data (6m sentence
pairs),

2. for each word under consideration (from
A.2.1), get possible translations from the lex-
ical table of Moses,
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3. group possible translations by their lemma
using pymorphy2,

4. if a lemma has a probability at least 10%, we
consider this lemma as possible translation
for the word under consideration,

5. leave only examples with the word un-
der consideration having several alternative
translations.

After that, more than 90% of examples are
translations of named entities (incl. names of ge-
ographical objects). We manually filter the exam-
ples with named entities.

A.2.3 Constructing a test set
From the two previous steps, we have examples
with named entities in context and source sen-
tences and several alternative translations for each
named entity. Then we

1. construct alternative translations of each ex-
ample by switching the translation of in-
stances of the named entity; since the target
language has rich morphology, we do it man-
ually,

2. for each example, construct several test in-
stances. For each version of the translation
of a named entity, we use this translation in
the context, and vary the translation of the en-
tity in the current sentence to create one con-
sistent, and one or more inconsistent (con-
trastive) translation.

B Experimental setup

B.1 Data preprocessing
We use the publicly available OpenSubtitles2018
corpus (Lison et al., 2018) for English and Rus-
sian.7 We pick sentence pairs with a relative time
overlap of subtitle frames between source and tar-
get language subtitles of at least 0.9 to reduce
noise in the data. As context, we take the previous
sentence if its timestamp differs from the current
one by no more than 7 seconds. Each long group
of consecutive sentences is split into fragments of
4 sentences, with the first 3 sentences treated as
context. More precisely, from a group of consec-
utive sentences s1, s2, . . . , sn we get (s1, . . . , s4),
(s2, . . . , s5), . . . , (sn−3, sn). For CADec we also

7http://opus.nlpl.eu/
OpenSubtitles2018.php

include (s1, s2) and (s1, s2, s3) as training ex-
amples. We do not add these two groups with
less context for the concatenation model, because
in preliminary experiments, this performed worse
both in terms of BLEU and consistency as mea-
sured on our test sets.

We use the tokenization provided by the cor-
pus and use multi-bleu.perl8 on lowercased
data to compute BLEU score. We use beam search
with a beam of 4 for both base model and CADec.

Sentences were encoded using byte-pair encod-
ing (Sennrich et al., 2016), with source and target
vocabularies of about 32000 tokens. Translation
pairs were batched together by approximate se-
quence length. For the Transformer models (base-
lines and concatenation) each training batch con-
tained a set of translation pairs containing approx-
imately 160009 source tokens. It has been shown
that Transformer’s performance depends heavily
on the batch size (Popel and Bojar, 2018), and
we chose a large batch size to ensure that mod-
els show their best performance. For CADec, we
use a batch size that contains approximately the
same number of translation instances as the base-
line models.

B.2 Model parameters
We follow the setup of Transformer base
model (Vaswani et al., 2017). More precisely, the
number of layers in the base encoder, base decoder
and CADed is N = 6. We employ h = 8 parallel
attention layers, or heads. The dimensionality of
input and output is dmodel = 512, and the inner-
layer of a feed-forward networks has dimensional-
ity dff = 2048.

We use regularization as described in (Vaswani
et al., 2017).

B.3 Optimizer
The optimizer we use is the same as in (Vaswani
et al., 2017). We use the Adam optimizer (Kingma
and Ba, 2015) with β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.98 and ε =
10−9. We vary the learning rate over the course of
training, according to the formula:

lrate = scale ·min(step_num−0.5,

step_num · warmup_steps−1.5)

8https://github.com/moses-smt/
mosesdecoder/tree/master/scripts/generic

9This can be reached by using several of GPUs or by ac-
cumulating the gradients for several batches and then making
an update.
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We use warmup_steps = 16000, scale = 4
for the models trained on 6m data (baseline (6m)
and concatenation) and scale = 1 for the mod-
els trained on 1.5m data (baseline (1.5m) and
CADec).
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Abstract

Multilingual neural machine translation
(Multi-NMT) with one encoder-decoder
model has made remarkable progress due to
its simple deployment. However, this multi-
lingual translation paradigm does not make
full use of language commonality and param-
eter sharing between encoder and decoder.
Furthermore, this kind of paradigm cannot
outperform the individual models trained on
bilingual corpus in most cases. In this paper,
we propose a compact and language-sensitive
method for multilingual translation. To
maximize parameter sharing, we first present
a universal representor to replace both encoder
and decoder models. To make the representor
sensitive for specific languages, we further
introduce language-sensitive embedding,
attention, and discriminator with the ability
to enhance model performance. We verify
our methods on various translation scenarios,
including one-to-many, many-to-many and
zero-shot. Extensive experiments demon-
strate that our proposed methods remarkably
outperform strong standard multilingual
translation systems on WMT and IWSLT
datasets. Moreover, we find that our model
is especially helpful in low-resource and
zero-shot translation scenarios.

1 Introduction

Encoder-decoder based sequence-to-sequence ar-
chitecture (Kalchbrenner and Blunsom, 2013;
Sutskever et al., 2014; Zhang and Zong, 2015;
Vaswani et al., 2017; Gehring et al., 2017) fa-
cilitates the development of multilingual neural
machine translation (Multi-NMT) (Dong et al.,
2015; Luong et al., 2016; Firat et al., 2016; John-
son et al., 2017; Gu et al., 2018). The domi-

∗ Jiajun Zhang is the corresponding author and the work
is done while Yining Wang is doing research intern at Sogou
Inc.
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Figure 1: Our proposed compact representor, replacing
encoder and decoder, can perform multilingual trans-
lation from M source languages to N target languages.
We also introduce three specific modules consisting of
language-sensitive embedding, language-sensitive at-
tention, and language-sensitive discriminator.

nant paradigm of Multi-NMT contains one en-
coder to represent multiple languages and one de-
coder to generate output tokens of separate lan-
guages (Johnson et al., 2017; Ha et al., 2016). This
paradigm is widely used in Multi-NMT systems
due to simple implementation and convenient de-
ployment.

However, this paradigm has two drawbacks. For
one hand, using single encoder-decoder frame-
work for all language pairs usually yields infe-
rior performance compared to individually trained
single-pair models in most cases (Lu et al., 2018;
Platanios et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018). For
the other hand, although this paradigm saves lots
of parameters compared to another Multi-NMT
framework which employs separate encoders and
decoders to handle different languages (Dong
et al., 2015; Zoph and Knight, 2016; Luong et al.,
2016; Firat et al., 2016), parameter sharing be-
tween encoder and decoder are not fully explored.
Since both encoder and decoder have similar
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structures but use different parameters, the com-
monality of languages cannot be fully exploited in
this paradigm. A natural question arises that why
not share the parameters between encoder and de-
coder on multilingual translation scenario?

To address these issues, we present a compact
and language-sensitive method in this work, as
shown in Figure 1. We first propose a unified
representor by tying encoder and decoder weights
in Multi-NMT model, which can not only re-
duce parameters but also make full use of lan-
guage commonality and universal representation.
To enhance the model ability to distinguish dif-
ferent languages, we further introduce language-
sensitive embedding, attention, and discriminator.

We conduct extensive experiments to verify
the effectiveness of our proposed model on vari-
ous Multi-NMT tasks including one-to-many and
many-to-many which is further divided into bal-
anced, unbalanced and zero-shot. Experimen-
tal results demonstrate that our model can sig-
nificantly outperform the strong standard base-
line multilingual systems and achieve even better
performance than individually trained models on
most of the language pairs.

Specifically, our contributions are three-fold in
this work:

(1) We present a universal representor to replace
encoder and decoder, leading to a compact transla-
tion model, which fully explores the commonality
between languages.

(2) We introduce language-sensitive embed-
ding, attention, and discriminator which augment
the ability of Multi-NMT model in distinguishing
different languages.

(3) Extensive experiments demonstrate the su-
periority of our proposed method on various trans-
lation tasks including one-to-many, many-to-many
and zero-shot scenarios. Moreover, for many-to-
many using unbalance translation pairs, we can
achieve the new state-of-the-art results on IWSLT-
15 English-Vietnamese. For zero-shot translation,
our methods can achieve even better results than
individually trained models with the parallel cor-
pus.

2 Background

In this section, we will introduce the background
of the encoder-decoder (Sutskever et al., 2014;
Cho et al., 2014) framework and self-attention-
based Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017).

2.1 Encoder-Decoder Framework

Given a set of sentence pairs D = {(x, y)},
the encoder fenc with parameters θenc maps an
input sequence x = (x1, x2, · · · , xn) to a se-
quence of continuous representations henc =

(henc
1 , henc

2 , · · · , henc
n ) whose size varies concern-

ing the source sentence length. The decoder
fdec with θdec generates an output sequence y =
(y1, y2, · · · , ym) by computing P(yt |y<t ) as fol-
lows:

P(yt |y<t ) = softmax( f (hdec, ct )) (1)

where hdec is a sequence of continuous represen-
tations for the decoder and ct is the context vector
which can be calculated as follows:

ct =
n∑
i=1

ai,t henc
i (2)

where ai,t is attention weight:

ai,t = softmax(ei,t ) =
exp ei,t∑n
j=1 exp ej,t

(3)

where ei,t is a similarity score between the source
and target representations. The parameters of cal-
culating cross-attention weight ai,t are denoted as
θattn.

The encoder and decoder are trained to maxi-
mize the conditional probability of target sequence
given a source sequence:

Lt (D;θ) =
|D |∑
d=1

M∑
t=1

log P(yt |y<t, x; θenc, θdec, θattn) (4)

where M is target sentence length. For simplicity,
we do not specify d in this formula.

Both the encoder and decoder can be imple-
mented by the different basic neural models struc-
tures, such as RNN (LSTM/GRU) (Sutskever
et al., 2014; Cho et al., 2014), CNN (Gehring
et al., 2017), and self-attention (Vaswani et al.,
2017). Our proposed method can be applied to any
encoder-decoder architecture. Considering the ex-
cellent translation performance of self-attention
based Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017), we im-
plement our method based on this architecture.

2.2 Transformer Network

Transformer is a stacked network with several lay-
ers containing two or three basic blocks in each
layer. For a single layer in the encoder, it consists
of a multi-head self-attention and a position-wise
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feed-forward network. For the decoder model, be-
sides the above two basic blocks, a multi-head
cross-attention follows multi-head self-attention.
In this block, the calculation method of similar-
ity score et in Equation 3 is a little different from
Luong et al. (2015) and Bahdanau et al. (2015):

ei,t =
1√
dm

Wkhenc
i ∗Wqhdec

t (5)

where dm is the dimension of hidden units, Wk and
Wq are parameters of this cross-attention block,
which are denoted as θattn in Equation 4.

All the basic blocks are associated with resid-
ual connections, followed by layer normalization
(Ba et al., 2016). Since the Transformer network
contains no recurrence, positional embeddings are
used in the model to make use of sequence or-
der. More details regarding the architecture can
be found in Vaswani et al. (2017).

2.3 Multilingual Translation
In contrast to NMT models, multilingual models
perform the multi-task paradigm with some de-
gree of parameter sharing, in which models are
jointly trained on multiple language pairs. We
mainly focus on mainstream multilingual transla-
tion method proposed by Johnson et al. (2017),
which has a unified encoder-decoder framework
with a shared attention module for multiple lan-
guage pairs. They decompose the probability of
the target sequences into the products of per token
probabilities in all translation forms:

Lm−t (D;θ) =
L∑
l=1

|Dl |∑
d=1

M∑
t=1

log P(ylt |xl, yl<t ; θenc, θdec, θattn)

(6)

where L is the number of translation pairs and
P(ylt |xl, yl<t ;θ) denotes the translation probability
of t-th word of the d-th sentence in l-th translation
pair. Note that the translation process for all target
languages uses the same parameter set θ.

3 Our Method

In this section, we introduce our compact and
language-sensitive method for multilingual trans-
lation, which can compress the model by a repre-
sentor and improve model ability with language-
sensitive modules.

3.1 A Compact Representor
In Multi-NMT model, the encoder and decoder
are two key components, which play analogous
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Figure 2: The framework of Multi-NMT using our
compact and language-sensitive method.

roles and have a similar structure in each layer.
We argue that encoder and decoder can share the
same parameters if necessary. Thus, we introduce
a representor to replace both encoder and decoder
by sharing weight parameters of the self-attention
block, feed-forward block and the normalization
block, as shown in Figure 2. The representor pa-
rameters are denoted θrep. Therefore, the objective
function (Equation 6) becomes:

Lm−t (D;θ) =
L∑
l=1

|Dl |∑
d=1

M∑
t=1

log P(ylt |xl, yl<t ; θrep, θattn) (7)

This representor (θrep) coordinates the semantic
presentation of multiple languages in a closely re-
lated universal level, which also increases the uti-
lization of commonality for different languages.

3.2 Language-Sensitive Modules

The compact representor maximizes the sharing of
parameters and makes full use of language com-
monality. However, it lacks the ability to discrimi-
nate different languages. In our method, we intro-
duce three language-sensitive modules to enhance
our model as follows:

1) Language-Sensitive Embedding: Previ-
ously, Press and Wolf (2017) conduct the weight
tying of input and output embedding in NMT
model. Generally, a shared vocabulary is built
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upon subword units like BPE (Sennrich et al.,
2016b) and wordpiece (Wu et al., 2016; Schus-
ter and Nakajima, 2012). However, it remains
under-exploited which kind of embedding shar-
ing is best for Multi-NMT. We divide the sharing
manners into four categories including language-
based manner (LB, different languages have sep-
arate input embeddings), direction-based manner
(DB, languages in source side and target side
have different input embeddings), representor-
based manner (RB, shared input embeddings for
all languages) and three-way weight tying man-
ner (TWWT) proposed in Press and Wolf (2017),
in which the output embedding of the target side
is also shared besides representor-based sharing.
We compare these four sharing manners for Multi-
NMT in our experiments, and we will discuss the
results in Section 5.

Considering the last three sharing manners can-
not model a sense of which language a token be-
longs to, we propose a new language-sensitive em-
bedding in our method to specify different lan-
guages explicitly. Similar to the position embed-
dings described in Section 2, this kind of embed-
ding is added to the embedding of each token
for corresponding language, which can indicate
the translation direction on the source side and
guide the generation process for target languages.
This embedding is denoted as Elang ∈ R |K |∗dmodel ,
where |K | is the number of languages involved,
and dmodel is the dimension of hidden states in our
model. Note that this embedding can be learned
during training.

2) Language-Sensitive Attention: In NMT ar-
chitecture, cross-attention only appearing in the
decoder network locates the most-relevant source
part when generating each token in target lan-
guage. For Multi-NMT, we introduce three dif-
ferent ways to design the cross-attention mecha-
nism, consisting of i) shared-attention, ii) hybrid-
attention, and iii)) language-sensitive attention
utilized in our method.

i): In our proposed compact representor, we
share self-attention block between encoder and de-
coder. For the shared-attention, we make a fur-
ther step to share parameters of cross-attention and
self-attention, which can be regarded as coordina-
tion of information from both the source side and
target side.

ii): Different from the above attention mech-
anism, the hybrid-attention utilizes independent

cross-attention modules but it is shared for all
translation tasks.

iii): In the language-sensitive attention, it al-
lows the model to select the cross-attention param-
eters associated with specific translation tasks dy-
namically.

In our paper, we investigate these three atten-
tion mechanisms. We argue that both the shared
and hybrid mechanisms tend to be confused to ex-
tract information from different source languages
when decoding multiple source languages with
different word orders. Thus, we mainly focus
on languages-sensitive attention in our method.
To this end, we use multiple sets of parameters
θattn to represent cross-attention modules of differ-
ent translation tasks. However, language-sensitive
attention does not support zero-shot translation
because there is no explicit training set for this
specific translation task. Therefore, we employ
hybrid-attention mechanism in our zero-shot ex-
periments.

3) Language-Sensitive Discriminator: In our
method, the representor which shares encoder and
decoder makes full use of language common-
ality, but it weakens the model ability to dis-
tinguish different languages. Hence we intro-
duce a new language-sensitive discriminator to
strengthen model representation.

In NMT framework, the hidden states on the
top layer can be viewed as a fine-grained abstrac-
tion (Anastasopoulos and Chiang, 2018). For this
language-sensitive module, we first employ a neu-
ral model fdis on the top layer of reprensentor hrep

top,
and the output of this model is a language judg-
ment score Plang.

hdis = fdis(hrep
top)

Plang(d) = softmax(Wdis ∗ hdis
d + bdis)

(8)

where Plang(d) is language judgment score for sen-
tence pair d, Wdis, bdis are parameters, which are
denoted as θdis. We test two different types of neu-
ral models for fdis, including convolutional net-
work with max pooling layer and two-layer feed-
forward network.

And then, we obtain an discriminant objective
function as follows:

Ldis (θdis) =
∑
k∈K

|D |∑
d=1
I {gd = k} ∗ logPlang (d) (9)

where I {·} is indicator function, and gd belongs to
language k.
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Finally, we incorporate the language-sensitive
discriminator into our Multi-NMT model, and it
can be optimized through an end-to-end manner
for all translation language pairs D with the fol-
lowing objective function.

L(D;θ) =L(D; θrep, θattn, θdis)
=(1 − λ)Lm−t (θrep, θattn) + λLdis(θdis)

(10)

where λ is learned or pre-defined weight to bal-
ance the translation task and language judgment
task.

4 Experimental Settings

4.1 Data

In this section, we describe the datasets using
in our experiments on one-to-many and many-to-
many multilingual translation scenarios.

One-to-Many: For this translation scenario,
we perform one-to-two, one-to-three, and one-
to-four multilingual translation on the combi-
nation of WMT-141 (English-to-German, briefly
En→De), WMT-172 datasets (English-to-Latvian,
briefly En→Lv) and WMT-183 (English-to-
Finnish, English-to-Chinese without UN part4,
briefly En→Fi and En→Zh) datasets.

Many-to-Many: For many-to-many transla-
tion, we test our methods on IWSLT-175 trans-
lation datasets, including English, Italian, Roma-
nian, Dutch (briefly, En, It, Ro, Nl). In order
to perform zero-shot translation, we discard some
particular language pairs. We also evaluate our
method on the unbalanced training corpus. To
this end, we construct the training corpus using
resource-rich En-De, En-Fi in WMT datasets and
low-resource English-Vietnamese (briefly, En-Vi)
in IWSLT-156.

The statistical information of all the datasets is
detailed in Table 1.

4.2 Training Details

We implement our compact and language-
sensitive method for Multi-NMT based on the ten-
sor2tensor7 library. We use wordpiece method
(Wu et al., 2016; Schuster and Nakajima, 2012) to

1http://www.statmt.org/wmt14/translation-task.html
2http://www.statmt.org/wmt17/translation-task.html
3http://www.statmt.org/wmt18/translation-task.html
4https://cms.unov.org/UNCorpus/
5https://sites.google.com/site/iwsltevaluation2017
6https://sites.google.com/site/iwsltevaluation2015
7https://github.com/tensorflow/tensor2tensor

Datasets Language pair Train Dev Test

WMT

En-De 4.50M 6003 3003
En-Lv 4.50M 2003 2001
En-Fi 3.25M 3000 3000
En-Zh 9.02M 2002 2001

IWSLT

En-It 231.6k 929 1566
En-Ro 220.5k 914 1678
En-Nl 237.2k 1003 1777
Ro-It 217.5k 914 1643
En-Vi 130.9k 768 1268

Table 1: The statistics of all the datasets including
WMT and IWSLT tasks.

encode the combination of both source side sen-
tences and target side sentences. The vocabulary
size is 37,000 for both sides. We train our mod-
els using configuration transformer base adopted
by Vaswani et al. (2017), which contains a 6-
layer encoder and a 6-layer decoder with 512-
dimensional hidden representations. Each mini-
batch contains roughly 3,072 source and 3,072 tar-
get tokens, which belongs to one translation di-
rection. We use Adam optimizer (Kingma and
Ba, 2014) with β1=0.9, β2=0.98, and ε=10−9. For
evaluation, we use beam search with a beam size
of k = 4 and length penalty α = 0.6. All our meth-
ods are trained and tested on a single Nvidia P40
GPU.

5 Results and Analysis

In this section, we discuss the results of our exper-
iments about our compact and language-sensitive
method on Multi-NMT. The translation perfor-
mance is evaluated by character-level BLEU5
for En→Zh translation and case-sensitive BLEU4
(Papineni et al., 2002) for other translation tasks.
In our experiments, the models trained on individ-
ual language pair are denoted by NMT Baselines,
and the baseline Multi-NMT models are denoted
by Multi-NMT Baselines.

5.1 One-to-Many Translation

5.1.1 Main Results

The main results on the one-to-many translation
scenario, including one-to-two, one-to-three and
one-to-four translation tasks are reported in Ta-
ble 2. We present a typical Multi-NMT adopt-
ing Johnson et al. (2017) method on Transformer
as our Multi-NMT baselines model. Obviously,
Multi-NMT Baselines cannot outperform NMT
Baselines in all cases, among which four direc-
tions are comparable and twelve are worse.
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Task Tgt NMT
Baselines

Multi-NMT Baselines
Johnson et al. (2017)

Three-Stgy
Wang et al. (2018) Rep+Emb Rep+Emb

+Attn
Rep+Emb
+Attn+Dis

One-to-Two

De 27.50 27.26 27.35 26.60 26.96 27.74
Lv 16.28 16.32 16.38 15.37 15.87 16.79
De 27.50 27.88 27.89 26.96 27.32 27.96
Fi 16.83 16.47 16.70 15.78 16.58 16.89
De 27.50 26.80 26.99 26.08 26.68 27.45
Zh 26.04 25.54 25.78 24.48 25.33 26.17

One-to-Three

De 27.50 25.44 25.55 24.82 25.45 26.06
Zh 26.04 24.87 25.63 24.12 24.93 26.12
Fi 16.83 16.86 16.97 16.06 16.78 17.12
De 27.50 25.98 26.12 24.88 25.80 26.42
Lv 16.28 14.88 15.44 14.51 15.58 16.31
Fi 16.83 16.94 17.05 16.15 16.79 17.22

One-to-Four

De 27.50 23.59 22.88 22.88 23.58 24.08
Lv 16.28 15.57 16.02 15.00 16.21 16.57
Zh 26.04 25.24 25.83 24.15 25.27 26.29
Fi 16.83 13.45 14.12 12.99 14.11 15.03

Table 2: Translation performance on one-to-two, one-to-three and one-to-four translation tasks. Rep denotes our
proposed representor. Emb, Attn, and Dis represent our proposed language-sensitive methods to address multilin-
gual translation. Note that the source language of all our experiments is English.
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Figure 3: The comparison of model scale among indi-
vidually trained system, baselines Multi-NMT system
and our methods. Y-axis represents the model parame-
ters per language pair, which is calculated by averaging
model parameters on all translation tasks involved.

With respect to our proposed method, it is clear
that our compact method consistently outperforms
the baseline systems. Compared with another
strong one-to-many translation model Three-Stgy
proposed by Wang et al. (2018), our compact
method can achieve better results as well. More-
over, our method can perform even better than in-
dividually trained systems in most cases (eleven
out of sixteen cases). The results demonstrate the
effectiveness of our method.

5.1.2 Model Size

Besides improving the translation results, we also
compress the model size by introducing the rep-
resentor. We investigate the scale of parameters
used on average in each translation direction. We
compare three models, including NMT Baselines
model, Multi-NMT Baselines model, and our com-
pact Multi-NMT model. As shown in Figure 3, all

Src→Tgt Emb
Manners Size Tgt-1 Tgt-2

En→De/Lv

LB 139M 26.58 15.76
DB 100M 27.22 16.26
RB 82M 27.26 16.32

TWWT 63M 26.82 16.02

En→De/Zh

LB 139M 27.34 25.61
DB 100M 27.15 25.22
RB 82M 27.22 25.38

TWWT 63M 26.91 24.99

Table 3: Size (number of parameters) and BLEU scores
of various embedding sharing manners. LB, DB, RB,
TWWT denote language-based manner, direction-
based manner, representor-based manner, and three-
way weight tying manner separately, as mentioned in
Section 3.2. Tgt-1 and Tgt-2 mean the results of the
first (De) and the second (Lv/Zh) target language.

the multilingual translation models reduce the pa-
rameters. Compared with Multi-NMT Baselines,
we can observe that our method further reduces
the model size of Multi-NMT. Considering Ta-
ble 2 and Figure 3 together, we note that even
though our proposed method in one-to-four trans-
lation task only uses 18.8% parameters of NMT
Baselines, we can achieve better performance on
En→Zh and En→Lv.

5.1.3 Discussion of Language-Sensitive
Modules

Table 2 shows that our proposed language-
sensitive modules are complementary with each
other. In this subsection, we will analyze each
module in detail.

Language-Sensitive Embedding: As men-
tioned in section 3.2, embedding sharing man-
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Figure 4: The comparison of two neural models with different hyper-parameter λ. CNN and FFN denote convolu-
tion network and feed-forward network, respectively.

ners for Multi-NMT are divided into four cat-
egories. We show the results of these sharing
manners in Table 3. To make a fair compari-
son, we sample 4.5M sentence pairs from En-Zh
dataset. As shown in this table, our representor-
based sharing manner consistently outperforms
both the direction-based manner and three-way
weight tying manner. Furthermore, even though
the representor-based manner has about 40%
fewer parameters than the language-based man-
ner, it achieves comparable or even better per-
formance. We find that language-based sharing
manner is unstable because it achieves the highest
BLEU score on Multi-NMT of similar languages
(En→De/Zh), but the worst quality on dissimilar
languages (En→De/Lv). Taking into account of
translation quality and stability, we choose to use
representor-based sharing manner in our method.

As described in Section 3.2, our proposed
language-sensitive embedding is added to the in-
put embedding of each token, which is unlike
convention Multi-NMT method adding a special
token into source side sentences or vocabularies
(Johnson et al., 2017; Ha et al., 2016). There
exists a question, is this kind of embeddings es-
sential in our representor? To make a verifica-
tion, we do the ablation study without this module.
We observe that Multi-NMT model does not con-
verge during training, which demonstrates these
language-sensitive embeddings play a significant
role in our model.

Language-Sensitive Attention: We present
three types of cross-attention mechanisms in
Section 3.2. We adopt shared-attention and
language-sensitive attention for Rep+Emb and

Rep+Emb+Attn separately. Comparing these two
methods in Table 2, Rep+Emb+Attn method out-
performs Rep+Emb method in all cases, which
demonstrates the language-sensitive is useful for
multiple language pairs with different word order.
We also conduct the experiment of our representor
with the hybrid-attention mechanism. Since this
method has similar performance with Rep+Emb
but is larger in size, we ignore its results here.

Language-Sensitive Discriminator: In sec-
tion 3.2, we employ two different types of the
neural model as a language-sensitive discrimina-
tor, and there is a hyper-parameter λ in Equa-
tion 10. We present the effect of convolutional
network and feed-forward network with different
hyper-parameters on development datasets in Fig-
ure 4. Considering that distinguishing between
languages is only an auxiliary task in Multi-NMT,
we set the maximum of λ to be 0.1. As shown in
Figure 4, when we adopt the convolution network
as our discriminator with λ = 0.05, our language-
sensitive method performs best. We also conduct
the experiments in which the hyper-parameter λ
is learnable. The experiment results are similar to
the best settings mentioned above both on En→De
(23.35 vs. 23.19) and En→Lv (22.97 vs. 22.72).
For simplicity, all our experiments listed in Table 2
and 4 adopt convolution network as the language-
sensitive discriminator with λ = 0.05.

5.2 Many-to-Many Translation

Table 4 reports the detailed results of different
methods under the many-to-many translation sce-
nario. We will analyze the performance below.
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Task Src→Tgt NMT
Baselines

Multi-NMT Baselines
Johnson et al. (2017) Rep+Emb Rep+Emb

+Attn
Rep+Emb
+Attn+Dis

Many-to-Many for Balanced Corpus

I
Supervised

Four-to-Four

En→It 28.41 29.53 29.47 29.98 30.23
It→En 30.66 31.70 31.76 32.23 32.75

En→Ro 21.41 22.23 22.16 22.87 23.53
Ro→En 26.09 27.69 27.58 27.98 28.32
En→Nl 25.88 27.88 26.96 27.32 27.96
Nl→En 27.48 28.67 28.58 28.86 29.32
It→Ro 12.77 13.86 13.89 14.35 14.89
Ro→It 13.54 14.78 14.66 14.87 15.22

II
Zero-Shot

Nl→Ro 14.15 13.70 13.98 15.12 15.54
Ro→Nl 14.33 13.91 14.17 14.86 15.41
It→Nl 18.24 17.97 18.02 18.98 19.74
Nl→It 18.11 17.59 18.16 19.18 19.87

Many-to-Many for Unbalanced Corpus

III
Supervised

Three-to-Three

En→De 27.60 24.39 23.78 25.45 26.06
De→En 32.23 28.85 28.14 28.98 30.37
En→Fi 16.83 14.58 13.82 14.26 14.77
Fi→En 22.37 19.60 19.15 19.96 21.03
En→Vi 26.78 28.89 28.84 30.49 32.01
Vi→En 25.72 27.19 27.27 29.14 31.71

Table 4: Translation performance under the many-to-many scenario, consisting of supervised four-to-four and
zero-shot translation on the balanced corpus, and supervised three-to-three on the unbalanced corpus. Note that
we do not use the Nl-Ro and It-Nl language pairs in our many-to-many translation task for the balanced corpus.

5.2.1 Results of Balanced Corpus

In part I of Table 4, our compact and language-
sensitive method (Rep+Emb+Attn+Dis) performs
consistently better than corresponding Multi-NMT
Baselines, and it can achieve the improvements
up to 1.30 BELU points (23.53 vs. 22.23 on
En→Ro). Although Rep+Emb method dramati-
cally reduces the model parameters, it performs on
par with Multi-NMT Baselines. Compared with
NMT Baselines model, our method also achieves
better results, which is nearly 2 BLEU points
on average. Experimental results on our bal-
anced corpus demonstrate that our method is ro-
bust and valid under the many-to-many translation
scenario.

5.2.2 Results of Unbalanced Corpus

For unbalanced corpus, our method can achieve
better results than Multi-NMT Baselines as well,
as shown in part III of Table 4. Moreover, from
the last two lines of this part, we can observe
that compared with NMT Baselines, the transla-
tion quality of En↔Vi can achieve the improve-
ments up to 5.23/5.99 BLEU points (32.01/31.71
vs. 26.78/25.72), both of which are new state-of-
the-art on these translation tasks to the best of our
knowledge. The results show that our method is
more effective in low-resource language pairs, es-
pecially for the unbalanced corpus.

5.2.3 Zero-Shot Results
Part II in Table 4 shows the performance of zero-
shot translation. Note that we conduct experi-
ments of this translation scenario using hybrid-
attention mechanism. Compared with Multi-NMT
Baselines, our compact and language-sensitive
method performs significantly better with the im-
provement as large as 2.28 BLEU points on
Nl→It. Note that the training datasets do not con-
tain parallel data for Nl-Ro and It-Nl.

It is interesting to figure out the translation
performance of Nl↔Ro and It↔Nl when bilin-
gual training corpus is available. We conduct ex-
periments of NMT Baselines on Nl-Ro and It-Nl
with all sentence pairs in IWSLT-17 (about 200k),
which is similar to other training pairs in our bal-
anced corpus. As shown in part II, Multi-NMT
Baselines underperform the NMT Baselines on all
cases. However, our method performs better than
NMT Baselines, and it achieves the improvement
up to 1.76 BLEU points on Nl→It translation task.

6 Related Work

Our work is related to two lines of research, and
we describe each of them as follows:

Model Compactness and Multi-NMT: To re-
duce the model size in NMT, weight pruning,
knowledge distillation, quantization, and weight
sharing (Kim and Rush, 2016; See et al., 2016;
He et al., 2018; Zhou et al., 2018) have been ex-
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plored. Due to the benefit of compactness, multi-
lingual translation has been extensively studied in
Dong et al. (2015), Luong et al. (2016) and John-
son et al. (2017). Owing to excellent translation
performance and ease of use, many researchers
(Blackwood et al., 2018; Lakew et al., 2018) have
conducted translation based on the framework of
Johnson et al. (2017) and Ha et al. (2016). Zhou
et al. (2019) propose to perform decoding in two
translation directions synchronously, which can be
applied on different target languages and is a new
research area for Multi-NMT. In our method, we
present a compact method for Multi-NMT, which
can not only compress the model but also yield su-
perior performance.

Low-Resource and Zero-Shot NMT: Many
researchers have explored low-resource NMT us-
ing transfer learning (Zoph et al., 2016; Neu-
big and Hu, 2018) and data augmenting (Sen-
nrich et al., 2016a; Zhang and Zong, 2016) ap-
proaches. For zero-shot translation, Cheng et al.
(2017) and Chen et al. (2017) utilize a pivot-based
method, which bridges the gap between source-
to-pivot and pivot-to-target two steps. Multilin-
gual translation is another direction to deal with
both low-resource and zero-shot translation. Gu
et al. (2018) enable sharing of lexical and sen-
tence representation across multiple languages, es-
pecially for extremely low-resource Multi-NMT.
Firat et al. (2016), Lakew et al. (2017), and John-
son et al. (2017) propose to make use of multi-
linguality in Multi-NMT to address the zero-shot
problem. In this work, we propose a method for
Multi-NMT to boost the accuracy of the multi-
lingual translation, which better fits on both low-
resource scenario and zero-shot scenario.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a compact and
language-sensitive method for multilingual trans-
lation. We first introduce a representor for replac-
ing both encoder and decoder so as to fully ex-
plore the commonality among languages. Based
on the representor architecture, we then propose
three language-specific modules dealing with em-
bedding, attention and language discrimination re-
spectively, in order to enhance the multilanguage
translation model with the ability of distinguish-
ing among different languages. The empirical ex-
periments demonstrate that our proposed methods
can outperform strong standard multilingual trans-

lation systems on one-to-many and many-to-many
translation tasks. Moreover, our method is proved
to be especially helpful in the low-resource and
zero-shot translation scenarios.
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Abstract

Mining parallel sentences from comparable
corpora is important. Most previous work re-
lies on supervised systems, which are trained
on parallel data, thus their applicability is
problematic in low-resource scenarios. Re-
cent developments in building unsupervised
bilingual word embeddings made it possible to
mine parallel sentences based on cosine simi-
larities of source and target language words.
We show that relying only on this informa-
tion is not enough, since sentences often have
similar words but different meanings. We de-
tect continuous parallel segments in sentence
pair candidates and rely on them when min-
ing parallel sentences. We show better mining
accuracy on three language pairs in a standard
shared task on artificial data. We also provide
the first experiments showing that parallel sen-
tences mined from real life sources improve
unsupervised MT. Our code is available, we
hope it will be used to support low-resource
MT research.

1 Introduction

The performance of machine translation has im-
proved significantly recently, with some claims of
even being close to human parity (Hassan et al.,
2018), but a large amount of parallel data is re-
quired for high quality systems. For many lan-
guage pairs the size of the available training data
is not adequate. Recently, developments in the
field of unsupervised bilingual word embeddings
(BWEs) made it possible to build MT systems
without any parallel data. Both statistical (Lam-
ple et al., 2018b; Artetxe et al., 2018b) and neu-
ral (Artetxe et al., 2018c; Lample et al., 2018a)
MT approaches were proposed which are promis-
ing directions to overcome the data sparsity prob-
lem. However, various issues of the approaches
still have to be solved, e.g., better word reorder-
ing during translation or tuning system parame-

ters. For many interesting low resource language
pairs, we do not have enough parallel data, but we
do have access to sources of comparable mono-
lingual text. In this paper we propose a strong
unsupervised system for parallel sentence mining
and show that the mined data improves the perfor-
mance of unsupervised MT systems.

Previously many approaches tackled the prob-
lem of parallel sentence extraction but they were
relying on different levels of bilingual signals ei-
ther to build dictionaries (Grover and Mitra, 2017),
parallel sentence classifiers (Bouamor and Saj-
jad, 2018) or bilingual sentence representations
(Schwenk, 2018). An unsupervised system was
also proposed which only relied on unsupervised
BWEs, thus no additional resources are needed
(Hangya et al., 2018). We use this approach as our
baseline and show that relying only on word sim-
ilarity information leads to false positive sentence
pairs, such as in this example:

• The US dollar has a considerable role in the
international monetary system.

• Die Rolle des US Dollar im internationalen
Geldsystem sollte neu überdacht werden.
(The role of the US dollar in the international
monetary system should be reconsidered.)

Both sentences mention the role of the US dollar in
the international monetary system, but the overall
claim is different. One major disadvantage of the
approach of (Hangya et al., 2018) is that, by only
relying on word similarities, sentence pairs which
have similar meanings but are not exactly parallel
are often mined. We overcome this problem by de-
tecting continuous parallel segments in the candi-
date sentence pairs. We align similar words in the
candidate sentence pairs, instead of just averaging
their similarity, and use the alignments in order to
detect continuous sub-sentential segments on both
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sides that are aligned with each other. In order to
increase the precision of our system we only mine
similar sentence pairs where the detected paral-
lel segments form a large part of the full sentence
pairs thus overcoming the problem of only nearly
parallel sentence pairs mentioned above.

We conduct two sets of experiments to show
that our system mines more useful parallel sen-
tences and that they are beneficial for MT sys-
tems. First, we evaluate the accuracy of the min-
ing approach on the BUCC 2017 shared task data
(Zweigenbaum et al., 2017). We show that by
looking for continuous parallel segments we can
increase the performance significantly compared
to (Hangya et al., 2018), especially the precision
of the system, on German-, French- and Russian-
English language pairs.1 Second, since the data
used in previous work was artificially assembled,
we use real life German and English monolin-
gual news crawl data to mine parallel sentences,
and use them to improve an unsupervised neural
MT system by using the extracted data as silver-
standard parallel training data. We show for the
first time that exploiting comparable monolingual
text sources with an unsupervised parallel sen-
tence mining system helps unsupervised MT. Fur-
thermore, we achieve increased performance com-
pared with the previous unsupervised mining sys-
tem.

2 Related Work

Most previous systems addressing parallel sen-
tence extraction depend on bilingual resources
which makes their applicability problematic in
low-resource scenarios. Munteanu et al. (2004)
used a bilingual dictionary and a small number
of parallel sentences to train a maximum entropy
classifier for mining Arabic and English parallel
sentences. Similarly, parallel data was used to
train IBM Model 1 and a maximum entropy clas-
sifier (Smith et al., 2010). Munteanu and Marcu
(2006) extracted parallel sub-sentential segments
from partly parallel sentences and used them to
improve a statistical MT system. We follow this
idea in our work and detect continuous parallel
segments in order to weight the similarity values
of candidate sentence pairs. To further promote
the task, the BUCC 2017 shared task – Identi-
fying parallel sentences in comparable corpora

1Chinese-English is left for future work, as a study of un-
supervised Chinese word segmentation approaches is needed.

– was organized, where parallel sentences were
automatically inserted into two monolingual cor-
pora to produce gold standard train and test data
in order to measure the performance of participat-
ing systems (Zweigenbaum et al., 2017). Since
then, various neural architectures were proposed.
Bilingual word embeddings were used in (Grover
and Mitra, 2017), neural sentence pair classifiers
were used in (Bouamor and Sajjad, 2018) and
bilingual sentence representations were trained in
(Schwenk, 2018). The disadvantage of the men-
tioned methods is that they need a bilingual sig-
nal to be trained, in contrast with our approach
which only uses monolingual data. A fully un-
supervised system was proposed in (Hangya et al.,
2018) but the system introduced too much noise
by mining sentence pairs with similar words but
different meaning. Also, the usefulness of the sys-
tem in downstream tasks was not tested.

Our approach is based on BWEs where repre-
sentations of source and target language words are
in the same bilingual space. Previous approaches
building BWEs were using bilingual signals of
various granularity. Following Mikolov et al.
(2013), many authors map monolingual word em-
beddings into the same bilingual space (Faruqui
and Dyer, 2014; Xing et al., 2015), others lever-
age parallel texts (Gouws et al., 2015) or create
artificial cross-lingual corpora using seed lexicons
or document alignments (Vulić and Moens, 2015;
Duong et al., 2016) to train BWEs. Several authors
have shown that good quality BWEs can be trained
by mapping monolingual spaces without any bilin-
gual signal. Conneau et al. (2018) used adversarial
training to rotate the source space to match the tar-
get and extracted an initial lexicon to fine tune the
mapping. Others used word neighborhood infor-
mation to create an initial mapping (Artetxe et al.,
2018a; Alvarez-Melis and Jaakkola, 2018). We
use the work of Conneau et al. (2018) to build
BWEs for parallel sentence extraction.

The development of unsupervised BWEs
opened the door to creating machine translation
systems without any parallel data. Unsupervised
BWEs are used to make initial word-by-word
translating systems which are then improved by it-
erative back-translation (Sennrich et al., 2016) us-
ing neural systems (Lample et al., 2018a; Artetxe
et al., 2018c; Yang et al., 2018). It is also pos-
sible to initialize phrase tables for statistical MT
systems and increase their performance with the
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same back-translation techniques (Lample et al.,
2018b; Artetxe et al., 2018b). Although the initial
results are promising, there are many issues still
to be solved. In our experiments we use the NMT
system of (Artetxe et al., 2018c). We show that
the addition of our mined parallel data improves
performance over baseline results.

3 Approach

Our approach for mining parallel sentences is
based on calculating the similarity of sentence pair
candidates. To avoid mining pairs having similar
words but different meaning we look for continu-
ous parallel segments in the candidates based on
word alignments. We use the length of the seg-
ments to either filter the candidate out or to weight
the averaged similarity scores of words to get the
final score of a given candidate.

3.1 Word Similarity

The first step of our method is to define the similar-
ity of words. For this we use BWEs, where source
and target language words are embedded in the
same vector space. First, we build monolingual
word embeddings and map the source words into
the target space. Initially, a seed lexicon of source
and target language words was needed to learn a
mapping between the two spaces (Mikolov et al.,
2013). Conneau et al. (2018) showed that good
quality BWEs can be produced without any bilin-
gual signal, by using an adversarial system to learn
an initial mapping of the two spaces and mine fre-
quent source words and their most similar pairs
from the target language to form an initial seed
lexicon. Using this initial lexicon the mapping can
be further tuned using orthogonal mapping (Xing
et al., 2015). We use the system of Conneau et al.
(2018) to build unsupervised BWEs.

To measure similarity of words we use the co-
sine similarity based Cross-Domain Similarity Lo-
cal Scaling (CSLS) metric (Conneau et al., 2018)
which aims to overcome the hubness problem of
high dimensional spaces (Dinu et al., 2015). In
short, this metric adjusts the similarity values of
a word based on the density of the area where it
lies, i.e., it increases similarity values for a word
lying in a sparse area and decreases values for a
word in a dense area. We create a dictionary of the
100 nearest target words for each source language
word with their similarities using CSLS.

Even though good quality dictionaries can be

built based on BWEs, the translations of some
words, such as named entities and rare words,
can be improved using orthographic information
(Braune et al., 2018; Riley and Gildea, 2018). We
follow the approach of Braune et al. (2018) and
create a dictionary similar to the dictionary in the
previous paragraph but using orthographic similar-
ity of words, i.e., one minus normalized Leven-
shtein distance, instead of CSLS. We then merge
the two dictionaries to get the final set of similar
word pairs by taking all target words from both
dictionaries for each source language word2.

To build monolingual embeddings we use fast-
Text’s skipgram model (Bojanowski et al., 2017)
with dimension size 300 and keeping all other pa-
rameters default3. We use MUSE as the imple-
mentation of (Conneau et al., 2018) with default
parameters4 for building unsupervised BWEs.

3.2 Parallel Segment Detection

The next step of our approach is to calculate the
similarities of sentence pair candidates using the
dictionaries created above. Various algorithms
were proposed to measure sentence similarities,
such as the Hungarian alignment (Kuhn, 1955;
Varga et al., 2007) and the Word Mover’s Dis-
tance (Kusner et al., 2015). On the other hand,
these methods are computationally expensive for
parallel sentence extraction where the number of
sentence pair candidates is huge. Due to perfor-
mance considerations Hangya et al. (2018) pro-
posed a fast word similarity based method to cal-
culate sentence similarity by averaging the scores
of the most similar words. The disadvantage of
relying only on similar words is that non-parallel
candidates having similar words are often wrongly
mined, as already discussed. To overcome this
problem, we align words in the candidate sentence
pairs in order to detect parallel segments similarly
to Munteanu and Marcu (2006). Our hypothesis
is that such continuous segments are more related,
thus candidates having long enough segments are
parallel.

Our algorithm is illustrated in Figure 1. We it-
erate over the source sentences from left to right
and greedily align each source word to the most
similar target word that was not already aligned.
We note that source words can be left unaligned if

2If a translation is in both dictionaries we take the max of
the values.

3See the Facebook Research fastText GitHub page.
4See the Facebook Research MUSE GitHub page.
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In the next couple of weeks it will all be over
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

align. score avg. score threshold avg. window

In den nächsten Wochen kann das noch schlimmer sein

Figure 1: The figure depicts our algorithm for parallel segment detection on a non-parallel sentence pair. The
aligned words and their scores are shown together with the smoothed values using average filtering of window size
5. Detected segments with respect to 0.3 threshold value are bolded on both source (En) and target (De) sides.
Averaged scores on the target side are calculated based on target sentence word order which is used for target
segment detection (we omit this part of the diagram). To decide if the pair is parallel we average word alignment
scores of the full source sentence, weight it using the length of the detected segment and check if it reaches a given
threshold. Translation of the target sentence: In the next weeks this can be even worse.

none of the possible target words are in the used
dictionary entry for that word. Similarly, target
words could be unaligned as well. We assign an
alignment score for each position of the source and
target sentences respectively. The alignment score
for a word at position i is its similarity score to its
aligned word (taken from the dictionary used) or
0 if the word is unaligned. We then look for con-
tinuous segments on both source and target sides
by looking for sequences of indices where the
alignment scores are higher then a given thresh-
old value. Since the use of mostly function words
could vary across languages, e.g., En: in the in-
ternational vs. De: im (in+dem) internationalen,
these words often remain unaligned resulting in
gaps in the sequences, and so fragmented paral-
lel segments are formed. To allow a small num-
ber of unaligned words in the extracted segments
we apply an average filter on the alignment score
sequences with a predefined window size at each
position giving a smoothed alignment value. After
extracting segments from both sides of a candidate
pair, we align source and target side segments by
matching those which have the most word align-
ments between each other. The number of seg-
ments could be unbalanced on the two sides thus
we ignore segments which are not aligned with
segments on the other side. Furthermore, we filter
segments by dropping all segment pairs if i) either
side is shorter than a given threshold and if ii) the

length difference of the pair is larger than 5 to-
kens. We note that our algorithm at this point can
be used to mine parallel segments from sentence
pairs. However, our focus in this paper is to mine
complete sentence pairs which we describe in the
following.

3.3 Parallel Sentence Mining

To acquire the final similarity score for a candidate
sentence pair we use both word alignment scores
and the detected segments. If no parallel segment
is detected or remains after the filtering steps we
consider the candidate as non-parallel, i.e., set its
similarity score to 0. Otherwise, we average word
alignment scores of the full sentence and weight
it with the ratio between the length of the longest
source segment and that of the full sentence. This
way if a candidate pair has highly similar words
but has unparallel parts we decrease its overall
similarity. We consider a candidate pair as parallel
if its score is larger than a given threshold value.
We note, that we only use the longest segment in
order to reach high precision. It is possible that the
segments are fragmented in parallel sentence pairs
separated by short non-parallel phrases, resulting
in false negatives. On the other hand, using the
sum of the length of all segments could lead to
false positives. Thus, we only rely on the longest
segment and use the size parameter of the average
filter to balance the fragmentation. We detail the
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used parameters for each experiment in the follow-
ing sections.

We applied pre-filtering of candidates due to the
large number of possible sentence pairs. Follow-
ing Grégoire and Langlais (2017), we only con-
sider the 100 most similar target sentences for each
source sentence as candidates. We calculate sen-
tence similarity by embedding them using aver-
aged word vectors and measuring their cosine dis-
tance which can be run efficiently using GPUs
even on large datasets (Johnson et al., 2017).

4 Evaluation on BUCC 2017

We conduct our first set of experiments on the
BUCC 2017 shared task data (Zweigenbaum et al.,
2017). The aim of this shared task is to quan-
titatively evaluate methods for extracting parallel
sentences from comparable monolingual corpora.
Train, development and test datasets were built
for 4 language pairs German-, French-, Russian-
and Chinese-English language pairs. The data was
built automatically by inserting parallel news com-
mentary sentences into monolingual wikipedia
dumps. To make sure that the insertions are not
easy to detect parallel sentences were only inserted
if other strongly related sentences in terms of their
topic are present in the monolingual corpus. We
use the system of (Hangya et al., 2018) as our
baseline and run experiments on the first three lan-
guage pairs (as we already mentioned, we would
need to study Chinese unsupervised word segmen-
tation to run Zh-En experiments). We consider En-
glish as the target language in all cases.

4.1 Evaluation Setup

Following the data selection and preprocessing
steps of the baseline we use monolingual news
crawls, downloaded between 2011 and 2014 taken
from the WMT 2014 shared task (Bojar et al.,
2014), for building the initial monolingual word
embeddings. We tuned our system parameters us-
ing the development data on all language pairs.
We performed tuning in the following intervals:
threshold value for segment detection 0.2 − 0.4;
window size of average filter 5 − 20; threshold
value for deciding parallelism 0.1 − 0.6; mini-
mum segment length 20% − 50% of the original
sentence. We note that for the experiments in this
section we kept the minimum segment length low
in order not to filter out candidates aggressively
but to decrease their scores instead. This way can-

P (%) R (%) F1 (%)

D
e-

E
n avg 23.71 44.57 30.96

align-static 44.63 41.13 42.81
align-dyn 48.53 39.18 43.35

Fr
-E

n avg 39.02 52.61 44.81
align-static 43.20 41.27 42.21

align-dyn 50.51 38.11 43.44

R
u-

E
n avg 16.75 24.20 19.80

align-static 25.85 23.33 24.53
align-dyn 37.44 18.73 24.97

Table 1: Precision, recall and F1 scores for our pro-
posed system and the baseline (avg) on the BUCC 2017
dataset.

didates with short segments could still be mined.
In Section 5 we will use a higher value to favor
precision over recall. Besides using a static value
for deciding parallelism we also used the dynamic
thresholding proposed in (Hangya et al., 2018):

th = S̄ + λ ∗ std(S) (1)

where S is a set containing the similarity values
of each source sentence in the test set and its most
similar target candidate, S̄ and std(S) are its mean
and standard deviation. We performed a less in-
tensive tuning of λ as suggested. As in previous
work, we evaluate our system on the training set of
the shared task since the official test set is undis-
closed. We do not use the train set to either train
or tune our system.

4.2 Results

We show precision, recall and F1 scores in Ta-
ble 1 for the three language pairs. In addition
to the baseline (avg) system, which only relies
on averaged word similarity scores, we show the
performance of our proposed system with static
and dynamic thresholding. Our system achieved
a significant increase of F1 for German- and
Russian-English language pairs. For both pairs we
achieved a large increase of precision, especially
in the case of German-English where the improve-
ment is over 20%. On the other hand, we expe-
rienced a slight drop of recall due to our stricter
approach for the mining process. For the French-
English language pair the F1 score has decreased
slightly. It can be seen that the precision of the sys-
tem was significantly increased for this language
pair as well, proving that we extract less pairs
which are similar but not parallel. In contrast,
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1. Benchmarking-Ergebnisse werden u.a. im Global Competitiveness Report des World Economic Forum veröffentlicht.
Benchmarking results are published among others in the World Economic Forum’s Global Competitiveness Report.
These ratios are compiled and published by the World Economic Forum.

2. Ende 1994 gelang es dem afghanischen Verteidigungsminister Ahmad Schah Massoud, Hekmatyr und die verschiede-
nen Milizen militärisch in Kabul zu besiegen.
At the end of 1994, Afghan defense minister Ahmad Shah Massoud succeeded in defeating Hekmatyr and the various
militias in Kabul.
In late 1994, Rabbani’s defense minister, Ahmad Shah Massoud defeated Hekmatyr in Kabul and ended ongoing
bombardment of the capital.

3. Die 20 größten Städte der Welt sind, bis auf drei Ausnahmen, in Schwellenländern zu finden.
The 20 largest cities in the world, with three exceptions, can be found in emerging markets.
Indeed, all but three of the worlds 20 largest cities are in emerging markets.

Table 2: German-English examples with translations of German sentences shown in italic. Examples 1 and 2 are
false positives of the baseline but not our proposed system while example 3 is a false negative of our approach.

our conservative approach also misses true parallel
pairs resulting in a significant drop in recall. How-
ever, we argue that precision is more important for
downstream tasks, since noise in the data often
hurts performance. Based on non-mined parallel
examples we found that French segments tend to
be more fragmented compared to other languages
which leads to a stronger decrease in the sentence
pair similarity scores. One solution to the problem
could be to use a larger window size when detect-
ing parallel segments.

Using static and dynamically calculated thresh-
old values performs comparably. It can be seen
that dynamic thresholding achieved higher pre-
cision but lower recall when compared with the
static value. Furthermore, the increase of precision
is higher than the decrease of recall, resulting in
better F1 scores as well. In the baseline dynamic
thresholding was needed due to the system’s sen-
sitiveness to the threshold value. In contrast, for
our system there is a bigger gap between similarity
scores of parallel and non-parallel sentence pairs
due to segment length based weighting, so for this
reason the tuned static value worked well on the
test set.

We manually analyzed German-English exam-
ples to highlight the differences of our system and
the baseline. We show samples in Table 2 where
1 and 2 are falsely mined by the baseline while 3
is missed by our proposed system. Although ex-
ample 1 seems parallel, there is some additional
information on the source side. Since the words
are similar, the baseline system incorrectly mines
this pair. On the other hand, our approach ig-
nores it because the detected segment is only Com-
petitiveness Report des World Economic Forum

veröffentlicht, while the words in the beginning
do not form a continuous segment thus decreasing
its overall score aggressively. Similarly, example
2 has different content at the end of the sentence
pair which makes the detected segment short even
though there are similar words in the pair. Exam-
ple 3 is a parallel sentence pair which was missed
by our system but not by the baseline. The reason
lies in the wording of a short segment in the sen-
tences. The source side phrase bis auf drei Aus-
nahmen (with three exceptions) is expressed as all
but three on the target side. This difference results
in two shorter segments (die 20 größten Städte der
Welt and in Schwellenländern zu finden) in the sen-
tence which decreases the similarity score below
the threshold. Such false negatives occurred when
a short non-parallel segment divides a longer par-
allel segment which could be solved by either us-
ing larger window size for the average filter or by
merging segments if they are a few tokens away
from each other. On the other hand, this could also
introduce false positives.

In general, we can conclude that we improved
F1 score significantly, except for French-English
where the baseline performed only a couple of per-
centage points better. Furthermore, our method
achieved the highest precision, out-performing the
baseline in all three language pairs, which is more
important when mining from the web (Xu and
Koehn, 2017).

5 Improving Unsupervised MT

Since, parallel sentence mining is mostly impor-
tant for downstream tasks such as low resource
machine translation, we now show that mined sen-
tences improve MT performance, which was not
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shown before. In this section we mine parallel
data from real life data sources and use the ex-
tracted sentences to improve the performance of
unsupervised MT. For this we simulate a low-
resource setup for the German-English language
pair similarly to previous work on unsupervised
MT (Artetxe et al., 2018c; Lample et al., 2018b).

5.1 Evaluation Setup

To mine parallel sentence pairs we use compara-
ble monolingual data for both German and En-
glish. For this we use the news crawl data between
2007 and 2015 released by the WMT 2016 trans-
lation shared task (Bojar et al., 2016) containing
about 140M and 114M German and English sen-
tences respectively after length based filtering (see
below).

As a first step, we build unsupervised BWEs
on the same data as (Artetxe et al., 2018c), i.e.,
newscrawl between 2007 and 2013, using the
same procedure mentioned earlier. The built
BWEs are used to create the dictionary of word
similarities for the mining and to initialize the
NMT system. We consider German as the source
language during the mining process. Before run-
ning our system on the full data to extract sen-
tences we batch the data to decrease the number
of sentence pair candidates. Assuming that differ-
ent news portals cover a given event in the same
year we only look for parallel sentences within the
same year. We note that further use of batching
could be possible if more fine grained date infor-
mation is available. Furthermore, we also batch
texts based on their length assuming that sentences
with very different number of tokens are not paral-
lel. We use sentences with length between 10 and
50 tokens and make batches with step size 5. We
also apply pre-filtering within the batches. This
method drastically decreased the runtime of the
mining procedure which took around 1 week us-
ing 40 threads on a 2.27GHz CPU.

Since tuning would have been time consuming,
we based our hyperparameters on the experiments
in the previous section and on preliminary experi-
ments. In order to increase the precision of mined
sentences we chose an aggressive setup for win-
dow size and minimum segment length, requiring
long continuous segments in the sentences. We
made the following choices: threshold value for
segment detection 0.3; window size of average fil-
ter 5; threshold value for deciding parallelism 0.3;

minimum segment length 70%. At the end we ex-
tracted around 220K parallel sentence pairs from
the full dataset.

5.2 Machine Translation System

As the unsupervised MT system we use the neu-
ral approach proposed by Artetxe et al. (2018c).
The system is based on unsupervised BWEs as
the initial bilingual signal connecting the source
and target languages. The system mostly follows
the standard encoder-decoder architecture using
RNN layers and attention mechanism (Bahdanau
et al., 2014). One difference compared to the
standard architecture is its dual structure. In con-
trast to general NMT systems which are usually
built for a specific translation direction, the sys-
tem is capable of performing both source→target
and target→source translation. This is achieved
by having a shared encoder for both languages
which encodes source and target sentences simi-
larly. The encoders of the system are initialized
with the pretrained BWEs which are kept fixed
during training. On top of the shared encoders sep-
arate decoders generate the translation of the input
for each language using the encoder’s output.

Training is performed in an iterative manner
where each iteration consists of a denoising and
an on-the-fly backtranslation step. The goal of the
denoising step is to learn good quality represen-
tations of both source and target sentences in the
encoder and to learn how to decode these repre-
sentations. Since parallel data is not available, this
process is done monolingually, i.e., encoding the
input and decoding to the original language, simi-
larly to auto encoding. In order to prevent simple
copying of words, a random noise is applied on the
input sentences and the task is to denoise the in-
put. To tie source and target representations more
strongly backtranslation is also performed at each
iteration (Sennrich et al., 2016), and synthetic par-
allel data is generated, by translating sentences to
the other language using the system’s current pa-
rameters, and then running a training step using
the backtranslation as input to predict the original
sentence.

To incorporate the mined parallel sentences we
used them during the iterative process. At each
iteration on top of the denoising and backtrans-
lation steps we also run a training step on the
mined parallel sentences in both source→target
and target→source directions to train model pa-
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unsup 07-13 all 07-13 long 07-15 all 07-15 long europarl
- avg align avg align avg align avg align -

WMT14
de-en 10.35 10.47 11.26 10.77 11.56 10.59 11.79 11.05 11.20 14.14
en-de 6.30 6.23 6.91 5.14 6.82 6.55 7.26 6.16 6.78 8.96

WMT16
de-en 13.07 13.35 14.35 14.09 14.95 12.99 15.39 14.16 14.29 18.06
en-de 8.59 8.72 9.69 7.10 10.01 8.92 10.23 8.62 9.79 12.66

Table 3: NMT experiments using mined parallel sentences. We compare results using mined sentence pairs from
Hangya et al. (2018) and our approach. Texts before 2014 is used in 07-13 while all data is used in 07-15. We also
restrict the minimum sentence length to 16 tokens in case of long. We show a fully unsupervised system using no
parallel sentences, and an oracle using europarl parallel sentences.

all long

av
g mined from 07-13 3,945,931 2,626,599

mined from 07-15 10,651,736 6,858,384

al
ig

n mined from 07-13 90,707 8,358
mined from 07-15 218,126 16,677

europarl 218,126 —

Table 4: Number of parallel sentence pairs in the
datasets.

rameters. We use words as tokens in our exper-
iments (but we note that byte-pair encoding was
slightly better in (Artetxe et al., 2018c)).

5.3 Results
We evaluate MT experiments on the WMT14 and
WMT16 test sets and present BLEU scores with
the neural MT system in Table 3. We compare our
approach (using dynamic thresholding) with two
baseline systems. We rerun5 the setup presented
in (Artetxe et al., 2018c) without any mined paral-
lel data (unsup). In addition, we use the system of
(Hangya et al., 2018) with dynamic thresholding
to mine parallel sentences (avg). We ran multi-
ple sets of experiments by splitting the mined data
along two dimensions. We used sentences before
2014 only in lines 07-13 in order to use data that
are from the past when evaluating on the WMT14
test set. All the data was used in 07-15. Further-
more, looking at the mined data we noticed that
shorter sentences tend to be more noisy. For this
reason, we only used sentences that are at least
16 tokens long in long. As an oracle experiment,
we used true parallel sentences from europarl by
randomly sampling the same amount as the over-
all mined pairs to give a theoretic upper bound of
the results with the used NMT system. The exact
number of sentence pairs in each dataset used is

5Original results were shown only on WMT14 which are
comparable to our BLEU scores.

shown in Table 4.
Based on the scores in Table 3 it can be seen

that by using mined sentences we achieved a sig-
nificant performance increase compared to the un-
supervised baseline. Our system outperformed the
avg baseline as well in all setups. Furthermore,
our approach achieved improvements compared
to the unsupervised system in all cases while the
avg baseline approach achieved negative results as
well. Based on Table 4 avg mines significantly
more sentence pairs compared to our proposed ap-
proach, which contains noise leading to perfor-
mance degradation. This result supports the claim
of our work, i.e., relying only on word similari-
ties can lead to the mining of sentence pairs which
have similar meanings but are not exactly parallel.

For all test sets best results were achieved using
all mined data by our system. Looking at the ef-
fect of length filtering it can be seen that this step
helped when mining from 07-13 but not when us-
ing data from all years. From this we conclude,
that if there are only a smaller number of parallel
sentences better quality is important but quantity
suppresses a small amount of noise in the 07-15
setup. Comparing scores on WMT14 with and
without data from the same year and the future
no clear difference can be seen. Furthermore, the
BLEU score differences between the time inter-
vals on WMT14 strongly follows that on WMT16
where all of the sentences are from the past. From
this we conclude that the unsupervised MT system
generalizes well using older data.

Using true parallel data from europarl achieved
even higher results. The reason for this is that
the majority of the mined sentences are short and
more noisy. Based on this, one possible future
improvement could be to use more aggressive pa-
rameters when mining from short sentences while
using more permissive parameters to mine longer
sentences.
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source Wenn Justin Bieber einen Kaffee trinkt, staunt man an der Fensterscheibe.
reference When Justin Bieber drinks coffee people goggle through the window.
unsup If Justin Timberlake ate a coffee, you buzzing to the window.
07-15 all If Justin Bieber drank a coffee, you wonder at the window.
source Etwa die Hälfte der demokratischen Wähler der Vorwahlen landesweit sagen, dass sie mit Begeisterung

Clinton unterstützen würden, wenn sie von der Partei nominiert würde.
reference About half of Democratic primary voters nationwide say they would enthusiastically support Clinton if she

became the party’s nominee.
unsup Roughly half of the pro-election voters nationwide voters say they would support Obama’s support with

Clinton if they would be nominated by the party.
07-15 all About half of the Democratic primary voters nationwide say that they would support Clinton with enthusiasm

if they would be nominated by the party.
source und sagte, er habe auf jemand geschossen und jemand getötet
reference and said he had shot and killed someone
unsup and he said he had been shot on someone and killed
07-15 all and he said he had shot and killed someone

Table 5: Example translations comparing the unsupervised baseline with adding mined parallel sentences on
WMT16.

We manually analyzed the translations given by
the unsupervised baseline system and the setup
when we used all the sentence pairs mined by our
approach on WMT16. We show examples depict-
ing differences in Table 5. One aspect where the
added parallel sentences clearly helped is the han-
dling of named entities. As the first and second
examples show, the baseline system often mixes
up names which is due to their similar representa-
tions in BWE space. By adding parallel data the
system could learn to match the source and target
side representations of a given entity, i.e., copy the
correct word to the translation. We also found that
the fluency of translations is also improved which
is demonstrated by the second and third examples.
The second example shows an important weakness
of the baseline, which is that it tends to be redun-
dant, e.g., by mentioning voters and support twice.
In addition, it mentions US presidency related en-
tities twice, once as Clinton and once confusing it
with Obama. On the other hand, by using parallel
sentences the results are more fluent and accurate.
While the meaning of the third example was cor-
rectly translated, the wording used by the baseline
is unnatural in contrast to the 07-15 all setup.

6 Conclusions

Parallel sentence extraction is important for pro-
viding an additional bilingual signal for many
downstream tasks in low resource setups. Most
previous work tackled this problem using super-
vised techniques which made their applicability
problematic. In this work, we proposed a fully

unsupervised system for parallel sentence extrac-
tion. We showed that a previous unsupervised sys-
tem, which only relies on word similarity in source
and target language sentences, often mines false
positives because not all sentences having simi-
lar words are parallel. To overcome this problem
we introduced the detection of continuous paral-
lel segments based on word alignments. We filter
candidates having too short segments and weight
the similarity score of the rest based on segment
lengths. We showed that using our method bet-
ter performance could be achieved on the BUCC
2017 parallel sentence extraction task compared
to previous work. In contrast to previous unsu-
pervised work, we also extracted sentences from
real world comparable corpora and showed bet-
ter translation performance when using these sen-
tence pairs, opening up new possibilities for using
small amounts of parallel data in purely unsuper-
vised MT approaches. Our analysis showed that
both handling of named entities and the fluency
of sentences improved. We publicly release our
system6 to support MT communities especially for
low-resource setups.
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Abstract

Unsupervised bilingual word embedding
(UBWE), together with other technologies
such as back-translation and denoising,
has helped unsupervised neural machine
translation (UNMT) achieve remarkable
results in several language pairs. In previous
methods, UBWE is first trained using non-
parallel monolingual corpora and then this
pre-trained UBWE is used to initialize the
word embedding in the encoder and decoder
of UNMT. That is, the training of UBWE
and UNMT are separate. In this paper, we
first empirically investigate the relationship
between UBWE and UNMT. The empirical
findings show that the performance of UNMT
is significantly affected by the performance
of UBWE. Thus, we propose two methods
that train UNMT with UBWE agreement.
Empirical results on several language pairs
show that the proposed methods significantly
outperform conventional UNMT.

1 Introduction

Since 2013, neural network based bilingual word
embedding (BWE) has been applied to several
natural language processing tasks (Mikolov et al.,
2013; Faruqui and Dyer, 2014; Xing et al.,
2015; Dinu et al., 2015; Lu et al., 2015;
Wang et al., 2016; Artetxe et al., 2016; Smith
et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018). Recently,
researchers have found that supervision is not
always necessary (Cao et al., 2016; Zhang
et al., 2017). Several unsupervised BWE
(UBWE) methods (Conneau et al., 2018; Artetxe
et al., 2018a) have been proposed and these
have achieved impressive performance in word-
translation tasks. The success of UBWE makes
unsupervised neural machine translation (UNMT)
possible. The combination of UBWE with
denoising autoencoder and back-translation has

∗Haipeng Sun was an internship research fellow at NICT
when conducting this work.

led to UNMT that relies solely on monolingual
corpora, with remarkable results reported for
several language pairs such as English-French and
English-German (Artetxe et al., 2018c; Lample
et al., 2018a).

In previous methods, UBWE is first trained
using non-parallel monolingual corpora. This pre-
trained UBWE is then used to initialize the word
embedding in the encoder and decoder of UNMT.
That is, the training of UBWE and UNMT take
place in separate steps. In this paper, we first
empirically investigate the relationship between
UBWE and UNMT. Our empirical results show
that:

• 1) There is a positive correlation between
the quality of the pre-trained UBWE and the
performance of UNMT.

• 2) The UBWE quality significantly decreases
during UNMT training.

Based on these two findings, we hypothesize
that the learning of UNMT with UBWE agreement
would enhance UNMT performance. In detail,
we propose two approaches, UBWE agreement
regularization and UBWE adversarial training,
to maintain the quality of UBWE during NMT
training. Empirical results on several language
pairs show that the proposed methods significantly
outperform the original UNMT. The remainder of
this paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, we introduce the background of UNMT. The
results of preliminary experiments are presented
and analyzed in Section 3. In Section 4, we
propose methods to jointly train UNMT with
UBWE agreement. In Sections 5 and 6 , we
describe experiments to evaluate the performance
of our approach and analyze the results. Section
7 introduces some related work and Section 8
concludes the paper.
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2 Background of UNMT

There are three primary components of UNMT:
UBWE initialization, denoising auto-encoder, and
back-translation.

Consider a sentence X in language L1 and a
sentence Y in another language L2. The data
spaces of the L1 sentence X and the L2 sentence
Y are denoted by φL1 and φL2 , respectively.

After initialization by UBWE, the encoders and
decoders of L1, L2 are trained through denoising
and back-translation. The objective function Lall
of the entire UNMT model would be optimized as:

Lall = Lauto + Lbt, (1)

where Lauto is the objective function for auto-
denoising, and Lbt is the objective function for
back-translation.

2.1 Bilingual Word Embedding Initialization

Unlike supervised NMT (Bahdanau et al., 2015;
Chen et al., 2017a,b, 2018a; Vaswani et al.,
2017), there are no bilingual supervised signals
in UNMT. Fortunately, UBWE (Zhang et al.,
2017; Artetxe et al., 2018a; Conneau et al., 2018)
successfully learned translation equivalences
between word pairs from two monolingual
corpora. Typically, UBWE initializes the
embedding of the vocabulary for the encoder
and decoder of UNMT. The pre-trained UBWE
provides naive translation knowledge to enable the
back-translation to generate pseudo-supervised
bilingual signals (Artetxe et al., 2018c; Lample
et al., 2018a). The embeddings of the encoder and
decoder change independently during the UNMT
training process.

2.2 Denoising Auto-encoder

The auto-encoder is difficult to learn useful
knowledge for UNMT without some constraints.
Otherwise, it would become a copying task that
learned to copy the input words one by one
(Lample et al., 2018a). To alleviate this problem,
we utilize the same strategy of denoising auto-
encoder (Vincent et al., 2010), and noise in the
form of random token swaps is introduced in
this input sentence to improve the model learning
ability (Hill et al., 2016; He et al., 2016). The
denoising auto-encoder, which encodes a noisy
version and reconstructs it with the decoder in the
same language, is optimized by minimizing the

objective function:

Lauto = EX∼φL1
[−logPL1→L1(X|C(X)]

+ EY∼φL2
[−logPL2→L2(Y |C(Y )],

(2)

where C(X) and C(Y ) are noisy versions of
sentences X and Y , PL1→L1 (PL2→L2) denotes
the reconstruction probability in the language L1

(L2).

2.3 Back-translation
The denoising auto-encoder acts as a language
model that has been trained in one language and
does not consider the final goal of translating
between two languages. Therefore, back-
translation (Sennrich et al., 2016) was adapted
to train translation systems in a true translation
setting based on monolingual corpora. Formally,
given the sentences X and Y , the sentences
YP (X) and XP (Y ) would be produced by
the model at the previous iteration. The
pseudo-parallel sentence pair (YP (X), X) and
(XP (Y ), Y ) would be obtained to train the new
translation model. Finally, the back-translation
process is optimized by minimizing the following
objective function:

Lbt = EX∼φL1
[−logPL2→L1(X|YP (X)]

+ EY∼φL2
[−logPL1→L2(Y |XP (Y )],

(3)

where PL1→L2 (PL2→L1) denotes the translation
probability across two languages.

3 Preliminary Experiments

To investigate the relationship between UBWE
and UNMT, we empirically choose one similar
language pair (English-French which are in the
same language family) and one distant language
pair (English-Japanese which are in the different
language families) as the corpora. The detailed
experimental settings for UBWE and UNMT are
given in Section 5.

3.1 Effect of UBWE Quality on UNMT
Performance

Figure 1 shows the UNMT performance using
UBWE with different levels of accuracy. To obtain
UBWE with different accuracy levels, we used
the VecMap (Artetxe et al., 2018a) embedding
at different checkpoints to pre-train UNMT.1

1Accuracy “0” indicates only monolingual embeddings
were used on each language before VecMap training started.
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Figure 1: UNMT performance using UBWE with
different levels of accuracy.

Precision@1 indicates the accuracy of word
translation using the top-1 predicted candidate in
the MUSE test set2.

As the UBWE accuracy increased, the NMT
performance of both language pairs increased.
This indicates that the quality of pre-trained
UBWE is important for UNMT.

3.2 Trend of UBWE Quality during UNMT
Training

Figure 2 shows the trend in UBWE accuracy
and BLEU score as UNMT proceeds through the
training stage. VecMap was used to pre-train the
word embedding for the encoder and decoder of
UNMT. We used source embedding of encoder
and target embedding of decoder to calculate the
word translation accuracy on the MUSE test set
during UNMT training.
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Figure 2: UBWE accuracy and BLEU score over the
course of UNMT training.

2https://github.com/facebookresearch/
MUSE

Regardless of the language, the UBWE
performance decreased significantly over the
course of UNMT training, as shown in Figure 2.

3.3 Analysis

The empirical results in this section show that
the quality of pre-trained UBWE is important
to UNMT. However, the quality of UBWE
decreases significantly during UNMT training.
We hypothesize that maintaining the quality of
UBWE may enhance the performance of UNMT.
In this subsection, we analyze some possible
solutions to this issue.
Use fixed embedding? As Figure 2 shows,
the UBWE performance decreases significantly
during the UNMT training process. Therefore,
we try to fix the embedding of the encoder and
decoder on the basis of the original baseline
system (Baseline-fix). Table 1 shows that the
performance of the Baseline-fix system is quite
similar to that of the original baseline system. In
other words, Baseline-fix prevents the degradation
of UBWE accuracy; however, the fixed embedding
also prevents UBWE from further improving
UNMT training. Therefore, the fixed UBWE does
not enhance the performance of UNMT.

Methods Fr-En En-Fr Ja-En En-Ja
Baseline 24.50 25.37 14.09 21.63
Baseline-fix 24.22 25.26 13.88 21.93

Table 1: Results of UNMT

Use byte pair encoding (BPE) to increase
shared subwords? For English-French and
English-German UNMT, Lample et al. (2018b)
concatenated two bilingual corpora into a single
monolingual corpus. They adopted BPE to
enlarge the number of shared subwords in the
two languages. The pre-trained monolingual
subword embedding was used as the initialization
for UNMT. Because there are many shared
subwords in these similar language pairs, this
method achieves better performance than other
UBWE methods. However, this initialization
does not work for distant language pairs such
as English-Japanese and English-Chinese, where
there are few shared subwords. Using word-
based embedding in UNMT is more universal.
In addition, word-based embedding are easy to
combine with UBWE technology. Therefore, we
do not adopt BPE in the proposed method.
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Figure 3: (a) Architecture of UNMT with UBWE Agreement Regularization; (b) Architecture of UNMT with
UBWE Adversarial Training.

4 Train UNMT with UBWE Agreement

Based on previous empirical findings and
analyses, we propose two joint agreement
mechanisms, i.e., UBWE agreement
regularization and UBWE adversarial training,
that enable UBWE and UNMT to interact during
the training process, resulting in improved
translation performance. Figure 3 illustrates
the architecture of UNMT and the proposed
agreement mechanisms.

Generally, during UNMT training, an objective
function LBWE is added to ensure UBWE
agreement. The general UNMT objective function
can be reformulated as follows:

Lall = Lauto + Lbt + λLBWE . (4)

4.1 UBWE Agreement Regularization
On the basis of the existing architecture of UNMT,
we induce UBWE agreement regularization
during back-translation to maintain the UBWE
accuracy in the encoder and the decoder during
UNMT training. The similarity function
Similarity(L1, L2) of the encoder and decoder
embeddings is used to measure the UBWE
accuracy and the objective function LBWE is

LBWE , Lagreement
= Similarity(L1, L2)

= Similarity(encL1 , decL2)

+ Similarity(encL2 , decL1)

(5)

where encL1 and encL2 denote all word
embeddings of encoders L1 and L2, respectively,

decL1 and decL2 denote all word embeddings of
decoders L1 and L2, respectively.

As there is no test or development data set
that can be employed as a bilingual dictionary in
UNMT, before computing Similarity(L1, L2), we
need to generate a synthetic word-pair dictionary
to measure the UBWE accuracy during NMT
training. Motivated by Conneau et al. (2018),
we use the cross-domain similarity local scaling
(CSLS) to measure the UBWE accuracy. This can
also be viewed as the similarity between the source
word embedding and the target word embedding.

CSLS(xi, yi) = 2 · cos(encxi , decyi)
− r(xi)− r(yi),

(6)

r(xi) =
1

K

∑

y∈N (xi)

cos(encxi , decy), (7)

r(yi) =
1

K

∑

x∈N (yi)

cos(encx, decyi), (8)

where y ∈ N (xi) denotes the K nearest
neighborhood of the source word xi, and similarly
for x ∈ N (yi). encxi denotes the embedding of
word xi in encoder L1 and decyi denotes the word
embedding of yi in decoder L2.

As the size of the entire vocabulary is large,
we select a subset as the synthetic word-pair
dictionary. By ranking the CSLS, we can select the
most accurate word pairs {xi, yi} as the synthetic
dictionary Dictx−>y. The opposite word pairs
Dicty−>x = {yj , xj} could be obtained by the
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same method. encyj denotes the embedding of
word yj by encoder L2 and decxj denotes the
embedding of word xj by decoder L1. Both
dictionary sizes are set to |Dict|. Therefore, the
similarity between the word embeddings in the
encoder and decoder is measured as

Similarity(encL1 , decL2)

≈ 1

|Dict|

|Dict|∑

i

(1− cos(encxi , decyi)).
(9)

Similarity(encL2 , decL1)

≈ 1

|Dict|

|Dict|∑

j

(1− cos(encyj , decxj )).
(10)

The above similarity between word pairs in
Dict is used for UBWE agreement regularization
during back-translation. Note that the synthetic
word-pair dictionary is dynamically selected in
each epoch of UNMT training.

4.2 UBWE Adversarial Training

In UBWE, there is a transformation matrix to
project the source word embedding to the target
word embedding. Motivated by Conneau et al.
(2018), we induce a transformation matrix using
an adversarial approach . The generator is
estimated as:

G1 =W1encx, (11)

where encx is the L1 the encoder word
embedding, decy is the corresponding L2 decoder
word embedding, and W1 is the transformation
matrix that project the embedding space of encx
onto that of decy. The discriminatorD1 is a multi-
layer perceptron representing the probability that
the word embedding comes from this language.
It is trained to discriminate the language to
which the word embedding between W1encx
and decy belongs. W1 is trained to confuse
the discriminator D1 by making W1encx and
decy increasingly similar. In other words, we
train D1 to maximize the probability of choosing
the accurate language between the original word
embedding and samples from G1. The generator
G1 is trained to minimize log(1−D1(G1(encx))).
Thus, the two-player minimax game (Goodfellow
et al., 2014) with value function V (G1, D1) is

optimized as:

min
G1

max
D1

V (D1, G1) = Edecy [logD1(decy)]

+ Eencx [log(1−D1(G1(encx)))].
(12)

D2 and G2 are similar to D1 and G1. The
objective functions for the discriminator D1 and
generator G1 can be written as:

LD1 = Eencx [− log(1−D1(G1))]

+ Edecy [− log(D1(decy)],
(13)

LG1 = Eencx [− log(D1(G1))]

+ Edecy [− log(1−D1(decy)].
(14)

LD2 and LG2 are similar to LD1 and LG1 . After
inducing UBWE adversarial training into UNMT,
the LBWE objective function is minimized as

LBWE , Ladv = Ladv1 + Ladv2, (15)

where Ladv1 = LG1 + LD1 and Ladv2 = LG2 +
LD2 . The proposedLBWE (Lagreement orLadv) is
added to the Lall in Eq. 4 during back-translation
of UNMT training as shown in Figure 3.

5 Experiments

5.1 Datasets
The proposed methods were evaluated on three
language pairs: French-English (Fr-En), German-
English (De-En), and Japanese-English (Ja-En).
Fr-En and De-En are similar European language
pairs. We used 30 million sentences from the
WMT monolingual News Crawl datasets from
2007 to 2013. Ja-En is a distant languages pair
and so UBWE training is much more difficult
than for similar European language pairs (Søgaard
et al., 2018). In addition, Japanese and English
are different language families and their word
orderings are quite different. As a result, the
performance of Ja-En UNMT is too poor to further
empirical study if only pure monolingual data
are used. Therefore, we constructed simulated
experiments using shuffled parallel sentences, i.e.,
3.0M sentence pairs from the ASPEC corpus
for Ja-En. We reported the results on WMT
newstest2014 for Fr-En, WMT newstest2016 for
De-En, and WAT-2018 ASPEC testset for Ja-En.

5.2 UBWE Settings
For UBWE training, we first used the
monolingual corpora described above to train
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Figure 4: The trends of UBWE quality and BLEU score for baseline (Base), UBWE agreement regularization
(AR), and UBWE adversarial training (AT) during UNMT training on the Fr-En and Ja-En dataset

Methods De-En En-De Fr-En En-Fr Ja-En En-Ja
Artetxe et al. (2018c) n/a n/a 15.56 15.13 n/a n/a
Lample et al. (2018a) 13.33 9.64 14.31 15.05 n/a n/a
Yang et al. (2018) 14.62 10.86 15.58 16.97 n/a n/a
Lample et al. (2018b) 21.0 17.2 24.2 25.1 n/a n/a
UNMT Baseline 21.23 17.06 24.50 25.37 14.09 21.63
+ UBWE agreement regularization 22.38++ 18.04++ 25.21++ 27.86++ 16.36++ 23.01++
+ UBWE adversarial training 22.67++ 18.29++ 25.87++ 28.38++ 17.22++ 23.64++

Table 2: Performance (BLEU score) of UNMT. “++” after a score indicates that the proposed method was
significantly better than the UNMT baseline at significance level p <0.01.

the embeddings for each language independently
with fastText3(Bojanowski et al., 2017) (default
settings). The word embeddings were normalized
by length and mean centered before bilingual
projection. We then used VecMap4(Artetxe
et al., 2018a) (default settings) to project two
monolingual word embeddings into one space.

To evaluate the quality of UBWE, we selected
the accuracy of word translation using the top-1
predicted candidate in the MUSE test set as the
criterion.

5.3 UNMT Settings

In the training process for UNMT, we used the
transformer-based UNMT toolkit5 and the settings
of Lample et al. (2018b). That is, we used four

3https://github.com/facebookresearch/
fastText

4https://github.com/artetxem/vecmap
5https://github.com/facebookresearch/

UnsupervisedMT

layers in both the encoder and the decoder. Three
out of the four encoder and decoder layers were
shared between the source and target languages.
The dimension of the hidden layers was set to 512.
Training used a batch-size of 32 and the Adam
optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with an initial
learning rate of 0.0001, β1 = 0.5. The vocabulary
size was set to 60k by concatenating the source
and target corpora. We performed 140 epochs6

(approximately 500K iterations) to train every
model. The case-sensitive BLEU score computed
with the multi − bleu.perl script from Moses7

was used as the evaluation metric. For model
selection, we followed the strategy described by
Lample et al. (2018a). That is, the BLEU score
computed between the original source sentences

6The definition of epoch in UNMT is different from that
in NMT. We followed the settings in Lample et al. (2018b)’s
toolkit, i.e., 3500 iterations as one epoch.

7https://github.com/moses-smt/
mosesdecoder
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and their reconstructions was used as the criterion.
We selected the model that had the highest average
BLEU score over the two translation directions.

For the proposed methods, both UBWE
agreement regularization and UBWE adversarial
training were added as objective functions at
the beginning of UNMT training. The detailed
parameter settings are discussed in Section 6.

5.4 Performance

Figure 4 shows the trend in UBWE quality and
BLEU score during UNMT training on Fr-En and
Ja-En. Our observations are as follows:

1) For all systems, the UBWE accuracy
decreases during UNMT training. This is
consistent with our finding in the preliminary
experiments.

2) For the system with UBWE agreement
regularization and UBWE adversarial training,
UBWE accuracy decreased much more slowly
than in the original baseline system. This indicates
that the proposed methods effectively mitigated
the degradation of UBWE accuracy.

3) Regarding the two proposed methods,
UBWE agreement regularization was better at
mitigating the degradation of UBWE accuracy
than UBWE adversarial training.

Table 2 presents the detailed BLEU scores of
the UNMT systems on the De-En, Fr-En, and Ja-
En test sets. Our observations are as follows:

1) Our re-implemented baseline performed
similarly with the state-of-the-art method of
Lample et al. (2018b). This indicates that the
baseline is a strong system.

2) The proposed methods significantly
outperformed the corresponding baseline in
all the language pairs by 1∼3 BLEU scores.

3) Regarding the two proposed methods,
UBWE adversarial training performed slightly
better than UBWE agreement regularization
by BLEU score, although UBWE agreement
regularization was better at maintaining UBWE
accuracy. The reason may be that agreement
regularization is just added to the training
objective of UNMT. In comparison, UBWE
adversarial training is jointly trained with UNMT,
thus has more interaction with UNMT model.

6 Discussion

We now analyze the effect of the hyper-
parameters. There are two primary factors

that affect the performances of the proposed
methods: the synthetic word-pair dictionary size
for UBWE agreement regularization and λ for
UBWE adversarial training.

6.1 Effect of Dictionary Size

We first evaluated the impact of the synthetic
word-pair dictionary size |Dict| during UBWE
agreement regularization training on the Fr-En
task. As indicated by Table 3, almost all models
with different dictionary sizes outperformed the
baseline system. This indicates that the proposed
method is robust.

Dict Size Fr-En En-Fr
BLEU BLEU

Baseline 24.50 25.37
20K 25.15 27.18
10K 25.10 27.48
5K 25.14 27.58
3K 25.21 27.86
1K 25.25 27.40
500 25.13 27.07

Table 3: Effect on Dictionary Size

We also investigated the relationship between
dictionary size and UBWE accuracy. As shown in
Fig. 5, a larger dictionary size results in a slower
decrease in UBWE accuracy. This indicates that
a larger dictionary size helps estimate a better
UBWE agreement. However, larger dictionary
size did not always obtain a higher BLEU as
shown in Table 3. The model with a dictionary
size of 3000 achieved the best performance.
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Figure 5: UBWE accuracy with respect to dictionary
size on the Fr-En test set during UNMT training.
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6.2 Effect of Hyper-parameter λ
In Figure 6, we empirically investigated how the
hyper-parameter λ in Eq. (4) affects the UNMT
performance on the Fr-En task. The selection of λ
influences the role of the LBWE across the entire
UNMT training process. Larger values of λ cause
the LBWE to play a more important role than the
back-translation and denoising loss terms. The
smaller the value of λ, the less important are the
LBWE . As the Fig. 6 shows, λ ranging from 0.01
to 10 nearly all enhanced UNMT performance and
a balanced λ = 1 achieved the best performance.

6.3 Efficiency
We now discuss the efficiency of our proposed
methods. Table 4 indicates that UBWE agreement
regularization does not increase the number of
parameters. UBWE adversarial training adds
very few parameters. The training speed of
these methods is almost the same. In addition,
the proposed methods do not affect the UNMT
decoding. Thus, our proposed methods do not
affect the speed of the model.

Parameters Speed
Baseline 120,141K 3784
UBWE agreement regularization 120,141K 3741
UBWE adversarial training 120,764K 3733

Table 4: Analysis on parameters and training speed
(number of processed words per second on one P100).

7 Related Work

The supervised BWE (Mikolov et al., 2013),
which exploits similarities between the source
language and the target language through a linear
transformation matrix, serves as the basis for many

NLP tasks, such as machine translation (Bahdanau
et al., 2015; Vaswani et al., 2017; Chen et al.,
2018b; Zhang and Zhao, 2019), dependency
parsing (Zhang et al., 2016; Li et al., 2018),
semantic role labeling (He et al., 2018; Li et al.,
2019). However, the lack of a large word-
pair dictionary poses a major practical problem
for many language pairs. UBWE has attracted
considerable attention. For example, Artetxe
et al. (2017) proposed a self-learning framework to
learn BWE with a 25-word dictionary, and Artetxe
et al. (2018a) extended previous work without
any word dictionary via fully unsupervised
initialization. Zhang et al. (2017) and Conneau
et al. (2018) proposed UBWE methods via
generative adversarial network training.

Recently, several UBWE methods (Conneau
et al., 2018; Artetxe et al., 2018a) have been
applied to UNMT (Artetxe et al., 2018c; Lample
et al., 2018a). These rely solely on monolingual
corpora in each language via UBWE initialization,
denoising auto-encoder, and back-translation. A
shared encoder was used to encode the source
sentences and decode them from a shared latent
space (Artetxe et al., 2018c; Lample et al., 2018a).
The difference is that Lample et al. (2018a) used a
single shared decoder and Artetxe et al. (2018c)
leveraged two independent decoders for each
language. Yang et al. (2018) used two independent
encoders for each language with a weight-sharing
mechanism to overcome the weakness of retaining
the uniqueness and internal characteristics of
each language. Lample et al. (2018b) achieved
remarkable results in several similar languages
such as English-French by concatenating two
bilingual corpora as one monolingual corpus and
using monolingual embedding pre-training in the
initialization step. This initialization achieves
better performance than other UBWE methods.
However, it does not work in some distant
language pairs such as English-Japanese. This is
why we did not use this initialization process for
UBWE in our method.

In addition, an alternative unsupervised method
based on statistical machine translation (SMT)
was proposed (Lample et al., 2018b; Artetxe et al.,
2018b). The unsupervised machine translation
performance was improved through combining
UNMT and unsupervised SMT (Marie and Fujita,
2018; Ren et al., 2019; Artetxe et al., 2019). More
recently, Lample and Conneau (2019) achieved
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better UNMT performance through introducing
the pretrained language model. Neural network
based language model has been shown helpful in
supervised machine translation (Wang et al., 2014;
Wang et al., 2018; Marie et al., 2018). We think
that the proposed agreement mechanism can work
with the pretrained language model.

8 Conclusion

UBWE is a fundamental component of UNMT. In
previous methods, the pre-trained UBWE is only
used to initialize the word embedding of UNMT.
In this study, we found that the performance of
UNMT is significantly affected by the quality
of UBWE, not only in the initialization stage,
but also during UNMT training. Based on this
finding, we proposed two joint learning methods
to train UNMT with UBWE agreement. Empirical
results on several language pairs show that the
proposed methods can mitigate the decrease in
UBWE accuracy and significantly improve the
performance of UNMT.
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Abstract

Transfer learning or multilingual model is
essential for low-resource neural machine
translation (NMT), but the applicability is
limited to cognate languages by sharing their
vocabularies. This paper shows effective tech-
niques to transfer a pre-trained NMT model
to a new, unrelated language without shared
vocabularies. We relieve the vocabulary
mismatch by using cross-lingual word embed-
ding, train a more language-agnostic encoder
by injecting artificial noises, and generate
synthetic data easily from the pre-training
data without back-translation. Our methods
do not require restructuring the vocabulary
or retraining the model. We improve plain
NMT transfer by up to +5.1% BLEU in five
low-resource translation tasks, outperforming
multilingual joint training by a large margin.
We also provide extensive ablation studies
on pre-trained embedding, synthetic data,
vocabulary size, and parameter freezing for a
better understanding of NMT transfer.

1 Introduction

Despite recent success of neural machine transla-
tion (NMT) (Bahdanau et al., 2015; Vaswani et al.,
2017), its major improvements and optimizations
cannot be easily applied to low-resource language
pairs. Basic training procedure of NMT does not
function well with only a handful of bilingual
data (Koehn and Knowles, 2017), while collecting
bilingual resource is arduous for many languages.

Multilingual NMT solves the problem of lack-
ing bilingual data by training a shared model along
with other related languages (Firat et al., 2016;
Johnson et al., 2017). For this to work in prac-
tice, however, we need a considerable effort to
gather bilingual data over multiple languages and
preprocess them jointly before training. This has
two critical issues: 1) The languages for training

should be linguistically related in order to build a
shared vocabulary. 2) It is not feasible to add a
new language to a trained model, since the train-
ing vocabulary must be redefined; one may need
to re-train the model from scratch.

In transfer learning (Zoph et al., 2016), adapting
to a new language is conceptually simpler; given
an NMT model pre-trained on a high-resource lan-
guage pair (parent), we can just continue the train-
ing with bilingual data of another language pair
(child). Here, the vocabulary mismatch between
languages is still a problem, which seriously limits
the performance especially for distant languages.

This work proposes three novel ideas to make
transfer learning for NMT widely applicable to
various languages:

• We alleviate the vocabulary mismatch be-
tween parent and child languages via cross-
lingual word embedding.

• We train a more general encoder in the parent
training by injecting artificial noises, making
it easier for the child model to adapt to.

• We generate synthetic data from parallel
data of the parent language pair, improv-
ing the low-resource transfer where the con-
ventional back-translation (Sennrich et al.,
2016b) fails.

These techniques give incremental improvements
while we keep the transfer unsupervised, i.e. it
does not require bilingual information between the
transferor and the transferee. Note that adapting
to a new language is done without shared vocabu-
laries; we need neither to rearrange joint subword
units nor to restart the parent model training.

Experiments show that our methods offer sig-
nificant gain in translation performance up to
+5.1% BLEU over plain transfer learning, even
when transferring to an unrelated, low-resource
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language. The results significantly outperform
multilingual joint training (Johnson et al., 2017) in
all of our experiments. We also provide in-depth
analyses of the following aspects to understand the
behavior of NMT transfer and maximize its perfor-
mance: type of the pre-trained embedding, syn-
thetic data generation methods, size of the trans-
ferred vocabulary, and parameter freezing.

2 Neural Machine Translation

Before describing our transfer learning approach,
this section covers basics of an NMT model. Ex-
planations here are not based on a specific ar-
chitecture but extendable to more complex model
variants.

For a source sentence fJ1 = f1, ..., fj , ..., fJ
(length J) and a corresponding target sentence
eI1 = e1, ..., ei, ..., eI (length I), NMT models
the probability p(eI1|fJ1 ) with several components:
source/target word embeddings, an encoder, a de-
coder, and an output layer.

Source word embedding Esrc maps a discrete
word f (as a one-hot vector) to a continuous rep-
resentation (embedding) of that word Esrc(f). In
practice, it is implemented by a lookup table and
stored in a matrix in RD×V src

, where D is the
number of dimensions of the embedding. Target
word embedding is analogous.

An encoder takes a sequence of source word
embeddings Esrc(fJ1 ) and produces a sequence
of hidden representations hJ1 for the source sen-
tence. The encoder can be modeled with recurrent
(Sutskever et al., 2014), convolutional (Gehring
et al., 2017), or self-attentive layers (Vaswani
et al., 2017). The encoder is responsible for mod-
eling syntactic and semantic relationships among
the source words, including word order.

A decoder generates target words for each tar-
get position i from its internal state si, which de-
pends on hJ1 , Etgt(ei−1), and si−1. It keeps track
of the generated hypothesis up to position i-1 and
relates the generation with source representations
hJ1 . For shared vocabularies between source and
target languages, the target embedding weights
can be tied with the source embedding weights,
i.e. Esrc = Etgt.

The model is trained on a parallel corpus by
optimizing for the cross-entropy loss with the
stochastic gradient descent algorithm. Translation
is carried out with a beam search. For more de-
tails, we refer the reader to Bahdanau et al. (2015)

and Vaswani et al. (2017).

3 Transfer Learning for NMT

In general, transfer learning is reusing the knowl-
edge from other domains/tasks when facing a new
problem (Thrun and Pratt, 2012). It has been of
continued interest in machine learning for the past
decades, especially when there is not enough train-
ing data for the problem at hand. Much attention
is given to transfer learning for neural networks,
since hidden layers of the network can implicitly
learn general representations of data; the knowl-
edge can be readily transferred by copying the hid-
den layer weights to another network (Caruana,
1995; Bengio, 2012).

For NMT, the easiest case of transfer learning
is across text domains. Having an NMT model
trained on some data, we can continue the training
from the same network parameters with data from
another domain (Luong and Manning, 2015; Fre-
itag and Al-Onaizan, 2016). Transfer from another
natural language processing task is also straight-
forward; for example, we can initialize the param-
eters of NMT models with pre-trained language
models of corresponding languages, since the en-
coder and decoder are essentially language models
except a few additional translation-specific com-
ponents (Ramachandran et al., 2017; Lample and
Conneau, 2019).

German
Encoder

English
Decoder

Basque
Encoder

English
Decoder

Pre-train Fine-tune

Copy
Parameters

Copy
Parameters

Figure 1: Diagram of transfer learning for NMT from
German→English to Basque→English.

However, it is inherently difficult to transfer
NMT models between languages, i.e. pre-train
a model for a high-resource language pair and
use the trained parameters for a low-resource lan-
guage pair (Figure 1). Changing a language intro-
duces a completely different data space that does
not fit to the pre-trained model. In the following,
we describe this discrepancy in detail and propose
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our solutions. We focus on switching source lan-
guages, while the target language is fixed.

3.1 Cross-lingual Word Embedding

The biggest challenge of cross-lingual transfer is
the vocabulary mismatch. A natural language vo-
cabulary is discrete and unique for each language,
while the mapping between two different vocab-
ularies is non-deterministic and arbitrary. There-
fore, when we merely replace a source language,
the NMT encoder will see totally different input
sequences; pre-trained encoder weights do not get
along with the source embedding anymore.

A popular solution to this is sharing the vocab-
ulary among the languages of concern (Nguyen
and Chiang, 2017; Kocmi and Bojar, 2018). This
is often implemented with joint learning of sub-
word units (Sennrich et al., 2016c). Despite its
effectiveness, it has an intrinsic problem in prac-
tice: A parent model must be trained already with
a shared vocabulary with child languages. Such a
pre-trained parent model can be transferred only
to those child languages using the same shared
vocabulary. When we adapt to a new language
whose words are not included in the shared vo-
cabulary, we should learn a joint subword space
again with the new language and retrain the parent
model accordingly—very inefficient and not scal-
able.

A shared vocabulary is also problematic in that
it must be divided into language-specific portions.
When many languages share it, an allocated por-
tion for each will be smaller and accordingly less
expressive. This is the reason why the vocabulary
is usually shared only for linguistically related lan-
guages, effectively increasing the portion of com-
mon surface forms.

In this work, we propose to keep the vocabular-
ies separate, but share their embedding spaces in-
stead of surface forms. This can be done indepen-
dently from the parent model training and requires
only monolingual data of the child language:

1. Learn monolingual embedding of the child
language Emono

child , using e.g. the skip-gram al-
gorithm (Mikolov et al., 2013).

2. Extract source embedding Esrc
parent from a

pre-trained parent NMT model.

3. Learn a cross-lingual linear mapping W ∈
RD×D between 1 and 2 by minimizing the

German
Encoder

Basque
Encoder

Copy
Parameters

German
Embedding

Basque
Embedding

W

Figure 2: Cross-lingual mapping of a child (Basque)
embedding to the parent (German) embedding.

objective below:
∑

(f,f ′)∈S
‖WEmono

child (f)− Esrc
parent(f

′)‖2 (1)

4. Replace source embedding of the parent
model parameters with the learned cross-
lingual embedding.

Esrc
parent ←WEmono

child (2)

5. Initialize the child model with 4 and start the
NMT training on the child language pair.

The dictionary S in Step 3 can be obtained in
an unsupervised way by adversarial training (Con-
neau et al., 2018) or matching digits between the
parent and child languages (Artetxe et al., 2017).
The mapping W can be also iteratively refined
with self-induced dictionaries of mutual parent-
child nearest neighbors (Artetxe et al., 2017),
which is still unsupervised. The cross-lingually
mapped child embeddings fit better as input to
the parent encoder, since they are adjusted to a
space similar to that of the parent input embed-
dings (Figure 2).

Note that in Step 4, the mapping W is not ex-
plicitly inserted as additional parameters in the
network. It is multiplied byEmono

child and the result is
used as the initial source embedding weights. The
initialized source embedding is also fine-tuned
along with the other parameters in the last step.

These steps do not involve rearranging a joint
vocabulary or retraining of the parent model. Us-
ing our method, one can pre-train a single parent
model once and transfer it to many different child
languages efficiently.

Our method is also effective for non-related lan-
guages that do not share surface forms, since we
address the vocabulary mismatch in the embed-
ding level. After each word is converted to its
embedding, it is just a continuous-valued vector
in a mathematical space; matching vocabularies is
done by transforming the vectors irrespective of
language-specific alphabets.
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German
Encoder

Ich hier arbeite .Ich arbeite hier .
Noise

Figure 3: Injecting noise into a German (parent) source
sentence.

3.2 Artificial Noises

Another main difference between languages is the
word order, namely syntactic structure of sen-
tences. Neural sequence-to-sequence models are
highly dependent on sequential ordering of the in-
put, i.e. absolute/relative positions of input tokens.

When we train an encoder for a language, it
learns the language-specific word order conven-
tions, e.g. position of a verb in a clause, struc-
ture of an adverb phrase, etc. If the input language
is changed, the encoder should adjust itself to un-
familiar word orders. The adaptation gets more
difficult for non-related languages.

To mitigate this syntactic difference in cross-
lingual transfer for NMT, we suggest to generalize
the parent encoder so that it is not overoptimized
to the parent source language. We achieve this
by modifying the source side of the parent train-
ing data, artificially changing its word orders with
random noises (Figure 3). The noise function in-
cludes (Hill et al., 2016; Kim et al., 2018):

• Inserting a word between original words uni-
formly with a probability pins at each posi-
tion, choosing the inserted word uniformly
from the top Vins frequent words

• Deleting original words uniformly with a
probability pdel at each position

• Permuting original word positions uniformly
within a limited distance dper

The noises are injected into every source sen-
tence differently for each epoch. The encoder then
sees not only word orders of the parent source
language but also other various sentence struc-
tures. Since we set limits to the randomness of
the noises, the encoder is still able to learn general
monotonicity of natural language sentences. This
makes it easier for the parent encoder to adapt to a
child source language, effectively transferring the
pre-trained language-agnostic knowledge of input
sequence modeling.

3.3 Synthetic Data from Parent Model
Training Data

Transfer learning for NMT is particularly neces-
sary for low-resource language pairs where the
bilingual data is scarce. The standard technique to
address the scarcity is generating synthetic paral-
lel data from target monolingual corpora via back-
translation (Sennrich et al., 2016b). However, this
works only if the generated source sentences are
of sufficiently acceptable quality. In low-resource
translation tasks, it is hard to train a good target-to-
source translation model, which is used to produce
the source hypotheses.

For these scenarios, we devise a simple trick
to create additional parallel data for the child
language pair without training a target-to-source
translation model. The idea is to reuse the parallel
data already used for training the parent model. In
the source side, we retain only those tokens that
exist in the child vocabulary and replace all other
tokens with a predefined token, e.g. <unk> (Fig-
ure 4). The target side stays the same as we do not
switch the languages.

Basque
Encoder

<unk> , John !Hallo , John !

(Basque)(German)

Basque

Vocabulary

Figure 4: Synthetic Basque sentence generated from a
German sentence.

The source side of this synthetic data consists
only of the overlapping vocabulary entries be-
tween the parent and child languages. By includ-
ing this data in the child model training, we pre-
vent an abrupt change of the input to the pre-
trained model while keeping the parent and child
vocabularies separated. It also helps to avoid over-
fitting to a tiny parallel data of the child language
pair.

In addition, we can expect a synergy with cross-
lingual word embedding (Section 3.1), where the
source embedding space of the child task is trans-
formed into that of the parent task. In this cross-
lingual space, an overlapping token between par-
ent and child vocabularies should have a very sim-
ilar embedding to that in the original parent em-
bedding space, to which the pre-trained encoder
is already familiar. This helps to realize a smooth
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Source Data (→English)
Family Language [#sents]

Germanic German 10,111,758

Isolate Basque 5,605

Slavic
Slovenian 17,103
Belarusian 4,509

Turkic
Azerbaijani 5,946

Turkish 9,998

Table 1: Language families and parallel data statistics.

transition from parent source input to child source
input in the transfer process.

4 Main Results

We verify the effect of our techniques in trans-
fer learning setups with five different child source
languages: Basque (eu), Slovenian (sl), Belaru-
sian (be), Azerbaijani (az), and Turkish (tr). Tar-
get language is fixed to English (en) and we use
German→English as the parent language pair.

Data: The parent model was trained on parallel
data of WMT 2018 news translation task1 and syn-
thetic data released by Sennrich et al. (2016a). For
the child language pairs, we used IWSLT 2018
low-resource MT task data (eu-en) (Jan et al.,
2018), IWSLT 2014 MT task data (sl-en) (Cet-
tolo et al., 2014), TED talk data from (Qi et al.,
2018) (be-en/az-en), and subsampling of WMT
2018 news translation task data (tr-en). Statistics
of the parallel corpora are given in Table 1. Note
that the child source languages are linguistically
far from the parent source.

Every training dataset was preprocessed with
the Moses tokenizer2, where the source side was
lowercased and the target side was frequent-cased.

Transfer learning: All NMT models in our ex-
periments follow the base 6-layer Transformer ar-
chitecture of Vaswani et al. (2017), except that
the source and target embedding weights are not
tied. Each source language was encoded with byte
pair encoding (BPE) (Sennrich et al., 2016c) with
20k merge operations, while the target language
was encoded with 50k BPE merges. Dropout with
probability of 0.3 was applied to Transformer pre-
post/activation/attention components in both par-

1http://www.statmt.org/wmt18/translation-task.html
2http://www.statmt.org/moses/

ent and child model trainings. Training was car-
ried out with Sockeye (Hieber et al., 2017) us-
ing the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014)
with the default parameters. The maximum sen-
tence length was set to 100 and the batch size to
4,096 words. We stopped the training when per-
plexity on a validation set was not improving for
12 checkpoints. We set checkpoint frequency to
10,000 updates for the parent model and 1,000
updates for the child models. The parent model
yields 39.2% BLEU on WMT German→English
newstest2016 test set.

Baseline: As a baseline child model without
transfer learning, we used the same setting as
above but learned a shared source-target BPE
vocabulary with 20k merge operations. We
also tied source and target embeddings as sug-
gested for low-resource settings in Schamper et al.
(2018). Dropout was applied also to the embed-
ding weights for the baselines.

Multilingual: We also compare our transfer learn-
ing with the multilingual training where a single,
shared NMT model is trained for the parent and
child language pairs together from scratch (John-
son et al., 2017). For each child task, we learned a
joint BPE vocabulary of all source and target lan-
guages in the parent/child tasks with 32k merge
operations. The training data for the child task was
oversampled so that each mini-batch has roughly
1:1 ratio of the parent/child training examples.

Note that we built a different multilingual model
for each child task. Since they depend on shared
vocabularies, we should restructure the vocabulary
and retrain the model for each of the new language
pairs we wish to adapt to.

Cross-lingual word embedding: To pre-train
word embeddings, we used Wikimedia dumps3 of
timestamp 2018-11-01 for all child languages ex-
cept Turkish for which we used WMT News Crawl
2016-2017. From Wikimedia dumps, the actual
articles were extracted first4, which were split
to sentences using the StanfordCoreNLP toolkit
(Manning et al., 2014). Monolingual embed-
dings were trained with fasttext (Bojanowski et al.,
2017) with minimum word count 0. For learn-
ing the cross-lingual mappings, we ran 10 epochs
of adversarial training and another 10 epochs of
dictionary-based refinement using MUSE (Con-

3https://dumps.wikimedia.org/
4https://github.com/attardi/wikiextractor/
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BLEU [%]
System eu-en sl-en be-en az-en tr-en

Baseline 1.7 10.1 3.2 3.1 0.8
Multilingual (Johnson et al., 2017) 5.1 16.7 4.2 4.5 8.7

Transfer (Zoph et al., 2016) 4.9 19.2 8.9 5.3 7.4
+ Cross-lingual word embedding 7.4 20.6 12.2 7.4 9.4

+ Artificial noises 8.2 21.3 12.8 8.1 10.1
+ Synthetic data 9.7 22.1 14.0 9.0 11.3

Table 2: Translation results of different transfer learning setups.

neau et al., 2018). We chose top 20k types as dis-
criminator inputs and 10k as maximum dictionary
rank.

Artificial noises: Following Kim et al. (2018), we
used these values for the noise model: pins = 0.1,
Vins = 50, pdel = 0.1, and dper = 3. We empir-
ically found that these values are optimal also for
our purpose. The parent model trained with noises
gives 38.2% BLEU in WMT German→English
newstest2016: 1.0% worse than without noises.

Synthetic data: We uniformly sampled 1M
sentence pairs from German→English parallel
data used for the parent training and processed
them according to Section 3.3. The child model
parallel data was oversampled to 500k sentence
pairs, making an overall ratio of 1:2 between
the parallel and synthetic data. We also tried
other ratio values, e.g. 1:1, 1:4, or 2:1, but the
performance was consistently worse.

Table 2 presents the results. Plain transfer learn-
ing already gives a boost but is still far from a sat-
isfying quality, especially for Basque→-English
and Azerbaijani→English. On top of that, each
of our three techniques offers clear, incremental
improvements in all child language pairs with a
maximum of 5.1% BLEU in total.

Cross-lingual word embedding shows a huge
improvement up to +3.3% BLEU, which exhibits
the strength of connecting parent-child vocabular-
ies on the embedding level. If we train the par-
ent model with artificial noises on the source side,
the performance is consistently increased by up to
+0.8% BLEU. This occurs even when dropout is
used in the parent model training; randomizing
word orders provides meaningful regularization
which cannot be achieved via dropout. Finally,
our synthetic data extracted from the parent par-

allel data is proved to be effective in low-resource
transfer to substantially different languages: We
obtain an additional gain of at most +1.5% BLEU.

Our results also surpass the multilingual joint
training by a large margin in all tasks. One shared
model for multiple language pairs inherently lim-
its the modeling capacity for each task. Particu-
larly, if one language pair has much smaller train-
ing data than the other, oversampling the low-
resource portion is not enough to compensate the
scale discrepancy in multilingual training. Trans-
fer learning with our add-on techniques is more ef-
ficient to exploit knowledge of high-resource lan-
guage pairs and fine-tune the performance towards
a child task.

5 Analysis

In this section, we further investigate our methods
in detail in comparison to their similar variants,
and also perform ablation studies for the NMT
transfer in general.

5.1 Types of Pre-trained Embedding

Pre-trained embedding BLEU [%]

None 5.3
Monolingual 6.3
Cross-lingual (az-de) 7.4
Cross-lingual (az-en) 7.1

Table 3: Azerbaijani→English translation results with
different types of pre-trained source embeddings.

We analyze the effect of the cross-linguality of
pre-trained embeddings in Table 3. We observe
that monolingual embedding without a cross-
lingual mapping also improves the transfer learn-
ing, but is significantly worse than our proposed
embedding, i.e. mapped to the parent source (de)
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embedding. The mapping can be learned also with
the target (en) side with the same procedure as
in Section 3.1. The target-mapped embedding is
not compatible with the pre-trained encoder but di-
rectly guides the child model to establish the con-
nection between the new source and the target. It
also improves the system, but our method is still
the best among the three embedding types.

5.2 Synthetic Data Generation

Synthetic data BLEU [%]

None 8.2
Back-translation 8.3
Empty source 8.2
Copied target 8.9
Parent model data 9.7
+ Cross-lingual replacement 8.7

Table 4: Basque→English translation results with syn-
thetic data generated using different methods.

In Table 4, we compare our technique in Section
3.3 with other methods of generating synthetic
data. For a fair comparison, we used the same tar-
get side corpus (1M sentences) for all these meth-
ods.

As explained in Section 3.3, back-translation
(Sennrich et al., 2016b) is not beneficial here be-
cause the generated source is of too low qual-
ity. Empty source sentence is proposed along with
back-translation as its simplification, which does
not help either in transfer learning. Copying tar-
get sentences to the source side is yet another easy
way to obtain synthetic data (Currey et al., 2017).
It gives an improvement to a certain extent; how-
ever, our method of using the parent model data
works much better in transfer learning.

We manually looked at the survived tokens in
the source side of our synthetic data. We ob-
served lots of overlapping tokens over the parent
and child source vocabularies even if they were not
shared: 4,487 vocabulary entries between Basque
and German. Approximately 2% of them are
punctuation symbols and special tokens, 7% are
digits, and 62% are made of Latin alphabets, a
large portion of which is devoted to English words
(e.g. named entities) or their parts. The rest of the
vocabulary is mostly of noisy tokens with exotic
alphabets.

As Figure 4 illustrates, just punctuation sym-
bols and named entities can already define a basic

structure of the original source sentence. Such to-
kens play the role of anchors in translation; they
are sure to be copied to the target side. The
surrounding <unk> tokens are spread according
to the source language structure, whereas merely
copying the target sentence to the source (Currey
et al., 2017) ignores the structural difference be-
tween source and target sentences. Note that our
trick applies also to the languages with completely
different alphabets, e.g. Belarusian and German
(see Table 2).

We also tested an additional processing for our
synthetic data to reduce the number of unknown
tokens. We replaced non-overlapping tokens in the
German source side with the closest Basque token
in the cross-lingual word embedding space. The
result is, however, worse than not replacing them;
we noticed that this subword-by-subword transla-
tion produces many Basque phrases with wrong
BPE merges (Kim et al., 2018).

5.3 Vocabulary Size

BLEU [%]
BPE merges sl-en be-en

10k 21.0 11.2
20k 20.6 12.2
50k 20.2 10.9
70k 20.0 10.9

Table 5: Translation results with different sizes of the
source vocabulary.

Table 5 estimates how large the vocabulary
should be for the language-switching side in NMT
transfer. We varied the number of BPE merges on
the source side, fixing the target vocabulary to 50k
merges. The best results are with 10k or 20k of
BPE merges, which shows that the source vocab-
ulary should be reasonably small to maximize the
transfer performance. Less BPE merges lead to
more language-independent tokens; it is easier for
the cross-lingual embedding to find the overlaps in
the shared semantic space.

If the vocabulary is excessively small, we might
lose too much language-specific details that are
necessary for the translation process. This is
shown in the 10k merges of Belarusian→English.

5.4 Freezing Parameters
Lastly, we conducted an ablation study of freez-
ing parent model parameters in the child training
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Frozen parameters BLEU [%]

None 21.0

Target embedding 21.4
+ Target self-attention 22.1

+ Encoder-decoder attention 21.8
+ Feedforward sublayer 21.3

+ Output layer 21.9

Table 6: Slovenian→English translation results with
freezing different components of the decoder.

process (Table 6). We show only the results when
freezing the decoder; in our experiments, freezing
any component of the encoder always degrades the
translation performance. The experiments were
done at the final stage with all of our three pro-
posed methods applied.

Target embedding and target self-attention parts
are independent of the source information, so it
makes sense to freeze those parameters even when
the source language is changed. On the con-
trary, encoder-decoder attention represents the re-
lation between source and target sentences, so it
should be redefined for a new source language.
The performance deteriorates when freezing feed-
forward sublayers, since it is directly influenced
by the encoder-decoder attention layer. The last
row means that we freeze all parameters of the de-
coder; it is actually better than freezing all but the
output layer.

6 Related Work

Transfer learning is first introduced for NMT in
Zoph et al. (2016), yet with a small RNN architec-
ture and on top frequent words instead of using
subword units. Nguyen and Chiang (2017) and
Kocmi and Bojar (2018) use shared vocabularies
of BPE tokens to improve the transfer learning, but
this requires retraining of the parent model when-
ever we transfer to a new child language.

Multilingual NMT trains a single model with
parallel data of various translation directions
jointly from scratch (Dong et al., 2015; Johnson
et al., 2017; Firat et al., 2016; Gu et al., 2018).
Their methods also rely on shared subword vocab-
ularies so it is hard for their model to adapt to a
new language.

Cross-lingual word embedding is studied for
the usages in MT as follows. In phrase-based
SMT, Alkhouli et al. (2014) builds translation

models with word/phrase embeddings. Kim et al.
(2018) uses cross-lingual word embedding as a ba-
sic translation model for unsupervised MT and at-
tach other components on top of it. Artetxe et al.
(2018c) and Lample et al. (2018a) initialize their
unsupervised NMT models with pre-trained cross-
lingual word embeddings. Qi et al. (2018) do the
same initialization for supervised cases, observing
only improvements in multilingual setups.

Artificial noises for the source sentences are
used to counteract word-by-word training data in
unsupervised MT (Artetxe et al., 2018c; Lample
et al., 2018a; Kim et al., 2018), but in this work,
they are used to regularize the NMT.

Neubig and Hu (2018) study adapting a mul-
tilingual NMT system to a new language. They
train for a child language pair with additional par-
allel data of its similar language pair. Our syn-
thetic data method does not rely on the relatedness
of languages but still shows a good performance.
They learn just a separate subword vocabulary for
the child language without a further care, which
we counteract with cross-lingual word embedding.

Sachan and Neubig (2018) show ablation stud-
ies on parameter sharing and freezing in one-to-
many multilingual setup with shared vocabularies.
Our work conduct the similar experiments in the
transfer learning setting with separate vocabular-
ies.

Platanios et al. (2018) augment a multilingual
model with language-specific embeddings from
which the encoder and decoder parameters are
inferred with additional linear transformations.
They only mention its potential to transfer to an
unseen language without any results on it. Our
work focuses on transferring a pre-trained model
to a new language without any change in the
model architecture but with an explicit guidance
for cross-linguality on the word embedding level.

Wang et al. (2019) address the vocabulary mis-
match in multilingual NMT by using shared em-
beddings of character n-grams and common se-
mantic concepts. Their method has a strict as-
sumption that the languages should be related or-
thographically with shared alphabets, while our
method is not limited to similar languages and
directly benefits from advances in cross-lingual
word embedding for distant languages.

Another line of research on low-resource MT
is unsupervised learning (Lample et al., 2018a,b;
Lample and Conneau, 2019; Artetxe et al.,
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2018b,c; Kim et al., 2018), training translation
models only with monolingual data. However,
these methods are verified mostly in high-resource
language pairs, e.g. French↔English, where
there is no need to restrict the training data to
only monolingual corpora. In low-resource lan-
guage pairs with little linguistic similarity, Neu-
big and Hu (2018) and Guzmán et al. (2019) show
that unsupervised MT methods do not function
at all. We tested an unsupervised MT software
Lample and Conneau (2019) internally, which
also resulted in failure, e.g. 1% BLEU at the
Basque→English task of Section 4. Moreover,
unsupervised MT methods usually require a very
long training time—at least 1-2 weeks with a sin-
gle GPU—due to its iterative nature, while our
cross-lingual transfer needs only a couple of hours
of training once you have a parent model.

Alternatively, one might consider using parallel
data involving a pivot language, either by decod-
ing in two consecutive steps (Kauers et al., 2002;
De Gispert and Marino, 2006; Utiyama and Isa-
hara, 2007; Costa-Jussà et al., 2011) or by cre-
ating pivot-based synthetic data (De Gispert and
Marino, 2006; Bertoldi et al., 2008; Zheng et al.,
2017; Chen et al., 2017). These methods cannot
be applied to most of the language pairs from/to
English, because it is extremely difficult to col-
lect parallel data with another third language other
than English.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we address the problem of transfer-
ring an NMT model to unseen, unrelated language
pairs. We propose three novel techniques to im-
prove the transfer without vocabulary sharing be-
tween parent and child source languages.

Firstly, we transform monolingual embeddings
of the new language into the embedding space of
the parent NMT model. This accomplishes an ef-
fective transition of vocabularies on the embed-
ding level. Secondly, we randomize the word or-
ders in the parent model training to avoid overfit-
ting to the parent source language. This makes
it easier for the encoder to adapt to the new lan-
guage syntax. For the first time, we show a practi-
cal usage of artificial noises to regularize an NMT
model. Lastly, we reuse parallel data of the parent
language pair in the child training phase to avoid
an abrupt change of the training data distribution.

All three methods significantly improve over

plain transfer learning with a total gain of up to
+5.1% BLEU in our experiments, consistently out-
performing multilingual joint training. Our meth-
ods do not require retraining of a shared vocabu-
lary or the parent model, enabling an incremental
transfer of the same parent model to various (pos-
sibly unrelated) languages. Our implementation of
the proposed methods is available online.5

As for future work, we will test our methods
in the NMT transfer where the target language is
switched. We also plan to compare different al-
gorithms for learning the cross-lingual mapping
(Artetxe et al., 2018a; Xu et al., 2018; Joulin et al.,
2018) to optimize the transfer performance.
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Abstract
Zero-shot translation, translating between lan-
guage pairs on which a Neural Machine Trans-
lation (NMT) system has never been trained, is
an emergent property when training the system
in multilingual settings. However, naı̈ve train-
ing for zero-shot NMT easily fails, and is sen-
sitive to hyper-parameter setting. The perfor-
mance typically lags far behind the more con-
ventional pivot-based approach which trans-
lates twice using a third language as a pivot.
In this work, we address the degeneracy prob-
lem due to capturing spurious correlations by
quantitatively analyzing the mutual informa-
tion between language IDs of the source and
decoded sentences. Inspired by this analysis,
we propose to use two simple but effective ap-
proaches: (1) decoder pre-training; (2) back-
translation. These methods show significant
improvement (4 ∼ 22 BLEU points) over the
vanilla zero-shot translation on three challeng-
ing multilingual datasets, and achieve similar
or better results than the pivot-based approach.

1 Introduction

Despite the recent domination of neural network-
based models (Sutskever et al., 2014; Bahdanau
et al., 2014; Vaswani et al., 2017) in the field of
machine translation, which have fewer pipelined
components and significantly outperform phrase-
based systems (Koehn et al., 2003), Neural Ma-
chine Translation (NMT) still works poorly when
the available number of training examples is lim-
ited. Research on low-resource languages is draw-
ing increasing attention, and it has been found
promising to train a multilingual NMT (Firat et al.,
2016a) model for high- and row-resource lan-
guages to deal with low-resource translation (Gu
et al., 2018b). As an extreme in terms of the num-
ber of supervised examples, prior works dug into

* Equal contribution.

translation with zero-resource (Firat et al., 2016b;
Chen et al., 2017; Lample et al., 2018a,b) where
the language pairs in interest do not have any par-
allel corpora between them. In particular, John-
son et al. (2017) observed an emergent property of
zero-shot translation where a trained multilingual
NMT model is able to automatically do translation
on unseen language pairs; we refer to this setting
as zero-shot NMT from here on.

In this work, we start with a typical degen-
eracy issue of zero-shot NMT, reported in sev-
eral recent works (Arivazhagan et al., 2018; Ses-
torain et al., 2018), that zero-shot NMT is sen-
sitive to training conditions, and the translation
quality usually lags behind the pivot-based meth-
ods which use a shared language as a bridge for
translation (Utiyama and Isahara, 2007; Cheng
et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2017). We first quanti-
tatively show that this degeneracy issue of zero-
shot NMT is a consequence of capturing spuri-
ous correlation in the data. Then, two approaches
are proposed to help the model ignore such cor-
relation: language model pre-training and back-
translation. We extensively evaluate the effective-
ness of the proposed strategies on four languages
from Europarl, five languages from IWSLT and
four languages from MultiUN. Our experiments
demonstrate that the proposed approaches signif-
icantly improve the baseline zero-shot NMT per-
formance and outperforms the pivot-based transla-
tion in some language pairs by 2∼3 BLEU points.

2 Background

Given a source sentence x = {x1, ..., xT ′}, a neu-
ral machine translation model factorizes the distri-
bution over output sentences y = {y1, ..., yT } into
a product of conditional probabilities:

p(y|x; θ) =
T+1∏

t=1

p(yt|y0:t−1, x1:T ′ ; θ), (1)
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where special tokens y0 (〈bos〉) and yT+1 (〈eos〉)
are used to represent the beginning and the end of
a target sentence. The conditional probability is
parameterized using a neural network, typically,
an encoder-decoder architecture based on either
RNNs (Sutskever et al., 2014; Cho et al., 2014;
Bahdanau et al., 2014), CNNs (Gehring et al.,
2017) or the Transformers (Vaswani et al., 2017).

Multilingual NMT We start with a many-to-
many multilingual system similar to Johnson et al.
(2017) which leverages the knowledge from trans-
lation between multiple languages. It has an iden-
tical model architecture as the single pair trans-
lation model, but translates between multiple lan-
guages. For a different notation, we use (xi, yj)
where i, j ∈ {0, ...,K} to represent a pair of sen-
tences translating from a source language i to a
target language j. K+1 languages are considered
in total. A multilingual model is usually trained by
maximizing the likelihood over training sets Di,j

of all available language pairs S. That is:

max
θ

1

|S| · |Di,j |
∑

(xi,yj)∈Di,j ,(i,j)∈S
Ljθ(xi, yj), (2)

where we denote Ljθ(xi, yj) = log p(yj |xi, j; θ).
Specifically, the target language ID j is given to
the model so that it knows to which language it
translates, and this can be readily implemented by
setting the initial token y0 = j for the target sen-
tence to start with.1 The multilingual NMT model
shares a single representation space across mul-
tiple languages, which has been found to facili-
tate translating low-resource language pairs (Firat
et al., 2016a; Lee et al., 2016; Gu et al., 2018b,c).

Pivot-based NMT In practise, it is almost im-
possible for the training set to contain all K ×
(K+1) combinations of translation pairs to learn a
multilingual model. Often only one (e.g. English)
or a few out of the K + 1 languages have paral-
lel sentence pairs with the remaining languages.
For instance, we may only have parallel pairs be-
tween English & French, and Spanish & English,
but not between French & Spanish. What happens
if we evaluate on an unseen direction e.g. Span-
ish to French? A simple but commonly used so-
lution is pivoting: we first translate from Span-
ish to English, and then from English to French

1 Based on prior works (Arivazhagan et al., 2018), both
options work similarly. Without loss of generality, we use the
target language ID as the initial token y0 of the decoder.

with two separately trained single-pair models or
a single multilingual model. However, it comes
with two drawbacks: (1) at least 2× higher la-
tency than that of a comparable direct translation
model; (2) the models used in pivot-based transla-
tion are not trained taking into account the new
language pair, making it difficult, especially for
the second model, to cope with errors created by
the first model.

Zero-shot NMT Johnson et al. (2017) showed
that a trained multilingual NMT system could au-
tomatically translate between unseen pairs with-
out any direct supervision, as long as both source
and target languages were included in training. In
other words, a model trained for instance on En-
glish & French and Spanish & English is able to
directly translate from Spanish to French. Such
an emergent property of a multilingual system is
called zero-shot translation. It is conjectured that
zero-shot NMT is possible because the optimiza-
tion encourages different languages to be encoded
into a shared space so that the decoder is detached
from the source languages. As an evidence, Ari-
vazhagan et al. (2018) measured the “cosine dis-
tance” between the encoder’s pooled outputs of
each sentence pair, and found that the distance de-
creased during the multilingual training.

3 Degeneracy Issue of Zero-shot NMT

Despite the nice property of the emergent zero-
shot NMT compared to other approaches such as
pivot-based methods, prior works (Johnson et al.,
2017; Firat et al., 2016b; Arivazhagan et al., 2018),
however, have shown that the quality of zero-shot
NMT significantly lags behind pivot-based trans-
lation. In this section, we investigate an underly-
ing cause behind this particular degeneracy issue.

3.1 Zero-shot NMT is Sensitive to Training
Conditions

Preliminary Experiments Before drawing any
conclusions, we first experimented with a variety
of hyper-parameters to train multilingual systems
and evaluated them on zero-shot situations, which
refer to language pairs without parallel resource.

We performed the preliminary experiments on
Europarl2 with the following languages: English
(En), French (Fr), Spanish (Es) and German (De)
with no parallel sentences between any two of Fr,

2 http://www.statmt.org/europarl/
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Figure 1: Partial results on zero-shot and parallel directions on Europarl dataset with variant multilingual train-
ing conditions (blue: default, red: large-bs, orange: pytorch-init, green: attn-drop, purple:
layerwise-attn). The dashed lines are the pivot-based or direct translation results from baseline models.

Es and De. We used newstest20103 as the vali-
dation set which contains all six directions. The
corpus was preprocessed with 40, 000 BPE oper-
ations across all the languages. We chose Trans-
former (Vaswani et al., 2017) – the state-of-the-art
NMT architecture on a variety of languages – with
the parameters of dmodel = 512, dhidden = 2048,
nheads = 8, nlayers = 6. Multiple copies of this net-
work were trained on data with all parallel direc-
tions for {De,Es,Fr} & En, while we varied other
hyper-parameters. As the baseline, six single-pair
models were trained to produce the pivot results.

Results The partial results are shown in Fig. 1
including five out of many conditions on which we
have tested. The default uses the exact Trans-
former architecture with xavier uniform (Glorot
and Bengio, 2010) initialization for all layers, and
is trained with lrmax = 0.005, twarmup = 4000,
dropout = 0.1, nbatch = 2400 tokens/direction.
For the other variants compared to the default
setting, large-bs uses a bigger batch-size of
9,600; attn-drop has an additional dropout
(0.1) on each attention head (Vaswani et al., 2017);
we use the Pytorch’s default method4 to initial-
ize all the weights for pytorch-init; we also
try to change the conventional architecture with
a layer-wise attention (Gu et al., 2018a) between
the encoder and decoder, and it is denoted as
layerwise-attn. All results are evaluated on
the validation set using greedy decoding.

From Fig. 1, we can observe that the translation
quality of zero-shot NMT is highly sensitive to the
hyper-parameters (e.g. layerwise-attn com-
pletely fails on zero-shot pairs) while almost all
the models achieve the same level as the baseline

3 http://www.statmt.org/wmt18/translation-task.html
4We use https://pytorch.org/docs/master/ modules/torch/

nn/modules/linear.html#Linear

does on parallel directions. Also, even with the
stable setting (default), the translation quality
of zero-shot NMT is still far below that of pivot-
based translation on some pairs such as Fr-De.

3.2 Performance Degeneracy is Due to
Capturing Spurious Correlation

We look into this problem with some quantitative
analysis by re-thinking the multilingual training in
Eq. (4). For convenience, we model the decoder’s
output yj as a combination of two factors: the out-
put language ID z ∈ {0, . . . ,K}, and language-
invariant semantics s (see Fig. 2 for a graphical
illustration.). In this work, both z and s are unob-
served variables before the yj was generated. Note
that z is not necessarily equal to the language id j.

The best practise for zero-shot NMT is to make
z and s conditionally independent given the source
sentence. That is to say, z is controlled by j and
s is controlled by xi. This allows us to change
the target language by setting j to a desired lan-
guage, and is equivalent to ignoring the correla-
tion between xi and z. That is, the mutual in-
formation between the source language ID i and
the output language ID z – I(i; z) – is 0. How-
ever, the conventional multilingual training on an
imbalanced dataset makes zero-shot NMT prob-
lematic because the MLE objective will try to cap-
ture all possible correlations in the data including
the spurious dependency between i and z. For
instance, consider training a multilingual NMT
model for Es as input only with En as the tar-
get language. Although it is undesirable for the
model to capture the dependency between i (Es)
and z (En), MLE does not have a mechanism to
prevent it (i.e., I(i; z) > 0) from happening. In
other words, we cannot explicitly control the trade
off between I(i; z) and I(j; z) with MLE training.
When I(i; z) increases as opposed to I(j; z), the
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Figure 2: A conceptual illustration of decoupling the
output translation (yj) into two latent factors (language
type and the semantics) where the undesired spurious
correlation (in red) will be wrongly captured if i is al-
ways translated to j during training.

decoder ignores j, which makes it impossible for
the trained model to perform zero-shot NMT, as
the decoder cannot output a translation in a lan-
guage that was not trained before.

Quantitative Analysis We performed the quan-
titative analysis on the estimated mutual informa-
tion I(i; z) as well as the translation quality of
zero-shot translation on the validation set. As an
example, we show the results of large-bs set-
ting in Fig. 3 where the I(i; z) is estimated by:

I(i; z) ≈ 1

(K + 1)2

∑

i,j

log

[
p̃(z, i)

p̃(z) · p̃(i)

]
, (3)

where the summation is over all possible language
pairs, and p̃(·) represents frequency. The latent
language identity z = φ(yj) is estimated by an
external language identification tool given the ac-
tual output (Lui and Baldwin, 2012). In Fig. 3, the
trend of zero-shot performance is inversely pro-
portional to I(i; z), which indicates that the de-
generacy is from the spurious correlation.

The analysis of the mutual information also ex-
plains the sensitivity issue of zero-shot NMT dur-
ing training. As a side effect of learning transla-
tion, I(i; z) tends to increase more when the train-
ing conditions make MT training easier (e.g. large
batch-size). The performance of zero-shot NMT
becomes more unstable and fails to produce trans-
lation in the desired language (j).

4 Approaches

In this section, we present two existing, how-
ever, not investigated in the scenario of zero-shot
NMT approaches – decoder pre-training and back-
translation – to address this degeneracy issue.
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Figure 3: The learning curves of the mutual informa-
tion between input and output language IDs as well as
the averaged BLEU scores of all zero-shot directions
on the validation sets for the large-bs setting.

4.1 Language Model Pre-training

The first approach strengthens the decoder lan-
guage model (LM) prior to MT training. Learn-
ing the decoder language model increases I(j; z)
which facilitates zero-shot translation. Once the
model captures the correct dependency that guides
the model to output the desired language, it is
more likely for the model to ignore the spurious
correlation during standard NMT training. That
is, we pre-train the decoder as a multilingual lan-
guage model. Similar to Eq. (4):

max
θ

1

|S| · |Di,j |
∑

(xi,yj)∈Di,j ,(i,j)∈S
L̃jθ(yj), (4)

where L̃jθ(yj) = log p(yj |0, j; θ), which rep-
resents that pre-training can be implemented by
simply replacing all the source representations by
zero vectors during standard NMT training (Sen-
nrich et al., 2016). In Transformer, it is equivalent
to ignoring the attention modules between the en-
coder and decoder.

The proposed LM pre-training can be seen as
a rough approximation of marginalizing all possi-
ble source sentences, while empirically we found
it worked well. After a few gradient descent steps,
the pre-trained model continues with MT training.
In this work, we only consider using the same par-
allel data for pre-training. We summarize the pros
and cons as follows:

Pros: Efficient (a few LM training steps + NMT
training); no additional data needed;

Cons: The LM pre-training objective does not
necessarily align with the NMT objective.
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4.2 Back-Translation
In order to apply language model training along
with the NMT objective, we have to take the en-
coder into account. We use back-translation (BT,
Sennrich et al., 2016), but in particular for mul-
tilingual training. Unlike the original purpose of
using BT for semi-supervised learning, we utilize
BT to generate synthetic parallel sentences for all
zero-shot directions (Firat et al., 2016b), and train
the multilingual model from scratch on the merged
datasets of both real and synthetic sentences. By
doing so, every language is forced to translate to
all the other languages. Thus, I(i; z) is effec-
tively close to 0 from the beginning, preventing
the model from capturing the spurious correlation
between i and z.

Generating the synthetic corpus requires at least
a reasonable starting point that translates on zero-
shot pairs which can be chosen either through
a pivot language (denoted as BTTP) or the cur-
rent zero-shot NMT trained without BT (denoted
BTZS). For instance, in previous examples, to
generate synthetic pairs for Es-Fr given the train-
ing set of En-Fr, BTTP translates every En sen-
tence to Es with a pre-trained En-Es model (used
in pivot-based MT), while BTZS uses the pre-
trained zero-shot NMT to directly translate all Fr
sentences to Es. Next, we pair the generated sen-
tences in the reverse direction Es-Fr and merge
them to the training set. The same multilingual
training is applied after creating synthetic corpus
for all translation pairs. Similar methods have also
been explored by Firat et al. (2016b); Zheng et al.
(2017); Sestorain et al. (2018), but have not been
studied or used in the context of zero-shot NMT.

Pros: BT explicitly avoids the spurious corre-
lation. Also, BTZS potentially improves further
by utilizing the zero-shot NMT model augmented
with LM pre-training.

Cons: BT is computationally more expensive as
we need to create synthetic parallel corpora for all
language pairs (up to O(K2)) to train a multilin-
gual model forK languages; both the performance
of BTTP and BTZS might be affected by the qual-
ity of the pre-trained models.

5 Experiments

5.1 Experimental Settings
Dataset We extensively evaluate the proposed
approaches (LM, BTTP, BTZS) on three mul-

Dataset parallel pairs size/pair

Europarl Es-En, De-En, Fr-En 2M
Europarl-b Es-En, Fr-De 1.8M

IWSLT De-En, It-En, Nl-En, Ro-En .22M
IWSLT-b De-En, En-It, It-Ro, Ro-Nl .22M

MultiUN Ar-En, Ru-En, Zh-En 2M

Table 1: Overall dataset statistics where each pair has
a similar number of examples shown in the rightmost
column (we sub-sampled 2M sentences per language
pair for MultiUN). All the remaining directions are
used to evaluate the performance of zero-shot NMT.

tilingual datasets across a variety of languages:
Europarl, IWSLT5 and MultiUN.6 The detailed
statistics of the training set are in Table 1, where
we simulate the zero-shot settings by only al-
lowing parallel sentences from/to English. With
IWSLT, we also simulate the scenario of having
a chain of pivot languages (IWSLT-b). Also, an-
other additional dataset (Europarl-b) is included
where the zero-shot pairs have neither direct nor
pivot parallel sentences (similar to unsupervised
translation). In such cases, we expect pivot-based
methods (including the proposed BTTP) are not
applicable. We use the standard validation and test
sets to report the zero-shot performance. Besides,
we preprocess all the datasets following the proto-
col used in the preliminary experiments.

Training Conditions For all non-IWSLT exper-
iments, we use the same architecture as the pre-
liminary experiments with the training conditions
of default, which is the most stable setting for
zero-shot NMT in Sec. 3.1. Since IWSLT is much
smaller compared to the other two datasets, we
find that the same hyper-parameters except with
twarmup = 8000, dropout = 0.2 works better.

Models As the baseline, two pivot-based trans-
lation are considered:

• PIV-S (through two single-pair NMT models
trained on each pair;)

• PIV-M (through a single multilingual NMT
model trained on all available directions;)

Moreover, we directly use the multilingual system
that produce PIV-M results for the vanilla zero-
shot NMT baseline.

5 https://sites.google.com/site/iwsltevaluation2017
6 http://opus.nlpl.eu/MultiUN.php
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As described in Sec. 4, both the LM pre-training
and BT use the same datasets as that in MT train-
ing. By default, we take the checkpoint of 20, 000
steps LM pre-training to initialize the NMT model
as our preliminary exploration implied that fur-
ther increasing the pre-training steps would not be
helpful for zero-shot NMT. For BTTP, we choose
either PIV-S or PIV-M to generate the synthetic
corpus based on the average BLEU scores on par-
allel data. On the other hand, we always select
the best zero-shot model with LM pre-training for
BTZS by assuming that pre-training consistently
improves the translation quality of zero-shot NMT.

5.2 Model Selection for Zero-shot NMT

In principle, zero-shot translation assumes we can-
not access any parallel resource for the zero-shot
pairs during training, including cross-validation
for selecting the best model. However, according
to Fig. 1, the performance of zero-shot NMT tends
to drop while the parallel directions are still im-
proving which indicates that simply selecting the
best model based on the validation set of parallel
directions is sub-optimal for zero-shot pairs. In
this work, we propose to select the best model by
maximizing the likelihood over all available vali-
dation set D̂i,j of parallel directions together with
a language model score from a fully trained lan-
guage model θ′ (Eq. (4)). That is,

∑

(xi,yj)∈D̂i,j

(i,j)∈S


L

j
θ(x

i, yj) +
∑

(i,k)/∈S
i 6=k

L̃kθ′(ŷk)
K − |S|


 , (5)

where ŷk is the greedy decoding output generated
from the current model p(·|xi,k; θ) by forcing it to
translate xi to language k that has no parallel data
with i during training. The first term measures
the learning progress of machine translation, and
the second term shows the level of degeneracy in
zero-shot NMT. Therefore, when the spurious cor-
relation between the input and decoded languages
is wrongly captured by the model, the desired lan-
guage model score will decrease accordingly.

5.3 Results and Analysis

Overall Performance Comparison We show
the translation quality of zero-shot NMT on the
three datasets in Table 2. All the results (in-
cluding pivot-based approaches) are generated us-
ing beam-search with beam size = 4 and length
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Figure 4: Learning curves of the two proposed ap-
proaches (LM, BTZS) and the vanilla ZS on Europarl
Fr→De with two conditions (default, large-bs).
The red dashed line is the pivot-based baseline.

penalty α = 0.6 (Vaswani et al., 2017). Exper-
imental results in Table 2 demonstrate that both
our proposed approaches achieve significant im-
provement in zero-shot translation for both direc-
tions in all the language pairs. Only with LM pre-
training, the zero-shot NMT has already closed
the gap between the performance and that of the
strong pivot-based baseline for datasets. For pairs
which are lexically more similar compared to the
pivot language (e.g. Es-Fr v.s. En), ZS+LM
achieved much better performance than its pivot-
based counterpart. Depending on which languages
we consider, zero-shot NMT with the help of
BTTP & BTZS can achieve a significant improve-
ment around 4 ∼ 22 BLEU points compared to the
naı̈ve approach. For a fair comparison, we also
re-implement the alignment method proposed by
Arivazhagan et al. (2018) based on cosine distance
and the results are shown as ZS+Align in Table. 2,
which is on average 1.5 BLEU points lower than
our proposed ZS+LM approach indicating that our
approaches might fix the degeneracy issue better.

As a reference of upper bound, we also include
the results with a fully supervised setting, where
all the language pairs are provided for training.
Table 2 shows that the proposed BTTP & BTZS
are competitive and even very close to this up-
per bound, and BTZS is often slightly better than
BTTP across different languages.

No Pivots We conduct experiments on the set-
ting without available pivot languages. Shown in
Table 2(b), our training sets only contain Es-En
and De-Fr. Then if we want to translate from
De to Fr, pivot-based methods will not work.
However, we can still perform zero-shot NMT
by simply training a multilingual model on the
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Europarl (a) De, Es, Fr↔ En (b) Es↔ En, Fr↔ De

Model De-Es De-Fr Es-Fr Zero Parallel Es-Fr De-En
← → ← → ← → Avg Avg ← → ← →

PIV-S 26.2 31.2 25.9 32.2 35.7 38.0 31.5 35.0 – not applicable –
PIV-M 26.2 31.1 25.2 31.5 35.4 37.1 31.1 34.4 – not applicable –

ZS 22.1 30.2 21.7 29.6 36.2 36.7 29.4 34.4 29.5 27.5 14.3 23.7
ZS+Align (2018) 24.7 31.4 23.8 31.0 37.3 38.5 31.1 34.5 – – – –
ZS+LM 25.9 32.8 25.5 32.3 39.3 40.0 32.6 34.6 34.9 37.1 21.5 30.0
ZS+BTTP 27.1 33.0 26.4 33.0 39.1 40.0 33.1 33.9 – not applicable –
ZS+BTZS 26.7 33.2 25.9 33.1 40.0 41.4 33.4 34.7 39.7 40.5 25.1 30.6

Full 28.5 34.1 27.9 34.2 40.0 42.0 34.4 34.8 40.0 42.0 27.0 33.4

IWSLT (c) De, It, Nl, Ro↔ En

Model De-It De-Nl De-Ro It-Nl It-Ro Nl-Ro Zero Parallel
← → ← → ← → ← → ← → ← → Avg Avg

PIV-S 16.7 16.3 19.1 17.7 17.5 15.0 18.4 18.6 18.8 17.2 18.3 17.0 17.6 29.8
PIV-M 21.4 21.6 24.0 23.7 22.3 20.0 22.7 22.4 23.6 21.3 23.0 21.1 22.3 35.0

ZS 14.8 17.2 16.7 17.8 14.9 16.6 18.4 16.1 19.7 17.8 16.2 17.5 17.0 35.0
ZS+LM 21.3 20.9 24.7 24.1 22.3 19.8 22.2 22.3 23.2 22.1 23.0 21.6 22.3 34.9
ZS+BTTP 23.3 23.3 26.5 25.8 23.9 22.1 24.6 24.3 25.9 23.7 24.7 23.7 24.3 35.2
ZS+BTZS 22.6 23.3 27.2 26.5 23.6 21.8 24.3 24.0 25.7 23.6 25.4 23.3 24.3 35.5

Full 23.9 23.9 27.0 26.1 24.8 22.7 25.6 24.6 25.9 24.2 25.1 23.9 24.8 35.7

IWSLT (d) De↔ En↔ It↔ Ro↔ Nl MultiUN (e) Ar, Ru, Zh↔ En

Model De-It De-Nl Model Ar-Ru Ar-Zh Ru-Zh Zero Parallel
← → ← → ← → ← → ← → Avg Avg

PIV-S 16.7 16.3 – – PIV-S 31.4 33.5 31.2 50.4 31.2 48.0 37.6 48.4
PIV-M 22.7 22.0 18.8 18.3 PIV-M 28.4 29.9 27.7 45.7 27.2 44.2 33.8 44.5

ZS 21.3 21.0 23.9 24.0 ZS 15.6 12.7 16.7 17.0 12.8 14.9 15.0 44.5
ZS+LM 22.2 22.2 25.0 24.6 ZS+LM 28.0 21.5 27.3 43.8 19.9 43.3 30.6 45.8
ZS+BTTP – – – – ZS+BTTP 31.0 31.7 30.1 48.2 29.9 46.4 36.2 45.7
ZS+BTZS 22.9 22.9 26.8 26.2 ZS+BTZS 31.4 33.1 31.1 49.4 30.8 46.8 37.1 47.4

Full 23.9 23.9 27.0 26.1 Full 31.7 32.5 30.8 49.1 29.5 47.2 36.8 45.6

Table 2: Overall BLEU scores including parallel and zero-shot directions on the test sets of three multilingual
datasets. In (a) (c) (e), En is used as the pivot-language; no language is available as the pivot for (b); we also
present partial results in (d) where a chain of pivot languages are used. For all columns, the highest two scores are
marked in bold for all models except for the fully-supervised “upper bound”.

merged dataset. As shown in Table 2(a) and (b),
although the setting of no pivot pairs performs
slightly worse than that with pivot languages, both
our approaches (LM, BTZS) substantially improve
the vanilla model and achieve competitive perfor-
mance compared to the fully supervised setting.

A Chain of Pivots We analyze the case where
two languages are connected by a chain of pivot
languages. As shown in Table 1(IWSLT-b), we
used IWSLT which contains pairs for De-En, En-
It, It-Ro, Ro-Nl. If we translate from De to Nl
with pivot-based translation, pivoting from a chain
of languages (De-En-It-Ro-Nl) is required, which
suffers from computational inefficiency and error

accumulation. In such cases, however, zero-shot
NMT is able to directly translate between any two
languages. Table 2(d) shows that the performance
of pivot-based methods dramatically degrades as
the length of the chain increases, while ZS does
not have this degradation and still achieves large
gains compared to the pivot-based translation.

Robustness Analysis From Fig. 4, we show the
learning curves of zero-shot NMT with and with-
out our proposed methods. Both the models with
LM pre-training and BTZS show robustness in two
conditions and achieve competitive and even bet-
ter results than the pivot-based translation, while
the vanilla model is unstable and completely fails
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Figure 5: Zero-shot translation performance on Ru → Zh from MultiUN dataset. (↑) An example randomly
selected from the validation set, is translated by both the vanilla zero-shot NMT and that with LM pre-training
at four checkpoints. Translation in an incorrect language (English) is marked in pink color. (←) We showed the
two learning curves for the averaged zero-shot BLEU scores on validation set of Multi-UN with the corresponded
checkpoints marked.

after a small number of iterations on large-bs.

Case Study We also show a randomly selected
example for Ru → Zh from the validation set of
MultiUN dataset in Fig. 5. We can see that at the
beginning, the output sentence of ZS+LM is flu-
ent while ZS learns translation faster than ZS+LM.
Then, En tokens starts to appear in the output sen-
tence of ZS, and it totally shifts to En eventually.

6 Related Works

Zero-shot Neural Machine Translation Zero-
shot NMT has received increasingly more interest
in recent years. Platanios et al. (2018) introduced
the contextual parameter generator, which gener-
ated the parameters of the system and performed
zero-shot translation. Arivazhagan et al. (2018)
conjectured the solution towards the degeneracy in
zero-shot NMT was to guide an NMT encoder to
learn language agnostic representations. Sestorain

et al. (2018) combined dual learning to improve
zero-shot NMT. However, unlike our work, none
of these prior works performed quantitative inves-
tigation of the underlying cause.

Zero Resource Translation This work is also
closely related to zero-resource translation which
is a general task to translate between languages
without parallel resources. Possible solutions in-
clude pivot-based translation, multilingual or un-
supervised NMT. For instance, there have been at-
tempts to train a single-pair model with a pivot-
language (Cheng et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2017) or
a pivot-image (Lee et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2018).

Unsupervised Translation Unlike the focus of
this work, unsupervised translation usually refers
to a zero-resource problem where many monolin-
gual corpora are available. Lample et al. (2018a);
Artetxe et al. (2018) proposed to enforce a shared
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latent space to improve unsupervised translation
quality which was shown not necessary by Lample
et al. (2018b) in which a more effective initializa-
tion method for related languages was proposed.

Neural Machine Translation Pre-training As
a standard transfer learning approach, pre-training
significantly improves the translation quality of
low resource languages by fine-tuning the param-
eters trained on high-resource languages (Zoph
et al., 2016; Gu et al., 2018c; Lample and Con-
neau, 2019). Our proposed LM pre-training can
also be included in the same scope while follow-
ing a different motivation.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we analyzed the issue of zero-shot
translation quantitatively and successfully close
the gap of the performance of between zero-shot
translation and pivot-based zero-resource transla-
tion. We proposed two simple and effective strate-
gies for zero-shot translation. Experiments on the
Europarl, IWSLT and MultiUN corpora show that
our proposed methods significantly improve the
vanilla zero-shot NMT and consistently outper-
form the pivot-based methods.
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A Additional Experiments

A.1 Trade-off between decoding speed and
translation quality

In Table. 3, we empirically tested the decoding
speed by using either pivot-based methods or zero-
shot NMT. The overhead of switching models in
pivot-based translation has been ignored. All the
speed are measured as “ms/sentence” and tested in
parallel on 8 V100 GPUs using beam-search with
a beam size 4.

Model BLEU Speed

PIV-S (greedy) 31.1 8.3
PIV-M (greedy) 30.6 8.3
PIV-S 31.5 13.3
PIV-M 31.1 13.3

ZS 29.4 6.6
ZS+LM 32.6 6.6
ZS+BTTP 33.1 6.6
ZS+BTZS 33.4 6.6

Table 3: Decoding speed and the translation quality
(average BLEU scores) of the zero-shot pairs on Eu-
roparl dataset.

Vanilla zero-shot NMT is faster but performs
worse than pivot-based methods. There ex-
ists a trade-off between the decoding speed and
the translation quality where we also present a
fast pivoting method where we found that using
greedy-decoding for the pivot language only af-
fects the translation quality by a small margin.
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However, both our proposed approaches signif-
icantly improve the zero-shot NMT and outper-
forms the pivot-based translation with shorter de-
coding time, making such trade-off meaningless.

A.2 Effect of Using Multi-way Data
Prior research (Cheng et al., 2016) also reported
that the original Europarl dataset contains a large
proportion of multi-way translations. To investi-
gate the affects, we followed the same process in
(Cheng et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2017) to exclude
all multi-way translation sentences, which means
there are no overlaps in pairwise language pairs.
The statistics of this modified dataset (Europarl-
c) compared to the original Europarl dataset are
shown in Table 4. Although we observed a per-
formance drop by using data without multi-way
sentences, the results in Table 5 show that the pro-
posed LM pre-training is not affected by obtain-
ing multi-way data and consistently improves the
vanilla zero-shot NMT. We conjecture that the per-
formance drop is mainly because of the size of the
dataset. Also our methods can easily beat (Chen
et al., 2017) with large margins.

Dataset parallel pairs size/pair

Europarl Es-En, De-En, Fr-En 2M
Europarl-c Es-En, De-En, Fr-En .8M

Table 4: Europarl denotes multi-way dataset; Europarl-
c denotes non multi-way dataset.

Model
Es→Fr De→Fr

Yes No Yes No

PIV-S 37.95 32.98 32.20 27.94
PIV-M 37.15 35.08 31.46 29.78

ZS 36.69 33.22 29.59 26.91
ZS + LM 40.04 37.22 33.24 30.45

Chen et al. (2017) − 33.86 − 27.03

Table 5: Effects of multi-way data on Europarl. “Yes”
means with multi-way translation, and “No” means the
opposite.
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Abstract

Standard decoders for neural machine trans-
lation autoregressively generate a single tar-
get token per time step, which slows infer-
ence especially for long outputs. While ar-
chitectural advances such as the Transformer
fully parallelize the decoder computations at
training time, inference still proceeds sequen-
tially. Recent developments in non- and semi-
autoregressive decoding produce multiple to-
kens per time step independently of the oth-
ers, which improves inference speed but deteri-
orates translation quality. In this work, we pro-
pose the syntactically supervised Transformer
(SynST), which first autoregressively predicts
a chunked parse tree before generating all of
the target tokens in one shot conditioned on the
predicted parse. A series of controlled experi-
ments demonstrates that SynST decodes sen-
tences ∼ 5× faster than the baseline autore-
gressive Transformer while achieving higher
BLEU scores than most competing methods
on En-De and En-Fr datasets.

1 Introduction

Most models for neural machine translation (NMT)
rely on autoregressive decoders, which predict each
token ti in the target language one by one condi-
tioned on all previously-generated target tokens
t1···i−1 and the source sentence s. For downstream
applications of NMT that prioritize low latency
(e.g., real-time translation), autoregressive decod-
ing proves expensive, as decoding time in state-
of-the-art attentional models such as the Trans-
former (Vaswani et al., 2017) scales quadratically
with the number of target tokens.

In order to speed up test-time translation, non-
autoregressive decoding methods produce all tar-
get tokens at once independently of each other
(Gu et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2018), while semi-
autoregressive decoding (Wang et al., 2018; Stern

Cats > sleep > a > lot

Katzen schlafen viel

Cats sleep a lot

Cats sleep > a lot

   >    >    > Cats sleep a lot

NP1 > VP3 > Cats sleep a lot

autoregressive

non-autoregressive

semi-autoregressive

Latent Transformer

SynST (ours)

Figure 1: Comparison of different methods designed to
increase decoding speed. The arrow> indicates the be-
ginning of a new decode step conditioned on everything
that came previously. The latent Transformer produces
a sequence of discrete latent variables, whereas SynST
produces a sequence of syntactic constituent identifiers.

et al., 2018) trades off speed for quality by reduc-
ing (but not completely eliminating) the number of
sequential computations in the decoder (Figure 1).
We choose the latent Transformer (LT) of Kaiser
et al. (2018) as a starting point, which merges both
of these approaches by autoregressively generating
a short sequence of discrete latent variables before
non-autoregressively producing all target tokens
conditioned on the generated latent sequence.

Kaiser et al. (2018) experiment with increas-
ingly complex ways of learning their discrete latent
space, some of which obtain small BLEU improve-
ments over a purely non-autoregressive baseline
with similar decoding speedups. In this work, we
propose to syntactically supervise the latent space,
which results in a simpler model that produces bet-
ter and faster translations.1 Our model, the syntac-
tically supervised Transformer (SynST, Section 3),
first autoregressively predicts a sequence of target
syntactic chunks, and then non-autoregressively

1Source code to reproduce our results is available at
https://github.com/dojoteef/synst
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generates all of the target tokens conditioned on
the predicted chunk sequence. During training,
the chunks are derived from the output of an ex-
ternal constituency parser. We propose a simple
algorithm on top of these parses that allows us to
control the average chunk size, which in turn limits
the number of autoregressive decoding steps we
have to perform.

SynST improves on the published LT results for
WMT 2014 En→De in terms of both BLEU (20.7
vs. 19.8) and decoding speed (4.9× speedup vs.
3.9×). While we replicate the setup of Kaiser et al.
(2018) to the best of our ability, other work in this
area does not adhere to the same set of datasets,
base models, or “training tricks”, so a legitimate
comparison with published results is difficult. For
a more rigorous comparison, we re-implement an-
other related model within our framework, the semi-
autoregressive transformer (SAT) of Wang et al.
(2018), and observe improvements in BLEU and
decoding speed on both En↔ De and En→ Fr lan-
guage pairs (Section 4).

While we build on a rich line of work that
integrates syntax into both NMT (Aharoni and
Goldberg, 2017; Eriguchi et al., 2017) and other
language processing tasks (Strubell et al., 2018;
Swayamdipta et al., 2018), we aim to use syntax to
speed up decoding, not improve downstream per-
formance (i.e., translation quality). An in-depth
analysis (Section 5) reveals that syntax is a power-
ful abstraction for non-autoregressive translation:
for example, removing information about the con-
stituent type of each chunk results in a drop of 15
BLEU on IWSLT En→De.

2 Decoding in Transformers

Our work extends the Transformer architecture
(Vaswani et al., 2017), which is an instance of the
encoder-decoder framework for language genera-
tion that uses stacked layers of self-attention to
both encode a source sentence and decode the cor-
responding target sequence. In this section, we
briefly review2 the essential components of the
Transformer architecture before stepping through
the decoding process in both the vanilla autoregres-
sive Transformer and non- and semi-autoregressive
extensions of the model.

2We omit several architectural details in our overview,
which can be found in full in Vaswani et al. (2017).

2.1 Transformers for NMT
The Transformer encoder takes a sequence of
source word embeddings s1,··· ,sn as input and
passes it through multiple blocks of self-attention
and feed-forward layers to finally produce contex-
tualized token representations e1,··· ,en. Unlike
recurrent architectures (Hochreiter and Schmidhu-
ber, 1997; Bahdanau et al., 2014), the computation
of en does not depend on en−1, which enables
full parallelization of the encoder’s computations
at both training and inference. To retain informa-
tion about the order of the input words, the Trans-
former also includes positional encodings, which
are added to the source word embeddings.

The decoder of the Transformer operates very
similarly to the encoder during training: it takes
a shifted sequence of target word embeddings
t1,··· ,tm as input and produces contextualized to-
ken representations d1,··· ,dm, from which the tar-
get tokens are predicted by a softmax layer. Un-
like the encoder, each block of the decoder also
performs source attention over the representations
e1...n produced by the encoder. Another difference
during training time is target-side masking: at po-
sition i, the decoder’s self attention should not be
able to look at the representations of later positions
i+ 1, . . . , i+m, as otherwise predicting the next
token becomes trivial. To impose this constraint,
the self-attention can be masked by using a lower
triangular matrix with ones below and along the
diagonal.

2.2 Autoregressive decoding
While at training time, the decoder’s computations
can be parallelized using masked self-attention on
the ground-truth target word embeddings, infer-
ence still proceeds token-by-token. Formally, the
vanilla Transformer factorizes the probability of
target tokens t1,··· ,tm conditioned on the source
sentence s into a product of token-level conditional
probabilities using the chain rule,

p(t1,··· ,tm|s) =
m∏

i=1

p(ti|t1,··· ,ti−1, s).

During inference, computing argmaxt p(t|s) is in-
tractable, which necessitates the use of approxi-
mate algorithms such as beam search. Decoding
requires a separate decode step to generate each
target token ti; as each decode step involves a full
pass through every block of the decoder, autoregres-
sive decoding becomes time-consuming especially
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Add & Norm
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Add & Norm
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Encoding
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Encoding

Positional
Encoding

Input
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t4
NP1	<MASK>	VP3	<MASK>	<MASK>	<MASK>Katzen schlafen viel <SOS>	NP1	VP3

t2t1 t3

Linear

Softmax

NP1	VP3	<EOS>

Linear

Softmax

NP1 Cats VP3 sleep a lot

Figure 2: A high-level overview of the SynST architecture. During training, the parse decoder learns to autore-
gressively predict all chunk identifiers in parallel (time steps t1,2,3), while the token decoder conditions on the
“ground truth” chunk identifiers to predict the target tokens in one shot (time step t4). During inference (shown
here), the token decoder conditions on the autoregressively predicted chunk identifiers. The encoder and token
decoder contain N ≥ 1 layers, while the parse decoder only requires M = 1 layers (see Table 4).

for longer target sequences in which there are more
tokens to attend to at every block.

2.3 Generating multiple tokens per time step
As decoding time is a function of the number of
decoding time steps (and consequently the number
of passes through the decoder), faster inference can
be obtained using methods that reduce the num-
ber of time steps. In autoregressive decoding, the
number of time steps is equal to the target sentence
length m; the most extreme alternative is (natu-
rally) non-autoregressive decoding, which requires
just a single time step by factorizing the target se-
quence probability as

p(t1,··· ,tm|s) =
m∏

i=1

p(ti|s).

Here, all target tokens are produced independently
of each other. While this formulation does indeed
provide significant decoding speedups, translation
quality suffers after dropping the dependencies be-
tween target tokens without additional expensive
reranking steps (Gu et al., 2018, NAT) or itera-
tive refinement with multiple decoders (Lee et al.,
2018).

As fully non-autoregressive decoding results in

poor translation quality, another class of meth-
ods produce k tokens at a single time step where
1 < k < m. The semi-autoregressive Transformer
(SAT) of Wang et al. (2018) produces a fixed k
tokens per time step, thus modifying the target se-
quence probability to:

p(t1,··· ,tm|s) =
|G|∏

i=1

p(Gt|G1,··· ,Gt−1, x),

where each of G1,··· ,Gbm−1
k c+1 is a group of

contiguous non-overlapping target tokens of the
form ti,··· ,ti+k. In conjunction with training tech-
niques like knowledge distillation (Kim and Rush,
2016) and initialization with an autoregressive
model, SATs maintain better translation quality
than non-autoregressive approaches with competi-
tive speedups. Stern et al. (2018) follow a similar
approach but dynamically select a different k at
each step, which results in further quality improve-
ments with a corresponding decrease in speed.

2.4 Latent Transformer
While current semi-autoregressive methods achieve
both better quality and faster speedups than their
non-autoregressive counterparts, largely due to the
number of tricks required to train the latter, the
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theoretical speedup for non-autoregressive models
is of course larger. The latent Transformer (Kaiser
et al., 2018, LT) is similar to both of these lines
of work: its decoder first autoregressively gener-
ates a sequence of discrete latent variables l1,··· ,lj
and then non-autoregressively produces the entire
target sentence ti,··· ,tm conditioned on the latent
sequence. Two parameters control the magnitude
of the speedup in this framework: the length of
the latent sequence (j), and the size of the discrete
latent space (K).

The LT is significantly more difficult to train
than any of the previously-discussed models, as
it requires passing the target sequence through
what Kaiser et al. (2018) term a discretization
bottleneck that must also maintain differentiabil-
ity through the decoder. While LT outperforms
the NAT variant of non-autoregressive decoding in
terms of BLEU, it takes longer to decode. In the
next section, we describe how we use syntax to
address the following three weaknesses of LT:

1. generating the same number of latent vari-
ables j regardless of the length of the source
sentence, which hampers output quality
2. relying on a large value of K (the authors
report that in the base configuration as few as
∼3000 latents are used out of 216 available),
which hurts translation speed
3. the complexity of implementation and op-
timization of the discretization bottleneck,
which negatively impacts both quality and
speed.

3 Syntactically Supervised Transformers

Our key insight is that we can use syntactic in-
formation as a proxy to the learned discrete latent
space of the LT. Specifically, instead of producing a
sequence of latent discrete variables, our model pro-
duces a sequence of phrasal chunks derived from
a constituency parser. During training, the chunk
sequence prediction task is supervised, which re-
moves the need for a complicated discretization
bottleneck and a fixed sequence length j. Addition-
ally, our chunk vocabulary is much smaller than
that of the LT, which improves decoding speed.

Our model, the syntactically supervised Trans-
former (SynST), follows the two-stage decoding
setup of the LT. First, an autoregressive decoder
generates the phrasal chunk sequence, and then all
of the target tokens are generated at once, condi-

S6

DT1

VP3NP3

JJ1 NN1 VBD1 NP2

PRP$1 NNS1the sleepy cat closed

its eyes

k=3: NP3 VP3

k=2: DT1 JJ1 NN1
        VBD1 NP2

Figure 3: Example of our parse chunk algorithm with
max span sizes k = 2, 3. At each visited node during an
in-order traversal of the parse, if the subtree size is less
than or equal to k, we append a corresponding chunk
identifier to our sequence.

tioned on the chunks (Figure 2). The rest of this
section fully specifies each of these two stages.

3.1 Autoregressive chunk decoding

Intuitively, our model uses syntax as a scaffold for
the generated target sentence. During training, we
acquire supervision for the syntactic prediction task
through an external parser in the target language.
While we could simply force the model to predict
the entire linearized parse minus the terminals,3

this approach would dramatically increase the num-
ber of autoregressive steps, which we want to keep
at a minimum to prioritize speed. To balance syn-
tactic expressivity with the number of decoding
time steps, we apply a simple chunking algorithm
to the constituency parse.

Extracting chunk sequences: Similar to the SAT
method, we first choose a maximum chunk size
k. Then, for every target sentence in the training
data, we perform an in-order traversal of its con-
stituency parse tree. At each visited node, if the
number of leaves spanned by that node is less than
or equal to k, we append a descriptive chunk iden-
tifier to the parse sequence before moving onto its
sibling; otherwise, we proceed to the left child and
try again. This process is shown for two different
values of k on the same sentence in Figure 3. Each
unique chunk identifier, which is formed by the
concatenation of the constituent type and subtree
size (e.g., NP3), is considered as an element of
our first decoder’s vocabulary; thus, the maximum
size of this vocabulary is |P | × k where P is the

3This approach is used for paraphrase generation by Iyyer
et al. (2018), who were not focused on decoding speed.
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set of all unique constituent types.4 Both parts of
the chunk identifier (the constituent type and its
size) are crucial to the performance of SynST, as
demonstrated by the ablations in Section 5.

Predicting chunk sequences: Because we are
fully supervising the chunk sequence prediction,
both the encoder and parse decoder are architec-
turally identical to the encoder and decoder of the
vanilla Transformer, respectively. The parse de-
coder differs in its target vocabulary, which is made
up of chunk identifiers instead of word types, and
in the number of layers (we use 1 layer instead of
6, as we observe diminishing returns from bigger
parse decoders as shown in Section 5). Formally,
the parse decoder autoregressively predicts a se-
quence of chunk identifiers c1,··· ,cp conditioned on
the source sentence s5 by modeling

p(c1,··· ,cp|s) =
p∏

i=1

p(ci|c1,··· ,ci−1, s).

Unlike LT, the length p of the chunk sequence
changes dynamically based on the length of the
target sentence, which is reminiscent of the token
decoding process in the SAT.

3.2 Non-autoregressive token decoding

In the second phase of decoding, we apply a single
non-autoregressive step to produce the tokens of the
target sentence by factorizing the target sequence
probability as

p(t1,··· ,tm|s) =
m∏

i=1

p(ti|c1,··· ,cp, s).

Here, all target tokens are produced independently
of each other, but in contrast to the previously-
described non-autoregressive models, we addition-
ally condition each prediction on the entire chunk
sequence. To implement this decoding step, we
feed a chunk sequence as input to a second Trans-
former decoder, whose parameters are separate
from those of the parse decoder. During training,
we use the ground-truth chunk sequence as input,
while at inference we use the predicted chunks.

4In practice, this vocabulary is significantly smaller than
the discrete latent space of the LT for reasonable values of k.

5In preliminary experiments, we also tried conditioning
this decoder on the source parse, but we did not notice signifi-
cant differences in translation quality.

Implementation details: To ensure that the num-
ber of input and output tokens in the second de-
coder are equal, which is a requirement of the
Transformer decoder, we add placeholder <MASK>
tokens to the chunk sequence, using the size com-
ponent of each chunk identifier to determine where
to place these tokens. For example, if the first
decoder produces the chunk sequence NP2 PP3,
our second decoder’s input becomes NP2 <MASK>
<MASK> PP3 <MASK> <MASK> <MASK>; this
formulation also allows us to better leverage the
Transformer’s positional encodings. Then, we
apply unmasked self-attention over this input se-
quence and predict target language tokens at each
position associated with a <MASK> token.

4 Experiments

We evaluate the translation quality (in terms of
BLEU) and the decoding speedup (average time
to decode a sentence) of SynST compared to com-
peting approaches. In a controlled series of experi-
ments on four different datasets (En↔De and En→
Fr language pairs),6 we find that SynST achieves a
strong balance between quality and speed, consis-
tently outperforming the semi-autoregressive SAT
on all datasets and the similar LT on the only trans-
lation dataset for which Kaiser et al. (2018) report
results. In this section, we first describe our ex-
perimental setup and its differences to those of
previous work before providing a summary of the
key results.

4.1 Controlled experiments

Existing papers in non- and semi-autoregressive ap-
proaches do not adhere to a standard set of datasets,
base model architectures, training tricks, or even
evaluation scripts. This unfortunate disparity in
evaluation setups means that numbers between dif-
ferent papers are uncomparable, making it difficult
for practitioners to decide which method to choose.
In an effort to offer a more meaningful comparison,
we strive to keep our experimental conditions as
close to those of Kaiser et al. (2018) as possible, as
the LT is the most similar existing model to ours.
In doing so, we made the following decisions:

• Our base model is the base vanilla Trans-
former (Vaswani et al., 2017) without any ar-

6We explored translating to other languages previously
evaluated in the non- and semi-autoregressive decoding lit-
erature, but could not find publicly-available, reliable con-
stituency parsers for them.
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Model WMT En-De WMT De-En IWSLT En-De WMT En-Fr
BLEU Speedup BLEU Speedup BLEU Speedup BLEU Speedup

Baseline (b = 1) 25.82 1.15× 29.83 1.14× 28.66 1.16× 39.41 1.18×
Baseline (b = 4) 26.87 1.00× 30.73 1.00× 30.00 1.00× 40.22 1.00×
SAT (k = 2) 22.81 2.05× 26.78 2.04× 25.48 2.03× 36.62 2.14×
SAT (k = 4) 16.44 3.61× 21.27 3.58× 20.25 3.45× 28.07 3.34×
SAT (k = 6) 12.55 4.86× 15.23 4.27× 14.02 4.39× 24.63 4.77×
LT* 19.8 3.89× - - - - - -
SynST(k = 6) 20.74 4.86× 25.50 5.06× 23.82 3.78× 33.47 5.32×

Table 1: Controlled experiments comparing SynST to a baseline Transformer, SAT, and LT on four different
datasets (two language pairs) demonstrate speed and BLEU improvements. Wall-clock speedup is measured on a
single Nvidia TitanX Pascal by computing the average time taken to decode a single sentence in the dev/test set,
averaged over five runs. When beam width b is not specified, we perform greedy decoding (i.e., b = 1). Note that
the LT results are reported by Kaiser et al. (2018) and not from our own implementation;9 as such, they are not
directly comparable to the other results.

chitectural upgrades.7

• We use all of the hyperparameter values from
the original Transformer paper and do not at-
tempt to tune them further, except for: (1) the
number of layers in the parse decoder, (2) the
decoders do not use label smoothing.

• We do not use sequence-level knowledge dis-
tillation, which augments the training data
with translations produced by an external au-
toregressive model. The choice of model used
for distillation plays a part in the final BLEU
score, so we remove this variable.

• We report all our BLEU numbers using sacre-
BLEU (Post, 2018) to ensure comparability
with future work.8

• We report wall-clock speedups by measur-
ing the average time to decode one sentence
(batch size of one) in the dev/test set.

As the code for LT is not readily available9, we
also reimplement the SAT model using our setup,
as it is the most similar model outside of LT to our
own.10 For SynST, we set the maximum chunk size

7As the popular Tensor2Tensor implementation is con-
stantly being tweaked, we instead re-implement the Trans-
former as originally published and verify that its results
closely match the published ones. Our implementation
achieves a BLEU of 27.69 on WMT’14 En-De, when using
multi-bleu.perl from Moses SMT.

8SacreBLEU signature: BLEU+case.mixed+lang.LANG
+numrefs.1+smooth.exp+test.TEST+tok.intl+version.1.2.11,
with LANG∈ {en-de, de-en, en-fr} and TEST∈ {wmt14/full,
iwslt2017/tst2013}

9We attempted to use the publicly available code in Ten-
sor2Tensor, but were unable to successfully train a model.

10The published SAT results use knowledge distillation and

k = 6 and compare this model to the SAT trained
with k = 2, 4, 6.

4.2 Datasets

We experiment with English-German and English-
French datasets, relying on constituency parsers in
all three languages. We use the Stanford CoreNLP
(Manning et al., 2014) shift-reduce parsers for En-
glish, German, and French. For English-German,
we evaluate on WMT 2014 En↔De as well as
IWSLT 2016 En→De, while for English-French
we train on the Europarl / Common Crawl subset
of the full WMT 2014 En→Fr data and evaluate
over the full dev/test sets. WMT 2014 En↔De
consists of around 4.5 million sentence pairs en-
coded using byte pair encoding (Sennrich et al.,
2016) with a shared source-target vocabulary of
roughly 37000 tokens. We use the same prepro-
cessed dataset used in the original Transformer pa-
per and also by many subsequent papers that have
investigated improving decoding speed, evaluating
on the newstest2013 dataset for validation and
the newstest2014 dataset for testing. For the
IWSLT dataset we use tst2013 for validation
and utilize the same hyperparameters as Lee et al.
(2018).

4.3 Results

Table 1 contains the results on all four datasets.
SynST achieves speedups of ∼ 4− 5× that of the
vanilla Transformer, which is larger than nearly all

different hyperparameters than the vanilla Transformer, most
notably a tenfold decrease in training steps due to initializing
from a pre-trained Transformer.
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Chunk types SynST predictions with | separating syntax chunks

Words repeated
in two separate
syntax chunks
(blue, red)

NP1, NP3

NP3, PP4

NP2, PP3

But | it | is | enthusiasm | in | a great enthusiasm

... Enrique | Pena | Nieto | is | facing | a difficult start | on a difficult start
Do | you | not | turn | your voters | on your voters

Output type Output for a single example

SynST reorders
syntax chunks,
which is fixed
with gold parses
(GP) as input

ground truth

SynST

predicted parse

SynST + GP

Canada | was | the first country | to | make | photograph warnings | mandatory in 2001

Canada | was | the first country | in 2001 | to | propose | photographic warnings

NP1 VBD1 NP3 PP2 TO1 VB1 NP4

Canada | was | the first country | to | make | photographic warnings | available in 2001

True chunk SynST predictions with @@ as subword divisions

Wrong subword
completion
within a syntax
chunk

ignores them

beforehand
examines

I | simply | ign@@ it them

Most ST@@ I | can | be | cur@@ ed | be@@ foreh@@ ly

Beg@@ inning | of | the course | which | exam@@ ates | the ...

Table 2: Common error made by SynST due to its syntactically informed semi-autoregressive decoding. Different
syntax chunks have been separated by | symbols in all the decoded outputs.

of the SAT configurations. Quality-wise, SynST
again significantly outperforms the SAT configura-
tions at comparable speedups on all datasets. On
WMT En-De, SynST improves by 1 BLEU over
LT (20.74 vs LT’s 19.8 without reranking).

Comparisons to other published work: As men-
tioned earlier, we adopt a very strict set of experi-
mental conditions to evaluate our work against LT
and SAT. For completeness, we also offer an unsci-
entific comparison to other numbers in Table A1.

5 Analysis

In this section, we perform several analysis and ab-
lation experiments on the IWSLT En-De dev set to
shed more light on how SynST works. Specifically,
we explore common classes of translation errors,
important factors behind SynST’s speedup, and the
performance of SynST’s parse decoder.
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Figure 4: The average size of a chunk given a particular
value of the max chunk size k.

5.1 Analyzing SynST’s translation quality

What types of translation errors does SynST make?
Through a qualitative inspection of SynST’s out-
put translations, we identify three types of errors
that SynST makes more frequently than the vanilla
Transformer: subword repetition, phrasal reorder-
ing, and inaccurate subword completions. Table 2
contains examples of each error type.

Do we need to include the constituent type in the
chunk identifier? SynST’s chunk identifiers con-
tain both the constituent type as well as chunk size.
Is the syntactic information actually useful dur-
ing decoding, or is most of the benefit from the
chunk size? To answer this question, we train a
variant of SynST without the constituent identi-
fiers, so instead of predicting NP3 VP2 PP4, for
example, the parse decoder would predict 3 2 4.
This model substantially underperforms, achiev-
ing a BLEU of 8.19 compared to 23.82 for SynST,
which indicates that the syntactic information is of
considerable value.

How much does BLEU improve when we provide
the ground-truth chunk sequence? To get an upper
bound on how much we can gain by improving
SynST’s parse decoder, we replace the input to
the second decoder with the ground-truth chunk
sequence instead of the one generated by the parse
decoder. The BLEU increases from 23.8 to 41.5
with this single change, indicating that future work
on SynST’s parse decoder could prove very fruitful.
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Predicted parse
vs.

Gold parse (separate)

Predicted parse
vs.

Gold parse (joint)

Parsed prediction
vs.

Gold parse

Parsed prediction
vs.

Predicted parse

F1 65.48 69.64 79.16 89.90
Exact match 4.23% 5.24% 5.94% 43.10%

Table 3: F1 and exact match comparisons of predicted chunk sequences (from the parse decoder), ground-truth
chunk sequences (from an external parser in the target language), and chunk sequences obtained after parsing the
translation produced by the token decoder. First two columns show the improvement obtained by jointly training
the two decoders. The third column shows that when the token decoder deviates from the predicted chunk sequence,
it usually results in a translation that is closer to the ground-truth target syntax, while the fourth column shows that
the token decoder closely follows the predicted chunk sequence.

5.2 Analyzing SynST’s speedup

What is the impact of average chunk size on our
measured speedup? Figure 4 shows that the IWSLT
dataset, for which we report the lowest SynST
speedup, has a significantly lower average chunk
size than that of the other datasets at many differ-
ent values of k.11 We observe that our empirical
speedup directly correlates with the average chunk
size: ranking the datasets by empirical speedups in
Table 1 results in the same ordering as Figure 4’s
ranking by average chunk size.

How does the number of layers in SynST’s parse
decoder affect the BLEU/speedup tradeoff? All
SynST experiments in Table 1 use a single layer for
the parse decoder. Table 4 shows that increasing
the number of layers from 1 to 5 results in a BLEU
increase of only 0.5, while the speedup drops from
3.8× to 1.4×. Our experiments indicate that (1) a
single layer parse decoder is reasonably sufficient
to model the chunked sequence and (2) despite its
small output vocabulary, the parse decoder is the
bottleneck of SynST in terms of decoding speed.

5.3 Analyzing SynST’s parse decoder

How well does the predicted chunk sequence match
the ground truth? We evaluate the generated
chunk sequences by the parse decoder to explore
how well it can recover the ground-truth chunk
sequence (where the “ground truth” is provided
by the external parser). Concretely, we compute
the chunk-level F1 between the predicted chunk
sequence and the ground-truth. We evaluate two
configurations of the parse decoder, one in which it
is trained separately from the token decoder (first
column of Table 3), and the other where both de-
coders are trained jointly (second column of Ta-

11IWSLT is composed of TED talk subtitles. A small aver-
age chunk size is likely due to including many short utterances.

# Layers Max Chunk Size Speedup BLEU

1 k = 6 3.8× 23.82
2 k = 6 2.8× 23.98
3 k = 6 2.2× 24.54
4 k = 6 1.8× 24.04
5 k = 6 1.4× 24.34

1 k ∈ {1 . . . 6} 3.1× 25.31

Table 4: Increasing the number of layers in SynST’s
parse decoder significantly lowers the speedup while
marginally impacting BLEU. Randomly sampling k
from {1 . . . 6} during training boosts BLEU signifi-
cantly with minimal impact on speedup.

ble 3). We observe that joint training boosts the
chunk F1 from 65.4 to 69.6, although, in both cases
the F1 scores are relatively low, which matches our
intuition as most source sentences can be translated
into multiple target syntactic forms.

How much does the token decoder rely on the pre-
dicted chunk sequence? If SynST’s token decoder
produces the translation “the man went to the store”
from the parse decoder’s prediction of PP3 NP3,
it has clearly ignored the predicted chunk sequence.
To measure how often the token decoder follows
the predicted chunk sequence, we parse the gener-
ated translation and compute the F1 between the
resulting chunk sequence and the parse decoder’s
prediction (fourth column of Table 3). Strong re-
sults of 89.9 F1 and 43.1% exact match indicate
that the token decoder is heavily reliant on the gen-
erated chunk sequences.

When the token decoder deviates from the predicted
chunk sequence, does it do a better job matching
the ground-truth target syntax? Our next exper-
iment investigates why the token decoder some-
times ignores the predicted chunk sequence. One
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hypothesis is that it does so to correct mistakes
made by the parse decoder. To evaluate this hy-
pothesis, we parse the predicted translation (as we
did in the previous experiment) and then compute
the chunk-level F1 between the resulting chunk se-
quence and the ground-truth chunk sequence. The
resulting F1 is indeed almost 10 points higher (third
column of Table 3), indicating that the token de-
coder does have the ability to correct mistakes.

What if we vary the max chunk size k during train-
ing? Given a fixed k, our chunking algorithm
(see Figure 3) produces a deterministic chunking,
allowing better control of SynST’s speedup, even
if that sequence may not be optimal for the to-
ken decoder. During training we investigate us-
ing k′ = min(k,

√
T ), where T is the target sen-

tence length (to ensure short inputs do not col-
lapse into a single chunk) and randomly sampling
k ∈ {1 . . . 6}. The final row of Table 4 shows that
exposing the parse decoder to multiple possible
chunkings of the same sentence during training al-
lows it to choose a sequence of chunks that has
a higher likelihood at test time, improving BLEU
by 1.5 while decreasing the speedup from 3.8× to
3.1×; this is an exciting result for future work (see
Table A3 for additional analysis).

6 Related Work

Our work builds on the existing body of literature in
both fast decoding methods for neural generation
models as well as syntax-based MT; we review
each area below.

6.1 Fast neural decoding

While all of the prior work described in Section 2
is relatively recent, non-autoregressive methods for
decoding in NMT have been around for longer, al-
though none relies on syntax like SynST. Schwenk
(2012) translate short phrases non-autoregressively,
while Kaiser and Bengio (2016) implement a non-
autoregressive neural GPU architecture and Li-
bovick and Helcl (2018) explore a CTC approach.
Guo et al. (2019) use phrase tables and word-level
adversarial methods to improve upon the NAT
model of Gu et al. (2018), while Wang et al. (2019)
regularize NAT by introducing similarity and back-
translation terms to the training objective.

6.2 Syntax-based translation

There is a rich history of integrating syntax into
machine translation systems. Wu (1997) pioneered

this direction by proposing an inverse transduction
grammar for building word aligners. Yamada and
Knight (2001) convert an externally-derived source
parse tree to a target sentence, the reverse of what
we do with SynST’s parse decoder; later, other
variations such as string-to-tree and tree-to-tree
translation models followed (Galley et al., 2006;
Cowan et al., 2006). The Hiero system of Chiang
(2005) employs a learned synchronous context free
grammar within phrase-based translation, which
follow-up work augmented with syntactic supervi-
sion (Zollmann and Venugopal, 2006; Marton and
Resnik, 2008; Chiang et al., 2008).

Syntax took a back seat with the advent of
neural MT, as early sequence to sequence mod-
els (Sutskever et al., 2014; Luong et al., 2015) fo-
cused on architectures and optimization. Sennrich
and Haddow (2016) demonstrate that augmenting
word embeddings with dependency relations helps
NMT, while Shi et al. (2016) show that NMT sys-
tems do not automatically learn subtle syntactic
properties. Stahlberg et al. (2016) incorporate Hi-
ero’s translation grammar into NMT systems with
improvements; similar follow-up results (Aharoni
and Goldberg, 2017; Eriguchi et al., 2017) directly
motivated this work.

7 Conclusions & Future Work

We propose SynST, a variant of the Transformer
architecture that achieves decoding speedups by
autoregressively generating a constituency chunk
sequence before non-autoregressively producing
all tokens in the target sentence. Controlled exper-
iments show that SynST outperforms competing
non- and semi-autoregressive approaches in terms
of both BLEU and wall-clock speedup on En-De
and En-Fr language pairs. While our method is
currently restricted to languages that have reliable
constituency parsers, an exciting future direction
is to explore unsupervised tree induction methods
for low-resource target languages (Drozdov et al.,
2019). Finally, we hope that future work in this area
will follow our lead in using carefully-controlled
experiments to enable meaningful comparisons.
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Appendix

A Unscientific Comparison

We include a reference to previously published
work in comparison to our approach. Note, that
many of these papers have multiple confounding
factors that make direct comparison between ap-
proaches very difficult.

Model WMT En-De
BLEU Speedup

LT rescoring top-100 22.5 -
NAT rescoring top-100 21.54 -
BPT (k = 6) 28.11 3.10×
IRT (adaptive) 21.54 2.39×
SAT (k = 6) 23.93 5.58×
SynST(k = 6) 20.74 4.86×

Table A1: Unscientific comparison against previously
published works. The numbers of each model are
taken from their respective papers. These previous re-
sults often have uncomparable hyperparameters, com-
pute their BLEU with multi-bleu.perl, and/or
require additional steps such as knowledge distilla-
tion and re-ranking to achieve their reported numbers.
Latent Transformer (LT) (Kaiser et al., 2018), Non-
autoregressive Transformer (NAT) (Gu et al., 2018),
Blockwise parallel Transformer (BPT) (Stern et al.,
2018), Iterative refinement Transformer (IRT) (Lee
et al., 2018), Semi-autoregressive Transformer (SAT)
(Wang et al., 2018).

B The impact of beam search

In order to more fully understand the interplay of
the representations output from the autoregressive
parse decoder on the BLEU/speedup tradeoff we
examine the impact of beam search for the parse
decoder. From Table A2 we see that beam search
does not consitently improve the final translation
quality in terms of BLEU (it manages to decrease
BLEU on IWSLT), while providing a small reduc-
tion in overall speedup for SynST.

C SAT replication results

As part of our work, we additionally replicated the
results of (Wang et al., 2018). We do so without
any of the additional training stabilization tech-
niques they use, such as knowledge distillation or
initializing from a pre-trained Transformer. With-
out the use of these techniques, we notice that
the approach sometimes catastrophically fails to

converge to a meaningful representation, leading
to sub-optimal translation performance, despite
achieving adequate perplexity. In order to report ac-
curate translation performance for SAT, we needed
to re-train the model for k = 4 when it produced
BLEU scores in the single digits.

D Parse performance when varying max
chunk size k

In Section 5.3 (see the final row of Table 3) we
consider the effect of randomly sampling the max
chunk size k during training. This provides a con-
siderable boost to BLEU with a minimal impact to
speedup. In Table A3 we highlight the impact to
the parse decoder’s ability to predict the ground-
truth chunk sequences and how faithfully it follows
the predicted sequence.
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Model Beam WMT En-De WMT De-En IWSLT En-De WMT En-Fr
Width BLEU Speedup BLEU Speedup BLEU Speedup BLEU Speedup

Transformer 1 25.82 1.15× 29.83 1.14× 28.66 1.16× 39.41 1.18×
Transformer 4 26.87 1.00× 30.73 1.00× 30.00 1.00× 40.22 1.00×
SAT (k = 2) 1 22.81 2.05× 26.78 2.04× 25.48 2.03× 36.62 2.14×
SAT (k = 2) 4 23.86 1.80× 27.27 1.82× 26.25 1.82× 37.07 1.89×
SAT (k = 4) 1 16.44 3.61× 21.27 3.58× 20.25 3.45× 28.07 3.34×
SAT (k = 4) 4 18.95 3.25× 23.20 3.19× 20.75 2.97× 32.62 3.08×
SAT (k = 6) 1 12.55 4.86× 15.23 4.27× 14.02 4.39× 24.63 4.77×
SAT (k = 6) 4 14.99 4.15× 19.51 3.89× 15.51 3.78× 28.16 4.19×
LT* - 19.8 3.89× - - - - - -
SynST(k = 6) 1 20.74 4.86× 25.50 5.06× 23.82 3.78× 33.47 5.32×
SynST(k = 6) 4 21.61 3.89× 25.77 4.07× 23.31 3.11× 34.10 4.47×

Table A2: Controlled experiments comparing SynST to LT and SAT on four different datasets (two language pairs)
demonstrate speed and BLEU improvements while varying beam size. Wall-clock speedup is measured on a single
Nvidia TitanX Pascal by computing the average time taken to decode a single sentence in the dev/test set, averaged
over five runs. Note that the LT results are reported by Kaiser et al. (2018) and not from our own implementation;
as such, they are not directly comparable to the other results.

Max Chunk Size
Predicted parse

vs.
Gold parse

Parsed prediction
vs.

Gold parse

Parsed prediction
vs.

Predicted parse

F1
k = 6

69.64 79.16 89.90
Exact match 5.24% 5.94% 43.10%

F1
k ∈ {1 . . . 6} 75.35 79.78 95.28

Exact match 4.83% 7.55% 50.15%

Table A3: F1 and exact match comparisons of predicted chunk sequences (from the parse decoder), ground-truth
chunk sequences (from an external parser in the target language), and chunk sequences obtained after parsing the
translation produced by the token decoder. The first column shows how well the parse decoder is able to predict
the ground-truth chunk sequence when trained jointly with the token decoder. The second column shows that when
the token decoder deviates from the predicted chunk sequence, it usually results in a translation that is closer to the
ground-truth target syntax, while the third column shows that the token decoder closely follows the predicted chunk
sequence. Randomly sampling k from {1 . . . 6} during training significantly boosts the parse decoder’s ability to
recover the ground-truth chunk sequence compared to using a fixed k = 6. Subsequently the token decoder follows
the chunk sequence more faithfully.
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Abstract

Noise and domain are important aspects of
data quality for neural machine translation.
Existing research focus separately on domain-
data selection, clean-data selection, or their
static combination, leaving the dynamic in-
teraction across them not explicitly examined.
This paper introduces a “co-curricular learn-
ing” method to compose dynamic domain-data
selection with dynamic clean-data selection,
for transfer learning across both capabilities.
We apply an EM-style optimization procedure
to further refine the “co-curriculum”. Exper-
iment results and analysis with two domains
demonstrate the effectiveness of the method
and the properties of data scheduled by the co-
curriculum.

1 Introduction

Significant advancement has been witnessed in
neural machine translation (NMT), thanks to bet-
ter modeling and data. As a result, NMT has found
successful use cases in, for example, domain trans-
lation and helping other NLP applications, e.g.,
(Buck et al., 2018; McCann et al., 2017). As these
tasks start to scale to more domains, a challenge
starts to surface: Given a source monolingual cor-
pus, how to use it to improve an NMT model to
translate same-domain sentences well? Data se-
lection plays an important role in this context.

In machine translation, data selection has been
a fundamental research topic. One idea (van der
Wees et al., 2017; Axelrod et al., 2011) for this
problem is to use language models to select par-
allel data out of a background parallel corpus,
seeded by the source monolingual sentences. This
approach, however, performs poorly on noisy data,
such as large-scale, web-crawled datasets, because
data noise hurts NMT performance (Khayrallah
and Koehn, 2018). The lower learning curve in

Figure 1: BLEU curves over NMT training steps: domain-
data selection on Paracrawl English→French data (lower
curve) vs. clean-data selection on the same data (upper
curve). Setup available in the experiment section.

Figure 1 shows the effect of noise on domain-data
selection.

NMT community has realized the harm of data
noise to translation quality, leading to efforts in
data denoising (Koehn et al., 2018), as has been
popular in computer vision (Hendrycks et al.,
2018). The upper curve in Figure 1 shows the ef-
fect of clean-data selection on the same noisy data.
These denoising methods, however, cannot be di-
rectly used for the problem in question as they re-
quire trusted parallel data as input.

We introduce a method to dynamically com-
bine clean-data selection and domain-data selec-
tion. We treat them as independent curricula, and
compose them into a “co-curriculum”. We sum-
marize our contributions as:

1. “Co-curricular learning”, for transfer learn-
ing across data quality. It extends the single
curriculum learning work in NMT and makes
the existing domain-data selection method
work better with noisy data.

2. A curriculum optimization procedure to re-
fine the co-curriculum. While gaining some
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improvement with deep models, it surpris-
ingly improves shallow model by 8-10 BLEU
points – We find that bootstrapping seems to
“regularize” the curriculum and make it eas-
ier for a small model to learn on.

3. We wish our work contributed towards bet-
ter understanding of data, such as noise, do-
main, or “easy to learn”, and its interaction
with NMT network.

2 Related Work

2.1 Measuring Domain and Noise in Data
Data selection for MT usually uses a scoring func-
tion to rank sentence pairs. Cross entropy differ-
ence (Moore and Lewis, 2010) between two lan-
guage models is usually used for selecting domain
sentences, e.g., (van der Wees et al., 2017; Axel-
rod et al., 2011). For a source sentence x of length
|x|, with a general-domain language model (LM),
parameterized as ϑ̃, and an in-domain LM, ϑ̂, the
domain-relevance of x is calculated as:1

ϕ
(
x; ϑ̃, ϑ̂

)
=

logP
(
x; ϑ̂

)
− logP

(
x; ϑ̃

)

|x| (1)

Alternative measures (Wang et al., 2017; Chen and
Huang, 2016; Chen et al., 2016) also show effec-
tiveness. With Eq. 1 to select data, the data distri-
bution (domain quality) in the in-domain monolin-
gual data used to train P (x; ϑ̂) is transferred into
the selected data through the scoring.

Data selection has also been used for data de-
noising (Junczys-Dowmunt, 2018; Wang et al.,
2018b), by using NMT models and trusted data
to measure the noise level in a sentence pair. One
such a scoring function uses a baseline NMT, θ̃,
trained on noisy data and a cleaner NMT, θ̂, ob-
tained by fine-tuning θ̃ on a small trusted parallel
dataset, and measures quality in a sentence pair
(x, y):

φ
(
x, y; θ̃, θ̂

)
=
logP

(
y|x; θ̂

)
− logP

(
y|x; θ̃

)

|y| (2)

Using NMT models for selection can also lead
to faster convergence (Wang et al., 2018a). With
Eq. 2, the distribution (data quality) in the trusted
parallel data is transferred into the selected data.
These scoring functions usually use smaller net-
works.

1 We can use both source and target LMs, but we study the
problem where only a source in-domain corpus is available..

2.2 Curriculum Learning for NMT
Curriculum learning (CL) (Bengio et al., 2009) has
been used to further improve traditional static se-
lection. In CL, a curriculum, C, is a sequence of
training criteria over training steps. A training cri-
terion, Qt(y|x), at step t is associated with a set of
weights, Wt(x, y), over training examples (x, y)
in a dataset D, where y is the translation for x.
Qt(y|x) is a re-weighting of the training distribu-
tion P (y|x):

Qt (y|x) ∝Wt (x, y)P (y|x) , ∀(x, y) ∈ D (3)

Hence, for a training with T maximum steps, C is
a sequence:

C = 〈Q1, ..., Qt, ..., QT 〉 (4)

At t, an online learner samples data from Qt
to train on, resulting in a task (or model), mt.
Therefore, C corresponds to a sequence of tasks,
M = 〈m1, ...,mt...,mf 〉, where mf is the final
task of interest. Intermediate tasks, mt, are sorted
in increasing relevance to mf as a series of “step-
ping stones” to mf , making curriculum learning a
form of transfer learning that transfers knowledge
throughM to benefit mf . A performance metric
P(C,mf ) is used to evaluate mf .

There has already been rich research in CL for
NMT. Fine-tuning a baseline on in-domain paral-
lel data is a good strategy (Thompson et al., 2018;
Sajjad et al., 2017; Freitag and Al-Onaizan, 2016).
van der Wees et al. (2017) introduce a domain cur-
riculum. Wang et al. (2018b) define noise level
and introduce a denoising curriculum. Kocmi and
Bojar (2017) use linguistically-motivated features
to classify examples into bins for scheduling. Ku-
mar et al. (2019) use reinforcement learning to
learn a denoising curriculum based on noise level
of examples. Zhang et al. (2018) explore CL in
general for NMT and observe faster training con-
vergence. Zhang et al. (2019) use CL to adapt
generic NMT models to a specific domain. Pla-
tanios et al. (2019) propose a CL framework to
simplify and speed up training and achieve bet-
ter results; a nice study in sampling schedules was
carried out.

CL therefore is a natural formulation for dy-
namic online data selection. Our work is built
on two types of dynamic data selection: Dynamic
domain-data selection and dynamic clean-data se-
lection. The former uses the neural LM (NLM)-
based scoring function (Eq. 1), which we call
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domain curriculum, denoted by Cdomain. The
later uses the NMT-based scoring function (Eq. 2),
which we call denoising curriculum, denoted
by Cdenoise. Ideally, we would have in-domain,
trusted parallel data to design a true curriculum,
Ctrue, as an assessment oracle: with trusted in-
domain parallel data, Cdenoise is expected to si-
multaneously perform domain-data selection and
clean-data selection, becoming Ctrue.

Mini-batch sampling is important for CL. Sev-
eral alternatives have been introduced to evolve
the training criteria Qt over time (Zhang et al.,
2018; Wang et al., 2018b; van der Wees et al.,
2017; Kocmi and Bojar, 2017; Platanios et al.,
2019). In these curricula, tasks in M are se-
quenced in order of increasing relevance. Earlier
tasks are exposed to a diversity of examples and
later tasks progressively concentrate on data sub-
sets more relevant to the final task.

2.3 More Related Work

Junczys-Dowmunt (2018) introduces a practical
and effective method to combine (static) features
for data filtering. Mansour et al. (2011) com-
bine an n-gram LM and IBM translation Model 1
(Brown et al., 1993) for domain data filtering. We
compose different types of dynamic online selec-
tion rather than combining static features.

Back translation (BT), e.g., (Sennrich et al.,
2016), is another important approach to using
monolingual data for NMT. Here we use monolin-
gual data to seed data selection, rather than gener-
ating parallel data directly from it. Furthermore,
we study the use of source-language monolingual
data, in which case BT cannot be applied directly.

3 Problem Setting

D̃XY is a background parallel dataset between
languages X and Y . It may be crawled from the
web: large (hundreds of millions of pairs), diverse
and noisy.
DID
X is an in-domain monolingual corpus in

source language X . It contains thousands to mil-
lions of sentences and specifies the testing domain.
With DID

X , we can train ϕ (Eq. 1) to sort data by
domain relevance into a domain curriculum. DID

X

can be small because we can use it to fine-tune ϑ̃
into ϑ̂.
D̂OD
XY is a small, trusted, out-of-domain (OD)

parallel dataset. It contains several thousands of

pairs or fewer. With D̂OD
XY , we can train the φ

3 en→zh sentence pairs:

1 (en) Where is the train station?
(zh-gloss) TRAIN STATION IS WHERE?

2 (en) I’d like to have two window seats.
(zh-gloss) PLS. BOOK ME TWO WINDOW SEATS.

3 (en) It usually infects people older than 60.
(zh-gloss) PEOPLE OLDER THAN 60 USUALLY
ARE INFECTED BY IT.

W1 → W2 → W3 → W4

Travel domain curri.
ϕ(3) < ϕ(2) < ϕ(1)



1/3
1/3
1/3





1/3
1/3
1/3





1/2
1/2
��0.0





1.0
��0.0
��0.0




Denoising curri.
φ(2) < φ(1) < φ(3)



1/3
1/3
1/3





1/2
��0.0
1/2





1/2
��0.0
1/2





1/2
��0.0
1/2




Co-curriculum
(Our goal)



1/3
1/3
1/3





1/2
��0.0
1/2





1.0
��0.0
��0.0





1.0
��0.0
��0.0




Table 1: Curriculum and co-curriculum examples generated
from a toy dataset. Each is characterized by its re-weighting,
Wt, over four steps, to stochastically order data to benefit a
final task. ϕ: the domain scoring function (Eq. 1). φ: the
denoising scoring function (Eq. 2). Strikethrough marks dis-
carded examples.

(Eq. 2) to sort data by noise level into a denois-
ing curriculum.

The setup, however, assumes that the in-
domain, trusted parallel data, D̂ID

XY , does not ex-
ist – Our goal is to use an easily available mono-
lingual corpus and recycle existing trusted parallel
data to reduce the cost of curating in-domain par-
allel data.

We are interested in a composed curriculum,
Cco, to improve either original curriculum:

P (Cco,mf ) > P (Cdenoise,mf ) (5)

P (Cco,mf ) > P (Cdomain,mf ) (6)

We hopeP(Cco,mf ) ≈ P(Ctrue,mf ) as if a small
in-domain, trusted parallel dataset were available.

4 Co-Curricular Learning

Table 1 illustrates the idea with a toy dataset of
three examples. Source sentences (en) of exam-
ples 1 and 2 are in the travel domain. Example 2 is
a noisy translation. Example 3 is well-translated
but belongs to the medicine domain. A travel-
domain curriculum follows its data re-weighting,
Wt, and gradually discards (strikethrough) less
in-domain examples, optimizing towards a travel-
domain model. The denoising curriculum grad-
ually discards noisy examples to improve general
accuracy, without paying special attention to travel
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domain. We want to “fuse” these two partial cur-
ricula into a co-curriculum to train models pro-
gressively on both in-domain and clean examples.
We call this co-curricular learning.

4.1 Curriculum Mini-Batching
To facilitate the definition of co-curricular learn-
ing and following (Platanios et al., 2019; Wang
et al., 2018b), we define a dynamic data selection
function, Dφλ(t,D), to return the top λ(t) of ex-
amples in a dataset D sorted by a scoring func-
tion φ at a training step t. We use λ(t) = 0.5t/H ,
(0 < λ ≤ 1), as a pace function to return a selec-
tion ratio value that decays over time controlled by
a hyper-parameter H .2 During training, Dφλ(t,D)
progressively evolves into smaller subdatasets that
are more relevant to the final task using the scoring
function. In practice, Dφλ(t,D′) can be applied on
a small buffer D′ of random examples from the
much bigger D, for efficient online training. It
may also be desirable to set a floor value on λ(t)
to avoid potential data selection bias. This is how
we implement a curriculum in experiments. We
introduce two different co-curricula below.

4.2 Mixed Co-Curriculum (Cmix
co )

Mixed co-curriculum, Cmix
co , simply adds up the

domain scoring function (Eq. 1) and the denoising
function (Eq. 2). For a sentence pair (x, y),

ψ(x, y) = φ(x, y) + ϕ(x).

We then can constrain the re-weighting, Wt(x, y),
to assign non-zero weights only to examples in
Dψ
λ (t, D̃XY ) at a training step. We use uniform

sampling. The co-curriculum is thereby fully in-
stantiated based on Eq. 3 and Eq. 4. However, val-
ues of φ and ϕ may not be on the same scale or
even from the same family of distributions. There-
fore, despite its simplicity, Cmix

co may not be able to
enforce either curriculum sufficiently.

4.3 Cascaded Co-Curriculum (Ccascade
co )

Cascaded co-curriculum, Ccascade
co , defines two se-

lection functions and nests them. Let β (t) =
0.5t/F and γ (t) = 0.5t/G be two pace func-
tions, implemented similarly to above λ(t), with
different hyper-parameters F and G.3 They con-

2 This is inspired by the exponential learning rate sched-
ule. In the following notations, we omitH for brevity, but the
function name implies it.

3 We will omit F,G for brevity, but the function names
can indicate them.

trol the data-discarding paces for clean-data se-
lection and domain-data selection, respectively.
At step t, Dφβ

(
t, D̃XY

)
retains the top β (t) of

background data D̃XY , sorted by scoring func-
tion φ (x, y). Dϕγ

(
t,Dφβ

(
t, D̃XY

))
retains the

top γ (t) of Dφβ
(
t, D̃XY

)
, re-sorted by scoring

function ϕ (x). That is,
(
Dϕγ ◦ Dφβ

)(
t, D̃XY

)
= Dϕγ

(
t,Dφβ

(
t, D̃XY

))

Then Eq. 3 is redefined into Eq. 4 with uniform
sampling:4

Wt (x, y) =





1

|Dϕγ ◦Dφβ |
if (x, y) ∈ Dϕγ ◦ Dφβ

0 otherwise
(7)

Compared to Cmix
co , Ccascadeco cascades Cdenoise and

Cdomain per step.
At a time step, both pace functions, in their re-

spective paces, discard examples that become less
relevant to their own tasks. All surviving exam-
ples then have an equal opportunity to be sam-
pled. Even though uniformly sampled, examples
that are more relevant are retained longer in train-
ing and thus weighed more over time.

Table 1 shows a toy example of how two cur-
ricula are composed. At step 1, no example is
discarded yet, and all examples have equal sam-
pling opportunity (W1’s). At step 2, the denois-
ing curriculum discards the noisiest example 2, but
the domain curriculum still keeps all; So only 1
and 3 are retained in the co-curriculum (W2). In
step 3, the domain curriculum discards the least
in-domain example 3, so only 1 is left in the co-
curriculum now (W3). The denoising curriculum
has a slower pace than the domain curriculum.
Over the four steps, example 1 is kept longer thus
weighed more.

4.4 Curriculum Optimization

We further improve the co-curriculum using an
EM (Dempster et al., 1977) style optimization pro-
cedure in training, as shown in Figure 2. It aims
specifically to iteratively improve the denoising
selection, without losing quality on the domain se-
lection.

4 Function nesting is asymmetrical, but the uniform sam-
pling seems to make the nesting irrelevant to the nesting or-
der. In experiments, we did not notice empirical differences
between nesting one way or the other.
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0

0

D̃XY

ϕ
(
x; ϑ̃, ϑ̂

)

GEN-C

Cico fine-tune θ̃
with Cico

θ̂∗

θ̂i = θ̂∗

i = i+ 1

φ
(
y|x; θ̃, θ̂i

)

DID
X

D̂OD
XY

Figure 2: Co-curricular learning with an EM-style optimiza-
tion procedure. Thicker arrows form the bootstrapping loop.

With D̃XY and DID
X , we train a domain scor-

ing function, ϕ(x; ϑ̃, ϑ̂). With D̃XY and D̂OD
XY ,

we train a denoising scoring function, φ(y|x; θ̃, θ̂).
The in-domain component ϑ̂ of ϕ or the clean
component ϑ̂ of φ are obtained by fine-tuning ϑ̃
or θ̃ on the respective seed data. These initialize
the procedure (iteration 0).

At iteration i, we generate a concrete co-
curriculum using the dynamic re-weighting, Wt,
as defined in Section 4. Let GEN-C denote the cur-
riculum generation process:

Cco = GEN-C
(
D̃XY , φi, ϕ

)
(8)

Then, we fine-tune the original noisy NMT
component, θ̃, of φ on Cco:

θ̂∗ = argmax
θ̂
P (Cco,mf ) (9)

θ̂∗ is used to replace the clean component of φ

θ̂i = θ̂∗

i = i+ 1

θ̂i is then compared against the original θ̃ for scor-
ing. The updated φ and the constant ϕ work to-
gether to generate a new co-curriculum in the next
iteration going back to Eq. 8. In this process, only
the denoising function φ is iteratively updated,
made more aware of the domain.

We call the procedure EM-style because D̃XY

is treated as incomplete without the (hidden) data
order. The generated Cco in each iteration sorts

the data and thus is viewed as complete. It is then
used to train θ̂ by maximizing the performance of
the final task. θ̂ and Cco bootstrap each other. The
process finishes after a pre-defined number of iter-
ations. We use shallow parameterization for scor-
ing functions but we can train a deep model on the
final Cco. The process also uses fine-tuning, so it
can be run efficiently.

In principle, the domain-data scoring function
ϕ can be updated in a similar manner, too, by up-
dating its in-domain component, ϑ̂. This may help
when the in-domain monolingual corpus is very
small. An alternating optimization process can be
used to bootstrap both. We, however, do not inves-
tigate this.

5 Experiments

5.1 Setup

We consider two background datasets and two test
domains, so we have four experiment configura-
tions. Each configuration has as inputs a back-
ground dataset, an in-domain source-language
corpus and a (small) trusted parallel dataset that is
out-of-domain. The inputs of a configuration are
shown in Figure 2.

As alternative background datasets, we use the
English→French Paracrawl data,5 (300 million
pairs), and the WMT14 training data (40 million
pairs). The former is severely noisier than the
later. We adopt sentence-piece model and apply
open-source implementation (Kudo, 2018) to seg-
ment data into sub-word units with a source-target
shared 32000 sub-word vocabulary.

We use two test domains: the English→French
IWSLT15 test set, in spoken language domain; and
the English→French WMT14 test set, in news do-
main. For IWSLT15, we use the English side of
its provided parallel training data (220 thousand
examples) as DID

X , but use the parallel version as

D̂OD
XY for the WMT14 domain. The IWSLT14 test

set is used for validation. For the WMT14 domain,
the provided 28 million English sentences are used
as DID

X . WMT 2010-2011 test sets are concate-

nated as D̂ID
XY for news6, or as D̂OD

XY for the above

5 https://paracrawl.eu
6 Strictly speaking, though all are in news, the WMT 2014

monolingual data, the WMT 2011-2012 test sets and the 2014
test set are not necessarily in the exact same news domain. So
this news test domain could be treated as a looser case than
the IWSLT domain and examines the method at a slightly
different position in the spectrum of the problem.
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IWSLT15 test domain. So, the trusted data are re-
versely shared across the two test domains. Addi-
tionally, WMT 2012-2013 are used as the valida-
tion set for the WMT14 test domain. Our method
does not require the in-domain trusted data, but we
use it to construct bounds in evaluation.

We use RNN-based NMT (Wu et al., 2016) to
train models. Model parameterization for θ’s of
φ (Eq 2) or ϑ’s ϕ (Eq 1) is 512 dimensions by
3 layers – NLMs are realized using NMT mod-
els with dummy source sentences (Sennrich et al.,
2016). Deep models are 1024 dimensions by 8
layers. Unless specified, results are reported for
deep models. We compute truecased, detokenized
BLEU with mteval-v14.pl.

Training on Paracrawl uses Adam in warmup
and then SGD for a total of 3 million steps us-
ing batch size 128, learning rate 0.5 annealed, at
step 2 million, down to 0.05. Training on WMT
2014 uses batch size 96, dropout probability 0.2
for a total of 2 million steps, with learning rate 0.5
annealed, at step 1.2 million, down to 0.05, too.
No dropout is used in Paracrawl training due to its
large data volume.

For the pace hyper-parameters (Section 4), we
empirically use H = F = 400k, G = 900k.
Floor values set for λ, β, γ are top 0.1, 0.2, 0.5 se-
lection ratios, respectively, such that in the cas-
caded co-curriculum case, the tightest effective
percentile value would be the same 0.1 = 0.2 ×
0.5, too. All single curriculum experiments use
the same pace setting as Cmix.

5.2 Baselines and Oracles
We build various systems below as baselines and
oracles. Oracle systems use in-domain trusted par-
allel data.

Baselines:

1. Crandom : Baseline model trained on back-
ground data with random data sampling.

2. Cdomain: Dynamically fine-tunes Crandom with
a domain curriculum (van der Wees et al.,
2017).

3. Cdenoise: Dynamically fine-tunes Crandom with
a denoising curriculum (Wang et al., 2018b).

Oracles:

4. Ctrue: Dynamically fine-tunes Crandom with the
true curriculum.

5. ID fine-tune Crandom: Simply fine-tunes
Crandom with in-domain (ID) parallel data.

Models Test BLEU
IWSLT15 WMT14

(P)aracrawl
P1: Crandom 34.6 31.6
P2: Cdomain 35.7 32.4
P3: Cdenoise 36.6 33.6
P4: Ctrue 37.2 34.2
P5: ID fine-tune P1 38.5 34.0
(W)MT
W1: Crandom 36.5 35.0
W2: Cdomain 37.6 35.9
W3: Cdenoise 37.4 36.0
W4: Ctrue 38.5 36.3
W5: ID fine-tune W1 39.7 35.9

Table 2: Baseline and oracle models trained on Paracrawl
data and WMT data, respectively. ID: in-domain. P2,3,4 (or
W2,3,4) each dynamically fine-tunes P1 (or W1) with the re-
spective curriculum. Except for P1 and W1, the two BLEU
scores in each row are for two different training runs, each
focusing on its own test domain (configuration).

We’ll see if our method is better than either origi-
nal curriculum and how close it is to the true cur-
riculum oracle. In most experiments, we fine-tune
a warmed-up (baseline) model to compare curric-
ula, for quicker experiment cycles.

Baseline and oracle BLEU scores are shown in
Table 2. Note that, except for P1 and W1, the
two BLEU scores in a row are for two different
training runs, each focusing on its own test do-
main. On either training dataset, domain curricu-
lum, Cdomain, improves baseline, Crandom, by 0.8-
1.1 BLEU (P3 vs P1, W3 vs W1). Cdomain falls be-
hind of Cdenoise on the noisy Paracrawl dataset (P2
vs P3), but delivers matched performance on the
cleaner WMT dataset (W2 vs W3) – noise com-
promises the domain capability. On the WMT
training data, Cdenoise improves baselines by about
+1.0 BLEU on either test domain (W3 vs W1), and
more on the noisier Paracrawl data: +2.0 on ei-
ther test domain (P3 vs P1). The true curriculum
(P4, W4) bounds the performance of Cdomain and
Cdenoise. Simple in-domain fine-tuning gives good
improvements (P5 vs P1, W5 vs W1).

5.3 Co-Curricular Learning
Cascading vs. mixing. Table 3 shows per-step
cascaded filtering can work better than flat mixing
(P7 vs P6). So we use Ccascade

co for the remaining
experiments.

Curriculum BLEU comparisons. Table 4 shows
the effectiveness of co-curricular learning. On
Paracrawl, co-curriculum (P7) gives more than +2
BLEU on top of no CL (P1). It improves Cdomain

(P7 vs P2) by +1.4 BLEU on IWSLT15 and +1.6
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Co-
Curriculum

Test BLEU
IWSLT15 WMT14

P6: Cmix
co 36.2 33.8

P7: Ccascade
co 37.1 34.0

Table 3: Per-step cascading works better than mixing on
Paracrawl data.

Curriculum Test BLEU
IWSLT15 WMT14

P1: Crandom 34.6 31.6
P2: Cdomain 35.7 32.4
P3: Cdenoise 36.6 33.6
P7: Cco 37.1 34.0
Cco − Cdomain + 1 .4 +1 .6
Cco − Ctrue −0 .1 −0 .2
W1: Crandom 36.5 35.0
W2: Cdomain 37.6 35.9
W3: Cdenoise 37.4 36.0
W7: Cco 37.8 36.4
Cco − Cdomain +0 .2 +0 .5
Cco − Ctrue −0 .7 +0 .1

Table 4: Co-curriculum improves either constituent curricu-
lum and no CL, can be close to the true curriculum on noisy
data.

BLEU on WMT14. It is better than either con-
stituent curriculum (P2 or P3), close to the true
curriculum (P4).

On the cleaner WMT training data, co-
curriculum (W7) improves either constituent cur-
ricula (W2 and W3) by smaller gains than
Paracrawl: +0.2 BLEU on IWSLT15 and +0.4 on
WMT14. Compared to Ctrue W5, co-curriculum
W7 falls behind (-0.7 BLEU) on IWSLT15 and
matches (+0.1 BLEU) on WMT14.

So Cco outperforms either constituent curricu-
lum, as we target in Section 3. In both background
data cases, using in-domain trusted parallel data
to build oracles (P5, W5) are more effective than
selecting data in our setup.

5.4 Effect of Curriculum Optimization

We further bootstrap the co-curriculum with the
EM-style optimization procedure (Figure 2) for
three iterations for all four configurations.

Shallow models. We use the translation perfor-
mance of the clean component P (y|x; θ̂) in scor-
ing function φ (Eq. 2) as an indicator to the qual-
ity of Cco per iteration. Figure 3 shows that the
BLEU scores of P (y|x; θ̂) steadily become better
by iterations.7 θ̂ has 512 dimensions and 3 lay-

7 They also include two initialization points: the noisy θ̃,
and the initial clean θ̂ obtained by fine-tuning θ̃ on the clean
data.

baseline clean EM-1 EM-2 EM-3
22

24

26

28

30

32

34

Iteration

B
L

E
U

IWSLT15
WMT14

Figure 3: The EM-style optimization has a big impact on
small-capacity models, measured in BLEU. Experiments
were carried out on Paracrawl data.

Curriculum Test BLEU
IWSLT15 WMT14

P2: Cdomain 35.7 32.4
P7: Cco 37.1 34.0
P8: P7+Optimization 37.3 34.6
P8 - Cdomain +1 .6 +2 .0
W2: Cdomain 37.6 35.9
W7: Cco 37.8 36.4
W8: W7+Optimization 37.8 36.5
W8 - Cdomain +0 .2 +0 .6

Table 5: EM-style optimization further improves domain
curriculum. But, overall, it has a small impact on deep mod-
els.

ers. Surprisingly, EM-3 improves baseline by +10
BLEU on IWSLT15, +8.2 BLEU on WMT14 and
performs better than fine-tuning baseline with the
clean, out-of-domain parallel data we have. They
even reach the performance of Crandom (P1) that
uses a much deeper model (1024 dimensions x 8
layers) trained on the vanilla data.

Deep models. Table 5 shows the BLEUs of deep
models (1024 dimensions x 8 layers) trained on
the final co-curriculum. P8 performs slightly
better than the non-bootstrapped version P7 on
Paracrawl: +0.6 BLEU on WMT14 test and +0.2
on IWSLT15 test. The differences on the WMT
data appear to be smaller (W8 vs. W7). So, cur-
riculum bootstrapping has a small impact overall
on deep models.

Why the difference? Why is there such a dif-
ference? We analyze the properties of the co-
curriculum.

Each curve in Figure 4 corresponds to a sin-
gle curriculum that simulates the online data se-
lection from looser selection (left x-axis) to more-
tightened selection (right x-axis). During the
course of a single CL, the curriculum pushes
“harder” examples with higher per-word loss (than
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Figure 4: Curriculum learning and optimization push
“easier-to-learn” (lower per-word loss) examples to late cur-
riculum (right) and harder examples (higher per-word loss) to
early curriculum (left).
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Figure 5: Curriculum learning and optimization push “reg-
ularized” (lower variance) examples to late curriculum and
higher-variance examples to early curriculum.

baseline) to the early curriculum phase (for explo-
ration), and “easier-to-learn” examples with lower
per-word loss to the late curriculum phase (for ex-
ploitation). Over iterations, a later-iteration cur-
riculum schedules even easier examples than a
previous iteration at late curriculum. The story
happens reversely at early curriculum due to prob-
ability mass conservation. Figure 5 shows a sim-
ilar story regarding per-word loss variance. So,
curriculum optimization “regularizes” the curricu-
lum and makes it easier-to-learn towards the end
of CL.

These may be important for a small-capacity
model to learn efficiently. The fact that the deep
model is not improved as much means that ‘clean’
may have taken most of the headroom for deep
models.

Meanwhile, according to Figure 6, each indi-
vidual curriculum concentrates more on news in-
domain examples as training progresses. Over it-
erations, bootstrapping makes the co-curriculum
more news-domain aware. Due to the use of the
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Figure 6: The denoising curriculum is made more aware
of news-domain after iterations. Figure drawn for the
(Paracrawl, news) configuration. Within a single curriculum,
‘baseline’ randomly shuffles data, thus flat curve. ‘clean’
uses the out-of-domain clean parallel data, thus not that much
news relevance. All curves show negative news-domain rele-
vance, indicating lack of news data in Paracrawl data.

Curriculum Test BLEU
IWSLT15 WMT14

P8: Fine-tune with Cco 37.3 34.6
P9: Retrain with Cco 37.9 35.6
W8: Fine-tune with Cco 37.8 36.5
W9: Retrain with Cco 38.1 36.3

Table 6: Retraining with a curriculum may work better than
fine-tuning with it, on a large, noisy dataset.

denoising curriculum, data in curriculum becomes
cleaner, too. So, although the co-curriculum
schedules data from hard to easier-to-learn, which
seems opposite to the general CL, it also sched-
ules data from less in-domain to cleaner and more
in-domain, which captures the spirit of CL.

5.5 Retraining
On Paracrawl, retraining NMT with co-curriculum
improves dynamic fine-tuning, as shown in Ta-
ble 6 (P9 vs. P8): +0.6 BLEU on IWSLT15 and
+1.0 BLEU on WMT14. On WMT14 training
data, retraining (W9) seems to perform similarly
to fine-tuning on a warmed-up model (W8): +0.3
on IWSLT15 but -0.2 on WMT14; We speculate
that this may be due to the smaller WMT training
data size.

5.6 Dynamic vs. Static Data Selection
Co-curricular learning is dynamic. How does be-
ing dynamic matter? Table 7 shows that fine-
tuning on the top 10% data8 static selection (P10,
W10) gives good improvements over baselines P1,
W1, but co-curriculum (P9, W9) may do better.

8 This is the ratio where the pace function reaches the floor
value in training (see end of Section 5.1).
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Model Test BLEU
IWSLT15 WMT14

P1: Crandom 34.6 31.6
P9: Curriculum (Dynamic) 37.9 35.6
P10: Static selection 36.8 34.6
W1: Crandom 36.5 35.0
W9: Curriculum (Dynamic) 38.1 36.3
W10: Static selection 37.4 36.2

Table 7: Curriculum learning works slightly better than fine-
tuning a warmed-up model with a top static selection.

Model Test BLEU
IWSLT15 WMT14

P9: Retrain with curriclum 37.9 35.6
P11: Retrain with static sel. 37.1 34.6
W9: Retrain with curriculum 38.1 36.3
W11: Retrain on static sel. 34.0 31.7

Table 8: Curriculum learning works better than retrain-
ing with a static, top selection, especially when the training
dataset is small.

This confirms findings by (van der Wees et al.,
2017).

What if we retrain on the static data, too? In
Table 8, W11 vs. W9 shows that retrained mod-
els on the static data is far behind for the WMT14
training – top 10% selection has only 4 million ex-
amples. On Paracrawl, P11 vs. P9 are closer, but
retraining on co-curriculum performs still better.
In all cases, co-curricular learning gives the best
results. We may tune the static selection for bet-
ter results, but then it is the exact point of CL, to
evolve the data re-weighting without the need of a
hard cutoff on selection ratio.

5.7 Discussion

Evidence of data-quality transfer. Figure 7 vi-
sualizes that CL in one domain (e.g., web) may
enable CL in another. This is the foundation of
our proposed method. To draw the figure, using a
random sample of 2000 pairs from WMT training
data and some additional in-domain parallel data,
we sort examples by tightening the selection ra-
tio according to a true web curriculum. The web
curve shows the co-relation between selection ra-
tio and data relevance to web. The same data order
appears to yield increasing relevance to other do-
mains, too, with bigger effect on a closer ‘news’
domain, but smaller effect on ‘patent’ and ‘short’
(sentences).

Regularizing data without a teacher. The anal-
ysis in Section 5.4 shows that the denoising scor-
ing function and its bootstrapped versions tend to
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Figure 7: Curriculum learning in one domain may enable
curriculum learning in another.

regularize the late curriculum and make the sched-
uled data easier for small models to learn on. One
potential further application of this data property
may be in learning a multitask curriculum where
regular data may be helpful for multiple task distri-
butions to work together in the same model. This
has been achieved by knowledge distillation in ex-
isting research (Tan et al., 2019), by regularizing
data with a teacher – We could instead regularize
data by example selection, without a teacher. We
leave this examination for future research.

Pace function hyper-parameters. In experi-
ments, we found that data-discarding pace func-
tions seem to work best when they simultaneously
decay down to their respective floors. Adaptively
adjusting them seems an interesting future work.

6 Conclusion

We present a co-curricular learning method to
make domain-data selection work better on noisy
data, by dynamically composing it with clean-data
selection. We show that the method improves over
either constituent selection and their static combi-
nation. We further refine the co-curriculum with
an EM-style optimization procedure and show its
effectiveness, in particular on small-capacity mod-
els. In future, we would like to extend the method
to handle more than two curricula objectives.
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Abstract

Prior researches suggest that neural machine
translation (NMT) captures word alignment
through its attention mechanism, however, this
paper finds attention may almost fail to cap-
ture word alignment for some NMT models.
This paper thereby proposes two methods to
induce word alignment which are general and
agnostic to specific NMT models. Experi-
ments show that both methods induce much
better word alignment than attention. This pa-
per further visualizes the translation through
the word alignment induced by NMT. In par-
ticular, it analyzes the effect of alignment er-
rors on translation errors at word level and its
quantitative analysis over many testing exam-
ples consistently demonstrate that alignment
errors are likely to lead to translation errors
measured by different metrics.

1 Introduction

Machine translation aims at modeling the seman-
tic equivalence between a pair of source and target
sentences (Koehn, 2009), and word alignment tries
to model the semantic equivalence between a pair
of source and target words (Och and Ney, 2003).
As a sentence consists of words, word alignment
is conceptually related to machine translation and
such a relation can be traced back to the birth
of statistical machine translation (SMT) (Brown
et al., 1993), where word alignment is the basis of
SMT models and its accuracy is generally helpful
to improve translation quality (Koehn et al., 2003;
Liu et al., 2005).

In neural machine translation (NMT), it is also
important to study word alignment, because word
alignment provides natural ways to understanding
black-box NMT models and analyzing their trans-
lation errors (Ding et al., 2017). Prior researches
∗Work done while X. Li interning at Tencent AI Lab. L. Liu
is the corresponding author.

observed that word alignment is captured by NMT
through attention for recurrent neural network
based NMT with a single attention layer (Bah-
danau et al., 2014; Mi et al., 2016; Liu et al.,
2016; Li et al., 2018). Unfortunately, we surpris-
ingly find that attention may almost fail to capture
word alignment for NMT models with multiple at-
tentional layers such as TRANSFORMER (Vaswani
et al., 2017), as demonstrated in our experiments.

In this paper, we propose two methods to in-
duce word alignment from general NMT models
and answer a fundamental question that how much
word alignment NMT models can learn (§ 3).
The first method explicitly builds a word align-
ment model between a pair of source and tar-
get word representations encoded by NMT mod-
els, and then it learns additional parameters for
this word alignment model with the supervision
from an external aligner similar to Mi et al. (2016)
and Liu et al. (2016). The second method is more
intuitive and flexible: it is parameter-free and thus
does not need retraining and external aligner. Its
key idea is to measure the prediction difference of
a target word if a source word is removed, inspired
by Arras et al. (2016) and Zintgraf et al. (2017).
Experiments on an advanced NMT model show
that both methods achieve much better word align-
ment than the method by attention (§ 4.1). In addi-
tion, our experiments demonstrate that NMT cap-
tures good word alignment for those words mostly
contributed from source (CFS), while their word
alignment is much worse for those words mostly
contributed from target (CFT). This finding of-
fers a reason why advanced NMT models deliver-
ing excellent translation capture worse word align-
ment than statistical aligners in SMT, which was
observed in prior researches yet without deep ex-
planation (Tu et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2016).

Furthermore, we understand and interpret NMT
from the viewpoint of word alignment induced
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from NMT (§ 4.2). Unlike existing researches on
interpreting NMT by accessing few examples as
case study (Ding et al., 2017; Alvarez-Melis and
Jaakkola, 2017), we aim to provide quantitatively
analysis for interpreting NMT by accessing many
testing examples, which makes our findings more
general. To this end, we firstly compare the effects
of both approaches to interpreting NMT and find
the prediction difference is better for understand-
ing NMT. Consequently, we propose to quantita-
tively analyze the translation errors by using align-
ment from prediction difference. Since it is far
from trivial to measure the translation errors at
the word level, we design experiments by using
two metrics to detect translation errors. Our em-
pirical results consistently show that wrong align-
ment is more likely to induce the translation errors
meanwhile right alignment favors to encourage the
translation quality. Our analysis further suggest
that word alignment errors for CFS words are re-
sponsible for translation errors in some extent.

This paper makes the two-fold contributions:

• It systematically studies word alignment
from NMT and proposes two approaches to
induce word alignment which are agnostic to
specific NMT models.

• It understands NMT from the viewpoint of
word alignment and investigates the effect
of alignment errors on translation errors via
quantitative analysis over many testing exam-
ples.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Neural Machine Translation
Given a source sentence x = 〈x1, · · · , x|x|〉 and
a target sentence y = 〈y1, · · · , y|y|〉, NMT aims
at maximizing the following conditional probabil-
ities: 1

P (y | x) =
|y|∏
i=1

P (yi | y<i,x)

=
|y|∏
i=1

P
(
yi | sLi

)
,

(1)

where y<i = 〈y1, . . . , yi−1〉 denotes a prefix of
y with length i − 1, and sLi is the final decod-
ing state of yi. Generally, the conditional distri-
bution P

(
yi | sLi

)
is somehow modeled within an

1Throughout this paper, bold font such as x denotes a se-
quence while regular font such as x denotes an element
which may be a scalar x, vector x or matrixX .

encoder-decoder framework. In encoding stage,
the source sentence x is encoded as a sequence
of hidden vectors h by an encoder according
to specific NMT models, such as a multi-layer
encoder consisting of recurrent neural network
(RNN), convolutional neural network (CNN), or
self-attention layer. In decoding stage, each de-
coding state in lth layer sli is computed as follows:

sli = f
(

sl−1i , sl<i, c
l
i

)
, s0i = yi, (2)

where l ∈ {1, . . . , L}, yi is the word embedding
of word yi, f is a general function dependent on
a specific NMT model, cli is a context vector in
lth layer, computed from h and sl<i according to
different NMT models. As the dominant models,
attentional NMT models define the context vec-
tor cli as a weighted sum of h, where the weight

αli = g
(

sl−1i , sl<i,h
)

is defined by a similarity
function. Due to the space limitation, we refer
readers to Bahdanau et al. (2014), Gehring et al.
(2017) and Vaswani et al. (2017) for the details on
the definitions of f and g.

2.2 Alignment by Attention
Since the attention weight αli,j measures the sim-
ilarity between sl−1i and hj , it has been widely
used to evaluate the word alignment between yi
and xj (Bahdanau et al., 2014; Ghader and Monz,
2017). Once an attentional NMT model has been
trained, one can easily extract word alignment A
from the attention weight α according to the style
of maximum a posterior strategy (MAP) as fol-
lows:

Ai,j(α) =





1 j = arg max
j′

αi,j′

0 o/w
, (3)

whereAi,j = 1 indicates yi aligns to xj . For NMT
models with multiple attentional heads attentional
layers as in Vaswani et al. (2017), we sum all at-
tention weights with respect to all heads to a single
α before MAP in equation 3.

3 Methods to Inducing Word Alignment

Although attention might obtain some word align-
ment as described in previous section, it is un-
known whether NMT models contain more word
alignment information than that obtained by at-
tention. In addition, the method using attention
is useful to induce word alignment for attentional
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NMT models, whereas it is useless for general
NMT models. In this section, in order to induce
word alignment from general NMT models, we
propose two different methods, which are agnostic
to specific NMT models.

3.1 Alignment by Explicit Alignment Model

Given a source sentence x, a target sentence y, fol-
lowing Liu et al. (2005) and Taskar et al. (2005),
we explicitly define a word alignment model as
follows:

P (xj | yi;W ) =
exp (δ (xj , yi;W ))∑m

j′=1 exp
(
δ
(
xj′ , yi;W

)) ,

(4)
where δ (xj , yi;W ) is a distance function
parametrized by W . Ideally, δ is able to include
arbitrary features such as IBM model 1 similar
to Liu et al. (2005). However, as our goal is not to
achieve the best word alignment but to focus on
that captured by an NMT model, we only consider
these features completely learned in NMT. Hence,
we define the

δ (xj , yi;W ) = (xj‖hj)>W
(
yi‖sLi

)
, (5)

where xj and yi are word embeddings of xj and
yi learned in NMT, hj is the hidden unit of xj in
the encoding network and sLi is the hidden unit of
yj in the decoding network, ‖ denotes the concate-
nation of a pair of column vectors of dimension d,
andW is a matrix of dimension 2d× 2d.

The explicit word alignment model is trained by
maximizing the objective function with respect to
the parameter matrixW :

max
W

∑

∀j,i:Aref
ij =1

logP (xj | yi;W ) , (6)

where Aref
ij is the reference alignment between

xj and yi for a sentence pair x and y. As the
number of elements in W is up to one million
(i.e., (2 × 512)2), it is not feasible to train it us-
ing a small dataset with gold alignment. There-
fore, following Mi et al. (2016) and Liu et al.
(2016), we run statistical word aligner such as
FAST ALIGN (Dyer et al., 2013) on a large corpus
and then employ resulting word alignment as the
silver alignment Aref for training. Note that our
goal is to quantify word alignment learned by an
NMT model, and thus we only treat W as the pa-
rameter to be learned, which differs from the joint

training all parameters including those from NMT
models as in Mi et al. (2016) and Liu et al. (2016).

After training, one obtains the optimized W
and then easily infers word alignment for a
test sentence pair 〈x,y〉 via the MAP strategy
as defined in equation 3 by setting αi,j′ =
P
(
xj′ | yi;W

)
.

Note that if word embeddings and hidden units
learned by NMT models capture enough informa-
tion for word alignment, the above method can ob-
tain excellent word alignment. However, because
the dataset for supervision in training definitely
include some data intrinsic word alignment infor-
mation, it is unclear how much word alignment is
only from NMT models. Therefore, we propose
the other method which is parameter-free and only
dependent on NMT models themselves.

3.2 Alignment by Prediction Difference
The intuition to this method is that if yi aligns
to xj , the relevance between yi and xj should be
much higher than that between yi and any other
xk with k 6= j. Therefore, the key to our method
is that how to measure the relevance between yi
and xj .

Sampling method Zintgraf et al. (2017) pro-
pose a principled method to measure the relevance
between a pair of tokens in input and output. It is
estimated by measuring how the prediction of yi
in the output changes if the input token xj is un-
known. Formally, the relevance between yi and xj
for a given sentence pair 〈x,y〉 is defined as fol-
lows:

R (yi, xj) = P (yi | y<i,x)− P
(
yi | y<i,x\j

)
,

(7)
with

P
(
yi | y<i,x\j

)

=
∑

x

P
(
x | y<i,x(j,∅)

)
P
(
yi | y<i,x(j,x)

)

≈Ex∼P (x)
[
P
(
yi | y<i,x(j,x)

)]
, (8)

where x(j,x) denotes the sequence by replacing xj
with x in x, particularly x(j,∅) denotes the se-
quence by removing xj from x, P (yi | y<i,x)
is defined in equation 1 and P

(
x | y<i,x(j,∅)

)
is

approximated by the empirical distribution P (x),
which can be considered as the 1-gram language
model for the source side of the training corpus.
Unlike a computer vision task in Zintgraf et al.
(2017), the size of source vocabulary in NMT is
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up to 30000 and thus summation over this large
vocabulary is challenging in computational effi-
ciency. As a result, we only sample multiple words
to approximate the expectation in equation 8 by
Monte Carlo (MC) approach.

Deterministic method Inspired by the idea of
dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014), we measure the
relevance by disabling the connection between xj
and the encoder network in a deterministic way.
Formally,R (yi, xj) is directly defined via dropout
effect on xj as follows:

R (yi, xj) = P (yi | y<i,x)−P
(
yi | y<i,x(j,0)

)
,

(9)
where x(j,0) denotes the sequence by replacing xj
with a word whose embedding is a zero vector. In
this way, the computation in equation 9 is much
faster than the Monte Carlo sampling approach in-
volving multiple samples. It is worth mentioning
that equation 9 resembles the Monte Carlo sam-
pling approach with a single sample in calculation,
but it is significantly better than MC with a sin-
gle sample in alignment quality and is very close
to MC approach with enough samples, as to be
shown in our experiments.

Note that the relevance R(yi, xj) ∈ [−1, 1],
where R(yi, xj) = 1 means ith target word
is totally determined by the jth source word;
R(yi, xj) = −1 means ith target word and jth

source word are mutual exclusive; R(yi, xj) = 0
means jth source word do not affect generating ith

target word. To obtain word alignment for a given
sentence pair 〈x,y〉, after collecting R(yi, xj) one
can easily infer word alignment via the MAP strat-
egy as defined in equation 3 by setting αi,j′ =
R(yi, xj′).

Remark The above R(yi, xj) in equation 7
quantifies the relevance between a target word yi
and a source word xj . Similarly, one can quantify
the relevance between yi and its history word yk
as follows:

Ro (yi, yk) = P (yi | y<i,x)−P
(

yi | y<i(k,0),x
)
,

(10)
where Ro indicates the relevance between two tar-
get words yi and yk with k < i, and P (yi |
y<i(k,0),x) is obtained by disabling the connec-
tion between yk and the decoder network, simi-
larly to P

(
yi | y<i,x(j,0)

)
. Unlike R(yi, xj) cap-

turing word alignment information, Ro(yi, yk) is
able to capture word allocation in a target sentence

and it will be used to answer a fundamental ques-
tion why NMT models yields better translation yet
worse word alignment compared with SMT in sec-
tion of experiments.

4 Experiments

In this section, we conduct extensive experi-
ments on ZH⇒EN and DE⇒EN translation tasks
to evaluate different methods for word align-
ment induced from the NMT model and com-
pare them with a statistical alignment model FAST

ALIGN (Dyer et al., 2013). Then, we use the in-
duced word alignment to understand translation
errors both qualitatively and quantitatively.

The alignment performance is evaluated by
alignment error rate (AER) (Mihalcea and Ped-
ersen, 2003; Koehn, 2009). The proposed
methods are implemented on top of TRANS-
FORMER (Vaswani et al., 2017) which is a state-of-
the-art NMT system. We report AER on NIST05
test set and RWTH data, whose reference align-
ment was manually annotated by experts (Liu
et al., 2016; Ghader and Monz, 2017). More de-
tails on data and training these systems are de-
scribed in Appendix A.

4.1 Inducing Word alignment from NMT

Attention Since the bilingual corpus intrinsi-
cally includes word alignment in some extent,
word alignment by attention should be better than
the data intrinsic alignment if attention indeed cap-
tures alignment. To obtain the data intrinsic word
alignment, we calculate pointwise mutual infor-
mation (PMI) from the bilingual corpus and then
infer word alignment for each bilingual sentence
by using the MAP strategy as in equation 3. 2

It is astonishing that word alignment by atten-
tion is inconsistent for different layers of TRANS-
FORMER, although attention in a single layer
TRANSFORMER obtains decent word alignment.
Referring to Figure 1, for models more than two
layers, alignment captured by attention on mid-
dle layer(s) is reasonable, but that on low or high
layer is obviously worse than PMI. The possible
reasons can be explained as follows. The possible
functionality of lower layers might be constructing
gradually better contextual representation of the
word at each position as suggested in recent con-
textualized embedding works (Peters et al., 2018;
Devlin et al., 2018; Radford et al., 2019). So
2 More details in Appendix B.
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(b) DE⇒EN

Figure 1: AER of attention at each layer on TRANSFORMER with different number of layers. AER of PMI is
shown as white. Blue and red means AER is better and worse than PMI respectively.

the AERs become better while more unambigu-
ous representations of the corresponding word are
formed. However, for higher layers the represen-
tational redundancy is accumulated (Voita et al.,
2019; Michel et al., 2019) for phrases or other
larger meaning spans in the input, so attention is
not capturing word-to-word align but more com-
plicated semantic correspondence.

Methods Tasks
ZH⇒EN DE⇒EN

FAST ALIGN 36.57 26.58
Attention mean 56.44 74.59
Attention best 45.22 53.98

EAM 38.88 39.25
PD 41.77 42.81

* Results are measured on TRANSFORMER-L6.

Table 1: AER of the proposed methods.

Models TRANSFORMER

L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6
AER 54.50 47.94 40.47 38.40 38.80 38.88

BLEU 36.51 44.83 45.63 47.19 46.35 46.95
* Results are measured on ZH⇒EN task.

Table 2: EAM on translation models with different
number of layer.

Explicit Alignment Model (EAM) As shown
in Table 1, EAM outperforms alignment induced
from attention by a large margin. However, since
EAM employs silver alignment annotations from
FAST ALIGN for training the additional param-
eters, its final AER includes contributions from
both the aligned data and the model. To elimi-
nate contribution from the data, we investigate the

AERs over different pre-trained translation models
with their EAMs trained on the same FAST ALIGN

annotated data. We find that a stronger (higher
BLEU) translation model generally obtains bet-
ter alignment (lower AER). As shown in Table 2,
TRANSFORMER-L6 generates much better align-
ment than TRANSFORMER-L1, highly correlated
with their translation performances. This sug-
gests that supervision is not enough to obtain
good alignment and the hidden units learned by a
translation model indeed implicitly capture align-
ment knowledge by learning translation. In addi-
tion, EAM can be thought as a kind of agnostic
probe (Belinkov et al., 2017; Hewitt and Manning,
2019) to investigate how much alignment are im-
plicitly learned in the hidden representations.

Prediction Difference (PD) As shown in Ta-
ble 1, PD also delivers better word alignment than
attention. PD can be implemented by sampling
method or deterministic method. As shown in
Table 3, the alignment performance of sampling
method is improving as growing of the sample
size, because the accuracy of Monte Carlo ap-
proach is dependent on the number of samples.
And no matter what sample size is, the variance
of AER is always ignorable. The reason might
be that the arg max operation in equation 3 elim-
inates the fluctuation of probability matrix. Al-
though using large sample size can achieve nice
alignment performance, it is costly in computa-
tion. Fortunately, the deterministic method, which
employs a single zero embedding rather than em-
bedding of random words, can also achieve nice
alignment performance with the same computa-
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Methods Sampling method
Deterministic method

Sample size 1 2 4 20 50
AER 44.92 43.30 42.42 41.83 41.73 41.77

Variance 0.004 < 10−5 < 10−5 < 10−5 < 10−5 N/A
* Results are measured on TRANSFORMER-L6 and ZH⇒EN task

Table 3: Comparison between sampling and deterministic methods for prediction difference.

tional. One possible reason is that using zero em-
bedding in inference is exactly the same way as
dropout in training, making the trained parameters
perform well in inference. In the rest of this paper,
we employ the deterministic version as the default
for PD in this paper.

Alignment on CFT words It is well-known that
NMT outperforms SMT a lot in translation, and
thus it is natural to ask why NMT yields worse
alignment than the aligner FAST ALIGN in SMT,
as shown in Table 1. Because the probability of
a target word typically employs the mixed contri-
butions from both source and target sides, NMT
may capture good alignment for the target words
mostly contributed from source (CFS, such as con-
tent words) while bad alignment for the target
words mostly contributed from target (CFT, such
as function words). To this end, we divide the tar-
get words into two categories: for a given sentence
pair 〈x,y〉, CFS and CFT are formally defined as
two sets containing the target word yi satisfies fol-
lowing conditions respectively,

maxx∈xR(yi, x)−maxy∈y<i Ro(yi, y) > ε,

maxy∈y<i Ro(yi, y)−maxx∈xR(yi, x) > ε,
(11)

where ε ∈ [0, 1) is a probability margin between
CFS and CFT words.

After dividing the target words into two cate-
gories of CFS and CFT words according to the
criterion defined above, 3 we evaluate alignment
performance for each category and the results are
shown in Table 4. We find that NMT indeed
captures better alignment for CFS words than the
alignment for CFT words, and FAST ALIGN gen-
erates much better alignment than NMT for CFT
words. Therefore, this fact indicates that CFT
words are the reason why NMT generate worse
alignment than FAST ALIGN.

3Without affecting main conclusions, ε = 0 in this experi-
ment for covering all words in analysis. Experiments with
different margins are in Appendix C.

Methods Target
Words

Tasks
ZH⇒EN DE⇒EN

PD
ALL 41.77 42.81
CFS 32.97 33.86
CFT 63.28 65.24

EAM
ALL 38.88 39.25
CFS 34.44 36.03
CFT 49.73 47.34

FAST
ALIGN

ALL 36.57 27.05
CFS 31.02 22.56
CFT 50.80 38.48

* For both tasks the ratio between CFS word count and CFT
word count is about 7 : 3.

Table 4: AER of CFS and CFT words.

Confidence-binned AER Since confidence can
reflect translation quality to some extent, we also
use the confidence of each target word (the predic-
tive probability) during forced decoding to group
the targets into ten bins and report the AER of
them in Figure 2. We can find the AER generally
decreases as the probability increases. This also
indicates that alignment analysis on real transla-
tion instead of ground truth may lead to more re-
liable conclusion since beam search always finds
high confidence candidates.
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(a) ZH⇒EN
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(b) DE⇒EN

Figure 2: Confidence-binned AER on the two datasets.

4.2 Understanding NMT via PD Alignment
Which method is better for understanding?
Previous experiments mainly consider the align-
ment for the reference, and show that EAM is bet-
ter at aligning a reference word to source words
than PD. However, in order to better understand
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sān xía gōng chéng dì xìa dìan zhàn jí jīang kāi gōng jìan shè
三峡 工程 地下 电站 即将 开工 建设

Three gorges project ’s underground powerhouse to
Three gorges project ’s underground powerhouse construction start construction

begin constructionR:
T:

(a) Forced Decoding Error

bā xiè sī gǔ dāng xuǎn luó mǎ ní yà zǒng tǒng chóu zǔ zhèng fǔ miàn lín tiǎo zhàn
巴谢斯古 当选 罗马尼亚 总统 筹组 政府 面临 挑战

Basescu elected romanian president , faces challenge of forming goverment
Romanian president elected to form govermentT:

R:

(b) Real Decoding Error

Figure 3: Two examples of showing the translation errors caused by word alignment errors both in forced decoding
and real decoding on TRANSFORMER-L6. Red arrow means wrong alignment while Green arrow means the golden
alignment. red word means translation error. ‘R’ denotes reference sentence and ‘T’ denotes translation sentence.

the translation process of a NMT model, it is help-
ful to analyze the alignment of real translations
derived from the NMT model itself. This is also
in accordance with the confidence-binned obser-
vation previously. The alignment of the real trans-
lation actually provides some insight on the causal
relationship among source and target words. To
obtain AER on real decoding, we manually an-
notate word alignment of the real translations for
200 source sentences randomly selected from the
ZH⇒EN test set. As shown in Table 5, PD yields
better alignment for the real translation than EAM,
and we even surprisingly find that its alignment
performance is better than FAST ALIGN. 4 This
quantitative finding demonstrates PD is better for
understanding the real translation in general rather
than only for some special case.

Models AER
PD & TRANSFORMER-L6 20.44

EAM & TRANSFORMER-L6 29.77
FAST ALIGN 25.23

* Results are measured on sampled 200 sentences
of ZH⇒EN task, and golden alignment for real
translation are human labeled (Appendix D)

Table 5: Alignment of Real Translation.

It is worth noting that EAM does not only
deliver worse word alignment for real transla-
tions than PD, but also be dangerous to under-
stand NMT through its word alignment. The
main reason is that EAM relies on an external
aligned dataset with supervision from statistical
word aligner FAST ALIGN, and thus the charac-
teristic of its alignment result are similar to that of
FAST ALIGN, leading to the understanding biased
to FAST ALIGN. In contrast, PD only relies on
prediction from a neural model to define the rele-
vance, it has been successfully used to understand
4The numbers in Table 5 are not comparable to those in Ta-
ble 1 and Figure 2, because they employ different trans-
lations in the target side leading to different ground-truth
alignments, which are crucial for evaluating alignment.

and interpret a neural model (Zintgraf et al., 2017).
Therefore, in the rest of this subsection, we try to
understand NMT by using PD both qualitatively
and quantitatively.

Analyze translation errors in forced decoding
We consider the forced decoding translation er-
ror as follows. We fix the translation history as
the prefix of the reference y<i at each timestep
i and then check whether the 1-best word ŷi =
arg maxy P (y|y<i, x) is exactly yi. If ŷi 6= yi we
say the NMT model makes an error decision at this
timestep. We give a case of this kind of error in
Figure 3(a). After visualizing the alignment of yi
by PD, we find that its alignment in red color is not
correct compared to the ground-truth alignment in
green color. As a result, the NMT model can not
capture the sufficient context to accurately predict
the reference word yi and thereby generates an in-
correct word ‘construction’.

Besides the case study, we try to quantitatively
interpret that alignment errors may lead to trans-
lation errors. To this end, we divide all timesteps
from the reference of the test dataset into two cat-
egories, i.e. one with right alignment and the
other with wrong alignment. Then we calculate
the forced decoding translation error rates for each
category, i.e. the ratio between the number of
timesteps making error decisions in one category
and the total number of timesteps, as depicted in
Table 6. From the table, it is clear that wrong
alignment is more likely to cause a translation er-
ror while correct alignment is likely to make a cor-
rect translation decision. Particularly, compared
with right alignment, when alignment is wrong,
the forced decoding translation error rate of CFS
words increases much more than CFT words (∆).
This observation indicates word alignment errors
of CFS words are mainly responsible for transla-
tion errors instead of CFT words.
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zhèng hé shì shì jiè zhù míng háng hǎi jiā
郑 和 是 世界 著名 航海家

Zheng he is a world famous navigator

(a) Gold Alignment

zhèng hé shì shì jiè zhù míng háng hǎi jiā
郑 和 是 世界 著名 航海家

Zheng he is a world famous navigator

(b) Alignment to Source Side

zhèng hé shì shì jiè zhù míng háng hǎi jiā
郑 和 是 世界 著名 航海家

Zheng he is a world famous navigator

(c) Alignment with CFS & CFT

Figure 4: An example of word alignment and translation produced by TRANSFORMER-L6. Red arrow means
wrong alignment and blue arrow means the prediction is attributed to a target word. The word in light font do not
align to any source word, while red word means wrong translation.

Tasks Target
Words

Right
Alignment

Wrong
Alignment ∆

ZH⇒EN
ALL 34.87 49.24 14.37
CFS 35.34 53.91 18.57
CFT 32.86 43.99 11.13

DE⇒EN
ALL 23.63 35.64 11.01
CFS 24.21 38.25 14.04
CFT 26.40 32.38 5.98

* Results are measured on TRANSFORMER-L6.

Table 6: Forced decoding translation error rate for
CFS/CFT words with right/wrong alignment.

Analyze translation errors in real decoding
Besides the forced decoding translation error, we
care more about search-aware statistics in real de-
coding. Specifically, we identify words in the ref-
erence which are recalled through the real trans-
lation, and those unrecalled words are called real
decoding translation errors defined as {y} \ {ŷ},
the difference between the two sets where {y} is
the set of words in y. As shown in the case in Fig-
ure 3(b), the identified translation error ‘faces’ is
wrongly aligned by PD to ‘bā xiè sī gǔ’, which
may strongly correlate to the under translation of
‘miàn lı́n’ at the source side.

Tasks Target
Words

Right
Alignment

Wrong
Alignment ∆

ZH⇒EN
ALL 31.72 40.73 9.01
CFS 31.03 41.44 10.41
CFT 34.67 39.92 5.25

DE⇒EN
ALL 23.84 40.09 16.25
CFS 22.31 39.04 16.73
CFT 30.53 41.40 10.87

* Results are measured on TRANSFORMER-L6.

Table 7: Real decoding translation error rate for
CFS/CFT words with right/wrong alignment.

For quantitative analysis, the same as the forced
decoding, we split all target words into two parts,
i.e. right alignment and wrong alignment, and then
we evaluate the real decoding translation error rate
for each of them via

∑
i |{yi} \ {ŷi}|/

∑
i |{yi}|.

As shown in Table 7, there is an obvious gap be-
tween the real decoding translation error of right
alignment and wrong alignment, which shows
alignment errors have adverse effect on translation
quality. For CFS and CFT words, Table 7 demon-
strates that alignment errors cause decreasing of
translation quality for both sets. Same as forced
decoding, the real decoding translation error are
also mainly attributed to CFS words. This sug-
gests improving the ability of learning word align-
ment for CFS words is potential to improve trans-
lation quality for neural machine translation.

Interpret Translation via CFT Alignment As
the translation error has been shown related to
the alignment error, the translation success can
also be understood by word alignment. Previ-
ous research (Ding et al., 2017; Alvarez-Melis
and Jaakkola, 2017) have attempted to interpret
the decision-making of translation by aligning tar-
get words to source words. However, there is
nonignorable amount of translated target words
are mostly contributed from target side instead of
source side.

As shown in Figure 4(a), as a functional word,
‘a’ should not be aligned to any source word.
However, in Figure 4(b) PD incorrectly aligned ‘a’
to ‘háng hǎi jīa’ by only considering the contri-
butions from the source side, and this leads to a
misunderstanding for why ‘a’ is translated. For-
tunately, according to equation 11, PD is good at
distinguishing where the contributions come from
for both source and target sides. As shown in Fig-
ure 4(c), considering alignment of words in CFS,
‘a’ is superbly not aligned to any source word be-
cause it belongs to CFT and should be aligned to
‘is’, which explains why NMT correctly translates
‘a’.

Although the ambiguous Chinese word ‘hé’
mostly means ‘and’, TRANSFORMER is able to
translate it perfectly as a given name ‘hé’ as shown
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in Figure 4(c). 5 The main reason is that NMT
captures the context of the surname ‘zheng’ by PD
over target side besides the context of ‘hé’ by PD
over source side, thanks to its more powerful lan-
guage model effect.

5 Related Work

In NMT, there are many notable researches which
mention word alignment captured by attention in
some extent. For example, Bahdanau et al. (2014)
is the first work to show word alignment exam-
ples by using attention in an NMT model. Tu
et al. (2016) quantitatively evaluate word align-
ment captured by attention and find that its quality
is much worse than statistical word aligners. Mo-
tivated by this finding, Chen et al. (2016), Mi et al.
(2016) and Liu et al. (2016) improve attention with
the supervision from silver alignment results ob-
tained by statistical aligners, in the hope that the
improved attention leads to better word alignment
and translation quality consequently. More re-
cently, there are also works (Alkhouli et al., 2018)
that directly model the alignment and use it to
sharpen the attention to bias translation. Despite
the close relation between word alignment and at-
tention, Koehn and Knowles (2017) and Ghader
and Monz (2017) discuss the differences between
word alignment and attention in NMT. Most of
these works study word alignment for the same
kind of NMT models with a single attention layer.
One of our contribution is that we propose model-
agnostic methods to study word alignment in a
general way which deliver better word alignment
quality than attention method. Moreover, for the
first time, we further understand NMT through
alignment and particularly quantify the effect of
alignment errors on translation errors for NMT.

The prediction difference method in this paper
actually provides an avenue to understand and in-
terpret neural machine translation models. There-
fore, it is closely related to many works on visual-
izing and interpreting neural networks (Lei et al.,
2016; Bach et al., 2015; Zintgraf et al., 2017). In-
deed, our method is inherited from (Zintgraf et al.,
2017), and our advantage is that it is computa-
tionally efficient particularly for those tasks with a
large vocabulary. In sequence-to-sequence tasks,
Ding et al. (2017) focus on model interpretabil-
ity by modeling how influence propagates across

5It is interesting that SMT (MOSES) incorrectly translates
this word into ‘and’ in our preliminary experiment.

hidden units in networks, which is often too re-
strictive and challenging to achieve as argued by
Alvarez-Melis and Jaakkola (2017). And instead,
Alvarez-Melis and Jaakkola (2017) concentrate on
prediction interpretability with only oracle access
to the model generating the prediction. To achieve
this effect, they propose a casual learning frame-
work to measure the relevance between a pair of
source and target words. Our method belongs
to the type of prediction interpretability similar
to Alvarez-Melis and Jaakkola (2017), but ours is
a unified and parameter-free method rather than
a pipeline and parameter-dependent one. In ad-
dition, both Ding et al. (2017) and Alvarez-Melis
and Jaakkola (2017) qualitatively demonstrate in-
terpretability by showing some sentences, while
we exhibit the interpretability by quantitatively
analyzing all sentences in a test set.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper systematically studies the word align-
ment from NMT. It firstly reveals that attention
may not capture word alignment for an NMT
model with multiple attentional layers. There-
fore, it proposes two methods (explicit model and
prediction difference) to acquire word alignment
which are agnostic to specific NMT models. Then
it suggests prediction difference is better for un-
derstanding NMT and visualizes NMT from word
alignment induced by prediction difference. In
particular, it quantitatively analyzes that alignment
errors which are likely to lead to translation errors
at word level measured by different metrics. In the
future, we believe more work on improving CFS
alignment is potential to improve translation qual-
ity, and we will investigate on using source context
and target history context in a more robust manner
for better predicting CFS and CFT words.
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Abstract

Non-autoregressive translation models (NAT)
have achieved impressive inference speedup.
A potential issue of the existing NAT algo-
rithms, however, is that the decoding is con-
ducted in parallel, without directly consider-
ing previous context. In this paper, we pro-
pose an imitation learning framework for non-
autoregressive machine translation, which still
enjoys the fast translation speed but gives
comparable translation performance compared
to its auto-regressive counterpart. We con-
duct experiments on the IWSLT16, WMT14
and WMT16 datasets. Our proposed model
achieves a significant speedup over the autore-
gressive models, while keeping the translation
quality comparable to the autoregressive mod-
els. By sampling sentence length in parallel at
inference time, we achieve the performance of
31.85 BLEU on WMT16 Ro→En and 30.68
BLEU on IWSLT16 En→De.

1 Introduction

Neural machine translation (NMT) with encoder-
decoder architectures (Sutskever et al., 2014; Cho
et al., 2014) achieve significantly improved perfor-
mance compared with traditional statistical meth-
ods(Koehn et al., 2003; Koehn, 2010). Never-
theless, the autoregressive property of the NMT
decoder has been a bottleneck of the translation
speed. Specifically, the decoder, whether based on
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997; Cho et al., 2014) or attention
mechanism (Vaswani et al., 2017), sequentially
generates words. The latter words are conditioned
on previous words in a sentence. Such bottleneck
disables parallel computation of decoder, which is
serious for NMT, since the NMT decoding with a
large vocabulary is extremely time-consuming.

Recently, a line of research work (Gu et al.,
2017; Lee et al., 2018; Libovick and Helcl, 2018;

(a) Autoregressive NMT (b) Non-Autoregressive
NMT

Figure 1: Neural architectures for Autoregressive NMT
and Non-Autoregressive NMT.

Wang et al., 2018) propose to break the autoregres-
sive bottleneck by introducing non-autoregressive
neural machine translation (NAT). In NAT, the de-
coder generates all words simultaneously instead
of sequentially. Intuitively, NAT abandon feed-
ing previous predicted words into decoder state at
the next time step, but directly copy source en-
coded representation (Gu et al., 2017; Lee et al.,
2018; Guo et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2019) as inputs
of the decoder. Thus, the generation of the NAT
models does not condition on previous prediction.
NAT enables parallel computation of decoder, giv-
ing significantly fast translation speed with mod-
erate accuracy (always within 5 BLEU). Figure 1
shows the difference between autoregressive and
non-autoregressive models.

However, we argue that current NAT ap-
proaches suffer from delayed supervisions (or re-
wards) and large search space in training. NAT
decoder simultaneously generates all words of the
translation, the search space of which is very large.
For one time step, decoding states across lay-
ers (more than 16 layers) and time steps could
be regarded as a 2-dimensional sequential deci-
sion process. Every decoding state has not only
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to decide which part of target sentence it will fo-
cus on, but also to decide the correct target word
of that part. All decisions are made by interac-
tions with other decoding states. Delayed super-
visions (correct target word) will be obtained by
decoding states in the last layer, and intermediate
decoding states will be updated by gradient prop-
agation from the last layer. Therefore, the training
of NAT is non-trivial and it may be hard for NAT to
achieve a good model, which is the same case that
reinforcement learning (Mnih et al., 2013, 2015)
is hard to learn with large search space. The de-
layed supervision problem is not severe for autore-
gressive neural machine translation(AT) because it
predicts words sequentially. Given the previous
words, contents to be predicted at current step are
relatively definite, thus the search space of AT is
exponentially lower than NAT. We blame the de-
layed supervision and large search space for the
performance gap between NAT and AT.

In this paper, we propose a novel imita-
tion learning framework for non-autoregressive
NMT (imitate-NAT ). Imitation learning has been
widely used to alleviate the problem of huge
search space with delayed supervision in RL. It is
straightforward to bring the imitation learning idea
for boosting the performance of NAT. Specifically,
we introduce a knowledgeable AT demonstrator to
supervise each decoding state of NAT model. In
such case, Specifically, We propose to employ a
knowledgeable AT demonstrator to supervise ev-
ery decoding state of NAT across different time
steps and layers, which works pretty well prac-
tically. Since the AT demonstrator is only used
in training, our proposed imitate-NAT enjoys the
high speed of NAT without suffering from its rel-
atively lower translation performance.

Experiments show that our proposed imitate-
NAT is fast and accurate, which effectively closes
the performance gap between AT and NAT on
several standard benchmarks, while maintains the
speed advantages of NAT (10 times faster). On
all the benchmark datasets, our imitate-NAT with
LPD achieves the best translation performance,
which is even close to the results of the autore-
gressive model.

2 Background

In the following sections, we introduce the back-
ground about Autoregressive Neural Machine
Translation and Non-Autoregressive Neural Ma-

chine Translation.

2.1 Autoregressive Neural Machine
Translation

Sequence modeling in machine translation has
largely focused on autoregressive modeling which
generate a target sentence word by word from
left to right, denoted by pθ(Y |X), where X =
{x1 · · · , xT } and Y = {y1, · · · , yT ′} represent
the source and target sentences as sequences of
words respectively. θ is a set of parameters usually
trained to minimize the negative loglikelihood:

LAT = −
T ′∑

i=1

log p(yi|y<i, X). (1)

where T and T ′ is the length of the source and
the target sequence respectively.

Deep neural network with autoregressive frame-
work has achieved great success on machine trans-
lation, with different choices of architectures.
The RNN-based NMT approach, or RNMT, was
quickly established as the de-facto standard for
NMT. Despite the recent success, the inherently
sequential architecture prevents RNMTs from be-
ing parallelized during training and inference. Fol-
lowing RNMT, CNNs and self-attention based
models have recently drawn research attention
due to their ability to fully parallelize training
to take advantage of modern fast computing de-
vices. However, the autoregressive nature still cre-
ates a bottleneck at inference stage, since without
ground truth, the prediction of each target token
has to condition on previously predicted tokens.

2.2 Non-Autoregressive Neural Machine
Translation

As a solution to the issue of slow decoding, Gu
et al. (2017) recently proposed non-autoregressive
model (NAT) to break the inference bottleneck by
exposing all decoder inputs to the network simul-
taneously. NAT removes the autoregressive con-
nection directly and factorizes the target distribu-
tion into a product of conditionally independent
per-step distributions. The negative loglikelihood
loss function for NAT model become is then de-
fined as:

LNAT = −
T ′∑

i=1

log p(yi|X). (2)
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Figure 2: Illustration of the proposed model, where the black solid arrows represent differentiable connections and
the dashed arrows are non-differentiable operations. Without loss of generality, this figure shows the case of T=3,
T’=4. The left side of the figure is the DAT model and the right side is the imitate-NAT . The bottom is the encoder
and the top is the decoder. The internal details of Imitation Module are shown in Figure 3.

The approach breaks the dependency among the
target words across time, thus the target distribu-
tions can be computed in parallel at inference time.

In particular, the encoder stays unchanged from
the original Transformer network. A latent fer-
tility model is then used to copy the sequence of
source embeddings as the input of the decoder.
The decoder has the same architecture as the en-
coder plus the encoder attention. The best re-
sults were achieved by sampling fertilities from
the model and then rescoring the output sentences
using an autoregressive model. The reported infer-
ence speed of this method is 2-15 times faster than
a comparable autoregressive model, depending on
the number of fertility samples.

This desirable property of exact and parallel de-
coding however comes at the expense of potential
performance degradation. Since the conditional
dependencies within the target sentence (yt de-
pends on y<t) are removed from the decoder input,
the decoder is not powerful enough to leverage the
inherent sentence structure for prediction. Hence
the decoder has to figure out such target-side infor-
mation by itself just with the source-side informa-

tion during training, which leads to a larger mod-
eling gap between the true model and the neural
sequence model. Therefore, strong supervised sig-
nals could be introduced as the latent variable to
help the model learn better internal dependencies
within a sentence.

In AT models, the generation of the current to-
ken is conditioned on previously generated tokens
, which provides strong target side context infor-
mation. In contrast, NAT models generate tokens
in parallel, thus the target-side dependency is in-
direct and weak. Consequently, the decoder of a
NAT model has to handle the translation task con-
ditioned on less and weaker information compared
with its AT counterpart, thus leading to inferior ac-
curacy.

3 Proposed Method: imitate-NAT

In this section, we propose an imitation learn-
ing framework (imitate-NAT ) to close the perfor-
mance gap between the NAT and AT.
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(a) Imitation module of
DAT

(b) Imitation module of
imitate-NAT

Figure 3: The imitation module of AT demonstrator
and NAT learner.

3.1 Preliminary of imitate-NAT

We bring the intuition of imitation learning to non-
autoregressive NMT and adapt it to our scenario.
Specifically, the NAT model can be regarded as
a learner, which will imitate a knowledgeable
demonstrator at each decoding state across layers
and time steps. However, obtaining an adequate
demonstrator is non-trivial. We propose to employ
an autoregressive NMT model as the demonstra-
tor, which is expected to offer efficient supervision
to each decoding state of the NAT model. Fortu-
nately, the AT demonstrator is only used in train-
ing, which guarantees that our proposed imitate-
NAT enjoys the high speed of NAT model without
suffering from its relatively lower performance.

In following parts, we will describe the AT
demonstrator and the NAT learner in our imitate-
NAT framework, respectively.

3.2 AT Demonstrator

For the proposed AT, we apply a variant of the
transformer model as the demonstrator, named
DAT. The encoder stays unchanged from the origi-
nal Transformer network. A crucial difference lies
in that the decoder introduces the imitation mod-
ule which emits actions at every time step. The
action brings sequential information, thus can be
used as the guidance signal during the NAT train-
ing process.

The input of each decoder layer O` =
{o`1, o`2, · · · , o`T ′} can be considered as the ob-
servation (or environment) of the IL framework,
where ` donates the layer of the observation. Let
A` = {a`1, a`2, · · · , a`T ′} ∈ A denotes an action se-
quence from the action space A. The action space

A is finite and its size n is a hyperparameter, repre-
senting the number of action categories. The dis-
tribution of the action of DAT can be then fed to
the NAT model as the training signal. Let Π de-
notes a policy class, where each π` ∈ Π generates
an action distribution sequence A` in response to
a context sequence O`.

Predicting actions A` may depend on the con-
texts of previous layer O` and policies π` can thus
be viewed as mapping states to actions. A roll-out
of π given the context sequence O` to determine
the action sequence A`, which is:

at = arg max(π`(o`t)) (3)

where

π`(o`t) = softmax(FFN(o`t)). (4)

The distribution π`(o`t) represents the probability
of the decision depends on the current state or en-
vironment o`t . The discrete operation arg max(·)
suffers from the non-differentiable problem which
makes it impossible to train the policy from an end
to end framework.

Note that unlike the general reinforcement or
imitation learning framework, we consider to
compute the action state which as the expectation
of the embedding of the action at:

u`t = Ea`t∼π`(o`t)
δ(a`t), (5)

where δ(a`t) ∈ Rk returns the embedding of the
action a`t and k denotes the embedding dimension.
The states of next layer are then based on the cur-
rent output of the decoder state and the emitted
action state:

o`+1
t = Transfer(u`t + o`t), (6)

where Transfer(·) denotes the vanilla transformer
decoding function including a self-attention layer,
an encoder-decoder attention layer and followed
by a FFN layer (Vaswani et al., 2017).

3.2.1 Action Distribution Regularization
The supervised signal for the action distribution
π(ot) is not direct in NAT, thus the action pre-
diction can be viewed as an unsupervised clus-
tering problem. One potential issue is the unbal-
anced distribution of action. Inspired by Xie et al.
(2016), we introduce a regularization method to
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increase the space utilization. Formally, an mov-
ing average c is applied to calculate the cumulative
activation level for each action category:

c← α · c+ (1− α)

T ′∑

t=1

π(ot)/T
′ (7)

We set α 0.9 in our experiments. Then π′(oi) can
be re-normalized with the cumulative history c:

π′(ot) =
π(ot)

2/c∑
j π(ot)2j/cj

(8)

The convex property of the quadratic function can
adjust the distribution to achieve the purpose of
clustering. The role of c is to redistribute the prob-
ability distribution of π(ot), which leads to a more
balanced category assignment.

We define our objective as a KL divergence loss
between π(ot) and the auxiliary distribution π′(ot)
as follows:

Lπ =
∑

t

π′(ot) log
π′(ot)
π(ot)

(9)

3.3 NAT learner

3.3.1 Soft Copy
To facility the imitation learning process, our
imitate-NAT is based on the AT demonstrator de-
scribed in section 3.2. The only difference lies in
that the initialization of the decoding inputs. Pre-
vious approaches apply a UniformCopy method to
address the problem. More specifically, the de-
coder input at position t is the copy of the encoder
embedding at position Round(T ′t/T ) (Gu et al.,
2017; Lee et al., 2018). As the source and target
sentences are often of different lengths, AT model
need to predict the target length T ′ during infer-
ence stage. The length prediction problem can be
viewed as a typical classification problem based
on the output of the encoder. we follow Lee et al.
(2018) to predict the length of the target sequence.

The proposed Round function is unstable and
non-differentiable, which make the decoding task
difficult. We therefore propose a differentiable
and robust method named SoftCopy following
the spirit of the attention mechanism (Hahn and
Keller, 2016; Bengio, 2009). The weight wi,j
depends on the distance relationship between the
source position i and the target position j.

wij = softmax(−|j − i|/τ) (10)

τ is a trainable parameters used to adjust the de-
gree of focus when copying. Then the input of the
target at position j can be computed as :

yj =
T∑

i=0

wijxi, (11)

where xi is usually the source embedding at po-
sition i. It is also worth mentioning that we take
the top-most hidden states instead of the word em-
bedding as xi in order to cache the global context
information.

3.3.2 Learning from AT Experts
The conditional independence assumption pre-
vents NAT model from properly capturing the
highly multimodal distribution of target transla-
tions. AT models takes already generated target
tokens as inputs, thus can provide complemen-
tary extension information for NAT models. A
straightforward idea to bridge the gap between
NAT and AT is that NAT can actively learn the be-
havior of AT step by step.

The AT demonstrator generate action distribu-
tion πAT (O) ∈ Rn as the posterior supervisor sig-
nal. We expect the supervision information can
guide the generation process of NAT. The imitate-
NAT exactly follows the same decoder structure
with our AT demonstrator, and emits distribution
πNAT (O) ∈ Rn to learn from AT demonstrator
step by step. More specifically, we try to minimize
the cross entropy of the distributions between the
two policies:

LIL = H(πAT (ot), πNAT (ot)) (12)

= −EπAT (ot) log πNAT (ot) (13)

3.4 Training
In the training process, the action distribution reg-
ularization term described in 3.2.1 is combined
with the commonly used cross-entropy loss in
Eq. 1:

L∗AT = LAT + λ1Lπ (14)

For NAT models, the imitation learning term are
combined with the commonly used cross-entropy
loss in Eq. 2:

L∗NAT = LNAT + λ2LIL (15)

where λ1 and λ2 are hyper-parameters, which are
set to 0.001 in our experiments.
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Models
WMT14 WMT16 IWSLT16

En→De De→En En→Ro Ro→En En→De Speedup
Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) 27.41 31.29 / / 30.90 1.00×
AT Demonstrator 27.80 31.25 33.70 32.59 30.85 1.05×
NAT-FT(Gu et al., 2017) 17.69 21.47 27.29 29.06 26.52 15.60×
NAT-FT(+NPD s=10) 18.66 22.41 29.02 30.76 27.44 7.68×
NAT-FT(+NPD s=100) 19.17 23.20 29.79 31.44 28.16 2.36×
NAT-IR(idec = 1) 13.91 16.77 24.45 25.73 22.20 8.90×
NAT-IR(idec = 10) 21.61 25.48 29.32 30.19 27.11 1.50×
LT 19.80 / / / / 5.78×
LT(rescoring 10) 21.0 / / / / /
LT(rescoring 100) 22.5 / / / / /
NAT without imitation 19.69 22.71 / / 25.34 18.6×
imitate-NAT 22.44 25.67 28.61 28.90 28.41 18.6×
imitate-NAT (+LPD,∆T = 3) 24.15 27.28 31.45 31.81 30.68 9.70×

Table 1: The test set performances of AT and NAT models in BLEU score. NAT-FT, NAT-IR and LT denotes the
competitor method in (Gu et al., 2017), (Lee et al., 2018) and (Kaiser et al., 2018) respectively. imitate-NAT is
our proposed NAT with imitation learning.

4 Experiments

We evaluate our proposed model on machine
translation tasks and provide the analysis. We
present the experimental details in the following,
including the introduction to the datasets as well
as our experimental settings.

Datasets We evaluate the proposed method on
three widely used public machine translation cor-
pora: IWSLT16 En-De(196K pairs), WMT14 En-
De(4.5M pairs) and WMT16 En-Ro(610K pairs).
All the datasets are tokenized by Moses Koehn
et al. (2007) and segmented into 32k−subword
symbols with byte pair encoding Sennrich et al.
(2016) to restrict the size of the vocabulary.
For WMT14 En-De, we use newstest-2013 and
newstest-2014 as development and test set respec-
tively. For WMT16 En-Ro, we use newsdev-2016
and newstest-2016 as development and test sets re-
spectively. For IWSLT16 En-De, we use test2013
as validation for ablation experiments.

Knowledge Distillation Datasets Sequence-
level knowledge distillation is applied to allevi-
ate multimodality in the training dataset, using the
AT demonstrator as the teachers (Kim and Rush,
2016). We replace the reference target sentence
of each pair of training example (X,Y ) with a
new target sentence Y ∗, which is generated from
the teacher model(AT demonstrator). Then we use
the new dataset (X,Y ∗) to train our NAT model.
To avoid the redundancy of running fixed teacher

models repeatedly on the same data, we decode
the entire training set once using each teacher to
create a new training dataset for its respective stu-
dent.

Model Settings We first train the AT demon-
strator and then freeze its parameters during the
training of imitate-NAT . In order to speed up the
convergence of NAT training, we also initialize
imitate-NAT with the corresponding parameters
of the AT expert as they have similar architec-
ture. For WMT14 En-De and WMT16 En-Ro,
we use the hyperparameter settings of base Trans-
former model in Vaswani et al. (2017)(dmodel =
512, dhidden = 512, nlayer = 6 and nhead =
8). As in Gu et al. (2017); Lee et al. (2018), we
use the small model (dmodel = 278, dhidden =
507, nlayer = 5 and nhead = 2) for IWSLT16
En-De. For sequence-level distillation, we set
beam size to be 4. For imitate-NAT , we set
the number of action category to 512 and found
imitate-NAT is robust to the setting in our prelim-
inary experiments.

Length Parallel Decoding For inference, we
follow the common practice of noisy parallel de-
coding (Gu et al., 2017), which generates a num-
ber of decoding candidates in parallel and se-
lects the best translation via re-scoring using AT
teacher. In our scenario, we first train a module
to predict the target length as T̂ . However, due
to the inherent uncertainty of the data itself, it is
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hard to accurately predict the target length. A rea-
sonable solution is to generate multiple translation
candidates by predicting different target length ∈
[T̂ −∆T, T̂ + ∆T ] , which we called LPD (length
parallel decoding). The model generates several
outputs in parallel, then we use the pre-trained
autoregressive model to identify the best overall
translation.

5 Results and Analysis

Competitor We include three NAT works as our
competitors, the NAT with fertility (NAT-FT) (Gu
et al., 2017), the NAT with iterative refinement
(NAT-IR) (Lee et al., 2018) and the NAT with dis-
crete latent variables (Kaiser et al., 2018). For
all our tasks, we obtain the baseline performance
by either directly using the performance figures re-
ported in the previous works if they are available
or producing them by using the open source imple-
mentation of baseline algorithms on our datasets.
The results are shown in Table 1.

1. imitate-NAT significantly improved the qual-
ity of the translation with a large margin. On
all the benchmark datasets, our imitate-NAT with
LPD achieves the best translation performance,
which is even close to the results of the autore-
gressive model, e.g. 30.68 vs. 30.85 on IWSLT16
En→De tasks, and 31.81vs. 32.59 on WMT16
Ro→En tasks. It is also worth mentioning that in-
troducing the imitation module to AT demonstra-
tor does not affect both the performance and the
inference speed compared with the standard trans-
former model.

2. imitate-NAT Imitation learning plays an
important role on bridging the gap between
imitate-NAT and AT demonstrator Clearly,
imitate-NAT leads to remarkable improvements
over the competitor without imitation module
(over almost 3 BLEU score on average). To make
a fair comparison, the competitor follow exactly
the same training steps with imitate-NAT , includ-
ing the initialization, knowledge distillation, and
Soft-Copy. The only difference comes from the
imitation module.

3. imitate-NAT gets better latency. For NAT-
FT, a big sample size(10 and 100) is required to
get satisfied results, which seriously affects the in-
ference speed of the model. Both NAT-FT and
NAT-IR, the efficiency of models with refinement
technique drop dramatically(15.6× → 2.36× of

NAT-FT and 8.9× → 1.5× of NAT-IR). Our
imitate-NAT gets even better performance with
faster speed. The speedup compared with AT
model is 9.7×.

5.1 Ablation Study
To further study the effects brought by different
techniques, we show in Table 2 the translation per-
formance of different NAT model variants for the
IWSLT16 En-De translation task.

Soft-Copy v.s. Uniform-Copy The experimen-
tal results show that Soft-Copy is better than
Uniform-Copy. Since Uniform-Copy employs
a hard copy mechanism and directly copies the
source embeddings without considering the global
information, which increases the learning burden
of the decoder. Our model takes the output of en-
coder as input and proposes a differentiable copy
mechanism which gets much better results(25.34
vs. 20.71, see in line 3 and 2).

Imitation Learning v.s. Non Imitation Learn-
ing The imitation learning method leads to an
improvement of around 3 BLEU points(28.41 vs.
25.34, see line 6 and 3). NAT without IL degen-
erates into a normal NAT model. As discussed in
section 1, current NAT approaches suffer from de-
layed supervisions (or rewards) and large search
space in training. NAT decoder simultaneously
generates all words of the translation, the search
space of which is very large.

Length Parallel Decoding Compared with the
greedy beam search, LPD technique improves
the performance around 2 BLEU points(30.68 vs.
28.41, from line 7 and 6). The observation is in
consist with our intuition that sampling from the
length space can improve the performance.

Complementary with Knowledge Distillation
In consist with previous work, NAT models
achieved +4.2 BLEU score from sequence level
knowledge distillation technique (see in row 1 and
row 2). imitate-NAT without knowledge distilla-
tion obtained 23.56 BLEU score which is compa-
rable to non-imitation NAT with knowledge dis-
tillation (see in row 3 and row 4). More impor-
tantly, we found that the imitation learning frame-
work complemented with knowledge distillation
perfectly. As shown in row 3 and 6, imitate-NAT
substantially improves the performance of non-
imitation NAT knowledge distillation up by +3.3
BLEU score.
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Distill UniformCopy SoftCopy LPD Imitation Learning BLEU
1

√
w/o 16.51

2
√ √

w/o 20.72
3

√ √
w/o 25.34

4
√

w/ 23.56
5

√ √
w/ 24.35

6
√ √

w/ 28.41
7

√ √ √
w/ 30.68

Table 2: Ablation study on the dev set of IWSLT16. w/ indicates with and w/o indicates without. LPD indicates
length parallel decoding.

Figure 4: Action category assignment distribution.
Redistribute method leads to a more balanced distri-
bution(blue), otherwise, it will be extremely unbal-
anced(red).

Action Distribution Study One common prob-
lem in unsupervised clustering is that the results
are unbalanced. In this paper, we call that an ac-
tion is selected or activated when its probability in
π(ot) is maximum. Then the space usage can be
calculated by counting the number of times each
action is selected. We evaluate the space usage on
the development set of IWSLT16, and the results
are presented in Figure 4. We greatly alleviate the
problem of space usage through the category re-
distribution technique(Eq.7, Eq.8). When building
the model without category redistribution, most of
the space is not utilized, and the clustering results
are concentrated in a few spatial locations, and the
category information cannot be dynamically and
flexibly characterized. In contrast, category redis-
tribution makes the category distribution more bal-
anced and more in line with the inherent rules of
the language, so the clustering results can effec-
tively guide the learning of the NAT model.

6 Related Work

Gu et al. (2017) first developed a non-
autoregressive NMT system which produces
the outputs in parallel and the inference speed

is thus significantly boosted. However, it comes
at the cost that the translation quality is largely
sacrificed since the intrinsic dependency within
the natural language sentence is abandoned. A
bulk of work has been proposed to mitigate such
performance degradation. Lee et al. (2018) pro-
posed a method of iterative refinement based on
latent variable model and denoising autoencoder.
Libovick and Helcl (2018) take NAT as a con-
nectionist temporal classification problem, which
achieved better latency. Kaiser et al. (2018)
use discrete latent variables that makes decoding
much more parallelizable. They first auto encode
the target sequence into a shorter sequence of
discrete latent variables, which at inference time is
generated autoregressively, and finally decode the
output sequence from the shorter latent sequence
in parallel. Guo et al. (2018) enhanced decoder
input by introducing phrase table in SMT and
embedding transformation. Wang et al. (2019)
leverage the dual nature of translation tasks (e.g.,
English to German and German to English) and
minimize a backward reconstruction error to
ensure that the hidden states of the NAT decoder
are able to recover the source side sentence.

Unlike the previous work to modify the NAT
architecture or decoder inputs, we introduce an
imitation learning framework to close the perfor-
mance gap between NAT and AT. To the best of
our knowledge, it is the first time that imitation
learning was applied to such problems.

7 Conclusion

We propose an imitation learning framework for
non-autoregressive neural machine translation to
bridge the performance gap between NAT and AT.
Specifically, We propose to employ a knowledge-
able AT demonstrator to supervise every decoding
state of NAT across different time steps and lay-
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ers. As a result, imitate-NAT leads to remarkable
improvements and largely closes the performance
gap between NAT and AT on several benchmark
datasets.

As a future work, we can try to improve the per-
formance of the NMT by introducing more power-
ful demonstrator with different structure (e.g. right
to left). Another direction is to apply the proposed
imitation learning framework to similar scenarios
such as simultaneous interpretation.
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Abstract

Simultaneous machine translation begins to
translate each source sentence before the
source speaker is finished speaking, with ap-
plications to live and streaming scenarios. Si-
multaneous systems must carefully schedule
their reading of the source sentence to bal-
ance quality against latency. We present the
first simultaneous translation system to learn
an adaptive schedule jointly with a neural ma-
chine translation (NMT) model that attends
over all source tokens read thus far. We do so
by introducing Monotonic Infinite Lookback
(MILk) attention, which maintains both a hard,
monotonic attention head to schedule the read-
ing of the source sentence, and a soft attention
head that extends from the monotonic head
back to the beginning of the source. We show
that MILk’s adaptive schedule allows it to ar-
rive at latency-quality trade-offs that are fa-
vorable to those of a recently proposed wait-k
strategy for many latency values.

1 Introduction

Simultaneous machine translation (MT) addresses
the problem of how to begin translating a source
sentence before the source speaker has finished
speaking. This capability is crucial for live or
streaming translation scenarios, such as speech-to-
speech translation, where waiting for one speaker
to complete their sentence before beginning the
translation would introduce an intolerable delay.
In these scenarios, the MT engine must balance
latency against quality: if it acts before the nec-
essary source content arrives, translation quality
degrades; but waiting for too much source con-
tent can introduce unnecessary delays. We refer
to the strategy an MT engine uses to balance read-
ing source tokens against writing target tokens as
its schedule.

∗Equal contributions.

Recent work in simultaneous machine transla-
tion tends to fall into one of two bins:

• The schedule is learned and/or adaptive to the
current context, but assumes a fixed MT sys-
tem trained on complete source sentences, as
typified by wait-if-* (Cho and Esipova, 2016)
and reinforcement learning approaches (Gris-
som II et al., 2014; Gu et al., 2017).

• The schedule is simple and fixed and can thus
be easily integrated into MT training, as typi-
fied by wait-k approaches (Dalvi et al., 2018;
Ma et al., 2018).

Neither scenario is optimal. A fixed schedule may
introduce too much delay for some sentences, and
not enough for others. Meanwhile, a fixed MT sys-
tem that was trained to expect complete sentences
may impose a low ceiling on any adaptive sched-
ule that uses it. Therefore, we propose to train an
adaptive schedule jointly with the underlying neu-
ral machine translation (NMT) system.

Monotonic attention mechanisms (Raffel et al.,
2017; Chiu and Raffel, 2018) are designed for in-
tegrated training in streaming scenarios and pro-
vide our starting point. They encourage streaming
by confining the scope of attention to the most re-
cently read tokens. This restriction, however, may
hamper long-distance reorderings that can occur
in MT. We develop an approach that removes this
limitation while preserving the ability to stream.

We use their hard, monotonic attention head
to determine how much of the source sentence is
available. Before writing each target token, our
learned model advances this head zero or more
times based on the current context, with each ad-
vancement revealing an additional token of the
source sentence. A secondary, soft attention head
can then attend to any source words at or be-
fore that point, resulting in Monotonic Infinite
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Lookback (MILk) attention. This, however, re-
moves the memory constraint that was encourag-
ing the model to stream. To restore streaming be-
haviour, we propose to jointly minimize a latency
loss. The entire system can efficiently be trained
in expectation, as a drop-in replacement for the fa-
miliar soft attention.

Our contributions are as follows:

1. We present MILk attention, which allows us
to build the first simultaneous MT system
to learn an adaptive schedule jointly with an
NMT model that attends over all source to-
kens read thus far.

2. We extend the recently-proposed Average
Lagging latency metric (Ma et al., 2018),
making it differentiable and calculable in ex-
pectation, which allows it to be used as a
training objective.

3. We demonstrate favorable trade-offs to those
of wait-k strategies at many latency values,
and provide evidence that MILk’s advantage
extends from its ability to adapt based on
source content.

2 Background

Much of the earlier work on simultaneous MT
took the form of strategies to chunk the source
sentence into partial segments that can be trans-
lated safely. These segments could be triggered
by prosody (Fügen et al., 2007; Bangalore et al.,
2012) or lexical cues (Rangarajan Sridhar et al.,
2013), or optimized directly for translation qual-
ity (Oda et al., 2014). Segmentation decisions are
surrogates for the core problem, which is decid-
ing whether enough source content has been read
to write the next target word correctly (Grissom II
et al., 2014). However, since doing so involves dis-
crete decisions, learning via back-propagation is
obstructed. Previous work on simultaneous NMT
has thus far side-stepped this problem by making
restrictive simplifications, either on the underlying
NMT model or on the flexibility of the schedule.

Cho and Esipova (2016) apply heuristics mea-
sures to estimate and then threshold the confidence
of an NMT model trained on full sentences to
adapt it at inference time to the streaming scenario.
Several others use reinforcement learning (RL) to
develop an agent to predict read and write deci-
sions (Satija and Pineau, 2016; Gu et al., 2017;

Alinejad et al., 2018). However, due to compu-
tational challenges, they pre-train an NMT model
on full sentences and then train an agent that sees
the fixed NMT model as part of its environment.

Dalvi et al. (2018) and Ma et al. (2018) use fixed
schedules and train their NMT systems accord-
ingly. In particular, Ma et al. (2018) advocate for
a wait-k strategy, wherein the system always waits
for exactly k tokens before beginning to translate,
and then alternates between reading and writing
at a constant pre-specified emission rate. Due to
the deterministic nature of their schedule, they can
easily train the NMT system with the schedule in
place. This can allow the NMT system to learn to
anticipate missing content using its inherent lan-
guage modeling capabilities. On the downside,
with a fixed schedule the model cannot speed up
or slow down appropriately for particular inputs.

Press and Smith (2018) recently developed an
attention-free model that aims to reduce compu-
tational and memory requirements. They achieve
this by maintaining a single running context vec-
tor, and eagerly emitting target tokens based on
it whenever possible. Their method is adaptive
and uses integrated training, but the schedule itself
is trained with external supervision provided by
word alignments, while ours is latent and learned
in service to the MT task.

3 Methods

In sequence-to-sequence modeling, the goal is to
transform an input sequence x = {x1, . . . , x|x|}
into an output sequence y = {y1, . . . , y|y|}. A
sequence-to-sequence model consists of an en-
coder which maps the input sequence to a se-
quence of hidden states and a decoder which con-
ditions on the encoder output and autoregressively
produces the output sequence. In this work, we
consider sequence-to-sequence models where the
encoder and decoder are both recurrent neural net-
works (RNNs) and are updated as follows:

hj = EncoderRNN(xj , hj−1) (1)

si = DecoderRNN(yi−1, si−1, ci) (2)

yi = Output(si, ci) (3)

where hj is the encoder state at input timestep j, si
is the decoder state at output timestep i, and ci is
a context vector. The context vector is computed
based on the encoder hidden states through the
use of an attention mechanism (Bahdanau et al.,
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Figure 1: Simplified diagrams of the attention mechanisms discussed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. The shading of each
node indicates the amount of attention weight the model assigns to a given encoder state (horizontal axis) at a given
output timestep (vertical axis).

2014). The function Output(·) produces a distri-
bution over output tokens yi given the current state
si and context vector ci. In standard soft attention,
the context vector is computed as follows:

ei,j = Energy(hj , si−1) (4)

αi,j = softmax(ei,:)j :=
exp(ei,j)∑T
k=1 exp(ei,k)

(5)

ci =

|x|∑

j=1

αi,jhj (6)

where Energy() is a multi-layer perceptron.
One issue with standard soft attention is that it

computes ci based on the entire input sequence for
all output timesteps; this prevents attention from
being used in streaming settings since the entire
input sequence needs to be ingested before gener-
ating any output. To enable streaming, we require
a schedule in which the output at timestep i is gen-
erated using just the first ti input tokens, where
1 ≤ ti ≤ |x|.

3.1 Monotonic Attention

Raffel et al. (2017) proposed a monotonic atten-
tion mechanism that modifies standard soft at-
tention to provide such a schedule of interleaved
reads and writes, while also integrating training
with the rest of the NMT model. Monotonic at-
tention explicitly processes the input sequence in a
left-to-right order and makes a hard assignment of
ci to one particular encoder state denoted hti . For
output timestep i, the mechanism begins scanning
the encoder states starting at j = ti−1. For each
encoder state, it produces a Bernoulli selection
probability pi,j , which corresponds to the proba-
bility of either stopping and setting ti = j, or else
moving on to the next input timestep, j+1, which

represents reading one more source token. This se-
lection probability is computed through the use of
an energy function that is passed through a logis-
tic sigmoid to parameterize the Bernoulli random
variable:

ei,j = MonotonicEnergy(si−1, hj) (7)

pi,j = σ(ei,j) (8)

zi,j ∼ Bernoulli(pi,j) (9)

If zi,j = 0, j is incremented and these steps are
repeated; if zi,j = 1, ti is set to j and ci is set to
hti .

This approach involves sampling a discrete ran-
dom variable and a hard assignment of ci = hti ,
which precludes backpropagation. Raffel et al.
(2017) instead compute the probability that
ci = hj and use this to compute the expected value
of ci, which can be used as a drop-in replacement
for standard soft attention, and which allows for
training with backpropagation. The probability
that the attention mechanism attends to state hj at
output timestep i is computed as

αi,j = pi,j

(
(1− pi,j−1)

αi,j−1
pi,j−1

+ αi−1,j

)
(10)

There is a solution to this recurrence relation
which allows αi,j to be computed for all j in paral-
lel using cumulative sum and cumulative product
operations; see Raffel et al. (2017) for details.

Note that when pi,j is either 0 or 1, the soft
and hard approaches are the same. To encourage
this, Raffel et al. (2017) use the common approach
of adding zero-mean Gaussian noise to the logis-
tic sigmoid function’s activations. Equation 8 be-
comes:

pi,j = σ (ei,j +N (0, n)) (11)
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One can control the extent to which pi,j is drawn
toward discrete values by adjusting the noise vari-
ance n. At run time, we forgo sampling in favor of
simply setting zi,j = 1(ei,j > 0).

While the monotonic attention mechanism al-
lows for streaming attention, it requires that the
decoder attend only to a single encoder state,
hti . To address this issue, Chiu and Raffel
(2018) proposed monotonic chunkwise attention
(MoChA), which allows the model to perform
soft attention over a small fixed-length chunk pre-
ceding ti, i.e. over all available encoder states,
hti−cs+1, hti−cs+2, . . . , hti for some fixed chunk
size cs .

3.2 Monotonic Infinite Lookback Attention
In this work, we take MoChA one step further, by
allowing the model to perform soft attention over
the encoder states h1, h2, . . . , hti . This gives the
model “infinite lookback” over the past seen thus
far, so we dub this technique Monotonic Infinite
Lookback (MILk) attention. The infinite lookback
provides more flexibility and should improve the
modeling of long-distance reorderings and depen-
dencies. The increased computational cost, from
linear to quadratic computation, is of little concern
as our focus on the simultaneous scenario means
that out largest source of latency will be waiting
for source context.

Concretely, we maintain a full monotonic atten-
tion mechanism and also a soft attention mech-
anism. Assuming that the monotonic attention
component chooses to stop at ti, MILk first com-
putes soft attention energies

ui,k = SoftmaxEnergy(hk, si−1) (12)

for k ∈ 1, 2, . . . , ti where SoftmaxEnergy(·) is
an energy function similar to Equation (4). Then,
MILk computes a context ci by

ci =

ti∑

j=1

exp(ui,j)∑ti
l=1 exp(ui,l)

hj (13)

Note that a potential issue with this approach is
that the model can set the monotonic attention
head ti = |x| for all i, in which case the approach
is equivalent to standard soft attention. We address
this issue in the following subsection.

To train models using MILk, we compute the
expected value of ci given the monotonic attention
probabilities and soft attention energies. To do

so, we must consider every possible path through
which the model could assign attention to a given
encoder state. Specifically, we can compute the
attention distribution induced by MILk by

βi,j =

|x|∑

k=j

(
αi,k exp(ui,j)∑k
l=1 exp(ui,l)

)
(14)

The first summation reflects the fact that hj can in-
fluence ci as long as k ≥ j, and the term inside the
summation reflects the attention probability asso-
ciated with some monotonic probability αi,k and
the soft attention distribution. This calculation can
be computed efficiently using cumulative sum op-
erations by replacing the outer summation with a
cumulative sum and the inner operation with a cu-
mulative sum after reversing u. Once we have the
βi,j distribution, calculating the expected context
ci follows a familiar formula: ci =

∑|x|
j=1 βi,jhj .

3.3 Latency-augmented Training

By moving to an infinite lookback, we have gained
the full power of a soft attention mechanism over
any source tokens that have been revealed up to
time ti. However, while the original monotonic
attention encouraged streaming behaviour implic-
itly due to the restriction on the system’s memory,
MILk no longer has any incentive to do this. It
can simply wait for all source tokens before writ-
ing the first target token. We address this problem
by training with an objective that interpolates log
likelihood with a latency metric.

Sequence-to-sequence models are typically
trained to minimize the negative log likelihood,
which we can easily augment with a latency cost:

L(θ) = −
∑

(x,y)

log p(y|x; θ) + λC(g) (15)

where λ is a user-defined latency weight, g =
{g1, . . . , g|y|} is a vector that describes the delay
incurred immediately before each target time step
(see Section 4.1), and C is a latency metric that
transforms these delays into a cost.

In the case of MILk, gi is equal to ti, the posi-
tion of the monotonic attention head.1 Recall that
during training, we never actually make a hard de-
cision about ti’s location. Instead, we can use αi,j ,

1We introduce gi to generalize beyond methods with hard
attention heads and to unify notation with Ma et al. (2018).
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the probability that ti = j, to get expected delay:

gi =

|x|∑

j=1

jαi,j (16)

So long as our metric is differentiable and well-
defined over fractional delays, Equation (15) can
be used to guide MILk to low latencies.

3.4 Preserving Monotonic Probability Mass

In the original formulations of monotonic atten-
tion (see Section 3.1), it is possible to choose not
to stop the monotonic attention head, even at the
end of the source sentence. In such cases, the at-
tention returns an all-zero context vector.

In early experiments, we found that this creates
an implicit incentive for low latencies: the MILk
attention head would stop early to avoid running
off the end of the sentence. This implicit incen-
tive grows stronger as our selection probabilities
pi,j come closer to being binary decisions. Mean-
while, we found it beneficial to have very-near-to-
binary decisions in order to get accurate latency
estimates for latency-augmented training. Taken
all together, we found that MILk either destabi-
lized, or settled into unhealthily-low-latency re-
gions. We resolve this problem by forcing MILk’s
monotonic attention head to once stop when it
reaches the EOS token, by setting pi,|x| = 1.2

4 Measuring Latency

Our plan hinges on having a latency cost that is
worth optimizing. To that end, we describe two
candidates, and then modify the most promising
one to accommodate our training scenario.

4.1 Previous Latency Metrics

Cho and Esipova (2016) introduced Average Pro-
portion (AP), which averages the absolute delay
incurred by each target token:

AP =
1

|x| |y|

|y|∑

i=1

gi (17)

2While training, we perform the equivalent operation of
shifting the any residual probability mass from overshooting
the source sentence, 1−∑|x|j=1 αi,j , to the final source token
at position |x|. This bypasses floating point errors introduced
by the parallelized cumulative sum and cumulative product
operations (Raffel et al., 2017). This same numerical instabil-
ity helps explain why the parameterized stopping probability
pi,j does not learn to detect the end of the sentence without
intervention.

where gi is delay at time i: the number of source
tokens read by the agent before writing the ith

target token. This metric has some nice proper-
ties, such as being bound between 0 and 1, but it
also has some issues. Ma et al. (2018) observe
that their wait-k system with a fixed k = 1 incurs
different AP values as sequence length |x| = |y|
ranges from 2 (AP = 0.75) to ∞ (AP = 0.5).
Knowing that a very-low-latency wait-1 system in-
curs at best an AP of 0.5 also implies that much
of the metric’s dynamic range is wasted; in fact,
Alinejad et al. (2018) report that AP is not suf-
ficiently sensitive to detect their improvements to
simultaneous MT.

Recently, Ma et al. (2018) introduced Average
Lagging (AL), which measures the average rate by
which the MT system lags behind an ideal, com-
pletely simultaneous translator:

AL =
1

τ

τ∑

i=1

gi −
i− 1

γ
(18)

where τ is the earliest timestep where the MT sys-
tem has consumed the entire source sequence:

τ = argminigi = |x| (19)

and γ = |y|/|x| accounts for the source and target
having different sequence lengths. This metric has
the nice property that when |x| = |y|, a wait-k
system will achieve an AL of k, which makes the
metric very interpretable. It also has no issues with
sentence length or sensitivity.

4.2 Differentiable Average Lagging
Average Proportion already works as a C func-
tion, but we prefer Average Lagging for the rea-
sons outlined above. Unfortunately, it is not dif-
ferentiable, nor is it calculable in expectation, due
to the argmin in Equation (19). We present Dif-
ferentiable Average Lagging (DAL), which elimi-
nates the argmin by making AL’s treatment of de-
lay internally consistent.

AL’s argmin is used to calculate τ , which is
used in turn to truncate AL’s average at the point
where all source tokens have been read. Why is
this necessary? We can quickly see τ ’s purpose
by reasoning about a simpler version of AL where
τ = |y|. Table 1 shows the time-indexed lags
that are averaged to calculate AL for a wait-3 sys-
tem. The lags make the problem clear: each po-
sition beyond the point where all source tokens
have been read (gi = |x|) has its lag reduced by
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Statistics Scores
i 1 2 3 4 τ = 2 τ = |y|
gi 3 4 4 4

ALi 3 3 2 1 AL = 3 AL = 2.25

Table 1: Comparing AL with and without its truncated
average, tracking time-indexed lag ALi = gi − i−1

γ

when |x| = |y| = 4 for a wait-3 system.

1, pulling the average lag below k. By stopping its
average at τ = 2, AL maintains the property that
a wait-k system receives an AL of k.
τ is necessary because the only way to incur

delay is to read a source token. Once all source
tokens have been read, all target tokens appear in-
stantaneously, artificially dragging down the aver-
age lag. This is unsatisfying: the system lagged
behind the source speaker while they were speak-
ing. It should continue to do so after they finished.

AL solves this issue by truncating its average,
enforcing an implicit and poorly defined delay for
the excluded, problematic tokens. We propose in-
stead to enforce a minimum delay for writing any
target token. Specifically, we model each target to-
ken as taking at least 1

γ units of time to write, mir-
roring the speed of the ideal simultaneous transla-
tor in AL’s Equation (18). We wrap g in a g′ that
enforces our minimum delay:

g′i =
{
gi i = 1
max

(
gi, g

′
i−1 +

1
γ

)
i > 1

(20)

Like gi, g′i represents the amount of delay incurred
just before writing the ith target token. Intuitively,
the max enforces our minimum delay: g′i is either
equal to gi, the number of source tokens read, or
to g′i−1+

1
γ , the delay incurred just before the pre-

vious token, plus the time spent writing that token.
The recurrence ensures that we never lose track of
earlier delays. With g′ in place, we can define our
Differentiable Average Lagging:

DAL =
1

|y|

|y|∑

i=1

g′i −
i− 1

γ
(21)

DAL is equal to AL in many cases, in particular,
when measuring wait-k systems for sentences of
equal length, both always return a lag of k. See
Table 2 for its treatment of our wait-3 example.
Having eliminated τ , DAL is both differentiable
and calcuable in expectation. Cherry and Foster
(2019) provide further motivation and analysis for

Statistics Scores
i 1 2 3 4
g′i 3 4 5 6

DALi 3 3 3 3 DAL = 3

Table 2: DAL’s time-indexed lag DALi = g′i − i−1
γ

when |x| = |y| = 4 for a wait-3 system.

DAL, alongside several examples of cases where
DAL yields more intuitive results than AL.

5 Experiments

We run our experiments on the standard WMT14
English-to-French (EnFr; 36.3M sentences) and
WMT15 German-to-English (DeEn; 4.5M sen-
tences) tasks. For EnFr we use a combination of
newstest 2012 and newstest 2013 for development
and report results on newstest 2014. For DeEn we
validate on newstest 2013 and then report results
on newstest 2015. Translation quality is measured
using detokenized, cased BLEU (Papineni et al.,
2002). For each data set, we use BPE (Sennrich
et al., 2016) on the training data to construct a
32,000-type vocabulary that is shared between the
source and target languages.

5.1 Model

Our model closely follows the RNMT+ architec-
ture described by Chen et al. (2018) with modi-
fications to support streaming translation. It con-
sists of a 6 layer LSTM encoder and an 8 layer
LSTM decoder with additive attention (Bahdanau
et al., 2014). All streaming models including wait-
k, MoChA and MILk use unidirectional encoders,
while offline translation models use a bidirectional
encoder. Both encoder and decoder LSTMs have
512 hidden units, per gate layer normalization (Ba
et al., 2016), and residual skip connections after
the second layer. The models are regularized using
dropout with probability 0.2 and label smoothing
with an uncertainty of 0.1 (Szegedy et al., 2016).
Models are optimized until convergence using data
parallelism over 32 P100s, using Adam (Kingma
and Ba, 2015) with the learning rate schedule de-
scribed in Chen et al. (2018) and a batch size of
4,096 sentence-pairs per GPU. Checkpoints are
selected based on development loss. All streaming
models use greedy decoding, while offline models
use beam search with a beam size of 20.

We implement soft attention, monotonic atten-
tion, MoChA, MILk and wait-k as instantiations
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unpreserved preserved
λ BLEU DAL BLEU DAL

0.0 27.7 21.0 27.7 27.9
0.1 27.0 13.6 27.6 10.5
0.2 25.7 11.6 27.5 8.7

Table 3: Varying MILk’s λ with and without mass
preservation on the DeEn development set.

n BLEU DAL
0 3.4 24.2
1 10.8 12.9
2 24.6 12.3
3 27.5 10.4
4 27.5 8.7
6 26.3 7.2

Table 4: Varying MILk’s discreteness parameter nwith
λ fixed at 0.2 on the DeEn development set.

of an attention interface in a common code base,
allowing us to isolate their contributions. By an-
alyzing development sentence lengths, we deter-
mined that wait-k should employ a emission rate
of 1 for DeEn, and 1.1 for EnFr.

5.2 Development

We tuned MILk on our DeEn development set.
Two factors were crucial for good performance:
the preservation of monotonic mass (Section 3.4),
and the proper tuning of the noise parameter n in
Equation 11, which controls the discreteness of
monotonic attention probabilities during training.

Table 3 contrasts MILk’s best configuration be-
fore mass preservation against our final system.
Before preservation, MILk with a latency weight
λ = 0 still showed a substantial reduction in la-
tency from the maximum value of 27.9, indicating
an intrinsic latency incentive. Furthermore, train-
ing quickly destabilized, resulting in very poor
trade-offs for λs as low as 0.2.

After modifying MILk to preserve mass, we
then optimized noise with λ fixed at a low but rel-
evant value of 0.2, as shown in Table 4. We then
proceeded the deploy the selected value of n = 4
for testing both DeEn and EnFr.

5.3 Comparison with the state-of-the-art

We compare MILk to wait-k, the current state-
of-the-art in simultaneous NMT. We also include
MILk’s predecessors, Monotonic Attention and
MoChA, which have not previously been evalu-

Figure 2: Quality-latency comparison for German-
to-English WMT15 (DeEn) with DAL (upper), AL
(lower-left), AP (lower-right).

ated with latency metrics. We plot latency-quality
curves for each system, reporting quality using
BLEU, and latency using Differentiable Average
Lagging (DAL), Average Lagging (AL) or Av-
erage Proportion (AP) (see Section 4). We fo-
cus our analysis on DAL unless stated otherwise.
MILk curves are produced by varying the latency
loss weight λ,3 wait-k curves by varying k,4 and
MoChA curves by varying chunk size.5 Both
MILk and wait-k have settings (λ = 0 and k =
300) corresponding to full attention.

Results are shown in Figures 2 and 3.6 For
DeEn, we begin by noting that MILk has a clear
separation above its predecessors MoChA and
Monotonic Attention, indicating that the infinite
lookback is indeed a better fit for translation. Fur-
thermore, MILk is consistently above wait-k for
lags between 4 and 14 tokens. MILk is able to re-
tain the quality of full attention (28.4 BLEU) up to
a lag of 8.5 tokens, while wait-k begins to fall off
for lags below 13.3 tokens. At the lowest compa-
rable latency (4 tokens), MILk is 1.5 BLEU points

3λ = 0.75, 0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1, 0.05, 0.01, 0.0
4k = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 20, 24, 300
5cs = 1 (Monotonic Attention), 2, 4, 8, and 16
6Full sized graphs for all latency metrics, along with the

corresponding numeric scores are available in Appendix A,
included as supplementary material.
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Figure 3: Quality-latency comparison for English-to-
French WMT14 (EnFr) with DAL (upper), AL (lower-
left), AP (lower-right).

ahead of wait-k.
EnFr is a much easier language pair: both MILk

and wait-k maintain the BLEU of full attention at
lags of 10 tokens. However, we were surprised
to see that this does not mean we can safely de-
ploy very low ks for wait-k; its quality drops
off surprisingly quickly at k = 8 (DAL=8.4,
BLEU=39.8). MILk extends the flat “safe” re-
gion of the curve out to a lag of 7.2 (BLEU=40.5).
At the lowest comparable lag (4.5 tokens), MILk
once again surpasses wait-k, this time by 2.3
BLEU points.

The k = 2 point for wait-k has been omit-
ted from all graphs to improve clarity. The omit-
ted BLEU/DAL pairs are 19.5/2.5 for DeEn and
28.9/2.9 for EnFr, both of which trade very large
losses in BLEU for small gains in lag. However,
wait-k’s ability to function at all at such low laten-
cies is notable. The configuration of MILk tested
here was unable to drop below lags of 4.

Despite MILk having been optimized for DAL,
MILk’s separation above wait-k only grows as we
move to the more established metrics AL and AP.
DAL’s minimum delay for each target token makes
it far more conservative than AL or AP. Unlike
DAL, these metrics reward MILk and its predeces-
sors for their tendency to make many consecutive
writes in the middle of a sentence.

Figure 4: Two EnFr sentences constructed to contrast
MILk’s handling of a short noun phrase John Smith
against the longer John Smith’s lawyer. Translated by
MILk with λ = 0.2.

5.4 Characterizing MILK’s schedule

We begin with a qualitative characterization of
MILk’s behavior by providing diagrams of MILk’s
attention distributions. The shade of each circle
indicates the strength of the soft alignment, while
bold outlines indicate the location of the hard at-
tention head, whose movement is tracked by con-
necting lines.

In general, the attention head seems to loosely
follow noun- and verb-phrase boundaries, reading
one or two tokens past the end of the phrase to en-
sure it is complete. This behavior and its benefits
are shown in Figure 4, which contrast the simple
noun phrase John Smith against the more complex
John Smith’s laywer. By waiting until the end of
both phrases, MILk is able to correctly re-order
avocat (lawyer).

Figure 5 shows a more complex sentence drawn
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Figure 5: An example EnFr sentence drawn from our
development set, as translated by MILk with λ = 0.2.

Figure 6: An example EnFr sentence drawn from our
development set, as translated by wait-6.

from our development set. MILk gets going after
reading just 4 tokens, writing the relatively safe,
En 2008. It does wait, but it saves its pauses for
tokens with likely future dependencies. A partic-
ularly interesting pause occurs before the de in de
la loi. This preposition could be either de la or du,
depending on the phrase it modifies. We can see
MILk pause long enough to read one token after
law, allowing it to correctly choose de la to match
the feminine loi (law).

Looking at the corresponding wait-6 run in Fig-
ure 6, we can see that wait-6’s fixed schedule does
not read law before writing the same de. To its
credit, wait-6 anticipates correctly, also choosing
de la, likely due to the legal context provided by
the nearby phrase, the constitutionality.

We can also perform a quantitative analysis of

Figure 7: Histogram of initial delays for MILk (λ =
0.2) and wait-6 on the EnFr development set.

MILk’s adaptivity by monitoring its initial delays;
that is, how many source tokens does it read before
writing its first target token? We decode our EnFr
development set with MILk λ = 0.2 as well as
wait-6 and count the initial delays for each.7 The
resulting histogram is shown in Figure 7. We can
see that MILk has a lot of variance in its initial de-
lays, especially when compared to the near-static
wait-6. This is despite them having very similar
DALs: 5.8 for MILk and 6.5 for wait-6.

6 Conclusion

We have presented Monotonic Infinite Lookback
(MILk) attention, an attention mechanism that
uses a hard, monotonic head to manage the reading
of the source, and a soft traditional head to attend
over whatever has been read. This allowed us to
build a simultaneous NMT system that is trained
jointly with its adaptive schedule. Along the way,
we contributed latency-augmented training and a
differentiable latency metric. We have shown
MILk to have favorable quality-latency trade-offs
compared to both wait-k and to earlier monotonic
attention mechanisms. It is particularly useful for
extending the length of the region on the latency
curve where we do not yet incur a major reduction
in BLEU.
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plementary material. Its Appendix A contains full-
sized graphs and numeric scores to support our
primary experimental comparison in Section 5.3.
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Abstract

Pre-trained embeddings such as word embed-
dings and sentence embeddings are fundamen-
tal tools facilitating a wide range of down-
stream NLP tasks. In this work, we investigate
how to learn a general-purpose embedding of
textual relations, defined as the shortest de-
pendency path between entities. Textual rela-
tion embedding provides a level of knowledge
between word/phrase level and sentence level,
and we show that it can facilitate downstream
tasks requiring relational understanding of the
text. To learn such an embedding, we cre-
ate the largest distant supervision dataset by
linking the entire English ClueWeb09 corpus
to Freebase. We use global co-occurrence
statistics between textual and knowledge base
relations as the supervision signal to train
the embedding. Evaluation on two relational
understanding tasks demonstrates the useful-
ness of the learned textual relation embed-
ding. The data and code can be found at
https://github.com/czyssrs/GloREPlus

1 Introduction

Pre-trained embeddings such as word embeddings
(Mikolov et al., 2013; Pennington et al., 2014;
Peters et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2018) and sen-
tence embeddings (Le and Mikolov, 2014; Kiros
et al., 2015) have become fundamental NLP tools.
Learned with large-scale (e.g., up to 800 billion to-
kens (Pennington et al., 2014)) open-domain cor-
pora, such embeddings serve as a good prior for
a wide range of downstream tasks by endowing
task-specific models with general lexical, syntac-
tic, and semantic knowledge.

Inspecting the spectrum of granularity, a repre-
sentation between lexical (and phrasal) level and
sentence level is missing. Many tasks require rela-
tional understanding of the entities mentioned in
the text, e.g., relation extraction and knowledge
base completion. Textual relation (Bunescu and

Mooney, 2005), defined as the shortest path be-
tween two entities in the dependency parse tree
of a sentence, has been widely shown to be the
main bearer of relational information in text and
proved effective in relation extraction tasks (Xu
et al., 2015; Su et al., 2018). If we can learn a
general-purpose embedding for textual relations,
it may facilitate many downstream relational un-
derstanding tasks by providing general relational
knowledge.

Similar to language modeling for learning
general-purpose word embeddings, distant super-
vision (Mintz et al., 2009) is a promising way
to acquire supervision, at no cost, for training
general-purpose embedding of textual relations.
Recently Su et al. (2018) propose to lever-
age global co-occurrence statistics of textual and
KB relations to learn embeddings of textual re-
lations, and show that it can effectively combat
the wrong labeling problem of distant supervision
(see Figure 1 for example). While their method,
named GloRE, achieves the state-of-the-art per-
formance on the popular New York Times (NYT)
dataset (Riedel et al., 2010), the scope of their
study is limited to relation extraction with small-
scale in-domain training data.

In this work, we take the GloRE approach
further and apply it to large-scale, domain-
independent data labeled with distant supervision,
with the goal of learning general-purpose textual
relation embeddings. Specifically, we create the
largest ever distant supervision dataset by linking
the entire English ClueWeb09 corpus (half a bil-
lion of web documents) to the latest version of
Freebase (Bollacker et al., 2008), which contains
45 million entities and 3 billion relational facts.
After filtering, we get a dataset with over 5 million
unique textual relations and around 9 million co-
occurring textual and KB relation pairs. We then
train textual relation embedding on the collected
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Henry_Ford  founded  Ford_Motor_Company

Ford_Motor_Company,  named  after  Henry_Ford

nsubj dobj

acl nmod:after

Textual Relations Knowledge Base Relations

Ford_Motor_Company    Henry_Ford 

founder

Ford_Motor_Company    Henry_Ford 

named after

dobj←−− founded nsubj−−−→ acl−−→ named
nmod:after−−−−−−−→

founder 2468.0 24.0
named after 305.0 347.0
... ... ...

Figure 1: Left: The wrong labeling problem of distant supervision. The Ford Motor Company is both founded by
and named after Henry Ford. The KB relation founder and named after are thus both mapped to all of the sentences
containing the entity pair, resulting in many wrong labels (red dashed arrows). Right: Global co-occurrence
statistics from our distant supervision dataset, which clearly distinguishes the two textual relations.

dataset in a way similar to (Su et al., 2018), but
using Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) instead
of vanilla RNN as the encoder for better training
efficiency.

To demonstrate the usefulness of the learned
textual relation embedding, we experiment on
two relational understanding tasks, relation ex-
traction and knowledge base completion. For re-
lation extraction, we use the embedding to aug-
ment PCNN+ATT (Lin et al., 2016) and improve
the precision for top 1000 predictions from 83.9%
to 89.8%. For knowledge base completion, we
replace the neural network in (Toutanova et al.,
2015) with our pre-trained embedding followed by
a simple projection layer, and gain improvements
on both MRR and HITS@10 measures. Our major
contributions are summarized as following:

• We propose the novel task of learning
general-purpose embedding of textual rela-
tions, which has the potential to facilitate a
wide range of relational understanding tasks.

• To learn such an embedding, we create the
largest distant supervision dataset by linking
the entire English ClueWeb09 corpus to Free-
base. The dataset is publicly available1.

• Based on the global co-occurrence statistics
of textual and KB relations, we learn a textual
relation embedding on the collected dataset
and demonstrate its usefulness on relational
understanding tasks.

2 Related Work

Distant supervision methods (Mintz et al., 2009)
for relation extraction have been studied by a num-
ber of works (Riedel et al., 2010; Hoffmann et al.,
2011; Surdeanu et al., 2012; Zeng et al., 2015; Lin
et al., 2016; Ji et al., 2017; Wu et al., 2017). (Su
et al., 2018) use global co-occurrence statistics of

1https://github.com/czyssrs/GloREPlus

textual and KB relations to effectively combat the
wrong labeling problem. But the global statistics
in their work is limited to NYT dataset, capturing
domain-specific distributions.

Another line of research that relates to ours is
the universal schema (Riedel et al., 2013) for re-
lation extraction, KB completion, as well as its
extensions (Toutanova et al., 2015; Verga et al.,
2016). Wrong labeling problem still exists since
their embedding is learned based on individual re-
lation facts. In contrast, we use the global co-
occurrence statistics as explicit supervision signal.

3 Textual Relation Embedding

In this section, we describe how to collect large-
scale data via distant supervision (§3.1) and train
the textual relation embedding (§3.2).

3.1 Global Co-Occurrence Statistics from
Distant Supervision

To construct a large-scale distant supervision
dataset, we first get the English ClueWeb09
corpus (Callan et al., 2009), which contains
500 million web documents. We employ the
FACC1 dataset (Gabrilovich et al., 2013) to map
ClueWeb09 to Freebase. We identify over 5 billion
entity mentions in ClueWeb09 and link them to
Freebase entities. From the linked documents, we
extract 155 million sentences containing at least
two entity mentions. We then use the Stanford
Parser (Chen and Manning, 2014) with universal
dependencies to extract textual relations (short-
est dependency paths) between each pair of en-
tity mentions2, leading to 788 million relational
triples (subject, textual relation, object), of which
451 million are unique.

Following (Su et al., 2018), we then collect the
global co-occurrence statistics of textual and KB
relations. More specifically, for a relational triple
(e1, t, e2) with textual relation t, if (e1, r, e2) with

2To be more precise, only shortest dependency paths with-
out any other entity on the path are extracted.
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KB relation r exists in the KB, then we count it
as a co-occurrence of t and r. We count the to-
tal number of co-occurrences of each pair of tex-
tual and KB relation across the entire corpus. We
then normalize the global co-occurrence statistics
such that each textual relation has a valid proba-
bility distribution over all the KB relations, which
presumably captures the semantics of the textual
relation. In the end, a bipartite relation graph is
constructed, with one node set being the textual re-
lations, the other node set being the KB relations,
and the weighted edges representing the normal-
ized global co-occurrence statistics.

Filtering. When aligning the text corpus with the
KB, we apply a number of filters to ensure data
quality and training efficiency: (1) We only use
the KB relations in Freebase Commons, 70 do-
mains that are manually verified to be of release
quality. (2) Only textual relations with the num-
ber of tokens (including both lexical tokens and
dependency relations) less than or equal to 10 are
kept. (3) Only non-symmetric textual relations are
kept, because symmetric ones are typically from
conjunctions like ”and” or ”or”, which are less of
interest. (4) Only textual relations with at least two
occurrences are kept. After filtering, we end up
with a relation graph with 5,559,176 unique tex-
tual relations, 1,925 knowledge base (KB) rela-
tions, and 8,825,731 edges with non-zero weight.
It is worth noting that these filters are very conser-
vative, and we can easily increase the scale of data
by relaxing some of the filters.

3.2 Embedding Training

Considering both effectiveness and efficiency, we
employ the Transformer encoder (Vaswani et al.,
2017) to learn the textual relation embedding.
It has been shown to excel at learning general-
purpose representations (Devlin et al., 2018).

The embedded textual relation token sequence
is fed as input. For example, for the textual rela-

tion
dobj←−− founded

nsubj−−−→, the input is the em-
bedded sequence of {< −dobj >, founded,<
nsubj >}. We project the output of the encoder
to a vector z as the result embedding. Given a
textual relation ti and its embedding zi, denote
{r1, r2, ..., rn} as all KB relations, and p̃(rj |ti) as
the global co-occurrence distribution, the weight
of the edge between textual relation ti and KB re-
lation rj in the relation graph. The training objec-

tive is to minimize the cross-entropy loss:

L = −
∑

i,j

p̃(rj |ti)log(p(rj |ti)), (1)

Where
p(rj |ti) = (softmax(Wzi + b))j . (2)

W and b are trainable parameters.
We use the filtered relation graph in §3.1 as our

training data. To guarantee that the model gen-
eralizes to unseen textual relations, we take 5%
of the training data as validation set. Word em-
beddings are initialized with the GloVe (Penning-
ton et al., 2014) vectors3. Dependency relation
embeddings are initialized randomly. For the
Transformer model, we use 6 layers and 6 atten-
tion heads for each layer. We use the Adam opti-
mizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with parameter set-
tings suggested by the original Transformer pa-
per (Vaswani et al., 2017). We train a maximum
number of 200 epochs and take the checkpoint
with minimum validation loss for the result.

We also compare with using vanilla RNN in
GloRE (Su et al., 2018). Denote the embedding
trained with Tranformer as GloRE++, standing for
both new data and different model, and with RNN
as GloRE+, standing for new data. We observe
that, in the early stage of training, the validation
loss of RNN decreases faster than Transformer.
However, it starts to overfit soon.

4 Experiments

In this section, we evaluate the usefulness of the
learned textual relation embedding on two popu-
lar relational understanding tasks, relation extrac-
tion and knowledge base completion. We do not
fine-tune the embedding, and only use in-domain
data to train a single feedforward layer to project
the embedding to the target relations of the do-
main. We compare this with models that are
specifically designed for those tasks and trained
using in-domain data. If we can achieve com-
parable or better results, it demonstrates that the
general-purpose embedding captures useful infor-
mation for downstream tasks.

4.1 Relation Extraction
We experiment on the popular New York Times
(NYT) relation extraction dataset (Riedel et al.,
2010). Following GloRE (Su et al., 2018), we aim
at augmenting existing relation extractors with the
textual relation embeddings. We first average the

3https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
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Precision@N 100 300 500 700 900 1000

PCNN+ATT 97.0 93.7 92.8 89.1 85.2 83.9
PCNN+ATT+GloRE 97.0 97.3 94.6 93.3 90.1 89.3

PCNN+ATT+GloRE+ 98.0 98.7 96.6 93.1 89.9 88.8
PCNN+ATT+GloRE++ 98.0 97.3 96.0 93.6 91.0 89.8

Table 1: Relation extraction manual evaluation results:
Precision of top 1000 predictions.

textual relation embeddings of all contextual sen-
tences of an entity pair, and project the average
embedding to the target KB relations. We then
construct an ensemble model by a weighted com-
bination of predictions from the base model and
the textual relation embedding.

Same as (Su et al., 2018), we use PCNN+ATT
(Lin et al., 2016) as our base model. GloRE++
improves its best F1-score from 42.7% to 45.2%,
slightly outperforming the previous state-of-the-
art (GloRE, 44.7%). As shown in previous work
(Su et al., 2018), on NYT dataset, due to a signif-
icant amount of false negatives, the PR curve on
the held-out set may not be an accurate measure
of performance. Therefore, we mainly employ
manual evaluation. We invite graduate students
to check top 1000 predictions of each method.
They are present with the entity pair, the predic-
tion, and all the contextual sentences of the entity
pair. Each prediction is examined by two students
until reaching an agreement after discussion. Be-
sides, the students are not aware of the source of
the predictions. Table 1 shows the manual eval-
uation results. Both GloRE+ and GloRE++ get
improvements over GloRE. GloRE++ obtains the
best results for top 700, 900 and 1000 predictions.

4.2 Knowledge Base Completion

We experiment on another relational understand-
ing task, knowledge base (KB) completion, on
the popular FB15k-237 dataset (Toutanova et al.,
2015). The goal is to predict missing relation facts
based on a set of known entities, KB relations, and
textual mentions. (Toutanova et al., 2015) use a
convolutional neural network (CNN) to model tex-
tual relations. We replace their CNN with our pre-
trained embedding followed by one simple feed-
forward projection layer.

As in (Toutanova et al., 2015), we use the best
performing DISTMULT and E+DISTMULT as the
base models. DISTMULT (Yang et al., 2015)
learns latent vectors for the entities and each re-
lation type, while model E (Riedel et al., 2013)

learns two latent vectors for each relation type, as-
sociated with its subject and object entities respec-
tively. E+DISTMULT is a combination model that
ensembles the predictions from individual models,
and is trained jointly. We conduct experiments us-
ing only KB relations (KB only), using their CNN
to model textual relations (Conv), and using our
embedding to model textual relations (Emb).

The models are tested on predicting the object
entities of a set of KB triples disjoint from the
training set, given the subject entity and the rela-
tion type. Table 2 shows the performances of all
models measured by mean reciprocal rank (MRR)
of the correct entity, and HITS@10 (the percent-
age of test instances for which the correct en-
tity is ranked within the top 10 predictions). We
also show the performances on the two subsets
of the test set, with and without textual mentions.
The pre-trained embedding achieves comparable
or better results to the CNN model trained with in-
domain data.

Figure 2: t-SNE visualization of our textual relation
embeddings on ClueWeb validation data

5 Analysis

t-SNE visualization To measure the intrinsic
property of the learned textual relation embedding,

4The result of our implementation is slightly different
from the original paper. We have communicated with the au-
thors and agreed on the plausibility of the result.
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Model
Overall With mentions Without mentions

MRR HITS@10 MRR HITS@10 MRR HITS@10
DISTMULT (KB only) 35.8 51.8 27.3 39.5 39 56.3
Conv-DISTMULT 36.5 52.5 28.5 41.4 39.4 56.5
Emb-DISTMULT (GloRE+) 36.4 52.6 28.8 41.8 39.3 56.7
Emb-DISTMULT (GloRE++) 36.6 53.0 28.0 40.8 39.8 57.1
E+DISTMULT (KB only) 37.8 53.5 29.5 43 40.9 57.3
Conv-E+Conv-DISTMULT 38.7 54.4 30.0 43.8 41.9 58.2
Emb-E+Emb-DISTMULT (GloRE+) 38.8 54.2 30.0 43.3 42.0 58.2
Emb-E+Emb-DISTMULT (GloRE++) 38.9 54.4 30.0 43.5 42.1 58.3

Table 2: Results of KB completion on FB15k-237 dataset4, measured by MRR and HITS@10 (Both scaled by
100).

Subject and object Francis Clark Howell, Kansas City
KB relation people.person.place of birth

Textual relation in NYT train set nsubjpass←−−−−−−− born nmod:on−−−−−−→ nov.
nmod:in−−−−−→

Corresponding sentence in NYT train set ...Francis Clark Howell was born on nov. 27, 1925, in Kansas City, ...

Top-5 nearest neighbors in ClueWeb train set
Textual relation Cosine similarity A corresponding sentence in ClueWeb raw data

nsubjpass←−−−−−−− born nmod:in−−−−−→ 1295
nmod:in−−−−−→ 0.61

...According to the Lonely Planet Guide to Venice,
St. Roch was born in 1295 in Montpellier, France,
and at the age of 20 began wandering...

nsubjpass←−−−−−−− born nmod:in−−−−−→ 1222
nmod:in−−−−−→ 0.61 ...Isabel BIGOD was born in 1222 in Thetford

Abbey, Norfolk, England...

nsubjpass←−−−−−−− born dobj−−−→ Lannerback
nmod:in−−−−−→ 0.60

...Yngwie (pronounced ”ING-vay”) Malmsteen was
born Lars Johann Yngwie Lannerback in
Stockholm, Sweden, in 1963, ...

nsubjpass←−−−−−−− born
nmod:in−−−−−→ Leigha

appos−−−−→
Muzaffargarh

nmod:in−−−−−→
0.57

...Satya Paul - Indian Designer Satya Paul was born
in Leigha, Muzaffargarh in Pakistan, and came to
India during the partition times...

nsubjpass←−−−−−−− born nmod:on−−−−−−→ raised
nmod:in−−−−−→ 0.55 ...Governor Gilmore was born on October 6, 1949

and raised in Richmond, Virginia...

Table 3: Case study: Textual relation embedding model can well generalize to unseen textual relations via capturing
common shared sub-structures.

we apply t-SNE visualization (Maaten and Hinton,
2008) on the learned embedding of ClueWeb vali-
dation set.

We filter out infrequent textual relations and as-
sign labels to the textual relations when they co-
occur more than half of the times with a KB rela-
tion. The visualization result of GloRE++ embed-
ding associating with the top-10 frequent KB rela-
tions is shown in Figure 2. As we can see, sim-
ilar textual relations are grouped together while
dissimilar ones are separated. This implies that
the embedding model can well generate textual re-
lation representation for unseen textual relations,
and can potentially serve as relational features to
help tasks in unsupervised setting.

Case Study To show that the embedding model
generalizes to unseen textual relations via captur-
ing crucial textual sub-patterns, we randomly pick
some textual relations in NYT train set but not
in ClueWeb train set, and compare with its top-
5 nearest neighbors in ClueWeb train set, based on
the similarity of the learned embedding. A case
study is shown in Table 3. We can see that the
KB relation place of birth often collocates with a
preposition in indicating the object fits into a lo-
cation type, and some key words like born. To-

gether, the sub-structure born in serves as a strong
indicator for place of birth relation. There is al-
most always some redundant information in the
textual relations, for example in the textual rela-

tion
nsubjpass←−−−−−− born

nmod:on−−−−−→ nov.
nmod:in−−−−−→, the

sub-structure nmod:on−−−−−→ nov. does not carry crucial
information indicating the target relation. A good
textual relation embedding model should be capa-
ble of learning to attend to the crucial semantic
patterns.
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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a novel graph neu-
ral network with generated parameters (GP-
GNNs). The parameters in the propagation
module, i.e. the transition matrices used in
message passing procedure, are produced by
a generator taking natural language sentences
as inputs. We verify GP-GNNs in relation ex-
traction from text, both on bag- and instance-
settings. Experimental results on a human-
annotated dataset and two distantly supervised
datasets show that multi-hop reasoning mecha-
nism yields significant improvements. We also
perform a qualitative analysis to demonstrate
that our model could discover more accu-
rate relations by multi-hop relational reason-
ing. Codes and data are released at https:
//github.com/thunlp/gp-gnn.

1 Introduction

In recent years, graph neural networks (GNNs)
have been applied to various fields of ma-
chine learning, including node classification
(Kipf and Welling, 2016), relation classification
(Schlichtkrull et al., 2017), molecular property
prediction (Gilmer et al., 2017), few-shot learning
(Garcia and Bruna, 2018), and achieved promising
results on these tasks. These works have demon-
strated GNNs’ strong power to process relational
reasoning on graphs.

Relational reasoning aims to abstractly reason
about entities/objects and their relations, which
is an important part of human intelligence. Be-
sides graphs, relational reasoning is also of great
importance in many natural language processing

The original idea comes from several discussions be-
tween Hao Zhu and Jie Fu while Hao Zhu visiting NUS;
Hao Zhu designed research, prepared datasets, and conducted
experiments; Jie Fu, Yankai Lin, and Zhiyuan Liu also par-
ticipated in discussion while planning experiments; Zhiyuan
Liu, Tat-seng Chua and Maosong Sun proofread the paper.
Zhiyuan Liu serves as the corresponding author.

tasks such as question answering, relation extrac-
tion, summarization, etc. Consider the example
shown in Fig. 1, existing relation extraction mod-
els could easily extract the facts that Luc Besson
directed a film Léon: The Professional and that
the film is in English, but fail to infer the rela-
tionship between Luc Besson and English with-
out multi-hop relational reasoning. By consider-
ing the reasoning patterns, one can discover that
Luc Besson could speak English following a rea-
soning logic that Luc Besson directed Léon: The
Professional and this film is in English indicates
Luc Besson could speak English. However, most
existing GNNs can only process multi-hop rela-
tional reasoning on pre-defined graphs and cannot
be directly applied in natural language relational
reasoning. Enabling multi-hop relational reason-
ing in natural languages remains an open problem.

To address this issue, in this paper, we pro-
pose graph neural networks with generated pa-
rameters (GP-GNNs), to adapt graph neural net-
works to solve the natural language relational rea-
soning task. GP-GNNs first constructs a fully-
connected graph with the entities in the sequence
of text. After that, it employs three modules
to process relational reasoning: (1) an encoding
module which enables edges to encode rich in-
formation from natural languages, (2) a propaga-
tion module which propagates relational informa-
tion among various nodes, and (3) a classification
module which makes predictions with node rep-
resentations. As compared to traditional GNNs,
GP-GNNs could learn edge parameters from natu-
ral languages, extending it from performing infer-
ence on only non-relational graphs or graphs with
a limited number of edge types to unstructured in-
puts such as texts.

In the experiments, we apply GP-GNNs to a
classic natural language relational reasoning task:
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Léon: The Professional is a 1996 English-language French thriller film directed by Luc Besson.

LéonEnglish Luc Besson

Language Spoken

Language Cast member

Figure 1: An example of relation extraction from plain text. Given a sentence with several entities marked, we
model the interaction between these entities by generating the weights of graph neural networks. Modeling the
relationship between “Léon” and “English” as well as “Luc Besson” helps discover the relationship between “Luc
Besson” and “English”.

relation extraction from text. We carry out experi-
ments on Wikipedia corpus aligned with Wikidata
knowledge base (Vrandečić and Krötzsch, 2014)
and build a human annotated test set as well as
two distantly labeled test sets with different lev-
els of denseness.Experiment results show that our
model outperforms other models on relation ex-
traction task by considering multi-hop relational
reasoning. We also perform a qualitative analysis
which shows that our model could discover more
relations by reasoning more robustly as compared
to baseline models.

Our main contributions are in two-fold:
(1) We extend a novel graph neural network

model with generated parameters, to enable rela-
tional message-passing with rich text information,
which could be applied to process relational rea-
soning on unstructured inputs such as natural lan-
guage.

(2) We verify our GP-GNNs on the task of re-
lation extraction from text, which demonstrates
its ability on multi-hop relational reasoning as
compared to those models which extract relation-
ships separately. Moreover, we also present three
datasets, which could help future researchers com-
pare their models in different settings.

2 Related Work

2.1 Graph Neural Networks (GNNs)
GNNs were first proposed in (Scarselli et al.,
2009) and are trained via the Almeida-Pineda al-
gorithm (Almeida, 1987). Later the authors in
Li et al. (2016) replace the Almeida-Pineda algo-
rithm with the more generic backpropagation and
demonstrate its effectiveness empirically. Gilmer
et al. (2017) propose to apply GNNs to molecu-
lar property prediction tasks. Garcia and Bruna

(2018) shows how to use GNNs to learn clas-
sifiers on image datasets in a few-shot manner.
Gilmer et al. (2017) study the effectiveness of
message-passing in quantum chemistry. Dhingra
et al. (2017) apply message-passing on a graph
constructed by coreference links to answer rela-
tional questions. There are relatively fewer pa-
pers discussing how to adapt GNNs to natural
language tasks. For example, Marcheggiani and
Titov (2017) propose to apply GNNs to semantic
role labeling and Schlichtkrull et al. (2017) ap-
ply GNNs to knowledge base completion tasks.
Zhang et al. (2018) apply GNNs to relation extrac-
tion by encoding dependency trees, and De Cao
et al. (2018) apply GNNs to multi-hop ques-
tion answering by encoding co-occurence and co-
reference relationships. Although they also con-
sider applying GNNs to natural language process-
ing tasks, they still perform message-passing on
predefined graphs. Johnson (2017) introduces a
novel neural architecture to generate a graph based
on the textual input and dynamically update the
relationship during the learning process. In sharp
contrast, this paper focuses on extracting relations
from real-world relation datasets.

2.2 Relational Reasoning

Relational reasoning has been explored in various
fields. For example, Santoro et al. (2017) propose
a simple neural network to reason the relationship
of objects in a picture, Xu et al. (2017) build up a
scene graph according to an image, and Kipf et al.
(2018) model the interaction of physical objects.

In this paper, we focus on the relational rea-
soning in the natural language domain. Existing
works (Zeng et al., 2014, 2015; Lin et al., 2016)
have demonstrated that neural networks are capa-
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ble of capturing the pair-wise relationship between
entities in certain situations. For example, Zeng
et al. (2014) is one of the earliest works that ap-
plies a simple CNN to this task, and Zeng et al.
(2015) further extends it with piece-wise max-
pooling. Nguyen and Grishman (2015) propose a
multi-window version of CNN for relation extrac-
tion. Lin et al. (2016) study an attention mech-
anism for relation extraction tasks. Peng et al.
(2017) predict n-ary relations of entities in differ-
ent sentences with Graph LSTMs. Le and Titov
(2018) treat relations as latent variables which are
capable of inducing the relations without any su-
pervision signals. Zeng et al. (2017) show that the
relation path has an important role in relation ex-
traction. Miwa and Bansal (2016) show the effec-
tiveness of LSTMs (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber,
1997) in relation extraction. Christopoulou et al.
(2018) proposed a walk-based model to do rela-
tion extraction. The most related work is Sorokin
and Gurevych (2017), where the proposed model
incorporates contextual relations with an attention
mechanism when predicting the relation of a target
entity pair. The drawback of existing approaches
is that they could not make full use of the multi-
hop inference patterns among multiple entity pairs
and their relations within the sentence.

3 Graph Neural Network with
Generated Parameters (GP-GNNs)

We first define the task of natural language rela-
tional reasoning. Given a sequence of text with
m entities, it aims to reason on both the text and
entities and make a prediction of the labels of the
entities or entity pairs.

In this section, we will introduce the general
framework of GP-GNNs. GP-GNNs first build
a fully-connected graph G = (V, E), where V
is the set of entities, and each edge (vi, vj) ∈
E , vi, vj ∈ V corresponds to a sequence s =

xi,j0 , x
i,j
1 , . . . , x

i,j
l−1 extracted from the text. After

that, GP-GNNs employ three modules including
(1) encoding module, (2) propagation module and
(3) classification module to process relational rea-
soning, as shown in Fig. 2.

3.1 Encoding Module

The encoding module converts sequences into
transition matrices corresponding to edges, i.e. the

parameters of the propagation module, by

A(n)
i,j = f(E(xi,j0 ), E(xi,j1 ), · · · , E(xi,jl−1); θ

n
e ),

(1)
where f(·) could be any model that could encode
sequential data, such as LSTMs, GRUs, CNNs,
E(·) indicates an embedding function, and θne de-
notes the parameters of the encoding module of
n-th layer.

3.2 Propagation Module

The propagation module learns representations for
nodes layer by layer. The initial embeddings of
nodes, i.e. the representations of layer 0, are
task-related, which could be embeddings that en-
code features of nodes or just one-hot embeddings.
Given representations of layer n, the representa-
tions of layer n+ 1 are calculated by

h
(n+1)
i =

∑

vj∈N (vi)

σ(A(n)
i,j h

(n)
j ), (2)

whereN (vi) denotes the neighbours of node vi in
graph G and σ(·) denotes a non-linear activation
function.

3.3 Classification Module

Generally, the classification module takes node
representations as inputs and outputs predictions.
Therefore, the loss of GP-GNNs could be calcu-
lated as

L = g(h0
0:|V|−1,h

1
0:|V|−1, . . . ,h

K
0:|V|−1, Y ; θc),

(3)
where θc denotes the parameters of the classifica-
tion module,K is the number of layers in propaga-
tion module and Y denotes the ground truth label.
The parameters in GP-GNNs are trained by gradi-
ent descent methods.

4 Relation Extraction with GP-GNNs

Relation extraction from text is a classic natu-
ral language relational reasoning task. Given a
sentence s = (x0, x1, . . . , xl−1), a set of re-
lations R and a set of entities in this sentence
Vs = {v1, v2, . . . , v|Vs|}, where each vi consists
of one or a sequence of tokens, relation extraction
from text is to identify the pairwise relationship
rvi,vj ∈ R between each entity pair (vi, vj).

In this section, we will introduce how to apply
GP-GNNs to relation extraction.
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0

Figure 2: Overall architecture: an encoding module takes a sequence of vector representations as inputs, and output
a transition matrix as output; a propagation module propagates the hidden states from nodes to its neighbours
with the generated transition matrix; a classification module provides task-related predictions according to nodes
representations.

4.1 Encoding Module

To encode the context of entity pairs (or edges in
the graph), we first concatenate the position em-
beddings with word embeddings in the sentence:

E(xi,jt ) = [xt;p
i,j
t ], (4)

where xt denotes the word embedding of word xt
and pi,jt denotes the position embedding of word
position t relative to the entity pair’s position i, j
(Details of these two embeddings are introduced in
the next two paragraphs.) After that, we feed the
representations of entity pairs into encoder f(·)
which contains a bi-directional LSTM and a multi-
layer perceptron:

A(n)
i,j = [MLPn(BiLSTMn((E(xi,j0 ), E(xi,j1 ), · · · , E(xi,jl−1))],

(5)

where n denotes the index of layer 1, [·] means
reshaping a vector as a matrix, BiLSTM encodes a
sequence by concatenating tail hidden states of the
forward LSTM and head hidden states of the back-
ward LSTM together and MLP denotes a multi-
layer perceptron with non-linear activation σ.

Word Representations We first map each to-
ken xt of sentence {x0, x1, . . . , xl−1} to a k-
dimensional embedding vector xt using a word
embedding matrix We ∈ R|V |×dw , where |V | is
the size of the vocabulary. Throughout this pa-
per, we stick to 50-dimensional GloVe embed-
dings pre-trained on a 6-billion-word corpus (Pen-
nington et al., 2014).

1Adding index to neural models means their parameters
are different among layers.

Position Embedding In this work, we consider
a simple entity marking scheme2: we mark each
token in the sentence as either belonging to the
first entity vi, the second entity vj or to neither
of those. Each position marker is also mapped to
a dp-dimensional vector by a position embedding
matrix P ∈ R3×dp . We use notation pi,jt to repre-
sent the position embedding for xt corresponding
to entity pair (vi, vj).

4.2 Propagation Module

Next, we use Eq. (2) to propagate information
among nodes where the initial embeddings of
nodes and number of layers are further specified
as follows.

The Initial Embeddings of Nodes Suppose we
are focusing on extracting the relationship be-
tween entity vi and entity vj , the initial embed-
dings of them are annotated as h

(0)
vi = asubject,

and h(0)
vj = aobject, while the initial embeddings

of other entities are set to all zeros. We set spe-
cial values for the head and tail entity’s initial em-
beddings as a kind of “flag” messages which we
expect to be passed through propagation. Anno-
tators asubject and aobject could also carry the prior
knowledge about subject entity and object entity.
In our experiments, we generalize the idea of
Gated Graph Neural Networks (Li et al., 2016) by
setting asubject = [1;0]> and aobject = [0;1]>3.

2As pointed out by Sorokin and Gurevych (2017), other
position markers lead to no improvement in performance.

3The dimensions of 1 and 0 are the same. Hence, dr
should be positive even integers. The embedding of subject
and object could also carry the type information by changing
annotators. We leave this extension for future work.
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Number of Layers In general graphs, the num-
ber of layers K is chosen to be of the order of the
graph diameter so that all nodes obtain informa-
tion from the entire graph. In our context, how-
ever, since the graph is densely connected, the
depth is interpreted simply as giving the model
more expressive power. We treat K as a hyper-
parameter, the effectiveness of which will be dis-
cussed in detail (Sect. 5.4).

4.3 Classification Module

The output module takes the embeddings of the
target entity pair (vi, vj) as input, which are first
converted by:

rvi,vj = [[h(1)
vi �h

(1)
vj ]
>; [h(2)

vi �h
(2)
vj ]
>; . . . ; [h(K)

vi �h
(K)
vj ]>],

(6)

where � represents element-wise multiplication.
This could be used for classification:

P(rvi,vj |h, t, s) = softmax(MLP(rvi,vj )), (7)

where rvi,vj ∈ R, and MLP denotes a multi-layer
perceptron module.

We use cross entropy here as the classification
loss

L =
∑

s∈S

∑

i6=j

log P(rvi,vj |i, j, s), (8)

where rvi,vj denotes the relation label for entity
pair (vi, vj) and S denotes the whole corpus.

In practice, we stack the embeddings for every
target entity pairs together to infer the underlying
relationship between each pair of entities. We use
PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2017) to implement our
models. To make it more efficient, we avoid us-
ing loop-based, scalar-oriented code by matrix and
vector operations.

5 Experiments

Our experiments mainly aim at: (1) showing that
our best models could improve the performance
of relation extraction under a variety of settings;
(2) illustrating that how the number of layers af-
fect the performance of our model; and (3) per-
forming a qualitative investigation to highlight the
difference between our models and baseline mod-
els. In both part (1) and part (2), we do three sub-
parts of experiments: (i) we will first show that
our models could improve instance-level relation
extraction on a human annotated test set, and (ii)
then we will show that our models could also help

enhance the performance of bag-level relation ex-
traction on a distantly labeled test set 4, and (iii)
we also split a subset of distantly labeled test set,
where the number of entities and edges is large.

5.1 Experiment Settings

5.1.1 Datasets

Distantly labeled set Sorokin and Gurevych
(2017) have proposed a dataset with Wikipedia
corpora. There is a small difference between our
task and theirs: our task is to extract the relation-
ship between every pair of entities in the sentence,
whereas their task is to extract the relationship be-
tween the given entity pair and the context entity
pairs. Therefore, we need to modify their dataset:
(1) We added reversed edges if they are missing
from a given triple, e.g. if triple (Earth, part
of, Solar System) exists in the sentence, we add a
reversed label, (Solar System, has a member,
Earth), to it; (2) For all of the entity pairs with no
relations, we added “NA” labels to them.5 We use
the same training set for all of the experiments.

Human annotated test set Based on the test set
provided by (Sorokin and Gurevych, 2017), 5 an-
notators6 are asked to label the dataset. They are
asked to decide whether or not the distant super-
vision is right for every pair of entities. Only the
instances accepted by all 5 annotators are incorpo-
rated into the human annotated test set. There are
350 sentences and 1,230 triples in this test set.

Dense distantly labeled test set We further split
a dense test set from the distantly labeled test set.
Our criteria are: (1) the number of entities should
be strictly larger than 2; and (2) there must be at
least one circle (with at least three entities) in the
ground-truth label of the sentence 7. This test set
could be used to test our methods’ performance on
sentences with the complex interaction between
entities. There are 1,350 sentences and more than
17,915 triples and 7,906 relational facts in this test
set.

4Bag-level relation extraction is a widely accepted
scheme for relation extraction with distant supervision, which
means the relation of an entity pair is predicted by aggregat-
ing a bag of instances.

5We also resolve entities at the same position and remove
self-loops from the previous dataset. Furthermore, we limit
the number of entities in one sentence to 9, resulting in only
0.0007 data loss.

6They are all well-educated university students.
7Every edge in the circle has a non-“NA” label.
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5.1.2 Models for Comparison
We select the following models for comparison,
the first four of which are our baseline models.

Context-Aware RE, proposed by Sorokin and
Gurevych (2017). This model utilizes attention
mechanism to encode the context relations for pre-
dicting target relations. It was the state-of-the-art
models on Wikipedia dataset. This baseline is im-
plemented by ourselves based on authors’ public
repo8.

Multi-Window CNN. Zeng et al. (2014) uti-
lize convolutional neural networks to classify rela-
tions. Different from the original version of CNN
proposed in Zeng et al. (2014), our implementa-
tion, follows Nguyen and Grishman (2015), con-
catenates features extracted by three different win-
dow sizes: 3, 5, 7.

PCNN, proposed by Zeng et al. (2015). This
model divides the whole sentence into three pieces
and applies max-pooling after convolution layer
piece-wisely. For CNN and following PCNN, the
entity markers are the same as originally proposed
in Zeng et al. (2014, 2015).

LSTM or GP-GNN with K = 1 layer. Bi-
directional LSTM (Schuster and Paliwal, 1997)
could be seen as an 1-layer variant of our model.

GP-GNN with K = 2 or K = 3 layers. These
models are capable of performing 2-hop reasoning
and 3-hop reasoning, respectively.

5.1.3 Hyper-parameters
We select the best parameters for the validation
set. We select non-linear activation functions be-
tween relu and tanh, and select dn among
{2, 4, 8, 12, 16}9. We have also tried two forms
of adjacent matrices: tied-weights (set A(n) =
A(n+1)) and untied-weights. Table 1 shows our
best hyper-parameter settings, which are used in
all of our experiments.

5.2 Evaluation Details

So far, we have only talked about the way to imple-
ment sentence-level relation extraction. To evalu-
ate our models and baseline models in bag-level,
we utilize a bag of sentences with a given entity
pair to score the relations between them. Zeng
et al. (2015) formalize the bag-level relation ex-
traction as multi-instance learning. Here, we fol-

8https://github.com/UKPLab/
emnlp2017-relation-extraction

9We set all dns to be the same as we do not see improve-
ments using different dns

Hyper-parameters Value

learning rate 0.001
batch size 50
dropout ratio 0.5
hidden state size 256
non-linear activation σ relu
embedding size for #layers = 1 8
embedding size for #layers = 2 and 3 12
adjacent matrices untied

Table 1: Hyper-parameters settings.

low their idea and define the score function of an
entity pair and its corresponding relation r as a
max-one setting:

E(r|vi, vj , S) = max
s∈S

P(rvi,vj |i, j, s). (9)

Dataset Human Annotated Test Set
Metric Acc Macro F1
Multi-Window CNN 47.3 17.5
PCNN 30.8 3.2
Context-Aware RE 68.9 44.9
GP-GNN (#layers=1) 62.9 44.1
GP-GNN (#layers=2) 69.5 44.2
GP-GNN (#layers=3) 75.3 47.9

Table 2: Results on human annotated dataset

5.3 Effectiveness of Reasoning Mechanism

From Table 2 and 3, we can see that our best
models outperform all the baseline models signif-
icantly on all three test sets. These results indicate
our model could successfully conduct reasoning
on the fully-connected graph with generated pa-
rameters from natural language. These results also
indicate that our model not only performs well
on sentence-level relation extraction but also im-
proves on bag-level relation extraction. Note that
Context-Aware RE also incorporates context in-
formation to predict the relation of the target en-
tity pair, however, we argue that Context-Aware
RE only models the co-occurrence of various re-
lations, ignoring whether the context relation par-
ticipates in the reasoning process of relation ex-
traction of the target entity pair. Context-Aware
RE may introduce more noise, for it may mis-
takenly increase the probability of a relation with
the similar topic with the context relations. We
will give samples to illustrate this issue in Sect.
5.5. Another interesting observation is that our
#layers=1 version outperforms CNN and PCNN
in these three datasets. One probable reason is
that sentences from Wikipedia are often complex,
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Dataset Distantly Labeled Test Set Dense Distantly Labeled Test Set
Metric P@5% P@10% P@15% P@20% P@5% P@10% P@15% P@20%
Multi-Window CNN 78.9 78.4 76.2 72.9 86.2 83.4 81.4 79.1
PCNN 73.0 65.4 58.1 51.2 85.3 79.1 72.4 68.1
Context-Aware RE 90.8 89.9 88.5 87.2 93.5 93.0 93.8 93.0
GP-GNN (#layers=1) 90.5 89.9 88.2 87.2 97.4 93.5 92.4 91.9
GP-GNN (#layers=2) 92.5 92.0 89.3 87.1 95.0 94.6 95.2 94.2
GP-GNN (#layers=3) 94.2 92.0 89.7 88.3 98.5 97.4 96.6 96.1

Table 3: Results on distantly labeled test set

which may be hard to model for CNN and PCNN.
Similar conclusions are also reached by Zhang and
Wang (2015).
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Figure 3: The aggregated precision-recall curves of our
models with different number of layers on distantly la-
beled test set (left) and dense distantly labeled test set
(right). We also add Context Aware RE for comparison.

5.4 The Effectiveness of the Number of
Layers

The number of layers represents the reasoning
ability of our models. A K-layer version has the
ability to infer K-hop relations. To demonstrate
the effects of the number of layers, we also com-
pare our models with different numbers of lay-

ers. From Table 2 and Table 3, we could see
that on all three datasets, 3-layer version achieves
the best. We could also see from Fig. 3 that
as the number of layers grows, the curves get
higher and higher precision, indicating consider-
ing more hops in reasoning leads to better perfor-
mance. However, the improvement of the third
layer is much smaller on the overall distantly su-
pervised test set than the one on the dense subset.
This observation reveals that the reasoning mecha-
nism could help us identify relations especially on
sentences where there are more entities. We could
also see that on the human annotated test set 3-
layer version to have a greater improvement over
2-layer version as compared with 2-layer version
over 1-layer version. It is probably due to the rea-
son that bag-level relation extraction is much eas-
ier. In real applications, different variants could be
selected for different kind of sentences or we can
also ensemble the prediction from different mod-
els. We leave these explorations for future work.

5.5 Qualitative Results: Case Study

Tab. 4 shows qualitative results that compare our
GP-GNN model and the baseline models. The re-
sults show that GP-GNN has the ability to infer the
relationship between two entities with reasoning.
In the first case, GP-GNN implicitly learns a logic

rule ∃y, x ∼cast-member−−−−−−−−→ y
original language−−−−−−−−−→ z ⇒

x
language spoken−−−−−−−−−→ z to derive (Oozham, language

spoken, Malayalam) and in the second case
our model implicitly learns another logic rule

∃y, x owned-by−−−−−→ y
located in−−−−−→ z ⇒ x

located in−−−−−→ z
to find the fact (BankUnited Center, located
in, English). Note that (BankUnited Center,
located in, English) is even not in Wikidata,
but our model could identify this fact through rea-
soning. We also find that Context-Aware RE tends
to predict relations with similar topics. For ex-
ample, in the third case, share border with
and located in are both relations about ter-
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The association was 
organized in Enterprise (now 
known as Redbush) 
Johnson County, 
Kentucky in 1894 and was 
incorporated in 1955, after 
relocating to Gallipolis, 
Ohio.

Sentence GP-GNNs (#layers = 3)LSTMContext Aware
Relation Extraction

Oozham ( or Uzham ) is an 
upcoming 2016 Malayalam 
drama film written and 
directed by Jeethu Joseph 
with Prithviraj Sukumaran 
in the lead role.

Ground Truth

The third annual of the 2006 
Premios Juventud (Youth 
Awards) edition will be held 
on July 13, 2006 at the 
BankUnited Center from 
the University of Miami in 
Coral Gables, Florida .

Oozham

MalayalamJeethu Joseph

Prithviraj Sukumaran

cast member

director original language

language spoken
Oozham

MalayalamJeethu Joseph

Prithviraj Sukumaran

cast member

director original language

language spoken
Oozham

MalayalamJeethu Joseph

Prithviraj Sukumaran

cast member

director original language

Oozham

MalayalamJeethu Joseph

Prithviraj Sukumaran

cast member

director original language

BankUnited Center

University of Miami

Coral Gables, Florida

located in the admini-
strative territorial entity BankUnited Center

University of Miami

Coral Gables, Florida

located in the admini-
strative territorial entity BankUnited Center

University of Miami

Coral Gables, Florida

owned by

located in the admini-
strative territorial entityBankUnited Center

University of Miami

Coral Gables, Florida

owned by

located in the admini-
strative territorial entity

located in the admini-
strative territorial entity

Redbush

Johnson County

KentuckyOhio

located in the admini-
strative territorial entity

located in the admini-
strative territorial entity

Redbush

Johnson County

KentuckyOhio

located in the admini-
strative territorial entity

located in the admini-
strative territorial entity

Redbush

Johnson County

KentuckyOhio

located in the admini-
strative territorial entity

located in the admini-
strative territorial entity

Redbush

Johnson County

KentuckyOhio

located in the admini-
strative territorial entity

located in the admini-
strative territorial entity

share 
border with

Table 4: Sample predictions from the baseline models and our GP-GNN model. Ground truth graphs are the
subgraph in Wikidata knowledge graph induced by the sets of entities in the sentences. The models take sentences
and entity markers as input and produce a graph containing entities (colored and bold) and relations between them.
Although “No Relation” is also be seen as a type of relation, we only show other relation types in the graphs.

ritory issues. Consequently, Context-Aware RE
makes a mistake by predicting (Kentucky, share
boarder with, Ohio). As we have discussed
before, this is due to its mechanism to model co-
occurrence of multiple relations. However, in our
model, since Ohio and Johnson County have no
relationship, this wrong relation is not predicted.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

We addressed the problem of utilizing GNNs
to perform relational reasoning with natural lan-
guages. Our proposed model, GP-GNN, solves the
relational message-passing task by encoding natu-
ral language as parameters and performing propa-
gation from layer to layer. Our model can also be
considered as a more generic framework for graph
generation problem with unstructured input other
than text, e.g. image, video, audio. In this work,
we demonstrate its effectiveness in predicting the
relationship between entities in natural language
and bag-level and show that by considering more
hops in reasoning the performance of relation ex-
traction could be significantly improved.
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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a new paradigm for
the task of entity-relation extraction. We cast
the task as a multi-turn question answering
problem, i.e., the extraction of entities and re-
lations is transformed to the task of identifying
answer spans from the context. This multi-turn
QA formalization comes with several key ad-
vantages: firstly, the question query encodes
important information for the entity/relation
class we want to identify; secondly, QA pro-
vides a natural way of jointly modeling entity
and relation; and thirdly, it allows us to exploit
the well developed machine reading compre-
hension (MRC) models.

Experiments on the ACE and the CoNLL04
corpora demonstrate that the proposed
paradigm significantly outperforms previous
best models. We are able to obtain the state-
of-the-art results on all of the ACE04, ACE05
and CoNLL04 datasets, increasing the SOTA
results on the three datasets to 49.4 (+1.0),
60.2 (+0.6) and 68.9 (+2.1), respectively.

Additionally, we construct a newly developed
dataset RESUME in Chinese, which requires
multi-step reasoning to construct entity depen-
dencies, as opposed to the single-step depen-
dency extraction in the triplet exaction in pre-
vious datasets. The proposed multi-turn QA
model also achieves the best performance on
the RESUME dataset. 1

1 Introduction

Identifying entities and their relations is the pre-
requisite of extracting structured knowledge from
unstructured raw texts, which has recieved growing
interest these years. Given a chunk of natural lan-
guage text, the goal of entity-relation extraction is
to transform it to a structural knowledge base. For
example, given the following text:

1* indicates equal contribution.

Person Corp Time Position
Musk SpaceX 2002 CEO

Musk Tesla 2003 CEO&
product architect

Musk SolarCity 2006 chairman
Musk Neuralink 2016 CEO
Musk The Boring Company 2016 -

Table 1: An illustration of an extracted structural table.

In 2002, Musk founded SpaceX, an aerospace
manufacturer and space transport services Com-
pany, of which he is CEO and lead designer. He
helped fund Tesla, Inc., an electric vehicle and so-
lar panel manufacturer, in 2003, and became its
CEO and product architect. In 2006, he inspired
the creation of SolarCity, a solar energy services
Company, and operates as its chairman. In 2016,
he co-founded Neuralink, a neurotechnology Com-
pany focused on developing brain–computer in-
terfaces, and is its CEO. In 2016, Musk founded
The Boring Company, an infrastructure and tunnel-
construction Company.

We need to extract four different types of entities,
i.e., Person, Company, Time and Position, and three
types of relations, FOUND, FOUNDING-TIME and
SERVING-ROLE. The text is to be transformed into
a structural dataset shown in Table 1.

Most existing models approach this task by
extracting a list of triples from the text, i.e.,
REL(e1, e2), which denotes that relation REL holds
between entity e1 and entity e2. Previous models
fall into two major categories: the pipelined ap-
proach, which first uses tagging models to identify
entities, and then uses relation extraction models
to identify the relation between each entity pair;
and the joint approach, which combines the entity
model and the relation model throught different
strategies, such as constraints or parameters shar-
ing.

There are several key issues with current ap-
proaches, both in terms of the task formalization
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and the algorithm. At the formalization level, the
REL(e1, e2) triplet structure is not enough to fully
express the data structure behind the text. Take
the Musk case as an example, there is a hierarchi-
cal dependency between the tags: the extraction
of Time depends on Position since a Person can
hold multiple Positions in a Company during dif-
ferent Time periods. The extraction of Position
also depends on Company since a Person can work
for multiple companies. At the algorithm level, for
most existing relation extraction models (Miwa and
Bansal, 2016; Wang et al., 2016a; Ye et al., 2016),
the input to the model is a raw sentence with two
marked mentions, and the output is whether a rela-
tion holds between the two mentions. As pointed
out in Wang et al. (2016a); Zeng et al. (2018), it
is hard for neural models to capture all the lexical,
semantic and syntactic cues in this formalization,
especially when (1) entities are far away; (2) one
entity is involved in multiple triplets; or (3) relation
spans have overlaps2.

In the paper, we propose a new paradigm to han-
dle the task of entity-relation extraction. We for-
malize the task as a multi-turn question answering
task: each entity type and relation type is character-
ized by a question answering template, and entities
and relations are extracted by answering template
questions. Answers are text spans, extracted using
the now standard machine reading comprehension
(MRC) framework: predicting answer spans given
context (Seo et al., 2016; Wang and Jiang, 2016;
Xiong et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2016b). To ex-
tract structural data like Table 1, the model need to
answer the following questions sequentially:
• Q: who is mentioned in the text? A: Musk;
• Q: which Company / companies did Musk

work for? A: SpaceX, Tesla, SolarCity, Neu-
ralink and The Boring Company;
• Q: when did Musk join SpaceX? A: 2002;
• Q: what was Musk’s Position in SpaceX? A:

CEO.
Treating the entity-relation extraction task as a

multi-turn QA task has the following key advan-
tages: (1) the multi-turn QA setting provides an
elegant way to capture the hierarchical dependency
of tags. As the multi-turn QA proceeds, we pro-
gressively obtain the entities we need for the next
turn. This is closely akin to the multi-turn slot fill-
ing dialogue system (Williams and Young, 2005;
Lemon et al., 2006); (2) the question query en-
codes important prior information for the relation

2e.g., in text A B C D, (A, C) is a pair and (B, D) is a pair.

class we want to identify. This informativeness can
potentially solve the issues that existing relation
extraction models fail to solve, such as distantly-
separated entity pairs, relation span overlap, etc; (3)
the QA framework provides a natural way to simul-
taneously extract entities and relations: most MRC
models support outputting special NONE tokens,
indicating that there is no answer to the question.
Throught this, the original two tasks, entity extrac-
tion and relation extraction can be merged to a
single QA task: a relation holds if the returned an-
swer to the question corresponding to that relation
is not NONE, and this returned answer is the entity
that we wish to extract.

In this paper, we show that the proposed
paradigm, which transforms the entity-relation ex-
traction task to a multi-turn QA task, introduces sig-
nificant performance boost over existing systems.
It achieves state-of-the-art (SOTA) performance on
the ACE and the CoNLL04 datasets. The tasks on
these datasets are formalized as triplet extraction
problems, in which two turns of QA suffice. We
thus build a more complicated and more difficult
dataset called RESUME which requires to extract
biographical information of individuals from raw
texts. The construction of structural knowledge
base from RESUME requires four or five turns of
QA. We also show that this multi-turn QA setting
could easilty integrate reinforcement learning (just
as in multi-turn dialog systems) to gain additional
performance boost.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 details related work. We describe the
dataset and setting in Section 3, the proposed model
in Section 4, and experimental results in Section 5.
We conclude this paper in Section 6.

2 Related Work

2.1 Extracting Entities and Relations

Many earlier entity-relation extraction systems are
pipelined (Zelenko et al., 2003; Miwa et al., 2009;
Chan and Roth, 2011; Lin et al., 2016): an entity
extraction model first identifies entities of interest
and a relation extraction model then constructs re-
lations between the extracted entities. Although
pipelined systems has the flexibility of integrating
different data sources and learning algorithms, they
suffer significantly from error propagation.

To tackle this issue, joint learning models have
been proposed. Earlier joint learning approaches
connect the two models through various dependen-
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cies, including constraints solved by integer lin-
ear programming (Yang and Cardie, 2013; Roth
and Yih, 2007), card-pyramid parsing (Kate and
Mooney, 2010), and global probabilistic graphical
models (Yu and Lam, 2010; Singh et al., 2013). In
later studies, Li and Ji (2014) extract entity men-
tions and relations using structured perceptron with
efficient beam-search, which is significantly more
efficient and less Time-consuming than constraint-
based approaches. Miwa and Sasaki (2014); Gupta
et al. (2016); Zhang et al. (2017) proposed the table-
filling approach, which provides an opportunity to
incorporating more sophisticated features and al-
gorithms into the model, such as search orders in
decoding and global features. Neural network mod-
els have been widely used in the literature as well.
Miwa and Bansal (2016) introduced an end-to-end
approach that extract entities and their relations
using neural network models with shared parame-
ters, i.e., extracting entities using a neural tagging
model and extracting relations using a neural multi-
class classification model based on tree LSTMs
(Tai et al., 2015). Wang et al. (2016a) extract re-
lations using multi-level attention CNNs. Zeng
et al. (2018) proposed a new framework that uses
sequence-to-sequence models to generate entity-
relation triples, naturally combining entity detec-
tion and relation detection.

Another way to bind the entity and the relation
extraction models is to use reinforcement learning
or Minimum Risk Training, in which the training
signals are given based on the joint decision by the
two models. Sun et al. (2018) optimized a global
loss function to jointly train the two models under
the framework work of Minimum Risk Training.
Takanobu et al. (2018) used hierarchical reinforce-
ment learning to extract entities and relations in a
hierarchical manner.

2.2 Machine Reading Comprehension

Main-stream MRC models (Seo et al., 2016; Wang
and Jiang, 2016; Xiong et al., 2017; Wang et al.,
2016b) extract text spans in passages given queries.
Text span extraction can be simplified to two multi-
class classification tasks, i.e., predicting the start-
ing and the ending positions of the answer. Similar
strategy can be extended to multi-passage MRC
(Joshi et al., 2017; Dunn et al., 2017) where the an-
swer needs to be selected from multiple passages.
Multi-passage MRC tasks can be easily simplified
to single-passage MRC tasks by concatenating pas-
sages (Shen et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017b). Wang

et al. (2017a) first rank the passages and then run
single-passage MRC on the selected passage. Tan
et al. (2017) train the passage ranking model jointly
with the reading comprehension model. Pretraining
methods like BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) or Elmo
(Peters et al., 2018) have proved to be extremely
helpful in MRC tasks.

There has been a tendency of casting non-QA
NLP tasks as QA tasks (McCann et al., 2018). Our
work is highly inspired by Levy et al. (2017). Levy
et al. (2017) and McCann et al. (2018) focus on
identifying the relation between two pre-defined en-
tities and the authors formalize the task of relation
extraction as a single-turn QA task. In the current
paper we study a more complicated scenario, where
hierarchical tag dependency needs to be modeled
and single-turn QA approach no longer suffices.
We show that our multi-turn QA method is able to
solve this challenge and obtain new state-of-the-art
results.

3 Datasets and Tasks

3.1 ACE04, ACE05 and CoNLL04

We use ACE04, ACE05 and CoNLL04 (Roth and
Yih, 2004), the widely used entity-relation ex-
traction benchmarks for evaluation. ACE04 de-
fines 7 entity types, including Person (PER), Or-
ganization (ORG), Geographical Entities (GPE),
Location (loc), Facility (FAC), Weapon (WEA)
and Vehicle (VEH). For each pair of entities, it
defines 7 relation categories, including Physical
(PHYS), Person-Social (PER-SOC), Employment-
Organization (EMP-ORG), Agent-Artifact (ART),
PER/ORG Affiliation (OTHER-AFF), GPE- Affil-
iation (GPE-AFF) and Discourse (DISC). ACE05
was built upon ACE04. It kept the PER-SOC, ART

and GPE-AFF categories from ACE04 but split
PHYS into PHYS and a new relation category PART-
WHOLE. It also deleted DISC and merged EMP-
ORG and OTHER-AFF into a new category EMP-
ORG. As for CoNLL04, it defines four entity types
(LOC, ORG, PERand OTHERS) and five relation cate-
gories (LOCATED IN, WORK FOR, ORGBASED IN,
LIVE IN ]and KILL).

For ACE04 and ACE05, we followed the train-
ing/dev/test split in Li and Ji (2014) and Miwa
and Bansal (2016)3. For the CoNLL04 dataset, we
followed Miwa and Sasaki (2014).

3https://github.com/tticoin/LSTM-ER/.
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3.2 RESUME: A newly constructed dataset
The ACE and the CoNLL-04 datasets are intended
for triplet extraction, and two turns of QA is suffi-
cient to extract the triplet (one turn for head-entities
and another for joint extraction of tail-entities and
relations). These datasets do not involve hierarchi-
cal entity relations as in our previous Musk exam-
ple, which are prevalent in real life applications.

Therefore, we construct a new dataset called RE-
SUME. We extracted 841 paragraphs from chapters
describing management teams in IPO prospectuses.
Each paragraph describes some work history of an
executive. We wish to extract the structural data
from the resume. The dataset is in Chinese. The
following shows an examples:
郑强先生，本公司监事，1973年出生，中
国国籍，无境外永久居留权。1995年，毕业
于南京大学经济管理专业；1995年至1998年，
就职于江苏常州公路运输有限公司，任主办
会计；1998年至2000年，就职于越秀会计师事
务所，任项目经理；2000年至2010年，就职于
国富浩华会计师事务所有限公司广东分所，
历任项目经理、部门经理、合伙人及副主任
会计师；2010年至2011年，就职于广东中科
招商创业投资管理有限责任公司，任副总经
理；2011年至今，任广东中广投资管理有限公
司董事、总经理；2016年至今，任湛江中广创
业投资有限公司董事、总经理；2016年3月至
今，担任本公司监事.

Mr. Zheng Qiang, a supervisor of the Company.
He was born in 1973. His nationality is Chinese
with no permanent residency abroad. He gradu-
ated from Nanjing University with a major in eco-
nomic management in 1995. From 1995 to 1998, he
worked for Jiangsu Changzhou Road Transporta-
tion Co., Ltd. as an organizer of accounting. From
1998 to 2000, he worked as a project manager in
Yuexiu Certified Public Accountants. In 2010, he
worked in the Guangdong branch of Guofu Hao-
hua Certified Public Accountants Co., Ltd., and
served as a project manager, department manager,
partner and deputy chief accountant. From 2010
to 2011, he worked for Guangdong Zhongke Invest-
ment Venture Capital Management Co., Ltd. as a
deputy general manager; since 2011, he has served
as thedirector and general manager of Guangdong
Zhongguang Investment Management Co., Ltd.;
since 2016, he has served as director and general
manager of Zhanjiang Zhongguang Venture Capi-
tal Co., Ltd.; since March 2016, he has served as
the supervisor of the Company.

We identify four types of entities: Person (the

Total # Average # per passage
Person 961 1.09
Company 1988 2.13
Position 2687 1.33
Time 1275 1.01

Table 2: Statistics for the RESUME dataset.

name of the executive), Company (the company
that the executive works/worked for), Position (the
position that he/she holds/held) and Time (the time
period that the executive occupies/occupied that
position). It is worth noting that one person can
work for different companies during different peri-
ods of time and that one person can hold different
positions in different periods of time for the same
company.

We recruited crowdworkers to fill the slots in
Table 1. Each passage is labeled by two different
crowdworkers. If labels from the two annotators
disagree, one or more annotators were asked to
label the sentence and a majority vote was taken
as the final decision. Since the wording of the
text is usually very explicit and formal, the inter-
agreement between annotators is very high, achiev-
ing a value of 93.5% for all slots. Some statistics of
the dataset are shown in Table 2. We randomly split
the dataset into training (80%), validation(10%)
and test set (10%).

4 Model

4.1 System Overview
The overview of the algorithm is shown in Algo-
rithm 1. The algorithm contains two stages:

(1) The head-entity extraction stage (line 4-9):
each episode of multi-turn QA is triggered by an
entity. To extract this starting entity, we transform
each entity type to a question using EntityQuesTem-
plates (line 4) and the entity e is extracted by an-
swering the question (line 5). If the system outputs
the special NONE token, then it means s does not
contain any entity of that type.

(2) The relation and the tail-entity extraction
stage (line 10-24): ChainOfRelTemplates defines
a chain of relations, the order of which we need
to follow to run multi-turn QA. The reason is that
the extraction of some entities depends on the ex-
traction of others. For example, in the RESUME
dataset, the position held by an executive relies on
the company he works for. Also the extraction of
the Time entity relies on the extraction of both the
Company and the Position. The extraction order is
manually pre-defined. ChainOfRelTemplates also
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Relation Type head-e tail-e Natural Language Question & Template Question
GEN-AFF FAC GPE find a geo-political entity that connects to XXX

XXX; has affiliation; geo-political entity
PART-WHOLE FAC FAC find a facility that geographically relates to XXX

XXX; part whole; facility
PART-WHOLE FAC GPE find a geo-political entity that geographically relates to XXX

XXX; part whole; geo-political entity
PART-WHOLE FAC VEH find a vehicle that belongs to XXX

XXX; part whole; vehicle
PHYS FAC FAC find a facility near XXX?

XXX; physical; facility
ART GPE FAC find a facility which is made by XXX

XXX; agent artifact; facility
ART GPE VEH find a vehicle which is owned or used by XXX

XXX; agent artifact; vehicle
ART GPE WEA find a weapon which is owned or used by XXX

XXX; agent artifact; weapon
ORG-AFF GPE ORG find an organization which is invested by XXX

XXX; organization affiliation; organization
PART-WHOLE GPE GPE find a geo political entity which is controlled by XXX

XXX; part whole; geo-political entity
PART-WHOLE GPE LOC find a location geographically related to XXX

XXX; part whole; location

Table 3: Some of the question templates for different relation types in AEC.

Q1 Person: who is mentioned in the text? A: e1
Q2 Company: which companies did e1 work for? A: e2
Q3 Position: what was e1’s position in e2? A: e3
Q4 Time: During which period did e1 work for e2 as e3 A: e4

Table 4: Question templates for the RESUME dataset.

defines the template for each relation. Each tem-
plate contains some slots to be filled. To generate a
question (line 14), we insert previously extracted
entity/entities to the slot/slots in a template. The
relation REL and tail-entity e will be jointly ex-
tracted by answering the generated question (line
15). A returned NONE token indicates that there is
no answer in the given sentence.

It is worth noting that entities extracted from the
head-entity extraction stage may not all be head
entities. In the subsequent relation and tail-entity
extraction stage, extracted entities from the first
stage are initially assumed to be head entities, and
are fed to the templates to generate questions. If
an entity e extracted from the first stage is indeed a
head-entity of a relation, then the QA model will
extract the tail-entity by answering the correspond-
ing question. Otherwise, the answer will be NONE

and thus ignored.

For ACE04, ACE05 and CoNLL04 datasets,
only two QA turns are needed. ChainOfRelTem-
plates thus only contain chains of 1. For RESUME,
we need to extract 4 entities, so ChainOfRelTem-
plates contain chains of 3.

4.2 Generating Questions using Templates

Each entity type is associated with a type-specific
question generated by the templates. There are two
ways to generate questions based on templates: nat-
ural language questions or pseudo-questions. A
pseudo-question is not necessarily grammatical.
For example, the natural language question for the
Facility type could be Which facility is mentioned
in the text, and the pseudo-question could just be
entity: facility.

At the relation and the tail-entity joint extrac-
tion stage, a question is generated by combing a
relation-specific template with the extracted head-
entity. The question could be either a natural lan-
guage question or a pseudo-question. Examples
are shown in Table 3 and Table 4.

4.3 Extracting Answer Spans via MRC

Various MRC models have been proposed, such
as BiDAF (Seo et al., 2016) and QANet (Yu
et al., 2018). In the standard MRC setting, given
a question Q = {q1, q2, ..., qNq} where Nq de-
notes the number of words in Q, and context
C = {c1, c2, ..., cNc}, where Nc denotes the num-
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Input: sentence s, EntityQuesTemplates, ChainOfRelTem-
plates

Output: a list of list (table) M = []
1:
2: M ← ∅
3: HeadEntList← ∅
4: for entity question in EntityQuesTemplates do
5: e1 = Extract Answer(entity question, s)
6: if e1 6= NONE do
7: HeadEntList = HeadEntList + {e1}
8: endif
9: end for

10: for head entity in HeadEntList do
11: ent list = [head entity]
12: for [rel, rel temp] in ChainOfRelTemplates do
13: for (rel, rel temp) in List of [rel, rel temp] do
14: q = GenQues(rel temp, rel, ent list)
15: e = Extract Answer(rel question, s)
16: if e 6= NONE
17: ent list = ent list + e
18: endif
19: end for
20: end for
21: if len(ent list)=len([rel, rel temp])
22: M = M + ent list
23: endif
24: end for
25: return M

Algorithm 1: Transforming the entity-relation extrac-
tion task to a multi-turn QA task.

ber of words in C, we need to predict the answer
span. For the QA framework, we use BERT (De-
vlin et al., 2018) as a backbone. BERT performs
bidirectional language model pretraining on large-
scale datasets using transformers (Vaswani et al.,
2017) and achieves SOTA results on MRC datasets
like SQUAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016). To align
with the BERT framework, the question Q and the
context C are combined by concatenating the list
[CLS, Q, SEP, C, SEP], where CLS and SEP are
special tokens, Q is the tokenized question and C
is the context. The representation of each context
token is obtained using multi-layer transformers.

Traditional MRC models (Wang and Jiang, 2016;
Xiong et al., 2017) predict the starting and end-
ing indices by applying two softmax layers to the
context tokens. This softmax-based span extrac-
tion strategy only fits for single-answer extrac-
tion tasks, but not for our task, since one sen-
tence/passage in our setting might contain multiple
answers. To tackle this issue, we formalize the task
as a query-based tagging problem (Lafferty et al.,
2001; Huang et al., 2015; Ma and Hovy, 2016).
Specially, we predict a BMEO (beginning, inside,
ending and outside) label for each token in the con-
text given the query. The representation of each
word is fed to a softmax layer to output a BMEO la-
bel. One can think that we are transforming two N-

class classification tasks of predicting the starting
and the ending indices (whereN denotes the length
of sentence) to N 5-class classification tasks4.

Training and Test At the training time, we
jointly train the objectives for the two stages:

L = (1− λ)L(head-entity) + λL(tail-entity, rel)
(1)

λ ∈ [0, 1] is the parameter controling the trade-off
between the two objectives. Its value is tuned on the
validation set. Both the two models are initialized
using the standard BERT model and they share
parameters during the training. At test time, head-
entities and tail-entities are extracted separately
based on the two objectives.

4.4 Reinforcement Learning
Note that in our setting, the extracted answer from
one turn not only affects its own accuracy, but also
determines how a question will be constructed for
the downstream turns, which in turn affect later ac-
curacies. We decide to use reinforcement learning
to tackle it, which has been proved to be success-
ful in multi-turn dialogue generation (Mrkšić et al.,
2015; Li et al., 2016a; Wen et al., 2016), a task that
has the same challenge as ours.

Action and Policy In a RL setting, we need to
define action and policy. In the multi-turn QA
setting, the action is selecting a text span in each
turn. The policy defines the probability of select-
ing a certain span given the question and the con-
text. As the algorithm relies on the BMEO tagging
output, the probability of selecting a certain span
{w1, w2, ..., wn} is the joint probability of w1 be-
ing assigned to B (beginning), w2, ..., wn−1 being
assigned to M (inside) and wn being assigned to
E (end), written as follows:

p(y(w1, ..., wn) = answer|question, s)

= p(w1 = B)× p(wn = E)
∏

i∈[2,n−1]
p(wi = M)

(2)

Reward For a given sentence s, we use the num-
ber of correctly retrieved triples as rewards. We
use the REINFORCE algorithm (Williams, 1992),
a kind of policy gradient method, to find the opti-
mal policy, which maximizes the expected reward

4 For some of the relations that we are interested in, their
corresponding questions have single answers. We tried the
strategy of predicting the starting and the ending index and
found the results no different from the ones in the multi-answer
QA-based tagging setting.
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Eπ[R(w)]. The expectation is approximated by
sampling from the policy π and the gradient is
computed using the likelihood ratio:

∇E(θ) ≈ [R(w)− b]∇ log π(y(w)|question s))
(3)

where b denotes a baseline value. For each turn in
the multi-turn QA setting, getting an answer correct
leads to a reward of +1 . The final reward is the ac-
cumulative reward of all turns. The baseline value
is set to the average of all previous rewards. We do
not initialize policy networks from scratch, but use
the pre-trained head-entity and tail-entity extrac-
tion model described in the previous section. We
also use the experience replay strategy (Mnih et al.,
2015): for each batch, half of the examples are
simulated and the other half is randomly selected
from previously generated examples.

For the RESUME dataset, we use the strategy of
curriculum learning (Bengio et al., 2009), i.e., we
gradually increase the number of turns from 2 to 4
at training.

5 Experimental Results

5.1 Results on RESUME
Answers are extracted according to the order of Per-
son (first-turn), Company (second-turn), Position
(third-turn) and Time (forth-turn), and the extrac-
tion of each answer depends on those prior to them.

For baselines, we first implement a joint model
in which entity extraction and relation extraction
are trained together (denoted by tagging+relation).
As in Zheng et al. (2017), entities are extracted
using BERT tagging models, and relations are ex-
tracted by applying a CNN to representations out-
put by BERT transformers.

Existing baselines which involve entity and rela-
tion identification stages (either pipelined or joint)
are well suited for triplet extractions, but not re-
ally tailored to our setting because in the third
and forth turn, we need more information to de-
cide the relation than just the two entities. For
instance, to extract Position, we need both Per-
son and Company, and to extract Time, we need
Person, Company and Position. This is akin to a
dependency parsing task, but at the tag-level rather
than the word-level (Dozat and Manning, 2016;
Chen and Manning, 2014). We thus proposed the
following baseline, which modifies the previous
entity+relation strategy to entity+dependency, de-
noted by tagging+dependency. We use the BERT
tagging model to assign tagging labels to each

word, and modify the current SOTA dependency
parsing model Biaffine (Dozat and Manning, 2016)
to construct dependencies between tags. The Bi-
affine dependency model and the entity-extraction
model are jointly trained.

Results are presented in Table 5. As can be
seen, the tagging+dependency model outperforms
the tagging+relation model. The proposed multi-
turn QA model performs the best, with RL adding
additional performance boost. Specially, for Person
extraction, which only requires single-turn QA, the
multi-turn QA+RL model performs the same as
the multi-turn QA model. It is also the case in
tagging+relation and tagging+dependency.

5.2 Results on ACE04, ACE05 and CoNLL04

For ACE04, ACE05 and CoNLL04, only two turns
of QA are required. For evaluation, we report
micro-F1 scores, precision and recall on entities
and relations (Tables 6, 7 and 8) as in Li and
Ji (2014); Miwa and Bansal (2016); Katiyar and
Cardie (2017); Zhang et al. (2017). For ACE04,
the proposed multi-turn QA model already outper-
forms previous SOTA by +1.8% for entity extrac-
tion and +1.0% for relation extraction. For ACE05,
the proposed multi-turn QA model outperforms
previous SOTA by +1.2% for entity extraction and
+0.6% for relation extraction. The proposed multi-
turn QA model leads to a +2.2% improvement on
entity F1 and +1.1% on relation F1.

6 Ablation Studies

6.1 Effect of Question Generation Strategy

In this subsection, we compare the effects of natural
language questions and pseudo-questions. Results
are shown in Table 9.

We can see that natural language questions lead
to a strict F1 improvement across all datasets. This
is because natural language questions provide more
fine-grained semantic information and can help en-
tity/relation extraction. By contrast, the pseudo-
questions provide very coarse-grained, ambigu-
ous and implicit hints of entity and relation types,
which might even confuse the model.

6.2 Effect of Joint Training

In this paper, we decompose the entity-relation
extraction task into two subtasks: a multi-answer
task for head-entity extraction and a single-answer
task for joint relation and tail-entity extraction. We
jointly train two models with parameters shared.
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multi-turn QA multi-turn QA+RL tagging+dependency tagging+relation
p r f p r f p r f p r f

Person 98.1 99.0 98.6 98.1 99.0 98.6 97.0 97.2 97.1 97.0 97.2 97.1
Company 82.3 87.6 84.9 83.3 87.8 85.5 81.4 87.3 84.2 81.0 86.2 83.5
Position 97.1 98.5 97.8 97.3 98.9 98.1 96.3 98.0 97.0 94.4 97.8 96.0

Time 96.6 98.8 97.7 97.0 98.9 97.9 95.2 96.3 95.7 94.0 95.9 94.9
all 91.0 93.2 92.1 91.6 93.5 92.5 90.0 91.7 90.8 88.2 91.5 89.8

Table 5: Results for different models on the RESUME dataset.

Models Entity P Entity R Entity F Relation P Relation R Relation F
Li and Ji (2014) 83.5 76.2 79.7 60.8 36.1 49.3
Miwa and Bansal (2016) 80.8 82.9 81.8 48.7 48.1 48.4
Katiyar and Cardie (2017) 81.2 78.1 79.6 46.4 45.3 45.7
Bekoulis et al. (2018) - - 81.6 - - 47.5
Multi-turn QA 84.4 82.9 83.6 50.1 48.7 49.4 (+1.0)

Table 6: Results of different models on the ACE04 test set. Results for pipelined methods are omitted since they
consistently underperform joint models (see Li and Ji (2014) for details).

The parameter λ control the tradeoff between the
two subtasks:

L = (1−λ)L(head-entity)+λL(tail-entity) (4)

Results regarding different values of λ on the
ACE05 dataset are given as follows:

λ Entity F1 Relation F1
λ = 0 85.0 55.1
λ = 0.1 84.8 55.4
λ = 0.2 85.2 56.2
λ = 0.3 84.8 56.4
λ = 0.4 84.6 57.9
λ = 0.5 84.8 58.3
λ = 0.6 84.6 58.9
λ = 0.7 84.8 60.2
λ = 0.8 83.9 58.7
λ = 0.9 82.7 58.3
λ = 1.0 81.9 57.8

When λ is set to 0, the system is essentially only
trained on the head-entity prediction task. It is in-
teresting to see that λ = 0 does not lead to the best
entity-extraction performance. This demonstrates
that the second-stage relation extraction actually
helps the first-stage entity extraction, which again
confirms the necessity of considering these two
subtasks together. For the relation extraction task,
the best performance is obtained when λ is set to
0.7.

6.3 Case Study
Table 10 compares outputs from the proposed multi-
turn QA model with the ones of the previous SOTA
MRT model (Sun et al., 2018). In the first example,
MRT is not able to identify the relation between
john scottsdale and iraq because the two entities
are too far away, but our proposed QA model is
able to handle this issue. In the second example,
the sentence contains two pairs of the same relation.

The MRT model has a hard time identifying han-
dling this situation, not able to locate the ship entity
and the associative relation, which the multi-turn
QA model is able to handle this case.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a multi-turn question an-
swering paradigm for the task of entity-relation
extraction. We achieve new state-of-the-art results
on 3 benchmark datasets. We also construct a new
entity-relation extraction dataset that requires hier-
archical relation reasoning and the proposed model
achieves the best performance.
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Abstract

In practical scenario, relation extraction needs
to first identify entity pairs that have relation
and then assign a correct relation class. How-
ever, the number of non-relation entity pairs
in context (negative instances) usually far ex-
ceeds the others (positive instances), which
negatively affects a model’s performance. To
mitigate this problem, we propose a multi-
task architecture which jointly trains a model
to perform relation identification with cross-
entropy loss and relation classification with
ranking loss. Meanwhile, we observe that a
sentence may have multiple entities and re-
lation mentions, and the patterns in which
the entities appear in a sentence may contain
useful semantic information that can be uti-
lized to distinguish between positive and neg-
ative instances. Thus we further incorporate
the embeddings of character-wise/word-wise
BIO tag from the named entity recognition
task into character/word embeddings to enrich
the input representation. Experiment results
show that our proposed approach can signifi-
cantly improve the performance of a baseline
model with more than 10% absolute increase
in F1-score, and outperform the state-of-the-
art models on ACE 2005 Chinese and English
corpus. Moreover, BIO tag embeddings are
particularly effective and can be used to im-
prove other models as well.

1 Introduction

Relation extraction, which aims to extract seman-
tic relations from a given instance—entity pair and
the corresponding text in context, is an important
and challenging task in information extraction. It
serves as a step stone for many downstream tasks
such as question answering and knowledge graph
construction.

* indicates equal contribution.
† Corresponding author.

Traditionally, researchers mainly use ei-
ther feature-based methods (Kambhatla, 2004;
Boschee et al., 2005; GuoDong et al., 2005; Jiang
and Zhai, 2007; Chan and Roth, 2010; Sun et al.,
2011; Nguyen and Grishman, 2014) or kernel-
based methods (Zelenko et al., 2003; Culotta and
Sorensen, 2004; Bunescu and Mooney, 2005;
Mooney and Bunescu, 2006; Zhang et al., 2006;
Zhou et al., 2007; Giuliano et al., 2007; Qian
et al., 2008; Nguyen et al., 2009; Sun and Han,
2014) for relation extraction, which tend to heav-
ily rely on handcraft features and existing natural
language processing (NLP) tools. Recently, deep
learning models, including convolutional neural
network (CNN) (Liu et al., 2013; Zeng et al.,
2014; Nguyen and Grishman, 2015; Zeng et al.,
2015; dos Santos et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2016)
and recurrent neural network (RNN) (Miwa and
Bansal, 2016; Zhou et al., 2016; She et al., 2018)
w/o variants of attention mechanism have been
widely applied to relation extraction and achieved
remarkable success.

The relation extraction task can be divided into
two steps: determining which pair of entities in a
given sentence has relation, and assigning a cor-
rect relation class to the identified entity pair. We
define these two steps as two related tasks: Rela-
tion Identification and Relation Classification.
If one only needs to categorize the given entities
that are guaranteed to have some expected rela-
tion, then relation extraction is reduced to relation
classification (Nguyen and Grishman, 2015).

One variation of relation classification is the in-
troduction of a new artificial relation class “Other.”
If the number of non-relation entity pairs in con-
text (negative instances) in the dataset is compa-
rable to the number of entity pairs that have rela-
tion in context (positive instances), then the non-
relation pairs can be treated as having the relation
class Other.
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Strictly speaking, most existing studies of re-
lation extraction treat the task as relation classi-
fication. However, relation extraction often comes
with an extremely imbalanced dataset where the
number of non-relation entity pairs far exceeds
the others, making it a more challenging yet more
practical task than relation classification. For ex-
ample, after filtering out those entity pairs whose
entity type combination has never appeared in the
Chinese corpus of ACE 2005, there are still more
than 200,000 entity pairs left, in which the pos-
itive/negative instance ratio is about 1:20. In this
paper, we focus on the relation extraction task with
an imbalanced corpus, and adopt multi-task learn-
ing paradigm to mitigate the data imbalance prob-
lem.

Only a few studies have considered the nega-
tive effect of having too many negative instances.
Nguyen and Grishman (2015) proposed using
CNN with filters of multiple window sizes. dos
Santos et al. (2015) focused on learning the com-
mon features of the positive instances by comput-
ing only the scores of the relation classes exclud-
ing the class Other, and proposed using a pairwise
ranking loss. We have also adopted these methods
in our approach.

For relation classification, the prediction er-
ror can be categorized into three types: 1) false
negative—predicting a positive instance to be neg-
ative; 2) false positive—predicting a negative in-
stance to be positive; 3) wrong relation class—
predicting a positive instance to be positive yet as-
signing a wrong relation class. After training a
baseline model to perform relation classification
on the extremely imbalanced ACE 2005 Chinese
corpus and dissecting its prediction errors, we find
that the proportion of these three types of error are
30.20%, 62.80% and 7.00% respectively. It is con-
ceivable that to improve a model’s performance on
such corpus, it is best to focus on telling positive
and negative instances apart.

Since the negative instances may not have much
in common, distinguishing between positive and
negative instances is much more challenging than
only classifying positive instances into a correct
class. Moreover, the total number of positive in-
stances combined is more comparable to the num-
ber of negative instances than positive instances of
any individual relation class alone. Based on these
rationales, we propose to jointly train a model
to do another binary classification task—relation

identification—alongside relation classification to
mitigate the data imbalance problem.

Another facet that most existing studies fail to
consider is that there may be multiple relation
mentions in a given sentence if it contains mul-
tiple entities. In the Chinese corpus of ACE 2005,
there are 4.9 entities and 1.34 relation mentions in
a sentence on average. The patterns in which these
entities appear in the sentence can provide useful
semantic information to distinguish between posi-
tive and negative instances. Therefore, we exploit
the character-wise/word-wise BIO (Beginning, In-
side, Outside) tag used in the named entity recog-
nition (NER) task to enrich the input representa-
tion. The details of our approach will be presented
in Section 2.

We conducted extensive experiments on ACE
2005 Chinese and English corpus. Results show
that both the novel multi-task architecture and the
incorporation of BIO tag embeddings can improve
the performance, and the model equipped with
both achieves the highest F1-score, significantly
outperforming the state-of-the-art models. Analy-
sis of the results indicates that our proposed ap-
proach can successfully address the problem of
having a large number of negative instances.

To summarize, we make the following contribu-
tions in this paper:

1. We propose a multi-task architecture which
jointly trains a model to perform relation
identification with cross-entropy loss and re-
lation classification task with ranking loss,
which can successfully mitigate the negative
effect of having too many negative instances.

2. We incorporate the embeddings of character-
wise/word-wise BIO tag from NER task to
enrich the input representation, which proves
to be very effective not only for our model
but for other models as well. We argue that
BIO tag embeddings could be a general part
of character/word representation, just like
the entity position embeddings (Zeng et al.,
2014) that many researchers would use in re-
cent years.

2 Proposed Approach

We have designed a novel multi-task architec-
ture which combines two related tasks: 1) rela-
tion identification, which is a binary classification
problem to determine whether a given entity pair
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has relation; 2) relation classification, which is a
multiple classification problem to determine the
relation class. Figure 1 shows the overall archi-
tecture.

Figure 1: The overall multi-task architecture. To
demonstrate, there are three window sizes for filters in
the convolutional layer, as denoted by the three-layer
stack; for each window size there are four filters, as
denoted by the number of rows in each layer. Max-
pooling is applied to each row in each layer of the stack,
and the dimension of the output is equal to the total
number of filters.

Three are three main parts in the architecture:

• Input Layer Given an input sentence x of
n words1 {x1, x2, ..., xn} with m entities
{e1, e2, ..., em} where ei ∈ x, and two target
entities et1, et2 ∈ {e1, e2, ..., em}, the input
layer transforms the sentence into a matrix
X , which includes word embeddings, posi-
tion embeddings and BIO tag embeddings of
each word.

• Convolutional Layer with Max-pooling
Following the input layer is a convolutional
layer that extracts high-level features, with
filters (convolution kernels) of multiple win-
dow sizes (Nguyen and Grishman, 2015).
Then max-pooling is applied to each feature
map to reduce dimensionality.

• Multi-task Layer In the multi-task layer, the
model jointly learns the relation identification

1We use character-wise model for Chinese corpus and
word-wise model for English corpus. For simplicity sake,
we use “word” to denote either an English word or a Chinese
character to present our model.

task using cross-entropy loss and the relation
classification task using ranking loss.

2.1 Input Layer
• Word Embeddings We use word embed-

dings with random initialization for each
word in the input sentence. The dimension
of word embeddings is dw.

• Position Embeddings We also employ posi-
tion embeddings to encode the relative dis-
tance between each word and the two target
entities in the sentence. We believe that more
useful information regarding the relation is
hidden in the words closer to the target en-
tities. The dimension of position embeddings
is dp.

• BIO Tag Embeddings Since an input sen-
tence often contains more than two entities,
we utilize the BIO tag information of enti-
ties to enrich the representation of the input.
More specifically, for each word in the input
sentence, if the word is part of an entity, we
use the entity type T to label the start of the
entity as BT , and label the rest of the entity
as BI . If the word is not part of an entity,
then we label the word as O. The dimension
of BIO tag embeddings is dt.

After concatenating all three embeddings to-
gether for each word, we transform a sentence
into a matrix X = [w1,w2, ...,wn] as the in-
put representation, where the column vector wi ∈
Rdw+2∗dp+dt . Figure 2 illustrates how to derive
position embeddings and BIO tag embeddings.

2.2 Convolutional Layer with Multi-Sized
Window Kernels

Next, the matrix X is fed into the convolu-
tional layer to extract high-level features. A fil-
ter with window size k can be denoted as F =
[f1,f2, ..,fk], where the column vector fi ∈
Rdw+2∗dp+dt . Apply the convolution operation on
the two matrices X and F , and we get a score se-
quence T = {t1, t2, ..., tn−k+1}:

ti = g(

k−1∑

j=0

fTj+1wj+i + b) (1)

where g is a non-linear function and b is bias.
In our experiments, we apply zero-paddings

during the convolution operation, so that the score
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Figure 2: Illustration of BIO tag information and positional information for a given instance. In this example, there
are five entities in the input sentence, and the target entities are the second and the third.

sequence has the same length as the input se-
quence, which is n, instead of n − k + 1 if we
apply Equation 1 which assumes no padding.

There are multiple filters with different window
sizes in the convolutional layer. Then max-pooling
is applied to the outputted feature map of each fil-
ter. Eventually the input sentence x is represented
as a column vector r with a dimension that is equal
to the total number of filters.

2.3 Multi-Task Layer

• Relation Identification with Cross-entropy
Loss For the binary classification task of rela-
tion identification we use cross-entropy loss.
Positive instances are labelled “1” and nega-
tive instances “0.”

If p is the one-hot true distribution over all
classes C = {c} and q is the distribution a
model predicts, then the cross-entropy loss of
a given instance can be defined as follows:

H(p, q) = −
∑

c∈C
p(c)log(q(c)) (2)

So the loss of this task can be defined as:

loss1 = −
∑

(p(1)log(q(1))+p(0)log(q(0)))
(3)

• Relation Classification with Ranking Loss
For the multiple classification task of rela-
tion classification, we use the pairwise rank-
ing loss proposed by (dos Santos et al., 2015).

Given the sentence representation r, the
score for class c is computed as:

sc = r
T [W classes]c (4)

where W classes is a matrix to be learned,
whose number of columns is equal to the
number of classes. W classes

c is a column vec-
tor corresponding to class c, whose dimen-
sion is equal to that of r.

For each instance, the input sentence x has
a correct class label y+ and incorrect ones
y−. Let sy+ and sy− be the scores for y+ and
y− respectively, then the ranking loss can be
computed by the following two equations:

L+ = log(1 + exp(γ(m+ − sy+))) (5)

L− = log(1 + exp(γ(m− + sy−))) (6)

where m+ and m− are margins and γ is a
scaling factor. L+ decreases as the score
sy+ increases, and is close to zero when
sy+ > m+, which encourages the network to
give a score greater than m+ for the correct
class. Similarly, L− decreases as the score
sy− decreases, and is close to zero when
sy− < −m−, which encourages the network
to give scores smaller than−m− for incorrect
classes.

For the class Other, only L− is calculated to
penalize the incorrect prediction. And fol-
lowing (dos Santos et al., 2015), we only
choose the class with the highest score among
all incorrect classes as the one to perform a
training step. Then we optimize the pairwise
ranking loss function:

loss2 =
∑

(L+ + L−) (7)

The total loss function for multi-task training is:

L = α · loss1 + β · loss2 (8)

where α and β are weights of the two losses. In
our experiments, we find that α = β yields the
best result.

2.4 Prediction

We only use the class score sc in the multiple clas-
sification task to make predictions, while the bi-
nary classification task is only used for optimizing
the network parameters.
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Given an instance, the prediction P is made by:

P =

{
argmax

c
(sc) max(sc) ≥ θ

Other max(sc) < θ
(9)

where θ is a threshold. The relation in an instance
is predicted as the class Other if the score sc is less
than θ for every class c. Otherwise, we choose the
class with the highest score as the prediction.

3 Experiments and Results

3.1 Data Preparation

We use both the Chinese and English corpus of
ACE 2005 to evaluate our proposed approach.
Only positive instances have been annotated in the
dataset. To extract negative instances, we need to
enumerate every entity pair in a sentence.

We consider two approaches: one considers the
direction of relation while the other does not. For
the first approach, we extract only one instance for
any pair of entities e1, e2 in a sentence x regard-
less of direction. Those instances that have been
annotated, regardless of direction, are positive in-
stances, and the rest are negative instances. A
trained model only needs to determine whether an
entity pair has relation. For the second approach,
we extract two instances for any pair of entities in
a sentence, with the two entities in different orders.
Since at most one of the two instances has been an-
notated to be positive instances, we treat the other
one and those neither of which are annotated to be
negative instances. A trained model will addition-
ally need to identify head entity and tail entity in a
relation, which is considerably harder.

After extracting negative instances, we further
filtered out those instances whose entity type com-
bination has never appeared in a relation mention.
Then we added the remaining negative instances
to the positive instances to complete data prepara-
tion.

We adopted the first approach to extract neg-
ative instances from the English corpus of ACE
2005, and ended up with 71,895 total instances
after filtering, among which 64,989 are negative
instances. The positive/negative instance ratio is
about 1:9.4.

We adopted the second approach to extract neg-
ative instances from the Chinese corpus of ACE
2005, and ended up with 215,117 total instances
after filtering, among which 205,800 of them are

negative instances. The positive/negative instance
ratio is about 1:20.

3.2 Experiment Settings

3.2.1 Embeddings
In our approach, we use three kinds of embed-
dings, namely word embeddings, position embed-
dings and BIO tag embeddings. They are all ran-
domly initialized, and are adjusted during train-
ing. The dimensions of these three embeddings
are 200, 50 and 50 respectively.

3.2.2 Hyper-parameters
The number of filters in the convolutional layer is
64, and the window size of filters ranges from 4
to 10. The fully connected layer to calculate class
scores has 128 hidden units with a dropout rate of
0.2. The batch size is 256. The neural networks
are trained using the RMSprop optimizer with the
learning rate α set to 0.001.

As for the parameters in the pairwise ranking
loss, for the English corpus, we setm+ to 2.5, m−

to 0.5, γ to 2 and θ to 0; for the Chinese corpus, we
set m+ to 4.5, m− to -0.5, γ to 2 and θ to 1. The
cross-entropy loss and the pairwise ranking loss in
multi-task learning are equally weighted.

3.3 Experiment Results

We use five-fold cross-validation to reduce the
randomness in the experiment results. The preci-
sion (P), recall (R) and F1-score (F1) of the posi-
tive instances are used as evaluation metrics.

We compare several variants of our proposed
models with the state-of-the-art models on the En-
glish and Chinese corpus of ACE 2005 respec-
tively. Variants of our models are:

• Baseline: a model that uses CNN with fil-
ters of multiple window sizes and only per-
forms the relation classification task using the
pairwise ranking loss. The baseline model
is motivated by dos Santos et al. (2015) and
Nguyen and Grishman (2015).

• Baseline+Tag: baseline model with BIO tag
embeddings.

• Baseline+MTL: baseline model that per-
forms relation identification using cross-
entropy loss in addition to relation classifica-
tion.
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• Baseline+MTL+Tag, baseline model that
adopts both multi-tasking learning and BIO
tag embeddings.

For the English corpus, we choose SPTree
(Miwa and Bansal, 2016) and Walk-based Model
(Christopoulou et al., 2018) for comparison. Since
the data preparation is similar, we directly report
the results from the original papers. The experi-
ment results are summarized in Table 1.

For the Chinese corpus, we choose PCNN
(Zeng et al., 2015) and Eatt-BiGRU (Qin et al.,
2017) for comparison. We re-implemented these
two models, and the experiment results are sum-
marized in Table 2.

Model P% R% F1%
SPTree 70.1 61.2 65.3

Walk-based 69.7 59.5 64.2
Baseline 58.8 57.3 57.2

Baseline+Tag 61.3 76.7 67.4
Baseline+MTL 63.8 56.1 59.5

Baseline+MTL+Tag 66.5 71.8 68.9

Table 1: Comparison between our model and the state-
of-the-art models using ACE 2005 English corpus. F1-
scores higher than the state-of-the-art are in bold.

Model P% R% F1%
PCNN 54.4 42.1 46.1

Eatt-BiGRU 57.8 49.7 52.0
Baseline 48.5 57.1 51.7

Baseline+Tag 61.8 62.7 61.4
Baseline+MTL 56.7 52.9 53.8

Baseline+MTL+Tag 61.3 65.8 62.9

Table 2: Comparison between our model and the state-
of-the-art models using ACE 2005 Chinese corpus. F1-
scores higher than the state-of-the-art are in bold.

From Table 1 and Table 2, we can see:

1. Both BIO tag embeddings and multi-task
learning can improve the performance of the
baseline model.

2. Baseline+Tag can outperform the state-of-
the-art models on both the Chinese and En-
glish corpus. Compared to the baseline
model, BIO tag embeddings lead to an abso-
lute increase of about 10% in F1-score, which
indicates that BIO tag embeddings are very
effective.

3. Multi-task learning can yield further im-
provement in addition to BIO tag em-
beddings: Baseline+MTL+Tag achieves the
highest F1-score on both corpora.

3.4 Analysis
3.4.1 Effectiveness of BIO Tag Embeddings
To further investigate the effectiveness of BIO
tag embeddings, we incorporated these embed-
dings into PCNN (Zeng et al., 2015) and Eatt-
BiGRU (Qin et al., 2017) to form two new mod-
els: PCNN+Tag and East-BiGRU+Tag, and eval-
uated their performance using the Chinese corpus
of ACE 2005. The results are summarized in Table
3.

Model P% R% F1%
PCNN+Tag 74.3 50.4 58.2

Eatt-BiGRU+Tag 67.8 56.4 61.1

Table 3: Evaluation of state-of-the-art models with BIO
Tag embeddings using ACE 2005 Chinese corpus.

Compare Table 3 with Table 2, and we can see
that thanks to BIO tag embeddings, the F1-score
of PCNN increases from 46.1% to 58.2%, while
the F1-score of Eatt-BiGRU increases from 52.0%
to 61.1%. Such significant improvement is con-
sistent with that on the baseline model and fur-
ther attests to the effectiveness of BIO tag embed-
dings. We believe that BIO tag embeddings could
be used as a general part of character/word rep-
resentation for other models and potentially other
tasks as well.

3.4.2 Effect of Positive/Negative Instance
Ratio

To see how our approach would perform as the de-
gree of data imbalance varies, we used the same
random seed to sample negative instances ex-
tracted from the Chinese corpus of ACE 2005 to
add to the positive instances with different nega-
tive/positive instance ratios of 1:0.5, 1:1, 1:5, 1:10
and 1:15. Then we trained and evaluated two mod-
els: Baseline and Baseline+MTL+Tag. The results
are shown in Figure 3.

As shown in Figure 3, the performance drops
for both models in terms of F1-score as the pos-
itive/negative instance ratio decreases. Yet, as
the data become more imbalanced, the gap be-
tween the performances of Baseline+MTL+Tag
and Baseline widens. This indicates that our pro-
posed approach is more useful when the data is
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Model RI Loss Function in RC P% R% F1%
Baseline+Tag × Ranking Loss 61.8 62.7 61.4
Baseline+Tag × Cross-entropy Loss 67.7 57.8 61.5
Baseline+Tag × Cross-entropy Loss + Ranking Loss 63.2 62.1 61.7

Baseline+MTL+Tag X Ranking Loss 61.3 65.8 62.9
Baseline+MTL+Tag X Cross-entropy Loss 61.6 62.0 62.0

Table 4: Evaluating the effect of the loss function used in relation classification w/o multi-tasking using ACE 2005
Chinese corpus. RC stands for relation classification and RI stands for relation identification.

Figure 3: Effect of positive/negative instance ratio on
F1-score.

more imbalanced, though it performs better than
the baseline regardless of the positive/negative in-
stance ratio.

3.4.3 Effect of Loss Function w/o
Multi-tasking

Recall that in the multi-task architecture that we
have proposed, we use the pairwise ranking loss
for the multiple classification task of relation clas-
sification and use cross-entropy loss for the binary
classification task of relation identification.

We can, however, use cross-entropy in relation
classification as well. To see how the choice of
loss function affects performance in different sce-
narios, we switched ranking loss to cross-entropy
loss or simply added cross-entropy loss in the re-
lation classification task, and evaluated the Base-
line+Tag model w/o multi-task learning, using the
Chinese corpus of ACE 2005. The results are sum-
marized in Table 4, from which we can see:

1. When doing a single task of relation classi-
fication, the model has higher precision and
lower recall with cross-entropy loss, but has

lower precision and higher recall with rank-
ing loss; the F1-scores do not differ much.
This suggests that for doing relation classifi-
cation only, the choice of loss function seems
not to matter too much.

2. Multi-task learning helps, regardless of the
loss function used in relation classification.

3. When we use cross-entropy loss and rank-
ing loss at the same time for relation clas-
sification, without multi-tasking, the F1-
score only increases slightly from 61.4% to
61.7%. But when cross-entropy is applied to
another related task—relation identification,
with multi-tasking, the F1-score increases
from 61.4% to 62.9% with an absolute in-
crease of 1.5%. This suggests that the effec-
tiveness of our multi-task architecture mostly
comes from the introduction of relation iden-
tification, and this binary classification task
does help with the data imbalance problem,
corroborating our motivation stated in Sec-
tion 1.

4. In the same multi-tasking scenario, using
ranking loss in relation classification is bet-
ter than using cross-entropy loss (62.9% v.s.
62.0%), with an absolute increase of 0.9%
in F1-score. Note that cross-entropy loss is
already used in relation identification. This
suggests that the diversity that comes with
ranking loss can improve performance.

4 Related work

Liu et al. (2013) were the first to adopt deep learn-
ing for relation extraction. They proposed to use
a CNN to learn features automatically without us-
ing handcraft features. Zeng et al. (2014) also em-
ployed CNN to encode the sentence, using addi-
tional lexical features to word embeddings. Their
biggest contribution is the introduction of position
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embeddings. Zeng et al. (2015) proposed a model
named Piecewise Convolutional Neural Networks
(PCNN) in which each convolutional filter pi is di-
vided into three segments (pi1, pi2, pi3) by head
and tail entities, and the max-pooling operation
is applied to these three segments separately. dos
Santos et al. (2015) also used CNN but proposed
a new pairwise ranking loss function to reduce the
impact of negative instances. Lin et al. (2016) used
CNN with a sentence-level attention mechanism
over multiple instances to reduce noise in labels.

RNN is also widely used in relation extrac-
tion. Miwa and Bansal (2016) used LSTM and
tree structures for relation extraction task. Their
model is composed of three parts: an embedding
layer to encode the input sentence, a sequence
layer to identify whether a word is an entity or
not, and a dependency layer for relation extrac-
tion. Zhou et al. (2016) used BiLSTM and at-
tention mechanism to improve the model’s perfor-
mance. She et al. (2018) proposed a novel Hierar-
chical attention-based Bidirectional Gated recur-
rent neural network (HBGD) integrated with en-
tity descriptions to mitigate the problem of having
wrong labels and enable the model to capture the
most important semantic information.

Entity background knowledge also contains im-
portant information for relation extraction. To cap-
ture such information, Ji et al. (2017) and She et al.
(2018) extracted entity descriptions from Freebase
and Wikipedia and used an encoder to extract fea-
tures from these descriptions. He et al. (2018) used
a dependency tree to represent the context of en-
tities and transformed the tree into entity context
embedding using tree-based GRU.

Unlike most existing works which only consider
a single entity pair in a sentence, Christopoulou
et al. (2018) considered multiple entity pairs in
a sentence simultaneously and proposed a novel
walk-based model to capture the interaction pat-
tern among the entity pairs. Su et al. (2018)
pointed out that the global statistics of relations
between entity pairs are also useful, and proposed
to construct a relation graph and learn relation em-
beddings to improve the performance of relation
extraction.

Several studies are motivated to mitigate the ef-
fect of wrong labels (Lin et al., 2016; She et al.,
2018; Qin et al., 2018), and Li and Ji (2014) pro-
posed to jointly extract entity mentions and rela-
tions. This is not the focus of our paper.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we focus on the relation extraction
task with an imbalanced corpus. To mitigate the
problem of having too many negative instances,
we propose a multi-task architecture which jointly
trains a model to perform the relation identifi-
cation task with cross-entropy loss and the rela-
tion classification task with ranking loss. More-
over, we introduce the embeddings of character-
wise/word-wise BIO tag from the named entity
recognition task to enrich the input representation.
Experiment results on ACE 2005 Chinese and En-
glish corpus show that our proposed approach can
successfully address the data imbalance problem
and significantly improve the performance, out-
performing the state-of-the-art models in terms of
F1-score. Particularly, we find BIO tag embed-
dings very effective, which we believe could be
used as a general part of character/word represen-
tation.
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Abstract

We develop a new paradigm for the task of
joint entity relation extraction. It first identi-
fies entity spans, then performs a joint infer-
ence on entity types and relation types. To
tackle the joint type inference task, we propose
a novel graph convolutional network (GCN)
running on an entity-relation bipartite graph.
By introducing a binary relation classification
task, we are able to utilize the structure of
entity-relation bipartite graph in a more effi-
cient and interpretable way. Experiments on
ACE05 show that our model outperforms ex-
isting joint models in entity performance and
is competitive with the state-of-the-art in rela-
tion performance.

1 Introduction

Extracting entities and relations from plain texts is
an important and challenging task in natural lan-
guage processing. Given a sentence, the task aims
to detect text spans with specific types (entities)
and semantic relations among those text spans (re-
lations). For example, in the Figure 1, “Toefting”
is a person entity (PER), “teammates” is a person
entity (PER), and the two entities have a Person-
Social relation (PER-SOC).

To tackle the task of entity relation extraction,
various methods have been proposed, which can
be divided into two categories: pipeline models
and joint models. Pipeline models extract enti-
ties and relations in two stages: entities are first
extracted by an entity model, and then these ex-
tracted entities are used as the inputs of a relation
model. Pipeline models often ignore interactions
between the two models and they suffer from error
propagation. Joint models integrate information
between entities and relations into a single model
with the joint training, and have achieved better

∗Work done while this author was an intern at Microsoft
Research Asia.

Toefting was convicted of assaulting a pair of wokers during

a night out with national squad teammates in the capital …

PER PER GPE

Toefting teammates capital

PER-SOC PHYS

PHYS

Toefting

teammates

capital

(Toefting, teammates)

(Toefting, capital)

(teammates, capital)

PER

PER

GPE

PER-SOC-RIGHT

PHYS-RIGHT

PHYS-RIGHT

Entity 
Types

Entity 
Nodes

Relation
Nodes

Relation 
TypesEntity-Relation Graph

Figure 1: An example from ACE05. The first part
contains annotations and the second part is the entity-
relation graph of the sentence used in GCN.

results than the pipeline models. In this paper, we
focus on joint models.

More and more joint methods have been ap-
plied to this task. Among them, Miwa and Bansal
(2016); Katiyar and Cardie (2017) identify the en-
tity with a sequence labelling model, and iden-
tify the relation type with a multi-class classi-
fier. These joint methods do joint learning through
sharing parameters and they have no explicit in-
teraction in type inference. In addition, some
complex joint decoding algorithms (e.g., simulta-
neously decoding entities and relations in beam
search) have been carefully investigated, includ-
ing Li and Ji (2014); Zhang et al. (2017); Zheng
et al. (2017); Wang et al. (2018). They jointly han-
dle span detection and type inference to achieve
more interactions.

By inspecting the performance of existing mod-
els (Sun et al., 2018) on ACE05, we find that, for
many entities, their spans are correctly identified,
but their entity types are wrong. In particular, the
F1 of extracting typed entities is about 83%, while
the F1 of extracting entity spans is about 90%.
Thus, if we have a better type inference model, we
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may get a better joint extraction performance. At
the same time, we observe that a joint inference on
entity and relation types could be potentially bet-
ter than predicting them independently. For exam-
ple, in Figure 1, the PER-SOC relation suggests
that the type of “Toefting” might be PER, and vice
versa. Moreover the PER (“Toefting”) and the re-
lation PER-SOC could benefit from other relations
such as PHYS.

In this paper, we define joint entity relation ex-
traction into two sub-tasks: entity span detection
and entity relation type deduction. For entity span
detection, we treat it as a sequence labeling prob-
lem. For joint type inference, we propose a novel
and concise joint model based on graph convolu-
tional networks (GCNs) (Kipf and Welling, 2017).
The two sub-models are trained jointly. Specif-
ically, given all detected entity spans in a sen-
tence, we define an entity-relation bipartite graph.
For each entity span, we assign an entity node.
For each entity-entity pair, we assign a relation
node. Edges connect relation nodes and their en-
tity nodes (last part of Figure 1). With efficient
graph convolution operations, we can learn rep-
resentations for entity nodes and relation nodes
by recursively aggregating information from their
neighborhood over the bipartite graph. It helps
us to concisely capture information among entities
and relations. For example, in Figure 1, to predict
the PER (“Toefting”), our joint model can pool
the information of PER-SOC, PHYS, PER (“team-
mates”) and GPE (captital).

To further utilize the structure of the graph, we
also propose assigning different weights on graph
edges. In particular, we introduce a binary relation
classification task, which is to determine whether
the two entities form a valid relation. Different
from previous GCN-based models (Shang et al.,
2018; Zhang et al., 2018), the adjacency matrix
of graph is based on the output of binary rela-
tion classification, which makes the proposed ad-
jacency matrix more explanatory. To summarize,
the main contributions of this work are 1

• We present a novel and concise joint model to
handle the joint type inference problem based
on graph convolutional network (GCN).

• We introduce a binary relation classification
task to explore the structure of entity-relation

1 Our implementation is available at https://
github.com/changzhisun/AntNRE.

bipartite graph in a more efficient and inter-
pretable way.

• We show that the proposed joint model on
ACE05 achieves best entity performance, and is
competitive with the state-of-the-art in relation
performance.

2 Background of GCN

In this section, we briefly describe graph convo-
lutional networks (GCNs). Given a graph with
n nodes, the goal of GCNs is to learn structure-
aware node representations on the graph which
takes as inputs:

• an n×d input node embedding matrix H, where
n is the number of nodes and d is the dimension of
input node embedding;

• an n × n matrix representation of the graph
structure such as the adjacency matrix A (or some
function thereof) 2.

In an L-layer GCNs, every layer can be written
as a non-linear function

H(l+1) = σ(ÂH(l)W(l)) (1)

with H(0) = H, where Â = D−
1
2AD−

1
2 is the

normalized symmetric adjacency matrix and W(l)

is a parameter matrix for the l-th GCN layer. D
is the diagonal node degree matrix, where Dii =∑

j Aij . σ is a non-linear activation function like
ReLU. Finally, we can obtain a node-level output
Z = H(L), which is an n× d feature matrix.

3 Approach

We define the joint entity relation extraction task.
Given a sentence s = w1, . . . w|s| (wi is a word),
the task is to extract a set of entity spans E with
specific types and a set of relations R. An entity
span e ∈ E is a sequence of words labeling with
an entity type y (e.g., person (PER), organization
(ORG)). A relation r is a quintet (e1, y1, e2, y2, l),
where e1 and e2 are two entity spans with specific
types y1 and y2. l is a relation type describing the
semantic relation between two entities. (e.g., orga-
nization affiliation relation (ORG-AFF)). Let Te,
Tr be the set of possible entity types and relation
types respectively.

2In order to incorporate self-information, we add a self-
loop to each node, where Aii = 1.0 for each node i.
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In this work, we decompose the joint entity re-
lation extraction task into two parts, namely, en-
tity span detection and entity relation type de-
duction. We first treat entity span detection as
a sequence labelling task (Section 3.1), and then
construct an entity-relation bipartite graph (Sec-
tion 3.2) to perform joint type inference on entity
nodes and relation nodes (Section 3.3). All sub-
models share parameters and are trained jointly.
Different from existing joint learning algorithms
(Sun et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2017; Katiyar and
Cardie, 2017; Miwa and Bansal, 2016), we pro-
pose a concise joint model to perform joint type in-
ference on entities and relations based on GCNs. It
considers interactions among multiple entity types
and relation types simultaneously in a sentence.

3.1 Entity Span Detection
To extract entity spans from a sentence (Figure 2),
we adopt the BILOU sequence tagging scheme: B,
I, L and O denote the begin, inside, last and out-
side of a target span, U denotes a single word span.
For example, for a person (PER) entity “Patrick
McDowell”, we assign B to “Patrick” and L to
“McDowell”.

Given an input sentence s, we use a bidirec-
tional long short term memory (biLSTM) network
(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) with param-
eter θseq to incorporate information from both for-
ward and backward directions of s.

hi = biLSTM(xi; θseq), (2)

where hi is the concatenation of a forward and a
backward LSTM’s hidden states at position i, and
xi is the word representation of wi which contains
pre-trained embeddings and character-based word
representations generated by running a CNN on
the character sequences of wi. Then, we employ a
softmax output layer to predict wi’s tag t̂i,

P (t̂i|s) = Softmax(Wspanhi),

where Wspan is the parameter. Given an input sen-
tence s and its gold tag sequence t = t1, . . . , t|s|,
the training objective is to minimize 3

Lspan = − 1

|s|

|s|∑

i=1

logP (t̂i = ti|s). (3)

3We have also tried biLSTM-CRF (Huang et al., 2015) as
an advanced sequence labelling model, but performances are
nearly the same in our experiments.

biLSTM

𝒙𝟏 𝒙𝟐 𝒙𝟑 𝒙𝟒 𝒙𝟓 𝒙𝟔 𝒙𝟕 𝒙𝟖

Softmax

B L O B L O UO

𝑒1 𝑒2 𝑒3

Figure 2: The biLSTM model for entity span detection.

3.2 Entity-Relation Bipartite Graph

Given a set of detected entity spans Ê (obtained
from the entity span tag sequence t̂), we consider
all entity span pairs in Ê as candidate relations
4. Then we build a heterogeneous undirected bi-
partite graph Gs which contains entity nodes and
relation nodes in a sentence s. In the graph Gs,
interactions on multiple entity types and relation
types can be explicitly modeled. The number of
nodes n in the graph Gs is the number of entity
spans |Ê | plus the number of all candidate rela-

tions |Ê|(|Ê|−1)2 . We have an initial input node em-
bedding matrix H. For a relation r12 and its two
entities e1, e2, we use Hr12 to denote relation em-
bedding of r12, and use He1 ,He2 to denote entity
embedding of e1, e2 respectively.

Next, we build edges between entity nodes and
relation nodes. For graph edges, we connect every
relation node to its two entity nodes instead of di-
rectly connecting any entity (relation) nodes. Thus
we focus on the bipartite graph. The reasons are
two folds. a) We do not think that all the remain-
ing entities in the sentence are helpful. Relation
nodes are bridges between entity nodes and vice
versa. b) GCN is not suitable for fully-connected
graphs because GCN reduce to rather trivial oper-
ations on fully-connected graphs. It means that,
for an entity node e, the only way to observe other
entities is through relations which e takes part in.
For example, given a relation node r12 and its two
entity nodes e1, e2, we add two edges. One is the
edge between e1 and r12, and another is the edge

4The first entity span is always on the left side of the sec-
ond entity span of each candidate relation, and we use in total
2Tr + 1 relation types in order to consider both directions.
The additional type is the None which means no relation be-
tween entity span pair.
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Figure 3: Our network structure for the joint entity and relation extraction based on GCN. The node embedding
extractor computes He and Hr.

between e2 and r12. We refer to it as static graph.
In order to further utilize the structure of the

graph (some kind of prior knowledge) instead of
using a static graph, we also investigate the dy-
namic graph for pruning redundant edges. A key
intuition is that if two entities hold a relation, we
could add two edges between the relation node and
two entity nodes. Conversely, if two entities have
no relation, we keep two entity nodes and the rela-
tion node separately. To this end, we introduce the
binary relation classification task. It aims to pre-
dict whether a certain relation exists between an
entity span pair (ignoring specific relation types).
We build a binary relation model which predicts a
label in {0, 1} to indicate the existence of a can-
didate relation based on relation node embedding.
Given a relation node rij in a sentence s, to get
the posterior of the binary relation label b̂, we ap-
ply softmax layer on the relation node embedding
Hrij ,

P (b̂|rij , s) = Softmax(WbinHrij ),

where Wbin is the parameter. The training objec-
tive is to minimize

Lbin = −
∑

rij

logP (b̂ = b|rij , s)
# candidate relations rij

, (4)

where true binary annotations b are transformed
from the original typed relation labels. Formally,
the adjacency matrix A is defined as

• if P (b̂ = 1|rij , s) > 0.5, we set the value of A
between entity nodes ei, ej and relation node rij to
1.0,

• the diagonal elements of A are set to 1.0,

• while others are set to 0.0.

To compare with hard binary value A, we also
try the soft value A in experiments. It means that
we set the value of A between entity nodes ei, ej
and relation node rij to the probability P (b̂ =
1|rij , s) except for the diagonal elements (they are
set to 1.0).

Here, we introduce how to compute two types
of contextualized node embedding in the graph Gs:
entity node embedding and relation node embed-
ding.

Entity Node Embedding Given an entity span
e ∈ Ê , for each word wi ∈ e, we first collect wi’s
biLSTM hidden vector hi from entity span model.
Then, we use a CNN (a single convolution layer
with a max-pooling layer) with a multi-layer per-
ceptron (MLP) on vectors {hi|wi ∈ e} to obtain
the resulting d-dimensional entity span node em-
bedding He (H is a matrix mentioned before in
Section 2), as shown in the left part of Figure 4.

Relation Node Embedding Given a candidate
relation r12, we extract two types of features,
namely, features regarding words in e1, e2 and fea-
tures regarding contexts of the entity span pair
(e1, e2). For features on words in e1, e2, we sim-
ply use entity node embedding He1 and He2 . For
context features of the entity span pair (e1, e2),
we build three feature vectors by looking at words
between e1 and e2, words on the left of the pair
and words on the right of the pair. Similarly, we
build three features by running another CNN with
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Figure 4: Our node embedding extractor.

an MLP. Finally, the five feature vectors are con-
catenated to a single vector. To get d-dimensional
relation node embedding Hr12 , we apply an MLP
on the single vector, as shown in the right part of
Figure 4.

3.3 Joint Type Inference
After building the entity-relation bipartite graph,
we feed the graph into a multi-layer GCNs to
obtain the node-level output Z. For each row
in Z (entity or relation node representation), it
can gather and summarize information from other
nodes in the graph Gs although there is no di-
rect entity-entity or relation-relation edges in the
graph. Then the final node representation F of
graph Gs is concatenated by the input node em-
bedding H and the node-level output Z (H,Z and
F are matrices).

Given an entity node ei and a relation node
rij , to predict the corresponding node types, we
pass the resulted node representation into two fully
connected layer with a softmax function, respec-
tively,

P (ŷ|ei, s) = Softmax(WentFei),

P (l̂|rij , s) = Softmax(WrelFrij ),

where Went, Wrel are parameters. And the train-
ing objective is to minimize

Lent = −
1

|Ê |
∑

ei∈Ê
logP (ŷ = y|ei, s), (5)

Lrel = −
∑

rij

logP (l̂ = l|rij , s)
# candidate relations rij

, (6)

where the true label y, l can be read from annota-
tions, as shown in Figure 3.

3.4 Training

To train the joint model, we optimize the com-
bined objective function L = Lspan + Lbin +
Lent+Lrel, where the training is accomplished by
the shared parameters. We employ the scheduled
sampling strategy (Bengio et al., 2015) in the en-
tity model similar to (Miwa and Bansal, 2016). We
optimize our model using Adadelta (Zeiler, 2012)
with gradient clipping. The network is regularized
with dropout. Within a fixed number of epochs,
we select the model according to the best relation
performance on development sets5.

4 Experiments

We conduct experiments on ACE05 dataset,
which is a standard corpus for the entity rela-
tion extraction task. It includes 7 entity types
and 6 relation types between entities. We use the
same data split of ACE05 documents as previous
work (351 training, 80 development and 80 test-
ing) (Miwa and Bansal, 2016).

We evaluate the performances using precision
(P), recall (R) and F1 scores following (Miwa and
Bansal, 2016; Sun et al., 2018). Specifically, an
output entity (e, y) is correct if its type y and the
region of its head e are correct, and an output rela-
tion r is correct if its (e1, y1, e2, y2, l) are correct (
i.e., exact match).

In this paper, the default setting “GCN” is the
1-layer GCN-based joint model with the dynamic
hard adjacency matrix, which achieves the best re-
lation performance on ACE05 dataset.

4.1 End-to-End Results on ACE05

First, we compare proposed models with previous
work in Table 1. In general, our “GCN” achieves
the best entity performance 84.2 percent compar-
ing with existing joint models. For relation perfor-
mance, our “GCN” significantly outperforms all
joint models except for (Sun et al., 2018) which
uses more complex joint decoder. Comparing with
our basic neural network “NN”, our “GCN” has
large improvement both on entities and relations.
Those observations demonstrate the effectiveness
of our “GCN” for capturing information on multi-
ple entity types and relation types from a sentence.

5 Our word embeddings is initialized with 100-
dimensional glove (Pennington et al., 2014) word embed-
dings. The dimensionality of the hidden units and node em-
bedding are set to 128. For all CNN in our network, the kernel
sizes are 2 and 3, and the output channels are 25.
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Model Entity Relation
P R F P R F

L&J (2014) 85.2 76.9 80.8 65.4 39.8 49.5
Zhang (2017) - - 83.5 - - 57.5
Sun (2018) 83.9 83.2 83.6 64.9 55.1 59.6

M&B (2016) 82.9 83.9 83.4 57.2 54.0 55.6
K&C (2017) 84.0 81.3 82.6 55.5 51.8 53.6
NN 85.7 82.1 83.9 65.6 50.7 57.2
GCN 86.1 82.4 84.2 68.1 52.3 59.1

Table 1: Results on the ACE05 test data. Li and Ji (2014)
Zhang et al. (2017) and Sun et al. (2018) are joint decod-
ing algorithms. Miwa and Bansal (2016) and Katiyar and
Cardie (2017) are joint training systems without joint de-
coding. “NN” is our neural network model without GCN.
“GCN” is dynamic hard GCN-based neural network. We
omit pipeline methods which underperform joint models (see
(Li and Ji, 2014) for details).

Compared to the state-of-the-art method which
adopts minimum risk training (Sun et al., 2018),
our “GCN” has better entity performance and
comparable relation performance. Different from
existing joint decoding systems, we do not use
complex joint decoding algorithms such as beam
search (Li and Ji, 2014), global normalization
(Zhang et al., 2017) and minimum risk training
(Sun et al., 2018). Our models only rely on shar-
ing parameters similar to (Miwa and Bansal, 2016;
Katiyar and Cardie, 2017). It is worth noting that
the precision of our “GCN” is high compared to all
the other methods. We attribute the phenomenon
to the strong ability to model feature representa-
tions of entity nodes and relation nodes.

Next, we evaluate our model with different set-
tings. As mentioned in Section 3.2, we have three
types of graph: “GCN (static)”, “GCN (dynamic +
hard)” and “GCN (dynamic + soft)”. The last three
rows of Table 3 show their performances. We have
three observations regarding the Table 3.

1. Compared with “Sun (NN)” model which is the
base neural network without minimum risk train-
ing (Sun et al., 2018), our “NN” performs better
0.5 point on entities. One reason might be the en-
tity type model and the relation type model share
more parameters (entity CNN+MLP parameters),
while “Sun (NN)” only shares biLSTM hidden
states. However, our “NN” performs within 0.6
point on relations. One possible reason might be
that we do not use the features of output entity
type for relation type classification.

2. After introducing graph convolutional net-
works, all three GCN-based models improve per-

1-layer 2-layer 3-layer

F1 of Entity Span 90.4 90.5 90.7
F1 of Binary Relation 61.5 62.9 62.8
F1 of Entity 81.6 82.1 82.2
F1 of Relation 53.8 53.5 53.6

Table 2: Results on the ACE05 development set with respect
to the number of GCN layers.

formances of entity and relation. Specifically, The
“GCN (static)” has been slightly improved on re-
lations. The “GCN (dynamic + soft)” achieves
0.7 percent improvement on relations and has the
same entity performance. The “GCN (dynamic
+ hard)” improves the entity performance (0.4
percent) 6 and achieves large improvement (1.9
percent) in relation performance. It is competi-
tive with state-of-the-art model (Sun et al., 2018).
These observations show that the proposed joint
model is effective for the joint type inference on
entities and relations, and also show the rational-
ity of the proposed dynamic graph, as expected.

3. The performances of the entity span and the
binary relation are close to all proposed models.
One possible reason is that there are more coarse-
gained task. Effective features can be easily ex-
tracted for all models. It is worth noting that the
performance in binary relation is not very good.
Our dynamic graph relies on binary relation de-
tection task. How to improve the performance of
binary relation is still a hard question. We leave it
as future work.

Thirdly, we present the influences of the num-
ber of GCN layers (Table 2). We take the “GCN
(dynamic + hard)” as a example. In general, the
performances on four tasks are insensitive to the
number of GCN layers 7. In particular, the perfor-
mances on entity span, entity and relation fluctu-
ate at 1.0 points, and the binary relation fluctuate
at 1.4 points. Interestingly, we find the one layer
GCN achieves best relation performance though
the performances of other three tasks are not best.
One possible reason is that the all models are
closely related to each other. However, how they

6 In fact, the entity performance on the ACE05 test data
is hard to improve from past works (Miwa and Bansal, 2016;
Zhang et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2018). So it is a non-negligible
improvement over existing state-of-the-art systems.

7 We focus on the performance of the end-to-end relation
extraction, so we select models by the relation extraction re-
sults. It is also possible to consider both the performances of
the entity model and the relation model. We leave the study
of advanced model selection algorithms for future work.
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Model Entity Relation Entity Span Binary Relation
P R F P R F P R F P R F

Sun (NN) (2018) 84.0 82.9 83.4 59.5 56.3 57.8 - - - - - -
NN 85.7 82.1 83.9 65.6 50.7 57.2 91.2 89.6 90.4 - - -
GCN (static) 85.0 82.6 83.8 66.6 51.3 57.8 90.8 90.2 90.5 - - -
GCN (dynamic + soft) 85.3 82.3 83.8 67.3 51.6 58.5 90.8 90.2 90.5 77.3 56.4 65.2
GCN (dynamic + hard) 86.1 82.4 84.2 68.1 52.3 59.1 91.2 89.5 90.4 78.2 56.3 65.4

Table 3: Results on the ACE05 dataset in different settings.
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Figure 5: F1 scores with respect to the number of re-
lations for each sentence. The numbers in parentheses
are counts of sentences in the ACE05 test set.

affect each other in this joint settings is still an
open question.

Forthly, we examine the relation performance
with respect to different the number of relations
for each sentence (Figure 5). In general, our GCN-
based models almost outperform “NN” when the
number of relations is larger than 2. It proves that
the proposed GCN-based models are more suit-
able for handle multiple relations in a sentence.
We think our method will perform better on the
complex multiple relations dataset which is very
common in reality.

Finally, We compare the “NN” model with
the “GCN” model on some concrete examples,
as shown in Table 5. For S1, the “NN”
wrongly identifies the relation GEN-AFF be-
tween “[legislature]ORG” and “[north korea]GPE”
even though the relation ORG-AFF between
“[legislature]ORG” and “[chairman]PER” is de-
tected. For S2, the “NN” does not detect
PART-WHOLE relation while the “GCN” correctly
find it. These two observations show that our
“GCN” is good at dealing with the situation when
the multiple relations share common entities, as
expected. For S3, our “GCN” identifies a PHYS
relation between “[units]PER” and “[captial]GPE”,

Model Relation

M&B (2016) 70.1 61.2 65.3
C&M (2018) 69.7 59.5 64.2
NN 68.5 62.8 65.5
GCN (static) 69.1 63.8 66.4
GCN (dynamic + soft) 68.7 63.4 65.9
GCN (dynamic + hard) 68.7 65.4 67.0

Table 4: Results on the ACE05 dataset with golden entity.

while the “NN” does not find this relation even the
entities are correct. However, both models do not
identify the relation ART between “[units]PER” and
“[weapons]WEA”. We think advanced improvement
methods which use more powerful graph neural
network might be helpful in this situation.

4.2 Golden Entity Results on ACE05

In order to compare with relation classification
methods, we evaluate our models with golden enti-
ties on ACE05 corpus in Table 4. We use the same
data split to compare with their model (Miwa and
Bansal, 2016; Christopoulou et al., 2018). We do
not tune hyperparameters extensively. For exam-
ple, we use the same setting in both end-to-end
and golden entity rather than tune parameters on
each of them. The baseline systems are (Miwa and
Bansal, 2016) and (Christopoulou et al., 2018).

In general, our “NN” is competitive, compar-
ing to the dependency tree-based state-of-the-art
model (Miwa and Bansal, 2016). It shows that
our CNN-based neural networks are able to extract
more powerful features to help relation extraction
task. After adding GCN, our GCN-based models
achieve the better performance. This indicates that
the proposed models can achieve large improve-
ment without any external syntactic tools 8.

8For simplicity, we do not extract golden entity type fea-
tures explicitly in our model. And we believe there will be
further improvements when these features are used.
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S1 the [british]GPE:♥♣♠GEN-AFF-2:♥♣♠ [arm]ORG:♥♣♠PART-WHOLE-1:♥♠|GEN-AFF-1:♥♣♠ of french distributors

[pathe]ORG:♥♣♠PART-WHOLE-2:♥♠ to show four releases .

S2 . . . [chairman]PER:♥♣♠ORG-AFF-1:♥♣♠ of [north korea ]GPE:♥♣♠PART-WHOLE-2:♥♠|GEN-AFF-2:♣ ’s

[legislature]ORG:♥♣♠PART-WHOLE-1:♥♠|ORG-AFF-2:♥♣♠|GEN-AFF-1:♣ , the supreme people ’s assem-
bly .

S3 a red line may have been drawn around the [capital]GPE:♥♣♠PHYS-2:♥♠ with
[republican gurad]ORG:♥♣♠ORG-AFF-2:♥♣♠ [units]PER:♥♣♠PHYS-1:♥♠|ORG-AFF-1:♥♣♠|ART-1:♥ ordered to

use chemical [weapons]WEA:♥♣♠ART-2:♥ once u.s. and allied troops cross it .

Table 5: Examples from the ACE05 dataset with label annotations from “NN” model and “GCN” model for
comparison. The ♥ is the gold standard, and the ♣, ♠ are the output of the “NN” ,“GCN” model respectively.

5 Related Work

There have been extensive studies for entity re-
lation extraction task. Early work employs a
pipeline of methods that extracts entities first, and
then determines their relations (Zelenko et al.,
2003; Miwa et al., 2009; Chan and Roth, 2011;
Lin et al., 2016). As pipeline approaches suffer
from error propagation, researchers have proposed
methods for joint entity relation extraction.

Parameter sharing is a basic strategy for joint
extraction. For example, Miwa and Bansal (2016)
propose a neural method comprised of a sentence-
level RNN for extracting entities, and a depen-
dency tree-based RNN to predict relations. Their
relation model takes hidden states of the entity
model as features (i.e., the shared parameters).
Similarly, Katiyar and Cardie (2017) use a simpli-
fied relation model based on the entity RNN using
the attention mechanism. These joint methods do
joint learning through sharing parameters and they
have no explicit interaction in type inference.

To further explore interactions between the en-
tity decoder and the relation decoder, many of
them focus on some joint decoding algorithms.
ILP-based joint decoder (Yang and Cardie, 2013),
CRF-based joint decoder (Katiyar and Cardie,
2016), joint sequence labelling tag set (Zheng
et al., 2017), beam search (Li and Ji, 2014), global
normalization (Zhang et al., 2017), and transition
system (Wang et al., 2018) are investigated. Dif-
ferent from models there, we propose a novel and
concise joint model to handle joint type inference
based on graph convolutional networks, which can
capture information between multiple entity types
and relation types explicitly9.

9In addition, transfer learning(Sun and Wu, 2019), multi-

Recently, researches of graph neural networks
(GNNs) have been receiving more and more at-
tention because of the great expressive power of
graphs (Cai et al., 2018; Battaglia et al., 2018;
Zhou et al., 2018). Graph Convolutional Net-
work (GCN) is one of the typical variants of GNN
(Bruna et al., 2013; Defferrard et al., 2016; Kipf
and Welling, 2017). It has been successfully ap-
plied to many NLP tasks such as text classifi-
cation (Yao et al., 2018), semantic role label-
ing (Marcheggiani and Titov, 2017), relation ex-
traction (Zhang et al., 2018) machine translation
(Bastings et al., 2017) and knowledge base com-
pletion (Shang et al., 2018). We note that most
previous applications of GCN focus on a single
job, while the joint entity relation extraction con-
sists of multiple sub-tasks. Investigating GCN in
joint learning scenarios is the main topic of this
work. A closely related work is (Christopoulou
et al., 2018), which focuses on relation extraction
with golden entities. Our work can be viewed as
an end-to-end extension of their work.

6 Conclusion

We propose a novel and concise joint model based
on GCN to perform joint type inference for entity
relation extraction task. Compared with existing
joint methods, it provides a new way to capture
the interactions on multiple entity types and rela-
tion types explicitly in a sentence. Experiments on
ACE05 dataset show the effectiveness of the pro-
posed method.

task learning (Sanh et al., 2018) for this task were also stud-
ied. In order to make a fair comparison, we do not include
these models in experiments.
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Abstract

The state-of-the-art solutions for extracting
multiple entity-relations from an input para-
graph always require a multiple-pass encoding
on the input. This paper proposes a new so-
lution that can complete the multiple entity-
relations extraction task with only one-pass
encoding on the input corpus, and achieve a
new state-of-the-art accuracy performance,
as demonstrated in the ACE 2005 benchmark.
Our solution is built on top of the pre-trained
self-attentive models (Transformer). Since our
method uses a single-pass to compute all rela-
tions at once, it scales to larger datasets easily;
which makes it more usable in real-world ap-
plications. 1

1 Introduction

Relation extraction (RE) aims to find the semantic
relation between a pair of entity mentions from an
input paragraph. A solution to this task is essential
for many downstream NLP applications such as
automatic knowledge-base completion (Surdeanu
et al., 2012; Riedel et al., 2013; Verga et al.,
2016), knowledge base question answering (Yih
et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2017), and
symbolic approaches for visual question answer-
ing (Mao et al., 2019; Hu et al., 2019), etc.

One particular type of the RE task is multiple-
relations extraction (MRE) that aims to recognize
relations of multiple pairs of entity mentions from
an input paragraph. Because in real-world appli-
cations, whose input paragraphs dominantly con-
tain multiple pairs of entities, an efficient and ef-
fective solution for MRE has more important and
more practical implications. However, nearly all
existing approaches for MRE tasks (Qu et al.,

∗ Equal contributions from the corresponding authors:
{wanghaoy,mingtan,yum}@us.ibm.com. Part of
work was done when Kun was at IBM.

1
https://github.com/helloeve/mre-in-one-pass.
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Entity-aware Self-attention+ Feed-forward

…   in south suburbs  of Bagh  #dad and Iraqi artillery fired …

Linear
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Figure 1: Model Architecture. Different pairs of entities,
e.g., (Iraqi and artillery), (southern suburbs, Baghdad) are
predicted simultaneously.

2014; Gormley et al., 2015; Nguyen and Grish-
man, 2015) adopt some variations of the single-
relation extraction (SRE) approach, which treats
each pair of entity mentions as an independent in-
stance, and requires multiple passes of encoding
for the multiple pairs of entities. The drawback of
this approach is obvious – it is computationally ex-
pensive and this issue becomes more severe when
the input paragraph is large, making this solution
impossible to implement when the encoding step
involves deep models.

This work presents a solution that can resolve
the inefficient multiple-passes issue of existing so-
lutions for MRE by encoding the input only once,
which significantly increases the efficiency and
scalability. Specifically, the proposed solution is
built on top of the existing transformer-based, pre-
trained general-purposed language encoders. In
this paper we use Bidirectional Encoder Represen-
tations from Transformers (BERT) (Devlin et al.,
2018) as the transformer-based encoder, but this
solution is not limited to using BERT alone. The
two novel modifications to the original BERT ar-
chitecture are: (1) we introduce a structured pre-
diction layer for predicting multiple relations for
different entity pairs; and (2) we make the self-
attention layers aware of the positions of all en-
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tities in the input paragraph. To the best of our
knowledge, this work is the first promising solu-
tion that can solve MRE tasks with such high ef-
ficiency (encoding the input in one-pass) and ef-
fectiveness (achieve a new state-of-the-art perfor-
mance), as proved on the ACE 2005 benchmark.

2 Background

MRE is an important task as it is an essential
prior step for many downstream tasks such as au-
tomatic knowledge-base completion and question-
answering. Popular MRE benchmarks include
ACE (Walker et al., 2006) and ERE (Linguistic
Data Consortium, 2013). In MRE, given as a text
paragraph x = {x1, . . . , xN} and M mentions
e = {e1, . . . , eM} as input, the goal is to predict
the relation rij for each mention pair (ei, ej) ei-
ther belongs to one class of a list of pre-defined
relationsR or falls into a special class NA indicat-
ing no relation. This paper uses “entity mention”,
“mention” and “entity” interchangeably.

Existing MRE approaches are based on ei-
ther feature and model architecture selection tech-
niques (Xu et al., 2015; Gormley et al., 2015;
Nguyen and Grishman, 2015; F. Petroni and
Gemulla, 2015; Sorokin and Gurevych, 2017;
Song et al., 2018b), or domain adaptations ap-
proaches (Fu et al., 2017; Shi et al., 2018). But
these approaches require multiple passes of encod-
ing over the paragraph, as they treat a MRE task as
multiple passes of a SRE task.

3 Proposed Approach

This section describes the proposed one-pass en-
coding MRE solution. The solution is built upon
BERT with a structured prediction layer to en-
able BERT to predict multiple relations with one-
pass encoding, and an entity-aware self-attention
mechanism to infuse the relational information
with regard to multiple entities at each layer of
hidden states. The framework is illustrated in Fig-
ure 1. It is worth mentioning that our solution
can easily use other transformer-based encoders
besides BERT, e.g. (Radford et al., 2018).

3.1 Structured Prediction with BERT for
MRE

The BERT model has been successfully applied to
various NLP tasks. However, the final prediction
layers used in the original model is not applicable
to MRE tasks. The MRE task essentially requires

to perform edge predictions over a graph with en-
tities as nodes. Inspired by (Dozat and Manning,
2018; Ahmad et al., 2018), we propose that we
can first encode the input paragraph using BERT.
Thus, the representation for a pair of entity men-
tions (ei, ej) can be denoted as oi and oj respec-
tively. In the case of a mention ei consist of mul-
tiple hidden states (due to the byte pair encoding),
oi is aggregated via average-pooling over the hid-
den states of the corresponding tokens in the last
BERT layer. We then concatenate oi and oj de-
noted as [oi : oj ], and pass it to a linear classifier2

to predict the relation

P (rij |x, ei, ej) = softmax(WL[oi : oj ] + b), (1)

where WL ∈ R2dz×l. dz is the dimension of
BERT embedding at each token position, and l is
the number of relation labels.

3.2 Entity-Aware Self-Attention based on
Relative Distance

This section describes how we encode multiple-
relations information into the model. The key
concept is to use the relative distances between
words and entities to encode the positional infor-
mation for each entity. This information is prop-
agated through different layers via attention com-
putations. Following (Shaw et al., 2018), for each
pair of word tokens (xi, xj) with the input repre-
sentations from the previous layer as hi and hj ,
we extend the computation of self-attention zi as:

zi =
N∑

j=1

exp eij∑N
k=1 exp eik

(hjW
V + aV

ij), (2)

where eij = hiW
Q(hjW

K + aK
ij )/
√
dz. (3)

WQ,WK ,WV ∈ Rdz×dz are the parameters of
the model, and dz is the dimension of the output
from the self-attention layer.

Compared to standard BERT’s self-attention,
aVij ,a

K
ij ∈ Rdz are extra, which could be viewed as

the edge representation between the input element
xi and xj . Specifically, we devise aVij and aKij
to encourage each token to be aware of the rela-
tive distance to different entity mentions, and vice
versa.

2We also tried to use MLP and Biaff instead of the linear
layer for the classification, which do not show better perfor-
mance compared to the linear classier, as shown in the exper-
iment section. We hypothesize that this is because the em-
beddings learned from BERT are powerful enough for linear
classifiers. Further experiments is needed to verify this.
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Figure 2: Illustration of the tensor {aK
ij} introduced in self-

attention computation. Each red cell embedding is defined by
wd(i−j), as the distance from entity xi to token xj . Each blue
cell embedding is defined by wd(j−i), as the distance from
the entity xj to token xi . White cells are zero embeddings
since neither xi nor xj is entity. The {aV

ij} follows the same
pattern with independent parameters.

Adapted from (Shaw et al., 2018), we argue that
the relative distance information will not help if
the distance is beyond a certain threshold. Hence
we first define the distance function as:

d(i, j) = min(max(−k, (i− j)), k). (4)

This distance definition clips all distances to a re-
gion [−k, k]. k is a hyper-parameter to be tuned
on the development set. We can now define aVij
and aKij formally as:

aV
ij ,a

K
ij =





wV
d(i,j), w

K
d(i,j), if xi ∈ e

wV
d(j,i), w

K
d(j,i), if xj ∈ e

0, else.
(5)

As defined above, if either token xi or xj be-
longs to an entity, we will introduce a relative po-
sitional representation according to their distance.
The distance is defined in an entity-centric way as
we always compute the distance from the entity
mention to the other token. If neither xi nor xj are
entity mentions, we explicitly assign a zero vector
to aKij and aVij . When both xi and xj are inside
entity mentions, we take the distance as d(i, j) to
make row-wise attention computation coherent as
depicted in Figure 2.

During the model fine-tuning, the newly
introduced parameters {wK−k, ..., wKk } and
{wV−k, ..., wVk } are trained from scratch.

4 Experiments

We demonstrate the advantage of our method on
a popular MRE benchmark, ACE 2005 (Walker

et al., 2006), and a more recent MRE benchmark,
SemEval 2018 Task 7 (Gábor et al., 2018). We
also evaluate on a commonly used SRE bench-
mark SemEval 2010 task 8 (Hendrickx et al.,
2009), and achieve state-of-the-art performance.

4.1 Settings

Data For ACE 2005, we adopt the multi-domain
setting and split the data following (Gormley et al.,
2015): we train on the union of news domain
(nw and bn), tune hyperparameters on half of the
broadcast conversation (bc) domain, and evalu-
ate on the remainder of broadcast conversation
(bc), the telephone speech (cts), usenet news-
groups (un), and weblogs (wl) domains. For Se-
mEval 2018 Task 7, we evaluate on its sub-task
1.1. We use the same data split in the shared task.
The passages in this task is usually much longer
compared to ACE. Therefore we adopt the follow-
ing pre-processing step – for the entity pair in each
relation, we assume the tokens related to their re-
lation labeling are always within a range from the
fifth token ahead of the pair to the fifth token af-
ter it. Therefore, the tokens in the original passage
that are not covered by the range of ANY input
relations, will be removed from the input.

Methods We compare our solution with pre-
vious works that predict a single relation per
pass (Gormley et al., 2015; Nguyen and Grishman,
2015; Fu et al., 2017; Shi et al., 2018), our model
that predicts single relation per pass for MRE, and
with the following naive modifications of BERT
that could achieve MRE in one-pass.
• BERTSP: BERT with structured prediction only,
which includes proposed improvement in 3.1.
• Entity-Aware BERTSP: our full model, which
includes both improvements in §3.1 and §3.2.
• BERTSP with position embedding on the final
attention layer. This is a more straightforward
way to achieve MRE in one-pass derived from pre-
vious works using position embeddings (Nguyen
and Grishman, 2015; Fu et al., 2017; Shi et al.,
2018). In this method, the BERT model encode
the paragraph to the last attention-layer. Then, for
each entity pair, it takes the hidden states, adds the
relative position embeddings corresponding to the
target entities, and finally makes the relation pre-
diction for this pair.
• BERTSP with entity indicators on input layer:
it replaces our structured attention layer, and adds
indicators of entities (transformed to embeddings)
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Method dev bc cts wl avg

Baselines w/o Domain Adaptation (Single-Relation per Pass)
Hybrid FCM (Gormley et al., 2015) - 63.48 56.12 55.17 58.26
Best published results w/o DA (from Fu et al.) - 64.44 54.58 57.02 58.68
BERT fine-tuning out-of-box 3.66 5.56 5.53 1.67 4.25

Baselines w/ Domain Adaptation (Single-Relation per Pass)
Domain Adversarial Network (Fu et al., 2017) - 65.16 55.55 57.19 59.30
Genre Separation Network (Shi et al., 2018) - 66.38 57.92 56.84 60.38

Multi-Relation per Pass
BERTSP (our model in §3.1) 64.42 67.09 53.20 52.73 57.67
Entity-Aware BERTSP (our full model) 67.46 69.25 61.70 58.48 63.14
BERTSP w/ entity-indicator on input-layer 65.32 66.86 57.65 53.56 59.36
BERTSP w/ pos-emb on final att-layer 67.23 69.13 58.68 55.04 60.95

Single-Relation per Pass
BERTSP (our model in §3.1) 65.13 66.95 55.43 54.39 58.92
Entity-Aware BERTSP (our full model) 68.90 68.52 63.71 57.20 63.14
BERTSP w/ entity-indicator on input-layer 67.12 69.76 58.05 56.27 61.36

Table 1: Main Results on ACE 2005.

directly to each token’s word embedding3. This
method is an extension of (Verga et al., 2018) to
the MRE scenario.

Hyperparameters For our experiments, most
model hyperparameters are the same as in pre-
training. We tune the training epochs and the new
hyperparameter k (in Eq. 4) on the development
set of ACE 2005. Since the SemEval task has
no development set, we use the best hyperparam-
eters selected on ACE. For the number of training
epochs, we make the model pass similar number
of training instances as in ACE 2005.

4.2 Results on ACE 2005

Main Results Table 1 gives the overall results
on ACE 2005. The first observation is that our
model architecture achieves much better results
compared to the previous state-of-the-art methods.
Note that our method was not designed for do-
main adaptation, it still outperforms those meth-
ods with domain adaptation. This result further
demonstrates its effectiveness.

Among all the BERT-based approaches, fine-
tuning the off-the-shelf BERT does not give a sat-
isfying result, because the sentence embeddings
cannot distinguish different entity pairs. The sim-
pler version of our approach, BERTSP, can suc-
cessfully adapt the pre-trained BERT to the MRE
task, and achieves comparable performance at the

3Note the usage of relative position embeddings does not
work for one-pass MRE, since each word corresponds to a
varying number of position embedding vectors. Summing up
the vectors confuses this information. It works for the single-
relation per pass setting, but the performance lags behind us-
ing only indicators of the two target entities.

prior state-of-the-art level of the methods without
domain adaptation.

Our full model, with the structured fine-tuning
of attention layers, brings further improvement of
about 5.5%, in the MRE one-pass setting, and
achieves a new state-of-the-art performance when
compared to the methods with domain adaptation.
It also beats the other two methods on BERT in
Multi-Relation per Pass.

Performance Gap between MRE in One-Pass
and Multi-Pass The MRE-in-one-pass models
can also be used to train and test with one entity
pair per pass (Single-Relation per Pass results in
Table 1). Therefore, we compare the same meth-
ods when applied to the multi-relation and single-
relation settings. For BERTSP with entity indica-
tors on inputs, it is expected to perform slightly
better in the single-relation setting, because of the
mixture of information from multiple pairs. A 2%
gap is observed as expected. By comparison, our
full model has a much smaller performance gap
between two different settings (and no consistent
performance drop over different domains).

The BERTSP is not expected to have a gap as
shown in the table.For BERTSP with position em-
beddings on the final attention layer, we train the
model in the single-relation setting and test with
two different settings, so the results are the same.

Training and Inference Time Through our ex-
periment,4 we verify that the full model with MRE
is significantly faster compared to all other meth-
ods for both training and inference. The training

4All evaluations were done on a single Tesla K80 GPU.
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Method dev bc cts wl avg

Linear 67.46 69.25 61.70 58.48 63.14
MLP 67.16 68.52 61.16 54.72 61.47
Biaff 67.06 68.22 60.39 55.60 61.40

Table 2: Our model with different prediction modules.

time for full model with MRE is 3.5x faster than
it with SRE. As for inference speed, the former
could reach 126 relation per second compared the
later at 23 relation per second. It is also much
faster when compared to the second best perform-
ing approach, BERTSP w/ pos-emb on final att-
layer, which is at 76 relation per second, as it runs
the last layer for every entity pair.

Prediction Module Selection Table 2 evaluates
the usage of different prediction layers, including
replacing our linear layer in Eq.(1) with MLP or
Biaff. Results show that the usage of the linear
predictor gives better results. This is consistent
with the motivation of the pre-trained encoders:
by unsupervised pre-training the encoders are ex-
pected to be sufficiently powerful thus adding
more complex layers on top does not improve the
capacity but leads to more free parameters and
higher risk of over-fitting.

4.3 Results on SemEval 2018 Task 7

The results on SemEval 2018 Task 7 are shown in
Table 3. Our Entity-Aware BERTSP gives com-
parable results to the top-ranked system (Rot-
sztejn et al., 2018) in the shared task, with slightly
lower Macro-F1, which is the official metric of the
task, and slightly higher Micro-F1. When predict-
ing multiple relations in one-pass, we have 0.9%
drop on Macro-F1, but a further 0.8% improve-
ment on Micro-F1. Note that the system (Rot-
sztejn et al., 2018) integrates many techniques
like feature-engineering, model combination, pre-
training embeddings on in-domain data, and arti-
ficial data generation, while our model is almost a
direct adaption from the ACE architecture.

On the other hand, compared to the top single-
model result (Luan et al., 2018), which makes
use of additional word and entity embeddings pre-
trained on in-domain data, our methods demon-
strate clear advantage as a single model.

4.4 Additional SRE Results

We conduct additional experiments on the relation
classification task, SemEval 2010 Task 8, to com-

Method Averaged F1
Macro Micro

Top 3 in the Shared Task
(Rotsztejn et al., 2018) 81.7 82.8
(Luan et al., 2018) 78.9 -
(Nooralahzadeh et al., 2018) 76.7 -

Ours (single-per-pass) 81.4 83.1
Ours (multiple-per-pass) 80.5 83.9

Table 3: Results on SemEval 2018 Task 7, Sub-Task 1.1.

Method Macro-F1

Best published result (Wang et al., 2016) 88.0

BERT out-of-box 80.9
Entity-Aware BERT 88.8
BERTSP 88.8
Entity-Aware BERTSP 89.0

Table 4: Additional Results on SemEval 2010 Task 8.

pare with models developed on this benchmark.
From the results in Table 4, our proposed tech-
niques also outperforms the state-of-the-art on this
single-relation benchmark.

On this single relation task, the out-of-box
BERT achieves a reasonable result after fine-
tuning. Adding the entity-aware attention gives
about 8% improvement, due to the availability of
the entity information during encoding. Adding
structured prediction layer to BERT (i.e., BERTSP)
also leads to a similar amount of improvement.
However, the gap between BERTSP method with
and without entity-aware attention is small. This
is likely because of the bias of data distribution:
the assumption that only two target entities exist,
makes the two techniques have similar effects.

5 Conclusion

In summary, we propose a first-of-its-kind solution
that can simultaneously extract multiple relations
with one-pass encoding of an input paragraph for
MRE tasks. With the proposed structured predic-
tion and entity-aware self-attention layers on top
of BERT, we achieve a new state-of-the-art results
with high efficiency on the ACE 2005 benchmark.
Our idea of encoding a passage regarding mul-
tiple entities has potentially broader applications
beyond relation extraction, e.g., entity-centric pas-
sage encoding in question answering (Song et al.,
2018a). In the future work, we will explore the
usage of this method with other applications.
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Abstract

Unsupervised relation extraction aims at ex-
tracting relations between entities in text. Pre-
vious unsupervised approaches are either gen-
erative or discriminative. In a supervised
setting, discriminative approaches, such as
deep neural network classifiers, have demon-
strated substantial improvement. However,
these models are hard to train without supervi-
sion, and the currently proposed solutions are
unstable. To overcome this limitation, we in-
troduce a skewness loss which encourages the
classifier to predict a relation with confidence
given a sentence, and a distribution distance
loss enforcing that all relations are predicted
in average. These losses improve the perfor-
mance of discriminative based models, and en-
able us to train deep neural networks satisfac-
torily, surpassing current state of the art on
three different datasets.

1 Introduction

Information extraction models aim at discovering
the underlying semantic structure linking entities
mentioned in a text. This can be used to build
knowledge bases, which are widely used in sev-
eral applications such as question answering (Yih
et al., 2015; Berant et al., 2013), document re-
trieval (Dalton et al., 2014) and logical reasoning
(Socher et al., 2013).

In the relation extraction (RE) task, we are in-
terested in discovering the semantic (binary) re-
lation that holds between two entities mentioned
in text. The end goal is to extract triplets of
the form (subject, relation, object). A consider-
able amount of work has been conducted on su-
pervised or weakly-supervised relation extraction
(Kambhatla, 2004; Zeng et al., 2015; Lin et al.,
2016), with recent state-of-the-art models using
deep neural networks (NN).

Developing unsupervised relation extraction
models is interesting for three reasons: they (1)

do not necessitate labeled data except for vali-
dating the models; (2) can uncover new relation
types; and (3) can be trained from large unlabeled
datasets, and then fine-tuned for specific relations.

The first unsupervised models used a cluster-
ing (Hasegawa et al., 2004; Banko et al., 2007)
or generative (Yao et al., 2011, 2012) approach.
The latter, which obtained state-of-the-art perfor-
mance, still makes a lot of simplifying hypotheses,
such as assuming that the entities are condition-
ally independent between themselves given the re-
lation. To train more expressive models, a shift
to discriminative approaches was necessary. The
open question then becomes how to provide a suf-
ficient learning signal to the classifier. To the best
of our knowledge, only Marcheggiani and Titov
(2016) followed this path by leveraging represen-
tation learning for modeling knowledge bases, and
proposed to use an auto-encoder model: their en-
coder extracts the relation from a sentence, that the
decoder uses to predict a missing entity. However,
their encoder is still limited compared to its super-
vised counterpart (e.g. Zeng et al. (2015)) and re-
lies on hand-crafted features extracted by natural
language processing tools, containing errors and
unable to discover new patterns, which might hin-
der performances.

More importantly, our initial experiments
showed that the above model was unstable, es-
pecially when using a deep NN relation classi-
fier. It converged to either of the two following
regimes, depending on hyper-parameter settings:
always predicting the same relation, or predicting
a uniform distribution. To overcome these limita-
tions, we propose to use two new losses alongside
a link prediction loss based on a fill-in-the-blank
task, and show experimentally that this is key to
learning deep neural network models. Our contri-
butions are the following:

• We propose two RelDist losses: a skewness
loss, which encourages the classifier to pre-
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dict a class with confidence for a single sen-
tence, and a distribution distance loss, which
encourages the classifier to scatter a set of
sentences into different classes;

• We perform extensive experiments on the
usual NYT+FB dataset, as well as two new
datasets;

• We show that our RelDist losses allow
us to train a deep PCNN classifier (Zeng
et al., 2015) as well as improve performance
of feature-based models (Marcheggiani and
Titov, 2016).

In the following, we first discuss related works
(Section 2) before describing our model (Section
3) and presenting experimental results (Section 4).

2 Related work

Relation extraction is a standard language classifi-
cation task: given a sentence containing two en-
tities, the goal is to predict what is the relation
linking these two entities. Most relation extraction
systems need to be trained on a labeled dataset.
However human annotation is expensive, and vir-
tually impractical when a large number of rela-
tions is involved.

As a result, most systems are trained on datasets
built through distant supervision (Mintz et al.,
2009), a compromise between the supervised and
unsupervised settings. It makes the following
assumption: if a sentence contains two entities
linked in a knowledge base, this sentence neces-
sarily conveys that relation. For example, distant
supervision aligns the sentence “Hubele1 received
the Nobel Prizee2 for his discovery” with the
triplet (Hubel, award received, Nobel Prize), thus
supervising the sentence with the label “award re-
ceived”. The resulting alignment are of a poorer
quality, and even though this method can leverage
large amounts of unlabeled text, the relation ontol-
ogy is still fixed by a knowledge base, the resulting
model being unable to discover new relations.

In the supervised setting, neural network mod-
els have demonstrated substantial improvement
over approaches using hand-crafted features. In
particular, piecewise convolutional neural net-
works (PCNN, Zeng et al., 2015) are now widely
used as a basis for other improvements, such as
the instance-level selective attention mechanism
of Lin et al. (2016) which follows the multi-
instance multi-label framework (Hoffmann et al.,

2011; Surdeanu et al., 2012). The recent NN ap-
proaches however need large amount of data to
achieve good performances.

In the unsupervised setting, models have no ac-
cess to annotated sentences or to a knowledge
base: other regularity hypotheses have to be made.
The resulting models can be categorized into ei-
ther the generative/clustering or discriminative ap-
proaches. The former try to cluster regularities in
the text surrounding two entities, while the latter
use discriminative models but have to make fur-
ther hypotheses, namely that a pair of given enti-
ties always share the same relation, to provide a
learning signal for the classifier.

Among clustering models, one of the earliest
work is from Hasegawa et al. (2004) who propose
building clusters by using cosine similarity on TF-
IDF vectors for the surrounding text. Later, the
OpenIE approaches (Banko et al., 2007; Angeli
et al., 2015) relied upon the hypothesis that the
surface form of the relation conveyed by a sen-
tence appears in the path between the two enti-
ties in its dependency tree. However, these lat-
ter works are too dependent on the raw surface
form and suffer from bad generalization. In our
previous example, OpenIE will extract the triplet
(Hubel, received, Nobel Prize), but simply replac-
ing “received” by “was awarded” might produce
a different relation even though the semantic re-
mains the same.

Related to these clustering approaches, the Rel-
LDA models (Yao et al., 2011, 2012) use a gener-
ative model inspired by LDA to cluster sentences:
each relation defines a distribution over a high-
level handcrafted set of features describing the re-
lationship between the two entities in the text (e.g.
the dependency path). However, these models are
limited in their expressiveness. More importantly,
depending on the set of features, they might fo-
cus on features not related to the relation extrac-
tion task.

We posit that discriminative approaches can
help in going further in expressiveness, espe-
cially considering recent results with neural net-
work models. To the best of our knowledge,
the only discriminative approach to unsupervised
relation extraction is the variational autoencoder
approach (VAE) proposed by Marcheggiani and
Titov, 2016): the encoder extracts the semantic re-
lation from hand-crafted features of the sentence
(related to those of Rel-LDA), while the decoder
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The sol was the currency of Peru between 1863 and 1985.

prefix infix suffixe1 e2

Figure 1: A sentence from Wikipedia where the conveyed relation is “currency used by”. We call s the sentence
with the two entities removed: s = (prefix, infix, suffix).

tries to predict one of the two entities given the re-
lation and the other entity, using a general triplet
scoring function (Nickel et al., 2011). This scor-
ing function provides a signal since it is known
to predict to some extent relation triplets given
their embeddings. Among the input features of
the classifiers are the entities themselves, the re-
sulting model can thus be interpreted as an autoen-
coder where the encoder part benefits from an ad-
ditional context. The proposed loss, based on the
KL divergence between the posterior distribution
over relations and a uniform prior on the relation
distribution, is very unstable in practice. Our pro-
posed approaches solve this unstability, and allows
us to train expressive classifiers such as the PCNN
model (Zeng et al., 2015).

3 Model description

Our model focuses on extracting the relation be-
tween two entities in textual data, and assumes that
a recognition tool has identified named entities in
the text. Furthermore, like most works on relation
extraction, we limit ourselves to binary relations
and therefore consider sentences with two tagged
entities, as shown in Figure 1.

To provide a supervision signal to our rela-
tion classifier, we follow Marcheggiani and Titov
(2016) and use a fill-in-the-blank task, i.e. “The
sole1 was the currency of ? e2 between 1863 and
1985.”. To correctly fill in the blank, we could
directly learn to predict the missing entity, but in
this case we would not be able to learn a relation
classifier. Instead, we want to first learn that this
sentence expresses the semantic relation “currency
used by” before using this information for a super-
vised task:

(i) We suppose that the relation can be predicted
by the text surrounding the two entities alone
(see Figure 1);

(ii) We then try to predict the missing entity
given the predicted relation and the other en-
tity – this gives the supervision signal.

These hypotheses lead to the following formula-

tion of the fill-in-the-blank task:

p(e−i | s, ei) =
∑

r

p(r | s)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(i) classifier

p(e−i | r, ei)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(ii) link predictor

(1)

where e1 and e2 are the two entities, s is the
text surrounding them and r is the relation link-
ing them. As the link predictor can consider either
entity, we use ei to designate the given entity, and
e−i = {e1, e2} \ {ei} the one to predict.

The relation classifier p(r | s) and link predictor
p(e−i | r, ei) are trained jointly to reconstruct a
missing entity, but the link predictor cannot access
the input sentence directly. Thus, all the required
information must be condensed into r, which acts
as a bottleneck. We advocate that this information
is the semantic relation between the two entities.

Note that Marcheggiani and Titov (2016) did
not make our first independence hypothesis. In-
stead, their classifier is conditioned on both ei and
e−i, strongly relying on the fact that r is an infor-
mation bottleneck.

In the following, we first describe the relation
classifier p(r | s) in section 3.1, before introduc-
ing the link predictor p(e−i | r, ei) in section 3.2.
Arguing that the resulting model is unstable, we
describe the two new RelDist losses in section 3.3.

3.1 Unsupervised Relation Classifier
Our model for p(r | s) follows current state-of-
the-art practices for supervised relation extraction
by using a piecewise convolutional neural network
(PCNN, Zeng et al., 2015). The input sentence can
be split into three parts separated by the two enti-
ties (see Figure 1). In a PCNN, the model outputs a
representation for each part of the sentence. These
are then combined to make a prediction. Figure 2
shows the network architecture that we now de-
scribe.

First, each word of s is mapped to a real-valued
vector. In this work, we use standard word embed-
ding, initialized with GloVe1 (Pennington et al.,
2014), and fine-tune them during training. Based
on those embeddings, a convolutional layer detects

16B.50d from https://nlp.stanford.edu/
projects/glove/
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Figure 2: Our relation extraction model. Its input is the sentence with the entities removed s =
{prefix, infix, suffix}. Each part is run through a convolutional layer to give a fixed-size representation, which
are then fed to a softmax layer to make a prediction.

patterns in subsequences of words. Then, a max-
pooling along the text length combines all features
into a fixed-size representation. Note that in our
architecture, we obtained better results by using
three distinct convolutions, one for each sentence
part (i.e. the weights are not shared). We then ap-
ply a non-linear function (tanh) and sum the three
vectors into a single representation for s. Finally,
this representation is fed to a softmax layer to pre-
dict the distribution over the relations. This distri-
bution can be plugged into equation (1). Denoting
fPCNN our classifier, we have:

p(r | s) = fPCNN(r; s, θPCNN)

where θPCNN are the parameters of the classifier.
Note that we can use the PCNN to predict the re-
lationship for any pair of entities appearing in any
sentence, since the input will be different for each
pair selected (see Figure 2).

3.2 Link Predictor

The purpose of the link predictor is to provide su-
pervision for the relation classifier. As such, it
needs to be differentiable. We follow Marcheg-
giani and Titov (2016) to model p(ei | r, e−i), and
use an energy-based formalism, where ψ(e1, r, e2)
is the energy associated with (e1, r, e2). The prob-
ability is obtained as follows:

p(e1 | r, e2) ∝ exp(ψ(e1, r, e2)) (2)

where ψ is expressed as the sum of two standard
relational learning models:

ψ(e1, r, e2) = uTe1Arue2︸ ︷︷ ︸
RESCAL

+ uTe1Br + uTe2Cr︸ ︷︷ ︸
Selectional Preferences

where u ∈ R|E|×m is an entity embedding ma-
trix, A ∈ R|R|×m×m is a three-way tensor encod-
ing the entities interaction andB,C ∈ R|R|×m are
two matrices encoding the preferences of each re-
lation of certain entities, and the hyper-parameter
m is the dimension of the embedded entities. The
function ψ also depends on the energy functions
parameters θψ = {A, B,C,u} that we omit for
legibility. RESCAL (Nickel et al., 2011) uses a bi-
linear tensor product to gauge the compatibility of
the two entities, whereas in the Selectional Pref-
erences model only the predisposition of an entity
to appear as the subject or object of a relation is
captured.

Negative Sampling

The number of entities being very large, the parti-
tion function of equation (2) cannot be efficiently
computed. To avoid the summation over the set of
entities, we follow Marcheggiani and Titov (2016)
and use negative sampling (Mikolov et al., 2013):
instead of training a softmax classifier, we train a
discriminator which tries to recognize real triplets
(D = 1) from fake ones (D = 0):

p(D = 1 | e1, e2, r) = σ (ψ(e1, r, e2))

where σ(x) = 1/(1 + exp(−x)) is the sigmoid
function. This model is then trained by generating
negative entities for each position and optimizing
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the negative log likelihood:

LLP = E
(e1,e2,s)∼χ
r∼fPCNN(s)

[
− 2 log σ (ψ(e1, r, e2))

−
k∑

j=1

E
e′∼E

[
log σ

(
−ψ(e1, r, e

′)
)]

−
k∑

j=1

E
e′∼E

[
log σ

(
−ψ(e′, r, e2)

)] ]

(3)
This loss is defined over the data distribution χ,
i.e. the samples (e1, e2, s) follow a uniform dis-
tribution over sentences tagged with two entities.
The distribution of the relation r for the sentence s
is then given by the classifier fPCNN(s), which cor-
responds to the

∑
r p(r | s) in equation (1). Fol-

lowing standard practice, during training, the ex-
pectation on negative entities is approximated by
sampling k random entities following the empiri-
cal entity distribution E for each position.

3.3 RelDist losses
Training the classifier through equation (3) alone
is very unstable and dependent on precise hyper-
parameter tuning. More precisely, according to
our early experiments, the training process usually
collapses into one of two regimes:

(P1) The classifier is very uncertain about which
relation is expressed and outputs a relation
following a uniform distribution ;

(P2) All sentences are classified as conveying the
same relation.

In both cases, the link predictor can do a good job
minimizing LLP by ignoring the output of the clas-
sifier, simply exploiting entities co-occurrences.
More precisely, many entities only appear in one
relationship with a single other entity. In this case,
the link predictor can easily ignore the relation-
ship r and predict the missing entity – and there is
a pressure for this as the classifier’s output is not
yet reliable at the beginning of the optimization
process.

This instability problem is particularly true
since the two components (classifier and link pre-
dictor) are strongly interdependent: the classifier
cannot be trained without a good link predictor,
which itself cannot take r into account without a
good classifier resulting in a bootstrap problem.
To overcome these pitfalls, we developed two ad-
ditional losses, that we now describe.

Skewness. Firstly, to encourage the classifier to
be confident in its output, we minimize the en-
tropy of the predicted relation distribution. This
addresses P1 by forcing the classifier toward out-
putting one-hot vectors for a given sentence using
the following loss:

LS = E(e1,e2,s)∼χ [H(R | e1, e2, s)] (4)

where R is the random variable corresponding to
the predicted relation. Following our first inde-
pendence hypothesis, the entropy of equation (4)
is equivalent to H(R | s).

Dispersion. Secondly, to ensure that the clas-
sifier predicts several relations, we minimize the
KL-divergence between the prior p(R) and the
uniform distribution U , that is:

LD = DKL(p(R) ‖U) (5)

Note that contrary to LS, in order to have a good
approximation of p(R), the loss LD measures the
un-conditionnal distribution over R, i.e. the dis-
tribution of predicted relations over all sentences.
This addresses P2 by forcing the classifier toward
predicting each class equally often over a set of
sentences.

To satisfactorily and jointly train the link pre-
dictor and the classifier, we use the two losses at
the same time, resulting in the final loss:

L = LLP + αLS + βLD (6)

where α and β are both positive hyper-parameters.
All three losses are defined over the real data

distribution, but in practice they are approximated
at the level of a mini-batch. First, both LLP and
LS can be computed for each sample indepen-
dently. To optimize LD however, we need to es-
timate p(R) at the mini-batch level, and maximize
the entropy of the mean predicted relation. For-
mally, let si for i = 1, . . . , B be the i-th sentence
in a batch of size B, we approximate LD as:

∑

r

(
B∑

i=1

fPCNN(r; si)

B

)
log

(
B∑

i=1

fPCNN(r; si)

B

)

Learning We optimize the empirical estimation
of (6), learning the PCNN parameters and word
embeddings θPCNN as well as the link predictor pa-
rameters and entity embeddings θψ jointly.
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Comparison to VAE When computing the loss
of the VAE model (Marcheggiani and Titov,
2016), aside from the reconstruction term LLP, the
following regularization term is derived:

LVAEreg = E(e1,e2,s)∼χ [−H(R | e1, e2, s)]

This term results from the KL between
p(R | e1, e2, s) and the uniform distribution.
Its purpose is to prevent the classifier from always
predicting the same relation, i.e. it has the same
purpose as our distance loss LD. However its
expression is equivalent to −LS, and indeed,
minimizing the opposite of our skewness loss
increases the entropy of the classifier output,
addressing P2. Yet, using LVAEreg = −LS alone,
draws the classifier into the other pitfall P1. This
causes a drop in performance, as we will show
experimentally.

4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets
To evaluate our model we use labeled datasets, the
labels being used for validation2 and evaluation.
The first dataset is the one of Marcheggiani and
Titov (2016), which is similar to the one used in
Yao et al. (2011). This dataset was built through
distant supervision (Mintz et al., 2009) by align-
ing sentences from the New York Times corpus
(NYT, Sandhaus, 2008) with Freebase (FB, Bol-
lacker et al., 2008) triplets. Several sentences were
filtered out based on features like the length of the
dependency path between the two entities, result-
ing in 2 million sentences with only 41,000 (2%)
of them labeled with one of 262 possible relations.
20% of the labeled sentences were set aside for
validation, the remaining 80% are used to compute
the final results.

We also extracted two datasets from T-REx (El-
sahar et al., 2017) which was built as an alignment
of Wikipedia with Wikidata (Vrandečić, 2012).
We only consider triplets where both entities ap-
pear in the same sentence. If a single sentence
contains multiple triplets, it will appear multiple
times in the dataset, each time with a different pair
of target entities. We built the first dataset DS by
extracting all triplets of T-REx where the two en-
tities are linked by a relation in Wikidata. This is
the usual distant supervision method. It resulted in
1189 relations and nearly 12 million sentences, all
of them labeled with a relation.

2As in other unsupervised RE papers.

In Wikidata, each relation is annotated with
a list of associated surface forms, for example
“shares border with” can be conveyed by “bor-
ders”, “adjacent to”, “next to”, etc. The second
dataset we built, SPO, only contains the sentences
where a surface form of the relation also appears,
resulting in 763,000 samples (6% of the unfiltered)
and 615 relations. This dataset still contains some
misalignment, but should nevertheless be easier
for models to extract the correct semantic relation.

4.2 Baseline and Model

We compare our model with two state-of-the-art
approaches, two generative rel-LDA models of
Yao et al. (2011) and the VAE model of Marcheg-
giani and Titov (2016).

The two rel-LDA models only differ by the
number of features considered. We use the 8
features listed in Marcheggiani and Titov (2016).
Rel-LDA uses the first 3 simplest features defined
in their paper, while rel-LDA1 is trained by itera-
tively adding more features until all 8 are used.

To assess our two main contributions individu-
ally, we evaluate the PCNN classifier and our ad-
ditional losses separately.

More precisely, we first study the effect of the
RelDist losses by looking at the differences be-
tween models optimizing LLP−αLS and the ones
optimizing LLP + αLS + βLD. Second, we study
the effect of the relation classifier by comparing
the feature-based classifier and the PCNN trained
with the same losses. We thus have four models:
March−LS (which corresponds to the model of
Marcheggiani and Titov (2016)), March+LS+LD,
PCNN−LS and PCNN+LS + LD.

All models are trained with 10 relation classes,
which, while lower than the number of true re-
lations, allows to compare faithfully the models
since the distribution of gold relations is very un-
balanced. For feature-based models, the size of the
features domain range from 1 to 10 million val-
ues depending on the dataset. We train our models
with Adam using L2 regularization on all param-
eters. To have a good estimation of p(R) in the
computation of LD, we use a batch size of 100.
Words embeddings are of size 50, entities embed-
dings of size m = 10. We sample k = 5 negative
samples to estimate LLP. Lastly, we set α = 0.01
and β = 0.02. All three datasets come with a val-
idation set, and following Marcheggiani and Titov
(2016), we used it for cross-validation to optimize
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Dataset
Model B3 V-measure

ARI
Classifier Reg. F1 Prec. Rec. F1 Hom. Comp.

NYT+FB

rel-LDA 29.1 24.8 35.2 30.0 26.1 35.1 13.3
rel-LDA1 36.9 30.4 47.0 37.4 31.9 45.1 24.2

March. −LS 35.2 23.8 67.1 27.0 18.6 49.6 18.7
PCNN −LS 27.6 24.3 31.9 24.7 21.2 29.6 15.7
March. LS + LD 37.5 31.1 47.4 38.7 32.6 47.8 27.6
PCNN LS + LD 39.4 32.2 50.7 38.3 32.2 47.2 33.8

T-REx SPO

rel-LDA 11.9 10.2 14.1 5.9 4.9 7.4 3.9
rel-LDA1 18.5 14.3 26.1 19.4 16.1 24.5 8.6

March. −LS 24.8 20.6 31.3 23.6 19.1 30.6 12.6
PCNN −LS 25.3 19.2 37.0 23.1 18.1 31.9 10.8
March. LS + LD 29.5 22.7 42.0 34.8 28.4 45.1 20.3
PCNN LS + LD 36.3 28.4 50.3 41.4 33.7 53.6 21.3

T-REx DS

rel-LDA 9.7 6.8 17.0 8.3 6.6 11.4 2.2
rel-LDA1 12.7 8.3 26.6 17.0 13.3 23.5 3.4

March. −LS 9.0 6.4 15.5 5.7 4.5 7.9 1.9
PCNN −LS 12.2 8.6 21.1 12.9 10.1 18.0 2.9
March. LS + LD 19.5 13.3 36.7 30.6 24.1 42.1 11.5
PCNN LS + LD 19.7 14.0 33.4 26.6 20.8 36.8 9.4

Table 1: Results (percentage) on our three datasets. The rel-LDA and rel-LDA1 models come from Yao et al.
(2011). The model of Marcheggiani and Titov (2016) is March −LS.

the B3F1 (described below).

4.3 Evaluation metrics

We used the B3 metric used in Yao et al. (2011)
and Marcheggiani and Titov (2016), and comple-
mented it with two more metrics commonly seen
in clustering task evaluation: V-measure (Rosen-
berg and Hirschberg, 2007) and ARI (Hubert and
Arabie, 1985), allowing us to capture the charac-
teristics of each approach more in detail.

To clearly describe the different metrics, we
propose a common probabilistic formulation of
those (in practice, they are estimated on the valida-
tion and test sets), and use the following notations.
Let X (or Y ) be a random variable corresponding
to a sentence. We denote c(X) the predicted clus-
ter of X and g(X) its conveyed gold relation.

B-cubed. The first metric we compute is a gen-
eralization of F1 for clustering tasks called B3

(Bagga and Baldwin, 1998). The B3 precision and
recall are defined as follows:

B3 Precision = E
X,Y

P (g(X) = g(Y ) | c(X) = c(Y ))

B3 Recall = E
X,Y

P (c(X) = c(Y ) | g(X) = g(Y ))

As precision and recall can be trivially maximized
by putting each sample in its own cluster or by
clustering all samples into a single class, the main
metric B3 F1 is defined as the harmonic mean of
precision and recall.

V-measure. We also consider an entropy-based
metric (Rosenberg and Hirschberg, 2007); this
metric is defined by the homogeneity and com-
pleteness, which are akin to B3 precision and re-
call, but rely on conditional entropy:

Homogeneity = 1−H (c(X) | g(X)) /H (c(X))
Completeness = 1−H (g(X) | c(X)) /H (g(X))

As B3, the V-measure is summarized by the F1
value. Compared to B3, the V-measure penalizes
small impurities in a relatively “pure” cluster more
harshly than in less pure ones. Symmetrically, it
penalizes more a degradation of a well clustered
relation than of a less well clustered one.

Adjusted Rand Index. Finally, the Rand Index
is defined as the probability that cluster and gold
assignments are compatible:

RI = E
X,Y

[P (c(X) = c(Y )⇔ g(X) = g(Y ))]

The Adjusted Rand Index (ARI, Hubert and Ara-
bie, 1985) is a normalization of the Rand Index
such that a random assignment has an ARI of 0,
and the maximum is 1. Compared to the previ-
ous metrics, ARI will be less sensitive to a dis-
crepancy between precision/homogeneity and re-
call/completeness since it is not an harmonic mean
of both.
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e1 located in e2 (16.4%)
e1 instance of e2 (15.0%)
e1 in country e2 (9.6%)
e2 instance of e1 (7.4%)
e1 shares border e2 (4.5%)
e2 shares border e1 (4.5%)
e2 located in e1 (4.4%)
e2 in country e1 (3.6%)
e1 cast member of e2 (2.7%)
e1 capital of e2 (1.6%)
e1 director of e2 (1.4%)
e1 has child e2 (1.2%)
e2 has child e1 (1.0%)
e1 member of e2 (0.9%)
e2 capital of e1 (0.9%)

rel-LDA1 March.− LS March. + LS + LD PCNN + LS + LD

Figure 3: Normalized contingency tables for the TREx SPO dataset. Each of the 10 columns corresponds to a
predicted relation cluster, which were sorted to ease comparison. The rows identify Wikidata relations sorted by
frequency in the TREx SPO corpus. The area of each square is proportional to the number of sentences in the
cell. The matrix was normalized so that each row sum to 1, thus it is more akin to a B3 per-item recall than a true
contingency table.

4.4 Results

The results reported in Table 1 are the average test
scores of three runs on the NYT+FB and T-REx
SPO datasets, using different random initialization
of the parameters – in practice the variance was
low enough so that reported results can be ana-
lyzed. We observe that regardless of the model
and metrics, the highest measures are obtained
on T-REx SPO, then NYT+FB and finally T-REx
DS. This was to be expected, since T-REx SPO
was built to be easy, and hard-to-process sentences
were filtered out of NYT+FB (Yao et al., 2011;
Marcheggiani and Titov, 2016). We also observe
that main metrics agree in general (B3, V-measure
and ARI) in most cases. Performing a PCA on
the measures, we observed that V-measure forms
a nearly-orthogonal axis to B3, and to lesser extent
ARI. Hence we can focus on B3 and V-measure in
our analysis.

We first measure the benefit of our RelDist
losses: on all datasets and metrics, the two mod-
els using +LS +LD are systematically better than
the ones using −LS alone: (1) The PCNN models
consistently gain between 7 and 11 points in B3

F1 from these additional losses; (2) The feature-
based classifier benefits from the RelDist losses to
a lesser extent, except on the T-REx DS dataset
on which the March−LS model without the RelD-
ist losses completely collapses – we hypothesize
that this dataset is too hard for the model given the
number of parameters to estimate.

We now restrict to discriminative models based
on +LS + LD. We note that both (March/PCNN)
exhibit better performances than generative ones
(Rel-LDA, Rel-LDA1) with a difference ranging

from 2.5/0.6 (NYT, for March/PCNN) to 11/17.8
(on SPO). However, the advantage of PCNN over
feature-based classifier is not completely clear.
While the PCNN version has a systematically bet-
ter B3 F1 on all datasets (∆ of 0.2/1.9/6.8 respec-
tively for DS/NYT/SPO), the V-measure decreases
by 0.4/4.0 on respectively NYT/DS, and ARI by
2.1 on DS. As B3 F1 was used for validation, this
shows that the PCNN models overfit this metric by
polluting relatively clean clusters with unrelated
sentences or degrades well clustered gold relations
by splitting them within two clusters.

4.5 Qualitative Analysis

Since all the metrics agree on the SPO dataset, we
plot the contingency tables of our models in Fig-
ure 3. Each row is labeled with the gold Wiki-
data relation extracted through distant supervision.
Since relations are generally not symmetric, each
Wikidata relation appears twice in the table, once
for each disposition of the entities in the sentence.
This is particularly problematic with symmetric
relations like “shares border” which are two dif-
ferent gold relations that actually convey the same
semantic.

To interpret Figure 3, we have to see whether a
predicted cluster (column) contains different gold
relations – paying attention to the fact that the
most important gold relations are listed in the top
rows (the top 5 relations account for 50% of sen-
tences). The first thing to notice is that the con-
tingency tables of both models using our RelD-
ist losses are sparser (for each columnn), which
means that our models better separate relations
from each other. We observe that March−LS is
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affected by the pitfall P1 (uniform distribution)
for many gold clusters. The −LS loss forces the
classifier to be uncertain about which relation is
expressed, translating into a dense contingency ta-
ble and resulting in poor performances. The Rel-
LDA1 model is even worse, and fails to identify
clear clusters, showing the limitations of a purely
generative approach that might focus on clusters
not linked with any relation.

Focusing on our proposed model, PCNN+LS +
LD (rightmost figure), we looked at two different
mistakes. The first is a gold cluster divided in two
(low recall). When looking at clusters 0 and 1, we
did not find any recognizable pattern. Moreover,
the corresponding link predictor parameters are
very similar. This seems to be a limitation of the
distance loss: splitting a large cluster in two may
improve LD but worsen all the evaluation metrics.
The model is then penalized by the fact that it lost
one slot to transmit information between the clas-
sifier and the link predictor. The second type of
mistake is when a predicted cluster corresponds to
two gold ones (low precision). Here, most of the
mistakes seem understandable: "shares border" is
symmetric (cluster 7), “located in” and “in coun-
try” (cluster 8) or “cast member” and “director of”
(cluster 9) are clearly related.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we show that discriminative rela-
tion extraction models can be trained efficiently
on unlabeled datasets. Unsupervised relation ex-
traction models tends to produce impure clusters
by enforcing a uniformity constrain at the level of
a single sample. We proposed two losses (named
RelDist) to effectively train expressive relation ex-
traction models by enforcing the distribution over
relations to be uniform – note that other target dis-
tributions could be used. In particular, we were
able to successfully train a deep neural network
classifier that only performed well in a supervised
setting so far. We demonstrated the effectiveness
of our RelDist losses on three datasets and show-
cased its effect on cluster purity.

Future work will investigate more complex and
recent neural network models such as Devlin et al.
(2018), as well as alternative losses. In particu-
lar, while forcing an uniform distribution with the
distance loss LD might be meaningful with a low
number of predicted clusters, it might not gener-
alize to larger number of relations. Preliminary

experiments seem to indicate that this can be ad-
dressed by replacing the uniform distribution in
equation 5 with the empirical distribution of the
relations in the validation set, or any other appro-
priate law if no validation set is available.
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Abstract

Distantly supervised relation extraction is
widely used to extract relational facts from
text, but suffers from noisy labels. Current re-
lation extraction methods try to alleviate the
noise by multi-instance learning and by pro-
viding supporting linguistic and contextual in-
formation to more efficiently guide the relation
classification. While achieving state-of-the-art
results, we observed these models to be biased
towards recognizing a limited set of relations
with high precision, while ignoring those in
the long tail. To address this gap, we utilize a
pre-trained language model, the OpenAI Gen-
erative Pre-trained Transformer (GPT) (Rad-
ford et al., 2018). The GPT and similar mod-
els have been shown to capture semantic and
syntactic features, and also a notable amount
of “common-sense” knowledge, which we hy-
pothesize are important features for recogniz-
ing a more diverse set of relations. By extend-
ing the GPT to the distantly supervised set-
ting, and fine-tuning it on the NYT10 dataset,
we show that it predicts a larger set of distinct
relation types with high confidence. Manual
and automated evaluation of our model shows
that it achieves a state-of-the-art AUC score of
0.422 on the NYT10 dataset, and performs es-
pecially well at higher recall levels.

1 Introduction

Relation extraction (RE), defined as the task
of identifying the relationship between concepts
mentioned in text, is a key component of many
natural language processing applications, such
as knowledge base population (Ji and Grishman,
2011) and question answering (Yu et al., 2017).
Distant supervision (Mintz et al., 2009; Hoffmann
et al., 2011) is a popular approach to heuristically
generate labeled data for training RE systems by
aligning entity tuples in text with known relation
instances from a knowledge base, but suffers from

Figure 1: Distant supervision generates noisily labeled
relation mentions by aligning entity tuples in a text cor-
pus with relation instances from a knowledge base.

noisy labels and incomplete knowledge base in-
formation (Min et al., 2013; Fan et al., 2014). Fig-
ure 1 shows an example of three sentences labeled
with an existing KB relation, two of which are
false positives and do not actually express the re-
lation.

Current state-of-the-art RE methods try to ad-
dress these challenges by applying multi-instance
learning methods (Mintz et al., 2009; Surdeanu
et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2016) and guiding the
model by explicitly provided semantic and syn-
tactic knowledge, e.g. part-of-speech tags (Zeng
et al., 2014) and dependency parse informa-
tion (Surdeanu et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2018b).
Recent methods also utilize side information,
e.g. paraphrases, relation aliases, and entity
types (Vashishth et al., 2018). However, we ob-
serve that these models are often biased towards
recognizing a limited set of relations with high
precision, while ignoring those in the long tail (see
Section 5.2).

Deep language representations, e.g. those
learned by the Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017)
via language modeling (Radford et al., 2018),
have been shown to implicitly capture useful se-
mantic and syntactic properties of text solely by
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unsupervised pre-training (Peters et al., 2018),
as demonstrated by state-of-the-art performance
on a wide range of natural language processing
tasks (Vaswani et al., 2017; Peters et al., 2018;
Radford et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2018), in-
cluding supervised relation extraction (Alt et al.,
2019). Radford et al. (2019) even found lan-
guage models to perform fairly well on answer-
ing open-domain questions without being trained
on the actual task, suggesting they capture a lim-
ited amount of “common-sense” knowledge. We
hypothesize that pre-trained language models pro-
vide a stronger signal for distant supervision, bet-
ter guiding relation extraction based on the knowl-
edge acquired during unsupervised pre-training.
Replacing explicit linguistic and side-information
with implicit features improves domain and lan-
guage independence and could increase the diver-
sity of the recognized relations.

In this paper, we introduce a Distantly Super-
vised Transformer for Relation Extraction (DIS-
TRE). We extend the standard Transformer archi-
tecture by a selective attention mechanism to han-
dle multi-instance learning and prediction, which
allows us to fine-tune the pre-trained Transformer
language model directly on the distantly super-
vised RE task. This minimizes explicit feature
extraction and reduces the risk of error accumu-
lation. In addition, the self-attentive architec-
ture allows the model to efficiently capture long-
range dependencies and the language model to
utilize knowledge about the relation between en-
tities and concepts acquired during unsupervised
pre-training. Our model achieves a state-of-the-art
AUC score of 0.422 on the NYT10 dataset, and
performs especially well at higher recall levels,
when compared to competitive baseline models.

We selected the GPT as our language model be-
cause of its fine-tuning efficiency and reasonable
hardware requirements, compared to e.g. LSTM-
based language models (Ruder and Howard, 2018;
Peters et al., 2018) or BERT (Devlin et al., 2018).
The contributions of this paper can be summarized
as follows:

• We extend the GPT to handle bag-level,
multi-instance training and prediction for dis-
tantly supervised datasets, by aggregating
sentence-level information with selective at-
tention to produce bag-level predictions (§ 3).

• We evaluate our fine-tuned language model
on the NYT10 dataset and show that it

achieves a state-of-the-art AUC compared
to RESIDE (Vashishth et al., 2018) and
PCNN+ATT (Lin et al., 2016) in held-out
evaluation (§ 4, § 5.1).

• We follow up on these results with a manual
evaluation of ranked predictions, demonstrat-
ing that our model predicts a more diverse set
of relations and performs especially well at
higher recall levels (§ 5.2).

• We make our code publicly available
at https://github.com/DFKI-NLP/
DISTRE.

2 Transformer Language Model

This section reviews the Transformer language
model as introduced by Radford et al. (2018). We
first define the Transformer-Decoder (Section 2.1),
followed by an introduction on how contextual-
ized representations are learned with a language
modeling objective (Section 2.2).

2.1 Transformer-Decoder
The Transformer-Decoder (Liu et al., 2018a),
shown in Figure 2, is a decoder-only variant of the
original Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017). Like
the original Transformer, the model repeatedly en-
codes the given input representations over mul-
tiple layers (i.e., Transformer blocks), consisting
of masked multi-head self-attention followed by
a position-wise feedforward operation. In contrast
to the original decoder blocks this version contains
no form of unmasked self-attention since there are
no encoder blocks. This is formalized as follows:

h0 = TWe +Wp

hl = tf block(hl−1) ∀ l ∈ [1, L]
(1)

Where T is a matrix of one-hot row vectors of the
token indices in the sentence, We is the token em-
bedding matrix, Wp is the positional embedding
matrix, L is the number of Transformer blocks,
and hl is the state at layer l. Since the Trans-
former has no implicit notion of token positions,
the first layer adds a learned positional embedding
ep ∈ Rd to each token embedding ept ∈ Rd at po-
sition p in the input sequence. The self-attentive
architecture allows an output state hpl of a block to
be informed by all input states hl−1, which is key
to efficiently model long-range dependencies. For
language modeling, however, self-attention must
be constrained (masked) not to attend to positions
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Figure 2: Transformer-Block architecture and training
objectives. A Transformer-Block is applied at each of
the L layers to produce states h1 to hL. After encoding
each sentence in a bag into its representation si, selec-
tive attention informs the relation classifier with a rep-
resentation aggregated over all sentences [s1, . . . , sn].

ahead of the current token. For a more exhaus-
tive description of the architecture, we refer read-
ers to Vaswani et al. (2017) and the excellent guide
“The Annotated Transformer”.1

2.2 Unsupervised Pre-training of Language
Representations

Given a corpus C = {c1, . . . , cn} of tokens ci, the
language modeling objective maximizes the like-
lihood

L1(C) =
∑

i

logP (ci|ci−1, . . . , ci−k; θ), (2)

where k is the context window considered for pre-
dicting the next token ci via the conditional proba-
bility P . The distribution over the target tokens is
modeled using the previously defined Transformer
model as follows:

P (c) = softmax(hLW
T
e ), (3)

where hL is the sequence of states after the final
layer L,We is the embedding matrix, and θ are the
model parameters that are optimized by stochastic
gradient descent. This results in a probability dis-
tribution for each token in the input sequence.

3 Multi-Instance Learning with the
Transformer

This section introduces our extension to the orig-
inal transformer architecture, enabling bag-level

1http://nlp.seas.harvard.edu/2018/04/
03/attention.html

multi-instance learning on distantly supervised
datasets (Section 3.1), followed by a description
of our task-specific input representation for rela-
tion extraction (Section 3.2).

3.1 Distantly Supervised Fine-tuning on
Relation Extraction

After pre-training with the objective in Eq. 2,
the language model is fine-tuned on the relation
extraction task. We assume a labeled dataset
D = {(xi, headi, taili, ri)}Ni=1, where each ex-
ample consists of an input sequence of tokens
xi = [x1, . . . , xm], the positions headi and taili
of the relation’s head and tail entity in the se-
quence of tokens, and the corresponding relation
label ri, assigned by distant supervision. Due to
its noisy annotation, label ri is an unreliable tar-
get for training. Instead, the relation classification
is applied on a bag level, representing each entity
pair (head, tail) as a set S = {x1, . . . , xn} con-
sisting of all sentences that contain the entity pair.
A set representation s is then derived as a weighted
sum over the individual sentence representations:

s =
∑

i

αisi, (4)

where αi is the weight assigned to the correspond-
ing sentence representation si. A sentence rep-
resentation is obtained by feeding the token se-
quence xi of a sentence to the pre-trained model
and using the last state hmL of the final state repre-
sentation hL as its representation si. The set rep-
resentation s is then used to inform the relation
classifier.

We use selective attention (Lin et al., 2016),
shown in Figure 2, as our approach for aggregat-
ing a bag-level representation s based on the indi-
vidual sentence representations si. Compared to
average selection, where each sentence represen-
tation contributes equally to the bag-level repre-
sentation, selective attention learns to identify the
sentences with features most clearly expressing a
relation, while de-emphasizing those that contain
noise. The weight αi is obtained for each sentence
by comparing its representation against a learned
relation representation r:

αi =
exp(sir)∑n
j=1 exp(sjr)

(5)

To compute the output distribution P (l) over re-
lation labels, a linear layer followed by a softmax
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is applied to s:

P (l|S, θ) = softmax(Wrs+ b), (6)

where Wr is the representation matrix of relations
r and b ∈ Rdr is a bias vector. During fine-tuning
we want to optimize the following objective:

L2(D) =
|S|∑

i=1

logP (li|Si, θ) (7)

According to Radford et al. (2018), introducing
language modeling as an auxiliary objective dur-
ing fine-tuning improves generalization and leads
to faster convergence. Therefore, our final objec-
tive combines Eq. 2 and Eq. 7:

L(D) = λ ∗ L1(D) + L2(D), (8)

where the scalar value λ is the weight of the lan-
guage model objective during fine-tuning.

3.2 Input Representation
Our input representation (see Figure 3) encodes
each sentence as a sequence of tokens. To make
use of sub-word information, we tokenize the in-
put text using byte pair encoding (BPE) (Sennrich
et al., 2016). The BPE algorithm creates a vocabu-
lary of sub-word tokens, starting with single char-
acters. Then, the algorithm iteratively merges the
most frequently co-occurring tokens into a new to-
ken until a predefined vocabulary size is reached.
For each token, we obtain its input representation
by summing over the corresponding token embed-
ding and positional embedding.

While the model is pre-trained on plain text sen-
tences, relation extraction requires a structured in-
put, namely a sentence and relation arguments. To
avoid task-specific changes to the architecture, we
adopt a traversal-style approach similar to Radford
et al. (2018). The structured, task-specific input is
converted to an ordered sequence to be directly fed
to the model without architectural changes. Fig-
ure 3 provides a visual illustration of the input for-
mat. It starts with the tokens of the head and tail
entity, separated by delimiters, followed by the to-
ken sequence of the sentence containing the en-
tity pair, and ends with a special classification to-
ken. The classification token signals the model
to generate a sentence representation for relation
classification. Since our model processes the in-
put left-to-right, we add the relation arguments to
the beginning, to bias the attention mechanism to-
wards their token representation while processing
the sentence’s token sequence.

est

e5

eche

e4

e[sep]

e3

ekey

e2

e[strt]

e1

+

h0

h1

e[sep]

e6

byte pair emb.

positional 
emb.

+ + + + +

...

...

[strt] key [sep] chest [sep] The key ... chest [clf]

Figure 3: Relation extraction requires a structured input
for fine-tuning, with special delimiters to assign differ-
ent meanings to parts of the input. The input embed-
ding h0 is created by summing over the positional em-
bedding and the byte pair embedding for each token.
States hl are obtained by self-attending over the states
of the previous layer hl−1.

4 Experiment Setup

In the following section we describe our ex-
perimental setup. We run our experiments
on the distantly supervised NYT10 dataset and
use PCNN+ATTN (Lin et al., 2016) and RE-
SIDE (Vashishth et al., 2018) as the state-of-the-
art baselines.

The piecewise convolutional neural network
(PCNN) segments each input sentence into parts
to the left, middle, and right of the entity pair, fol-
lowed by convolutional encoding and selective at-
tention to inform the relation classifier with a bag-
level representation. RESIDE, on the other hand,
uses a bidirectional gated recurrent unit (GRU) to
encode the input sentence, followed by a graph
convolutional neural network (GCN) to encode the
explicitly provided dependency parse tree infor-
mation. This is then combined with named entity
type information to obtain a sentence representa-
tion that can be aggregated via selective attention
and forwarded to the relation classifier.

4.1 NYT10 Dataset

The NYT10 dataset by Riedel et al. (2010) is a
standard benchmark for distantly supervised rela-
tion extraction. It was generated by aligning Free-
base relations with the New York Times corpus,
with the years 2005–2006 reserved for training
and 2007 for testing. We use the version of the
dataset pre-processed by Lin et al. (2016), which
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is openly accessible online.2 The training data
contains 522,611 sentences, 281,270 entity pairs
and 18,252 relational facts. The test data contains
172,448 sentences, 96,678 entity pairs and 1,950
relational facts. There are 53 relation types, in-
cluding NA if no relation holds for a given sen-
tence and entity pair. Per convention we report
Precision@N (precision scores for the top 100, top
200, and top 300 extracted relation instances) and
a plot of the precision-recall curves. Since the test
data is also generated via distant supervision, and
can only provide an approximate measure of the
performance, we also report P@100, P@200, and
P@300 based on a manual evaluation.

4.2 Pre-training
Since pre-training is computationally expensive,
and our main goal is to show its effectiveness by
fine-tuning on the distantly supervised relation ex-
traction task, we reuse the language model3 pub-
lished by Radford et al. (2018) for our experi-
ments. The model was trained on the BooksCor-
pus (Zhu et al., 2015), which contains around
7,000 unpublished books with a total of more than
800M words of different genres. The model con-
sists of L = 12 decoder blocks with 12 atten-
tion heads and 768 dimensional states, and a feed-
forward layer of 3072 dimensional states. We
reuse the byte-pair encoding vocabulary of this
model, but extend it with task-specific tokens (e.g.,
start, end, delimiter).

4.3 Hyperparameters
During our experiments we found the hyperpa-
rameters for fine-tuning, reported in Radford et al.
(2018), to be very effective. We used the Adam
optimization scheme (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with
β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999, a batch size of 8, a learn-
ing rate of 6.25e-5, and a linear learning rate de-
cay schedule with warm-up over 0.2% of training
updates. We trained the model for 3 epochs and
applied residual and attention dropout with a rate
of 0.1, and classifier dropout with a rate of 0.2.

5 Results

This section presents our experimental results. We
compare DISTRE to other works on the NYT10
dataset, and show that it recognizes a more diverse

2https://drive.google.com/file/d/
1eSGYObt-SRLccvYCsWaHx1ldurp9eDN_

3https://github.com/openai/
finetune-transformer-lm
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Figure 4: Precision-Recall curve on the NYT dataset.
Our method (DISTRE) shows a more balanced perfor-
mance across relations, especially in the long tail. †
marks results reported by Vashishth et al. (2018). ‡ in-
dicates results we obtained with the OpenNRE4 imple-
mentation.

set of relations, while still achieving state-of-the-
art AUC. Even without explicitly provided side in-
formation and linguistic features.

5.1 Held-out Evaluation

Table 1 shows the results of our model on the
held-out dataset. DISTRE with selective atten-
tion achieves a new state-of-the-art AUC value
of 0.422. The precision-recall curve in Fig-
ure 4 shows that it outperforms RESIDE and
PCNN+ATT at higher recall levels, while preci-
sion is lower for top predicted relation instances.
The results of the PCNN+ATT model indicate that
its performance is only better in the very beginning
of the curve, but its precision drops early and only
achieves an AUC value of 0.341. Similar, RE-
SIDE performs better in the beginning but drops
in precision after a recall-level of approximately
0.25. This suggests that our method yields a more
balanced overall performance, which we believe is
important in many real-world applications.

Table 1 also shows detailed precision values
measured at different points along the P-R curve.
We again can observe that while DISTRE has
lower precision for the top 500 predicted relation
instances, it shows a state-of-the-art precision of
60.2% for the top 1000 and continues to perform
higher for the remaining, much larger part of the
predictions.

4https://github.com/thunlp/OpenNRE
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System AUC P@100 P@200 P@300 P@500 P@1000 P@2000

Mintz† 0.107 52.3 50.2 45.0 39.7 33.6 23.4
PCNN+ATT‡ 0.341 73.0 68.0 67.3 63.6 53.3 40.0
RESIDE† 0.415 81.8 75.4 74.3 69.7 59.3 45.0
DISTRE 0.422 68.0 67.0 65.3 65.0 60.2 47.9

Table 1: Precision evaluated automatically for the top rated relation instances. † marks results reported in the
original paper. ‡ marks our results using the OpenNRE implementation.

5.2 Manual Evaluation and Analysis

Since automated evaluation on a distantly super-
vised, held-out dataset does not reflect the actual
performance of the models given false positive la-
bels and incomplete knowledge base information,
we also evaluate all models manually. This also
allows us to gain a better understanding of the
difference of the models in terms of their predic-
tions. To this end, three human annotators manu-
ally rated the top 300 predicted relation instances
for each model. Annotators were asked to label a
predicted relation as correct only if it expressed a
true fact at some point in time (e.g., for a /busi-
ness/person/company relationship, a person may
have worked for a company in the past, but not
currently), and if at least one sentence clearly ex-
pressed this relation, either via a syntactic pattern
or via an indicator phrase.

Table 2 shows the P@100, P@200, P@300 and
average precision scores, averaged over all anno-
tators. PCNN+ATT has the highest average preci-
sion at 94.3%, 3% higher than the 91.2% of RE-
SIDE and 5% higher than our model. However,
we see that this is mainly due to PCNN+ATT’s
very high P@100 and P@200 scores. For P@300,
all models have very similar precision scores.
PCNN+ATT’s scores decrease considerably, re-
flecting the overall trend of its PR curve, whereas
RESIDE’s and DISTRE’s manual precision scores
remain at approximately the same level. Our
model’s precision scores for the top rated predic-
tions are around 2% lower than those of RESIDE,
confirming the results of the held-out evaluation.
Manual inspection of DISTRE’s output shows
that most errors among the top predictions arise
from wrongly labeled /location/country/capital in-
stances, which the other models do not predict
among the top 300 relations.

Table 3 shows the distribution over rela-
tion types for the top 300 predictions of the
different models. We see that DISTRE’s

top predictions encompass 10 distinct rela-
tion types, more than the other two mod-
els, with /location/location/contains and /peo-
ple/person/nationality contributing 67% of the
predictions. Compared to PCNN+ATT and RE-
SIDE, DISTRE predicts additional relation types,
such as e.g. /people/person/place lived (e.g., ”Sen.
PER, Republican/Democrat of LOC”) and /lo-
cation/neighborhood/neighborhood of (e.g., ”the
LOC neighborhood/area of LOC”), with high con-
fidence.

RESIDE’s top 300 predictions cover a
smaller range of 7 distinct relation types,
but also focus on /location/location/contains
and /people/person/nationality (82% of the
model’s predictions). RESIDE’s top predictions
include e.g. the additional relation types /busi-
ness/company/founders (e.g., ”PER, the founder
of ORG”) and /people/person/children (e.g.,
”PER, the daughter/son of PER”).

PCNN+ATT’s high-confidence predic-
tions are strongly biased towards a very
small set of only four relation types. Of
these, /location/location/contains and /peo-
ple/person/nationality together make up 91%
of the top 300 predictions. Manual inspection
shows that for these relations, the PCNN+ATT
model picks up on entity type signals and ba-
sic syntactic patterns, such as ”LOC, LOC”
(e.g., ”Berlin, Germany”) and ”LOC in LOC”
(”Green Mountain College in Vermont”) for /lo-
cation/location/contains, and ”PER of LOC”
(”Stephen Harper of Canada”) for /peo-
ple/person/nationality. This suggests that the
PCNN model ranks short and simple patterns
higher than more complex patterns where the
distance between the arguments is larger. The two
other models, RESIDE and DISTRE, also identify
and utilize these syntactic patterns.

Table 4 lists some of the more challenging
sentence-level predictions that our system cor-
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System P@100 P@200 P@300 Avg Prec

PCNN+ATT 97.3 94.7 90.8 94.3
RESIDE 91.3 91.2 91.0 91.2
DISTRE 88.0 89.8 89.2 89.0

Table 2: Precision evaluated manually for the top 300 relation instances, averaged across 3 human annotators.

relation DIS RES PCNN

location/contains 168 182 214
person/nationality 32 65 59
person/company 31 26 19
person/place lived 22 – –
country/capital 17 – –
admin div/country 13 12 6
neighborhood/nbhd of 10 3 2
location/team 3 – –
company/founders 2 6 –
team/location 2 – –
person/children – 6 –

Table 3: Distribution over the top 300 predicted
relations for each method. DISTRE achieves per-
formance comparable to RESIDE, while predict-
ing a more diverse set of relations with high con-
fidence. PCNN+ATT shows a strong focus on
two relations: /location/location/contains and /peo-
ple/person/nationality.

rectly classified.

6 Related Work

Relation Extraction Initial work in RE uses
statistical classifiers or kernel based methods
in combination with discrete syntactic features,
such as part-of-speech and named entities tags,
morphological features, and WordNet hyper-
nyms (Mintz et al., 2009; Hendrickx et al., 2010).
These methods have been superseded by sequence
based methods, including recurrent (Socher et al.,
2012; Zhang and Wang, 2015) and convolutional
neural networks (Zeng et al., 2014, 2015). Conse-
quently, discrete features have been replaced by
distributed representations of words and syntac-
tic features (Turian et al., 2010; Pennington et al.,
2014). Xu et al. (2015a,b) integrated shortest de-
pendency path (SDP) information into a LSTM-
based relation classification model. Considering
the SDP is useful for relation classification, be-
cause it focuses on the action and agents in a sen-
tence (Bunescu and Mooney, 2005; Socher et al.,

2014). Zhang et al. (2018b) established a new
state-of-the-art for relation extraction on the TA-
CRED dataset by applying a combination of prun-
ing and graph convolutions to the dependency
tree. Recently, Verga et al. (2018) extended the
Transformer architecture by a custom architecture
for supervised biomedical named entity and rela-
tion extraction. In comparison, we fine-tune pre-
trained language representations and only require
distantly supervised annotation labels.

Distantly Supervised Relation Extraction
Early distantly supervised approaches (Mintz
et al., 2009) use multi-instance learning (Riedel
et al., 2010) and multi-instance multi-label
learning (Surdeanu et al., 2012; Hoffmann et al.,
2011) to model the assumption that at least one
sentence per relation instance correctly expresses
the relation. With the increasing popularity
of neural networks, PCNN (Zeng et al., 2014)
became the most widely used architecture, with
extensions for multi-instance learning (Zeng
et al., 2015), selective attention (Lin et al., 2016;
Han et al., 2018), adversarial training (Wu et al.,
2017; Qin et al., 2018), noise models (Luo
et al., 2017), and soft labeling (Liu et al., 2017;
Wang et al., 2018). Recent work showed graph
convolutions (Vashishth et al., 2018) and capsule
networks (Zhang et al., 2018a), previously applied
to the supervised setting (Zhang et al., 2018b),
to be also applicable in a distantly supervised
setting. In addition, linguistic and semantic
background knowledge is helpful for the task, but
the proposed systems typically rely on explicit
features, such as dependency trees, named entity
types, and relation aliases (Vashishth et al.,
2018; Yaghoobzadeh et al., 2017), or task- and
domain-specific pre-training (Liu et al., 2018b;
He et al., 2018), whereas our method only relies
on features captured by a language model during
unsupervised pre-training.

Language Representations and Transfer
Learning Deep language representations have
shown to be an effective form of unsupervised
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Sentence Relation

Mr. Snow asked, referring to Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, Iran’s supreme
leader, and Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, Iran’s president.

/people/person/nationality

In Oklahoma, the Democratic governor, Brad Henry, vetoed legisla-
tion Wednesday that would ban state facilities and workers from per-
forming abortions except to save the life of the pregnant woman.

/people/person/place lived

Jakarta also boasts of having one of the oldest golf courses in Asia,
Rawamangun , also known as the Jakarta Golf Club.

/location/location/contains

Cities like New York grow in their unbuilding: demolition tends to pre-
cede development, most urgently and particularly in Lower Manhat-
tan, where New York City began.

/location/location/contains

Table 4: Examples of challenging relation mentions. These examples benefit from the ability to capture more
complex features. Relation arguments are marked in bold.

pre-training. Peters et al. (2018) introduced
embeddings from language models (ELMo), an
approach to learn contextualized word representa-
tions by training a bidirectional LSTM to optimize
a disjoint bidirectional language model objective.
Their results show that replacing static pre-trained
word vectors (Mikolov et al., 2013; Pennington
et al., 2014) with contextualized word represen-
tations significantly improves performance on
various natural language processing tasks, such
as semantic similarity, coreference resolution,
and semantic role labeling. Ruder and Howard
(2018) found language representations learned
by unsupervised language modeling to signifi-
cantly improve text classification performance,
to prevent overfitting, and to increase sample
efficiency. Radford et al. (2018) demonstrated
that general-domain pre-training and task-specific
fine-tuning, which our model is based on, achieves
state-of-the-art results on several question an-
swering, text classification, textual entailment,
and semantic similarity tasks. Devlin et al. (2018)
further extended language model pre-training by
introducing a slot-filling objective to jointly train
a bidirectional language model. Most recently
(Radford et al., 2019) found that considerably
increasing the size of language models results in
even better generalization to downstream tasks,
while still underfitting large text corpora.

7 Conclusion

We proposed DISTRE, a Transformer which we
extended with an attentive selection mechanism
for the multi-instance learning scenario, common

in distantly supervised relation extraction. While
DISTRE achieves a lower precision for the 300 top
ranked predictions, we observe a state-of-the-art
AUC and an overall more balanced performance,
especially for higher recall values. Similarly, our
approach predicts a larger set of distinct relation
types with high confidence among the top predic-
tions. In contrast to RESIDE, which uses explic-
itly provided side information and linguistic fea-
tures, our approach only utilizes features implic-
itly captured in pre-trained language representa-
tions. This allows for an increased domain and
language independence, and an additional error re-
duction because pre-processing can be omitted.

In future work, we want to further investigate
the extent of syntactic structure captured in deep
language language representations. Because of
its generic architecture, DISTRE allows for inte-
gration of additional contextual information, e.g.
background knowledge about entities and rela-
tions, which could also prove useful to further im-
prove performance.
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Abstract

Distant supervision is widely used in rela-
tion classification in order to create large-scale
training data by aligning a knowledge base
with an unlabeled corpus. However, it also
introduces amounts of noisy labels where a
contextual sentence actually does not express
the labeled relation. In this paper, we propose
ARNOR, a novel Attention Regularization
based NOise Reduction framework for distant
supervision relation classification. ARNOR
assumes that a trustable relation label should
be explained by the neural attention model.
Specifically, our ARNOR framework itera-
tively learns an interpretable model and uti-
lizes it to select trustable instances. We first
introduce attention regularization to force the
model to pay attention to the patterns which
explain the relation labels, so as to make the
model more interpretable. Then, if the learned
model can clearly locate the relation patterns
of a candidate instance in training set, we will
select it as a trustable instance for further train-
ing step. According to the experiments on
NYT data, our ARNOR framework achieves
significant improvements over state-of-the-art
methods in both relation classification perfor-
mance and noise reduction effect.

1 Introduction

Relation Classification (RC) is a fundamental task
in natural language processing (NLP) and is par-
ticularly important for knowledge base construc-
tion. The goal of RC (Zelenko et al., 2003) is to
identify the relation type of a given entity pair in
a sentence. Generally, a relation should be ex-
plicitly expressed by some clue words. See the
first sentence in Figure 1. The phrase “was born
in” explains the relation type “place of birth” for
“Bill Lockyer” and “California”. Such indicating
words is called patterns (Hearst, 1992; Hamon and
Nazarenko, 2001).

knowledge database

sentences

Relation

place_of_birth CaliforniaBill Lockyer

Entity 1 Entity 2

Bill Lockyer was born in California

Bill Lockyer is an attorney general of California

place_of_birth

place_of_birth

Align

Figure 1: Two relation instances generated by distant
supervision. The bold words “was born in” in s1 is the
pattern that explains the relation type “place of birth”.
Hence, this instance is correctly labeled. However, the
second instance is noisy due to the lack of correspond-
ing relation pattern.
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Figure 2: Average attention weights of BiLSTM+ATT
model across five parts in the sentences on our test set.
This model is trained using noisy data generated by dis-
tant supervision. It mainly pays attention to the input
entity pair and ignores other words which might ex-
press the real relation. It also happens in Figure 1.
This result comes from the fact that DS method only
depends on entities for labeling data.

In order to cheaply obtain a large amount of la-
beled RC training data, Distant Supervision (DS)
(Mintz et al., 2009) was proposed to automati-
cally generate training data by aligning a knowl-
edge base with an unlabeled corpus. It is built on
a weak assumption that if an entity pair have a re-
lationship in a knowledge base, all sentences that
contain this pair will express the corresponding re-
lation.

Unfortunately, DS obviously brings plenty of
noisy data, which may significantly reduce the
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performance of an RC model. There may be no
explicit relation pattern for identifying the rela-
tion. See the second sentence in Figure 1 for ex-
ample. Mintz et al. (2009) reports that distant su-
pervision may lead to more than 30% noisy in-
stances. On the other hand, based on these noisy
data, attention-based neural models often only at-
tend to entity words but fail to attend to patterns
(See Figure 2).

There are mainly three kinds of methods for
dealing with such noise problem. First, multi-
instance learning (Riedel et al., 2010; Lin et al.,
2016; Surdeanu et al., 2012; Zeng et al., 2015)
relaxes the DS assumption as at-least-one. In a
bag of sentences that mention the same entity pair,
it assumes that at least one sentence expresses
the relation. Multi-instance learning carries out
classification on bag-level and often fails to per-
form well on sentence-level prediction (Feng et al.,
2018b). Secondly, in order to reduce noise for
sentence-level prediction, researchers then resort
to reinforcement learning or adversarial training
to select trustable data (Feng et al., 2018b; Qin
et al., 2018a; Han et al., 2018; Xiangrong et al.,
2018; Qin et al., 2018b). This line of research
selects confident relation labels by matching the
predicted label of the learned model with DS-
generated label. As the model is also learned from
DS data, it might still fail when model predictions
and DS-generated labels are both wrong. The third
method relies on relation patterns. Pattern-based
extraction is widely used in information extrac-
tion (Hearst, 1992; Hamon and Nazarenko, 2001).
Among them, the generative model (Takamatsu
et al., 2012) directly models the labeling process
of DS and finds noisy patterns that mistakenly la-
bel a relation. Data programming (Ratner et al.,
2016, 2017) fuses DS-based labels and manual re-
lation patterns for reducing noise.

In this paper, we propose ARNOR, a novel at-
tention regularization based framework for noise
reduction. ARNOR aims to train a neural model
which is able to clearly explain the relation pat-
terns through Attention Regularization (AR), and
at the same time reduce noise based on an as-
sumption: the clearer the model explain the re-
lation in an instance, the more trustable this in-
stance is. Specifically, our ARNOR framework it-
eratively learns the interpretable model and selects
trustable instances. We first use attention regu-
larization on the neural model to focus on rela-

tion patterns (Section 3.4 will introduce the pat-
terns construction). Then, if the learned model can
dicover patterns for candidate instances, we will
select these candidates as correct labeled data for
further training step. These two steps are mutually
reinforced. The more interpretable the model is,
the better training data is selected, and vice versa.

In addition, most previous DS-based RC models
are evaluated approximately on the test set which
is split from the training set and thus is also full
of noisy data. We argue that this might not be the
best choice. Instead, we use a recently released
sentence-level test set (Ren et al., 2017) for evalu-
ation. However, there also exist several problems
in this test set (see Sec. 4.1). We come up with a
revised version that is larger and more precise.

Overall, the contribution is as follows:

1. We propose a novel attention regularization
method for reducing the noise in DS. Our
method forces the model to clearly explain
the relation patterns in terms of attention, and
selects trustable instances if they can be ex-
plained by the model.

2. Our ARNOR framework achieves significant
improvement over state-of-the-art noise re-
duction methods, in terms of both RC perfor-
mance and noise reduction effect.

3. We publish a better manually labeled
sentence-level test set1 for evaluating the per-
formance of RC models. This test set con-
tains 1,024 sentences and 4,543 entity pairs,
and is carefully annotated to ensure accuracy.

2 Related Work

We deal with DS-based RC in this paper. For RC
task, various models are recently proposed based
on different neural architectures, such as convolu-
tional neural networks (Zeng et al., 2014, 2015)
and recurrent neural network (Zhang et al., 2015;
Zhou et al., 2016). To automatically obtain a large
training dataset, DS has been proposed (Mintz
et al., 2009). However, DS also introduces noisy
data, making DS-based RC more challenging.

Previous studies make attempts on kinds of
methods to solve the noise problem. The first
widely studied method is based on multi-instance

1The dataset used in this paper is on https:
//github.com/PaddlePaddle/models/tree/
develop/PaddleNLP/Research/ACL2019-ARNOR
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Figure 3: An overview of our ARNOR framework. It is based on a BiLSTM with attention mechanism and utilizes
attention regularization to force the model to attend the corresponding relation patterns. Then, an instance selector
calculates a confidence score for each training instance to generate a new redistributed training set and a new
trustable pattern set. These two steps are run iteratively to form a bootstrap learning procedure.

learning (Riedel et al., 2010; Lin et al., 2016; Sur-
deanu et al., 2012; Zeng et al., 2015). However,
it models noise problem on a bag of instances
and is not suitable for sentence-level prediction.
The second kind of approach utilizes RL (Feng
et al., 2018b; Xiangrong et al., 2018; Qin et al.,
2018b) or adversarial training (Qin et al., 2018a;
Han et al., 2018) to select trustable instances. The
third research line relies on patterns (Hearst, 1992;
Hamon and Nazarenko, 2001). Takamatsu et al.
(2012) directly models the labeling process of DS
to find noisy patterns. Ratner et al. (2016, 2017)
proposes to fuse DS-based labels and manual re-
lation patterns for reducing noise. Feng et al.
(2018a) presents a pattern extractor based on RL
and uses extracted patterns as features for RC.

3 The ARNOR Framework

In this paper, we reduce DS noise and make the
model more interpretable according to the obser-
vation that a relation should be expressed by its
sentence context. Generally, RC classifier should
rely on relation patterns to decide the relation type
for a pair of entities. Thus, for a training instance,
if such an interpretable model cannot attend to the
pattern that expresses the relation type, it is possi-
ble that this instance is a noise.

Our ARNOR Framework consists of two parts:
attention regularization training and instance se-
lection. First, we hope the model is capable of
locating relation patterns. Thus, attention regu-
larization is applied to guide the training of the

model, forcing it to pay attention to given pat-
tern words. Then, we select instances by check-
ing whether the model can give a clear explanation
for the relation label generated by DS. These two
steps will be repeated in a bootstrap procedure. We
illustrate our method in Figure 3.

3.1 Attention-based BiLSTM Encoder

In order to capture the key feature words for iden-
tifying relations, we apply an attention mechanism
over a BiLSTM Encoder, which is first introduced
in (Zhou et al., 2016) for RC. The model architec-
ture is illustrated on the left side of Figure 3.

Input Embeddings. The input embeddings con-
sist of three parts: word embedding, position em-
bedding, and entity type embedding. Position em-
bedding is first proposed by Zeng et al. (2014)
to incorporate position information of input entity
pair and has been widely used in the following RC
models. We also introduce entity type information
by looking up an entity type embedding matrix.
The final input embeddings are a concatenation of
these embeddings, and are fed to a bidirectional
Long Short Term Memory (BiLSTM) with an at-
tention mechanism to generate sentence represen-
tation.

Attention-based BiLSTM. Let H = {hi} denotes
the hidden vectors of BiLSTM encoder. The fi-
nal sentence representation u is a weighted sum of
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these vectors,

M = tanh(H)

a = softmax(wTM)

u = HaT
(1)

where wT is a trained parameter vector. It is
demonstrated that attention mechanism is helpful
in capturing important features for classification
tasks. However, for noisy data generated by dis-
tant supervision, it almost only focuses on enti-
ties, but neglects relation patterns which are more
informative for RC.

3.2 Training with Attention Regularization
Attention Regularization (AR) aims to teach the
model to attend to the relation patterns for iden-
tifying relations. Given a T-word sentence s =
{xi}Ti=1, a pair of entities (e1, e2) in the s, a re-
lation label y, and a relation patterns m that ex-
plains the relation y of e1 and e2. (Section 3.4
will introduce the construction of relation patterns
m). We are able to calculate an attention guid-
ance value am, according to pattern mention sig-
nificance function q(z|s, e1, e2,m) conditional on
the input m. Here z represents the pattern words
in a sentence. We hope that the classifier can ap-
proximate its attention distribution as = p(z|s)
to am, where p represents the classifier network.
Intuitively, we apply KL (Kullback–Leibler diver-
gence) as the optimized function, which describes
the differences between distributions:

KL(am||as) =
∑

am log
am

as
(2)

What is more, the Equation 2 can be further re-
duced as following:

lossa =
∑

am log
am

as

=
∑

(am log am − am log as)
(3)

where lossa represents the loss of attention regu-
larization. Because am contains fixed values, the
equation is equal to

lossa = −
∑

am log as (4)

Therefore, we adapt lossa into classification loss
lossc to regularize attention learning. The final
loss is

loss = lossc + βlossa (5)

where β is a weight for lossa, which is generally
set as 1 in our experiments.

In this paper, we implement a fairly simple
function to generate am.

bi =

{
1 xi ∈ {e1, e2,m}
0 else

am =

{
bk∑T
i=1 bi

}T

k=1

(6)

Here b denotes that whether xi belongs to entity
words and relation pattern words.

3.3 Instance Selection with Attention from
Model

Based on attention mechanism, a trained RC
model can tells us the importance of each word
for identifying the relation type. For a training in-
stance, if the relation pattern words that the model
focuses on do not match the pattern m which ex-
plains the relation type, this instance is probably a
false positive. Here we still apply KL to measure
the probability that an instance is a false positive.
Given the attention weights as from the RC model
and am calculated by Equation 6, the confidence
score c of an instance is normalized by

c =
1

1 +KL(am||as) (7)

The higher c is, the more confident an instance is.
We calculate the confidence score for all instances
in the training set and select instances whose score
is more than a threshold ct, which is a hyperparam-
eter.

3.4 Bootstrap Learning Procedure

In our ARNOR framework, an important problem
is how to acquire relation patterns m in model
training and instance selecting step. In the model
training step, we need more precise patterns in or-
der to guide the model to attend to important evi-
dence for RC. While in the instance selection step,
more various patterns are required so as to select
more trustable data as well as to discover more
confident relation patterns. Here we will simply
define the process of the bootstrap learning steps.
In model training, given 1) a pattern extractor E
which can extract a relation patterns from an in-
stance, 2) an initial trustable pattern set M (which
might be manually collected or simply counted up
from original training dataset D using E). First,
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Algorithm 1 The ARNOR Framework
Require: DS dataset D, a relation classifier C

with parameters θθθ
1: Collect high frequency patterns from D into

M
2: Redistribute D by M
3: loop
4: Train classifier C with D and M
5: Update parameters θθθ by Attention Regu-

larization
6: Get confident score c by C for D
7: Update M by high score c from D
8: Redistribute D by new M
9: end loop

we redistribute training dataset D based on M (de-
scribed below). Then, the RC model is trained for
epochs only using m in M. Next, instance selec-
tion is run on D to select more confident training
data. These new trustable instances are fed to E
to figure out new trustable patterns and put them
into M. We repeat such a bootstrap procedure un-
til the F1 score on dev set does not increase. This
bootstrap procedure is detailed in Algorithm 1.

Relation Pattern Extraction. Another problem is
how to build a relation pattern extractor E to ex-
tract a pattern from an instance. However, we find
it is not quite critical. Even though we use a very
simple method, we still achieve considerable im-
provement. It is certain that a more complicated
and well-performed extractor will bring additional
improvement. This will be one of our future work.
Our pattern extractorE simply takes the words be-
tween two entities as a relation pattern. For the
building of the initial pattern set M, we extract re-
lation patterns from all instances in original train-
ing dataset and count them up. M is initially built
by selecting patterns with occurrences. We retain
top 10% (maximum 20) patterns for each relation
type.

Data Redistribution. After the trustable pattern
set M is built, dataset D will be redistributed us-
ing these patterns. All positive instances that are
not matched these patterns will be put into the neg-
ative set, revising their relation label to ‘None’.
We will explain the reason for data redistributing
in our experiment section.

NYT Training Test
#Sentences 235,253 1,024
#Instances 371,461 4,543
#Positive instances 110,518 671

Table 1: Statistics of the dataset in our experiments.

NYT Training Test
#/location/location/contains 60,215 317
#/people/person/nationality 8,349 66
#/location/country/capital 7,959 13
#/people/person/place lived 7,438 148
#/business/person/company 5,788 84
#/location/nei.../neighborhood of 5,737 1
#/people/person/place of birth 3,279 14
#/people/person/place of death 2,002 9
#/business/company/founders 827 11
#/people/person/children 523 8

Table 2: The 10 relation types we retain and statistics
of them in the dataset. The distribution of some relation
types are distinct in test set because they are much more
noisy.

4 Experiments

4.1 Dataset and Evaluation

We evaluate the proposed ARNOR framework on
a widely-used public dataset: NYT, which is a
news corpus sampled from 294k 1989-2007 New
York Times news articles and is first presented in
(Riedel et al., 2010). Most previous work com-
monly generates training instances by aligning en-
tity pairs from Freebase and adopt held-out evalua-
tion to evaluate without costly human annotation.
Such an evaluation can only provide an approxi-
mate measure due to the noisy test set that is also
generated by distant supervision. In contrast, Ren
et al. (2017) publishes a training set which is also
generated by distant supervision, but a manually-
annotated test set that contains 395 sentences from
Hoffmann et al. (2011). However, we find that this
test set was annotated with only one entity pair
for one sentence. Not all of the triplets in these
sentences are marked out. In addition, although
there are enough test instances (3,880 including
“None” type), the number of positive ones is rela-
tively small (only 396). Moreover, the test set only
contains half of the relation types of the training
set.

To address these issues and evaluate our
ARNOR framework more precisely, we annotate
and publish a new sentence-level test set (the
source address is in section 1) on the basis of the
one released by Ren et al. (2017), which also con-
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Method Dev Test
Prec. Rec. F1 Prec. Rec. F1

CNN (Zeng et al., 2014) 38.32 65.22 48.28 35.75 64.54 46.01
PCNN (Zeng et al., 2015) 36.09 63.66 46.07 36.06 64.86 46.35
BiLSTM 36.71 66.46 47.29 35.52 67.41 46.53
BiLSTM+ATT 37.59 64.91 47.61 34.93 65.18 45.48
PCNN+SelATT (Lin et al., 2016) 46.01 30.43 36.64 45.41 30.03 36.15
CNN+RL1 (Qin et al., 2018b) 37.71 52.66 43.95 39.41 61.61 48.07
CNN+RL2 (Feng et al., 2018b) 40.00 59.17 47.73 40.23 63.78 49.34
ARNOR (Ours) 62.45 58.51 60.36 65.23 56.79 60.90

Table 3: Comparison of our method and other baselines. The first three methods are normal RC model, and the
middle three baselines are models for distant supervision RC.

tains annotated named entity types. Firstly, we re-
vise mislabeled instances on the original 395 test-
ing sentences. Then, about 600 sentences are sam-
pled and removed from the original training set.
We carefully check their labels and merge them
into the test set. We also remove some of the re-
lation types which are overlapping and ambiguous
or are too noisy to obtain a non-noise test sample.
The details of this dataset and the relation types
we used is shown in Table 1 and Table 2.

For evaluation, we evaluate our framework on
sentence-level (or instance-level). Sentence-level
prediction is more friendly with comprehend sen-
tence tasks, like question answering and seman-
tic parsing (Feng et al., 2018b). Different from
commonly-used bag-level evaluation, a sentence-
level evaluation compute Precision (Prec.), Recall
(Rec.) and F1 metric directly on all of the indi-
vidual instances in the dataset. We think such an
evaluation is more intuitive and suitable for a real-
world application.

4.2 Baselines

We compare our ARNOR framework with several
strong baselines for noise reduction as follows:
PCNN+SelATT (Lin et al., 2016) is a bag-level
RC model. It adopts an attention mechanism over
all sentences in a bag and thus can reduce the
weight of noise data.
CNN+RL2 (Feng et al., 2018b) is a novel rein-
forcement learning (RL) based model for RC from
noisy data. It jointly trains a CNN model for RC as
well as an instance selector to remove unconfident
samples.
CNN+RL1 (Qin et al., 2018b) also introduces RL
to heuristically recognize false positive instances.
Different from Feng et al. (2018b), they redis-

tribute false positives into negative samples in-
stead of removing them.

Meanwhile, to demonstrate the effectiveness of
RC after denoising, several non-denoising meth-
ods are also used for comparison.
CNN (Zeng et al., 2014) is a widely-used architec-
ture for RE. It introduces position embeddings to
represent the location of an input entity pair.
PCNN (Zeng et al., 2015) is a revision of CNN
which uses piecewise max-pooling to extract more
relation features.
BiLSTM (Zhang et al., 2015) is also commonly
used for RE with the help of position embeddings.
BiLSTM+ATT (Zhou et al., 2016) adds an atten-
tion mechanism into BiLSTM to capture the most
important features for identifying relations. It is
the base model used in our ARNOR framework.

4.3 Implementation Details

For our model and other BiLSTM-based base-
lines, the word embeddings are randomly initial-
ized with 100 dimensions. The position embed-
dings and entity type embeddings are randomly
initialized with 50 dimensions. The size of BiL-
STM hidden vector is set to 500. In attention reg-
ularization training, parameter β is set to 1. We
set the learning rate as 0.001 and utilize Adam for
optimization. To better evaluate our models, we
averagely split the test dataset into a development
set and a testing set. In instance selection step, an
appropriate confidence score threshold is set to 0.5
that should be various in other datasets. And we
take max 5 new patterns in a loop for each relation
type. In bootstrap procedure, we run 10 epochs in
the first loop, and 1 epoch in the rest loops until
the classification performance on dev set dose not
increase. Generally, the bootstrap procedure end
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Model Prec. Rec. F1
BiLSTM+ATT 34.93 65.18 45.48
+ IDR 70.95 40.57 51.63
+ ART 68.70 50.99 58.52
+ BLP 65.23 56.79 60.90

Table 4: Evaluation of components in our framework.
BiLSTM+ATT is the base model without reducing
noise. IDR stands for initial data redistributing using
initial confident pattern set. ART denotes attention reg-
ularization training for the first loop. BLP stands for
bootstrap learning procedure.

Model Prec. Rec. F1
CNN 35.75 64.54 46.01
CNN+RL2 40.23 63.78 49.34
CNN+IDR 84.87 39.94 54.32
CNN+IDR+RL2 83.63 44.27 57.89

Table 5: Results of CNN+RL2 (Feng et al., 2018b)
starts with a pre-trained CNN model using initial data
redistributing (IDR). CNN+IDR is the model trained on
initially redistributed data and CNN+IDR+RL2 applies
RL2 on pre-trained CNN+IDR model.

in 5 loops. For CNN-based baselines, we use the
same embedding settings. The window size of the
convolution layer is set to 3 and the number of the
filter is set to 230. All the baselines for noise re-
duction were implemented with the source codes
released by their authors.

4.4 Main Results

We compare the results of ARNOR with non-
denoising baselines and denoising baselines. As
shown in Table 3, ARNOR significantly outper-
forms all of the baselines in both precision and
F1 metric, obtaining about 11% F1 improvement
over the state-of-the-art CNN+RL2. Note that
our model achieves a tremendous improvement
on precision without too much decline of recall.
This demonstrates the proposed framework can ef-
fectively reduce the impact of noisy data. Be-
sides, PCNN+SelATT performs the worst among
all of the baselines. We think that it is because
PCNN+SelATT is a bag-level method and is not
suitable for sentence-level evaluation, which is
consistent with Feng et al. (2018b).

Noise Reduction Prec. Rec. F1
CNN+RL2 40.58 96.31 57.10
ARNOR 76.37 68.13 72.02

Table 6: Comparison of effectiveness on noise reduc-
tion. We randomly sample 200 sentences (529 in-
stances) from the training set. After manually check-
ing, 213 of them are not noise. We use these samples
to evaluate the capability of reducing noise.

5 Analysis and Discussion

5.1 Effects of components

In order to find which component contributes to
our framework, we evaluate our model by adding
each of the components. The results are shown
in Table 4. BiLSTM+ATT is the baseline model
that is trained by original noisy data. After us-
ing the initial redistributed dataset, which is gen-
erated by the method described in the above sec-
tion, the BiLSTM+ATT model achieves about 6%
improvement in F1. And the precision sharply in-
creases by about 26%. This demonstrates that the
DS dataset contains a large proportion of noise.
Even such a simple filtering noise method can ef-
fectively improve model performance. However,
this simple method seriously affects recall. On the
one hand, amounts of true positives with long-tail
patterns will be mistakenly regarded as false neg-
atives. And we guess some relation patterns in
training data are too rare to make the model learn
to attend them. Therefore, after we add attention
regularization to the model, the recall increases by
about 10% with only 2% decline in precision. As
a result, our model achieves another 7% F1 im-
provement. We believe this is the power of guid-
ing the model to understand which words are more
crucial for identifying relations. After we obtain
an initial model trained by attention regularization,
we continue the bootstrap learning procedure and
finally achieve 2.4% F1 improvement. In this pro-
cedure, ARNOR will collect more confident long-
tail patterns to improve the recall of the model.

5.2 Start with small clean or large noisy data

In the previous section, we have found that the
initial redistributed dataset (with small but clean
positive data) helps the model improve a lot. On
the contrary, the previous neural network-based
model for distant supervision RC, including all
baselines in this paper, usually starts with the orig-
inal dataset which is large but noisy. Which is the
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Jim Kimsey , a founder of AOL ; Jack Valenti , former head …
0.36 0.19

Entity 1: AOL    Entity 2: Jim Kimsey    
Relation: /business/company/founders

BiLSTM+ATT

Jim Kimsey , a founder of AOL ; Jack Valenti , former head …
0.12 0.13 0.14 0.12

ARNOR

… said Senomyx ’s chief executive , Kent Snyder .
0.30 0.03 0.31

… said Senomyx ’s chief executive , Kent Snyder .
0.15 0.15 0.13 0.13 0.11

Entity 1: Kent Snyder  Entity 2: Senomyx  
Relation: /business/person/company

Table 7: Here is attention cases with a heat map. These cases have shown our model’s ability to locating relation
indicators. Based on attention supervision, our model can concentrate on relation patterns and entities.

High
Frequency

Pattern

Long Tail

/people/person/children

#Occ

7       e2 , the son of e1

4       e2 , daughter of e1

1       e1 's youngest son , e2

1       e2 , the son of Secretary General e1

1       e2 , a daughter of Representative e1

High
Frequency

Pattern

Long Tail

/business/person/company

#Occ

74     e2 secretary general , e1

68     e1 , the chairman of e2

67     e1 , chief executive of e2

4       e1 , the secretary general of the e2

3       e1 , the chief executive of the e2

3       e1 , the oil minister of e2

2       e1 , the former chief executive of e2

2       e1 , the vice chairman of e2

Table 8: Pattern set cases. This table has shown some
high frequency and top long tail patterns discovered by
our model in pattern bootstrap.

better choice? In order to figure it out, we use the
same initial redistributed dataset to pre-train the
CNN which is used in the CNN+RL2 and then
apply RL2 procedure for noise reduction on the
original noisy dataset. We report the results in Ta-
ble 5. The pre-trained PCNN also achieves a sig-
nificant improvement, and after further denoising
by RL2, CNN+RL2 finally obtain 57.89% in F1,
which is still 3% lower than the performance of
our model. Therefore, we consider that starting
the model with a small but clean dataset might be
a choice for noise reduction.

5.3 Effects of Noise Reduction

The instance selector in our ARNOR framework
calculates a confidence score for each instance in
the training set by checking whether the attention
weights matches a given pattern. Then we utilize
this confidence score to reduce noise. In order to
verify the capability of reducing noise, we ran-
domly sample 200 sentences to annotate whether
they are noise and use them to evaluate the accu-
racy of noise reduction. We compare the results
with CNN+RL2 in Table 6. The ARNOR signif-
icantly outperforms CNN+RL2 on percision and

obtains a 14.92% F1 improvement.

5.4 Case Study

Our ARNOR is able to make the RC model
more interpretable through attention regulariza-
tion training. To verify this point, we select some
instances from the test set and visualize their atten-
tion weights for a case study. As shown in Table 7,
BiLSTM+ATT which is trained on original noisy
data only focuses on the entity pairs, and makes
wrong predictions on these cases. This is probably
because the model does not learn the key evidence
for RC. While ARNOR can perfectly capture the
important features and correctly predict the rela-
tion.

In addition, we also check the confident pat-
terns which are discovered in bootstrap learning.
As presented in Table 8, the high-frequency pat-
terns can be easily obtained by initially build-
ing of confident pattern set, and after bootstrap
learning, we can discover more long-tail patterns,
most of which are representative and meaningful.
More importantly, some of these additional pat-
terns are not similar in literal terms, demonstrat-
ing the model might learn the semantic correlation
among related feature words.

6 Conclusion

We propose ARNOR, an attention regularization-
based noise reduction framework for distant su-
pervision relation classification. We find relation
pattern is an important feature but is rarely cap-
tured by the previous model trained on noisy data.
Thus, we design attention regulation to help the
model learn the locating of relation patterns. With
a more interpretable model, we then conduct noise
reduction by evaluating how well the model ex-
plains the relation of an instance. A bootstrap
learning procedure is built to iteratively improve
the model, training data and trustable pattern set.
With a very simple pattern extractor, we outper-
form several strong RL-based baselines, achieving
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significant improvements on both relation classifi-
cation and noise reduction. In addition, we publish
a better manually labeled test set for sentence-level
evaluation.

In the future, we hope to improve our work by
the utilization of better model-based pattern ex-
tractor, and resorting to latent variable model (Kim
et al., 2018) for jointly modeling instance selector.
What is more, we also hope to verify the effective-
ness of our method on more tasks, including open
information extraction and event extraction, and
also overlapping relation extraction models (Dai
et al., 2019).
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Abstract

In this paper, we present GraphRel, an
end-to-end relation extraction model which
uses graph convolutional networks (GCNs) to
jointly learn named entities and relations. In
contrast to previous baselines, we consider the
interaction between named entities and rela-
tions via a relation-weighted GCN to better ex-
tract relations. Linear and dependency struc-
tures are both used to extract both sequential
and regional features of the text, and a com-
plete word graph is further utilized to extract
implicit features among all word pairs of the
text. With the graph-based approach, the pre-
diction for overlapping relations is substan-
tially improved over previous sequential ap-
proaches. We evaluate GraphRel on two pub-
lic datasets: NYT and WebNLG. Results show
that GraphRel maintains high precision while
increasing recall substantially. Also, GraphRel
outperforms previous work by 3.2% and 5.8%
(F1 score), achieving a new state-of-the-art for
relation extraction.

1 Introduction

Extracting pairs of entity mentions with seman-
tic relations, i.e., triplets such as (BarackObama,
PresidentOf, UnitedStates), is a central task in in-
formation extraction and allows automatic knowl-
edge construction from unstructured text. Though
important and well-studied, three key aspects are
yet to be fully handled in an unified framework:

• End-to-end joint modeling of entity recognition
and relation extraction;
• Prediction of overlapping relations, i.e., rela-

tions that share a common mention;
• Consideration of the interaction between rela-

tions, especially overlapping relations.

Traditionally, a pipelined approach is used to
first extract entity mentions using a named entity
recognizer and then predict the relations between
every pair of extracted entity mentions (Zelenko

et al., 2003; Zhou et al., 2005; Chan and Roth,
2011). Joint entity recognition and relation ex-
traction models (Yu and Lam, 2010; Li and Ji,
2014; Miwa and Sasaki, 2014; Ren et al., 2017)
have been built to take advantage of the close in-
teraction between these two tasks. While showing
the benefits of joint modeling, these complicated
methods are feature-based structured learning sys-
tems and hence rely heavily on feature engineer-
ing.

With the success of deep neural networks, NN-
based automatic feature learning methods have
been applied to relation extraction. These methods
use CNN, LSTM, or Tree-LSTM on the word se-
quence between two entity mentions (Zeng et al.,
2014; dos Santos et al., 2015), the shortest de-
pendency paths between two entity mentions (Yan
et al., 2015; Li et al., 2015), or the minimal
constituency sub-tree spanning two entity men-
tions (Socher et al., 2012) to encode relevant infor-
mation for each pair of entity mentions. However,
these methods are not end-to-end joint modeling
of entities and relations. They assume entity men-
tions are given and are expected to degrade signifi-
cantly in performance when a named entity recog-
nizer is needed in the pipeline for real world usage.

Another challenge for relation extraction is how
to take into account the interaction between re-
lations, which is especially important for over-
lapping relations, i.e., relations sharing com-
mon entity mentions. For example, (Barack-
Obama, PresidentOf, UnitedStates) can be in-
ferred from (BarackObama, Governance, United-
States); the two triplets are said to exhibit Enti-
tyPairOverlap. Another case is that the former
triplet could also be inferred from (BarackObama,
LiveIn, WhiteHouse) and (WhiteHouse, Presiden-
tialPalace, UnitedStates), where the latter two are
said to exhibit SingleEntityOverlap. Although
common in knowledge base completion, such in-
teraction, whether via direct deduction or indirect
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evidence, is particularly difficult for joint entity
recognition and relation extraction models, where
entities are not present in the input. Indeed, al-
though Zheng et al. (2017) propose a strong neu-
ral end-to-end joint model of entities and relations
based on an LSTM sequence tagger, they have to
completely give up overlapping relations.

In this paper, we propose GraphRel, a neu-
ral end-to-end joint model for entity recognition
and relation extraction that is the first to handle all
three key aspects in relation extraction. GraphRel
learns to automatically extract hidden features for
each word by stacking a Bi-LSTM sentence en-
coder and a GCN (Kipf and Welling, 2017) de-
pendency tree encoder. Then GraphRel tags entity
mention words and predicts relation triplets that
connect mentions, where is the 1st-phase predic-
tion.

To gracefully predict relation triplets while tak-
ing into account the interactions between them,
we add a novel 2nd-phase relation-weighted GCN
to GraphRel. Already guided by both entity
loss and relation loss, the 1st-phase GraphRel
extracts node hidden features along dependency
links while establishing a new fully connected
graph with relation-weighted edges. Then, by op-
erating on the intermediate graph, the 2nd-phase
GCN effectively considers the interaction between
entities and (possibly overlapping) relations be-
fore the final classification for each edge. With
GraphRel, our contribution is threefold:

• Linear and dependency structures, as well as
implicit features among all word pairs of the
text, are considered by our method;
• We perform end-to-end, joint modeling of en-

tities and relations while considering all word
pairs for prediction;
• The interaction between entities and relations is

carefully considered.

We evaluate the method on two public relation ex-
traction datasets: NYT and WebNLG. The exper-
imental result shows that GraphRel substantially
improves the overlapping relations over previous
work, and achieves a new state-of-the-art on both
datasets.

2 Related Work

The BiLSTM-GCN encoder part of our model re-
sembles the BiLSTM-TreeLSTM model proposed
by Miwa and Bansal (2016), as they also stack

a dependency tree on top of sequences to jointly
model entities and relations. They use Bi-LSTM
on each sentence for automatic feature learning,
and the extracted hidden features are shared by a
sequential entity tagger and a shortest dependency
path relation classifier. However, while introduc-
ing shared parameters for joint entity recognition
and relation extraction, they must still pipeline the
entity mentions predicted by the tagger to form
mention pairs for the relation classifier.

Instead of trying to classify each mention pair
as in previous work, Zheng et al. (2017) for-
mulate relation extraction as a sequential tagging
problem (NovelTagging) as with entity recogni-
tion. This allows them to model relation extraction
by an LSTM decoder on top of a Bi-LSTM en-
coder. However, while showing promising results
on the NYT dataset, their strength comes from fo-
cusing on isolated relations and completely giv-
ing up overlapping relations, which are relatively
rare in the dataset. In comparison, the proposed
GraphRel gracefully handles all types of relations
while being end-to-end and jointly modeling en-
tity recognition.

Zeng et al. (2018) then propose an end-to-end
sequence-to-sequence model for relation extrac-
tion. They encode each sentence by a Bi-LSTM,
and use the last encoder hidden state to initial-
ize one (OneDecoder) or multiple (MultiDecoder)
LSTMs for dynamic decoding relation triplets.
When decoding, triplets are generated by selecting
a relation and copying two words from the sen-
tence. The seq2seq setup partially handles inter-
action between triplets. However, interactions be-
tween relations are only unidirectionally captured
by considering previous generated triplets with a
compulsory linear order when generating a new
one. Instead, in this paper, we propose propa-
gating entity and relation information on a word
graph with automatically learned linkage by ap-
plying 2nd-phase GCN on top of the LSTM-GCN
encoder.

Recently, considering dependency structure by
GCN has been used in many natural language
processing (NLP) tasks. Marcheggiani and Titov
(2017) applies GCN on word sequences for se-
mantic role labeling. Liu et al. (2018) encode long
documents via GCN to perform text matching. Ce-
toli et al. (2016) combine RNN and GCN to rec-
ognize named entities. There are also some works
(Peng et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2018; Qian et al.,
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Figure 1: Graph Convolutional Network (GCN)

2019; Luan et al., 2019) about considering depen-
dency structure of word sequence for relation ex-
traction. In our proposed GrpahRel, we not only
stack Bi-LSTM and GCN to consider both linear
and dependency structures but also adopt a 2nd-
phase relation-weighted GCN to further model the
interaction between entities and relations.

3 Review of GCN

As convolutional neural network (CNN), Graph
Convolutional Network (GCN) (Kipf and Welling,
2017) convolves the features of neighboring nodes
and also propagates the information of a node to
its nearest neighbors. Shown in Fig. 1, by stacking
GCN layers, GCN can extract regional features for
each node.

A GCN layer retrieves new node features by
considering neighboring nodes’ features with the
following equation:

hl+1
u = ReLU


 ∑

v∈N(u)

(
W lhlv + bl

)

 ,

where u is the target node andN (u) represents the
neighborhood of u, including u itself; hlv denotes
the hidden feature of node v at layer l;W and b are
learnable weights, mapping the feature of a node
onto adjacent nodes in the graph; and h ∈ Rf ,
W ∈ Rf×f , and b ∈ Rf , where f is the feature
size.

4 Methodology

The overall architecture of the proposed GraphRel
which contains 2 phases prediction is illustrated
in Fig. 2. In the 1st-phase, we adopt bi-RNN and
GCN to extract both sequential and regional de-
pendency word features. Given the word features,
we predict relations for each word pair and the en-
tities for all words.

Then, in 2nd-phase, based on the predicted
1st-phase relations, we build complete relational

graphs for each relation, to which we apply GCN
on each graph to integrate each relation’s informa-
tion and further consider the interaction between
entities and relations.

4.1 1st-phase Prediction
As the state-of-the-art text feature extractor
(Marcheggiani and Titov, 2017; Cetoli et al.,
2016), to take into account both sequential and re-
gional dependencies, we first apply bi-directional
RNN to extract sequential features and then use bi-
directional GCN to further extract regional depen-
dency features. Then, based on the extracted word
features, we predict the relation for each word pair
along with the word entity.

4.1.1 Bi-LSTM
We use the well-known long short-term memory
(LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) as
our bi-RNN cell. For each word, we combine the
word embedding and part-of-speech (POS) em-
bedding as the initial feature:

h0u =Word(u)⊕ POS(u),

where h0u represents the initial feature of word u,
and Word(u) and POS(u) are the word and POS
embedding of word u, respectively. We use pre-
trained word embeddings from GloVe (Pennington
et al., 2014), and the POS embedding is randomly
initialized for training with the whole GraphRel.

4.1.2 Bi-GCN
Since the original input sentence is a sequence and
has no inherent graph structure to speak of, as Ce-
toli et al. (2016), we use dependency parser to cre-
ate a dependency tree for the input sentence. We
use the dependency tree as the input sentence’s ad-
jacency matrix and use GCN to extract regional
dependency features.

The original GCN was designed for undirected
graphs. To consider both incoming and outgoing
word features, we follow Marcheggiani and Titov
(2017) and implement bi-GCN as

→
hl+1
u = ReLU



∑

v∈
→
N(u)

(
→
W

l
hlv+

→
b
l
)



←
hl+1
u = ReLU



∑

v∈
←
N(u)

(
←
W

l
hlv+

←
b
l
)



hl+1
u =

→
hl+1
u ⊕

←
hl+1
u ,
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Figure 2: Overview of GraphRel with 2nd-phase relation-weighted GCN.

where hlu represents the hidden features of word u

at layer l,
→
N (u) contains all words outgoing from

word u, and
←
N (u) contains all words incoming to

word u, both including word u itself. W and b are
both learnable convolutional weights.

→
W ,

→
b and

←
W ,

←
b also represent the outgoing weight and in-

coming weight, respectively. We concatenate both
outgoing and incoming word features as the final
word feature.

4.1.3 Extraction of Entities and Relations
With the extracted word features from bi-RNN and
bi-GCN, we predict the word entity and extract
the relation for each word pair. For the word en-
tity, we predict for all words according to the word
features over 1-layer LSTM and apply categorical
loss, denoted as eloss1p, to train them.

For relation extraction, we remove the depen-
dency edges and do prediction for all word pairs.
For each relation r, we learn weight matrices W 1

r ,
W 2
r , W 3

r and calculate the relation tendency score
S as

S(w1,r,w2) =W 3
rReLU

(
W 1
r hw1 ⊕W 2

r hw2
)
,

where S(w1,r,w2) represents the relation tendency
score for (w1, w2) under relation r and (w1, w2)
refers to the word pair. Note that S(w1,r,w2)
should be different from S(w2,r,w1). For word
pair (w1, w2), we calculate all of the pair’s rela-
tion tendency scores, including non-relation, and
denote it as S(w1,null,w2). We apply the soft-
max function to S(w1,r,w2), yielding Pr(w1, w2),
which represents the probability of each relation r
for (w1, w2).

Since we extract relations for each word pair,
our design includes no triplet count restrictions.
By investigating the relations for each word pair,

Figure 3: Relation-weighted graph for each relation.

GraphRel identifies as many relations as possi-
ble. With Pr(w1, w2), we can also calculate the
relation categorical loss here, denoted as rloss1p.
Please note that though both eloss1p and rloss1p

will not be used as final prediction, they are
also good auxiliary loss for training 1st-phase
GraphRel.

4.2 2nd-phase Prediction

The extracted entities and relations in 1st-phase do
not take each other into account. To consider inter-
action between named entities and relations, and
to take account implicit features among all word
pairs of the text, we present a novel 2nd-phase
relation-weighted GCN for further extraction.

4.2.1 Relation-weighted Graph

After 1st-phase prediction, we build complete
relation-weighted graph for each relation r where
the edge of (w1, w2) is Pr(w1, w2), as shown in
Fig. 3.

Then, 2nd-phase adopts bi-GCN on each re-
lation graph which considers different influenced
degrees of different relations and aggregates as the
comprehensive word feature. The process can be
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represented as

hl+1
u = ReLU

(∑

v∈V

∑

r∈R
Pr (u, v)×

(
W l
rh
l
v + blr

))

+hlu,

where Pr(u, v) represents the edge weight (the
probability of word u to word v under relation
r). Wr and br means the GCN weight under re-
lation r. V includes all words and R contains
all relations. Note that the complete bi-GCN also
takes both the incoming and outgoing situations
into account. The bi-GCN in 2nd-phase further
considers the relation-weighted propagations and
extracts more sufficient features for each word.

With the newer word features from 2nd-phase,
we perform named entity and relation classifica-
tion again for more robust relation prediction. The
losses for these are denoted as eloss2p and rloss2p.

4.3 Training Detail
We use two kinds of loss in GraphRel: entity loss
and relation loss, both of which belong to cate-
gorical loss. For entity loss, we use the conven-
tional (Begin, Inside, End, Single, Out) tagging
for the ground-truth labels. Each word belongs to
one of the five classes. The ground-truth entity la-
bel for eloss1p and eloss2p are the same; we use
cross-entropy as the categorical loss function dur-
ing training.

For relation loss, we feed in a one-hot relation
vector as the ground truth of Pr(w1, w2) for each
word pair (w1, w2). Since we predict relations
based on word pairs, the ground truth should like-
wise be based on word pairs. That is, word United
has a HasPresident relation to both word Barack
and word Obama, as does word States. We be-
lieve that this word-pair-based relation represen-
tation provides GraphRel with the information it
needs to learn to extract relations. The ground-
truth relation vector for rloss1p and rloss2p are the
same. As entity loss, we also use cross-entropy as
the categorical loss function during training.

For both eloss and rloss, we add an additional
double-weight for those in-class entity or relation
terms. Finally, the total loss is calculated as the
sum of all entity loss and relation loss:

lossall = (eloss1p + rloss1p) + α (eloss2p + rloss2p) ,

where α is a weight between loss of 1st-phase
and 2nd-phase. We minimize lossall and train the
whole GraphRel in an end-to-end manner.

4.4 Inference

During inference, the baseline prediction method
is head prediction, where a relation triplet such as
(BarackObama, PresidentOf, UnitedStates) is ex-
tracted if and only if BarackObama, UnitedStates
are both identified as entity mentions and Presi-
dentOf is the most probable class of P(Obama,States).

Another baseline extraction method that might
be more stable is average prediction, where all
word pairs between an entity mention pair are
taken into account and decide a relation with max-
imum averaged probability.

Finally, we propose a threshold prediction
method, where all word pairs of an entity men-
tion pair are still taken into account but in an in-
dependent fashion. For example, if 2 of the 4 dis-
tributions have PresidentOf as the most probable
class, then the triplet (BarackObama, PresidentOf,
UnitedStates) is extracted only if 2/4 = 50% > θ
where θ is a free threshold parameter. This way,
users can select their preferred precision and re-
call trade-off by adjusting θ. In the experiments,
if not specified, threshold inference with θ = 0 is
used.

5 Experiments

In this section, we present the experimental results
of the proposed GraphRel. We first describe im-
plementation details, the datasets, and the base-
lines we compare with. Then we show the quan-
titative results for two datasets, conduct detailed
analyses, and different categories of named enti-
ties. Finally, we demonstrate the improved effect
of 2nd-phase via a case study.

5.1 Experimental Settings

In our implementation, we chose the pre-trained
GloVe (300d) as a fixed word embedding. The
word embedding was then concatenated with a
trainable POS embedding (15d) as the final input
embedding for each word. The POS tag for each
word and the dependency tree for whole sentences
was retrieved from spaCy (Honnibal and Johnson,
2015).

We use bi-LSTM with 256 units and 2-layer
bi-GCN with 256 feature size in 1st-phase. For
the 2nd-phase, the relation-weighted bi-GCN is
1-layer, also with a feature size of 256. During
training, we set the LSTM dropout rate to 0.5, the
learning rate to 0.0008, and the loss weight α to
3. We train GraphRel using the Adam (Kingma
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Method
NYT WebNLG

Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1
NovelTagging 62.4% 31.7% 42.0% 52.5% 19.3% 28.3%
OneDecoder 59.4% 53.1% 56.0% 32.2% 28.9% 30.5%

MultiDecoder 61.0% 56.6% 58.7% 37.7% 36.4% 37.1%
GraphRel1p 62.9% 57.3% 60.0% 42.3% 39.2% 40.7%
GraphRel2p 63.9% 60.0% 61.9% 44.7% 41.1% 42.9%

Table 1: Results for both NYT and WebNLG datasets.

Category
NYT WebNLG

Train Test Train Test
Normal 37013 3266 1596 246

EPO 9782 978 227 26
SEO 14735 1297 3406 457
All 56195 5000 5019 703

#Relation 24 246

Table 2: Statistics of dataset.

and Ba, 2015) optimizer and implement it under
PyTorch.

5.1.1 Dataset
We use the NYT (Riedel et al., 2010) and
WebNLG (Gardent et al., 2017) datasets to eval-
uate the proposed method. As NovelTagging and
MultiDecoder, for NYT, we filter sentences with
more than 100 words and for WebNLG, we use
only the first sentence in each instance in our ex-
periments. The statistics of NYT and WebNLG is
described in Table. 2.

We divided relation triplets into three cate-
gories: Normal, EntityPairOverlap (EPO), and
SingleEntityOverlap (SEO). The counts for each
category are also shown in Table 2. Since one en-
tity belonged to several different relations, Entity-
PairOverlap and SingleEntityOverlap were more
difficult tasks. We discuss the result for different
categories in the detailed analysis.

5.2 Baseline and Evaluation Metrics

We compared GraphRel with two baselines: Nov-
elTagging (Zheng et al., 2017) and MultiDe-
coder (Zeng et al., 2018). NovelTagging is a se-
quence tagger which predicts both entity and rela-
tion classes for each sentence word. MultiDecoder
is a state-of-the-art method that considers relation
extraction as a seq-seq problem and uses dynamic
decoders to extract relation triplets. The results for
both baselines come directly from the original pa-

pers.
As two baselines, we adopted the standard F1

score to evaluate the results. The predicted triplets
were seen as correct if and only if the relation and
the head of the two corresponding entities were the
same as the ground truth.

5.3 Quantitative Results

Table 1 presents the precision, recall, and F1 score
of NovelTagging, MultiDecoder, and GraphRel
for both the NYT and WebNLG datasets. OneDe-
coder, proposed in MultiDecoder’s original pa-
per, uses only a single decoder to extract relation
triplets. GraphRel1p is the proposed method but
only 1st-phase, and GraphRel2p is the complete
version, which predicts relations and entities after
the 2nd-phase.

For the NYT dataset, we see that GraphRel1-hop
outperforms NovelTagging by 18.0%, OneDe-
coder by 4.0%, and MultiDecoder by 1.3% in
terms of F1. As it acquires both sequential and
regional dependency word features, GraphRel1-hop
performs better on both precision and recall, re-
sulting in a higher F1 score. With relation-
weighted GCN in 2nd-phase, GraphRel2p, which
considers interaction between name entities and
relations, further surpasses MultiDecoder by 3.2%
and yields a 1.9% improvement in comparison
with GraphRel1p.

Similar results can be found on the WebNLG
dataset: GraphRel1p outperforms baseline F1
scores by 3.6%, and GraphRel2p further improves
2.2% upon GraphRel1p. From the NYT and
WebNLG results, we show that GCN’s regional
dependency feature and 2nd-phase prediction both
aid relation prediction in terms of precision, recall,
and F1 score.

NovelTagging and MultiDecoder both use a se-
quential architecture. As NovelTagging assumes
that an entity belongs to a single relation, preci-
sion is high but recall is low. MultiDecoder uses a
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Figure 4: Results (F1 score) by named entity category.

Figure 5: Results (F1 score) by sentence triplet count.

dynamic decoder to generate relation triplets. Be-
cause of the innate restrictions on RNN unrolling,
the number of triplets it can generate is limited.
However, for GraphRel, as we predict relations for
each word pair, we are free of that restriction. We
believe that GraphRel is the most balanced method
as it maintains both high precision and high recall,
yielding higher F1 scores.

5.4 Detailed Analysis

To further analyze the proposed GraphRel, we
present the results under different types of triplets,
different inference methods, the improvement
over name entity recognition, and different num-
bers of GCN layer used.

5.4.1 Different Types of Triplets
We first investigate the results under different en-
tity categories. Fig. 4 presents the results for both
NYT and WebNLG datasets.

For GraphRel, as we predict relations for all
word pairs, all words can have relations with
other words: thus entity overlap is not a problem.
Though MultiDecoder tries to use a dynamic de-

coder, the result shows that GraphRel surpasses
them in all entity categories. For instance, on the
WebNLG dataset, GraphRel1p outperforms Mul-
tiDecoder by 3.5% on the normal class, 2.9% on
the EPO class, and 3.4% on the SEO class. And
GraphRel2p further improves GraphRel1p for each
class.

We also compare the results given different
numbers of triplets in a sentence, as illustrated as
Fig. 5. The x-axis represents 1, 2, 3, 4, or more
than 5 triplets in a sentence. Because of the sin-
gle decoder, OneDecoder performs well for sin-
gle triplets, but performance drops drastically for
more triplets in a sentence. As with the experiment
for different entity categories, GraphRel1p and
GraphRel2p both outperform the baselines under
all numbers of triplets in a sentence. GraphRel1p
outperforms MultiDecoder by 7.5% for more than
5 triplets in a sentence and GraphRel2p further sur-
passes MultiDecoder by 11.1% on NYT.

5.4.2 Inference Methods

We compare the two baseline inference methods,
head and average, and the threshold method under
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Sentence GraphRel1p GrapRel2p

Agra Airport is in India where (Agra Airport, location, India) (Agra Airport, location, India)
one of its leaders is Thakur. (India, leader name, Thakur) (India, leader name, Thakur)

In Italy, the capital is Rome and (Italy, captical, Rome) (Italy, captical, Rome)
A.S. Gubbio 1910 is located there. (A.S. Gubbio 1910, ground, Italy)
Asam pedas (aka Asam padeh) is (Asam pedas, alias, Asam padeh) (Asam pedas, alias, Asam padeh)

from the Sumatra and Malay (Asam pedas, region, Malay Peninsula) (Asam pedas, region, Malay Peninsula)
Peninsula regions of Malaysia. (Asam pedas, country, Malaysia) (Asam padeh, region, Malay Peninsula)

(Asam pedas, country, Malaysia)
(Asam padeh, country, Malaysia)

Table 3: Case Study for Graph1p and GraphRel2p.

Figure 6: Results by different decision thresholds.

Method NYT WebNLG
GraphRel1p 88.8% 89.1%
GraphRel2p 89.2% 91.9%

Table 4: F1 score of entity recognition for GraphRel.

different θ. Fig. 6 shows their results when applied
to GraphRel2p on NYT and WebNLG.

It can be seen that the threshold inference
method efficaciously adjusts the trade-off between
precision and recall with different choices of θ. By
reducing the threshold from θ = 0.8 to θ = 0, the
recall is significantly increased by 1.8% and 1.4%
respectively on NYT and WebNLG, with only a
marginal 0.6% loss of precision. The effective-
ness of the proposed threshold method then leads
to the best performance on both datasets, surpass-
ing both the head and average ones.

5.4.3 Improvement over Entity Recognition
and Different Numbers of GCN Layer

From Table. 4, GraphRel2p can surpass 1st-phase
by 0.4% and 2.8% for entity recognition on both
NYT and WebNLG. It also shows that 2nd-phase
relation-weighted GCN is effective on not only re-
lation extraction but also name entity recognition.

To confirm that our 2-layer 1st-phase added 1-
†#GCN layer in 1st-phase set to 2.
‡#GCN layer in 1st-phase and 2nd-phase set to 2 and 1.

Phase #GCN layer NYT WebNLG

1st-phase
2 60.0% 40.7%
3 60.0% 40.5%

2nd-phase†
1 61.9% 42.9%
2 61.6% 42.4%

3rd-phase‡ 1 61.8% 42.7%

Table 5: F1 score by different numbers of GCN layer.

layer 2nd-phase is the best setting, we investigate
the result of different numbers of GCN layer used
in both 1st-phase and 2nd-phase. Table. 5 presents
the results of using 3 GCN layers for 1st-phase and
2 layers of relation-weighted GCN for 2nd-phase.
However, it shows that more GCN layers can not
bring out better prediction and our (2, 1) layer set-
ting should be the most suitable one for relation
extraction task.

We also experiment on 3rd-phase method,
adopting relation-weighted GCN again where the
graph is based on 2nd-phase’s predicited rela-
tions. And it shows that our 2nd-phase is sufficient
enough for relation extraction.

5.5 Case Study

Table. 3 shows the case study of our proposed
GraphRel. The first sentence is an easy case and
both GraphRel1p and GraphRel2p can extract ac-
curately. For the second case, although there does
not belong to name entity, it should contain the
hidden semantic of Italy. Therefore, 2nd-phase
can further predict that A.S. Gubbio 1910 grounds
in Italy. The third case is an SEO class in which
GraphRel1p discovers that Asam pedas is the same
as Asam padeh, thus the latter should also locate
in Malay Peninsula and come from Malaysia.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we present GraphRel, an end-to-
end relation extraction model which jointly learns
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named entities and relations based on graph con-
volutional networks (GCN). We combine RNN
and GCN to extract not only sequential features
but also regional dependency features for each
word. Implicit features among all word pairs of
the text are also considered in our approach. We
predict relations for each word pair, solving the
problem of entity overlapping. Furthermore, we
introduce a novel relation-weighted GCN that con-
siders interactions between named entities and re-
lations. We evaluate the proposed method on the
NYT and WebNLG datasets. The results show that
our method outperforms previous work by 3.2%
and 5.8% and achieves a new state-of-the-art for
relation extraction.
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Abstract

Pattern-based labeling methods have achieved
promising results in alleviating the inevitable
labeling noises of distantly supervised neu-
ral relation extraction. However, these meth-
ods require significant expert labor to write
relation-specific patterns, which makes them
too sophisticated to generalize quickly. To
ease the labor-intensive workload of pattern
writing and enable the quick generalization to
new relation types, we propose a neural pat-
tern diagnosis framework, DIAG-NRE, that
can automatically summarize and refine high-
quality relational patterns from noise data with
human experts in the loop. To demonstrate
the effectiveness of DIAG-NRE, we apply it to
two real-world datasets and present both sig-
nificant and interpretable improvements over
state-of-the-art methods. Source codes and
data can be found at https://github.
com/thunlp/DIAG-NRE.

1 Introduction

Relation extraction aims to extract relational facts
from the plain text and can benefit downstream
knowledge-driven applications. A relational fact is
defined as a relation between a head entity and
a tail entity, e.g., (Letizia Moratti, Birthplace,
Milan). The conventional methods often regard
relation extraction as a supervised classification
task that predicts the relation type between two de-
tected entities mentioned in a sentence, including
both statistical models (Zelenko et al., 2003; Zhou
et al., 2005) and neural models (Zeng et al., 2014;
dos Santos et al., 2015).

These supervised models require a large number
of human-annotated data to train, which are both
expensive and time-consuming to collect. There-
fore, Craven et al. (1999); Mintz et al. (2009) pro-
posed distant supervision (DS) to automatically
generate large-scale training data for relation ex-

Knowledge Base
Head Entity Tail Entity Relation

Letizia Moratti Milan Birthplace

Training Data for “Birthplace” Relation

Sentence DS
Label

Ground 
Truth

Error
Type

Marjorie_Kelloggwas born in Santa_Barbara . 0 1 FN
Mayor Letizia_Moratti of Milan disdainfully dismissed it . 1 0 FP

Distant
Supervision

(DS)

Figure 1: Two types of error labels, false negatives
(FN) and false positives (FP), caused by DS.

traction, by aligning relational facts from a knowl-
edge base (KB) to plain text and assuming that
every sentence mentioning two entities can de-
scribe their relationships in the KB. As DS can ac-
quire large-scale data without human annotation,
it has been widely adopted by recent neural rela-
tion extraction (NRE) models (Zeng et al., 2015;
Lin et al., 2016).

Although DS is both simple and effective in
many cases, it inevitably introduces intolerable la-
beling noises. As Figure 1 shows, there are two
types of error labels, false negatives and false pos-
itives. The reason for false negatives is that a sen-
tence does describe two entities about a target re-
lation, but the fact has not been covered by the KB
yet. While for false positives, it is because not all
sentences mentioning entity pairs actually express
their relations in the KB. The noisy-labeling prob-
lem can become severe when the KB and text do
not match well and as a result heavily weaken the
model performance (Riedel et al., 2010).

Recent research has realized that introducing
appropriate human efforts is essential for reduc-
ing such labeling noises. For example, Zhang
et al. (2012); Pershina et al. (2014); Angeli et al.
(2014); Liu et al. (2016) mixed a small set of
crowd-annotated labels with purely DS-generated
noise labels. However, they found that only suf-
ficiently large and high-quality human labels can
bring notable improvements, because there are
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significantly larger number of noise labels.
To enlarge the impact of human efforts, Ratner

et al. (2016); Liu et al. (2017a) proposed to incor-
porate pattern-based labeling, where the key idea
was to regard both DS and pattern-based heuris-
tics as the weak supervision sources and develop
a weak-label-fusion (WLF) model to produce de-
noised labels. However, the major limitation of the
WLF paradigm lies in the requirement of human
experts to write relation-specific patterns. Un-
fortunately, writing good patterns is both a high-
skill and labor-intensive task that requires ex-
perts to learn detailed pattern-composing instruc-
tions, examine adequate examples, tune patterns
for different corner cases, etc. For example, the
spouse relation example of Ratner et al. (2016)
uses 11 functions with over 20 relation-specific
keywords1. Even worse, when generalizing to a
new relation type, we need to repeat the hard man-
ual operations mentioned above again.

To ease the pattern-writing work of human ex-
perts and enable the quick generalization to new
relation types, we propose a neural pattern diag-
nosis framework, DIAG-NRE, which establishes
a bridge between DS and WLF, for common NRE
models. The general workflow of DIAG-NRE, as
Figure 2 shows, contains two key stages: 1) pat-
tern extraction, extracting potential patterns from
NRE models by employing reinforcement learn-
ing (RL), and 2) pattern refinement, asking hu-
man experts to annotate a small set of actively se-
lected examples. Following these steps, we not
only minimize the workload and difficulty of hu-
man experts by generating patterns automatically,
but also enable the quick generalization by only re-
quiring a small number of human annotations. Af-
ter the processing of DIAG-NRE, we obtain high-
quality patterns that are either supportive or un-
supportive of the target relation with high proba-
bilities and can feed them into the WLF stage to
get denoised labels and retrain a better model. To
demonstrate the effectiveness of DIAG-NRE, we
conduct extensive experiments on two real-world
datasets, where DIAG-NRE not only achieves sig-
nificant improvements over state-of-the-art meth-
ods but also provides insightful diagnostic results
for different noise behaviors via refined patterns.

In summary, DIAG-NRE has the following con-
tributions:

1https://github.com/HazyResearch/
snorkel/tree/master/tutorials/intro

DIAG-NRE

Pattern 
Refinement

High-quality
Patterns

Induced
Patterns

Weak Label 
Fusion
(WLF)

Pattern
Extraction

Distant
Supervision

(DS)

& DataNRE
Model

Denoised
Labels

DS Labels

Figure 2: An overview of DIAG-NRE.

• easing the pattern-writing work of human ex-
perts by generating patterns automatically;

• enabling the quick generalization to new re-
lation types by only requiring a small number
of human annotations;

• presenting both significant and interpretable
performance improvements as well as intu-
itive diagnostic analyses.

Particularly, for one relation with severe false neg-
ative noises, we improve the F1 score by about 0.4.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to ex-
plicitly reveal and address this severe noise prob-
lem for that dataset.

2 Related Work

To reduce labeling noises of DS, earlier work at-
tempted to design specific model architectures that
can better tolerate labeling noises, such as the
multi-instance learning paradigm (Riedel et al.,
2010; Hoffmann et al., 2011; Surdeanu et al.,
2012; Zeng et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2016; Wu et al.,
2017). These models relax the raw assumption of
DS by grouping multiple sentences that mention
the same entity pair together as a bag and then as-
suming that at least one sentence in this bag ex-
presses the relation. This weaker assumption can
alleviate the noisy-labeling problem to some ex-
tent, but this problem still exists at the bag level,
and Feng et al. (2018) discovered that bag-level
models struggled to do sentence-level predictions.

Later work tried to design a dynamic label-
adjustment strategy for training (Liu et al., 2017b;
Luo et al., 2017). Especially, the most recent
work (Feng et al., 2018; Qin et al., 2018) adopted
RL to train an agent that interacts with the NRE
model to learn how to remove or alter noise la-
bels. These methods work without human inter-
vention by utilizing the consistency and difference
between DS-generated labels and model-predicted
ones. However, such methods can neither discover
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noise labels that coincide with the model predic-
tions nor explain the reasons for removed or al-
tered labels. As discussed in the introduction, in-
troducing human efforts is a promising direction
to contribute both significant and interpretable im-
provements, which is also the focus of this paper.

As for the pattern-extraction part, we note that
there are some methods with similar insights but
different purposes. For example, Zhang et al.
(2018) improved the performance of the vanilla
LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) by
utilizing RL to discover structured representations
and Li et al. (2016) interpreted the sentiment pre-
diction of neural models by employing RL to find
the decision-changing phrases. However, NRE
models are unique because we only care about
the semantic inter-entity relation mentioned in the
sentence. To the best of our knowledge, we are the
first to extract patterns from NRE models by RL.

We also note that the relational-pattern mining
has been extensively studied (Califf and Mooney,
1999; Carlson et al., 2010; Nakashole et al., 2012;
Jiang et al., 2017). Different from those studies,
our pattern-extraction method 1) is simply based
on RL, 2) does not rely on any lexical or syntac-
tic annotation, and 3) can be aware of the pattern
importance via the prediction of NRE models. Be-
sides, Takamatsu et al. (2012) inferred negative
syntactic patterns via the example-pattern-relation
co-occurrence and removed the false-positive la-
bels accordingly. In contrast, built upon modern
neural models, our method not only reduces neg-
ative patterns to alleviate false positives but also
reinforces positive patterns to address false nega-
tives at the same time.

3 Methodology

Provided with DS-generated data and NRE mod-
els trained on them, DIAG-NRE can generate
high-quality patterns for the WLF stage to produce
denoised labels. As Figure 2 shows, DIAG-NRE
contains two key stages in general: pattern extrac-
tion (Section 3.2) and pattern refinement (Section
3.3). Moreover, we briefly introduce the WLF
paradigm in Section 3.4 for completeness. Next,
we start with reviewing the common input-output
schema of modern NRE models.

Reward

NRE Model
r

Encoder

Input Representation

Agent

w1

p1 p2

w2 wT

pT
x

ŵ1

p1

ŵ2

p2

ŵT

pT
x̂

State

a1 a2 aTa

Agent Network

Action

New
State

PEREntities CITY

0 0Actions 0 11 0
.BerlininbornwasJoachim_FestTokens

Pattern-induction Example

Pattern ENTITY1:PER PAD{1,3} born in ENTITY2:CITY

Figure 3: The RL-based pattern-extraction workflow
and a typical pattern-induction example, where we in-
duce a pattern for the Birthplace relation via a se-
ries of actions (0: retaining, 1: erasing).

3.1 NRE Models

Given an instance s with T tokens2, a com-
mon input representation of NRE models is x =
[x1,x2, · · · ,xT ], where xi ∈ Rdx denotes the
embedding of token i and dx is the token embed-
ding size. Particularly, xi is the concatenation of
the word embedding, wi ∈ Rdx , and position em-
bedding, pi ∈ Rdp , as [wi;pi], to be aware of
both semantics and entity positions, where dx =
dw + dp. Given the relation type r, NRE models
perform different types of tensor manipulations on
x and obtain the predicting probability of r given
the instance s as Pφ(r|x), where φ denotes model
parameters except for the input embedding tables.

3.2 Pattern Extraction

In this stage, we build a pattern-extraction agent
to distill relation-specific patterns from NRE mod-
els with the aforementioned input-output schema.
The basic idea is to erase irrelevant tokens and
preserve the raw target prediction simultaneously,
which can be modeled as a token-erasing decision
process and optimized by RL. Figure 3 shows this
RL-based workflow in a general way together with
an intuitive pattern-induction example. Next, we
elaborate details of this workflow.

Action. The agent takes an action ai, retaining
(0) or erasing (1), for each token of the instance
s and transforms the input representation from x
into x̂. During this process, the column i of x,

2In this paper, we refer to a sentence together with an en-
tity pair as an instance and omit the instance index for brevity.
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xi = [wi;pi], corresponding to the token i of
raw instance s, is transformed into x̂i = [ŵi;pi],
where the position vectors are left untouched and
the new word vector ŵi is adjusted based on the
action taken by the agent. For the retaining action,
we retain the raw word vector as ŵi = wi. While
for erasing, we set ŵi to be all zeros to remove
the semantic meaning. After taking a sequence of
actions, a = [a1; a2; · · · ; aT ], we get the trans-
formed representation x̂ with T̂ tokens retained.

Reward. Our purpose is to find the most sim-
plified sequence that preserves the raw prediction
confidence. Therefore, given the raw input repre-
sentation x and the corresponding action vector a,
we define the reward as follows:

R(a|x) = log

(
Pφ(r|x̂)

Pφ(r|x)

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Prediction Confidence

+η · (1− T̂ /T )︸ ︷︷ ︸
Sparsity

,

where the total reward is composed of two parts:
one is the log-likelihood term to pursue the high
prediction confidence and the other is the sparse
ratio term to induce sparsity in terms of retained
tokens. We balance these two parts through a
hyper-parameter η.

State. To be general, the state provided to the
agent should be independent of NRE architectures.
Moreover, the state needs to incorporate complete
information of the current instance. Therefore, in
our design, the agent directly employs the input
representation x as the state.

Agent. We employ policy-based RL to train a
neural-network-based agent that can predict a se-
quence of actions for an instance to maximize
the reward. Our agent network directly esti-
mates πΘ(a|x) =

∏T
i=1 πΘ(ai|x) in a non-

autoregressive manner by calculating πΘ(ai|x) in
parallel, where Θ denotes the parameters of the
agent network. To enrich the contextual infor-
mation when deciding the action for each token,
we employ the forward and backward LSTM net-
works to encode x into h as
−→
h = [

−→
h 1,
−→
h 2, · · · ,

−→
h T ] = Forward-LSTM(x),

←−
h = [

←−
h 1,
←−
h 2, · · · ,

←−
h T ] = Backward-LSTM(x),

h = [h1, h2, · · · , hT ] = Concatenate(
−→
h ,
←−
h ),

where
−→
h i ∈ Rdh ,

←−
h i ∈ Rdh , hi = [

−→
h i;
←−
h i] ∈

R2×dh , and dh denotes the size of LSTM’s hid-
den state. Then, we employ an attention-based

strategy (Bahdanau et al., 2015) to aggregate the
contextual information as c = [c1, c2, · · · , cT ].
For each token i, we compute the context vector
ci ∈ R2dh as follows:

ci =
T∑

j=1

αijhj ,

where each scalar weight αij is calculated by
eij/(

∑T
k=1 e

i
k). Here eij is computed by a small

network as eij = v>α tanh(Wxxi + Whhj), where
Wx ∈ R2dh×dx , Wh ∈ R2dh×2dh and vα ∈
R2dh are network parameters. Next, we com-
pute the final representation to infer actions as
z = [z1, z2, · · · , zT ], where for each token i,
zi = [xi; ci] ∈ Rdx+2dh incorporates semantic,
positional and contextual information. Finally, we
estimate the probability of taking action ai for to-
ken i as

πΘ(ai|x) = oaii · (1− oi)(1−ai),

where oi = sigmoid(W>o zi + bo), Wo ∈ Rdx+2dh

and bo ∈ R1 are network parameters.

Optimization. We employ the REINFORCE al-
gorithm (Williams, 1992) and policy gradient
methods (Sutton et al., 2000) to optimize param-
eters of the agent network, where the key step is
to rewrite the gradient formulation and then apply
the back-propagation algorithm (Rumelhart et al.,
1986) to update network parameters. Specifically,
we define our objective as:

L(Θ) = Es
[
EπΘ(a|x)R(a|x)

]
,

where x denotes the input representation of the in-
stance s. By taking the derivative of J(Θ) with re-
spect to Θ, we can obtain the gradient∇ΘL(Θ) as
Es[EπΘ(a|x)[R(a|x)∇Θ log πΘ(a|x)]]. Besides,
we utilize the ε-greedy trick to balance exploration
and exploitation.

Pattern Induction. Given instances and corre-
sponding agent actions, we take the following
steps to induce compact patterns. First, to be
general, we substitute raw entity pairs with corre-
sponding entity types. Then, we evaluate the agent
to obtain retained tokens with the relative distance
preserved. To enable the generalized position in-
dication, we divide the relative distance between
two adjacent retained tokens into four categories:
zero (no tokens between them), short (1-3 tokens),
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Figure 4: The human-in-the-loop pattern refinement.

medium (4-9 tokens) and long (10 or more tokens)
distance. For instance, Figure 3 shows a typical
pattern-induction example. Patterns with such for-
mats can incorporate multiple kinds of crucial in-
formation, such as entity types, key tokens and the
relative distance among them.

3.3 Pattern Refinement

The above pattern-extraction stage operates at the
instance level by producing a pattern for each eval-
uated instance. However, after aggregating avail-
able patterns at the dataset level, there inevitably
exist redundant ones. Therefore, we design a pat-
tern hierarchy to merge redundant patterns. Af-
terward, we can introduce human experts into the
workflow by asking them to annotate a small num-
ber of actively selected examples. Figure 4 shows
the general workflow of this stage.

Pattern Hierarchy. To identify redundant pat-
terns, we group multiple instances with the same
pattern and build a pattern hierarchy by the match-
ing statistics. In this hierarchy, the parent pat-
tern should cover all instances matched by the
child pattern. As the parent pattern already has
sufficient relation-supporting signals, we can omit
child patterns for human annotation. Moreover,
the number of instances from which the pattern
can be induced is closely related to the pattern rep-
resentativeness. Therefore, we follow the decreas-
ing order of this number to select top nr most rep-
resentative patterns for human annotation.

Human Annotation. To quantitatively evalu-
ate the pattern quality, we adopt an approximate
method by randomly selecting na pattern-matched
instances and annotating them manually. Thus, for
each relation type, we end up with nr ∗na human-
annotated instances. We assign patterns with the
accuracy higher than ph and lower than pl into the
positive pattern set and the negative pattern set, re-

spectively, to serve the WLF stage. In practice,
users can tune these hyper-parameters (nr, na, ph
and pl) accordingly for different applications, such
as increasing ph to prefer precision. While in this
paper, to show the wide applicability and robust-
ness of DIAG-NRE, we demonstrate that a single
configuration can handle all 14 relation types.

3.4 Weak Label Fusion

The WLF model aims to fuse weak labels from
multiple labeling sources, including both DS and
patterns, to produce denoised labels. In this paper,
we adopt data programming (DP) (Ratner et al.,
2016) at our WLF model. The input unit of DP is
called labeling function (LF), which takes one in-
stance and emits a label (+1: positive, -1: negative
or 0: unknown). In our case, the LF of DS gen-
erates +1 or -1, LFs of positive patterns generate
+1 or 0, and LFs of negative patterns generate -1
or 0. We estimate parameters of DP on the small
set of human-annotated labels with a closed-form
solution (see the appendix for detailed formula-
tions). With the help of DP, we get denoised la-
bels to retrain a better model. Note that designing
better generic WLF models is still a hot research
topic (Varma et al., 2016; Bach et al., 2017; Liu
et al., 2017a) but outside the scope of this work,
which is automatically generating patters to ease
human’s work.

4 Experiments

In this section, we present experimental results
and comprehensive analyses to demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of DIAG-NRE.

4.1 Experimental Setup

Evaluation. To clearly show the different noise
behaviours for various relation types, we treat each
relation prediction task as a single binary classifi-
cation problem, that is predicting the existing or
not of that relation for a given instance. Different
from previous studies, we report relation-specific
metrics (Precision, Recall and F1 scores, all in the
percentage format) and macro-averaged ones at
the dataset level, because the distribution of rela-
tion types is extremely imbalanced and the micro-
averaged evaluation inevitably overlooks noisy-
labeling issues of many relation types. Moreover,
we only utilize human-annotated test data to eval-
uate models trained on noise labels, as Ratner et al.
(2016); Liu et al. (2016) did. The reason is that the
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TID Relation Abbreviation Train Test

N
Y

T

R0 Bus./Company 5.3k 186
R1 Loc./Admin. Div. 4.9k 180
R2 Loc./Capital 5.3k 20
R3 Loc./Contains 44.6k 263
R4 Loc./Country 4.9k 89
R5 Loc./Neighbor. 5.6k 55
R6 Peo./National. 7.5k 84
R7 Peo./Place Lived 6.7k 230
R8 Peo./Birthplace 3.1k 16
R9 Peo./Deathplace 1.9k 19

U
W

Ru
6 Peo./National. 107k 1.8k

Ru
7 Peo./Place Lived 20.9k 3.8k

Ru
8 Peo./Birthplace 15.3k 458

Ru
9 Peo./Deathplace 5.7k 1.3k

Table 1: The total 14 relation prediction tasks with cor-
responding task IDs (TIDs), relation abbreviations and
the number of positive labels in the train and test sets.
The train set, generated by DS, contains 452, 223 and
395, 738 instances for NYT and UW, respectively. The
test set, annotated by the human, contains 1, 027 and
15, 622 instances for NYT and UW, respectively.

severe labeling noises of many relation types heav-
ily weaken the reliability of the DS-based held-
out evaluation (Mintz et al., 2009), which cannot
judge the performance accurately.

Data & Tasks. We select top ten relation types
with enough coverage (over 1, 000 instances) from
the NYT dataset (Riedel et al., 2010)3 and all
four relation types from the UW dataset (Liu
et al., 2016)4. Originally, the NYT dataset con-
tains a train set and a test set both generated by
DS with 522, 611 and 172, 448 instances, respec-
tively; the UW dataset contains a train set gener-
ated by DS, a crowd-annotated set and a minimal
human-annotated test set with 676, 882, 18, 128
and 164 instances, respectively. To enable the re-
liable evaluation based on human annotations, for
the NYT dataset, we randomly select up to 100
instances per relation (including the special un-
known relation NA) from the test set and manu-
ally annotate them; while for the UW dataset, we
directly utilize the crowd-annotated set (disjoint
from the train set) with the broad coverage and
very high quality as the ground truth. Table 1 sum-
maries detailed statistics of these 14 tasks.

Hyper-parameters. We implement DIAG-NRE
based on Pytorch5 and directly utilize its default

3http://iesl.cs.umass.edu/riedel/ecml/
4https://www.cs.washington.edu/ai/

gated_instructions/naacl_data.zip
5https://pytorch.org/

initialization for neural networks. For the NRE
model, we adopt a simple yet effective LSTM-
based architecture described in Zhou et al. (2016)
and adopt widely-used hyper-parameters (see the
appendix for details). As for DIAG-NRE, we
use the following configuration for all 14 tasks.
For the agent network, the LSTM hidden size is
200, the optimizer is Adam with a learning rate
of 0.001, the batch size is 5, and the training
epoch is 10. At the pattern-extraction stage, we
use ε = 0.1 and alter η in {0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5}
to train multiple agents that tend to squeeze pat-
terns with different granularities and combine out-
puts of all agents to serve the pattern-refinement
stage. To speed up the agent training, we use fil-
tered instances by taking the top 10, 000 ones with
the highest prediction probabilities. At the pattern-
refinement stage, hyper-parameters include nr =
20, na = 10, ph = 0.8 and pl = 0.1. Thus, for
each task, we get 200 human-annotated instances
(about 0.05% of the entire train set) and at most 20
patterns for the WLF stage.

4.2 Performance Comparisons
Based on the above hyper-parameters, DIAG-NRE
together with the WLF model can produce de-
noised labels to retrain a better NRE model. Next,
we present the overall performance comparisons
of NRE models trained with different labels.

Baselines. We adopt the following baselines:
1) Distant Supervision, the vanilla DS described
in Mintz et al. (2009), 2) Gold Label Mix (Liu
et al., 2016), mixing human-annotated high-
quality labels with DS-generated noise labels, and
3) RLRE (Feng et al., 2018), building an instance-
selection agent to select correct-labeled ones by
only interacting with NRE models trained on noise
labels. Specifically, for Gold Label Mix, we
use the same 200 labels obtained at the pattern-
refinement stage as the high-quality labels. To fo-
cus on the impact of training labels produced with
different methods, besides for fixing all hyper-
parameters exactly same, we run the NRE model
with five random seeds, ranging from 0 to 4, for
each case and present the averaged scores.

Overall Results. Table 2 shows the overall re-
sults with precision (P.), recall (R.) and F1 scores.
For a majority of tasks suffering large labeling
noises, including R1, R4, R5, R8, R9 and Ru8 , we
improve the F1 score by 5.0 over the best base-
line. Notably, the F1 improvement for task R1 has
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TID Distant Supervision Gold Label Mix RLRE DIAG-NRE
P. R. F1 P. R. F1 P. R. F1 P. R. F1 Inc-DS Inc-Best

R0 95.1 41.5 57.8 95.7 40.8 57.2 97.7 32.4 48.6 95.7 42.8 59.1 +1.4 +1.4
R1 91.9 9.1 16.4 90.2 11.7 20.2 92.6 4.2 8.0 94.5 44.8 60.7 +44.3 +40.4
R2 37.0 83.0 50.8 40.0 85.0 54.0 64.8 68.0 66.1 42.4 85.0 56.0 +5.2 -10.1
R3 87.5 79.2 83.2 87.1 80.2 83.5 87.5 79.2 83.2 87.0 79.8 83.2 +0.0 -0.3
R4 95.3 50.1 64.7 94.1 49.0 63.9 98.2 47.9 64.0 94.5 57.5 71.5 +6.7 +6.7
R5 82.7 29.1 42.9 84.7 29.5 43.6 82.7 29.1 42.9 84.5 37.5 51.8 +8.9 +8.3
R6 82.0 83.8 82.8 81.6 84.0 82.7 82.0 83.8 82.8 81.5 83.3 82.3 -0.5 -0.5
R7 82.3 22.3 35.1 82.0 22.6 35.4 83.5 21.8 34.5 82.0 25.6 39.0 +3.8 +3.6
R8 66.2 32.5 39.8 70.5 47.5 55.8 66.2 32.5 39.8 73.4 61.3 65.5 +25.7 +9.7
R9 85.4 73.7 77.9 85.9 80.0 81.5 85.4 73.7 77.9 89.0 87.4 87.1 +9.2 +5.6

Avg. 80.5 50.4 55.1 81.2 53.0 57.8 84.1 47.3 54.8 82.5 60.5 65.6 +10.5 +6.5

Ru
6 35.9 75.7 48.7 35.8 75.0 48.5 36.0 75.3 48.7 36.2 74.5 48.7 +0.0 -0.0

Ru
7 57.8 18.5 28.0 59.3 19.1 28.8 57.8 18.5 28.0 56.3 23.5 33.1 +5.1 +4.3

Ru
8 37.3 64.0 46.9 40.0 64.9 49.1 37.3 64.0 46.9 48.1 71.9 57.5 +10.6 +8.3

Ru
9 77.1 71.3 74.0 77.5 70.3 73.5 77.1 71.3 74.0 80.7 71.1 75.4 +1.5 +1.5

Avg. 52.0 57.4 49.4 53.1 57.3 50.0 52.0 57.3 49.4 55.3 60.2 53.7 +4.3 +3.5

Table 2: Overall results for 14 tasks, where we present relation-specific scores, the macro-averaged ones (Avg.),
the F1 improvement of DIAG-NRE over the vanilla DS (Inc-DS) and the best baseline (Inc-Best), and we highlight
the best F1 for each task and the significant improvements.

TID Prec. Recall Acc. #Pos. #Neg.

R0 100.0 81.8 82.0 20 0
R1 93.9 33.5 36.2 18 0
R2 75.7 88.0 76.5 9 5
R3 100.0 91.4 92.0 20 0
R4 93.3 72.4 80.9 10 2
R5 93.8 77.3 86.5 15 0
R6 88.3 76.9 75.1 14 0
R7 91.9 64.6 64.0 20 0
R8 29.3 30.4 60.0 4 10
R9 66.7 38.1 74.4 6 11
Ru

6 81.8 90.7 81.0 7 0
Ru

7 93.5 70.7 68.3 17 1
Ru

8 35.0 70.0 60.0 4 15
Ru

9 87.5 59.2 67.7 12 5

Table 3: Total diagnostic results, where columns con-
tain the precision, recall and accuracy of DS-generated
labels evaluated on 200 human-annotated labels as well
as the number of positive and negative patterns pre-
served after the pattern-refinement stage, and we un-
derline some cases in which DS performs poorly.

reached 40. For some tasks with fewer noises, in-
cluding R0, R7, Ru7 and Ru9 , our method can ob-
tain small improvements. For a few tasks, such
as R3, R6 and Ru6 , only using DS is sufficient to
train competitive models. In such cases, fusing
other weak labels may have negative effects, but
these side effects are small. The detailed reasons
for these improvements will be elaborated together
with the diagnostic results in Section 4.3. An-
other interesting observation is that RLRE yields
the best result on tasks R2 and Ru6 but gets worse
results than the vanilla DS on tasks R0, R1, R4

and R7. Since the instance selector used in RLRE
is difficult to be interpreted, we can hardly figure
out the specific reason. We conjecture that this be-
havior is due to the gap between maximizing the
likelihood of the NRE model and the ground-truth
instance selection. In contrast, DIAG-NRE can
contribute both stable and interpretable improve-
ments with the help of human-readable patterns.

4.3 Pattern-based Diagnostic Results

Besides for improving the extraction performance,
DIAG-NRE can interpret different noise effects
caused by DS via refined patterns, as Table 3
shows. Next, we elaborate these diagnostic results
and the corresponding performance degradation of
NRE models from two perspectives: false nega-
tives (FN) and false positives (FP).

FN. A typical example of FN is task R1

(Administrative Division), where the
precision of DS-generated labels is fairly good but
the recall is too low. The underlying reason is
that the relational facts stored in the KB cover too
few real facts actually contained by the corpus.
This low-recall issue introduces too many neg-
ative instances with common relation-supporting
patterns and thus confuses the NRE model in cap-
turing correct features. This issue also explains
results of R1 in Table 2 that the NRE model
trained on DS-generated data achieves high pre-
cision but low recall, while DIAG-NRE with rein-
forced positive patterns can obtain significant im-
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TID Patterns & Matched Examples DS RLRE DIAG-NRE

R1

Pos. Pattern: in ENTITY2:CITY PAD{1,3} ENTITY1:COUNTRY (DS Label: 382 / 2072)
Example: He will , however , perform this month in Rotterdam , the
Netherlands , and Prague . 0 None 0.81

R8

Pos. Pattern: ENTITY1:PER PAD{1,3} born PAD{1,3} ENTITY2:CITY (DS Label: 44 / 82)
Example: Marjorie Kellogg was born in Santa Barbara . 0 0 1.0
Neg. Pattern: mayor ENTITY1:PER PAD{1,3} ENTITY2:CITY (DS Label: 21 / 62)
Example: Mayor Letizia Moratti of Milan disdainfully dismissed it . 1 1 0.0

Ru
9

Pos. Pattern: ENTITY1:PER died PAD{4,9} ENTITY2:CITY (DS Label: 66 / 108)
Example: Dahm died Thursday at an assisted living center in Huntsville ... 0 0 1.0
Neg. Pattern: ENTITY1:PER PAD{4,9} rally PAD{1,3} ENTITY2:CITY (DS Label: 40 / 87)
Example: Bhutto vowed to hold a rally in Rawalpindi on Friday ... 1 1 0.0

Table 4: Positive (Pos.), negative (Neg.) patterns and associated examples with labels produced by different
methods. For each pattern, we present “DS Label” as the number of DS-generated positive labels over the number
of pattern-matched instances. For RLRE, None means the instance is removed. For DIAG-NRE, we present the
soft label produced by the WLF model.

provements due to much higher recall. For tasks
R8 (Birthplace) and R9 (Deathplace), we
observe the similar low-recall issues.

FP. The FP errors are mainly caused by the as-
sumption of DS described in the introduction. For
example, the precision of DS-generated labels for
tasks R8 and Ru8 is too low. This low precision
means that a large portion of DS-generated posi-
tive labels do not indicate the target relation. Thus,
this issue inevitably causes the NRE model to ab-
sorb some irrelevant patterns. This explanation
also corresponds to the fact that we have obtained
some negative patterns. By reducing labels with
FP errors through negative patterns, DIAG-NRE
can achieve large precision improvements.

For other tasks, DS-generated labels are rela-
tively good, but the noise issue still exists, major
or minor, except for task R3 (Contains), where
labels automatically generated by DS are incred-
ibly accurate. We conjecture the reason for such
high-quality labeling is that for task R3, the DS
assumption is consistent with the written language
convention: when mentioning two locations with
the containing relation in one sentence, people get
used to declaring this relation explicitly.

4.4 Incremental Diagnosis
In addition to the performance comparisons based
on 200 human-annotated instances, we show the
incremental diagnosis ability of DIAG-NRE by
gradually increasing the number of human anno-
tations from 10 to 200. As Figure 5 shows, where
we pick those tasks (three from NYT and two from
UW) suffering large labeling noises, most tasks
experience a rapid improvement phase with the
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Figure 5: The F1 improvements of DIAG-NRE over
DS with the increased number of human annotations.

help of high-quality patterns automatically gen-
erated by DIAG-NRE and then enter a saturate
phase where adding annotations does not con-
tribute much. This saturation accords with the in-
tuition that high-quality relational patterns are of-
ten limited. The only exception is task R9 that
drops first and then increases again, the reason
is that the fully automatic pattern refinement of
DIAG-NRE produces one incorrect pattern acci-
dentally, while later patterns alleviate this mistake.
Actually, in practice, users can further curate pat-
terns generated by DIAG-NRE to get even better
results, which can also be much easier and quicker
than writing patterns from scratch.

4.5 Case Studies

Table 4 shows five pattern examples from three
tasks. For task R1, the positive pattern can rem-
edy the extremely low coverage caused by DS. For
tasks R8 and Ru9 , besides for the help of the posi-
tive pattern, the negative pattern can correct many
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FP labels caused by DS. These cases intuitively il-
lustrate the ability of DIAG-NRE to diagnose and
denoise DS-generated labels.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose a neural pattern diag-
nosis framework, DIAG-NRE, to diagnose and
improve NRE models trained on DS-generated
data. DIAG-NRE not only eases the hard pattern-
writing work of human experts by generating pat-
terns automatically, but also enables the quick gen-
eralization to new relation types by only requiring
a small number of human annotations. Coupled
with the WLF model, DIAG-NRE can produce de-
noised labels to retrain a better NRE model. Ex-
tensive experiments with comprehensive analyses
demonstrate that DIAG-NRE can contribute both
significant and interpretable improvements.

For the future work, we plan to extend DIAG-
NRE to other DS-based applications, such as ques-
tion answering (Lin et al., 2018), event extrac-
tion (Chen et al., 2017), etc.
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A Appendices

In the appendices, we introduce formulation de-
tails of the weak-label-fusion (WLF) model and
the hyper-parameters for our neural relation ex-
traction (NRE) model.

A.1 Weak Label Fusion

As mentioned in the main body, we employ the
data programming (DP) (Ratner et al., 2016) as
our WLF model. DP proposed an abstraction of
the weak label generator, named as the labeling
function (LF), which can incorporate both DS and
pattern-based heuristics. Typically, for a binary
classification task, an LF is supposed to produce
one label (+1: positive, -1: negative or 0: un-
known) for each input instance. In our case, the LF
of DS generates +1 or -1, LFs of positive patterns
generate +1 or 0, and LFs of negative patterns gen-
erate -1 or 0.

Given m labeling functions, we can write the
joint probability of weak labels Ls and the true la-
bel Y s ∈ {−1,+1} for instance s, Pα,β(Ls, Y s),
as

1

2

m∏

i=1

(βiαi1{Ls
i=Y s} + βi(1− αi)1{Ls

i=−Y s}

+ (1− βi)1{Ls
i=0}),

where each Lsi ∈ {−1, 0,+1} denotes the weak
label generated for instance s by the ith labeling
function, and α and β are model parameters to be
estimated.

Originally, Ratner et al. (2016) conducted the
unsupervised parameter estimation based on unla-
beled data by solving

max
α,β

∑

s∈S
log

(∑

Y s

Pα,β (Ls, Y s))

)
.

Different from the general DP that treats each
LF with the equal prior, we have strong priors that
patterns produced by DIAG-NRE are either sup-
portive or unsupportive of the target relation with
high probabilities. Therefore, in our case, we di-
rectly employ the small labeled set SL obtained at
the pattern-refinement stage to estimate (α,β) by
solving

max
α,β

∑

s∈SL

logPα,β(Ls, Y s),

where the closed-form solutions are

αi =

∑
s∈SL

1{Ls
i=Y s}

∑
s∈SL

[
1{Ls

i=Y s} + 1{Ls
i=−Y s}

] ,

βi =

∑
s∈SL

[
1{Ls

i=Y s} + 1{Ls
i=−Y s}

]

|SL|
,

for each i ∈ {1, · · · ,m}. After estimating these
parameters, we can infer the true label distribu-
tion by the posterior Pα,β(Y s|Ls) and use the de-
noised soft label to train a better NRE model, just
as Ratner et al. (2016) did.

A.2 Hyper-parameters of the NRE model
For the NRE model, we implement a simple
yet effective LSTM-based architecture described
in (Zhou et al., 2016). We conduct the hyper-
parameter search via cross-validation and adopt
the following configurations that can produce
pretty good results for all 14 tasks. First, the
word embedding table (dw = 100) is initialized
with Glove vectors (Pennington et al., 2014), the
size of the position vector (dp) is 5, the maxi-
mum length of the encoded relative distance is
60, and we follow (Zeng et al., 2015; Lin et al.,
2016) to randomly initialize these position vec-
tors. Besides, the LSTM hidden size is 200, and
the dropout probabilities at the embedding layer,
the LSTM layer and the last layer are 0.3, 0.3 and
0.5, respectively. During training, we employ the
Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) optimizer with the
learning rate of 0.001 and the batch size of 50.
Moreover, we select the best epoch according to
the score on the validation set.

Notably, we observe that when training on data
with large labeling noises, different parameter ini-
tializations can heavily influence the extraction
performance of trained models. Therefore, as
mentioned in the main body, to clearly and fairly
show the actual impact of different types of train-
ing labels, we restart the training of NRE models
with 5 random seeds, ranging from 0 to 4, for each
case and report the averaged scores.
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Abstract
This paper presents a novel framework,
MGNER, for Multi-Grained Named Entity
Recognition where multiple entities or en-
tity mentions in a sentence could be non-
overlapping or totally nested. Different from
traditional approaches regarding NER as a se-
quential labeling task and annotate entities
consecutively, MGNER detects and recog-
nizes entities on multiple granularities: it is
able to recognize named entities without ex-
plicitly assuming non-overlapping or totally
nested structures. MGNER consists of a De-
tector that examines all possible word seg-
ments and a Classifier that categorizes enti-
ties. In addition, contextual information and a
self-attention mechanism are utilized through-
out the framework to improve the NER per-
formance. Experimental results show that
MGNER outperforms current state-of-the-art
baselines up to 4.4% in terms of the F1 score
among nested/non-overlapping NER tasks.

1 Introduction

Effectively identifying meaningful entities or en-
tity mentions from the raw text plays a crucial part
in understanding the semantic meanings of natu-
ral language. Such a process is usually known
as Named Entity Recognition (NER) and it is one
of the fundamental tasks in natural language pro-
cessing (NLP). A typical NER system takes an
utterance as the input and outputs identified enti-
ties, such as person names, locations, and organi-
zations. The extracted named entities can benefit
various subsequent NLP tasks, including syntac-
tic parsing (Koo and Collins, 2010), question an-
swering (Krishnamurthy and Mitchell, 2015) and
relation extraction (Lao and Cohen, 2010). How-
ever, accurately recognizing representative entities
in natural language remains challenging.

∗Work was done when the author Yaliang Li was at Ten-
cent America.

Previous works treat NER as a sequence label-
ing problem. For example, Lample et al. (2016)
achieve a decent performance on NER by incor-
porating deep recurrent neural networks (RNNs)
with conditional random field (CRF) (Lafferty
et al., 2001). However, a critical problem that
arises by treating NER as a sequence labeling task
is that it only recognizes non-overlapping entities
in a single, sequential scan on the raw text; it fails
to detect nested named entities which are embed-
ded in longer entity mentions, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 1.

Facility

Last night , at the Chinese embassy in France , 
there was a holiday atmosphere .

GPEGPE

Figure 1: An example from the ACE-2004 dataset
(Doddington et al., 2004) in which two GPEs (Geo-
graphical Entities) are nested in a Facility Entity.

Due to the semantic structures within natural
language, nested entities can be ubiquitous: e.g.
47% of the entities in the test split of ACE-2004
(Doddington et al., 2004) dataset overlap with
other entities, and 42% of the sentences contain
nested entities. Various approaches (Alex et al.,
2007; Lu and Roth, 2015; Katiyar and Cardie,
2018; Muis and Lu, 2017; Wang and Lu, 2018)
have been proposed in the past decade to extract
nested named entities. However, these models are
designed explicitly for recognizing nested named
entities. They usually do not perform well on non-
overlapping named entity recognition compared to
sequence labeling models.

To tackle the aforementioned drawbacks,
we propose a novel neural framework, named
MGNER, for Multi-Grained Named Entity
Recognition. It is suitable for tackling both
Nested NER and Non-overlapping NER. The idea
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of MGNER is natural and intuitive, which is to
first detect entity positions in various granularities
via a Detector and then classify these entities into
different pre-defined categories via a Classifier.
MGNER has five types of modules: Word
Processor, Sentence Processor, Entity Processor,
Detection Network, and Classification Network,
where each module can adopt a wide range of
neural network designs.

In summary, the contributions of this work are:

• We propose a novel neural framework named
MGNER for Multi-Grained Named Entity
Recognition, aiming to detect both nested and
non-overlapping named entities effectively in a
single model.

• MGNER is highly modularized. Each module
in MGNER can adopt a wide range of neu-
ral network designs. Moreover, MGNER can
be easily extended to many other related in-
formation extraction tasks, such as chunking
(Ramshaw and Marcus, 1999) and slot filling
(Mesnil et al., 2015).

• Experimental results show that MGNER is
able to achieve new state-of-the-art results on
both Nested Named Entity Recognition tasks
and Non-overlapping Named Entity Recogni-
tion tasks.

2 Related Work

Existing approaches for recognizing non-
overlapping named entities usually treat the
NER task as a sequence labeling problem. Var-
ious sequence labeling models achieve decent
performance on NER, including probabilistic
graph models such as Conditional Random Fields
(CRF) (Ratinov and Roth, 2009), and deep neural
networks like recurrent neural networks or con-
volutional neural networks (CNN). Hammerton
(2003) is the first work to use Long Short-Term
Memory (LSTM) for NER. Collobert et al. (2011)
employ a CNN-CRF structure, which obtains
competitive results to statistical models. Most re-
cent works leverage an LSTM-CRF architecture.
Huang et al. (2015) use hand-crafted spelling
features; Ma and Hovy (2016) and Chiu and
Nichols (2016) utilize a character CNN to repre-
sent spelling characteristics; Lample et al. (2016)
employ a character LSTM instead. Moreover, the
attention mechanism is also introduced in NER to
dynamically decide how much information to use

from a word or character level component (Rei
et al., 2016).

External resources have been used to further im-
prove the NER performance. Peters et al. (2017)
add pre-trained context embeddings from bidi-
rectional language models to NER. Peters et al.
(2018) learn a linear combination of internal hid-
den states stacked in a deep bidirectional lan-
guage model, ELMo, to utilize both higher-level
states which capture context-dependent aspects
and lower-level states which model aspects of syn-
tax. These sequence labeling models can only
detect non-overlapping entities and fail to detect
nested ones.

Various approaches have been proposed for
Nested Named Entity Recognition. Finkel and
Manning (2009) propose a CRF-based con-
stituency parser which takes each named entity as
a constituent in the parsing tree. Ju et al. (2018)
dynamically stack multiple flat NER layers and
extract outer entities based on the inner ones. Such
model may suffer from the error propagation prob-
lem if shorter entities are recognized incorrectly.

Another series of approaches for Nested NER
are based on hypergraphs. The idea of using hy-
pergraph is first introduced in Lu and Roth (2015),
which allows edges to be connected to differ-
ent types of nodes to represent nested entities.
Muis and Lu (2017) use a multigraph represen-
tation and introduce the notion of mention sep-
arator for nested entity detection. Both Lu and
Roth (2015) and Muis and Lu (2017) rely on the
hand-crafted features to extract nested entities and
suffer from structural ambiguity issue. Wang and
Lu (2018) present a neural segmental hypergraph
model using neural networks to obtain distributed
feature representation. Katiyar and Cardie (2018)
also adopt a hypergraph-based formulation and
learn the structure using an LSTM network in a
greedy manner. One issue of these hypergraph
approaches is the spurious structures of hyper-
graphs as they enumerate combinations of nodes,
types and boundaries to represent entities. In other
words, these models are specially designed for the
nested named entities and are not suitable for the
non-overlapping named entity recognition.

Xu et al. (2017) propose a local detection
method which relies on a Fixed-size Ordinally
Forgetting Encoding (FOFE) method to encode ut-
terance and a simple feed-forward neural network
to either reject or predict the entity label for each
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Figure 2: The framework of MGNER for Multi-Grained Named Entity Recognition. It consists of a Detector and
a Classifier.

individual text fragment (Luan et al., 2018; Lee
et al., 2017; He et al., 2018). Their model is in
the same track with the framework we proposed
whereas the difference is that we separate the NER
task into two stages, i.e., detecting entity positions
and classifying entity categories.

3 The Proposed Framework

An overview of the proposed MGNER framework
for multi-grained entity recognition, is illustrated
in Figure 2. Specifically, MGNER consists of
two sub-networks: the Detector and the Classi-
fier. The Detector detects all the possible entity
positions while the Classifier aims at classifying
detected entities into pre-defined entity categories.
The Detector has three modules: 1) Word Proces-
sor which extracts word-level semantic features,
2) Sentence Processor that learns context informa-
tion for each utterance and 3) Detection Network
that decides whether a word segment is an entity
or not. The Classifier consists of 1) Word Proces-
sor which has the same structure as the one in the
Detector, 2) Entity Processor that obtains entity
features and 3) Classification Network that classi-
fies entity into pre-defined categories. In addition,
a self-attention mechanism is adopted in the En-

tity Processor to help the model capture and utilize
entity-related contextual information.

Each module in MGNER can be replaced with
a wide range of different neural network designs.
For example, BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) can be
used as the Word Processor and a capsule model
(Sabour et al., 2017; Xia et al., 2018) can be inte-
grated into the Classification Network.

It is worth mentioning that in order to improve
the learning speed as well as the performance
of MGNER, the Detector and the Classifier are
trained with a series of shared input features, in-
cluding the pre-trained word embeddings and the
pre-trained language model features. Sentence-
level semantic features trained in the Detector are
also transferred into the Classifier to introduce and
utilize the contextual information. We present the
key building blocks and the properties of the De-
tector in Section 3.1 and the Classifier in Section
3.2, respectively.

3.1 The Detector
The Detector is aimed at detecting possible en-
tity positions within each utterance. It takes an
utterance as the input and outputs a set of entity
candidates. Essentially, we use a semi-supervised
neural network inspired by (Peters et al., 2017)
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to model this process. The architecture of the
Detector is illustrated in the left part of Fig-
ure 2. Three major modules are contained in
the Detector: Word Processor, Sentence Proces-
sor and Detection Network. More specifically,
pre-trained word embeddings, POS tag infor-
mation and character-level word information are
used for generating semantically meaningful word
representations. Word representations obtained
from the Word Processor and the language model
embeddings—ELMo (Peters et al., 2018), are con-
catenated together to produce context-aware sen-
tence representations. Each possible word seg-
ment is then examined in the Detection Network
and to be decided whether accepted it as an entity
or not.

3.1.1 Word Processor

Word Processor extracts semantically meaningful
word representation for each token. Given an input
utterance with K tokens (t1, ..., tK), each token
tk(1 ≤ k ≤ K) is represented as

xk = [wk;pk; ck],

by using a concatenation of a pre-trained word em-
bedding wk, POS tag embedding pk if it exists,
and a character-level word information ck. The
pre-trained word embedding wk with a dimension
Dw is obtained from GloVe (Pennington et al.,
2014). The character-level word information ck
is obtained with a bidirectional LSTM (Hochreiter
and Schmidhuber, 1997) layer to capture the mor-
phological information. The hidden size of this
character LSTM is set as Dcl. As shown in the
bottom of Figure 2, character embeddings are fed
into the character LSTM. The final hidden states
from the forward and backward character LSTM
are concatenated as the character-level word infor-
mation ck. Those POS tagging embeddings and
character embeddings are randomly initialized and
learned within the learning process.

3.1.2 Sentence Processor

To learn the contextual information from each sen-
tence, another bidirectional LSTM, named word
LSTM, is applied to sequentially encode the ut-
terance. For each token, the forward hidden states
→
hk and the backward hidden states

←
hk are concate-

nated into the hidden states hk. The dimension of

the hidden states of the word LSTM is set as Dwl.

→
hk = LSTMfw(xk,

←
hk−1),

←
hk = LSTMbw(xk,

←
hk+1),

hk = [
→
hk;

←
hk].

(1)

Besides, we also utilize the language model em-
beddings pre-trained in an unsupervised way as
the ELMo model in (Peters et al., 2018). The pre-
trained ELMo embeddings and the hidden states
in the word LSTM hk are concatenated. Hence,
the concatenated hidden states hk for each token
can be reformulated as:

hk = [
→
hk;

←
hk;ELMok], (2)

where ELMok is the ELMo embeddings for to-
ken tk. Speficially, a three-layer bi-LSTM neural
network is trained as the language model. Since
the lower-level LSTM hidden states have the abil-
ity to model syntax properties and higher-level
LSTM hidden states can capture contextual in-
formation, ELMo computes the language model
embeddings as a weighted combination of all the
bidirectional LSTM hidden states:

ELMok = γ
∑L

l=0
ujh

LM
k,l , (3)

where γ is a task-specified scale parameter which
indicates the importance of the entire ELMo vec-
tor to the NER task. L is the number of layers
used in the pre-trained language model, the vector
u = [u0, · · · , uL] represents softmax-normalized
weights that combine different layers. hLMk,l is the
language model hidden state of layer l at the time
step k.

A sentence bidirectional LSTM layer with a
hidden dimension ofDsl is employed on top of the
concatenated hidden states hk. The forward and
backward hidden states in this sentence LSTM are
concatenated for each token as the final sentence
representation fk ∈ R2Dsl .

3.1.3 Detection Network
Using the semantically meaningful features ob-
tained in fk, we can identify possible entities
within each utterance. The strategy of finding en-
tities is to first generate all the word segments as
entity proposals and then estimate the probability
of each proposal as being an entity or not.

To enumerate all possible entity proposals, dif-
ferent lengths of entity proposals are generated
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surrounding each token position. For each to-
ken position, R entity proposals with the length
varies from 1 to the maximum length R are gen-
erated. Specifically, it is assumed that an in-
put utterance consists of a sequence of N tokens
(t1, t2, t3, t4, t5, t6, ..., tN ). To balance the per-
formance and the computational cost, we set R
as 6. We take each token position as the cen-
ter and generate 6 proposals surrounding it. All
the possible 6N proposals under the max-length
of 6 will be generated. As shown in Figure 3,
the entity proposals generated surrounding token
t3 are: (t3), (t3, t4), (t2, t3, t4), (t2, t3, t4, t5),
(t1, t2, t3, t4, t5), (t1, t2, t3, t4, t5, t6). Similar en-
tity proposals are generated for all the token po-
sitions and proposals that contain invalid indexes
like (t0,t1,t2) will be deleted. Hence we can obtain
all the valid entity proposals under the condition
that the max length is R.

Proposal 1: t2t1 t3 t4

Proposal 2: t2t1 t3 t4 t5

Proposal 3: t2t1 t3 t4 t5

Proposal 4: t2t1 t3 t4 t5

Proposal 5: t2t1 t3 t4 t5

Proposal 6: t2t1 t3 t4 t5

t5 t6

t6

t6

t6

t6

t6

Figure 3: All possible entity proposals generated sur-
rounding token t3 when the maximum length of an en-
tity proposal R is set as 6.

For each token, we simultaneously estimate the
probability of a proposal being an entity or not for
R proposals. A fully connected layer with a two-
class softmax function is used to determine the
quality of entity proposals:

sk = softmax (fkWp + bp) , (4)

where Wp ∈ R2Dsl×2R and bp ∈ R2R are
weights and the bias for the entity proposal layer;
sk contains 2R scores including R scores for be-
ing an entity and R scores for not being an entity
at position k. The cross-entropy loss is employed
in the Detector as follows:

Lp = −
∑K

k=1

∑R

r=1
yrk log srk, (5)

where yrk is the label for proposal type r at po-
sition k and srk is the probability of being an en-
tity for proposal type r at position k. It is worth

mentioning that, most entity proposals are nega-
tive proposals. Thus, to balance the influence of
positive proposals and negative proposals in the
loss function, we keep all positive proposals and
use down-sampling for negative proposals when
calculating the loss Lp. For each batch, we fix the
number of the total proposals, including all pos-
itive proposals and sampled negative proposals,
used in the loss function as Nb. In the inference
procedure of the Detection Network, an entity pro-
posal will be recognized as an entity candidate if
its score of being an entity is higher than score of
not being an entity.

3.2 The Classifier

The Classifier module aims at classifying entity
candidates obtained from the Detector into differ-
ent pre-defined entity categories. For the nested
NER task, all the proposed entities will be saved
and fed into the Classifier. For the NER task
which has non-overlapping entities, we utilize
the non-maximum suppression (NMS) algorithm
(Neubeck and Van Gool, 2006) to deal with re-
dundant, overlapping entity proposals and output
real entity candidates. The idea of NMS is sim-
ple but effective: picking the entity proposal with
the maximum probability, deleting conflict entity
proposals, and repeating the previous process un-
til all the proposals are processed. Eventually, we
can get those non-conflict entity candidates as the
input of the Classifier.

To understand the contextual information of
the proposed entity, we utilize both sentence-level
context information and a self-attention mecha-
nism to help the model focus on entity-related con-
text tokens. The framework of the Classifier is
shown in the right part of Figure 2. Essentially, it
consists of three modules: Word Processor, Entity
Processor and Classification Network.

3.2.1 Word Processor
A same Word Processor as in the Detector is used
here to get the word representation for the entity
candidates obtained from the Detector. The word-
level embedding, which is the concatenation of
pre-trained word embedding and POS tag embed-
ding if it is exists, is transferred from the Word
Processor in the Detector to improve the perfor-
mance as well as to speed up the learning process.
The character-level LSTM and character embed-
dings are trained separately in the Detector and the
Classifier.
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ACE-2004 ACE-2005 CoNLL-2003
TRAIN DEV TEST TRAIN DEV TEST TRAIN DEV TEST

sentences
#total 6,799 829 879 7,336 958 1,047 14,987 3,466 3,684
#overlaps 2,683(39%) 293(35%) 373(42%) 2,683 (37%) 340(35%) 330 (32%) - - -

entities

#total 22,207 2,511 3,031 24,687 3,217 3,027 23,499 5,942 5,648
#overlaps 10,170 (46%) 1,091(43%) 1,418 (47%) 9,937 (40%) 1,192(37%) 1,184 (39%) - - -
length >6 1,439 (6%) 179(7%) 199 (7%) 1,343 (5%) 148(5%) 160 (6%) 23(0.1%) 8(0.1%) 0 (0%)
max length 57 35 43 49 30 27 10 10 6

Table 1: Corpora Statistics for the ACE-2004, ACE-2005 and CoNLL-2003 datasets.

3.2.2 Entity Processor
The word representation is fed into a bidirectional
word LSTM with hidden size Dwl and the hidden
states are concatenated with the ELMo language
model embeddings as the entity features. A bidi-
rectional LSTM with hidden size Del is applied to
the entity feature to capture sequence information
among the entity words. The last hidden states of
the forward and backward Entity LSTM are con-
catenated as the entity representation e ∈ R2Del .

The same word in different contexts may have
different semantic meanings. To this end, in our
model, we take the contextual information into
consideration when learning the semantic repre-
sentations of entity candidates. We capture the
contextual information from other words in the
same utterance. Denote c as the context feature
vector for these context words, and it can be ex-
tracted from the sentence representation fk in the
Detector. Hence, the sentence features trained in
the Detector is directly transferred to the Classi-
fier.

An easy way to model context words is to con-
catenate all the word representations or average
them. However, this naive approach may fail when
there exists a lot of unrelated context words. To
select high-relevant context words and learn an
accurate contextual representation, we propose a
self-attention mechanism to simulate and dynam-
ically control the relatedness between the context
and the entity. The self-attention module takes the
entity representation e and all the context features
C = [c1, c2, ..., cN] as the inputs, and outputs a
vector of attention weights a:

a = softmax(CWeT ), (6)

where W ∈ R2Dsl×2Del is a weight matrix for
the self-attention layer, and a is the self-attention
weight on different context words. To help the
model focus on entity-related context, the attentive
vector Catt is calculated as the attention-weighted
context:

Catt = a ∗C. (7)

The lengths of the attentive context Catt varies
in different contexts. However, the goal of the
Classification Network is to classify entity candi-
dates into different categories, and thus it requires
a fixed embedding size. We achieve that by adding
another LSTM layer. An Attention LSTM with
the hidden dimension Dml is used and the con-
catenation of the last hidden states in the forward
and backward LSTM layer as the context repre-
sentation m ∈ R2Dml . Hence the shape of the
context representation is aligned. We concatenate
the context representation and the entity represen-
tation together as a context-aware entity represen-
tation to classify entity candidates: o = [m; e].

3.2.3 Classification Network
A two-layer fully connected neural network is
used to classify candidates into pre-defined cate-
gories:

p = softmax (Wc2 (σ (oWc1 + bc1)) + bc2) ,
(8)

where Wc1 ∈ R(2Dml+2Del)×Dh , bc1 ∈ RDh

, Wc2 ∈ RDc1×(Dt+1), bc2 ∈ RDt+1 are the
weights for this fully connected neural network,
and Dt is the number of entity types. Actually,
this classification function classifies entity candi-
dates into (Dt + 1) types. Here we add one more
type as for the scenario that a candidate may not
be a real entity. Finally, the hinge-ranking loss is
adopted in the Classification Network:

Lc =
∑

yw∈Yw
max {0,∆ + pyw − pyr} , (9)

where pw is the probability for the wrong labels
yw, pr is the probability for the right label yr, and
∆ is a margin. The hinge-rank loss urges the prob-
ability for the right label higher than the probabil-
ity for the wrong labels and improves the classifi-
cation performance.

4 Experiments

To show the ability and effectiveness of our pro-
posed framework, MGNER, for Multi-Grained
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Named Entity Recognition, we conduct the exper-
iments on both Nested NER task and traditional
non-overlapping NER task.

4.1 Datasets

We mainly evaluate our framework on ACE-2004
and ACE-2005 (Doddington et al., 2004) with the
same splits used by previous works (Luo et al.,
2015; Wang and Lu, 2018) for the nested NER
task. Specifically, seven different types of entities
such as person, facility, weapon and vehicle, are
contained in the ACE datasets. For the traditional
NER task, we use the CoNLL-2003 dataset (Tjong
Kim Sang and De Meulder, 2003) which contains
four types of named entities: location, organiza-
tion, person and miscellaneous. An overview of
these three datasets is illustrated in Table 1. It can
be observed that most entities are less or equal to
6 tokens, and thus we select the maximum entity
length R = 6.

4.2 Implementation Details

We performed random search (Bergstra and Ben-
gio, 2012) for hyper-parameter optimization and
selected the best setting based on performance on
the development set. We employ the Adam opti-
mizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with learning rate
decay for all the experiments. The learning rate
is set as 0.001 at the beginning and exponential
decayed by 0.9 after each epoch. The batch size
of utterances is set as 20. In order to balance the
influence of positive proposals and negative pro-
posals, we use down-sampling for negative ones
and the total proposal number Nb for each batch
is 128. To alleviate over-fitting, we add dropout
regularizations after the word representation layer
and all the LSTM layers with a dropout rate of 0.5.
In addition, we employ the early stopping strategy
when there is no performance improvement on the
development dataset after three epochs. The pre-
trained word embeddings are from GloVe (Pen-
nington et al., 2014), and the word embedding
dimension Dw is 300. Besides, the ELMo 5.5B
data1 is utilized in the experiment for the language
model embedding. Moreover, the size of charac-
ter embedding ck is 100, and the hidden size of
the Character LSTM Dcl is also 100. The size of
POS tag embedding pk is 300 for the ACE datas-
sets and no POS tag information is used in the
CoNLL-2003 dataset. The hidden dimensions of

1https://allennlp.org/elmo

the Word LSTM layer Dwl, the Sentence LSTM
layer Dsl, the Entity LSTM layer Del and the At-
tention LSTM layer Dml are all set to 300. The
hidden dimension of the classification layer Dh is
50. The margin ∆ in the hinge-ranking loss for
the entity category classification is set to 5. The
ELMo scale parameter γ used in the Detector is
3.35 and 3.05 in the Classifier, respectively.

MODEL ACE-2004 ACE-2005
P R F1 P R F1

Lu and Roth (2015) 70.0 56.9 62.8 66.3 59.2 62.5
Lample et al. (2016) 71.3 50.5 58.3 64.1 52.4 57.6
Muis and Lu (2017) 72.7 58.0 64.5 69.1 58.1 63.1
Xu et al. (2017) 68.2 54.3 60.5 67.4 55.1 60.6
Katiyar and Cardie (2018) 73.6 71.8 72.7 70.6 70.4 70.5
Ju et al. (2018) - - - 74.2 70.3 72.2
Wang et al. (2018) 74.9 71.8 73.3 74.5 71.5 73.0
Wang and Lu (2018) 78.0 72.4 75.1 76.8 72.3 74.5
MGNER w/o context 79.8 76.3 78.0 79.6 75.6 77.5
MGNER w/o attention 81.5 76.5 78.9 79.4 76.0 77.7
MGNER 81.7 77.4 79.5 79.0 77.3 78.2

Table 2: Performance on ACE-2004 and ACE-2005
test set for the Nested NER task.

4.3 Results

Nested NER Task. The proposed MGNER is
very suitable for detecting nested named entities
since every possible entity will be examined and
classified. In order to validate this advantage, we
compare MGNER with numerous baseline mod-
els: 1) Lu and Roth (2015) which propose the
mention hypergraphs for recognizing overlapping
entities; 2) Lample et al. (2016) which adopt the
LSTM-CRF stucture for sequence labelling; 3)
Muis and Lu (2017) which introduce mention sep-
arators to tag gaps between words for recogniz-
ing overlapping mentions; 4) Xu et al. (2017) that
propose a local detection method; 5) Katiyar and
Cardie (2018) which propose a hypergraph-based
model using LSTM for learning feature represen-
tations; 6) Ju et al. (2018) that use a layered model
which extracts outer entities based on inner ones;
7) Wang et al. (2018) which propose a neural
transition-based model that constructs nested men-
tions through a sequence of actions; 8) Wang and
Lu (2018) which adopt a neural segmental hyper-
graph model.

Experiment results of the Nested NER task on
the ACE-2004 and ACE-2005 datasets are re-
ported in Table 2. We can observe from Table
2 that, our proposed framework MGNER out-
performs all the baseline approaches. For both
datasets, our model improves the state-of-the-art
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result by around 4% in terms of precision, recall,
as well as the F1 score.

To study the contribution of different modules
in MGNER, we also report the performance of
two ablation variations of the proposed MGNER
at the bottom of Table 2. MGNER w/o attention
is a variation of MGNER which removes the self-
attention mechanism and MGNER w/o context
removes all the context information. To remove
the self-attention mechanism, we feed the context
feature C directly into a bi-directional LSTM to
obtain context representation m, other than the
attentive context vector Catt. As for MGNER
w/o context, we only use entity representation e
to do classification other than the context-aware
entity representation o. By adding the context
information, the F1 score improves 0.9% on the
ACE-2004 dataset and 0.7% on the ACE-2005
dataset. The self-attention mechanism improves
the F1 score by 0.6% on the ACE-2004 dataset and
0.5% on the ACE-2005 dataset.

MODEL OVERLAPPING NON-OVERLAPPING
P R F1 P R F1

Lu and Roth (2015) 68.1 52.6 59.4 64.1 65.1 64.6
Muis and Lu (2017) 70.4 55.0 61.8 67.2 63.4 65.2
Wang et al. (2018) 77.4 70.5 73.8 76.1 69.6 72.7
Wang and Lu (2018) 80.6 73.6 76.9 75.5 71.5 73.4
MGNER 82.6 76.0 79.2 77.8 79.5 78.6

Table 3: Results on different types of sentences (ACE-
2005).

To analyze how well our model performs on
overlapping and non-overlapping entities, we split
the test data into two portions: sentences with
and without overlapping entities (follow the splits
used by Wang and Lu (2018)). Four state-of-the-
art nested NER models are compared with our
proposed framework MGNER on the ACE-2005
dataset. As illustrated in Table 3, MGNER consis-
tently performs better than the baselines on both
portions, especially for the non-overlapping part.
This observation indicates that our model can bet-
ter recognize non-overlapping entities than previ-
ous nested NER models.

The first step in MGNER is to detect entity
positions using the Detector, where the effective-
ness of proposing correct entity candidates im-
mediately affects the performance of the whole
model. To this end, we provide the experiment
results of detecting correct entities in the Detector
module here. The precision, recall and F1 score
are 85.23 , 91.84, 88.41 for the ACE-2004 dataset
and 84.95, 89.35, 87.09 for the ACE-2005 dataset.

MODEL CoNLL-2003
DEV TEST

Lu and Roth (2015) 89.2 83.8
Muis and Lu (2017) - 84.3
Xu et al. (2017) - 90.85
Wang and Lu (2018) - 90.2
Lample et al. (2016) - 90.94
Ma and Hovy (2016) 94.74 91.21
Chiu and Nichols (2016) 94.03± 0.23 91.62± 0.33
Peters et al. (2017) - 91.93± 0.19
Peters et al. (2018) - 92.22± 0.10

MGNER w/o context 95.21± 0.12 92.23± 0.06
MGNER w/o attention 95.23± 0.06 92.26± 0.09
MGNER 95.24± 0.13 92.28± 0.12

Table 4: F1 scores on CoNLL-2003 devlopement set
(DEV) and test set (TEST) for the English NER task.
Mean and standard deviation across five runs are re-
ported. Pos tags information are not used.

NER Task. We also evaluate the proposed
MGNER framework on the NER task which
needs to reorganize non-overlapping entities. Two
types of baseline models are compared here:
sequence labelling models which are designed
specifically for non-overlapping NER task and
nested NER models which also provide the ability
to detect non-overlapping mentions. The first type
of models including 1) Lample et al. (2016) which
adopt the LSTM-CRF structure; 2) Ma and Hovy
(2016) which use a LSTM-CNNs-CRF architec-
ture; 3) Chiu and Nichols (2016) which propose
a CNN-LSTM-CRF model; 4) Peters et al. (2017)
which add semi-supervised language model em-
beddings; and 5) Peters et al. (2018) which utilize
the state-of-the-art ELMo language model embed-
dings. The second types include four Nested mod-
els mentioned in the Nested NER section: 1) Luo
et al. (2015); 2) Muis and Lu (2017); 3) Xu et al.
(2017); 4) (Wang and Lu, 2018).

Table 4 shows the F1 scores of different ap-
proaches on CoNLL-2003 devlopement set and
test set for the English NER task. Mean and stan-
dard deviation across five runs are reported. It
can be observed from Table 4 that the proposed
MGNER model outperforms all the baselines.
The models designed for non-overlapping en-
tity detection usually performs better than Nested
NER models for the NER task. Our pro-
posed framework outperforms state-of-the-art re-
sults both on the NER and Nested NER task. Xu
et al. (2017) is the best baseline model among the
Nested models since it shares a similar idea of
our proposed framework by individually examin-
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ing each entity proposal. From the ablation study,
we can observe that by purely adding the context
information, the F1 score on the CoNLL-2003 test
set improves from 92.23 to 92.26, and by adding
the attention mechanism, the F1 score improves to
92.28.

We also provide the performance of detecting
non-overlapping entities in the Detector here. The
precision, recall and F1 score are 95.33, 95.69 and
95.51 on the CoNLL-2003 dataset.

5 Conclusions
In this work, we propose a novel neural framework
named MGNER for Multi-Grained Named En-
tity Recognition where multiple entities or entity
mentions in a sentence could be non-overlapping
or totally nested. MGNER is framework with
high modularity and each component in MGNER
can adopt a wide range of neural networks. Ex-
perimental results show that MGNER is able
to achieve state-of-the-art results on both nested
NER task and traditional non-overlapping NER
task.
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Abstract

Neural language representation models such
as BERT pre-trained on large-scale corpora
can well capture rich semantic patterns from
plain text, and be fine-tuned to consistently im-
prove the performance of various NLP tasks.
However, the existing pre-trained language
models rarely consider incorporating knowl-
edge graphs (KGs), which can provide rich
structured knowledge facts for better language
understanding. We argue that informative en-
tities in KGs can enhance language represen-
tation with external knowledge. In this pa-
per, we utilize both large-scale textual cor-
pora and KGs to train an enhanced language
representation model (ERNIE), which can
take full advantage of lexical, syntactic, and
knowledge information simultaneously. The
experimental results have demonstrated that
ERNIE achieves significant improvements on
various knowledge-driven tasks, and mean-
while is comparable with the state-of-the-art
model BERT on other common NLP tasks.
The source code and experiment details of
this paper can be obtained from https://
github.com/thunlp/ERNIE.

1 Introduction

Pre-trained language representation models, in-
cluding feature-based (Mikolov et al., 2013; Pen-
nington et al., 2014; Peters et al., 2017, 2018) and
fine-tuning (Dai and Le, 2015; Howard and Ruder,
2018; Radford et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2019)
approaches, can capture rich language informa-
tion from text and then benefit many NLP appli-
cations. BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), as one of the
most recently proposed models, obtains the state-
of-the-art results on various NLP applications by
simple fine-tuning, including named entity recog-
nition (Sang and De Meulder, 2003), question

∗ indicates equal contribution
† Corresponding author: Z.Liu(liuzy@tsinghua.edu.cn)

is_ais_a

Song Book
auth

or
composer

Bob Dylan

Chronicles:
Volume OneBlowin’ in the wind

Songwriter Writer

is_ais_a

Bob Dylan wrote Blowin’ in the Wind in 1962, and wrote Chronicles: Volume One in 2004. 

Figure 1: An example of incorporating extra
knowledge information for language understand-
ing. The solid lines present the existing knowl-
edge facts. The red dotted lines present the facts
extracted from the sentence in red. The green dot-
dash lines present the facts extracted from the sen-
tence in green.

answering (Rajpurkar et al., 2016; Zellers et al.,
2018), natural language inference (Bowman et al.,
2015), and text classification (Wang et al., 2018).

Although pre-trained language representation
models have achieved promising results and
worked as a routine component in many NLP
tasks, they neglect to incorporate knowledge in-
formation for language understanding. As shown
in Figure 1, without knowing Blowin’ in the Wind
and Chronicles: Volume One are song and book
respectively, it is difficult to recognize the two oc-
cupations of Bob Dylan, i.e., songwriter and
writer, on the entity typing task. Furthermore,
it is nearly impossible to extract the fine-grained
relations, such as composer and author on
the relation classification task. For the existing
pre-trained language representation models, these
two sentences are syntactically ambiguous, like
“UNK wrote UNK in UNK”. Hence, considering
rich knowledge information can lead to better lan-
guage understanding and accordingly benefits var-
ious knowledge-driven applications, e.g. entity
typing and relation classification.

For incorporating external knowledge into lan-
guage representation models, there are two main
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challenges. (1) Structured Knowledge Encod-
ing: regarding to the given text, how to effectively
extract and encode its related informative facts in
KGs for language representation models is an im-
portant problem; (2) Heterogeneous Information
Fusion: the pre-training procedure for language
representation is quite different from the knowl-
edge representation procedure, leading to two in-
dividual vector spaces. How to design a special
pre-training objective to fuse lexical, syntactic,
and knowledge information is another challenge.

To overcome the challenges mentioned above,
we propose Enhanced Language RepresentatioN
with Informative Entities (ERNIE), which pre-
trains a language representation model on both
large-scale textual corpora and KGs:

(1) For extracting and encoding knowledge in-
formation, we firstly recognize named entity men-
tions in text and then align these mentions to their
corresponding entities in KGs. Instead of directly
using the graph-based facts in KGs, we encode the
graph structure of KGs with knowledge embed-
ding algorithms like TransE (Bordes et al., 2013),
and then take the informative entity embeddings
as input for ERNIE. Based on the alignments be-
tween text and KGs, ERNIE integrates entity rep-
resentations in the knowledge module into the un-
derlying layers of the semantic module.

(2) Similar to BERT, we adopt the masked lan-
guage model and the next sentence prediction as
the pre-training objectives. Besides, for the bet-
ter fusion of textual and knowledge features, we
design a new pre-training objective by randomly
masking some of the named entity alignments in
the input text and asking the model to select ap-
propriate entities from KGs to complete the align-
ments. Unlike the existing pre-trained language
representation models only utilizing local context
to predict tokens, our objectives require models
to aggregate both context and knowledge facts for
predicting both tokens and entities, and lead to a
knowledgeable language representation model.

We conduct experiments on two knowledge-
driven NLP tasks, i.e., entity typing and relation
classification. The experimental results show that
ERNIE significantly outperforms the state-of-the-
art model BERT on these knowledge-driven tasks,
by taking full advantage of lexical, syntactic, and
knowledge information. We also evaluate ERNIE
on other common NLP tasks, and ERNIE still
achieves comparable results.

2 Related Work

Many efforts are devoted to pre-training lan-
guage representation models for capturing lan-
guage information from text and then utilizing
the information for specific NLP tasks. These
pre-training approaches can be divided into two
classes, i.e., feature-based approaches and fine-
tuning approaches.

The early work (Collobert and Weston, 2008;
Mikolov et al., 2013; Pennington et al., 2014)
focuses on adopting feature-based approaches to
transform words into distributed representations.
As these pre-trained word representations capture
syntactic and semantic information in textual cor-
pora, they are often used as input embeddings and
initialization parameters for various NLP mod-
els, and offer significant improvements over ran-
dom initialization parameters (Turian et al., 2010).
Since these word-level models often suffer from
the word polysemy, Peters et al. (2018) further
adopt the sequence-level model (ELMo) to capture
complex word features across different linguistic
contexts and use ELMo to generate context-aware
word embeddings.

Different from the above-mentioned feature-
based language approaches only using the pre-
trained language representations as input features,
Dai and Le (2015) train auto-encoders on unla-
beled text, and then use the pre-trained model
architecture and parameters as a starting point
for other specific NLP models. Inspired by Dai
and Le (2015), more pre-trained language repre-
sentation models for fine-tuning have been pro-
posed. Howard and Ruder (2018) present AWD-
LSTM (Merity et al., 2018) to build a univer-
sal language model (ULMFiT). Radford et al.
(2018) propose a generative pre-trained Trans-
former (Vaswani et al., 2017) (GPT) to learn lan-
guage representations. Devlin et al. (2019) pro-
pose a deep bidirectional model with multiple-
layer Transformers (BERT), which achieves the
state-of-the-art results for various NLP tasks.

Though both feature-based and fine-tuning lan-
guage representation models have achieved great
success, they ignore the incorporation of knowl-
edge information. As demonstrated in recent
work, injecting extra knowledge information can
significantly enhance original models, such as
reading comprehension (Mihaylov and Frank,
2018; Zhong et al., 2018), machine transla-
tion (Zaremoodi et al., 2018), natural language
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token embedding, and the other one is the concatenation of the token embedding and entity embedding.
After information fusion, it outputs new token embeddings and entity embeddings for the next layer.

inference (Chen et al., 2018), knowledge ac-
quisition (Han et al., 2018a), and dialog sys-
tems (Madotto et al., 2018). Hence, we argue that
extra knowledge information can effectively ben-
efit existing pre-training models. In fact, some
work has attempted to joint representation learn-
ing of words and entities for effectively lever-
aging external KGs and achieved promising re-
sults (Wang et al., 2014; Toutanova et al., 2015;
Han et al., 2016; Yamada et al., 2016; Cao et al.,
2017, 2018). Sun et al. (2019) propose the knowl-
edge masking strategy for masked language model
to enhance language representation by knowl-
edge 1. In this paper, we further utilize both cor-
pora and KGs to train an enhanced language rep-
resentation model based on BERT.

3 Methodology

In this section, we present the overall framework
of ERNIE and its detailed implementation, includ-
ing the model architecture in Section 3.2, the novel
pre-training task designed for encoding informa-
tive entities and fusing heterogeneous information
in Section 3.4, and the details of the fine-tuning
procedure in Section 3.5.

1It is a coincidence that both Sun et al. (2019) and we
chose ERNIE as the model names, which follows the inter-
esting naming habits like ELMo and BERT. Sun et al. (2019)
released their code on March 16th and submitted their paper
to Arxiv on April 19th while we submitted our paper to ACL
whose deadline is March 4th.

3.1 Notations

We denote a token sequence as {w1, . . . , wn} 2,
where n is the length of the token sequence.
Meanwhile, we denote the entity sequence align-
ing to the given tokens as {e1, . . . , em}, where m
is the length of the entity sequence. Note that m
is not equal to n in most cases, as not every to-
ken can be aligned to an entity in KGs. Further-
more, we denote the whole vocabulary containing
all tokens as V , and the entity list containing all
entities in KGs as E . If a token w ∈ V has a corre-
sponding entity e ∈ E , their alignment is defined
as f(w) = e. In this paper, we align an entity to
the first token in its named entity phrase, as shown
in Figure 2.

3.2 Model Architecture

As shown in Figure 2, the whole model architec-
ture of ERNIE consists of two stacked modules:
(1) the underlying textual encoder (T-Encoder)
responsible to capture basic lexical and syntac-
tic information from the input tokens, and (2) the
upper knowledgeable encoder (K-Encoder) re-
sponsible to integrate extra token-oriented knowl-
edge information into textual information from the
underlying layer, so that we can represent hetero-
geneous information of tokens and entities into a
united feature space. Besides, we denote the num-
ber of T-Encoder layers as N , and the number

2In this paper, tokens are at the subword level.
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of K-Encoder layers as M .
To be specific, given a token sequence
{w1, . . . , wn} and its corresponding entity se-
quence {e1, . . . , em}, the textual encoder firstly
sums the token embedding, segment embedding,
positional embedding for each token to compute
its input embedding, and then computes lexical
and syntactic features {w1, . . . ,wn} as follows,

{w1, . . . ,wn} = T-Encoder({w1, . . . , wn}), (1)

where T-Encoder(·) is a multi-layer bidirec-
tional Transformer encoder. As T-Encoder(·) is
identical to its implementation in BERT and BERT
is prevalent, we exclude a comprehensive descrip-
tion of this module and refer readers to Devlin
et al. (2019) and Vaswani et al. (2017).

After computing {w1, . . . ,wn}, ERNIE adopts
a knowledgeable encoder K-Encoder to in-
ject the knowledge information into language
representation. To be specific, we repre-
sent {e1, . . . , em} with their entity embeddings
{e1, . . . , em}, which are pre-trained by the effec-
tive knowledge embedding model TransE (Bor-
des et al., 2013). Then, both {w1, . . . ,wn} and
{e1, . . . , em} are fed into K-Encoder for fus-
ing heterogeneous information and computing fi-
nal output embeddings,

{wo
1, . . . ,w

o
n}, {eo1, . . . , eon} = K-Encoder(

{w1, . . . ,wn}, {e1, . . . , em}).
(2)

{wo
1, . . . ,w

o
n} and {eo1, . . . , eon} will be used as

features for specific tasks. More details of the
knowledgeable encoder K-Encoder will be in-
troduced in Section 3.3.

3.3 Knowledgeable Encoder

As shown in Figure 2, the knowledgeable en-
coder K-Encoder consists of stacked aggrega-
tors, which are designed for encoding both to-
kens and entities as well as fusing their hetero-
geneous features. In the i-th aggregator, the in-
put token embeddings {w(i−1)

1 , . . . ,w
(i−1)
n } and

entity embeddings {e(i−1)1 , . . . , e
(i−1)
m } from the

preceding aggregator are fed into two multi-head
self-attentions (MH-ATTs) (Vaswani et al., 2017)
respectively,

{w̃(i)
1 , . . . , w̃(i)

n } = MH-ATT({w(i−1)
1 , . . . ,w(i−1)

n }),
{ẽ(i)1 , . . . , ẽ(i)m } = MH-ATT({e(i−1)

1 , . . . , e(i−1)
m }).

(3)

Then, the i-th aggregator adopts an information
fusion layer for the mutual integration of the token
and entity sequence, and computes the output em-
bedding for each token and entity. For a token wj
and its aligned entity ek = f(wj), the information
fusion process is as follows,

hj = σ(W̃
(i)
t w̃

(i)
j + W̃ (i)

e ẽ
(i)
k + b̃(i)),

w
(i)
j = σ(W

(i)
t hj + b

(i)
t ),

e
(i)
k = σ(W (i)

e hj + b
(i)
e ).

(4)

where hj is the inner hidden state integrating the
information of both the token and the entity. σ(·)
is the non-linear activation function, which usu-
ally is the GELU function (Hendrycks and Gim-
pel, 2016). For the tokens without corresponding
entities, the information fusion layer computes the
output embeddings without integration as follows,

hj = σ(W̃
(i)
t w̃

(i)
j + b̃(i)),

w
(i)
j = σ(W

(i)
t hj + b

(i)
t ).

(5)

For simplicity, the i-th aggregator operation is
denoted as follows,

{w(i)
1 , . . . ,w(i)

n }, {e(i)1 , . . . , e(i)m } = Aggregator(

{w(i−1)
1 , . . . ,w(i−1)

n }, {e(i−1)
1 , . . . , e(i−1)

m }).
(6)

The output embeddings of both tokens and entities
computed by the top aggregator will be used as
the final output embeddings of the knowledgeable
encoder K-Encoder.

3.4 Pre-training for Injecting Knowledge

In order to inject knowledge into language rep-
resentation by informative entities, we propose a
new pre-training task for ERNIE, which randomly
masks some token-entity alignments and then re-
quires the system to predict all corresponding en-
tities based on aligned tokens. As our task is
similar to training a denoising auto-encoder (Vin-
cent et al., 2008), we refer to this procedure as
a denoising entity auto-encoder (dEA). Consider-
ing that the size of E is quite large for the soft-
max layer, we thus only require the system to pre-
dict entities based on the given entity sequence in-
stead of all entities in KGs. Given the token se-
quence {w1, . . . , wn} and its corresponding entity
sequence {e1, . . . , em}, we define the aligned en-
tity distribution for the token wi as follows,

p(ej |wi) =
exp(linear(wo

i ) · ej)∑m
k=1 exp(linear(w

o
i ) · ek)

, (7)
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Mark Twain wrote The Million Pound Bank Note in 1893.
Input for Common NLP tasks:

mark twain wrote the[CLS] million pound bank note in 1893

Input for Entity Typing:

wrote the[CLS] million pound bank note in 1893[ENT] mark twain [ENT]

Input for Relation Classification:

wrote the[CLS] million pound bank note in 1893[HD] mark twain [HD] [TL] [TL]

. [SEP]

. [SEP]

. [SEP]

Figure 3: Modifying the input sequence for the specific tasks. To align tokens among different types of
input, we use dotted rectangles as placeholder. The colorful rectangles present the specific mark tokens.

where linear(·) is a linear layer. Eq. 7 will be
used to compute the cross-entropy loss function
for dEA.

Considering that there are some errors in token-
entity alignments, we perform the following oper-
ations for dEA: (1) In 5% of the time, for a given
token-entity alignment, we replace the entity with
another random entity, which aims to train our
model to correct the errors that the token is aligned
with a wrong entity; (2) In 15% of the time, we
mask token-entity alignments, which aims to train
our model to correct the errors that the entity align-
ment system does not extract all existing align-
ments; (3) In the rest of the time, we keep token-
entity alignments unchanged, which aims to en-
courage our model to integrate the entity informa-
tion into token representations for better language
understanding.

Similar to BERT, ERNIE also adopts the
masked language model (MLM) and the next sen-
tence prediction (NSP) as pre-training tasks to en-
able ERNIE to capture lexical and syntactic infor-
mation from tokens in text. More details of these
pre-training tasks can be found from Devlin et al.
(2019). The overall pre-training loss is the sum of
the dEA, MLM and NSP loss.

3.5 Fine-tuning for Specific Tasks

As shown in Figure 3, for various common NLP
tasks, ERNIE can adopt the fine-tuning procedure
similar to BERT. We can take the final output em-
bedding of the first token, which corresponds to
the special [CLS] token, as the representation of
the input sequence for specific tasks. For some
knowledge-driven tasks (e.g., relation classifica-
tion and entity typing), we design special fine-
tuning procedure:

For relation classification, the task requires sys-
tems to classify relation labels of given entity pairs
based on context. The most straightforward way

to fine-tune ERNIE for relation classification is
to apply the pooling layer to the final output em-
beddings of the given entity mentions, and repre-
sent the given entity pair with the concatenation
of their mention embeddings for classification. In
this paper, we design another method, which mod-
ifies the input token sequence by adding two mark
tokens to highlight entity mentions. These extra
mark tokens play a similar role like position em-
beddings in the conventional relation classification
models (Zeng et al., 2015). Then, we also take the
[CLS] token embedding for classification. Note
that we design different tokens [HD] and [TL] for
head entities and tail entities respectively.

The specific fine-tuning procedure for entity
typing is a simplified version of relation classifica-
tion. As previous typing models make full use of
both context embeddings and entity mention em-
beddings (Shimaoka et al., 2016; Yaghoobzadeh
and Schütze, 2017; Xin et al., 2018), we argue
that the modified input sequence with the mention
mark token [ENT] can guide ERNIE to combine
both context information and entity mention infor-
mation attentively.

4 Experiments

In this section, we present the details of pre-
training ERNIE and the fine-tuning results on
five NLP datasets, which contain both knowledge-
driven tasks and the common NLP tasks.

4.1 Pre-training Dataset

The pre-training procedure primarily acts in accor-
dance with the existing literature on pre-training
language models. For the large cost of training
ERNIE from scratch, we adopt the parameters of
BERT released by Google3 to initialize the Trans-
former blocks for encoding tokens. Since pre-

3https://github.com/google-research/bert
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training is a multi-task procedure consisting of
NSP, MLM, and dEA, we use English Wikipedia
as our pre-training corpus and align text to Wiki-
data. After converting the corpus into the format-
ted data for pre-training, the annotated input has
nearly 4, 500M subwords and 140M entities, and
discards the sentences having less than 3 entities.

Before pre-training ERNIE, we adopt the
knowledge embeddings trained on Wikidata4 by
TransE as the input embeddings for entities. To
be specific, we sample part of Wikidata which
contains 5, 040, 986 entities and 24, 267, 796 fact
triples. The entity embeddings are fixed during
training and the parameters of the entity encoding
modules are all initialized randomly.

4.2 Parameter Settings and Training Details

In this work, we denote the hidden dimension of
token embeddings and entity embeddings as Hw,
He respectively, and the number of self-attention
heads as Aw, Ae respectively. In detail, we have
the following model size: N = 6,M = 6, Hw =
768, He = 100, Aw = 12, Ae = 4. The total
parameters are about 114M.

The total amount of parameters of BERTBASE
is about 110M, which means the knowledgeable
module of ERNIE is much smaller than the lan-
guage module and has little impact on the run-time
performance. And, we only pre-train ERNIE on
the annotated corpus for one epoch. To accelerate
the training process, we reduce the max sequence
length from 512 to 256 as the computation of self-
attention is a quadratic function of the length. To
keep the number of tokens in a batch as same as
BERT, we double the batch size to 512. Except
for setting the learning rate as 5e−5, we largely
follow the pre-training hyper-parameters used in
BERT. For fine-tuning, most hyper-parameters are
the same as pre-training, except batch size, learn-
ing rate, and number of training epochs. We find
the following ranges of possible values work well
on the training datasets with gold annotations, i.e.,
batch size: 32, learning rate (Adam): 5e−5, 3e−5,
2e−5, number of epochs ranging from 3 to 10.

We also evaluate ERNIE on the distantly super-
vised dataset, i.e., FIGER (Ling et al., 2015). As
the powerful expression ability of deeply stacked
Transformer blocks, we found small batch size
would lead the model to overfit the training data.
Hence, we use a larger batch size and less train-

4https://www.wikidata.org/

Dataset Train Develop Test Type

FIGER 2,000,000 10,000 563 113
Open Entity 2,000 2,000 2,000 6

Table 1: The statistics of the entity typing datasets
FIGER and Open Entity.

Model Acc. Macro Micro

NFGEC (Attentive) 54.53 74.76 71.58
NFGEC (LSTM) 55.60 75.15 71.73
BERT 52.04 75.16 71.63

ERNIE 57.19 76.51 73.39

Table 2: Results of various models on FIGER (%).

ing epochs to avoid overfitting, and keep the range
of learning rate unchanged, i.e., batch size: 2048,
number of epochs: 2, 3.

As most datasets do not have entity annotations,
we use TAGME (Ferragina and Scaiella, 2010) to
extract the entity mentions in the sentences and
link them to their corresponding entities in KGs.

4.3 Entity Typing
Given an entity mention and its context, entity typ-
ing requires systems to label the entity mention
with its respective semantic types. To evaluate
performance on this task, we fine-tune ERNIE on
two well-established datasets FIGER (Ling et al.,
2015) and Open Entity (Choi et al., 2018). The
training set of FIGER is labeled with distant su-
pervision, and its test set is annotated by human.
Open Entity is a completely manually-annotated
dataset. The statistics of these two datasets are
shown in Table 1. We compare our model with
the following baseline models for entity typing:

NFGEC. NFGEC is a hybrid model proposed
by Shimaoka et al. (2016). NFGEC combines the
representations of entity mention, context and ex-
tra hand-craft features as input, and is the state-
of-the-art model on FIGER. As this paper focuses
on comparing the general language representation
abilities of various neural models, we thus do not
use the hand-craft features in this work.

UFET. For Open Entity, we add a new hybrid
model UFET (Choi et al., 2018) for comparison.
UFET is proposed with the Open Entity dataset,
which uses a Bi-LSTM for context representation
instead of two Bi-LSTMs separated by entity men-
tions in NFGEC.

Besides NFGEC and UFET, we also report the
result of fine-tuning BERT with the same input
format introduced in Section 3.5 for fair com-
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Model P R F1

NFGEC (LSTM) 68.80 53.30 60.10
UFET 77.40 60.60 68.00
BERT 76.37 70.96 73.56

ERNIE 78.42 72.90 75.56

Table 3: Results of various models on Open Entity (%).

Dataset Train Develop Test Relation

FewRel 8,000 16,000 16,000 80
TACRED 68,124 22,631 15,509 42

Table 4: The statistics of the relation classification
datasets FewRel and TACRED.

parison. Following the same evaluation criteria
used in the previous work, we compare NFGEC,
BERT, ERNIE on FIGER, and adopt strict accu-
racy, loose macro, loose micro scores for evalua-
tion. We compare NFGEC, BERT, UFET, ERNIE
on Open Entity, and adopt precision, recall, micro-
F1 scores for evaluation.

The results on FIGER are shown in Table 2.
From the results, we observe that: (1) BERT
achieves comparable results with NFGEC on the
macro and micro metrics. However, BERT has
lower accuracy than the best NFGEC model. As
strict accuracy is the ratio of instances whose pre-
dictions are identical to human annotations, it il-
lustrates some wrong labels from distant super-
vision are learned by BERT due to its powerful
fitting ability. (2) Compared with BERT, ERNIE
significantly improves the strict accuracy, indicat-
ing the external knowledge regularizes ERNIE to
avoid fitting the noisy labels and accordingly ben-
efits entity typing.

The results on Open Entity are shown in Ta-
ble 3. From the table, we observe that: (1) BERT
and ERNIE achieve much higher recall scores than
the previous entity typing models, which means
pre-training language models make full use of
both the unsupervised pre-training and manually-
annotated training data for better entity typing. (2)
Compared to BERT, ERNIE improves the preci-
sion by 2% and the recall by 2%, which means the
informative entities help ERNIE predict the labels
more precisely.

In summary, ERNIE effectively reduces the
noisy label challenge in FIGER, which is a
widely-used distantly supervised entity typing
dataset, by injecting the information from KGs.
Besides, ERNIE also outperforms the baselines on
Open Entity which has gold annotations.

Model FewRel TACRED
P R F1 P R F1

CNN 69.51 69.64 69.35 70.30 54.20 61.20
PA-LSTM - - - 65.70 64.50 65.10
C-GCN - - - 69.90 63.30 66.40
BERT 85.05 85.11 84.89 67.23 64.81 66.00

ERNIE 88.49 88.44 88.32 69.97 66.08 67.97

Table 5: Results of various models on FewRel and TA-
CRED (%).

4.4 Relation Classification

Relation classification aims to determine the cor-
rect relation between two entities in a given sen-
tence, which is an important knowledge-driven
NLP task. To evaluate performance on this
task, we fine-tune ERNIE on two well-established
datasets FewRel (Han et al., 2018c) and TA-
CRED (Zhang et al., 2017). The statistics of these
two datasets are shown in Table 4. As the orig-
inal experimental setting of FewRel is few-shot
learning, we rearrange the FewRel dataset for the
common relation classification setting. Specifi-
cally, we sample 100 instances from each class for
the training set, and sample 200 instances for the
development and test respectively. There are 80
classes in FewRel, and there are 42 classes (in-
cluding a special relation “no relation”) in TA-
CRED. We compare our model with the following
baseline models for relation classification:

CNN. With a convolution layer, a max-pooling
layer, and a non-linear activation layer, CNN gets
the output sentence embedding, and then feeds it
into a relation classifier. To better capture the posi-
tion of head and tail entities, position embeddings
are introduced into CNN (Zeng et al., 2015; Lin
et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2017; Han et al., 2018b).

PA-LSTM. Zhang et al. (2017) propose PA-
LSTM introducing a position-aware attention
mechanism over an LSTM network, which eval-
uates the relative contribution of each word in the
sequence for the final sentence representation.

C-GCN. Zhang et al. (2018) adopt the graph
convolution operations to model dependency trees
for relation classification. To encode the word
order and reduce the side effect of errors in de-
pendency parsing, Contextualized GCN (C-GCN)
firstly uses Bi-LSTM to generate contextualized
representations as input for GCN models.

In addition to these three baselines, we also fine-
tune BERT with the same input format introduced
in Section 3.5 for fair comparison.
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Model MNLI-(m/mm) QQP QNLI SST-2
392k 363k 104k 67k

BERTBASE 84.6/83.4 71.2 - 93.5

ERNIE 84.0/83.2 71.2 91.3 93.5

Model CoLA STS-B MRPC RTE
8.5k 5.7k 3.5k 2.5k

BERTBASE 52.1 85.8 88.9 66.4

ERNIE 52.3 83.2 88.2 68.8

Table 6: Results of BERT and ERNIE on different tasks
of GLUE (%).

As FewRel does not have any null instance
where there is not any relation between entities,
we adopt macro averaged metrics to present the
model performances. Since FewRel is built by
checking whether the sentences contain facts in
Wikidata, we drop the related facts in KGs be-
fore pre-training for fair comparison. From Ta-
ble 5, we have two observations: (1) As the train-
ing data does not have enough instances to train
the CNN encoder from scratch, CNN just achieves
an F1 score of 69.35%. However, the pre-training
models including BERT and ERNIE increase the
F1 score by at least 15%. (2) ERNIE achieves an
absolute F1 increase of 3.4% over BERT, which
means fusing external knowledge is very effective.

In TACRED, there are nearly 80% null
instances so that we follow the previous
work (Zhang et al., 2017) to adopt micro
averaged metrics to represent the model per-
formances instead of the macro. The results of
CNN, PA-LSTM, and C-GCN come from the
paper by Zhang et al. (2018), which are the best
results of CNN, RNN, and GCN respectively.
From Table 5, we observe that: (1) The C-GCN
model outperforms the strong BERT model by
an F1 increase of 0.4%, as C-GCN utilizes the
dependency trees and the entity mask strategy.
The entity mask strategy refers to replacing each
subject (and object similarly) entity with a special
NER token, which is similar to our proposed
pre-training task dEA. (2) ERNIE achieves the
best recall and F1 scores, and increases the F1
of BERT by nearly 2.0%, which proves the
effectiveness of the knowledgeable module for
relation classification.

In conclusion, we find that the pre-trained lan-
guage models can provide more information for
relation classification than the vanilla encoder
CNN and RNN. And ERNIE outperforms BERT
on both of the relation classification datasets, es-
pecially on the FewRel which has a much smaller

Model P R F1

BERT 85.05 85.11 84.89

ERNIE 88.49 88.44 88.32
w/o entities 85.89 85.89 85.79
w/o dEA 85.85 85.75 85.62

Table 7: Ablation study on FewRel (%).

training set. It demonstrates extra knowledge
helps the model make full use of small training
data, which is important for most NLP tasks as
large-scale annotated data is unavailable.

4.5 GLUE

The General Language Understanding Evaluation
(GLUE) benchmark (Wang et al., 2018) is a col-
lection of diverse natural language understanding
tasks (Warstadt et al., 2018; Socher et al., 2013;
Dolan and Brockett, 2005; Agirre et al., 2007;
Williams et al., 2018; Rajpurkar et al., 2016; Da-
gan et al., 2006; Levesque et al., 2011), which is
the main benchmark used in Devlin et al. (2019).
To explore whether our knowledgeable module
degenerates the performance on common NLP
tasks, we evaluate ERNIE on 8 datasets of GLUE
and compare it with BERT.

In Table 6, we report the results of our eval-
uation submissions and those of BERT from the
leaderboard. We notice that ERNIE is consistent
with BERTBASE on big datasets like MNLI, QQP,
QNLI, and SST-2. The results become more unsta-
ble on small datasets, that is, ERNIE is better on
CoLA and RTE, but worse on STS-B and MRPC.

In short, ERNIE achieves comparable results
with BERTBASE on GLUE. On the one hand, it
means GLUE does not require external knowledge
for language representation. On the other hand, it
illustrates ERNIE does not lose the textual infor-
mation after heterogeneous information fusion.

4.6 Ablation Study

In this subsection, we explore the effects of the
informative entities and the knowledgeable pre-
training task (dEA) for ERNIE using FewRel
dataset. w/o entities and w/o dEA refer to fine-
tuning ERNIE without entity sequence input and
the pre-training task dEA respectively. As shown
in Table 7, we have the following observations:
(1) Without entity sequence input, dEA still in-
jects knowledge information into language repre-
sentation during pre-training, which increases the
F1 score of BERT by 0.9%. (2) Although the in-
formative entities bring much knowledge informa-
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tion which intuitively benefits relation classifica-
tion, ERNIE without dEA takes little advantage of
this, leading to the F1 increase of 0.7%.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose ERNIE to incorporate
knowledge information into language representa-
tion models. Accordingly, we propose the knowl-
edgeable aggregator and the pre-training task dEA
for better fusion of heterogeneous information
from both text and KGs. The experimental re-
sults demonstrate that ERNIE has better abilities
of both denoising distantly supervised data and
fine-tuning on limited data than BERT. There are
three important directions remain for future re-
search: (1) inject knowledge into feature-based
pre-training models such as ELMo (Peters et al.,
2018); (2) introduce diverse structured knowledge
into language representation models such as Con-
ceptNet (Speer and Havasi, 2012) which is differ-
ent from the world knowledge database Wikidata;
(3) annotate more real-world corpora heuristically
for building larger pre-training data. These direc-
tions may lead to more general and effective lan-
guage understanding.
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Abstract

Entity alignment typically suffers from the is-
sues of structural heterogeneity and limited
seed alignments. In this paper, we propose
a novel Multi-channel Graph Neural Network
model (MuGNN) to learn alignment-oriented
knowledge graph (KG) embeddings by ro-
bustly encoding two KGs via multiple chan-
nels. Each channel encodes KGs via differ-
ent relation weighting schemes with respect
to self-attention towards KG completion and
cross-KG attention for pruning exclusive enti-
ties respectively, which are further combined
via pooling techniques. Moreover, we also in-
fer and transfer rule knowledge for completing
two KGs consistently. MuGNN is expected
to reconcile the structural differences of two
KGs, and thus make better use of seed align-
ments. Extensive experiments on five pub-
licly available datasets demonstrate our su-
perior performance (5% Hits@1 up on av-
erage). Source code and data used in the
experiments can be accessed at https://
github.com/thunlp/MuGNN.

1 Introduction

Knowledge Graphs (KGs) store the world knowl-
edge in the form of directed graphs, where nodes
denote entities and edges are their relations. Since
it was proposed, many KGs are constructed (e.g.,
YAGO (Rebele et al., 2016)) to provide struc-
tural knowledge for different applications and lan-
guages. These KGs usually contain complemen-
tary contents, attracting researchers to integrate
them into a unified KG, which shall benefit many
knowledge driven tasks, such as information ex-
traction (Cao et al., 2018a) and recommenda-
tion (Wang et al., 2018a).

It is non-trivial to align different KGs due to
their distinct surface forms, which makes the sym-
bolic based methods (Suchanek et al., 2011) not
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Figure 1: Illustration of the structural differences
(dashed lines and ellipse) between different KGs.

always effective. Instead, recent work utilizes gen-
eral KG embedding methods (e.g., TransE (Bor-
des et al., 2013)) and align equivalent entities into
a unified vector space based on a few seed align-
ments (Chen et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2017; Zhu
et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2018; Sun et al., 2018;
Wang et al., 2018b). The assumption is that enti-
ties and their counterparts in different KGs should
have similar structures and thus similar embed-
dings. However, alignment performance is unsat-
isfactory mainly due to the following challenges:

Heterogeneity of Structures Different KGs usu-
ally differ a lot, and may mislead the representa-
tion learning and the alignment information from
seeds. Take the entity Jilin City as an example
(Figure 1), KG1 and KG2 present its subgraphs
derived from English and Chinese Wikipedia, re-
spectively. Since it is a Chinese city, KG2 is
more informative than KG1 (denoted by dashed
lines and ellipse), such as the relations of Dialect
and Nearby, and the entity Liu Fei through rela-
tion Mayor. Clearly, the province Jilin in KG1
and Jilin City in KG2, which are incorrect align-
ment, are more probable close in the vector space,
because they have more similar structures (e.g.,
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Northeastern Mandarin and Changchun). What’s
worse, this incorrect alignment shall spread further
over the graph.

Limited Seed Alignments Recent efforts based
on general embedding methods heavily rely on
existing alignments as training data, while seed
alignments are usually insufficient (Chen et al.,
2017) for high-quality entity embeddings. Wang
et al. (2018b) introduces Graph Convolution Net-
work (GCN) (Kipf and Welling, 2017) to enhance
the entity embeddings by modeling structural fea-
tures, but fails to consider structural heterogeneity.

To address the issues, we propose to perform
KG inference and alignment jointly to explicitly
reconcile the structural difference between differ-
ent KGs, and utilize a graph-based model to make
better use of seed alignment information. The ba-
sic idea of structural reconciliation is to complete
missing relations and prune exclusive entities. As
shown in Figure 1, to reconcile the differences of
Jilin City, it is necessary to complete the missing
relations Dialect and Nearby in KG1, and filter out
entity Liu Fei exclusive in KG2. The asymmetric
entities and relations are caused not only by the
incompleteness nature of KG, but also from their
different demands.

In this paper, we propose a novel Multi-channel
Graph Neural Network model MuGNN, which
can encode different KGs to learn alignment-
oriented embeddings. For each KG, MuGNN
utilizes different channels towards KG comple-
tion and pruning, so as to reconcile two types of
structural differences: missing relations and ex-
clusive entities. Different channels are combined
via pooling techniques, thus entity embeddings are
enhanced with reconciled structures from differ-
ent perspectives, making utilization of seed align-
ments effectively and efficiently. Between KGs,
each channel transfers structure knowledge via
shared parameters.

Specifically, for KG completion, we first em-
ploy AMIE+ (Galárraga et al., 2015) on each
KG to induce rules, then transfer them between
KGs towards consistent completion. Follow-
ing Graph Attention Network (GAT) (Velickovic
et al., 2018), we utilize KG self-attention to
weighting relations for GNN channels. For KG
pruning, we design cross-KG attention to filter
out exclusive entities by assigning low weights to
corresponding relations. We summarize the main
contributions as follows:

• We propose a novel Multi-channel GNN
model MuGNN that learns alignment-
oriented embeddings by encoding graphs
from different perspectives: completion and
pruning, so as to be robust to structural
differences.

• We propose to perform KG inference and
alignment jointly, so that the heterogeneity of
KGs are explicitly reconciled through com-
pletion by rule inference and transfer, and
pruning via cross-KG attention.

• We perform extensive experiments on five
publicly available datasets for entity align-
ment tasks, and achieve significant improve-
ments of 5% Hits@1 on average. Further ab-
lation study demonstrates the effectiveness of
our key components.

2 Preliminaries and Framework

2.1 Preliminaries

KG is a directed graph G = (E,R, T ) involving
a set of entities E, relation types R, and triplets T .
Each triplet t = (ei, rij , ej) ∈ T denotes that head
entity ei is related to tail entity ej through relation
rij ∈ R.
Rule knowledge K = {k} can be induced from
KG, e.g., in the form of ∀x, y ∈ E : (x, rs, y) ⇒
(x, rc, y), stating that two entities might be related
through rc if they are related through rs. The left
side of the arrow is defined as premise, and the
right side is a conclusion. We denote rule as k =
(rc|rs1, · · · , rsp) consisting of one or multiple |p|
premises and only one conclusion.
Rule Grounding is to find suitable triplets satis-
fying the premise-conclusion relationship defined
by rules. For rule k, we denote one of its grounds
as g(k) = (tc|ts1, · · · , tsp) including |p| + 1
triplets. The triplets satisfies: ts1 ∧ · · · ∧ tsp ⇒
tc, where ∧ is the logical conjunction that plays
a similar role as ‘and’. Other compositions in-
clude disjunction ∨ (similar to ‘or’) and negation
¬ (similar to ‘not’). For example, given a rule
bornIn(x, y) ∧ cityOf (y, z) ⇒ nationality(x, z),
we ground it in a KG, and obtain : bornIn(Obama,
Hawaii) ∧ cityOf (Hawaii, United States) ⇒ na-
tionality(Obama, United States). We use G(k) =
{g(k)} to denote all groundings of rule k.
Entity alignment takes two heterogeneous KGs
G and G′ = (E′, R′, T ′) as input, the goal is
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<latexit sha1_base64="+HKrfPoENaBXTiFDqPoRvODNtH8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+HKrfPoENaBXTiFDqPoRvODNtH8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+HKrfPoENaBXTiFDqPoRvODNtH8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+HKrfPoENaBXTiFDqPoRvODNtH8=">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</latexit>

r3
<latexit sha1_base64="PVjo9EN0aS8UfmF/1w4Hq/+JH/8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PVjo9EN0aS8UfmF/1w4Hq/+JH/8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PVjo9EN0aS8UfmF/1w4Hq/+JH/8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PVjo9EN0aS8UfmF/1w4Hq/+JH/8=">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</latexit>

r4
<latexit sha1_base64="Rb73XpS40RWWqvcrK/Dm2IXSZ2A=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Rb73XpS40RWWqvcrK/Dm2IXSZ2A=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Rb73XpS40RWWqvcrK/Dm2IXSZ2A=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Rb73XpS40RWWqvcrK/Dm2IXSZ2A=">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</latexit>

KG Completion

r2
<latexit sha1_base64="qRhDd/iqodzt8wW6aLj/F0HCtZc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qRhDd/iqodzt8wW6aLj/F0HCtZc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qRhDd/iqodzt8wW6aLj/F0HCtZc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qRhDd/iqodzt8wW6aLj/F0HCtZc=">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</latexit>

r1
<latexit sha1_base64="+HKrfPoENaBXTiFDqPoRvODNtH8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+HKrfPoENaBXTiFDqPoRvODNtH8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+HKrfPoENaBXTiFDqPoRvODNtH8=">AAACxnicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVZdugkVwVRIRdFl002VF+4BaSjKd1qF5MZkopQj+gFv9NPEP9C+8M6agFtEJSc6ce8+Zuff6SSBS5TivBWthcWl5pbhaWlvf2Nwqb++00jiTjDdZHMSy43spD0TEm0qogHcSyb3QD3jbH5/rePuWy1TE0ZWaJLwXeqNIDAXzFFGXsu/2yxWn6phlzwM3BxXkqxGXX3CNAWIwZAjBEUERDuAhpacLFw4S4nqYEicJCRPnuEeJtBllccrwiB3Td0S7bs5GtNeeqVEzOiWgV5LSxgFpYsqThPVptolnxlmzv3lPjae+24T+fu4VEqtwQ+xfulnmf3W6FoUhTk0NgmpKDKOrY7lLZrqib25/qUqRQ0KcxgOKS8LMKGd9to0mNbXr3nom/mYyNav3LM/N8K5vSQN2f45zHrSOqq5TdS+OK7WzfNRF7GEfhzTPE9RQRwNN8h7hEU94tupWZGXW3WeqVcg1u/i2rIcP/7CQGw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+HKrfPoENaBXTiFDqPoRvODNtH8=">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</latexit>

r3
<latexit sha1_base64="PVjo9EN0aS8UfmF/1w4Hq/+JH/8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PVjo9EN0aS8UfmF/1w4Hq/+JH/8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PVjo9EN0aS8UfmF/1w4Hq/+JH/8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PVjo9EN0aS8UfmF/1w4Hq/+JH/8=">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</latexit>

r4
<latexit sha1_base64="Rb73XpS40RWWqvcrK/Dm2IXSZ2A=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Rb73XpS40RWWqvcrK/Dm2IXSZ2A=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Rb73XpS40RWWqvcrK/Dm2IXSZ2A=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Rb73XpS40RWWqvcrK/Dm2IXSZ2A=">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</latexit>

r01
<latexit sha1_base64="4m8jffNkQ4Lfet67GqouKcOIn5Q=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4m8jffNkQ4Lfet67GqouKcOIn5Q=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4m8jffNkQ4Lfet67GqouKcOIn5Q=">AAACx3icjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVZdugkV0VRIRdFl0o7sK9gG1lCSdtkPTJEwmxVJc+ANu9c/EP9C/8M44BbWITkhy5tx7zsy9109CnkrHec1ZC4tLyyv51cLa+sbmVnF7p57GmQhYLYjDWDR9L2Uhj1hNchmyZiKYN/JD1vCHFyreGDOR8ji6kZOEtUdeP+I9HnhSUeKw43aKJafs6GXPA9eAEsyqxsUX3KKLGAEyjMAQQRIO4SGlpwUXDhLi2pgSJwhxHWe4R4G0GWUxyvCIHdK3T7uWYSPaK89UqwM6JaRXkNLGAWliyhOE1Wm2jmfaWbG/eU+1p7rbhP6+8RoRKzEg9i/dLPO/OlWLRA9nugZONSWaUdUFxiXTXVE3t79UJckhIU7hLsUF4UArZ322tSbVtaveejr+pjMVq/aByc3wrm5JA3Z/jnMe1I/LrlN2r09KlXMz6jz2sI8jmucpKrhEFTXyHuART3i2rqzYGlt3n6lWzmh28W1ZDx+C45BM</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4m8jffNkQ4Lfet67GqouKcOIn5Q=">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</latexit>

r02
<latexit sha1_base64="FOAVHKzPyW6Y8aTzoMcI/BxlUVU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FOAVHKzPyW6Y8aTzoMcI/BxlUVU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FOAVHKzPyW6Y8aTzoMcI/BxlUVU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FOAVHKzPyW6Y8aTzoMcI/BxlUVU=">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</latexit>
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r03
<latexit sha1_base64="ln4rSnI8iFfpPc7T5/gDjG5KRw8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ln4rSnI8iFfpPc7T5/gDjG5KRw8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ln4rSnI8iFfpPc7T5/gDjG5KRw8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ln4rSnI8iFfpPc7T5/gDjG5KRw8=">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</latexit>
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Figure 2: Framework. Rectangles denote two main steps, and rounded rectangles denote the key components of
the corresponding step. After rule inference and transfer, we utilize rules to complete each KG, denoted by dashed
lines r′3. Through relation weighting, we obtain multiple weighted graphs for different GNN channels, in which
relation r4 is weighted to 0.0 that prunes exclusive entities. These channels are combined as the input for align
model for alignment-oriented KG embeddings.

to find as many alignments as possible Ae =
{(e, e′) ∈ E × E′|e ↔ e′} for which an equiv-
alent relation ↔ holds between e and e′. That is,
e and e′ are in different KGs, but denote the same
thing. As shown in Figure 1, Jilin City in English
Wikipedia (i.e., KG1) and in Chinese Wikipedia
(i.e., KG2) has different structures, but denote the
same Chinese city. Normally, some prior align-
ments of entitiesAse and relationsAsr = {(r, r′) ∈
R × R′|r ↔ r′} can be easily obtained manually
or by simple lexicon-based methods (e.g., entity
title translation), namely seed alignments (seed
for short). We use bold-face letters to denote the
vector representations of the corresponding terms
throughout of the paper.

2.2 Framework

MuGNN aims at learning alignment-oriented KG
embeddings for entity alignment. It introduces KG
inference and transfer to explicitly complete KGs,
and utilizes different relation weighting schemes:
KG self-attention and cross-KG attention, to en-
code KGs robustly. As shown in Figure 2, there
are two main steps in our framework:

KG Completion aims at reconciling the structural
differences by completing the missing relations. It
not only induces rules by using a popular rule min-
ing system AMIE+ (Galárraga et al., 2015), but
also transfers them into each other based on seed
aligned relations between KGs. Rule transferring
is based on the assumption that knowledge can be
generalized into various KGs, no matter in which

languages or domains.

Multi-channel Graph Neural Network is to en-
code each KG through different channels. The
channels enhance the entity embeddings from dif-
ferent perspectives: towards completion and prun-
ing, so that the entities and their counterparts have
similar structures. MuGNN contains three main
components: (1) relation weighting that gener-
ates weight matrix for each KG according to two
schemes: KG self-attention and cross-KG atten-
tion. Each type of attention refers to a GNN
channel that shares parameters between KGs for
structural knowledge transfer; (2) GNN encoder to
model the entire graph features by improving en-
tity embeddings with its neighbors, thus the seed
alignment information shall be propagated over
the entire graph; We combine the outputs of GNN
encoders in different channels via pooling tech-
niques as the input of (3) Align model, which em-
beds two KGs into a unified vector space by push-
ing the aligned entities (and relations) of seeds to-
gether.

3 KG Completion

In this section, we introduce how to utilize rule
knowledge to explicitly complete KG, which first
infers rules from each KG, then transfers these
rules between KGs based on knowledge invariant
assumption, and finally grounds rules in each KG
for consistent completion.
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3.1 Rule Inference and Transfer
Since the acquirement of rule knowledge is not our
focus in this paper, we utilize AMIE+ (Galárraga
et al., 2015), a modern rule mining system, to effi-
ciently find Horn rules from large-scale KG, such
as marriedTo(x, y) ∧ liveIn(x, z) ⇒ liveIn(y, z).
Its source code is available online1.

Formally, given two KGs G and G′, we first
mine rules separately and obtain two sets of rule
knowledge K and K′. These rule knowledge are
quite different since KGs are constructed to meet
different demands of applications or languages.
Although they can be used to complete their own
KGs separately, we further transfer the two sets of
rules into each other through Knowledge Invari-
ant Assumption:

Knowledge has universality no matter in which
languages or domains.

Given aligned relations Asr and a rule k ∈ K,
we replace all relations involved in the rule k =
(rc|rs1, · · · , rsp) with its counterparts if there are
(rc, r

′
c), (rsi, r

′
si) ∈ Asr, i = 1, · · · , p. Thus, we

obtain such a rule k′ = (r′c|r′s1, · · · , r′sp) and add
it to K̃′ = K′ ∪ k′ if k′ /∈ K′. Real exam-
ples of transferred rules can be found in experi-
ments. Note that there may be no transfered rules
if aligned relations can not be found Asr = ∅.

3.2 Rule Grounding
We now ground each rule sets on the correspond-
ing KG for completion, which not only acceler-
ates the efficiency of align model through denser
KG for propagation, but also adds extra constraints
that is helpful for high-quality entity embedding
learning.

Take KG G as an example, given a rule k ∈
K, we collect its grounds that the premise triples
can be found in the KG, but not the conclusion
triplet: G(k) = {g(k)|ts1, · · · , tsp ∈ T, tc /∈ T}.
Thus, we add all conclusion triples into the KG
G̃ = G∪tc, tc ∈ G(k). Similarly, we can complete
KG G′ to G̃′.

As shown in Figure 1, we obtain the rule
province(x, y) ∧ dialect(y, z) ⇒ dialect(x, z)
from the informative KG2, then transfer it to KG1
based on the aligned relation province and di-
alect. Thus, in KG1, we find the suitable triplets
province(Jilin City, Jilin) ∧ dialect(Jilin, North-
eastern Mandarin), thus obtain a new triplet di-
alect(Jilin City, Northeastern Mandarin).

1https://www.mpi-inf.mpg.de/

It is worth noting that the inferred rules do not
hold in all cases, and maybe we can consider the
confidence value for each grounding. We leave it
in future work.

4 Multi-Channel Graph Neural Network

In this section, we describe the three main com-
ponents involved in MuGNN to encode differ-
ent graphs towards alignment-oriented embedding
learning: relation weighting, multi-channel GNN
encoder and align model.

4.1 Relation Weighting

Relation weighting is to generate weighted con-
nectivity matrix A based on a graph G as the input
structural features of GNN encoder, which will be
detailed later. Each element aij in the matrix de-
note the weighted relation between ei and ej .

As mentioned in Section 1, there are two types
of structure differences: the missing relations due
to the incompleteness nature of KG, and the exclu-
sive entities caused by different construction de-
mands of applications or languages. We utilize
two channels of GNN encoder for each KG, so
as to reconcile the two types of differences sep-
arately. That is, we generate two adjacency ma-
trices for each channel: A1 based on KG self-
attention and A2 based on cross-KG attention.
Next, we will describe how to compute each el-
ement aij in A1 and A2. Similarly, we can obtain
A′1 and A′2 for KG G′.

KG Self-Attention

KG self-attention aims at making better use of
seed alignments based on the KG structure itself.
This component selects informative neighbors ac-
cording to the current entity and assigns them with
high weights. Following GAT (Velickovic et al.,
2018), we define the normalized element aij inA1

representing the connectivity from entity ei to ej
as follows:

aij = softmax(cij) =
exp(cij)∑

ek∈Nei∪ei exp(cik)
(1)

where ek ∈ Nei ∪ {ei} denotes neighbors of ei
with self-loop, and cij is the attention coefficient
measuring the importance of ei to ej and is calcu-
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lated by an attention function attn as follows:

cij = attn(Wei,Wej)

= LeakyReLU(p[Wei||Wej])
(2)

where || indicates vector concatenation, W and p
are trainable parameters.

Cross-KG Attention
Cross-KG Attention aims at modeling the com-
mon subgraph of two KGs as structural features
towards consistency. It prunes exclusive entities
by assigning lower weights for corresponding re-
lations that have no counterparts in another KG.
We define the aij in A2 as follows:

aij = max
r∈R,r′∈R′

1((ei, r, ej) ∈ T )sim(r, r′) (3)

where 1(·) indicates 1 if holds true, otherwise 0.
sim(·) is a similarity measure between relation
types and is defined as inner-product sim(r, r′) =
rT r′. Thus, aij is to find the best mapping between
two KGs, and shall be 0 if there is no such relation
types for exclusive entities.

4.2 Multi-Channel GNN Encoder

GNN is a type of neural network model that deals
with graph-structured data, the main idea of which
is similar to a propagation model: to enhance the
features of a node (i.e., entity) according to its
neighbor nodes. Thus, we may stack multiple L
layers of GNNs to achieve further propagation.

One of its variants is based on spectral graph
convolutions, such as GCN (Kipf and Welling,
2017). Every GNN encoder takes the hidden states
of node representations in the current layer as in-
puts, and computes new node representations as:

GNN(A,H,W ) = σ(AHW) (4)

where A is an adjacency matrix showing the con-
nectivity between nodes, H is the current node
representations, W is the learned parameters, and
σ is the activation function chosen as ReLU(·) =
max(0, ·).

Inspired by the multi-head attention net-
works (Velickovic et al., 2018), we use the two
above-mentioned strategies to calculate connec-
tivity matrices as different channels to propagate
information from different aspects and aggregate

them with a Pooling function. As for our multi-
channel GNN encoder, it is built by stacking mul-
tiple GNN encoder defined as:

MultiGNN(H l;A1, · · · , Ac) =
Pooling(H l+1

1 , · · · , H l+1
c )

(5)

where c is the number of the channels, Ai is the
connectivity matrices in the ith channel, and H l+1

i

is the computed hidden states in the (l+1)th layer
and ith channel, which can be formulated as:

Hl+1
i = GNN(Ai, H

l,Wi) (6)

whereWi is the weight parameters in the ith chan-
nel. Here, we set i = 1, 2 referring to the above
two attention schemes. We set H0 as the entity
embeddings initialized randomly. In experiments,
we select average pooling techniques for Pooling
function due to its superior performance.

We use such multi-channel GNN encoders to
encode each KG, and obtain HL, H′L representing
the enhanced entity embeddings, where each chan-
nel shares parameters W1 = W ′1 and W2 = W ′2
for structural knowledge transferring.

4.3 Align Model
Align model is to embed two KGs into a unified
vector space by pushing the seed alignments of en-
tities (and relations) together. We judge whether
two entities or two relations are equivalent by the
distance between them. The objective of the align
model is given as below:

La =
∑

(e,e
′
)∈As

e

∑

(e−,e
′
−)∈As

e
−

[d(e, e
′
) + γ1 − d(e−, e

′
−)]++

∑

(r,r
′
)∈As

r

∑

(r−,r
′
−)∈As

r
−

[d(r, r
′
) + γ2 − d(r−, r

′
−)]+

(7)
where [·]+ = max{0, ·} represents the maximum
between 0 and the input, d(·) = || · ||2 is the dis-
tance measure chosen as L2 distance, Ase− and
Asr− represents for the negative pair set of Ase and
Asr, respectively, and γ1 > 0 and γ2 > 0 are mar-
gin hyper-parameters separating positive and neg-
ative entity and relation alignments. During the
experiments, by calculating cosine similarity, we
select 25 entities closest to the corresponding en-
tity in the same KG as negative samples (Sun et al.,
2018). Negative samples will be re-calculated ev-
ery 5 epochs.
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Rule Knowledge Constraints
Since we have changed the KG structure by adding
new triplets (i.e., grounded rules), we also intro-
duce the triplet loss to hold the grounded rules as
valid in the unified vector space.

Taking KG G as an example, following Guo
et al. (2016), we define the loss function as fol-
lows:

Lr =
∑

g+∈G(K)

∑

g−∈G−(K)
[γr − I(g+) + I(g−)]+

+
∑

t+∈T

∑

t−∈T−
[γr − I(t+) + I(t−)]+

(8)

where g is short for rule grounding g(k), G(K) and
T denote all rule grounds and all triplets. G−(K)
and T− are negative sample sets obtained by re-
placing one of the involved entity using nearest
sampling (Sun et al., 2018). I(·) is the true value
function for triplet t:

I(t) = 1− 1

3
√
d
||ei + rij − ej ||2 (9)

or for grounding g = (tc|ts1, · · · , tsp), which is
recursively calculated by:

I(ts) = I(ts1 ∧ ts2) = I(ts1) · I(ts2)
I(ts ⇒ tc) = I(ts) · I(tc)− I(ts) + 1

(10)

where d is the embedding size. Similarly, we ob-
tain the loss L′r for KG G′. Thus, the overall loss
function for multi-channel GNN is as follows:

L = La + L′r + Lr (11)

5 Experiment

In this section, we conduct experiments on five
publicly available datasets involving both different
language pairs and sources. We further investigate
the key components of MuGNN and analyze how
the knowledge inference and transfer mechanism
contribute to KG alignment.

5.1 Experiment Settings

Datasets Following Sun et al. (2017, 2018),
we conduct experiments on benchmark datasets
DBP15K and DWY100K. DBP15K contains three
cross-lingual datasets: DBPZH-EN(Chinese to En-
glish), DBPJA-EN (Japanese to English), and DBPFR-

EN (French to English). All the above datasets

are extracted from multilingual DBpedia and in-
clude 15,000 entity pairs as seed alignments.
DWY100K consists of two large-scale cross-
resource datasets: DWY-WD (DBpedia to Wiki-
data) and DWY-YG (DBpedia to YAGO3). Each
dataset includes 100,000 alignments of entities
in advance. As for the seed alignments of rela-
tions, we employ the official relation alignment
list published by DBpedia for DWY100K. As for
DWY-YG, we manually align the relations be-
cause there are only a small set of relation types
(31) in YAGO3. The statistics2 is listed in Table 1.

Datasets |As
r| #Relation #Entity #Triple

DBPZH
891

2,830 66,469 153,929
DBPEN 2,317 98,125 237,674

DBPJA
582

2,043 65,744 164,373
DBPEN 2,096 95,680 233,319

DBPFR
75

1,379 66,858 192,191
DBPEN 2,209 105,889 278,590

DWYDB
62

330 100,000 463,294
DWYWD 220 100,000 448,774

DWYDB
24

302 100,000 428,952
DWYYG 31 100,000 502,563

Table 1: Statistics of DBP15K and DWY100k.

For each dataset, we employ AMIE+ for rule
mining by setting the max number of premise
as p = 2 and PCA confidence not less than
0.8. The statistical results of rules, transferred
rules (Tr.Rule for short), ground triples and ground
triples based on transferred rules (Tr.ground for
short) are exhibited in Table 2.

Datasets #Rule #Tr.Rule #Ground #Tr.ground

DBPZH 2,279 1,058 46,959 19,278
DBPEN 1,906 578 78,450 24,018

DBPJA 1,440 651 61,733 25,337
DBPEN 1,316 259 77,614 17,838

DBPFR 1,263 25 77,342 1,527
DBPEN 1,252 12 75,338 1,364

DWYDB 843 40 281,271 13,136
DWYWD 630 51 184,010 56,373

DWYDB 503 4 277,031 92,923
DWYYG 39 16 129,334 10,446

Table 2: Statistics of KG inference and transfer.

Baselines To investigate MuGNN’s ability on
entity alignment, we select four competitive
baselines including three translation based mod-

2|As
r| denotes the number of seed alignments of relations.
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Methods
DBPZH-EN DBPJA-EN DBPFR-EN DBP-WD DBP-YG

H@1 H@10 MRR H@1 H@10 MRR H@1 H@10 MRR H@1 H@10 MRR H@1 H@10 MRR

MTransE .308 .614 .364 .279 .575 .349 .244 .556 .335 .281 .520 .363 .252 .493 .334
JAPE .412 .745 .490 .363 .685 .476 .324 .667 .430 .318 .589 .411 .236 .484 .320

AlignEA .472 .792 .581 .448 .789 .563 .481 .824 .599 .566 .827 .655 .633 .848 .707
GCN-Align .413 .744 .549 .399 .745 .546 .373 .745 .532 .506 .772 .600 .597 .838 .682

MuGNN w/o As
r .479 .833 .597 .487 .851 .604 .496 .869 .621 .590 .887 .693 .730 .934 .801

MuGNN .494 .844 .611 .501 .857 .621 .495 .870 .621 .616 .897 .714 .741 .937 .810

Table 3: Overall performance.

els and one graph-based model for comparison.
MTransE (Chen et al., 2017) trains independent
embedding of knowledge graph with TransE, and
assigns the entity pairs in seed alignments with
similar embeddings by minimizing their Euclidean
distances. JAPE (Sun et al., 2017) learns the
representation of entities and relations from dif-
ferent KGs in a unified embedding space. It
takes advantage of attribute triples to capture ho-
mogeneous entity properties cross KGs. GCN-
Align (Wang et al., 2018b) employs Graph Convo-
lution Networks to construct entity representation
by propagating information from the neighbor-
hood. AlignEA (Sun et al., 2018) swaps aligned
entities in triples to calibrate the embedding of
KGs in a unified embedding space. AlignEA is
the up to date non-iterative state of the art model.

Training Details Following Sun et al. (2017,
2018), we split 30% of entity seed alignments as
training data and left the remaining data for test-
ing. By convention, Hits@N and Mean Reciprocal
Rank are used as evaluation metrics. Hits@N in-
dicates the percentage of the targets that have been
correctly ranked in top N (H in Table 3 for short).
MRR is the average of the reciprocal of the rank
results. Higher Hits@N and MRR refer to higher
performance.

To make a fair comparison, we set embedding
size to 128 for MuGNN and all baselines. All
graph models stack two layers of GNN. We uti-
lize Adagrad (Duchi et al., 2011) as the optimizer.
For the margins in MuGNN, we empirically set
γ1 = 1.0 and γ2 = 1.0. We set γr = 0.12 to en-
sure rule knowledge constraints have less impact
than the alignment model. Other hyperparame-
ters are chosen by running an exhaustively search
over the following possible values: learning rate
in {0.1, 0.01, 0.001}, L2 in {0.01, 0.001, 0.0001},
dropout in {0.1, 0.2, 0.5}. The optimal configu-
ration of MuGNN for entity alignment is: learn-

ing rate= 0.001, L2= 0.01, dropout = 0.2. We
implement MuGNN with PyTorch-1.0. The ex-
periments are conducted on a server with two 6-
core Intel Xeon E5-2620 v3@2.40ghz CPUs, two
GeForce GTX TITAN X and 128 GB of memory.
500 epochs cost nearly one hour.

5.2 Overall Performance

Table 3 shows the experimental results on
DBP15K and DWY100K. In general, MuGNN
significantly outperforms all baselines regarding
all metrics, mainly because it reconciles the struc-
tural differences by two different schemes for KG
completion and pruning, which are thus well mod-
eled in multi-channel GNN.

More specifically, on three small-scale cross-
lingual datasets, the average gains of MuGNN
regarding Hits@1, Hits@10 and MRR are 3%,
6%, and 4%, respectively. While on large-
scale datasets, MuGNN achieves significant im-
provements (8%, 8% and 8% regarding Hits@1,
Hits@10 and MRR, respectively). This is mainly
because the large-scale datasets (e.g., DBP-YG)
provide more prior knowledge (more than 3.5 facts
per entity v.s. less than 2.5 facts in DBP15K) for
rule mining, thus our proposed method has more
capability in reconciling the structural differences
between KGs, and makes better use of seed align-
ments.

Since some methods do not rely on seed align-
ments of relations, we also test MuGNN without
them, marked as MuGNN w/o Asr. This also im-
plies that we have no transferred rules between
KGs. We can see that our method still performs
competitively, and even achieves the best Hits@1
and MRR on DBPFR-EN. This is because the culture
difference between French and English is much
smaller than that between Chinese/Japanese and
English, thus there is only a few exclusive rules
mined from each KG, which can be transferred to-
wards consistent completion (25 and 12 pieces of
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Figure 3: Sensitivity to entity seed alignments (x-axis: proportion of seed alignments used for training).

rules transferred between two KGs, as shown in
Table 2).

We also observe that GNN-based method (i.e.,
GCN-Align) performs better than translation-
based methods except AlignEA. To better under-
stand their advantages and disadvantages, we fur-
ther conduct ablation study as follows.

5.3 Impact of Two Channels and Rule
Transfer

DBPZH-EN DBPJA-EN DBPFR-EN

Hits@1

46

47

48

49
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MuGNN

MuGNN w/o CroAtt
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MRR

0.56
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Figure 4: Impact of two channels and rule transfer.

The core components of MuGNN involve two
channels based on KG self-attention and cross-
KG attention, and rule transfer towards consistent
completion based on knowledge invariant assump-
tion. We thus remove them from our model to
to investigate their impacts to reconcile the struc-
tural differences, marked as MuGNN w/o SelAtt,
MuGNN w/o CroAtt and MuGNN w/o RulTra.

As shown in Figure 4, there is a performance
drop in MuGNN w/o SelAtt and MuGNN w/o
CroAtt as compared to MuGNN, which demon-
strates the effectiveness of both channels. Specif-
ically, the performance decrease more with the
loss of cross-KG attention channel than that of
KG self-attention, which implies the importance
of utilizing cross-KG information for entity align-
ment. As for rule transfer, we can see that in
most cases, it contributes much in performance.

However, the performance difference between
MuGNN and MuGNN w/o RulTra is negligible on
DBPFR-EN. The reason is that the ground rule triple
amounts for French and English datasets are lim-
ited (Table 2), which are less than 1% of the ora-
cle triples. Therefore, rule transfer cannot provide
sufficient cross-graph heterogeneous structure in-
formation. As a contrast, DBPJA-EN and DBPZH-EN

provide more than 10k ground-rule triples, which
gain decent performance improvements from rule
transfer.

5.4 Impact of Seed Alignments
To investigate the advantages and disadvantages
between GNN-based method and translation-
based methods, we test MuGNN, GCN-Align and
AlignEA using different size of seed alignments.
We gradually increase the proportion of entity
seeds from 10% to 50%, and we can see the
model’s sensitivity to seed alignments.

As shown in Figure 3, GNN-based methods per-
form better than translation-based methods when
there is only limited seeds available (10%), but
perform worse along with the increase of seed
alignments. This is because graph models can
make better of seeds by propagating them over the
entire structure, while they suffer from the hetero-
geneity between KGs due to the GNN’s sensitivity
to structural differences, which lead to propaga-
tion errors aggregation. However, the performance
of translation-based methods increases gradually
along with the growing seeds since it can implic-
itly complete KG via knowledge representation
learning, such as transE. MuGNN utilizes AMIE+
to explicitly complete two KGs via rule mining
and transfer, which reconciles the structural differ-
ences; meanwhile, the GNN encoders make better
use of seed information via two channels over the
graphs.
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(U.S., leaderTitle, U.S.President) ∧ (U.S.Secretary of State, reports to, U.S.President)⇒ (U.S.Secretary of State, seat, U.S.)
(Chiang Kaishek,party,Kuomingtang)∧ (Chiang Weikuo,president,Chiang Kaishek)⇒ (Chiang Weikuo,party,Kuomintang)

Table 4: Examples of groundings of transferred rules.

5.5 Qualitative Analysis

We qualitatively analyze how the rule works by
presenting the transferred rules and their ground-
ings in Table 4. We can see the rule grounding
in the first line indicates a common knowledge
in the United States, which thus is easily mined
in English KG DBPEN. Meanwhile, we find that
such knowledge is missing in DBPZH, the Chi-
nese KG. By transferring the corresponding rules
from DBPEN to DBPZH, the asymmetric informa-
tion is smoothed. Corresponding entities in Chi-
nese DBPZH shall have a similar structure with
their counterparts in English DBPEN, thus similar
embeddings. That is, MuGNN indeed reconciles
structural differences by rule transfer, and learns
alignment-oriented embeddings. The second line
presents a similar case that transfers a Chinese
common rule knowledge into English KG. This
demonstrates the effectiveness of rule transfer.
Error Analysis: As shown in Table 2, the only
4 rules transfer from YAGO3 to DBpedia are
grounded to 92,923 new ground rule triples, which
is shocking and not informative. Further investi-
gation finds that the rule (a, team, b) ⇒ (a, af-
filiation, b) alone contributes 92,743 ground rule
triples. Although the rule is logically correct, it is
suspicious such a rule that establishes similar rela-
tions between entities would benefit entity align-
ment. We will deal with such noise in future.

6 Related Work

Merging different KGs into a unified one has at-
tracted much attention since it shall benefit many
Knowledge-driven applications, such as informa-
tion extraction (Cao et al., 2017a, 2018b), question
answering (Zhang et al., 2015) and recommenda-
tion (Cao et al., 2019). Early approaches for en-
tity alignment leverage various features to over-
come the heterogeneity between KGs, such as ma-
chine translation and external lexicons (Suchanek
et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2013). Following
the success of KG representation learning, re-
cent work embeds entities in different KGs into
a low-dimensional vector space with the help
of seed alignments (Chen et al., 2017). How-
ever, the limited seeds and structural differences

take great negative impacts on the quality of KG
embeddings, which performs alignment poorly.
JAPE (Sun et al., 2017) and KDCoE (Chen et al.,
2018) introduced attributes or descriptions infor-
mation to improve entity embeddings, while IP-
TransE (Zhu et al., 2017) and BootEA (Sun et al.,
2018) enlarged the seed set by selecting predicted
alignments with high confidence iteratively.

Clearly, the above strategies can be seen as
a general enhancement for most alignment ap-
proaches (Sun et al., 2018), thus we focus on im-
proving the alignment performance without any
external information and in a non-iterative way.
Inspired by Wang et al. (2018b), which uti-
lize Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) (Kipf
and Welling, 2017) to encode the entire KGs,
we aim at reconciling the heterogeneity between
KGs through completion and pruning, and learn
alignment-oriented KG embeddings by modeling
structural features from different perspectives via
Multi-channel GNNs.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a novel Multi-channel
Graph Neural Network model, MuGNN, which
learns alignment-oriented KG embeddings for en-
tity alignment. It is able to alleviate the nega-
tive impacts caused by the structural heterogeneity
and limited seed alignments. Through two chan-
nels, MuGNN not only explicitly completes the
KGs, but also pruning exclusive entities by us-
ing different relation weighting schemes: KG self-
attention and cross-KG attention, showing robust
graph encoding capability. Extensive experiments
on five publicly available datasets and further anal-
ysis demonstrate the effectiveness of our method.

In future, we are interested in introducing text
information of entities for alignment by consider-
ing word ambiguity (Cao et al., 2017b); and mean-
while, through cross-KG entity proximity (Cao
et al., 2015).
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Abstract

Gazetteers were shown to be useful resources
for named entity recognition (NER) (Ratinov
and Roth, 2009). Many existing approaches
to incorporating gazetteers into machine learn-
ing based NER systems rely on manually de-
fined selection strategies or handcrafted tem-
plates, which may not always lead to opti-
mal effectiveness, especially when multiple
gazetteers are involved. This is especially the
case for the task of Chinese NER, where the
words are not naturally tokenized, leading to
additional ambiguities. To automatically learn
how to incorporate multiple gazetteers into an
NER system, we propose a novel approach
based on graph neural networks with a multi-
digraph structure that captures the information
that the gazetteers offer. Experiments on vari-
ous datasets show that our model is effective in
incorporating rich gazetteer information while
resolving ambiguities, outperforming previous
approaches.

1 Introduction

Previous work (Ratinov and Roth, 2009) shows
that NER is a knowledge intensive task. Back-
ground knowledge is often incorporated into an
NER system in the form of named entity (NE)
gazetteers (Seyler et al., 2018). Each gazetteer is
typically a list containing NEs of the same type.
Many earlier research efforts show that an NER
model can benefit from the use of gazetteers (Li
et al., 2005). On the one hand, the use of NE
gazetteers alleviates the need of manually label-
ing the data and can handle rare and unseen cases
(Wang et al., 2018). On the other hand, resources
of gazetteers are abundant. Many gazetteers have
been manually created by previous studies (Za-
min and Oxley, 2011). Besides, gazetteers can
also be easily constructed from knowledge bases
(e.g., Freebase (Bollacker et al., 2008)) or com-

Open Three At North Capital Human People Public Park
Zhang San

PER2

People’s ParkBeijing

LOC1 LOC2PER2

Zhang Sanzai

PER1

Beijing citizen

Wrong matches

Correct matches

The actual translation:
Zhang San is at the Beijing People’s Park

LOC1

Figure 1: Example of Entity Matching

mercial data sources (e.g., product catalogues of
e-commence websites).

While such background knowledge can be help-
ful, in practice the gazetteers may also con-
tain irrelevant and even erroneous information
which harms the system’s performance (Chiu and
Nichols, 2016). This is especially the case for Chi-
nese NER, where enormous errors can be intro-
duced due to wrongly matched entities. Chinese
language is inherently ambiguous since the granu-
larity of words is less well defined than other lan-
guages (such as English). Thus massive wrongly
matched entities can be generated with the use of
gazetteers. As we can see from the example shown
in Figure 1, matching a simple 9-character sen-
tence with 4 gazetteers may result in 6 matched
entities, among which 2 are incorrect.

To effectively eliminate the errors, we need a
way to resolve the conflicting matches. Existing
methods often rely on hand-crafted templates or
predefined selection strategies. For example, Qi
et al. (2019) defined several n-gram templates to
construct features for each character based on dic-
tionaries and contexts. These templates are task-
specific and the lengths of the matched entities are
constrained by templates. Several selection strate-
gies are proposed, such as maximizing the total
number of matched tokens in a sentence (Shang
et al., 2018), or maximum matching with rules
(Sassano, 2014). Though general, these strategies
are unable to effectively utilize the contextual in-
formation. For example, as shown in Figure 1,
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maximizing the total number of matched tokens
in a sentence results in wrongly matched entity张
三在 (Zhang Sanzai) instead of张三 (Zhang San).

While such solutions either rely on manual ef-
forts for rules, templates or heuristics, we believe
it is possible to take a data-driven approach here
to learn how to combine gazetteer knowledge. To
this end, we propose a novel multi-digraph struc-
ture which can explicitly model the interaction of
the characters and the gazetteers. Combined with
an adapted Gated Graph Sequence Neural Net-
works (GGNN) (Li et al., 2016) and a standard
bidirectional LSTM-CRF (Lample et al., 2016)
(BiLSTM-CRF), our model learns a weighted
combination of the information from different
gazetteers and resolves matching conflicts based
on contextual information.

We summarize our contributions as follows: 1)
we propose a novel multi-digraph model to learn
how to combine the gazetteer information and to
resolve conflicting matches in learning with con-
texts. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first
neural approach to NER that models the gazetteer
information with a graph structure; 2) experimen-
tal results show that our model significantly out-
performs previous methods of using gazetteers and
the state-of-the-art Chinese NER models; 3) we
release a new dataset in the e-commerce domain.
Our code and data are publicly available1.

2 Model Architecture

The overall architecture of our model is shown in
Figure 2. Specifically, our model is comprised
of a multi-digraph, an adapted GGNN embed-
ding layer and a BiLSTM-CRF layer. The multi-
digraph explicitly models the text together with
the NE gazetteer information. The information in
such a graph representation is then transformed to
a feature representation space using an improved
GGNN structure. The encoded feature represen-
tation is then fed to a standard BiLSTM-CRF to
predict the final structured output.

Text Graph. As shown in Figure 2, given the
input sentence 张三在北京人民公园 (Zhang
San is at the Beijing People’s Park) consisting
of 9 Chinese characters and 4 gazetteers PER1,
PER2, LOC1, LOC2 (PER1 and PER2 are
gazetteers of the same type PER – “person”, but
are from different sources; similarly for LOC1

1https://github.com/PhantomGrapes/
MultiDigraphNER
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Figure 2: System architecture

and LOC2). We construct nodes as follows. We
first use 9 nodes to represent the complete sen-
tence, where each Chinese character corresponds
to one node. We also use another 4 pairs of nodes
(8 in total) for capturing the information from the
4 gazetteers, where each pair corresponds to the
start and end of every entity matched by a specific
gazetteer. Next we add directed edges between
the nodes. First, for each pair of adjacent Chi-
nese characters, we add one directed edge between
them – from the left character to the right one.
Next, for each matched entity from a gazetteer,
edges are added from the entity start node, con-
necting through the character nodes composing
the entity and ending with the entity end node
for the corresponding gazetteer. For instance, as
we have illustrated in Figure 2, with c1c2, or 张
三 (Zhang San) matched by the gazetteer PER2,
the following edges are constructed: (vPER2

s , vc1),
(vc1 , vc2) and (vc2 , vPER2

e ), where vPER2
s and

vPER2
e are the start and end nodes for the gazetteer

PER2, and each edge is associated with a label
indicating its type information (PER in this case).
When edges of the same label overlap, they are
merged into a single edge. Such a simple pro-
cess leads to a multi-digraph (or “directed multi-
graph”) representation encoding the character or-
dering information, the knowledge from multiple
NE gazetteers, as well as their interactions.

Formally, a multi-digraph is defined as G :=
(V,E, L), where V is the set of nodes, E is the set
of edges, andL is the set of labels. With n Chinese
characters in the input sentence and m gazetteers
used in the model, the node set V = Vc ∪ Vs ∪ Ve.
Here, Vc is the set of nodes representing charac-
ters. Given a gazetteer g, we introduce two special
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nodes vgs and vge to the graph which we use to de-
note the start and end of an entity matched with g.
Vs (Ve) is a set that contains the special nodes such
as vgs (vge ). Each edge in E is assigned with a la-
bel to indicate the type of the connection between
nodes. We have the label set L = {`c}∪ {`gi}mi=1.
The label `c is assigned to edges connecting adja-
cent characters, which are used to model the nat-
ural ordering of characters in the text. The label
`gi is assigned to all edges that are used to indicate
the presence of an text span that matches with an
entity listed in the gazetteer gi.

Adapted GGNN. Given a graph structure, the
idea of GGNN is to produce meaningful outputs
or to learn node representations through neural
networks with gated recurrent units (GRU) (Cho
et al., 2014). While other neural architectures for
graphs exist, we believe that GGNN is more suit-
able for the Chinese NER task for its better ca-
pability of capturing the local textual information
compared to other GNNs such as GCN (Kipf and
Welling, 2017).

However, the traditional GGNN (Li et al., 2016)
is unable to distinguish edges with different labels.
We adapt GGNN so as to learn a weighted com-
bination of the gazetteer information suitable for
our task. To cope with our multi-digraph struc-
ture, we first extend the adjacency matrix A to in-
clude edges of different labels. Next, we define
a set of trainable contribution coefficients αc, αg1 ,
. . . , αgm for each type of edges. These coefficients
are used to define the amount of contribution from
each type of structural information (the gazetteers
and the character sequence) for our task.

In our model, an adapted GGNN architecture
is utilized to learn the node representations. The
initial state h(0)v of a node v is defined as follows:

h(0)v =

{
W g(v) v ∈ Vs ∪ Ve
[W c(v)>,W bi(v)>]> v ∈ Vc

(1)
where W c and W g are lookup tables for the char-
acter or the gazetteer the node represents. In the
case of character nodes, a bigram embedding table
W bi is used since it has been shown to be useful
for the NER task (Chen et al., 2015).

The structural information of the graph is stored
in the adjacency matrix A which serves to re-
trieve the states of neighboring nodes at each step.
To adapt to the multi-digraph structure, A is ex-
tended to include edges of different labels, A =
[A1, ..., A|L|]. The contribution coefficients are

transformed into weights of edges in A:

[wc, wg1 , . . . , wgm ] = σ([αc, αg1 , . . . , αgm ]) (2)

Edges of the same label share the same weight.
Next, the hidden states are updated by GRU. The
basic recurrence for this propagation network is:

H = [h
(t−1)
1 , . . . , h

(t−1)
|V | ]> (3)

a(t)v = [(HW1)
>, . . . , (HW|L|)>]A>v + b (4)

z(t)v = σ(W za
(t)
v + U zh

(t−1)
v ) (5)

r(t)v = σ(W ra
(t)
v + U rh

(t−1)
v ) (6)

ĥ(t)v = tanh(Wa
(t)
v + U(r

(t)
v � h(t−1)v )) (7)

h(t)v = (1− z(t)v )� h(t−1)v + z
(t)
v � ĥ(t)v (8)

where h(t)v is the hidden state for node v at time
step t, and Av is the row vector corresponding to
node v in the adjacency matrix A. W and U are
parameters to be learned. Equation 3 creates the
state matrix H at time step (t − 1). Equation 4
shows the information to be propagated through
adjacent nodes. Equations 5, 6, 7, and 8 combine
the information from adjacent nodes and the cur-
rent hidden state of the nodes to compute the new
hidden state at time step t. After T steps, we have
our final state h(T )v for the node v.

BiLSTM-CRF. The learned feature representa-
tions of characters {h(T )v | v ∈ Vc} are then fed
to a standard BiLSTM-CRF following the charac-
ter order in the original sentence, to produce the
output sequence.

3 Experiments

3.1 Experimental Setup
Dataset. The three public datasets used in our ex-
periments are OntoNotes 4.0 (Weischedel et al.,
2010), MSRA (Levow, 2006), and Weibo-NER
(Peng and Dredze, 2016). OntoNotes and MSRA
are two datasets consisting of newswire text.
Weibo-NER is in the domain of social media. We
use the same split as Che et al. (2013) and Peng
and Dredze (2016) on OntoNotes and on Weibo-
NER. To demonstrate the effectiveness of our
model in the e-commerce domain, we further con-
structed a new dataset by crawling and manually
annotating the NEs of two types, namely PROD

(“products”) and BRAN (“brands”). We name our
dataset as “E-commerce-NER”. The NER task in
the e-commerce domain is more challenging. The
NEs of interest are usually the names of products
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Models OntoNotes MSRA

P R F P R F

BiLSTM-CRF 72.0 75.1 73.5 92.3 92.4 92.4
(+ N -gram) 71.1 75.5 73.3 92.7 92.7 92.7
(+ PIET) 71.6 74.6 73.1 92.9 93.4 93.1
(+ PDET) 73.8 73.8 73.8 93.1 93.1 93.1

Our model (w/o gazetteers) 74.8 73.0 73.9 93.2 92.7 92.9
Our model 75.4 76.6 76.0 94.6 94.2 94.4

Zhang and Yang (2018) 76.4 71.6 73.9 93.6 92.8 93.2
Dong et al. (2016) - - - 91.3 90.6 91.0
Zhang et al. (2006) - - - 90.2 90.2 91.2

Table 1: Results on the newswire data

Models Weibo-NER E-commerce-NER

P R F P R F

BiLSTM-CRF 60.8 52.9 56.6 71.1 76.1 73.6
(+ N -gram) 57.8 53.6 55.6 71.2 75.9 73.5
(+ PIET) 57.7 54.4 56.0 71.7 75.8 73.7
(+ PDET) 59.2 54.4 56.7 72.6 75.1 73.8

Our model (w/o gazetteers) 62.1 52.7 57.0 70.7 74.6 72.6
Our model 63.1 56.3 59.5 74.3 76.2 75.2

Zhang and Yang (2018) - - 58.8 - - -
Peng and Dredze (2016) - - 59.0 - - -

Table 2: Results on social media/e-commerce domains

or brands. In practice, the number of unique enti-
ties that can appear in such a domain can be easily
tens of millions. The training data is typically far
from being enough to cover even a small portion of
all such NEs. Thus, the effectiveness of an NER
system in the e-commerce domain relies heavily
on domain-specific gazetteers.

Gazetteers. For the three public datasets, we
collect gazetteers of 4 categories (PER, GPE, ORG,
LOC). Each category has 3 gazetteers with differ-
ent sizes, selected from multiple sources including
“Sougou”2, “HanLP”3 and “Hankcs”4. We add an
extra indomain gazetteer of type PER for Weibo-
NER dataset since the online community has a rich
set of nicknames and aliases. For our dataset in the
e-commerce domain, we collect 3 product name
gazetteers and 4 brand name gazetteers crawled
from product catalogues from the e-commerce
site Taobao5. To better demonstrate the problem
of conflicting matches with gazetteers added as
knowledge source, the entity conflict rate of each
dataset with respect to the gazetteers it references
is analyzed. The entity conflict rate (ECR) is de-
fined as the ratio of non-identical overlapping en-
tity matches to all unique entities matched with
all gazetteers. The ECR of OntoNotes, MSRA,
Weibo-NER and E-commerce-NER are respec-

2A crowdsourced gazetteer used by the Chinese IME
Sougou: https://pinyin.sogou.com/dict/.

3A gazetteer from a widely used open-source Chinese
NLP toolkit: https://github.com/hankcs/HanLP.

4A gazetteer which consists of over ten million entries:
http://www.hankcs.com/nlp/corpus.

5http://www.taobao.com

tively 39.70%, 44.75%, 36.10% and 46.05%.
Models for Comparison. We use BiLSTM-

CRF (Lample et al., 2016) with character+bigram
embedding without using any gazetteer as the
comparison baseline6. We explore the three dif-
ferent methods of adding gazetteer features that
we compare against: N -gram features, Position-
Independent Entity Type (PIET) features and
Position-Dependent Entity Type (PDET) features.
These feature construction processes follow the
work of Wang et al. (2018). We refer the readers
to their paper for further details.

To show the effect of adding gazetteer informa-
tion, a trivial version of our model without using
any gazetteer information is also implemented as
one of our baselines (our model w/o gazetteers).

3.2 Results

From Table 1, it can be seen that our model with
12 general gazetteers of 4 entity types has an over-
all highest performance in the news domain. By
adding domain specific gazetteers, our model is
capable of improving the NER quality in both
the social media and the e-commerce domains,
as shown in Table 2. Previous methods of us-
ing gazetteers do improve the performance of the
BiLSTM-CRF model, but the performance gains
are not significant. We can observe the perfor-
mance on both OntoNotes and Weibo-NER drop,
when the N -gram and the PIET features were
used on top of the BiLSTM-CRF model. We be-
lieve this is due to the erroneous information the
model captured, especially when multiple conflict-
ing gazetteers were used together. Compared to
these methods, our model achieves a remarkably
higher performance. Our model is not only able to
improve recall by using the gazetteer knowledge,
but is also able to offer an improved precision.

To understand the effect of using gazetteers by
different methods, we conducted some detailed
experiments on OntoNotes. We first split all the
sentences in the test set into 3 groups, based on if
the entities also appear in the training data or not:
“All” contains those sentences in which all enti-
ties can be found in the training set, “Some” con-
tains sentences which contain some of the entities
from the training set but not all, “None” contains
sentences where none of the entities appear in the
training set. For the last set of sentences, we con-

6We implemented the baseline models using the NCRFPP
toolkit (Yang and Zhang, 2018).
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Entities PDET Our model Our model
Appear In (w/o gazetteers)

Train Gaze P R F P R F P R F

All - 84.6 85.3 85.0 85.3 88.8 87.0 87.4 88.1 87.7
Some - 78.2 73.2 75.7 79.5 76.0 77.7 78.0 72.0 74.9
None - 66.7 62.9 64.7 68.5 65.0 66.7 66.5 59.2 62.6

None All 69.8 64.8 67.2 74.2 67.0 72.0 71.4 59.9 65.1
None Some 66.7 61.0 63.7 66.1 61.8 63.9 64.0 56.7 60.1
None None 63.6 62.7 63.1 64.8 62.9 63.8 64.2 60.9 62.5

Table 3: Detailed results on OntoNotes (Train: Train-
ing data, Gaze: Gazetteers).

ducted additional experiments by further splitting
them into three sub-groups, based on whether their
entities appear in the gazetteers.

We compare three models under each setting:
1) PDET, 2) our model and 3) our model with all
gazetteer nodes removed. We note that the last
model can be regarded as a trivial version of both
PDET and our model. As shown in Table 3, when
none of the entities in a test sentence has been seen
during training, with increasing gazetteer cover-
age our model has a more significant improve-
ment compared to PDET. When none or some of
the test entities appear in the training data, both
PDET and our model perform better than the triv-
ial model. This shows the benefit of utilizing
gazetteer knowledge. Furthermore, in this case,
our model still yields a relatively better F1 score,
due to its better way of representing gazetteer in-
formation using multi-digraph. In the case where
all the entities appear during training, both PDET
and our model yield lower performance than the
trivial model. We believe this is due to errors intro-
duced by the gazetteers. Nonetheless, our model is
more robust than PDET in this case.

Ablation Study. We also conducted an abla-
tion study to explore the contributions brought by
the weighted combination of gazetteers, so as to
understand how our model can effectively use the
gazetteer information.

As shown in Table 4, by fixing the gazetteer
contribution coefficients to 1, the model’s perfor-
mance drops by 1.8 points in terms of F1 score.
The precision is even lower than that of our model
without gazetteers. This experiment shows that,
without a good combination of the gazetteer in-
formation, the model fails to resolve conflicting
matches. In that case, errors are introduced with
the use of gazetteers. These errors harm the
model’s performance and have a negative effect on
the precision.

We use the following ablation test to understand
whether the gazetteer information can be fully uti-
lized by our model. There are three types of infor-

Models P R F

Our model 75.4 76.6 76.0
(fixed coefficients) 73.8 74.5 74.2
(AI1G) 73.4 76.7 75.0
(1T1G) 78.9 73.0 75.8
(w/o gazetteers) 74.8 73.0 73.9

Table 4: Ablation study on OntoNotes

mation provided by gazetteers: boundary informa-
tion, entity-type information, and source informa-
tion. The All in One Gazetteer (AI1G) experiment
shows what role the boundary information plays
in our model by merging all 12 gazetteers into one
lexicon where entity type information is discarded.
It outperforms the model without gazetteers by 1.1
points in terms of F1 score. The One Type One
Gazetteer (1T1G) model adds the entity type infor-
mation on top of the AI1G model by adding only
the entity type labels (i.e., there is one gazetteer
for one type, by merging all gazetteers of the same
type into one). Doing so leads to a 0.8 points im-
provement over the AI1G model. From the experi-
ments we can see that the entities’ source informa-
tion is also helpful. For example, an entity that ap-
pears in multiple PER gazetteers is more likely to
be an entity of type PER than an entity appearing
only in one gazetteer. Our model can effectively
capture such source information and has an im-
provement of 0.2 points in terms of F1 compared
to the 1T1G model.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

We present a novel neural multi-digraph model for
performing Chinese named entity recognition with
gazetteers. Based on the proposed multi-digraph
structure, we show that our model is better at re-
solving entity-matching conflicts. Through exten-
sive experiments, we have demonstrated that our
approach outperforms the state-of-the-art models
and previous methods for incorporating gazetteers
into a Chinese NER system. The ablation study
confirms that a suitable combination of gazetteers
is essential and our model is able to make good use
of the gazetteer information. Although we specifi-
cally investigated the NER task for Chinese in this
work, we believe the proposed model can be ex-
tended and applied to other languages, for which
we leave as future work.
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Abstract

Highly regularized LSTMs achieve impressive
results on several benchmark datasets in lan-
guage modeling. We propose a new regu-
larization method based on decoding the last
token in the context using the predicted dis-
tribution of the next token. This biases the
model towards retaining more contextual in-
formation, in turn improving its ability to pre-
dict the next token. With negligible overhead
in the number of parameters and training time,
our Past Decode Regularization (PDR) method
improves perplexity on the Penn Treebank
dataset by up to 1.8 points and by up to 2.3
points on the WikiText-2 dataset, over strong
regularized baselines using a single softmax.
With a mixture-of-softmax model, we show
gains of up to 1.0 perplexity points on these
datasets. In addition, our method achieves
1.169 bits-per-character on the Penn Treebank
Character dataset for character level language
modeling. Each of these results constitute im-
provements over models without PDR in their
respective settings.

1 Introduction

Language modeling is a fundamental task in natu-
ral language processing. Given a sequence of to-
kens, its joint probability distribution can be mod-
eled using the auto-regressive conditional factor-
ization. This leads to a convenient formulation
where a language model has to predict the next to-
ken given a sequence of tokens as context. Recur-
rent neural networks are an effective way to com-
pute distributed representations of the context by
sequentially operating on the embeddings of the
tokens. These representations can then be used to
predict the next token as a probability distribution
over a fixed vocabulary using a linear decoder fol-
lowed by Softmax.

Starting from the work of (Mikolov et al.,
2010), there has been a long list of works that

seek to improve language modeling performance
using more sophisticated recurrent neural net-
works (RNNs) (Zaremba et al., 2014; Zilly et al.,
2017; Zoph and Le, 2016; Mujika et al., 2017).
However, in more recent work vanilla LSTMs
(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) with rel-
atively large number of parameters have been
shown to achieve state-of-the-art performance on
several standard benchmark datasets both in word-
level and character-level perplexity (Merity et al.,
2018b,a; Melis et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2017).
A key component in these models is the use
of several forms of regularization e.g. varia-
tional dropout on the token embeddings (Gal and
Ghahramani, 2016), dropout on the hidden-to-
hidden weights in the LSTM (Wan et al., 2013),
norm regularization on the outputs of the LSTM
and classical dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014). By
carefully tuning the hyperparameters associated
with these regularizers combined with optimiza-
tion algorithms like NT-ASGD (a variant of Aver-
aged SGD), it is possible to achieve very good per-
formance. Each of these regularizations address
different parts of the LSTM model and are gen-
eral techniques that could be applied to any other
sequence modeling problem.

In this paper, we propose a regularization tech-
nique that exploits a symmetry in language mod-
els. A unique aspect of language modeling using
LSTMs (or any RNN) is that at each time step t,
the model takes as input a particular token xt from
a vocabulary W and using the hidden state of the
LSTM (which encodes the context till xt−1) pre-
dicts a probability distribution wt+1 on the next
token xt+1 over the same vocabulary as output.
Since xt can be mapped to a trivial probability
distribution over W , this operation can be inter-
preted as transforming distributions over W (Inan
et al., 2016). Clearly, the output distribution is de-
pendent on and is a function of xt and the context
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further in the past and encodes information about
it. We ask the following question – How much in-
formation is it possible to decode about the input
distribution (and hence xt) from the output distri-
bution wt+1? In general, it is impossible to decode
xt unambiguously. Even if the language model
is perfect and correctly predicts xt+1 with prob-
ability 1, there could be many tokens preceding it.
However, in this case the number of possibilities
for xt will be limited, as dictated by the bigram
statistics of the corpus and the language in gen-
eral. We argue that biasing the language model
such that it is possible to decode more information
about the past tokens from the predicted next token
distribution is beneficial. We incorporate this intu-
ition into a regularization term in the loss function
of the language model.

The symmetry in the inputs and outputs of the
language model at each step lends itself to a simple
decoding operation. It can be cast as a (pseudo)
language modeling problem in “reverse”, where
the future prediction wt+1 acts as the input and
the last token xt acts as the target of prediction.
The token embedding matrix and weights of the
linear decoder of the main language model can be
reused in the past decoding operation. We only
need a few extra parameters to model the nonlinear
transformation performed by the LSTM, which we
do by using a simple stateless layer. We compute
the cross-entropy loss between the decoded distri-
bution for the past token and xt and add it to the
main loss function after suitable weighting. The
extra parameters used in the past decoding are dis-
carded during inference time. We call our method
Past Decode Regularization or PDR for short.

We conduct extensive experiments on four
benchmark datasets for word level and charac-
ter level language modeling by combining PDR
with existing LSTM based language models and
achieve improved performance on three of them.

2 Past Decode Regularization (PDR)

Let X = (x1, x2, · · · , xt, · · · , xT ) be a sequence
of tokens. In this paper, we will experiment with
both word level and character level language mod-
eling. Therefore, tokens can be either words or
characters. The joint probability P (X) factorizes
into

P (X) =

T∏

t=1

P (xt|x1, x2, · · · , xt−1) (1)

Let ct = (x1, x2, · · · , xt) denote the context avail-
able to the language model for xt+1. LetW denote
the vocabulary of tokens, each of which is embed-
ded into a vector of dimension d. Let E denote the
token embedding matrix of dimension |W |×d and
ew denote the embedding of w ∈ W . An LSTM
computes a distributed representation of ct in the
form of its hidden state ht, which we assume has
dimension d as well. The probability that the next
token is w can then be calculated using a linear
decoder followed by a Softmax layer as

Pθ(w|ct) = Smax(htET + b)|w
= exp(hteT

w+bw)∑
w′∈W exp(hteT

w′+bw′ )
(2)

where bw′ is the entry corresponding tow′ in a bias
vector b of dimension |W | and |w represents pro-
jection onto w. Here we assume that the weights
of the decoder are tied with the token embedding
matrix E (Inan et al., 2016; Press and Wolf, 2017).
To optimize the parameters of the language model
θ, the loss function to be minimized during train-
ing is set as the cross-entropy between the pre-
dicted distribution Pθ(w|ct) and the actual token
xt+1.

LCE =
∑

t

− log(Pθ(xt+1|ct)) (3)

Note that Eq.(2), when applied to all w ∈ W
produces a 1 × |W | vector wt+1, encapsulating
the prediction the language model has about the
next token xt+1. Since this is dependent on and
conditioned on ct, wt+1 clearly encodes informa-
tion about it; in particular about the last token xt in
ct. In turn, it should be possible to infer or decode
some limited information about xt from wt+1. We
argue that by biasing the model to be more accu-
rate in recalling information about past tokens, we
can help it in predicting the next token better.

To this end, we define the following decod-
ing operation to compute a probability distribution
over wc ∈W as the last token in the context.

Pθr(wc|wt+1) = Smax(fθr(wt+1E)ET + b′θr)|wc

(4)

Here fθr is a non-linear function that maps vectors
in Rd to vectors in Rd and b′θr is a bias vector of
dimension |W |, together comprising the parame-
ters θr. In effect, we are decoding the past – the
last token in the context xt. This produces a vector
wr
t of dimension 1× |W |. The cross-entropy loss
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PTB WT2 PTBC enwik8
Train Valid Test Train Valid Test Train Valid Test Train Valid Test

Tokens 888K 70.4K 78.7K 2.05M 213K 241K 5.01M 393k 442k 90M 5M 5M
Vocab 10K 33.3K 51 205

Table 1: Statistics of the language modeling benchmark datasets.

with respect to the actual last token xt can then be
computed as

LPDR =
∑

t

− log(Pθr(xt|wt+1)) (5)

Here PDR stands for Past Decode Regulariza-
tion. LPDR captures the extent to which the de-
coded distribution of tokens differs from the ac-
tual tokens xt in the context. Note the symme-
try between Eqs.(2) and (5). The “input” in the
latter case is wt+1 and the “context” is provided
by a nonlinear transformation of wt+1E. Differ-
ent from the former, the context in Eq.(5) does not
preserve any state information across time steps
as we want to decode only using wt+1. The term
wt+1E can be interpreted as a “soft” token em-
bedding lookup, where the token vector wt+1 is a
probability distribution instead of a unit vector.

We add λPDRLPDR to the loss function in
Eq.(3) as a regularization term, where λPDR is a
positive weighting coefficient, to construct the fol-
lowing new loss function for the language model.

L = LCE + λPDRLPDR (6)

Thus equivalently PDR can also be viewed as a
method of defining an augmented loss function for
language modeling. The choice of λPDR dictates
the degree to which we want the language model
to incorporate our inductive bias i.e. decodability
of the last token in the context. If it is too large,
the model will fail to predict the next token, which
is its primary task. If it is zero or too small, the
model will retain less information about the last
token which hampers its predictive performance.
In practice, we choose λPDR by a search based on
validation set performance.

Note that the trainable parameters θr associated
with PDR are used only during training to bias the
language model and are not used at inference time.
This also means that it is important to control the
complexity of the nonlinear function fθr so as not
to overly bias the training. As a simple choice,

we use a single fully connected layer of size d fol-
lowed by a Tanh nonlinearity as fθr . This intro-
duces few extra parameters and a small increase
in training time as compared to a model not using
PDR.

3 Experiments

We present extensive experimental results to show
the efficacy of using PDR for language modeling
on four standard benchmark datasets – two each
for word level and character level language mod-
eling. For the former, we evaluate our method on
the Penn Treebank (PTB) (Mikolov et al., 2010)
and the WikiText-2 (WT2) (Merity et al., 2016)
datasets. For the latter, we use the Penn Tree-
bank Character (PTBC) (Mikolov et al., 2010) and
the Hutter Prize Wikipedia Prize (Hutter, 2018)
(also known as Enwik8) datasets. Key statistics
for these datasets is presented in Table 1.

As mentioned in the introduction, some of the
best existing results on these datasets are obtained
by using extensive regularization techniques on
relatively large LSTMs (Merity et al., 2018b,a;
Yang et al., 2017). We apply our regularization
technique to these models, the so called AWD-
LSTM. We consider two versions of the model –
one with a single softmax (AWD-LSTM) and one
with a mixture-of-softmaxes (AWD-LSTM-MoS).
The PDR regularization term is computed accord-
ing to Eq.(4) and Eq.(5). We call our model AWD-
LSTM+PDR when using a single softmax and
AWD-LSTM-MoS+PDR when using a mixture-
of-softmaxes. We largely follow the experimental
procedure of the original models and incorporate
their dropouts and regularizations in our experi-
ments.

For completeness, we briefly mention the set of
dropouts and regularizations reused from AWD-
LSTM in our experiments. They are the following.

1. Embedding dropout – Variational or locked
dropout applied to the token embedding ma-
trix.
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2. Word dropout – Dropout applied to entire to-
kens.

3. LSTM layer dropout – Dropout between lay-
ers of the LSTM.

4. LSTM weight dropout – Dropout applied
to the hidden-to-hidden connections in the
LSTM.

5. LSTM output dropout – Dropout applied to
the final output of the LSTM.

6. Alpha/beta regularization – Activation and
temporal activation regularization applied to
the LSTM states.

7. Weight decay – L2 regularization on the pa-
rameters of the model.

Note that these regularizations are applied to the
input, hidden state and output of the LSTM and do
not exploit the special structure of language mod-
eling, which PDR does. The relative contribution
of these existing regularizations and PDR will be
analyzed in Section 6.

There are 7 hyperparameters associated with the
regularizations used in AWD-LSTM (and one ex-
tra with MoS). PDR also has an associated weight-
ing coefficient λPDR. For our experiments, we
set λPDR = 0.001 which was determined by a
coarse search on the PTB and WT2 validation sets.
For the remaining ones, we perform light hyperpa-
rameter search in the vicinity of those reported for
AWD-LSTM in (Merity et al., 2018b,a) and for
AWD-LSTM-MoS in (Yang et al., 2017).

3.1 Model and training for PTB and
WikiText-2

For the single softmax model (AWD-
LSTM+PDR), for both PTB and WT2, we
use a 3-layered LSTM with 1150, 1150 and 400
hidden dimensions. The word embedding dimen-
sion is set to d = 400. For the mixture-of-softmax
model, we use a 3-layer LSTM with dimensions
960, 960 and 620, an embedding dimension of
280 and 15 experts for PTB. For WT2, we use a
3-layer LSTM with dimensions 1150, 1150 and
650, an embedding dimension of d = 300 and 15
experts. Weight tying is used in all the models.
For training the models, we follow the same
procedure as AWD-LSTM i.e. a combination of
SGD and NT-ASGD, followed by finetuning. We
adopt the learning rate schedules and batch sizes

of (Merity et al., 2018b) and (Yang et al., 2017) in
our experiments.

3.2 Model and training for PTBC and
Enwik8

For PTBC, we use a 3-layer LSTM with 1000,
1000 and 200 hidden dimensions and a charac-
ter embedding dimension of d = 200. For En-
wik8, we use a LSTM with 1850, 1850 and 400
hidden dimensions and the characters are embed-
ded in d = 400 dimensions. For training, we
largely follow the procedure laid out in (Merity
et al., 2018a). For each of the datasets, AWD-
LSTM+PDR has less than 1% more parameters
than the corresponding AWD-LSTM model (dur-
ing training only). The maximum observed time
overhead due to the additional computation is less
than 3%.

4 Results on Word Level Language
Modeling

The results for PTB are shown in Table 2. With a
single softmax, our method (AWD-LSTM+PDR)
achieves a perplexity of 55.6 on the PTB test set,
which improves on the model without PDR by an
absolute 1.7 points. The advantages of better in-
formation retention due to PDR are maintained
when combined with a continuous cache pointer
(Grave et al., 2016), where our method yields an
absolute improvement of 1.2 over AWD-LSTM.
Notably, when coupled with dynamic evaluation
(Krause et al., 2018), the perplexity is decreased
further to 49.3. Note that, for both cache pointer
and dynamic evaluation, we coarsely tune the as-
sociated hyperparameters on the validation set.

Using a mixture-of-softmaxes, our method
(AWD-LSTM-MoS+PDR) achieves a test per-
plexity of 53.8, an improvement of 0.6 points
over the model without PDR. The use of dynamic
evaluation pushes the perplexity further down to
47.3. Note that our models do not use the re-
cently proposed frequency agnostic word embed-
dings FRAGE (Gong et al., 2018) and it is possible
that adding PDR can lead to similar gains when
applied to models using such embeddings. PTB
is a restrictive dataset with a vocabulary of 10K
words. Achieving good perplexity requires con-
siderable regularization. The fact that PDR can
improve upon existing heavily regularized models
is empirical evidence of its distinctive nature and
its effectiveness in improving language models.
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Model #Params Valid Test

State-of-the-art Methods (Single Softmax)

(Merity et al., 2018b) – AWD-LSTM 24.2M 60.0 57.3
(Merity et al., 2018b) – AWD-LSTM + continuous cache pointer 24.2M 53.9 52.8
(Krause et al., 2018) – AWD-LSTM + dynamic evaluation 24.2M 51.6 51.1
(Gong et al., 2018) – AWD-LSTM + cont. cache pointer w/ FRAGE 24.2M 52.3 51.8

Our Method (Single Softmax)

AWD-LSTM+PDR 24.2M 57.9 55.6 (-1.7)
AWD-LSTM+PDR + continuous cache pointer 24.2M 52.4 51.6 (-1.2)
AWD-LSTM+PDR + dynamic evaluation 24.2M 50.1 49.3 (-1.8)

Sate-of-the-art Methods (Mixture-of-Softmax)

(Yang et al., 2017) – AWD-LSTM-MoS 22M 56.5 54.4
(Yang et al., 2017) – AWD-LSTM-MoS + dynamic evaluation 22M 48.3 47.7
(Gong et al., 2018) – AWD-LSTM-MoS + dyn. evaluation w/ FRAGE 22M 47.4 46.5

Our Method (Mixture-of-Softmax)

AWD-LSTM-MoS+PDR 22M 56.2 53.8 (-0.6)
AWD-LSTM-MoS+PDR + dynamic evaluation 22M 48.0 47.3 (-0.4)

Table 2: Perplexities on Penn Treebank (PTB) for single and mixture-of-softmaxes models. Values in parentheses
show gain over respective models without using PDR. The number of parameters during training is 24.4M. Our
models do not use frequency agnostic word embeddings.

Table 3 shows the perplexities achieved by our
model on WT2. This dataset is considerably more
complex than PTB with a vocabulary of more
than 33K words. AWD-LSTM+PDR improves
over the single softmax model without PDR by
a significant 2.3 points, achieving a perplexity of
63.5. Similar gains are observed with the use of
cache pointer (2.4 points) and with the use of dy-
namic evaluation (1.7 points). Using a mixture-of-
softmaxes, AWD-LSTM-MoS+PDR achieves per-
plexities of 60.5 and 40.3 (with dynamic evalu-
ation) on the WT2 test set, improving upon the
models without PDR by 1.0 and 0.4 points respec-
tively. Here again, the use of PDR in models with
FRAGE could lead to further drops in perplexity.

4.1 Performance on Larger Datasets

We consider the Gigaword dataset (Chelba et al.,
2014) with a truncated vocabulary of about 100K
tokens with the highest frequency and apply PDR
to a baseline 2-layer LSTM language model with
embedding and hidden dimensions set to 1024.
We use all the shards from the training set for
training and a few shards from the heldout set
for validation (heldout-0,10) and test (heldout-
20,30,40). We tuned the PDR coefficient coarsely
in the vicinity of 0.001. While the baseline model
achieved a validation (test) perplexity of 44.3
(43.1), on applying PDR, the model achieved a

perplexity of 44.0 (42.5). Thus, PDR is relatively
less effective on larger datasets, a fact also ob-
served for other regularization techniques on such
datasets (Yang et al., 2017).

5 Results on Character Level Language
Modeling

The results on PTBC are shown in Table 4. Our
method achieves a bits-per-character (BPC) per-
formance of 1.169 on the PTBC test set, improv-
ing on the model without PDR by 0.006 or 0.5%.
It is notable that even with this highly processed
dataset and a small vocabulary of only 51 tokens,
our method improves on already highly regular-
ized models. Finally, we present results on En-
wik8 in Table 5. AWD-LSTM+PDR achieves
1.245 BPC. This is 0.012 or about 1% less than
the 1.257 BPC achieved by AWD-LSTM in our
experiments (with hyperparameters from (Merity
et al., 2018a).

6 Analysis of PDR

In this section, we analyze PDR by probing its per-
formance in several ways and comparing it with
models that do not use PDR.

6.1 A Valid Regularization

To verify that indeed PDR can act as a form of
regularization, we perform the following exper-
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Model #Params Valid Test

Sate-of-the-art Methods (Single Softmax)

(Merity et al., 2018b) – AWD-LSTM 33.6M 68.6 65.8
(Merity et al., 2018b) – AWD-LSTM + continuous cache pointer 33.6M 53.8 52.0
(Krause et al., 2018) – AWD-LSTM + dynamic evaluation 33.6M 46.4 44.3
(Gong et al., 2018) – AWD-LSTM + cont. cache ptr w/ FRAGE 33.6M 51.0 49.3

Our Method (Single Softmax)

AWD-LSTM+PDR 33.6M 66.5 63.5 (-2.3)
AWD-LSTM+PDR + continuous cache pointer 33.6M 51.5 49.6 (-2.4)
AWD-LSTM+PDR + dynamic evaluation 33.6M 44.6 42.6 (-1.7)

Sate-of-the-art Methods (Mixture-of-Softmax)

(Yang et al., 2017) – AWD-LSTM-MoS 35M 63.9 61.5
(Yang et al., 2017) – AWD-LSTM-MoS + dynamic evaluation 35M 42.4 40.7
(Gong et al., 2018) – AWD-LSTM-MoS + dyn. eval w/ FRAGE 35M 40.9 39.1

Our Method (Mixture-of-Softmax)

AWD-LSTM-MoS+PDR 35M 63.0 60.5 (-1.0)
AWD-LSTM-MoS+PDR + dynamic evaluation 35M 42.0 40.3 (-0.4)

Table 3: Perplexities on WikiText-2 (WT2) for single and mixture-of-softmaxes models. Values in parentheses
show gain over respective models without using PDR. The number of parameters during training is 33.8M. We do
not use frequency agnostic word embeddings.

Model #Prms Test

(Krueger et al., 2016) – Zoneout LSTM - 1.27
(Chung et al., 2016) – HM-LSTM - 1.24
(Ha et al., 2016) – HyperLSTM 14.4M 1.219
(Zoph and Le, 2016) – NAS Cell 16.3M 1.214
(Mujika et al., 2017) – FS-LSTM-4 6.5M 1.193
(Merity et al., 2018a) – AWD-LSTM 13.8M 1.175

Our Method

AWD-LSTM+PDR 13.8M 1.169
(-0.006)

Table 4: Bits-per-character on the PTBC test set.

iment. We take the models for PTB and WT2
and turn off all dropouts and regularization and
compare its performance with only PDR turned
on. The results, as shown in Table 6, validate the
premise of PDR. The model with only PDR turned
on achieves 2.4 and 5.1 better validation perplexity
on PTB and WT2 as compared to the model with-
out any regularization. Thus, biasing the LSTM by
decoding the distribution of past tokens from the
predicted next-token distribution can indeed act as
a regularizer leading to better generalization per-
formance.

Next, in Fig. 1(a) we plot histograms of the neg-
ative log-likelihoods of the correct context tokens
xt in the past decoded vector wr

t computed using

Model #Prms Test

(Ha et al., 2016) – HyperLSTM 27M 1.340
(Chung et al., 2016) – HM-LSTM 35M 1.32
(Rocki et al., 2016) – SD Zoneout 64M 1.31
(Zilly et al., 2017) – RHN (depth 10) 21M 1.30
(Zilly et al., 2017) – Large RHN 46M 1.270
(Mujika et al., 2017) – FS-LSTM-4 27M 1.277
(Mujika et al., 2017) – Large FS-LSTM-4 47M 1.245
(Merity et al., 2018a) – AWD-LSTM 47M 1.232

Our Method

AWD-LSTM (Ours) 47M 1.257
AWD-LSTM+PDR 47M 1.245

Table 5: Bits-per-character on Enwik8 test set.

PTB Valid WT2 Valid

AWD-LSTM (NoReg) 108.6 142.7
AWD-LSTM (NoReg) + PDR 106.2 137.6

Table 6: Validation perplexities for AWD-LSTM with-
out any regularization and with only PDR.

our best models on the PTB and WT2 validation
sets. The NLL values are significantly peaked near
0, which means that the past decoding operation is
able to decode significant amount of information
about the last token in the context.

To investigate the effect of hyperparameters on
PDR, we pick 60 sets of random hyperparameters
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Figure 1: Context token NLL for AWD-LSTM+PDR and comparison with AWD-LSTM.
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Figure 2: Comparison between AWD-LSTM+PDR and AWD-LSTM.

in the vicinity of those reported by (Merity et al.,
2018b) and compute the validation set perplex-
ity after training (without finetuning) on PTB, for
both AWD-LSTM+PDR and AWD-LSTM. Their
histograms are plotted in Fig.1(b). The perplexi-
ties for models with PDR are distributed slightly to
the left of those without PDR. There appears to be
more instances of perplexities in the higher range
for models without PDR. Note that there are cer-
tainly hyperparameter settings where adding PDR
leads to lower validation complexity, as is gener-
ally the case for any regularization method.

6.2 Comparison with AWD-LSTM

To show the qualitative difference between AWD-
LSTM+PDR and AWD-LSTM, in Fig.2(a), we
plot a histogram of the entropy of the predicted

next token distribution wt+1 for all the tokens in
the validation set of PTB achieved by their respec-
tive best models. The distributions for the two
models is slightly different, with some identifiable
patterns. The use of PDR has the effect of reduc-
ing the entropy of the predicted distribution when
it is in the higher range of 8 and above, pushing
it into the range of 5-8. This shows that one way
PDR biases the language model is by reducing the
entropy of the predicted next token distribution.
Indeed, one way to reduce the cross-entropy be-
tween xt and wr

t is by making wt+1 less spread
out in Eq.(5). This tends to benefit the language
model when the predictions are correct.

We also compare the training curves for the
two models in Fig.2(b) on PTB. Although the
two models use slightly different hyperparame-
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PTB WT2
Model Valid Test Valid Test

AWD-LSTM+PDR 57.9 55.6 66.5 63.5
– finetune 60.4 58.0 68.5 65.6

– LSTM output dropout 67.6 65.4 75.4 72.1
– LSTM layer dropout 68.1 65.8 73.7 70.4
– embedding dropout 63.9 61.4 77.1 73.6
– word dropout 62.9 60.5 70.4 67.4
– LSTM weight dropout 68.4 65.8 79.0 75.5
– alpha/beta regularization 63.0 60.4 74.0 70.7
– weight decay 64.7 61.4 72.5 68.9
– PDR 60.5 57.7 69.5 66.4

Table 7: Ablation experiments on the PTB and WT2 validation and test sets.

ters, the regularization effect of PDR is apparent
with a lower validation perplexity but higher train-
ing perplexity. The corresponding trends shown in
Fig.2(a,b) for WT2 have similar characteristics.

6.3 Ablation Studies

We perform a set of ablation experiments on the
best AWD-LSTM+PDR models for PTB and WT2
to understand the relative contribution of PDR and
the other regularizations used in the model. The
results are shown in Table 7. In both cases, PDR
has a significant effect in decreasing the validation
set performance, albeit lesser than the other forms
of regularization. This is not surprising as PDR
does not act on the LSTM weights directly.

7 Related Work

Our proposed Past Decode Regularization method
builds on the work of using sophisticated regular-
ization techniques to train LSTMs for language
modeling. In particular, the AWD-LSTM model
achieves state-of-the-art performance with a sin-
gle softmax on the four datasets considered in this
paper (Merity et al., 2018b,a). (Melis et al., 2018)
also achieve similar results with highly regular-
ized LSTMs. By addressing the so-called soft-
max bottleneck in single softmax models, (Yang
et al., 2017) use a mixture-of-softmaxes to achieve
significantly lower perplexities. PDR utilizes the
symmetry between the inputs and outputs of a lan-
guage model, a fact that is also exploited in weight
tying (Inan et al., 2016; Press and Wolf, 2017).
Our method can be used with untied weights as
well. Although motivated by language model-
ing, PDR can also be applied to seq2seq mod-
els with shared input-output vocabularies, such
as those used for text summarization and neural
machine translation (with byte pair encoding of

words) (Press and Wolf, 2017). Regularizing the
training of an LSTM by combining the main ob-
jective function with auxiliary tasks has been suc-
cessfully applied to several tasks in NLP (Radford
et al., 2018; Rei, 2017). In fact, a popular choice
for the auxiliary task is language modeling itself.
This in turn is related to multi-task learning (Col-
lobert and Weston, 2008).

Specialized architectures like Recurrent High-
way Networks (Zilly et al., 2017) and NAS
(Zoph and Le, 2016) have been successfully used
to achieve competitive performance in language
modeling. The former makes the hidden-to-
hidden transition function more complex allow-
ing for more refined information flow. Such ar-
chitectures are especially important for character
level language modeling where strong results have
been shown using Fast-Slow RNNs (Mujika et al.,
2017), a two level architecture where the slowly
changing recurrent network tries to capture more
long range dependencies. The use of historical in-
formation can greatly help language models deal
with long range dependencies as shown by (Merity
et al., 2016; Krause et al., 2018; Rae et al., 2018).
In a recent paper, (Gong et al., 2018) achieve im-
proved performance for language modeling by us-
ing frequency agnostic word embeddings (called
FRAGE), a technique that is orthogonal to PDR
and can be combined with it.

8 Conclusion

We propose a new Past Decode Regularization
(PDR) method for language modeling that ex-
ploits the input-output symmetry in each step to
decode the last token in the context from the pre-
dicted next token distribution. We empirically
show reductions in perplexity on several bench-
mark datasets as compared to strong highly reg-
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ularized baseline models. Future work includes
exploring the application of PDR to other seq2seq
models that have a similar input-output symmetry.
Also, it will be worthwhile to ascertain the efficacy
of PDR for language models using Transformers
and in combination with FRAGE embeddings.
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Abstract

In this paper, we study the problem of hy-
brid language modeling, that is using models
which can predict both characters and larger
units such as character ngrams or words. Us-
ing such models, multiple potential segmenta-
tions usually exist for a given string, for ex-
ample one using words and one using charac-
ters only. Thus, the probability of a string is
the sum of the probabilities of all the possi-
ble segmentations. Here, we show how it is
possible to marginalize over the segmentations
efficiently, in order to compute the true prob-
ability of a sequence. We apply our technique
on three datasets, comprising seven languages,
showing improvements over a strong character
level language model.

1 Introduction

Statistical language modeling is the problem of
estimating a probability distribution over text
data (Bahl et al., 1983). Most approaches formu-
late this problem at the word level, by first seg-
menting the text using a fixed vocabulary. A limi-
tation of these methods is that they cannot generate
new words, or process out of vocabulary words. A
popular alternative is to directly model sequences
at the character level. These models can poten-
tially generate any sequence, and are thus some-
times referred to as open vocabulary. However,
they tend to underperform compared to word level
models when trained on the same data.

For these reasons, a few works have proposed
hybrid models, that work both at the character and
word level (or sometimes groups of characters). A
first class of hybrid models switch between word
and character level representations, depending on
whether they predict that the upcoming word is
in the vocabulary or not (Kawakami et al., 2017;
Mielke and Eisner, 2019). For example, a first

model can be trained on tokenized data, where out-
of-vocabulary words are replaced by the <unk>
token. A second model is then used to generate
the character sequences corresponding to out-of-
vocabulary words. Another approach, which does
not require tokenization, is to process groups of
characters, which are obtained based on linguis-
tic knowledge or low level statistics. These in-
clude merging characters using mutual informa-
tion (Mikolov et al., 2012) or the byte pair en-
coding algorithm (Sennrich et al., 2016). This ap-
proach first produces a segmentation for the text,
and then learns a language model on it. However,
some sequences have multiple possible segmenta-
tions, and a model considering a single one might
underestimate the true probability of the sequence.
Thus, it is important to marginalize over the set of
segmentations to obtain the true probability of a
sequence (van Merriënboer et al., 2017; Buckman
and Neubig, 2018).

In this paper, we propose an alternative ap-
proach to address this limitation, and in particu-
lar, to train models by marginalizing over the set
of segmentations. As the number of possible seg-
mentations grows exponentially with the sequence
size, using an efficient algorithm such as dynamic
programming is important. Computing the repre-
sentation of the context at the character level al-
lows to apply dynamic programming to this prob-
lem, without using approximations. This tech-
nique was previously considered in the context of
automatic speech recognition (Wang et al., 2017)
or to copy tokens from the input for code genera-
tion (Ling et al., 2016). We evaluate our method
on three datasets for character level language mod-
eling, showing that adding n-grams to the predic-
tions improve the perplexity of the model.
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2 Approach

The goal of character level language modeling is
to learn a probability distribution over sequences
of characters c1, ..., cT . Using the chain rule, such
a distribution can be factorized as the product of
the probability distribution of a character condi-
tioned on its history:

p(c1, ..., cT ) =

T∏

t=1

p(ct | c0, ..., ct−1),

where c0 is a special symbol indicating the begin-
ning of the sequence. In this paper, we learn these
conditional probability distributions using neural
networks. For each time step t, a neural network
builds a representation ht from the history that is
used to predict the upcoming character. This rep-
resentation can be obtained from any architecture,
such as feedforward (Bengio et al., 2003) or re-
current networks (Mikolov et al., 2010). We fo-
cus on the transformer network, recently intro-
duced by Vaswani et al. (2017), because of its high
performance on character level language model-
ing (Dai et al., 2018). We refer to Vaswani et al.
(2017) for the details of this architecture.

2.1 Hybrid language models

Hybrid language models predict multiple tokens,
instead of one, at each time step. One way to per-
form this is to add n-grams to the output vocabu-
lary of the model. Under such models, a charac-
ter sequence has multiple segmentations, and the
model estimates its probability by summing the
probability of all its segmentations. For example,
if the model predicts bigrams in addition to char-
acters, the word dog can be decomposed as

[d], [o], [g] or [do], [g] or [d], [og].

Thus, the probability of the sequence of characters
dog is given by

p(dog) = p(d)× p(o | d)× p(g | do)
+ p(do)× p(g | do) + p(d)× p(og | d).

More formally, let us denote by S(c1:T ) the set
of all possible segmentations of a given sequence
c1:T = c1, ..., cT . Then, the probability of the
character sequence is

p(c1:T ) = p(c1, ..., cT ) =
∑

s∈S(c)
p(s). (1)

The set of all possible segmentations grows expo-
nentially with the sequence size, making it imprac-
tical to evaluate this probability by directly sum-
ming over all segmentations.

2.2 Factorization of the segmentation
probabilities

A segmentation s can be decomposed into a se-
quence s1, ..., sK of consecutive atoms in the vo-
cabulary on which we apply the chain rule to get:

p(s) =

K∏

k=1

p(sk | s0, ..., sk−1).

Using this factorization of the probability distri-
bution, it is not possible to directly apply dynamic
programming to compute the probability of a se-
quence. The reason is that the conditional distri-
bution of symbols depends on the segmentation,
preventing to reuse computation across different
segmentations. For example, previous work pro-
posed to use the segmentation both in the input
and output of the model. The hidden representa-
tions ht of the neural network were thus intrin-
sically linked to the segmentation, preventing to
share computations. A potential workaround is
to merge the different representations correspond-
ing to all the segmentations ending at the same
character, for example by avergaging them (van
Merriënboer et al., 2017; Buckman and Neubig,
2018). In our case, we use n-grams only in the out-
put, making the representations ht independent of
the segmentations, and the application of dynamic
programming straightforward.

To do so, we define the conditional distribu-
tion using characters, instead of the segmentation.
Given a sequence s1, ..., sK of n-grams, we intro-
duce the concatenation operator concat, such that

concat(s1, ..., sK) = c1, ..., cJ

corresponds to the sequence of J characters that
compose the segmentation sequence. For exam-
ple, the two segmentations [do],[g],[s] and
[d],[og],[s] of the word dogs share the same
output from the concat operator:

concat([do], [g], [s]) = d, o, g, s,
concat([d], [og], [s]) = d, o, g, s.

We now define the conditional distribution as

p(sk | s1:k−1) = p(sk | concat(s1:k−1)). (2)
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This reformulation is exact under the conditional
independence assumption, i.e., that the symbol at
position t in the character sequence is indepen-
dent of the segmentation, given the characters up
to time t−1. In the next section, we show how, un-
der this assumption, the probability of a sequence
can be computed with dynamic programming.

2.3 Dynamic programming
For this section, we restrict ourselves to predict-
ing characters and bigrams for simplicity. How-
ever, our approach is straightforward to apply to
n-grams or words. Given a sequence of character
c = c1, ..., cT , all segmentations end with either
the character cT or the bigram cT−1cT . More pre-
cisely, we can decompose the probability of c as:

p(c1:T ) =
∑

s∈S(c1:T−1)

p(cT | s)p(s)

+
∑

s∈S(c1:T−2)

p(cT−1cT | s)p(s).

Using the reformulation of the conditional prob-
ability of Eq. (2) under the conditional indepen-
dence assumption on segmentations, we get

p(c1:T ) =
∑

s∈S(c1:T−1)

p(cT | c1:T−1)p(s)

+
∑

s∈S(c1:T−2)

p(cT−1cT | c1:T−2)p(s).

We now move the conditional probabilities out of
the sums:

p(c1:T ) = p(cT | c1:T−1)
∑

s∈S(c1:T−1)

p(s)

+ p(cT−1cT | c1:T−2)
∑

s∈S(c1:T−2)

p(s).

Finally, using Eq. (1), we obtain a recurrence rela-
tion over the sequence probabilities:

p(c1:T ) = p(cT | c1:T−1)p(c1:T−1)
+ p(cT−1cT | c1:T−2)p(c1:T−2).

We can thus optimize over all the possible segmen-
tations using dynamic programing.

2.4 Conditional distribution of symbols
In this section, we briefly describe how to model
the conditional probability distribution of sym-
bols, either characters or ngrams, given the char-

acter history. We learn a character level neural net-
work to encode the context with hidden represen-
tation ht for each character t. The probability dis-
tribution of the next symbol, either a character or
a n-gram, is obtained by taking the softmax over
the full vocabulary, which includes both characters
and longer elements:

p(· | c0, ..., ct−1) = softmax(Wht).

Note that we get only one probability distribution
over n-grams of different lengths.

2.5 Training procedure

We learn the parameters of our model by min-
imizing the negative log-likelihood of the train-
ing data, using the probability introduced in Eq.
(1). We rely on automatic differentiation to com-
pute the gradients, and thus, only need to imple-
ment the forward computation, which relies on
dynamic programming. Empirically, we observed
that training a model from scratch with this objec-
tive is sometimes unstable. We thus consider an al-
ternative training objective, used at the beginning
of training. For each position, this loss is equal
to the sum of the negative log-probabilities of the
n-grams corresponding to that position. More for-
mally, given a sequence of length T , this objective
is equal to

−
T∑

t=1

N−1∑

n=1

log (p(ct:t+n | c1:t−1)) ,

and N is the size of the longest n-grams consid-
ered (we can pad n-grams when t + n > T or
exclude them from this loss).

3 Experiments

In this section, we describe the experiments that
we performed to evaluate our approach on charac-
ter level language modeling.

3.1 Datasets

We consider 3 datasets derived from Wikipedia ar-
ticles, but with different preprocessing.

Text8. The text8 dataset of M. Mahoney1 con-
tains 100 million characters from Wikipedia, and
was preprocessed to only contains the lowercase
letters a-z and nonconsecutive spaces.

1http://mattmahoney.net/dc/textdata
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Model Cs De En Es Fi Fr Ru Avg.

HCLM (Kawakami et al., 2017) 2.035 1.641 1.622 1.555 1.796 1.508 1.810 1.710
HCLM cache (Kawakami et al., 2017) 1.984 1.588 1.538 1.498 1.711 1.467 1.761 1.649
Full (Mielke and Eisner, 2019) 2.240 1.618 1.506 1.469 1.896 1.434 1.969 1.733
Full (tok) (Mielke and Eisner, 2019) 1.928 1.465 1.387 1.363 1.751 1.319 1.709 1.560
BPE (Mielke and Eisner, 2019) 1.897 1.455 1.439 1.403 1.685 1.365 1.643 1.555
BPE (tok) (Mielke and Eisner, 2019) 1.856 1.414 1.386 1.362 1.652 1.317 1.598 1.512

Transformer baseline 1.777 1.406 1.393 1.37 1.525 1.34 1.616 1.489
Our approach 1.715 1.352 1.341 1.326 1.445 1.299 1.508 1.426

Table 1: Test set bpc on the MWC dataset. The hyperparameters for our method are chosen on the validation set of
WikiText2. Note that Mielke and Eisner (2019) applied the BPE baseline and their method to both tokenized
and non-tokenized data. All the other methods were applied on non-tokenized data only.

Model Test

BN LSTM (Cooijmans et al., 2016) 1.36
HM LSTM (Chung et al., 2016) 1.29
RHN (Zilly et al., 2017) 1.27
Large mLSTM (Krause et al., 2016) 1.27
12L Transf. (Al-Rfou et al., 2018) 1.18

Transformer baseline 1.176
Our approach 1.156

Table 2: Test set bpc on the text8 dataset.

WikiText2. The WikiText2 dataset was intro-
duced by Merity et al. (2017) with a different pre-
processing from text8: numbers, capital letters
and special characters are kept. The vocabulary
size is 1152.2 We use the raw version of the
dataset, which is tokenized but where rare words
are not replaced by the <unk> token. The train-
ing data contains 10.9 millions characters.

MWC. The multilingual Wikipedia corpus
(MWC) of Kawakami et al. (2017) is very simi-
lar in size and preprocessing as WikiText2,
but contains documents in 7 languages: Czech
(cs), German (de), English (en), Spanish (es),
Finnish (fi), French (fr) and Russian (ru).
Unlike Wikitext2, the MWC dataset is not
tokenized. The training sets range from 6.1M
characters for Czech to 15.6M characters for
English, and we refer the reader to Kawakami
et al. (2017) for detailed statistics on this corpus.3

2As opposed to previous work, we keep all characters that
appears in the train, validation or test splits of the data.

3Again, we keep all characters that appears in the data.

Model Test

HCLM (Kawakami et al., 2017) 1.670
HCLM cache (Kawakami et al., 2017) 1.500
BPE (Mielke and Eisner, 2019) 1.468
Full (Mielke and Eisner, 2019) 1.455

Transformer baseline 1.417
Our approach 1.366

Table 3: Test set bpc on the WikiText2 dataset.

3.2 Technical details
Following recent work on character language
modeling with transformers, we use a model with
12 layers of dimension 512, and 4 attention heads.
We use a feedforward block of dimension 2048
for MWC and WikiText2, and 3072 for text8.
We set the attention length to 512, and the batch
size to 8. We use Adagrad (Duchi et al., 2011)
to learn the parameters of our models. Follow-
ing Vaswani et al. (2017), we start with a learn-
ing rate of 0, increase it linearly for k timesteps,
then keep it constant, before halving it at every
epochs for the last 10 epochs. We use a learn-
ing rate of 0.04 and warmup of 16k steps for the
text8 dataset, and a learning rate of 0.025 and
warmup of 8k steps for the WikiText2 and MWC
datasets. In order to have an efficient model at
inference time, we use the caching mechanism
from Dai et al. (2018) to store the hidden repre-
sentations of the previous batch, as well as rel-
ative position weights. We pick a dropout rate
in the set {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5}, using the vali-
dation set. In the experiments, we use n-grams
of size up to 4, excluding n-grams appearing less
than 200 times (1000 times on text8) to limit the
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size of the vocabulary. Thus, segmentations which
contain out-of-vocabulary n-grams have a proba-
bility equal to zero.

3.3 Results
In Table 1, we report results on the MWC
dataset, comparing our approach to the models of
Kawakami et al. (2017) and Mielke and Eisner
(2019). Our approach significantly improves the
state of the art on this dataset. Some of the gain is
due to the change of architecture for a transformer.
However, we observe that marginalizing over seg-
mentations also improves over the character level
transformer baseline, showing the benefits of our
method. Finally, as opposed to Mielke and Eisner
(2019), our approach does not need to tokenize the
data to perform well on this dataset.

In Table 2 and Table 3, we report results on the
text8 and wikitext2 datasets respectively.
As for the MWC dataset, our approach significantly
improves the perplexity compared to our character
level transformer baseline. Note that the state of
the art on text8 is 1.08 bpc on the test set with
a 24-layer transformer network (Dai et al., 2018).
This model is significantly larger than ours, con-
taining almost 8 times more parameters.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we study the problem of hybrid
language modeling, where models can predict n-
grams, instead of unigrams only. A technical chal-
lenge for learning these models is that a given
string can have multiple segmentations, and one
needs to marginalize over the set of segmentations.
We introduce a simple technique to do so, allow-
ing to apply dynamic programming for learning
and inference. Using this approach, we improve
the state of the art on the MWC and WikiText2
datasets, used to evaluate hybrid language models.
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Abstract

Common language models typically predict
the next word given the context. In this work,
we propose a method that improves language
modeling by learning to align the given con-
text and the following phrase. The model
does not require any linguistic annotation of
phrase segmentation. Instead, we define syn-
tactic heights and phrase segmentation rules,
enabling the model to automatically induce
phrases, recognize their task-specific heads,
and generate phrase embeddings in an unsu-
pervised learning manner. Our method can
easily be applied to language models with dif-
ferent network architectures since an indepen-
dent module is used for phrase induction and
context-phrase alignment, and no change is re-
quired in the underlying language modeling
network. Experiments have shown that our
model outperformed several strong baseline
models on different data sets. We achieved a
new state-of-the-art performance of 17.4 per-
plexity on the Wikitext-103 dataset. Addi-
tionally, visualizing the outputs of the phrase
induction module showed that our model is
able to learn approximate phrase-level struc-
tural knowledge without any annotation.

1 Introduction

Neural language models are typically trained by
predicting the next word given a past context (Ben-
gio et al., 2003). However, natural sentences are
not constructed as simple linear word sequences,
as they usually contain complex syntactic infor-
mation. For example, a subsequence of words
can constitute a phrase, and two non-neighboring
words can depend on each other. These properties
make natural sentences more complex than simple
linear sequences.

Most recent work on neural language modeling
learns a model by encoding contexts and match-
ing the context embeddings to the embedding of

the next word (Bengio et al., 2003; Merity et al.,
2017; Melis et al., 2017). In this line of work, a
given context is encoded with a neural network,
for example a long short-term memory (LSTM;
Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) network, and
is represented with a distributed vector. The log-
likelihood of predicting a word is computed by
calculating the inner product between the word
embedding and the context embedding. Although
most models do not explicitly consider syntax,
they still achieve state-of-the-art performance on
different corpora. Efforts have also been made
to utilize structural information to learn better
language models. For instance, parsing-reading-
predict networks (PRPN; Shen et al., 2017) ex-
plicitly learn a constituent parsing structure of a
sentence and predict the next word considering the
internal structure of the given context with an at-
tention mechanism. Experiments have shown that
the model is able to capture some syntactic infor-
mation.

Similar to word representation learning models
that learns to match word-to-word relation matri-
ces (Mikolov et al., 2013; Pennington et al., 2014),
standard language models are trained to factor-
ize context-to-word relation matrices (Yang et al.,
2017). In such work, the context comprises all pre-
vious words observed by a model for predicting
the next word. However, we believe that context-
to-word relation matrices are not sufficient for de-
scribing how natural sentences are constructed.
We argue that natural sentences are generated at
a higher level before being decoded to words.
Hence a language model should be able to pre-
dict the following sequence of words given a con-
text. In this work, we propose a model that factor-
izes a context-to-phrase mutual information ma-
trix to learn better language models. The context-
to-phrase mutual information matrix describes the
relation among contexts and the probabilities of
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phrases following given contexts. We make the
following contributions in this paper:

• We propose a phrase prediction model that
improves the performance of state-of-the-art
word-level language models.

• Our model learns to predict approximate
phrases and headwords without any annota-
tion.

2 Related Work

Neural networks have been widely applied in
natural language modeling and generation (Ben-
gio et al., 2003; Bahdanau et al., 2014) for
both encoding and decoding. Among differ-
ent neural architectures, the most popular mod-
els are recurrent neural networks (RNNs; Mikolov
et al., 2010), long short-term memory networks
(LSTMs; Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997), and
convolutional neural networks (CNNs; Bai et al.,
2018; Dauphin et al., 2017).

Many modifications of network structures have
been made based on these architectures. LSTMs
with self-attention can improve the performance of
language modeling (Tran et al., 2016; Cheng et al.,
2016). As an extension of simple self-attention,
transformers (Vaswani et al., 2017) apply multi-
head self-attention and have achieved competitive
performance compared with recurrent neural lan-
guage models. A current state-of-the-art model,
Transformer-XL (Dai et al., 2018), applied both
a recurrent architecture and a multi-head atten-
tion mechanism. To improve the quality of input
word embeddings, character-level information is
also considered (Kim et al., 2016). It has also been
shown that context encoders can learn syntactic in-
formation (Shen et al., 2017).

However, instead of introducing architectural
changes, for example a self-attention mechanism
or character-level information, previous studies
have shown that careful hyper-parameter tuning
and regularization techniques on standard LSTM
language models can obtain significant improve-
ments (Melis et al., 2017; Merity et al., 2017).
Similarly, applying more careful dropout strate-
gies can also improve the language models (Gal
and Ghahramani, 2016; Melis et al., 2018). LSTM
language models can be improved with these
approaches because LSTMs suffer from serious
over-fitting problems.

Recently, researchers have also attempted to
improve language models at the decoding phase.

Inan et al. (2016) showed that reusing the in-
put word embeddings in the decoder can reduce
the perplexity of language models. Yang et al.
(2017) showed the low-rank issue in factoriz-
ing the context-to-word mutual information ma-
trix and proposed a multi-head softmax decoder to
solve the problem. Instead of predicting the next
word by using only similarities between contexts
and words, the neural cache model (Grave et al.,
2016) can significantly improve language model-
ing by considering the global word distributions
conditioned on the same contexts in other parts of
the corpus.

To learn the grammar and syntax in natural lan-
guages, Dyer et al. (2016) proposed the recurrent
neural network grammar (RNNG) that models lan-
guage incorporating a transition parsing model.
Syntax annotations are required in this model.
To utilize the constituent structures in language
modeling without syntax annotation, parse-read-
predict networks (PRPNs; Shen et al., 2017) cal-
culate syntactic distances among words and com-
putes self-attentions. Syntactic distances have
been proved effective in constituent parsing tasks
(Shen et al., 2018a). In this work, we learn phrase
segmentation with a model based on this method
and our model does not require syntax annotation.

3 Syntactic Height and Phrase Induction

In this work, we propose a language model that not
only predicts the next word of a given context, but
also attempts to match the embedding of the next
phrase. The first step of this approach is conduct-
ing phrase induction based on syntactic heights.
In this section, we explain the definition of syntac-
tic height in our approach and describe the basics
ideas about whether a word can be included in an
induced phrase.

Intuitively, the syntactic height of a word aims
to capture its distance to the root node in a depen-
dency tree. In Figure 1, the syntactic heights are
represented by the red bars. A word has high syn-
tactic height if it has low distance to the root node.

A similar idea, named syntactic distance, is pro-
posed by Shen et al. (2017) for constructing con-
stituent parsing trees. We apply the method for
calculating syntactic distance to calculate syntac-
tic height. Given a sequence of embeddings of in-
put words [x1, x2, · · · , xn], we calculate their syn-
tactic heights with a temporal convolutional net-
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work (TCN) (Bai et al., 2018).

di =Wd · [xi−n, xi−n+1, · · · , xi]T + bd (1)

hi =Wh ·ReLU(di) + bh (2)

where hi stands for the syntactic height of word xi.
The syntactic height hi for each word is a scalar,
and Wh is a 1 × D matrix, where D is the di-
mensionality of di. These heights are learned and
not imposed by external syntactic supervision. In
Shen et al. (2017), the syntactic heights are used to
generate context embeddings. In our work, we use
the syntactic heights to predict induced phrases
and calculate their embeddings.

We define the phrase induced by a word based
on the syntactic heights. Consider two words xi
and xk. xk belongs to the phrase induced by xi if
and only if for any j ∈ (i, k), hj < max(hi, hk).
For example, in Figure 1, the phrase induced by
the red marked word the is “the morning flights”,
since the syntactic height of the word morning,
hmorning < hflights. However, the word “to” does
not belong to the phrase because hflights is higher
than both hthe and hto. The induced phrase and
the inducing dependency connection are labeled in
blue in the figure.

Note that this definition of an induced phrase
does not necessarily correspond to a phrase in
the syntactic constituency sense. For instance,
the words “to Houston” would be included in the
phrase “the morning flights to Houston” in a tra-
ditional syntactic tree. Given the definition of
induced phrases, we propose phrase segmenting
conditions (PSCs) to find the last word of an in-
duced phrase. Considering the induced phrase of
the i-th word, si = [xi, xi+1, · · · , xj ]. If xj is not
the last word of a given sentence, there are two
conditions that xj should satisfy:

1. (PSC-1) The syntactic height of xj must be
higher than the height of xi, that is

hj − hi > 0 (3)

2. (PSC-2) The syntactic height of xj+1 should
be lower that xj .

hj − hj+1 > 0 (4)

Given the PSCs, we can decide the induced
phrases for the sentence shown in Figure 1. The
last word of the phrase induced by “United” is

United canceled the morning flights to Houston

root

Figure 1: Groundtruth dependency tree and syntactic
heights of each word.

“canceled”, and the last word of the phrase in-
duced by “flights” is “Houston”. For the word
assigned the highest syntactic height, its induced
phrase is all remaining words in the sentence.

4 Model

In this work, we formulate multi-layer neural lan-
guage models as a two-part framework. For exam-
ple, in a two-layer LSTM language model (Merity
et al., 2017), we use the first layer as phrase gen-
erator and the last layer as a word generator:

[c1, c2, · · · , cT ] = RNN1([x1, x2, · · · , xT ]) (5)

[y1, y2, · · · , yT ] = RNN2([c1, c2, · · · , cT ]) (6)

For a L-layer network, we can regard the first
L1 layers as the phrase generator and the next
L2 = L − L1 layers as the word generator. Note
that we use yi to represent the hidden state out-
put by the second layer instead of hi, since hi
in our work is defined as the syntactic height of
xi. In the traditional setting, the first layer does
not explicitly learn the semantics of the following
phrase because there is no extra objective function
for phrase learning.

In this work, we force the first layer to out-
put context embeddings ci for phrase prediction
with three steps. Firstly, we predict the induced
phrase for each word according to the PSCs pro-
posed in Section 3. Secondly, we calculate the em-
bedding of each phrase with a head-finding atten-
tion. Lastly, we align the context embedding and
phrase embedding with negative sampling. The
word generation is trained in the same way as stan-
dard language models. The diagram of the model
is shown in Figure 2. The three steps are described
next.
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United
canceled

the

morning

flights

to

Houston

Phrase Generator

Step 1. Syntactic height
and phrase induction

morning flights

Step2. Phrase embedding
with headword attention

Word Generator

Context-phrase
alignment

next-word
embedding:

morning

Context-word
alignment

Objective
Function

Step 3. Phrase and word prediction

Phrase
Embedding:

morning flights

Figure 2: The 3-step diagram of our approach. The current target word is “the”, the induced phrase is “morning
flights”, and the next word is “morning”. The context-phrase and context-word alignments are jointly trained.

4.1 Phrase Segmentation
We calculate the syntactic height and predict the
induced phrase for each word:

hi = TCN([xi−n, xi−n+1, · · · , xi]) (7)

where TCN(·) stands for the TCN model de-
scribed in Equations (1) and (2), and n is the width
of the convolution window.

Based on the proposed phrase segmenting con-
ditions (PSCs) described in the previous section,
we predict the probability of a word being the first
word outside a induced phrase. Firstly, we decide
if each word, xj−1, j ∈ (i+1, n], satisfies the two
phrase segmenting conditions, PSC-1 and PSC-2.
The probability that xj satisfies PSC-1 is

p1psc(xj) =
1

2
· (fHT (hj − hi) + 1) (8)

Similarly, the probability that xj satisfies PSC-2 is

p2psc(xj) =
1

2
· (fHT (hj − hj+1) + 1) (9)

where fHT stands for the HardTanh function with
a temperature a:

fHT (x) =





−1 x ≤ − 1
a

a · x − 1
a < x ≤ 1

a
1 x > 1

a

This approach is inspired by the context attention
method proposed in the PRPN model (Shen et al.,
2017).

Then we can infer the probability of whether a
word belongs to the induced phrase of xi with

pind(xj) =
j∏

k=1

p̂(xk) (10)

where pind(xi) stands for the probability that xi
belongs to the induced phrase, and

p̂(xk)=

{
1 k ≤ i+ 1

1− p1psc(xk−1) · p2psc(xk−1) k > i+ 1

Note that the factorization in Equation 10 assumes
that words are independently likely to be included
in the induced phrase of xi.

4.2 Phrase Embedding with Attention
Given induced phrases, we can calculate their em-
beddings based on syntactic heights. To calculate
the embedding of phrase s = [x1, x2, · · · , xn], we
calculate an attention distribution over the phrase:

αi =
hi · pind(xi) + c∑
j hj · pind(xj) + c

(11)

where hi stands for the syntactic height for word
xi and c is a constant real number for smoothing
the attention distribution. Then we generate the
phrase embedding with a linear transformation:

s =W ·
∑

i

αi · ei (12)

where ei is the word embedding of xi. In training,
we apply a dropout layer on s.

4.3 Phrase and Word Prediction
A traditional language model learns the probabil-
ity of a sequence of words:

p(x1, x2, · · · , xn) = p(x1) ·
∏

i

p(xi+1|xi1) (13)

where xi1 stands for x1, x2, · · · , xi, which is the
context used for predicting the next word, xi+1.
In most related studies, the probability p(xi+1|xi1)
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is calculated with the output of the top layer of
a neural network yi and the word representations
ei+1 learned by the decoding layer:

p(xi+1) = Softmax(eTi+1 · yi) (14)

The state-of-the-art neural language models
contain multiple layers. The outputs of different
hidden layers capture different level of semantics
of the context. In this work, we force one of the
hidden layers to align its output with the embed-
dings of induced phrases si. We apply an em-
bedding model similar to Mikolov et al. (2013)
to train the hidden output and phrase embedding
alignment. We define the context-phrase align-
ment model as follows.

We first define the probability that a phrase phi
can be induced by context [x1, . . . , xi].

p(phi|xi1) = σ(cTi · si) (15)

where σ(x) = 1
1+e−x , and ci stands for the con-

text embedding of x1, x2, · · · , xi output by a hid-
den layer, defined in Equation 5. si is the gener-
ated embedding of an induced phrase. The proba-
bility that a phrase phi cannot be induced by con-
text [x1, . . . , xi] is 1 − p(phi|xi1). This approach
follows the method for learning word embeddings
proposed in Mikolov et al. (2013).

We use an extra objective function and the neg-
ative sampling strategy to align context represen-
tations and the embeddings of induced phrases.
Given the context embedding ci, the induced
phrase embedding si, and random sampled neg-
ative phrase embeddings snegi , we train the neu-
ral network to maximize the likelihood of true in-
duced phrases and minimize the likelihood of neg-
ative samples. we define the following objective
function for context i:

lCPAi = 1− σ(cTi · si)+
1

n

n∑

j=1

σ(cTi · snegj ) (16)

where n stands for the number of negative sam-
ples. With this loss function, the model learns
to maximize the similarity between the context
and true induced phrase embeddings, and mini-
mize the similarity between the context and neg-
ative samples randomly selected from the induced
phrases of other words. In practice, this loss func-
tion is used as a regularization term with a coeffi-
cient γ:

l = lLM + γ · lCPA (17)

It worth noting that our approach is model-
agnostic and and can be applied to various ar-
chitectures. The TCN network for calculating
the syntactic heights and phrase inducing is an
independent module. In context-phrase align-
ment training with negative sampling, the objec-
tive function provides phrase-aware gradients and
does not change the word-by-word generation pro-
cess of the language model.

5 Experiments

We evaluate our model with word-level language
modeling tasks on Penn Treebank (PTB; Mikolov
et al., 2010), Wikitext-2 (WT2; Bradbury et al.,
2016), and Wikitext-103 (WT103; Merity et al.,
2016) corpora.

The PTB dataset has a vocabulary size of 10,000
unique words. The entire corpus includes roughly
40,000 sentences in the training set, and more than
3,000 sentences in both valid and test set.

The WT2 data is about two times larger the the
PTB dataset. The dataset consists of Wikipedia
articles. The corpus includes 30,000 unique words
in its vocabulary and is not cleaned as heavily as
the PTB corpus.

The WT103 corpus contains a larger vocabulary
and more articles than WT2. It consists of 28k
articles and more than 100M words in the training
set. WT2 and WT103 corpora can evaluate the
ability of capturing long-term dependencies (Dai
et al., 2018).

In each corpus, we apply our approach to
publicly-available, state-of-the-art models. This
demonstrates that our approach can improve dif-
ferent existing architectures. Our trained models
will be published for downloading. The imple-
mentation of our models is publicly available.1

5.1 Penn Treebank

We train a 3-layer AWD-LSTM language model
(Merity et al., 2017) on PTB data set. We use
1,150 as the number of hidden neurons and 400
as the size of word embeddings. We also apply the
word embedding tying strategy (Inan et al., 2016).
We apply variational dropout for hidden states
(Gal and Ghahramani, 2016) and the dropout rate
is 0.25. We also apply weight dropout (Merity
et al., 2017) and set weight dropout rate as 0.5. We
apply stochastic gradient descent (SGD) and av-
eraged SGD (ASGD; Polyak and Juditsky, 1992)

1https://github.com/luohongyin/PILM
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Model #Params Dev PPL Test PPL

Inan et al. (2016) – Tied Variational LSTM 24M 75.7 73.2
Zilly et al. (2017) – Recurrent Highway Networks 23M 67.9 65.7
Shen et al. (2017) – PRPN - - 62.0
Pham et al. (2018) – Efficient NAS 24M 60.8 58.6
Melis et al. (2017) – 4-layer skip LSTM (tied) 24M 60.9 58.3
Shen et al. (2018b) – ON-LSTM 25M 58.3 56.2
Liu et al. (2018) – Differentiable NAS 23M 58.3 56.1

Merity et al. (2017) – AWD-LSTM 24M 60.7 58.8
Merity et al. (2017) – AWD-LSTM + finetuning 24M 60.0 57.3

Ours – AWD-LSTM + Phrase Induction - NS 24M 61.0 58.6
Ours – AWD-LSTM + Phrase Induction - Attention 24M 60.2 58.0
Ours – AWD-LSTM + Phrase Induction 24M 59.6 57.5
Ours – AWD-LSTM + Phrase Induction + finetuning 24M 57.8 55.7

Dai et al. (2018) – Transformer-XL 24M 56.7 54.5
Yang et al. (2017) – AWD-LSTM-MoS + finetuning 22M 56.5 54.4

Table 1: Experimental results on Penn Treebank dataset. Compared with the AWD-LSTM baseline models, our
method reduced the perplexity on test set by 1.6.

Model #Params Dev PPL Test PPL

Inan et al. (2016) – Variational LSTM (tied) 28M 92.3 87.7
Inan et al. (2016) – VLSTM + augmented loss 28M 91.5 87.0
Grave et al. (2016) – LSTM - - 99.3
Grave et al. (2016) – LSTM + Neural cache - - 68.9
Melis et al. (2017) – 1-Layer LSTM 24M 69.3 69.9
Melis et al. (2017) – 2-Layer Skip Conn. LSTM 24M 69.1 65.9

Merity et al. (2017) – AWD-LSTM + finetuning 33M 68.6 65.8

Ours – AWD-LSTM + Phrase Induction 33M 68.4 65.2
Ours – AWD-LSTM + Phrase Induction + finetuning 33M 66.9 64.1

Table 2: Experimental results on Wikitext-2 dataset.

for training. The learning rate is 30 and we clip
the gradients with a norm of 0.25. For the phrase
induction model, we randomly sample 1 negative
sample for each context, and the context-phrase
alignment loss is given a coefficient of 0.5. The
output of the second layer of the neural network
is used for learning context-phrase alignment, and
the final layer is used for word generation.

We compare the word-level perplexity of our
model with other state-of-the-art models and our
baseline is AWD-LSTM (Merity et al., 2017). The
experimental results are shown in Table 1. Al-
though not as good as the Transformer-XL model
(Dai et al., 2018) and the mixture of softmax
model (Yang et al., 2017), our model significantly

improved the AWD-LSTM, reducing 2.2 points of
perplexity on the validation set and 1.6 points of
perplexity on the test set. Note that the “finetun-
ing” process stands for further training the lan-
guage models with ASGD algorithm (Merity et al.,
2017).

We also did an ablation study without either
headword attention or negative sampling (NS).
The results are listed in Table 1. By simply av-
eraging word vectors in the induced phrase With-
out the attention mechanism, the model performs
worse than the full model by 0.5 perplexity, but
is still better than our baseline, the AWD-LSTM
model. In the experiment without negative sam-
pling, we only use the embedding of true induced
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Model #Params Test PPL

Grave et al. (2016) – LSTM - 48.7
Bai et al. (2018) – TCN - 45.2
Dauphin et al. (2017) – GCNN-8 - 44.9
Grave et al. (2016) – LSTM + Neural cache - 40.8
Dauphin et al. (2017) – GCNN-14 - 37.2
Merity et al. (2018) – 4-layer QRNN 151M 33.0
Rae et al. (2018) – LSTM + Hebbian + Cache - 29.9
Dai et al. (2018) – Transformer-XL Standard 151M 24.0
Baevski and Auli (2018) – Adaptive input 247M 20.5

Dai et al. (2018) – Transformer-XL Large 257M 18.3
Ours – Transformer-XL Large + Phrase Induction 257M 17.4

Table 3: Experimental results on Wikitext-103 dataset.

phrases to align with the context embedding. It
is also indicated that the negative sampling strat-
egy can improve the performance by 1.1 perplex-
ity. Hence we just test the full model in the fol-
lowing experiments.

5.2 Wikitext-2

We also trained a 3-layer AWD-LSTM language
model on the WT2 dataset. The network has the
same input size, output size, and hidden size as the
model we applied on PTB dataset, following the
experiments done by Merity et al. (2017). Some
hyper-parameters are different from the PTB lan-
guage model. We use a batch size of 60. The
embedding dropout rate is 0.65 and the dropout
rate of hidden outputs is set to 0.2. Other hyper-
parameters are the same as we set in training on
the PTB dataset.

The experimental results are shown in Table 2.
Our model improves the AWD-LSTM model by
reducing 1.7 points of perplexity on both the val-
idation and test sets, while we did not make any
change to the architecture of the AWD-LSTM lan-
guage model.

5.3 Wikitext-103

The current state-of-the-art language model
trained on Wikitext-103 dataset is the
Transformer-XL (Dai et al., 2018). We apply our
method on the state-of-the-art Transformer-XL
Large model, which has 18 layers and 257M
parameters. The input size and hidden size are
1024. 16 attention heads are used. We regard the
first 14 layers as the phrase generator and the last
4 layers as the word generator. In other words,

the context-phrase alignment is trained with the
outputs of the 14th layer.

The model is trained on 4 Titan X Pascal GPUs,
each of which has 12G memory. Because of the
limitation of computational resources, we use our
approach to fine-tune the officially released pre-
trained Transformer-XL Large model for 1 epoch.
The experimental results are shown in Table 3.
Our approach got 17.4 perplexity with the offi-
cially released evaluation scripts, significantly out-
performing all baselines and achieving new state-
of-the-art performance2.

6 Discussion

In this section, we show what is learned by training
language models with the context-phrase align-
ment objective function by visualizing the syn-
tactic heights output by the TCN model and the
phrases induced by each target word in a sentence.
We also visualize the headword attentions over the
induced phrase.

The first example is the sentence showed in Fig-
ure 1. The sentence came from Jurafsky and Mar-
tin (2014) and did not appear in our training set.
Figure 1 shows the syntactic heights and the in-
duced phrase of “the” according to the ground-
truth dependency information. Our model is not
given such high-quality inputs in either training or
evaluation.

Figure 3 visualizes the structure learned by our
phrase induction model. The inferred syntactic
heights are shown in Figure 3a. Heights assigned

2We did not show Dev PPLs in Table 3 since only the
correct approach to reproduce the test PPL was provided with
the pretrained Transformer-XL model.
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Figure 3: Examples of induced phrases and corresponding headword attention for generating the phrase embed-
ding. The word of each row stands for the target word as the current input of the language model, and the values
in each row in the matrices stands for the words consisting the induced phrase and their weights.
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to words “the” and “to” are significantly lower
than others, while the verb “canceled” is assigned
the highest in the sentence. Induced phrases are
shown in Figure 3b. The words at the beginning
of each row stand for the target word of each step.
Values in the matrix stand for attention weights
for calculating phrase embedding. The weights
are calculated with the phrase segmenting condi-
tions (PSC) and the syntactic heights described in
Equations 8 to 11. For the target word “united”,
hunited < hcanceled and hcanceled > hthe, hence
the induced phrase of “united” is a single word
“canceled”, and the headword attention of “can-
celed” is 1, which is indicated in the first row of
Figure 3b. The phrase induced by “canceled” is
the entire following sequence, “the morning flights
to houston”, since no following word has a higher
syntactic height than the target word. It is also
shown that the headword of the induced phrase of
“canceled” is “flights”, which agrees with the de-
pendency structure indicated in Figure 1.

More examples are shown in Figure 4. Figures
4a to 4d show random examples without any un-
known word, while the examples shown in Figures
4e and 4f are randomly selected from sentences
with unknown words, which are marked with the
UNK symbol. The examples show that the phrase
induction model does not always predict the exact
structure represented by the dependency tree. For
example, in Figure 4b, the TCN model assigned
the highest syntactic height to the word “market”
and induced the phrase “expect a rough market”
for the context “the fund managers”. However, in
a ground-truth dependency tree, the verb “expect”
is the word directly connected to the root node and
therefore has the highest syntactic height.

Although not exactly matching linguistic de-
pendency structures, the phrase-level structure
predictions are reasonable. The segmentation is
interpretable and the predicted headwords are ap-
propriate. In Figure 4c, the headwords are “try-
ing”, “quality”, and “involvement”. The model is
also robust with unknown words. In Figure 4e,
“the <unk> council” is segmented as the induced
phrase of “but a majority of”. In this case, the
model recognized that the unknown word is de-
pendent on “council”.

The sentence in Figure 4f includes even more
unknown words. However, the model still cor-
rectly predicted the root word, the verb “speak”.
For the target word “with”, the induced phrase is

“strong <unk>”. Two unknown words are lo-
cated in the last few words of the sentence. The
model failed to induce the phrase “<unk> and
<unk>” for the word “do”, but still successfully
split “<unk>” and “and”. Meanwhile, the atten-
tions over the phrases induced by “speak”, “do”,
and the first “<unk>” are not quite informative,
suggesting that unknown words made some diffi-
culties for headword prediction in this example.
However, the unknown words are assigned sig-
nificantly higher syntactic heights than the word
“and”.

7 Conclusion

In this work, we improved state-of-the-art lan-
guage models by aligning context and induced
phrases. We defined syntactic heights and phrase
segmentation rules. The model generates phrase
embeddings with headword attentions. We im-
proved the AWD-LSTM and Transformer-XL lan-
guage models on different data sets and achieved
state-of-the-art performance on the Wikitext-103
corpus. Experiments showed that our model suc-
cessfully learned approximate phrase-level knowl-
edge, including segmentation and headwords,
without any annotation. In future work, we aim to
capture better structural information and possible
connections to unsupervised grammar induction.
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Abstract

Many state-of-the-art neural models for NLP
are heavily parameterized and thus memory
inefficient. This paper proposes a series of
lightweight and memory efficient neural ar-
chitectures for a potpourri of natural language
processing (NLP) tasks. To this end, our mod-
els exploit computation using Quaternion al-
gebra and hypercomplex spaces, enabling not
only expressive inter-component interactions
but also significantly (75%) reduced parame-
ter size due to lesser degrees of freedom in
the Hamilton product. We propose Quaternion
variants of models, giving rise to new architec-
tures such as the Quaternion attention Model
and Quaternion Transformer. Extensive exper-
iments on a battery of NLP tasks demonstrates
the utility of proposed Quaternion-inspired
models, enabling up to 75% reduction in pa-
rameter size without significant loss in perfor-
mance.

1 Introduction

Neural network architectures such as Transform-
ers (Vaswani et al., 2017; Dehghani et al., 2018)
and attention networks (Parikh et al., 2016; Seo
et al., 2016; Bahdanau et al., 2014) are dominant
solutions in natural language processing (NLP) re-
search today. Many of these architectures are pri-
marily concerned with learning useful feature rep-
resentations from data in which providing a strong
architectural inductive bias is known to be ex-
tremely helpful for obtaining stellar results.

Unfortunately, many of these models are known
to be heavily parameterized, with state-of-the-art
models easily containing millions or billions of
parameters (Vaswani et al., 2017; Radford et al.,
2018; Devlin et al., 2018; Radford et al., 2019).
This renders practical deployment challenging. As
such, the enabling of efficient and lightweight

∗ Work done while at University of Maryland.

adaptations of these models, without significantly
degrading performance, would certainly have a
positive impact on many real world applications.

To this end, this paper explores a new way to
improve/maintain the performance of these neural
architectures while substantially reducing the pa-
rameter cost (compression of up to 75%). In or-
der to achieve this, we move beyond real space,
exploring computation in Quaternion space (i.e.,
hypercomplex numbers) as an inductive bias. Hy-
percomplex numbers comprise of a real and three
imaginary components (e.g., i, j, k) in which inter-
dependencies between these components are en-
coded naturally during training via the Hamilton
product ⊗. Hamilton products have fewer degrees
of freedom, enabling up to four times compres-
sion of model size. Technical details are deferred
to subsequent sections.

While Quaternion connectionist architectures
have been considered in various deep learn-
ing application areas such as speech recogni-
tion (Parcollet et al., 2018b), kinematics/human
motion (Pavllo et al., 2018) and computer vi-
sion (Gaudet and Maida, 2017), our work is the
first hypercomplex inductive bias designed for a
wide spread of NLP tasks. Other fields have mo-
tivated the usage of Quaternions primarily due
to their natural 3 or 4 dimensional input features
(e.g., RGB scenes or 3D human poses) (Parcol-
let et al., 2018b; Pavllo et al., 2018). In a similar
vein, we can similarly motivate this by considering
the multi-sense nature of natural language (Li and
Jurafsky, 2015; Neelakantan et al., 2015; Huang
et al., 2012). In this case, having multiple em-
beddings or components per token is well-aligned
with this motivation.

Latent interactions between components may
also enjoy additional benefits, especially pertain-
ing to applications which require learning pair-
wise affinity scores (Parikh et al., 2016; Seo
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et al., 2016). Intuitively, instead of regular (real)
dot products, Hamilton products ⊗ extensively
learn representations by matching across multiple
(inter-latent) components in hypercomplex space.
Alternatively, the effectiveness of multi-view and
multi-headed (Vaswani et al., 2017) approaches
may also explain the suitability of Quaternion
spaces in NLP models. The added advantage
to multi-headed approaches is that Quaternion
spaces explicitly encodes latent interactions be-
tween these components or heads via the Hamilton
product which intuitively increases the expressive-
ness of the model. Conversely, multi-headed em-
beddings are generally independently produced.

To this end, we propose two Quaternion-
inspired neural architectures, namely, the Quater-
nion attention model and the Quaternion Trans-
former. In this paper, we devise and formulate
a new attention (and self-attention) mechanism in
Quaternion space using Hamilton products. Trans-
formation layers are aptly replaced with Quater-
nion feed-forward networks, yielding substantial
improvements in parameter size (of up to 75%
compression) while achieving comparable (and
occasionally better) performance.

Contributions All in all, we make the following
major contributions:

• We propose Quaternion neural models for
NLP. More concretely, we propose a novel
Quaternion attention model and Quaternion
Transformer for a wide range of NLP tasks.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
formulation of hypercomplex Attention and
Quaternion models for NLP.

• We evaluate our Quaternion NLP models on
a wide range of diverse NLP tasks such as
pairwise text classification (natural language
inference, question answering, paraphrase
identification, dialogue prediction), neural
machine translation (NMT), sentiment anal-
ysis, mathematical language understanding
(MLU), and subject-verb agreement (SVA).

• Our experimental results show that Quater-
nion models achieve comparable or better
performance to their real-valued counterparts
with up to a 75% reduction in parameter
costs. The key advantage is that these mod-
els are expressive (due to Hamiltons) and also
parameter efficient. Moreover, our Quater-

nion components are self-contained and play
well with real-valued counterparts.

2 Background on Quaternion Algebra

This section introduces the necessary background
for this paper. We introduce Quaternion algebra
along with Hamilton products, which form the
crux of our proposed approaches.

Quaternion A Quaternion Q ∈ H is a hy-
percomplex number with three imaginary compo-
nents as follows:

Q = r + xi+ yj+ zk, (1)

where ijk = i2 = j2 = k2 = −1 and noncom-
mutative multiplication rules apply: ij = k, jk =
i,ki = j, ji = −k,kj = −i, ik = −j. In (1), r is
the real value and similarly, x, y, z are real num-
bers that represent the imaginary components of
the Quaternion vector Q. Operations on Quater-
nions are defined in the following.

Addition The addition of two Quaternions is de-
fined as:

Q+ P = Qr + Pr + (Qx + Px)i

+(Qy + Py)j+ (Qz + Pz)k,

where Q and P with subscripts denote the real
value and imaginary components of Quaternion Q
and P . Subtraction follows this same principle
analogously but flipping + with −.

Scalar Multiplication Scalar α multiplies
across all components, i.e.,

αQ = αr + αxi+ αyj+ αzk.

Conjugate The conjugate of Q is defined as:

Q∗ = r − xi− yj− zk.
Norm The unit Quaternion Q/ is defined as:

Q/ =
Q√

r2 + x2 + y2 + z2
.

Hamilton Product The Hamilton product,
which represents the multiplication of two
Quaternions Q and P , is defined as:

Q⊗ P = (QrPr −QxPx −QyPy −QzPz)
+ (QxPr +QrPx −QzPy +QyPz) i

+ (QyPr +QzPx +QrPy −QxPz) j
+ (QzPr −QyPx +QxPy +QrPz) k,

(2)
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which intuitively encourages inter-latent interac-
tion between all the four components of Q and
P . In this work, we use Hamilton products exten-
sively for vector and matrix transformations that
live at the heart of attention models for NLP.

3 Quaternion Models of Language

In this section, we propose Quaternion neural
models for language processing tasks. We be-
gin by introducing the building blocks, such as
Quaternion feed-forward, Quaternion attention,
and Quaternion Transformers.

3.1 Quaternion Feed-Forward

A Quaternion feed-forward layer is similar to a
feed-forward layer in real space, while the former
operates in hypercomplex space where Hamilton
product is used. Denote by W ∈ H the weight pa-
rameter of a Quaternion feed-forward layer and let
Q ∈ H be the layer input. The linear output of the
layer is the Hamilton product of two Quaternions:
W ⊗Q.

Saving Parameters? How and Why In lieu of
the fact that it might not be completely obvious at
first glance why Quaternion models result in mod-
els with smaller parameterization, we dedicate the
following to address this.

For the sake of parameterization comparison,
let us express the Hamilton product W ⊗ Q in
a Quaternion feed-forward layer in the form of
matrix multiplication, which is used in real-space
feed-forward. Recall the definition of Hamilton
product in (2). Putting aside the Quaterion unit
basis [1, i, j,k]>, W ⊗Q can be expressed as:




Wr −Wx −Wy −Wz

Wx Wr −Wz Wy

Wy Wz Wr −Wx

Wz −Wy Wx Wr







r
x
y
z


 , (3)

where W = Wr +Wxi +Wyj +Wzk and Q is
defined in (1).

We highlight that, there are only 4 distinct pa-
rameter variable elements (4 degrees of freedom),
namely Wr,Wx,Wy,Wz , in the weight matrix
(left) of (3), as illustrated by Figure 1; while in
real-space feed-forward, all the elements of the
weight matrix are different parameter variables
(4 × 4 = 16 degrees of freedom). In other
words, the degrees of freedom in Quaternion feed-
forward is only a quarter of those in its real-space

r x

x’

y z

z’y’r’
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Figure 1: 4 weight parameter variables
(Wr,Wx,Wy,Wz) are used in 16 pairwise con-
nections between components of the input and output
Quaternions.

counterpart, resulting in a 75% reduction in pa-
rameterization. Such a parameterization reduction
can also be explained by weight sharing (Parcollet
et al., 2018b,a).

Nonlinearity Nonlinearity can be added to a
Quaternion feed-forward layer and component-
wise activation is adopted (Parcollet et al., 2018a):

α(Q) = α(r) + α(x)i+ α(y)j++α(z)k,

where Q is defined in (1) and α(.) is a nonlinear
function such as tanh or ReLU.

3.2 Quaternion Attention
Next, we propose a Quaternion attention model to
compute attention and alignment between two se-
quences. Let A ∈ H`a×d and B ∈ H`b×d be input
word sequences, where `a, `b are numbers of to-
kens in each sequence and d is the dimension of
each input vector. We first compute:

E = A⊗B>,

where E ∈ H`a×`b . We apply Softmax(.) to E
component-wise:

G = ComponentSoftmax(E)

B′ = GRBR +GXBX i+GYBY j+GZBZk,

where G and B with subscripts represent the real
and imaginary components ofG andB. Similarly,
we perform the same on A which is described as
follows:

F = ComponentSoftmax(E>)

A′ = FRAR + FXAX i+ FYAY j+ FZAZk,
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where A′ is the aligned representation of B and
B′ is the aligned representation of A. Next, given
A′ ∈ R`b×d, B′ ∈ R`A×d we then compute and
compare the learned alignments:

C1 =
∑

QFFN([A′i;Bi, A
′
i ⊗Bi;A′i −Bi])

C2 =
∑

QFFN([B′i;Ai, B
′
i ⊗Ai;B′i −Ai]),

where QFFN(.) is a Quaternion feed-forward layer
with nonlinearity and [; ] is the component-wise
contatentation operator. i refers to word positional
indices and

∑
over words in the sequence. Both

outputs C1, C2 are then passed

Y = QFFN([C1;C2;C1 ⊗ C2;C1 − C2]),

where Y ∈ H is a Quaternion valued output. In or-
der to train our model end-to-end with real-valued
losses, we concatenate each component and pass
into a final linear layer for classification.

3.3 Quaternion Transformer
This section describes our Quaternion adaptation
of Transformer networks. Transformer (Vaswani
et al., 2017) can be considered state-of-the-art
across many NLP tasks. Transformer networks
are characterized by stacked layers of linear trans-
forms along with its signature self-attention mech-
anism. For the sake of brevity, we outline the spe-
cific changes we make to the Transformer model.

Quaternion Self-Attention The standard self-
attention mechanism considers the following:

A = softmax(
QK>√
dk

)V,

where Q,K, V are traditionally learned via linear
transforms from the input X . The key idea here is
that we replace this linear transform with a Quater-
nion transform.

Q =Wq ⊗X;K =Wk ⊗X;V =Wv ⊗X,

where ⊗ is the Hamilton product and X is the in-
put Quaternion representation of the layer. In this
case, since computation is performed in Quater-
nion space, the parameters of W is effectively re-
duced by 75%. Similarly, the computation of self-
attention also relies on Hamilton products. The
revised Quaternion self-attention is defined as fol-
lows:

A = ComponentSoftmax(
Q⊗K√

dk
)V. (4)

Note that in (4), Q ⊗ K returns four ` × `
matrices (attention weights) for each component
(r, i, j, k). Softmax is applied component-wise,
along with multiplication with V which is multi-
plied in similar fashion to the Quaternion attention
model. Note that the Hamilton product in the self-
attention itself does not change the parameter size
of the network.

Quaternion Transformer Block Aside from
the linear transformations for forming query, key,
and values. Tranformers also contain position
feed-forward networks with ReLU activations.
Similarly, we replace the feed-forward connec-
tions (FFNs) with Quaternion FFNs. We denote
this as Quaternion Transformer (full) while denot-
ing the model that only uses Quaternion FFNs in
the self-attention as (partial). Finally, the remain-
der of the Transformer networks remain identical
to the original design (Vaswani et al., 2017) in the
sense that component-wise functions are applied
unless specified above.

3.4 Embedding Layers
In the case where the word embedding layer is
trained from scratch (i.e., using Byte-pair encod-
ing in machine translation), we treat each embed-
ding to be the concatenation of its four compo-
nents. In the case where pre-trained embeddings
such as GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) are used,
a nonlinear transform is used to project the embed-
dings into Quaternion space.

3.5 Connection to Real Components
A vast majority of neural components in the deep
learning arsenal operate in real space. As such,
it would be beneficial for our Quaternion-inspired
components to interface seamlessly with these
components. If input to a Quaternion module
(such as Quaternion FFN or attention modules),
we simply treat the real-valued input as a concate-
nation of components r, x, y, z. Similarly, the out-
put of the Quaternion module, if passed to a real-
valued layer, is treated as a [r;x; y; z], where [; ] is
the concatenation operator.

Output layer and Loss Functions To train our
model, we simply concatenate all r, i, j, k compo-
nents into a single vector at the final output layer.
For example, for classification, the final Softmax
output is defined as following:

Y = Softmax(W ([r;x; y; z]) + b),
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where Y ∈ R|C| where |C| is the number of
classes and x, y, z are the imaginary components.
Similarly for sequence loss (for sequence trans-
duction problems), the same can be also done.

Parameter Initialization It is intuitive that spe-
cialized initialization schemes ought to be devised
for Quaternion representations and their mod-
ules (Parcollet et al., 2018b,a).

w = |w|(cos(θ) + q/imag sin(θ),

where q/imag is the normalized imaginary con-
structed from uniform randomly sampling from
[0, 1]. θ is randomly and uniformly sampled from
[−π, π]. However, our early experiments show
that, at least within the context of NLP appli-
cations, this initialization performed comparable
or worse than the standard Glorot initialization.
Hence, we opt to initialize all components inde-
pendently with Glorot initialization.

4 Experiments

This section describes our experimental setup
across multiple diverse NLP tasks. All experi-
ments were run on NVIDIA Titan X hardware.

Our Models On pairwise text classification, we
benchmark Quaternion attention model (Q-Att),
testing the ability of Quaternion models on pair-
wise representation learning. On all the other
tasks, such as machine translation and subject-
verb agreement, we evaluate Quaternion Trans-
formers. We evaluate two variations of Transform-
ers, full and partial. The full setting converts all
linear transformations into Quaternion space and
is approximately 25% of the actual Transformer
size. The second setting (partial) only reduces
the linear transforms at the self-attention mech-
anism. Tensor2Tensor1 is used for Transformer
benchmarks, which uses its default Hyperparam-
eters and encoding for all experiments.

4.1 Pairwise Text Classification

We evaluate our proposed Quaternion attention
(Q-Att) model on pairwise text classification tasks.
This task involves predicting a label or ranking
score for sentence pairs. We use a total of seven
data sets from problem domains such as:

1https://github.com/tensorflow/
tensor2tensor.

• Natural language inference (NLI) - This
task is concerned with determining if two
sentences entail or contradict each other.
We use SNLI (Bowman et al., 2015), Sc-
iTail (Khot et al., 2018), MNLI (Williams
et al., 2017) as benchmark data sets.

• Question answering (QA) - This task in-
volves learning to rank question-answer
pairs. We use WikiQA (Yang et al., 2015)
which comprises of QA pairs from Bing
Search.

• Paraphrase detection - This task involves
detecting if two sentences are paraphrases of
each other. We use Tweets (Lan et al., 2017)
data set and the Quora paraphrase data set
(Wang et al., 2017).

• Dialogue response selection - This is a re-
sponse selection (RS) task that tries to se-
lect the best response given a message. We
use the Ubuntu dialogue corpus, UDC (Lowe
et al., 2015).

Implementation Details We implement Q-Att
in TensorFlow (Abadi et al., 2016), along with the
Decomposable Attention baseline (Parikh et al.,
2016). Both models optimize the cross entropy
loss (e.g., binary cross entropy for ranking tasks
such as WikiQA and Ubuntu). Models are op-
timized with Adam with the learning rate tuned
amongst {0.001, 0.0003} and the batch size tuned
amongst {32, 64}. Embeddings are initialized
with GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014). For Q-
Att, we use an additional transform layer to
project the pre-trained embeddings into Quater-
nion space. The measures used are generally
the accuracy measure (for NLI and Paraphrase
tasks) and ranking measures (MAP/MRR/Top-1)
for ranking tasks (WikiQA and Ubuntu).

Baselines and Comparison We use the Decom-
posable Attention model as a baseline, adding
[ai; bi; ai � bi; ai − bi] before the compare2 lay-
ers since we found this simple modification to in-
crease performance. This also enables fair com-
parison with our variation of Quaternion attention
which uses Hamilton product over Element-wise
multiplication. We denote this as DeAtt. We eval-
uate at a fixed representation size of d = 200

2This follows the matching function of (Chen et al.,
2016).
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Task NLI QA Paraphrase RS
Measure Accuracy MAP/MRR Accuracy Top-1
Model SNLI SciTail MNLI WikiQA Tweet Quora UDC # Params

DeAtt (d = 50) 83.4 73.8 69.9/70.9 66.0/67.1 77.8 82.2 48.7 200K
DeAtt (d = 200) 86.2 79.0 73.6/73.9 67.2/68.3 80.0 85.4 51.8 700K
Q-Att (d = 50) 85.4 79.6 72.3/72.9 66.2/68.1 80.1 84.1 51.5 200K (-71%)

Table 1: Experimental results on pairwise text classification and ranking tasks. Q-Att achieves comparable or
competitive results compared with DeAtt with approximately one third of the parameter cost.

Model IMDb SST # Params
Transformer 82.6 78.9 400K

Quaternion Transformer (full) 83.9 (+1.3%) 80.5 (+1.6%) 100K (-75.0%)
Quaternion Transformer (partial) 83.6 (+1.0%) 81.4 (+2.5%) 300K (-25.0%)

Table 2: Experimental results on sentiment analysis on IMDb and Stanford Sentiment Treebank (SST) data sets.
Evaluation measure is accuracy.

(equivalent to d = 50 in Quaternion space). We
also include comparisons at equal parameteriza-
tion (d = 50 and approximately 200K parame-
ters) to observe the effect of Quaternion represen-
tations. We selection of DeAtt is owing to simplic-
ity and ease of comparison. We defer the prospect
of Quaternion variations of more advanced mod-
els (Chen et al., 2016; Tay et al., 2017b) to future
work.

Results Table 1 reports results on seven differ-
ent and diverse data sets. We observe that a tiny
Q-Att model (d = 50) achieves comparable (or
occasionally marginally better or worse) perfor-
mance compared to DeAtt (d = 200), gaining a
68% parameter savings. The results actually im-
prove on certain data sets (2/7) and are compara-
ble (often less than a percentage point difference)
compared with the d = 200 DeAtt model. More-
over, we scaled the parameter size of the DeAtt
model to be similar to the Q-Att model and found
that the performance degrades quite significantly
(about 2% − 3% lower on all data sets). This
demonstrates the quality and benefit of learning
with Quaternion space.

4.2 Sentiment Analysis

We evaluate on the task of document-level sen-
timent analysis which is a binary classification
problem.

Implementation Details We compare our pro-
posed Quaternion Transformer against the vanilla
Transformer. In this experiment, we use the tiny
Transformer setting in Tensor2Tensor with a vo-
cab size of 8K. We use two data sets, namely

IMDb (Maas et al., 2011) and Stanford Sentiment
Treebank (SST) (Socher et al., 2013).

Results Table 2 reports results the sentiment
classification task on IMDb and SST. We observe
that both the full and partial variation of Quater-
nion Transformers outperform the base Trans-
former. We observe that Quaternion Transformer
(partial) obtains a +1.0% lead over the vanilla
Transformer on IMDb and +2.5% on SST. This
is while having a 24.5% saving in parameter
cost. Finally the full Quaternion version leads
by +1.3%/1.6% gains on IMDb and SST respec-
tively while maintaining a 75% reduction in pa-
rameter cost. This supports our core hypothesis of
improving accuracy while saving parameter costs.

4.3 Neural Machine Translation

We evaluate our proposed Quaternion Transformer
against vanilla Transformer on three data sets
on this neural machine translation (NMT) task.
More concretely, we evaluate on IWSLT 2015 En-
glish Vietnamese (En-Vi), WMT 2016 English-
Romanian (En-Ro) and WMT 2018 English-
Estonian (En-Et). We also include results on the
standard WMT EN-DE English-German results.

Implementation Details We implement models
in Tensor2Tensor and trained for 50k steps for
both models. We use the default base single GPU
hyperparameter setting for both models and aver-
age checkpointing. Note that our goal is not to ob-
tain state-of-the-art models but to fairly and sys-
tematically evaluate both vanilla and Quaternion
Transformers.
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BLEU
Model IWSLT’15 En-Vi WMT’16 En-Ro WMT’18 En-Et # Params

Transformer Base 28.4 22.8 14.1 44M
Quaternion Transformer (full) 28.0 18.5 13.1 11M (-75%)

Quaternion Transformer (partial) 30.9 22.7 14.2 29M (-32%)

Table 3: Experimental results on neural machine translation (NMT). Results of Transformer Base on EN-VI
(IWSLT 2015), EN-RO (WMT 2016) and EN-ET (WMT 2018). Parameter size excludes word embeddings. Our
proposed Quaternion Transformer achieves comparable or higher performance with only 67.9% parameter costs
of the base Transformer model.

Results Table 3 reports the results on neural
machine translation. On the IWSLT’15 En-Vi
data set, the partial adaptation of the Quater-
nion Transformer outperforms (+2.5%) the base
Transformer with a 32% reduction in parameter
cost. On the other hand, the full adaptation comes
close (−0.4%) with a 75% reduction in paramter
cost. On the WMT’16 En-Ro data set, Quaternion
Transformers do not outperform the base Trans-
former. We observe a −0.1% degrade in per-
formance on the partial adaptation and −4.3%
degrade on the full adaptation of the Quaternion
Transformer. However, we note that the drop in
performance with respect to parameter savings is
still quite decent, e.g., saving 32% parameters for
a drop of only 0.1 BLEU points. The full adapta-
tion loses out comparatively. On the WMT’18 En-
Et dataset, the partial adaptation achieves the best
result with 32% less parameters. The full adapta-
tion, comparatively, only loses by 1.0 BLEU score
from the original Transformer yet saving 75% pa-
rameters.

WMT English-German Notably, Quater-
nion Transformer achieves a BLEU score of
26.42/25.14 for partial/full settings respectively
on the standard WMT 2014 En-De benchmark.
This is using a single GPU trained for 1M steps
with a batch size of 8192. We note that results do
not differ much from other single GPU runs (i.e.,
26.07 BLEU) on this dataset (Nguyen and Joty,
2019).

4.4 Mathematical Language Understanding

We include evaluations on a newly released
mathematical language understanding (MLU) data
set (Wangperawong, 2018). This data set is a
character-level transduction task that aims to test
a model’s the compositional reasoning capabili-
ties. For example, given an input x = 85, y =
−523, x ∗ y the model strives to decode an output
of −44455. Several variations of these problems

exist, mainly switching and introduction of new
mathematical operators.

Implementation Details We train Quaternion
Transformer for 100K steps using the de-
fault Tensor2Tensor setting following the original
work (Wangperawong, 2018). We use the tiny
hyperparameter setting. Similar to NMT, we re-
port both full and partial adaptations of Quater-
nion Transformers. Baselines are reported from
the original work as well, which includes com-
parisons from Universal Transformers (Dehghani
et al., 2018) and Adaptive Computation Time
(ACT) Universal Transformers. The evaluation
measure is accuracy per sequence, which counts
a generated sequence as correct if and only if the
entire sequence is an exact match.

Results Table 4 reports our experimental re-
sults on the MLU data set. We observe a mod-
est +7.8% accuracy gain when using the Quater-
nion Transformer (partial) while saving 24.5% pa-
rameter costs. Quaternion Transformer outper-
forms Universal Transformer and marginally is
outperformed by Adaptive Computation Universal
Transformer (ACT U-Transformer) by 0.5%. On
the other hand, a full Quaternion Transformer still
outperforms the base Transformer (+2.8%) with
75% parameter saving.

4.5 Subject Verb Agreement

Additionally, we compare our Quaternion Trans-
former on the subject-verb agreement task (Linzen
et al., 2016). The task is a binary classification
problem, determining if a sentence, e.g., ‘The keys
to the cabinet .’ follows by a plural/singular.

Implementation We use the Tensor2Tensor
framework, training Transformer and Quaternion
Transformer with the tiny hyperparameter setting
with 10k steps.

Results Table 5 reports the results on the SVA
task. Results show that Quaternion Transform-
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Model Acc / Seq # Params
Universal Transformer 78.8 -
ACT U-Transformer 84.9 -

Transformer 76.1 400K
Quaternion Transformer (full) 78.9 (+2.8%) 100K (-75%)

Quaternion Transformer (partial) 84.4 (+8.3%) 300K ( -25%)

Table 4: Experimental results on mathematical language understanding (MLU). Both Quaternion models outper-
form the base Transformer model with up to 75% parameter savings.

ers perform equally (or better) than vanilla Trans-
formers. On this task, the partial adaptation per-
forms better, improving Transformers by +0.7%
accuracy while saving 25% parameters.

Model Acc Params
Transformer 94.8 400K

Quaternion (full) 94.7 100K
Quaternion (partial) 95.5 300K

Table 5: Experimental results on subject-verb agree-
ment (SVA) number prediction task.

5 Related Work

The goal of learning effective representations lives
at the heart of deep learning research. While most
neural architectures for NLP have mainly explored
the usage of real-valued representations (Vaswani
et al., 2017; Bahdanau et al., 2014; Parikh et al.,
2016), there have also been emerging interest in
complex (Danihelka et al., 2016; Arjovsky et al.,
2016; Gaudet and Maida, 2017) and hypercom-
plex representations (Parcollet et al., 2018b,a;
Gaudet and Maida, 2017).

Notably, progress on Quaternion and hyper-
complex representations for deep learning is still
in its infancy and consequently, most works on
this topic are very recent. Gaudet and Maida pro-
posed deep Quaternion networks for image clas-
sification, introducing basic tools such as Quater-
nion batch normalization or Quaternion initializa-
tion (Gaudet and Maida, 2017). In a similar vein,
Quaternion RNNs and CNNs were proposed for
speech recognition (Parcollet et al., 2018a,b). In
parallel Zhu et al. proposed Quaternion CNNs
and applied them to image classification and de-
noising tasks (Zhu et al., 2018). Comminiello et
al. proposed Quaternion CNNs for sound detec-
tion (Comminiello et al., 2018). (Zhang et al.,
2019) proposed Quaternion embeddings of knowl-
edge graphs. A common theme is that Quaternion

representations are helpful and provide utility over
real-valued representations.

The interest in non-real spaces can be attributed
to several factors. Firstly, complex weight ma-
trices used to parameterize RNNs help to com-
bat vanishing gradients (Arjovsky et al., 2016).
On the other hand, complex spaces are also in-
tuitively linked to associative composition, along
with holographic reduced representations (Plate,
1991; Nickel et al., 2016; Tay et al., 2017a).
Asymmetry has also demonstrated utility in do-
mains such as relational learning (Trouillon et al.,
2016; Nickel et al., 2016) and question answer-
ing (Tay et al., 2018). Complex networks (Trabelsi
et al., 2017), in general, have also demonstrated
promise over real networks.

In a similar vein, the hypercomplex Hamilton
product provides a greater extent of expressive-
ness, similar to the complex Hermitian product, al-
beit with a 4-fold increase in interactions between
real and imaginary components. In the case of
Quaternion representations, due to parameter sav-
ing in the Hamilton product, models also enjoy a
75% reduction in parameter size.

Our work draws important links to multi-
head (Vaswani et al., 2017) or multi-sense (Li
and Jurafsky, 2015; Neelakantan et al., 2015) rep-
resentations that are highly popular in NLP re-
search. Intuitively, the four-component structure
of Quaternion representations can also be inter-
preted as some kind of multi-headed architec-
ture. The key difference is that the basic operators
(e.g., Hamilton product) provides an inductive bias
that encourages interactions between these com-
ponents. Notably, the idea of splitting vectors has
also been explored (Daniluk et al., 2017), which
is in similar spirit to breaking a vector into four
components.
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6 Conclusion

This paper advocates for lightweight and efficient
neural NLP via Quaternion representations. More
concretely, we proposed two models - Quaternion
attention model and Quaternion Transformer. We
evaluate these models on eight different NLP tasks
and a total of thirteen data sets. Across all data
sets the Quaternion model achieves comparable
performance while reducing parameter size. All
in all, we demonstrated the utility and benefits of
incorporating Quaternion algebra in state-of-the-
art neural models. We believe that this direction
paves the way for more efficient and effective rep-
resentation learning in NLP. Our Tensor2Tensor
implementation of Quaternion Transformers
will be released at https://github.com/
vanzytay/QuaternionTransformers.
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Abstract

Sequence-to-sequence models are a powerful
workhorse of NLP. Most variants employ a
softmax transformation in both their attention
mechanism and output layer, leading to dense
alignments and strictly positive output proba-
bilities. This density is wasteful, making mod-
els less interpretable and assigning probability
mass to many implausible outputs. In this pa-
per, we propose sparse sequence-to-sequence
models, rooted in a new family of α-entmax
transformations, which includes softmax and
sparsemax as particular cases, and is sparse
for any α > 1. We provide fast algorithms
to evaluate these transformations and their gra-
dients, which scale well for large vocabulary
sizes. Our models are able to produce sparse
alignments and to assign nonzero probability
to a short list of plausible outputs, sometimes
rendering beam search exact. Experiments on
morphological inflection and machine transla-
tion reveal consistent gains over dense models.

1 Introduction

Attention-based sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq)
models have proven useful for a variety of NLP
applications, including machine translation (Bah-
danau et al., 2015; Vaswani et al., 2017), speech
recognition (Chorowski et al., 2015), abstractive
summarization (Chopra et al., 2016), and morpho-
logical inflection generation (Kann and Schütze,
2016), among others. In part, their strength comes
from their flexibility: many tasks can be formu-
lated as transducing a source sequence into a target
sequence of possibly different length.

However, conventional seq2seq models are
dense: they compute both attention weights and
output probabilities with the softmax function
(Bridle, 1990), which always returns positive val-
ues. This results in dense attention alignments, in
which each source position is attended to at each

d r a w e d </s>

n </s>

</s>

66.4%

32.2%

1.4%

Figure 1: The full beam search of our best perform-
ing morphological inflection model when generating
the past participle of the verb “draw”. The model gives
nonzero probability to exactly three hypotheses, includ-
ing the correct form (“drawn”) and the form that would
be correct if “draw” were regular (“drawed”).

target position, and in dense output probabilities,
in which each vocabulary type always has nonzero
probability of being generated. This contrasts with
traditional statistical machine translation systems,
which are based on sparse, hard alignments, and
decode by navigating through a sparse lattice of
phrase hypotheses. Can we transfer such notions
of sparsity to modern neural architectures? And if
so, do they improve performance?

In this paper, we provide an affirmative an-
swer to both questions by proposing neural sparse
seq2seq models that replace the softmax trans-
formations (both in the attention and output) by
sparse transformations. Our innovations are
rooted in the recently proposed sparsemax transfor-
mation (Martins and Astudillo, 2016) and Fenchel-
Young losses (Blondel et al., 2019). Concretely,
we consider a family of transformations (dubbed
α-entmax), parametrized by a scalar α, based on
the Tsallis entropies (Tsallis, 1988). This family
includes softmax (α = 1) and sparsemax (α = 2)
as particular cases. Crucially, entmax transforms
are sparse for all α > 1.

Our models are able to produce both sparse at-
tention, a form of inductive bias that increases
focus on relevant source words and makes align-
ments more interpretable, and sparse output prob-
abilities, which together with auto-regressive mod-
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Figure 2: Forced decoding using sparsemax attention and 1.5-entmax output for the German source sentence, “Dies
ist ein weiterer Blick auf den Baum des Lebens.” Predictions with nonzero probability are shown at each time step.
All other target types have probability exactly zero. When consecutive predictions consist of a single word, we
combine their borders to showcase auto-completion potential. The selected gold targets are in boldface.

els can lead to probability distributions that are
nonzero only for a finite subset of all possible
strings. In certain cases, a short list of plausible
outputs can be enumerated without ever exhausting
the beam (Figure 1), rendering beam search exact.
Sparse output seq2seq models can also be used for
adaptive, sparse next word suggestion (Figure 2).

Overall, our contributions are as follows:

• We propose an entmax sparse output layer,
together with a natural loss function. In large-
vocabulary settings, sparse outputs avoid wast-
ing probability mass on unlikely outputs, sub-
stantially improving accuracy. For tasks with
little output ambiguity, entmax losses, coupled
with beam search, can often produce exact fi-
nite sets with only one or a few sequences. To
our knowledge, this is the first study of sparse
output probabilities in seq2seq problems.

• We construct entmax sparse attention, im-
proving interpretability at no cost in accuracy.
We show that the entmax gradient has a simple
form (Proposition 2), revealing an insightful
missing link between softmax and sparsemax.

• We derive a novel exact algorithm for the case
of 1.5-entmax, achieving processing speed
close to softmax on the GPU, even with large
vocabulary sizes. For arbitrary α, we investi-
gate a GPU-friendly approximate algorithm.1

We experiment on two tasks: one character-level
with little ambiguity (morphological inflection
generation) and another word-level, with more am-
biguity (neural machine translation). The results

1Our standalone Pytorch entmax implementation is avail-
able at https://github.com/deep-spin/entmax.

show clear benefits of our approach, both in terms
of accuracy and interpretability.

2 Background

The underlying architecture we focus on is an RNN-
based seq2seq with global attention and input-
feeding (Luong et al., 2015). We provide a brief
description of this architecture, with an emphasis
on the attention mapping and the loss function.

Notation. Scalars, vectors, and matrices are de-
noted respectively as a, a, and A. We denote the d–
probability simplex (the set of vectors representing
probability distributions over d choices) by △d :=
{p ∈ Rd : p ≥ 0, ‖p‖1 = 1}. We denote the pos-
itive part as [a]+ := max{a, 0}, and by [a]+ its
elementwise application to vectors. We denote the
indicator vector ey := [0, . . . , 0, 1︸︷︷︸

y

, 0, . . . , 0].

Encoder. Given an input sequence of tokens
x := [x1, . . . , xJ ], the encoder applies an embed-
ding lookup followed by K layered bidirectional
LSTMs (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997), re-
sulting in encoder states [h1, . . . , hJ ].

Decoder. The decoder generates output tokens
y1, . . . , yT , one at a time, terminated by a stop
symbol. At each time step t, it computes a proba-
bility distribution for the next generated word yt, as
follows. Given the current state st of the decoder
LSTM, an attention mechanism (Bahdanau et al.,
2015) computes a focused, fixed-size summary of
the encodings [h1, . . . , hJ ], using st as a query vec-
tor. This is done by computing token-level scores
zj := s⊤

t W (z)hj , then taking a weighted average

ct :=
J∑

j=1

πjhj , where π := softmax(z). (1)
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The contextual output is the non-linear combina-
tion ot := tanh(W (o)[st; ct] + b(o)), yielding the
predictive distribution of the next word

p(yt = · | x, y1, ..., yt−1) := softmax(Vot + b).
(2)

The output ot, together with the embedding of the
predicted ŷt, feed into the decoder LSTM for the
next step, in an auto-regressive manner. The model
is trained to maximize the likelihood of the correct
target sentences, or equivalently, to minimize

L =
∑

(x,y)∈D

|y|∑

t=1

(− log softmax(Vot))yt︸ ︷︷ ︸
Lsoftmax(yt,Vot)

. (3)

A central building block in the architecture is the
transformation softmax : Rd → △d,

softmax(z)j :=
exp(zj)∑
i exp(zi)

, (4)

which maps a vector of scores z into a probability
distribution (i.e., a vector in △d). As seen above,
the softmax mapping plays two crucial roles in the
decoder: first, in computing normalized attention
weights (Eq. 1), second, in computing the predic-
tive probability distribution (Eq. 2). Since exp  0,
softmax never assigns a probability of zero to any
word, so we may never fully rule out non-important
input tokens from attention, nor unlikely words
from the generation vocabulary. While this may
be advantageous for dealing with uncertainty, it
may be preferrable to avoid dedicating model re-
sources to irrelevant words. In the next section, we
present a strategy for differentiable sparse prob-
ability mappings. We show that our approach can
be used to learn powerful seq2seq models with
sparse outputs and sparse attention mechanisms.

3 Sparse Attention and Outputs

3.1 The sparsemax mapping and loss
To pave the way to a more general family of sparse
attention and losses, we point out that softmax
(Eq. 4) is only one of many possible mappings
from Rd to △d. Martins and Astudillo (2016) intro-
duce sparsemax: an alternative to softmax which
tends to yield sparse probability distributions:

sparsemax(z) := argmin
p∈△d

‖p − z‖2. (5)

Since Eq. 5 is a projection onto △d, which tends
to yield sparse solutions, the predictive distribution

p⋆ := sparsemax(z) is likely to assign exactly
zero probability to low-scoring choices. They also
propose a corresponding loss function to replace
the negative log likelihood loss Lsoftmax (Eq. 3):

Lsparsemax(y, z) :=
1

2

(
‖ey−z‖2−‖p⋆−z‖2

)
, (6)

This loss is smooth and convex on z and has a
margin: it is zero if and only if zy ≥ zy′ + 1 for
any y′ 6= y (Martins and Astudillo, 2016, Proposi-
tion 3). Training models with the sparsemax loss
requires its gradient (cf. Appendix A.2):

∇zLsparsemax(y, z) = −ey + p⋆.

For using the sparsemax mapping in an attention
mechanism, Martins and Astudillo (2016) show
that it is differentiable almost everywhere, with

∂ sparsemax(z)

∂z
= diag(s) − 1

‖s‖1
ss⊤,

where sj = 1 if p⋆
j > 0, otherwise sj = 0.

Entropy interpretation. At first glance, sparse-
max appears very different from softmax, and a
strategy for producing other sparse probability map-
pings is not obvious. However, the connection be-
comes clear when considering the variational form
of softmax (Wainwright and Jordan, 2008):

softmax(z) = argmax
p∈△d

p⊤z + HS(p), (7)

where HS(p) := −∑j pj log pj is the well-known
Gibbs-Boltzmann-Shannon entropy with base e.

Likewise, letting HG(p) := 1
2

∑
j pj(1 − pj) be

the Gini entropy, we can rearrange Eq. 5 as

sparsemax(z) = argmax
p∈△d

p⊤z + HG(p), (8)

crystallizing the connection between softmax and
sparsemax: they only differ in the choice of en-
tropic regularizer.

3.2 A new entmax mapping and loss family
The parallel above raises a question: can we find
interesting interpolations between softmax and
sparsemax? We answer affirmatively, by consid-
ering a generalization of the Shannon and Gini
entropies proposed by Tsallis (1988): a family of
entropies parametrized by a scalar α > 1 which we
call Tsallis α-entropies:

HT
α(p) :=

{
1

α(α−1)

∑
j

(
pj − pα

j

)
, α 6= 1,

HS(p), α = 1.
(9)
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Figure 3: Illustration of entmax in the two-dimensional
case α-entmax([t, 0])1. All mappings except softmax
saturate at t = ±1/α−1. While sparsemax is piecewise
linear, mappings with 1 < α < 2 have smooth corners.

This family is continuous, i.e., limα→1 H
T
α(p) =

HS(p) for any p ∈ △d (cf. Appendix A.1). More-
over, HT

2 ≡ HG. Thus, Tsallis entropies interpolate
between the Shannon and Gini entropies. Starting
from the Tsallis entropies, we construct a probabil-
ity mapping, which we dub entmax:

α-entmax(z) := argmax
p∈△d

p⊤z + HT
α(p), (10)

and, denoting p⋆ := α-entmax(z), a loss function

Lα(y, z) := (p⋆ − ey)
⊤z + HT

α(p⋆) (11)

The motivation for this loss function resides in the
fact that it is a Fenchel-Young loss (Blondel et al.,
2019), as we briefly explain in Appendix A.2. Then,
1-entmax ≡ softmax and 2-entmax ≡ sparsemax.
Similarly, L1 is the negative log likelihood, and
L2 is the sparsemax loss. For all α > 1, entmax
tends to produce sparse probability distributions,
yielding a function family continuously interpolat-
ing between softmax and sparsemax, cf. Figure 3.
The gradient of the entmax loss is

∇zLα(y, z) = −ey + p⋆. (12)

Tsallis entmax losses have useful properties in-
cluding convexity, differentiability, and a hinge-
like separation margin property: the loss incurred
becomes zero when the score of the correct class is
separated by the rest by a margin of 1/α−1. When
separation is achieved, p⋆ = ey (Blondel et al.,
2019). This allows entmax seq2seq models to
be adaptive to the degree of uncertainty present:
decoders may make fully confident predictions at
“easy” time steps, while preserving sparse uncer-
tainty when a few choices are possible (as exem-
plified in Figure 2).

Tsallis entmax probability mappings have not,
to our knowledge, been used in attention mecha-
nisms. They inherit the desirable sparsity of sparse-
max, while exhibiting smoother, differentiable cur-
vature, whereas sparsemax is piecewise linear.

3.3 Computing the entmax mapping

Whether we want to use α-entmax as an attention
mapping, or Lα as a loss function, we must be able
to efficiently compute p⋆ = α-entmax(z), i.e., to
solve the maximization in Eq. 10. For α = 1, the
closed-form solution is given by Eq. 4. For α > 1,
given z, we show that there is a unique threshold τ
such that (Appendix C.1, Lemma 2):

α-entmax(z) = [(α − 1)z − τ1]
1/α−1

+ , (13)

i.e., entries with score zj ≤ τ/α−1 get zero prob-
ability. For sparsemax (α = 2), the problem
amounts to Euclidean projection onto △d, for
which two types of algorithms are well studied:

i. exact, based on sorting (Held et al., 1974;
Michelot, 1986),

ii. iterative, bisection-based (Liu and Ye, 2009).

The bisection approach searches for the opti-
mal threshold τ numerically. Blondel et al. (2019)
generalize this approach in a way applicable to
α-entmax. The resulting algorithm is (cf. Ap-
pendix C.1 for details):

Algorithm 1 Compute α-entmax by bisection.

1 Define p(τ) := [z − τ ]
1/α−1

+ , set z ← (α− 1)z

2 τmin ← max(z)− 1; τmax ← max(z)− d1−α

3 for t ∈ 1, . . . , T do
4 τ ← (τmin + τmax)/2

5 Z ←∑
j pj(τ)

6 if Z < 1 then τmax ← τ else τmin ← τ

7 return 1/Z p(τ)

Algorithm 1 works by iteratively narrowing the
interval containing the exact solution by exactly
half. Line 7 ensures that approximate solutions are
valid probability distributions, i.e., that p⋆ ∈ △d.

Although bisection is simple and effective, an ex-
act sorting-based algorithm, like for sparsemax, has
the potential to be faster and more accurate. More-
over, as pointed out by Condat (2016), when exact
solutions are required, it is possible to construct in-
puts z for which bisection requires arbitrarily many
iterations. To address these issues, we propose a
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novel, exact algorithm for 1.5-entmax, halfway
between softmax and sparsemax.

Algorithm 2 Compute 1.5-entmax(z) exactly.
1 Sort z, yielding z[d] ≤ · · · ≤ z[1]; set z ← z/2

2 for ρ ∈ 1, . . . , d do
3 M(ρ)← 1/ρ

∑ρ
j=1z[j]

4 S (ρ)←∑ρ
j=1

(
z[j] −M(ρ)

)2

5 τ (ρ)←M(ρ)−
√

1/ρ (1− S(ρ))

6 if z[ρ+1] ≤ τ(ρ) ≤ z[ρ] then
7 return p⋆ = [z − τ 1]2+

We give a full derivation in Appendix C.2. As
written, Algorithm 2 is O(d log d) because of the
sort; however, in practice, when the solution p⋆ has
no more than k nonzeros, we do not need to fully
sort z, just to find the k largest values. Our experi-
ments in §4.2 reveal that a partial sorting approach
can be very efficient and competitive with softmax
on the GPU, even for large d. Further speed-ups
might be available following the strategy of Condat
(2016), but our simple incremental method is very
easy to implement on the GPU using primitives
available in popular libraries (Paszke et al., 2017).

Our algorithm resembles the aforementioned
sorting-based algorithm for projecting onto the sim-
plex (Michelot, 1986). Both algorithms rely on
the optimality conditions implying an analytically-
solvable equation in τ : for sparsemax (α = 2),
this equation is linear, for α = 1.5 it is quadratic
(Eq. 48 in Appendix C.2). Thus, exact algorithms
may not be available for general values of α.

3.4 Gradient of the entmax mapping
The following result shows how to compute the
backward pass through α-entmax, a requirement
when using α-entmax as an attention mechanism.

Proposition 1. Let α ≥ 1. Assume we have com-
puted p⋆ = α-entmax(z), and define the vector

si =

{
(p⋆

i )
2−α, p⋆

i > 0,

0, otherwise.

Then,
∂ α-entmax(z)

∂z
= diag(s) − 1

‖s‖1
ss⊤.

Proof: The result follows directly from the more
general Proposition 2, which we state and prove in

Appendix B, noting that
(

tα−t
α(α−1)

)′′
= tα−2.

The gradient expression recovers the softmax
and sparsemax Jacobians with α = 1 and α = 2,

respectively (Martins and Astudillo, 2016, Eqs. 8
and 12), thereby providing another relationship
between the two mappings. Perhaps more inter-
estingly, Proposition 1 shows why the sparsemax
Jacobian depends only on the support and not
on the actual values of p⋆: the sparsemax Jacobian
is equal for p⋆ = [.99, .01, 0] and p⋆ = [.5, .5, 0].
This is not the case for α-entmax with α 6= 2,
suggesting that the gradients obtained with other
values of α may be more informative. Finally, we
point out that the gradient of entmax losses involves
the entmax mapping (Eq. 12), and therefore Propo-
sition 1 also gives the Hessian of the entmax loss.

4 Experiments

The previous section establishes the computational
building blocks required to train models with ent-
max sparse attention and loss functions. We now
put them to use for two important NLP tasks,
morphological inflection and machine translation.
These two tasks highlight the characteristics of
our innovations in different ways. Morphologi-
cal inflection is a character-level task with mostly
monotonic alignments, but the evaluation demands
exactness: the predicted sequence must match the
gold standard. On the other hand, machine transla-
tion uses a word-level vocabulary orders of mag-
nitude larger and forces a sparse output layer to
confront more ambiguity: any sentence has several
valid translations and it is not clear beforehand that
entmax will manage this well.

Despite the differences between the tasks, we
keep the architecture and training procedure as sim-
ilar as possible. We use two layers for encoder and
decoder LSTMs and apply dropout with probability
0.3. We train with Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015),
with a base learning rate of 0.001, halved whenever
the loss increases on the validation set. We use a
batch size of 64. At test time, we select the model
with the best validation accuracy and decode with
a beam size of 5. We implemented all models with
OpenNMT-py (Klein et al., 2017).2

In our primary experiments, we use three α val-
ues for the attention and loss functions: α = 1 (soft-
max), α = 1.5 (to which our novel Algorithm 2 ap-
plies), and α = 2 (sparsemax). We also investigate
the effect of tuning α with increased granularity.

2Our experiment code is at https://github.com/
deep-spin/OpenNMT-entmax.
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α high medium
output attention (avg.) (ens.) (avg.) (ens.)

1 1 93.15 94.20 82.55 85.68
1.5 92.32 93.50 83.20 85.63
2 90.98 92.60 83.13 85.65

1.5 1 94.36 94.96 84.88 86.38
1.5 94.44 95.00 84.93 86.55
2 94.05 94.74 84.93 86.59

2 1 94.59 95.10 84.95 86.41
1.5 94.47 95.01 85.03 86.61
2 94.32 94.89 84.96 86.47

UZH (2018) 96.00 86.64

Table 1: Average per-language accuracy on the test set
(CoNLL–SIGMORPHON 2018 task 1) averaged or en-
sembled over three runs.

4.1 Morphological Inflection

The goal of morphological inflection is to produce
an inflected word form (such as “drawn”) given a
lemma (“draw”) and a set of morphological tags
({verb, past, participle}). We use the data
from task 1 of the CoNLL–SIGMORPHON 2018
shared task (Cotterell et al., 2018). shared task

Training. We train models under two data
settings: high (approximately 10,000 samples
per language in 86 languages) and medium (ap-
proximately 1,000 training samples per language
in 102 languages). We depart from previous
work by using multilingual training: each
model is trained on the data from all languages
in its data setting. This allows parameters to
be shared between languages, eliminates the
need to train language-specific models, and may
provide benefits similar to other forms of data
augmentation (Bergmanis et al., 2017). Each
sample is presented as a pair: the source contains
the lemma concatenated to the morphological
tags and a special language identification token
(Johnson et al., 2017; Peters et al., 2017), and
the target contains the inflected form. As an
example, the source sequence for Figure 1 is
english verb participle past d r a w.
Although the set of inflectional tags is not sequen-
tial, treating it as such is simple to implement and
works well in practice (Kann and Schütze, 2016).
All models use embedding and hidden state sizes
of 300. We validate at the end of every epoch in
the high setting and only once every ten epochs in
medium because of its smaller size.

Accuracy. Results are shown in Table 1. We re-
port the official metric of the shared task, word

accuracy averaged across languages. In addition to
the average results of three individual model runs,
we use an ensemble of those models, where we
decode by averaging the raw probabilities at each
time step. Our best sparse loss models beat the soft-
max baseline by nearly a full percentage point with
ensembling, and up to two and a half points in the
medium setting without ensembling. The choice of
attention has a smaller impact. In both data settings,
our best model on the validation set outperforms
all submissions from the 2018 shared task except
for UZH (Makarov and Clematide, 2018), which
uses a more involved imitation learning approach
and larger ensembles. In contrast, our only depar-
ture from standard seq2seq training is the drop-in
replacement of softmax by entmax.

Sparsity. Besides their accuracy, we observed
that entmax models made very sparse predictions:
the best configuration in Table 1 concentrates all
probability mass into a single predicted sequence
in 81% validation samples in the high data set-
ting, and 66% in the more difficult medium setting.
When the model does give probability mass to more
than one sequence, the predictions reflect reason-
able ambiguity, as shown in Figure 1. Besides en-
hancing interpretability, sparsity in the output also
has attractive properties for beam search decoding:
when the beam covers all nonzero-probability hy-
potheses, we have a certificate of globally optimal
decoding, rendering beam search exact. This is
the case on 87% of validation set sequences in the
high setting, and 79% in medium. To our knowl-
edge, this is the first instance of a neural seq2seq
model that can offer optimality guarantees.

4.2 Machine Translation

We now turn to a highly different seq2seq regime
in which the vocabulary size is much larger, there
is a great deal of ambiguity, and sequences can
generally be translated in several ways. We train
models for three language pairs in both directions:

• IWSLT 2017 German ↔ English (DE↔EN, Cet-
tolo et al., 2017): training size 206,112.

• KFTT Japanese ↔ English (JA↔EN, Neubig,
2011): training size of 329,882.

• WMT 2016 Romanian ↔ English (RO↔EN, Bo-
jar et al., 2016): training size 612,422, diacritics
removed (following Sennrich et al., 2016b).
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method DE�EN EN�DE JA�EN EN�JA RO�EN EN�RO

softmax 25.70 ± 0.15 21.86 ± 0.09 20.22 ± 0.08 25.21 ± 0.29 29.12 ± 0.18 28.12 ± 0.18
1.5-entmax 26.17 ± 0.13 22.42 ± 0.08 20.55 ± 0.30 26.00 ± 0.31 30.15 ± 0.06 28.84 ± 0.10
sparsemax 24.69 ± 0.22 20.82 ± 0.19 18.54 ± 0.11 23.84 ± 0.37 29.20 ± 0.16 28.03 ± 0.16

Table 2: Machine translation comparison of softmax, sparsemax, and the proposed 1.5-entmax as both attention
mapping and loss function. Reported is tokenized test BLEU averaged across three runs (higher is better).

Training. We use byte pair encoding (BPE; Sen-
nrich et al., 2016a) to ensure an open vocabulary.
We use separate segmentations with 25k merge
operations per language for RO↔EN and a joint
segmentation with 32k merges for the other lan-
guage pairs. DE↔EN is validated once every 5k
steps because of its smaller size, while the other
sets are validated once every 10k steps. We set
the maximum number of training steps at 120k for
RO↔EN and 100k for other language pairs. We use
500 dimensions for word vectors and hidden states.

Evaluation. Table 2 shows BLEU scores (Pa-
pineni et al., 2002) for the three models with
α ∈ {1, 1.5, 2}, using the same value of α for the
attention mechanism and loss function. We observe
that the 1.5-entmax configuration consistently per-
forms best across all six choices of language pair
and direction. These results support the notion
that the optimal function is somewhere between
softmax and sparsemax, which motivates a more
fine-grained search for α; we explore this next.

Fine-grained impact of α. Algorithm 1 allows
us to further investigate the marginal effect of vary-
ing the attention α and the loss α, while keeping
the other fixed. We report DE�EN validation ac-
curacy on a fine-grained α grid in Figure 4. On
this dataset, moving from softmax toward sparser
attention (left) has a very small positive effect
on accuracy, suggesting that the benefit in inter-
pretability does not hurt accuracy. The impact of
the loss function α (right) is much more visible:
there is a distinct optimal value around α = 1.33,
with performance decreasing for too large values.
Interpolating between softmax and sparsemax thus
inherits the benefits of both, and our novel Algo-
rithm 2 for α = 1.5 is confirmed to strike a good
middle ground. This experiment also confirms that
bisection is effective in practice, despite being in-
exact. Extrapolating beyond the sparsemax loss
(α > 2) does not seem to perform well.

Sparsity. In order to form a clearer idea of how
sparse entmax becomes, we measure the average

method # attended # target words

softmax 24.25 17993
1.5-entmax 5.55 16.13
sparsemax 3.75 7.55

Table 3: Average number of nonzeros in the attention
and output distributions for the DE�EN validation set.

number of nonzero indices on the DE�EN vali-
dation set and show it in Table 3. As expected,
1.5-entmax is less sparse than sparsemax as both
an attention mechanism and output layer. In the
attention mechanism, 1.5-entmax’s increased sup-
port size does not come at the cost of much in-
terpretability, as Figure 5 demonstrates. In the
output layer, 1.5-entmax assigns positive proba-
bility to only 16.13 target types out of a vocabu-
lary of 17,993, meaning that the supported set of
words often has an intuitive interpretation. Fig-
ure 2 shows the sparsity of the 1.5-entmax output
layer in practice: the support becomes completely
concentrated when generating a phrase like “the
tree of life”, but grows when presenting a list of
synonyms (“view”, “look”, “glimpse”, and so on).
This has potential practical applications as a pre-
dictive translation system (Green et al., 2014),
where the model’s support set serves as a list of
candidate auto-completions at each time step.

Training time. Importantly, the benefits of spar-
sity do not come at a high computational cost.
Our proposed Algorithm 2 for 1.5-entmax runs
on the GPU at near-softmax speeds (Figure 6). For
other α values, bisection (Algorithm 1) is slightly
more costly, but practical even for large vocabulary
sizes. On DE�EN, bisection is capable of process-
ing about 10,500 target words per second on a sin-
gle Nvidia GeForce GTX 1080 GPU, compared to
13,000 words per second for 1.5-entmax with Algo-
rithm 2 and 14,500 words per second with softmax.
On the smaller-vocabulary morphology datasets,
Algorithm 2 is nearly as fast as softmax.
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Figure 5: Attention weights produced by the DE�EN
1.5-entmax model. Nonzero weights are outlined.

5 Related Work

Sparse attention. Sparsity in the attention and in
the output have different, but related, motivations.
Sparse attention can be justified as a form of induc-
tive bias, since for tasks such as machine translation
one expects only a few source words to be relevant
for each translated word. Dense attention probabil-
ities are particularly harmful for long sequences,
as shown by Luong et al. (2015), who propose “lo-
cal attention” to mitigate this problem. Combining
sparse attention with fertility constraints has been
recently proposed by Malaviya et al. (2018). Hard
attention (Xu et al., 2015; Aharoni and Goldberg,
2017; Wu et al., 2018) selects exactly one source to-
ken. Its discrete, non-differentiable nature requires
imitation learning or Monte Carlo policy gradient
approximations, which drastically complicate train-
ing. In contrast, entmax is a differentiable, easy to
use, drop-in softmax replacement. A recent study
by Jain and Wallace (2019) tackles the limitations
of attention probabilities to provide interpretability.
They only study dense attention in classification
tasks, where attention is less crucial for the final
predictions. In their conclusions, the authors defer
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63.0%
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lid

at
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n
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cu
ra

cy

softmax
1.5-entmax

Figure 6: Training timing on three DE�EN runs. Mark-
ers show validation checkpoints for one of the runs.

to future work exploring sparse attention mecha-
nisms and seq2seq models. We believe our paper
can foster interesting investigation in this area.

Losses for seq2seq models. Mostly motivated by
the challenges of large vocabulary sizes in seq2seq,
an important research direction tackles replacing
the cross-entropy loss with other losses or approx-
imations (Bengio and Senécal, 2008; Morin and
Bengio, 2005; Kumar and Tsvetkov, 2019). While
differently motivated, some of the above strate-
gies (e.g., hierarchical prediction) could be com-
bined with our proposed sparse losses. Niculae
et al. (2018) use sparsity to predict interpretable
sets of structures. Since auto-regressive seq2seq
makes no factorization assumptions, their strategy
cannot be applied without approximations, such as
in Edunov et al. (2018).

6 Conclusion and Future Work

We proposed sparse sequence-to-sequence models
and provided fast algorithms to compute their at-
tention and output transformations. Our approach
yielded consistent improvements over dense mod-
els on morphological inflection and machine trans-
lation, while inducing interpretability in both atten-
tion and output distributions. Sparse output layers
also provide exactness when the number of possible
hypotheses does not exhaust beam search.

Given the ubiquity of softmax in NLP, entmax
has many potential applications. A natural next step
is to apply entmax to self-attention (Vaswani et al.,
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2017). In a different vein, the strong morphological
inflection results point to usefulness in other tasks
where probability is concentrated in a small number
of hypotheses, such as speech recognition.
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A Background

A.1 Tsallis entropies
Recall the definition of the Tsallis family of en-
tropies in Eq. 9 for α ≥ 1,

HT
α(p) :=

{
1

α(α−1)

∑
j

(
pj − pα

j

)
, if α 6= 1,

HS(p), if α = 1.
(14)

This family is continuous in α, i.e.,

lim
α→1

HT
α(p) = HT

1 (p)

for any p ∈ △d.
Proof: We rewrite HT

α in separable form:

HT
α(p) =

∑

j

hα(pj), with

hα(t) :=

{
t−tα

α(α−1) , α > 1,

−t log t, α = 1.

(15)

It suffices to show that limα→1 hα(t) = h1(t) for
t ∈ [0, 1]. Let f(α) := t − tα, and g(α) :=

α(α − 1). Note that
f(1)

g(1)
= 0/0, leading to an

indetermination. Take the derivatives of f and g:

f ′(α) = 0 − (exp(log tα))′

= − exp(log tα) · (α log t)′

= −tα log t,

(16)

and g′(α) = 2α − 1. From l’Hôpital’s rule,

lim
α→1

f(α)

g(α)
= lim

α→1

f ′(α)

g′(α)
= −t log t = h1(t).

Note also that, as α → ∞, the denominator grows
unbounded, so HT

∞ ≡ 0.

A.2 Fenchel-Young losses
In this section, we recall the definitions and prop-
erties essential for our construction of α-entmax.
The concepts below were formalized by Blondel
et al. (2019) in more generality; we present below
a less general version, sufficient for our needs.

Definition 1 (Probabilistic prediction function reg-
ularized by Ω). Let Ω: △d → R ∪ {∞} be a
strictly convex regularization function. We define
the prediction function πΩ as

πΩ(z) ∈ argmax
p∈△d

(
p⊤z − Ω(p)

)
(17)

Definition 2 (Fenchel-Young loss generated by Ω).
Let Ω: △d → R ∪ {∞} be a strictly convex regu-
larization function. Let y ∈ △ denote a ground-
truth label (for example, y = ey if there is a
unique correct class y). Denote by z ∈ Rd the
prediction scores produced by some model, and by
p⋆ := πΩ(z) the probabilistic predictions. The
Fenchel-Young loss LΩ : Rd × △ → R+ gener-
ated by Ω is

LΩ(z; y) := Ω(y) − Ω(p⋆) + z⊤(p⋆ − y). (18)

This justifies our choice of entmax mapping
and loss (Eqs. 10–11), as π−HT

α
= α-entmax and

L−HT
α

= Lα.

Properties of Fenchel-Young losses.

1. Non-negativity. LΩ(z; y) ≥ 0 for any z ∈
Rd and y ∈ △d.

2. Zero loss. LΩ(z; y) = 0 if and only if y =
πΩ(z), i.e., the prediction is exactly correct.

3. Convexity. LΩ is convex in z.

4. Differentiability. LΩ is differentiable with
∇LΩ(z; y) = p⋆ − y.

5. Smoothness. If Ω is strongly convex, then
LΩ is smooth.

6. Temperature scaling. For any constant t >
0, LtΩ(z; y) = tLΩ(z/t; y).

Characterizing the solution p⋆ of πΩ(z). To
shed light on the generic probability mapping in
Eq. 17, we derive below the optimality conditions
characterizing its solution. The optimality condi-
tions are essential not only for constructing algo-
rithms for computing p⋆ (Appendix C), but also for
deriving the Jacobian of the mapping (Appendix B).
The Lagrangian of the maximization in Eq. 17 is

L(p, ν, τ) = Ω(p) − (z + ν)⊤p + τ(1⊤p − 1).
(19)

with subgradient

∂pL(p, ν, τ) = ∂Ω(p) − z − ν + τ1. (20)

The subgradient KKT conditions are therefore:





z + ν − τ1 ∈ ∂Ω(p)

p⊤ν = 0

p ∈ △d

ν ≥ 0.

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)
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Connection to softmax and sparsemax. We
may now directly see that, when Ω(p) :=∑

j pj log pj , Eq. 21 becomes log pj = zj + νj −
τ − 1, which can only be satisfied if pj > 0,
thus ν = 0. Then, pj = exp(zj)/Z, where Z :=
exp(τ + 1). From Eq. 23, Z must be such that pj

sums to 1, yielding the well-known softmax expres-
sion. In the case of sparsemax, note that for any
p ∈ △d, we have

Ω(p) = −HG(p)

= 1/2

∑

j

pj(pj − 1)

= 1/2‖p‖2 − 1

2

∑

j

pj

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1

= 1/2‖p‖2 + const.

(25)

Thus,

argmax
p∈△d

p⊤z + HG(p)

= argmin
p∈△d

0.5
(
‖p‖2 − 2p⊤z

(
+‖z‖2

) )

= argmin
p∈△d

‖p − z‖2.

(26)

B Backward pass for generalized sparse
attention mappings

When a mapping πΩ is used inside the computa-
tion graph of a neural network, the Jacobian of the
mapping has the important role of showing how
to propagate error information, necessary when
training with gradient methods. In this section, we
derive a new, simple expression for the Jacobian
of generalized sparse mappings πΩ. We apply this
result to obtain a simple form for the Jacobian of
α-entmax mappings.

The proof is in two steps. First, we prove a
lemma that shows that Jacobians are zero outside
of the support of the solution. Then, to complete the
result, we characterize the Jacobian on the support.

Lemma 1 (Sparse attention mechanisms have
sparse Jacobians). Let Ω : Rd → R be strongly
convex. The attention mapping πΩ is differentiable

almost everywhere, with Jacobian
∂πΩ

∂z
symmetric

and satisfying

∂(πΩ(z))i

∂zj
= 0

if
(
πΩ(z)

)
i
= 0 or

(
πΩ(z)

)
j

= 0.

Proof: Since Ω is strictly convex, the argmax in
Eq. 17 is unique. Using Danskin’s theorem (Dan-
skin, 1966), we may write

πΩ(z) = ∇max
p∈△

(
p⊤z − Ω(p)

)
= ∇Ω∗(z).

Since Ω is strongly convex, the gradient of its conju-
gate Ω∗ is differentiable almost everywhere (Rock-
afellar, 1970). Moreover, ∂πΩ

∂z is the Hessian of Ω∗,
therefore symmetric, proving the first two claims.

Recall the definition of a partial derivative,

∂(πΩ(z))i

∂zj
= lim

ε→0

1

ε
(πΩ(z + εej)i − πΩ(z)i) .

Denote by p⋆ := πΩ(z). We will show that for any
j such that p⋆

j = 0, and any ε ≥ 0,

πΩ(z − εej) = πΩ(z) = p⋆.

In other words, we consider only one side of the
limit, namely subtracting a small non-negative ε.
A vector p⋆ solves the optimization problem in
Eq. 17 if and only if there exists ν⋆ ∈ Rd and
τ⋆ ∈ R satisfying Eqs. 21–24. Let νε := ν⋆ + εej .
We verify that (p⋆, νε, τ

⋆) satisfies the optimality
conditions for πΩ(z − εej), which implies that
πΩ(z − εej) = πΩ(z). Since we add a non-
negative quantity to ν⋆, which is non-negative to
begin with, (νε)j ≥ 0, and since p⋆

j = 0, we also
satisfy p⋆

j (νε)j = 0. Finally,

z − εej + νε − τ⋆1

=z − εej + ν⋆ + εej − τ⋆1

∈∂Ω(p⋆).

(27)

It follows that

lim
ε→0−

1

ε
(πΩ(z + εej)i − πΩ(z)i) = 0. (28)

If πΩ is differentiable at z, this one-sided limit
must agree with the derivative. Otherwise, the
sparse one-sided limit is a generalized Jacobian.

Proposition 2. Let p⋆ := πΩ(z), with strongly
convex and differentiable Ω. Denote the support
of p⋆ by S =

{
j ∈ {1, . . . , d} : pj > 0

}
. If the

second derivative hij = ∂2Ω
∂pi∂pj

(p⋆) exists for any
i, j ∈ S , then

∂πΩ

∂z
= S − 1

‖s‖1
ss⊤ (29)
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where

Sij =

{
H−1

ij , i, j ∈ S,

0, o.w.
, and s = S1. (30)

In particular, if Ω(p) =
∑

j g(pj) with g twice
differentiable on (0, 1], we have

∂πΩ

∂z
= diag s − 1

‖s‖1
ss⊤ (31)

where

si =

{(
g′′(p⋆

i )
)−1

, i ∈ S,

0, o.w.
(32)

Proof: Lemma 1 verifies that ∂(πΩ)i

∂zj
= 0 for

i, j /∈ S. It remains to find the derivatives w.r.t.
i, j ∈ S. Denote by p̄⋆, z̄ the restriction of the
corresponding vectors to the indices in the support
S . The optimality conditions on the support are

{
g(p̄) + τ1 = z̄

1⊤p̄ = 1
(33)

where g(p̄) :=
(
∇Ω(p)

)∣∣
S , so ∂g

∂p̄(p̄⋆) = H . Dif-
ferentiating w.r.t. z̄ at p⋆ yields

{
H ∂p̄

∂z̄ + 1 ∂τ
∂z̄ = I

1⊤ ∂p̄
∂z̄ = 0

(34)

Since Ω is strictly convex, H is invertible. From
Gaussian elimination (i.e., the Schur complement),

∂τ

∂z̄
= − 1

1⊤H−11
1⊤H−1,

which can then be used to solve for ∂p̄
∂z̄ giving

∂p̄

∂z̄
= H−1 − 1

1⊤H−11
H−111⊤H−1,

yielding the desired result. When Ω is separable,
H is diagonal, with Hii = g′′(p⋆

i ), yielding the
simplified expression which completes the proof.

Connection to other differentiable attention re-
sults. Our result is similar, but simpler than Nicu-
lae and Blondel (2017, Proposition 1), especially in
the case of separable Ω. Crucially, our result does
not require that the second derivative exist outside
of the support. As such, unlike the cited work, our
result is applicable in the case of α-entmax, where
either g′′(t) = tα−2 or its reciprocal may not exist
at t = 0.

C Algorithms for entmax

C.1 General thresholded form for bisection
algorithms.

The following lemma provides a simplified form
for the solution of α-entmax.

Lemma 2. For any z ∈ Rd, there is a unique
τ⋆ ∈ R such that

α-entmax(z) = [(α − 1)z − τ⋆1]
1/α−1

+ . (35)

Proof: We use the regularized prediction functions
defined in Appendix A.2. From both definitions,

α-entmax(z) ≡ π−HT
α
(z).

We first note that for all p ∈ △d,

−(α − 1)HT
α(p) =

1

α

d∑

i=1

pα
i + const. (36)

From the constant invariance and scaling of πΩ

(Blondel et al., 2019, Proposition 1, items 4–5),

π−HT
α
(z) = πΩ((α − 1)z), (37)

with

Ω(p) =
d∑

j=1

g(pj), g(t) =
tα

α
. (38)

Using (Blondel et al., 2019, Proposition 5), noting
that g′(t) = tα−1 and (g′)−1(u) = u1/α−1, yields

πΩ(z) = [z − τ⋆1]
1/α−1

+ , (39)

and therefore

α-entmax(z) = [(α − 1)z − τ⋆1]
1/α−1

+ . (40)

Uniqueness of τ⋆ follows from the fact that
α-entmax has a unique solution p⋆, and Eq. 40
implies a one-to-one mapping between p⋆ and τ⋆,
as long as p⋆ ∈ △.

Corollary 2.1. For α = 1.5, Lemma 2 implies
existence of a unique τ⋆ such that

1.5-entmax(z) = [z/2 − τ⋆1]2+.
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C.2 An exact algorithm for entmax with
α = 1.5: Derivation of Algorithm 2.

In this section, we derive an exact, sorting-based
algorithm for 1.5-entmax. The key observation is
that the solution can be characterized by the size
of its support, ρ⋆ = ‖p⋆‖0. Then, we can simply
enumerate all possible values of ρ ∈ {1, . . . , d}
until the solution verifies all optimality conditions.
The challenge, however, is expressing the threshold
τ as a function of the support size ρ; for this, we
rely on α = 1.5.

Proposition 3. Exact computation of
1.5-entmax(z)
Let z[d] ≤ · · · ≤ z[1] denote the sorted coordinates
of z, and, for convenience, let z[d+1] := −∞. De-
fine the top-ρ mean, unnormalized variance, and
induced threshold for ρ ∈ {1, . . . , d} as

Mz(ρ) :=
1

ρ

ρ∑

j=1

z[j],

Sz(ρ) :=

ρ∑

j=1

(
z[j] − Mz(ρ)

)2
,

τz(ρ) :=

{
Mz(ρ) −

√
1−Sz(ρ)

ρ , Sz(ρ) ≤ 1,

+∞, Sz(ρ) > 1.

Then,

(1.5-entmax(z))i =
[zi

2
− τz/2(ρ)

]2
+

, (41)

for any ρ satisfying τz(ρ) ∈ [z[ρ+1], z[ρ]].

Proposition 3 implies the correctness of Algo-
rithm 2. To prove it, we first show the following.

Lemma 3. Define τ(ρ) as in Proposition 3. Then,
τ is non-decreasing, and there exists ρmax ∈
{1, . . . , d} such that τ is finite for 1 ≤ ρ ≤ ρmax,
and infinite for ρ > ρmax.

The proof is slightly more technical, and we
defer it to after the proof of the proposition.

Proof of Proposition 3. First, using Corol-
lary 2.1 we reduce the problem of computing
1.5-entmax to

πΩ(z) := argmax
p∈△d

p⊤z −
∑

j

2/3 p
3/2
j . (42)

Denote by τ⋆ the optimal threshold as defined in
the corollary. We will show that τ⋆ = τ(ρ) for
any ρ satisfying τ(ρ) ∈ [z[ρ+1], z[ρ]], where we as-
sume, for convenience, z[d+1] = −∞. The generic

stationarity condition in Eq. 21, applied to the prob-
lem in Eq. 42, takes the form

√
pj = νj + zj − τ ∀ 0 < j ≤ d (43)

Since Ω is symmetric, πΩ is permutation-
preserving (Blondel et al., 2019, Proposition 1,
item 1), so we may assume w.l.o.g. that z is sorted
non-increasingly, i.e., z1 ≥ · · · ≥ zd; in other
words, zj = z[j]. Therefore, the optimal p is also
non-increasing. Denote by ρ an index such as
pj ≥ 0 for 1 ≤ j ≤ ρ, and pj = 0 for j > ρ.
From the complementary slackness condition (22),
νj = 0 for 1 ≤ j ≤ ρ, thus we may split the
stationarity conditions (43) into

{√
pj = zj − τ, ∀ 1 ≤ j ≤ ρ,

νj = τ − zj , ∀ ρ < j ≤ d.

(44)

(45)

For (44) to have solutions, the r.h.s. must be non-
negative, i.e., τ ≤ zj for j ≤ ρ, so τ ≤ zρ. At
the same time, from dual feasability (24) we have
νj = τ − zj ≥ 0 for j > ρ, therefore

τ(ρ) ∈ [zρ+1, zρ]. (46)

Given ρ, we can solve for τ using (44) and primal
feasability (23)

1 =

d∑

j=1

pj =

ρ∑

j=1

(zj − τ)2. (47)

Expanding the squares and dividing by 2ρ yields
the quadratic equation

1

2
τ2 −

∑ρ
j=1 zj

ρ
τ +

∑ρ
j=1 z2

j − 1

2ρ
= 0, (48)

with discriminant

∆(ρ) =
(
M(ρ)

)2 −
∑ρ

j=1 z2
j

ρ
+

1

ρ
=

1 − S(ρ)

ρ
.

(49)
where we used the variance expression
E
[
(X − E[X])2

]
= E[X2] − E[X]2. If

S(ρ) > 1, ∆(ρ) < 0, so there must exist an
optimal ρ satisfying S(ρ) ∈ [0, 1]. Therefore, (48)

has the two solutions τ±(ρ) = M(ρ) ±
√

1−S(ρ)
ρ .

However, τ+ leads to a contradiction: The mean
M(ρ) is never smaller than the smallest averaged
term, so M(ρ) ≥ zρ, and thus τ+ ≥ zρ. At the
same time, from (46), τ ≤ zρ, so τ must equal
zρ, which can only happen if M(ρ) = zρ and
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S(ρ) = 1. But M(ρ) = zρ only if z1 = · · · = zρ,
in which case S(ρ) = 0 (contradiction).

Therefore, τ⋆ = τ(ρ) = M(ρ) −
√

1−S(ρ)
ρ for

some ρ verifying (46). It remains to show that any
such ρ leads to the same value of τ(ρ). Pick any
ρ1 < ρ2, both verifying (46). Therefore, ρ1 + 1 ≤
ρ2 and

zρ1+1 ≤︸︷︷︸
(46) for ρ1

τ(ρ1)

≤︸︷︷︸
Lemma 3

τ(ρ2)

≤︸︷︷︸
(46) for ρ2

zρ2

≤︸︷︷︸
z sorted

zρ1+1,

(50)

thus τ(ρ1) = τ(ρ2), and so any ρ verifying (46)
satisfies τ⋆ = τ(ρ), concluding the proof.

Proof of Lemma 3. We regard τ(ρ) as an
extended-value sequence, i.e., a function from
N → R ∪ ∞. The lemma makes a claim about
the domain of the sequence τ , and a claim about its
monotonicity. We prove the two in turn.
Domain of τ . The threshold τ(ρ) is only finite
for ρ ∈ T :=

{
ρ ∈ {1, . . . , d} : S(ρ) ≤ 1

}
, i.e.,

where (1−S(ρ))/ρ ≥ 0. We show there exists ρmax
such that T = {1, . . . , ρmax}. Choose ρmax as
the largest index satisfying S(ρmax) ≤ 1. By def-
inition, ρ > ρmax implies ρ /∈ T . Remark that
S(1) = 0, and S(ρ+1)−S(ρ) = (·)2 ≥ 0. There-
fore, S is nondecreasing and, for any 1 ≤ ρ ≤
ρmax, 0 ≤ S(ρ) ≤ 1.
Monotonicity of τ . Fix ρ ∈ [ρmax − 1], assume
w.l.o.g. that Mz(ρ) = 0, and define z̃ as

z̃[j] =

{
x, j = ρ + 1,

z[j], otherwise.

The ρ highest entries of z̃ are the same as in z,
so Mz̃(ρ) = Mz(ρ) = 0, Sz̃(ρ) = Sz(ρ), and
τz̃(ρ) = τz(ρ). Denote τ̃(x) := τz̃(ρ + 1), and
analogously M̃(x) and S̃(x). Then,

τz(ρ+1) = τ̃(z[ρ+1]) ≥ min
x : S̃(x)∈[0,1]

τ̃(x) =: τ̃(x⋆)

(51)
We seek the lower bound τ̃(x⋆) and show that
τ̃(x⋆) ≥ τz(ρ). From (51), this implies τz(ρ +
1) ≥ τz(ρ) and, by transitivity, the monotonicity
of τz .

It is easy to verify that the following incremental
update expressions hold.

M̃(x) =
x

ρ + 1
, S̃(x) = Sz(ρ) +

ρ

ρ + 1
x2.

(52)
We must solve the optimization problem

minimizex τ̃(x) subject to S̃(x) ∈ [0, 1].
(53)

The objective value is

τ̃(x) = M̃(x) −

√
1 − S̃(x)

ρ + 1

=
1

ρ + 1

(
x −

√(
1 − Sz(ρ)

)
(ρ + 1) − ρx2

)

(54)
Ignoring the constraint for a moment and setting
the gradient to 0 yields the solution

0 = τ̃ ′(x⋆)

=
1

ρ + 1


1 +

ρx⋆

√(
1 − Sz(ρ)

)
(ρ + 1) − ρx⋆2




⇐⇒ ρx⋆ = −
√(

1 − Sz(ρ)
)
(ρ + 1) − ρx⋆2,

(55)
implying x⋆ < 0. Squaring both sides and rear-
ranging yields the solution of the unconstrained
optimization problem,

x⋆ = −
√

1 − Sz(ρ)

ρ
. (56)

We verify that x⋆ readily satisfies the constraints,
thus it is a solution to the minimization in Eq. 53.
Since

S̃(x⋆) = Sz(ρ) +
1 − Sz(ρ)

ρ + 1
, (57)

we have

S̃(x⋆) ≥ Sz(ρ) ≥ 0 (58)

and

S̃(x⋆) ≤ Sz(ρ) +
1 − Sz(ρ)

2
≤ 1. (59)
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Plugging x⋆ into the objective yields

τ̃(x⋆)

=
1

ρ + 1

(
−
√

1 − Sz(ρ)

ρ
−
√

ρ
(
1 − Sz(ρ)

)
)

= −
√

1 − Sz(ρ)

ρ

1

ρ + 1
(1 + ρ)

= −
√

1 − Sz(ρ)

ρ
= τz(ρ).

(60)
Therefore, τ̃(x) ≥ τz(ρ) for any valid x, proving
that τz(ρ) ≤ τz(ρ + 1).
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Abstract

This work examines the robustness of self-
attentive neural networks against adversarial
input perturbations. Specifically, we investi-
gate the attention and feature extraction mech-
anisms of state-of-the-art recurrent neural net-
works and self-attentive architectures for sen-
timent analysis, entailment and machine trans-
lation under adversarial attacks. We also pro-
pose a novel attack algorithm for generating
more natural adversarial examples that could
mislead neural models but not humans. Exper-
imental results show that, compared to recur-
rent neural models, self-attentive models are
more robust against adversarial perturbation.
In addition, we provide theoretical explana-
tions for their superior robustness to support
our claims.

1 Introduction

Self-attentive neural models have recently become
a prominent component that achieves state-of-the-
art performances on many natural language pro-
cessing (NLP) tasks such as text classification
and machine translation (MT). This type of mod-
els, including Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017)
and “Bidirectional Encoder Representations from
Transformers,” shortened as BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019), rely on the attention mechanism (Luong
et al., 2015) to learn a context-dependent repre-
sentation; compared to recurrent neural networks
(RNN), these self-attention-based models have
faster encoding speed and the capacity of mod-
eling a wider context. Particularly, BERT is re-
cently proposed to extend the directionality of the
Transformer model, and “pre-trained” using mul-
tiple objectives to strengthen its encoding capabil-
ity. Then, this pre-trained model can be fine-tuned
for various downstream tasks. BERT achieves
state-of-the-art performance on several NLP tasks
including classification and sequence-to-sequence

problems, often outperforming task-specific fea-
ture engineering or model architecture; therefore,
BERT is poised to be a key component in almost
every neural model for NLP tasks.

Despite the superior performance, it remains
unclear whether the self-attentive structure de-
ployed by Transformer or BERT is robust to ad-
versarial attacks compared with other neural net-
works. Adversarial attack refers to applying a
small perturbation on the model input to craft an
adversarial example, ideally imperceptible by hu-
mans, and cause the model to make an incorrect
prediction (Goodfellow et al., 2015). Unlike com-
puter vision models, generating an effective, tex-
tual adversarial example that misleads a model
but can go unnoticed by humans is a challeng-
ing and thriving research problem (Alzantot et al.,
2018). Therefore, the goal of this paper is to an-
swer the following questions: “Are self-attentive
models more robust to adversarial examples com-
pared with recurrent models? If so, why?” “Do
attention scores expose vulnerability in these self-
attentive models?”

This work verifies the robustness of self-
attentive models through performing adversarial
attacks and analyzing their effects on the model
prediction. In addition, we investigate the feasibil-
ity of utilizing the context-dependent embeddings
in these models to maximize semantic similarity
between real and adversarial sentences. We con-
duct experiments on two mainstream self-attentive
models: (a) Transformer for neural machine trans-
lation, and (b) BERT for sentiment and entailment
classification. To the best of our knowledge, this
paper brings the following contributions.
• We propose novel algorithms to generate

more natural adversarial examples that both
preserve the semantics and mislead the clas-
sifiers.
• We conduct comprehensive experiments to
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examine the robustness of RNN, Trans-
former, and BERT. Our results show that both
self-attentive models, whether pre-trained or
not, are more robust than recurrent models.
• We provide theoretical explanations to sup-

port the statement that self-attentive struc-
tures are more robust to small adversarial per-
turbations.

2 Target Neural Models

This section describes the target neural architec-
tures, LSTM and self-attentive models, and how
to adapt these models for the downstream tasks:
sentiment analysis, entailment and translation.

2.1 LSTM

For classification tasks including sentiment anal-
ysis and entailment detection, we use a Bidi-
rectional LSTM with an attention (Hochreiter
and Schmidhuber, 1997; Bahdanau et al., 2014)
layer as the sentence encoder, and a fully con-
nected layer for classification problems. For ma-
chine translation, we employ a common seq2seq
model (Sutskever et al., 2014), in which both the
encoder and decoder are a 2-layer stacked Bi-
LSTM with 512 hidden units.

2.2 Self-Attentive Models

Self-attentive models are further distinguished
into BERT and Transformers. The classification
problems adopt the BERT model with an identical
setup to the original paper (Devlin et al., 2019), in
which BERT is used as an encoder that represents
a sentence as a vector. This vector is then used by
a fully connected neural network for classification.
Note that models are tuned separately for each
task. We also experiment with a smaller BERT
model without pre-training, denoted as BERTNOPT,
in order to isolate the impact of pre-training. Due
to the limited size of the training data, we only
incorporate three layers of self-attention in the
smaller model.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no prior
work that uses pre-trained BERT for machine
translation. Thus, the Transformer model is em-
ployed for neural machine translation task.

3 Attack Methods

In this section, we provide five methods to gener-
ate adversarial examples (or called “attacks”). The
goal of an attack is to find and replace one word

in the original input sentence, turning the output
label (or sequence) from the model to be incor-
rect. The first method is based on random word
replacement, which serves as the baseline. The
second (list-based) and third (greedy) methods are
adapted from prior arts. The fourth (constrained
greedy) and fifth (attention-based) are proposed by
us. We also describe the evaluation metrics.

3.1 Random Attack

This attack randomly replaces one word in the in-
put sentence with another word from the vocabu-
lary. We repeat this process by 105 times and cal-
culate the average as the final performance. This
baseline is denoted as RANDOM.

3.2 List-based Attack

The second method is recently proposed by Alzan-
tot et al. (2018), denoted as LIST. LIST employs a
list of semantically similar words (i.e., synonyms),
and manages to replace a word in the input sen-
tence with another from the list to construct adver-
sarial examples. In other words, the list is used
to replace a word with one of its synonyms; this
process is repeated for every word in the input
sentence until the target model makes an incorrect
prediction. That is, for every sentence, we start by
replacing the first word with its synonyms, each
forming a new adversarial example. If none of
these successfully misleads the model, we move
to the next word (and the first word remains un-
changed), and repeat this process until either the
attack succeeds or all words have been tried.

3.3 Greedy Select + Greedy Replace

The third method (denoted as GS-GR) greed-
ily searches for the weak spot of the input sen-
tence (Yang et al., 2018) by replacing each word,
one at a time, with a “padding” (a zero-valued vec-
tor) and examining the changes of output probabil-
ity. After determining the weak spot, GS-GR then
replaces that word with a randomly selected word
in the vocabulary to form an attack. This process
is repeated until the attack succeeds or all words
in the vocabulary are exhausted.

3.4 Greedy Select + Embedding Constraint

Although the GS-GR method potentially achieves
a high success rate, the adversarial examples
formed by GS-GR are usually unnatural; some-
times GS-GR completely changes the semantics of
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the original sentence by replacing the most impor-
tant word with its antonym, for example: chang-
ing “this is a good restaurant” into “this is a bad
restaurant.” This cannot be treated as a successful
attack, since humans will notice the change and
agree with the model’s output. This is because
GS-GR only considers the classification loss when
finding the replacement word, and largely ignore
the actual semantics of the input sentence.

To resolve this issue, we propose to add a con-
straint on sentence-level (not word-level) embed-
ding: the attack must find a word with the mini-
mum L1 distance between two embeddings (from
the sentences before and after the word change) as
the replacement. This distance constraint requires
a replacement word not to alter the sentence-level
semantics too much. This method is denoted as
GS-EC. In the experimental results, we show that
the GS-EC method achieves a similar success rate
as GS-GR in misleading the model, while being
able to generate more natural and semantically-
consistent adversarial sentences.

3.5 Attention-based Select
We conjecture that self-attentive models rely heav-
ily on attention scores, and changing the word
with the highest or lowest attention score could
substantially undermine the model’s prediction.
Therefore, this attack method exploits and also in-
vestigates the attention scores as a potential source
of vulnerability. This method first obtains the at-
tention scores and then identifies a target word that
has the highest or lowest score. Target word is
then replaced by a random word in the vocabulary,
and this process is repeated until the model is mis-
led by the generated adversarial example. These
methods are denoted as ASMIN-GR that replaces
the word with the lowest score, and ASMAX-GR
with the highest score.

Furthermore, the constraint on the embedding
distance can also be imposed here for finding
semantically similar adversarial examples; these
methods are referred as ASMIN-EC and ASMAX-
EC, respectively. As a pilot study, we examine
the attention scores on the first and last layers of
the BERT model for understanding the model’s
behavior under attacks.

3.6 Evaluation Criteria
We evaluate the robustness of the classification
models (for sentiment analysis and entailment) by
the following three criteria: (a) the success rate

of the attacks misleading the model, (b) readabil-
ity, and (c) human accuracy. Both readability and
human accuracy are evaluated qualitatively by hu-
man raters. Readability measures the relative nat-
uralness of the adversarial examples generated by
different attack methods. For example, if 100
raters determine that the adversary generated by
method A is more readable than method B, and
40 raters think otherwise, the relative readability
scores of methods A and B will be 1 and 0.4, re-
spectively. And human accuracy is the percent-
age that human judgment of these examples re-
mains identical to the ground-truth label. In or-
der to evaluate the models and at the same time
keep reasonable execution time, we randomly se-
lect 100 samples from the test set that all models
answer correctly to perform attacks. For the ex-
periments on machine translation task, we evalu-
ate the attack success rate and BLEU scores (Pa-
pineni et al., 2002) for 200 sentence pairs in the
WMT 17 Task (Bojar et al., 2017).

4 Experiment I: Sentiment Analysis

We first evaluate the robustness of LSTM, BERT,
and BERTNOPT on binary sentiment analysis using
the Yelp dataset (Zhang et al., 2015). Models un-
der attack have accuracies of 93.7%, 87.3% and
90.7% for fine-tuned BERT model, BERTNOPT and
LSTM, respectively, on the test set. Note that for
attention-based attacks (i.e., ASMIN-GR, ASMAX-
GR, ASMIN-EC, and ASMAX-EC), the average of
the first (i.e., the one that is closest to the model
input) attention layer from all 12 heads in BERT
and BERTNOPT are used for our attacks.1

4.1 Results
To illustrate how adversarial attacks work, Fig. 1
shows the results from ASMAX-EC and ASMIN-EC
methods that select a word to change based on the
attention scores of the original sentence. A com-
prehensive quantitative comparison can be found
in Table 1, from which we make the following ob-
servations:
• Greedy-based attacks consistently achieve

higher successful rate than other attacks. The
proposed GS-EC method can achieve almost
identical success rates with GS-GR while re-
stricting the search space based on the em-
bedding distances. We will further show that

1As an alternative, we tested using the last layer during
ASMAX-ECattack. However, experimental results exhibit a <
10% success rate.
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Figure 1: Illustrations of attention scores of (a) the orig-
inal input, (b) ASMIN-EC, and (c) ASMAX-EC attacks.
The attention-based methods select words based on the
maximum or minimum attention, which is annotated by
red boxes. Both of them reversed the predicted senti-
ment of the sentence from positive to negative.

Model
Attack Method LSTM BERT BERTNOPT

RANDOM 1.1% 0.8% 1%

LIST 27% 6% 15%

ASMIN-GR 16% 11% 32%
ASMAX-GR 62% 17% 35%
ASMIN-EC 16% 10% 32%
ASMAX-EC 62% 17% 35%
Best attention attack(A∗) 62% 17% 35%

GS-GR 79% 52% 53%
GS-EC 78% 50% 53%

Table 1: Success rates of attack methods across mod-
els for sentiment analysis. Bold numbers indicate the
highest attack rate in a column.

GS-EC leads to higher quality adversarial ex-
amples in Section 4.2.
• We found that using attention, especially

ASMAX methods, can easily break the LSTM
model. However, the same vulnerability
does not exist in BERT or BERTNOPT mod-
els. Since different types of attention-based
attacks are suitable for different models, we
summarize the best attention-based attack
performance as A∗ in the table, which takes
the maximum over four different types of
attention-based attacks.
• Self-attentive models (BERT and BERTNOPT)

consistently lead to lower attack successful
rates compared with the LSTM model, un-
der RANDOM, LIST, attention-based attacks
and greedy-based attacks.

We demonstrate the robustness of BERT model
under GS-EC attack in Fig 2. We can see that,
GS-EC caused a substantial shift in the LSTM’s
attention map while that of BERT remain stable.
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0.059

0.267

0.125

Adversarial, Pred: N

(a) LSTM
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my
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0.228

0.126

0.067
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Original, Pred: P
I
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my
visit
here

0.061

0.238

0.133

0.067

0.118

0.109
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(b) BERT

Figure 2: Attention scores in (a) LSTM and (b) BERT
models under GS-EC attacks. Although GS-EC suc-
cessfully flips the predicted sentiment for both models
from positive to negative, the attention scores remain
stable for BERT model. The LSTM model, however,
suffers from a large shift in attention distribution.

Method Sentence

GS-GR Pizzeria Bianco was a such never a nice treat that
was [...]

GS-EC Pizzeria Bianco was a such ostensibly a nice treat
that was [...]

GS-GR The desserts here are absolutely great 0 ! [...]

GS-EC The desserts here are absolutely great soluble !
[...]

Table 2: Adversarial examples for the BERT sentiment
analysis model generated by GS-GR and GS-EC meth-
ods. Both attacks caused the prediction of the model
to change. Note here that GS-EC model selects a word
that preserves local coherency due to the similarity con-
straints. GS-GR model, on the contrary, finds a word
that is less coherent with the context.

4.2 Quality of Adversarial Examples

We conduct experiments to assess the naturalness
of adversarial examples. First, Table 2 compares
the quality of the results generated by GS-GR and
GS-EC attacks on a BERT model. Here we see
that constraints imposed by GS-EC make it supe-
rior than GS-GR in terms of retrieving words that
are coherent with the context.

Furthermore, we organize a large-scale human
evaluation on Amazon Mechanical Turk regard-
ing the qualities of adversarial examples generated
by different methods. Each sample is voted by 3
turkers. Recall that we define “Readability” and
“Human accuracy” in Section 3.6. Readability is
regarded as the relative naturalness of the adver-
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sarial examples, normalized to the maximum be-
tween the compared methods. The human accu-
racy metric is the percentage of human responses
that matches the true label. Table 3 is a compari-
son of LSTM and BERT models using the GS-EC
attack. It shows that the distance in embeddings
space of BERT can better reflect semantic similar-
ity and contribute to more natural adversarial ex-
amples. And, in Table 4, we compare using GS-
GR and GS-EC method on BERT model. Again,
we see that the GS-EC method, which restricts the
distance between sentence embeddings of original
and adversarial inputs, can produce superior ad-
versaries.

Model Readability Human Accuracy

LSTM 0.6 52.1%
BERT 1.0 68.8%

Table 3: Comparison of LSTM and BERT models un-
der human evaluations against GS-EC attack. Read-
ability is a relative quality score between models, and
Human Accuracy is the percentage that human raters
correctly identify the adversarial examples.

Method Readability Human Accuracy

GS-GR 0.55 64.6%
GS-EC 1.0 68.8%

Table 4: Comparison of GS-GR and GS-EC attacks on
BERT model for sentiment analysis. Readability is a
relative quality score between attack methods, and Hu-
man Accuracy is the percentage that human raters cor-
rectly identify the sentiment of adversarial examples.

5 Experiment II: Textual Entailment

We conduct evaluations on MultiNLI (Williams
et al., 2018) dataset for textual entailment with ap-
proaches similar to the ones in the last section.
MultiNLI is one of the many datasets that see
major improvements by BERT. The BERT model
is trained to achieve 83.5% accuracy and LSTM
76%. BERTNOPT is excluded from this experiment
since it cannot reach a satisfactory accuracy.

5.1 Results
Results from entailment models fall into the same
pattern as those from sentiment analysis, which is
listed in Table 5. Our findings are summarized as
follows:
• The entailment task is more difficult than

single-sentence classification, as evidenced

by the higher success rates of attacks among
all models and attacks.
• The greedy-based attacks consistently

achieve higher success rates.
• ASMAX methods continue to be superior than

ASMIN, although the difference here is not as
drastic as in the previous experiment.
• BERT model remains more robust compared

with LSTM.

Model
Attack Method LSTM BERT
RANDOM 17.8% 9.2%

LIST 63% 56%

ASMIN-GR 57% 53%
ASMAX-GR 78% 54%
ASMIN-EC 55% 52%
ASMAX-EC 78% 51%
Best attention attack(A∗) 78% 54%

GS-GR 95% 75%
GS-EC 95% 75%

Table 5: Success rate of different attack methods on
LSTM and BERT for the MultiNLI development set.

5.2 Quality of Adversarial Examples
Samples illustrated in Table 6 show that the GS-
EC method can find more coherent words for the
attack, as opposed to GS-GR. For instance, chang-
ing the word “great” to “vast” can cause the model
to misjudge the entailment relation in the second
example. Unfortunately due to budget constraints,
we did not conduct large scale human experiments
on this dataset.

6 Experiment III: Machine Translation

We implement LSTM and Transformer machine
translation models using OpenNMT-py2. Specif-
ically, for the LSTM model, we train it with
453 thousand pairs from the Europarl corpus of
German-English WMT 15 Task3, common crawl,
and news-commentary. The LSTM model is
a two-layer bidirectional LSTM with 512 hid-
den units together with a attention layer. We
use the default hyper-parameters, and reproduce
the performance reported by Ha et al. (2016).
For the Transformer, we use a public pre-trained
model with 6 self-attention layers provided by
OpenNMT-py that reproduces the performance re-
ported by Vaswani et al. (2017).

2https://github.com/OpenNMT/OpenNMT-py
3http://www.statmt.org/wmt15/translation-task.html
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Label Sentence 1 Sentence 2

Contradiction No, I don’t know. (Original)Yes , I know.
→Neutral (GS-GR) Yes, I 0.

(GS-EC) Yes, I renovated.

Neutral
→Contradiction

That’s it. The girl looked at him, then passed her
hand across her forehead.

(Original)The girl looked at him with great interest.

(GS-GR) The girl looked at him with ! interest.
(GS-EC) The girl looked at him with vast interest.

Entailment
→Neutral

(Original)Workers are also represented in civil
rights and retaliation claims. Some workers are represented in civil rights and re-

taliation claims.
(GS-GR) Workers are also represented in civil

rights and ? claims.
(GS-EC) Workers are also represented in civil

rights and targets claims.

Table 6: Adversarial examples generated by GS and GS-EC attacks for BERT entailment classifier.

Unlike the classification tasks, in machine trans-
lation the attack goal is harder to define. We chose
to evaluate the robustness under two types of at-
tacks. In the first type of “targeted keyword at-
tack” discussed in (Cheng et al., 2018), we attempt
to generate an adversarial input sequence such that
a specific keyword appears in the output sequence
within the threshold ∆ of number of word changes
we allowed. Empirically, we set ∆ = 3 in these
experiments and adopt the most successful attack,
GS-EC, to this case. For the second type of untar-
geted attack, we consider perturbing the input to
degrade the BLUE score of output sequences with
respect to the ground-truths. For doing this, we
conduct a typo-based attack (Belinkov and Bisk,
2018). Specifically, we randomly select one word
in each sentence and change it to a typo predefined
in a common typo list. This can be viewed as an
extension of LIST attack to the translation task.

6.1 Results

For the targeted keyword attack, the success rates
on both models are reported in Table 7. First, we
notice that the success rate of the attacks are below
30%, presumably because translation is substan-
tially more complex compared with the aforemen-
tioned text classification tasks. Nevertheless, the
attacks on the Transformer model is significantly
less successful than the LSTM-based one.

For the typo-based attack, the BLUE scores be-
fore/after the attack are reported in Table 8. We
observe that the Transformer-based model always
achieves a higher BLEU score over LSTM-based
model, i.e., have a better translation performance
whether the sentences contain typos or not. We
conclude that Transformer-based model exhibits
a greater robustness over LSTM-based model in

(a) LSTM (b) Transformer

Figure 3: Compare attention scores of the original ver-
sus adversarial inputs for LSTM and Transformer mod-
els for machine translation.

the case of machine translation. This is consistent
with our findings in the previous experiments on
sentiment and entailment classification problems.

In addition, we present some successful adver-
sarial examples in Table 9, and see that the greedy
attack can indeed generate natural examples for
both models.

Attack Method LSTM Transformer

GS-EC 27.5% 10.5%

Table 7: Targeted attack success rate with GS-EC in
translation tasks.

Model Original Adversarial

LSTM 25.10 13.44
Transformer 34.90 26.02

Table 8: BLEU scores using typo-based attack on
LSTM and Transformer translation models.

7 Theoretical Analysis

All the above experiments conclude that a self-
attentive model exhibits higher robustness com-
pared to a recurrent one. This is somewhat
counter-intuitive—at the first glance one may as-
sume that the self-attention layer is not robust
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Original input There is a fundamental philosophical reason for the differences between Donald Trump’s and
Hillary Clinton’s [...]

L
ST

M
Adv input There is a fundamental philosophical r for the differences between Donald Trump’s and Hillary

Clinton’s [...]
Original output Es gibt einen grundlegenden philosophischen Grund für die Unterschiede zwischen Donald

Trump und Hillary Clinton s
Adv output Es gibt eine grundlegende philosophischer Art , wie Unterschied e zwischen Donald Trump

und Hillary Clinton s

T
F

Original input And in this vein , he passed the prize money of 2 5,000 euros on straight away
Adv input And as this vein , he passed the prize money of 2 5,000 euros on straight away
Original output Und in diesem Sinne hat er sofort das Preis geld von 2 5.000 Euro über wiesen
Adv output Und als diese Art , ging er sofort das Preis geld von 2 5.000 Euro weiter

Table 9: Adversarial examples for LSTM and Transformer (shortened as TF) models with the target keyword
“Art.” in the output.

since perturbation in one word can affect all the
attention scores. In this section, we provide some
explanation regarding this phenomenon by study-
ing how error propagates through the self-attention
architecture. We show that the perturbation of one
input embedding can in fact only have sparse af-
fect to the attention scores when the input embed-
ding are scattered enough in the space.

Sensitivity of Self-Attention Layers : First,
we consider the simple case of one self-attention
layer with a single head. Assume a sentence has
n input words and each word is represented by
a d-dimensional embedding vectors, denoted by
x1, . . . , xn ∈ Rd. We useWQ,WK ,W V ∈ Rd×k
to denote the query, key and value transformations.
The contribution of each element j to i is then
computed by

sij = xTi W
Q(WK)Txj ,

and then the i-th embedding at the next layer is
obtained by

zi =
∑

j

esij∑
k e

sik
(W V xj),

Sometimes zi is fed into another linear layer to ob-
tain the embeddings. Now, consider that a small
perturbation is added to a particular index j̄, such
that xj̄ is changed to xj̄ + ∆x while all the other
{xj | j 6= j̄} remain unchanged. We then study
how much this perturbation will affect {zi}i∈[n].
For a particular i ( 6= j), the sij is only changed by
one term since

s′ij =

{
sij if j 6= j̄

sij + xTi W
Q(WK)T∆x if j = j̄

(1)

where we use s′ij to denote the value after the
perturbation. Therefore, with the perturbed in-
put, each set of {sij}nj=1 will only have one term

being changed. Furthermore, the changed term
in equation 1 is the inner product between xi and
a fixed vectorWQ(WK)T∆x; although this could
be large for some particular xi in the similar direc-
tion ofWQ(WK)T∆x, if the embeddings {xi}ni=1

are scattered enough over the space, the inner
products cannot be large for all {xi}ni=1. There-
fore, the change to the next layer will be sparse.
For instance, we can prove the sparsity under some
distributional assumptions on {xi}:
Theorem 1. Assume ‖∆x‖ ≤ δ and {xi}ni=1 are
d-dimensional vectors uniformly distributed on the
unit sphere, then E[|s′

ij̄
− sij̄ |] ≤ Cδ√

d
with C =

‖WQ‖‖WK‖ and P (|s′
ij̄
− sij̄ | ≥ ε) ≤ Cδ

ε
√
d

.

Proof. The value E[s′
ij̄
− sij̄ ] = E[xTi z] where

z = WQ(WK)T∆x is a fixed vector, and it is easy
to derive ‖z‖ ≤ ‖WQ‖‖WK‖δ. To bound this
expectation, we first try to bound a1 = E[xTi e1]
where e1 = [1, 0, . . . , 0]. Due to the rotation
invariance we can obtain a1 = · · · = ad and∑

i a
2
i = 1, so |a1| = 1√

d
. This implies E[xTi z] ≤

Cδ√
d

. Using Markov inequality, we can then find the
probability results.

Therefore, as the norm of WQ,WK are not too
large (usually regularized by L2 during training)
and the dimension d is large enough, there will be
a significant amount of i such that sij is perturbed
negligibly.

In contrast, embeddings from RNN-based mod-
els are relatively more sensitive to perturbation of
one word, as shown below. Similar to the previ-
ous case, we assume a sequence x1, . . . , xn, and a
word xj̄ is perturbed by ∆x. For the vanilla RNN
model, the embeddings are sequentially computed
as zi = σ(Axi + Bzi−1). If xj̄ is perturbed, then
all the {zi}ni=j̄ will be altered. Therefore, the at-
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tacker can more easily influence all the embed-
dings.

As an illustration of the proposed theory, we
plot a comparison of the degree of embeddings
variation from two models after changing one
word in Fig. 4. We observe that, for self-attentive
models, the distribution of change on embeddings
is sparse after going through the first self-attention
layer (layer 1) and then gradually propagate to the
whole sequence when passing through more lay-
ers. In contrast, the embeddings from LSTM ex-
hibit a denser pattern. To further validate our anal-
ysis, we calculate the ratio of the L2 norms of em-
beddings variation. Specifically, let z and zadv de-
note the embeddings of the original sentence and
adversarial input, respectively. We represent rela-
tive embedding variation Re = ‖z − zadv‖/‖z‖.
For the GS-EC attack in the sentiment analysis
task, embeddings from the LSTM model has an
average Re of 0.83 whereas for the BERT model
it is 0.56 under the same attack by changing one
word. This supports our claim that the impact
of an adversarial example is more severe on the
LSTM model than BERT, which presumably plays
an important role in the robustness of self-attentive
models.

(a) LSTM (b) BERT

Figure 4: Comparison of L2 norm of embedding vari-
ations after changing one word (marked by red box) in
the input to (a) LSTM (b) BERT.

8 Related Work

Robustness of neural network models has been
a prominent research topic since Szegedy et al.
(2013) discovered that CNN-based image classifi-
cation models are vulnerable to adversarial exam-
ples. However, attempts to examine the robustness
of NLP models are relatively few and far between.
Previous work on attacking neural NLP models
include using Fast Gradient Sign Method (Good-
fellow et al., 2015) to perturb the embedding
of RNN-based classifiers (Papernot et al., 2016;

Liang et al., 2017), but they have difficulties map-
ping from continuous embedding space to discrete
input space. Ebrahimi et al. (2018) propose the
‘HotFilp’ method that replaces the word or char-
acter with the largest difference in the Jacobian
matrix. Li et al. (2016) employ reinforcement
learning to find the optimal words to delete in or-
der to fool the classifier. More recently, Yang
et al. (2018) propose a greedy method to con-
struct adversarial examples by solving a discrete
optimization problem. They show superior per-
formance than previous work in terms of attack
success rate, but the greedy edits usually degrade
the readability or significantly change the seman-
tics. Zhao et al. (2018) utilize generative adversar-
ial networks (GAN) to generate adversarial attacks
against black-box models for applications includ-
ing image classification, textual entailment, and
machine translation. Alzantot et al. (2018) pro-
pose to use a pre-compiled list of semantically
similar words to alleviate this issue, but leads to
lower successful rate as shown in our experiments.
We thus include the latest greedy and list-based
approaches in our comparisons.

In addition, the concept of adversarial attacks
has also been explored in more complex NLP
tasks. For example, Jia and Liang (2017) attempt
to craft adversarial input to a question answer-
ing system by inserting irrelevant sentences at the
end of a paragraph. Cheng et al. (2018) develop
an algorithm for attacking seq2seq models with
specific constraints on the content of the adver-
sarial examples. Belinkov and Bisk (2018) com-
pare typos and artificial noise as adversarial in-
put to machine translation models. Also, Iyyer
et al. (2018) propose a paraphrase generator model
learned from back-translation data to generate le-
gitimate paraphrases of a sentence as adversaries.
However, the semantic similarity is not guaran-
teed. In terms of comparisons between LSTM and
Transformers, Tang et al. (2018) show that multi-
headed attention is a critical factor in Transformer
when learning long distance linguistic relations.

This work is unique in a number of aspects.
First, we examine the robustness of uni- and bi-
directional self-attentive model as compared to re-
current neural networks. And, we devise novel at-
tack methods that take advantage of the embed-
ding distance to maximize semantic similarity be-
tween real and adversarial examples. Last but not
least, we provide detail observations of the inter-
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nal variations of different models under attack and
theoretical analysis regarding their levels of ro-
bustness.

9 Conclusions

We show that self-attentive models are more ro-
bust to adversarial attacks than recurrent networks
under small input perturbations on three NLP
tasks, i.e., sentiment analysis, entailment, and
translation. We provide theoretical explanations
regarding why the self-attention structure leads to
better robustness, in addition to illustrative ex-
amples that visualize the model’s internal varia-
tions. Future work includes developing a adver-
sarial training scheme as well as devising a more
robust architecture based on our findings.
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Abstract

Many common character-level, string-to-
string transduction tasks, e.g. grapheme-
to-phoneme conversion and morphological
inflection, consist almost exclusively of
monotonic transduction. Neural sequence-to-
sequence models with soft attention, which
are non-monotonic, often outperform popular
monotonic models. In this work, we ask the
following question: Is monotonicity really
a helpful inductive bias in these tasks? We
develop a hard attention sequence-to-sequence
model that enforces strict monotonicity and
learns a latent alignment jointly while learning
to transduce. With the help of dynamic pro-
gramming, we are able to compute the exact
marginalization over all monotonic align-
ments. Our models achieve state-of-the-art
performance on morphological inflection. Fur-
thermore, we find strong performance on two
other character-level transduction tasks. Code
is available at https://github.com/
shijie-wu/neural-transducer.

1 Introduction

Many tasks in natural language can be treated as
character-level, string-to-string transduction. The
current dominant method is the neural sequence-
to-sequence model with soft attention (Bahdanau
et al., 2015; Luong et al., 2015). This method has
achieved state-of-the-art results in a plethora of
tasks, for example, grapheme-to-phoneme conver-
sion (Yao and Zweig, 2015), named-entity translit-
eration (Rosca and Breuel, 2016) and morpholog-
ical inflection generation (Cotterell et al., 2016).
While soft attention is very similar to a traditional
alignment between the source characters and tar-
get characters in some regards, it does not explic-
itly a distribution over alignments. On the other
hand, neural sequence-to-sequence models with
hard alignment (Xu et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2018)

are analogous to the latent alignment in the clas-
sic IBM models for machine translation, which do
model the alignment distribution explicitly (Brown
et al., 1993).

The standard versions of both soft and hard at-
tention are non-monotonic. However, if we look
at the data in grapheme-to-phoneme conversion,
named-entity transliteration, and morphological
inflection—examples are shown in Fig. 1—we see
that the tasks require almost exclusively monotonic
transduction. Yet, counterintuitively, the state of the
art in high resource morphological inflection is held
by non-monotonic models (Cotterell et al., 2017)!
Indeed, in a recent controlled experiment, Wu et al.
(2018) found non-monotonic models (with either
soft attention or hard alignment) outperform pop-
ular monotonic models (Aharoni and Goldberg,
2017) in the three above mentioned tasks. How-
ever, the inductive bias of monotonicity, if correct,
should help learn a better model or, at least, learn
the same model.

In this paper, we hypothesize that the underper-
formance of monotonic models stems from the lack
of joint training of the alignments with the trans-
duction. Generalizing the model of Wu et al. (2018)
to enforce monotonic alignments, we show that, for
all three tasks considered, monotonicity is a good
inductive bias and jointly learning a monotonic
alignment improves performance. We provide
an exact, cubic-time, dynamic-programming
inference algorithm to compute the log-likelihood
and an approximate greedy decoding scheme.
Empirically, our results indicate that, rather than
the pipeline systems of Aharoni and Goldberg
(2017) and Makarov et al. (2017), we should jointly
train monotonic alignments with the transduction
model, and, indeed, we set the single model state
of the art on the task of morphological inflection.1

1The state of the art for morphological inflection is held
by ensemble systems, much like parsing and other structured
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Morphological Inflection

l i p u k k e e l l e

Transliteration

A A C H E N

� �

Grapheme-to-phoneme

a c t i o n

AE K SH AH N

Task

Source

Target

N AT+ALL SGTag

Figure 1: Example of source and target string for each task. Tag guides transduction in morphological inflection.

2 Hard Attention

2.1 Preliminary
We assume the source string x ∈ Σ∗x and the
target string y ∈ Σ∗y have finite vocabularies
Σx = {x1, . . . , x|Σx|} and Σy = {y1, . . . , y|Σy|},
respectively. In tasks where the tag is provided, i.e.,
labeled transduction (Zhou and Neubig, 2017), we
denote the tag as an ordered set t ∈ Σ∗t with a finite
tag vocabulary Σt = {t1, . . . , t|Σt|}. We define the
set A = {1, . . . , |x|}|y| to be set of all alignments
from x to y where an alignment aligns each target
character yi to exactly one source character in x. In
other words, it allows zero-to-one2 or many-to-one
alignments between x and y. For an a ∈ A, ai = j
refers to the event that yi is aligned to xj , the ith

character of y and the jth character of x.

2.2 0th-order Hard Attention
Hard attention was first introduced to the literature
by Xu et al. (2015). We, however, follow Wu et al.
(2018) and use a tractable variant of hard attention
and model the probability of a target string y given
an input string x as the following:

p(y | x) =
∑

a∈A(x,y)

p(y,a | x)

=
∑

a∈A

|y|∏

i=1

p(yi | ai,y<i,x) p(ai | y<i,x)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
exponential number of terms

=

|y|∏

i=1

|x|∑

ai=1

p(yi | ai,y<i,x) p(ai | y<i,x)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
polynomial number of terms

(1)

where we show how one can rearrange the terms
to compute the function in polynomial time.

prediction tasks. We present the new best individual system.
2Zero in the sense of non-character like BOS or EOS

The model above is exactly an 0th-order neural-
ized hidden Markov model (HMM). Specifically,
p(yi | ai,y<i,x) can be regarded as an emission
distribution and p(ai | y<i,x) can be regarded as a
transition distribution, which does not condition on
the previous alignment. Hence, we will refer to this
model as 0th-order hard attention. The likelihood
can be computed in O(|x| · |y| · |Σy|) time.

2.3 1st-order Hard Attention

To enforce monotonicity, hard attention with
conditionally independent alignment decisions is
not enough: The model needs to know the previous
alignment position when determining the current
alignment position. Thus, we allow the transition
distribution to condition on previous one alignment
p(ai | ai−1,y<i,x) and it becomes a 1st-order
neuralized HMM. We display this model as a
graphical model in Fig. 2. We will refer to it as
1st-order hard attention. Generalizing the 0th-order
model, we define 1st-order extension as:

p(y | x) =
∑

a∈A(x,y)

p(y,a | x)

=
∑

a∈A

|y|∏

i=1

p(yi | ai,y<i,x) p(ai | ai−1,y<i,x)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
exponential number of terms

=

|y|∏

i=1

|x|∑

ai−1=1

|x|∑

ai=1

p(yi | ai) p(ai | ai−1)α(ai−1)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
polynomial number of terms

(2)

where α(ai−1) is the forward probability, calcu-
lated using the forward algorithm (Rabiner, 1989)
with α(a0,y0) = 1, and p(a1 | a0) = p(a1 |
<BOS>,x) is the initial alignment distribution. For
simplicity, we drop y<i and x in p(yi | ai) and
p(ai | ai−1). For completeness, we include the
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recursive definition of the forward probability:

α(ai) = p(yi | ai)
|x|∑

ai−1=1

p(ai | ai−1)α(ai−1)

α(a1) = p(y1 | a1) p(a1 | a0)α(a0)

Thus, computation of the likelihood in our 1st-order
hard attention model is O(|x|2 · |y| · |Σy|).

Decoding at test time, however, is hard and we
resort to a greedy scheme, described in Alg. 1. To
see why it is hard, note that the dependence on
y<i means that we have a neural language model
scoring the target string as it is being transduced.
Because the dependence is unbounded, there will
be no dynamic program that allows for efficient
computation.

3 A Neural Parameterization with
Enforced Monotonicity

The goal of this section is to take the 1st-order
model of §2 and show how we can straight-
forwardly enforce monotonic alignments. We will
achieve this by adding structural zeros to the dis-
tribution, which will still allow us to perform effi-
cient inference with dynamic programming. We
follow the neural parameterization of Wu et al.
(2018). The source string x is represented by a se-
quence of character embeddings vectors, which are
fed into an encoder bidirectional LSTM (Hochre-
iter and Schmidhuber, 1997) to produce hidden
state representations he

j . The emission distribution
p(yi | ai,y<i,x) depends on these encodings he

j

and the decoder hidden states hd
i , produced by

hd
i = LSTM([ed(yi−1);ht],hd

i−1)

where ed encodes target characters into character
embeddings. The tag embedding ht is produced by

ht = ReLU(Y [et(t1); . . . ; et(t|Σt|)])

where et maps the tag tk into tag embedding ht
k ∈

Rdt or zero vector 0 ∈ Rdt , depends on whether
the tag tk is presented. Note that Y ∈ Rdt×|Σt| dt

is a learned parameter. Also he
j ∈ R2dh , hd

i ∈ Rdh
and ht ∈ Rdt are hidden states.

The Emission Distributon. All of our hard-
attention models employ the same emission dis-
tribution parameterization, which we define below

p(yi | ai,y<i,x) = softmax
(
Wf(hd

i ,h
e
ai)
)

f(hd
i ,h

e
ai) = tanh

(
V [hd

i ;h
e
ai ]
)

x

a1 a2 a3 a4

hd
1 hd

2 hd
3 hd

4

y1 y2 y3 y4

Figure 2: Our monotonic hard-attention model viewed
as a graphical model. The circular nodes are random
variables and the diamond nodes deterministic vari-
ables. We have omitted arcs from x to y1, y2, y3 and
y4 for clarity (to avoid crossing arcs).

where V ∈ R3dh×3dh and W ∈ R|Σy|×3dh are
learned parameters.

0th-order Hard Attention. In the case of the 0th-
order model, the distribution is computed by a bi-
linear attention function with eq. (1)

p(ai = j | y<i,x) =
exp(hd

i
>
The

j)∑|x|
j′=1 exp(hd

i
>
The

j′)

where T ∈ Rdh×2dh is a learned parameter.

0th-order Hard Monotonic Attention. We may
enforce string monotonicity by zeroing out any
non-monotonic alignment without adding any ad-
ditional parameters, which can be done through
adding structural zeros to the distribution as follows

p(ai = j |ai−1 = j′,y<i,x) =

1{j ≥ j′} exp(hd
i
>
The

j)∑|x|
j′=1 1{j ≥ j′} exp(hd

i
>
The

j′)

These structural zeros prevent the alignments
from jumping backwards during transduction and,
thus, enforce monotonicity. The parameterization
is identical to the 0th-order model up to the
enforcement of the hard constraint with eq. (2).

1st-order Hard Monotonic Attention. We may
also generalize the 0th-order case by adding more
parameters. This will equip the model with a more
expressive transition function. In this case, we take
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Algorithm 1 Greedy decoding. (N is the maximum length of target string.)

1: for i = 1, · · · , N do
2: if i = 1 then
3: y∗i = argmaxyi

∑|x|
ai=1 p(yi | ai)p(ai | ai−1)α(a0) . Greedy decoding

4: α(a1) = p(y∗1 | a1) p(a1 | a0)α(a0) . Forward probability
5: else
6: y∗i = argmaxyi

∑|x|
ai=1 p(yi | ai)

∑|x|
ai−1=1 p(ai | ai−1)α(ai−1) . Greedy decoding

7: α(ai) = p(y∗i | ai)
∑|x|

ai−1=1 p(ai | ai−1)α(ai−1) . Forward probability

8: if y∗i = EOS then
9: returny∗

the 1st-order hard attention to be an offset-based
transition distribution similar to Wang et al. (2018):

p(ai | ai−1,y<i,x)

=

{
softmax(U[hd

i ;The
ai−1

])) 0 ≤ ∆ ≤ w
0 otherwise

where ∆ = ai − ai−1 is relative distance to
previous attention position and U ∈ R(w+1)×2dh ,
a learned parameter. Note that, as before, we also
enforce monotonicity as a hard constraint in this
parameterization.

4 Related Work

There have been previous attempts to look at mono-
tonicity in neural transduction. Graves (2012) first
introduced the monotonic neural transducer for
speech recognition. Building on this, Yu et al.
(2016) proposes using a separated shift/emit
transition distribution to allow more expressive
model. Like us, they also consider morphological
inflection and outperform a (weaker) soft attention
baseline. Rastogi et al. (2016) offer a neural param-
eterization of a finite-state transducer, which im-
plicitly encodes monotonic alignments. Instead of
learning the alignments directly, Aharoni and Gold-
berg (2017) take the monotonic alignments from
an external model (Sudoh et al., 2013) and train
the neural model with these alignments. In follow-
up work, Makarov et al. (2017) show this two-
stage approach to be effective, winning the CoNLL-
SIGMORPHON 2017 shared task on morpholog-
ical inflection (Cotterell et al., 2017). Raffel et al.
(2017) propose a stochastic monotonic transition
process to allow sample-based online decoding.

5 Experiments

5.1 Experiments Design

Tasks. We consider three character-level trans-
duction tasks: grapheme-to-phoneme conversion
(Weide, 1998; Sejnowski and Rosenberg, 1987),
named-entity transliteration (Zhang et al., 2015)
and morphological inflection in high-esource set-
ting (Cotterell et al., 2017).

Empirical Comparison. We compare (i) soft at-
tention without input-feeding (SOFT) (Luong et al.,
2015), (ii) 0th-order hard attention (0-HARD) (Wu
et al., 2018), (iii) 0th-order monotonic hard atten-
tion (0-MONO) and (iv) 1st-order monotonic hard
attention (1-MONO). The SOFT, 0-HARD and 0-
MONO models have an identical number of param-
eters, but the 1-MONO has more. All of them have
approximately 8.6M parameters. Experimental de-
tails and hyperparameters may be found in App. A.

5.2 Experimental Findings

Finding #1: Morphological Inflection. The
first empirical finding in our study is that we
achieve single-model, state-of-the-art performance
on the CoNLL-SIGMORPHON 2017 shared task
dataset. The results are shown in Tab. 2. We find
that the 1-MONO ties with the 0-MONO system,
indicating the additional parameters do not add
much. Both of these monotonic systems surpass
the non-monotonic system 0-HARD and SOFT. We
also report comparison to other top systems at the
task in Tab. 1. The previous state-of-the-art model,
Bergmanis et al. (2017), is a non-monotonic sys-
tem that outperformed the monotonic system of
Makarov et al. (2017). However, Makarov et al.
(2017) is a pipeline system that took alignments
from an existing aligner; such a system has no
manner, by which it can recover from poor initial
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Morphological Inflection ACC

Silfverberg et al. (2017) 93.0
SOFT 93.4
Makarov et al. (2017) 93.9
0-HARD 94.5
Bergmanis et al. (2017) 94.6
Makarov and Clematide (2018) 94.6
0-MONO 94.8
1-MONO 94.8

Table 1: Average dev performance on morphological in-
flection of our models against single models from the
2017 shared task. All systems are single model, i.e.,
without ensembling. Why dev? No participants submit-
ted single-model systems for evaluation on test and the
best systems were not open-sourced, constraining our
comparison. Note we report numbers from their paper.3

alignment. We show that jointly learning mono-
tonic alignments lead to improved results.

Finding #2: Effect of Strict Monotonicity. The
second finding is that by comparing SOFT, 0-HARD,
0-MONO in Tab. 2, we observe 0-MONO outper-
forms 0-HARD and 0-HARD in turns outperforms
SOFT in all three tasks. This shows that monotonic-
ity should be enforced strictly since strict mono-
tonicity does not hurt the model. We contrast this to
the findings of Wu et al. (2018), who found the non-
monotonic models outperform the monotonic ones;
this suggests strict monotonicity is more helpful
when the model is allowed to learn the alignment
distribution jointly.

Finding #3: Do Additional Parameters Help?
The third finding is that 1-MONO has a more expres-
sive transition distribution and, thus, outperforms
0-MONO and 0-HARD in G2P. However, it per-
forms as well as or worse on the other tasks. This
tells us that the additional parameters are not al-
ways necessary for improved performance. Rather,
it is the hard constraint that matters—not the more
expressive distribution. However, we remark that
enforcing the monotonic constraint does come at an
additional computational cost: an additional factor
O(|x|).

6 Conclusion

We expand the hard-attention neural sequence-
to-sequence model of Wu et al. (2018) to en-
force monotonicity. We show, empirically, that en-
forcing monotonicity in the alignments found by

3Some numbers are obtained by contacting authors.

Trans G2P MorInf

ACC MFS WER PER ACC MLD

SOFT 40.4 0.893 29.3 0.071 92.9 0.157
0-HARD 41.1? 0.894 29.2? 0.070 93.8? 0.126
0-MONO 41.2? 0.895 29.0?× 0.072 94.4?× 0.113

1-MONO 40.8 0.893 28.2?×† 0.069 94.4?× 0.116

Table 2: Average test performance of namded-entity
transliteration (Trans), grapheme-to-phoneme conver-
sion (G2P) and morphological inflection (MorInf).
First group has exactly same number of parameter
while the second group has slightly more parameter.
?, × and † indicate statistical significant improvement
against SOFT, 0-HARD and 0-MONO on language-level
paired permutation test (p < 0.05).

hard attention models helps significantly, and we
achieve state-of-the-art performance on the mor-
phological inflection using data from the CoNLL-
SIGMORPHON 2017 shared task. We isolate the
effect of monotonicity in a controlled experiment
and show monotonicity is a useful hard constraint
for three tasks, and speculate previous underperfor-
mance is due to a lack of joint training.
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A Experimental Details

A.1 Tasks.
We ask the authors of Wu et al. (2018) for the split
data of grapheme-to-phoneme conversion (CMU-
Dict (Weide, 1998) and NetTalk (Sejnowski and
Rosenberg, 1987)) and NEWS 2015 shared task
on named-entity transliteration. In named-entity
transliteration, we only run experiments on 11 lan-
guage pairs.4

Grapheme-to-Phoneme Conversion is evaluated
by word error rate (WER) and phoneme error rate
(PER) (Yao and Zweig, 2015), where PER is the
edit distance divided by the length of the phonemes.
Named-entity transliteration is evaluated by word
accuracy (ACC) and mean F-score (MFS) (Zhang
et al., 2015). F-score is computed by

LCS(c, r) =
1

2
(|c|+ |r| − ED(c, r))

Ri =
LCS(ci, ri)

|ri|

Pi =
LCS(ci, ri)

|ci|

FSi = 2
Ri × Pi
Ri + Pi

where ri and ci is the i-th reference and prediction
and ED(c, r) is the edit distance between c and
r. Morphological inflection is evaluated by word
accuracy (ACC) and average edit distance (MLD)
(Cotterell et al., 2017).

A.2 Parameterization.
For completeness, we also include the parameteri-
zation of soft attention.

p(yi | y<i,x) = softmax
(
Wf(hd

i , ci)
)

ci =

|x|∑

j=1

αij h
e
j

αij =
exp(eij)∑|x|
j=1 exp(eij)

eij = hd
i
>
The

j

The dimension of character and tag embedding
are 200 and 40, respectively. The encoder and de-
coder LSTM both have 400 hidden dimensions
(dh). We also have a 2 layer encoder LSTM. We
have 0.4 dropout in embedding and encoder LSTM.

4Ar–En, En–Ba, En–Hi, En–Ja, En–Ka, En–Ko, En–Pe,
En–Ta, En–Th, Jn–Jk and Th–En.

The w in 1st-order hard monotonic attention model
is 4.

A.3 Optimization.
The model is trained with Adam (Kingma and Ba,
2015) and the learning rate is 0.001. We halve
the learning rate whenever the development log-
likelihood increase and we stop early when the
learning rate reaches 0.00001. We apply gradient
clipping with maximum gradient norm 5. The mod-
els are selected by development evaluation met-
ric and decoded greedily since no improvements
are observed when using beam search (Wu et al.,
2018).
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Abstract

Recurrent networks have achieved great suc-
cess on various sequential tasks with the as-
sistance of complex recurrent units, but suffer
from severe computational inefficiency due to
weak parallelization. One direction to allevi-
ate this issue is to shift heavy computations
outside the recurrence. In this paper, we pro-
pose a lightweight recurrent network, or LRN.
LRN uses input and forget gates to handle
long-range dependencies as well as gradient
vanishing and explosion, with all parameter-
related calculations factored outside the recur-
rence. The recurrence in LRN only manipu-
lates the weight assigned to each token, tightly
connecting LRN with self-attention networks.
We apply LRN as a drop-in replacement of ex-
isting recurrent units in several neural sequen-
tial models. Extensive experiments on six NLP
tasks show that LRN yields the best running
efficiency with little or no loss in model per-
formance.1

1 Introduction

Various natural language processing (NLP) tasks
can be categorized as sequence modeling tasks,
where recurrent networks (RNNs) are widely ap-
plied and contribute greatly to state-of-the-art neu-
ral systems (Yang et al., 2018; Peters et al.,
2018; Zhang et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2018; Kim
et al., 2019). To avoid the optimization bottle-
neck caused by gradient vanishing and/or explo-
sion (Bengio et al., 1994), Hochreiter and Schmid-
huber (1997) and Cho et al. (2014) develop gate
structures to ease information propagation from
distant words to the current position. Neverthe-
less, integrating these traditional gates inevitably
increases computational overhead which is accu-
mulated along token positions due to the sequen-

1Source code is available at https://github.com/
bzhangGo/lrn.

tial nature of RNNs. As a result, the weak par-
allelization of RNNs makes the benefits from im-
proved model capacity expensive in terms of com-
putational efficiency.

Recent studies introduce different solutions
to this issue. Zhang et al. (2018) introduce
the addition-subtraction twin-gated recurrent unit
(ATR), which reduces the amount of matrix oper-
ations by developing parameter-shared twin-gate
mechanism. Lei et al. (2018) introduce the simple
recurrent unit (SRU), which improves model par-
allelization by moving matrix computations out-
side the recurrence. Nevertheless, both ATR and
SRU perform affine transformations of the previ-
ous hidden state for gates, though SRU employs
a vector parameter rather than a matrix parame-
ter. In addition, SRU heavily relies on its highway
component, without which the recurrent compo-
nent itself suffers from weak capacity and gener-
alization (Lei et al., 2018).

In this paper, we propose a lightweight recurrent
network (LRN), which combines the strengths of
ATR and SRU. The structure of LRN is simple: an
input gate and a forget gate are applied to weight
the current input and previous hidden state, re-
spectively. LRN has fewer parameters than SRU,
and compared to ATR, removes heavy calculations
outside the recurrence, generating gates based on
the previous hidden state without any affine trans-
formation. In this way, computation inside each
recurrent step is highly minimized, allowing bet-
ter parallelization and higher speed.

The gate structure endows LRN with the capa-
bility of memorizing distant tokens as well as han-
dling the gradient vanishing and explosion issue.
This ensures LRN’s expressiveness and perfor-
mance on downstream tasks. In addition, decom-
posing its recurrent structure discovers the corre-
lation of input/forget gate with key/query in self-
attention networks (Vaswani et al., 2017), where
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these two gates together manipulate the weight as-
signed to each token. We also reveal how LRN
manages long-term and short-term memories with
the decomposition.

We carry out extensive experiments on six
NLP tasks, ranging from natural language infer-
ence, document classification, machine transla-
tion, question answering and part-of-speech tag-
ging to language modeling. We use LRN as a
drop-in replacement of existing recurrent units in
different neural models without any other modi-
fication of model structure. Experimental results
show that LRN outperforms SRU by 10%∼20% in
terms of running speed, and is competitive with re-
spect to performance and generalization compared
against all existing recurrent units.

2 Related Work

Past decades have witnessed the rapid develop-
ment of RNNs since the Elman structure was pro-
posed (Elman, 1990). Bengio et al. (1994) point
out that the gradient vanishing and explosion is-
sue impedes the optimization and performance of
RNNs. To handle this problem, Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber (1997) develop LSTM where infor-
mation and gradient from distant tokens can suc-
cessfully pass through the current token via a gate
structure and a memory cell. Unfortunately, the
enhanced expressivity via complex gates comes
at the cost of sacrificing computational efficiency,
which becomes more severe when datasets are
scaled up. Simplifying computation but keeping
model capacity in RNNs raises a new challenge.

One direction is to remove redundant structures
in LSTM. Cho et al. (2014) remove the memory
cell and introduce the gated recurrent unit (GRU)
with only two gates. Lee et al. (2017) introduce
an additive structure to generate hidden repre-
sentations with linear transformed inputs directly,
though we empirically observe that non-linear ac-
tivations can stabilize model training. Zhang et al.
(2018) propose a twin-gate mechanism where in-
put and forget gate are simultaneously produced
from the same variables. We extend this mecha-
nism by removing the affine transformation of pre-
vious hidden states.

Another direction is to shift recurrent matrix
multiplications outside the recurrence so as to
improve the parallelization of RNNs. Bradbury
et al. (2016) propose the quasi-recurrent network
(QRNN). QRNN factors all matrix multiplications

out of the recurrence and employs a convolutional
network to capture local input patterns. A min-
imal recurrent pooling function is used in paral-
lel across different channels to handle global input
patterns. Lei et al. (2017) apply the kernel method
to simplify recurrence and show improved model
capacity with deep stacked RNNs. This idea is ex-
tended to SRU (Lei et al., 2018) where a minimal
recurrent component is strengthened via an exter-
nal highway layer. The proposed LRN falls into
this category with the advantage over SRU of the
non-dependence on the highway component.

Orthogonal to the above work, recent stud-
ies also show the potential of accelerating matrix
computation with low-level optimization. Diamos
et al. (2016) emphasize persistent computational
kernels to exploit GPU’s inverted memory hierar-
chy for reusing/caching purpose. Appleyard et al.
(2016) upgrade NIVIDIA’s cuDNN implementa-
tion through exposing parallelism between opera-
tions within the recurrence. Kuchaiev and Gins-
burg (2017) reduce the number of model parame-
ters by factorizing or partitioning LSTM matrices.
In general, all these techniques can be applied to
any recurrent units to reduce computational over-
head.

Our work is closely related with ATR and SRU.
Although recent work shows that novel recurrent
units derived from weighted finite state automata
are effective without the hidden-to-hidden con-
nection (Balduzzi and Ghifary, 2016; Peng et al.,
2018), we empirically observe that including pre-
vious hidden states for gates is crucial for model
capacity which also resonates with the evolution of
SRU. Unlike ATR and SRU, however, we demon-
strate that the affine transformation on the previ-
ous hidden state for gates is unnecessary. In addi-
tion, our model has a strong connection with self-
attention networks.

3 Lightweight Recurrent Network

Given a sequence of input X = [xᵀ
1;x

ᵀ
2; . . . ;x

ᵀ
n] ∈

Rn×d with length of n, LRN operates as follows2:

Q,K,V = XWq,XWk,XWv (1)

it = σ(kt + ht−1) (2)

ft = σ(qt − ht−1) (3)

ht = g(it � vt + ft � ht−1) (4)

2Bias terms are removed for clarity.
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where Wq,Wk,Wv ∈ Rd×d are model param-
eters and g(·) is an activation function, such as
identity and tanh. � and σ(·) indicate the element-
wise multiplication and sigmoid activation func-
tion, respectively. qt,kt and vt correspond to the
t-th row of the projected sequence representation
Q,K,V. We use the term q, k and v to denote the
implicit correspondence to query, key and value in
self-attention networks which is elaborated in the
next section.

As shown in Eq. (1), all matrix-related opera-
tions are shifted outside the recurrence and can be
pre-calculated, thereby reducing the complexity of
the recurrent computation fromO(d2) toO(d) and
easing model parallelization. The design of the
input gate it and forget gate ft is inspired by the
twin-gate mechanism in ATR (Zhang et al., 2018).
Unlike ATR, however, we eschew the affine trans-
formation on the previous hidden state. By doing
so, the previous hidden state directly offers posi-
tive contribution to the input gate but negative to
the forget gate, ensuring adverse correlation be-
tween these two gates.

The current hidden state ht is a weighted av-
erage of the current input and the previous hid-
den state followed by an element-wise activation.
When identity function is employed, our model
shows analogous properties to ATR. However, we
empirically observe that this leads to gradually in-
creased hidden representation values, resulting in
optimization instability. Unlike SRU, which con-
trols stability through a particular designed scaling
term, we replace the identity function with the tanh
function, which is simple but effective.

4 Structure Decomposition

In this section, we show an in-depth analysis
of LRN by decomposing the recurrent structure.
With an identity activation, the t-th hidden state
can be expanded as follows:

ht =
t∑

k=1

ik �
(
t−k∏

l=1

fk+l

)
� vk, (5)

where the representation of the current token is
composed of all previous tokens with their con-
tribution distinguished by both input and forget
gates.

Relation with self-attention network. After

grouping these gates, we observe that:

ht =
t∑

k=1

ik︸︷︷︸
key(K)

� fk+1 � · · · � ft︸ ︷︷ ︸
query(Q)

� vk︸︷︷︸
value(V)

. (6)

Each weight can be regarded as a query from the
current token ft to the k-th input token ik. This
query chain can be decomposed into two parts: a
key represented by ik and a query represented by∏t−k
l=1 fk+l. The former is modulated through the

weight matrix Wk, and tightly associated with the
corresponding input token. Information carried by
the key remains intact during the evolution of time
step t. In contrast, the latter, induced by the weight
matrix Wq, highly depends on the position and
length of this chain, which dynamically changes
between different token pairs.

The weights generated by keys and queries are
assigned to values represented by vk and ma-
nipulated by the weight matrix Wv. Compared
with self-attention networks, LRN shows analo-
gous weight parameters and model structure. The
difference is that weights in self-attention net-
works are normalized across all input tokens. In-
stead, weights in LRN are unidirectional, unnoma-
lized and spanned over all channels.

Memory in LRN Alternatively, we can view the
gating mechanism in LRN as a memory that grad-
ually forgets information.

Given the value representation at k-th time step
vk, the information delivered to later time step t
(k < t) in LRN is as follows:

ik︸︷︷︸
short term

� fk+1 � · · · � ft︸ ︷︷ ︸
forget chain (long term)

�vk. (7)

The input gate ik indicates the moment that LRN
first accesses the input token xk, whose value re-
flects the amount of information or knowledge al-
lowed from this token. A larger input gate corre-
sponds to a stronger input signal, thereby a large
change of activating short-term memory. This in-
formation is then delivered through a forget chain
where memory is gradually decayed by a forget
gate at each time step. The degree of memory de-
caying is dynamically controlled by the input se-
quence itself. When a new incoming token is more
informative, the forget gate would increase so that
previous knowledge is erased so as to make way
for new knowledge in the memory. By contrast,
meaningless tokens would be simply ignored.
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Model #Params
Base +LN +BERT +LN+BERT

ACC Time ACC Time ACC Time ACC Time
Rocktäschel et al. (2016) 250K 83.50 - - - - - - -

This

LSTM 8.36M 84.27 0.262 86.03 0.432 89.95 0.544 90.49 0.696
GRU 6.41M 85.71 0.245 86.05 0.419 90.29 0.529 90.10 0.695
ATR 2.87M 84.88 0.210 85.81 0.307 90.00 0.494 90.28 0.580

Work SRU 5.48M 84.28 0.258 85.32 0.283 89.98 0.543 90.09 0.555
LRN 4.25M 84.88 0.209 85.06 0.223 89.98 0.488 89.93 0.506

Table 1: Test accuracy (ACC) on SNLI task. “#Params”: the parameter number of Base. Base and LN denote the
baseline model and layer normalization respectively. Time: time in seconds per training batch measured from 1k
training steps on GeForce GTX 1080 Ti. Best results are highlighted in bold.

5 Gradient Analysis

Gradient vanishing and explosion are the bottle-
neck that impedes training of vanilla RNNs (Pas-
canu et al., 2013). Consider a vanilla RNN formu-
lated as follows:

ht = g(Wxt +Uht−1). (8)

The gradient back-propagated from the t-th step
heavily depends on the following one-step deriva-
tion:

∂ht
∂ht−1

= UT g′. (9)

Due to the chain rule, the recurrent weight ma-
trix U will be repeatedly multiplied along the
sequence length. Gradient vanishing/explosion
results from a weight matrix with small/large
norm (Pascanu et al., 2013).

In LRN, however, the recurrent weight matrix
is removed. The current hidden state is gener-
ated by directly weighting the current input and
the previous hidden state. The one-step derivation
of Eq. (2-4) is as follows:

∂ht
∂ht−1

=
(
σ′i � vt − ht−1 � σ′f + ft

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

A

�g′ (10)

where σ′i and σ′f denote the derivation of Eq. (2)
and Eq. (3), respectively. The difference between
Eq. (9) and Eq. (10) is that the recurrent weight
matrix is substituted by a more expressive compo-
nent denoted as A in Eq. (10). Unlike the weight
matrix U, the norm of A is input-dependent and
varies dynamically along different positions. The
dependence on inputs provides LRN with the ca-
pability of avoiding gradient vanishing/explosion.

6 Experiments

We verify the effectiveness of LRN on six di-
verse NLP tasks. For each task, we adopt (near)
state-of-the-art neural models with RNNs han-
dling sequence representation. We compare LRN
with several cutting-edge recurrent units, includ-
ing LSTM, GRU, ATR and SRU. For all compar-
isons, we keep the neural architecture intact and
only alter the recurrent unit.3 All RNNs are imple-
mented without specialized cuDNN kernels. Un-
less otherwise stated, different models on the same
task share the same set of hyperparameters.

6.1 Natural Language Inference
Settings Natural language inference reasons about
the entailment relationship between a premise sen-
tence and a hypothesis sentence. We use the
Stanford Natural Language Inference (SNLI) cor-
pus (Bowman et al., 2015) and treat the task as
a three-way classification task. This dataset con-
tains 549,367 premise-hypothesis pairs for train-
ing, 9,842 pairs for developing and 9,824 pairs for
testing. We employ accuracy for evaluation.

We implement a variant of the word-by-word
attention model (Rocktäschel et al., 2016) using
Tensorflow for this task, where we stack two addi-
tional bidirectional RNNs upon the final sequence
representation and incorporate character embed-
ding for word-level representation. The pretrained
GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) word vectors are
used to initialize word embedding. We also inte-
grate the base BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) to im-
prove contextual modeling.

3Due to possible dimension mismatch, we include an ad-
ditional affine transformation on the input matrix for the high-
way component in SRU. In addition, we only report and
compare speed statistics when all RNNs are optimally im-
plemented where computations that can be done before the
recurrence are moved outside.
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Model #Params
AmaPolar Yahoo AmaFull YelpPolar

ERR Time ERR Time ERR Time ERR Time
Zhang et al. (2015) - 6.10 - 29.16 - 40.57 - 5.26 -

This

LSTM 227K 4.37 0.947 24.62 1.332 37.22 1.003 3.58 1.362
GRU 176K 4.39 0.948 24.68 1.242 37.20 0.982 3.47 1.230
ATR 74K 4.78 0.867 25.33 1.117 38.54 0.836 4.00 1.124

Work SRU 194K 4.95 0.919 24.78 1.394 38.23 0.907 3.99 1.310
LRN 151K 4.98 0.731 25.07 1.038 38.42 0.788 3.98 1.022

Table 2: Test error (ERR) on document classification task. “#Params”: the parameter number in AmaPolar task.
Time: time in seconds per training batch measured from 1k training steps on GeForce GTX 1080 Ti.

We set the character embedding size and the
RNN hidden size to 64 and 300 respectively.
Dropout is applied between consecutive layers
with a rate of 0.3. We train models within 10
epochs using the Adam optimizer (Kingma and
Ba, 2014) with a batch size of 128 and gradient
norm limit of 5.0. We set the learning rate to
1e−3, and apply an exponential moving average to
all model parameters with a decay rate of 0.9999.
These hyperparameters are tuned according to de-
velopment performance.
Results Table 1 shows the test accuracy and train-
ing time of different models. Our implementation
outperforms the original model where Rocktäschel
et al. (2016) report an accuracy of 83.50. Over-
all results show that LRN achieves competitive
performance but consumes the least training time.
Although LSTM and GRU outperform LRN by
0.3∼0.9 in terms of accuracy, these recurrent units
sacrifice running efficiency (about 7%∼48%) de-
pending on whether LN and BERT are applied. No
significant performance difference is observed be-
tween SRU and LRN, but LRN has fewer model
parameters and shows a speedup over SRU of
8%∼21%.

Models with layer normalization (LN) (Ba
et al., 2016) tend to be more stable and effec-
tive. However, for LSTM, GRU and ATR, LN re-
sults in significant computational overhead (about
27%∼71%). In contrast, quasi recurrent models
like SRU and LRN only suffer a marginal speed
decrease. This is reasonable because layer normal-
ization is moved together with matrix multiplica-
tion out of the recurrence.

Results with BERT show that contextual infor-
mation is valuable for performance improvement.
LRN obtains additional 4 percentage points gain
with BERT and reaches an accuracy of around
89.9. This shows the compatibility of LRN with

existing pretrained models. In addition, although
the introduction of BERT brings in heavy matrix
computation, the benefits from LRN do not disap-
pear. LRN is still the fastest model, outperforming
other recurrent units by 8%∼27%.

6.2 Document Classification

Settings Document classification poses challenges
in the form of long-range dependencies where in-
formation from distant tokens that contribute to
the correct category should be captured. We use
Amazon Review Polarity (AmaPolar, 2 labels,
3.6M/0.4M for training/testing), Amazon Review
Full (AmaFull, 5 labels, 3M/0.65M for train-
ing/testing), Yahoo! Answers (Yahoo, 10 labels,
1.4M/60K for training/testing) and Yelp Review
Polarity (YelpPolar, 2 labels, 0.56M/38K for train-
ing/testing) from Zhang et al. (2015) for experi-
ments. We randomly select 10% of training data
for validation. Models are evaluated by test error.

We treat a document as a sequence of words.
Our model is a bidirectional RNN followed by an
attentive pooling layer. The word-level represen-
tation is composed of a pretrained GloVe word
vector and a convolutional character vector. We
use Tensorflow for implementation and do not use
layer normalization. We set character embedding
size to 32, RNN hidden size to 64 and dropout rate
to 0.1. Model parameters are tuned by Adam op-
timizer with initial learning rate of 1e−3. Gradi-
ents are clipped when their norm exceeds 5. We
limit the maximum document length to 400 and
maximum training epochs to 6. Parameters are
smoothed by an exponential moving average with
a decay rate of 0.9999. These hyperparameters are
tuned according to development performance.
Results Table 2 summarizes the classification re-
sults. LRN achieves comparable classification
performance against ATR and SRU, but slightly
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Model #Params BLEU Train Decode
GNMT - 24.61 - -
GRU 206M 26.28 2.67 45.35
ATR 122M 25.70 1.33 34.40
SRU 170M 25.91 1.34 42.84
LRN 143M 26.26 0.99 36.50
oLRN 164M 26.73 1.15 40.19

Table 3: Case-insensitive tokenized BLEU score on
WMT14 English-German translation task. Train: time
in seconds per training batch measured from 0.2k train-
ing steps on Tesla P100. Decode: time in millisec-
onds used to decode one sentence measured on new-
stest2014 dataset.

underperforms LSTM and GRU (-0.45∼-1.22).
This indicates that LRN is capable of handling
long-range dependencies though not as strong as
complex recurrent units. Instead, the simplifica-
tion endows LRN with less computational over-
head than these units. Particularly, LRN acceler-
ates the training over LSTM and SRU by about
20%, or several days of training time on GeForce
GTX 1080 Ti.4

6.3 Machine Translation

Settings Machine translation is the task of trans-
forming meaning from a source language to a tar-
get language. We experiment with the WMT14
English-German translation task (Bojar et al.,
2014) which consists of 4.5M training sentence
pairs.5 We use newstest2013 as our develop-
ment set and newstest2014 as our test set. Case-
sensitive tokenized BLEU score is used for evalu-
ation.

We implement a variant of the GNMT sys-
tem (Wu et al., 2016) using Tensorflow, en-
hanced with residual connections, layer normal-
ization, label smoothing, a context-aware com-
ponent (Zhang et al., 2017) and multi-head at-
tention (Vaswani et al., 2017). Byte-pair encod-
ing (Sennrich et al., 2016) is used to reduce the
vocabulary size to 32K. We set the hidden size and
embedding size to 1024. Models are trained using
Adam optimizer with adaptive learning rate sched-

4We notice that ATR operates faster than SRU. This is be-
cause though in theory SRU can be highly optimized for par-
allelization, computational framework like Tensorflow can
not handle it automatically and the smaller amount of cal-
culation in ATR has more advantage in practice.

5Preprocessed data is available at (Zhang et al.,
2018): https://drive.google.com/open?id=
15WRLfle66CO1zIGKbyz0FsFmUcINyb4X.

Model #Params Base +Elmo
rnet* - 71.1/79.5 -/-
LSTM 2.67M 70.46/78.98 75.17/82.79
GRU 2.31M 70.41/79.15 75.81/83.12
ATR 1.59M 69.73/78.70 75.06/82.76
SRU 2.44M 69.27/78.41 74.56/82.50
LRN 2.14M 70.11/78.83 76.14/83.83

Table 4: Exact match/F1-score on SQuad dataset.
“#Params”: the parameter number of Base. rnet*: re-
sults published by Wang et al. (2017).

ule (Chen et al., 2018). We cut gradient norm to
1.0 and set the token size to 32K. Label smoothing
rate is set to 0.1.
Model Variant Apart from LRN, we develop an
improved variant for machine translation that in-
cludes an additional output gate. Formally, we
change the Eq. (4) to the following one:

ct = it � vt + ft � ht−1 (11)

ot = σ(Woxt − ct) (12)

ht = ot � ct (13)

We denote this variant oLRN. Like LRN, the added
matrix transformation in oLRN can be shifted out
of the recurrence, bringing in little computational
overhead. The design of this output gate ot is in-
spired by the LSTM structure, which acts as a con-
troller to adjust information flow. In addition, this
gate helps stabilize the hidden activation to avoid
value explosion, and also improves model fitting
capacity.
Results The results in Table 3 show that trans-
lation quality of LRN is slightly worse than
that of GRU (-0.02 BLEU). After incorporating
the output gate, however, oLRN yields the best
BLEU score of 26.73, outperforming GRU (+0.45
BLEU). In addition, the training time results in
Table 3 confirm the computational advantage of
LRN over all other recurrent units, where LRN
speeds up over ATR and SRU by approximately
25%. For decoding, nevertheless, the autoregres-
sive schema of GNMT disables position-wise par-
allelization. In this case, the recurrent unit with the
least computation operations, i.e. ATR, becomes
the fastest. Still, both LRN and oLRN translate
sentences faster than SRU (+15%/+6%).

6.4 Reading Comprehension
Settings Reading comprehension aims at pro-
viding correct answers to a query based on a
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Model #Params
PTB WT2

Base +Finetune +Dynamic Base +Finetune +Dynamic
Yang et al. (2018) 22M 55.97 54.44 47.69 63.33 61.45 40.68

This

LSTM 22M 63.78 62.12 53.11 69.78 68.68 44.60
GRU 17M 69.09 67.61 60.21 73.37 73.05 49.77
ATR 9M 66.24 65.86 58.29 75.36 73.35 48.65

Work SRU 13M 69.64 65.29 60.97 85.15 84.97 57.97
LRN 11M 61.26 61.00 54.45 69.91 68.86 46.97

Table 5: Test perplexity on PTB and WT2 language modeling task. “#Params”: the parameter number in PTB
task. Finetune: fintuning the model after convergence. Dynamic dynamic evaluation. Lower perplexity indicates
better performance.

Model #Params NER
LSTM* - 90.94
LSTM 245K 89.61
GRU 192K 89.35
ATR 87K 88.46
SRU 161K 88.89
LRN 129K 88.56

Table 6: F1 score on CoNLL-2003 English NER
task. “#Params”: the parameter number in NER task.
LSTM* denotes the reported result (Lample et al.,
2016).

given document, which involves complex sen-
tence matching, reasoning and knowledge asso-
ciation. We use the SQuAD corpus (Rajpurkar
et al., 2016) for this task and adopt span-based ex-
traction method. This corpus contains over 100K
document-question-answer triples. We report ex-
act match (EM) and F1-score (F1) on the develop-
ment set for evaluation.

We employ the public available rnet
model (Wang et al., 2017)6 in Tensorflow.
We use the default model settings: character
embedding size 8, hidden size 75, batch size 64,
and Adadelta optimizer (Zeiler, 2012) with initial
learning rate of 0.5. Gradient norm is cut to 5.0.
We also experiment with Elmo (Peters et al.,
2018), and feed the Elmo representation in before
the encoding layer and after the matching layer
with a dropout of 0.5.
Results Table 4 lists the EM/F1 score of differ-
ent models. In this task, LRN outperforms ATR
and SRU in terms of both EM and F1 score.
After integrating Elmo for contextual modeling,
the performance of LRN reaches the best (76.14

6https://github.com/HKUST-KnowComp/
R-Net

EM and 83.83 F1), beating both GRU and LSTM
(+0.33EM, +0.71F1). As recent studies show that
cases in SQuAD are dominated by local pattern
matching (Jia and Liang, 2017), we argue that
LRN is good at handling local dependencies.

6.5 Named Entity Recognition
Settings Named entity recognition (NER) classi-
fies named entity mentions into predefined cate-
gories. We use the CoNLL-2003 English NER
dataset (Tjong Kim Sang and De Meulder, 2003)
and treat NER as a sequence labeling task. We use
the standard train, dev and test split. F1 score is
used for evaluation.

We adopt the bidirectional RNN with CRF in-
ference architecture (Lample et al., 2016). We
implement different models based on the public
codebase in Tensorflow.7 We use the default hy-
perparameter settings. Word embedding is initial-
ized by GloVe vectors.
Results As shown in Table 68, the performance
of LRN matches that of ATR and SRU, though
LSTM and GRU operate better (+1.05 and +0.79).
As in the SQuAD task, the goal of NER is to de-
tect local entity patterns and figure out the entity
boundaries. However, the performance gap be-
tween LSTM/GRU and LRN in NER is signifi-
cantly larger than that in SQuAD. We ascribe this
to the weak model architecture and the small scale
NER dataset where entity patterns are not fully
captured by LRN.

6.6 Language Modeling
Settings Language modeling aims to estimate
the probability of a given sequence, which re-

7https://github.com/Hironsan/anago
8Notice that our implementation falls behind the original

model (Lample et al., 2016) because we do not use specifi-
cally trained word embedding.
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Figure 1: The decay curve of each token modulated by input and forget gates along the token position. Notice how
the memory of term “great” flows to the final state shown in red, and contributes to a Positive decision. Weight
denotes the averaged activation of ik �

(∏t−k
l=1 fk+l

)
as shown in Eq. (5).

quires models to memorize long-term structure
of language. We use two widely used datasets,
Penn Treebank (PTB) (Mikolov et al., 2010) and
WikiText-2 (WT2) (Merity et al., 2016) for this
task. Models are evaluated by perplexity.

We modify the mixture of softmax model
(MoS) (Yang et al., 2018)9 in PyTorch to include
different recurrent units. We apply weight dropout
to all recurrent-related parameters instead of only
hidden-to-hidden connection. We follow the ex-
perimental settings of MoS, and manually tune the
initial learning rate based on whether training di-
verges.
Results Table 5 shows the test perplexity of differ-
ent models.10 In this task, LRN significantly out-
performs GRU, ATR and SRU, and achieves near
the same perplexity as LSTM. This shows that in
spite of its simplicity, LRN can memorize long-
term language structures and capture a certain de-
gree of language variation. In summary, LRN gen-
eralizes well to different tasks and can be used as
a drop-in replacement of existing recurrent units.

6.7 Ablation Study

Part of LRN can be replaced with some alterna-
tives. In this section, we conduct ablation analysis
to examine two possible designs:

gLRN The twin-style gates in Eq. (2-3) can be re-

9https://github.com/zihangdai/mos
10Our re-implementation of LSTM model is worse than the

original model (Yang et al., 2018) because the system is sen-
sitive to hyperparameters, and we apply weight dropout to all
LSTM parameters which makes the original best choices not
optimal.

Model SNLI PTB
LRN 85.06 61.26
gLRN 84.72 92.49
eLRN 83.56 169.81

Table 7: Test accuracy on SNLI task with Base+LN
setting and test perplexity on PTB task with Base set-
ting.

placed with a general one:

ft = σ(qt − ht−1), it = 1− ft. (14)

In this way, input and forget gate are inferable
from each other with the key weight parame-
ter removed.

eLRN The above design can be further simplified
into an extreme case where the forget gate is
only generated from the previous hidden state
without the query vector:

ft = σ(−ht−1), it = 1− ft. (15)

We experiment with SNLI and PTB tasks. Re-
sults in Table 7 show that although the accuracy
on SNLI is acceptable, gLRN and eLRN perform
significantly worse on the PTB task. This suggests
that these alternative structures suffer from weak
generalization.

6.8 Structure Analysis
In this section, we provide a visualization to check
how the gates work in LRN.

We experiment with a unidirectional LRN on
the AmaPolar dataset, where the last hidden state
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is used for document classification. Figure 1
shows the decay curve of each token along the to-
ken position. The memory curve of each token
decays over time. However, important clues that
contribute significantly to the final decision, as
the token “great” does, decrease slowly, as shown
by the red curve. Different tokens show different
decay rate, suggesting that input and forget gate
are capable of learning to propagate relevant sig-
nals. All these demonstrate the effectiveness of
our LRN model.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presents LRN, a lightweight recur-
rent network that factors matrix operations outside
the recurrence and enables higher parallelization.
Theoretical and empirical analysis shows that the
input and forget gate in LRN can learn long-range
dependencies and avoid gradient vanishing and ex-
plosion. LRN has a strong correlation with self-
attention networks. Experiments on six different
NLP tasks show that LRN achieves competitive
performance against existing recurrent units. It
is simple, effective and reaches better trade-off
among parameter number, running speed, model
performance and generalization.

In the future, we are interested in testing low-
level optimizations of LRN, which are orthogonal
to this work, such as dedicated cuDNN kernels.
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Abstract

Obstacles hindering the development of cap-
sule networks for challenging NLP applica-
tions include poor scalability to large out-
put spaces and less reliable routing processes.
In this paper, we introduce (i) an agreement
score to evaluate the performance of routing
processes at instance level; (ii) an adaptive
optimizer to enhance the reliability of rout-
ing; (iii) capsule compression and partial rout-
ing to improve the scalability of capsule net-
works. We validate our approach on two NLP
tasks, namely: multi-label text classification
and question answering. Experimental results
show that our approach considerably improves
over strong competitors on both tasks. In ad-
dition, we gain the best results in low-resource
settings with few training instances.1

1 Introduction

In recent years, deep neural networks have
achieved outstanding success in natural language
processing (NLP), computer vision and speech
recognition. However, these deep models are data-
hungry and generalize poorly from small datasets,
very much unlike humans (Lake et al., 2015).

This is an important issue in NLP since sen-
tences with different surface forms can convey the
same meaning (paraphrases) and not all of them
can be enumerated in the training set. For exam-
ple, Peter did not accept the offer and Peter turned
down the offer are semantically equivalent, but use
different surface realizations.

In image classification, progress on the gener-
alization ability of deep networks has been made
by capsule networks (Sabour et al., 2017; Hinton
et al., 2018). They are capable of generalizing to
the same object in different 3D images with vari-
ous viewpoints.

1Our code is publicly available at http://bit.ly/311Dcod

Jerry completed his 
project.

Jerry managed to finish 
his project. Jerry succeeded in 

finishing his project.

Extrapolate

Extrapolated sentences

Unseen sentences

Observed sentences

Extrapolate operation

Extrapolation regime

Jerry is sleeping.

Figure 1: The extrapolation regime for an observed
sentence can be found during training. Then, the un-
seen sentences in this regime may be generalized suc-
cessfully.

Such generalization capability can be learned
from examples with few viewpoints by extrapo-
lation (Hinton et al., 2011). This suggests that
capsule networks can similarly abstract away from
different surface realizations in NLP applications.

Figure 1 illustrates this idea of how observed
sentences in the training set are generalized to un-
seen sentences by extrapolation. In contrast, tra-
ditional neural networks require massive amounts
of training samples for generalization. This is
especially true in the case of convolutional neu-
ral networks (CNNs), where pooling operations
wrongly discard positional information and do not
consider hierarchical relationships between local
features (Sabour et al., 2017).

Figure 2: Outputs attend to a) active neurons found by
pooling operations b) all neurons c) relevant capsules
found in routing processes.
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Capsule networks, instead, have the poten-
tial for learning hierarchical relationships be-
tween consecutive layers by using routing pro-
cesses without parameters, which are clustering-
like methods (Sabour et al., 2017) and additionally
improve the generalization capability. We contrast
such routing processes with pooling and fully con-
nected layers in Figure 2.

Despite some recent success in NLP
tasks (Wang et al., 2018; Xia et al., 2018;
Xiao et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018a; Zhao et al.,
2018), a few important obstacles still hinder the
development of capsule networks for mature NLP
applications.

For example, selecting the number of iterations
is crucial for routing processes, because they iter-
atively route low-level capsules to high-level cap-
sules in order to learn hierarchical relationships
between layers. However, existing routing algo-
rithms use the same number of iterations for all
examples, which is not reliable to judge the con-
vergence of routing. As shown in Figure 3, a rout-
ing process with five iterations on all examples
converges to a lower training loss at system level,
but on instance level for one example, convergence
has still not obtained.

Additionally, training capsule networks is more
difficult than traditional neural networks like CNN
and long short-term memory (LSTM) due to the
large number of capsules and potentially large
output spaces, which requires extensive computa-
tional resources in the routing process.

In this work, we address these issues via the fol-
lowing contributions:

• We formulate routing processes as a proxy
problem minimizing a total negative agreement
score in order to evaluate how routing processes
perform at instance level, which will be dis-
cussed more in depth later.

• We introduce an adaptive optimizer to self-
adjust the number of iterations for each example
in order to improve instance-level convergence
and enhance the reliability of routing processes.

• We present capsule compression and partial
routing to achieve better scalability of capsule
networks on datasets with large output spaces.

• Our framework outperforms strong baselines on
multi-label text classification and question an-
swering. We also demonstrate its superior gen-
eralization capability in low-resource settings.
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Figure 3: left) System-level routing evaluation on all
examples; right) Instance-level routing evaluation on
one example.

2 NLP-Capsule Framework

We have motivated the need for better capsule net-
works being capable of scaling to large output
spaces and higher reliability for routing processes
at instance level. We now build a unified cap-
sule framework, which we call NLP-Capsule. It
is shown in Figure 4 and described below.

2.1 Convolutional Layer

We use a convolutional operation to extract fea-
tures from documents by taking a sliding window
over document embeddings.

Let X ∈ Rl×v be a matrix of stacked v-
dimensional word embeddings for an input docu-
ment with l tokens. Furthermore, let W a ∈ Rl×k
be a convolutional filter with a width k. We ap-
ply this filter to a local regionXᵀ

i:i+k−1 ∈ Rk×l to
generate one feature:

mi = f(W a ◦Xᵀ
i:i+k−1)

where ◦ denotes element-wise multiplication, and
f is a nonlinear activation function (i.e., ReLU).
For ease of exposition, we omit all bias terms.

Then, we can collect allmi into one feature map
(m1, . . . ,m(v−k+1)/2) after sliding the filter over
the current document. To increase the diversity of
features extraction, we concatenate multiple fea-
ture maps extracted by three filters with different
window sizes (2,4,8) and pass them to the primary
capsule layer.

2.2 Primary Capsule Layer

In this layer, we use a group-convolution opera-
tion to transform feature maps into primary cap-
sules. As opposed to using a scalar for each ele-
ment in the feature maps, capsules use a group of
neurons to represent each element in the current
layer, which has the potential for preserving more
information.
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Figure 4: An illustration of NLP-Capsule framework.

Using 1×1 filtersW b = {w1, ..., wd} ∈ Rd, in
total d groups are used to transform each scalarmi

in feature maps to one capsule pi, a d- dimensional
vector, denoted as:

pi = g(pi1 ⊕ pi2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ pid) ∈ Rd

where pij = mi · wj ∈ R and ⊕ is the concatena-
tion operator. Furthermore, g is a non-linear func-
tion (i.e., squashing function). The length ||pi|| of
each capsule pi indicates the probability of it be-
ing useful for the task at hand. Hence, a capsule’s
length has to be constrained into the unit interval
[0, 1] by the squashing function g:

g(x) =
||x||2

1 + ||x||2
x

||x||

Capsule Compression One major issue in this
layer is that the number of primary capsules be-
comes large in proportion to the size of the in-
put documents, which requires extensive compu-
tational resources in routing processes (see Sec-
tion 2.3). To mitigate this issue, we condense the
large number of primary capsules into a smaller
amount. In this way, we can merge similar cap-
sules and remove outliers. Each condensed cap-
sule ui is calculated by using a weighted sum over
all primary capsules, denoted as:

ûi =
∑

j

bjpj ∈ Rd

where the parameter bj is learned by supervision.

2.3 Aggregation Layer

Pooling is the simplest aggregation function rout-
ing condensed capsules into the subsequent layer,
but it loses almost all information during aggre-
gation. Alternatively, routing processes are in-
troduced to iteratively route condensed capsules

into the next layer for learning hierarchical re-
lationships between two consecutive layers. We
now describe this iterative routing algorithm. Let
{u1, . . . , ûm} and {v1, . . . ,vn} be a set of con-
densed capsules in layer ` and a set of high-level
capsules in layer `+1, respectively. The basic idea
of routing is two-fold.

First, we transform the condensed capsules into
a collection of candidates

{
ûj|1, . . . , ûj|m

}
for

the j-th high-level capsule in layer ` + 1. Fol-
lowing Sabour et al. (2017), each element ûj|i is
calculated by:

ûj|i =W
cui ∈ Rd

whereW c is a linear transformation matrix.
Then, we represent a high-level capsule vj by a

weighted sum over those candidates, denoted as:

vj =

m∑

i=1

cijûj|i

where cij is a coupling coefficient iteratively up-
dated by a clustering-like method.

Our Routing As discussed earlier, routing algo-
rithms like dynamic routing (Sabour et al., 2017)
and EM routing (Hinton et al., 2018), which use
the same number of iterations for all samples, per-
form well according to training loss at system
level, but on instance level for individual exam-
ples, convergence has still not been reached. This
increases the risk of unreliability for routing pro-
cesses (see Figure 3).

To evaluate the performance of routing pro-
cesses at instance level, we formulate them as a
proxy problem minimizing the negative agreement
score (NAS) function:

min
c,v

f(u) = −
∑

i,j

cij〈vj ,uj|i〉

s.t. ∀i, j : cij > 0,
∑

j

cij = 1.
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The basic intuition behind this is to as-
sign higher weights cij to one agreeable pair
〈vj ,uj|i〉 if the capsule vj and uj|i are close to
each other such that the total agreement score∑

i,j cij〈vj ,uj|i〉 is maximized. However, the
choice of NAS functions remains an open prob-
lem. Hinton et al. (2018) hypothesize that the
agreeable pairs in NAS functions are from Gaus-
sian distributions. Instead, we study NAS func-
tions by introducing Kernel Density Estimation
(KDE) since this yields a non-parametric density
estimator requiring no assumptions that the agree-
able pairs are drawn from parametric distributions.
Here, we formulate the NAS function in a KDE
form.

min
c,v

f(u) = −
∑

i,j

cijk(d(vj ,uj|i)) (1)

where d is a distance metric with `2 norm, and k is
a Epanechnikov kernel function (Wand and Jones,
1994) with:

k(x) =

{
1− x x ∈ [0, 1)

0 x ≥ 1

The solution we used for KDE is taking Mean
Shift (Comaniciu and Meer, 2002) to minimize the
NAS function f(u):

∇f(u) =
∑

i,j

cijk
′(d(vj ,uj|i))

∂d(vj ,uj|i)

∂v

First, vτ+1
j can be updated while cτ+1

ij is fixed:

vτ+1
j =

∑
i,j c

τ
ijk
′(d(vτj , ûj|i))uj|i∑

i,j k
′(d(vτj ,uj|i))

Then, cτ+1
ij can be updated using standard gradient

descent:

cτ+1
ij = cτij + α · k(d(vτj ,uj|i))

where α is the hyper-parameter to control step
size.

To address the issue of convergence not being
reached at instance level, we present an adaptive
optimizer to self-adjust the number of iterations
for individual examples according to their neg-
ative agreement scores (see Algorithm 1). Fol-
lowing Zhao et al. (2018), we replace standard
softmax with leaky-softmax, which decreases the
strength of noisy capsules.

Algorithm 1 Our Adaptive KDE Routing

1: procedure ROUTING(uj|i, `)
2: Initialize ∀i, j : cij = 1/n`+1

3: while true do
4: foreach capsule i, j in layer `, `+ 1 do
5: cij ← leaky-softmax(cij)

6: foreach capsule j in layer `+ 1 do
7: vj ←

∑
i cijk

′(d(vj ,uj|i))ûj|i∑n
i=1 k

′(d(vi,uj|i))

8: foreach capsule i, j in layer `, `+ 1 do
9: cij ← cij + α · k(d(vj ,uj|i))

10: foreach capsule j in layer `+ 1 do
11: aj ← |vj |
12: NAS = log(

∑
i,j cijk(d(vj,uj|i)))

13: if |NAS− Last NAS| < ε then
14: break
15: else
16: Last NAS← NAS

17: return vj , aj

2.4 Representation Layer
This is the top-level layer containing final cap-
sules calculated by iteratively minimizing the NAS
function (See Eq. 1), where the number of final
capsules corresponds to the entire output space.
Therefore, as long as the size of an output space
goes to a large scale (thousands of labels), the
computation of this function would become ex-
tremely expensive, which yields the bottleneck of
scalability of capsule networks.

Partial Routing As opposed to the entire out-
put space on data sets, the sub-output space cor-
responding to individual examples is rather small,
i.e., only few labels are assigned to one document
in text classification, for example. As a conse-
quence, it is redundant to route low-level capsules
to the entire output space for each example in the
training stage, which motivated us to present a
partial routing algorithm with constrained output
spaces, such that our NAS function is described
as:

min
c,v
−
∑

i

(
∑

j∈D+

cij〈vj ,uj|i〉

+λ ·
∑

k∈D−
cik〈vk,uk|i〉)

where D+ and D− denote the sets of real (pos-
itive) and randomly selected (negative) outputs
for each example, respectively. Both sets are
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far smaller than the entire output space. λ is
the hyper-parameter to control aggregation scores
from negative outputs.

3 Experiments

The major focus of this work is to investigate the
scalability of our approach on datasets with a large
output space, and generalizability in low-resource
settings with few training examples. Therefore,
we validate our capsule-based approach on two
specific NLP tasks: (i) multi-label text classifica-
tion with a large label scale; (ii) question answer-
ing with a data imbalance issue.

3.1 Multi-label Text Classification
Multi-label text classification task refers to assign-
ing multiple relevant labels to each input docu-
ment, while the entire label set might be extremely
large. We use our approach to encode an input
document and generate the final capsules corre-
sponding to the number of labels in the represen-
tation layer. The length of final capsule for each
label indicates the probability whether the docu-
ment has this label.

Dataset #Train/Test/Labels Avg-docs

RCV1 23.1K/781.2K/103 729.67
EUR-Lex 15.4K/3.8K/3.9K 15.59

Table 1: Characteristics of the datasets. Each label of
RCV1 has about 729.67 training examples, while each
label of EUR-Lex has merely about 15.59 examples.

Experimental Setup We conduct our experi-
ments on two datasets selected from the extreme
classification repository:2 a regular label scale
dataset (RCV1), with 103 labels (Lewis et al.,
2004), and a large label scale dataset (EUR-Lex),
with 3,956 labels (Mencia and Fürnkranz, 2008),
described in Table 1. The intuition behind our
datasets selection is that EUR-Lex, with 3,956 la-
bels and 15.59 examples per label, fits well with
our goal of investigating the scalability and gener-
alizability of our approach. We contrast EUR-Lex
with RCV1, a dataset with a regular label scale,
and leave the study of datasets with extremely
large labels, e.g., Wikipedia-500K with 501,069
labels, to future work.

Baselines We compare our approach to the fol-
lowing baselines: non-deep learning approaches

2https://manikvarma.github.io

using TF-IDF features of documents as inputs:
FastXML (Prabhu and Varma, 2014), and PD-
Sparse (Yen et al., 2016), deep learning ap-
proaches using raw text of documents as inputs:
FastText (Joulin et al., 2016), Bow-CNN (Johnson
and Zhang, 2014), CNN-Kim (Kim, 2014), XML-
CNN (Liu et al., 2017)), and a capsule-based ap-
proach Cap-Zhao (Zhao et al., 2018). For eval-
uation, we use standard rank-based measures (Liu
et al., 2017) such as Precision@k, and Normalized
Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG@k).

Implementation Details The word embeddings
are initialized as 300-dimensional GloVe vec-
tors (Pennington et al., 2014). In the convolu-
tional layer, we use a convolution operation with
three different window sizes (2,4,8) to extract fea-
tures from input documents. Each feature is trans-
formed into a primary capsule with 16 dimensions
by a group-convolution operation. All capsules in
the primary capsule layer are condensed into 256
capsules for RCV1 and 128 capsules for EUR-Lex
by a capsule compression operation.

To avoid routing low-level capsules to the entire
label space in the inference stage, we use a CNN
baseline (Kim, 2014) trained on the same dataset
with our approach, to generate 200 candidate la-
bels and take these labels as a constrained output
space for each example.

Experimental Results In Table 2, we can see a
noticeable margin brought by our capsule-based
approach over the strong baselines on EUR-Lex,
and competitive results on RCV1. These results
appear to indicate that our approach has superior
generalization ability on datasets with fewer train-
ing examples, i.e., RCV1 has 729.67 examples per
label while EUR-Lex has 15.59 examples.

In contrast to the strongest baseline XML-CNN
with 22.52M parameters and 0.08 seconds per
batch, our approach has 14.06M parameters, and
takes 0.25 seconds in an acceleration setting with
capsule compression and partial routing, and 1.7
seconds without acceleration. This demonstrates
that our approach provides competitive computa-
tional speed with fewer parameters compared to
the competitors.

Discussion on Generalization To further study
the generalization capability of our approach, we
vary the percentage of training examples from
100% to 50% on the entire training set, leading
to the number of training examples per label de-
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Datasets Metrics FastXML PD-Sparse FastText Bow-CNN CNN-Kim XML-CNN Cap-Zhao NLP-Cap Impv

RCV1
PREC@1 94.62 95.16 95.40 96.40 93.54 96.86 96.63 97.05 +0.20%
PREC@3 78.40 79.46 79.96 81.17 76.15 81.11 81.02 81.27 +0.20%
PREC@5 54.82 55.61 55.64 56.74 52.94 56.07 56.12 56.33 -0.72%
NDCG@1 94.62 95.16 95.40 96.40 93.54 96.88 96.63 97.05 +0.20%
NDCG@3 89.21 90.29 90.95 92.04 87.26 92.22 92.31 92.47 +0.17%
NDCG@5 90.27 91.29 91.68 92.89 88.20 92.63 92.75 93.11 +0.52%

EUR-Lex
PREC@1 68.12 72.10 71.51 64.99 68.35 75.65 - 80.20 +6.01%
PREC@3 57.93 57.74 60.37 51.68 54.45 61.81 - 65.48 +5.93%
PREC@5 48.97 47.48 50.41 42.32 44.07 50.90 - 52.83 +3.79%
NDCG@1 68.12 72.10 71.51 64.99 68.35 75.65 - 80.20 +6.01%
NDCG@3 60.66 61.33 63.32 55.03 59.81 66.71 - 71.11 +6.59%
NDCG@5 56.42 55.93 58.56 49.92 57.99 64.45 - 68.80 +6.75%

Table 2: Comparisons of our NLP-Cap approach and baselines on two text classication benchmarks, where ’-’
denotes methods that failed to scale due to memory issues.
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Figure 5: Performance on EUR-Lex by varying the per-
centage of training examples (X-axis).

Method #Training PREC@1 PREC@3 PREC@5

XML-CNN 100% examples 75.65 61.81 50.90

NLP-Capsule
50% examples 73.69 56.62 44.36
60% examples 74.83 58.48 46.33
70% examples 77.26 60.90 47.73
80% examples 77.68 61.06 48.28
90% examples 79.45 63.95 50.90
100% examples 80.20 65.48 52.83

Method #Training NDCG@1 NDCG@3 NDCG@5

XML-CNN 100% examples 75.65 66.71 64.45

NLP-Capsule
50% examples 73.69 66.65 67.36
60% examples 74.83 67.87 68.62
70% examples 77.26 69.79 69.65
80% examples 77.67 69.43 69.27
90% examples 79.45 71.64 71.06
100% examples 80.21 71.11 68.80

Table 3: Experimental results on different fractions of
training examples from 50% to 100% on EUR-Lex.

creasing from 15.59 to 7.77. Figure 5 shows that
our approach outperforms the strongest baseline
XML-CNN with different fractions of the training
examples.

This finding agrees with our speculation on gen-
eralization: the distance between our approach
and XML-CNN increases as fewer training data
samples are available. In Table 3, we also find
that our approach with 70% of training examples
achieves about 5% improvement over XML-CNN
with 100% of examples on 4 out of 6 metrics.

Routing Comparison We compare our routing
with (Sabour et al., 2017) and (Zhang et al.,

2018b) on EUR-Lex dataset and observe that it
performs best on all metrics (Table 4). We spec-
ulate that the improvement comes from enhanced
reliability of routing processes at instance level.

3.2 Question Answering

Question-Answering (QA) selection task refers to
selecting the best answer from candidates to each
question. For a question-answer pair (q, a), we use
our capsule-based approach to generate two final
capsules vq and va corresponding to the respec-
tive question and answer. The relevance score of
question-answer pair can be defined as their cosine
similarity:

s(q, a) = cos(vq,va) =
vᵀqva

||vq|| · ||va||

Experiment Setup In Table 5, we conduct our
experiments on the TREC QA dataset collected
from TREC QA track 8-13 data (Wang et al.,
2007). The intuition behind this dataset selection
is that the cost of hiring human annotators to col-
lect positive answers for individual questions can
be prohibitive since positive answers can be con-
veyed in multiple different surface forms. Such is-
sue arises particularly in TREC QA with only 12%

Method PREC@1 PREC@3 PREC@5

XML-CNN 75.65 61.81 50.90
NLP-Capsule + Sabour‘s Routing 79.14 64.33 51.85
NLP-Capsule + Zhang‘s Routing 80.20 65.48 52.83
NLP-Capsule + Our Routing 80.62 65.61 53.66
Method NDCG@1 NDCG@3 NDCG@5

XML-CNN 75.65 66.71 64.45
NLP-Capsule + Sabour‘s Routing 79.14 70.13 67.02
NLP-Capsule + Zhang‘s Routing 80.20 71.11 68.80
NLP-Capsule + Our Routing 80.62 71.34 69.57

Table 4: Performance on EUR-Lex dataset with differ-
ent routing process.
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Dataset #Questions #QA Pairs %Positive

Train/Dev/Test 1229/82/100 53417/1148/1517 12%

Table 5: Characteristic of TREC QA dataset. %Posi-
tive denotes the percentage of positive answers.

positive answers. Therefore, we use this dataset to
investigate the generalizability of our approach.

Baselines We compare our approach to the fol-
lowing baselines: CNN + LR (Yu et al., 2014b)
using unigrams and bigrams, CNN (Severyn and
Moschitti, 2015) using additional bilinear similar-
ity features, CNTN (Qiu and Huang, 2015) using
neural tensor network, LSTM (Tay et al., 2017) us-
ing single and multi-layer, MV-LSTM (Wan et al.,
2016), NTN-LSTM and HD-LSTM (Tay et al.,
2017) using holographic dual LSTM and Capsule-
Zhao (Zhao et al., 2018) using capsule networks.
For evaluation, we use standard measures (Wang
et al., 2007) such as Mean Average Precision
(MAP) and Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR).

Implementation Details The word embeddings
used for question answering pairs are initialized
as 300-dimensional GloVe vectors. In the con-
volutional layer, we use a convolution operation
with three different window sizes (3,4,5). All 16-
dimensional capsules in the primary capsule layer
are condensed into 256 capsules by the capsule
compression operation.

Experimental Results and Discussions In Ta-
ble 6, the best performance on MAP metric is
achieved by our approach, which verifies the ef-
fectiveness of our model. We also observe that
our approach exceeds traditional neural models
like CNN, LSTM and NTN-LSTM by a noticeable
margin.

This finding also agrees with the observation

Method MAP MRR

CNN + LR (unigram) 54.70 63.29
CNN + LR (bigram) 56.93 66.13
CNN 66.91 68.80
CNTN 65.80 69.78
LSTM (1 layer) 62.04 66.85
LSTM 59.75 65.33
MV-LSTM 64.88 68.24
NTN-LSTM 63.40 67.72
HD-LSTM 67.44 75.11
Capsule-Zhao 73.63 70.12
NLP-Capsule 77.73 74.16

Table 6: Experimental results on TREC QA dataset.

we found in multi-label classification: our ap-
proach has superior generalization capability in
low-resource setting with few training examples.
In contrast to the strongest baseline HD-LSTM
with 34.51M and 0.03 seconds for one batch, our
approach has 17.84M parameters and takes 0.06
seconds in an acceleration setting, and 0.12 sec-
onds without acceleration.

4 Related Work

4.1 Multi-label Text Classification

Multi-label text classification aims at assigning a
document to a subset of labels whose label set
might be extremely large. With increasing num-
bers of labels, issues of data sparsity and scalabil-
ity arise. Several methods have been proposed for
the large multi-label classification case.

Tree-based models (Agrawal et al., 2013; We-
ston et al., 2013) induce a tree structure that re-
cursively partitions the feature space with non-
leaf nodes. Then, the restricted label spaces at
leaf nodes are used for classification. Such a so-
lution entails higher robustness because of a dy-
namic hyper-plane design and its computational
efficiency. FastXML (Prabhu and Varma, 2014)
is one such tree-based model, which learns a hi-
erarchy of training instances and optimizes an
NDCG-based objective function for nodes in the
tree structure.

Label embedding models (Balasubramanian
and Lebanon, 2012; Chen and Lin, 2012; Cisse
et al., 2013; Bi and Kwok, 2013; Ferng and Lin,
2011; Hsu et al., 2009; Ji et al., 2008; Kapoor
et al., 2012; Lewis et al., 2004; Yu et al., 2014a)
address the data sparsity issue with two steps:
compression and decompression. The compres-
sion step learns a low-dimensional label embed-
ding that is projected from original and high-
dimensional label space. When data instances
are classified to these label embeddings, they will
be projected back to the high-dimensional label
space, which is the decompression step. Re-
cent works came up with different compression
or decompression techniques, e.g., SLEEC (Bha-
tia et al., 2015).

Deep learning models: FastText (Joulin et al.,
2016) uses averaged word embeddings to clas-
sify documents, which is computationally effi-
cient but ignores word order. Various CNNs in-
spired by Kim (2014) explored MTC with dy-
namic pooling, such as Bow-CNN (Johnson and
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Zhang, 2014) and XML-CNN (Liu et al., 2017).
Linear classifiers: PD-Sparse (Yen et al., 2016)

introduces a Fully-Corrective Block-Coordinate
Frank-Wolfe algorithm to address data sparsity.

4.2 Question and Answering
State-of-the-art approaches to QA fall into two
categories: IR-based and knowledge-based QA.

IR-based QA firstly preprocesses the question
and employ information retrieval techniques to
retrieve a list of relevant passages to questions.
Next, reading comprehension techniques are
adopted to extract answers within the span of re-
trieved text. For answer extraction, early methods
manually designed patterns to get them (Pasca). A
recent popular trend is neural answer extraction.
Various neural network models are employed to
represent questions (Severyn and Moschitti, 2015;
Wang and Nyberg, 2015). Since the attention
mechanism naturally explores relevancy, it has
been widely used in QA models to relate the ques-
tion to candidate answers (Tan et al., 2016; Santos
et al., 2016; Sha et al., 2018). Moreover, some
researchers leveraged external large-scale knowl-
edge bases to assist answer selection (Savenkov
and Agichtein, 2017; Shen et al., 2018; Deng et al.,
2018).

Knowledge-based QA conducts semantic pars-
ing on questions and transforms parsing results
into logical forms. Those forms are adopted to
match answers from structured knowledge bases
(Yao and Van Durme, 2014; Yih et al., 2015; Bor-
des et al., 2015; Yin et al., 2016; Hao et al., 2017).
Recent developments focused on modeling the in-
teraction between question and answer pairs: Ten-
sor layers (Qiu and Huang, 2015; Wan et al., 2016)
and holographic composition (Tay et al., 2017)
have pushed the state-of-the-art.

4.3 Capsule Networks
Capsule networks were initially proposed by Hin-
ton (Hinton et al., 2011) to improve representa-
tions learned by neural networks against vanilla
CNNs. Subsequently, Sabour et al. (2017) re-
placed the scalar-output feature detectors of CNNs
with vector-output capsules and max-pooling with
routing-by-agreement.

Hinton et al. (2018) then proposed a new it-
erative routing procedure between capsule layers
based on the EM algorithm, which achieves bet-
ter accuracy on the smallNORB dataset. Zhang
et al. (2018a) applied capsule networks to relation

extraction in a multi-instance multi-label learning
framework. Xiao et al. (2018) explored capsule
networks for multi-task learning.

Xia et al. (2018) studied the zero-shot intent
detection problem with capsule networks, which
aims to detect emerging user intents in an unsu-
pervised manner. Zhao et al. (2018) investigated
capsule networks with dynamic routing for text
classification, and transferred knowledge from the
single-label to multi-label cases. Cho et al. (2019)
studied capsule networks with determinantal point
processes for extractive multi-document summa-
rization.

Our work is different from our predecessors in
the following aspects: (i) we evaluate the perfor-
mance of routing processes at instance level, and
introduce an adaptive optimizer to enhance the re-
liability of routing processes; (ii) we present cap-
sule compression and partial routing to achieve
better scalability of capsule networks on datasets
with a large output space.

5 Conclusion

Making computers perform more like humans is
a major issue in NLP and machine learning. This
not only includes making them perform on similar
levels (Hassan et al., 2018), but also requests them
to be robust to adversarial examples (Eger et al.,
2019) and generalize from few data points (Rücklé
et al., 2019). In this work, we have addressed the
latter issue.

In particular, we extended existing capsule net-
works into a new framework with advantages con-
cerning scalability, reliability and generalizability.
Our experimental results have demonstrated its ef-
fectiveness on two NLP tasks: multi-label text
classification and question answering.

Through our modifications and enhancements,
we hope to have made capsule networks more suit-
able to large-scale problems and, hence, more ma-
ture for real-world applications. In the future, we
plan to apply capsule networks to even more chal-
lenging NLP problems such as language modeling
and text generation.
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Abstract

Transfer learning is effective for improving
the performance of tasks that are related, and
Multi-task learning (MTL) and Cross-lingual
learning (CLL) are important instances. This
paper argues that hard-parameter sharing, of
hard-coding layers shared across different
tasks or languages, cannot generalize well,
when sharing with a loosely related task. Such
case, which we call sparse transfer, might ac-
tually hurt performance, a phenomenon known
as negative transfer. Our contribution is us-
ing adversarial training across tasks, to “soft-
code” shared and private spaces, to avoid the
shared space gets too sparse. In CLL, our pro-
posed architecture considers another challenge
of dealing with low-quality input.

1 Introduction

Transfer learning in neural networks has been ap-
plied in recent years to improving the performance
of related tasks, for example, 1) multi-task learn-
ing (MTL) with different tasks (labeled data avail-
able all tasks) and 2) cross-lingual learning (CLL)
with different language (but the same task) though
labeled data available only in source language. For
both settings, one of their most common strate-
gies is hard-parameter sharing, as shown in Fig-
ure 1a, which shares the hidden layers across
tasks, which we will call shared layer. This ap-
proach works well when tasks are closely related,
when most features are invariant across tasks. Oth-
erwise, which we call sparse transfer, transfer-
ring between loosely related tasks often hurt per-
formance, known as negative transfer. We elabo-
rate this problem in MTL and CLL scenarios.

First, for MTL, the shared space is reported to
be sparse, in an architecture with one shared en-
coder (Sachan and Neubig, 2018), when shared by
K (e.g.,K > 2 tasks) loosely-related tasks. To ad-
dress this problem, as shown in Figure 1b, recent

models (Liu et al., 2017; Lin et al., 2018) divide
the features of different tasks into task-invariant
and task-dependent latent spaces, which we will
call shared and private spaces from this point
on. However, since such approach still hard-codes
shared and private features, deciding which sub-
sets of tasks should share encoders in many-task
settings, among all possible combinations of tasks,
is a non-trivial design problem (Ruder et al., 2019;
Sanh et al., 2019).

Second, for CLL, the given task in source lan-
guage (with rich resources) transfers to that for
target languages without training resources. For
the latter, machine-translated resources are fed in-
stead, to the shared encoder (Schwenk and Douze,
2017; Conneau et al., 2018). When translation is
perfect, the shared space would be dense: For ex-
ample, English training pair with entailment rela-
tionship, “Because it looked so formidable” and
“It really did look wonderful” can be translated to
Chinese sentences of the same meaning, to pre-
serve labels. Meanwhile, its translation into “因为
它看起来那么可怕” (Because it looks so scary)
and “它真的看起来很棒” (It really looks great),
fails to preserve the entailment relationship, and
makes the shared space sparse.

As a unified solution for both problems, we pro-
pose soft-coding approaches that can adapt in the
following novel ways.

First, for MTL, we propose Task-Adaptive
Representation learning using Soft-coding,
namely TARS, wherein shared and private fea-
tures are both mixtures of features. Specifically,
as shown in Figure 1c, TARS begins as a generic
sharing framework using one common shared
encoder, but also adopts its paired task-specific
layers to feed a Mixture-of-Experts (MoE) mod-
ule (Shazeer et al., 2017; Guo et al., 2018) which
captures soft-private features with a weighted
combination of all task-dependent features, where
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Figure 1: Illustration of transfer learning architectures. Yellow and green boxes represent shared and private LSTM
layers. G and P indicates a gating network and a policy network respectively.

a gating network G in Figure 1c, decides on
output weights for each task. Based on this
basic architecture, TARS softly-shares features
balanced by two conflicting auxiliary losses: one
is used to eliminate private features from the
shared space, which decreases the generalization
across task, while the other is used to keep shared
space “dense” with soft-private features, which
is a form of adversarial training. Such balancing
efforts prevent the shared space from being too
sparse to be generalized for every task, even when
K > 2.

Second, for CLL, we propose a Cross-lingual
AdverSarial Example, namely CASE. Compared
to Figure 1c, task-specific private layers no longer
exist in Figure 1d, because CLL deals with a sin-
gle task for multiple languages. Instead, for an
additional challenge of refining low-quality input,
we add Refiner. Specifically, once the source lan-
guage is translated into the target language, CASE
moves the noisy representation on the target side
towards a direction of space on the source side
back in a form of adversarial example, and uses
this as an additional training data to task classi-
fier. However, this refinement may have adverse
effects (Yeo et al., 2018), for which a policy net-
work P in Figure 1d decides whether to refine or
not.

To demonstrate the effectiveness and flexibility
of our soft-coding approaches, we evaluate TARS
on five different datasets covering diverse scenar-
ios and CASE on cross-lingual natural language
inference (XNLI) datasets with 15 languages (in-
cluding low-resource language such as Swahili

and Urdu), and show that TARS and CASE out-
perform existing hard-coding approaches.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Problem Statement

Formally, we assume the existence of K datasets
{Dk}Kk=1, where each Dk contains |Dk| data sam-
ples for classification task k. Specifically,

Dk = {(xki , yki )}|D
k|

i=1 (1)

where xki and yki denote a sentence (or pair) and
its corresponding label for task k. In CLL, Dk is
given only for one language, for which we create
a new dataset D̃k = {(x̃ki , yki )}, where x̃ki is trans-
lated, using neural machine translation (NMT), for
training task k (for another language). Transfer
learning aims to improve classification by learn-
ing these K tasks in parallel. Thus, our objective
is to learn a sentence (or pair) representation xk per
task k, but take into account the correlation among
related tasks.

Specifically, given an input sequence xk =
{wk1 , wk2 , ..., wkT } with length T , we aim to learn a
sentence representation xk for the entire sequence
as follows, xk = Encoder({wk1 , wk2 , ..., wkT }).
Following (Conneau et al., 2017), the final out-
put representation xk is ultimately fed into a cor-
responding classifier which consists of multiple
fully connected layers culminating in a softmax
layer, i.e., ŷk = softmax(Wkxk + bk). The pa-
rameters of the network are trained to minimize
the loss Ltask of the predicted and true distribu-
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tions on all the tasks as follows:

Ltask =
K∑

k=1

L(ŷk, yk) (2)

where L(ŷk, yk) denote a typical cross-entropy
loss for each task k.

2.2 Baseline: Hard-code Approach

As overviewed in Section 1, the success of transfer
learning depends on the sharing scheme in latent
feature space. Existing architectures differ in how
to group the shared features to maximize sharing,
as illustrated in Figure 1. We overview the existing
approaches into the following two categories.

Base I: Fully-Shared Model (FS) As shown in
Figure 1a, the Fully-Shared (FS) model adopts a
single shared encoder S-Encoder to extract fea-
tures generalized for all the tasks. For example,
given two tasks k and m, all features sk of task k
are expected to be shared by taskm and vice versa,
i.e., sk = S-Encoder({wk1 , wk2 , ..., wkT }; θs),
where θs represents the parameters of the shared
encoder. In FS model, sk is equivalent to xk fed
into classifiers.

Base II: Shared-Private Model (SP) As Fig-
ure 1b shows, the Shared-Private (SP) model con-
sists of two modules: (1) the underlying shared
encoder S-Encoder responsible to capture task-
invariant features, and (2) the private encoder
P-Encoder to extract task-dependent features,
i.e., pk = P-Encoder({wk1 , wk2 , ..., wkT }; θkp),
where θkp represents the parameters of each pri-
vate encoder. Then, both shared representation sk
and private representation pk are concatenated to
construct the final sentence representation: xk =
sk ⊕ pk.

These hard-code approaches greatly reduce the
risk of overfitting to capture all of the tasks si-
multaneously, but have the caveat that the ability
of shared space to model task-invariant features
can be significantly reduced (Sachan and Neubig,
2018). We empirically show our observations are
consistent in Section 5.2.

3 Soft-code Approach for MTL: TARS

Inspired by the limitation of hard-coding ap-
proaches, our proposed model, TARS, begins with
FS model but progressively adapts to task charac-
teristics, as shown in Figure 1c.

Soft-Private Module TARS first models the mul-
tiple tasks as MoE, where each task has an individ-
ual expert network, and weighs the experts for dif-
ferent task examples. To be specific, TARS feeds
the shared features sk into individual P-Encoder
for each task, to encode task-dependent features as
follows:

pk = P-Encoder(sk; θkp) (3)

Simultaneously, a gating network decides on
output weights for each expert (i.e., individual
P-Encoder). Specifically, the gating networkG,
parameterized by θg, is used to map the shared rep-
resentation of current task into the correct expert,
and each expert is thus learning task-dependent
features for that task, estimating task label of sk:

G(sk; θg) = softmax(Wgsk + bg) (4)

where Wg and bg is a trainable weight matrix and
a bias, respectively. Based on above, the final soft-
private representation p(sk) is a mixture of all ex-
pert outputs with respect to sk as the following:

p(sk) =
K∑

k=1

G(sk; θg) · pk (5)

Soft-Shared Module In order to learn task-
invariant features, inspired by (Liu et al., 2017),
TARS adopts an adversarial network, which con-
tains a feature extractor and a task discriminator
D. The basic idea is to learn features that can-
not be distinguished by D. Specifically, D aims to
discriminate which task the feature comes from,
while the feature extractor (e.g., S-Encoder)
tries to fool D so that it cannot identify the task
of the feature and is hence task-invariant. More
formally,

Ladv = min
θs

λmax
θd

K∑

k=1

|Dk|∑

i=1

dki log[D(sk; θd)]

(6)
where dki is the ground-truth task label, θd is the
parameter of task discriminator D, and λ is a hy-
perparameter. As mentioned before, such adver-
sarial learning has been verified to be very effec-
tive for extracting task-invariant features. How-
ever, trying to keep the shared space too pure in-
evitably leads to sparseness, for which we addi-
tionally introduce the density constraint Ldense for
this purpose.
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Specifically, the objective of the density con-
straint Ldense is to push the soft-private features
from the private embeddings closer to the shared
ones, such that the shared space is encouraged to
being dense rather than being too sparse, resolving
the sparseness of the shared space. Therefore, the
soft-shared features might be more informative in
this case. Formally,

Ldense =

K∑

k=1

||p(sk)− sk||2 (7)

where || · ||2 is the mean squared L-2 norm.
Training and Inference Lastly, the soft-private
and soft-shared representations p(sk) and sk are
concatenated, i.e., xk = sk ⊕ p(sk), to feed the all
networks in TARS with the following loss:

LTARS = Ltask + Ladv + Ldense (8)

TARS is trained with backpropagation, and adopts
a gradient reversal layer (Ganin and Lempitsky,
2015) to address minimax optimization problem.
Note that, unlike hard-code approaches, zero-shot
learning is also possible since TARS can adapt to
a new target task (e.g., cross-domain or -lingual),
by aligning it with the trained expert gate deciding
what combination of the expert to use in Eq. (4)
and Eq. (5) on inference.

4 Soft-code Approach for CLL: CASE

This section revises Ldense in Eq. (7) for CLL sce-
nario. Note that, in CLL, sparse space corresponds
to mistranslated low-resource language, which we
call pseudo-sentence. The goal of Ldense is thus
replaced by, softly correcting the representation to
align better Lalign, while preserving the semantics
Lsem. For that purpose, we propose a Refiner re-
placing Ldense with these two new losses.
Refinement by Perturbation We first discuss
how to refine pseudo-sentences by perturbation ∆
for higher learning effectiveness. Related ideas
are ensuring the robustness of a model, by finding
∆ that changes a prediction, or, f(x) = y while
f(x+∆) 6= y (Goodfellow et al., 2015). Inspired,
CASE explores if incorrect translations that may
cause wrong predictions in the target language can
be moved back to change predictions.

For which, based on the basic architecture
of variational auto-encoder (VAE) (Kingma and
Welling, 2013), CASE models a neural refiner to
refine low-quality representations. Specifically, as

shown in Figure 1d, CASE first encodes pseudo-
parallel sentences into shared space, e.g., (x, x̃).
Then, the refiner which consists of two encod-
ing feed-forward network µ(x) and σ(x) converts
the representations into two distribution variables
µ(x̃) and σ(x̃), the mean and standard devia-
tion for pseudo representations. Unlike traditional
VAE minimizing the latent loss that measures how
closely the latent variables match a unit Gaus-
sian, i.e., KL(N (µ(x), σ(x)),N (0, 1)), CASE
enhances the latent loss with the pseudo-parallel
representation, to generate pseudo-adversarial ex-
ample z̃ that roughly follows a representation x
from resource-rich space as follows:

Lalign = KL(N (µ(x̃), σ(x̃)),N (µ(x), σ(x)))
(9)

In order to optimize the KL divergence, CASE
applies a simple reparameterization trick (Kingma
and Welling, 2013). Using this trick, pseudo-
adversarial example z̃ is generated from the mean
and standard deviation vectors, i.e., z̃ = µ(x̃) +
σ(x̃) · ε, where ε ∈ N (0, 1). This constraint not
only allows us to generate an informative repre-
sentation, but also improves the generalization of
our network, towards x (e.g., English) with higher
confidence. Then, CASE aims at preserving its
original semantics in the latent space, for which
CASE includes the reconstruction loss, which is a
mean squared error, to measure how accurately the
pseudo-adversarial example z̃ preserves its origi-
nal semantics. i.e., Lsim = Σ|D̃|||z̃ − x̃||2. As a
result, z̃ is fed into the classifier, and the overall
loss of CASE is defined as follows:

LCASE = Ltask + Ladv

+ Lalign + Lsim
(10)

Selective Refinement Lastly, CASE aims to refine
only when the perturbation can refine the transla-
tion. In other words, if the translation is already
good, CASE avoids a refinement, by parameter-
izing refinement with α set to be near zero. Not
applying a refinement for correct translation is im-
portant, since more than half of translations is cor-
rectly translated, as reported by (Yeo et al., 2018),
such that refinement may lower the quality.

For computing α, CASE adapts a policy net-
work P , which consists of a feed forward network
P(x; θp) = softmax(Wpx + bp), to identify
wrong translations by capturing the difference of
domain distribution. Then, the policy is calculated
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as follows:

α = KL(P(x̃)||P(x)) =
∑

x∈D,x̃∈ ˜D
P(x̃) log

P(x̃)

P(x)

(11)
in which P(x) outputs a domain distribution of
x, and CASE estimates α as the difference be-
tween two distributions (i.e., KL divergence), and
the final loss function is defined factoring in α:
LCASE = Ltask + Ladv + α(Lalign + Lsim).

5 Experiments

5.1 Experimental Settings
To show the effectiveness of our proposed ap-
proaches, we conduct experiments on both multi-
task and cross-lingual settings.
Multi-task Dataset For Multi-task learning, we
use five different datasets on Natural Lan-
guage Inference (NLI) and Paraphrase Identifi-
cation (PI) tasks: SNLI (Bowman et al., 2015),
MNLI (Williams et al., 2018), and CNLI1,
for single-domain-English, multi-domain-English,
and Chinese NLI respectively; QQP (Csernai
et al., 2017) and LCQMC (Liu et al., 2018) for
English and Chinese PI.
Cross-lingual Dataset We use the cross-lingual
natural language inference (XNLI) dataset (Con-
neau et al., 2018)2 from 15 different languages for
Cross-lingual learning. The dataset is a version
of MNLI (Williams et al., 2018) where 2,500 dev
and 5,000 test sets have been translated (by hu-
mans) into 14 languages. For training datasets, the
English training data is translated into each target
language by NMT.
Implementation Details For all encoder, we
adopt BiLSTM-max (Conneau et al., 2017) model
and the pre-trained word embeddings we use are
300-dimensional fastText word embeddings (Bo-
janowski et al., 2017). Following (Conneau et al.,
2018), the BiLSTM hidden states is set to 256
and Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 0.001
was applied. The learning rate was decreased
by a factor of 0.85 when the target dev accuracy
does not improve. As in (Conneau et al., 2018),
for text classification networks, we use a feed-
forward neural network with one hidden layer of
128 hidden units with a dropout rate of 0.1, to

1https://github.com/blcunlp/CNLI
2https://www.nyu.edu/projects/bowman/xnli/XNLI-

1.0.zip

Source Model SNLI MNLI QQP
(Single Task) BiLSTM-max 81.95 65.98 85.89

SNLI+MNLI

AFS 82.06 66.51 -(+0.11) (+0.53)

ASP 82.28 67.39 -(+0.33) (+1.41)

TARS 82.67 67.79 -(+0.70) (+1.81)

SNLI+QQP

AFS 82.03 - 85.08
(+0.08) (-0.81)

ASP 82.20 - 86.22
(+0.25) (+0.33)

TARS 82.54 - 86.51
(+0.59) (+0.62)

MNLI+QQP

AFS - 66.62 85.59
(+0.64) (-0.30)

ASP - 66.92 86.12
(+0.94) (+0.23)

TARS - 67.37 86.47
(+1.39) (+0.58)

Table 1: Accuracy over MTL with two-source tasks

measure the relatedness of a given premise and hy-
pothesis. The hyperparameter λ is empirically set
to 0.005. All our implementation is available at
github.com/haejupark/soft.

5.2 Experimental Result I: MTL

Using (Liu et al., 2017) as hard-code baselines, we
apply Adversarial training (and so-called orthogo-
nality constraints) to FS and SP models, namely
AFS and ASP. Such techniques enhance the dis-
tinct nature of shared and private features.

Two-source MTL Table 1 shows the perfor-
mance on three text classification tasks. The
first row shows the results of “single task”, and
other rows show the results of “multiple tasks”
by corresponding MTL models trained with two
source tasks. More concretely, (SNLI+MNLI) and
(*NLI+QQP) are for cross-domain and cross-task
classification respectively. In this table, we can
see that TARS achieves higher accuracy than all
sharing scheme baselines in all scenarios, surpass-
ing multi-task learning (i.e., ASP) as well as sin-
gle task learning. These results show that our soft-
code approach also works well in typical MTL set-
tings with two source tasks, though they are not
our targeted sparse scenario.

Three-source MTL In Table 2, MTL models use
three source tasks (SNLI+MNLI+QQP), where
the first row shows the results of “single task”.
We first test SNLI, MNLI, and QQP as a super-
vised target task. From the results, we can see that
TARS outperforms all baselines including MoE,
which is a variant of TARS excluding the two aux-
iliary losses. We also include the recent work,
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Model SNLI MNLI QQP CNLI LCQMC
BiLSTM-max 81.95 65.98 85.89 64.42 79.69

AFS 81.70 66.78 85.41 39.70 61.29
(-0.25) (+0.80) (-0.48) (-24.72) (-18.40)

ASP 82.23 66.92 86.04 - -(+0.28) (+0.94) (+0.15)

MoE 81.55 66.72 85.23 39.45 63.02
(-0.40) (+0.74) (-0.66) (-24.97) (-16.67)

MMoE 81.46 67.01 85.29 - -(-0.49) (+1.03) (-0.60)

TARS 83.12 68.24 86.15 40.52 63.45
(+1.17) (+2.26) (+0.26) (-23.90) (-16.24)

Table 2: Accuracy of MTL with three-source tasks

MMoE (Ma et al., 2018), which explicitly learns
to model task relationship by modeling an expert
for each task (which is not desirable for a new
task). This suggests that the synergetic effect of
soft-private and -shared modules in TARS is criti-
cal to outperform other baselines.

Specifically, AFS and ASP show a “nega-
tive transfer”, which is an inherent challenge of
MTL. For example, ASP with three-source tasks
achieves 82.23% and 66.92% accuracy, respec-
tively, in SNLI and MNLI, which are lower than
82.28% and 67.39% accuracy with its best per-
formance with two-source tasks. In contrast,
TARS overcomes such challenges, for example,
83.12% > 82.67% and 68.24% > 67.79% in
SNLI and MNLI, except for QQP, which can
be further improved by asymmetric MTL tech-
niques (Lee et al., 2016).

To investigate how TARS helps transfer knowl-
edge across tasks, Figure 2a and 2b contrast the
feature representation of shared space in ASP and
TARS, in two- and three-source settings respec-
tively. First, for two-sources, ASP and TARS
are comparable, capturing the distribution of two
tasks that are nearly identical, which is desirable
for transfer learning. Second, for three sources,
the shared space of ASP shows two quite distinct
distributions (task-dependent), while TARS keeps
two distributions comparable (and task-invariant).

Zero-shot Learning Lastly, in Table 2, we test
zero-shot learning with two target tasks, CNLI and
LCQMC, excluding their own training data (ex-
cept for the first row single task). As ASP requires
target task labels to train its private encoders, we
compare TARS only with AFS and MoE, where
TARS shows the best performance in MTL. As
shown in Figure 3, we observe that when TARS
covers sentences in CNLI and LCQMC, using its
gating network that identifies that the unknown
target tasks are the most similar to SNLI and QQP,

respectively: Specifically, highest weights are as-
signed to these two, but other source tasks also
contribute, with non-zero weights.

(a) Shared space for two-source

(b) Shared space for three-source

Figure 2: PCA visualization. Blue and red indicate the
shared features of SNLI and QQP, respectively, using
ASP (left) and TARS (right).

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

LCQMC

CNLI

SNLI MNLI QQP

Figure 3: Gating weights in zero-shot learning.

5.3 Experimental Result II: CLL

Table 3 shows our results on 14 XNLI languages.
Following (Conneau et al., 2018), we divide the
models into following three categories: 1) Trans-
late train, where the English NLI training set
is translated into each XNLI language and train
a language-specific NLI classifier for each lan-
guage; 2) Translate test, where all dev and test
set of XNLI is translated to English and apply
English NLI classifier; and 3) Zero-shot Learn-
ing, where English classifier is directly applied to
the target language without any translation. We
also report the results of XNLI baselines (Con-
neau et al., 2018), a supervised cross-lingual MTL
model that combines the Ladv loss using pseudo-
parallel data (Liu et al., 2017), the multilingual
BERT (Devlin et al., 2018), and the recent work
of (Artetxe and Schwenk, 2018).

First, in Table 3, we can see that BiLSTM model
(Conneau et al., 2018), in Translate test, appears
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en→ xx

fr es de el bg ru tr ar vi th zh hi sw ur
Translate train, each NLI models for each language
BiLSTM (Conneau et al., 2018) 68.3 68.8 66.5 66.4 67.4 66.5 64.5 65.8 66.0 62.8 67.0 62.1 58.2 56.6
BiLSTM+MTL (Liu et al., 2017) 66.0 68.7 67.3 67.4 68.2 64.8 65.3 65.1 66.1 59.3 66.2 54.2 60.0 58.0
CASE (w/o selective) 70.4 70.3 70.2 69.2 70.0 69.6 69.4 68.8 69.3 67.4 70.9 67.4 67.9 66.8
CASE (w selective) 71.1 71.2 70.0 70.3 69.9 69.8 70.0 70.1 70.5 68.9 71.3 68.7 67.7 67.5
Multilingual BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) - 77.3* 75.2* - - - - 70.5* - - 74.2* - - 61.7*
Multilingual BERT on CASE (w selective) 78.7 78.2 76.4 76.7 75.8 75.5 73.3 73.7 74.2 72.3 74.3 72.2 71.6 71.3
Translate test, one English NLI model for all languages
BiLSTM (Conneau et al., 2018) 70.4 70.7 68.7 69.1 70.4 67.8 66.3 66.8 66.5 64.4 68.3 64.2 61.8 59.3
Multilingual BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) - 74.9* 74.4* - - - - 70.4* - - 70.1* - - 62.1*
Zero-Shot Learning, one NLI model for all languages
BiLSTM (Conneau et al., 2018) 67.7 68.7 67.7 68.9 67.9 65.4 64.2 64.8 66.4 64.1 65.8 64.1 55.7 58.4
Multilingual BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) - 74.3* 70.5* - - - - 62.1* - - 63.8* - - 58.3*
(Artetxe and Schwenk, 2018) 71.9 72.9 72.6 73.1 74.2 71.5 69.7 71.4 72.0 69.2 71.4 65.5 62.2 61.0

Table 3: Accuracy over 14 XNLI languages (test set accuracy). We report results for translation baselines, multi-
task learning baselines and zero-shot baselines. Overall best results are in bold, and the best in each group is un-
derlined. All results * from its Github project https://github.com/google-research/bert/blob/
master/multilingual.md.

to perform consistently better than Translate train
for all languages, which means a single English
model works better than training each target model
with translated data. In contrast, Multilingual
BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) achieves best results
on Translate train, outperforming most languages,
suggesting the generalization of BERT across lan-
guages significantly better than BiLSTM model.

Meanwhile, CASE, significantly outperforms
the BiLSTM and BiLSTM+MTL models in Trans-
late train for all languages, and even outperforms
BiLSTM in Translate test. Compared to the
best performing MTL baseline, CASE achieves
an improvement of 1.7% and 9.5% in Bulgarian
(bg) and Urdu (ur) languages respectively. From
these results, we observe that: 1) the improve-
ments on low-resource language (e.g., Swahili and
Urdu) are more substantial than those on other lan-
guages; 2) the selective refinement strategy con-
sistently contributes to the performance improve-
ment. These results show that CASE, by incor-
porating pseudo-adversarial example as an addi-
tional resource, contributes to the robustness and
the generalization of the model.

Lastly, we show that CASE with multilingual
BERT model achieves the state-of-the-art, and
even significantly outperforms the supervised ap-
proach of (Artetxe and Schwenk, 2018) enjoying
an unfair advantage of extremely large amounts of
parallel sentences. These results show that CASE,
with the help of strong baselines, gets a significant
boost in performance, particularly for Swahili and
Urdu that are low-resource languages, achieving
the improvement of 9.4% and 10.3% respectively.

Robustness Analysis In order to verify whether
CASE is robust, inspired by (Goodfellow et al.,
2015), we test if models keep its prediction, even
after changes to the sentence, as long as the mean-
ing remains unchanged. For example, the given
sentence can be paraphrased by changing some
words with their synonyms, and the models should
give the same answer to the paraphrase.

Meanwhile, existing models, especially those
overfitted to surface forms, are sensitive to such
“semantic-preserving” perturbations. As human
annotation for such perturbations is expensive,
an automated approach (Alzantot et al., 2018)
was studied for English, to generate semantic-
preserving adversaries that fool well-trained sen-
timent analysis and NLI models with success rates
of 97% and 70%, respectively. In our problem set-
ting of XNLI, we need such a generator (or gener-
ated resources) for each language. For which, we
identify three research questions:

• (RQ1) How hard is it to build a generator for
a new language?

• (RQ2) Are the observations consistent?

• (RQ3) Does our model improve robustness?

Specifically, in this paper we focus on Chinese, as
we could hire native speaking volunteers to val-
idate whether automatically generated perturba-
tions indeed preserve semantics.

First, for RQ1, we leverage Chinese synonyms
and antonyms to build counter fitting vectors
as (Mrkšić et al., 2016) to ensure the selected
words are synonyms. Then, we slightly change
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Original Text Prediction: Contradiction (Confidence = 97%)

Premise: 能帮助我的女孩在小镇的另一边。
Hypothesis: 没没没有有有人能帮助我。

Adversarial Text Prediction: Entailment (Confidence = 59%)

Premise: 能帮助我的女孩在小镇的另一边。
Hypothesis: 并并并没没没有有有人能帮助我。

Table 4: Example of generated adversarial example for
chinese natural language inference task.

(Alzantot et al., 2018)3 to automatically generate
Chinese perturbations for NLI task. Following
the convention of (Alzantot et al., 2018), for NLI
problem, we only add perturbation to the hypoth-
esis, excluding premise, and aim to divert the pre-
diction result from entailment to contradiction,
and vice versa. Table 4 is an example of generated
adversarial example.

For RQ2, we validate the automatically gener-
ated perturbations by native speaking volunteers.
We show volunteers 500 samples to label whether
it is contradiction, neutral or entailment. 84 per-
cent of the responses matched the original ground
truth. Second, we sample 500 samples, with each
sample including the original sentence and the cor-
responding adversarial example. Volunteers were
asked to judge the similarity of each pair on a scale
from 1 (very different) to 4 (very similar). The av-
erage rating is 2.12, which shows the performance
of our implementation for Chinese perturbation is
also competitive.

Lastly, for RQ3, we show the attack success
rates over generated adversarial example in Ta-
ble 5. For comparison, we include the single task
and MTL baselines. As shown in the Table 5,
CASEs are able to achieve higher defense rate
(or lower success rate) in performance of 36.6%,
while baselines obtained 15.7% and 21.4% respec-
tively, which demonstrates incorporating pseudo-
adversarial example is indeed helpful to the ro-
bustness of the model.

Model % Success
BiLSTM 0.843

BiLSTM+MTL 0.786
CASE (w/o selective) 0.657
CASE (w selective) 0.634

Table 5: Attack success rates over Chinese adversarial
example for the text classification task.

3https://github.com/nesl/nlp adversarial examples

6 Related Work

Transfer Learning: Transfer learning enables ef-
fective knowledge transfer from the source to the
target task. Early works mainly focused on the
shared representation methods (Liu et al., 2017;
Tong et al., 2018; Lin et al., 2018), using a single
shared encoder between all tasks while keeping
several task-dependent output layers. However,
the sparseness of the shared space, when shared
by K tasks, was observed (Sachan and Neubig,
2018). In this paper, we study a soft-coding ap-
proach to overcome sparsity, leading to perfor-
mance gains in MTL and CLL tasks. Closely re-
lated work is MMoE (Ma et al., 2018), which ex-
plicitly learns the task relationship by modeling a
gating network for each task. Such work does not
consider which combination of networks to use for
a new task, while we differentiate by deciding such
combination for a new task based on its similarity
to the source tasks.

Adversarial Example: Despite the success of
deep neural networks, neural models are still brit-
tle to adversarial examples (Goodfellow et al.,
2015). Recently, adversarial examples are widely
incorporated into training to improve the gen-
eralization and robustness of the model using
back-translated paraphrases (Iyyer et al., 2018),
machine-generated rules (Ribeiro et al., 2018),
black-box (Alzantot et al., 2018) and white-
box (Ebrahimi et al., 2018). Inspired, we study
pseudo-adversarial example in latent space to im-
prove the robustness of the model. To the best of
our knowledge, we are the first proposing pseudo-
adversarial training in latent space for transfer
learning.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we study the limitations of hard-
parameter sharing in sparse transfer learning. We
propose soft-code approaches to avoid the sparse-
ness observed in MTL and CLL. We have demon-
strated the effectiveness and flexibility of our soft-
code approaches in extensive evaluations over
MTL and CLL scenarios.
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Abstract

There has been an increased interest in mul-
timodal language processing including multi-
modal dialog, question answering, sentiment
analysis, and speech recognition. However,
naturally occurring multimodal data is often
imperfect as a result of imperfect modalities,
missing entries or noise corruption. To ad-
dress these concerns, we present a regulariza-
tion method based on tensor rank minimiza-
tion. Our method is based on the observation
that high-dimensional multimodal time series
data often exhibit correlations across time and
modalities which leads to low-rank tensor rep-
resentations. However, the presence of noise
or incomplete values breaks these correlations
and results in tensor representations of higher
rank. We design a model to learn such ten-
sor representations and effectively regularize
their rank. Experiments on multimodal lan-
guage data show that our model achieves good
results across various levels of imperfection.

1 Introduction
Analyzing multimodal language sequences spans
various fields including multimodal dialog (Das
et al., 2017; Rudnicky, 2005), question answer-
ing (Antol et al., 2015; Tapaswi et al., 2015;
Das et al., 2018), sentiment analysis (Morency
et al., 2011), and speech recognition (Palaskar
et al., 2018). Generally, these multimodal se-
quences contain heterogeneous sources of infor-
mation across the language, visual and acous-
tic modalities. For example, when instructing
robots, these machines have to comprehend our
verbal instructions and interpret our nonverbal be-
haviors while grounding these inputs in their vi-
sual sensors (Schmerling et al., 2017; Iba et al.,
2005). Likewise, comprehending human inten-
tions requires integrating human language, speech,
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Figure 1: Clean multimodal time series data (in shades
of green) exhibits correlations across time and across
modalities, leading to redundancy in low rank tensor
representations. On the other hand, the presence of
imperfect entries (in gray, blue, and red) breaks these
correlations and leads to higher rank tensors. In these
scenarios, we use tensor rank regularization to learn
tensors that more accurately represent the true correla-
tions and latent structures in multimodal data.

facial behaviors, and body postures (Mihalcea,
2012; Rossiter, 2011). However, as much as more
modalities are required for improved performance,
we now face a challenge of imperfect data where
data might be 1) incomplete due to mismatched
modalities or sensor failure, or 2) corrupted with
random or structured noise. As a result, an im-
portant research question involves learning robust
representations from imperfect multimodal data.

Recent research in both unimodal and multi-
modal learning has investigated the use of tensors
for representation learning (Anandkumar et al.,
2014). Given representations h1, ...,hM from M
modalities, the order-M outer product tensor T =
h1 ⊗ h2 ⊗ ... ⊗ hM is a natural representation for
all possible interactions between the modality di-
mensions (Liu et al., 2018). In this paper, we
propose a model called the Temporal Tensor Fu-
sion Network (T2FN) that builds tensor represen-
tations from multimodal time series data. T2FN
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learns a tensor representation that captures mul-
timodal interactions across time. A key observa-
tion is that clean data exhibits tensors that are low-
rank since high-dimensional real-world data is of-
ten generated from lower dimensional latent struc-
tures (Lakshmanan et al., 2015). Furthermore,
clean multimodal time series data exhibits corre-
lations across time and across modalities (Yang
et al., 2017; Hidaka and Yu, 2010). This leads
to redundancy in these overparametrized tensors
which explains their low rank (Figure 1). On the
other hand, the presence of noise or incomplete
values breaks these natural correlations and leads
to higher rank tensor representations. As a re-
sult, we can use tensor rank minimization to learn
tensors that more accurately represent the true
correlations and latent structures in multimodal
data, thereby alleviating imperfection in the input.
With these insights, we show how to integrate ten-
sor rank minimization as a simple regularizer for
training in the presence of imperfect data. As com-
pared to previous work on imperfect data (Sohn
et al., 2014; Srivastava and Salakhutdinov, 2014;
Pham et al., 2019), our model does not need to
know which of the entries or modalities are imper-
fect beforehand. Our model combines the strength
of temporal non-linear transformations of multi-
modal data with a simple regularization technique
on tensor structures. We perform experiments on
multimodal video data consisting of humans ex-
pressing their opinions using a combination of lan-
guage and nonverbal behaviors. Our results back
up our intuitions that imperfect data increases ten-
sor rank. Finally, we show that our model achieves
good results across various levels of imperfection.

2 Related Work
Tensor Methods: Tensor representations have
been used for learning discriminative representa-
tions in unimodal and multimodal tasks. Tensors
are powerful because they can capture important
higher order interactions across time, feature di-
mensions, and multiple modalities (Kossaifi et al.,
2017). For unimodal tasks, tensors have been used
for part-of-speech tagging (Srikumar and Man-
ning, 2014), dependency parsing (Lei et al., 2014),
word segmentation (Pei et al., 2014), question
answering (Qiu and Huang, 2015), and machine
translation (Setiawan et al., 2015). For multimodal
tasks, Huang et al. (2017) used tensor products be-
tween images and text features for image caption-
ing. A similar approach was proposed to learn

representations across text, visual, and acoustic
features to infer speaker sentiment (Liu et al.,
2018; Zadeh et al., 2017). Other applications in-
clude multimodal machine translation (Delbrouck
and Dupont, 2017), audio-visual speech recogni-
tion (Zhang et al., 2017), and video semantic anal-
ysis (Wu et al., 2009; Gao et al., 2009).

Imperfect Data: In order to account for imper-
fect data, several works have proposed generative
approaches for multimodal data (Sohn et al., 2014;
Srivastava and Salakhutdinov, 2014). Recently,
neural models such as cascaded residual autoen-
coders (Tran et al., 2017), deep adversarial learn-
ing (Cai et al., 2018), or translation-based learn-
ing (Pham et al., 2019) have also been proposed.
However, these methods often require knowing
which of the entries or modalities are imperfect
beforehand. While there has been some work on
using low-rank tensor representations for imper-
fect data (Chang et al., 2017; Fan et al., 2017;
Chen et al., 2017; Long et al., 2018; Nimishakavi
et al., 2018), our approach is the first to inte-
grate rank minimization with neural networks for
multimodal language data, thereby combining the
strength of non-linear transformations with the
mathematical foundations of tensor structures.

3 Proposed Method
In this section, we present our method for learning
representations from imperfect human language
across the language, visual, and acoustic modal-
ities. In §3.1, we discuss some background on
tensor ranks. We outline our method for learn-
ing tensor representations via a model called Tem-
poral Tensor Fusion Network (T2FN) in §3.2. In
§3.3, we investigate the relationship between ten-
sor rank and imperfect data. Finally, in §3.4, we
show how to regularize our model using tensor
rank minimization.

We use lowercase letters x ∈ R to denote
scalars, boldface lowercase letters x ∈ Rd to de-
note vectors, and boldface capital letters X ∈
Rd1×d2 to denote matrices. Tensors, which we de-
note by calligraphic letters X , are generalizations
of matrices to multidimensional arrays. An order-
M tensor has M dimensions, X ∈ Rd1×...×dM . We
use ⊗ to denote outer product between vectors.

3.1 Background: Tensor Rank

The rank of a tensor measures how many vectors
are required to reconstruct the tensor. Simple ten-
sors that can be represented as outer products of
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Figure 2: The Temporal Tensor Fusion Network
(T2FN) creates a tensor M from temporal data. The
rank of M increases with imperfection in data so we
regularize our model by minimizing an upper bound on
the rank ofM.

vectors have lower rank, while complex tensors
have higher rank. To be more precise, we de-
fine the rank of a tensor using Canonical Polyadic
(CP)-decomposition (Carroll and Chang, 1970).
For an order-M tensorX ∈ Rd1×...×dM , there exists
an exact decomposition into vectors w:

X = r∑
i=1

M⊗
m=1w

i
m. (1)

The minimal r for exact decomposition is called
the rank of the tensor. The vectors {{wi

m}Mm=1}ri=1
are called the rank r decomposition factors of X .

3.2 Multimodal Tensor Representations
Our model for creating tensor representations
is called the Temporal Tensor Fusion Network
(T2FN), which extends the model in Zadeh et al.
(2017) to include a temporal component. We
show that T2FN increases the capacity of TFN
to capture high-rank tensor representations, which
itself leads to improved prediction performance.
More importantly, our knowledge about tensor
rank properties allows us to regularize our model
effectively for imperfect data.

We begin with time series data from the lan-
guage, visual and acoustic modalities, denoted
as [x1

` , ...,x
T
` ], [x1

v, ...,x
T
v ], and [x1

a, ...,x
T
a ] re-

spectively. We first use Long Short-term Mem-
ory (LSTM) networks (Hochreiter and Schmid-
huber, 1997) to encode the temporal information

from each modality, resulting in a sequence of hid-
den representations [h1

` , ...,h
T
` ], [h1

v, ...,h
T
v ], and[h1

a, ...,h
T
a ]. Similar to prior work which found

tensor representations to capture higher-order in-
teractions from multimodal data (Liu et al., 2018;
Zadeh et al., 2017; Fukui et al., 2016), we form
tensors via outer products of the individual repre-
sentations through time (as shown in Figure 2):

M = T∑
t=1 [

ht`
1
]⊗ [htv

1
]⊗ [hta

1
] (2)

where we append a 1 so that unimodal, bimodal,
and trimodal interactions are all captured as de-
scribed in Zadeh et al. (2017). M is our multi-
modal representation which can then be used to
predict the label y using a fully connected layer.
Observe how the construction of M closely re-
sembles equation (1) as the sum of vector outer
products. As compared to TFN which uses a sin-
gle outer product to obtain a multimodal tensor of
rank one, T2FN creates a tensor of high rank (up-
per bounded by T ). As a result, the notion of rank
naturally emerges when we reason about the prop-
erties ofM.

3.3 How Does Imperfection Affect Rank?

We first state several observations about the rank
of multimodal representationM:
1) rnoisy: The rank ofM is maximized when data
entries are sampled from i.i.d. noise (e.g. Gaus-
sian distributions). This is because this setting
leads to no redundancy at all between the feature
dimensions across time steps.
2) rclean < rnoisy: Clean real-world data is of-
ten generated from lower dimensional latent struc-
tures (Lakshmanan et al., 2015). Furthermore,
multimodal time series data exhibits correlations
across time and across modalities (Yang et al.,
2017; Hidaka and Yu, 2010). This redundancy
leads to low-rank tensor representations.
3) rclean < rimperfect < rnoisy: If the data is im-
perfect, the presence of noise or incomplete val-
ues breaks these natural correlations and leads to
higher rank tensor representations.

These intuitions are also backed up by several
experimental results which are presented in §4.2.

3.4 Tensor Rank Regularization

Given our intuitions above, it would then seem
natural to augment the discriminative objective
function with a term to minimize the rank ofM.
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In practice, the rank of an order-M tensor is com-
puted using the nuclear norm ∥X ∥∗ which is de-
fined as (Friedland and Lim, 2014),

∥X ∥∗ = inf { r∑
i=1 ∣λi∣ ∶ X = r∑

i=1λi ( M⊗
m=1w

i
m) , ∥wi

m∥ = 1, r ∈ N} .
(3)

When M = 2, this reduces to the matrix nuclear
norm (sum of singular values). However, com-
puting the rank of a tensor or its nuclear norm is
NP-hard for tensors of order ≥ 3 (Friedland and
Lim, 2014). Fortunately, there exist efficiently
computable upper bounds on the nuclear norm and
minimizing these upper bounds would also mini-
mize the nuclear norm ∥M∥∗. We choose the up-
per bound as presented in Hu (2014), which upper
bounds the nuclear norm with the tensor Frobenius
norm scaled by the tensor dimensions:

∥M∥∗ ≤
¿ÁÁÀ ∏Mi=1 di

max{d1, ..., dM}∥M∥F , (4)

where the Frobenius norm ∥M∥F is defined as the
sum of squared entries inM which is easily com-
putable and convex. Since ∥M∥F is easily com-
putable and convex, including this term adds neg-
ligible computational cost to the model. We will
use this upper bound as a surrogate for the nu-
clear norm in our objective function. Our objec-
tive function is therefore a weighted combination
of the prediction loss and the tensor rank regular-
izer in equation (4).

4 Experiments
Our experiments are designed with two research
questions in mind: 1) What is the effect of various
levels of imperfect data on tensor rank in T2FN?
2) Does T2FN with rank regularization perform
well on prediction with imperfect data? We an-
swer these questions in §4.2 and §4.3 respectively.

4.1 Datasets
We experiment with real video data consisting of
humans expressing their opinions using a com-
bination of language and nonverbal behaviors.
We use the CMU-MOSI dataset which contains
2199 videos annotated for sentiment in the range[−3,+3] (Zadeh et al., 2016). CMU-MOSI and
related multimodal language datasets have been
studied in the NLP community (Gu et al., 2018;
Liu et al., 2018; Liang et al., 2018) from fully
supervised settings but not from the perspective
of supervised learning with imperfect data. We

use 52 segments for training, 10 for validation
and 31 for testing. GloVe word embeddings (Pen-
nington et al., 2014), Facet (iMotions, 2017), and
COVAREP (Degottex et al., 2014) features are
extracted for the language, visual and acoustic
modalities respectively. Forced alignment is per-
formed using P2FA (Yuan and Liberman, 2008) to
align visual and acoustic features to each word, re-
sulting in a multimodal sequence. Our data splits,
features, alignment, and preprocessing steps are
consistent with prior work on the CMU-MOSI
dataset (Liu et al., 2018).

4.2 Rank Analysis

We first study the effect of imperfect data on the
rank of tensor M. We introduce the following
types of noises parametrized by noise level =[0.0,0.1, ...,1.0]. Higher noise levels implies
more imperfection: 1) clean: no imperfection,
2) random drop: each entry is dropped inde-
pendently with probability p ∈ noise level,
and 3) structured drop: independently for each
modality, each time step is chosen with probabil-
ity p ∈ noise level. If a time step is cho-
sen, all feature dimensions at that time step are
dropped. For all imperfect settings, features are
dropped during both training and testing.

We would like to show how the tensor ranks
vary under different imperfection settings. How-
ever, as is mentioned above, determining the exact
rank of a tensor is an NP-hard problem (Friedland
and Lim, 2014). In order to analyze the effect of
imperfections on tensor rank, we perform CP de-
composition (equation (5)) on the tensor represen-
tations under different rank settings r and measure
the reconstruction error ε,

ε =min
wi

m

∥( r∑
i=1

M⊗
m=1w

i
m) −X∥

F

. (5)

Given the true rank r∗, ε will be high at ranks
r < r∗, while ε will be approximately zero at ranks
r ≥ r∗ (for example, a rank 3 tensor would display
a large reconstruction error with CP decomposi-
tion at rank 1, but would show almost zero error
with CP decomposition at rank 3). By analyzing
the effect of r on ε, we are then able to derive a
surrogate r̃ to the true rank r∗.

Using this approach, we experimented on
CMU-MOSI and the results are shown in Fig-
ure 3(a). We observe that imperfection leads to an
increase in (approximate) tensor rank as measured
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(a) CP decomposition error ofM under
random and structured dropping of fea-
tures. Imperfect data leads to an increase
in decomposition error and an increase
in (approximate) tensor rank.

(b) Sentiment classification accuracy un-
der random drop (i.e. dropping en-
tries randomly with probability p ∈
noise level). T2FN with rank reg-
ularization (green) performs well.

(c) Sentiment classification accuracy un-
der structured drop (dropping entire time
steps randomly with probability p ∈
noise level). T2FN with rank reg-
ularization (green) performs well.

Figure 3: (a) Effect of imperfect data on tensor rank. (b) and (c): CMU-MOSI test accuracy under imperfect data.

by reconstruction error (the graph shifts outwards
and to the right), supporting our hypothesis that
imperfect data increases tensor rank (§3.3).

4.3 Prediction Results
Our next experiment tests the ability of our model
to learn robust representations despite data im-
perfections. We use the tensor M for predic-
tion and report binary classification accuracy on
CMU-MOSI test set. We compare to several
baselines: Early Fusion (EF)-LSTM, Late Fusion
(LF)-LSTM, TFN, and T2FN without rank regu-
larization. These results are shown in Figure 3(b)
for random drop and Figure 3(c) for structured
drop. T2FN with rank regularization maintains
good performance despite imperfections in data.
We also observe that our model’s improvement is
more significant on random drop settings, which
results in a higher tensor rank as compared to
structured drop settings (from Figure 3(a)). This
supports our hypothesis that our model learns ro-
bust representations when imperfections that in-
crease tensor rank are introduced. On the other
hand, the existing baselines suffer in the presence
of imperfect data.

5 Discussion and Future Work
We acknowledge that there are other alternative
methods to upper bound the true rank of a ten-
sor (Alexeev et al., 2011; Atkinson and Lloyd,
1980; Ballico, 2014). From a theoretical perspec-
tive, there exists a trade-off between the cost of
computation and the tightness of approximation.
In addition, the tensor rank can (far) exceed the
maximum dimension, and a low-rank approxima-
tion for tensors may not even exist (de Silva and
Lim, 2008). While our tensor rank regulariza-
tion method seems to work well empirically, there

is definitely room for a more thorough theoreti-
cal analysis of constructing and regularizing ten-
sor representations for multimodal learning.

6 Conclusion

This paper presented a regularization method
based on tensor rank minimization. We observe
that clean multimodal sequences often exhibit cor-
relations across time and modalities which leads
to low-rank tensors, while the presence of imper-
fect data breaks these correlations and results in
tensors of higher rank. We designed a model, the
Temporal Tensor Fusion Network, to learn such
tensor representations and effectively regularize
their rank. Experiments on multimodal language
data show that our model achieves good results
across various levels of imperfections. We hope
to inspire future work on regularizing tensor rep-
resentations of multimodal data for robust predic-
tion in the presence of imperfect data.
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Abstract

A lot of work has been done in the field of im-
age compression via machine learning, but not
much attention has been given to the compres-
sion of natural language. Compressing text
into lossless representations while making fea-
tures easily retrievable is not a trivial task, yet
has huge benefits. Most methods designed to
produce feature rich sentence embeddings fo-
cus solely on performing well on downstream
tasks and are unable to properly reconstruct
the original sequence from the learned embed-
ding. In this work, we propose a near lossless
method for encoding long sequences of texts
as well as all of their sub-sequences into fea-
ture rich representations. We test our method
on sentiment analysis and show good perfor-
mance across all sub-sentence and sentence
embeddings.

1 Introduction

Compressing information by encoding it into a
fixed size representation in such a way that per-
fect decoding is possible is challenging. Instead,
most of the existing sentence encoding methods
focus more on learning encoding such that the
encoded representations are good enough for the
downstream tasks. In this work, we focus on per-
fectly decodable encoding of sentences which will
be very useful in designing good generative mod-
els that can generate longer sentences.

Early efforts such as (Hinton and Salakhutdi-
nov, 2006) have shown autoencoders to effectively
yield compressed input representations. Pollack
(1990) was the first to propose using autoencoders
recursively. Such models have been shown to
be useful for a multitude of tasks. Luong et al.
(2013) use recursive neural networks and neural
language models to better represent rare words

∗Corresponding author: gabriele.prato@umontreal.ca

via morphemes. Socher et al. (2011a) use recur-
sive autoencoders for paraphrase detection, learn-
ing sentence embeddings (Socher et al., 2010)
and syntactic parsing. Socher et al. (2011b) also
use a recursive autoencoder to build a tree struc-
ture based on error reconstruction. Additionally,
Socher et al. (2012) use a matrix-vector RNN to
learn semantic relationships present in natural lan-
guage and show good performance on such task
as well as sentiment classification. Then, Socher
et al. (2013) introduced the Recursive Neural Ten-
sor Network, trained on a their proposed Senti-
ment Treebank corpus to better deal with negat-
ing sub-sequences for better sentiment classifica-
tion. Recently, Kokkinos and Potamianos (2017)
proposed Structural Attention to build syntactic
trees and improve even further performance on
SST. Parse trees do alleviate the burden of learn-
ing the syntactic structure of text, but these meth-
ods limit the number of generated embeddings to
the number of nodes in the parse tree. Our pro-
posed method does not have such a restriction as
all possible syntactic tree can be simultaneously
represented by the architecture.

Convolutional Neural Networks (LeCun et al.,
1989) have been used in natural language process-
ing as well. Convolutions work well for extracting
low and high level text features and building se-
quence representations. Lai et al. (2015) proposed
to use CNNs recurrently and show good perfor-
mance on various language tasks. Zhang et al.
(2015); Dos Santos and Gatti de Bayser (2014)
both train CNNs on character level for sentiment
analysis, while Johnson and Zhang (2014) work
on word level. Kalchbrenner et al. (2014) pro-
pose a Dynamic Convolutional Neural Network
for semantic modelling of sentences and apply
their model to sentiment prediction. Our proposed
model is very similar to 1D CNNs. In our case
though, we use a multilayer perceptron in parallel
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instead of a kernel to extract meaningful informa-
tion out of the layer’s input.

Much progress has been made in recent years in
the field of general purpose sentence embeddings.
Fixed length representations of sentence wide con-
text are learned with the objective of serving for
a wide range of downstream tasks. Conneau
et al. (2017) trained a bidirectional LSTM on the
AllNLI natural language inference corpus (Bow-
man et al., 2015; Williams et al., 2017) producing
embeddings that generalized well on the SentEval
(Conneau and Kiela, 2018) benchmark. Follow-
ing this trend, Subramanian et al. (2018) trained
a GRU (Cho et al., 2014) on Skip-thought vec-
tors (Kiros et al., 2015), neural machine trans-
lation, parsing and natural language inference to
get even better downstream task results. More re-
cently, Devlin et al. (2018); Liu et al. (2019b,a)
use Transformers (Vaswani et al., 2017) to pro-
duce sentence wide context embeddings for each
input token and get state-of-the-art results on mul-
tiple natural language processing tasks. Dai et al.
(2019) improve the Transformer method by recur-
sively applying it to fixed length segments of text
while using a hidden state to model long depen-
dencies. One downside to these sentence embed-
ding generation methods is that the context is al-
ways sequence wide. Our proposed model com-
putes a sentence embedding as well as an embed-
ding for all possible sub-sentences of the sequence
with sub-sentence wide context only. All embed-
dings generated throughout our architecture are
constructed the same way and thus share the same
properties.

2 Recursive Autoencoder

We introduce our recursive autoencoding ap-
proach in this section. First we define our model’s
architecture and how each encoding and decoding
recursion is performed. We then describe how the
model keeps track of the recursion steps, followed
by a description of how the input is represented.
We also explain the advantages of using the mean
squared error loss for our method. Finally, we dive
into the implementation details.

2.1 Model Architecture

Our model is a recursive auto-encoder. Figure 1
shows an example of our architecture for a se-
quence of length three.

The encoder takes an input sequence

Figure 1: Example of our recursive autoencoder with
an input sequence of length three. The encoder recur-
sively takes two embeddings and outputs one until a
single one is left and the decoder takes one embedding
and outputs two until there are as many as in the origi-
nal sequence.

{x1, · · · , xn}, where n is the sequence length
of the layer’s input, and outputs a sequence
{y1, · · · , yn−1}. The same {y1, · · · , yn−1} is
then used as input for the next recursion until the
output sequence contains only a single element y1,
the sentence embedding. The recursion performs
the following operation:

yi = MLPenc ([xi;xi+1])∀i ∈ {1, · · · , n− 1}
(1)

where MLPenc is a shared multilayer perceptron
and [xi;xi+1] is the concatenation of the embed-
dings xi and xi+1. MLPenc is shared throughout
all of the encoding recursion steps.

For decoding, it is the inverse procedure
of recursively transforming an input se-
quence {x1, · · · , xn} into an output sequence
{y1, · · · , yn+1}:

[yi; y
′
i+1] = MLPdec (xi) ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , n} (2)

where MLPdec is the shared multilayer perceptron
used by all decoding recursive steps and [yi; y

′
i+1]

is an embedding twice the size of xi, which we
then split into two embeddings yi and y′i+1, each
of the same size as xi. Since we obtain two
embeddings yi and y′i+1 for each xi, we will
have the following embeddings: y1, {y2, · · · , yn},
{y′2, · · · , y′n} and y′n+1. We merge the overlap-
ping sets by computing the mean:

yi =
yi + y′i

2
∀i ∈ {2, · · · , n} (3)
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and set yn+1 = y′n+1. We now have a single set
of embeddings {y1, · · · , yn+1}. Both max and
mean functions gave similar results, hence we
stick with mean throughout all experiments. The
output embeddings are then used as input for the
next decoding recursion until we get as many ele-
ments as the original input sequence.

2.2 Step Encoding
To help the recursive autoencoder keep track of
the number of recursive steps which were applied
to an embedding, we concatenate to the input of
MLPenc the number of the current recursive step
as a scalar, starting from 1 for the first recursion,
as well as a one-hot of that scalar with custom
bucket sizes: {1, 2, 3-4, 5-7, . . .}. All buckets af-
ter 5-7 are also of size 3. We found this combina-
tion of both scalar and one-hot to give best results.
When decoding, we also concatenate to the input
of MLPdec this scalar and one-hot, but instead of
increasing our recursive step count, we subtract
one to it after each recursive decoding step.

2.3 Input Representation
We use uncased GloVe embeddings (Pennington
et al., 2014) of size 300 to represent the ini-
tial input sequence words, which are then passed
through a learned resizing multilayer perceptron
(MLPin) before given as input to the encoder.
The output of the decoder is also passed through
a different learned resizing multilayer perceptron
(MLPout) to get back to the GloVe embedding
size. We use a vocabulary of 337k words through-
out all tasks.

2.4 Mean Squared Error
To compute the loss between input GloVe embed-
dings and the output embeddings, we use the mean
squared error (MSE) loss. Obtaining an MSE of 0
would mean our method is lossless, which would
not necessarily be the case with the cross entropy
loss. MSE also allows us to work with a vocab-
ulary far larger than what is usually the case, as
the common classification layer plus cross entropy
loss setup tends to have issues with large vocabu-
laries.

2.5 Implementation Details
The two embeddings given as input to MLPenc are
each of size demb, as is also its output embedding.
Same for MLPdec, the input embedding is of size
demb and the two output embeddings are each of

size demb. Both multilayer perceptrons have one
hidden layer of size 2

3demb, halfway between the
input and output size. We apply LayerNorm (Lei
Ba et al., 2016) on the output of each layers of the
MLPs, followed by a ReLU activation. The input
and output resizing modules MLPin and MLPout
also have one hidden layer halfway the size of their
input and output. They also use ReLU activations,
except for MLPout’s last layer. No LayerNorm is
used in these resizing components. We test four
different demb embedding sizes in section 3.1.

3 Experiments

In this section, we first present the autoencoding
results. Then we present the results on sentiment
analysis using our sentence encoding on the Stan-
ford Sentiment Treebank dataset (Socher et al.,
2013).

3.1 Autoencoding

As a first experiment, we tested our model on
the autoencoding task. Training was done on the
BookCorpus (Zhu et al., 2015) dataset, compris-
ing eleven thousand books and almost one billion
words. At test time, we measured accuracy by
computing the MSE distance between an output
embedding and the entire vocabulary. We count an
output embedding as “correct” if the closest em-
bedding out of all the vocabulary of size 337k is
its corresponding input embedding.

For the autoencoder, we tried four embedding
sizes: 300, 512, 1024 and 2048. In all cases, mod-
els are given GloVe embeddings of size 300 as in-
put. They also all output embeddings of size 300.
Reconstruction accuracy is shown for different se-
quence lengths in Figure 2. With an embedding
size of 2048, the model is able to reproduce near
perfectly sequences of up to 40 tokens. Longer
sentences aren’t able to do better and have on aver-
age 39 correct tokens. This results in model accu-
racy linearly going down after a certain threshold,
as can be seen in Figure 2.

To demonstrate how good our model is at re-
construction, we trained a stacked LSTM on the
same autoencoding task. Figure 2 shows perfor-
mance of LSTM models for embedding sizes 300,
512 and 1024. All LSTMs have two encoder and
two decoder layers. The 1024 variant seems to
have reached a saturation point, as it performs sim-
ilarly to the 512 version. All RAEs and LSTMs
were trained for 20 epochs and models with same
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Figure 2: Accuracy comparison of different embedding sizes (300, 512, 1024 and 2048) for different sequence
lengths. Left is our recursive autoencoder and right a stacked LSTM. An output embedding is counted as correct
if the closest embedding out of all the vocabulary is its corresponding input embedding.

Figure 3: Accuracy comparison of our RAE model ver-
sus a stacked LSTM for embedding sizes 512 and 1024.
Models of same embedding size have the same capac-
ity.

embedding size have the same capacity. Figure 3
shows a better side by side comparison of the RAE
and the LSTM for embedding sizes 512 and 1024.
Table 1 shows the MSE loss of all models on the
dev set after 20 epochs. The LSTM with an em-
bedding size of 1024 only slightly achieves lower
MSE than the RAE with embedding size 300.

When the output and input embeddings don’t
match as nearest, they are usually close. Figure 4
shows the gain in accuracy for the 1024 and 2048
variants when considering an output embedding as
correct if the input embedding is in the five clos-
est to the output, out of all the vocabulary. For
the 1024 version, we see on average an increase
in accuracy of 2.7%, while for the 2048 variant,
the gain only starts to get noticeable for sequences
longer than 30, with an overall average increase of
1.4%.

Model demb MSE (dev)
LSTM 300 0.0274

512 0.0231
1024 0.0191

RAE 300 0.0208
512 0.0124
1024 0.0075
2048 0.0019

Table 1: Mean squared error loss of stacked LSTMs
and our RAE model for different embedding sizes. All
models are trained on the autoencoding task for 20
epochs and models of same embedding size have the
same capacity. MSE is computed on the BookCorpus
dev set (Zhu et al., 2015), between the input GloVe em-
beddings (Pennington et al., 2014) and output embed-
dings.

3.2 Sentiment Analysis

With strong autoencoding performance, one
would think that features get deeply encoded into
the representation, making it difficult to easily ex-
tract them back, which is crucial for a great num-
ber of tasks. To this end, we test our architecture
on the sentiment analysis task.

The Stanford Sentiment Treebank (Socher et al.,
2013) is a sentiment classification task where each
sample in the dataset is a sentence with its corre-
sponding sentiment tree. Each node in the tree is
human annotated, with the leaves representing the
sentiment of the words, all the way up to the root
node, representing the whole sequence. Compari-
son is usually done on a binary or five label clas-
sification task, ranging from negative to positive.
Most models are usually by design only able to
classify the root node, while our architecture al-
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Figure 4: Difference in accuracy when counting an
output embedding as correct if the corresponding in-
put embedding is in the five closest versus the closest.
Comparison is done on our RAE model with embed-
ding sizes 1024 and 2048.

lows classification of every node in the tree. We
use a linear layer on top of each embedding in the
encoder to classify sentiment.

We present in Table 2 results for fine-grained
sentiment analysis on all nodes as well as compar-
ison with recent state-of-the-art methods on binary
sentiment classification of the root node. For the
five class sentiment task, we compare our model
with the original Sentiment Treebank results and
beat all the models. In order to compare our
approach with state-of-the-art methods, we also
trained our model on the binary classification task
with sole classification of the root node. Other
presented models are GenSen (Subramanian et al.,
2018) and BERTBASE (Devlin et al., 2018). Both
these recent methods perform extremely well on
multiple natural language processing tasks. We set
the RAE embedding size demb to 1024. Larger
embedding sizes did not improve the accuracy
of our model for this task. In this setting, the
RAE has 11M parameters, while the models we
compare with, GenSen and BERTBASE, have re-
spectively 100M and 110M parameters. Both our
model and GenSen fail to beat the RNTN model
for the SST-2 task. We see an improvement in
accuracy when combining both methods’ embed-
dings, surpassing every model in the SST paper,
while being close to BERTBASE’s performance.

Training solely on sentiment classification had
same performance as jointly training on the au-
toencoding task, as the latter had no impact on
the sentiment analysis performance. Joint training
though had a small impact on reconstruction.

Model SST-5 (All) SST-2 (Root)
NB 67.2 81.8
SVM 64.3 79.4
BiNB 71.0 83.1
VecAvg 73.3 80.1
RNN 79.0 82.4
MV-RNN 78.7 82.9
RNTN 80.7 85.4
RAE 81.07 83
GenSen - 84.5
RAE + GenSen - 86.43
BERTBASE - 93.5

Table 2: SST-5 and SST-2 performance on all and root
nodes respectively. Model results in the first section are
from the Stanford Treebank paper (2013). GenSen and
BERTBASE results are from (Subramanian et al., 2018)
and (Devlin et al., 2018) respectively.

4 Conclusion & Future Work

In this paper, we introduced a recursive autoen-
coder method for generating sentence and sub-
sentence representations. Decoding from a single
embedding and working with a 337k vocabulary,
we manage to get near perfect reconstruction for
sequences of up to 40 length and very good re-
construction for longer sequences. Capitalizing on
our model’s architecture, we showed our method
to perform well on sentiment analysis and more
precisely its advantage when classifying sentiment
trees.

Continuing in the direction of training our
model on different NLP tasks, we would like our
representations to generalize well on downstream
tasks while maintaining their reconstruction prop-
erty. We would also like to further explore the us-
age of sub-sentence representations in natural lan-
guage processing. Finally, we would like to learn
our sentence embeddings’ latent space, similarly
to Subramanian et al. (2018)’s method, so as to
leverage our autoencoder’s strong reconstruction
ability and generate very long sequences of text.
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Abstract

Pinyin-to-character (P2C) conversion is the
core component of pinyin-based Chinese in-
put method engine (IME). However, the con-
version is seriously compromised by the am-
biguities of Chinese characters corresponding
to pinyin as well as the predefined fixed vocab-
ularies. To alleviate such inconveniences, we
propose a neural P2C conversion model aug-
mented by an online updated vocabulary with
a sampling mechanism to support open vocab-
ulary learning during IME working. Our ex-
periments show that the proposed method out-
performs commercial IMEs and state-of-the-
art traditional models on standard corpus and
true inputting history dataset in terms of multi-
ple metrics and thus the online updated vocab-
ulary indeed helps our IME effectively follows
user inputting behavior.

1 Introduction

Chinese may use different Chinese characters up
to 20,000 so that it is non-trivial to type the Chi-
nese character directly from a Latin-style key-
board which only has 26 keys (Zhang et al.,
2018a). The pinyin as the official romanization
representation for Chinese provides a solution that
maps Chinese character to a string of Latin al-
phabets so that each character has a letter writing
form of its own and users can type pinyin in terms
of Latin letters to input Chinese characters into a
computer. Therefore, converting pinyin to Chinese
characters is the most basic module of all pinyin-
based IMEs.

As each Chinese character may be mapped to a
pinyin syllable, it is natural to regard the Pinyin-
to-Character (P2C) conversion as a machine trans-

∗ Corresponding author. This paper was partially sup-
ported by National Key Research and Development Program
of China (No. 2017YFB0304100) and Key Projects of Na-
tional Natural Science Foundation of China (U1836222 and
61733011).

lation between two different languages, pinyin se-
quences and Chinese character sequences (namely
Chinese sentence). Actually, such a translation in
P2C procedure is even more straightforward and
simple by considering that the target Chinese char-
acter sequence keeps the same order as the source
pinyin sequence, which means that we can decode
the target sentence from left to right without any
reordering.

Meanwhile, there exists a well-known challenge
in P2C procedure, too much ambiguity mapping
pinyin syllable to character. In fact, there are only
about 500 pinyin syllables corresponding to ten
thousands of Chinese characters, even though the
amount of the commonest characters is more than
6,000 (Jia and Zhao, 2014). As well known, the
homophone and the polyphone are quite common
in the Chinese language. Thus one pinyin may cor-
respond to ten or more Chinese characters on the
average.

However, pinyin IME may benefit from decod-
ing longer pinyin sequence for more efficient in-
putting. When a given pinyin sequence becomes
longer, the list of the corresponding legal character
sequences will significantly reduce. For example,
IME being aware of that pinyin sequence bei jing
can be only converted to either 背景(background)
or北京(Beijing) will greatly help it make the right
and more efficient P2C decoding, as both pinyin
bei and jing are respectively mapped to dozens of
difference single Chinese characters. Table 1 illus-
trates that the list size of the corresponding Chi-
nese character sequence converted by pinyin se-
quence bei jing huan ying ni (北京欢迎你, Wel-
come to Beijing) is changed according to the dif-
ferent sized source pinyin sequences.

To reduce the P2C ambiguities by decoding
longer input pinyin sequence, Chinese IMEs may
often utilize word-based language models since
character-based language model always suffers
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Pinyin seq. con- bei jing huan ying ni
sists of 1 syllable 被 敬 环 英 你你你

北北北 静 换 颖 睨
呗 井 还 迎迎迎 逆
杯 京京京 幻 影 拟
背 经 欢欢欢 应 尼

Pinyin seq. con- bei jing huan ying ni
sists of 2 syllables 北北北京京京 幻影 你

背景 欢欢欢迎迎迎 你

Pinyin seq. con- bei jing huan ying ni
sists of 5 syllables 北北北京京京欢欢欢迎迎迎你你你

Table 1: The shorter the pinyin sequence is, the more
character sequences will be mapped.

from the mapping ambiguity. However, the ef-
fect of the work in P2C will be undermined with
quite restricted vocabularies. The efficiency of
IME conversion depends on the sufficiency of the
vocabulary and previous work on machine transla-
tion has shown a large enough vocabulary is nec-
essary to achieve good accuracy (Jean et al., 2015).
In addition, some sampling techniques for vocab-
ulary selection are proposed to balance the com-
putational cost of conversion (Zhou et al., 2016;
Wu et al., 2018). As IMEs work, users inputting
style may change from time to time, let alone di-
verse user may input quite diverse contents, which
makes a predefined fixed vocabulary can never be
sufficient. For a convenient solution, most com-
mercial IMEs have to manually update their vo-
cabulary on schedule. Moreover, the training for
word-based language model is especially difficult
for rare words, which appear sparsely in the cor-
pus but generally take up a large share of the dic-
tionary.

To well handle the open vocabulary learning
problem in IME, in this work, we introduce an
online sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) model for
P2C and design a sampling mechanism utilizing
our online updated vocabulary to enhance the con-
version accuracy of IMEs as well as speed up the
decoding procedure. In detail, first, a character-
enhanced word embedding (CWE) mechanism is
proposed to represent the word so that the pro-
posed model can let IME generally work at the
word level and pick a very small target vocabu-
lary for each sentence. Second, every time the
user makes a selection contradicted the prediction
given by the P2C conversion module, the mod-

ule will update the vocabulary accordingly. Our
evaluation will be performed on three diverse cor-
pora, including two which are from the real user
inputting history, for verifying the effectiveness of
the proposed method in different scenarios.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 discusses relevant works. Sections 3
and 4 introduce the proposed model. Experimental
results and the model analysis are respectively in
Sections 5 and 6. Section 7 concludes this paper.

2 Related Work

To effectively utilize words for IMEs, many nat-
ural language processing (NLP) techniques have
been applied. Chen (2003) introduced a joint
maximum n-gram model with syllabification for
grapheme-to-phoneme conversion. Chen and Lee
(2000) used a trigram language model and incor-
porated word segmentation to convert pinyin se-
quence to Chinese word sequence. Xiao et al.
(2008) proposed an iterative algorithm to discover
unseen words in corpus for building a Chinese
language model. Mori et al. (2006) described a
method enlarging the vocabulary which can cap-
ture the context information.

For either pinyin-to-character for Chinese IMEs
or kana-to-kanji for Japanese IMEs, a few lan-
guage model training methods have been devel-
oped. Mori et al. (1998) proposed a probabilis-
tic based language model for IME. Jiampojamarn
et al. (2008) presented online discriminative train-
ing. Lin and Zhang (2008) proposed a statistic
model using the frequent nearby set of the target
word. Chen et al. (2012) used collocations and k-
means clustering to improve the n-pos model for
Japanese IME. Jiang et al. (2007) put forward a
PTC framework based on support vector machine.
Hatori and Suzuki (2011) and Yang et al. (2012)
respectively applied statistic machine translation
(SMT) to Japanese pronunciation prediction and
Chinese P2C tasks. Chen et al. (2015); Huang
et al. (2018) regarded the P2C as a translation be-
tween two languages and solved it in neural ma-
chine translation framework.

All the above-mentioned work, however, still
rely on a predefined fixed vocabulary, and IME
users have no chance to refine their own dictionary
through a user-friendly way. Zhang et al. (2017) is
mostly related to this work, which also offers an
online mechanism to adaptively update user vo-
cabulary. The key difference between their work
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and ours lies on that this work presents the first
neural solution with online vocabulary adaptation
while (Zhang et al., 2017) sticks to a traditional
model for IME.

Recently, neural networks have been adopted
for a wide range of tasks (Li et al., 2019; Xiao
et al., 2019; Zhou and Zhao, 2019; Li et al.,
2018a,b). The effectiveness of neural models de-
pends on the size of the vocabulary on the target
side and previous work has shown that vocabular-
ies of well over 50K word types are necessary to
achieve good accuracy (Jean et al., 2015) (Zhou
et al., 2016). Neural machine translation (NMT)
systems compute the probability of the next tar-
get word given both the previously generated tar-
get words as well as the source sentence. Estimat-
ing this conditional distribution is linear in the size
of the target vocabulary which can be very large
for many translation tasks. Recent NMT work has
adopted vocabulary selection techniques from lan-
guage modeling which do not directly generate the
vocabulary from all the source sentences (L’Hostis
et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2018).

The latest studies on deep neural network prove
the demonstrable effects of word representation
on various NLP tasks, such as language model-
ing (Verwimp et al., 2017), question answering
(Zhang and Zhao, 2018; Zhang et al., 2018b), di-
alogue systems (Zhang et al., 2018c; Zhu et al.,
2018) and machine translation (Wang et al.,
2017a,b, 2018; Wang et al., 2018; Chen et al.,
2018). As for improved word representation in
IMEs, Hatori and Suzuki (2011) solved Japanese
pronunciation inference combining word-based
and character-based features within SMT-style
framework to handle unknown words. Neubig
et al. (2013) proposed character-based SMT to
handle sparsity. Okuno and Mori (2012) in-
troduced an ensemble model of word-based and
character-based models for Japanese and Chinese
IMEs. All the above-mentioned methods used
similar solution about character representation for
various tasks.

Our work takes inspiration from (Luong and
Manning, 2016) and (Cai et al., 2017). The for-
mer built a novel representation method to tackle
the rare word for machine translation. In detail,
they used word representation network with char-
acters as the basic input units. Cai et al. (2017)
presented a greedy neural word segmenter with
balanced word and character embedding inputs. In

the meantime, high-frequency word embeddings
are attached to character embedding via average
pooling while low-frequency words are computed
from character embedding. Our embeddings also
contain different granularity levels of embedding,
but the word vocabulary is capable of being up-
dated in accordance with users’ inputting choice
during IME working. In contrast, (Cai et al., 2017)
build embeddings based on the word frequency
from a fixed corpus.

3 Our Models

For a convenient reference, hereafter a character
in pinyin language also refers to an independent
pinyin syllable in the case without causing confu-
sion, and word means a pinyin syllable sequence
which may correspond to a true word written in
Chinese characters.

As illustrated in Figure 1, the core of our hybrid
P2C is a seq2seq model (Cho et al., 2014) in terms
of the encoder-decoder framework. Given a pinyin
sequence X and a Chinese character sequence Y ,
the encoder of our neural P2C model utilizes a
network for pinyin representation in which both
word-level and character-level embedding are ex-
ploited, and the decoder is to generate the Chinese
target sequence which maximizes P (Y |X) using
maximum likelihood training.

Starting from an initial vocabulary with indica-
tor from each turn of the user inputting choice, the
online learning module helps update the word vo-
cabulary by minimizing empirical prediction risk.

3.1 Pinyin-Character Parallel Corpus

Pinyin-character parallel corpus can be conve-
niently generated by automatically annotating
Chinese character text with pinyin as introduced
in (Yang et al., 2012). Using standard Chinese
word segmentation methods, we may segment
both character and pinyin text into words with the
same segmentation for each sentence pair.

3.2 Encoder-Decoder

The encoder is a bi-directional long short-
term memory (LSTM) network (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997). The vectorized inputs are
fed to forward and backward LSTMs to obtain the
internal representation of two directions. The out-
put for each input is the concatenation of the two
vectors from both directions. Our decoder is based
on the global attentional models proposed by Lu-
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Figure 2: Architecture of the attention-based encoder-
decoder model.

ong et al. (2015) to consider the hidden states
of the encoder when deriving the context vector.
The probability is conditioned on a distinct con-
text vector for each target word. The context vec-
tor is computed as a weighted sum of previous hid-
den states. The probability of each candidate word
as being the recommended one is predicted using
a softmax layer over the inner-product between
source embeddings and candidate target charac-
ters. Figure 2 shows the architecture.

4 Online P2C Learning with Vocabulary
Adaptation

As the core of Chinese IME, P2C conversion
has been formulized into a seq2seq model as
machine translation between pinyin and charac-
ter sequences, there are still a few differences
between P2C converting and standard machine
translation. 1) Considering both pinyin syllables
and Chinese characters are segmented into single-
character word as Figure 3a, there is a one-to-
one mapping between any character and its cor-
responding pinyin syllable without word reorder-
ing, while typical machine translation does not en-
joy such benefits and has to perform careful word
reordering explicitly or implicitly. 2) As Chinese
language is always sensitive to the segmentation
scheme, in the writing of either the Chinese char-
acter or the pinyin, P2C as NMT may suffer from
alignment mismatch on both sides like Figure 3b
or benefit a lot from perfect one-to-one alignment
like Figure 3c, while typical machine translation is
seldom affected by such segmentation alignment.
3) P2C as a working component of IME, every
time it returns a list of Chinese character sequence
predictions, user may indicate which one is what
he or she actually expects to input. To speed up the
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inputting, IME always tries to rank the user’s in-
tention at the top-1 position. So does IME, we say
there is a correct conversion or prediction. Differ-
ent from machine translation job, users’ inputting
choice will always indicate the ‘correct’ prediction
right after IME returns the list of its P2C conver-
sion results.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: Different segmentations decide different
alignments

Therefore, IME working mode implies an on-
line property, we will let our neural P2C model
also work and evaluate in such a way. Meanwhile,
online working means that our model has to track
the continuous change of users’ inputting contents,
which is equally a task about finding new words in
either pinyin sequence or character sequence.

However, the word should be obtained through
the operation of word segmentation. Note that
as we have discussed above, segmentation over
pinyin sequence is also necessary to alleviate the
ambiguity of pinyin-to-character mapping. Thus
the task here for IME online working actually re-
quires an online word segmentation algorithm if
we want to keep the aim of open vocabulary learn-
ing. Our solution to this requirement is adopting a
vocabulary-based segmentation approach, namely,
the maximum matching algorithm which greedily
segments the longest matching in the given vocab-
ulary at the current segmentation point of a given
sequence. Then adaptivity of the segmentation
thus actually relies on the vocabulary online up-
dating.

Algorithm 1 gives our online vocabulary updat-
ing algorithm for one-turn IME inputting. Note
the algorithm maintains a pinyin-character bilin-
gual vocabulary. Collecting the user’s inputting
choices through IME, our P2C model will perform
online training over segmented pinyin and charac-
ter sequences with the updated vocabulary. The
updating procedure introduces new words by com-
paring the user’s choice and IME’s top-1 predic-
tion. The longest mismatch n-gram characters will
be added as new word.

Algorithm 1 Online Vocabulary Updating Algo-
rithm
Input:

• Vocabulary: V = {(Pyi, Chi)|i =
1, 2, 3, · · · };
• Input pinyin sequence: Py = {pyi|i =
1, 2, 3, · · · };
• IME predicted top-1 character sequence:
Cm = {cmi|i = 1, 2, 3, · · · };
• User choosing character sequence: Cu =
{cui|i = 1, 2, 3, · · · }.

Output:

• The Updated Vocabulary: V̂ .

1: � Adding new words
2: for n = 6 to 2 do
3: Compare n-gram of Cu and Cm
4: if MismatchCh is found // both the first and

last characters are different at least then
5: if Ch is not in V̂ then
6: V = V ∪ {Ch}
7: end if
8: end if
9: if no mismatch is found then

10: break
11: end if
12: end for
13: return V̂ ;

We adopt a hybrid mechanism to balance
both words and characters representation, namely,
Character-enhanced Word Embedding (CWE). In
the beginning, we keep an initial vocabulary with
the most frequent words. The words inside the vo-
cabulary are represented as enhanced-embedding,
and those outside the list are computed from char-
acter embeddings. A pre-trained word2vec model
(Mikolov et al., 2013) is generated to represent
the word embedding WE(w)(w ∈ V̂ ). At the
same time we feed all characters of each word
to a bi-gated recurrent unit (bi-GRU) (Cho et al.,
2014) to compose the character level representa-
tion CE(w) (w = {ci|i = 1, 2, 3, · · · }).

The enhanced embedding CWE(w) is to
straightforwardly integrate word embedding and
character embedding by element-wise multiplica-
tion,

CWE(w) =WE(w)� CE(w)
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5 Target Vocabulary Selection

In this section, we aim to prune the target vocabu-
lary V̂ as small as possible to reduce the comput-
ing time. Our basic idea is to maintain a separate
and small vocabulary V̂ for each sentence so that
we only need to compute the probability distribu-
tion over a small vocabulary for each sentence.

We first generate a sentence-level vocabulary
Vs to be one part of our V̂ , which includes the
mapped Chinese words of each pinyin in the
source sentence. As the bilingual vocabulary V
consists of the pinyin and Chinese word pair of
all the words that ever appeared, it is natural to
use a prefix maximum matching algorithm to ob-
tain a sorted list of relevant candidate translations
D(x) = [Ch1, Ch2, ...] for the source pinyin.
Thus, we generate a target vocabulary Vs for a sen-
tence x = (Py1, Py2, ...) by merging all the can-
didates of all pinyin.

In order to cover target un-aligned functional
words, we also need top n most common target
words Vc.

In training procedure, the target vocabulary V̂
for a sentence x needs to include the target words
Vt in the reference y, V̂ = Vs ∪ Vc ∪ Vy.

In decoding procedure, the V̂ may only contain
two parts, V̂ = Vs ∪ Vc.

6 Experiment

6.1 Datasets and Evaluation Metrics

We adopt two corpora for evaluation. The People’s
Daily corpus is extracted from the People’s Daily
from 1992 to 1998 by Peking University (Emer-
son, 2005). The bilingual corpus can be straight-
forwardly produced by the conversion proposed
by (Yang et al., 2012). Contrast to the style of
the People’s Daily, the TouchPal corpus (Zhang
et al., 2017) is a large scale of user chat history
collected by TouchPal IME, which are more col-
loquial. Hence, we use the latter to simulate user’s
chatting input to verify our online model’s adapt-
ability to different environments. The test set size
is 2,000 MIUs in both corpora. Table 2 shows the
statistics of two corpora1.

Two metrics are used for our evaluation by
following previous work: Maximum Input Unit
(MIU) Accuracy and KeyStroke Score (KySS) (Jia
and Zhao, 2013). The former measures the con-

1The two corpora along with our codes are available at
https://github.com/cooelf/OpenIME .

version accuracy of MIU, which is defined as the
longest uninterrupted Chinese character sequence
inside a sentence. As the P2C conversion aims
to output a rank list of corresponding character
sequences candidates, the top-K MIU accuracy
means the possibility of hitting the target in the
first K predict items. We will follow the defi-
nition of (Zhang et al., 2017) about top-K accu-
racy. The KySS quantifies user experience by us-
ing keystroke count. An IME with higher KySS
is supposed to perform better. For an ideal IME,
there will be KySS = 1.

6.2 Settings

IME works giving a list of character sequence can-
didates for user choosing. Therefore, measuring
IME performance is equivalent to evaluating such
a rank list. In this task, we select 5 converted
character sequence candidates for each pinyin se-
quence. Given a pinyin sequence and candidate
characters, our model is designed to rank the char-
acters in an appropriate order.

Here is the model setting we used: a) pre-
trained word embeddings were generated on the
People’s Daily corpus; b) the recurrent neural net-
works for encoder and decoder have 3 layers and
500 cells, and the representation networks have 1
layer; c) the initial learning rate is 1.0, and we will
halve the learning rate every epoch after 9 epochs;
d) dropout is 0.3; e) the default frequency filter ra-
tio for CWE establishment is 0.9. The same setting
is applied to all models.

For a balanced treatment over both corpora, we
used baseSeg (Zhao et al., 2006) to segment all
text, then extract all resulted words into the ini-

Chinese Pinyin

PD
# MIUs 5.04M
# Word 24.7M 24.7M
# Vocab 54.3K 41.1K
# Target Vocab (train) 2309 -
# Target Vocab (dec) 2168 -

TP
# MIUs 689.6K
# Word 4.1M 4.1M
# Vocab 27.7K 20.2K
# Target Vocab (train) 2020 -
# Target Vocab (dec) 2009 -

Table 2: MIUs count, word count and vocab size statis-
tics of our training data. PD refers to the People’s
Daily, TP is TouchPal corpus.
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System ED
PD TP

Top1 Top5 Top10 Top1 Top5 Top10
Existing P2C
Google IME 70.9 78.3 82.3 57.5 63.8 69.3

OMWA 55.0 63.7 70.2 19.7 24.8 27.7
On-OMWA 64.4 72.9 77.9 57.1 71.1 80.9
Our P2C

Base P2C 200 53.2 64.7 70.3 46.8 68.8 75.7
On-P2C 200 68.1 77.3 78.2 69.8 88.7 89.3

On-P2C (bi) 200 70.5 79.8 80.1 71.0 89.2 89.5
On-P2C (bi) 300 70.8 80.5 81.2 71.9 89.6 90.6
On-P2C (bi) 400 71.3 80.1 81.3 71.7 89.7 90.3
On-P2C (bi) 500 69.9 78.2 81.0 70.7 89.2 89.8

Table 3: Top-K accuracies on the People’s Daily (PD) , TouchPal (TP) corpora. ED refers to embedding dimension.
The best results are in bold.

tial vocabulary for online evaluation. We train the
base P2C models for 13 epochs with plain stochas-
tic gradient descent on the People’s Daily corpus
with 32 batch size, and the online training process
runs 25 epochs with 1 batch size. In practical ap-
plication, we perform online training for once ev-
ery 64 instances are inputs to control costs.

6.3 Results

We compare our P2C conversion system with two
baseline systems, Google IME 2 and Offline and
Online models for Word Acquisition (OMWA,
On-OMWA)(Zhang et al., 2017), and the results
are shown in Table 3.

On the People’s Daily corpus, our online model
(On-P2C) outperforms the best model in (Zhang
et al., 2017) by +3.72% top-1 MIU accuracy.
The +14.94 improvement over the base P2C con-
version module demonstrates that online learn-
ing vocabulary is effective. The using of bi-
direction LSTM encoder produces a notable boost
of +2.41% accuracy. Our P2C model seizes a
slight but significant improvement when tuning
the dimension of CWE; our model gives 71.32%
top-1 MIU accuracy. The performance on Touch-
Pal corpus is similar and even more obvious; our
best setting achieves 14.35% improvements com-
pared to the best baseline.

The P2C module of IME outputs a rank list, and
then the IME once displays five candidates by de-
fault. If users cannot find the target character in
the top 5 candidates, they have to click the Page

2The Google IME is the only commercial Chinese IME
providing a debuggable API on the market now.

Down button to navigate more candidates, which
involve additional keystroke expenses for users.
Therefore, we list the top-5 accuracy contrast to
all baselines with top-10 results, and the compar-
ison indicates the noticeable advancement of our
P2C model. On TouchPal corpus, our model with
the best setting achieves 89.7% accuracy, surpass-
ing all the baselines.

7 Analysis

7.1 Effects of Online Updated Vocaburay

Figure 5 shows the changes of the MIU accuracy
during the training process. For both top-1 and
top-5 MIU accuracy, models with online vocabu-
lary updating significantly outperform those with-
out updating throughout the entire training. Espe-
cially, online P2C gives top-1 MIU accuracy com-
parable to top-5 MIU accuracy given by the base
P2C module, which suggests a great inputting ef-
ficiency improvement from introducing the online
updating mechanism.

Figure 4 expounds the adaptivity of our online
P2C, in which we feed a joint corpus that is ex-
tracted from test corpora of the People’s Daily and
Touchpal to the base P2C model and record the
top-1 MIU accuracy per group after 2 epochs on-
line vocabulary learning with batch size 1. We
see that online P2C distinctly adapts the corpus
change at the joint part. On the contrary, the base
P2C which works offline performs stably only on
its in-domain segments.
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Figure 4: Top-1 accuracy on an interlaced joint Corpus. P: the People’s daily segment, T: Touchpal segment.

Filter Ratio 0 0.3 0.6 0.9 1.0
Top-5 Accuracy(valid set) 66.4 68.3 84.3 89.7 87.5
Top-5 Accuracy(test set) 66.3 68.1 83.9 89.6 87.1

Table 4: Top-5 accuracies of P2C after filtering specific ratio of words from vocabulary.

Models the People’s Daily TouchPal
Google IME 0.7535 0.6465
OMWA 0.6496 0.4489
On-OMWA 0.7115 0.7226
Base P2C 0.6922 0.7910
On-P2C 0.8301 0.8962

Table 5: User experience in terms of KySS

Figure 5: Training curves of top-1 and top-5 accuracy
on TouchPal.

7.2 Effects of Vocaburay Selection

As an adaptive vocabulary is used in our decoder,
it may result in a very large vocabulary to encum-
ber the decoder with efficiency. Therefore, in prac-
tice, we need to control the size of the vocabulary
for acceptable decoding speed. However, prun-
ing the vocabulary in any way will surely hurt
the performance due to all items in the adaptive
vocabulary added with a reason. Figure 6 illus-
trates the relation between accuracy and decoding
speed. The accuracies nearly do not get decreased
with high enough decoding speed when only tak-
ing 88.9% full vocabulary in our system.

Vo
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e 
(%
)

Vocab size

Figure 6: MIU accuracy versus decoding time on CPU.

7.3 Effects of Word Filtering for CWE
building

As we mentioned in Section 4, P2C conversion
quality depends on the CWE mechanism which
will benefit from an appropriate filtration ratio. As
shown in Table 4, when the filter ratio equals to
0.9, the accuracy reaches the top. We notice two
observations. First, pure word-level representation
is more efficient for P2C tasks than character-level
which only achieves 66.3% accuracy. Second,
omitting partial low-frequency word is instrumen-
tal in establishing word-level embedding. Actu-
ally, when building word embeddings, rare words
behave no more than noise. If the rare words are
not initialized properly, they would also bias the
whole word embeddings. Therefore, we more in-
cline to make character-level embedding to repre-
sent a rare word, and build CWE embeddings for
others.
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7.4 User Experience

Jia and Zhao (2013) proposed that the user-IME
interaction contains three steps: pinyin input, can-
didate index choice and page turning. In Table 3,
the 89.7% top-5 accuracy on TouchPal means that
users have nearly 90% possibilities to straightly
obtain the expected inputs in the first page (usu-
ally 5 candidates per page for most IME interface
setting), so that user experiment using IMEs can
be directly measured by KySS. Table 5 shows the
mean KySS of various models. The results indi-
cate that our P2C conversion module further facil-
itates the interaction.

8 Conclusion

This paper presents the first neural P2C converter
for pinyin-based Chinese IME with open vocab-
ulary learning as to our best knowledge. We
adopt an online working-style seq2seq model for
the concerned task by formulizing it as a machine
translation from pinyin sequence to Chinese char-
acter sequence. In addition, we propose an on-
line vocabulary updating algorithm for further per-
formance enhancement by tracking users behav-
ior effectively. The evaluation on the standard
linguistic corpus and true inputting history show
the proposed methods indeed greatly improve user
experience in terms of diverse metrics compared
to commercial IME and state-of-the-art traditional
model.
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Abstract

To ascertain the importance of phonetic in-
formation in the form of phonological dis-
tinctive features for the purpose of segment-
level phonotactic acquisition, we compare the
performance of two recurrent neural network
models of phonotactic learning: one that has
access to distinctive features at the start of
the learning process, and one that does not.
Though the predictions of both models are
significantly correlated with human judgments
of non-words, the feature-naive model signif-
icantly outperforms the feature-aware one in
terms of probability assigned to a held-out test
set of English words, suggesting that distinc-
tive features are not obligatory for learning
phonotactic patterns at the segment level.

1 Introduction

Knowing a language involves having systematic
expectations about the sequential sound patterns
within syllables and words in the language—
a sensitivity to the phonotactic generalizations
that exist in the language. This sensitivity helps
language users segment a continuous stream of
speech (Vitevitch et al., 1997), incorporate new
words into the lexicon (Storkel et al., 2006), and
reconstruct parts of an utterance that may have
been obscured by noise. However, the details of
how language learners infer these phonotactic gen-
eralizations from incoming acoustic data are still
unclear. The current project seeks to clarify the ex-
tent to which phonetic information (at the level of
phonological distinctive features) is useful for pre-
dicting upcoming phones within a word, by build-
ing computational models of phonotactic acquisi-
tion.

Phonotactic patterns are typically stated in
terms of generalizations over natural classes; for
example, voiced stops cannot follow voiceless
stops word-finally in English. These natural

classes are defined by a hierarchy or set of dis-
tinctive features that is either taken to be univer-
sal across languages (Chomsky and Halle, 1965;
Clements, 2009) or emergent from the process
of phonological acquisition—including phonotac-
tic acquisition—in a particular language (Mielke,
2008; Dresher, 2015). Nevertheless, most models
of phonotactic acquisition require that phonologi-
cal distinctive features be specified in advance of
learning. Our work interrogates this assumption
through the following questions:

1. Is external information regarding phonologi-
cal distinctive features a necessary prerequi-
site for learning word-level phonotactic gen-
eralizations?

2. Must models become sensitive to phonologi-
cal properties of incoming segments in order
to represent phonotactic generalizations?

To answer them, we use recurrent neural net-
works with long short-term memory (LSTM)
nodes, which have shown considerable success in
learning patterns at the word (Sundermeyer et al.,
2015) and character (Kim et al., 2016) levels.
These models encode each phonetic segment in
the inventory as a vector of numbers. With ex-
posure to more training data, these representations
adapt to the task at hand: incrementally predicting
each segment in a word, given all previous seg-
ments in the word.

If phonetic segments must be specified in terms
of distinctive features in advance of phonotactic
learning, we would expect a model that encodes
phonetic segments in this manner the outset of
training to ultimately represent phonotactic gen-
eralizations more accurately than one that initially
encodes each phonetic segment as a random vector
containing no phonetic information whatsoever.
If, on the other hand, all information required to
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learn phonotactic generalizations is already latent
in the sequence of segments, then the featurally-
informed model should have no advantage. Al-
ternatively, initializing the model with distinctive
features might constrain it to explore a suboptimal
area of the solution space, ultimately leading to a
less accurate representation of phonotactics.

To investigate our second question, we deter-
mine whether the resultant learned encodings of
each phonetic segment reflect phonetic informa-
tion by examining the state of the models after
training. If the post-training encodings do encode
phonetic information, it would support the central-
ity of a phonetic representation of incoming acous-
tic data for phonotactic learning.

Following previous work by Futrell et al.
(2017), in Experiment 1 we evaluate how well
our models capture phonotactic generalizations by
measuring the probability they assign to unseen
words from a test corpus. In accordance with ra-
tional analysis (Anderson and Milson, 1989), we
make claims about the mind by studying the en-
vironment in which it operates, under the assump-
tion that the mind adapts to the environment in or-
der to achieve its goals—here, the goal of learn-
ing what constitutes a “likely” word-form in a lan-
guage.1 If the optimal way of achieving this re-
lies on phonological distinctive features, then we
should expect that language users do draw upon
this resource in order to infer phonotactic regular-
ities.

To verify this expectation, in Experiment 2 we
evaluate our models using the more traditional
means of assessing phonotactic learners: com-
parison with human wordlikeness ratings of non-
words. If our models have indeed learned an eco-
logically valid representation of English phonotac-
tics, we expect the probabilities that they assign to
non-words to correlate with wordlikeness ratings
assigned by English speakers.

2 Related Work

To ask whether distinctive features are helpful for
phonotactic generalization, it is first essential to
establish what form these phonotactic generaliza-
tions should take. Experimental work supports a
characterization of phonotactics as gradient expec-
tations over sequences of sounds, instead of cate-

1This goal is subordinate to other goals: speech segmenta-
tion, word learning, perception of speech in noise, communi-
cation, survival, etc. We have chosen this as a tractable level
of analysis.

gorical restrictions designating certain sound se-
quences as marked. In the phonotactic learning
experiment conducted by Goldrick (2004), partic-
ipants were able to acquire feature-based phono-
tactic constraints of both gradient and categorical
forms. Gradient phonotactic sensitivity has also
been found in children’s productions (Coady and
Aslin, 2004) as well as adults’ wordlikeness judg-
ments (Frisch et al., 2000). Following this, our
model will represent gradient constraints, and its
task will be to assign gradient acceptability ratings
to sequences of phonetic segments.

Bernard (2017) demonstrated that humans are
capable of simultaneously tracking and learning
phonotactic generalizations defined at the level
of word boundaries, syllable positions, and co-
occurrences between adjacent phonetic segments.
Our LSTM networks are capable of capturing all
three types of constraints. Crucially, they are ca-
pable of representing dependencies between non-
adjacent units in a sequence (Sundermeyer et al.,
2015), which means that they can learn gradient
phonotactic constraints at both the word, syllable,
and segment level, without the need for explicit
syllable coding in the training data.

Many models have addressed the question of
how phonotactic generalizations are induced from
incoming data (Hayes and Wilson, 2008; Albright,
2009; Futrell et al., 2017)2. These vary in terms
of the algorithm that the learner uses to learn cor-
respondences between segments. Nevertheless,
most of these models of phonotactic acquisition
presuppose that incoming data is encoded in terms
of a set or hierarchy of distinctive features that
are predetermined by the researcher. Our research
questions this fundamental assumption, with po-
tential implications for these phonotactic learning
models if the assumption is unsubstantiated.

This assumption has already been challenged
by a baseline from Albright (2009), which com-
pared bigram models over distinctive features and
segments. The segmental bigram model yielded
slightly higher agreement with human wordlike-
ness judgments than the featural bigram model,
although the featural bigram model was closer to
human judgments for words containing unattested
sequences. However, these results may change for
models capable of learning generalizations across
longer units of structure; this possibility warrants
another test.

2See Daland et al. (2011) for a comprehensive review.
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Previous attempts to explicitly quantify the rel-
evance and “psychological accuracy” of a univer-
sal, innate set of distinctive features for phono-
tactic learning have also produced mixed results.
Mielke (2008) used a typological analysis to argue
for language-specific, learned distinctive features;
in 2012, Mielke devised another phonetic similar-
ity metric that corresponds to surface phonologi-
cal patterns roughly as well as distinctive features
do. Drawing upon this work, Dunbar et al. (2015)
compared how well featural representations de-
rived from acoustic, articulatory, and phonotac-
tic models capture phonemic distinctions in En-
glish. The phonotactic-derived feature representa-
tions performed markedly worse than the acous-
tic or articulatory representations at separating
this phonemic space, suggesting a weaker-than-
expected link between phonotactics and acous-
tic/articulatory phonetics—and indeed, between
phonotactics and the features required to distin-
guish phonemic space. Our work probes this link
in the opposite direction, questioning the extent to
which distinctive features are necessary to learn
phonotactic generalizations.

3 Model3

Our models are recurrent neural networks with
LSTM nodes. Each network’s task is to incre-
mentally predict the next phonetic segment in a se-
quence, given the beginning of the sequence as in-
put. Models were constructed using PyTorch 0.3.1
(Paszke et al., 2017).

The function and description of each layer in the
model is as follows:

3.1 Input Layer

The input layer reads in each phonetic segment is a
one-hot vector. The number of nodes in this layer
is equal to the size of the phonetic inventory—i.e.,
the number of unique phones in the corpus (with
vowels of different stress levels counted as sepa-
rate phones). For the present data, this number is
equal to 77, including start and end symbols that
delimited each word in the corpus.

3.2 Embedding Layer

The embedding layer projects each phonetic seg-
ment in the input into a continuous representation

3All source code for models, training/validation/test sets,
result files, and analysis scripts are included as supplementary
material and freely available on GitHub.

that is passed along to the recurrent layers. The
embedding layer has 68 nodes: twice the num-
ber of phonological features in the feature repre-
sentation that we chose (described in more detail
in Section 4.1). Since the input layer uses a one-
hot representation, this means that every phonetic
segment in the inventory is represented as a vec-
tor of 68 weights between the corresponding in-
put node and the embedding layer—i.e., an embed-
ding. These weights were initialized according to
the procedure described in Section 4.1. The acti-
vation function for nodes in this layer was linear,
with a bias term of 0.

3.3 Recurrent Layers

Each of the two recurrent layers of the network
consisted of 512 LSTM nodes. The number of re-
current layers, as well as the number of nodes in
each layer, were determined through extensive hy-
perparameter tuning (see Table A1 for details).

Each LSTM node receives input not only from
the embedding layer, but also from its previous
state. This allows the network to maintain a his-
tory, keeping track of the phones in the word up
to the current point. Compared to simple recur-
rent neural networks, LSTMs have proven better
at learning longer-distance dependencies, allow-
ing them to represent more complex dependen-
cies across non-adjacent timesteps (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997).

3.4 Output Layer

The output layer is a linear decoder layer as large
as the segment inventory: 77 nodes. As in the in-
put layer, each node corresponds to a particular
phonetic segment. The output of the entire model,
then, corresponds to a probability distribution over
the next segment. This distribution is normalized
using a softmax function, and the cross-entropy
between this normalized distribution and the one-
hot vector of the actual next segment indexes the
accuracy of the model’s prediction.

4 Experiment 1: Evaluating on a
Held-Out Test Set

To investigate whether pre-specified distinctive
features are helpful for acquiring phonotactic gen-
eralizations, we created two versions of a phono-
tactic learner: one that initially represents incom-
ing phonetic segments as distinctive feature bun-
dles (a feature-aware condition), and one that ini-
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tially represents phonetic segments as random vec-
tors (a feature-naive condition). Our experimen-
tal manipulation occurs in the initialization of the
weights between the input layer and the embed-
ding layer; all other parameters were held con-
stant. To compare these, we trained them on a
identical subsets of the CELEX2 corpus (Baayen
et al., 1995), and evaluated the likelihood that each
model assigned to a non-overlapping test subset
from the same corpus.

4.1 Method

Training Procedure
All models had the structure described in Section
3. Before training, the value of the weights be-
tween the input and embedding layers was deter-
mined in one of two ways, depending on the ex-
perimental condition to which the network was as-
signed:

1. Feature-aware condition: The weight vec-
tor of each phonetic segment was determined
according to its distinctive feature specifica-
tion, according to the scheme described later
in this section (see “Distinctive Features”).
Each weight was initialized as either -1, 0, or
1, depending on the phonetic segment’s value
for the feature in question.

2. Feature-naive condition: The weight vector
of each phonetic segment was populated ran-
domly from a distribution over the values -1,
0, and 1, with proportions identical to those
found in the feature-aware condition.

All other weights were initialized from a uni-
form distribution between ±h−1, where h was the
number of nodes in the subsequent layer.

All weights in the network were adjusted via
backpropagation during the course of training.
These included the weights between each layer, as
well as the weights between successive states of
the recurrent layers and those controlling each gate
of each LSTM node. The error function used for
this was cross-entropy loss, calculated over the 77
phonetic segment classes. Minimizing this cross-
entropy loss is equivalent to maximizing log like-
lihood.

Each word in the training corpus was treated
as a minibatch, with stored error backpropagated
through the network once per word using stochas-
tic gradient descent. Activations in each layer

were automatically reset after each backpropaga-
tion to random values that were generated at the
beginning of training.

Through hyperparameter tuning (detailed in Ta-
ble A1), we settled on 1.0 as a suitable value for
the initial learning rate, and annealed this by a fac-
tor of 0.25 every time there was no improvement
on the validation set. The aforementioned hyper-
parameter tuning also led us to employ a dropout
of 0.2, adjusting only 80% of the training weights
per minibatch. Each model was trained for a total
of 25 epochs (complete runs through the training
corpus), after which the iteration of the model that
assigned the highest log likelihood to the valida-
tion corpus was evaluated on the held-out test cor-
pus, and the phonetic segment embeddings were
stored for further analysis (see Section 6).

Twenty-five random initializations were trained
in both the feature-aware and feature-naive con-
ditions, for a total of 50 initializations. Within a
condition, each initialization varied with respect to
the initial weights except those between the input
layer and the embedding layer.

Data
Corpus We used a randomly selected 50,000-
lemma subset from the English part of the
phonetically-transcribed CELEX2 database
(Baayen et al., 1995) to train and test our model4.
30,000 of these lemma words were used to
train the model, and the remaining 20,000 were
randomly divided into validation and test sets
of 10,000 lemmas each. Lemmas were used
instead of inflected forms in order to minimize the
number of shared stems across the three sets.

The only preprocessing steps applied to these
data were the translation of each lemma from the
DISC notation used in CELEX2 into IPA (with
diphthongs split into separate phonetic segments,
in order to increase comparability with Futrell
et al., 2017) and the addition of start and end sym-
bols around each word. No syllabification was
added, because the models should infer the shape
of syllables from the data alone, due to their ability
to represent information across multiple timesteps.

Distinctive Features The precise distinctive
feature structure we used to initialize the phonetic
segment embeddings was based on Futrell et al.
(2017)’s hierarchical feature dependency graphs,

4The CELEX2 corpus was also the basis of Futrell et al.
(2017)’s data set.
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in order to compare our model to this prior work.
In these graphs, each node represents a feature,
and certain features are only defined if their an-
cestor nodes have a certain value. For example,
the “height” node is only defined if the manner
of segment at hand is “vowel”; this is because the
manner node is an ancestor of the height node.5

The first modification that we made to these fea-
ture dependency graphs is representing each mul-
tivalent feature as a binary one. This is because
the values of several features do not lie along a
straightforward unidimensional continuum. For
instance, the “manner” node specifies the manner
of a syllable, and has “trill” and “fricative” as two
of its values. These manner classes are equivalent
in terms of the size of the articulatory aperture:
their ordering along a unidimensional continuum
would be totally arbitrary. Instead, we split each
possible value of a multivalent feature into a set of
binary features, of which only one can be positive
(1) at a given time; the rest must be negative (-1),
if the feature is defined for the segment at hand.

In translating these dependency graphs into vec-
tors, we represent each feature as a pair of di-
mensions in each phonetic segment vector. The
first dimension in each pair expresses the value
of the node: positive (+1), negative (-1), or unset
(0). The second dimension in each pair denotes
whether the node is set (1) or unset (-1), allowing
for privative feature representation. This auxiliary
dimension may seem redundant, but we include it
because it is not the case that unset feature val-
ues are truly ‘intermediate’ between positive and
negative ones, as a representation without the aux-
iliary dimension would suggest. We also add an-
other two pairs of dimensions to represent start and
end symbols.

Dependent Variable
We used log likelihood on the held-out test cor-
pus of 10,000 lemmas to evaluate the quality
of our models’ phonotactic generalizations. The
more accurate a model’s representation of English
phonotactics is, the higher the likelihood it should
assign to extant English words that it has not seen.

4.2 Results

Performance of each model is plotted in Fig. 1.
Using a Wilcoxon rank sum test with a continu-

5These features are detailed further in Graff (2012),
though some have been omitted since they are not distinctive
in English.
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Figure 1: Box-plot of log likelihoods per model in each
experimental condition. Each observation used to gen-
erate this plot (N = 50) is the average log likelihood
assigned to each word in the test set, for a single model.

ity correction, we find that models in the feature-
naive condition assigns a significantly higher log
likelihood to the test corpus than those in the
feature-aware condition (W = 2.43 × 1010; p <
.001). On average, the feature-aware models as-
signed a log likelihood of −20.98 to the words
in the test set, and the feature-naive models as-
signed an average log likelihood of −20.07. In
other words, the feature-naive models assigned
over twice the probability mass to the test set com-
pared to the feature-aware models, in terms of raw
(non-log) probability. The poorer performance of
the feature-aware condition suggests that distinc-
tive features need not be specified a priori of train-
ing, and that in fact they may bias the model to-
ward suboptimal solutions.

5 Experiment 2: Comparison to Human
Judgments

In an effort to validate our models externally
against evaluations that humans make, we ran
another experiment correlating our models’ log-
likelihood ratings of non-words to human word-
likeness judgments of the same non-words.

5.1 Method
Stimuli
Non-words were designed by Daland et al. (2011)
to vary in the level of sonority sequencing princi-
ple violation, and as such their form was quite con-
strained: 96 stress-initial CCVCVC non-words,
each starting with a consonant cluster that was ei-
ther unattested (18 clusters), marginally attested
(12 clusters), or frequently attested (18 clusters) as
an onset in English. No non-word had more than
one lexical neighbor, and non-words whose first
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or last 4 segments formed a existing word were
excluded.6

Procedure
All human data for this experiment was collected
by Daland et al. (2011). Forty-eight participants
were recruited through Amazon Mechanical Turk;
results were only retained from those reporting
high (N = 2) or native (N = 36) English profi-
ciency. Each participant performed a Likert word-
likeness rating task (1–6, where 6 was more word-
like) on all 96 stimuli, followed by a head-to-
head comparison rating task in which participants
were given two words and instructed to choose the
non-word that seemed more like a typical English
word. Each of the 4560 possible pairs was as-
signed to a single participant, and no participant
saw any non-word more than twice during this
task.

Daland et al. (2011) found that the comparison
average of each non-word (proportion of compar-
ison trials in which it was selected as better than
its competitor) correlated with its average Likert
rating across participants. However, the compar-
ison average was more sensitive in differentiating
non-words at the bottom of the Likert scale; there-
fore, we used the comparison average to evaluate
our models.

Our models were the same feature-aware and
feature-naive models from Experiment 1, trained
on the same data. After training, we calculated the
log-likelihood of each of the 96 non-word stim-
uli from Daland et al. (2011) for each of the 50
models from Experiment 1, and correlated these
log-likelihoods to the human-derived comparison
averages via the Spearman method.

5.2 Results
The correlations between the models’ log-
likelihood ratings and the human-derived com-
parison averages were moderate-to-strong, with
Spearman’s ρ ranging from 0.50 to 0.79, which
is in the range of the best-performing models from
Daland et al. (2011) that were trained on a com-
parable, but smaller, amount of unsyllabified data
(20,000 vs 30,000 words). However, a Wilcoxon
rank sum test on ρ yielded no significant dif-
ference between feature-naive and feature-aware
models in this regard (W = 282; p = 0.56).
This indicates that, although both feature-aware

6A full list of these words, as well as their wordlikeness
scores, is downloadable from the first author’s website.

and feature-naive models can predict human judg-
ments of non-words, the log-likelihoods assigned
to this particular set of non-words do not dis-
tinguish the feature-aware from the feature-naive
models.

6 Clustering of Learned Phone
Embeddings

To examine the representations that are most
helpful for characterizing word-level phonotactic
generalizations, we performed a qualitative clus-
ter analysis of the phonetic segment embeddings
learned by the randomly-initialized model within
each condition that assigned the highest average
log likelihood to the test corpus.

First, we used agglomerative nesting to cluster
the learned phonetic segment embeddings, which
were grouped according to the Euclidean distance
between them7. Position of each group was cal-
culated in the 68-dimensional space via the un-
weighted pair-group average method (Sokal and
Michener, 1958). The results are depicted in Fig.
2 for the feature-aware model and Fig. 3 for the
feature-naive model. Comparing them, we see that
the feature-aware model maintains manner-based
distinctions even at late stages of the clustering.
In contrast, these distinctions as not as clearly de-
picted in the feature-naive model, but it appears
this model still encodes some phonetic informa-
tion; namely: all stops are incorporated into the
structure early, most vowels are incorporated into
the structure after non-vowels, and several clusters
contain only vowels of the same quality, collaps-
ing over stress.

As clustering based on Euclidean distances is
only a simplification over the non-linear trans-
formations the network performs, this is a lower
bound on the amount of structure the network
can find. The feature-naive models’ better perfor-
mance on the test set suggests that these models
may be encoding phonotactic-relevant knowledge
in a more distributed representation that cannot
be visualized thus—for example, a representation
across several layers.

The phonetic information encoded by the mod-
els may be reflected in the heat map of feature
embeddings, plotted in Figs. 4 and 5. To gener-
ate these, agglomerative clustering was performed
in two dimensions: both on the phonetic seg-

7Clustering along Manhattan distance, as recommended
by Aggarwal et al. (2001), yielded similar results.
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clustering on trained embeddings from the feature-
aware model that achieved the highest log likelihood
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Figure 4: Heatmap of trained embeddings created from
the feature-aware model that achieved the best perfor-
mance on the test set. Clusterings along top axis are
based on trained embeddings of each segment.

ments and on the embedding dimensions. Col-
ored patches of activations in these heat maps cor-
respond to clusters of dimensions that all activate
in response to certain phonetic segments—that is,
clusters of dimensions that define a feature. Espe-
cially informative are patches with the same acti-
vation value below a cluster of phones: this means
that the cluster is based on the feature encoded
by those dimensions. For example, the two most
well-defined final clusters formed by the feature-
aware model are supported by multiple features,
and Fig. 4 reflects this through wide horizontal
bands that span the length of those clusters. Here,
the vertical width of each band indexes the number
of features that define the cluster.

The picture is much less clear for Fig. 5, which
represents the embeddings learned in the feature-
naive condition. The noisiness of the heat map in-
dicates the clusters are not as distinct from each
other: though every cluster is defined by at least
one embedding dimension, these dimensions do
not correlate in terms of their response to other
phones outside the cluster. Instead of creating
a straightforward clustering along embedding di-
mensions, the feature-naive model encodes any
information that may be relevant to phonotactic
probability in a more distributed representation.
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Figure 5: Heatmap of trained embeddings created from
the feature-naive model that achieved the best perfor-
mance on the test set.

7 Discussion

Returning to our initial questions, it seems pre-
specified phonological distinctive features are not
required for phonotactic learning. All else being
equal, representing phonetic segments as bundles
of phonological distinctive features does not ap-
pear to aid in forming segment-level phonotac-
tic generalizations, and, for this class of learn-
ing model, this specific distinctive feature set may
even be detrimental. The fact that the feature-
naive condition was able to encode phonotactic
patterns indicates that all data required to repre-
sent these patterns as probabilities between pho-
netic segments is present in the sequence of seg-
ments itself; the learner need not rely on external
information, such as distance between phones in
acoustic space.

This is not to say that phonetic information is ir-
relevant to phonotactic learning. From examining
the encodings that are learned during this process,
we observe that the best models do encode some
phonetic data.

This work is an example of how the initial-
ization of even a single layer of a deep learning
model can affect its ultimate performance on a
held-out test set, a fact already demonstrated and
discussed by, for instance, Sutskever et al. (2013).
This effect was not observed in the models’ cor-
relations with human judgments, but this may be
due to the limited number and form of non-words
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tested; with more statistical power, this measure
may gain enough precision to distinguish the two
conditions8.

Finally, most of our models do assign a higher
log likelihood to the test corpus than Futrell
et al. (2017), which achieved a log likelihood of
−21.73, suggesting that neural networks may be
just as good at capturing phonotactic regularities
as models that generate upcoming phonetic seg-
ments via stochastic memoization. However, our
initial training set was much larger; when trained
on only the 2,500 lemmas in Futrell et al.’s train-
ing set, our models yielded slightly lower log like-
lihoods than theirs (though we could not compare
directly because their test set was inaccessible).

8 Implications

Per our results, phonological distinctive features
do not appear to be mandatory for phonotactic ac-
quisition. At the segment level, phonotactic pat-
terns are learnable from distributional characteris-
tics of each segment alone. This signals a need for
revision of segmental phonotactic learning mod-
els that rely on a set of predetermined distinctive
features—or at least stronger justification for the
inclusion of any proposed distinctive feature set
over another.

There are still a few additional tests that must
be done before our conclusions can be general-
ized beyond these experiments. First, although the
feature set that we used is typical of those used
by other models of phonotactics, it is still possi-
ble that some other phonological feature set would
result in better performance. Second, distinctive
features may yet be helpful for models that train
on much smaller datasets than ours, since they can
provide hints to phonological structure that are not
inferrable from such limited data.

Beyond distinctive features, some other, more
detailed phonetic representation may yet prove
helpful for phonotactic acquisition, if phonotac-
tic expectations actually contain more detail about
token-level variability, instead of the discrete
segment-level representation assumed herein. Pre-
cise consequences for extant phonotactic learning
models will depend whether this is the case; the
determination is complicated by the fact that hu-
mans acquire both phonetic categories and phono-

8This homogeneity may not have been an issue for Daland
et al. (2011)’s comparison because the models tested therein
had very diverse structures, and may have become sensitive
to very different aspects of the training data as a result.

tactic patterns simultaneously (Jusczyk et al.,
1994; Werker and Tees, 1984).

One interesting avenue for future research is the
multi-language case—i.e., training the model on a
corpus in one language, and analyzing its perfor-
mance on a corpus in a different language. This
can help us make predictions about the types of
pronunciation difficulties that speakers are likely
to encounter in a second language, illuminating
phonological effects of cross-linguistic transfer.

We must nonetheless be wary of using these re-
sults to make claims about human language ac-
quisition. Human language is shaped by many
other factors that are extraneous to our models, in-
cluding articulatory restrictions, perceptual limita-
tions, and constraints of cognitive economy. At the
risk of overreaching, we must better specify these
factors and their consequences before drawing fur-
ther analogies.

9 Conclusion

Phonotactic acquisition can be accomplished with-
out external, prior knowledge of distinctive fea-
tures; indeed, according to our results, this knowl-
edge may be a slight hindrance rather than a help.
Though segment-level phonotactic inference may
still benefit from access to a finer-grained pho-
netic specification of the speech stream, a prede-
termined encoding of this input in terms of dis-
tinctive features does not appear to be required for
this purpose.
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A Appendix

Hyperparameter Name Description Values Tested

rand reset
whether activations in the model reset to a
random state (True), or to zero (False) after
each word

True, False

lr initial learning rate 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0

anneal factor
amount by which to anneal learning rate,
if no improvement found

0, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0

patience
number of training epochs to wait for
validation loss to improve before updating
weights

0, 2, 4

dropout proportion of weights to keep fixed 0, 0.2, 0.5

epochs
number of epochs (complete passes through the
data) to train for

25, 50, 100

nlayers number of recurrent layers 1, 2, 4
nhid number of nodes in each recurrent layer 128, 256, 512, 1250

Table A1: Particulars of hyperparameter testing. Hy-
perparameters were optimized for speed and likelihood
assigned to the validation set. Optimal parameters for
the validation set are bolded, and were used in the ex-
periments reported here.
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Abstract

We incorporate morphological supervision
into character language models (CLMs) via
multitasking and show that this addition im-
proves bits-per-character (BPC) performance
across 24 languages, even when the morphol-
ogy data and language modeling data are dis-
joint. Analyzing the CLMs shows that in-
flected words benefit more from explicitly
modeling morphology than uninflected words,
and that morphological supervision improves
performance even as the amount of language
modeling data grows. We then transfer mor-
phological supervision across languages to im-
prove language modeling performance in the
low-resource setting.

1 Introduction

Character language models (CLMs) are distri-
butions over sequences of characters (Sutskever
et al., 2011), in contrast to traditional language
models which are distributions over sequences of
words. CLMs eliminate the need for a fixed
word vocabulary, and modeling text at the charac-
ter level gives the CLM access to subword infor-
mation. These attributes suggest that CLMs can
model regularities that exist within words, such
as morphological inflection. However, even large
language modeling (LM) corpora have sparse cov-
erage of inflected forms for morphologically-rich
languages, which has been shown to make word
and character language modeling more difficult
(Gerz et al., 2018b; Cotterell et al., 2018). Be-
cause to this, we hypothesize that accurately mod-
eling morphology improves language modeling,
but that it is difficult for CLMs to learn this from
text alone.

Motivated by this hypothesis, we add morphol-
ogy supervision to character language modeling
and show that, across two benchmark datasets,
multitasking morphology with CLMs improves

bits-per-character (BPC) performance on twenty-
four languages, even when the annotated morphol-
ogy features and language modeling data do not
overlap. We also show that models augmented
by multitasking achieve better BPC improvements
on inflected forms than on uninflected forms, and
that increasing the amount of language modeling
data does not diminish the gains from morphol-
ogy. Furthermore, to augment morphology anno-
tations in low-resource languages, we also transfer
morphology information between pairs of high-
and low-resource languages. In this cross-lingual
setting, we see that morphology supervision from
the high-resource language improves BPC perfor-
mance on the low-resource language over both
the low-resource multitask model and over adding
language modeling data from the high-resource
language alone.

2 Approach

Language Modeling Given a sequence of char-
acters c = c1, c2, ..., cn, our character-level lan-
guage models calculate the probability of c as

p(c) =

|c|∏

i=1

p(ci|c1, c2, ..., ci−1) (1)

Each distribution is an LSTM (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997) trained such that at each time
step t, the model takes in a character ct and es-
timates the probability of the next character ct+1

as
p(ct+1|c≤t) = g(LSTM(wt,ht−1)) (2)

where ht−1 is the previous hidden state of the
LSTM, wt is the character embedding learned by
the model for ct, and g is a softmax over the char-
acter vocabulary space.

We calculate the loss function of our language
model LLM as the negative log-likelihood of the
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CS DE EN ES FI FR RU
dev test dev test dev test dev test dev test dev test dev test

HCLM 2.010 1.984 1.605 1.588 1.591 1.538 1.548 1.498 1.754 1.711 1.499 1.467 1.777 1.761
LM 2.013 1.972 1.557 1.538 1.543 1.488 1.571 1.505 1.725 1.699 1.357 1.305 1.745 1.724

MTL 1.938 1.900 1.249 1.241 1.313 1.256 1.260 1.196 1.698 1.669 1.211 1.167 1.645 1.619
∆ 0.075 0.072 0.308 0.297 0.230 0.232 0.311 0.309 0.027 0.030 0.146 0.138 0.100 0.105

Table 1: Results on Multilingual Wikipedia Corpus (MWC) in bits per character (BPC). ∆ calculated improvement
in BPC from the baseline LM to MTL. HCLM is the best model from Kawakami et al. (2017).

model on the character sequence c:

LLM(c) = NLL(c) = −
|c|∑

i=1

log p(ci|c<i) (3)

We then evaluate the trained model’s perfor-
mance with bits-per-character (BPC):

BPC(c) = − 1

|c|

|c|∑

i=1

log p(ci|c<i) (4)

Multitask Learning To add morphology fea-
tures as supervision, we use a multitask learn-
ing (MTL) objective (Collobert and Weston, 2008)
that combines loss functions for predicting differ-
ent morphological tags with the language model-
ing objective. Since morphological features are
annotated at the word-level, we convert these an-
notations to the character level by placing each
annotated word’s tags as supervision on the first
character (which we found to outperform super-
vising the last character in preliminary results).

This early placement allows the model to have
access to the morphological features while decod-
ing the rest of the characters in the word. There-
fore, our morphology data m = m1,m2, ...,mn

is a sequence of labeled pairs in the form mi =
(x, y) where x is a character and y is a set of mor-
phology tags for that character. For example, “cats
ran” would be given to our model as the sequence
(‘c’, Number=Pl), (‘a’, -), (‘t’, -), (‘s’, -), (‘ ’, -),
(‘r’, Tense=Past), (‘a’, -), (‘n’, -).

We modify the model’s loss function to

L(c,m) = LLM(c) + δ
n∑

i=1

Li(m) (5)

where n is the number of morphological features
we have annotated in a language, δ is a weight-
ing parameter between the primary and auxiliary
losses, LLM is the original language modeling
loss, and Li are the additional losses for each mor-
phological feature (e.g., tense, number, etc). Be-

cause we include a separate loss for each morpho-
logical feature, each feature is predicted indepen-
dently.

3 Experimental Setup

Datasets We obtain morphological annotations
for 24 languages (Table 2) from Universal Depen-
dencies (UD; v.2.3), which consists of dependency
parsing treebanks with morphology annotations on
a large number of languages (Nivre et al., 2018).
These languages were chosen based on the size
of their treebanks (to ensure a sufficient amount
of morphology annotations); we also exclude lan-
guages that do not have morphology features an-
notated in the treebank.

For language modeling supervision, we train
two sets of models. One set is trained with the
text from the UD treebanks; the other set of mod-
els is trained on the Multilingual Wikipedia Cor-
pus (MWC) (Kawakami et al., 2017). This lan-
guage modeling dataset consists of Wikipedia data
across seven languages (Czech, German, English,
Spanish, Finnish, French, and Russian).

Model architecture Our models each consist of
a stacked LSTM with 1024 hidden dimensions
and a character embedding layer of 512 dimen-
sions. We include two hidden layers in the lan-
guage models trained on UD, and three hidden lay-
ers in those trained on MWC. The parameters that
integrate multitasking into the model (the layer at
which we multitask morphology and the weight-
ing we give the morphology losses, δ) are tuned
individually for each language. Further hyperpa-
rameter and training details are given in the sup-
plement.

4 Language Modeling Results

Distant MTL We first train CLMs where the
language modeling data (from MWC) and mor-
phology data (from UD) do not overlap (Table 1).1

1Since both of these datasets draw from Wikipedia, we
verified that no sentences overlap between the MWC test set
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: Improvement of MTL over the LM baseline (a) over the inflection rate of each UD language, (b) over
the quantity of training data for each UD language, and (c) for inflected and uninflected words in the UD dev set.

Lang ISO %Infl LM MTL ∆
Bulgarian BG 39% 1.890 1.887 0.003
Catalan CA 31% 1.653 1.599 0.054
Czech CS 43% 2.045 1.832 0.213
Danish DA 30% 2.152 2.135 0.017
German DE 33% 1.917 1.881 0.036
English EN 15% 2.183 2.173 0.010
Spanish ES 28% 1.801 1.763 0.038

Farsi FA 27% 2.213 2.205 0.008
French FR 32% 1.751 1.712 0.039
Hindi HI 28% 1.819 1.773 0.046

Croatian HR 49% 1.866 1.841 0.025
Italian IT 36% 1.595 1.554 0.041

Latvian LV 47% 2.243 2.217 0.026
Dutch NL 19% 1.989 1.972 0.017
Polish PL 42% 2.218 2.154 0.064

Portuguese PT 31% 1.787 1.785 0.002
Romanian RO 42% 1.840 1.798 0.042
Russian RU 42% 1.993 1.824 0.169
Slovak SK 45% 2.705 2.686 0.019

Ukranian UK 40% 2.359 2.338 0.021
Estonian ET 49% 2.089 1.993 0.096
Finnish FI 55% 1.981 1.921 0.060
Arabic AR 86% 1.724 1.708 0.016
Hebrew HE 42% 2.293 2.282 0.011

Table 2: BPC results on the Universal Dependencies
(UD) test set. %Infl is the inflection rate in each lan-
guage. Languages are grouped by fusional, agglutina-
tive, and introflexive typologies, respectively.

In this setting, we only train on the morphology
features from UD and do not include this data as
additional language modeling supervision. These
models are trained on alternating batches from the
two disjoint datasets. LM is a language modeling
baseline with no multitask objective; MTL adds
morphology supervision.

We find that for all seven languages, the MTL
model outperforms our baseline trained only on
MWC. Our model also outperforms the strongest
model from Kawakami et al. (2017), HCLM-
cache, which is a hierarchical language model

and the UD treebanks for each of the seven languages.

with caching. Thus, adding morphology supervi-
sion to our character language models allows us to
achieve lower BPCs than a more complicated LM
architecture. Surprisingly, we see a larger gain on
languages with more LM data (EN, DE, ES, FR)
than those with less data (but are considered to be
more morphologically rich, e.g., CS, DE, and RU);
we explore this phenomenon more in Section 5.

Fully Supervised MTL We then train CLMs us-
ing UD for both langauge modeling and morphol-
ogy supervision on more languages (Table 2). We
again find that adding morphology supervision im-
proves BPC. In general, we see smaller improve-
ments between the LM and MTL models than un-
der distant supervision, even though the UD LM
data is fully annotated with morphology tags; this
is likely due to the smaller training sets in UD (on
average) than in MWC. On languages where the
size of the two datasets are comparable, such as
Russian and Czech, we see larger improvements
on the fully supervised models than we do in the
distant LM setting.

To investigate these results, we compare the rate
of inflected words on the development set (which
we use as a rough measure of morphological com-
plexity of the language) in a language against BPC
improvement by MTL model (Fig. 1(a)). The
rate at which each language is inflected is given
in Table 2. We unexpectedly find that how much
a language benefits from morphology supervision
is only weakly correlated with the inflection rate
of the language (r=0.15). This is surprising, be-
cause one would expect that additional morpho-
logical supervision would help languages that en-
code more morphological features in the forms
(i.e., with higher inflection rates).

We then examine the effect of training dataset
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(a)

% Train # Chars LM MTL ∆

CS

5% 0.31M 2.829 2.793 0.036
10% 0.61M 2.625 2.581 0.044
25% 1.5M 2.379 2.303 0.076
50% 3.1M 2.191 2.120 0.071

100% 6.1M 2.013 1.938 0.075
MWC-LG 10.2M 1.835 1.729 0.106

RU

5% 0.47M 2.492 2.486 0.006
10% 0.93M 2.305 2.283 0.022
25% 2.3M 2.066 2.033 0.033
50% 4.7M 1.935 1.898 0.037

100% 9.3M 1.745 1.645 0.100
MWC-LG 18.2M 1.554 1.377 0.177

(b)

% Train # Chars BPC

CS

0% (LM) 2.013
5% 0.34M 2.040
10% 0.69M 2.019
25% 1.7M 2.000
50% 3.4M 1.984

100% 6.9M 1.938

RU

0% (LM) 1.745
5% 0.27M 1.758
10% 0.53M 1.761
25% 1.3M 1.673
50% 2.7M 1.700

100% 5.3M 1.645

(c)

LM data Morph. data BPC

SK

None 2.806
SK 2.779
CS 2.752

CS+SK 2.777

CS+SK None 2.668
CS+SK 2.446

UK

None 2.369
UK 2.348
RU 2.348

RU+UK 2.351

RU+UK None 2.495
RU+UK 2.316

Table 3: (a) BPC on MWC development set with varied amounts of LM training data from MWC. The last line
is from training on MWC-large dataset, (b) BPC on MWC development set with varied amounts of supervised
morphology data from UD train set (compared against the baseline LM), and (c) Cross-lingual transfer on UD,
evaluated on low-resource language’s development set: from Czech (CS; 6.9M characters in training set) to Slovak
(SK; 0.4M) and from Russian (RU; 5.3M) to Ukrainian (UK; 0.5M)

size on BPC improvement between the LM and
the multitasked model (Fig. 1(b)). We find that
more training data (which adds both morpholog-
ical and LM supervision) is strongly correlated
with larger gains over the baseline LM (r=0.93).
Therefore, it seems that any potential correlation
between morphological complexity and the bene-
fit of multitasking morphology is overwhelmed by
differences in dataset size.

5 Analysis Experiments

Modeling Inflected Words We hypothesized
that morphology supervision would be most ben-
eficial to words whose form is dependent on their
morphology, e.g. inflected words. To investigate
this, we calculate BPC of our UD models on in-
flected and uninflected forms in the UD develop-
ment set. We determine whether or not a word is
inflected by comparing it to the (annotated) lemma
given in the UD treebank. We find that on 16 of the
24 languages for which we train models on UD,
the MTL model improves more on inflected words
than uninflected words, and that the average delta
between LM and MTL models is 31% greater for
inflected words than uninflected. A comparison
of the improvements in six of these languages are
given in Fig. 1(c). We show results for the ag-
glutinative (ET, FI) and introflexive (AR, HE) lan-
guages and pick two fusional languages (EN, RU)
against which to compare.

Effect of Training Data One caveat to the ob-
served gain from morphology is that the CLMs
may capture this information if given more lan-
guage modeling data, which is much cheaper to

obtain than morphology annotations. To test this,
we train CLMs on Czech (CS) and Russian (RU)
on varied amounts of language modeling data
from the MWC corpus (Table 2(a)). We find that
for both RU and CS, increasing the amount of
LM data does not eliminate the gains we see from
multitasking with morphology. Instead, we see
that increasing LM data leads to larger improve-
ments in the MTL model. Even when we train the
CLMs on twice as much LM data (obtained from a
larger version of the MWC dataset, MWC-large),
we continue to see large improvements via multi-
tasking.

We then investigate how the amount of an-
notated morphology data affects performance on
these models (Table 2(b)). We find that, as ex-
pected, increasing the amount of morphological
data the language model is trained on improves
BPC performance. For both Czech and Russian,
the MTL models mulitasked with 25% or more of
the annotated data still outperform the LM base-
line, but MTL models trained on smaller subsets
of the morphology data performed worse than the
baseline. This is in line with our findings in Sec-
tion 4 that the amount of annotated morphology
data is closely tied with how much multitasking
helps.

Cross-lingual Transfer In the previous section,
we showed that the amount of training data (both
for LM and for morphology) the CLM sees is cru-
cial for better performance. Motivated by this, we
extend our models to the cross-lingual setting, in
which we use data from high-resource languages
to improve performance on closely-related, low-
resource ones. We train models on the (high,
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low) language pairs of (Russian, Ukrainian) and
(Czech, Slovak) and transfer both LM and mor-
phological supervision (Table 2(c)). We find the
best performance for each low-resource language
is achieved by using both the high-resource LM
data and morphology annotations to augment the
low-resource data. In Slovak (SK), this gives us
a 0.333 BPC improvement over the MTL model
on SK data alone, and in Ukranian (UK), we see a
improvement of 0.032 in this setting over the MTL
trained only on UK.

6 Related Work

Prior work has investigated to what degree neu-
ral models capture morphology when trained on
language modeling (Vania and Lopez, 2017) and
on machine translation (Belinkov et al., 2017;
Bisazza and Tump, 2018). Other work has looked
into how the architecture of language models can
be improved for morphologically-rich languages
(Gerz et al., 2018a). In particular, both Kawakami
et al. (2017) and Mielke and Eisner (2019) pro-
posed hybrid open-vocabulary LM architectures to
deal with rare words in morphologically-rich lan-
guages on MWC.2

Another line of work has investigated the use of
morphology to improve models trained on other
NLP tasks. These approaches add morphology as
an input to the model, either with gold labels on
the LM dataset (Vania and Lopez, 2017) or by la-
beling the data with a pretrained morphological
tagger (Botha and Blunsom, 2014; Matthews et al.,
2018). This approach to adding morphology as in-
put features to models has also been applied to de-
pendency parsers (Vania et al., 2018) and semantic
role labeling models (Şahin and Steedman, 2018).
Unlike these approaches, however, our technique
does not require the morphology data to overlap
with the training data of the primary task or de-
pend on automatically labeled features. More sim-
ilarly to our work, Dalvi et al. (2017) find that
incorporating morphological supervision into the
decoder of an NMT system via multitasking im-
proves performance by up to 0.58 BLEU points
over the baseline for English-German, English-
Czech, and German-English.

2Results comparing against Mielke and Eisner (2019) are
given in the supplement, due to a different character vocabu-
lary from Kawakami et al. (2017).

7 Conclusion

We incorporate morphological supervision into
character language models via multitask learning
and find that this addition improves BPC on 24
languages. Furthermore, we observe this gain
even when the morphological annotations and lan-
guage modeling data are disjoint, providing a sim-
ple way to improve language modelsing without
requiring additional annotation efforts. Our anal-
ysis finds that the addition of morphology bene-
fits inflected forms more than uninflected forms
and that training our CLMs on additional language
modeling data does not diminish these gains in
BPC. Finally, we show that these gains can also
be projected across closely related languages by
sharing morphological annotations. We conclude
that this multitasking approach helps the CLMs
capture morphology better than the LM objective
alone.
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A Appendix: Languages and Datasets

The languages we use from Universal Dependen-
cies and details about their treebanks are given in
Table 4. Most of the treebanks we used in this pa-
per are manually annotated (and then possibly au-
tomatically converted to their current format), ex-
cept for German, English, and French, which are
automatically annotated. For models trained in the

Num Chars
Lang ISO Treebank Train Dev Test

Bulgarian BG BTB 0.7M 90K 88K
Catalan CA AnCora 2.2M 0.3M 0.3M
Czech CS PDT 6.9M 0.9M 1.0M
Danish DA DDT 0.4M 56K 54K
German DE GSD 1.6M 75K 0.1M
English EN EWT 1.0M 0.1M 0.1M
Spanish ES GSD 2.1M 0.2M 65K

Farsi FA Seraji 0.6M 77K 78K
French FR GSD 1.9M 0.2M 52K
Hindi HI HDTB 1.3M 0.2M 0.2M

Croatian HR SET 0.9M 0.1M 0.1M
Italian IT ISDT 1.6M 67K 59K
Latvian LV LVTB 0.7M 0.1M 0.1M
Dutch NL Alpino 1.1M 65K 67K
Polish PL LFG 0.6M 74K 74K

Portuguese PT Bosque 1.1M 58K 55K
Romanian RO RRT 1.1M 98K 93K
Russian RU SynTagRus 5.3M 0.7M 0.7M
Slovak SK SNK 0.4M 76K 80K

Ukranian UK IU 0.5M 71K 98K
Estonian ET EDT 2.2M 0.2M 0.3M
Finnish FI TDT 1.2M 0.1M 0.2M
Arabic AR PADT 1.3M 0.2M 0.2M
Hebrew HE HTB 0.8M 63K 68K

Table 4: Dataset statistics for Universal Dependencies
(UD; v.2.3). Languages are grouped by typology, from
top to bottom: fusional, agglutinative, and introflexive
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Num Chars
Lang Vocab Train Dev Test

CS 238 6.1M 0.4M 0.5M
DE 298 13.6M 1.2M 1.3M
EN 307 15.6M 1.5M 1.3M
ES 307 11.0M 1.0M 1.3M
FI 246 6.4M 0.7M 0.6M
FR 272 12.4M 1.3M 1.6M
RU 273 9.3M 1.0M 0.9M

Table 5: Dataset statistics for Multilingual Wikipedia
Corpus (MWC). Vocabulary size is based on the char-
acter vocabulary given in (Kawakami et al., 2017).

fully-supervised MTL setting where UD is used
for both LM and morphology supervision, we cal-
culate the character vocabulary for each language
by including any character that occurs more than
5 times in the training set of the language’s UD
treebank.

Dataset statistics for the Multilingual Wikipedia
Corpus (MWC) are given in Table 5. When
analyzing the effect of LM training dataset size
on Czech and Russian, we also train models on
the training portion of a larger version of the
MWC corpus, MWC-large, which contains ap-
proximately twice as much training data as the
standard MWC dataset. Specifically, MWC-large
contains 10.2M training characters for Czech and
18.2M for Russian. There is no prior work that we
know of that reports BPC on this larger dataset.

For models trained on the disjoint supervi-
sion setting, we use the character vocabulary pro-
vided for each language in the MWC dataset (see
Kawakami et al. (2017) for preprocessing details).
In cases where we use two sources of supervision
for the model – LM supervision from MWC and
morphology supervision from UD – we use the
MWC character vocabulary for all inputs, so that
BPC results across models are comparable. This
only affects a small number of the character types
(11 or fewer for each language) in the UD training
data.

The character vocabulary provided in the MWC
dataset and used for the distant supervision setting
differs from the vocabulary calculated by includ-
ing the characters that occur more than 25 times
in the MWC training set.3 Because of this, our
distant supervision setting on MWC is not compa-
rable with Mielke and Eisner (2019), which uses
the second vocabulary setting. Therefore, we re-

3On English, this preprocessing difference decreases the
character vocabulary size from 307 in the provided vocabu-
lary to 167.

train our character LM baselines and multitasked
models in this vocabulary setting (Table 6). We
find that our LM and MTL models generally ob-
tain slightly better performance on this setting, and
we continue to see improvement from multitask-
ing morphology over the character LM baseline.

B Appendix: Model Parameters and
Training

To train all models presented in this paper, we
use the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015)
with an initial learning rate of 0.002 and clip
the norm of the gradient to 5. We also apply
a dropout of 0.5 to each layer. We train each
model on sequences of 150 characters and use
early stopping with a patience of 10. We only
use the language modeling performance (BPC)
on the development set for early stopping and
hyperparameter selection (and do not consider
the morphology losses). For the UD language
models, we train models with two hidden layers
for 150 epochs with a batch size of 10. The
models trained on MWC contain three hidden
layers and are trained for 250 epochs with a batch
size of 32. All of our models are implemented in
Pytorch.4

For each language, we individually tuned the
level at which we multitask the morphology
objectives and the weighting ratio between the
primary and auxiliary losses δ. We consider
multitasking the morphology objective at either
the first or second hidden layer (as all of our
models have two hidden layers), and tune for
each language δ = {0.01, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2}. The
parameters chosen for each language and setting
(fully supervised or distant MTL) are given in
Table 7.

C Appendix: Additional Results

We provide the full set of results for our experi-
ments in Section 5 on how well our CLMs model
inflected forms versus uninflected forms across all
24 UD languages (Table 8).

4https://pytorch.org/
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CS DE EN ES FI FR RU
dev test dev test dev test dev test dev test dev test dev test

Mielke BPE 1.88 1.856 1.45 1.414 1.45 1.386 1.42 1.362 1.70 1.652 1.36 1.317 1.63 1.598
Mielke Full 1.95 1.928 1.51 1.465 1.45 1.387 1.42 1.363 1.79 1.751 1.36 1.319 1.74 1.709

LM 2.01 1.975 1.52 1.493 1.45 1.395 1.55 1.482 1.74 1.705 1.60 1.565 1.72 1.692
MTL 1.81 1.771 1.43 1.414 1.32 1.262 1.33 1.268 1.69 1.658 1.15 1.104 1.62 1.596

Table 6: Results on Multilingual Wikipedia Corpus (MWC) in bits per character (BPC), trained on the vocabulary
from Mielke and Eisner (2019).

Distant MTL Fully-Supervised
Lang MTL layer δ MTL layer δ
BG - - 2 1.0
CA - - 1 2.0
CS 2 1.5 2 1.5
DA - - 2 0.5
DE 2 2.0 1 1.0
EN 2 1.0 2 1.0
ES 2 1.0 1 1.5
FA - - 1 0.01
FR 3 1.0 1 2.0
HI - - 1 2.0
HR - - 2 1.0
IT - - 1 2.0
LV - - 2 1.0
NL - - 2 1.5
PL - - 2 1.0
PT - - 2 1.5
RO - - 2 0.5
RU 3 1.0 2 1.5
SK - - 2 2.0
UK - - 2 1.0
ET - - 2 2.0
FI 1 0.5 2 1.0
AR - - 2 0.5
HE - - 2 0.5

Table 7: Language specific parameters for multitasked
models trained in the distant MTL setting and the fully-
supervised MTL setting

Lang %Infl Word Type LM MTL ∆

BG 39% inflected 2.092 2.085 0.008
uninflected 2.333 2.330 0.002

CA 31% inflected 1.849 1.783 0.066
uninflected 2.007 1.943 0.064

CS 43% inflected 2.205 1.940 0.265
uninflected 2.539 2.322 0.217

DA 30% inflected 2.411 2.387 0.024
uninflected 2.559 2.552 0.007

DE 33% inflected 1.916 1.868 0.048
uninflected 2.323 2.263 0.060

EN 15% inflected 2.235 2.216 0.019
uninflected 2.579 2.571 0.008

ES 28% inflected 1.742 1.700 0.042
uninflected 2.053 2.010 0.043

FA 27% inflected 2.874 2.859 0.016
uninflected 2.499 2.492 0.007

FR 32% inflected 1.856 1.809 0.047
uninflected 2.228 2.174 0.054

HI 28% inflected 1.996 1.941 0.053
uninflected 2.270 2.228 0.042

HR 49% inflected 2.055 2.021 0.035
uninflected 2.507 2.487 0.021

IT 36% inflected 1.897 1.852 0.045
uninflected 2.056 2.010 0.046

LV 47% inflected 2.387 2.361 0.027
uninflected 2.782 2.758 0.024

NL 19% inflected 2.161 2.493 0.030
uninflected 2.131 2.468 0.025

PL 42% inflected 2.522 2.462 0.060
uninflected 2.633 2.578 0.054

PT 31% inflected 2.071 2.065 0.007
uninflected 2.214 2.205 0.009

RO 42% inflected 2.037 1.987 0.050
uninflected 2.373 2.316 0.057

RU 42% inflected 2.130 1.920 0.210
uninflected 2.583 2.424 0.159

SK 45% inflected 2.976 2.969 0.007
uninflected 3.545 3.535 0.010

UK 40% inflected 2.580 2.553 0.027
uninflected 2.553 2.956 0.009

ET 49% inflected 2.397 2.692 0.112
uninflected 2.285 2.629 0.063

FI 55% inflected 2.152 2.084 0.068
uninflected 2.402 2.339 0.063

AR 86% inflected 2.036 2.013 0.023
uninflected 3.856 3.828 0.027

HE 42% inflected 3.426 3.360 0.066
uninflected 2.168 2.211 -0.043

Table 8: BPC performance on the UD development set
on inflected versus uninflected words. Bold delta val-
ues for each language indicate whether than language
improves more on inflected or uninflected words by
when multitasking morphology is added.
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Abstract
Training neural sequence-to-sequence models
with simple token-level log-likelihood is now
a standard approach to historical text normal-
ization, albeit often outperformed by phrase-
based models. Policy gradient training enables
direct optimization for exact matches, and
while the small datasets in historical text nor-
malization are prohibitive of from-scratch re-
inforcement learning, we show that policy gra-
dient fine-tuning leads to significant improve-
ments across the board. Policy gradient train-
ing, in particular, leads to more accurate nor-
malizations for long or unseen words.

1 Introduction

Historical text normalization is a common ap-
proach to making historical documents accessible
and searchable. It is a challenging problem, since
most historical texts were written without fixed
spelling conventions, and spelling is therefore at
times idiosyncratic (Piotrowski, 2012).

Traditional approaches to historical text nor-
malization relied on hand-written rules, but re-
cently, several authors have proposed neural mod-
els for historical text normalization (Bollmann
and Søgaard, 2016; Bollmann, 2018; Tang et al.,
2018). Such models are trained using character-
level maximum-likelihood training, which is in-
consistent with the objective of historical text
normalization; namely, transduction into modern,
searchable word forms. The discrepancy between
character-level loss and our word-level objective
means that model decision costs are biased. Our
objective, however, is reflected by the standard
evaluation metric, which is computed as the frac-
tion of benchmark words that are translated cor-
rectly.

In order to mitigate the discrepancy between
the optimization method and the task objective,
work has been carried out on using reinforcement

learning to optimize directly for the evaluation
metric (Ranzato et al., 2016; Shen et al., 2016).
Reinforcement learning enables direct optimiza-
tion of exact matches or other non-decomposable
metrics, computing updates based on delayed re-
wards rather than token-level error signals. This
paper contrasts maximum likelihood training and
training with delayed rewards, in the context of
sequence-to-sequence historical text normaliza-
tion (Bollmann et al., 2017).

Contributions We show that training with de-
layed rewards achieves better performance than
maximum likelihood training across six different
historical text normalization benchmarks; and that
training with delayed rewards is particularly help-
ful for long words, words where maximum likeli-
hood training leads to predicting long words, and
for unseen words. We note that our approach dif-
fers from other applications in the NLP literature
in using the mean reward as our baseline, and
in comparing different reward functions; we also
fine-tune relying only on rewards, rather than a
mixture of cross entropy loss and rewards.

2 Historical text normalization datasets

Historical text normalization datasets are rare and
typically rather small. Most of them are based on
collections of medieval documents. In our experi-
ments, we include six historical text normalization
datasets: the English, Hungarian, Icelandic, and
Swedish datasets from Pettersson (2016); the Ger-
man dataset introduced in Bollmann et al. (2017);
and the Slovene “Bohorič” dataset from Ljubešić
et al. (2016). We use these datasets in the form
provided by Bollmann (2019), i.e., preprocessed
to remove punctuation, perform Unicode normal-
ization, replace digits that do not require normal-
ization with a dummy symbol, and lowercase all
tokens. Table 1 gives an overview of the datasets.
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Language Time Period Train IAT

EN English 1386–1698 148k 75%
DE German 14th–16th c. 234k 30%
HU Hungarian 1440–1541 134k 18%
IS Icelandic 15th c. 50k 47%
SL Slovene 1750–1840s 50k 41%
SV Swedish 1527–1812 24k 60%

Table 1: Historical datasets with the time period they
represent, the size of their training sets (in tokens), and
the approximate percentage of tokens that are invariant
across time (IAT), i.e. where the historical and normal-
ized forms are identical.

Note the differences in the number of words that
are invariant across time, i.e., where the original
input word form is the correct prediction accord-
ing to the manual annotations. The differences are
reasons to expect performance to be higher on En-
glish, but lower on Hungarian, for example; since
it is easier to learn to memorize the input than
to learn abstract transduction patterns. In practice,
we see differences being relatively small. Perfor-
mance on English, however, is significantly higher
than for the other languages (see Table 2).

3 Normalization models

Our baseline model is an LSTM-based encoder-
decoder model with attention. The model re-
ceives as input a sequence of characters from the
source vocabulary (i1, . . . , iN ). Each character it
is mapped to the corresponding randomly initial-
ized embedding, which is then given as input to
the bi-LSTM encoder. The decoder then uses the
Bahdanau attention mechanism (Bahdanau et al.,
2014) over the encoded representation to output
a sequence of characters from the target vocabu-
lary (o1, ..., oM ). Note that the input and output
sequences may differ in length. Both the encoder
and decoder is composed of three layers with di-
mensionality 256. The character embeddings have
128 dimensions.

For training our maximum likelihood baseline,
we use the Adam optimiser initialized with a
learning rate of 0.001 and default decay rates. In
addition, we use a dropout probability of 20%.
The model is trained with batch size 16 for 10
epochs with early stopping. All hyper-parameters
were tuned on English development data.

Algorithm 1: Reinforcement learning for the
neural encoder-decoder model
Input : Parallel Corpus, PC; MLE pretrained

parameters, θ
Output: Model parameters θ̂

1 for (X,Y ) ∈ PC do
2 (Ŷ1, ...Ŷk), (P (Ŷ1), ...P (Ŷk)) =

sample(X, k, θ̂);
3 Q(Ŷ ) = normalise(P (Ŷ ));
4 r̄ = 0 ; // expected reward

5 for Ŷi ∈ Ŷ do
6 r̄+ = Q(Ŷi) ·A(Ŷi);
7 end
8 backprop(θ̂, r̄) ; // policy gradient

9 end
10 return θ̂

Policy gradient fine-tuning We use policy gra-
dient training with delayed rewards for fine-tuning
our models: We use maximum likelihood pretrain-
ing for 10 epochs (see above) and update our
model based on policy gradients computed us-
ing the REINFORCE algorithm (Williams, 1992;
Sutton et al., 1999). This enables us to optimize
for delayed rewards that are non-decomposable.
Specifically, we directly minimize a distance func-
tion between strings, e.g., Levenshtein distance,
by using negative distance as a delayed reward:1

R(Ŷ ) = −Levenshtein(Y, Ŷ ).
REINFORCE maximizes the expected reward,

under some probability distribution P (Ŷ |θ), pa-
rameterized by some θ. This way, the cost func-
tion, J(θ), is defined as the negative expected re-
ward: J(θ) = −EŶ∼P (Ŷ |θ)[R(Ŷ )]. From this cost
function, the PG can be derived as:

PG = ∇θJ(θ) (1)

= −EŶ∼P (Ŷ |θ)[∇θ log P (Ŷ ) ·R(Ŷ )] (2)

We refer the reader to prior work for the full
derivation (Williams, 1992; Karpathy, 2016). In
Equation (2), there is no need to differentiate
R(Ŷ ), and policy gradient training therefore is
possible with non-differentiable reward functions
(Karpathy, 2016). To explore the search space,
we use a stochastic sampling function S(X) that,
given an input sequence X , produces k sample

1In §4, we compare using Levenshtein, Hamming, and
Jaro-Winkler distance, with Levenshtein being consistently
superior.
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hypotheses Ŷ1, . . . , Ŷk. The hypotheses are gener-
ated by, at each time step, sampling actions based
on the multinomial probability distribution of the
policy. In order to reduce the search space, we
sample only from the ten most likely actions at
each time step. Furthermore, duplicate samples are
filtered.

In practice, we do not optimize directly for the
reward R(Ŷ ). Instead we replace it with the ad-
vantage score (Weaver and Tao, 2001; Mnih and
Gregor, 2014): A(Ŷ ) = R(Ŷ ) − b, where b is
a baseline reward (Weaver and Tao, 2001), intro-
duced to reduce the variance in the gradients. We
use the mean reward over the samples as our base-
line reward. This way, the advantage scores of the
samples will be centered around 0, meaning that
about half of the produced samples will be encour-
aged and about half will be discouraged (Karpa-
thy, 2016).

We also found it necessary to normalize the
probability distribution P (Ŷ |X; θ) over the sam-
ples from S(X). We follow Shen et al. (2016)
and define a probability distributionQ(Ŷ |X; θ, α)
over the subspace of S(X).

Q(Ŷ |X; θ, α) =
P (Ŷ |X; θ)α∑

Ŷ
′∈S(X) P (Ŷ ′ |X; θ)α

(3)

This function is essentially a smoothing func-
tion over the sample probabilities, with a hyper-
parameter α that controls the level of smoothing.
We follow Shen et al. (2016) and set α = 0.005.
With these alterations, our cost function and gra-
dients can be defined as:

J(θ) = −EŶ ∈S(X)[A(Ŷ )] (4)

PG = −EŶ ∈S(X)[∇θ log Q(Ŷ ) ·A(Ŷ )] (5)

The algorithm is described in pseudocode in
Algorithm 1. We optimized hyper-parameters the
same way we optimized our baseline model hyper-
parameters. Compared to the baseline, the policy
gradient model’s optimal batch size is bigger (64),
and the learning rate is smaller (0.00001). Both
strategies are known to increase generalization, by
increasing the scale of random fluctuations in the
SGD dynamics (Smith and Le, 2018; Balles et al.,
2017).

4 Experiments

Our experiments compare maximum likelihood
training and policy gradient training across six his-
torical text normalization datasets (cf. Table 1).

Figure 1: Different reward functions on Icelandic (dev)

MLE MLE+PG Error red.

EN 92.76 94.18 20%
DE 87.36 88.42 8%
HU 86.68 88.15 11%
IS 85.03 86.05 7%
SL 91.16 93.92 31%
SV 92.99 93.74 11%

Table 2: Comparison of maximum likelihood training
(MLE) and policy gradient fine-tuning (MLE+PG),
given in word-level accuracy in percent, as well as the
error reduction between MLE and MLE+PG.

We optimized hyper-parameters on the English
development data and used the same hyper-
parameters across the board (see above).

Distance metric We also treated the distance
metric used as our reward function as a hyper-
parameter. Figure 1 shows a comparison of three
reward functions on the Icelandic development
data: (i) the Levenshtein distance, which is the
number of character operations (substitute, insert,
delete) to transform one string into another; (ii) the
Hamming distance, which is the number of posi-
tions at which the corresponding characters of two
strings of equal length are different (we pad the
shorter of the two strings with spaces); and (iii) the
Jaro-Winkler distance (Cohen et al., 2003), which
is a distance metric designed and best suited for
short strings such as person names. Levenshtein
outperforms Hamming and Jaro-Winkler distance
on the English development data, as well as on the
Icelandic development data. We therefore use the
Levenshtein distance as the reward function in our
experiments.
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GOLD LENGTH MLE LENGTH MLE BACKOFF IDENTICAL UNSEEN WORDS

EN ∗∗0.09 ∗∗0.14 ∗∗-0.20 ∗∗-0.07 ∗∗0.10
DE ∗∗0.11 ∗∗0.10 ∗∗-0.08 -0.05 ∗∗0.12
HU ∗∗0.09 ∗∗0.11 ∗∗-0.07 ∗∗-0.03 ∗∗0.10
IS ∗∗0.04 ∗∗0.05 0.02 ∗∗0.08 ∗∗0.05

Table 3: Correlations (Pearson’s r) between improvements with reinforcement learning and datapoint characteris-
tics; ** denotes significance with p < 0.001.

Results The results are presented in Table 2.2

Generally, we see that policy gradient fine-tuning
improves results across the board. For English, the
error reduction is 20%. For German, Hungarian,
Icelandic, Slovene, and Swedish, the error reduc-
tion is smaller (7–16%), but still considerable and
highly significant (p < 0.01). Tang et al. (2018)
do show, however, that multi-headed attention ar-
chitectures (Vaswani et al., 2017) generally seem
to outperform sequence-to-sequence models with
attention for historical text normalization. This is
orthogonal to the analysis presented here, and sim-
ilar improvements can likely be obtained by multi-
headed attention architectures.

Analysis To avoid bias from small, high vari-
ance datasets, we limit error analysis to English,
German, Hungarian, and Icelandic. In Table 3, we
present correlation scores between our observed
improvements and characteristics of the data.3 We
consider the following characteristics:

1. GOLD LENGTH: Reinforcement learning
with delayed rewards can potentially mitigate
error propagation, and we do observe that
gains from reinforcement learning, i.e., the
distribution of correct normalizations by rein-
forcement learning that our baseline architec-
ture classified wrongly, correlate significantly
with the length of the input across all four
languages.

2. MLE LENGTH: The correlations are even
stronger with the length of the output of

2Note that for the MLE baseline, we performed our own
hyperparameter tuning, which results in a different configura-
tion than used in previous work (e.g., Bollmann et al., 2017;
Tang et al., 2018). We observe that our baseline is weaker
than the models reported in Bollmann (2019), but even so,
the MLE+PG approach yields state-of-the-art performance
on the Slovene dataset.

3Correlations are Pearson’s r. Samples are big enough to
motivate a parametric test, but we obtain similar coefficients
and significance levels with Spearman’s ρ.

the MLE model. This suggests that rein-
forcement learning – or policy gradient train-
ing – is particularly effective on examples for
which maximum likelihood training tends to
predict long normalizations.

3. MLE BACKOFF: We also correlate gains
with the distribution of instances on which
the MLE backed off to predicting the origi-
nal input word form. Here, we see a negative
correlation, suggesting our baseline is good
at predicting when the word form is invariant
across time.

4. IDENTICAL: The three trends above are all
quite strong. Our fourth variable is when in-
put and output are identical (invariant across
time). Here, we see mixed results. Policy gra-
dient gains correlate negatively with invari-
ance in English, but positively in Icelandic.

5. UNSEEN WORDS: Finally, we correlate gains
with whether words had been previously seen
at training time. Our policy gradient fine-
tuned model performs much better on unseen
words, and especially for English, German,
and Hungarian, we see strong correlations be-
tween improvements and unseen words. Our
predictions also exhibit smaller Levenshtein
distances to the annotations compared to our
baseline model, e.g., 0.11 vs. 0.14 for En-
glish, respectively, and 0.20 vs. 0.23 for Ger-
man.

5 Conclusions

Our experiments show that across several lan-
guages, policy gradient fine-tuning outperforms
maximum likelihood training of sequence-to-
sequence models for historical text normalization.
Since historical text normalization is a character-
level transduction task, it is feasible to experi-
ment with reinforcement learning, and we believe
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our results are very promising. In our error anal-
ysis, we, in addition, observe that reinforcement
learning is particularly beneficial for long words
and unseen words, which are probably the hardest
challenges in historical text normalization.
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Abstract

For unsegmented languages such as Japanese
and Chinese, tokenization of a sentence has
a significant impact on the performance of
text classification. Sentences are usually seg-
mented with words or subwords by a morpho-
logical analyzer or byte pair encoding and then
encoded with word (or subword) representa-
tions for neural networks. However, segmenta-
tion is potentially ambiguous, and it is unclear
whether the segmented tokens achieve the best
performance for the target task. In this pa-
per, we propose a method to simultaneously
learn tokenization and text classification to ad-
dress these problems. Our model incorporates
a language model for unsupervised tokeniza-
tion into a text classifier and then trains both
models simultaneously. To make the model
robust against infrequent tokens, we sampled
segmentation for each sentence stochastically
during training, which resulted in improved
performance of text classification. We con-
ducted experiments on sentiment analysis as
a text classification task and show that our
method achieves better performance than pre-
vious methods.

1 Introduction

Tokenization is a fundamental problem in text
classification such as sentiment analysis (Tang
et al., 2014; Kim, 2014; dos Santos and Gatti,
2014), topic detection (Lai et al., 2015; Zhang
et al., 2015), and spam detection (Liu and Jia,
2012; Liu et al., 2016). In text classification with
neural networks, sentence representation is cal-
culated based on tokens that compose the sen-
tence. Specifically, a sentence is first tokenized
into meaningful units such as characters, words,
and subwords (Zhang et al., 2015; Joulin et al.,
2017). Then, the token embeddings are looked up
and fed into a neural network encoder such as a
feed-forward neural network (Iyyer et al., 2015), a

convolutional neural network (CNN) (Kim, 2014;
Kalchbrenner et al., 2014), or a long short-term
memory (LSTM) network (Wang et al., 2016a,b).

For English and other languages that use the
Latin alphabet, the whitespace is a good indica-
tor of word segmentation. However, tokenization
is a non-trivial problem in unsegmented languages
such as Chinese and Japanese since they have no
explicit word boundaries. For these languages,
tokenizers based on supervised machine learning
with a dictionary (Zhang et al., 2003; Kudo, 2006)
have been used to segment a sentence into units
(Lai et al., 2015). In addition, we use a neural
network-based word segmenter to tokenize a raw
corpus in Chinese text classification (Zhou et al.,
2016; Zhang and Yang, 2018). In machine trans-
lation, subword tokenization with byte pair en-
coding (BPE) addresses the problem of unknown
words and improves performance (Sennrich et al.,
2016).

However, segmentation is potentially ambigu-
ous, and it is unclear whether preset tokeniza-
tion offers the best performance for target tasks.
To address this problem, in this paper, we pro-
pose a new tokenization strategy that segments a
sentence stochastically and trains a classification
model with various segmentations. During train-
ing, our model first segments sentences into to-
kens stochastically with the language model and
then feeds the tokenized sentences into a neural
text classifier. The text classifier is trained to de-
crease the cross-entropy loss for true labels, and
the language model is also learned with the sam-
pled tokenization. This enables the model to seg-
ment the test dataset by taking into account recent
tokenization in training. We find that sampling the
tokens of a sentence stochastically renders the text
classifier more robust to tokenization. Addition-
ally, updating the language model improves the
performance of the test set.
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Figure 1: (Top) Schematic of the previous classification model with deterministic tokenization, and (bottom) our
proposed model, which tokenizes a raw sentence stochastically with a language model and updates it by sampled
tokens in the training phase. < and > in the lattice are special tokens indicating the beginning and end of a
sentence, respectively. We input a tokenized sentence into the neural text classifier, and it is trained with its gold
label.

2 Neural Text Classification

Text classification refers to the classifying of a
sentence into a corresponding label. Typically, a
neural network text classifier represents the sen-
tence s = t1...tn...tN as a vector vs and predicts
the distribution of labels by transforming the vec-
tor. For example, vs is given by a forward LSTM
as

ctokenn ,htoken
n = LSTM(ctokenn−1 ,h

token
n−1 ,vtn)

vs = h
token
N

(1)

where tn is the n-th token composing a sentence
of length N , and vtn is the vector for token tn. h
and c are output vectors and cell states of LSTM,
respectively. The N -th output vector htoken

N of
LSTM is assigned to the token vector vs.

The token vector vt is obtained by concate-
nating a token-level representation vtoken and a
character-level representation vchar as follows:

vt =W
cat(vtokent ;vchart ) + bcat (2)

where vtokent is extracted from a lookup table, and
vchart is calculated by a single-layered and uni-
directional LSTM from embeddings of the charac-
ters composing the token as well as the token-level
LSTM (1). W cat and bcat are parameters.

The probability p(ys = u|vs) that the sentence
class ys is a u-th class is calculated by a decoder

with a linear layer as

p(ys = u|vs) = softmax(W decvs + b
dec)u (3)

where W dec and bdec are the parameters, and
softmax(·) refers to the softmax function. (·)u
is the u-th element of a vector. The neural text
classifier is trained with the optimizer to minimize
cross-entropy loss for gold labels.

3 Proposed Model

3.1 Model Outline
We focus on the tokenization of neural text clas-
sification. During the training phase of text clas-
sification, the proposed model tokenizes an input
sentence stochastically in every epoch with a lan-
guage model. A neural text classifier takes the to-
kenized sentence and predicts a label for the sen-
tence. In the evaluation, our model tokenizes the
test set by the Viterbi algorithm with a language
model.

When sampling tokenization in training, we
consider that the model can achieve higher perfor-
mance by tokenizing test data under the same cri-
terion used in training. For example, when a clas-
sification model is trained with the word “anthro-
pology” tokenized as “an/thro/polo/gy,” the simi-
lar word “anthropological” in the test data should
be tokenized as “an/thro/polo/gical” rather than
“anthro/polo/g/ical.” To realize this, our model
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updates its language model depending on the cur-
rently sampled tokens in the training phase.

Algorithm 1 outlines our model. After set-
ting the initial language model and a classifier
model, every sentence in a mini-batch for train-
ing is tokenized stochastically, and the language
model is updated based on the tokenized sentence.
An example of our model’s processing is illus-
trated at the bottom of figure 1. Compared with
conventional text classification with determinis-
tic tokenization, our model incorporates a lan-
guage model into the training process and trains
in both tokenization and text classification simul-
taneously.

Algorithm 1 Learning Algorithm
1: set/train a language model LM
2: set a classifier model CM
3: while epoch < maxEpoch do
4: for each miniBatch do
5: for each sentence s in miniBatch do
6: ts = tokenize s with LM
7: update LM with ts
8: end for
9: update CM with miniBatch

10: end for
11: end while

3.2 Nested Unigram Language Model

To sample tokens for a sentence, we employed a
nested unigram language model, which was pro-
posed as a Bayesian framework for word segmen-
tation (Goldwater et al., 2009). When a token t
consists ofM characters; that is, t = c1...cm...cM ,
its unigram probability p(t) in a text data is given
as

p(t) =
count(t) + αpbase(t)∑

t̂ count(t̂) + α
(4)

where count(t) is a function that returns the num-
ber of tokens t in the text data. pbase(t) gives the
basic probability of the token t with a character-
level language model:

pbase(t : c1...cM ) = puni(c1)
M∏

m=2

pbi(cm|cm−1)

(5)
To deal with a token that includes an unknown

character, both puni(cm) and pbi(cm|cm−1) are
also calculated by a smoothed language model. A
smoothed character unigram probability puni(cm)

is given as

puni(cm) =
count(cm) + β( 1

Y )

Y + β

Y =
∑

ĉ

count(ĉ)
(6)

A smoothed character bigram probability
pbi(cm|cm−1) is also given as

pbi(cm|cm−1) =
count(cm|cm−1) + γpuni(cm)

count(cm−1) + γ
(7)

where Y is the total number of characters, and
count(cm|cm−1) is the number of character bi-
grams. 1/Y in (6) and puni(cm) in (7) are base
probabilities of the character unigram and the
character bigram, respectively. α, β, and γ are
hyperparameters for smoothing language models.
By setting higher values for these hyperparame-
ters, the model associates a higher probability to
out-of-vocabulary (OOV) tokens. The result of
this association is that the model selects OOV to-
kens more frequently when sampling.

We use a dictionary-based morphological ana-
lyzer or unsupervised word segmentation to tok-
enize a corpus initially, and the language model is
initialized with the tokenized corpus.

3.3 Sampling Tokenization
With the nested unigram language model intro-
duced above, the tokenization of a sentence is
sampled from the distribution P (t|s) where t is
possible tokenization for the sentence. A proba-
bility of tokenization is obtained by a nested lan-
guage model (4) as p(t|s) =∏t∈t p(t).

Following (Kudo, 2018) and (Mochihashi et al.,
2009), we employ a dynamic programming (DP)
technique called forward filtering backward sam-
pling (FFBS) (Scott, 2002) to sample tokens
stochastically. With FFBS, we can sample tokens
in a sentence from a distribution considering all
possible tokenizations within the limit of the max-
imum token length l. In the forward calculation of
FFBS, a DP Table D is calculated as follows:

D[i][j] = p(si−j:i)
min(i−j,l)∑

k=1

D[i− j][k]

D[0][1] = 1

(8)

where i is the index of a character in a sentence s
composed of c1...ci−j ...ci...cI , and j is the length
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of a token. si−j:i is a token that consists of
ci−j ...ci, and p(si−j:i) is given by (4). D[i][j] is
the marginalized probability that the token si−j:i
appears in the sentence.

An example of the forward calculation is illus-
trated in Figure 2. In the figure, the probability of
a two-length token that ends with the sixth char-
acter is calculated recursively when the maximum
length of a word is 3.

After completing Table D, we can sample to-
kenization from the tail of a sentence with D.
Note that our model uses the whitespaces in the
sentence as the token boundaries when processing
languages indicating word boundaries such as En-
glish.

Figure 2: An example of forward calculation of for-
ward filtering backward sampling for a Chinese sen-
tence used in figure 1 with maximum length 3. In this
figure, we illustrate the calculation ofD[6][2].

3.4 Updating of the Language Model

To update the language model with a tokenized
sentence, we follow the updating method of
blocked Gibbs sampling for unsupervised word
segmentation (Mochihashi et al., 2009). Before
sampling tokenization, the token counts of the sen-
tence are removed from the language model (4)
and the new tokenization is sampled with the lan-
guage model. After sampling, the language model
is updated by adding the token counts in a cur-
rently tokenized sentence.

Specifically, count(t) in (4) is reduced for every
token t included in a sentence. count(c) is also re-
duced for all character cs included by t. We handle
the adding process in the same way.

By updating the language model, when evalu-
ating the classifier on validation and test datasets,
our model can reproduce the segmentation sam-
pled in the training phase. This updating method
ensures that the tokenization is consistent between

training and evaluation, particularly for a sentence
containing a low frequency phrase.

3.5 Embedding for Unfixed Vocabulary
Since our model does not limit the vocabulary,
there are many ways to tokenize a single sen-
tence. To use token-level representations, we typ-
ically employ a lookup embedding mechanism,
which requires a fixed vocabulary. In our model,
however, the vocabulary changes as the language
model is updated.

We, therefore, introduce word embeddings with
continuous cache inspired by (Grave et al., 2016;
Kawakami et al., 2017; Cai et al., 2017). This
method enables the proposed model to assign
token-level representations to recently sampled to-
kens. Although embeddings of older tokens are
discarded from the cache memory, we assume that
meaningful tokens to solve the task appear fre-
quently, and they remain in the cache during train-
ing if the size of the cache is large enough. By
updating representations in the cache, the model
can use token-level information adequately.

In our embedding mechanism with a cache
component, the model has a list Q that stores
|Q| elements of recent tokenization history. The
model also keeps a lookup table V cache com-
posed of token-level vectors corresponding to to-
kens cached in Q. A token t is stored in Q, and
each element in Q has a unique index q to extract
the representation from V cache.

A token-level embedding of the token vtokent

is obtained by extracting a vector vcacheq from
V cache. q is an index corresponding to the token t
if t is in the listQ; otherwise, the oldest token inQ
drops from the list, and we assign its index q to the
new token t. The representation for the new token
vcacheq is initialized with vchart mentioned in sec-
tion 2, and the vector for the old token that drops
from the list is discarded. This embedding process
is described as:

vtokent =

{
V cachekt (t ∈ Q)

vchart (otherwise)
(9)

where kt is a one-hot vector whose q-th element
indicating t is 1 and 0 otherwise.

A token representation obtained by cache-
embedding is used as a lookup representation
vtoken and transformed into a concatenated token
vector vt by (2). The lookup table V cache is dealt
with as a general lookup table, and we update it
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with gradients obtained by backward calculation
from the loss function. In the evaluation phase, Q
is not changed by unknown tokens in the valida-
tion and test set.

4 Experiments

4.1 Setup

Dataset: To evaluate the differences caused by to-
kenization and embedding, we conducted experi-
ments on short-text sentiment classification tasks.
We exploited formal and informal corpora in Chi-
nese, Japanese, and English.

The NTCIR-6 dataset (Seki et al., 2007) con-
tains newspaper articles on 32 topics in Chinese,
Japanese, and English. We extracted only the sen-
tences attached with three-class sentiment labels.
and 1 to 28 topics were used for training, 29 to 30
topics for validation, and 31 to 32 topics for test-
ing.

As a social short-text dataset, we used Twit-
ter datasets in the Japanese1 and English2 exper-
iments. These datasets were annotated with five-
class sentiment labels in Japanese and two-class
sentiment labels in English, and 21,000 sentences
were randomly selected in a well-balanced man-
ner. We split the corpus into 18,000 for training,
2,000 for validation, and 1,000 for testing in both
Japanese and English.

We used ChnSentiCorp (HOTEL)3 as another
dataset for Chinese sentiment classification on in-
formal texts. We did not use any other resource
except for the training datasets.
Model: To compare the results from different to-
kenization on text classification, we used the sim-
ple neural text classifier described in section 2 in
all the experiments 4. As the token vector vt men-
tioned in (1), we used representations by different
tokenization and embedding.

We initialized randomly and trained token-level
and character-level representations with a classi-
fication task. The sizes of a token representation
and a character representation were set as 512 and

1http://bigdata.naist.jp/˜ysuzuki/
data/twitter/

2https://www.kaggle.com/c/
twitter-sentiment-analysis2

3http://tjzhifei.github.io/resource.
html

4We conducted the same experiment with Deep Average
Network (DAN) (Iyyer et al., 2015) rather than LSTM and
obtained similar results. We report the experiment with the
LSTM classifier because the results are more significant than
the results with DAN.

128, respectively, and the size of a sentence repre-
sentation was 1,024. The sentence representation
was projected to a label-size vector depending on
the dataset, and probabilities for labels were ob-
tained using the softmax function.

The main results are shown in Table 1. We
compared the scores obtained by models trained
with different tokenization. In the table, “dictio-
nary” means the model trained with dictionary-
based tokenization. Chinese and Japanese datasets
are tokenized by Jieba5 and MeCab, respectively,
and the English dataset is tokenized by original
whitespaces. As a baseline model that samples
tokenization, we employed SentencePiece imple-
mentation6. We used SentencePiece in both op-
tions with/without sampling (“subword” / “sub-
word+samp”). We set the subword size as 6,000
for NTCIR in English and 8,000 for the others7.

Our model is denoted as “proposed” in the table.
“sp” represents the proposed method whose lan-
guage model is initialized with dictionary-based
tokenization, and “unsp” represents the model
initialized with unsupervised word segmentation.
The sizes of the cache for the proposed model
were the same as the sizes of the subword vocab-
ulary for SentencePiece. We set the maximum
length of the token for our method as eight for
every language. When initializing the language
model with a dictionary-based tokenization, the
corpus was retokenized into tokens shorter than
eight characters depending on the language model.
The hyperparameters for smoothing were set as
α = β = γ = 1 in both pretraining for unsu-
pervised word segmentation and training for clas-
sification.

Dropout layers were used for embedding and
sentence representations with a rate of 0.5. We
used the softmax cross-entropy loss for optimiza-
tion, and the parameters were optimized by Adam
(Kingma and Ba, 2014). We trained the models in
30 epochs, and the model with the highest score
on the validation dataset was selected and evalu-
ated on the test dataset. In this paper, we report
the average F1 score in five experiments.

5https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba
6https://github.com/google/

sentencepiece
7Although we should have set the subword size for the

English NTCIR as 8,000 as well as the other datasets, we
had to use 6,000 because the English dataset was too small to
make more than 8,000 subwords with SentencePiece.
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Chinese Japanese English
NTCIR HOTEL NTCIR TWITTER NTCIR TWITTER

dictionary 50.21 85.28 55.54 65.00 49.52 71.40
subword 50.95 86.45 52.87 66.25 52.19 72.65
subword+samp 51.32 87.61 51.36 66.25 53.90 73.15
proposed(sp) 50.91 86.62 58.27 66.50 56.73 73.66
proposed(unsp) 49.54 87.29 53.07 67.75 54.09 74.80

Table 1: F1 scores (%) from the models trained with different methods of tokenization. The highest scores among
all methods are highlighted by bold font, and the highest scores among unsupervised tokenization models are
highlighted with an underline.

4.2 Results
First, we analyzed the overall results of the ex-
periment. The highest scores among all tokeniza-
tion methods are highlighted by bold font in Table
1. As shown in the table, the proposed method
obtained the best scores in the Japanese and En-
glish datasets. SentencePiece with a sampling op-
tion, however, scored the highest in the Chinese
datasets. This is because the Chinese vocabulary
is larger than the Japanese and English vocabular-
ies. In other words, Chinese datasets have a larger
number of types of n-grams. We consider that the
cache size of the proposed method is not sufficient
to store meaningful words to solve the task of the
Chinese dataset.

Second, we focus on the results by the super-
vised methods (“dictionary” and “proposed(sp)”).
The language model of the proposed method “sp”
is initialized by corpus segmented by the “dictio-
nary” method and trained by sampled tokenization
while training a classifier. The table shows that the
scores from our method surpassed the dictionary-
based segmentation for all datasets. We conclude
that the proposed method is superior to the method
that trains a classifier with dictionary-based tok-
enization.

Third, we analyzed the scores obtained us-
ing unsupervised methods (“subword”, “sub-
word+samp”, and “proposed(unsp)”). The highest
scores among the unsupervised methods are em-
phasized by an underline. The proposed method
obtained the best scores for the Japanese and En-
glish datasets, but SentencePiece was superior for
the Chinese dataset as described in the overall
comparison.

Finally, we compare the proposed methods. The
proposed model whose language model is ini-
tialized by a dictionary (“sp”) obtained higher
scores on the NTCIR dataset in every language.
On the other hand, the model with unsupervised

initialization scored higher on SNS dataset for
all languages. From these results, we conclude
that the performance of our model improved with
dictionary-based segmentation for formal corpus
while unsupervised initialization improved the
performance of informal corpus when a generally
used dictionary was employed.

5 Discussion

5.1 Cache Size

In the main experiment described in the previous
section, we set the size of the cache for token-
level embedding to be the same as the vocabulary
of SentencePiece for a fair comparison. As ex-
plained, the scores of our model for the Chinese
dataset were lower than the scores for Sentence-
Piece with sampling. We consider that this result
was caused by the cache-overflow of the vocabu-
lary. Therefore, we conducted an additional exper-
iment where the size of the cache was increased.
The results are shown in table 2. The cache size
of the model denoted as “x2” is twice the size
(16,000) of the model used in Table 1. From the
result, we conclude that increasing the size of the
cache improves the performance of the proposed
model for the Chinese datasets. We also determine
that the size of the cache used in the main exper-
iment is sufficient to store meaningful words for
the task in Japanese and English.

Figure 3 shows the performances of different
cache sizes on two Chinese datasets, and Table 3
shows the vocabulary sizes of the language mod-
els at the beginning of a classifier training on each
dataset. From the result of the experiment on the
Chinese dataset, we conclude that increasing the
cache size improves performance. We also con-
clude that we can use the size of vocabulary of
the initial language model as an indicator to set
the cache size. In the figure, the performance in-
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Chinese
NTCIR HOTEL

subword+samp 51.32 87.61
proposed(sp) 50.91 86.62
proposed(sp)x2 51.45 87.45
proposed(unsp) 49.54 87.29
proposed(unsp)x2 51.32 88.29

Table 2: F1 scores (%) by models with different cache
size for the proposed model on Chinese datasets. The
size of the cache of proposed models when “+x2” is
16,000 and 8,000 otherwise. The best model in table 1
“subword+samp” is quoted as a baseline model.
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Figure 3: F1 scores (%) by models trained with differ-
ent cache sizes on NTCIR(CH) and HOTEL(CH).

Lanugage Dataset sp unsp
Chinese NTCIR 29,299 28,232

HOTEL 22,170 15,816
Japanese NTCIR 7,623 10,139

Twitter 33,831 17,013
English NTCIR 11,449 3,544

Twitter 50,733 6,859

Table 3: The volume of vocabulary of the language
model initialized by dictionary (sp) and unsupervised
word segmentation (unsp) for each dataset.

creases up to the cache size around the size of the
initial vocabulary. In addition, we consider from
the vocabulary sizes of the Japanese and English
Twitter dataset that it is important to select an ap-
propriate tokenizer for initialization. Although the
initial vocabulary is huge for the Japanese and En-
glish datasets, the cache size is sufficient to store
the useful words for classification. We consider
the reason is that there are many similar but dif-
ferent words in the vast vocabulary of the Twitter
dataset unlike the Chinese dataset, and the differ-
ence becomes small using the language model.

5.2 Sampling Option

Our model has two other options for sampling to-
kenization: a model without sampling in the train-
ing phase (“nosamp”) and a model that samples
tokenization without updating the language model
(“samp”). The former means that the model to-
kenizes a sentence into the one-best tokenization
with an initialized unigram language model while
the latter can be described as a vocabulary-free
version of SentencePiece. We tested this compari-
son on the models with dictionary-based initializa-
tion (“sp”) and the 500-epoch pretrained models
(“unsp”). Table 4 shows the results. Our proposed
model updating a language model is denoted as
“train.”

The results show that higher scores are given
by updating the language model (“train”) on all
the datasets. While we cannot determine com-
prehensively whether performance is improved
by sampling without updating a language model
(“samp”), from the results, we argue that the per-
formance of the classification task is improved by
sampling tokenization and updating its language
model.

5.3 Case Study

Figure 4 shows distributions for each label for dif-
ferent tokenizations for a sentence in a validation
set of a Japanese Twitter dataset. Each distribution
is calculated by the same model that samples tok-
enization and updates its language model. In the
figure, “INITIAL” means a prediction by a model
inputted into a sentence tokenized by an initial lan-
guage model. In other words, “INITIAL” shows
the prediction by the model without updating the
language model.

As shown in the figure, the model predicts dif-
ferent labels for each tokenization. The model
feeding tokenization by an updated language
model predicts a true label while the model with
tokenization by the initial language model predicts
a wrong label with a higher probability. In this ex-
ample, the difference of tokenization on “電源ボ
タン” and “ほしかった” has A significant effect
on the prediction. Although this example was re-
markable, there were many sentences where the
model predicted different labels by its tokeniza-
tion.
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Chinese Japanese English
NTCIR HOTEL NTCIR TWITTER NTCIR TWITTER

sp+nosamp 50.36 86.28 53.96 66.25 52.85 72.80
sp+samp 50.27 85.28 51.98 66.25 53.33 72.40
sp+train 50.91 86.62 58.27 66.50 56.73 73.66
unsp+nosamp 49.08 86.95 52.80 65.37 53.80 73.90
unsp+samp 48.95 85.95 48.35 66.37 53.80 73.60
unsp+train 49.54 87.29 53.07 67.75 54.09 74.80

Table 4: F1 scores (%) of the ablation study to compare the sampling options of the proposed model. “samp” rep-
resents a model that samples tokenization without updating its language model while “train” updates its language
model depending on the sampled tokenization.
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Figure 4: Label prediction by a trained model for a
sentence with different tokenization. “ ” denotes word
boundary, and the sentence means “I wish they had
made the button on the Xperia more responsive.” True
label for the sentence is “neg”. The sentence indicated
by “UPDATED” is tokenized by a language model up-
dated with sampled tokenization while “INITIAL” is
segmented by an initial language model.

5.4 News-title Classification
In addition to sentiment analysis, we also evalu-
ated our model on other domains of text classifica-
tion, topic classification. We employed Japanese
web news corpus provided by Livedoor8 and a
model classified article titles into a label of nine
topics. The experiment was conducted under the
same condition as the sentiment analysis described
in section 4.

As shown in Table 5, the proposed method
with unsupervised initialization obtained the high-
est score. In addition to the result of sentiment
analysis, we also determined that the performance
improved by initializing the language model with
dictionary-based tokenization. From the result, we
conclude that our new tokenization strategy is ef-
fective on some classification tasks.

8https://www.rondhuit.com/download.
html#ldcc

F1-score
dictionary 80.31
subword 80.41
subword+samp 78.95
proposed(sp) 81.71
proposed(unsp) 80.46

Table 5: F1-scores (%) using the models with differ-
ent tokenizations on the news-title classification task
(Japanese).

6 Related Work

Our work is related to word segmentation for a
neural network encoder. To tokenize a sentence
into subwords without dictionary-based segmen-
tation, BPE is commonly used in neural machine
translation (NMT) (Sennrich et al., 2016). BPE
forces a merger of tokens without any exceptions,
and tokenization does not become natural.

The problem associate with BPE has been ad-
dressed using a language model to tokenize a sen-
tence. (Goldwater et al., 2006, 2009) proposed
unsupervised word segmentation by sampling to-
kenization and updating a language model with
Gibbs sampling. The language model for unsuper-
vised word segmentation is smoothed with base
probabilities of words to give a probability for
all possible words in a text. (Mochihashi et al.,
2009) extended this to the use of blocked Gibbs
sampling, which samples tokenization by a sen-
tence. The authors introduced a nested Bayesian
language model that calculates a probability of a
word by hierarchical language models.

Recently, (Kudo and Richardson, 2018) pro-
posed a subword generator for NMT, which tok-
enizes a sentence stochastically with a subword-
level language model while (Kudo, 2018) reports
improvement in performance of NMT by the idea
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of sampling tokenization. Considering multiple
subwords makes an NMT model robust against
noise and segmentation errors. This differs from
BPE in that it does not merge tokens uniquely by
its frequency and differs from unsupervised word
segmentation with a language model in that it lim-
its subword vocabulary. Our work is similar to this
line of research, but we focus on NLP tasks that
do not require decoding such as text classification.
The proposed model is different from this work in
some respects: the vocabulary is not fixed, and the
language model is updated by sampled tokeniza-
tion.

In this paper, we address the problem of tok-
enization for a neural network encoder by modi-
fying a tokenization strategy. Another approach
to address this problem alters the architecture of a
neural network. For example, (Zhang and Yang,
2018) employs lattice LSTM, which considers all
possible tokenizations of a sentence for named en-
tity recognition. Lattice structured RNNs are also
used for neural Chinese word segmentation such
as (Chen et al., 2017) and (Yang et al., 2018),
and they report improvement in performance. Our
work is different from these works from the per-
spective that we address the problem focusing on
the segmentation itself not the architecture of a
neural network as well as (Kudo, 2018).

We used a caching mechanism proposed to aug-
ment neural language models (Merity et al., 2016;
Grave et al., 2016). This is also exploited for
an open-vocabulary language model (Kawakami
et al., 2017). (Cai et al., 2017) proposed a similar
architecture to the caching mechanism for neural
Chinese word segmentation.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced stochastic tokeniza-
tion for text classification with a neural network.
Our model differs from previous methods in terms
of sampling tokenization that considers all pos-
sible words under the maximum length limita-
tion. To embed various tokens, we proposed the
cache mechanism for frequent words. Our model
also updates the language model depending on the
sampled tokenizations in the training phase. With
the updated language model, the proposed model
can tokenize the test dataset considering recently
used tokenization in the training phase. This re-
sults in improved performance for sentiment anal-
ysis tasks on Japanese and English datasets and

Chinese datasets with a larger cache. We find that
the proposed model of tokenization provides an
improvement in the performance of text classifi-
cation with a simple LSTM classifier. We expect
our model contributes to improved performance of
other complex state-of-the-art encoding architec-
tures for text classification.
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Abstract

As Natural Language Processing (NLP) and
Machine Learning (ML) tools rise in popu-
larity, it becomes increasingly vital to recog-
nize the role they play in shaping societal bi-
ases and stereotypes. Although NLP models
have shown success in modeling various ap-
plications, they propagate and may even am-
plify gender bias found in text corpora. While
the study of bias in artificial intelligence is not
new, methods to mitigate gender bias in NLP
are relatively nascent. In this paper, we review
contemporary studies on recognizing and mit-
igating gender bias in NLP. We discuss gender
bias based on four forms of representation bias
and analyze methods recognizing gender bias.
Furthermore, we discuss the advantages and
drawbacks of existing gender debiasing meth-
ods. Finally, we discuss future studies for rec-
ognizing and mitigating gender bias in NLP.

1 Introduction

Gender bias is the preference or prejudice to-
ward one gender over the other (Moss-Racusin
et al., 2012). Gender bias is exhibited in multi-
ple parts of a Natural Language Processing (NLP)
system, including the training data, resources, pre-
trained models (e.g. word embeddings), and al-
gorithms themselves (Zhao et al., 2018a; Boluk-
basi et al., 2016; Caliskan et al., 2017; Garg et al.,
2018). NLP systems containing bias in any of
these parts can produce gender biased predictions
and sometimes even amplify biases present in the
training sets (Zhao et al., 2017).

The propagation of gender bias in NLP algo-
rithms poses the danger of reinforcing damaging

* Equal Contribution.

Figure 1: Observation and evaluation of gender bias in
NLP. Bias observation occurs in both the training sets
and the test sets specifically for evaluating the gender
bias of a given algorithm’s predictions. Debiasing gen-
der occurs in both the training set and within the algo-
rithm itself.

stereotypes in downstream applications. This has
real-world consequences; for example, concerns
have been raised about automatic resume filter-
ing systems giving preference to male applicants
when the only distinguishing factor is the appli-
cants’ gender.

One way to categorize bias is in terms of allo-
cation and representation bias (Crawford, 2017).
Allocation bias can be framed as an economic is-
sue in which a system unfairly allocates resources
to certain groups over others, while representa-
tion bias occurs when systems detract from the so-
cial identity and representation of certain groups
(Crawford, 2017). In terms of NLP applications,
allocation bias is reflected when models often per-
form better on data associated with majority gen-
der, and representation bias is reflected when asso-
ciations between gender with certain concepts are
captured in word embedding and model parame-
ters. In Table 1, we categorize common examples
of gender bias in NLP following Crawford (2017).
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Task Example of Representation Bias in the Context of Gender D S R U
Machine
Translation

Translating “He is a nurse. She is a doctor.” to Hungarian and back to
English results in “She is a nurse. He is a doctor.” (Douglas, 2017)

X X

Caption Generation An image captioning model incorrectly predicts the agent to be male
because there is a computer nearby (Burns et al., 2018).

X X

Speech
Recognition

Automatic speech detection works better with male voices than female
voices (Tatman, 2017).

X X

Sentiment Analysis Sentiment Analysis Systems rank sentences containing female noun
phrases to be indicative of anger more often than sentences containing
male noun phrases (Park et al., 2018).

X

Language Model “He is doctor” has a higher conditional likelihood than “She is doctor”
(Lu et al., 2018).

X X X

Word Embedding Analogies such as “man : woman :: computer programmer : homemaker”
are automatically generated by models trained on biased word
embeddings (Bolukbasi et al., 2016).

X X X X

Table 1: Following the talk by Crawford (2017), we categorize representation bias in NLP tasks into the following
four categories: (D)enigration, (S)tereotyping, (R)ecognition, (U)nder-representation.

Briefly, denigration refers to the use of culturally
or historically derogatory terms; stereotyping re-
inforces existing societal stereotypes; recognition
bias involves a given algorithm’s inaccuracy in
recognition tasks; and under-representation bias is
the disproportionately low representation of a spe-
cific group. We identify that both allocative and
representational harms often arise in NLP systems
due to statistical patterns in the training corpora,
which are then embedded in semantic representa-
tions and the model.

Gender bias in NLP is a complex and com-
pound issue, requiring interdisciplinary communi-
cation. As NLP systems have been increasingly
integrated with our daily life thanks to modern AI
developments, we need both immediate solutions
to patch current systems as well as fundamental
approaches to debias. In this paper, we provide a
comprehensive literature review to summarize re-
cent attempts for recognizing and mitigating bias
in NLP systems. Most debiasing methods can be
depicted as a special case in Figure 1.

We make two primary contributions. (1) We
summarize recent studies of algorithmic bias in
NLP under a unified framework for the ease of fu-
ture discussion. (2) We critically discuss issues
with current debiasing methods with the purpose
of identifying optimizations, knowledge gaps, and
directions for future research.

2 Observing Gender Bias

Recent work in analyzing gender bias in NLP has
focused on quantifying bias through psycholog-
ical tests, performance differences between gen-
ders for various tasks, and the geometry of vector
spaces. We provide an overview of gender bias

evaluation methods and discuss types of represen-
tation bias each method identifies.

2.1 Adopting Psychological Tests

In psychology, the Implicit Association Test (IAT)
is used to measure subconscious gender bias in hu-
mans, which can be quantified as the difference in
time and accuracy for humans to categorize words
as relating to two concepts they find similar ver-
sus two concepts they find different (Greenwald
et al., 1998; Caliskan et al., 2017). For instance,
to measure subconscious associations of genders
with arts and sciences, participants are asked to
categorize words as pertaining to (males or the
sciences) or (females or the arts) (Nosek et al.,
2009). The participants are then asked to catego-
rize words as pertaining to (males or the arts) or
(females or the sciences). If participants answered
faster and more accurately in the former setting,
it indicates that humans subconsciously associate
males with the sciences and females with the arts.

Caliskan et al. (2017) adopt the IAT’s core con-
cept, measuring gender bias through the differ-
ence in strength of association of concepts, to
measure bias in word embeddings using the Word
Embedding Association Test (WEAT) (Caliskan
et al., 2017). The authors confirm that human
biases found through IAT tests exist in GloVe
and Word2Vec embeddings. Finally, the authors
demonstrate a positive correlation between the
strength of association of an occupation word em-
bedding with the female gender and the percent-
age of females in that occupation in United States,
with the percentages taken from Bureau of La-
bor Statistics labor force participation data. No-
tably, Garg et al. (2018) show that bias in word
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embeddings can be used to track social changes
such as increased or decreased female participa-
tion in the workforce. May et al. (2019) extend
WEAT to create the Sentence Encoder Association
Test (SEAT), capable of testing sentence encoders
(e.g., ELMo (Peters et al., 2018)) for human biases
found in IAT tests.

2.2 Analyzing Gender Sub-space in
Embeddings

Bolukbasi et al. (2016) define gender bias as the
correlation between the magnitude of the projec-
tion onto the gender subspace of a word embed-
ding representing a gender-neutral word and that
word’s bias rating, as rated by crowd workers. To
identify the gender subspace, they first build a lin-
ear support vector machine to classify words into
a set of gender-specific and a set of gender-neutral
words based on a training set of hand-selected
gender-specific words. The authors then identify
a gender direction by aggregating ten gender pairs
(e.g. she-he, her-his, woman-man, etc.) and us-
ing principal component analysis to find a single
eigenvector that exhibits significantly greater vari-
ance than the rest. Manzini et al. (2019) extend
this method and their approach can be used to find
non-binary gender bias by aggregating n-tuples in-
stead of gender pairs.

However, Gonen and Goldberg (2019) note that
the above method fails to capture the full picture of
gender bias in vector spaces. Specifically, even af-
ter the projections of word embeddings represent-
ing gender-neutral words onto the gender subspace
have been removed, word embeddings represent-
ing words with similar biases still cluster together.
They further introduce the notion of cluster bias.
Cluster bias of a word w can be measured as the
percentage of male or female stereotypical words
among the k nearest neighbors of w’s embedding
where the male or female stereotypical words are
obtained through human annotation.

2.3 Measuring Performance Differences
Across Genders

In most NLP tasks, a model’s prediction should
not be heavily influenced by the gender of the en-
tity mentions or contexts in the input. To evaluate
whether or not this is the case, consider two sen-
tences that act as the inputs to a model for which
the only differences are the words that correspond
to gender, such as “He went to the park” vs “She
went to the park”. We refer to changing the gen-

der of the gendered nouns as gender-swapping.
Gender-swapping can be generalized to sentences
by swapping each male-definitional word with its
respective female equivalent and vice-versa (Zhao
et al., 2018a; Lu et al., 2018; Kiritchenko and Mo-
hammad, 2018). If the model does not make deci-
sions based on genders, it should perform equally
for both sentences. Otherwise, the difference in
evaluation scores reflects the extent of gender bias
found in the system.

For example, Dixon et al. (2017) introduce two
metrics to measure these performance differences
– False Positive Equality Difference (FPED) and
False Negative Equality Difference (FNED) – that
have been used to measure gender bias in abusive
language detection (Park et al., 2018). These are
defined as the differences in the false positive and
false negative rates, respectively, of predictions of
a model between original and gender-swapped in-
puts. We note that these measurements can gener-
alize to tasks aside from abusive language detec-
tion.

By designing test sets, measuring performance
differences between genders reveals representa-
tional gender bias in the context of recognition,
stereotyping, and under-representation. If, for in-
stance, an image captioning model is worse at rec-
ognizing a woman than a man when they are each
sitting in front of a computer (Burns et al., 2018),
that is a clear indicator of recognition bias. If
this prediction inaccuracy arises as a consequence
of the algorithm’s association between man and
computer, then this example also reveals stereo-
typing in the image captioning model. One can
also imagine that if the model is not debiased and
these errors propagate over a large sample of im-
ages, then the model may further contribute to the
under-representation of minority.

Standard evaluation data sets in NLP are inad-
equate for measuring gender bias. For one, these
data sets often also contain biases (such as con-
taining more male references than female refer-
ences), so evaluation on them might not reveal
gender bias. Furthermore, predictions made by
systems performing complex NLP tasks depend
on many factors; we must carefully design data
sets to isolate the effect of gender of the output in
order to be able to probe gender bias. We name
these data sets Gender Bias Evaluation Testsets
(GBETs).

The goal of designing GBETs is to provide
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Data Set Task Probing Concept Size
Winogender Schemas (Rudinger et al., 2018) Coreference Resolution Occupation 720 English Sentences
WinoBias (Zhao et al., 2018a) Coreference Resolution Occupation 3,160 English Sentences
GAP (Webster et al., 2018) Coreference Resolution Names 4,454 English Contexts
EEC (Kiritchenko and Mohammad, 2018) Sentiment Analysis Emotion 8,640 English Sentences

Table 2: Summary of GBETs. GBETs evaluate models trained for specific tasks for gender bias. GBETs use
differences in values of the probing concept or prediction accuracies relating to the probing concept between
gender-swapped data points to measure bias.

check that NLP systems avoid making mistakes
due to gender bias. Some may argue that the ar-
tificial design of GBETs does not reflect the true
distribution of the data, implying that these evalu-
ations are artificial. We argue that if humans can
avoid making mistakes due to gender bias, then
machines should as well. Additionally, systems
that make biased predictions may discourage mi-
norities from using those systems and having their
data collected, thus worsening the disparity in the
data sets (Hashimoto et al., 2018). We provide an
overview of publicly available GBETs in Table 2.

Gender-swapped GBETs: In the following,
we review GBETs in coreference resolution and
sentiment analysis applications.

For coreference resolution, Rudinger et al.
(2018) and Zhao et al. (2018b) independently
designed GBETs based on Winograd Schemas.
The corpus consists of sentences which contain
a gender-neutral occupation (e.g., doctor), a sec-
ondary participant (e.g., patient), and a gendered
pronoun that refers either the occupation or the
participant. The coreference resolution system re-
quires the identification of the antecedent of the
pronoun. For each sentence, Rudinger et al. (2018)
consider three types of pronouns (female, male, or
neutral), and Zhao et al. (2018b) consider male
and female pronouns. The two datasets have
a few notable differences (see the discussion in
(Rudinger et al., 2018)).

Note that simply measuring a global difference
in accuracies of a model between inputs with dif-
ferent gendered pronouns is insufficient. For ex-
ample, a model could predict females and males
to be coreferent to “secretary” with 60% and 20%
accuracy, respectively. If that same model pre-
dicts females and males coreferent to “doctor”
with 20% and 60% accuracy, respectively, then the
global average accuracy for each gender is equiva-
lent, yet the model exhibits bias.1 Therefore, Zhao

1For the sake of simplicity, we illustrate the motivation
in accuracy. The coreference resolution systems may be eval-
uated using a different metric.

et al. (2018b) and Rudinger et al. (2018) design
metrics to analyze gender bias by examining how
the performance difference between genders with
respect to each occupation correlate with the occu-
pational gender statistics from the U.S Bureau of
Labor Statistics.

Another GBET for coreference resolution
named GAP contains sentences mined from
Wikipedia and thus can perform an evaluation
with sentences taken from real contexts as op-
posed to artificially generated ones (Webster et al.,
2018). GAP does not include stereotypical nouns;
instead, pronouns refer to names only. Gender bias
can be measured as the ratio of F1 scores on in-
puts for which the pronoun is female to inputs for
which the pronoun is male. Notably, sentences are
not gender-swapped, so there may be differences
in difficulty between sentences in male and female
test sets.

For sentiment analysis, a GBET dataset
named Equity Evaluation Corpus (EEC) (Kir-
itchenko and Mohammad, 2018) is designed. Each
EEC sentence contains an emotional word (e.g.,
anger, fear, joy, sadness), with one of five in-
tensities for each emotion and a gender-specific
word. Gender bias is measured as the difference
in emotional intensity predictions between gender-
swapped sentences.

3 Debiasing Methods Using Data
Manipulation

Several approaches have been proposed for debi-
asing gender stereotypes in NLP by working on
two tangents: (1) text corpora and their represen-
tations and (2) prediction algorithms. In this sec-
tion, we will discuss the techniques to debias text
corpora and word embeddings. We do the same for
techniques to mitigate gender bias in algorithms in
Section 4.

We note that debiasing methods can be catego-
rized as retraining and inference (see Table 3). Re-
training methods require that the model is trained
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again, while inference methods reduce bias with-
out requiring the existence of the original training
set. Retraining methods tend to address gender
bias in its early stages or even at its source. How-
ever, retraining a model on a new data set can be
costly in terms of resources and time. Inference
methods, on the other hand, do not require models
to be retrained; instead, they patch existing models
to adjust their outputs providing a testing-time de-
biasing. We will discuss different debiasing meth-
ods from these two perspectives.

3.1 Debiasing Training Corpora

We review three approaches for debiasing gender
in the literature.

3.1.1 Data Augmentation
Oftentimes a data set has a disproportionate num-
ber of references to one gender (e.g. OntoNotes
5.0) (Zhao et al., 2018a). To mitigate this, Zhao
et al. (2018a) proposed to create an augmented
data set identical to the original data set but bi-
ased towards the opposite gender and to train
on the union of the original and data-swapped
sets. The augmented data set is created using
gender-swapping. This is similar to the method
used to create GBETs; however, the goal of data
augmentation is to debias predictions by training
the model on a gender-balanced data set, while
GBETs are created specifically to evaluate the
gender bias of those predictions both before and
after debiasing.

Data augmentation works as follows: for ev-
ery sentence in the original data set, create that
sentence’s gender-swapped equivalent using the
procedure described in 2.3. Next, apply name-
anonymization to every original sentence and its
gender-swapped equivalent. Name anonymiza-
tion consists of replacing all named entities with
anonymized entities, such as “E1”. For instance,
Mary likes her mother Jan becomes E1 likes his fa-
ther E2 after applying gender-swapping and name
anonymization for data augmentation. This re-
moves gender associations with named entities in
sentences. The model is then trained on the union
of the original data set with name-anonymization
and the augmented data set. The identification of
gender-specific words and their equivalent oppo-
site gender word requires lists typically created by
crowd workers.

Data augmentation has been shown to be flex-
ible; it can mitigate gender bias in several differ-

Methods Method Type
Data Augmentation by Gender-Swapping Retraining
Gender Tagging Retraining
Bias Fine-Tuning Retraining
Hard Debiasing Inference
Learning Gender-Neutral Embeddings Retraining
Constraining Predictions Inference
Adjusting Adversarial Discriminator Retraining

Table 3: Debiasing methods can be categorized ac-
cording to how they affect the model. Some debias-
ing methods require the model to be retrained after de-
biasing (Retraining). Others modify existing models’
predictions or representations (Inference).

ent models in many different tasks. When applied
to a neural network based coreference resolution
model (Lee et al., 2017, 2018) originally trained
on OntoNotes 5.0 which was tested on WinoBias,
gender augmentation lowered the difference be-
tween F1 scores on pro-stereotypical and anti-
stereotypical test sets significantly, which indi-
cates the model was less inclined to make gender-
biased predictions (Zhao et al., 2018a, 2019). In
hate speech detection, data augmentation reduced
FNED and FPED differences between male and
female predictions of a Convolutional Neural Net-
work by a wide margin (Park et al., 2018). Data
augmentation without name-anonymization has
also been used to debias knowledge graphs built
from Bollywood movie scripts (Madaan et al.,
2018) by swapping the nodes for the lead actor
and actress, but metrics evaluating the success of
gender-swapping were not provided.

Data augmentation is easy to implement, but
creating the annotated list can be expensive if there
is high variability in the data or if the data set is
large since more annotations will be required. Fur-
thermore, data augmentation doubles the size of
the training set, which can increase training time
by a factor specific to the task at hand. Lastly,
blindly gender-swapping can create nonsensical
sentences – for example, gender-swapping “she
gave birth” to “he gave birth” (Madaan et al.,
2018).

3.1.2 Gender Tagging
In some tasks, like Machine Translation (MT),
confounding the gender of the source of a data
point can lead to inaccurate predictions. Current
MT models predict the source to be male a dis-
proportionate amount of time (Prates et al., 2018;
Vanmassenhove et al., 2018). This happens be-
cause training sets are dominated by male-sourced
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data points, so the models learn skewed statisti-
cal relationships and are thus more likely to pre-
dict the speaker to be male when the gender of
the source is ambiguous (Vanmassenhove et al.,
2018).

Gender tagging mitigates this by adding a tag
indicating the gender of the source of the data
point to the beginning of every data point. For in-
stance, “I’m happy” would change to “MALE I’m
happy.” In theory, encoding gender information in
sentences could improve translations in which the
gender of the speaker affects the translation (i.e.
“I am happy” could translate to “Je suis heureux”
[M] or “Je suis heureuse” [F]), since English does
not mark the gender of the speaker in this case.
The tag is then parsed separately from the rest of
the data by the model. The goal is to preserve
the gender of the source so the model can create
more accurate translations (Vanmassenhove et al.,
2018).

Gender tagging is effective: a Sequence-to-
Sequence Neural Network trained on Europarl in-
creased BLEU scores significantly for machine
translations from English to French in which the
first-person speaker was female (Vanmassenhove
et al., 2018). Sentences with male first-person
speakers had accuracy increases by a sizeable
margin. However, gender-tagging can be expen-
sive: knowing the gender of the source of a data
point requires meta-information, and obtaining
this could be costly in terms of memory usage and
time. Furthermore, MT models may need to be
redesigned to correctly parse the gender tags.

3.1.3 Bias Fine-Tuning
Unbiased data sets for a given task may be scarce,
but there may exist unbiased data sets for a re-
lated task. Bias fine-tuning incorporates transfer
learning from an unbiased data set to ensure that
a model contains minimal bias before fine-tuning
the model on a more biased data set used to train
for the target task directly (Park et al., 2018). This
allows models to avoid learning biases from train-
ing sets while still being adequately trained to per-
form a task.

Bias fine-tuning has been shown to be relatively
effective. Park et al. (2018) use transfer learning
from a gender unbiased abusive tweets data set
(Founta et al., 2018) and fine-tuning on a gender-
biased sexist tweets data set (Waseem and Hovy,
2016) to train a Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN). They evaluate the CNN using a GBET

evaluation set (which is private, so not mentioned
in 2.3). They tested the same model after train-
ing it on gender-swapped data sets as well. Park
et al. (2018) find that gender-swapping was more
effective at both removing bias and retaining per-
formance than bias fine-tuning. However, trans-
fer learning may have been ineffective in this case
because abusive language detection data sets and
sexist language detection data sets have significant
differences. For more similar data sets, bias fine-
tuning may be more effective; further testing is
necessary.

3.2 Debiasing Gender in Word Embeddings

Word embeddings represent words in a vector
space. These embeddings have been demonstrated
to reflect societal biases and changing views dur-
ing social movements in the United States (Garg
et al., 2018).

As the word embedding model is a fundamen-
tal component in many NLP systems, mitigating
bias in embeddings plays a key role in the reduc-
tion of bias that is propagated to downstream tasks
(e.g., (Zhao et al., 2018a)). However, it is debat-
able if debiasing word embeddings is a philosoph-
ically right step towards mitigating bias in NLP.
Caliskan et al. (2017) argue that debiasing word
embeddings blinds an AI agent’s perception rather
than teaching it to perform fair actions. We refer
readers to the discussion in (Caliskan et al., 2017).

It is also important to recognize that removing
gender bias from the embedding space entirely is
difficult. While existing methods successfully mit-
igate bias with respect to projection onto the gen-
der subspace in some degrees, Gonen and Gold-
berg (2019) show that gender bias based on more
subtle metrics such as cluster bias still exist.

In the following we review two families of ap-
proaches to debias gender in word embeddings.
One difference between these two types of meth-
ods is that the former does not require retraining
embeddings, whereas the latter does.

3.2.1 Removing Gender Subspace in Word
Embeddings

Schmidt (2015) first removed similarity to the gen-
der subspace in word embeddings by building a
genderless framework using cosine similarity and
orthogonal vectors (Schmidt, 2015). Removing
the gender component, though, pushes the word
he to become the 6th closest word to she when it
was the 1,826th closest previously. The genderless
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Figure 2: We project five word2vec embeddings onto
the ‘he’ - ‘she’ direction before and after neutraliz-
ing the gender-neutral words maestro, instructor, and
homemaker and equalizing the gender-specific pair
businessman and businesswoman (Bolukbasi et al.,
2018). For both x and y-axes, negative values represent
male gender bias and positive values represent female
gender bias.

framework may be flawed because the semantic
definition of a given word may be closely tied to
its gender component. However, a case can also be
made that a word’s gender component should play
a key role in its semantic definition. We encourage
future work to collaborate with social scientists for
further discussion on this topic.

Bolukbasi et al. (2016) build upon Schmidt
(2015) and propose to surgerically alter the em-
bedding space by removing the gender compo-
nent only from gender-neutral words. Instead of
removing gender altogether, debiasing involves
making gender-neutral words orthogonal to the
gender direction (see Figure 2). Ultimately, word
embeddings with reduced bias performed just as
well as unaltered embeddings on coherence and
analogy-solving tasks (Bolukbasi et al., 2016).

3.2.2 Learning Gender-Neutral Word
Embeddings

Zhao et al. (2018b) propose a new method called
GN-GloVe that does not use a classifier to cre-
ate a set of gender-specific words. The authors
train the word embeddings by isolating gender
information in specific dimensions and maintain-
ing gender-neutral information in the other dimen-
sions. They do this by (1) minimizing the neg-
ative difference (i.e. maximizing the difference)
between the gender dimension in male and female
definitional word embeddings and (2) maximizing
the difference between the gender direction and
the other neutral dimensions in the word embed-

dings. This allows for greater flexibility; the gen-
der dimensions can be used or neglected.

Finally, we note that both aforementioned ap-
proaches (Bolukbasi et al., 2016; Zhao et al.,
2018b) used to debias word embeddings may not
work with embeddings in a non-Euclidean space,
such as Poincare embeddings (Nickel and Kiela,
2017), because the notion of cosine similarity
would no longer apply. Also, it is unclear if these
approaches can be extended to other languages be-
yond English, especially for languages with gram-
matical genders.

4 Debiasing by Adjusting Algorithms

Some gender debiasing methods in NLP adjust
predictions in NLP systems. We call these algo-
rithm adjustment methods. In this section, we dis-
cuss two such approaches.

4.1 Constraining Predictions

Zhao et al. (2017) show that an NLP model risks
amplifying bias by making predictions which ex-
acerbate biases present in the training set. For in-
stance, if 80% of coreferents of “secretary” are fe-
male in a training set and a model trained on that
set predicts 90% of coreferents of “secretary” in
a test set to be female, then that model amplifies
bias.

Zhao et al. (2017) proposed Reducing Bias Am-
plification (RBA) based on a constrained condi-
tional model (Roth and Yih, 2004), which takes an
existing model’s optimization function and con-
strains that function to ensure its predictions fit de-
fined conditions. For example, when RBA was ap-
plied to the visual semantic role labelling (Yatskar
et al., 2016), it restricted the ratio of males to fe-
males predicted to be doing particular activities to
prevent the model from amplifying bias through
predictions. The approximate inference can be ef-
ficient solved by Lagrangian relaxation (Rush and
Collins, 2012).

4.2 Adversarial Learning: Adjusting the
Discriminator

Zhang et al. (2018) propose a variation on the tra-
ditional generative adversarial network (Goodfel-
low et al., 2014) by having the generator learn with
respect to a protected gender attribute. In other
words, the generator attempts to prevent the dis-
criminator from identifying the gender in a given
task such as analogy completion. This method has
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the potential to be generalizable: it can be used to
debias any model that uses gradient-based learn-
ing.

5 Conclusion and Future Directions

In this paper, we summarize recent literature about
recognizing and mitigating gender bias in NLP.
We acknowledge that the scope of this paper is
limited. There is a long history of gender stereo-
type study in law, psychology, media study, and
many other disciplines which we do not discuss.
Similar issues of algorithmic bias have also been
discussed extensively in artificial intelligence, ma-
chine learning, data mining, and several other ap-
plication fields (e.g., (Calders and Verwer, 2010;
Feldman et al., 2015; Hardt et al., 2016; Misra
et al., 2016; Kleinberg et al., 2016; Pleiss et al.,
2017; Beutel et al., 2017; Misra et al., 2016)).
Other important aspects such as model/data trans-
parency (Mitchell et al., 2019; Bender and Fried-
man, 2018) and privacy preservation (Reddy and
Knight, 2016; Elazar and Goldberg, 2018; Li et al.,
2018) are also not covered in this literature sur-
vey. Besides, we refer the readers to Hovy and
Spruit (2016) for a more general discussion of eth-
ical concern in NLP.

The study of gender bias in NLP is still rela-
tively nascent and consequently lacks unified met-
rics and benchmarks for evaluation. We urge re-
searchers in related fields to work together to cre-
ate standardized metrics that rigorously measure
the gender bias in NLP applications. However, we
recognize that different applications may require
different metrics and there are trade-offs between
different notions of biases (Barocas et al., 2018;
Chouldechova and Roth, 2018).

Gender debiasing methods in NLP are not suf-
ficient to debias models end-to-end for many ap-
plications. We note the following limitations of
current approaches. First, the majority of debi-
asing techniques focus on a single, modular pro-
cess of an end-to-end NLP system. It remains to
be discovered how these individual parts harmo-
nize together to form an ideally unbiased system.
Second, most gender debiasing methods have only
been empirically verified in limited applications
(Zhang et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2017), and it is not
clear that these methods can generalize to other
tasks or models. Third, we note that certain debi-
asing techniques may introduce noise into a NLP
model, causing performance degradation. Finally,

hand-craft debiasing approaches may unintention-
ally encode the implicit bias of the developers.

Below, we identify a few future directions.

Mitigating Gender Bias in Languages Beyond
English. With few exceptions (Vanmassenhove
et al., 2018; Prates et al., 2018), prior work has
focused on mitigating gender bias in the English
language. Future work can look to apply existing
methods or devise new techniques towards mit-
igating gender bias in other languages as well.
However, such a task is not trivial. Methods such
as gender-swapping are relatively easy in English
because English does not distinguish gender lin-
guistically. However, in languages such as Span-
ish, each noun has its own gender and correspond-
ing modifiers of the noun need to align with the
gender of the noun. To perform gender-swapping
in such languages, besides swapping those gen-
dered nouns, we also need to change the modifiers.
Non-Binary Gender Bias. With few exceptions
(Manzini et al., 2019), work on debiasing in NLP
has assumed that the protected attribute being dis-
criminated against is binary. Non-binary genders
(Richards et al., 2016) as well as racial biases have
largely been ignored in NLP and should be consid-
ered in future work.
Interdisciplinary Collaboration. As mentioned
in Section 1, gender bias is not a problem that is
unique to NLP; other fields in computer science
such as data mining, machine learning, and secu-
rity also study gender bias (Calders and Verwer,
2010; Feldman et al., 2015; Hardt et al., 2016;
Misra et al., 2016; Kleinberg et al., 2016; Pleiss
et al., 2017; Beutel et al., 2017; Kilbertus et al.,
2017). Many of these technical methods could be
applicable to NLP yet to our knowledge have not
been studied.

Additionally, mitigating gender bias in NLP is
both a sociological and an engineering problem.
To completely debias effectively, it is important
to understand how machine learning methods
encode biases and how humans perceive bi-
ases. A few interdisciplinary studies (Herbelot
et al., 2012; Avin et al., 2015; Fu et al., 2016;
Schluter, 2018) have emerged, and we urge more
interdisciplinary discussions in terms of gender
bias. Approaches from other technical fields may
improve current debiasing methods in NLP or
inspire the development of new, more effective
methods even if the properties of the data or
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problem are different across fields. Discussions
between computer scientists and sociologists
may improve understanding of latent gender bias
found in machine learning data sets and model
predictions.
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Abstract

Word embeddings learnt from massive text
collections have demonstrated significant lev-
els of discriminative biases such as gender,
racial or ethnic biases, which in turn bias
the down-stream NLP applications that use
those word embeddings. Taking gender-bias
as a working example, we propose a debias-
ing method that preserves non-discriminative
gender-related information, while remov-
ing stereotypical discriminative gender biases
from pre-trained word embeddings. Specif-
ically, we consider four types of informa-
tion: feminine, masculine, gender-neutral and
stereotypical, which represent the relationship
between gender vs. bias, and propose a de-
biasing method that (a) preserves the gender-
related information in feminine and masculine
words, (b) preserves the neutrality in gender-
neutral words, and (c) removes the biases
from stereotypical words. Experimental re-
sults on several previously proposed bench-
mark datasets show that our proposed method
can debias pre-trained word embeddings bet-
ter than existing SoTA methods proposed for
debiasing word embeddings while preserving
gender-related but non-discriminative infor-
mation.

1 Introduction

Despite the impressive success stories behind
word representation learning (Devlin et al., 2018;
Peters et al., 2018; Pennington et al., 2014;
Mikolov et al., 2013c,a), further investigations
into the learnt representations have revealed sev-
eral worrying issues. The semantic representations
learnt, in particular from social media, have shown
to encode significant levels of racist, offensive and
discriminative language usage (Bolukbasi et al.,
2016; Zhao et al., 2018b; Elazar and Goldberg,
2018; Rudinger et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2018a).
For example, Bolukbasi et al. (2016) showed that

word representations learnt from a large (300GB)
news corpus to amplify unfair gender biases. Mi-
crosoft’s AI chat bot Tay learnt abusive language
from Twitter within the first 24 hours of its release,
which forced Microsoft to shutdown the bot (The
Telegraph, 2016). Caliskan et al. (2017) con-
ducted an implicit association test (IAT) (Green-
wald et al., 1998) using the cosine similarity mea-
sured from word representations, and showed that
word representations computed from a large Web
crawl contain human-like biases with respect to
gender, profession and ethnicity.

Given the broad applications of pre-trained
word embeddings in various down-stream NLP
tasks such as machine translation (Zou et al.,
2013), sentiment analysis (Shi et al., 2018), dia-
logue generation (Zhang et al., 2018) etc., it is im-
portant to debias word embeddings before they are
applied in NLP systems that interact with and/or
make decisions that affect humans. We believe
that no human should be discriminated on the
basis of demographic attributes by an NLP sys-
tem, and there exist clear legal (European Union,
1997), business and ethical obligations to make
NLP systems unbiased (Holstein et al., 2018).

Despite the growing need for unbiased word
embeddings, debiasing pre-trained word embed-
dings is a challenging task that requires a fine
balance between removing information related to
discriminative biases, while retaining information
that is necessary for the target NLP task. For ex-
ample, profession-related nouns such as profes-
sor, doctor, programmer have shown to be stereo-
typically male-biased, whereas nurse, homemaker
to be stereotypically female-biased, and a debi-
asing method must remove such biases. On the
other hand, one would expect1, beard to be as-
sociated with male nouns and bikini to be associ-

1This indeed is the case for pre-trained GloVe embeddings
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ated with female nouns, and preserving such gen-
der biases would be useful, for example, for a
recommendation system (Garimella et al., 2017).
As detailed later in section 2, existing debiasing
methods can be seen as embedding word embed-
dings into a subspace that is approximately or-
thogonal to a gender subspace spanned by gender-
specific word embeddings. Although unsuper-
vised, weakly-supervised and adversarially trained
models have been used for learning such embed-
dings, they primarily focus on the male-female
gender direction and ignore the effect of words
that have a gender orientation but not necessarily
unfairly biased.

To perform an extensive treatment of the gen-
der debiasing problem, we split a given vocabu-
lary V into four mutually exclusive sets of word
categories: (a) words wf ∈ Vf that are female-
biased but non-discriminative, (b) words wm ∈
Vm that are male-biased but non-discriminative,
(c) words wn ∈ Vn that are gender-neutral, and
(d) words ws ∈ Vs that are stereotypical (i.e., un-
fairly2 gender-biased). Given a large set of pre-
trained word embeddings and small seed example
sets for each of those four categories, we learn
an embedding that (i) preserves the feminine in-
formation for the words in Vf , (ii) preserves the
masculine information for the words in Vm, (iii)
protects the neutrality of the gender-neutral words
in Vn, while (iv) removing the gender-related bi-
ases from stereotypical words in Vs. The embed-
ding is learnt using an encoder in a denoising au-
toencoder, while the decoder is trained to recon-
struct the original word embeddings from the de-
biased embeddings that do not contain unfair gen-
der biases. The overall model is trained end-to-end
to dynamically balance the competing criteria (i)-
(iv).

We evaluate the bias and accuracy of the word
embeddings debiased by the proposed method
on multiple benchmark datasets. On the Sem-
Bias (Zhao et al., 2018b) gender relational anal-
ogy dataset, our proposed method outperforms
previously proposed hard-debiasing (Bolukbasi
et al., 2016) and gender-neural Global Vectors
(GN-GloVe) (Zhao et al., 2018b) by correctly de-
biasing stereotypical analogies. Following prior
work, we evaluate the loss of information due
to debiasing on benchmark datasets for semantic

2We use the term unfair as used in fairness-aware ma-
chine learning.

similarity and word analogy. Experimental results
show that the proposed method can preserve the
semantics of the original word embeddings, while
removing gender biases. This shows that the debi-
ased word embeddings can be used as drop-in re-
placements for word embeddings used in NLP ap-
plications. Moreover, experimental results show
that our proposed method can also debias word
embeddings that are already debiased using pre-
viously proposed debiasing methods such as GN-
GloVe to filter out any remaining gender biases,
while preserving semantic information useful for
downstream NLP applications. This enables us to
use the proposed method in conjunction with ex-
isting debiasing methods.

2 Related Work

To reduce the gender stereotypes embedded in-
side pre-trained word representations, Bolukbasi
et al. (2016) proposed a post-processing approach
that projects gender-neutral words to a subspace,
which is orthogonal to the gender dimension de-
fined by a list of gender-definitional words. They
refer to words associated with gender (e.g., she,
actor) as gender-definitional words, and the re-
mainder gender-neutral. They proposed a hard-
debiasing method where the gender direction
is computed as the vector difference between
the embeddings of the corresponding gender-
definitional words, and a soft-debiasing method,
which balances the objective of preserving the
inner-products between the original word embed-
dings, while projecting the word embeddings into
a subspace orthogonal to the gender definitional
words. They use a seed set of gender-definitional
words to train a support vector machine classi-
fier, and use it to expand the initial set of gender-
definitional words. Both hard and soft debias-
ing methods ignore gender-definitional words dur-
ing the subsequent debiasing process, and focus
only on words that are not predicted as gender-
definitional by the classifier. Therefore, if the clas-
sifier erroneously predicts a stereotypical word as
a gender-definitional word, it would not get debi-
ased.

Zhao et al. (2018b) proposed Gender-Neutral
Global Vectors (GN-GloVe) by adding a constraint
to the Global Vectors (GloVe) (Pennington et al.,
2014) objective such that the gender-related infor-
mation is confined to a sub-vector. During opti-
misation, the squared `2 distance between gender-
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related sub-vectors are maximised, while simul-
taneously minimising the GloVe objective. GN-
GloVe learns gender-debiased word embeddings
from scratch from a given corpus, and cannot
be used to debias pre-trained word embeddings.
Moreover, similar to hard and soft debiasing meth-
ods described above, GN-GloVe uses pre-defined
lists of feminine, masculine and gender-neutral
words and does not debias words in these lists.

Debiasing can be seen as a problem of hiding
information related to a protected attribute such
as gender, for which adversarial learning meth-
ods (Xie et al., 2017; Elazar and Goldberg, 2018;
Li et al., 2018) have been proposed in the fairness-
aware machine learning community (Kamiran and
Calders, 2009). In these approaches, inputs are
first encoded, and then two classifiers are trained
– a target task predictor that uses the encoded in-
put to predict the target NLP task, and a protected-
attribute predictor that uses the encoded input to
predict the protected attribute. The two classifiers
and the encoder is learnt jointly such that the ac-
curacy of the target task predictor is maximised,
while minimising the accuracy of the protected-
attribute predictor. However, Elazar and Goldberg
(2018) showed that although it is possible to ob-
tain chance-level development-set accuracy for the
protected attribute during training, a post-hoc clas-
sifier, trained on the encoded inputs can still man-
age to reach substantially high accuracies for the
protected attributes. They conclude that adversar-
ial learning alone does not guarantee invariant rep-
resentations for the protected attributes.

Gender biases have been identified in several
tasks in NLP such as coreference (Rudinger et al.,
2018; Zhao et al., 2018a) resolution and machine
translation (Prates et al., 2018). For example,
rule-based, feature-based as well as neural coref-
erence resolution methods trained on biased re-
sources have shown to reflect those biases in their
predictions (Rudinger et al., 2018). Google Ma-
chine Translation, for example, provides male and
female versions of the translations3, when the gen-
der in the source language is ambiguous.

3 Gender-Preserving Debiasing

3.1 Formulation

Given a pre-trained set of d-dimensional word em-
beddings {wi}|V|i=1, over a vocabulary V , we con-

3https://bit.ly/2B0nVHZ

sider the problem of learning a map E : Rd → Rl
that projects the original pre-trained word embed-
dings to a debiased l-dimensional space. We do
not assume any knowledge about the word em-
bedding learning algorithm that was used to pro-
duce the pre-trained word embeddings given to
us. Moreover, we do not assume the availability
or access to the language resources such as cor-
pora or lexicons that might have been used by the
word embedding learning algorithm. Decoupling
the debiasing method from the word embedding
learning algorithm and resources increases the ap-
plicability of the proposed method, enabling us to
debias pre-trained word embeddings produced us-
ing different word embedding learning algorithms
and using different types of resources.

We propose a debiasing method that models the
interaction between the values of the protected at-
tribute (in the case of gender we consider male, fe-
male and neutral as possible attribute values), and
whether there is a stereotypical bias or not. Given
four sets of words: masculine (Vm), feminine (Vf ),
neutral (Vn) and stereotypical (Vs), our proposed
method learns a projection that satisfies the fol-
lowing four criteria:

(i) for wf ∈ Vf , we protect its feminine proper-
ties,

(ii) forwm ∈ Vm, we protect its masculine prop-
erties,

(iii) forwn ∈ Vn, we protect its gender neutrality,
and

(iv) for ws ∈ Vs, we remove its gender biases.

By definition the four word categories are mutu-
ally exclusive and the total vocabulary is expressed
by their disjunction V = Vm ∪ Vf ∪ Vn ∪ Vs.
A key feature of the proposed method that dis-
tinguishes it from prior work on debiasing word
embeddings is its ability to differentiate between
undesirable (stereotypical) biases from the desir-
able (expected) gender information in words. The
procedure we follow to compile the four word-
sets is described later in subsection 4.1, and the
words that belong to each of the four categories
are shown in the supplementary material.

To explain the proposed gender debiasing
method, let us first consider a feminine regressor
Cf : Rl → [0, 1], parameterised by θf , that pre-
dicts the degree of feminineness of the word w.
Here, highly feminine words are assigned values
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close to 1. Likewise, let us consider a mascu-
line regressor Cm : Rl → [0, 1], parametrised
by θm, that predicts the degree of masculinity
of w. We then learn the debiasing function as
the encoder E : Rd → Rl of an autoencoder
(parametrised by θe), where the corresponding de-
coder (parametrised by θd) is given by D : Rl →
Rd.

For feminine and masculine words, we require
the encoded space to retain the gender-related in-
formation. The squared losses, Lf and Lm, given
respectively by (1) and (2), express the extent to
which this constraint is satisfied.

Lf =
∑

w∈Vf

||Cf (E(w))− 1||22 +
∑

w∈V\Vf

||Cf (E(w))||22

(1)

Lm =
∑

w∈Vm
||Cm(E(w))− 1||22 +

∑

w∈V\Vm

||Cf (E(w))||22

(2)

Here, for notational simplicity, we drop the depen-
dence on parameters.

For the stereotypical and gender-neutral words,
we require that they are embedded into a subspace
that is orthogonal to a gender directional vector,
vg, computed using a set, Ω, of feminine and mas-
culine word-pairs (wf , wm)(∈ Ω) as given by (3).

vg =
1

|Ω|
∑

(wf ,wm)∈Ω

(E(wm)− E(wf )) (3)

Prior work on gender debiasing (Bolukbasi et al.,
2016; Zhao et al., 2018b) showed that the vec-
tor difference between the embeddings for male-
female word-pairs such as he and she accurately
represents the gender direction. When training,
we keep vg fixed during an epoch, and re-estimate
vg between every epoch. We consider the squared
inner-product between vg and the debiased stereo-
typical or gender-neutral words as the loss, Lg, as
given by (4).

Lg =
∑

w∈Vn∪Vs
(vg
>w)

2
(4)

It is important that we preserve the semantic
information encoded in the word embeddings as
much as possible when we perform debiasing. If
too much information is removed from the word
embeddings, not limited to gender-biases, then
the debiased word embeddings might not be suf-
ficiently accurate to be used in downstream NLP

applications. For this purpose, we minimise the
reconstruction loss, Lr, for the autoencoder given
by (5).

Lr =
∑

w∈V
||D(E(w))−w||22 (5)

Finally, we define the total objective as the
linearly-weighted sum of the above-defined losses
as given by (6).

L = λfLf + λmLm + λgLg + λrLr (6)

Here, the coefficients λf , λm, λg, λr are nonneg-
ative hyper-parameters that add to 1. They deter-
mine the relative importance of the different con-
straints we consider and can be learnt using train-
ing data or determined via cross-validation over a
dedicated validation dataset. In our experiments,
we use the latter approach.

3.2 Implementation and Training

Cf and Cm are both implemented as feed for-
ward neural networks with one hidden layer and
the sigmoid function is used as the nonlinear ac-
tivation. Increasing the number of hidden layers
beyond one for Cf and Cm did not result in a sig-
nificant increase in accuracy. Both the encoder E
and the decoder D of the autoencoder are imple-
mented as feed forward neural networks with two
hidden layers. Hyperbolic tangent is used as the
activation function throughout the autoencoder.

The objective (6) is minimised w.r.t. the pa-
rameters θf , θm, θe and θd for a given pre-
trained set of word embeddings. During opti-
misation, we used dropout with probability 0.01
and use stochastic gradient descent with initial
learning rate set to 0.1. The hyper-parameters
λf , λm, λg, λr are estimated using a separate vali-
dation dataset as described later in subsection 4.1.

Note that it is possible to pre-train Cf and Cm
separately using Vf and Vm prior to training the
full objective (6). In our preliminary experiments,
we found that initialising θf and θm to the pre-
trained versions of Cf and Cm to be helpful for
the optimisation process, resulting in early con-
vergence to better solutions compared to start-
ing from random initialisations for θf and θm.
For pre-training Cf and Cm we used Adam op-
timiser (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with initial learn-
ing rate set to 0.0002 and a mini-batch size of 512.
Autoencoder is also pre-trained using a randomly
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selected 5000 word embeddings and dropout reg-
ularisation is applied with probability 0.05.

We note that Vf and Vm are separate word sets,
not necessarily having corresponding feminine-
masculine pairs as in Ω used in (4). It is of
course possible to re-use the words in Ω in Vf
and Vm, and we follow this approach in our ex-
periments, which helps to decrease the number of
seed words required to train the proposed method.
Moreover, the number of training examples across
the four categories Vf ,Vm,Vn,Vs were signifi-
cantly different, which resulted in an imbalanced
learning setting. We conduct one-sided undersam-
pling (Kubat and Matwin, 1997) to successfully
overcome this data imbalance issue. The code and
the debiased embeddings are publicly available4.

4 Experiments

4.1 Training and Development Data

We use the feminine and masculine word lists (223
words each) created by Zhao et al. (2018b) as Vf
and Vm, respectively. To create a gender-neutral
word list, Vn, we select gender-neutral words from
a list of 3000 most frequent words in English5.
Two annotators independently selected words and
subsequently verified for gender neutrality. The fi-
nal set of V contains 1031 gender-neutral words.
We use the stereotypical word list compiled by
Bolukbasi et al. (2016) as Vs, which contains 166
professions that are stereotypically associated with
one type of a gender. The four sets of words used
in the experiments are shown in the supplementary
material.

We train GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) on
2017 January dump of English Wikipedia to ob-
tain pre-trained 300-dimensional word embed-
dings for 322636 unique words. In our experi-
ments, we set both d and l to 300 to create 300-
dimensional de-biased word embeddings. We ran-
domly selected 20 words from each of the 4 sets
Vf , Vm, Vn and Vs, and used them as a develop-
ment set for pre-training Cf and Cm and to es-
timate the hyperparameters in (6). The optimal
hyperparameter values estimated on this develop-
ment dataset are: λf = λm = λg = 0.0001, and
λr = 1.0. In our preliminary experiments we ob-
served that increasing λf , λm and λg relative to
λr results in higher reconstruction losses in the

4https://github.com/kanekomasahiro/gp_
debias

5https://bit.ly/2SvBINY

autoencoder. This shows that the ability to accu-
rately reconstruct the original word embeddings is
an important requirement during debiasing.

4.2 Baselines and Comparisons
We compare our proposed method against several
baselines.

GloVe: is the pre-trained GloVe embeddings de-
scribed in subsection 4.1. This baseline denotes a
non-debiased version of the word embeddings.

Hard-GloVe: We use the implementation6 of
hard-debiasing (Bolukbasi et al., 2016) method by
the original authors and produce a debiased ver-
sion of the pre-trained GloVe embeddings.7

GN-GloVe : We use debiased GN-GloVe em-
beddings released by the original authors8, with-
out retraining ourselves as a baseline.

AE (GloVe): We train an autoencoder by min-
imising the reconstruction loss defined in (5) and
encode the pre-trained GloVe embeddings to a
vector space with the same dimensionality. This
baseline can be seen as surrogated version of the
proposed method with λf = λm = λg = 0. AE
(GloVe) does not perform debiasing and shows the
amount of semantic information that can be pre-
served by autoencoding the input embeddings.

AE (GN-GloVe): Similar to AE (GloVe), this
method autoencodes the debiased word embed-
dings produced by GN-GloVe.

GP (GloVe): We apply the proposed gender-
preserving (GP) debiasing method on pre-trained
GloVe embeddings to debias it.

GP (GN-GloVe): To test whether we can use the
proposed method to further debias word embed-
dings that are already debiased using other meth-
ods, we apply it on GN-GloVe.

4.3 Evaluating Debiasing Performance
We use the SemBias dataset created by Zhao
et al. (2018b) to evaluate the level of gender bias
in word embeddings. Each instance in SemBias
consists of four word pairs: a gender-definition
word pair (Definition; e.g. “waiter - waitress”),

6https://github.com/tolga-b/debiaswe
7Bolukbasi et al. (2016) released debiased embeddings for

word2vec only and for comparison purposes with GN-GloVe,
we use GloVe as the pre-trained word embedding and apply
hard-debiasing on GloVe

8https://github.com/uclanlp/gn_glove
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Embeddings
SemBias SemBias-subset

Definition ↑ Stereotype ↓ None ↓ Definition ↑ Stereotype ↓ None ↓
GloVe 80.2 10.9 8.9 57.5 20 22.5
Hard-Glove 84.1 9.5 6.4 25 47.5 27.5
GN-GloVe 97.7 1.4 0.9 75 15 10
AE (GloVe) 82.7 8.2 9.1 62.5† 17.5† 20
AE (GN-GloVe) 98.0†∗ 1.6†∗ 0.5†∗ 77.5 17.5† 5†∗

GP (GloVe) 84.3∗ 8.0 7.7∗ 65† 15† 20
GP (GN-GloVe) 98.4†∗ 1.1†∗ 0.5†∗ 82.5†∗ 12.5†∗ 5†∗

Table 1: Prediction accuracies for gender relational analogies. ∗ and † indicate statistically significant differences
against respectively GloVe and Hard-GloVe.

a gender-stereotype word pair (Stereotype; e.g.,
“doctor - nurse”) and two other word-pairs that
have similar meanings but not a gender relation
(None; e.g., “dog - cat”, “cup - lid”). SemBias
contains 20 gender-stereotype word pairs and 22
gender-definitional word pairs and use their Carte-
sian product to generate 440 instances. Among
the 22 gender-definitional word pairs, 2 word-
pairs are not used as the seeds for training. Fol-
lowing, Zhao et al. (2018b), to test the general-
isability of a debiasing method, we use the sub-
set (SemBias-subset) of 40 instances associated
with these 2 pairs. We measure relational similar-
ity between (he, she) word-pair and a word-pair
(a, b) in SemBias using the cosine similarity be-
tween the

# »

he − #    »

she gender directional vector and
a − b using the word embeddings under evalua-
tion. For the four word-pairs in each instance in
SemBias, we select the word-pair with the high-
est cosine similarity with

# »

he − #    »

she as the pre-
dicted answer. In Table 1, we show the percent-
ages where a word-pair is correctly classified as
Definition, Stereotype, or None. If the word em-
beddings are correctly debiased, we would expect
a high accuracy for Definitions and low accuracies
for Stereotypes and Nones.

From Table 1, we see that the best performances
(highest accuracy on Definition and lowest ac-
curacy on Stereotype) are reported by GP (GN-
GloVe), which is the application of the proposed
method to debias word embeddings learnt by GN-
GloVe. In particular, in both SemBias and
SemBias-subset, GP (GN-GloVe) statistically
significantly outperforms GloVe and Hard-Glove
according to Clopper-Pearson confidence inter-
vals (Clopper and Pearson, 1934). Although GN-

GloVe obtains high performance on SemBias,
it does not generalise well to SemBias-subset.
However, by applying the proposed method, we
can further remove any residual gender biases
from GN-GloVe, which shows that the proposed
method can be applied in conjunction with GN-
GloVe. We see that GloVe contains a high per-
centage of stereotypical gender biases, which jus-
tifies the need for debiasing methods. By apply-
ing the proposed method on GloVe (corresponds
to GP (GloVe)) we can decrease the gender biases
in GloVe, while preserving useful gender-related
information for detecting definitional word-pairs.
Comparing corresponding AE and GP versions
of GloVe and GN-GloVe, we see that autoencod-
ing alone is insufficient to consistently preserve
gender-related information.

4.4 Preservation of Word Semantics

It is important that the debiasing process removes
only gender biases and preserve other information
unrelated to gender biases in the original word em-
beddings. If too much information is removed
from word embeddings during the debiasing pro-
cess, then the debiased embeddings might not
carry adequate information for downstream NLP
tasks that use those debiased word embeddings.

To evaluate the semantic accuracy of the de-
biased word embeddings, following prior work
on debiasing (Bolukbasi et al., 2016; Zhao et al.,
2018a), we use them in two popular tasks: seman-
tic similarity measurement and analogy detection.
We recall that we do not propose novel word em-
bedding learning methods in this paper, and what
is important here is whether the debiasing process
preserves as much information as possible in the
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Embeddings sem syn total MSR SE

GloVe 80.1 62.1 70.3 53.8 38.8
Hard-GloVe 80.3 62.7 70.7 54.4 39.1
GN-GloVe 77.8 60.9 68.6 51.5 39.1

AE (GloVe) 81.0 61.9 70.5 52.6 38.9
AE (GN-GloVe) 78.6 61.3 69.2 51.2 39.1

GP (GloVe) 80.5 61.0 69.9 51.3 38.5
GP (GN-GloVe) 78.3 61.3 69.0 51.0 39.6

Table 2: Accuracy for solving word analogies.

Datasets #Orig #Bal

WS 353 366
RG 65 77
MTurk 771 784
RW 2,034 2,042
MEN 3,000 3,122
SimLex 999 1,043

Table 3: Number of word-pairs in the original (Orig)
and balanced (Bal) similarity benchmarks.

original word embeddings.

4.4.1 Analogy Detection
Given three words a, b, c in analogy detection, we
must predict a word d that completes the analogy
“a is b as c is to d”. We use the CosAdd (Levy
and Goldberg, 2014) that finds d that has the maxi-
mum cosine similarity with (b−a+c). We use the
semantic (sem) and syntactic (syn) analogies in
the Google analogy dataset (Mikolov et al., 2013b)
(in total contains 19,556 questions), MSR dataset
(7,999 syntactic questions) (Mikolov et al., 2013d)
and SemEval dataset (SE, 79 paradigms) (Jurgens
et al., 2012) as benchmark datasets. The percent-
age of correctly solved analogy questions is re-
ported in Table 2. We see that there is no signifi-
cant degradation of performance due to debiasing
using the proposed method.

4.4.2 Semantic Similarity Measurement
The correlation between the human ratings and
similarity scores computed using word embed-
dings for pairs of words has been used as a
measure of the quality of the word embed-
dings (Mikolov et al., 2013d). We compute co-
sine similarity between word embeddings and
measure Spearman correlation against human rat-

ings for the word-pairs in the following bench-
mark datasets: Word Similarity 353 dataset
(WS) (Finkelstein et al., 2001), Rubenstein-
Goodenough dataset (RG) (Rubenstein and Good-
enough, 1965), MTurk (Halawi et al., 2012),
rare words dataset (RW) (Luong et al., 2013),
MEN dataset (Bruni et al., 2012) and SimLex
dataset (Hill et al., 2015).

Unfortunately, existing benchmark datasets for
semantic similarity were not created considering
gender-biases and contain many stereotypical ex-
amples. For example, in MEN, the word sexy has
high human similarity ratings with lady and girl
compared to man and guy. Furthermore, mas-
culine words and soldier are included in multi-
ple datasets with high human similarity ratings,
whereas it is not compared with feminine words
in any of the datasets. Although prior work study-
ing gender bias have used these datasets for evalu-
ation purposes (Bolukbasi et al., 2016; Zhao et al.,
2018a), we note that high correlation with human
ratings can be achieved with biased word embed-
dings.

To address this issue, we balance the original
datasets with respect to gender by including extra
word pairs generated from the opposite sex with
the same human ratings. For instance, if the word-
pair (baby, mother) exists in the dataset, we add
a new pair (baby, father) to the dataset. Ideally,
we should re-annotate this balanced version of the
dataset to obtain human similarity ratings. How-
ever, such a re-annotation exercise would be costly
and inconsistent with the original ratings. There-
fore, we resort to a proxy where we reassign the
human rating for the original word-pair to its de-
rived opposite gender version. Table 3 shows the
number of word-pairs in the original (Orig) and
balanced (Bal) similarity benchmarks.

As shown in Table 4, GP (GloVe) and GP (GN-
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Embeddings WS RG MTurk RW MEN SimLex
Orig Bal Orig Bal Orig Bal Orig Bal Orig Bal Orig Bal

GloVe 61.6 62.9 75.3 75.5 64.9 63.9 37.3 37.5 73.0 72.6 34.7 35.9
Hard-GloVe 61.7 63.1 76.4 76.7 65.1 64.1 37.4 37.4 72.8 72.5 35.0 36.1
GN-GloVe 62.5 63.7 74.1 73.7 66.2 65.5 40.0 40.1 74.9 74.5 37.0 38.1

AE (GloVe) 61.3 62.6 77.1 76.8 64.9 64.1 35.7 35.8 71.9 71.5 34.7 35.9
AE (GN-GloVe) 61.3 62.6 73.0 74.0 66.3 65.5 38.7 38.9 73.8 73.4 36.7 37.7

GP (GloVe) 59.7 61.0 75.4 75.5 63.9 63.1 34.7 34.8 70.8 70.4 33.9 35.0
GP (GN-GloVe) 63.2 64.3 72.2 72.2 67.9 67.4 43.2 43.3 75.9 75.5 38.4 39.5

Table 4: Spearman correlation between human ratings and cosine similarity scores computed using word embed-
dings for the word-pairs in the original and balanced versions of the benchmark datasets.

(a) GloVe (b) GN (GloVe)

(c) Hard-Glove (d) GP (GloVe)

Figure 1: Cosine similarity between gender, gender-neutral, stereotypical words and the gender direction.

GloVe) obtain the best performance on the bal-
anced versions of all benchmark datasets. More-
over, the performance of GP (GloVe) on both orig-
inal and balanced datasets is comparable to that of
GloVe, which indicates that the information en-
coded in GloVe embeddings are preserved in the
debiased embeddings, while removing stereotyp-
ical gender biases. The autoencoded versions re-
port similar performance to the original input em-
beddings.

Overall, the results on the analogy detection and
semantic similarity measurement tasks show that
our proposed method removes only gender-biases
and preserve other useful gender-related informa-
tion.

4.5 Visualising the Effect of Debiasing

To visualise the effect of debiasing on different
word categories, we compute the cosine similarity
between the gender directional vector

# »

he − #    »

she,
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and selected gender-oriented (female or male),
gender-neutral and stereotypical words. In Fig-
ure 1, horizontal axises show the cosine similarity
with the gender directional vector (positive scores
for masculine words) and the words are alphabeti-
cally sorted within each category.

From Figure 1, we see that the original GloVe
embeddings show a similar spread of cosine simi-
larity scores for gender-oriented as well as stereo-
typical words. When debiased by hard-debias
(Hard-GloVe) and GN-GloVe, we see that stereo-
typical and gender-neutral words get their gen-
der similarity scores equally reduced. Interest-
ingly, Hard-GloVe shifts even gender-oriented
words towards the masculine direction. On the
other hand, GP (GloVe) decreases gender bias
in the stereotypical words, while almost preserv-
ing gender-neutral and gender-oriented words as
in GloVe.

Considering that a significant number of words
in English are gender-neutral, it is essential that
debiasing methods do not adversely change their
orientation. In particular, the proposed method’s
ability to debias stereotypical words that carry un-
fair gender-biases, while preserving the gender-
orientation in feminine, masculine and neutral
words is important when applying the debiased
word embeddings in NLP applications that depend
on word embeddings for representing the input
texts

5 Conclusion

We proposed a method to remove gender-specific
biases from pre-trained word embeddings. Ex-
perimental results on multiple benchmark datasets
demonstrate that the proposed method can accu-
rately debias pre-trained word embeddings, out-
performing previously proposed debiasing meth-
ods, while preserving useful semantic informa-
tion. In future, we plan to extend the proposed
method to debias other types of demographic bi-
ases such as ethnic, age or religious biases.
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Abstract

Gender stereotypes are manifest in most of the
world’s languages and are consequently propa-
gated or amplified by NLP systems. Although
research has focused on mitigating gender
stereotypes in English, the approaches that are
commonly employed produce ungrammatical
sentences in morphologically rich languages.
We present a novel approach for convert-
ing between masculine-inflected and feminine-
inflected sentences in such languages. For
Spanish and Hebrew, our approach achieves
F1 scores of 82% and 73% at the level of tags
and accuracies of 90% and 87% at the level of
forms. By evaluating our approach using four
different languages, we show that, on average,
it reduces gender stereotyping by a factor of
2.5 without any sacrifice to grammaticality.

1 Introduction

One of the biggest challenges faced by modern
natural language processing (NLP) systems is the
inadvertent replication or amplification of societal
biases. This is because NLP systems depend on lan-
guage corpora, which are inherently “not objective;
they are creations of human design” (Crawford,
2013). One type of societal bias that has received
considerable attention from the NLP community is
gender stereotyping (Garg et al., 2017; Rudinger
et al., 2017; Sutton et al., 2018). Gender stereo-
types can manifest in language in overt ways. For
example, the sentence he is an engineer is more
likely to appear in a corpus than she is an engineer
due to the current gender disparity in engineering.
Consequently, any NLP system that is trained such
a corpus will likely learn to associate engineer with
men, but not with women (De-Arteaga et al., 2019).

To date, the NLP community has focused pri-
marily on approaches for detecting and mitigating
gender stereotypes in English (Bolukbasi et al.,
2016; Dixon et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2017). Yet,
gender stereotypes also exist in other languages

Los ingenieros son expertos

Analysis

El ingeniero ser experto
DET NOUN VERB ADJ

[MSC; PL] [MSC; PL] [IN; PR; PL] [MSC; PL]

Intervention

El ingeniera ser experto
DET NOUN VERB ADJ

[MSC; PL] [FEM; PL] [IN; PR; PL] [MSC; PL]

Inference

El ingeniera ser experto
DET NOUN VERB ADJ

[FEM; PL] [FEM; PL] [IN; PR; PL] [FEM; PL]

Reinflection

Las ingenieras son expertas

Figure 1: Transformation of Los ingenieros son
expertos (i.e., The male engineers are skilled) to Las
ingenieras son expertas (i.e., The female engineers are
skilled). We extract the properties of each word in the
sentence. We then fix a noun and its tags and infer the
manner in which the remaining tags must be updated.
Finally, we reinflect the lemmata to their new forms.

because they are a function of society, not of gram-
mar. Moreover, because English does not mark
grammatical gender, approaches developed for En-
glish are not transferable to morphologically rich
languages that exhibit gender agreement (Corbett,
1991). In these languages, the words in a sentence
are marked with morphological endings that reflect
the grammatical gender of the surrounding nouns.
This means that if the gender of one word changes,
the others have to be updated to match. As a result,
simple heuristics, such as augmenting a corpus with
additional sentences in which he and she have been
swapped (Zhao et al., 2018), will yield ungram-
matical sentences. Consider the Spanish phrase el
ingeniero experto (the skilled engineer). Replacing
ingeniero with ingeniera is insufficient—el must
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also be replaced with la and experto with experta.
In this paper, we present a new approach to coun-

terfactual data augmentation (CDA; Lu et al., 2018)
for mitigating gender stereotypes associated with
animate1 nouns (i.e., nouns that represent people)
for morphologically rich languages. We introduce
a Markov random field with an optional neural pa-
rameterization that infers the manner in which a
sentence must change when altering the grammati-
cal gender of particular nouns. We use this model
as part of a four-step process, depicted in Fig. 1, to
reinflect entire sentences following an intervention
on the grammatical gender of one word. We intrin-
sically evaluate our approach using Spanish and
Hebrew, achieving tag-level F1 scores of 83% and
72% and form-level accuracies of 90% and 87%, re-
spectively. We also conduct an extrinsic evaluation
using four languages. Following Lu et al. (2018),
we show that, on average, our approach reduces
gender stereotyping in neural language models by
a factor of 2.5 without sacrificing grammaticality.

2 Gender Stereotypes in Text

Men and women are mentioned at different rates in
text (Coates, 1987). This problem is exacerbated
in certain contexts. For example, the sentence he
is an engineer is more likely to appear in a corpus
than she is an engineer due to the current gender
disparity in engineering. This imbalance in repre-
sentation can have a dramatic downstream effect
on NLP systems trained on such a corpus, such as
giving preference to male engineers over female
engineers in an automated resumé filtering system.
Gender stereotypes of this sort have been observed
in word embeddings (Bolukbasi et al., 2016; Sutton
et al., 2018), contextual word embeddings (Zhao
et al., 2019), and co-reference resolution systems
(Rudinger et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2018) inter alia.

A quick fix: swapping gendered words. One
approach to mitigating such gender stereotypes is
counterfactual data augmentation (CDA; Lu et al.,
2018). In English, this involves augmenting a cor-
pus with additional sentences in which gendered
words, such as he and she, have been swapped
to yield a balanced representation. Indeed, Zhao
et al. (2018) showed that this simple heuristic sig-
nificantly reduces gender stereotyping in neural
co-reference resolution systems, without harming
system performance. Unfortunately, this approach

1Specifically, we consider a noun to be animate if WordNet
considers person to be a hypernym of that noun.

is only applicable to English and other languages
with little morphological inflection. When applied
to morphologically rich languages that exhibit gen-
der agreement, it yields ungrammatical sentences.

The problem: inflected languages. Many lan-
guages, including Spanish and Hebrew, have gen-
der inflections for nouns, verbs, and adjectives—
i.e., the words in a sentence are marked with mor-
phological endings that reflect the grammatical gen-
der of the surrounding nouns.2 This means that if
the gender of one word changes, the others have
to be updated to preserve morpho-syntactic agree-
ment (Corbett, 2012). Consider the following ex-
ample from Spanish, where we wish to transform
Sentence (1) to Sentence (2). (Parts of words that
mark gender are depicted in bold.) This task is
not as simple as replacing el with la—ingeniero
and experto must also be reinflected. Moreover,
the changes required for one language are not the
same as those required for another (e.g., verbs are
marked with gender in Hebrew, but not in Spanish).

(1) El
The.MSC.SG

ingeniero
engineer.MSC.SG

alemán
German.MSC.SG

es
is.IN.PR.SG

muy
very

experto.
skilled.MSC.SG

(The German engineer is very skilled.)
(2) La

The.FEM.SG
ingeniera
engineer.FEM.SG

alemana
German.FEM.SG

es
is.IN.PR.SG

muy
very

experta.
skilled.FEM.SG

(The German engineer is very skilled.)

Our approach. Our goal is to transform sen-
tences like Sentence (1) to Sentence (2) and vice
versa. To the best of our knowledge, this task has
not been studied previously. Indeed, there is no
existing annotated corpus of paired sentences that
could be used to train a supervised model. As a
result, we take an unsupervised3 approach using
dependency trees, lemmata, part-of-speech (POS)
tags, and morpho-syntactic tags from Universal
Dependencies corpora (UD; Nivre et al., 2018).
Specifically, we propose the following four-step
process:

1. Analyze the sentence (including parsing, mor-
phological analysis, and lemmatization).

2The number of grammatical genders varies for different
languages, with two being the most common non-zero number
(Dryer and Haspelmath, 2013). The languages that we use in
our evaluation have two grammatical genders (male, female).

3Because we do not have any direct supervision for the task
of interest, we refer to our approach as being unsupervised
even though it does rely on annotated linguistic resources.
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[MSC; SG] [MSC; SG] [MSC; SG] [SG] [−] [MSC; SG]

DET NOUN ADJ VERB ADV ADJ

El ingeniero alemán es muy experto

det

root

amod

cop

amod

advmod

Figure 2: Dependency tree for the sentence El ingeniero alemán es muy experto.

2. Intervene on a gendered word.

3. Infer the new morpho-syntactic tags.

4. Reinflect the lemmata to their new forms.

This process is depicted in Fig. 1. The primary tech-
nical contribution is a novel Markov random field
for performing step 3, described in the next section.

3 A Markov Random Field for
Morpho-Syntactic Agreement

In this section, we present a Markov random field
(MRF; Koller and Friedman, 2009) for morpho-
syntactic agreement. This model defines a joint dis-
tribution over sequences of morpho-syntactic tags,
conditioned on a labeled dependency tree with as-
sociated part-of-speech tags. Given an intervention
on a gendered word, we can use this model to infer
the manner in which the remaining tags must be
updated to preserve morpho-syntactic agreement.

A dependency tree for a sentence (see Fig. 2
for an example) is a set of ordered triples (i, j, `),
where i and j are positions in the sentence (or
a distinguished root symbol) and ` ∈ L is the
label of the edge i → j in the tree; each po-
sition occurs exactly once as the first element
in a triple. Each dependency tree T is associ-
ated with a sequence of morpho-syntactic tags
m = m1, . . . ,m|T | and a sequence of part-of-
speech (POS) tags p = p1, . . . , p|T |. For exam-
ple, the tags m ∈ M and p ∈ P for ingeniero are
[MSC; SG] and NOUN, respectively, because inge-
niero is a masculine, singular noun. For notational
simplicity, we defineM = M |T | to be the set of
all length-|T | sequences of morpho-syntactic tags.

We define the probability of m given T and p as

Pr(m |T,p) ∝
∏

(i,j,`)∈T
φi(mi) · ψ(mi,mj | pi, pj , `), (1)

where the binary factor ψ(·, · | ·, ·, ·) ≥ 0 scores
how well the morpho-syntactic tags mi and mj

agree given the POS tags pi and pj and the label `.
For example, consider the amod (adjectival mod-
ifier) edge from experto to ingeniero in Fig. 2. The
factor ψ(mi,mj | A, N, amod) returns a high score
if the corresponding morpho-syntactic tags agree
in gender and number (e.g., mi = [MSC; SG] and
mj = [MSC; SG]) and a low score if they do not
(e.g., mi = [MSC; SG] and mj = [FEM; PL]). The
unary factor φi(·) ≥ 0 scores a morpho-syntactic
tag mi outside the context of the dependency tree.
As we explain in §3.1, we use these unary factors to
force or disallow particular tags when performing
an intervention; we do not learn them. Eq. (1) is
normalized by the following partition function:

Z(T,p) =
∑

m′∈M

∏

(i,j,`)∈T
φi(m

′
i) · ψ(m′i,m′j | pi, pj , `).

Z(T,p) can be calculated using belief propagation;
we provide the update equations that we use in
App. A. Our model is depicted in Fig. 3. It is
noteworthy that this model is delexicalized—i.e.,
it considers only the labeled dependency tree and
the POS tags, not the actual words themselves.

3.1 Parameterization
We consider a linear parameterization and a neural
parameterization of the binary factor ψ(·, · | ·, ·, ·).
Linear parameterization. We define a matrix
W (pi, pj , `) ∈ Rc×c for each triple (pi, pj , `),
where c is the number of morpho-syntactic sub-
tags. For example, [MSC; SG] has two subtags MSC

and SG. We then define ψ(·, · | ·, ·, ·) as follows:

ψ(mi,mj | pi, pj , `) = exp (m>i W (pi, pj , `)mj),

where mi ∈ {0, 1}c is a multi-hot encoding of mi.

Neural parameterization. As an alternative,
we also define a neural parameterization of
W (pi, pj , `) to allow parameter sharing among
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El ingeniero alemán es muy experto

φ1(·) φ2(·) φ3(·) φ4(·) φ5(·) φ6(·)

ψ(·, · | D, N, det) ψ(·, · | A, N, amod)
ψ(·, · | N, V, cop)

ψ(·, · | AV, A, advmod)
ψ(·, · | A, N, amod)

Figure 3: Factor graph for the sentence El ingeniero alemán es muy experto.

edges with different parts of speech and labels:

W (pi, pj , `) =

exp (U tanh(V [e(pi); e(pj); e(`)]))

where U ∈ Rc×c×n1 , V ∈ Rn1×3n2 , and n1 and n2

define the structure of the neural parameterization
and each e(·) ∈ Rn2 is an embedding function.

Parameterization of φi. We use the unary fac-
tors only to force or disallow particular tags when
performing an intervention. Specifically, we define

φi(m) =

{
α if m = mi

1 otherwise,
(2)

where α > 1 is a strength parameter that de-
termines the extent to which mi should remain
unchanged following an intervention. In the limit
as α→∞, all tags will remain unchanged except
for the tag directly involved in the intervention.4

3.2 Inference
Because our MRF is acyclic and tree-shaped, we
can use belief propagation (Pearl, 1988) to per-
form exact inference. The algorithm is a gener-
alization of the forward-backward algorithm for
hidden Markov models (Rabiner and Juang, 1986).
Specifically, we pass messages from the leaves to
the root and vice versa. The marginal distribution
of a node is the point-wise product of all its incom-
ing messages; the partition function Z(T,p) is the
sum of any node’s marginal distribution. Comput-
ing Z(T,p) takes polynomial time (Pearl, 1988)—
specifically, O(n · |M |2) where M is the number
of morpho-syntactic tags. Finally, inferring the
highest-probability morpho-syntactic tag sequence
m? given T and p can be performed using the
max-product modification to belief propagation.

4In practice, α is set using development data.

Language Accuracy Language Accuracy

French 93.17 Italian 98.29
Hebrew 95.16 Spanish 97.78

Table 1: Morphological reinflection accuracies.

3.3 Parameter Estimation
We use gradient-based optimization. We treat the
negative log-likelihood − log (Pr(m |T,p)) as the
loss function for tree T and compute its gradient
using automatic differentiation (Rall, 1981). We
learn the parameters of §3.1 by optimizing the
negative log-likelihood using gradient descent.

4 Intervention

As explained in §2, our goal is to transform sen-
tences like Sentence (1) to Sentence (2) by inter-
vening on a gendered word and then using our
model to infer the manner in which the remain-
ing tags must be updated to preserve morpho-
syntactic agreement. For example, if we change the
morpho-syntactic tag for ingeniero from [MSC;SG]
to [FEM;SG], then we must also update the tags for
el and experto, but do not need to update the tag for
es, which should remain unchanged as [IN; PR; SG].
If we intervene on the ith word in a sentence, chang-
ing its tag from mi to m′i, then using our model to
infer the manner in which the remaining tags must
be updated means using Pr(m−i |m′i, T,p) to iden-
tify high-probability tags for the remaining words.

Crucially, we wish to change as little as possible
when intervening on a gendered word. The unary
factors φi enable us to do exactly this. As described
in the previous section, the strength parameter α de-
termines the extent to which mi should remain un-
changed following an intervention—the larger the
value, the less likely it is that mi will be changed.

Once the new tags have been inferred, the final
step is to reinflect the lemmata to their new forms.
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Language Training Size Annotated Test Size

Hebrew 5,241 111
Spanish 14,187 136

French 14,554 –
Italian 12,837 –

Table 2: Language data.

This task has received considerable attention from
the NLP community (Cotterell et al., 2016, 2017).
We use the inflection model of Wu et al. (2018).
This model conditions on the lemma x and morpho-
syntactic tag m to form a distribution over possi-
ble inflections. For example, given experto and
[A; FEM; PL], the trained inflection model will as-
sign a high probability to expertas. We provide ac-
curacies for the trained inflection model in Tab. 1.

5 Experiments

We used the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba,
2014) to train both parameterizations of our model
until the change in dev-loss was less than 10−5

bits. We set β = (0.9, 0.999) without tuning, and
chose a learning rate of 0.005 and weight decay
factor of 0.0001 after tuning. We tuned logα in
the set {0.5, 0.75, 1, 2, 5, 10} and chose logα = 1.
For the neural parameterization, we set n1 = 9
and n2 = 3 without any tuning. Finally, we trained
the inflection model using only gendered words.

We evaluate our approach both intrinsically and
extrinsically. For the intrinsic evaluation, we focus
on whether our approach yields the correct morpho-
syntactic tags and the correct reinflections. For the
extrinsic evaluation, we assess the extent to which
using the resulting transformed sentences reduces
gender stereotyping in neural language models.

5.1 Intrinsic Evaluation
To the best of our knowledge, this task has not
been studied previously. As a result, there is no
existing annotated corpus of paired sentences that
can be used as “ground truth.” We therefore an-
notated Spanish and Hebrew sentences ourselves,
with annotations made by native speakers of each
language. Specifically, for each language, we ex-
tracted sentences containing animate nouns from
that language’s UD treebank. The average length
of these extracted sentences was 37 words. We
then manually inspected each sentence, intervening
on the gender of the animate noun and reinflecting
the sentence accordingly. We chose Spanish and
Hebrew because gender agreement operates differ-

Tag Form

P R F1 Acc Acc

Hebrew–BASE 89.04 40.12 55.32 86.88 83.63
Hebrew–LIN 87.07 62.35 72.66 90.5 86.75
Hebrew–NN 87.18 62.96 73.12 90.62 86.25

Spanish–BASE 96.97 51.45 67.23 90.21 86.32
Spanish–LIN 92.74 73.95 82.29 93.79 89.52
Spanish–NN 95.34 72.35 82.27 93.91 89.65

Table 3: Tag-level precision, recall, F1 score, and ac-
curacy and form-level accuracy for the baselines (“–
BASE”) and for our approach (“–LIN” is the linear pa-
rameterization, “–NN” is the neural parameterization).

ently in each language. We provide corpus statistics
for both languages in the top two rows of Tab. 2.

We created a hard-coded ψ(·, · | ·, ·, ·) to serve
as a baseline for each language. For Spanish, we
only activated, i.e. set to a number greater than
zero, values that relate adjectives and determiners
to nouns; for Hebrew, we only activated values that
relate adjectives and verbs to nouns. We created
two separate baselines because gender agreement
operates differently in each language.

To evaluate our approach, we held all morpho-
syntactic subtags fixed except for gender. For each
annotated sentence, we intervened on the gender of
the animate noun. We then used our model to infer
which of the remaining tags should be updated (up-
dating a tag means swapping the gender subtag be-
cause all morpho-syntactic subtags were held fixed
except for gender) and reinflected the lemmata. Fi-
nally, we used the annotations to compute the tag-
level F1 score and the form-level accuracy, exclud-
ing the animate nouns on which we intervened.

Results. We present the results in Tab. 3. Recall
is consistently significantly lower than precision.
As expected, the baselines have the highest preci-
sion (though not by much). This is because they
reflect well-known rules for each language. That
said, they have lower recall than our approach be-
cause they fail to capture more subtle relationships.

For both languages, our approach struggles with
conjunctions. For example, consider the phrase él
es un ingeniero y escritor (he is an engineer and a
writer). Replacing ingeniero with ingeniera does
not necessarily result in escritor being changed to
escritora. This is because two nouns do not nor-
mally need to have the same gender when they are
conjoined. Moreover, our MRF does not include
co-reference information, so it cannot tell that, in
this case, both nouns refer to the same person. Note
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Figure 4: Gender stereotyping (left) and grammaticality (right) using the original corpus, the corpus following CDA
using naı̈ve swapping of gendered words (“Swap”), and the corpus following CDA using our approach (“MRF”).

that including co-reference information in our MRF
would create cycles and inference would no longer
be exact. Additionally, the lack of co-reference
information means that, for Spanish, our approach
fails to convert nouns that are noun-modifiers or
indirect objects of verbs.

Somewhat surprisingly, the neural parameteriza-
tion does not outperform the linear parameteriza-
tion. We proposed the neural parameterization to
allow parameter sharing among edges with differ-
ent parts of speech and labels; however, this param-
eter sharing does not seem to make a difference in
practice, so the linear parameterization is sufficient.

5.2 Extrinsic Evaluation
We extrinsically evaluate our approach by assessing
the extent to which it reduces gender stereotyping.
Following Lu et al. (2018), focus on neural lan-
guage models. We choose language models over
word embeddings because standard measures of
gender stereotyping for word embeddings cannot
be applied to morphologically rich languages.

As our measure of gender stereotyping, we com-
pare the log ratio of the prefix probabilities under a
language model Plm for gendered, animate nouns,
such as ingeniero, combined with four adjectives:
good, bad, smart, and beautiful. The translations
we use for these adjectives are given in App. B. We
chose the first two adjectives because they should
be used equally to describe men and women, and
the latter two because we expect that they will
reveal gender stereotypes. For example, consider

log

∑
x∈Σ∗ Plm(BOS El ingeniero bueno x)∑
x∈Σ∗ Plm(BOS La ingeniera buena x)

.

If this log ratio is close to 0, then the language
model is as likely to generate sentences that start
with el ingeniero bueno (the good male engineer)
as it is to generate sentences that start with la

Language No. Animate Noun
Pairs

% of Animate
Sentences

Hebrew 95 20%
Spanish 259 20%

Italian 150 10%
French 216 7%

Table 4: Animate noun statistics.

ingeniera bueno (the good female engineer). If
the log ratio is negative, then the language model
is more likely to generate the feminine form than
the masculine form, while the opposite is true
if the log ratio is positive. In practice, given the
current gender disparity in engineering, we would
expect the log ratio to be positive. If, however, the
language model were trained on a corpus to which
our CDA approach had been applied, we would
then expect the log ratio to be much closer to zero.

Because our approach is specifically intended to
yield sentences that are grammatical, we addition-
ally consider the following log ratio (i.e., the gram-
matical phrase over the ungrammatical phrase):

log

∑
x∈Σ∗ Plm(BOS El ingeniero bueno x)∑
x∈Σ∗ Plm(BOS El ingeniera bueno x)

.

We trained the linear parameterization using
UD treebanks for Spanish, Hebrew, French, and
Italian (see Tab. 2). For each of the four languages,
we parsed one million sentences from Wikipedia
(May 2018 dump) using Dozat and Manning
(2016)’s parser and extracted taggings and lemmata
using the method of Müller et al. (2015). We
automatically extracted an animacy gazetteer from
WordNet (Bond and Paik, 2012) and then manually
filtered the output for correctness. We provide the
size of the languages’ animacy gazetteers and the
percentage of automatically parsed sentences that
contain an animate noun in Tab. 4. For each sen-
tence containing a noun in our animacy gazetteer,
we created a copy of the sentence, intervened on
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stereotyped toward men or women in Spanish using
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naı̈ve swapping of gendered words (“Swap”), and the
corpus following CDA using our approach (“MRF”).

the noun, and then used our approach to transform
the sentence. For sentences containing more
than one animate noun, we generated a separate
sentence for each possible combination of genders.
Choosing which sentences to duplicate is a difficult
task. For example, alemán in Spanish can refer
to either a German man or the German language;
however, we have no way of distinguishing
between these two meanings without additional
annotations. Multilingual animacy detection
(Jahan et al., 2018) might help with this challenge;
co-reference information might additionally help.

For each language, we trained the BPE-RNNLM
baseline open-vocabulary language model of
Mielke and Eisner (2018) using the original corpus,
the corpus following CDA using naı̈ve swapping
of gendered words, and the corpus following CDA
using our approach. We then computed gender
stereotyping and grammaticality as described
above. We provide example phrases in Tab. 5; we
provide a more extensive list of phrases in App. C.

Results Fig. 4 demonstrates depicts gender
stereotyping and grammaticality for each language
using the original corpus, the corpus following
CDA using naı̈ve swapping of gendered words,
and the corpus following CDA using our approach.
It is immediately apparent that our approch reduces
gender stereotyping. On average, our approach
reduces gender stereotyping by a factor of 2.5
(the lowest and highest factors are 1.2 (Ita) and
5.0 (Esp), respectively). We expected that naı̈ve
swapping of gendered words would also reduce
gender stereotyping. Indeed, we see that this
simple heuristic reduces gender stereotyping for
some but not all of the languages. For Spanish, we
also examine specific words that are stereotyped

Phrase Original Swap MRF

1. El ingeniero bueno -27.6 -27.8 -28.5
2. La ingeniera buena -31.3 -31.6 -30.5
3. *El ingeniera bueno -32.2 -27.1 -33.5
4. *La ingeniero buena -33.2 -32.8 -33.6

Gender stereotyping 3.7 6.2 2
Grammaticality 3.25 0.25 4.05

Table 5: Prefix log-likelihoods of Spanish phrases
using the original corpus, the corpus following CDA
using naı̈ve swapping of gendered words (“Swap”),
and the corpus following CDA using our approach
(“MRF”). Phrases 1 and 2 are grammatical, while
phrases 3 and 4 are not (dentoted by “*”). Gender
stereotyping is measured using phrases 1 and 2.
Grammaticality is measured using phrases 1 and 3 and
using phrases 2 and 4; these scores are then averaged.

toward men or women. We define a word to
be stereotyped toward one gender if 75% of its
occurrences are of that gender. Fig. 5 suggests a
clear reduction in gender stereotyping for specific
words that are stereotyped toward men or women.

The grammaticality of the corpora following
CDA differs between languages. That said, with
the exception of Hebrew, our approach either sac-
rifices less grammaticality than naı̈ve swapping of
gendered words and sometimes increases gram-
maticality over the original corpus. Given that we
know the model did not perform as accurately for
Hebrew (see Tab. 3), this finding is not surprising.

6 Related Work

In contrast to previous work, we focus on miti-
gating gender stereotypes in languages with rich
morphology—specifically languages that exhibit
gender agreement. To date, the NLP community
has focused on approaches for detecting and miti-
gating gender stereotypes in English. For example,
Bolukbasi et al. (2016) proposed a way of mitigat-
ing gender stereotypes in word embeddings while
preserving meanings; Lu et al. (2018) studied gen-
der stereotypes in language models; and Rudinger
et al. (2018) introduced a novel Winograd schema
for evaluating gender stereotypes in co-reference
resolution. The most closely related work is that of
Zhao et al. (2018), who used CDA to reduce gen-
der stereotypes in co-reference resolution; however,
their approach yields ungrammatical sentences in
morphologically rich languages. Our approach
is specifically intended to yield grammatical sen-
tences when applied to such languages. Habash
et al. (2019) also focused on morphologically rich
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languages, specifically Arabic, but in the context
of gender identification in machine translation.

7 Conclusion

We presented a new approach for converting be-
tween masculine-inflected and feminine-inflected
noun phrases in morphologically rich languages.
To do this, we introduced a Markov random field
with an optional neural parameterization that infers
the manner in which a sentence must change to
preserve morpho-syntactic agreement when alter-
ing the grammatical gender of particular nouns. To
the best of our knowledge, this task has not been
studied previously. As a result, there is no exist-
ing annotated corpus of paired sentences that can
be used as “ground truth.” Despite this limitation,
we evaluated our approach both intrinsically and
extrinsically, achieving promising results. For ex-
ample, we demonstrated that our approach reduces
gender stereotyping in neural language models. Fi-
nally, we also identified avenues for future work,
such as the inclusion of co-reference information.
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A Belief Propagation Update Equations

Our belief propagation update equations are

µi→f (m) =
∏

f ′∈N(i)\{f}
µf ′→i(m) (3)

µfi→i(m) = φi(m)µi→fi(m) (4)

µfij→i(m) =
∑

m′∈M
ψ(m′,m | pi, pj , `)µj→fij (m′) (5)

µfij→j(m) =
∑

m′∈M
ψ(m,m′ | pi, pj , `)µi→fij (m′) (6)

where N(i) returns the set of neighbouring nodes
of node i. The belief at any node is given by

β(v) =
∏

f∈N(v)

µf→v(m). (7)

B Adjective Translations

Tab. 6 and Tab. 7 contain the feminine and mascu-
line translations of the four adjectives that we used.

Adjective French Hebrew Italian Spanish

good bonne טובה buona buena
bad mauvaise רעה cattiva mala
smart intelligente חכמה intelligenti inteligente
beautiful belle יפה bella hermosa

Table 6: Feminine translations of good, bad, smart,
beautiful in French, Hebrew, Italian, and Spanish

Adjective French Hebrew Italian Spanish

good bon טוב buono bueno
bad mauvais רע cattivo malo
smart intelligent Mחכ intelligente inteligente
beautiful bel יפה bello hermoso

Table 7: Masculine translations of good, bad, smart,
beautiful in French, Hebrew, Italian, and Spanish

C Extrinsic Evaluation Example Phrases

For each noun in our animacy gazetteer, we gener-
ated sixteen phrases. Consider the noun engineer
as an example. We created four phrases—one for
each translation of The good engineer, The bad
engineer, The smart engineer, and The beautiful
engineer. These phrases, as well as their prefix
log-likelihoods are provided below in Tab. 8.

Phrase Original Swap MRF

El ingeniero bueno -27.63 -27.80 -28.50
La ingeniera buena -31.34 -31.65 -30.46
*El ingeniera bueno -32.22 -27.06 -33.49
*La ingeniero buena -33.22 -32.80 -33.56
El ingeniero mal -30.45 -30.90 -30.86
La ingeniera mala -31.03 -29.63 -30.59
*El ingeniera mal -34.19 -30.17 -35.15
*La ingeniero mala -33.09 -30.80 -33.81
El ingeniero inteligente -26.19 -25.49 -26.64
La ingeniera inteligente -29.14 -26.31 -27.57
*El ingeniera inteligente -29.80 -24.99 -30.77
*La ingeniero inteligente -31.00 -27.12 -30.16
El ingeniero hermoso -28.74 -28.65 -29.13
La ingeniera hermosa -31.21 -29.25 -30.04
*El ingeniera hermoso -32.54 -27.97 -33.83
*La ingeniero hermosa -33.55 -30.35 -32.96

Table 8: Prefix log-likelihoods of Spanish phrases us-
ing the original corpus, the corpus following CDA
using naı̈ve swapping of gendered words (“Swap”),
and the corpus following CDA using our approach
(“MRF”). Ungrammatical phrases are denoted by “*”.
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Abstract

Word embedding models have gained a lot of
traction in the Natural Language Processing
community, however, they suffer from unin-
tended demographic biases. Most approaches
to evaluate these biases rely on vector space
based metrics like the Word Embedding Asso-
ciation Test (WEAT). While these approaches
offer great geometric insights into unintended
biases in the embedding vector space, they
fail to offer an interpretable meaning for how
the embeddings could cause discrimination in
downstream NLP applications. In this work,
we present a transparent framework and met-
ric for evaluating discrimination across pro-
tected groups with respect to their word em-
bedding bias. Our metric (Relative Negative
Sentiment Bias, RNSB) measures fairness in
word embeddings via the relative negative sen-
timent associated with demographic identity
terms from various protected groups. We show
that our framework and metric enable useful
analysis into the bias in word embeddings.

1 Introduction

Word embeddings have established themselves as
an integral part of Natural Language Processing
(NLP) applications. Unfortunately word embed-
dings have also introduced unintended biases that
could cause downstream NLP systems to be un-
fair. Recent studies have shown that word embed-
dings exhibit unintended gender and stereotype bi-
ases inherent in the training corpus. Bias can be
defined as an unfair expression of prejudice for
or against a person, a group, or an idea. Bias is a
broad term, which covers a range of problems par-
ticularly relevant in natural language systems such
as, discriminatory gender bias (Bolukbasi et al.,
2016a; Zhao et al., 2017), bias against regionally
accented speech (Najafian et al., 2016, 2017), per-
sonal or political view bias (Iyyer et al., 2014; Re-
casens et al., 2013), and many other examples. In

Figure 1: 2-D PCA embeddings for positive/negative
sentiment words and a set of national origin identity
terms. Geometrically, it is difficult to parse how these
embeddings can lead to discrimination.

our work, we restrict our definition of bias to un-
equal distributions of negative sentiment among
demographic identity terms in word embeddings.
One could also look at unequal distributions of
positive sentiment, but for this work we restrict
ourselves to the negative case.

Sentiment analysis makes up a large portion of
current NLP systems. Therefore, preventing neg-
ative sentiment from mixing with sensitive at-
tributes (i.e. race, gender, religion) in word em-
beddings is needed to prevent discrimination in
ML models using the embeddings. As studied in
(Packer et al., 2018), unintentionally biased word
embeddings can have adverse consequences when
deployed in applications, such as movie sentiment
analyzers or messaging apps.

Negative sentiment can be unfairly entangled
in the word embeddings, and detecting this unin-
tended bias is a difficult problem. We need clear
signals to evaluate which groups are discriminated
against due to the bias in an embedding model.
That way we can pinpoint where to mitigate those
biases. To demonstrate this need for clear signals
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of bias in word embeddings, we look at Figure
1. Figure 1 shows a 2D word embedding pro-
jection of positive sentiment (green) and negative
sentiment (red) words. It would be unfair for any
given demographic identity word vector (blue) to
be more semantically related to negative terms
than the other identities. However, many identity
terms exist closer to negative words than other
identity terms in the vector space. This bias may
affect a downstream ML model, but the vector
space has no absolute interpretable meaning, es-
pecially when it comes to whether this embedding
model will lead to a unfairly discriminative algo-
rithm. Our framework enables transparent insights
into word embedding bias by instead viewing the
output of a simple logistic regression algorithm
trained on an unbiased positive/negative word sen-
timent dataset initialized with biased word vec-
tors. We use this framework to create a clear metric
for unintended demographic bias in word embed-
dings.

2 Prior Work

Researchers have found a variety of ways in which
dangerous unintended bias can show up in NLP
applications (Blodgett and O’Connor, 2017; Hovy
and Spruit, 2016; Tatman, 2017). Mitigating such
biases is a difficult problem, and researchers have
created many ways to make fairer NLP appli-
cations. Much of the focus for mitigating unin-
tended bias in NLP is either targeted at reduc-
ing gender stereotypes in text (Bolukbasi et al.,
2016b,a; Zhao et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2018),
or inequality of sentiment or toxicity for vari-
ous protected groups (Caliskan-Islam et al., 2016;
Bakarov, 2018; Dixon et al.; Garg et al., 2018; Kir-
itchenko and Mohammad, 2018).

More specifically, word embeddings has been
an area of focus for evaluating unintended bias.
(Bolukbasi et al., 2016b) defines a useful metric
for identifying gender bias and (Caliskan-Islam
et al., 2016) defines a metric called the WEAT
score for evaluating unfair correlations with sen-
timent for various demographics in text.

Unfortunately metrics like these leverage vector
space arguments between only two identities at a
time like man vs woman (Bolukbasi et al., 2016a),
or European American names vs. African Ameri-
can names (Caliskan-Islam et al., 2016). Though
geometrically intuitive, these tests do not have a
direct relation to discrimination in general. Our

framework and RNSB metric enable a clear eval-
uation of discrimination with respect to word em-
bedding bias for a whole class of demographics.

3 Methods

We present our framework for understanding
and evaluating unintentional demographic bias
in word embeddings. We first describe the flow
of our framework. Then, we address which
datasets/models were chosen for our approach. Fi-
nally, we show how our framework can enable
analysis and new metrics like RNSB.

3.1 Framework

Figure 2: We isolate unintended bias to the word em-
beddings by training a logistic regression classifier on a
unbiased positive/negative word sentiment dataset (ini-
tialized with the biased word embeddings). We mea-
sure word embedding bias by analyzing the predicted
probability of negative sentiment for identity terms.

Our framework enables the evaluation of unin-
tended bias in word embeddings through the re-
sults of negative sentiment predictions. Our frame-
work has a simple layout. Figure 2 shows the
flow of our system. We first use the embedding
model we are trying to evaluate to initialize vec-
tors for an unbiased positive/negative word senti-
ment dataset. Using this dataset, we train a logistic
classification algorithm to predict the probability
of any word being a negative sentiment word. Af-
ter training, we take a set of neutral identity terms
from a protected group (i.e. national origin) and
predict the probability of negative sentiment for
each word in the set. Neutral identity terms that
are unfairly entangled with negative sentiment in
the word embeddings will be classified like their
neighboring sentiment words from the sentiment
dataset. We leverage this set of negative senti-
ment probabilities to summarize unintended de-
mographic bias using RNSB.
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3.2 Models and Data

We evaluate three pretrained embedding mod-
els: GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014), Word2vec
(Mikolov et al., 2013) (trained on the large Google
News corpus), and ConceptNet (Speer et al.,
2017). GloVe and Word2vec embeddings have
been shown to contain unintended bias in (Boluk-
basi et al., 2016a; Caliskan-Islam et al., 2016).
ConceptNet has been shown to be less biased than
these models (Speer, 2017) due to the mixture of
curated corpora used for training. As part of our
pipeline, we also use a labeled positive/negative
sentiment training set (Hu and Liu, 2004). This
dataset has been shown to be a trustworthy lexicon
for negative and positive sentiment words (Pang
et al., 2008; Liu, 2012; Wilson et al., 2005). We
trust these labels to be unbiased so that we may
isolate the unintended biases entering our system
to the word embeddings. Finally, we use a sim-
ple logistic regression algorithm to predict nega-
tive sentiment. Although the choice of ML model
can have an impact on fairness for sentiment ap-
plications as shown in (Kiritchenko and Moham-
mad, 2018), we choose a simple ML model to limit
the possible unintended biases introduced down-
stream from our word embeddings.

3.3 Bias Analysis: RNSB

We now present our metric for unintended de-
mographic bias, RNSB. For gold standard la-
beled positive/negative sentiment words, (xi, yi),
in training set, S, where xi is a word vector from
a possibly biased word embedding model, we find
the minimizer, f∗(xi) = σ(wTxi), for the logistic
loss, l, and learned weights, w.

minw∈Rd

n∑

i=0

l(yi, w
Txi) + λ‖w‖2, λ > 0

Then for a set,K = {k1, ..., kt}, of t demographic
identity word vectors from a particular protected
group (i.e. national origin, religion, etc.), we de-
fine a set, P , containing the predicted negative
sentiment probability via minimizer, f∗, normal-
ized to be one probability mass.

P =

{
f∗(k1)∑t
i=1 f

∗(ki)
, ...,

f∗(kt)∑t
i=1 f

∗(ki)

}

Thus, our metric,RNSB(P ), is defined as the KL
divergence of P from U , where U is the uniform

distribution for t elements.

RNSB(P ) = DKL (P‖U)

We choose our set of neutral identity terms based
on the most populous demographics for each pro-
tected group. However, due to the simplicity of
this method, one can easily adapt it to include
identity terms that suit the application in need of
analysis.

Since neutral identity terms are inherently not
associated with sentiment, it is unfair to have iden-
tity term with differing levels of negative senti-
ment. This type of discrimination can show up
in many downstream sentiment analysis appli-
cations. Thus, we want no differences between
negative sentiment predictions of various identity
terms. Mathematically, this can be represented as
a uniform distribution of negative sentiment prob-
ability for identity terms from a protected group.
Our RNSB metric captures the distance, via KL di-
vergence, between the current distribution of neg-
ative sentiment and the fair uniform distribution.
So the more fair a word embedding model with re-
spect to sentiment bias, the lower the RNSB met-
ric.

4 Results and Discussion

We evaluate our framework and metric on two
cases studies: National Origin Discrimination and
Religious Discrimination. For each case study, we
create a set of the most frequent identity terms
from the protected groups in the Wikipedia word
corpus and analyze bias with respect to these terms
via our framework. First, we compare the RNSB
metric for 3 pretrained word embeddings, show-
ing that our metric is consistent with other word
embedding analysis like WEAT (Caliskan-Islam
et al., 2016). We then show that our framework
enables an insightful view into word embedding
bias.

4.1 RNSB Metric on Word Embeddings
We vary the word embeddings used in our frame-
work and calculate the RNSB metric for each em-
bedding. The results are displayed in Table 1. For
both case studies, the bias is largest in GloVe, as
shown by the largest RNSB metric. As mentioned
earlier, ConceptNet is a state of the art model that
mixes models like GloVe and Word2vec, creating
fairer word embeddings. Through the RNSB met-
ric, one can see that the unintended demographic
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Figure 3: Histograms showing relative negative sentiment probability between national origin identity terms. The
top left graph is GloVe, the top right is ConceptNet. The bottom histogram is the uniform distribution of negative
sentiment in a perfect fair scenario.

bias of these word embeddings is an order of mag-
nitude lower than GloVe or Word2vec.

Although the RNSB metric is not directly com-
parable to WEAT scores, these results are still
consistent with some of the bias predicted by
(Caliskan-Islam et al., 2016). The WEAT score
shows that word embeddings like Word2vec and
GloVe are biased with respect to national ori-
gin because European-American names are more
correlated with positive sentiment than African-
American names. RNSB captures the same types
of biases, but has a clear and larger scope, measur-
ing discrimination with respect to more than two
demographics within a protected group.

Case Study GloVe Word2Vec ConceptNet
National Origin Identity 0.6225 0.1945 0.0102

Religion Identity 0.3692 0.1026 0.0291

Table 1: Table showing our RNSB metric for various
word embeddings on two case studies. Our metric ef-
fectively predicts the unintended demographic bias in
the presented word embeddings with respect to nega-
tive sentiment.

4.2 Analyzing Unintended Demographic Bias
in Word Embeddings

Using the probability distribution of negative sen-
timent for the identity terms in a protected group,
we can gain insights into the relative risks for dis-
crimination between various demographics. Fig-
ure 3 shows three histograms. The bottom his-
togram is the uniform distribution. As described
earlier, zero unintended demographic bias with re-
spect to our definition is achieved when all the
identity terms within a protected group have equal
negative sentiment. The top two histograms show
the negative sentiment probability for each iden-
tity normalized across all terms to be a probabil-
ity distribution. The left histogram is computed
using the GloVe word embeddings, and the right

histogram is computed using the fairer Concept-
Net embeddings. One can see that certain demo-
graphics have very high negative sentiment predic-
tions, while others have very low predictions. The
ConceptNet distribution seems to equalize much
of this disparity. This type of analysis is very in-
sightful as it enables one to see which identities
are more at risk for discrimination.

A more direct way to measure how certain
groups receive similar unfair treatment is to com-
pute a correlation matrix between the vectors con-
taining negative sentiment predictions for each
identity term. We compute this matrix for the same
two cases: GloVe word embeddings (top) and
ConceptNet word embeddings (bottom) shown in
Figure 4. The GloVe word embedding correla-
tion matrix contains a lot of dark low correla-
tions between identities, as a lot of identities con-
tain small amounts of negative sentiment. But this
visual brings out that certain groups like Indian,
Mexican, and Russian have a high correlation, in-
dicating that they could be treated similarly un-
fairly in a downstream ML algorithm. This is a
useful insight that could allow a practitioner to
change to embedding training corpora to create
fairer models. For the ConceptNet word embed-
dings, we see a much more colorful heat map,
indicating there are higher correlations between
more identity terms. This hints that ConceptNet
contains less targeted discrimination via negative
sentiment. This visual also brings out slight dif-
ferences in negative sentiment prediction. Iden-
tity terms like Scottish have lower correlations
across the board, manifesting that this identity has
slightly less negative sentiment than the rest of
the identities. This is important to analyze to get
a broader context for how various identities could
receive different amounts of discrimination stem-
ming from the word embedding bias.
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(a) GloVe Fairness Correlation Heatmap

(b) ConceptNet Fairness Correlation Heatmap

Figure 4: National origin correlation matrix for nega-
tive sentiment prediction using GloVe (a) and Concept-
Net (b) word embeddings. We can use these figures to
analyze how certain groups could be similarly discrim-
inated against via their negative sentiment correlation.

5 Discussion

We showed how our framework can be used in
the religious and national origin case studies. In
practice, our framework should be used to mea-
sure bias among demographics of interest for the
NLP application in question. Our RNSB metric is
a useful signal a practitioner can use to choose the
embedding model with the least amount of risk for
discrimination in their application, or even to eval-
uate what types of unintended biases exists in their
training corpora. We used our framework to evalu-
ate unintended bias with respect to sentiment, but
there exists many other types of unintended demo-
graphic bias to create clear signals for in word em-
beddings.

6 Conclusion

We presented a transparent framework for evalu-
ating unintended demographic bias in word em-
beddings. For this work our scope was limited to
unfair biases with respect to negative sentiment.
In our framework, we train a classifier on an unbi-
ased positive/negative word sentiment dataset ini-
tialized with biased word embeddings. This way,
we can observe the unfairness in the word embed-
dings at the ML prediction level. This allows us to
observe clearer signals of bias in our metric, Rel-
ative Negative Sentiment Bias (RNSB). Previous
metrics and analysis into unintended bias in word
embeddings rely on vector space arguments for
only two demographics at a time, which does not
lend itself well to evaluating real world discrimi-
nation. Our metric has a direct connection to dis-
crimination and can evaluate any number of demo-
graphics in a protected group. Finally, our frame-
work and metric reveal transparent analysis of the
unintended bias hidden in word embeddings.
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Abstract
We investigate how annotators’ insensitivity
to differences in dialect can lead to racial
bias in automatic hate speech detection mod-
els, potentially amplifying harm against mi-
nority populations. We first uncover unex-
pected correlations between surface markers
of African American English (AAE) and rat-
ings of toxicity in several widely-used hate
speech datasets. Then, we show that models
trained on these corpora acquire and propagate
these biases, such that AAE tweets and tweets
by self-identified African Americans are up to
two times more likely to be labelled as of-
fensive compared to others. Finally, we pro-
pose dialect and race priming as ways to re-
duce the racial bias in annotation, showing that
when annotators are made explicitly aware of
an AAE tweet’s dialect they are significantly
less likely to label the tweet as offensive.

1 Introduction

Toxic language (e.g., hate speech, abusive speech,
or other offensive speech) primarily targets mem-
bers of minority groups and can catalyze real-
life violence towards them (O’Keeffe et al., 2011;
Cleland, 2014; Mozur, 2018). Social media
platforms are under increasing pressure to re-
spond (Trindade, 2018), but automated removal
of such content risks further suppressing already-
marginalized voices (Yasin, 2018; Dixon et al.,
2018). Thus, great care is needed when develop-
ing automatic toxic language identification tools.

The task is especially challenging because what
is considered toxic inherently depends on social
context (e.g., speaker’s identity or dialect). In-
deed, terms previously used to disparage com-
munities (e.g., “n*gga”, “queer”) have been re-
claimed by those communities while remaining
offensive when used by outsiders (Rahman, 2012).
Figure 1 illustrates how phrases in the African
American English dialect (AAE) are labelled by a
publicly available toxicity detection tool as much

crowdsourcing

PerspectiveAPI 
Toxicity score

I saw him 
yesterday. 

What's 
up, bro! 

I saw his ass 
yesterday. 95%

6%

Wussup, 
n*gga! 90%

7%

Wussup, 
n*gga! 

classifier

Non-toxic tweets
(per Spears, 1998)

Figure 1: Phrases in African American English (AAE),
their non-AAE equivalents (from Spears, 1998), and
toxicity scores from PerspectiveAPI.com. Per-
spective is a tool from Jigsaw/Alphabet that uses a
convolutional neural network to detect toxic language,
trained on crowdsourced data where annotators were
asked to label the toxicity of text without metadata.

more toxic than general American English equiv-
alents, despite their being understood as non-toxic
by AAE speakers (Spears, 1998, see §2).

In this work, we first empirically characterize
the racial bias present in several widely used Twit-
ter corpora annotated for toxic content, and quan-
tify the propagation of this bias through models
trained on them (§3). We establish strong asso-
ciations between AAE markers (e.g., “n*ggas”,
“ass”) and toxicity annotations, and show that
models acquire and replicate this bias: in other
corpora, tweets inferred to be in AAE and tweets
from self-identifying African American users are
more likely to be classified as offensive.

Second, through an annotation study, we intro-
duce a way of mitigating annotator bias through
dialect and race priming. Specifically, by design-
ing tasks that explicitly highlight the inferred di-
alect of a tweet or likely racial background of its
author, we show that annotators are significantly
less likely to label an AAE tweet as offensive than
when not shown this information (§4).
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Our findings show that existing approaches to
toxic language detection have racial biases, and
that text alone does not determine offensiveness.
Therefore, we encourage paying greater atten-
tion to the confounding effects of dialect and a
speaker’s social identity (e.g., race) so as to avoid
unintended negative impacts.

2 Race and Dialect on Social Media

Since previous research has exposed the potential
for other identity-based biases in offensive lan-
guage detection (e.g., gender bias; Park et al.,
2018), here we investigate racial bias against
speech by African Americans, focusing on Twit-
ter as it is a particularly important space for Black
activism (Williams and Domoszlai, 2013; Freelon
et al., 2016; Anderson et al., 2018). Race is a com-
plex, multi-faceted social construct (Sen and Wa-
sow, 2016) that has correlations with geography,
status, dialect, and more. As Twitter accounts typ-
ically do not have self-reported race information,
researchers rely on various correlates of race as
proxies. We use the African American English di-
alect (AAE) as a proxy for race. AAE is a widely
used dialect of English that is common among, but
not unique to, those who identify as African Amer-
ican,1 and is often used in written form on social
media to signal a cultural identity (Green, 2002;
Edwards, 2004; Florini, 2014).

Dialect estimation In this work, we infer di-
alect using a lexical detector of words associated
with AAE or white-aligned English. We use the
topic model from Blodgett et al. (2016), which
was trained on 60M geolocated tweets and relies
on US census race/ethnicity data as topics. The
model yields probabilities of a tweet being AAE
(pAAE) or White-aligned English (pwhite).2

3 Biases in Toxic Language Datasets

To understand the racial and dialectic bias in toxic
language detection, we focus our analyses on two
corpora of tweets (Davidson et al., 2017; Founta
et al., 2018) that are widely used in hate speech
detection (Park et al., 2018; van Aken et al., 2018;
Kapoor et al., 2018; Alorainy et al., 2018; Lee

1Of course, many African Americans might not use AAE
in every context, or at all. For further discussion of AAE,
please refer to Blodgett et al. (2016).

2The model yields AAE, Hispanic, Asian/Other and
White-aligned dialect probabilities, but for the purpose of our
study we only focus on AAE and White-aligned dialects.

category count AAE corr.

D
W

M
W

17

hate speech 1,430 −0.057
offensive 19,190 0.420

none 4,163 −0.414
total 24,783

F
D

C
L

18

hateful 4,965 0.141

abusive 27,150 0.355

spam 14,030 −0.102
none 53,851 −0.307
total 99,996

Table 1: Number of tweets in each category, and cor-
relation with AAE (Pearson r, p �0.001). We assign
tweets to categories based on the label for FDCL18, and
majority class for DWMW17. Correlations are colored
for interpretability.

et al., 2018; Waseem et al., 2018).3 Different pro-
tocols were used to collect the tweets in these cor-
pora, but both were annotated by Figure-Eight4

crowdworkers for various types of toxic language,
shown in Table 1.

DWMW17 (Davidson et al., 2017) includes an-
notations of 25K tweets as hate speech, offensive
(but not hate speech), or none. The authors col-
lected data from Twitter, starting with 1,000 terms
from HateBase (an online database of hate speech
terms) as seeds, and crowdsourced at least three
annotations per tweet.

FDCL18 (Founta et al., 2018) collects 100K
tweets annotated with four labels: hateful, abu-
sive, spam or none. Authors used a bootstrapping
approach to sampling tweets, which were then la-
belled by five crowdsource workers.

3.1 Data Bias

To quantify the racial bias that can arise during the
annotation process, we investigate the correlation
between toxicity annotations and dialect probabil-
ities given by Blodgett et al. (2016).

Table 1 shows the Pearson r correlation be-
tween pAAE and each toxicity category. For both
datasets, we uncover strong associations between

3Our findings also hold for the widely used data from
Waseem and Hovy (2016). However, because of severe limi-
tations of that dataset (see Schmidt and Wiegand, 2017; Klu-
bika and Fernandez, 2018), we relegate those analyses to sup-
plementary (§A.3).

4www.figure-eight.com
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Figure 2: Left: classification accuracy and per-class rates of false positives (FP) on test data for models trained on
DWMW17 and FDCL18, where the group with highest rate of FP is bolded. Middle and right: average probabil-
ity mass of toxicity classes in DEMOGRAPHIC16 and USERLEVELRACE18, respectively, as given by classifiers
trained on DWMW17 (top) and FDCL18 (bottom). Proportions are shown for AAE, White-aligned English, and
overall (all tweets) for DEMOGRAPHIC16, and for self-identified White authors, African American authors (AA),
and overall for USERLEVELRACE18.

inferred AAE dialect and various hate speech cat-
egories, specifically the “offensive” label from
DWMW17 (r = 0.42) and the “abusive” label
from FDCL18 (r = 0.35), providing evidence that
dialect-based bias is present in these corpora. As
additional analyses, we examine the interaction
between unigrams indicative of dialect and hate
speech categories, shown in §A.1.

3.2 Bias Propagation through Models

To further quantify the impact of racial biases in
hate speech detection, we investigate how these bi-
ases are acquired by predictive models. First, we
report differences in rates of false positives (FP)
between AAE and White-aligned dialect groups
for models trained on DWMW17 or FDCL18.
Then, we apply these models to two reference
Twitter corpora, described below, and compute av-
erage rates of reported toxicity, showing how these
biases generalize to other data.5

DEMOGRAPHIC16 (Blodgett et al., 2016) con-
tains 56M tweets (2.8M users) with dialect es-
timated using a demographic-aware topic model
that leverages census race/ethnicity data and geo-
coordinates of the user profile. As recommended,
we assign dialect labels to tweets with dialect
probabilities greater than 80%.

5We assume a priori that the average tweet is not inher-
ently more toxic in a particular dialect. Assessing the veracity
of this assumption requires a deep understanding of socio-
cultural norms of profane and toxic speech.

USERLEVELRACE18 (Preoţiuc-Pietro and Un-
gar, 2018) is a corpus of 5.4M tweets, collected
from 4,132 survey participants (3,184 White, 374
AA) who reported their race/ethnicity and Twitter
user handle. For this dataset, we compare differ-
ences in toxicity predictions by self-reported race,
instead of inferring message-level dialect.6

For each of the two toxic language corpora, we
train a classifier to predict the toxicity label of a
tweet. Using a basic neural attention architecture
(Wang et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2016), we train a
classifier initialized with GloVe vectors (Penning-
ton et al., 2014) to minimize the cross-entropy of
the annotated class conditional on text, x:

p(class | x) ∝ exp(Woh+ bo), (1)

with h = f(x), where f is a BiLSTM with atten-
tion, followed by a projection layer to encode the
tweets into an H-dimensional vector.7 We refer
the reader to the appendix for experimental details
and hyperparameters (§A.2).

Results Figure 2 (left) shows that while both
models achieve high accuracy, the false positive
rates (FPR) differ across groups for several toxic-
ity labels. The DWMW17 classifier predicts almost
50% of non-offensive AAE tweets as being offen-
sive, and FDCL18 classifier shows higher FPR for

6Note that lexical dialect inferences of AAE (pAAE) sig-
nificantly correlate with both the AAE group from DEMO-
GRAPHIC16 (Pearson r = 0.61, p� 0.001) and self-reported
AA race from USERLEVELRACE18 (Pearson r = 0.21, p�
0.001).

7In preliminary experiments, our findings held regardless
of our choice of classifier.
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the “Abusive” and “Hateful” categories for AAE
tweets. Additionally, both classifiers show strong
tendencies to label White tweets as “none”. These
discrepancies in FPR across groups violate the
equality of opportunity criterion, indicating dis-
criminatory impact (Hardt et al., 2016).

We further quantify this potential discrimina-
tion in our two reference Twitter corpora. Figure 2
(middle and right) shows that the proportions of
tweets classified as toxic also differ by group in
these corpora. Specifically, in DEMOGRAPHIC16,
AAE tweets are more than twice as likely to be
labelled as “offensive” or “abusive” (by classifiers
trained on DWMW17 and FDCL18, respectively).
We show similar effects on USERLEVELRACE18,
where tweets by African American authors are 1.5
times more likely to be labelled “offensive”. Our
findings corroborate the existence of racial bias in
the toxic language datasets and confirm that mod-
els propagate this bias when trained on them.8

4 Effect of Dialect

To study the effect of dialect information on rat-
ings of offensiveness, we run a small controlled
experiment on Amazon Mechanical Turk where
we prime annotators to consider the dialect and
race of Twitter users. We ask workers to deter-
mine whether a tweet (a) is offensive to them, and
(b) could be seen as offensive to anyone. In the
dialect priming condition, we explicitly include
the tweet’s dialect as measured by Blodgett et al.
(2016), as well as extra instructions priming work-
ers to think of tweet dialect as a proxy for the au-
thor’s race. In the race priming condition, we en-
courage workers to consider the likely racial back-
ground of a tweet’s author, based on its inferred
dialect (e.g., an AAE tweet is likely authored by
an African American Twitter user; see §A.5 for the
task instructions). For all tasks, we ask annotators
to optionally report gender, age, race, and political
leaning.9

With a distinct set of workers for each condi-
tion, we gather five annotations apiece for a sam-
ple of 1,351 tweets stratified by dialect, toxicity
category, and dataset (DWMW17 and FDCL18).10

8As noted by Chung (2019), the PerspectiveAPI displays
similar racial biases shown in the appendix (§A.4).

9This study was approved by the Institutional Review
Board (IRB) at the University of Washington.

10Annotations in the control setting agreed moderately
with toxicity labels in DWMW17 and FDCL18 (Pearson r =
0.592 and r = 0.331, respectively; p� 0.001).
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Figure 3: Proportion (in %) of offensiveness annota-
tions of AAE tweets in control, dialect, and race prim-
ing conditions. Results show that dialect and race prim-
ing significantly reduces an AAE tweet’s likelihood of
being labelled offensive (p�0.001).

Despite the inherent subjectivity of these ques-
tions, workers frequently agreed about a tweet be-
ing offensive to anyone (76% pairwise agreement,
κ = 0.48) or to themselves (74% p.a., κ = 0.30).

Results Figure 3 shows that priming workers to
think about dialect and race makes them signifi-
cantly less likely to label an AAE tweet as (po-
tentially) offensive to anyone. Additionally, race
priming makes workers less likely to find AAE
tweets offensive to them.

To confirm these effects, we compare the means
of the control condition and treatment condi-
tions,11 and test significance with a t test. When
rating offensiveness to anyone, the mean for con-
trol condition (Mc = 0.55) differs from dialect
(Md = 0.44) and race (Mr = 0.44) conditions
significantly (p � 0.001). For ratings of offen-
siveness to workers, only the difference in means
for control (Mc = 0.33) and race (Md =0.25) con-
ditions is significant (p� 0.001).

Additionally, we find that overall, annotators
are substantially more likely to rate a tweet as be-
ing offensive to someone, than to rate it as offen-
sive to themselves, suggesting that people recog-
nize the subjectivity of offensive language.

Our experiment provide insight into racial bias
in annotations and shows the potential for re-
ducing it, but several limitations apply, includ-
ing the skewed demographics of our worker pool
(75% self-reported White). Additionally, research
suggests that motivations to not seem prejudiced

11We convert the offensiveness labels to real numbers (0:
“no”, 0.5: “maybe”, 1: “yes”).
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could buffer stereotype use, which could in turn
influence annotator responses (Plant and Devine,
1998; Moskowitz and Li, 2011).

5 Related Work

A robust body of work has emerged trying to ad-
dress the problem of hate speech and abusive lan-
guage on social media (Schmidt and Wiegand,
2017). Many datasets have been created, but
most are either small-scale pilots (∼100 instances;
Kwok and Wang, 2013; Burnap and Williams,
2015; Zhang et al., 2018), or focus on other
domains (e.g., Wikipedia edits; Wulczyn et al.,
2017). In addition to DWMW17 and FDCL18,
published Twitter corpora include Golbeck et al.
(2017), which uses a somewhat restrictive defini-
tion of abuse, and Ribeiro et al. (2018), which is
focused on network features, rather than text.

Past work on bias in hate speech datasets has
exclusively focused on finding and removing bias
against explicit identity mentions (e.g., woman,
atheist, queer; Park and Fung, 2017; Dixon et al.,
2018). In contrast, our work shows how insensitiv-
ity to dialect can lead to discrimination against mi-
norities, even without explicit identity mentions.

6 Conclusion

We analyze racial bias in widely-used corpora
of annotated toxic language, establishing corre-
lations between annotations of offensiveness and
the African American English (AAE) dialect. We
show that models trained on these corpora prop-
agate these biases, as AAE tweets are twice as
likely to be labelled offensive compared to others.
Finally, we introduce dialect and race priming,
two ways to reduce annotator bias by highlighting
the dialect of a tweet in the data annotation, and
show that it significantly decreases the likelihood
of AAE tweets being labelled as offensive. We
find strong evidence that extra attention should be
paid to the confounding effects of dialect so as to
avoid unintended racial biases in hate speech de-
tection.
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(FDCL18 – abusive) (FDCL18 – hateful)

(DWMW17 – offensive) (DWMW17 – hate speech)

Figure 4: Feature weights learned by l2-regularized multiclass logistic regression models with unigram features,
plotted against pAAE for each term, based on Blodgett et al. (2016). Top: weights for predicting abusive (left) and
hateful (right) from a model trained on FDCL18. Bottom: weights for predicting offensive (left) and hate speech
(right) from a model trained on DWMW17. Labels are shown for the most heavily-weighted terms, with label size
proportional to the log count of the term in validation data. Note: “c*nt”, “n*gger,” “f*ggot,” and their variations
are considered sexist, racist, and homophobic slurs, respectively, and are predictive of hate speech DWMW17.

A Appendix

We present further evidence of racial bias in hate
speech detection in this appendix.
Disclaimer: due to the nature of this research, fig-
ures and tables contain potentially offensive or up-
setting terms (e.g. racist, sexist, or homophobic
slurs). We do not censor these terms, as they are
illustrative of important features in the datasets.

A.1 Lexical Exploration of Data Bias
To better understand the correlations between in-
ferred dialect and the annotated hate speech cat-
egories (abusive, offensive, etc.) we use simple
linear models to look for influential terms. Specifi-
cally, we train l2-regularized multiclass logistic re-
gression classifiers operating on unigram features
for each of DWMW17 and FDCL18 (tuning the reg-
ularization strength on validation data). We then
use the Blodgett et al. (2016) model to infer pAAE

for each individual vocabulary term in isolation.
While this does not completely explain the corre-
lations observed in section §3.1, it does allow us
to identify individual words that are both strongly
associated with AAE, and highly predictive of par-
ticular categories.

Figure 4 shows the feature weights and pAAE
for each word in the models for FDCL18 (top)
and DWMW17 (bottom), with the most highly
weighted terms identified on the plots. The size
of words indicates how common they are (propor-
tional to the log of the number of times they appear
in the corpus).

These results reveal important limitations of
these datasets, and illustrate the potential for dis-
criminatory impact of any simple models trained
on this data. First, and most obviously, the most
highly weighted unigrams for predicting “hateful”
in FDCL18 are “n*gga” and “n*ggas”, which are
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on DEMOGRAPHIC16 on USERLEVELRACE18

WH16 % false identification

Group Acc. Racism Sexism None

AAE 83.8 0.9 2.8 32.5
White 83.5 3.2 2.7 34.6
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Figure 5: Left: classification accuracy and per-class rates of false positives (FP) on test data for the model trained
on WH16. Middle and right: average probability mass of toxicity classes in DEMOGRAPHIC16 and USERLEVEL-
RACE18, respectively, as given by the WH16 classifier. As in Figure 2, proportions are shown for AAE, White-
aligned English, and overall (all tweets) for DEMOGRAPHIC16, and for self-identified White authors, African
American authors (AA), and overall for USERLEVELRACE18.

strongly associated with AAE (and their offen-
siveness depends on speaker and context; Spears,
1998). Because these terms are both frequent and
highly weighted, any simple model trained on this
data would indiscriminately label large numbers
of tweets containing either of these terms as “hate-
ful”.

By contrast, the terms that are highly predictive
of “hate speech” in DWMW17 (i.e., slurs) partly
reflect the HateBase lexicon used in constructing
this dataset, and the resulting emphasis is differ-
ent. (We also see artefacts of the dataset construc-
tion in the negative weights placed on “charlie”,
“bird”, and “yankees” — terms which occur in
HateBase, but have harmless primary meanings.)

To verify that no single term is responsible for
the correlations reported in section §3.1, we con-
sider each word in the vocabulary in turn, and
compute correlations excluding tweets containing
that term. The results of this analysis (not shown)
find that almost all of the correlations we observe
are robust. For example, the correlation between
pAAE and “abusive” in FDCL18 increases the most
if we drop tweets containing “fucking” (highly
positively weighted, but non-AAE aligned), and
decreases slightly if we drop terms like “ass” or
“bitch”. The one exception is the correlation be-
tween “hateful” and pAAE in FDCL18: if we ex-
clude tweets which contain “n*gga” or “n*ggas”,
the correlation drops to r=0.047. However, this
also causes the correlation between pAAE and
“abusive” to increase to r=0.376.

A.2 Experimental Details for Classification

For each dataset, we randomly split the data into
train/dev./test sets (73/12/15%), and perform early
stopping when classification accuracy on dev. data
stops increasing. For DWMW17, which has multi-

category count AAE corr.

racism 1,976 −0.117
sexism 3,430 0.168

none 11,501 −0.064
total 16,907

Table 2: Data statistics in WH16, as well as the Pearson
r correlations with the labels and inferred AAE dialect.
All correlations are p�0.001.

ple annotations per instance, we use the majority
class as the label, dropping instances that are tied.
For both datasets, we preprocess the text using
an adapted version of the script for Twitter GloVe
vectors.12 In our experiments, we setH = 64, and
use a vocabulary size of |V | = 19k and |V | = 74k
for DWMW17 and FDCL18, respectively, and ini-
tialize the embedding layer with 300-dimensional
GloVe vectors trained on 840 billion tokens. We
experimented with using ELMo embeddings, but
found that they did not boost performance for this
task. We optimize these models using Adam with
a learning rate of 0.001, and a batch size of 64.

A.3 Bias in Waseem and Hovy (2016)
We replicate our analyses in §3 on the widely used
dataset by Waseem and Hovy (2016, henceforth,
WH16), which categorizes tweets in three hate
speech categories: racist, sexist, or none, shown
in Table 2, along with their correlations with AAE.
This dataset suffers from severe sampling bias that
limit the conclusions to be drawn from this data:
70% of sexist tweets were written by two users,
and 99% of racist tweets were written by a single
user (Schmidt and Wiegand, 2017; Klubika and
Fernandez, 2018).

12https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/
glove/preprocess-twitter.rb
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Full Instructions     (Expand/Collapse)

You will read a tweet, and describe whether it could be considered toxic/disrespectful, to you or to anyone. 
Note: we will assume that MTurk workers only have good intentions when annotating these posts.

A note on race/ethnicity of the tweet author
 We also provide an estimate of the tweet dialect, as determined by an AI system. Previous research has showed that dialects of

English are strongly associated to a speaker's racial or ethnic identity. Additionally, certain words are usually less toxic when used by
a minority (e.g., the word "n*gga" or the suffix "-ass" are considered harmless in African American English), therefore it's useful to
know the dialect a tweet is in before labelling it for toxic content. Our AI system detects the following dialects:

General American English (gen Eng): associated with generic newscaster English.
African-American English (Afr-Am Eng): dialect spoken usually by African-American or Black folks.
Latino American English (Lat Eng): dialect spoken usually by Latino/a folks both in New York and California, Texas, Chicago, etc.

(dialect priming)

Instructions

Read a potentially toxic post from the internet and tell us why it's toxic (this should take approx. 5 minutes). Note: You can complete
as many HIT's in this batch as you want! But if your responses tend to be very different from what we're looking for, we might put a
quota on the number of HIT's you can do in future batches. Also note: this is a pilot task, more HITs will be available in the future. 
Participation restriction: providers/turkers for this task cannot currently be employed by or a student at the University of
Washington.

Full Instructions     (Expand/Collapse)

You will read a tweet, and describe whether it could be considered toxic/disrespectful, to you or to anyone. 
Note: we will assume that MTurk workers only have good intentions when annotating these posts.

A note on race/ethnicity of the tweet author
 We also provide an estimate of the Twitter user's race or ethnicity, as inferred by our AI system. Note that certain words are usually

less toxic when used by a minority (e.g., the word "n*gga" or the suffix "-ass" are considered harmless when spoken by Black folks),
therefore it's useful to know the identity of a Tweeter before labelling it for toxic content.

Annotation instructions
1.a) Tell us whether this tweet seems
toxic/hateful/disrespectful to you.

 Our purpose is to understand how disrespect/offense can show
up in language, we are not making statements about the actual
content of the posts.

1.b) Considering a wide set of perspectives, tell us whether this
could be considered toxic/hateful/disrespectful to others.

 Try to answer this questions while considering a broad set of
people from different backgrounds, not just your own.

1.c) Tell us whether the tweet was intentionally offensive or
not.

 It can be hard to infer the intent behind a statement, but
sometimes posts are clearly offensive jokes, insults, snobism,
condescension, profanity, back-handed compliments, name
calling, bullying, intimidation, or aggression.

2) If the post contains sexual content (explicitly or innuendo),
explain which part.

 Sexual content can be used in disrespectful language, either
overtly or hidden. Use the first text box to describe which parts
of the post contain euphemism, double entendre or explicit
sexual content. Then, use the second text box to explain why
you answered this; try to explain what the phrase means, what
it refers to, what the double-entendre is about, etc.

3) Indicate your gender, age, race, political leaning, and
whether you identify as a minority (this will remain
confidential).

 Your own personal background and experiences influence what
you think of as disrespectful or offensive. We collect this
information to account for all types of backgrounds that
MTurkers come from in our research. If you answered this
question once, you can skip it in subsequent HITs.

Background on our research project
At the University of Washington, we're passionate about
understanding how potentially toxic or disrespectful language or
stereotypes can be used against certain demographics/groups of
people (e.g. racism, sexism, etc.). Although there is no direct
benefit to you for participating, we very much appreciate your
help in identifying and explaining such language/stereotypes,
since this is something computational models have no clue
about. We do not agree with any of the content/stereotypes
presented to you, but it's important that we gather these
annotations for research purposes.

Data collection & sharing
 We will not ask you for your name, and the data collected in this

study will be made unidentifiable to the best of our extent. We
will securely store the data on our servers and only share with
qualified researchers (e.g. who want to further the study of hate
speech detection). If you later decide that you do not want your
responses included in this study, please email so we can exclude
your work. 
If you have questions about your rights as a research participant, or wish to
obtain information, ask questions or discuss any concerns about this study with
someone other than the researcher(s), please contact the University of
Washington Human Subjects Division at 206-543-0098 (for international calls
include the US Calling Code: +1-206-543-0098).

Content Warning: posts were found on the (uncensored)
internet; while it's crucial for us to annotate them, we do not
endorse any of the stereotypes or offensive/immoral/rude
material. You may find some of the content upsetting. If you
have concerns, questions, or strong negative reactions to some
of the content, please either email us (Maarten Sap at
msap@cs.washington.edu, or Professor Yejin Choi at
yejin@cs.washington.edu) or reach out if in crisis.

Examples [-] less examples

Sentence Race/Ethnicity Toxic Intentional Sex
You only got the job because you're a woman. White Yes Yes No

The movie with the all-muslim cast was a box
office bomb.

White Yes Probably No

I got my black ass handed to me during this
basketball game.

Black No No No

A white woman called police on black people
barbecuing.

White No No (statement) No

This nigga tried to call me three times during
my shift smh

Black No No No

You are a MORON. White Yes Yes No

Cause of dem stupid traffic lights I almost miss
the beginning of my shift lololol

Latino/Latina Yes Yes No

Wh t d t ll t i d f i i t Whit Y Y N

(race priming)

Figure 6: Additional instructions shown to workers in the dialect and race priming. In the dialect condition, we
provide links to the dialect Wikipedia pages.

In Figure 5 (left), we show how models trained
on this dataset have slightly higher false positive
rates of sexism on AAE tweets, and of the “none”
label for White tweets compared to AAE tweets.
When predicting on our reference corpora (Fig-
ure 5, middle and right), we see AAE tweets (or
tweets by African Americans) are labelled as sex-
ist more than White-aligned tweets or tweets by
White users. Again, due to the sampling issues,
these results should be interpreted cautiously.

A.4 Toxicity and AAE in the PerspectiveAPI

We compare the toxicity detection rates from our
trained models to those of PerspectiveAPI,13 a Jig-
saw/Alphabet initiative to detect hate speech on-
line. We obtain TOXICITY scores for all tweets in
DWMW17 and FDCL18, as well as for 100K ran-
dom tweets from DEMOGRAPHIC16 and USER-
LEVELRACE18. We show correlations (Pearson
r) between dialects/groups in our datasets and the
Perspective TOXICITY scores. All correlations are
significant (p �0.001, Holm-corrected for multi-
ple comparisons) which indicates potential racial
bias for all datasets.

dataset dialect/group TOXICITY corr.

DWMW17 White −0.320
AAE 0.310

FDCL18 White −0.340
AAE 0.453

DEMOGRAPHIC16 White −0.096
AAE 0.056

USERLEVELRACE18 White −0.046
AA 0.042

13The API (http://perspectiveapi.com) was ac-
cessed in December 2018

A.5 Dialect Priming Experimental Details
We collected annotations from 110 (76% White),
143 (77% White), and 81 (72% White) workers in
the control, dialect, and race priming conditions,
respectively. Figure 6 shows the instruction snip-
pet related to dialect and race shown to workers
in the two treatment conditions. Additionally, Fig-
ure 7 shows the annotation interface, with (a) and
without priming (b,c).
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A Twitter user tweeted:

I swear I saw him yesterday.

1.a) Does this post seem
offensive/disrespectful to you?

   Yes
   Maybe

   No
 

  Post doesn't make sense/is just a
link

 

1.b) Could this post be considered
offensive/disrespectful to anyone?

   Yes
   Maybe

   No
 

(a)

A Twitter user tweeted:

I swear I saw his ass yesterday.

which our AI system thinks is in African American English.

The AI prediction seems wrong.

1.a) Does this post seem offensive or
disrespectful to you?

  Yes
   Maybe

  No

  Post doesn't make sense/is just a
link

1.b) Could this post be considered
offensive or disrespectful to anyone?

  Yes
   Maybe

  No

(b)

A Twitter user that is likely Black/African American tweeted:

I swear I saw his ass yesterday.

The AI prediction for the user's race/ethnicity seems wrong.

1.a) Does this post seem
offensive/disrespectful to you?

   Yes
   Maybe

   No
 

  Post doesn't make sense/is just a
link

 

1.b) Could this post be considered
offensive/disrespectful to anyone?

   Yes
   Maybe

   No
 

(c)

Figure 7: Interface for the controlled experiment. (a) shows the control condition along with the offensiveness
questions. (b) and (c) show the changes to the treatment interface in the dialect and race priming conditions.
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Abstract

We present the first challenge set and eval-
uation protocol for the analysis of gender
bias in machine translation (MT). Our ap-
proach uses two recent coreference resolution
datasets composed of English sentences which
cast participants into non-stereotypical gender
roles (e.g., “The doctor asked the nurse to help
her in the operation”). We devise an automatic
gender bias evaluation method for eight tar-
get languages with grammatical gender, based
on morphological analysis (e.g., the use of fe-
male inflection for the word “doctor”). Our
analyses show that four popular industrial MT
systems and two recent state-of-the-art aca-
demic MT models are significantly prone to
gender-biased translation errors for all tested
target languages. Our data and code are pub-
licly available at https://github.com/
gabrielStanovsky/mt_gender.

1 Introduction

Learned models exhibit social bias when their
training data encode stereotypes not relevant for
the task, but the correlations are picked up any-
way. Notable examples include gender biases in
visual SRL (cooking is stereotypically done by
women, construction workers are stereotypically
men; Zhao et al., 2017), lexical semantics (“man
is to computer programmer as woman is to home-
maker”; Bolukbasi et al., 2016), and natural lan-
guage inference (associating women with gossip-
ing and men with guitars; Rudinger et al., 2017).

In this work, we conduct the first large-scale
multilingual evaluation of gender-bias in machine
translation (MT), following recent small-scale
qualitative studies which observed that online MT
services, such as Google Translate or Microsoft
Translator, also exhibit biases, e.g., translating
nurses as females and programmers as males, re-
gardless of context (Alvarez-Melis and Jaakkola,

The doctor asked the nurse to help her in the procedure

El doctor le pidio a la enfermera que le ayudara con el procedimiento

Figure 1: An example of gender bias in machine trans-
lation from English (top) to Spanish (bottom). In
the English source sentence, the nurse’s gender is un-
known, while the coreference link with “her” identi-
fies the “doctor” as a female. On the other hand, the
Spanish target sentence uses morphological features
for gender: “el doctor” (male), versus “la enfermer-
a” (female). Aligning between source and target sen-
tences reveals that a stereotypical assignment of gender
roles changed the meaning of the translated sentence by
changing the doctor’s gender.

2017; Font and Costa-Jussà, 2019). Google Trans-
late recently tried to mitigate these biases by al-
lowing users to sometimes choose between gen-
dered translations (Kuczmarski, 2018).

As shown in Figure 1, we use data introduced
by two recent coreference gender-bias studies: the
Winogender (Rudinger et al., 2018), and the Wino-
Bias (Zhao et al., 2018) datasets. Following the
Winograd schema (Levesque, 2011), each instance
in these datasets is an English sentence which de-
scribes a scenario with human entities, who are
identified by their role (e.g., “the doctor” and “the
nurse” in Figure 1), and a pronoun (“her” in the
example), which needs to be correctly resolved
to one of the entities (“the doctor” in this case).
Rudinger et al. (2018) and Zhao et al. (2018) found
that while human agreement on the task was high
(roughly 95%), coreference resolution models of-
ten ignore context and make socially biased pre-
dictions, e.g., associating the feminine pronoun
“her” with the stereotypically female “nurse.”

We observe that for many target languages, a
faithful translation requires a similar form of (at
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least implicit) gender identification. In addition,
in the many languages which associate between
biological and grammatical gender (e.g., most Ro-
mance, Germanic, Slavic, and Semitic languages;
Craig, 1986; Mucchi-Faina, 2005; Corbett, 2007),
the gender of an animate object can be identified
via morphological markers. For instance, when
translating our running example in Figure 1 to
Spanish, a valid translation may be: “La doc-
tora le pidio a la enfermera que le ayudara con
el procedimiento,” which indicates that the doctor
is a woman, by using a feminine suffix inflection
(“doctora”) and the feminine definite gendered ar-
ticle (“la”). However, a biased translation system
may ignore the given context and stereotypically
translate the doctor as male, as shown at the bot-
tom of the figure.

Following these observations, we design a chal-
lenge set approach for evaluating gender bias in
MT using a concatenation of Winogender and
WinoBias. We devise an automatic translation
evaluation method for eight diverse target lan-
guages, without requiring additional gold trans-
lations, relying instead on automatic measures
for alignment and morphological analysis (Sec-
tion 2). We find that four widely used commercial
MT systems and two recent state-of-the-art aca-
demic models are significantly gender-biased on
all tested languages (Section 3). Our method and
benchmarks are publicly available, and are easily
extensible with more languages and MT models.

2 Challenge Set for Gender Bias in MT

We compose a challenge set for gender bias in MT
(which we dub “WinoMT”) by concatenating the
Winogender and WinoBias coreference test sets.
Overall, WinoMT contains 3,888 instances, and is
equally balanced between male and female gen-
ders, as well as between stereotypical and non-
stereotypical gender-role assignments (e.g., a fe-
male doctor versus a female nurse). Additional
dataset statistics are presented in Table 1.

We use WinoMT to estimate the gender-bias of
an MT model, M , in target-language L by per-
forming following steps (exemplified in Figure 1):
(1) Translate all of the sentences in WinoMT into
L usingM , thus forming a bilingual corpus of En-
glish and the target language L.
(2) Align between the source and target transla-
tions, using fast align (Dyer et al., 2013), trained
on the automatic translations from from step (1).

Winogender WinoBias WinoMT

Male 240 1582 1826
Female 240 1586 1822
Neutral 240 0 240
Total 720 3168 3888

Table 1: The coreference test sets and resulting
WinoMT corpus statistics (in number of instances).

We then map the English entity annotated in the
coreference datasets to its translation (e.g., align
between “the doctor” and “el doctor” in Figure 1).
(3) Finally, we extract the target-side entity’s
gender using simple heuristics over language-
specific morphological analysis, which we per-
form using off-the-shelf tools for each target lan-
guage, as discussed in the following section.

This process extracts the translated genders, ac-
cording to M , for all of the entities in WinoMT,
which we can then evaluate against the gold anno-
tations provided by the original English dataset.

This process can introduce noise into our eval-
uation in steps (2) and (3), via wrong alignments
or erroneous morphological analysis. In Section 3,
we will present a human evaluation showing these
errors are infrequent.

3 Evaluation

In this section, we briefly describe the MT systems
and the target languages we use, our main results,
and their human validation.

3.1 Experimental Setup
MT systems We test six widely used MT mod-
els, representing the state of the art in both
commercial and academic research: (1) Google
Translate,1 (2) Microsoft Translator,2 (3) Amazon
Translate,3 (4) SYSTRAN,4 (5) the model of Ott
et al. (2018), which recently achieved the best per-
formance on English-to-French translation on the
WMT’14 test set, and (6) the model of Edunov
et al. (2018), the WMT’18 winner on English-to-
German translation. We query the online API for
the first four commercial MT systems, while for
the latter two academic models we use the pre-
trained models provided by the Fairseq toolkit.5

1https://translate.google.com
2https://www.bing.com/translator
3https://aws.amazon.com/translate
4http://www.systransoft.com
5https://github.com/pytorch/fairseq
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Google Translate Microsoft Translator Amazon Translate∗ SYSTRAN
Acc ∆G ∆S Acc ∆G ∆S Acc ∆G ∆S Acc ∆G ∆S

ES 53.1 23.4 21.3 47.3 36.8 23.2 59.4 15.4 22.3 45.6 46.3 15.0
FR 63.6 6.4 26.7 44.7 36.4 29.7 55.2 17.7 24.9 45.0 44.0 9.4
IT 39.6 32.9 21.5 39.8 39.8 17.0 42.4 27.8 18.5 38.9 47.5 9.4

RU 37.7 36.8 11.4 36.8 42.1 8.5 39.7 34.7 9.2 37.3 44.1 9.3
UK 38.4 43.6 10.8 41.3 46.9 11.8 – – – 28.9 22.4 12.9

HE 53.7 7.9 37.8 48.1 14.9 32.9 50.5 10.3 47.3 46.6 20.5 24.5
AR 48.5 43.7 16.1 47.3 48.3 13.4 49.8 38.5 19.0 47.0 49.4 5.3

DE 59.4 12.5 12.5 74.1 0.0 30.2 62.4 12.0 16.7 48.6 34.5 10.3

Table 2: Performance of commercial MT systems on the WinoMT corpus on all tested languages, categorized by
their family: Spanish, French, Italian, Russian, Ukrainian, Hebrew, Arabic, and German. Acc indicates overall
gender accuracy (% of instances the translation had the correct gender), ∆G denotes the difference in performance
(F1 score) between masculine and feminine scores, and ∆S is the difference in performance (F1 score) between
pro-stereotypical and anti-stereotypical gender role assignments (higher numbers in the two latter metrics indicate
stronger biases). Numbers in bold indicate best accuracy for the language across MT systems (row), and underlined
numbers indicate best accuracy for the MT system across languages (column). ∗Amazon Translate does not have
a trained model for English to Ukrainian.

Acc ∆G ∆S

FR (Ott et al., 2018) 49.4 2.6 16.1
DE (Edunov et al., 2018) 52.5 7.3 8.4

Table 3: Performance of recent state-of-the-art aca-
demic translation models from English to French and
German. Metrics are the same as those in Table 2.

Target languages and morphological analysis
We selected a set of eight languages with gram-
matical gender which exhibit a wide range of
other linguistic properties (e.g., in terms of al-
phabet, word order, or grammar), while still al-
lowing for highly accurate automatic morpholog-
ical analysis. These languages belong to four dif-
ferent families: (1) Romance languages: Span-
ish, French, and Italian, all of which have gen-
dered noun-determiner agreement and spaCy mor-
phological analysis support (Honnibal and Mon-
tani, 2017). (2) Slavic languages (Cyrillic alpha-
bet): Russian and Ukrainian, for which we use
the morphological analyzer developed by Korobov
(2015). (3) Semitic languages: Hebrew and Ara-
bic, each with a unique alphabet. For Hebrew,
we use the analyzer developed by Adler and El-
hadad (2006), while gender inflection in Arabic
can be easily identified via the ta marbuta charac-
ter, which uniquely indicates feminine inflection.
(4) Germanic languages: German, for which we

use the morphological analyzer developed by Al-
tinok (2018).

3.2 Results

Our main findings are presented in Tables 2 and 3.
For each tested MT system and target language we
compute three metrics with respect to their abil-
ity to convey the correct gender in the target lan-
guage. Ultimately, our analyses indicate that all
tested MT systems are indeed gender biased.

First, the overall system Accuracy is calculated
by the percentage of instances in which the trans-
lation preserved the gender of the entity from
the original English sentence. We find that most
tested systems across eight tested languages per-
form quite poorly on this metric. The best per-
forming model on each language often does not
do much better than a random guess for the correct
inflection. An exception to this rule is the transla-
tion accuracies on German, where three out of four
systems acheive their best performance. This may
be explained by German’s similarity to the English
source language (Hawkins, 2015).

In Table 2, ∆G denotes the difference in per-
formance (F1 score) between male and female
translations. Interestingly, all systems, except Mi-
crosoft Translator on German, perform signifi-
cantly better on male roles, which may stem from
these being more frequent in the training set.

Perhaps most tellingly, ∆S measures the differ-
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Figure 2: Google Translate’s performance on gender translation on our tested languages. The performance on the
stereotypical portion of WinoMT is consistently better than that on the non-stereotypical portion. The other MT
systems we tested display similar trends.

Original +Adj ∆

ES 53.1 63.5 +10.4
RU 37.7 48.9 +11.2
UK 38.4 42.9 +4.5

Table 4: Performance of Google Translate on Spanish,
Russian, and Ukranian gender prediction accuracy (%
correct) on the original WinoMT corpus, versus a mod-
ified version of the dataset where we add sterotypical
gender adjectives (see Section 3.3).

ence in performance (F1 score) between stereo-
typical and non-stereotypical gender role assign-
ments, as defined by Zhao et al. (2018) who
use statistics provided by the US Department of
Labor.6 This metric shows that all tested sys-
tems have a significant and consistently better per-
formance when presented with pro-stereotypical
assignments (e.g., a female nurse), while their
performance deteriorates when translating anti-
stereotypical roles (e.g., a male receptionist).
For instance, Figure 2 depicts Google Trans-
late absolute accuracies on stereotypical and non-
stereotypical gender roles across all tested lan-
guages. Other tested systems show similar trends.

3.3 Fighting Bias with Bias

Finally, we tested whether we can affect the
translations by automatically creating a version
of WinoMT with the adjectives “handsome” and
“pretty” prepended to male and female entities, re-
spectively. For example, the sentence in Figure 1
will be converted to: “The pretty doctor asked the
nurse to help her in the operation”. We are inter-
ested in evaluating whether this “corrects” the pro-
fession bias by mixing signals, e.g., while “doc-

6https://www.bls.gov/cps/cpsaat11.htm

tor” biases towards a male translation, “pretty”
tugs the translation towards a female inflection.
Our results show that this improved performance
in some languages, significantly reducing bias in
Spanish, Russian, and Ukrainian (see Table 4).
Admittedly, this is impractical as a general debi-
asing scheme, since it assumes oracle coreference
resolution, yet it attests to the relation between
coreference resolution and MT, and serves as a fur-
ther indication of gender bias in MT.

3.4 Human Validation

We estimate the accuracy of our gender bias evalu-
ation method by randomly sampling 100 instances
of all translation systems and target languages, an-
notating each sample by two target-language na-
tive speakers (resulting in 9,600 human annota-
tions). Each instance conformed to a format sim-
ilar to that used by our automatic gender detec-
tion algorithm: human annotators were asked to
mark the gender of an entity within a given target-
language sentence. (e.g., see “el doctor” as high-
lighted in the Spanish sentence in Figure 1). By
annotating at the sentence-level, we can account
for both types of possible errors, i.e., alignment
and gender extraction.

We compare the sentence-level human anno-
tations to the output of our automatic method,
and find that the levels of agreement for all lan-
guages and systems were above 85%, with an
average agreement on 87% of the annotations.
In comparison, human inter-annotator agreement
was 90%, due to noise introduced by several inco-
herent translations.

Our errors occur when language-specific id-
iosyncrasies introduce ambiguity to the morpho-
logical analysis. For example, gender for certain
words in Hebrew cannot be distinguished without
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Source [Target lang.] Predicted translation Phenomenon

The janitor does not like the baker
because she always messes up the
kitchen.

[ES] Al conserje no le gusta el panadero
porque ella siempre desordena la cocina.

Biased translation, giving “baker” a
male inflection, with a mismatched pro-
noun reference.

The janitor does not like the pretty
baker because she always messes up
the kitchen.

[ES] Al conserje no le gusta la panadera
bonita porque ella siempre desordena la
cocina.

Adding a stereotypically female adjec-
tive “fixes” the translation.

The counselor asked the guard a few
questions and praised her for the good
work.

[FR] Le conseiller a posé quelques ques-
tions à la garde et l’a louée pour le bon
travail.

French uses “garde” for both male and
female guards, allowing for a more di-
rect translation from English.

Table 5: Examples of Google Translate’s output for different sentences in the WinoMT corpus. Words in blue,
red, and orange indicate male, female and neutral entities, respectively.

diacritics (e.g., the male and female versions of the
word “baker” are spelled identically), and the con-
tracted determiner in French and Italian (l’) is used
for both masculine and feminine nouns. In ad-
dition, some languages have only male or female
inflections for professions which were stereotypi-
cally associated with one of the genders, for exam-
ple “sastre” (tailor) in Spanish or “soldat” (soldier)
in French, which do not have female inflections.
See Table 5 for detailed examples.

4 Discussion

Related work This work is most related to sev-
eral recent efforts which evaluate MT through
the use of challenge sets. Similarly to our use
WinoMT, these works evaluate MT systems (ei-
ther manually or automatically) on test sets which
are specially created to exhibit certain linguis-
tic phenomena, thus going beyond the traditional
BLEU metric (Papineni et al., 2002). These in-
clude challenge sets for language-specific idiosyn-
crasies (Isabelle et al., 2017), discourse phenom-
ena (Bawden et al., 2018), pronoun translation
(Müller et al., 2018; Webster et al., 2018), or
coreference and multiword expressions (Burchardt
et al., 2017).

Limitations and future work While our work
presents the first large-scale evaluation of gender
bias in MT, it still suffers from certain limitations
which could be addressed in follow up work. First,
like some of the challenge sets discussed above,
WinoMT is composed of synthetic English source-
side examples. On the one hand, this allows for
a controlled experiment environment, while, on
the other hand, this might introduce some artifi-
cial biases in our data and evaluation. Ideally,
WinoMT could be augmented with natural “in the
wild” instances, with many source languages, all

annotated with ground truth entity gender. Sec-
ond, similar to any medium size test set, it is clear
that WinoMT serves only as a proxy estimation for
the phenomenon of gender bias, and would prob-
ably be easy to overfit. A larger annotated cor-
pus can perhaps provide a better signal for train-
ing. Finally, even though in Section 3.3 we show
a very rudimentary debiasing scheme which relies
on oracle coreference system, it is clear that this
is not applicable in a real-world scenario. While
recent research has shown that getting rid of such
biases may prove to be very challenging (Elazar
and Goldberg, 2018; Gonen and Goldberg, 2019),
we hope that this work will serve as a first step for
developing more gender-balanced MT models.

5 Conclusions

We presented the first large-scale multilingual
quantitative evidence for gender bias in MT,
showing that on eight diverse target languages,
all four tested popular commercial systems and
two recent state-of-the-art academic MT mod-
els are significantly prone to translate based
on gender stereotypes rather than more mean-
ingful context. Our data and code are pub-
licly available at https://github.com/
gabrielStanovsky/mt_gender.
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Abstract

While word embeddings are now a de facto
standard representation of words in most NLP
tasks, recently the attention has been shifting
towards vector representations which capture
the different meanings, i.e., senses, of words.
In this paper we explore the capabilities of a
bidirectional LSTM model to learn represen-
tations of word senses from semantically an-
notated corpora. We show that the utilization
of an architecture that is aware of word or-
der, like an LSTM, enables us to create bet-
ter representations. We assess our proposed
model on various standard benchmarks for
evaluating semantic representations, reaching
state-of-the-art performance on the SemEval-
2014 word-to-sense similarity task. We re-
lease the code and the resulting word and sense
embeddings at http://lcl.uniroma1.
it/LSTMEmbed.

1 Introduction

Natural Language is inherently ambiguous, for
reasons of communicative efficiency (Piantadosi
et al., 2012). For us humans, ambiguity is not
a problem, since we use common knowledge to
fill in the gaps and understand each other. There-
fore, a computational model suited to understand-
ing natural language and working side by side with
humans should be capable of dealing with ambi-
guity to a certain extent (Navigli, 2018). A neces-
sary step towards creating such computer systems
is to build formal representations of words and
their meanings, either in the form of large reposi-
tories of knowledge, e.g., semantic networks, or as
vectors in a geometric space (Navigli and Martelli,
2019).

In fact, Representation Learning (Bengio et al.,
2013) has been a major research area in NLP over

∗ Ignacio Iacobacci’s work was mainly done at the
Sapienza University of Rome.

the years, and latent vector-based representations,
called embeddings, seem to be a good candidate
for coping with ambiguity. Embeddings encode
lexical and semantic items in a low-dimensional
continuous space. These vector representations
capture useful syntactic and semantic information
of words and senses, such as regularities in the nat-
ural language, and relationships between them, in
the form of relation-specific vector offsets. Recent
approaches, such as word2vec (Mikolov et al.,
2013), and GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014), are ca-
pable of learning efficient word embeddings from
large unannotated corpora. But while word em-
beddings have paved the way for improvements in
numerous NLP tasks (Goldberg, 2017), they still
conflate the various meanings of each word and let
its predominant sense prevail over all others in the
resulting representation. Instead, when these em-
bedding learning approaches are applied to sense-
annotated data, they are able to produce embed-
dings for word senses (Iacobacci et al., 2015).

A strand of work aimed at tackling the lexi-
cal polysemy issue has proposed the creation of
sense embeddings, i.e. embeddings which sepa-
rate the various senses of each word in the vocab-
ulary (Huang et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2014; Ia-
cobacci et al., 2015; Flekova and Gurevych, 2016;
Pilehvar and Collier, 2016; Mancini et al., 2017,
among others). One of the weaknesses of these
approaches, however, is that they do not take word
ordering into account during the learning pro-
cess. On the other hand, word-based approaches
based on RNNs that consider sequence informa-
tion have been presented, but they are not competi-
tive in terms of speed or quality of the embeddings
(Mikolov et al., 2010; Mikolov and Zweig, 2012;
Mesnil et al., 2013).

For example, in Figure 1 we show an excerpt
of a t-SNE (Maaten and Hinton, 2008) projection
of word and sense embeddings in the literature:
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Figure 1: An example joint space where word vec-
tors (squares) and sense vectors (dots and crosses)
appear separated.

Figure 2: A shared space of words (squares) dis-
tributed across the space and two sense clusters
(dots and crosses).

as can be seen, first, the ambiguous word bank
is located close to words which co-occur with it
(squares in the Figure), and, second, the closest
senses of bank (dots for the financial institution
meaning and crosses for its geographical meaning)
appear clustered in two separated regions without
a clear correlation with (potentially ambiguous)
words which are relevant to them. A more accu-
rate representation would be to have word vectors
distributed across all the space with defined clus-
ters for each set of vectors related to each sense of
a target word (Figure 2).

Recently, the much celebrated Long-Short Term
Memory (LSTM) neural network model has
emerged as a successful model to learn represen-
tations of sequences, thus providing an ideal solu-
tion for many Natural Language Processing tasks
whose input is sequence-based, e.g., sentences and
phrases (Hill et al., 2016; Melamud et al., 2016;
Peters et al., 2018). However, to date LSTMs have
not been applied to the effective creation of sense
embeddings linked to an explicit inventory.

In this paper, we explore the capabilities of
the architecture of LSTMs using sense-labeled
corpora for learning semantic representations of
words and senses. We present four main contri-
butions:

• We introduce LSTMEmbed, an RNN model
based on a bidirectional LSTM for learning
word and sense embeddings in the same se-
mantic space, which – in contrast to the most
popular approaches to the task – takes word
ordering into account.

• We present an innovative idea for taking ad-
vantage of pretrained embeddings by using

them as an objective during training.

• We show that LSTM-based models are suit-
able for learning not only contextual informa-
tion, as is usually done, but also representa-
tions of individual words and senses.

• By linking our representations to a knowl-
edge resource, we take advantage of the pre-
existing semantic information.

2 Embeddings for words and senses

Machine-interpretable representations of the
meanings of words are key for a number of NLP
tasks, and therefore obtaining good representa-
tions is an important research goal in the field, as
shown by the surge of recent work on this topic.

2.1 Word Embeddings
In recent years, we have seen an exponen-
tial growth in the popularity of word embed-
dings. Models for learning embeddings, typi-
cally based on neural networks, represent individ-
ual words as low-dimensional vectors. Mikolov
et al. (2013, word2vec) showed that word repre-
sentations learned with a neural network trained
on raw text geometrically encode highly latent
relationships. The canonical example is the
vector resulting from king − man + woman
found to be very close to the induced vector of
queen. GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014), an al-
ternative approach trained on aggregated global
word-word co-occurrences, obtained similar re-
sults. While these embeddings are surprisingly
good for monosemous words, they fail to rep-
resent the non-dominant senses of words prop-
erly. For instance, the representations of bar
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and pub should be similar, as well as those of
bar and stick, but having similar representations
for pub and stick is undesirable. Several ap-
proaches were proposed to mitigate this issue: Yu
and Dredze (2014) presented an alternative way
to train word embeddings by using, in addition
to common features, words having some relation
in a semantic resource, like PPDB (Ganitkevitch
et al., 2013) or WordNet (Miller, 1995). Faruqui
et al. (2015) presented a technique applicable to
pre-processed embeddings, in which vectors are
updated (“retrofitted”) in order to make them more
similar to those which share a word type and less
similar to those which do not. The word types
were extracted from diverse semantic resources
such as PPDB, WordNet and FrameNet (Baker
et al., 1998). Melamud et al. (2016) introduced
context2vec, a model based on a bidirectional
LSTM for learning sentence and word embed-
dings. This model uses large raw text corpora to
train a neural model that embeds entire senten-
tial contexts and target words in the same low-
dimensional space. Finally, Press and Wolf (2017)
introduced a model, based on word2vec, where the
embeddings are extracted from the output topmost
weight matrix, instead of the input one, showing
that those representations are also valid word em-
beddings.

2.2 Sense Embeddings

In contrast to the above approaches, each of
which aims to learn representations of lexi-
cal items, sense embeddings represent individual
word senses as separate vectors. One of the main
approaches for learning sense embeddings is the
so-called knowledge-based approach, which relies
on a predefined sense inventory such as Word-
Net, BabelNet1 (Navigli and Ponzetto, 2012) or
Freebase2. SensEmbed3 (Iacobacci et al., 2015)
uses Babelfy4, a state-of-the-art tool for Word
Sense Disambiguation and Entity Linking, to build
a sense-annotated corpus which, in turn, is used
to train a vector space model for word senses
with word2vec. SensEmbed exploits the struc-
tured knowledge of BabelNet’s sense inventory
along with the distributional information gathered
from text corpora. Since this approach is based on
word2vec, the model suffers from the lack of word

1https://babelnet.org
2http://developers.google.com/freebase
3http://lcl.uniroma1.it/sensembed/
4http://babelfy.org

ordering while learning embeddings. An alterna-
tive way of learning sense embeddings is to start
from a set of pretrained word embeddings and split
the vectors into their respective senses. This idea
was implemented by Rothe and Schütze (2015) in
AutoExtend, a system which learns embeddings
for lexemes, senses and synsets from WordNet in a
shared space. The synset/lexeme embeddings live
in the same vector space as the word embeddings,
given the constraint that words are sums of their
lexemes and synsets are sums of their lexemes.
AutoExtend is based on an auto-encoder, a neu-
ral network that mimics the input and output vec-
tors. However, Mancini et al. (2017) pointed out
that, by constraining the representations of senses,
we cannot learn much about the relation between
words and senses. They introduced SW2V, a
model which extends word2vec to learn embed-
dings for both words and senses in the same vec-
tor space as an emerging feature, rather than via
constraints on both representations. The model
was built by exploiting large corpora and knowl-
edge obtained from WordNet and BabelNet. Their
basic idea was to extend the CBOW architecture
of word2vec to represent both words and senses
as different inputs and train the model in order to
predict the word and its sense in the middle. Nev-
ertheless, being based on word2vec, SW2V also
lacks a notion of word ordering.

Other approaches in the literature avoid the
use of a predefined sense inventory. The vec-
tors learned by such approaches are identified as
multi-prototype embeddings rather than senses,
due to the fact that these vectors are only identi-
fied as different from one another, while there is
no clear identification of their inherent sense. Sev-
eral approaches have used this idea: Huang et al.
(2012) introduced a model which learned multi
vectors per word by clustering word context rep-
resentations. Neelakantan et al. (2014) extended
word2vec and included a module which induced
new sense vectors if the context in which a word
occurred was too different from the previously
seen contexts for the same word. A similar ap-
proach was introduced by Li and Jurafsky (2015),
which used a Chinese Restaurant Process as a way
to induce new senses. Finally, Peters et al. (2018)
presented ELMo, a word-in-context representa-
tion model based on a deep bidirectional language
model. In contrast to the other related approaches,
ELMo does not have a token dictionary, but rather
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each token is represented by three vectors, two of
which are contextual. These models are, in gen-
eral, difficult to evaluate, due to their lack of link-
age to a lexical-semantic resource.

In marked contrast, LSTMEmbed, the neural ar-
chitecture we present in this paper, aims to learn
individual representations for word senses, linked
to a multilingual lexical-semantic resource like
BabelNet, while at the same time handling word
ordering, and using pretrained embeddings as ob-
jective.

3 LSTMEmbed

Many approaches for learning embeddings are
based on feed-forward neural networks (Sec-
tion 2). However, recently LSTMs have gained
popularity in the NLP community as a new de
facto standard model to process natural language,
by virtue of their context and word-order aware-
ness. In this section we introduce LSTMEmbed, a
novel method to learn word and sense embeddings
jointly and which is based on the LSTM architec-
ture.

3.1 Model Overview

At the core of LSTMEmbed is a bidirectional
Long Short Term Memory (BiLSTM), a kind
of recurrent neural network (RNN) which uses
a set of gates especially designed for handling
long-range dependencies. The bidirectional LSTM
(BiLSTM) is a variant of the original LSTM
(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) that is partic-
ularly suited for temporal problems when access
to the complete context is needed. In our case,
we use an architecture similar to Kawakami and
Dyer (2015), Kågebäck and Salomonsson (2016)
and Melamud et al. (2016), where the state at each
time step in the BiLSTM consists of the states of
two LSTMs, centered in a particular timestep, ac-
cepting the input from previous timesteps in one
LSTM, and the future timesteps in another LSTM.
This is particularly suitable when the output cor-
responds to the analyzed timestep and not to the
whole context.

Figure 3 illustrates our model architecture.
In marked contrast to the other LSTM-based
approaches in the literature, we use sense-
tagged text to provide input contexts of the
kind si−W , . . . , si−1 (the preceding context) and
si+1, . . . , si+W (the posterior context), where sj
(j ∈ [i−W, . . . , i+W ]) is either a word or a sense

Figure 3: The LSTMEmbed architecture.

tag from an existing inventory (see Section 4.1 for
details). Each token is represented by its corre-
sponding embedding vector v(sj) ∈ Rn, given by
a shared look-up table, which enables representa-
tions to be learned taking into account the contex-
tual information on both sides. Next, the BiLSTM
reads both sequences, i.e., the preceding context,
from left to right, and the posterior context, from
right to left:

ol = lstml(v(si−W ), ...,v(si−1))

or = lstmr(v(si+1), ...,v(si+W ))
(1)

The model has one extra layer. The concatenation
of the output of both LSTMs is projected linearly
via a dense layer:

outLSTMEmbed = Wo(ol ⊕ or) (2)

where Wo ∈ R2m×m is the weights matrix of
the dense layer with m being the dimension of the
LSTM.

Then, the model compares outLSTMEmbed with
emb(si), where emb(si) is a pretrained embed-
ding vector of the target token (see Section 4.1 for
an illustration of the pretrained embeddings that
we use in our experiments), and, depending on the
annotation and the pretrained set of embeddings
used, this could be either a word, or a sense. At
training time, the weights of the network are mod-
ified in order to maximize the similarity between
outLSTMEmbed and emb(si). The loss function
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is calculated in terms of cosine similarity:

loss = 1− S(~v1, ~v2) = 1− ~v1 · ~v2
‖~v1‖‖~v2‖

(3)

Once the training is over, we obtain latent se-
mantic representations of words and senses jointly
in the same vector space from the look-up table,
i.e., the embedding matrix between the input and
the LSTM, with the embedding vector of an item
s given by v(s).

In comparison to a standard BiLSTM, the nov-
elties of LSTMEmbed can be summarized as fol-
lows:

• Using a sense-annotated corpus which in-
cludes both words and senses for learning the
embeddings.

• Learning representations of both words and
senses, extracted from a single look-up table,
shared between both left and right LSTMs.

• A new learning method, which uses a set
of pretrained embeddings as the objective,
which enables us to learn embeddings for a
large vocabulary.

4 Evaluation

We now present an experimental evaluation of the
representations learned with LSTMEmbed. We
first provide implementation details (Section 4.1),
and then, to show the effectiveness of our model
on a broad range of tasks, report on two sets of ex-
periments: those involving sense-level tasks (Sec-
tion 4.2) and those concerned with the word level
(Section 4.3).

4.1 Implementation Details
Training data. We chose BabelNet (Navigli and
Ponzetto, 2012) as our sense inventory.5 Babel-
Net is a large multilingual encyclopedic dictionary
and semantic network, comprising approximately
16 million entries for concepts and named entities
linked by semantic relations. As training corpus
we used the English portion of BabelWiki,6 a mul-
tilingual corpus comprising the English Wikipedia
(Scozzafava et al., 2015). The corpus was auto-
matically annotated with named entities and con-
cepts using Babelfy (Moro et al., 2014), a state-of-
the-art disambiguation and entity linking system,

5We used version 4.0 as available from the website.
6http://lcl.uniroma1.it/

babelfied-wikipedia/

based on the BabelNet semantic network. The En-
glish section of BabelWiki contains 3 billion to-
kens and around 3 million unique tokens.

Learning embeddings. LSTMEmbed was built
with the Keras7 library using Theano8 as backend.
We trained our models with an Nvidia Titan X Pas-
cal GPU. We set the dimensionality of the look-up
table to 200 due to memory constraints. We dis-
carded the 1,000 most frequent tokens and set the
batch size to 2048. The training was performed
for one epoch. As optimizer function we used
Adaptive Moment Estimation or Adam (Kingma
and Ba, 2014).

As regards the objective embeddings emb(si)
used for training, we chose 400-dimension sense
embeddings trained using word2vec’s SkipGram
architecture with negative sampling on the Babel-
Wiki corpus and recommended parameters for the
SkipGram architecture: window size of 10, nega-
tive sampling set on 10, sub-sampling of frequent
words set to 103.

4.2 Sense-based Evaluation

Our first set of experiments was aimed at showing
the impact of our joint word and sense model in
tasks where semantic, and not just lexical, related-
ness is needed. We analyzed two tasks, namely
Cross-Level Semantic Similarity and Most Fre-
quent Sense Induction.

Comparison systems. We compared the per-
formance of LSTMEmbed against alternative ap-
proaches to sense embeddings: SensEmbed (Ia-
cobacci et al., 2015), which obtained seman-
tic representations by applying word2vec to the
English Wikipedia disambiguated with Babelfy;
Nasari (Camacho-Collados et al., 2015), a tech-
nique for rich semantic representation of arbi-
trary concepts present in WordNet and Wikipedia
pages; AutoExtend (Rothe and Schütze, 2015)
which, starting from the word2vec word embed-
dings learned from GoogleNews9, infers the rep-
resentation of senses and synsets from WordNet;
DeConf, an approach introduced by Pilehvar and
Collier (2016) that decomposes a given word rep-
resentation into its constituent sense representa-
tions by exploiting WordNet.

7https://keras.io
8http://deeplearning.net/software/

theano/index.html
9https://code.google.com/archive/p/

word2vec/
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Model Pearson Spearman

MeerkatMafia 0.389* 0.380
SemantiKLU 0.314 0.327
SimCompass 0.356 0.344

AutoExtend 0.362 0.364
SensEmbed 0.316 0.333
SW2V 0.311 0.308
Nasari 0.244 0.220
DeConf 0.349 0.356

LSTMEmbed 0.380* 0.400

Table 1: Pearson and Spearman correlations on the
CLSS word-to-sense similarity task. * Not statistically
significant difference (χ2, p < 0.05).

Experiment 1: Cross-Level Semantic Similar-
ity. To best evaluate the ability of embeddings
to discriminate between the various senses of a
word, we opted for the SemEval-2014 task on
Cross-Level Semantic Similarity (Jurgens et al.,
2014, CLSS), which includes word-to-sense simi-
larity as one of its sub-tasks. The CLSS word-to-
sense similarity dataset comprises 500 instances of
words, each paired with a short list of candidate
senses from WordNet with human ratings for their
word-sense relatedness. To compute the word-to-
sense similarity we used our shared vector space
of words and senses, and calculated the similarity
using the cosine distance.

We included not only alternative sense-based
representations but also the best performing ap-
proaches on this task: MeerkatMafia (Kashyap
et al., 2014), which uses Latent Semantic Analy-
sis (Deerwester et al., 1990) and WordNet glosses
to get word-sense similarity measurements; Se-
mantiKLU (Proisl et al., 2014), an approach based
on a distributional semantic model trained on a
large Web corpus from different sources; Sim-
Compass (Banea et al., 2014), which combines
word2vec with information from WordNet.

The results are given as Pearson and Spear-
man correlation scores in Table 1. LSTMEmbed
achieves the state of the art by surpassing, in terms
of Spearman correlation, alternative sense embed-
ding approaches, as well as the best systems built
specifically for the CLSS word-to-sense similarity
task. In terms of Pearson, LSTMEmbed is on a par
with the current state of the art, i.e., MeerkatMafia.

Model P@1 P@3 P@5

AutoExtend 22.8 52.0 56.6
SensEmbed 38.4 56.1 63.0
SW2V 39.7 60.3 67.5
Nasari 27.4 40.2 44.6
DeConf 30.1 55.8 64.3

LSTMEmbed 39.0 59.2 66.0

Table 2: Precision on the MFS task (percentages).

Experiment 2: Most Frequent Sense Induc-
tion. In a second experiment, we employed our
representations to induce the most frequent sense
(MFS) of the input words, which is known to be a
hard-to-beat baseline for Word Sense Disambigua-
tion systems (Navigli, 2009). The MFS is typi-
cally computed by counting the word sense pairs
in an annotated corpus such as SemCor (Miller
et al., 1993).

To induce a MFS using sense embeddings, we
identified – among all the sense embeddings of an
ambiguous word – the sense which was closest to
the word in terms of cosine similarity in the vec-
tor space. We evaluated all the sense embedding
approaches on this task by comparing the induced
most frequent senses against the MFS computed
for all those words in SemCor which have a mini-
mum number of 5 sense annotations (3731 words
in total, that we release with the paper), so as to
exclude words with insufficient gold-standard data
for the estimates. We carried out our evaluation by
calculating precision@K (K ∈ {1, 3, 5}). Table 2
shows that, across all the models, SW2V performs
the best, leaving LSTMEmbed as the best runner-
up approach.

4.3 Word-based Evaluation

While our primary goal was to show the effective-
ness of LSTMEmbed on tasks in need of sense
information, we also carried out a second set of
experiments focused on word-based evaluations
with the objective of demonstrating the ability of
our joint word and sense embedding model to
tackle tasks traditionally approached with word-
based models.

Experiment 3: Synonym Recognition. We first
experimented with synonym recognition: given a
target word and a set of alternative words, the ob-
jective of this task was to select the member from
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Model
Accuracy

TOEFL-80 ESL-50

word2vec 87.00 62.00
GloVe 88.75 60.00

Jauhar et al. (2015) 80.00 73.33*
MSSG 78.26 57.14
Li and Jurafsky (2015) 82.61 50.00
MUSE 88.41 64.29

LSTMEmbed 92.50 72.00*

Table 3: Synonym Recognition: accuracy (percent-
ages). * Not statistically significant difference (χ2,
p < 0.05).

the set which was most similar in meaning to the
target word. The most likely synonym for a word
w given the set of candidatesAw is calculated as:

Syn (w,Aw) = arg max
v∈Aw

Sim (w, v) (4)

where Sim is the pairwise word similarity:

Sim (w1, w2) = max
s1∈Sw1
s2∈Sw2

cosine (~s1, ~s2) (5)

where Swi is the set of words and senses associ-
ated with the word wi. We consider all the in-
flected forms of every word, with and without all
its possible senses.

In order to evaluate the performance of
LSTMEmbed on this task, we carried out exper-
iments on two datasets. The first one, introduced
by Landauer and Dumais (1997), is extracted di-
rectly from the synonym questions of the TOEFL
(Test of English as a Foreign Language) question-
naire. The test comprises 80 multiple-choice syn-
onym questions with four choices per question.
The second one, introduced by Turney (2001),
provides a set of questions extracted from the syn-
onym questions of the ESL test (English as a Sec-
ond Language). Similarly to TOEFL, it comprises
50 multiple-choice synonym questions with four
choices per question.

Several related efforts used this kind of metric
to evaluate their representations. We compare our
approach with the following:

• Multi-Sense Skip-gram (Neelakantan et al.,
2014, MGGS), an extension of the Skip-gram
model of word2vec capable of learning multi-
ple embeddings for a single word. The model

makes no assumption about the number of
prototypes.

• Li and Jurafsky (2015), a multi-sense embed-
dings model based on the Chinese Restaurant
Process.

• Jauhar et al. (2015), a multi-sense approach
based on expectation-maximization style al-
gorithms for inferring word sense choices
in the training corpus and learning sense
embeddings while incorporating ontological
sources of information.

• Modularizing Unsupervised Sense Embed-
dings (Lee and Chen, 2017, MUSE), an un-
supervised approach that introduces a modu-
larized framework to create sense-level rep-
resentation learned with linear-time sense se-
lection.

In addition, we included in the comparison two
off-the-shelf popular word embedding models:
GoogleNews, a set of word embeddings trained
with word2vec, from a corpus of newspaper arti-
cles, and Glove.6B10, a set of word embeddings
trained on a merge of 2014 English Wikipedia
dump and the corpus from Gigaword 5, for a to-
tal of 6 billion tokens.

In Table 3 we report the performance of
LSTMEmbed together with the alternative ap-
proaches (the latter obtained from the respective
publications). We can see that, on the TOEFL task,
LSTMEmbed outperforms all other approaches,
including the word-based models. On the ESL
task, LSTMEmbed is the runner-up approach
across systems and only by a small margin. The
performance of the remaining models is consider-
ably below ours.

Experiment 4: Outlier detection. Our second
word-based evaluation was focused on outlier de-
tection, a task intended to test the capability of
the learned embeddings to create semantic clus-
ters, that is, to test the assumption that the repre-
sentation of related words should be closer than
the representations of unrelated ones. We tested
our model on the 8-8-8 dataset introduced by
Camacho-Collados and Navigli (2016), contain-
ing eight clusters, each with eight words and eight
possible outliers. In our case, we extended the

10https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/
glove/
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Model Corpus Sense
8-8-8

OPP Acc.

word2vec*
UMBC - 92.6 73.4
Wikipedia - 93.8 70.3
GoogleNews - 94.7 70.3

GloVe* UMBC - 81.6 40.6
Wikipedia - 91.8 56.3

AutoExtend GoogleNews X 82.8 37.5
SensEmbed Wikipedia X 98.0 95.3
SW2V Wikipedia X 48.4 37.5
Nasari Wikipedia X 94.0 76.3
DeConf GoogleNews X 93.8 62.5

LSTMEmbed Wikipedia X 96.1 78.1

Table 4: Outlier detection task (* reported in
Camacho-Collados and Navigli (2016)).

similarity function used in the evaluation to con-
sider both the words in the dataset and their senses,
similarly to what we had done in the synonym
recognition task (cf. Equation 5). We can see
from Table 4 that LSTMEmbed ranks second be-
low SensEmbed in terms of both measures defined
in the task (accuracy, and outlier position percent-
age, which considers the position of the outlier
according to the proximity of the semantic clus-
ter), with both approaches outperforming all other
word-based and sense-based approaches.

5 Analysis

The objective embedding emb we used in our
work uses pretrained sense embeddings obtained
from word2vec trained on BabelWiki, as ex-
plained in Section 4.1. Our assumption was that
training with richer and meaningful objective em-
beddings would enhance the representation deliv-
ered by our model in comparison to using word-
based models. We put this hypothesis to the test
by comparing the performance of LSTMEmbed
equipped with five sets of pretrained embeddings
on a word similarity task. We used the WordSim-
353 (Finkelstein et al., 2002) dataset, which com-
prises 353 word pairs annotated by human subjects
with a pairwise relatedness score. We computed
the performance of LSTMEmbed with the differ-
ent pretrained embeddings in terms of Spearman
correlation between the cosine similarities of the

Model Objective Dim. WS353

word2vec - - 0.488
GloVe - - 0.557

LSTMEmbed

random (baseline) 50 0.161
word2vec 50 0.573
word2vec + retro 50 0.569
GoogleNews 300 0.574
GloVe.6B 300 0.577
SensEmbed 400 0.612

Table 5: Spearman correlation on the Word Similarity
Task.

LSTMEmbed word vectors and the WordSim-353
scores.

The first set of pretrained embeddings is a
50-dimension word space model, trained with
word2vec Skip-gram with the default configura-
tion. The second set consists of the same vectors,
retrofitted with PPDB using the default configura-
tion. The third is the GoogleNews set of pretrained
embeddings. The fourth is the GloVe.6B word
space model. Finally, we tested our model with
the pretrained embeddings of SensEmbed. As a
baseline we included a set of normalized random
vectors. As is shown in Table 5, using richer pre-
trained embeddings improves the resulting repre-
sentations given by our model. All the representa-
tions obtain better results compared to word2vec
and GloVe trained on the same corpus, with the
sense embeddings from SensEmbed, a priori the
richest set of pretrained embeddings, attaining the
best performance.

6 Conclusions

We presented LSTMEmbed, a new model based
on a bidirectional LSTM for learning embeddings
of words and senses jointly, and which is able to
learn semantic representations on a par with, or
better than, state-of-the-art approaches. We draw
three main findings. Firstly, we have shown that
our semantic representations are capable to prop-
erly reflect the similarity between word and sense
representations, showing state-of-the-art perfor-
mance in the sense-aware tasks of word-to-sense
similarity and most frequent sense induction. Sec-
ondly, our approach is also able to attain high per-
formance in standard word-based semantic eval-
uations, namely, synonym recognition and outlier
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detection. Finally, the introduction of an output
layer which predicts pretrained embeddings en-
ables us to use larger vocabularies instead of us-
ing the slower softmax. We release the word and
sense embeddings at the following URL: http:
//lcl.uniroma1.it/LSTMEmbed.

Our model shows potential for further applica-
tions. We did, in fact, explore alternative config-
urations, for instance, using several layers or re-
placing the LSTMs with Gated Recurrent Units
(Cho et al., 2014) or the Transformer architecture
(Vaswani et al., 2017). Trying more complex net-
works is also within our scope and is left as future
work.
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Abstract

Word embeddings are often criticized for cap-
turing undesirable word associations such as
gender stereotypes. However, methods for
measuring and removing such biases remain
poorly understood. We show that for any em-
bedding model that implicitly does matrix fac-
torization, debiasing vectors post hoc using
subspace projection (Bolukbasi et al., 2016) is,
under certain conditions, equivalent to train-
ing on an unbiased corpus. We also prove
that WEAT, the most common association test
for word embeddings, systematically overesti-
mates bias. Given that the subspace projection
method is provably effective, we use it to de-
rive a new measure of association called the
relational inner product association (RIPA).
Experiments with RIPA reveal that, on aver-
age, skipgram with negative sampling (SGNS)
does not make most words any more gendered
than they are in the training corpus. However,
for gender-stereotyped words, SGNS actually
amplifies the gender association in the corpus.

1 Introduction

A common criticism of word embeddings is that
they capture undesirable associations in vector
space. In addition to gender-appropriate analo-
gies such as king:queen::man:woman, stereotyp-
ical analogies such as doctor:nurse::man:woman
also hold in SGNS embedding spaces (Bolukbasi
et al., 2016). Caliskan et al. (2017) created an
association test for word vectors called WEAT,
which uses cosine similarity to measure how as-
sociated words are with respect to two sets of at-
tribute words (e.g., ‘male’ vs. ‘female’). For ex-
ample, they claimed that science-related words
were significantly more associated with male at-
tributes and art-related words with female ones.
Since these associations are socially undesirable,
they were described as gender bias.

Despite these remarkable findings, such unde-
sirable word associations remain poorly under-
stood. For one, what causes them – is it biased
training data, the embedding model itself, or just
noise? Why should WEAT be the test of choice
for measuring associations in word embeddings?
Bolukbasi et al. (2016) found that word vectors
could be debiased by defining a “bias subspace”
in the embedding space and then subtracting from
each vector its projection on this subspace. But
what theoretical guarantee is there that this method
actually debiases vectors?

In this paper, we answer several of these open
questions. We begin by proving that for any em-
bedding model that implicitly does matrix fac-
torization (e.g., GloVe, SGNS), debiasing vectors
post hoc via subspace projection is, under certain
conditions, equivalent to training on an unbiased
corpus without reconstruction error. We find that
contrary to what Bolukbasi et al. (2016) suggested,
word embeddings should not be normalized before
debiasing, as vector length can contain important
information (Ethayarajh et al., 2018). To guaran-
tee unbiasedness, the bias subspace should also
be the span – rather than a principal component
– of the vectors used to define it. If applied this
way, the subspace projection method can be used
to provably debias SGNS and GloVe embeddings
with respect to the word pairs that define the bias
subspace.

Using this notion of a “bias subspace”, we then
prove that WEAT, the most common association
test for word embeddings, has theoretical flaws
that cause it to systematically overestimate bias.
At least for SGNS and GloVe, it implicitly requires
the two sets of attribute words (e.g., ‘male’ vs. ‘fe-
male’) to occur with equal frequency in the train-
ing corpus; when they do not, even gender-neutral
words can be classified as gender-biased, for ex-
ample. The outcome of a WEAT test can also
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be easily manipulated by contriving the attribute
word sets, allowing virtually any word – even a
gender-neutral one such as ‘door’ – to be classi-
fied as male- or female-biased relative to another
gender-neutral word.

Given that subspace projection removal prov-
ably debiases embeddings, we use it to derive
a new measure of association in word embed-
dings called the relational inner product associ-
ation (RIPA). Given a set of ordered word pairs
(e.g., {(‘man’, ‘woman’), (‘male’, ‘female’)}), we
take the first principal component of all the dif-
ference vectors, which we call the relation vector
~b. In Bolukbasi et al.’s terminology,~b would be a
one-dimensional bias subspace. Then, for a word
vector ~w, the relational inner product is simply
〈~w,~b〉. Because RIPA is intended for embedding
models that implicitly do matrix factorization, it
has an information theoretic interpretation. This
allows us to directly compare the actual word as-
sociation in embedding space with what we would
expect the word association to be, given the train-
ing corpus. Making such comparisons yields sev-
eral novel insights:

1. SGNS does not, on average, make the vast
majority of words any more gendered in the
vector space than they are in the training cor-
pus; individual words may be slightly more
or less gendered due to reconstruction er-
ror. However, for words that are gender-
stereotyped (e.g., ‘nurse’) or gender-specific
by definition (e.g., ‘queen’), SGNS amplifies
the gender association in the training corpus.

2. To use the subspace projection method, one
must have prior knowledge of which words
are gender-specific by definition, so that they
are not also debiased. Debiasing all vec-
tors can preclude gender-appropriate analo-
gies such as king:queen::man:woman from
holding in the embedding space. In con-
trast to the supervised method proposed by
Bolukbasi et al. (2016) for identifying these
gender-specific words, we introduce an unsu-
pervised method. Ours is much more effec-
tive at preserving gender-appropriate analo-
gies and precluding gender-biased ones.

To allow a fair comparison with prior work, our
experiments in this paper focus on gender associ-
ation. However, our claims extend to other types

of word associations as well, which we leave as
future work.

2 Related Work

Word Embeddings Word embedding models
generate distributed representations of words in a
low-dimensional continuous space. This is gener-
ally done using: (a) neural networks that learn em-
beddings by predicting the contexts words appear
in, or vice-versa (Bengio et al., 2003; Mikolov
et al., 2013; Collobert and Weston, 2008); (b)
low-rank approximations of word-context matri-
ces containing a co-occurrence statistic (Landauer
and Dumais, 1997; Levy and Goldberg, 2014).
The objective of SGNS is to maximize the prob-
ability of observed word-context pairs and to min-
imize the probability of k randomly sampled neg-
ative examples. Though no co-occurrence statis-
tics are explicitly calculated, Levy and Goldberg
(2014) proved that SGNS is implicitly factoriz-
ing a word-context PMI matrix shifted by − logk.
Similarly, GloVe implicitly factorizes a log co-
occurrence count matrix (Pennington et al., 2014).

Word Analogies A word analogy a:b::x:y as-
serts that “a is to b as x is to y” and holds in the
embedding space iff ~a+(~y−~x) =~b. Ethayarajh
et al. (2018) proved that for GloVe and SGNS,
a:b::x:y holds exactly in an embedding space with
no reconstruction error iff the words are coplanar
and the co-occurrence shifted PMI is the same for
each word pair and across both word pairs. Word
analogies are often used to signify that semantic
and syntactic properties of words (e.g., verb tense,
gender) can be captured as linear relations.

Measuring Associations Caliskan et al. (2017)
proposed what is now the most commonly used as-
sociation test for word embeddings. The word em-
bedding association test (WEAT) uses cosine sim-
ilarity to measure how associated two given sets
of target words are with respect to two sets of at-
tribute words (e.g., ‘male’ vs. ‘female’). For ex-
ample, Caliskan et al. (2017) claimed that science-
related words are more associated with ‘male’ than
‘female’ attributes compared to art-related words,
and that this was statistically significant. However,
aside from some intuitive results (e.g., that female
names are associated with female attributes), there
is little evidence that WEAT is a good measure of
association.
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Debiasing Embeddings Bolukbasi et al. (2016)
claimed that the existence of stereotypical analo-
gies such as doctor:nurse::man:woman consti-
tuted gender bias. To prevent such analogies from
holding in the vector space, they subtracted from
each biased word vector its projection on a “gen-
der bias subspace”. This subspace was defined
by the first m principal components for ten gen-
der relation vectors (e.g., ~man− ~woman). Each
debiased word vector was thus orthogonal to the
gender bias subspace and its projection on the sub-
space was zero. While this subspace projection
method precluded gender-biased analogies from
holding in the embedding space, Bolukbasi et al.
(2016) did not provide any theoretical guarantee
that the vectors were unbiased (i.e., equivalent to
vectors that would be obtained from training on a
gender-agnostic corpus with no reconstruction er-
ror). Other work has tried to learn gender-neutral
embeddings from scratch (Zhao et al., 2018), de-
spite this approach requiring custom changes to
the objective of each embedding model.

3 Provably Debiasing Embeddings

Experiments by Bolukbasi et al. (2016) found that
debiasing word embeddings using the subspace
projection method precludes gender-biased analo-
gies from holding. However, as we noted ear-
lier, despite this method being intuitive, there is no
theoretical guarantee that the debiased vectors are
perfectly unbiased or that the debiasing method
works for embedding models other than SGNS.
In this section, we prove that for any embedding
model that does implicit matrix factorization (e.g.,
GloVe, SGNS), debiasing embeddings post hoc
using the subspace projection method is, under
certain conditions, equivalent to training on a per-
fectly unbiased corpus without reconstruction er-
ror.

Definition 1 Let M denote the symmetric word-
context matrix for a given training corpus that is
implicitly or explicitly factorized by the embedding
model. Let S denote a set of word pairs. A word w
is unbiased with respect to S iff ∀(x,y) ∈ S,Mw,x =
Mw,y. M is unbiased with respect to S iff ∀w 6∈ S, w
is unbiased. A word w or matrix M is biased wrt S
iff it is not unbiased wrt S.

Note that Definition 1 does not make any dis-
tinction between socially acceptable and socially
unacceptable associations. A word that is gender-
specific by definition and a word that is gender-

biased due to stereotypes would both be consid-
ered biased by Definition 1, although only the lat-
ter is undesirable. For example, by Definition 1,
‘door’ would be unbiased with respect to the set
{(‘male’, ‘female’)} iff the entries for Mdoor,male
and Mdoor,female were interchangeable. The entire
corpus would be unbiased with respect to the set
iff Mw,male and Mw,female were interchangeable for
any word w. Since M is a word-context matrix
containing a co-occurrence statistic, unbiasedness
effectively means that the elements for (w, ‘male’)
and (w, ‘female’) in M can be switched without
any impact on the embeddings. M is factorized
into a word matrix W and context matrix C such
that WCT =M, with the former giving us our word
embeddings.

Debiasing Theorem For a set of word pairs S,
let the bias subspace B= span({~x−~y |(x,y)∈ S}).
For every word w 6∈ S, let ~wd , ~w− projB~w. The
reconstructed word-context matrix WdCT = Md is
unbiased with respect to S.

Proof of Theorem When there is no reconstruc-
tion error, we know from Definition 1 that a word
w is unbiased with respect to a set of word pairs S
iff ∀(x,y) ∈ S

Mw,x = Mw,y ⇐⇒ 〈~w,~xc〉= 〈~w,~yc〉
⇐⇒ 〈~w,~xc−~yc〉= 0

(1)

From Lemma 2 of Ethayarajh et al. (2018), we
also know that under perfect reconstruction, ∃ λ ∈
R,C = λW . For a detailed explanation, we refer
the reader to the proof of that lemma. In short, if
a linear word analogy holds over S (i.e., the word
pairs have the same difference vector), then there
exists a real symmetric matrix A that maps W to C.
A’s eigenvectors form a basis for the word space
but A can only have non-distinct eigenvalues if the
relative geometry of the word space is to be pre-
served. All word vectors must therefore lie in the
same eigenspace, with eigenvalue λ . This implies
that for any word w and any (x,y) ∈ S,

∃ λ ∈ R,〈~w,~xc−~yc〉= λ 〈~w,~x−~y〉 (2)

Each debiased word vector wd is orthogonal to the
bias subspace in the word embedding space, so
∀(x,y) ∈ S,〈~wd ,~x−~y〉 = 0. In conjunction with
(2), this implies that ∀(x,y) ∈ S,λ 〈~wd ,~x−~y〉 =
〈~wd ,~xc−~yc〉 = 0. This means that if a debiased
word w is represented with vector ~wd instead of
~w, it is unbiased with respect to S by Definition
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1. This implies that the co-occurrence matrix Md
that is reconstructed using the debiased word ma-
trix Wd is also unbiased with respect to S.

The subspace projection method is therefore far
more powerful than initially stated in Bolukbasi
et al. (2016): not only can it be applied to any em-
bedding model that implicitly does matrix factor-
ization (e.g., GloVe, SGNS), but debiasing word
vectors in this way is equivalent to training on a
perfectly unbiased corpus when there is no recon-
struction error. However, word vectors should not
be normalized prior to debiasing, since the matrix
that is factorized by the embedding model cannot
necessarily be reconstructed with normalized em-
beddings. Unbiasedness with respect to word pairs
S is also only guaranteed when the bias subspace
B = span({~x−~y|(x,y) ∈ S}).

Because we define unbiasedness with respect to
a set of word pairs, we cannot make any claims
about word pairs outside that set. For example,
consider the set S = {(‘man’, ‘woman’)}. If we
define a bias subspace using S and use it to de-
bias ~w, we can only say definitively that ~w is
unbiased with respect to S. We cannot claim,
for example, that ~w is also unbiased with re-
spect to {(‘policeman’, ‘policewoman’)}, because
it is possible that ~policewoman − ~policeman 6=
~woman− ~man. Debiasing ~w with respect to a non-

exhaustive set of gender-defining word pairs is not
equivalent to erasing all vestiges of gender from
~w. This may explain why it is still possible to clus-
ter words by gender after debiasing them using a
handful of gender-defining word pairs (Gonen and
Goldberg, 2019).

4 The Flaws of WEAT

Given attribute word sets X and Y (e.g., {‘male’,
‘man’} vs. {‘female’, ‘woman’}), WEAT uses a
cosine similarity-based measurement to capture
whether two target word sets have the same rela-
tive association to both sets of attribute words. At
the heart of WEAT is the statistic s(w,X ,Y ), which
"measures the association of [a word] w with the
attribute" (Caliskan et al., 2017):

s(w,X ,Y ) = EX cos(~w,~x)−EY cos(~w,~y) (3)

The normalized difference between the mean val-
ues of s(w,X ,Y ) across the two target word sets is
called the effect size. For the sake of simplicity, we
consider the case where both attribute word sets
contain a single word (i.e., X = {x},Y = {y}).

Proposition 1 Let X = {x},Y = {y}, and w be
unbiased with respect to {(x,y)} by Definition 1.
According to WEAT, an SGNS vector ~w is equally
associated with X and Y under perfect reconstruc-
tion iff p(x) = p(y).

Both theoretical and empirical work have found
the squared word embedding norm to be linear in
the log probability of the word. (Arora et al., 2016;
Ethayarajh et al., 2018). Where α1,α2 ∈ R, w is
then equally associated with X and Y if

0 = cos(~w,~x)− cos(~w,~y)

=
1
‖~w‖2

(〈~w,~x〉
‖~x‖2

− 〈~w,~y〉‖~y‖2

)

=
〈~w,~x〉√

α1 log p(x)+α2
− 〈~w,~y〉√

α1 log p(y)+α2

(4)

By the Debiasing Theorem, w is unbiased with re-
spect to the set {(x,y)} iff 〈~w,~x〉 = 〈~w,~y〉. There-
fore (4) holds iff p(x) = p(y). Thus for w to
be equally associated with both sets of attribute
words, not only must w be unbiased with respect
to {(x,y)} by Definition 1, but words x and y must
also occur with equal frequency in the corpus.
Despite this being implicitly required, it was not
stated as a requirement in Caliskan et al. (2017) for
using WEAT. If the embedding model were GloVe
instead of SGNS, this requirement would still ap-
ply, since GloVe implicitly factorizes a log co-
occurrence count matrix (Pennington et al., 2014)
while SGNS implicitly factorizes the shifted PMI
matrix (Levy and Goldberg, 2014).

This, in turn, means that the test statistic and
effect size of WEAT can be non-zero even when
each set of target words is unbiased with respect
to the attribute words. In practice, this issue often
goes unnoticed because each word in the attribute
set, at least for gender association, has a counter-
part that appears with roughly equal frequency in
most training corpora (e.g., ‘man’ vs. ‘woman’,
‘boy’ vs. ‘girl’). However, this is not guaranteed
to hold, especially for more nebulous attribute sets
(e.g., ‘pleasant’ vs. ‘unpleasant’ words).

Proposition 2 Let X = {x},Y = {y}, and the tar-
get word sets be T1 = {w1},T2 = {w2}. Regardless
of what the target words are, the effect size of their
association with X and Y is maximal in one direc-
tion, according to WEAT.

In this scenario, the effect size of the association
is 2 (i.e., the maximum) in one of the two direc-
tions: either w1 is more associated with X than Y ,
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Target Word Sets Attribute Word Sets Test Statistic Effect Size p-value Outcome (WEAT)

{masculine} vs. {feminine} 0.021 2.0 0.0 more male-associated
{door} vs. {curtain} {girlish} vs. {boyish} −0.042 −2.0 0.5 inconclusive

{woman} vs. {man} 0.071 2.0 0.0 more female-associated

{masculine} vs. {feminine} 0.063 2.0 0.0 more male-associated
{dog} vs. {cat} {actress} vs. {actor} −0.075 −2.0 0.5 inconclusive

{womanly} vs. {manly} 0.001 2.0 0.0 more female-associated

{masculine} vs. {feminine} 0.017 2.0 0.0 more male-associated
{bowtie} vs. {corsage} {woman} vs. {masculine} −0.071 −2.0 0.5 inconclusive

{girly} vs. {masculine} 0.054 2.0 0.0 more female-associated

Table 1: By contriving the male and female attribute words, we can easily manipulate WEAT to claim that a given
target word is more female-biased or male-biased than another. For example, in the top row, ~door is more male-
associated than ~curtain when the attribute words are ‘masculine’ and ‘feminine’, but it is more female-associated
when the attribute words are ‘woman’ and ‘man’. In both cases, the associations are highly statistically significant.

or w2 is. This is because the numerator of the ef-
fect size is the difference between s(w1,X ,Y ) and
s(w2,X ,Y ), while the denominator is the standard
deviation of {s(w,X ,Y )|w ∈ T1 ∪T2}, which sim-
plifies to

√
(s(w1,X ,Y )− s(w2,X ,Y ))2/4. This

means that the effect size is necessarily 2 in one
direction and −2 in the other; it is at its maximum
regardless of how small individual similarities are.

This also means that we can contrive the at-
tribute word sets to achieve a desired outcome. For
example, when the attribute word sets are {‘mas-
culine’} and {‘feminine’}, ~door is significantly
more male-associated than ~curtain. When the at-
tribute sets are {‘woman’} and {‘man’}, the op-
posite is true: ~door is significantly more female-
associated than ~curtain. In Table 1, we provide
more examples of how we can easily contrive the
attribute sets to claim, with high statistical signif-
icance, that a given target word is more female-
biased or male-biased than another. Conversely,
we can also manipulate the attribute sets to claim
that an association is not statistically significant
(p = 0.5), despite a large effect size.

Broadly speaking, cosine similarity is a useful
measure of vector similarity and hypothesis tests
are useful for testing sample differences. Because
of this, WEAT seems to be an intuitive measure.
However, as shown in Propositions 1 and 2, there
are two key theoretical flaws to WEAT that cause
it to overestimate the degree of association and ul-
timately make it an inappropriate metric for word
embeddings. The only other metric of note quanti-
fies association as |cos(~w,~b)|c, where~b is the bias
subspace and c ∈ R the “strictness” of the mea-
surement (Bolukbasi et al., 2016). For the same
reason discussed in Proposition 1, this measure
can also overestimate the degree of association.

5 Relational Inner Product Association

Given the theoretical flaws of WEAT, we derive a
new measure of word embedding association us-
ing the subspace projection method, which can
provably debias embeddings (section 3).

Definition 2 The relational inner product associ-
ation β (~w;~b) of a word vector ~w ∈V with respect
to a relation vector ~b ∈ V is 〈~w,~b〉. Where S is
a non-empty set of ordered word pairs (x,y) that
define the association,~b is the first principal com-
ponent of {~x−~y | (x,y) ∈ S}.

Our metric, the relational inner product associ-
ation (RIPA), is simply the inner product of a rela-
tion vector describing the association and a given
word vector in the same embedding space. To use
the terminology in Bolukbasi et al. (2016), RIPA is
the scalar projection of a word vector onto a one-
dimensional bias subspace defined by the unit vec-
tor~b. In their experiments, Bolukbasi et al. (2016)
defined~b as the first principal component for a set
of gender difference vectors (e.g., ~man− ~woman).
This would be the means of deriving~b for RIPA as
well.

For the sake of interpretability, we do not de-
fine~b as the span of difference vectors, as would
be required if one were using~b to provably debias
words with respect to S (see section 3). When~b is
a vector, the sign of 〈~w,~b〉 indicates the direction
of the association (e.g., male or female, depending
on the order of the word pairs). For higher dimen-
sional bias subspaces, the sign of the projection
cannot be interpreted in the same way. Also, as
noted earlier, bias vectors are what are typically
used to debias words in practice. As we show in
the rest of this section, the interpretability of RIPA,
its robustness to how the relation vector is defined,
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and its derivation from a method that provably de-
biases word embeddings are the key reasons why
it is an ideal replacement for WEAT. Given that
RIPA can be used for any embedding model that
does matrix factorization, it is applicable to com-
mon embedding models such as SGNS and GloVe.

5.1 Interpreting RIPA

If only a single word pair (x,y) defines the asso-
ciation, then the relation vector~b = (~x−~y)/‖~x−
~y‖, making RIPA highly interpretable. Given
that RIPA is intended for embedding models that
factorize a matrix M containing a co-occurrence
statistic (e.g., the shifted word-context PMI matrix
for SGNS), if we assume that there is no recon-
struction error, we can rewrite β (~w;~b) in terms of
M. Where x and y have context vectors ~xc and ~yc,
λ ∈ R is such that C = λW (see Lemma 2, Etha-
yarajh et al. (2018)), α ∈ R− is a model-specific
constant, and there is no reconstruction error:

βSGNS(~w;~b) =
(1/λ )〈~w,~xc−~yc〉

‖~x−~y‖

=
(1/λ )(PMI(x,w)−PMI(y,w))√

(1/λ )(−csPMI(x,y)+α)

=
1/
√

λ√
−csPMI(x,y)+α

log
p(w|x)
p(w|y)

(5)

Here, csPMI(x,y) , PMI(x,y)+ log p(x,y) and is
equal to −λ‖~x−~y‖2

2+α under perfect reconstruc-
tion (Ethayarajh et al., 2018). There are three no-
table features of this result:

1. Ethayarajh et al. (2018) proved the conjecture
by Pennington et al. (2014) that a word anal-
ogy holds over a set of words pairs (x,y) iff
for every word w, log[p(w|x)/p(w|y)] is the
same for every word pair (x,y). The expres-
sion in (5) is a multiple of this term.

2. Assuming no reconstruction error, if a lin-
ear word analogy holds over a set of ordered
word pairs (x,y), then the co-occurrence
shifted PMI (csPMI) should be the same for
every word pair (Ethayarajh et al., 2018). The
more x and y are unrelated, the closer that
csPMI(x,y) is to−∞ and β (~w;~b) is to 0. This
prevents RIPA from overestimating the extent
of the association simply because x and y are
far apart in embedding space.

3. Because~b is a unit vector, β (~w;~b) is bounded
in [−‖~w‖,‖~w‖]. This means that one can cal-
culate a word’s association with respect to
multiple relation vectors and then compare
the resulting RIPA values.

These points highlight just how robust RIPA is
to the definition of ~b. As long as a word anal-
ogy holds over the word pairs that define the as-
sociation – i.e., as long as the word pairs have
roughly the same difference vector – the choice
of word pair does not affect log[p(w|x)/p(w|y)]
or csPMI(x,y). Using (‘king’, ‘queen’) instead
of (‘man’, ‘woman’) to define the gender relation
vector, for example, would have a negligible im-
pact. In contrast, as shown in section 4, the lack of
robustness of WEAT to the choice of attribute sets
is one reason it is so unreliable.

We can also interpret β (~w;~b) for other embed-
ding models, not just SGNS. Where Xx,y denotes
the frequency of a word pair (x,y) and zx,zy de-
note the learned bias terms for GloVe:

βGloVe(~w;~b) =C
(

log
p(x,w)
p(y,w)

− zx + zy

)

where C =
1/
√

λ√
−csPMI(x,y)+α

(6)

Because the terms zx,zy are learned, β (~w;~b) is not
as interpretable for GloVe. However, Levy et al.
(2015) have conjectured that, in practice, zx,zy

may be equivalent to the log counts of x and y re-
spectively, in which case βGloVe = βSGNS.

5.2 Statistical Significance
Unlike with WEAT, there is no notion of statistical
significance attached to RIPA. There is a simple
reason for this. Whether a word vector ~w is spuri-
ously or non-spuriously associated with respect to
a relation vector (~x−~y)/‖~x−~y‖ depends on how
frequently (w,x) and (w,y) co-occur in the train-
ing corpus; the more co-occurrences there are, the
less likely the association is spurious. As shown
in experiments by Ethayarajh et al. (2018), the
reconstruction error for any word pair (x,y) fol-
lows a zero-centered normal distribution where the
variance is a decreasing function of Xx,y. Word
embeddings alone are thus not enough to ascribe
a statistical significance to the association. This
also suggests that the notion of statistical signifi-
cance in WEAT is disingenuous, as it ignores how
the spuriousness of an association depends on co-
occurrence frequency in the training corpus.
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Word Type Word Genderedness in Corpus Genderedness in Embedding Space Change (abs.)

mom −0.163 −0.648 0.485
dad 0.125 0.217 0.092

Gender-Appropriate queen −0.365 −0.826 0.462
(n = 164) king 0.058 0.200 0.142

Avg (abs.) 0.231 0.522 0.291

nurse −0.190 −1.047 0.858
doctor −0.135 −0.059 −0.077

Gender-Biased housekeeper −0.132 −0.927 0.795
(n = 68) architect −0.063 0.162 0.099

Avg (abs.) 0.253 0.450 0.197

ballpark 0.254 0.050 −0.204
calf −0.039 0.027 −0.012

Gender-Neutral hormonal −0.326 −0.551 0.225
(n = 200) speed 0.036 −0.005 −0.031

Avg (abs.) 0.125 0.119 −0.006

Table 2: On average, SGNS makes gender-appropriate words (e.g., ‘queen’) and gender-biased words (e.g., ‘nurse’)
more gendered in the embedding space than they are in the training corpus. As seen in the last column (in bold), the
average change in absolute genderedness is 0.291 and 0.197 respectively (p< 0.001 for both). For gender-neutral
words, the average change is only −0.006 (p = 0.84): SGNS does not make them any more gendered.

6 Experiments

With our experiments, we address two open ques-
tions. For one, how much of the gender associa-
tion in an embedding space is due to the embed-
ding model itself, how much is due to the train-
ing corpus, and how much is just noise? Sec-
ondly, how can we debias gender-biased words
(e.g., ‘doctor’, ‘nurse’) but not gender-appropriate
ones (e.g., ‘king’, ‘queen’) without a priori knowl-
edge of which words belong in which category?

6.1 Setup

For our experiments, we use SGNS embeddings
trained on Wikipedia, since RIPA is highly inter-
pretable for SGNS (see section 5.1). This means
that for any given word in the vocabulary, we can
compare its gender association in the training cor-
pus to its gender association in the embedding
space, which should be equal under perfect recon-
struction. Words are grouped into three categories
with respect to gender: biased, appropriate, and
neutral. We create lists of biased and appropri-
ate words using the Bolukbasi et al. (2016) lists
of gender-biased and gender-appropriate analo-
gies. For example, doctor:nurse::man:woman is
biased, so we classify the first two words as biased.
The last category, neutral, contains uniformly ran-
domly sampled words that appear at least 10K
times in the corpus and that are not in either of the
other categories, and which we therefore expect to
be gender-agnostic.

6.2 Breaking down Gender Association
For any given word, the gender association in the
training corpus is what the gender association in
the embedding space would be if there were no re-
construction error. By comparing these two quan-
tities, we can infer the change induced by the em-
bedding model. Let g(w;x,y) denote the RIPA of
a word w with respect to the gender relation vec-
tor defined by word pair (x,y), let ĝ(w;x,y) denote
what g(w;x,y) would be under perfect reconstruc-
tion for an SGNS embedding model, and let ∆g

denote the change in absolute gender association
from corpus to embedding space. Where S is a
set of gender-defining word pairs1 from Bolukbasi
et al. (2016) and λ ,α are the model-specific con-
stants defined in section 5.1,

g(w;x,y) =
〈~w,~x−~y〉
‖~x−~y‖

ĝ(w;x,y) =
1/
√

λ√
−csPMI(x,y)+α

log
p(w|x)
p(w|y)

∆g(w;S) =

∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
(x,y)∈S

g(w;x,y)
|S|

∣∣∣∣∣−
∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
(x,y)∈S

ĝ(w;x,y)
|S|

∣∣∣∣∣
(7)

We take the absolute value of each term because
the embedding model may make a word more gen-
dered, but in the direction opposite of what is im-
plied in the corpus. λ ← 1 because we expect

1 The set of gender-defining pairs we used is {(‘woman’,
‘man’), (‘girl’, ‘boy’), (‘she’, ‘he’), (‘mother’, ‘father’),
(‘daughter’, ‘son’), (‘gal’, ‘guy’), (‘female’, ‘male’), (‘her’,
‘his’), (‘herself’, ‘himself’), (‘mary’, ‘john’)}.
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Figure 1: Before debiasing words using subspace projection, one needs to identify which words are gender-
appropriate – to avoid debiasing them. The Bolukbasi et al. (2016) method of identifying these words is ineffective:
it ends up precluding most gender-appropriate analogies (dotted line, left) while preserving most gender-biased
analogies (dotted line, right). Our unsupervised method (dashed line) does much better in both respects.

λ ≈ 1 in practice (Ethayarajh et al., 2018; Mimno
and Thompson, 2017). Similarly, α ← −1 be-
cause it minimizes the difference between ‖~x−~y‖
and its information theoretic interpretation over
the gender-defining word pairs in S, though this is
an estimate and may differ from the true value of
α . In Table 2, we list the gender association in the
training corpus (g(w)), the gender association in
embedding space (ĝ(w)), and the absolute change
(∆g(w)) for each group of words.

On average, the SGNS embedding model does
not make gender-neutral words any more gendered
than they are in the training corpus. Given that
much of the vocabulary falls into this category, this
means that the embedding model does not system-
atically change the genderedness of most words.
However, because of reconstruction error, individ-
ual words may be more or less gendered in the em-
bedding space, simply due to chance. In contrast,
for words that are either gender-biased or gender-
appropriate, on average, the embedding model ac-
tually amplifies the gender association in the cor-
pus. For example, for the word ‘king’, which
is gender-specific by definition, the association is
0.058 in the corpus and 0.200 in the embedding
space – it becomes more male-associated. For
the word ‘nurse’, which is gender-biased, the as-
sociation is −0.190 in the corpus and −1.047 in
the embedding space – it becomes more female-
associated. On average, the amplification is much
greater for gender-appropriate words than it is for
gender-biased ones, although the latter are more
gendered in the corpus itself. In both cases, the

change in absolute genderedness is statistically
significant (p< 0.001).

This amplification effect is unsurprising and
can be explained by second-order similarity. Two
words can be nearby in a word embedding space
if they co-occur frequently in the training corpus
(first-order similarity) or if there exists a large set
of context words with which they both frequently
co-occur (second-order similarity). The latter ex-
plains why words like ‘Toronto’ and ‘Melbourne’
are close to each other in embedding space; both
are cities that appear in similar contexts. In an
environment with some reconstruction error, such
as low-dimensional embedding spaces, second-
order similarity permits words to be closer in em-
bedding space than would be the case if only
first-order similarity had an effect. As a result,
λ 〈 ~king, ~man〉 > (PMI(‘king’, ‘man’)− logk) for
SGNS, for example. What is often treated as a use-
ful property of word embeddings can have, with
respect to gender bias, a pernicious effect.

6.3 Debiasing without Supervision

To use the subspace projection method (Boluk-
basi et al., 2016), one must have prior knowl-
edge of which words are gender-appropriate, so
that they are not debiased. Debiasing all vectors
can preclude gender-appropriate analogies such as
king:queen::man:woman from holding in the em-
bedding space. To create an exhaustive list of
gender-appropriate words, Bolukbasi et al. (2016)
started with a small, human-labelled set of words
and then trained an SVM to predict more gender-
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appropriate terms in the vocabulary. This boot-
strapped list of gender-appropriate words was then
left out during debiasing.

The way in which Bolukbasi et al. (2016) eval-
uated their method is unorthodox: they tested the
ability of their debiased embedding space to gen-
erate new analogies. However, this does not cap-
ture whether gender-appropriate analogies are suc-
cessfully preserved and gender-biased analogies
successfully precluded. In Figure 1, we show how
the number of appropriate and biased analogies
changes after debiasing. The x-axis captures how
strongly gendered the analogy is, using the ab-
solute RIPA value |β (~w;~b)| but replacing ~w with
the difference vector defined by the first word pair
(e.g., ~king− ~queen). The y-axis captures the num-
ber of analogies that meet that threshold.

As seen in Figure 1, Bolukbasi et al.’s boot-
strapped list of gender-appropriate words yields
the opposite of what is intended: it ends up
precluding most gender-appropriate analogies and
preserving most gender-biased ones. This is not
the fault of the debiasing method; rather, it is the
result of failing to correctly identify which words
in the vocabulary are gender-appropriate. For ex-
ample, the bootstrapped list2 includes ‘wolf_cub’
and ‘Au_Lait’ as gender-appropriate terms, even
though they are not. Conversely, it fails to include
common gender-appropriate words such as ‘god-
father’. This problem highlights how finding the
right words to debias is as important as the debias-
ing itself.

We propose an unsupervised method for find-
ing gender-appropriate words. We first create a
gender-defining relation vector ~b∗ by taking the
first principal component of gender-defining dif-
ference vectors such as ~man− ~woman. Using dif-
ference vectors from biased analogies, such as
~doctor− ~midwife, we then create a bias-defining

relation vector~b′ the same way. We then debias a
word w using the subspace projection method iff
it satisfies |β (~w;~b∗)|< |β (~w;~b′)|. As seen in Fig-
ure 1, this simple condition is sufficient to preserve
almost all gender-appropriate analogies while pre-
cluding most gender-biased ones.

In our debiased embedding space, 94.9% of
gender-appropriate analogies with a strength of at
least 0.5 are preserved in the embedding space
while only 36.7% of gender-biased analogies are.
In contrast, the Bolukbasi et al. (2016) approach

2Available at https://github.com/tolga-b/debiaswe

preserves only 16.5% of appropriate analogies
with a strength of at least 0.5 while preserving
80.0% of biased ones. Recall that we use the same
debiasing method as Bolukbasi et al. (2016); the
difference in performance can only be ascribed
to how we choose the gender-appropriate words.
Combining our heuristic with other methods may
yield even better results, which we leave as future
work.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we answered several open ques-
tions about undesirable word associations in em-
bedding spaces. We found that for any embed-
ding model that implicitly does matrix factoriza-
tion (e.g., SGNS, GloVe), debiasing with the sub-
space projection method is, under certain condi-
tions, equivalent to training on a corpus that is un-
biased with respect to the words defining the bias
subspace. We proved that WEAT, the most com-
mon test of word embedding association, has the-
oretical flaws that cause it to systematically over-
estimate bias. For example, by contriving the
attribute sets for WEAT, virtually any word can
be classified as gender-biased relative to another.
We then derived a new measure of association in
word embeddings called the relational inner prod-
uct association (RIPA). Using RIPA, we found that
SGNS does not, on average, make most words any
more gendered in the embedding space than they
are in the training corpus. However, for words that
are gender-biased or gender-specific by definition,
SGNS amplifies the genderedness in the corpus.
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Abstract
Studying the ways in which language is gen-
dered has long been an area of interest in so-
ciolinguistics. Studies have explored, for ex-
ample, the speech of male and female charac-
ters in film and the language used to describe
male and female politicians. In this paper, we
aim not to merely study this phenomenon qual-
itatively, but instead to quantify the degree to
which the language used to describe men and
women is different and, moreover, different in
a positive or negative way. To that end, we in-
troduce a generative latent-variable model that
jointly represents adjective (or verb) choice,
with its sentiment, given the natural gender
of a head (or dependent) noun. We find that
there are significant differences between de-
scriptions of male and female nouns and that
these differences align with common gender
stereotypes: Positive adjectives used to de-
scribe women are more often related to their
bodies than adjectives used to describe men.

1 Introduction

Word choice is strongly influenced by gender—
both that of the speaker and that of the referent
(Lakoff, 1973). Even within 24 hours of birth,
parents describe their daughters as beautiful, pretty,
and cute far more often than their sons (Rubin
et al., 1974). To date, much of the research in soci-
olinguistics on gendered language has focused on
laboratory studies and smaller corpora (McKee and
Sherriffs, 1957; Williams and Bennett, 1975; Baker,
2005); however, more recent work has begun to fo-
cus on larger-scale datasets (Pearce, 2008; Caldas-
Coulthard and Moon, 2010; Baker, 2014; Norberg,
2016). These studies compare the adjectives (or

beautiful
lovely
chaste
gorgeous 
fertile
beauteous
sexy
classy
exquisite
vivacious 
vibrant

battered
untreated
barren
shrewish
sheltered
heartbroken
unmarried
undernourished
underweight
uncomplaining
nagging

just
sound
righteous
rational
peaceable
prodigious
brave
paramount
reliable
sinless
honorable

unsuitable
unreliable
lawless
inseparable
brutish
idle
unarmed
wounded
bigoted
unjust
brutal

Male
Positive Negative

Female
Positive Negative

MISCELLANEOUS

TEMPORAL

SOCIAL

FEELING

SPATIAL

QUANTITY

BODY

BEHAVIOR

SUBSTANCE

Figure 1: Adjectives, with sentiment, used to describe
men and women, as represented by our model. Colors
indicate the most common sense of each adjective from
Tsvetkov et al. (2014); black indicates out of lexicon.
Two patterns are immediately apparent: positive
adjectives describing women are often related to their
bodies, while positive adjectives describing men are
often related to their behavior. These patterns hold
generally and the differences are significant (see §4).

verbs) that modify each noun in a particular gen-
dered pair of nouns, such as boy–girl, aggregated
across a given corpus. We extend this line of work
by instead focusing on multiple noun pairs simulta-
neously, modeling how the choice of adjective (or
verb) depends on the natural gender1 of the head

1A noun’s natural gender is the implied gender of its ref-
erent (e.g., actress refers to woman). We distinguish natural
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(or dependent) noun, abstracting away the noun
form. To that end, we introduce a generative latent-
variable model for representing gendered language,
along with sentiment, from a parsed corpus. This
model allows us to quantify differences between
the language used to describe men and women.

The motivation behind our approach is straight-
forward: Consider the sets of adjectives (or verbs)
that attach to gendered, animate nouns, such as
man or woman. Do these sets differ in ways that
depend on gender? For example, we might ex-
pect that the adjective Baltimorean attaches to man
roughly the same number of times as it attaches
to woman, controlling for the frequency of man
and woman.2 But this is not the case for all adjec-
tives. The adjective pregnant, for example, almost
always describes women, modulo the rare times
that men are described as being pregnant with, say,
emotion. Arguably, the gendered use of pregnant
is benign—it is not due to cultural bias that women
are more often described as pregnant, but rather be-
cause women bear children. However, differences
in the use of other adjectives (or verbs) may be
more pernicious. For example, female professors
are less often described as brilliant than male pro-
fessors (Storage et al., 2016), likely reflecting im-
plicit or explicit stereotypes about men and women.

In this paper, we therefore aim to quantify the
degree to which the language used to describe men
and women is different and, moreover, different in
a positive or negative way. Concretely, we focus on
three sociolinguistic research questions about the
influence of gender on adjective and verb choice:

Q1 What are the qualitative differences between
the language used to describe men and
women? For example, what, if any, are the
patterns revealed by our model? Does the out-
put from our model correlate with previous
human judgments of gender stereotypes?

Q2 What are the quantitative differences be-
tween the language used to describe men and
women? For example, are adjectives used to
describe women more often related to their
bodies than adjectives used to describe men?
Can we quantify such patterns using existing
semantic resources (Tsvetkov et al., 2014)?

gender from grammatical gender because the latter does not
necessarily convey anything meaningful about the referent.

2Men are written about more often than women. Indeed,
the corpus we use exhibits this trend, as shown in Tab. 1.

Female Male

other 2.2 other 6.8
daughter 1.4 husband 1.8
lady 2.4 king 2.1
wife 3.3 son 2.9
mother 4.2 father 4.2
girl 5.1 boy 5.1
woman 11.5 man 39.9

Total 30.2 62.7

Table 1: Counts, in millions, of male and female nouns
present in the corpus of Goldberg and Orwant (2013).

Q3 Does the overall sentiment of the language
used to describe men and women differ?

To answer these questions, we introduce a gen-
erative latent-variable model that jointly represents
adjective (or verb) choice, with its sentiment, given
the natural gender of a head (or dependent) noun.
We use a form of posterior regularization to guide
inference of the latent variables (Ganchev et al.,
2010). We then use this model to study the syntac-
tic n-gram corpus of (Goldberg and Orwant, 2013).

To answer Q1, we conduct an analysis that re-
veals differences between descriptions of male
and female nouns that align with common gen-
der stereotypes captured by previous human judge-
ments. When using our model to answer Q2, we
find that adjectives used to describe women are
more often related to their bodies (significant under
a permutation test with p < 0.03) than adjectives
used to describe men (see Fig. 1 for examples).
This finding accords with previous research (Nor-
berg, 2016). Finally, in answer to Q3, we find no
significant difference in the overall sentiment of
the language used to describe men and women.

2 What Makes this Study Different?

As explained in the previous section, many soci-
olinguistics researchers have undertaken corpus-
based studies of gendered language. In this section,
we therefore differentiate our approach from these
studies and from recent NLP research on gender bi-
ases in word embeddings and co-reference systems.

Syntactic collocations and noun types. Follow-
ing the methodology employed in previous soci-
olinguistic studies of gendered language, we use
syntactic collocations to make definitive claims
about gendered relationships between words. This
approach stands in contrast to bag-of-words anal-
yses, where information about gendered relation-
ships must be indirectly inferred. By studying the
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adjectives and verbs that attach to gendered, ani-
mate nouns, we are able to more precisely quantify
the degree to which the language used to describe
men and women is different. To date, much of
the corpus-based sociolinguistics research on gen-
dered language has focused on differences between
the adjectives (or verbs) that modify each noun in
a particular gendered pair of nouns, such as boy–
girl or man–woman (e.g., Pearce (2008); Caldas-
Coulthard and Moon (2010); Norberg (2016)). To
assess the differences, researchers typically report
top collocates3 for one word in the pair, exclusive
of collocates for the other. This approach has the
effect of restricting both the amount of available
data and the claims that can be made regarding gen-
dered nouns more broadly. In contrast, we focus on
multiple noun pairs (including plural forms) simul-
taneously, modeling how the choice of adjective (or
verb) depends on the natural gender of the head (or
dependent) noun, abstracting away the noun form.
As a result, we are able to make broader claims.

The corpus of Goldberg and Orwant (2013).
To extract the adjectives and verbs that attach
to gendered, animate nouns, we use the corpus
of Goldberg and Orwant (2013), who ran a
then-state-of-the-art dependency parser on 3.5
million digitalized books. We believe that the size
of this corpus (11 billion words) makes our study
the largest collocational study of its kind. Previous
studies have used corpora of under one billion
words, such as the British National Corpus (100
million words) (Pearce, 2008), the New Model
Corpus (100 million words) (Norberg, 2016), and
the Bank of English Corpus (450 million words)
(Moon, Rosamund, 2014). By default, the corpus
of Goldberg and Orwant (2013) is broken down
by year, but we aggregate the data across years
to obtain roughly 37 million noun–adjectives
pairs, 41 million NSUBJ–verb pairs, and 14 million
DOBJ–verb pairs. We additionally lemmatize
each word. For example, the noun stewardesses
is lemmatized to a set of lexical features consisting
of the genderless lemma STEWARD and the mor-
phological features +FEM and +PL. This parsing
and lemmatization process is illustrated in Fig. 2.

Quantitative evaluation. Our study is also quan-
titative in nature: we test concrete hypotheses about
differences between the language used to describe
men and women. For example, we test whether

3Typically ranked by the log of the Dice coefficient.

Figure 2: An example sentence with its labeled depen-
dency parse (top) and lemmatized words (bottom).

women are more often described using adjectives
related to their bodies and emotions. This quantita-
tive focus differentiates our approach from previous
corpus-based sociolinguistics research on gendered
language. Indeed, in the introduction to a special
issue on corpus methods in the journal Gender and
Language, Baker (2013) writes, “while the term
corpus and its plural corpora are reasonably popu-
lar within Gender and Language (occurring in al-
most 40% of articles from issues 1-6), authors have
mainly used the term as a synonym for ‘data set’
and have tended to carry out their analysis by hand
and eye methods alone.” Moreover, in a related
paper on extracting gendered language from word
embeddings, Garg et al. (2018) lament that “due
to the relative lack of systematic quantification of
stereotypes in the literature [... they] cannot directly
validate [their] results.” For an overview of quan-
titative evaluation, we recommend Baker (2014).

Speaker versus referent. Many data-driven
studies of gender and language focus on what
speakers of different genders say rather than
differences between descriptions of men and
women. This is an easier task—the only annotation
required is the gender of the speaker. For example,
Ott (2016) used a topic model to study how word
choice in tweets is influenced by the gender of the
tweeter; Schofield and Mehr (2016) modeled gen-
der in film dialog; and, in the realm of social media
analysis, Bamman et al. (2014) discussed stylistic
choices that enable classifiers to distinguish
between tweets written by men versus women.

Model versus data. Recent NLP research has fo-
cused on gender biases in word embeddings (Boluk-
basi et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2017) and co-reference
systems (Zhao et al., 2018; Rudinger et al., 2018).
These papers are primarily concerned with mitigat-
ing biases present in the output of machine learning
models deployed in the real world (O’Neil, 2016).
For example, Bolukbasi et al. (2016) used pairs
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of gendered words, such as she–he, to mitigate
unwanted gender biases in word embeddings. Al-
though it is possible to rank the adjectives (or verbs)
most aligned with the embedding subspace defined
by a pair of gendered words, there are no guaran-
tees that the resulting adjectives (or verbs) were
specifically used to describe men or women in the
dataset from which the embeddings were learned.
In contrast, we use syntactic collocations to ex-
plicitly represent gendered relationships between
individual words. As a result, we are able make
definitive claims about these relationships, thereby
enabling us to answer sociolinguistic research ques-
tions. Indeed, it is this sociolinguistic focus that
differentiates our approach from this line of work.

3 Modeling Gendered Language

As explained in §1, our aim is quantify the degree
to which the language used to describe men and
women is different and, moreover, different in a
positive or negative way. To do this, we therefore
introduce a generative latent-variable model that
jointly represents adjective (or verb) choice, with
its sentiment, given the natural gender of a head (or
dependent) noun. This model, which is based on
the sparse additive generative model (SAGE; Eisen-
stein et al., 2011),4 enables us to extract ranked lists
of adjectives (or verbs) that are used, with particu-
lar sentiments, to describe male or female nouns.

We define G to be the set of gendered, animate
nouns in our corpus and n ∈ G to be one such
noun. We represent n via a multi-hot vector
fn ∈ {0, 1}T of its lexical features—i.e., its
genderless lemma, its gender (male or female),
and its number (singular or plural). In other
words, fn always has exactly three non-zero
entries; for example, the only non-zero entries of
fstewardesses are those corresponding to STEWARD,
+FEM, and +PL. We define V to be the set of
adjectives (or verbs) in our corpus and ν ∈ V
to be one such adjective (or verb). To simplify
exposition, we refer to each adjective (or verb) that
attaches to noun n as a neighbor of n. Finally, we
define S = {POS, NEG, NEU} to be a set of three
sentiments and s ∈ S to be one such sentiment.

Drawing inspiration from SAGE, our model
jointly represents nouns, neighbors, and (latent)

4SAGE is a flexible alternative to latent Dirichlet allocation
(LDA; Blei et al., 2003)—the most widely used statistical topic
model. Our study could also have been conducted using LDA;
drawing on SAGE was primarily a matter of personal taste.

n s

ν

Figure 3: Graphical model depicting our model’s repre-
sentation of nouns, neighbors, and (latent) sentiments.

sentiments as depicted in Fig. 3. Specifically,

p(ν, n, s) = p(ν | s, n) p(s |n) p(n). (1)

The first factor in eq. (1) is defined as

p(ν | s, n) ∝ exp{mν + f
>
n η(ν, s)}, (2)

wherem ∈ R|V| is a background distribution and
η(ν, s) ∈ RT is a neighbor- and sentiment-specific
deviation. The second factor in eq. (1) is defined as

p(s |n) ∝ exp (ωns ), (3)

where ωns ∈ R, while the third factor is defined as

p(n) ∝ exp (ξn), (4)

where ξn ∈ R. We can then extract lists of neigh-
bors that are used, with particular sentiments, to
describe male and female nouns, ranked by scores
that are a function of their deviations. For example,
the score for neighbor ν when used, with positive
sentiment, to describe a male noun is defined as

τMASC-POS(ν) ∝ exp{g>MASCη(ν, POS)}, (5)

where gMASC ∈ {0, 1}T is a vector where only the
entry that corresponds to +MASC is non-zero.

Because our corpus does not contain explicit
sentiment information, we marginalize out s:

p(ν, n) =
∑

s∈S
p(ν | s, n) p(s |n) p(n). (6)

This yields the following objective function:
∑

n∈G

∑

ν∈V
p̂(ν, n) log (p(ν, n)), (7)

where p̂(ν, n) ∝ #(ν, n) is the empirical probabil-
ity of neighbor ν and noun n in our corpus.

To ensure that the latent variables in our model
correspond to positive, negative, and neutral
sentiments, we rely on posterior regularization
(Ganchev et al., 2010). Given an additional dis-
tribution q(s | ν) that provides external information
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about the sentiment of neighbor ν, we regularize
p(s | ν), as defined by our model, to be close (in the
sense of KL-divergence) to q(s | ν). Specifically,
we construct the following posterior regularizer:

Rpost

= KL(q(s | ν) || p(s | ν)) (8)

= −
∑

s∈S
q(s | ν) log (p(s | ν)) +H(q), (9)

where H(q) is constant and p(s | ν) is defined as

p(s | ν) =
∑

n∈G
p(s, n | ν) (10)

=
∑

n∈G

p(ν |n, s) p(s |n) p(n)
p(ν)

. (11)

We use the combined sentiment lexicon of Hoyle
et al. (2019) as q(s | ν). This lexicon represents
each word’s sentiment as a three-dimensional
Dirichlet distribution, thereby accounting for the
relative confidence in the strength of each senti-
ment and, in turn, accommodating polysemous and
rare words. By using the lexicon as external infor-
mation in our posterior regularizer, we can control
the extent to which it influences the latent variables.

We add the regularizer in eq. (8) to the objective
function in eq. (7), using a multiplier β to control
the strength of the posterior regularization. We
also impose an L1-regularizer α · ||η||1 to induce
sparsity. The complete objective function is then

∑

n∈G

∑

ν∈V
p̂(ν, n) log (p(ν, n))

+ α · ||η||1 + β ·Rpost. (12)

We optimize eq. (12) with respect to η(·, ·), ω,
and ξ using the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba,
2015) with α and β set as described in §4. To
ensure that the parameters are interpretable (e.g.,
to avoid a negative η(PREGNANT, NEG) canceling
out a positive η(PREGNANT, POS))), we also con-
strain η(·, ·) to be non-negative, although without
this constraint, our results are largely the same.

Relationship to pointwise mutual information.
Our model also recovers pointwise mutual infor-
mation (PMI), which has been used previously to
identify gendered language (Rudinger et al., 2017).

Proposition 1. Consider the following restricted
version of our model. Let fg ∈ {0, 1}2 be a one-
hot vector that represents only the gender of a noun

n. We write g instead of n, equivalence-classing all
nouns as either MASC or FEM. Let η?(·) : V → R2

be the maximum-likelihood estimate for the special
case of our model without (latent) sentiments:

p(ν | g) ∝ exp(mν + f
>
g η

?(ν)). (13)

Then, we have

τg(ν) ∝ exp(PMI(ν, g)). (14)

Proof. See App. B.

Proposition 1 says that if we use a limited set
of lexical features (i.e., only gender) and estimate
our model without any regularization or latent
sentiments, then ranking the neighbors by τg(ν)
(i.e., by their deviations from the background
distribution) is equivalent to ranking them by their
PMI. This proposition therefore provides insight
into how our model builds on PMI. Specifically,
in contrast to PMI, 1) our model can consider
lexical features other than gender, 2) our model
is regularized to avoid the pitfalls of maximum-
likelihood estimation, and 3) our model cleanly
incorporates latent sentiments, relying on posterior
regularization to ensure that the p(s | ν) is close
to the sentiment lexicon of Hoyle et al. (2019).

4 Experiments, Results, and Discussion

We use our model to study the corpus of Goldberg
and Orwant (2013) by running it separately on the
noun–adjectives pairs, the NSUBJ–verb pairs, and
the DOBJ–verb pairs. We provide a full list of the
lemmatized, gendered, animate nouns in App. A.
We use α ∈ {0, 10−5, 10−4, 0.001, 0.01} and
β ∈ {10−5, 10−4, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100};
when we report results below, we use parameter val-
ues averaged over these hyperparameter settings.

4.1 Q1: Qualitative Differences
Our first research question concerns the qualitative
differences between the language used to describe
men and women. To answer this question, we use
our model to extract ranked lists of neighbors that
are used, with particular sentiments, to describe
male and female nouns. As explained in §3, we
rank the neighbors by their deviations from the
background distribution (see, for example, eq. (5)).

Qualitative evaluation. In Tab. 2, we provide,
for each sentiment, the 25 largest-deviation adjec-
tives used to describe male and female nouns. The
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τMASC-POS τMASC-NEG τMASC-NEU τFEM-POS τFEM-NEG τFEM-NEU

Adj. Value Adj. Value Adj. Value Adj. Value Adj. Value Adj. Value

faithful 2.3 unjust 2.4 german 1.9 pretty 3.3 horrible 1.8 virgin 2.8
responsible 2.2 dumb 2.3 teutonic 0.8 fair 3.3 destructive 0.8 alleged 2.0
adventurous 1.9 violent 1.8 financial 2.6 beautiful 3.4 notorious 2.6 maiden 2.8
grand 2.6 weak 2.0 feudal 2.2 lovely 3.4 dreary 0.8 russian 1.9
worthy 2.2 evil 1.9 later 1.6 charming 3.1 ugly 3.2 fair 2.6
brave 2.1 stupid 1.6 austrian 1.2 sweet 2.7 weird 3.0 widowed 2.4
good 2.3 petty 2.4 feudatory 1.8 grand 2.6 harried 2.4 grand 2.1
normal 1.9 brutal 2.4 maternal 1.6 stately 3.8 diabetic 1.2 byzantine 2.6
ambitious 1.6 wicked 2.1 bavarian 1.5 attractive 3.3 discontented 0.5 fashionable 2.5
gallant 2.8 rebellious 2.1 negro 1.5 chaste 3.3 infected 2.8 aged 1.8
mighty 2.4 bad 1.9 paternal 1.4 virtuous 2.7 unmarried 2.8 topless 3.9
loyal 2.1 worthless 1.6 frankish 1.8 fertile 3.2 unequal 2.4 withered 2.9
valiant 2.8 hostile 1.9 welsh 1.7 delightful 2.9 widowed 2.4 colonial 2.8
courteous 2.6 careless 1.6 ecclesiastical 1.6 gentle 2.6 unhappy 2.4 diabetic 0.7
powerful 2.3 unsung 2.4 rural 1.4 privileged 1.4 horrid 2.2 burlesque 2.9
rational 2.1 abusive 1.5 persian 1.4 romantic 3.1 pitiful 0.8 blonde 2.9
supreme 1.9 financial 3.6 belted 1.4 enchanted 3.0 frightful 0.5 parisian 2.7
meritorious 1.5 feudal 2.5 swiss 1.3 kindly 3.2 artificial 3.2 clad 2.5
serene 1.4 false 2.3 finnish 1.1 elegant 2.8 sullen 3.1 female 2.3
godlike 2.3 feeble 1.9 national 2.2 dear 2.2 hysterical 2.8 oriental 2.2
noble 2.3 impotent 1.7 priestly 1.8 devoted 2.0 awful 2.6 ancient 1.7
rightful 1.9 dishonest 1.6 merovingian 1.6 beauteous 3.9 haughty 2.6 feminist 2.9
eager 1.9 ungrateful 1.5 capetian 1.4 sprightly 3.2 terrible 2.4 matronly 2.6
financial 3.3 unfaithful 2.6 prussian 1.4 beloved 2.5 damned 2.4 pretty 2.5
chivalrous 2.6 incompetent 1.7 racial 0.9 pleasant 1.8 topless 3.5 asiatic 2.0

Table 2: For each sentiment, we provide the largest-deviation adjectives used to describe male and female nouns.

results are striking: it is immediately apparent that
positive adjectives describing women are often re-
lated to their appearance (e.g., beautiful, fair, and
pretty). Sociolinguistic studies of other corpora,
such as British newspapers (Caldas-Coulthard and
Moon, 2010), have also revealed this pattern. Ad-
jectives relating to fertility, such as fertile and bar-
ren, are also more prevalent for women. We pro-
vide similar tables for verbs in App. D. Negative
verbs describing men are often related to violence
(e.g., murder, fight, kill, and threaten). Meanwhile,
women are almost always the object of rape, which
aligns with our knowledge of the world and sup-
ports the collocation of rape and girl found by
Baker (2014). Broadly speaking, positive verbs
describing men tend to connote virtuosity (e.g., gal-
lant and inspire), while those describing women ap-
pear more trivial (e.g., sprightly, giggle, and kiss).

Correlation with human judgments. To deter-
mine whether the output from our model accords
with previous human judgements of gender stereo-
types, we use the corpus of Williams and Ben-
nett (1975), which consists of 63 adjectives an-
notated with (binary) gender stereotypes. We mea-
sure Spearman’s ρ between these annotations and
the probabilities output by our model. We find a
relatively strong positive correlation of ρ = 0.59

(p < 10−6), which indicates that the output from
our model aligns with common gender stereotypes
captured by previous human judgements. We also
measure the correlation between continuous annota-
tions of 300 adjectives from two follow-up studies
(Williams and Best, 1990, 1977)5 and the proba-
bilities output by our model. Here, the correlation
is ρ = 0.33 (p < 10−8), and the binarized annota-
tions agree with the output from our model for 64%
of terms. We note that some of the disagreement
is due to reporting bias (Gordon and Van Durme,
2013) in our corpus. For example, only men are
described in our corpus as effeminate, although
humans judge it to be a highly feminine adjective.

4.2 Q2: Quantitative differences
Our second research question concerns the quan-
titative differences between the language used to
describe men and women. To answer this question,
we use two existing semantic resources—one for
adjectives (Tsvetkov et al., 2014) and one for verbs
(Miller et al., 1993)—to quantify the patterns
revealed by our model. Again, we use our model to
extract ranked lists of neighbors that are used, with
particular sentiments, to describe male and female
nouns. We consider only the 200 largest-deviation

5The studies consider the same set of words 20 years apart;
we average their annotations, obtained from Garg et al. (2018).
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Figure 4: The frequency with which the 200 largest-
deviation adjectives for each sentiment and gender cor-
respond to each sense from Tsvetkov et al. (2014).

neighbors for each sentiment and gender. This
restriction allows us to perform an unpaired
permutation test (Good, 2004) to determine
whether there are significant differences between
the language used to describe men and women.

Adjective evaluation. Women are supposedly
more often described using adjectives related to
their bodies and emotions. For example, de Beau-
voir (1953) writes that “from girlhood, women are
socialized to live and experience their bodies as ob-
jects for another’s gaze...” Although studies of rea-
sonably large corpora have found evidence to sup-
port this supposition (Norberg, 2016), none have
done so at scale with statistical significance test-
ing. We use the semantic resource of Tsvetkov
et al. (2014), which categorizes adjectives into thir-
teen senses: BEHAVIOR, BODY, FEELING, MIND,
etc. Specifically, each adjective has a distribution
over senses, capturing how often the adjective cor-
responds to each sense. We analyze the largest-
deviation adjectives for each sentiment and gender
by computing the frequency with which these adjec-
tives correspond to each sense. We depict these fre-
quencies in Fig. 4. Specifically, we provide frequen-
cies for the senses where, after Bonferroni correc-
tion, the differences between men and women are
significant. We find that adjectives used to describe
women are indeed more often related to their bodies
and emotions than adjectives used to describe men.

Verb evaluation. To evalaute verbs senses, we
take the same approach as for adjectives. We use
the semantic resource of Miller et al. (1993), which
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Figure 5: The frequency with which the 200 largest-
deviation verbs for each sentiment and gender corre-
spond to each sense from Miller et al. (1993). These re-
sults are only for the NSUBJ–verb pairs; there are no sta-
tistically significant differences for DOBJ–verb pairs.

ADJ NSUBJ DOBJ

MSC FEM MSC FEM MSC FEM

POS 0.34 0.38 0.37 0.36 0.37 0.36
NEG 0.30 0.31 0.33 0.34 0.34 0.35
NEU 0.36 0.31 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.29

Table 3: The frequency with which the 200 largest-
deviation neighbors for each gender correspond to
each sentiment, obtained using a simplified version of
our model and the lexicon of Hoyle et al. (2019). Sig-
nificant differences (p < 0.05/3 under an unpaired per-
mutation test with Bonferroni correction) are in bold.

categorizes verbs into fifteen senses. Each verb has
a distribution over senses, capturing how often the
verb corresponds to each sense. We consider two
cases: the NSUBJ–verb pairs and the DOBJ–verb
pairs. Overall, there are fewer significant differ-
ences for verbs than there are for adjectives. There
are no statistically significant differences for the
DOBJ–verb pairs. We depict the results for the
NSUBJ–verb pairs in Fig. 5. We find that verbs
used to describe women are more often related to
their bodies than verbs used to describe men.

4.3 Q3: Differences in sentiment

Our final research question concerns the overall
sentiment of the language used to describe men
and women. To answer this question, we use a sim-
plified version of our model, without the latent sen-
timent variables or the posterior regularizer. We are
then able to use the combined sentiment lexicon of
Hoyle et al. (2019) to analyze the largest-deviation
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neighbors for each gender by computing the fre-
quency with which each neighbor corresponds to
each sentiment. We report these frequencies in
Tab. 3. We find that there is only one significant dif-
ference: adjectives used to describe men are more
often neutral than those used to describe women.

5 Conclusion and Limitations

We presented an experimental framework for quan-
titatively studying the ways in which the language
used to describe men and women is different and,
moreover, different in a positive or negative way.
We introduced a generative latent-variable model
that jointly represents adjective (or verb) choice,
with its sentiment, given the natural gender of a
head (or dependent) noun. Via our experiments,
we found evidence in support of common gender
stereotypes. For example, positive adjectives
used to describe women are more often related to
their bodies than adjectives used to describe men.
Our study has a few limitations that we wish to
highlight. First, we ignore demographics (e.g., age,
gender, location) of the speaker, even though such
demographics are likely influence word choice.
Second, we ignore genre (e.g., news, romance) of
the text, even though genre is also likely to influ-
ence the language used to describe men and women.
In addition, depictions of men and women have
certainly changed over the period covered by our
corpus; indeed, Underwood et al. (2018) found ev-
idence of such a change for fictional characters. In
future work, we intend to conduct a diachronic anal-
ysis in English using the same corpus, in addition
to a cross-linguistic study of gendered language.
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A List of Gendered, Animate Nouns

Tab. 4 contains the full list of gendered, animate
nouns that we use. We consider each row in this
table to be the inflected forms of a single lemma.

Male Female
Singular Plural Singular Plural

man men woman women
boy boys girl girls
father fathers mother mothers
son sons daughter daughters
brother brothers sister sisters
husband husbands wife wives
uncle uncles aunt aunts
nephew nephews niece nieces
emperor emperors empress empresses
king kings queen queens
prince princes princess princesses
duke dukes duchess duchesses
lord lords lady ladies
knight knights dame dames
waiter waiters waitress waitresses
actor actors actress actresses
god gods goddess goddesses
policeman policemen policewoman policewomen
postman postmen postwoman postwomen
hero heros heroine heroines
wizard wizards witch witches
steward stewards stewardess stewardesses
he – she –

Table 4: Gendered, animate nouns.

B Relationship to PMI

Proposition 1. Consider the following restricted
version of our model. Let fg ∈ {0, 1}2 be a one-
hot vector that represents only the gender of a noun.
We write g instead of n, equivalence-classing all
nouns as either MASC or FEM. Let η?(·) : V → R2

be the maximum-likelihood estimate for the special
case of our model without (latent) sentiments:

p(ν | g) ∝ exp(mν + f
>
g η

?(ν)). (15)

Then, we have

τg(ν) ∝ exp(PMI(ν, g)). (16)

Proof. First, we note our model has enough param-
eters to fit the empirical distribution exactly:

p̂(ν | g) = p(ν | g) (17)

∝ exp{mν + f
>
g η

?(ν)}. (18)

Then, we proceed with an algebraic manipulation
of the definition of pointwise mutual information:

PMI(ν, g) = log
p̂(ν, n)

p̂(ν) p̂(n)
(19)

= log
p̂(ν | n)
p̂(ν)

(20)

= log
p(ν | n)
p̂(ν)

(21)

= log
p(ν | n)
exp{mν}

(22)

= log
1

Z

exp{mν + f
>
g η

?(ν)}
exp{mν}

(23)

= log
1

Z
exp{f>g η?(ν)} (24)

= f>g η
?(ν)− logZ. (25)

Now we have

τg(ν) ∝ exp{f>g η?(ν)} (26)

∝ exp{f>g η?(ν)− logZ} (27)

= exp(PMI(ν, g)), (28)

which is what we wanted to show.

C Senses

In Tab. 5, we list the senses for adjectives (Tsvetkov
et al., 2014) and for verbs (Miller et al., 1993).

Adjectives Verbs

Behavior Body
Body Change
Feeling Cognition
Mind Communication
Miscellaneous Competition
Motion Consumption
Perception Contact
Quantity Creation
Social Emotion
Spatial Motion
Substance Perception
Temporal Possession
Weather Social

Stative
Weather

Table 5: Senses for adjectives and verbs.

D Additional Results

In Tab. 6 and Tab. 7, we provide the largest-
deviation verbs used to describe male and female
nouns for NSUBJ–verb pairs and DOBJ–verb pairs.
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τMASC-POS τMASC-NEG τMASC-NEU τFEM-POS τFEM-NEG τFEM-NEU

Verb Value Verb Value Verb Value Verb Value Verb Value Verb Value

succeed 1.6 fight 1.2 extend 0.7 celebrate 2.4 persecute 2.1 faint 0.7
protect 1.4 fail 1.0 found 0.8 fascinate 0.8 faint 1.0 be 1.1
favor 1.3 fear 1.0 strike 1.3 facilitate 0.7 fly 1.0 go 0.4
flourish 1.3 murder 1.5 own 1.1 marry 1.8 weep 2.3 find 0.1
prosper 1.7 shock 1.6 collect 1.1 smile 1.8 harm 2.2 fly 0.4
support 1.5 blind 1.6 set 0.8 fan 0.8 wear 2.0 fall 0.1
promise 1.5 forbid 1.5 wag 1.0 kiss 1.8 mourn 1.7 wear 0.9
welcome 1.5 kill 1.3 present 0.9 champion 2.2 gasp 1.1 leave 0.7
favour 1.2 protest 1.3 pretend 1.1 adore 2.0 fatigue 0.7 fell 0.1
clear 1.9 cheat 1.3 prostrate 1.1 dance 1.7 scold 1.8 vanish 1.3
reward 1.8 fake 0.8 want 0.9 laugh 1.6 scream 2.1 come 0.7
appeal 1.6 deprive 1.5 create 0.9 have 1.4 confess 1.7 fertilize 0.6
encourage 1.5 threaten 1.3 pay 1.1 play 1.0 get 0.5 flush 0.5
allow 1.5 frustrate 0.9 prompt 1.0 give 0.8 gossip 2.0 spin 1.6
respect 1.5 fright 0.9 brazen 1.0 like 1.8 worry 1.8 dress 1.4
comfort 1.4 temper 1.4 tarry 0.7 giggle 1.4 be 1.3 fill 0.2
treat 1.3 horrify 1.4 front 0.5 extol 0.6 fail 0.4 fee 0.2
brave 1.7 neglect 1.4 flush 0.3 compassionate 1.9 fight 0.4 extend 0.1
rescue 1.5 argue 1.3 reach 0.9 live 1.4 fake 0.3 sniff 1.6
win 1.5 denounce 1.3 escape 0.8 free 0.9 overrun 2.4 celebrate 1.1
warm 1.5 concern 1.2 gi 0.7 felicitate 0.6 hurt 1.8 clap 1.1
praise 1.4 expel 1.7 rush 0.6 mature 2.2 complain 1.7 appear 0.9
fit 1.4 dispute 1.5 duplicate 0.5 exalt 1.7 lament 1.5 gi 0.8
wish 1.4 obscure 1.4 incarnate 0.5 surpass 1.7 fertilize 0.5 have 0.5
grant 1.3 damn 1.4 freeze 0.5 meet 1.1 feign 0.5 front 0.5

Table 6: The largest-deviation verbs used to describe male and female nouns for NSUBJ–verb pairs.

τMASC-POS τMASC-NEG τMASC-NEU τFEM-POS τFEM-NEG τFEM-NEU

Verb Value Verb Value Verb Value Verb Value Verb Value Verb Value

praise 1.7 fight 1.8 set 1.5 marry 2.3 forbid 1.3 have 1.0
thank 1.7 expel 1.8 pay 1.2 assure 3.4 shame 2.5 expose 0.8
succeed 1.7 fear 1.6 escape 0.4 escort 1.2 escort 1.3 escort 1.4
exalt 1.2 defeat 2.4 use 2.1 exclaim 1.0 exploit 0.9 pour 2.1
reward 1.8 fail 1.3 expel 0.9 play 2.7 drag 2.1 marry 1.3
commend 1.7 bribe 1.8 summon 1.7 pour 2.6 suffer 2.2 take 1.1
fit 1.4 kill 1.6 speak 1.3 create 2.0 shock 2.1 assure 1.6
glorify 2.0 deny 1.5 shop 2.6 have 1.8 fright 2.4 fertilize 1.6
honor 1.6 murder 1.7 excommunicate 1.3 fertilize 1.8 steal 2.0 ask 1.0
welcome 1.9 depose 2.3 direct 1.1 eye 0.9 insult 1.8 exclaim 0.6
gentle 1.8 summon 2.0 await 0.9 woo 3.3 fertilize 1.6 strut 2.3
inspire 1.7 order 1.9 equal 0.4 strut 3.1 violate 2.4 burn 1.7
enrich 1.7 denounce 1.7 appoint 1.7 kiss 2.6 tease 2.3 rear 1.5
uphold 1.5 deprive 1.6 animate 1.1 protect 2.1 terrify 2.1 feature 0.9
appease 1.5 mock 1.6 follow 0.7 win 2.0 persecute 2.1 visit 1.3
join 1.4 destroy 1.5 depose 1.8 excel 1.6 cry 1.8 saw 1.3
congratulate 1.3 deceive 1.7 want 1.1 treat 2.3 expose 1.3 exchange 0.8
extol 1.1 bore 1.6 reach 0.9 like 2.2 burn 2.6 shame 1.6
respect 1.7 bully 1.5 found 0.8 entertain 2.0 scare 2.0 fade 1.2
brave 1.7 enrage 1.4 exempt 0.4 espouse 1.4 frighten 1.8 signal 1.2
greet 1.6 shop 2.7 tip 1.8 feature 1.2 distract 2.3 see 1.2
restore 1.5 elect 2.2 elect 1.7 meet 2.2 weep 2.3 present 1.0
clear 1.5 compel 2.1 unmake 1.5 wish 1.9 scream 2.3 leave 0.8
excite 1.2 offend 1.5 fight 1.2 fondle 1.9 drown 2.1 espouse 1.3
flatter 0.9 scold 1.4 prevent 1.1 saw 1.8 rape 2.0 want 1.1

Table 7: The largest-deviation verbs used to describe male and female nouns for DOBJ–verb pairs.
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Abstract

Given a small corpus DT pertaining to a lim-
ited set of focused topics, our goal is to train
embeddings that accurately capture the sense
of words in the topic in spite of the limited
size of DT . These embeddings may be used in
various tasks involving DT . A popular strat-
egy in limited data settings is to adapt pre-
trained embeddings E trained on a large cor-
pus. To correct for sense drift, fine-tuning, reg-
ularization, projection, and pivoting have been
proposed recently. Among these, regulariza-
tion informed by a word’s corpus frequency
performed well, but we improve upon it us-
ing a new regularizer based on the stability
of its cooccurrence with other words. How-
ever, a thorough comparison across ten top-
ics, spanning three tasks, with standardized
settings of hyper-parameters, reveals that even
the best embedding adaptation strategies pro-
vide small gains beyond well-tuned baselines,
which many earlier comparisons ignored. In
a bold departure from adapting pretrained em-
beddings, we propose using DT to probe, at-
tend to, and borrow fragments from any large,
topic-rich source corpus (such as Wikipedia),
which need not be the corpus used to pretrain
embeddings. This step is made scalable and
practical by suitable indexing. We reach the
surprising conclusion that even limited corpus
augmentation is more useful than adapting em-
beddings, which suggests that non-dominant
sense information may be irrevocably obliter-
ated from pretrained embeddings and cannot
be salvaged by adaptation.

1 Introduction

Word embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013; Penning-
ton et al., 2014) benefit many natural language
processing (NLP) tasks. Often, a group of tasks
may involve a limited corpus DT pertaining to
a few focused topics, e.g., discussion boards on

∗ vihari@cse.iitb.ac.in

Physics, video games, or Unix, or a forum for
discussing medical literature. Because DT may
be too small to train word embeddings to suf-
ficient quality, a prevalent practice is to harness
general-purpose embeddings E pretrained on a
broad-coverage corpus, not tailored to the topics
of interest. The pretrained embeddings are some-
times used as-is (‘pinned’). Even if E is trained
on a ‘universal’ corpus, considerable sense shift
may exist in the meaning of polysemous words
and their cooccurrences and similarities with other
words. In a corpus about Unix, ‘cat’ and ‘print’
are more similar than in Wikipedia. ‘Charge’ and
‘potential’ are more related in a Physics corpus
than in Wikipedia. Thus, pinning can lead to poor
target task performance in case of serious sense
mismatch. Another popular practice is to initial-
ize the target embeddings to the pretrained vectors,
but then “fine-tune” using DT to improve perfor-
mance in the target (Mou et al., 2015; Min et al.,
2017; Howard and Ruder, 2018). As we shall see,
the number of epochs of fine-tuning is a sensi-
tive knob — excessive fine-tuning might lead to
“catastrophic forgetting” (Kirkpatrick et al., 2017)
of useful word similarities in E , and too little fine-
tuning may not adapt to target sense.

Even if we are given development (‘dev’) sets
for target tasks, the best balancing act between a
pretrained E and a topic-focused DT is far from
clear. Should we fine-tune (all word vectors) in
epochs and stop when dev performance deterio-
rates? Or should we keep some words close to
their pretrained embeddings (a form of regulariza-
tion) and allow others to tune more aggressively?
On what properties of E and DT should the regu-
larization strength of each word depend? Our first
contribution is a new measure of semantic drift of
a word from E toDT , which can be used to control
the regularization strength. In terms of perplex-
ity, we show that this is superior to both epoch-
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based tuning, as well as regularization based on
simple corpus frequencies of words (Yang et al.,
2017). Yet another option is to learn projections to
align generic embeddings to the target sense (Bol-
legala et al., 2015; Barnes et al., 2018; K Sarma
et al., 2018), or to a shared common space (Yin
and Schütze, 2016; Coates and Bollegala, 2018;
Bollegala and Bao, 2018) However, in carefully
controlled experiments, none of the proposed ap-
proaches to adapting pretrained embeddings con-
sistently beats the trivial baseline of discarding
them and training afresh on DT !

Our second contribution is to explore other
techniques beyond adapting generic embeddings
E . Often, we might additionally have easy ac-
cess to a broad corpus DS like Wikipedia. DS
may span many diverse topics, while DT focuses
on one or few, so there may be large overall drift
from DS to DT too. However, a judicious sub-
set D̂S ⊂ DS may exist that would be excel-
lent for augmenting DT . The large size of DS is
not a problem: we use an inverted index that we
probe with documents fromDT to efficiently iden-
tify D̂S . Then we apply a novel perplexity-based
joint loss over D̂S ∪ DT to fit adapted word em-
beddings. While most of recent research focus has
been on designing better methods of adapting pre-
trained embeddings, we show that retraining with
selected source text is significantly more accurate
than the best of embeddings-only strategy, while
runtime overheads are within practical limits.

An important lesson is that non-dominant sense
information may be irrevocably obliterated from
generic embeddings; it may not be possible to sal-
vage this information by post-facto adaptation.

Summarizing, our contributions are:

• We propose new formulations for training topic-
specific embeddings on a limited target corpus
DT by (1) adapting generic pre-trained word
embeddings E , and/or (2) selecting from any
available broad-coverage corpus DS .
• We perform a systematic comparison of our and

several recent methods on three tasks spanning
ten topics and offer many insights.
• Our selection of D̂S from DS and joint perplex-

ity minimization on D̂S ∪ DT perform better
than pure embedding adaptation methods, at the
(practical) cost of processing DS .
• We evaluate our method even with contex-

tual embeddings. The relative performance of
the adaptation alternatives remain fairly sta-

ble whether the adapted embeddings are used
on their own, or concatenated with context-
sensitive embeddings (Peters et al., 2018; Cer
et al., 2018).

2 Related work and baselines

CBOW
We review the popular CBOW model for learn-
ing unsupervised word representations (Mikolov
et al., 2013). As we scan the corpus, we col-
lect a focus word w and a set C of context words
around it, with corresponding embedding vectors
uuuw ∈ Rn and vvvc ∈ Rn, where c ∈ C. The two
embedding matrices UUU,VVV are estimated as:

max
UUU,VVV

∑

〈w,C〉∈D
σ(uuuw · vvvC) +

∑

w̄∼D
σ(−uuuw̄ · vvvC) (1)

Here vvvC is the average of the context vectors in C.
w̄ is a negative focus word sampled from a slightly
distorted unigram distribution of D. Usually
downstream applications use only the embedding
matrix UUU , with each word vector scaled to unit
length. Apart from CBOW, Mikolov et al. (2013)
defined the related skipgram model, and (Penning-
ton et al., 2014) proposed the Glove model, which
can also be used in our framework. We found
CBOW to work better for our downstream tasks.

Src, Tgt and Concat baselines
In the ‘Src’ option, pre-trained embeddings uuuSw
trained only on a large corpus are used as-is. The
other extreme, called ‘Tgt’, is to train word em-
beddings from scratch on the limited target cor-
pusDT . In our experiments we found that Src per-
forms much worse than Tgt, indicating the pres-
ence of significant drift in prominent word senses.
Two other simple baselines, are ‘Concat’, that con-
catenates the source and target trained embeddings
and let the downstream task figure out their rela-
tive roles, and ’Avg’ that following (Coates and
Bollegala, 2018) takes their simple average. An-
other option is to let the downstream task learn to
combine multiple embeddings as in (Zhang et al.,
2016).

As word embeddings have gained popularity
for representing text in learning models, several
methods have been proposed for enriching small
datasets with pre-trained embeddings.

Adapting pre-trained embeddings
SrcTune: A popular method (Min et al., 2017;
Wang et al., 2017; Howard and Ruder, 2018) is
to use the source embeddings uuuSw to initialize uuuw
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and thereafter train onDT . We call this ‘SrcTune’.
Fine-tuning requires careful control of the num-
ber of epochs with which we train on DT . Ex-
cessive training can wipe out any benefit of the
source because of catastrophic forgetting. Insuf-
ficient training may not incorporate target corpus
senses in case of polysemous words, and adversely
affect target tasks (Mou et al., 2015). The number
of epochs can be controlled using perplexity on a
held-out DT , or using downstream tasks. Howard
and Ruder (2018) propose to fine-tune a whole
language model using careful differential learn-
ing rates. However, epoch-based termination may
be inadequate. Different words may need diverse
trade-offs between the source and target topics,
which we discuss next.

RegFreq (frequency-based regularization):
Yang et al. (2017) proposed to train word embed-
dings using DT , but with a regularizer to prevent
a word w’s embedding from drifting too far from
the source embedding (uuuSw). The weight of the
regularizer is meant to be inversely proportional
to the concept drift of w across the two corpus.
Their limitation was that corpus frequency was
used as a surrogate for stability; high stability
was awarded to only words frequent in both
corpora. As a consequence, very few words in
a focused DT about Physics will benefit from a
broad coverage corpus like Wikipedia. Thousands
of words like galactic, stars, motion, x-ray, and
momentum will get low stability, although their
prominent sense is the same in the two corpora.
We propose a better regularization scheme in
this paper. Unlike us, Yang et al. (2017) did not
compare with fine-tuning.

Projection-based methods attempt to project
embeddings of one kind to another, or to a shared
common space. Bollegala et al. (2014) and Barnes
et al. (2018) proposed to learn a linear transfor-
mation between the source and target embeddings.
Yin and Schütze (2016) transform multiple em-
beddings to a common ‘meta-embedding’ space.
Simple averaging are also shown to be effective
(Coates and Bollegala, 2018), and a recent (Bol-
legala and Bao, 2018) auto-encoder based meta-
embedder (AEME) is the state of the art. K Sarma
et al. (2018) proposed CCA to project both em-
beddings to a common sub-space. Some of these
methods designate a subset of the overlapping
words as pivots to bridge the target and source
parameters in various ways (Blitzer et al., 2006;

Ziser and Reichart, 2018; Bollegala et al., 2015).
Many such techniques were proposed in a cross-
domain setting, and specifically for the sentiment
classification task. Gains are mainly from effec-
tive transfer of sentiment representation across do-
mains. Our challenge arises when a corpus with
broad topic coverage pretrains dominant word
senses quite different from those needed by tasks
associated with narrower topics.

Language models for task transfer
Complementary to the technique of adapting indi-
vidual word embeddings is the design of deeper
sequence models for task-to-task transfer. Cer
et al. (2018); Subramanian et al. (2018) propose
multi-granular transfer of sentence and word rep-
resentations across tasks using Universal Sentence
Encoders. ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) trains a
multi-layer sequence model to build a context-
sensitive representation of words in a sentence.
ULMFiT (Howard and Ruder, 2018) present ad-
ditional tricks such as gradual unfreezing of pa-
rameters layer-by-layer, and exponentially more
aggressive fine-tuning toward output layers. De-
vlin et al. (2018) propose a deep bidirectional lan-
guage model for generic contextual word embed-
dings. We show that our topic-sensitive embed-
dings provide additional benefit even when used
with contextual embeddings.

3 Proposed approaches

We explore two families of methods: (1) those
that have access to only pretrained embeddings
(Sec 3.1), and (2) those that also have access to a
source corpus with broad topic coverage (Sec 3.2).

3.1 RegSense: Stability-based regularization
Our first contribution is a more robust definition of
stability to replace the frequency-based regularizer
of RegFreq. We first train word vectors on DT ,
and assume the pretrained embeddings E are avail-
able. Let the focus embeddings of wordw in E and
DT be uuuSw and uuuTw. We overload E ∩ DT as words
that occur in both. For each word w ∈ E ∩DT , we
compute N (K)

S (w, E ∩ DT ), the K nearest neigh-
bors of w with respect to the generic embeddings,
i.e., with the largest values of cos(uuuSw,uuu

S
n) from

E∩DT . HereK is a suitable hyperparameter. Now
we define stability(w) =∑

n∈N(K)
S (w,E∩DT )

cos(uuuTw,uuu
T
n )

|N (K)
S (w, E ∩ DT )|

(2)
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Intuitively, if we consider near neighbors n ofw in
terms of source embeddings, and most of these n’s
have target embeddings very similar to the target
embedding ofw, thenw is stable across E andDT ,
i.e., has low semantic drift from E to DT .

While many other forms of stability can
achieve the same ends, ours seems to be the
first formulation that goes beyond mere word fre-
quency and employs the topological stability of
near-neighbors in the embedding space. Here is
why this is important. Going from a generic
corpus like Wikipedia to the very topic-focused
StackExchange (Physics) corpus DT , the words
x-ray, universe, kilometers, nucleons, absorbs,
emits, sqrt, anode, diodes, and km/h have large
stability per our definition above, but low stabil-
ity according to Yang et al.’s frequency method
since they are (relatively) rare in source. Using
their method, therefore, these words will not ben-
efit from reliable pretrained embeddings.

Finally, the word regularization weight is:
R(w) = max(0, tanh

(
λ stability(w))

)
. (3)

Here λ is a hyperparameter. R(w) above is a re-
placement for the regularizer used by Yang et al.
(2017). If R(w) is large, it is regularized more
heavily toward its source embedding, keeping uuuw
closer to uuuSw. The modified CBOW loss is:

max
UUU,VVV

∑

〈w,C〉∈D
σ(uuuw · vvvC) +

∑

w̄∼D
σ(−uuuw̄ · vvvC)

+
∑

w

R(w) ‖uuuw − uuuSw‖2 (4)

Our R(w) performs better than Yang et al.’s.

3.2 Source selection and joint perplexity

To appreciate the limitations of regularization,
consider words like potential, charge, law, field,
matter, medium, etc. These will get small stabil-
ity (R(w)) values because their dominant senses
in a universal corpus do not match with those
in a Physics corpus (DT ), but DT may be too
limited to wipe that dominant sense for a subset
of words while preserving the meaning of stable
words. However, there are plenty of high-quality
broad-coverage sources like Wikipedia that in-
cludes plenty of Physics documents that could
gainfully supplement DT . Therefore, we seek to
include target-relevant documents from a generic
source corpus DS , even if the dominant sense of a
word in DS does not match that in DT . The goal
is to do this without solving the harder problem of
unsupervised, expensive and imperfect sense dis-

covery in DS and sense tagging of DT , and using
per-sense embeddings.

The main steps of the proposed approach, Src-
Sel, are shown in Figure 1. Before describing the
steps in detail, we note that preparing and prob-
ing a standard inverted index (Baeza-Yates and
Ribeiro-Neto, 1999) are extremely fast, owing to
decades of performance optimization. Also, index
preparation can be amortized over multiple target
tasks. (The granularity of a ‘document’ can be ad-
justed to the application.)

1: Index all source docs DS in a text
retrieval engine.

2: Initialize a score accumulator as for
each source doc s ∈ DS .

3: for each target doc t ∈ DT do
4: Get source docs most similar to t.
5: Augment their score accumulators.
6: D̂S ← ∅
7: for each source doc s ∈ DS do
8: if as is “sufficiently large” then
9: Add s to D̂S .

10: Fit word embeddings to optimize a joint
objective over D̂S ∪ DT .

Figure 1: Main steps of SrcSel.

Selecting source documents to retain: Let s ∈
DS , t ∈ DT be source and target documents. Let
sim(s, t) be the similarity between them, in terms
of the TFIDF cosine score commonly used in
Information Retrieval (Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-
Neto, 1999). The total vote of DT for s is then∑

t∈DT
sim(s, t). We choose a suitable cutoff on

this aggregate score, to reduce DS to D̂S , as fol-
lows. Intuitively, if we hold out a randomly sam-
pled part of DT , our cutoff should let through a
large fraction (we used 90%) of the held-out part.
Once we find such a cutoff, we apply it to DS
and retain the source documents whose aggregate
scores exceed the cutoff. Beyond mere selection,
we design a joint perplexity objective over D̂S ∪
DT , with a term for the amount of trust we place
in a retained source document. This limits damage
from less relevant source documents that slipped
through the text retrieval filter. Since the retained
documents are weighted based on their relevance
to the topical target corpusDT , we found it benefi-
cial to also include a percentage (we used 10%) of
randomly selected documents from DS . We refer
to the method that only uses documents retained
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using text retrieval filter as SrcSel:R and only ran-
domly selected documents from DS as SrcSel:c.
SrcSel uses documents both from the retrieval fil-
ter and random selection.

Joint perplexity objective: Similar to Eqn. (1),
we will sample word and context 〈w,C〉 from DT
and D̂S . Given our limited trust in D̂S , we will
give each sample from D̂S an alignment score
Q(w,C). This should be large when w is used
in a context similar to contexts in DT . We judge
this based on the target embedding uuuTw:

Q(w,C) = max
{

0, cos
(
uuuTw, vvv

T
C

)}
. (5)

Since uuuw represents the sense of the word in the
target, source contexts C which are similar will
get a high score. Similarity in source embeddings
is not used here because our intent is to preserve
the target senses. We tried other forms such as
dot-product or its exponential and chose the above
form because it is bounded and hence less sensi-
tive to gross noise in inputs.

The word2vec objective (1) is enhanced to
∑

〈w,C〉∈DT

[
σ(uuuw · vvvC) +

∑
w̄∼DT

σ(−uuuw̄ · vvvC)
]

+
∑

〈w,C〉∈D̂S

Q(w,C)
[
σ(uuuw · vvvC)+

∑
w̄∼D̂S

σ(−uuuw̄ · vvvC)
]
. (6)

The first sum is the regular word2vec loss
over DT . Word w̄ is sampled from the vocabulary
of DT as usual, according to a suitable distribu-
tion. The second sum is over the retained source
documents D̂S . Note that Q(w,C) is computed
using the pre-trained target embeddings and does
not change during the course of training.

SrcSel+RegSense combo: Here we combine
objective (6) with the regularization term in (4),
where R uses all of E as in RegSense.

4 Experiments

We compare the methods discussed thus far, with
the goal of answering these research questions:
1. Can word-based regularization (RegFreq and

RegSense) beat careful termination at epoch
granularity, after initializing with source em-
beddings (SrcTune)?

2. How do these compare with just fusing Src and
Tgt via recent meta-embedding methods like
AAEME (Bollegala and Bao, 2018)1?

1We used the implementation available at:
https://github.com/CongBao/AutoencodedMetaEmbedding

3. Does SrcSel provide sufficient and consistent
gains over RegSense to justify the extra effort
of processing a source corpus?

4. Do contextual embeddings obviate the need for
adapting word embeddings?

We also establish that initializing with source em-
beddings also improves regularization methods.
(Curiously, RegFreq was never combined with
source initialization.)

Topics and tasks
We compare across 15 topic-task pairs spanning
10 topics and 3 task types: an unsupervised lan-
guage modeling task on five topics, a document
classification task on six topics, and a duplicate
question detection task on four topics. In our
setting, DT covers a small subset of topics in
DS , which is the 201609012 version dump of
Wikipedia. Our tasks are different from GLUE-
like multi-task learning (Wang et al., 2019), be-
cause our focus is on the problems created by the
divergence between prominent sense-dominated
generic word embeddings and their sense in nar-
row target topics. We do not experiment on the
cross-domain sentiment classification task popu-
lar in domain adaptation papers since they benefit
more from sharing sentiment-bearing words, than
learning the correct sense of polysemous words,
which is our focus here. All our experiments are
on public datasets, and we will publicly release our
experiment scripts and code.
StackExchange topics We pick four topics
(Physics, Gaming, Android and Unix) from the
CQADupStack3 dataset of questions and re-
sponses. For each topic, the available response
text is divided into DT , used for training/adapt-
ing embeddings, and D̃T , the evaluation fold used
to measure perplexity. In each topic, the target
corpus DT has 2000 responses totalling roughly
1 MB. We also report results with changing sizes
of DT . Depending on the method we use DT ,DS ,
or uuuS to train topic-specific embeddings and eval-
uate them as-is on two tasks that train task-specific
layers on top of these fixed embeddings. The
first is an unsupervised language modeling task
where we train a LSTM4 on the adapted embed-

2The target corpora in our experiments came from
datasets that were created before this time.

3http://nlp.cis.unimelb.edu.au/
resources/cqadupstack/

4https://github.com/tensorflow/models/
blob/master/tutorials/rnn/ptb/ptb_word_
lm.py
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Method Physics Gaming Android Unix
Tgt 121.9 185.0 142.7 159.5
Tgt(unpinned) -0.6 -0.8 0.2 0.1

Table 1: Average reduction in perplexity, when embed-
dings are not pinned, on four Stackexchange topics.

dings (which are pinned) and report perplexity
on D̃T . The second is a Duplicate question detec-
tion task. Available in each topic are human an-
notated duplicate questions (statistics in Table 10
of Appendix) which we partition across train, test
and dev as 50%, 40%, 10%. For contrastive train-
ing, we add four times as much randomly chosen
non-duplicate pairs. The goal is to predict dupli-
cate/not for a question pair, for which we use word
mover distance (Kusner et al., 2015, WMD) over
adapted word embeddings. We found WMD more
accurate than BiMPM (Wang et al., 2017). We use
three splits of the target corpus, and for each re-
sultant embedding, measure AUC on three random
(train-)dev-test splits of question pairs, for a total
of nine runs. For reporting AUC, WMD does not
need the train fold.

Medical domain: This domain from the
Ohsumed5 dataset has abstracts on cardiovascular
diseases. We sample 1.4 MB of abstracts as target
corpusDT . We evaluate embeddings on two tasks:
(1) unsupervised language modeling on remaining
abstracts, and (2) supervised classification on 23
MeSH classes based on title. We randomly select
10,000 titles with train, test, dev split as 50%,
40%, and 10%. Following Joulin et al. (2017), we
train a softmax layer on the average of adapted
(and pinned) word embeddings.

Topics from 20 newsgroup We choose the five
top-level classes in the 20 newsgroup dataset6 as
topics; viz.: Computer, Recreation, Science, Pol-
itics, Religion. The corresponding five down-
stream tasks are text classification over the 3–
5 fine-grained classes under each top-level class.
Train, test, dev splits were 50%, 40%, 10%. We
average over nine splits. The body text is used as
DT and subject text is used for classification.

Pretrained embeddings E are trained on
Wikipedia using the default settings of word2vec’s
CBOW model. All our data splits are made
publicly available at https://github.com/
vihari/we_adapt_datasets.

5https://www.mat.unical.it/OlexSuite/
Datasets/SampleDataSets-about.htm

6http://qwone.com/˜jason/20Newsgroups/

4.1 Effect of fine-tuning embeddings on the
target task

We chose to pin embeddings in all our experi-
ments, once adapted to the target corpus, namely
the document classification task on medical and
20 newsgroup topics and language model task on
five different topics. This is because we did not
see any improvements when we unpin the input
embeddings. We summarize in Table 1 the results
when the embeddings are not pinned on language
model task on the four StackExchange topics.

4.2 Epochs vs. regularization results
In Figure 2 we show perplexity and AUC against
training epochs. Here we focus on four meth-
ods: Tgt, SrcTune, RegFreq, and RegSense. First
note that Tgt continues to improve on both per-
plexity and AUC metrics beyond five epochs (the
default in word2vec code7 and left unchanged in
RegFreq8 (Yang et al., 2017)). In contrast, Src-
Tune, RegSense, and RegFreq are much better
than Tgt at five epochs, saturating quickly. With
respect to perplexity, SrcTune starts getting worse
around 20 iterations and becomes identical to Tgt,
showing catastrophic forgetting. Regularizers in
RegFreq and RegSense are able to reduce such for-
getting, with RegSense being more effective than
RegFreq. These experiments show that any com-
parison that chooses a fixed number of training
epochs across all methods is likely to be unfair.
Henceforth we will use a validation set for the
stopping criteria. While this is standard practice
for supervised tasks, most word embedding code
we downloaded ran for a fixed number of epochs,
making comparisons unreliable. We conclude that
validation-based stopping is critical for fair evalu-
ation.
We next compare SrcTune, RegFreq, and
RegSense on the three tasks: perplexity in Ta-
ble 2, duplicate detection in Table 3, and classi-
fication in Table 4. All three methods are better
than baselines Src and Concat, which are much
worse than Tgt indicating the presence of signif-
icant concept drift. Yang et al. (2017) provided no
comparison between RegFreq (their method) and
SrcTune; we find the latter slightly better. On the
supervised tasks, RegFreq is often worse than Tgt
provided Tgt is allowed to train for enough epochs.

7https://code.google.com/archive/p/
word2vec/

8https://github.com/Victor0118/cross_
domain_embedding/
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Figure 2: Language model perplexity (top row) and AUC on duplicate question detection (bottom row).

Method Physics Gaming Android Unix Med
Tgt 121.9 185.0 142.7 159.5 158.9
SrcTune 2.3 6.8 1.1 3.1 5.5
RegFreq 2.1 7.1 1.8 3.4 6.8
RegSense 5.0 13.8 6.7 9.7 14.6
SrcSel 5.8 11.7 5.9 6.4 8.6

SrcSel 6.2 12.5 7.9 9.3 10.5
+RegSense

Table 2: Average reduction in language model perplex-
ity over Tgt on five topics. ± standard deviation are
shown in Table 11 in the Appendix

If the same number of epochs are used to train the
two methods, one can reach the misleading con-
clusion that Tgt is worse. RegSense is better than
SrcTune and RegFreq particularly with respect to
perplexity, and rare class classification (Table 4).
We conclude that a well-designed word stability-
based regularizer can improve upon epoch-based
fine-tuning.

Impact of source initialization Table 5 com-
pares Tgt and RegFreq with two initializers:
(1) random as proposed by Yang et al. (2017), and
(2) with source embeddings. RegFreq after source
initialization is better in almost all cases. SrcSel
and RegSense also improve with source initial-
ization, but to a smaller extent. (More detailed
numbers are in Table 14 of Appendix.) We con-
clude that initializing with pretrained embeddings
is helpful even with regularizers.

Physics Gaming Android Unix
Tgt 86.7 82.6 86.8 85.4
Src -2.3±0.5 0.8±0.5 -3.7±0.5 -7.1±0.3
Concat -1.1±0.5 1.4±0.3 -2.1±0.3 -4.5±0.4
AAEME 1.2±0.2 4.6±0.0 -0.3±0.2 0.0±0.2
SrcTune -0.3±0.3 1.9±0.2 0.6±0.2 -0.0±0.2
RegFreq -0.4±0.2 2.4±0.2 -0.5±0.5 -0.5±0.2
RegSense -0.4±0.5 2.2±0.1 -0.5±0.5 -0.5±0.4
SrcSel 3.6±0.2 3.0±0.2 0.8±0.3 2.1±0.2
SrcSel 3.6±0.2 3.1±0.5 0.8±0.3 2.1±0.2
+RegSense

Table 3: AUC gains over Tgt (± standard deviation of
difference) on duplicate question detection task on var-
ious target topics. AAEME is the auto-encoder meta-
embedding of Bollegala and Bao (2018).

Comparison with Meta-embeddings In Ta-
bles 3 and 4 we show results with the most recent
meta-embedding method AAEME. AAEME pro-
vides gains over Tgt in only two out of six cases9.

4.3 Performance of SrcSel

We next focus on the performance of SrcSel on
all three tasks: perplexity in Table 2, duplicate
detection in Table 3, and classification in Ta-
ble 4. SrcSel is always among the best two meth-
ods for perplexity. In supervised tasks, SrcSel is

9On the topic classification datasets in Table 4, AAEME
and its variant DAEME were worse than Src. We used the
dev set to select the better of Src and their best method.
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Ohsumed 20NG Avg
Method Micro Macro Rare 5 topics
Tgt 26.3 14.7 3.0 88.9
Src -1.0±0.9 0.±0.5 0.±0.1 -3.9±1.2
AAEME -1.0±0.9 0.±0.5 0.±0.1 -3.9±1.2
SrcTune 1.7±1.0 1.8±1.7 1.5±2.0 0.0±1.6
RegFreq 0.6±0.5 1.8±2.3 3.7±4.7 -
RegSense 1.4±0.5 2.5±1.2 4.0±1.8 0.4±1.3
SrcSel 2.0±0.9 2.6±1.5 1.1±1.4 0.5±1.5
SrcSel 2.3±0.7 3.4±1.3 4.3±1.2 0.5±1.5
+RegSense

Table 4: Average accuracy gains over Tgt (± std-dev)
on Ohsumed and 20NG datasets. We show macro and
rare class accuracy gains for Ohsumed because of its
class population skew. Per-topic 20NG gains are in Ta-
ble 15 in Appendix.

Physics Gaming Android Unix
RegFreq’s reduction in Perplexity over Tgt

Original 1.1±1.1 1.5±1.2 0.9±0.1 0.7±0.8
+SrcInit 2.1±0.9 5.7±0.8 1.1±0.5 2.1±0.8

RegFreq’s gain in AUC over Tgt
Original -1.2±0.4 0.1±0.1 -0.2±0.1 -0.4±0.1
+SrcInit -0.4±0.2 2.4±0.2 -0.5±0.5 -0.5±0.2

Table 5: Effect of initializing with source embeddings.
We show mean gains over Tgt over 9 runs (± std-dev).

the only method that provides significant gains
for all topics: AUC for duplicate detection in-
creases by 2.4%, and classification accuracy in-
creases by 1.4% on average. SrcSel+RegSense
performs even better than SrcSel on all three tasks
particularly on rare words. An ablation study on
other variants of SrcSel appear in the Appendix.

Word-pair similarity improvements: In Ta-
ble 6, we show normalized10 cosine similarity of
word pairs pertaining to the Physics and Unix top-
ics. Observe how word pairs like (nice, kill), (vim,
emacs) in Unix and (current, electron), (lie, group)
in Physics are brought closer together as a result of
importing the larger unix/physics subset from DS .
In each of these pairs, words (e.g. nice, vim, lie,
current) have a different prominent sense in the
source (Wikipedia). Hence, methods like SrcTune,
and RegSense cannot help. In contrast, word pairs
like (cost, require), (x-ray, x-rays) whose sense is
the same in the two corpus benefit significantly
from the source across all methods.

10We sample a set S of 20 words based on their frequency.
Normalized similarity between a and b is cos(a,b)∑

w∈(S∪b) cos(a,w)
.

Set S is fixed across methods.

Pair Tgt Src Reg Reg Src
Tune Freq Sense Sel

Unix topic
nice, kill 4.6 4.5 4.4 4.4 5.2
vim, emacs 5.7 5.8 5.7 5.8 6.4
print, cat 5.0 4.9 4.9 5.0 5.4
kill, job 5.2 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.8
make, install 5.1 5.1 5.3 5.7 5.8
character, unicode 4.9 5.1 4.7 4.6 5.8
Physics topic
lie, group 5.2 5.0 4.4 5.1 5.8
current, electron 5.3 5.3 4.7 5.3 5.7
potential, kinetic 5.8 5.8 4.5 5.9 6.1
rotated, spinning 5.0 5.7 6.0 5.1 5.6
x-ray, x-rays 5.3 7.0 6.1 5.5 6.4
require, cost 4.9 6.2 5.2 5.1 5.3
cool, cooling 5.6 6.0 6.4 5.7 5.7

Table 6: Example word pairs and their normalized sim-
ilarity across different methods of training embeddings.

Running time: SrcSel is five times slower than
RegFreq, which is still eminently practical. D̂S
was within 3× the size ofDT in all domains. IfDS
is available, SrcSel is a practical and significantly
more accurate option than adapting pretrained
source embeddings. SrcSel+RegSense comple-
ments SrcSel on rare words, improves perplexity,
and is never worse than SrcSel.

Physic Game Andrd Unix Med(Rare)
Tgt 89.7 88.4 89.4 89.2 9.4
SrcTune −0.2 0.6 −0.4 −0.2 −2.1
SrcSel 1.9 0.5 0.0 −0.2 1.1

Table 7: Performance with a larger target corpus size of
10MB on the four deduplication tasks (AUC score) and
one classification task (Accuracy on rare class). Details
in Table 16 of Appendix.

Effect of target corpus size The problem of
importing source embeddings is motivated only
when target data is limited. When we increase tar-
get corpus 6-fold, the gains of SrcSel and SrcTune
over Tgt was insignificant in most cases. How-
ever, infrequent classes continued to benefit from
the source as shown in Table 7.

4.4 Contextual embeddings

We explore if contextual word embeddings obvi-
ate the need for adapting source embeddings, in
the ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) setting, a contex-
tualized word representation model, pre-trained
on a 5.5B token corpus11. We compare ELMo’s

11https://allennlp.org/elmo
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Physic Game Andrd Unix Med
Tgt 86.7 82.6 86.8 85.4 26.3
ELMo −1.0 4.5 −1.5 −2.3 3.2
+Tgt −0.8 3.8 0.5 0.0 4.1
+SrcTune −0.5 3.0 0.3 0.2 3.5
+SrcSel 2.6 4.1 1.1 1.5 4.6

Table 8: Gains over Tgt with contextual embeddings
on duplicate detection (columns 2–5) and classification
(column 6). (Std-dev in Table 17 of Appendix.)

contextual embeddings as-is, and also after con-
catenating them with each of Tgt, SrcTune, and
SrcSel embeddings in Table 8. First, ELMo+Tgt
is better than Tgt and ELMo individually. This
shows that contextual embeddings are useful but
they do not eliminate the need for topic-sensitive
embeddings. Second, ELMo+SrcSel is better than
ELMo+Tgt. Although SrcSel is trained on data
that is a strict subset of ELMo, it is still instru-
mental in giving gains since that subset is aligned
better with the target sense of words. We conclude
that topic-adapted embeddings can be useful, even
with ELMo-style contextual embeddings.

Recently, BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) has gar-
nered a lot of interest for beating contemporary
contextual embeddings on all the GLUE tasks.
We evaluate BERT on question duplicate question
detection task on the four StackExchange topics.
We use pre-trained BERT-base, a smaller 12-layer
transformer network, for our experiments. We
train a classification layer on the final pooled rep-
resentation of the sentence pair given by BERT to
obtain the binary label of whether they are dupli-
cates. This is unlike the earlier setup where we
used EMD on the fixed embeddings.

To evaluate the utility of a relevant topic fo-
cused corpus, we fine-tune the pre-trained check-
point either onDT (SrcTune) or onDT ∪D̂S (Src-
Sel:R) using BERT’s masked language model loss.
The classifier is then initialized with the fine-tuned
checkpoint. Since fine-tuning is sensitive to the
number of update steps, we tune the number of
training steps using performance on a held-out dev
set. F1 scores corresponding to different initializ-
ing checkpoints are shown in table 9. It is clear
that pre-training the contextual embeddings on rel-
evant target corpus helps in the downstream classi-
fication task. However, the gains of SrcSel:R over
Tgt is not clear. This could be due to incomplete or
noisy sentences in D̂S . There is need for more ex-
perimentation and research to understand the lim-
ited gains of SrcSel:R over SrcTune in the case of

Method Physics Gaming Android Unix
BERT 87.5 85.3 87.4 82.7
SrcTune 88.0 89.2 88.5 83.5
SrcSel:R 87.9 88.4 88.6 85.1

Table 9: F1 scores on question de-duplication task us-
ing BERT-base and when fine-tuned on Tgt only (DT )
and Tgt and selected source (DT ∪ D̂S)

BERT. We leave this for future work.

5 Conclusion

We introduced one regularization and one source-
selection method for adapting word embeddings
from a partly useful source corpus to a target topic.
They work better than recent embedding transfer
methods, and give benefits even with contextual
embeddings. It may be of interest to extend these
techniques to embed knowledge graph elements.
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Abstract
Lexical relations describe how meanings of
terms relate to each other. Typical relations in-
clude hypernymy, synonymy, meronymy, etc.
Automatic distinction of lexical relations is
vital for NLP applications, and is also chal-
lenging due to the lack of contextual signals
to discriminate between such relations. In
this work, we present a neural representation
learning model to distinguish lexical relations
among term pairs based on Hyperspherical Re-
lation Embeddings (SphereRE). Rather than
learning embeddings for individual terms, the
model learns representations of relation triples
by mapping them to the hyperspherical em-
bedding space, where relation triples of dif-
ferent lexical relations are well separated. We
further introduce a Monte-Carlo based sam-
pling and learning algorithm to train the model
via transductive learning. Experiments over
several benchmarks confirm SphereRE outper-
forms state-of-the-arts.

1 Introduction

Lexical relations are relations between terms in
lexicons. Types of lexical relations include hyper-
nymy, synonymy, meronymy, etc. Such relations
are treated as key resources for various NLP ap-
plications, e.g., question answering (Yang et al.,
2017), taxonomy induction (Shen et al., 2018),
machine translation (Zhang et al., 2018), natural
language inference (Inkpen et al., 2018), lexical
database construction (Speer et al., 2017), etc.

Due to its importance, automatic acquisition
of lexical relations is a research focus in NLP.
In early years, lexical relations in WordNet
were manually compiled by linguists (Miller,
1995). Recently, path-based and distributional
approaches are two major paradigms to classify
a term pair into a fixed inventory of lexical re-
lations, or to predict it as random (meaning the

∗Corresponding author.

two terms are un-related) (Shwartz and Dagan,
2016; Wang et al., 2017a). Path-based approaches
use dependency paths connecting two terms to
infer lexical relations (Washio and Kato, 2018a;
Roller et al., 2018). The paths usually describe
relations between terms explicitly, but require the
two terms co-occur in a sentence, leading to the
“low coverage” problem. Apart from Hearst pat-
terns (Hearst, 1992), there are few high-quality
textual patterns to recognize lexical relations other
than hypernymy. Distributional approaches con-
sider the global contexts of terms to predict lexi-
cal relations using word embeddings (Baroni et al.,
2012; Glavas and Vulic, 2018). They are reported
to outperform several path-based approaches, but
can suffer from the “lexical memorization” prob-
lem (Levy et al., 2015; Shwartz and Dagan, 2016).
This is because some supervised distributional ap-
proaches learn properties of two terms separately,
instead of how two terms relate to each other in the
embedding space.

(a) Term Embedding Space (b) Relation Embedding Space

Car

Auto

Automobile

Vehicle

Engine

Wheel

Hypernymy
Synonymy
Meronymy

(Car, Hypernymy, 
Vehicle)

(Car, Meronymy, Engine)

(Car, Meronymy, Wheel)

(Car, Synonymy, Auto)

(Car, Synonymy, 
Automobile)

O Ox x

y y

Figure 1: An example of hyperspherical learning w.r.t.
the term car and three types of lexical relations.

In this paper, we aim at improving distributional
approaches by learning lexical relation representa-
tions in hyperspherical embedding space, named
hyperSpherical Relation Embeddings (SphereRE).
Consider the example w.r.t. car in Figure 1. Word
embeddings of these terms are similar to each
other due to their contextual similarity. Hence,
embedding offsets of term pairs can not distin-
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guish the three types of lexical relations well
(i.e., hypernymy, synonymy and meronymy). In-
stead of learning individual term embeddings, we
directly map all the relation triples to the hy-
perspherical embedding space such that different
types of lexical relations have diverse embeddings
in terms of angles. For example, the angle between
embeddings of (car, hypernymy, vehicle) and (car,
synonymy, auto) is large. In contrast, that of (car,
synonymy, automobile) and (car, synonymy, auto)
is small. As a result, different types of lexical rela-
tions can be distinguished. Moreover, by learning
representations of lexical relation triples explicitly,
our work addresses “lexical memorization” (Levy
et al., 2015) from a distributional aspect.

To learn SphereRE vectors for lexical relation
triples, we minimize embedding distances of term
pairs that are likely to share the same lexical rela-
tion in both labeled and unlabeled data, and max-
imize embedding distances of different lexical re-
lations. The distances in the hyperspherical space
are defined based on the angles of embeddings. In
this work, we first propose a relation-aware se-
mantic projection model to estimate probabilis-
tic distributions of lexical relations over unlabeled
data. The SphereRE vectors are efficiently learned
by Monte-Carlo techniques by transductive learn-
ing. Finally, a neural network based classifier is
trained using all the features to make the final pre-
dictions of lexical relations over all unlabeled data.

We evaluate SphereRE over four benchmark
datasets and the CogALex-V shared task (Santus
et al., 2016a), and confirm that SphereRE is highly
effective, outperforming state-of-the-art. We also
evaluate the embedding quality of SphereRE.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 summarizes the related work. We
present SphereRE in Section 3. Experiments are
illustrated in Section 4, with the conclusion shown
in Section 5.

2 Related Work

We briefly overview related work on lexical rela-
tion classification and hyperspherical learning.

2.1 Lexical Relation Classification

Among all methods, path-based and distributional
approaches are two major paradigms (Shwartz and
Dagan, 2016). For hypernymy relations, Hearst
patterns (Hearst, 1992) are lexical patterns fre-
quently employed, summarized in Wang et al.

(2017a). Shwartz et al. (2016) employ an LSTM-
based neural network to learn representations of
dependency paths. Roller et al. (2018) use Hearst
pattern based statistics derived from a large text
corpus to detect hypernymy relations. For other
lexical relations, LexNET (Shwartz and Dagan,
2016) extends Shwartz et al. (2016) to classify
multiple types of lexical relations based on an in-
tegrated neural network. This type of methods re-
quires that the two terms co-occur in a sentence.
Washio and Kato (2018a) address the “low cover-
age” issue by augmenting dependency paths.

Distributional approaches employ term repre-
sentations to predict lexical relations, which ex-
ploit global contexts of terms. Traditional meth-
ods use a combination of two terms’ embeddings
as the representation, such as vector concatena-
tion (Baroni et al., 2012; Roller and Erk, 2016),
vector difference (Roller et al., 2014; Weeds et al.,
2014; Vylomova et al., 2016), etc. After that, a
classifier is trained to predict lexical relations. Al-
though distributional methods do not require the
co-occurrence of two terms, they suffer from “lex-
ical memorization” (Levy et al., 2015). It means
the algorithms only learn the properties of the two
terms, rather than the relations between them. Re-
cently, more complicated neural networks have
been proposed. Glavas and Vulic (2018) propose
a Specialization Tensor Model to discriminate be-
tween four lexical relations. The model learns dif-
ferent specializations of input distributional em-
beddings w.r.t. term pairs in order to predict dif-
ferent types of lexical relations. Attia et al. (2016)
employ a convolutional neural network in a multi-
task setting. Nguyen et al. (2016, 2017b) dis-
tinguish antonymy and synonymy via word em-
beddings and path-based neural networks. Similar
research is presented in Hashimoto et al. (2015);
Washio and Kato (2018b); Chen et al. (2018);
Bouraoui et al. (2018). A few works learn relation
embeddings for other NLP applications (Jameel
et al., 2018; Joshi et al., 2018).

Another research direction is to learn special-
izing embeddings. Yu et al. (2015); Luu et al.
(2016); Nguyen et al. (2017a); Vulic and Mrksic
(2018) (and a few others) learn hypernymy embed-
dings considering hierarchical structure of hyper-
nymy relations. For other lexical relations, Mrk-
sic et al. (2017) present the model Attract-Repel
to improve qualities of word embeddings for syn-
onymy recognition. However, they focus on one
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particular lexical relation, not capable of distin-
guishing multiple types of lexical relations.

2.2 Hyperspherical Learning

The work of hyperspherical learning is mostly in
computer vision. Liu et al. (2017) propose a hper-
spherical network (SphereNet) for image classi-
fication. It learns angular representations on hy-
perspheres using hyperspherical convolution units.
Wang et al. (2017c) apply the L2 hypersphere em-
bedding technique to face verification, optimiz-
ing cosine similarity for feature normalization. In
NLP, hyperspherical learning has not been exten-
sively used. Masumura et al. (2017) introduce hy-
perspherical query likelihood models for informa-
tion retrieval. Mei and Wang (2016) leverage hy-
perspherical clustering for document categoriza-
tion. Lv et al. (2018) consider sphere represen-
tations as knowledge graph embeddings. To our
knowledge, few methods employ hyperspherical
learning to learn representations for NLP applica-
tions. In our work, we focus on lexical relation
classification and present the SphereRE model to
address this problem.

3 The SphereRE Model

We introduce the Hyperspherical Relation Embed-
ding (SphereRE) model in detail.

3.1 Learning Objective

We start with some basic notations. Let D and
U be the labeled and unlabeled sets, consisting of
term pairs (xi, yi). Each pair (xi, yi) corresponds
to a pre-defined lexical relation type ri ∈ R.1 The
task of our work is to predict the lexical relation
type ri for each pair (xi, yi) ∈ U based on D.

Denote ~xi (or ~yi) as the embedding of word
xi (or yi), pre-trained using any neural language
models. For each lexical relation type rm ∈ R, we
learn a mapping function fm(~xi) that maps the re-
lation subject xi to the relation object yi in the em-
bedding space if xi and yi have the lexical relation
type rm. Hence, we aim at minimizing the objec-
tive function Jf with I(·) as the indicator function:

Jf =

|D|∑

i=1

∑

rm∈R
I(ri = rm)‖fm(~xi)− ~yi‖2

1If the dataset contains term pairs of several lexical re-
lation types, together with random, unrelated term pairs, we
consider “random” as a special lexical relation type.

To represent lexical relation triples in the (origi-
nal) embedding space, we utilize the vector differ-
ence model (Roller et al., 2014; Weeds et al., 2014;
Vylomova et al., 2016). Combining the model Jf ,
given a term pair (xi, yi) with lexical relation type
ri, the representation of the triple is fi(~xi)− ~xi.

Next, we consider the hyperspherical learning
objective. Based on the assumption in Figure 1,
we define a symmetric function g(·, ·) to quantify
the distance between two representations of lex-
ical relation triples in the SphereRE space. Fol-
lowing Roller et al. (2014); Weeds et al. (2014);
Vylomova et al. (2016), we employ the vector dif-
ference model to represent the relation embedding
of a term pair. Because we aim at learning repre-
sentations for both labeled and unlabeled data in
order to make predictions, for two pairs (xi, yi)
and (xj , yj) with lexical relation types ri and rj
((xi, yi), (xj , yj) ∈ D ∪ U ), we minimize the fol-
lowing function:

δ(ri, rj)g(fi(~xi)− ~xi, fj(~xj)− ~xj)

where δ(ri, rj) is the sign function that returns 1 if
the two pairs share the same lexical relation type
(i.e., ri = rj) and -1 otherwise. Hence, embed-
ding distances of term pairs that share the same
lexical relation type are minimized. Embedding
distances of term pairs with different lexical rela-
tion types are maximized. Refer to Figure 2 for a
geometric interpretation of the objective.

Car

Auto

Automobile

Car

Vehicle

Wheel

v(car, auto)

v(car, automobile)

Goal: Minimizing the angle Goal: Maximizing the angle

v(car, wheel)

v(car, vehicle)

Case i) Same Lexical Relation Type Case ii) Different Lexical Relation Types

Figure 2: A geometric interpretation of hyperspherical
learning. “v(car, auto)” is the embedding vector w.r.t.
the term pair “(auto, car)” (i.e., fi(~xi) − ~xi) based on
vector difference and Jf , characterizing the lexical re-
lation of the two terms in the original embedding space.
For simplicity, we use an arrow to represent the embed-
ding fi(~xi)− ~xi.

In summary, the objective function of lexical re-
lation representation learning in the hyperspheri-
cal embedding space Jg is defined as follows:

Jg =
D∪U∑

i,j

δ(ri, rj)g(fi(~xi)− ~xi, fj(~xj)− ~xj)
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Let Θ be all parameters in the model. The gen-
eral objective of SphereRE is defined as follows,
with λ1 and λ2 as balancing hyperparameters:

J(Θ) = Jf + λ1Jg + λ2‖Θ‖2

It is computationally intractable to minimize
J(Θ). The reasons are twofold: i) The lexical re-
lation types ri of all pairs (xi, yi) ∈ U should be
predicted before we can minimize J(Θ). ii) The
definition of Jg does not directly determine how
to generate the representations of lexical relation
triples. Additionally, minimizing J(Θ) requires
the traversal of D and U in quadratic time, lead-
ing to the high computational cost.

In the following, we present a relation-aware se-
mantic projection model as the function fm(·). It
is employed to approximate ri (for all (xi, yi) ∈
U ). Next, the representation learning process of
lexical relation triples and the lexical relation clas-
sification algorithms are introduced in detail.

3.2 Relation-aware Semantic Projection
For each pair (xi, yi) ∈ U , we approximate ri
from a probabilistic perspective, as an initial pre-
diction step. Following Wang and He (2016); Ya-
mane et al. (2016); Wang et al. (2017b), for each
lexical relation type rm ∈ R, we utilize a map-
ping matrix Mm ∈ Rd×d as fm(~xi) where d is the
dimension of pre-trained word embeddings. After
adding a Tikhonov regularizer on Mm, the learn-
ing objective function Jm w.r.t. one specific lexi-
cal relation type rm ∈ R over D can be re-written
as follows:

Jm =

|D|∑

i=1

I(ri = rm)‖Mm~xi − ~yi‖2 + µ‖Mm‖2F

Therefore, Jf =
∑

rm∈R Jm. The minimiza-
tion of Jm has a closed-form solution. The opti-
mal solution M∗m is as follows:

M∗m = arg min
Mm

Jm = (XT
mXm + µE)−1XT

mYm

(1)
where Xm and Ym are two nm × d data matrices,
with nm being the number of term pairs that have
the lexical relation type rm ∈ R in D. The i-th
rows of Xm and Ym are the embedding vectors of
the i-th sample (xi, yi) ∈ D that has the lexical
relation type rm ∈ R. E is a d×d identity matrix.

For each lexical relation type rm ∈ R, we train
a semantic projection model based on Eq. (1). Af-

ter that, a simple lexical relation prediction clas-
sifier is trained over D based on the following
|R| × d-dimensional feature vector F(xi, yi):2

F(xi, yi) = (M1~xi − ~yi)⊕ · · · ⊕ (M|R|~xi − ~yi)

where ⊕ is the vector concatenation operator.
M1, · · · ,M|R| are projection matrices w.r.t. |R|
lexical relation types r1, · · · , r|R|.

Based on Jm, if (xi, yi) has the lexical relation
type rm, the norm of Mm~xi − ~yi is likely to be
small. On the contrary, the norms of Mn~xi −
~yi(1 ≤ n ≤ |R|, n 6= m) are likely to be large.
Therefore, the features are highly discriminative
for lexical relation classification.

For each pair (xi, yi) ∈ U , the classifier outputs
an |R|-dimensional probabilistic distribution over
all lexical relation types R. In this work, we de-
note pi,m as the probability of (xi, yi) ∈ U having
the lexical relation type rm ∈ R.

3.3 Relation Representation Learning

After we have computed the probability pi,m for
all (xi, yi) ∈ U and all rm ∈ R, we focus on the
objective Jg. The goal is to learn a dr-dimensional
vector ~ri for each (xi, yi) ∈ D ∪ U , regarded the
representation of the lexical relation triple (named
the SphereRE vector).

To avoid the high complexity and the propaga-
tion effect of predicted errors, inspired by Perozzi
et al. (2014); Grover and Leskovec (2016), we re-
formulate Jg and the function g(·, ·) via the Skip-
gram model (Mikolov et al., 2013a) over neigh-
boring graphs. Let Nb(xi, yi) be the neighbors of
a term pair (xi, yi) in the SphereRE space, where
each term pair (xj , yj) ∈ Nb(xi, yi) is likely to
share the same lexical relation type as (xi, yi). To
ensure that term pairs with the same lexical rela-
tion type have similar SphereRE vectors, the prob-
lem of optimizing Jg can be reformulated by max-
imizing the probability of predicting the neighbors
of (xi, yi) given its SphereRE vector ~ri. There-
fore, we define a new objective function J

′
g to re-

2In practice, we employ the multiclass logistic regression
model as the underlying classifier. This is because it gener-
ates well calibrated probabilistic distributions, reflecting the
model prediction confidence. In contrast, the outputs of more
complicated models such as deep neural networks are not
well calibrated. See Guo et al. (2017) for details.
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Condition Value of wi,j

(xi, yi) ∈ D, (xj , yj) ∈ D, ri = rj 1
(xi, yi) ∈ D, (xj , yj) ∈ D, ri 6= rj 0
(xi, yi) ∈ D, (xj , yj) ∈ U, ri = rm

1
2
pj,m(cos(Mm~xi − ~xi,Mm~xj − ~xj) + 1)

(xi, yi) ∈ U, (xj , yj) ∈ D, rj = rm
1
2
pi,m(cos(Mm~xi − ~xi,Mm~xj − ~xj) + 1)

(xi, yi) ∈ U, (xj , yj) ∈ U 1
2

∑
rm∈R pi,mpj,m · (cos(Mm~xi − ~xi,Mm~xj − ~xj) + 1)

Table 1: The choice of wi,j according to different conditions.

place Jg based on the negative log likelihood:

J
′
g =

−
∑

(xi,yi)∈D∪U

∑

(xj ,yj)∈Nb(xi,yi)
log Pr((xj , yj)|~ri)

(2)

A remaining problem is to define the neighbor-
hood Nb(xi, yi) properly, to preserve the hyper-
spherical similarity property of the distance func-
tion g(fi(~xi) − ~xi, fj(~xj) − ~xj). In this work,
we introduce a weight factor wi,j ∈ [0, 1] w.r.t.
two pairs (xi, yi) and (xj , yj) in D ∪U that quan-
tifies the similarity between the two pairs in the
SphereRE space. If (xi, yi) ∈ D and (xj , yj) ∈
D, because the true lexical relation types are
known, we simply have: wi,j = I(ri = rj).

We continue to discuss other conditions. If i)
(xi, yi) ∈ D has the lexical relation type rm, and
ii) the lexical relation type of (xj , yj) ∈ U is un-
known but is predicted to be rm with probability
pj,m, the similarity between (xi, yi) and (xj , yj)
in terms of angles is defined using the weighted
cosine similarity function in the range of (0, 1):

wi,j =
1

2
pj,m(cos(Mm~xi − ~xi,Mm~xj − ~xj) + 1)

A similar case holds for (xi, yi) ∈ U and
(xj , yj) ∈ D. If (xi, yi) ∈ U and (xj , yj) ∈ U ,
because the lexical relation types of both pairs are
unknown, we compute the weight wi,j by sum-
ming up all the weighted cosine similarities over
all possible lexical relation types in R:

wi,j =
1

2

∑

rm∈R
pi,mpj,m·

(cos(Mm~xi − ~xi,Mm~xj − ~xj) + 1)

Readers can also refer to Table 1 for a summa-
rization of the choices of wi,j .

To reduce computational complexity, we pro-
pose a Monte-Carlo based sampling and learning
method to learn SphereRE vectors based on the

values of wi,j . The algorithm is illustrated in Al-
gorithm 1. It starts with the random initialization
of SphereRE vector ~ri for each (xi, yi) ∈ D ∪ U .
An iterative process randomly selects one pair
(xi, yi) as the starting point. The next pair (xj , yj)
is selected with probability as follows:

Pr((xj , yj)|(xi, yi)) =
wi,j∑

(x
′
j ,y
′
j)∈Dmini

wi,j′

(3)
where Dmini is a mini-batch of term pairs ran-
domly selected from D ∪U . In this way, the algo-
rithm only needs to traverse |Dmini| pairs instead
of |D|+ |U | pairs. This process continues, result-
ing in a sequence of pairs, denoted as S: S =
{(x1, y1), (x2, y2), · · · , (x|S|, y|S|)}. Denote l as
the window size. We approximate J

′
g in Eq. (2) by

−∑(xi,yi)∈S
∑i+l

j=i−l(j 6=i) log Pr((xj , yj)|~ri) us-
ing the negative sampling training technique of the
Skip-gram model (Mikolov et al., 2013a,b).

The values of SphereRE vectors ~ri are contin-
uously updated until all the iterations stop. We
can see that ~ris are the low-dimensional represen-
tations of lexical relation triples, encoded in the
hyperspherical space. The process is shown in Al-
gorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 SphereRE Learning
1: for each (xi, yi) ∈ D ∪ U do
2: Randomly initialize SphereRE vector ~ri;
3: end for
4: for i = 1 to max iteration do
5: Sample a sequence based on Eq. (3):

S = {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), · · · , (x|S|, y|S|)};
6: Update all SphereRE vectors ~ri by minimizing

−∑(xi,yi)∈S
∑i+l

j=i−l(j 6=i) log Pr((xj , yj)|~ri);
7: end for

In practice, we find that there is a drawback of
the sampling process. Because the predictions for
all (xi, yi) ∈ U are probabilistic, it leads to the
situation where the algorithm prefers to choose
term pairs in D to form the sequence S . The low
sampling rate of U results in the poor represen-
tation learning quality of these pairs. Here, we
employ a boosting approach to increase chances
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of (xi, yi) ∈ U being selected based on stratified
sampling. The values of all probabilities pi,m are
multiplied by a factor γ > 1, i.e., pi,m ← pi,mγ. 3

3.4 Lexical Relation Classification

Finally, we train a lexical relation classifier. For
each pair (xi, yi) ∈ D, we train a classifier over
(|R| × d+ dr)-dimensional feature set F∗(xi, yi):

F∗(xi, yi) = F(xi, yi)⊕ ~ri

where F(xi, yi) are |R| × d-dimensional
projection-based features. ~ri is the SphereRE
vector of (xi, yi) that encodes the relation triple in
the SphereRE space.

We follow the work (Shwartz and Dagan, 2016)
by using a fully-connected feed-forward neural
network, shown in Figure 3. The input layer has
|R| × d + dr nodes. We add only one hidden
layer, followed by an |R|-dimensional output layer
with softmax as the prediction function. The neu-
ral network is trained using the stochastic gradient
descent algorithm, and is employed to predict the
lexical relations for all (xi, yi) ∈ U . The high-
level procedure is summarized in Algorithm 2.

… … ……… …

…

SphereRE VectorProjection-based Features w.r.t. |R| Lexical Relation Types

Hidden Layer

Output Layer

Figure 3: The neural network architecture.

Algorithm 2 Lexical Relation Classification
1: for each lexical relation type rm ∈ R do
2: Compute M∗m by Eq. (1);
3: end for
4: Train a classifier over D over F(xi, yi);
5: for each pair (xi, yi) ∈ U do
6: Predict distribution pi,m by the classifier;
7: end for
8: Learning ~ri for all (xi, yi) ∈ D ∪ U by Algorithm 1;
9: Train a neural network over D by features F∗(xi, yi);

10: for each pair (xi, yi) ∈ U do
11: Predict the lexical relation ri by the neural network;
12: end for

3Note that although we do not explicitly optimize Jg or
construct the SphereRE space directly, the SphereRE vectors
learned by Algorithm 1 (i.e., ~ri) reflect the clear distinctions
of triples with different lexical relation types. Further analy-
sis of SphereRE vectors will be shown in experiments.

4 Experiments

In this section, we conduct extensive experiments
to evaluate SphereRE and compare it with state-
of-the-art to make the convincing conclusion.

4.1 Datasets and Experimental Settings

In the experiments, we train a fastText model (Bo-
janowski et al., 2017) over the English Wikipedia
corpus to generate term embeddings. The dimen-
sionality d is set to 300. To evaluate the effec-
tiveness of SphereRE, we use four public datasets
for multi-way classification of lexical relations:
K&H+N (Necsulescu et al., 2015), BLESS (Ba-
roni and Lenci, 2011), ROOT09 (Santus et al.,
2016b) and EVALution (Santus et al., 2015). We
also evaluate SphereRE over the subtask 2 of the
CogALex-V shared task (Santus et al., 2016a).
The statistics are summarized in Table 2.

We follow the exact same experimental settings
to partition the four public datasets into training,
validation and testing sets as in (Shwartz and Da-
gan, 2016). The partition of the CogALex dataset
is the same as those in the default settings of the
CogALex-V shared task (Santus et al., 2016a).
The default settings for SphereRE are as follows:
µ = 0.001, dr = 300, |Dmini| = 20, |S| = 100,
γ = 2 and l = 3. We run Algorithm 1 in 500 iter-
ations. We also report how the changes of the neu-
ral network architecture and parameters affect the
performance over the validation sets afterwards. It
should be further noted that we do not set the val-
ues of λ1 and λ2 in the implementation because
we employ sampling based techniques to learn ~ri,
instead of directly optimizing J(Θ).

4.2 Experiments over Four Public Datasets

We report the results of SphereRE and compare it
with state-of-the-art over four public datasets.

4.2.1 General Performance
To compare SphereRE with others, we consider
following baselines:

• Concat (Baroni et al., 2012), Diff (Weeds
et al., 2014): They are classical distributional
methods using vector concatenation and vec-
tor difference as features. A neural network
without hidden layers is trained.
• NPB (Shwartz et al., 2016): It uses a path-

based LSTM neural network to classify lex-
ical relations. It is implemented by Shwartz
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Relation K&H+N BLESS ROOT09 EVALution CogALex
Antonym - - - 1,600 601
Attribute - 2,731 - 1,297 -
Co-hyponym 25,796 3,565 3,200 - -
Event - 3,824 - - -
Holonym - - - 544 -
Hypernym 4,292 1,337 3,190 1,880 637
Meronym 1,043 2,943 - 654 387
Random 26,378 12,146 6,372 - 5,287
Substance meronym - - - 317 -
Synonym - - - 1,086 402
All 57,509 26,546 12,762 7,378 7,314

Table 2: Statistics of all datasets. Relation names in all datasets have been mapped to relation names in WordNet.

and Dagan (2016) and only considers depen-
dency paths.
• LexNET (Shwartz and Dagan, 2016): It is

built upon Shwartz et al. (2016), which com-
bines representations of dependency paths
and word embeddings for classification.
• Concath, Diffh, LexNETh: They are variants

of Concat, Diff and LexNET, with one hidden
layer between the input and the output layer.
• NPB+Aug, LexNET+Aug (Washio and Kato,

2018a): They are variants of NPB and
LexNET. The dependency paths used in the
two original systems have been augmented in
order to improve the pattern coverage.

The results of SphereRE and all the baselines
are summarized in Table 3. We compute the Preci-
sion, Recall and F1 score for each lexical relation,
and report the average scores over all the relations,
weighted by the support. We can see that clas-
sification distributional approaches perform worse
than integrated neural networks (such as Shwartz
and Dagan (2016)), because they are not capable
of learning the true relations between terms. The
proposed approach SphereRE consistently outper-
forms all the baselines over the four datasets in
terms of F1 scores. When the type of lexical re-
lations becomes larger (e.g., EVALution), the im-
provement of SphereRE are less significant than
that of other datasets (e.g., BLESS, ROOT09).
The most possible cause is that errors induced by
relation-aware semantic projection are more likely
to propagate to subsequent steps.

4.2.2 Study on Neural Network Architectures
We adjust the neural network architecture (shown
in Figure 3) and report the performance over the
validation sets in Figure 4. As shown, adding
more hidden layers does not improve the perfor-
mance of lexical relation classification. In some
datasets (e.g., EVALution), the performance even
drops, indicating a sign of overfitting. We change

the number of hidden nodes when we use one hid-
den layer in the network. The results show that the
setting does not affect the performance greatly.
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Figure 4: Network structure analysis.

4.2.3 Study on Monte-Carlo Sampling

We continue to study how the settings of Monte-
Carlo sampling affect the quality of the SphereRE
vectors. We adjust the number of iterations and the
parameter γ. The performance is shown in Fig-
ure 5. As seen, more iterations contribute to the
higher quality of embeddings. After a sufficient
number of iterations (> 500), the performance be-
comes stable. As for the choice of γ, smaller val-
ues lead to the low sampling rates of unlabeled
data, hence lower the prediction performance. In
contrast, an overly large γ induces too many errors
in relation-aware semantic projection to the sam-
pling process. Hence, a balanced setting of γ is
required.
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Figure 5: MC sampling analysis.
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Method↓ Dataset→ K&H+N BLESS ROOT09 EVALution
Pre Rec F1 Pre Rec F1 Pre Rec F1 Pre Rec F1

Concat 0.909 0.906 0.904 0.811 0.812 0.811 0.636 0.675 0.646 0.531 0.544 0.525
Concath 0.983 0.984 0.983 0.891 0.889 0.889 0.712 0.721 0.716 0.57 0.573 0.571
Diff 0.888 0.886 0.885 0.801 0.803 0.802 0.627 0.655 0.638 0.521 0.531 0.528
Diffh 0.941 0.942 0.941 0.861 0.859 0.860 0.683 0.692 0.686 0.536 0.54 0.539
NPB 0.713 0.604 0.55 0.759 0.756 0.755 0.788 0.789 0.788 0.53 0.537 0.503
LexNET 0.985 0.986 0.985 0.894 0.893 0.893 0.813 0.814 0.813 0.601 0.607 0.6
LexNETh 0.984 0.985 0.984 0.895 0.892 0.893 0.812 0.816 0.814 0.589 0.587 0.583
NPB+Aug - - 0.897 - - 0.842 - - 0.778 - - 0.489
LexNET+Aug - - 0.970 - - 0.927 - - 0.806 - - 0.545
SphereRE 0.990 0.989 0.990 0.938 0.938 0.938 0.860 0.862 0.861 0.62 0.621 0.62
Improvement - - 0.5%↑ - - 1.1%↑ - - 4.7%↑ - - 2.0%↑

Table 3: Performance comparison of lexical relation classification over four public datasets.

Features↓ Dataset→ K&H+N BLESS ROOT09 EVALution
w/o. SphereRE vectors 0.968 0.918 0.82 0.581
w. SphereRE vectors 0.990 0.938 0.861 0.62
Improvement +2.2% +2.0% +4.1% +3.9%

Table 4: Feature analysis in terms of F1 score.

Method↓ Relation→ SYN ANT HYP MER All
Attia et al. (2016) 0.204 0.448 0.491 0.497 0.423
Shwartz and Dagan (2016) 0.297 0.425 0.526 0.493 0.445
Glavas and Vulic (2018) 0.221 0.504 0.498 0.504 0.453
SphereRE 0.286 0.479 0.538 0.539 0.471

Table 5: Performance comparison over the CogALex-
V shared task. (Due to space limitation, we only list
the performance of top systems in CogALex-V.)

4.2.4 Feature Analysis
We further study whether adding the SphereRE
vectors contributes to lexical relation classifica-
tion. We remove all the these embeddings and use
the rest of the features to make prediction based
on the same neural architecture and parameter set-
tings. The results are shown in Table 4. By learn-
ing the SphereRE vectors and adding them to the
classifier, the performance improves in all four
datasets.

4.3 Experiments over the CogALex-V Shared
Task

We evaluate SphereRE over the CogALex-V
shared task (Santus et al., 2016a), where partici-
pants are asked to classify 4,260 term pairs into
5 lexical relations: synonymy, antonymy, hyper-
nymy, meronymy and random. The training set
contains 3,054 pairs. This task is the most chal-
lenging because i) it considers random relations as
noise, discarding it from the averaged F1 score; ii)
the training set is small; and iii) it enforces lexi-
cal spilt of the training and testing sets, disabling
“lexical memorization” (Levy et al., 2015).

In this shared task, GHHH (Attia et al., 2016)
and LexNET (Shwartz and Dagan, 2016) are top-

two systems with the highest performance. The
most recent work on CogALex-V is STM (Glavas
and Vulic, 2018). SphereRE achieves the aver-
aged F1 score of 47.1% (excluding the random
relations), outperforming state-of-the-art. Addi-
tionally, as reported in previous studies, the “lex-
ical memorization” effect (Levy et al., 2015) is
rather severe for hypernymy relations. Although
SphereRE is fully distributional, it achieves the
highest F1 score of 53.8%.

4.4 Analysis of SphereRE Vector Qualities

We conduct additional experiments to evaluate the
qualities of Sphere vectors. The first set of exper-
iments evaluates whether top-k most similar re-
lation triples of a given relation triple share the
same lexical relation type. This task is called top-
k similar lexical relation retrieval. In this task, the
similarity between two relation triples is quanti-
fied by the cosine similarity of the two correspond-
ing SphereRE vectors. The score is reported by
Precision@k. Higher Precision@k scores indicate
SphereRE vectors with better quality, because lex-
ical relation triples with the same lexical relation
type should have similar Sphere vectors. In the ex-
periments, we compute the Precision@k over all
the labeled (training) and unlabeled (testing) sets
of all five datasets. The results are shown in Ta-
ble 6 in terms of Average Precision@k (AP@k)
(with k = 1, 5, 10).

As seen, SphereRE has near perfect perfor-
mance (over 95% for AP@1, over 90% for AP@5
and AP@10) over training sets of all five datasets.
This is because in representation learning, all the
labels (i.e., lexical relation types) of these term
pairs are already known. Hence, SphereRE pre-
serves distributional characteristics of these la-
beled datasets well. As for unlabeled datasets, the
performance drops slightly over K&H+N, BLESS
and ROOT09. The performance is not very satis-
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(a) ROOT09 (Training) (b) ROOT09 (Testing) (c) EVALution (Training) (d) EVALution (Testing)

Figure 6: Visualization of SphereRE vectors by t-SNE (Maaten and Hinton, 2008).

Dataset AP@1 AP@5 AP@10 AP@1 AP@5 AP@10
Training Set Testing Set

K&H+N 0.972 0.954 0.951 0.862 0.844 0.839
BLESS 0.962 0.950 0.948 0.868 0.830 0.825
ROOT09 0.987 0.993 0.989 0.814 0.789 0.828
EVALution 0.988 0.987 0.982 0.653 0.650 0.697
CogALex 0.953 0.904 0.918 0.631 0.628 0.649

Table 6: Performance of top-k similar relation retrieval over five datasets in terms of Average Precision@k.

Term Pairs Predicted Relation True Relation
(heart, courage) Random Synonym
(wing, animal) Random Meronym
(mint, pennyroyal) Random Hypernym
(handlebar, bike) Co-hyponym Meronym
(grenade, object) Attribute Hypernym

Table 7: Cases of prediction errors. All the relation
names are mapped to relation names in WordNet.

factory over EVALution and CogALex, due to the
internal challenges of lexical relation classification
over the two datasets. This is because they contain
a relatively large number of lexical relation types
and random, unrelated term pairs.

To have a more intuitive understanding of these
learned SphereRE vectors, we plot the embed-
dings in Figure 6 by t-SNE (Maaten and Hin-
ton, 2008). Due to space limitation, we only plot
SphereRE vectors in part of the training and test-
ing sets from ROOT09 and EVALution. For train-
ing data, we can see a clear separation of different
lexical relation types. The slight “messiness” w.r.t.
testing data indicates learning errors.

4.5 Error Analysis
For error analysis, we randomly sample 300 cases
of prediction errors and ask human annotators to
analyze the most frequent causes. We present sev-
eral cases in Table 7. The largest number of er-
rors (approximately 42%) occur due to the ran-
dom relations in K&H+N, BLESS, ROOT09 and
CogALex. These relations are large in quantity
and blurry in semantics, misleading the classifier
to predict other lexical relations as random.

Another large proportion of errors (about 31%)

are related to unbalanced ratio of relations (apart
from random). The number of some types of lexi-
cal relation triples in the training set is small (e.g.,
Meronym in EVALution, Synonym in CogALex).
As a result, the representation learning w.r.t. these
relation triples is relatively of lower quality.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we present a representation learning
model to distinguish lexical relations based on Hy-
perspherical Relation Embeddings (SphereRE). It
learns representations of lexical relation triples by
mapping them to the hyperspherical embedding
space. The lexical relations between term pairs are
predicted using neural networks over the learned
embeddings. Experiments over four benchmark
datasets and CogALex-V show SphereRE outper-
forms state-of-the-art methods.

In the future, we will improve our model to
deal with datasets containing a relatively large
number of lexical relation types and random term
pairs. Additionally, the mapping technique used
for relation-aware semantic projection can be fur-
ther improved to model different linguistic prop-
erties of lexical relations (e.g., the “one-to-many”
mappings for meronymy).
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Abstract

In this work we approach the task of learn-
ing multilingual word representations in an of-
fline manner by fitting a generative latent vari-
able model to a multilingual dictionary. We
model equivalent words in different languages
as different views of the same word gener-
ated by a common latent variable representing
their latent lexical meaning. We explore the
task of alignment by querying the fitted model
for multilingual embeddings achieving com-
petitive results across a variety of tasks. The
proposed model is robust to noise in the em-
bedding space making it a suitable method for
distributed representations learned from noisy
corpora.

1 Introduction

Popular approaches for multilingual alignment of
word embeddings base themselves on the obser-
vation in (Mikolov et al., 2013a), which noticed
that continuous word embedding spaces (Mikolov
et al., 2013b; Pennington et al., 2014; Bojanowski
et al., 2017; Joulin et al., 2017) exhibit similar
structures across languages. This observation has
led to multiple successful methods in which a di-
rect linear mapping between the two spaces is
learned through a least squares based objective
(Mikolov et al., 2013a; Smith et al., 2017; Xing
et al., 2015) using a paired bilingual dictionary.

An alternate set of approaches based on Canon-
ical Correlation Analysis (CCA) (Knapp, 1978)
seek to project monolingual embeddings into a
shared multilingual space (Faruqui and Dyer,
2014b; Lu et al., 2015). Both these methods aim to
exploit the correlations between the monolingual
vector spaces when projecting into the aligned
multilingual space. The multilingual embeddings
from (Faruqui and Dyer, 2014b; Lu et al., 2015)
are shown to improve on word level semantic

tasks, which sustains the authors’ claim that mul-
tilingual information enhances semantic spaces.

In this paper we present a new non-iterative
method based on variants of factor analysis
(Browne, 1979; McDonald, 1970; Browne, 1980)
for aligning monolingual representations into a
multilingual space. Our generative modelling as-
sumes that a single word translation pair is gen-
erated by an embedding representing the lexical
meaning of the underlying concept. We achieve
competitive results across a wide range of tasks
compared to state-of-the-art methods, and we con-
jecture that our multilingual latent variable model
has sound generative properties that match those
of psycholinguistic theories of the bilingual mind
(Weinreich, 1953). Furthermore, we show how
our model extends to more than two languages
within the generative framework which is some-
thing that previous alignment models are not nat-
urally suited to, instead resorting to combining
bilingual models with a pivot as in (Ammar et al.,
2016).

Additionally the general benefit of the proba-
bilistic setup as discussed in (Tipping and Bishop,
1999) is that it offers the potential to extend
the scope of conventional alignment methods to
model and exploit linguistic structure more accu-
rately. An example of such a benefit could be mod-
elling how corresponding word translations can be
generated by more than just a single latent con-
cept. This assumption can be encoded by a mix-
ture of Factor Analysers (Ghahramani et al., 1996)
to model word polysemy in a similar fashion to
(Athiwaratkun and Wilson, 2017), where mixtures
of Gaussians are used to reflect the different mean-
ings of a word.

The main contribution of this work is the ap-
plication of a well-studied graphical model to a
novel domain, outperforming previous approaches
on word and sentence-level translation retrieval
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Figure 1: Graphical model for alignment. Latent space
z represents the aligned shared space between the two
vector spaces x and y.

tasks. We put the model through a battery of tests,
showing it aligns embeddings across languages
well, while retaining performance on monolingual
word-level and sentence-level tasks. Finally, we
apply a natural extension of this model to more
languages in order to align three languages into a
single common space.

2 Background

Previous work on the topic of embedding align-
ment has assumed that alignment is a directed pro-
cedure — i.e. we want to align French to English
embeddings. However, another approach would
be to align both to a common latent space that is
not necessarily the same as either of the original
spaces. This motivates applying a well-studied la-
tent variable model to this problem.

2.1 Factor Analysis
Factor analysis (Spearman, 1904; Thurstone,
1931) is a technique originally developed in psy-
chology to study the correlation of latent factors
z ∈ Rk on observed measurements x ∈ Rd. For-
mally:

p(z) = N (z; 0, I),
p(x|z) = N (x;Wz + µ,Ψ).

In order to learn the parameters W ,Ψ of the
model we maximise the marginal likelihood
p(x|W ,Ψ) with respect to W ,Ψ. The max-
imum likelihood estimates of these procedures
can be used to obtain latent representations for
a given observation Ep(z|x)[z]. Such projections
have been found to be generalisations of principal
component analysis (Pearson, 1901) as studied in
(Tipping and Bishop, 1999).

2.2 Inter-Battery Factor Analysis
Inter-Battery Factor Analysis (IBFA) (Tucker,
1958; Browne, 1979) is an extension of factor

xvxjx1

z

... ...

N
.

Figure 2: Graphical model for MBFA. Latent space z
represents the aligned shared space between the multi-
ple vector spaces {xj}vj=1.

analysis that adapts it to two sets of variables
x ∈ Rd,y ∈ Rd′ (i.e. embeddings of two lan-
guages). In this setting it is assumed that pairs of
observations are generated by a shared latent vari-
able z

p(z) = N (z; 0, I),
p(x|z) = N (x;Wxz + µx,Ψx),

p(y|z) = N (y;Wyz + µy,Ψy). (1)

As in traditional factor analysis, we seek to esti-
mate the parameters that maximise the marginal
likelihood

arg max
{Ψi,Wi}

∏

k

p(x(k),y(k)|{Ψi,Wi}i),

subject to Ψi � 0, (W>
i Wi) < 0, (2)

where the joint marginal p(xk,yk|{Ψi,Wi}i) is a
Gaussian with the form

N
([
x
y

]
;

[
µx
µy

]
,

[
ΣxxΣxy

ΣyxΣyy

])
,

Σij = WiW
>
j + δijΨi,

and Ψ � 0 means Ψ is positive definite.
Maximising the likelihood as in Equation 2 will

find the optimal parameters for the generative pro-
cess described in Figure 1 where one latent z is re-
sponsible for generating a pair x,y. This makes it
a suitable objective for aligning the vector spaces
of x, y in the latent space. In contrast to the dis-
criminative directed methods in (Mikolov et al.,
2013a; Smith et al., 2017; Xing et al., 2015), IBFA
has the capacity to model noise.

We can re-interpret the logarithm of Equation 2
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(as shown in Appendix D) as
∑

k

log p(x(k),y(k)|θ)=C+
∑

k

(Ly|xk +Lxk), (3)

Ly|xk = −1

2
||ỹ(k) −WyEp(z|x(k))[z]||2Σy|x ,

Lxk = −1

2
||x̃(k) −WxEp(z|x(k))[z]||2

ΨxΣ
−1
x Ψx

,

C = −N
2

(log |2πΣy|x|+ log |2πΣx|).

The exact expression for Σy|x is given in the
same appendix. This interpretation shows that for
each pair of points, the objective is to minimise
the reconstruction errors of x and y, given a pro-
jection into the latent space Ep(z|xk)[z]. By utilis-
ing the symmetry of Equation 2, we can show the
converse is true as well — maximising the joint
probability also minimises the reconstruction loss
given the latent projections Ep(z|yk)[z]. Thus, this
forces the latent embeddings of xk and yk to be
close in the latent space. This provides intuition as
to why embedding into this common latent space
is a good alignment procedure.

In (Browne, 1979; Bach and Jordan, 2005) it is
shown that the maximum likelihood estimates for
{Ψi,Wi} can be attained in closed form

Ŵi = SiiUiP
1/2,

Ψ̂i = Sii − ŴiŴ
>
i ,

µ̂x = x̄, µ̂y = ȳ,

where

Sxx =
1

m

m∑

i=1

x̃(i)x̃(i)>,

Syy =
1

m

m∑

i=1

ỹ(i)ỹ(i)>,

Ui = S
−1/2
ii Vi,

VxPV
>
y = SVD(S−1/2xx SxyS

−1/2
yy ).

The projections into the latent space from x are
given by (as proved in Appendix B)

Ep(z|x)[z] = (I +W>
x Ψ−1x Wx)−1W>

x Ψ−1x x̃,

x̃ = x− µx. (4)

Evaluated at the MLE, (Bach and Jordan, 2005)
show that Equation 4 can be reduced to

Ep(z|x)[z] = P 1/2U>x (x− µx).

2.2.1 Multiple-Battery Factor Analysis
Multiple-Battery Factor Analysis (MBFA) (Mc-
Donald, 1970; Browne, 1980) is a natural exten-
sion of IBFA that models more than two views of
observables (i.e. multiple languages), as shown in
Figure 2.

Formally, for a set of views {x1, ...,xv}, we can
write the model as

p(z) = N (z; 0, I),
p(xi|z) = N (xi;Wiz + µi,Ψi).

Similar to IBFA the projections to the latent space
are given by Equation 4, and the marginal yields a
very similar form

N






x1
...
xv


;



µ1
...
µv


,



W1W

>
1 +Ψ1. . . W1W

>
v

...
. . .

...
WvW

>
1 . . .WvW

>
v +Ψv





.

Unlike IBFA, a closed form solution for maximis-
ing the marginal likelihood of MBFA is unknown.
Because of this, we have to resort to iterative ap-
proaches as in (Browne, 1980) such as the natural
extension of the EM algorithm proposed by (Bach
and Jordan, 2005). Defining

Mt =
(
I +W>

t Ψ−1t Wt

)−1
,

Bt = MtW
>
t Ψ−1t ,

Ψ̃t+1 = S − SΨ−1t WtM
>
t W

>
t+1,

the EM updates are given by

Wt+1 =SB>t
(
Mt +BtSB

>
t

)−1
,

Ψt+1=Bdiag
(
(Ψ̃t+1)11, . . . , (Ψ̃t+1)vv

)
,

where S is the sample covariance matrix of the
concatenated views (derivation provided in Ap-
pendix E). (Browne, 1980) shows that, under suit-
able conditions, the MLE of the parameters of
MBFA is uniquely identifiable (up to a rotation
that does not affect the method’s performance).
We observed this in an empirical study — the so-
lutions we converge to are always a rotation away
from each other, irrespective of the parameters’
initialisation. This heavily suggests that any opti-
mum is a global optimum and thus we restrict our-
selves to only reporting results we observed when
fitting from a single initialisation. The chosen ini-
tialisation point is provided as Equation (3.25) of
(Browne, 1980).
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 `book`=`kniga`

/buk/ /kn'iga/

Figure 3: Weinrich’s compound model for lexical as-
sociation between English and Russian. Image from
(Neuser, 2017).

3 Multilingual Factor Analysis

We coin the term Multilingual Factor Analysis for
the application of methods based on IBFA and
MBFA to model the generation of multilingual
tuples from a shared latent space. We motivate
our generative process with the compound model
for language association presented by (Weinreich,
1953). In this model a lexical meaning entity (a
concept) is responsible for associating the corre-
sponding words in the two different languages.

We note that the structure in Figure 3 is very
similar to our graphical model for IBFA specified
in Figure 1. We can interpret our latent variable as
the latent lexical concept responsible for associ-
ating (generating) the multilingual language pairs.
Most theories that explain the interconnections be-
tween languages in the bilingual mind assume that
“while phonological and morphosyntactic forms
differ across languages, meanings and/or concepts
are largely, if not completely, shared” (Pavlenko,
2009). This shows that our generative modelling
is supported by established models of language in-
terconnectedness in the bilingual mind.

Intuitively, our approach can be summarised
as transforming monolingual representations by
mapping them to a concept space in which lexical
meaning across languages is aligned and then per-
forming retrieval, translation and similarity-based
tasks in that aligned concept space.

3.1 Comparison to Direct Methods
Methods that learn a direct linear transformation
from x to y, such as (Mikolov et al., 2013a;
Artetxe et al., 2016; Smith et al., 2017; Lample
et al., 2018) could also be interpreted as maximis-
ing the conditional likelihood
∏

k

p(y(k)|x(k))=
∏

k

N (y(k);Wx(k)+µ,Ψ).

As shown in Appendix F, the maximum likeli-
hood estimate forW does not depend on the noise

term Ψ. In addition, even if one were to fit Ψ, it
is not clear how to utilise it to make predictions as
the conditional expectation

Ep(y|x(k))[y] = Wx(k) + µ,

does not depend on the noise parameters. As this
method is therefore not robust to noise, previous
work has used extensive regularisation (i.e. by
makingW orthogonal) to avoid overfitting.

3.2 Relation to CCA

CCA is a popular method used for multilingual
alignment which is very closely related to IBFA,
as detailed in (Bach and Jordan, 2005). (Barber,
2012) shows that CCA can be recovered as a lim-
iting case of IBFA with constrained diagonal co-
variance Ψx = σ2xI, Ψy = σ2yI , as σ2x, σ

2
y → 0.

CCA assumes that the emissions from the latent
spaces to the observables are deterministic. This
is a strong and unrealistic assumption given that
word embeddings are learned from noisy corpora
and stochastic learning algorithms.

4 Experiments

In this section, we empirically demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of our generative approach on several
benchmarks, and compare it with state-of-the-art
methods. We first present cross-lingual (word-
translation) evaluation tasks to evaluate the qual-
ity of our multi-lingual word embeddings. As a
follow-up to the word retrieval task we also run
experiments on cross-lingual sentence retrieval
tasks. We further demonstrate the quality of our
multi-lingual word embeddings on monolingual
word- and sentence-level similarity tasks from
(Faruqui and Dyer, 2014b), which we believe pro-
vides empirical evidence that the aligned embed-
dings preserve and even potentially enhance their
monolingual quality.

4.1 Word Translation

This task is concerned with the problem of retriev-
ing the translation of a given set of source words.
We reproduce results in the same environment as
(Lample et al., 2018)1 for a fair comparison. We
perform an ablation study to assess the effective-
ness of our method in the Italian to English (it-en)
setting in (Smith et al., 2017; Dinu et al., 2014).

1github.com/Babylonpartners/MultilingualFactorAnalysis,
based on github.com/facebookresearch/MUSE.
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Method en-es es-en en-fr fr-en en-de de-en en-ru ru-en en-zh zh-en

Supervised

SVD 77.4 77.3 74.9 76.1 68.4 67.7 47.0 58.2 27.3* 09.3*
IBFA 79.5 81.5 77.3 79.5 70.7 72.1 46.7 61.3 42.9 36.9

SVD+CSLS 81.4 82.9 81.1 82.4 73.5 72.4 51.7 63.7 32.5* 25.1*
IBFA+CSLS 81.7 84.1 81.9 83.4 74.1 75.7 50.5 66.3 48.4 41.7

Semi-supervised

SVD 65.9 74.1 71.0 72.7 60.3 65.3 11.4 37.7 06.8 00.8
IBFA 76.1 80.1 77.1 78.9 66.8 71.8 23.1 39.9 17.1 24.0
AdvR 79.1 78.1 78.1 78.2 71.3 69.6 37.3 54.3 30.9 21.9

SVD+CSLS 73.0 80.7 75.7 79.6 65.3 70.8 20.9 41.5 10.5 01.7
IBFA+CSLS 76.5 83.7 78.6 82.3 68.7 73.7 25.3 46.3 22.1 27.2
AdvR+CSLS 81.7 83.3 82.3 82.1 74.0 72.2 44.0 59.1 32.5 31.4

Table 1: Precision @1 for cross-lingual word similarity tasks. Rows labelled AdvR are copies of Adversarial -
Refine rows in (Lample et al., 2018). Results marked with a * differ from the ones shown in (Lample et al., 2018)
due to pre-processing done on their part. SVD and IBFA in the semi-supervised setting use the pseudo-dictionary,
while AdvR uses frequency information. CSLS is the post-processing technique proposed in (Lample et al., 2018).

In these experiments we are interested in study-
ing the effectiveness of our method compared to
that of the Procrustes-based fitting used in (Smith
et al., 2017) without any post-processing steps to
address the hubness problem (Dinu et al., 2014).
In Table 1 we observe how our model is compet-
itive to the results in (Lample et al., 2018) and
outperforms them in most cases. We notice that
given an expert dictionary, our method performs
the best out of all compared methods on all tasks,
except in English to Russian (en-ru) translation
where it remains competitive. What is surpris-
ing is that, in the semi-supervised setting, IBFA
bridges the gap between the method proposed in
(Lample et al., 2018) on languages where the dic-
tionary of identical tokens across languages (i.e.
the pseudo-dictionary from (Smith et al., 2017))
is richer. However, even though it significantly
outperforms SVD using the pseudo-dictionary, it
cannot match the performance of the adversarial
approach for more distant languages like English
and Chinese (en-zh).

4.1.1 Detailed Comparison to Basic SVD

We present a more detailed comparison to the
SVD method described in (Smith et al., 2017).
We focus on methods in their base form, that is
without post-processing techniques, i.e. cross-
domain similarity local scaling (CSLS) (Lample
et al., 2018) or inverted softmax (ISF) (Smith

et al., 2017). Note that (Smith et al., 2017) used
the scikit-learn 2 implementation of CCA, which
uses an iterative estimation of partial least squares.
This does not give the same results as the stan-
dard CCA procedure. In Table 2 we reproduce the
results from (Smith et al., 2017) using the dictio-
naries and embeddings provided by (Dinu et al.,
2014)3 and we compare our method (IBFA) us-
ing both the expert dictionaries from (Dinu et al.,
2014) and the pseudo-dictionaries as constructed
in (Smith et al., 2017). We significantly outper-
form both SVD and CCA, especially when using
the pseudo-dictionaries.

4.2 Word Similarity Tasks

This task assesses the monolingual quality of word
embeddings. In this experiment, we fit both con-
sidered methods (CCA and IBFA) on the entire
available dictionary of around 100k word pairs.
We compare to CCA as used in (Faruqui and Dyer,
2014b) and standard monolingual word embed-
dings on the available tasks from (Faruqui and
Dyer, 2014b). We evaluate our multilingual em-
beddings on the following tasks: WS353 (Finkel-
stein et al., 2002); WS-SIM, WS-REL (Agirre
et al., 2009); RG65 (Rubenstein and Goodenough,
1965); MC-30 (Miller and Charles, 1991); MT-

2A commonly used Python library for scientific comput-
ing, found at (Pedregosa et al., 2011).

3http://clic.cimec.unitn.it/ georgiana.dinu/down/
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English to Italian Italian to English English to Italian Italian to English
@1 @5 @10 @1 @5 @10 @1 @5 @10 @1 @5 @10

Mikolov et. al. 33.8 48.3 53.9 24.9 41.0 47.4 1.0 2.8 3.9 2.5 6.4 9.1
CCA (Sklearn) 36.1 52.7 58.1 31.0 49.9 57.0 29.1 46.4 53.0 27.0 47.0 52.3
CCA 30.9 48.1 52.7 27.7 45.5 51.0 26.5 42.5 48.1 22.8 40.1 45.5
SVD 36.9 52.7 57.9 32.2 49.6 55.7 27.1 43.4 49.3 26.2 42.1 49.0
IBFA (Ours) 39.3 55.3 60.1 34.7 53.5 59.4 34.7 52.6 58.3 33.7 53.3 59.2

Table 2: Comparisons without post-processing of methods. Results reproduced from (Smith et al., 2017) for fair
comparison. Left: Comparisons using the same expert dictionary as (Smith et al., 2017). Right: Comparisons
using the pseudo-dictionary from (Smith et al., 2017).

Embeddings WS WS-SIM WS-REL RG-65 MC-30 MT-287 MT-771 MEN-TR

English 73.7 78.1 68.2 79.7 81.2 67.9 66.9 76.4
IBFA en-de 74.4 79.4 68.3 81.4 84.2 67.2 69.4 77.8
IBFA en-fr 72.4 77.8 65.8 80.5 83.0 68.2 69.6 77.6
IBFA en-es 73.6 78.5 67.0 79.0 83.0 68.2 69.4 77.3
CCA en-de 71.7 76.4 64.0 76.7 82.4 63.0 64.7 75.3
CCA en-fr 70.9 76.4 63.3 76.5 81.4 63.4 65.4 74.9
CCA en-es 70.8 76.3 63.1 76.4 81.2 63.0 65.1 74.7

Table 3: Spearman correlation for English word similarity tasks. First row represents monolingual fasttext vectors
(Joulin et al., 2017) in English, the rest are bilingual embeddings.

287; (Radinsky et al., 2011); MT-771 (Halawi
et al., 2012), and MEN-TR (Bruni et al., 2012).
These tasks consist of English word pairs that
have been assigned ground truth similarity scores
by humans. We use the test-suite provided by
(Faruqui and Dyer, 2014a)4 to evaluate our mul-
tilingual embeddings on these datasets. This test-
suite calculates similarity of words through cosine
similarity in their representation spaces and then
reports Spearman correlation with the ground truth
similarity scores provided by humans.

As shown in Table 3, we observe a performance
gain over CCA and monolingual word embed-
dings suggesting that we not only preserve the
monolingual quality of the embeddings but also
enhance it.

4.3 Monolingual Sentence Similarity Tasks

Semantic Textual Similarity (STS) is a standard
benchmark used to assess sentence similarity met-
rics (Agirre et al., 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016).
In this work, we use it to show that our alignment
procedure does not degrade the quality of the em-
beddings at the sentence level. For both IBFA and
CCA, we align English and one other language

4https://github.com/mfaruqui/eval-word-vectors

(from French, Spanish, German) using the entire
dictionaries (of about 100k word pairs each) pro-
vided by (Lample et al., 2018). We then use the
procedure defined in (Arora et al., 2016) to cre-
ate sentence embeddings and use cosine similarity
to output sentence similarity using those embed-
dings. The method’s performance on each set of
embeddings is assessed using Spearman correla-
tion to human-produced expert similarity scores.
As evidenced by the results shown in Table 4,
IBFA remains competitive using any of the three
languages considered, while CCA shows a perfor-
mance decrease.

4.4 Crosslingual Sentence Similarity Tasks

Europarl (Koehn, 2005) is a parallel corpus of sen-
tences taken from the proceedings of the Euro-
pean parliament. In this set of experiments, we
focus on its English-Italian (en-it) sub-corpus, in
order to compare to previous methods. We re-
port results under the framework of (Lample et al.,
2018). That is, we form sentence embeddings us-
ing the average of the tf-idf weighted word em-
beddings in the bag-of-words representation of the
sentence. Performance is averaged over 2,000 ran-
domly chosen source sentence queries and 200k
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Embeddings STS12 STS13* STS14 STS15 STS16

English 58.1 69.2 66.7 72.6 70.6
IBFA en-de 58.1 70.2 66.8 73.0 71.6
IBFA en-fr 58.0 70.0 66.7 72.8 71.4
IBFA en-es 57.9 69.7 66.6 72.9 71.7
CCA en-de 56.7 67.5 65.7 73.1 70.5
CCA en-fr 56.7 67.9 65.9 72.8 70.8
CCA en-es 56.6 67.8 65.9 72.9 70.8

Table 4: Spearman correlation for Semantic Textual Similarity (STS) tasks in English. All results use the sentence
embeddings described in (Arora et al., 2016). First row represents monolingual FastText vectors (Joulin et al.,
2017) in English, the rest are bilingual embeddings. *STS13 excludes the proprietary SMT dataset.

English to Italian Italian to English
@1 @5 @10 @1 @5 @10

Mikolov et. al.X 10.5 18.7 22.8 12.0 22.1 26.7
Dinu et al.X 45.3 72.4 80.7 48.9 71.3 78.3
Smith et al.X 54.6 72.7 78.2 42.9 62.2 69.2
SVD 40.5 52.6 56.9 51.2 63.7 67.9
IBFA (Ours) 62.7 74.2 77.9 64.1 75.2 79.5
SVD + CSLS 64.0 75.8 78.5 67.9 79.4 82.8
AdvR + CSLS 66.2 80.4 83.4 58.7 76.5 80.9
IBFA + CSLS 68.8 80.7 83.5 70.2 80.8 84.8

Table 5: Sentence translation precisions @1, @5, @10 on 2,000 English-Italian pairs samples from a set of 200k
sentences from Europarl (Koehn, 2005) on Dinu embeddings. AdvR is copied from Adversarial - Refined in
(Lample et al., 2018). Rows with X copied from (Smith et al., 2017).

target sentences for each language pair. Note that
this is a different set up to the one presented in
(Smith et al., 2017), in which an unweighted av-
erage is used. The results are reported in Table 5.
As we can see, IBFA outperforms all prior meth-
ods both using nearest neighbour retrieval, where
it has a gain of 20 percent absolute on SVD, as
well as using the CSLS retrieval metric.

4.5 Alignment of three languages
In an ideal scenario, when we have v languages,
we wouldn’t want to train a transformation be-
tween each pair, as that would involve storing
O(v2) matrices. One way to overcome this prob-
lem is by aligning all embeddings to a common
space. In this exploratory experiment, we con-
strain ourselves to aligning three languages at the
same time, but the same methodology could be ap-
plied to an arbitrary number of languages. MBFA,
the extension of IBFA described in Section 2.2.1
naturally lends itself to this task. What is needed
for training this method is a dictionary of word
triples across the three languages considered. We

construct such a dictionary by taking the intersec-
tion of all 6 pairs of bilingual dictionaries for the
three languages provided by (Lample et al., 2018).
We then train MBFA for 20,000 iterations of EM
(a brief analysis of convergence is provided in Ap-
pendix G). Alternatively, with direct methods like
(Smith et al., 2017; Lample et al., 2018) one could
align all languages to English and treat that as the
common space.

We compare both approaches and present their
results in Table 6. As we can see, both methods ex-
perience a decrease in overall performance when
compared to models fitted on just a pair of lan-
guages, however MBFA performs better overall.
That is, the direct approaches preserve their per-
formance on translation to and from English, but
translation from French to Italian decreases signif-
icantly. Meanwhile, MBFA suffers a decrease in
each pair of languages, however it retains compet-
itive performance to the direct methods on English
translation. It is worth noting that as the number of
aligned languages v increases, there areO(v) pairs
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Method en-it it-en en-fr fr-en it-fr fr-it

SVD 71.0 72.4 74.9 76.1 78.3 72.9
MBFA 71.9 73.4 76.7 78.1 82.6 77.5

SVD+CSLS 76.2 77.9 81.1 82.4 84.5 79.8
MBFA+CSLS 77.4 77.7 81.9 82.1 86.8 81.9

Table 6: Precision @1 when aligning English, French and Italian embeddings to a common space. For SVD, this
common space is English, while for MBFA it is the latent space.

of languages, one of which is English, and O(v2)
pairs in which English does not participate. This
suggests that MBFA may generalise past three si-
multaneously aligned languages better than the di-
rect methods.

4.6 Generating Random Word Pairs

We explore the generative process of IBFA by syn-
thesising word pairs from noise, using a trained
English-Spanish IBFA model. We follow the gen-
erative process specified in Equation 1 to gener-
ate 2,000 word vector pairs and then we find the
nearest neighbour vector in each vocabulary and
display the corresponding words. We then rank
these 2,000 pairs according to their joint probabil-
ity under the model and present the top 28 sam-
ples in Table 7. Note that whilst the sampled pairs
are not exact translations, they have closely re-
lated meanings. The examples we found interest-
ing are dreadful and despair; frightening and bru-
tality; crazed and merry; unrealistic and question-
ing; misguided and conceal; reactionary and con-
servatism.

5 Conclusion

We have introduced a cross-lingual embedding
alignment procedure based on a probabilistic la-
tent variable model, that increases performance
across various tasks compared to previous meth-
ods using both nearest neighbour retrieval, as well
as the CSLS criterion. We have shown that the re-
sulting embeddings in this aligned space preserve
their quality by presenting results on tasks that as-
sess word and sentence-level monolingual similar-
ity correlation with human scores. The resulting
embeddings also significantly increase the preci-
sion of sentence retrieval in multilingual settings.
Finally, the preliminary results we have shown on
aligning more than two languages at the same time
provide an exciting path for future research.

en es es→en

particular efectivamente effectively
correspondingly esto this
silly irónicamente ironic
frightening brutalidad brutality
manipulations intencionadamente intentionally
ignore contraproducente counter-

productive
fundamentally entendido understood
embarrassed enojado angry
terrified casualidad coincidence
hypocritical obviamente obviously
wondered incómodo uncomfort-

able
oftentimes apostar betting
unwittingly traicionar betray
mishap irónicamente ironically
veritable empero however
overpowered deshacerse fall apart
crazed divertidos merry
frightening ironı́a irony
dreadful desesperación despair
instituting restablecimiento recover
unrealistic cuestionamiento questioning
regrettable erróneos mistaken
irresponsible preocupaciones concerns
obsession irremediablemente hopelessly
embodied voluntad will
misguided esconder conceal
perspective contestación answer
reactionary conservadurismo conservatism

Table 7: Random pairs sampled from model, selected
top 28 ranked by confidence. Proper nouns, and
acronyms (names and surnames) were removed from
the list. Third column represents a correct translation
from Spanish to English.
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A Joint Distribution

We show the form of the joint distribution for 2
views. Concatenating our data and parameters as
below, we can use Equation (3) of (Ghahramani
et al., 1996) to write

m =

[
x

y

]
,W =

[
Wx

Wy

]

Ψ =

[
Ψx 0

0 Ψy

]
,µ =

[
µx

µy

]

p(m, z|θ) = N
([

m

z

]
;

[
µ

0

]
,Σm,z

)
(5)

Σm,z =

[
WW> + Ψ W

W> I

]

It is clear that this generalises to any number of
views of any dimension, as the concatenation op-
eration does not make any assumptions.

B Projections to Latent Space Ep(z|x)[z]

We can query the joint Gaussian in 5 using rules
from (Petersen et al., 2008) Sections (8.1.2, 8.1.3)
and we get

p(z|x) = N
(
z;W>

x Σ−1x x̃, I−W>
x Σ−1x Wx

)

E[z|x] = W>
x Σ−1x x̃

C Derivation for the Marginal
Likelihood

We want to compute p(x,y|θ) so that we can
then learn the parameters θ = {θx,θy}, θi =
{µi,Wi,Ψi, } by maximising the marginal like-
lihood as is done in Factor Analysis.

From the joint p(m, z|θ), again using rules
from (Petersen et al., 2008) Sections (8.1.2) we get

p(m|θ) = p(x,y|θ)

= N
([

x

y

]
;

[
µx

µy

]
,WW T + Ψ

)

For the case of two views, the joint probability can
be factored as

p(x,y|θ) = p(x|θx)p(y|x,θ)

p(x|θx) = N (x;µx,Σx)

p(y|x,θ) = N
(
y;WyW

>
x Σ−1x x̃+ µy,Σy|x

)

= N
(
y;WyE[z|x] + µy,Σy|x

)
,

where

Σx = WxW
>
x + Ψx

Σy|x = Σy −WyW
>
x Σ−1x WxW

>
y

D Scaled Reconstruction Errors

log p(x,y|θ) = log p∗(x|θx) + log p∗(y|x,θ)

− 1

2
(log |2πΣy|x|+ log |2πΣx|)

log p∗(y|x,θ) = −1

2
||ỹ −WyE[z|x]||2Σy|x

log p∗(x|θx) = −1

2
||x− µx||2Σx

= −1

2
||Σ−

1
2

x x̃||2

Setting A = ΨxΣ
−1
x Ψx, we can re-parametrise

as

log p∗(x|θx) = −1

2
||ΨxΣ

−1
x x̃||2A

= −1

2
||(Σx −WxW

>
x )Σ−1x x̃||2A

= −1

2
||x̃−WxW

>
x Σ−1x x̃||2A

= −1

2
||x̃−WxE[z|x]||2A

E Expectation Maximisation for MBFA

Define

x̃ =



x1 − µ1

...
xv − µ1


 ,W =



W1

...
Wv




Ψ =




Ψ1 0
. . .

0 Ψv


 = Bdiag(Ψ1, . . . ,Ψv)

Hence

p(x̃|z; Ψ,W ) = N (x̃|Wz,Ψ)
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Method EN-IT IT-EN EN-FR FR-EN IT-FR FR-IT

MBFA-1K 71.9 73.3 76.7 78.2 82.4 77.5
MBFA-20K 71.9 73.4 76.7 78.1 82.6 77.5

MBFA-1K+CSLS 77.5 77.6 81.9 82.0 86.8 82.1
MBFA-20K+CSLS 77.4 77.7 81.9 82.1 86.8 81.9

Table 8: Precision @1 between MBFA fitted for 1K iterations and MBFA fitted for 20K iterations.

This follows the same form as regular factor
analysis, but with a block-diagonal constraint on
Ψ. Thus by Equations (5) and (6) of (Ghahramani
et al., 1996), we apply EM as follows.

E-Step: Compute E[z|x] and E[zz>|x] given the
parameters θt = {Wt,Ψt}.

E[z(i)|x̃(i)] = Btx̃
(i)

E[z(i)z(i)
> |x̃(i)] = I−BtWt +Btx̃

(i)x̃(i)>B>t

= Mt +Btx̃
(i)x̃(i)>B>t (6)

where

Mt =
(
I +W>

t Ψ−1t Wt

)−1

Bt = W>
t (Ψt +WtW

>
t )−1

= MtW
>
t Ψ−1t . (7)

Equation 6 is obtained by applying the Woodbury
identity, and Equation 7 by applying the closely
related push-through identity, as found in Section
3.2 of (Petersen et al., 2008).

M-Step: Update parameters θt+1={Wt+1,Ψt+1}.

Define

S =
1

m

m∑

i=1

x̃(i)x̃(i)>

By first observing

1

m

m∑

i=1

x̃(i)E[z(i)|x̃(i)]>= SB>t

1

m

m∑

j=1

E[z(j)z(j)
> |x̃(j)] = Mt +BtSB

>
t ,

update the parameters as follows.

Wt+1= SB>t
(
I−BtWt +BtSB

>
t

)−1

= SB>t
(
Mt +BtSB

>
t

)−1

Ψ̃t+1=
1

m

m∑

i=1

x̃(i)x̃(i)>−Wt+1E[z(i)|x̃(i)]x̃(i)>

= S − 1

m

m∑

i=1

Wt+1Btx̃
(i)x̃(i)>

= S −Wt+1BtS

= S − SB>t W>
t+1

Imposing the block diagonal constraint,

Ψt+1 = Bdiag
(

(Ψ̃t+1)11, . . . , (Ψ̃t+1)vv

)

where (Ψ̃)ii = Ψi.

F Independence to Noise in Direct
Methods

We are maximising the following quantity with re-
spect to θ = {W ,µ,Ψ}

p(Y |X,θ)=
∏

i

p(y(i)|x(i),θ)

=
∏

i

N (y(i);Wx(i) + µ,Ψ)

log p(Y |X,θ)=−1

2

(∑

i

||y(i)−Wx(i)||2Ψ−C
)

Then the partial derivative Q = ∂ log p(Y |X,θ)
∂W is

proportional to

Q ∝
(∑

i

Ψ−1(y(i)−Wx(i))x(i)>
)

∝Ψ−1
(∑

i

y(i)x(i)>−W
∑

i

x(i)x(i)>
)
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Figure 4: Training curve of EM algorithm over the first 5,000 iterations. It is clear that the procedure quickly finds
a good approximation to the optimal parameters and then slowly converges to the real optimum. Left picture shows
the entire training curve, while the right picture starts from iteration 100.

The maximum likelihood is achieved when

∂ log p(Y |X,θ)

∂W
= 0,

and since Ψ−1 has an inverse (namely Ψ), this
means that

W
∑

i

x(i)x(i)> =
∑

i

y(i)x(i)>

It is clear from here that the MLE ofW does not
depend on Ψ, thus we can conclude that adding a
noise parameter to this directed linear model has
no effect on its predictions.

G Learning curve of EM

Figure 4 shows the negative log-likelihood of the
three language model over the first 5,000 itera-
tions. The precision of the learned model is very
close when evaluated at iteration 1,000 and at iter-
ation 20,000 as seen in Table 8. This suggests that
the model need not be trained to full convergence
to work well.
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Abstract

A longstanding debate in semiotics centers on
the relationship between linguistic signs and
their corresponding semantics: is there an ar-
bitrary relationship between a word form and
its meaning, or does some systematic phe-
nomenon pervade? For instance, does the
character bigram gl have any systematic re-
lationship to the meaning of words like glis-
ten, gleam and glow? In this work, we of-
fer a holistic quantification of the systematic-
ity of the sign using mutual information and
recurrent neural networks. We employ these
in a data-driven and massively multilingual
approach to the question, examining 106 lan-
guages. We find a statistically significant re-
duction in entropy when modeling a word
form conditioned on its semantic representa-
tion. Encouragingly, we also recover well-
attested English examples of systematic af-
fixes. We conclude with the meta-point: Our
approximate effect size (measured in bits) is
quite small—despite some amount of system-
aticity between form and meaning, an arbitrary
relationship and its resulting benefits dominate
human language.

1 Introduction

Saussure (1916) expounded on the arbitrariness
of the sign. Seen as a critical facet of human lan-
guage (Hockett, 1960), the idea posits that a sign
in human language (a word, in our inquiry) is struc-
tured at two levels: the signified, which captures
its meaning, and the signifier, which has no mean-
ing but manifests the form of the sign. Saussure
himself, however, also documented instances of
sound symbolism in language (Saussure, 1912). In
this paper, we present computational evidence of
relevance to both aspects of Saussure’s work.

While dominant among linguists, arbitrariness
has been subject to both long theoretical debate
(Wilkins, 1668; Eco, 1995; Johnson, 2004; Pullum

H ( W | V)

I (W;V)Wordform (W)

Meaning (V)

H (W)
Wordform (W)

Language Model

Language Model

Figure 1: We use two independent language models to
estimate the mutual information between word forms
and meaning—i.e. systematicity, as per our definition.
The language models provide upper bounds on H(W )
and H(W | V ), which can be used to estimate I(W ;V ).
This estimate is as good as the upper bounds are tight—
see discussion in §3.4.

and Scholz, 2007) and numerous empirical and ex-
perimental studies (Hutchins, 1998; Bergen, 2004;
Monaghan et al., 2011; Abramova and Fernández,
2016; Blasi et al., 2016; Gutierrez et al., 2016;
Dautriche et al., 2017). Taken as a whole, these
studies suggest non-trivial interactions in the form–
meaning interface between the signified and the
signifier (Dingemanse et al., 2015).

Although the new wave of studies on form–
meaning associations range across multiple lan-
guages, methods and working hypotheses, they all
converge on two important dimensions:

1. The description of meaning is parameterized
with pre-defined labels—e.g., by using exist-
ing ontologies like List et al. (2016).

2. The description of forms is restricted to the
presence, absence or sheer number of occur-
rence of particular units (such as phones, syl-
lables or handshapes).

We take an information-theoretic approach to quan-
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tifying the relationship between form and mean-
ing using flexible representations in both domains,
rephrasing the question of systematicity: How
much does certainty of one reduce uncertainty of
the other? This gives an operationalization as the
mutual information between form and meaning,
when treating both as random variables—the signi-
fier as a word’s phone string representation in the
International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA), and the sig-
nified as a distributed representation (Mikolov et al.,
2013) for that word’s lexical semantics, devoid of
morphological or other subword information. We
show how to estimate mutual information as the
difference in entropy of two phone-level LSTM
language models—one of which is conditioned on
the semantic representation. This operationaliza-
tion, depicted in Figure 1, allows us to express the
global effect of meaning on form in vocabulary
datasets with wide semantic coverage.

In addition to this lexicon-level characterization
of systematicity, we also show that this paradigm
can be leveraged for studying more narrowly-
defined form-meaning associations such as phones-
themes—submorphemic, meaning-bearing units—
in the style of Gutierrez et al. (2016). These short
sound sequences typically suggest some aspect of
meaning in the words that contain them, like -ump
for rounded things in English. Previous compu-
tational studies, whether focusing on characteriz-
ing the degree of systematicity (Monaghan et al.,
2014b,a, 2011; Shillcock et al., 2001), discovering
phonesthemes (Liu et al., 2018), or both (Gutierrez
et al., 2016), have invariably framed systematic-
ity in terms of distances and/or similarities–the
relation between word-form distance/similarity on
the one hand (e.g., based on string edit distance)
and semantic distance/similarity on the other (e.g.,
as defined within a semantic vector space). Our
methods have the virtue of not relying on some pre-
defined notion of similarity or distance in either
domain for our measurement of systematicity.

Empirically, we focus on two experimental
regimes. First, we focus on a large corpus (CELEX)
of phone transcriptions in Dutch, English, and Ger-
man. In these three languages, we find a significant
yet small mutual information even when control-
ling for grammatical category. Second, we per-
form a massively multilingual exploration of sound–
meaning systematicity (§5.1) on the NorthEuraLex
corpus (Dellert and Jäger, 2017). This corpus con-
tains expanded Swadesh lists in 106 languages us-

ing a unified alphabet of phones. It contains 1016
words in each language, which is often not enough
to detect systematicity—we trade the coverage of
CELEX for the breadth of languages. Nevertheless,
using our information-theoretic operationalization,
in most of the languages considered (87 of 106),
we find a statistically significant reduction in en-
tropy of phone language modeling by conditioning
on a word’s meaning (§5.2). Finally, we find a
weak positive correlation between our computed
mutual information and human judgments of form–
meaning relatedness.

2 Systematic form-meaning associations

2.1 Arbitrariness

The lack of a forceful association between form and
meaning is regarded as a design feature of language
(Hockett, 1960). This arbitrariness of the sign is
thought to provide a flexible and efficient way for
encoding new referents (Monaghan et al., 2011).
It has been claimed that it enhances learnability
because newly acquired concepts can be paired to
any word, instead of devising the word that prop-
erly places the concept in one’s constellation of
concepts (Gasser et al., 2005), and that it facilitates
mental processing compared to an icon-based sym-
bol system, in that the word–meaning map can be
direct (Lupyan and Thompson-Schill, 2012). Most
importantly, decoupling form from meaning allows
communication about things that are not directly
grounded in percepts (Clark, 1998; Dingemanse
et al., 2015). This opens the door to another of
Hockett (1960)’s design features of language: du-
ality of patterning (Martinet, 1949), the idea that
language exists on the level of meaningless units
(the distinctive; typically phonemes) composed to
form the level of meaningful units (the significant;
typically morphemes).

2.2 Non-arbitrariness and systematicty

Contemporary research has established that non-
arbitrary form-meaning associations in vocabu-
lary are more common and diverse than previ-
ously thought (Dingemanse et al., 2015). Some
non-arbitrary associations might be found repeat-
edly across unrelated languages presumably due to
species-wide cognitive biases (Blasi et al., 2016),
others are restricted to language-specific word
classes that allow for more or less transparent
iconic mappings – so-called ideophones, see Dinge-
manse (2012; 2018) – and yet others might emerge
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from properties of discourse and usage rather than
meaning per se (Piantadosi et al., 2011).

Systematicity is meant to cover all cases of non-
arbitrary form-meaning associations of moderate
to large presence in a vocabulary within a language
(Dingemanse et al., 2015). In morphology-rich
languages, systematic patterns are readily apparent:
for instance, across a large number of languages
recurring TAM markers or transitivity morphemes
could be used to detect verbs, whereas case markers
or nominalizing morphemes can serve as a cue
for nouns. Yet a sizable portion of research on
systematicity is geared towards subtle patterns at
the word root level, beyond any ostensive rules of
grammar.

By and large, systematicity is hailed as a trait
easing language acquisition. It reduces the radical
uncertainty humans find when first encountering a
new word by providing clues about category and
meaning (Monaghan et al., 2014a). Systematic pat-
terns can display a large scope within a language:
for instance, systematic associations distinguish-
ing nouns from verbs have been found in every
language where a comparison was performed sys-
tematically (e.g. Monaghan et al., 2007). But at
its extreme, systematicity would manifest as an on-
tology encoded phonetically, e.g., all plants begin
with the letter ‘g’, and animals with the letter ‘z’
(Wilkins, 1668; Eco, 1995). As Dingemanse et al.
(2015) note, a system of similar forms expressing
similar meanings “would lead to high confusability
of the very items most in need of differentiation”.

2.3 Phonesthemes

One particular systematic pattern comes in the form
of phonesthemes (Firth, 1964). These are submor-
phemic and mostly unproductive affixal units, usu-
ally flagging a relatively small semantic domain. A
classic example in English is gl-, a prefix for words
relating to light or vision, e.g. glimmer, glisten,
glitter, gleam, glow and glint (Bergen, 2004).

Phonesthemes have psychological import; they
can be shown to accelerate reaction times in lan-
guage processing (Hutchins, 1998; Bergen, 2004;
Magnus, 2000). They have been attested in En-
glish (Wallis, 1699; Firth, 1930; Marchand, 1959;
Bolinger, 1949, 2014), Swedish (Abelin, 1999),
Japanese (Hamano, 1998), Ojibwa (Rhodes, 1981),
Hmong (Ratliff, 1992), and myriad Austronesian
languages (McCune, 1985; Blust, 1988). In fact,
as Bergen (2004) notes, “every systematic study

of a particular language has produced results sug-
gesting that that language has phonesthemes”. Liu
et al. (2018) survey computational approaches for
identifying phonesthemes.

3 Estimating Systematicity with
Information Theory

3.1 Notation and formalization
Following Shillcock et al. (2001), we define a
sign as a tuple (v(i),w(i)) of a word’s distributional
semantic representation (a vector) and its phone
string representation (a word form). For a natu-
ral language with a set of phones Σ (including a
special end-of-string token), we take the space of
word forms to be Σ∗, with w(i) ∈ Σ∗. We treat the
semantic space as a high-dimensional real vector
space Rd , with v(i) ∈ Rd . The particular v(i) and
w(i) are instances of random variables V and W .

Further, we want to hunt down potential phon-
esthemes; we define these to be phone sequences
which, compared to others of their length, have a
larger mutual information with their meaning. We
eliminate positional confounds by examining only
words’ prefixes w<k and suffixes w>k.1

3.2 A variational upper bound
Entropy, the workhorse of information theory, cap-
tures the uncertainty of a probability distribution.
In our language modeling case, the quantity is

H(W )≡ ∑
w∈Σ∗

Pr(w) log
1

Pr(w)
. (1)

Entropy is the average number of bits required to
represent a string in the distribution, under an op-
timal coding scheme. When computing it, we are
faced with two problems: We do not know the dis-
tribution over word-forms Pr(W ) and, even if we
did, computing Equation 1 requires summing over
the infinite set of possible strings Σ∗.

We follow Brown et al. (1992) in tackling these
problems together. Approximating Pr(W ) with any
known distribution Q(W ), we get a variational up-
per bound on H(W ) from their cross-entropy, i.e.

H(W )≤ HQ(W ) (2a)

= ∑
w∈Σ∗

Pr(w) log
1

Q(w)
. (2b)

1 In line with, e.g., Cucerzan and Yarowsky (2003), we
treat affixes as word-initial or word-final sequences, regardless
of their status as attested morphological entities.
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Equation 2b still requires knowledge of Pr(W ) and
involves an infinite sum, though. Nonetheless, we
can use a finite set W̃ of samples from Pr(W ) to
get an empirical estimate of this value.

HQ(W )≈ 1
N

N

∑
i=1

log
1

Q
(
w̃(i)
) , w̃(i) ∈ W̃∼ Pr(W )

(3)
with equality if we let N→ ∞.2 We now use Equa-
tion 3 as an estimate for the entropy of a lexicon.

Conditional entropy Conditional entropy re-
flects the average additional number of bits needed
to represent an event, given knowledge of another
random variable. If V completely determines W ,
then the quantity is 0. Conversely, if the variables
are independent, then H(W ) = H(W | V ). Analo-
gously to the unconditional case, we can get an
upper bound for the conditional entropy by approx-
imating Pr(W |V ) with another distribution Q.

HQ(W |V )≈ 1
N

N

∑
i=1

log
1

Q
(
w̃(i) | ṽ(i)

) (4)

where (w̃(i), ṽ(i))∼ Pr(W,V ).

3.3 Systematicity as mutual information
Mutual information (I) measures the amount of in-
formation (bits) that the knowledge of either form
or meaning provides about the other. It is the differ-
ence between the entropy and conditional entropy:

I(W ;V )≡ H(W )−H(W |V ) (5a)

≈ HQ(W )−HQ(W |V ). (5b)

Systematicity will thus be framed as (statistically
significant) nonzero mutual information I(V ;W ).

3.4 Learning Q

Our method relies on decomposing mutual infor-
mation into a difference of entropies, as shown in
Equation 5b. We use upper bounds on both the
entropy and conditional entropy measures, so our
calculated mutual information is an estimate.

This estimate is as good as our bounds are tight,
being perfect when Pr(W ) = Q(W ) and Pr(W |V ) =
Q(W |V ). Still, as we subtract two upper bounds,
we cannot guarantee that our MI estimate ap-
proaches the real MI from above or below because
we do not know which of the entropies’ bounds are

2 This is a direct consequence of the law of large numbers.

tighter. There is nothing principled that we can say
about the result, except that it is consistent.

The procedure for learning the distribution Q is,
thus, essential to our method. We must first define a
family of distributions Ψ from which Q is learned.
Then, we learn Q ∈ Ψ by minimizing the right-
hand-size of Equation 2b—which corresponds to
maximum likelihood estimation

Q = arg inf
q∈Ψ

1
N

N

∑
i=1

log
1

q
(
w̃(i)
) . (6)

In this work, we employ a state-of-the-art phone-
level LSTM language model as our Ψ to approxi-
mate Pr(W ) as closely as possible.

3.5 Recurrent neural LM
A phone-level language model (LM) provides a
probability distribution over Σ∗:

Pr(w) =
|w|+1

∏
i=1

Pr(wi | w<i) . (7)

Recurrent neural networks are great repre-
sentation extractors, being able to model long
dependencies—up to a few hundred tokens (Khan-
delwal et al., 2018)—and complex distributions
Pr(wi | w<i) (Mikolov et al., 2010; Sundermeyer
et al., 2012). We choose LSTM language models
in particular, the state-of-the-art for character-level
language modeling (Merity et al., 2018).3

Our architecture embeds a word—a sequence
of tokens wi ∈ Σ—using an embedding lookup ta-
ble, resulting in vectors zi ∈ Rd . These are fed
into an LSTM, which produces high-dimensional
representations of the sequence (hidden states):

h j = LSTM(h j−1,z j) , j ∈ {1, . . . ,n+1}, (8)

where h0 is the zero vector. Each hidden state is
linearly transformed and fed into a softmax func-
tion, producing a distribution over the next phone:
Pr(wi | w<i) = softmax(Whi +b).

4 Experimental Design

4.1 Datasets
We first analyze the CELEX database (Baayen
et al., 1995), which provides many word types for
Dutch, English, and German. In measuring sys-
tematicity, we control for morphological variation
by only considering monomorphemic words, as in

3 Our tokens are phones rather than graphemes.
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Dautriche et al. (2017). Our type-level resource
contains lemmata, eliminating the noisy effect of
morphologically inflected forms. CELEX contains
6040 English, 3864 German, and 3603 Dutch lem-
mata for which we have embeddings.

While CELEX is a large, well annotated corpus,
it only spans three lexically related languages. The
NorthEuraLex database (Dellert and Jäger, 2017) is
thus appealing. It is a lexicon of 1016 “basic” con-
cepts, written in a unified IPA scheme and aligned
across 107 languages that span 21 language fami-
lies (including isolates).4 While we cannot restrict
NorthEuraLex to monomorphemic words (because
it was not annotated by linguists and segmentation
models are weak for its low-resource languages),
it mainly contains word types for basic concepts—
e.g., animal names or verbs—so we are comfort-
able in the modeling assumption that the words are
not decomposable into multiple morphemes.

Unlike Dautriche et al. (2017), who draw lexi-
cons from Wikipedia, or Otis and Sagi (2008), we
directly use a phone string representation, rather
than their proxy of using each language’s orthog-
raphy. This makes our work the first to quantify
the interface between phones and meaning in a
massively multilingual setting.

Blasi et al. (2016) is the only large-scale ex-
ploration of phonetic representations that we find.
They examine 40 aligned concepts over 4000 lan-
guages and identify that sound correspondences
exist across the vast majority. Their resource (Wich-
mann et al., 2018) does not have enough examples
to train our language models, and we add to their
findings by measuring a relationship between form
and meaning, rather than form given meaning.

4.2 Embeddings
We use pre-trained WORD2VEC representations
as meaning vectors for the basic concepts.
For CELEX, specific representations were pre-
trained for each of the three languages.5 For
NorthEuraLex, as its words are concept aligned,
we use the same English vectors for all languages.
Pragmatically, we choose English because its vec-
tors have the largest coverage of the lexicon. This
does not mean that we assume that semantic spaces

4 We omit Mandarin; the absence of tone annotations
leaves its phonotactics greatly underspecified. All reported
results are for the remaining 106 languages.

5 We use Google’s WORD2VEC representations pre-trained
in Google News corpus for English, while WORD2VEC was
trained using Wikipedia dumps for German and Dutch with
default hyper-parameters.

across languages to be strictly comparable. In fact,
we would expect that more direct methods of es-
timating these vectors would be preferable if they
were practical.

Note that the methods described above are likely
underestimating the semantic systematicity in the
data, for a couple of reasons. First, WORD2VEC

and other related methods have been shown to do
a better job at capturing general relatedness rather
than semantic similarity per se (Hill et al., 2015).
Second, our use of the English vectors across the
concept-aligned corpora is a somewhat coarse ex-
pedient. To the extent that the English serves as
a poor model for the other languages, we should
expect smaller MI estimates. In short, we have
chosen easy-to-replicate methods based on com-
monly used models, rather than extensively tuning
our approach for these experiments, possibly at the
expense of the size of the effect we observe.

To reduce spurious fitting to noise in the dataset,
we reduce the dimensionality of these vectors from
the original 300 to d while capturing maximal vari-
ance, using principal components analysis (PCA).

These resulting d-dimensional vectors are kept
fixed while training the conditional language model.
Each d-dimensional vector v is linearly trans-
formed to serve as the initial hidden state of the
conditional LSTM language model:

h0 =W(v)v+b(v)

h j =LSTM(h j−1,z j) , j ∈ {1, . . . ,n+1}.

We reject morphologically informed embeddings
(e.g., Bojanowski et al., 2017) because this would
be circular: We cannot question the arbitrariness of
the form–meaning interface if the meaning repre-
sentations are constructed with explicit information
from the form. This is the same reason that we do
not fine-tune the embeddings—our goal is to en-
force as clean a separation as possible of model
and form, then suss out what is inextricable.

4.3 Controlling for grammatical category
The value of WORD2VEC comes from distilling
more than just meaning. It also encodes the gram-
matical classes of words. Unfortunately, this is a
trivial source of systematicity: if a language’s lem-
mata for some class follow a regular pattern (such
as the verbal infinitive endings in Romance lan-
guages), our model will have uncovered something
meaningless. Prior work—e.g., (Dautriche et al.,
2017; Gutierrez et al., 2016)—does not account for
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this. To isolate factors like these, we can estimate
the mutual information between word form and
meaning, while conditioning on a third factor. The
expression is similar to Equation 5a:

I(W ;V |C)≡ H(W |C)−H(W |V,C), (9)

where C is our third factor—in this case, grammat-
ical class.6

Both CELEX and NorthEuraLex are annotated
with grammatical classes for each word. We
create a lookup embedding for each class in a
language, then use the resulting representation
as an initial hidden state to the LSTM (h0 = c).
When conditioning on both meaning and class,
we concatenate half-sized representations of the
meaning (pre-trained) and class to create the first
hidden state (h0 = [c′;W(v)v′+b(v)]).

4.4 Hypothesis testing

We follow Gutierrez et al. (2016) and Liu et al.
(2018) in using a permutation test to assess our
statistical significance. In it, we randomly swap
the sign of I values for each word, showing mu-
tual information is significantly positive. Our null
hypothesis, then, is that this value should be 0. Re-
computing the average mutual information over
many shufflings gives rise to an empirical p-value:
asymptotically, it will be twice the fraction of per-
mutations with a higher mutual information than
the true lexicon. In our case, we used 100,000
random permutations.

4.5 Hyperparameters and optimization

We split both datasets into ten folds, using one fold
for validation, another for testing, and the rest for
training. We optimize all hyper-parameters with 50
rounds of Bayesian optimization—this includes the
number of layers in the LSTM, its hidden size, the
PCA size d used to compress the meaning vectors,
and a dropout probability. Such an optimization is
important to get tighter bounds for the entropies,
as discussed in §3.4. We use a Gaussian process
prior and maximize the expected improvement on
the validation set, as in Snoek et al. (2012). 7

5 Results and Analysis

5.1 Identifying systematicity

We find statistically significant nonzero mutual in-
formation in all three CELEX languages (Dutch,
English, and German), using a permutation test to
establish significance. This gives us grounds to re-
ject the null hypothesis. We also find a statistically
significant mutual information when conditioning
entropies in words’ grammar classes. These results
are summarized in Table 1.

But how much could the mutual information
have been? A raw number of bits is not easily
interpretable, so we provide another information-
theoretic quantity, the uncertainty coefficient, ex-
pressing the fraction of bits we can predict given
the meaning: U(W |V ) = I(W ;V )

H(W ) .The mutual infor-
mation I(W ;V ) is upper-bounded by the language’s
entropy H(W ), so the uncertainty coefficient is be-
tween zero and one.8 For the CELEX data, we
give the uncertainty coefficients with and without
conditioning on part of speech in Table 1.

By comparing results with and without condi-
tioning on grammatical category, we see the im-
portance of controlling for known factors of sys-
tematicity. As expected, all systematicity (mutual
information) results are smaller when we condition
on part of speech. After conditioning, systematic-
ity remains present, though. In English, we can
guess about 3.25% of the bits encoding the phone
sequence, given the meaning. In Dutch and Ger-
man, these quantities are higher. The effect size of
systematicity in these languages, though, is small.

5.2 Broadly multilingual analysis

On the larger set of languages in NorthEuraLex,
we see that 87 of the 106 languages have statis-
tically significant systematicity (p < 0.05), after
Benjamini–Hochberg (1995) corrections. When
we control for grammatical classes (I(W ;V | POS)),
we still get significant systematicity across lan-
guages (p < 10−3). A per-language analysis,
though, only finds statistical significance for 17
of them, after Benjamini–Hochberg (1995) correc-
tions. This evinces the importance of conditioning
on grammatical category; without doing so, we
would find a spurious result due to crafted, mor-

6 If markers of subclasses within a given part of speech are
frequent, these may also emerge.

7 Our implementation is available at https://github.
com/tpimentelms/meaning2form.

8 Because of our estimation, it may be less than zero.
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Systematicity Systematicity controlling for POS tags

Language H(W ) I(W ;V ) U(W |V ) Cohen’s d I(W ;V | POS) U(W |V ;POS) Cohen’s d

English 3.401 0.110 3.24% 0.175 0.084 2.50% 0.133
German 3.195 0.168 5.26% 0.221 0.154 4.84% 0.203
Dutch 3.245 0.156 4.82% 0.222 0.089 2.84% 0.123

Table 1: Mutual information (in bits per phone), uncertainty coefficients, and Cohen’s effect size results for CELEX.
Per-phone word–form entropy added for comparison. All mutual information values are statistically significant
(p< 10−5), as tested with a permutation test with 105 permutations.
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Figure 2: Mutual information and uncertainty coeffi-
cients for each language of NorthEuraLex.

phological systematicity. We present kernel density
estimates for these results in Figure 2 and give full
results in Appendix A. Across all languages, the av-
erage uncertainty coefficient was 1.37% (Cohen’s d
0.1936). When controlling for grammatical classes,
though, it was only 0.2% (Cohen’s d 0.0287).

There were only 970 concepts with correspond-
ing WORD2VEC representations in this dataset, and
our language models easily overfit when condi-
tioned on these. As we optimize the used number of
PCA components (d) for these word embeddings,
we can check its ‘optimum’ size. The average d
across NorthEuraLex languages was only ≈ 22,
while on CELEX it was ≈ 153. This might imply
that the model couldn’t find systematicity in some
languages due to the dataset’s small size—models
were too prone to overfitting.

5.3 Fantastic phonesthemes and where to
find them

As a phonestheme is, by definition, a sequence of
phones that suggest a particular meaning, we ex-
pect them to have higher mutual information values
when compared to other k-grams in the lexicon—

measured in bits per phone. To identify that a prefix
of length k, w≤k, is a phonestheme, we compare
it to all such prefixes, being interested in the mu-
tual information I(W≤k,V ). For each prefix in our
dataset, we compute the average mutual informa-
tion over all n words it appears in.We then sample
105 other sets of n words and get their average
mutual information. Each prefix is identified as a
phonestheme with a p-value of r

105 , where r is how
many comparison where it has a lower systematic-
ity than the random sets.9 Table 2 shows identified
phonesthemes for English, Dutch, and German.

Inspecting the German data, it is clear that some
of these prefixes and affixes that we find are fos-
silized pieces of derivational etymology. Further,
many of the endings in German are simply the verb
ending -/@n/ with an additional preceding phone.
Dutch and English are less patterned. While we
find few examples in Dutch, all are extremely sig-
nificant. It can be argued that two examples (-/@l/
and -/xt/) are not semantic markers but rather cate-
gorizing heads in the framework of distributed mor-
phology (Marantz and Halle, 1993)—suggestions
that the words are nouns. Further, in English,
we find other examples of fossilized morphology,
(/k@n/-) and (/In/-). In this sense, our found phon-
esthemes are related to another class of restricted-
application subword: bound morphemes (Bloom-
field, 1933; Aronoff, 1976; Spencer, 1991), which
carry known meaning and cannot occur alone.

From the list of English prefix phonesthemes we
present here, all but /In/- and /k@n/- find support in
the literature (Hutchins, 1998; Otis and Sagi, 2008;
Gutierrez et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2018). Further-
more, an interesting case is the suffix -/mp/, which
is identified with a high confidence. This might
be picking up on phonesthemes -/ump/ and -/amp/

9 While this explanation is specific to prefixes, we straight-
forwardly applied this to suffixes by reversing the word forms—
e.g. ‘banana’ 7→ ‘ananab’.
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Language Phonestheme Count Examples p-value

Dutch /sx/- 110 schelp, schild, schot, shacht, schaar <0.00001
-/@l/ 124 kegel, nevel, beitel, vleugel, zetel <0.00001
-/xt/ 42 beicht, nacht, vocht, plicht, licht <0.00001
-/Op/ 21 stop, shop, drop, top, bob 0.00068

English /In/- 33 infidel, intellect, institute, enigma, interim <0.00001
/sl/- 59 slop, slough, sluice, slim, slush <0.00001
-/kt/ 36 aspect, object, fact, viaduct, tact 0.00001
-/m@/ 32 panorama, asthma, trachoma, eczema, magma 0.00002
-/mp/ 44 stump, cramp, pump, clamp, lump 0.00003
-/@m/ 62 millennium, amalgam, paroxysm, pogrom, jetsam 0.00007
/fl/- 64 flaw, flake, fluff, flail, flash 0.00009
/bV/- 35 bum, bunch, bunk, butt, buck 0.00013
-/Qp/ 23 hop, strop, plop, pop, flop 0.00032
/gl/- 28 gleam, gloom, glaze, glee, glum 0.00046
/sn/- 38 sneak, snide, snaffle, snout, snook 0.00077
-/n@/ 34 henna, savanna, fauna, alumna, angina 0.00102
-/æg/ 23 swag, shag, bag, mag, gag 0.00107
/sw/- 43 swamp, swoon, swish, swoop, swig 0.00112
/sI/- 78 silica, secede, silicone, secrete, cereal 0.00198
-/k@/ 22 japonica, yucca, mica, hookah, circa 0.00217
/sE/- 34 shell, sheriff, shelf, chevron, shed 0.00217
/k@n/- 31 conceal, condemn, concert, construe, continue 0.00429

German /g@/- 69 geschehen, Gebiet, gering, Geruecht, gesinnt <0.00001
-/@ln/ 58 rascheln, rumpeln, tummeln, torkeln, mogeln <0.00001
-/ln/ 58 rascheln, rumpeln, tummeln, torkeln, mogeln <0.00001
-/@n/ 801 goennen, saeen, besuchen, giessen, streiten <0.00001
/In/- 34 Indiz, indes, intern, innehaben, innerhalb <0.00001
/b@/- 32 bestaetigen, beweisen, bewerkstelligen, betrachten, beschwichtigen <0.00001
-/p@/ 36 Lampe, Klappe, Kappe, Raupe, Wespe 0.00002
-/S@n/ 24 dreschen, wischen, mischen, rauschen, lutschen 0.00002
/Sl/- 39 schlagen, schlingen, schleifen, schleudern, schluepfen 0.00015
-/k@n/ 76 backen, strecken, spucken, druecken, schmecken 0.00016
-/ts@n/ 47 blitzen, schwatzen, duzen, stanzen, einschmelzen 0.00026
-/l@n/ 41 quellen, prellen, johlen, bruellen, eilen 0.00029
/ain/- 25 einstehen, eintreiben, einmuenden, einfinden, eingedenk 0.00033
-/Ix/ 59 reich, weich, bleich, gleich, Laich 0.00033
/Sn/- 22 schnitzen, schnalzen, schnappen, schnurren, schneiden 0.00036
/Sm/- 23 schmieren, schmieden, schmunzeln, schmoren, schmeissen 0.00077
/Sv/- 38 schweben, schweifen, schwirren, schwellen, schwimmen 0.00124
-/r@n/ 62 servieren, wehren, sparen, kapieren, hantieren 0.00247
/br/- 35 brausen, bremsen, brechen, brennen, brauen 0.00258
-/t@/ 86 Paste, Quote, Kette, vierte, Sorte 0.00281
-/n@/ 66 Traene, Tonne, Laterne, Fahne, Spinne 0.00354
-/@rn/ 70 schillern, schimmern, kapern, knattern, rattern 0.00365

Table 2: Discovered phonesthemes, represented as IPA, in Dutch, English, and German, sorted p-values according
to the Benjamini–Hochberg (1995) correction. Count refers to the number of types in our corpus with that affix.
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from Hutchins (1998)’s list.

5.4 Correlation with human judgments

As a final, albeit weak, validation of our model,
we consider how well our computed systematicity
compares to human judgments (Hutchins, 1998;
Gutierrez et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2018). We turn
to the survey data of Liu et al. (2018), in which
workers on Amazon Mechanical Turk gave a 1-to-
5 judgment of how well a word’s form suited its
meaning. For each of their model’s top 15 predicted
phonesthemes and 15 random non-predicted phon-
esthemes, the authors chose five words containing
the prefix for workers to evaluate.10 Comparing
these judgments to our model-computed estimates
of mutual information I(W<2;V ), we find a weak,
positive Spearman’s rank correlation (ρ = 0.352
with p = 0.03). This shows that prefixes for which
we find higher systematicity—according to mu-
tual information—also tend to have higher human-
judged systematicity.

6 Conclusion

We have revisited the linguistic question of the
arbitrariness—and the systematicity—of the sign.
We have framed the question on information-
theoretic grounds, estimating entropies by state-of-
the-art neural language modeling. We find evidence
in 87 of 106 languages for a significant systematic
pattern between form and meaning, reducing ap-
proximately 5% of the phone-sequence uncertainty
of German lexicons and 2.5% in English and Dutch,
when controlling for part of speech.

We have identified meaningful phonesthemes
according to our operationalization, and we have
good precision—all but two of our English phon-
esthemes are attested in prior work. An avenue for
future work is connecting our discovered phones-
themes to putative meanings, as done by Abramova
et al. (2013) and Abramova and Fernández (2016).

The low uncertainty reduction suggests that the
lexicon is still largely arbitrary. According to the
information-theoretic perspective of Monaghan
et al. (2011), an optimal lexicon has an arbitrary
mapping between form and meaning. If this is true,
then a large amount of these benefits do accrue
to language; that is, given the small degree of
systematicity, we lose little of the benefit.

10 Of the 150 judgements in their dataset, only 35 were in
ours as well, so we restrict our analysis to them. This is a
weak signal for our model’s validity.
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A NorthEuraLex Results

Language H(W ) U(W |V ) U(W |V ;POS)

abk 2.8432 1.76% -0.26%
ady 3.2988 2.00% 0.50%
ain 3.0135 0.54% -0.50%
ale 2.5990 1.38% 0.47%
arb 3.0872 1.74% -0.07%
ava 2.8161 2.55% -0.22%
azj 3.0713 1.68% 1.42%
bak 3.0652 2.17% 0.44%
bel 3.1212 1.48% -0.37%
ben 3.2638 1.69% 0.65%
bre 3.1430 0.57% 1.43%
bsk 3.4114 0.17% 0.10%
bua 2.8739 1.94% 0.02%
bul 3.2150 1.63% 0.19%
cat 3.1536 1.75% 0.11%
ces 3.1182 1.74% 0.19%
che 3.2381 -1.60% 0.62%
chv 3.1185 0.43% 0.91%
ckt 2.8968 1.60% 0.47%
cym 3.2752 1.42% 0.86%
dan 3.2458 0.66% 0.57%
dar 3.2124 1.93% -0.37%
ddo 3.2711 2.15% -0.04%
deu 2.9596 1.27% 0.90%
ekk 2.9575 0.69% -1.55%
ell 2.9141 0.15% 0.89%
enf 3.0470 3.03% 0.80%
eng 3.2126 0.88% 0.70%
ess 2.7369 1.42% 0.29%
eus 3.0070 0.71% -0.57%
evn 2.8434 1.34% 0.64%
fin 2.8996 1.32% 0.23%
fra 3.3423 1.17% -0.32%
gld 2.9055 2.31% 0.26%
gle 3.1450 0.51% -0.36%
heb 3.1407 1.26% 0.79%
hin 3.0240 1.11% 0.68%
hrv 3.0776 2.04% 0.43%
hun 3.2520 0.44% 0.09%
hye 3.3416 1.84% 0.38%
isl 3.0386 0.50% -0.71%
ita 2.8409 2.18% 0.57%
itl 3.4332 1.96% 0.27%
jpn 2.8157 1.72% 0.53%
kal 2.5255 1.34% 0.02%

Language H(W ) U(W |V ) U(W |V ;POS)

kan 2.8412 0.23% 0.40%
kat 3.1831 2.04% 1.06%
kaz 3.0815 2.19% -0.13%
kca 2.8779 2.93% 1.40%
ket 3.3202 0.72% 0.30%
khk 2.9746 0.57% 0.45%
kmr 3.1292 2.22% 0.26%
koi 3.2419 0.57% 0.25%
kor 3.1600 1.66% 0.40%
kpv 3.1685 1.71% 0.48%
krl 2.8655 2.19% -0.71%
lat 2.8102 1.36% 0.01%
lav 2.8679 0.60% -0.10%
lbe 3.0239 0.94% -0.41%
lez 3.3717 3.34% 0.24%
lit 2.8086 1.45% -1.33%
liv 3.0825 1.11% -1.34%
mal 2.6773 1.90% 0.38%
mdf 2.9186 1.24% -0.07%
mhr 2.9952 1.08% 1.20%
mnc 2.5750 3.05% -0.03%
mns 2.8001 1.03% 0.18%
mrj 3.1771 1.74% 0.49%
myv 2.8785 1.61% 0.75%
nio 2.8985 1.96% 1.46%
niv 3.4408 1.46% 0.45%
nld 3.0407 1.56% -0.40%
nor 3.0315 0.68% 0.21%
olo 3.0151 1.38% 0.49%
oss 3.2484 1.42% -0.45%
pbu 3.2840 1.58% -0.05%
pes 2.8443 1.63% -0.17%
pol 3.3167 1.65% 0.27%
por 3.2509 1.19% 0.10%
ron 3.3667 0.43% -0.99%
rus 3.3538 1.88% 0.17%
sah 3.0002 -1.29% -0.37%
sel 2.8460 1.86% 0.76%
sjd 2.7920 -0.05% 0.30%
slk 3.1928 1.27% 0.46%
slv 2.8685 2.13% -0.40%
sma 2.5011 2.02% -0.14%
sme 2.6746 2.10% -0.17%
smj 2.5975 0.86% -0.52%
smn 2.9281 1.50% 0.22%
sms 2.7608 1.06% -0.56%
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Language H(W ) U(W |V ) U(W |V ;POS)

spa 2.9777 1.91% 2.07%
sqi 3.3473 0.22% 0.69%
swe 2.8600 0.64% -0.44%
tam 2.6851 -0.19% -0.63%
tat 3.1365 1.50% 0.17%
tel 2.8458 0.06% -1.34%
tur 2.9646 1.93% 0.81%
udm 3.1042 2.72% 0.37%
ukr 3.1135 1.46% 0.48%
uzn 3.0624 1.26% 0.13%
vep 3.2055 2.53% 1.21%
xal 3.2090 1.50% 0.51%
ykg 2.9680 1.79% 0.65%
yrk 2.8453 1.97% 0.49%
yux 3.0704 -0.29% -0.18%

Table 3: NorthEuraLex languages and p-values of sys-
tematicity. Bold entries are statistically significant at
p< 0.05, after Benjamini–Hochberg (1995) correction.

Language H(W ) U(W ;V ) U(W ;V | POS)

abk 2.8432 0.0500 -0.0071
ady 3.2988 0.0661 0.0158
ain 3.0135 0.0161 -0.0150
ale 2.5990 0.0358 0.0117
arb 3.0872 0.0538 -0.0020
ava 2.8161 0.0717 -0.0059
azj 3.0713 0.0517 0.0429
bak 3.0652 0.0666 0.0130
bel 3.1212 0.0462 -0.0110
ben 3.2638 0.0553 0.0206
bre 3.1430 0.0181 0.0444
bsk 3.4114 0.0057 0.0034
bua 2.8739 0.0558 0.0007
bul 3.2150 0.0523 0.0060
cat 3.1536 0.0550 0.0032
ces 3.1182 0.0543 0.0055
che 3.2381 -0.0519 0.0194
chv 3.1185 0.0135 0.0282
ckt 2.8968 0.0464 0.0131
cym 3.2752 0.0464 0.0275
dan 3.2458 0.0214 0.0183
dar 3.2124 0.0621 -0.0114
ddo 3.2711 0.0702 -0.0013
deu 2.9596 0.0377 0.0261
ekk 2.9575 0.0203 -0.0438
ell 2.9141 0.0044 0.0252
enf 3.0470 0.0923 0.0233

Language H(W ) U(W ;V ) U(W ;V | POS)

eng 3.2126 0.0284 0.0226
ess 2.7369 0.0388 0.0076
eus 3.0070 0.0214 -0.0166
evn 2.8434 0.0382 0.0175
fin 2.8996 0.0384 0.0063
fra 3.3423 0.0392 -0.0104
gld 2.9055 0.0670 0.0073
gle 3.1450 0.0161 -0.0111
heb 3.1407 0.0396 0.0243
hin 3.0240 0.0336 0.0200
hrv 3.0776 0.0627 0.0127
hun 3.2520 0.0143 0.0029
hye 3.3416 0.0615 0.0125
isl 3.0386 0.0153 -0.0208
ita 2.8409 0.0618 0.0153
itl 3.4332 0.0674 0.0090
jpn 2.8157 0.0485 0.0141
kal 2.5255 0.0340 0.0005
kan 2.8412 0.0066 0.0111
kat 3.1831 0.0649 0.0325
kaz 3.0815 0.0676 -0.0039
kca 2.8779 0.0843 0.0387
ket 3.3202 0.0240 0.0100
khk 2.9746 0.0170 0.0128
kmr 3.1292 0.0694 0.0078
koi 3.2419 0.0185 0.0077
kor 3.1600 0.0524 0.0122
kpv 3.1685 0.0542 0.0148
krl 2.8655 0.0629 -0.0195
lat 2.8102 0.0381 0.0002
lav 2.8679 0.0172 -0.0027
lbe 3.0239 0.0285 -0.0119
lez 3.3717 0.1126 0.0077
lit 2.8086 0.0409 -0.0354
liv 3.0825 0.0342 -0.0401
mal 2.6773 0.0508 0.0097
mdf 2.9186 0.0363 -0.0021
mhr 2.9952 0.0325 0.0348
mnc 2.5750 0.0785 -0.0006
mns 2.8001 0.0289 0.0048
mrj 3.1771 0.0552 0.0151
myv 2.8785 0.0463 0.0208
nio 2.8985 0.0569 0.0408
niv 3.4408 0.0504 0.0147
nld 3.0407 0.0474 -0.0118
nor 3.0315 0.0206 0.0061
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Language H(W ) U(W ;V ) U(W ;V | POS)

olo 3.0151 0.0415 0.0143
oss 3.2484 0.0460 -0.0140
pbu 3.2840 0.0518 -0.0017
pes 2.8443 0.0463 -0.0046
pol 3.3167 0.0547 0.0086
por 3.2509 0.0387 0.0031
ron 3.3667 0.0144 -0.0322
rus 3.3538 0.0631 0.0056
sah 3.0002 -0.0388 -0.0111
sel 2.8460 0.0528 0.0207
sjd 2.7920 -0.0013 0.0082
slk 3.1928 0.0406 0.0139
slv 2.8685 0.0611 -0.0111
sma 2.5011 0.0505 -0.0033
sme 2.6746 0.0562 -0.0043
smj 2.5975 0.0223 -0.0129
smn 2.9281 0.0439 0.0061
sms 2.7608 0.0292 -0.0149
spa 2.9777 0.0568 0.0599
sqi 3.3473 0.0073 0.0226
swe 2.8600 0.0182 -0.0124
tam 2.6851 -0.0050 -0.0167
tat 3.1365 0.0471 0.0050
tel 2.8458 0.0017 -0.0374
tur 2.9646 0.0574 0.0234
udm 3.1042 0.0843 0.0110
ukr 3.1135 0.0456 0.0142
uzn 3.0624 0.0386 0.0039
vep 3.2055 0.0812 0.0374
xal 3.2090 0.0482 0.0156
ykg 2.9680 0.0532 0.0186
yrk 2.8453 0.0561 0.0133
yux 3.0704 -0.0088 -0.0054

Table 4: NorthEuraLex languages and their uncertainty
coefficients. Bold entries are statistically significant at
p< 0.05, after Benjamini–Hochberg (1995) correction.
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Abstract

A large percentage of computational tools are
concentrated in a very small subset of the
planet’s languages. Compounding the issue,
many languages lack the high-quality linguis-
tic annotation necessary for the construction
of such tools with current machine learning
methods. In this paper, we address both is-
sues simultaneously: leveraging the high ac-
curacy of English taggers and parsers, we
project morphological information onto trans-
lations of the Bible in 26 varied test languages.
Using an iterative discovery, constraint, and
training process, we build inflectional lexica
in the target languages. Through a combina-
tion of iteration, ensembling, and reranking,
we see double-digit relative error reductions
in lemmatization and morphological analysis
over a strong initial system.

1 Introduction

The computational processing of languages such
as English and Arabic has undeniably benefited
from the construction of annotated datasets such
as treebanks and morphological databases. Unfor-
tunately, the construction of even modestly-sized
treebanks is very expensive, requiring hundreds of
hours of expert annotation. The construction of
computational tools is in turn limited by a lack of
supervised training data.

One alternative to hand-annotating low-
resource languages (LRL) involves using existing
tools for a high-resource language (HRL), such
as English, and projecting these annotations to
the LRL across a parallel corpus. Consider the
example in Figure 1: the English sentence is POS-
tagged and dependency parsed by tools that have
been trained on large amounts of high-quality
data. The sentence is word-aligned to its French
translation, and the POS tags and dependency
relations follow the alignments to annotate the
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Figure 1: Projection of POS tags and dependency parse
from English to French. Black arrows demonstrate left-
to-right dependency relations, while red diamonds il-
lustrate right-to-left dependency relations.

French words. Note that the projection is not
lossless: the aligner could not find a French
translation of “doubtless”, and has thus been
unable to project the RB tag or advmod relation
into French.

Parallel corpora are rare, and even when they
do exist, they often only exist between specific
pairs of languages. However, the documentation
of a language often begins with the creation of
several important documents, including a dictio-
nary of key terms, and translations of religious
texts. Thus, documents such as the Christian Bible
are among the most translated documents in the
world (Mayer and Cysouw, 2014). Furthermore,
the Bible consists of short, numbered chapters and
verses consisting of a small number of sentences.
Although not parallel to the standard required in
fields such as machine translation, the structure of
the Bible means that different Bibles are approxi-
mately parallel across verses.

We follow a tradition of projecting POS tags
from a high-resource language onto a language
with fewer available tools (Yarowsky et al., 2001;
Fossum and Abney, 2005; Agić et al., 2015; Buys
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and Botha, 2016). Our contributions, however,
lie on the level of morphology and morphosyn-
tax. With no further resources in the target lan-
guage than a Bible translation and a dictionary, we
project English POS tags, dependency relations,
and semantic labels across the alignment. Lever-
aging the alignment and a collaboration of anno-
tations, we are able to hypothesize both a lemma
and detailed morphosyntactic features for both in-
flected nouns and verbs. This information can then
be used to inform the construction of morphologi-
cal analyzers.

We learn to identify morphosyntactic categories
including plurality, temporality, and case over
nouns and verbs in a test set of 26 diverse lan-
guages. By leveraging annotations across a se-
ries of alternative Bible translations, we are able
to successfully identify lemmas and morphologi-
cal features, obtaining further improvements from
strategies such as ensembling and reranking.

2 Related Work

Automatic morphological induction has had nu-
merous contributions over the years. Here, we list
the most relevant to this work, and distinguish this
work from what has come before.

The class of methods introduced by Yarowsky
et al. (2001) are the most similar to the work de-
scribed in this paper. Also beginning with aligned
Bible data, they recover verbal lemmas by lever-
aging multi-lingual alignments. However, where
they are only interested in recovering the lemma,
we simultaneously induce detailed morphologi-
cal features of the words in the target language,
over a wider range of verbal and nominal mor-
phology, and deploy a new set of machine learn-
ing techniques to do so. Futhermore, we signif-
icantly expand the languages included in our test
set, from 3 to 26 typologically diverse languages,
substantially increasing the range of morphosyn-
tactic phenomena covered and assessed.

Similarly, Fossum and Abney (2005) and Agić
et al. (2015) exploit the parallel nature of the Bible
to project POS tags and train taggers in the tar-
get languages, leveraging the signal from multiple
languages to improve the tagger accuracy. We fo-
cus, instead, on the induction of detailed morpho-
logical categories.

Soricut and Och (2015) induce morphological
transformation rules in an unsupervised manner.
While this is analogous to lemmatization, part of

our motivation is to also produce detailed morpho-
logical features that might be useful to train low-
resource taggers, or to more richly annotate mor-
phologically sparse languages such as English.

Buys and Botha (2016) train morphological tag-
gers in morphologically rich languages from an
English projection. However, their method is de-
pendent upon an English corpus tagged with more
morphologically aware tags than are typically pro-
duced by an off-the-shelf English POS tagger. We
instead argue that much of this information is re-
coverable from syntactic and semantic parses, al-
lowing us to use massively-parallel corpora such
as the Bible.

Kirov et al. (2017) notes the morphological
sparsity of English, and reverses our setup, pro-
jecting morphologically rich tags from Czech into
English. Rather than add another potentially noisy
projection step (i.e., Czech to English to LRL), we
instead leverage dependency and semantic parses
to more richly tag English.

In the area of contraint-based discovery, our
methodology most closely resembles the con-
strained discovery systems of Lin et al. (2016) and
particularly Upadhyay et al. (2018). Starting from
a high-quality seed, a learning algorithm gener-
alizes observed patterns, iteratively increasing the
seed data with confident examples, while discard-
ing examples that fail to pass certain heuristics.
However, unlike previous work, we assume no
gold seed annotations for our system - our seed
is extracted exclusively from a noisy bitext word
alignment.

3 Methods

In this section, we describe our methods for induc-
ing lemmas and morphological features pertain-
ing to plurality, temporality, and case from aligned
English-target Bibles. Our process is outlined in
Figure 2. After annotating English Bibles for POS,
dependency relations, and semantic roles, these
observations are projected across an alignment to
a target language. Candidate analyses are first dis-
covered from the projection. These analyses are
then constrained with a number of noise-reduction
heuristics. Finally, inflection tools are trained on
the candidates, and used to generate new hypothe-
ses, and the process is repeated.
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Figure 2: The discovery, constraint, and generation
process. Beginning in the top-left, our method pro-
ceeds towards the lower-right corner, which forms an
iterative cycle that can be repeated until convergence.

3.1 Tagging and Projection

We begin with a series of 27 English Bible trans-
lations, each verse-aligned to at least one Bible
in a target language. Many of these Bibles are
based on translations that are hundreds of years
old, and preserve archaic conventions for literary
reasons. Unfortunately, modern NLP tools are
usually trained on modern text data, and the pres-
ence of archaic linguistic forms can seriously de-
grade the quality of the annotation.

Fortunately, many archaicisms in the Bible are
older verbal inflections that follow a small set of
consistent patterns: 2nd person verbs end in “-est”
instead of a null affix, and 3rd person verbs end in
“-eth” instead of “s” (i.e., “seest” and “believeth”).
Before tagging and parsing, we normalize these
forms, as well as other common archaic forms,
such as “thou”, to their modern equivalents.1

The English Bibles are then lemmatized, POS-
tagged, and syntactically and semantically parsed.
POS tags are directly projected between aligned
words in the source and target: if a word in English
aligns with multiple target words, its annotations
are projected to all of them. Conversely, if many
English words align to a single target word, all of
the annotations are projected onto the target word
(for induction, each of these tags is given equal,
reduced weight).

Parses are similarly projected across the align-
ment, however unlike tags, parses are tuples con-
taining a head, a relation, and a modifier (or a

1Although Bibles in other languages can also be written
in older forms of the language, we leave target normalization
to future work.

Vorschriften

Gebote

Regeln

Regel

Vorschrift

Gebot

commandments commandment

Figure 3: Projecting lemmas across alignments.
Dashed lines can be eliminated with an edit-distance
threshold.

predicate and its arguments, for a semantic parse).
Semantic parses behave similar to POS tags, and
can be projected directly onto the target words.
For syntactic parses, we project the relation onto
the modifier, with a back pointer to the head.

When working with a noisy alignment, such as
are common in low-resource situations, it is pos-
sible that either the head or the modifier will not
have an aligned translation in the target. If the
modifier is not aligned, then the dependency re-
lation is lost, such as is the case with “doubtless”
in Figure 1. However, if the head is not aligned,
the relation will still be projected onto the modi-
fier. For our purposes, it is far more informative to
know that a particular noun is a nominal subject,
without knowing the verb, than to know that a verb
has a subject, but not knowing what the subject is.

3.2 Lemma Discovery

Although it is straightforward to project tags
across an alignment, lemmas provide a more sig-
nificant challenge. In this section, we describe our
method of discovering lemmas that can later be
used to train lemmatizers and morphological an-
alyzers.

Our lemma-induction approach is similar to that
proposed by Yarowsky et al. (2001). Each En-
glish word forms a set with the target words with
which it is aligned. Likewise, each English lemma
forms a set with a group of target words. In the
best case, the lemma set contains translations ob-
tained from a bilingual dictionary, but if a dictio-
nary is sparse, the set can be supplemented with
the words aligned with the English lemma. These
sets are then used to create a complete bipartite
graph such that each edge corresponds with a can-
didate plural-singular word pair. Pairs that fail to
meet an edit-distance threshold can be discarded.
An example is shown in Figure 3.

In this example, “commandments” has been
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aligned to three German words. Similarly, its
lemma “commandment” has been aligned to three
words. Completing the graph, we establish 9 can-
didate plural-singular pairs. However, some of
these pairs, such as Regeln–Gebot are obviously
false, and can be eliminated by an edit-distance
threshold. Three pairs: Regeln–Regel, Gebote–
Gebot, and Vorschriften–Vorschrift, remain.

3.3 Discovery of Morphological Features
Lemmatization is itself an important application,
as it can reduce data sparsity in inflectionally-
rich languages. However, lemmas are only one
of many available English annotations that may
be able to benefit LRLs. In this section, we de-
scribe our methods for leveraging English syntac-
tic and semantic parses to discover morphological
features in our target languages. We consider three
types of morphological information: nominal plu-
rality, case, and temporality.

Our first task is to identify, for a given noun,
whether it is singular or plural. This information
is readily available from the English POS, and we
can thus create an inflection triple for each word
tagged as a noun. This triple contains the inflected
form, the hypothesized lemma, and a morphologi-
cal tag identifying whether the noun is singular or
plural. For example, “women” would produce the
triple {women, woman, PL}.

Although English does not, for the most part,
decline its nouns, some case information has been
translated into syntax: direct objects of verbs are
in the accusative case, indirect objects are in the
dative case, and nouns in prepositional phrases
headed by “of” are in the genitive case. We ap-
proximate case by using a set of heuristics to trans-
late a syntactic and semantic parse into a nominal
case. With these heuristics, we are able to con-
struct 12 nominative cases. Details concerning the
rules used to construct the cases can be found in
the Appendix.2

Finally, we extract verbal temporality. Namely,
we extract whether a verb describes an event in
the past, the present, or the future. While many
languages further distinguish between other tem-
poral actions such as completion or habituality, we
restrict our work here to a tripartite extraction, as
temporality features are ready available from an
English POS tagger and a syntactic parse.

2These rules are by no means complete. They merely
serve as an approximation to find some examples of the de-
sired inflections.
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Figure 4: Forming a consensus from morphologically-
informed languages.

For every verb in our English Bible, we label
it as either past, present, or future, and
project the label onto the target language. Present
and simple past verbs can be determined directly
from the POS tags, while the perfect and future
tenses are informed by the syntactic parse. Past
participles (i.e., VBN), governed by a form of
“have” is marked as past tense. Similarly, any
past participle or infinitive governed by an auxil-
iary form of “will” or “shall” is marked as future
tense.

Rule-based systems, however, can be brittle, so
we also investigate a secondary case signal: other
target languages. The Bible is not only bilingually
parallel – each translation is approximately par-
allel with every other language. Other languages
than English may be better-suited to annotating the
case of a target language.

Consider the example in Figure 4. A depen-
dency parser might inform us that “water” is a
nominal modifier of “with”, but “with” is an am-
biguous preposition, corresponding to both in-
strumental uses such as “He caught fish with
a net”, and comitative uses “He sat down with
his apostles”. We can observe which words in
morphologically-rich languages have aligned to
“water” in this verse. The case of these words can
then be identified via a morphological dictionary.

Morphological dictionaries are expensive to
construct, but exist for a small number of lan-
guages; a consensus of high-resource languages
can be used to inform the annotation in a low-
resource one.3 In Figure 4, water is identified as
clearly being used in the instrumental case in both
Czech and Russian, and as in the essive and alla-
tive case in Finnish and Hungarian, respectively.
German has a weaker signal, with an identical re-

3If the relevant word form is not present in any of the
dictionaries, we back-off to the rule-based method.
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alization in three different cases. A simple voting
scheme can annotate this use of “water” with the
instrumental case. This annotation is then simply
another piece of information to be projected across
the alignment onto the target language.

3.4 Constraint

To filter out noisy candidate pairs, we implement
a series of sequential heuristics. These heuris-
tics leverage the projected annotation to remove
false positives while preserving as many of the true
pairs as possible.

We note that in the English translations of the
Bible, if a word is present in its plural form, it is
also often present as a singular. Furthermore, the
singular form is regularly more frequent. Our first
heuristic discards any pairs for which a proposed
singular form occurs less frequently in the corpus
than the plural.

Secondly, we ensure that both inflected and
lemma candidates have been regularly tagged as
such. Polysemy, syncretism, and alignment er-
rors mean that each word may have had many tags
projected upon it. For example, a past tense verb
may occasionally incorrectly receive a present tag
– we do not want this infrequent mistake to iden-
tify false morphological phenomena. We compro-
mise between a desire to remove noise, while pre-
serving true candidates. For each word, we cal-
culate the average frequency across all of its tags.
A pair is kept if the desired tag occurs more fre-
quently than average.

Next, we discard any pair that demonstrates an
unlikely character transformation. These trans-
formations are discovered through the use of an
unsupervised character aligner. The inflected
forms are aligned with their discovered analysis.
A pair is discarded if its normalized alignment
likelihood does not fall within 2 standard devi-
ations of the average likelihood. Consider the
triple praised,praise,TAG. This inflection
and lemma will pass an edit-distance threshold,
but is much more likely to be a verbal inflection
than a nominal one. The pair will be discarded if
the task is plurality detection, as d→PL is an un-
likely sequence. However, d→PST is very com-
mon, and thus the pair would be retained for tem-
porality detection.

Our preliminary nominal lemma detection is
based solely on a singular/plural distinction, with
no regards to case. It is possible that the hypoth-

esized lemma is a singular form other than the ci-
tation form. To limit the singular forms in the dis-
covered set to citation forms, we use the depen-
dency parse and a target dictionary to restrict lem-
mas to nominal subjects that occur in the dictio-
nary.

3.5 Generation

After denoising our initial lexicon, we train mod-
els that learn to transform an inflected form into a
citation form.4 After training, we attempt to ana-
lyze all verbs and nouns in the corpus.

We then limit the hypotheses to high-confidence
analyses, and pairs for which the predicted lemma
appeared in the original target Bible. This re-
stricted hypothesis list is then constrained via the
heuristics in Section 3.4, and new models are
learned. By augmenting the training data with hy-
potheses generated by the original models, we can
exploit words that were in the original Bibles, but
that our original induction methods missed, due to
a missing alignment, a poor parse, or other noise.
Development experiments demonstrated that one
iteration of supplementing the training data was
beneficial across our languages; subsequent iter-
ations led to little further gain.

4 Experiments

In this section, we describe the data and tools that
we use to label our English Bibles and generate
our morphological analyses. We also outline our
evaluation metrics and describe our experimental
results.

Our Bible data is obtained from the cor-
pus of Mayer and Cysouw (2014), which con-
sists of verse-parallel Bible data across 591 lan-
guages, including 27 English Bibles. The En-
glish and target Bibles are aligned using the Berke-
ley aligner (Liang et al., 2006), and POS tagged
and syntactically parsed using the Stanford NLP
toolkit (Manning et al., 2014). We semantically
parse the Bibles using the Deep Semantic Role
Labeler (He et al., 2017). The alignment filter is
implemented using M2M aligner (Jiampojamarn
et al., 2007), and our dictionaries come from Pan-
Lex (Kamholz et al., 2014); statistics concerning
dictionary and training sizes are contained in the
appendix.

4For languages such as Arabic and Hebrew, where the
citation form is not an attested word, we use the unmarked
nominative singular form, instead.
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To evaluate the quality of the lexica that are pro-
duced, we extract gold validation and heldout sets
from UniMorph (Kirov et al., 2018). Using the
URIEL typological database (Littel et al., 2016),
we limit the languages to those that include af-
fixing verbal and nominal inflection, and that dis-
tinctly mark plurality and temporality.5 Our eval-
uation set consists of 26 languages belonging to
several language families such as Semitic, Ger-
manic, Italic, Slavic, Uralic, and Bantu. For each
of these languages, we randomly select a valida-
tion set of 5000 instances, and 1000 heldout in-
stances.6 For our declension experiments, we ap-
proximate case from a majority of higher-resource
morphological dictionaries, as described in Sec-
tion 3.3. For these experiments, the majority is
obtained from the 10 largest nominal databases in
our language set. Further information is included
in the appendix.

4.1 Data

We consider two learning algorithms for the gen-
eration phase of lexicon creation. The first is the
bidirectional, hard-attentional RNN (RNN) over
edit actions of Makarov and Clematide (2018). We
use 100 hidden units on the input layer, and 200
on the encoder and decoder. We train the sys-
tem using the ADADELTA optimizer for a maxi-
mum of 60 epochs, with 50% dropout. The second
is DirecTL+ (DTL; Jiampojamarn et al., 2010), a
semi-Markov model that learns transduction ac-
tions over sequences of characters; an n-gram size
of 9 is used, with a joint 𝑛-gram size of 3. We
further ensemble the two models by adding the
normalized confidence scores produced by each
model (Ensemble). We also consider a simple
reranking (RR) scheme where any analysis with
a lemma appearing in a dictionary has its confi-
dence score incremented by the score of the best
original hypothesis. In this way, forms that appear
in the dictionary appear at the top of the list, in the
same order as they were generated by the original
model.

We evaluate against two simple baselines that
provide estimates of the difficulty of the task. The
first baseline simply produces the inflected form

5Of our languages, six do not contain declension infor-
mation in UniMorph. For these languages, the declension
models will be identical to the plurality ones.

6Several of the UniMorph corpora contain fewer than
6000 suitable inflection-lemma pairs; in these cases, the size
of the validation set is adjusted accordingly.

as the lemma (Identity). The second baseline com-
pares an inflected form with every citation form in
a dictionary, and identifies the lemma as the cita-
tion form with the lowest edit distance from the
inflected form (DictED). For morphological anal-
ysis, both baselines return the most common in-
flectional class from the training data. All systems
are evaluated on accuracy@1, accuracy@5, and
accuracy@50. Accuracy@𝑛 rewards a system if
it returns one of the correct solutions in its first 𝑛
predictions. While we focus our analysis on the
accuracy@1, containing the correct solution in an
𝑛-best list can also be desirable when recall is val-
ued more highly than precision.

4.2 Singularization

Morphological analysis produces a lemma and
bundle of inflectional features, given an inflected
wordform. In our first set of experiments, we in-
vestigate a special case of analysis: singulariza-
tion. By focusing on singularization, we can es-
tablish which of our filtering heuristics are effec-
tive in a task where we can be relatively certain
that the lemma exists somewhere in the text. In
these experiments, we sequentially accumulate the
heuristic filters described in Section 3.4, begin-
ning with the plural-singular pairs hypothesized
by our dictionary-independent lemma extraction.
The average singularization accuracy over all 26
languages is detailed in Table 1.

We see that DirecTL+ and the RNN behave very
differently when the training data is filtered. Di-
recTL+ improves marginally for each successive
filter. Contrarily, the morphological filter, in par-
ticular, leads to a decrease in accuracy for the
RNN, while all of the filters sharply limit the num-
ber of correct candidates that appear lower in the
list. Some of this decrease can be attributed to
smaller training data, and most of the loss is re-
covered via a second iteration, which increases the
size of the training data. However, we hypothe-
size that the morphological filter, in particular, is
too aggressive. It removes instances that contain
infrequent transformations that allow the RNN to
produce correct candidates further down the list.

Our systems are trained exclusively from Bible
data, but are able to generalize well to modern
terms with a number of different pluralizing strate-
gies. For example, in German, even the projection
baseline can correctly generalize affix deletion and
umlaut: “Ämter”→“Amt” (department), as well
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System Projection +Lemma +Morph +Align +Dep +Dict I2 +RR
Identity 9.1 9.1 9.1 9.1 9.1 9.1 9.1 9.1
DictED N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 31.0 31.0 31.0
DTL@1 15.2 16.8 16.9 16.7 17.8 21.3 33.0 43.1
RNN@1 17.7 17.8 16.5 17.4 18.7 22.8 30.6 36.9

Ensemble@1 17.5 19.3 18.9 18.9 20.6 25.5 36.4 43.5
DTL@5 31.6 31.9 33.1 33.0 33.8 37.1 47.3 53.3
RNN@5 40.3 33.7 30.9 32.2 31.7 37.1 46.3 52.0

Ensemble@5 43.4 40.2 39.8 40.0 40.3 45.6 57.9 61.5
DTL@50 44.9 49.7 50.4 50.8 50.8 50.6 57.8 57.8
RNN@50 63.2 52.0 49.7 51.0 50.8 54.3 60.9 60.9

Ensemble@50 63.5 58.5 57.6 58.3 58.4 60.8 70.2 71.4

Table 1: Accumulative lemmatic recall in the top-1, top-5, and top-50 hypotheses. Projection does not filter training
candidates, other than by edit distance. Lemma implements the lemma heuristic, Morph the morphological one,
Align the alignment one, Dep the dependency parses, Dict the dictionary, I2 applies a second iteration, and RR
reranks the target hypotheses.

as null inflection: “Kochlöffel”→“Kochlöffel”
(cooking spoon).

Limiting the target candidates by case has
a marked impact upon the systems. By re-
moving false lemmas like the German genitive
“Geistes” (of the spirit), the Hungarian inessive
“temploban” (in the temple), and Danish definite
forms l ike “skidet” (the boat), the systems are
more likely to produce the citation form: German
“*Ingenieurs”→“Ingenieur” (engineer); Hungar-
ian “*gõzhajóban”→“gõzhajó” (steamboat); Dan-
ish “*rygradet”→“rygrad” (backbone). By remov-
ing these noisy forms, we see large gains; the lem-
mas returned by the Finnish, Hungarian, and Turk-
ish system without noise reduction are correct less
than 10% of the time, while filtering the data in-
creases the accuracy to approximately 26%, 56%,
and 70%, respectively.

Supplementing the system with a second iter-
ation strengthens the signal of correct inflection
patterns, relatively weakening the effect of noise.
For example, German nouns ending in “-ung“ are
very likely to pluralize with an “-en” suffix, but
the projection baseline discovers no correct “-ung”
pairs. However, “-en” is a common plural suffix in
German, and the systems systematically strip the
“-en” from “-ungen” nouns, although often lower
in the hypothesis list. These correct pairs become
training examples in the second iteration, outnum-
bering noisy examples, and improving system ac-
curacy.

If we have access to a dictionary, simply choos-

ing the singular form closest to the inflection pro-
vides a surprisingly strong baseline – indeed, our
systems do not surpass this simple heuristic until
we implement a second iteration. Noting that the
dictionary and iteration process contribute signif-
icantly more than any of the filtering heuristics,
we investigate moving the dictionary earlier in the
pipeline. Instead of creating a lemma list from the
words aligned with the English lemma, as in Sec-
tion 3.2 we use a list of translations of the English
lemma.

By moving the dictionary to the “front-of-the-
line” in such a matter, we see astounding gains,
with the @1 recall of the reranked ensemble im-
proving to 58.5%. In our further experiments, we
thus adopt the dictionary in the lemma extraction
method.

4.3 Lemmatization
Singularization is a simplified version of lemmati-
zation, as it assumes that all input forms are in the
plural. In our next experiments, we train models
that take as input an inflected word form, and pro-
duce a morphological tuple containing a lemma
and morphological features. We train separate
models to annotate plurality, temporality, and case.
In this section, we evaluate the quality of the lem-
mas produced by these systems, before evaluating
the quality of the complete analyses in Section 4.4.

Table 2 shows the accuracy of our nominal and
verbal lemmatizers. In particular, verbal lemma-
tization appears to be a more difficult task than
its nominal equivalent. Both baselines struggle to
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System Nouns Verbs
I1 I2 +RR I1 I2 +RR

Identity 9.6 9.6 9.6 2.8 2.8 2.8
DictED 34.8 34.8 34.8 18.6 18.6 18.6
DTL@1 44.8 48.1 59.3 46.3 49.4 50.6
RNN@1 45.7 47.6 55.7 47.6 51.5 49.5
Ens@1 51.0 51.0 57.5 51.1 52.8 53.7
DTL@5 61.0 63.8 68.9 59.6 60.9 63.6
RNN@5 55.0 55.1 61.1 58.4 60.5 62.0
Ens@5 66.6 64.8 71.1 65.0 65.9 68.7

DTL@50 71.1 74.7 74.7 68.2 70.0 70.0
RNN@50 71.2 68.9 68.8 70.6 69.2 69.2
Ens@50 78.7 77.2 78.4 74.8 75.2 75.9

Table 2: Average Lemmatization accuracy on nouns
and verbs. I1 uses the dictionary-based lemma ex-
traction, I2 implements a second iteration, RR adds a
reranker to I2.

produce the correct lemma – nouns are about 4
times as likely to observe null-inflection as verbs,
and even plural nouns tend to drift significantly
from their lemmas, to the point that another cita-
tion form has a smaller edit-distance. However,
we note little difference between nouns and verbs
for any of our systems - in fact, our verbal system
prior to reranking is slightly better than the nomi-
nal system. Ensembling neural and traditional sys-
tems augments performance,

The ensemble makes use of complementary in-
formation to improve over either the RNN or
DTL, even when neither system correctly pre-
dicts the lemma as its top candidate. For ex-
ample, DTL predicts the lemma of the Estonian
“lõpetagem” as “*lõpemama”, while the RNN
predicts “*lõpetamine. Both predict the correct
“lõpetama” (to finish) in 2nd place, which is ex-
ploited by the ensemble system.

Re-incorporating the dictionary back in as a
reranking step also provides gains, particularly to
nominal lemmatization. This is even true with
very small dictionaries: although the Northern-
Sami and Zulu dictionaries both contain fewer
than 5000 entries, North-Sami nominal lemmati-
zation accuracy increase from 40 to 44 %, and
Zulu from 38 to 40%.

4.4 Morphological Analysis
In our next series of experiments, we consider
not only the accuracy of the lemmas produced
by our systems, but of the complete morpholog-
ical analyses. The task of morphological analysis
subsumes lemmatization: a correct analysis must
find not only the correct lemma, but also the cor-
rect set of morphological features that transformed

the lemma into the inflected form. Analyzing the
same systems as in Section 3.2, we report the ac-
curacy of complete analyses in Table 3.

We note that with the exception of temporal-
ity, arriving at a consensus for the morphological
tag is superior to deriving it from a simple heuris-
tic. While the English signal is strong enough
to recover some morphological information, per-
haps unsurprisingly, the signal from languages
that have maintained their nominal declension is
stronger. Given enough languages, the signal is
strong enough to overcome idiosyncratic proper-
ties of the languages individually.

The heuristics that extract case from English
can be confused by complex clauses. In the sen-
tence “He ordered his soldiers to remove him from
his midst” the soldiers are the nominative sub-
ject of the verb “remove”, but the dative object
of the verb “order”. Relying on the dependency
parse alone allows dative plurals such as the Polish
“żołnierzom” (soldiers) to enter the training data
erroneously tagged as a nominative plural. The
model then incorrectly tags other words ending in
“-om”, a distinctly dative suffix, as nominatives.
Achieving a consensus from other languages cor-
rectly identifies the form as a dative, even though
it is used as a subject.

4.5 Further Analysis

In the previous sections, we averaged our results
over 26 languages exhibiting various morphologi-
cal phenomena. In this section, we provide a more
nuanced investigation of the types of languages
suited to our methods.

We claim that the Bible is a suitable resource
for learning the morphology of low-resource lan-
guages, but due to the necessity of gold morpho-
logical dictionaries, many of our evaluation lan-
guages cannot be considered low-resource. How-
ever, the only available resources we assume to ex-
ist are a translated Bible and a bilingual dictionary.
By grouping languages by the size of their dictio-
naries, we can determine the impact that the size
of the dictionary has on our methods, and extrap-
olate how they might work in a true low-resource
scenario. Table 4 demonstrates how the dictionary
size influences two steps in our method: lemma
extraction, and reranking.

We see that although the dictionary has some
impact on the accuracy of trained lemmatizers,
it is not the only contributing factor. The lan-
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System Plurality Temporality Case
RB Maj I2 RR RB Maj I2 RR RB Maj I2 RR

Identity 8.9 8.9 8.9 8.9 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 8.7 8.7 8.7 8.7
DictED 20.9 20.9 20.9 20.9 8.9 8.9 8.9 8.9 10.1 10.1 10.1 10.1
DTL@1 32.1 37.5 39.2 47.0 37.2 36.4 38.8 38.7 18.9 21.9 23.6 27.9
RNN@1 34.1 36.8 37.7 42.9 37.0 38.7 40.2 38.2 17.0 16.3 17.7 19.6

Ensemble@1 36.6 43.4 41.2 47.8 41.4 40.4 41.3 41.5 21.1 24.1 24.6 27.4
DTL@5 52.6 56.1 57.3 65.1 53.4 50.3 50.8 55.7 33.3 38.6 39.6 46.7
RNN@5 59.0 62.0 62.9 67.9 56.0 56.3 58.5 60.0 35.4 36.2 40.3 44.4

Ensemble@5 64.7 69.1 67.3 73.1 62.1 59.9 61.1 63.8 40.8 46.0 46.6 51.1
DTL@50 68.6 68.2 71.7 71.7 64.5 61.3 63.9 63.9 47.9 53.1 55.7 55.7
RNN@50 71.9 76.9 75.1 74.9 68.3 69.3 67.4 67.1 54.4 59.2 58.0 58.0

Ensemble@50 76.8 81.0 78.8 80.0 73.0 71.8 71.4 72.2 58.0 64.2 62.8 64.5

Table 3: Average Accuracy of morphological analysis for plurality detection, temporality detection, and case
identification. RB denotes a system where case is hypothesized through rules, Maj denotes a majority consensus
of other languages, I2 is a second iteration built on top of Maj, and RR applies a reranker to RR.

#Entries Nouns Nouns +RR Verbs Verbs +RR
<5K 48.7 52.1 24.1 24.4

5K-20K 38.0 41.2 35.9 38.1
20K-50K 52.5 63.4 62.3 63.0

>50K 57.4 64.5 62.3 63.0

Table 4: Average Lemmatization accuracy@1 on nouns
and verbs of the ensemble system for varying dictio-
nary sizes.

guages with the smallest dictionaries perform ap-
proximately as well as larger groups on nominal
lemmatization, only starting to degrade after dic-
tionary reranking, which is to be expected. Verbal
lemmatization, on the other hand, degrades much
faster as the size of the available dictionary is re-
duced. However, we observe that the reranker –
which is entirely dependent on the dictionary – has
far less influence on verbs than nouns, even with
a large dictionary. The size of the dictionary may
be less of a factor than the types of morphology
exhibited in the lower-resource languages.

We next observe which languages are most suit-
able to our methods, by separating our results by
linguistic family. Table 5 reports both the accu-
racy@1 and accuracy@50 for the reranked ensem-
ble. Although our system can accurately lemma-
tize Bantu nouns, Bantu verbs prove much more
difficult. The low accuracy on Bantu verbs appears
to be at least partially responsible for the low ver-
bal performance of LRL in Table 4.

Secondly, we note that while our system strug-
gles with Semitic and Bantu language families,
our methods of projection and constraint are suc-
cessful on other language families, even when
their morphology differs significantly from En-
glish. We correctly lemmatize Uralic and Balto-

Family NN@1 NN@50 VB@1 VB@50
Armenian 63.0 85.1 37.7 72.1

Bantu 40.4 73.5 1.3 21.4
Hellenic 53.7 77.1 31.7 46.8
Turkic 36.9 62.8 40.5 81.3
Italic 44.1 57.1 33.0 56.3

Semitic 16.7 32.2 10.9 22.1
Uralic 58.1 80.9 51.5 78.6

Balto-Slavic 64.8 84.6 66.1 89.4
Germanic 71.6 93.6 78.1 94.0

Table 5: Average Lemmatization accuracy on nouns
and verbs of the ensemble system for varying language
Families.

Slavic languages – languages with large case in-
ventories – with high accuracy. Similarly, the ver-
bal signal is strong enough to train accurate lem-
matizers in languages with much more complex
inflectional systems than English, such as the ag-
glutinative Turkic and Uralic families.

5 Conclusion

We have presented a method for learning mor-
phosyntactic feature analyzers and lemmatizers
from iterative annotation projection. Using no
target-language training data, we successfully
transferred multiple fine-grained annotations on
27 different English Bible editions to 26 diverse
target languages. Using iterative discovery and
robust ensembling of multiple high-performance
morphological learning algorithms to yield stand-
alone target language systems, we achieve double-
digit relative error reductions in both lemmatiza-
tion and morphosyntactic feature analysis over a
strong initial system, evaluated on modern test vo-
cabulary in all 26 languages.
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Abstract
Morphological tagging is challenging for mor-
phologically rich languages due to the large
target space and the need for more train-
ing data to minimize model sparsity. Di-
alectal variants of morphologically rich lan-
guages suffer more as they tend to be more
noisy and have less resources. In this pa-
per we explore the use of multitask learning
and adversarial training to address morpho-
logical richness and dialectal variations in the
context of full morphological tagging. We
use multitask learning for joint morphological
modeling for the features within two dialects,
and as a knowledge-transfer scheme for cross-
dialectal modeling. We use adversarial train-
ing to learn dialect invariant features that can
help the knowledge-transfer scheme from the
high to low-resource variants. We work with
two dialectal variants: Modern Standard Ara-
bic (high-resource “dialect”1) and Egyptian
Arabic (low-resource dialect) as a case study.
Our models achieve state-of-the-art results for
both. Furthermore, adversarial training pro-
vides more significant improvement when us-
ing smaller training datasets in particular.

1 Introduction

Morphological tagging for morphologically rich
languages (MRL) involves modeling interdepen-
dent features, with a large combined target space.
Joint modeling of the different features, through
feature concatenation, results in a large target
space with increased sparsity. Whereas total sep-
aration of the different feature models eliminates
access to the other features, which constrains the
model. These issues are further exacerbated for di-
alectal content, with many morphosyntactic varia-
tions that further complicate the modeling.

1We view Arabic as a collective of dialectal variants in
which MSA is the main high-resource dialect, and EGY is
a low-resource dialect. We therefore use “variant” and “di-
alect” interchangeably.

In this paper we work with Modern Standard
Arabic (MSA) and Egyptian Arabic (EGY), both
MRLs, and dialectal variants. Written Arabic
text is also highly ambiguous, due to its diacritic-
optional orthography, resulting in several interpre-
tations of the same surface forms, and further in-
creasing sparsity. Joint modeling is particularly
promising for such ambiguous nature as it sup-
ports identifying more complex patterns involving
multiple features. In EGY, for example, the suf-
fix A 	K nA ‘we, us, our’ in the word A 	J�PX drsnA can
be the subject of the perfective 1st person plural
verb (‘we studied’), the 1st person plural object
clitic of a perfective 3rd person masculine singu-
lar verb (‘he taught us’), or the 1st person plural
possessive pronoun for the nominal (‘our lesson’),
among other possible interpretations.

Morphological tagging models rely heavily
on the availability of large annotated training
datasets. Unlike MSA, Arabic Dialects are gen-
erally low on resources. In this paper we also
experiment with knowledge-transfer models from
high to low-resource variants. The similarities be-
tween the Arabic variants, both for MSA and Di-
alectal Arabic (DA), like EGY, should facilitate
knowledge-transfer, making use of the resources
of the high-resource variants. We use multitask
learning architectures in several configurations for
cross-dialectal modeling. We further investigate
the best approaches and configurations to use word
and character embeddings in the cross-dialectal
multitask learning model, and whether mapping
the various pretrained word embedding spaces is
beneficial. Despite having several contributions
in the literature, the role of mapped embedding
spaces has not been studied in the context of joint
morphological modeling of different dialects.

Finally, we use adversarial training to learn
dialect-invariant features for MSA and EGY. The
intuition is to make the modeling spaces for both
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variants closer to each other, which should facili-
tate the knowledge-transfer scheme from the high-
resource (MSA) to the low-resource (EGY) sides.

Our models achieve state-of-the-art morpholog-
ical disambiguation results for both MSA and
EGY, with up to 10% relative error reduction. Ad-
versarial training proved more useful when us-
ing a smaller EGY training datasets in particu-
lar, simulating lower-resource settings. The con-
tributions of the paper include (1) a joint multi-
feature and cross-dialectal morphological disam-
biguation model for several MRL variants, (2) ad-
versarial training for cross-dialectal morphologi-
cal knowledge-transfer.

2 Linguistic Motivation

MRLs, like Arabic, have many morphemes that
represent several morphological features. The tar-
get space for the combined morphological features
in MRLs therefore tends to be very large. MRLs
also tend to have more inflected words than other
languages. MRLs also usually have a higher de-
gree of ambiguity, with different interpretations of
the same surface form. In Arabic, this ambiguity is
exacerbated by the diacritization-optional orthog-
raphy, which results in having about 12 analyses
per word on average (Habash, 2010).

One approach to model morphological richness
and ambiguity is to use morphological analyzers,
which are used to encode all potential word in-
flections in the language. The ideal morphological
analyzer should return all the possible analyses of
a surface word (modeling ambiguity), and cover
all the inflected forms of a word lemma (model-
ing morphological richness). The best analysis is
then chosen through morphological disambigua-
tion, which is essentially part-of-speech tagging
for all the features in addition to lemma and di-
acritized form choices.

MSA is the written Arabic that is mainly used in
formal settings. DA, like EGY, on the other hand,
is the primarily spoken language used by native
Arabic speakers in daily exchanges. DA has re-
cently seen an increase in written content, due to
the growing social media use in the region. DA,
similar to MSA, is also morphologically rich, with
a high degree of ambiguity. DA spans many Ara-
bic dialects that are used across the Arab World,
and they vary by the regions and cities they are
used in (Bouamor et al., 2018). The large number
of DA variants, along with it being mainly spoken,

result in DA being usually low on resources.
MSA and DA have many morphological, lexi-

cal and syntactic similarities that a cross-dialectal
model can leverage (Habash et al., 2012). DA has
many MSA cognates, both MSA and DA use the
same script, and DA content in general includes
a lot of code-switching with MSA.2 These sim-
ilarities can be useful in a joint learning model,
enabling a knowledge-transfer scheme, especially
from the high-resource to low-resource variants.

In this paper we focus on EGY as an example
of DA. The set of morphological features that we
model for both MSA and EGY can be:

• Open-Set Features: Lemmas (lex) and dia-
critized forms (diac), henceforth "lexicalized
features". These features are unrestricted and
have large and open vocabularies.

• Closed-Set Features: A set of 14 features, in-
cluding inflectional features and clitics, each
with a corresponding set of values/tags that
are predicted using taggers. The inflectional
features include: part-of-speech (POS), as-
pect (asp), case (cas), gender (gen), person
(per), number (num), mood (mod), state (stt),
voice (vox). The clitics include: enclitics,
like pronominal and negative particle encli-
tics; proclitics, like article proclitic, preposi-
tion proclitics, conjunction proclitics, ques-
tion proclitics.

Morphological disambiguation involves pre-
dicting the values for each of these features, then
using these predictions to rank the different analy-
ses from the morphological analyzer.

3 Background and Related Work

Joint Modeling in NLP Joint NLP modeling
in general has been an active area of research
throughout the past several years, supported by re-
cent updates in deep learning architectures. Mul-
titask learning models have been proven very use-
ful for several NLP tasks and applications, (Col-
lobert et al., 2011; Søgaard and Goldberg, 2016;
Alonso and Plank, 2017; Bingel and Søgaard,
2017; Hashimoto et al., 2017). Inoue et al. (2017)
used multitask learning for fine-grained POS tag-
ging in MSA. We extend their work by doing
cross-dialectal modeling and various contributions
for low-resource dialects.

2Although EGY, like DA in general, does not have a stan-
dardized orthography like MSA (Habash et al., 2018).
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Cross-Lingual Transfer Cross-lingual mor-
phology and syntax modeling has also been a very
active NLP research area, with contributions in
morphological reinflection and paradigm comple-
tion (Aharoni et al., 2016; Faruqui et al., 2016;
Kann et al., 2017), morphological tagging (Buys
and Botha, 2016; Cotterell and Heigold, 2017),
parsing (Guo et al., 2015; Ammar et al., 2016),
among others. Cotterell and Heigold (2017) used
multitask learning for multi-lingual POS tagging,
similar in spirit to our approach. Their architec-
ture, however, models the morphological features
in each language in a single task, where each
target value represents all morphological features
combined. This architecture is not suitable for
MRLs, with large target spaces.

Adversarial Domain Adaptation Inspired by
the work of Goodfellow et al. (2014), adversarial
networks have been used to learn domain invari-
ant features in models involving multiple domains,
through domain adversarial training (Ganin and
Lempitsky, 2015; Ganin et al., 2016). Adversar-
ial training facilitates domain-adaptation schemes,
especially in high-resource to low-resource adap-
tation scenarios. The approach is based on an ad-
versarial discriminator, which tries to identify the
domain of the data, and backpropagates the neg-
ative gradients in the backward direction. This
enables the model to learn shared domain fea-
tures. Adversarial domain adaptation has been
used in several NLP applications, including sen-
timent analysis (Chen et al., 2016), POS tagging
for Twitter (Gui et al., 2017), relation extraction
(Fu et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018), among other
applications. As far as we know, we are the first to
apply adversarial domain adaptation in the context
of dialectal morphological modeling.

Arabic Morphological Modeling Morphologi-
cal modeling for Arabic has many contributions in
both MSA (Diab et al., 2004; Habash and Ram-
bow, 2005; Pasha et al., 2014; Abdelali et al.,
2016; Khalifa et al., 2016), and Dialectal Ara-
bic (Duh and Kirchhoff, 2005; Al-Sabbagh and
Girju, 2012; Habash et al., 2013). There were
also several neural extensions that show impres-
sive results (Zalmout and Habash, 2017; Zalmout
et al., 2018). These contributions use separate
models for each morphological feature, then apply
a disambiguation step, similar to several previous
models for Arabic (Habash and Rambow, 2005;

Pasha et al., 2014). Shen et al. (2016) use LSTMs
with word/character embeddings for Arabic tag-
ging. Darwish et al. (2018) use a CRF model for
a multi-dialect POS tagging, using a small anno-
tated Twitter corpus. Alharbi et al. (2018) also use
neural models for Gulf Arabic, with good results.

4 Baseline Tagging and Disambiguation
Architecture

In this section we present our baseline tagging and
disambiguation architectures. We extend this ar-
chitecture for joint modeling in the section that
follows.

4.1 Morphological Feature Tagging

We use a similar tagging architecture to Zalmout
et al. (2018), based on a Bi-LSTM tagging model,
for the closed-set morphological features. Given a
sentence of length L {w1, w2, ..., wL}, every word
wj is represented by vector vj . We use two LSTM
layers to model the relevant context for each direc-
tion of the target word, using:

−→̂
h j = g(vj ,

−→
h j−1)

←−̂
h j = g(vj ,

←−
h j+1)

where hj is the context vector from the LSTM for
each direction. We join both sides, apply a non-
linearity function, output layer, and softmax for
a probability distribution. The input vector vj is
comprised of:

vj = [wj ; sj ;a
f
j ]

Where wj is the word embedding vector, sj is a
vector representation of the characters within the
word, and afj is a vector representing all the can-
didate morphological tags (from an analyzer), for
feature f .

We pre-train the word embeddings with
Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013), using a large ex-
ternal dataset. For the character embeddings vec-
tor sj we use an LSTM-based architecture, applied
to the character sequence in each word separately.
We use the last state vector as the embedding rep-
resentation of the word’s characters.

The morphological feature vector afj embeds
the candidate tags for each feature. We use a
morphological analyzer to obtain all possible fea-
ture values of the word to be analyzed, embed the
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Figure 1: The overall tagging architecture, with the in-
put vector as the concatenation of the word, characters,
and candidate tag embeddings.

values using a feature-specific embedding tensor,
then sum all the resulting vectors for each feature:

afj =

Nf∑

n=1

afj,n

Where Nf is the maximum number of possible
candidate tags for the word j (from the analyzer),
for feature f . We sum the vectors because the tags
are alternatives, and do not constitute a sequence.

The afj vector does not constitute a hard con-
straint and can be discarded if a morphological
analyzer is not used. Figure 1 shows the overall
tagging architecture.

4.2 Lemmatization and Diacritization
The morphological features that are non-lexical,
like POS, gender, number, among others, are han-
dled by the model presented so far, using the mul-
titask learning architecture. Lexical features, like
lemmas and diacritized forms, on the other hand,
are handled with neural language models, as pre-
sented by Zalmout and Habash (2017) and Zal-
mout et al. (2018). The lexical features are more
difficult to model jointly with the non-lexical fea-
tures, as they have large target spaces, and model-
ing them as classification tasks is not feasible.

4.3 Full Morphological Disambiguation
The predicted feature values for each word,
whether from the tagger or the language models,
can be returned directly if we do not use a mor-
phological analyzer, without an explicit ranking
step. If a morphological analyzer is used, the
disambiguation system selects the optimal anal-
ysis for the word from the set of analyses re-

turned by the morphological analyzer. We use
the predicted feature values from the taggers and
language models to rank the analyses, and se-
lect the analysis with highest number of matched
feature values. We also use weighted matching;
where instead of assigning ones and zeros for the
matched/mismatched features, we use a feature-
specific matching weight. We replicate the mor-
phological disambiguation pipeline presented in
earlier contributions (Zalmout and Habash, 2017;
Zalmout et al., 2018), and use the same parameter
values and feature weights.

5 Multitask Learning Architecture

Most of the previous approaches for morpholog-
ical tagging in Arabic learn a separate model for
each morphological feature, and combine the pre-
dicted tags for disambiguation (Pasha et al., 2014;
Zalmout and Habash, 2017; Zalmout et al., 2018).
This hard separation eliminates any knowledge
sharing among the different features when train-
ing and tagging. Joint learning, through param-
eter sharing in multitask learning, helps prune the
space of target values for some morphological fea-
tures, and reduce sparsity. The separation of the
morphological models is also inefficient in terms
of execution complexity. Training 14 different
models, and running them all during runtime, is
very wasteful in terms of execution time, memory
footprint, and disk space.

Multitask learning is particularly useful in tasks
with relatively complementary models, and usu-
ally involves primary and auxiliary tasks. We use
multitask learning for joint training of the various
morphological features. We extend the morpho-
logical tagging architecture presented at the previ-
ous section into a multitask learning model. We
learn the different morphological features jointly
through sharing the parameters of the hidden lay-
ers in the Bi-LSTM network. The input is also
shared, through the word and character embed-
dings. We also use a unified feature-tags vector
representation for all features, through concatenat-
ing the afj vectors for each feature of each word:

aj = [aposj ; ...;anumj ; ...;avoxj ]

The output layer is separate for each morpho-
logical feature, with separate softmax and argmax
operations. The loss function is the average of the
individual feature losses, which are based on min-
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Figure 2: The multitask learning architecture, having
separate output layers for each feature.

imizing cross entropy H for each feature f :

H(T̂ , T ) =
1

|F |
∑

f∈F
H(t̂f , tf )

Where T represents the combined morphologi-
cal tags for each word, and F is the set of features
{pos, asp, ..., vox}. Figure 2 shows the overall ar-
chitecture for tagging using multitask learning.

6 Cross-Dialectal Model

Joint morphological modeling of high-resource
and low-resource languages can be very benefi-
cial as a knowledge-transfer scheme. Knowledge-
transfer is more viable for languages that share
linguistic similarities. In the context of DA, the
linguistic similarities between MSA and the di-
alects, along with the MSA cognates common in
DA, should allow for an efficient transfer model.

We train the model through dividing the datasets
of each variant into batches, and running one
variant-specific batch at a time. We introduce var-
ious extensions to the multitask learning architec-
ture for cross-dialectal modeling. These include
sharing the embeddings for the pretrained word
embeddings and character embeddings, sharing
the output layers for the different features, and ad-
versarial training as a form of dialect adaptation.
The decisions of shared vs joint modeling through-
out the various architecture choices will also affect
the size of the model and number of parameters.

6.1 Shared Embeddings
Pretrained embeddings have been shown to be
very beneficial for several NLP tasks in Arabic
(Zalmout and Habash, 2017; Erdmann et al., 2018;
Watson et al., 2018). In the context of joint mod-
eling of different variants, pretrained embeddings

can either be learnt separately or jointly, with sev-
eral different configurations that include:

• Separate embedding spaces, through separate
models for the different dialects, trained on
separate datasets.

• Merged embedding datasets, by merging the
datasets for the different dialects and train a
single embedding model. This approach is
viable because the different Arabic variants
use the same script, and DA usually involves
a lot of code-switching with MSA.

• Mapped embedding spaces, by training sep-
arate models for each dialect, then mapping
the embedding spaces together.

We use VECMAP (Artetxe et al., 2016, 2017) to
map the embedding spaces of the different variants
(MSA and DA). VECMAP uses a seed dictionary to
learn a mapping function that minimizes the dis-
tances between seed dictionary unigram pairs.

In addition to shared word embeddings, the
character-level embeddings can also be learned
separately or jointly. We do not use pretrained em-
beddings for the characters, and the embeddings
are learnt as part of the end-to-end system.

6.2 Shared Output Layers
In the multitask learning architecture, each of the
different morphological features needs a separate
output layer. In our experiments with Arabic, we
are modeling 14 morphological features, which re-
quires 14 output layers. For cross-dialectal mod-
eling, we can have separate output layers for each
dialect, which results in 28 output layers for MSA
and EGY. Another design choice in this case is
to share the output layers between the different di-
alects, regardless of how many dialects are mod-
eled jointly, with 14 shared output layers only.

Despite the morphological features being sim-
ilar across the dialects, the target space for each
feature might vary slightly for each dialect (as in
proclitics and enclitics). In the case of shared out-
put layers, we have to merge the target space val-
ues for the features of the different dialects, and
use this combined set as the target vocabulary.

6.3 Adversarial Dialect Adaptation
Similar to adversarial domain adaptation, the goal
of the adversarial dialect adaptation approach is
to learn common features for the different di-
alects through an adversarial discriminator. Learn-
ing dialect-invariant features would facilitate a
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richer knowledge-transfer scheme from the high-
resource to the low-resource variants, since they
are both modeled in the same invariant space.
Adversarial adaptation can make use of a large
annotated dataset from the high-resource dialect,
unlabeled low-resource dialect data, and a small
annotated low-resource dialect dataset. Adver-
sarial adaptation learns dialect invariant features
through backpropagating the negative gradients in
the backward direction for the discriminator. The
backward/forward propagation is managed by the
Gradient Reversal Layer. Figure 3 shows the ar-
chitecture with the discriminator task.

Gradient Reversal Layer Presented by Ganin
and Lempitsky (2015), the gradient reversal layer
(GRL) passes the identity function in the forward
propagation, but negates the gradients it receives
in backward propagation, i.e. g(F (x)) = F (x) in
forward propagation, but ∆g(F (x)) = −λ∆F (x)
in backward propagation. λ is a weight parameter
for the negative gradient, which can have an up-
date schedule. λ is used to control the dissimilarity
of features at the various stages of training. It can
be small at the beginning of training to facilitate
better morphological modeling, then increased to
learn domain invariant features later on.
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Figure 3: The adversarial adaptation architecture, with
a discriminator task that backpropagates negative gra-
dients using the Gradient Reversal Layer (GRL).

Training Process For each of the training
batches, we populate half of the batch with sam-
ples from the morphologically labeled data, and
the other half with the unlabeled data. The model
calculates the morphological tagging loss for the
first half, and the discriminator loss with the other,
and optimizes for both jointly.

7 Experiments and Results

In this section we first discuss the datasets that we
use, along with the experimental setup for the vari-
ous experiments. We then discuss the results of the
different models, using the full training datasets,
and a learning curve over the EGY dataset, to sim-
ulate low-resource settings.

7.1 Data

Labeled Data For MSA we use the Penn Ara-
bic Treebank (PATB parts 1, 2, and 3) (Maamouri
et al., 2004). For EGY, we use the ARZ Tree-
bank (ARZTB) annotated corpus from the Lin-
guistic Data Consortium (LDC), parts 1, 2, 3, 4,
and 5 (Maamouri et al., 2012). The annotation
process and features are similar to those of MSA.
We follow the data splits recommended by Diab
et al. (2013) for training, development, and test-
ing, for both MSA and EGY. Table 1 shows the
data sizes. Throughout the different experiments
in this paper, the DEV TEST dataset is used during
the system development to assess design choices.
The BLIND TEST dataset is used after finalizing
the architecture, to evaluate the system and present
the overall results. We use Alif/Ya and Hamza nor-
malization, and we remove all diacritics (besides
for lemmas and diacritized forms) for all variants.

TRAIN DEV TEST BLIND TEST

MSA 503K 63K 63K
EGY 134K 21K 20K

Table 1: Word count statistics for MSA and EGY.

The morphological analyzers that we use in-
clude SAMA (Graff et al., 2009) for MSA, and a
combination of SAMA, CALIMA (Habash et al.,
2012), and ADAM (Salloum and Habash, 2014)
for EGY, as used in the MADAMIRA (Pasha et al.,
2014) system.

Unlabeled Data The pretrained word embed-
dings for MSA are trained using the LDC’s Gi-
gaword corpus (Parker et al., 2011). For EGY we
use about 410 million words of the Broad Opera-
tional Language Translation (BOLT) Arabic Fo-
rum Discussions (Tracey et al., 2018). We use
the MADAR corpus (Bouamor et al., 2018) as the
seed dictionary for embedding space mapping. We
use the EGY data from the work by Zbib et al.
(2012) as the unlabeled corpus for EGY.
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7.2 Experimental Setup

Tagging Architecture We use two hidden lay-
ers of size 800 for the Bi-LSTM network (two for
each direction), and a dropout wrapper with keep
probability of 0.7, and peephole connections. We
use Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with
a learning rate of 0.0005, and cross-entropy cost
function. We run the various models for 70 epochs
(fixed number of epoch since we use dropout).
The LSTM character embedding architecture uses
two LSTM layers of size 100, and embedding size
50. We use Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) to
train the word embeddings. The embedding size
is 250, and the embedding window is of size two.

Adversarial Adaptation For the adversarial
adaptation experiments we first observed that the
average sentence length in the unlabeled EGY

dataset is very short compared to the MSA dataset
(5 words per sentence for the unlabeled dataset,
and 31 words per sentence for MSA). The dif-
ference in sentence length results in the unla-
beled EGY dataset being four times the number
of batches compared to MSA, for the same num-
ber of tokens, and the model was not converging.
We therefore use a minimum sentence length of
14 words for the unlabeled dataset, which results
in about 9K sentences (∼185K tokens). We also
found that a constant λ value of one performed
better than scheduling the value starting from zero.

Metrics The evaluation metrics we use include:

• POS accuracy (POS): The accuracy of the
POS tags, of a tagset comprised of 36 tags
(Habash et al., 2013).

• The non-lexicalized morphological features
accuracy (FEATS): The accuracy of the com-
bined 14 closed morphological features.

• Lemmatization accuracy (LEMMA): The ac-
curacy of the fully diacritized lemma.

• Diacritized forms accuracy (DIAC): The ac-
curacy of the diacritized form of the words.

• Full Analysis Accuracy (FULL): The
overall accuracy over the full analysis;
FEATS (including POS)+LEMMA+DIAC,
which is the strictest evaluation approach.

Baselines The baselines are based on separate
models for the different features. The first base-
line is MADAMIRA (Pasha et al., 2014), which
is a popular morphological disambiguation tool

for Arabic. MADAMIRA uses SVM taggers
for the different non-lexical features, and n-gram
language models for the lemmas and diacritized
forms. We also use the neural extensions of
MADAMIRA (Zalmout and Habash, 2017; Zal-
mout et al., 2018), which are based on a similar
architecture, but use LSTM taggers instead of the
SVM models, and LSTM-based language models
instead of the n-gram models.

7.3 Results
To evaluate the performance of the knowledge-
transfer scheme, we present the results in two
parts. The first presents the results for the full
MSA and EGY datasets, evaluating the accuracy
of the various architecture configurations. We then
present the results of a learning curve over the
size of the EGY training dataset, modeling various
degrees of low-resource performance. The goal
is to assess the multitask learning and adversar-
ial training models in particular, and the degree of
knowledge-transfer, which should be more helpful
when the size of the EGY training data is lower.

7.3.1 Joint Morphological Modeling
Table 2 shows the results of the joint modeling of
MSA and EGY. Based on the results, we make the
following observations:

Multi-Feature Modeling The results for the
multi-feature models show consistent and signif-
icant improvement compared to the separate mod-
els for each feature, especially for MSA. This sup-
ports the assumption that multi-feature modeling
can identify more complex patterns involving mul-
tiple features, that separate models cannot.

Cross-Dialectal Modeling: Merged Training
Data vs Multitask Learning For the cross-
dialectal MSA and EGY models, we first experi-
ment with merging the training datasets for both,
and train a single model over the merged datasets.
This model is a simple baseline for the cross-
dialectal models, but imposes hard joint modeling
that might lead to some knowledge loss.

The results indicate that the multitask learning
architecture performs much better, especially for
MSA. The accuracy for POS tagging for EGY in
particular was higher or similar though. This is
probably because POS behaves very similarly in
both MSA and EGY, unlike other morphological
features that might converge slightly. So the added
MSA training samples were generally helpful.
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MODEL
DEV TEST BLIND TEST

FULL FEATS DIAC LEX POS FULL FEATS DIAC LEX POS
MADAMIRAMSA (Pasha et al., 2014) 85.6 87.1 87.7 96.3 97.1 85.6 87.3 87.6 96.3 97.0
MSAseparate features (Zalmout and Habash, 2017) 90.4 92.3 92.4 96.9 97.9 90.1 92.3 92.1 96.6 97.8
MSAMTL:MSA 90.8 92.7 92.7 96.9 97.9 90.8 93.0 92.5 96.7 97.9
MSAMSA+EGY merged training datasets 90.1 91.9 91.8 96.9 97.8 89.8 92.0 91.4 96.5 97.7
MSAMTL:MSA+EGY mapped embedding spaces 90.6 92.5 92.4 96.8 97.8 90.3 92.5 91.9 96.5 97.7
MSAMTL:MSA+EGY merged embedding corpora 91.1 93.0 92.9 96.9 97.9 91.0 93.2 92.6 96.7 98.0
MSAMTL:MSA+EGY separate embedding spaces 91.2 93.1 92.9 97.0 98.0 91.1 93.3 92.7 96.7 98.0

+ shared output layers per feature 91.4 93.3 93.1 97.0 98.0 91.2 93.4 92.8 96.8 98.0
+ shared character embeddings 91.2 93.1 93.0 97.0 98.0 91.1 93.3 92.7 96.7 97.9

MSAMTL:MSA+EGY Adversarial Dialect Adaptation* 91.3 93.2 93.0 97.0 98.0 91.2 93.3 92.8 96.7 97.9
MADAMIRAEGY (Pasha et al., 2014) 76.2 86.7 82.4 86.4 91.7 77.3 86.9 83.3 87.3 91.8
EGYseparate features (Zalmout et al., 2018) 77.0 88.8 82.9 87.6 92.9 78.0 88.8 83.6 87.8 93.3
EGYMTL:EGY 77.2 88.8 82.9 87.6 93.1 78.1 88.8 83.5 88.0 93.4
EGYMSA+EGY merged training datasets 77.1 88.9 82.7 87.6 93.5 78.2 89.0 83.5 88.0 93.8
EGYMTL:MSA+EGY mapped embedding spaces 76.7 88.3 82.6 87.3 92.7 78.0 88.6 83.3 87.8 93.3
EGYMTL:MSA+EGY merged embedding corpora 77.2 89.0 82.9 87.7 93.1 78.1 88.9 83.5 88.0 93.5
EGYMTL:MSA+EGY separate embedding spaces 77.3 89.0 83.0 87.7 93.1 78.4 89.2 83.7 88.0 93.6

+ shared output layers per feature 77.4 89.1 83.0 87.7 93.2 78.5 89.3 83.8 88.0 93.7
+ shared character embeddings 77.3 89.0 82.9 87.7 93.2 78.2 89.1 83.6 88.1 93.7

EGYMTL:MSA+EGY Adversarial Dialect Adaptation* 77.5 89.3 83.1 87.7 93.3 78.6 89.4 83.8 88.1 93.8

Table 2: Disambiguation results for joint MSA and EGY modeling. MTL is Multitask Learning. *Best adversarial
result was with merged embedding spaces.

Embedding Models Joint embedding spaces
between the dialects, whether through embedding
space mapping or through learning the embed-
dings on the combined corpus, did not perform
well. Using separate embedding models (whether
for word or character embeddings) for each dialect
shows better accuracy. Embedding models learn
properties and morphosyntactic structures that are
specific to the training data. Mapping the embed-
ding spaces likely results in some knowledge loss.
Unlike the adversarial training model though, at
which the merged embedding datasets model per-
formed better. This is expected since the goal of
adversarial training is to bring the overall feature
spaces closer to learn dialect-invariant features.

Shared Output Layers The results indicate that
using shared output layers for the different dialects
improves the overall accuracy. Shared output lay-
ers are more likely to learn shared morphosyntac-
tic structures from the other dialect, thus helping
both. Having separate layers wastes another joint
learning potential. The shared output layers fur-
ther reduce the size of the overall model.

Adversarial Dialect Adaptation The adversar-
ial adaptation experiments show slightly higher re-
sults for EGY, but very close results to the mul-
titask learning model for MSA. Since MSA is
resource-rich it is expected that adversarial train-
ing would not be beneficial (or even hurtful), as the

dialect-invariant features would hinder the full uti-
lization of the rich MSA resources. For EGY, we
expect that the knowledge-transfer model would
be more beneficial in lower-resource scenarios, we
therefore experiment with a learning curve for the
training dataset size in the next section.

7.3.2 Modeling Training Data Scarcity

EGY TRAIN SIZE EGY MSA-EGY
MTL ADV

2K (1.5%) 29.7 61.9 71.1
8K (6%) 62.5 73.5 78.3

16K (12%) 74.7 78.1 81.5
33K (25%) 80.7 81.6 83.5
67K (50%) 83.3 82.0 84.0

134K (100%) 84.5 85.4 85.6

Table 3: The results (FEATS) of the learning curve over
the EGY training dataset, for the EGY dataset alone,
multitask learning (MTL), and the adversarial training
(ADV). We do not use morphological analyzers here,
so the results are not comparable to Table 2.

Knowledge-transfer schemes are more valuable
in low-resource settings for the target language.
To simulate the behavior of the multitask and ad-
versarial learning architectures in such setting, we
train the model using fractions of the EGY train-
ing data. We reduce the training dataset size by a
factor of two each time. We then simulate extreme
scarcity, having only 2K EGY annotated tokens.

Low-resource dialects will have very limited
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or no morphological analyzers, so we also simu-
late the lack of morphological analyzers for EGY.
Since we are not using an EGY morphological an-
alyzer, we evaluate the models on the set of non-
lexicalized and clitics features only, without the
diacritized forms and lemmas. We also do not
perform an explicit disambiguation step through
analysis ranking, and we evaluate on the combined
morphological tags directly for each word.

Table 3 shows the results. Multitask learning
with MSA consistently outperforms the models
that use EGY data only. The accuracy almost dou-
bles in the 2K model. We also notice that the accu-
racy gap increases as the EGY training dataset size
decreases, highlighting the importance of joint
modeling with MSA in low-resource DA settings.
The adversarial adaptation results in the learning
curve further show a significant increase in ac-
curacy with decreasing training data size, com-
pared to the multitask learning results. The model
seems to be facilitating more efficient knowledge-
transfer, especially for the lower-resource EGY

experiments. We can also observe that for the
extreme low-resource setting, we can double the
accuracy through adversarial multitask learning,
achieving about 58% relative error reduction.

The results also indicate that with only 2K EGY

annotated tokens, and with adversarial multitask
learning with MSA, we can achieve almost the
same accuracy as 16K tokens using EGY only.
This is a significant result, especially when com-
missioning new annotation tasks for other dialects.

Error Analysis We investigated the results in
the learning curve to understand the specific ar-
eas of improvement with multitask learning and
adversarial training. We calculated the accura-
cies of each of the features, for both models, and
across all the dataset sizes. We observed that the
POS and Gender features benefited the most of the
joint modeling techniques. Whereas features like
Mood and Voice benefited the least. This is proba-
bly due to the relatively similar linguistic behavior
for POS and Gender in both MSA and EGY, un-
like Mood or Voice, which are less relevant to DA,
and can be somewhat inconsistent with MSA. The
improvement was consistent for both approaches,
and across the training data sizes, with POS hav-
ing almost 61% relative error reduction in the 2K
dataset with adversarial training, and Mood (the
least improving feature) of about 8%. And 8% for
POS, and 0% for Mood, in the full size dataset.

8 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we presented a model for joint mor-
phological modeling of the features in morpho-
logically rich dialectal variants. We also pre-
sented several extensions for cross-dialectal mod-
eling. We showed that having separate embedding
models, but shared output layers, performs the
best. Joint modeling for the features within each
dialect performs consistently better than having
separate models, and joint cross-dialectal model-
ing performs better than dialect-specific models.
We also used adversarial training to facilitate a
knowledge-transfer scheme, providing the best re-
sult for EGY, especially in lower-resource cases.
Our models result in state-of-the-art results for
both MSA, and EGY. Future work includes joint
and cross-dialectal lemmatization models, in addi-
tion to further extension to other dialects.
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Abstract

The reordering model plays an important role
in phrase-based statistical machine translation.
However, there are few works that exploit
the reordering information in neural machine
translation. In this paper, we propose a
reordering mechanism to learn the reordering
embedding of a word based on its contextual
information. These reordering embeddings are
stacked together with self-attention networks
to learn sentence representation for machine
translation. The reordering mechanism can be
easily integrated into both the encoder and the
decoder in the Transformer translation system.
Experimental results on WMT’14 English-to-
German, NIST Chinese-to-English, and WAT
ASPEC Japanese-to-English translation tasks
demonstrate that the proposed methods can
significantly improve the performance of the
Transformer translation system.

1 Introduction

The reordering model plays an important role in
phrase-based statistical machine translation (PB-
SMT), especially for translation between distant
language pairs with large differences in word
order, such as Chinese-to-English and Japanese-
to-English translations (Galley and Manning,
2008; Goto et al., 2013). Typically, the traditional
PBSMT learns large-scale reordering rules from
parallel bilingual sentence pairs in advance to
form a reordering model. This reordering
model is then integrated into the translation
decoding process to ensure a reasonable order of
translations of the source words (Chiang, 2005;
Xiong et al., 2006; Galley and Manning, 2008).
In contrast to the explicit reordering model for
PBSMT, the RNN-based NMT (Sutskever et al.,
2014; Bahdanau et al., 2015) depends on neural
networks to implicitly encode order dependencies

∗Corresponding author

between words in a sentence to generate a fluent
translation. Inspired by a distortion method
originating in SMT (Brown et al., 1993; Koehn
et al., 2003; Al-Onaizan and Papineni, 2006),
there is a quite recent preliminary exploration
work for NMT (Zhang et al., 2017). They
distorted the existing content-based attention by
an additional position-based attention inside the
fixed-size window, and reported a considerable
improvement on the classical RNN-based NMT.
This means that the word reordering information
is also beneficial to the NMT.

The Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) trans-
lation system relies on self-attention networks
(SANs), and has attracted growing interesting
in the machine translation community. The
Transformer generates an ordered sequence of
positional embeddings by a positional encoding
mechanism (Gehring et al., 2017a) to explicitly
encode the order of dependencies between words
in a sentence. The Transformer is adept
at parallelizing of performing (multi-head) and
stacking (multi-layer) SANs to learn the sentence
representation to predict translation, and has
delivered state-of-the-art performance on various
translation tasks (Bojar et al., 2018; Marie et al.,
2018). However, these positional embeddings
focus on sequentially encoding order relations
between words, and does not explicitly consider
reordering information in a sentence, which
may degrade the performance of Transformer
translation systems. Thus, the reordering problem
in NMT has not been studied extensively,
especially in Transformer.

In this paper, we propose a reordering mech-
anism for the Transformer translation system.
We dynamically penalize the given positional
embedding of a word depending on its contextual
information, thus generating a reordering embed-
ding for each word. The reordering mechanism
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is then stacked together with the existing SANs
to learn the final sentence representation with
word reordering information. The proposed
method can be easily integrated into both the
encoder and the decoder in the Transformer.
Experimental results on the WMT14 English-
to-German, NIST Chinese-to-English, and WAT
ASPEC Japanese-to-English translation tasks
verify the effectiveness and universality of the
proposed approach. This paper primarily makes
the following contributions:

• We propose a reordering mechanism to
learn the reordering embedding of a word
based on its contextual information, and
thus these learned reordering embeddings
are added to the sentence representation for
archiving reordering of words. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first work to
introduce the reordering information to the
Transformer translation system.

• The proposed reordering mechanism can be
easily integrated into the Transformer to learn
reordering-aware sentence representation for
machine translation. The proposed transla-
tion models outperform the state-of-the-art
NMT baselines systems with a similar num-
ber of parameters and achieve comparable
results compared to NMT systems with much
more parameters.

2 Related Work

2.1 Reordering Model for PBSMT

In PBSMT, there has been a substantial amount
of research works about reordering model, which
was used as a key component to ensure the
generation of fluent target translation. Bisazza and
Federico (2016) divided these reordering models
into four groups:

Phrase orientation models (Tillman, 2004;
Collins et al., 2005; Nagata et al., 2006; Zens and
Ney, 2006; Galley and Manning, 2008; Cherry,
2013), simply known as lexicalized reordering
models, predict whether the next translated source
span should be placed on the right (monotone), the
left (swap), or anywhere else (discontinuous) of
the last translated one.

Jump models (Al-Onaizan and Papineni, 2006;
Green et al., 2010) predict the direction and
length of the jump that is performed between

consecutively translated words or phrases, with
the goal of better handling long-range reordering.

Source decoding sequence models (Feng
et al., 2010, 2013) address this issue by directly
modeling the reordered sequence of input words,
as opposed to the reordering operations that
generated it.

Operation sequence models are n-gram mod-
els that include lexical translation operations and
reordering operations in a single generative story,
thereby combining elements from the previous
three model families (Durrani et al., 2011, 2013,
2014). Their method were further extended by
source syntax information (Chen et al., 2017c,
2018b) to improve the performance of SMT.

Moreover, to address data sparsity (Guta et al.,
2015) caused by a mass of reordering rules, Li
et al. (2013, 2014) modeled ITG-based reordering
rules in the translation by using neural networks.
In particular, the NN-based reordering models can
not only capture semantic similarity but also ITG
reordering constraints (Wu, 1996, 1997) in the
translation context. This neural network modeling
method is further applied to capture reordering
information and syntactic coherence.

2.2 Modeling Ordering for NMT

The attention-based NMT focused on neural
networks themselves to implicitly capture order
dependencies between words (Sutskever et al.,
2014; Bahdanau et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2017a,b,
2018; Zhang et al., 2018). Coverage model can
partially model the word order information (Tu
et al., 2016; Mi et al., 2016). Inspired
by a distortion method (Brown et al., 1993;
Koehn et al., 2003; Al-Onaizan and Papineni,
2006) originated from SMT, Zhang et al. (2017)
proposed an additional position-based attention
to enable the existing content-based attention to
attend to the source words regarding both semantic
requirement and the word reordering penalty.

Pre-reordering, a pre-processing to make the
source-side word orders close to those of the target
side, has been proven very helpful for the SMT in
improving translation quality. Moreover, neural
networks were used to pre-reorder the source-
side word orders close to those of the target
side (Du and Way, 2017; Zhao et al., 2018b;
Kawara et al., 2018), and thus were input to
the existing RNN-based NMT for improving the
performance of translations. Du and Way (2017)
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and Kawara et al. (2018) reported that the pre-
reordering method had an negative impact on the
NMT for the ASPEC JA-EN translation task. In
particular, Kawara et al. (2018) assumed that one
reason is the isolation between pre-ordering and
NMT models, where both models are trained using
independent optimization functions.

In addition, several research works have been
proposed to explicitly introduce syntax structure
into the RNN-based NMT for encoding syntax
ordering dependencies into sentence representa-
tions (Eriguchi et al., 2016; Li et al., 2017;
Chen et al., 2017a,b; Wang et al., 2017b; Chen
et al., 2018a). Recently, the neural Transformer
translation system (Vaswani et al., 2017), which
relies solely on self-attention networks, used a
fixed order sequence of positional embeddings to
encode order dependencies between words in a
sentence.

3 Background

3.1 Positional Encoding Mechanism

Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) typically
uses a positional encoding mechanism to encode
order dependencies between words in a sentence.
Formally, given a embedding sequence of source
sentence of length J , X={x1, · · · , xJ}, the
positional embedding is computed based on the
position of each word by Eq.(1):

pe(j,2i) = sin(j/100002i/dmodel),

pe(j,2i+1) = cos(j/100002i/dmodel),
(1)

where j is the word’s position index in the
sentence and i is the number of dimensions of the
position index. As a result, there is a sequence of
positional embeddings:

PE = {pe1, · · · ,peJ}. (2)

Each pej is then added to the corresponding word
embedding xj as an combined embedding vj :

vj = xj + pej . (3)

Finally, a sequence of embeddings {v1, · · · , vJ} is
the initialized sentence representation H0. Later,
H0 will be input to the self-attention layer to learn
the sentence representation.

3.2 Self-Attention Mechanism

Following the positional embedding layer, self-
attention mechanism is used to learn sentence
representation over the H0 obtained in the
previous section. Generally, the self-attention
mechanism is a stack of N identical layers in
the Transformer architecture. Each identical
layer consists of two sub-layers: self-attention
network, and position-wise fully connected feed-
forward network. A residual connection (He et al.,
2016) is employed around each of two sub-layers,
followed by layer normalization (Ba et al., 2016).
Formally, the stack of learning the final sentence
representation is organized as follows:

[
Hn

= LN(SelfAttn(Hn−1) + Hn−1)
Hn = LN(FFNn(Hn

) + Hn
)

]

N

, (4)

where SelfAttn(·), LN(·), and FFNn(·) are self-
attention network, layer normalization, and feed-
forward network for the n-th identical layer,
respectively. [· · · ]N denotes the stack of N
identical layer. In the encoder and decoder of
Transformer, SelfAttn(·) computes attention over
the output Hn−1 of the n-1 layer:

SelfAttn(Hn−1) = softmax(
QK>√
dk

)V. (5)

where {Q, K, V} are query, key and value vectors
that are transformed from the input representations
Hn−1. dk is the dimension size of the query and
key vectors. As a result, the output of the N -th
layer HN is the final sentence representation for
machine translation.

4 Reordering Mechanism

Intuitively, when a human translates a sentence,
he or she often adjusts word orders based on the
global meaning of the original sentence or its
context, thus gaining one synonymous sentence
which is easier to be understood and translated. It
is thus clear that the reordering of a given word
relies heavily on the global or contextual meaning
of the sentence. Motivated by this, we use the
word and its global contextual information of the
sentence to gain a Reordering Embedding for each
word (as shown in Figure 1), thus modeling the
above human reordering process. The reordering
mechanism is then stacked with the SAN layer to
learn a reordering-aware sentence representation.
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Original positional 
embeddings PE:

Figure 1: Learning reordering embeddings for the n-th
layer in the stack.

4.1 Reordering Embeddings

To capture reordering information, we first learn
a positional penalty vector based on the given
word and its global context of the sentence. The
positional penalty vector is then used to penalize
the given positional embedding of the word to
generate a new, reordering embedding. Finally,
these reordering embeddings are added to the
intermediate sentence representation to achieve
the reordering of words. We divide the process
into the following three steps:

Positional Penalty Vectors: The self-attention
mechanism focuses on global dependencies
between words to learn an intermediate sentence
representation Hn, which is regarded as the
expected global context of the sentence as
reordered by a human translator. Therefore, given
a sentence of J words, we use the output Hn−1

of the previous layer in the stack together with the
new intermediate global context representation Hn

to learn positional penalty vectors PPn for the n-th
layer of the stack [· · · ]N :

PPn = sigmoid(Vn · tanh(Wn ·Hn−1+Wn ·Hn
)),
(6)

where Wn∈Rdmodel×dmodel , Wn∈Rdmodel×dmodel ,
and Vn∈Rdmodel×dmodel are the parameters of
model. dmodel is the dimension of the model. Each
element of PPn∈RJ×dmodel is a real value between
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Input
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Reordering 
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Add & Norm

Positional 
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Figure 2: The architecture of Transformer with
reordering embeddings.

zero and one.
Reordering Embeddings: PPn is used to

penalize the original positional embeddings PE:

REn = PE · PPn, (7)

where REn is called reordered embedding (RE)
because each element of PE is multiplied by a
probability between zero and one.

Achieving Reordering: The learned REn
is further added to Hn to achieve reordering
operations for the current sentence hidden state
Hn:

Cn = LN(Hn
+ REn), (8)

where LN is a layer normalization. As a result,
there is a reordering-aware sentence hidden state
representation Cn.

4.2 Stacking SANs with Reordering
Embeddings

The original positional embeddings of a sentence
allow the Transformer to avoid having to recur-
rently capture the order of dependencies between
words, thus relying entirely on the stacked
SANs to parallel learn sentence representations.
The learned REs are similar to the original
positional embeddings. This means that these
learned reordering embeddings can be also easily
stacked together with the existing SANs to learn
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the final reordering-aware sentence representation
for machine translation. According to Eq.(4),
stacking SANs with reordering embeddings is
formalized as the following Eq.(9):




Hn
= LN(SelfAttn(Hn−1) + Hn−1)

PPn = sigmoid(Vn · tanh(Wn ·Hn−1 + Wn ·Hn
))

Cn = LN(Hn
+ PE · PPn)

Hn = LN(FFNn(Cn) + Hn
),



N

(9)

where H0 is the initialized sentence representation
as in the Section 3.1. Finally, there is a reordering-
aware sentence representation HN for predicting
translations.

5 Neural Machine Translation with
Reordering Mechanism

Based on the proposed approach to learning sen-
tence representation, we design three Transformer
translation models: Encoder REs, Decoder REs,
and Both REs, all of which enable reordering
knowledge to improve the translation performance
of Transformer.
Encoder REs: The proposed reordering mecha-
nism is only applied to the encoder of Transformer
to learn the representation of the source sentence,
as shown in the Encoder of Figure 2.
Decoder REs: Similarly, the proposed reordering
mechanism is only introduced into the SAN layer
of Transformer related to the representation of
the target sentence, as shown in the Decoder of
Figure 2.
Both REs: To further enhance translation per-
formance, we simultaneously apply the proposed
method to the source and target sentences to
learn their sentence representations, as shown in
Figure 2.

Note that the reordering model in PBSMT is
an independent model and therefore needs to
consider information concerning both the source
and target. In NMT, the reordering embedding
is jointly trained with the entire NMT model.
Although it is only applied to the encoder (or
decoder), it can still obtain information about the
target (or source) from the decoder (or encoder) by
neural network feedback. Therefore, the proposed
reordering mechanism makes use of information
concerning both the source and the target.

6 Experiments

6.1 Datasets
The proposed method was evaluated on three tasks
from the WMT14 English-to-German (EN-DE),
NIST Chinese-to-English (ZH-EN), and WAT AS-
PEC Japanese-to-English (JA-EN) benchmarks.

1) For the EN-DE translation task, 4.43 million
bilingual sentence pairs of the WMT14 dataset
were used as training data, including Common
Crawl, News Commentary, and Europarl v7. The
newstest2013 and newstest2014 datasets were
used as the dev set and test set, respectively.

2) For the ZH-EN translation task, the training
dataset consisted of 1.28 million bilingual
sentence pairs from LDC corpus consisting of
LDC2002E18, LDC2003E07, LDC2003E14,
and Hansard’s portions of LDC2004T07,
LDC2004T08, and LDC2005T06. The MT06 and
the MT02/MT03/MT04/MT05/MT08 datasets
were used as the dev set and test set, respectively.

3) For the JA-EN translation task, the training
dataset consisted of two million bilingual sentence
pairs from the ASPEC corpus (Nakazawa et al.,
2016). The dev set consisted of 1,790 sentence
pairs and the test set of 1,812 sentence pairs.

6.2 Baseline Systems
These baseline systems included:

Transformer: a vanilla Transformer with
absolute positional embedding (Vaswani et al.,
2017), for example Transformer (base) and
Transformer (big) models.

Relative PE (Shaw et al., 2018): incorporates
relative positional embeddings into the self-
attention mechanism of Transformer.

Additional PE (control experiment): uses orig-
inal absolute positional embeddings to enhance
the position information of each SAN layer instead
of the proposed reordering embeddings.

Pre-reordering: a pre-ordering method (Goto
et al., 2013) for JA-EN translation task was used
to adjust the order of Japanese words in both the
training, dev, and test datasets, and thus reordered
each source sentence into the similar order as its
target sentence.

6.3 System Setting
For all models (base), the byte pair encoding
algorithm (Sennrich et al., 2016) was adopted and
the size of the vocabulary was set to 32,000. The
number of dimensions of all input and output
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System Architecture newstest2014 #Speed1 #Speed2 #Params

Existing NMT systems
Wu et al. (2016) GNMT 26.3 N/A N/A N/A
Gehring et al. (2017b) CONVS2S 26.36 N/A N/A N/A
Vaswani et al. (2017) Transformer (base) 27.3 N/A N/A 65.0M
Vaswani et al. (2017) Transformer (big) 28.4 N/A N/A 213.0M

Our NMT systems

this work

Transformer (base) 27.24 9910 181 97.6M
+Additional PEs 27.10 9202 179 97.6M
+Relative PEs 27.63 4418 146 97.6M
+Encoder REs 28.03++ 8816 179 102.1M
+Decoder REs 27.61+ 9101 175 102.1M
+Both REs 28.22++ 8605 174 106.8M

Transformer (big) 28.34 4345 154 272.8M
+Both REs 29.11++ 3434 146 308.2M

Table 1: Comparison with existing NMT systems on WMT14 EN-DE Translation Task. “#Speed1” and “#Speed2”
denote the training and decoding speed measured in source tokens per second, respectively. In Table 1, 2 and 3,
“++/+” after score indicate that the proposed method was significantly better than the corresponding baseline
Transformer (base or big) at significance level p<0.01/0.05.

layers was set to 512, and that of the inner feed-
forward neural network layer was set to 2048.
The heads of all multi-head modules were set to
eight in both encoder and decoder layers. In each
training batch, a set of sentence pairs contained
approximately 4096×4 source tokens and 4096×4
target tokens. During training, the value of label
smoothing was set to 0.1, and the attention dropout
and residual dropout were p = 0.1. The Adam
optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) was used to tune
the parameters of the model. The learning rate
was varied under a warm-up strategy with warmup
steps of 8,000. For evaluation, we validated the
model with an interval of 1,000 batches on the dev
set. Following the training of 200,000 batches,
the model with the highest BLEU score of the
dev set was selected to evaluate on the test sets.
During the decoding, the beam size was set to
four. All models were trained and evaluated on
a single P100 GPU. SacreBELU (Post, 2018) was
used as the evaluation metric of EN-DE, and the
multi-bleu.perl1 was used the evaluation metric of
ZH-EN and JA-EN tasks. The signtest (Collins
et al., 2005) was as statistical significance test.
We re-implemented all methods (“this work” in
the tables) on the OpenNMT toolkit (Klein et al.,

1https://github.com/moses-
smt/mosesdecoder/tree/RELEASE-4.0/scripts/generic/multi-
bleu.perl

2017).

6.4 Main Results

To validate the effectiveness of our methods,
the proposed models were first evaluated on the
WMT14 EN-DE translation task as in the original
Transformer translation system (Vaswani et al.,
2017). The main results of the translation are
shown in Tables 1. We made the following
observations:

1) The baseline Transformer (base) in this
work outperformed GNMT, CONVS2S, and
Transformer (base)+Relative PEs, and achieved
performance comparable to the original Trans-
former (base). This indicates that it is a strong
baseline NMT system.

2) The three proposed models significantly out-
performed the baseline Transformer (base). This
indicates that the learned reordering embeddings
were beneficial for the Transformer. Meanwhile,
our models outperformed the comparison system
+Additional PEs (control experiment), which
means that these improvements in translation
derived from the learned REs instead of the
original PEs. +Encoder REs and +Both REs were
superior to +Relative PEs, which means that the
REs better captured reordering information than
+Relative PEs.

3) Of the proposed models, +Encoder REs
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System Architecture
Test Sets

#Param
MT02 MT03 MT04 MT05 MT08

Existing NMT systems
Vaswani et al. (2017) Transformer N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Zhang et al. (2017) RNNsearch+Distortion N/A 38.33 40.40 36.81 N/A N/A
Meng and Zhang (2018) DTMT#1 46.90 45.85 46.78 45.96 36.58 170.5M
Meng and Zhang (2018) DTMT#4 47.03 46.34 47.52 46.70 37.61 208.4M
Kong et al. (2018) RNN-based NMT N/A 38.62 41.98 37.42 N/A 87.9M
Zhao et al. (2018a) RNN-based NMT+MEM N/A 44.98 45.51 43.95 33.33 N/A

Our NMT systems

this work

Transformer (base) 46.45 45.33 45.82 45.57 35.57 78.3M
+Additional PEs 46.66 45.35 46.11 45.40 35.75 78.3M
+Relative PEs 46.41 45.94 46.54 46.21 36.14 78.3M
+Encoder REs 47.47++ 45.87++ 46.82++ 46.58++ 36.42++ 83.0M
+Decoder REs 46.80 45.43 46.23++ 46.11++ 36.02+ 83.0M
+Both REs 47.54++ 46.56++ 47.27++ 46.88++ 36.77++ 87.6M

Transformer (Big) 47.76 46.66 47.51 47.71 37.73 244.7M
+Both REs 48.42++ 47.32++ 48.22++ 48.56++ 38.19+ 269.7M

Table 2: Results on NIST ZH-EN Translation Task.

performed slightly better than +Decoder REs.
This indicates that the reordering information of
the source sentence was slightly more useful than
that of the target sentence. +Both REs which
combined reordering information for both source
and target further improved performance and
were significantly better than +Encoder REs and
+Decoder REs. This indicates that the reordering
information of source and target can be used
together to improve predicted translation.

4) We also evaluated the best performing
method (+Both REs) in big Transformer model
settings (Vaswani et al., 2017). Compared
with Transformer (base), Transformer (big)
contains approximately three times parameters
and obtained one BLEU score improvement.
The Transformer (big)+Both REs further achieved
0.77 BLEU score improvement.

5) The proposed models contains approx-
imately 5%∼10% additional parameters and
decreased 10%∼15% training speed, compared
to the corresponding baselines. Transformer
(base)+Both REs achieved comparable results
compared to Transformer (big) which has much
more parameters. This indicates that the
improvement of the proposed methods is not from
more parameters.

6) In Table 3, the +Pre-ordering performed
worse that the baseline Transformer (base) for
the WAT JA-EN translation task. We assume
that the simple +pre-ordering strategy has negative
impact on the translation performance of NMT
model, which is in line with the functional

Systems testset #Param
Transformer (base) 30.33 73.9M

+Pre-Reordering 28.93 73.9M
+Additional PEs 30.16 73.9M
+Relative PEs 30.42 73.9M
+Encoder REs 31.12++ 78.6M
+Decoder REs 30.78+ 78.6M
+Both REs 31.41++ 84.4M

Transformer (big) 31.21 234.6M
+Both REs 31.93++ 273.7M

Table 3: Results for WAT JA-EN Translation Task.

similarity findings in (Du and Way, 2017; Kawara
et al., 2018). Conversely, the proposed methods
performed better than the Transformer (base),
especially the +pre-ordering. This means that
because this pre-ordering operation is isolated
with the existing NMT, these generated pre-
ordered data are not conducive to model source
translation knowledge for the NMT framework.

In addition, Tables 2 and 3 show that the
proposed models yielded similar improvements
over the baseline system and the compared
methods on the NIST ZH-EN and WAT JA-EN
translation tasks. These results indicate that our
method can effectively improve the NIST ZH-EN
and WAT JA-EN translation tasks. In other words,
our approach is a universal method for improving
the translation of other language pairs.
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Figure 3: The effect of reordering in the test set where
the word orders are partially wrong for test set of EN-
DE. “Percentage” denotes that there is percentage of
swapped words in one source sentence.
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Figure 4: The effect of reordering in the test set where
the word orders are partially wrong for test set of JA-
EN.

6.5 Effect of Reordering Embeddings

Unlike the reordering model in PBSMT, which
can be illustrated explicitly, it is challenging
to explicitly show the effect of reordering
embedding. To further analyze this effect, we
simulated a scenario where the word order of a
sentence was partially incorrect and reordering
was needed for NMT. We randomly swapped
words of a source sentence in the test set according
to different percentages of incorrectly swapped
words in a sentence. For example, “10%”
indicates that there were 10% randomly swapped
words for each source sentence in the test set.
We evaluated Transformer (base) and +Both REs
(base) on these test set for three translation tasks
and the results are as shown in Figure 3, 4, and 5.

1) We observed that when the ratio of swapped
words gradually increased, the performances
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Figure 5: The effect of reordering in the test set where
the word orders are partially wrong for test set of ZH-
EN.

of Transformer (base) and +Both REs (base)
significantly degraded. This indicates that correct
ordering information has an important effect on
the Transformer system.

2) When the percentage of swapped words was
less than 40%, the NMT systems still delivered
reasonable performance. The gap between
+Both REs (base) and Transformer (base) was
approximately 2-3 BLEU scores. This indicates
that +Both REs (base) dealt better than the vanilla
baseline with this scenario. In other words,
the learned REs retrained part of reordering
information in a sentence.

3) When the percentage of swapped words
was greater than 40%, Transformer (base) and
+Both REs (base) yielded poor performance on
translation. We infer that excessive exchanges
of word order may increase the ambiguity of the
source sentence such that Transformer (base) and
+Both REs (base) struggled to convert the original
meaning of the source sentence into the target
translation.

6.6 Cases Analysis

Figure 6 shows two translation examples, which
were generated by Transformer (base) model and
+Both REs (base) model, respectively.

For the first sample, +Both REs (base) trans-
lated the Chinese phrase “继续[continue] 改
革[reform] 的[to] 努力[efforts]” into the “the
efforts to continue the reform” while Transformer
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Ref1: the efforts to continue reform will enhance the economic recovery

Src1:     继续 改革 的 努力 将 促成 经济 复苏

[continue] [reform] [to] [efforts] [will] [enhance] [economic] [recovery]

Transformer (base): continued reform efforts will bring about economic recovery

+Both_REs (base): the efforts to continue the reform will promote economic recovery

Ref2: nine people were killed in the incident

Src2:    这 起 事件 造成 九 人 丧生

[the] [    ]  [incident]  [    ] [nine] [people] [killed]

Transformer (base): the incident killed nine people

+Both_REs (base): nine people were killed in the incident

Figure 6: Two translation examples for ZH-EN task. In each example, the English phrases in color indicate they
are translations from the corresponding Chinese phrase with the same color.

(base) translated the Chinese phrase into “con-
tinued reform efforts”. Although both of them
covered the meanings of main words, the order
of the former translation is closer to the natural
English word order.

For the second sample, Transformer (base)
generated a puzzling translation “the incident
killed nine people”. It seems to be an English
sentence in Chinese word order. In comparison,
the +Both REs (base) translated it into “nine
people were killed in the incident” which is the
same as the reference.

These two examples show that the proposed
model with reordering embeddings was conducive
to generating a translation in line with the target
language word order.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

Word ordering is an important issue in translation.
However, it has not been extensively studied in
NMT. In this paper, we proposed a reordering
mechanism to capture knowledge of reordering. A
reordering embedding was learned by considering
the relationship between the positional embedding
of a word and that of the entire sentence. The
proposed reordering embedding can be easily
introduced to the existing Transformer translation
system to predict translations. Experiments
showed that our method can significantly improve
the performance of Transformer.

In future work, we will further explore the
effectiveness of the reordering mechanism and
apply it to other natural language processing tasks,
such dependency parsing (Zhang et al., 2016; Li
et al., 2018), and semantic role labeling (He et al.,
2018; Li et al., 2019).
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Abstract

We present a simple yet powerful data aug-
mentation method for boosting Neural Ma-
chine Translation (NMT) performance by
leveraging information retrieved from a Trans-
lation Memory (TM). We propose and test two
methods for augmenting NMT training data
with fuzzy TM matches. Tests on the DGT-
TM data set for two language pairs show con-
sistent and substantial improvements over a
range of baseline systems. The results suggest
that this method is promising for any transla-
tion environment in which a sizeable TM is
available and a certain amount of repetition
across translations is to be expected, especially
considering its ease of implementation.

1 Introduction

Even though Machine Translation (MT) quality
may have increased considerably over the past
years, most notably with advances in the field of
Neural Machine Translation (NMT), Translation
Memories (TMs) still offer some advantages over
MT systems. They are not only able to trans-
late previously seen sentences ‘perfectly’ but they
also offer ‘near perfect’ translation quality when
highly similar source sentences are retrieved from
the TM. As a result, in Computer-Assisted Trans-
lation (CAT) workflows, the MT system is often
used as a backoff mechanism when the TM fails to
retrieve high fuzzy matches above a certain thresh-
old (Rossi and Chevrot, 2019; Federico et al.,
2012), even though it has been shown that this ba-
sic integration method is not always the most op-
timal TM-MT combination strategy (Simard and
Isabelle, 2009).

Our aim in this paper is to integrate the advan-
tages of TMs into NMT systems in order to im-
prove MT quality by utilizing existing translations
for highly similar source sentences in a given TM.

We propose a simple method for TM-NMT in-
tegration that is based on augmenting the source
data with retrieved fuzzy TM targets by means
of concatenation. We train both dedicated Neu-
ral Fuzzy Repair (NFR) systems that deal specif-
ically with query sentences for which a (suffi-
ciently high-scoring) match is found in the TM
as well as unified systems capable of translat-
ing any query sentence. Several configurations
are tested on the DGT-TM data set (Steinberger
et al., 2013) for the language directions English
into Dutch (EN→NL) and English into Hungarian
(EN→HU).

In the next section, we provide an overview of
previous research on TM-MT integration. Sec-
tion 3 details the approach proposed in this paper.
The experimental setup is presented in section 4,
and the results in section 5. This is followed by the
discussion (section 6) and conclusion (section 7).

2 Research background

The idea to combine the advantages of TM and
MT is certainly not new. Early TM-MT integra-
tion approaches made use of example-based MT
systems (Simard and Langlais, 2001) or focused
on editing high-scoring TM matches (Hewavitha-
rana et al., 2005). Editing TM matches (or fuzzy
repair) proved to be beneficial for the quality
of MT output, as demonstrated in later studies
that also implemented such an approach (Ortega
et al., 2016). Alternatively, phrase-based statisti-
cal MT (PBSMT) systems have been augmented
with TM information by constraining the output
to contain (parts of) retrieved TM matches (Koehn
and Senellart, 2010a), by enriching the system’s
phrase table (Biçici and Dymetman, 2008; Simard
and Isabelle, 2009), or by adapting the PBSMT
system itself (Wang et al., 2013), all leading to sig-
nificantly better performance.
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More recently, with the rise of NMT, re-
searchers focused on ways to incorporate TM in-
formation in neural MT architectures. For exam-
ple, this has been attempted by means of a lexical
memory added to the NMT system (Feng et al.,
2017), lexical constraints imposed on the NMT
search algorithms (Hokamp and Liu, 2017), re-
wards attached to retrieved and matched trans-
lation pieces that guide the NMT output (Zhang
et al., 2018), by explicitly providing the NMT sys-
tem with access to a list of retrieved TM matches
during decoding (Gu et al., 2018), or by adding an
extra encoder for retrieved TM matches (Cao and
Xiong, 2018). In all cases, this resulted in impres-
sive gains in estimated translation quality.

All of these TM-NMT integration approaches
either alter the search algorithms at decoding or
change the architecture of the NMT system by
combining information from multiple encoders.
Our method is different in that it only involves a
change in data preprocessing, without altering the
NMT system itself. The proposed change at pre-
processing is inspired by research on Automatic
Post-Editing (APE) of MT output as well as multi-
source machine translation. In the context of APE,
NMT engines have been trained with a concate-
nation of source sentence and MT output at the
source side, with a specific break token separating
the two strings (Hokamp, 2017). A similar simple
concatenation approach has also been used to take
advantage of multiple source languages to increase
the quality of NMT output (Dabre et al., 2017). In
both cases, the NMT systems managed to process
these augmented inputs successfully.

In the next section, we describe the TM-NMT
integration approach followed in this paper.

3 Neural Fuzzy Repair

We present a simple approach to TM-NMT in-
tegration, based on augmenting source sentences
with fuzzy matches retrieved from a TM, and
training dedicated or unified NMT systems. First,
we present the TM system and method for fuzzy
match retrieval. We then describe how we aug-
ment the input that is used to train an NMT sys-
tem, which is presented next.

3.1 TM and Fuzzy match retrieval

Our TM consists of any setM of source and tar-
get sentence pairs (S, T ); the same sentences that
would be used as training data for an MT system.

Each source sentence si ∈ S is compared to all
other source sentences sj ∈ S using a similarity
metric Sim. The fuzzy source sentences S′i ∈ S
that match a given source sentence si with a sim-
ilarity score higher than the specified threshold λ
are stored in the set Fsi together with their corre-
sponding target sentences T ′i ∈ T (Sim(si, sj) ≥
λ). Perfect matches (Sim(si, sj) = 1) are ex-
cluded from Fsi .

We use token-based edit distance (Levenshtein,
1966) as primary match metric for the tests in
this paper1, based on the work of Hyyrö (2001).
Since extracting fuzzy matches from a large TM
using edit distance is computationally costly2, we
attempt to speed up this process in three ways.
First, for each source sentence we extract can-
didates using the SetSimilaritySearch3 library for
Python and calculate editdistance only on the ex-
tracted candidates (sss+ed). SetSimilaritySearch
offers a vector similarity search algorithm based
on indexing and optimization strategies that does
not rely on approximation methods, and offers per-
formance gains over a number of inverted list-
based approaches and signature-based methods
(Bayardo et al., 2007). To extract candidates
for high fuzzy matches with SetSimilaritySearch,
we use the similarity measure containmentmax,
which is defined as follows:

containmentmax(vi, vj) =
‖vi ∩ vj‖

max(‖vi‖, vj‖‖)
where vi and vj are two vectors consisting of

unique tokens obtained from two sentences si and
sj , respectively. Second, we only calculate the ed-
itdistance score for the n-best candidates extracted
by SetSimilaritySearch (sss nbest+ed). Finally,
we use multi-threading (sss nbest+ed(mt)).

In Section 5.1 we evaluate what impact these
three techniques have on the speed of retrieval and
the number of matches retrieved.

3.2 Source augmentation
For each source sentence si for which at least one
sufficiently high-scoring match is found in the TM
(i.e. Fsi 6= ∅), an augmented source xi is gen-
erated according to one of the following formats,

1https://github.com/aflc/editdistance. This metric can be
replaced by other alternatives in the literature (Bloodgood
and Strauss, 2015).

2Extracting fuzzy matches for all source sentences in a
data set consisting of 20K sentences took roughly 1 hour
(3996 seconds) on a 2.50GHz Intel Xeon E5 core.

3https://github.com/ardate/SetSimilaritySearch
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while preserving the original target sentence ti:

• format 1: xi : si @@@ t′1
• format 2: xi : si @@@ t′1 @@@ t′2
• format 3: xi : si @@@ t′1 @@@ t′2 @@@ t′3

where t′1 represents the target side of the high-
est scoring match s′1 in Fsi , and t′2 and t′3 the tar-
get side of the second and third highest scoring
matches s′2 and s′3, respectively. We use ‘@@@’
as break token marking the boundary between two
sentences.

For formats 2 and 3, in case Fsi does not con-
tain at least either 2 or 3 elements, the correspond-
ing empty slots are left blank. Each augmented
source xi, coupled with its original target sen-
tence ti taken from M, is stored in the new set
M′ = (X,T ).

In addition to using format 1 as described
above, we also test an alternative configuration
‘format 1 n-best’, in which we include augmented-
source/target pairs (Xn, T ) inM′ by utilizing the
n-best matches for a given si. For example, with
this alternative configuration, when n = 3, X n
contains the following augmented source for each
si, which are paired with the original target sen-
tence ti.:

• format 1 n-best:

x1i : si @@@ t′1
x2i : si @@@ t′2
x3i : si @@@ t′3

This alternative configuration only affects the
training setM′ and does not change the way test
sentences are handled. For all different values of
n, the source sentences in the test set are aug-
mented with the translation of the best possible
fuzzy match t′1.

The different data augmentation strategies de-
scribed above potentially lead to different sizes of
training data sets (see Section 5.2).

3.3 NMT system
We use OpenNMT (Klein et al., 2017) with close
to standard settings to train our NFR systems.
For example, we kept the default optimizer (sgd),
learning rate (1.0), word embedding size (500 for
source and target), batch size (64) and dropout
probability (0.3). We did, however, change a num-
ber of parameters related to data preprocessing and

training. The maximum source and target length at
preprocessing are set to 300 and 100, respectively,
and the source vocabulary size is doubled to 100K
(since the augmented source input X are bilin-
gual). We train seq2seq bidirectional RNN mod-
els with global attention, and increased the hid-
den LSTM layer nodes to 750 (from 500), training
steps to 200K (from 100K) and learning rate decay
to 0.8 (from 0.5).

3.4 Integration
Two methods for integrating the augmented train-
ing setM′ in the NMT workflow are tested based
on the different formats described in Section 3.2.
We create:

• two separate NMT systems, a backoff NMT
system with M as training data and a dedi-
cated NFR system with onlyM′ as training
data, or

• one unified NFR system that uses the union
of setsM andM′ as training data.

We retrieve fuzzy matches for each query sen-
tence qi in the test set Q, by comparing them to
each sj in the training set M in line with the
method described under 3.1. In case at least one
match is found for which Sim(qi, sj) ≥ λ, an
augmented query input y is generated according
to the method described under 3.2. As the dedi-
cated system is only capable of translating y, it is
combined with a backoff system capable of trans-
lating q, in order to translate all source sentences
in a given test set. On the other hand, the unified
system, which can be considered a simpler alterna-
tive to the backoff integration method, can trans-
late both q and y.

4 Experimental setup

In this section we describe the baseline systems
our NFR systems are compared with, the data, and
evaluation.

4.1 Baseline systems
We compare the NFR systems to five baselines: (a)
a standard NMT model, (b) a phrase-based SMT
system, (c) TM matching, (d) a previously devel-
oped hybrid TM-SMT system (Bulté et al., 2018),
and (e) Google Translate4.

The baseline NMT system is the backoff NMT
system with M as training data as described in

4February, 2019.
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Section 3.4. As SMT baseline we train a Moses
engine (Koehn et al., 2007) with the sentence pairs
inM, using standard settings5. TM matching sim-
ply means selecting the highest scoring TM target
t′1 for each query sentence qi. Finally, we include
Google Translate as an example of a widely used
NMT system, which is not trained with domain-
specific data, unlike the other baseline systems.

4.2 Data
We use the TM of the Directorate-General for
Translation of the European Commission (Stein-
berger et al., 2013) for two language pairs: English
into Dutch and English into Hungarian. All sen-
tences were tokenized using the Moses toolkit as
well as lowercased prior to training. We randomly
divide the data into a training set (approx. 2.4M
sentence pairs), two development sets (3000 sen-
tence pairs each) and a test set (3207 sentences).
The first development set is used for validation
during training of the NMT systems and for tun-
ing the SMT systems; the second development set
is used to test the performance of different NFR
configurations. Test sentences for which a perfect
match was found in either the training or one of
the development sets were removed. We ensured
that the source side for all data sets was identical
for both language pairs.

We use pure token-based editdistance to ex-
tract fuzzy matches for the source sentences in the
two development sets and the test set, consider-
ing their relatively small size. We use editdistance
with candidate selection using SetSimilaritySearch
to extract matches in the training set (see Section
3.1). Table 1 shows the percentage of query sen-
tences in the test set for which fuzzy matches are
found in different match ranges (i.e. <50, 50-59 ...
90-99). Since the source sentences in the test and
training sets are the same for both language pairs,
the values apply to both EN-NL and EN-HU.

< 50 50-59 60-69 70-79 80-89 90-99
41.3% 11.4% 10.3% 8.8% 14.2% 14.0%

Table 1: Percentage of test sentences per fuzzy match
range (n=3207).

For 58.7% of the sentences in the test set a
match of 50% or higher was found in the TM,
with proportionally most matches occurring in the
highest match ranges.

55-gram KenLM, distortion limit = 6, max. phrase length
= 7.

< 50 50-59 60-69 70-79 80-89 90-99
32.9 21.0 21.1 24.4 23.4 33.1

Table 2: Average number of source tokens per sen-
tence, per fuzzy match range.

Table 2 shows the average number of source to-
kens per sentence for each fuzzy match range. On
average, the longest sentences are found at both
ends of the fuzzy match scale, i.e. the highest
match range and the subset of sentences without
fuzzy match higher than 50%, with approximately
33 tokens per sentence. In the other match ranges,
sentences are around 10 tokens shorter.

4.3 Evaluation

Three automated evaluation metrics are used:
BLEU6 (Papineni et al., 2002), TER7 (Snover
et al., 2006), and METEOR8 (Lavie and Agar-
wal, 2007). There is one reference translation per
test sentence. BLEU scores are used as the pri-
mary evaluation metric, and the significance of
performance differences in terms of BLEU scores
between systems is tested using bootstrap resam-
pling (Koehn, 2004). All evaluations are carried
out on tokenized data.

5 Results

In this section we describe the impact of our fuzzy
matching technique on the speed of retrieval and
the quantity of retrieved matches (5.1), the out-
come of the NFR system selection (5.2), the final
results on the test set (5.3), as well as the effect of
the size of the TM on the performance of the NFR
system (5.4).

5.1 Fuzzy match retrieval

Table 3 shows the fuzzy match extraction time for
four different approaches, as defined in Section
3.1, on three different sizes of data sets. To an-
alyze the fuzzy matching speed of these different
approaches, we extracted a maximum of 5 fuzzy
matches for each source sentence and used λ =
0.5 as threshold for both editdistance and SetSim-
ilaritySearch. Relatively small subsets (randomly
extracted 5K, 10K and 20K sentence pairs) of the
original training data were used for these tests.
The table also shows the relative fuzzy matching

6Moses multi-bleu.perl script.
7Version 0.7.25: https://github.com/snover/terp
8Version 1.5: https://www.cs.cmu.edu/∼alavie/METEOR/
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speed of the three different methods compared to
editdistance alone, on the data set containing 20K
sentence pairs (%20K).

Method 5K 10K 20K %20K
ed 303 1071 3996 100%
sss+ed 15 54 158 3,95%
sss n20+ed 7 27 100 2,50%
sss n20+ed(16t) 1 3 10 0,25%

Table 3: Fuzzy matching speed (seconds) on 5, 10 and
20 thousand sentence pairs using four different meth-
ods. n20 refers to 20-best candidates and 16t to multi-
threading with 16 threads.

By using the three techniques described in Sec-
tion 3.1, we reduced the fuzzy matching time on
the training set to 0,25% of the time it takes to ex-
tract matches using only editdistance on the 20K
data set. Using the sss nbest+ed(mt) method, we
extracted all fuzzy matches for all source sen-
tences per training set described in Section 4.2 in
approximately 24 hours9.

While taking n-best match candidates reduces
the number of editdistance calculations, depend-
ing on the value of n, it also potentially leads to
a loss of training data. Table 4 provides the per-
centage of source sentences for which no fuzzy
matches are found above the editdistance thresh-
old of 0.5 using three different matching methods.

Method 5K 10K 20K
ed 78,86% 75,88% 71,56%
sss+ed 78,86% 75,88% 71,56%
sss n20+ed 78,92% 75,97% 71,73%

Table 4: Percentage of source sentences without fuzzy
matches above the editdistance score of 0.5, in sets of
5, 10 and 20 thousand sentence pairs.

The results in Table 4 indicate that calculating
editdistance only on the candidates extracted by
SetSimilaritySearch does not lead to data loss in
these three data sets. Limiting the candidate list to
20-best candidates, however, slightly increases the
number of sentences for which no fuzzy matches
are found. Even though the increase seems min-
imal for these three relatively small data sets (i.e.
0,06%, 0,09% and 0,17% for 5, 10 and 20 thou-
sand sentence pairs respectively), there is an in-
creasing trend with increasing data size.

9Using 2000-best candidates and 16 threads.

5.2 NFR system selection

We use the second development set to test dif-
ferent NFR configurations. For the sake of these
tests, we fix the minimum fuzzy-match threshold
λ to 0.5. Six different dedicated NFR systems and
three unified systems are compared. We test two
parameters: the augmented input format (F1-F3),
and the n-best matches included per source sen-
tence using format 1 (F1 n-best 1-3), as described
in Section 3.2. The best-scoring NFR systems are
selected for the final evaluation on the basis of the
test set.

Table 5 provides the results of the evaluation
on the second development set for the baseline
systems and the dedicated and unified NFR sys-
tems for both language pairs. Here we only con-
sider the subset of sentences for which a match
was found in the TM with a match score higher
than 0.5 (2266 sentences), and only look at BLEU
scores. Table 5 also shows the size of the training
set for each system configuration, given that the
different configurations lead to training data sets
of varying sizes (see Section 3.2).

BLEU scores Train
System EN-NL EN-HU set
Baseline NMT 64.16 53.52 2.4M
Baseline SMT 68.99 46.41 2.4M
Baseline TM 69.92 60.12 -
Google Translate 49.84 39.55 N/A
Dedicated F1 1-best 79.22 68.35 1.8M
Dedicated F1 2-best 78.95 68.25 3.2M
Dedicated F1 3-best 78.70 68.77 4.5M
Dedicated F2 79.31 68.69 1.8M
Dedicated F3 79.33 68.45 1.8M
Unified F1 1-best 78.59 67.35 4.2M
Unified F2 78.96 67.56 4.2M
Unified F3 79.06 67.65 4.2M

Table 5: BLEU scores on the development set for sen-
tences with at least one fuzzy match above the thresh-
old of 0.5, and size of training data set, per system.

For EN-NL, all NFR systems score between
8.35 and 9.41 BLEU points higher than the best
baseline system (TM) for this subset of sentences.
Only 0.74 BLEU points separate the worst and the
best performing NFR system. Dedicated F3 ob-
tained the best BLEU score, closely followed by
Dedicated F2. Unified F3 also slightly outper-
forms the other unified systems trained with the
second and the first data format.

Also for EN-HU there is only 1.42 BLEU points
difference between the worst and best scoring
NFR system. Here, the best NFR system out-
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performs the best baseline (TM) by 8.65 BLEU
points. We note that the TM baseline in itself
scores 6.6 BLEU points higher than the best MT
baseline (NMT). The dedicated NFR system F1 3-
best attains the highest BLEU score.

5.3 Test set evaluation
Table 6 contains the results for EN-NL for the en-
tire test set (3207 sentences). The dedicated NFR
+ NMT backoff approach outperforms all base-
line systems, scoring +3.19 BLEU, -3.6 TER and
+1.87 METEOR points compared to the best base-
line (TM-SMT). Compared to the NMT baseline,
the difference is 7.46 BLEU points. The best uni-
fied NFR system (Unified F3) scores only slightly
worse than the approach with a dedicated NFR
system and NMT backoff. Both NFR systems
score significantly higher than the best baseline
in terms of BLEU (p < 0.001). We note that
the baseline SMT outperforms the baseline NMT,
which in turn obtains better scores than Google
Translate on this data set.

System BLEU TER MET.
Baseline NMT 51.45 36.21 69.83
Baseline SMT 54.21 35.99 71.28
Baseline TM-SMT 55.72 34.96 72.25
Google Translate 44.37 41.51 65.07
Best NFR + NMT backoff 58.91 31.36 74.12
Best NFR unified 58.60 31.57 73.96

Table 6: Test results EN-NL (all sentences).

The results for EN-HU (Table 7) show a sim-
ilar overall picture, with an even clearer advan-
tage for the NFR systems. The best dedicated
NFR system with NMT backoff (Dedicated F1 3-
best) scores 7.06 BLEU points more than the best
baseline (TM-SMT), and also yields considerable
improvements in terms of TER (-5.34) and ME-
TEOR (+4.46). The unified NFR system scores
only 0.41 BLEU points lower than the dedicated
NFR+backoff system. Also for this language pair
the differences in BLEU scores between both NFR
systems and the best baseline system are statisti-
cally significant (p < 0.001). The TM-SMT sys-
tem is the best baseline in terms of BLEU and ME-
TEOR (but not in terms of TER, with the baseline
NMT system scoring over 4.5 points better). In
contrast to the EN-NL tests, where the SMT sys-
tem scored better than the NMT system, the base-
line NMT for EN-HU obtains a higher translation
quality than the SMT baseline. Moreover, Google
Translate gives comparable results to those of the

baseline SMT system (better in terms of TER but
worse in terms of BLEU and METEOR).

System BLEU TER MET.
Baseline NMT 40.47 45.45 57.68
Baseline SMT 33.65 54.76 53.96
Baseline TM-SMT 41.18 49.98 58.67
Google Translate 32.11 52.99 51.40
Best NFR + NMT backoff 48.24 40.11 63.13
Best NFR unified 47.83 40.14 62.77

Table 7: Test results EN-HU (all sentences).

Next we look at the performance of the different
systems on different subsets of the test set classi-
fied according to the best fuzzy match score (Ta-
ble 8). For EN-NL, both NFR systems outperform
all baselines in all match ranges from 0.6 onward.
In the match range 0.5-0.59, the SMT and TM-
SMT baselines obtain higher BLEU scores than
both NFR systems. For EN-HU, the NFR systems
outperform all baselines in all match ranges ex-
cept for No match. The scores of both NFR sys-
tems for both language pairs consistently increase
across increasing match ranges, a pattern which is
also followed by the TM baseline. We note that
the NFR systems, also in the highest match range,
clearly outperform the TM baselines for both lan-
guage pairs.

If we disregard the TM and TM-SMT base-
lines and only look at the ‘pure’ MT baselines,
the difference between the NFR systems and the
MT baselines consistently becomes larger with
increasing fuzzy match score, for both language
pairs. In the highest match range (i.e. 0.9 - 0.99),
the increase in BLEU scores compared to the
NMT baseline is 21.95 points for EN-NL and
22.76 points for EN-HU. In the range 0.8 - 0.89
this is 15.68 and 17.7 BLEU points respectively.
As Table 2 showed, there is no correlation be-
tween fuzzy match range and average sentence
length, which means that decreasing average sen-
tence length is not an explanation for the increas-
ing performance of the NFR systems with increas-
ing fuzzy match scores. The results suggest that
from a fuzzy match score of between 0.5 and 0.6
onward, it becomes advantageous to use an NFR
system using the data sets in this study.

For those sentences in the test set for which no
match higher than the given threshold (λ ≥ 0.5)
was found in the training set (No match), the uni-
fied NFR system performs slightly worse than the
best baselines for translation into both Dutch (-
0.34 BLEU) and Hungarian (-0.74 BLEU). Note
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System EN-NL EN-HU

N
o

m
at

ch

Baseline NMT 40.77 29.76
Baseline SMT 40.87 23.21
Baseline TM-SMT 39.71 23.49
Google Translate 39.02 27.3
Best NFR unified 40.53 29.02

0.
5-

0.
59

Baseline NMT 51.14 39.23
Baseline SMT 54.11 33.50
Baseline TM 34.23 28.38
Baseline TM-SMT 53.86 34.67
Google Translate 43.24 32.16
Best NFR dedicated 50.21 40.28
Best NFR unified 51.55 42.61

0.
6-

0.
69

Baseline NMT 56.72 44.73
Baseline SMT 61.86 39.07
Baseline TM 49.56 40.67
Baseline TM-SMT 61.75 41.81
Google Translate 49.82 35.32
Best NFR dedicated 65.31 52.13
Best NFR unified 63.76 53.14

0.
7-

0.
79

Baseline NMT 57.59 45.75
Baseline SMT 64.84 40.54
Baseline TM 61.52 49.39
Baseline TM-SMT 66.22 48.82
Google Translate 46.79 36.32
Best NFR dedicated 73.12 59.29
Best NFR unified 72.78 57.73

0.
8-

0.
89

Baseline NMT 67.01 55.91
Baseline SMT 71.14 47.69
Baseline TM 69.66 61.89
Baseline TM-SMT 70.28 60.81
Google Translate 52.89 38.54
Best NFR dedicated 82.69 73.27
Best NFR unified 82.09 73.61

0.
9-

0.
99

Baseline NMT 65.95 56.16
Baseline SMT 71.49 47.12
Baseline TM 83.77 74.67
Baseline TM-SMT 83.49 75.24
Google Translate 50.92 38.29
Best NFR dedicated 87.90 78.92
Best NFR unified 87.41 77.59

A
ll
≥

0.
5

Baseline NMT 61.28 50.28
Baseline SMT 66.27 43.09
Baseline TM 64.63 55.94
Baseline TM-SMT 70.19 56.89
Google Translate 49.38 36.66
Best NFR dedicated 75.31 64.85
Best NFR unified 74.96 64.78

Table 8: Test results (BLEU scores, different match
ranges).

that for this subset of test sentences the perfor-
mance of the different MT systems is highly com-
parable for EN-NL. In this match range, for exam-
ple, also Google Translate scores only 1.85 BLEU
points lower than the best-scoring system (SMT).
For EN-HU, SMT is clearly outperformed by both
NMT and Google Translate in the No match range.

5.4 Effect of TM size

Considering that the success of the NFR systems
depends on the amount of highly-similar matches

retrieved from the TM, we examine the effect of
different TM sizes by evaluating the performance
of baseline NMT and the best unified NFR sys-
tem for increasingly smaller subsets of our orig-
inal EN-NL data set. Figure 1 shows the trans-
lation quality for the baseline NMT and the best
unified NFR system (Unified F3) for five differ-
ent TM sizes, which are indicated as percentages
of the original TM size (i.e. approx. 2.4M sen-
tence pairs)10, as well as the percentage of source
sentences in the test set for which similar sen-
tences are retrieved above the similarity threshold
(λ ≥ 0.5).

45,5
48,01 49,3 50,02 50,07

45,86

51,17 52,65
54,63

57,49

27,81

34,7

41,9

49,7

58,7

Size of TM

25

35

45

55

65

6,25% 12,5% 25% 50% 100%

NMT baseline (BLEU) Unified NFR (BLEU)
Unified NFR  (% sent. with matches)

Figure 1: Effect of TM size on translation quality
(BLEU) and number of ‘similar’ matches retrieved
from TM.

The NFR system outperforms the baseline
NMT system for all TM sizes. The difference in
BLEU scores between the two systems becomes
more outspoken starting from 12.5% of the orig-
inal TM size (i.e. approx. 300K sentence pairs),
when for 35% of the sentences in the test set a sim-
ilar match is retrieved from the TM. We note that
the NFR system built with 12.5% of the original
TM size yields higher BLEU scores than the base-
line NMT system trained with the full TM (51.17
vs. 50.07).

6 Discussion

The results of this study confirm that integrating
TM information in NMT systems can result in
significantly better translation quality, as demon-
strated in a number of previous studies (Cao and

10In this experiment we used 100K steps (instead of 200K
steps) to speed up training, which led to a slight decrease
in BLEU scores for the systems built using the original TM
(100%).
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Xiong, 2018; Hokamp and Liu, 2017; Gu et al.,
2018; Zhang et al., 2018). The main novelty of
our approach is that it only involves data prepro-
cessing, without altering the architecture (e.g. by
adding additional encoders) or algorithms of the
NMT system. This makes our method easy to im-
plement, since it is compatible with any ‘standard’
or out-of-the-box NMT system. This should allow
for a smoother implementation and wider adop-
tion.

The NFR systems proposed in this study not
only outperform all MT baselines, they also ob-
tain better scores than the TM baseline in all fuzzy
match ranges (including the highest ones). This
shows that the NFR systems not only successfully
exploit the information from TM matches, but go
beyond this and effectively succeed in ‘repairing’
the fuzzy matches, at least to a certain extent. We
argue that, for this reason, NFR systems (or, more
generally speaking, systems offering NMT-TM in-
tegration) might gradually replace TM retrieval in
CAT workflows in the future, where MT is cur-
rently still often used as a backoff option (Rossi
and Chevrot, 2019; Federico et al., 2012). The
fact that the MT baselines in our study do not ob-
tain better scores than ‘pure’ TM retrieval in the
higher match ranges (i.e. 0.8-0.99 for EN-NL and
0.7-0.99 for EN-HU) appears to confirm why this
is still the case. Moreover, it is possible that NFR
systems help to lower the resistance some transla-
tors have to adopting MT (Cadwell et al., 2018),
especially when the TM-origins of parts of the
MT output are marked by using automatic word-
alignment methods (Bulté et al., 2018), since this
could potentially increase translators’ confidence
in the quality of automatically generated transla-
tions.

Even though we only performed a limited num-
ber of tests on one data set, the results show that
the NFR system is successful for two language
pairs, EN-NL and EN-HU, in spite of the typolog-
ical differences between the two target languages.
Moreover, the results of the system selection pro-
cedure reveal that the NFR system is rather robust,
in that different configurations yield comparable
results, and all lead to significant improvements
in estimated translation quality. While combining
the dedicated NFR with the baseline NMT systems
yielded the best results for both language pairs, the
unified NFR systems achieve comparable BLEU
gains over the baseline NMT systems. As a result,

the unified NFR systems offer yet a simpler alter-
native to the baseline NMT systems due to their
ability to translate all source sentences.

The analyses per match range reveal that us-
ing an NFR system starts being advantageous with
fuzzy match scores between 0.5 and 0.6. It seems
logical that any TM-based method is only suited
for contexts with a sizeable TM and with a certain
expected degree of repetition and overlap in the
data. The tests related to training data size show,
however, that with smaller TMs this method is still
beneficial. For example, an NFR system built only
with 1/8th of the original data set still achieved
higher BLEU scores than the baseline NMT sys-
tem trained on the full data set. We can argue
that the most important factor for the NFR systems
proposed in this study is the amount of overlap be-
tween the training and query sentences.

Looking at the performance of the baseline MT
systems, and in particular the relationship between
SMT and NMT, there is a clear difference between
the two target languages. The EN-NL SMT out-
performs NMT by almost 3 BLEU points when
evaluating the complete test set and obtains better
scores in each of the match ranges (Table 6). The
opposite is true for EN-HU, for which the NMT
baseline outperforms the SMT baseline by almost
7 BLEU points on the whole test set (Table 7), a
trend which is also visible in all match ranges (Ta-
ble 8). Our findings are in line with those of Koehn
et al. (2009), who compare the SMT quality of
462 language pairs and report generally lower
SMT quality when translating into morphologi-
cally rich languages, such as Hungarian, Finnish
and Estonian. The poorer translation quality of
the EN-HU SMT in this study can potentially be
attributed to the fact that a rich morphology (in-
volving inflections and derivations) leads to an in-
crease in vocabulary size and an overall data spar-
sity problem, which brings about additional chal-
lenges to the‘standard’ phrase-based SMT systems
that rely on explicit phrase alignments on surface
forms (Koehn, 2009). Instead of relying on sur-
face forms, NMT systems utilize distributed, ab-
stract word representations that can capture syn-
tactic and semantic relationship between words,
which could (partly) explain their relative success
on the EN-HU language pair.

In relation to the speed of fuzzy match retrieval,
which can be an issue when matches have to be
retrieved for all source sentences in a TM, the re-
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sults suggest that SetSimilaritySearch can be used
as a fast proxy to editdistance. However, in this
context it is important to strike the right balance
between processing time and loss of training data
by using different values for minimum similar-
ity score and n-best candidates for SetSimilarity-
Search. It still needs to be tested how well the NFR
system works with other fuzzy matching met-
rics (Vanallemeersch and Vandeghinste, 2015),
and how fast fuzzy matches can be retrieved from
a TM with alternative methods, such as using the
off-the-shelf search engine Apache Lucene (Gu
et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018) or other approx-
imate string matching methods (Koehn and Senel-
lart, 2010b; Navarro, 2001).

7 Conclusion

The TM-NMT integration approach presented in
this paper, Neural Fuzzy Repair, makes use of data
augmentation to help improve machine translation
quality using information retrieved from a transla-
tion memory. Compared to previous approaches
to incorporate TM information into MT systems,
NFR does not require different NMT architectures
or algorithms, but relies solely on input prepro-
cessing, and can thus be used in combination with
any existing NMT system or toolkit. Tests on two
language pairs (EN-NL and EN-HU) showed that
this method can achieve substantial gains in esti-
mated translation quality compared to a range of
baseline systems, even for relatively small training
set sizes. We believe that the ease of implementa-
tion of NFR could lead to the wider adoption of
TM-NMT integration.

In a next step, we plan to compare the perfor-
mance of NFR to other approaches to TM-NMT
integration, for example by carrying out evalua-
tions on the JRC-Acquis corpus (Gu et al., 2018;
Koehn and Senellart, 2010a; Zhang et al., 2018).
The approach also needs to be tested on data
sets with a lower frequency of repeated sentences,
other language pairs as well as different domains,
ultimately also involving human evaluation (both
in term of perceived quality and post-editing time).
In addition, it would be informative to carry out a
qualitative analysis of the NFR output in terms of
how and to what extent the information contained
in the fuzzy matches is used in the final transla-
tion, in comparison with the NMT baseline. We
also intend to carry out further tests to potentially
improve the quality of the output, for example by

testing different match metrics and retrieval meth-
ods, NMT architectures (e.g. transformer), ways
to include alignment information and by applying
additional morphological preprocessing.
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Abstract

Transformer is the state-of-the-art model in
recent machine translation evaluations. Two
strands of research are promising to im-
prove models of this kind: the first uses
wide networks (a.k.a. Transformer-Big) and
has been the de facto standard for the de-
velopment of the Transformer system, and
the other uses deeper language representation
but faces the difficulty arising from learn-
ing deep networks. Here, we continue the
line of research on the latter. We claim that
a truly deep Transformer model can surpass
the Transformer-Big counterpart by 1) proper
use of layer normalization and 2) a novel
way of passing the combination of previous
layers to the next. On WMT’16 English-
German, NIST OpenMT’12 Chinese-English
and larger WMT’18 Chinese-English tasks,
our deep system (30/25-layer encoder) out-
performs the shallow Transformer-Big/Base
baseline (6-layer encoder) by 0.4∼2.4 BLEU
points. As another bonus, the deep model is
1.6X smaller in size and 3X faster in training
than Transformer-Big1.

1 Introduction

Neural machine translation (NMT) models have
advanced the previous state-of-the-art by learn-
ing mappings between sequences via neural net-
works and attention mechanisms (Sutskever et al.,
2014; Bahdanau et al., 2015). The earliest of
these read and generate word sequences using a
series of recurrent neural network (RNN) units,
and the improvement continues when 4-8 layers
are stacked for a deeper model (Luong et al.,
2015; Wu et al., 2016). More recently, the system
based on multi-layer self-attention (call it Trans-
former) has shown strong results on several large-

∗Corresponding author.
1The source code is available at https://github.

com/wangqiangneu/dlcl

scale tasks (Vaswani et al., 2017). In particu-
lar, approaches of this kind benefit greatly from
a wide network with more hidden states (a.k.a.
Transformer-Big), whereas simply deepening the
network has not been found to outperform the
“shallow” counterpart (Bapna et al., 2018). Do
deep models help Transformer? It is still an open
question for the discipline.

For vanilla Transformer, learning deeper net-
works is not easy because there is already a rel-
atively deep model in use2. It is well known that
such deep networks are difficult to optimize due
to the gradient vanishing/exploding problem (Pas-
canu et al., 2013; Bapna et al., 2018). We note that,
despite the significant development effort, simply
stacking more layers cannot benefit the system and
leads to a disaster of training in some of our exper-
iments.

A promising attempt to address this issue is
Bapna et al. (2018)’s work. They trained a 16-
layer Transformer encoder by using an enhanced
attention model. In this work, we continue the line
of research and go towards a much deeper encoder
for Transformer. We choose encoders to study be-
cause they have a greater impact on performance
than decoders and require less computational cost
(Domhan, 2018). Our contributions are threefold:

• We show that the proper use of layer normal-
ization is the key to learning deep encoders.
The deep network of the encoder can be
optimized smoothly by relocating the layer
normalization unit. While the location of
layer normalization has been discussed in re-
cent systems (Vaswani et al., 2018; Domhan,
2018; Klein et al., 2017), as far as we know,
its impact has not been studied in deep Trans-

2For example, a standard Transformer encoder has 6 lay-
ers. Each of them consists of two sub-layers. More sub-layers
are involved on the decoder side.
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(a) post-norm residual unit
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(b) pre-norm residual unit

Figure 1: Examples of pre-norm residual unit and post-
norm residual unit. F = sub-layer, and LN = layer nor-
malization.

former.

• Inspired by the linear multi-step method
in numerical analysis (Ascher and Petzold,
1998), we propose an approach based on dy-
namic linear combination of layers (DLCL)
to memorizing the features extracted from all
preceding layers. This overcomes the prob-
lem with the standard residual network where
a residual connection just relies on the output
of one-layer ahead and may forget the earlier
layers.

• We successfully train a 30-layer encoder, far
surpassing the deepest encoder reported so
far (Bapna et al., 2018). To our best knowl-
edge, this is the deepest encoder used in
NMT.

On WMT’16 English-German, NIST
OpenMT’12 Chinese-English, and larger
WMT’18 Chinese-English translation tasks,
we show that our deep system (30/25-layer
encoder) yields a BLEU improvement of 1.3∼2.4
points over the base model (Transformer-Base
with 6 layers). It even outperforms Transformer-
Big by 0.4∼0.6 BLEU points, but requires 1.6X
fewer model parameters and 3X less training time.
More interestingly, our deep model is 10% faster
than Transformer-Big in inference speed.

2 Post-Norm and Pre-Norm Transformer

The Transformer system and its variants follow the
standard encoder-decoder paradigm. On the en-
coder side, there are a number of identical stacked
layers. Each of them is composed of a self-
attention sub-layer and a feed-forward sub-layer.
The attention model used in Transformer is multi-
head attention, and its output is fed into a fully
connected feed-forward network. Likewise, the

decoder has another stack of identical layers. It
has an encoder-decoder attention sub-layer in ad-
dition to the two sub-layers used in each encoder
layer. In general, because the encoder and the de-
coder share a similar architecture, we can use the
same method to improve them. In the section, we
discuss a more general case, not limited to the en-
coder or the decoder.

2.1 Model Layout
For Transformer, it is not easy to train stacked lay-
ers on neither the encoder-side nor the decoder-
side. Stacking all these sub-layers prevents the ef-
ficient information flow through the network, and
probably leads to the failure of training. Residual
connections and layer normalization are adopted
for a solution. Let F be a sub-layer in encoder or
decoder, and θl be the parameters of the sub-layer.
A residual unit is defined to be (He et al., 2016b):

xl+1 = f(yl) (1)

yl = xl + F(xl; θl) (2)

where xl and xl+1 are the input and output of the
l-th sub-layer, and yl is the intermediate output fol-
lowed by the post-processing function f(·). In this
way, xl is explicitly exposed to yl (see Eq. (2)).

Moreover, layer normalization is adopted to re-
duce the variance of sub-layer output because hid-
den state dynamics occasionally causes a much
longer training time for convergence. There are
two ways to incorporate layer normalization into
the residual network.

• Post-Norm. In early versions of Transformer
(Vaswani et al., 2017), layer normalization is
placed after the element-wise residual addi-
tion (see Figure 1(a)), like this:

xl+1 = LN(xl + F(xl; θl)) (3)

where LN(·) is the layer normalization func-
tion, whose parameter is dropped for simplic-
ity. It can be seen as a post-processing step of
the output (i.e., f(x) = LN(x)).

• Pre-Norm. In recent implementations (Klein
et al., 2017; Vaswani et al., 2018; Domhan,
2018), layer normalization is applied to the
input of every sub-layer (see Figure 1(b)):

xl+1 = xl + F(LN(xl); θl) (4)
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Eq. (4) regards layer normalization as a part
of the sub-layer, and does nothing for post-
processing of the residual connection (i.e.,
f(x) = x).3

Both of these methods are good choices for im-
plementation of Transformer. In our experiments,
they show comparable performance in BLEU for a
system based on a 6-layer encoder (Section 5.1).

2.2 On the Importance of Pre-Norm for Deep
Residual Network

The situation is quite different when we switch to
deeper models. More specifically, we find that pre-
norm is more efficient for training than post-norm
if the model goes deeper. This can be explained by
seeing back-propagation which is the core process
to obtain gradients for parameter update. Here we
take a stack of L sub-layers as an example. Let
E be the loss used to measure how many errors
occur in system prediction, and xL be the output
of the topmost sub-layer. For post-norm Trans-
former, given a sub-layer l, the differential of E
with respect to xl can be computed by the chain
rule, and we have

∂E
∂xl

=
∂E
∂xL

×
L−1∏

k=l

∂LN(yk)

∂yk
×

L−1∏

k=l

(
1 +

∂F(xk; θk)

∂xk

)
(5)

where
∏L−1
k=l

∂LN(yk)
∂yk

means the backward pass of

the layer normalization, and
∏L−1
k=l (1 + ∂F(xk;θk)

∂xk
)

means the backward pass of the sub-layer with the
residual connection. Likewise, we have the gradi-
ent for pre-norm 4:

∂E
∂xl

=
∂E
∂xL

×
(

1 +
L−1∑

k=l

∂F(LN(xk); θk)

∂xl

)
(6)

Obviously, Eq. (6) establishes a direct way to
pass error gradient ∂E

∂xL
from top to bottom. Its

merit lies in that the number of product items on
the right side does not depend on the depth of the
stack.
In contrast, Eq. (5) is inefficient for passing gra-
dients back because the residual connection is not

3We need to add an additional function of layer normal-
ization to the top layer to prevent the excessively increased
value caused by the sum of unnormalized output.

4For a detailed derivation, we refer the reader to Appendix
A.

a bypass of the layer normalization unit (see Fig-
ure 1(a)). Instead, gradients have to be passed
through LN(·) of each sub-layer. It in turn intro-
duces term

∏L−1
k=l

∂LN(yk)
∂yk

into the right hand side
of Eq. (5), and poses a higher risk of gradient van-
ishing or exploring if L goes larger. This was con-
firmed by our experiments in which we success-
fully trained a pre-norm Transformer system with
a 20-layer encoder on the WMT English-German
task, whereas the post-norm Transformer system
failed to train for a deeper encoder (Section 5.1).

3 Dynamic Linear Combination of
Layers

The residual network is the most common ap-
proach to learning deep networks, and plays an
important role in Transformer. In principle, resid-
ual networks can be seen as instances of the or-
dinary differential equation (ODE), behaving like
the forward Euler discretization with an initial
value (Chang et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2018b). Eu-
ler’s method is probably the most popular first-
order solution to ODE. But it is not yet accu-
rate enough. A possible reason is that only one
previous step is used to predict the current value
5(Butcher, 2003). In MT, the single-step property
of the residual network makes the model “forget”
distant layers (Wang et al., 2018b). As a result,
there is no easy access to features extracted from
lower-level layers if the model is very deep.

Here, we describe a model which makes di-
rect links with all previous layers and offers ef-
ficient access to lower-level representations in a
deep stack. We call it dynamic linear combina-
tion of layers (DLCL). The design is inspired by
the linear multi-step method (LMM) in numerical
ODE (Ascher and Petzold, 1998). Unlike Euler’s
method, LMM can effectively reuse the informa-
tion in the previous steps by linear combination to
achieve a higher order. Let {y0, ..., yl} be the out-
put of layers 0 ∼ l. The input of layer l + 1 is
defined to be

xl+1 = G(y0, . . . , yl) (7)

where G(·) is a linear function that merges pre-
viously generated values {y0, ..., yl} into a new
value. For pre-norm Transformer, we define G(·)

5Some of the other single-step methods, e.g. the Runge-
Kutta method, can obtain a higher order by taking several
intermediate steps (Butcher, 2003). Higher order generally
means more accurate.
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Figure 2: Connection weights for 3-layer encoder: (a) residual connection (He et al., 2016a), (b) dense residual con-
nection (Britz et al., 2017; Dou et al., 2018), (c) multi-layer representation fusion (Wang et al., 2018b)/transparent
attention (Bapna et al., 2018) and (d) our approach. y0 denotes the input embedding. Red denotes the weights are
learned by model.

to be

G(y0, . . . , yl) =

l∑

k=0

W
(l+1)
k LN(yk) (8)

where W l+1
k ∈ R is a learnable scalar and weights

each incoming layer in a linear manner. Eq. (8)
provides a way to learn preference of layers in dif-
ferent levels of the stack. Even for the same in-
coming layer, its contribution to succeeding layers
could be different (e.g. W i

k 6= W k
k ) . Also, the

method is applicable to the post-norm Transformer
model. For post-norm, G(·) can be redefined as:

G(y0, . . . , yl) = LN
( l∑

k=0

W
(l+1)
k yk

)
(9)

Comparison to LMM. DLCL differs from LMM
in two aspects, though their fundamental model is
the same. First, DLCL learns weights in an end-
to-end fashion rather than assigning their values
deterministically, e.g. by polynomial interpola-
tion. This offers a more flexible way to con-
trol the model behavior. Second, DLCL has an
arbitrary size of the past history window, while
LMM generally takes a limited history into ac-
count (Lóczi, 2018). Also, recent work shows
successful applications of LMM in computer vi-
sion, but only two previous steps are used in their
LMM-like system (Lu et al., 2018).

Comparison to existing neural methods. Note
that DLCL is a very general approach. For ex-
ample, the standard residual network is a special
case of DLCL, where W l+1

l = 1, and W l+1
k = 0

for k < l. Figure (2) compares different meth-
ods of connecting a 3-layer network. We see that
the densely residual network is a fully-connected
network with a uniform weighting schema (Britz

et al., 2017; Dou et al., 2018). Multi-layer repre-
sentation fusion (Wang et al., 2018b) and trans-
parent attention (call it TA) (Bapna et al., 2018)
methods can learn a weighted model to fuse lay-
ers but they are applied to the topmost layer only.
The DLCL model can cover all these methods. It
provides ways of weighting and connecting lay-
ers in the entire stack. We emphasize that al-
though the idea of weighting the encoder layers
by a learnable scalar is similar to TA, there are
two key differences: 1) Our method encourages
earlier interactions between layers during the en-
coding process, while the encoder layers in TA
are combined until the standard encoding process
is over; 2) For an encoder layer, instead of learn-
ing a unique weight for each decoder layer like
TA, we make a separate weight for each succes-
sive encoder layers. In this way, we can create
more connections between layers6.

4 Experimental Setup

We first evaluated our approach on WMT’16
English-German (En-De) and NIST’12 Chinese-
English (Zh-En-Small) benchmarks respectively.
To make the results more convincing, we also ex-
perimented on a larger WMT’18 Chinese-English
dataset (Zh-En-Large) with data augmentation by
back-translation (Sennrich et al., 2016a).

4.1 Datasets and Evaluation

For the En-De task, to compare with Vaswani
et al. (2017)’s work, we use the same 4.5M pre-
processed data 7, which has been tokenized and

6Let the encoder depth be M and the decoder depth be
N (M > N for a deep encoder model). Then TA newly
adds O(M × N) connections, which are fewer than ours of
O(M2)

7https://drive.google.com/uc?export=
download&id=0B_bZck-ksdkpM25jRUN2X2UxMm8
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Model Param. Batch Updates †Times BLEU ∆
(×4096) (×100k)

Vaswani et al. (2017) (Base) 65M 1 1 reference 27.3 -
Bapna et al. (2018)-deep (Base, 16L) 137M - - - 28.0 -

Vaswani et al. (2017) (Big) 213M 1 3 3x 28.4 -
Chen et al. (2018a) (Big) 379M 16 †0.075 1.2x 28.5 -

He et al. (2018) (Big) †210M 1 - - 29.0 -
Shaw et al. (2018) (Big) †210M 1 3 3x 29.2 -
Dou et al. (2018) (Big) 356M 1 - - 29.2 -
Ott et al. (2018) (Big) 210M 14 0.25 3.5x 29.3 -

post-norm

Transformer (Base) 62M 1 1 1x 27.5 reference

Transformer (Big) 211M 1 3 3x 28.8 +1.3
Transformer-deep (Base, 20L) 106M 2 0.5 1x failed failed

DLCL (Base) 62M 1 1 1x 27.6 +0.1
DLCL-deep (Base, 25L) 121M 2 0.5 1x 29.2 +1.7

pre-norm

Transformer (Base) 62M 1 1 1x 27.1 reference

Transformer (Big) 211M 1 3 3x 28.7 +1.6
Transformer-deep (Base, 20L) 106M 2 0.5 1x 28.9 +1.8
DLCL (Base) 62M 1 1 1x 27.3 +0.2
DLCL-deep (Base, 30L) 137M 2 0.5 1x 29.3 +2.2

Table 1: BLEU scores [%] on English-German translation. Batch indicates the corresponding batch size if
running on 8 GPUs. Times ∝ Batch×Updates, which can be used to approximately measure the required
training time. † denotes an estimate value. Note that “-deep” represents the best-achieved result as depth changes.

jointly byte pair encoded (BPE) (Sennrich et al.,
2016b) with 32k merge operations using a shared
vocabulary 8. We use newstest2013 for validation
and newstest2014 for test.

For the Zh-En-Small task, we use parts of the
bitext provided within NIST’12 OpenMT9. We
choose NIST MT06 as the validation set, and
MT04, MT05, MT08 as the test sets. All the sen-
tences are word segmented by the tool provided
within NiuTrans (Xiao et al., 2012). We remove
the sentences longer than 100 and end up with
about 1.9M sentence pairs. Then BPE with 32k
operations is used for both sides independently,
resulting in a 44k Chinese vocabulary and a 33k
English vocabulary respectively.

For the Zh-En-Large task, we use exactly the
same 16.5M dataset as Wang et al. (2018a),
composing of 7.2M-sentence CWMT corpus,
4.2M-sentence UN and News-Commentary com-
bined corpus, and back-translation of 5M-sentence
monolingual data from NewsCraw2017. We refer
the reader to Wang et al. (2018a) for the details.

8The tokens with frequencies less than 5 are filtered out
from the shared vocabulary.

9LDC2000T46, LDC2000T47, LDC2000T50,
LDC2003E14, LDC2005T10, LDC2002E18, LDC2007T09,
LDC2004T08

For evaluation, we first average the last 5 check-
points, each of which is saved at the end of an
epoch. And then we use beam search with a beam
size of 4/6 and length penalty of 0.6/1.0 for En-
De/Zh-En tasks respectively. We measure case-
sensitive/insensitive tokenized BLEU by multi-
bleu.perl for En-De and Zh-En-Small respec-
tively, while case-sensitive detokenized BLEU is
reported by the official evaluation script mteval-
v13a.pl for Zh-En-Large. Unless noted otherwise
we run each experiment three times with different
random seeds and report the mean of the BLEU
scores across runs10.

4.2 Model and Hyperparameters

All experiments run on fairseq-py11 with 8
NVIDIA Titan V GPUs. For the post-norm Trans-
former baseline, we replicate the model setup of
Vaswani et al. (2017). All models are optimized
by Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with β1 = 0.9,
β2 = 0.98, and ε = 10−8. In training warmup
(warmup = 4000 steps), the learning rate linearly
increases from 10−7 to lr =7×10−4/5×10−4 for

10Due to resource constraints, all experiments on Zh-En-
Large task only run once.

11https://github.com/pytorch/fairseq
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Model (Base, 16L) BLEU

post-norm
Bapna et al. (2018) 28.0
Transformer failed
DLCL 28.4

pre-norm
Transformer 28.0
DLCL 28.2

Table 2: Compare with Bapna et al. (2018) on
WMT’16 English-German translation under a 16-layer
encoder.

Transformer-Base/Big respectively, after which it
is decayed proportionally to the inverse square
root of the current step. Label smoothing εls=0.1
is used as regularization.

For the pre-norm Transformer baseline, we fol-
low the setting as suggested in tensor2tensor12.
More specifically, the attention dropout Patt = 0.1
and feed-forward dropout Pff = 0.1 are addition-
ally added. And some hyper-parameters for op-
timization are changed accordingly: β2 = 0.997,
warmup = 8000 and lr = 10−3/7×10−4 for
Transformer-Base/Big respectively.

For both the post-norm and pre-norm baselines,
we batch sentence pairs by approximate length
and restrict input and output tokens per batch
to batch = 4096 per GPU. We set the update
steps according to corresponding data sizes. More
specifically, the Transformer-Base/Big is updated
for 100k/300k steps on the En-De task as Vaswani
et al. (2017), 50k/100k steps on the Zh-En-Small
task, and 200k/500k steps on the Zh-En-Large
task.

In our model, we use the dynamic linear combi-
nation of layers for both encoder and decoder. For
efficient computation, we only combine the out-
put of a complete layer rather than a sub-layer. It
should be noted that for deep models (e.g. L ≥
20), it is hard to handle a full batch in a single GPU
due to memory size limitation. We solve this issue
by accumulating gradients from two small batches
(e.g. batch = 2048) before each update (Ott et al.,
2018). In our primitive experiments, we observed
that training with larger batches and learning rates
worked well for deep models. Therefore all the re-
sults of deep models are reported with batch =
8192, lr = 2×10−3 and warmup = 16,000 unless
otherwise stated. For fairness, we only use half of
the updates of baseline (e.g. update = 50k) to
ensure the same amount of data that we actually

12https://github.com/tensorflow/
tensor2tensor

see in training. We report the details in Appendix
B.

5 Results

5.1 Results on the En-De Task

In Table 1, we first report results on WMT En-De
where we compare to the existing systems based
on self-attention. Obviously, while almost all pre-
vious results based on Transformer-Big (marked
by Big) have higher BLEU than those based on
Transformer-Base (marked by Base), larger pa-
rameter size and longer training epochs are re-
quired.

As for our approach, considering the post-norm
case first, we can see that our Transformer base-
lines are superior to Vaswani et al. (2017) in both
Base and Big cases. When increasing the en-
coder depth, e.g. L = 20, the vanilla Transformer
failed to train, which is consistent with Bapna et al.
(2018). We attribute it to the vanishing gradient
problem based on the observation that the gradi-
ent norm in the low layers (e.g. embedding layer)
approaches 0. On the contrary, post-norm DLCL

solves this issue and achieves the best result when
L = 25.

The situation changes when switching to pre-
norm. While it slightly underperforms the post-
norm counterpart in shallow networks, pre-norm
Transformer benefits more from the increase in en-
coder depth. More concretely, pre-norm Trans-
former achieves optimal result when L=20 (see
Figure 3(a)), outperforming the 6-layer baseline
by 1.8 BLEU points. It indicates that pre-norm
is easier to optimize than post-norm in deep net-
works. Beyond that, we successfully train a 30-
layer encoder by our method, resulting in a fur-
ther improvement of 0.4 BLEU points. This
is 0.6 BLEU points higher than the pre-norm
Transformer-Big. It should be noted that although
our best score of 29.3 is the same as Ott et al.
(2018), our approach only requires 3.5X fewer
training epochs than theirs.

To fairly compare with transparent attention
(TA) (Bapna et al., 2018), we separately list the
results using a 16-layer encoder in Table 2. It
can be seen that pre-norm Transformer obtains the
same BLEU score as TA without the requirement
of complicated attention design. However, DLCL

in both post-norm and pre-norm cases outperform
TA. It should be worth that TA achieves the best
result when encoder depth is 16, while we can fur-
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Model (pre-norm) Param. Valid. MT04 MT05 MT08 Average
Transformer (Base) 84M 51.27 54.41 49.43 45.33 49.72
Transformer (Big) 257M 52.30 55.37 52.21 47.40 51.66
Transformer-deep (Base, 25L) 144M 52.50 55.80 51.98 47.26 51.68
DLCL (Base) 84M 51.61 54.91 50.58 46.11 50.53
DLCL-deep (Base, 25L) 144M 53.57 55.91 52.30 48.12 52.11

Table 3: BLEU scores [%] on NIST’12 Chinese-English translation.

Model Param. newstest17 newstest18 ∆avg.

Wang et al. (2018a) (post-norm, Base) 102.1M 25.9 - -
pre-norm Transformer (Base) 102.1M 25.8 25.9 reference

pre-norm Transformer (Big) 292.4M 26.4 27.0 +0.9
pre-norm DLCL-deep (Base, 25L) 161.5M 26.7 27.1 +1.0
pre-norm DLCL-deep (Base, 30L) 177.2M 26.9 27.4 +1.3

Table 4: BLEU scores [%] on WMT’18 Chinese-English translation.
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Figure 3: BLEU scores [%] against the encoder depth
for pre-norm Transformer and pre-norm DLCL on
English-German and Chinese-English tasks.

ther improve performance by training deeper en-
coders.

5.2 Results on the Zh-En-Small Task

Seen from the En-De task, pre-norm is more effec-
tive than the post-norm counterpart in deep net-
works. Therefore we evaluate our method in the
case of pre-norm on the Zh-En task. As shown
in Table 3, firstly DLCL is superior to the base-
line when the network’s depth is shallow. Interest-
ingly, both Transformer and DLCL achieve the best
results when we use a 25-layer encoder. The 25-
layer Transformer can approach the performance
of Transformer-Big, while our deep model out-
performs it by about 0.5 BLEU points under the
equivalent parameter size. It confirms that our
approach is a good alternative to Transformer no
matter how deep it is.

5.3 Results on the Zh-En-Large Task

While deep Transformer models, in particular
the deep pre-norm DLCL, show better results
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Figure 4: GPU generation speed (target tokens/sec.)
against the depth of encoder for pre-norm DLCL on
English-German task (batch size = 32, beam size = 4).

than Transformer-Big on En-De and Zh-En-Small
tasks, both data sets are relatively small, and
the improved performance over Transformer-Big
might be partially due to over-fitting in the wider
model. For a more challenging task , we report
the results on Zh-En-Large task in Table 4. We
can see that the 25-layer pre-norm DLCL slightly
surpassed Transformer-Big, and the superiority is
bigger when using a 30-layer encoder. This result
indicates that the claiming of the deep network de-
feating Transformer-Big is established and is not
affected by the size of the data set.

6 Analysis

6.1 Effect of Encoder Depth

In Figure 3, we plot BLEU score as a function
of encoder depth for pre-norm Transformer and
DLCL on En-De and Zh-En-Small tasks. First of
all, both methods benefit from an increase in en-
coder depth at the beginning. Remarkably, when
the encoder depth reaches 20, both of the two deep
models can achieve comparable performance to
Transformer-Big, and even exceed it when the en-
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coder depth is further increased in DLCL. Note that
pre-norm Transformer degenerates earlier and is
less robust than DLCL when the depth is beyond
20. However, a deeper network (>30 layers) does
not bring more benefits. Worse still, deeper net-
works consume a lot of memory, making it impos-
sible to train efficiently.

We also report the inference speed on GPU in
Figure 4. As expected, the speed decreases lin-
early with the number of encoder layers. Never-
theless, our system with a 30-layer encoder is still
faster than Transformer-Big, because the encoding
process is independent of beam size, and runs only
once. In contrast, the decoder suffers from severe
autoregressive problems.

6.2 Effect of Decoder Depth

Enc. Depth Dec. Depth BLEU Speed
6 4 27.12 3088.3
6 6 27.33 2589.2
6 8 27.42 2109.6

Table 5: Tokenized BLEU scores [%] and GPU gen-
eration speed (target tokens per second) in pre-norm
Transformer (Base) on the test set of WMT English-
German (batch size = 32, beam size = 4).

Table 5 shows the effects of decoder depth on
BLEU and inference speed on GPU. Different
from encoder, increasing the depth of decoder only
yields a slight BLEU improvement, but the cost is
high: for every two layers added, the translation
speed drops by approximate 500 tokens evenly.
It indicates that exploring deep encoders may be
more promising than deep decoders for NMT.

6.3 Ablation Study

We report the ablation study results in Table 6. We
first observe a modest decrease when removing the
introduced layer normalization in Eq. (8). Then
we try two methods to replace learnable weights
with constant weights: All-One (W i

j = 1) and Av-
erage (W i

j = 1/(i+1)). We can see that these two
methods consistently hurt performance, in particu-
lar in the case of All-One. It indicates that making
the weights learnable is important for our model.
Moreover, removing the added layer normaliza-
tion in the Average model makes BLEU score drop
by 0.28, which suggests that adding layer normal-
ization helps more if we use the constant weights.
In addition, we did two interesting experiments on
big models. The first one is to replace the base en-

Model BLEU
pre-norm DLCL-20L 28.80
- layer norm. 28.67
- learnable weight (fix 1) 28.22
- learnable weight (fix 1/N) 28.51

- layer norm. 28.23
pre-norm Transformer-Base 27.11
+ big encoder 27.59

pre-norm Transformer-Big 28.72
+ 12-layer encoder (DLCL) 29.17

Table 6: Ablation results by tokenized BLEU [%] on
the test set of WMT English-German translation.

coder with a big encoder in pre-norm Transformer-
Base. The other one is to use DLCL to train a
deep-and-wide Transformer (12 layers). Although
both of them benefit from the increased network
capacity, the gain is less than the “thin” counter-
part in terms of BLEU, parameter size, and train-
ing efficiency.

6.4 Visualization on Learned Weights
We visually present the learned weights matri-
ces of the 30-layer encoder (Figure 5(a)) and its
6-layer decoder (Figure 5(b)) in our pre-norm
DLCL-30L model on En-De task. For a clearer
contrast, we mask out the points with an absolute
value of less than 0.1 or 5% of the maximum per
row. We can see that the connections in the early
layers are dense, but become sparse as the depth
increases. It indicates that making full use of ear-
lier layers is necessary due to insufficient informa-
tion at the beginning of the network. Also, we find
that most of the large weight values concentrate on
the right of the matrix, which indicates that the im-
pact of the incoming layer is usually related to the
distance between the outgoing layer. Moreover,
for a fixed layer’s output yi, it is obvious that its
contribution to successive layers changes dynam-
ically (one column). To be clear, we extract the
weights of y10 in Figure 5(c). In contrast, in most
previous paradigms of dense residual connection,
the output of each layer remains fixed for subse-
quent layers.

7 Related Work

Deep Models. Deep models have been ex-
plored in the context of neural machine transla-
tion since the emergence of RNN-based models.
To ease optimization, researchers tried to reduce
the number of non-linear transitions (Zhou et al.,
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Figure 5: A visualization example of learned weights in our 30-layer pre-norm DLCL model.

2016; Wang et al., 2017). But these attempts are
limited to the RNN architecture and may not be
straightforwardly applicable to the current Trans-
former model. Perhaps, the most relevant work
to what is doing here is Bapna et al. (2018)’s
work. They pointed out that vanilla Transformer
was hard to train if the depth of the encoder was
beyond 12. They successfully trained a 16-layer
Transformer encoder by attending the combina-
tion of all encoder layers to the decoder. In
their approach, the encoder layers are combined
just after the encoding is completed, but not dur-
ing the encoding process. In contrast, our ap-
proach allows the encoder layers to interact ear-
lier, which has been proven to be effective in ma-
chine translation (He et al., 2018) and text match
(Lu and Li, 2013). In addition to machine transla-
tion, deep Transformer encoders are also used for
language modeling (Devlin et al., 2018; Al-Rfou
et al., 2018). For example, Al-Rfou et al. (2018)
trained a character language model with a 64-
layer Transformer encoder by resorting to aux-
iliary losses in intermediate layers. This method
is orthogonal to our DLCL method, though it is
used for language modeling, which is not a very
heavy task.

Densely Residual Connections. Densely
residual connections are not new in NMT. They
have been studied for different architectures, e.g.,
RNN (Britz et al., 2017) and Transformer (Dou
et al., 2018). Some of the previous studies fix
the weight of each layer to a constant, while
others learn a weight distribution by using ei-
ther the self-attention model (Wang et al., 2018b)
or a softmax-normalized learnable vector (Peters

et al., 2018). They focus more on learning con-
nections from lower-level layers to the topmost
layer. Instead, we introduce additional connectiv-
ity into the network and learn more densely con-
nections for each layer in an end-to-end fashion.

8 Conclusion

We have studied deep encoders in Transformer.
We have shown that the deep Transformer models
can be easily optimized by proper use of layer nor-
malization, and have explained the reason behind
it. Moreover, we proposed an approach based on
a dynamic linear combination of layers and suc-
cessfully trained a 30-layer Transformer system.
It is the deepest encoder used in NMT so far. Ex-
perimental results show that our thin-but-deep en-
coder can match or surpass the performance of
Transformer-Big. Also, its model size is 1.6X
smaller. In addition, it requires 3X fewer training
epochs and is 10% faster for inference.
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A Derivations of Post-Norm
Transformer and Pre-Norm
Transformer

A general residual unit can be expressed by:

yl = xl + F(xl; θl), (10)

xl+1 = f(yl), (11)

where xl and xl+1 are the input and output of the
l-th sub-layer, and yl is the intermediate output fol-
lowed by the post-processing function f(·).

We have known that the post-norm Transformer
incorporates layer normalization (LN(·)) by:

xl+1 = LN
(
xl + F(xl; θl)

)

= LN
(
xl + Fpost(xl; θl)

) (12)

where Fpost(·) = F(·). Note that we omit the pa-
rameter in LN for clarity. Similarly, the pre-norm
Transformer can be described by:

xl+1 = xl + F
(
LN(xl); θl

)

= xl + Fpre(xl; θl)
(13)

where Fpre(·) = F(LN(·)). In this way, we can
see that both post-norm and pre-norm are special
cases of the general residual unit. Specifically, the
post-norm Transformer is the special case when:

fpost(x) = LN(x), (14)

while for pre-norm Transformer, it is:

fpre(x) = x. (15)

Here we take a stack of L sub-layers as an ex-
ample. Let E be the loss used to measure how

1820



many errors occur in system prediction, and xL be
the output of the top-most sub-layer. Then from
the chain rule of back propagation we obtain:

∂E
∂xl

=
∂E
∂xL

∂xL
∂xl

(16)

To analyze it, we can directly decompose ∂xL
∂xl

layer by layer:

∂xL
∂xl

=
∂xL
∂xL−1

∂xL−1
∂xL−2

. . .
∂xl+1

∂xl
. (17)

Consider two adjacent layers as Eq.10 and Eq. 11,
we have:

∂xl+1

∂xl
=
∂xl+1

∂yl

∂yl
∂xl

=
∂f(yl)

∂yl

(
1 +

∂F(xl; θl)

∂xl

) (18)

For post-norm Transformer, it is easy to know
∂fpost(yl)

∂yl
= ∂LN(yl)

∂yl
according to Eq.(14). Then

put Eq.(17) and (18) into Eq.(16) and we can ob-
tain the differential L w.r.t. xl:

∂E
∂xl

=
∂E
∂xL

×
L−1∏

k=l

∂LN(yk)

∂yk
×

L−1∏

k=l

(
1 +

∂F(xk; θk)

∂xk

)
(19)

Eq.(19) indicates that the number of product terms
grows linearly with L, resulting in prone to gradi-
ent vanishing or explosion.

However, for pre-norm Transformer, instead
of decomposing the gradient layer by layer in
Eq. (17), we can use the good nature that xL =
xl +

∑L−1
k=l Fpre(xk; θk) by recursively using

Eq. (13):

xL = xL−1 + Fpre(xL−1; θL−1)
= xL−2 + Fpre(xL−2; θL−2) + Fpre(xL−1; θL−1)
· · ·

= xl +
L−1∑

k=l

Fpre(xk; θk)

(20)

In this way, we can simplify Eq.(17) as:

∂xL
∂xl

= 1 +
L−1∑

k=l

∂Fpre(xk; θk)
∂xl

(21)

Due to ∂fpre(yl)
∂yl

= 1, we can put Eq. (21) into
Eq. (16) and obtain:

∂E
∂xl

=
∂E
∂xL

×
(

1 +
L−1∑

k=l

∂Fpre(xk; θk)
∂xl

)

=
∂E
∂xL

×
(

1 +

L−1∑

k=l

∂F(LN(xk); θk)

∂xl

)

(22)

B Training Hyper-parameters for Deep
Models

Model Batch Upd. Lr Wu. PPL
post 4096 100k 7e−4 4k 4.85
post 8192 50k 2e−3 16k *
post-20L 4096 100k 7e−4 4k *
post-20L 8192 50k 2e−3 16k *
pre 4096 100k 1e−3 8k 4.88
pre 8192 50k 2e−3 16k 4.86
pre-20L 4096 100k 1e−3 8k 4.68
pre-20L 8192 50k 2e−3 16k 4.60

Table 7: Hyper-parameter selection for shallow and
deep models based on perplexity on validation set for
English-German translation. “post-20L” is short for
post-norm Transformer with a 20-layer encoder. Sim-
ilarly, “pre-20L” denotes the pre-norm Transformer
case. * indicates that the model failed to train.

We select hyper-parameters by measuring per-
plexity on the validation set of WMT En-De
task. We compare the effects of hyper-parameters
in both shallow networks (6 layers) and deep
networks (20 layers). We use the standard hyper-
parameters for both models as the baselines.
More concretely, for post-norm Transformer-
Base, we set batch/update/lr/warmup to
4096/100k/7×10−4/4k as the original Trans-
former, while for pre-norm Transformer-Base, the
configuration is 4096/100k/10−3/8k as suggested
in tensor2tensor. As for deep models, we uni-
formly use the setting of 8192/50k/2×10−3/16k.
Note that while we use a 2X larger batch size for
deep models, we reduce a half of the number of
updates. In this way, the amount of seen training
data keeps the same in all experiments. A larger
learning rate is used to speed up convergence
when we use large batch. In addition, we found
simultaneously increasing the learning rate and
warmup steps worked best.

Table 7 report the results. First of all, we can see
that post-norm Transformer failed to train when
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the network goes deeper. Worse still, the shal-
low network also failed to converge when switch-
ing to the setting of deep networks. We attribute
it to post-norm Transformer being more sensitive
to the large learning rate. On the contrary, in the
case of either a 6-layer encoder or a 20-layer en-
coder, the pre-norm Transformer benefits from the
larger batch and learning rate. However, the gain
under deep networks is larger than that under shal-
low networks.
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Abstract

Users of machine translation systems may de-
sire to obtain multiple candidates translated
in different ways. In this work, we attempt
to obtain diverse translations by using sen-
tence codes to condition the sentence gener-
ation. We describe two methods to extract
the codes, either with or without the help of
syntax information. For diverse generation,
we sample multiple candidates, each of which
conditioned on a unique code. Experiments
show that the sampled translations have much
higher diversity scores when using reasonable
sentence codes, where the translation quality
is still on par with the baselines even under
strong constraint imposed by the codes. In
qualitative analysis, we show that our method
is able to generate paraphrase translations with
drastically different structures. The proposed
approach can be easily adopted to existing
translation systems as no modification to the
model is required.

1 Introduction

When using machine translation systems, users
may desire to see different candidate translations
other than the best one. In this scenario, users usu-
ally expect the system to show candidates with dif-
ferent sentence structures.

To obtain diverse translations, conventional
neural machine translation (NMT) models allow
one to sample translations using the beam search
algorithm, however, they usually share similar
sentence structures. Recently, various methods (Li
et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2018) are proposed for di-
verse generation. These methods encourage the
model to use creative vocabulary to achieve high
diversity. Although producing creative words ben-
efits tasks in the dialog domain, when applied
to machine translation, it can hurt the translation
quality by changing the original meaning.

In this work, we are interested in generating
multiple valid translations with high diversity. To
achieve this, we propose to construct the codes
based on semantics-level or syntax-level informa-
tion of target-side sentences.

To generate diverse translations, we constrain
the generation model by specifying a particular
code as a semantic or syntactic assignment. More
concretely, we prefix the target-side sentences
with the codes. Then, an NMT model is trained
with the original source sentences and the prefixed
target sentences. As the model generates tokens
in left-to-right order, the probability of emitting
each word is predicted conditioned on the assigned
code. As each assignment is supposed to corre-
spond to a sentence structure, the candidate trans-
lations sampled with different assignments are ex-
pected to have high diversity.

We can think such model as a mixture-of-expert
translation model where each expert is capable of
producing translations with a certain style indi-
cated by the code. In the inference time, code as-
signments are given to the model so that a selec-
tion of experts are picked to generate translations.

The key question is how to extract such sentence
codes. Here, we explore two approaches. First, a
simple unsupervised method is tested, which clus-
ters the sentence embeddings and use the cluster
ids as the code assignments. Next, to capture only
the structural variation of sentences, we turn to
syntax. We encode the structure of constituent
parse trees into discrete codes with a tree auto-
encoder.

Experiments on two machine translation
datasets show that a set of highly diverse transla-
tions can be obtained with reasonable mechanism
for extracting the sentence codes, while the
sampled candidates still have BLEU scores on par
with the baselines.
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2 Proposed Approach

2.1 Extracting Sentence Codes

Our approach produces diverse translations by
conditioning sentence generation with the sen-
tence codes. Ideally, we would like the codes to
capture the information about the sentence struc-
tures rather than utterances. To extract such codes
from target sentences, we explore two methods.

Semantic Coding Model The first method ex-
tracts sentence codes from unsupervisedly learned
semantic information. We cluster the sentence em-
beddings produced by pre-trained models into a
fixed number of clusters, then use the cluster ids
as discrete priors to condition the sentence gener-
ation. In this work, we test two semantic coding
models. The first model is based on BERT (De-
vlin et al., 2018), where the vectors corresponding
to the “[CLS]” token are clustered.

The second model produces sentence embed-
dings by averaging FastText word embeddings
(Bojanowski et al., 2017). Comparing to the hid-
den states of BERT, word embeddings are ex-
pected to contain less syntactic information as the
word order is ignored during training.

Syntactic Coding Model To explicitly capture
the syntactic diversity, we also consider to derive
the sentence codes from the parse trees produced
by a constituency parser. As the utterance-level
information is not desired, the terminal nodes are
removed from the parse trees.

To obtain the sentence codes, we use a
TreeLSTM-based auto-encoder similar to Socher
et al. (2011), which encodes the syntactic infor-
mation into a single discrete code. As illustrated
in Fig. 1 (a), a TreeLSTM cell (Tai et al., 2015)
computes a recurrent state based on a given input
vector and the states of Ni child nodes:

hi = fcell(xi, hi1, hi2, ..., hiNi ; θ). (1)

The tree auto-encoder model is shown in Fig. 1
(c), where the encoder computes a latent tree rep-
resentation. As the decoder has to unroll the vec-
tor representation following a reversed tree struc-
ture to predict the non-terminal labels, the stan-
dard TreeLSTM equation cannot be directly ap-
plied. To compute along the reversed tree, we
modify Eq. 1 for computing the hidden state of the
j-th child node given the parent-node state hi:

hij = fdec(hi; θj), (2)

self-attention
feed-forward Nx

(b) source encoder (c) tree auto-encoder

mean pool

discrete code

+

+

NP VP

NPVBD

S

VP

VBD NP

NP

S

the cat bit him

(a) TreeLSTM cell

Label

hi1
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Figure 1: Architecture of the TreeLSTM-based auto-
encoder with a discretization bottleneck for learning
the sentence codes.

where the internal implementation of the recurrent
function is same as Eq. 1, however, each node has
a different parameterization depending on its posi-
tion among siblings. Note that in the decoder side,
no input vectors are fed to the recurrent computa-
tion. Finally, the decoder states are used to predict
target labels, whereas the model is optimized with
cross-entropy loss.

As the source sentence already provides hints
on the target-side sentence structure, we feed the
source information to the tree auto-encoder to en-
courage the latent representation to capture the
syntax that cannot be inferred from the source sen-
tence. To obtain the sentence codes from the latent
tree representation, we apply improved semantic
hashing (Kaiser and Bengio, 2018) to the hidden
state of the root node, which discretizes the vec-
tor into a 8-bit code (binary vector). When per-
forming improved semantic hashing, the forward
pass computes two operations: binarization and
saturated sigmoid, resulting in two vectors. One
of these two vectors are randomly selected for
the next computation. However, in the backward
pass, the gradient always flows through the vector
produced by saturated sigmoid. As the model is
trained together with the bottleneck, the codes are
optimized directly to minimize the loss function.
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2.2 Diverse Generation with Code
Assignment

Once we obtain the sentence codes, we prefix the
target-side sentences in the training data with the
corresponding codes. The resultant target sentence
has a form of “〈c12〉 〈eoc〉 Here is a translation.”.
The “〈eoc〉” token separates the code and words.

We train a regular NMT model with the modi-
fied training dataset. To generate diverse transla-
tions, we first obtain top-K codes from the proba-
bility distribution of code prediction. In detail, we
selectK sentence codes with the highest probabil-
ities. Then, conditioning on each code, we let the
beam search continue to generate the sentence, re-
sulting in K translations conditioned on different
codes.

3 Related Work

Existing works for diverse text generation can be
categorized into two major categories. The ap-
proaches in the first categoriy sample diverse se-
quences by varying a hidden representation. Jain
et al. (2017) generates diverse questions by in-
jecting Gaussian noise to the latent in a VAE for
encouraging the creativity of results. Xu et al.
(2018) learns K shared decoders, conditioned on
different pattern rewriting embeddings. The for-
mer method is evaluated by assessing the ability
of generating unique and unseen results, whereas
the latter is evaluated with the number of unique
uni/bi-grams and the divergence of word distri-
butions produced by different decoders. Inde-
pendent to this work, Shen et al. (2019) also ex-
plores mixture-of-expert models with an ensemble
of learners. The paper discusses multiple training
strategies and found the multiple choice learning
works best.

The second category of approaches attempts to
improve the diversity by improving decoding algo-
rithms. Li et al. (2016) modifies the scoring func-
tion in beam search to encourage the algorithm
to promote hypotheses containing words from dif-
ferent ancestral hypotheses, which is also evalu-
ated with the number of unique uni/bi-grams. Ku-
likov et al. (2018) uses an iterative beam search
approach to generate diverse dialogs.

Comparing to these works, we focus on generat-
ing translations with different sentence structures.
We still use beam search to search for best words
in every decoding steps under the constraint of
code assignment. Our approach also comes with

the advantage that no modification to the NMT
model architecture is required.

4 Experiments

4.1 Experimental Settings

We evaluate our models on two machine transla-
tion datasets: ASPEC Japanese-to-English dataset
(Nakazawa et al., 2016) and WMT14 German-
to-English dataset. The datasets contain 3M and
4.5M bilingual pairs respectively. For the ASPEC
Ja-En dataset, we use the Moses toolkit (Koehn
et al., 2007) to tokenize the English side and Kytea
(Neubig et al., 2011) to tokenize the Japanese side.
After tokenization, we apply byte-pair encoding
(Sennrich et al., 2016) to segment the texts into
subwords, forcing the vocabulary size of each lan-
guage to be 40k. For WMT14 De-En dataset, we
use sentencepiece (Kudo and Richardson, 2018) to
segment the words to ensure a vocabulary size of
32k.

In evaluation, we report tokenized BLEU for
ASPEC Ja-En dataset. For WMT14 De-En
dataset, BLEU scores are generated using Sacre-
Bleu toolkit (Post, 2018). For models that produce
sentence codes during decoding, the codes are re-
moved from translation results before evaluating
BLEU scores.

4.2 Obtaining Sentence Codes

For the semantic coding model based on BERT, we
cluster the hidden state of “[CLS]” token into 256
clusters with k-means algorithm. The cluster ids
are then used as sentence codes. For models using
FastText Embeddings, pre-trained vectors (Com-
mon Crawl, 2M words) are used. Please note
that the number of clusters is a hyperparameter,
here we choose the number of clusters to match
the number of unique codes in the syntax-based
model.

To train the syntax coding model, we parse
target-side sentences with Stanford CFG parser
(Klein and Manning, 2003). The TreeLSTM-
based auto-encoder is implemented with DGL,1

which is trained using AdaGrad optimizer for
faster convergence. We found it helpful to pre-
train the model without the discretization bottle-
neck for achieving higher label accuracy.

1https://www.dgl.ai/
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Model BLEU Oracle DP

ASPEC Ja→ En
Transformer Baseline 27.1 - 22.4
+Diverse Dec (Li et al., 2016) 26.9 - 26.2

+ Random Codes 27.0 - 4.9
+ Semantic Coding (BERT) 26.8 28.8 30.6
+ Semantic Coding (FastText) 27.3 28.5 31.1
+ Syntactic Coding 27.4 29.5 39.8

WMT14 De→ En
Transformer Baseline 29.4 - 28.2
+Diverse Dec (Li et al., 2016) 29.1 - 31.0

+ Random Codes 29.5 - 3.8
+ Semantic Coding (BERT) 29.3 29.4 21.7
+ Semantic Coding (FastText) 28.5 29.2 28.8
+ Syntactic Coding 29.3 30.7 33.0

Table 1: Results for different approaches. The
BLEU(%) are reported for the first sampled candi-
date. Oracle BLEU scores are produced with reference
codes. Diversity scores (DP) are evaluated with Eq. 3.

4.3 Quantitive Evaluation of Diversity
As we are interested in the diversity among sam-
pled candidates, the diversity metric based on the
divergence between word distributions (Xu et al.,
2018) can not be applied in this case. In order
to qualitatively evaluate the diversity of generated
translations, we propose to use a BLEU-based dis-
crepancy metric. Suppose Y is a list of candidate
translations, we compute the diversity score with

DP(Y ) =
1

|Y |(|Y | − 1)

∑

y∈Y

∑

y′∈Y,y′ 6=y

1−∆(y, y′), (3)

where ∆(y, y′) returns the BLEU score of two
candidates. The equation gives a higher diversity
score when each candidate contains more unique
n-grams.

4.4 Experiment Results
We use Base Transformer architecture (Vaswani
et al., 2017) for all models. The results are summa-
rized in Table 1. We sample three candidates with
different models, and report the averaged diversity
score. The BLEU(%) is reported for the candi-
date with highest confidence (log-probability). A
detailed table with BLEU scores of all three can-
didates can be found in supplementary material,

Tg以上の温度で Iを消去できた。 (Japanese)

A

1. It is possible to eliminate I at

temperatures above Tg .

2. It is possible to eliminate I at

temperatures higher than Tg .

3. It is possible to eliminate I at the

temperature above Tg .

B

1. above Tg , I was able to be eliminated .

2. It was found that the photoresists were

eliminated at temperatures above Tg .

3. at the temperature above Tg , I was able

to be eliminated .

C

1. I could be eliminated at temperatures

above Tg .

2. I was removed at temperatures above Tg .

3. It was possible to eliminate I at

temperatures above Tg .

Table 2: A comparison of candidates produced by
beam search (A), semantic coding model based on
BERT (B) and syntactic coding model (C) in Ja-En task

where the BLEU scores of the second and third
candidates are on par with the baseline.

We compare the proposed approach to three
baselines. The first baseline samples three candi-
dates using standard beam search. We also tested
the diverse decoding approach (Li et al., 2016).
The coefficient γ is chosen to maximize the diver-
sity with no more than 0.5 BLEU degradation. The
third baseline uses random codes for conditioning.

As shown in the table, the model based on
BERT sentence embeddings achieves higher diver-
sity in ASPEC dataset, which contains only formal
texts. However, it fails to deliver similar results
in WMT14 dataset, which is more informal. This
may be due to the difficulty in clustering BERT
vectors which were never trained to work with
clustering. The model using FastText embeddings
is shown to be more robust across the datasets, al-
though it also fails to outperform the diverse de-
coding baseline in WMT14 dataset.

In contrast, syntax-based models achieve much
higher diversity in both datasets. We found the
results generated by this model has more diverse
structures rather than word choices. By compar-
ing the BLEU scores, no significant degradation is
observed in translation quality. As a control exper-
iment, using random codes does not contributes to
the diversity. As a confirmation that the sentence
codes have strong impact on sentence generation,
the models using codes derived from references
(oracle codes) achieve much higher BLEU scores.
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5 Analysis and Conclusion

Table 2 gives samples of the candidate translations
produced by the models conditioning on different
discrete codes, compared to the candidates pro-
duced by beam search. We can see that the can-
didate translations produced by beam search has
only minor grammatical differences. In contrast,
the translation results sampled with the syntactic
coding model have drastically different grammars.
By examining the results, we found the syntax-
based model tends to produce one translation in
active voice and another in passive voice.

To summarize, we show a diverse set of trans-
lations can be obtained with sentence codes when
a reasonable external mechanism is used to pro-
duce the codes. When a good syntax parser exists,
the syntax-based approach works better in terms of
diversity. The source code for extracting discrete
codes from parse trees will be publicly available.
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Abstract
We present a simple new method where an
emergent NMT system is used for simultane-
ously selecting training data and learning in-
ternal NMT representations. This is done in
a self-supervised way without parallel data,
in such a way that both tasks enhance each
other during training. The method is lan-
guage independent, introduces no additional
hyper-parameters, and achieves BLEU scores
of 29.21 (en2fr) and 27.36 (fr2en) on new-
stest2014 using English and French Wikipedia
data for training.

1 Introduction

Neural machine translation (NMT) has brought
major improvements in translation quality (Cho
et al., 2014; Bahdanau et al., 2014; Vaswani et al.,
2017). Until recently, these relied on the avail-
ability of high-quality parallel corpora. As such
corpora exist only for a few high-resource lan-
guage combinations, overcoming this constraint
by either extracting parallel data from non-parallel
sources or developing unsupervised techniques in
NMT is crucial to cover all languages.

Obtaining comparable corpora is becoming eas-
ier (Paramita et al., 2019) and extracting par-
allel sentences from them a wide research field.
Most of the methods estimate similarities between
fragments to select pairs. Here we focus on
similarities estimated from NMT representations.
The strength of NMT embeddings as semantic
representations was first shown qualitatively in
Sutskever et al. (2014); Ha et al. (2016) and John-
son et al. (2017), and used for estimating semantic
similarities at sentence level in España-Bonet and
Barrón-Cedeño (2017) for example. In a system-
atic study, España-Bonet et al. (2017) show that
cosine similarities between context vectors dis-
criminate between parallel and non-parallel sen-
tences already in the first stages of training. Other

approaches perform max-pooling over encoder
outputs (Schwenk, 2018; Artetxe and Schwenk,
2018) or calculate the mean of word embeddings
(Bouamor and Sajjad, 2018) to extract pairs.

On the other hand, unsupervised NMT is now
achieving impressive results using large amounts
of monolingual data and small parallel lexicons
(Lample et al., 2018a; Artetxe et al., 2018b; Yang
et al., 2018). These systems rely on very strong
language models and back-translation, and build
complex architectures that combine denoising au-
toencoders, back-translation steps and shared en-
coders among languages. The most successful
architectures also use SMT phrase tables, stand-
alone or in combination with NMT (Lample et al.,
2018b; Artetxe et al., 2018a).

In our approach, we propose a new and sim-
pler method without a priori parallel corpora. Our
premise is that NMT systems —either sequence to
sequence models with RNNs, transformers, or any
architecture based on encoder–decoder models—
already learn strong enough representations of
words and sentences to judge on-line if an input
sentence pair is useful or not. Our approach re-
sembles self-supervised learning (Raina et al.,
2007; Bengio et al., 2013), i.e. learning a pri-
mary task where labelled data is not directly avail-
able but where the data itself provides a supervi-
sion signal for another auxiliary task which lets
the network learn the primary one. In our case
this comes with a twist: we find cross-lingually
close sentences as an auxiliary task for learning
MT and learning MT as an auxiliary task for find-
ing cross-lingually close sentences in a mutually
self-supervised loop: in effect a doubly virtuous
circle.

Our approach is also related to unsupervised
NMT but differs in important aspects: since in
our case there is no back-translation involved, the
original corpus must contain similar sentences,
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therefore the use of comparable corpora is recom-
mended to speed up the training.

In the following, we describe the approach (Sec-
tion 2) and the experiments in which it is going to
be tested (Section 3). Section 4 reviews the results
and, finally, we summarise and sketch future work
in Section 5.

2 Joint Model Architecture

Without loss of generality, we consider a bidirec-
tional NMT system {L1, L2}→{L1, L2} where
the encoder and decoder have the information of
both languages L1 and L2. The bidirectionality
is simply achieved by tagging the source sentence
with the target language as done by Johnson et al.
(2017) in their multilingual systems and inputting
sentence pairs in both directions. Two dimensions
determine our architectures: (i) the specific repre-
sentation of an input sentence, and (ii) the similar-
ity or score function for an input sentence pair.

We focus on two different embedding spaces in
the encoder to build semantic sentence represen-
tations: the sum of word embeddings (Ce) and the
hidden states of an RNN or the encoder outputs of
a transformer (Ch). We define:

Ce =
T∑

t=1

et, Ch =
T∑

t=1

ht, (1)

where et is the word embedding at time step t and
ht its hidden state (RNN) or encoder output (trans-
former). In case ht is an RNN hidden state, it is
further defined by the concatenation of its forward
and backward component hRNN

t = [
−→
h t;
←−
h t].

These representations are used to score input
sentence pairs. We study two functions for sen-
tence selection with the aim of exploring whether
a threshold-free selection method is viable.

Let SL1 and SL2 be the vector representations
for each sentence of a pair (either Ce or Ch). The
cosine similarity of a sentence pair is calculated
as the dot product of their representations:

sim(SL1, SL2) =
SL1 · SL2
‖SL1‖ ‖SL2‖

, (2)

which is bounded in the [-1, 1] range. However,
the threshold to decide when to accept a pair is
not straightforward and might depend on the lan-
guage pair and the corpus (España-Bonet et al.,
2017; Artetxe and Schwenk, 2018). Besides, even
if the measure does not depend on the length of the

sentences, it might be scaled differently for differ-
ent sentences. To solve this, Artetxe and Schwenk
(2018) proposed a margin-based function:

margin(SL1, SL2) =

sim(SL1, SL2)

avrkNN(SL1, Pk)/2 + avrkNN(SL2, Qk)/2
, (3)

where avrkNN(X,Yk) corresponds to the average
similarity between a sentence X and kNN(X), its
k nearest neighbors Yk in the other language:

avrkNN(X,Yk) =
∑

Y ∈kNN(X)

sim(X,Y )

k
. (4)

This scoring method penalises sentences which
have a generally high cosine similarity with sev-
eral candidates. Following Artetxe and Schwenk
(2018), we use k = 4 in our experiments.

In the selection process that follows, we con-
sider four strategies. In all of them, sim(SL1, SL2)
and margin(SL1, SL2) can be used for scoring.

(i) Threshold dependent. We find the highest
scoring target sentence for each source sentence
(pair i) as well as the highest scoring source for
each target sentence (pair j) for either represen-
tation S=Ch or S=Ce (systems H and E respec-
tively in the experiments). Since often i 6= j,
the process is not symmetric and only pairs that
have been matched during selection in both lan-
guage directions are accepted to the candidate list.
A threshold is empirically determined to filter out
false positives.

(ii) High precision, medium recall. (system P )
We apply the same methodology as before, but we
use both representations S=Ch and S=Ce. Only
pairs that have been matched during selection in
both language directions and both representation
types are accepted to the candidate list. Ch and
Ce turn out to be complementary and this further
restriction allows us to get rid of the threshold, and
the sentence selection becomes parameter-free.

(iii) Medium precision, high recall. (systemR)
The combination of representations is a key point
for a threshold-free method, but the final selec-
tion becomes very restrictive. In order to increase
recall, we are more permissive with the way we
select pairs and instead of taking only the high-
est scoring target sentence for each source sen-
tence we take the top-n (n=2 in our experiments).
We still use both representations and extend the
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number of candidates considered only for S=Ch,
which is the most restrictive factor at the begin-
ning of training.

(iv) Low precision, high recall. Generalisa-
tion of the previous strategy where we make the
method symmetric in source–target and Ch–Ce.

3 Experimental Setting

Data. We use Wikipedia (WP) dumps1 in En-
glish (en) and French (fr), and pre-process the
articles and split the text into sentences using the
Wikitailor toolkit2 (Barrón-Cedeño et al., 2015).
We further tokenise and truecase them using stan-
dard Moses scripts (Koehn et al., 2007) and ap-
ply a byte-pair encoding (Sennrich et al., 2016)
of 100 k merge operations trained on the concate-
nation of English and French data. We also re-
move duplicates and discard sentences with more
than 50 tokens for training the MT systems. We
fix these settings as a comparison point for all
the experiments even though smaller vocabularies
and longer sentences might imply the extraction
of more parallel sentences (see Section 4). We use
newstest2012 for validation and newstest2014 for
testing.

WP dumps are used for two different purposes
in our systems: (i) to calculate initial word embed-
dings and (ii) as training corpus. In the first case,
we use the complete editions (92 M sentences /
2.247 M tokens in en and 27 M / 652 M in fr).
In the second case, we select only the subset of
articles that can be linked among languages us-
ing Wikipedia’s langlinks with Wikitailor, i.e., we
only take an article if there is the equivalent article
in the other language. For this, the total amount of
sentences (tokens) is 12 M (318 M) for en and 8 M
(207 M) for fr.

Model Specifications. We implemented3 the ar-
chitecture described in Section 2 within the Open-
NMT toolkit (Klein et al., 2017) both for RNN and
Transformer encoders, and trained:

LSTMsimP: 1-layer bidirectional encoder with
LSTM units, additive attention, 512-dim word em-
beddings and hidden states, and an initial learning
rate (λ) of 0.5 with SGD. Ce and Ch are both used

1We use WP editions downloaded in Jan. 2015 from
https://dumps.wikimedia.org/

2https://github.com/cristinae/
WikiTailor

3https://github.com/ruitedk6/
comparableNMT

as representations in the high precision mode and
sim(SL1, SL2) as scoring function.

LSTMmargP: The same as LSTMsimP but
margin(SL1, SL2) as scoring function.

LSTMmargR: The same as LSTMmargP but Ce
and Ch are used in the high recall mode.

LSTMmargH: As LSTMmargP with Ch as only
representation. A hard threshold of 1.0 is used.

LSTMmargE: As LSTMmargP with Ce as only
representation. A hard threshold of 1.2 is used.

Transformer: Transformer base as defined
in Vaswani et al. (2017) with 6-layer encoder–
decoder with 8-head self-attention, 512-dim word
embeddings and a 2048-dim hidden feed-forward.
Adam optimisation with λ=2 and beta2=0.998;
noam λ decay with 8000 warm-up steps. Labels
are smoothed (ε=0.1) and a dropout mask (p=0.1)
is applied.

The five models described in the LSTM cate-
gory have transformer counterparts which follow
the same transformer base architecture.

All systems are trained on a single GPU GTX
TITAN using a batch size of 64 (LSTM) or 50
(transformer) sentences.

4 Results and Discussion

In order to train the 10 NMT systems, we initialise
the word embeddings following Artetxe et al.
(2017) using a seed dictionary of 2.591 numerals
automatically extracted from our Wikipedia edi-
tions, and feed the system directly with compa-
rable articles. This avoids the n × m explosion
of possible combinations of sentences, where n is
the number of sentences in L1 and m in L2. In
our approach, we input

∑
article ni ×mj sentence

pairs, that is, only all possible source–target sen-
tence combinations within two articles linked by
Wikipedia’s langlinks. Hence we miss the paral-
lel sentences in non-linked articles but we win in
speed.

Articles are input in lots4. For them, the ap-
propriate representation and scoring function are
applied. Sentence pairs accepted by the selec-
tion method within a lot are extracted. Whenever
enough parallel sentences are available to create a
training batch, a training step is performed. Em-
beddings are modified by back-propagation and

4Since margin(SL1, SL2) takes into account the k-
nearest neighbors of each sentence, small input lots lead to
scarce information when selecting pairs. Considering lots
with more than 15 sentences avoids the problem.
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Figure 1: Number of unique accepted sentence pairs
over the first 6 epochs for both margP systems. Points
are labeled with the difference between the average
margin scores of accepted and rejected pairs.

the next lot of articles is processed with the im-
proved representations. Notice that the extracted
pairs may therefore differ through iterations, since
it is the sentence representation at the specific
training step that is responsible for the selection.

Figure 1 shows the number of unique pairs se-
lected during the first six epochs of training for
both LSTMmargP and TransformermargP. The
number of accepted sentences increases through-
out the epochs, and so does the number of unique
sentences used in training. Especially the first it-
eration over the data set is vital for improving and
adapting the representations to the data itself. This
quadruples the number of unique sentences ac-
cepted in the second pass over the data. While
sentences are still able to pass from rejected to
accepted as training advances, the two distribu-
tions are pushed apart and the gap in average mar-
gin scores between the two distributions (∆) in-
creases as the representations get better at discrim-
inating. We observe curriculum learning in the
process: at the beginning (epoch 1) simple sen-
tences with anchors (mostly homographs such as
numbers, named entities, acronyms...) are selected
but as training progresses, complex semantically
equivalent sentences are extracted too. Curriculum
learning is important since once the capacity of a
neural architecture is exhausted, more data does
not improve the performance. This self-supervised
architecture not only selects the data but it does
it in the most useful way for the learning. It re-
mains to be checked whether smaller vocabular-
ies and therefore a larger number of common BPE
sub-units modifies the distribution of selected sen-
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Figure 2: BLEU scores of TransformermargP on new-
stest2014 as training progresses.

tences especially at the beginning of training.
These trends are common to all our models

with small nuances due to the concrete architec-
tures. Transformers generally accumulate more
unique pairs before convergence than their LSTM
counterparts for example, but other than this the
behaviour is the same. To validate our method,
we carry out a control experiment on parallel
data (Europarl) where we scramble the target sen-
tences, creating pseudo-comparable data with a
ratio of 1:5 between parallel and unrelated sen-
tences. On this data, we can measure precision
and recall and we observe how our approach pro-
gresses towards high values for these scores in
both margP and margR systems. These experi-
ments also validate the nomenclature used in Sec-
tion 2: TransformermargR reaches higher levels of
recall than TransformermargP (98.4% vs. 95.3%)
at the cost of a lower precision (73.9% vs. 94.7%).
The major increment in data through training leads
to a higher translation quality as measured by
BLEU, so extraction and training in a loop en-
hance each other’s performance. Figure 2 shows
the progressive improvement in translation perfor-
mance throughout the training process of system
TransformermargP and, again, the trend is general.

Table 1 summarises the final performance of
our 10 systems according to BLEU. The first
thing to point out is that the difference between
sim(SL1, SL2) and margin(SL1, SL2) is clear and
margin outperforms sim by more than 13 and 4
BLEU points for the LSTM and Transformer mod-
els respectively. The differences among the repre-
sentations used with the same scoring function are
not so big but still relevant. Single representation
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Corpus, BLEU
Reference en+fr sent. en2fr fr2en

(in millions)

Unsupervised NMT
Artetxe et al. (2018b) NCr13, 99+32 15.13 15.56
Lample et al. (2018a) WMT, 16+16 15.05 14.31
Yang et al. (2018) WMT, 16+16 16.97 15.58

Self-supervised NMT
LSTMsimP WP, 12+8 10.48 10.97
LSTMmargE WP, 12+8 13.71 14.26
LSTMmargH WP, 12+8 21.50 20.84
LSTMmargP WP, 12+8 23.64 22.95
LSTMmargR WP, 12+8 20.05 19.45
TransformersimP WP, 12+8 25.21 24.96
TransformermargE WP, 12+8 27.33 25.87
TransformermargH WP, 12+8 24.45 23.83
TransformermargP WP, 12+8 29.21 27.36
TransformermargR WP, 12+8 28.01 26.78

Unsupervised NMT+SMT
Artetxe et al. (2018a) NCr13, 99+32 26.22 25.87
Lample et al. (2018b) NCr17,358+69 28.10 27.20

Table 1: BLEU scores achieved on newstest2014 with
multi-bleu.perl. Training corpora differ by vari-
ous authors: News Crawl 2007–2013 (NCr13), 2007–
2017 (NCr17), the full WMT data and Wikipedia (WP).

models margE and margH (only word embed-
dings or encoder outputs) are 2–10 BLEU points
below systems that combine both representations.
It should be noted that such single representa-
tion systems can perform comparatively well (see
TransformermargH) if the threshold is optimally
set. However, this is not guaranteed even with
a preceding exploration of the threshold parame-
ter. In margP and margR, the combinations of
representations do not need such hyper-parameters
and achieve the best translation quality. The best
system, TransformermargP, focuses on extracting
parallel sentences with high precision and ob-
tains BLEU scores of 29.21 (en2fr) and 27.36
(fr2en) with a total of 2.4 M selected unique sen-
tence pairs. When increasing recall, too few new
parallel sentences are gained as compared to the
new false positives to improve the final translation,
and TransformermargR and LSTMmargR are ∼1–3
BLEU points below their medium recall counter-
parts. Notice that we do not include the Low pre-
cision, high recall strategy since the effect is even
more pronounced.

Table 1 also presents a comparison with related
work on unsupervised NMT. The comparison is
delicate because training corpora and methodol-
ogy differ. If we compare the final performance,
we observe that we achieve similar results with

less data (us vs. Lample et al. (2018b)); and when
the same order of magnitude of sentences is used
we obtain significantly better results (us vs. Lam-
ple et al. (2018a) and Yang et al. (2018)). The cru-
cial difference here is that in one case one needs
monolingual data, whereas we are using compara-
ble corpora.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We present a joint architecture to select data
and train NMT systems simultaneously using the
emerging NMT system itself to select the data.
This is a form of self-supervision alternating be-
tween two tasks that support each other in an in-
cremental fashion. We focus on data representa-
tion, an adequate function for the selection pro-
cess, and studying how to avoid additional hyper-
parameters that depend on the input corpus. The
key point of our approach is the combination of
a margin-based score with the intersection of sen-
tence representations for filtering the input corpus.

As future work, we will apply our methodology
to domain adaptation. In this setting, word embed-
dings and hidden layers are already initialised via
standard NMT training on parallel data and train-
ing is continued with an in-domain monolingual or
comparable corpus. Our architecture is also useful
for data selection in data rich language pairs and
we will perform experiments on cleaning noisy
parallel corpora.

In the same vain as unsupervised MT, we want
to continue our research by using back transla-
tion for rejected pairs and dealing with phrases
instead of full sentences. That will allow us to
extract more parallel text from a corpus and fa-
cilitate using these approaches for low-resourced
languages. Existing approaches make use of huge
amounts of monolingual (∼100 M, references in
Table 1) or comparable (∼10 M, this work) sen-
tences and these numbers are still far from what
one can gather in a truly low-resource scenario.
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Abstract

Previous work on end-to-end translation from
speech has primarily used frame-level fea-
tures as speech representations, which cre-
ates longer, sparser sequences than text. We
show that a naı̈ve method to create compressed
phoneme-like speech representations is far
more effective and efficient for translation than
traditional frame-level speech features. Specif-
ically, we generate phoneme labels for speech
frames and average consecutive frames with
the same label to create shorter, higher-level
source sequences for translation. We see im-
provements of up to 5 BLEU on both our high
and low resource language pairs, with a re-
duction in training time of 60%. Our improve-
ments hold across multiple data sizes and two
language pairs.

1 Introduction

The way translation input is represented has been
shown to impact performance as well as how
much data the model requires to train (Sennrich
et al., 2016; Salesky et al., 2018; Cherry et al.,
2018). The current standard approach for text-
based translation is to segment words into sub-
word units as a preprocessing step (Sennrich et al.,
2016). Clustering common character sequences
increases frequency of units in data and improves
generalization to new word forms and rare words.

End-to-end speech-to-text models are showing
competitive results (Weiss et al., 2017; Bansal
et al., 2018a,b; Bérard et al., 2018; Anastasopou-
los and Chiang, 2018), but so far have not com-
pared different ways to represent speech input.
Unlike text, where discrete trainable embeddings
are typically used, speech models typically use
continuous features extracted from sliding win-
dows (frames), held fixed during training. Frame-
level features yield significantly longer, more
sparsely-represented sequences than their text

equivalents, and so speech models stand to benefit
from learning compressed input representations.
Previous works have reduced sequence lengths to
make training more tractable through fixed-length
downsampling. However, phonemes are variable
lengths. Other work has shown promising results
using phonemic representations and unsupervised
term discovery from variable length sequences
in MT and other domains, but as discrete units
(Wilkinson et al., 2016; Bansal et al., 2017; Adams
et al., 2016; Kamper et al., 2016; Dalmia et al.,
2018b; Chung and Glass, 2018). Inspired by these
works, we explore higher-level continuous speech
embeddings for end-to-end speech translation.

Specifically, we use alignment methods to gen-
erate phoneme labels, and average consecutive
frames with the same label to create phoneme-
like feature vectors from variable numbers of
frames. We use the Fisher Spanish-English and
low-resource Mboshi-French datasets. We com-
pare performance on the full Fisher dataset to
smaller subsets as in Bansal et al. (2018b). As it
is not possible to train a high-performing recog-
nizer on many lower-resource tasks, we use a high-
resource model applied cross-lingually to create
phoneme labels for Mboshi. We show signifi-
cant performance improvements and reductions in
training time under all conditions, demonstrating
phoneme-informed speech representations are an
effective and efficient tool for speech translation.

2 Method

While frame-level Mel-frequency cepstral coef-
ficient (MFCC) and filterbank features are in-
formative, they create long, repetitive sequences
which take recurrent models many examples to
learn to model. Higher-level representations like
phonemes can create shorter, better-represented
input sequences to improve training efficiency and
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Figure 1: Example comparing number of frame-level
features (50) to phoneme alignments (8). We saw an
average reduction in sequence length of ∼80%.

model robustness. Here, we average frame-level
features within phoneme-like units to create one
representation from a variable number of frames,
using a trained speech recognizer and alignment.

We extract 40-dimensional Mel filterbank fea-
tures with per-speaker mean and variance nor-
malization using Kaldi (Povey et al., 2011). Us-
ing an HMM/DNN system trained on the full
Fisher Spanish dataset using the Kaldi (Povey
et al., 2011) recipe for Fisher Spanish, we compute
phoneme alignments using the triphone model
(tri3a). 50 phoneme labels are used, including
variants of silence, noise, and laughter. Within
each utterance, we average the feature vectors for
consecutive frames with the same label.

The above method requires a recognizer with
reasonable performance to perform alignment, not
possible in low-resource conditions. Therefore, for
Mboshi, we use a method that does not require
language-specific data to generate a phoneme-like
sequence. Specifically, we apply a Connectionist
Temporal Classification (CTC) model trained with
6000 hours of English data (notably, not a related
language), as described in Dalmia et al. (2018b)
with the features from Dalmia et al. (2018a). To
train this model, three frame-level features are
spliced together, so output labels apply to a span
of three frames. Labels comprise a set of 40
phonemes and the CTC ‘blank’ where the model
is uncertain. The CTC ‘blank’ transition label en-
ables all frames to be aligned to a label. As above,
we average the feature vectors for consecutive
frames with the same label within an utterance.

3 Model Architecture

As in Bansal et al. (2018a), we use a sequence-
to-sequence architecture inspired by Weiss et al.
but modified to train within available resources;
specifically, all models may be trained in less
than 5 days on one GPU. We build an encoder-
decoder model with attention in xnmt (Neubig
et al., 2018) with 512 hidden units throughout. We

use a 3-layer BiLSTM encoder. We do not use the
additional convolutional layers from Weiss et al.
and Bansal et al. to reduce temporal resolution, but
rather use network-in-network (NiN) projections
from previous work in sequence-to-sequence ASR
(Zhang et al., 2017; Sperber et al., 2018) to get the
same total 4× downsampling in time. This gives
the benefit of added depth with fewer parameters.
We compare our performance to these two works
in Section 5.1. We closely follow the LSTM/NiN
encoder used in Sperber et al. (2018) for ASR and
use the same training procedure, detailed in Ap-
pendix A. We use an MLP attention with 1 hid-
den layer with 128 units and 64-dimensional target
embeddings, though we use only 1 decoder hidden
layer as opposed to 3 or 4 in previous works. All
models use the same target preprocessing as previ-
ous work on this dataset: lowercasing and remov-
ing punctuation aside from apostrophes.

4 Datasets

Spanish-English. We use the Fisher Spanish
speech corpus (Graff et al.), which consists of 160
hours of telephone speech in multiple Spanish
dialects split into 138K utterances, translated
via crowdsourcing by Post et al. (2013). We use
the standard dev and test sets, each with ∼4k
utterances. We do not use dev2. Four reference
translations are used to score dev and test.

Mboshi-French. Mboshi is a Bantu language spo-
ken in the Republic of Congo with ∼160k speak-
ers. We use the Mboshi-French parallel corpus
(Godard et al., 2017) for our low-resource set-
ting, which contains <5 hours of speech split
into training and development sets of 4616 and
500 utterances respectively. This corpus does not
have a designated test set, so as in Bansal et al.
(2018b) we removed 200 randomly sampled utter-
ances from training for development data and use
the designated development set as test.

5 Results

5.1 Baseline

We first compare our model to previously reported
end-to-end neural speech translation results on the
Fisher Spanish-English task using frame-level fea-
tures. Table 1 shows our results on the full train-
ing set with comparisons to Weiss et al. (2017)
and Bansal et al. (2018a). Weiss et al.’s model is
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Weiss et al. Bansal et al. Ours
dev test dev test dev test

BLEU 46.5 47.3 29.5 29.4 32.4 33.7

Table 1: Single task end-to-end speech translation
BLEU scores on full dataset.

significantly deeper than ours, with 4 more en-
coder layers and 3 more decoder layers. After
more than two weeks of expensive multi-GPU
training, it reaches a 4-reference BLEU score of
47.3 on test. We, like Bansal et al. (2018a,b),
made modifications to our architecture and train-
ing schemes to train on a single GPU in approx-
imately five days. While Bansal et al. use words
on the target side to reduce time to convergence
at a slight performance cost, we are able to use
characters as in Weiss et al. by having a still shal-
lower architecture (2 fewer layers on both the en-
coder and decoder), which allows us to translate
to characters with approximately the same train-
ing time per epoch they observe with words (∼2
hours). We converge to a four-reference test BLEU
of 33.7, showing 3-4 BLEU improvements over
Bansal et al. (2018a) on dev and test. This demon-
strates that our model has reasonable performance,
providing a strong baseline before turning to our
targeted task comparing input representations.

5.2 Frames vs Phonemes

On our target task, we compare different subsets
of the data to see how our method compares un-
der different data conditions, using the full 160
hours as well as 40 and 20 hour subsets. Table 2
shows our results using frame vs phoneme-level
speech input. When we use our phoneme-like em-
beddings, we see relative performance improve-
ments of 13% on all data sizes, or up to 5.2 BLEU
on the full dataset. Further, in reducing source
lengths by ∼80%, training time is improved. We
saw an average reduction in training time of 61%,
which for the full dataset means we were able to
train our model in 39.5 hours rather than 118.2.

Frames Phonemes BLEU Time
Data dev test dev test ∆ ∆

Full 32.4 33.7 37.6 38.8 +5.2 –67%
40hr 19.5 17.4 21.0 19.8 +2.0 –52%
20hr 9.8 8.9 11.1 10.0 +1.2 –65%

Table 2: Comparison of frame vs phoneme input on
Spanish-English SLT, with average BLEU improve-
ment and average reduction in training time.

We compare our variable-length downsampling
to fixed-stride downsampling by striding input
frames. With a fixed stride of 2, performance de-
creases on 40 hours by ∼2 BLEU from 19.5 to
17.0 on dev and 17.4 to 15.6 on test. With a fixed
stride of 3, performance drops further to 13.7 and
11.8, respectively. By contrast, we saw improve-
ments of +2 BLEU on 40 hours using our variable-
length downsampling, though it lead to greater re-
ductions in the number of input feature vectors.
Clearly phoneme-informed reduction is far more
effective than fixed schedule downsampling.

5.3 Analysis

To better understand our improvements, we target
three points. Does making source and target se-
quence lengths more well-matched improve per-
formance? To test we compare target preprocess-
ing granularities. Second, reducing source lengths
will impact both the encoder and attention. To in-
vestigate, we look at both encoder downsampling
and ASR, where unlike MT, sequences are mono-
tonic. Finally, we look at our low-resource case,
Mboshi-French, where we must get phoneme la-
bels from a cross-lingual source.

Previous work on sequence-to-sequence speech
translation has used encoder downsampling of 4×,
while 8× is more common among sequence-to-
sequence ASR systems (Zhang et al., 2017), mo-
tivated by reducing parameters and creating more
one-to-one relationships between lengths of target
sequence (typically characters) and the final en-
coder states to which the model attends. We use
encoder downsampling of 4×, concatenating ad-
jacent states after each layer. Table 3 shows target
sequence lengths and results with different prepro-
cessing. By averaging frames per local phoneme
label in addition to encoder downsampling, source
sequence lengths are further reduced on average
by 79%, yielding final encoder state lengths of 22,
closest in length to 1k BPE targets (14) rather than
characters (50). Given that the 1k BPE model per-

Target Target Frames Phonemes
Preproc. Length dev test dev test

chars 50.2 18.8 17.3 20.0 18.4
1k bpe 13.7 19.5 17.4 21.0 19.8
10k bpe 10.6 16.2 14.7 18.4 17.5
words 10.4 16.4 14.6 18.2 17.4

Table 3: Comparing effects of target preprocessing with
different sources on BLEU, Spanish-English 40hr
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forms best, it does appear that more similar source
and target lengths boost performance.

For Spanish, we found that the mean number
of frames per phone was 7.6, while the median
was 6. Silence in this dataset skews these statistics
higher; silence-marked frames account for 10.7%
of phone occurrences. Reducing multiple frames
per phone to a single feature vector allows faster
parameter optimization, as shown by improve-
ments in early epochs in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Dev BLEU over training with frames vs
phonemes. Single-reference BLEU on 1k lines of dev.

We also compare the best phoneme models
without encoder downsampling; with reduced se-
quence lengths, this becomes more tractable to
train. On the full data, we see this improves our
scores slightly, from 37.6 to 38.1 on dev and 38.8
to 39.2 on test. We see further improvements on
40 hours (22.4 dev & 20.3 test), and on 20 hours,
similar dev performance but slight improvements
on test (10.3 dev & 9.6 test). It is possible that with
less data, the additional encoder parameters with-
out downsampling do not receive enough updates
to be well-trained.

To test whether the approach is a generally more
effective input representation or only an aid in the
particularly complex learning task of speech trans-
lation where it helps to reduce the distance be-
tween inputs and outputs, we apply our method
to ASR, where are alignments are monotonic. We
see similar levels of improvement, suggesting this
approach produces generally more effective input
representations: ∼18% relative improvements on
all three dataset sizes, or up to –9 absolute WER
on 40 and 20 hours, as detailed in Table 4. We
note that Weiss et al. (2017) reported 25.7, 23.2
on dev and test, respectively, with a considerably

larger network, which we are now able to match
on test. We note that this neural model also out-

Frames Phonemes WER Time
Data dev test dev test ∆ ∆

Full 33.4 30.0 28.0 23.4 –6.0 –43%
40hr 44.8 46.7 36.6 36.6 –9.2 –40%
20hr 56.3 59.1 48.2 49.1 –9.1 –50%

Table 4: Comparison of frame vs phoneme input on
Spanish ASR, with average reduction in WER and av-
erage reduction in training time.

performs the Kaldi models; the Kaldi model using
the tri3a alignments we use for phoneme bound-
aries yields 45.7 dev WER, and using more sophis-
ticated alignment models, achieves 29.8.

On our low-resource Mboshi task, we do not
have enough data to train a high-quality recog-
nizer to produce phoneme alignments. Instead, we
use a model from an unrelated language (English)
applied cross-lingually. With small training and
evaluation sets, scores are less stable and changes
must be taken with a grain of salt. We see very
low scores with frames, but still see improvements
with phonemes, though the labels were produced
by an English model. Bansal et al. (2018b) re-
ported 3.5 BLEU using frames, which they im-
proved to 7.1 by pretraining their encoder with 300
hours of English and decoder with 20 hours of
French. Creating phoneme-level embeddings, we
are able to get similar levels of improvement with-
out training the network on more data, though we
use an unadapted foreign language model.

Frames Phonemes
Data dev test dev test
Mboshi (chars) 0.0 0.0 5.2 3.6
Mboshi (1k bpe) 2.3 1.4 7.0 5.6
Mboshi (words) 1.8 1.4 7.8 5.9

Table 5: Comparison of frame vs phoneme input on
Mboshi-French SLT. Mboshi phoneme labels produced
with English CTC phoneme recognizer.

While LSTM-based sequence-to-sequence
models are able to learn from long, redundant
sequences, we show that they learn more ef-
ficiently and effectively across multiple data
conditions when given sequences reduced using
phoneme boundaries. This is evidenced by our
improvements across all data sizes, and significant
improvements in early epochs, shown in Figure 2.
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We compared two methods for alignment, an
HMM-based model and a CTC-based model, the
first applied monolingually and the second cross-
lingually. The CTC model yields blank alignments
for some frames, reducing the range of frames to
be averaged, though the center of mass often re-
mains the same. We hypothesize that this does not
greatly impact results, and previous work has ex-
plored using the middle HMM state for alignments
rather than all (Stuker et al., 2003), but this would
benefit from a more robust comparison. As well,
a deeper comparison of monolingual versus cross-
lingual alignments applied to a greater number of
test languages would be beneficial.

6 Conclusion

Previous work on end-to-end speech translation
has used frame-level speech features. We have
shown that a naı̈ve method to create higher-level
speech representations for translation can be more
effective and efficient than traditional frame-level
features. We compared two input representations
for two unrelated languages pairs, and a variety
of differently-resourced conditions, using both a
supervised alignment method and a cross-lingual
method for our low-resource case. Our method
does not introduce additional parameters: we hope
to motivate future work on learning speech repre-
sentations, with continued performance on lower-
resource settings if additional parameters are in-
troduced.
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A Appendix. LSTM/NiN Encoder and
Training Procedure Details

A.1 Encoder Downsampling Procedure

Weiss et al. (2017) and Bansal et al. (2018a)
use two strided convolutional layers atop three
bidirectional long short-term memory (LSTM)
(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) layers to
downsample input sequences in time by a total
factor of 4. Weiss et al. (2017) additionally down-
sample feature dimensionality by a factor of 3
using a ConvLSTM layer between their convo-
lutional and LSTM layers. This is in contrast to
the pyramidal encoder (Chan et al., 2016) from
sequence-to-sequence speech recognition, where
pairs of consecutive layer outputs are concatenated
before being fed to the next layer to halve the num-
ber of states between layers.

To downsample in time we instead use the
LSTM/NiN model used in Sperber et al. (2018)
and Zhang et al. (2017), which stacks blocks con-
sisting of an LSTM, a network-in-network (NiN)
projection, layer batch normalization and then a
ReLU non-linearity. NiN denotes a simple lin-
ear projection applied at every timestep, perform-
ing downsampling by a factor of 2 by concate-
nating pairs of adjacent projection inputs. The
LSTM/NiN blocks are extended by a final LSTM
layer for a total of three BiLSTM layers with
the same total downsampling of 4 as Weiss et al.
(2017) and Bansal et al. (2018a). These blocks
give us the benefit of added depth with fewer pa-
rameters.

A.2 Training Procedure

We follow the training procedure from Sperber
et al. (2018). The model uses variational recurrent
dropout with probability 0.2 and target charac-
ter dropout with probability 0.1 (Gal and Ghahra-
mani, 2016). We apply label smoothing (Szegedy
et al., 2016) and fix the target embedding norm to
1 (Nguyen and Chiang, 2018). For inference, we
use a beam size of 15 and length normalization
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with exponent 1.5. We set the batch size dynami-
cally depending on the input sequence length such
that the average batch size was 36. We use Adam
(Kingma and Ba, 2015) with initial learning rate of
0.0003, decayed by 0.5 when validation BLEU did
not improve over 10 epochs initially and 5 epochs
after the first decay. We do not use L2 weight
decay or Gaussian noise, and use a single model
replica. All models use the same preprocessing as
previous work on this dataset: lowercasing and re-
moving punctuation aside from apostrophes. We
use input feeding (Luong et al., 2015), and we ex-
clude utterances longer than 1500 frames to man-
age memory requirements.
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Abstract

We present the Visually Grounded Neural
Syntax Learner (VG-NSL), an approach for
learning syntactic representations and struc-
tures without explicit supervision. The model
learns by looking at natural images and read-
ing paired captions. VG-NSL generates con-
stituency parse trees of texts, recursively com-
poses representations for constituents, and
matches them with images. We define the
concreteness of constituents by their matching
scores with images, and use it to guide the
parsing of text. Experiments on the MSCOCO
data set show that VG-NSL outperforms var-
ious unsupervised parsing approaches that do
not use visual grounding, in terms of F1 scores
against gold parse trees. We find that VG-
NSL is much more stable with respect to the
choice of random initialization and the amount
of training data. We also find that the con-
creteness acquired by VG-NSL correlates well
with a similar measure defined by linguists. Fi-
nally, we also apply VG-NSL to multiple lan-
guages in the Multi30K data set, showing that
our model consistently outperforms prior un-
supervised approaches.1

1 Introduction

We study the problem of visually grounded syn-
tax acquisition. Consider the images in Figure 1,
paired with the descriptive texts (captions) in En-
glish. Given no prior knowledge of English, and
sufficient such pairs, one can infer the correspon-
dence between certain words and visual attributes,
(e.g., recognizing that “a cat” refers to the objects
in the blue boxes). One can further extract con-
stituents, by assuming that concrete spans of words
should be processed as a whole, and thus form the

∗HS and JM contributed equally to the work.
1 Project page: https://ttic.uchicago.edu/

˜freda/project/vgnsl

A cat stands under an umbrella.

A cat is on the ground.

A dog sits under an umbrella.

Figure 1: We propose to use image-caption pairs to
extract constituents from text, based on the assumption
that similar spans should be matched to similar visual
objects and these concrete spans form constituents.

constituents. Similarly, the same process can be
applied to verb or prepositional phrases.

This intuition motivates the use of image-text
pairs to facilitate automated language learning, in-
cluding both syntax and semantics. In this paper
we focus on learning syntactic structures, and pro-
pose the Visually Grounded Neural Syntax Learner
(VG-NSL, shown in Figure 2). VG-NSL acquires
syntax, in the form of constituency parsing, by
looking at images and reading captions.

At a high level, VG-NSL builds latent con-
stituency trees of word sequences and recursively
composes representations for constituents. Next,
it matches the visual and textual representations.
The training procedure is built on the hypothesis
that a better syntactic structure contributes to a
better representation of constituents, which then
leads to better alignment between vision and lan-
guage. We use no human-labeled constituency trees
or other syntactic labeling (such as part-of-speech
tags). Instead, we define a concreteness score of
constituents based on their matching with images,
and use it to guide the parsing of sentences. At test
time, no images paired with the text are needed.

We compare VG-NSL with prior approaches to
unsupervised language learning, most of which
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do not use visual grounding. Our first finding is
that VG-NSL improves over the best previous ap-
proaches to unsupervised constituency parsing in
terms of F1 scores against gold parse trees. We
also find that many existing approaches are quite
unstable with respect to the choice of random ini-
tialization, whereas VG-NSL exhibits consistent
parsing results across multiple training runs. Third,
we analyze the performance of different models
on different types of constituents, and find that
our model shows substantial improvement on noun
phrases and prepositional phrases which are com-
mon in captions. Fourth, VG-NSL is much more
data-efficient than prior work based purely on text,
achieving comparable performance to other ap-
proaches using only 20% of the training captions.
In addition, the concreteness score, which emerges
during the matching between constituents and im-
ages, correlates well with a similar measure defined
by linguists. Finally, VG-NSL can be easily ex-
tended to multiple languages, which we evaluate
on the Multi30K data set (Elliott et al., 2016, 2017)
consisting of German and French image captions.

2 Related Work

Linguistic structure induction from text. Re-
cent work has proposed several approaches for in-
ducing latent syntactic structures, including con-
stituency trees (Choi et al., 2018; Yogatama et al.,
2017; Maillard and Clark, 2018; Havrylov et al.,
2019; Kim et al., 2019; Drozdov et al., 2019) and
dependency trees (Shi et al., 2019), from the distant
supervision of downstream tasks. However, most
of the methods are not able to produce linguisti-
cally sound structures, or even consistent ones with
fixed data and hyperparameters but different ran-
dom initializations (Williams et al., 2018).

A related line of research is to induce latent
syntactic structure via language modeling. This
approach has achieved remarkable performance
on unsupervised constituency parsing (Shen et al.,
2018a, 2019), especially in identifying the bound-
aries of higher-level (i.e., larger) constituents. To
our knowledge, the Parsing-Reading-Predict Net-
work (PRPN; Shen et al., 2018a) and the Ordered
Neuron LSTM (ON-LSTM; Shen et al., 2019) cur-
rently produce the best fully unsupervised con-
stituency parsing results. One issue with PRPN,
however, is that it tends to produce meaningless
parses for lower-level (smaller) constituents (Phu
Mon Htut et al., 2018).

Over the last two decades, there has been ex-
tensive study targeting unsupervised constituency
parsing (Klein and Manning, 2002, 2004, 2005;
Bod, 2006a,b; Ponvert et al., 2011) and dependency
parsing (Klein and Manning, 2004; Smith and Eis-
ner, 2006; Spitkovsky et al., 2010; Han et al., 2017).
However, all of these approaches are based on lin-
guistic annotations. Specifically, they operate on
the part-of-speech tags of words instead of word
tokens. One exception is Spitkovsky et al. (2011),
which produces dependency parse trees based on
automatically induced pseudo tags.

In contrast to these existing approaches, we fo-
cus on inducing constituency parse trees with vi-
sual grounding. We use parallel data from another
modality (i.e., paired images and captions), instead
of linguistic annotations such as POS tags. We in-
clude a detailed comparison between some related
works in the supplementary material.

There has been some prior work on improv-
ing unsupervised parsing by leveraging extra sig-
nals, such as parallel text (Snyder et al., 2009),
annotated data in another language with parallel
text (Ganchev et al., 2009), annotated data in other
languages without parallel text (Cohen et al., 2011),
or non-parallel text from multiple languages (Co-
hen and Smith, 2009). We leave the integration of
other grounding signals as future work.

Grounded language acquisition. Grounded lan-
guage acquisition has been studied for image-
caption data (Christie et al., 2016a), video-caption
data (Siddharth et al., 2014; Yu et al., 2015), and
visual reasoning (Mao et al., 2019). However, ex-
isting approaches rely on human labels or rules for
classifying visual attributes or actions. Instead, our
model induces syntax structures with no human-
defined labels or rules.

Meanwhile, learning visual-semantic representa-
tions in a joint embedding space (Ngiam et al.,
2011) is a widely studied approach, and has
achieved remarkable results on image-caption re-
trieval (Kiros et al., 2014; Faghri et al., 2018; Shi
et al., 2018a), image caption generation (Kiros
et al., 2014; Karpathy and Fei-Fei, 2015; Ma et al.,
2015), and visual question answering (Malinowski
et al., 2015). In this work, we borrow this idea to
match visual and textual representations.

Concreteness estimation. Turney et al. (2011)
define concrete words as those referring to things,
events, and properties that we can perceive directly
with our senses. Subsequent work has studied
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Figure 2: VG-NSL consists of two modules: a textual module for inferring structures and representations for
captions, and a visual-semantic module for matching constituents with images. VG-NSL induces constituency
parse trees of captions by looking at images and reading paired captions.

word-level concreteness estimation based on text
(Turney et al., 2011; Hill et al., 2013), human judg-
ments (Silberer and Lapata, 2012; Hill and Ko-
rhonen, 2014a; Brysbaert et al., 2014), and multi-
modal data (Hill and Korhonen, 2014b; Hill et al.,
2014; Kiela et al., 2014; Young et al., 2014; Hessel
et al., 2018; Silberer et al., 2017; Bhaskar et al.,
2017). As with Hessel et al. (2018) and Kiela et al.
(2014), our model uses multi-modal data to esti-
mate concreteness. Compared with them, we define
concreteness for spans instead of words, and use it
to induce linguistic structures.

3 Visually Grounded Neural Syntax
Learner

Given a set of paired images and captions, our goal
is to learn representations and structures for words
and constituents. Toward this goal, we propose the
Visually Grounded Neural Syntax Learner (VG-
NSL), an approach for the grounded acquisition of
syntax of natural language. VG-NSL is inspired by
the idea of semantic bootstrapping (Pinker, 1984),
which suggests that children acquire syntax by first
understanding the meaning of words and phrases,
and linking them with the syntax of words.

At a high level (Figure 2), VG-NSL consists of
2 modules. First, given an input caption (i.e., a
sentence or a smaller constituent), as a sequence of
tokens, VG-NSL builds a latent constituency parse
tree, and recursively composes representations for
every constituent. Next, it matches textual represen-
tations with visual inputs, such as the paired image
with the constituents. Both modules are jointly
optimized from natural supervision: the model ac-
quires constituency structures, composes textual
representations, and links them with visual scenes,
by looking at images and reading paired captions.

3.1 Textual Representations and Structures
VG-NSL starts by composing a binary constituency
structure of text, using an easy-first bottom-up
parser (Goldberg and Elhadad, 2010). The compo-
sition of the tree from a caption of length n consists
of n−1 steps. Let X(t) = (x

(t)
1 ,x

(t)
2 , · · · ,x(t)

k ) de-
note the textual representations of a sequence of
constituents after step t, where k = n− t. For sim-
plicity, we use X(0) to denote the word embeddings
for all tokens (the initial representations).

At step t, a score function score(·; Θ), parameter-
ized by Θ, is evaluated on all pairs of consecutive
constituents, resulting in a vector score(X(t−1); Θ)
of length n− t:

score(X(t−1); Θ)j

, score
([

x
(t−1)
j ,x

(t−1)
j+1

]
; Θ
)
.

We implement score(·; Θ) as a two-layer feed-
forward network.

A pair of constituents
(
x
(t−1)
j∗ ,x

(t−1)
j∗+1

)
is sam-

pled from all pairs of consecutive constituents,
with respect to the distribution produced by a
softmax:2

Pr [j∗] =
exp

(
score

(
X(t−1); Θ

)
j∗

)

∑
j exp

(
score

(
X(t−1); Θ

)
j

) .

The selected pair is combined to form a single new
constituent. Thus, after step t, the number of con-
stituents is decreased by 1. The textual represen-
tation for the new constituent is defined as the L2-
normed sum of the two component constituents:

combine
(
x
(t−1)
j∗ ,x

(t−1)
j∗+1

)
,

x
(t−1)
j∗ + x

(t−1)
j∗+1∥∥∥x(t−1)

j∗ + x
(t−1)
j∗+1

∥∥∥
2

.

2 At test time, we take the argmax.
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Figure 3: An illustration of how VG-NSL composes a
constituency parse tree. At each step, the score func-
tion score is evaluated on all pairs of consecutive con-
stituents (dashed lines). Next, a pair of constituents is
sampled from all pairs w.r.t. a distribution computed by
the softmax of all predicted scores. The selected pair
of constituents is combined into a larger one, while the
other constituents remain unchanged (solid lines).

We find that using a more complex encoder for
constituents, such as GRUs, will cause the repre-
sentations to be highly biased towards a few salient
words in the sentence (e.g., the encoder encodes
only the word “cat” while ignoring the rest part of
the caption; Shi et al., 2018a; Wu et al., 2019). This
significantly degrades the performance of linguistic
structure induction.

We repeat this score-sample-combine process
for n − 1 steps, until all words in the input text
have been combined into a single constituent (Fig-
ure 3). This ends the inference of the constituency
parse tree. Since at each time step we combine two
consecutive constituents, the derived tree t contains
2n− 1 constituents (including all words).

3.2 Visual-Semantic Embeddings

We follow an approach similar to that of Kiros
et al. (2014) to define the visual-semantic embed-
ding (VSE) space for paired images and text con-
stituents. Let v(i) denote the vector representation
of an image i, and c

(i)
j denote the vector represen-

tation of the j-th constituent of its corresponding
text caption. During the matching with images, we
ignore the tree structure and index them as a list of
constituents. A function m(·, ·; Φ) is defined as the

matching score between images and texts:

m(v(i), c
(i)
j ; Φ) , cos(Φv, c)

where the parameter vector Φ aligns the visual and
textual representations into a joint space.

3.3 Training

We optimize the visual-semantic representations
(Φ) and constituency structures (Θ) in an alternat-
ing approach. At each iteration, given constituency
parsing results of caption, Φ is optimized for match-
ing the visual and the textual representations. Next,
given the visual grounding of constituents, Θ is op-
timized for producing constituents that can be bet-
ter matched with images. Specifically, we optimize
textual representations and the visual-semantic em-
bedding space using a hinge-based triplet ranking
loss:

L(Φ;V, C) =
∑

i,k 6=i,j,`

[
m(c

(k)
` ,v(i))−m(c

(i)
j ,v

(i)) + δ
]
+

+
∑

i,k 6=i,j

[
m(c

(i)
j ,v

(k))−m(c
(i)
j ,v

(i)) + δ
]
+
,

where i and k index over all image-caption pairs
in the data set, while j and ` enumerate all con-
stituents of a specific caption (c(i) and c(k), respec-
tively), V = {v(i)} is the set of image representa-
tions, C = {c(i)j } is the set of textual representa-
tions of all constituents, and δ is a constant margin,
[·]+ denotes max(0, ·). The loss L extends the loss
for image-caption retrieval of Kiros et al. (2014),
by introducing the alignments between images and
sub-sentence constituents.

We optimize textual structures via distant super-
vision: they are optimized for a better alignment
between the derived constituents and the images.
Intuitively, the following objective encourages ad-
jectives to be associated (combined) with the corre-
sponding nouns, and verbs/prepositions to be asso-
ciated (combined) with the corresponding subjects
and objects. Specifically, we use REINFORCE
(Williams, 1992) as the gradient estimator for Θ.
Consider the parsing process of a specific caption
c(i), and denote the corresponding image embed-
ding v(i). For a constituent z of c(i), we define its
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(visual) concreteness concrete(z,v(i)) as:

concrete(z,v(i)) =
∑

k 6=i,p

[
m(z,v(i))−m(c(k)p ,v(i))− δ′

]
+

+
∑

k 6=i

[
m(z,v(i))−m(z,v(k))− δ′

]
+
, (1)

where δ′ is a fixed margin. At step t, we define
the reward function for a combination of a pair of
constituents (x(t−1)

j , x(t−1)
j+1 ) as:

r(x
(t−1)
j ,x

(t−1)
j+1 ) = concrete(z,v(i)) (2)

where z , combine(x
(t−1)
j ,x

(t−1)
j+1 ). In plain

words, at each step, we encourage the model to
compose a constituent that maximizes the align-
ment between the new constituent and the corre-
sponding image. During training, we sample con-
stituency parse trees of captions, and reinforce each
composition step using Equation 2. During test, no
paired images of text are needed.

3.4 The Head-Initial Inductive Bias
English and many other Indo-European languages
are usually head-initial (Baker, 2001). For exam-
ple, in verb phrases or prepositional phrases, the
verb (or the preposition) precedes the complements
(e.g., the object of the verb). Consider the simple
caption a white cat on the lawn. While the asso-
ciation of the adjective (white) could be induced
from the visual grounding of phrases, whether the
preposition (on) should be associated with a white
cat or the lawn is more challenging to induce. Thus,
we impose an inductive bias to guide the learner
to correctly associate prepositions with their com-
plements, determiners with corresponding noun
phrases, and complementizers with the correspond-
ing relative clauses. Specifically, we discourage
abstract constituents (i.e., constituents that cannot
be grounded in the image) from being combined
with a preceding constituent, by modifying the orig-
inal reward definition (Equation 2) as:

r′(x(t−1)
j ,x

(t−1)
j+1 )

=
r(x

(t−1)
j ,x

(t−1)
j+1 )

λ · abstract(x(t−1)
j+1 ,v(i)) + 1

,
(3)

where λ is a scalar hyperparameter, v(i) is the im-
age embedding corresponding to the caption be-
ing parsed, and abstract denotes the abstractness

of the span, defined analogously to concreteness
(Equation 1):

abstract(z,v(i)) =
∑

k 6=i,p

[
m(c(k)p ,v(i))−m(z,v(i)) + δ′

]
+

+
∑

k 6=i

[
m(z,v(k))−m(z,v(i)) + δ′

]
+
,

The intuition here is that the initial heads for
prepositional phrases (e.g., on) and relative clauses
(e.g., which, where) are usually abstract words.
During training, we encourage the model to as-
sociate these abstract words with the succeeding
constituents instead of the preceding ones. It is
worth noting that such an inductive bias is language-
specific, and cannot be applied to head-final lan-
guages such as Japanese (Baker, 2001). We leave
the design of head-directionality inductive biases
for other languages as future work.

4 Experiments

We evaluate VG-NSL for unsupervised parsing
in a few ways: F1 score with gold trees, self-
consistency across different choices of random ini-
tialization, performance on different types of con-
stituents, and data efficiency. In addition, we find
that the concreteness score acquired by VG-NSL
is consistent with a similar measure defined by
linguists. We focus on English for the main experi-
ments, but also extend to German and French.

4.1 Data Sets and Metrics
We use the standard split of the MSCOCO data
set (Lin et al., 2014), following Karpathy and Fei-
Fei (2015). It contains 82,783 images for training,
1,000 for development, and another 1,000 for test-
ing. Each image is associated with 5 captions.

For the evaluation of constituency parsing, the
Penn Treebank (PTB; Marcus et al., 1993) is a
widely used, manually annotated data set. However,
PTB consists of sentences from abstract domains,
e.g., the Wall Street Journal (WSJ), which are not
visually grounded and whose linguistic structures
can hardly be induced by VG-NSL. Here we eval-
uate models on the MSCOCO test set, which is
well-matched to the training domain; we leave the
extension of our work to more abstract domains
to future work. We apply Benepar (Kitaev and
Klein, 2018),3 an off-the-shelf constituency parser

3 https://pypi.org/project/benepar
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with state-of-the-art performance (95.52 F1 score)
on the WSJ test set,4 to parse the captions in the
MSCOCO test set as gold constituency parse trees.
We evaluate all of the investigated models using
the F1 score compared to these gold parse trees.5

4.2 Baselines
We compare VG-NSL with various baselines for
unsupervised tree structure modeling of texts. We
can categorize the baselines by their training objec-
tive or supervision.

Trivial tree structures. Similarly to recent work
on latent tree structures (Williams et al., 2018; Phu
Mon Htut et al., 2018; Shi et al., 2018b), we include
three types of trivial baselines without linguistic
information: random binary trees, left-branching
binary trees, and right-branching binary trees.

Syntax acquisition by language modeling and
statistics. Shen et al. (2018a) proposes the
Parsing-Reading-Predict Network (PRPN), which
predicts syntactic distances (Shen et al., 2018b)
between adjacent words, and composes a binary
tree based on the syntactic distances to improve
language modeling. The learned distances can be
mapped into a binary constituency parse tree, by
recursively splitting the sentence between the two
consecutive words with the largest syntactic dis-
tance.

Ordered neurons (ON-LSTM; Shen et al., 2019)
is a recurrent unit based on the LSTM cell (Hochre-
iter and Schmidhuber, 1997) that explicitly regular-
izes different neurons in a cell to represent short-
term or long-term information. After being trained
on the language modeling task, Shen et al. (2019)
suggest that the gate values in ON-LSTM cells
can be viewed as syntactic distances (Shen et al.,
2018b) between adjacent words to induce latent
tree structures. ON-LSTM has the state-of-the-art
unsupervised constituency parsing performance on
the WSJ test set. We train both PRPN and ON-
LSTM on all captions in the MSCOCO training set
and use the models as baselines.

Inspired by the syntactic distance–based ap-
proaches (Shen et al., 2018a, 2019), we also in-
troduce another baseline, PMI, which uses negative

4 We also manually label the constituency parse trees for
50 captions randomly sampled from the MSCOCO test split,
where Benepar has an F1 score of 95.65 with the manual labels.
Details can be found in the supplementary material.

5 Following convention (Sekine and Collins, 1997), we re-
port the F1 score across all constituents in the data set, instead
of the average of sentence-level F1 scores.

pointwise mutual information (Church and Hanks,
1990) between adjacent words as the syntactic dis-
tance. We compose constituency parse trees based
on the distances in the same way as PRPN and
ON-LSTM.

Syntax acquisition from downstream tasks.
Choi et al. (2018) propose to compose binary con-
stituency parse trees directly from downstream
tasks using the Gumbel softmax trick (Jang et al.,
2017). We integrate a Gumbel tree-based caption
encoder into the visual semantic embedding ap-
proach (Kiros et al., 2014). The model is trained
on the downstream task of image-caption retrieval.

Syntax acquisition from concreteness estima-
tion. Since we apply concreteness information
to train VG-NSL, it is worth comparing against un-
supervised constituency parsing based on previous
approaches for predicting word concreteness. This
set of baselines includes semi-supervised estima-
tion (Turney et al., 2011), crowdsourced labeling
(Brysbaert et al., 2014), and multimodal estima-
tion (Hessel et al., 2018). Note that none of these
approaches has been applied to unsupervised con-
stituency parsing. Implementation details can be
found in the supplementary material.

Based on the concreteness score of words, we
introduce another baseline similar to VG-NSL.
Specifically, we recursively combine two consecu-
tive constituents with the largest average concrete-
ness, and use the average concreteness as the score
for the composed constituent. The algorithm gen-
erates binary constituency parse trees of captions.
For a fair comparison, we implement a variant of
this algorithm that also uses a head-initial inductive
bias and include the details in the appendix.

4.3 Implementation Details
Across all experiments and all models (including
baselines such as PRPN, ON-LSTM, and Gum-
bel), the embedding dimension for words and con-
stituents is 512. For VG-NSL, we use a pre-trained
ResNet-101 (He et al., 2016), trained on ImageNet
(Russakovsky et al., 2015), to extract vector em-
beddings for images. Thus, Φ is a mapping from a
2048-D image embedding space to a 512-D visual-
semantic embedding space. As for the score func-
tion in constituency parsing, we use a hidden di-
mension of 128 and ReLU activation. All VG-NSL
models are trained for 30 epochs. We use an Adam
optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with initial learn-
ing rate 5× 10−4 to train VG-NSL. The learning
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Model NP VP PP ADJP Avg. F1 Self F1

Random 47.3±0.3 10.5±0.4 17.3±0.7 33.5±0.8 27.1±0.2 32.4
Left 51.4 1.8 0.2 16.0 23.3 N/A
Right 32.2 23.4 18.7 14.4 22.9 N/A
PMI 54.2 16.0 14.3 39.2 30.5 N/A
PRPN (Shen et al., 2018a) 72.8±9.7 33.0±9.1 61.6±9.9 35.4±4.3 52.5±2.6 60.3
ON-LSTM (Shen et al., 2019) 74.4±7.1 11.8±5.6 41.3±16.4 44.0±14.0 45.5±3.3 69.3
Gumbel (Choi et al., 2018)† 50.4±0.3 8.7±0.3 15.5±0.0 34.8±1.6 27.9±0.2 40.1

VG-NSL (ours)† 79.6±0.4 26.2±0.4 42.0±0.6 22.0±0.4 50.4±0.3 87.1
VG-NSL+HI (ours)† 74.6±0.5 32.5±1.5 66.5±1.2 21.7±1.1 53.3±0.2 90.2
VG-NSL+HI+FastText (ours)*† 78.8±0.5 24.4±0.9 65.6±1.1 22.0±0.7 54.4±0.4 89.8

Concreteness estimation–based models

Turney et al. (2011)* 65.5 30.8 35.3 30.4 42.5 N/A
Turney et al. (2011)+HI* 74.5 26.2 47.6 25.6 48.9 N/A
Brysbaert et al. (2014)* 54.1 27.8 27.0 33.1 34.1 N/A
Brysbaert et al. (2014)+HI* 73.4 23.9 50.0 26.1 47.9 N/A
Hessel et al. (2018)† 50.9 21.7 32.8 27.5 33.2 N/A
Hessel et al. (2018)+HI† 72.5 34.4 65.8 26.2 52.9 N/A

Table 1: Recall of specific typed phrases, and overall F1 score, evaluated on the MSCOCO test split, averaged over
5 runs with different random initializations. We also include self-agreement F1 score (Williams et al., 2018) across
the 5 runs. ± denotes standard deviation. * denotes models requiring extra labels and/or corpus, and † denotes
models requiring a pre-trained visual feature extractor. We highlight the best number in each column among all
models that do not require extra data other than paired image-caption data, as well as the overall best number. The
Left, Right, PMI, and concreteness estimation–based models have no standard deviation or self F1 (shown as N/A)
as they are deterministic given the training and/or testing data.

rate is re-initialized to 2.5× 10−4 after 15 epochs.
We tune other hyperparameters of VG-NSL on the
development set using the self-agreement F1 score
(Williams et al., 2018) over 5 runs with different
choices of random initialization.

4.4 Results: Unsupervised Constituency
Parsing

We evaluate the induced constituency parse trees
via the overall F1 score, as well as the recall of
four types of constituents: noun phrases (NP), verb
phrases (VP), prepositional phrases (PP), and ad-
jective phrases (ADJP) (Table 1). We also evaluate
the robustness of models trained with fixed data
and hyperparameters, but different random initial-
ization, in two ways: via the standard deviation of
performance across multiple runs, and via the self-
agreement F1 score (Williams et al., 2018), which
is the average F1 taken over pairs of different runs.

Among all of the models which do not require
extra labels, VG-NSL with the head-initial induc-
tive bias (VG-NSL+HI) achieves the best F1 score.
PRPN (Shen et al., 2018a) and a concreteness
estimation-based baseline (Hessel et al., 2018) both

produce competitive results. It is worth noting that
the PRPN baseline reaches this performance with-
out any information from images. However, the
performance of PRPN is less stable than that of
VG-NSL across random initializations. In contrast
to its state-of-the-art performance on the WSJ full
set (Shen et al., 2019), we observe that ON-LSTM
does not perform well on the MSCOCO caption
data set. However, it remains the best model for ad-
jective phrases, which is consistent with the result
reported by Shen et al. (2019).

In addition to the best overall F1 scores, VG-
NSL+HI achieves competitive scores across most
phrase types (NP, VP and PP). Our models (VG-
NSL and VG-NSL+HI) perform the best on NP and
PP, which are the most common visually grounded
phrases in the MSCOCO data set. In addition, our
models produce much higher self F1 than the base-
lines (Shen et al., 2018a, 2019; Choi et al., 2018),
showing that they reliably produce reasonable con-
stituency parse trees with different initialization.

We also test the effectiveness of using pre-
trained word embeddings. Specifically, for VG-
NSL+HI+FastText, we use a pre-trained FastText
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Figure 4: F1 score and self F1 score with respect to the
amount of training data. All numbers are averaged over
5 runs with different random initialization.

embedding (300-D, Joulin et al., 2016), concate-
nated with a 212-D trainable embedding, as the
word embedding. Using pre-trained word embed-
dings further improves performance to an average
F1 of 54.4% while keeping a comparable self F1.

4.5 Results: Data Efficiency
We compare the data efficiency for PRPN (the
strongest baseline method), ON-LSTM, VG-NSL,
and VG-NSL+HI. We train the models using
1%, 2%, 5%, 10%, 20%, 50% and 100% of the
MSCOCO training set, and report the overall F1

and self F1 scores on the test set (Figure 4).
Compared to PRPN trained on the full training

set, VG-NSL and VG-NSL+HI reach comparable
performance using only 20% of the data (i.e., 8K
images with 40K captions). VG-NSL tends to
quickly become more stable (in terms of the self
F1 score) as the amount of data increases, while
PRPN and ON-LSTM remain less stable.

4.6 Analysis: Consistency with Linguistic
Concreteness

During training, VG-NSL acquires concreteness
estimates for constituents via Equation 1. Here, we
evaluate the consistency between word-level con-
creteness estimates induced by VG-NSL and those
produced by other methods (Turney et al., 2011;
Brysbaert et al., 2014; Hessel et al., 2018). Specifi-
cally, we measure the correlation between the con-

Model/method VG-NSL (+HI)

Turney et al. (2011) 0.74 0.72
Brysbaert et al. (2014) 0.71 0.71
Hessel et al. (2018) 0.84 0.85

Table 2: Agreement between our concreteness esti-
mates and existing models or labels, evaluated via the
Pearson correlation coefficient computed over the most
frequent 100 words in the MSCOCO test set, averaged
over 5 runs with different random initialization.

Model Criterion Avg. F1 Self F1

VG-NSL Self F1 50.4 ±0.3 87.1
VG-NSL R@1 47.7 ±0.6 83.4

VG-NSL+HI Self F1 53.3 ±0.2 90.2
VG-NSL+HI R@1 53.1 ±0.2 88.7

Table 3: Average F1 scores and Self F1 scores of VG-
NSL and VG-NSL+HI with different model selection
methods. R@1 denotes using recall at 1 (Kiros et al.,
2014) as the model selection criterion. All hyperparam-
eters are tuned with respect to self-agreement F1 score.
The numbers are comparable to those in Table 1.

creteness estimated by VG-NSL on MSCOCO test
set and existing linguistic concreteness definitions
(Table 2). For any word, of which the representa-
tion is z, we estimate its concreteness by taking
the average of concrete(z,v(i)), across all associ-
ated images v(i). The high correlation between
VG-NSL and the concreteness scores produced by
Turney et al. (2011) and Brysbaert et al. (2014)
supports the argument that the linguistic concept
of concreteness can be acquired in an unsupervised
way. Our model also achieves a high correlation
with Hessel et al. (2018), which also estimates word
concreteness based on visual-domain information.

4.7 Analysis: Self-Agreement F1 Score as the
Criterion for Model Selection

We introduce a novel hyperparameter tuning
and model selection method based on the self-
agreement F1 score.

Let M(i,j)
H denote the j-th checkpoint of the i-

th model trained with hyperparameters H, where
M(i1,·)
H andM(i2,·)

H differ in their random initial-
ization. The hyperparametersH are tuned to maxi-
mize:

∑

1≤i<k≤N
max
|ji−jk|<δ

F1

(
M(i,ji)
H ,M(k,jk)

H

)
,

where F1(·, ·) denotes the F1 score between the
trees generated by two models, N the number of
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Model EN DE FR

PRPN 30.8 ±17.9 31.5 ±8.9 27.5 ±7.0
ON-LSTM 38.7 ±12.7 34.9 ±12.3 27.7 ±5.6
VG-NSL 33.5 ±0.2 36.3 ±0.2 34.3 ±0.6
VG-NSL+HI 38.7 ±0.2 38.3 ±0.2 38.1 ±0.6

Table 4: F1 scores on the Multi30K test split (Young
et al., 2014; Elliott et al., 2016, 2017), averaged over 5
runs with different random initialization. ± denotes the
standard deviation.

different runs, and δ the margin to ensure only
nearby checkpoints are compared.6

After finding the best hyperparameters H0, we
train the model for another N times with different
random initialization, and select the best models by

arg max
{j`}N`=1

∑

1≤i<k≤N
F1

(
M(i,ji)
H0

,M(k,jk)
H0

)
.

We compare the performance of VG-NSL se-
lected by the self F1 score and that selected by re-
call at 1 in image-to-text retrieval (R@1 in Table 3;
Kiros et al., 2014). As a model selection criterion,
self F1 consistently outperforms R@1 (avg. F1:
50.4 vs. 47.7 and 53.3 vs. 53.1 for VG-NSL and
VG-NSL+HI, respectively). Meanwhile, it is worth
noting that even if we select VG-NSL by R@1, it
shows better stability compared with PRPN and
ON-LSTM (Table 1), in terms of the score variance
across different random initialization and self F1.
Specifically, the variance of avg. F1 is always less
than 0.6 while the self F1 is greater than 80.

Note that the PRPN and ON-LSTM models are
not tuned using self F1, since these models are usu-
ally trained for hundreds or thousands of epochs
and thus it is computationally expensive to evalu-
ate self F1. We leave the efficient tuning of these
baselines by self F1 as a future work.

4.8 Extension to Multiple Languages
We extend our experiments to the Multi30K data
set, which is built on the Flickr30K data set (Young
et al., 2014) and consists of English, German (El-
liott et al., 2016), and French (Elliott et al., 2017)
captions. For Multi30K, there are 29,000 images in
the training set, 1,014 in the development set and
1,000 in the test set. Each image is associated with
one caption in each language.

We compare our models to PRPN and ON-
LSTM in terms of overall F1 score (Table 4). VG-
NSL with the head-initial inductive bias consis-

6 In all of our experiments, N = 5, δ = 2.

tently performs the best across the three languages,
all of which are highly head-initial (Baker, 2001).
Note that the F1 scores here are not comparable to
those in Table 1, since Multi30K (English) has 13x
fewer captions than MSCOCO.

5 Discussion

We have proposed a simple but effective model,
the Visually Grounded Neural Syntax Learner, for
visually grounded language structure acquisition.
VG-NSL jointly learns parse trees and visually
grounded textual representations. In our exper-
iments, we find that this approach to grounded
language learning produces parsing models that
are both accurate and stable, and that the learning
is much more data-efficient than a state-of-the-art
text-only approach. Along the way, the model ac-
quires estimates of word concreteness.

The results suggest multiple future research di-
rections. First, VG-NSL matches text embeddings
directly with embeddings of entire images. Its per-
formance may be boosted by considering struc-
tured representations of both images (e.g., Lu et al.,
2016; Wu et al., 2019) and texts (Steedman, 2000).
Second, thus far we have used a shared representa-
tion for both syntax and semantics, but it may be
useful to disentangle their representations (Steed-
man, 2000). Third, our best model is based on
the head-initial inductive bias. Automatically ac-
quiring such inductive biases from data remains
challenging (Kemp et al., 2006; Gauthier et al.,
2018). Finally, it may be possible to extend our ap-
proach to other linguistic tasks such as dependency
parsing (Christie et al., 2016b), coreference resolu-
tion (Kottur et al., 2018), and learning pragmatics
beyond semantics (Andreas and Klein, 2016).

There are also limitations to the idea of grounded
language acquisition. In particular, the current ap-
proach has thus far been applied to understanding
grounded texts in a single domain (static visual
scenes for VG-NSL). Its applicability could be ex-
tended by learning shared representations across
multiple modalities (Castrejon et al., 2016) or in-
tegrating with pure text-domain models (such as
PRPN, Shen et al., 2018a).
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Supplementary Material

The supplementary material is organized as fol-
lows. First, in Section A, we summarize and com-
pare existing models for constituency parsing with-
out explicit syntactic supervision. Next, in Sec-
tion B, we present more implementation details of
VG-NSL. Third, in Section C, we present the im-
plementation details for all of our baseline models.
Fourth, in Section D, we present the evaluation de-
tails of Benepar (Kitaev and Klein, 2018) on the
MSCOCO data set. Fifth, in Section E, we qualita-
tively and quantitatively compare the concreteness
scores estimated or labeled by different methods.
Finally, in Section F, we show sample trees gener-
ated by VG-NSL on the MSCOCO test set.

A Overview of Models for Constituency
Parsing without Explicit Syntactic
Supervision

Shown in Table 5, we compare existing models
for constituency parsing without explicit syntactic
supervision, with respect to their learning objective,
dependence on extra labels or extra corpus, and
other features. The table also includes the analysis
of previous works on parsing sentences based on
gold part-of-speech tags.
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Model Objective Extra Label Multi- Stochastic Extra
modal Corpus

CCM (Klein and Manning, 2002)* MAP POS 7 3 7
DMV-CCM (Klein and Manning, 2005)* MAP POS 7 3 7
U-DOP (Bod, 2006b)* Probability Estimation POS 7 7 7
UML-DOP (Bod, 2006a)* MAP POS 7 3 7

PMI N/A 7 7 7 7
Random N/A 7 7 3 7
Left N/A 7 7 7 7
Right N/A 7 7 7 7
PRPN (Shen et al., 2018a) LM 7 7 3 7
ON-LSTM (Shen et al., 2019) LM 7 7 3 7
Gumbel softmax(Choi et al., 2018) Cross-modal Retrieval 7 3 3 7

VG-NSL (ours) Cross-modal Retrieval 7 3 3 7
VG-NSL+HI (ours) Cross-modal Retrieval 7 3 3 7

Concreteness estimation based models

Turney et al. (2011)* N/A Concreteness
(Partial)

7 7 3

Turney et al. (2011)+HI* N/A Concreteness
(Partial)

7 7 3

Brysbaert et al. (2014)* N/A Concreteness
(Full)

7 7 7

Brysbaert et al. (2014)+HI* N/A Concreteness
(Full)

7 7 7

Hessel et al. (2018) N/A 7 3 7 7
Hessel et al. (2018)+HI N/A 7 3 7 7

Table 5: Comparison of models for constituency parsing without explicit syntactic supervision. * denotes models
requiring extra labels, such as POS tags or manually labeled concreteness scores. All multimodal methods listed
in the table require a pretrained visual feature extractor (i.e., ResNet-101; He et al., 2016). A model is labeled
as stochastic if for fixed training data and hyperparameters the model may produce different results (e.g., due
to different choices of random initialization). To the best of our knowledge, results on concreteness estimation
(Turney et al., 2011; Brysbaert et al., 2014; Hessel et al., 2018) have not been applied to unsupervised parsing so
far.
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Figure 5: Examples of some trivial tree structures.

B Implementation Details for VG-NSL

We adopt the code released by Faghri et al. (2018)7

as the visual-semantic embedding module for VG-
NSL. Following them, we fix the margin δ to 0.2.
We also use the vocabulary provided by Faghri et al.

7https://github.com/fartashf/vsepp

(2018),8 which contains 10,000 frequent words in
the MSCOCO data set. Out-of-vocabulary words
are treated as unseen words. For either VG-NSL or
baselines, we use the same vocabulary if applica-
ble.

8http://www.cs.toronto.edu/˜faghri/
vsepp/vocab.tar
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Hyperparameter tuning. As stated in main text,
we use the self-agreement F1 score (Williams et al.,
2018) as an unsupervised signal for tuning all
hyperparamters. Besides the learning rate and
other conventional hyperparameters, we also tune
λ, the hyperparameter for the head-initial bias
model. λ indicates the weight of penalization for
“right abstract constituents”. We choose λ from
{1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100} and found that λ = 20
gives the best self-agreement F1 score.

C Implementation Details for Baselines

Trivial tree structures. We show examples for
left-branching binary trees and right-branching bi-
nary trees in Figure 5. As for binary random trees,
we iteratively combine two randomly selected adja-
cent constituents. This procedure is similar to that
shown in Algorithm 2.

Parsing-Reading-Predict Network (PRPN).
We use the code released by Shen et al. (2018a)
to train PRPN.9 We tune the hyperparameters
with respect to language modeling perplexity
(Jelinek et al., 1977). For a fair comparison, we
fix the hidden dimension of all hidden layers
of PRPN as 512. We use an Adam optimizer
(Kingma and Ba, 2015) to optimize the parameters.
The tuned parameters are number of layers (1,
2, 3) and learning rate (1 × 10−3, 5 × 10−4,
2× 10−4). The models are trained for 100 epochs
on the MSCOCO dataset and 1,000 epochs on the
Multi30K dataset, and are early stopped using the
criterion of language model perplexity.

Ordered Neurons (ON-LSTM). We use the
code release by Shen et al. (2019) to train ON-
LSTM.10 We tune the hyperparameters with respect
to language modeling perplexity (Jelinek et al.,
1977), and use perplexity as an early stopping crite-
rion. For a fair comparison, the hidden dimension
of all hidden layers is set to 512, and the chunk
size is changed to 16 to fit the hidden layer size.
Following the original paper (Shen et al., 2019),
we set the number of layers to be 3, and report
the constituency parse tree with respect to the gate
values output by the second layer of ON-LSTM.
In order to obtain a better perplexity, we explore
both Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) and SGD as
the optimizer. We tune the learning rate (1× 10−3,

9https://github.com/yikangshen/PRPN
10https://github.com/yikangshen/

Ordered-Neurons

Algorithm 1: Constituency parsing based on
given syntactic distance.
Input: text length m, list of syntactic

distances d = (d1, d2, . . . , dm−1)
Output: Boundaries of constituents

B = {(Li, Ri)}i=1,...,m−1
B = parse(d, 1, m)

Function parse(d, left, right)
if left = right then

return EmptySet
end
p = arg maxj∈[left,right-1] dj
boundaries = union(
{(left, right)},
parse (d, left, left + p),
parse (d, left+p+ 1, right)

)
return boundaries

5 × 10−4, 2 × 10−4 for Adam, and 0.1, 1, 10, 30
for SGD). The models are trained for 100 epochs
on the MSCOCO dataset and 1,000 epochs on the
Multi30K dataset, and are early stopped using the
criterion of language model perplexity.

PMI based constituency parsing. We estimate
the pointwise mutual information (PMI; Church
and Hanks, 1990) between two words using all
captions in MSCOCO training set. We apply nega-
tive PMI as syntactic distance (Shen et al., 2018b)
to generate a binary constituency parse tree recur-
sively. The method of constituency parsing with a
given list of syntactic distances is shown in Algo-
rithm 1.

Gumbel-softmax based latent tree. We inte-
grate Gumbel-softmax latent tree based text en-
coder (Choi et al., 2018)11 to the visual semantic
embedding framework (Faghri et al., 2018), and
use the tree structure produced by it as a baseline.

Concreteness estimation. For the semi-
supervised concreteness estimation, we reproduce
the experiments by Turney et al. (2011), applying
the manually labeled concreteness scores for 4,295
words from the MRC Psycholinguistic Database
Machine Usable Dictionary (Coltheart, 1981) as
supervision,12 and use English Wikipedia pages

11https://github.com/jihunchoi/
unsupervised-treelstm

12http://ota.oucs.ox.ac.uk/headers/1054.
xml
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Turney et al. (2011) Brysbaert et al. (2014) Hessel et al. (2018) VG-NSL+HI

Turney et al. (2011) 1.00 0.84 0.58 0.72
Brysbaert et al. (2014) 0.84 1.00 0.55 0.71
Hessel et al. (2018) 0.58 0.55 1.00 0.85
VG-NSL+HI 0.72 0.71 0.85 1.00

Table 6: Pearson correlation coefficients between existing concreteness estimation methods, including baselines
and VG-NSL+HI. In order to make a fair comparison, the correlation coefficients are evaluated on the 100 most
frequent words on MSCOCO test set.
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-0.5
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0.5

1

Turney et al., 2011 Brysbaert et al., 2014 Hessel et al., 2018 VG-NSL+HI (ours)

cat                   on                 ground              while              young               wood                who  wet

Figure 6: Normalized concreteness scores of example words.

to estimate PMI between words.13 The PMI is
then used to compute similarity between seen and
unseen words, which is further used as weights
to estimate concreteness for unseen words. For
the concreteness scores from crowdsourcing,
we use the released data set of Brysbaert et al.
(2014).14 Similarly to VG-NSL, the multimodal
concreteness score (Hessel et al., 2018) is also
estimated on the MSCOCO training set, using an
open-sourced implementation.15

Constituency parsing with concreteness scores.
Denote α(w) as the concreteness score estimated
by a model for the word w. Given a sequence of
concreteness scores of caption tokens denoted by
(α(w1), α(w2), . . . , α(wm)), we aim to produce a
binary constituency parse tree. We first normal-
ize the concreteness scores to the range of [−1, 1],
via:16

α′(wi) =
2
(
α(wi)− maxj α(wj)−minj α(wj)

2

)

maxj α(wj)−minj α(wj)
.

We treat unseen words (i.e., out-of-vocabulary
words) in the same way in VG-NSL, by assigning

13https://dumps.wikimedia.org/other/
static_html_dumps/April_2007/en/

14http://crr.ugent.be/archives/1330
15https://github.com/victorssilva/

concreteness
16 For the concreteness scores estimated by Hessel et al.

(2018), we let α(w) = logα(w) before normalizing, as the
original scores are in the range of (0,+∞).

the concreteness of −1 to unseen words, with the
assumption that unseen words are the most abstract
ones.

We compose constituency parse trees using the
normalized concreteness scores by iteratively com-
bining consecutive constituents. At each step, we
select two adjacent constituents (initially, words)
with the highest average concreteness score and
combine them into a larger constituent, of which
the concreteness is the average of its children. We
repeat the above procedure until there is only one
constituent left.

As for the head-initial inductive bias, we weight
the concreteness of the right constituent with a hy-
perparemeter τ > 1 when ranking all pairs of con-
secutive constituents during selection. Meanwhile,
the concreteness of the composed constituent re-
mains the average of the two component con-
stituents. In order to keep consistent with VG-NSL,
we set τ = 20 in all of our experiments.

The procedure is summarized in Algorithm 2.

D Details of Manual Ground Truth
Evaluation

It is important to confirm that the constituency
parse trees of the MSCOCO captions produced
by Benepar (Kitaev and Klein, 2018) are of high
enough qualities, so that they can serve as reliable
ground truth for further evaluation of other models.
To verify this, we randomly sample 50 captions
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(a) Constituency parse tree labeled by Benepar (Kitaev and Klein, 2018).
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(b) Manually labeled constituency parse tree.

Figure 7: A failure example by Benepar, where it fails to parse the noun phrase “three white sinks in a bathroom
under mirrors” – according to human commonsense, it is much more common for sinks, rather than a bathroom,
to be under mirrors. However, most of the constituents (e.g., “three white sinks” and “under mirrors”) are still
successfully extracted by Benepar.

Algorithm 2: Constituency parsing based on
concreteness estimation.
Input: list of normalized concreteness scores

a = (a1, a2, . . . , am), hyperparameter
τ

Output: Boundaries of constituents
B = {(Li, Ri)}i=1,...,m−1

for j = 1 to m do
leftj = j
rightj = j

end
while len(a) > 1 do

p = arg maxj aj + τaj+1

add (leftp, rightp+1) to B
a = a<p + (ap+ap+1

2 ) + a>p+1

left = left<p + (leftp) + left>p+1

right = right<p + (rightp+1) + right>p+1

end

from the MSCOCO test split, and manually label
the constituency parse trees without reference to
either Benepar or the paired images, following the
principles by Bies et al. (1995) as much as possi-
ble.17 Note that we only label the tree structures

17 The manually labeled constituency parse trees are
publicly available at https://ttic.uchicago.edu/
˜freda/vgnsl/manually_labeled_trees.txt

without constituency labels (e.g., NP and PP). Most
failure cases by Benepar are related to human com-
monsense in resolving parsing ambiguities, e.g.,
prepositional phrase attachments (Figure 7).

We compare the manually labeled trees and those
produced by Benepar (Kitaev and Klein, 2018), and
find that the F1 score between them are 95.65.

E Concreteness by Different Models

E.1 Correlation between Different
Concreteness Estimations

We report the correlation of different methods for
concreteness estimation, shown in (Table 6). The
concreteness given by Turney et al. (2011) and
Brysbaert et al. (2014) highly correlate with each
other. The concreteness scores estimated on multi-
modal dataset (Hessel et al., 2018) also moder-
ately correlates with the aforementioned two meth-
ods (Turney et al., 2011; Brysbaert et al., 2014).
Compared to the concreteness estimated by Hessel
et al. (2018), the one estimated by our model has a
stronger correlation with the scores estimated from
linguistic data (Turney et al., 2011; Brysbaert et al.,
2014).
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E.2 Concreteness Scores of Sample Words by
Different Methods

We present the concreteness scores estimated or
labeled by different methods in Figure 6, which
qualitatively shows that different methods correlate
with others well.

F Sample Trees Generated by VG-NSL

Figure 8 shows the sample trees generated by
VG-NSL with the head-initial inductive bias (VG-
NSL+HI). All captions are chosen from the
MSCOCO test set.
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Figure 8: Examples of parsing trees generated by VG-NSL.
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Abstract

Advances in learning and representations have
reinvigorated work that connects language
to other modalities. A particularly exciting
direction is Vision-and-Language Navigation
(VLN), in which agents interpret natural lan-
guage instructions and visual scenes to move
through environments and reach goals. De-
spite recent progress, current research leaves
unclear how much of a role language un-
derstanding plays in this task, especially be-
cause dominant evaluation metrics have fo-
cused on goal completion rather than the se-
quence of actions corresponding to the instruc-
tions. Here, we highlight shortcomings of cur-
rent metrics for the Room-to-Room dataset
(Anderson et al., 2018b) and propose a new
metric, Coverage weighted by Length Score
(CLS). We also show that the existing paths in
the dataset are not ideal for evaluating instruc-
tion following because they are direct-to-goal
shortest paths. We join existing short paths to
form more challenging extended paths to cre-
ate a new data set, Room-for-Room (R4R). Us-
ing R4R and CLS, we show that agents that
receive rewards for instruction fidelity outper-
form agents that focus on goal completion.

1 Introduction

In Vision-and-Language Navigation (VLN) tasks,
agents must follow natural language navigation
instructions through either simulated (Macmahon
et al., 2006; Yan et al., 2018; Bisk et al., 2018; Shah
et al., 2018), simulations of realistic (Blukis et al.,
2018; Misra et al., 2018) and real environments
(Anderson et al., 2018b; de Vries et al., 2018; Chen
et al., 2019; Cirik et al., 2018), or actual physi-
cal environments (Skočaj et al., 2016; Thomason
et al., 2018; Williams et al., 2018). Compared to
other tasks involving co-grounding in visual and

∗Authors contributed equally.

Figure 1: It’s the journey, not just the goal. To give lan-
guage its due place in VLN, we compose paths in the
R2R dataset to create longer, twistier R4R paths (blue).
Under standard metrics, agents that head straight to
the goal (red) are not penalized for ignoring the lan-
guage instructions: for instance, SPL yields a perfect
1.0 score for the red and only 0.17 for the orange path.
In contrast, our proposed CLS metric measures fidelity
to the reference path, strongly preferring the agent with
the orange path (0.87) over the red one (0.23).

language modalities – such as image and video cap-
tioning (Donahue et al., 2017; Fang et al., 2015;
Vinyals et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2018; Yu et al.,
2016), visual question answering (VQA) (Antol
et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2016), and visual dia-
log (Das et al., 2017) – VLN additionally requires
agents to plan their actions, move, and dynamically
respond to changes in their visual field.

Photo-realistic simulations for VLN are espe-
cially promising: they retain messy, real world
complexity and can draw on pre-trained models
and rich data about the world, but do not require in-
vestment in and maintenance of physical robots and
spaces for them. Given this, we focus on the Room-
to-Room (R2R) task (Anderson et al., 2018b). De-
spite significant recent progress on R2R since its
introduction (Fried et al., 2018; Ma et al., 2019;
Wang et al., 2019), the structure of the dataset and
current evaluation metrics greatly diminish the im-
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portance of language understanding for the task.
The core problems are that paths in R2R are all
direct-to-goal shortest paths and metrics are mostly
based on goal completion rather than fidelity to the
described path. To address this, we define a new
metric, Coverage weighted by Length Score (CLS),
and compose path pairs of R2R to create Room-for-
Room (R4R), an algorithmically produced exten-
sion of R2R. Figure 1 illustrates path composition
and the scores of two agent paths for both CLS and
Success weighted by Path Length (SPL), a metric
recently proposed by Anderson et al. (2018a). In
the example, an agent which ignores the language
but gets to the goal receives a perfect SPL score.

Language is not irrelevant for R2R. Thomason
et al. (2019) ablate visual and language inputs and
find that withholding either from an action sam-
pling agent reduces performance on unseen houses.
Also, the generated instructions in the augmented
paths of Fried et al. (2018) improved performance
for several models. However, while many of these
augmented instructions have clear starting or end-
ing descriptions, the middle portions are often dis-
connected from the path they are paired with (see
Huang et al. (2019) for in depth analysis of aug-
mented path instructions). That these low-fidelity
augmented instructions improve results indicates
that current metrics are insensitive to instruction
fidelity. Our new CLS metric measures how closely
an agent’s trajectory conforms with the entire refer-
ence path, not just goal completion.

Because the reference paths in R2R are all direct-
to-goal, the importance of the actual journey taken
from start to finish is diminished; as a result, fi-
delity between instructions and their corresponding
paths is harder to evaluate. In longer, twistier paths,
the importance of not always going directly to the
goal becomes much clearer. We take advantage of
the fact that the original R2R data contains many
paths that have goals that coincide with the start
points of other paths. By concatenating pairs of
paths and their corresponding instructions, we cre-
ate longer paths that allow us to better gauge the
ability of an agent to stick to the path as described.
With this data, Reinforced Cross-modal Matching
models (Wang et al., 2019) that use CLS as a re-
ward signal dramatically improve not only CLS
(from 20.4% for the agent with goal-oriented re-
wards to 34.6%), but navigation error also reduces
from 8.45m to 8.08m on the the Validation Unseen
dataset. Furthermore, we find that the agent with

goal-oriented rewards obtains the same CLS (20.4)
on R4R regardless of whether the full instruction
or only the last five tokens are provided to it. In
contrast, the CLS-rewarded agent drops from CLS
of 34.6 to 25.3 when given only the last five tokens.

2 Extending R2R to create R4R

Instructions such as “Turn left, walk up the stairs.
Enter the bathroom.” are easy for people but chal-
lenging for computational agents. Agents must
segment instructions, set sub-goals based on under-
standing them and ground the language and their
actions in real world objects and dynamics. An
agent may need expectations for how spatial scenes
change when turning. Additionally, it must recog-
nize visual and environmental features that indicate
it has entered or encountered something referred to
as “the bathroom” and know to stop.

2.1 Room-to-Room (R2R)

Room-to-Room (R2R) supports visually-grounded
natural language navigation in a photo-realistic
environment (Anderson et al., 2018b). R2R con-
sists of an environment and language instructions
paired to reference paths. The environment defines
a graph where nodes are possible positions an agent
may inhabit. Edges indicate that a direct path be-
tween two nodes is navigable. For each node, R2R
provides an egocentric panoramic view. All images
are collected from buildings and house interiors.
The paths paired with language instructions are
composed by sequences of nodes in this graph.

For data collection, starting and goal nodes are
sampled from the graph and the shortest path be-
tween those nodes is taken, provided it is no shorter
than 5m and contains between 4 and 6 edges. Each
path has 3 associated natural language instructions,
with an average length of 29 words and a total vo-
cabulary of 3.1k words. Apart from the training set,
the dataset includes two validation sets and a test
set. One of the validation sets includes new instruc-
tions on environments overlapping with the train-
ing set (Validation Seen), and the other is entirely
disjoint from the training set (Validation Unseen).

Fried et al. (2018) propose a follower model
which is trained using student forcing, where ac-
tions are sampled from the agent’s decisions, but
supervised using the action that takes the agent
closest to the goal. During inference, the follower
generates candidate paths which are then scored by
a speaker model. The speaker model was also used
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Figure 2: An example of an extended path in the R4R
dataset, where the dotted blue arrow connects two blue
paths with solid arrows, corresponding to the instruc-
tions “Make a left down at the narrow hall beside the
office and walk straight to the exit door. Go out the door
and wait.” and “Turn around and enter the bedroom.
Walk to the other side of the room and turn left. Walk
into the doorway leading out and stop.”. The shortest-
to-goal path from the starting point is shown in orange.

for creating an augmented dataset that is used as
an extension of training data by the follower model
as well as by many subsequently published models.
Wang et al. (2019) train their agents using policy
gradients. At every step, the agent is rewarded for
getting closer to the target location (extrinsic re-
ward) as well as for choosing an action that reduces
cycle-reconstruction error between instruction gen-
erated by a matching critic and ground-truth instruc-
tion (intrinsic reward). In both papers, there is little
analysis presented about the generative models.

Recently, Anderson et al. (2018a) pointed out
weaknesses in the commonly used metrics for eval-
uating the effectiveness of agents trained on these
tasks. A new metric, Success weighted by Path
Length (SPL) was proposed that penalized agents
for taking long paths. Any agent using beam search
(e.g. Fried et al. (2018)), is penalized heavily by
this metric. There have also been concerns about
structural biases present in these datasets which
may provide hidden shortcuts to agents training on
these problems. Thomason et al. (2019) presented
an analysis on R2R dataset, where the trained agent
continued to perform surprisingly well in the ab-
sence of language inputs.

2.2 Room-for-Room (R4R)

Due to the process by which the data are gener-
ated, all R2R reference paths are shortest-to-goal
paths. Because of this property, conformity to the
instructions is decoupled from reaching the de-
sired destination – and this short-changes the lan-
guage perspective. In a broader scope of reference
paths, the importance of following language in-

#samples PL(R) d(r1, r|R|)

R2R
Train 14039 9.91 9.91
Val. seen 1021 10.2 10.2
Val. unseen 2249 9.50 9.50

R4R
Train 233613 20.6 10.5
Val. seen 1035 20.4 11.1
Val. unseen 45162 20.2 10.1

Table 1: Comparison of R2R to R4R. PL(R) repre-
sents the mean path length of the reference paths and
d(r1, r|R|) is mean length of the shortest-to-goal path.

structions in their entirety becomes clearer, and
proper evaluation of this conformity can be bet-
ter studied. Additionally, the fact that the largest
path in the dataset has only 6 edges exacerbates the
challenge of properly evaluating conformity. This
motivates the need for a dataset with larger and
more diverse reference paths.

To address the lack of path variety, we propose
a data augmentation strategy1 that introduces
long, twisty paths without additional human or
low-fidelity machine annotations (e.g. those from
Fried et al. (2018)). Existing paths in the dataset
can be extended by joining them with other paths
that start within some threshold of where they end.
Formally, two paths A=(a1, a2, · · · , a|A|) and
B=(b1, b2, · · · , b|B|) are joined if d(a|A|, b1)<dth.
The resulting extended paths are thus
R=(a1, · · · , a|A|, c1, · · · , c|C|, b1, · · · , b|B|),
where C = (c1, c2, · · · , c|C|) is the shortest path
between a|A| and b1. (If a|A|=b1, C is empty.)

Each combination of instructions correspond-
ing to paths A and B is included in R4R. Since
each path maps to multiple human-annotated in-
structions, each extended path will map toNA ·NB

joined instructions, whereNA andNB are the num-
ber of annotations associated with paths A and B,
respectively. Figure 2 shows an example of an
extended path and the corresponding instructions,
compared to the shortest-to-goal path.

3 Evaluation Metrics in VLN

Historically, the performance of VLN models has
been evaluated with respect to the objective of
reaching the goal location. The nature of the path
an agent takes, however, is of clear practical impor-
tance: it is undesirable for any robotic agent in the
physical world to reach the destination by taking a

1R2R-to-R4R code is at https://github.com/google-
research/google-research/tree/master/r4r
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Figure 3: From left to right, the distribution of the number of steps, path lengths, direct-to-goal path lengths and
instruction lengths in the original R2R and extended R4R datasets.

different path than what it was instructed to follow;
failure to comply with instructions might lead to
navigating unwanted and potentially dangerous lo-
cations. Here, we propose a series of desiderata for
VLN metrics and introduce Coverage weighted by
Length Score (CLS). Table 2 provides a high level
summary of this section’s contents.

3.1 Desiderata
Commonly, navigation tasks are defined in a dis-
crete space: the environment determines a graph
where each node is a position the agent could be
in and each edge between two nodes represents
that there is a navigable step between them. Let
the predicted path P = (p1, p2, p3, ..., p|P |) be the
sequence of nodes visited by the agent and refer-
ence path R = (r1, r2, r3, ..., r|R|) be the sequence
of nodes in the reference trajectory. Generally,
p1 = r1, since in many VLN tasks, the agent begins
at the reference path’s start node. The following
desiderata characterize metrics that gauge the fi-
delity of P with respect to R rather than just goal
completion. Throughout the paper, we refer to the
subsequent desired properties as Desideratum (i).
(1) Path similarity measure. Metrics should char-
acterize a notion of similarity between a predicted
path P and a reference path R. This implies that
metrics should depend on all nodes in P and all
nodes in R, which contrasts with many common
metrics which only consider the last node in the
reference path (see Section 3.2). Metrics should
penalize deviations from the reference path, even if
they lead to the same goal. This is not only prudent,
as agents might wander around undesired terrain
if this is not enforced, but also explicitly gauges
the fidelity of the predictions with respect to the
provided language instructions.
(2) Soft penalties. Metrics should penalize differ-
ences from the reference path according to a soft
notion of dissimilarity that depends on distances in

the graph. This ensures that larger discrepancies
are penalized more severely than smaller ones and
that metrics should not rely only on dichotomous
views of intersection. For instance, a predicted path
that has no intersection to the reference path, but
follows it closely, as illustrated in Figure 1 should
not be penalized too severely.
(3) Unique optimum. Metrics should yield a perfect
score if and only if the reference and predicted
paths are an exact match. This ensures that the
perfect score is unambiguous: the reference path R
is therefore treated as a golden standard. No other
path should have the same or higher score as the
reference path itself.
(4) Scale invariance. Metrics should be consistent
over different datasets.
(5) Computational tractability. Metrics should be
pragmatic, allowing fast automated evaluation of
performance in navigation tasks.

3.2 Existing Navigation Metrics
Table 2 defines previous navigation metrics and
how they match our desiderata. We denote by
d(n,m) the shortest distance between two nodes
along the edges of the graph and d(n, P ) =
minp∈P d(n, p) the shortest distance between a
node and a path. All distances are computed along
the edges of the graph determined by the environ-
ment, which are not necessarily equal to the eu-
clidean distance between the nodes.

Path Length (PL) measures the total length of
the predicted path, which has the optimal value
equal to the length of the reference path. Naviga-
tion Error (NE) measures the distance between the
last node in the predicted path and the last refer-
ence path node. Oracle Navigation Error (ONE)
measures the shortest distance from any node in
the predicted path to the last reference path node.
Success Rate (SR) measures how often the last node
in the predicted path is within a threshold distance
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Metric ↑ ↓ Definition
Desiderata coverage

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Path Length (PL) -
∑

1≤i<|P | d(pi, pi+1) 3 3

Navigation Error (NE) ↓ d(p|P |, r|R|) 3 3

Oracle Navigation Error (ONE) ↓ minp∈P d(p, r|R|) 3 3

Success Rate (SR) ↑ 1[NE(P,R) ≤ dth] 3 3

Oracle Success Rate (OSR) ↑ 1[ONE(P,R) ≤ dth] 3 3

Success weighted by PL (SPL) ↑ SR(P,R) ·
d(p1, r|R|)

max{PL(P ), d(p1, r|R|)}
3 3 3

Success weighted by Edit Distance (SED) ↑ SR(P,R)
(
1− ED(P,R)

max {|P |, |R|} − 1

)
3 3 3 3

Coverage weighted by LS (CLS) ↑ PC(P,R) · LS(P,R) 3 3 3 3 3

Table 2: Definition and desiderata coverage of navigation metrics.

dth of the last reference path node. Oracle Success
Rate (OSR) measures how often any node in the
predicted path is within a threshold distance dth of
the last node in the reference path.

Success weighted by Path Length (SPL) (Ander-
son et al., 2018a) takes into account both Success
Rate and the normalized path length. It was pro-
posed as a single summary measure for navigation
tasks. Note that the agent should maximize this
metric, and it is only greater than 0 if the success
criteria was met. While this metric is ideally suited
when the evaluating whether the agent successfully
reached the desired destination, it does not take into
account any notion of similarity between the pre-
dicted and reference trajectories and fails to take
into account the intermediary nodes in the refer-
ence path. As such, it violates Desideratum (1).
Since there could exist more than one path with
optimal length to the desired destination, it also
violates Desideratum (3).

Success weighted by Edit Distance (SED) (Chen
et al., 2019) is based on the edit distance ED(P,R)
between the two paths, equal to the Levenshtein
distance between the two sequences of actions
AP = ((p1, p2), (p2, p3), ..., (p|P |−1, p|P |)) and
AR = ((r1, r2), (r2, r3), ..., (r|R|−1, r|R|)). The
Levenshtein distance is the minimum number of
edit operations (insertion, deletion and substitu-
tion of actions) that can transform path AR into
AP . Similarly to SPL, SED is also multiplied by
SR(P,R), so only paths that meet the success crite-
ria receive a score greater than 0. This metric natu-
rally satisfies Desideratum (1), (3) and (4). Further,
it is possible to compute it using dynamic program-
ming in O(|P ||R|), further satisfying Desideratum

Figure 4: With respect to the blue path, SED yields zero
for both the orange and red paths, while CLS yields a
score of 0.89 for orange and 0.48 for red.

(5). Desideratum (2), however, is left unsatisfied,
as SED does not take into account how two actions
differ from each other (considering, for instance,
the graph distance between their end nodes), but
only if they are the same or not. This subtle but
important difference is illustrated in Figure 4.

3.3 Coverage weighted by Length Score

We introduce Coverage weighted by Length Score
(CLS) as a single summary measure for VLN. CLS
is the product of the Path Coverage (PC) and
Length Score (LS) of the agent’s path P with re-
spect to reference path R:

CLS(P,R) = PC(P,R) · LS(P,R) (1)

PC replaces SR as a non-binary measure of how
well the reference path is covered by the agent’s
path. It is the average coverage of each node in the
reference path R with respect to path P :

PC(P,R) =
1

|R|
∑

r∈R
exp

(
−d(r, P )

dth

)
(2)
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where d(r, P )=minp∈P d(r, p) is the distance to
reference path node r from the nearest node in
P . The coverage contribution for each node r is
an exponential decay of this distance. (1/dth is a
decay constant to account for graph scale.)

LS compares the predicted path length PL(P ) to
EPL, the expected optimal length given R’s cov-
erage of P . If say, the predicted path covers only
half of the reference path (i.e., PC = 0.5), then
we expect the optimal length of the predicted path
to be half of the length of the reference path. As a
result, EPL is given by:

EPL(P,R) = PC(P,R) · PL(R) (3)

LS for a predicted path P is optimal only if
PL(P ) is equal to the expected optimal length –
it is penalized when the predicted path length is
shorter or longer than the expected path length:

LS(P,R) =
EPL(P,R)

EPL(P,R) + |EPL(P,R)− PL(P )|
(4)

There is a clear parallel between the terms of
CLS and SPL. CLS replaces success rate, the first
term of SPL, with path coverage, a continuous in-
dicator for measuring how well the predicted path
covered the nodes on the reference path. Unlike SR,
PC is sensitive to the intermediary nodes in the ref-
erence path R. The second term of SPL penalizes
the path length PL(P ) of the predicted path against
the optimal (shortest) path length d(p1, r|R|); CLS
replaces that with length score LS, which penal-
izes the agent path length PL(P ) against EPL, the
expected optimal length for its coverage of R.

CLS naturally covers Desideratum (1) and (2).
Assuming that the reference path is acyclic and that
p1 = r1, i.e., reference and predicted path start
at the same node, Desideratum (3) is also satis-
fied. Additionally, CLS also covers Desideratum
(4) because PC and LS are both invariant to the
graph scale (due to the term dth). Finally, the dis-
tances from each pair of nodes in the graph can
be pre-computed using Dijkstra’s algorithm (Dijk-
stra, 1959) for each node, resulting in a complexity
of O(EV + V 2 log(V )), where V and E are the
number of vertices and edges in the graph, respec-
tively. PC(P,R) can be computed in O(|P ||R|),
and LS(P,R) can be computed in O(|P | + |R|),
making CLS satisfy Desideratum (5).

4 Agent

We reimplement the Reinforced Cross-Modal
Matching (RCM) agent of Wang et al. (2019) and
extend it to use a reward function based on both
CLS (Section 3.3) as well as success rate.

4.1 Navigator

The reasoning navigator of Wang et al. (2019)
learns a policy πθ over parameters θ that map the
natural language instruction X and the initial vi-
sual scene v1 to a sequence of actions a1..T . At
time step t, the agent state is modeled using a
LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) that en-
codes the trajectory of past visual scenes and agent
actions, ht=LSTM([vt; at−1], ht−1), where vt is
the output of visual encoder as described below.

Language Encoder Language instructions X =
x1..n are initialized with pre-trained GloVe word
embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014) that are fine-
tuned during training. We restrict the GloVe vocab-
ulary to tokens that occur at least five times in the
instruction data set. All out of vocabulary tokens
are mapped to a single OOV identifier. Using a
bidirectional recurrent network (Schuster and Pali-
wal, 1997) we encode the instruction into language
contextual representations w1..n.

Visual Features As in Fried et al. (2018), at each
time step t, the agent perceives a 360-degree
panoramic view of its surroundings from the cur-
rent location. The view is discretized into m view
angles (m = 36 in our implementation, 3 eleva-
tions x 12 headings at 30-degree intervals). The
image at view angle i, heading angle φ and ele-
vation angle θ is represented by a concatenation
of the pre-trained CNN image features with the
4-dimensional orientation feature [sin φ; cos φ; sin
θ; cos θ] to form vt,i. The visual encoder pools
the representation of all view angles vt,1..m using
attention over the previous agent state ht−1.

vt = Attention(ht−1, vt,1..m) (5)

The actions available to the agent at time t are
denoted as ut,1..l, where ut,j is the representation
of navigable direction j from the current location
obtained similarly to vt,i (Fried et al., 2018). The
number of available actions, l, varies for different
locations, since nodes in the graph have different
number of connections.

Action Predictor As in Wang et al. (2019), the
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model predicts the probability pk of each navigable
direction k using a bilinear dot product.

pk = softmax([ht; c
text
t ; cvisual

t ]Wc(ut,kWu)
T ) (6)

ctext
t = Attention(ht, w1..n) (7)

cvisual
t = Attention(ctext

t , vt,1..m) (8)

4.2 Learning
Training is performed using two separate phases,
(1) behavioral cloning (Bain and Sammut, 1999;
Wang et al., 2019; Daftry et al., 2016) and (2) REIN-
FORCE policy gradient updates (Williams, 1992).

As is common in cases where expert demonstra-
tions are available, the agent’s policy is initialized
using behavior cloning to constrain the learning
algorithm to first model state-action spaces that are
most relevant to the task, effectively warm starting
the agent with a good initial policy. No reward
shaping is required during this phase as behav-
ior cloning corresponds to solving the following
maximum-likelihood problem,

max
θ

∑

(s,a)∈D
log πθ(a|s) (9)

where D is the demonstration data set.
After warm starting the model with behavioral

cloning, we obtain standard policy gradient updates
by sampling action sequences from the agent’s be-
havior policy. As in standard policy gradient up-
dates, the model is optimized by minimizing the
loss function LPG whose gradient is the negative
policy gradient estimator (Williams, 1992).

LPG = −Êt[log πθ(at|st)Ât] (10)

where the expectation Êt is taken over a finite batch
of sample trajectories generated by the agent’s
stochastic policy πθ. To reduce variance, we
scale the gradient using the advantage function
Ât=Rt−b̂t. (Rt=

∑∞
i=t γ

i−tri is the observed γ-
discounted episodic return and b̂t is the estimated
value of the agent’s current state at time t.)

The models are trained using mini-batch gradi-
ent descent. Our experiments show that interleav-
ing behavioral cloning and policy gradient training
phases improves performance on the validation set.
Specifically we interleaved each policy gradient
update batch with K behaviour cloning batches,
with the value of K decaying exponentially, such
that the training strategy asymptotically becomes
only policy gradient updates.

4.3 Reward

For consistency with the established benchmark
(Wang et al., 2019), we implemented a dense goal-
oriented reward function that optimizes the success
rate metric. This includes an immediate reward at
time step t in an episode of length T , given by:

r(st, at) =





d(st, r|R|)−
d(st+1, r|R|) if t < T

1[d(sT , r|R|) ≤ dth] if t = T
(11)

where d(st, r|R|) is the distance between st and
target location r|R|, 1[·] is the indicator function,
dth is the maximum distance from r|R| that the
agent is allowed to terminate for success.

To incentivize the agent to not only reach the
target location but also to conform to the refer-
ence path, we also train our agents with following
fidelity-oriented sparse reward:

r(st, at) =





0 if t < T

1[d(sT , r|R|) ≤ dth]+
CLS(s1...T , R) if t = T

(12)
where R is the reference path in the dataset associ-
ated with the instruction X . This rewards actions
that are consistent both with reaching the goal and
following the path corresponding to the language
instructions. It is worth noting here that, similar to
Equation 11, a relative improvement in CLS can
be added as a reward-shaping term for time steps
t < T , however empirically we did not find notice-
able difference in the performance of agents trained
with or without the shaping term. For simplicity,
all of the experiments involving fidelity-oriented
reward use the sparse reward in Equation 12.

5 Results

We obtain the performance of models trained under
two training objectives. The first is goal oriented
(Equation 11): agents trained using this reward are
encouraged to pursue only the last node in the refer-
ence path. The second is fidelity oriented (Equation
12): agents trained using this reward receive credit
not only for reaching the target location success-
fully but also for conforming to the reference path.
We report the performance on standard metrics (PL,
NE, SR, SPL) as well as the new CLS metric.
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To further explore the role of language, we per-
form ablation studies, where agents are trained us-
ing the full language instructions and evaluated
on partial (last 5 tokens) or no instructions. With
no instructions, the agent only has the full visual
input, similar to the unimodal ablation studies of
Thomason et al. (2019). To eliminate the effect
observed due to distribution shift during evaluation
and preserve the length distribution of the input
instructions, we further conducted studies where
agents are given arbitrary instructions from the val-
idation set, with the reference path remaining unal-
tered. We observed that experiments with arbitrary
instruction had similar results to studies where in-
structions where fully removed.

On the R4R dataset, the fidelity oriented agent
significantly outperforms the goal oriented agent
(> 14% absolute improvement in CLS), demon-
strating that including CLS in the reward signal
successfully produces better conformity to the ref-
erence trajectories. Furthermore, on Validation Un-
seen, when all but the last 5 tokens of instructions
are removed, the goal oriented agent yields the
same CLS as with the full instructions, while the fi-
delity oriented agent suffers significantly, decaying
from 34.6% to 25.3%. This indicates that includ-
ing fidelity measurements as reward signals im-
prove the agent’s reliance on language instructions–
thereby better keeping the L in VLN.

5.1 R2R Performance

Table 3 summarizes the experiments on R2R.2

There are not major differences between goal ori-
ented and fidelity oriented agents, highlighting the
problematic nature of R2R paths with respect to
instruction following: essentially, rewards that only
take into account the goal implicitly signals path
conformity—by the construction of the dataset it-
self. As a result, an agent optimized to reach the

2Our goal oriented results match the RCM benchmark
on validation unseen but are lower on validation seen. We
suspect this is due to differences in implementation details
and hyper-parameter choices.

3For the random evaluation, we first sample the number
of edges in the trajectory from the distribution of number of
edges in the reference paths of the training dataset. Then, for
each node, we uniformly sample between its neighbors and
move the agent there. We report the average metrics for 1
million random trajectories.

4As in Wang et al. (2019), we report the performance of
Speaker-Follower model from Fried et al. (2018) that utilizes
panoramic action space and augmented data but no beam
search (pragmatic inference) for a fair comparison.

5We report the performance of the RCM model without
intrinsic reward as the benchmark.

target destination may incidentally appear to be
conforming to the instructions. The results shown
in Section 5.2 further confirm this hypothesis by
training and evaluate goal oriented and target ori-
ented agents on R4R dataset.

As evidenced by the ablation studies, models
draw some signal from the language instructions.
However, having the last five tokens makes up for
a significant portion of the gap between no instruc-
tions and full instructions, again highlighting prob-
lems with R2R and the importance in R2R of iden-
tifying the right place to stop rather than following
the path. The performance of both the agents de-
grade in similar proportions when instructions are
partially or fully removed.

Finally, as expected, the SPL metric appears con-
sistent with CLS on R2R, since all reference paths
are shortest-to-goal. As highlighted in Section 5.2,
this breaks in settings where paths twist and turn.

5.2 R4R Performance

Table 4 shows the results on R4R. Overall, the
scores for all model variants on R4R are much
lower than R2R, which highlights the additional
challenge of following longer instructions for
longer paths. Most importantly, the fidelity oriented
agent significantly outperforms the goal oriented
agent for both CLS and navigation error, demon-
strating the importance of both measuring path fi-
delity and using it to guide agent learning.

On the experiments, the goal oriented agent con-
tinues to exploit biases and the underlying struc-
ture in the environment to reach the goal. When
the instructions are removed during evaluation, the
agent’s performance on the CLS metric barely de-
grades, showing that the agent does not rely signif-
icantly on the instructions for its performance. In
contrast, the fidelity oriented agent learns to pursue
conformity to the reference path, which in turn re-
quires attending more carefully to the instructions.
When instructions are removed during evaluation,
performance of the fidelity oriented agent degrades
considerably on the CLS metric. In fact, the fidelity
oriented agent performs better on CLS metric with-
out instructions as the goal oriented agent performs
with the full instructions.

Furthermore, we highlight that historically dom-
inant metrics are ineffective – even misleading –
for measuring agents’ performance: for instance,
especially for reference paths that begin and end
at close locations, SPL is a poor measure of suc-
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Validation Seen Validation Unseen

# Model PL NE ↓ SR ↑ SPL ↑ CLS ↑ PL NE ↓ SR ↑ SPL ↑ CLS ↑
0 Random3 10.4 9.82 5.0 3.7 29.4 9.32 9.32 5.2 4.0 29.0
1 Speaker-Follower (Fried et al.,

2018)4
- 3.36 66.4 - - - 6.62 35.5 - -

2 RCM (Wang et al., 2019)5 12.1 3.25 67.6 - - 15.0 6.01 40.6 - -
3 Speaker-Follower 15.5 4.98 50.1 40.1 54.8 15.2 6.36 35.3 28.1 42.9
4 RCM, goal oriented 13.7 4.48 55.3 47.9 61.1 14.8 6.00 41.1 32.7 47.4
5 last 5 tokens 16.9 7.35 26.5 22.2 39.0 15.1 8.16 22.2 17.2 35.1
6 no instructions 21.1 7.78 22.3 11.6 27.5 17.7 8.69 13.0 9.4 26.1
7 RCM, fidelity oriented 12.2 4.63 57.3 50.7 60.2 13.2 6.38 40.8 35.1 50.9
8 last 5 tokens 13.4 8.08 27.8 23.5 42.4 14.4 8.29 23.2 17.7 35.5
9 no instructions 20.1 8.95 18.2 8.8 24.8 20.5 8.76 14.3 6.2 22.7

Table 3: Results on R2R Validation Seen and Validation Unseen sets. Rows 0 and 3-9 shows numbers from our
implementations. SR, SPL and CLS are reported as percentages and NE and PL in meters.

Validation Seen Validation Unseen

# Model PL NE ↓ SR ↑ SPL ↑ CLS ↑ PL NE ↓ SR ↑ SPL ↑ CLS ↑
0 Random3 21.8 11.4 13.1 2.0 23.1 23.6 10.4 13.8 2.2 22.3
1 Speaker-Follower 15.4 5.35 51.9 37.3 46.4 19.9 8.47 23.8 12.2 29.6
2 RCM, goal oriented 24.5 5.11 55.5 32.3 40.4 32.5 8.45 28.6 10.2 20.4
3 last 5 tokens 29.5 8.73 26.4 12.4 35.1 29.5 9.04 23.4 4.5 20.4
4 no instructions 32.3 9.50 20.7 8.0 33.3 34.0 9.45 19.0 2.3 17.4
5 RCM, fidelity oriented 18.8 5.37 52.6 30.6 55.3 28.5 8.08 26.1 7.7 34.6
6 last 5 tokens 17.1 8.88 24.8 11.7 39.3 25.5 8.52 18.9 5.6 25.3
7 no instructions 12.7 10.5 12.1 5.4 37.2 22.8 9.41 15.5 4.9 23.0

Table 4: Results on R4R Validation Seen and Validation Unseen sets (see Section 2). SR, SPL and CLS are reported
as percentages and NE and PL in meters.

cess since it assumes the optimal path length is the
shortest distance between the starting and ending
positions (as illustrated in Figure 1, for example).
This is particularly noticeable from the results: the
goal oriented agent gets better SPL scores than the
fidelity oriented agent, even when it has massively
poorer performance on conformity (CLS).

6 Conclusion

The CLS metric, R4R, and our experiments provide
a better toolkit for measuring the impact of better
language understanding in VLN. Furthermore, our
findings suggests ways that future datasets and met-
rics for judging agents should be constructed and
set up for evaluation. The R4R data itself clearly
still has considerable headroom: our reimplemen-
tation of the RCM model gets only 34.6 CLS on
paths in R4R’s Validation Unseen houses. Keeping
in mind that humans have an average navigation
error of 1.61 in R2R (Anderson et al., 2018b), the
average navigation error of 8.08 meters for R4R by
our best agent leaves plenty of headroom. Future

agents will need to make effective use of language
and its connection to the environment to both drive
CLS up and bring NE down in R4R.

We expect path fidelity to not only be interesting
with respect to grounding language, but to be cru-
cial for many VLN-based problems. For example,
future extensions of VLN will likely involve games
(Baldridge et al., 2018) where the instructions be-
ing given take the agent around a trap or help it
avoid opponents. Similar constraints could hold
in search-and-rescue human-robot teams (Kruijff
et al., 2014; Kruijff-Korbayov et al., 2016), where
the direct path could take a rolling robot into an
area with greater danger of collapse. In such sce-
narios, going straight to the goal could be literally
deadly to the robot or agent.
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Abstract

Describing images with text is a fundamen-
tal problem in vision-language research. Cur-
rent studies in this domain mostly focus on
single image captioning. However, in vari-
ous real applications (e.g., image editing, dif-
ference interpretation, and retrieval), generat-
ing relational captions for two images, can
also be very useful. This important problem
has not been explored mostly due to lack of
datasets and effective models. To push for-
ward the research in this direction, we first
introduce a new language-guided image edit-
ing dataset that contains a large number of
real image pairs with corresponding editing in-
structions. We then propose a new relational
speaker model based on an encoder-decoder
architecture with static relational attention and
sequential multi-head attention. We also ex-
tend the model with dynamic relational atten-
tion, which calculates visual alignment while
decoding. Our models are evaluated on our
newly collected and two public datasets con-
sisting of image pairs annotated with relation-
ship sentences. Experimental results, based on
both automatic and human evaluation, demon-
strate that our model outperforms all baselines
and existing methods on all the datasets.1

1 Introduction

Generating captions to describe natural images is
a fundamental research problem at the intersection
of computer vision and natural language process-
ing. Single image captioning (Mori et al., 1999;
Farhadi et al., 2010; Kulkarni et al., 2011) has
many practical applications such as text-based im-
age search, photo curation, assisting of visually-
impaired people, image understanding in social

1Our data and code are publicly available at:
https://github.com/airsplay/
VisualRelationships

Remove the people from the picture. 

Relational 
Speaker 

Figure 1: An example result of our method showing
the input image pair from our Image Editing Request
dataset, and the output instruction predicted by our re-
lational speaker model trained on the dataset.

media, etc. This task has drawn significant at-
tention in the research community with numerous
studies (Vinyals et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2015; An-
derson et al., 2018), and recent state of the art
methods have achieved promising results on large
captioning datasets, such as MS COCO (Lin et al.,
2014). Besides single image captioning, the com-
munity has also explored other visual captioning
problems such as video captioning (Venugopalan
et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2016), and referring expres-
sions (Kazemzadeh et al., 2014; Yu et al., 2017).
However, the problem of two-image captioning,
especially the task of describing the relationships
and differences between two images, is still under-
explored. In this paper, we focus on advanc-
ing research in this challenging problem by intro-
ducing a new dataset and proposing novel neural
relational-speaker models.2

To the best of our knowledge, Jhamtani and
Berg-Kirkpatrick (2018) is the only public dataset
aimed at generating natural language descriptions
for two real images. This dataset is about ‘spotting
the difference’, and hence focuses more on de-
scribing exhaustive differences by learning align-

2We will release the full data and code upon publication.
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ments between multiple text descriptions and mul-
tiple image regions; hence the differences are in-
tended to be explicitly identifiable by subtracting
two images. There are many other tasks that re-
quire more diverse, detailed and implicit relation-
ships between two images. Interpreting image
editing effects with instructions is a suitable task
for this purpose, because it has requirements of
exploiting visual transformations and it is widely
used in real life, such as explanation of complex
image editing effects for laypersons or visually-
impaired users, image edit or tutorial retrieval, and
language-guided image editing systems. We first
build a new language-guided image editing dataset
with high quality annotations by (1) crawling im-
age pairs from real image editing request web-
sites, (2) annotating editing instructions via Ama-
zon Mechanical Turk, and (3) refining the annota-
tions through experts.

Next, we propose a new neural speaker model
for generating sentences that describe the vi-
sual relationship between a pair of images. Our
model is general and not dependent on any spe-
cific dataset. Starting from an attentive encoder-
decoder baseline, we first develop a model en-
hanced with two attention-based neural compo-
nents, a static relational attention and a sequential
multi-head attention, to address these two chal-
lenges, respectively. We further extend it by de-
signing a dynamic relational attention module to
combine the advantages of these two components,
which finds the relationship between two images
while decoding. The computation of dynamic re-
lational attention is mathematically equivalent to
attention over all visual “relationships”. Thus, our
method provides a direct way to model visual re-
lationships in language.

To show the effectiveness of our models, we
evaluate them on three datasets: our new dataset,
the ”Spot-the-Diff” dataset (Jhamtani and Berg-
Kirkpatrick, 2018), and the two-image visual rea-
soning NLVR2 dataset (Suhr et al., 2019) (adapted
for our task). We train models separately on each
dataset with the same hyper-parameters and eval-
uate them on the same test set across all methods.
Experimental results demonstrate that our model
outperforms all the baselines and existing meth-
ods. The main contributions of our paper are: (1)
We create a novel human language guided image
editing dataset to boost the study in describing vi-
sual relationships; (2) We design novel relational-

speaker models, including a dynamic relational
attention module, to handle the problem of two-
image captioning by focusing on all their visual
relationships; (3) Our method is evaluated on sev-
eral datasets and achieves the state-of-the-art.

2 Datasets

We present the collection process and statistics
of our Image Editing Request dataset and briefly
introduce two public datasets (viz., Spot-the-Diff
and NLVR2). All three datasets are used to study
the task of two-image captioning and evaluating
our relational-speaker models. Examples from
these three datasets are shown in Fig. 2.

2.1 Image Editing Request Dataset
Each instance in our dataset consists of an image
pair (i.e., a source image and a target image) and a
corresponding editing instruction which correctly
and comprehensively describes the transformation
from the source image to the target image. Our
collected Image Editing Request dataset will be
publicly released along with the scripts to unify
it with the other two datasets.

2.1.1 Collection Process
To create a high-quality, diverse dataset, we follow
a three-step pipeline: image pairs collection, edit-
ing instructions annotation, and post-processing
by experts (i.e., cleaning and test set annotations
labeling).

Images Pairs Collection We first crawl the edit-
ing image pairs (i.e., a source image and a target
image) from posts on Reddit (Photoshop request
subreddit)3 and Zhopped4. Posts generally start
with an original image and an editing specifica-
tion. Other users would send their modified im-
ages by replying to the posts. We collect original
images and modified images as source images and
target images, respectively.

Editing Instruction Annotation The texts in
the original Reddit and Zhopped posts are too
noisy to be used as image editing instructions. To
address this problem, we collect the image edit-
ing instructions on MTurk using an interactive in-
terface that allows the MTurk annotators to either
write an image editing instruction corresponding
to a displayed image pair, or flag it as invalid (e.g.,
if the two images have nothing in common).

3https://www.reddit.com/r/photoshoprequest
4http://zhopped.com
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Convert 

Add a sword and a cloak to the squirrel. 
The blue truck is no longer there. 
 
 

A car is approaching the parking lot from the right. 
 
 

Ours (Image Editing Request) Spot-the-Diff 

NLVR2 Captioning NLVR2 Classification 

Each image shows a row of dressed dogs posing 
with a cat that is also wearing some garment. 

In at least one of the images,  
six dogs are posing for a picture,  
while on a bench. 

Each image shows a row of  
dressed dogs posing with a cat 
 that is also wearing some garment. 

True 

False 

Figure 2: Examples from three datasets: our Image Editing Request, Spot-the-Diff, and NLVR2. Each example in-
volves two natural images and an associated sentence describing their relationship. The task of generating NLVR2
captions is converted from its original classification task.

B-1 B-2 B-3 B-4 Rouge-L
Ours 52 34 21 13 45

Spot-the-Diff 41 25 15 8 31
MS COCO 38 22 15 8 34

Table 1: Human agreement on our datasets, compared
with Spot-the-Diff and MS COCO (captions=3). B-1
to B-4 are BLEU-1 to BLEU-4. Our dataset has the
highest human agreement.

Post-Processing by Experts Mturk annotators
are not always experts in image editing. To ensure
the quality of the dataset, we hire an image edit-
ing expert to label each image editing instruction
of the dataset as one of the following four options:
1. correct instruction, 2. incomplete instruction, 3.
implicit request, 4. other type of errors. Only the
data instances labeled with “correct instruction”
are selected to compose our dataset, and are used
in training or evaluating our neural speaker model.

Moreover, two additional experts are required to
write two more editing instructions (one instruc-
tion per expert) for each image pair in the valida-
tion and test sets. This process enables the dataset
to be a multi-reference one, which allows vari-
ous automatic evaluation metrics, such as BLEU,
CIDEr, and ROUGE to more accurately evaluate
the quality of generated sentences.

2.1.2 Dataset Statistics

The Image Editing Request dataset that we have
collected and annotated currently contains 3,939
image pairs (3061 in training, 383 in validation,
495 in test) with 5,695 human-annotated instruc-
tions in total. Each image pair in the training set
has one instruction, and each image pair in the val-
idation and test sets has three instructions, written
by three different annotators. Instructions have an
average length of 7.5 words (standard deviation:
4.8). After removing the words with less than
three occurrences, the dataset has a vocabulary of
786 words. The human agreement of our dataset
is shown in Table 1. The word frequencies in our
dataset are visualized in Fig. 3. Most of the images
in our dataset are realistic. Since the task is im-
age editing, target images may have some artifacts
(see Image Editing Request examples in Fig. 2 and
Fig. 5).

2.2 Existing Public Datasets

To show the generalization of our speaker model,
we also train and evaluate our model on two pub-
lic datasets, Spot-the-Diff (Jhamtani and Berg-
Kirkpatrick, 2018) and NLVR2 (Suhr et al., 2019).
Instances in these two datasets are each composed
of two natural images and a human written sen-
tence describing the relationship between the two
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Figure 3: Word cloud showing the vocabulary frequen-
cies of our Image Editing Request dataset.

images. To the best of our knowledge, these are
the only two public datasets with a reasonable
amount of data that are suitable for our task. We
next briefly introduce these two datasets.

Spot-the-Diff This dataset is designed to help
generate a set of instructions that can comprehen-
sively describe all visual differences. Thus, the
dataset contains images from video-surveillance
footage, in which differences can be easily found.
This is because all the differences could be effec-
tively captured by subtractions between two im-
ages, as shown in Fig. 2. The dataset contains
13,192 image pairs, and an average of 1.86 cap-
tions are collected for each image pair. The dataset
is split into training, validation, and test sets with
a ratio of 8:1:1.

NLVR2 The original task of Cornell Natural
Language for Visual Reasoning (NLVR2) dataset
is visual sentence classification, see Fig. 2 for an
example. Given two related images and a natu-
ral language statement as inputs, a learned model
needs to determine whether the statement cor-
rectly describes the visual contents. We convert
this classification task to a generation task by tak-
ing only the image pairs with correct descriptions.
After conversion, the amount of data is 51,020,
which is almost half of the original dataset with
a size of 107,296. We also preserve the training,
validation, and test split in the original dataset.

3 Relational Speaker Models

In this section, we aim to design a general speaker
model that describes the relationship between two
images. Due to the different kinds of visual rela-
tionships, the meanings of images vary in different

tasks: “before” and “after” in Spot-the-Diff, “left”
and “right” in NLVR2, “source” and “target” in
our Image Editing Request dataset. We use the
nomenclature of “source” and “target” for simpli-
fication, but our model is general and not designed
for any specific dataset. Formally, the model gen-
erates a sentence {w1, w2, ..., wT } describing the
relationship between the source image ISRC and
the target image ITRG. {wt}Tt=1 are the word to-
kens with a total length of T . ISRC and ITRG are
natural images in their raw RGB pixels. In the
rest of this section, we first introduce our basic at-
tentive encoder-decoder model, and show how we
gradually improve it to fit the task better.

3.1 Basic Model

Our basic model (Fig. 4(a)) is similar to the
baseline model in Jhamtani and Berg-Kirkpatrick
(2018), which is adapted from the attentive
encoder-decoder model for single image caption-
ing (Xu et al., 2015). We use ResNet-101 (He
et al., 2016) as the feature extractor to encode the
source image ISRC and the target image ITRG. The
feature maps of size N ×N × 2048 are extracted,
where N is the height or width of the feature map.
Each feature in the feature map represents a part
of the image. Feature maps are then flattened to
two N2 × 2048 feature sequences f SRC and f TRG,
which are further concatenated to a single feature
sequence f .

f SRC = ResNet (ISRC) (1)

f TRG = ResNet (ITRG) (2)

f =
[
f SRC
1 , . . . , f SRC

N2 , f
TRG
1 , , . . . , f TRG

N2

]
(3)

At each decoding step t, the LSTM cell takes the
embedding of the previous word wt−1 as an input.
The wordwt−1 either comes from the ground truth
(in training) or takes the token with maximal prob-
ability (in evaluating). The attention module then
attends to the feature sequence f with the hidden
output ht as a query. Inside the attention module,
it first computes the alignment scores αt,i between
the query ht and each fi. Next, the feature se-
quence f is aggregated with a weighted average
(with a weight of α) to form the image context f̂ .
Lastly, the context f̂t and the hidden vector ht are
merged into an attentive hidden vector ĥt with a
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Figure 4: The evolution diagram of our models to describe the visual relationships. One decoding step at t is
shown. The linear layers are omitted for clarity. The basic model (a) is an attentive encoder-decoder model, which
is enhanced by the multi-head attention (b) and static relational attention (c). Our best model (d) dynamically
computes the relational scores in decoding to avoid losing relationship information.

fully-connected layer:

w̃t−1 = embedding (wt−1) (4)

ht, ct = LSTM(w̃t−1, ht−1, ct−1) (5)

αt,i = softmaxi

(
h>t WIMGfi

)
(6)

f̂t =
∑

i

αt,ifi (7)

ĥt = tanh(W1[f̂t;ht] + b1) (8)

The probability of generating the k-th word token
at time step t is softmax over a linear transforma-
tion of the attentive hidden ĥt. The loss Lt is the
negative log likelihood of the ground truth word
token w∗t :

pt(wt,k) = softmaxk

(
WW ĥt + bW

)
(9)

Lt = − log pt(w
∗
t ) (10)

3.2 Sequential Multi-Head Attention
One weakness of the basic model is that the plain
attention module simply takes the concatenated
image feature f as the input, which does not differ-
entiate between the two images. We thus consider
applying a multi-head attention module (Vaswani

et al., 2017) to handle this (Fig. 4(b)). Instead of
using the simultaneous multi-head attention 5 in
Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017), we implement
the multi-head attention in a sequential way. This
way, when the model is attending to the target im-
age, the contextual information retrieved from the
source image is available and can therefore per-
form better at differentiation or relationship learn-
ing.

In detail, the source attention head first attends
to the flattened source image feature f SRC. The
attention module is built in the same way as in
Sec. 3.1, except that it now only attends to the
source image:

αSRC
t,i = softmaxi(h

>
t WSRCf

SRC
i ) (11)

f̂ SRC
t =

∑

i

αSRC
t,i f

SRC
i (12)

ĥSRC
t = tanh(W2[f̂

SRC
t ;ht] + b2) (13)

The target attention head then takes the out-
put of the source attention ĥSRC

t as a query to re-
trieve appropriate information from the target fea-

5We also tried the original multi-head attention but it is
empirically weaker than our sequential multi-head attention.
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ture f TRG:

αTRG
t,j = softmaxj(ĥ

SRC>
t WTRGf

TRG
j ) (14)

f̂ TRG
t =

∑

j

αTRG
t,j f

TRG
j (15)

ĥTRG
t = tanh(W3[f̂

TRG
t ; ĥSRC

t ] + b3) (16)

In place of ĥt, the output of the target head ĥTRG
t is

used to predict the next word.6

3.3 Static Relational Attention
Although the sequential multi-head attention
model can learn to differentiate the two images,
visual relationships are not explicitly examined.
We thus allow the model to statically (i.e., not in
decoding) compute the relational score between
source and target feature sequences and reduce
the scores into two relationship-aware feature se-
quences. We apply a bi-directional relational at-
tention (Fig. 4(c)) for this purpose: one from the
source to the target, and one from the target to the
source. For each feature in the source feature se-
quence, the source-to-target attention computes its
alignment with the features in the target feature se-
quences. The source feature, the attended target
feature, and the difference between them are then
merged together with a fully-connected layer:

αS→T
i,j = softmaxj((WSf

SRC
i )>(WTf

TRG
j )) (17)

f̂ S→T
i =

∑

j

αS→T
i,j f TRG

j (18)

f̂ S
i = tanh(W4[f

SRC
i ; f̂ S→T

i ] + b4) (19)

We decompose the attention weight into two small
matrices WS and WT so as to reduce the number
of parameters, because the dimension of the im-
age feature is usually large. The target-to-source
cross-attention is built in an opposite way: it takes
each target feature f TRG

j as a query, attends to the
source feature sequence, and get the attentive fea-
ture f̂ T

j . We then use these two bidirectional at-
tentive sequences f̂ S

i and f̂ T
j in the multi-head at-

tention module (shown in previous subsection) at
each decoding step.

3.4 Dynamic Relational Attention
The static relational attention module compresses
pairwise relationships (of size N4) into two

6We tried to exchange the order of two heads or have two
orders concurrently. We didn’t see any significant difference
in results between them.

relationship-aware feature sequences (of size 2×
N2). The compression saves computational re-
sources but has potential drawback in information
loss as discussed in Bahdanau et al. (2015) and Xu
et al. (2015). In order to avoid losing information,
we modify the static relational attention module
to its dynamic version, which calculates the rela-
tional scores while decoding (Fig. 4(d)).

At each decoding step t, the dynamic relational
attention calculates the alignment score at,i,j be-
tween three vectors: a source feature f SRC

i , a tar-
get feature f TRG

j , and the hidden state ht. Since
the dot-product used in previous attention modules
does not have a direct extension for three vectors,
we extend the dot product and use it to compute
the three-vector alignment score.

dot(x, y) =
∑

d

xd yd = x>y (20)

dot∗(x, y, z) =
∑

d

xd ydzd = (x� y)>z (21)

at,i,j = dot∗(WSKf
SRC
i ,WTKf

TRG
j ,WHKht) (22)

= (WSKf
SRC
i �WTKf

TRG
j )>WHKht (23)

where � is the element-wise multiplication.
The alignment scores (of size N4) are normal-

ized by softmax. And the attention information is
fused to the attentive hidden vector f̂D

t as previous.

αt,i,j = softmaxi,j (at,i,j) (24)

f̂ SRC-D
t =

∑

i,j

αt,i,jf
SRC
i (25)

f̂ TRG-D
t =

∑

i,j

αt,i,jf
TRG
j (26)

f̂D
t = tanh(W5[f̂

SRC-D
t ; f̂ TRG-D

t ;ht]+b5) (27)

= tanh(W5Sf̂
SRC-D
t +W5Tf̂

TRG-D
t +

W5Hht + b5) (28)

whereW5S,W5T,W5H are sub-matrices ofW5 and
W5 = [W5S,W5T,W5H].

According to Eqn. 23 and Eqn. 28, we find an
analog in conventional attention layers with fol-
lowing specifications:

• Query: ht

• Key: WSKf
SRC
i �WTKf

TRG
j

• Value: W5Sf
SRC
i +W5Tf

TRG
j

The key WSKf
SRC
i � WTKf

TRG
j and the value

W5Sf
SRC
i +W5Tf

TRG
j can be considered as repre-

sentations of the visual relationships between f SRC
i
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Method BLEU-4 CIDEr METEOR ROUGE-L
Our Dataset (Image Editing Request)

basic model 5.04 21.58 11.58 34.66
+multi-head att 6.13 22.82 11.76 35.13
+static rel-att 5.76 20.70 12.59 35.46

-static +dynamic rel-att 6.72 26.36 12.80 37.25
Spot-the-Diff

CAPT(Jhamtani and Berg-Kirkpatrick, 2018) 7.30 26.30 10.50 25.60
DDLA(Jhamtani and Berg-Kirkpatrick, 2018) 8.50 32.80 12.00 28.60

basic model 5.68 22.20 10.98 24.21
+multi-head att 7.52 31.39 11.64 26.96
+static rel-att 8.31 33.98 12.95 28.26

-static +dynamic rel-att 8.09 35.25 12.20 31.38
NLVR2

basic model 5.04 43.39 10.82 22.19
+multi-head att 5.11 44.80 10.72 22.60
+static rel-att 4.95 45.67 10.89 22.69

-static +dynamic rel-att 5.00 46.41 10.37 22.94

Table 2: Automatic metric of test results on three datasets. Best results of the main metric are marked in bold font.
Our full model is the best on all three datasets with the main metric.

and f TRG
j . It is a direct attention to the visual re-

lationship between the source and target images,
hence is suitable for the task of generating rela-
tionship descriptions.

4 Results

To evaluate the performance of our relational
speaker models (Sec. 3), we trained them on all
three datasets (Sec. 2). We evaluate our models
based on both automatic metrics as well as pair-
wise human evaluation. We also show our gener-
ated examples for each dataset.

4.1 Experimental Setup

We use the same hyperparameters when applying
our model to the three datasets. Dimensions of
hidden vectors are 512. The model is optimized
by Adam with a learning rate of 1e − 4. We
add dropout layers of rate 0.5 everywhere to avoid
over-fitting. When generating instructions for
evaluation, we use maximum-decoding: the word
wt generated at time step t is argmaxk p(wt,k).
For the Spot-the-Diff dataset, we take the “Single
sentence decoding” experiment as in Jhamtani and
Berg-Kirkpatrick (2018). We also try to mix the
three datasets but we do not see any improvement.
We also try different ways to mix the three datasets
but we do not see improvement. We first train a

unified model on the union of these datasets. The
metrics drop a lot because the tasks and language
domains (e.g., the word dictionary and lengths of
sentences) are different from each other. We next
only share the visual components to overcome the
disagreement in language. However, the image
domain are still quite different from each other (as
shown in Fig. 2). Thus, we finally separately train
three models on the three datasets with minimal
cross-dataset modifications.

4.2 Metric-Based Evaluation

As shown in Table 2, we compare the performance
of our models on all three datasets with various
automated metrics. Results on the test sets are
reported. Following the setup in Jhamtani and
Berg-Kirkpatrick (2018), we takes CIDEr (Vedan-
tam et al., 2015) as the main metric in evaluating
the Spot-the-Diff and NLVR2 datasets. However,
CIDEr is known as its problem in up-weighting
unimportant details (Kilickaya et al., 2017; Liu
et al., 2017b). In our dataset, we find that instruc-
tions generated from a small set of short phrases
could get a high CIDEr score. We thus change the
main metric of our dataset to METEOR (Banerjee
and Lavie, 2005), which is manually verified to be
aligned with human judgment on the validation set
in our dataset. To avoid over-fitting, the model is
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Basic Full Both Good Both Not
Ours(IEdit) 11 24 5 60

Spot-the-Diff 22 37 6 35
NLVR2 24 37 17 22

Table 3: Human evaluation on 100 examples. Image
pair and two captions generated by our basic model and
full model are shown to the user. The user chooses
one from ‘Basic’ model wins, ‘Full’ model wins, ‘Both
Good’, or ‘Both Not’. Better model marked in bold
font.

early-stopped based on the main metric on vali-
dation set. We also report the BLEU-4 (Papineni
et al., 2002) and ROUGE-L (Lin, 2004) scores.

The results on various datasets shows the grad-
ual improvement made by our novel neural com-
ponents, which are designed to better describe the
relationship between 2 images. Our full model has
a significant improvement in result over baseline.
The improvement on the NLVR2 dataset is lim-
ited because the comparison of two images was
not forced to be considered when generating in-
structions.

4.3 Human Evaluation and Qualitative
Analysis

We conduct a pairwise human evaluation on our
generated sentences, which is used in Celikyil-
maz et al. (2018) and Pasunuru and Bansal (2017).
Agarwala (2018) also shows that the pairwise
comparison is better than scoring sentences indi-
vidually. We randomly select 100 examples from
the test set in each dataset and generate captions
via our full speaker model. We ask users to choose
a better instruction between the captions generated
by our full model and the basic model, or alter-
natively indicate that the two captions are equal
in quality. The Image Editing Request dataset is
specifically annotated by the image editing expert.
The winning rate of our full model (dynamic re-
lation attention) versus the basic model is shown
in Table 3. Our full model outperforms the ba-
sic model significantly. We also show positive and
negative examples generated by our full model in
Fig. 5. In our Image Editing Request corpus, the
model was able to detect and describe the edit-
ing actions but it failed in handling the arbitrary
complex editing actions. We keep these hard ex-
amples in our dataset to match real-world require-
ments and allow follow-up future works to pursue
the remaining challenges in this task. Our model
is designed for non-localized relationships thus

we do not explicitly model the pixel-level differ-
ences; however, we still find that the model could
learn these differences in the Spot-the-Diff dataset.
Since the descriptions in Spot-the-Diff is relatively
simple, the errors mostly come from wrong enti-
ties or undetected differences as shown in Fig. 5.
Our model is also sensitive to the image contents
as shown in the NLVR2 dataset.

5 Related Work

In order to learn a robust captioning system, pub-
lic datasets have been released for diverse tasks
including single image captioning (Lin et al.,
2014; Plummer et al., 2015; Krishna et al., 2017),
video captioning (Xu et al., 2016), referring ex-
pressions (Kazemzadeh et al., 2014; Mao et al.,
2016), and visual question answering (Antol et al.,
2015; Zhu et al., 2016; Johnson et al., 2017). In
terms of model progress, recent years witnessed
strong research progress in generating natural lan-
guage sentences to describe visual contents, such
as Vinyals et al. (2015); Xu et al. (2015); Ran-
zato et al. (2016); Anderson et al. (2018) in single
image captioning, Venugopalan et al. (2015); Pan
et al. (2016); Pasunuru and Bansal (2017) in video
captioning, Mao et al. (2016); Liu et al. (2017a);
Yu et al. (2017); Luo and Shakhnarovich (2017) in
referring expressions, Jain et al. (2017); Li et al.
(2018); Misra et al. (2018) in visual question gen-
eration, and Andreas and Klein (2016); Cohn-
Gordon et al. (2018); Luo et al. (2018); Vedantam
et al. (2017) in other setups.

Single image captioning is the most relevant
problem to the two-images captioning. Vinyals
et al. (2015) created a powerful encoder-decoder
(i.e., CNN to LSTM) framework in solving the
captioning problem. Xu et al. (2015) further
equipped it with an attention module to handle
the memorylessness of fixed-size vectors. Ran-
zato et al. (2016) used reinforcement learning to
eliminate exposure bias. Recently, Anderson et al.
(2018) brought the information from object detec-
tion system to further boost the performance.

Our model is built based on the attentive
encoder-decoder model (Xu et al., 2015), which is
the same choice in Jhamtani and Berg-Kirkpatrick
(2018). We apply the RL training with self-
critical (Rennie et al., 2017) but do not see signif-
icant improvement, possibly because of the rela-
tively small data amount compared to MS COCO.
We also observe that the detection system in An-
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add a filter to the image 

change the background to blue 

Positive  
Examples 

Negative 
Examples 

Image Editing Request Spot-the-Diff NLVR2 

there is a bookshelf with a white  
shelf in one of the images . 

the left image shows a pair of 
shoes wearing a pair of shoes . 

the person in the white shirt is gone 

the black car in the middle row is gone 

Figure 5: Examples of positive and negative results of our model from the three datasets. Selfies are blurred.

derson et al. (2018) has a high probability to fail
in the three datasets, e.g., the detection system can
not detect the small cars and people in spot-the-
diff dataset. The DDLA (Difference Description
with Latent Alignment) method proposed in Jham-
tani and Berg-Kirkpatrick (2018) learns the align-
ment between descriptions and visual differences.
It relies on the nature of the particular dataset and
thus could not be easily transferred to other dataset
where the visual relationship is not obvious. The
two-images captioning could also be considered
as a two key-frames video captioning problem,
and our sequential multi-heads attention is a modi-
fied version of the seq-to-seq model (Venugopalan
et al., 2015). Some existing work (Chen et al.,
2018; Wang et al., 2018; Manjunatha et al., 2018)
also learns how to modify images. These datasets
and methods focus on the image colorization and
adjustment tasks, while our dataset aims to study
the general image editing request task.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we explored the task of describ-
ing the visual relationship between two images.
We collected the Image Editing Request dataset,
which contains image pairs and human annotated
editing instructions. We designed novel relational
speaker models and evaluate them on our col-
lected and other public existing dataset. Based on
automatic and human evaluations, our relational
speaker model improves the ability to capture vi-
sual relationships. For future work, we are going
to further explore the possibility to merge the three
datasets by either learning a joint image represen-
tation or by transferring domain-specific knowl-
edge. We are also aiming to enlarge our Image
Editing Request dataset with newly-released posts
on Reddit and Zhopped.
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Abstract

In this paper, we address a novel task, namely
weakly-supervised spatio-temporally ground-
ing natural sentence in video. Specifically,
given a natural sentence and a video, we local-
ize a spatio-temporal tube in the video that se-
mantically corresponds to the given sentence,
with no reliance on any spatio-temporal anno-
tations during training. First, a set of spatio-
temporal tubes, referred to as instances, are
extracted from the video. We then encode
these instances and the sentence using our pro-
posed attentive interactor which can exploit
their fine-grained relationships to character-
ize their matching behaviors. Besides a rank-
ing loss, a novel diversity loss is introduced
to train the proposed attentive interactor to
strengthen the matching behaviors of reliable
instance-sentence pairs and penalize the unre-
liable ones. Moreover, we also contribute a
dataset, called VID-sentence, based on the Im-
ageNet video object detection dataset, to serve
as a benchmark for our task. Extensive exper-
imental results demonstrate the superiority of
our model over the baseline approaches. Our
code and the constructed VID-sentence dataset
are available at: https://github.com/
JeffCHEN2017/WSSTG.git.

1 Introduction

Given an image/video and a language query, im-
age/video grounding aims to localize a spatial re-
gion in the image (Plummer et al., 2015; Yu et al.,
2017, 2018) or a specific frame in the video (Zhou
et al., 2018) which semantically corresponds to
the language query. Grounding has broad appli-
cations, such as text based image retrieval (Chen
et al., 2017; Ma et al., 2015), description genera-
tion (Wang et al., 2018a; Rohrbach et al., 2017;

∗ Work done while Zhenfang Chen was a Research In-
tern with Tencent AI Lab.

† Corresponding authors.

A brown and white dog is lying on the grass and then it
stands up.

...

...

Figure 1: The proposed WSSTG task aims to local-
ize a spatio-temporal tube (i.e., the sequence of green
bounding boxes) in the video which semantically cor-
responds to the given sentence, with no reliance on any
spatio-temporal annotations during training.

Wang et al., 2018b), and question answer (Gao
et al., 2018; Ma et al., 2016). Recently, promising
progress has been made in image grounding (Yu
et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2018c; Zhang et al., 2018)
which heavily relies on fine-grained annotations
in the form of region-sentence pairs. Fine-grained
annotations for video grounding are more compli-
cated and labor-intensive as one may need to an-
notate a spatio-temporal tube (i.e., label the spatial
region in each frame) in a video which semanti-
cally corresponds to one language query.

To avoid the intensive labor involved in dense
annotations, (Huang et al., 2018) and (Zhou
et al., 2018) considered the problem of weakly-
supervised video grounding where only aligned
video-sentence pairs are provided without any
fine-grained regional annotations. However, they
both ground only a noun or pronoun in a static
frame of the video. As illustrated in Fig. 1, it
is difficult to distinguish the target dog (denoted
by the green box) from other dogs (denoted by
the red boxes) if we attempt to ground only the
noun “dog” in one single frame of the video. The
main reason is that the textual description of “dog”
is not sufficiently expressive and the visual ap-
pearance in one single frame cannot characterize
the spatio-temporal dynamics (e.g., the action and
movements of the “dog”).
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In this paper, we introduce a novel task, re-
ferred to as weakly-supervised spatio-temporally
grounding sentence in video (WSSTG). Specifi-
cally, given a natural sentence and a video, we
aim to localize a spatio-temporal tube (i.e., a se-
quence of bounding boxes), referred to as an in-
stance, in the video which semantically matches
the given sentence (see Fig. 1). During train-
ing, we do not rely on any fine-grained regional
annotations. Compared with existing weakly-
supervised video grounding problems (Zhou et al.,
2018; Huang et al., 2018), our proposed WSSTG
task has the following two advantages and chal-
lenges. First, we aim to ground a natural sen-
tence instead of just a noun or pronoun, which is
more comprehensive and flexible. As illustrated in
Fig. 1, with a detailed description like “lying on

the grass and then it stands up”, the target
dog (denoted by green boxes) can be localized
without ambiguity. However, how to comprehen-
sively capture the semantic meaning of a sentence
and ground it in a video, especially in a weakly-
supervised manner, poses a challenge. Second,
compared with one bounding box in a static frame,
a spatio-temporal tube (denoted by a sequence of
green bounding boxes in Fig. 1) presents the tem-
poral movements of “dog”, which can character-
ize its visual dynamics and thereby semantically
match the given sentence. However, how to ex-
ploit and model the spatio-temporal characteristics
of the tubes as well as their complicated relation-
ships with the sentence poses another challenge.

To handle the above challenges, we propose a
novel model realized within the multiple instance
learning framework (Karpathy and Fei-Fei, 2015;
Tang et al., 2017, 2018). First, a set of instance
proposals are extracted from a given video. Fea-
tures of the instance proposals and the sentence are
then encoded by a novel attentive interactor that
exploits their fine-grained relationships to gener-
ate semantic matching behaviors. Finally, we pro-
pose a diversity loss, together with a ranking loss,
to train the whole model. During testing, the in-
stance proposal which exhibits the strongest se-
mantic matching behavior with the given sentence
is selected as the grounding result.

To facilitate our proposed WSSTG task, we
contribute a new grounding dataset, called VID-
sentence, by providing sentence descriptions for
the instances of the ImageNet video object de-
tection dataset (VID) (Russakovsky et al., 2015).

Specifically, 7, 654 instances of 30 categories from
4, 381 videos in VID are extracted. For each in-
stance, annotators are asked to provide a natural
sentence describing its content. Please refer to
Sec. 4 for more details about the dataset.

Our main contributions can be summarized
as follows. 1) We tackle a novel task, namely
weakly-supervised spatio-temporally video
grounding (WSSTG), which localizes a spatio-
temporal tube in a given video that semantically
corresponds to a given natural sentence, in a
weakly-supervised manner. 2) We propose a
novel attentive interactor to exploit fine-grained
relationships between instances and the sentence
to characterize their matching behaviors. A diver-
sity loss is proposed to strengthen the matching
behaviors between reliable instance-sentence
pairs and penalize the unreliable ones during
training. 3) We contribute a new dataset, named
as VID-sentence, to serve as a benchmark for the
novel WSSTG task. 4) Extensive experimental re-
sults are analyzed, which illustrate the superiority
of our proposed method.

2 Related Work

Grounding in Images/Videos. Grounding in im-
ages has been popular in the research commu-
nity over the past decade (Kong et al., 2014;
Matuszek et al., 2012; Hu et al., 2016; Wang
et al., 2016a,b; Li et al., 2017; Cirik et al., 2018;
Sadeghi and Farhadi, 2011; Zhang et al., 2017;
Xiao et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2019, 2018a). In re-
cent years, researchers also explore grounding in
videos. Yu and Siskind (2015) grounded objects
in constrained videos by leveraging weak seman-
tic constraints implied by a sequence of sentences.
Vasudevan et al. (2018) grounded objects in the
last frame of stereo videos with the help of text,
motion cues, human gazes and spatial-temporal
context. However, fully supervised grounding re-
quires intensive labor for regional annotations, es-
pecially in the case of videos.

Weakly-Supervised Grounding. To avoid
the intensive labor involved in regional anno-
tations, weakly-supervised grounding has been
proposed where only image-sentence or video-
sentence pairs are needed. It was first studied in
the image domain (Zhao et al., 2018; Rohrbach
et al., 2016). Later, given a sequence of transcrip-
tions and their corresponding video clips as well
as their temporal alignment, Huang et al. (2018)
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Figure 2: The architecture of our model. An instance
generator is used to produce spatio-temporal instances.
An attentive interactor is proposed to exploit the com-
plicated relationships between instances and the sen-
tence. Multiple instance learning is used to train the
model with a ranking loss and a diversity loss.

grounded nouns/pronouns in specific frames by
constructing a visual grounded action graph. The
work closest to ours is (Zhou et al., 2018), in
which the authors grounded a noun in a specific
frame by considering object interactions and loss
weighting given one video and one text input. In
this work, we also focus on grounding in a video-
text pair. However, different from (Zhou et al.,
2018) whose text input consists of nouns/pronouns
and output is a bounding box in a specific frame,
we aim to ground a natural sentence and output a
spatio-temporal tube in the video.

3 Method

Given a natural sentence query q and a video
v, our proposed WSSTG task aims to localize a
spatio-temporal tube, referred to as an instance,
p = {bt}Tt=1 in the video sequence, where bt rep-
resents a bounding box in the t-th frame and T
denotes the total number of frames. The local-
ized instance should semantically correspond to
the sentence query q. As WSSTG is carried out in
a weakly-supervised manner, only aligned video-
sentence pairs {v, q} are available with no fine-
grained regional annotations during training. In
this paper, we cast the WSSTG task as a multi-
ple instance learning problem (Karpathy and Fei-
Fei, 2015). Given a video v, we first generate a
set of instance proposals by an instance genera-
tor (Gkioxari and Malik, 2015). We then identify
which instance semantically matches the natural
sentence query q.

We propose a novel model for handling the
WSSTG task. It consists of two components,

namely an instance generator and an attentive in-
teractor (see Fig. 2). The instance generator links
bounding boxes detected in each frame into in-
stance proposals (see Sec. 3.1). The attentive
interactor exploits the complicated relationships
between instance proposals and the given sen-
tence to yield their matching scores (see Sec. 3.2).
The proposed model is optimized with a ranking
loss Lrank and a novel diversity loss Ldiv (see
Sec. 3.3). Specifically, Lrank aims to distinguish
aligned video-sentence pairs from the unaligned
ones, while Ldiv targets strengthening the match-
ing behaviors between reliable instance-sentence
pairs and penalizing the unreliable ones from the
aligned video-sentence pairs.

3.1 Instance Extraction

Instance Generation. As shown in Fig. 2, the
first step of our method is to generate instance pro-
posals. Similar to (Zhou et al., 2018), the region
proposal network from Faster-RCNN (Ren et al.,
2015) is used to detect frame-level bounding boxes
with corresponding confidence scores, which are
then linked to produce spatio-temporal tubes.

Let bt denote a detected bounding box at time
t and bt+1 denote another box at time t+ 1. Fol-
lowing (Gkioxari and Malik, 2015), we define the
linking score sl between bt and bt+1 as

sl(bt, bt+1) = sc(bt) + sc(bt+1) + λ · IoU(bt, bt+1), (1)

where sc(b) is the confidence score of b,
IoU(bt, bt+1) is the intersection-over-union (IoU)
of bt and bt+1, and λ is a balancing scalar which is
set to 0.2 in our implementation.

As such, one instance proposal pn can be
viewed as a path {bnt }Tt=1 over the whole video se-
quence with energy E(pn) given by

E(pn) =
1

T − 1

T−1∑

t=1

sl(b
n
t , b

n
t+1). (2)

We identify the instance proposal with the maxi-
mal energy by the Viterbi algorithm (Gkioxari and
Malik, 2015). We keep the identified instance pro-
posal and remove all the bounding boxes associ-
ated with it. We then repeat the above process un-
til there is no bounding box left. This results in a
set of instance proposals P = {pn}Nn=1, with N
being the total number of proposals.

Feature Representation. Since an instance
proposal consists of bounding boxes in consec-
utive video frames, we use I3D (Carreira and
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Figure 3: The architecture of the attentive interactor.
It consists of two components, namely interaction and
matching behavior characterization. A© denotes the at-
tention mechanism in Eqs. (4-6). φ© denotes the func-
tion in Eq. (7).

Zisserman, 2017) and Faster-RCNN to generate
the RGB sequence feature I3D-RGB, the flow se-
quence feature I3D-Flow, and the frame-level RoI
pooled feature, respectively. Note that it is not
effective to encode each bounding box as an in-
stance proposal may include thousands of bound-
ing boxes. We therefore evenly divide each in-
stance proposal into tp segments and average the
features within each segment. tp is set to 20 for all
our experiments. We concatenate all three kinds
of visual features before feeding it into the follow-
ing attentive interactor. Taking each segment as a
time step, each proposal p is thereby represented
as Fp ∈ Rtp×dp , a sequence of dp dimensional
concatenated visual features at each step.

3.2 Attentive Interactor

With the instance proposals from the video and
the given sentence query, we propose a novel at-
tentive interactor to characterize the matching be-
haviors between each proposal and the sentence
query. Our attentive interactor consists of two cou-
pling components, namely interaction and match-
ing behavior characterization (see Fig. 3).

Before diving into the details of the interactor,
we first introduce the representation of the query
sentence q. We represent each word in q using the
300-dimensional word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013)
and omit words that are not in the dictionary. In
this way, each sentence q is represented as Fq ∈
Rtq×dq , where tq is the total number of words in
the sentence and dq denotes the dimension of the

word embedding.

3.2.1 Interaction
Given the sequential visual features Fp ∈ Rtp×dp
of one candidate instance and the sequential tex-
tual features Fq ∈ Rtq×dq of the query sen-
tence, we propose an interaction module to exploit
their complicated matching behaviors in a fine-
grained manner. First, two long short-term mem-
ory networks (LSTMs) (Hochreiter and Schmid-
huber, 1997) are utilized to encode the instance
proposal and sentence, respectively:

hp
t = LSTMp(fpt ,h

p
t−1),

hq
t = LSTMq(fqt ,h

q
t−1),

(3)

where fpt and f qt are the t-th row representations in
Fp and Fq, respectively. Due to the natural char-
acteristics of LSTM, hpt and hqt , as the yielded hid-
den states, encode and aggregate the contextual in-
formation from the sequential representation, and
thereby yield more meaningful and informative vi-
sual features Hp = {hpt }

tp
t=1 and sentence repre-

sentations Hq = {hqt}
tq
t=1.

Different from (Rohrbach et al., 2016; Zhao
et al., 2018) which used only the last hidden
state hqtq as the feature embedding for the query
sentence, we generate visually guided sentence
features Hqp = {hqpt }

tp
t=1 by exploiting their

fine-grained relationships based on Hq and Hp.
Specifically, given the i-th visual feature hpi , an
attention mechanism (Xu et al., 2015) is used to
adaptively summarize Hq = {hqt}

tq
t=1 with respect

to hpi :

ei,j = wT tanh (Wqhq
j + Wphp

i + b1) + b2, (4)

ai,j =
exp(ei,j)∑tq

j′=1 exp(ei,j′)
, (5)

hqp
i =

tq∑

j=1

ai,jh
q
j , (6)

where Wq ∈ RK×Dq , Wp ∈ RK×Dp , b1 ∈
RK are the learnable parameters that map visual
and sentence features to the same K-dimension
space. w ∈ RK and b2 ∈ R work on the coupled
textual and visual features and yield their affinity
scores. With respect to Wphpi in Eq. (4), the gen-
erated visually guided sentence feature hqpi pays
more attention on the words more correlated with
hpi by adaptively summarizing Hq = {hqt}

tq
t=1.

Owning to the attention mechanism in Eqs. (4-
6), our proposed interaction module makes each
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visual feature interact with all the sentence fea-
tures and attentively summarize them together. As
such, fine-grained relationships between the visual
and sentence representations are exploited.

3.2.2 Matching Behavior Characterization
After obtaining a set of visually guided sen-
tence features Hqp = {hqpt }

tp
t=1, we character-

ize the fine-grained matching behaviors between
the visual and sentence features. Specifically, the
matching behavior between the i-th visual and
sentence features is defined as

si(h
p
i ,h

qp
i ) = φ(hp

i ,h
qp
i ). (7)

The instantiation of φ can be realized by differ-
ent approaches, such as multi-layer perceptron
(MLP), inner-product, or cosine similarity. In this
paper, we use cosine similarity between hpi and
hqpi for simplicity. Finally, we define the match-
ing behavior between an instance proposal p and
the sentence q as

s(q, p) =
1

tp

tp∑

i=1

si(h
p
i ,h

qp
i ). (8)

3.3 Training
For the WSSTG task, since no regional annota-
tions are available during the training, we cannot
optimize the framework in a fully supervised man-
ner. We, therefore, resort to MIL to optimize the
proposed network based on the obtained matching
behaviors of the instance-sentence pairs. Specifi-
cally, our objective function is defined as

L = Lrank + β Ldiv, (9)

where Lrank is a ranking loss, aiming at distin-
guishing aligned video-sentence pairs from the un-
aligned ones. Ldiv is a novel diversity loss, which
is proposed to strengthen the matching behaviors
between reliable instance-sentence pairs and pe-
nalize the unreliable ones from the aligned video-
sentence pair. β is a scalar which is set to 1 in all
our experiments.
Ranking Loss. Assume that {v, q} is a semanti-
cally aligned video-sentence pair. We define the
visual-semantic matching score S between v and
q as

S(v, q) = max s(q, pn) , n = 1, ..., N , (10)

where pn is the n-th proposal generated from the
video v, s(q, pn) is the matching behavior com-
puted by Eq. (8), and N is the total number of in-
stance proposals.

Suppose that v′ and q′ are negative samples that
are not semantically correlated with q and v, re-
spectively. Inspired by (Karpathy and Fei-Fei,
2015), we define the ranking loss as

Lrank =
∑

v 6=v′

∑

q 6=q′
[max(0, S(v, q′)− S(v, q) + ∆)+

max(0, S(v′, q)− S(v, q) + ∆)],
(11)

where ∆ is a margin which is set to 1 in all our ex-
periments. Lrank directly encourages the match-
ing scores of aligned video-sentence pairs to be
larger than those of unaligned pairs.
Diversity Loss. One limitation of the ranking
loss defined in Eq. (11) is that it does not con-
sider the matching behaviors between the sentence
and different instance proposals extracted from an
aligned video. A prior for video grounding is that
only a few instance proposals in the paired video
are semantically aligned to the query sentence,
while most of the other instance proposals are not.
Thus, it is desirable to have a diverse distribution
of the matching behaviors {s(q, pn)}Nn=1.

To encourage a diverse distribution of
{s(q, pn)}Nn=1, we propose a diversity loss Ldiv
to strengthen the matching behaviors between
reliable instance-sentence pairs and penalize the
unreliable ones during training. Specifically, we
first normalize {s(q, pn)}Nn=1 by softmax

s′(q, pn) =
exp(s(q, pn))∑N

n′=1 exp(s(q, pn′))
, (12)

and then penalize the entropy of the distribution of
{s′(q, pn)}Nn=1 by defining the diversity loss as

Ldiv = −
N∑

n=1

s′(q, pn)log(s′(q, pn)). (13)

Note that the smaller Ldiv is, the more diverse
{s(q, pn)}Nn=1 will be, which implicitly encour-
ages the matching scores of semantically aligned
instance-sentence pairs being larger than those of
the misaligned pairs.

3.4 Inference
Given a testing video and a query sentence, we ex-
tract candidate instance proposals, and character-
ize the matching behavior between each instance
proposal and the sentence by the proposed atten-
tive interactor. The instance with the strongest
matching behavior is deemed the result of the
WSSTG task.
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A red bus is making a turn on the road A red bus is making a turn on the road

 A brown and white dog is lying on the grass and then standing upA large elephant runs in the water from left to right

 A red bus is making a turn on the road

 A brown and white dog is lying on the grass and then standing up

 A large elephant runs in the water from left to right

Figure 4: Samples of the newly constructed VID-
sentence dataset. Sentences are shown on the top of
images and the associated target instances are enclosed
with green bounding boxes.

4 VID-sentence Dataset

A main challenge for the WSSTG task is the
lack of suitable datasets. Existing datasets like
TACoS (Regneri et al., 2013) and YouCook (Das
et al., 2013) are unsuitable as they do not provide
spatio-temporal annotations for target instances in
the videos, which are necessary for the WSSTG
task for evaluation. To the best of our knowledge,
the most suitable existing dataset is the Person-
sentence dataset provided by (Yamaguchi et al.,
2017), which is used for spatio-temporal person
search among videos. However, this dataset is
too simple for the WSSTG task since it contains
only people in the videos. To this end, we con-
tribute a new dataset by annotating videos in Ima-
geNet video object detection dataset (VID) (Rus-
sakovsky et al., 2015) with sentence descriptions.
We choose VID as the visual materials for two
primary reasons. First, it is one of the largest
video detection datasets containing videos of di-
verse categories in complicated scenarios. Sec-
ond, it provides dense bounding-box annotations
and instance IDs which help avoid labor-intensive
annotations for spatio-temporal regions of the val-
idation/testing set.
VID-sentence Annotation. With 30 categories,
VID contains 3826, 555 and 937 videos for train-
ing, validation and testing respectively. We first
divide videos in training and validation sets1 into
trimmed videos based on the provided instance
IDs, and delete videos less than 9 frames. As such,
there remain 9, 029 trimmed videos in total. In
each trimmed video, one instance is identified as
a sequence of bounding boxes. A group of anno-
tators are asked to provide sentence descriptions
for the target instances. Each target instance is

1Testing set is omitted as its spatial-temporal annotations
are unavailable

annotated with one sentence description. An in-
stance is discarded if it is too difficult to provide a
unique and precise description. After annotation,
there are 7, 654 videos with sentence descriptions.
We randomly select 6, 582 videos as the training
set, and evenly split the remaining videos into the
validation and testing sets (i.e., each contains 536
videos). Some examples from the VID-sentence
dataset are shown in Fig. 4.
Dataset Statistics. To summarize, the cre-
ated dataset has 6, 582/536/536 spatio-
temporal instances with descriptions for
training/validation/testing. It covers all 30
categories in VID, such as “car”, “monkey” and
“watercraft”. The size of the vocabulary is
1, 823 and the average length of the descriptions
is 13.2. Table 1 shows the statistics of our con-
structed VID-sentence dataset. Compared with
the Person-sentence dataset, our VID-sentence
dataset has a similar description length but
includes more instances and categories.

It is important to note that, although VID pro-
vides regional annotations for the training set,
these annotations are not used in any of our ex-
periments since we focus on weakly-supervised
spatio-temporal video grounding.

5 Experiments

In this section, we first compare our method with
different kinds of baseline methods on the cre-
ated VID-sentence dataset, followed by the abla-
tion study. Finally, we show how well our model
generalizes on the Person-sentence dataset.

5.1 Experimental Settings

Baseline Models. Existing weakly-supervised
video grounding methods (Huang et al., 2018;
Zhou et al., 2018) are not applicable to the
WSSTG task. Huang et al. (2018) requires tempo-
ral alignment between a sequence of transcription
descriptions and the video segments to ground a
noun/pronoun in a certain frame, while Zhou et al.
(2018) mainly grounds nouns/pronouns in specific
frames of videos. As such, we develop three
baselines based on DVSA (Karpathy and Fei-Fei,
2015), GroundeR (Rohrbach et al., 2016), and a
variant frame-level method modified from (Zhou
et al., 2018) for performance comparisons. Fol-
lowing recent grounding methods like (Rohrbach
et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2018b), we use the last
hidden state of an LSTM encoder as the sentence
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Instance Num. Des. Categoriestrain val test length
Person 5,437 313 323 13.1 1
Ours 6,582 536 536 13.2 30

Table 1: Statistics of the VID-sentence dataset and pre-
vious Person-sentence dataset Yamaguchi et al. (2017).

embedding for all the baselines.
Since DVSA and GroundeR are originally pro-

posed for image grounding, in order to adapt to
video, we consider three methods to encode vi-
sual features Fp ∈ Rtp×dp including averaging
(Avg), NetVLAD (Arandjelovic et al., 2016), and
LSTM. For the variant baseline modified from
(Zhou et al., 2018), we densely predict each frame
to generate a spatio-temporal prediction.
Implementation Details. Similar to (Zhou et al.,
2018), we use the region proposal network from
Faster-RCNN pretrained on MSCOCO (Lin et al.,
2014) to extract frame-level region proposals. For
each video, we extract 30 bounding boxes for each
frame and link them into 30 spatio-temporal tubes
with the method (Gkioxari and Malik, 2015). We
map the word embedding to 512-dimension before
feeding it to the LSTM encoder. Dimension of
the hidden state of all the LSTMs is set to 512.
Batch size is 16, i.e., 16 videos with total 480 in-
stance proposals and 16 corresponding sentences.
We construct positive and negative video-sentence
pairs for training within a batch for efficiency, i.e.,
roughly 16 positive pairs and 240 negative pairs
for the triplet construction. SGD is used to opti-
mize the models with a learning rate of 0.001 and
momentum of 0.9. We train all the models with 30
epochs. Please refer to supplementary materials
for more details.
Evaluation Metric. We use the bounding box
localization accuracy for evaluation. An output
instance is considered as “accurate” if the over-
lap between the detected instance and the ground-
truth is greater than a threshold η. The definition
of the overlap is the same as (Yamaguchi et al.,
2017), i.e., the average overlap of the bounding
boxes in annotated frames. η is set to 0.4, 0.5, 0.6
for extensive evaluations.

5.2 Performance Comparisons

Table 2 shows the performance comparisons be-
tween our model and the baselines. We addition-
ally show the performance of randomly choosing
an instance proposal and the upper bound perfor-

Methods Accuracy
0.4 0.5 0.6 Average

Random 8.0 4.3 2.1 4.8
Proposal upper bound 58.6 47.2 36.9 47.6
DVSA+Avg 36.2 29.7 23.5 29.8
DVSA+NetVLAD 31.2 24.8 18.5 24.8
DVSA+LSTM 38.2 31.2 23.5 31.0
GroundeR+Avg 36.7 31.9 25.0 31.2
GroundeR+NetVLAD 26.1 22.2 15.1 21.1
GroundeR+LSTM 36.8 31.2 24.1 30.7
Zhou et al. (2018) 41.6 33.8 27.1 34.2
Ours 44.6 38.2 28.9 37.2

Table 2: Performance comparisons on the proposed
VID-sentence dataset. The top entry of all the meth-
ods except the upper bound is highlighted in boldface.

mance of choosing the instance proposal of the
largest overlap with the ground-truth.

The results suggest that, 1) models with
NetVLAD (Arandjelovic et al., 2016) perform
the worst. We suspect that models based on
NetVLAD are complicated and the supervisions
are too weak to optimize the models sufficiently
well. 2) Models with LSTM embedding achieve
only comparable performances compared with
models based on simple averagingf. It is mainly
due to the fact that the power of LSTM has not
been fully exploited. 3) The variant method of
(Zhou et al., 2018) performs better than both
DVSA and GroundeR with various kinds of vi-
sual encoding techniques, indicating its power for
the task. 4) Our model achieves the best results,
demonstrating its effectiveness, showing that our
model is better at characterizing the matching be-
haviors between the query sentence and the visual
instances in the video.

To compare the methods qualitatively, we
show an exemplar sample in Fig. 5. Compared
with GroundeR+LSTM and DVSA+LSTM, our
method identifies a more accurate instance from
the candidate instance proposals. Moreover, the
instances generated by our method are more tem-
porally consistent compared with the modified
frame-level method (Zhou et al., 2018). This can
be attributed to the exploitation of the temporal in-
formation during instance generation and attentive
interactor in our model.

5.3 Ablation Study

To verify the contributions of the proposed atten-
tive interactor and diversity loss, we perform the
following ablation study. To be specific, we com-
pare the full method with three variants, includ-
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Description: The white car is running from left to right on the left side of the road.

DVSA+LSTM, IoU: 0.172 GroundeR+LSTM, IoU: 0.042

Zhou et al. (2018), IoU: 0.413 Ours, IoU: 0.604

Figure 5: An exemplar of the results by different methods. The sentence is shown on the top. Three frames of the
detected results and the ground-truth are respectively bounded with blue lines and green dotted lines. IoU scores
between the detected instances and the ground-truth are shown below the images. Best viewed on screen.

Methods Accuracy
0.4 0.5 0.6 Average

Base 38.2 31.2 23.5 31.0
Base + Div 38.4 32.5 25.0 32.0
Base + Int 42.4 35.1 26.1 34.5
Full method 44.6 38.2 28.9 37.2

Table 3: Ablation study of the proposed attentive inter-
actor and diversity loss.

segment Id: 0 segment Id: 1 segment Id: 2

Figure 6: Visualization of the attentive interaction. On
the top, we show an instance highlighted in the blue
box in three different segments. On the bottom, we
show the corresponding distributions of the attention
weights. Darker colors mean larger attentive weights.
Intuitively, the attention weight matches well with the
visual contents such as “puppy” in all three segments
and “hand” in the segment with ID 2. Best viewed on
screen.

ing: 1) removing both the attentive interactor and
diversity loss, which is equivalent to the DVSA
model using LSTM for encoding both the visual
features and sentence features, termed as Base;
2) Base+Div, which is formed by introducing
the diversity loss; 3) Base+Int with the atten-
tive interactor module.

Table 3 shows the corresponding results. Com-
pared with Base, both the diversity loss and at-
tentive interactor constantly improve the perfor-
mance. Moreover, to show the effectiveness of
the proposed attentive interactor, we visualize the
adaptive weight a in Eq. (5). As shown in Fig. 6,
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Figure 7: Comparison of the distribution of the match-
ing behaviors of instances.

Methods Accuracy
0.4 0.5 0.6 Average

Random 15.1 7.2 3.5 8.6
Proposal upper bound 89.8 79.9 64.1 77.9
DVSA+Avg 39.8 30.3 19.7 29.9
DVSA+NetVLAD 34.1 25.0 18.3 25.8
DVSA+LSTM 42.7 30.2 20.0 31.0
GroundeR+Avg 45.5 32.2 21.7 33.1
GroundeR+NetVLAD 22.1 16.1 8.6 15.6
GroundeR+LSTM 39.9 28.2 17.7 28.6
Ours w/o Ldiv 57.9 47.7 35.6 47.1
Ours 62.5 52.0 38.4 51.0

Table 4: Performance comparisons on the Person-
sentence dataset (Yamaguchi et al., 2017).

our method adaptively pays more attention to the
words that match the instance such as the “puppy”
in all three segments and the “hand” in segment
with ID 2. To show the effectiveness of the diver-
sity loss, we divide instance proposals in the test-
ing set into 10 groups based on their IoU scores
with the ground-truth and then calculate the aver-
age matching behaviors of each group, predicted
by counterparts with and without the diversity
loss. As shown in Fig. 7, the proposed diversity
loss Ldiv penalizes the matching behaviors of the
instances of lower IoU with ground-truth while
strengthens instances of higher IoU.
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5.4 Experiments on Person-sentence Dataset
We further evaluate our model and the baseline
methods on the Person-sentence dataset (Yam-
aguchi et al., 2017). We ignore the bounding box
annotations in the training set and carry out ex-
periments for the proposed WSSTG task. For fair
comparisons, all experiments are conducted on the
visual feature extractor provided by (Carreira and
Zisserman, 2017).

Table 4 shows the results. Similarly, the pro-
posed attentive interactor model (without the di-
versity loss) outperforms all the baselines. More-
over, the diversity loss further improves the perfor-
mance. Note that the improvement of our model
on this dataset is more significant than that on
the VID-sentence dataset. The reason might be
that the upper bound performance of the Person-
sentence is much higher than that of the VID-
sentence (77.9 for Person-sentence versus 47.6 for
VID-sentence on average). This also suggests that
the created VID-sentence dataset is more chal-
lenging and more suitable as a benchmark dataset.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced a new task, namely
weakly-supervised spatio-temporally grounding
natural sentence in video. It takes a sentence and a
video as input and outputs a spatio-temporal tube
from the video, which semantically matches the
sentence, with no reliance on spatio-temporal an-
notations during training. We handled this task
based on the multiple instance learning frame-
work. An attentive interactor and a diversity loss
were proposed to learn the complicated relation-
ships between the instance proposals and the sen-
tence. Extensive experiments showed the effec-
tiveness of our model. Moreover, we contributed
a new dataset, named as VID-sentence, which can
serve as a benchmark for the proposed task.
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Abstract

This paper introduces the PhotoBook dataset,
a large-scale collection of visually-grounded,
task-oriented dialogues in English designed to
investigate shared dialogue history accumu-
lating during conversation. Taking inspira-
tion from seminal work on dialogue analysis,
we propose a data-collection task formulated
as a collaborative game prompting two online
participants to refer to images utilising both
their visual context as well as previously estab-
lished referring expressions. We provide a de-
tailed description of the task setup and a thor-
ough analysis of the 2,500 dialogues collected.
To further illustrate the novel features of the
dataset, we propose a baseline model for ref-
erence resolution which uses a simple method
to take into account shared information accu-
mulated in a reference chain. Our results show
that this information is particularly important
to resolve later descriptions and underline the
need to develop more sophisticated models of
common ground in dialogue interaction.1

1 Introduction

The past few years have seen an increasing inter-
est in developing computational agents for visually
grounded dialogue, the task of using natural lan-
guage to communicate about visual content in a
multi-agent setup. The models developed for this
task often focus on specific aspects such as im-
age labelling (Mao et al., 2016; Vedantam et al.,
2017), object reference (Kazemzadeh et al., 2014;
De Vries et al., 2017a), visual question answer-
ing (Antol et al., 2015), and first attempts of vi-
sual dialogue proper (Das et al., 2017), but fail to
produce consistent outputs over a conversation.

1The PhotoBook dataset is being released by the Dialogue
Modelling Group led by Raquel Fernández at the University
of Amsterdam. The core of this work was done while Janosch
Haber and Elia Bruni were affiliated with the group.

We hypothesise that one of the main reasons
for this shortcoming is the models’ inability to
effectively utilise dialogue history. Human in-
terlocutors are known to collaboratively establish
a shared repository of mutual information dur-
ing a conversation (Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986;
Clark, 1996; Brennan and Clark, 1996). This
common ground (Stalnaker, 1978) then is used to
optimise understanding and communication effi-
ciency. Equipping artificial dialogue agents with a
similar representation of dialogue context thus is a
pivotal next step in improving the quality of their
dialogue output.

To facilitate progress towards more consis-
tent and effective conversation models, we in-
troduce the PhotoBook dataset: a large collec-
tion of 2,500 human-human goal-oriented English
conversations between two participants, who are
asked to identify shared images in their respec-
tive photo books by exchanging messages via writ-
ten chat. This setup takes inspiration from ex-
perimental paradigms extensively used within the
psycholinguistics literature to investigate partner-
specific common ground (for an overview, see
Brown-Schmidt et al., 2015), adapting them to
the requirements imposed by online crowdsourc-
ing methods. The task is formulated as a game
consisting of five rounds. Figure 1 shows an exam-
ple of a participant’s display. Over the five rounds
of a game, a selection of previously displayed im-
ages will be visible again, prompting participants
to re-refer to images utilising both their visual con-
text as well as previously established referring ex-
pressions. The resulting dialogue data therefore
allows for tracking the common ground develop-
ing between dialogue participants.

We describe in detail the PhotoBook task and
the data collection, and present a thorough analy-
sis of the dialogues in the dataset. In addition, to
showcase how the new dataset may be exploited
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for computational modelling, we propose a refer-
ence resolution baseline model trained to identify
target images being discussed in a given dialogue
segment. The model uses a simple method to take
into account information accumulated in a refer-
ence chain. Our results show that this information
is particularly important to resolve later descrip-
tions and highlight the importance of developing
more sophisticated models of common ground in
dialogue interaction.

The PhotoBook dataset, together with the data
collection protocol, the automatically extracted
reference chains, and the code used for our analy-
ses and models are available at the following site:
https://dmg-photobook.github.io.

2 Related Work

Seminal works on cooperative aspects of dialogue
have developed their hypotheses and models based
on a relatively small number of samples collected
through lab-based conversation tasks (e.g., Krauss
and Weinheimer, 1964, 1966; Clark and Wilkes-
Gibbs, 1986; Brennan and Clark, 1996; Anderson
et al., 1991). Recent datasets inspired by this line
of work include the REX corpora (Takenobu et al.,
2012) and PentoRef (Zarrieß et al., 2016). With
the development of online data collection meth-
ods (von Ahn et al., 2006) a new, game-based ap-
proach to quick and inexpensive collection of di-
alogue data became available. PhotoBook builds
on these traditions to provide a large-scale dataset
suitable for data-driven development of computa-
tional dialogue agents.

The computer vision community has re-
cently developed large-scale datasets for visually
grounded dialogue (Das et al., 2017; De Vries
et al., 2017b). These approaches extend earlier
work on visual question answering (Antol et al.,
2015) to a multi-turn setup where two agents, each
with a pre-determined Questioner or Answerer
role, exchange sequences of questions and an-
swers about an image. While data resulting from
these tasks provides interesting opportunities to
investigate visual grounding, it suffers from fun-
damental shortcomings with respect to the collab-
orative aspects of natural goal-oriented dialogue
(e.g., fixed, pairwise structuring of question and
answers, no extended dialogue history). In con-
trast, PhotoBook includes natural and free-from
dialogue data with a variety of dialogue acts and
opportunities for participant collaboration.

Resolving referring expressions in the visual
modality has also been studied in computer vi-
sion. Datasets such as ReferIt (Kazemzadeh et al.,
2014), Flicker30k Entities (Plummer et al., 2015)
and Visual Genome (Krishna et al., 2017) map re-
ferring expressions to regions in a single image.
Referring expressions in the PhotoBook dataset
differ from this type of data in that the candi-
date referents are independent but similar images
and, most importantly, are often part of a reference
chain in the participants’ dialogue history.

3 Task Description and Setup

In the PhotoBook task, two participants are paired
for an online multi-round image identification
game. In this game, participants are shown collec-
tions of images that resemble the page of a photo
book (see Figure 1). Each of these collections
is a randomly ordered grid of six similar images
depicting everyday scenes extracted from the MS
COCO Dataset (Lin et al., 2014). On each page
of the photo book, some of the images are present
in the displays of both participants (the common
images). The other images are each shown to
one of the participants only (different). Three of
the images in each display are highlighted through
a yellow bar under the picture. The participants
are tasked to mark these highlighted target im-
ages as either common or different by chatting with
their partner.2 The PhotoBook task is symmetric,
i.e., participants do not have predefined roles such
as instruction giver and follower, or questioner
and answerer. Consequently, both participants can
freely and naturally contribute to the conversation,
leading to more natural dialogues.

Once the two participants have made their se-
lections on a given page, they are shown a feed-
back screen and continue to the next round of the
game, a new page of the photo book displaying a
different grid of images. Some of the images in
this grid will be new to the game while others will
have appeared before. A full game consists of la-
belling three highlighted target images in each of
five consecutive rounds.

Each highlighted image is displayed exactly five
times throughout a game while the display of im-
ages and the order of rounds is randomised to pre-
vent participants from detecting any patterns. As

2Pilot studies showed that labelling all six images took
participants about half an hour, which appeared to be too long
for the online setting, resulting in large numbers of discon-
nects and incomplete games.
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Figure 1: Screenshot of the Amazon Mechanical Turk user interface designed to collect the PhotoBook dataset.

a result of this carefully designed setup, dialogues
in the PhotoBook dataset contain multiple descrip-
tions of each of the target images and thus pro-
vide a valuable resource for investigating partici-
pant cooperation, and specifically collaborative re-
ferring expression generation and resolution with
respect to the conversation’s common ground.

Image Sets The task setup requires each game
of five rounds to display 12 unique but similar im-
ages to elicit non-trivial referring expressions. We
use the object category annotations in MS COCO
to group all landscape, unmarked, colour images
where the two largest objects belong to the same
category across all images in the set (e.g., all im-
ages in the set prominently feature a person and
a cat).3 This produced 30 sets of at least 20 im-
ages from which 12 were selected at random. As
a given game highlights only half of the images
from a given set, each image set produces two dif-
ferent game sets with different target images to be
highlighted, for a total of 60 unique games and 360
unique images. More details on the PhotoBook
setup and image sets are provided in Appendix A.

4 Data Collection

We use the ParlAI framework (Miller et al., 2017)
to implement the task and interface with crowd-
sourcing platform Amazon Mechanical Turk
(AMT) to collect the data. To control the quality
of collected dialogues, we require AMT workers
to be native English speakers and to have com-
pleted at least 100 other tasks on AMT with a

3All images where the two largest objects cover less than
30k pixels (∼10% of an average COCO image) were rejected.

minimum acceptance rate of 90%. Workers are
paired through an algorithm based on whether or
not they have completed the PhotoBook task be-
fore and which of the individual games they have
played. In order to prevent biased data, work-
ers can complete a maximum of five games, each
participant can complete a given game only once,
and the same pair of participants cannot complete
more than one game.

Participants are instructed about the task and
first complete a warming-up round with only three
images per participant (two of them highlighted).
In order to render reference grounding as clean as
possible and facilitate automatic processing of the
resulting dialogue data, participants are asked to
try to identify the common and different images as
quickly as possible, only describe a single image
per message, and directly select an image’s label
when they agree on it. The compensation scheme
is based on an average wage of 10 USD per hour
(Hara et al., 2018). See Appendix B for a full ac-
count of the instructions and further details on par-
ticipant payment.

During data collection, we recorded
anonymised participant IDs, the author, timestamp
and content of all sent messages, label selections
and button clicks, plus self-reported collaboration
performance scores. For a period of two months,
data collection produced human-human dialogues
for a total of 2,506 completed games. The
resulting PhotoBook dataset contains a total of
164,615 utterances, 130,322 actions and spans a
vocabulary of 11,805 unique tokens.

Each of the 60 unique game sets was played
between 15 and 72 times, with an average of 41
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Figure 2: (a) Average completion times (solid blue) and scores (dashed red) per game round. (b) Ratio of content
tokens over total token count per round with best linear fit. (c) Ratio of new content tokens over total content token
count per round. (d) Relative change in distribution of main content POS between the first and last game round.

games per set. The task was completed by 1,514
unique workers, of which 472 only completed
a single game, 448 completed between two and
four games, and 594 the maximum of five games.
Completing a full five-round game took an average
of 14.2 minutes. With three highlighted images
per player per round, during a full game of five
rounds 30 labelling decisions have to be made. On
average, participants correctly labelled 28.62 out
of these 30.

5 Dataset Analysis

In this paper, we focus on the analysis of partici-
pants’ interaction during a game of five labelling
rounds.4 Our data here largely confirms the ob-
servations concerning participants’ task efficiency
and language use during a multi-round communi-
cation task made by seminal, small-scale experi-
ments such as those by Krauss and Weinheimer
(1964); Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs (1986); Brennan
and Clark (1996) and, due to its scale, offers addi-
tional aspects for further investigation.

5.1 Task Efficiency

Completing the first round of the PhotoBook task
takes participants an average of almost three min-
utes. Completing the fifth round on the other hand
takes them about half that time. As Figure 2a
shows, this decline roughly follows a negative log-
arithmic function, with significant differences be-
tween rounds 1, 2, 3 and 4, and plateauing towards
the last round. The number of messages sent by
participants as well as the average message length
follow a similar pattern, significantly decreasing

4Tracking participant IDs, for example, also allows for an
analysis of differences in behaviour across different games.

between consecutive game rounds. The average
number of correct image labels, on the other hand,
significantly increases between the first and last
round of the game (cf. the red dashed graph in Fig-
ure 2a). As a result, task efficiency as calculated
by points per minute significantly increases with
each game round.

5.2 Linguistic Properties of Utterances

To get a better understanding of how participants
increase task efficiency and shorten their utter-
ances, we analyse how the linguistic characteris-
tics of messages change over a game.

We calculated a normalised content word ratio
by dividing the count of content words by the to-
tal token count.5 This results in an almost linear
increase of content tokens over total token ratio
throughout a game (average Pearson’s r per game
of 0.34, p� 0.05, see Figure 2b). With refer-
ring expressions and messages in general getting
shorter, content words thus appear to be favoured
to remain. We also observe that participants reuse
these content words. Figure 2c shows the num-
ber of novel content tokens per game round, which
roughly follows a negative logarithmic function.
This supports the hypothesis of participants estab-
lishing a conceptual pact on the referring expres-
sion attached to a specific referent: Once accepted,
a referring expression is typically refined through
shortening rather than by reformulating or adding
novel information (cf., Brennan and Clark, 1996).

We also analysed in more detail the distribu-
tion of word classes per game round by tagging
messages with the NLTK POS-Tagger. Figure 2d

5We filtered out function words with NLTK’s stopword
list http://www.nltk.org/.
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displays the relative changes in content-word-class
usage between the first round and last round of a
game. All content word classes but verbs show a
relative increase in occurrence, most prominently
nouns with a 20% relative increase. The case of
adverbs, which show a 12% relative increase, is
particular: Manual examination showed that most
adverbs are not used to described images but rather
to flag that a given image has already appeared be-
fore or to confirm/reject (‘again’ and ‘too’ make
up 21% of all adverb occurrences; about 36% are
‘not’, ‘n’t’ and ‘yes’). These results indicate that
interlocutors are most likely to retain the nouns
and adjectives of a developing referring expres-
sion, while increasingly dropping verbs, as well
as prepositions and determiners. A special role
here takes definite determiner ‘the’, which, in spite
of the stark decline of determiners in general, in-
creases by 13% in absolute occurrence counts be-
tween the first and last round of a game, suggest-
ing a shift towards known information.

Finally, in contrast to current visual dialogue
datasets (Das et al., 2017; De Vries et al., 2017b)
which exclusively contain sequences of question-
answer pairs, the PhotoBook dataset includes
diverse dialogue acts. Qualitative examination
shows that, not surprisingly, a large proportion
of messages include an image description. These
descriptions however are interleaved with clarifi-
cation questions, acceptances/rejections, and ac-
knowledgements. For an example, see the dia-
logue excerpt in Figure 1. Further data samples
are available in Appendix C. A deeper analysis of
the task-specific dialogue acts would require man-
ual annotation, which could be added in the future.

5.3 Reference Chains

In a small-scale pilot study, Ilinykh et al. (2018)
find that the pragmatics of goal-oriented dialogue
leads to consistently more factual scene descrip-
tions and reasonable referring expressions than
traditional, context-free labelling of the same im-
ages. We argue that in the PhotoBook task refer-
ring expressions are not only adapted based on the
goal-oriented nature of the interaction but also by
incorporating the developing common ground be-
tween the participants. This effect becomes most
apparent when collecting all referring expressions
for a specific target image produced during the dif-
ferent rounds of a game in its coreference chain.
The following excerpt displays such a coreference

chain extracted from the PhotoBook dataset:

1. A: Do you have a boy with a teal coloured shirt
with yellow holding a bear with a red shirt?

2. B: Boy with teal shirt and bear with red shirt?
3. A: Teal shirt boy?

To quantify the effect of referring expression re-
finement, we compare participants’ first and last
descriptions to a given target image with the im-
age’s captions provided in the MS COCO dataset.
For this purpose we manually annotated the first
and last expressions referring to a set of six tar-
get images across ten random games in the Photo-
Book dataset. Several examples are provided in
Appendix C. Table 1 shows their differences in
token count before and after filtering for content
words with the NLTK stopword list.

Source # Tokens # Content Distance
COCO captions 11.167 5.255 –
First description 9.963 5.185 0.091
Last description 5.685 5.128 0.156

Table 1: Avg. token counts in COCO captions and the
first and last descriptions in PhotoBook, plus their co-
sine distance to the caption’s cluster mean vector. The
distance between first and last descriptions is 0.083.

Before filtering, first referring expressions do
not significantly differ in length from the COCO
captions. Last descriptions however are signifi-
cantly shorter than both the COCO captions and
first descriptions. After filtering for content words,
no significant differences remain. We also calcu-
late the cosine distance between the three different
descriptions based on their average word vectors.6

Non-function words here should not significantly
alter an utterance’s mean word vector, which is
confirmed in our results. Before as well as after fil-
tering, the distance between last referring expres-
sion and COCO captions is almost double the dis-
tance between the first referring expressions and
the captions (see last column in Table 1). Compar-
ing the distribution of word classes in the captions
and referring expressions finally revealed a sim-
ilar distribution in first referring expressions and
COCO captions, and a significantly different dis-
tribution in last referring expressions, among other
things doubling the relative frequency of nouns.

6We average pretrained word vectors from
Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) in gensim (https:
//radimrehurek.com/gensim/) to generate utter-
ance vectors. The five COCO captions are represented by a
cluster mean vector.
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6 Reference Chain Extraction

Collecting reference chains from dialogue data is
a non-trivial task which normally requires man-
ual annotation (Yoshida, 2011). Here we propose
a simple procedure to automatically extract refer-
ence chains made up of dialogue segments. A dia-
logue segment is defined as a collection of consec-
utive utterances that, as a whole, discuss a given
target image and include expressions referring to
it. All dialogue segments within a game that refer
to the same target image form its reference chain.

In order to automatically segment the collected
dialogues in this way, we developed a rule-based
heuristics exploiting participants’ image labelling
actions to detect segment boundaries and their re-
spective targets. The heuristics is described in de-
tail in Appendix D. Since the task instructs par-
ticipants to label images as soon as they identify
them as either common or different, the majority
of registered labelling actions can be assumed to
conclude the current dialogue segment. The fol-
lowing excerpt displays a segment extracted from
a game’s first round, discussing one target image
before a participant selects its label:

B: I have two kids (boys) holding surf
boards walking.

A: I do not have that one.
B: marks #340331 as different

Image selections however do not always delimit
segments in the cleanest way possible. For ex-
ample, a segment may refer to more than one tar-
get image, i.e., the participants may discuss two
images and only after this discussion be able to
identify them as common/different. 72% of the
extracted segments are linked to only one target;
25% to two. Moreover, reference chains do not
necessarily contain one segment for each of the
five game rounds. They may contain fewer or
more segments than rounds in a game, since par-
ticipants may discuss the same image more than
once in a single round and some of the extracted
chains may be noisy, as explained in the evaluation
section below. 75% of the automatically extracted
chains contain three to six segments.

Evaluation To evaluate the segmentation, two
annotators independently reviewed segments ex-
tracted from 20 dialogues. These segments were
annotated by marking all utterances u in a segment
S with target images I that refer to an image i′

where i′ /∈ I to determine precision, and marking
all directly preceding and succeeding utterances u′

outside of a segment S that refer to a target image
i ∈ I to determine recall. Additionally, if a seg-
ment S did not include any references to any of its
target images I , it was labelled as improper. 95%
of annotated segments were assessed to be proper
(Cohen’s κ of 0.87), with 28.4% of segments con-
taining non-target references besides target refer-
ences (Cohen’s κ of 0.97). Recall across all re-
viewed segments is 99% (Cohen’s κ of 0.93).

7 Experiments on Reference Resolution

Using the automatically extracted dialogue seg-
ments, we develop a reference resolution model
that aims at identifying the target images referred
to in a dialogue segment. We hypothesise that later
segments within a reference chain might be more
difficult to resolve, because they rely on referring
expressions previously established by the dialogue
participants. As a consequence, a model that is
able to keep track of the common ground should
be less affected by this effect. To investigate these
issues, we experiment with two conditions: In the
NO-HISTORY condition, the model only has ac-
cess to the current segment and to the visual fea-
tures of each of the candidate images. In the HIS-
TORY condition, on the other hand, the model also
has access to the previous segments in the refer-
ence chain associated with each of the candidate
images, containing the linguistic common ground
built up by the participants.

We keep our models very simple. Our aim is to
propose baselines against which future work can
be compared.

7.1 Data
The automatically extracted co-reference chains
per target image were split into three disjoint sets
for training (70%), validation (15%) and testing
(15%), aiming at an equal distribution of target im-
age domains in all three sets. The raw numbers per
data split are shown in Table 2.

Split Chains Segments Targets Non-Targets
Train 12,694 30,992 40,898 226,993
Val 2,811 6,801 9,070 50,383
Test 2,816 6,876 9,025 49,774

Table 2: Number of reference chains, dialogue seg-
ments, and image types (targets and non-targets) in
each data split.
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Figure 3: Diagram of the model in the HISTORY condition. For simplicity, we only show three candidate images.
Some candidate images may not have a reference chain associated with them, while others may be linked to chains
of different length, reflecting how many times an image has been referred to in the dialogue so far. In this example,
the model predicts that the bottom candidate is the target referent of the segment to be resolved.

7.2 Models

Our resolution model encodes the linguistic fea-
tures of the dialogue segment to be resolved with
a recurrent neural network with Long Short-Term
Memory (LSTM, Hochreiter and Schmidhuber,
1997). The last hidden state of the LSTM is
then used as the representation for the dialogue
segment. For each candidate image in the con-
text, we obtain image features using the activa-
tions from the penultimate layer of a ResNet-152
(He et al., 2016) pre-trained on ImageNet (Deng
et al., 2009). These image features, which are
of size 2048, are projected onto a smaller dimen-
sion equal to the hidden dimension of LSTM units.
Projected image features go through ReLU non-
linearity and are normalised to unit vectors. To
assess which of the candidate images is a target,
in the NO-HISTORY condition we take the dot
product between the dialogue segment representa-
tion and each image feature vector, ending up with
scalar predictions for all N images in the context:
s = {s0, ..., sN}.

For the HISTORY condition, we propose a sim-
ple mechanism for taking into account linguistic
common ground about each image. For each can-
didate image, we consider the sequence of pre-
vious segments within its reference chain. This
shared linguistic background is encoded with an-
other LSTM, whose last hidden state is added
to the corresponding image feature that was pro-
jected to the same dimension as the hidden state
of the LSTM. The resulting representation goes
through ReLU, is normalised, and compared to
the target dialogue segment representation via dot

product, as in NO-HISTORY (see Figure 3).
As an ablation study, we train a HISTORY model

without visual features. This allows us to establish
a baseline performance only involving language
and to study whether the HISTORY model with vi-
sual features learns an efficient multi-modal repre-
sentation. We hypothesise that some descriptions
can be successfully resolved by just comparing the
current segment and the reference chain in the his-
tory (e.g., when descriptions are detailed and re-
peated). However, performance should be signifi-
cantly lower than with visual features, for example
when referring expressions are ambiguous.

Sigmoid is applied element-wise over the scalar
predictions in all three models. As a result, each
image can be assessed independently using a deci-
sion threshold (set to 0.5). This allows the model
to predict multiple images as referents.7 We use
Binary Cross Entropy Loss to train the models.
Since distractor images make up 84.74% of the
items to be classified in the training set and tar-
get images constitute only the 15.26% of them, we
provided 84.74/15.26 ≈ 5.5 as the weight of the
target class in the loss function.

All models were implemented in PyTorch,
trained with a learning rate of 0.001 and a batch
size of 512. The dimension of the word embed-
dings and the hidden dimensions of the LSTM
units were all set to 512. The parameters were
optimised using Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014).
The models were trained until the validation loss
stopped improving, after which we selected the

7As explained in Section 6, 25% of segments are linked to
two targets; 3% to more. See Appendix D for further details.
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model with the best weighted average of the tar-
get and non-target F-scores.

7.3 Results
We report precision, recall, and F-score for the tar-
get images in Table 3. Results for non-target im-
ages are available in Appendix E. Every candidate
image contributes individually to the scores, i.e.,
the task is not treated as multi-label for evaluation
purposes. Random baseline scores are obtained by
taking the average of 10 runs with a model that
predicts targets and non-targets randomly for the
images in the test set.

Given the low ratio of target to distractor images
(see Table 2 in Section 7.1), the task of identify-
ing target images is challenging and the random
baseline achieves an F-score below 30%. The re-
sults show that the resolution capabilities of our
model are well above the baseline. The HISTORY

model achieves higher recall and F-score than the
NO-HISTORY model, while precision is compara-
ble across these two conditions.

Model Precision Recall F1
Random baseline 15.34 49.95 23.47
NO-HISTORY 56.65 75.86 64.86
HISTORY 56.66 77.41 65.43
HISTORY /No image 35.66 63.18 45.59

Table 3: Results for the target images in the test set.

For a more in-depth analysis of the results, we ex-
amine how precision and recall vary depending on
the position of the to-be-resolved segment within
a reference chain. Figure 4 displays this informa-
tion. As hypothesised, we observe that resolution
performance is lower for later segments in a refer-
ence chain. For example, while precision is close
to 60% for first mentions (position 1 in a chain), it
declines by around 20 points for last mentions.

1 2 3 4 5 6
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60

80

100
Precision

No history
History
No image

1 2 3 4 5 6

40

60

80

100
Recall

Figure 4: Precision and recall (y axis) for target images,
given the position of the segment to be resolved in a
reference chain (x axis).

The plots in Figure 4 also show the impact of tak-
ing into account the common ground accumulated

over a reference chain. This is most prominent
with regard to the recall of target images. The
HISTORY model yields higher results than the NO-
HISTORY model when it comes to resolving seg-
ments that refer to an image that has already been
referred to earlier within the dialogue (positions
> 1). Yet, the presence of linguistic context does
not fully cancel out the effect observed above: The
performance of the HISTORY model also declines
for later segments in a chain, indicating that more
sophisticated methods are needed to fully exploit
shared linguistic information.

Experiments with the HISTORY model without
visual features (HISTORY/No image) confirm our
hypothesis. The HISTORY model outperforms the
“blind” model by about 21 points in precision and
14 points in recall. We thus conclude that even
our simple fusion mechanism already allows for
learning an efficient multimodal encoding and res-
olution of referring expressions.

7.4 Qualitative Analysis

The quantitative dataset analysis presented in Sec-
tion 5 showed that referring expressions become
shorter over time, with interlocutors being most
likely to retain nouns and adjectives. Qualita-
tive inspection of the reference chains reveals that
this compression process can lead to very non-
standard descriptions. We hypothesise that the
degree to which the compressed descriptions rely
on visual information has an impact on the per-
formance of the models. For example, the NO-
HISTORY model can be effective when the par-
ticipants converge on a non-standard description
which highlights a visual property of the target im-
age that clearly discriminates it from the distrac-
tors. This is the case in the example shown on the
left-hand side of Figure 5. The target image shows
a woman holding what seems to be a plastic carrot.
This feature stands out in a domain where all the
candidate images include a person and a TV.8 Af-
ter an initial, longer description (‘a woman sitting
in front of a monitor with a dog wallpaper while
holding a plastic carrot’), the participants use the
much more compact description ‘the carrot lady’.
Arguably, given the saliency of the carrot in the
given context, relying on the preceding linguistic
history is not critical in this case, and thus both the
NO-HISTORY and the HISTORY model succeed in

8The COCO annotations for this image seem to be slightly
off: The image is tagged as including a TV but in fact shows
a computer monitor.
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Figure 5: Reference chain for each of the two displayed images. The dialogue segments in the chains are slightly
simplified for space reasons. Left: Both the HISTORY and the NO-HISTORY models succeed at identifying this
image as the target of the segment to be resolved. Right: The NO-HISTORY model fails to recognise this image as
the target of the segment to be resolved, while the HISTORY model succeeds. The distractor images for these two
examples are available in Appendix E.

identifying the target.
We observe that the HISTORY model is partic-

ularly helpful when the participants converge on
a non-standard description of a target image that
cannot easily be grounded on visual information.
The image and reference chain on the right-hand
side of Figure 5 illustrate this point, where the
description to be resolved is the remarkably ab-
stract ‘strange’. Here the HISTORY model suc-
ceeds while the NO-HISTORY model fails. As in
the previous example, the referring expression in
the first segment of the reference chain for this im-
age (‘a strange bike with two visible wheels in the
back’) includes more descriptive content – indeed,
it is similar to a caption, as shown by our analy-
sis in Section 5.3. By exploiting shared linguistic
context, the HISTORY model can not only inter-
pret the non-standard phrase, but also recover ad-
ditional properties of the image not explicit in the
segment to be resolved, which presumably help to
ground it.

8 Conclusion

We have presented the first large-scale dataset of
goal-oriented, visually grounded dialogues for in-
vestigating shared linguistic history. Through the
data collection’s task setup, participants repeat-
edly refer to a controlled set of target images,
which allows them to improve task efficiency if
they utilise their developing common ground and
establish conceptual pacts (Brennan and Clark,
1996) on referring expressions. The collected di-
alogues exhibit a significant shortening of utter-
ances throughout a game, with final referring ex-
pressions starkly differing from both standard im-
age captions and initial descriptions. To illustrate
the potential of the dataset, we trained a baseline
reference resolution model and showed that infor-
mation accumulated over a reference chain helps

to resolve later descriptions. Our results suggest
that more sophisticated models are needed to fully
exploit shared linguistic history.

The current paper showcases only some of
the aspects of the PhotoBook dataset, which
we hereby release to the public (https://
dmg-photobook.github.io). In future
work, the data can be used to further inves-
tigate common ground and conceptual pacts;
be extended through manual annotations for a
more thorough linguistic analysis of co-reference
chains; exploit the combination of vision and lan-
guage to develop computational models for refer-
ring expression generation; or use the PhotoBook
task in the ParlAI framework for Turing-Test-like
evaluation of dialogue agents.
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Appendices

A Task Setup

Image Sets The images used in the PhotoBook
task are taken from the MS COCO 2014 Train-
set (Lin et al., 2014). Images in MS COCO were
collected from the Flickr9 image repository, which
contains labelled photos predominantly uploaded
by amateur photographers. The pictures largely
are snapshots of everyday situations, placing ob-
jects in a natural and often rich context (hence
the name Common Objects in COntext) instead of
showing an iconic view of objects. In the MS
COCO Trainset, images are manually annotated
with the outlines of the depicted objects as well as
their object categories. We use this information to
select similar pictures to display in the PhotoBook
task. Through the filtering described in Section 3,
we obtained 30 sets of similar images with differ-
ent pairings of their most prominent objects. In
total there are 26 unique object categories in the
image sets. The most frequent object category in
the image sets is person, which is one of the two
main objects in 19 sets.

Specification of Games We developed a simple
function to select which images of a set should be
shown to which participant in which round of a
game in order to guarantee that the task setup elic-
its sufficient image (re-)references for collecting
co-reference chains. In this function, the 12 im-
ages in a set of similar photographs are randomly
indexed and then assigned to a participant’s dis-
play based on the schema displayed in Table 4.

9https://www.flickr.com/

With this schema, each photograph is displayed
exactly five times while the order of images and
the order of rounds can be randomised to prevent
participants from detecting patterns in the display.
Each of these sets then is duplicated and assigned a
different selection of highlighted images to obtain
the 60 game sets of the PhotoBook task. While
most highlighted images recur five times during a
game, they can be highlighted for both participants
in the same round. As a result, any given image is
highlighted in an average of 3.42 rounds of a game
(see Table 5 for the highlighting schema).

Round Participant A Participant B
1 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8
2 1, 3, 6, 7, 9, 10 2, 3, 6, 7, 9, 11
3 4, 5, 7, 10, 11, 12 2, 3, 6, 7, 9, 11
4 1, 2, 5, 8, 11, 12 1, 4, 5, 8, 10, 12
5 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12 3, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12

Table 4: Assignment of image IDs to the different par-
ticipants and rounds of a game schema. The order of
rounds and the arrangement of images on the partici-
pant’s display can be randomised without effect on the
game setup.

Game Round Statistics
1 2 3 4 5 H

ID A B A B A B A B A B T 1 2 R
1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 0 3
2 2 2 2 2 2 5 0 5 4
3 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 0 3
4 2 2 2 1 2 5 4 1 3
5 1 1 1 1 1 5 0 5 4
6 2 2 2 2 2 5 5 0 4
7 1 1 1 1 1 5 0 5 3
8 2 1 2 1 1 5 2 3 3
9 2 2 1 2 2 5 4 1 3

10 2 2 2 2 2 5 5 0 4
11 1 1 1 1 1 5 0 5 4
12 2 2 2 2 2 5 5 0 3

Table 5: Schema of referent image highlighting in the
PhotoBook task. The left part of the table indicates
whether a given image is highlighted for one of the two
participants (A and B) in a given game round in either
game 1 or 2. T indicates the total count of highlights
(which is 5 always), H counts the highlights per game
and R the number of rounds that an image is high-
lighted in.

B Task Instructions

HIT Preview When the PhotoBook task envi-
ronment is initialised, it publishes a specified num-
ber of Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs) titled
Game: Detect common images by chatting with
another player on Amazon Mechanical Turk (see
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Figure 6 for a full print of the descriptions). Par-
ticipants entering the HIT are shown a preview
screen with the central task details as shown in
Figure 7.

Game Round Mechanics The PhotoBook task
AMT user interface is designed in such a way that
the six images per round are displayed in a 2 × 3
grid, with a coloured bar under each image: If the
image is highlighted, this bar is yellow and con-
tains a radio button option for the common and
different labels. If they are not highlighted for a
player, the bar is greyed out and empty. The sub-
mit button is deactivated as long as not all high-
lighted images have been labelled. As soon as both
players submitted their selection, a feedback page
is shown where the bars under the highlighted im-
ages either colour green to indicate a correct se-
lection or red to indicate a wrong one. Figure 8(b)
shows a screenshot of the feedback display.

The radio buttons are disabled in the feedback
screens so players cannot revise their selection -
they can however communicate about their mis-
takes or pass any other feedback to their part-
ner. The title of a page indicates the current page
number so participants can always check their
progress; the text input field is limited to a max-
imum of hundred characters to prevent listings of
multiple images or overly elaborate descriptions -
which, if necessary, can be conveyed in a number
of subsequent messages.

Feedback Questionnaire In order to facilitate a
qualitative analysis of dialogue agents developed
for the PhotoBook task, we also collect a gold-
standard benchmark of participant’s self-reported
satisfaction scores. These scores later can be com-
pared with those obtained by pairing human par-
ticipants with an artificial dialogue agent in order
to assess it in a Turing Test-like setting. Follow-
ing He et al. (2017), we ask participants to rate
three statements on a five-point Likert scale (Lik-
ert, 1932), ranging from strongly agree to strongly
disagree:

1. Overall collaboration with my partner worked
well.

2. I understood my partner’s descriptions well.

3. My partner seemed to understand me well.

Warming-Up Round During an initial series of
pilot runs we observed that for new participants
the first round of their first game took significantly

longer than any other ones. Although we do ex-
pect that participants get more efficient over time,
we argue that this effect is largely related to the
fact that participants need to get familiar with the
task’s mechanics when it is the first time they are
exposed to it. In order to control for this effect, we
added a warming-up round with three images per
participant10 for each pair of new participants (see
Figure 8a). This strongly reduced the completion
time of new participants’ first game rounds.

Matching Participants In order to collect un-
biased samples of the referring expression gener-
ation process, we aim to prevent both, i) partic-
ipants completing the same game multiple times
(as here they could re-use referring expressions
that worked well during the last one) and ii)
specific pairs of participants completing multiple
games (as they might have established some kind
of strategy or code already). We however also aim
at designing the task in such a way that the degree
of the partner-specificity in established canoni-
cal expressions could be assessed. To achieve
this, the participant matching should create set-
tings where a re-entering participant is assigned a
game with the same image set as in the game be-
fore, but paired with a different conversation part-
ner changes (compare for example Brennan and
Clark, 1996). In order to maximise the number of
this second game setting, we encourage workers to
continue playing by paying them a bonus of 0.25
USD for each 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th game.

Worker Payment The HIT description also de-
tails the worker’s payment. We want to pro-
vide fair payment to workers, which we calculated
based on an average wage of 10 USD per hour
(Hara et al., 2018).11 An initial set of runs resulted
in an average completion time of 12 minutes,
which indicated an expected expense of about 2
USD per participant per game. More experienced
workers however managed to complete a full game
in six to ten minutes, meaning that for them we
would often surpass the 10 USD/h guideline based
on this calculation. Other workers – especially
new ones - took up to 25 minutes for the first game,
which means that they on the other hand would be
strongly under-payed with a rigid per-game pay-
ment strategy. To mitigate this effect, we devel-
oped the following payment schema: Each worker

10Warming-Up image categories are disjoint from the reg-
ular PhotoBook image sets.

11See also DynamoWiki.
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Figure 6: Screenshot of the PhotoBook task AMT HIT details shown to a participant.

Figure 7: Screenshot of the PhotoBook task AMT HIT preview page.

that completes a full game is payed a base-amount
of 1.75 USD – which is indicated in the HIT de-
scription. If the game took longer than ten min-
utes, the participants are payed a bonus amount of
0.10 USD per minute, up to an additional bonus
payment of 1.50 USD for 25 or more minutes.
In order to not encourage workers to play slowly,
we only inform them about this bonus at the end
of a HIT. With this bonus and the 20% AMT fee
on each transaction, we expected an average cost
of about 5 USD per game, which due to connec-
tion problems in the framework ultimately accu-
mulated to 6 USD for a completed game. The to-
tal cost of the data collection, including pilot runs,
was 16,350 USD.

C Dataset Samples

Through the goal-oriented nature of participants’
interactions in the PhotoBook dataset, we do not
only collect image descriptions but rather the full,
collaborative process of establishing, grounding
and refining referring expressions throughout the

subsequent rounds of the PhotoBook task. As a
result, we capture a wide range of dialogue acts
such as clarification questions, corrections, exten-
sions, (self-)repairs as well as interactions con-
cerning game mechanics. Consider for example
the following interactions:

A: Man with dog on lap looking at his com-
puter?

B: I don’t have that, but could it be a TV in
yours? Mine has a man sitting with his
dog watching TV.

A: yes, TV - sorry!
B: Okay.

A: Do you have someone on a big motorcy-
cle and their head isn’t visible?

A: There is a blue car in the background
B: No
A: In any of the pictures?
B: No
A: Okay, thank you
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(a) Screenshot of the PhotoBook task’s display for one of the
participants during the warming-up round.

(b) Example screenshot of the PhotoBook AMT feedback dis-
play.

Figure 8: Example screenshots for a participant’s display during the warming-up round and feedback screen.

B: Woman with hot dog
A: Older girl with glasses holding a hot

dog?
B: sitting
A: Yeah

A: Do you have a picture with a lady in a
fancy dress standing by a motorcycle?

B: no
B: wait
B: yes, in black?
A: Yes, it’s a black dress with white trim.

A: Is there anything else?
B: Do you have the old lady in the white

hat/blue pants reading?
A: Yes, I do.
B: Okay, that’s all for me

In most cases, referring expressions agreed upon
during the first rounds of a game are further re-
fined and optimised while re-referring to the same
target object in later rounds of the game. These
refinements often are manifested in an omission
of detail while retaining core features of the target
object.

A: Do you have a boy with a teal coloured
shirt with yellow holding a bear with a
red shirt?

B: Yes
–

B: Boy with teal shirt and bear with red
shirt?

A: Yes!
–

A: Teal shirt boy?
B: No

Collecting all utterances that refer to a specific
target image during a given game creates its co-
reference chain. Consider the following examples
of first (F) and last (L) referring expressions from
co-reference chains manually extracted from the
PhotoBook dataset:

F: Two girls near TV playing wii
One in white shirt, one in grey

L: Girls in white and grey

F: A person that looks like a monk sitting
on a bench
He’s wearing a blue and white ball cap

L: The monk

F: A white, yellow, and blue bus being
towed by a blue tow truck

L: Yellow/white bus being towed by blue

D Reference Chain Extraction

As explained in Section 6, instead of collecting co-
reference chains from manual annotation, we use a
heuristics to automatically extract reference chains
of dialogue segments likely to contain referring
expressions to a chain’s target image. We consider
participants’ image labelling actions to signal that
a previously discussed target image was identi-
fied as either common or different and therefore
concluding the current dialogue segment. Due
to the spontaneous and unrestricted nature of the
PhotoBook dialogues, these labelling actions how-
ever do not always indicate segment boundaries
as cleanly as possible. To improve the quality of
extracted dialogue segments and reference chains,
we therefore developed a more context-sensitive
heuristics to automate segmentation. The heuris-
tics is implemented as a binary decision tree that
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uses labelling actions as well as any preceding and
subsequent messages and additional labelling ac-
tions to better decide on segment boundaries and
associated target images. It considers 32 combi-
nations of eight different factors. The first case of
the heuristics, for example, states that if

1. the current turn is a message,
2. the previous turn was an image labelling action,
3. the previous turn was by the other participant,
4. the next turn is an image selection action,
5. the next turn is by the current participant,
6. the next labelling action assigns a common la-

bel,
7. the other participant’s previous labelling and

the current participant’s next labelling address
the same target image, and

8. there is a non-empty, currently developing dia-
logue segment,

then we assume that after one speaker selected an
image as common, the other speaker makes one
utterance and marks the same image as common,
which is resolved by saving the currently develop-
ing segment with the common image as referent
and initialising a new segment with the trailing ut-
terance of the second speaker. This prevents creat-
ing a segment with just the trailing utterance (that
cannot be a complete segment) which would be
the naive decision if segmenting was based solely
on labelling actions. Other cases include whether
the next turn is a message by the other participant
followed by them labelling a second image as dif-
ferent (likely to indicate that two images were dis-
cussed and the segment should be extended by the
following message as well as the second target im-
age) or whether none of the preceding and subse-
quent turns contains labelling actions (indicating
an ongoing dialogue segment).

The following shows a typical example of an au-
tomatically extracted chain of dialogue segments
associated with the image in Figure 9:

B: Hello
A: Hi
A: Do you have a woman with a black

coat with buttons, glasses and a piece
of pizza on table

B: no

Figure 9: Sample image MS COCO #449904.

A: Lady with black shirt, glasses with pizza
on table?

B: yes
A: Table with orange bowl with lemons and

liquor, cups?
B: no

A: Orange bowl with lemons, liquor?
B: lady pizza
A: No lady pizza
B: yes

B: woman and pizza
A: Empty kitchen wood coloured cabinets?
A: No woman pizza
B: no

About 72% of all segments are assigned to a sin-
gle co-reference chain, 25% were automatically
assigned to co-reference chains of two different
target images and the remaining 3% to 3 or more
chains.

E Reference Resolution Experiments

Data and Results In addition to the results re-
ported on Table 3 in Section 7, which concern the
target images in the test set, here we report the
scores for target images on the validation set (Ta-
ble 6) and the scores for non-target images (Ta-
ble 7). The latter constitute the large majority
of candidate images, and thus results are substan-
tially higher for this class.

Model Precision Recall F1
NO HISTORY 56.37 75.91 64.70
HISTORY 56.32 78.10 65.45
NO IMAGE 34.61 62.49 44.55

Table 6: Results for target images in the validation set.
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Model Precision Recall F1
NO HISTORY 95.34 (95.37) 89.48 (89.42) 92.31 (92.30)
HISTORY 95.61 (95.76) 89.26 (89.10) 92.33 (92.31)
No image 92.24 (92.10) 79.33 (78.74) 85.30 (84.90)

Table 7: Results for non-target images in the test set
(and the validation set, in brackets).

Finally, Table 8 reports the overall number of
reference chains in the dataset broken down by
length, that is, by the number of dialogue segments
they contain.

Length (# segments) of the reference chains
Split 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Train 1783 1340 3400 4736 1322 110 3
Val 398 295 754 1057 281 30 1
Test 400 296 754 1057 281 23 0

Table 8: Total number of reference chains per length
(i.e., # segments in the chain) in each of the data splits.

Qualitative Analysis Figures 10 and 11 show
the distractor images for the examples provided in
Figure 5 and discussed in Section 7.4.

Figure 10: Set of distractors for the target image and
segment to be resolved on the left-hand side of Fig. 5.

Figure 11: Set of distractors for the target image and
segment to be resolved on the right-hand side of Fig. 5.
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Abstract

Architecture search is the process of auto-
matically learning the neural model or cell
structure that best suits the given task. Re-
cently, this approach has shown promising per-
formance improvements (on language mod-
eling and image classification) with reason-
able training speed, using a weight sharing
strategy called Efficient Neural Architecture
Search (ENAS). In our work, we first in-
troduce a novel continual architecture search
(CAS) approach, so as to continually evolve
the model parameters during the sequential
training of several tasks, without losing perfor-
mance on previously learned tasks (via block-
sparsity and orthogonality constraints), thus
enabling life-long learning. Next, we explore
a multi-task architecture search (MAS) ap-
proach over ENAS for finding a unified, single
cell structure that performs well across mul-
tiple tasks (via joint controller rewards), and
hence allows more generalizable transfer of
the cell structure knowledge to an unseen new
task. We empirically show the effectiveness of
our sequential continual learning and parallel
multi-task learning based architecture search
approaches on diverse sentence-pair classifica-
tion tasks (GLUE) and multimodal-generation
based video captioning tasks. Further, we
present several ablations and analyses on the
learned cell structures.1

1 Introduction

Architecture search enables automatic ways of
finding the best model architecture and cell struc-
tures for the given task or dataset, as opposed
to the traditional approach of manually choosing
or tuning among different architecture choices,
which introduces human inductive bias or is non-
scalable. Recently, this idea has been successfully

1All our code and models publicly available at: https:
//github.com/ramakanth-pasunuru/CAS-MAS

applied to the tasks of language modeling and im-
age classification (Zoph and Le, 2017; Zoph et al.,
2018; Cai et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2017, 2018).
The first approach of architecture search involved
an RNN controller which samples a model ar-
chitecture and uses the validation performance of
this architecture trained on the given dataset as
feedback (or reward) to sample the next architec-
ture. Some recent attempts have made architecture
search more computationally feasible (Negrinho
and Gordon, 2017; Baker et al., 2017) via tree-
structured search space or Q-learning with an ε-
greedy exploration, and further improvements via
a weight-sharing strategy called Efficient Neural
Architecture Search (ENAS) (Pham et al., 2018).

In this work, we extend the architecture search
approach to an important paradigm of transfer
learning across multiple data sources: continual
learning. The major problem in continual learning
is catastrophic forgetting. For this, we introduce
a novel ‘continual architecture search’ (CAS) ap-
proach, where the model parameters evolves and
adapts when trained sequentially on a new task
while maintaining the performance on the pre-
viously learned tasks. For enabling such con-
tinual learning, we formulate a two-step graph-
initialization approach with conditions based on
block sparsity and orthogonality. Another sce-
nario of transfer learning or generalization that we
explore is one in which we are given multiple tasks
in parallel and have to learn a single cell that is
good at all these tasks, and hence allows more gen-
eralizable transfer of the cell structure knowledge
to a new unseen task. This is inspired by the tradi-
tional LSTM cell’s reasonable performance across
a wide variety of tasks, and hence we want to auto-
matically search (learn) a better version of such a
generalizable single cell structure, via multi-task
architecture search (MAS). We achieve this by
giving a joint reward from multiple tasks as feed-
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back to the controller. Hence, overall, we present
two generalization approaches: CAS learns gen-
eralizable model parameters over sequential train-
ing of multiple tasks (continual learning), whereas
MAS learns a generalizable cell structure which
performs well across multiple tasks.

For empirical evaluation of our two approaches
of continual and multi-task cell learning, we
choose three domains of natural language in-
ference (NLI) bi-text classification tasks from
the GLUE benchmark (Wang et al., 2018):
QNLI, RTE, and WNLI, and three domains
of multimodal-generation based video captioning
tasks: MSR-VTT (Xu et al., 2016), MSVD (Chen
and Dolan, 2011), and DiDeMo (Hendricks et al.,
2017). Note that we are the first ones to use
the architecture search approach for text classifi-
cation tasks as well as multimodal conditioned-
generation tasks, which achieves improvements on
the strong GLUE and video captioning baselines.

Next, for continual learning, we train the three
tasks sequentially for both text classification and
video captioning (through our continual archi-
tecture search method) and show that this ap-
proach tightly maintains the performance on the
previously-learned domain (also verified via hu-
man evaluation), while also significantly maxi-
mizing the performance on the current domain,
thus enabling life-long learning (Chen and Liu,
2016). For multi-task cell learning, we show that
the cell structure learned by jointly training on
the QNLI and WNLI tasks, performs significantly
better on the RTE dataset than the individually-
learned cell structures. Similarly, we show that the
cell structure learned from jointly training on the
MSR-VTT and MSVD video captioning datasets
performs better on the DiDeMo dataset than the
individually-learned cell structures. Finally, we
also present various analyses for the evolution of
the learned cell structure in the continual learning
approach, which preserves the properties of cer-
tain edges while creating new edges for new capa-
bilities. For our multi-task learning approach, we
observe that the joint-reward cell is relatively less
complex than the individual-task cells in terms of
the number of activation functions, which intu-
itively relates to better generalizability.

2 Related Work

Neural architecture search (NAS) has been re-
cently introduced for automatic learning of the

model structure for the given dataset/task (Zoph
and Le, 2017; Zoph et al., 2018), and has shown
good improvements on image classification and
language modeling. NAS shares some similar-
ity to program synthesis and inductive program-
ming (Summers, 1986; Biermann, 1978), and it
has been successfully applied to some simple
Q&A tasks (Liang et al., 2010; Neelakantan et al.,
2015; Andreas et al., 2016; Lake et al., 2015).
NAS was made more computationally feasible via
tree-structured search space or Q-learning with
ε-greedy exploration strategy and experience re-
play (Negrinho and Gordon, 2017; Baker et al.,
2017), or a weight-sharing strategy among search
space parameters called Efficient Neural Architec-
ture Search (ENAS) (Pham et al., 2018). We ex-
plore architecture search for text classification and
video caption generation tasks and their integra-
tion to two transfer learning paradigms of contin-
ual learning and multi-task learning.

The major problem in continual learning is
catastrophic forgetting. Some approaches ad-
dressed this by adding regularization to penalize
functional or shared parameters’ change and learn-
ing rates (Razavian et al., 2014; Li and Hoiem,
2017; Hinton et al., 2015; Jung et al., 2016; Kirk-
patrick et al., 2017; Donahue et al., 2014; Yosinski
et al., 2014). Others proposed copying the pre-
vious task and augmenting with new task’s fea-
tures (Rusu et al., 2016), intelligent synapses to
accumulate task-related information (Zenke et al.,
2017), or online variational inference (Nguyen
et al., 2017). Also, Yoon et al. (2018) proposed
a dynamically expandable network based on in-
coming new data. In our work, we introduce
‘continual architecture search’ by extending the
NAS paradigm to avoid catastrophic forgetting
via block-sparsity and orthogonality constraints,
hence enabling a form of life-long learning (Chen
and Liu, 2016). To the best of our knowledge,
our paper is the first to extend architecture search
to a continual incoming-data setup. Elsken et al.
(2019) and So et al. (2019) proposed evolutionary
architecture search algorithms that dynamically al-
locate more resources for promising architecture
candidates, but these works are different from us
in that they do not consider the case where we
have continual incoming-data from different data
sources, but instead focus on the continual evolu-
tion of the model search for efficiency purposes.

Multi-task learning (MTL) is primarily used to
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improve the generalization performance of a task
by leveraging knowledge from related tasks (Caru-
ana, 1998; Collobert and Weston, 2008; Girshick,
2015; Luong et al., 2015; Ruder et al., 2017; Au-
genstein et al., 2018; Guo et al., 2018; Oh et al.,
2017; Ruder and Plank, 2017). In similar gener-
alization spirit of multi-task learning, we present
multi-task architecture learning based on perfor-
mance rewards from multiple tasks, so as to find a
single cell structure which can generalize well to a
new unseen task.

3 Architecture Search for Text
Classification and Generation

In this section, we first discuss how we adapt
ENAS (Pham et al., 2018) for modeling our bi-
text classification and multimodal video caption-
ing tasks. Next, we introduce our continual and
multi-task approaches of transfer learning leverag-
ing architecture search.

3.1 ENAS Algorithm
Our initial architecture search approach is based
on the recent Efficient Neural Architecture Search
(ENAS) method of Pham et al. (2018), but mod-
eled for text classification and generation-based
video captioning. Fig. 1 presents the ENAS con-
troller for sampling an RNN cell structure, which
we use to learn the two encoders of our text classi-
fication model or encoder-decoder for our video
captioning model. The controller is a simple
LSTM-RNN and the classifier encoder’s or video
captioning encoder-decoder’s RNN cell structure
is based on the combination of N nodes indexed
by h

(t)
1 , h

(t)
2 , .., h

(t)
N (edges between nodes repre-

sent weight parameters) and activation functions
(ReLU, tanh, sigmoid, identity), where t denotes
the time step. For node h(t)1 , there are two inputs:
x(t) (input signal) and h(t−1)N (output from previ-
ous time-step), and the node computations are:

c
(t)
1 = sigmoid(x(t) ·W (x,c)+h

(t−1)
N ·W (c)

0 ) (1)

h
(t)
1 = c

(t)
1 �f1(x(t)·W (x,h)+h

(t−1)
N ·W (h)

1 )

+ (1− c(t)1 )� h(t−1)N

(2)

where f1 is the activation function. Node hl,
where l ∈ {2, 3, .., N}, receives input from node
jl where jl ∈ {h1, h2, .., hl−1}, and the computa-
tion is defined as follows:

c
(t)
l = sigmoid(h

(t)
jl
·W (c)

l,jl
) (3)
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(a) Text classification ENAS.
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(b) Video captioning ENAS.

Figure 1: Architecture search models for bi-text classi-
fication and video caption generation tasks.

h
(t)
l = c

(t)
l �fl(h

(t)
jl
·W (h)

l,jl
)+(1−c(t)l )�h(t)jl (4)

During training, we alternately train the model
parameters and controller parameters. First, we
sample a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) structure
from the controller at every mini-batch and use it
to update the weight parameters of the task’s RNN
nodes/parameters. Next, we sample a DAG from
the controller and measure the (validation) perfor-
mance of that structure based on this new updated
state of the task model, and use this performance
as a reward to allow the controller to update its
own parameters. We repeat this alternate training
procedure until the model converges. Later, we se-
lect the DAG structure with the best performance
and use it to retrain the model from scratch.

3.2 ENAS for Bi-Text Classification
For our NLI text classification tasks, we are given
the sentence pair as input, and we have to classify
it as entailment or not. For a strong base model, we
follow Conneau et al. (2017) model, and use bidi-
rectional LSTM-RNN encoders to encode both the
sentences and then we do max-pooling on the out-
puts from these encoders. Let v represent the max-
pooling output from the first sentence encoder and
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u represent the max-pooling output from the sec-
ond sentence encoding. The joint representation h
is defined as h = [u; v; |u − v|;u � v]. The fi-
nal representation is linearly projected to the label
classes, and then fed through softmax to get the fi-
nal class distribution. Fig. 1a presents an overview
of our text classification model along with ENAS
controller for sampling an RNN cell structure. We
sample an RNN cell structure from the ENAS con-
troller and use it in the two recurrent encoders of
the bi-text classification model. In the first stage,
we learn the best cell structure, by sampling mul-
tiple cell structures and giving the corresponding
validation accuracy as the feedback reward to the
controller. In the second stage, we use the best cell
structure from the stage-1 to retrain the text clas-
sification model from scratch.

3.3 ENAS for Conditioned Generation

Next, we go beyond text classification, and look
at conditioned text generation with ENAS, where
we choose the task of video-conditioned text gen-
eration (also known as video captioning) so as
to also bring in a multi-modality aspect. For a
strong baseline, we use a sequence-to-sequence
model with an attention mechanism similar to Pa-
sunuru and Bansal (2017a), where we encode the
video frames as a sequence into a bidirectional
LSTM-RNN and decode the caption through an-
other LSTM-RNN (see Fig. 1b). Our attention
mechanism is similar to Bahdanau et al. (2015),
where at each time step t of the decoder, the LSTM
hidden state st is a non-linear function of previous
time step’s decoder hidden state st−1 and gener-
ated word wt−1, and the context vector ct which
is a weighted combination of the encoder hidden
states {hi}. These weights αt, are defined as:

αt,i =
exp(et,i)∑n
k=1 exp(et,k)

(5)

The attention function et,i = wT tanh(Wahi +
Uast−1 + ba), where w, Wa, Ua, ba are learned
parameters. Fig. 1b presents our video caption-
ing model along with ENAS controller. Here, we
sample an RNN cell structure from the ENAS con-
troller and use it for both encoder and decoder, and
rest of the ENAS procedure is similar to Sec. 3.2.

4 Continual Architecture Search (CAS)

We introduce a novel continual learning paradigm
on top of architecture search, where the RNN

cell structure evolves when trained on new in-
coming data/domains, while maintaining the per-
formance on previously learned data/domains (via
our block-sparsity and orthogonality conditions
discussed below), thus enabling life-long learn-
ing (Chen and Liu, 2016). Let θ1,k ∈ θ1 and
θ2,k ∈ θ2 (where k denotes model parameters) be
the learned model parameters for task T when in-
dependently trained on datasets d1 and d2. Then,
we can say that θ2,k = θ1,k + ψ2,k, where, ψ2,k

is the change in the model parameters of θ1,k
when trained independently on d2. There are in-
finitely many possible local optimal solutions for
ψ2,k, hence in our continual learning approach, we
want to learn the parameters ψ2,k when training on
dataset d2 such that it will not affect the perfor-
mance of the task w.r.t. dataset d1. For this, we
formulate two important conditions:

Condition 1 When training the model on dataset
d1, we constrain the model parameters θ1,k ∈
Rm×n to be sparse, specifically, to be block
sparse, i.e., minimize

∑m
i=1 |(||θ1,k[i, :]||2)|1.

Here, || · ||2 represents the l2 norm and || · ||1 repre-
sents the l1 norm. l2 and l1 norms are efficient in
avoiding over-fitting; however, they are not useful
for compact representation of the network. Scarda-
pane et al. (2017) proposed group sparsity in the
neural networks to completely disconnect some
neurons. Our block sparse condition is inspired
from their work. This sparsity condition is also
useful for our continual learning approach which
we discuss in Condition 2.

Condition 2 When training the model on dataset
d2, we start from θ1,k, keep it constant, and update
ψ2,k such that:

1. ψ2,k is block sparse, i.e., minimize∑m
i=1 |(||ψ2,k[i, :]||2)|1.

2. θ1,k and ψ2,k are orthogonal.

It is important in the continual learning
paradigm that we do not affect the previously
learned knowledge. As stated in Condition 1, we
find a block sparse solution θ1,k such that we find
the solution θ2,k which is close to θ1,k and the
new knowledge is projected in orthogonal direc-
tion via ψ2,k so that it will not affect the previ-
ously learned knowledge, and thus ‘maintain’ the
performance on previously learned datasets. We
constrain the closeness of θ2,k and θ1,k by con-
straining ψ2,k to also be block sparse (Condition
2.1). Also, to avoid affecting previously learned
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Figure 2: Continual architecture search (CAS) approach: green, solid edges (weight parameters) are shared, newly-
learned edges are represented with red, dashed edges.

knowledge, we constrain θ1,k and ψ2,k to be or-
thogonal (Condition 2.2). However, strictly im-
posing this condition into the objective function
is not feasible (Bousmalis et al., 2016), hence we
add a penalizing term into the objective function
as an approximation to the orthogonality condi-
tion: Lp(θ2,k) = ||θT1,k · ψ2,k||22. Both Condition
2.1 and 2.2 are mutually dependent, because for
two matrices’ product to be zero, they share basis
vectors between them, i.e., for an n-dimensional
space, there are n basis vectors and if p of those
vectors are assigned to one matrix, then the rest of
the n − p vectors (or subset) should be assigned
to the other matrix.2 If we fill the rest of the rows
with zeros, then they are block sparse, which is
the reason for using Condition 2.1. Our CAS con-
dition ablation (see Sec. 7.1) shows that both these
conditions are necessary for continual learning.

Next, we describe the integration of our above
continual learning approach with architecture
search, where the model continually evolves its
cell architecture so as to perform well on the new
incoming data, while also tightly maintaining the
performance on previously learned data (or do-
mains). Fig. 2 presents an overview of our contin-
ual learning integration approach into architecture
search for sequential training on three datasets.
Initially, given the dataset d1, we train the architec-
ture search model to find the best Directed Acyclic
Graph (DAG) structure for RNN cell and model
parameters θ1,k under the block sparse condition
described above in Sec. 4. We call this step-1, cor-
responding to dataset d1. Next, when we have a
new dataset d2 from a different domain, we fur-
ther continue to find the best DAG and model
parameters θ2,k for best performance on d2, but
initialized the parameters with step-1’s parame-
ters θ1,k, and then trained on dataset d2 follow-
ing Condition 2 (discussed in Sec. 4). We call this

2Note that it is not necessary for the matrix to contain all
of the n − p basis vectors, if the matrix rank is less than n,
then it may have less than n− p basis vectors.
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Figure 3: Multi-task cell structure learning using joint
rewards from n datasets.

step-2, corresponding to dataset d2. After the end
of step-2 training procedure, for re-evaluating the
model’s performance back on dataset d1, we still
use the final learned model parameters θ2,k, but
with the learned DAG from step-1.3 This is be-
cause we cannot use the old step-1 model parame-
ters θ1,k since we assume that those model param-
eters are not accessible now (assumption for con-
tinual learning with large incoming data streams
and memory limit for saving large parameter sets).

5 Multi-Task Architecture Search (MAS)

In some situations of transfer learning, we are
given multiple tasks at once instead of sequen-
tially. In such a scenario, when we train archi-
tecture search model on these multiple tasks sepa-
rately, we get different cell structures on each task
which overfit to that task and are not well gen-
eralizable. So, instead, we should learn a com-
mon cell for multiple tasks which should gener-
alize better to an unseen task. Also, the stan-
dard non-architecture search based LSTM-RNN
cell performs well across different tasks which
shows enough evidence that there exist such ar-
chitectures that work well across different tasks.

3For evaluating the model’s performance on dataset d2,
we obviously use the final learned model parameters θ2,k,
and the learned DAG from step-2.
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Hence, in our work, we aim to follow a data-
driven route to find even better generalizable ar-
chitectures that perform better than the traditional
LSTM-RNN cell, via our multi-task architecture
search (MAS) approach, described below.

To learn a cell architecture on a task, we pro-
vide the performance of the sampled cell structure
on the validation set of the given task as reward
to the controller. However, our aim is to find a
generalizable cell structure which jointly performs
well across different tasks/datasets {d1, d2, .., dn}.
Hence, during the architecture search training, the
joint reward to the controller is a combination
of the performance scores of the sampled cell
structure on the validation set of all the avail-
able/candidate tasks, which is defined as rc =
1
n

∑n
i=1 ri, where reward ri comes from the val-

idation performance on task/dataset di. Next, for
fair generalizability comparison of this multi-task
cell structure with other individual task-learned
cell structures, we choose a new unseen task which
is different from the current candidate tasks and
show that the multi-task cell performs better on
this unseen task than all task-related cell structures
(as well as a non-ENAS LSTM cell).

6 Experimental Setup

6.1 Text Classification Datasets

We choose the natural inference datasets of QNLI,
RTE, and WNLI from the GLUE (Wang et al.,
2018) benchmark to perform experiments for
multi-task cell structure and continual architec-
ture search. We use the standard splits provided
by (Wang et al., 2018).
QNLI Dataset: Question-Answering Natural
Language Inference (QNLI) is extracted from the
Stanford Question Answering Dataset (Rajpurkar
et al., 2016), where they created sentence pair clas-
sification task by forming a pair between each
question and the corresponding sentence contain-
ing the answer. Hence the task is to find whether
the given sentence context contains the answer for
the given question. In this dataset, we use the stan-
dard splits, i.e., 108k examples for training, 5.7k
for validation, and 5.7k for testing.
RTE Dataset: Recognizing Textual Entailment
(RTE) is collected from a series of annual chal-
lenges on the task of textual entailment. This
dataset spans the news and Wikipedia text. Here,
the task is to predict whether the sentence pair is
entailment or not. In this dataset, we use the stan-

dard splits, i.e., 2.5k examples for training, 276 for
validation, and 3k for testing.
WNLI Dataset: Winograd Natural Language In-
ference (WNLI) is extracted from the dataset of
Winograd Schema Challenge for reading compre-
hension task. Original dataset is converted into a
sentence pair classification task by replacing the
ambiguous pronoun with each possible referent,
where the task is to predict if the sentence with
the substituted pronoun is entailed by the original
sentence. We use 634 examples for training, 71
for validation, and 146 for testing.

6.2 Video Captioning Datasets
For the conditioned-generation paradigm, we
use three popular multimodal video captioning
datasets: MSR-VTT, MSVD, and DiDeMo to per-
form experiments for continual architecture search
and multi-task architecture search.
MSR-VTT Dataset: MSR-VTT is a collection
of 10, 000 short videos clips collected from a
commercial search engine covering 41.2 hours of
video and annotated through Amazon Mechanical
Turk (AMT). Each video clip has 20 human an-
notated captions. We used the standard splits fol-
lowing previous work, i.e., 6, 513 video clips as
training set, 497 as validation set, and 2, 990 as
test set.
MSVD Dataset: Microsoft Video Description
Corpus (MSVD) is a collection of 1970 short
video clips collected in the wild and annotated
through Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) in dif-
ferent languages. In this work, we use only En-
glish language annotations. Each video clip on an
average is 10 seconds in length and approximately
40 annotations. We use the standard splits follow-
ing previous work, i.e., 1, 200 video clips as train-
ing set, 100 as validation set, and 670 as test set.
DiDeMo Dataset: Distinct Describable Moments
(DiDeMo) is traditionally a video localization task
w.r.t. given description query (Hendricks et al.,
2017). In this work, we use it as a video descrip-
tion task where given the video as input we have
to generate the caption. We use the standard splits
as provided by Hendricks et al. (2017).

6.3 Evaluation
For GLUE tasks, we use accuracy as an evalu-
ation metric following the previous work (Wang
et al., 2018). For video captioning tasks, we
report four diverse automatic evaluation met-
rics: METEOR (Denkowski and Lavie, 2014),
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CIDEr (Vedantam et al., 2015), BLEU-4 (Papineni
et al., 2002), and ROUGE-L (Lin, 2004). We use
the standard evaluation code (Chen et al., 2015)
to obtain these scores for our generated captions
w.r.t. the reference captions.

6.4 Training Details

In all our experiments, our hyperparameter
choices are based on validation set accuracy for
GLUE tasks and an average of the four automatic
evaluation metrics (METEOR, CIDEr, BLEU-4,
and ROUGE-L) for video captioning tasks. We
use same settings for both normal and architecture
search models, unless otherwise specified. More
details in appendix.

7 Results and Analysis

7.1 Continual Learning on GLUE Tasks

Baseline Models: We use bidirectional LSTM-
RNN encoders with max-pooling (Conneau et al.,
2017) as our baseline.4 Further, we used the
ELMo embeddings (Peters et al., 2018) as input
to the encoders, where we allowed to train the
weights on each layer of ELMo to get a final repre-
sentation. Table 1 shows that our baseline models
achieve strong results when compared with GLUE
benchmark baselines (Wang et al., 2018).5 On top
of these strong baselines, we add ENAS approach.
ENAS Models: Next, Table 1 shows that our
ENAS models (for all three tasks QNLI, RTE,
WNLI) perform better or equal than the non-
architecture search based models.6 Note that we
only replace the LSTM-RNN cell with our ENAS
cell, rest of the model architecture in ENAS model
is same as our baseline model.7

4We also tried various other models e.g., self-attention
and cross-attention, but we found that the max-pooling ap-
proach performed best on these datasets.

5We only report single-task (and not 9-task multi-task) re-
sults from the GLUE benchmark for fair comparison to our
models (even for our multi-task-cell learning experiments in
Sec. 7.3, the controller uses rewards from two datasets but the
primary task is then trained only on its own data).

6On validation set, our QNLI ENAS model is statisti-
cally significantly better than the corresponding baseline with
p < 0.01, and statistically equal on RTE and WNLI (where
the validations sets are very small), based on the bootstrap
test (Noreen, 1989; Efron and Tibshirani, 1994) with 100K
samples. Since the test set is hidden, we are not able to cal-
culate the statistical significance on it.

7Note that ENAS random search baseline vs. optimal
search validation performance on QNLI, RTE, and WNLI are
73.3 (vs. 74.8), 58.8 (vs. 60.3), and 54.0 (vs. 55.6), re-
spectively, suggesting that the learned optimal cell structure
is better than the random cell structure.

Models QNLI RTE WNLI
PREVIOUS WORK

BiLSTM+ELMo (2018) 69.4 50.1 65.1
BiLSTM+ELMo+Attn (2018) 61.1 50.3 65.1

BASELINES
Baseline (with ELMo) 73.2 52.3 65.1
ENAS (Architecture Search) 74.5 52.9 65.1

CAS RESULTS
CAS Step-1 (QNLI training) 73.8 N/A N/A
CAS Step-2 (RTE training) 73.6 54.1 N/A
CAS Step-3 (WNLI training) 73.3 54.0 64.4

Table 1: Test results on GLUE tasks for various mod-
els: Baseline, ENAS, and CAS (continual architecture
search). The CAS results maintain statistical equality
across each step.

CAS Models: Next, we apply our continual ar-
chitecture search (CAS) approach on QNLI, RTE,
and WNLI, where we sequentially allow the model
to learn QNLI, RTE, and WNLI (in the order of
decreasing dataset size, following standard trans-
fer setup practice) and the results are as shown in
Table 1. We train on QNLI task, RTE task, and
WNLI task in step-1, step-2, and step-3, respec-
tively. We observe that even though we learn the
models sequentially, we are able to maintain per-
formance on the previously-learned QNLI task in
step-2 (74.1 vs. 74.2 on validation set which is sta-
tistically equal, and 73.6 vs. 73.8 on test).8 Note
that if we remove our sparsity and orthogonality
conditions (Sec. 4), the step-2 QNLI performance
drops from 74.1 to 69.1 on validation set, demon-
strating the importance of our conditions for CAS
(see next paragraph on ‘CAS Condition Ablation’
for more details). Next, we observe a similar pat-
tern when we extend CAS to the WNLI dataset
(see step-3 in Table 1), i.e, we are still able to
maintain the performance on QNLI (as well as
RTE now) from step-2 to step-3 (scores are sta-
tistically equal on validation set).9 Further, if we
compare the performance of QNLI from step-1 to
step-3, we see that they are also stat. equal on
val set (73.9 vs. 74.2). This shows that our CAS
method can maintain the performance of a task in
a continual learning setting with several steps.
CAS Condition Ablation: We also performed
important ablation experiments to understand the

8Note that there is a small drop in QNLI performance for
CAS Step-1 vs. ENAS (74.5 vs. 73.8); however, this is not
true across all experiments, e.g., in case of RTE, CAS Step-1
is in fact better than its corresponding ENAS model (ENAS:
52.9 vs. CAS Step-1: 53.8).

9On validation set, QNLI step-3 vs. step-2 performance is
73.9 vs. 74.1, which is stat. equal. Similarly, on RTE, step-
3 vs. step-2 performance is 61.0 vs. 60.6 on validation set,
which is again statistically equal.
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Model Accuracy on QNLI
No Condition with RTE DAG 54.1
No Condition 69.1
Only Condition 2.1 71.5
Only Condition 2.2 69.4
Full Model (Condition 2.1 & 2.2) 74.1

Table 2: Ablation (val) results on CAS conditions.

importance of our block sparsity and orthogonal-
ity conditions in the CAS approach (as discussed
in Sec. 4). Table 2 presents the ablation results
of QNLI in step-2 with CAS conditions. Our full
model (with both Condition 2.1 and 2.2) achieves
a validation performance of 74.1. Next, we sep-
arately experimented with each of Condition 2.1
and 2.2 and observe that using only one condition
at a time is not able to maintain the performance
w.r.t. step-1 QNLI performance (the decrease in
score is statistically significant), suggesting that
both of these two conditions are important for our
CAS approach to work. Further, we remove both
conditions and observe that the performance drops
to 69.1. Finally, we also replaced the QNLI cell
structure with the RTE cell structure along with re-
moving both conditions and the performance fur-
ther drops to 54.1. This shows that using the cell
structure of the actual task is important.
Time Comparison: We compare QNLI training
time on a 12GB TITAN-X Nvidia GPU. Our base-
line non-ENAS model takes 1.5 hours, while our
CAS (and MAS) models take approximately the
same training time (4 hours) as the original ENAS
setup, and do not add extra time complexity.

7.2 Continual Learning on Video Captioning

Baselines Models: Our baseline is a sequence-to-
sequence model with attention mechanism as de-
scribed in Sec. 3.3. We achieve comparable results
w.r.t. SotA (see Table 3), hence serving as a good
starting point for the ENAS approach.
ENAS Models: Table 3 also shows that our ENAS
models (MSR-VTT, MSVD) perform equal/better
than non-architecture search based models.10

CAS Models: Next, we apply our continual archi-
tecture search (CAS) approach on MSR-VTT and
MSVD, where we sequentially allow the model
to learn MSR-VTT first and then MSVD, and
the results are as shown in Table 3. We ob-
serve that even though we learn the models se-

10Note that ENAS random search performance on MSR-
VTT test set is C:43.3, B:37.0, R:58.7, M:27.3, AVG: 41.6;
and on MSVD test set is C:83.7, B:47.4, R:71.1, M:33.6,
AVG: 59.0, suggesting that these are lower than the learned
optimal cell structures’ performances shown in Table 3.

quentially, we are able to maintain performance on
the previously-learned MSR-VTT task in step-2,
while also achieving greater-or-equal performance
on the current task of MSVD in comparison with
the general ENAS approach.11

Human Evaluation: We also performed human
comparison of our CAS step-1 vs. step-2 via Ama-
zon MTurk (100 anonymized test samples, Lik-
ert 1-5 scale). This gave an overall score of 3.62
for CAS step-1 model vs. 3.55 for CAS step-
2, which are very close (statistically insignificant
with p = 0.32), again showing that CAS step-2 is
able to maintain performance w.r.t. CAS step-1.

7.3 Multi-Task Cell Learning on GLUE

In these experiments, we first find the best ENAS
cell structures for the individual QNLI and WNLI
tasks, and use these for training the RTE task.
Next, we find a joint cell structure by training
ENAS via joint rewards from both QNLI and
WNLI datasets. Later, we use this single ‘multi-
task’ cell to train the RTE task, and the results are
as shown in Table 4 (GLUE test results). We also
include the LSTM cell and RTE-ENAS cell results
for fair comparison. It is clear that the multi-task
cell performs better than the single-task cells.12

This shows that a cell learned on multiple tasks
is more generalizable to other tasks.

7.4 Multi-Task Cell on Video Captioning

In these experiments, we first find the best ENAS
cell structures for the individual MSR-VTT and
MSVD tasks, and use these cell structures for
training the DiDeMo task. Next, we find a sin-
gle cell structure by training ENAS on both MSR-
VTT and MSVD datasets jointly. Later, we use
this single cell (we call it multi-task cell) to train
the DiDeMo task, and the results are as shown in
Table 5. It is clear that the multi-task cell per-
forms better than other cell structures, where the
multi-task cell performance is comparable w.r.t.
the DiDeMo-ENAS cell and better than the other
single-task and LSTM cell structures. This shows

11MSR-VTT performance in step-1 and step-2 are stat.
equal on CIDEr and ROUGE-L metrics.

12Our multi-task cell and RTE cell performance are statisti-
cally equal (61.4 vs. 60.3) and statistically better than the rest
of the cells in Table 4, based on the validation set. Note that
the multi-task cell does not necessarily need to be better than
the RTE cell, because the latter cell will be over-optimized
for its own data, while the former is a more generalized cell
learned from two other datasets.
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Models MSR-VTT MSVD
C B R M AVG C B R M AVG

Baseline (Pasunuru and Bansal, 2017b) 48.2 40.8 60.7 28.1 44.5 85.8 52.5 71.2 35.0 61.1
ENAS 48.9 41.3 61.2 28.1 44.9 87.2 52.9 71.7 35.2 61.8
CAS Step-1 (MSR-VTT training) 48.9 41.1 60.5 27.5 44.5 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
CAS Step-2 (MSVD training) 48.4 40.1 59.9 27.1 43.9 88.1 52.4 71.3 35.1 61.7

Table 3: Video captioning results with Baseline, ENAS, and CAS models. Baseline is reproduced numbers from
github of Pasunuru and Bansal (2017b) which uses advanced latest visual features (ResNet-152 and ResNeXt-101)
for video encoder. C, B, R, M: CIDEr, BLEU-4, ROUGE-L, and METEOR metrics.

Cell Structure Performance on RTE
LSTM cell 52.3
QNLI cell 52.4
WNLI cell 52.2
RTE cell 52.9
Multi-Task cell 53.9

Table 4: Comparison of MAS cell on RTE task.

Cell Structure Performance on DiDeMo
M C B R

LSTM cell 12.7 26.7 7.6 30.6
MSR-VTT cell 12.9 25.7 7.4 30.3
MSVD cell 12.1 25.2 7.9 30.6
DiDeMO cell 13.1 27.1 7.9 30.9
Multi-Task cell 13.4 27.5 8.1 30.8

Table 5: Comparison of MAS cell on DiDeMO task.

that a cell learned on multiple tasks is more gener-
alizable to other tasks.
Human Evaluation: We performed a similar hu-
man study as Sec. 7.2, and got Likert scores of
2.94 for multi-task cell vs. 2.81 for LSTM cell,
which suggests that the multi-task cell is more
generalizable than the standard LSTM cell.

7.5 Analysis

Evolved Cell Structure with CAS Fig. 4
presents the cell structure in each step for the
CAS approach, where we sequentially train QNLI,
RTE, and WNLI tasks. Overall, we observe that
the cell structures in CAS preserve the properties
of certain edges while creating new edges for new
capabilities. We notice that the cell structure in
step-1 and step-2 share some common edges and
activation functions (e.g., inputs to node 0) along
with some new edge connections in step-2 (e.g.,
node 1 to node 3). Further, we observe that the
step-3 cell uses some common edges w.r.t. the
step-2 cell, but uses different activation functions,
e.g., edge between node 0 and node 1 is the same,
but the activation function is different. This shows
that those edges are learning weights which are
stable w.r.t. change in the activation functions.

Multi-Task Cell Structure Fig. 5 presents our
multi-task MAS cell structure (with joint rewards
from QNLI and WNLI), versus the RTE-ENAS
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Figure 4: Learned cell structures for step-1, step-2, and
step-3 of continual architecture search for GLUE tasks.
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Figure 5: Learned multi-task & RTE cell structures.

cell structure. We observe that the MAS cell is
relatively less complex, i.e., uses several identity
functions and very few activation functions in its
structure vs. the RTE cell. This shows that the
individual-task-optimized cell structures are com-
plex and over-specialized to that task, whereas our
multi-task cell structures are simpler for general-
izability to new unseen tasks.

8 Conclusion

We first presented an architecture search approach
for text classification and video caption generation
tasks. Next, we introduced a novel paradigm of
transfer learning by combining architecture search
with continual learning to avoid catastrophic for-
getting. We also explore multi-task cell learning
for generalizability.
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Appendix

A Training Details

We use Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015)
and a mini-batch size of 64. We set the dropout to
0.5. In all of our architecture search models, we
use 6 nodes. For the controller’s optimization, we
again use Adam optimizer with a learning rate of
0.00035.

For GLUE tasks, we use 256 dimensions for the
hidden states of the RNNs, and for word embed-
dings we use ELMo representations (Peters et al.,
2018), where we down project the 1024 dimen-
sions ELMo embeddings to 256. We use a learn-
ing rate of 0.001, and both encoder RNNs are un-
rolled to 50 steps. For CAS conditions, we set
the coefficients for block-sparsity and orthogonal-
ity conditions to 0.001 and 0.001, respectively.

For video captioning tasks, we use hidden state
size of 1024 and word embedding size of 512.
For visual features, we use a concatenation of
both ResNet-152 (He et al., 2016) and ResNeXt-
101 (Xie et al., 2017) image features. We use a
learning rate of 0.0001, and we unroll the video
encoder and caption decoder to 50 and 20 steps,
respectively. For CAS conditions, we set both
the coefficients of block-sparsity and orthogonal-
ity conditions to 0.0001.
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Abstract

Supervised models of NLP rely on large col-
lections of text which closely resemble the in-
tended testing setting. Unfortunately matching
text is often not available in sufficient quantity,
and moreover, within any domain of text, data
is often highly heterogenous. In this paper we
propose a method to distill the important do-
main signal as part of a multi-domain learning
system, using a latent variable model in which
parts of a neural model are stochastically gated
based on the inferred domain. We compare the
use of discrete versus continuous latent vari-
ables, operating in a domain-supervised or a
domain semi-supervised setting, where the do-
main is known only for a subset of training in-
puts. We show that our model leads to substan-
tial performance improvements over compet-
itive benchmark domain adaptation methods,
including methods using adversarial learning.

1 Introduction

Text corpora are often collated from several dif-
ferent sources, such as news, literature, micro-
blogs, and web crawls, raising the problem of
learning NLP systems from heterogenous data,
and how well such models transfer to testing set-
tings. Learning from these corpora requires mod-
els which can generalise to different domains, a
problem known as transfer learning or domain
adaptation (Blitzer et al., 2007; Daumé III, 2007;
Joshi et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2016). In most state-
of-the-art frameworks, the model has full knowl-
edge of the domain of instances in the training
data, and the domain is treated as a discrete in-
dicator variable. However, in reality, data is often
messy, with domain labels not always available,
or providing limited information about the style
and genre of text. For example, web-crawled cor-
pora are comprised of all manner of text, such as
news, marketing, blogs, novels, and recipes, how-

ever the type of each document is typically not ex-
plicitly specified. Moreover, even corpora that are
labelled with a specific domain might themselves
be instances of a much more specific area, e.g.,
“news” articles will cover politics, sports, travel,
opinion, etc. Modelling these types of data accu-
rately requires knowledge of the specific domain
of each instance, as well as the domain of each
test instance, which is particularly problematic for
test data from previously unseen domains.

A simple strategy for domain learning is to
jointly learn over all the data with a single model,
where the model is not conditioned on domain,
and directly maximises p(y|x), where x is the text
input, and y the output (e.g. classification label).
Improvements reported in multi-domain learning
(Daumé III, 2007; Kim et al., 2016) have often
focused on learning twin representations (shared
and private representations) for each instance. The
private representation is modelled by introduc-
ing a domain-specific channel conditional on the
domain, and the shared one is learned through
domain-general channels. To learn more robust
domain-general and domain-specific channels, ad-
versarial supervision can be applied in the form
of either domain-conditional or domain-generative
methods (Liu et al., 2016; Li et al., 2018a).

Inspired by these works, we develop a method
for the setting where the domain is unobserved
or partially observed, which we refer to as unsu-
pervised and semi-supervised, respectively, with
respect to domain. This has the added bene-
fit of affording robustness where the test data
is drawn from an unseen domain, through mod-
elling each test instance as a mixture of do-
mains. In this paper, we propose methods which
use latent variables to characterise the domain,
by modelling the discriminative learning prob-
lem p(y|x) =

∫
z p(z|x)p(y|x, z), where z en-

codes the domain, which must be marginalised
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out when the domain is unobserved. We pro-
pose a sequence of models of increasing complex-
ity in the modelling of the treatment of z, rang-
ing from a discrete mixture model, to a contin-
uous vector-valued latent variable (analogous to
a topic model; Blei et al. (2003)), modelled us-
ing Beta or Dirichlet distributions. We show how
these models can be trained efficiently, using ei-
ther direct gradient-based methods or variational
inference (Kingma et al., 2014), for the respective
model types. The variational method can be ap-
plied to domain and/or label semi-supervised set-
tings, where not all components of the training
data are fully observed.

We evaluate our approach using sentiment anal-
ysis over multi-domain product review data and
7 language identification benchmarks from dif-
ferent domains, showing that in out-of-domain
evaluation, our methods substantially improve
over benchmark methods, including adversarially-
trained domain adaptation (Li et al., 2018a). We
show that including additional domain unlabelled
data gives a substantial boost to performance, re-
sulting in transfer models that often outperform
domain-trained models, to the best of our knowl-
edge, setting a new state of the art for the dataset.

2 Stochastic Domain Adaptation

In this section, we describe our proposed ap-
proaches to Stochastic Domain Adaptation (SDA),
which use latent variables to represent an implicit
‘domain’. This is formulated as a joint model of
output classification label, y and latent domain z,
which are both conditional on x,

p(y, z|x) = pφ(z|x)pθ(y|x, z) .

The two components are the prior, pφ(z|x), and
classifier likelihood, pθ(y|x, z), which are param-
eterised by φ and θ, respectively. We propose sev-
eral different choices of prior, based on the nature
of z, that is, whether it is: (i) a discrete value
(“DSDA”, see Section 2.2); or (ii) a continuous
vector, in which case we experiment with different
distributions to model p(z|x) (“CSDA”, see Sec-
tion 2.3).

2.1 Stochastic Channel Gating
For all of our models the likelihood, pθ(y|x, z),
is formulated as a multi-channel neural model,
where z is used as a gate to select which chan-
nels should be used in representing the input. The

model comprises k channels, with each channel
computing an independent hidden representation,

hi = CNNi(x; θ)|ki=1

using a convolutional neural network.1 The value
of z is then used to select the channel, by comput-
ing h =

∑k
i=1 zkhi, where we assume z ∈ Rk

is a continuous vector. For the discrete setting,
we represent integer z by its 1-hot encoding z, in
which case h = hz . The final step of the likeli-
hood passes h through a MLP with a single hid-
den layer, followed by a softmax, which is used to
predict class label y.

2.2 Discrete Domain Identifiers
We now turn to the central part of our method, the
prior component. The simplest approach, DSDA

(see Figure 1a), uses a discrete latent variable, i.e.,
z ∈ [1, k] is an integer-valued random variable,
and consequently the model can be considered as
a form of mixture model. This prior predicts z
given input x, which is modelled using a neural
network with a softmax output. Given z, the pro-
cess of generating y is as described above in Sec-
tion 2.1. The discrete model can be trained for the
maximum likelihood estimate using the objective,

log p(y|x) = log

k∑

z=1

pφ(z|x)pθ(y|x, z), (1)

which can be computed tractably,2 and scales lin-
early in k.

DSDA can be applied with supervised or semi-
supervised domains, by maximising the likelihood
p(z = d|x) when the ground truth domain d is
observed. We refer to this setting as “DSDA +sup.”
or “DSDA +semisup”, respectively, noting that in
this setting we assume the number of channels, k,
is equal to the known inventory of domains, D.

2.3 Continuous Domain Identifiers
For the DSDA model to work well requires suffi-
ciently large k, such that all the different types of
data can be clearly separated into individual mix-
ture components. When there is not a clear delin-
eation between domains, the inferred domain pos-
terior is likely to be uncertain, and the approach

1Our approach is general, and could be easily combined
with other methods besides CNNs.

2This arises from the finite summation in (1), which re-
quires each of the k components to be computed separately,
and their results summed. This procedure permits standard
gradient back-propagation.
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Figure 1: Model architectures for latent variable models, DSDA and CSDA, which differ in the treatment of the
latent variable, which is discrete (d ∈ [1, k]), or a continuous vector (ẑ ∈ Rk). The lower green model components
show k independent convolutional network components, and the blue and yellow component the prior, p, and the
variational approximation, q, respectfully. The latent variable is used to gate the k hidden representations (shown
as
⊙

), which are then used in a linear function to predict a classification label, y. During training CSDA draws
samples (∼) from q, while during inference, samples are drawn from p.

reduces to an ensemble technique. Thus, we in-
troduce the second modelling approach as Con-
tinuous domain identifiers (CSDA), inspired by the
way in which LDA models the documents as mix-
tures of several topics (Blei et al., 2003).

A more statistically efficient method would be
to use binary functions as domain specifiers, i.e.,
z ∈ {0, 1}k, effectively allowing for exponentially
many domain combinations (2k). Each element of
the domain zi acts as a gate, or equivalently, at-
tention, governing whether hidden state hi is in-
corporated into the predictive model. In this way,
individual components of the model can specialise
to a very specific topic such as politics or sport,
and yet domains are still able to combine both to
produce specialised representations, such as the
politics of sport. The use of a latent bit-vector
renders inference intractable, due to the marginal-
isation over exponentially many states. For this
reason, we instead make a continuous relaxation,
such that z ∈ Rk with each scalar zi being drawn
from a probability distribution parameterised as a
function of the input x. These functions can learn
to relate aspects of x with certain domain indexes,
e.g., the use of specific words like baseball and in-
nings relate to a domain corresponding to “sport”,
thereby allowing the text domains to be learned
automatically.

Several possible distributions can be used to
model z ∈ Rk. Here we consider the following
distributions:

Beta which bounds all elements to the range
[0, 1], such that z lies in a hyper-cube;

Dirichlet which also bounds all elements, as for
Beta, however z are also constrained to lie in
the probability simplex.

In both cases,3 each dimension of z is controlled
by different distribution parameters, themselves
formulated as different non-linear functions of x.
We expect the Dirichlet model to perform the best,
based on their widespread use in topic models, and
their desirable property of generating a normalised
vector, resembling common attention mechanisms
(Bahdanau et al., 2015).

Depending on the choice of distribution, the
prior is modelled as

p(z|x) = Beta
(
αααB,βββB

)
(2a)

or p(z|x) = Dirichlet
(
α0ααα

D
)
, (2b)

where the prior parameters are parameterised as
neural networks of the input. For the Beta prior,

αααB = elu(fα,B(x)) + 1 (3a)

βββB = elu(fβ,B(x)) + 1 , (3b)

where elu(·) + 1 is an element-wise activation
function which returns a positive value (Clevert
et al., 2016), and fω(·) is a nonlinear function with
parameters ω—here we use a CNN. The Dirichlet
prior uses a different parameterisation,

α0 = exp(fD,0(x)) (4a)

αααD = sigmoid(fD(x)) , (4b)

3We also compared Gamma distributions, but they under-
performed Beta and Dirichlet models.
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where α0 is a positive-valued overall concentra-
tion parameter, used to scale all components in
(2b), thus capturing overall sparsity, while αααD

models the affinity to each channel.

2.4 Variational Inference
Using continuous latent variables, as described in
Section 2.3, gives rise to intractable inference;
for this reason we develop a variational infer-
ence method based on the variational auto-encoder
(Kingma and Welling, 2014). Fitting the model
involves maximising the evidence lower bound
(ELBO),

log pφ,θ(y|x) = log

∫

z
pφ(z|x)pθ(y|z,x)

≥ E
qσ

[log pθ(y|z,x)] (5)

− λDKL
(
qσ(z|x, y, d)||pφ(z|x)

)
,

where qσ is the variational distribution, param-
eterised by σ, chosen to match the family of
the prior (Beta or Dirichlet) and λ is a hyper-
parameter controlling the weight of the KL term.
The ELBO in (5) is maximised with respect to
σ, φ and θ, using stochastic gradient ascent, where
the expectation term is approximated using a sin-
gle sample, ẑ ∼ qσ, which is used to compute
the likelihood directly. Although it is not nor-
mally possible to backpropagate gradients through
a sample, which is required to learn the varia-
tional parameters σ, this problem is usually side-
stepped using a reparameterisation trick (Kingma
and Welling, 2014). However this method only
works for a limited range of distributions, most
notably the Gaussian distribution, and for this rea-
son we use the implicit reparameterisation gradi-
ent method (Figurnov et al., 2018), which allows
for inference with a variety of continuous distribu-
tions, including Beta and Dirichlet. We give more
details of the implicit reparameterisation method
in Appendix A.2.

The variational distribution q, is defined in an
analagous way to the prior, p, see (2–4b), i.e., us-
ing a neural network parameterisation for the dis-
tribution parameters. The key difference is that
q conditions not only on x but also on the target
label y and domain d. This is done by embed-
ding both y and d, which are concatenated with a
CNN encoding of x, and then transformed into the
distribution parameters. Semi-supervised learning
with respect to the domain can easily be facili-
tated by setting d to the domain identifier when

it is observed, otherwise using a sentinel value
d = UNK, for domain-unsupervised instances.
The same trick is used for y, to allow for vanilla
semi-supervised learning (with respect to target la-
bel). The use of y and d allows the inference net-
work to learn to encode these two key variables
into z, to encourage the latent variable, and thus
model channels, to be informative of both the tar-
get label and the domain. This, in concert with the
KL term in (5), ensures that the prior, p, must also
learn to discriminate for domain and label, based
solely on the input text, x.

For inference at test time, we assume that only
x is available as input, and accordingly the infer-
ence network cannot be used. Instead we generate
a sample from the prior ẑ ∼ p(z|x), which is then
used to compute the maximum likelihood label,
ŷ = arg maxy p(y|x, ẑ). We also experimented
with Monte Carlo methods for test inference, in
order to reduce sampling variance, using: (a) prior
mean z̄ = µ; (b) Monte Carlo averaging ȳ =
1
m

∑
i p(y|x, ẑi) using m = 100 samples from

the prior; and (c) importance sampling (Glynn and
Iglehart, 1989) to estimate p(y|x) based on sam-
pling from the inference network, q.4 None of the
Monte Carlo methods showed a significant differ-
ence in predictive performance versus the single
sample technique, although they did show a very
tiny reduction in variance over 10 runs. This is de-
spite their being orders of magnitude slower, and
therefore we use a single sample for test inference
hereafter.

3 Experiments

3.1 Multi-domain Sentiment Analysis

To evaluate the proposed models, we first ex-
periment with a multi-domain sentiment analy-
sis dataset, focusing on out-of-domain evaluation
where the test domain is unknown.

We derive our dataset from Multi-Domain Sen-
timent Dataset v2.0 (Blitzer et al., 2007).5 The
task is to predict a binary sentiment label, i.e., pos-
itive vs. negative. The unprocessed dataset has
more than 20 domains. For our purposes, we filter
out domains with fewer than 1k labelled instances

4Importance sampling estimates p(y|x) =
Eq[p(y, z|x)/q(z|x, y, d)] for each setting of y using
m = 100 samples from q, and then finds the maximising y.
This is tractable in our settings as y is a discrete variable,
e.g., a binary sentiment, or multiclass language label.

5From https://www.cs.jhu.edu/˜mdredze/
datasets/sentiment/.
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Domain F(x, y, d) Y(x, y, ?)
apparel 1,000 1,000
baby 950 950
camera & photo 1000 999
health & personal care 1,000 1,000
magazines 985 985
music 1,000 1,000
sports & outdoors 1,000 1,000
toys & games 1,000 1,000
video 1,000 1,000

Table 1: Numbers of instances (reviews) for each train-
ing domain in our dataset, under the two categories F
(domain and label known) and Y (label known; domain
unknown), in which “?” represents the “UNK” token,
meaning the given attribute is unobserved.

or fewer than 2k unlabelled instances, resulting in
13 domains in total.

To simulate the semi-supervised domain situa-
tion, we remove the domain attributions for one
half of the labelled data, denoting them as domain-
unlabelled data Y(x, y, ?). The other half are
sentiment- and domain-labelled data F(x, y, d).
We present a breakdown of the dataset in Table 1.6

For evaluation, we hold out four domains—
namely books (“B”), dvds (“D”), electronics
(“E”), and kitchen & housewares (“K”)—for com-
parability with previous work (Blitzer et al., 2007).
Each domain has 1k test instances, and we split
this data into dev and test with ratio 4:6. The
dev dataset is used for hyper-parameter tuning and
early stopping,7 and we report accuracy results on
test.

3.1.1 Baselines and Comparisons
For comparison, we use 3 baselines. The first is
a single channel CNN (“S-CNN”), which jointly
over all data instances in a single model, with-
out domain-specific parameters. The second base-
line is a multi channel CNN (“M-CNN”), which
expands the capacity of the S-CNN model (606k
parameters) to match CSDA and DSDA (roughly
7.5m-8.3m parameters). Our third baseline is a
multi-domain learning approach using adversarial
learning for domain generation (“GEN”), the best-
performing model of Li et al. (2018a) and state-of-
the-art for unsupervised multi-domain adaptation
over a comparable dataset.8 We report results for

6The dataset, along with the source code, can
be found at https://github.com/lrank/Code_
VariationalInference-Multidomain

7This confers light supervision in the target domain.
However we would expect similar results were we to use dis-
joint held out domains for development wrt testing.

8The dataset used in Li et al. (2018a) differs slightly in
that it is also based off Multi-Domain Sentiment Dataset v2.0,

their best performing GEN +d+g model.

3.1.2 Training Strategy
For the hyper-parameter setups, we provide the
details in Appendix A.1. In terms of training,
we simulate two scenarios using two experimental
configurations, as discussed above: (a) domain su-
pervision; and (2) domain semi-supervision. For
domain supervised training, only F is used, which
covers only 9 of the domains, and the test do-
main data is entirely unseen. For domain semi-
supervised training, we use combinations of F
and Y , noting that both sub-corpora do not in-
clude data from the target domains, and none of
which is explicitly labelled with sentiment, y, and
domain, d. These simulate the setting where we
have heterogenous data which includes a lot of rel-
evant data, however its metadata is inconsistent,
and thus cannot be easily modelled.

For λ in (5), according to the derivation of the
ELBO it should be the case that λ = 1, however
other settings are often justified in practice (Alemi
et al., 2018). Accordingly, we tried both anneal-
ing and fixed schedules, but found no consistent
differences in end performance. We performed
a grid search for the fixed value, λ = 10a, a ∈
{−3,−2,−1, 0, 1}, and selected λ = 10−1, based
on development performance. We provide further
analysis in the form of a sensitivity plot in Sec-
tion 3.2. The latent domain size k for DSDA is set
to the true number of training domains k = D =
9. Note that, even for DSDA, we could use k 6= D,
which we explore in the F+Y supervision setting
in Section 3.1.3. For CSDA we present the main
results with k = 13, set to match the total number
of domains in training and testing.

3.1.3 Results
Table 2 reports the performance of different mod-
els under two training configurations: (1) with
F+Y (domain semi-supervised learning); and (2)
withF only (domain supervised learning). In each
case, we report the standard deviation based on 10
runs with different random seeds.

Overall, domain B and D are more difficult
than E and K, consistent with previous work.
Comparing the two configurations, we see that
when we use domain semi-supervised training
(with the addition of Y), all models perform bet-

but uses slightly more training domains and a slightly differ-
ent composition of training data. We retrain the model of the
authors over our dataset, using their implementation.
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Data B D E K Average

F + Y

S-CNN 78.9 ± 1.3 80.9 ± 1.5 82.4 ± 0.8 84.1 ± 1.8 81.6 ± 0.9
M-CNN 79.0 ± 1.5 82.5 ± 1.3 84.1 ± 0.8 85.9 ± 0.8 82.9 ± 0.9
GEN 78.4 ± 0.9 81.2 ± 1.0 83.9 ± 1.7 87.5 ± 1.2 82.8 ± 1.1

DSDA 76.8 ± 1.4 79.6 ± 1.7 83.1 ± 1.5 85.8 ± 2.0 81.3 ± 1.0
+ semi-sup. 77.1 ± 1.6 79.9 ± 1.0 83.1 ± 1.7 85.4 ± 1.3 81.4 ± 0.6

CSDA w. Beta 78.4 ± 0.8 84.4 ± 0.7 82.9 ± 1.1 87.2 ± 1.3 83.2 ± 0.9
w. Dirichlet 80.0 ± 1.4 84.3 ± 1.4 86.2 ± 1.5 87.0 ± 0.3 84.4 ± 0.9

F only

S-CNN 76.0 ± 1.8 77.0 ± 1.0 81.5 ± 1.3 82.8 ± 1.6 79.3 ± 0.7
M-CNN 76.7 ± 1.8 79.2 ± 0.4 82.0 ± 1.2 83.1 ± 1.8 79.8 ± 1.3
GEN 76.7 ± 2.0 79.1 ± 1.3 82.1 ± 1.6 84.0 ± 1.1 80.5 ± 0.7

DSDA 74.3 ± 1.4 75.8 ± 2.2 80.5 ± 1.3 82.8 ± 1.4 78.4 ± 0.9
+ unsup. 74.1 ± 2.0 75.6 ± 2.3 80.8 ± 1.3 83.0 ± 1.7 78.4 ± 0.6

CSDA w. Beta 78.0 ± 1.9 80.5 ± 1.1 83.7 ± 1.3 85.7 ± 1.3 82.0 ± 1.1
w. Dirichlet 77.9 ± 1.6 80.6 ± 0.9 84.4 ± 1.1 86.5 ± 0.9 82.3 ± 0.6

IN DOMAIN ♣ 80.4 82.4 84.4 87.7 83.7

Table 2: Accuracy [%] and standard deviation of different models under two data configurations: (1) using both
F and Y (domain semi-supervised learning); and (2) using F only (domain supervised learning). In each case,
we evaluate over the four held-out test domains (B, D, E and K), and also report the accuracy. Best results are
indicated in bold in each configuration. Key: ♣ from Blitzer et al. (2007).

ter, demonstrating the utility of domain semi-
supervised learning when annotated data is lim-
ited.

Comparing our discrete and continuous ap-
proaches (DSDA and DSDA, resp.), we see that
CSDA consistently performs the best, outperform-
ing the baselines by a substantial margin. In con-
trast DSDA is disappointing, underperforming the
baselines, and moreover, shows no change in per-
formance between domain supervision versus the
semi-supervised or unsupervised settings. Among
the CSDA based methods, all the distributions per-
form well, but the Dirichlet distribution performs
the best overall, which we attribute to better mod-
elling of the sparsity of domains, thus reducing the
influence of uncertain and mixed domains. The
best results are for domain semi-supervised learn-
ing (F +Y), which brings an increase in accuracy
of about 2% over domain supervised learning (F)
consistently across the different types of model.

3.2 Analysis and Discussion

To better understand what the model learns, we fo-
cus on the CSDA model, using the Dirichlet distri-
bution.

First, we consider the model capacity, in terms
of the latent domain size, k. Figure 2 shows the
impact of varying k. Note that the true number of
domains is D = 13, comprising 9 training and 4
test domains. Setting k to roughly this value ap-
pears to be justified, in that the mean accuracy

2 4 8 16 32 64

76

78

80

82

84

k

A
cc

Figure 2: Performance with standard error (|||) as latent
domain size k is increased in log 2 space with DSDA
( ) and with three CSDA methods using Beta ( ) and
Dirichlet ( ) averaged accuracy, over F + Y .

increases with k, and plateaus around k = 16.
Interestingly, when k ≥ 32, the performance of
CSDA with Beta drops, while performance for
Dirichlet remains high—indeed Dirichlet is con-
sistently superior even at the extreme value of
k = 2, although it does show improvement as k
increases. Also observe that DSDA requires a large
latent state inventory, supporting our argument for
the efficiency of continuous cf. discrete latent vari-
ables.

Next, we consider the impact of using differ-
ent combinations of F and Y . Table 3 shows the
performance of difference configurations. Overall,
F + Y gives excellent performance. Interestingly,
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Domain
B
D
E
K
apparel
baby
camera & photo
health & personal care
magazines
music
sports & outdoors
toys & games
video
Sentiment
negative
positive

Figure 3: t-SNE of hidden representations in CSDA over all 13 domains, comprising 4 held-out testing domains (B,
D, E and K), and the remaindering 9 domains are used only for training. Each point is a document, and the symbol
indicates its gold sentiment label, using a filled circle for negative instances and cross for positive.

CSDA B D E K Average

F 77.9 80.6 84.4 86.5 82.3
F + Y 80.0 84.3 86.2 87.0 84.4
Y 77.6 81.5 83.7 85.2 82.0

Table 3: Accuracy [%] of CSDA w. Dirichlet trained
with different configurations of F and Y .

Y on its own is only a little worse than only F ,
showing that target labels y are more important for
learning than the domain d. The Y configuration
fully domain unsupervised training still results in
decent performance, boding well for application
to very messy and heterogenous datasets with no
domain metadata.

Finally, we consider what is being learned by
the model, in terms of how it learns to use the
k dimensional latent variables for different types
of data. We visualise the learned representations,
showing points for each domain plotted in a 2d t-
SNE plot (Maaten and Hinton, 2008) in Figure 3.
Notice that each domain is split into two clus-
ters, representing positive (×××) and negative (•) in-
stances within that domain. Among the test do-
mains, B (books) and D (dvds) are clustered close
together but are still clearly separated, which is en-
couraging given the close relation between these
two media. The other two, E (electronics) and
K (kitchen & housewares) are mixed together and
intermingled with other domains. Overall across
all domains, the APPAREL cluster is quite distinct,

0.001 0.01 0.1 1 10

20

40

60

80

100
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cc
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d

Figure 4: Diagostic classifier accuracy [%] over z to
predict the sentiment label y and domain label d, with
respect to different λ, shown on a log scale. Dashed
horizontal lines show chance accuracy for both outputs.

while VIDEO and MUSIC are highly associated
with D, and part of the cluster for MAGAZINES

is close to B; all of these make sense intuitively,
given similarities between the respective products.
E is related to CAMERA and GAMES, while K is
most closely connected to HEALTH and SPORTS.

To obtain a better understanding of what is be-
ing encoded in the latent variable, and how this is
effected by the setting of λ, we learn simple diag-
nostic classifiers to predict sentiment label y and
domain label d, given only z as input. To do so,
we first train our model over the training set, and
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Data EUROGOV TCL WIKIPEDIA EMEA EUROPARL TBE TSC Average

Y

S-CNN 98.8 92.3 85.9 98.5 92.3 79.3 91.7 91.3
M-CNN 98.9 93.6 86.2 99.2 96.0 88.3 91.7 93.4

DSDA 98.3 91.9 86.3 97.8 95.2 86.0 79.0 90.6
CSDA w. Beta 98.7 93.0 89.0 99.3 96.8 93.1 95.2 95.0

w. Dirichlet 98.9 93.0 89.0 99.2 96.7 93.2 94.5 94.9

F
DSDA 98.0 91.8 85.7 97.7 95.3 85.4 78.1 90.3
CSDA w. Beta 99.3 93.7 89.1 99.2 96.9 93.6 93.9 95.1

w. Dirichlet 99.0 93.7 89.3 99.3 96.9 93.3 96.1 95.4

GEN 99.9 93.1 88.7 92.5 97.1 91.2 96.1 94.1
LANGID.PY 98.7 90.4 91.3 93.4 97.4 94.1 92.7 94.0

Table 4: Accuracy [%] over 7 LangID benchmarks, as well as the averaged score, for different models under two
data configurations: (1) using domain unsupervised learning (Y); and (2) using domain supervised learning (F).
The best results are indicated in bold in each configuration. Note that the training data for GEN and LANGID.PY is
slightly different from that used in the original papers.

record samples of z from the inference network.
We then partition the training set, using 70% to
learn linear logistic regression classifiers to predict
y and d, and use the remaining 30% for evaluation.
Figure 4 shows the prediction accuracy, based on
averaging over three runs, each with different z
samples. Clearly very small λ ≤ 10−2, leads to
almost perfect sentiment label accuracy which is
evidence of overfitting by using the latent variable
to encode the response variable. For λ ≥ 10−1

the sentiment accuracy is still above chance, as ex-
pected, but is more stable. For the domain label d,
the predictive accuracy is also above chance, albeit
to a lesser extent, and shows a similar downward
trend. At the setting λ = 0.1, used in the ear-
lier experiments, this shows that the latent variable
encodes captures substantial sentiment, and some
domain knowledge, as observed in Figure 3.

In terms of the time required for training, a sin-
gle epoch of training took about 25min for the
CSDA method, using the default settings, and a
similar time for DSDA and M-CNN. The runtime
increases sub-linearly with increasing latent size
k.

3.3 Language Identification

To further demonstrate our approaches, we then
evaluate our models with the second task, lan-
guage identification (LangID: Jauhiainen et al.
(2018)).

For data processing, we use 5 training sets from
5 different domains with 97 language, following
the setup of Lui and Baldwin (2011). We evaluate
accuracy over 7 holdout benchmarks: EUROGOV,
TCL, WIKIPEDIA from Baldwin and Lui (2010),
EMEA (Tiedemann, 2009), EUROPARL (Koehn,

2005), TBE (Tromp and Pechenizkiy, 2011) and
TSC (Carter et al., 2013). Differently from sen-
timent tasks, here, we evaluate our methods us-
ing the full dataset, but with two configurations:
(1) domain unsupervised, where all instance have
only labels but no domain (denoted Y); and (2) do-
main supervised learning, where all instances have
labels and domain (F).

3.3.1 Results
Table 4 shows the performance of different mod-
els over 7 holdout benchmarks and the averaged
scores. We also report the results of GEN, the best
model from Li et al. (2018a), and one state-of-the-
art off-the-shelf LangID tool: LANGID.PY (Lui
and Baldwin, 2012). Note that, both S-CNN and
M-CNN are domain unsupervised methods. In
terms of results, overall, both of our CSDA mod-
els consistently outperform all other baseline mod-
els. Comparing the different CSDA variants, Beta
vs. Dirichlet, both perform closely across the
LangID tasks. Furthermore, CSDA out-performs
the state-of-the-art in terms of average scores. In-
terestingly the two training configurations show
that domain knowledge F provides a small per-
formance boost for CSDA, but not does help for
DSDA. Above all, the LangID results confirm the
effectiveness of our proposed approaches.

4 Related Work

Domain adaptation (“DA”) typically involves one
or more training domains and a single target do-
main. Among DA approaches, single-domain
adaptation is the most common scenario, where
a model is trained over one domain and then
transferred to a single target domain using prior
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knowledge of the target domain (Blitzer et al.,
2007; Glorot et al., 2011). Adversarial learn-
ing methods have been proposed for learning ro-
bust domain-independent representations, which
can capture domain knowledge through semi-
supervised learning (Ganin et al., 2016).

Multi-domain adaptation uses training data
from more than one training domain. Approaches
include feature augmentation methods (Daumé III,
2007), and analagous neural models (Joshi et al.,
2012; Kim et al., 2016), as well as attention-
based and hierarchical methods (Li et al., 2018b).
These works assume the ‘oracle’ source domain
is known when transferring, however we do not
require an oracle in this paper. Adversarial train-
ing methods have been employed to learn robust
domain-generalised representations (Liu et al.,
2016). Li et al. (2018a) considered the case of
the model having no access to the target domain,
and using adversarial learning to generate domain-
generation representations by cross-comparison
between source domains.

The other important component of this work is
Variational Inference (“VI”), a method from ma-
chine learning that approximates probability den-
sities through optimisation (Blei et al., 2017; Ku-
cukelbir et al., 2017). The idea of a variational
auto-encoder has been applied to language gener-
ation (Bowman et al., 2016; Kim et al., 2018; Miao
et al., 2017; Zhou and Neubig, 2017; Zhang et al.,
2016) and machine translation (Shah and Barber,
2018; Eikema and Aziz, 2018), but not in the con-
text of semi-supervised domain adaptation.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed two models—
DSDA and CSDA—for multi-domain learning,
which use a graphical model with a latent variable
to represent the domain. We propose models with
a discrete latent variable, and a continuous vector-
valued latent variable, which we model with Beta
or Dirichlet priors. For training, we adopt a vari-
ational inference technique based on the varia-
tional autoencoder. In empirical evaluation over
a multi-domain sentiment dataset and seven lan-
guage identification benchmarks, our models out-
perform strong baselines, across varying data con-
ditions, including a setting where no target domain
data is provided. Our proposed models have broad
utility across NLP applications on heterogenous
corpora.
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A Appendices

A.1 Base Model Architecture
For the sentiment task, all the hidden representa-
tions are learned by convolutional neural networks
(CNN), following Kim (2014). All documents are
lower-cased and truncated to maximum 256 to-
kens, and then each word is mapped into a 300 di-
mensional vector representation using randomly-
initialised word embeddings. In each CNN chan-
nel, filter windows are set to {3, 4, 5}, with 128
filters for each. Then, ReLU and pooling are ap-
plied after the filtering, generating 384-d (128 ∗ 3)
hidden representations. Dropout is applied to the
hidden h, at a rate of 0.5. For simplicity, we use
the same CNN architecture to encode the func-
tions f used in the prior q and in the inference net-
works p, in each case with different parameters.
Specifically, in prior q, the embedding sizes of do-
main and label are set to 16 and 4, respectively. ααα
and βββ share the same CNN but with different out-
put projections. After gating using z, the final hid-
den goes through a one-hidden MLPwith hidden
size 300. We use the Adam optimiser (Kingma
and Ba, 2015) throughout, with the learning rate
set to 10−4 and a batch size of 32, optimising the
loss functions (1) or (5), for DSDA and CSDA, re-
spectively.

For the language identification task, all docu-
ments are tokenized as a byte sequence, truncated
or padded to a length of 1k bytes. We use the same
CNN architecture and hyper-parameter configura-
tions as for the sentiment task.

A.2 Implicit Reparameterisation Gradient
In this section, we outline the implicit reparam-
eterisation gradient method of Figurnov et al.
(2018). First, we review some background on vari-
ational inference. We start by defining a differen-
tiable and invertible standardization function as

Sσ(z) = ε ∼ q(ε) , (6a)

which describes a mapping between points drawn
from a specific distribution function and a stan-
dard distribution, q. For example, for a Gaus-
sian distribution z ∼ N (µ, ψ), we can define
Sµ,ψ(z) = (z − µ)/ψ ∼ N (0, 1) to map to the
standard Normal. We aim to compute the gradient
of the expectation of a objective function f(z),

∇σ E
qσ(z)

[f(z)] = E
q(ε)

[∇σf(S−1(ε))] , (6b)

where in ELBO (5) in our case, f(z) = pθ(y|z,x)
is the likelihood function.

The implicit reparameterisation gradient tech-
nique is a way of computing the reparameterisa-
tion without the need for inversion of the stan-
dardization function. This works by applying
∇σS−1(ε) = ∇σz,

∇σ E
qσ(z)

[f(z)] = E
qσ(z)

[∇zf(z)∇σz] . (6c)

However, we still need to calculate ∇σz. The key
insight here is that we can compute ∇σz by im-
plicit differentiation. We apply the total gradient
∇TD
σ over (6a),

∇TD
σ Sσ(z) = ∇TD

σ ε . (6d)

From the definition of a standardization function,
the noise ε is independent of σ, and we apply the
multi-variable chain rule over left side of (6d),

∂Sσ(z)

∂z
∇σz +

∂Sσ(z)

∂σ
= 0 . (6e)

Therefore, the key of the implicit gradient calcula-
tion in this process can be summarised as

∇σz = −(∇zSσ(z))−1∇σSσ(z) . (6f)

This expression allows for computation of (6c),
which can be applied to a range of distribution
families. We refer the reader to Figurnov et al.
(2018) for further details.
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Abstract

Modern entity linking systems rely on large
collections of documents specifically anno-
tated for the task (e.g., AIDA CoNLL). In
contrast, we propose an approach which ex-
ploits only naturally occurring information:
unlabeled documents and Wikipedia. Our ap-
proach consists of two stages. First, we con-
struct a high recall list of candidate entities for
each mention in an unlabeled document. Sec-
ond, we use the candidate lists as weak su-
pervision to constrain our document-level en-
tity linking model. The model treats entities
as latent variables and, when estimated on a
collection of unlabelled texts, learns to choose
entities relying both on local context of each
mention and on coherence with other entities
in the document. The resulting approach ri-
vals fully-supervised state-of-the-art systems
on standard test sets. It also approaches their
performance in the very challenging setting:
when tested on a test set sampled from the
data used to estimate the supervised systems.
By comparing to Wikipedia-only training of
our model, we demonstrate that modeling un-
labeled documents is beneficial.

1 Introduction

Named entity linking is the task of linking a
mention to the corresponding entity in a knowl-
edge base (e.g., Wikipedia). For instance, in
Figure 1 we link mention “Trump” to Wikipedia
entity Donald Trump. Entity linking enables
aggregation of information across multiple men-
tions of the same entity which is crucial in many
natural language processing applications such as
question answering (Hoffmann et al., 2011; Welbl
et al., 2018), information extraction (Hoffmann
et al., 2011) or multi-document summarization
(Nenkova, 2008).

While traditionally entity linkers relied mostly
on Wikipedia and heuristics (Milne and Witten,

Mr.     Trump    discussed      Brexit      with Mrs.      May      .
Donald_Trump (*)
Donald_Trump_Jr.
Melania_Trump
Ivanka_Trump
Trump_(card_games)
Trump_(surname)
Trump_(video_gamer)
Trump_(magazine)
Trump,_Colorado
...

Brexit(*) May_(singer)
May_(surname)
Theresa_May (*)
Mary_of_Teck
Abby_May
Cyril_May
Fiona_May
May_(film)
May,_California
...

Figure 1: A sentence with candidate entities for men-
tions. The correct entities are marked with (*). We
automatically extract likely candidates (red bold) and
likely negative examples (non-bold red). These are
used to train our weakly-supervised model.

2008; Ratinov et al., 2011a; Cheng and Roth,
2013), the recent generation of methods (Glober-
son et al., 2016; Guo and Barbosa, 2016; Yamada
et al., 2016; Ganea and Hofmann, 2017; Le and
Titov, 2018) approached the task as supervised
learning on a collection of documents specifically
annotated for the entity linking problem (e.g., re-
lying on AIDA CoNLL (Hoffart et al., 2011)).
While they substantially outperform the tradi-
tional methods, such human-annotated resources
are scarce (e.g., available mostly for English) and
expensive to create. Moreover, the resulting mod-
els end up being domain-specific: their perfor-
mance drops substantially when they are used in
a new domain.1 We will refer to these systems as
fully-supervised.

Our goal is to show that an accurate entity linker
can be created relying solely on naturally occur-
ring data. Specifically, our approach relies only
on Wikipedia and a collection of unlabeled texts.
Though links in Wikipedia have been created by
humans, no extra annotation is necessary to build
our linker. Wikipedia is also available in many

1The best reported in-domain scores are 93.1% F1 (Le and
Titov, 2018), whereas the best previous out-of-domain score
is only 85.7% F1 (Guo and Barbosa, 2016) (an average over
5 standard out-of-domain test sets, Table 1).
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languages and covers many domains. Though
Wikipedia information is often used within en-
tity linking pipelines, previous systems relying
on Wikipedia are substantially less accurate than
modern fully-supervised systems (e.g., Cheng and
Roth (2013), Ratinov at al. (2011a)). This is also
true of the only other method which, like ours,
uses a combination of Wikipedia data and unla-
beled texts (Lazic et al., 2015). We will refer to
approaches using this form of supervision, includ-
ing our approach, as Wikipedia-based linkers.

Wikipedia articles have a specific rigid struc-
ture (Chen et al., 2009), often dictated by the
corresponding templates, and mentions in them
are only linked once (when first mentioned). For
these reasons, Wikipedia pages were not regarded
as suitable for training document-level models
(Globerson et al., 2016; Ganea and Hofmann,
2017), whereas state-of-the-art fully supervised
methods rely on document-level modeling. We
will show that, by exploiting unlabeled docu-
ments and estimating document-level neural co-
herence models on these documents, we can bring
Wikipedia-based linkers on par or, in certain cases,
make them more accurate than fully-supervised
linkers.

Our Wikipedia-based approach uses two stages:
candidate generation and document-level disam-
biguation. First, we take an unlabeled document
collection and use link statistics in Wikipedia to
construct a high recall list of candidates for each
mention in each document. To create these lists,
we use the Wikipedia link graph, restrict vertices
to the ones potentially appearing in the document
(i.e. use the ‘vertex-induced subgraph’ corre-
sponding to the document) and perform message
passing with a simple probabilistic model which
does not have any trainable parameters. After this
step, for the example in Figure 1, we would be
left with Theresa May and a Queen of England
Mary of Teck as two potential candidates for
mention “May,” whereas we would rule out many
other possibilities (e.g., a former settlement in Cal-
ifornia). Second, we train a document-level sta-
tistical disambiguation model which treats entities
as latent variables and uses the candidate lists as
weak supervision. Intuitively, the disambiguation
model is trained to score at least one assignment
compatible with the candidate lists higher than all
the assignments incompatible with the lists (e.g.,
one which links “Trump” to Ivanka Trump).

Though the constraints do not prevent linking
“May” to the Queen in Figure 1, given enough
data, the model should rule out this assignment as
not in fitting with other entities in the document
(i.e. Donald Trump and Brexit) and/or not
compatible with its local context (i.e. “Mrs.”).

We evaluate our model against previous meth-
ods on six standard test sets, covering multiple do-
mains. Our model achieves the best results on
four of these sets and in average. Interestingly,
our system performs well on test data from AIDA
CoNLL, the dataset used to train fully-supervised
systems, even though we have not used the anno-
tations.

Our approach also substantially outperforms
both previous Wikipedia-based approaches and a
version of our system which is simply trained to
predict Wikipedia links. This result demonstrates
that unlabeled data was genuinely beneficial. We
perform ablations confirming that the disambigua-
tion model benefits from capturing both coherence
with other entities (e.g., Theresa May is more
likely than Mary of Teck to appear in a docu-
ment mentioning Donald Trump) and from ex-
ploiting local context of mentions (e.g., “Mrs.”
can be used to address a prime minister but not a
queen). This experiment confirms an intuition that
global modeling of unlabeled documents is prefer-
able to training local models to predict individual
Wikipedia links. Our contributions can be summa-
rized as follows:

• we show how Wikipedia and unlabeled data
can be used to construct an accurate linker
which rivals linkers constructed using expen-
sive human supervision;

• we introduce a novel constraint-driven
approach to learning a document-level
(‘global’) co-reference model without using
any document-level annotation;

• we provide evidence that fully-annotated
documents may not be as beneficial as pre-
viously believed.

2 Constraint-Driven Learning for
Linking

2.1 Setting

We assume that for each mention mi, we are
provided with a set of candidates E+

i . In
subsequent section we will clarify how these
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candidates are produced. For example, for
m1 =“Trump” in Figure 1, the set would be
E+

1 = {Donald Trump,Melania Trump}.
When learning our model we will assume that
one entity candidate in this set is correct (e∗i ).
Besides the ‘positive examples’ E+

i , we assume
that we are given a set of wrong entities E−i (in-
cluding, in our example, Ivanka Trump and
Donald Trump Jr).

In practice our candidate selection procedure is
not perfect and the correct entity e∗i will occasion-
ally be missed from E+

i and even misplaced into
E−i . This is different from the standard supervised
setting where E+

i contains a single entity, and the
annotation is not noisy. Moreover, unlike the su-
pervised scenario, we do not aim to learn to mimic
the teacher but rather want to improve on it relying
on other learning signals (i.e. document context).

Some mentions do not refer to any entity in a
knowledge base and should, in principle, be left
unlinked. In this work, we link mentions whenever
there are any candidates for linking them. More
sophisticated ways of dealing with NIL-linking are
left for future work.

2.2 Model
Our goal is to not only model fit between an entity
and its local context but also model interactions
between entities in a document (i.e. coherence be-
tween them). As in previous global entity-linking
models (Ratinov et al., 2011a), we can define the
scoring function for n entities e1, . . . , en in a doc-
ument D as a conditional random field:

g(e1, . . . , en|D) =

n∑

i=1

φ(ei|D)+
∑

j 6=i
ψ(ei, ej |D),

where the first term scores how well an entity
fits the context and the second one judges co-
herence. Exact MAP (or max marginal) infer-
ence, needed both at training and testing time, is
NP-hard (Wainwright et al., 2008), and even ap-
proximate methods (e.g., loopy belief propagation,
LBP) are relatively expensive and do not provide
convergence guarantees. Instead, we score entities
independently relying on the candidate lists:

s(ei|D) = φ(ei|D)+
∑

j 6=i
max
ej∈E+

j

ψ(ei, ej |D). (1)

Informally, we score ei based on its coherence
with the ‘most compatible’ candidate for each
mention in the document. This scoring strategy

Mr.  Trump  discussed     Brexit      with  Mrs.  May

tanh, dropout

Figure 2: h(mi, ci) is a one-layer neural network, with
tanh activation and a layer of dropout on top.

is computationally efficient and has been shown
effective in the supervised setting by Globerson et
al. (2016). They refereed to this approach as a ‘star
model’, as it can be regarded as exact inference in
a modified graphical model.2

We instantiate the general model for the above
expression (1) in the following form:

s(ei|D) = φ(ei|ci,mi) +
∑

j 6=i
αij max

ej∈E+
j

ξ(ei, ej),

where we use mi to denote an entity mention,
ci is its context (a text window around the men-
tion), ξ(ei, ej) is a pair-wise compatibility score
and αij are attention weights, measuring rele-
vance of an entity at position j to predicting en-
tity ei (i.e.

∑n
j=1 αij = 1). The local score φ

is identical to the one used in Ganea and Hof-
mann (2017). As the pair-wise compatibility score
we use ξ(ei, ej) = xTeiRxej , where xei and xej ∈
Rde are external entity embeddings, which are not
fine-tuned in training. R ∈ Rde×de is a diagonal
matrix. The attention is computed as

αij ∝ exp
{
h(mi, ci)

TAh(mj , cj)/
√
dc

}

where the function h(mi, ci) mapping a mention
and its context to Rdc is given in Figure 2, A ∈
Rdc×dc is a diagonal matrix. A similar attention
model was used in the supervised linkers of Le and
Titov (2018) and Globerson et al. (2016).

Previous supervised methods such as Ganea and
Hofmann (2017) additionally exploited a simple
extra feature pwiki(ei|mi): the normalized fre-
quency of mentionmi being used as an anchor text
for entity ei in Wikipedia articles and YAGO. We
combine this score with the model score s(ei|D)
using a one-layer neural network to yield ŝ(ei|D).
At test time, we use our model to select entities
from the candidate list. As standard in rerank-
ing (Collins and Koo, 2005), we linearly combine

2For each ei, you create its own graphical model: keep
only edges connecting ei to all other entities; what you obtain
is a star-shaped graph with ei at its center.
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ŝ(ei|D) with the score sc(ei|D) from the candi-
date generator, defined below (Section 3.3).3 The
hyper-parameters are chosen using a development
set. Additional details are provided in the ap-
pendix.

2.3 Training
As we do not know which candidate in E+

i is cor-
rect, we train the model to score at least one candi-
date inE+

i higher than any negative example from
E−i . This approach is reminiscent of constraint-
driven learning (Chang et al., 2007), as well as of
multi-instance learning methods common in rela-
tion extraction (Riedel et al., 2010; Surdeanu et al.,
2012). Specifically, we minimize

L(Θ) =
∑

D

∑

mi

[
δ + max

e−i ∈E
−
i

ŝ(e−i |D)

− max
e+i ∈E

+
i

ŝ(e+i |D)
]
+

where Θ is the set of model parameters, δ is a mar-
gin, and [x]+ = max{0, x}.

3 Producing Weak Supervision

We rely primarily on Wikipedia to produce weak
supervision. We start with a set of candidates for a
mention m containing all entities refereed to with
anchor text m in Wikipedia. We then filter this set
in two steps. The first step is the preprocessing
technique of Ganea and Hofmann (2017). After
this step, the list has to remain fairly large in order
to maintain high recall. Large lists are not effec-
tive as weak supervision as they do not sufficiently
constraint the space of potential assignments to
drive learning of the entity disambiguation model.
In order to further reduce the list, we apply the
second filtering step. In this stage, which we in-
troduce in this work, we use Wikipedia to cre-
ate a link graph: entities as vertices in this graph.
The graph defines the structure of a probabilistic
graphical model which we use to rerank the can-
didate list. We select only top candidates for each
mention (2 in our experiments) and still maintain
high recall. The two steps are described below.

3.1 Initial filtering
For completeness, we re-describe the filtering
technique of Ganea and Hofmann (2017). The

3We do not train the linear coefficient in an end-to-end
fashion, as we do not want our model to over-rely on the can-
didate selection procedure at training time.

Brexit

United_ Kingdom

European_ Union

Theresa_May

Greek_withdrawal_
from_the_eurozone

Brexit

Brexit is the prospective withdrawal of the United Kingdom (UK) from the European 
Union (EU).
...

Prime Minister Theresa May announced that the UK would not seek permanent 
membership of the single market ...
…

Brexit is a portmanteau of "British" and "exit". It was derived by analogy from Grexit.
...

Figure 3: A Wikipedia article and the corresponding
subgraph of the Wikipedia link graph.

initial list of candidates is large (see Ganea and
Hofmann (2016), Table 1 for statistics), though
there are some mentions (e.g., “Brexit” in Fig-
ure 1) which are not ambiguous. In order to fil-
ter this list, besides pwiki(e|m), Ganea and Hof-
mann (2017) use a simple model measuring sim-
ilarity in the embedding space between an entity
and words within the mention span m and a win-
dow c around it

qwiki(e|m, c) ∝ exp{xTe
∑

w∈(m,c)
xw},

xe and xw ∈ Rde are external embeddings for en-
tity e and word w, respectively. Note that the word
and entity embeddings are not fine-tuned, so the
model does not have any free parameters. They
then extract Np = 4 top candidates according to
pwiki(e|m) and Nq = 3 top candidates according
to qwiki(e|m, c) to get the candidate list. For de-
tails, we refer to the original paper. On the devel-
opment set, this step yields recall of 97.2%.

3.2 Message passing on link graph
We describe now how we use Wikipedia link
statistics to further reduce the candidate list.

3.2.1 Link graph
We construct an undirected graph from Wikipedia;
vertices of this graph are Wikipedia entities. We
link vertex eu with vertex ev if there is a document
Dwiki in Wikipedia such that either

• Dwiki is a Wikipedia article describing eu,
and ev appears in it, or

• Dwiki contains eu, ev and there are less than
l entities between them.

For instance, in Figure 3, for document “Brexit”,
we link entity Brexit to all other entities.
However, we do not link United Kingdom to
Greek withdrawal from the eurozone
as they are more than l entities apart.
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Figure 4: Recall as a function of the candidate number.

3.2.2 Model and inference
Now we consider unlabeled (non-Wikipedia) doc-
uments. We use this step both to preprocess train-
ing documents and also apply it to new unlabeled
documents at test time.

First, we produce at most Nq + Np candidates
for each mention in a document D as described
above.4 Then we define a probabilistic model over
entities in D:

rwiki(e1, . . . , en|D) ∝ exp{
∑

i 6=j
ϕwiki(ei, ej)},

where ϕwiki(ei, ej) is 0 if ei is linked with ej in
the link graph and−∆, otherwise (∆ ∈ R+). Intu-
itively, the model scores an assignment e1, . . . , en
according to the number of unlinked pairs in the
assignment. We use max-product version of LBP
to produce approximate marginals:

rwiki(ei|D) ≈ max
e1,...,ei−1
ei+1,...,en

rwiki(e1, . . . , en|D)

For example, in Figure 1, we linked
Donald Trump to Brexit and with
Theresa May, that are linked in the Wikipedia
link graph. The assignment Donald Trump,
Brexit, Theresa May does not contain
unlinked pairs and will receive the highest score.

In Figure 4, we plot recall on AIDA CoNLL
development set as a function of the candidate
number (ranking is according to rwiki(ei|D)). We
can see that we can reduce Np + Nq = 7 candi-
dates down to Nw = 2 and still maintain recall of
93.9%.5 The remaining (Np + Nq −Nw) entities
are kept as ‘negative examples’E−i for training the
disambiguation model (see Figure 1).

4Less for entities which are not ambiguous enough.
5To break ties, we chose a mention which is ranked higher

in the first step.

3.3 Aggregate scoring function
As we can see from Figure 4, keeping the top can-
didate from the list would yield recall of 83.5%,
which is about 10% below state of the art. In order
to test how far we can go without using the disam-
biguation model, we combine together the signals
we relied on in the previous section. Specifically,
rather than using rwiki alone, we linearly combine
the Levenstein edit distance (Levenshtein, 1966),
with the scores pwiki and rwiki. Parameters are de-
scribed in the appendix. The coefficients are cho-
sen on the development set. We refer to this score
as sc(ei|D).

4 Experiments

4.1 Parameters and Resources
We used DeepEd6 from Ganea and Hof-
mann (2017) to obtain entity embeddings. We
also used Word2vec word embeddings7 to com-
pute the local score function and GloVe embed-
dings8 within the attention model in Figure 2.
Hyper-parameter selection was performed on the
AIDA CoNLL development set. The margin pa-
rameters δ and the learning rate were set to 0.1
and 10−4. We use early stopping by halting train-
ing when F1 score on the development set does
not increase after 50,000 updates. We report the
mean and 95% confidence of the F1 scores using
five runs of our system. See additional details in
the appendix.

The source code and data are publicly available
at https://github.com/lephong/wnel.

4.2 Setting
We carried out our experiments in the standard set-
ting but used other (unlabeled) data for training,
as described below. We used six test sets: AIDA
CoNLL ‘testb’ (Hoffart et al., 2011) (aka AIDA-
B); MSNBC, AQUAINT, ACE2004, cleaned and
updated by Guo and Barbosa (2016); CWEB,
WIKI, automatically extracted from Clueweb
(Guo and Barbosa, 2016; Gabrilovich et al., 2013).
We use AIDA CoNLL ‘testa’ data (aka AIDA-A)
as our development set (216 documents).

In our experiments, we randomly selected
30,000 unlabeled documents from RCV1. Since
we focus on the inductive setting, we do not in-
clude any documents used to create AIDA CoNLL

6github.com/dalab/deep-ed
7code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/
8nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
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development and test sets in our training set. In
addition, we did not use any articles appearing in
WIKI to compute rwiki. We rely on SpaCy9 to ex-
tract named entity mentions.

We compare our model to those systems which
were trained on Wikipedia or on Wikipedia plus
unlabeled documents. They are: Milne and Wit-
ten (2008), Ratinov et al. (2011a), Hoffart et
al. (2011), Cheng and Roth (2013), Chisholm and
Hachey (2015), Lazic et al. (2015). Note that we
are aware of only Lazic et al. (2015) which relied
on learning from a combination of Wikipedia and
unlabeled documents. They use semi-supervised
learning and exploit only local context (i.e. coher-
ence with other entities is not modeled).

We also compare to recent state-of-the-art sys-
tems trained supervisedly on Wikipedia and extra
supervision or on AIDA CoNLL: Chisholm and
Hachey (2015), Guo and Barbosa (2016), Glober-
son et al. (2016), Yamada et al. (2016), Ganea and
Hofmann (2017), Le and Titov (2018). Chisholm
and Hachey (2015) used supervision in the form
of links to Wikipedia from non-Wikipedia pages,
Wikilinks (Singh et al., 2012)). This annotation
can also be regarded as weak or incidental super-
vision, as it was not created with the entity link-
ing problem in mind. The others exploited AIDA
CoNLL training set. F1 scores of these systems
are taken from Guo and Barbosa (2016), Ganea
and Hofmann (2017) and Le and Titov (2018).

We use the standard metric: ‘in-knowledge-
base’ micro F-score, in other words, F1 of those
mentions which can be linked to the knowledge
base. We report the mean and 95% confidence of
the F1 scores using five runs of our system.

4.3 Results

The results are shown in Table 1.
First, we compare to systems which relied on

Wikipedia and those which used Wikipedia along
with unlabeled data (‘Wikipedia + unlab’), i.e. the
top half of Table 1. These methods are comparable
to ours, as they use the same type of information as
supervision. Our model outperformed all of them
on all test sets. One may hypothesize that this
is only due to using more powerful feature rep-
resentations rather than our estimation method or
document-level disambiguation. We will address
this hypothesis in the ablation studies below. The
approach of Chrisholm and Hachey (2015) does

9https://spacy.io/

not quite fall in this category as, besides informa-
tion from Wikipedia, they use a large collection of
web pages (34 million web links). When evaluated
on AIDA-B, their scores are still lower than ours,
though significantly higher that those of the previ-
ous systems suggesting that web links are indeed
valuable. Though we do not exploit web links in
our model, in principle, they can be used in the ex-
actly same way as Wikipedia links. We leave it for
future work.

Second, we compare to fully-supervised sys-
tems, which were estimated on AIDA-CoNLL
documents. Recall that every mention in these
documents has been manually annotated or vali-
dated by a human expert. We distinguish results
on a test set taken from AIDA-CoNLL (AIDA-B)
and the other standard test sets not directly cor-
responding to the AIDA-CoNLL domain. When
tested on the latter, our approach is very effective,
on average outperforming fully-supervised tech-
niques. We would argue that this is the most im-
portant set-up and fair to our approach: it is not
feasible to obtain labels for every domain of inter-
est and hence, in practice, supervised systems are
rarely (if ever) used in-domain. As expected, on
the in-domain test set (AIDA-B), the majority of
recent fully-supervised methods are more accurate
than our model. However, even on this test set our
model is not as far behind, for example, outper-
forming the system of Guo and Barbosa (2016).

4.4 Analysis and ablations

We perform ablations to see contributions of in-
dividual modeling decisions, as well as to assess
importance of using unlabeled data.

Is constraint-driven learning effective? In this
work we advocated for learning our model on
unlabeled non-Wikipedia documents and using
Wikipedia to constraint the space of potential en-
tity assignments. A simpler alternative would be
to learn to directly predict links within Wikipedia
documents and ignore unlabeled documents. Still,
in order to show that our learning approach and
using unlabeled documents is indeed preferable,
we estimate our model on Wikipedia articles. In-
stead of using the candidate selection step to gen-
erate list E+

i , we used the gold entity as single-
ton E+

i in training. The results are shown in Ta-
ble 2 (‘Wikipedia’). The resulting model is signif-
icantly less accurate than the one which used un-
labeled documents. The score difference is larger
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Methods AIDA-B MSNBC AQUAINT ACE2004 CWEB WIKI Avg
Wikipedia

(Milne and Witten, 2008) - 78 85 81 64.1 81.7 77.96
(Ratinov et al., 2011a) - 75 83 82 56.2 67.2 72.68
(Hoffart et al., 2011) - 79 56 80 58.6 63 67.32

(Cheng and Roth, 2013) - 90 90 86 67.5 73.4 81.38
(Chisholm and Hachey, 2015) 84.9 - - - - - -

Wiki + unlab
(Lazic et al., 2015) 86.4 - - - - -

Our model 89.66 ±0.16 92.2 ±0.2 90.7 ±0.2 88.1 ±0.0 78.2 ±0.2 81.7 ±0.1 86.18
Wiki + Extra supervision

(Chisholm and Hachey, 2015) 88.7 - - - - - -
Fully-supervised (Wiki +

AIDA CoNLL train)
(Guo and Barbosa, 2016) 89.0 92 87 88 77 84.5 85.7
(Globerson et al., 2016) 91.0 - - - - - -
(Yamada et al., 2016) 91.5 - - - - - -

(Ganea and Hofmann, 2017) 92.22 ±0.14 93.7 ±0.1 88.5 ±0.4 88.5 ±0.3 77.9 ±0.1 77.5 ±0.1 85.22
(Le and Titov, 2018) 93.07 ±0.27 93.9 ±0.2 88.3 ±0.6 89.9 ±0.8 77.5 ±0.1 78.0 ±0.1 85.5

Table 1: F1 scores on six test sets. The last column, Avg, shows the average of F1 scores on MSNBC, AQUAINT,
ACE2004, CWEB, and WIKI.

Our model AIDA-A AIDA-B Avg
weakly-supervised 88.05 89.66 86.18
fully-supervised

on Wikipedia 87.23 87.83 85.84
on AIDA CoNLL 91.34 91.87 84.55

Table 2: F1 scores of our model when it is
weakly-supervised and when it is fully-supervised on
Wikipedia and on AIDA CoNLL. AIDA-A is our de-
velopment set. Avg is the average of F1 scores on
MSNBC, AQUAINT, ACE2004, CWEB, and WIKI.
Each F1 is the mean of five runs.

Model AIDA-A
Our model 88.05

without local 82.41
without attention 86.82

No disambiguation model (sc) 86.42

Table 3: Ablation study on AIDA CoNLL development
set. Each F1 score is the mean of five runs.

for AIDA-CoNLL test set than for the other 5 test
sets. This is not surprising as our unlabeled doc-
uments originate from the same domain as AIDA-
CoNLL. This suggests that the scores on the 5 tests
could in principle be further improved by incorpo-
rating unlabeled documents from the correspond-
ing domains. Additionally we train our model on
AIDA-CoNLL, producing its fully-supervised ver-
sion (‘AIDA CoNLL’ row in Table 2). Though, as
expected, this version is more accurate on AIDA
test set, similarly to other fully-supervised meth-
ods, it overfits and does not perform that well on
the 5 out-of-domain test sets.

As we do not want to test multiple systems on
the final test set, we report the remaining ablations
on the development set (AIDA-A), Table 3.10

Is the document-level disambiguation model
beneficial? As described in Section 3.3 (‘Ag-
gregate scoring function’), we constructed a
baseline which only relies on link statistics in
Wikipedia as well as string similarity (we refer-
eed to its scoring function as sc). It appears sur-
prisingly strong, however, we still outperform it
by 1.6% (see Table 3).

Is both local and global disambiguation bene-
ficial? When we use only global coherence (i.e.
only second term in expression (1)) and drop any
modeling of local context on the disambiguation
stage, the performance drops very substantially (to
82.4% F1, see Table 3). This suggests that the
local scores are crucial in our model: an entity
should fit its context (e.g., in our running example,
‘Mrs’ is not used to address a Queen). Without us-
ing local scores the disambiguation model appears
to be even less accurate than our ‘no-statistical-
disambiguation’ baseline. It is also important to
have an accurate global model: not using global
attention results in a 1.2% drop in performance.

Do we need many unlabeled documents? Fig-
ure 5 shows how the F1 score changes when we
use different numbers of unlabeled documents for

10The AIDA CoNLL development set appears harder than
the test set, as the numbers of all systems tend to be lower
(Ganea and Hofmann, 2017; Le and Titov, 2018).
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Figure 5: F1 on AIDA-A vs. number of unlabeled doc-
uments.

Type Our model Fully-supervised learning
on AIDA CoNLL

LOC 85.53 89.41
MISC 75.71 83.27
ORG 89.51 92.70
PER 97.20 97.73

Table 4: Accuracy (%) by NER type on AIDA-A.

training. As expected, the score increases with
the number of raw documents, but changes very
slowly after 10,000 documents.

Which entities are easier to link? Figure 4
shows the accuracy of two systems for different
NER (named entity recognition) types. We con-
sider four types: location (LOC), organization
(ORG), person (PER), and miscellany (MICS).
These types are given in CoNLL 2003 dataset,
which was used as a basis for AIDA CoNLL.11

Our model is accurate for PER, achieving accu-
racy of about 97%, only 0.53% lower than the su-
pervised model. However, annotated data appears
beneficial for other named-entity types. One of the
harder cases for our model is distinguishing na-
tionalities from languages (e.g., “English peace-
maker” vs “English is spoken in the UK”). Both
linking options typically appear in the positive sets
simultaneously, so the learning objective does not
encourage the model to distinguish the two. This
is one of most frequent mistakes for tag ‘MISC’.

5 Related work

Using Wikipedia pages to learn linkers (‘wiki-
fiers’) has been a popular line of research both
for named entity linking (Cheng and Roth, 2013;
Milne and Witten, 2008) and generally entity dis-
ambiguation tasks (Ratinov et al., 2011b). How-

11Note that we do not use NER types in our system.

ever, since introduction of the AIDA CoNLL
dataset, fully-supervised learning on this dataset
became standard for named entity linking, with su-
pervised systems (Globerson et al., 2016; Guo and
Barbosa, 2016; Yamada et al., 2016) outperform-
ing alternatives even on out-of-domain datasets
such as MSNBC and ACE2004. Note though that
supervised systems also rely on Wikipedia-derived
features. As an alternative to using Wikipedia
pages, links to Wikipedia pages from the gen-
eral Web were used as supervision (Singh et al.,
2012). As far as we are aware, the system of
Chisholm and Hachey (2015) is the only such sys-
tem evaluated on standard named-entity linking
benchmarks, and we compare to them in our ex-
periments. This line of work is potentially com-
plementary to what we propose, as we could use
the Web links to construct weak supervision.

The weakly- or semi-supervised set-up, which
we use, is not common for entity linking. The
only other approach which uses a combination of
Wikipedia and unlabeled data, as far as we are
aware of, is by Lazic et al. (2015). We discussed
it and compared to in previous sections. Our set-
up is inspired by distantly-supervised learning in
relation extraction (Mintz et al., 2009). In dis-
tant learning, the annotation is automatically (and
noisily) induced relying on a knowledge base in-
stead of annotating the data by hand. Fan, Zhou,
and Zheng (2015) learned a Freebase linker us-
ing distance supervision. Their evaluation is non-
standard. They also do not attempt to learn a dis-
ambiguation model but directly train their system
to replicate noisy projected annotations.

Wang et al. (2015) refer to their approach as
unsupervised, as they do not use unlabeled data.
However, their method does not involve any learn-
ing and relies on matching heuristics. Some as-
pects of their approach (e.g., using Wikipedia link
statitics) resemble our candidate generation stage.
So, in principle, their approach could be compared
to the ‘no-disambiguation’ baselines (sc) in Ta-
ble 3. Their evaluation set-up is not standard.

Our model (but not the estimation method)
bears similarities to the approaches of Le and
Titov (2018) and Globerson at al. (2016). Both
these supervised approaches are global and use at-
tention.
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6 Conclusions

In this paper we proposed a weakly-supervised
model for entity linking. The model was trained
on unlabeled documents which were automatically
annotated using Wikipedia. Our model substan-
tially outperforms previous methods, which used
the same form of supervision, and rivals fully-
supervised models trained on data specifically an-
notated for the entity-linking problem. This re-
sult may be interpreted as suggesting that human-
annotated data is not beneficial for entity linking,
given that we have Wikipedia and web links. How-
ever, we believe that the two sources of informa-
tion are likely to be complementary.

In the future work we would like to consider set-
ups where human-annotated data is combined with
naturally occurring one (i.e. distantly-supervised
one). It would also be interesting to see if mistakes
made by fully-supervised systems differ from the
ones made by our system and other Wikipedia-
based linkers.
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A Model details

To compute ŝ, we combine s with pwiki as below:

ŝ(ei|D) = f
(
s(ei|D), pwiki(ei|mi)

)
(2)

where f is a one-hidden layer neural network (in
our experiment, the number of hidden neurons is
100).

Our final model is the sum of ŝ and sc (i.e., ŝ+
sc) where sc is computed by a linear combination
of:

• d(ei,mi), the string similarity score between
the title of ei and mi, using Levenshtein al-
gorithm,

• pwiki(ei|mi), and

• rwiki(ei|D).

In other words we have:

sc(ei|D) =α× d(ei,mi)+

β × pwiki(ei|mi) + γ × rwiki(ei|D)
(3)

We tune α, β, γ on the development set.

B Candidate selection

In a nutshell, our method to automatically anno-
tate raw texts is summarized in Algorithm 1. The
algorithm receives a list of mentions and contexts
D = {(m1, c1), (m2, c2), ..., (mM , cM )}. For
each mi, ci, it will compute a list of positive can-
didates E+

i and a list of negative candidates E−i .

C Experiments: hyper-parameter choice

The values of the model hyper-parameters are
shown in Table 5. For our baseline sc, α, β, γ are
0.1, 1., and 0.95 respectively.
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Input: D = {(m1, c1), ..., (mM , cM )}, n ∈ N
Output: (E+

1 , E
−
1 ), (E+

2 , E
−
2 ), ..., (E+

M , E
−
M ): list of positive and negative candidates

for (mi, ci) ∈ D do
compute pwiki(ei|mi), qwiki(ei|mi, ci) and rwiki(ei|D);
E30 ← 30 candidates with the highest pwiki(ei|mi);
Ei ← 4 candidates with the highest pwiki(ei|mi) and 3 candidates with the highest
qwiki(ei|mi, ci) among E30;
E+
i ← 2 candidates in Ei with the highest rwiki(ei|D)

E−i ← Ei \ E+
i

end
Algorithm 1: Automatically annotate a raw document

hyper-parameter value
Model
de, dw (entity and word embedding dimension) 300
window size 50
number of hidden neurons in f (in Equation 2) 100
mini-batch size 1 document
δ (margin) 0.1
learning rate 0.001
α (in Equation 3) 0.2
β (in Equation 3) 0.2
γ (in Equation 3) 0.05
number of updates for early stopping 50,000
Candidate selection
l (max distance between two entities) 100
−∆ -1,000
number of raw document for training 30,000
|E+

i | number of kept candidates for training 2
|E+

i | number of kept candidates for testing 3
number of LBP loops 10

Table 5: The values of the model hyper-parameters
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Abstract

We consider the problem of learning to map
from natural language instructions to state
transitions (actions) in a data-efficient man-
ner. Our method takes inspiration from the
idea that it should be easier to ground language
to concepts that have already been formed
through pre-linguistic observation. We aug-
ment a baseline instruction-following learner
with an initial environment-learning phase
that uses observations of language-free state
transitions to induce a suitable latent rep-
resentation of actions before processing the
instruction-following training data. We show
that mapping to pre-learned representations
substantially improves performance over sys-
tems whose representations are learned from
limited instructional data alone.

1 Introduction

In the past several years, neural approaches have
become increasingly central to the instruction fol-
lowing literature (e.g. Misra et al., 2018; Chap-
lot et al., 2018; Mei et al., 2016). However, neu-
ral networks’ powerful abilities to induce complex
representations have come at the cost of data effi-
ciency. Indeed, compared to earlier logical form-
based methods, neural networks can sometimes re-
quire orders of magnitude more data. The data-
hungriness of neural approaches is not surprising
– starting with classic logical forms improves data
efficiency by presenting a system with pre-made
abstractions, where end-to-end neural approaches
must do the hard work of inducing abstractions
on their own. In this paper, we aim to com-
bine the power of neural networks with the data-
efficiency of logical forms by pre-learning abstrac-
tions in a semi-supervised way, satiating part of
the network’s data hunger on cheaper unlabeled
data from the environment.

When neural nets have only limited data that

Figure 1: After seeing this transition, a neural net might
generalize this action as stack red blocks to the right of
blue blocks except for on brown blocks, but a general-
ization like stack red blocks on orange blocks is more
plausible and generally applicable. We aim to guide
our model towards more plausible generalizations by
pre-learning inductive biases from observations of the
environment.

pairs language with actions, they suffer from a
lack of inductive bias, fitting the training data but
generalizing in ways that seem nonsensical to hu-
mans. For example, a neural network given the
transition shown in Figure 1 might map the cor-
responding instruction to an adequate but unlikely
meaning that red blocks should be stacked to the
right of blue blocks except for on brown blocks.
The inspiration for this work comes from the idea
that humans avoid spurious hypotheses like this
example partly because they have already formed
a set of useful concepts about their environment
before learning language (Bloom, 2000; Hespos
and Spelke, 2004). These pre-linguistic abstrac-
tions then constrain language learning and help
generalization.

With this view in mind, we allow our instruction
following agent to observe the environment and
build a representation of it prior to seeing any lin-
guistic instructions. In particular, we adopt a semi-
supervised setup with two phases, as shown in Fig-
ure 2: an environment learning phase where the
system sees samples of language-free state transi-
tions from actions in the environment, and a lan-
guage learning phase where instructions are given
along with their corresponding effects on the en-
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(i) Environment learning (ii) Language learning

Figure 2: Diagram of the network modules during the environment learning and language learning phases. s and
s′ represent states before and after an action, c represents a natural language command, and a represents a latent
action representation. The environment learning phase (i) uses a conditional autoencoder to pre-train the decoder
D toward a good representation space for a, so that fewer linguistic examples are needed during language learning
(ii).

vironment. This setup applies when interactions
with the environment are plentiful but only a few
are labeled with language commands. For exam-
ple, a robotic agent could passively observe a hu-
man performing a task, without requiring the hu-
man to perform any work they would not normally
do, so that later the agent would need less direct
instruction from a human in the form of language.
We present an environment learning method that
uses observations of state transitions to build a rep-
resentation that aligns well with the transitions that
tend to occur. The method takes advantage of the
fact that in complex environments (or even rela-
tively simple ones), not every state transition is
equally likely, but the patterns of actions that do
occur hint at an underlying structure that we can
try to capture.

We demonstrate the effectiveness of our pre-
trained representations by using them to increase
data efficiency on two instruction-following tasks
(Section 4). We show that when given few instruc-
tion examples, a network using our pre-learned
representations performs substantially better than
an otherwise identical network without these rep-
resentations, increasing performance by over ten
absolute percentage points on small datasets and
increasing data-efficiency by more than an or-
der of magnitude. We find that while perfor-
mance with a typical neural representation trained
end-to-end lags considerably behind performance
with human-designed representations, our unsu-
pervised representations are able to help cross a
substantial portion of this gap. In addition, we
perform analysis of the meaning captured by our
representations during the unsupervised environ-

ment learning phase, demonstrating that the se-
mantics captured has noteworthy similarity to a
hand-defined system of logical forms (Section 7).

2 Problem Setup

This work applies to the class of problems where
instructions are mapped to actions conditioned on
an environment state. These tasks can be formal-
ized as learning a mapping M(s, c) 7→ s′, where c
is a command in natural language, s is an environ-
ment state, and s′ is the desired environment state
after following the command. Classically, these
problems are approached by introducing a logical
form l that does not depend on the state s, and
learning a mapping from language to logical forms
P (c) 7→ l (Artzi and Zettlemoyer, 2013; Zettle-
moyer and Collins, 2005). A hand-defined execu-
tion function Q(s, l) 7→ s′ is then used to gener-
alize the action across all possible states. When
P and Q are composed, Q constrains the overall
function to generalize in a semantically coherent
way across different states.

In contrast to the logical form-based method,
our work builds off of an end-to-end neural ap-
proach, which is applicable in settings where a
system of logical forms is not provided. We struc-
ture our network as a language module L and ac-
tion decoder D in an encoder-decoder style archi-
tecture (Figure 2(ii)), similar to previous neural in-
struction following work (e.g. Mei et al., 2016).
L and D are analogous to the P and Q functions
in the logical form approach, however, unlike be-
fore, the interface between the two modules is a
vector a and the function D is learned. This gives
the neural network greater flexibility, but also cre-
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ates the problem that the decoder D is no longer
constrained to generalize across different states in
natural ways.

3 Method

3.1 Learning Action Representations from
the Environment

The goal of this paper is improve data efficiency
by pre-training the decoder D to use a better-
generalizing representation for the vector a. We do
this in an unsupervised way by allowing our sys-
tem to see examples of state transitions (actions)
in the environment before seeing any language.
We suppose the existence of a large number of
language-free state transitions s, s′ and introduce
an environment learning phase to learn representa-
tions of these transitions before language learning
starts. During this environment learning phase, we
train a conditional autoencoder of s′ given s by
introducing an additional encoder E(s, s′) 7→ a to
go along with decoder D(s, a) 7→ s′, as shown in
Figure 2(i). Both E and D are given the initial
state s, and E must create a representation of the
final state s′ so thatD can reproduce it from s. The
parameters of E and D are trained to maximize
log likelihood of s′ under the output distribution
of D.

arg max
θE ,θD

[
logPD(s′|s, E(s, s′)

]
(1)

If given enough capacity, the representation a
might encode all the information necessary to pro-
duce s′, allowing the decoder to ignore s. How-
ever, with a limited representation space, the de-
coder must learn to integrate information from a
and s, leading a to capture an abstract representa-
tion of the transformation between s and s′. To be
effective, the representation a needs to be widely
applicable in the environment and align well with
the types of state transitions that typically occur.
These pressures cause the representation to avoid
meanings like to the right of blue except for on
brown that rarely apply. Note that during pre-
training, we do not add any extra information to
indicate that different transitions might be best
represented with the same abstract action, but the
procedure described here ends up discovering this
structure on its own.

Later, after demonstrating the effectiveness of
this environment learning procedure in Section 4,
we introduce two additional improvements to the

procedure in sections 5 and 6. In Section 7, we
show that our pre-training discovers representa-
tions that align well with logical forms when they
are provided.

3.2 Language Learning

After environment learning pre-training, we move
to the language learning phase. In the language
learning phase, we are given state transitions
paired with commands (s, s′, c) and learn to map
language to the appropriate result state s′ for a
given state s. As discussed above and shown
in Figure 2(ii), we form an encoder-decoder us-
ing a language encoder L and action decoder D.
To improve generalization, we use the decoder
D that was pre-trained during environment learn-
ing. IfD generalizes representations across differ-
ent states in a coherent way as we hope, then the
composed function D(s, L(c)) will also general-
ize well. We can either fix the parameters of D
after environment learning or simply use the pre-
learned parameters as initialization, which will be
discussed more in the experiments section below.
The language module L is trained by differenti-
ating through the decoder D to maximize the log
probability that D outputs the correct state s′.

arg max
θL

[
logPD(s′|s, L(c))

]
(2)

3.3 Comparison with Action Priors

One of the roles of environment learning pre-
training is to learn something like a prior over state
transitions, ensuring that we select a reasonable
action based on the types of transitions that we
have seen. However, the method described here
has advantages over a method that just learns a
transition prior. In addition to representing which
transitions are likely, our pre-training method also
induces structure within the space of transitions.
A single action representation a can be applied
to many different states to create different transi-
tions, effectively creating a group of transitions.
After training, this grouping might come to rep-
resent a semantically coherent category (see anal-
ysis in Section 7). This type of grouping infor-
mation may not be easily extractable from a prior.
For example, a prior can tell you that stacking red
blocks on orange blocks is likely across a range of
initial configurations, but our pre-training method
may also choose to represent all of these transi-
tions with the same vector a. Finding this underly-
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ing structure is key to the generalization improve-
ments seen with our procedure.

4 Experiments

We evaluate our method in two different environ-
ments, as described below in sections 4.1 and 4.2.1

4.1 Block Stacking

For our first test environment, we use the block
stacking task introduced by Wang et al. (2016) and
depicted in Figure 1. This environment consists of
a series of levels (tasks), where each level requires
adding or removing blocks to get from a start con-
figuration to a goal configuration. Human anno-
tators were told to give the computer step by step
instructions on how to move blocks from one con-
figuration to the other. After each instruction, the
annotator selected the desired resulting state from
a list.

Following the original work for this dataset
(Wang et al., 2016), we adopt an online learning
setup and metric. The data is broken up into a
number of sessions, one for each human annota-
tor, where each session contains a stream of com-
mands c paired with block configuration states s.
The stream is processed sequentially, and for each
instruction the system predicts the result of ap-
plying command c to state s, based on a model
learned from previous examples in the stream. Af-
ter making a prediction, the system is shown the
correct result s′ and is allowed to make updates to
its model before moving on to the next item in the
stream. The evaluation metric, online accuracy, is
then the percentage of examples for which the net-
work predicted the correct resulting state s′ when
given only previous items in the stream as train-
ing. Under this metric, getting predictions correct
at the beginning of the stream, when given few to
no examples, is just as important as getting predic-
tions correct with the full set of data, making it as
much a measure of data-efficiency as of final ac-
curacy. The longest sessions only contain on the
order of 100 training examples, so the bulk of pre-
dictions are made with only tens of examples.

To train a neural model in this framework, the
model is updated by remembering all previous ex-
amples seen in the stream so far and training the
neural network to convergence on the full set of
prior examples. While training the network to con-

1Code for all experiments can be found at
github.com/dgaddy/environment-learning.

vergence after every example is not very computa-
tionally efficient, the question of making efficient
online updates to neural networks is orthogonal to
the current work, and we wish to avoid any con-
founds introduced by methods that make fewer
network updates.

Since the original dataset does not contain a
large number of language-free state transitions as
we need for environment learning, we generate
synthetic transitions. To generate state transitions
s, s′, we generate new levels using the random
procedure used in the original work and program-
matically determine a sequence of actions that
solve them. The levels of the game are generated
by a procedure which selects random states and
then samples a series of transformations to apply
to generate a goal state. We create a function that
generates a sequence of states from the start to the
goal state based on the transformations used dur-
ing goal generation. Most of the levels require one
or two actions with simple descriptions to reach
the goal. Following the assumption that state tran-
sitions in the environment are plentiful, we gener-
ate new transitions for every batch during environ-
ment learning. We leave an analysis of the effect
of environment learning data size to future work.

4.1.1 State Representation and Network
Architecture

We represent a state as a two dimensional grid,
where each grid cell represents a possible location
(stack index and height) of a block. The state in-
puts to the encoder and decoder networks use a
one-hot encoding of the block color in each cell
or an empty cell indicator if no block is present.
The output of the decoder module is over the same
grid, and a softmax over colors (or empty) is used
to select the block at each position. Note that the
original work in this environment restricted out-
puts to states reachable from the initial state by a
logical form, but here we allow any arbitrary state
to be output and the model must learn to select
from a much larger hypothesis space.

The encoder module E consists of convolutions
over the states s and s′, subtraction of the two rep-
resentations, pooling over locations, and finally a
fully connected network which outputs the repre-
sentation a. The decoder module D consists of
convolution layers where the input is state s and
where a is broadcast across all positions to an in-
termediate layer. The language module L runs an
LSTM over the words, then uses a fully connected
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network to convert the final state to the represen-
tation a. Details of the architecture and hyperpa-
rameters can be found in Appendix A.1.

4.1.2 Results
Our primary comparison is between a neural net-
work with pre-trained action representations and
an otherwise identical neural model with no pre-
trained representations. The neural modules are
identical, but in the full model we have fixed the
parameters of the decoder D after learning good
representations with the environment learning pro-
cedure. We tune the baseline representation size
independently since it may perform best under dif-
ferent conditions, choosing among a large range
of comparable sizes (details in Appendix A.1). To
evaluate the quality of our representations, we also
compare with a system using hand-designed logi-
cal representations (Wang et al., 2016). While not
strictly an upper bound, the human-designed rep-
resentations were designed with intimate knowl-
edge of the data environment and so provide a very
good representation of actions people might take.
This makes them a strong point of comparison for
our unsupervised action representations.

Table 1 shows the results on this task. We find
that training the action representation with envi-
ronment learning provides a very large gain in per-
formance over an identical network with no pre-
linguistic training, from 17.9% to 25.9%. In sec-
tions 5 and 6 below, we’ll add discrete represen-
tations and an additional loss term which together
bring the accuracy to 28.5%, an absolute increase
of more than 10% over the baseline. Compar-
ing against the system with human-designed rep-
resentations shows that the environment learning
pre-training substantially narrows the performance
gap between hand designed representations and
representations learned as part of an end-to-end
neural system.

4.2 String Manipulation

The second task we use to test our method is string
manipulation. In this task a state s is a string of
characters and actions correspond to applying a
transformation that inserts or replaces characters
in the string, as demonstrated in Figure 3. We use
the human annotations gathered by Andreas et al.
(2018), but adapt the setup to better measure data-
efficiency.

The baseline neural model was unable to learn
useful models for this task using data sizes appro-

Learned Representations (this work)
Baseline 17.9
Environment Learning 25.9
+ Discrete a (Section 5) 27.6
+ Encoder matching (Section 6) 28.5

Human-Designed Representations
Wang et al. (2016) 33.8

Table 1: Online accuracy for the block stacking
task.2 Pre-learning action representations with envi-
ronment learning greatly improves performance over
the baseline model, substantially narrowing the gap be-
tween hand designed representations and representa-
tions learned as part of an end-to-end neural system.
Note that these numbers represent accuracy after learn-
ing from only tens of examples.

priate for the online learning setup we used in the
previous task, so we instead adopt a slightly dif-
ferent evaluation where accuracy at different data
sizes is compared. We structure the data for eval-
uation as follows: First, we group the data so that
each group contains only a small number of in-
structions (10). In the original data, each instruc-
tion comes with multiple example strings, so we
create distinct datapoints s, s′, c for each exam-
ple with the instruction string repeated. Our goal
is to see how many examples are needed for a
model to learn to apply a set of 10 instructions.
We train a model on training sets of different sizes
and evaluate accuracy on a held-out set of 200 ex-
amples. We are primarily interested in generaliza-
tion across new environment states, so the held-out
set consists of examples with the same instructions
but new initial states s. Due to high data require-
ments of the baseline neural system, we found it
necessary to augment the set of examples for each
instruction with additional generated examples ac-
cording to the regular expressions included with
the dataset. Our final metric is the average accu-
racy across 5 instruction groups, and we plot this
accuracy for different training set sizes.

State transitions for environment learning are
generated synthetically by selecting words from
a dictionary and applying regular expressions,
where the regular expressions to apply were sam-
pled from a regular-expression generation proce-
dure written by the creators of the original dataset.
The environment learning procedure is exposed to

2Although the variance between runs was small relative
to the gaps in performance, we report an average over three
random initializations to ensure a fair comparison.
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c replace consonants with p x
s fines
s′ pxipxepx

c add a letter k before every b
s rabbles
s′ rakbkbles

c replace vowel consonant pairing with v g
s thatched
s′ thvgchvg

c add b for the third letter
s thanks
s′ thbanks

Figure 3: Examples from the string manipulation task
along with desired outputs.

transitions from thousands of unique regular ex-
pressions that it must make sense of and learn to
represent.

4.2.1 Network Architecture
For this task, the state inputs and outputs are rep-
resented as sequences of characters. The encoder
E runs a LSTM over the character sequences for s
and s′, then combines the final states with a feed-
forward network to get a. The decoder D runs a
LSTM over the characters of s, combines this with
the representation a, then outputs s′ using another
LSTM. The module architecture details and hyper-
parameters can be found in Appendix A.2.

Since our evaluation for this task considers
larger dataset sizes in addition to very small sizes,
we do not fix the parameters of the decoder D
as we did in the previous task, but instead use
the pre-trained decoder as initialization and train
it along with the language module parameters. Al-
lowing the parameters to train gives the decoder
more power to change its representations when it
has enough data to do so, while the initialization
helps it generalize much better, as demonstrated
by our results below.

4.2.2 Results
As with the other dataset (Section 4.1), we com-
pare the full model with a baseline that has no en-
vironment learning, but an otherwise identical ar-
chitecture. To ensure a fair comparison, we tune
the baseline representation size separately, choos-
ing the best from a range of comparable sizes (see
Appendix A.2).

Figure 4 plots the accuracy across different data

Figure 4: Accuracy for the string manipulation task as
the number of examples (s, s′, c) is increased. Environ-
ment learning pre-training increases data efficiency by
an order of magnitude or more. The results in yellow
include additional improvements described in sections
5 and 6 below.

sizes of the baseline neural model and the model
with environment learning pre-training. Note that
models are trained to convergence, so this plot is
intended to indicate data efficiency, not training
speed (though training speed is also likely to in-
crease at similar rates). As seen in the figure, en-
vironment learning substantially increases data ef-
ficiency on this task. At small data sizes, the base-
line model struggles to generalize across different
states s, often choosing to output one of the train-
ing outputs s′ rather than learning a rule and apply-
ing it to s. Environment learning greatly increases
the ability of the model to find the correct general-
ization.

5 Discrete Action Representations

In this section, we describe a variant of our model
where we use a discrete representation a instead
of a continuous one and evaluate this variant on
our two tasks. Semantics is often defined in terms
of discrete logical structures. Even in continuous
environments, it is often natural to describe ob-
jects and relations in discrete ways. Using a dis-
crete space for our learned action representations
can provide useful inductive bias for capturing this
discrete structure. In addition, a discrete represen-
tation has the potential advantages of increased ro-
bustness and increased control of information flow
during environment learning.

When using discrete representations, we divide
our a into n different discrete random variables
where each variable selects its value from one of k
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categories. We train the discrete representation us-
ing the Gumbel-Softmax (Jang et al., 2017; Mad-
dison et al., 2017), which gives us a continuous re-
laxation of the discrete variables that we can back-
propagate through. The Gumbel-Softmax opera-
tion transforms an n × k vector into n discrete
random variables, which we represent as one-hot
vectors and feed through the rest of the network
just as we would a continuous representation. The
Gumbel-Softmax is calculated as

G(xi) =
exp(xi + εi)∑k
j=0 exp(xj + εj)

where ε are i.i.d. samples from the Gumbel(0,1)
distribution and the vector x represents un-
normalized log probabilities for each of the k cat-
egories. This operation is analogous to a softening
of a sample from the distribution. While the orig-
inal work suggested the use of an annealed tem-
perature parameter, we did not find it necessary in
our experiments. We use the straight-through vari-
ant, where the discrete mode of the softmax distri-
bution is used in the forward pass, but the back-
ward pass is run as if we had used the continuous
value G(xi). We found that a representation with
n = 20 variables and k = 30 values works well
for all our experiments.

Using discrete representations instead of con-
tinuous representations further improves environ-
ment learning results on both tasks, increasing
the block stacking task accuracy from 25.9% to
27.6% (Table 1) and improving string manipula-
tion on moderate training sizes (200 examples)
from 24.7% to 36.9%. We also ran the baseline
neural models with discrete representations for
comparison but did not observe any performance
gains, indicating that the discrete representations
are useful primarily when used with environment
learning pre-training.

6 Encoder Representation Matching

One potential difficulty that may occur when mov-
ing from the environment learning to the language
learning phase is that the language moduleL could
choose to use parts of the action representation
space that were not used by the encoder during en-
vironment learning. Because the decoder has not
seen these representations, it may not have use-
ful meanings associated with them, causing it to
generalize in a suboptimal way. In this section, we
introduce a technique to alleviate this problem and

show that it can lead to an additional improvement
in performance.

Our fix uses an additional loss term to encour-
age the language module L to output represen-
tations that are similar to those used by the en-
coder E. For a particular input c, s, s′ in the lan-
guage learning phase, we run the encoder on s, s′

to generate a possible representation aE of this
transition. We then add an objective term for the
log likelihood of aE under L’s output distribution.
The full objective during language learning is then

arg max
θL

[
logPD(s′|s, L(c)) + λ logPL(aE |c)

]

(3)
where the encoder matching weight λ is a tuned
constant. PL is the softmax probability from the
output of the language module when using discrete
representations for a, and aE is the discrete mode
of the encoder output distribution.3

Using this technique on the block stacking task
(with λ = .01), we see a performance gain of .9%
over discrete-representation environment learning
to reach an accuracy of 28.5%. This number rep-
resents our full model performance and demon-
strates more than 10% absolute improvement over
the baseline. The additional loss also provides
gains on string manipulation, especially on very
small data sizes (e.g. from 3.9% to 14.8% with
only 10 examples). The performance curve of our
complete model is shown in Figure 4. With our
full model, it takes less than 50 examples to reach
the same performance as with 1000 examples us-
ing a standard neural approach.

7 Exploring the Learned Representation

A primary goal of the environment learning pro-
cedure is to find a representation of actions that
generalizes in a semantically minimal and coher-
ent way. In this section, we perform analysis to see
what meanings the learned action representations
capture in the block stacking environment. Since
logical forms are engineered to capture semantics
that we as humans consider natural, we compare
our learned representations with a system of log-
ical forms to see if they capture similar meanings
without having been manually constrained to do

3When using continuous representations, a `2 distance
penalty could be used to encourage similarity between the
output of L and E, though this tended to be less effective in
our experiments.
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so. We compare the semantics of the learned and
logical representations by comparing their effect
on different states, based on the method of An-
dreas and Klein (2017).

We test an encoder and decoder using the fol-
lowing procedure: First, we generate a random
transition s1, s

′
1 from the same distribution used

for environment learning and run the encoder to
generate an action representation a1 for this tran-
sition. Then, we generate a new state s2 from the
environment and run the decoder on the new state
with the representation generated for the origi-
nal state: D(a1, s2) 7→ s̄2. We are interested
in whether the output s̄2 of this decoding opera-
tion corresponds to a generalization that would be
made by a simple logical form. Using a set of log-
ical forms that correspond to common actions in
the block stacking environment, we find all sim-
ple logical forms that apply to the original transi-
tion s1, s′1 and all forms that apply to the predicted
transition s2, s̄2. If the intersection of these two
sets of logical forms is non-empty, then the de-
coder’s interpretation of the representation a1 is
consistent with some simple logical form. We re-
peat this procedure on 10,000 state transitions to
form a logical form consistency metric.

Running this test on our best-performance
model, we find that 84% of the generalizations are
consistent with one of the simple logical forms we
defined. This result indicates that while the gener-
alization doesn’t perfectly match our logical form
system, it does have a noteworthy similarity. An
inspection of the cases that did not align with the
logical forms found that the majority of the “er-
rors” could in fact be represented by logical forms,
but ones that were not minimal. In these cases, the
generalization isn’t unreasonable, but has slightly
more complexity than is necessary. For example,
from a transition that could be described either as
stack a blue block on the leftmost block or sepa-
rately as stack blue blocks on red blocks (where
red only appears in the leftmost position), the rep-
resentation a that is generated generalizes across
different states as the conjunction of these two
meanings (stack blue blocks on the leftmost block
AND on red blocks), even though no transitions
observed during environment learning would need
this extra complexity to be accurately described.

8 Related Work

Many other works use autoencoders to form repre-
sentations in an unsupervised or semi-supervised
way. Variants such as denoising autoencoders
(Vincent et al., 2008) and variational autoencoders
(Kingma and Welling, 2013) have been used for
various vision and language tasks. In the area
of semantic grounding, Kočiský et al. (2016) per-
form semi-supervised semantic parsing using an
autoencoder where the latent state takes the form
of language.

Our approach also relates to recent work on
learning artificial languages by simulating agents
interacting in an environment (Mordatch and
Abbeel, 2018; Das et al., 2017; Kottur et al., 2017,
i.a.). Our environment learning procedure could
be viewed as a language learning game where the
encoder is a speaker and the decoder is a listener.
The speaker must create a “language” a that allows
the decoder to complete a task. Many of these pa-
pers have found that it is possible to induce rep-
resentations that align semantically with language
humans use, as explored in detail in Andreas and
Klein (2017). Our analysis in Section 7 is based
on the method from this work.

Model-based reinforcement learning is another
area of work that improves data-efficiency by
learning from observations of an environment
(Wang et al., 2018; Deisenroth et al., 2013; Kaiser
et al., 2019). It differs from the current work in
which aspect of the environment it seeks to cap-
ture: in model-based RL the goal is to model
which states will result from taking a particular
action, but in this work we aim to learn patterns
in what actions tend to be chosen by a knowledge-
able actor.

Another related line of research uses language
to guide learning about an environment (Brana-
van et al., 2012; Srivastava et al., 2017; Andreas
et al., 2018; Hancock et al., 2018). These papers
use language to learn about an environment more
efficiently, which can be seen as a kind of inverse
to our work, where we use environment knowl-
edge to learn language more efficiently.

Finally, recent work by Leonandya et al. (2018)
also explores neural architectures for the block
stacking task we used in section 4.1. The authors
recognize the need for additional inductive bias,
and introduce this bias by creating additional syn-
thetic supervised data with artificial language, cre-
ating a transfer learning-style setup. This is in
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contrast to our unsupervised pre-training method
that does not need language for the additional data.
Even with their stronger data assumptions, their
online accuracy evaluation reaches just 23%, com-
pared to our result of 28.5%, providing indepen-
dent verification of the difficulty of this task for
neural networks.

9 Conclusion

It is well known that neural methods do best when
given extremely large amounts of data. As a re-
sult, much of AI and NLP community has focused
on making larger and larger datasets, but we be-
lieve it is equally important to go the other direc-
tion and explore methods that help performance
with little data. This work introduces one such
method. Inspired by the idea that it is easier to
map language to pre-linguistic concepts, we show
that when grounding language to actions in an en-
vironment, pre-learning representations of actions
can help us learn language from fewer language-
action pairings.
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A Neural Architectures and
Hyperparameters

A.1 Block Stacking
The encoder and decoder module architectures for
the block stacking task are shown in Figure 5. The

encoder module E consists of convolutions over
the states s and s′, subtraction of the two represen-
tations, pooling over locations, and finally a fully
connected network which outputs the representa-
tion a. The fully connected network has a single
hidden layer. The decoder module D consists of
two convolution layers where the input is state s
and where a is broadcast across all positions and
concatenated with the input to the second layer.
All convolutions and feedforward layers forE and
D have dimension 200 and all intermediate lay-
ers are followed by ReLU non-linearities. Dropout
with probability 0.5 was used on the encoder feed-
forward hidden layer and before the last convolu-
tion layer in the decoder.

The language module L uses a LSTM encoder
(Figure 6). It takes a command c as a sequence
of learned word embeddings, runs an LSTM over
them, then projects from the final cell state to get
the output vector a. The word embeddings have
dimension 100 and the LSTM has hidden size 200.

When using a continuous action representation,
a has dimension 600. When using a discrete repre-
sentation, we use n = 20 discrete variables where
each takes one of k = 30 values. Environment
learning is run on 500,000 batches of size 20, after
which we fix the parameters of D. During lan-
guage learning, we optimize L for 50 epochs after
each new example is presented, using a batch size
of 1. All optimization is done using Adam with
learning rate 0.001.

To ensure a fair comparison with the baseline,
we ran the baseline system with both continu-
ous and discrete representations and took the best.
Generally, the baseline performed slightly better

(i) Encoder E

(ii) Decoder D

Figure 5: Architecture for block stacking task modules.
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Figure 6: The language module L used for both the
block stacking and string manipulation tasks uses a
LSTM over the words of the command c.

with continuous representations. We ran with con-
tinuous sizes 20, 50, 100, 300, and 600; selecting
the best result. This range was chosen to be be-
tween the number of discrete variables n and the
total number of inputs to the discretization n× k.

A.2 String Manipulation
Figure 7 shows the encoder and decoder module
architectures for the string manipulation task. The
encoder E runs a LSTM over the character se-
quences for s and s′, using separate LSTMs for the
two sequences, but tying their parameters. The fi-
nal states of the two LSTMs are then concatenated
and fed into a feedforward network with one hid-
den layer that outputs the action representation a.
The decoder D consists of a LSTM over the se-
quence s, a feedforward network of a single linear
layer combining a with the LSTM final state, and
a LSTM that outputs the sequence s′, where the
output LSTM’s initial state comes from the out-
put of the feedforward network. a is also concate-
nated with the previous output embedding that is
fed into the input of the LSTM at each timestep.
The character embeddings input to the LSTM have
dimension 50, and all LSTM and feedforward lay-
ers have dimension 500. When using a continu-
ous representation a, we use a representation di-
mension of 20, though the results were not overly
sensitive to this value. When using a discrete rep-
resentation, we use n = 20 variables where each
takes one of k = 30 values.

The language module for this task is identical
to the module used for the block stacking task, as
shown in Figure 6. The training and optimizer hy-
perparameters are the same as in the block stack-
ing task.

As in the block stacking task, we tune the base-
line representation hyperparameters over continu-
ous sizes 20, 50, 100, 300, and 600, as well as an
identical-sized discrete representation.

(i) Encoder E

(ii) Decoder D

Figure 7: Architecture for string manipulation task
modules.
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Abstract

Supervised models suffer from the problem of
domain shifting where distribution mismatch
in the data across domains greatly affect model
performance. To solve the problem, train-
ing data selection (TDS) has been proven to
be a prospective solution for domain adapta-
tion in leveraging appropriate data. However,
conventional TDS methods normally requires
a predefined threshold which is neither easy
to set nor can be applied across tasks, and
models are trained separately with the TDS
process. To make TDS self-adapted to data
and task, and to combine it with model train-
ing, in this paper, we propose a reinforcement
learning (RL) framework that synchronously
searches for training instances relevant to the
target domain and learns better representations
for them. A selection distribution generator
(SDG) is designed to perform the selection and
is updated according to the rewards computed
from the selected data, where a predictor is
included in the framework to ensure a task-
specific model can be trained on the selected
data and provides feedback to rewards. Experi-
mental results from part-of-speech tagging, de-
pendency parsing, and sentiment analysis, as
well as ablation studies, illustrate that the pro-
posed framework is not only effective in data
selection and representation, but also general-
ized to accommodate different NLP tasks.

1 Introduction

Learning with massive data suffers from “Pyrrhic
victory” where huge amounts of resource, e.g.,
computation, annotation, storage, etc., are con-
sumed with many issues, one of which is that data
quality considerably affects the performance of
learned models. Especially in natural language

∗ This work was done during the internship of Miaofeng
Liu and Hongbin Zou at Tencent AI Lab.
† Corresponding authors.

processing (NLP), such phenomenon is incredibly
significant where noise and inaccurate annotations
are demolishing models’ robustness when applying
them across domains (Bollegala et al., 2011; Plank
and Van Noord, 2011; Song and Xia, 2013; Ruder
and Plank, 2018; Liu et al., 2018). Statistically,
distribution mismatch is often observed between
training and test data in such case. As a straightfor-
ward solution to reduce the impact of the mismatch,
TDS is effective for learning across domains (Ruder
and Plank, 2017) by preventing negative transfer
from irrelevant samples and noisy labels (Rosen-
stein et al., 2005) while achieving equivalent perfor-
mance with less computational efforts (Fan et al.,
2017; Feng et al., 2018), especially when compared
with learning-intensive domain adaptation methods
such as sample reweighing (Borgwardt et al., 2006),
feature distribution matching (Tzeng et al., 2014)
and representation learning (Csurka, 2017).

Although various TDS-based domain adapta-
tion approaches were proposed for NLP tasks
(Daumé III, 2007; Blitzer et al., 2007a; Søgaard,
2011), most of them only consider scoring or rank-
ing training data under a certain metric over the
entire dataset, and then select the top n (or a propor-
tion, which is a predefined hyper-parameter) items
to learn. However, such pre-designed metrics are,
always, neither able to cover effective characteris-
tics for transferring domain knowledge nor can be
applied in different data nature. Even though there
exists a versatile metric, its hyper-parameter set-
ting still demands further explorations. Moreover,
conventional TDS is separate from model training,
which requires more steps before an adapted model
can be used, and restricts selecting appropriate in-
stances when there is no feedback from the task. In
doing so, the features or data representations of the
selected instances are not adaptively learned and
optimized, especially for neural models. Smarter
TDS approaches are thus expected for domain adap-
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tation to accommodate different data and tasks.
Consider that TDS is, in general, a combinatorial

optimization problem with exponential complex-
ity, it is impossible to try all possible combina-
tions of training instances. An efficient solution to
this problem is to transform it into a sequence of
decision-making on whether select a (or a group
of) training instance at each step, where previous
decision should influence later ones. In this case,
RL can be an appropriate vechile. To this end, one
has to tackle two missions: to properly measure the
correlation between a training sample and the tar-
get domain, and to guide the selection process with
the feedback from the selected samples according
to a specific task. For these missions, in this paper,
we propose an RL framework for TDS that jointly
learns the representation of the training data with
respect to the target domain and selects them ac-
cording to a learned distribution of selection prob-
abilities. In detail, there are two major compo-
nents in our framework: a selection distribution
generator (SDG) for producing the selection prob-
abilities, and a task-specific predictor including a
feature extractor for learning data representations
and a classifier1 for measuring the performance of
the selected data. The SDG and the predictor are
pipelined by taking each others’ output as their in-
puts and optimized accordingly via RL. With this
framework, RL ensures the TDS process being con-
ducted without requiring a predefined threshold
and can automatically select the best instances in
the training data as well as learn task- and domain-
specific representations for them according to the
target domain. As a result, useful information from
the source domain is properly organized and repre-
sented and the redundant or noisy data are avoided
in training the target domain specific models. Ex-
perimental results from three NLP tasks, namely,
part-of-speech (POS) tagging, dependency parsing
and sentiment analysis, illustrate that our approach
achieves competitive performance, which confirm
the validity and effectiveness of our approach.
The code of this work is available at https:
//github.com/timerstime/SDG4DA

2 The Approach

We follow the common TDS setting in domain
adaptation, i.e., for a task T , one taking labeled
instances from a source domainDS as the pool, and

1It is not necessarily a classifier, e.g., such as a tagger.
However we use the term classifier for simplicity.

some unlabeled data from a target domain DT as
the guidance. The routine of expected approaches
for TDS is then to generate an optimal subset of
data from the pool and train a model on it for T .

Based on such routine, we design our approach
with an architecture illustrated in Figure 1, with
two major components, namely, the SDG and the
predictor. The key component for TDS is the SDG,
which produces a distribution vector based on the
representation of the selected source data from the
last selection step, then data instances are selected
according to the vector and new reward is gener-
ated for next round of data selection. To update the
SDG, different measurements can be used to assess
the discrepancy between the representations of the
selected source data and the guidance set and then
approximates the value function for updating. The
predictor takes the selected data and generates their
representations in the feature extractor and trains
a task-specific model by the classifier. The details
of our framework is unfolded in the following sub-
sections, in which we give the details of the two
components and how they are jointly learned.

2.1 The Predictor

The predictor is the main component to train a
particular model for T . In our approach we de-
compose the predictor into two parts, the feature
extractor and the classifier, and use them separately.
The feature extractor serves as the representation
learning module that transform selected data to vec-
tors, while the classifier trains on the vector for T .
In this study, the predictor is a neural model so
that the aforementioned separation are conducted
by splitting neural layers. Normally, the feature
extractor is the first n-1 layers of the predictor with
n layers in total; the classifier is then the last layer.

The Feature Extractor Data in its original form,
especially natural language, is usually difficult to
be directly used in computation. The feature ex-
tractor thus serves as a critical component in our
approach to transform the data into distributed rep-
resentations for their efficient use. There are two-
way inputs for the feature extractor. One is the
guidance set XT

g = {xT1 , xT2 , ..., xTm}, a collection
of unlabeled data drawn from the target domain,
serving as the reference for TDS. The other input
is the selected data from the source domain in a
“data bag”, which is a batch of a certain amount of
instances to facilitate TDS in this study. In detail,
let XS = {xS1 , xS2 , ..., xSn}, ∀xSi ∈ XS denote the
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Figure 1: The architecture of our TDS framework, with a predictor (including a feature extractor and a classifier)
and a selection distribution generator. All black solid arrows refer to data flow, while the red dashed arrow denotes
reward with the orange dotted arrows indicating back-propagation of gradients from training the predictor.

data from the source domain, we uniformly and
randomly partitions the entire data set into N dis-
joint data bags marked as {B1, B2, ..., BN}, with
Bj = {xS(j−1)n/N+1, x

S
(j−1)n/N+2, ..., x

S
jn/N} and

j ∈ {1, 2, ..., N}. Through the feature extractor,
the guidance set and the selected data are trans-
formed into two collections of distribution vectors.

The Classifier When each TDS round is done, the
classifier is trained on the representations of the
selected data for T . During the training, the clas-
sifier passes the gradients to the feature extractor
according to the labels of the selected data. The pa-
rameters of the classifier and the feature extractor
are updated accordingly (with a learning rate β).

2.2 The Selection Distribution Generator

A multi-layer perceptron (MLP) model is used as
the SDG, which learns the selection policy opti-
mized by the reward from the representations of
the guidance set and the selected data by RL. In
doing so, at each step, the SDG is fed by a col-
lection of representations for a data bag from the
feature extractor. We denote the collection ΦBj =

{rj1, rj2, ..., rj|Bj |}, where rjl (l = 1, 2, ..., |Bj |) is

the vector of the l-th sample2 in Bj .3 Then SDG
maps ΦBj into a vector DBj = (pj1, p

j
2, ..., p

j
|Bj |),

pjl (l = 1, 2, ..., |Bj |), which represents the proba-
bility for each instance on the confidence of select-

2Representations in the collection follow the same order
of their corresponding data instances in the bag.

3Similarly, the collection of representations for the guid-
ance set is denoted as Φt.

ing it. To learn the SDG, each ΦBj is measured
with Φt to give a reward in our framework, which
is described in the following subsection.

2.3 The Reinforcement Learning Framework

We jointly train the SDG and the predictor with
policy gradient method (Sutton et al., 1999), which
favors actions with high rewards from better se-
lected instances. The entire learning process is
described in Algorithm 1, in which the notations
are described in the following texts.

RL Components in Learning the SDG

• State (s1, s2, ...sj , ...sN ) includes a collection
of states for all j with respect to N data bags,
where each sj indicates a state including selected
instances B̂j sampled from Bj according to the
distribution vector DBj , and parameters of the
feature extractor for the B̂j . For simplicity we
use ΦB̂j

and Φt to represent state sj .
• Action For each state, the action space A is a 0-

1 judgment to decide if selecting an instance (1)
or not (0). An action a = {ak}|Bj |k=1 ∈ {0, 1}|Bj |,
which is obtained from DB̂j

.4 After each action,
the framework gives new ΦB̂j

, then transforms
state s into s′. The policy is defined as PW(a|s).
• Reward The mathematical goal of TDS is to

ensure that the selected data fit the distribution
of the target domain. Hence we set a reward

4The process of assigning the value, i.e., 1 or 0, to k-th
element of a can be formulated by sampling from a Bernoulli
distribution parameterized by pjk of DBj w.r.t. Bj .
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Algorithm 1: Joint training algorithm in our approach

Input: Training data in bags B = {B1, B2, ..., BN};
epochs L; W (SDG), Ψ (predictor, including
feature extractor Θ); Loss function of the
predictor F (Ψ, B̂j); nJ ; d(·, ·); γ.

Output: Updated W and Ψ (Θ).
Initialize W, Ψ(Θ) with standard Gaussian distribution;
for epoch l = 1 to L do

Σ = 0;
for k = 1 to nJ do

Σr = 0;
Shuffle {B1, B2, ..., BN};
for each Bj ∈ B do

Φ
sj
Bj
← Θj−1(Bj); Φ

sj
t ← Θj−1(XT

g );
On current bag state sj ,
Dj ←W(Φ

sj
t ); select Φ

sj

B̂j
from Φ

sj
Bj

via Dj (take action aj);
r(sj−1, aj , sj)←
d(Φ

sj−1

B̂j−1
,Φ

sj−1
t )− γd(Φ

sj
Bj
,Φ

sj
t )

Σr ← Σr + γj−1r(sj−1, aj , sj)

Ψ← Ψ− β∇ΨF (Ψ, B̂j);
( Θj ← Θj−1 − β∇ΘF (Ψ, B̂j) ) ;

end
Σ← Σ +

∑N
j=1∇W log πW(akj |skj )Σr;

end

∇WJ̃(W)← 1

nJ
Σ;

W←W + τ∇WJ̃(W);
end

r(s, a, s′) to assess the distance between ΦB̂j

and Φt in the current state (s′) and its previous
state (s):

r(s, a, s′) = d(Φs
B̂j−1

,Φs
t )− γd(Φs′

B̂j
,Φs′

t )

(1)
where d(·, ·) is a distribution discrepancy mea-
surement, which can be implemented by differ-
ent information-bearing functions. γ ∈ (0, 1)
is a discounting constant that decreases the im-
pact from future distribution differences. Note
that Eq. (1) is conducted in a sequential man-
ner based on two adjacent data bags Bj−1 and
Bj , of which Φs′

B̂j
is impacted by Φs

B̂j−1
via pa-

rameters Ψ of the feature extractor updated by
B̂j−1. Consequently, the state transition proba-
bility P(s′|s, a) is determined by stochastic opti-
mization and other randomness in training, e.g.,
dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014). When better in-
stances are selected, the reward is then expected
to produce a higher value because the measure-
ment for the previous state d(Φs

B̂j−1
,Φs

t ) is sup-
posed to give a larger distance between ΦB̂j−1

and Φt than that for the current state.

Distribution Discrepancy Measurements
To measure each B̂j and the XT

g , let P =
(p1, · · · , pn) be the normalized element-wise av-
erage of ΦB̂j

and Q the average of Φt similarly,
we use the following measurements for d(·, ·):

• JS: The Jensen-Shannon divergence (Lin, 1991),
d(P,Q) = 1

2 [DKL(P ||M) + DKL(Q||M)]
where DKL(P ||Q) =

∑n
i=1 pi log pi

qi
, with

M = 1
2(P +Q).

• MMD: The maximum mean discrepancy (Borg-
wardt et al., 2006), d(P,Q) = ‖P −Q‖.
• RÉNYI: The symmetric Rényi divergence

(Rényi, 1961), d(P,Q) = 1
2 [Ry(P,M) +

Ry(Q,M)], Ry(P,Q) = 1
α−1 log(

∑n
i=1

pαi
qα−1
i

).

We set α = 0.99 following Van Asch and Daele-
mans (2010).
• LOSS: The guidance loss, defined as d =
− 1
m

∑m
i=1

∑
yt∈Yt yt log pΦ(yt|xTi ), where yt is

the label of instance t from the guidance set, and
pφ the learned conditional probability of the pre-
dictor. Note that, different from aforementioned
measurements, LOSS requires labels from the
target domain, thus is only set as a comparison
to other measurements used in our approach.

Optimization The following object is optimized
to obtain the optimal distribution generation policy:

J(W) = EPW(a|s)[
N∑

j=1

γj−1r(sj , aj)] (2)

Then the parameters of the SDG, i.e., W, is up-
dated via policy gradient (Sutton et al., 1999) by

W←W + τ∇WJ̃(W) (3)

where τ is the discounting learning rate5, the gradi-
ent∇WJ(W) is approximated by

∇WJ̃(W) =

1

nJ

nJ∑

k=1

N∑

j=1

∇W log πW(akj |skj )
N∑

j=1

γj−1r(skj , a
k
j ),

with j referring to the j-th step (corresponding to
the j-th data bag) in RL, and k the k-th selection
process to estimate ∇WJ(W ), which is updated
after every nJ times of selection over all N data
bags, where nJ is a predefined hyper-parameter.

5τ and the aforementioned β can be self-adapted by the
optimizer, such as Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014).
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TASK POS TAGGING/DEPENDENCY PARSING SENTIMENT ANALYSIS

DOMAIN A EM N R WB WSJ B D K E

LABELED 3.5K 4.9K 2.4K 3.8K 2.0K 3.0K 2K 2K 2K 2K
UNLABELED 27K 1,194K 1,000K 1,965K 525K 30K 4.5K 3.6K 5.7K 5.9K

Table 1: Statistics of all datasets used in our experiments, with the number presenting labeled or unlabeled samples
in each domain. The domain abbreviations in different tasks are explained as follows. A:Answer, EM:Email,
N:News, R:Reviews, WB:Weblogs, WSJ:Wall Street Journal, and B:Book, D:DVD, K:Kitchen, E:Electronics.

3 Experiment

To evaluate our approach, we conduct experiments
on three representative NLP tasks: POS tagging, de-
pendency parsing, and sentiment analysis. Details
about the experiments are described as follows.

3.1 Datasets

Two popular datasets are used in our experiments.
For POS tagging and dependency parsing, we use
the dataset from the SANCL 2012 shared task
(Petrov and McDonald, 2012), with six different
domains. For sentiment analysis, we use the prod-
uct review dataset from (Blitzer et al., 2007b), with
four domains. Note that for all datasets, there ex-
ists both labeled and unlabeled samples in each
domain. The statistics and the domains for the
aforementioned datasets are reported in Table 1.

3.2 Settings

A major difference between our approach and other
data selection methods is that the threshold (num-
ber of instances to be selected), n, is not fixed in
our approach. Instead, it chooses the most effec-
tive ones automatically. For fair comparison, we
record the resulted n from our approach in differ-
ent tasks and use it in other methods to guide their
selection. In all experiments, we use a multi-source
domain setting where the source domain includes
all labeled data from the dataset except that for the
target domain, i.e., we take turns selecting a do-
main as the target domain, and use the union of the
rest as the source domain. The number of bags, N ,
is set separately for each dataset to ensure a uni-
form bag size of 1K samples. For the guidance set,
we follow Ruder and Plank (2017) and randomly
select half of the instances from all the test data in
the target domain discarding their labels.

Consider that the starting reward needs to be cal-
culated from a reliable feature extractor, we adopt
a “soft starting” before the regular training, were
we pre-train the predictor on all source data for
2 epochs, then initialize parameters of SDG with

A EM N R WB WSJ

JS-E 93.16 93.77 94.29 93.32 94.92 94.08
JS-D 92.25 93.43 93.54 92.84 94.45 93.32
T-S 93.59 94.65 94.76 93.92 95.32 94.44
TO-S 93.36 94.65 94.43 94.65 94.03 94.22
T+TO-S 94.33 92.55 93.96 93.94 94.51 94.98
T-S+D 93.64 94.21 93.57 93.86 95.33 93.84
TO-S+D 94.02 94.33 94.62 94.19 94.93 94.67

RANDOM 92.76 93.43 93.75 92.62 93.53 92.68
ALL 95.16 95.90 95.90 95.03 95.79 95.64

SDG (JS) 95.37 95.45 96.23 95.64 96.19 95.74
SDG (MMD) 95.75 96.23 96.40 95.51 96.95 96.12
SDG (RÉNYI) 95.52 96.31 96.62 95.97 96.75 96.35
SDG (LOSS) 95.46 95.77 95.92 95.50 96.03 95.82

Table 2: POS tagging results (accuracy %).

Gaussian variables. Afterwards the predictor and
SDG follow ordinary learning paradigm in each
training epoch. In all experiments, we use Adam
(Kingma and Ba, 2014) as the optimizer, and set γ
to 0.99 following Fan et al. (2017) and nJ to 3.

3.3 POS tagging

The Predictor We use the Bi-LSTM tagger pro-
posed in Plank et al. (2016) as the predictor.

Baselines Following Ruder and Plank (2017), we
compare our approach to five baselines: 1) JS-E:
top instances selected according to Jensen-Shannon
divergence. 2) JS-D: top instances selected from
the most similar source domain, where the similar-
ity between domains are determined by Jensen-
Shannon divergence. 3) Bayesian optimization
(Brochu et al., 2010) with the following settings:
T-S, term distribution similarity; TO-S, topic dis-
tribution similarity; T+TO-S, joint term and topic
distribution similarity; T-S+D, term distribution
similarity and diversity; TO-S+D, topic distribu-
tion similarity and diversity. 5) RANDOM: a ran-
dom selection model that selects the same number
of instances with the n given by our approach. 6)
ALL: The predictor is trained on all source data.

Results POS tagging results are reported in Ta-
ble 2. Overall, our approach with different distri-
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A EM N R WB WSJ

JS-E 81.02 80.53 83.25 84.66 85.36 82.43
JS-D 82.80 79.93 81.77 83.98 83.44 80.61
T-S 83.79 81.09 82.68 84.66 84.85 82.57
TO-S 82.87 81.43 82.07 83.98 84.98 82.90
T+TO-S 82.87 81.13 82.97 84.65 84.43 82.43
T-S+D 83.72 81.60 82.80 84.62 85.44 82.87
TO-S+D 82.60 80.83 84.04 84.45 85.89 82.33

RANDOM 81.28 83.41 81.03 82.67 82.46 80.74
ALL 85.65 87.78 86.07 87.27 85.51 85.56

SDG (JS) 84.03 85.98 84.17 86.25 86.22 85.24
SDG (MMD) 84.19 86.25 84.87 86.80 85.57 84.37
SDG (RÉNYI) 84.55 85.11 85.27 86.93 85.65 85.79
SDG (LOSS) 83.97 85.86 84.05 86.21 86.03 84.98

Table 3: Dependency parsing results (LAS).

bution discrepancy metrics outperforms all base-
lines based on the same predictor. This observation
demonstrates the excellent adaptability of our ap-
proach in this task although there is complicated
structural variance in sentences. Among the four
metrics, Rényi divergence achieve the best overall
performance, which is slightly surpassed by MMD
in the ANSWER and WEBLOGS domain. We ob-
serve around 50 epochs of training to reach conver-
gence of our approach. As a result, 50% training
data in the source domain are selected.

3.4 Dependency Parsing

The Predictor The Bi-LSTM parser proposed by
Kiperwasser and Goldberg (2016) is the predictor.

Baselines For dependency parsing, we use the
same baselines introduced in the POS tagging task.

Results The performance (labeled attachment
scores, LAS) of dependency parsing is reported
in Table 3. Similar to POS tagging, the term
distribution-based method (T-S) as well as its
combination with diversity features (T-S+D) out-
perform other Bayesian optimization baselines.
Our models are also shown to be superior than
measurement-based as well as neural models signif-
icantly in most domains. However, different from
POS tagging, in this task, the predictor trained on
the entire source data still performs the best on
some domains, which can be explained by the com-
plexity of the task. To precisely predict structured
parsing results, in spite of noise from different do-
mains, large amount of data might be more helpful
because various contextual information is bene-
ficial in text representation learning (Song et al.,
2018). In this case, selection based methods sac-
rifice accuracy for their efficiency with less data.

B D E K

JS-E 72.49 68.21 76.78 77.54
JS-D 75.28 73.75 72.53 80.05
T-S 75.39 76.27 81.91 83.41
TO-S 76.07 75.92 81.69 83.06
T+TO-S 75.75 76.62 81.74 83.39
T-S+D 76.20 77.60 82.66 84.98
TO-S+D 77.16 79.00 81.92 84.29

SCL 74.57 76.30 78.93 82.07
SST 76.32 78.77 83.57 85.19
DAM 75.61 77.57 82.79 84.23
SDAMS-LS 77.95 78.80 83.98 85.96
SDAMS-SVM 77.86 79.02 84.18 85.78

RANDOM 76.78 75.28 78.25 82.27
ALL 78.48 79.68 80.58 84.50

SDG (JS) 79.37 81.06 82.38 85.78
SDG (MMD) 79.57 81.08 82.68 85.69
SDG (RÉNYI) 80.07 82.07 82.28 86.18
SDG (LOSS) 79.57 80.58 81.88 85.08

Table 4: Sentiment analysis results (accuracy %).

Yet, our models, e.g., the SDG (JS) and SDG
(RÉNYI), outperform the ALL model in the last
two domains, with only half of the source domain
data used. We observe that averagely 60 epochs of
training is required to obtain the best model.

3.5 Sentiment Analysis
The Predictor We adopt the CNN classifier pro-
posed by Kim (2014) as the predictor in this task.

Baselines In addition to the baselines for POS
tagging and dependency parsing, we use a series
of extra baselines from previous studies: 1) SCL,
the structural correspondence learning proposed by
Blitzer et al. (2006); 2) SST, the sentiment sen-
sitive thesaurus method (Bollegala et al., 2011);
3) DAM, a general-purpose multi-source domain
adaptation method proposed by Mansour et al.
(2008); 4) SDAMS-LS and SDAMS-SVM, the
specially designed sentiment domain adaptation ap-
proach (Wu and Huang, 2016) for multiple sources
with square loss and hinge loss, respectively.

Results Table 4 presents the results for senti-
ment analysis. Similar to previous tasks, it is ob-
served that our approach still performs well in this
task, even though compared with the algorithms
particularly designed for sentiment analysis (e.g.,
SDAMS). A potential reason for our weaker re-
sults on ELECTRONICS domain is that SDAMS
methods use relation graphs among key words as
prior knowledge, while our model does not need
that and aims for a wider application without such
task-specific consideration. Slightly different from
previous tasks, in this task, around 40% source data
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(a) Accuracies against training epochs. (b) % data selected against training epochs.

Figure 2: Investigation curves of using different models on the DVD domain for sentiment analysis.

are selected upon the convergence of our approach
with around 15 epochs of training. Note that, al-
though there exist other recent domain adaptation
methods exclusively designed for sentiment analy-
sis (Barnes et al., 2018; Ziser and Reichart, 2018)
with stronger results, their setting mainly focused
on single source domain adaptation. Thus they are
not directly compared with our models and base-
lines in Table 4, which is for a more general and
challenging setting with multiple source domains.

3.6 Discussion

In all three tasks, our approach achieve the best
overall performance when there are half or less
than half source domain data selected to train the
predictor. The comparisons between our approach
and the basic distribution measure-based methods,
the general-purpose multi-source approach as well
as models from previous studies (in sentiment anal-
ysis) across all tasks illustrate the superiority of
our approach in selecting the most useful instances
for the target domain while eliminating negative
effects. However, domain variance is task-specific
and still plays an important role affecting model
performance. Compared to POS tagging and depen-
dency parsing, in sentiment analysis, there exists
more significant bias across domains, e.g., words
such as “small” and “cheap” could be positive in
one domain but negative in another. As a result,
topic relevant domains express similar sentiment
expressions. The investigation on the selected data
indicates that our approach chooses more instances
from the similar domains in sentiment analysis
(e.g., BOOK⇒ DVD), while the selected instances
in POS tagging and dependency parsing are more
balanced across domains. This observation sug-

gests the effectiveness of our approach in adapting
different tasks with the most appropriate strategy.

Yet, in addition, there still exist side effects
on noise filtering and relevant instance selection,
which can be observed from the slightly weaker re-
sults on ELECTRONICS domain in sentiment analy-
sis as well as the fact that our approach is outper-
formed by training on all source data (in some do-
mains) in parsing task. Such phenomenon implies
that filtering irrelevant instances may lose intrinsic
beneficial information for the target domain. More-
over, policy gradient method with partial data may
sometimes converges to a local optima when learn-
ing on structured data because there exist many
indirect relations among the learning instances.

4 Ablation Studies

4.1 Performance and Efficiency Analysis

To better understand the behavior of our model with
different measurements, we investigate their perfor-
mance through a case study on the DVD domain
in sentiment analysis. We draw accuracy curves
of different models with respect to their training
epochs, as shown in Figure 2(a). In general, our
models present similar performance and are sig-
nificantly better than the RANDOM one. Interest-
ingly, their curves are similar to the ALL model but
show a much stable fluctuation with epoch increas-
ing. This observation demonstrates that there exist
noise when directly using all source data, while our
models are able to overcome such limitation.

Another investigation is to study how much data
are selected by different variants of our model. We
display the number of instances selected by the four
measurements in Figure 2(b), using the same do-
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(a) before training (b) ALL

(c) JS-E (d) SDG (RÉNYI)

Figure 3: t-SNE visualization of features (data representations) from the feature extractor in different scenarios for
sentiment analysis on the DVD domain. Red cross, blue triangle, green star, and orange circle symbols represent
samples from DVD, BOOKS, ELECTRONICS, and KITCHEN domain, respectively.

main and task setting as that in Figure 2(a). Overall
our models with different measurements share sim-
ilar behavior in selecting source data in terms of
selection numbers. They tend to select more data
at the beginning stage, i.e., before 10 epochs, then
reduce selected instances to a smaller set and main-
tain the performance of the predictor (comparing
with curves in Figure 2(a)). Among all measure-
ments, Rényi divergence tend to select less data
while achieving a better performance when match-
ing its curve with the results reported in Table 4.
In addition, we perform an early stop when the
decrement of the training error falls below a preset
threshold. Alternatively, to avoid over-selection,
one can follow Klein et al. (2017) to predict the
development of the performance curve so that TDS

can be done more efficiently in fewer epochs.

4.2 Distribution Visualization

To better demonstrate the effectiveness of our ap-
proach, we still use the sentiment analysis for the
DVD domain with SDG (RÉNYI) for visualized
comparison among the distributions of the features
(data representations) in different scenarios. Fol-
lowing Tzeng et al. (2014), we plot in Figure 3
the t-SNE visualizations of the features learned
from the feature extractor in four settings: features
before training (initialized weights) (Figure 3(a)),
directly trained on all source data (Figure 3(b)),
trained with JS-E (Figure 3(c)), and trained with
SDG (Rényi) (Figure 3(d)). It is observed that,
for original features, DVD and BOOKS are similar,
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while ELECTRONICS and KITCHEN are different
from them as well as to each other. When trained
with all source data, features are visualized with
some changes in their distributions where instances
from different domains are mixed and closer to the
target domain. In the case where JS divergence is
minimized for each instance, we can see a further
mixture with closer representation matching. The
figures indicate that, for both ALL and JS-E mod-
els, their domain adaptation ability is limited since
the learned representations are not optimized for
the target domain. On the contrary, when trained
with our approach, the selected instances result in
a highly similar distribution as that in the target
domain (Figure 3(d)), with matched shape between
the points in red and other colors. Such visualiza-
tion confirms that our TDS framework not only
selects the most appropriate instances (similar in
the distribution shape), but also learns better repre-
sentations (located at the similar positions of target
domain instances) for them with respect to the tar-
get domain, which further illustrates the validity
and effectiveness of joint selecting and learning
from training instances for domain adaptation.

5 Related Work

Many studies have been conducted recently for do-
main adaptation with neural networks (Long et al.,
2015, 2017; Shu et al., 2018; Shankar et al., 2018).
Their methodologies follow several mainstreams
such as representation learning (Glorot et al., 2011;
Chen et al., 2012; Baktashmotlagh et al., 2013;
Song and Shi, 2018; Zhao et al., 2017), reweighing
samples from the source domain (Borgwardt et al.,
2006; Daumé III, 2007; Song and Xia, 2013), and
feature space transformation (Gopalan et al., 2011;
Pan et al., 2011; Long et al., 2013), etc.

Normally, the transferable knowledge across do-
mains are derived from some certain data, while
others contribute less and are costly to be learned
from (Axelrod et al., 2011; Ruder and Plank, 2017).
Thus, previous studies conduct domain adaptation
through selecting relative and informative source
data according to the nature of the target domain,
via entropy-based methods (Song et al., 2012),
Bayesian optimization (Ruder and Plank, 2017),
etc. Particularly for NLP, TDS are proved to be
effective in various tasks, such as in language mod-
eling (Moore and Lewis, 2010), word segmentation
(Song and Xia, 2012; Song et al., 2012), machine
translation (Chen et al., 2016; van der Wees et al.,

2017), and multilingual NER (Murthy et al., 2018).
Recently, RL and representation learning pro-

vided new possibilities for TDS. For example, Fan
et al. (2017) proposed to allocate appropriate train-
ing data at different training stages, which helps
achieving comparative accuracy with less compu-
tational efforts compared with the model trained
on the entire data. Feng et al. (2018) used sequen-
tial one-step actions for each single instance where
every action is decided based on the previous one.
As a result, their selection becomes a consuming
process where the complexity is determined by
the amount of the source data. For representation
learning based approaches, there are studies such
as Mansour et al. (2008); Gopalan et al. (2014);
Pei et al. (2018) that adapted representations across
domains, which is a widely adopted strategy for
domain adaptation on neural models. Moreover, a
similar work (Dong and Xing, 2018) adopted rein-
forced sampling strategy specifically for one-shot
scenarios. Compared to aforementioned previous
work, the proposed approach in this paper com-
bines TDS and transferable representation learning
in a unified RL framework, and is conducted in an
effective way using data batches.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a general TDS frame-
work for domain adaptation via reinforcement
learning, which matches the representations of the
selected data from the source domain and the guid-
ance set from the target domain and pass the simi-
larity at different steps as rewards to guide a selec-
tion distribution generator. Through the generator,
different instances from the source domain are se-
lected to train a task-specific predictor. To this end,
not only those data relevant to the target domain
are selected, but also task- and domain-specific rep-
resentations are learned for them. Experimental
results from three NLP tasks, i.e., POS tagging, de-
pendency parsing, and sentiment analysis, demon-
strate that our models outperform various baselines
across domains, especially (in most cases) the same
predictor trained on all source data. Ablation stud-
ies on model convergence, selection numbers, as
well as distribution visualizations further confirmed
the validity and effectiveness of our approach.
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Abstract

Generating long and informative review text
is a challenging natural language generation
task. Previous work focuses on word-level
generation, neglecting the importance of top-
ical and syntactic characteristics from natural
languages. In this paper, we propose a novel
review generation model by characterizing an
elaborately designed aspect-aware coarse-to-
fine generation process. First, we model the
aspect transitions to capture the overall content
flow. Then, to generate a sentence, an aspect-
aware sketch will be predicted using an aspect-
aware decoder. Finally, another decoder fills in
the semantic slots by generating correspond-
ing words. Our approach is able to jointly
utilize aspect semantics, syntactic sketch, and
context information. Extensive experiments
results have demonstrated the effectiveness of
the proposed model.

1 Introduction

In the past decades, online review services (e.g.,
AMAZON and YELP) have been an important kind
of information platforms where users post their
feedbacks or comments about products (Kim et al.,
2016). Usually, writing an informative and well-
structured review will require considerable efforts
by users. To assist the writing process, the task
of review generation has been proposed to auto-
matically generate review text for a user given a
product and her/his rating on it (Tang et al., 2016;
Zhou et al., 2017).

In the literature, various methods have been
developed for review generation (Tang et al.,
2016; Zhou et al., 2017; Ni et al., 2017; Wang
and Zhang, 2017; Catherine and Cohen, 2018).
Most of these methods adopt Recurrent Neu-
ral Networks (RNN) based methods, especially

∗Corresponding author

the improved variants of Long-Short Term Mem-
ory (LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997)
and Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) (Cho et al.,
2014). They fulfill the review generation task
by performing the decoding conditioned on useful
context information. Usually, an informative re-
view is likely to consist of multiple sentences, con-
taining substantive comments from users. Hence,
a major problem of existing RNN-based methods
is that they have limited capacities in producing
long and informative text. More recently, Genera-
tive Adversarial Net (GAN) based methods (Zang
and Wan, 2017; Yu et al., 2017; Guo et al., 2018;
Xu et al., 2018a) have been proposed to enhance
the generation of long, diverse and novel text.
However, they still focus on word-level genera-
tion, and neglect the importance of topical and
syntactic characteristics from natural languages.

As found in the literature of linguistics (Pullum,
2010) and writing (Bateman and Zock, 2003), the
writing process itself has involved multiple stages
focusing on different levels of goals. We argue that
an ideal review generation approach should follow
the writing procedure of a real user and capture
rich characteristics from natural language. With
this motivation, we design an elaborative coarse-
to-fine generation process by considering the as-
pect semantics and syntactic characteristics. Fig-
ure 1 presents an illustrative example for our re-
view generation process. First, we conceive the
content flow that is characterized as an aspect se-
quence. An aspect describes some property or at-
tribute about a product (Zhao et al., 2010), such
as sound and service in this example. To gener-
ate a sentence, we further create a sentence skele-
ton containing semantic slots given the aspect se-
mantics. The semantic slots denote the placehold-
ers for useful syntactic information (e.g., Part-of-
speech tags). Finally, the semantic slots are filled
with the generated words. The process is repeated
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Product ID:  *****93428

User ID:  *******QXGQ2

Rating:  5

Aspect: 

Sketch:  this NN sounds RB great .  i VBD VB this product 

fast IN the NN . price was WP it would cost on the JJ NN .

Review:  this microphone sounds surprisingly great . i did 

get this product fast through the mail . price was what it 

would cost on the open market .

Sound     PriceService

Black Mini Microphone for iPhone 3GBlack Mini Microphone for iPhone 3G

Figure 1. An illustrative example for our generation
process. We select a sample review on AMAZON. The
aspect labels and sketches are manually created for ex-
plaining our idea, which will be learned by our model.

until all sentences are generated.
Based on such a generation process, in this pa-

per, we propose a novel aspect-aware coarse-to-
fine decoder for generating product reviews. We
first utilize unsupervised topic models to extract
aspects and tag review sentences with aspect la-
bels. We develop an attention-based RNN de-
coder to generate the aspect sequence conditioned
on the context including users, items and ratings.
By modeling the transitions of aspect semantics
among sentences, we are able to capture the con-
tent flow of the whole review. Then, we gen-
erate a semantic template called sketch using an
aspect-aware decoder, which represents the sen-
tence skeleton. Finally, we generate the word con-
tent according to an informed decoder that consid-
ers aspect labels, sketch symbols and previously
decoded words. Extensive experiments on three
real-world review datasets have demonstrated the
effectiveness of the proposed model.

To our knowledge, it is the first review gener-
ation model that is able to jointly utilize aspect
semantics, syntactic sketch, and context informa-
tion. We decompose the entire generation process
into three stages. In this way, the generation of
long review text becomes more controllable, since
we consider a simpler sequence generation task at
each stage. Furthermore, we incorporate language
characteristics (e.g., Part-of-Speech tags and n-
grams) into the aspect-aware decoder to instruct
the generation of well-structured text.

2 Related Work

In recent years, researchers have made great
progress in natural language generation (NLG)
(Zhang et al., 2018; Zhou et al., 2018; Fan et al.,
2018). As a special NLG task, automatic re-

view generation has been proposed to assist the
writing of online reviews for users. RNN-based
methods have been proposed to generate the re-
view content conditioned on useful context infor-
mation (Tang et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2017). Es-
pecially, the task of review generation is closely
related to the studies in recommender systems that
aim to predict the preference of a user over prod-
ucts. Hence, several studies propose to couple the
solutions of the two lines of research work, and
utilize the user-product interactions for improv-
ing the review generation (Ni et al., 2017; Wang
and Zhang, 2017; Catherine and Cohen, 2018; Ni
and McAuley, 2018). Although Ni and McAuley
(2018) have explored aspect information to some
extent, they characterize the generation process in
a single stage and do not perform the coarse-to-
fine decoding. Besides, the aspect transition pat-
terns have been not modeled.

It has been found that RNN models tend to gen-
erate short, repetitive, and dull texts (Lin et al.,
2018; Luo et al., 2018). For addressing this is-
sue, Generative Adversarial Nets (GAN) based ap-
proaches have been recently proposed to gener-
ate long, diverse and novel text (Zang and Wan,
2017; Yu et al., 2017; Guo et al., 2018; Xu et al.,
2018a). These methods usually utilize reinforce-
ment learning techniques to deal with the genera-
tion of discrete symbols. However, they seldom
consider the linguistic information from natural
languages, which cannot fully address the difficul-
ties of our task.

Our work is inspired by the work of using
sketches as intermediate representations (Dong
and Lapata, 2018; Wiseman et al., 2018; Xu et al.,
2018b; Su et al., 2018). These works usually focus
on sentence- or utterance-level generation tasks, in
which global aspect semantics and transitions have
not been considered. Our work is also related to
review data mining, especially the studies on topic
or aspect extraction from review data (Qiu et al.,
2017; Zhao et al., 2010).

3 Problem Formulation

A review is a natural language text written by a
user u on a product (or item) i with a rating score
of r. Let V denote the vocabulary and y1:m =
{〈yj,1, · · · , yj,t, · · · , yj,nj 〉}mj=1 denote a review
text consisting of m sentences, where yj,t ∈ V
denotes the t-th word of the j-th review sentence
and nj is the length of the j-th sentence.
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We assume that the review generation process
is decomposed into three different stages. First,
a user generates an aspect sequence representing
the major content flow for a review. To generate a
sentence, we predict an aspect-aware sketch con-
ditioned on an aspect label. Finally, based on the
aspect label and the sketch, we generate the word
content for a sentence. The process is repeated un-
til all the sentences are generated.

Let A denote a set of A aspects in our col-
lection. Following (Zhao et al., 2010), we as-
sume each review sentence is associated with
an aspect label, describing some property or at-
tribute about a product or an item. We derive
an aspect sequence for a review text, denoted by
a1:m = 〈a1, · · · , aj , · · · , am〉, where aj ∈ A is
the aspect label (or ID) of the j-th sentence. For
each sentence, we assume that it is written ac-
cording to some semantic sketch, which is also
denoted by a symbol sequence. Let s1:m =
{〈sj,1, · · · , sj,t, · · · , sj,n′j 〉}

m
j=1, where n′j is the

length of the j-th sketch, and sj,t is the t-th to-
ken of the j-th sketch denoting a word, a Part-of-
Speech tag, a bi-gram, etc.

Based on the above notations, we are ready to
define our task. Given user u, item i and the rating
score r, we aim to automatically generate a review
that is able to maximize the joint probability of the
aspects, sketches and words

Pr(y1:m, s1:m, a1:m|c) (1)

= Pr(a1:m|c)Pr(s1:m|a1:m, c)Pr(y1:m|a1:m, s1:m, c),

=
m∏

j=1

Pr(aj |a<j , c)
∏

j,t

Pr(sj,t|sj,<t, aj , c)

∏

j,t

Pr(yj,t|yj,<t, sj,t, aj , c),

where c = {u, i, r} denotes the set of available
context information. Note that, in training, we
have aspects and sketches available, and learn the
model parameters by optimizing the joint proba-
bility in Eq. 1 over all the seen reviews. While, for
test, the aspects and sketches are unknown. We
need to first infer an aspect sequence and then pre-
dict the corresponding sketch for each sentence.
Finally, we generate the review content based on
the predicted aspect and sketch information.

4 The Proposed Approach

Unlike previous works generating the review in a
single stage, we decompose the generation pro-

Item

User

Rating

... ...

<s>       the NN are

the NN are pretty_well </s>

!

!

pretty_well

Sentence 
Decoder

Sketch
Encoder

Sketch
Decoder

<s>       vocals are

the vocals are pretty_well !

Aspect
Decoder

Context
Encoder

sound

the

sketch

!

</s>

semantic
slot 

aspect label

pretty_well

Figure 2. The overview of the proposed review gener-
ation model with the example of “the vocals are pretty
well". The predicted aspect label is sound, and the gen-
erated sketch is “the NN are pretty_well".

cess into three stages, namely aspect sequence
generation, aspect-aware sketch generation and
sketch-based sentence generation. We present an
overview illustration of the proposed model in
Fig. 2. Next we describe each part in detail.

4.1 Aspect Sequence Generation

To learn the model for generating aspect se-
quences, we need to derive the aspect sequence
for training, and then decode the aspect sequence
based on the context encoder.

Aspect Extraction. Aspects provide an informa-
tive summary about the feature or attribute infor-
mation about a product or an item. For example,
aspects of a restaurant may include food, staff and
price, etc. It is time-consuming and laborious to
manually discover the aspects from texts. Here,
we use an automatic unsupervised topic modeling
approach to learning the aspects from the review
content. Based on the Twitter-LDA model (Zhao
et al., 2011), we treat a review as a document
consisting of multiple sentences. Each document
is associated with a distribution over the aspects.
When generating a sentence, an aspect label (or
ID) is first sampled according to the document’s
distribution over the aspects. Then, the entire sen-
tence is generated according to the word distri-
bution conditioned on the aspect label. To pu-
rify the aspect words, we further incorporate a
background language model to absorb background
words. When topic models have been learned, we
can derive a set of A aspect-specific word distri-
butions, denoted by {θa· }, where θaw denotes the
probability of a word w from the vocabulary V in
aspect a.
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Context Encoder. Our aspect generation module
adopts an encoder-decoder architecture. We first
develop the context encoder based on the informa-
tion of user u, item i and rating score r. We first
use a look-up layer to transform the three kinds
of information into low-dimensional vectors. Let
vu ∈ RdE , vi ∈ RdE and vr ∈ RdE denote the
embeddings for u, i and r respectively. Then, we
feed the concatenated vector into a Multi-Layer
Perceptron (MLP) and produce a single vectorized
representation vc ∈ RdC :

vc = MLP([vu;vi;vr]). (2)

The embedding vc summarizes the necessary in-
formation from the three kinds of context data. It
is flexible to incorporate more kinds of useful in-
formation using a similar approach.

Aspect Decoder. The decoder is built upon the
GRU-based RNN network. Let hAj ∈ RdHA de-
note a dHA

-dimensional hidden vector at the j-th
time step, which is computed via:

hA
j = GRU(hA

j−1,vaj−1), (3)

where vaj−1 ∈ RdA is the embedding of the pre-
vious aspect label aj−1. The hidden vector of the
first time step is initialized by the encoding vector
hA0 = vc in Eq. 2. Then, RNNs recurrently com-
pute hidden vectors, and predict the next aspect
label (or ID) aj . Additionally, we use an atten-
tion mechanism (Luong et al., 2015) to enhance
the effect of context information. We compute the
attention score of context ck for the current time
step of the decoder via:

w
(t)
k =

exp(tanh(W1[h
A
t ;vck ]))∑

ck′∈{u,i,r}
exp(tanh(W1[hA

t ;vck′ ]))
, (4)

whereW1 is the parameter matrix to learn, and the
attention vector c̃t is obtained by:

c̃t =
∑

ck∈{u,i,r}
w

(t)
k vck (5)

Finally, we compute the probability of the j-th
aspect label p(at|a<j , c) via:

Pr(aj |a<j , c) = softmax(W4h̃
A
j + b1), (6)

h̃A
j = tanh(W2c̃j +W3h

A
j ), (7)

whereW2,W3,W4 and b1 are learnable parame-
ter matrices or vector.

4.2 Aspect-Aware Sketch Generation
A sketch is a symbol sequence describing the
skeleton of a sentence, where each symbol de-
notes a semantic symbol such as a POS tag or a
bi-gram. Similar to the aspect decoder, we also use
the GRU-based RNNs to implement the sketch de-
coder. As shown in Fig. 1, the sketches w.r.t. vary-
ing aspects are likely to be different. Hence, we
need to consider the effect of aspect information
in the generation of a sketch. Let hSj,t ∈ RdHS de-
note a dHS

-dimensional hidden vector at time step
t for the j-th sketch, which is computed via:

hS
j,t = GRU(hS

j,t−1,x
S
j,t), (8)

where xSj,t is further defined as

xj,t = vsj,t−1 � vaj , (9)

where vsj,t−1 ∈ RdS denotes the embedding for
the previous sketch symbol sj,t−1, vaj denotes the
embedding of the current aspect, and “�" denotes
the element-wise product. In this way, the aspect
information can be utilized at each time step for
generating an entire sketch. We set the initial hid-
den vector for the j-th sketch as the last embed-
ding of the previous sketch: hSj,0 = hSj−1,n′j−1

.

Specifically, we have hS1,0 = vc for initialization.
Similar to Eq. 4 and 5, we can further use an

attention mechanism for incorporating context in-
formation, and produce a context-enhanced sketch
representation h̃Sj,t for time step t. Finally, we
compute Pr(sj,t|sj,<t, aj , c) via:

Pr(sj,t|sj,<t, aj , c) = softmax(W5h̃
S
j,t +W6vaj + b2),

(10)

where we incorporate the embedding vaj of the
aspect aj for enhancing the aspect semantics.

4.3 Sketch-based Review Generation
When the aspect sequence and the sketches are
learned, we can generate the word content of a re-
view. Here, we focus on the generation process of
a single sentence.

Sketch Encoder. To encode the sketch infor-
mation, we employ the a bi-directional GRU en-
coder (Schuster and Paliwal, 1997; Cho et al.,
2014) to encode the sketch sequence sj,1:n′j into a

list of hidden vectors {←→h S
j,t}

n′j
t=1

, where
←→
h S
j,t de-

notes the hidden vector for the t-th position in the
j-th sketch at time step t from the encoder. Dif-
ferent from Eq. 8, we use a bi-directional encoder
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since the sketch is available at this stage, capturing
the global information from the entire sketch.

Sentence Decoder. Consider the word generation
at time step t. Let vyj,t−1 ∈ RdY denotes the em-
bedding of the previous word yj,t−1. As input, we
concatenate the current sketch representation and
the embedding of the previous word

xY
j,t =

←→
h S

j,t ⊕ vyj,t−1 , (11)

where “⊕" denotes the vector concatenation.
Then, we compute the hidden vector hYj,t ∈ RdHY

for the j-th sentence via:

hY
j,t = GRU(hY

j,t−1,x
Y
j,t). (12)

Similar to Eq. 4 and 5, we further leverage the con-
text to obtain an enhanced state representation de-
noted by h̃Yj,t using the attention mechanism. Then
we transform it into an intermediate vector with
the dimensionality of the vocabulary size:

z = tanh(W7[h̃
Y
j,t;vsj,t ] + b3), (13)

where vsj,t is the embedding of the sketch symbol
sj,t. By incorporating aspect-specific word distri-
butions, we can apply the softmax function to de-
rive the generative probability of the t-th word

Pr(yj,t|yj,<t, sj,1:n′j , aj , c) = softmax(zyj,t + θ
aj
yj,t), (14)

where θajyj,t is the probability from the word distri-
bution for aspect aj . Here, we boost the impor-
tance of the words which have large probabilities
in the corresponding topic models. In this process,
the generation of words is required to match the
generation of sketch symbols slot by slot. Here,
we align words and sketch symbols by using the
same indices for each slot for ease of understand-
ing. However, the length of the sketch is not nec-
essarily equal to that of the generated sentence,
since a sketch symbol can correspond to a multi-
term phrase. When the sketch token is a term or a
phrase (e.g., bi-grams), we directly copy the orig-
inal terms or phases to the output slot(s).

4.4 Training and Inference
Integrating Eq. 6, 10 and 14 into Eq. 1, we derive
the joint model for review generation. We take the
log likelihood of Eq. 1 over all training reviews as
the objective function. The joint objective func-
tion is difficult to be directly optimized. Hence, we

Datasets #Users #Items #Reviews #Words
AMAZON 89,672 31,829 681,004 22,570

YELP 95,617 37,112 1,063,420 31,861
RATEBEER 12,266 51,365 2,487,369 42,757

Table 1. Statistics of our datasets after preprocessing.

incrementally train the three parts, and fine-tune
the shared or dependent parameters in different
modules with the joint objective. For training, we
directly use the real aspects and sketches for learn-
ing the model parameters. For inference, we apply
our model in a pipeline way: we first infer the as-
pect, then predict the sketches and finally gener-
ate the words using inferred aspects and sketches.
During inference, for sequence generation, we ap-
ply the beam search method with beam size 4.

In the three sequence generation modules of our
model, we incorporate two special symbols to in-
dicate the start and end of a sequence, namely
START and END. Once we generate the END sym-
bol, the generation process will be stopped. Be-
sides, we set the maximum generation lengths for
aspect sequence and sketch sequence to be 5 and
50, respectively. In the training procedure, we
adopt the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014).
In order to avoid overfitting, we adopt the dropout
strategy with a rate of 0.2. More implementation
details can be found in Section 5.1 (see Table 2).

5 Experiments

In this section, we first set up the experiments, and
then report the results and analysis.

5.1 Experimental Setup

Datasets. We evaluate our model on three
real-world review datasets, including AMA-
ZON Electronic dataset (He and McAuley,
2016), YELP Restaurant dataset1, and RATEBEER

dataset (McAuley et al., 2012). We convert all
text into lowercase, and perform tokenization us-
ing NLTK2. We keep the words occurring at least
ten times as vocabulary words. We discard re-
views with more than 100 tokens, and remove
users and products (or items) occurring fewer than
five times. The reviews of each dataset are ran-
domly split into training, validation and test sets
(80%/10%/10%). The detailed statistics of the
three datasets are summarized in Table 1.

1https://www.yelp.com/dataset
2https://www.nltk.org
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Modules Settings

Aspect
dA = 512, dE = 512, dHA = 512,
#GRU-layer=2, batch-size=1024,
init.-learning-rate=0.00002, Adam optimizer

Sketch

dS = 512, dHS = 512,
#GRU-layer=2, batch-size=64,
init.-learning-rate=0.0002,
learning-rate-decay-factor=0.8,
learning-rate-decay-epoch=2, Adam optimizer

Review

dY = 512, dHY = 512,
#GRU-layer=2, batch-size=64,
init.-learning-rate=0.0002,
learning-rate-decay-factor=0.8,
learning-rate-decay-epoch=2, Adam optimizer

Table 2. Parameter settings of the three modules in our
model.

Aspect and Sketch Extraction. After the prepro-
cessing, we use the Twitter-LDA model in (Zhao
et al., 2011) for automatically learning the aspects
and aspect keywords. The numbers of aspects are
set to 10, 5, and 5 for the three datasets, respec-
tively. The aspect numbers are selected using the
perplexity score on validation set. By inspecting
into the top aspect words, we find the learned as-
pects are very coherent and meaningful. For con-
venience, we ask a human labeler to annotate each
learned aspect from topic models with an aspect
label. Note that aspect labels are only for ease of
presentation, and will not be used in our model.
With topic models, we further tag each sentence
with the aspect label which gives the maximum
posterior probability conditioned on the words. To
derive the sketches, we first extract the most pop-
ular 200 bi-grams and tri-grams by frequency. We
replace their occurrences with n-gram IDs. Fur-
thermore, we keep the words ranked in top 50 po-
sitions of an aspect, and replace the occurrences of
the rest words with their Part-of-Speech tags. We
also keep the top 50 frequent words in the entire
text collection, such as background words “I" and
“am". In this way, for each review, we obtain a
sequence of aspect labels; for each sentence in the
review, we obtain a sequence of sketch symbols.
Aspect sequences and sketch sequences are only
available during the training process.

Baseline Models. We compare our model against
a number of baseline models:
• gC2S (Tang et al., 2016): It adopts an

encoder-decoder architecture to generate review
texts conditioned on context information through
a gating mechanism.
• Attr2Seq (Zhou et al., 2017): It adopts an

attention-enhanced attribute-to-sequence architec-

ture to generate reviews with input attributes.
• TransNets (Catherine and Cohen, 2018): It

applies a student-teacher like architecture for re-
view generation by representing the reviews of a
user and an item into a text-related representation,
which is regularized to be similar to the actual re-
view’s latent representation at training time.
• ExpansionNet (Ni and McAuley, 2018): It

uses an encoder-decoder framework to gener-
ate personalized reviews by incorporating short
phrases (e.g., review summaries, product titles)
provided as input and introducing aspect-level in-
formation (e.g., aspect words).
• SeqGAN (Yu et al., 2017): It regards the gen-

erative model as a stochastic parameterized policy
and uses Monte Carlo search to approximate the
state-action value. The discriminator is a binary
classifier to evaluate the sequence and guide the
learning of the generative model.
• LeakGAN (Guo et al., 2018): The generator

is built upon a hierarchical reinforcement learning
architecture, which consists of a high-level mod-
ule and a low-level module, and the discriminator
is a CNN-based feature extractor. The advantage
is that this model can generate high-quality long
text by introducing the leaked mechanism.

Among these baselines, gC2S, Attr2Seq and
TransNets are context-aware generation models
in different implementation approaches, Expan-
sionNet introduces external information such as
aspect words, and SeqGAN and LeakGAN are
GAN based text generation models. Original Seq-
GAN and LeakGAN are designed for general se-
quence generation without considering context in-
formation (e.g., user, item, rating). The learned
aspect keywords are provided as input for both
ExpansionNet and our model. All the methods
have several parameters to tune. We employ val-
idation set to optimize the parameters in each
method. To reproduce the results of our model,
we report the parameter setting used throughout
the experiments in Table 2. Our code is avail-
able at https://github.com/turboLJY/
Coarse-to-Fine-Review-Generation.

Evaluation Metrics. To evaluate the perfor-
mance of different methods on automatic review
generation, we adopt six evaluation metrics, in-
cluding Perplexity, BLEU-1/BLEU-4, ROUGE-
1/ROUGE-2/ROUGE-L. Perplexity3 is the stan-
dard measure for evaluating language models;

3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perplexity
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Datasets Models Perplexity BLEU-1(%) BLEU-4(%) ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L

AMAZON

gC2S 38.67 24.14 0.85 0.262 0.046 0.212
Attr2Seq 34.67 24.28 0.88 0.263 0.043 0.214
TransNets 34.21 21.61 0.60 0.227 0.026 0.199
ExpansionNet 31.50 26.56 0.95 0.290 0.052 0.262
SeqGAN 28.50 25.18 0.84 0.265 0.043 0.220
LeakGAN 27.66 25.66 0.92 0.267 0.050 0.236
Our model 26.55 28.22 1.04 0.315 0.066 0.280

YELP

gC2S 35.52 24.39 0.87 0.243 0.046 0.188
Attr2Seq 33.12 24.71 0.89 0.245 0.047 0.191
TransNets 34.81 21.41 0.35 0.202 0.026 0.156
ExpansionNet 29.53 27.46 1.06 0.276 0.061 0.216
SeqGAN 26.84 24.83 0.99 0.253 0.054 0.192
LeakGAN 25.53 25.96 1.03 0.271 0.056 0.208
Our model 23.96 29.43 1.13 0.284 0.070 0.235

RATEBEER

gC2S 17.81 32.13 5.55 0.379 0.140 0.331
Attr2Seq 16.84 32.21 5.80 0.380 0.142 0.331
TransNets 19.08 29.74 3.61 0.347 0.114 0.302
ExpansionNet 17.07 34.53 6.83 0.400 0.156 0.376
SeqGAN 14.30 32.41 5.62 0.369 0.146 0.337
LeakGAN 13.74 33.76 6.03 0.378 0.142 0.355
Our model 13.07 36.11 7.04 0.422 0.164 0.393

Table 3. Performance comparisons of different methods for automatic review generation using three datasets.

BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) measures the ratios
of the co-occurrences of n-grams between the gen-
erated and real reviews; ROUGE (Lin, 2004) mea-
sures the review quality by counting the overlap-
ping n-grams between the generated and real re-
views.

5.2 Results and Analysis

In this subsection, we construct a series of experi-
ments on the effectiveness of the proposed model
for the review generation task.

Main Results. Table 3 presents the performance
of different methods on automatic review gener-
ation. We can make the following observations.
First, among the three context-based baselines,
gC2S and Attr2Seq perform better than TransNets.
The two models have similar network architec-
tures, which are simpler than TransNets. We find
they are easier to obtain a stable performance on
large datasets. Second, GAN-based methods work
better than the above baselines, especially Leak-
GAN. LeakGAN is specially designed for generat-
ing long text, and we adapt it to our task by incor-
porating context information. Third, Expansion-
Net performs best among all the baseline mod-
els. A major reason is that it incorporates exter-
nal knowledge such as review summaries, prod-
uct titles and aspect keywords. Finally, our model
outperforms all the baselines with a large margin.
These baseline methods perform the generation in

Models BLEU-1(%) ROUGE-1
Our model 28.22 0.315
w/o aspect 27.85 0.296
w/o sketch 25.95 0.273

Table 4. Ablation analysis on AMAZON dataset.

a single stage. As a comparison, we use a multi-
stage process to gradually generate long and infor-
mative reviews in a coarse-to-fine way. Our model
is able to better utilize aspect semantics and syn-
tactic sketch, which is the key of the performance
improvement over baselines. Overall, the three
datasets show the similar findings. In what fol-
lows, we will report the results on AMAZON data
due to space limit. We select the best two baselines
ExpansionNet and LeakGAN as reference meth-
ods.

Ablation Analysis. The major novelty of our
model is that it incorporates two specific modules
to generate aspects and sketches respectively. To
examine the contribution of the two modules, we
compare our model with its two variants by re-
moving either of the two modules. We present
the BLEU-1 and ROUGE-1 results of our model
and its two variants in Table 4. As we can see,
both components are useful to improve the final
performance, and the sketch generation module
seems more important in our task. In our model,
the aspect generation module is used to cover as-
pect semantics and generate informative review;
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the sketch generation module is able to utilize syn-
tactic templates to improve the generation fluency,
especially for long sentences. Current experiments
evaluate the usefulness of the two modules based
on the overall generation quality. Next, we ver-
ify their functions using two specific experiments,
namely aspect coverage and fluency evaluation.

Aspect Coverage Evaluation. A generated re-
view is informative if it can effectively capture the
semantic information of the real review. Follow-
ing (Ni and McAuley, 2018), we examine the as-
pect coverage of different models. Recall that we
have used topic models to tag each sentence with
an aspect label (or ID). We analyze the average
number of aspects in real and generated reviews,
and compute on average how many aspects in real
reviews are covered in generated reviews. We con-
sider a review as covering an aspect if any of the
top 50 words of an aspect exists in the review4.
In Table 5, we first see an interesting observation
that LeakGAN is able to generate more aspects but
yield fewer real aspects. As a comparison, Expan-
sionNet and our model perform better than Leak-
GAN by covering more real aspects, since the two
models use the aspect information to instruct the
review generation. Our model is better than Ex-
pansionNet by characterizing the aspect transition
sequences. These results indicate the usefulness
of the aspect generation module in capturing more
semantic information related to a review.

Fluency Evaluation. We continue to evaluate the
usefulness of the sketch generation module in im-
proving the fluency of the generated text. Follow-
ing (Xu et al., 2018a), we construct the fluency
evaluation to examine how likely the generated
text is produced by human. We randomly choose
200 samples from test set. A sample contains the
input contexts (i.e., user, item, rating), and the
texts generated by different models. It is difficult
to develop automatic evaluation methods for accu-
rate fluency evaluation. Here, we invite two hu-
man annotators (excluding the authors of this pa-
per) who have good knowledge in the domain of
electronic reviews to assign scores to the gener-
ated reviews. They are required to assign a score
to a generated (or real) review according to a 5-
point Likert scale5 on fluency. In the 5-point Lik-

4For accuracy, we manually remove the irrelevant words
(about 5%∼10%) from the top 50 words in each aspect.

5https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Likert_scale

Models # aspects
(real)

# aspects
(generated)

# covered
aspects

ExpansionNet 2.41 2.02 0.885
LeakGAN 2.41 2.18 0.630
Our model 2.41 2.03 1.076

Table 5. Aspect coverage evaluation on AMAZON
dataset.

Measures Gold ExpansionNet LeakGAN Our
Fluency 4.01 3.29 3.26 3.54
Kappa 0.80 0.72 0.76 0.74

Table 6. Fluency evaluation on AMAZON dataset.

ert scale, 5-point means “very satisfying”, while
1-point means “very terrible”. We further average
the two annotated scores over the 200 inputs. The
results are shown in Table 6. We can see that our
model achieves the highest fluency score among
the automatic methods. By using sketches, our
model is able to leverage the learned syntactic pat-
terns from available reviews. The Cohen’s kappa
coefficients are above 0.7, indicating a high corre-
lation and agreement between the two human an-
notators.

5.3 Qualitative Analysis
In this part, we perform the qualitative analysis on
the quality of the generated reviews. We present
three sample reviews generated by our model in
Table 7. As we can see, our model has covered
most of the major aspects (with many overlapping
aspect keywords) of the real reviews. Although
some generated sentences do not follow the ex-
act syntactic structures of real reviews, they are
very readable to users. Our model is able to gen-
erate aspect-aware sketches, which are very help-
ful to instruct the generation of the word content.
With the aspect and sketch generation modules,
our model is able to produce informative reviews
consisting of multiple well-structured sentences.
Another interesting observation is that the polar-
ities of the generated text also correspond to their
real rating scores, since the rating score has been
modeled in the context encoder.

6 Conclusion

This paper presented a novel review generation
model using an aspect-aware coarse-to-fine gen-
eration process. Unlike previous methods, our
model decomposed the generation process into
three stages focusing on different goals. We con-
structed extensive experiments on three real-world
review datasets. The results have demonstrated
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Gold Standard Generated Sketch Generated Review
the shipping was quick and easyservicevery good
product at a reasonable price

price
5mm male to

2 rca stereo audio cable sound highly recommend
this product to anyoneoverall

this cable worked_perfectly for my NNSsound
the price was very JJ and i would_purchase
NN from this NNprice it VBD on_time and
in good NNservice i would_recommend itoverall

this cable worked perfectly for my needssound the
price was very reasonable and i would purchase
another from this vendorprice it arrived on time and
in good conditionservice i would recommend itoverall

oxtail was good other than the flavors were very
bland food place is small so if the tables are full
be prepared to waitplace pay too much for what
you getprice i will not be back to this locationoverall

i had the NN NN and it was very JJfood the
staff was JJ but service was a little JJservice i
had a bad_experience at this NNplace i VBP
not JJ if i will be back RBoverall

i had the falafel wrap and it was very bland food the
staff was friendly but service was a little slowservice
i had a bad_experience at this place

place
i am not

sure if i will be back againoverall

the aroma is insanely sour from bad hopsaroma
dark clear ruby red beat sugar flavor and strong
alcohol in aftertasteflavor golden body with a small
white head body dont waste your money on thisoverall

VBZ an amber_body with a JJ NN headbody
the flavor is very JJ with notes of NNflavor
this beer has the JJS aroma of canned_corn
i have ever VBNaroma

pours an amber body with a white finger head
body

the flavor is very horrible with notes of alcohol flavor
this beer has the worst aroma of canned corn i
have ever smelledaroma

Table 7. Samples of the generated reviews by our model. The three reviews with rating scores of 5 (positive), 3
(neutral), and 1 (negative) are from AMAZON, YELP and RATEBEER datasets, respectively. For privacy, we omit
the UIDs and PIDs. For ease of reading, colored aspect labels are manually created corresponding to the predicted
aspect IDs by our model. We have underlined important overlapping terms between real and generated reviews.

the effectiveness of our model in terms of overall
generation quality, aspect coverage, and fluency.
As future work, we will consider integrating more
kinds of syntactic features from linguistic analysis
such as dependency parsing.
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Abstract

We present a PaperRobot who performs as an
automatic research assistant by (1) conduct-
ing deep understanding of a large collection
of human-written papers in a target domain
and constructing comprehensive background
knowledge graphs (KGs); (2) creating new
ideas by predicting links from the background
KGs, by combining graph attention and con-
textual text attention; (3) incrementally writ-
ing some key elements of a new paper based
on memory-attention networks: from the in-
put title along with predicted related entities
to generate a paper abstract, from the abstract
to generate conclusion and future work, and
finally from future work to generate a title
for a follow-on paper. Turing Tests, where
a biomedical domain expert is asked to com-
pare a system output and a human-authored
string, show PaperRobot generated abstracts,
conclusion and future work sections, and new
titles are chosen over human-written ones up
to 30%, 24% and 12% of the time, respec-
tively.1

1 Introduction

Our ambitious goal is to speed up scientific dis-
covery and production by building a PaperRobot,
who addresses three main tasks as follows.

Read Existing Papers. Scientists now find it
difficult to keep up with the overwhelming amount
of papers. For example, in the biomedical domain,
on average more than 500K papers are published
every year2, and more than 1.2 million new pa-
pers are published in 2016 alone, bringing the to-
tal number of papers to over 26 million (Van No-
orden, 2014). However, human’s reading ability

1The programs, data and resources are publicly avail-
able for research purpose at: https://github.com/
EagleW/PaperRobot

2http://dan.corlan.net/medline-trend/
language/absolute.html

keeps almost the same across years. In 2012,
US scientists estimated that they read, on aver-
age, only 264 papers per year (1 out of 5000
available papers), which is, statistically, not dif-
ferent from what they reported in an identical sur-
vey last conducted in 2005. PaperRobot automat-
ically reads existing papers to build background
knowledge graphs (KGs), in which nodes are enti-
ties/concepts and edges are the relations between
these entities (Section 2.2).

Abstract

Conclusion and Future Work

Human Written Title

Old Human Written Papers

Enriched Knowledge Graphs

New Title

Abstract

...
1st Paper

2nd Paper

Conclusion and Future Work

Figure 1: PaperRobot Incremental Writing

Create New Ideas. Scientific discovery can
be considered as creating new nodes or links in
the knowledge graphs. Creating new nodes usu-
ally means discovering new entities (e.g., new pro-
teins) through a series of real laboratory experi-
ments, which is probably too difficult for Paper-
Robot. In contrast, creating new edges is eas-
ier to automate using the background knowledge
graph as the starting point. Foster et al. (2015)
shows that more than 60% of 6.4 million papers
in biomedicine and chemistry are about incremen-
tal work. This inspires us to automate the in-
cremental creation of new ideas and hypotheses
by predicting new links in background KGs. In
fact, when there is more data available, we can
construct larger and richer background KGs for
more reliable link prediction. Recent work (Ji
et al., 2015b) successfully mines strong relevance
between drugs and diseases from biomedical pa-
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Figure 2: PaperRobot Architecture Overview

pers based on KGs constructed from weighted co-
occurrence. We propose a new entity representa-
tion that combines KG structure and unstructured
contextual text for link prediction (Section 2.3).

Write a New Paper about New Ideas. The fi-
nal step is to communicate the new ideas to the
reader clearly, which is a very difficult thing to do;
many scientists are, in fact, bad writers (Pinker,
2014). Using a novel memory-attention network
architecture, PaperRobot automatically writes a
new paper abstract about an input title along with
predicted related entities, then further writes con-
clusion and future work based on the abstract, and
finally predicts a new title for a future follow-on
paper, as shown in Figure 1 (Section 2.4).

We choose biomedical science as our target do-
main due to the sheer volume of available pa-
pers. Turing tests show that PaperRobot-generated
output strings are sometimes chosen over human-
written ones; and most paper abstracts only re-
quire minimal edits from domain experts to be-
come highly informative and coherent.

2 Approach

2.1 Overview

The overall framework of PaperRobot is illus-
trated in Figure 2. A walk-through example pro-
duced from this whole process is shown in Table 1.
In the following subsections, we will elaborate on
the algorithms for each step.

2.2 Background Knowledge Extraction

From a massive collection of existing biomedi-
cal papers, we extract entities and their relations

to construct background knowledge graphs (KGs).
We apply an entity mention extraction and linking
system (Wei et al., 2013) to extract mentions of
three entity types (Disease, Chemical and Gene)
which are the core data categories in the Com-
parative Toxicogenomics Database (CTD) (Davis
et al., 2016), and obtain a Medical Subject Head-
ings (MeSH) Unique ID for each mention. Based
on the MeSH Unique IDs, we further link all enti-
ties to the CTD and extract 133 subtypes of rela-
tions such as Marker/Mechanism, Therapeutic,
and Increase Expression. Figure 3 shows an ex-
ample.

2.3 Link Prediction

After constructing the initial KGs from existing
papers, we perform link prediction to enrich them.
Both contextual text information and graph struc-
ture are important to represent an entity, thus we
combine them to generate a rich representation for
each entity. Based on the entity representations,
we determine whether any two entities are seman-
tically similar, and if so, we propagate the neigh-
bors of one entity to the other. For example, in
Figure 3, because Calcium and Zinc are similar
in terms of contextual text information and graph
structure, we predict two new neighbors for Cal-
cium: CD14 molecule and neuropilin 2 which are
neighbors of Zinc in the initial KGs.

We formulate the initial KGs as a list of tuples
numbered from 0 to κ. Each tuple (ehi , ri, e

t
i) is

composed of a head entity ehi , a tail entity eti, and
their relation ri. Each entity ei may be involved in
multiple tuples and its one-hop connected neigh-
bors are denoted as Nei = [ni1, ni2, ...]. ei is
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Contextual Sentence: So, Ca2+possibly promoted caspases activation upstream of cytochrome c release, but inactivated
caspase activity by calpain and/or fast depletion of ATP; whereas Zn2+ blocked the activation ofprocaspase‐3 with no visible
change in the level of cytochrome c, and the block possibly resulted from its direct inhibition on caspase‐3 enzyme. 

affect transport

affect binding

Figure 3: Biomedical Knowledge Extraction and Link Prediction Example (dash lines are predicted links)

also associated with a context description si which
is randomly selected from the sentences where ei
occurs. We randomly initialize vector representa-
tions ei and ri for ei and ri respectively.
Graph Structure Encoder To capture the impor-
tance of each neighbor’s feature to ei, we perform
self-attention (Veličković et al., 2018) and com-
pute a weight distribution over Nei :

e
′
i = Weei, n

′
ij = Wenij

cij = LeakyReLU(Wf (e
′
i ⊕ n

′
ij))

c
′
i = Softmax(ci)

where We is a linear transformation matrix ap-
plied to each entity. Wf is the parameter for a sin-
gle layer feedforward network. ⊕ denotes the con-
catenation operation between two matrices. Then
we use c

′
i and Nei to compute a structure based

context representation of εi = σ
(∑

c
′
ijn

′
ij

)
,

where nij ∈ Nei and σ is Sigmoid function.
In order to capture various types of relations

between ei and its neighbors, we further perform
multi-head attention on each entity, based on mul-
tiple linear transformation matrices. Finally, we
get a structure based context representation ẽi =
[ε0
i ⊕ ... ⊕ εMi ], where εmi refers to the context

representation obtained with the m-th head, and
ẽi is the concatenated representation based on the
attention of all M heads.
Contextual Text Encoder Each entity e is also
associated with a context sentence [w1, ..., wl].
To incorporate the local context information, we
first apply a bi-directional long short-term mem-
ory (LSTM) (Graves and Schmidhuber, 2005) net-
work to get the encoder hidden states Hs =

[h1, ...,hl], where hi represents the hidden state
of wi. Then we compute a bilinear attention
weight for each word wi: µi = e>Wshi,µ

′
=

Softmax(µ), where Ws is a bilinear term. We fi-
nally get the context representation ê = µ

′>hi.
Gated Combination To combine the graph-based
representation ẽ and local context based represen-
tations ê, we design a gate function to balance
these two types of information:

ge = σ(g̃e), e = ge � ẽ+ (1− ge)� ê

where ge is an entity-dependent gate function of
which each element is in [0, 1], g̃e is a learnable
parameter for each entity e, σ is a Sigmoid func-
tion, and � is an element-wise multiplication.
Training and Prediction To optimize both
entity and relation representations, following
TransE (Bordes et al., 2013), we assume the re-
lation between two entities can be interpreted as
translations operated on the entity representations,
namely h+ r ≈ t if (h, r, t) holds. Therefore, for
each tuple (ehi , ri, e

t
i), we can compute their dis-

tance score: F (ehi , ri, e
t
i) =‖ ehi + ri − eti ‖22. We

use marginal loss to train the model:

Loss =
∑

(ehi ,ri,e
t
i)∈K

∑

(ēhi ,r̄i,ē
t
i)∈K̄

max(0,

γ + F (ehi , ri, e
t
i)− F (ēhi , r̄i, ē

t
i))

where (eh, r, th) is a positive tuple and (ēh, r̄h, t̄h)
is a negative tuple, and γ is a margin. The negative
tuples are generated by either replacing the head
or the tail entity of positive tuples with a randomly
chosen different entity.
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Title Snail transcription factor negatively regulates maspin tumor suppressor in human prostate cancer cells
Entities Related: nasopharyngeal carcinoma; diallyl disulfide
Output Human (Neal et al., 2012) System Post-edited by Human
Abstract Background: Maspin, a putative tu-

mor suppressor that is down-regulated
in breast and prostate cancer, has been
associated with decreased cell motility.
Snail transcription factor is a zinc fin-
ger protein that is increased in breast
cancer and is associated with increased
tumor motility and invasion by induc-
tion of epithelial-mesenchymal transi-
tion (EMT). We investigated the molec-
ular mechanisms by which Snail in-
creases tumor motility and invasion
utilizing prostate cancer cells. Meth-
ods: Expression levels were analyzed
by RT-PCR and western blot analyses.
Cell motility and invasion assays were
performed , while Snail regulation and
binding to maspin promoter was ana-
lyzed by luciferase reporter and chro-
matin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) as-
says. Results: Snail protein expression
was higher in different prostate can-
cer cells lines as compared to normal
prostate epithelial cells.

Background: Snail is a multi-
functional protein that plays an
important role in the pathogene-
sis of prostate cancer. However,
it has been shown to be associ-
ated with poor prognosis. The
purpose of this study was to in-
vestigate the effect of negatively
on the expression of maspin in
human nasopharyngeal carci-
noma cell lines. Methods: Quan-
titative real-time PCR and west-
ern blot analysis were used to
determine whether the demethy-
lating agent was investigated by
quantitative RT-PCR (qRT-PCR)
and Western blotting. Results
showed that the binding protein
plays a significant role in the reg-
ulation of tumor growth and pro-
gression.

Background: Snail is a
multifunctional protein that
plays an important role in
the pathogenesis of prostate
cancer. It has been shown
associated with poor prog-
nosis. The purpose of this
study is to investigate the
negative effect of on the ex-
pression of Maspin in hu-
man nasopharyngeal car-
cinoma cell lines. Meth-
ods: Quantitative RT-PCR
(qRT-PCR) and western blot
analyses were used to deter-
mine correlation of the two
proteins expressions. Re-
sults showed that the bind-
ing protein plays a signifi-
cant role in the regulation of
tumor growth and progres-
sion.

Conclusion
and Future

work

Collectively, our results indicate for the
first time that Snail can negatively reg-
ulate maspin through direct promoter
repression resulting in increased migra-
tion and invasion in prostate cancer
cells. This study reveals a novel mech-
anism of how Snail may function and
show the importance of therapeutic tar-
geting of Snail signaling in future.

In summary, our study demon-
strates that Snail negatively in-
hibited the expression of Maspin
in human nasopharyngeal car-
cinoma cell lines and in vitro.
Our results indicate that the com-
bination of the demethylating
agent might be a potential ther-
apeutic target for the treatment of
prostate cancer.

In summary, our study in
vitro demonstrates that Snail
negatively inhibits the ex-
pression of Maspin in hu-
man nasopharyngeal carci-
noma cell lines. Our results
further indicate that Maspin
might be a potential thera-
peutic target for the treat-
ment of prostate cancer.

New Title Role of maspin in cancer (Berardi
et al., 2013)

The role of nasopharyngeal car-
cinoma in the rat model of
prostate cancer cells

The role of Maspin in the
rat model of nasopharyn-
geal carcinoma cells

Table 1: Comparison of Human and System Written Paper Elements (bold words are topically related entities;
italic words show human edits)

After training, for each pair of indirectly con-
nected entities ei, ej and a relation type r, we
compute a score y to indicate the probability that
(ei, r, ej) holds, and obtain an enriched knowledge
graph K̃ = [(ehκ+1, rκ+1, e

t
κ+1, yκ+1)...].

2.4 New Paper Writing

In this section, we use title-to-abstract generation
as a case study to describe the details of our pa-
per writing approach. Other tasks (abstract-to-
conclusion and future work, and conclusion and
future work-to-title) follow the same architecture.

Given a reference title τ = [w1, ..., wl], we ap-
ply the knowledge extractor (Section 2.2) to ex-
tract entities from τ . For each entity, we retrieve a
set of related entities from the enriched knowledge
graph K̃ after link prediction. We rank all the re-
lated entities by confidence scores and select up to

10 most related entities Eτ = [eτ1 , ..., e
τ
v ]. Then

we feed τ and Eτ together into the paper genera-
tion framework as shown in Figure 2. The frame-
work is based on a hybrid approach of a Mem2seq
model (Madotto et al., 2018) and a pointer gener-
ator (Gu et al., 2016; See et al., 2017). It allows
us to balance three types of sources for each time
step during decoding: the probability of generat-
ing a token from the entire word vocabulary based
on language model, the probability of copying a
word from the reference title, such as regulates in
Table 1, and the probability of incorporating a re-
lated entity, such as Snail in Table 1. The output is
a paragraph Y = [y1, ..., yo].

3

Reference Encoder For each word in the refer-

3During training, we truncate both of the input and the
output to around 120 tokens to expedite training. We label
the words with frequency < 5 as Out-of-vocabulary.
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ence title, we randomly embed it into a vector
and obtain τ = [w1, ...,wl]. Then, we apply
a bi-directional Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) en-
coder (Cho et al., 2014) on τ to produce the en-
coder hidden statesH = [h1, ...,hl].
Decoder Hidden State Initialization Not all pre-
dicted entities are equally relevant to the title.
For example, for the title in Table 2, we pre-
dict multiple related entities including nasopha-
ryngeal carcinoma and diallyl disulfide, but na-
sopharyngeal carcinoma is more related because
nasopharyngeal carcinoma is also a cancer related
to snail transcription factor, while diallyl disul-
fide is less related because diallyl disulfide’s anti-
cancer mechanism is not closely related to maspin
tumor suppressor. We propose to apply memory-
attention networks to further filter the irrelevant
ones. Recent approaches (Sukhbaatar et al., 2015;
Madotto et al., 2018) show that compared with
soft-attention, memory-based multihop attention
is able to refine the attention weight of each mem-
ory cell to the query multiple times, drawing better
correlations. Therefore, we apply a multihop at-
tention mechanism to generate the initial decoder
hidden state.

Given the set of related entities E = [e1, ..., ev],
we randomly initialize their vector representation
E = [e1, ..., ev] and store them in memories.
Then we use the last hidden state of reference en-
coderhl as the first query vector q0, and iteratively
compute the attention distribution over all memo-
ries and update the query vector:

pki = ν>k tanh
(
W k

q qk−1 +Uk
e ei + bk

)

qk = p>k e+ qk−1

where k denotes the k-th hop among ϕ hops in
total.4 After ϕ hops, we obtain qϕ and take it as
the initial hidden state of the GRU decoder.
Memory Network To better capture the contri-
bution of each entity ej to each decoding output,
at each decoding step i, we compute an attention
weight for each entity and apply a memory net-
work to refine the weights multiple times. We take
the hidden state h̃i as the initial query q̃0 = h̃i and
iteratively update it:

p̃kj = ν>k tanh
(
W̃ k

q̃ q̃k−1 + Ũk
e ej +Wĉĉij + bk

)

uik = p̃
′>
k ej , q̃k = uik + q̃k−1

4We set ϕ = 3 since it performs the best on the develop-
ment set.

where ĉij =
∑i−1

m=0 βmj is an entity coverage vec-
tor and βi is the attention distribution of last hop
βi = p̃

′
ψ, and ψ is the total number of hops. We

then obtain a final memory based context vector
for the set of related entities χi = uiψ.
Reference Attention Our reference attention is
similar to (Bahdanau et al., 2015; See et al., 2017),
which aims to capture the contribution of each
word in the reference title to the decoding output.
At each time step i, the decoder receives the pre-
vious word embedding and generate decoder state
h̃i, the attention weight of each reference token is
computed as:

αij = ς> tanh
(
Whh̃i +Wτhj +Wc̃c̃ij + bτ

)

α
′
i = Softmax (αi) ; φi = α

′>
i hj

c̃ij =
∑i−1

m=0 αmj is a reference coverage vector,
which is the sum of attention distributions over
all previous decoder time steps to reduce repeti-
tion (See et al., 2017). φi is the reference context
vector.
Generator For a particular word w, it may occur
multiple times in the reference title or in multi-
ple related entities. Therefore, at each decoding
step i, for each word w, we aggregate its attention
weights from the reference attention and memory
attention distributions: P iτ =

∑
m|wm=w α

′
im and

P ie =
∑

m|w∈em βim respectively. In addition, at
each decoding step i, each word in the vocabu-
lary may also be generated with a probability ac-
cording to the language model. The probability is
computed from the decoder state h̃i, the reference
context vector φi, and the memory context vector
χi: Pgen = Softmax(Wgen[h̃i;φi;χi] + bgen),
where Wgen and bgen are learnable parameters.
To combine Pτ , Pe and Pgen, we compute a gate
gτ as a soft switch between generating a word
from the vocabulary and copying words from the
reference title τ or the related entities E: gp =
σ(W>

p h̃i + W>
z zi−1 + bp), where zi−1 is the

embedding of the previous generated token at step
i − 1. Wp, Wz , and bp are learnable parame-
ters, and σ is a Sigmoid function. We also com-
pute a gate g̃p as a soft switch between copying
words from reference text and the related entities:
g̃p = σ(W>

φ φi +W>
χ χi + b̃p), whereWφ,Wχ,

and b̃p are learnable parameters.
The final probability of generating a token z at

decoding step i can be computed by:

P (zi) = gpPgen + (1− gp) (g̃pPτ + (1− g̃p)Pe)
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Dataset # papers # avg entities
in Title /

paper

# avg predicted
related entities /

paper
Title-to-
Abstract

Abstract-to-Conclusion
and Future work

Conclusion and
Future work-to-Title

Training 22,811 22,811 15,902 4.8 -
Development 2,095 2,095 2,095 5.6 6.1
Test 2,095 2,095 2,095 5.7 8.5

Table 2: Paper Writing Statistics

Model Title-to-Abstract Abstract-to-Conclusion
and Future Work

Conclusion and
Future Work-to-Title

Perplexity METEOR Perplexity METEOR Perplexity METEOR
Seq2seq (Bahdanau et al., 2015) 19.6 9.1 44.4 8.6 49.7 6.0
Editing Network (Wang et al., 2018b) 18.8 9.2 30.5 8.7 55.7 5.5
Pointer Network (See et al., 2017) 146.7 8.5 74.0 8.1 47.1 6.6
Our Approach (-Repetition Removal) 13.4 12.4 24.9 12.3 31.8 7.4
Our Approach 11.5 13.0 18.3 11.2 14.8 8.9

Table 3: Automatic Evaluation on Paper Writing for Diagnostic Tasks (%). The Pointer Network can be viewed as
removing memory network part from our approach without repetition removal.

The loss function, combined with the coverage
loss (See et al., 2017) for both reference attention
and memory distribution, is presented as:

Loss =
∑

i
− logP (zi) + λ

∑
i
(min (αij , c̃ij)

+ min (βij , ĉij))

where P (zi) is the prediction probability of the
ground truth token zi, and λ is a hyperparameter.
Repetition Removal Similar to many other long
text generation tasks (Suzuki and Nagata, 2017),
repetition remains a major challenge (Foster and
White, 2007; Xie, 2017). In fact, 11% sentences
in human written abstracts include repeated enti-
ties, which may mislead the language model. Fol-
lowing the coverage mechanism proposed by (Tu
et al., 2016; See et al., 2017), we use a cover-
age loss to avoid any entity in reference input
text or related entity receiving attention multiple
times. We further design a new and simple mask-
ing method to remove repetition during the test
time. We apply beam search with beam size 4 to
generate each output, if a word is not a stop word
or punctuation and it is already generated in the
previous context, we will not choose it again in
the same output.

3 Experiment

3.1 Data
We collect biomedical papers from the PMC Open
Access Subset.5 To construct ground truth for
new title prediction, if a human written paper A

5ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pub/pmc/
oa_package/

cites a paper B, we assume the title of A is gen-
erated from B’s conclusion and future work ses-
sion. We construct background knowledge graphs
from 1,687,060 papers which include 30,483 enti-
ties and 875,698 relations. Tables 2 shows the de-
tailed data statistics. The hyperparameters of our
model are presented in the Appendix.

3.2 Automatic Evaluation

Previous work (Liu et al., 2016; Li et al., 2016;
Lowe et al., 2015) has proven it to be a major
challenge to automatically evaluate long text gen-
eration. Following the story generation work (Fan
et al., 2018), we use METEOR (Denkowski and
Lavie, 2014) to measure the topic relevance to-
wards given titles and use perplexity to further
evaluate the quality of the language model. The
perplexity scores of our model are based on the
language model6 learned on other PubMed pa-
pers (500,000 titles, 50,000 abstracts, 50,000 con-
clusions and future work) which are not used for
training or testing in our experiment.7 The results
are shown in Table 3. We can see that our frame-
work outperforms all previous approaches.

3.3 Turing Test

Similar to (Wang et al., 2018b), we conduct Turing
tests by a biomedical expert (non-native speaker)
and a non-expert (native speaker). Each human
judge is asked to compare a system output and a
human-authored string, and select the better one.

6https://github.com/pytorch/examples/
tree/master/word_language_model

7The perplexity scores of the language model are in the
Appendix.
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Task Input Output Domain Expert Non-expert

End-to-End

Human Title Different Abstract (1st) 10 30
Same 30 16

System Abstract Different Conclusion and
Future work

12 0
Same 8 8

System Conclusion and
Future work

Different
Title

12 2
Same 12 25

System Title Different Abstract (2nd) 14 4

Diagnostic
Human Abstract Different Conclusion and

Future work
12 14

Same 24 20
Human Conclusion and

Future work
Different Title 8 12

Same 2 10

Table 4: Turing Test Human Subject Passing Rates (%). Percentages show how often a human judge chooses our
system’s output over human’s when it is mixed with a human-authored string. If the output strings (e.g., abstracts)
are based on the same input string (e.g., title), the Input condition is marked “Same”, otherwise “Different”.

BLEU1 BLEU2 BLEU3 BLEU4 ROUGE TER
59.6 58.1 56.7 55.4 73.3 35.2

Table 5: Evaluation on Human Post-Editing(%)

Table 4 shows the results on 50 pairs in each
setting. We can see that PaperRobot generated
abstracts are chosen over human-written ones by
the expert up to 30% times, conclusion and fu-
ture work up to 24% times, and new titles up to
12% times. We don’t observe the domain expert
performs significantly better than the non-expert,
because they tend to focus on different aspects -
the expert focuses on content (entities, topics, etc.)
while the non-expert focuses on the language.

3.4 Human Post-Editing

In order to measure the effectiveness of Paper-
Robot acting as a wring assistant, we randomly
select 50 paper abstracts generated by the system
during the first iteration and ask the domain expert
to edit them until he thinks they are informative
and coherent. The BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002),
ROUGE (Lin, 2004) and TER (Snover et al., 2006)
scores by comparing the abstracts before and af-
ter human editing are presented in Table 5. It took
about 40 minutes for the expert to finish editing 50
abstracts. Table 1 includes the post-edited exam-
ple. We can see that most edits are stylist changes.

3.5 Analysis and Discussions

To better justify the function of each component,
we conduct ablation studies by removing mem-
ory networks, link prediction, and repetition re-
moval respectively. The results are shown in Ta-
ble 6. We can see that the approach without
memory networks tends to diverge from the main
topic, especially for generating long texts such as

abstracts (the detailed length statistics are shown
in Table 8). From Table 6 we can see the later
parts of the abstract (Methods and Results) include
topically irrelevant entities such as “imipramine”
which is used to treat depression instead of human
prostate cancer.

Link prediction successfully introduces new
and topically related ideas, such as “RT-PCR” and
“western blot” which are two methods for ana-
lyzing the expression level of Snail protein, as
also mentioned in the human written abstract in
Table 1. Table 7 shows more examples of enti-
ties which are related to the entities in input titles
based on link prediction. We can see that the pre-
dicted entities are often genes or proteins which
cause the disease mentioned in a given title, or
other diseases from the same family.

Our simple beam search based masking method
successfully removes some repeated words and
phrases and thus produces more informative out-
put. The plagiarism check in Table 9 shows our
model is creative, because it’s not simply copying
from the human input.

3.6 Remaining Challenges

Our generation model is still largely dependent
on language model and extracted facts, and thus
it lacks of knowledge reasoning. It generates a
few incorrect abbreviations such as “Organophos-
phates(BA)”, “chronic kidney disease(UC)” and
“Fibrosis(DC)”) because they appear rarely in the
training data and thus their contextual representa-
tions are not reliable. It also generates some in-
correct numbers (e.g., “The patients were divided
into four groups : Group 1 , Group B...”) and pro-
nouns (e.g., “A 63-year-old man was referred to
our hospital ... she was treated with the use of the
descending coronary artery” ).
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Output Without Memory Networks Without Link Prediction Without Repetition Removal
Abstract Background: Snail has been reported

to exhibit a variety of biological func-
tions. In this study, we investigated
the effect of negatively on maspin
demethylation in human prostate
cancer cells. Methods: Quantitative
real-time PCR and western blot analy-
sis were used to investigate the effects
of the demethylating agent on the ex-
pression of the protein kinase (TF)
gene promoter. Results: The results
showed that the presence of a single
dose of 50 µM in a dose-dependent
manner, whereas the level of the BMP
imipramine was significantly higher
than that of the control group.

Background: Snail has been
shown to be associated with
poor prognosis. In this study,
we investigated the effect of
negatively on the expression
of maspin in human prostate
cancer cells. Methods: Cells
were treated with a single dose
of radiotherapy for 24 h, and
was used to investigate the sig-
nificance of a quantitative factor
for the treatment of the disease.
Results: The remaining controls
showed a significant increase in
the G2/M phase of the tumor
suppressor protein (p<0.05).

Background: Snail is a major
health problem in human ma-
lignancies. However, the role
of Snail on the expression of
maspin in human prostate can-
cer cells is not well understood.
The aim of this study was to
investigate the effect of Snail
on the expression of maspin in
human prostate cancer cells.
Methods: The expression of the
expression of Snail and maspin
was investigated using quantita-
tive RT-PCR and western blot
analysis. Results: The remaining
overall survival (OS) and overall
survival (OS) were analyzed.

Conclusion
and

Future
work

In summary, our study demonstrated
that negatively inhibited the expres-
sion of the BMP imipramine in hu-
man prostate cancer cells. Our find-
ings suggest that the inhibition of
maspin may be a promising therapeu-
tic strategy for the treatment.

In summary, our results demon-
strate that negatively inhibited
the expression of maspin in hu-
man prostate cancer cells. Our
findings suggest that the combi-
nation of radiotherapy may be
a potential therapeutic target for
the treatment of disease.

In summary, our results demon-
strate that snail inhibited the ex-
pression of maspin in human
prostatic cells. The expression
of snail in PC-3 cells by snail,
and the expression of maspin
was observed in the presence of
the expression of maspin.

New Title Protective effects of homolog on hu-
man breast cancer cells by inhibiting
the Endoplasmic Reticulum Stress

The role of prostate cancer in
human breast cancer cells

The role of maspin and maspin
in human breast cancer cells

Table 6: Ablation Test Results on the Same Title in Table 1

Titles Predicted Related Entities
Pseudoachondroplasia/COMP translating from the bench to the
bedside

osteoarthritis; skeletal dysplasia; thrombospondin-5

Role of ceramide in diabetes mellitus: evidence and mechanisms diabetes insulin ceramide; metabolic disease
Exuberant clinical picture of Buschke-Fischer-Brauer palmo-
plantar keratoderma in bedridden patient

neoplasms; retinoids; autosomal dominant disease

Relationship between serum adipokine levels and radiographic
progression in patients with ankylosing spondylitis

leptin; rheumatic diseases; adiponectin; necrosis;
DKK-1; IL-6-RFP

Table 7: More Link Prediction Examples (bold words are entities detected from titles)

Abstract Conclusion and
Future Work

Title

System 112.4 88.1 16.5
Human 106.5 105.5 13.0

Table 8: The Average Number of Words of System and
Human Output

Output 1 2 3 4 5
Abstracts 58.3 20.1 8.03 3.60 1.46

Conclusions 43.8 12.5 5.52 2.58 1.28
Titles 20.1 1.31 0.23 0.06 0.00

Table 9: Plagiarism Check: Percentage (%) of n-grams
in human input which appear in system generated out-
put for test data.

All of the system generated titles are declar-
ative sentences while human generated titles are
often more engaging (e.g., “Does HPV play any
role in the initiation or prognosis of endometrial

adenocarcinomas?”). Human generated titles of-
ten include more concrete and detailed ideas such
as “etumorType , An Algorithm of Discriminating
Cancer Types for Circulating Tumor Cells or Cell-
free DNAs in Blood”, and even create new entity
abbreviations such as etumorType in this example.

3.7 Requirements to Make PaperRobot
Work: Case Study on NLP Domain

When a cool Natural Language Processing (NLP)
system like PaperRobot is built, it’s natural to ask
whether she can benefit the NLP community it-
self. We re-build the system based on 23,594
NLP papers from the new ACL Anthology Net-
work (Radev et al., 2013). For knowledge ex-
traction we apply our previous system trained for
the NLP domain (Luan et al., 2018). But the re-
sults are much less satisfactory compared to the
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biomedical domain. Due to the small size of data,
the language model is not able to effectively copy
out-of-vocabulary words and thus the output is of-
ten too generic. For example, given a title “Statis-
tics based hybrid approach to Chinese base phrase
identification”, PaperRobot generates a fluent but
uninformative abstract “This paper describes a
novel approach to the task of Chinese-base-phrase
identification. We first utilize the solid foundation
for the Chinese parser, and we show that our tool
can be easily extended to meet the needs of the
sentence structure.”.

Moreover, compared to the biomedical domain,
the types of entities and relations in the NLP do-
main are rather coarse-grained, which often leads
to inaccurate prediction of related entities. For ex-
ample, for an NLP paper title “Extracting molec-
ular binding relationships from biomedical text”,
PaperRobot mistakenly extracts “prolog” as a re-
lated entity and generates an abstract “In this pa-
per, we present a novel approach to the problem
of extracting relationships among the prolog pro-
gram. We present a system that uses a macro-
molecular binding relationships to extract the re-
lationships between the abstracts of the entry. The
results show that the system is able to extract the
most important concepts in the prolog program.”.

4 Related Work

Link Prediction. Translation-based ap-
proaches (Nickel et al., 2011; Bordes et al.,
2013; Wang et al., 2014; Lin et al., 2015; Ji
et al., 2015a) have been widely exploited for link
prediction. Compared with these studies, we are
the first to incorporate multi-head graph atten-
tion (Sukhbaatar et al., 2015; Madotto et al., 2018;
Veličković et al., 2018) to encourage the model
to capture multi-aspect relevance among nodes.
Similar to (Wang and Li, 2016; Xu et al., 2017),
we enrich entity representation by combining the
contextual sentences that include the target entity
and its neighbors from the graph structure. This is
the first work to incorporate new idea creation via
link prediction into automatic paper writing.

Knowledge-driven Generation. Deep Neu-
ral Networks have been applied to generate nat-
ural language to describe structured knowledge
bases (Duma and Klein, 2013; Konstas and Lap-
ata, 2013; Flanigan et al., 2016; Hardy and Vla-
chos, 2018; Pourdamghani et al., 2016; Trisedya
et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2018; Madotto et al.,

2018; Nie et al., 2018), biographies based on at-
tributes (Lebret et al., 2016; Chisholm et al., 2017;
Liu et al., 2018; Sha et al., 2018; Kaffee et al.,
2018; Wang et al., 2018a; Wiseman et al., 2018),
and image/video captions based on background
entities and events (Krishnamoorthy et al., 2013;
Wu et al., 2018; Whitehead et al., 2018; Lu et al.,
2018). To handle unknown words, we design
an architecture similar to pointer-generator net-
works (See et al., 2017) and copy mechanism (Gu
et al., 2016). Some interesting applications in-
clude generating abstracts based on titles for the
natural language processing domain (Wang et al.,
2018b), generating a poster (Qiang et al., 2016) or
a science news blog title (Vadapalli et al., 2018)
about a published paper. This is the first work on
automatic writing of key paper elements for the
biomedical domain, especially conclusion and fu-
ture work, and follow-on paper titles.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We build a PaperRobot who can predict related en-
tities for an input title and write some key elements
of a new paper (abstract, conclusion and future
work) and predict a new title. Automatic evalua-
tions and human Turing tests both demonstrate her
promising performance. PaperRobot is merely an
assistant to help scientists speed up scientific dis-
covery and production. Conducting experiments
is beyond her scope, and each of her current com-
ponents still requires human intervention: con-
structed knowledge graphs cannot cover all tech-
nical details, predicted new links need to be veri-
fied, and paper drafts need further editing. In the
future, we plan to develop techniques for extract-
ing entities of more fine-grained entity types, and
extend PaperRobot to write related work, predict
authors, their affiliations and publication venues.
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Abstract

Rhetoric is a vital element in modern poetry,
and plays an essential role in improving its
aesthetics. However, to date, it has not been
considered in research on automatic poetry
generation. In this paper, we propose a rhetor-
ically controlled encoder-decoder for modern
Chinese poetry generation. Our model relies
on a continuous latent variable as a rhetoric
controller to capture various rhetorical patterns
in an encoder, and then incorporates rhetoric-
based mixtures while generating modern Chi-
nese poetry. For metaphor and personifica-
tion, an automated evaluation shows that our
model outperforms state-of-the-art baselines
by a substantial margin, while a human eval-
uation shows that our model generates better
poems than baseline methods in terms of flu-
ency, coherence, meaningfulness, and rhetori-
cal aesthetics.

1 Introduction

Modern Chinese poetry, originating from 1900
CE, is one of the most important literary formats
in Chinese culture and indeed has had a profound
influence on the development of modern Chinese
culture. Rhetoric is a vital element in modern
poetry, and plays an important role in enhancing
its aesthetics. Incorporating intentional rhetorical
embellishments is essential to achieving the de-
sired stylistic aspects of impassioned modern Chi-
nese poetry. In particular, the use of metaphor
and personification, both frequently used forms of
rhetoric, are able to enrich the emotional impact
of a poem. Specifically, a metaphor is a figure of
speech that describes one concept in terms of an-
other one. Within this paper, the term “metaphor”
is considered in the sense of a general figure of

∗∗The work was done when Zuohui Fu and Jie Cao were
interns at Pattern Recognition Center, WeChat AI, Tencent
Inc.

独自

白云漫了太阳

青山环拥着正睡的时候

牛乳般雾露遮遮掩掩

像轻纱似的

幂了新嫁娘的面

(White clouds obscured the sun)

(When the surrounding green hills are sleeping)

(Milky fog and dew are partly hidden and partly visible)

(Like a light yarn)

(Cover the bride's face)

(Alone)

Personification

Metaphor

Figure 1: A modern Chinese poetry with metaphor and
personification.

speech比喻 (bi yu), encompassing both metaphor
in its narrower sense and similes. Personification
is a figure of speech in which a thing, an idea
or an animal is given human attributes, i.e., non-
human objects are portrayed in such a way that
we feel they have the ability to act like human be-
ings. For example, 她笑起来像花儿一样 (’She
smiles like lovely flowers’ ) with its connection
between smiling and flowers highlights extraordi-
nary beauty and pureness in describing the verb
’smile’. 夜空中的星星眨着眼睛 (’Stars in the
night sky squinting’ ) serves as an example of per-
sonification, as stars are personified and described
as squinting, which is normally considered an act
of humans, but here is invoked to more vividly de-
scribe twinkling stars.

As is well known, rhetoric encompasses a vari-
ety of forms, including metaphor, personification,
exaggeration, and parallelism. For our work, we
collected more than 8,000 Chinese poems and over
50,000 Chinese song lyrics. Based on the statis-
tics given in Table 1, we observe that metaphor
and personification are the most frequently used
rhetorical styles in modern Chinese poetry and
lyrics (see Section 4.1 for details about this data).
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Dataset Docs Lines Metaphor Personification
Poetry 8,744 137,105 31.4% 18.5%
Lyrics 53,150 1,036,425 23.8% 13.2%

Table 1: Quantitative evaluation of the phenomena of
metaphor and personification in modern Chinese po-
ems and lyrics.

Hence, we will mainly focus on the generation
of metaphor and personification in this work. As
an example, an excerpt from the modern Chinese
poem 独自 (Alone) is given in Figure 1, where
the fourth sentence (highlighted in blue) invokes a
metaphorical simile, while the second one (high-
lighted in red) contains a personification.

In recent years, neural generation models have
become widespread in natural language process-
ing (NLP), e.g., for response generation in dia-
logue (Le et al., 2018), answer or question gen-
eration in question answering, and headline gen-
eration in news systems. At the same time, po-
etry generation is of growing interest and has at-
tained high levels of quality for classical Chinese
poetry. Previously, Chinese poem composing re-
search mainly focused on traditional Chinese po-
ems. In light of the mostly short sentences and
the metrical constraints of traditional Chinese po-
ems, the majority of research attention focused
on term selection to improve the thematic consis-
tency (Wang et al., 2016).

In contrast, modern Chinese poetry is more
flexible and rich in rhetoric. Unlike sentiment-
controlled or topic-based text generation meth-
ods (Ghazvininejad et al., 2016), which have been
widely used in poetry generation, existing research
has largely disregarded the importance of rhetoric
in poetry generation. Yet, to emulate human-
written modern Chinese poems, it appears nec-
essary to consider not only the topics but also
the form of expression, especially with regard to
rhetoric. In this paper, we propose a novel rhetor-
ically controlled encoder-decoder framework in-
spired by the above sentiment-controlled and
topic-based text generation methods, which can
effectively generate poetry with metaphor and per-
sonification.

Overall, the contributions of the paper are as
follows:

• We present the first work to generate modern
Chinese poetry while controlling for the use
of metaphor and personification, which play
an essential role in enhancing the aesthetics
of poetry.

• We propose a novel metaphor and personi-
fication generation model with a rhetorically
controlled encoder-decoder.

• We conduct extensive experiments showing
that our model outperforms the state-of-the-
art both in automated and human evaluations.

2 Related Work

2.1 Poetry Generation
Poetry generation is a challenging task in NLP.
Traditional methods (Gervás, 2001; Manurung,
2004; Greene et al., 2010; He et al., 2012) relied
on grammar templates and custom semantic dia-
grams. In recent years, deep learning-driven meth-
ods have shown significant success in poetry gen-
eration, and topic-based poetry generation systems
have been introduced (Ghazvininejad et al., 2017,
2018; Yi et al., 2018b). In particular, Zhang and
Lapata (2014) propose to generate Chinese qua-
trains with Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs),
while Wang et al. (2016) obtain improved results
by relying on a planning model for Chinese poetry
generation.

Recently, Memory Networks (Sukhbaatar et al.,
2015) and Neural Turing Machines (Graves et al.,
2014) have proven successful at certain tasks. The
most relevant work for poetry generation is that
of Zhang et al. (2017), which stores hundreds of
human-authored poems in a static external mem-
ory to improve the generated quatrains and achieve
a style transfer. The above models rely on an ex-
ternal memory to hold training data (i.e., external
poems and articles). In contrast, Yi et al. (2018a)
dynamically invoke a memory component by sav-
ing the writing history into memory.

2.2 Stylistic Language Generation
The ability to produce diverse sentences in differ-
ent styles under the same topics is an important
characteristic of human writing. Some works have
explored style control mechanisms for text gener-
ation tasks. For example, Zhou and Wang (2018)
use naturally labeled emojis for large-scale emo-
tional response generation in dialogue. Ke et al.
(2018) and Wang et al. (2018) propose a sentence
controlling function to generate interrogative, im-
perative, or declarative responses in dialogue. For
the task of poetry generation, Yang et al. (2018)
introduce an unsupervised style labeling to gener-
ate stylistic poetry, based on mutual information.
Inspired by the above works, we regard rhetoric in
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poetry as a specific style and adopt a Conditional
Variational Autoencoder (CVAE) model to gener-
ate rhetoric-aware poems.

CVAEs (Sohn et al., 2015; Larsen et al., 2016)
extend the traditional VAE model (Kingma and
Welling, 2014) with an additional conditioned la-
bel to guide the generation process. Whereas
VAEs essentially directly store latent attributes
as probability distributions, CVAEs model latent
variables conditioned on random variables. Re-
cent research in dialogue generation shows that
language generated by VAE models benefit from a
significantly greater diversity in comparison with
traditional Seq2Seq models. Recently, CVAEs
and adversarial training have been explored for
the task of generating classical Chinese poems (Li
et al., 2018).

3 Methodology

In this paper, our goal is to leverage metaphor and
personification (known as rhetoric modes) in mod-
ern Chinese poetry generation using a dedicated
rhetoric control mechanism.

3.1 Overview
Before presenting our model, we first formalize
our generation task. The inputs are poetry topics
specified by K user-provided keywords {wk}Kk=1.
The desired output is a poem consisting of n lines
{Li}ni=1. Since we adopt a sequence-to-sequence
framework and generate a poem line by line, the
task can be cast as a text generation one, requiring
the repeated generation of an i-th line that is coher-
ent in meaning and related to the topics, given the
previous i− 1 lines L1:i−1 and the topic keywords
w1:K . In order to control the rhetoric modes, the
rhetoric label r may be provided either as an in-
put from the user, or from an automatic prediction
based on the context. Hence, the task of poetry
line generation can be formalized as follows:

L∗i = argmax
L

P (L | L1:i−1, w1:K , ri) (1)

As mentioned above, incorporating rhetoric
into poetic sentences requires controlling for the
rhetoric mode and memorizing contextual topic
information. To this end, we first propose two con-
ditional variational autoencoder models to effec-
tively control when to generate rhetoric sentences,
and which rhetoric mode to use. The first model
is a Manual Control CVAE model (MCCVAE). It
receives the user’s input signal as a rhetoric label r

to generate the current sentence in the poem, and
is designed for user-controllable poetry generation
tasks. The second model is the Automatic Control
CVAE (ACCVAE), which automatically predicts
when to apply appropriate forms of rhetoric and
generates the current sentence based on contextual
information.

Subsequently, to memorize pertinent topic in-
formation and generate more coherent rhetorical
sentences, we propose a topic memory component
to store contextual topic information. At the same
time, we propose a rhetorically controlled decoder
to generate appropriate rhetorical sentences. This
is a mechanism to learn the latent rhetorical distri-
bution given a context and a word, and then per-
form a rhetorically controlled term selection dur-
ing the decoding stage. Our proposed framework
will later be presented in more detail in Figure 2.

3.2 Seq2seq Baseline
Our model is based on the sequence-to-sequence
(Seq2Seq) framework, which has been widely
used in text generation. The encoder transforms
the current input text X = {x1, x2, ..., xJ} into
a hidden representation H = {h1, h2, ..., hJ}, as
follows:

hj = LSTM(e(xj),hj−1), (2)

where LSTM is a Long Short-Term Memory Net-
work, and e(xj) denotes the embedding of the
word xj .

The decoder first updates the hidden state S =
{s1, s2, .., sT }, and then generates the next se-
quence Y = {y1, y2, ..., yT } as follows:

st = LSTM(e(yt−1), st−1))

P (yt | yt−1, st) = softmax(W st),
(3)

where this second LSTM does not share parame-
ters with the encoder’s network.

3.3 Proposed Models
In the following, we will describe our models for
rhetorically controlled generation.

3.3.1 Manual Control (MC) CVAE
We introduce a Conditional Variational Autoen-
coder (CVAE) for the task of poetry generation.
Mathematically, the CVAE is trained by maximiz-
ing a variational lower bound on the conditional
likelihood of Y given c, in accordance with

p(Y | c) =
∫
p(Y | z, c) p(z | c) dz, (4)
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Figure 2: Illustration of our model.

where z, c, and Y are random variables, and the la-
tent variable z is used to encode the semantics and
rhetoric of the generated sentence. In our man-
ual control model, the conditional variables that
capture the input information are c = [hX ; e(r)],
where e(r) is the embedding of the rhetorical vari-
able r. hX is the encoding of current poem sen-
tencesX , and the target Y represents the next sen-
tence to be generated.

Then on top of the traditional Seq2seq model,
we introduce a prior network, a recognition
network, and the decoder: (i) The prior net-
work pP(z|c) is an approximation of p(z|c).
(ii) The decoder pD(Y |z, c) is used to approx-
imate p(Y |z, c). (iii) The recognition network
qR(z|Y, c) serves to approximate the true posterior
p(z|Y, c). Then the variational lower bound to the
loss − log p(Y |c) can be expressed as:

− L(θD; θP; θR;Y, c) = LKL + LdecoderCE

= KL(qR(z | Y, c) || pP(z | c))
− EqR(z|Y,c) (log pD(Y | z, c)) (5)

Here, θD, θP, θR are the parameters of the de-
coder, prior network, and recognition network, re-
spectively. Intuitively, the second term maximizes
the sentence generation probability after sampling
from the recognition network, while the first term
minimizes the distance between prior and recogni-
tion network.

Usually, we assume that both the prior and the

recognition networks are multivariate Gaussian
distributions, and their mean and log variance are
estimated through multilayer perceptrons (MLP)
as follows:

[
µ, σ2

]
= MLPposterior(LSTM(Y ), c)

[
µ
′
, σ
′2
]
= MLPprior(c)

(6)

A single layer of the LSTM is used to encode the
current lines, and obtain the hX component of c.
The same LSTM structure is also used to encode
the next line Y in the training stage. By using
Eq. (6), we calculate the KL divergence between
these distributions to optimize Eq. (5). Following
the practice in Zhao et al. (2017), a reparameteri-
zation technique is used when sampling from the
recognition and the prior network during training
and testing.

3.3.2 Automatic Control(AC) CVAE
In the ACCVAE model, we first predict the rhetor-
ical mode of the next sentence using an MLP that
is designed as follows:

p(r|hX) = softmax(MLPpredictor(hX))

r = argmax p(r | hX)
(7)

In this case, the conditional variable c is also
[hX ; e(r)], where hX is taken as the last hidden
state of the encoder LSTM. The loss function is
then defined as:

L = LKL + LdecoderCE + LpredictorCE (8)
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In this paper, a two-layer MLP is used for Eq. (7).

3.4 Topic Memory Component
As shown above, LSTMs are used to encode the
lines of the poem. Considering the fact that
Memory Networks (Sukhbaatar et al., 2015) have
demonstrated great power in capturing long tem-
poral dependencies, we incorporate a memory
component for the decoding stage. By equipping
it with a larger memory capacity, the memory is
able to retain temporally distant information in the
writing history, and provide a RAM-like mecha-
nism to support model execution. In our poetry
generation model, we rely on a special topic mem-
ory component to memorize both the topic and
the generation history, which are of great help in
generating appropriate rhetorical and semantically
consistent sentences.

As illustrated in Figure 2, our topic memory is
M ∈ RK′×dh , where each row of the matrices
is a memory slot with slot size dh and the num-
ber of slots is K ′. Before generating the i-th line
Li, topic words wk from the user and the input
text are written into the topic memory in advance,
which remains unchanged during the generation of
a sentence.

Memory Reading. We introduce an Addressing
Function as α = A(M, q), which calculates the
probabilities of each slot of the memory being se-
lected and invoked. Specifically, we define:

zk = bTσ(Mk, q)

αk = softmax(zk),
(9)

where σ defines a non-linear layer, q is the query
vector, b is the parameter, M is the memory to be
addressed, Mk is the k-th slot of M , and αk is the
k-th element in vector α. For the topic memory
component, the input q should be [st−1; c; z], so
the topic memory is read as follow:

α′ = Ar(M, [st−1; c; z])

ot =

K′∑

k=1

α′kMk,
(10)

where α′ is the reading probability vector, st−1

represents the decoder hidden state, and ot is the
memory output at the t-th step.

3.5 Rhetorically Controlled Decoder
A general Seq2seq model may tend to emit generic
and meaningless sentences. In order to create po-
ems with more meaningful and diverse rhetoric,

we propose a rhetorically controlled decoder. It
assumes that each word in a poem sentence has a
latent type designating it as a content word or as
a rhetorical word. The decoder then calculates a
word type distribution over the latent types given
the context, and computes type-specific generation
distributions over the entire vocabulary. The final
probability of generating a word is a mixture of
type-specific generation distributions, where the
coefficients are type probabilities. The final gener-
ation distribution P(yt | st, ot, z, c) from the sam-
pled word is defined as

P(yt | st, ot, z, c) =
P(yt | τt = content, st, ot, z, c)

P(τt = content | st, z, c)
+P(yt | τt = rhetoric, st, z, c)

P(τt = rhetoric | st, z, c),

(11)

where τt denotes the word type at time step t. This
specifies that the final generation probability is a
mixture of the type-specific generation probabil-
ity P(yt | τt, st, z, c), weighted by the probabil-
ity of the type distribution P(τt | st, z, c). We
refer to this decoder as a rhetorically controlled
decoder. The probability distribution over word
types is given by

P(τt | st, z, c) = softmax(W0[st; z; c] + b0),

where st is the hidden state of the decoder at time
step t, W ∈ Rk×d with the dimension d. The
word type distribution predictor can be trained in
decoder training stage together. The type-specific
generation distribution is given by

P(yt | τt = content, st, ot, z, c) =

softmax(Wcontent[st; ot; z; c] + bcontent)
(12)

P(yt | τt = rhetoric, st, z, c) =

softmax(Wrhetoric[st; z; c] + brhetoric),
(13)

where Wcontent, Wrhetoric ∈ R|V |×d, and |V | is
the size of the entire vocabulary. Note that the
type-specific generation distribution is parameter-
ized by these matrices, indicating that the distribu-
tion for each word type has its own parameters.

Instead of using a single distribution, our rhetor-
ically controlled decoder enriches the model by
applying multiple type-specific generation distri-
butions, which enables the model to convey more
information about the potential word to be gener-
ated. Also note that the generation distribution is
over the same vocabulary.
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Model Precision Recall F1
Metaphor 0.93 0.92 0.92
Personification 0.69 0.62 0.65
Other 0.76 0.82 0.79

Table 2: Results of the rhetoric classifier on the test
sets.

3.6 Overall Loss Function

The CVAE and Seq2seq model with the rhetori-
cally controlled decoder should be trained jointly.
Therefore, the overall loss L is a linear com-
bination of the KL term LKL, the classification
loss of the rhetoric predictor cross entropy (CE)
LpredictorCE, the generation loss of the rhetori-
cal controlled decoder cross entropy LdecoderCE,
and the word type classifier (word type distribu-
tion predictor) cross entropy Lword classifier:

L = LKL + LdecoderCE+

Lword classifier + γLpredictorCE

(14)

The technique of KL cost annealing can address
the optimization challenges of vanishing latent
variables in this encoder-decoder architecture. γ
is set to 0 if the Manual Control CVAE is used,
and 1 otherwise.

4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets and Setups

We conduct all experiments on two datasets1. One
is a modern Chinese poetry dataset, while the other
is a modern Chinese lyrics dataset. We collected
the modern Chinese poetry dataset from an online
poetry website2 and crawled about 100,000 Chi-
nese song lyrics from a small set of online music
websites. The sentence rhetoric label is required
for our model training. To this end, we built a clas-
sifier to predict the rhetoric label automatically.
We sampled about 15,000 sentences from the orig-
inal poetry dataset and annotated the data manu-
ally with three categories, i.e., metaphor, personi-
fication, and other. This dataset was divided into a
training set, validation set, and test set. Three clas-
sifiers, including LSTM, Bi-LSTM, and Bi-LSTM
with a self-attention model, were trained on this
dataset. The Bi-LSTM with self-attention classi-
fier (Yang et al., 2016) outperforms the other mod-
els and achieves the best accuracy of 0.83 on the

1https://github.com/Lucien-qiang/Rhetoric-Generator
2http://www.shigeku.com/

test set. In this classifier, the sizes of word embed-
ding, hidden state and the attention size are set to
128, 256, 30 respectively, and a two-layer LSTM
is used. The results for different classes are given
in Table 2.

Additionally, we select a large number of poem
sentences with metaphor and personification to
collect the corresponding rhetorical words. Based
on statistics of word counts and part of speech, we
obtained over 500 popular words associated with
metaphor and personification as rhetorical words.
Our statistical results show that these words cover
a wide range of metaphorical and anthropomor-
phic features.

Meanwhile, in our entire model, the sizes of
word embedding, rhetoric label embedding, hid-
den state are set to 128, 128, 128 respectively. The
dimensionality of the latent variable is 256 and a
single-layer decoder is used. The word embedding
is initialized with word2vec vectors pre-trained on
the whole corpus.

4.2 Models for Comparisons

We also compare our model against previous state-
of-the-art poetry generation models:

• Seq2Seq: A sequence-to-sequence genera-
tion model, as has been successfully applied
to text generation and neural machine trans-
lation (Vinyals and Le, 2015).

• HRED: A hierarchical encoder-decoder
model for text generation (Serban et al.,
2016), which employs a hierarchical RNN
to model the sentences at both the sentence
level and the context level.

• WM: A recent Working Memory model for
poetry generation (Yi et al., 2018b).

• CVAE: A standard CVAE model without the
specific decoder. We adopt the same architec-
ture as that introduced in Zhao et al. (2017).

4.3 Evaluation Design

In order to obtain objective and realistic evaluation
results, we rely on a combination of both machine
evaluation and human evaluation.

Automated Evaluation. To measure the ef-
fectiveness of the models automatically, we adopt
several metrics widely used in existing studies.
BLEU scores3 and Perplexity are used to quantify

3The BLEU score is calculated with the standard multi-
bleu.perl script.
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Dataset Model BLEU(%) PPL Precision Recall Rhetoric-F1 Distinct-1 Distinct-2

Poetry

Seq2seq 0.38 124.55 0.49 0.45 0.47 0.0315 0.0866
HRED 0.41 119.74 0.51 0.50 0.50 0.0347 0.0924
CVAE 0.44 108.72 0.62 0.61 0.61 0.0579 0.1775
WM 0.42 115.39 0.57 0.60 0.58 0.0498 0.1243
AC model (ours) 0.43 112.28 0.64 0.65 0.64 0.0607 0.1854
MC model (ours) 0.47 95.65 0.68 0.67 0.67 0.0595 0.1747

Lyrics

Seq2seq 0.52 257.06 0.37 0.34 0.35 0.0149 0.0574
HRED 0.54 201.85 0.37 0.35 0.36 0.0193 0.0602
CVAE 0.59 147.45 0.40 0.41 0.41 0.0231 0.0655
WM 0.55 183.67 0.37 0.40 0.38 0.0216 0.0628
AC model (ours) 0.58 159.78 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.0325 0.0817
MC model (ours) 0.57 170.46 0.45 0.49 0.47 0.0273 0.0739

Table 3: Results of machine evaluation. PPL represents perplexity.

Poetry Lyrics
F C M RA F C M RA

Seq2Seq 2.7 2.4 2.8 2.3 3.0 2.4 2.9 2.4
HRED 2.8 2.9 2.7 2.5 2.9 2.7 3.0 2.3
CVAE 3.2 2.7 3.0 3.1 3.3 2.6 2.9 2.9
WM 3.1 3.4 3.1 3.0 3.1 3.1 2.8 2.7
AC model (ours) 3.0 3.4 3.2 3.5 3.3 3.0 3.1 3.2

Table 4: The results of human evaluation. F means
Fluency. C stands for Coherence. M represents Mean-
ingfulness while RA represents Rhetorical Aesthetics.

how well the models fit the data. The Rhetoric-
F1 score is used to measure the rhetorically con-
trolled accuracy of the generated poem sentences.
Specifically, if the rhetoric label of the generated
sentence is consistent with the ground truth, the
generated result is right, and wrong otherwise.
The rhetoric label of each poem sentence is pre-
dicted by our rhetoric classifier mentioned above
(see 4.1 for details about this classifier). Distinct-
1/Distinct-2 (Li et al., 2016) is used to evaluate
the diversity of the generated poems.

Human Evaluation. Following previous
work (Yi et al., 2018b), we consider four criteria
for human evaluation:

• Fluency: Whether the generated poem is
grammatically correct and fluent.

• Coherence: Whether the generated poem is
coherent with the topics and contexts.

• Meaningfulness: Whether the generated
poem contains meaningful information.

• Rhetorical Aesthetics: Whether the gener-
ated rhetorical poem has some poetic and
artistic beauty.

Each criterion is scored on a 5-point scale rang-
ing from 1 to 5. To build a test set for human eval-
uation, we randomly select 200 sets of topic words
to generate poems with the models. We invite 10

不管有多少风雨 

我愿意为你 

守护在青春岁月里

愿意为你 

不要问我为何 

(No matter how much wind and rain)

(I'd like to do it for you)

(Guard in youth)

(Willing to anything for you)

(Don't ask me why)

那些岁月里的美好时光 

我们都在寻觅 

你的心已变得陌生 

爱变得不能相聚 

我会在等你 

(Good times in those years)

(We're all looking for it)

(Your heart has become unfamiliar) 

(Love becomes impossible to embrace)

(I will be waiting for you)

(a) Seq2seq model (b) WM model

Figure 3: The results of the Seq2Seq and WM model.

青春有你有我的世界里 

它像个孩子一样微笑甜蜜 

我的故事写在那个岁月里 

静静地睡去 

但永远被铭记 

(Youth is in your and my world)

(It smiles like a child)

(My story is written in those years) 

(Sleep quietly)

(But be remembered forever)

Figure 4: The result of the our model.

experts4 to provide scores according to the above
criteria and the average score for each criterion is
computed.

4.4 Evaluation Results

The results of the automated evaluation are given
in Table 3. Our MC model obtains a higher BLEU
score and lower perplexity than other baselines on
the poetry dataset, which suggests that the model
is on a par with other models in generating gram-
matical sentences. Note that our AC model obtains
higher Distinct-1 and Distinct-2 scores because it
tends to generate more diverse and informative re-
sults.

In terms of the rhetoric generation accuracy, our
model outperforms all the baselines and achieves

4The experts are Chinese literature students or members
of a poetry association.
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Rhetoric Type Examples

Metaphor

Input: 光明和暗影交替在你脸面，忽闪出淡红的悠远和蓝色的幽深
(Light and shadows interlace in your face, flashing pale reddish distances
and blue depths)
Topic Words: 恋爱;光明;脸面(Love; Light; Face)
Output:你的眼眼眼神神神像像像我心灵的花朵一样绽放
(Your eyes blossom like flowers in my heart)

Personification

Input: 下一次。下一次？改变它，像镜子的客观
(Another time. Another time? Change it, like the objectivity of a mirror)
Topic Words: 灵魂;镜子;客观(Soul; Mirror; Objectivity)
Output:它们慢慢地走走走来来来
(They walked slowly)

Other

Input: 我的话还一句没有出口，蜜蜂的好梦却每天不同
(My words have not spoken, but the bees’ dreams are different every day)
Topic Words: 春天;蜜蜂;梦(Spring; Bees; Dreams)
Output:我埋怨你的何时才会说完
(I blame you, when will I finish)

Table 5: The result of the rhetoric control.

the best Rhetoric-F1 score of 0.67 on the poetry
dataset, which suggests that our model can con-
trol the rhetoric generation substantially more ef-
fectively. The other baselines have low scores be-
cause they do not possess any direct way to control
for rhetoric. Instead, they attempt to learn it auto-
matically from the data, but do not succeed at this
particularly well.

Table 4 provides the results of the human eval-
uation. We observe that on both datasets, our
method achieves the best results in terms of the
Meaningfulness and Rhetorical Aesthetics met-
rics. Additionally, we find that the WM model
has higher scores in the Coherence metric over
the two datasets, indicating that the memory com-
ponent has an important effect on the coherence
and relevance of the topics. The CVAE model
obtains the best results in terms of the Fluency
metric, which shows that this model can generate
more fluent sentences, but it lacks coherence and
meaningfulness. Overall, our model generates po-
ems better than other baselines in terms of fluency,
coherence, meaningfulness, and rhetorical aesthet-
ics. In particular, these results show that a rhetori-
cally controlled encoder-decoder can generate rea-
sonable metaphor and personification in poems.

4.5 Case Study

Table 5 presents example poems generated by our
model. These also clearly show that our model can
control the rhetoric-specific generation. In Case 1,
our model is able to follow the topics 恋爱;脸面
(love, face) and the metaphor label when generat-
ing the sentence, e.g., 你的眼神像心灵的花朵
一样绽放 (Your eyes blossom like flowers in my

heart). In Case 2, our model obtaining the person-
ification signal is able to generate a personification
word走来 (walk ).

As an additional case study, we also randomly
select a set of topic words {青春 Youth, 爱情
Love,岁月 Years} and present three five-line po-
ems generated by Seq2Seq, WM, and our model,
respectively, with the same topics and automat-
ically controlled rhetoric. All the poems gener-
ated by the different models according to the same
topic words are presented in Figures 3 and 4. The
poem generated by our model is more diverse and
aesthetically pleasing with its use of metaphor and
personification, while the two other poems focus
more on the topical relevance.

5 Conclusion and Future work

In this paper, we propose a rhetorically con-
trolled encoder-decoder for modern Chinese po-
etry generation. Our model utilizes a continuous
latent variable to capture various rhetorical pat-
terns that govern the expected rhetorical modes
and introduces rhetoric-based mixtures for gen-
eration. Experiments show that our model out-
performs state-of-the-art approaches and that our
model can effectively generate poetry with con-
vincing metaphor and personification.

In the future, we will investigate the possibil-
ity of incorporating additional forms of rhetoric,
such as parallelism and exaggeration, to further
enhance the model and generate more diverse po-
ems.
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Abstract
Automatic topic-to-essay generation is a chal-
lenging task since it requires generating novel,
diverse, and topic-consistent paragraph-level
text with a set of topics as input. Previous
work tends to perform essay generation based
solely on the given topics while ignoring mas-
sive commonsense knowledge. However, this
commonsense knowledge provides additional
background information, which can help to
generate essays that are more novel and di-
verse. Towards filling this gap, we propose
to integrate commonsense from the external
knowledge base into the generator through dy-
namic memory mechanism. Besides, the ad-
versarial training based on a multi-label dis-
criminator is employed to further improve
topic-consistency. We also develop a series
of automatic evaluation metrics to comprehen-
sively assess the quality of the generated es-
say. Experiments show that with external com-
monsense knowledge and adversarial training,
the generated essays are more novel, diverse,
and topic-consistent than existing methods in
terms of both automatic and human evaluation.

1 Introduction

Automatic topic-to-essay generation (TEG) aims
at generating novel, diverse, and topic-consistent
paragraph-level text given a set of topics. It not
only has plenty of practical applications, e.g.,
benefiting intelligent education or assisting in
keyword-based news writing (Leppänen et al.,
2017), but also serves as an ideal testbed for con-
trollable text generation (Wang and Wan, 2018).

Despite its wide applications described above,
the progress in the TEG task lags behind other
generation tasks such as machine translation (Bah-
danau et al., 2014) or text summarization (Rush
et al., 2015). Feng et al. (2018) are the first to pro-
pose the TEG task and they utilize coverage vector

∗Equal Contribution.

Figure 1: Toy illustration of the information volume on
three different text generation tasks, which shows that
the source information is extremely insufficient com-
pared to the target output on the TEG task.

to incorporate topic information for essay genera-
tion. However, the model performance is not sat-
isfactory. The generated essays not only lack nov-
elty and diversity, but also suffer from poor topic-
consistency. One main reason is that the source
information is extremely insufficient compared to
the target output on the TEG task. We summarize
the comparison of information flow between the
TEG task and other generation tasks in Figure 1.
In machine translation and text summarization, the
source input provides enough semantic informa-
tion to generate the desired target text. However,
the TEG task aims to generate paragraph-level text
based solely on several given topics. Extremely in-
sufficient source information is likely to make the
generated essays of low quality, both in terms of
novelty and topic-consistency.

In this paper, in order to enrich the source in-
formation of the TEG task, we elaborately devise
a memory-augmented neural model to incorporate
commonsense knowledge effectively. The moti-
vation is that the commonsense from the exter-
nal knowledge base can provide additional back-
ground information, which is of great help to im-
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Output Essay:
Our life is a movement, a journey, an adventure 
towards a goal. Are you nearer to your port of goal 
today than you were yesterday? Since your ship was 
first sailed upon the sea of life, you have never 
been still for a single moment. The sea is too deep, 
you could not find an anchor if you would, and there 
can be no pause until you come into port.

Commonsense 
Knowledge

Input Topics portlife sea

port ship[LocateAt]

sea [UsedFor] sail a ship

sea deep[Property ]

life adventure

journey

[IsA]

life [IsA]

goallife [HasA]

Input

Me
mo
ry

Figure 2: Incorporate commonsense knowledge into topic-to-essay generation via the dynamic memory mecha-
nism. The dashed line indicates that the memory is dynamically updated.

prove the quality of the generated essay. Figure 2
intuitively shows an example. For the given topic
“life”, some closely related concepts (e.g. “adven-
ture”, “journey”, “goal”) are connected as a graph
structure in ConceptNet1. These related concepts
are an important part of the skeleton of the es-
say, which provides additional key information for
the generation. Therefore, such external common-
sense knowledge can contribute to generating es-
says that are more novel and diverse. More specif-
ically, this commonsense knowledge is integrated
into the generator through the dynamic memory
mechanism. In the decoding phase, the model can
attend to the most informative memory concepts
for each word. At the same time, the memory ma-
trix is dynamically updated to incorporate infor-
mation of the generated text. This interaction be-
tween the memory and the generated text can con-
tribute to the coherent transition of topics. To en-
hance the topic-consistency, we adopt adversarial
training based on a multi-label discriminator. The
discriminative signal can comprehensively evalu-
ate the coverage of the output on the given top-
ics, making the generated essays more closely sur-
round the semantics of all input topics.

The main contributions of this paper are sum-
marized as follows:

• We propose a memory-augmented neural
model with adversarial training to integrate
external commonsense knowledge into topic-
to-essay generation.

• We develop a series of automatic evaluation
metrics to comprehensively assess the quality
of the generated essay.

• Experiments show that our approach can out-
perform existing methods by a large margin.
With the help of commonsense knowledge
and adversarial training, the generated essays
are more novel, diverse, and topic-consistent.

1A large-scale commonsense knowledge base.

Label Distribution

Multi-Label
Discriminator

Memory-
Augmented
Generator

Our life is a
movement, a
journey ......

Generated Essay
.
.
.
.
.

Topics

Generated 
Text

Binary Cross 
Entropy Loss

Reward-Based Objective

Figure 3: The sketch of our proposed model and adver-
sarial training.

2 Proposed Model

Given a topic sequence x containing m topics, the
TEG task aims to generate a topic-consistent essay
y containing n words, where n is much larger than
m. Figure 3 presents a sketch of our model and
training process. The proposed model consists of
a memory-augmented generator and a multi-label
discriminator. We adopt adversarial training to al-
ternately train the generator and the discriminator.

2.1 Memory-Augmented Generator
The memory-augmented generator Gθ is responsi-
ble for generating the desired essay y conditioned
on the input topics x. Figure 4 illustrates the
overview of Gθ, which consists of an encoder and
a decoder with the memory mechanism.

Encoder: Here we implement the encoder as
an LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997)
model, which aims to integrate topic information.
It reads the input topic sequence x from both di-
rections and computes hidden states for each topic,

−→
h i =

−−−−→
LSTM(

−→
h i−1, e(xi)) (1)

←−
h i =

←−−−−
LSTM(

←−
h i+1, e(xi)) (2)

where e(xi) is embedding of xi. The final hidden
representation of the i-th topic is hi = [

−→
h i;

←−
h i],

where semicolon represents vector concatenation.
Decoder: External commonsense knowledge

can enrich the source information, which helps
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Figure 4: The overview of our memory-augmented generator Gθ. At time-step t, the decoder attends to the concept
memory and topic representations to generate a new word. In addition, the memory matrix is dynamically updated
via the adaptive gate mechanism.

generate essays that are more novel and diverse.
Therefore, we equip the decoder with a memory
mechanism to effectively incorporate common-
sense knowledge from ConceptNet. ConceptNet is
a semantic network which consists of triples R =
(h;r;t) meaning that head concept h has the rela-
tion rwith tail concept t. Since the commonsense
knowledge of each topic can be represented by its
neighboring concepts in the knowledge base, we
use each topic as the query to retrieve k neigh-
boring concepts. The pre-trained embeddings of
these concepts are stored as commonsense knowl-
edge in a memory matrix M0 ∈ Rd×mk, where
d is the dimension of the embedding vector.2 In
the decoding phase, the generator Gθ refers to the
memory matrix for text generation. Specially, the
hidden state st of the decoder at time-step t is:

st = LSTM
(
st−1, [e(yt−1); ct; mt]

)
(3)

where [e(yt−1); ct; mt] means the concatenation
of vectors e(yt−1), ct, and mt. yt−1 is the word
generated at time-step t − 1. ct is the context vec-
tor that is computed by integrating the hidden rep-
resentations of the input topic sequence,

et,i = f(st−1, hi) (4)

αt,i =
exp(et,i)∑m

j=1 exp(et,j)
(5)

ct =
m∑

i=1

αt,ihi (6)

2In practice, the number of columns in M0 is fixed to K.
Supposing there are m input topics, then each topic is as-
signed [K/m] concepts. For special cases where the concept
is insufficient, the pre-trained word2vec embeddings are used
as an alternative.

where f(st−1, hi) is an aligned model (Bahdanau
et al., 2014), which measures the dependency be-
tween st−1 and hi.

mt in Eq. (3) is the memory vector extracted
from Mt, which aims to encode the commonsense
knowledge to assist in essay generation. Inspired
by Sukhbaatar et al. (2015), we use the attention
mechanism to find the rows in Mt that are most
relevant to the output. Formally,

vt = tanh(Wst−1 + b) (7)

qt = softmax(vT
t Mt) (8)

mt =
∑

i

qi
tM

i
t (9)

where W and b are weight parameters. Mi
t is the

i-th column of Mt and qi
t is the i-th value of qt.

Dynamic Memory: As the generation pro-
gresses, the topic information that needs to be ex-
pressed keeps changing, which requires the mem-
ory matrix to be dynamically updated. In addition,
the dynamic memory mechanism enables the in-
teraction between the memory and the generated
text, which contributes to the coherent transition
of topics in the generated essay. Concretely, for
each memory entry Mi

t in Mt, we first compute a
candidate update memory M̃i

t,

M̃i
t = tanh

(
U1M

i
t + V1e(yt)

)
(10)

where U1 and V1 are trainable parameters. In-
spired by Highway network (Srivastava et al.,
2015), we adopt the adaptive gate mechanism to
determine how much the i-th memory entry should
be updated,

gi
t = sigmoid

(
U2M

i
t + V2e(yt)

)
(11)
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Algorithm 1 Adversarial training algorithm.
Require: the memory-augmented generator Gθ; multi-label

discriminator Dφ; the training corpus S = {(x, y)}
1: Initialize Gθ , Dφ with random weights θ, φ.
2: Pre-train Gθ using MLE on S
3: Generate negative samples using Gθ

4: Pre-train Dφ via minimizing Eq. (18)
5: repeat
6: for g-steps do
7: Generate a sequence y = (y1, . . . , yn) ∼ Gθ

8: for t in 1 : (n − 1) do
9: Compute r(y1:t, yt+1) by Eq. (16)

10: end for
11: Calculate the gradient ∇θJ(θ) by Eq. (15)
12: Update generator parameters
13: end for
14: for d-steps do
15: Generate negative examples using Gθ

16: Train discriminator Dφ via minimizing Eq. (18)
17: end for
18: until Converges

where U2 and V2 are learnable parameters. Mi
t is

eventually updated to

Mi
t+1 =

(
1 − gi

t

)
� Mi

t + gi
t � M̃i

t (12)

where 1 refers to the vector with all elements 1
and � denotes pointwise multiplication.

2.2 Multi-Label Discriminator
The discriminator Dφ is introduced to evaluate
topic-consistency between the input topics and the
generated essay, which further improves the text
quality. Since the source input contains a vari-
able number of topics, here we implement Dφ as
a multi-label classifier to distinguish between the
real text with several topics and the generated text.
In detail, suppose there are a total of |X | topics, the
discriminator produces a sigmoid probability dis-
tribution over (|X | + 1) classes. The score at the
i-th (i ∈ {1, · · · , |X |}) index represents the prob-
ability that it belongs to the real text with the i-th
topic, and the score at the (|X | + 1)-th index rep-
resents the probability that the sample is the gen-
erated text. Here we implement the discriminator
Dφ as a CNN (Kim, 2014) binary classifier.

2.3 Adversarial Training
Inspired by SeqGAN (Yu et al., 2017), here
we adopt the adversarial training. We train the
memory-augmented generator Gθ via policy gra-
dient method (Williams, 1992). Our generator Gθ

can be viewed as an agent, whose state at time-
step t is the current generated words y1:t−1 =
(y1, · · · , yt−1) and the action is the prediction of
the next word yt. Once the reward r(y1:t−1, yt)

based on both state y1:t−1 and action yt is ob-
served, the training objective of the generator Gθ

is to minimize the negative expected reward,

J(θ) = −Ey∼Gθ
[r(y)] (13)

= −
n−1∑

t=1

Gθ(yt+1|y1:t) · r(y1:t, yt+1) (14)

where Gθ(yt+1|yt) means the probability that se-
lects the word yt+1 based on the previous gener-
ated words. Applying the likelihood ratios trick
and sampling method, we can build an unbiased
estimation for the gradient of J(θ),

∇θJ(θ) ≈ −
n−1∑

t=1

{
∇θlogGθ(yt+1|y1:t)

· r(y1:t, yt+1)
}

(15)

where yt+1 is the sampled word. Since the dis-
criminator can only evaluate a complete sequence,
here Monte Carlo Search with roll-out policy Gθ

is applied to sample the unknown n−t words. The
final reward function is computed as :

r(y1:t−1, yt) =

⎧
⎪⎨
⎪⎩

1
N

N∑
i=1

D(yn
1:t) t < n

D(y1:n) t = n

(16)

where N is the number of searches, yn
1:t is the

sampled complete sequence based on the roll-out
policy Gθ and state y1:t, and D(y) is defined as:

D(y) =
1

m

m∑

i=1

Dφ(xi|y) (17)

where Dφ(xi|y) denotes the probability predicted
by Dφ that the completed sequence y belongs to
topic xi. D(y) can be treated as a measure of the
coverage of the input topics by the output. A high
D(y) requires the generated essay to closely sur-
round the semantics of all input topic words.

The discriminator is trained to predict all true
topics by minimizing binary cross entropy loss3,

J(φ) = −
|X |+1∑

i=1

{
xilogDφ(xi|y)

+ (1 − xi)log
(
1 − Dφ(xi|y)

)}
(18)

We alternately train the generator Gθ and the
discriminator Dφ. An overview of the training
process is summarized in Algorithm 1.

3When calculating binary cross entropy loss, we convert
x into (|X | + 1)-dimensional sparse vector.
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3 Experiments

In this section, we introduce the dataset, evalua-
tion metrics, all baselines, and settings in detail.

3.1 Datasets

We conduct experiments on the ZHIHU cor-
pus (Feng et al., 2018). It consists of Chinese
essays whose length is between 50 and 100. We
select topic words based on the frequency and re-
move the rare topic words. The total number of
labels are set to 100. Sizes of the training set and
the test set are 27,000 and 2500. For tuning hyper-
parameters, we set aside 10% of training samples
as the validation set.

3.2 Settings

We tune hyper-parameters on the validation set.
We use the 200-dim pre-trained word embeddings
provided by Song et al. (2018). The vocabulary
size is 50,000 and batch size is 64. We use a sin-
gle layer of LSTM with hidden size 512 for both
encoder and decoder. We pre-train our model for
80 epochs with the MLE method. The optimizer
is Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with 10−3 learn-
ing rate for pre-training and 10−5 for adversarial
training. Besides, we make use of the dropout
method (Srivastava et al., 2014) to avoid overfit-
ting and clip the gradients (Pascanu et al., 2013)
to the maximum norm of 10.

3.3 Baselines

We adopt the following competitive baselines:
SC-LSTM (Wen et al., 2015) uses gating mech-

anism to control the flow of topic information.
PNN (Wang et al., 2016) applies planning based

neural network to generate topic-consistent text.
MTA (Feng et al., 2018) utilizes coverage vec-

tors to integrate topic information. Their work also
includes: TAV representing topic semantics as the
average of all topic embeddings and TAT applying
attention mechanism to select the relevant topics.

CVAE (Yang et al., 2018b) presents a condi-
tional variational auto-encoder with a hybrid de-
coder to learn topic via latent variables.

Plan&Write (Yao et al., 2018) proposes a plan-
and-write framework with two planning strategies
to improve diversity and coherence.

3.4 Evaluation Metrics

In this paper, we adopt two evaluation methods:
automatic evaluation and human evaluation.

3.4.1 Automatic Evaluation
The automatic evaluation of TEG remains an open
and tricky question since the output is highly flexi-
ble. Previous work (Feng et al., 2018) only adopts
BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) score based on n-
gram overlap to perform evaluation. However, it is
unreasonable to only use BLEU for evaluation be-
cause TEG is an extremely flexible task. There are
multiple ideal essays for a set of input topics. To
remedy this, here we develop a series of evaluation
metrics to comprehensively measure the quality of
output from various aspects.

Consistency: An ideal essay should closely
surround the semantics of all input topics. There-
fore, we pre-train a multi-label classifier to evalu-
ate topic-consistency of the output. Given the in-
put topics x, we define the topic-consistency of the
generated essay ŷ as:

Consistency(ŷ|x) = ϕ(x, x̂) (19)

where ϕ is Jaccard similarity function and x̂ is
topics predicted by a pre-trained multi-label clas-
sifier. Here we adopt the SGM model proposed
in Yang et al. (2018a) to implement the pre-trained
multi-label classifier.

Novelty: The novelty of the output can be re-
flected by the difference between it and the train-
ing texts. We calculate the novelty of each gener-
ated essay ŷ as:

Novelty(ŷ|x) =1 − max{ϕ(ŷ, y0)|
(x0, y0) ∈ Cx} (20)

where ϕ is Jaccard similarity function and Cx is
composed of training samples whose correspond-
ing labels are similar to x. Formally,

Cx = {(x0, y0)|ϕ(x, x0) > τ} (21)

where τ is the set threshold.
Diversity: We also calculate the proportion of

distinct n-grams in the generated essays to evalu-
ate the diversity of the outputs.

In addition, the BLEU scores of different sys-
tems are also reported for reference.

3.4.2 Human Evaluation
We also perform human evaluation to more ac-
curately evaluate the quality of the generated es-
says. Each item contains the input topics and out-
puts of different models. Then, 200 items are dis-
tributed to 3 annotators, who have no knowledge
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Methods BLEU Consistency Novelty Dist-1 Dist-2

SC-LSTM 5.73 1.98 66.51 0.20 0.69
PNN 5.91 11.25 59.52 1.73 6.92
TAV 6.05 16.59 70.32 2.69 14.25
TAT 6.32 9.19 68.77 2.25 12.17
MTA 7.09 25.73 70.68 2.24 11.70
CVAE 7.46 34.84* 71.28 3.72* 17.92*
Plan&Write 8.69* 32.91 72.17* 2.74 14.29

Proposal 9.72 39.42 75.71 5.19 20.49

Impv-Best 11.85% 13.15% 4.91% 39.52% 14.34%

Table 1: Results of automatic evaluation. Dist-n evaluates the diversity of the output. The best performance is
highlighted in bold and “*” indicates the best result achieved by the baselines.

in advance about which model the generated es-
says come from. Then, they are required to score
the generated essay from 1 to 5 in terms of four
criteria: novelty, diversity, coherence, and topic-
consistency. For novelty, we use the TF-IDF fea-
ture to retrieve 10 most similar training samples to
provide references for the annotators.

4 Results and Discussion

In this section, we report the experimental results.
Besides, further analysis is also provided.

4.1 Experimental Results

The automatic evaluation results are shown in Ta-
ble 1. Results show that our approach achieves
the best performance in all metrics. For instance,
the proposed model achieves 11.85% relative im-
provement over the best baseline on BLEU score.
It demonstrates the effectiveness of our approach
in improving the quality of the generated essay.
More importantly, in terms of novelty, diversity,
and topic-consistency, our model can substantially
outperform all baselines.

Table 2 presents the human evaluation results,
from which we can draw similar conclusions. It
is obvious that our approach can outperform the
baselines by a large margin, especially in terms
of diversity and topic-consistency. For exam-
ple, the proposed model achieves improvements
of 15.33% diversity score and 12.28% consistency
score over the best baseline. The main reason for
this increase in diversity is that we integrate com-
monsense knowledge into the generator through
the memory mechanism. This external common-
sense knowledge provides additional background
information, making the generated essays more
novel and diverse. In addition, the adversarial
training is employed to increase the coverage of

Methods Consistency Novelty Diversity Coherence

SC-LSTM 1.67 2.04 1.39 1.16
PNN 2.52 1.96 1.95 2.84
MTA 3.17 2.56 2.43 3.28
CVAE 3.42* 2.87* 2.74* 2.63
Plan&Write 3.27 2.81 2.56 3.36*

Proposal 3.84 3.24 3.16 3.61

Impv-Best 12.28% 12.89% 15.33% 7.44%

Correlation 0.83 0.66 0.68 0.72

Table 2: Results of human evaluation. The best perfor-
mance is highlighted in bold and “*” indicates the best
result achieved by baselines. We calculate the Pearson
correlation to show the inter-annotator agreement.

the output on the target topics, which further en-
hances the topic-consistency.

4.2 Ablation Study

To understand the importance of key components
of our approach, here we perform an ablation
study by training multiple ablated versions of our
model: without adversarial training, without mem-
ory mechanism, and without dynamic update. Ta-
ble 3 and Table 4 present the automatic and hu-
man evaluation results of the ablation study, re-
spectively. Results show that all three ablation op-
erations will result in a decrease in model perfor-
mance. This indicates that both adversarial train-
ing and dynamic memory mechanism can con-
tribute to improving the quality of the output.
However, an interesting finding is that the adver-
sarial training and memory mechanism focus on
improving different aspects of the model.

Memory mechanism We find that the memory
mechanism can significantly improve the novelty
and diversity. As is shown in Table 3 and Table 4,
compared to the removal of the adversarial train-
ing, the model exhibits larger degradation in terms
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Visualization of Memory Attention

I am a student major in in finance and I study 

economics. I am not a freshman. I I have no 

special skills. I want to know what can I do to 

enrich my knowledge and plan my future. I do 

not want to work work work after graduation.  

Is there other choices, except for looking for a 

job job? I hope you can give me some advice, 

thank you very very very much!

Output Essay:

Input Topics: Finance Career

“know”

“knowledge”

“economics”

“major”
“finance”

“plan”

“hope”

“choice”
“job”

“skills”
“special”

W
or

d 
 In
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x

Concepts of “Finance” Concepts of “Career” 

“economics” “going to work” “occupation”

“work”

A

C

B

Figure 5: Overview of memory attention during generation. The original Chinese output is translated into English.

Methods BLEU Consistency Novelty Dist-1 Dist-2

Full Model 9.72 39.42 75.71 5.19 20.49

w/o Adversarial Training 7.74 31.74 74.13 5.22 20.43
w/o Memory 8.40 33.95 71.86 4.16 17.59
w/o Dynamic 8.46 36.18 73.62 4.18 18.49

Table 3: Automatic evaluations of ablation study. “w/o Dynamic” means that we use static memory mechanism.

Methods Consistency Novelty Diversity Coherence

Full model 3.84 3.24 3.16 3.61

w/o Adversarial 3.31 3.07 3.14 3.43
w/o Memory 3.53 2.73 2.77 3.19
w/o Dynamic 3.62 2.91 2.95 3.37

Table 4: Human evaluations of ablation study.

of novelty and diversity when the memory mecha-
nism is removed. This shows that with the help of
external commonsense knowledge, the source in-
formation can be enriched, leading to the outputs
that are more novel and diverse.

Adversarial training Another conclusion is
that adversarial training can better benefit the
model to enhance the topic-consistency of the gen-
erated essay compared to memory mechanism. In
detail, Table 4 shows that the consistency score
given by humans for ablated versions without ad-
versarial training and memory mechanism decline
0.53 and 0.31, respectively. The reason is that the
discriminative signal in training not only evaluates
the quality of the generated text, but also models
its degree of association with the input topics, thus
enhancing the topic-consistency.

4.3 Validity of Memory Module

Here we visualize the attention weights in Eq. (9)
to provide a more comprehensive understanding of

the memory module. Figure 5 shows an overview
of the heatmap of the memory attention weights
throughout the process of essay generation.

The attention of coarse-grained topics Ac-
cording to Figure 5, in the early stage of decoding
(word index 0 to 30), the generated words focus
on the topic “finance”. In this case, the genera-
tor pays more attention to concepts related to “fi-
nance” (area A in the heatmap). As the generation
turns more focus on the topic “career”, some con-
cepts related to “career” (area C in the heatmap)
are assigned larger attention weights. This indi-
cates that our approach can automatically select
the most informative concepts based on the topic
being focused by the generated text.

The attention of fine-grained words Figure 5
also shows that even focusing on the same topic,
our model can finely select the most relevant con-
cepts based on the generated word. For example,
when the model generates the word “finance” or
“economics”, it pays the most attention to the con-
cept “economics”. This further demonstrates that
the memory module can provide external com-
monsense knowledge, which does a great favor to
the generation of high-quality text.

Coherent transition between topics The dy-
namic memory can also enhance the coherence of
the generated essay. For instance, in the output
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Input Topics: Mother, Childhood

SC-LSTM: My hometown is a beautiful city, where the scenery is so beautiful! My hometown has a long history, and
the history is so wonderful. Its beauty is beautiful. It is a kind of beauty. It is a kind of beauty.

PNN: Childhood is a song. Childhood is a moving song, which carries our laughter. Many, many stories of childhood,
childhood memories, just like the stars. Let our childhood be full of happiness. Let us play together, play together.

MTA: The mother’s love is selfless. It is my mother who gave me life. My mother gave precious life. Let me try to do
my best to repay the mother’s love. I love my mother. My mother is a great mother!

CVAE: My mother is a great. She is very great and she loves me very much. She has given a lot to me. I must love my
mother, love my mother in the future.

Plan&Write: My mother is very beautiful. She loves me very much. I am very happy with her. I have a good childhood.
My happy childhood. I have a good time and let us play together.

Proposal: My childhood is a happy family. My mother watches TV at home. I do my homework with my mother. My
mother likes to read books, and I am a big fan of books.

Table 5: Essays generated by different systems. We have translated the original Chinese output into English.

essay in Figure 5, “I want to know what can I do
to enrich my knowledge and plan my future” is a
transition sentence from the topic “finance” to the
topic “career”. When generating this sentence, the
concepts of both topics (area B in the heatmap) re-
ceive a certain degree of attention. This illustrates
that the dynamic interaction between the memory
and the generated text makes the transition be-
tween topics more smooth, thus improving the co-
herence of the output.

4.4 Case Study

Table 5 presents the output of different systems
with “mother” and “childhood” as input topics.
As shown in Table 5, the baselines tend to gen-
erate low-quality essays. For instance, the output
of SC-LSTM and PNN contains massive dupli-
cate phrases. Neither MTA nor CVAE can express
information about topic “childhood”. Although
Plan&Write can embody information about both
topics, its output is relatively incoherent and less
informative. Besides, for the output of these base-
lines, there exist similar samples in the training
set. This indicates that they suffer from poor nov-
elty. Although these baselines strive to incorporate
topic information in their unique ways, it is diffi-
cult to develop a coherent topic-line based solely
on several input topics. This limitation leads to
poor coherence and topic-consistency. In con-
trast, the proposed model succeeds in generating
novel high-quality text that closely surrounds the
semantics of all input topics. The reason is that
our approach can integrate commonsense knowl-
edge into the generator through dynamic memory
mechanism. With these additional background in-
formation, our model is able to make full expan-

sion to generate the novel and coherent essay. Be-
sides, adversarial training based on the multi-label
discriminator further improves the quality of the
output and enhances topic-consistency.

5 Related Work

Automatic topic-to-essay generation (TEG) aims
to compose novel, diverse, and topic-consistent
paragraph-level text for several given topics. Feng
et al. (2018) are the first to propose the TEG task
and they utilize coverage vector to integrate topic
information. However, the performance is unsat-
isfactory, showing that more effective model ar-
chitecture needs to be explored, which is also the
original intention of our work.

A similar topic-to-sequence learning task is
Chinese poetry generation. Early work adopts rule
and template based methods (Tosa et al., 2008;
Yan et al., 2013). When involving in neural net-
works, both Zhang and Lapata (2014) and Wang
et al. (2016) employ recurrent neural network and
planning to perform generation. Yan (2016) fur-
ther propose a new generative model with a pol-
ishing schema. To balance linguistic accordance
and aesthetic innovation, Zhang et al. (2017) adopt
memory network to choose each term from re-
served inventories. Yang et al. (2018b) and Li
et al. (2018) further utilize conditional variational
autoencoder to learn topic information. Yi et al.
(2018) simultaneously train two generators via
mutual reinforcement learning. However, dif-
ferent from poetry generation presenting obvious
structured rules, the TEG task requires generating
a long unstructured plain text. Such unstructured
target output tends to result in the topic drift prob-
lem, bringing severe challenges to the TEG task.
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Another similar task is story generation, which
aims to generate a story based on the short descrip-
tion of an event. Jain et al. (2017) employ statis-
tical machine translation to explore story gener-
ation while Lewis et al. (2018) propose a hierar-
chical strategy. Xu et al. (2018) utilize reinforce-
ment learning to extract a skeleton of the story to
promote the coherence. To improve the diversity
and coherence, Yao et al. (2018) present a plan-
and-write framework with two planning strategies
to fully leverage storyline. However, story gener-
ation and the TEG task focus on different goals.
The former focuses on logical reasoning and aims
to generate a coherent story with plots, while the
latter strives to generate the essay with aesthet-
ics based on the input topics. Besides, the source
information of the TEG task is more insufficient,
putting higher demands on the model.

6 Conclusion

This work presents a memory-augmented neu-
ral model with adversarial training for automatic
topic-to-essay generation. The proposed model in-
tegrates commonsense from the external knowl-
edge base into the generator through a dynamic
memory mechanism to enrich the source informa-
tion. In addition, the adversarial training based on
a multi-label discriminator is employed to further
enhance topic-consistency. A series of evaluation
metrics are also developed to comprehensively as-
sess the quality of the generated essays. Exten-
sive experimental results show that the proposed
method can outperform competitive baselines by a
large margin. Further analysis demonstrates that
with external commonsense knowledge and ad-
versarial training, the generated essays are more
novel, diverse, and topic-consistent.
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Abstract

In this paper, we focus on the task of fine-
grained text sentiment transfer (FGST). This
task aims to revise an input sequence to satisfy
a given sentiment intensity, while preserving
the original semantic content. Different from
conventional sentiment transfer task that
only reverses the sentiment polarity (posi-
tive/negative) of text, the FTST task requires
more nuanced and fine-grained control of
sentiment. To remedy this, we propose a
novel Seq2SentiSeq model. Specifically,
the numeric sentiment intensity value is
incorporated into the decoder via a Gaussian
kernel layer to finely control the sentiment
intensity of the output. Moreover, to tackle
the problem of lacking parallel data, we
propose a cycle reinforcement learning
algorithm to guide the model training. In this
framework, the elaborately designed rewards
can balance both sentiment transformation
and content preservation, while not requiring
any ground truth output. Experimental results
show that our approach can outperform
existing methods by a large margin in both
automatic evaluation and human evaluation.
Our code and data, including outputs of
all baselines and our model are available
at https://github.com/luofuli/
Fine-grained-Sentiment-Transfer. 1

1 Introduction

Text sentiment transfer aims to rephrase the in-
put to satisfy a given sentiment label (value) while
preserving its original semantic content. It facil-
itates various NLP applications, such as automat-
ically converting the attitude of review and fight-
ing against offensive language in social media (dos
Santos et al., 2018).

Previous work (Shen et al., 2017; Li et al., 2018;
Luo et al., 2019) on text sentiment transfer mainly
focuses on the coarse-grained level: the reversal of

1Joint work between WeChat AI and Peking University.

Input Sentence

Tasty food and wonderful service.

Target
Sentiment

Output
Sentence

0.1 Horrible food and terrible service!

0.3 Plain food, slow service.

0.5 Food and service need improvement.

0.7 Good food and service.

0.9 Amazing food and perfect service!!

Target
Sentiment

Output
Sentence

0.1 Horrible food and terrible service!

0.3 Plain food, slow service.

0.5 Food and service need improvement.

0.7 Good food and service.

0.9 Amazing food and perfect service!!

Input Sentence: Tasty food and wonderful service.

Figure 1: An example of the input and output of the
fine-grained text sentiment transfer task. The output
reviews describe the same content (e.g. food/service) as
the input while expressing different sentiment intensity.

positive and negative sentiment polarity. They are
confined to scenarios where there are two discrete
sentiment labels. To achieve more nuanced and
precise sentiment control of text generation, we
turn to fine-grained text sentiment transfer (FTST)
which revises a sequence to satisfy a given senti-
ment intensity2, while keeping the semantic con-
tent unchanged. Taking Figure 1 as an example,
given the same input and five sentiment intensity
values ranging from 0 (most negative) to 1 (most
positive), the system generates five different out-
puts that satisfy the corresponding sentiment in-
tensity in a relative order.

There are two main challenges of FTST task.
First, it is tough to achieve fine-grained control
of the sentiment intensity when generating sen-
tence. Previous work about coarse-grained text
sentiment transfer usually uses a separate decoder
for each sentiment label (Xu et al., 2018; Zhang
et al., 2018b) or embeds each sentiment label
into a separate vector (Fu et al., 2018; Li et al.,
2018). However, these methods are not feasible
for fine-grained text sentiment transfer since the

2The sentiment intensity is a real-valued score between 0
and 1, following sentiment intensity prediction task in senti-
ment analysis (Zhang et al., 2017; Mohammad et al., 2018).
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target sentiment intensity value is a real value,
other than discrete labels. Second, parallel data3

is unavailable in practice. In other words, we can
only access the corpora which are labeled with
fine-grained sentiment ratings or intensity values.
Therefore, in the FTST task, we can not train a
generative model via ground truth outputs.

To tackle the two challenges mentioned above,
we propose two corresponding solutions. First,
in order to control the sentiment intensity of
the generated sentence, we propose a novel sen-
timent intensity controlled sequence-to-sequence
(Seq2Seq) model Seq2SentiSeq. It incorporates
the sentiment intensity value into the conventional
Seq2Seq model via a Gaussian kernel layer. By
this means, the model can encourage the genera-
tion of words whose sentiment intensity closer to
the given intensity value during decoding. Sec-
ond, due to the lack of parallel data, we can not
directly train the proposed model via MLE (max-
imum likelihood estimation). Therefore, we pro-
pose a cycle reinforcement learning algorithm to
guide the model training without any parallel data.
The designed reward can balance both sentiment
transformation and content preservation, while not
requiring any ground truth output.

Evaluation of the FTST task is also challeng-
ing and complex. In order to build a reliable auto-
matic evaluation, we collect human references for
FTST task on the Yelp review dataset4 via crowd-
sourcing and design a series of automatic metrics.

The main contributions of this work are summa-
rized as follows:

• We propose a sentiment intensity controlled
generative model Seq2SentiSeq, in which a
sentiment intensity value is introduced via a
Gaussian kernel layer to achieve fine-grained
sentiment control of the generated sentence.

• In order to adapt to non-parallel data, we de-
sign a cycle reinforcement learning algorithm
CycleRL to guide the model training in an
unsupervised way.

• Experiments show that the proposed ap-
proach can largely outperform state-of-the-
art systems in both automatic evaluation and
human evaluation.

3Parallel data in this paper denotes the corpus where each
pair of sentences describes the same content while expressing
the different sentiment intensity.

4https://www.yelp.com/dataset

2 Proposed Model

2.1 Task Definition
Given an input sequence x and a target sentiment
intensity value vy, the FTST task aims to gener-
ate a sequence y which not only expresses the tar-
get sentiment intensity vy, but also preserve the
original semantic content of the input x. Without
loss of generality, we limit the sentiment intensity
value vy ranging from 0 (most negative) to 1 (most
positive).

2.2 Seq2SentiSeq: Sentiment Intensity
Controlled Seq2Seq Model

Figure 2 presents a sketch of the proposed
Seq2SentiSeq model. The model is based on the
encoder-decoder framework, which takes a source
text x as the input and outputs a target sentence y
with the given sentiment intensity vy. In order to
control the sentiment intensity of y, we introduce
a Gaussian kernel layer into the decoder.

2.2.1 Encoder
We use a bidirectional RNN as the encoder to cap-
ture source content information. Each word in the
source sequence x = (x1, · · · , xm) is firstly rep-
resented by its semantic representation mapped by
semantic embedding Ec. The RNN reads the se-
mantic representations from both directions and
computes the forward hidden states {−→h i}mi=1 and
backward hidden states {←−h i}mi=1 for each word.
We obtain the final hidden representation of the i-
th word by concatenating the hidden states from
both directions hi = [

−→
h i;
←−
h i].

2.2.2 Decoder
Given the hidden representations {hi}mi=1 of the
input sequencex and the target sentiment intensity
value vy, the decoder aims to generate a sequence
y which not only describes the same content as
the input sequence x, but also expresses a close
sentiment intensity to vy.

In order to achieve the aim of controlling sen-
timent during decoding, we firstly embedded each
word with an additional sentiment representation,
besides the original semantic representation. The
semantic representation characterizes the semantic
content of the word, while the sentiment represen-
tation characterizes its sentiment intensity. For-
mally, the hidden state st of the decoder at time-
step t is computed as follows:

st = f
(
st−1, [Ec(yt−1);Es(yt−1)] , ct

)
(1)
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Figure 2: The proposed sequence to sentiment controlled sequence (Seq2SentiSeq) model.

where Es(yt−1) refers to the sentiment represen-
tation of the word yt−1 mapped by the sentiment
embedding matrix Es, Ec(yt−1) is the semantic
representation, and the context vector ct is com-
puted by an attention mechanism in the same way
as Luong et al. (2015).

Considering two goals of the FTST task: senti-
ment transformation and content preservation, we
model the final generation probability into a mix-
ture of semantic probability and sentiment proba-
bility, where the former evaluates content preser-
vation and the latter measures sentiment trans-
formation. Similar to the traditional Seq2Seq
model (Bahdanau et al., 2014), the semantic prob-
ability distribution over the whole vocabulary is
computed as follows:

pct = softmax(Wcst) (2)

whereWc is a trainable weight matrix.
The sentiment probability measures how close

the sentiment intensity of the generated sequence
to the target vy. Normally, each word has a
specific sentiment intensity. For example, the
word “okay” has a positive intensity around 0.6,
“good” is around 0.7, and “great” is around 0.8.
However, when involving to the previous gener-
ated words, the sentiment intensity of current gen-
erated word may be totally different. For exam-
ple, the phrase “not good” has a negative intensity
around 0.3, while “extremely good” is around 0.9.
That is to say, the sentiment intensity of each word
at time-step t should be decided by both the sen-
timent representation Es and the current decoder
state st. Therefore, we define a sentiment intensity

prediction function g(Es, st) as follows:

g(Es, st) = sigmoid(EsWsst) (3)

whereWs is a trainable parameter, and sigmoid is
used to scale the predicted intensity value to [0, 1].

Intuitively, in order to achieve fine-grained con-
trol of sentiment, words whose sentiment inten-
sities are closer to the target sentiment intensity
value vy should be assigned a higher probability.
Take Figure 2 as an example, at the 5-th time-step,
word “good” should be assigned a higher prob-
ability than word “bad”, thus the predicted inten-
sity value g(“good”, s4) is closer to the target sen-
timent intensity than g(“bad”, s4). To favor words
whose sentiment intensity is near vy, we introduce
a Gaussian kernel layer which places a Gaussian
distribution centered around vy, inspired by Lu-
ong et al. (2015) and Zhang et al. (2018a). Specif-
ically, the sentiment probability is formulated as:

ost =
1√
2πσ

exp

(
−
(
g(Es, st)− vy

)2

2σ2

)
(4)

pst = softmax(ost ) (5)

where σ is the standard deviation.
To balance both sentiment transformation and

content preservation, the final probability distribu-
tion pt over the entire vocabulary is defined as a
mixture of two probability distributions:

pt = γpst + (1− γ)pct (6)

where γ is the hyper-parameter that controls the
trade-off between two generation probabilities.
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2.3 Training: Cycle Reinforcement Learning
A serious challenge of the FTST task is the lack
of parallel data. Since the ground truth output y is
unobserved, we can not directly use the maximum
likelihood estimation (MLE) for training. To rem-
edy this, we design a cycle reinforcement learning
(CycleRL) algorithm. An overview of the train-
ing process is summarized in Algorithm 1. Two
rewards are designed to encourage changing sen-
timent but preserving content, without the need of
parallel data. The definitions of the two rewards
and the corresponding gradients for Seq2SentiSeq
model S are introduced as follows.

2.3.1 Reward Design
We design the respective rewards for two goals
(sentiment transformation and content preserva-
tion) of the FTST task. Then, an overall reward r
is calculated to balance these two goals and guide
the model training.

Reward for sentiment transformation. A pre-
trained sentiment scorer is used to evaluate how
well the sampled sentence ŷ matches the target
sentiment intensity value vy. Specifically, the re-
ward for sentiment transformation is formulated
as:

rs = 1/(|vy − ϕ(ŷ)|+ 1) (7)

where ϕ refers to the pre-trained sentiment scorer
which is implemented as LSTM-based linear re-
gression model.

Reward for content preservation. Intuitively,
if the model performs well in content preserva-
tion, it is easy to back-reconstruct the source input
x. Therefore, we design the reward for content
preservation to be the probability of the model re-
constructing x based on the generated text ŷ and
the source sentiment intensity value vx.

rc = p(x|ŷ, vx; θ) (8)

where θ is the parameter of Seq2SentiSeq model.

Algorithm 1 The cycle reinforcement learning al-
gorithm for training Seq2SentiSeq.
Input: A corpora D = {(xi,i )} where each sequence xi is

labeled with a fine-grained sentiment label vi
1: Initial the pseudo-parallel data V0 = {(xi, ŷi)}
2: Pre-train Seq2SentiSeq model Sθ using V0
3: for each iteration t = 1, 2, ..., T do
4: Sample a sentence x from D
5: for k = 1, 2, ...,K do
6: Sample a intensity value v(k)y from interval [0, 1]
7: Generate a target sequence: ŷ(k) = S(x, v

(k)
y ; θ)

8: Compute sentiment reward r(k)s based on Eq. 7
9: Compute content reward r(k)c based on Eq. 8

10: Compute total reward r(k) based on Eq. 9
11: end for
12: Update θ using reward {r(k)}Kk=1 based on Eq. 11
13: Update θ using cycle reconstruction loss in Eq. 12
14: end for

Overall reward. To encourage the model to
improve both sentiment transformation and con-
tent preservation, the final reward r guiding the
model training is designed to be the harmonic
mean of the above two rewards:

r =
(
1 + β2

) rc · rs
(β2 · rc) + rs

(9)

where β is a harmonic weight that controls the
trade-off between two rewards.

2.3.2 Optimization
The goal of RL training is to minimize the negative
expected reward,

L(θ) = −
∑

k

r(k)pθ(ŷ
(k)|x) (10)

where ŷ(k) is the k-th sampled sequence accord-
ing to probability distribution p in Eq. 6, r(k) is
the reward of ŷ(k), and θ is the parameter of the
proposed model in Figure 2.

By means of policy gradient method (Williams,
1992), for each training example, the expected
gradient of Eq. 10 can be approximated as:

∇θL(θ) ' −
1

K

K∑

k=1

(
r(k) − b

)
∇θlog

(
pθ(ŷ

(k))
)

(11)
where K is the sample size and b is the greedy
search decoding baseline that aims to reduce the
variance of gradient estimate which is imple-
mented in the same way as Paulus et al. (2017).

Nevertheless, RL training strives to optimize a
specific metric which may not guarantee the flu-
ency of the generated text (Paulus et al., 2017), and
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usually faces the unstable training problems (Li
et al., 2017). The most direct way is to expose
the sentences which are from the training corpus
to the decoder and trained via MLE (also called
teacher-forcing). In order to expose the decoder to
the original sentence from the training corpus, we
borrow ideas from back-translation (Lample et al.,
2018a,b). Specifically, the model first generates a
sequence ŷ based on the input text x and the target
sentiment intensity value vy, and then reconstructs
the source input x based on ŷ and the source sen-
timent intensity value vx. Therefore, the gradient
of the cycle reconstruction loss is defined as:

∇θJ (θ) = ∇θlog
(
p
(
x|S(x, vy; θ), vx; θ

))

(12)
where S refers to the Seq2SeniSeq model.

Finally, we alternately update the model param-
eters θ based on Eq. 11 and Eq. 12.

3 Experimental Setup

In this section, we introduce the dataset, experi-
ment settings, baselines, and evaluation metrics.

3.1 Dataset

We conduct experiments on the Yelp dataset5,
which consists of a large number of product re-
views. Each review is assigned a sentiment rating
ranging from 1 to 5. Since the label inconsistency
between human is more serious in fine-grained
ratings, we average the ratings for the sentences
which have a Jaccard Similarity more than 0.9.
Then, averaged ratings are normalized between 0
and 1 as the sentiment intensity. Other data pre-
processing is the same as Shen et al. (2017). Fi-
nally, we obtain a total of 640K sentences. We
randomly hold 630K for training, 10K for valida-
tion, and 500 for testing. Even though the sen-
timent intensity distribution of training dataset is
not uniform, the proposed framework consists of
a uniform data augmentation which generates sen-
tences whose intensity is from interval [0, 1] with
a step of 0.05 to guide the model training (Step 6
in Algorithm 1).

3.2 Experiment Settings

We tune hyper-parameters on the validation set.
The size of vocabulary is set to 10K. Both the
semantic and sentiment embeddings are 300-
dimensional and are learned from scratch. We

5https://www.yelp.com/dataset

implement both encoder and decoder as a 1-layer
LSTM with a hidden size of 256, and the for-
mer is bidirectional. The batch size is 64. We
pre-train our model for 10 epochs with the MLE
loss using pseudo-parallel sentences conducted by
Jaccard Similarity, which is same as Liao et al.
(2018). Harmonic weight β in Eq. 9 is 1 and γ
in Eq. 6 is 0.5. The standard deviation σ is set
to 0.01 for yielding suitable peaked distributions.
The sample sizeK in Eq. 11 is set to 16. The opti-
mizer is Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with 10−3

initial learning rate for pre-training and 10−5 for
cycleRL training. Dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014)
is used to avoid overfitting.

3.3 Baselines
We compare our proposed method with the follow-
ing two series of state-of-the-art systems.

Fine-grained systems aim to modify an input
sentence to satisfy a given sentiment intensity.
Liao et al. (2018) construct pseudo-parallel cor-
pus to train a model which is a combination of
a revised-VAE and a coupling component mod-
eling pseudo-parallel data with three extra losses
Lextra. What’s more, we also consider SC-
Seq2Seq (Zhang et al., 2018a) which is a speci-
ficity controlled Seq2Seq model proposed in dia-
logue generation. In order to adapt to this unsu-
pervised task, the proposed CycleRL training al-
gorithm is used to train the SC-Seq2Seq model.

Coarse-grained systems aim to reverse the sen-
timent polarity (positive/negative) of the input,
which can be regarded as a special case where the
sentiment intensity is set below average (negative)
or above average (positive). We compare our pro-
posed method with the following state-of-the-art
systems: CrossAlign (Shen et al., 2017), MultiDe-
coder (Fu et al., 2018), DeleteRetrieve (Li et al.,
2018) and Unpaired (Xu et al., 2018).

3.4 Evaluation Metrics
We adopt both automatic and human evaluation.

3.4.1 Automatic Evaluation
Automatic evaluation of FTST is an open and
challenging issue, thereby we adopt a combination
of multiple evaluation methods.

Content: To evaluate the content preservation
performance, we hired crowd-workers on Crowd-
Flower6 to write human references.7 For each

6https://www.crowdflower.com/
7We will release the collected human references and the
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Model Automatic Evaluation Human Evaluation
BLEU-1↑ BLEU-2↑ MAE↓ MRRR↑ PPL↓ Content↑ Sentiment↑ Fluency↑ Avg↑

Revised-VAE 22.6 7.2 0.24 0.62 102.2 2.64 2.52 2.13 2.43
Revised-VAE + Lextra 20.7 5.7 0.18 0.67 102.6 2.54 3.84 2.14 2.84
SC-Seq2Seq 23.9 3.8 0.25 0.69 41.2 2.37 3.85 3.41 3.21

Seq2SentiSeq 32.5 10.3 0.13 0.78 35.1 3.62 4.09 4.17 3.96

Human Reference 100.0 100.0 0.07 0.83 31.2 4.51 4.36 4.75 4.54

Table 1: Automatic evaluation and human evaluation in three aspects: Content (BLUE-1, BLUE-2), Sentiment
(MAE, MRRR) and Fluency (PPL). Avg shows the average human scores. ↑ denotes larger is better, and vice
versa. Bold denotes the best results.

review in the test dataset, crowd-workers are re-
quired to write five references with sentiment in-
tensity value from V ′ = [0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9].
Therefore, the BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) score
between the human reference and the correspond-
ing generated text of the same sentiment intensity
can evaluate the content preservation performance.

Fluency: To measure the fluency, we calculate
the perplexity (PPL) of each generated sequence
via a pre-trained bi-directional LSTM language
model (Mousa and Schuller, 2017).

Sentiment: In order to measure how close the
sentiment intensity of outputs to the target inten-
sity values, we define three metrics. Given an in-
put sentence x and a list of target intensity val-
ues V = [v1, v2, ..., vN ], the corresponding out-
puts of the model are [ŷ1, ŷ2, ..., ŷN ]. We then
use a pre-trained sentiment regression scorer to
predict the sentiment intensity values of outputs
as V̂ = [v̂1, v̂2, ..., v̂N ]. Following Liao et al.
(2018), we use the mean absolute error (MAE =
1
N

∑N
i=1 |vi − v̂i|) between V and V̂ to measure

the absolute gap.
Moreover, for fine-grained text sentiment trans-

fer task, we expect that given a higher sentiment
intensity value, the model will generate a more
positive sentence. That is to say, the relative inten-
sity ranking of all generated sentences of the same
input is also important. Inspired by the Mean Re-
ciprocal Rank metric which is widely used in the
Information Retrieval area, we design a Mean Rel-
ative Reciprocal Rank (MRRR) metric to measure
the relative ranking

MRRR =
1

N

N∑

i=1

1

|rank(vi)− rank(v̂i)|+ 1
(13)

In addition, we also compare our model with the
coarse-grained sentiment transfer systems. In or-
der to make the results comparable, we define the

generated test samples of all baselines for reproducibility.

sentiment intensity larger/smaller than 0.5 as posi-
tive/negative results. Then we use a pre-trained bi-
nary TextCNN classifier (Kim, 2014) to compute
the classification accuracy.

3.4.2 Human Evaluation
We also perform human evaluation to assess the
quality of generated sentences more accurately.
Each item contains the source input, the sampled
target sentiment intensity value, and the output of
different systems. Then 500 items are distributed
to 3 evaluators, who are required to score the gen-
erated sentences from 1 to 5 based on the input
and target sentiment intensity value in terms of
three criteria: content, sentiment, fluency. Content
evaluates the content preservation degree. Senti-
ment refers to how much the output matches the
target sentiment intensity. Fluency is designed to
measure whether the generated texts are fluent.
For each metric, the average Pearson correlation
coefficient of the scores given by three evalua-
tors is greater than 0.71, which ensures the inter-
evaluator agreement.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Evaluation Results
The automatic evaluation and human evaluation
results are shown in Table 1. It shows that our ap-
proach achieves the best performance in all met-
rics. More specifically, we have the following ob-
servations: (1) The proposed model Seq2SentiSeq
obtains 8.6/3.1/0.98 points absolute improvement
over the best results on BLEU-1/BLEU-2/Content
score. It demonstrates the effectiveness of our
approach in improving the content preservation
of the input sentences. (2) Our model can more
precisely control the sentiment intensity from hu-
man scores on sentiment, and it can also obtain
both best results in sentiment mean absolute er-
ror (MAE) and relative sentiment rank (MRRR).
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Model Automatic Evaluation Human Evaluation
BLEU-1↑ BLEU-2↑ MAE↓ MRRR↑ PPL↓ Content↑ Sentiment↑ Fluency↑ Avg↑

Full Model 32.5 10.3 0.13 0.78 35.1 3.62 4.09 4.17 3.96

w/o Pre-training 14.3 0.7 0.32 0.48 7.2 1.01 1.30 3.86 2.06
w/o Cycle reconstruction 16.5 2.3 0.31 0.41 70.1 1.92 1.48 3.16 2.19
w/o Reinforcement learning 25.7 4.1 0.22 0.63 46.0 2.69 3.74 3.80 3.41

Table 2: Automatic evaluation and human evaluation of ablation study.

Model neg-to-pos pos-to-neg

Multidecoder 54.3 50.2
CrossAlign 73.3 71.7
Unpaired 78.9 73.0
DeleteRetrieve 89.6 83.1

Revised-VAE 64.3 62.0
Revised-VAE + Lextra 89.3 77.9
SC-Seq2Seq 67.2 59.6
Seq2SentiSeq 89.4 83.5

Table 3: Binary sentiment classification accuracy of
the coarse-grained (upper) and fine-grained (lower) text
sentiment transfer systems. Bold denotes the best re-
sults of each task.

However, SC-Seq2Seq gets the second best MAE
score while Revised-VAE + Lextra gets the sec-
ond best MRRR score. We can infer that the two
models excel at different aspects. And MRRR pro-
vides a different perspective on the sentiment re-
sults. (3) The proposed model can generate more
fluent sentences than all baselines. The main rea-
son for these three phenomenons is that we design
two rewards that can directly ensure the content
preservation and sentiment transformation in the
cycle reinforcement training process. In addition,
the cycle reconstruction loss can effectively guar-
antee the fluency of generated sentences, which
has been further verified in the ablation study.

What’s more, we also simplify our task to the
setting of coarse-grained (positive/negative) sen-
timent transfer task. Table 3 shows the binary
sentiment accuracy of the representative systems.
We can find that the proposed model achieve the
best results over the fine-grained systems, and it is
comparable to the best coarse-grained system.

4.2 Ablation Study

In this section, we further discuss the impacts of
the components of the proposed model. We re-
train our model by ablating multiple components
of our model: without pre-training, without cy-
cle reconstruction (Eq. 12), without reinforcement
learning ( Eq. 11). Table 2 shows the correspond-
ing automatic and human evaluations. The perfor-

Input the beer isn’t bad, but the food was less than desirable.

Output Seq2SentiSeq

V=0.1 the beer is terrible, and the food was the worst.
V=0.3 the beer wasn’t bad, and the food wasn’t great too.
V=0.5 the food is ok, but not worth the drive to the strip.
V=0.7 the beer is good, and the food is great.
V=0.9 the wine is great, and the food is extremely fantastic.

Output Revised-VAE + Lextra

V=0.1 n’t no about about no when about that was when about
V=0.3 the beer sucks , but the food is not typical time.
V=0.5 the beer is cheap, but the food was salty and decor.
V=0.7 i just because decent management salty were impersonal.
V=0.9 n’t that about was that when was about as when was

Table 4: Example outputs with five sentiment intensity
values V ranging from 0 to 1.

mance declines most when without pre-training.
This reveals that reinforcement learning is heav-
ily dependent on pre-training as a warm start be-
cause it is hard for RL architecture to train from
scratch. Moreover, no pre-training will lead the
model to generate frequent words and short sen-
tence which gets low PPL score. What’s more, the
performance of ablated version without cycle re-
construction also drops significantly, since cycle
reconstruction plays an important role of teacher-
forcing in our paper. Finally, even though the pro-
posed Seq2SentiSeq without reinforcement learn-
ing can beat the best baseline in terms of human
average score, reinforcement learning still helps to
boost the performance of the proposed model by a
large margin.

4.3 Case Study

Table 4 shows the example outputs on the YELP

datasets with five sentiment intensity values. This
case demonstrates that our model can both pre-
serve the content (“beer”, “food”) and change
the sentiment to the desired intensity. More im-
portantly, our model can capture the subtle sen-
timent difference of the words or phrases, e.g.,
“the worst”→ “bad”→ “ok”→ “good”→ “ex-
tremely fantastic”. However, the Revised-VAE +
Lextra system does not show this sentiment trend
and may collapse when intensity value V is very
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Figure 4: t-SNE visualization of the semantic embed-
dings (upper) and sentiment embeddings (lower) in the
Seq2SentiSeq model.

small (0.1) or very big (0.9). And our model some-
times may also suffer from semantic drift, e.g.,
“beer” is revised to “wine”.

4.4 Analysis on Sentiment Representation
We also conduct analysis to understand the senti-
ment representations of words introduced in our
model. We use the 1000 most frequent words
from the training dataset. Then, we use a human
annotated sentiment lexicon (Hutto and Gilbert,
2014) to classify them into three categories: pos-
itive, neutral and negative. After that, we get 112
positive words, 841 neutral words and 47 neg-
ative words. Finally, we apply t-SNE (Rauber
et al., 2016) to visualize both semantic and sen-
timent embeddings of the proposed model (Figure
2) when finished training. As shown in Figure 4,
we can see that the distributions of the two em-
beddings are significantly different. In the seman-
tic embedding space, most of the positive words
and negative words lie closely. On the contrary,
in the sentiment embedding space, positive words
are far from negative words. In conclusion, neigh-
bors on semantic embedding space are semanti-
cally related, while neighbors on sentiment em-
bedding space express a similar sentiment inten-
sity.

5 Related Work

Recently, there is a growing literature on the task
of unsupervised sentiment transfer. This task
aims to reverse the sentiment polarity of a sen-
tence but keep its content unchanged without par-
allel data (Fu et al., 2018; Tsvetkov et al., 2018;
Li et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2018; Lample et al.,
2019). However, there are few researches focus on
the fine-grained control of sentiment. Liao et al.
(2018) exploits pseudo-parallel data via heuristic
rules, thus turns this task to a supervised setting.
They then propose a model based on Variational
Autoencoder (VAE) to first disentangle the con-
tent factor and source sentiment factor, and then
combine the content with target sentiment factor.
However, the quality of the pseudo-parallel data is
not quite satisfactory, which seriously affects the
performance of the VAE model. Different from
them, we dynamically update the pseudo-parallel
data via on-the-fly back-translation (Lample et al.,
2018b) during training (Eq. 12).

There are some other tasks of NLP also show
interest in controlling the fine-grained attribute
of text generation. For example, Zhang et al.
(2018a) and Ke et al. (2018) propose to control
the specificity and diversity in dialogue genera-
tion. We borrow ideas from these works but the
motivation and proposed models of our work are
a far cry from them. The main differences are:
(1) Since sentiment is dependent on local context
while specificity is independent of local context,
there is a series of design in our model to take
the local context (or previous generated words) st
into consideration (e.g., Eq. 1, Eq. 3). (2) Due to
the lack of parallel data, we propose a cycle rein-
forcement learning algorithm to train the proposed
model (Section 2.3).

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we focus on solving the fine-
grained text sentiment transfer task, which is a
natural extension of the binary sentiment trans-
fer task but with more challenges. We propose
a Seq2SentiSeq model to achieve the aim of con-
trolling the fine-grained sentiment intensity of the
generated sentence. In order to train the proposed
model without any parallel data, we design a cy-
cle reinforcement learning algorithm. We apply
the proposed approach to the Yelp review dataset,
obtaining state-of-the-art results in both automatic
evaluation and human evaluation.
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Abstract

Recent approaches to data-to-text generation
have shown great promise thanks to the use
of large-scale datasets and the application of
neural network architectures which are trained
end-to-end. These models rely on represen-
tation learning to select content appropriately,
structure it coherently, and verbalize it gram-
matically, treating entities as nothing more
than vocabulary tokens. In this work we pro-
pose an entity-centric neural architecture for
data-to-text generation. Our model creates
entity-specific representations which are dy-
namically updated. Text is generated con-
ditioned on the data input and entity mem-
ory representations using hierarchical atten-
tion at each time step. We present experi-
ments on the ROTOWIRE benchmark and a
(five times larger) new dataset on the baseball
domain which we create. Our results show that
the proposed model outperforms competitive
baselines in automatic and human evaluation.1

1 Introduction

Data-to-text generation is the task of generating
textual output from non-linguistic input (Reiter
and Dale, 1997; Gatt and Krahmer, 2018). The in-
put may take on several guises including tables of
records, simulations of physical systems, spread-
sheets, and so on. As an example, Figure 1 shows
(in a table format) the scoring summary of a major
league baseball (MLB) game, a play-by-play sum-
mary with details of the most important events in
the game recorded chronologically (i.e., in which
play), and a human-written summary.

Modern approaches to data-to-text generation
have shown great promise (Lebret et al., 2016;
Mei et al., 2016; Perez-Beltrachini and Lapata,
2018; Puduppully et al., 2019; Wiseman et al.,

1Our code and dataset can be found at https://
github.com/ratishsp/data2text-entity-py.

2017) thanks to the use of large-scale datasets and
neural network models which are trained end-to-
end based on the very successful encoder-decoder
architecture (Bahdanau et al., 2015). In con-
trast to traditional methods which typically imple-
ment pipeline-style architectures (Reiter and Dale,
2000) with modules devoted to individual genera-
tion components (e.g., content selection or lexical
choice), neural models have no special-purpose
mechanisms for ensuring how to best generate a
text. They simply rely on representation learning
to select content appropriately, structure it coher-
ently, and verbalize it grammatically.

In this paper we are interested in the genera-
tion of descriptive texts such as the game summary
shown in Figure 1. Descriptive texts are often
characterized as “entity coherent” which means
that their coherence is based on the way entities
(also known as domain objects or concepts) are
introduced and discussed in the discourse (Kara-
manis et al., 2004). Without knowing anything
about baseball or how game summaries are typi-
cally written, a glance at the text in Figure 1 re-
veals that it is about a few entities, namely players
who had an important part in the game (e.g., Brad
Keller, Hunter Dozier) and their respective teams
(e.g., Orioles, Royals). The prominent role of en-
tities in achieving discourse coherence has been
long recognized within the linguistic and cogni-
tive science literature (Kuno, 1972; Chafe, 1976;
Halliday and Hasan, 1976; Karttunen, 1976; Clark
and Haviland, 1977; Prince, 1981), with Centering
Theory (Grosz et al., 1995) being most prominent
at formalizing how entities are linguistically real-
ized and distributed in texts.

In this work we propose an entity-centric neu-
ral architecture for data-to-text generation. Instead
of treating entities as ordinary tokens, we create
entity-specific representations (i.e., for players and
teams) which are dynamically updated as text is
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TEAM Inn1 Inn2 Inn3 Inn4 . . . R H E . . .

Orioles 1 0 0 0 . . . 2 4 0 . . .

Royals 1 0 0 3 . . . 9 14 1 . . .

BATTER H/V AB R H RBI TEAM . . .

C. Mullins H 4 2 2 1 Orioles . . .

J. Villar H 4 0 0 0 Orioles . . .

W. Merrifield V 2 3 2 1 Royals . . .

R. O’Hearn V 5 1 3 4 Royals . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

PITCHER H/V W L IP H R ER BB K . . .

A. Cashner H 4 13 5.1 9 4 4 3 1 . . .

B. Keller V 7 5 8.0 4 2 2 2 4 . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Inn1: innings, R: runs, H: hits, E: errors, AB: at-bats,
RBI: runs-batted-in, H/V: home or visiting, W: wins,
L: losses, IP: innings pitched, ER: earned runs, BB:
walks, K: strike outs.

KANSAS CITY, Mo. – Brad Keller kept up his recent pitching surge
with another strong outing. Keller gave up a home run to the first
batter of the game – Cedric Mullins – but quickly settled in to pitch
eight strong innings in the Kansas City Royals’ 9–2 win over the Bal-
timore Orioles in a matchup of the teams with the worst records in the
majors. Keller (7–5) gave up two runs and four hits with two walks
and four strikeouts to improve to 3–0 with a 2.16 ERA in his last four
starts. Ryan O’Hearn homered among his three hits and drove in four
runs, Whit Merrifield scored three runs, and Hunter Dozier and Cam
Gallagher also went deep to help the Royals win for the fifth time in
six games on their current homestand. With the scored tied 1–1 in the
fourth, Andrew Cashner (4–13) gave up a sacrifice fly to Merrifield
after loading the bases on two walks and a single. Dozier led off the
fifth inning with a 423-foot home run to left field to make it 3-1. The
Orioles pulled within a run in the sixth when Mullins led off with a
double just beyond the reach of Dozier at third, advanced to third on a
fly ball and scored on Trey Mancini’s sacrifice fly to the wall in right.
The Royals answered in the bottom of the inning as Gallagher hit his
first home run of the season. . .

BATTER PITCHER SCORER EVENT TEAM INN RUNS . . .

C. Mullins B. Keller - Home run Orioles 1 1 . . .

H. Dozier A. Cashner W. Merrifield Grounded into DP Royals 1 1 . . .

W. Merrifield A. Cashner B. Goodwin Sac fly Royals 4 2 . . .

H. Dozier A. Cashner - Home run Royals 4 3 . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Figure 1: MLB statistics tables and game summary. The tables summarize the performance of the two teams and of
individual team members who played as batters and pitchers as well as the most important events (and their actors)
in each play. Recurring entities in the summary are boldfaced and colorcoded, singletons are shown in black.

being generated. Our model generates descriptive
texts with a decoder augmented with a memory
cell and a processor for each entity. At each time
step in the decoder, the processor computes an up-
dated representation of the entity as an interpola-
tion between a candidate entity memory and its
previous value. Processors are each a gated recur-
rent neural network and parameters among them
are shared. The model generates text by hierarchi-
cally attending over memory cells and the records
corresponding to them.

We report experiments on the benchmark RO-
TOWIRE dataset (Wiseman et al., 2017) which
contains statistics of NBA basketball games paired
with human-written summaries. In addition, we
create a new dataset for MLB (see Figure 1). Com-
pared to ROTOWIRE, MLB summaries are longer
(approximately by 50%) and the input records are
richer and more structured (with the addition of
play-by-play). Moreover, the MLB dataset is five
times larger in terms of data size (i.e., pairs of ta-
bles and game summaries). We compare our entity
model against a range of recently proposed neural
architectures including an encoder-decoder model
with conditional copy (Wiseman et al., 2017) and
a variant thereof which generates texts while tak-
ing content plans into account (Puduppully et al.,

2019). Our results show that modeling entities ex-
plicitly is beneficial and leads to output which is
not only more coherent but also more concise and
grammatical across both datasets.

Our contributions in this work are three-fold: a
novel entity-aware model for data-to-text genera-
tion which is linguistically motivated, yet resource
lean (no preprocessing is required, e.g., to extract
document plans); a new dataset for data-to-text
generation which we hope will encourage further
work in this area; a comprehensive evaluation and
comparison study which highlights the merits and
shortcomings of various recently proposed data-
to-text generation models on two datasets.

2 Related Work

The sports domain has attracted considerable at-
tention since the early days of generation systems
(Robin, 1994; Tanaka-Ishii et al., 1998). Like-
wise, a variety of coherence theories have been de-
veloped over the years (e.g., Mann and Thomson
1988; Grosz et al. 1995) and their principles have
found application in many symbolic text genera-
tion systems (e.g., Scott and de Souza 1990; Kib-
ble and Power 2004). Modeling entities and their
communicative actions has also been shown to
improve system output in interactive storytelling
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(Cavazza et al., 2002; Cavazza and Charles, 2005)
and dialogue generation (Walker et al., 2011).

More recently, the benefits of modeling entities
explicitly have been demonstrated in various tasks
and neural network models. Ji et al. (2017) make
use of dynamic entity representations for language
modeling. And Clark et al. (2018) extend this
work by adding entity context as input to the de-
coder. Both approaches condition on a single en-
tity at a time, while we dynamically represent and
condition on multiple entities in parallel. Kiddon
et al. (2016) make use of fixed entity representa-
tions to improve the coverage and coherence of
the output for recipe generation. Bosselut et al.
(2018) model actions and their effects on entities
for the same task. However, in contrast to our
work, they keep entity representations fixed during
generation. Henaff et al. (2017) make use of dy-
namic entity representations in machine reading.
Entity representations are scored against a query
vector to directly predict an output class or com-
bined as a weighted sum followed by softmax over
the vocabulary. We make use of a similar entity
representation model, extend it with hierarchical
attention and apply it to data-to text generation.
The hierarchical attention mechanism was first in-
troduced in Yang et al. (2016) as a way of learn-
ing document-level representations. We apply at-
tention over records and subsequently over entity
memories.

Several models have been proposed in the last
few years for data-to-text generation (Mei et al.
2016; Lebret et al. 2016; Wiseman et al. 2017,
inter alia) based on the very successful encoder-
decoder architecture (Bahdanau et al., 2015). Vari-
ous attempts have also been made to improve these
models, e.g., by adding content selection (Perez-
Beltrachini and Lapata, 2018) and content plan-
ning (Puduppully et al., 2019) mechanisms. How-
ever, we are not aware of any prior work in this
area which explicitly handles entities and their
generation in discourse context.

3 Background: Encoder-Decoder with
Conditional Copy

The input to our model is a table of records (see
Figure 1). Records in turn have features, repre-
sented as {rj,l}Ll=1 where L is the number of fea-
tures in each record. Examples of features are
values (rj,1; e.g., 8.0, Baltimore) or entities (rj,2;
e.g., Orioles, C. Mullins). The model output y is a

document containing words y = y1 · · · y|y| where
|y| is the document length. Following previous
work (Wiseman et al., 2017; Puduppully et al.,
2019), we embed features into vectors, and then
use a multilayer perceptron to obtain a vector rep-
resentation rj for each record:

rj = ReLU(Wr[rj,1; rj,2; ...; rj,L] + br) (1)

where [; ] indicates vector concatenation, Wr ∈
Rn×nL,br ∈ Rn are parameters, and ReLU is the
rectifier activation function.

Let {ej}|r|j=1 denote the output of the encoder.
We use an LSTM decoder to compute the proba-
bility of each target word, conditioned on previ-
ously generated words, and on ej . In the case of
ROTOWIRE, we follow previous work (Wiseman
et al., 2017; Puduppully et al., 2019) and consider
ej = rj . The first hidden state of the decoder
is initialized by the average of the record vectors,
avg({ej}|r|j=1).

In the case of MLB, information encoded in
play-by-play is sequential. Recall, that it doc-
uments the most important events in a game in
chronological order. To account for this, we en-
code MLB records into {ej}|r|j=1 with a bidirec-
tional LSTM. We impose an ordering on records in
the box score (i.e., home team followed by away
team) which is in turn followed by play-by-play
where records are naturally ordered by time. The
decoder is initialized with the concatenation of the
hidden states of the final step of the encoder.

At time step t, the input to the decoder LSTM
is the embedding of the previously predicted
word yt−1. Let dt denote the hidden state of the
t-th LSTM unit. We compute attention scores αt,j
over the encoder output ej and obtain dynamic
context vector qt as the weighted sum of the hid-
den states of the input:

αt,j ∝ exp(dᵀ
tWaej)

qt =
∑

j

αt,jej

dattt = tanh(Wc[dt;qt]) (2)

where Wa ∈ Rn×n,
∑

j αt,j = 1, Wc ∈ Rn×2n,
and dattt is the attention vector.

The probability of output text y conditioned on
the input table r is modeled as:

pgen(yt|y<t, r)=softmaxyt(Wyd
att
t + by) (3)
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Figure 2: Diagram of entity memory network (block A) and hierarchical attention (blocks B and C). Module fθ
represents update equations (6)–(8) where θ is the set of trainable parameters. The gate represents the entity
memory update (Equation (9)). Block B covers Equations (10) and (11), and block C Equations (12) and (13).

where Wy ∈ R|Vy |×n, by ∈ R|Vy | are parameters
and |Vy| is the output vocabulary size.

We further augment the decoder with a copy
mechanism i.e., the ability to copy values from the
input; copy implies yt = rj,1 for some t and j
(e.g., Royals, Orioles, 9, 2 in the summary in Fig-
ure 1 are copied from r). We use the conditional
copy method proposed in Gulcehre et al. (2016)
where a binary variable is introduced as a switch
gate to indicate whether yt is copied or not.

4 Entity Memory and Hierarchical
Attention

We extend the basic model from Section 3 with
entity memory and hierarchical attention. Figure 2
provides a schematic overview of our architecture.

4.1 Entity Memory

In order to render the model entity-aware, we com-
pute xk as an average of record representation for
each unique entity k (i.e., one of rj,2 values):

xk =
∑

j

(1[rj,2 = k]rj)/
∑

j

1[rj,2 = k] (4)

where 1[x] = 1 if x is true, and 0 otherwise.
We initialize ut=−1,k, the memory representa-

tion of an entity at time t = −1, as:

ut=−1,k = Wixk (5)

where ut=−1,k ∈ Rp and Wi ∈ Rp×n.

To capture the fact that discourse in descrip-
tive texts may shift from one entity to the next,
e.g., some entities may be salient in the beginning
of the game summary (see Brad Kelly in the text in
Figure 1), others only towards the end (see Dozier
in Figure 1), and a few throughout (e.g., references
to teams), we update entity representations at each
time step during decoding. We use gate γt to in-
dicate whether there should be an update in the
entity representation:

γt = σ(Wddt + bd) (6)

where t >= 0, σ is the sigmoid function, Wd ∈
Rp×p, and bd ∈ Rp.

We also compute δt,k, the extent to which the
entity representation should change, and ũt,k , the
memory of the candidate entity:

δt,k =γt�σ(Wedt+be+Wfut−1,k+bf ) (7)

ũt,k =Wgdt (8)

where � denotes element-wise multiplication,
We,∈ Rp×n, Wf ∈ Rp×p, be,bf ∈ Rp, and
γt, δt,k ∈ [0, 1]p (see block A in Figure 2).

An element in gate γt will have value approach-
ing 1 if an update in any ut−1,k is required. The
value of an element in gate δt,k will approach 1 if
the corresponding value of the element in ut−1,k
changes. Equation (9) computes the update in
entity memory as an interpolation over the gated
representation of the previous value of the entity
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memory and the candidate entity memory:

ut,k = (1− δt,k)� ut−1,k + δt,k � ũt,k (9)

where ut,k represents entity k at time t.
Previous work (Henaff et al., 2017; Ji et al.,

2017; Clark et al., 2018) employs a normalization
term over ut,k. We empirically found that normal-
ization hurts performance and hence did not in-
clude it in our model.

4.2 Hierarchical Attention

We hypothesize that our generator should first fo-
cus on entities (e.g., the main players and their
teams) and then on the records corresponding
to theses entities (e.g, player performance in the
game). Our model implements this view of text
generation via a hierarchical attention mechanism
which we explain below. We also expect that fo-
cusing on entities first should improve the preci-
sion of the texts we generate as the entity distribu-
tion will constrain the probability distribution of
records corresponding to each entity.

To better understand the hierarchical attention
mechanism, we can view the encoder output ej as
a 2-dimensional array gk,z where k ∈ [1,K] rep-
resents entities and z ∈ [1, Z] represents records
of entities and there is a one-to-one correspon-
dence between positions j and k, z. We compute
attention over gk,z , the encoder output, as:

αt,k,z ∝ exp(dᵀ
tWagk,z) (10)

where Wa ∈ Rn×n,
∑

z αt,k,z = 1 (see block B
in Figure 2). We compute the entity context as:

st,k =
∑

z

αt,k,zgk,z (11)

while attention over entity vectors ut,k is:

Ψt,k ∝ exp(dᵀ
tWhut,k) (12)

with Wh ∈ Rn×p,
∑

k Ψt,k = 1. And the encoder
context qt (see block C in Figure 2) is computed
as follows:

qt =
∑

k

Ψt,kst,k (13)

We feed qt into Equation (2) and com-
pute pgen(yt|y<t, r), the probability of generating
output text y conditioned on records r, as shown
in Equation (3).

ROTOWIRE MLB
Vocab Size 11.3K 38.9K
# Tokens 1.5M 14.3M
# Instances 4.9K 26.3K
Avg Length 337.1 542.05
# Record Types 39 53
Avg Records 628 565

Table 1: Vocabulary size, number of tokens, number
of instances (i.e., record-summary pairs), average sum-
mary length, number of record types and average num-
ber of records in ROTOWIRE and MLB datasets.

We experimented with feeding
∑

k Ψt,kut,k as
input context along the lines of Clark et al. (2018);
however, results on the development dataset de-
graded performance, and we did not pursue this
approach further.

5 Training and Inference

Our training objective maximizes the log likeli-
hood of output text given an input table of records:

max
∑

(r,y)∈D
log p (y|r)

where D is the training set consisting of pairs of
record tables and output game summaries. During
inference, we make use of beam search to approx-
imately obtain the best output ŷ among candidate
outputs y′:

ŷ = arg max
y′

p(y′|r)

6 Experimental Setup

Data We performed experiments on two
datasets. The first one is ROTOWIRE (Wiseman
et al., 2017) which contains NBA basketball
game statistics matched with human-written
summaries. In addition, we created MLB, a
new dataset which contains baseball statistics
and corresponding human-authored summaries
obtained from the ESPN website.2 Basic statistics
on the two datasets are given in Table 1. As
can be seen, MLB is approximately five times
larger than ROTOWIRE, with richer vocabulary
and longer summaries. For ROTOWIRE, we used
the official training, development, and test splits
of 3,398/727/728 instances. Analogously, for
MLB we created a split of 22,821/1,739/1,744 in-
stances. Game summaries in MLB were tokenized

2http://www.espn.com/mlb/recap?gameId={gameid}
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using nltk and hyphenated words were separated.
Sentences containing quotes were removed as
they included opinions and non-factual statements
unrelated to the input tables. Sometimes MLB
summaries contain a “Game notes” section with
incidental information which was also removed.

For MLB, the value of L in Equation (1) is 6,
and for ROTOWIRE it is 4. The first four fea-
tures are similar in both datasets and include value
(rj,1; e.g., 8.0, Baltimore), entity (rj,2; e.g., Orioles,
C. Mullins), record type (rj,3; e.g., RBI, R,H) and
whether a player is on the home- or away- team
(rj,4). MLB has two additional features which in-
clude the inning of play (rj,5; e.g., 9, 7, and -1 for
records in the box score), and play index, a unique
play identifier for a set of records in a play (rj,6;
e.g., 0, 10, and -1 for records in the box score).

Information Extraction For automatic evalua-
tion, we make use of the Information Extraction
(IE) approach proposed in Wiseman et al. (2017).
The idea is to use a fairly accurate IE tool to extract
relations from gold summaries and model sum-
maries and then quantify the extent to which the
extracted relations align or diverge (see Section 7
for the specific metrics we use).

The IE system first identifies candidate entities
(i.e., players, teams) and values (i.e., numbers),
and given an “entity, value” pair it predicts the type
of relation. For example, in ROTOWIRE, the rela-
tion for the pair “Kobe Bryant, 40” is PTS. Train-
ing data for the IE system is obtained automat-
ically by matching entity-value pairs from sum-
mary sentences against record types. The IE sys-
tem has an ensemble architecture which combines
convolutional and bidirectional LSTM models.

We reused the updated IE models from Pudup-
pully et al. (2019) for ROTOWIRE3 and trained
our own IE system for MLB. Box and line scores
in MLB are identical in format to ROTOWIRE

and pose no particular problems to the IE system.
However, it is difficult to extract information from
play-by-play and match it against the input tables.
Consider the sentences Ryan O’Hearn homered or
Keller gave up a home run from Figure 1 where we
can identify entities (Ryan O’Hearn, Keller) and
record types (home-run-batter, home-run-pitcher)
but no specific values. We created a dummy value
of -1 for such cases and the IE system was trained
to predict the record type of entity value pairs such
as (Ryan O’Hearn, -1) or (Keller, -1). Moreover,

3https://github.com/ratishsp/data2text-1/

the IE system does not capture attributes such as
inning and team scores in play-by-play as it is
difficult to deterministically match these against
corresponding spans in text. The IE system thus
would not be able to identify any records in the
snippet tied 1–1 in the fourth. On MLB, the sys-
tem achieved 83.4% precision and 66.7% recall
(on held out data). We note that designing a highly
accurate IE module for MLB is in itself a research
challenge and outside the scope of this paper.

In order to compare our model against Pudup-
pully et al. (2019), we must have access to content
plans which we extracted from ROTOWIRE and
MLB by running the IE tool on gold summaries
(training set). We expect the relatively low IE re-
call on MLB to disadvantage their model which
relies on accurate content plans.

Training Configuration Model hyperparame-
ters were tuned on the development set. We used
the Adagrad optimizer (Duchi et al., 2011) with
an initial learning rate of 0.15, decayed by 0.97
for every epoch after the 4th epoch. We used
truncated BPTT (Williams and Peng, 1990) of
length 100 and made use of input feeding (Luong
et al., 2015). We summarize the hyperparameters
of the ROTOWIRE and MLB models in the Ap-
pendix. All models were implemented on a fork
of OpenNMT-py (Klein et al., 2017).

System Comparison We compared our entity
model against the following systems:

TEMPL is a template-based generator; we reused
TEMPL from Wiseman et al. (2017) for RO-
TOWIRE and created a new system for MLB.
The latter consists of an opening sentence
about the two teams playing the game. It
then describes statistics of pitchers (innings
pitched, runs and hits given etc.) followed by
a description of play-by-play (home run, sin-
gle, double, triple etc.).

ED+CC is the encoder-decoder model with con-
ditional copy from Section 3 and the best per-
forming system in Wiseman et al. (2017).

NCP+CC is the best performing system in
Puduppully et al. (2019); it generates con-
tent plans by making use of pointer networks
(Vinyals et al., 2015) to point to the input ej ;
the resultant content plans are then encoded
using a BiLSTM followed by an LSTM de-
coder with an attention and copy mechanism.
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RW RG CS CO BLEU# P% P% R% DLD%
TEMPL 54.23 99.94 26.99 58.16 14.92 8.46
WS-2017 23.72 74.80 29.49 36.18 15.42 14.19
NCP+CC 34.28 87.47 34.18 51.22 18.58 16.50
ENT 30.11 92.69 38.64 48.51 20.17 16.12

MLB RG CS CO BLEU# P% P% R% DLD%
TEMPL 59.93 97.96 22.82 68.46 10.64 3.81
ED+CC 18.69 92.19 62.01 50.12 25.44 9.69
NCP+CC 17.93 88.11 60.48 55.13 26.71 9.68
ENT 21.35 88.29 58.35 61.14 24.51 11.51

Table 2: Evaluation on ROTOWIRE (RW) and MLB
test sets using relation generation (RG) count (#) and
precision (P%), content selection (CS) precision (P%)
and recall (R%), content ordering (CO) in normalized
Damerau-Levenshtein distance (DLD%), and BLEU.

7 Results

Automatic Evaluation We first discuss the re-
sults of automatic evaluation using the metrics de-
fined in Wiseman et al. (2017). Let ŷ be the gold
output and y the model output. Relation Gen-
eration measures how factual y is compared to
input r. Specifically, it measures the precision
and number of relations extracted from y which
are also found in r. Content Selection measures
the precision and recall of relations between ŷ
and y. Content Ordering measures the Damerau-
Levenshtein distance between relations in y and
relations in ŷ. In addition, we also report BLEU
(Papineni et al., 2002) with the gold summaries as
reference.

Table 2 (top) summarizes our results on the RO-
TOWIRE test set (results on the development set
are available in the Appendix). We report results
for our dynamic entity memory model (ENT),
the best system of Wiseman et al. (2017) (WS-
2017) which is an encoder-decoder model with
conditional copy, and NCP+CC (Puduppully et al.,
2019). We see that ENT achieves scores compara-
ble to NCP+CC, but performs better on the met-
rics of RG precision, CS precision, and CO. ENT
achieves substantially higher scores in CS preci-
sion compared to WS-2017 and NCP+CC, with-
out any planning component; CS recall is worse
for ENT compared to NCP+CC mainly because
the latter model is trained to first create a content
plan with good coverage of what to say.

Table 2 (bottom) also presents our results on
MLB (test set). Note that ED+CC is a reim-
plementation of Wiseman et al.’s (2017) encoder-

RW RG CS CO BLEU# P% P% R% DLD%
ED+CC 22.68 79.40 29.96 34.11 16.00 14.00
+Hier 30.76 93.02 33.99 44.79 19.03 14.19
+Dyn 27.93 90.85 34.19 42.27 18.47 15.40
+Gate 31.84 91.97 36.65 48.18 19.68 15.97

MLB RG CS CO BLEU# P% P% R% DLD%
ED+CC 18.69 92.65 62.29 51.36 25.93 9.55
+Hier 19.02 93.71 62.84 52.12 25.72 10.38
+Dyn 20.28 89.19 58.19 58.94 24.49 10.85
+Gate 21.32 88.16 57.36 61.50 24.87 11.13

Table 3: Ablation results on ROTOWIRE (RW) and
MLB development set using relation generation (RG)
count (#) and precision (P%), content selection (CS)
precision (P%) and recall (R%), content ordering
(CO) in normalized Damerau-Levenshtein distance
(DLD%), and BLEU.

decoder model (with conditional copy) on MLB.
We see that ENT achieves highest BLEU amongst
all models and highest CS recall and RG count
amongst neural models. The RG precision of ENT
is lower than ED+CC. Inspection of model out-
put revealed that on MLB, ED+CC tends to fo-
cus on one or two players getting most of the
facts about them right, whereas ENT sometimes
gets the coreference wrong, and thus lower RG
precision. The TEMPL system scores highest on
RG precision and count, and CS recall on both
datasets. This is because TEMPL can make use
of domain knowledge which is not available to the
neural models. TEMPL performs poorly on MLB
in terms of BLEU, in fact it is considerably worse
compared to the similar template system on RO-
TOWIRE (see Table 2). This suggests that the task
of creating MLB game summaries is hard, even
for a template system which does not perform any
sophisticated generation.

Ablation Experiments We further examined
how individual model components contribute to
the quality of the generated summaries. To as-
sess the impact of hierarchical attention (Sec-
tion 4.2) over ED+CC, we report the performance
of a stripped-down variant of our model without
dynamic entity memory. Specifically, the entity
memory was kept static and set to ut=−1,k (see
Equation (5)). In this model, attention over entity
vectors is:

Ψt,k ∝ exp(dᵀ
tWhut=−1,k) (14)

We next examined the contribution of dynamic
memory, by adding it to this model without the
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gate γt (i.e., we set γt to one) and Equation (7)
then becomes:

δt,k = σ(Wedt + be + Wfut−1,k + bf ) (15)

Finally, we obtain our final ENT model, by incor-
porating the update gate mechanism.

The results of the ablation study are shown
in Table 3. We compare ED+CC against vari-
ants “+Hier”, “+Dyn” and “+Gate” corresponding
to successively adding hierarchical attention, dy-
namic memory, and the update gate mechanism.
On both datasets, hierarchical attention, improves
relation generation, content selection, and BLEU.
Dynamic memory and the update gate brings fur-
ther improvements to content selection and BLEU.

Because it conditions on entities, ENT is able
to produce text displaying nominal coreference
which is absent from the outputs of ED+CC and
WS-2017. We present an example in Table 4 (and
in the Appendix) where entities Dwight Howard
and James Harden are introduced and then later re-
ferred to as Howard and Harden. We also see that
while generating the last sentence about the next
game, ENT is able to switch the focus of attention
from one team (Rockets) to the other (Nuggets),
while NCP+CC verbalises Nuggets twice.

Human-Based Evaluation Following earlier
work (Wiseman et al., 2017; Puduppully et al.,
2019), we also evaluated our model by asking hu-
mans to rate its output in terms of relation gen-
eration, coherence, grammaticality, and concise-
ness. Our studies were conducted on the Ama-
zon Mechanical Turk platform. For ROTOWIRE,
we compared ENT against NCP+CC, Gold, and
TEMPL. We did not compare against WS-2017
or ED+CC, since prior work (Puduppully et al.,
2019) has shown that NCP+CC is superior to these
models in terms of automatic and human-based
evaluation. For MLB, we compared ENT against
NCP+CC, ED+CC, Gold, and TEMPL.

In the first study, participants were presented
with sentences randomly selected from the game
summary (test set) together with corresponding
box and line score tables and were asked to count
supporting and contradicting facts in these sen-
tences. We evaluated 30 summaries and 4 sen-
tences per summary for each of ROTOWIRE and
MLB. We elicited 5 responses per summary.

As shown in Table 5, on ROTOWIRE ENT
yields a comparable number of supporting and
contradicting facts to NCP+CC (the difference is

The Houston Rockets (18–5) defeated the Denver Nuggets
(10–13) 108–96 on Tuesday at the Toyota Center in Hous-
ton. The Rockets had a strong first half where they out–
scored . . . The Rockets were led by Donatas Motiejunas,
who scored a game–high of 25 points . . . James Harden
also played a factor in the win, as he went 7–for . . . Coming
off the bench, Donatas Motiejunas had a big game and fin-
ished with 25 points . . . The only other player to reach dou-
ble figures in points was Arron Afflalo, who came off the
bench for 12 points . . . Coming off the bench, Arron Af-
flalo chipped in with 12 points . . . The Nuggets’ next game
will be on the road against the Boston Celtics on Friday,
while the Nuggets will travel to Boston to play the Celtics
on Wednesday.
The Houston Rockets (18–5) defeated the Denver Nuggets
(10–13) 108–96 on Monday at the Toyota Center in Hous-
ton. The Rockets were the superior shooters in this game,
going . . . The Rockets were led by the duo of Dwight
Howard and James Harden. Howard shot 9–for–11 from
the field and . . . Harden on the other hand recorded 24
points (7–20 FG, 2–5 3Pt, 8–9 FT), 10 rebounds and 10
assists, The only other Nugget to reach double figures in
points was Arron Afflalo, who finished with 12 points (4–
17 FG,. . . The Rockets’ next game will be on the road
against the New Orleans Pelicans on Wednesday, while the
Nuggets will travel to Los Angeles to play the Clippers on
Friday.

Table 4: Examples of model output for NCP+CC (top)
and ENT (bottom) on ROTOWIRE. Recurring entities
in the summaries are boldfaced and colorcoded, single-
tons are shown in black.

not statistically significant). TEMPL has the high-
est number of supporting facts, even relative to
gold summaries, and very few contradicting facts.
This is expected as TEMPL output is mostly fac-
tual, it essentially parrots statistics from the tables.
On MLB, ENT yields a number of supporting facts
comparable to Gold and NCP+CC, but signifi-
cantly lower than ED+CC and TEMPL. Contra-
dicting facts are significantly lower for ENT com-
pared to NCP+CC, but comparable to ED+CC and
higher than TEMPL and Gold.

We also evaluated the quality of the generated
summaries. Following earlier work (Puduppully
et al., 2019), we presented participants with two
summaries at a time and asked them to choose
which one is better in terms of Grammaticality
(is the summary written in well-formed English?),
Coherence (do the sentences in summary follow
a coherent discourse?), and Conciseness (does the
summary tend to repeat the same content?) We di-
vided the four competing systems (Gold, TEMPL,
NCP+CC, and ENT) into six pairs of summaries
for ROTOWIRE and the five competing systems
(Gold, TEMPL, ED+CC, NCP+CC, and ENT)
into ten pairs for MLB. We used Best-Worst scal-
ing (Louviere and Woodworth, 1991; Louviere
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ROTOWIRE #Supp #Contra Gram Coher Concis
Gold 2.98* 0.28* 4.07* 3.33 -10.74*
TEMPL 6.98* 0.21* -3.70* -3.33* 17.78*
NCP+CC 4.90 0.90 -3.33* -3.70* -3.70
ENT 4.77 0.80 2.96 3.70 -3.33

MLB #Supp #Contra Gram Coher Concis
Gold 2.81 0.15* 1.24* 3.48* -9.33*
TEMPL 3.98* 0.04* -10.67* -7.30* 8.43*
ED+CC 3.24* 0.40 0.22* -0.90* -2.47*
NCP+CC 2.86 0.88* 0.90* -1.35* -1.80*
ENT 2.86 0.52 8.31 6.07 5.39

Table 5: Average number of supporting and contra-
dicting facts in game summaries and best-worst scaling
evaluation (higher is better) on ROTOWIRE and MLB
datasets. Systems significantly different from ENT are
marked with an asterisk * (using a one-way ANOVA
with posthoc Tukey HSD tests; p ≤ 0.05).

.

et al., 2015), a more reliable alternative to rating
scales. The score of a system is computed as the
number of times it was rated best minus the num-
ber of times is rated worst (Orme, 2009). Scores
range from −100 (absolutely worst) to 100 (ab-
solutely best). We elicited judgments for 30 test
summaries for ROTOWIRE and MLB; each sum-
mary was rated by 3 participants.

As shown in Table 5, on ROTOWIRE Gold
receives highest scores in terms of Grammati-
cality, which is not unexpected. ENT comes
close, achieving better scores than NCP+CC and
TEMPL, even though our model only enhances the
coherence of the output. Participants find ENT
on par with Gold on Coherence and better than
NCP+CC and TEMPL whose output is stilted and
exhibits no variability. In terms of Conciseness,
TEMPL is rated best, which is expected since it
does not contain any duplication, the presented
facts are mutually exclusive; ENT is comparable
to NCP+CC and better than Gold.

As far as MLB is concerned, ENT achieves
highest scores on Grammaticality and Coherence.
It is rated high on Conciseness also, second only to
TEMPL whose scores are lowest on Grammatical-
ity and Coherence. Perhaps surprisingly, Gold is
rated lower than ENT on all three metrics; we hy-
pothesize that participants find Gold’s output too
verbose compared to the other systems. Recall that
MLB gold summaries are relative long, the aver-
age length is 542 tokens compared to ROTOWIRE

whose summaries are almost half as long (see Ta-
ble 1). The average length of output summaries
for ENT is 327 tokens.

Taken together, our results show that ENT per-
forms better than comparison systems on both RO-
TOWIRE and MLB. Compared to NCP+CC, it is
conceptually simpler and more portable, as it does
not rely on content plans which have to be ex-
tracted via an IE system which must be reconfig-
ured for new datasets and domains.

8 Conclusions

In this work we presented a neural model for data-
to-text generation which creates entity-specific
representations (that are dynamically updated) and
generates text using hierarchical attention over the
input table and entity memory. Extensive auto-
matic and human evaluation on two benchmarks,
ROTOWIRE and the newly created MLB, show
that our model outperforms competitive baselines
and manages to generate plausible output which
humans find coherent, concise, and factually cor-
rect. However, we have only scratched the sur-
face; future improvements involve integrating con-
tent planning with entity modeling, placing more
emphasis on play-by-play, and exploiting depen-
dencies across input tables.
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A Appendix

Hyperparameters Table 6 contains the hyper-
parameters used for our ENT model on the RO-
TOWIRE and MLB datasets.

Results on the Development Set Table 7 (top)
shows results on the ROTOWIRE development set
for our dynamic entity memory model (ENT), the
best system of Wiseman et al. (2017) (WS-2017)
which is an encoder-decoder model with con-
ditional copy, the template generator (TEMPL),
our implementation of encoder-decoder model
with conditional copy (ED+CC), and NCP+CC
(Puduppully et al., 2019). We see that ENT
achieves scores comparable to NCP+CC, but per-
forms better on the metrics of RG precision, CS
precision, and CO. Table 7 (bottom) also presents
our results on MLB. ENT achieves highest BLEU
amongst all models and highest CS recall and RG
count amongst neural models.

Qualitative Examples Tables 8 and 9 contain
examples of model output for ROTOWIRE and
MLB, respectively. Because it conditions on en-
tities, ENT is able to produce text displaying nom-
inal coreference compared to other models.
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ROTOWIRE MLB
Word Embeddings 600 300
Hidden state size 600 600
Entity memory size 300 300
LSTM Layers 2 1
Input Feeding Yes Yes
Dropout 0.3 0.3
Optimizer Adagrad Adagrad
Initial learning rate 0.15 0.15
Learning rate decay 0.97 0.97
Epochs 25 25
BPTT size 100 100
Batch size 5 12
Inference beam size 5 5

Table 6: Hyperparameters for ROTOWIRE and MLB.

RW RG CS CO BLEU# P% P% R% DLD%
TEMPL 54.29 99.92 26.61 59.16 14.42 8.51
WS-2017 23.95 75.10 28.11 35.86 15.33 14.57
ED+CC 22.68 79.40 29.96 34.11 16.00 14.00
NCP+CC 33.88 87.51 33.52 51.21 18.57 16.19
ENT 31.84 91.97 36.65 48.18 19.68 15.97

MLB RG CS CO BLEU# P% P% R% DLD%
TEMPL 59.93 97.96 22.82 68.46 10.64 3.81
ED+CC 18.69 92.65 62.29 51.36 25.93 9.55
NCP+CC 17.70 88.01 59.76 55.23 26.87 9.43
ENT 21.32 88.16 57.36 61.50 24.87 11.13

Table 7: Results on ROTOWIRE (RW) and MLB de-
velopment sets using relation generation (RG) count
(#) and precision (P%), content selection (CS) preci-
sion (P%) and recall (R%), content ordering (CO) in
normalized Damerau-Levenshtein distance (DLD%),
and BLEU.

System Summary
Template The Atlanta Hawks (44–30) defeated the Detroit Pistons (39–35) 112–95. Paul Millsap scored 23 points

(8–13 FG, 3–4 3PT, 4–5 FT) to go with 9 rebounds. Tobias Harris scored 21 points (10–20 FG, 1–3 3PT,
0–0 FT) to go with 10 rebounds. Andre Drummond scored 19 points (7–11 FG, 0–0 3PT, 5–9 FT) to go
with 17 rebounds. Kent Bazemore scored 17 points (7–9 FG, 3–5 3PT, 0–0 FT) to go with 4 rebounds.
Aron Baynes scored 15 points (5–6 FG, 0–0 3PT, 5–6 FT) to go with 7 rebounds. Al Horford scored 13
points (6–15 FG, 1–5 3PT, 0–0 FT) to go with 5 rebounds. The Atlanta Hawks’ next game will be at home
against the Dallas Mavericks, while the Detroit Pistons will travel to play the Bulls.

NCP+CC The Atlanta Hawks (44–30) defeated the Detroit Pistons (39–35) 112–95 on Wednesday at the Palace of
Auburn Hills. The Hawks came into this game riding a three–game losing streak and it was clear they did
n’t have it all on the floor. Paul Millsap led the way for the Hawks with 23 points (8–13 FG, 3–4 3Pt, 4–5
FT), along with nine rebounds, five assists and four steals, in 33 minutes. Al Horford chipped in 13 points
(6–15 FG, 1–5 3Pt), and Kent Bazemore chipped in 17 points on 7–9 shooting, including 3–5 from deep.
Kyle Korver chipped in 12 points (5–10 FG, 1–5 3Pt, 1–1 FT) and three rebounds in 29 minutes, while
Tobias Harris chipped in 21 points (10–20 FG, 1–3 3Pt), 10 rebounds and five assists. Tobias Drummond
had a double–double of his own with 19 points (7–11 FG, 5–9 FT) and 17 rebounds, along with two blocked
shots, in 33 minutes. Andre Drummond had a double–double of his own, with 19 points (7–11 FG, 5–9
FT) and 17 rebounds, along with two blocked shots. The only other player to score in double digits for
Detroit was Andre Drummond, who finished with 19 points (7–11 FG, 5–9 FT) and 17 rebounds, along
with two blocked shots. The Pistons’ next game will be on the road against the Cleveland Cavaliers on
Friday, while the Pistons will travel to Minnesota to play the Timberwolves on Wednesday.

ENT The Atlanta Hawks (44–30) defeated the Detroit Pistons (39–35) 112–95 on Monday at the Palace of
Auburn Hills. The Hawks got off to a quick start in this one, out–scoring the Pistons 27–15 in the first
quarter alone. The Hawks were the superior shooters in this game, going 45 percent from the field and 38
percent from the three–point line, while the Pistons went 39 percent from the floor and just 24 percent from
beyond the arc. The Hawks were led by the duo of Paul Millsap and Andre Drummond. Millsap finished
with 23 points (8–13 FG, 3–4 3Pt, 4–5 FT), nine rebounds and four blocked shots, while Drummond had
19 points (7–11 FG, 5–9 FT), 17 rebounds and two blocked shots. It was his second double–double in a
row, as he’s combined for 45 points and 19 rebounds over his last two games. He’s now averaging 15 points
and 7 rebounds on the season. Jeff Teague was the other starter to reach double figures in points, as he
finished with 12 points (3–13 FG, 2–3 3Pt, 4–4 FT) and 12 assists. The Hawks’ next game will be at home
against the Cleveland Cavaliers on Friday, while the Pistons will travel to Los Angeles to play the Clippers
on Friday.

Table 8: Example output from the template-based system, NCP+CC (Puduppully et al., 2019) and our ENT
model for ROTOWIRE. Recurring entities in the summaries are boldfaced and colorcoded, singletons are shown
in black.
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System Summary
Template The Tampa Bay Rays defeated the Oakland Athletics 13–4. Jason Isringhausen (0–0) allowed 0 runs,

1 hits and 0 walks in 1 innings. Jeff Niemann (4–3) allowed 4 runs, 8 hits and 0 walks in 8 innings. Sean
Gallagher (1–2) allowed 9 runs, 3 hits and 5 walks in 2 1/3 innings. Kevin Cameron (0–0) allowed 0 runs,
0 hits and 1 walks in 2 innings. Gio Gonzalez (0–0) allowed 4 runs, 6 hits and 3 walks in 3 2/3 innings.
Jason Bartlett hit 2 RBI single in the first. Orlando Cabrera hit 1 RBI homer in the third Athletics.
Akinori Iwamura hit 2 RBI single in the third. Jason Bartlett hit 1 RBI triple in the fifth. Akinori
Iwamura hit 1 RBI single in the fifth. Jason Bartlett hit 2 RBI single in the sixth. Jack Cust hit 2 RBI
homer in the eighth Athletics.

ED+CC ST. PETERSBURG, Fla.— Jason Bartlett had three hits and drove in five runs, and the Tampa Bay
Rays beat the Oakland Athletics 13–4 on Tuesday night. Bartlett hit a two–run single during a six–run
first inning off Gio Gonzalez (1–2), who gave up nine runs, three hits and three walks in 2 1/3 innings.
Orlando Cabrera hit a solo homer in the third for the A’s, who have lost four of five. Orlando Cabrera
hit a solo homer for the A’s, who have lost four of five. Orlando Cabrera hit a solo homer for the A’s,
who have lost four of five. Jack Cust hit a two–run homer in the eighth for the A’s, who have lost four of
five. Orlando Cabrera hit a solo homer for the A’s, who have lost four of five. Orlando Cabrera hit a
solo homer for the A’s, who have lost three of four. Orlando Cabrera hit a solo homer in the third for the
A’s, who have lost four of five. Orlando Cabrera hit a solo homer in the third for the A’s, who have lost
three straight and five of six. Gallagher (1–2) gave up nine runs, four earned, and six hits in 2 1/3 innings.
He walked three and struck out six. Gallagher (1–2) gave up nine runs, four earned, and six hits in 2 1/3
innings. He walked three and struck out six. Cust hit a two–run homer in the eighth.

NCP+CC ST. PETERSBURG, Fla.— The Tampa Bay Rays got a big boost from Jason Bartlett’s grand slam.
Bartlett drove in five runs, Jason Bartlett had five RBIs, Jason Bartlett had five RBIs and the Rays beat
the Oakland Athletics 13–4 on Friday night. Jeff Niemann (4–3) allowed four runs, three earned, and
eight hits in eight innings. Sean Gallagher (1–2) gave up a career–high nine runs in 2 1/3 innings. Jack
Cust hit a two–run homer in the seventh and Jack Cust added a two–run homer for the A’s, who have lost
four of five. Tampa Bay has lost four of five. The Rays have lost four of five. Tampa Bay has lost four of
five. The Rays have lost four of five. Oakland has lost four of five. The Rays have lost four of five. Tampa
Bay has lost four of five. The Rays have lost four of five. Tampa Bay has lost five of six. The Rays have
lost four of five. Tampa Bay has lost five of six. The Rays have lost four of five. Tampa Bay has lost five
of six overall. Oakland has lost five of six. The Rays have lost four of five. Tampa Bay has lost four of
five. Oakland has lost four of five. Oakland has lost five of six. The Rays have lost four of five. Tampa
Bay has lost four of five. Oakland has lost four of five. Oakland has lost five of six. Oakland has lost five
of six.

ENT ST. PETERSBURG, Fla.— Jason Bartlett and the Tampa Bay Rays finally found a way to beat the
Oakland Athletics. Bartlett had a career–high five RBIs, Jeff Niemann pitched eight strong innings and
the Rays beat the Oakland Athletics 13–4 on Tuesday night. Bartlett had a two–run single in the first and
added a two–run single in the third to help the Rays take a 6–1 lead. Bartlett had a two–run single in the
third and a two–run single in the sixth. Jack Cust hit a two–run homer in the eighth for the A’s, who have
won five of six. The A’s scored six runs off Sean Gallagher (1–2), who gave up a career–high nine runs—
seven earned— and three hits in 2 1/3 innings. Niemann (4–3) gave up four runs, three earned, and eight
hits in eight innings. The right–hander struck out three and did not walk a batter for the second time this
season. The right–hander is 4–0 in six career starts against the A’s. Orlando Cabrera hit a solo homer in
the third for the A’s, who have lost four of five. Oakland starter Gio Gonzalez gave up four runs and six
hits in 3 2/3 innings. The right–hander struck out six and walked three. The right–hander was coming off
a 1–0 loss to the A’s in his previous start, when he gave up six runs in 4 1/3 innings of a 10–0 loss to the
A’s. The A’s took a 1–0 lead in the first when Ben Zobrist drew a bases–loaded walk and Bartlett had a
two–run single.

Table 9: Example output from the template-based system, ED+CC, NCP+CC (Puduppully et al., 2019) and our
ENT model for MLB. Recurring entities are boldfaced and colorcoded, singletons are shown in black.
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Abstract

A type description is a succinct noun com-
pound which helps human and machines to
quickly grasp the informative and distinctive
information of an entity. Entities in most
knowledge graphs (KGs) still lack such de-
scriptions, thus calling for automatic meth-
ods to supplement such information. How-
ever, existing generative methods either over-
look the grammatical structure or make fac-
tual mistakes in generated texts. To solve
these problems, we propose a head-modifier
template-based method to ensure the readabil-
ity and data fidelity of generated type descrip-
tions. We also propose a new dataset and two
automatic metrics for this task. Experiments
show that our method improves substantially
compared with baselines and achieves state-
of-the-art performance on both datasets.

1 Introduction

Large-scale open domain KGs such as DBpe-
dia (Auer et al., 2007), Wikidata (Vrandečić and
Krötzsch, 2014) and CN-DBpedia (Xu et al.,
2017) are increasingly drawing the attention from
both academia and industries, and have been suc-
cessfully used in many applications that require
background knowledge to understand texts.

In KGs, a type description (Bhowmik and de
Melo, 2018) is a kind of description which re-
flects the rich information of an entity with lit-
tle cognitive efforts. A type description must
be informative, distinctive and succinct to help
human quickly grasp the essence of an unfa-
miliar entity. Compared to other kinds of data
in a KG, types in entity-typing task (Shimaoka
et al., 2016; Ren et al., 2016) are too general
and not informative enough (e.g., when asked
about “what is rue Cazotte?”, street in
Paris, France is obviously more informative
and distinctive than a type location.), and the fixed

∗Corresponding author: Yanghua Xiao.

3,' 3URSHUW\ 9DOXH

3�� LQVWDQFH RI VWUHHW

3��� QDPHG DIWHU -DFTXHV &D]RWWH

3�� FRXQWU\ )UDQFH

3��� ORFDWHG LQ WKH DGPLQLVWUDWLYH
WHUULWRULDO HQWLW\

3DULV

3�� VKDUHV ERUGHU ZLWK UXH &KDUOHV�1RGLHU

$hed$ in $mod$ , $mod$

street in Paris , France

Infobox of rue Cazotte

Stage 2

Stage 1 Generate template

Generate type description

Figure 1: An example of the two-stage generation of
our head-modifier template-based method. $hed$ and
$mod$ are the placeholder for head and modifier com-
ponents in the template.

type set is too inflexible to expand; while infobox
and abstract are too long with too much informa-
tion, which increases cognitive burden.

Type descriptions are useful for a wide range
of applications, including question answering (e.g.
what is rue Cazotte?), named entity disambigua-
tion (e.g. Apple (fruit of the apple tree) vs Apple
(American technology company)), taxonomy en-
richment, etc. However, many entities in current
open-domain KGs still lack such descriptions. For
example, in DBpedia and CN-DBpedia respec-
tively, there are only about 21% and 1.8% entities
that are provided with such descriptions1.

Essentially, a type description is a noun com-
pound, which follows a grammatical rule called
head-modifier rule (Hippisley et al., 2005; Wang
et al., 2014). It always contains a head component
(also head words or heads), and usually contains a
modifier component (also modifier words or mod-
ifiers). The head component representing the type

1According to DBpedia 2016-10 dump and CN-DBpedia
2015-07 dump.
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information of the entity makes it distinctive from
entities of other types; the modifier component
limits the scope of that type, making it more fine-
grained and informative. For example, in street
in Paris, France, the head word street
indicates that it is a street, and the modifier words
Paris and France indicate the street is located
in Paris, France.

Due to the low recall and limited patterns of ex-
tractive methods (Hearst, 1992), generative meth-
ods are more suitable to acquire more type de-
scriptions. Generally, there are several challenges
in generating a type description from an infobox:
1) it must be grammatically correct to be readable,
given that a trivial mistake could lead to a syntax
error (e.g. street with Paris, France);
2) it must guarantee the data fidelity towards in-
put infobox, e.g., the system shouldn’t generate
street in Germany for a French street; 3)
its heads must be the correct types for the entity,
and a mistake in heads is more severe than in mod-
ifiers, e.g., in this case, river in France is
much worse than street in Germany .

We argue that the head-modifier rule is cru-
cial to ensure readability and data-fidelity in type
description generation. However, existing meth-
ods pay little attention to it. Bhowmik and de
Melo (2018) first propose a dynamic memory-
based generative network to generate type descrip-
tions from infobox in a neural manner. They uti-
lize a memory component to help the model bet-
ter remember the training data. However, it tends
to lose the grammatical structure of the output, as
it cannot distinguish heads from modifiers in the
generation process. Also, it cannot handle the out-
of-vocabulary (OOV) problem, and many modi-
fier words may be rare and OOV. Other data-to-
text (Wiseman et al., 2017; Sha et al., 2018) and
text-to-text (Gu et al., 2016; Gulcehre et al., 2016;
See et al., 2017) models equipped with copy mech-
anism alleviate OOV problem, without consider-
ing the difference between heads and modifiers,
resulting in grammatical or factual mistakes.

To solve the problems above, we propose
a head-modifier template-based method. To
the best of our knowledge, we are the first to
integrate head-modifier rule into neural generative
models. Our method is based on the observation
that a head-modifier template exists in many
type descriptions. For example, by replacing
heads and modifiers with placeholders $hed$

and $mod$, the template for street in
Paris, France is $hed$ in $mod$,
$mod$, which is also the template for a series
of similar type descriptions such as library
in California, America, lake in
Siberia, Russia, etc. Note that, the $hed$
and $mod$ can appear multiple times, and
punctuation like a comma is also an important
component of a template.

Identifying the head and modifier components
is helpful for providing structural and contextual
cues in content selection and surface realization in
generation, which correspond to data fidelity and
readability respectively. As shown in Fig.1, the
model can easily select the corresponding prop-
erties and values and organize them by the guid-
ance of the template. The head-modifier template
is universal as the head-modifier rule exists in any
noun compound in English, even in Chinese (Hip-
pisley et al., 2005). Therefore, the templates are
applicable for open domain KGs, with no need to
design new templates for entities from other KGs.

There are no existing head-modifier templates
to train from, therefore we use the dependency
parsing technique (Manning et al., 2014) to ac-
quire templates in training data. Then, as pre-
sented in Fig.1, our method consists of two stages:
in Stage 1, we use an encoder-decoder frame-
work with an attention mechanism to generate
a template; in Stage 2, we use a new encoder-
decoder framework to generate a type descrip-
tion, and reuse previously encoded infobox and
apply a copy mechanism to preserve information
from source to target. Meanwhile, we apply an-
other attention mechanism upon generated tem-
plates to control the output’s structure. We then
apply a context gate mechanism to dynamically
select contexts during decoding.

In brief, our contributions2 in this paper include,
1) we propose a new head-modifier template-
based method to improve the readability and data
fidelity of generating type descriptions, which is
also the first attempt of integrating head-modifier
rule into neural generative models; 2) we apply
copy and context gate mechanism to enhance the
model’s ability of choosing contents with the guid-
ance of templates; 3) we propose a new dataset
with two new automatic metrics for this task, and
experiments show that our method achieves state-
of-the-art performance on both datasets.

2https://github.com/Michael0134/HedModTmplGen
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Knowledge Graph

EntityID: Q3447345

rue Cazotte
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street
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0
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0

cazotte
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1

…

…
…

france
P17

0

(a) Infobox Encoder
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(c) Template Encoder
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,$hed$ in $mod$ $mod$ EOS

Infobox Attention

(b)Template Decoder

Value word
Property ID
Position

)"")#" )'")$" )(" )*"

,street in paris france EOS
(d)Description Decoder

Infobox Attention Template Attention

,$hed$ in $mod$ $mod$

Stage 1 Stage 2

Stage 1: infobox -> template
Stage 2: infobox + template -> type description

Figure 2: Overall architecture of our method. In Stage 1, the model generates a template from infobox of entity
rue Cazotte (the entity can be found at Wikidata by EntityID), then in Stage 2 the model completes this
template by reusing the infobox and generates a type description for this entity.

2 Method

In this section, we demonstrate our method in de-
tail. As shown in Fig.2, given an entity from Wiki-
data3 and its corresponding infobox, we split the
generation process into two stages. In Stage 1,
the model takes as input an infobox and generates
a head-modifier template. In Stage 2, the model
takes as input the previously encoded infobox and
the output template, and produces a type descrip-
tion. Note that our model is trained in an end-to-
end manner.

2.1 Stage 1: Template Generation

In this stage, we use an encoder-decoder frame-
work to generate a head-modifier template of the
type description.

2.1.1 Infobox Encoder
Our model takes as input an infobox of an entity,
which is a series of (property, value) pairs
denoted as I. We then reconstruct them into a se-
quence of words to apply Seq2Seq learning. In
order to embed structural information from the in-
fobox into word embedding xi, following Lebret
et al. (2016), we represent xi = [vxi ; fxi ;pxi ] for
the i-th word xi in the values, with the word em-

3www.wikidata.org

3URSHUW\ 9DOXH

3��� LQVWDQFH RI VWUHHW

3����QDPHG DIWHU -DFTXHV &D]RWWH

3��� FRXQWU\ )UDQFH

3���� ORFDWHG LQ
WKH DGPLQLVWUDWLYH
WHUULWRULDO HQWLW\

3DULV

3��� VKDUHV
ERUGHU ZLWK

UXH &KDUOHV�
1RGLHU

ZRUG �SURSHUW\� SRVLWLRQ�

VWUHHW �LQVWDQFHBRI� ��

-DFTXHV �QDPHGBDIWHU� ��

&D]RWWH �QDPHGBDIWHU� ��

)UDQFH �FRXQWU\� ��

3DULV �ORFDWHGB���BHQWLW\� ��

UXH �VKDUHVBERUGHUBZLWK� ��

&KDUOHV�
1RGLHU

�VKDUHVBERUGHUBZLWK� ��

Figure 3: An example of reconstructing a Wikidata in-
fobox (left) into a sequence of words with property and
position information (right). PN denotes a property ID
in Wikidata.

bedding vxi for xi, a corresponding property em-
bedding fxi and the positional information embed-
ding pxi , and [·; ·] stands for vector concatenation.

For example, as shown in Fig.3, we recon-
struct (named after, Jacques Cazotte)
into Jacques with (named after, 0)
and Cazotte with (named after, 1), as
Jacques is the first token in the value and
Cazotte is the second. Next, we concatenate
the embedding of Jacques, named after and
0 as the reconstructed embedding for Jacques.
Notice that, we have three separate embedding
matrices for properties, value words and position,
that is, even though the property country is the
same string as the value country, they are not
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the same token.
Then, we employ a standard GRU (Chung et al.,

2014) to read the input X = {xi}Lx
i=1, then produce

a sequence of hidden states Hx = {h1
i }Lx
i=1, which

are shared in both stages, where Lx is the length
of the input sequence.

2.1.2 Template Annotation

nmod

case

appos

punct
root

street in paris , france
head stop

word modifier modifier

$hed$ in $mod$ , $mod$

NN IN NNP , NNROOT

Template:

Type 
Description:

stop
word

Figure 4: An example of extracting head-modifier tem-
plate from type description by dependency parsing us-
ing Stanford CoreNLP toolkit.

In this task, the type descriptions are diversified
yet following the head-modifier rule. The Stage
1 in our model learns the templates from train-
ing data, but there are no existing templates for
the template generation training. Therefore, we
acquire head-modifier templates by using a de-
pendency parser provided by Stanford CoreNLP
(Manning et al., 2014).

Specifically, a type description is formed by
head words (or heads), modifier words (or mod-
ifiers) and conjunctions. In our work, we refer to
words that are types as heads in a type descrip-
tion, so there could be multiple heads. For ex-
ample, singer and producer in American
singer, producer are both head words.

During dependency parsing, the root of a
noun compound is always a head word of the type
description. Therefore, we acquire heads by find-
ing the root and its parallel terms. The remaining
words except conjunctions and stopwords are con-
sidered to be modifiers. We then obtain the tem-
plate by substituting heads with $hed$ and mod-
ifiers with $mod$, as shown in Fig.4.

2.1.3 Template Decoder
In template generation, the template decoder
D1 takes as input the previous encoded hidden
states Hx and produces a series of hidden states
{s11, s12, ..., s1Lx

} and a template sequence T =
{t1, t2, ..., tLt}, where Lt is the length of the gen-
erated template. As template generation is a rela-
tively lighter and easier task, we apply a canonical

attention decoder as D1, with GRU as the RNN
unit.

Formally, at each time step j, the decoder pro-
duces a context vector c1j ,

c1j =
Lx∑

i=1

αijh1
i ;αij =

η(s1j−1,h
1
i )∑Lx

k=1 η(s1j−1,h
1
i ))

(1)

where η(s1j ,h
1
i ) is a relevant score between en-

coder hidden state h1
i and a decoder hidden state

s1j . Among many ways to compute the score, in
this work, we apply general product (Luong et al.,
2015) to measure the similarity between both:

η(h1
i , s

1
j−1) = h1>

i W1s1j−1 (2)

where W1 is a learnable parameter.
Then the decoder state is updated by s1j =

GRU([tj−1; c1j ], s1j−1). Finally, the results are fed
into a softmax layer, from which the system pro-
duces tj .

2.2 Stage 2: Description Generation

After Stage 1 is finished, the generated template
sequence T and the infobox encoder hidden states
Hx are fed into Stage 2 to produce the final type
description.

2.2.1 Template Encoder
As the template is an ordered sequence, we use
a bidirectional (Schuster and Paliwal, 1997) GRU
to encode template sequence into another series of
hidden states Ht = {h2

i }Lt
i=1. Then we fed both

Ht and Hx to the description decoder for further
refinement.

2.2.2 Description Decoder
The description decoder D2 is a GRU-based de-
coder, which utilizes a dual attention mechanism:
a canonical attention mechanism and a copy mech-
anism to attend over template representation Ht

and infobox representation Hx respectively. This
is because we need the model to preserve informa-
tion from the source while maintaining the head-
modifier structure learned from the templates.

In detail, let s2j be D2’s hidden state at time step
j. The first canonical attention mechanism is sim-
ilar to the one described in Section 2.1.3, except
that the decoder hidden states are replaced and re-
lated learnable parameters are changed. By apply-
ing this, we obtain a context vector ctj of Ht and a
context vector cxj of Hx.
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Then, we use context gates proposed by Tu et al.
(2017) to dynamically balance the contexts from
infobox, template, and target, and decide the ratio
at which three contexts contribute to the genera-
tion of target words.

Formally, we calculate the context gates g∗j by

gxj = σ(Wx
ge(yj−1) + Ux

gsj−1 + Cx
gcxj )

gtj = σ(Wt
ge(yj−1) + Ut

gsj−1 + Ct
gctj)

(3)

where W∗g,U∗g,C∗g are all learnable parameters, σ
is a sigmoid layer, and e(y) embeds the word y.
After that, we apply a linear interpolation to inte-
grate these contexts and update the decoder state:

c2j =(1− gxj − gtj)(We(yj−1) + Us2j−1)+
gxj C1cxj + gtjC2ctj

s2j =GRU([e(yj−1); c2j ], s
2
j−1)

(4)

where W,U,C1,C2 are all learnable parameters.
To conduct a sort of slot filling procedure and

enhance the model’s ability of directly copying
words from infobox, we further apply conditional
copy mechanism (Gulcehre et al., 2016) upon Hx.
As the produced words may come from the vo-
cabulary or directly from the infobox , we assume
a new decoding vocabulary V ′ = V ∪ {xi}Lx

i=1,
where V is the original vocabulary with the vocab-
ulary size of N , and unk is the replacement for
out-of-vocabulary words.

Following Wiseman et al. (2017), the proba-
bilistic function of yj is as follows:

p(yj , zj |y<j , I, T ) ={
pcopy(yj |y<j , I, T )p(zj |y<j , I), zj = 0

pgen(yj |y<j , I, T )p(zj |y<j , I), zj = 1

(5)

where zj is a binary variable deciding whether yj
is copied from I or generated, and p(zj |·) is the
switcher between copy and generate mode which
is implemented as a multi-layer perceptron (MLP).
pcopy(yj |·) and pgen(yj |·) are the probabilities of
copy mode and generate mode respectively, which
are calculated by applying softmax on copy scores
φcopy and generation scores φgen. These scores are
defined as follows:

φgen(yj = v) = Wg[s2j ; c2j ], v ∈ V ∪ {unk}
φcopy(yj = xi) = tanh(hxi Wc)s2j , xi ∈ V ′ − V

(6)

where Wc,Wg are both learnable parameters.
Therefore, a word is considered as a copied word
if it appears in the value portion of the source in-
fobox.

2.3 Learning

Our model is able to be optimized in an end-to-
end manner and is trained to minimize the negative
log-likelihood of the annotated templates T given
infobox I and the ground truth type descriptions
given T and I. Formally,

L1 = −
Lt∑

i=1

log p(ti|t<i, I)

L2 = −
Ly∑

i=1

log p(yi|y<i, I, T )

L = L1 + L2

(7)

where L1 is the loss in Stage 1, L2 is the loss in
Stage 2, and Ly is the length of the target.

3 Experiments

In this section, we conduct several experiments to
demonstrate the effectiveness of our method.

3.1 Datasets

We conduct experiments on two English datasets
sampled from Wikidata, which are referred to as
Wiki10K and Wiki200K respectively. Wiki10K
is the original dataset proposed by Bhowmik and
de Melo (2018), which is sampled from Wiki-
data and consists of 10K entities sampled from
the official RDF exports of Wikidata dated 2016-
08-01. However, this dataset is not only too
small to reveal the subtlety of models, but it’s
also relatively imbalanced with too many human
entities based on the property instance of.
Therefore, we propose a new and larger dataset
Wiki200K, which consists of 200K entities more
evenly sampled from Wikidata dated 2018-10-01.
Note that, in both Wiki10K and Wiki200K, we
filter all the properties whose data type are not
wikibase-item, wikibase-property or
time according to Wikidata database reports4.

KGs such as Wikidata are typically composed
of semantic triples. A semantic triple is formed
by a subject, a predicate, and an object, corre-
sponding to entity, property and value in Wikidata.

4https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Database reports/
List of properties/all
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We make sure that every entity from both datasets
has at least 5 property-value pairs (or statement in
Wikidata parlance) and an English type descrip-
tion. The basic statistics of the two datasets are
demonstrated in Table 1. Then, we randomly di-
vide two datasets into train, validation and test sets
by the ratio of 8:1:1.

Datasets Wiki10K Wiki200K

# entities 10,000 200,000
# properties 480 900

vocabulary size 28,785 130,686
# avg statement 8.90 7.96

Copy(%) 88.24 71.30

Table 1: Statistics for both datasets, where “#” de-
notes the number counted, and avg is short for aver-
age. “Copy(%)” denotes the copy ratio in the golden
type descriptions excluding stopwords, which is simi-
lar to the metric ModCopy defined in Section 3.2.

3.2 Evaluation Metrics

Following the common practice, we evaluate dif-
ferent aspects of the generation quality with au-
tomatic metrics broadly applied in many natural
language generation tasks, including BLEU (B-1,
B-2) (Papineni et al., 2002), ROUGE (RG-L) (Lin,
2004), METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005) and
CIDEr (Vedantam et al., 2015). BLEU measures
the n-gram overlap between results and ground
truth, giving a broad point of view regarding flu-
ency, while ROUGE emphasizes on the precision
and recall between both. METEOR matches hu-
man perception better and CIDEr captures human
consensus.

Nonetheless, these metrics depend highly on the
comparison with ground truth, instead of the sys-
tem’s input. In this task, the output may still be
correct judging by input infobox even if it’s dif-
ferent from the ground truth. Therefore, we intro-
duce two simple automatic metrics designed for
this task to give a better perspective of the data
fidelity of generated texts from the following as-
pects:

• Modifier Copy Ratio (ModCopy). We eval-
uate the data fidelity regarding preserving
source facts by computing the ratio of modi-
fier words (that is, excluding stopwords and
head words) in the type descriptions that
are copied from the source. In detail, we

roughly consider a word in a type descrip-
tion as a copied word if it shares a L-character
(4 in our experiments) prefix with any word
but stopwords in the values of source in-
fobox. For example, modifier Japanese
could be a copied modifier word from the fact
(country, Japan). To clarify, the copy ra-
tio of a type description can be calculated by

#copied words
#all words−#stopwords . The Modifier Copy
Ratio measures to what extent the informa-
tive words are preserved in the modifiers of
the model’s output.

• Head Accuracy (HedAcc). For a type de-
scription, it is crucial to make sure that the
head word is the right type of entity. There-
fore, in order to give an approximate estimate
of the data fidelity regarding head words,
we also evaluate the head word’s accuracy
in the output. Note that aside from ground
truth, infobox is also a reliable source to pro-
vide candidate types. Specifically, in Wiki-
data, the values in instance of (P31) and
subclass of (P279) are usually suitable
types for an entity, though not every entity
has these properties and these types could be
too coarse-grained like human. Therefore,
after dependency parsing, we count the head
words in the output with heads from corre-
sponding ground truth and values of corre-
sponding infobox properties, then gives an
accuracy of the heads of output. The Head
Accuracy measures model’s ability of pre-
dicting the right type of the entity.

3.3 Baselines and Experimental Setup
We compared our method with several competi-
tive generative models. All models except DGN
are implemented with the help of OpenNMT-py
(Klein et al., 2017). Note that we use the same in-
fobox reconstructing method described in Section
2.1.1 to apply Seq2Seq learning for all models ex-
cept DGN since it has its own encoding method.
The baselines include:

• AttnSeq2Seq (Luong et al., 2015). AttnS2S
is a standard RNN-based Seq2Seq model
with an attention mechanism.

• Pointer-Generator (See et al., 2017). Ptr-
Gen is originally designed for text summa-
rization, providing a strong baseline with a
copy mechanism. Note that, in order to make
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Wiki10K
Model B-1 B-2 RG-L METEOR CIDEr ModCopy HedAcc

AttnS2S 53.96 47.56 55.25 29.95 2.753 69.45 52.82
Ptr-Gen 64.24 57.11 65.37 36.42 3.536 83.88 67.92

Transformer 61.63 54.93 63.14 35.01 3.400 75.37 61.13
DGN 63.24 57.52 64.50 35.92 3.372 77.53 64.65

Our work 65.09 58.72 66.92 37.55 3.717 86.04 70.68

Wiki200K
Model B-1 B-2 RG-L METEOR CIDEr ModCopy HedAcc

AttnS2S 66.15 61.61 70.55 37.65 4.105 49.59 79.76
Ptr-Gen 70.13 66.21 75.21 41.38 4.664 58.27 85.38

Transformer 69.78 66.07 75.60 41.52 4.654 53.85 85.55
DGN 62.60 57.86 69.30 34.84 3.815 48.30 81.31

Our work 73.69 69.59 76.77 43.54 4.847 58.14 85.81

Table 2: Evaluation results of different models on both datasets.

a fairer comparison with our model, we ad-
ditionally equip Ptr-Gen with context gate
mechanism so that it becomes a no-template
version of our method.

• Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017). Trans-
former recently outperforms traditional RNN
architecture in many NLP tasks, which makes
it also a competitive baseline, even if it’s not
specifically designed for this task.

• DGN (Bhowmik and de Melo, 2018). DGN
uses a dynamic memory based network with
a positional encoder and an RNN decoder. It
achieved state-of-the-art performance in this
task.

In experiments, we decapitalize all words and
keep vocabularies at the size of 10,000 and 50,000
for Wiki10K and Wiki200K respectively, and use
unk to represent other out-of-vocabulary words.

For the sake of fairness, the hidden size of RNN
(GRU in our experiments) and Transformer in all
models are set to 256. The word embedding size
is set to 256, and the property and position embed-
ding sizes are both set to 128. During training, we
use Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) as the optimiza-
tion algorithm.

3.4 Results and Analysis

The experimental results of metrics described in
Section 3.2 are listed in Table 2. In general, our
method achieves state-of-the-art performance over
proposed baselines.

As shown in the table, our method improves
substantially compared with standard encoder-
decoder models (AttnS2S and Transformer) and
the previous state-of-the-art method (DGN). In-
terestingly, DGN is out-performed by Ptr-Gen
in Wiki10K and by most of the models in the
larger dataset Wiki200K. We also notice that
Transformer performs much better on Wiki200K,
which is most likely because of its learning abil-
ity through massive training data. These results
further prove the necessity of proposing our new
dataset. Among baselines, Ptr-Gen achieves rel-
atively better results due to copy mechanism and
context gate mechanism. These mechanisms give
the model the ability to cope with the OOV prob-
lem and to directly preserve information from the
source, which is important in this task. Note
that, as described in Section 3.3, we enhance the
Pointer-Generator to become a no-template ver-
sion of our model, therefore the effect of the head-
modifier template can be measured by comparing
the results of these two methods. And the results
demonstrate that our head-modifier template plays
an important role in generating type descriptions.

In terms of the two proposed metrics, we find
these metrics roughly positively correlated with
traditional metrics, which in a way justifies our
metrics. These metrics provide interesting points
of view on measuring generation quality. The
performance on ModCopy indicates that methods
(Ptr-Gen, ours) with copy mechanism improves
data fidelity by copying facts from the source, and
the template helps the model know where and how
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to copy. The performance on HedAcc demon-
strates that our method is relatively better at pre-
dicting types for an entity, which in a way suggests
the templates help the generated text maintain the
head-modifier structure so that the head word is
successfully parsed by the dependency parsing
technique. Although, we notice that in Wiki200K,
models perform relatively worse on ModCopy
and better on HedAcc than in Wiki10K. This is
most likely because the types of entities are finite,
and more training data leads to more accuracy in
predicting types. Due to the size of the dataset and
the limit of vocabulary size, the factual informa-
tion is harder to preserve in the output. This again
proves the necessity of the new dataset.

3.4.1 Manual Evaluation
In this task, the readability of the generated type
description is mostly related to its grammati-
cal correctness, which benefits from the head-
modifier templates. Therefore, in order to mea-
sure the influence the templates make in terms of
readability as well as how ModCopy (M.C.) and
HedAcc (H.A.) correlate with manual judgment,
we manually evaluate the generation from two as-
pects: Grammar Accuracy (G.A.) and Overall Ac-
curacy (O.A.). In detail, Grammar Accuracy is
the grammatical correctness judging by the gram-
mar of the generated text alone; Overall Accuracy
is the grammatical and de facto correctness of the
generated type description given an infobox and
the ground truth. Note that Overall Accuracy is
always lower than or equal to Grammar Accuracy.

In our experiment, we randomly select 200
pieces of data from the test set of Wiki200K, and
provide the results of each method to the volun-
teers (who are all undergraduates) for manual eval-
uation. We make sure each result is evaluated by
two volunteers so as to eliminate the influence of
subjective factors to some extent.

Model G.A. O.A. M.C. H.A.

AttnS2S 92.25 50.50 51.53 80.27
Ptr-Gen 90.00 65.00 62.50 88.01

Transformer 95.25 58.00 55.70 89.67
DGN 89.50 56.00 47.29 81.37

Our work 96.50 66.25 61.32 90.29

Table 3: Results of manual evaluation as well as two
proposed metrics.

The results, as shown in Table 3, prove again the

effectiveness of our method. Our method outper-
forms other baselines in term of Grammar Accu-
racy, which demonstrates that the model benefits
from the head-modifier templates in term of read-
ability by knowing “how to say it”. In particular,
the templates improves the Grammar Accuracy
substantially compared with Ptr-Gen. Results on
the Overall Accuracy indicate that our method en-
sures readability as well as data-fidelity, which in-
dicates that the model benefits from the templates
by knowing “what to say”. As for the proposed
metrics ModCopy and HedAcc, they are, in line
with intuition, relatively positively correlated with
human judgment in general. Also, notice that the
statistics on both metrics are consistent with Table
2.

3.4.2 Effect of Templates
We aim to investigate whether the model is able
to correct itself if the template generated in Stage
1 deviates from the correct one. We select cases
from Wiki10K test set to conduct experiments.
During inference, we deliberately replace the tem-
plate in Stage 2 to see if the generated text still
complies with the given template or if the model
will be able to generate the right type description.

Entity ID: Q859415
Gold: commune in paris, france
Template 1: $hed$ in $mod$, $mod$
Output 1: commune in paris, france
Template 2: $mod$ $hed$
Output 2: commune in france
Template 3: $hed$ $mod$
Output 3: commune

Entity ID: Q18758590
Gold: italian architect and teacher
Template 1: $mod$ $hed$ and $hed$
Output 1: italian architect and architect
Template 2: $mod$ $hed$
Output 2: italian architect
Template 3: $hed$ $mod$ and $mod$
Output 3: italy and teacher

Figure 5: Examples of replacing templates.
Template 1’s are the inital generated templates,
while the remaining ones are produced by the authors.
We use bold to denote the heads and use italic red to
denote mistaken words.

The experimental results, as presented in Fig.
5, show our method’s resilience against mistaken
templates. In the first case: 1) the replaced
template Template 2 is obviously inconsistent
with the golden template Template 1 (though
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it’s also a possible template for other type de-
scriptions), yet the model still manages to gener-
ate a type description though paris is lost; 2)
Template 3 doesn’t have the conjunction in,
which causes confusion but the model still suc-
cessfully predicts the right head.

In the second case, the model originally gen-
erates repetitive heads: 1) in Template 2,
we delete the second $hed$ in Template 1,
and as a result, the model successfully gener-
ates a correct though incomplete output; 2) while
Template 3 is completely wrong judging by
the head-modifier rule, and as a result Output
3 is lost in readability. Nevertheless, due to the
fact that the number of type descriptions is infi-
nite yet the number of head-modifier templates is
rather finite, the model can hardly generate a tem-
plate that’s completely wrong, therefore this sce-
nario rarely happens in real life. Still, the model
tries to maintain a similar structure and success-
fully keeps data fidelity by predicting teacher,
and preserving italy.

4 Related Work

There has been extensive work on mining entity-
type pairs (i.e. isA relations) automatically. Hearst
(1992) uses a pattern-based method to extract
isA pairs directly from free text with Hearst
Patterns (e.g., NP1 is a NP2; NP0 such as
{NP1, NP2, ..., (and|or)}NPn) from which tax-
onomies can be induced (Poon and Domingos,
2010; Velardi et al., 2013; Bansal et al., 2014). But
these methods are limited in patterns, which often
results in low recall and precision.

The most related line of work regarding pre-
dicting types for entities is entity-typing (Collins
and Singer, 1999; Jiang and Zhai, 2006; Ratinov
and Roth, 2009), which aims to assign types such
as people, location from a fixed set to en-
tity mentions in a document, and most of them
model it a classification task. However, the types,
even for those aiming at fine-grained entity-typing
(Shimaoka et al., 2016; Ren et al., 2016; Anand
et al., 2017) are too coarse-grained to be infor-
mative about the entity. Also, the type set is too
small and inflexible to meet the need for an ever-
expanding KG.

In this task, the structured infobox is a source
more suitable than textural data compared with
text summarization task (Gu et al., 2016; See et al.,
2017; Cao et al., 2018), because not every entity in

a KG possesses a paragraph of description. For ex-
ample, in CN-DBpedia (Xu et al., 2017), which is
one of the biggest Chinese KG, only a quarter of
the entities have textual descriptions, yet almost
every entity has an infobox.

Natural language generation (NLG) from struc-
tured data is a classic problem, in which many ef-
forts have been made. A common approach is to
use hand-crafted templates (Kukich, 1983; McKe-
own, 1992), but the acquisition of these templates
in a specific domain is too costly. Some also focus
on automatically creating templates by clustering
sentences and then use hand-crafted rules to in-
duce templates (Angeli et al., 2010; Konstas and
Lapata, 2013). Recently with the rise of neural
networks, many methods generate text in an end-
to-end manner (Liu et al., 2017; Wiseman et al.,
2017; Bhowmik and de Melo, 2018). However,
they pay little attention to the grammatical struc-
ture of the output which may be ignored in gener-
ating long sentences, but it is crucial in generating
short noun compounds like type descriptions.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose a head-modifier
template-based type description generation
method, powered by a copy mechanism and
context gating mechanism. We also propose a
larger dataset and two metrics designed for this
task. Experimental results demonstrate that our
method achieves state-of-the-art performance
over baselines on both datasets while ensuring
data fidelity and readability in generated type
descriptions. Further experiments regarding the
effect of templates show that our model is not
only controllable through templates, but resilient
against wrong templates and able to correct
itself. Aside from such syntax templates, in the
future, we aim to explore how semantic templates
contribute to type description generation.
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Abstract

Table-to-text generation aims to translate the
structured data into the unstructured text. Most
existing methods adopt the encoder-decoder
framework to learn the transformation, which
requires large-scale training samples. How-
ever, the lack of large parallel data is a ma-
jor practical problem for many domains. In
this work, we consider the scenario of low
resource table-to-text generation, where only
limited parallel data is available. We propose
a novel model to separate the generation into
two stages: key fact prediction and surface re-
alization. It first predicts the key facts from the
tables, and then generates the text with the key
facts. The training of key fact prediction needs
much fewer annotated data, while surface re-
alization can be trained with pseudo parallel
corpus. We evaluate our model on a biogra-
phy generation dataset. Our model can achieve
27.34 BLEU score with only 1, 000 parallel
data, while the baseline model only obtain the
performance of 9.71 BLEU score.1

1 Introduction

Table-to-text generation is to generate a descrip-
tion from the structured table. It helps readers to
summarize the key points in the table, and tell in
the natural language. Figure 1 shows an exam-
ple of table-to-text generation. The table provides
some structured information about a person named
“Denise Margaret Scott”, and the corresponding
text describes the person with the key information
in the table. Table-to-text generation can be ap-
plied in many scenarios, including weather report
generation (Liang et al., 2009), NBA news writ-
ing (Barzilay and Lapata, 2005), biography gener-
ation (Duboué and McKeown, 2002; Lebret et al.,
2016), and so on. Moreover, table-to-text genera-

1The codes are available at https://github.com/
lancopku/Pivot.
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Figure 1: An example of table-to-text generation, and
also a flow chart of our method.

tion is a good testbed of a model’s ability of un-
derstanding the structured knowledge.

Most of the existing methods for table-to-
text generation are based on the encoder-decoder
framework (Sutskever et al., 2014; Bahdanau
et al., 2014). They represent the source tables with
a neural encoder, and generate the text word-by-
word with a decoder conditioned on the source ta-
ble representation. Although the encoder-decoder
framework has proven successful in the area of
natural language generation (NLG) (Luong et al.,
2015; Chopra et al., 2016; Lu et al., 2017; Yang
et al., 2018), it requires a large parallel corpus, and
is known to fail when the corpus is not big enough.
Figure 2 shows the performance of a table-to-text
model trained with different number of parallel
data under the encoder-decoder framework. We
can see that the performance is poor when the par-
allel data size is low. In practice, we lack the large
parallel data in many domains, and it is expensive
to construct a high-quality parallel corpus.

This work focuses on the task of low resource
table-to-text generation, where only limited paral-
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Figure 2: The BLEU scores of the a table-to-text model
trained with different number of parallel data under the
encoder-decoder framework on the WIKIBIO dataset.

lel data is available. Some previous work (Pudup-
pully et al., 2018; Gehrmann et al., 2018) formu-
lates the task as the combination of content se-
lection and surface realization, and models them
with an end-to-end model. Inspired by these work,
we break up the table-to-text generation into two
stages, each of which is performed by a model
trainable with only a few annotated data. Specifi-
cally, it first predicts the key facts from the tables,
and then generates the text with the key facts, as
shown in Figure 1. The two-stage method con-
sists of two separate models: a key fact prediction
model and a surface realization model. The key
fact prediction model is formulated as a sequence
labeling problem, so it needs much fewer anno-
tated data than the encoder-decoder models. Ac-
cording to our experiments, the model can obtain
87.92% F1 score with only 1, 000 annotated data.
As for the surface realization model, we propose a
method to construct a pseudo parallel dataset with-
out the need of labeled data. In this way, our model
can make full use of the unlabeled text, and allevi-
ate the heavy need of the parallel data.

The contributions of this work are as follows:

• We propose to break up the table-to-text gen-
eration into two stages with two separate
models, so that the model can be trained with
fewer annotated data.

• We propose a method to construct a pseudo
parallel dataset for the surface realization
model, without the need of labeled data.

• Experiments show that our proposed model
can achieve 27.34 BLEU score on a biogra-
phy generation dataset with only 1, 000 table-

text samples.

2 PIVOT: A Two-Stage Model

In this section, we introduce our proposed two-
stage model, which we denote as PIVOT. We first
give the formulation of the table-to-text generation
and the related notations. Then, we provide an
overview of the model. Finally, we describe the
two models for each stage in detail.

2.1 Formulation and Notations
Suppose we have a parallel table-to-text dataset P
with N data samples and an unlabeled text dataset
U with M samples. Each parallel sample con-
sists of a source table T and a text description
y = {y1, y2, · · · , yn}. The table T can be formu-
lated as K records T = {r1, r2, r3, · · · , rK}, and
each record is an attribute-value pair rj = (aj , vj).
Each sample in the unlabeled text dataset U is a
piece of text ȳ = {ȳ1, ȳ2, · · · , ȳn}.

Formally, the task of table-to-text generation
is to take the structured representations of ta-
ble T = {(a1, v1), (a2, v2), · · · , (am, vm)} as
input, and output the sequence of words y =
{y1, y2, · · · , yn}.

2.2 Overview
Figure 3 shows the overview architecture of our
proposed model. Our model contains two stages:
key fact prediction and surface realization. At
the first stage, we represent the table into a se-
quence, and use a table-to-pivot model to select
the key facts from the sequence. The table-to-
pivot model adpots a bi-directional Long Short-
term Memory Network (Bi-LSTM) to predict a bi-
nary sequence of whether each word is reserved
as the key facts. At the second stage, we build a
sequence-to-sequence model to take the key facts
selected in the first stage as input and emit the ta-
ble description. In order to make use of the un-
labeled text corpus, we propose a method to con-
struct pseudo parallel data to train a better surface
realization model. Moreover, we introduce a de-
noising data augmentation method to reduce the
risk of error propagation between two stages.

2.3 Preprocessing: Key Fact Selection
The two stages are trained separately, but we do
not have the labels of which words in the table are
the key facts in the dataset. In this work, we define
the co-occurrence facts between the table and the
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Figure 3: The overview of our model. For illustration, the surface realization model is a vanilla Seq2Seq, while it
can also be a Transformer in our implementation.

text as the key facts, so we can label the key facts
automatically. Algorithm 1 illustrates the process
of automatically annotating the key facts. Given
a table and its associated text, we enumerate each
attribute-value pair in the table, and compute the
word overlap between the value and the text. The
word overlap is defined as the number of words
that are not stop words or punctuation but appear
in both the table and the text. We collect all val-
ues that have at least one overlap with the text, and
regard them as the key facts. In this way, we can
obtain a binary sequence with the 0/1 label de-
noting whether the values in the table are the key
facts. The binary sequence will be regarded as the
supervised signal of the key fact prediction model,
and the selected key facts will be the input of the
surface realization model.

2.4 Stage 1: Key Fact Prediction

The key fact prediction model is a Bi-LSTM layer
with a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) classifier to
determine whether each word is selected. In or-
der to represent the table, we follow the previous
work (Liu et al., 2018) to concatenate all the words
in the values of the table into a word sequence,
and each word is labeled with its attribute. In this
way, the table is represented as two sequences: the
value sequence {v1, v2, · · · , vm} and the attribute
sequence {a1, a2, · · · , am}. A word embedding
and an attribute embedding are used to transform

Algorithm 1 Automatic Key Fact Annotation
Input: A parallel corpora P = {(xi,yi)}, where xi is a

table, and yi is a word sequence.
1: Initial the selected key fact list W = []
2: for each sample (x,y) in the parallel dataset P do
3: x = {(v1, a1), (v2, a2), · · · , (vm, am)}
4: y = {y1, y2, · · · , yn}
5: Initial the selected attribute set A = {}
6: Initial the selected key fact list Wi = []
7: for each attribute-value pair (vi, ai) in table x do
8: if vi in y And vi is not stop word then
9: Append attribute ai into attribute set A

10: end if
11: if ai in A then
12: Append value vi into key fact list Wi

13: end if
14: end for
15: Collect the key fact list W += Wi

16: end for
Output: The selected key fact list W

two sequences into the vectors. Following (Le-
bret et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2018), we introduce
a position embedding to capture structured infor-
mation of the table. The position information is
represented as a tuple (p+w , pw), which includes
the positions of the token w counted from the be-
ginning and the end of the value respectively. For
example, the record of “(Name, Denise Margaret
Scott)” is represented as “({Denise, Name, 1, 3},
{Margaret, Name, 2, 2}, {Scott, Name, 3, 1})”.
In this way, each token in the table has an unique
feature embedding even if there exists two same
words. Finally, the word embedding, the attribute
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embedding, and the position embedding are con-
catenated as the input of the model x.
Table Encoder: The goal of the source table en-
coder is to provide a series of representations for
the classifier. More specifically, the table encoder
is a Bi-LSTM:

ht = BiLSTM(xt,~ht−1, ~ht+1) (1)

where ~ht and ~ht are the forward and the backward
hidden outputs respectively, ht is the concatena-
tion of ~ht and ~ht, and xt is the input at the t-th
time step.
Classifier: The output vector ht is fed into a MLP
classifier to compute the probability distribution of
the label p1(lt|x)

p1(lt|x) = softmax(Wcht + bc) (2)

where Wc and bc are trainable parameters of the
classifier.

2.5 Stage 2: Surface Realization
The surface realization stage aims to generate the
text conditioned on the key facts predicted in Stage
1. We adpot two models as the implementation of
surface realization: the vanilla Seq2Seq and the
Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017).

Vanilla Seq2Seq: In our implementation, the
vanilla Seq2Seq consists of a Bi-LSTM encoder
and an LSTM decoder with the attention mecha-
nism. The Bi-LSTM encoder is the same as that of
the key fact prediction model, except that it does
not use any attribute embedding or position em-
bedding.

The decoder consists of an LSTM, an attention
component, and a word generator. It first generates
the hidden state st:

st = f(yt−1, st−1) (3)

where f(·, ·) is the function of LSTM for one time
step, and yt−1 is the last generated word at time
step t − 1. Then, the hidden state st from LSTM
is fed into the attention component:

vt = Attention(st,h) (4)

where Attention(·, ·) is the implementation of
global attention in (Luong et al., 2015), and h is
a sequence of outputs by the encoder.

Given the output vector vt from the attention
component, the word generator is used to compute

the probability distribution of the output words at
time step t:

p2(yt|x) = softmax(Wgvt + bg) (5)

where Wg and bg are parameters of the generator.
The word with the highest probability is emitted
as the t-th word.

Transformer: Similar to vanilla Seq2Seq, the
Transformer consists of an encoder and a decoder.
The encoder applies a Transformer layer to encode
each word into the representation ht:

ht = Transformer(xt,x) (6)

Inside the Transformer, the representation xt at-
tends to a collection of the other representations
x = {x1, x2, · · · , xm}. Then, the decoder pro-
duces the hidden state by attending to both the en-
coder outputs and the previous decoder outputs:

vt = Transformer(yt,y<t,h) (7)

Finally, the output vector is fed into a word gen-
erator with a softmax layer, which is the same as
Eq. 5.

For the purpose of simplicity, we omit the
details of the inner computation of the Trans-
former layer, and refer the readers to the related
work (Vaswani et al., 2017).

2.6 Pseudo Parallel Data Construction

The surface realization model is based on the
encoder-decoder framework, which requires a
large amount of training data. In order to aug-
ment the training data, we propose a novel method
to construct pseudo parallel data. The surface re-
alization model is used to organize and complete
the text given the key facts. Therefore, it is pos-
sible to construct the pseudo parallel data by re-
moving the skeleton of the text and reserving only
the key facts. In implementation, we label the text
with Stanford CoreNLP toolkit2 to assign the POS
tag for each word. We reserve the words whose
POS tags are among the tag set of {NN, NNS, NNP,
NNPS, JJ, JJR, JJS, CD, FW}, and remove the re-
maining words. In this way, we can construct a
large-scale pseudo parallel data to train the surface
realization model.

2https://stanfordnlp.github.io/
CoreNLP/index.html
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2.7 Denoising Data Augmentation
A problem of the two-stage model is that the er-
ror may propagate from the first stage to the sec-
ond stage. A possible solution is to apply beam
search to enlarge the searching space at the first
stage. However, in our preliminary experiments,
when the beam size is small, the diversity of pre-
dicted key facts is low, and also does not help to
improve the accuracy. When the beam size is big,
the decoding speed is slow but the improvement of
accuracy is limited.

To address this issue, we implement a method
of denoising data augmentation to reduce the hurt
from error propagation and improve the robust-
ness of our model. In practice, we randomly
drop some words from the input of surface realiza-
tion model, or insert some words from other sam-
ples. The dropping simulates the cases when the
key fact prediction model fails to recall some co-
occurrence, while the inserting simulates the cases
when the model predicts some extra facts from the
table. By adding the noise, we can regard these
data as the adversarial examples, which is able to
improve the robustness of the surface realization
model.

2.8 Training and Decoding
Since the two components of our model are sepa-
rate, the objective functions of the models are op-
timized individually.

Training of Key Fact Prediction Model: The
key fact prediction model, as a sequence labeling
model, is trained using the cross entropy loss:

L1 = −
m∑

i=1

p1(li|x) (8)

Training of Surface Realization Model: The
loss function of the surface realization model can
be written as:

L2 = −
n∑

i=1

p2(yi|x̄) (9)

where x̄ is a sequence of the selected key facts
at Stage 1. The surface realization model is also
trained with the pseudo parallel data as described
in Section 2.6. The objective function can be writ-
ten as:

L3 = −
n∑

i=1

p2(ȳi|x̂) (10)

where ȳ is the unlabeled text, and x̂ is the pseudo
text paired with ȳ.

Decoding: The decoding consists of two steps.
At the first step, it predicts the label by the key
fact prediction model:

l̂t = arg max
lt∈{0,1}

p1(lt|x) (11)

The word with l̂t = 1 is reserved, while that with
l̂t = 0 is discarded. Therefore, we can obtain a
sub-sequence x̄ after the discarding operation.

At the second step, the model emits the text with
the surface realization model:

ŷt = arg max
yt∈V

p2(yt|x̄) (12)

where V is the vocabulary size of the model.
Therefore, the word sequence {ŷ1, ŷ2, · · · , ŷN}
forms the generated text.

3 Experiments

We evaluate our model on a table-to-text gener-
ation benchmark. We denote the PIVOT model
under the vanilla Seq2Seq framework as PIVOT-
Vanilla, and that under the Transformer framework
as PIVOT-Trans.

3.1 Dataset

We use WIKIBIO dataset (Lebret et al., 2016)
as our benchmark dataset. The dataset contains
728, 321 articles from English Wikipedia, which
uses the first sentence of each article as the de-
scription of the related infobox. There are an av-
erage of 26.1 words in each description, of which
9.5 words also appear in the table. The table con-
tains 53.1 words and 19.7 attributes on average.
Following the previous work (Lebret et al., 2016;
Liu et al., 2018), we split the dataset into 80%
training set, 10% testing set, and 10% validation
set. In order to simulate the low resource scenario,
we randomly sample 1, 000 parallel sample, and
remove the tables from the rest of the training data.

3.2 Evaluation Metrics

Following the previous work (Lebret et al., 2016;
Wiseman et al., 2018), we use BLEU-4 (Papineni
et al., 2002), ROUGE-4 (F measure) (Lin and
Hovy, 2003), and NIST-4 (Belz and Reiter, 2006)
as the evaluation metrics.
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3.3 Implementation Details
The vocabulary is limited to the 20, 000 most com-
mon words in the training dataset. The batch size
is 64 for all models. We implement the early
stopping mechanism with a patience that the per-
formance on the validation set does not fall in 4
epochs. We tune the hyper-parameters based on
the performance on the validation set.

The key fact prediction model is a Bi-LSTM.
The dimensions of the hidden units, the word em-
bedding, the attribute embedding, and the position
embedding are 500, 400, 50, and 5, respectively.

We implement two models as the surface real-
ization models. For the vanilla Seq2Seq model,
we set the hidden dimension, the embedding di-
mension, and the dropout rate (Srivastava et al.,
2014) to be 500, 400, and 0.2, respectively. For the
Transfomer model, the hidden units of the multi-
head component and the feed-forward layer are
512 and 2048. The embedding size is 512, the
number of heads is 8, and the number of Trans-
former blocks is 6.

We use the Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014)
optimizer to train the models. For the hyper-
parameters of Adam optimizer, we set the learn-
ing rate α = 0.001, two momentum parameters
β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.999, and ε = 1 × 10−8.
We clip the gradients (Pascanu et al., 2013) to the
maximum norm of 5.0. We half the learning rate
when the performance on the validation set does
not improve in 3 epochs.

3.4 Baselines
We compare our models with two categories of
baseline models: the supervised models which ex-
ploit only parallel data (Vanilla Seq2Seq, Trans-
former, Struct-aware), and the semi-supervised
models which are trained on both parallel data and
unlabelled data (PretrainedMT, SemiMT). The
baselines are as follows:

• Vanilla Seq2Seq (Sutskever et al., 2014)
with the attention mechanism (Bahdanau
et al., 2014) is a popular model for natural
language generation.

• Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) is a
state-of-the-art model under the encoder-
decoder framework, based solely on attention
mechanisms.

• Struct-aware (Liu et al., 2018) is the state-
of-the-art model for table-to-text generation.

Model F1 P R

PIVOT (Bi-LSTM) 87.92 92.59 83.70

Model BLEU NIST ROUGE

Vanilla Seq2Seq 2.14 0.2809 0.47
Structure-S2S 3.27 0.9612 0.71

PretrainedMT 4.35 1.9937 0.91
SemiMT 6.76 3.5017 2.04

PIVOT-Vanilla 20.09 6.5130 18.31

Model BLEU NIST ROUGE

Transformer 5.48 1.9873 1.26

PretrainedMT 6.43 2.1019 1.77
SemiMT 9.71 2.7019 3.31

PIVOT-Trans 27.34 6.8763 19.30

Table 1: Results of our model and the baselines. Above
is the performance of the key fact prediction compo-
nent (F1: F1 score, P: precision, R: recall). Middle
is the comparison between models under the Vanilla
Seq2Seq framework. Below is the models imple-
mented with the transformer framework.

It models the inner structure of table with
a field-gating mechanism insides the LSTM,
and learns the interaction between tables and
text with a dual attention mechanism.

• PretrainedMT (Skorokhodov et al., 2018)
is a semi-supervised method to pretrain the
decoder of the sequence-to-sequence model
with a language model.

• SemiMT (Cheng et al., 2016) is a semi-
supervised method to jointly train the
sequence-to-sequence model with an auto-
encoder.

The supervised models are trained with the
same parallel data as our model, while the semi-
supervised models share the same parallel data and
the unlabeled data as ours.

3.5 Results
We compare our PIVOT model with the above
baseline models. Table 1 summarizes the results
of these models. It shows that our PIVOT model
achieves 87.92% F1 score, 92.59% precision, and
83.70% recall at the stage of key fact predic-
tion, which provides a good foundation for the
stage of surface realization. Based on the selected
key facts, our models achieve the scores of 20.09
BLEU, 6.5130 NIST, and 18.31 ROUGE under
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Figure 4: The BLEU measure of our Pivot model and
the baselines trained with different parallel data size.

the vanilla Seq2Seq framework, and 27.34 BLEU,
6.8763 NIST, and 19.30 ROUGE under the Trans-
former framework, which significantly outperform
all the baseline models in terms of all metrics. Fur-
thermore, it shows that the implementation with
the Transformer can obtain higher scores than that
with the vanilla Seq2Seq.

3.6 Varying Parallel Data Size
We would like to further analyze the performance
of our model given different size of parallel size.
Therefore, we randomly shuffle the full parallel
training set. Then, we extract the first K sam-
ples as the parallel data, and modify the remaining
data as the unlabeled data by removing the tables.
We set K = 1000, 6000, 30000, 60000, 300000,
and compare our pivot models with both vanilla
Seq2Seq and Transformer. Figure 4 shows the
BLEU scores of our models and the baselines.
When the parallel data size is small, the pivot
model can outperform the vanilla Seq2Seq and
Transformer by a large margin. With the increase-
ment of the parallel data, the margin gets narrow
because of the upper bound of the model capacity.
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Figure 5: The F1 score of the key fact prediction model
trained with different parallel data size.

Model BLEU NIST ROUGE

Vanilla Seq2Seq 2.14 0.2809 0.47
+ Pseudo 10.01 3.0620 6.55

Transformer 6.43 2.1019 1.77
+ Pseudo 14.35 4.1763 8.42

w/o Pseudo 11.08 3.6910 4.84
PIVOT-Vanilla 20.09 6.5130 18.31

w/o Pseudo 14.18 4.2686 7.10
PIVOT-Trans 27.34 6.8763 19.30

Table 2: Ablation study on the 1k training set for the
effect of pseudo parallel data.

Figure 5 shows the curve of the F1 score of the key
fact prediction model trained with different paral-
lel data size. Even when the number of annotated
data is extremely small, the model can obtain a
satisfying F1 score about 88%. In general, the F1
scores between the low and high parallel data sizes
are close, which validates the assumption that the
key fact prediction model does not rely on a heavy
annotated data.

3.7 Effect of Pseudo Parallel Data

In order to analyze the effect of pseudo parallel
data, we conduct ablation study by adding the data
to the baseline models and removing them from
our models. Table 2 summarizes the results of the
ablation study. Surprisingly, the pseudo parallel
data can not only help the pivot model, but also
significantly improve vanilla Seq2Seq and Trans-
former. The reason is that the pseudo parallel data
can help the models to improve the ability of sur-
face realization, which these models lack under
the condition of limited parallel data. The pivot
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Model BLEU NIST ROUGE

PIVOT-Vanilla 20.09 6.5130 18.31
w/o denosing 18.45 4.8714 11.43

PIVOT-Trans 27.34 6.8763 19.30
w/o denosing 25.72 6.5475 17.95

Table 3: Ablation study on the 1k training set for the
effect of the denoising data augmentation.

Transformer: a athletics -lrb- nfl -rrb- .
SemiMT: gustav dovid -lrb- born 25 august
1945 -rrb- is a former hungarian politician ,
who served as a member of the united states
-lrb- senate -rrb- from president to 1989 .
PIVOT-Trans: philippe adnot -lrb- born august
25 , 1945 -rrb- is a french senator , senator , and
a senator of the french senate .
Reference: philippe adnot -lrb- born 25 august
1945 in rhges -rrb- is a member of the senate
of france .

Table 4: An example of the generated text by our model
and the baselines on 1k training set.

models can outperform the baselines with pseudo
data, mainly because it breaks up the operation of
key fact prediction and surface realization, both of
which are explicitly and separately optimized.

3.8 Effect of Denoising Data Augmentation
We also want to know the effect of the denoising
data augmentation. Therefore, we remove the de-
noising data augmentation from our model, and
compare with the full model. Table 3 shows the
results of the ablation study. It shows that the data
augmentation brings a significant improvement to
the pivot models under both vanilla Seq2Seq and
Transformer frameworks, which demonstrates the
efficiency of the denoising data augmentation.

3.9 Qualitative Analysis
We provide an example to illustrate the improve-
ment of our model more intuitively, as shown in
Table 4. Under the low resource setting, the Trans-
former can not produce a fluent sentence, and
also fails to select the proper fact from the ta-
ble. Thanks to the unlabeled data, the SemiMT
model can generate a fluent, human-like descrip-
tion. However, it suffers from the hallucination
problem so that it generates some unseen facts,
which is not faithful to the source input. Although

the PIVOT model has some problem in generating
repeating words (such as “senator” in the exam-
ple), it can select the correct key facts from the
table, and produce a fluent description.

4 Related Work

This work is mostly related to both table-to-text
generation and low resource natural language gen-
eration.

4.1 Table-to-text Generation

Table-to-text generation is widely applied in many
domains. Duboué and McKeown (2002) pro-
posed to generate the biography by matching the
text with a knowledge base. Barzilay and Lapata
(2005) presented an efficient method for automat-
ically learning content selection rules from a cor-
pus and its related database in the sports domain.
Liang et al. (2009) introduced a system with a se-
quence of local decisions for the sportscasting and
the weather forecast. Recently, thanks to the suc-
cess of the neural network models, more work fo-
cused on the neural generative models in an end-
to-end style (Wiseman et al., 2017; Puduppully
et al., 2018; Gehrmann et al., 2018; Sha et al.,
2018; Bao et al., 2018; Qin et al., 2018). Lebret
et al. (2016) constructed a dataset of biographies
from Wikipedia, and built a neural model based on
the conditional neural language models. Liu et al.
(2018) introduced a structure-aware sequence-to-
sequence architecture to model the inner struc-
ture of the tables and the interaction between the
tables and the text. Wiseman et al. (2018) fo-
cused on the interpretable and controllable gener-
ation process, and proposed a neural model using
a hidden semi-markov model decoder to address
these issues. Nie et al. (2018) attempted to im-
prove the fidelity of neural table-to-text generation
by utilizing pre-executed symbolic operations in a
sequence-to-sequence model.

4.2 Low Resource Natural Language
Generation

The topic of low resource learning is one of the re-
cent spotlights in the area of natural language gen-
eration (Tilk and Alumäe, 2017; Tran and Nguyen,
2018). More work focused on the task of neu-
ral machine translation, whose models can gen-
eralize to other tasks in natural language genera-
tion. Gu et al. (2018) proposed a novel universal
machine translation which uses a transfer-learning
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approach to share lexical and sentence level repre-
sentations across different languages. Cheng et al.
(2016) proposed a semi-supervised approach that
jointly train the sequence-to-sequence model with
an auto-encoder, which reconstruct the monolin-
gual corpora. More recently, some work ex-
plored the unsupervised methods to totally remove
the need of parallel data (Lample et al., 2018b,a;
Artetxe et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2018).

5 Conclusions

In this work, we focus on the low resource table-
to-text generation, where only limited parallel data
is available. We separate the generation into two
stages, each of which is performed by a model
trainable with only a few annotated data. Besides,
We propose a method to construct a pseudo paral-
lel dataset for the surface realization model, with-
out the need of any structured table. Experiments
show that our proposed model can achieve 27.34
BLEU score on a biography generation dataset
with only 1, 000 parallel data.
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Abstract

The paper presents a first attempt towards un-
supervised neural text simplification that re-
lies only on unlabeled text corpora. The core
framework is composed of a shared encoder
and a pair of attentional-decoders, crucially as-
sisted by discrimination-based losses and de-
noising. The framework is trained using unla-
beled text collected from en-Wikipedia dump.
Our analysis (both quantitative and qualita-
tive involving human evaluators) on public
test data shows that the proposed model can
perform text-simplification at both lexical and
syntactic levels, competitive to existing super-
vised methods. It also outperforms viable un-
supervised baselines. Adding a few labeled
pairs helps improve the performance further.

1 Introduction

Text Simplification (TS) deals with transforming
the original text into simplified variants to increase
its readability and understandability. TS is an im-
portant task in computational linguistics, and has
numerous use-cases in fields of education technol-
ogy, targeted content creation, language learning,
where producing variants of the text with vary-
ing degree of simplicity is desired. TS systems
are typically designed to simplify from two differ-
ent linguistic aspects: (a) Lexical aspect, by re-
placing complex words in the input with simpler
synonyms (Devlin, 1998; Candido Jr et al., 2009;
Yatskar et al., 2010; Biran et al., 2011; Glavaš
and Štajner, 2015), and (b) Syntactic aspect, by
altering the inherent hierarchical structure of the
sentences (Chandrasekar and Srinivas, 1997; Can-
ning and Tait, 1999; Siddharthan, 2006; Filippova
and Strube, 2008; Brouwers et al., 2014). From
the perspective of sentence construction, sentence
simplification can be thought to be a form of
text-transformation that involves three major types
of operations such as (a) splitting (Siddharthan,
2006; Petersen and Ostendorf, 2007; Narayan and

Gardent, 2014) (b) deletion/compression (Knight
and Marcu, 2002; Clarke and Lapata, 2006; Fil-
ippova and Strube, 2008; Rush et al., 2015; Filip-
pova et al., 2015), and (c) paraphrasing (Specia,
2010; Coster and Kauchak, 2011; Wubben et al.,
2012; Wang et al., 2016; Nisioi et al., 2017).

Most of the current TS systems require large-
scale parallel corpora for training (except for sys-
tems like Glavaš and Štajner (2015) that performs
only lexical-simplification), which is a major im-
pediment in scaling to newer languages, use-cases,
domains and output styles for which such large-
scale parallel data do not exist. In fact, one of the
popular corpus for TS in English language, i.e., the
Wikipedia-SimpleWikipedia aligned dataset has
been prone to noise (mis-aligned instances) and
inadequacy (i.e., instances having non-simplified
targets) (Xu et al., 2015; Štajner et al., 2015), lead-
ing to noisy supervised models (Wubben et al.,
2012). While creation of better datasets (such as,
Newsela by Xu et al. (2015)) can always help, we
explore the unsupervised learning paradigm which
can potentially work with unlabeled datasets that
are cheaper and easier to obtain.

At the heart of the TS problem is the need for
preservation of language semantics with the goal
of improving readability. From a neural-learning
perspective, this entails a specially designed auto-
encoder, which not only is capable of reconstruct-
ing the original input but also can additionally in-
troduce variations so that the auto-encoded out-
put is a simplified version of the input. Intu-
itively, both of these can be learned by looking
at the structure and language patterns of a large
amount of non-aligned complex and simple sen-
tences (which are much cheaper to obtain com-
pared to aligned parallel data). These motivations
form the basis of our work.

Our approach relies only on two unlabeled text
corpora - one representing relatively simpler sen-
tences than the other (which we call complex).
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The crux of the (unsupervised) auto-encoding
framework is a shared encoder and a pair of
attention-based decoders (one for each type of cor-
pus). The encoder attempts to produce semantics-
preserving representations which can be acted
upon by the respective decoders (simple or com-
plex) to generate the appropriate text output they
are designed for. The framework is crucially sup-
ported by two kinds of losses: (1) adversarial loss
- to distinguish between the real or fake attention
context vectors for the simple decoder, and (2) di-
versification loss - to distinguish between atten-
tion context vectors of the simple decoder and the
complex decoder. The first loss ensures that only
the aspects of semantics that are necessary for sim-
plification are passed to the simple decoder in the
form of the attention context vectors. The second
loss, on the other hand, facilitates passing different
semantic aspects to the different decoders through
their respective context vectors. Also we employ
denoising in the auto-encoding setup for enabling
syntactic transformations.

The framework is trained using unlabeled text
collected from Wikipedia (complex) and Simple
Wikipedia (simple). It attempts to perform sim-
plification both lexically and syntactically unlike
prevalent systems which mostly target them sep-
arately. We demonstrate the competitiveness of
our unsupervised framework alongside supervised
skylines through both automatic evaluation met-
rics and human evaluation studies. We also outper-
form another unsupervised baseline (Artetxe et al.,
2018b), first proposed for neural machine transla-
tion. Further, we demonstrate that by leveraging
a small amount of labeled parallel data, perfor-
mance can be improved further. Our code and a
new dataset containing partitioned unlabeled sets
of simple and complex sentences is publicly avail-
able1.

2 Related Work

Text Simplification has often been discussed from
psychological and linguistic standpoints (L’Allier,
1980; McNamara et al., 1996; Linderholm et al.,
2000). A heuristic-based system was first intro-
duced by Chandrasekar and Srinivas (1997) which
induces rules for simplification automatically ex-
tracted from annotated corpora. Canning and Tait
(1999) proposed a modular system that uses NLP
tools such as morphological analyzer, POS tagger

1https://github.com/subramanyamdvss/UnsupNTS

plus heuristics to simplify the text both lexically
and syntactically. Most of these systems (Sid-
dharthan, 2014) are separately targeted towards
lexical and syntactic simplification and are lim-
ited to splitting and/or truncating sentences. For
paraphrasing based simplification, data-driven ap-
proaches were proposed like phrase-based SMT
(Specia, 2010; Štajner et al., 2015) or their vari-
ants (Coster and Kauchak, 2011; Xu et al., 2016),
that combine heuristic and optimization strategies
for better TS. Recently proposed TS systems are
based on neural seq2seq architecture (Bahdanau
et al., 2014) which is modified for TS specific op-
erations (Wang et al., 2016; Nisioi et al., 2017).
While these systems produce state of the art re-
sults on the popular Wikipedia dataset (Coster and
Kauchak, 2011), they may not be generalizable be-
cause of the noise and bias in the dataset (Xu et al.,
2015) and overfitting. Towards this, Štajner and
Nisioi (2018) showed that improved datasets and
minor model changes (such as using reduced vo-
cabulary and enabling copy mechanism) help ob-
tain reasonable performance for both in-domain
and cross-domain TS.

In the unsupervised paradigm, Paetzold and
Specia (2016) proposed an unsupervised lexi-
cal simplification technique that replaces complex
words in the input with simpler synonyms, which
are extracted and disambiguated using word em-
beddings. However, this work, unlike ours only
addresses lexical simplification and cannot be triv-
ially extended for other forms of simplification
such as splitting and rephrasing. Other works re-
lated to style transfer (Zhang et al., 2018; Shen
et al., 2017; Xu et al., 2018) typically look into
the problem of sentiment transformation and are
not motivated by the linguistic aspects of TS, and
hence not comparable to our work. As far as we
know, ours is a first of its kind end-to-end solution
for unsupervised TS. At this point, though super-
vised solutions perform better than unsupervised
ones, we believe unsupervised techniques should
be further explored since they hold greater poten-
tial with regards to scalability to various tasks.

3 Model Description

Our system is built based on the encode-attend-
decode style architecture (Bahdanau et al., 2014)
with both algorithmic and architectural changes
applied to the standard model. An input sequence
of word embeddings X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} (ob-
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Figure 1: System Architecture. Input sentences of any domain is encoded by E, and decoded by Gs, Gd. Dis-
criminatorD and classifier C tune the attention vectors for simplification. L represents loss functions. The figure
only reveals one layer in E,Gs andGd for simplicity. However, the model uses two layers of GRUs (Section 3).

tained after a standard look up operation on the
embedding matrix), is passed through a shared en-
coder (E), the output representation from which
is fed to two decoders (Gs, Gd) with attention
mechanism. Gs is meant to generate a simple sen-
tence from the encoded representation, whereas
Gd generates a complex sentence. A discrimi-
nator (D) and a classifier (C) are also employed
adversarially to distinguish between the attention
context vectors computed with respect to the two
decoders. Figure 1 is illustrates our system. We
describe the components below.

3.1 Encode-Attend-Decode Model
EncoderE uses two layers of bi-directional GRUs
(Cho et al., 2014b), and decoders Gs, Gd have
two layers of GRUs each. E extracts the hidden
representations from an input sentence. The de-
coders output sentences, sequentially one word at
a time. Each decoder-step involves using global
attention to create a context-vector (hidden repre-
sentations weighted by attention weights) as an in-
put for the next decoder-step. The attention mech-
anism enables the decoders to focus on different
parts of the input sentence. For the input sentence
X with n words, the encoder produces n hidden
representations, H = {h1, h2, . . . , hn}. The con-
text vector extracted from X by a decoder G for
time-step t is represented as,

At(X) =

n∑

i=1

aithi (1)

where, ait denotes attention weight for the hid-
den representation at the ith input position with re-
spect to decoder-step t. As there are two decoders,

Ast(X) and Adt(X) denote the context vectors
computed from decoders Gs and Gd respectively
for time-steps t ∈ {1 . . .m}, m denoting the total
number of decoding steps performed2. The matri-
ces As(X) and Ad(X) represent the sequence of
respective context vectors from all time-steps.

3.2 Discriminator and Classifier

A discriminator D is employed to influence the
way the decoder Gs will attend to the hidden rep-
resentations, which has to be different for different
types of inputs to the shared encoderE (simple vs
complex). The input to D is the context vector
sequence matrix As pertaining to Gs, and it pro-
duces a binary output, {1, 0}, 1 indicating the fact
that the context vector sequence is close to a typi-
cal context vector sequence extracted from simple
sentences seen in the dataset. Gs and D are in-
dulged in an adversarial interplay through an ad-
versarial loss function (see Section 4.2), analogous
to GANs (Goodfellow et al., 2014), where the
generator and discriminators, converge to a point
where the distribution of the generations eventu-
ally resembles the distribution of the genuine sam-
ples. In our case, adversarial loss tunes the context
vector sequence from a complex sentence by Gs
to ultimately resemble the context vector sequence
of simple sentences in the corpora. This ensures
that the resultant context vector for Gs captures
only the necessary language signals to decode a
simple sentence.

A classifier (C) is introduced for diversifica-
tion to ensure that the way decoder Gs attends to
the hidden representations remains different from

2For a particular X , m can differ for the two decoders.
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Gd. It helps distinguish between simple and com-
plex context vector sequences with respect to Gs
and Gd respectively. The classifier diversifies the
context vectors given as input to the different de-
coders. Intuitively, different linguistic signals are
needed to decode a complex sentence vis-á-vis a
simple one. Refer Section 4.3 for more details.

BothD andC use a CNN-based classifier anal-
ogous to Kim (2014). All layers are shared be-
tween D and C except the fully-connected layer
preceeding the softmax function.

3.3 Special Purpose Word-Embeddings

Pre-trained word embeddings are often seen to
have positive impact on sequence-to-sequence
frameworks (Cho et al., 2014a; Qi et al., 2018).
However, traditional embeddings are not good at
capturing relations like synonymy (Tissier et al.,
2017), which are essential for simplification. For
this, our word-embeddings are trained using the
Dict2Vec framework3. Dict2Vec fine-tunes the
embeddings through the help of an external lex-
icon containing weak and strong synonymy rela-
tions. The system is trained on our whole un-
labeled datasets and with seed synonymy dictio-
naries provided by Tissier et al. (2017). Our en-
coder and decoders share the same word embed-
dings. Moreover, the embeddings at the input side
are kept static but the decoder embeddings are up-
dated as training progresses. Details about hyper-
parameters are given in Section 5.2.

4 Training Procedure

Let S and D be sets of simple and complex
sentences respectively from large scale unlabeled
repositories of simple and complex sentences. Let
Xs denote a sentence sampled from the set of sim-
ple sentences S and Xd be a sentence sampled
from the set of complex sentences D. Let θE
denote the parameters of E and θGs ,θGd de-
note the parameters of Gs and Gd respectively.
Also, θC and θD are the parameters of the dis-
criminator and the classifier modules. Training the
model involves optimization of the above param-
eters with respect to the following losses and de-
noising, which are explained below.

4.1 Reconstruction Loss

Reconstruction Loss is imposed on both E −Gs
and E −Gd paths. E −Gs is trained to recon-

3https://github.com/tca19/dict2vec

struct sentences from S and E −Gd is trained
to reconstruct sentences fromD. Let PE−Gs(X)
and PE−Gd(X) denote the reconstruction proba-
bilities of an input sentence X estimated by the
E −Gs and E −Gd models respectively. Re-
construction loss for E −Gs and E −Gd , de-
noted by Lrec is computed as follows.

Lrec(θE ,θGs ,θGd) = −EXs∼S [logPE−Gs(Xs)]−
EXd∼D[logPE−Gd(Xd)]

(2)

4.2 Adversarial Loss

Adversarial Loss is imposed upon the context vec-
tors for Gs. The idea is that, context vectors ex-
tracted even for a complex input sentence by Gs
should resemble the context vectors from a sim-
ple input sentence. The discriminatorD is trained
to distinguish the fake (complex) context vectors
from the real (simple) context vectors. E −Gs is
trained to perplex the discriminator D, and even-
tually, at convergence, learns to produce real-like
(simple) context vectors from complex input sen-
tences. In practice, we observe that adversarial
loss indeed assists E −Gs in simplification by
encouraging sentence shortening. Let As(.) be
a sequence of context vectors as defined in Sec-
tion 3.1. Adversarial losses forE −Gs , denoted
by Ladv,Gs and for discriminator D, denoted by
Ladv,D are as follows.

Ladv,D(θD) = −EXs∼S [log (D(As(Xs)))]−
EXd∼D[log (1−D(As(Xd))] (3)

Ladv,Gs(θE ,θGs) = −EXd∼D[log (D(As(Xd)))] (4)

4.3 Diversification Loss

Diversification Loss is imposed by the classifierC
on context vectors extracted by Gd from complex
input sentences in contrast with context vectors ex-
tracted by Gs from simple input sentences. This
helps E −Gs to learn to generate simple context
vectors distinguishable from complex context vec-
tors. Let As(.) and Ad(.) be sequence of context
vectors as defined in Section 3.1. Losses for clas-
sifier C, denoted byLdiv,C and for modelE −Gs
denoted by Ldiv,Gs are computed as follows.

Ldiv,C(θC) = −EXs∼S [log (C(As(Xs)))]−
EXd∼D[log (1−C(Ad(Xd)))] (5)

Ldiv,Gs(θE ,θGs) = −EXd∼D[log (C(Ad(Xd)))] (6)
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Algorithm 1 Unsupervised simplification algo-
rithm using denoising, reconstruction, adversarial
and diversification losses.
Input: simple dataset S, complex datasetD.

Initialization phase:
repeat

Update θE , θGs , θGd using Ldenoi
Update θE , θGs , θGd using Lrec
Update θD, θC using Ladv,D Ldiv,C

until specified number of steps are completed
Adversarial phase:
repeat

Update θE , θGs , θGd using Ldenoi
Update θE ,θGs ,θGd using Ladv,Gs ,

Ldiv,Gs , Lrec
Update θD, θC using Ladv,D, Ldiv,C

until specified number of steps are completed

4.4 Denoising
Denoising has proven to be helpful to learn syn-
tactic / structural transformation from the source
side to the target side (Artetxe et al., 2018b).
Syntactic transformation often requires reorder-
ing the input, which the denoising procedure aims
to capture. Denoising involves arbitrarily re-
ordering the inputs and reconstructing the origi-
nal (unperturbed) input from such reordered in-
puts. In our implementation, the source sen-
tence is reordered by swapping bigrams in the in-
put sentences. The following loss function are
used in denoising. Let PE−Gs(X|noise(X))
and PE−Gd(X|noise(X)) denote the probabili-
ties that a perturbed input X can be reconstructed
byE −Gs andE −Gd respectively. Denoising
loss for models E −Gs and E −Gd , denoted
by Ldenoi(θE ,θGs ,θGd) is computed as follows.

Ldenoi = −EXs∼S [logPE−Gs(Xs|noise(Xs))]−
EXd∼D[logPE−Gd(Xd|noise(Xd))] (7)

Figure 1 depicts the overall architecture and the
losses described above; the training procedure is
described in Algorithm 1. The initialization phase
involves training theE −Gs,E −Gd using the
reconstruction and denoising losses only. Next,
training of D and C happens using the respec-
tive adversarial or diversification losses. These
losses are not used to update the decoders at this
point. This gives the discriminator, classifier and
decoders time to learn independent of each other.

In the adversarial phase, adversarial and diversifi-
cation losses are introduced alongside denoising
and reconstruction losses for fine-tuning the en-
coder and decoders. Algorithm 1 is intended to
produce the following results: i) E −Gs should
simplify its input (irrespective of whether it is
simple or complex), and ii) E −Gd should act
as an auto-encoder in complex sentence domain.
The discriminator and classifier enables preserv-
ing the appropriate aspects of semantics necessary
for each of these pathways through proper modu-
lation of the attention context vectors.

A key requirement for a model like ours is
that the dataset used has to be partitioned into
two sets, containing relatively simple and complex
sentences. The rationale behind having two de-
coders is that while Gs will try to introduce sim-
plified constructs (may be at the expense of loss of
semantics), Gd will help preserve the semantics.
The idea behind using the discriminator and clas-
sifier is to retain signals related to language sim-
plicity from which Gs will construct simplified
sentences. Finally, denoising will help tackle nu-
ances related to syntactic transfer from complex to
simple direction. We remind the readers that, TS,
unlike machine translation, needs complex syntac-
tic operations such as sentence splitting, rephras-
ing and paraphrasing, which can not be tackled by
the losses and denoising alone. Employing addi-
tional explicit mechanisms to handle these in the
pipeline is out of the scope of this paper since we
seek a prima-facie judgement of our architecture
based on how much simplification knowledge can
be gained just from the data.

4.5 Training with Minimal Supervision

Our system, by design, is highly data-driven,
and like any other sequence-to-sequence learning
based system, can also leverage labeled data. We
propose a semi-supervised variant of our system
that could gain additional knowledge of simplifi-
cation through the help of a small amount of la-
beled data (in the order of a few thousands). The
system undergoes training following steps similar
to Algorithm 1, except that it adds another step
of optimizing the cross entropy loss for both the
E −Gs andE −Gd pathways by using the ref-
erence texts available in the labeled dataset. This
step is carried out in the adversarial phase along
with other steps (See Algorithm 2).

The cross-entropy loss is imposed on both
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E −Gs andE −Gd paths using parallel dataset
(details mentioned in Section 5.1) denoted by
∆ = (Sp,Dp). For a given parallel simplifica-
tion sentence pair (Xs, Xd), let PE−Gs(Xs|Xd)
and PE−Gd(Xd|Xs) denote the probabilities that
Xs is produced from Xd by the E −Gs and the
reverse is produced by the E −Gd respectively.
Cross-Entropy loss for E −Gs andE −Gd de-
noted by Lcross(θE ,θGs ,θGd) is computed as
follows:

Lcross = −E(Xs,Xd)∼∆[logPE−Gs(Xs|Xd)]−
E(Xs,Xd)∼∆[logPE−Gd(Xd|Xs)] (8)

Algorithm 2 Semi-supervised simplification algo-
rithm using denoising, reconstruction, adversar-
ial and diversification losses followed by cross-
entropy loss using parallel data.
Input: simple dataset S, complex datasetD, par-
allel dataset ∆ = (Sp,Dp)

Initialization phase:
repeat

Update θE , θGs , θGd using Ldenoi
Update θE , θGs , θGd using Lrec
Update θD, θC using Ladv,D Ldiv,C

until specified number of steps are completed
Adversarial phase:
repeat

Update θE , θGs , θGd using Ldenoi
Update θE ,θGs ,θGd using Ladv,Gs ,

Ldiv,Gs , Lrec
Update θD, θC using Ladv,D, Ldiv,C
Update θE , θGs using Lcross
Update θE , θGd using Lcross

until specified number of steps are completed

5 Experiment Setup

In this section we describe the dataset, architec-
tural choices, and model hyperparameters. The
implementation of the experimental setup is pub-
licly available4.

5.1 Dataset
For training our system, we created an unlabeled
dataset of simple and complex sentences by par-
titioning the standard en-wikipedia dump. Since
partitioning requires a metric for measuring text
simpleness we categorize sentences based on their

4https://github.com/subramanyamdvss/UnsupNTS

Category #Sents Avg. Avg. FE-
Words FE Range

Simple 720k 18.23 76.67 74.9-79.16
Complex 720k 35.03 7.26 5.66-9.93

Table 1: Statistics showing number of sentences, av-
erage words per sentence, and average FE score, FE
score limits for complex and simple datasets used for
training.

readability scores. For this we use the Flesch
Readability Ease (henceforth abbreviated as FE)
(Flesch, 1948). Sentences with lower FE values
(up to 10) are categorized as complex and sen-
tences with FE values greater than 70 are cate-
gorized as simple5. The FE bounds are decided
through trial and error through manual inspec-
tion of the categorized sentences. Table 1 shows
dataset statistics. Even though the dataset was
created with some level of human mediation, the
manual effort is insignificant compared to that
needed to create a parallel corpus.

To train the system with minimal supervision
(Section 4.5), we extract 10, 000 pairs of sen-
tences from various datasets such as Wikipedia-
SimpleWikipedia dataset introduced in Hwang
et al. (2015) and the Split-Rephrase dataset
by Narayan et al. (2017)6. The Wikipedia-
SimpleWikipedia was filtered following Nisioi
et al. (2017) and 4000 examples were randomly
picked from the filtered set. From the Split-
Rephrase dataset, examples containing one com-
pound/complex sentence at the source side and
two simple sentences at the target side were se-
lected and 6000 examples were randomly picked
from the selected set. The Split-Rephrase dataset
is used to promote sentence splitting in the pro-
posed system.

To select and evaluate our models, we use the
test and development sets7 released by (Xu et al.,
2016). The test set (359 sentences) and develop-
ment set (2000 sentences) have 8 simplified refer-
ence sentences for each source sentence.

5.2 Hyperparameter Settings
For all the variants, we use a hidden state of size
600 and word-embedding size of 300. ClassifierC

5FE has its shortcomings to fully judge simpleness, but
we nevertheless employ it in the absence of stronger metrics

6https://github.com/shashiongithub/Split-and-Rephrase
7We acknowledge that other recent datasets such as

Newsela could have been used for development and evalu-
ation. We could not get access to the dataset unfortunately.
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and discriminator D use convolutional layers with
filters sizes from 1 to 5. 128 filters of each size
are used in the CNN-layers. Other training related
hyper parameters include learning rate of 0.00012
for θE, θGs, θGd , 0.0005 for θD, θC and batch
size of 36. For learning the word-embedding us-
ing Dict2Vec training, the window size is set to
5. Our experiments used at most 13 GB of GPU
memory. The Initialization phase and Adversarial
phase took 6000 and 8000 steps in batches respec-
tively for both UNTS and UNTS+10K systems.

5.3 Evaluation Metrics

For automatic evaluation of our system on the test
data, we used four metrics, (a) SARI (b) BLEU
(c) FE Difference (d) Word Difference, which are
briefly explained below.

SARI (Xu et al., 2016) is an automatic evalua-
tion metric designed to measure the simpleness of
the generated sentences. SARI requires access to
source, predictions and references for evaluation.
Computing SARI involves penalizing the n-gram
additions to source which are inconsistent with the
references. Similarly, deletions and keep opera-
tions are penalized. The overall score is a balanced
sum of all the penalties. BLEU (Papineni et al.,
2002), a popular metric to evaluate generations
and translations is used to measure the correctness
of the generations by measuring overlaps between
the generated sentences and (multiple) references.

We also compute the average FE score dif-
ference between predictions and source in our
evaluations. FE-difference measures whether the
changes made by the model increase the readabil-
ity ease of the generated sentence. Word Differ-
ence is the average difference between number of
words in the source sentence and generation. It is a
simple and approximate metric proposed to detect
if sentence shortening is occurring or not. Genera-
tions with lesser number of changes can still have
high SARI and BLEU. Models with such genera-
tions can be ruled out by imposing a threshold on
the word-diff metric.

Models with high word-diff, SARI and BLEU
are picked during model-selection (with validation
data). Model selection also involved manually ex-
amining the quality and relevance of generations.

We carry out a qualitative analysis of our sys-
tem through human evaluation. For this the first 50
test samples were selected from the test data. Out-
put of the seven systems reported in Table 2 along

with the sources are presented to two native En-
glish speakers who would provide two ratings for
each output: (a) Simpleness, a binary score [0-1]
indicating whether the output is a simplified ver-
sion of the input or not, (b) Grammaticality of the
output in the range of [1-5], in the increasing order
of fluency (c) Relatedness score in the range of [1-
5] showing if the overall semantics of the input is
preserved in the output or not.

5.4 Model Variants
Using our design, we propose two different vari-
ants for evaluation: (i) Unsupervised Neural TS
(UNTS) with SARI as the criteria for model se-
lection, (ii) UNTS with minimal supervision us-
ing 10000 labelled examples (UNTS+10K). Mod-
els selected using other selection criteria such as
BLEU resulted in similar and/or reduced perfor-
mance (details skipped for brevity).

We carried out the following basic post-
processing steps on the generated outputs. The
OOV(out of vocabulary) words in the generations
are replaced by the source words with high atten-
tion weights. Words repeated consecutively in the
generated sentences are merged.

5.5 Systems for Comparison
In the absence of any other direct baseline for
end-to-end TS, we consider the following unsu-
pervised baselines. We consider the unsuper-
vised NMT framework proposed by (Artetxe et al.,
2018b) as a baseline. It uses techniques such as
backtranslation and denoising techniques to syn-
thesize more training examples. To use this frame-
work, we treated the set of simple and complex
sentences as two different languages. Same model
configuration as reported by Artetxe et al. (2018b)
is used. We use the term UNMT for this system.

Similar to the UNMT system, we also con-
sider unsupervised statistical machine translation
(termed as USMT) proposed by Artetxe et al.
(2018a), with default parameter setting. Another
system, based on the cross alignment technique
proposed by Shen et al. (2017) is also used for
comparison. The system is originally proposed for
the task of sentiment translation. We term this sys-
tem as ST.

We also compare our approach with existing su-
pervised and unsupervised lexical simplifications
like LIGHTLS (Glavaš and Štajner, 2015), Neural
Text Simplification or NTS (Nisioi et al., 2017),
Syntax based Machine Translation or SBMT (Xu
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System FE-diff SARI BLEU Word-diff

UNTS+10K 10.45 35.29 76.13 2.38
UNTS 11.15 33.8 74.24 3.55

UNMT 6.60 33.72 70.84 0.74
USMT 13.84 32.11 87.36 -0.01
ST 54.38 14.97 0.73 5.61

NTS 5.37 36.1 79.38 2.73
SBMT 17.68 38.59 73.62 -0.84
PBSMT 9.14 34.07 67.79 2.26

LIGHTLS 3.01 34.96 83.54 -0.02

Table 2: Comparison of evaluation metrics for
proposed systems (UNTS), unsupervised baseline
(UNMT,USMT, and ST) and existing supervised
and the unsupervised lexical simplification system
LIGHTLS.

System Simpleness Fluency Relatedness

UNTS+10K 57% 4.13 3.93
UNTS 47% 3.86 3.73

UNMT 40% 3.8 4.06

NTS 49% 4.13 3.26
SBMT 53% 4.26 4.06
PBSMT 53% 3.8 3.93

LIGHTLS 6% 4.2 3.33

Table 3: Average human evaluation scores for simple-
ness and grammatical correctness (fluency) and seman-
tic relatedness between the output and input.

et al., 2016), and Phrase-based SMT simplification
or PBSMT (Wubben et al., 2012). All the systems
are trained using the Wikipedia-SimpleWikipedia
dataset (Hwang et al., 2015). The test set is same
for all of these and our models.

6 Results

Table 2 shows evaluation results of our proposed
approaches along with existing supervised and un-
supervised alternatives. We observe that unsu-
pervised baselines such as UNMT and USMT
often, after attaining convergence, recreates sen-
tences similar to the inputs. This explains why
they achieve higher BLEU and reduced word-
difference scores. The ST system did not converge
for our dataset after significant number of epochs
which affected the performance metrics. The sys-
tem often produces short sentences which are sim-
ple but do not retain important phrases.

Other supervised systems such as SBMT and
NTS achieve better content reduction as shown
through SARI, BLEU and FE-diff scores; this is
expected. However, it is still a good sign that

the scores for the unsupervised system UNTS are
not far from the supervised skylines. The higher
word-diff scores for the unsupervised system also
indicate that it is able to perform content reduc-
tion (a form of syntactic simplification), which is
crucial to TS. This is unlike the existing unsu-
pervised LIGHTLS system which often replaces
nouns with related non-synonymous nouns; some-
times increasing the complexity and affecting the
meaning. Finally, it is worth noting that aiding the
system with a very small amount of labeled data
can also benefit our unsupervised pipeline, as sug-
gested by the scores for the UNTS+10K system.

In Table 3, the first column represents what per-
centage of output form is a simplified version of
the input. The second and third columns present
the average fluency (grammaticality) scores given
by human evaluators and semantic relatedness
with input scored through automatic means. Al-
most all systems are able to produce sentences
that are somewhat grammatically correct and re-
tain phrases from input. Supervised systems like
PBSMT, as expected, simplify the sentences to
the maximum extent. However, our unsupervised
variants have scores competitive to the supervised
skylines, which is a positive sign.

Table 4 shows an anecdotal example, containing
outputs from the seven systems. As can be seen,
the quality of output from our unsupervised vari-
ants, is far from that of the reference output. How-
ever, the attempts towards performing lexical sim-
plification (by replacing the word “Neverthless”
with “However”) and simplification of multi-word
phrases (“Tagore emulated numerous styles” get-
ting translated to “Tagore replaced many styles”)
are quite visible and encouraging. Table 5 presents
a few examples demonstrating the capabilities of
our system in performing simplifications at lexical
and syntactic level. We do observe that such op-
erations are carried out only for a few instances in
our test data. Also, our analysis in Appendix B in-
dicate that the system can improve over time with
addition of more data. Results for ablations on ad-
versarial and diversification loss are also included
in Appendix A.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we made a novel attempt towards un-
supervised text simplification. We gathered unla-
beled corpora containing simple and complex sen-
tences and used them to train our system that is
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System Output

Input Nevertheless , Tagore emulated numerous styles , including craftwork from northern New Ireland , Haida carvings from
the west coast of Canada ( British Columbia ) , and woodcuts by Max Pechstein .

Reference Nevertheless , Tagore copied many styles , such as crafts from northern New Ireland , Haida carvings from the west coast
of Canada and wood carvings by Max Pechstein .

UNTS+10K Nevertheless , Tagore replaced many styles , including craftwork from northern New Ireland , Haida carved from the west
coast of Canada ( British Columbia ) .

UNTS However , Tagore notably numerous styles , including craftwork from northern New Ireland , Haida carved from the west
coast of Canada ( British ) .

UNMT However , Tagore featured numerous styles including craftwork from northern New Ireland , Haida from the west coast of
Canada ( British Columbia ) max by Max Pechstein .

USMT Nevertheless , Mgr emulated numerous styles , including craftwork from northern New Ireland , Haida carvings from the
west coast of Canada (British Columbia) , and etchings by Max Pechstein .

NTS However , Tagore wrote many styles , including craftwork from northern New Ireland , Haida carvings from the west coast
of Canada ( British Columbia ) .

SBMT However , Tagore emulated many styles , such as craftwork in north New Ireland , Haida prints from the west coast of
Canada ( British Columbia ) , and woodcuts by Max Pechstein .

PBSMT Nevertheless , he copied many styles , from new craftwork , Haida carvings from the west coast of Canada in British
Columbia and woodcuts by Max Pechstein .

LIGHTLS However , Tagore imitated numerous styles , including craftwork from northern New Ireland , Haida sculptures from the
west coast of Canada ( British Columbia ) , and engravings by Max Pechstein .

Table 4: Example predictions from different systems.

Type of Simplification Source Prediction

Splitting Calvin Baker is an American novelist . Calvin Baker is an American . American Baker is a birthplace .

Sentence Shortening During an interview , Edward Gorey mentioned that Bawden
was one of his favorite artists , lamenting the fact that not
many people remembered or knew about this fine artist .

During an interview , Edward Gorey mentioned that Bawden
was one of his favorite artists .

Lexical Replacement In architectural decoration Small pieces of colored and iri-
descent shell have been used to create mosaics and inlays ,
which have been used to decorate walls , furniture and boxes .

In impressive decoration Small pieces of colored and reddish
shell have been used to create statues and inlays , which have
been used to decorate walls , furniture and boxes .

Table 5: Examples showing different types of simplifications performed by the best model UNTS+10K.

based on a shared encoder and two decoders. A
novel training scheme is proposed which allows
the model to perform content reduction and lexi-
cal simplification simultaneously through our pro-
posed losses and denoising. Experiments were
conducted for multiple variants of our system as
well as known unsupervised baselines and super-
vised systems. Qualitative and quantitative anal-
ysis of the outputs for a publicly available test
data demonstrate that our models, though unsu-
pervised, can perform better than or competitive
to these baselines. In future, we would like to
improve the system further by incorporating bet-
ter architectural designs and training schemes to
tackle complex simplification operations.
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A Ablation Studies

The following table shows results of the proposed
system with ablations on adversarial loss (UNTS-
ADV) and diversification loss (UNTS-DIV).

System FE-diff SARI BLEU Word-diff

UNTS+10K 10.45 35.29 76.13 2.38
UNTS-DIV+10K 11.32 35.24 75.59 2.61
UNTS-ADV+10K 10.32 35.08 76.19 2.64

UNTS 11.15 33.8 74.24 3.55
UNTS-DIV 14.15 34.38 68.65 3.46
UNTS-ADV 12.13 34.74 73.21 2.72

Table 6: UNTS-ADV does not use the adversarial loss,
UNTS-DIV does not use the diversification loss.

B Effects of Variation in Labeled Data
Size

The following table shows the effect of labeled
data size on the performance of the system. We
supplied the system with 2K, 5K, and 10K pairs of
complex and simple sentences. From the trained
models, models with similar word-diff are chosen
for fair comparison. Our observation is that, with
increasing data, BLEU as well as SARI increases.

System FE-diff SARI BLEU Word-diff

UNTS+10K 11.65 35.14 75.71 3.05
UNTS+5K 11.69 34.39 70.96 3.01
UNTS+2K 11.64 34.17 72.63 3.26
UNTS 11.15 33.8 74.24 3.55

Table 7: Effect of variation in labeled data considered
as additional help during training the unsupervised sys-
tems.
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Abstract

We present a syntax-infused variational au-
toencoder (SIVAE), that integrates sentences
with their syntactic trees to improve the gram-
mar of generated sentences. Distinct from
existing VAE-based text generative models,
SIVAE contains two separate latent spaces,
for sentences and syntactic trees. The ev-
idence lower bound objective is redesigned
correspondingly, by optimizing a joint distri-
bution that accommodates two encoders and
two decoders. SIVAE works with long short-
term memory architectures to simultaneously
generate sentences and syntactic trees. Two
versions of SIVAE are proposed: one cap-
tures the dependencies between the latent vari-
ables through a conditional prior network, and
the other treats the latent variables indepen-
dently such that syntactically-controlled sen-
tence generation can be performed. Experi-
mental results demonstrate the generative su-
periority of SIVAE on both reconstruction and
targeted syntactic evaluations. Finally, we
show that the proposed models can be used for
unsupervised paraphrasing given different syn-
tactic tree templates.

1 Introduction

Neural language models based on recurrent neural
networks (Mikolov et al., 2010) and sequence-to-
sequence architectures (Sutskever et al., 2014) have
revolutionized the NLP world. Deep latent variable
modes, in particular, the variational autoencoders
(VAE) (Kingma and Welling, 2014; Rezende et al.,
2014) integrating inference models with neural lan-
guage models have been widely adopted on text
generation (Bowman et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2017;
Kim et al., 2018), where the encoder and the de-
coder are modeled by long short-term memory

∗Part of this work was done when the first two authors
were at Bloomberg.
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Figure 1: An example of a constituency tree structure.

(LSTM) networks (Chung et al., 2014). For a ran-
dom vector from the latent space representing an
unseen input, the decoder can generate realistic-
looking novel data in the context of a text model,
making the VAE an attractive generative model.
Compared to simple neural language models, the
latent representation in a VAE is supposed to give
the model more expressive capacity.

Although syntactic properties can be implicitly
discovered by such generative models, Shi et al.
(2016) show that many deep structural details are
still missing in the generated text. As a result
of the absence of explicit syntactic information,
generative models often produce ungrammatical
sentences. To address this problem, recent works
attempt to leverage explicit syntactic knowledge
to improve the quality of machine translation
(Eriguchi et al., 2016; Bastings et al., 2017; Chen
et al., 2017) and achieve good results. Motivated
by such success, we suggest that deep latent
variable models for text generation can also benefit
from the incorporation of syntactic knowledge.
Instead of solely modeling sentences, we want
to utilize augmented data by introducing an
auxiliary input, a syntactic tree, to enrich the latent
representation and make the generated sentences
more grammatical and fluent. Syntactic trees can
either be obtained from existing human-labeled
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trees or syntactically parsed sentences using
well-developed parsers. An example of a con-
stituency tree is shown in Figure 1. In this work,
we remove leaf nodes and linearize the bracketed
parse structure into a syntactic tree sequence to
simplify the encoding and decoding processes.
For example, the syntactic tree sequence for the
sentence “The book that you love is good.” is
(S(NP(NP(DT)(NN))(SBAR(WHNP(IN))(S(NP(PRP

))(VP(VBP)))))(VP(VBZ)(ADJP(JJ)))(.)).
Given such data, we aim to train a latent variable
model that jointly encodes and decodes a sentence
and its syntactic tree.

We propose a syntax-infused VAE model to help
improve generation, by integrating syntactic trees
with sentences. In contrast to the current VAE-
based sentence-generation models, a key differenti-
ating aspect of SIVAE is that we map the sentences
and the syntactic trees into two latent representa-
tions, and generate them separately from the two
latent spaces. This design decouples the semantic
and syntactic representations and makes it possible
to concentrate generation with respect to either syn-
tactic variation or semantic richness. To accommo-
date the two latent spaces in one VAE framework,
the evidence lower bound (ELBO) objective needs
to be redesigned based on optimizing the joint log
likelihood of sentences and syntactic trees. This
new objective makes SIVAE a task-agnostic model,
with two encoders and two decoders, so that it can
be further used for other generative tasks.

Two variants of SIVAE that differ in the forms
of the prior distributions corresponding to the syn-
tactic tree latent variables are presented. SIVAE-c
captures dependencies between two latent variables
by making the syntax prior conditioned on the sen-
tence prior. During generation, we first sample a
latent variable from the sentence latent space and
then sample the syntactic tree latent variable de-
pending on the sampled sentence latent variable.
This process resembles how humans write: think
about substances like entities and topics first, then
realize with a specific syntactic structure. We fur-
ther propose SIVAE-i assuming the two priors are
independent, and change the ELBO of the joint
log likelihood correspondingly. This independence
assumption manifests syntactically-controlled sen-
tence generation as it allows to alter the syntac-
tic structure, desirable for related tasks like para-
phrase generation. Given a sentence and a syntactic
tree template, the model produces a paraphrase of

the sentence whose syntax conforms to the tem-
plate. Our SIVAE-based paraphrasing network is
purely unsupervised, which makes it particularly
suitable for generating paraphrases in low-resource
languages or types of content.

The experiments are conducted on two datasets:
one has trees labeled by humans and the other has
trees parsed by a state-of-the-art parser (Kitaev and
Klein, 2018). Other than employing the standard
language modeling evaluation metrics like perplex-
ity, we also adopt the targeted syntactic evaluation
(Marvin and Linzen, 2018) to verify whether the
incorporation of syntactic trees improves the gram-
mar of generated sentences. Experiments demon-
strate that the proposed model improves the quality
of generated sentences compared to other baseline
methods, on both the reconstruction and grammar
evaluations. The proposed methods show the abil-
ity for unsupervised paraphrase generation under
different syntactic tree templates.

Our contributions are four-fold: i) We propose a
syntax-infused VAE that integrates syntactic trees
with sentences, to grammatically improve the gen-
erated sentences. ii) We redesign the ELBO of
the joint log likelihood, to accommodate two sepa-
rate latent spaces in one VAE framework, for two
SIVAE model variants based on different intuitions,
which can be further used for other applications.
iii) We evaluate our models on data with human-
constituted trees or parsed trees, and yield promis-
ing results in generating sentences with better re-
construction loss and less grammatical errors, com-
pared to other baseline methods. iv) We present
an unsupervised paraphrasing network based on
SIVAE-i that can perform syntactically controlled
paraphrase generation.

2 Methodology

Given a sentence x and its corresponding syntactic
tree y, the goal is to jointly encode x and y into
latent representations zx ∈ Rd and zy ∈ Rd, and
then decode them jointly from the two latent spaces.
We employ the VAE framework such that realistic-
looking novel sentences can be generated with ran-
domly sampled latent representations. However,
current VAE-based language models cannot ac-
commodate two separate latent spaces for zx and
zy. To incorporate x, y, zx, and zy in one VAE
framework, the objective needs to be redesigned to
optimize the log joint likelihood log p(x,y). We
propose two model variants of SIVAE. The first
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the proposed SIVAE model encoding and decoding sentences and their syntactic trees
jointly. The prior network (dashed lines) is used only for the sampling stage of SIVAE-c.

model (SIVAE-c; Section 2.1), directly capturing
the dependencies between zx and zy, presumes
that semantic information should influence syntax
structure. During the sampling stage, the prior
for zy is drawn based on zx from a conditional
prior network p(zy|zx); zx implicitly encodes the
subject of the sentence, and zy encodes the corre-
sponding syntax. Although this model has robust
performance on generation, it doesn’t allow us to
syntactically control the generated sentences by
freely changing the syntactic tree template in zy.
Thus we propose SIVAE-i (Section 2.2), which gen-
erates sentences and syntactic trees assuming the
priors p(zx) and p(zy) are independent. The entire
architecture is shown in Figure 2.

2.1 Modeling Syntax-Semantics
Dependencies

Since the syntax of a sentence is influenced by
the semantics, especially when the content is long,
we first propose a generative model to exploit the
dependencies between zx and zy, through a condi-
tional prior network pψ(zy|zx). Formally, SIVAE-
c models the joint probability of the sentence and
its syntactic tree:

p(x,y) =

∫

dzx

∫

dzy

p(x|y, zx)p(y|zx, zy)·

p(zy|zx)p(zx)dzydzx , (1)

where the prior over zx is the isotropic Gaussian
p(zx) = N (0, I). We define q(·) to be the varia-
tional posterior distributions that approximate the
true posterior distributions. The model is trained by

maximizing the lower bound of the log likelihood

log p(x,y) ≥ L(x,y; θ, φ, ψ) = (2)

Eqφ(zx|x) log pθ(x|y, zx)−KL[qφ(zx|x)||p(zx)]
+ Eqφ(zy |y,zx) log pθ(y|zy)
−KL[qφ(zy|y, zx)||pψ(zy|zx)],

where ψ, φ, and θ are the parameters of the prior
network, the recognition networks, and the gener-
ation networks, respectively. We apply the repa-
rameterize trick to yield a differentiable unbiased
estimator of the lower bound objective.

Conditional Prior Network The key to SIVAE-
c is the conditional prior which is used to model
the dependencies between the sentence latent vari-
able zx and the syntactic tree latent variable zy.
Given zx, the prior for zy is sampled from a con-
ditional probability pψ(zy|zx) modeled by a mul-
tivariate Gaussians N (µ′,σ′2I). The parameters
of the Gaussian distribution are computed from zx
with a conditional prior network parameterized by
ψ. In particular, µ′ and σ′2 are the outputs of mul-
tilayer perceptron (MLP) networks taking zx as the
input.

Recognition Networks To differentiate through
the sampling stage z ∼ qφ(z|x), the VAE encoder
qφ(zx|x) is also assumed to be a Gaussian distri-
bution N (µx,Σx), where µ(x) and diag(Σ(x))
are the outputs of feedforward networks taking x
as the input. The recognition network consists of
a bidirectional LSTM encoder to produce a sen-
tence embedding for x and two linear networks
to transform the embedding to the Gaussian pa-
rameters. The Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence
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between qφ(zx|x) and the isotropic Gaussian prior
p(zx) is

KL(qφ(zx|x)‖p(zx)) =
1

2
[− log |Σx|

− d+ tr(Σx) + µ
T
xµx]. (3)

So we only need to model µx and the diagonal of
Σx to compute the KL divergence.

To reconcile the conditional prior pψ(zy|zx), the
variational posterior qφ(zy|y, zx) = N (µy,σ

2
yI),

also depends on the latent variable zx. µy and σ2
y

are obtained from a recognition network that con-
tains a bidirectional LSTM encoder, producing a
syntactic tree embedding, and two linear networks,
taking the embedding and zx as inputs. The KL
divergence is then given by

KL(qφ(zy|y, zx)‖pψ(zy|zx)) =
1

2
[log |σ′2I| − log |σ2

yI| − d+ tr(
σ2
yI

σ′2I
)

+ (µ′ − µy)Tσ′−2I(µ′ − µy)]. (4)

Generation Networks We employ an LSTM to
generate y from pθ(y|zy). A word vy is selected by
computing the probability of yt = vy conditioned
on previously generated words y−t and zy

p(yt = vy|y−t, zy) ∝ exp((vTy Wyhyt )), (5)

where hyt is the current hidden states of the LSTM
tree decoder

hyt = LSTM(zy, e(yt−1),h
y
t−1, c

y
t−1). (6)

To generate x from pθ(x|y, zx), we modify the
generative model in GNMT (Shah and Barber,
2018). First, the last hidden states hy|y| and cy|y|
in (6) are directly used as the generated syntactic
tree y, where |y| is the length of y. Then we use
another LSTM for sentence generation,

hxt = LSTM(zx, e(xt−1),h
y
|y|,h

x
t−1, c

x
t−1). (7)

The conditional probabilities of xt = vx for t =
1, · · · , |x| are computed as

p(xt = vx|x−t, zx,y) ∝ exp((vTxWxhxt )). (8)

In this way, the generated sentence is conditioned
on zx and the generated syntactic tree y. SIVAE-
c selects possible syntactic tree templates for a
given sentence latent variable, but the syntactic tree
template cannot be freely determined.

2.2 Syntactically-Controlled Sentence
Generation

In order to freely change the syntactic tree template
embedded in zy, we propose an alternative model
assuming the independence of two priors. Let pri-
ors zx and zy be independent random variables
drawn from N (0, I). The variational posteriors
qφ(zx|x) and qφ(zy|y) follow Gaussian distribu-
tions parameterized by the outputs of feedforward
networks, whose inputs are x and y. The model is
trained by maximizing the lower bound objective

log p(x,y) ≥ L(x,y; θ, φ) = (9)

Eqφ(zx|x) log pθ(x|y, zx)−KL[qφ(zx|x)‖p(zx)]
+ Eqφ(zy |y) log pθ(y|zy)−KL[qφ(zy|y)‖p(zy)].

Since y and zx are assumed to be independent
when computing the joint probability p(x,y), we
seek to minimize the mutual information I(y; zx)
during training.

The recognition networks and the generation net-
works of SIVAE-i are similar to those adopted in
SIVAE-c, so we omit them for brevity.

3 Unsupervised Paraphrasing

Paraphrases are sentences with the same meaning
but different syntactic structures. SIVAE allows us
to execute syntax transformation, producing the
desired paraphrases with variable syntactic tree
templates. The syntactically controlled paraphrase
generation is inspired by Iyyer et al. (2018); the
difference is that our SIVAE-based syntactic para-
phrase network is purely unsupervised. Unsuper-
vised paraphrasing can be performed using both
SIVAE-c and SIVAE-i.

One way to generate paraphrases is to perform
syntactically controlled paraphrase generation us-
ing SIVAE-i. The latent representations of an input
sentence zx and a syntactic tree template zy are fed
into SIVAE-i, and the syntax of the generated sen-
tence conforms with the explicitly selected target
template. However, linearized syntactic sequences
are relatively long (as shown in Table 1) and long
templates are more likely to mismatch particular
input sentences, which may result in nonsensical
paraphrase outputs. Therefore, we use simplified
syntactic sequences as templates, by taking the top
two levels of the linearized constituency trees.

The paraphrase generative process is:

1. Encode the original sentence to zx;
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Dataset Train Test Valid Ave_s Max_s Voc_s Tree Type Ave_t Max_t Voc_t

PTB 39366 4921 4921 25 271 24699 Golden 113 1051 1272
wiki90M 71952 8995 8994 28 318 28907 Parsed 119 1163 387

Table 1: Statistics of the two datasets used in this paper. Ave_s/ Ave_t, Max_s/ Max_t, and Voc_s/ Voc_t denote
the average length, maximum length, and vocabulary size for sentences/ tree sequences correspondingly.

2. Select and encode a syntactic template into
zy;

3. Generate the reconstructed syntactic sequence
y from p(y|zy);

4. Generate the paraphrase of the original sen-
tence that conforms to y from p(x|y, zx).

We can also use a trained SIVAE-c to generate
paraphrases. The paraphrase generation process
is similar to sampling from a standard VAE with
various tempera. The difference is that SIVAE-c
first selects possible syntactic tree templates using
the conditional prior network pψ(zy|zx) then gen-
erates paraphrases based on the syntactic template
and the latent variable.

4 Related Work

Syntax-Aware Neural Text Generation The
ability to generate sentences is core to many NLP
tasks, such as machine translation (Bahdanau et al.,
2015), summarization (Rush et al., 2015), and di-
alogue generation (Vinyals and Le, 2015). Re-
cent works have shown that neural text genera-
tion can benefit from the incorporation of syntac-
tic knowledge (Shen et al., 2018; Choe and Char-
niak, 2016). Sennrich and Haddow (2016) propose
to augment each source word representation with
its corresponding part-of-speech tag, lemmatized
form and dependency label; Eriguchi et al. (2016)
and Bastings et al. (2017) utilize a tree-based en-
coder and a graph convolutional network encoder
respectively to embed the syntactic parse trees as
part of the source sentence representations; Chen
et al. (2017) model source-side syntactic trees with
a bidirectional tree encoder and tree-coverage de-
coder; Eriguchi et al. (2017) implicitly leverage lin-
guistic prior by treating syntactic parsing as an aux-
iliary task. However, most of these syntax-aware
generation works only focus on neural machine
translation.

Deep Latent Variable Models Deep latent vari-
able models that combine the complementary

strengths of latent variable models and deep learn-
ing have drawn much attention recently. Genera-
tive adversarial networks (Goodfellow et al., 2014)
and variational autoencoders (Kingma and Welling,
2014) are the two families of deep generative mod-
els that are widely adopted in applications. As
VAEs allow discrete generation from a continuous
space, they have been a popular variant for NLP
tasks including text generation (Bowman et al.,
2016; Yang et al., 2017; Xu and Durrett, 2018;
Shen et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2019). The flexibil-
ity of VAEs also enables adding conditions during
inference to perform controlled language genera-
tion (Hu et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2017). Diver-
gent from these VAE-based text generation models,
our work decouples the latent representations cor-
responding to the sentence and its syntactic tree
respectively.

Paraphrase Generation Due to the similarity
between two tasks, neural machine-translation-
based models can often be utilized to achieve para-
phrase generation (Hasan et al., 2016; Mallinson
et al., 2017). Recently, Iyyer et al. (2018) proposed
to syntactically control the generated paraphrase
and Gupta et al. (2018) generate paraphrases in a
deep generative architecture. However, all these
methods assume the existence of some parallel
paraphrase corpora while unsupervised paraphrase
generation has been little explored.

5 Experiments

We conduct our experiments on two datasets:
sentence-level Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1993)
with human-constituted parse trees and a 90 mil-
lion word subset of Wikipedia (Gulordava et al.,
2018) with parsed trees. When the decoder is too
strong, VAE suffers from posterior collapse where
the model learns to ignore the latent variable (Bow-
man et al., 2016). To avoid posterior collapse, KL-
term annealing and dropping out words during de-
coding are employed for training in this work. We
also tried an advanced method replacing Gaussian
priors with von Mises-Fisher priors (Xu and Dur-
rett, 2018) to prevent KL collapse, but the results
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Model
PTB wiki90M

Standard Inputless Standard Inputless
PPL NLL KL PPL NLL KL PPL NLL KL PPL NLL KL

KN5 145 132 - 593 169 - 141 141 - 588 182 -
LSTM-LM 110 124 - 520 165 - 105 133 - 521 179 -

VAE 112 125 2 317 153 13 106 133 5 308 164 22

SIVAE-c 98(1.6) 121(53) 5(0.5) 286(2.4) 150(99) 17(1.3) 94(1.6) 130(56) 12(1.0) 278(2.3) 161(99) 29(2.4)
SIVAE-i 90(1.7) 119(60) 9(1.0) 261(2.6) 147(108) 24(2.5) 89(1.7) 128(63) 16(1.9) 256(2.4) 158(104) 36(5.1)

Table 2: Language modeling results on testing sets of PTB and wiki90M. For two SIVAE models, the syntactic
tree sequence reconstruction scores are shown in parenthesis alongside the sentence reconstruction scores. Lower
is better for PPL and NLL. The best results are in bold.

are about the same.
To discover whether the incorporation of syntac-

tic trees is helpful for sentence generation, we com-
pare our two versions of SIVAE with three base-
lines that do not utilize syntactic information: a 5-
gram Kneser-Ney language model (KN5) (Heafield
et al., 2013), an LSTM language model (LSTM-
LM) (Sundermeyer et al., 2012), and a standard
VAE (Bowman et al., 2016) using an LSTM-based
encoder and decoder. Experimental results of lan-
guage modeling are evaluated by the reconstruction
loss using perplexity and the targeted syntactic eval-
uation proposed in (Marvin and Linzen, 2018). In
section 5.3, we show the unsupervised paraphrase
generation results.

Datasets We use two datasets in this paper. For
sentence-level Penn Treebank (PTB), the syntactic
trees are labeled by humans (i.e. “gold-standard”
trees). For Wikipedia-90M (wiki90M), which does
not contain human-generated trees, we first feed
the sentences into a state-of-the-art constituency
parser (Kitaev and Klein, 2018), and then use the
parsed trees as syntactic information for our model.
Further, we replace (low-frequency) words that ap-
pear only once in both datasets with the <unk>
token. Statistics about the two datasets are shown
in Table 1. As we can see, the linearized sequences
are much longer than sentences. The vocabulary
of trees sequences is much smaller than the vocab-
ulary of sentences; and golden trees have larger
vocabulary than parsed trees.

Settings The parameters are fine-tuned on the
validation set. Our implementation of SIVAE uses
one-layer bi-directional LSTM architectures for
both encoders, and one-layer unidirectional LSTM
architectures for both decoders. The size of hid-
den units in the LSTM is 600 and the size of word
embeddings is 300. The latent variable size is set
to 150 for both sentences and their syntactic trees.
The hidden units size of the MLP in the conditional

prior network is 400. We also tried to use different
model sizes for sentences and syntactic trees but
the results are about the same and the performance
even get worse when the difference of the model
sizes is too big. We use SGD for optimization, with
a learning rate of 0.0005. The batch size is 32 and
the number of epochs is 10. The word dropout
rate during decoding is 0.4. For KL annealing,
the initial weights of the KL terms are 0, and then
we gradually increase the weights as training pro-
gresses, until they reach the KL threshold of 0.8;
the rate of this increase is set to 0.5 with respect to
the total number of batches.

5.1 Language Modeling Results

We explore two settings for the decoders: standard
and inputless. In the standard setting, the input to
the LSTM decoder is the concatenation of the la-
tent representation z and the previous ground truth
word. A powerful decoder usually results in good
reconstruction in this setting but the model may ig-
nore the latent variable. In the inputless setting, the
decoder purely relies on the latent representations
without any use of prior words, so that the model is
driven to learn high-quality latent representations
of the sentences and syntactic trees.

The language-modeling results, on testing sets
evaluated by negative log likelihood (NLL) and
perplexity (PPL), are shown in Table 2. SIVAEs
outperform all other baselines on both datasets,
demonstrating the explicit incorporation of syntac-
tic trees helps with the reconstruction of sentences.
The performance boost on the wiki90M dataset
also shows that syntactic trees parsed by a well-
developed parser can serve the same function as
human-constituted trees, for our model to utilize
syntactic information; this underscores how mature
parser technology may be leveraged in text genera-
tion. Between the two proposed methods, SIVAE-i
is better at reconstructing sentences while SIVAE-c
is better at reconstructing syntactic trees. In the
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standard setting, VAE performs almost the same as
the LSTM language model, possibly because the
strong LSTM decoder plays a dominant role when
it uses prior words, so the VAE becomes similar to
an LSTM language model. Furthermore, the KL
divergence of the proposed models indicate that
SIVAE is better at avoiding posterior collapse, so
the LSTM sentence decoder can take advantage
of the encoded latent variable as well as the pre-
viously generated syntactic tree. In the inputless
setting, we see that VAE contains a significantly
larger KL term and shows substantial improvement
over KN5 and LSTM language models. SIVAEs
further reduces PPL from 317 to 261 on PTB and
from 308 to 256 on wiki90M, compared to VAE.

5.2 Targeted Syntactic Evaluation

We adopt targeted syntactic evaluation (Marvin and
Linzen, 2018) to examine whether the proposed
methods improve the grammar of generated sen-
tences. The idea is to assign a higher probability
for generating the grammatical sentence than the
ungrammatical one, given a pair of sentences that
only differ in grammar. There are three types of
sentence pairs used in this work.

Subject-verb agreement (SVA): Third-person
present English verbs need to agree with the num-
ber of their subjects.

For example, simple SVA:
(a). The author laughs.
(b). *The author laugh.

Reflexive anaphoras (RA): A reflective pro-
noun such as himself needs to agree in number
(and gender) with its antecedent.

For example, simple RA:
(a). The senators embarrassed themselves.
(b). *The senators embarrassed herself.

Negative polarity items (NPI): Words like any
and ever that can only be used in the scope of
negation are negative polarity items.

For example, simple NPI:
(a). No students have ever lived here.
(b). *Most students have ever lived here.

In the above examples, we expect the probability
of generating (a) to be higher than the probability
of generating (b). However, it is trivial to identify
these simple test pairs with simple syntax. Thus
we include complex longer test pairs with greater

Model SVA RA NPI
S C S C S C

Humans 0.96 0.85 0.96 0.87 0.98 0.81

KN5 0.79 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50
LSTM-LM 0.94 0.56 0.83 0.55 0.50 0.50

VAE 0.94 0.57 0.84 0.57 0.51 0.50

SIVAE-c 0.97 0.75 0.89 0.64 0.57 0.52
SIVAE-i 0.95 0.71 0.88 0.63 0.56 0.52

Table 3: Accuracy of targeted syntactic evaluation for
each grammar test case. S and C denote simple test-
ing pairs and complex testing pairs. The total num-
ber of test sentences is 44800. Models are trained on
wiki90M. The best results are in bold.

depth in relative clauses, identifying which requires
more understanding of the syntactic structure.

The accuracy per grammar test case of each
method is shown in Table 3. Human scores on
these test pairs in (Marvin and Linzen, 2018) are
also shown for reference. SIVAE outperforms other
baselines on grammar testing cases, demonstrating
the explicit incorporation of syntactic trees helps
with the grammar of generated sentences. For sim-
ple SVA testing pairs, SIVAE-c has a better score
than humans. Even for a difficult grammar test like
NPI, our methods still makes significant progress
compared to other baselines, whose scores show no
syntactic understanding of these sentences. From
Table 3, note that KN5 can only identify simple
SVA pairs. In addition, VAE has similar syntactic
performance as a LSTM language model, which
verifies the results in reconstruction. Between the
two proposed methods, SIVAE-i makes more gram-
mar mistakes than SIVAE-c, although it has better
perplexity in Table 2. This is because SIVAE-c
considers the dependency between the sentence
prior and the syntactic tree prior, so it can more ef-
ficiently prevent the mismatch between two latent
variables. In other words, SIVAE-c learns more
robust syntactic representations, but this advantage
is not reflected on the reconstruction evaluation.

5.3 Unsupervised Paraphrasing Results

The proposed method is used for generating para-
phrases by implicitly selecting (SIVAE-c) or ex-
plicitly changing (SIVAE-i) the syntactic tree tem-
plates. Our model is not trained on a paraphrase
corpora, which makes it a purely unsupervised para-
phrasing network.

Syntactically Controlled Paraphrasing
SIVAE-i as the syntactically controlled para-
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Template Paraphrase

original the discovery of dinosaurs has long been accompanied by a legend .
( SBARQ ( NP ) ( VP ) ( , ) ( SQ ) ( ? ) ) the discovery of dinosaurs has been a legend , is it ?
( S ( “ ) ( NP ) ( VP ) ( ” ) ( NP ) ( VP ) ( . ) ) “ the discovery of dinosaurs is a legend ” he said .
( S ( VP ) ( , ) ( NP ) ( . ) ) having been accompanied , the unk lengend .

original in 1987 a clock tower and a fountain were erected at council unk monument .
( S ( PP ) ( PP ) ( NP ) ( VP ) ( . ) ) in 1987 at council a fountain was erected .
( S ( VP ) ( NP ) ( CC ) ( NP ) ( PP ) ( . ) ) build a clock and a fountain at council unk unk .
( S ( NP ) ( ; ) ( S ) ( PP ) ( . ) ) a clock p ; he shops everything on the fountain at unk unk .

Table 4: Examples of syntactically controlled paraphrases generated by SIVAE-i. We show two successful and one
failed (in blue) generations with different templates for each input sentence.

Ori the new york times has been one of the best selling
newspapers in america .

Gen1 the new york times also has been used as american
best selling newspaper .

Gen2 the new york times also has been used as a “ unk ”
that sells in america .

Gen3 the new york times also has been used as the best “
unk ” selling in america .

Table 5: An example of paraphrases generated by
SIVAE-c.

phrasing network is trained on sentences and
their simplified syntactic sequences of PTB and
wiki90M dataset. Table 4 shows some example
paraphrases generated by SIVAE-i using different
syntactic templates. We see that SIVAE-i has
the ability to syntactically control the generated
sentences that conform to the target syntactic tem-
plate. The examples are well-formed, semantically
sensible, and grammatically correct sentences that
also preserve semantics of the original sentences.
However, the model can generate nonsensical
outputs, like the failed cases in Table 4, when the
target template mismatches the input sentence.

Paraphrasing with Different Tempera We fur-
ther perform paraphrasing using SIVAE-c with dif-
ferent tempera. Table 5 shows example paraphrases
generated by SIVAE-i. We see that SIVAE-c can
generate grammatical sentences that are relevant
to the original sentence. However, the generated
paraphrases are very similar, indicating that the
variance of the conditional prior network is small.
In other words, given a sentence latent represen-
tation, the range for SIVAE-c selecting a possible
syntactic tree representation is small, so it tends to
generate similar paraphrases.

Qualitative Human Evaluation We adopt simi-
lar human evaluation metrics as in (Gupta et al.,

Model PTB wiki90M
Rele Read Div Rele Read Div

VAE 2.63 3.07 2.77 3.03 3.20 2.60

SIVAE-c 2.93 3.47 2.80 3.27 3.67 2.73
SIVAE-i 3.00 3.30 3.13 3.37 3.53 3.20

Table 6: Human evaluation results on Relevance, Read-
ability, and Diversity of generated paraphrases.

2018) for generated paraphrases. For 20 origi-
nal sentences, we collect 5 paraphrases for each
sentence (100 in total) generated by SIVAE-c or
SIVAE-i using 5 different syntactic templates. The
models are trained on PTB and wiki90M. Three as-
pects are verified in human evaluation: Relevance
with the original sentence, Readability w.r.t. the
syntax of generated sentences, and Diversity of dif-
ferent generations for the same original sentence.
Three human evaluators assign a score on a scale of
1-5 (higher is better) for each aspect per generation.

The human evaluation results for unsupervised
paraphrase generation using standard VAE, SIVAE-
i and SIVAE-c are shown in Table 6. SIVAE-c has
the best scores and standard VAE has the worst
scores at the readability of generated sentences,
which further verifies that syntactic information
is helpful for sentence generation. Paraphrases
generated by SIVAE-i are more diverse under dif-
ferent syntactic templates, compared to SIVAE-c
and standard VAE. All three models show better
paraphrasing performance on the wiki90M dataset.

5.4 Continuity of Latent Spaces

We further test the continuity of latent spaces in
our model. Two vectors zA and zB are randomly
sampled from the sentence latent space of SIVAE-
c. Table 7 shows generated sentences based on
intermediate points between zA and zB . We see
the transitions are smooth and the generations are
grammatical, verifying the continuity of the sen-
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A in january 2014 , the unk announced that one player
would be one of the first two heroes .

• in january 2014 , he was one of the first two players to be
the most successful .

• until the end of the first half of the series , he has played
the most reported time .

• until the end of world war i , he was the first player in the
united states .

• there are also a number of other members in the american
war association .

B there are also a number of other american advances , such
as the unk unk of the american association .

Table 7: Intermediate sentences are generated between
two random points in the latent space of SIVAE-c.

tence latent space. The syntactic structure remains
consistent in neighborhoods along the path, indicat-
ing the continuity in the syntactic tree latent space.

6 Conclusion

We present SIVAE, a novel syntax-infused varia-
tion autoencoder architecture for text generation,
leveraging constituency parse tree structure as the
linguistic prior to generate more fluent and gram-
matical sentences. The new lower bound objec-
tive accommodates two latent spaces, for jointly
encoding and decoding sentences and their syn-
tactic trees. The first version of SIVAE exploits
the dependencies between two latent spaces, while
the second version enables syntactically controlled
sentence generation by assuming the two priors are
independent. Experimental results demonstrate the
incorporation of syntactic trees is helpful for recon-
struction and grammar of generated sentences. In
addition, SIVAE can perform unsupervised para-
phrasing with different syntactic tree templates.
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Abstract

Variational autoencoders (VAEs) have re-
ceived much attention recently as an end-to-
end architecture for text generation with la-
tent variables. However, previous works typ-
ically focus on synthesizing relatively short
sentences (up to 20 words), and the poste-
rior collapse issue has been widely identified
in text-VAEs. In this paper, we propose to
leverage several multi-level structures to learn
a VAE model for generating long, and coher-
ent text. In particular, a hierarchy of stochas-
tic layers between the encoder and decoder
networks is employed to abstract more infor-
mative and semantic-rich latent codes. Be-
sides, we utilize a multi-level decoder struc-
ture to capture the coherent long-term struc-
ture inherent in long-form texts, by generating
intermediate sentence representations as high-
level plan vectors. Extensive experimental re-
sults demonstrate that the proposed multi-level
VAE model produces more coherent and less
repetitive long text compared to baselines as
well as can mitigate the posterior-collapse is-
sue.

1 Introduction

The variational autoencoder (VAE) for text (Bow-
man et al., 2016) is a generative model in which a
stochastic latent variable provides additional infor-
mation to modulate the sequential text-generation
process. VAEs have been used for various text
processing tasks (Semeniuta et al., 2017; Zhao
et al., 2017; Kim et al., 2018; Du et al., 2018;
Hashimoto et al., 2018; Shen et al., 2018a; Xu and
Durrett, 2018; Wang et al., 2019). While most
recent work has focused on generating relatively
short sequences (e.g., a single sentence or multi-
ple sentences up to around twenty words), gen-
erating long-form text (e.g., a single or multiple

⇤ This research was carried out during an internship at
Microsoft Research.

flat-VAE (standard) multilevel-VAE (our model)

i went here for a grooming and a dog
. it was very good . the owner is
very nice and friendly . the owner
is really nice and friendly . i don t
know what they are doing .

i have been going to this nail salon
for over a year now . the last time i
went there . the stylist was nice . but
the lady who did my nails . she was
very rude and did not have the best
nail color i once had .

the staff is very friendly and help-
ful . the only reason i can t give
them 5 stars . the only reason i am
giving the ticket is because of the
ticket . can t help but the staff is
so friendly and helpful . can t help
but the parking lot is just the same .

i am a huge fan of this place . my
husband and i were looking for a
place to get some good music . this
place was a little bit pricey . but
i was very happy with the service .
the staff was friendly .

Table 1: Comparison of samples generated from two
generative models on the Yelp reviews dataset. The
standard model struggles with repetitions of the same
context or words (in blue), yielding non-coherent text.
A hierarhical decoder with multi-layered latent vari-
ables eliminates redundancy and yields more coherent
text planned around focused concepts.

paragraphs) with deep latent-variable models has
been less explored.

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) (Bahdanau
et al., 2015; Chopra et al., 2016) have mainly been
used for most text VAE models (Bowman et al.,
2016). However, it may be difficult to scale RNNs
for long-form text generation, as they tend to gen-
erate text that is repetitive, ungrammatical, self-
contradictory, overly generic and often lacking co-
herent long-term structure (Holtzman et al., 2018).
Two samples of text generated using standard VAE
with an RNN decoder is shown in Table 1.

In this work, we propose various multi-level
network structures for the VAE model (ml-VAE),
to address coherency and repetitiveness challenges
associated with long-form text generation. To gen-
erate globally-coherent long text sequences, it is
desirable that both the higher-level abstract fea-
tures (e.g., topic, sentiment, etc.) and lower-
level fine-granularity details (e.g., specific word
choices) of long text can be leveraged by the
generative network. It’s difficult for a standard
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RNN to capture such structure and learn to plan-
ahead. To improve the model’s plan-ahead ca-
pability for capturing long-term dependency, fol-
lowing (Roberts et al., 2018), our first multi-level
structure defines a hierarchical RNN decoder as
the generative network that learns sentence- and
word-level representations. Rather than using the
latent code to initialize the RNN decoder directly,
we found it more effective when first passing the
latent code to a higher-level (sentence) RNN de-
coder, that outputs an embedding for the lower-
level (word) RNN decoder that generates words.
Since the low-level decoder network cannot fall
back on autoregression, it gains a stronger reliance
on the latent code to reconstruct the sequences.

Prior work has found that VAE training of-
ten suffers from posterior collapse, in which the
model ignores the latent code (Bowman et al.,
2016). This issue is related to the fact that the
decoder network is usually parametrized with an
autoregressive neural network, such as RNNs with
teacher forcing scheme (Bowman et al., 2016;
Yang et al., 2017; Goyal et al., 2017; Semeniuta
et al., 2017; Shen et al., 2018b). Several strate-
gies have been proposed (see optimization chal-
lenges in Section 4) to make the decoder less au-
toregressive, so less contextual information is uti-
lized by the decoder network (Yang et al., 2017;
Shen et al., 2018b). We argue that learning more
informative latent codes can enhance the genera-
tive model without the need to lessen the contex-
tual information. We propose leveraging a hierar-
chy of latent variables between the convolutional
inference (encoder) networks and a multi-level re-
current generative network (decoder). With multi-
ple stochastic layers, the prior of bottom-level la-
tent variable is inferred from the data, rather than
fixed as a standard Gaussian distribution as in typ-
ical VAEs (Kingma and Welling, 2013). The in-
duced latent code distribution at the bottom level
can be perceived as a Gaussian mixture, and thus
is endowed with more flexibility to abstract mean-
ingful features from the input text. While recent
work has explored structures for more informative
latent codes (Kim et al., 2018; Gu et al., 2018),
ml-VAE is conceptually simple and easy to imple-
ment.

We evaluate ml-VAE on language modeling, un-
conditional and conditional text generation tasks.
We show substantial improvements against several
baseline methods in terms of perplexity on lan-
guage modeling and quality of generated samples

based on BLEU statistics and human evaluation.

2 Variational Autoencoder (VAE)
Let x denote a text sequence, which consists of L
tokens, i.e., x1, x2, ..., xL. A VAE encodes the text
x using a recognition (encoder) model, q�(z|x),
parameterizing an approximate posterior distribu-
tion over a continuous latent variable z (whose
prior is typically chosen as standard diagonal-
covariance Gaussian). z is sampled stochastically
from the posterior distribution, and text sequences
x are generated conditioned on z, via a generative
(decoder) network, denoted as p✓(x|z). A varia-
tional lower bound is typically used to estimate the
parameters (Kingma and Welling, 2013):

Lvae = Eq�(z|x)


log

p✓(x|z)p(z)

q�(z|x)

�
, (1)

= Eq�(z|x)[log p✓(x|z)]�DKL(q�(z|x)||p(z)),

This lower bound is composed of a reconstruction
loss (first term) that encourages the inference net-
work to encode information necessary to gener-
ate the data and a KL regularizer (second term)
to push q�(z|x) towards the prior p(z).

Although VAEs have been shown to be effec-
tive in a wide variety of text processing tasks (see
related work), there are two challenges associated
with generating longer sequences with VAEs: (i)
they lack a long-term planning mechanism, which
is critical for generating semantically-coherent
long texts (Serdyuk et al., 2017); and (ii) poste-
rior collapse issue. Concerning (ii), it was demon-
strated in (Bowman et al., 2016) that due to the au-
toregressive nature of the RNN, the decoder tends
to ignore the information from z entirely, resulting
in an extremely small KL term (see Section 4).

3 Multi-Level Generative Networks
3.1 Single Latent Variable (ml-VAE-S:)
Our first multi-level model improves upon stan-
dard VAE models by introducing a plan-ahead
ability to sequence generation. Instead of directly
making word-level predictions only conditioned
on the semantic information from z, a series of
plan vectors are first generated based upon z with
a sentence-level LSTM decoder (Li et al., 2015b).
Our hypothesis is that an explicit design of (in-
herently hierarchical) paragraph structure can cap-
ture sentence-level coherence and potentially mit-
igate repetitiveness. Intuitively, when predicting
each token, the decoder can use information from
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Figure 1: The proposed multi-level VAE with double latent variables (ml-VAE-D).

both the words generated previously and from
sentence-level representations.

An input paragraph consist of M sentences, and
each sentence t has Nt words, t=1,. . . , M . To gen-
erate the plan vectors, the model first samples a la-
tent code z through a one-layer multi-layered per-
ceptron (MLP), with ReLU activation functions,
to obtain the starting state of the sentence-level
LSTM decoder. Subsequent sentence representa-
tions, namely the plan vectors, are generated with
the sentence-level LSTM in a sequential manner:

hs
t = LSTMsent(hs

t�1, z), (2)

The latent code z can be considered as a
paragraph-level abstraction, relating to informa-
tion about the semantics of each generated subse-
quence. Therefore we input z at each time step of
the sentence-level LSTM, to predict the sentence
representation. Our single-latent-variable model
sketched in Figure 3 of supplementary material.

The generated sentence-level plan vectors are
then passed onto the word-level LSTM decoder to
generate the words for each sentence. To generate
each word of a sentence t, the corresponding plan
vector, hs

t , is concatenated with the word embed-
ding of the previous word and fed to LSTMword at
every time step 1. Let wt,i denote the i-th token of
the t-th sentence This process can be expressed as
(for t = 1, 2, ..., M and i = 1, 2, 3, ..., Nt):

hw
t,i = LSTMword(hw

t,i�1, h
s
t , We[wt,i�1]), (3)

p(wt,i|wt,<i, h
s
t ) = softmax(V hw

t,i), (4)

The initial state hw
t,0 of LSTMword is inferred from

the corresponding plan vector via an MLP layer.
V represents the weight matrix for computing dis-
tribution over words, and We are word embed-
dings to be learned. For each sentence, once the
special END token is generated, the word-level

1We use teacher-forcing during training and greedy de-
coding at test time.

LSTM stops decoding 2. LSTMword decoder pa-
rameters are shared for each generated sentence.

3.2 Double Latent Variables (ml-VAE-D):

Similar architectures of our single latent vari-
able ml-VAE-S model have been applied recently
for multi-turn dialog response generation (Serban
et al., 2017; Park et al., 2018), mainly focusing
on short (one-sentence) response generation. Dif-
ferent from these works, our goal is to generate
long text which introduces additional challenges to
the hierarchical generative network. We hypothe-
size that with the two-level LSTM decoder embed-
ded into the VAE framework, the load of capturing
global and local semantics are handled differently
than the flat-VAEs (Chen et al., 2016). While the
multi-level LSTM decoder can capture relatively
detailed information (e.g., word-level (local) co-
herence) via the word- and sentence-level LSTM
networks, the latent codes of the VAE are encour-
aged to abstract more global and high-level seman-
tic features of multiple sentences of long text.

Our double latent variable extension, ml-VAE-
D, is shown in Figure 1. The inference network
encodes upward through each latent variable to in-
fer their posterior distributions, while the genera-
tive network samples downward to obtain the dis-
tributions over the latent variables. The distribu-
tion of the latent variable at the bottom is inferred
from the top-layer latent codes, rather than fixed
(as in a standard VAE model). This also introduces
flexibility to the model to abstract useful high-
level features (Gulrajani et al., 2016), which can
then be leveraged by the multi-level LSTM net-
work. Without loss of generality, here we choose
to employ a two-layer hierarchy of latent vari-
ables, where the bottom and top layers are denoted
as z1 and z2, respectively, which can be easily ex-
tended to multiple latent-variable layers.

Another important advantage of multi-layer la-

2Each sentence is padded with an END token.
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tent variables in the VAE framework is related
to the posterior collapse issue. Even though the
single latent variable model (ml-VAE-S) defines a
multi-level LSTM decoder, the posterior collapse
can still exist since the LSTM decoder can still
ignore the latent codes due to its autoregressive
property. With the hierarchical latent variables, we
propose a novel strategy to mitigate this problem,
by making less restrictive assumptions regarding
the prior distribution of the latent variable. Our
model yields a larger KL loss term relative to flat-
VAEs, indicating more informative latent codes.

The posterior distributions over the latent vari-
ables are assumed to be conditionally independent
given the input x. We can represent the joint pos-
terior distribution of the two latent variables as 3:

q�(z1, z2|x) = q�(z2|x)q�(z1|x) (5)

Concerning the generative network, the latent vari-
able at the bottom is sampled conditioned on the
one at the top. Thus, we have:

p✓(z1, z2) = p✓(z2)p✓(z1|z2) (6)

DKL(q�(z|x)||p(z)), the second term of the VAE
objective, then becomes the KL divergence be-
tween joint posterior and prior distributions of the
two latent variables. Under the assumptions of (5)
and (6), the variational lower bound yields:

Lvae = Eq(z1|x)[log p(x|z1)]

�DKL(q(z1, z2|x)||p(z1, z2)) (7)

Abbreviarting p✓ and q� with p and q, we get:

DKL(q(z1, z2|x)||p(z1, z2))

=

Z
q(z2|x)q(z1|x) log

q(z2|x)q(z1|x)

p(z2)p(z1|z2)
dz1dz2

=

Z

z1,z2

[q�(z2|x)q�(z1|x) log
q�(z1|x)

p✓(z1|z2)

+ q(z2|x)q(z1|x) log
q(z2|x)

p(z2)
]dz1dz2

= Eq(z2|x)[DKL(q(z1|x)||p(z1|z2))]

+ DKL(q(z2|x)||p(z2)) (8)

The left-hand side of (8) is the abbreviation of
DKL(q�(z1, z2|x)||p(z1, z2)). Given the Gaus-
sian assumption for both the prior and posterior

3We assume z1 and z2 to be independent on the encoder
side, since this specification will yield a closed-form expres-
sion for the KL loss between p✓(z1, z2) and q�(z1, z2|x).

distributions, both KL divergence terms can be
written in closed-form.

To abstract meaningful representations from the
input paragraphs, we choose a hierarchical CNN
architecture for the inference/encoder networks
for both single and double latent variable mod-
els. We use sentence-level CNNs to encode each
sentence into a fixed-length vector, which are then
aggregated and send to paragraph-level CNN en-
coder. The inference networks parameterizing
q(z1|x) and q(z2|x) share the same parameters
as the lower-level CNN.

The single-variable ml-VAE-S model feeds the
paragraph feature vector into the linear layers to
infer the mean and variance of the latent variable
z. In the double-variable model ml-VAE-D, the
feature vector is transformed with two MLP lay-
ers, and then is used to compute the mean and vari-
ance of the top-level latent variable.

4 Related Work

VAE for text generation. VAEs trained un-
der the neural variational inference (NVI) frame-
work, has been widely used for generating text se-
quences: (Bowman et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2017;
Semeniuta et al., 2017; Miao et al., 2016; Serban
et al., 2017; Miao et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2017;
Shen et al., 2017; Guu et al., 2018; Kim et al.,
2018; Yin et al., 2018; Kaiser et al., 2018; Bahu-
leyan et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2018b; Deng et al.,
2018; Shah and Barber, 2018).

By encouraging the latent feature space to
match a prior distribution within an encoder-
decoder architecture, the learned latent variable
could potentially encode high-level semantic fea-
tures and serve as a global representation during
the decoding process (Bowman et al., 2016). The
generated results are also endowed with better di-
versity due to the sampling procedure of the latent
codes (Zhao et al., 2017). Generative Adversarial
Networks (GANs) (Yu et al., 2017; Hu et al., 2017;
Zhang et al., 2017; Fedus et al., 2018; Chen et al.,
2018a), is another type of generative models that
are commonly used for text generation. However,
existing works have mostly focused on generating
one sentence (or multiple sentences with at most
twenty words in total). The task of generating rel-
atively longer units of text has been less explored.

Optimization Challenges. The “posterior col-
lapse” issue associated with training text-VAEs
was first outlined by (Bowman et al., 2016). They
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used two strategies, KL divergence annealing and
word dropout, however, none of them help to im-
prove the perplexity compared to a plain neural
language model. (Yang et al., 2017) argue that the
small KL term relates to the strong autoregressive
nature of an LSTM generative network, and they
proposed to utilize a dilated CNN as a decoder to
improve the informativeness of the latent variable.
(Zhao et al., 2018b) proposed to augment the VAE
training objective with an additional mutual infor-
mation term. This yields an intractable integral
in the case where the latent variables are continu-
ous. Recent work (He et al., 2019; Fu et al., 2019)
has shown that advanced scheduling can mitigate
the posterior collapse issue. We instead introduce
more flexible priors and hierarchical encoder and
decoder structures to deal with posterior collapse.

Hierarchical Structures. Natural language is
inherently hierarchical (characters form a word,
words form a sentence, sentences form a para-
graph, paragraphs from a document, etc.). Previ-
ous work used multi-level LSTM encoders (Yang
et al., 2016) or hierarchical autoencoders (Li et al.,
2015a) to learn hierarchical representations for
long text or defined a stochastic latent variable
for each sentence at decoding time (Serban et al.,
2017). In contrast, our model encodes the entire
paragraph into one single latent variable. The la-
tent variable learned in our model relates more to
the global semantic information of a paragraph,
whereas those in (Serban et al., 2017) mainly con-
tain the local information of a specific sentence.

Park et al.(Park et al., 2018) introduced a varia-
tional hierarchical conversational model (VHCR)
with global and local latent variables. They gen-
erate local/utterance variables condintioned on the
global latent variable, assuming standard dialog-
covariance Gaussian for both latent variables. In
contrast, both our latent variables in ml-VAE-D are
designed to contain global information. ml-VAE
learns the prior of the bottom-level latent variable
from the data, yielding more flexible prior rela-
tive to a fixed prior and promising results in miti-
gating the issue of “posterior collapse” in the ex-
periments. The responses in VHCR are generated
conditionally on the latent variables and context,
while our ml-VAE-D model captures the under-
lying data distribution of the entire paragraph in
the bottom latent variable (z1), so the global la-
tent variable contains more information.

5 Experiments

5.1 Experimental Setup

Datasets We conducted experiments on both
generic (unconditional) long-form text generation
and conditional paragraph generation (with addi-
tional text input as auxiliary information). For
the former, we use two datasets: Yelp Reviews
(Zhang et al., 2015) and arXiv Abstracts. For the
conditional-generation experiments, we consider
the task of synthesizing a paper abstract condi-
tioned on the paper title (with the arXiv Abstracts
dataset)4. Details on dataset statistics and model
architectures are provided in the supplementary
material.

Baselines We implement the following langauge
modeling baselines: language model with a flat
LSTM decoder (flat-LM), VAE with a flat LSTM
decoder (flat-VAE), and language model with a
multi-level LSTM decoder (ml-LM)5.

For generic text generation, we build mod-
els using two recently proposed generative mod-
els as baselines: Adversarial Autoencoders
(AAE) (Makhzani et al., 2015) and Adversarially-
Regularized Autoencoders (ARAE) (Zhao et al.,
2018a). Instead of penalizing the KL divergence
term, AAE introduces a discriminator network to
match the prior and posterior distributions of the
latent variable. AARE model extends AAE by in-
troducing Wassertein GAN loss (Arjovsky et al.,
2017) and a stronger generator network. We build
two variants of our multi-level VAE models: sin-
gle latent variable ml-VAE-S and double latent
variable ml-VAE-D. Our code will be released to
encourage future research.

5.2 Language Modeling Results
We report negative log likelihood (NLL) and per-
plexity (PPL) results on Yelp and arXiv datasets.
Following (Bowman et al., 2016; Yang et al.,
2017; Kim et al., 2018), we use the KL loss term
to measure the extent of “posterior collapse”.

4Our goal is to analyze if the proposed architecture can
discover different concepts with the hierarchical decoding
and latent code structures, thus we use the arxiv dataset with
indicated domains for demonstration purposes. We leave the
common summarization datasets for future research.

5We only experimented with state of the art models with
similar architectures to our models, since our goal is to in-
vestigate the impact of hiararhical VAE structure on the text
generation. More efficient new encoder and decoder archi-
tectures such as non-autoregressive models is a direction for
extending this work.
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Model Yelp arXiv

NLL KL PPL NLL KL PPL

flat-LM 162.6 - 48.0 218.7 - 57.6
flat-VAE  163.1 0.01  49.2  219.5 0.01  58.4
ml-LM 162.4 - 47.9 219.3 - 58.1

ml-VAE-S  160.8 3.6  46.6  216.8 5.3  55.6
ml-VAE-D  160.2 6.8  45.8  215.6 12.7  54.3

Table 2: Language modeling results on Yelp and arXiv
data. Upper block are baselines, and lower are our
models.

As shown in Table 2, the standard flat-VAE on
Yelp dataset yields a KL divergence term very
close to zero, indicating that the generative model
makes negligible use of the information from la-
tent variable z. The flat-VAE model obtains
slightly worse NNL and PPL relative to a flat
LSTM-based language model. With multi-level
LSTM decoder, our ml-VAE-S yields increased
KL divergence, demonstrating that the VAE model
tends to leverage more information from the latent
variable in the decoding stage. The PPL of ml-
VAE-S is also decreased from 47.9 to 46.6 (com-
pared to ml-LM), indicating that the sampled la-
tent codes improve word-level predictions.

Our double latent variable model, ml-VAE-D,
exhibits an even larger KL divergence cost term
(increased from 3.6 to 6.8) than single latent vari-
able model, indicating that more information from
the latent variable has been utilized by the genera-
tive network. This may be due to the fact that the
latent variable priors of the ml-VAE-D model are
inferred from the data, rather than a fixed standard
Gaussian distribution. As a result, the model is
endowed with more flexibility to encode informa-
tive semantic features in the latent variables, yet
matching their posterior distributions to the cor-
responding priors. ml-VAE-D achieves the best
PPL results on both datasets (on the arXiv dataset,
our hierarchical decoder outperforms the ml-LM
by reducing the PPL from 58.1 down to 54.3).

5.3 Unconditional Text Generation

We evaluate the quality of generated paragraphs as
follows. We randomly sample 1000 latent codes
and send them to all trained generative models to
generate text. We use corpus-level BLEU score
(Papineni et al., 2002) to quantitatively evaluate
the generated paragraphs. Following strategy in
(Yu et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2017) we use the
entire test set as the reference for each generated

Figure 2: t-SNE visualization of the learned latent
codes.

text, and get the average BLEU scores6 over 1000
generated sentences for each model.

The results are in Table 3. VAE tends to be
a stronger baseline for paragraph generation, ex-
hibiting higher corpus-level BLEU scores than
both AAE and ARAE. This observation is consis-
tent with the results in (Cı́fka et al., 2018) in Ta-
ble 3. The VAE with multi-level decoder demon-
strates better BLEU scores than the one with a flat
decoder, indicating that the plan-ahead mechanism
associated with the hierarchical decoding process
indeed benefits the sampling quality. ml-VAE-D
exhibits slightly better results than ml-VAE-S. We
attribute this to the more flexible prior distribution
of ml-VAE-D, which improves the ability of infer-
ence networks to extract semantic features from a
paragraph, yielding more informative latent codes.

We visualize the learnt latent variables to an-
alyze if our models can extract global features.
Using the arXiv dataset, we select the most fre-
quent four article topics and re-train our ml-VAE-
D model on the corresponding abstracts in an un-
supervised way (no topic information is used). We
sample bottom-level latent codes from the learned
model and plot them with t-SNE in Figure 2. Each
point indicates one paper abstract and the color of
each point indicates the topic it belongs to. The
embeddings of the same label are very close in
the 2-D plot, while those with different labels are
relatively farther away from each other. The em-
beddings of the High Energy Physics and Nuclear
topic abstracts are meshed, which is expected
since these two topics are semantically highly re-
lated. The inference network can extract meaning-
ful global patterns from the input paragraph.

In Table 1 two samples of generations from flat-
VAE and ml-VAE-D are shown. Compared to our
hierarchical model, a flat decoder with a flat VAE

6Being interested in longer text generation, we evaluate
our models on the n-gram reconscturion ability (where n>1).
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Model Yelp arXiv

B-2 B-3 B-4 B-2 B-3 B-4

ARAE 0.684 0.524 0.350 0.624 0.475 0.305
AAE 0.735 0.623 0.383 0.729 0.564 0.342

flat-VAE 0.855 0.705 0.515 0.784 0.625 0.421
ml-VAE-S 0.901 0.744 0.531 0.821 0.663 0.447
ml-VAE-D 0.912 0.755 0.549 0.825 0.657 0.460

Table 3: Evaluation results for generated sequences by
our models and baselines on corpus-level BLEU scores
(B-n denotes the corpus-level BLEU-n score.)

exibits repetitions as well as suffers from uninfor-
mative sentences. The hierarchical model gener-
ates reviews that contain more information with
less repetitions (word or semantic semantic repeti-
tions), and tend to be semantically-coherent.
Diversity of Generated Paragraphs We evalu-
ate the diversity of random samples from a trained
model, since one model might generate realistic-
looking sentences while suffering from severe
mode collapse (i.e., low diversity). We use three
metrics to measure the diversity of generated para-
graphs: Self-BLEU scores (Zhu et al., 2018),
unique n-grams (Fedus et al., 2018) and the en-
tropy score (Zhang et al., 2018). For a set of sam-
pled sentences, the Self-BLEU metric is the BLEU
score of each sample with respect to all other sam-
ples as the reference (the numbers over all samples
are then averaged); the unique score computes the
percentage of unique n-grams within all the gener-
ated reviews; and the entropy score measures how
evenly the empirical n-gram distribution is for a
given sentence, which does not depend on the size
of testing data, as opposed to unique scores. In all
three metrics, lower is better. We randomly sam-
ple 1000 reviews from each model.

The results are shown in Table 5. A small self-
BLEU score together with a large BLEU score
can justify the effectiveness of a model, i.e., be-
ing able to generate realistic-looking as well as
diverse samples. Among all the VAE variants,
ml-VAE-D shows the smallest BLEU score and
largest unique n-grams percentage, demonstrating
the effectiveness of hieararhically structured gen-
erative networks as well as latent variables. Even
though AAE and ARAE yield better diversity ac-
cording to both metrics, their corpus-level BLEU
scores are much worse relative to ml-VAE-D. We
leverage human evaluation for further comparison.

we study the effect of disorder on the dynamics of a two-
dimensional electron gas in a two-dimensional optical lat-
tice , we show that the superfluid phase is a phase transi-
tion , we also show that , in the presence of a magnetic
field , the vortex density is strongly enhanced .
in this work we study the dynamics of a colloidal suspen-
sion of frictionless , the capillary forces are driven by the
UNK UNK , when the substrate is a thin film , the sys-
tem is driven by a periodic potential, we also study the
dynamics of the interface between the two different types
of particles .

Table 4: Generated arXiv abstracts from ml-VAE-D
model.

Model Yelp

B-2 B-3 B-4 2gr 3gr 4gr Etp-2

ARAE 0.725 0.544 0.402 36.2 59.7 75.8 7.551
AAE 0.831 0.672 0.483 33.2 57.5 71.4 6.767

flat-VAE 0.872 0.755 0.617 23.7 48.2 69.0 6.793
ml-VAE-S 0.865 0.734 0.591 28.7 50.4 70.7 6.843
ml-VAE-D 0.851 0.723 0.579 30.5 53.2 72.6 6.926

Table 5: Evaluation of diversity of 1000 generated sen-
tences on self-BLEU scores (B-n), unique n-gram per-
centages (ngr), 2-gram entropy score.

Human Evaluation We conducted human evalu-
ations using Amazon Mechanical Turk to assess
the coherence and non-redundancy properties of
our proposed models. Given a pair of generated
reviews, the judges are asked to select their prefer-
ences (no difference between the two reviews is
also an option) according to the following four
evaluation criteria: fluency & grammar, consis-
tency, non-redundancy, and overall. We compare
generated text from our ml-VAE-D againts flat-
VAE, AAE and real samples from the test set. De-
tails are provided in the supplementary material.

As shown in Table 7, ml-VAE generates supe-
rior human-looking samples compared to flat-VAE
on the Yelp Reviews dataset. Even though both
models underperform when compared against the
ground-truth real reviews, ml-VAE was rated
higher in comparison to flat-VAE (raters find ml-
VAE closer to human-generated than the flat-VAE)
in all the criteria evaluation criteria. When com-
pared against AAE baseline models using the
same data preprocessing steps and hyperparame-
ters, ml-VAE again produces more grammatically-
correct and semantically-coherent samples. The
human evaluations correlate with the automatic
metrics, which indicate that our ml-VAE is ac-
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Title: Magnetic quantum phase transitions of the anti-
ferromagnetic - Heisenberg model
We study the phase diagram of the model in the presence
of a magnetic field, The model is based on the action of
the Polyakov loop, We show that the model is consistent
with the results of the first order perturbation theory.

Title: Kalman Filtering With UNK Over Wireless UNK
Channels
The Kalman filter is a powerful tool for the analy-
sis of quantum information, which is a key component
of quantum information processing, However, the effi-
ciency of the proposed scheme is not well understood .

Table 6: Conditionally generated arXiv paper abstracts
from ml-VAE-D model based on a given title.

Model Grammar. Cons. Non-Red. Overall
ml-VAE 52.0 55.0 53.7 60.0
flat-VAE 30.0 33.0 27.7 32.3
ml-VAE 75.3 86.0 76.7 86.0

AAE 13.3 10.3 15.0 12.0
flat-VAE 19.7 18.7 14.3 19.0
Real data 61.7 74.7 74.3 77.7
ml-VAE 28.0 26.3 25.0 30.3
Real data 48.6 58.7 49.0 61.3

Table 7: Human evaluations on Yelp Reviews dataset.
Each block is a head-to-head comparison of two
models on grammatically, consistency, and non-
redundancy.

tually generating more coherent stories than the
baseline models. We leave further evaluations us-
ing embedding based metrics as a possible exten-
sion to our work.

5.4 Conditional Paragraph Generation

We consider the task of generating an abstract of
a paper based on the corresponding title. The
same arXiv dataset is utilized, where when train-
ing the title and abstract are given as paired text
sequences. The title is used as input of the infer-
ence network. For the generative network, instead
of reconstructing the same input (i.e., title), the pa-
per abstract is employed as the target for decoding.
We compare the ml-VAE-D model against ml-LM.
We observe that the ml-VAE-D model achieves a
test perplexity of 55.7 (with a KL term of 2.57),
smaller that the test perplexity of ml-LM (58.1),
indicating that the information from the title is
used by the generative network to facilitate the de-
coding process. Generated abstract samples from
ml-VAE-D model are shown in Table 6.

A the service was great, the receptionist was very friendly
and the place was clean, we waited for a while, and then
our room was ready .

• same with all the other reviews, this place is a good place
to eat, i came here with a group of friends for a birthday
dinner, we were hungry and decided to try it, we were
seated promptly.

• this place is a little bit of a drive from the strip, my
husband and i were looking for a place to eat, all the
food was good, the only thing i didn t like was the sweet
potato fries.

• this is not a good place to go, the guy at the front desk
was rude and unprofessional, it s a very small room, and
the place was not clean.

• service was poor, the food is terrible, when i asked for a
refill on my drink, no one even acknowledged me, they
are so rude and unprofessional.

B how is this place still in business, the staff is rude, no one
knows what they are doing, they lost my business .

Table 8: Intermediate sentences are produced from lin-
ear transition between two points in the latent space and
sending them to the generator network.

5.5 Analysis
The Continuity of Latent Space Following
(Bowman et al., 2016), we measure the continu-
ity of the learned latent space. We randomly sam-
ple two points from the prior latent space (denoted
as A and B) and generate sentences based on
the equidistant intermediate points along the lin-
ear trajectory between A and B. As shown in Ta-
ble 8, these intermediate samples are all realistic-
looking reviews that are syntactically and seman-
tically reasonable, demonstrating the smoothness
of the learned VAE latent space. Interestingly, we
even observe that the generated sentences grad-
ually transit from positive to negative sentiment
along the linear trajectory. To validate that the sen-
tences are not generated by simply retrieving the
training data, we find the closest instance, among
the entire training set, for each generated review.
Details of the results can be found in the supple-
mentary material (Table 12).

Attribute Vector Arithmetic We conduct an
experiment to alter the sentiments of reviews with
an attribute vector. We encode the reviews of the
Yelp Review training dataset with positive senti-
ment and sample a latent code for each review and
measure the mean latent vector. The mean latent
vector of the negative reviews are computed in the
same way. We subtract the negative mean vector
from the positive mean vector to obtain the “sen-
timent attribute vector”. Next, for evaluation, we
randomly sample 1000 reviews with negative sen-
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Original: you have no idea how badly i want to
like this place, they are incredibly vegetarian vegan
friendly , i just haven t been impressed by anything
i ve ordered there , even the chips and salsa aren t ter-
ribly good , i do like the bar they have great sangria but
that s about it .
Transferred: this is definitely one of my favorite
places to eat in vegas , they are very friendly and the
food is always fresh, i highly recommend the pork
belly , everything else is also very delicious, i do like
the fact that they have a great selection of salads .

Table 9: An example sentiment transfer result with at-
tribute vector arithmetic. More examples can be found
in the supplementary material (Table 13).

timent and add the “sentiment attribute vector” to
their latent codes. The manipulated latent vectors
are then fed to the hierarchical decoder to produce
the transferred sentences, hypothesizing that they
will convey positive sentiment.

As shown in Table 9, the original sentences have
been successfully manipulated to positive senti-
ment with the simple attribute vector operation.
However, the specific contents of the reviews are
not fully retained. One interesting future direction
is to decouple the style and content of long-form
texts to allow content-preserving attribute manipu-
lation. We employed a CNN sentiment classifier to
evaluate the sentiment of manipulated sentences.
The classifier is trained on the entire training set
and achieves a test accuracy of 94.2%. With this
pre-trained classifier, 83.4% of the transferred re-
views are predicted as positive-sentiment, indicat-
ing that “attribute vector arithmetic” consistently
produces the intended manipulation of sentiment.

6 Conclusion

We introduce a hierarchically-structured varia-
tional autoencoder for long text generation. It con-
sists of a multi-level LSTM generative network to
model the semantic coherence at both the word-
and sentence-levels. A hierarchy of stochastic lay-
ers is employed, where the priors of the latent vari-
ables are learned from the data. Consequently,
more informative latent codes are manifested, and
the generated samples also exhibit superior quality
relative to those from several baseline methods.
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Abstract

Semantic parsing aims to transform natural
language (NL) utterances into formal meaning
representations (MRs), whereas an NL gener-
ator achieves the reverse: producing a NL de-
scription for some given MRs. Despite this
intrinsic connection, the two tasks are often
studied separately in prior work. In this paper,
we model the duality of these two tasks via a
joint learning framework, and demonstrate its
effectiveness of boosting the performance on
both tasks. Concretely, we propose the method
of dual information maximization (DIM) to
regularize the learning process, where DIM
empirically maximizes the variational lower
bounds of expected joint distributions of NL
and MRs. We further extend DIM to a semi-
supervision setup (SEMIDIM), which lever-
ages unlabeled data of both tasks. Experi-
ments on three datasets of dialogue manage-
ment and code generation (and summariza-
tion) show that performance on both seman-
tic parsing and NL generation can be consis-
tently improved by DIM, in both supervised
and semi-supervised setups1.

1 Introduction

Semantic parsing studies the task of translat-
ing natural language (NL) utterances into for-
mal meaning representations (MRs) (Zelle and
Mooney, 1996; Tang and Mooney, 2000). NL
generation models can be designed to learn the
reverse: mapping MRs to their NL descrip-
tions (Wong and Mooney, 2007). Generally
speaking, MR often takes a logical form that
captures the semantic meaning, including λ-
calculus (Zettlemoyer and Collins, 2005, 2007),
Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR) (Ba-
narescu et al., 2013; Misra and Artzi, 2016),
and general-purpose computer programs, such as

1Code for this paper is available at: https://
github.com/oceanypt/DIM

x ỹ 
pθ
→

(x, y) = p(x) (y|x)p
e

pθ

y x̃ 
qϕ

−→

(x, y) = q(y) (x|y)p
d

qϕ

x y⟷

(x, y)

Figure 1: Illustration of our joint learning model. x:
NL; y: MRs. pθ(y|x): semantic parser; qφ(x|y):
NL generator. We model the duality of the two
tasks by matching the joint distributions of pe(x,y)
(learned from semantic parser) and pd(x,y) (learned
from NL generator) to an underlying unknown distri-
bution P(x,y).

Python (Yin and Neubig, 2017) or SQL (Zhong
et al., 2017). Recently, NL generation models have
been proposed to automatically construct human-
readable descriptions from MRs, for code summa-
rization (Hu et al., 2018; Allamanis et al., 2016;
Iyer et al., 2016) that predicts the function of code
snippets, and for AMR-to-text generation (Song
et al., 2018; Konstas et al., 2017; Flanigan et al.,
2016).

Specifically, a common objective that semantic
parsers aim to estimate is pθ(y|x), the conditional
distribution between NL input x and the corre-
sponding MR output y, as demonstrated in Fig. 1.
Similarly, for NL generation from MRs, the goal is
to learn a generator of qφ(x|y). As demonstrated
in Fig. 2, there is a clear duality between the two
tasks, given that one task’s input is the other task’s
output, and vice versa. However, such duality re-
mains largely unstudied, even though joint mod-
eling has been demonstrated effective in various
NLP problems, e.g. question answering and gen-
eration (Tang et al., 2017), machine translation be-
tween paired languages (He et al., 2016), as well
as sentiment prediction and subjective text gener-
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DATA EXAMPLE Ave. Token

ATIS
x can you list all flights from chicago to milwaukee 10.6
y ( lambda $0 e ( and ( flight $0) ( from $0 chicago: ci) ( to $0 milwaukee: ci) ) ) 26.5

DJANGO
x convert max entries into a string, substitute it for self. max entries. 11.9
y self. max entries = int(max entries) 8.2

CONALA
x more pythonic alternative for getting a value in range not using min and max 9.7
y a = 1 if x < 1 else 10 if x > 10 else x 14.1

Figure 2: Sample natural language utterances and meaning representations from datasets used in this work: ATIS
for dialogue management; DJANGO (Oda et al., 2015) and CONALA (Yin et al., 2018a) for code generation and
summarization.

ation (Xia et al., 2017).
In this paper, we propose to jointly model se-

mantic parsing and NL generation by exploiting
the interaction between the two tasks. Follow-
ing previous work on dual learning (Xia et al.,
2017), we leverage the joint distribution P(x,y)
of NL and MR to represent the duality. Intu-
itively, as shown in Fig. 1, the joint distributions of
pe(x,y) = p(x)pθ(y|x), which is estimated from
semantic parser, and pd(x,y) = q(y)qφ(x|y),
which is modeled by NL generator, are both ex-
pected to approximate P(x,y), the unknown joint
distribution of NL and MR.

To achieve this goal, we propose dual infor-
mation maximization (DIM) (§3) to empirically
optimize the variational lower bounds of the ex-
pected joint distributions of pe(x,y) and pd(x,y).
Concretely, the coupling of the two expected dis-
tributions is designed to capture the dual infor-
mation, with both optimized via variational ap-
proximation (Barber and Agakov, 2003) inspired
by Zhang et al. (2018). Furthermore, combined
with the supervised learning objectives of seman-
tic parsing and NL generation, DIM bridges the
two tasks within one joint learning framework by
serving as a regularization term (§2.2). Finally,
we extend supervised DIM to semi-supervision
setup (SEMIDIM), where unsupervised learning
objectives based on unlabeled data are also opti-
mized (§3.3).

We experiment with three datasets from two dif-
ferent domains: ATIS for dialogue management;
DJANGO and CONALA for code generation and
summarization. Experimental results show that
both the semantic parser and generator can be con-
sistently improved with joint learning using DIM
and SEMIDIM, compared to competitive compar-
ison models trained for each task separately.

Overall, we have the following contributions in
this work:

• We are the first to jointly study semantic pars-
ing and natural language generation by ex-
ploiting the duality between the two tasks;
• We propose DIM to capture the duality and

adopt variational approximation to maximize
the dual information;
• We further extend supervised DIM to semi-

supervised setup (SEMIDIM).

2 Problem Formulation

2.1 Semantic Parsing and NL Generation

Formally, the task of semantic parsing is to map
the input of NL utterances x to the output of struc-
tured MRs y, and NL generation learns to generate
NL from MRs.
Learning Objective. Given a labeled dataset
L = {〈xi,yi〉}, we aim to learn a semantic
parser (x → y) by estimating the conditional dis-
tribution pθ(y|x), parameterized by θ, and an NL
generator (y→ x) by modeling qφ(x|y), parame-
terized by φ. The learning objective for each task
is shown below:

Lparser = E〈x,y〉[log pθ(y|x)] (1)

Lgen. = E〈x,y〉[log qφ(x|y)] (2)

Frameworks. Sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq)
models have achieved competitive results on both
semantic parsing and generation (Dong and La-
pata, 2016; Hu et al., 2018), and without loss
of generality, we adopt it as the basic frame-
work for both tasks in this work. Specifically, for
both pθ(y|x) and qφ(x|y), we use a two-layer bi-
directional LSTM (bi-LSTM) as the encoder and
another one-layer LSTM as the decoder with at-
tention mechanism (Luong et al., 2015). Further-
more, we leverage pointer network (Vinyals et al.,
2015) to copy tokens from the input to handle out-
of-vocabulary (OOV) words. The structured MRs
are linearized for the sequential encoder and de-
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coder. More details of the parser and the generator
can be found in Appendix A. Briefly speaking, our
models differ from existing work as follows:
PARSER: Our architecture is similar to the one

proposed in Jia and Liang (2016) for seman-
tic parsing;

GENERATOR: Our model improves upon the
DEEPCOM coder summarization system (Hu
et al., 2018) by: 1) replacing LSTM with bi-
LSTM for the encoder to better model con-
text, and 2) adding copying mechanism.

2.2 Jointly Learning Parser and Generator

Our joint learning framework is designed to model
the duality between a parser and a generator. To
incorporate the duality into our learning process,
we design the framework to encourage the ex-
pected joint distributions pe(x,y) and pd(x,y)
to both approximate the unknown joint distribu-
tion of x and y (shown in Fig. 1). To achieve
this, we introduce dual information maximiza-
tion (DIM) to empirically optimize the variational
lower bounds of both pe(x,y) and pd(x,y), in
which the coupling of expected distributions is
captured as dual information (detailed in §3.1) and
will be maximized during learning.

Our joint learning objective takes the form of:

max
θ,φ
L(θ, φ) = Lparser+Lgen.+λ·LDIM(θ, φ) (3)

LDIM is the variational lower bound of the two ex-
pected joint distributions, specifically,

LDIM = LeDIM (Eq. 6) + LdDIM (Eq. 9) (4)

where LeDIM and LdDIM are the lower bounds over
pe(x,y) and pd(x,y) respectively. The hyper-
parameter λ trades off between supervised objec-
tives and dual information learning. With the ob-
jective of Eq. 3, we jointly learn a parser and a
generator, as well as maximize the dual informa-
tion between the two. LDIM serves as a regulariza-
tion term to influence the learning process, whose
detailed algorithm is described in §3.

Our method of DIM is model-independent. If
the learning objectives for semantic parser and NL
generator are subject to Eq. 1 and Eq. 2, we can
always adopt DIM to conduct joint learning. Out
of most commonly used seq2seq models for the
parser and generator, more complex tree and graph
structures have been adopted to model MRs (Dong
and Lapata, 2016; Song et al., 2018). In this
paper, without loss of generality, we study our
joint-learning method on the widely-used seq2seq

frameworks mentioned above (§2.1).

3 Dual Information Maximization

In this section, we first introduce dual information
in §3.1, followed by its maximization (§3.2). §3.3
discusses its extension with semi-supervision.

3.1 Dual Information
As discussed above, we treat semantic parsing and
NL generation as the dual tasks and exploit the
duality between the two tasks for our joint learn-
ing. With conditional distributions pθ(y|x) for
the parser and qφ(x|y) for the generator, the joint
distributions of pe(x,y) and pd(x,y) can be esti-
mated as pe(x,y) = p(x)pθ(y|x) and pd(x,y) =
q(y)qφ(x|y), where p(x) and q(y) are marginals.
The dual information Ipe,d(x,y) between the two
distributions is defined as follows:

Ipe,d(x,y) = Ipe(x,y) + Ipd(x,y) ,
Epe(x,y) log pe(x,y) + Epd(x,y) log pd(x,y)

(5)

which is the combination of the two joint distribu-
tion expectations.

To leverage the duality between the two tasks,
we aim to drive the learning of the model pa-
rameters θ and φ via optimizing Ipe,d(x,y), so that
the expectations of joint distributions pe(x,y) and
pd(x,y) will be both maximized and approximate
the latent joint distribution P(x,y), whose pro-
cedure is similar to the joint distribution match-
ing (Gan et al., 2017). By exploiting the inherent
probabilistic connection between the two distribu-
tions, we hypothesize that it would enhance the
learning of both tasks on parsing pθ(y|x) and gen-
eration qφ(x|y). Besides, to approach the same
distribution P(x,y), the expected joint distribu-
tions can learn to be close to each other, making
the dual models coupled.

3.2 Maximizing Dual Information
Here, we present the method for optimizing
Ipe(x,y), which can also be applied to Ipd(x,y). In
contrast to the parameter sharing techniques in
most multi-task learning work (Collobert et al.,
2011; Ando and Zhang, 2005), parameter θ for
the parser and parameter φ for generator are
independent in our framework. In order to jointly
train the two models and bridge the learning of θ
and φ, during the optimization of Ipe(x,y), where
the parser is the primal model, we utilize the
distributions of the dual task (i.e. the generator)
to estimate Ipe(x,y). In this way, θ and φ can
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Figure 3: The pipeline of calculating lower bounds. We firstly use the parser or generator to sample MR or NL
targets, then the sampled candidates go through the dual model and a language model to obtain the lower bounds.

be both improved during the update of Ipe(x,y).
Specifically, we rewrite Epe(x,y) log pe(x,y)
as Epe(x,y) log pe(y)pe(x|y), where pe(y) and
pe(x|y) are referred as the dual task distributions.
However, the direct optimization for this objective
is impractical since both pe(y) and pe(x|y) are
unknown. Our solution is detailed below.
Lower Bounds of Dual Information. To provide
a principled approach of optimizing Ipe(x,y), in-
spired by Zhang et al. (2018), we follow Barber
and Agakov (2003) to adopt variational approxi-
mation to deduce its lower bound and instead max-
imize the lower bound. The lower bound deduc-
tion process is as following:

Epe(x,y) log pe(x,y) = Epe(x,y) log pe(x|y)pe(y)
= Epe(x,y) log qφ(x|y) + Epe(x,y) log q(y)

+Epe(y)
[
KL(pe(x|y)‖qφ(x|y))

]

+Epe(x|y)
[
KL(pe(y)‖q(y))

]

> Epe(x,y)
[
log qφ(x|y) + log q(y)

]
= LeDIM(θ, φ)

(6)

where KL(·‖·)(> 0) is the Kullback-Leibler (KL)
divergence. Therefore, to maximize Ipe(x,y), we
can instead maximize its lower bound of LeDIM.
LeDIM is learned by using qφ(x|y) and q(y) which
approximate pe(x|y) and pe(y). Besides, the
lower bound of LeDIM is the function of θ and φ,
so in the process of learning LeDIM, the parser and
generator can be both optimized.

As illustrated in Fig. 3, in the training process,
to calculate the lower bound of LeDIM, we first
use the being-trained parser to sample MR can-
didates for a given NL utterance. The sampled
MRs then go through the generator and a marginal
model (i.e., a language model of MRs) to obtain
the final lower bound.

To learn the lower bound of LeDIM, we provide
the following method to calculate its gradients:

Gradient Estimation. We adopt Monte Carlo
samples using the REINFORCE policy (Williams,
1992) to approximate the gradient of LeDIM(θ, φ)
with regard to θ:

∇θLeDIM(θ, φ) = Epθ(y|x)∇θ log pθ(y|x)
· [log qφ(x|y) + log q(y)− b]

= Epθ(y|x)∇θ log pθ(y|x) · l(x,y;φ)

≈ 1

|S|
∑

ŷi∈S
∇θ log pθ(ŷi|x) · l(x, ŷi;φ)

(7)

l(x,y;φ) can be seen as the learning signal from
the dual model, which is similar to the reward
in reinforcement learning algorithms (Guu et al.,
2017; Paulus et al., 2017). To handle the high-
variance of learning signals, we adopt the baseline
function b by empirically averaging the signals
to stabilize the learning process (Williams, 1992).
With prior pθ(·|x), we use beam search to gener-
ate a pool of MR candidates (y), denoted as S, for
the input of x.

The gradient with regard to φ is then calculated
as:
∇φLeDIM(θ, φ) = Epθ(y|x)∇φ log qφ(x|y)

≈ 1

|S|
∑

ŷi∈S
∇φ log qφ(x|ŷi) (8)

The above maximization procedure for LeDIM is
analogous to the EM algorithm:
Step 1: Freeze φ and find the optimal θ∗ =

argmaxθ LeDIM(θ, φ) with Eq. 7;
Step 2: Based on Eq. 8, with freezing θ∗, find the

optimal φ∗ = argmaxφ LeDIM(θ, φ).
The two steps are repeated until convergence.

According to the gradient estimation in Eq. 7,
when updating θ for the parser, we receive the
learning signal l(x,y;φ) from the generator, and
this learning signal can be seen as a reward from
the generator: if parser pθ(y|x) predicts high-
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quality MRs, the reward will be high; otherwise,
the reward is low. This implies that the generator
guides the parser to generate high-quality MRs,
through which the lower bound for the expected
joint distribution gets optimized. This also applies
to the situation when we treat the generator as the
primal model and the parser as the dual model.

The lower bound of Ipd(x,y) can be calculated
in a similar way:

Epd(x,y) log pd(x,y)

> Epd(x,y)
[
log pθ(y|x)+log p(x)

]
= LdDIM(θ, φ)

(9)

which can be optimized the same way as in Eqs. 7
and 8 for estimating the gradients for LdDIM.
Marginal Distributions. To obtain the marginal
distributions p(x) and q(y), we separately train
an LSTM-based language model (Mikolov et al.,
2010) for NL and MR respectively, on each train-
ing set. Structured MRs are linearized into se-
quences for the sequential encoder and decoder in
seq2seq models. Details on learning marginal dis-
tributions can be found in Appendix B.
Joint Learning Objective. Our final joint learn-
ing objective becomes:

max
θ,φ
J =

∑

〈x,y〉∈L

(
log pθ(y|x) + log qφ(x|y)

+ λ
∑

ŷi∼pθ(·|x)
log qφ(x|ŷi) + log q(ŷi)

+ λ
∑

x̂i∼qφ(·|y)
log pθ(y|x̂i) + log p(x̂i)

)
(10)

According to this learning objective, after picking
up a data pair 〈x,y〉, we will firstly calculate the
supervised learning loss, then we sample MR can-
didates and NL samples using prior pθ(·|x) and
qφ(·|y) respectively to obtain the corresponding
lower bounds over Ipe(x,y) and Ipd(x,y).

3.3 Semi-supervised DIM (SEMIDIM)

We further extend DIM with semi-supervised
learning. We denote the unlabeled NL dataset
as Ux = {xi} and the unlabeled MR dataset as
Uy = {yi}. To leverage Ux, we maximize the un-
labeled objective Ex∼Ux log p(x). Our goal is to
involve model parameters in the optimization pro-
cess of Ex∼Ux log p(x), so that the unlabeled data
can facilitate parameter leanring.
Lower Bounds of Unsupervised Objective. The
lower bound of Ex∼Ux log p(x) is as follows, us-

ing the deduction in Ineq. 6:

Ex∼Ux log p(x)

≥ Ex∼Ux,y∼pθ(·|x) log p(x)pθ(y|x)
≥ Ex∼Ux,y∼pθ(·|x)

[
log qφ(x|y) + q(y)

]
(11)

Comparing Ineq. 11 to Ineq. 6, we can see that
the unsupervised objective Ex∼Ux log p(x) and
Ipe(x,y) share the same lower bound, so that the
same optimization method from Eq. 7 and Eq. 8
can be utilized for learning the lower bound over
Ex∼Ux log p(x).
Analysis. The lower bound of the unsupervised
objective Ex∼Ux log p(x) is a function of θ and
φ. Therefore, updating this unsupervised objec-
tive will jointly optimize the parser and the gen-
erator. From the updating algorithm in Eq. 7,
we can see that the parser pθ(y|x) is learned
by using pseudo pair (x, ŷ) where ŷ is sampled
from pθ(·|x). This updating process resembles
the popular semi-supervised learning algorithm
of self-train that predicts pseudo labels for un-
labeled data (Lee, 2013) and then attaches the
predicted labels to the unlabeled data as addi-
tional training data. In our algorithm, the pseudo
sample (x, ŷ) will be weighted by the learning
signal l(x, ŷ;φ), which decreases the impact of
low-quality pseudo samples. Furthermore, from
Eq. 8, the generator qφ(x|y) is updated using
the pseudo sample (x, ŷ), which is similar to the
semi-supervised learning method of back-boost
that is widely used in Neural Machine Translation
for low-resource language pairs (Sennrich et al.,
2016). Given the target-side corpus, back-boost
generates the pseudo sources to construct pseudo
samples, which is added for model training.

Similarly, to leverage the unlabeled data Uy

for semi-supervised learning, following Ineq. 11,
we could also have the lower bound for
Ey∼Uy log p(y) as following,

Ey∼Uy log p(y)

≥ Ey∼Uy,x∼qφ(·|y)
[
log pθ(y|x) + p(x)

]
(12)

which is the same as the lower bound of Ipd(x,y).

Semi-supervised Joint Learning Objective.
From the above discussions, we can deduce the
lower bounds for the unsupervised objectives to be
the same as the lower bounds of the dual informa-
tion. We thus have the following semi-supervised
joint-learning objective:

max
θ,φ
J =

∑

〈x,y〉∈L

(
log pθ(y|x) + log qφ(x|y)

)
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DATA Train Valid Test All
ATIS 4,480 480 450 5,410
DJANGO 16,000 1,000 1,805 18,805
CONALA 90,000 5,000 5,000 100,000

Table 1: Statistics of datasets used for evaluation.
Around 500K additional samples of low confidence
from CONALA are retained for model pre-training.

+λ
∑

x∼Dx,ŷi∼pθ(·|x)

(
log qφ(x|ŷi) + log q(ŷi)

)

+λ
∑

y∼Dy,x̂i∼qφ(·|y)

(
log pθ(y|x̂i) + log p(x̂i)

)

(13)

where Dx = Ux ∪ Lx and Dy = Uy ∪ Ly. In
this work, we weight the dual information and un-
supervised objectives equally for simplicity, so the
lower bounds over them are combined for joint op-
timization. We combine the labeled and unlabeled
data to calculate the lower bounds to optimize the
variational lower bounds of dual information and
unsupervised objectives.

4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets
Experiments are conducted on three datasets with
sample pairs shown in Fig. 2: one for dia-
logue management which studies semantic parsing
and generation from λ-calculus (Zettlemoyer and
Collins, 2007) (ATIS) and two for code generation
and summarization (DJANGO, CONALA).
ATIS. This dataset has 5,410 pairs of queries (NL)
from a flight booking system and corresponding λ-
calculus representation (MRs). The anonymized
version from Dong and Lapata (2016) is used.
DJANGO. It contains 18,805 lines of Python
code snippets (Oda et al., 2015). Each snippet is
annotated with a piece of human-written pseudo
code. Similar to Yin and Neubig (2017), we re-
place strings separated by quotation marks with
indexed place holder in NLs and MRs.
CONALA. This is another Python-related cor-
pus containing 598,237 intent/snippet pairs that
are automatically mined from Stack Overflow (Yin
et al., 2018a). Different from DJANGO, the intent
in CONALA is mainly about the question on a spe-
cific topic instead of pseudo code. The full dataset
contains noisy aligned pairs, and we keep the top
100,000 pairs of highest confidence scores for ex-
periment and the rest for model pre-training.

For DJANGO and CONALA, the NL utterances

SEMANTIC PARSING (in Acc.)
Pro. SUPER DIM SEMIDIM SELFTRAIN

1/4 64.7 69.0 71.9 66.3
1/2 78.1 78.8 80.8 79.2
full 84.6 85.3 – –
Previous Supervised Methods (Pro. = full) Acc.
SEQ2TREE (Dong and Lapata, 2016) 84.6
ASN (Rabinovich et al., 2017) 85.3
ASN+SUPATT (Rabinovich et al., 2017) 85.9
COARSE2FINE (Dong and Lapata, 2018) 87.7

NL GENERATION (in BLEU)
Pro. SUPER DIM SEMIDIM BACKBOOST

1/4 36.9 37.7 39.1 40.9
1/2 39.1 40.7 40.9 39.3
full 39.3 40.6 – –
Previous Supervised Methods (Pro. = full) BLEU
DEEPCOM (Hu et al., 2018) 42.3

Table 2: Semantic parsing and NL generation results
on ATIS. Pro.: proportion of the training samples used
for training. Best result in each row is highlighted in
bold. |full| = 4,434.

are lowercased and tokenized and the tokens in
code snippets are separated with space. Statistics
of the datasets are summarized in Table 1.

4.2 Experimental Setups
Joint-learning Setup. Before jointly learning
the models, we pre-train the parser and the gener-
ator separately, using the labeled dataset, to enable
the sampling of valid candidates with beam search
when optimizing the lower bounds of dual infor-
mation (Eqs. 7 and 8). The beam size is tuned
from {3,5}. The parser and the generator are pre-
trained until convergence. We also learn the lan-
guage models for NL and MRs on the training sets
beforehand, which are not updated during joint
learning. Joint learning stops when the parser or
the generator does not get improved for 5 contin-
uous iterations. λ is set to 0.1 for all the exper-
iments. Additional descriptions about our setup
are provided in Appendix C.

For the semi-supervised setup, since ATIS and
DJANGO do not have additional unlabeled cor-
pus and it is hard to obtain in-domain NL utter-
ances and MRs, we create a new partial training
set from the original training set via subsampling,
and the rest is used as the unlabeled corpus. For
CONALA, we subsample data from the full train-
ing set to construct the new training set and unla-
beled set instead of sampling from the low-quality
corpus which will much boost the data volume.
Evaluation Metrics. Accuracy (Acc.) is reported
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CODE GENERATION (in Acc.)
Pro. SUPER DIM SEMIDIM BACKBOOST

1/8 42.3 44.9 47.2 47.0
1/4 50.2 51.1 54.5 51.7
3/8 52.2 53.7 54.6 55.3
1/2 56.3 58.4 59.2 58.9
full 65.1 66.6 – –
Previous Supervised Methods (Pro. = full) Acc.
LPN (Ling et al., 2016) 62.3
SNM (Yin and Neubig, 2017) 71.6
COARSE2FINE (Dong and Lapata, 2018) 74.1

CODE SUMMARIZATION (in BLEU)
Pro. SUPER DIM SEMIDIM SELFTRAIN

1/8 54.1 56.0 58.5 54.4
1/4 57.1 61.4 62.7 58.0
3/8 63.0 64.3 64.6 63.0
1/2 65.2 66.3 66.7 65.4
full 68.1 70.8 – –
Previous Supervised Methods (Pro. = full) BLEU
DEEPCOM (Hu et al., 2018) 65.9

Table 3: Code generation and code summarization re-
sults on DJANGO. |full| = 16,000.

for parser evaluation based on exact match, and
BLEU-4 is adopted for generator evaluation. For
the code generation task in CONALA, we use
BLEU-4 following the setup in Yin et al. (2018a).
Baselines. We compare our methods of DIM and
SEMIDIM with the following baselines:
SUPER: Train the parser or generator separately

without joint learning. The models for the
parser and generator are the same as DIM.

SELFTRAIN (Lee, 2013): We use the pre-trained
parser or generator to generate pseudo la-
bels for the unlabeled sources, then the con-
structed pseudo samples will be mixed with
the labeled data to fine-tune the pre-trained
parser or generator.

BACKBOOST: Adopted from the back translation
method in Sennrich et al. (2016), which gen-
erates sources from unlabeled targets. The
training process for BACKBOOST is the same
as in SELFTRAIN.

In addition to the above baselines, we also com-
pare with popular supervised methods for each
task, shown in the corresponding result tables.

4.3 Results and Further Analysis

Main Results with Full- and Semi-supervision.
Results on the three datasets with supervised and
semi-supervised setups are presented in Tables 2,
3, and 4. For semi-supervised experiments on
ATIS, we use the NL part as extra unlabeled sam-

CODE GENERATION (in BLEU)
Pro. SUPER DIM SEMIDIM BACKBOOST

1/2 8.6 9.6 9.5 9.0
full 11.1 12.4 – –
CODE SUMMARIZATION (in BLEU)
Pro. SUPER DIM SEMIDIM SELFTRAIN

1/2 13.4 14.5 15.1 12.7
full 22.5 24.8 – –
Previous Supervised Methods (Pro. = full) BLEU
CODE GEN.: NMT (Yin et al., 2018a) 10.7
CODE SUM.: DEEPCOM (Hu et al., 2018) 20.1

After Pre-training (in BLEU)
CODE GEN. CODE SUM.

Pro. SUPER DIM SUPER DIM
1/2 10.3 10.6 23.1 23.0
full 11.1 12.4 25.9 26.3
Previous Supervised Methods (Pro. = full) BLEU
CODE GEN.: NMT (Yin et al., 2018a) 10.9
CODE SUM.: DEEPCOM (Hu et al., 2018) 26.5

Table 4: Code generation and code summarization re-
sults on CONALA. For semi-supervised learning (Pro.
= 1/2), we sample 30K code snippets from the left
data (not used as training data) as unlabeled samples.
|full| = 90,000.

ples following Yin et al. (2018b); for DJANGO and
CONALA, unlabeled code snippets are utilized.

We first note the consistent advantage of DIM
over SUPER across all datasets and proportions of
training samples for learning. This indicates that
DIM is able to exploit the interaction between the
dual tasks, and further improves the performance
on both semantic parsing and NL generation.

For semi-supervised scenarios, SEMIDIM,
which employs unlabeled samples for learning,
delivers stronger performance than DIM, which
only uses labeled data. Moreover, SEMIDIM out-
performs both SELFTRAIN and BACKBOOST, the
two semi-supervised learning methods. This is
attributed to SEMIDIM’s strategy of re-weighing
pseudo samples based on the learning signals,
which are indicative of their qualities, whereas
SELFTRAIN and BACKBOOST treat all pseudo
samples equally during learning. Additionally, we
study the pre-training effect on CONALA. As can
be seen in Table 4, pre-training further improves
the performance of SUPER and DIM on both code
generation and summarization.
Model Analysis. Here we study whether DIM
helps enhance the lower bounds of the expected
joint distributions of NL and MRs. Specifically,
lower bounds are calculated as in Eqs. 6 and 9
on the full training set for models of SUPER and
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Figure 4: Lower bounds of the full training set. x-axis:
lower bound value; y-axis: frequency. The left column
is for semantic parsing, and the right column for NL
generation. z is SUPER method and z′ is DIM. µ is the
average lower bound, with significantly better values
boldfaced (p < 0.01).
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Figure 5: Distributions of the rank of learning signals
over the gold-standard samples among the sampled set
on unlabeled data using SEMIDIM (Pro. = 1/2).

DIM. As displayed in Fig. 4, DIM better op-
timizes the lower bounds of both the parser and
the generator, with significantly higher values of
average lower bounds on the full data. These re-
sults further explains that when the lower bound of
the primal model is improved, it produces learning
signals of high quality for the dual model, leading
to better performance on both tasks.

As conjectured above, SEMIDIM outper-
forms SELFTRAIN in almost all setups because
SEMIDIM re-weights the pseudo data with learn-
ing signals from the dual model. To demon-
strate this, by giving the gold label for the un-
labeled corpus, we rank the learning signal over
the gold label among the sampled set using the
semi-trained model, e.g. on ATIS, given an NL
x from the dataset used as the unlabeled cor-
pus, we consider the position of the learning sig-
nal l(x,y∗;φ) of gold-standard sample among all
samples

{
l(x, ŷi;φ)|ŷi ∈ S

}
. As seen in Fig. 5,

the gold candidates are almost always top-ranked,
indicating that SEMIDIM is effective of separat-
ing pseudo samples of high and low-quality.

PARSER SUPER
� 
�
  
¡ 
♂

GEN. DIM
ATIS 84.6 84.2 85.3
DJANGO 65.1 65.8 66.6
CONALA 11.1 11.4 12.4

GENERATOR SUPER
� 
�
  
¡ 
♂

PARSER DIM
ATIS 39.3 41.0 40.6
DJANGO 68.1 66.5 70.8
CONALA 22.5 23.0 24.8

Table 5: Ablation study with full training set by freez-
ing (

� 
�
  
¡ 
♂

) model parameters for generator or parser during
learning. Darker indicates higher values.
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Figure 6: Model performance with different λ values
on DJANGO (Pro. = 1/2).

Ablation Study. We conduct ablation studies by
training DIM with the parameters of parser or gen-
erator frozen. The results are presented in Table 5.
As anticipated, for both of parsing and generation,
when the dual model is frozen, the performance
of the primal model degrades. This again demon-
strates DIM’s effectiveness of jointly optimizing
both tasks. Intuitively, jointly updating both the
primal and dual models allows a better learned
dual model to provide high-quality learning sig-
nals, leading to an improved lower bound for the
primal. As a result, freezing parameters of the dual
model has a negative impact on the learning signal
quality, which affects primal model learning.
Effect of λ. λ controls the tradeoff between
learning dual information and the unsupervised
learning objective. Fig. 6 shows that the opti-
mal model performance can be obtained when λ
is within 0.1 ∼ 1. When λ is set to 0, the joint
training only employs labeled samples, and its per-
formance decreases significantly. A minor drop is
observed at λ = 0.01, which is considered to re-
sult from the variance of learning signals derived
from the REINFORCE algorithm.
Correlation between Parser and Generator.
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Figure 7: Performance correlation between parser and
generator. x-axis is for parser and y-axis is for genera-
tor. Coef. indicates Pearson correlation coefficient.

We further study the performance correlation be-
tween the coupled parser and generator. Using the
model outputs shown in Fig. 6, we run linear re-
gressions of generator performance on parser per-
formance, and a high correlation is observed be-
tween them (Fig. 7).

5 Related Work

Semantic Parsing and NL Generation. Neu-
ral sequence-to-sequence models have achieved
promising results on semantic parsing (Dong and
Lapata, 2016; Jia and Liang, 2016; Ling et al.,
2016; Dong and Lapata, 2018) and natural lan-
guage generation (Iyer et al., 2016; Konstas et al.,
2017; Hu et al., 2018). To better model struc-
tured MRs, tree structures and more complicated
graphs are explored for both parsing and genera-
tion (Dong and Lapata, 2016; Rabinovich et al.,
2017; Yin and Neubig, 2017; Song et al., 2018;
Cheng et al., 2017; Alon et al., 2018). Semi-
supervised learning has been widely studied for
semantic parsing (Yin et al., 2018b; Kociský et al.,
2016; Jia and Liang, 2016). Similar to our
work, Chen and Zhou (2018) and Allamanis et al.
(2015) study code retrieval and code summariza-
tion jointly to enhance both tasks. Here, we focus
on the more challenging task of code generation
instead of retrieval, and we also aim for general-
purpose MRs.
Joint Learning in NLP. There has been grow-
ing interests in leveraging related NLP problems
to enhance primal tasks (Collobert et al., 2011;
Peng et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2016), e.g. se-
quence tagging (Collobert et al., 2011), depen-
dency parsing (Peng et al., 2017), discourse anal-
ysis (Liu et al., 2016). Among those, multi-task
learning (MTL) (Ando and Zhang, 2005) is a com-
mon method for joint learning, especially for neu-
ral networks where parameter sharing is utilized

for representation learning. We follow the re-
cent work on dual learning (Xia et al., 2017) to
train dual tasks, where interactions can be em-
ployed to enhance both models. Dual learning has
been successfully applied in NLP and computer
vision problems, such as neural machine transla-
tion (He et al., 2016), question generation and an-
swering (Tang et al., 2017), image-to-image trans-
lation (Yi et al., 2017; Zhu et al., 2017). Differ-
ent from Xia et al. (2017) which minimizes the di-
vergence between the two expected joint distribu-
tions, we aim to learn the expected distributions in
a way similar to distribution matching (Gan et al.,
2017). Furthermore, our method can be extended
to semi-supervised scenario, prior to Xia et al.
(2017)’s work which can only be applied in su-
pervised setup. Following Zhang et al. (2018), we
deduce the variational lower bounds of expected
distributions via information maximization (Bar-
ber and Agakov, 2003). DIM aims to optimize the
dual information instead of the two mutual infor-
mation studied in Zhang et al. (2018).

6 Conclusion

In this work, we propose to jointly train the se-
mantic parser and NL generator by exploiting the
structural connections between them. We intro-
duce the method of DIM to exploit the duality, and
provide a principled way to optimize the dual in-
formation. We further extend supervised DIM to
semi-supervised scenario (SEMIDIM). Extensive
experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of our
proposed methods.

To overcome the issue of poor labeled corpus
for semantic parsing, some automatically mined
datasets have been proposed, e.g. CONALA (Yin
et al., 2018a) and STAQC (Yao et al., 2018). How-
ever, these datasets are noisy and it is hard to train
robust models out of them. In the future, we will
further apply DIM to learn semantic parser and NL
generator from the noisy datasets.
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A Model Details for the Parser and
Generator

The parser and generator have the same seq2seq
framework. We take the parser for example. Given
the NL utterance x and the linearized MR y, we
use bi-LSTM to encode x into context vectors, and
then a LSTM decoder generates y from the con-
text vectors. The parser pθ(y|x) is formulated as
following:

pθ(y|x) =
|y|∏

t=1

pθ(yt|y<t,x) (14)

where y<t = y1 · · · yt−1.
The hidden state vector at time t from the en-

coder is the concatenation of forward hidden vec-
tor
−→
h t and backward one

←−
h t, denoted as ht =

[
−→
h t,
←−
h t]. With the LSTM unit fLSTMe from the

encoder, we have
−→
h t = fLSTMe(xt,

−→
h t−1) and←−

h t = fLSTMe(xt,
←−
h t+1).

From the decoder side, using the decoder LSTM
unit fLSTMd , we have the hidden state vector at
time t as st = fLSTMd(yt−1, st−1). Global atten-
tion mechanism (Luong et al., 2015) is applied to
obtain the context vector ct at time t:

ct =

|x|∑

i=1

αt,ihi

where αt,i is the attention weight and is specified
as:

αt,i =
exp(Watt[st;hi])∑|x|
k=1 exp(Watt[sthk])

(15)

where Watt is the learnable parameters.
At time t, with hidden state st in the decoder

and context vector ct from the encoder, we have
the prediction probability for yt:

pvocab(yt|y<t,x) = fsoftmax(Wd1 · tanh(Wd2 [st; ct]))

where Wd1 and Wd2 are learnable parameters.
We further apply the pointer-network (Vinyals

et al., 2015) to copy tokens from the input to al-
leviate the out-of-vocabulary (OOV) issue. We
adopt the calculation flows for copying mecha-
nism from Yin et al. (2018b), readers can refer to
that paper for further details.

B Marginal Distributions

To estimate the marginal distributions p(x) and
q(y), we learn the LSTM language models over
the NL utterances and MRs. MRs are linearized.
Suppose given the NL x = {xi}|x|i=1, the learning

objective is:

p(x) =

|x|∏

i=1

p(xi|x<i) (16)

where x<i = x1 · · ·xi−1. At time t, we have the
following probability to predict xt:

p(xt|x<t) = fsoftmax(W · ht + b) (17)

Here, ht is estimated using the LSTM network:

ht = fLSTM(xt,ht−1) (18)

The above marginal distribution estimation for
NLs is also applied to linearized MRs.

C Experimental Setups

C.1 Marginal Distribution
We pre-train the language models on the full train-
ing set before joint learning and the language
mdoels will be fixed in the following experiments.
The embedding size is selected from {128, 256}
and the hidden size is tuned from {256, 512},
which are both evaluated on the validation set. We
use SGD to update the models. Early stopping is
applied and the training will be stopped if the ppl
value does not decrease for continuous 5 times.

C.2 Model Configuration
To conduct the joint learning using DIM and
SEMIDIM, we have to firstly train the parser and
generator separately referred as the method of SU-
PER.

To pre-train the parser and generator, we tune
the embedding size from {125, 150, 256} and hid-
den size from {256, 300, 512}. The batch size is
selected from {10, 16} varying over the datasets.
Early stopping is applied and the patience time is
set to 5. Initial learning rate is 0.001. Adam is
adopted to optimize the models. The parser and
generator will be trained until convergence.

After the pre-training, we conduct joint learning
based on the pre-trained parser and generator. The
learning rate will be slowed down to 0.00025. The
beam size for sampling is tuned from {3, 5}.
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Abstract

We propose a data-to-text generation model
with two modules, one for tracking and the
other for text generation. Our tracking mod-
ule selects and keeps track of salient infor-
mation and memorizes which record has been
mentioned. Our generation module generates
a summary conditioned on the state of track-
ing module. Our model is considered to simu-
late the human-like writing process that gradu-
ally selects the information by determining the
intermediate variables while writing the sum-
mary. In addition, we also explore the ef-
fectiveness of the writer information for gen-
eration. Experimental results show that our
model outperforms existing models in all eval-
uation metrics even without writer informa-
tion. Incorporating writer information fur-
ther improves the performance, contributing to
content planning and surface realization.

1 Introduction

Advances in sensor and data storage technolo-
gies have rapidly increased the amount of data
produced in various fields such as weather, fi-
nance, and sports. In order to address the infor-
mation overload caused by the massive data, data-
to-text generation technology, which expresses the
contents of data in natural language, becomes
more important (Barzilay and Lapata, 2005). Re-
cently, neural methods can generate high-quality
short summaries especially from small pieces of
data (Liu et al., 2018).

Despite this success, it remains challenging
to generate a high-quality long summary from
data (Wiseman et al., 2017). One reason for the
difficulty is because the input data is too large for
a naive model to find its salient part, i.e., to deter-
mine which part of the data should be mentioned.

∗Work was done during the internship at Artificial Intel-
ligence Research Center, AIST

In addition, the salient part moves as the sum-
mary explains the data. For example, when gen-
erating a summary of a basketball game (Table 1
(b)) from the box score (Table 1 (a)), the input
contains numerous data records about the game:
e.g., Jordan Clarkson scored 18 points. Existing
models often refer to the same data record mul-
tiple times (Puduppully et al., 2019). The mod-
els may mention an incorrect data record, e.g.,
Kawhi Leonard added 19 points: the summary
should mention LaMarcus Aldridge, who scored
19 points. Thus, we need a model that finds salient
parts, tracks transitions of salient parts, and ex-
presses information faithful to the input.

In this paper, we propose a novel data-to-
text generation model with two modules, one for
saliency tracking and another for text generation.
The tracking module keeps track of saliency in the
input data: when the module detects a saliency
transition, the tracking module selects a new data
record1 and updates the state of the tracking mod-
ule. The text generation module generates a doc-
ument conditioned on the current tracking state.
Our model is considered to imitate the human-like
writing process that gradually selects and tracks
the data while generating the summary. In ad-
dition, we note some writer-specific patterns and
characteristics: how data records are selected to be
mentioned; and how data records are expressed as
text, e.g., the order of data records and the word
usages. We also incorporate writer information
into our model.

The experimental results demonstrate that, even
without writer information, our model achieves
the best performance among the previous models
in all evaluation metrics: 94.38% precision of re-
lation generation, 42.40% F1 score of content se-
lection, 19.38% normalized Damerau-Levenshtein

1We use ‘data record’ and ‘relation’ interchangeably.
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Distance (DLD) of content ordering, and 16.15%
of BLEU score. We also confirm that adding
writer information further improves the perfor-
mance.

2 Related Work

2.1 Data-to-Text Generation

Data-to-text generation is a task for generating de-
scriptions from structured or non-structured data
including sports commentary (Tanaka-Ishii et al.,
1998; Chen and Mooney, 2008; Taniguchi et al.,
2019), weather forecast (Liang et al., 2009; Mei
et al., 2016), biographical text from infobox in
Wikipedia (Lebret et al., 2016; Sha et al., 2018;
Liu et al., 2018) and market comments from stock
prices (Murakami et al., 2017; Aoki et al., 2018).

Neural generation methods have become the
mainstream approach for data-to-text generation.
The encoder-decoder framework (Cho et al., 2014;
Sutskever et al., 2014) with the attention (Bah-
danau et al., 2015; Luong et al., 2015) and copy
mechanism (Gu et al., 2016; Gulcehre et al., 2016)
has successfully applied to data-to-text tasks.
However, neural generation methods sometimes
yield fluent but inadequate descriptions (Tu et al.,
2017). In data-to-text generation, descriptions in-
consistent to the input data are problematic.

Recently, Wiseman et al. (2017) introduced
the ROTOWIRE dataset, which contains multi-
sentence summaries of basketball games with box-
score (Table 1). This dataset requires the selection
of a salient subset of data records for generating
descriptions. They also proposed automatic evalu-
ation metrics for measuring the informativeness of
generated summaries.

Puduppully et al. (2019) proposed a two-stage
method that first predicts the sequence of data
records to be mentioned and then generates a
summary conditioned on the predicted sequences.
Their idea is similar to ours in that the both con-
sider a sequence of data records as content plan-
ning. However, our proposal differs from theirs
in that ours uses a recurrent neural network for
saliency tracking, and that our decoder dynami-
cally chooses a data record to be mentioned with-
out fixing a sequence of data records.

2.2 Memory modules

The memory network can be used to maintain
and update representations of the salient informa-
tion (Weston et al., 2015; Sukhbaatar et al., 2015;

Graves et al., 2016). This module is often used
in natural language understanding to keep track
of the entity state (Kobayashi et al., 2016; Hoang
et al., 2018; Bosselut et al., 2018).

Recently, entity tracking has been popular for
generating coherent text (Kiddon et al., 2016; Ji
et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2017; Clark et al., 2018).
Kiddon et al. (2016) proposed a neural checklist
model that updates predefined item states. Ji et al.
(2017) proposed an entity representation for the
language model. Updating entity tracking states
when the entity is introduced, their method selects
the salient entity state.

Our model extends this entity tracking module
for data-to-text generation tasks. The entity track-
ing module selects the salient entity and appropri-
ate attribute in each timestep, updates their states,
and generates coherent summaries from the se-
lected data record.

3 Data

Through careful examination, we found that in the
original dataset ROTOWIRE, some NBA games
have two documents, one of which is sometimes in
the training data and the other is in the test or val-
idation data. Such documents are similar to each
other, though not identical. To make this dataset
more reliable as an experimental dataset, we cre-
ated a new version.

We ran the script provided by Wiseman et al.
(2017), which is for crawling the ROTOWIRE

website for NBA game summaries. The script col-
lected approximately 78% of the documents in the
original dataset; the remaining documents disap-
peared. We also collected the box-scores associ-
ated with the collected documents. We observed
that some of the box-scores were modified com-
pared with the original ROTOWIRE dataset.

The collected dataset contains 3,752 instances
(i.e., pairs of a document and box-scores). How-
ever, the four shortest documents were not sum-
maries; they were, for example, an announcement
about the postponement of a match. We thus
deleted these 4 instances and were left with 3,748
instances. We followed the dataset split by Wise-
man et al. (2017) to split our dataset into train-
ing, development, and test data. We found 14 in-
stances that didn’t have corresponding instances in
the original data. We randomly classified 9, 2, and
3 of those 14 instances respectively into training,
development, and test data. Finally, the sizes of
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TEAM H/V WIN LOSS PTS REB AST FG PCT FG3 PCT . . .

KNICKS H 16 19 104 46 26 45 46 . . .
BUCKS V 18 16 105 42 20 47 32 . . .

PLAYER H/V PTS REB AST BLK STL MIN CITY . . .

CARMELO ANTHONY H 30 11 7 0 2 37 NEW YORK . . .
DERRICK ROSE H 15 3 4 0 1 33 NEW YORK . . .
COURTNEY LEE H 11 2 3 1 1 38 NEW YORK . . .
GIANNIS ANTETOKOUNMPO V 27 13 4 3 1 39 MILWAUKEE . . .
GREG MONROE V 18 9 4 1 3 31 MILWAUKEE . . .
JABARI PARKER V 15 4 3 0 1 37 MILWAUKEE . . .
MALCOLM BROGDON V 12 6 8 0 0 38 MILWAUKEE . . .
MIRZA TELETOVIC V 13 1 0 0 0 21 MILWAUKEE . . .
JOHN HENSON V 2 2 0 0 0 14 MILWAUKEE . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(a) Box score: Top contingency table shows number of wins and
losses and summary of each game. Bottom table shows statistics
of each player such as points scored (PLAYER’s PTS), and total
rebounds (PLAYER’s REB).

The Milwaukee Bucks defeated the New York Knicks,
105-104, at Madison Square Garden on Wednesday. The
Knicks (16-19) checked in to Wednesday’s contest looking
to snap a five-game losing streak and heading into the fourth
quarter, they looked like they were well on their way to that
goal. . . . Antetokounmpo led the Bucks with 27 points, 13
rebounds, four assists, a steal and three blocks, his second
consecutive double-double. Greg Monroe actually checked
in as the second-leading scorer and did so in his customary
bench role, posting 18 points, along with nine boards, four
assists, three steals and a block. Jabari Parker contributed
15 points, four rebounds, three assists and a steal. Malcolm
Brogdon went for 12 points, eight assists and six rebounds.
Mirza Teletovic was productive in a reserve role as well,
generating 13 points and a rebound. . . . Courtney Lee
checked in with 11 points, three assists, two rebounds, a
steal and a block. . . . The Bucks and Knicks face off once
again in the second game of the home-and-home series, with
the meeting taking place Friday night in Milwaukee.

(b) NBA basketball game summary: Each summary
consists of game victory or defeat of the game and
highlights of valuable players.

Table 1: Example of input and output data: task defines box score (1a) used for input and summary document of
game (1b) used as output. Extracted entities are shown in bold face. Extracted values are shown in green.

t 199 200 201 202 203 204 205 206 207 208 209

Yt Jabari Parker contributed 15 points , four rebounds , three assists

Zt 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0

Et
JABARI JABARI - JABARI - - JABARI - - JABARI -PARKER PARKER PARKER PARKER PARKER

At FIRST NAME LAST NAME - PLAYER PTS - - PLAYER REB - - PLAYER AST -
Nt - - - 0 - - 1 - - 1 -

Table 2: Running example of our model’s generation process. At every time step t, model predicts each random
variable. Model firstly determines whether to refer to data records (Zt = 1) or not (Zt = 0). If random variable
Zt = 1, model selects entity Et, its attribute At and binary variables Nt if needed. For example, at t = 202, model
predicts random variable Z202 = 1 and then selects the entity JABARI PARKER and its attribute PLAYER PTS.
Given these values, model outputs token 15 from selected data record.

our training, development, test dataset are respec-
tively 2,714, 534, and 500. On average, each sum-
mary has 384 tokens and 644 data records. Each
match has only one summary in our dataset, as
far as we checked. We also collected the writer
of each document. Our dataset contains 32 differ-
ent writers. The most prolific writer in our dataset
wrote 607 documents. There are also writers who
wrote less than ten documents. On average, each
writer wrote 117 documents. We call our new
dataset ROTOWIRE-MODIFIED.2

4 Saliency-Aware Text Generation

At the core of our model is a neural language
model with a memory state hLM to generate a
summary y1:T = (y1, . . . , yT ) given a set of data
records x. Our model has another memory state
hENT, which is used to remember the data records

2For information about the dataset, please follow
this link: https://github.com/aistairc/
rotowire-modified

that have been referred to. hENT is also used to up-
date hLM, meaning that the referred data records
affect the text generation.

Our model decides whether to refer to x, which
data record r ∈ x to be mentioned, and how to ex-
press a number. The selected data record is used to
update hENT. Formally, we use the four variables:

1. Zt: binary variable that determines whether the
model refers to input x at time step t (Zt = 1).

2. Et: At each time step t, this variable indi-
cates the salient entity (e.g., HAWKS, LEBRON

JAMES).
3. At: At each time step t, this variable indicates

the salient attribute to be mentioned (e.g., PTS).
4. Nt: If attribute At of the salient entity Et is

a numeric attribute, this variable determines if
a value in the data records should be output in
Arabic numerals (e.g., 50) or in English words
(e.g., five).

To keep track of the salient entity, our model
predicts these random variables at each time step
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t through its summary generation process. Run-
ning example of our model is shown in Table 2
and full algorithm is described in Appendix A. In
the following subsections, we explain how to ini-
tialize the model, predict these random variables,
and generate a summary. Due to space limitations,
bias vectors are omitted.

Before explaining our method, we describe our
notation. Let E and A denote the sets of en-
tities and attributes, respectively. Each record
r ∈ x consists of entity e ∈ E , attribute a ∈ A,
and its value x[e, a], and is therefore represented
as r = (e, a,x[e, a]). For example, the box-
score in Table 1 has a record r such that e =
ANTHONY DAVIS, a = PTS, and x[e, a] = 20.

4.1 Initialization
Let r denote the embedding of data record r ∈ x.
Let ē denote the embedding of entity e. Note that
ē depends on the set of data records, i.e., it de-
pends on the game. We also use e for static em-
bedding of entity e, which, on the other hand, does
not depend on the game.

Given the embedding of entity e, attribute a,
and its value v, we use the concatenation layer
to combine the information from these vectors
to produce the embedding of each data record
(e, a, v), denoted as re,a,v as follows:

re,a,v = tanh
(
W R(e⊕ a⊕ v)

)
, (1)

where ⊕ indicates the concatenation of vectors,
andW R denotes a weight matrix.3

We obtain ē in the set of data recordsx, by sum-
ming all the data-record embeddings transformed
by a matrix:

ē = tanh

(∑

a∈A
W A

a re,a,x[e,a]

)
, (2)

where W A
a is a weight matrix for attribute a.

Since ē depends on the game as above, ē is sup-
posed to represent how entity e played in the game.

To initialize the hidden state of each module, we
use embeddings of<SOD> forhLM and averaged
embeddings of ē for hENT.

4.2 Saliency transition
Generally, the saliency of text changes during text
generation. In our work, we suppose that the

3We also concatenate the embedding vectors that repre-
sents whether the entity is in home or away team.

saliency is represented as the entity and its at-
tribute being talked about. We therefore propose
a model that refers to a data record at each time-
point, and transitions to another as text goes.

To determine whether to transition to another
data record or not at time t, the model calculates
the following probability:

p(Zt = 1 | hLM
t−1,h

ENT
t−1) = σ(W z(h

LM
t−1 ⊕ hENT

t−1)),
(3)

where σ(·) is the sigmoid function. If p(Zt = 1 |
hLM
t−1,h

ENT
t−1) is high, the model transitions to an-

other data record.
When the model decides to transition to another,

the model then determines which entity and at-
tribute to refer to, and generates the next word
(Section 4.3). On the other hand, if the model de-
cides not transition to another, the model generates
the next word without updating the tracking states
hENT
t = hENT

t−1 (Section 4.4).

4.3 Selection and tracking
When the model refers to a new data record
(Zt = 1), it selects an entity and its attribute. It
also tracks the saliency by putting the informa-
tion about the selected entity and attribute into the
memory vector hENT. The model begins to select
the subject entity and update the memory states if
the subject entity will change.

Specifically, the model first calculates the prob-
ability of selecting an entity:

p(Et = e | hLM
t−1,h

ENT
t−1)

∝
{

exp
(
hENT
s W OLDhLM

t−1
)

if e ∈ Et−1
exp

(
ēW NEWhLM

t−1
)

otherwise
, (4)

where Et−1 is the set of entities that have already
been referred to by time step t, and s is defined as
s = max{s : s ≤ t− 1, e = es}, which indicates
the time step when this entity was last mentioned.

The model selects the most probable entity as
the next salient entity and updates the set of enti-
ties that appeared (Et = Et−1 ∪ {et}).

If the salient entity changes (et 6= et−1), the
model updates the hidden state of the tracking
model hENT with a recurrent neural network with
a gated recurrent unit (GRU; Chung et al., 2014):

hENT′
t =





hENT
t−1 if et = et−1

GRUE(ē,hENT
t−1) else if et 6∈ Et−1

GRUE(W S
sh

ENT
s ,hENT

t−1) otherwise.
(5)
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Note that if the selected entity at time step t, et, is
identical to the previously selected entity et−1, the
hidden state of the tracking model is not updated.

If the selected entity et is new (et 6∈ Et−1), the
hidden state of the tracking model is updated with
the embedding ē of entity et as input. In contrast,
if entity et has already appeared in the past (et ∈
Et−1) but is not identical to the previous one (et 6=
et−1), we use hENT

s (i.e., the memory state when
this entity last appeared) to fully exploit the local
history of this entity.

Given the updated hidden state of the tracking
model hENT

t , we next select the attribute of the
salient entity by the following probability:

p(At = a | et,hLM
t−1,h

ENT′
t ) (6)

∝ exp
(
ret,a,x[et,a]W

ATTR(hLM
t−1 ⊕ hENT′

t )
)
.

After selecting at, i.e., the most probable attribute
of the salient entity, the tracking model updates the
memory state hENT

t with the embedding of the data
record ret,at,x[et,at] introduced in Section 4.1:

hENT
t = GRUA(ret,at,x[et,at],h

ENT′
t ). (7)

4.4 Summary generation
Given two hidden states, one for language model
hLM
t−1 and the other for tracking model hENT

t , the
model generates the next word yt. We also incor-
porate a copy mechanism that copies the value of
the salient data record x[et, at].

If the model refers to a new data record (Zt =
1), it directly copies the value of the data record
x[et, at]. However, the values of numerical at-
tributes can be expressed in at least two different
manners: Arabic numerals (e.g., 14) and English
words (e.g., fourteen). We decide which one to use
by the following probability:

p(Nt = 1 | hLM
t−1,h

ENT
t ) = σ(W N(hLM

t−1 ⊕ hENT
t )),

(8)

where W N is a weight matrix. The model then
updates the hidden states of the language model:

h′t = tanh
(
W H(hLM

t−1 ⊕ hENT
t )

)
, (9)

whereW H is a weight matrix.
If the salient data record is the same as the pre-

vious one (Zt = 0), it predicts the next word yt via
a probability over words conditioned on the con-
text vector h′t:

p(Yt | h′t) = softmax(W Yh′t). (10)

Subsequently, the hidden state of language model
hLM is updated:

hLM
t = LSTM(yt ⊕ h′t,hLM

t−1), (11)

where yt is the embedding of the word generated
at time step t.4

4.5 Incorporating writer information
We also incorporate the information about the
writer of the summaries into our model. Specif-
ically, instead of using Equation (9), we concate-
nate the embedding w of a writer to hLM

t−1 ⊕ hENT
t

to construct context vector h′t:

h′t = tanh
(
W ′H(hLM

t−1 ⊕ hENT
t ⊕w)

)
, (12)

whereW ′H is a new weight matrix. Since this new
context vector h′t is used for calculating the proba-
bility over words in Equation (10), the writer infor-
mation will directly affect word generation, which
is regarded as surface realization in terms of tra-
ditional text generation. Simultaneously, context
vector h′t enhanced with the writer information is
used to obtain hLM

t , which is the hidden state of
the language model and is further used to select the
salient entity and attribute, as mentioned in Sec-
tions 4.2 and 4.3. Therefore, in our model, the
writer information affects both surface realization
and content planning.

4.6 Learning objective
We apply fully supervised training that maximizes
the following log-likelihood:

log p(Y1:T , Z1:T , E1:T , A1:T , N1:T | x)

=

T∑

t=1

log p(Zt = zt | hLM
t−1,h

ENT
t−1)

+
∑

t:Zt=1

log p(Et = et | hLM
t−1,h

ENT
t−1)

+
∑

t:Zt=1

log p(At = at | et,hLM
t−1,h

ENT′
t )

+
∑

t:Zt=1,atis num attr

log p(Nt = nt | hLM
t−1,h

ENT
t )

+
∑

t:Zt=0

log p(Yt = yt | h′t)

4In our initial experiment, we observed a word repetition
problem when the tracking model is not updated during gen-
erating each sentence. To avoid this problem, we also update
the tracking model with special trainable vectors vREFRESH
to refresh these states after our model generates a period:
hENT

t = GRUA(vREFRESH,h
ENT
t )
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Method
RG CS CO

BLEU
# P% P% R% F1% DLD%

GOLD 27.36 93.42 100. 100. 100. 100. 100.
TEMPLATES 54.63 100. 31.01 58.85 40.61 17.50 8.43

Wiseman et al. (2017) 22.93 60.14 24.24 31.20 27.29 14.70 14.73
Puduppully et al. (2019) 33.06 83.17 33.06 43.59 37.60 16.97 13.96

PROPOSED 39.05 94.43 35.77 52.05 42.40 19.38 16.15

Table 3: Experimental result. Each metric evaluates whether important information (CS) is described accurately
(RG) and in correct order (CO).

5 Experiments

5.1 Experimental settings

We used ROTOWIRE-MODIFIED as the dataset for
our experiments, which we explained in Section 3.
The training, development, and test data respec-
tively contained 2,714, 534, and 500 games.

Since we take a supervised training approach,
we need the annotations of the random variables
(i.e., Zt, Et, At, and Nt) in the training data, as
shown in Table 2. Instead of simple lexical match-
ing with r ∈ x, which is prone to errors in the
annotation, we use the information extraction sys-
tem provided by Wiseman et al. (2017). Although
this system is trained on noisy rule-based annota-
tions, we conjecture that it is more robust to errors
because it is trained to minimize the marginalized
loss function for ambiguous relations. All training
details are described in Appendix B.

5.2 Models to be compared

We compare our model5 against two baseline
models. One is the model used by Wiseman
et al. (2017), which generates a summary with an
attention-based encoder-decoder model. The other
baseline model is the one proposed by Puduppully
et al. (2019), which first predicts the sequence of
data records and then generates a summary condi-
tioned on the predicted sequences. Wiseman et al.
(2017)’s model refers to all data records every
timestep, while Puduppully et al. (2019)’s model
refers to a subset of all data records, which is pre-
dicted in the first stage. Unlike these models, our
model uses one memory vector hENT

t that tracks
the history of the data records, during generation.
We retrained the baselines on our new dataset. We
also present the performance of the GOLD and

5Our code is available from https://github.com/
aistairc/sports-reporter

TEMPLATES summaries. The GOLD summary is
exactly identical with the reference summary and
each TEMPLATES summary is generated in the
same manner as Wiseman et al. (2017).

In the latter half of our experiments, we exam-
ine the effect of adding information about writers.
In addition to our model enhanced with writer in-
formation, we also add writer information to the
model by Puduppully et al. (2019). Their method
consists of two stages corresponding to content
planning and surface realization. Therefore, by
incorporating writer information to each of the
two stages, we can clearly see which part of the
model to which the writer information contributes
to. For Puduppully et al. (2019) model, we attach
the writer information in the following three ways:

1. concatenating writer embeddingw with the in-
put vector for LSTM in the content planning
decoder (stage 1);

2. concatenating writer embeddingw with the in-
put vector for LSTM in the text generator (stage
2);

3. using both 1 and 2 above.

For more details about each decoding stage, read-
ers can refer to Puduppully et al. (2019).

5.3 Evaluation metrics

As evaluation metrics, we use BLEU score (Pap-
ineni et al., 2002) and the extractive metrics pro-
posed by Wiseman et al. (2017), i.e., relation gen-
eration (RG), content selection (CS), and content
ordering (CO) as evaluation metrics. The extrac-
tive metrics measure how well the relations ex-
tracted from the generated summary match the
correct relations6:

6The model for extracting relation tuples was trained on
tuples made from the entity (e.g., team name, city name,
player name) and attribute value (e.g., “Lakers”, “92”) ex-
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- RG: the ratio of the correct relations out of all
the extracted relations, where correct relations
are relations found in the input data records x.
The average number of extracted relations is
also reported.

- CS: precision and recall of the relations ex-
tracted from the generated summary against
those from the reference summary.

- CO: edit distance measured with normalized
Damerau-Levenshtein Distance (DLD) between
the sequences of relations extracted from the
generated and reference summary.

6 Results and Discussions

We first focus on the quality of tracking model and
entity representation in Sections 6.1 to 6.4, where
we use the model without writer information. We
examine the effect of writer information in Sec-
tion 6.5.

6.1 Saliency tracking-based model
As shown in Table 3, our model outperforms all
baselines across all evaluation metrics.7 One of
the noticeable results is that our model achieves
slightly higher RG precision than the gold sum-
mary. Owing to the extractive evaluation nature,
the generated summary of the precision of the rela-
tion generation could beat the gold summary per-
formance. In fact, the template model achieves
100% precision of the relation generations.

The other is that only our model exceeds the
template model regarding F1 score of the con-
tent selection and obtains the highest performance
of content ordering. This imply that the tracking
model encourages to select salient input records in
the correct order.

6.2 Qualitative analysis of entity embedding
Our model has the entity embedding ē, which de-
pends on the box score for each game in addition
to static entity embedding e. Now we analyze the
difference of these two types of embeddings.

We present a two-dimensional visualizations of
both embeddings produced using PCA (Pearson,

tracted from the summaries, and the corresponding attributes
(e.g., “TEAM NAME”, “PTS”) found in the box- or line-score.
The precision and the recall of this extraction model are re-
spectively 93.4% and 75.0% in the test data.

7The scores of Puduppully et al. (2019)’s model signifi-
cantly dropped from what they reported, especially on BLEU
metric. We speculate this is mainly due to the reduced amount
of our training data (Section 3). That is, their model might be
more data-hungry than other models.
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Figure 1: Illustrations of static entity embeddings e.
Players with colored letters are listed in the ranking top
100 players for the 2016-17 NBA season at https:
//www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/
sports/nba-top-100-players-2016/.
Only LeBron James is in red and the other players in
top 100 are in blue. Top-ranked players have similar
representations of e.

1901). As shown in Figure 1, which is the vi-
sualization of static entity embedding e, the top-
ranked players are closely located.

We also present the visualizations of dynamic
entity embeddings ē in Figure 2. Although we
did not carry out feature engineering specific to
the NBA (e.g., whether a player scored double
digits or not)8 for representing the dynamic en-
tity embedding ē, the embeddings of the players
who performed well for each game have similar
representations. In addition, the change in embed-
dings of the same player was observed depending
on the box-scores for each game. For instance, Le-
Bron James recorded a double-double in a game
on April 22, 2016. For this game, his embedding
is located close to the embedding of Kevin Love,
who also scored a double-double. However, he
did not participate in the game on December 26,
2016. His embedding for this game became closer
to those of other players who also did not partici-
pate.

6.3 Duplicate ratios of extracted relations
As Puduppully et al. (2019) pointed out, a gen-
erated summary may mention the same relation
multiple times. Such duplicated relations are not
favorable in terms of the brevity of text.

Figure 3 shows the ratios of the generated sum-
maries with duplicate mentions of relations in the
development data. While the models by Wiseman
et al. (2017) and Puduppully et al. (2019) respec-

8In the NBA, a player who accumulates a double-digit
score in one of five categories (points, rebounds, assists,
steals, and blocked shots) in a game, is regarded as a good
player. If a player had a double in two of those five cate-
gories, it is referred to as double-double.
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Figure 2: Illustrations of dynamic entity embedding ē. Both left and right figures are for Cleveland Cavaliers vs.
Detroit Pistons, on different dates. LeBron James is in red letters. Entities with orange symbols appeared only
in the reference summary. Entities with blue symbols appeared only in the generated summary. Entities with
green symbols appeared in both the reference and the generated summary. The others are with red symbols. 2

represents player who scored in the double digits, and 3 represents player who recorded double-double. Players
with4 did not participate in the game. ◦ represents other players.
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Figure 3: Ratios of generated summaries with dupli-
cate mention of relations. Each label represents number
of duplicated relations within each document. While
Wiseman et al. (2017)’s model exhibited 36.0% dupli-
cation and Puduppully et al. (2019)’s model exhibited
15.8%, our model exhibited only 4.2%.

tively showed 36.0% and 15.8% as duplicate ra-
tios, our model exhibited 4.2%. This suggests that
our model dramatically suppressed generation of
redundant relations. We speculate that the track-
ing model successfully memorized which input
records have been selected in hENT

s .

6.4 Qualitative analysis of output examples

Figure 5 shows the generated examples from val-
idation inputs with Puduppully et al. (2019)’s
model and our model. Whereas both generations
seem to be fluent, the summary of Puduppully
et al. (2019)’s model includes erroneous relations
colored in orange.

Specifically, the description about DERRICK

ROSE’s relations, “15 points, four assists, three
rounds and one steal in 33 minutes.”, is also used
for other entities (e.g., JOHN HENSON and WILLY

HERNAGOMEZ). This is because Puduppully et al.
(2019)’s model has no tracking module unlike our

model, which mitigates redundant references and
therefore rarely contains erroneous relations.

However, when complicated expressions such
as parallel structures are used our model also gen-
erates erroneous relations as illustrated by the un-
derlined sentences describing the two players who
scored the same points. For example, “11-point
efforts” is correct for COURTNEY LEE but not for
DERRICK ROSE. As a future study, it is necessary
to develop a method that can handle such compli-
cated relations.

6.5 Use of writer information

We first look at the results of an extension of
Puduppully et al. (2019)’s model with writer in-
formation w in Table 4. By adding w to con-
tent planning (stage 1), the method obtained im-
provements in CS (37.60 to 47.25), CO (16.97
to 22.16), and BLEU score (13.96 to 18.18). By
addingw to the component for surface realization
(stage 2), the method obtained an improvement in
BLEU score (13.96 to 17.81), while the effects on
the other metrics were not very significant. By
adding w to both stages, the method scored the
highest BLEU, while the other metrics were not
very different from those obtained by adding w
to stage 1. This result suggests that writer infor-
mation contributes to both content planning and
surface realization when it is properly used, and
improvements of content planning lead to much
better performance in surface realization.

Our model showed improvements in most met-
rics and showed the best performance by incor-
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Method
RG CS CO

BLEU
# P% P% R% F1% DLD%

Puduppully et al. (2019) 33.06 83.17 33.06 43.59 37.60 16.97 13.96
+ w in stage 1 28.43 84.75 45.00 49.73 47.25 22.16 18.18
+ w in stage 2 35.06 80.51 31.10 45.28 36.87 16.38 17.81
+ w in stage 1 & 2 28.00 82.27 44.37 48.71 46.44 22.41 18.90

PROPOSED 39.05 94.38 35.77 52.05 42.40 19.38 16.15
+ w 30.25 92.00 50.75 59.03 54.58 25.75 20.84

Table 4: Effects of writer information. w indicates that WRITER embeddings are used. Numbers in bold are the
largest among the variants of each method.

The Milwaukee Bucks defeated the New York Knicks, 105-
104, at Madison Square Garden on Wednesday evening. The
Bucks (18-16) have been one of the hottest teams in the league,
having won five of their last six games, and they have now won
six of their last eight games. The Knicks (16-19) have now
won six of their last six games, as they continue to battle for the
eighth and final playoff spot in the Eastern Conference. Giannis
Antetokounmpo led the way for Milwaukee, as he tallied 27
points, 13 rebounds, four assists, three blocked shots and one
steal, in 39 minutes . Jabari Parker added 15 points, four re-
bounds, three assists, one steal and one block, and 6-of-8 from
long range. John Henson added two points, two rebounds, one
assist, three steals and one block. John Henson was the only
other player to score in double digits for the Knicks, with 15
points, four assists, three rebounds and one steal, in 33 min-
utes. The Bucks were led by Derrick Rose, who tallied 15
points, four assists, three rebounds and one steal in 33 minutes.
Willy Hernangomez started in place of Porzingis and finished
with 15 points, four assists, three rebounds and one steal in 33
minutes. Willy Hernangomez started in place of Jose Calderon
( knee ) and responded with one rebound and one block. The
Knicks were led by their starting backcourt of Carmelo An-
thony and Carmelo Anthony, but combined for just 13 points
on 5-of-16 shooting. The Bucks next head to Philadelphia to
take on the Sixers on Friday night, while the Knicks remain
home to face the Los Angeles Clippers on Wednesday.

(a) Puduppully et al. (2019)

The Milwaukee Bucks defeated the New York Knicks, 105-104, at
Madison Square Garden on Saturday. The Bucks (18-16) checked in
to Saturday’s contest with a well, outscoring the Knicks (16-19) by
a margin of 39-19 in the first quarter. However, New York by just a
25-foot lead at the end of the first quarter, the Bucks were able to pull
away, as they outscored the Knicks by a 59-46 margin into the second.
45 points in the third quarter to seal the win for New York with the
rest of the starters to seal the win. The Knicks were led by Giannis
Antetokounmpo, who tallied a game-high 27 points, to go along with
13 rebounds, four assists, three blocks and a steal. The game was
a crucial night for the Bucks’ starting five, as the duo was the most
effective shooters, as they posted Milwaukee to go on a pair of low
low-wise (Carmelo Anthony) and Malcolm Brogdon. Anthony added
11 rebounds, seven assists and two steals to his team-high scoring total.
Jabari Parker was right behind him with 15 points, four rebounds,
three assists and a block. Greg Monroe was next with a bench-leading
18 points, along with nine rebounds, four assists and three steals.
Brogdon posted 12 points, eight assists, six rebounds and a steal.
Derrick Rose and Courtney Lee were next with a pair of {11 / 11}
-point efforts. Rose also supplied four assists and three rebounds, while
Lee complemented his scoring with three assists, a rebound and a steal.
John Henson and Mirza Teletovic were next with a pair of {two / two}
-point efforts. Teletovic also registered 13 points, and he added a re-
bound and an assist. Jason Terry supplied eight points, three rebounds
and a pair of steals. The Cavs remain in last place in the Eastern
Conference’s Atlantic Division. They now head home to face the
Toronto Raptors on Saturday night.

(b) Our model

Table 5: Example summaries generated with Puduppully et al. (2019)’s model (left) and our model (right). Names
in bold face are salient entities. Blue numbers are correct relations derived from input data records but are not
observed in reference summary. Orange numbers are incorrect relations. Green numbers are correct relations
mentioned in reference summary.

porating writer information w. As discussed in
Section 4.5, w is supposed to affect both content
planning and surface realization. Our experimen-
tal result is consistent with the discussion.

7 Conclusion

In this research, we proposed a new data-to-text
model that produces a summary text while track-
ing the salient information that imitates a human-
writing process. As a result, our model outper-
formed the existing models in all evaluation mea-
sures. We also explored the effects of incorpo-
rating writer information to data-to-text models.
With writer information, our model successfully

generated highest quality summaries that scored
20.84 points of BLEU score.
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A Algorithm

The generation process of our model is shown
in Algorithm 1. For a concise description, we
omit the condition for each probability notation.
<SOD> and <EOD> represent “start of the doc-
ument” and “end of the document”, respectively.

B Experimental settings

We set the dimensions of the embeddings to 128,
and those of the hidden state of RNN to 512 and all
of parameters are initialized with the Xavier ini-
tialization (Glorot and Bengio, 2010). We set the
maximum number of epochs to 30, and choose the
model with the highest BLEU score on the devel-
opment data. The initial learning rate is 2e-3 and
AMSGrad is also used for automatically adjusting
the learning rate (Reddi et al., 2018). Our imple-
mentation uses DyNet (Neubig et al., 2017).
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Algorithm 1: Generation process
Input: Data records s,
Annotations Z1:T , E1:T , A1:T , N1:T

1 Initialize {re,a,v}r∈x, {ē}e∈E , hLM
0 , hENT

0

2 t← 0
3 et, yt ← NONE, < SOD >
4 while yt 6=< EOD > do
5 t← t+ 1
6 if p(Zt = 1) ≥ 0.5 then

/* Select the entity */
7 et ← arg max p(Et = e′t)
8 if et 6∈ Et−1 then

/* If et is a new entity */

9 hENT′
t ← GRUE(ēt,h

ENT
t−1)

10 Et ← Et−1 ∪ {et}
11 else if et 6= et−1 then

/* If et has been observed before, but is different from
the previous one. */

12 hENT’
t ← GRUE(W ShENT

s ,hENT
t−1),

13 where s = max{s : s ≤ t− 1, e = es}
14 else
15 hENT’

t ← hENT
t−1

/* Select an attribute for the entity, et. */
16 at ← arg max p(At = a′t)

17 hENT
t ← GRUA(ret,at,x[et,at],h

ENT′
t )

18 if at is a number attribute then
19 if p(Nt = 1) ≥ 0.5 then
20 yt ← numeral of x[et, at]
21 else
22 yt ← x[et, at]
23 end
24 else
25 yt ← x[et, at]

26 h′t ← tanh
(
WH(hLM

t−1 ⊕ hENT
t )

)

27 hLM
t ← LSTM(yt ⊕ h′t,hLM

t−1)
28 else
29 et, at,h

ENT
t ← et−1, at−1,hENT

t−1
30 h′t ← tanh

(
WH(hLM

t−1 ⊕ hENT
t )

)

31 yt ← arg max p(Yt)

32 hLM
t ← LSTM(yt ⊕ h′t,hLM

t−1)
33 end
34 if yt is “.” then
35 hENT

t ← GRUA(vREFRESH,h
ENT
t )

36 end
37 return y1:t−1;
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Abstract

This paper investigates a new task named
Conversational Question Generation (CQG)
which is to generate a question based on a pas-
sage and a conversation history (i.e., previous
turns of question-answer pairs). CQG is a cru-
cial task for developing intelligent agents that
can drive question-answering style conversa-
tions or test user understanding of a given pas-
sage. Towards that end, we propose a new ap-
proach named Reinforced Dynamic Reason-
ing (ReDR) network, which is based on the
general encoder-decoder framework but incor-
porates a reasoning procedure in a dynamic
manner to better understand what has been
asked and what to ask next about the pas-
sage. To encourage producing meaningful
questions, we leverage a popular question an-
swering (QA) model to provide feedback and
fine-tune the question generator using a rein-
forcement learning mechanism. Empirical re-
sults on the recently released CoQA dataset
demonstrate the effectiveness of our method in
comparison with various baselines and model
variants. Moreover, to show the applicability
of our method, we also apply it to create multi-
turn question-answering conversations for pas-
sages in SQuAD.

1 Introduction

In this work, we study a novel task of conversa-
tional question generation (CQG) which is given
a passage and a conversation history (i.e., previ-
ous turns of question-answer pairs), to generate
the next question.

CQG is an important task in its own right
for measuring the ability of machines to lead
a question-answering style conversation. It can
serve as an essential component of intelligent so-
cial bots or tutoring systems, asking meaningful

∗Work done while visiting the Ohio State University.

Shelly is in second grade. She is a new student at her 
school. Shelly's family has lived in many different places. 
Shelly was born in Florida. Her family moved to 
Tennessee when she was two years old. When she was 
four years old, they moved to Texas. They moved from 
there to Arizona, where they now live. 

Q1: What grade is Shelly in ?
A1: second
R1: Shelly is in second grade.

Q2: Was she a new student ? 
A2: Yes 
R2: She is a new student at her school.

Q3: Where did she move at 2 years old ? 
A2: Tennessee 
R3: Her family moved to Tennessee when she was two 
years old.

Figure 1: An example from the CoQA dataset. Each
turn contains a question (Q) and an answer (A). The
dataset also provides a rationale (R) (i.e., a text span
from the passage) to support each answer.

and coherent questions to engage users or test stu-
dent understanding about a certain topic. On the
other hand, as shown in Figure 1, large-scale high-
quality conversational question answering (CQA)
datasets such as CoQA (Reddy et al., 2018) and
QuAC (Choi et al., 2018) can help train models to
answer sequential questions. However, manually
creating such datasets is quite costly, e.g., CoQA
spent 3.6 USD per passage on crowdsourcing for
conversation collection, and automatic CQG can
potentially help reduce the cost, especially when
there are a large set of passages available.

In recent years, automatic question generation
(QG), which aims to generate natural questions
based on a certain type of data sources including
structured knowledge bases (Serban et al., 2016b;
Guo et al., 2018) and unstructured texts (Rus et al.,
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2010; Heilman and Smith, 2010; Du et al., 2017;
Du and Cardie, 2018), has been widely studied.
However, previous works mainly focus on gener-
ating standalone and independent questions based
on a given passage. To the best of our knowledge,
we are the first to explore CQG, i.e., generating the
next question based on a passage and a conversa-
tion history.

Comparing with previous QG tasks, CQG needs
to take into account not only the given passage,
but also the conversation history, and is potentially
more challenging as it requires a deep understand-
ing of what has been asked so far and what infor-
mation should be asked for the next round, in order
to make a coherent conversation.

In this paper, we present a novel framework
named Reinforced Dynamic Reasoning (ReDR)
network. Inspired by the recent success of reading
comprehension models (Xiong et al., 2017; Seo
et al., 2017), ReDR adapts their reasoning proce-
dure (which encodes the knowledge of the passage
and the conversation history based on a coatten-
tion mechanism) and moreover dynamically up-
dates the encoding representation based on a soft
decision maker to generate a coherent question. In
addition, to encourage ReDR to generate mean-
ingful and interesting questions, ideally, one may
employ humans to provide feedback, but as widely
acknowledged, involving humans in the loop for
training models can be very costly. Therefore,
in this paper, we leverage a popular and effec-
tive reading comprehension (or QA) model (Chen
et al., 2017) to predict the answer to a generated
question and use its answer quality (which can be
seen as a proxy for real human feedback) as re-
wards to fine-tune our model based on a reinforce-
ment learning mechanism (Williams, 1992).

Our contributions are summarized as follows:

• We introduce a new task of Conversational
Question Generation (CQG), which is cru-
cial for developing intelligent agents to drive
question-answering style conversations and
can potentially provide valuable datasets for
future relevant research.

• We propose a new and effective framework
for CQG, which is equipped with a dynamic
reasoning component to generate a conversa-
tional question and is further fine-tuned via a
reinforcement learning mechanism.

• We show the effectiveness of our method us-

ing the recent CoQA dataset. Moreover, we
show its wide applicability by using it to cre-
ate multi-turn QA conversations for passages
in SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016).

2 Task Definition

Formally, we define the task of Conversational
Question Generation (CQG) as: Given a pas-
sage X and the previous turns of question-
answer pairs {(q1, a1), (q2, a2), ..., (qk−1, ak−1)}
about X , CQG aims to generate the next question
qk that is related to the given passage and coherent
with the previous questions and answers, i.e.,

qk = argmax
qk

P (qk|X, q<k, a<k) (1)

where P (qk|X, q<k, a<k) is a conditional proba-
bility of generating the question qk.

3 Methodology

We show our proposed framework named Rein-
forced Dynamic Reasoning (ReDR) network in
Figure 2. Since a full passage is usually too long
and makes it hard to focus on the most relevant
information for generating the next question, our
method first selects a text span from the passage
as the rationale at each conversation turn, and then
dynamically models the reasoning procedure for
encoding the conversation history and the selected
rationale, before finally decoding the next ques-
tion.

3.1 Rationale Selection
We simply set each sentence in the passage as the
corresponding rationale for each turn of the con-
versation. When experimenting with CoQA, we
use the rationale span provided in the dataset. Be-
sides for simplicity and efficiency, another reason
that we adopt this rule-based method is that pre-
vious research demonstrated that the transition of
the dialog attention is smooth (Reddy et al., 2018;
Choi et al., 2018), meaning that earlier questions
in a conversation are usually answerable by the
preceding part of the passage while later questions
tend to focus on the ending part of the passage.
The selected rationale is then leveraged by subse-
quent modules for question generation.

3.2 Encoding & Reasoning
At each turn k, we denote the conversation his-
tory as a sequence of m tokens, i.e., c =
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Figure 2: Overview of our Reinforced Dynamic Reasoning (ReDR) network. The reasoning mechanism iteratively
reads the conversation history and at each iteration, its output is dynamically combined with the previous encoding
representation through a soft decision maker (pd) as the new encoding representation, which is fed into the next
iteration. The model is finally fine-tuned by the reward defined by the quality of the answer predicted from a QA
model.

{c1, c2, ..., cm}, which concatenates the previous
questions and answers <q1, a1, ..., qk−1, ak−1>,
and represent the rationale as a sequence of n to-
kens, i.e., r = {r1, r2, ..., rn}. As mentioned
earlier, different from previous question genera-
tion tasks, we have two knowledge sources (i.e.,
the conversation history and the rationale) as the
inputs. A good encoding of them is crucial for
task performance and might involve a reasoning
procedure across previous question-answer pairs
and the selected rationale for determining the next
question. We feed them respectively into a bi-
directional LSTM and obtain their contextual rep-
resentations C ∈ Rd×m and R ∈ Rd×n. Inspired
by the coattention reasoning mechanism in previ-
ous reading comprehension works (Xiong et al.,
2017; Seo et al., 2017; Pan et al., 2017), we com-
pute an alignment matrix of C and R to link and
fuse the information flow: S = R>C ∈ Rn×m.
We normalize this alignment matrix column-wise
(i.e., softmax(S)) to obtain the relevance degree of
each token in the conversation history to the whole
rationale. The new representation of the conversa-
tion history w.r.t. the rationale is obtained via:

H = R · softmax(S) ∈ Rd×m (2)

Similarly, we compute the attention over the
conversation history for each word in the ratio-
nale via softmax(S>) and obtain the context-
dependent representation of the rationale by
C · softmax(S>). In addition, as in (Xiong

et al., 2017), we also consider the above new
representation of the conversation history and
map it to the space of rationale encodings via
H · softmax(S>), and finally obtain the co-
dependent representation of the rationale and the
conversation history:

G = [C;H] · softmax(S>) ∈ R2d×n (3)

where [; ] means concatenation across row dimen-
sion. To deeply capture the interaction between
the rationale and the conversation history, we feed
the co-dependent representation G combined with
the rationale R into an integration model instanti-
ated by a bi-directional LSTM:

u0
i = BiLSTM(u0

i−1,u
0
i+1, [Gi;Ri]) ∈ Rd (4)

We define the reasoning process in our paper
as Eqn. (2-4), and now obtain a matrix U0 =
[u0

1,u
0
2, ...,u

0
n] as the encoding representation af-

ter one-layer reasoning procedure, which can be
fed into the decoder subsequently.

3.3 Dynamic Reasoning
Oftentimes the conversation history is very infor-
mative and complicated, and one single layer of
reasoning may be insufficient to comprehend the
subtle relationship among the rationale, the con-
versation history, and the to-be-generated ques-
tion. Therefore, we propose a dynamic reasoning
procedure to iteratively update the encoding repre-
sentation. We regard U0 as a new representation
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of the rationale and input it to the next layer of
reasoning together with C:

Ũ1 = Freason(U
0,C) (5)

where Freason is the reasoning procedure (Eqn. 2-
4), and Ũ1 is the hidden states of the BiLSTM in-
tegration model at the next reasoning layer. To ef-
fectively learn what information in Ũ1 and U0 is
relevant to keep, we use a soft decision maker to
determine their weights:

U1 = pd �U0 + (e1 − pd)� Ũ1

pd = σ(w>u U
0 +w>g G+w>r R+ b)

(6)

where e1 is an all-ones vector, and wu,wg,wr,b
are trainable parameters. pd ∈ Rn is the decision
maker, used as a soft switch to choose between dif-
ferent levels of reasoning. U1 is the representation
to be used for the next layer of reasoning. This it-
erative procedure halts when a maximum number
of reasoning layers N is reached (N ≥ 1). The
final representation UN is fed into the decoder.

3.4 Decoding

The decoder generates a word by sampling from
the probability Pgen(yt|y<t, c, r) which can be
computed via:

Pgen(yt|y<t, c, r) = MLP(ot,vt)

ot = LSTM(ot−1,Emb(yt−1),vt−1)
(7)

where MLP stands for a standard multilayer per-
ceptron network, yt is the t-th word in the gen-
erated question, ot is the hidden state of the de-
coder at time step t, and Emb(·) indicates the
word embedding. vt is an attentive read of the en-
coding representation: vt =

∑n
i=1 αt,iu

N
i , where

the weight αt,i ∈ (0, 1) is scored by another
MLP(ot,u

N
i ) network.

Observing that a question may share common
words with the rationale that it is based on and in-
spired by the widely adopted copy mechanism (Gu
et al., 2016; See et al., 2017), we also apply a
pointer network for the generator to copy words
from the rationale. Now the probability of gener-
ating target word yt becomes:

P (yt|y<t, c, r) = λPgen(yt) + (1− λ)Ppt(yt)
(8)

where Pgen(yt)=Pgen(yt|y<t, c, r) is defined ear-
lier, Ppt(yt) =

∑
i:ri=yt

αt,i is the probability of

copying word yt from r (only if r contains yt),
and λ is the weight to balance the two:

λ = σ(w>v vt +w>o ot +w>y Emb(yt−1) + bpt)
(9)

where w>v , w>o , w>y and bpt are to be learnt. To
optimize all parameters in ReDR, we adopt the
maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) approach,
i.e., maximizing the summed log likelihood of
words in a target question.

3.5 Reinforcement Learning for Fine-tuning
As shown by recent datasets like CoQA and
QuAC, human-created questions tend to be mean-
ingful and interesting. For example, in Figure 1,
given the second rationale R2 “She is a new
student at her school”, humans tend not to ask
“Where is she?”, and similarly given R3, they usu-
ally do not create the question “What happened?”.
Although both are legitimate questions, they tend
to be less interesting and meaningful compared
with the human-created ones shown in Figure 1.
The interestingness or meaningfulness of a ques-
tion is subjective and hard to define, automatically
measuring which is a difficult problem itself. Ide-
ally, one can involve humans in the loop to judge
the generated question and provide feedback, but
it can be very costly, if not impossible.

Driven by such observations, we use the RE-
INFORCE (Williams, 1992) algorithm and adopt
one of the state-of-the-art reading comprehension
models DrQA (Chen et al., 2017) as a substitute
for humans to provide feedback to the question
generator. DrQA answers a question based on the
given passage and has achieved a competitive per-
formance on CoQA (Reddy et al., 2018). Dur-
ing training, we apply DrQA to answer a gener-
ated question, and compare its answer with the
human-provided answer (which is associated with
the same rationale for generating the question)1.
If the answers match well with each other, we re-
gard our generator produces a meaningful ques-
tion since it asks about the same thing as humans
do, and will assign high rewards to such questions.

Formally, we minimize the negative expected
reward for a generated question:

JRL = −Eq∼π(q|r,c)[R(a, a∗)] (10)

where π(q|r, c) = ∏t P (yt|y<t, c, r) is the action
policy defined in Eqn. (8) for producing question

1We use the CoQA dataset for training and such informa-
tion is available as shown in Figure 1.
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Dataset Passages QA Turns per
Pairs Passage

Training 7199 10.8k 15.0
Dev 500 8.0k 15.9

Table 1: Statistics of the CoQA dataset.

q given rationale r and conversation history c, and
R(a, a∗) is the reward function defined by the F1
score2 between the DrQA predicted answer a and
the human-provided answer a∗. For computational
efficiency concerns, during training, we make sure
that the ground-truth question is in the sampling
pool and use beam search to generate 5 more ques-
tions.

Note that besides providing rewards for fine-
tuning our generator, DrQA model also serves an-
other purpose: When applying our framework to
any passage, we can use DrQA to produce an an-
swer to the currently generated question so that
the conversation history can be updated for the
next-turn of question generation. In addition, our
framework is not limited to DrQA and other more
advanced QA models can apply as well.

4 Experiments

4.1 Dataset

We use the CoQA dataset3 (Reddy et al., 2018) to
experiment with our ReDR and baseline methods.
CoQA contains text passages from diverse do-
mains, conversational questions and answers de-
veloped for each passage, as well as rationales
(i.e., text spans extracted from given passages) to
support answers. The dataset consists of 108k
questions in the training set and 8k questions in the
development (dev) set with a large hidden test set
for competition purpose, and our results are shown
on the dev set.

4.2 Baselines

As discussed earlier, CQG has been under-
investigated so far, and there are few existing base-
lines for our comparison. Because of their high
relevance with our task as well as their superior
performance demonstrated by previous works, we
choose to compare with the following models:

2F1 score is the common evaluation metric for QA and is
defined as the harmonic mean of precision and recall.

3https://stanfordnlp.github.io/coqa/

Seq2Seq (Sutskever et al., 2014) is a basic
encoder-decoder sequence learning system, which
has been widely used for machine translation (Lu-
ong et al., 2015) and dialogue generation (Wen
et al., 2017). We concatenate the rationale and the
conversation history as the input sequence in our
setting.

NQG (Du et al., 2017) is a strong attention-
based neural network approach for question gen-
eration task. The input is the same as the above
Seq2Seq model.

4.3 Implementation Details

Our word embeddings are initialized by
glove.840B.300d (Pennington et al.,
2014). We set the LSTM hidden unit size to 500
and set the number of layers of LSTMs to 2 in
both the encoder and the decoder. Optimization
is performed using stochastic gradient descent
(SGD), with an initial learning rate of 1.0. The
learning rate starts decaying at the step 15000
with a decay rate of 0.95 for every 5000 steps.
The mini-batch size for the update is set at 64. We
set the dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) ratio as
0.3 and the beam size as 5. The maximum number
of iterations for the dynamic reasoning is set to be
3. Since the CoQA contains abstractive answers,
we apply DrQA as our question answering model
and follow Yatskar (2018) to separately train a
binary classifier to produce “yes” or “no” for
yes/no questions4. Code is available at https:
//github.com/ZJULearning/ReDR.

4.4 Automatic Evaluation

Metrics We follow previous question gener-
ation work (Xu et al., 2017; Du et al., 2017) to
use BLEU5 (Papineni et al., 2002) and ROUGE-L
(Lin, 2004) to measure the relevance between the
generated question and the ground-truth one. To
evaluate the diversity of the generated questions,
we follow (Li et al., 2016a) to calculate Dist-n
(n=1,2), which is the proportion of unique n-grams
over the total number of n-grams in the generated
questions for all passages, and (Zhang et al., 2018)
to use the Ent-n (n=4) metric, which reflects how
evenly the n-gram distribution is over all generated
questions. For all the metrics, the larger they are,

4Our modified DrQA model achieves 68.8 F1 scores on
the CoQA dev set.

5We adopt the 4th smoothing technique as proposed in
(Chen and Cherry, 2014) for short text generation.
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Models Relevance Diversity
BLEU RG-L Dist-1 Dist-2 Ent-4

Vanilla Seq2Seq Model 7.64 26.68 0.010 0.034 3.370
NQG (Du et al., 2017) 13.97 31.75 0.017 0.068 6.518
With 1 Layer Reasoning, no RL 16.13 32.24 0.053 0.171 7.862
With 2 Layer Reasoning, no RL 17.85 33.06 0.062 0.216 8.285
With 3 Layer Reasoning, no RL 17.42 32.88 0.061 0.205 8.247
With Dynamic Reasoning, no RL 19.10 33.57 0.064 0.220 8.304
Reinforced Dynamic Reasoning (ReDR) 19.69 34.05 0.069 0.225 8.367

Table 2: Quantitative evaluation for conversational question generation using CoQA dataset.

the more relevant or diverse the generated ques-
tions are.

Results and Analysis Table 2 shows the per-
formance of various models on the CoQA dataset.
As we can see, our model ReDR and its variants
perform much better than the baselines, which in-
dicates that the reasoning procedure can signifi-
cantly boost the quality of the encoding represen-
tations and thus improve the question generation
performance.

To investigate the effect of the reasoning proce-
dure and fine-tuning in our model design, we also
conduct an ablation study: (1) We first test our
model with only one layer of reasoning, i.e., di-
rectly feeding the encoding representation U0 into
the decoder. The results drop a lot on all the met-
rics, which indicates that there is abundant seman-
tic information in the input text so the multi-layer
reasoning is necessary. (2) We then augment our
model with two or three layers of reasoning but
without the decision maker pd. In other words,
we directly use the hidden states of the integra-
tion LSTM as the input to the next reasoning layer
(formally, U j = Ũ j). We can see that the per-
formance of our model increases with a two-layer
reasoning while decreases with a three-layer rea-
soning. We conjecture that the two-layer reason-
ing network is saturated for most of the input text
sequences, thus directly adding a layer of network
for all the input text seems not optimal. (3) When
we add the decision maker to dynamically com-
pute the encoding representations, the results are
greatly improved, which demonstrates that using
a dynamic procedure can distribute proper weight
of each layer to the input sequences in different
lengths and amount of information. (4) Finally, we
fine-tune the model with the reinforcement learn-
ing framework, and the results show that using the

NQG ReDR Human

Naturalness 1.94 1.92 2.14
Relevance 1.16 2.02 2.82
Coherence 1.12 1.94 2.94
Richness 1.16 2.30 2.54
Answerability 1.18 1.86 2.96

Table 3: Human evaluation results on CoQA. “Human”
in the table means the original human-created questions
in CoQA.

answer quality as the reward is helpful for gener-
ating better questions.

4.5 Human Evaluation
We conduct human evaluation to measure the
quality of generated questions. We randomly sam-
pled 50 questions along with their conversation
history and the passage, and consider 5 aspects:
Naturalness, which indicates the grammaticality
and fluency; Relevance, which indicates the con-
nection with the topic of the passage; Coherence,
which measures whether the generated question is
coherent with the conversation history; Richness,
which measures the amount of information con-
tained in the question. Answerability, which indi-
cates whether the question is answerable based on
the passage. For each sample, 5 people 6 are asked
to rank three questions (the ReDR question, the
NQG question and the human-created question)
by assigning each a score from {1,2,3} (the higher,
the better). For each aspect, we show the average
score across the five annotators on all samples.

Table 3 shows the results of human evaluation.
We can see that our method almost outperforms
NQG in all aspects. For Naturalness, the three

6All annotators are native English speakers.
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Category NQG ReDR Human

Question Type
“what” Question 0.45 0.42 0.35
“which” Question 0.01 0.01 0.02
“when” Question 0.07 0.05 0.04
“where” Question 0.08 0.06 0.07
“who” Question 0.06 0.22 0.15
“why” Question 0.15 0.03 0.03
yes/no Question 0.08 0.07 0.21

Linguistic Feature
Question Length 4.05 5.34 6.48
Explicit Coref. 0.51 0.53 0.47
Implicit Coref. 0.32 0.19 0.19

Table 4: Linguistic statistics for the generated ques-
tions and the human annotated questions in CoQA.

methods obtain the similar scores, which is proba-
bly because that the most generated questions are
short and fluent, makes them have no significant
difference on this aspect. We also observe that on
the Relevance, Coherence and Answerability as-
pects, there is an obvious gap between the genera-
tive models and human annotation. This indicates
that the contextual understanding is still a chal-
lenging problem for the task of the conversational
question generation.

4.6 Linguistic Analysis

We further analyze the generated questions in
terms of their linguistic features and constitutions
in Table 4, from which we draw three observa-
tions: (1) Overall, the distribution of the major
types of questions generated by ReDR is closer
to human-created questions, in comparison with
NQG. For example, ReDR generates a large por-
tion of “what” and “who” questions, similarly as
humans. (2) We observe that NQG tends to gen-
erate many single-word questions such as “Why?”
while our method successfully alleviates this prob-
lem. (3) Both ReDR and NQG generate fewer
yes/no questions than humans, as a result of gen-
erating more “wh”-type of questions.

For the relationship between a question and
its conversation history, following the analysis in
CoQA, we randomly sample 150 questions respec-
tively from each method and observe that about
50% questions generated by ReDR contain ex-
plicit coreference markers such as “he”, “she” or
“it”, which is similar to the other two methods.

Once upon a time, in a barn near a farm house, there lived a 
little white kitten named Cotton. Cotton lived high up in a 
nice warm place above the barn where all of the farmer's 
horses slept. But Cotton wasn't alone in her little home above 
the barn, oh no. She shared her hay bed with her mommy and 
5 other sisters...

OQ1: What color was cotton ? 
A1: white
NQG: What type of animal was it ?
ReDR: What was the animal 's name ?

OQ2: Where did she live ?
A2: in a barn
NQG: What was it ?
ReDR: What kind of house did she live ?

OQ3: Did she live alone ?
A3: no
NQG: Why ? 
ReDR: Was she alone ?

OQ4: Who did she live with?
A4: with her mommy and 5 sisters
NQG: What does she do ?
ReDR: Who else ?

Figure 3: Example questions generated by human (i.e.,
original questions denoted as OQ), NQG and our ReDR
on CoQA.

However, NQG generates much more questions
consisting of implicit coreference markers like
“Where?” or “Who?”, which can be less meaning-
ful or not answerable as also verified in Table 3.

4.7 Case Study

In Figure 3, we show the output questions of
our ReDR and NQG on an example from CoQA
dataset. For the first turn, both ReDR and NQG
generate a meaningful and answerable question.
For the second turn, NQG generates “What was
it?”, which is answerable and related to the con-
versation history but simpler than our question
“What kind of house did she live?”. For the third
turn, NQG generates a coherent but less meaning-
ful question “Why?”, while our method generates
“Was she alone?”, which is very similar to the
human-created question. For the last turn, NQG
produces a question that is neither coherent nor an-
swerable, while ReDR asks a much better question
“Who else?”.

To show the applicability of ReDR to generate
QA style conversations on any passages, we apply
it to passages in the SQuAD reading comprehen-
sion dataset (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) and show an
example in Figure 4. Since there are no rationales
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The game's Media Day, which was typically held on the 
Tuesday afternoon prior to the game, was moved to the 
Monday evening and rebranded as super bowl opening night. 
The event was held on February 1, 2016 at Sap Center in San 
Jose. Alongside the traditional media availabilities, the event 
featured an opening ceremony with player introductions on a 
replica of the golden gate bridge …

Q1: What was held on Monday ? 
A1: game's Media Day

Q2: Where ? 
A2: Sap Center 

Q3: What was the opening ceremony for ?
A3: player introductions 

Figure 4: Our generated conversation on a SQuAD
passage. The questions are generated by our ReDR and
the answers are predicted by DrQA.

provided in the dataset for generating consecutive
questions, we first apply our rule-based rationale
selection as introduced in Section 3.1 and then
generate a question based on the selected rationale
and the conversation history. The answers are pre-
dicted by our modified DrQA. Figure 4 shows that
our generated questions are closely related to the
passage, e.g., the first question contains “Monday”
and the third one mentions “opening ceremony”.
Moreover, we can also generate interesting ques-
tions such as “Where?” which connects to previ-
ous questions and makes a coherent conversation.

5 Related Work

Question Generation. Generating questions
from various kinds of sources, such as texts (Rus
et al., 2010; Heilman and Smith, 2010; Mitkov
and Ha, 2003; Du et al., 2017), search queries
(Zhao et al., 2011), knowledge bases (Serban
et al., 2016b) and images (Mostafazadeh et al.,
2016), has attracted much attention recently.
Our work is most related to previous work on
generating questions from sentences or para-
graphs. Most early approaches are based on
rules and templates (Heilman and Smith, 2010;
Mitkov and Ha, 2003), while Du et al. (2017)
recently proposed to generate a question by a
Sequence-to-Sequence neural network model
(Sutskever et al., 2014) with attention (Luong
et al., 2015). Other approaches such as (Zhou
et al., 2017; Subramanian et al., 2017) take into
account the answer information in addition to the
given sentence or paragraph. (Du and Cardie,

2018; Song et al., 2018) further modeled the sur-
rounding paragraph-level information of the given
sentence. However, most of the work focused
on generating standalone questions solely based
on a sentence or a paragraph. In contrast, this
work explores conversational question generation
and has to additionally consider the conversation
history in order to generate a coherent question,
making the task much more challenging.

Conversation Generation. Building chatbots
and conversational agents has been pursued by
many previous work (Ritter et al., 2011; Vinyals
and Le, 2015; Sordoni et al., 2015; Serban et al.,
2016a; Li et al., 2016a,b). Vinyals and Le
(2015) used a Sequence-to-Sequence neural net-
work (Sutskever et al., 2014) for generating a re-
sponse given the dialog history. Li et al. (2016a)
further optimized the response diversity by max-
imizing the mutual information between inputs
and output responses. Different from these work
where the response can be in any form (usually
a declarative statement) and is generated solely
based on the dialog history, our task is poten-
tially more challenging as it additionally restricts
the generated response to be a follow-up question
about a given passage.

Conversational Question Answering (CQA).
CQA aims to automatically answer a sequence of
questions. It has been studied in the knowledge
base setting (Saha et al., 2018; Iyyer et al., 2017)
and is often framed as a semantic parsing problem.
Recently released large-scale datasets (Reddy
et al., 2018; Choi et al., 2018) enabled studying it
in the textual setting where the information source
used to answer questions is a given passage, and
they inspired many significant work (Zhu et al.,
2018; Huang et al., 2018; Yatskar, 2018). How-
ever, collecting such datasets has heavily relied on
human efforts and can be very costly. Based on
one of the most popular datasets CoQA (Reddy
et al., 2018), we examine the possibility of au-
tomatically generating conversational questions,
which can potentially reduce the data collection
cost for CQA.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce the task of Conversa-
tional Question Generation (CQG), and propose a
novel framework which achieves promising per-
formance on the popular dataset CoQA. We in-
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corporate a dynamic reasoning procedure to the
general encoder-decoder model and dynamically
update the encoding representations of the inputs.
Moreover, we use the quality of the answers pre-
dicted by a QA model as rewards and fine-tune our
model via reinforcement learning. In the future,
we would like to explore how to better select the
rationale for each question. Besides, it would also
be interesting to consider using linguistic knowl-
edge such as named entities or part-of-speech tags
to improve the coherence of the conversation.
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Abstract

Currently, no large-scale training data is avail-
able for the task of scientific paper sum-
marization. In this paper, we propose a
novel method that automatically generates
summaries for scientific papers, by utilizing
videos of talks at scientific conferences. We
hypothesize that such talks constitute a coher-
ent and concise description of the papers’ con-
tent, and can form the basis for good sum-
maries. We collected 1716 papers and their
corresponding videos, and created a dataset
of paper summaries. A model trained on this
dataset achieves similar performance as mod-
els trained on a dataset of summaries created
manually. In addition, we validated the quality
of our summaries by human experts.

1 Introduction

The rate of publications of scientific papers is
increasing and it is almost impossible for re-
searchers to keep up with relevant research. Au-
tomatic text summarization could help mitigate
this problem. In general, there are two com-
mon approaches to summarizing scientific papers:
citations-based, based on a set of citation sen-
tences (Nakov et al., 2004; Abu-Jbara and Radev,
2011; Yasunaga et al., 2019), and content-based,
based on the paper itself (Collins et al., 2017;
Nikola Nikolov and Hahnloser, 2018). Auto-
matic summarization is studied exhaustively for
the news domain (Cheng and Lapata, 2016; See
et al., 2017), while summarization of scientific pa-
pers is less studied, mainly due to the lack of large-
scale training data. The papers’ length and com-
plexity require substantial summarization effort
from experts. Several methods were suggested to
reduce these efforts (Yasunaga et al., 2019; Collins
et al., 2017), still they are not scalable as they re-
quire human annotations.

∗ The authors contributed equally.

Title: Split and Rephrase: Better Evaluation and Stronger Baselines (Aharoni and Goldberg, 2018)
Paper: Processing long, complex sentences is challenging. This is true either for humans in various
circumstances or in NLP tasks like parsing and machine translation . An automatic system capable
of breaking a complex sentence into several simple sentences that convey the same meaning is very
appealing . A recent work by Narayan et al. (2017) introduced a dataset, evaluation method and
baseline systems for the task, naming it Split-and Rephrase . The dataset includes 1,066,115 instances
mapping a single complex sentence to a sequence of sentences that express the same meaning, together
with RDF triples that describe their semantics. They considered two . . . Indeed, feeding the model with
examples containing entities alone without any facts about them causes it to output perfectly phrased
but unsupported facts (Table 3). Digging further, we find that 99% of the simple sentences (more than
89% of the unique ones) in the validation and test sets also appear in the training set, which coupled
with the good memorization capabilities of SEQ2SEQ models and the relatively small number of dis-
tinct simple sentences helps to explain the high BLEU score . To aid further research on the task, we
propose a more challenging split of the data . We also establish a stronger baseline by extending the
SEQ2SEQ approach with a copy mechanism, which was shown . . . We encourage future work on the
split-and-rephrase task to use our new data split or the v1.0 split instead of the original one.
Talk transcript: let’s begin with the motivation so processing long complex sentences is a hard task
this is true for arguments like children people with reading disabilities second language learners but
this is also true for sentence level and NLP systems , for example previous work show that depen-
dency parsers degrade performance when they’re introduced with longer and longer sentences, in a
similar result was shown for neural machine translation , where neural machine translation systems
introduced with longer sentences starting degrading performance, the question rising here is can we
automatically break a complex sentence into several simple ones while preserving the meaning or the
semantics and this can be a useful component in NLP pipelines . For example, the split and rephrase
task was introduced in the last EMNLP by Narayan, Gardent and Shimarina, where they introduced
a dataset, an evaluation method and baseline models for this task. The task definition can be taking
a complex sentence and breaking it into several simple ones with the same meaning . For example,
. . . semantics units in the source sentence and then rephrasing those units into a single sentences on
the target site. In this work we first show the simple neural models seem to perform very well on the
original benchmark, but this is only due to memorization of the training set , we propose a more chal-
lenging data split for the task to discourage this memorization and we perform automatic evaluation
in error analysis on the new benchmark showing that the task is still very far from being solved.

Table 1: Alignment example between a paper’s Intro-
duction section and first 2:40 minutes of the talk’s tran-
script. The different colors show corresponding content
between the transcript to the written paper.

Recently, academic conferences started publish-
ing videos of talks (e.g., ACL1, EMNLP1, ICML2,
and more). In such talks, the presenter (usually
a co-author) must describe their paper coherently
and concisely (since there is a time limit), provid-
ing a good basis for generating summaries. Based
on this idea, in this paper, we propose a new
method, named TALKSUMM (acronym for Talk-
based Summarization), to automatically generate
extractive content-based summaries for scientific
papers based on video talks. Our approach uti-
lizes the transcripts of video content of conference
talks, and treat them as spoken summaries of pa-
pers. Then, using unsupervised alignment algo-
rithms, we map the transcripts to the correspond-
ing papers’ text, and create extractive summaries.
Table 1 gives an example of an alignment between

1vimeo.com/aclweb
2icml.cc/Conferences/2017/Videos
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a paper and its talk transcript (see Table 3 in the
appendix for a complete example).

Summaries generated with our approach can
then be used to train more complex and data-
demanding summarization models. Although our
summaries may be noisy (as they are created auto-
matically from transcripts), our dataset can easily
grow in size as more conference videos are aggre-
gated. Moreover, our approach can generate sum-
maries of various lengths.

Our main contributions are as follows: (1) we
propose a new approach to automatically gener-
ate summaries for scientific papers based on video
talks; (2) we create a new dataset, that contains
1716 summaries for papers from several computer
science conferences, that can be used as training
data; (3) we show both automatic and human eval-
uations for our approach. We make our dataset and
related code publicly available3. To our knowl-
edge, this is the first approach to automatically cre-
ate extractive summaries for scientific papers by
utilizing the videos of conference talks.

2 Related Work

Several works focused on generating training
data for scientific paper summarization (Yasunaga
et al., 2019; Jaidka et al., 2018; Collins et al.,
2017; Cohan and Goharian, 2018). Most promi-
nently, the CL-SciSumm shared tasks (Jaidka
et al., 2016, 2018) provide a total of 40 human
generated summaries; there, a citations-based ap-
proach is used, where experts first read citation
sentences (citances) that reference the paper being
summarized, and then read the whole paper. Then,
they create a summary of 150 words on average.

Recently, to mitigate annotation cost, Yasunaga
et al. (2019) proposed a method, in which human
annotators only read the abstract in addition to ci-
tances (not reading the full paper). Using this ap-
proach, they generated 1000 summaries, costing
600+ person-hours. Conversely, we generate sum-
maries, given transcripts of conference talks, in a
fully automatic manner, and, thus, our approach
is much more scalable. Collins et al. (2017)
also aimed at generating labeled data for scientific
paper summarization, based on “highlight state-
ments” that authors can provide in some publica-
tion venues.

Using external data to create summaries was
also proposed in the news domain. Wei and Gao

3https://github.com/levguy/talksumm

(2014, 2015) utilized tweets to decide which sen-
tences to extract from news article.

Finally, alignment between different modali-
ties (e.g., presentation, videos) and text was stud-
ied in different domains. Both Kan (2007) and
Bahrani and Kan (2013) studied the problem of
document to presentation alignment for scholarly
documents. Kan (2007) focused on the the discov-
ery and crawling of document-presentation pairs,
and a model to align between documents to cor-
responding presentations. In Bahrani and Kan
(2013) they extended previous model to include
also visual components of the slides. Aligning
video and text was studied mainly in the setting
of enriching videos with textual information (Bo-
janowski et al., 2015; Malmaud et al., 2015; Zhu
et al., 2015). Malmaud et al. (2015) used HMM
to align ASR transcripts of cooking videos and
recipes text for enriching videos with instructions.
Zhu et al. (2015) utilized books to enrich videos
with descriptive explanations. Bojanowski et al.
(2015) proposed to align video and text by pro-
viding a time stamp for every sentence. The main
difference between these works and ours is in the
alignment being used to generate textual training
data in our case, rather than to enrich videos.

3 The TALKSUMM Dataset

3.1 Data Collection

Recently, many computer science academic asso-
ciations including ACL, ACM, IMLS and more,
have started recording talks in different confer-
ences, e.g., ACL, NAACL, EMNLP, and other co-
located workshops. A similar trend occurs in other
domains such as Physics4, Biology5, etc.

In a conference, each speaker (usually a co-
author) presents their paper given a timeframe of
15-20 minutes. Thus, the talk must be coherent
and concentrate on the most important aspects of a
paper. Hence, the talk can be considered as a sum-
mary of the paper, as viewed by its authors, and
is much more comprehensive than the abstract,
which is written by the authors as well.

In this work, we focused on NLP and ML
conferences, and analyzed 1716 video talks from
ACL, NAACL, EMNLP, SIGDIAL (2015-2018),
and ICML (2017-2018). We downloaded the
videos and extracted the speech data. Then, via

4www.cleoconference.org
5igem.org/Videos/Lecture_Videos
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a publicly available ASR service6, we extracted
transcripts of the speech, and based on the video
metadata (e.g., title), we retrieved the correspond-
ing paper (in PDF format). We used Science-
Parse7 to extract the text of the paper, and applied a
simple processing in order to filter-out some noise
(e.g. lines starting with the word “Copyright”). At
the end of this process, the text of each paper is
associated with the transcript of the corresponding
talk.

3.2 Dataset Generation

The transcript itself cannot serve as a good sum-
mary for the corresponding paper, as it constitutes
only one modality of the talk (which also consists
of slides, for example), and hence cannot stand by
itself and form a coherent written text. Thus, to
create an extractive paper summary based on the
transcript, we model the alignment between spo-
ken words and sentences in the paper, assuming
the following generative process: During the talk,
the speaker generates words for describing ver-
bally sentences from the paper, one word at each
time step. Thus, at each time step, the speaker
has a single sentence from the paper in mind, and
produces a word that constitutes a part of its ver-
bal description. Then, at the next time-step, the
speaker either stays with the same sentence, or
moves on to describing another sentence, and so
on. Thus, given the transcript, we aim to retrieve
those “source” sentences and use them as the sum-
mary. The number of words uttered to describe
each sentence can serve as importance score, in-
dicating the amount of time the speaker spent de-
scribing the sentence. This enables to control the
summary length by considering only the most im-
portant sentences up to some threshold.

We use an HMM to model the assumed genera-
tive process. The sequence of spoken words is the
output sequence. Each hidden state of the HMM
corresponds to a single paper sentence. We heuris-
tically define the HMM’s probabilities as follows.

Denote by Y (1 : T ) the spoken words, and
by S(t) ∈ {1, ...,K} the paper sentence index at
time-step t ∈ {1, ..., T}. Similarly to Malmaud
et al. (2015), we define the emission probabilities

6www.ibm.com/watson/services/
speech-to-text/

7github.com/allenai/science-parse

to be:

p(Y (t) = y|S(t) = k) ∝ max
w∈words(k)

sim(y, w)

where words(k) is the set of words in the k’th
sentence, and sim is a semantic-similarity mea-
sure between words, based on word-vector dis-
tance. We use pre-trained GloVe (Pennington
et al., 2014) as the semantic vector representations
for words.

As for the transition probabilities, we must
model the speaker’s behavior and the transitions
between any two sentences in the paper. This
is unlike the simpler setting in Malmaud et al.
(2015), where transition is allowed between con-
secutive sentences only. To do so, denote the en-
tries of the transition matrix by T (k, l) = p(S(t+
1) = l|S(t) = k). We rely on the following as-
sumptions: (1) T (k, k) (the probability of staying
in the same sentence at the next time-step) is rel-
atively high. (2) There is an inverse relation be-
tween T (k, l) and |l − k|, i.e., it is more probable
to move to a nearby sentence than jumping to a
farther sentence. (3) S(t + 1) > S(t) is more
probable than the opposite (i.e., transition to a later
sentence is more probable than to an earlier one).
Although these assumptions do not perfectly re-
flect reality, they are a reasonable approximation
in practice.

Following these assumptions, we define the
HMM’s transition probability matrix. First, de-
fine the stay-probability as α = max(δ(1 −
K
T ), ε), where δ, ε ∈ (0, 1). This choice of stay-
probability is inspired by Malmaud et al. (2015),
using δ to fit it to our case where transitions be-
tween any two sentences are allowed, and ε to
handle rare cases where K is close to, or even
larger than T . Then, for each sentence index
k ∈ {1, ...,K}, we define:

T (k, k) = α

T (k, k + j) = βk · λj−1, j ≥ 1

T (k, k − j) = γ · βk · λj−1, j ≥ 1

where λ, γ, βk ∈ (0, 1), λ and γ are factors re-
flecting assumptions (2) and (3) respectively, and
for all k, βk is normalized s.t.

∑K
l=1 T (k, l) = 1.

The values of λ, γ, δ and ε were fixed through-
out our experiments at λ = 0.75, γ = 0.5,
δ = 0.33 and ε = 0.1. The average value of α,
across all papers, was around 0.3. The values of
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these parameters were determined based on eval-
uation over manually-labeled alignments between
the transcripts and the sentences of a small set of
papers.

Finally, we define the start-probabilities assum-
ing that the first spoken word must be conditioned
on a sentence from the Introduction section, hence
p(S(1)) is defined as a uniform distribution over
the Introduction section’s sentences.

Note that sentences which appear in the Ab-
stract, Related Work, and Acknowledgments sec-
tions of each paper are excluded from the HMM’s
hidden states, as we observed that presenters sel-
dom refer to them.

To estimate the MAP sequence of sentences, we
apply the Viterbi algorithm. The sentences in the
obtained sequence are the candidates for the pa-
per’s summary. For each sentence s appearing in
this sequence, denote by count(s) the number of
time-steps in which this sentence appears. Thus,
count(s) models the number of words generated
by the speaker conditioned on s, and, hence, can
be used as an importance score. Given a desired
summary length, one can draw a subset of top-
ranked sentences up to this length.

4 Experiments

4.1 Experimental Setup

Data For Evaluation We evaluate the quality
of our dataset generation method by training an
extractive summarization model, and evaluating
this model on a human-generated dataset of sci-
entific paper summaries. For this, we choose
the CL-SciSumm shared task (Jaidka et al., 2016,
2018), as this is the most established benchmark
for scientific paper summarization. In this dataset,
experts wrote summaries of 150 words length
on average, after reading the whole paper. The
evaluation is on the same test data used by Ya-
sunaga et al. (2019), namely 10 examples from
CL-SciSumm 2016, and 20 examples from CL-
SciSumm 2018 as validation data.

Training Data Using the HMM importance
scores, we create four training sets, two with
fixed-length summaries (150 and 250 words), and
two with fixed ratio between summary and paper
lengths (0.3 and 0.4). We train models on each
training set, and select the model yielding the best
performance on the validation set (evaluation is
always done with generating a 150-words sum-

Model 2-R 2-F 3-F SU4-F
TALKSUMM-HYBRID 35.05 34.11 27.19 24.13
TALKSUMM-ONLY 22.77 21.94 15.94 12.55
GCN HYBRID 2* 32.44 30.08 23.43 23.77
GCN CITED TEXT SPANS* 25.16 24.26 18.79 17.67
ABSTRACT* 29.52 29.4 23.16 23.34

Table 2: ROUGE scores on the CL-SciSumm 2016 test
benchmark. *: results from Yasunaga et al. (2019).

mary).

Summarization Model We train an extractive
summarization model on our TALKSUMM dataset,
using the extractive variant of Chen and Bansal
(2018). We test two summary generation ap-
proaches, similarly to Yasunaga et al. (2019).
First, for TALKSUMM-ONLY, we generate a 150-
words summary out of the top-ranked sentences
extracted by our trained model (sentences from the
Acknowledgments section are omitted, in case the
model extracts any). In the second approach, a
150-words summary is created by augmenting the
abstract with non-redundant sentences extracted
by our model, similarly to the “Hybrid 2” ap-
proach of Yasunaga et al. (2019). We perform
early-stopping and hyper-parameters tuning using
the validation set.

Baselines We compare our results to SCISUMM-
NET (Yasunaga et al., 2019) trained on 1000 sci-
entific papers summarized by human annotators.
As we use the same test set as in Yasunaga et al.
(2019), we directly compare their reported model
performance to ours, including their ABSTRACT

baseline which takes the abstract to be the paper’s
summary.

4.2 Results

Automatic Evaluation Table 2 summarizes the
results: both GCN CITED TEXT SPANS and
TALKSUMM-ONLY models, are not able to obtain
better performance than ABSTRACT8. However,
for the Hybrid approach, where the abstract is aug-
mented with sentences from the summaries emit-
ted by the models, our TALKSUMM-HYBRID out-
performs both GCN HYBRID 2 and ABSTRACT.
Importantly, our model, trained on automatically-
generated summaries, performs on par with mod-
els trained over SCISUMMNET, in which training
data was created manually.

8While the abstract was input to GCN CITED TEXT
SPANS, it was excluded from TALKSUMM-ONLY.
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Human Evaluation We conduct a human eval-
uation of our approach with support from authors
who presented their papers in conferences. As our
goal is to test more comprehensive summaries, we
generated summaries composed of 30 sentences
(approximately 15% of a long paper). We ran-
domly selected 15 presenters from our corpus and
asked them to perform two tasks, given the gen-
erated summary of their paper: (1) for each sen-
tence in the summary, we asked them to indicate
whether they considered it when preparing the talk
(yes/no question); (2) we asked them to globally
evaluate the quality of the summary (1-5 scale,
ranging from very bad to excellent, 3 means good).
For the sentence-level task (1), 73% of the sen-
tences were considered while preparing the talk.
As for the global task (2), the quality of the sum-
maries was 3.73 on average, with standard devia-
tion of 0.725. These results validate the quality of
our generation method.

5 Conclusion

We propose a novel automatic method to gener-
ate training data for scientific papers summariza-
tion, based on conference talks given by authors.
We show that the a model trained on our dataset
achieves competitive results compared to models
trained on human generated summaries, and that
the dataset quality satisfies human experts. In the
future, we plan to study the effect of other video
modalities on the alignment algorithm. We hope
our method and dataset will unlock new opportu-
nities for scientific paper summarization.
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A A Detailed Example

This section elaborates on the example presented
in Table 1. Table 3 extends Table 1 by showing
the manually-labeled alignment between the com-
plete text of the paper’s Introduction section, and
the corresponding transcript. Table 4 shows the
alignment obtained using the HMM. Each row in
this table corresponds to an interval of consecutive
time-steps (i.e., a sub-sequence of the transcript)
in which the same paper sentence was selected
by the Viterbi algorithm. The first column (Pa-
per Sentence) shows the selected sentences; The
second column (ASR transcript) shows the tran-
script obtained by the ASR system; The third col-
umn (Human transcript) shows the manually cor-
rected transcript, which is provided for readability

Title: Split and Rephrase: Better Evaluation and Stronger Baselines (Aharoni and Goldberg, 2018)
Paper: Processing long, complex sentences is challenging. This is true either for humans in various
circumstances or in NLP tasks like parsing and machine translation . An automatic system capable of
breaking a complex sentence into several simple sentences that convey the same meaning is very ap-
pealing . A recent work by Narayan et al. (2017) introduced a dataset, evaluation method and baseline
systems for the task, naming it Split-and Rephrase . The dataset includes 1,066,115 instances mapping
a single complex sentence to a sequence of sentences that express the same meaning, together with
RDF triples that describe their semantics. They considered two system setups: a text-to-text setup that
does not use the accompanying RDF information, and a semantics-augmented setup that does. They
report a BLEU score of 48.9 for their best text-to-text system, and of 78.7 for the best RDF-aware one.
We focus on the text-to-text setup, which we find to be more challenging and more natural. We begin
with vanilla SEQ2SEQ models with attention (Bahdanau et al., 2015) and reach an accuracy of 77.5
BLEU, substantially outperforming the text-to-text baseline of Narayan et al. (2017) and approaching
their best RDF-aware method. However, manual inspection reveal many cases of unwanted behaviors
in the resulting outputs: (1) many resulting sentences are unsupported by the input: they contain correct
facts about relevant entities, but these facts were not mentioned in the input sentence; (2) some facts
are repeated the same fact is mentioned in multiple output sentences; and (3) some facts are missing
mentioned in the input but omitted in the output. The model learned to memorize entity-fact pairs
instead of learning to split and rephrase. Indeed, feeding the model with examples containing entities
alone without any facts about them causes it to output perfectly phrased but unsupported facts (Table
3). Digging further, we find that 99% of the simple sentences (more than 89% of the unique ones) in
the validation and test sets also appear in the training set, which coupled with the good memorization
capabilities of SEQ2SEQ models and the relatively small number of distinct simple sentences helps to
explain the high BLEU score . To aid further research on the task, we propose a more challenging
split of the data . We also establish a stronger baseline by extending the SEQ2SEQ approach with a
copy mechanism, which was shown to be helpful in similar tasks (Gu et al., 2016; Merity et al., 2017;
See et al., 2017). On the original split, our models outperform the best baseline of Narayan et al.
(2017) by up to 8.68 BLEU, without using the RDF triples. On the new split, the vanilla SEQ2SEQ
models break completely, while the copy-augmented models perform better. In parallel to our work,
an updated version of the dataset was released (v1.0), which is larger and features a train/test split
protocol which is similar to our proposal. We report results on this dataset as well. The code and data
to reproduce our results are available on Github.1 We encourage future work on the split-and-rephrase
task to use our new data split or the v1.0 split instead of the original one.
Talk Transcript: Let’s begin with the motivation so processing long complex sentences is a hard
task this is true for arguments like children people with reading disabilities second language learners
but this is also true for sentence level and NLP systems for example previous work show that de-
pendency parsers degrade performance when they’re introduced with longer and longer sentences in
a similar result was shown for neural machine translation where neural machine translation systems
introduced with longer sentences starting degrading performance the question rising here is can we
automatically break a complex sentence into several simple ones while preserving the meaning or the
semantics and this can be a useful component in NLP pipelines . For example the split and rephrase
task was introduced in the last EMNLP by Narayan Gardent and Shimarina where they introduced a
dataset an evaluation method and baseline models for this task. The task definition can be taking a
complex sentence and breaking it into several simple ones with the same meaning . For example if you
take the sentence Alan being joined NASA in nineteen sixty three where he became a member of the
Apollo twelve mission along with Alfa Worden and his back a pilot and they’ve just got its commander
who would like to break the sentence into four sentences which can go as Alan bean serves as a crew
member of Apolo twelve Alfa Worden was the back pilot will close it was commanded by David
Scott now be was selected by NASA in nineteen sixty three we can see that the task requires first
identifying independence semantics units in the source sentence and then rephrasing those units into
a single sentences on the target site. In this work we first show the simple neural models seem to
perform very well on the original benchmark but this is only due to memorization of the training set
we propose a more challenging data split for the task to discourage this memorization and we perform
automatic evaluation in error analysis on the new benchmark showing that the task is still very far from
being solved.

Table 3: Alignment example between a paper’s Intro-
duction section and first 2:40 minutes of the talk’s tran-
script. The different colors show corresponding content
between the transcript to the written paper. This is the
full-text version of the example shown in Table 1.

(our model predicted the alignment based on the
raw ASR output); Finally, the forth column shows
whether our model has correctly aligned a paper
sentence with a sub-sequence of the transcript.
Rows with no values in this column correspond
to transcript sub-sequences which were not asso-
ciated with any paper sentence in the manually-
labeled alignment.
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Paper Sentence ASR transcript Human transcript
Processing long, complex
sentences is challenging.

base begin motivation
processing long complex
sentences hard task

Let’s begin with the moti-
vation so processing long
complex sentences is a
hard task

X

This is true either for hu-
mans in various circum-
stances or in NLP tasks
like parsing and machine
translation.

true arguments like chil-
dren people reading dis-
abilities second language
learners also true first
sentence level p system

this is true for arguments
like children people with
reading disabilities sec-
ond language learners but
this is also true for sen-
tence level and NLP sys-
tems

X

A recent work by
Narayan et al. (2017)
introduced a dataset,
evaluation method and
baseline systems for the
task, naming it Split-and
Rephrase.

previous work show data
tendency parsers great
performance introduced
longer longer sentences

previous work show that
dependency parsers de-
grade performance when
they’re introduced with
longer and longer sen-
tences

7

This is true either for hu-
mans in various circum-
stances or in NLP tasks
like parsing and machine
translation.

similar results showing
new machine translation
new machine translation

similar result was shown
for neural machine trans-
lation where neural ma-
chine translation

X

An automatic system ca-
pable of breaking a com-
plex sentence into sev-
eral simple sentences that
convey the same meaning
is very appealing.

systems introduced
longer sentences starting
performance question ris-
ing automatically break
complex sentence several
simple ones preserving
meaning semantics useful
company p like example

systems introduced with
longer sentences starting
degrading performance
the question rising here
is can we automatically
break a complex sentence
into several simple ones
while preserving the
meaning or the semantics
and this can be a use-
ful component in NLP
pipelines for example

X

A recent work by
Narayan et al. (2017)
introduced a dataset,
evaluation method and
baseline systems for the
task, naming it Split-and
Rephrase.

leader task introduced
last ’ll bynari guard going
marina introduced data
sets evaluation method
baseline models task

the split and rephrase task
was introduced in the
last EMNLP by Narayan
Gardent and Shimarina
where they introduced
a dataset an evaluation
method and baseline
models for this task

X

An automatic system ca-
pable of breaking a com-
plex sentence into sev-
eral simple sentences that
convey the same meaning
is very appealing.

phoenician taking com-
plex sentences break
several simple ones
example take sentence
alan joined nasa nine-
teen sixty three became
member apollo twelve
mission along word
inspect pilot got com-
mander would like break
sentence sentences go
alan serves crew member
twelve word better polls
commanded david scott
selected nasa nineteen
sixty three

the task definition can
be taking a complex
sentence and break it
into several simple ones
for example if you take
the sentence Alan being
joined NASA in nineteen
sixty three where he
became a member of the
Apollo twelve mission
along with Alfa Worden
and his back a pilot and
they’ve just got its com-
mander who would like
to break the sentence into
four sentences which can
go as Alan bean serves as
a crew member of Apolo
twelve Alfa Worden was
the back pilot will close
it was commanded by
David Scott now be was
selected by NASA in
nineteen sixty three

A recent work by
Narayan et al. (2017)
introduced a dataset,
evaluation method and
baseline systems for the
task, naming it Split-and
Rephrase.

see task requires first
identifying independence
imagic units

we can see that the task
requires first identifying
independence semantics
units

The dataset includes
1,066,115 instances map-
ping a single complex
sentence to a sequence of
sentences that express the
same meaning, together
with RDF triples that
describe their semantics.

source sentence rephras-
ing units single sentences
target

in the source sentence
and then rephrasing those
units into a single sen-
tences on the target site

Digging further, we find
that 99% of the sim-
ple sentences (more than
89% of the unique ones)
in the validation and test
sets also appear in the
training set, which cou-
pled with the good mem-
orization capabilities of
SEQ2SEQ models and
the relatively small num-
ber of distinct simple sen-
tences helps to explain
the high BLEU score.

work first show simple
neural models seem per-
form well original bench-
mark due memorization
training set

In this work we first
show the simple neural
models seem to perform
very well on the origi-
nal benchmark but this is
only due to memorization
of the training set

X

To aid further research on
the task, we propose a
more challenging split of
the data.

perform close chal-
lenging data split task
discourage instant
memorization perform
automatic evaluation
analysis new benchmark
showing task still far

we propose a more chal-
lenging data split for the
task to discourage this
memorization and we
perform automatic eval-
uation in error analysis
on the new benchmark
showing that the task is
still very far from being
solved

X

Table 4: Alignment obtained using the HMM, for
the Introduction section and first 2:40 minutes of the
video’s transcript.
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Abstract

Comprehensive document encoding and
salient information selection are two major
difficulties for generating summaries with
adequate salient information. To tackle the
above difficulties, we propose a Transformer-
based encoder-decoder framework with two
novel extensions for abstractive document
summarization. Specifically, (1) to encode
the documents comprehensively, we design a
focus-attention mechanism and incorporate
it into the encoder. This mechanism models
a Gaussian focal bias on attention scores
to enhance the perception of local context,
which contributes to producing salient and
informative summaries. (2) To distinguish
salient information precisely, we design an
independent saliency-selection network which
manages the information flow from encoder
to decoder. This network effectively reduces
the influences of secondary information on the
generated summaries. Experimental results
on the popular CNN/Daily Mail benchmark
demonstrate that our model outperforms other
state-of-the-art baselines on the ROUGE
metrics.

1 Introduction

Document summarization is a fundamental task
of natural language generation which con-
denses the given documents and generates flu-
ent summaries with salient information automat-
ically. Recent successes of neural sequence-to-
sequence (seq2seq) models (Luong et al., 2015;
Wu et al., 2016; Tu et al., 2016) enable the end-
to-end framework for natural language genera-
tion, which inspires the research on abstractive
summarization. Abstractive document summa-
rization employs an end-to-end language model
to encode a document into high-dimensional rep-
resentations and then decode the representations
into an abstractive summary. Though promis-

Documents:
a [duke student] has [admitted to hanging a noose made
of rope] from a tree near a student union , [university of-
ficials] said thursday . the prestigious private school did
n’t identify the student , citing federal privacy laws . in a
news release , it said the student was [no longer] on cam-
pus and [will face] student conduct [review] . the [student
was identified during an investigation] by campus police
and the office of student affairs and admitted to placing
the noose on the tree early wednesday , the university said
. ... at a forum held on the steps of duke chapel , close to
where [the noose was discovered at 2 a.m]. , hundreds of
people gathered . “ you came here for the reason that you
want to say with me , ‘ this is no duke we will accept . ...

Reference summary:
student is no longer on duke university campus and will
face disciplinary review .
school officials identified student during investigation
and the person admitted to hanging the noose , duke says
.
the noose , made of rope , was discovered on campus
about 2 a.m.

Table 1: Example of a document and its correspond-
ing reference summary. We consider the reference
summary contains all salient information and mark the
words or phrases appearing in the document in [red].

ing improvements have been achieved recently (Li
et al., 2018c; Kryściński et al., 2018), there are still
many problems are not studied well, such as the
incompetence of salient information modeling.

Modeling salient information contains the pro-
cedure of information representation and discrim-
ination. Generally, the most essential prerequisite
for a practical document summarization model is
that the generated summaries should contain ad-
equate salient information of the original docu-
ments. However, previous seq2seq models are still
incapable of achieving convincing performance,
which are restricted by the following two difficul-
ties.

The first difficulty lies in the procedure of en-
coding. Considering a document is a long se-
quence of multiple sentences, the semantics of
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each token in document contain the dependen-
cies with other distant tokens and its local con-
text information. They both contribute to produc-
ing high-quality summaries with adequate salient
information. The lack of long-term dependen-
cies among tokens often leads to generating in-
complete summaries (Li et al., 2018c). Unfortu-
nately, traditional seq2seq encoders (recurrent or
convolution based) are deficient in modeling de-
pendencies among distant segments (Bengio et al.,
1994; Li et al., 2018c). In recent years, the Trans-
former model (Vaswani et al., 2017) reveals re-
markable performance in many similar tasks (De-
vlin et al., 2018) due to exploiting long-term de-
pendencies, but recent studies point out this model
may overlook local context occasionally (Yang
et al., 2018). The absence of local context infor-
mation accounts for inadequate details of salient
information. Therefore, it is challenging to en-
code global information and local context com-
prehensively for each token in documents, which
requires the capability of capturing long-term de-
pendencies and local semantics at the same time.
The second difficulty is to distinguish salient in-
formation from long documents precisely. In the
example shown in Table 1, salient segments ac-
count for only a small part of the whole document,
which is laborious for naive seq2seq models to
distinguish important information from much sec-
ondary information. The summaries generated by
these models usually lose salient information of
original documents or even contain repetitions (Li
et al., 2018c).

In this paper, we propose the Extended
Transformer model for Abstractive Document
Summarization (ETADS) to tackle the above is-
sues. Specifically, we design a novel focus-
attention mechanism and saliency-selection net-
work equipped in the encoder and decoder respec-
tively: (1) To comprehensively encode the doc-
uments, we design a focus-attention mechanism,
where a learnable Gaussian focal bias is employed
as a regularization term on attention scores. This
focal bias implicitly aggregates attention on local
continuous scopes to emphasize the corresponding
part of document. (2) To distinguish salient infor-
mation in documents, we design an independent
saliency-selection network to manage the informa-
tion flow from encoder to decoder explicitly. The
saliency-selection network employs a gate mech-
anism to assign a salient score for each token in

source documents according to their encoded rep-
resentations. We consider the lower-score tokens
are relatively insignificant and reduce their likeli-
hood of appearing in final summaries. Finally, we
conduct extensive experiments on the CNN/Daily
Mail dataset which is prevailing and widely used
for document summarization task. The experi-
mental results show that ETADS achieves state-
of-the-art ROUGE scores and outperforms many
strong baselines.

2 Related Work

With the development of seq2seq model on neu-
ral translation task, more and more researchers
take note of its great potential in text summariza-
tion area (Fan et al., 2017; Ling and Rush, 2017;
Cheng and Lapata, 2016), especially for abstrac-
tive methods. Rush et al. (2015) is the first to
apply seq2seq model with attention mechanism
to abstractive summarization and achieve promis-
ing improvement. Nallapati et al. (2016) modify
the basic model with RNN-based encoder and de-
coder and propose several techniques. Chen et al.
(2016) further propose to improve the novelty
of generated summaries and design a distraction-
based attentional model. Li et al. (2017) creatively
incorporate the variational auto-encoder into the
seq2seq model to learn the latent structure in-
formation. However, these models are nearly
designed for abstractive sentence summarization,
which focus on encoding and mining salient infor-
mation on sentence-level and lead to unsatisfac-
tory performances for document summarization.

Some recent work improves the performance of
neural abstractive models on document summa-
rization task from various aspects. To better grasp
the essential meaning for summarization, Chen
et al. (2016) propose not only to pay attention to
specific regions and content of input documents
with attention models, but also distract them to tra-
verse between different content. Tan et al. (2017)
propose a graph-based attention mechanism in a
hierarchical encoder-decoder framework to gen-
erate multi-sentence summary. Gehrmann et al.
(2018) presents a content selection model for sum-
marization that identifies phrases within a docu-
ment that are likely included in its summary. To
produce more informative summaries, (Gu et al.,
2016) is the first to show that the copy mecha-
nism(Vinyals et al., 2015) can alleviate the Out-
Of-Vocabulary problem by copying words from
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the source documents. See et al. (2017) re-
build this pointer-generator network and incorpo-
rate an additional coverage mechanism into the de-
coder. Li et al. (2018b) notice the necessity of ex-
plicit information selection and they build a gated
global information filter and local sentence selec-
tion mechanism. Moreover, reinforcement learn-
ing (RL) approaches have been shown to further
improve performance on these tasks(Celikyilmaz
et al., 2018; Li et al., 2018a). Pasunuru and Bansal
(2018) develop a loss-function based on whether
salient segments are included in a summary. How-
ever, the optimization of RL-based models can be
difficult to tune and slow to train.

3 Model

In this section, we describe our approach from
three aspects: (i) the Transformer-based encoder-
decoder framework, (ii) the focus-attention mech-
anism for the encoder to emphasize the local con-
text, and (iii) the saliency-selection network for
the decoder to select salient information.

3.1 Encoder-Decoder Framework
Given a document X = (x1, x2, ..., xm), the en-
coder maps its corresponding symbol represen-
tations E = (e1, e2, ..., em) to a sequence of
continuous representations Z = (z1, z2, ..., zm),
where m is the length of document. The de-
coder then decode Z into continuous representa-
tions S = (s1, s2, ..., sn) and generates abstrac-
tive summary Y = (y1, y2, ..., yn) one token a
time, where n is the length of summary. Vs and
Vt are the source/target vocabularies and xi ∈ Vs,
yj ∈ Vt. E is the sum of word embedding rep-
resentations and position embedding representa-
tions, where ei ∈ Rde . Both embedding repre-
sentations are initialized as (Vaswani et al., 2017)
and learned during the process of optimization.

3.1.1 Encoder
The encoder is composed of a stack of N identi-
cal layers, and each layer has two sub-layers. The
first is the self-attention sub-layer and the second
is the feed-forward sub-layer. The residual con-
nection is employed around each of the two sub-
layers, followed by layer normalization. Given the
example input t, the output of each sub-layer can
be formalized as LayerNorm(t + SubLayer(t)).
For encoder, the SubLayer(t) can be replaced
with ATT(t) or FFN(t), which represents the pre-
output of self-attention sub-layer or feed-forward

sub-layer respectively. The details of each sub-
layer are presented as follows.

The self-attention sub-layer takes the output of
previous layer as the input. Formally, the input
for the self-attention sub-layer of the l-th layer
is Zl−1 ∈ Rm×dm , where dm is the dimension
of output. Specially, Z0 = E and the output
of encoder Z = ZN . In the process of compu-
tation, three matrices query Ql ∈ Rm×dm , key
Kl ∈ Rm×dm and value Vl ∈ Rm×dm are obtained
firstly by the linear projections from Zl−1 with
three different metrics WQ

l ∈ Rdm×dm , WK
l ∈

Rdm×dm and W V
l ∈ Rdm×dm . Then the pre-

output of self-attention sub-layer can be computed
with the scaled dot-product attention mechanism:

ATT(Zl−1) = att(Ql,Kl, Vl)

= softmax(
QlK

T
l√

dm
)Vl

(1)

and the final outputAl of this sub-layer is obtained
with residual connection and layer normalization.
Moreover, the self-attention sub-layer can be fur-
ther extended into multi-head manner. Namely,

ATTM (Zl−1) = concat(H1, ...,Hh)W
C
l

where Hi = att(QlW
Q
l,i,KlW

K
l,i , VlW

V
l,i)

(2)
where h is the number of heads, WQ

l,i ∈ Rdm×dh ,
WK
l,i ∈ Rdm×dh , W V

l,i ∈ Rdm×dh and WC
l ∈

Rh∗dh×dm are four learnable weight matrices, dh
is the dimension for each head, we set dh = dm/h.

The feed-forward sub-layer takes the output of
self-attention sub-layer Al as the input and the
computation of pre-output FFN(Al) is straight-
forward with a position-wise fully connected feed-
forward network:

FFN(Al) = relu(AlW
1
l + b1l )W

2
l + b2l (3)

where W 1
l ∈ Rdm×df and W 2

l ∈ Rdf×dm are two
learnable weight matrices, df is the dimension of
intermediate output. b1l ∈ Rdf and b2l ∈ Rdm
are two learnable biases. The final output of feed-
forward sub-layer Zl is also the output for the l-th
layer which is obtained after residual connection
and layer normalization.

3.1.2 Decoder
The decoder in our framework has a similar
stacked structure with N identical layers. In ad-
dition to the two sub-layers introduced above,
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the decoder inserts another self-attention sub-layer
in between, which performs multi-head attention
over the output of the encoder. For clarity, we use
the “bridge sub-layer” to refer to this additional
self-attention sub-layer and BATT(Z, t) to rep-
resent the pre-output of this sub-layer, where Z
is the encoder output and t is a example of en-
coded partial generated summary. The calculation
of BATT(Z, t) is similar to the Eq.(1). Specifi-
cally, for the l-th bridge sub-layer in the decoder,
key Kl and value Vl are obtained by linear projec-
tions from Z. Apart from the additional sub-layer,
the rest of computation process is the same as the
encoder, and the output of last layerHN is consid-
ered as the final decoder output H .

Finally, for the i-th decoding step, we compute
a distribution over the Vt for target elements yi

by projecting the output of decoder stack Si via
a linear layer with weights W o ∈ Rdm×T and bias
bo ∈ RT ,

p(yi|y1, ..., yi−1;X) = softmax(W oSi + bo)
(4)

where T is the size of vocabulary Vt.

3.2 Focus-Attention Mechanism
To take full advantage of documents informa-
tion during the process of encoding, we design a
focus-attention mechanism and build it in the self-
attention sub-layers of the encoder, which is de-
picted as Figure 1. The “dotted boxes” indicate
that the corresponding modules can be adapted
into the multi-head manner.

The focus-attention mechanism models a focal
bias as a regularization term on attention scores
which is determined by the position of center and
effective coverage scope. In the l-th self-attention
sub-layer, since the query Ql, key Kl and value Vl
are obtained by linear projections from the input
Zl−1, so that they contain similar information in
different semantic space. To reduce the amount of
calculation, we only utilize the query matrices Ql
to compute the position vector and coverage scope
vector. Specifically, for the i-th encoding step in
l-th layer, the center position scalar µil ∈ R and
the coverage scope scalar σil ∈ R are calculated
by two linear projections, namely:

µil = UTc tanh(WpQ
i
l +WgGl)

σil = UTd tanh(WpQ
i
l +WgGl)

(5)

whereWp ∈ Rdm×dm , andWg ∈ Rdm×dm are two
shared weight matrices. Uc ∈ Rdm and Ud ∈ Rdm

Focal Bias

Softmax

Document

Attention Energy

Attention Scores

Query Key

Scaled Dot-
Product
Attention

Focus-
Attention
Mechanism

Figure 1: The focus-attention mechanism.

are two different linear projection weight vectors,
m is the length of input document and Gl =
1
m

∑m
i=1Q

i
l is the mean vector to provide comple-

mentary information. Furthermore, we regulate µil
and σil to the closed interval [0,m],

µ̃il = m ∗ sigmoid(µil)

σ̃il = m ∗ sigmoid(σil)
(6)

According to the definition of Gaussian distri-
bution, the focal bias for the i-th step f il ∈ Rm
can be easily obtained with µ̃il and σ̃il as follows:

f i,jl = −(P j − µ̃il)2
(σ̃il)

2/2
(7)

where P j is the absolute position of word xj in the
document. f i,jl ∈ [−∞, 0] measures the distance
between word xj and the center position µ̃il .

Eventually, this focal bias is added to the atten-
tion energy of encoder layers before softmax nor-
malization.

ATT(Zl−1) = att(Ql,Kl, Vl)

= softmax(
QlK

T
l√
d
⊕ fl)Vl

(8)

where ⊕ denotes the addition.
Moreover, we further adapt the focus-attention

mechanism into the multi-head manner as Eq.2.
Accordingly, the distinct focal biases are assigned
for each head and different weight matrices are uti-
lized in the process of computation.
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3.3 Saliency-Selection Network

Abstractive document summarization is a special
NLP generation task which requires to reduce the
influence of secondary information and integrate
salient segments to produce a condensed sum-
mary. Traditional seq2seq models often have lim-
ited performance on distinguishing salient seg-
ments (Tan et al., 2017), which emphasizes the ne-
cessity of customized selection network. In this
work, we design the saliency-selection network
for information selection, which is depicted as
Figure 2.

Concretely, we measure the saliency of each
word in the document by assigning a saliency
score and make a soft selection. For the i-th de-
coding step in l-th layer, the saliency-selection
network takes query matrices Qil ∈ Rdm and key
matrices Kl ∈ Rm×dm as the input, where m is
the length of the input document. Then, the net-
work computes saliency score gil ∈ Rm as:

gi,jl = sigmoid((WhQ
i
l)(WsK

j
l )
T ) (9)

where Wh ∈ Rdm×dm and Ws ∈ Rdm×dm are two
learnable weight matrices. gi,jl ∈ [0, 1] measures
the saliency of the j-th token in document for the
i-th position in summary. Furthermore, we incor-
porate the computed saliency score gl into the at-
tention network of bridge sub-layer by:

BATT(Z, Sl−1) = att(Ql,Kl, Vl)

= gl ⊗ softmax(
QlK

T
l√
d

)Vl

(10)
where ⊗ denotes element-wise multiplication.

Moreover, we also adopt the saliency-selection
network into the multi-head manner, which allows
to model saliency from different perspectives at
different positions.

3.4 Objective Function

Our goal is to maximize the output summary prob-
ability given the input document. Therefore, we
optimize the negative log-likelihood loss function:

L = − 1

|τ |
∑

(X,Y )∈τ
log p(Y |X; θ) (11)

DocumentPartial
Summary

Scaled Dot-
Product
Attention

Saliency ScoresAttention Scores

Final Scores

Key

Saliency-
Selection
Network

Query

Figure 2: The saliency-selection netowrk.

where θ is the model parameter, and (X,Y ) is a
document-summary pair in training set τ , then

log(Y |X; θ) =

n∑

i=1

log p(yi|y1, ..., yi−1, X; θ)

(12)
where p(yi|y1, ..., yi−1, X; θ) is calculated by the
decoder.

4 Experiments

In this section, we introduce the experiment set-
up, the implementation details, the baseline mod-
els and the experimental results.

4.1 Setup

We conduct the experiments on a large-scale cor-
pus of CNN/Daliy Mail, which has been widely
used for the explorations on document summariza-
tion. The corpus is originally constructed by col-
lecting human generated highlights for new stories
in CNN and Daily Mail website (Hermann et al.,
2015). We use the scripts supplied by Nallap-
ati et al. (2016) to further obtain the CNN/Daily
Mail dataset. This dataset contains 287,226 train-
ing pairs, 13,368 validation pairs and 11,490 test
pairs. We use the same non-anonymized version
of dataset as See et al. (2017) which requires no
pre-processing1. The average number of sentences

1https://github.com/abisee/cnn-dailymail
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in documents and summaries are 42.1 and 3.8, re-
spectively. We assume the length of all documents
should not exceed 400 tokens and all summaries
should not exceed 100 tokens. The word dictio-
nary shared by documents and summaries contains
50,000 most popular tokens in documents.

In our model, we set the number of en-
coder/decoder layers N = 4 and the number of
heads h = 8. The dimensions of the signal repre-
sentation de and output dm are set to 512, and the
dimension of intermediate output df is set to 2048.
Besides, the dropout rate is set to 0.8 in the pro-
cess of training. We implement our model in Py-
Torch2 1.0. In all experiment, the batch size is set
to 4096. We use the Adam optimizer (Kingma and
Ba, 2014) to train our model with β1 = 0.9, β2 =
0.998 and ε = 10−8. The learning rate varies ev-
ery step with the Noam decay strategy (Vaswani
et al., 2017) and the warmup threshold is 8000.
The maximum norm of gradient-clipping is set
to 2. In the end, we conduct our experiment on
one machine with 4 NVIDIA Titan Xp GPUs and
the training process lasts 200,000 steps for each
model.

We use the beam search algorithm (Sutskever
et al., 2014) with coverage technique (Tu et al.,
2016) to generate multiple summary candidates
in parallel to obtain better results, the coverage
weight is set to 1. For fear of favoring shorter gen-
erated summaries, we utilize length penalty (Wu
et al., 2016) during the process of inference. We
set the beam size to 10, the length penalty param-
eter α to 0.9 and β to 5. The minimum length of
the generated summary is set to 35 and the batch
size for inference is set to 1.

Following the previous studies, we use the
ROUGE scores (Lin and Hovy, 2003) to evalu-
ate the performance of our model with Python
implementation3 and standard options. ROUGE
scores measure the quality of summary by com-
puting overlapping lexical units with references,
such as uni-gram, bi-gram and longest common
subsequence (LCS). F-measures ROUGE-1 (uni-
gram), ROUGE-2 (bi-gram) and ROUGE-L (LCS)
are reported as the evaluation metrics.

4.2 Baselines

In this work, we compare our approach with these
following state-of-the-art baselines:

2https://pytorch.org/
3https://github.com/falcondai/pyrouge

Models RG-1 RG-2 RG-L
words-1vt2k-temp-att 36.64 15.66 33.42
PG+cov 39.53 17.28 36.38
ConvS2S 39.75 17.29 36.54
Explicit-Selection 41.54 18.18 36.47
ROUGEEsal+Ent 40.43 18.00 37.10
Bottom-Up 41.22 18.68 38.34
Basic model 39.45 17.20 36.49
+Focus-Attention 40.29 18.63 38.11
+Saliency-Selection 40.76 18.40 37.67

ETADS 41.75 19.01 38.89

Table 2: ROUGE scores on the CNN/Daliy Mail
test set. All ROUGE scores have 95% confidence
interval of at most ±0.24 computed by the official
ROUGE script. To save space, we use “PG+cov”
and “Bottom-Up” to denote the baseline “Pointer-
Generator+coverage” and “Bottom-Up Summariza-
tion”. The symbol “+” stands for the corresponding
module is added on the “Basic model” which is a
vanilla Transformer with 4 identical layers.

words-1vt2k-temp-att: Nallapati et al. (2016)
build this model with the basic seq2seq encoder-
decoder architecture and attention mechanism,
which is a pioneering effort for much other work.

Pointer-generator+coverage: To deal with
Out-Of-Vocabulary words (OOV words) and re-
peating problem, See et al. (2017) combine the
pointer network into the RNN-based seq2seq
model and design a coverage mechanism.

ConvS2S: Gehring et al. (2017) creatively uti-
lize convolution neural networks to build seq2seq
model and achieve high performance on many
tasks, including abstractive summarization.

Explicit-Selection: Li et al. (2018b) propose to
extend the basic seq2seq model with an informa-
tion selection layer to explicitly control informa-
tion flow.

ROUGESal+Ent(RL): Pasunuru and Bansal
(2018) address main difficulties via a reinforce-
ment learning approach with two novel reward
functions.

Bottom-Up Summarization: This work com-
bines extractive and abstractive summarization by
firstly using a data-efficient content selector to
over-determine phrase related (Gehrmann et al.,
2018).

4.3 Results
The experimental results are given in Table 2.
Overall, ETADS achieves advantages of ROUGE
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F1 scores over all of the other baselines (reported
in their own articles) and two extensions we pro-
posed both improve the performances based on
the basic model. Concretely, we design the focus-
attention mechanism to improve the capability of
capturing the local context information and further
encode the document comprehensively. There-
fore, the basic model with focus-attention mech-
anism is expected to achieve improvement in pro-
ducing summaries with continuous salient seg-
ments. The significant improvement on ROUGE-
L verifies our hypothesis. Besides, we notice that
the improvements provided by the basic model
with saliency-selection network particularly lie
in ROUGE-1 F1 scores. We consider the reason
may lie in the saliency-selection network is more
sensitive to the short segments due to the separate
saliency measuring process.

Comparing with the two classical RNN-based
baselines words-1vt2k-temp-att and Pointer-
generator+coverage and one CNN-based base-
line ConvS2S, our basic model is capable of
achieving equivalent performance. We believe
it should give credit to the capability of mod-
eling long-term dependencies. When com-
pared with more recent work, Explicit-Selection
equips a selection layer similar to our saliency-
selection network to mine salient information. De-
spite being aware of this problem, our saliency-
selection network achieves better performance
with the help of stacked architecture. The per-
formance of reinforcement learning based model
ROUGEEsal+Ent is worse than our model obvi-
ously. The strongest baseline Bottom-Up Sum-
marization combines the advantages of CNN-
based model and RNN-based model but is also
slightly inferior to our model.

4.4 Case Study

To further illustrate the effectiveness of our pro-
posed ETADS vividly and analyze the reasons
of improving the performance, we compare the
generated summaries by baselines words-1vt2k-
temp-att, Bottom-Up Summarization and our
ETADS approach. For the case in Table 3, the
input document focuses on analyzing the latest
financial report of the Apple company and fur-
ther discusses the impact of the new Apple Watch
on retail revenue. The performance of words-
1vt2k-temp-att is unsatisfactory, three generated
sentences are irrelevant to the main concepts and

Reference summary:
apple sold more than 61 million iphones in the quarter .
apple did n’t report any results for the new apple watch .
believed around 2 million watches have been sold , ac-
cording to estimates .

words-1vt2k-temp-att:
the iphone is still the engine behind apple ’s phenomenal
success .
apple has vied with south korea ’s samsung for the no. 1
position in the global smartphone market .
apple ceo tim cook has said he ’s optimistic about new
markets such as [china china china china china ...]

Bottom-Up Summarization:
[apple sold more than 61 million iphones in the quarter]
, accounting for more than two-thirds of its $ 58 billion
in revenue for the quarter and the lion ’s share of $ 13.6
billion in profit - and up 40 % from a year ago .
$ 200 billion in cash , up from around $ 150 billion for
one year .
revenue from mac computers rose 2 % to $ 5.6 billion .

ETADS:
[apple sold more than 61 million iphones in the quarter .]
it was a 40 percent increase over the number of iphones
sold in the first three months of 2014 .
[apple did n’t report any results for the new apple watch] ,
which it began selling this month , after the quarter ended
.

Table 3: Example of generated summaries. We high-
light the words or sentences in [red] which are consis-
tent with partial reference summary. Repetition seg-
ments are marked in [blue] .

even contains repetitions at the end of the sum-
mary. Abstractive summary generated by base-
line Bottom-Up Summarization is much more
better, which indicates the effectiveness of modi-
fications. However, the generated summary only
contains partial salient information of the docu-
ment. ETADS achieves the best performance in
this case due to two of the generated sentences
containing salient information and without repeti-
tions. The above results verify that the extensions
in our model improve the capability of document
summarization from not only quantitative but also
qualitative perspectives.

4.5 Discussion
In this section, we first validate the robustness
of our model with different encoder/decoder ar-
chitectures and then discuss the different deploy
strategies for our extensions.

4.5.1 Architecture Robustness
We conduct experiments to see how the model’s
performance is affected by the stacked architec-
ture. We perform a set of experiments which ad-
just the structures of the encoder and decoder to
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Encoder RG-1 RG-2 RG-L # of paras
2 layers 35.12 14.05 32.41 3190K *

4 layers 39.45 17.20 36.49 3821K
6 layers 39.67 17.47 35.71 4451K
Decoder RG-1 RG-2 RG-L # of paras
2 layers 31.10 12.93 27.04 3406K
4 layers 39.45 17.20 36.49 4246K
6 layers 39.35 18.01 36. 21 5087K
* 1K equals to 1000

Table 4: ROUGE scores on the CNN/Daily Mail test
set. “# of paras” denotes the number of training pa-
rameters. We fix the decoder to 4 layers when adjust
structure of the encoder and vice versa.

Layers RG-1 RG-2 RG-L
- 40.87 17.78 37.73

[1-2] 42.81 20.12 39.68
[3-4] 41.91 19.65 39.32
[1-4] 43.06 20.85 40.12

Table 5: ROUGE precision scores on the CNN/Daliy
Mail test set. We use the token “-” to indicate the basic
model which does not contain saliency-selection net-
work. “[1-2]” indicates we deploy saliency-selection
network on the first and second layer of basic model,
“[3-4]” and “[1-4]” are similar.

2, 4 and 6 layers respectively. Experimental re-
sults on the test set in Table 4 show that there is
no notable difference between 4 layers or 6 lay-
ers for encoder or decoder. However, the number
of parameters is significantly increased nearly 1/4
for 6 layers, which means more time is needed
for convergence. Employing 2 layers for either
the encoder or decoder leads to rapid performance
degradation. From the aspect of efficiency and ef-
fectiveness, we decide to equip 4 layers for the en-
coder and decoder eventually.

4.5.2 Deployment Strategies
In this section, we discuss the different deploy-
ment strategies for our extensions on the encoder-
decoder framework.

Firstly, we deploy the saliency-selection net-
work on different layers to discuss strategies of
saliency-selection deployment. As we mentioned
before, the major difficulty of this salient infor-
mation selection procedure is to comprehend the
relative semantic meanings and make the correct
selection, which significantly affects the precision
scores. Therefore, it is proper to use precision

Layers RG-1 RG-2 RG-L
- 41.10 17.82 37.91

[1-2] 40.92 18.61 38.22
[3-4] 40.57 18.20 38.19
[1-4] 41.31 18.72 38.93

Table 6: ROUGE recall scores on the CNN/Daliy Mail
test set. “-” to indicate the basic model which does
not contain focus-attention mechanism. Other symbols
express same meaning with Table 5

scores to measure effectiveness. From Table 5,
it can be observed that the improvements brought
by our saliency-selection network do not increase
with layers linearly. In the shallow layers, the
saliency-selection network contributes to notable
improvement which is close to the best results we
achieved. However, for the deeper layers, the im-
provement brought by the saliency-selection net-
work is limited. We believe it can be attributed to
the characteristics of our encoder-decoder frame-
work. Self-attention sub-layer effectively reduces
the cost of long-term information fusion, which
leads to difficult to comprehend the original se-
mantic information. The saliency-selection net-
work we proposed is not competent to distinguish
noise information when the original semantic in-
formation becoming confusing.

Furthermore, we discuss the strategies for
focus-attention mechanism with ROUGE recall
scores. The results of Table 6 demonstrate a sim-
ilar phenomenon to Table 5 where improvements
mainly come from shallow layers. We believe it is
a trade-off between local context and global infor-
mation. Focus-attention mechanism aims to gather
attention to the local context around a center which
deviates from the original goal. (Vaswani et al.,
2017; Shi et al., 2016) indicate that there exists a
consensus in the NLP community that shallow lay-
ers of a stacked model are sensitive to local con-
text and deeper layers modeling global semantics.
Therefore, as the module designed to capture lo-
cal context, we believe it is reasonable to obtain
more promotion where it is equipped on shallower
layers which is also a side proof of effectiveness.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a novel framework
for abstractive document summarization with ex-
tended Transformer model. The proposed model
consists of a concise pipeline. First, the stacked
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encoder with focus-attention mechanism captures
long-term dependencies and local context of in-
put document comprehensively. Then the decoder
with saliency-selection network distinguishes and
condenses the salient information into the output.
Finally, an inference algorithm produces the ab-
stractive summaries. Our experiments show that
the proposed model achieves a significant im-
provement for abstractive document summariza-
tion over previous state-of-the-art baselines.
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Abstract

This paper focuses on the end-to-end abstrac-
tive summarization of a single product review
without supervision. We assume that a review
can be described as a discourse tree, in which
the summary is the root, and the child sen-
tences explain their parent in detail. By re-
cursively estimating a parent from its children,
our model learns the latent discourse tree with-
out an external parser and generates a concise
summary. We also introduce an architecture
that ranks the importance of each sentence on
the tree to support summary generation focus-
ing on the main review point. The experimen-
tal results demonstrate that our model is com-
petitive with or outperforms other unsuper-
vised approaches. In particular, for relatively
long reviews, it achieves a competitive or bet-
ter performance than supervised models. The
induced tree shows that the child sentences
provide additional information about their par-
ent, and the generated summary abstracts the
entire review.

1 Introduction

The need for automatic document summarization
is widely increasing because of the vast amounts
of online textual data that continue to grow. As
for product reviews on E-commerce websites,
succinct summaries allow both customers and
manufacturers to obtain large numbers of opin-
ions (Liu and Zhang, 2012). Under these cir-
cumstances, supervised neural network models
have achieved wide success, using a large number
of reference summaries (Wang and Ling, 2016;
Ma et al., 2018). However, a model trained on
these summaries cannot be adopted in other do-
mains, as salient phrases are not common across
domains. It requires a significant cost to pre-
pare large volumes of references for each domain
(Isonuma et al., 2017).

An unsupervised approach is a possible solu-
tion to such a problem. Previously, unsupervised
learning has been widely applied to extractive ap-
proaches (Radev et al., 2004; Mihalcea and Tarau,
2004). As mentioned in (Carenini et al., 2013;
Gerani et al., 2014), extractive approaches often
fail to provide an overview of the reviews, while
abstractive ones successfully condense an entire
review via paraphrasing and generalization. Our
work focuses on the one-sentence abstractive sum-
marization of a single-review without supervision.

The difficulties of unsupervised abstractive
summarization are two-fold: obtaining the repre-
sentation of the summaries, and learning a lan-
guage model to decode them. As an unsuper-
vised approach for multiple reviews, Chu and Liu
(2018) regarded the mean of the document embed-
dings as the summary, while learning a language
model via the reconstruction of each review. By
contrast, such an approach cannot be extended to
a single-review directly, because it also condenses
including trivial or redundant sentences (its perfor-
mance is demonstrated in Section 4.4).

To overcome these problems, we apply the dis-
course tree framework. Extractive summariza-
tion and document classification techniques some-
times use a discourse parser to gain a concise
representation of documents (Hirao et al., 2013;
Bhatia et al., 2015; Ji and Smith, 2017); however,
Ji and Smith (2017) pointed out the limitations of
using external discourse parsers. In this context,
Liu and Lapata (2018) proposed a framework to
induce a latent discourse tree without a parser.
While their model constructed the tree via a su-
pervised document classification task, our model
induces it by identifying and reconstructing a par-
ent sentence from its children. Consequently, we
gain the representation of a summary as the root of
the induced latent discourse tree, while learning a
language model through reconstruction.
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Good quality floor puzzle

(1) This floor puzzle is a nice size 
not huge but larger 
than normal kid puzzles

(2) The pieces are thick and 
lock together well even on carpet

(5) My son put it together on berber
carpet without having any issues 
with pieces not staying together

(3) The pieces are cardboard but 
are very dense almost like wood
but not quite that solid

Summary:

Body:

(4) I bought this puzzle for my son 
for his first birthday at the store

…… … …

……

Figure 1: Example of the discourse tree of a jigsaw puzzle review. StrSum induces the latent tree and generates
the summary from the children of a root, while DiscourseRank supports it to focus on the main review point.

Figure 1 shows an example of a jigsaw puz-
zle review and its dependency-based discourse
tree. The summary describes its quality. The
child sentences provide an explanation in terms
of the size (1st) and thickness (2nd), or provide
the background (4th). Thus, we assume that re-
views can generally be described as a multi-root
non-projective discourse tree, in which the sum-
mary is the root, and the sentences construct each
node. The child sentences present additional in-
formation about the parent sentence.

To construct the tree and generate the summary,
we propose a novel architecture; StrSum. It recon-
structs a parent from its children recursively and
induces a latent discourse tree without a parser. As
a result, our model generates a summary from the
surrounding sentences of the root while learning a
language model through reconstruction in an end-
to-end manner. We also introduce DiscourseRank,
which ranks the importance of each sentence in
terms of the number of descendants. It supports
StrSum to generate a summary that focuses on the
main review point.

The contributions of this work are three-fold:
• We propose a novel unsupervised end-to-end

model to generate an abstractive summary of
a single product review while inducing a la-
tent discourse tree

• The experimental results demonstrate that
our model is competitive with or outperforms
other unsupervised models. In particular, for
long reviews, it achieves a competitive or bet-
ter performance than the supervised models.

• The induced tree shows that the child sen-
tences present additional information about
their parent, and the generated summary ab-
stracts for the entire review.

2 Proposed Model

In this section, we present our unsupervised end-
to-end summarization model with descriptions of
StrSum and DiscourseRank.

2.1 StrSum: Structured Summarization
Model Training: The outline of StrSum is pre-
sented in Figure 2. yi and si ∈ Rd indicate the
i-th sentence and its embedding in a document
D = {y1, . . . , yn}, respectively. wt

i is the t-th
word in a sentence yi = {w1

i , . . . , w
l
i}. si is com-

puted via a max-pooling operation across hidden
states ht

i ∈ Rd of the Bi-directional Gated Recur-
rent Units (Bi-GRU):

−→
h t

i =
−−−→
GRU(

−→
h t−1

i , wt
i) (1)

←−
h t

i =
←−−−
GRU(

←−
h t+1

i , wt
i) (2)

ht
i = [
−→
h t

i,
←−
h t

i] (3)

∀m ∈ {1, . . . , d}, si,m = max
t

ht
i,m (4)

Here, we assume that a document D and its
summary compose a discourse tree, in which the
root is the summary, and all sentences are the
nodes. We denote aij as the marginal probabil-
ity of dependency where the i-th sentence is the
parent node of the j-th sentence. In particular,
a0j denotes the probability that a root node is the
parent (see Figure 2). We define the probability
distribution aij (i ∈ {0, . . . , n}, j ∈ {1, . . . , n})
as the posterior marginal distributions of a non-
projective dependency tree. The calculation of the
marginal probability is explained later.

Similar to (Liu and Lapata, 2018), to prevent
overload of the sentence embeddings, we decom-
pose them into two parts:

[se
i , s

f
i ] = si (5)
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Figure 2: Outline of StrSum.

where the semantic vector se
i ∈ Rde encodes

the semantic information, and the structure vector
sf

i ∈ Rdf is used to calculate the marginal proba-
bility of dependencies.

The embedding of the parent sentence ŝi and
that of the summary ŝ0 are defined with parame-
ters Ws ∈ Rde∗de and bs ∈ Rde as:

ŝi = tanh
{

Ws(
n∑

j=1

aijs
e
j) + bs

}
(6)

Using ŝi, the GRU-decoder learns to recon-
struct the i-th sentence, i.e., to obtain the parame-
ters θ that maximize the following log likelihood:

n∑

i=1

l∑

t=1

log P (wt
i |w<t

i , ŝi, θ) (7)

Summary Generation: An explanation of how
the training contributes to the learning of a lan-
guage model and the gaining of the summary em-
bedding is provided here. As for the former, the
decoder learns a language model to generate gram-
matical sentences by reconstructing the document
sentences. Therefore, the model can appropriately
decode the summary embedding to ŷ0.

As for the latter, if the j-th sentence contributes
to generating the i-th one, aij get to be higher.
This mechanism models our assumption that child
sentences can generate their parent sentence, but
not vice versa, because the children present addi-
tional information about their parent. Hence, the
most concise k-th sentences (e.g., the 1st, 2nd, and
4th in Figure 1), provide less of a contribution to
the reconstruction of any other sentences. Thus,
aik get to be lower for ∀i : i ̸= 0. Because aik sat-
isfies the constraint

∑n
i=0 aik =1, a0k is expected

to be larger, and thus the k-th sentence contributes
to the construction of the summary embedding ŝ0.

Marginal Probability of Dependency: The
calculation of the marginal probability of depen-
dency, aij , is explained here. We first define
the weighted adjacency matrix F = (fij) ∈
R(n+1)∗(n+1), where the indices of the first col-
umn and row are 0, denoting the root node. fij

denotes the un-normalized weight of an edge be-
tween a parent sentence i and its child j. We
define it as a pair-wise attention score following
(Liu and Lapata, 2018). By assuming a multi-root
discourse tree, fij is defined as:

fij =





exp(w⊤
r sf

j ) (i = 0 ∧ j ≥ 1)

exp(p⊤
i Wfcj) (i ≥ 1 ∧ j ≥ 1 ∧ i ̸= j)

0 (j = 0 ∨ i = j)

(8)

pi = tanh(Wps
f
i + bp) (9)

cj = tanh(Wcs
f
j + bc) (10)

where Wf ∈ Rdf ∗df and wr ∈ Rdf are param-
eters for the transformation. Wp ∈ Rdf ∗df and
bp ∈ Rdf are the weight and bias respectively,
for constructing the representation of the parent
nodes. Wc ∈ Rdf ∗df and bc ∈ Rdf correspond to
those of the child nodes.

We normalize fij into aij based on (Koo et al.,
2007). aij corresponds to the proportion of the
total weight of the spanning trees containing an
edge (i, j):

aij(F ) =

∑
t∈T :(i,j)∈t v(t|F )
∑

t∈T v(t|F )
(11)

=
∂ log Z(F )

∂fij
(12)

v(t|F ) =
∏

(i,j)∈t

fij (13)

Z(F ) =
∑

t∈T

v(t|F ) (14)
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where T denotes the set of all spanning trees in a
document D. v(t|F ) is the weight of a tree t ∈ T ,
and Z(F ) denotes the sum of the weights of all
trees in T . From the Matrix-Tree Theorem (Tutte,
1984), Z(F ) can be rephrased as:

Z(F ) = |L0(F )| (15)

where L(F ) ∈ R(n+1)∗(n+1) and L0(F ) ∈ Rn∗n

are the Laplacian matrix of F and its principal
submatrix formed by deleting row 0 and column
0, respectively. By solving Eq. 12, aij is given by:

a0j = f0j

[
L−1

0 (F )
]
jj

(16)

aij = fij

[
L−1

0 (F )
]
jj
− fij

[
L−1

0 (F )
]
ji

(17)

2.2 DiscourseRank
StrSum generates the summary under the large in-
fluence of the child sentences of the root. There-
fore, sentences that are not related to the rating
(e.g., the 4th in Figure 1) also affect the sum-
mary and can be considered noise. Here, we as-
sume that meaningful sentences (e.g., the 1st and
2nd in Figure 1) typically have more descendants,
because many sentences provide the explanation
of them. Hence, we introduce the DiscourseR-
ank to rank the importance of the sentences in
terms of the number of descendants. Inspired by
PageRank (Page et al., 1999), the DiscourseRank
of the root and n sentences at the t-th iteration
rt = [r0, . . . , rn] ∈ R(n+1) is defined as:

rt+1 = λÂrt + (1− λ)v (18)

âij =





0 (i = 0 ∧ j = 0)
1
n (i ≥ 1 ∧ j = 0)

aij (j ≥ 1)

(19)

where Â = (âij) ∈ R(n+1)∗(n+1) denotes the
stochastic matrix for each dependency, λ is a
damping factor, and v ∈ R(n+1) is a vector with
all elements equal to 1/(n + 1). Eq.18 implies
that ri reflects rj more if the i-th sentence is more
likely to be the parent of the j-th sentence. The
r solution and updated score of the edge (0, j)
ā0j (j ∈ {1, . . . , n}) are calculated by:

r = (1− λ)(I − λÂ)−1v (20)

ā0j = a0jrj (21)

The updated score ā0j is used to calculate the sum-
mary embedding ŝ0 instead of Eq.16. As a result,
the generated summary reflects the sentences with
a higher marginal probability of dependency on
the root, while focusing on the main review point.

3 Related work

3.1 Supervised Review Summary Generation
Several previous studies have addressed ab-
stractive summarization for product reviews
(Carenini et al., 2013; Di Fabbrizio et al., 2014;
Bing et al., 2015; Yu et al., 2016); however, their
output summaries are not guaranteed to be gram-
matical (Wang and Ling, 2016). Neural sequence-
to-sequence models have improved the quality of
abstractive summarization. Beginning with the
adaptation to sentence summarization (Rush et al.,
2015; Chopra et al., 2016), several studies have
tackled the generation of an abstractive summary
of news articles (Nallapati et al., 2016; See et al.,
2017; Tan et al., 2017; Paulus et al., 2018). With
regard to product reviews, the neural sequence-
to-sequence based model (Wang and Ling, 2016)
and joint learning with sentiment classification
(Ma et al., 2018; Wang and Ren, 2018) have im-
proved the performance of one-sentence summa-
rization. Our work is also based on the neu-
ral sequence-to-sequence model, while introduc-
ing the new concept of generating the summary by
recursively reconstructing a parent sentence from
its children.

3.2 Unsupervised Summary Generation
Although supervised abstractive summarization
has been successfully improved, unsupervised
techniques have still not similarly matured.
Ganesan et al. (2010) proposed Opinosis, a graph-
based method for generating review summaries.
Their method is word-extractive, rather than
abstractive, because the generated summary
only contains words that appear in the source
document. With the recently increasing number of
neural summarization models, Miao and Blunsom
(2016) applied a variational auto-encoder
for semi-supervised sentence compression.
Chu and Liu (2018) proposed MeanSum, an un-
supervised neural multi-document summarization
model for reviews. However, their model is not
aimed at generating a summary from a single
document and could not directly be extended. Al-
though several previous studies (Fang et al., 2016;
Dohare et al., 2018) have used external parsers
for unsupervised abstractive summarization, our
work, to the best of our knowledge, proposes
the first unsupervised abstractive summarization
method for a single product review that does not
require an external parser.
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3.3 Discourse Parsing and its Applications

Discourse parsing has been extensively re-
searched and used for various applications.
Hirao et al. (2013); Kikuchi et al. (2014);
Yoshida et al. (2014) transformed a rhetorical
structure theory-based discourse tree (RST-DT;
Mann and Thompson, 1988) into a dependency-
based discourse tree and regarded the root and the
surrounding elementary discourse units as a sum-
mary. Gerani et al. (2014) constructed a discourse
tree and ranked the aspects of reviews for summa-
rization. Bhatia et al. (2015); Ji and Smith (2017)
also constructed a dependency-based discourse
tree for document classification. Ji and Smith
(2017) pointed out the limitations of using exter-
nal parsers, demonstrating that the performance
depends on the amount of the RST-DT and the
domain of the documents.

Against such a background, Liu and Lapata
(2018) proposed a model that induces a latent
discourse tree without an external corpus. In-
spired by structure bias (Cheng and Lapata, 2016;
Kim et al., 2017), they introduced Structured At-
tention, which normalizes attention scores as
the posterior marginal probabilities of a non-
projective discourse tree. The probability distri-
bution of Structured Attention implicitly repre-
sents a discourse tree, in which the child sentences
present additional information about their parent.
We extend it to the unsupervised summarization,
i.e., obtaining a summary as the root sentence of a
latent discourse tree. While Liu and Lapata (2018)
introduce a virtual root sentence and induce a la-
tent discourse tree via supervised document clas-
sification, we generate a root sentence via recon-
structing a parent sentence from its children with-
out supervision.

4 Experiments

In this section, we present our experiments for the
evalation of the summary generation performance
of online reviews. The following section provides
the details of the experiments and results. 1

4.1 Dataset

Our experiments use the Amazon product review
dataset (McAuley et al., 2015; He and McAuley,
2016), which contains Amazon online reviews and
their one-sentence summaries. It includes 142.8

1The code to reproduce the results is available at:
https://github.com/misonuma/strsum

Domains Train Valid Eval
Toys & Games 27,037 498 512
Sports & Outdoors 37,445 511 466
Movies & TV 408,827 564 512

Table 1: Number of reviews for training (Train), vali-
dation (Valid) and evaluation (Eval).

million reviews spanning May 1996 - July 2014.
Ma et al. (2018); Wang and Ren (2018) used this
dataset for the evaluation of their supervised sum-
mary generation model. The same domains con-
sidered in their previous work are selected for this
study; Toys & Games, Sports & Outdoors, and
Movies & TV.

Because our model is trained by identifying and
reconstructing a parent sentence from its children,
it sometimes fails to construct an appropriate tree
for relatively short reviews. It also has a negative
influence on summary generation. Therefore, we
use reviews with 10 or more sentences for training,
and those with 5 or more sentences for validation
and evaluation. Table 1 indicates the number of
reviews in each domain.

4.2 Experimental Details

The source sentences and the summaries share the
same vocabularies, which are extracted from the
training sources of each domain. We limit a vo-
cabulary to the 50, 000 most frequent words ap-
pearing in training sets.

The hyper-parameters are tuned based on the
performance using the reference summaries in val-
idation sets. We set 300-dimensional word em-
beddings and initialize them with pre-trained Fast-
Text vectors (Joulin et al., 2017). The encoder is
a single-layer Bi-GRU with 256-dimensional hid-
den states for each direction and the decoder is a
uni-directional GRU with 256-dimensional hidden
states.　 The damping factor of DiscourseRank is
0.9. We train the model using Ada-grad with a
learning rate of 10−1, an initial accumulator value
of 10−1, and a batch size of 16. At the evaluation
time, a beam search with a beam size of 10 is used.

Similar to (See et al., 2017; Ma et al., 2018),
our evaluation metric is the ROUGE-F1 score
(Lin, 2004), computed by the pyrouge package.
We use ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-L,
which measure the word-overlap, bigram-overlap,
and longest common sequence between the refer-
ence and generated summaries, respectively.
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Domain Toys & Games Sports & Outdoors Movies & TV
Metric R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L

Unuspervised approaches
TextRank 8.63 1.24 7.26 7.16 0.89 6.39 8.27 1.44 7.35
Opinosis 8.25 1.51 7.52 7.04 1.42 6.45 7.80 1.20 7.11
MeanSum-single 8.12 0.58 7.30 5.42 0.47 4.97 6.96 0.35 6.08
StrSum 11.61 1.56 11.04 9.15 1.38 8.79 7.38 1.03 6.94
StrSum+DiscourseRank 11.87 1.63 11.40 9.62 1.58 9.28 8.15 1.33 7.62

Supervised baselines
Seq-Seq 13.50 2.10 13.31 10.69 2.02 10.61 7.71 2.18 7.08
Seq-Seq-att 16.28 3.13 16.13 11.49 2.39 11.47 9.05 2.99 8.46

Table 2: ROUGE F1 score of the evaluation set (%). R-1, R-2 and R-L denote ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, and
ROUGE-L, respectively. The best performing model among unsupervised approaches is shown in boldface.

4.3 Baseline

For the comparisons, two unsupervised baseline
models are employed. A graph-based unsuper-
vised sentence extraction method, TextRank is em-
ployed (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004), where sen-
tence embeddings are used instead of bag-of-
words representations, based on (Rossiello et al.,
2017). As an unsupervised word-level extractive
approach, we employ Opinosis (Ganesan et al.,
2010), which detects salient phrases in terms of
their redundancy. Because we observe repetitive
expressions in the dataset, Opinosis is added as a
baseline. Both methods extract or generate a one-
sentence summary.

Furthermore, a third, novel unsupervised
baseline model MeanSum-single is introduced,
which is an extended version of the unsu-
pervised neural multi-document summarization
model (Chu and Liu, 2018). While it decodes the
mean of multiple document embeddings to gen-
erate the summary, MeanSum-single generates a
single-document summary by decoding the mean
of the sentence embeddings in a document. It
learns a language model through reconstruction
of each sentence. By comparing with MeanSum-
single, we verify that our model focuses on the
main review points, and does not simply take the
average of the entire document.

As supervised baselines, we employ vanilla
neural sequence-to-sequence models for abstrac-
tive summarization (Hu et al., 2015), following
previous studies (Ma et al., 2018; Wang and Ren,
2018). We denote the model as Seq-Seq and that
with the attention mechanism as Seq-Seq-att. The
encoder and decoder used are the same as those
used in our model.
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Figure 3: ROUGE-L F1 score on evaluation set with
various numbers of sentences.

4.4 Evaluation of Summary Generation

Table 2 shows the ROUGE scores of our models
and the baselines for the evaluation sets.2 With
regards to Toys & Games and Sports & Out-
doors, our full model (StrSum + DiscourseRank)
achieves the best ROUGE-F1 scores among the
unsupervised approaches. As for ROUGE-1 and
ROUGE-L, two-tailed t-tests demonstrate that the

2As Yu et al. (2016); Ma et al. (2018) reported, the re-
views and their summaries are usually colloquial and contain
more noise than news articles. Therefore, the ROUGE scores
on the Amazon review dataset are lower than those obtained
for other summarization datasets, such as DUC.
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• Reference: 
love this game

• Seq-Seq-att: 
fun game

• Our Model (Full): 
i love this game

• Reference: 
good value

• Seq-Seq-att: 
good for the price

• Our Model (Full) : 
this is a great product for 
the price

Generated Summary

(a)

(b)

• Reference: 
disappointing

• Seq-Seq-att: 
great dvd

• Our Model (Full) : 
this is a great movie

(c)

1. I love this game
2. It is so much fun
3. I’m all about new and different games 
4. I love to play this with my brother because he is very bad at keeping score 

so I win most of the time and he loves to tell each characters story 
5. And he loves to tell each characters story and to tell why each person got 

what fate
6. It’s a must buy if you want a fun and fast card game 

1. have not used it yet at the campground but tested it at home and works fine
2. use a toothpick to hold the valve open so you can deflate it easily
3. if you sit on it and your butt just touches the ground your at the right pressure
4. for the price i would recommend it for occasional use
5. if your a hard core camper you may want a name brand
6. it suits my needs perfectly

Induced Discourse Tree Sentences in the Main Body

1. this had so much potential
2. my favorite 3 guitarist yet the sound is muddied
3. it should have been recorded in 5
4. the video is good
5. the sound is horrible though and that 's what makes this a travesty
6. i am so disappointed as for concert dvds audio is the most important factor
7. not even anamorphic

root
1 7

5
6

4
32

root
1 6

2
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43

root
2 3

1
4
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Figure 4: Examples of generated summaries and induced latent discourse trees.

difference between our models and the others are
statistically significant (p < 0.05). Because the
abstractive approach generates a concise summary
by omitting trivial phrases, it can lead to a bet-
ter performance than those of the extractive ones.
On the other hand, for Movies & TV, our model
is competitive with other unsupervised extractive
approaches; TextRank and Opinosis. One possible
explanation is that the summary typically includes
named entities, such as the names of characters,
actors and directors, which may lead to a better
performance of the extractive approaches. For all
datasets, our full model outperforms the one us-
ing only StrSum. Our models significantly outper-
form MeanSum-single, indicating that our model
focuses on the main review points, and does not
simply take the average of the entire document.

Figure 3 shows the ROUGE-L F1 scores of our
models on the evaluation sets with various num-
bers of sentences compared to the supervised base-
line model (Seq-Seq-att). For the case of a dataset
with less than 30 sentences, the performance of
our models is inferior to that of the supervised
baseline model. Because our full model generates
summaries via learning the latent discourse tree,
it sometimes fails to construct a tree, and thus ex-
periences a decline in performance for relatively
short reviews. On the other hand, for datasets with
the number of sentences exceeding 30, our model
achieves competitive or better performance than
the supervised model.

5 Discussion

5.1 Analysis of the Induced Structure

Figure 4 presents the generated summary and the
latent discourse tree induced by our full model.
We obtained the maximum spanning tree from
the probability distribution of dependency, us-
ing Chu–Liu–Edmonds algorithm (Chu, 1965;
Edmonds, 1967).

Figure 4(a) shows the summary and the latent
discourse tree for a board game review. Our model
generates the summary, ”i love this game”, which
is almost identical to the reference. The induced
tree shows that the 2nd sentence elaborates on the
generated summary, while the 3rd sentence pro-
vides its background. The 4th and 5th sentences
explain the 1st sentence in detail, i.e., describe
why the author loves the game.

Figure 4(b) shows the summary and latent dis-
course tree of a camping mattress review. Al-
though there is no word-overlap between the ref-
erence and generated summary, our model focuses
on the positivity in terms of the price. On the in-
duced tree, the 1st to 3rd sentences provide a back-
ground of the summary and mention the high qual-
ity of the product. The 6th sentence indicates that
reviewer is satisfied, while the 4th sentence pro-
vides its explanation with regards to the price.

In Figure 4(c), we present a failure example of
a review of a concert DVD. The reviewer is disap-
pointed by the poor quality of the sound; however
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Toys & Games StrSum StrAtt
Projective 38.58% 66.07%
Height 3.06 2.42

Sports & Outdoors StrSum StrAtt
Projective 41.26% 58.85%
Height 2.72 2.50

Movies & TV StrSum StrAtt
Projective 36.31% 61.20%
Height 3.63 2.37

Table 3: Descriptive statistics for induced latent dis-
course trees. StrAtt denotes the Structured Attention
Model (Liu and Lapata, 2018).

our model generates a positive summary, ”this is
a great movie”. The induced tree shows that the
sentences describing the high potential (1st), qual-
ity of the video (4th), and preference to the pic-
ture (7th), all affect the summary generation. Our
model regards the sound quality as a secondary
factor to that of the video. Therefore, it fails to pri-
oritize the contrasting aspects; the sound and the
video, and generates an inappropriate summary.
DiscourseRank cannot work well on this exam-
ple, because the numbers of sentences mention-
ing each aspect are not significantly different. To
solve such a problem, the aspects of each product
must be ranked explicitly, such as in (Gerani et al.,
2014; Angelidis and Lapata, 2018).

Table 3 summarizes the characteristics of the in-
duced latent discourse trees. These are compared
with those obtained by the Structured Attention
model, StrAtt (Liu and Lapata, 2018). StrAtt in-
duces single-root trees via the document classifi-
cation task based on the review ratings. For each
domain, our model induces more non-projective
trees than StrAtt. Additionally, the height (the av-
erage maximum path length from a root to a leaf
node) is larger than that of StrAtt. Our model es-
timates the parent of all the sentences and can in-
duce deeper trees in which the edges connect triv-
ial sentences. On the other hand, StrAtt identi-
fies salient sentences required for the document
classification, and thus induces shallow trees that
connect the salient sentences and others. As our
model prevents the summary from focusing on
trivial or redundant sentences by inducing deep
and complex trees, it specifically achieves higher
performance when considering relatively long re-
views.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Visualization of DiscourseRank. The darker
the highlightning, the higher the rank score. The refer-
ences and generated summaries are also shown.

5.2 DiscourseRank Analysis

In this section, we demonstrate how DiscourseR-
ank affects the summary generation. Figure 5 vi-
sualizes the sentences in the main body and their
DiscourseRank scores. We highlight the sentences
that achieve a high DiscourseRank score with a
darker color.

A review of a car coloring book is presented
in Figure 5(a). As expected, the score of the 1st
sentence is low, which is not related to the re-
view evaluations, that is, DiscourseRank empha-
sizes the evaluative sentences, such as the 2nd and
6th sentences.

A review of swimming goggles is presented in
Figure 5(b). The reviewer is satisfied with the
quality of the product. The highlighting shows
that DiscourseRank focuses on the sentences that
mention leaking (e.g., the 2nd and 5th). While our
model (with only StrSum) emphasizes the price
sufficiency, DiscourseRank generates a summary
describing that there is no issue with the quality.

6 Conclusion

In this work, we proposed a novel unsupervised
end-to-end model to generate an abstractive sum-
mary of a single product review while inducing
a latent discourse tree. The experimental results
demonstrated that our model is competitive with
or outperforms other unsupervised approaches. In
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particular, for relatively long reviews, our model
achieved competitive or better performance com-
pared to supervised models. The induced tree
shows that the child sentences present additional
information about their parent, and the generated
summary abstracts the entire review.

Our model can also be applied to other appli-
cations, such as argument mining, because argu-
ments typically have the same discourse structure
as reviews. Our model can not only generates
the summary but also identifies the argumentative
structures. Unfortunately, we cannot directly com-
pare our induced trees with the output of a dis-
course parser, which typically splits sentences into
elementary discourse units. In future work, we
will make comparisons with those of a human-
annotated dataset.
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Abstract

The success of neural summarization models
stems from the meticulous encodings of source
articles. To overcome the impediments of lim-
ited and sometimes noisy training data, one
promising direction is to make better use of
the available training data by applying filters
during summarization. In this paper, we pro-
pose a novel Bi-directional Selective Encoding
with Template (BiSET) model, which lever-
ages template discovered from training data to
softly select key information from each source
article to guide its summarization process. Ex-
tensive experiments on a standard summariza-
tion dataset were conducted and the results
show that the template-equipped BiSET model
manages to improve the summarization perfor-
mance significantly with a new state of the art.

1 Introduction

Abstractive summarization aims to shorten a
source article or paragraph by rewriting while pre-
serving the main idea. Due to the difficulties in
rewriting long documents, a large body of research
on this topic has focused on paragraph-level ar-
ticle summarization. Among them, sequence-to-
sequence models have become the mainstream and
some have achieved state-of-the-art performance
(Rush et al., 2015; Chopra et al., 2016; Nallap-
ati et al., 2016). In general, the only available
information for these models during decoding is
simply the source article representations from the
encoder and the generated words from the previ-
ous time steps (Nallapati et al., 2016; Gu et al.,
2016; Lin et al., 2018), while the previous words
are also generated based on the article representa-
tions. Since natural language text is complicated
and verbose in nature, and training data is insuffi-
cient in size to help the models distinguish impor-
tant article information from noise, sequence-to-

∗Corresponding author.

sequence models tend to deteriorate with the ac-
cumulation of word generation, e.g., they generate
irrelevant and repeated words frequently (Koehn
and Knowles, 2017).

Template-based summarization (Zhou and
Hovy, 2004) is an effective approach to traditional
abstractive summarization, in which a number of
hard templates are manually created by domain
experts, and key snippets are then extracted and
populated into the templates to form the final
summaries. The advantage of such approach is it
can guarantee concise and coherent summaries in
no need of any training data. However, it is unre-
alistic to create all the templates manually since
this work requires considerable domain knowl-
edge and is also labor-intensive. Fortunately, the
summaries of some specific training articles can
provide similar guidance to the summarization
as hard templates. Accordingly, these summaries
are referred to as soft templates, or templates for
simplicity, in this paper.

Despite their potential in relieving the verbosity
and insufficiency problems of natural language
data, templates have not been exploited to full ad-
vantage. For example, Cao et al. (2018a) simply
concatenated template encoding after the source
article in their summarization work. To this end,
we propose a Bi-directional Selective Encoding
with Template (BiSET) model for abstractive sen-
tence summarization. Our model involves a novel
bi-directional selective layer with two gates to mu-
tually select key information from an article and its
template to assist with summary generation. Due
to the limitations in obtaining handcrafted tem-
plates, we further propose a multi-stage process
for automatic retrieval of high-quality templates
from training corpus. Extensive experiments were
conducted on the Gigaword dataset (Rush et al.,
2015), a public dataset widely used for abstractive
sentence summarization, and the results appear to
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be quite promising. Merely using the templates se-
lected by our approach as the final summaries, our
model can already achieve superior performance
to some baseline models, demonstrating the ef-
fect of our templates. This may also indicate the
availability of many quality templates in the cor-
pus. Secondly, the template-equipped summariza-
tion model, BiSET, outperforms all the state-of-
the-art models significantly. To evaluate the im-
portance of the bi-directional selective layer and
the two gates, we conducted an ablation study by
discarding them respectively, and the results show
that, while both of the gates are necessary, the
template-to-article (T2A) gate tends to be more
important than the article-to-template (A2T) gate.
A human evaluation further validates the effective-
ness of our model in generating informative, con-
cise and readable summaries.

The contributions of this work include:

• We propose a novel bi-directional selective
mechanism with two gates to mutually select
important information from both article and
template to assist with summary generation.

• We develop a Fast Rerank method to auto-
matically select high-quality templates from
training corpus.

• Empirical evaluations on the benchmark
dataset show our model has achieved a new
state of the art.

• The source code of this work has been re-
leased for future research.1

2 The Framework

Our framework includes three key modules: Re-
trieve, Fast Rerank, and BiSET. For each source
article, Retrieve aims to return a few candidate
templates from the training corpus. Then, the Fast
Rerank module quickly identifies a best template
from the candidates. Finally, BiSET mutually se-
lects important information from the source article
and the template to generate an enhanced article
representation for summarization.

2.1 Retrieve
This module starts with a standard information re-
trieval library2 to retrieve a small set of candidates
for fine-grained filtering as Cao et al. (2018a). To
do that, all non-alphabetic characters (e.g., dates)

1https://github.com/InitialBug/BiSET
2https://lucene.apache.org

are removed to eliminate their influence on article
matching. The retrieval process starts by query-
ing the training corpus with a source article to find
a few (5 to 30) related articles, the summaries of
which will be treated as candidate templates.

2.2 Fast Rerank

The above retrieval process is essentially based on
superficial word matching and cannot measure the
deep semantic relationship between two articles.
Therefore, the Fast Rerank module is developed to
identify a best template from the candidates based
on their deep semantic relevance with the source
article. We regard the candidate with highest rel-
evance as the template. As illustrated in Figure
1, this module consists of a Convolution Encoder
Block, a Similarity Matrix and a Pooling Layer.
Convolution Encoder Block. This block maps
the input article and its candidate templates into
high-level representations. The popular ways to
this are either by using recurrent neural network
(RNN) or a stack of convolutional neural network
(CNN), while none of them are suitable for our
problem. This is because a source article is usu-
ally much longer than a template, and both RNN
and CNN may lead to semantic irrelevance after
encodings. Instead, we implement a new convo-
lution encoder block which includes a word em-
bedding layer, a 1-D convolution followed by a
non-linearity function, and residual connections
(Gehring et al., 2017).

Formally, given word embeddings {ei}Ei=1 ∈
Rd of an article, we use a 1-D convolution with
kernel k ∈ R2d×kd and bias bh ∈ R2d to extract
the n-gram features:

hi = k[ei−k/2, ..., ei+k/2] + bh (1)

where hi ∈ R2d. We pad both sides of an arti-
cle/template with zeros to keep fixed length. Af-
ter that, we employ the gated linear unit (GLU)
(Dauphin et al., 2017) as our activation function
to control the proportion of information to pass
through. GLU takes half the dimension of hi as
input and reduces the input dimension to d. Let
hi = [h1i ;h

2
i ], where h1i , h

2
i ∈ Rd, we have:

ri = GLU(hi) = GLU([h1i ;h
2
i ]) = h1i ⊗ σ(h2i ) (2)

where ri ∈ Rd, σ is the sigmoid function, and ⊗
means element-wise multiplication. To retain the
original information, we add residual connections
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Figure 1: Overview of the Fast Rerank Module.

from the input of the convolution layer to the out-
put of this block: zi = ri + ei.
Similarity Matrix. The above encoder block gen-
erates a high-level representation for each source
article/candidate template. Then, a similarity ma-
trix S ∈ Rm×n is calculated for a given article
representation, S ∈ Rm×d, and a template repre-
sentation, T ∈ Rn×d:

sij = f(Si,Tj) (3)

where f is the similarity function, and the com-
mon options for f include:

f(x, y) =





xT y, dot product
xTWy, bilinear function
‖x− y‖, Euclidean distance

(4)

Most previous work uses dot product or bilinear
function (Chen et al., 2016) for the similarity, yet
we find the family of Euclidean distance perform
much better for our task. Therefore, we define the
similarity function as:

f(x, y) = exp(−‖x− y‖2) (5)

Pooling Layer. This layer is intended to filter out
unnecessary information in the matrix S . Before
applying such pooling operations as max-pooling
and k-max pooling (Kalchbrenner et al., 2014)
over the similarity matrix, we note there are re-
peated words in the source article, which we only
want to count once. For this reason, we first iden-
tify some salient weights from S:

q = maxcolumn(S) (6)

where maxcolumn is a column-wise maximum
function. We then apply k-max pooling over q to

select k most important weights, p ∈ Rk. Finally,
we apply a two-layer feed-forward network to out-
put a similarity score for the source article and the
candidate template:

p = k-max(q) (7)

a = ReLU(Wap+ b1) (8)

s = σ(Wsa+ b2) (9)

2.3 Traditional Methodologies

In this section, we explore three traditional ap-
proaches to taking advantage of the templates for
summarization. They share the same encoder and
decoder layers, but own different interaction layers
for combination of a source article and template.
The encoder layer uses a standard bi-directional
RNN (BiRNN) to separately encode the source ar-
ticle and the template into hidden states hsi and htj .
Concatenation. This approach directly concate-
nates the hidden state,

{
hti
}N
i=1

, of a template after
the article representation, {hsi}Mi=1, to form a new
article representation, {zsi }M+N

i=1 . This approach is
similar to R3Sum (Cao et al., 2018a) but uses our
Fast Rerank and summary generation modules.
Concatenation+Self-Attention. This approach
adds a multi-head self-attention (Vaswani et al.,
2017) layer with 4 heads on the basis of the above
direct concatenation.
DCN Attention. Initially introduced for machine
reading comprehension (Seo et al., 2017), this
interaction approach is employed here to create
template-aware article representations. First, we
compute a similarity matrix, S ∈ Rm×n, for
each pair of article and template words by sij =
W0[h

s
i ;h

t
j ;h

s
i ⊗htj ], where ‘;’ is the concatenation

operation. We then normalize each row and col-
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: The structure of the proposed model: (a) the Bi-Directional Selective Encoding with Template model
(BiSET) and (b) the bi-directional selective layer.

umn of S by softmax, giving rise to two new ma-
trices S and S . After that, the Dynamic Coatten-
tion Network (DCN) attention is applied to com-
pute the bi-directional attention: A = S · ht and

B = S · S
T
· hs, where A denotes article-to-

template attention and B is template-to-article at-
tention. Finally, we obtain the template-aware ar-
ticle representation {zsi }Mi=1:

zsi = [hsi ;Ai;h
s
i ⊗ Ai;h

s
i ⊗ Bi] (10)

2.4 BiSET

Inspired by the research in machine reading com-
prehension (Seo et al., 2017) and selective mech-
anism (Zhou et al., 2017), we propose a novel
Bi-directional Selective Encoding with Template
(BiSET) model for abstractive sentence summa-
rization. The core idea behind BiSET is to in-
volve templates to assist with article represen-
tation and summary generation. As shown in
Figure 2, BiSET contains two selective gates:
Template-to-Article (T2A) gate and Article-to-
Template (A2T) gate. The role of T2A is to use a
template to filter the source article representation:

gi = σ(Wshh
s
i + Wthh

t + bs) (11)

hgi = hsi ⊗ gi (12)

where ht is the concatenation of the last forward
hidden state,

−→
htn, and the first backward hidden

state,
←−
ht1, of the template.

On the other hand, the purpose of A2T is to con-
trol the proportion of hg in the final article repre-
sentation. We assume the source article is credi-
ble and use its representation hs together with ht

to calculate a confidence degree, where hs is ob-
tained in a similar way as ht. The confidence de-

gree d is computed by:

d = σ((hs)TWdh
t + bd) (13)

The final source article representation is calculated
as the weighted sum of hsi and hgi :

zsi = dhgi + (1− d)hsi (14)

which allows a flexible manner for template in-
corporation and helps to resist errors when low-
quality templates are given.

The decoder layer. This layer includes an ordi-
nary RNN decoder (Luong et al., 2015). At each
time step t, the decoder reads the word wt−1 and
hidden state hct−1 generated in the previous step,
and gives a new hidden state for the current step:

hct = RNN(wt−1, hct−1) (15)

where the hidden state is initialized with the origi-
nal source article representation, hs. We then com-
pute the attention between hct and the final article
representation zs to obtain a context vector ct:

εt,i = (zsi )
TWch

c
t (16)

αt,i =
exp(εt,i)∑M
i=1 exp(εt,i)

(17)

ct =
M∑

i=1

αt,iz
s
i (18)

After that, a simple concatenation layer is used to
combine the hidden state hct and the context vector
ct into a new hidden state hat :

hat = tanh(Wha[ct;h
c
t ]) (19)

which will be mapped to a new representation of
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vocabulary size and fed through a softmax layer to
output the target word distribution:

p(wt|w1, ..., wt−1) = softmax(Wph
a
t ) (20)

2.5 Training

The Retrieve module involves an unsupervised
process with traditional indexing and retrieval
techniques. For Fast Rerank, since there is no
ground truth available, we use ROUGE-13 (Lin
and Hovy, 2003) to evaluate the saliency of a can-
didate template with respect to the gold summary
of current source article. Therefore, the loss func-
tion is defined as:

Lr(θ) = −
1

N

N∑

i=1

[s∗ log s+ (1− s∗) log(1− s)]

(21)
where s is a score predicted by Equation 9, and N
is the product of the training set size, D, and the
number of retrieved templates for each article.

For the BiSET module, the loss function is
chosen as the negative log-likelihood between the
generated summary, w, and the true summary, w∗:

Lw(θ) = −
1

D

D∑

i=1

L∑

j=1

log p(w
∗(i)
j |w

(i)
j−1, x

(i), y(i))

(22)
where L is the length of the true summary, θ con-
tains all the trainable variables, and x and y denote
the source article and the template, respectively.

3 Experiments

In this section, we introduce our evaluations on a
standard dataset.

3.1 Dataset and Implementation

The dataset used for evaluation is Annotated En-
glish Gigaword (Napoles et al., 2012), a parallel
corpus formed by pairing the first sentence of an
article with its headline. For a fair comparison,
we use the version preprocessed by Rush et al.
(2015)4 as previous work.

During training, both the Fast Rerank and
BiSET modules have a batch size of 64 with the
Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015). We also
apply grad clipping (Pascanu et al., 2013) with a

3We also tried ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-L, but ROUGE-1
shows to be more suitable.

4https://github.com/harvardnlp/sent-summary

range of [-5,5]. The differences of the two mod-
ules in settings are listed below.
Fast Rerank. We set the size of word embeddings
to 300, the convolution encoder block number to 1,
and the kernel size of CNN to 3. The weights are
shared between the article and template encoders.
The k of k-max pooling is set to 10. L2 weight de-
cay with λ = 3×10−6 is performed over all train-
able variables. The initial learning rate is 0.001
and multiplied by 0.1 every 10K steps. Dropout
between layers is applied.
BiSET. A two-layer BiLSTM is used as the en-
coder, and another two-layer LSTM as the de-
coder. The sizes of word embeddings and LSTM
hidden states are both set to 500. We only apply
dropout in the LSTM stack with a rate of 0.3. The
learning rate is set to 0.001 for the first 50K steps
and halved every 10K steps. Beam search with
size 5 is applied to search for optimal answers.

3.2 Evaluation Metrics

Following previous work (Nallapati et al., 2016;
Zhou et al., 2017; Cao et al., 2018a), we use
the standard F1 scores of ROUGE-1, ROUGE-
2 and ROUGE-L (Lin and Hovy, 2003) to eval-
uate the selected templates and generated sum-
maries, where the official ROUGE script5 is ap-
plied. We employ the normalized discounted cu-
mulative gain (NDCG) (Järvelin and Kekäläinen,
2002) from information retrieval to evaluate the
Fast Rerank module.

4 Results and Analysis

In this section, we report our experimental results
with thorough analysis and discussions.

4.1 Performance of Retrieve

The Retrieve module is intended to narrow down
the search range for a best template. We evaluated
this module by considering three types of tem-
plates: (a) Random means a randomly selected
summary from the training corpus; (b) Retrieve-
top is the highest-ranked summary by Retrieve;
(c) N-Optimal means among the N top search
results, the template is specified as the summary
with largest ROUGE score with gold summary.

As the results show in Table 1, randomly se-
lected templates are totally irrelevant and unhelp-
ful. When they are replaced by the Retrieve-top

5The ROUGE evaluation option: -m -n 2 -w 1.2
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Figure 3: Quality of candidate templates under differ-
ent ranges.

templates, the results improve apparently, demon-
strating the relatedness of top-ranked summaries
to gold summaries. Furthermore, when the N-
Optimal templates are used, additional improve-
ments can be observed as N grows. This trend is
also confirmed by Figure 3, in which the ROUGE
scores increase before 30 and stabilize afterwards.
These results suggest that the ranges given by Re-
trieve indeed help to find quality templates.

Type ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L
Random 2.58 0.00 2.48
Retrieve-top 23.46 7.67 20.94
5-Optimal 32.69 11.74 28.71
10-Optimal 35.90 13.32 31.42
15-Optimal 37.82 16.79 34.08
20-Optimal 38.92 17.72 34.94
30-Optimal 40.49 19.01 36.10

Table 1: Performance of different types of templates.

4.2 Fast Rerank
As mentioned before, the role of Fast Rerank is to
re-rank the initial search results and return a best
template for summarization. To examine the effect
of this module, we studied its ranking quality un-
der different ranges as in Section 4.1. The original
rankings by Retrieve are presented for comparison
with the NDCG metric. We regard the ROUGE-
2 score of each candidate template with the ref-
erence summary as the ground truth. As shown
in Figure 4, Fast Rerank consistently provides en-
hanced rankings over the original.

4.3 Interaction Approaches
In Section 2.3, we also explored three alternative
approaches to integrating an article with its tem-
plate. The results are shown in Table 2, from which
we can note that none of these approaches help
yield satisfactory performance. Even though DCN

Figure 4: Quality of rankings given by Fast Rerank.

Attention works impressively in machine reading
comprehension, it performs even worse in this task
than the simple concatenation. We conjecture the
reason is that the DCN Attention attempts to fuse
the template information into an article as in ma-
chine reading comprehension, rather than selects
key information from the two to form an enhanced
article representation.

Interaction method ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L
Concatenation 32.26 15.30 30.19
Concate+multi self-att 33.15 15.93 31.21
DCN Attention 31.53 13.77 27.96
Bi-selective layer 39.11 19.78 36.87

Table 2: Results of different interaction approaches.

4.4 BiSET
The overall performance of all the studied mod-
els is shown in Table 3. The results show that our
model significantly outperforms all the baseline
models and sets a new state of the art for abstrac-
tive sentence summarization. To evaluate the im-
pact of templates on our model, we also imple-
mented BiSET with two other types of templates:
randomly-selected templates and best templates
identified by Fast Rank under different ranges. As
shown in Table 4, the performance of our model
improves constantly with the improvement of tem-
plate quality (larger ranges lead to better chances
for good templates). Even with randomly-selected
templates, our model still works with stable per-
formance, demonstrating its robustness.

4.5 Speed Comparison
Our model is designed for both accuracy and effi-
ciency. Due to the parallelizable nature of CNN,
the Fast Rerank module only takes about 30 min-
utes for training and 3 seconds for inference on
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Model ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L
ABS‡ (Rush et al., 2015) 29.55 11.32 26.42
ABS+‡ (Rush et al., 2015) 29.78 11.89 26.97
RAS-Elman‡ (Chopra et al.,
2016)

33.78 15.97 31.15

Featseq2seq‡ (Nallapati
et al., 2016)

32.67 15.59 30.64

Open-NMT‡ (Klein et al.,
2017)

34.07 16.35 31.78

SEASS‡ (Zhou et al., 2017) 36.15 17.54 33.63
S2S+CGU‡ (Lin et al., 2018) 36.30 18.00 33.80
FTSum‡ (Cao et al., 2018b) 37.27 17.65 34.24
R3Sum‡ (Cao et al., 2018a) 37.04 19.03 34.46
BiSET 39.11 19.78 36.87

Table 3: Performance of all the models, where results
marked with ‡ are taken from the corresponding papers.

Template Type ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L
Random 33.85 15.83 31.14
5-rerank 37.69 18.62 34.38
10-rerank 38.34 19.35 34.97
20-rerank 38.89 19.64 36.67
30-rerank 39.11 19.78 36.87

Table 4: Performance of BiSET with different types of
templates, where Random means randomly-selected
templates, and N-rerank denotes the best templates re-
ranked by Fast Rerank under range N .

the whole test set. The BiSET model takes about 8
hours for training (GPU:GTX 1080), 6 times faster
than R3Sum (Cao et al., 2018a)6.

4.6 Ablation Study

The purpose of this study is to examine the roles
of the bi-directional selective layer and its two
gates. Firstly, we removed the selective layer and
replaced it with the direct concatenation of an ar-
ticle with its template representation. As the re-
sults show in Table 5, the model performs even
worse than some ordinary sequence-to-sequence
models in Table 3. The reason might be that tem-
plates would overwhelm the original article repre-
sentations and become noise after concatenation.
Then, we removed the Template-to-Article (T2A)
gate, and as a result the model shows a great de-
cline in performance, indicating the importance of
templates in article representations. Finally, when
we removed the Article-to-Template (A2T) gate,
whose role is to control the weight of T2A in arti-
cle representations, only a small performance de-
cline is observed. This may suggest that the T2A
gate alone can already capture most of the im-
portant article information, while A2T plays some
supplemental role.

6It takes about 2 days for training.

Model ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L
Concatenation 32.26 15.30 30.19
BiSET without T2A 34.51 16.55 31.17
BiSET without A2T 39.02 19.21 36.02
BiSET(full) 39.11 19.78 36.87

Table 5: ROUGE F1 scores of ablated models.

4.7 Human Evaluation

We then carried out a human evaluation to evaluate
the generated summaries from another perspec-
tive. Our evaluators include 8 graduate students
and 4 senior undergraduates, while the dataset
is 100 randomly-selected articles from the test
set. Each sample in this dataset also includes:
1 reference summary, 5 summaries generated by
Open-NMT7 (Klein et al., 2017), R3Sum8 (Cao
et al., 2018a) and BiSET under three settings, re-
spectively, and 3 randomly-selected summaries for
trapping. We asked the evaluators to indepen-
dently rate each summary on a scale of 1 to 5,
with respect to its quality in informativity, concise-
ness, and readability. While collecting the results,
we rejected the samples in which more than half
evaluators rate the informativity of the reference
summary below 3. We also rejected the samples
in which the informativity of a randomly-selected
summary is scored higher than 3. Finally, we ob-
tained 43 remaining samples and calculated an av-
erage score for each aspect. As the results show in
Table 6, our model not only performs much better
than the baselines, it also shows quite comparable
performance with the reference summaries.

Model Info Concise Read
R3Sum 3.30 3.83 3.90
Open-NMT 3.26 3.69 3.86
BiSET(random template) 3.09 3.69 3.71
BiSET(without A2T) 3.24 3.75 3.72
BiSET(best template) 3.35 3.98 3.93
Reference 3.55 3.91 3.89

Table 6: Results of human evaluation.

In Table 7 we present two real examples, which
show the templates found by our model are indeed
related to the source articles, and with their aid,
our model succeeds to keep the main content of the
source articles for summarization while discarding
unrelated words like ‘US’ and ‘Olympic Games’.

7https://github.com/OpenNMT/OpenNMT-py
8http://www4.comp.polyu.edu.hk/˜cszqcao/
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Source factory orders for manufactured goods rose #.#
percent in September, the commerce depart-
ment said here Thursday.

Ref September factory orders up #.# percent.
Temp January factory orders in US up #.# percent.
BiSET factory orders up #.# percent in September.

Source some #.# billion people worldwide are expected
to watch Germany face Costa Rica on television
at the opening match of football’s World Cup,
German public broadcaster zdf said Thursday.

Ref #.# billion tv viewers expected for opening
World Cup match.

Temp billions around world watch the Olympic
Games opening ceremony.

BiSET #.# billions around world expected to watch
World Cup.

Table 7: Examples of the generated templates and sum-
maries by our model. ‘#’ refers to masked numbers.

5 Related Work

Abstractive sentence summarization, a task analo-
gous to headline generation or sentence compres-
sion, aims to generate a brief summary given a
short source article. Early studies in this problem
mainly focus on statistical or linguistic-rule-based
methods, including those based on extractive and
compression (Jing and McKeown, 2000; Knight
and Marcu, 2002; Clarke and Lapata, 2010), tem-
plates (Zhou and Hovy, 2004) and statistical ma-
chine translation (Banko et al., 2000).

The advent of large-scale summarization cor-
pora accelerates the development of various neural
network methods. Rush et al. (2015) first applied
an attention-based sequence-to-sequence model
for abstractive summarization, which includes a
convolutional neural network (CNN) encoder and
a feed-forward network decoder. Chopra et al.
(2016) replaced the decoder with a recurrent neu-
ral network (RNN). Nallapati et al. (2016) fur-
ther changed the sequence-to-sequence model to a
fully RNN-based model. Besides, Gu et al. (2016)
found that this task benefits from copying words
from the source articles and proposed the Copy-
Net correspondingly. With a similar purpose, Gul-
cehre et al. (2016) proposed to use a switch gate
to control when to copy from the source article
and when to generate from the vocabulary. Zhou
et al. (2017) employed a selective gate to filter out
unimportant information when encoding.

Some other work attempts to incorporate exter-
nal knowledge for abstractive summarization. For
example, Nallapati et al. (2016) proposed to en-

rich their encoder with handcrafted features such
as named entities and part-of-speech (POS) tags.
Guu et al. (2018) also attempted to encode human-
written sentences to improve neural text genera-
tion. Similar to our work, Cao et al. (2018a) pro-
posed to retrieve a related summary from the train-
ing set as soft template to assist with the summa-
rization. However, their approach tends to over-
simplify the role of the template, by directly con-
catenating a template after the source article en-
coding. In contrast, our bi-directional selective
mechanism exhibits a novel attempt to selecting
key information from the article and the template
in a mutual manner, offering greater flexibility in
using the template.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a novel Bi-directional
Selective Encoding with Template (BiSET) model
for abstractive sentence summarization. To coun-
teract the verbosity and insufficiency of training
data, we proposed to retrieve high-quality exist-
ing summaries as templates to assist with source
article representations through an ingenious bi-
directional selective layer. The enhanced article
representations are expected to contribute towards
better summarization eventually. We also devel-
oped the corresponding retrieval and re-ranking
modules for obtaining quality templates. Exten-
sive evaluations were conducted on a standard
benchmark dataset and experimental results show
that our model can quickly pick out high-quality
templates from the training corpus, laying key
foundation for effective article representations and
summary generations. The results also show that
our model outperforms all the baseline models and
sets a new state of the art. An ablation study
validates the role of the bi-directional selective
layer, and a human evaluation further proves that
our model can generate informative, concise, and
readable summaries.
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Abstract

Generating keyphrases that summarize the
main points of a document is a fundamen-
tal task in natural language processing. Al-
though existing generative models are capa-
ble of predicting multiple keyphrases for an
input document as well as determining the
number of keyphrases to generate, they still
suffer from the problem of generating too
few keyphrases. To address this problem,
we propose a reinforcement learning (RL)
approach for keyphrase generation, with an
adaptive reward function that encourages a
model to generate both sufficient and accu-
rate keyphrases. Furthermore, we introduce a
new evaluation method that incorporates name
variations of the ground-truth keyphrases us-
ing the Wikipedia knowledge base. Thus, our
evaluation method can more robustly evaluate
the quality of predicted keyphrases. Exten-
sive experiments on five real-world datasets of
different scales demonstrate that our RL ap-
proach consistently and significantly improves
the performance of the state-of-the-art gener-
ative models with both conventional and new
evaluation methods.

1 Introduction

The task of keyphrase generation aims at predict-
ing a set of keyphrases that convey the core ideas
of a document. Figure 1 shows a sample doc-
ument and its keyphrase labels. The keyphrases
in red color are present keyphrases that appear in
the document, whereas the blue ones are absent
keyphrases that do not appear in the input. By
distilling the key information of a document into
a set of succinct keyphrases, keyphrase genera-
tion facilitates a wide variety of downstream ap-
plications, including document clustering (Ham-
mouda et al., 2005; Hulth and Megyesi, 2006),
opinion mining (Berend, 2011), and summariza-
tion (Zhang et al., 2004; Wang and Cardie, 2013).

Document: DCE MRI data analysis for cancer area classification.
The paper aims at improving the support of medical researchers in
the context of in-vivo cancer imaging… The proposed approach is
based on a three-step procedure: i) robust feature extraction from
raw time-intensity curves, ii) voxel segmentation, and iii) voxel
classification based on a learning-by-example approach… Finally, in
the third step, a support vector machine (SVM) is trained to classify
voxels according to the labels obtained by the clustering phase…

Keyphrase labels: svm; dce mri; cluster analysis; classification

catSeqD predictions: cancer area classification; support vector 
machine

catSeqD-𝟐𝑹𝑭𝟏 predictions: dce mri; cancer area classification; 
support vector machine; image segmentation; morphological analysis

Enriched keyphrase labels: {svm, support vector machine}; dce mri; 
cluster analysis; classification

Figure 1: Sample document with keyphrase labels
and predicted keyphrases. We use red (blue) color
to highlight present (absent) keyphrases. The under-
lined phrases are name variations of a keyphrase label.
“catSeqD” is a keyphrase generation model from Yuan
et al. (2018). “catSeqD-2RF1” denotes the catSeqD
model after being trained by our RL approach. The
enriched keyphrase labels are based on our new evalu-
ation method.

To produce both present and absent keyphrases,
generative methods (Meng et al., 2017; Ye and
Wang, 2018; Chen et al., 2018a,b) are de-
signed to apply the attentional encoder-decoder
model (Bahdanau et al., 2014; Luong et al., 2015)
with copy mechanism (Gu et al., 2016; See et al.,
2017) to approach the keyphrase generation task.
However, none of the prior models can deter-
mine the appropriate number of keyphrases for
a document. In reality, the optimal keyphrase
count varies, and is dependent on a given docu-
ment’s content. To that end, Yuan et al. (2018)
introduced a training setup in which a genera-
tive model can learn to decide the number of
keyphrases to predict for a given document and
proposed two models. Although they provided
a more realistic setup, there still exist two draw-
backs. First, models trained under this setup tend
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to generate fewer keyphrases than the ground-
truth. Our experiments on the largest dataset show
that their catSeqD model generates 4.3 keyphrases
per document on average, while these documents
have 5.3 keyphrase labels on average. Ideally,
a model should generate both sufficient and ac-
curate keyphrases. Second, existing evaluation
methods rely only on the exact matching of word
stems (Porter, 2006) to determine whether a pre-
dicted phrase matches a ground-truth phrase. For
example, given the document in Figure 1, if a
model generates “support vector machine”, it will
be treated as incorrect since it does not match
the word “svm” given by the gold-standard la-
bels. It is therefore desirable for an evaluation
method to consider name variations of a ground-
truth keyphrase.

To address the first limitation, we design an
adaptive reward function, RF1, that encourages
a model to generate both sufficient and accurate
keyphrases. Concretely, if the number of gener-
ated keyphrases is less than that of the ground-
truth, we use recall as the reward, which does
not penalize the model for generating incorrect
predictions. If the model generates sufficient
keyphrases, we use F1 score as the reward, to
balance both recall and precision of the predic-
tions. To optimize the model towards this non-
differentiable reward function, we formulate the
task of keyphrase generation as a reinforcement
learning (RL) problem and adopt the self-critical
policy gradient method (Rennie et al., 2017) as
the training procedure. Our RL approach is flexi-
ble and can be applied to any keyphrase generative
model with an encoder-decoder structure. In Fig-
ure 1, we show a prediction result of the catSeqD
model (Yuan et al., 2018) and another prediction
result of the catSeqD model after being trained by
our RL approach (catSeqD-2RF1). This example
illustrates that our RL approach encourages the
model to generate more correct keyphrases. Per-
haps more importantly, the number of generated
keyphrases also increases to five, which is closer
to the ground-truth number (5.3).

Furthermore, we propose a new evaluation
method to tackle the second limitation. For each
ground-truth keyphrase, we extract its name varia-
tions from various sources. If the word stems of
a predicted keyphrase match the word stems of
any name variation of a ground-truth keyphrase,
it is treated as a correct prediction. For instance,

in Figure 1, our evaluation method enhances the
“svm” ground-truth keyphrase with its name vari-
ation, “support vector machine”. Thus, the phrase
“support vector machine” generated by catSeqD
and catSeqD-2RF1 will be considered correct,
which demonstrates that our evaluation method is
more robust than the existing one.

We conduct extensive experiments to evaluate
the performance of our RL approach. Experi-
ment results on five real-world datasets show that
our RL approach consistently improves the per-
formance of the state-of-the-art models in terms
of F -measures. Moreover, we analyze the suf-
ficiency of the keyphrases generated by different
models. It is observed that models trained by our
RL approach generate more absent keyphrases,
which is closer to the number of absent ground-
truth keyphrases. Finally, we deploy our new eval-
uation method on the largest keyphrase generation
benchmark, and the new evaluation identifies at
least one name variation for 14.1% of the ground-
truth keyphrases.

We summarize our contributions as follows: (1)
an RL approach with a novel adaptive reward
function that explicitly encourages the model to
generate both sufficient and accurate keyphrases;
(2) a new evaluation method that considers name
variations of the keyphrase labels; and (3) the new
state-of-the-art performance on five real-world
datasets in a setting where a model is able to
determine the number of keyphrases to generate.
This is the first work to study RL approach on the
keyphrase generation problem.

2 Related Work

2.1 Keyphrase Extraction and Generation

Traditional extractive methods select important
phrases from the document as its keyphrase pre-
dictions. Most of them adopt a two-step approach.
First, they identify keyphrase candidates from the
document by heuristic rules (Wang et al., 2016;
Le et al., 2016). Afterwards, the candidates are
either ranked by unsupervised methods (Mihalcea
and Tarau, 2004; Wan and Xiao, 2008) or super-
vised learning algorithms (Medelyan et al., 2009;
Witten et al., 1999; Nguyen and Kan, 2007a).
Other extractive methods apply sequence tagging
models (Luan et al., 2017; Gollapalli et al., 2017;
Zhang et al., 2016) to identify keyphrases. How-
ever, extractive methods cannot produce absent
keyphrases.
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To predict both present and absent keyphrases
for a document, Meng et al. (2017) proposed a
generative model, CopyRNN, which is composed
of an attentional encoder-decoder model (Bah-
danau et al., 2014) and a copy mechanism (Gu
et al., 2016). Lately, multiple extensions to
CopyRNN were also presented. CorrRNN (Chen
et al., 2018a) incorporates the correlation among
keyphrases. TG-Net (Chen et al., 2018b) exploits
the title information to learn a better representa-
tion for an input document. Chen et al. (2019)
leveraged keyphrase extraction models and ex-
ternal knowledge to improve the performance of
keyphrase generation. Ye and Wang (2018) con-
sidered a setting where training data is limited,
and proposed different semi-supervised methods
to enhance the performance. All of the above gen-
erative models use beam search to over-generate
a large number of keyphrases and select the top-
k predicted keyphrases as the final predictions,
where k is a fixed number.

Recently, Yuan et al. (2018) introduced a set-
ting where a model has to determine the appro-
priate number of keyphrases for an input docu-
ment. They proposed a training setup that em-
powers a generative model to generate variable
numbers of keyphrases for different documents.
Two new models, catSeq and catSeqD, were de-
scribed. Our work considers the same setting and
proposes an RL approach, which is equipped with
adaptive rewards to generate sufficient and accu-
rate keyphrases. To our best knowledge, this is
the first time RL is used for keyphrase generation.
Besides, we propose a new evaluation method that
considers name variations of the keyphrase labels,
a novel contribution to the state-of-the-art.

2.2 Reinforcement Learning for Text
Generation

Reinforcement learning has been applied to a wide
array of text generation tasks, including machine
translation (Wu et al., 2016; Ranzato et al., 2015),
text summarization (Paulus et al., 2018; Wang
et al., 2018), and image/video captioning (Ren-
nie et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2017; Pasunuru and
Bansal, 2017). These RL approaches lean on the
REINFORCE algorithm (Williams, 1992), or its
variants, to train a generative model towards a
non-differentiable reward by minimizing the pol-
icy gradient loss. Different from existing work,
our RL approach uses a novel adaptive reward

function, which combines the recall and F1 score
via a hard gate (if-else statement).

3 Preliminary

3.1 Problem Definition

We formally define the problem of keyphrase
generation as follows. Given a document x,
output a set of ground-truth keyphrases Y =
{y1,y2, . . . ,y|Y|}. The document x and each
ground-truth keyphrase yi are sequences of words,
i.e., x = (x1, . . . , xlx), and yi = (yi1, . . . , y

i
lyi

),
where lx and lyi denote the numbers of words in
x and yi respectively. A keyphrase that matches
any consecutive subsequence of the document is
a present keyphrase, otherwise it is an absent
keyphrase. We use Yp = {yp,1, yp,2, . . . , yp,|Yp|}
and Ya = {ya,1, ya,2, . . . , ya,|Ya|} to denote
the sets of present and absent ground-truth
keyphrases, respectively. Thus, the ground-truth
keyphrases set can be expressed as Y = Yp ∪ Ya.

3.2 Keyphrase Generation Model

In this section, we describe the attentional
encoder-decoder model (Bahdanau et al., 2014)
with copy mechanism (See et al., 2017), which is
the backbone of our implementations of the base-
line generative models.

Our training setup. For each document-
keyphrases pair (x,Y), we join all the keyphrases
in Y into one output sequence, y = yp,1 o yp,2 o
. . . o yp,|Yp| � ya,1 o ya,2 o . . . o ya,|Ya|, where � is
a special token that indicates the end of present
keyphrases, and o is a delimiter between two con-
secutive present keyphrases or absent keyphrases.
Using such (x,y) samples as training data, the
encoder-decoder model can learn to generate all
the keyphrases in one output sequence and deter-
mine the number keyphrases to generate. The only
difference with the setup in Yuan et al. (2018)
is that we use � to mark the end of present
keyphrases, instead of using o.
Attentional encoder-decoder model. We use a
bi-directional Gated-Recurrent Unit (GRU) (Cho
et al., 2014) as the encoder. The encoder’s i-th
hidden state is hi = [

−→
h i;
←−
h i] ∈ Rdh .

A single-layered GRU is adopted as the de-
coder. At decoding step t, the decoder hidden state
is st = GRU(et−1, st−1) ∈ Rds , where et−1 is
the embedding of the (t − 1)-th predicted word.
Then we apply the attention layer in (Bahdanau
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et al., 2014) to compute an attention score at,i for
each of the word xi in the document. The attention
scores are next used to compute a context vector
h∗t for the document. The probability of predicting
a word yt from a predefined vocabulary V is de-
fined as PV (yt) = softmax(WV (WV ′ [st; h

∗
t ])).

In this paper, all the W terms represent trainable
parameters and we omit the bias terms for brevity.

Pointer-generator network. To alleviate the
out-of-vocabulary (OOV) problem, we adopt the
copy mechanism from See et al. (2017). For
each document x, we build a dynamic vocabu-
lary Vx by merging the predefined vocabulary V
and all the words that appear in x. Then, the
probability of predicting a word yt from the dy-
namic vocabulary Vx is computed as PVx(yt) =
pgenPV (yt) + (1− pgen)PC(yt), where PC(yt) =∑

i:xi=yt
at,i is the copy distribution and pgen =

sigmoid(Wg[h
∗
t ; st; et−1]) ∈ [0, 1] is a soft gate to

select between generating a word from the vocab-
ulary V and copying a word from the document.

Maximum likelihood training. We use θ to de-
note all model parameters and y1:t−1 to denote
a sequence (y1, ..., yt−1). Previous work learns
the parameters by maximizing the log-likelihood
of generating the ground-truth output sequence y,
defined as follows,

L(θ) = −
Ly∑

t=1

logPVx(yt|y1:t−1,x; θ). (1)

4 Reinforcement Learning Formulation

We formulate the task of keyphrase generation as
a reinforcement learning problem, in which an
agent interacts with an environment in discrete
time steps. At each time step t = 1, . . . , T , the
agent produces an action (word) ŷt sampled from
the policy π(ŷt|ŷ1:t−1,x; θ), where ŷ1:t−1 denotes
the sequence generated by the agent from step 1 to
t − 1. After that, the environment gives a reward
rt(ŷ1:t,Y) to the agent and transits to the next step
t+1 with a new state ŝt+1 = (ŷ1:t,x,Y). The pol-
icy of the agent is a keyphrase generation model,
i.e., π(.|ŷ1:t−1,x; θ) = PVx(.|ŷ1:t−1,x; θ).

To improve the sufficiency and accuracy of
both present keyphrases and absent keyphrases
generated by the agent, we give separate reward
signals to present keyphrase predictions and ab-
sent keyphrase predictions. Hence, we divide
our RL problem into two different stages. In

the first stage, we evaluate the agent’s perfor-
mance on extracting present keyphrases. Once
the agent generates the ‘�’ token, we denote the
current time step as T p, the environment com-
putes a reward using our adaptive reward func-
tion RF1 by comparing the generated keyphrases
in ŷ1:TP with the ground-truth present keyphrases
Yp, i.e., rTP (ŷ1:TP ,Y) = RF1(ŷ1:TP ,Yp). Then
we enter the second stage, where we evalu-
ate the agent’s performance on generating ab-
sent keyphrases. Upon generating the EOS to-
ken, the environment compares the generated
keyphrases in ŷTP +1:T with the ground-truth
absent keyphrases Ya and computes a reward
rT (ŷ1:T ,Y) = RF1(ŷT p+1:T ,Ya). After that, the
whole process terminates. The reward to the agent
is 0 for all other time steps, i.e., rt(ŷ1:t,Y) = 0
for all t /∈ {T p, T}.

Let return Rt(ŷ,Y) be the sum of future re-
ward starting from time step t, i.e., Rt(ŷ,Y) =∑T

τ=t rτ (ŷ1:τ ,Y), where ŷ denotes the complete
sequence generated by the agent, i.e., ŷ = ŷ1:T .
We then simplify the expression of return into:

Rt =





RF1(ŷ1:TP ,Yp)+
RF1(ŷTP +1:T ,Ya) if 1 ≤ t ≤ T p,

RF1(ŷTP +1:T ,Ya) if T p < t ≤ T .
(2)

The goal of the agent is to maximize the
expected initial return Eŷ∼π(.|x;θ)R1(ŷ,Y),
where R1(ŷ,Y) = RF1(ŷ1:TP ,Yp) +
RF1(ŷTP +1:T ,Ya).

Adaptive reward function. To encourage
the model to generate sufficient and accurate
keyphrases, we define our adaptive reward func-
tion RF1 as follows. First, let N be the number
of predicted keyphrases, and G be the number of
ground-truth keyphrases, then

RF1 =

{
recall if N < G,
F1 otherwise.

(3)

If the model generates insufficient number of
keyphrases, the reward will be the recall of the
predictions. Since generating incorrect keyphrases
will not decrease the recall, the model is encour-
aged to produce more keyphrases to boost the re-
ward. If the model generates a sufficient number
of keyphrases, the model should be discouraged
from over-generating incorrect keyphrases, thus
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the F1 score is used as the reward, which incor-
porates the precision of the predicted keyphrases.
REINFORCE. To maximize the expected initial
return, we define the following loss function:

L(θ) = −Eŷ∼π(.|x;θ)[R1(ŷ,Y)]. (4)

According to the REINFORCE learning rule
in Williams (1992), the expected gradient of the
initial return can be expressed as ∇θL(θ) =
−Eŷ∼π(.|x;θ)[

∑T
t=1∇θ log π(ŷt|ŷ1:t−1,x; θ)Rt].

In practice, we approximate the above expectation
using a sample ŷ ∼ π(.|x; θ). Moreover, we
subtract the return Rt by a baseline Bt, which is a
standard technique in RL to reduce the variance of
the gradient estimator (Sutton and Barto, 1998).
In theory, the baseline can be any function that is
independent of the current action yt. The gradient
∇θL is then estimated by:

∇θL ≈ −
T∑

t=1

∇θ log π(ŷt|ŷ1:t−1,x; θ)(Rt −Bt).

(5)

Intuitively, the above gradient estimator increases
the generation probability of a word ŷt if its return
Rt is higher than the baseline (Rt −Bt > 0).
Self-critical sequence training. The main idea of
self-critical sequence training (Rennie et al., 2017)
is to produce another sequence ȳ from the current
model using greedy search algorithm, then use the
initial return obtained by ȳ as the baseline. The in-
terpretation is that the gradient estimator increases
the probability of a word if it has an advantage
over the greedily decoded sequence. We apply
this idea to our RL problem, which has two differ-
ent stages. When in the present (absent) keyphrase
prediction stage, we want the baselineBt to be the
initial return obtained by the greedy sequence ȳ
in its present (absent) keyphrase prediction stage.
Thus, we first let T̄P and T̄ be the decoding steps
where the greedy search algorithm generates the �
token and EOS token, respectively. We then define
the baseline1 as:

Bt =





RF1(ȳ1:T̄P ,Yp)+
RF1(ȳT̄P +1:T̄ ,Ya) if 1 ≤ t ≤ T p,

RF1(ȳT̄P +1:T̄ ,Ya) if T p < t ≤ T .
(6)

With Eqs. (5) and (6), we can simply perform gra-
dient descent to train a generative model.

1The value of Bt only depends on whether ‘�’ exists in
ŷ1:t−1, hence it does not depend on the current action ŷt.

Ground-truth Extracted variations
pca principal component analysis
ssd solid state drive
op amps operational amplifier
hackday hackathon
mobile ad hoc networks manet
electronic commerce e commerce

Table 1: Examples of name variations extracted by our
method for keyphrase labels on the KP20k dataset.

5 New Evaluation Method

Our new evaluation method maintains a set
of name variations ỹi for each ground-truth
keyphrase yi of x. If a predicted keyphrase ŷi

matches any name variation of a ground-truth
keyphrase, then ŷi is considered a correct predic-
tion. A ground-truth keyphrase is also its own
name variation. If there are multiple ground-truth
keyphrases in x that have the same name varia-
tions set, we will only keep one of them.

In our evaluation method, the name variation
set of a ground-truth keyphrase may contain both
present phrases and absent phrases. In such a case,
a ground-truth keyphrase can be matched by a
present predicted keyphrase or an absent predicted
keyphrase. Thus, this ground-truth keyphrase
should be treated as both a present ground-truth
keyphrase and an absent ground-truth keyphrase,
as shown in the following definition.

Definition 5.1. Present (Absent) ground-truth
keyphrase. If a name variation set ỹi of a ground-
truth keyphrase yi only consists of present (ab-
sent) keyphrases, then yi is a present (absent)
ground-truth keyphrase. Otherwise, yi is both
a present ground-truth keyphrase and an absent
ground-truth keyphrase, i.e., yi ∈ Yp and yi ∈
Ya.

5.1 Name Variation Extraction

We extract name variations of a ground-truth
keyphrase from the following sources: acronyms
in the ground-truths, Wikipedia disambiguation
pages, and Wikipedia entity titles. The later two
sources have also been adopted by entity linking
methods (Zhang et al., 2010, 2011) to find name
variations. Some examples of extracted name vari-
ations are shown in Table 1.

Acronyms in the ground-truths. We found
that some of the ground-truth keyphrases have
included an acronym at the end of the string,
e.g.,“principal component analysis (pca)”. Thus,
we adopt the following simple rule to extract an
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acronym from a ground-truth keyphrase. If a
ground-truth keyphrase ends with a pair of paren-
theses, we will extract the phrase inside the pair,
e.g., “pca”, as one of the name variations.

Wikipedia entity titles. An entity page in
Wikipedia provides the information of an entity,
and the page title represents an unambiguous name
variation of that entity. For example, a search for
“solid state disk” on Wikipedia will be redirected
to the entity page of “solid state drive”. In such
case, the title “solid state drive” is a name varia-
tion of “solid state disk”.

Wikipedia disambiguation pages. A disam-
biguation page helps users find the correct entity
page when the input query refers to more than
one entity in Wikipedia. It contains a list of en-
tity pages that the query refers to. For exam-
ple, a keyphrase of “ssd” may refer to the entity
“solid state drive” or “sterol-sensing domain” in
Wikipedia. To find the correct entity page for a
keyphrase, we iterate through this list of possible
entities. If an entity title is present in a document,
we assume it is the entity that the keyphrase refers
to. For example, if a document x contains “solid
state drive”, we will assume that the keyphrase
“ssd” refers to this entity.

6 Experiments

We first report the performance of different mod-
els using the conventional evaluation method. Af-
terwards, we present the results based on our new
evaluation method. All experiments are repeated
for three times using different random seeds and
the averaged results are reported. The source code
and the enriched evaluation set are released to the
public2. Sample output is shown in Figure 1.

6.1 Datasets
We conduct experiments on five scientific article
datasets, including KP20k (Meng et al., 2017),
Inspec (Hulth, 2003), Krapivin (Krapivin et al.,
2009), NUS (Nguyen and Kan, 2007b), and Se-
mEval (Kim et al., 2010). Each sample from
these datasets consists of the title, abstract, and
keyphrases of a scientific article. We concatenate
the title and abstract as an input document, and use
the assigned keyphrases as keyphrase labels. Fol-
lowing the setup in (Meng et al., 2017; Yuan et al.,
2018; Chen et al., 2018b), we use the training set

2Source code and evaluation set are available at
https://github.com/kenchan0226/keyphrase-generation-rl

of the largest dataset, KP20k, for model training
and the testing sets of all five datasets to evaluate
the performance of a generative model. From the
training set of KP20k, we remove all articles that
are duplicated in itself, either in the KP20k vali-
dation set, or in any of the five testing sets. After
the cleanup, the KP20k dataset contains 509,818
training samples, 20,000 validation samples, and
20,000 testing samples.

6.2 Evaluation Metrics

The performance of a model is typically evalu-
ated by comparing the top k predicted keyphrases
with the ground-truth keyphrases. The evaluation
cutoff k can be either a fixed number or a vari-
able. Most previous work (Meng et al., 2017; Ye
and Wang, 2018; Chen et al., 2018a,b) adopted
evaluation metrics with fixed evaluation cutoffs,
e.g., F1@5. Recently, Yuan et al. (2018) pro-
posed a new evaluation metric, F1@M , which has
a variable evaluation cutoff. F1@M compares all
the keyphrases predicted by the model with the
ground-truth to compute an F1 score, i.e., k =
number of predictions. It can also be interpreted
as the original F1 score with no evaluation cutoff.

We evaluate the performance of a model using
a metric with a variable cutoff and a metric with a
fixed cutoff, namely, F1@M and F1@5. Marco
average is deployed to aggregate the evaluation
scores for all testing samples. We apply Porter
Stemmer before determining whether two phrases
are matched. Our implementation of F1@5 is dif-
ferent from that of Yuan et al. (2018). Specifically,
when computing F1@5, if a model generates less
than five predictions, we append random wrong
answers to the prediction until it reaches five pre-
dictions3. The rationale is to avoid producing sim-
ilar F1@5 and F1@M , when a model (e.g., cat-
Seq) generates less than five keyphrases, as shown
in the Table 2 of Yuan et al. (2018).

6.3 Baseline and Deep Reinforced Models

We train four baseline generative models us-
ing maximum-likelihood loss. These mod-
els include catSeq, catSeqD (Yuan et al.,
2018), catSeqCorr (Chen et al., 2018a), and
catSeqTG (Chen et al., 2018b). For all baselines,
we use the method in Yuan et al. (2018) to prepare
the training data, by concatenating all keyphrases

3The implementation in Yuan et al. (2018) sets F1@5 =
F1@M for such samples.
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Model Inspec Krapivin NUS SemEval KP20k
F1@M F1@5 F1@M F1@5 F1@M F1@5 F1@M F1@5 F1@M F1@5

catSeq 0.262 0.225 0.354 0.269 0.397 0.323 0.283 0.242 0.367 0.291
catSeqD 0.263 0.219 0.349 0.264 0.394 0.321 0.274 0.233 0.363 0.285
catSeqCorr 0.269 0.227 0.349 0.265 0.390 0.319 0.290 0.246 0.365 0.289
catSeqTG 0.270 0.229 0.366 0.282 0.393 0.325 0.290 0.246 0.366 0.292
catSeq-2RF1 0.300 0.250 0.362 0.287 0.426 0.364 0.327 0.285 0.383 0.310
catSeqD-2RF1 0.292 0.242 0.360 0.282 0.419 0.353 0.316 0.272 0.379 0.305
catSeqCorr-2RF1 0.291 0.240 0.369 0.286 0.414 0.349 0.322 0.278 0.382 0.308
catSeqTG-2RF1 0.301 0.253 0.369 0.300 0.433 0.375 0.329 0.287 0.386 0.321

Table 2: Results of present keyphrase prediction on five datasets. Suffix “-2RF1” denotes that a model is trained
by our reinforcement learning approach.

into one output sequence. With this setup, all base-
lines can determine the number of keyphrases to
generate. The catSeqCorr and catSeqTG models
are the CorrRNN (Chen et al., 2018a) and TG-
Net (Chen et al., 2018b) models trained under this
setup, respectively.

For the reinforced models, we follow the
method in Section 3.2 to concatenate keyphrases.
We first pre-train each baseline model using
maximum-likelihood loss, and then apply our RL
approach to train each of them. We use a suffix “-
2RF1” to indicate that a generative model is fine-
tuned by our RL algorithm, e.g., catSeq-2RF1.

6.4 Implementation Details

Following (Yuan et al., 2018), we use greedy
search (beam search with beam width 1) as the
decoding algorithm during testing. We do not ap-
ply the Porter Stemmer to the keyphrase labels in
the SemEval testing dataset because they have al-
ready been stemmed. We remove all the dupli-
cated keyphrases from the predictions before com-
puting an evaluation score. The following steps
are applied to preprocess all the datasets. We low-
ercase all characters, replace all the digits with a
special token 〈digit〉, and perform tokenization.
Following (Yuan et al., 2018), for each document,
we sort all the present keyphrase labels accord-
ing to their order of the first occurrence in the
document. The absent keyphrase labels are then
appended at the end of present keyphrase labels.
We do not rearrange the order among the absent
keyphrases.

The vocabulary V is defined as the most fre-
quent 50,002 words, i.e., |V | = 50002. We train
all the word embeddings from scratch with a hid-
den size of 100. The hidden size of encoder dh
and the hidden size of decoder ds are both set to
300. The followings are the dimensions of the
W terms: WV ∈ R|V |×ds , WV ′ ∈ Rds×(dh+ds),

Wg ∈ R1×(dh+ds+100). The encoder bi-GRU has
only one layer. The initial state of the decoder
GRU is set to [

−→
h Lx ;

←−
h 1]. For all other model

parameters of the baseline models, we follow the
dimensions specified by their corresponding pa-
pers (Yuan et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2018a,b). We
initialize all the model parameters using a uniform
distribution within the interval [−0.1, 0.1]. During
training, we use a dropout rate of 0.1 and gradient
clipping of 1.0.

For maximum-likelihood training (as well as
pretraining), we use the Adam optimization algo-
rithm (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with a batch size
of 12 and an initial learning rate of 0.001. We
evaluate the validation perplexity of a model for
every 4000 iterations. We reduce the learning
rate by half if the validation perplexity (ppl) stops
dropping for one check-point and stop the training
when the validation ppl stops dropping for three
contiguous check-points. We also use teaching-
forcing during the training.

For RL training, we use the Adam optimization
algorithm (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with a batch
size of 32 and an initial learning rate of 0.00005.
We evaluate the validation initial return of a model
for every 4000 iterations. We stop the training
when the validation initial return stops increasing
for three contiguous check-points. If the model
generates more than one ‘�’ segmenter, we will
only keep the first one and remove the duplicates.
If the model does not generate the ‘�’ segmenter,
we will manually insert a ‘�’ segmenter to the first
position of the generated sequence.

6.5 Main Results

In this section, we evaluate the performance of
present keyphrase prediction and absent keyphrase
prediction separately. The evaluation results of
different models on predicting present keyphrases
are shown in Table 2. We observe that our re-
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Model Inspec Krapivin NUS SemEval KP20k
F1@M F1@5 F1@M F1@5 F1@M F1@5 F1@M F1@5 F1@M F1@5

catSeq 0.008 0.004 0.036 0.018 0.028 0.016 0.028 0.020 0.032 0.015
catSeqD 0.011 0.007 0.037 0.018 0.024 0.014 0.024 0.016 0.031 0.015
catSeqCorr 0.009 0.005 0.038 0.020 0.024 0.014 0.026 0.018 0.032 0.015
catSeqTG 0.011 0.005 0.034 0.018 0.018 0.011 0.027 0.019 0.032 0.015
catSeq-2RF1 0.017 0.009 0.046 0.026 0.031 0.019 0.027 0.018 0.047 0.024
catSeqD-2RF1 0.021 0.010 0.048 0.026 0.037 0.022 0.030 0.021 0.046 0.023
catSeqCorr-2RF1 0.020 0.010 0.040 0.022 0.037 0.022 0.031 0.021 0.045 0.022
catSeqTG-2RF1 0.021 0.012 0.053 0.030 0.031 0.019 0.030 0.021 0.050 0.027

Table 3: Results of absent keyphrase prediction on five datasets.

Model Present Absent
MAE Avg. # MAE Avg. #

oracle 0.000 2.837 0.000 2.432
catSeq 2.271 3.781 1.943 0.659
catSeqD 2.225 3.694 1.961 0.629
catSeqCorr 2.292 3.790 1.914 0.703
catSeqTG 2.276 3.780 1.956 0.638
catSeq-2RF1 2.118 3.733 1.494 1.574
catSeqD-2RF1 2.087 3.666 1.541 1.455
catSeqCorr-2RF1 2.107 3.696 1.557 1.409
catSeqTG-2RF1 2.204 3.865 1.439 1.749

Table 4: The abilities of predicting the correct number
of keyphrases on the KP20k dataset. MAE denotes the
mean absolute error (the lower the better), Avg. # de-
notes the average number of generated keyphrases per
document.

inforcement learning algorithm consistently im-
proves the keyphrase extraction ability of all base-
line generative models by a large margin. On the
largest dataset KP20k, all reinforced models ob-
tain significantly higher F1@5 and F1@M (p <
0.02, t-test) than the baseline models.

We then evaluate the performance of differ-
ent models on predicting absent keyphrases. Ta-
ble 3 suggests that our RL algorithm enhances the
performance of all baseline generative models on
most datasets, and maintains the performance of
baseline methods on the SemEval dataset. Note
that predicting absent keyphrases for a document
is an extremely challenging task (Yuan et al.,
2018), thus the significantly lower scores than
those of present keyphrase prediction.

6.6 Number of Generated Keyphrases

We analyze the abilities of different models to pre-
dict the appropriate number of keyphrases. All
duplicated keyphrases are removed during pre-
processing. We first measure the mean abso-
lute error (MAE) between the number of gen-
erated keyphrases and the number of ground-
truth keyphrases for all documents in the KP20k
dataset. We also report the average number of
generated keyphrases per document, denoted as

Model Present Absent
F1@M F1@5 F1@M F1@5

catSeq 0.367 0.291 0.032 0.015
catSeq-RF1 0.380 0.336 0.006 0.003
catSeq-2F1 0.378 0.278 0.042 0.020
catSeq-2RF1 0.383 0.310 0.047 0.024

Table 5: Ablation study on the KP20k dataset. Suf-
fix “-2RF1” denotes our full RL approach. Suffix “-
2F1” denotes that we replace our adaptive RF1 reward
function in the full approach by an F1 reward function.
Suffix “-RF1” denotes that we replace the two separate
RF1 reward signals in our full approach with only one
RF1 reward signal for all the generated keyphrases.

“Avg. #”. The results are shown in Table 4,
where oracle is a model that always generates
the ground-truth keyphrases. The resultant MAEs
demonstrate that our deep reinforced models no-
tably outperform the baselines on predicting the
number of absent keyphrases and slightly out-
perform the baselines on predicting the number
of present keyphrases. Moreover, our deep re-
inforced models generate significantly more ab-
sent keyphrases than the baselines (p < 0.02, t-
test). The main reason is that the baseline mod-
els can only generate very few absent keyphrases,
whereas our RL approach uses recall as the reward
and encourages the model to generate more ab-
sent keyphrases. Besides, the baseline models and
our reinforced models generate similar numbers of
present keyphrases, while our reinforced models
achieve notably higher F -measures, implying that
our methods generate present keyphrases more ac-
curately than the baselines.

6.7 Ablation Study

We conduct an ablation study to further analyze
our reinforcement learning algorithm. The results
are reported in Table 5.

Single Reward vs. Separate Rewards. To
verify the effectiveness of separately rewarding
present and absent keyphrases, we train the cat-
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Model
Present Absent

F1@M F1@M F1@M F1@M
old new old new

catSeq 0.367 0.376 0.032 0.034
catSeqD 0.363 0.372 0.031 0.033
catSeqCorr 0.365 0.375 0.032 0.034
catSeqTG 0.366 0.374 0.032 0.033
catSeq-2RF1 0.383 0.396 0.047 0.054
catSeqD-2RF1 0.379 0.390 0.046 0.052
catSeqCorr-2RF1 0.382 0.393 0.045 0.051
catSeqTG-2RF1 0.386 0.398 0.050 0.056

Table 6: Keyphrase prediction results on the KP20k
dataset with our new evaluation method.

Seq model using another RL algorithm which
only gives one reward for all generated keyphrases
without distinguishing present keyphrases and ab-
sent keyphrases. We use “catSeq-RF1” to de-
note such a method. As seen in Table 5, although
the performance of catSeq-RF1 is competitive to
catSeq-2RF1 on predicting present keyphrases, it
yields an extremely poor performance on absent
keyphrase prediction. We analyze the cause as
follows. During the training process of catSeq-
RF1, generating a correct present keyphrase or a
correct absent keyphrase leads to the same degree
of improvement in the return at every time step.
Since producing a correct present keyphrase is an
easier task, the model tends to generate present
keyphrases only.

Alternative reward function. We implement a
variant of our RL algorithm by replacing the adap-
tive RF1 reward function with an F1 score func-
tion (indicated with a suffix “-2F1” in the result
table). By comparing the last two rows in Table 5,
we observe that our RF1 reward function slightly
outperforms the F1 reward function.

6.8 Analysis of New Evaluation Method

We extract name variations for all keyphrase la-
bels in the testing set of KP20k dataset, follow-
ing the methodology in Section 5. Our method
extracts at least one additional name variation for
14.1% of the ground-truth keyphrases. For these
enhanced keyphrases, the average number of name
variations extracted is 1.01. Among all extracted
name variations, 14.1% come from the acronym in
the ground-truth, 28.2% from the Wikipedia dis-
ambiguation pages, and the remaining 61.6% from
Wikipedia entity page titles.

We use our new evaluation method to evaluate
the performance of different keyphrase generation
models, and compare with the existing evaluation
method. Table 6 shows that for all generative mod-

els, the evaluation scores computed by our method
are higher than those computed by prior method.
This demonstrates that our proposed evaluation
successfully captures name variations of ground-
truth keyphrases generated by different models,
and can therefore evaluate the quality of generated
keyphrases in a more robust manner.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we propose the first RL approach
to the task of keyphrase generation. In our RL
approach, we introduce an adaptive reward func-
tionRF1, which encourages the model to generate
both sufficient and accurate keyphrases. Empirical
studies on real data demonstrate that our deep rein-
forced models consistently outperform the current
state-of-the-art models. In addition, we propose a
novel evaluation method which incorporates name
variations of the ground-truth keyphrases. As a
result, it can more robustly evaluate the quality
of generated keyphrases. One potential future di-
rection is to investigate the performance of other
encoder-decoder architectures on keyphrase gen-
eration such as Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017)
with multi-head attention module (Li et al., 2018;
Zhang et al., 2018a). Another interesting direc-
tion is to apply our RL approach on the microblog
hashtag annotation problem (Wang et al., 2019;
Gong and Zhang, 2016; Zhang et al., 2018b).
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Abstract

When writing a summary, humans tend to
choose content from one or two sentences and
merge them into a single summary sentence.
However, the mechanisms behind the selec-
tion of one or multiple source sentences remain
poorly understood. Sentence fusion assumes
multi-sentence input; yet sentence selection
methods only work with single sentences and
not combinations of them. There is thus a cru-
cial gap between sentence selection and fusion
to support summarizing by both compressing
single sentences and fusing pairs. This pa-
per attempts to bridge the gap by ranking sen-
tence singletons and pairs together in a uni-
fied space. Our proposed framework attempts
to model human methodology by selecting ei-
ther a single sentence or a pair of sentences,
then compressing or fusing the sentence(s) to
produce a summary sentence. We conduct ex-
tensive experiments on both single- and multi-
document summarization datasets and report
findings on sentence selection and abstraction.

1 Introduction

Abstractive summarization aims at presenting the
main points of an article in a succinct and coherent
manner. To achieve this goal, a proficient editor
can rewrite a source sentence into a more succinct
form by dropping inessential sentence elements
such as prepositional phrases and adjectives. She
can also choose to fuse multiple source sentences
into one by reorganizing the points in a coherent
manner. In fact, it appears to be common practice
to summarize by either compressing single sen-
tences or fusing multiple sentences. We investi-
gate this hypothesis by analyzing human-written
abstracts contained in three large datasets: DUC-
04 (Over and Yen, 2004), CNN/Daily Mail (Her-
mann et al., 2015), and XSum (Narayan et al.,
2018). For every summary sentence, we find its
ground-truth set containing one or more source

CNN/DM

DUC−04

XSum

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

InstanceType Compression (1) Fusion (2) Fusion (3+)

Figure 1: Portions of summary sentences generated by
compression (content is drawn from 1 source sentence)
and fusion (content is drawn from 2 or more source sen-
tences). Humans often grab content from 1 or 2 docu-
ment sentences when writing a summary sentence.

sentences that exhibit a high degree of similarity
with the summary sentence (details in §4). As
shown in Figure 1, across the three datasets, 60-
85% of summary sentences are generated by fus-
ing one or two source sentences.

Selecting summary-worthy sentences has been
studied in the literature, but there lacks a mecha-
nism to weigh sentence singletons and pairs in a
unified space. Extractive methods focus on select-
ing sentence singletons using greedy (Carbonell
and Goldstein, 1998), optimization-based (Gillick
and Favre, 2009; Kulesza and Taskar, 2011;
Cho et al., 2019), and (non-)autoregressive meth-
ods (Cheng and Lapata, 2016; Kedzie et al., 2018).
In contrast, existing sentence fusion studies tend
to assume ground sets of source sentences are al-
ready provided, and the system fuses each set of
sentences into a single one (Daumé III and Marcu,
2004; Filippova, 2010; Thadani and McKeown,
2013). There is thus a crucial gap between sen-
tence selection and fusion to support summarizing
by both compressing single sentences and fusing
pairs. This paper attempts to bridge the gap by
ranking singletons and pairs together by their like-
lihoods of producing summary sentences.

The selection of sentence singletons and pairs
can bring benefit to neural abstractive summa-
rization, as a number of studies seek to separate
content selection from summary generation (Chen
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and Bansal, 2018; Hsu et al., 2018; Gehrmann
et al., 2018; Lebanoff et al., 2018). Content selec-
tion draws on domain knowledge to identify rel-
evant content, while summary generation weaves
together selected source and vocabulary words to
form a coherent summary. Despite having local
coherence, system summaries can sometimes con-
tain erroneous details (See et al., 2017) and forged
content (Cao et al., 2018b; Song et al., 2018).
Separating the two tasks of content selection and
summary generation allows us to closely examine
the compressing and fusing mechanisms of an ab-
stractive summarizer.

In this paper we propose a method to learn to
select sentence singletons and pairs, which then
serve as the basis for an abstractive summarizer to
compose a summary sentence-by-sentence, where
singletons are shortened (i.e., compressed) and
pairs are merged (i.e., fused). We exploit state-
of-the-art neural representations and traditional
vector space models to characterize singletons
and pairs; we then provide suggestions on the
types of representations useful for summarization.
Experiments are performed on both single- and
multi-document summarization datasets, where
we demonstrate the efficacy of selecting sentence
singletons and pairs as well as its utility to ab-
stractive summarization. Our research contribu-
tions can be summarized as follows:

• the present study fills an important gap by se-
lecting sentence singletons and pairs jointly, as-
suming a summary sentence can be created by
either shortening a singleton or merging a pair.
Compared to abstractive summarizers that per-
form content selection implicitly, our method is
flexible and can be extended to multi-document
summarization where training data is limited;

• we investigate the factors involved in represent-
ing sentence singletons and pairs. We perform
extensive experiments and report findings on
sentence selection and abstraction.1

2 Related Work

Content selection is integral to any summarization
system. Neural approaches to abstractive sum-
marization often perform content selection jointly
with surface realization using an encoder-decoder
architecture (Rush et al., 2015; Nallapati et al.,

1We make our code and models publicly available at https:
//github.com/ucfnlp/summarization-sing-pair-mix

2016; Chen et al., 2016b; Tan et al., 2017; See
et al., 2017; Paulus et al., 2017; Celikyilmaz et al.,
2018; Narayan et al., 2018). Training these models
end-to-end means learning to perform both tasks
simultaneously and can require a massive amount
of data that is unavailable and unaffordable for
many summarization tasks.

Recent approaches emphasize the importance of
separating content selection from summary gener-
ation for abstractive summarization. Studies ex-
ploit extractive methods to identify content words
and sentences that should be part of the sum-
mary and use them to guide the generation of ab-
stracts (Chen and Bansal, 2018; Gehrmann et al.,
2018; Lebanoff et al., 2018). On the other hand,
surface lexical features have been shown to be ef-
fective in identifying pertinent content (Carenini
et al., 2006; Wong et al., 2008; Galanis et al.,
2012). Examples include sentence length, posi-
tion, centrality, word frequency, whether a sen-
tence contains topic words, and others. The sur-
face cues can also be customized for new domains
relatively easily. This paper represents a step for-
ward in this direction, where we focus on develop-
ing lightweight models to select summary-worthy
sentence singletons and pairs and use them as the
basis for summary generation.

A succinct sentence can be generated by short-
ening or rewriting a lengthy source text. Recent
studies have leveraged neural encoder-decoder
models to rewrite the first sentence of an article to
a title-like summary (Nallapati et al., 2016; Zhou
et al., 2017; Li et al., 2017; Song et al., 2018; Guo
et al., 2018; Cao et al., 2018a). Compressive sum-
maries can be generated in a similar vein by se-
lecting important source sentences and then drop-
ping inessential sentence elements such as prepo-
sitional phrases. Before the era of deep neural net-
works it has been an active area of research, where
sentence selection and compression can be accom-
plished using a pipeline or a joint model (Daumé
III and Marcu, 2002; Zajic et al., 2007; Gillick and
Favre, 2009; Wang et al., 2013; Li et al., 2013,
2014; Filippova et al., 2015). A majority of these
studies focus on selecting and compressing sen-
tence singletons only.

A sentence can also be generated through fus-
ing multiple source sentences. However, many
aspects of this approach are largely underinvesti-
gated, such as determining the set of source sen-
tences to be fused, handling its large cardinality,
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Sentence Pair: Merged Sentence:
(A) The bombing killed 58 people. Pakistan denies its spy agency helped plan bombing that
(B) Wajid Shamsul Hasan, Pakistan’s high commissioner to Britain, and Hamid Gul, killed 58.
former head of the ISI, firmly denied the agency’s involvement in the attack.

Sentence Singleton: Compressed Sentence:
(A) Pakistani Maj. Gen. Athar Abbas said the report “unfounded and malicious” and Maj. Gen. Athar Abbas said the report was an “effort to
an “effort to malign the ISI,” – Pakistan’s directorate of inter-services intelligence. malign the ISI.”

Table 1: Example sentence singleton and pair, before and after compression/merging.

and identifying the sentence relationships for per-
forming fusion. Previous studies assume a set
of similar source sentences can be gathered by
clustering sentences or by comparing to a refer-
ence summary sentence (Barzilay and McKeown,
2005; Filippova, 2010; Shen and Li, 2010; Chenal
and Cheung, 2016; Liao et al., 2018); but these
methods can be suboptimal. Joint models for sen-
tence selection and fusion implicitly perform con-
tent planning (Martins and Smith, 2009; Berg-
Kirkpatrick et al., 2011; Bing et al., 2015; Durrett
et al., 2016) and there is limited control over which
sentences are merged and how.

In contrast, this work attempts to teach the sys-
tem to determine if a sentence singleton or a pair
should be selected to produce a summary sen-
tence. A sentence pair (A, B) is preferred over its
consisting sentences if they carry complementary
content. Table 1 shows an example. Sentence B
contains a reference (“the attack”) and A contains
a more complete description for it (“bombing that
killed 58”). Sentences A and B each contain cer-
tain valuable information, and an appropriate way
to merge them exists. As a result, a sentence pair
can be scored higher than a singleton given the
content it carries and compatibility of its consist-
ing sentences. In the following we describe meth-
ods to represent singletons and pairs in a unified
framework and scoring them for summarization.

3 Our Model

We present the first attempt to transform sentence
singletons and pairs to real-valued vector repre-
sentations capturing semantic salience so that they
can be measured against each other (§3.1). This is
a nontrivial task, as it requires a direct comparison
of texts of varying length—a pair of sentences is
almost certainly longer than a single sentence. For
sentence pairs, the representations are expected to
further encode sentential semantic compatibility.
In §3.2, we describe our method to utilize highest
scoring singletons and pairs to a neural abstractive
summarizer to generate summaries.

3.1 Scoring Sentence Singletons and Pairs
Given a document or set of documents, we create
a setD of singletons and pairs by gathering all sin-
gle sentences and arbitrary pairs of them. We refer
to a singleton or pair in the set as an instance. The
sentences in a pair are arranged in order of their
appearance in the document or by date of docu-
ments. Let N be the number of single sentences
in the input document(s), a complete set of sin-
gletons and pairs will contain |D|=N(N−1)

2 +N in-
stances. Our goal is to score each instance based
on the amount of summary-worthy content it con-
veys. Despite their length difference, a singleton
can be scored higher than a pair if it contains a sig-
nificant amount of salient content. Conversely, a
pair can outweigh a singleton if its component sen-
tences are salient and compatible with each other.

Building effective representations for singletons
and pairs is therefore of utmost importance. We
attempt to build a vector representation for each
instance. The representation should be invariant
to the instance type, i.e., a singleton or pair. In this
paper we exploit the BERT architecture (Devlin
et al., 2018) to learn instance representations. The
representations are fine-tuned for a classification
task predicting whether a given instance contains
content used in human-written summary sentences
(details for ground-truth creation in §4).

BERT BERT supports our goal of encoding
singletons and pairs indiscriminately. It introduces
two pretraining tasks to build deep contextual rep-
resentations for words and sequences. A sequence
can be a single sentence (A) or pair of sentences
(A+B).2 The first task predicts missing words in
the input sequence. The second task predicts if
B is the next sentence following A. It requires the
vector representation for (A+B) to capture the co-
herence of two sentences. As coherent sentences
can often be fused together, we conjecture that the
second task is particularly suited for our goal.

2In the original BERT paper (Devlin et al., 2018), a “sen-
tence” is used in a general sense to denote an arbitrary span
of contiguous text; we refer to an actual linguistic sentence.
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Concretely, BERT constructs an input sequence
by prepending a singleton or pair with a “[CLS]”
symbol and delimiting the two sentences of a pair
with “[SEP].” The representation learned for the
[CLS] symbol is used as an aggregate sequence rep-
resentation for the later classification task. We
show an example input sequence in Eq. (1). In
the case of a singleton, wB

i are padding tokens.

{wi}= [CLS],wA
1 ,w

A
2 ,..., [SEP],wB

1 ,w
B
2 ,..., [SEP] (1)

ei=ew(wi)+esgmt(wi)+ewpos(wi)+espos(wi) (2)

In Eq. (2), each token wi is characterized by
an input embedding ei, calculated as the element-
wise sum of the following embeddings:

• ew(wi) is a token embedding;

• esgmt(wi) is a segment embedding, signifying
whether wi comes from sentence A or B.

• ewpos(wi) is a word position embedding indicat-
ing the index of wi in the input sequence;

• we introduce espos(wi) to be a sentence posi-
tion embedding; if wi is from sentence A (or B),
espos(wi) is the embedding indicating the index
of sentence A (or B) in the original document.

Intuitively, these embeddings mean that, the ex-
tent to which a word contributes to the sequence
(A+B) representation depends on these factors: (i)
word salience, (ii) importance of sentences A and
B, (iii) word position in the sequence, and, (iv)
sentence position in the document. These factors
coincide with heuristics used in summarization lit-
erature (Nenkova and McKeown, 2011), where
leading sentences of a document and the first few
words of a sentence are more likely to be included
in the summary.

The input embeddings are then fed to a multi-
layer and multi-head attention architecture to build
deep contextual representations for tokens. Each
layer employs a Transformer block (Vaswani et al.,
2017), which introduces a self-attention mech-
anism that allows each hidden state hli to be
compared with every other hidden state of the
same layer [hl1,h

l
2, . . . ,h

l
N] using a parallelizable,

multi-head attention mechanism (Eq. (3-4)).

h1
i = f1self-attn(ei, [e1, e2, . . . , eN]) (3)

hl+1
i = f l+1

self-attn(h
l
i, [h

l
1,h

l
2, . . . ,h

l
N]) (4)

The representation at final layer L for the [CLS]
symbol is used as the sequence representation

hL
[CLS]. The representations can be fine-tuned with

an additional output layer to generate state-of-
the-art results on a wide range of tasks including
reading comprehension and natural language in-
ference. We use the pretrained BERT base model
and fine-tune it on our specific task of predict-
ing if an instance (a singleton or pair) pinst =
σ(w>hL

[CLS]) is an appropriate one, i.e., belonging
to the ground-truth set of summary instances for a
given document. At test time, the architecture in-
discriminately encodes a mixed collection of sen-
tence singletons/pairs. We then obtain a likelihood
score for each instance. This framework is thus
a first effort to build semantic representations for
singletons and pairs capturing informativeness and
semantic compatibility of two sentences.

VSM We are interested in contrasting BERT
with the traditional vector space model (Manning
et al., 2008) for representing singletons and pairs.
BERT learns instance representations by attending
to important content words, where the importance
is signaled by word and position embeddings as
well as pairwise word relationships. Nonetheless,
it remains an open question whether BERT can
successfully weave the meaning of topically im-
portant words into representations. A word “bor-
der” is topically important if the input document
discusses border security. A topic word is likely to
be repeatedly mentioned in the input document but
less frequently elsewhere. Because sentences con-
taining topical words are often deemed summary-
worthy (Hong and Nenkova, 2014), it is desirable
to represent sentence singletons and pairs based on
the amount of topical content they convey.

VSM represents each sentence as a sparse vec-
tor. Each dimension of the vector corresponds to
an n-gram weighted by its TF-IDF score. A high
TF-IDF score suggests the n-gram is important to
the topic of discussion. We further strengthen the
sentence vector with position and centrality infor-
mation, i.e., the sentence position in the document
and the cosine similarity between the sentence and
document vector. We obtain a document vector by
averaging over its sentence vectors, and we simi-
larly obtain a vector for a pair of sentences. We use
VSM representations as a baseline to contrast its
performance with distributed representations from
BERT. To score singletons and pairs, we use the
LambdaMART model3 which has demonstrated
success on related NLP tasks (Chen et al., 2016a);

3https://sourceforge.net/p/lemur/wiki/RankLib/
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it also fits our requirements of ranking singletons
and pairs indiscriminately.

3.2 Generating Summaries
We proceed by performing a preliminary investi-
gation of summary generation from singletons and
pairs; they are collectively referred to as instances.
In the previous section, a set of summary instances
is selected from a document. These instances are
treated as “raw materials” for a summary; they
are fed to a neural abstractive summarizer which
processes them into summary sentences via fusion
and compression. This strategy allows us to sepa-
rately evaluate the contributions from instance se-
lection and summary composition.

We employ the MMR principle (Carbonell and
Goldstein, 1998) to select a set of highest scoring
and non-redundant instances. The method adds an
instance P̂ to the summary S iteratively per Eq. (5)
until a length threshold has been reached. Each
instance is weighted by a linear combination of
its importance score I(Pk), obtained by BERT or
VSM, and its redundancy scoreR(Pk), computed
as the cosine similarity between the instance and
partial summary. λ is a balancing factor between
importance and redundancy.4 Essentially, MMR
prevents the system from selecting instances that
are too similar to ones already selected.

P̂ = argmax
Pk∈D\S

[
λI(Pk)− (1− λ)R(Pk)

]
(5)

Composing a summary from selected instances
is a non-trivial task. As a preliminary investigation
of summary composition, we make use of pointer-
generator (PG) networks (See et al., 2017) to com-
press/fuse sentences into summary sentences. PG
is a sequence-to-sequence model that has achieved
state-of-the-art performance in abstractive sum-
marization by having the ability to both copy to-
kens from the document or generate new tokens
from the vocabulary. When trained on document-
summary pairs, the model has been shown to re-
move unnecessary content from sentences and can
merge multiple sentences together.

In this work, rather than training on document-
summary pairs, we train PG exclusively on
ground-truth instances. This removes most of the
responsibility of content selection, and allows it to
focus its efforts on merging the sentences. We use
instances derived from human summaries (§4) to

4We use a coefficient λ of 0.6.
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Figure 2: System architecture. In this example, a sen-
tence pair is chosen (red) and then merged to generate
the first summary sentence. Next, a sentence singleton
is selected (blue) and compressed for the second sum-
mary sentence.

train the network, which includes a sentence sin-
gleton or pair along with the ground-truth com-
pressed/merged sentence. At test time, the net-
work receives an instance from BERT or VSM and
outputs a summary sentence, then repeats this pro-
cess to generate several sentences. In Figure 2 we
present an illustration of the system architecture.

4 Data

Our method does not require a massive amount of
annotated data. We thus report results on single-
and multi-document summarization datasets.

We experiment with (i) XSum (Narayan et al.,
2018), a new dataset created for extreme, abstrac-
tive summarization. The task is to reduce a news
article to a short, one-sentence summary. Both
source articles and reference summaries are gath-
ered from the BBC website. The training set con-
tains about 204k article-summary pairs and the test
contains 11k pairs. (ii) CNN/DM (Hermann et al.,
2015), an abstractive summarization dataset fre-
quently exploited by recent studies. The task is to
reduce a news article to a multi-sentence summary
(4 sentences on average). The training set contains
about 287k article-summary pairs and the test set
contains 11k pairs. We use the non-anonymzied
version of the dataset. (iii) DUC-04 (Over and
Yen, 2004), a benchmark multi-document summa-
rization dataset. The task is to create an abstractive
summary (5 sentences on average) from a set of 10
documents discussing a given topic. The dataset
contains 50 sets of documents used for testing pur-
pose only. Each document set is associated with
four human reference summaries.

We build a training set for both tasks of content
selection and summary generation. This is done
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by creating ground-truth sets of instances based
on document-summary pairs. Each document and
summary pair (D,S) is a collection of sentences
D = {d1, d2, ..., dM} and S = {s1, s2, ..., sN}.
We wish to associate each summary sentence sn
with a subset of the document sentences D̃ ⊆ D,
which are the sentences that are merged to form
sn. Our method chooses multiple sentences that
work together to capture the most overlap with
summary sentence sn, in the following way.

We use averaged ROUGE-1, -2, -L scores (Lin,
2004) to represent sentence similarity. The source
sentence most similar to sn is chosen, which we
call d̃1. All shared words are then removed from
sn to create s′n, effectively removing all informa-
tion already captured by d̃1. A second source sen-
tence d̃2 is selected that is most similar to the re-
maining summary sentence s′n, and shared words
are again removed from s′n to create s′′n. This
process of sentence selection and overlap removal
is repeated until no remaining sentences have at
least two overlapping content words (words that
are non-stopwords or punctuation) with sn. The
result is referred to as a ground-truth set (sn, D̃)
where D̃ = {d̃1, d̃2, ..., d̃|D̃|}. To train the mod-

els, D̃ is limited to one or two sentences because
it captures the large majority of cases. All empty
ground-truth sets are removed, and only the first
two sentences are chosen for all ground-truth sets
with more than two sentences. A small number of
summary sentences have empty ground-truth sets,
corresponding to 2.85%, 9.87%, 5.61% of sum-
mary sentences in CNN/DM, XSum, and DUC-04
datasets. A detailed plot of the ground-truth set
size is illustrated in Figure 1, and samples of the
ground-truth are found in the supplementary.

We use the standard train/validation/test splits
for both CNN/Daily Mail and XSum. We train our
models on ground-truth sets of instances created
from the training sets and tune hyperparameters
using instances from the validation sets. DUC-04
is a test-only dataset, so we use the models trained
on CNN/Daily Mail to evaluate DUC-04. Because
the input is in the form of multiple documents, we
select the first 20 sentences from each document
and concatenate them together into a single mega-
document (Lebanoff et al., 2018). For the sen-
tence position feature, we keep the sentence posi-
tions from the original documents. This handling
of sentence position, along with other features that
are invariant to the input type, allows us to effec-

tively train on single-document inputs and transfer
to the multi-document setting.

5 Results

Evaluation Setup In this section we evaluate
our proposed methods on identifying summary-
worthy instances including singletons and pairs.
We compare this scheme with traditional methods
extracting only singletons, then introduce novel
evaluation strategies to compare results. We ex-
ploit several strong extractive baselines: (i) Sum-
Basic (Vanderwende et al., 2007) extracts sen-
tences by assuming words occurring frequently
in a document have higher chances of being in-
cluded in the summary; (ii) KL-Sum (Haghighi
and Vanderwende, 2009) greedily adds sentences
to the summary to minimize KL divergence; (iii)
LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004) estimates sen-
tence importance based on eigenvector centrality
in a document graph representation. Further, we
include the LEAD method that selects the first N
sentences from each document. We then require
all systems to extract N instances, i.e., either sin-
gletons or pairs, from the input document(s).5

We compare system-identified instances with
ground-truth instances, and in particular, we com-
pare against the primary, secondary, and full set of
ground-truth sentences. A primary sentence is de-
fined as a ground-truth singleton or a sentence in
a ground-truth pair that has the highest similarity
to the reference summary sentence; the other sen-
tence in the pair is considered secondary, which
provides complementary information to the pri-
mary sentence. E.g., let S∗={(1, 2), 5, (8, 4), 10}
be a ground-truth set of instances, where numbers
are sentence indices and the first sentence of each
pair is primary. Our ground-truth primary set thus
contains {1, 5, 8, 10}; secondary set contains {2,
4}; and the full set of ground-truth sentences con-
tains {1, 2, 5, 8, 4, 10}. Assume S={(1, 2), 3, (4,
10), 15} are system-selected instances. We uncol-
lapse all pairs to obtain a set of single sentences
S={1, 2, 3, 4, 10, 15}, then compare them against
the primary, secondary, and full set of ground-truth
sentences to calculate precision, recall, and F1-
measure scores. This evaluation scheme allows
a fair comparison of a variety of systems for in-
stance selection, and assess their performance on

5 We use N=4/1/5 respectively for the CNN/DM, XSum,
and DUC-04 datasets. N is selected as the average number of
sentences in reference summaries.
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Primary Secondary All
System P R F P R F P R F

C
N

N
/D

ai
ly

M
ai

l
LEAD-Baseline 31.9 38.4 34.9 10.7 34.3 16.3 39.9 37.3 38.6
SumBasic (Vanderwende et al., 2007) 15.2 17.3 16.2 5.3 15.8 8.0 19.6 16.9 18.1
KL-Summ (Haghighi et al., 2009) 15.7 17.9 16.7 5.4 15.9 8.0 20.0 17.4 18.6
LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004) 22.0 25.9 23.8 7.2 21.4 10.7 27.5 24.7 26.0
VSM-SingOnly (This work) 30.8 36.9 33.6 9.8 34.4 15.2 39.5 35.7 37.5
VSM-SingPairMix (This work) 27.0 46.5 34.2 9.0 42.1 14.9 34.0 45.4 38.9
BERT-SingOnly (This work) 35.3 41.9 38.3 9.8 32.5 15.1 44.0 38.6 41.1
BERT-SingPairMix (This work) 33.6 67.1 44.8 13.6 70.2 22.8 44.7 68.0 53.9

X
S

um

LEAD-Baseline 8.5 9.4 8.9 5.3 9.5 6.8 13.8 9.4 11.2
SumBasic (Vanderwende et al., 2007) 8.7 9.7 9.2 5.0 8.9 6.4 13.7 9.4 11.1
KL-Summ (Haghighi et al., 2009) 9.2 10.2 9.7 5.0 8.9 6.4 14.2 9.7 11.5
LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004) 9.7 10.8 10.2 5.5 9.8 7.0 15.2 10.4 12.4
VSM-SingOnly (This work) 12.3 14.1 13.1 3.8 11.0 5.6 17.9 12.0 14.4
VSM-SingPairMix (This work) 10.1 22.6 13.9 4.2 17.4 6.8 14.3 20.8 17.0
BERT-SingOnly (This work) 24.2 26.1 25.1 6.6 16.7 9.5 35.3 20.8 26.2
BERT-SingPairMix (This work) 33.2 56.0 41.7 24.1 65.5 35.2 57.3 59.6 58.5

D
U

C
-0

4

LEAD-Baseline 6.0 4.8 5.3 2.8 3.8 3.2 8.8 4.4 5.9
SumBasic (Vanderwende et al., 2007) 4.2 3.2 3.6 3.0 3.8 3.3 7.2 3.4 4.6
KL-Summ (Haghighi et al., 2009) 5.6 4.5 5.0 2.8 3.8 3.2 8.0 4.2 5.5
LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004) 8.5 6.7 7.5 4.8 6.5 5.5 12.1 6.6 8.6
VSM-SingOnly (This work) 18.0 14.7 16.2 3.6 8.4 5.0 23.6 11.8 15.7
VSM-SingPairMix (This work) 3.8 6.2 4.7 3.6 11.4 5.5 7.4 8.0 7.7
BERT-SingOnly (This work) 8.4 6.5 7.4 2.8 5.3 3.7 15.6 6.6 9.2
BERT-SingPairMix (This work) 4.8 9.1 6.3 4.2 14.2 6.5 9.0 10.9 9.9

Table 2: Instance selection results; evaluated for primary, secondary, and all ground-truth sentences. Our BERT-
SingPairMix method achieves strong performance owing to its capability of building effective representations for
both singletons and pairs.

identifying primary and secondary sentences re-
spectively for summary generation.

Extraction Results In Table 2 we present in-
stance selection results for the CNN/DM, XSum,
and DUC-04 datasets. Our method builds rep-
resentations for instances using either BERT or
VSM (§3.1). To ensure a thorough comparison,
we experiment with selecting a mixed set of sin-
gletons and pairs (“SingPairMix”) as well as se-
lecting singletons only (“SingOnly”). On the
CNN/DM and XSum datasets, we observe that se-
lecting a mixed set of singletons and pairs based
on BERT representations (BERT+SingPairMix)
demonstrates the most competitive results. It out-
performs a number of strong baselines when eval-
uated on a full set of ground-truth sentences. The
method also performs superiorly on identifying
secondary sentences. For example, it increases
recall scores for identifying secondary sentences
from 33.8% to 69.8% (CNN/DM) and from 16.7%
to 65.3% (XSum). Our method is able to achieve
strong performance on instance selection owing to
BERT’s capability of building effective represen-
tations for both singletons and pairs. It learns to
identify salient source content based on token and

position embeddings and it encodes sentential se-
mantic compatibility using the pretraining task of
predicting the next sentence; both are valuable ad-
ditions to summary instance selection.

Further, we observe that identifying summary-
worthy singletons and pairs from multi-document
inputs (DUC-04) appears to be more challeng-
ing than that of single-document inputs (XSum
and CNN/DM). This distinction is not surprising
given that for multi-document inputs, the system
has a large and diverse search space where candi-
date singletons and pairs are gathered from a set
of documents written by different authors.6 We
find that the BERT model performs consistently on
identifying secondary sentences, and VSM yields
considerable performance gain on selecting pri-
mary sentences. Both BERT and VSM models
are trained on the CNN/DM dataset and applied to
DUC-04 as the latter data are only used for testing.
Our findings suggest that the TF-IDF features of
the VSM model are effective for multi-document

6For the DUC-04 dataset, we select top K sentences from
each document (K=5) and pool them as candidate singletons.
Candidate pairs consist of arbitrary combinations of single-
tons. For all datasets we perform downsampling to balance
the number of positive and negative singletons (or pairs).
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CNN/Daily Mail
System R-1 R-2 R-L
SumBasic (Vanderwende et al., 2007) 34.11 11.13 31.14
KLSumm (Haghighi et al., 2009) 29.92 10.50 27.37
LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004) 35.34 13.31 31.93
PointerGen+Cov (See et al., 2017) 39.53 17.28 36.38
BERT-Abs w/ SS (This Work) 35.49 15.12 33.03
BERT-Abs w/ PG (This Work) 37.15 15.22 34.60
BERT-Extr (This Work) 41.13 18.68 37.75
GT-SingPairMix (This Work) 48.73 26.59 45.29

XSum
System R-1 R-2 R-L
SumBasic (Vanderwende et al., 2007) 18.56 2.91 14.88
KLSumm (Haghighi et al., 2009) 16.73 2.83 13.53
LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004) 17.95 3.00 14.30
BERT-Abs w/ PG (This Work) 25.08 6.48 19.75
BERT-Extr (This Work) 23.53 4.54 17.23
GT-SingPairMix (This Work) 27.90 7.31 21.04

DUC-04
System R-1 R-2 R-SU4
SumBasic (Vanderwende et al., 2007) 29.48 4.25 8.64
KLSumm (Haghighi et al., 2009) 31.04 6.03 10.23
LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004) 34.44 7.11 11.19
Extract+Rewrite (Song et al., 2018) 28.90 5.33 8.76
Opinosis (Ganesan et al., 2010) 27.07 5.03 8.63
BERT-Abs w/ PG (This Work) 27.95 4.13 7.75
BERT-Extr (This Work) 30.49 5.12 9.05
GT-SingPairMix (This Work) 41.42 13.67 16.38

Table 3: Summarization results on various datasets.
Whether abstractive summaries (BERT-Abst) outper-
form its extractive variant (BERT-Extr) appears to be
related to the amount of sentence pairs selected by
BERT-SingPairMix. Selecting more pairs than single-
tons seems to hurt the abstractor.

inputs, as important topic words are usually re-
peated across documents and TF-IDF scores can
reflect topical importance of words. This analysis
further reveals that extending BERT to incorporate
topical salience of words can be a valuable line of
research for future work.

Summarization Results We present summa-
rization results in Table 3, where we assess both
extractive and abstractive summaries generated by
BERT-SingPairMix. We omit VSM results as they
are not as competitive as BERT on instance selec-
tion for the mixed set of singletons and pairs. The
extractive summaries “BERT-Extr” are formed by
concatenating selected singletons and pairs for
each document, whereas “GT-SingPairMix” con-
catenates ground-truth singletons and pairs; it pro-
vides an upper bound for any system generating a
set of singletons and pairs as the summary. To as-
sure fair comparison, we limit all extractive sum-
maries to contain up to 100 words (40 words for
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Figure 3: Position of ground-truth singletons and pairs
in a document. The singletons of XSum can occur any-
where; the first and second sentence of a pair also ap-
pear far apart.

XSum) for ROUGE evaluation7, where R-1, R-2,
R-L, and R-SU4 are variants used to measure the
overlap of unigrams, bigrams, longest common
subsequences, and skip bigrams (with a maximum
distance of 4) between system and reference sum-
maries (Lin, 2004). The abstractive summaries are
generated from the same singletons and pairs used
to form system extracts. “BERT-Abs-PG” gener-
ates an abstract by iteratively encoding singletons
or pairs and decoding summary sentences using
pointer-generator networks (§3.2).8

Our BERT summarization systems achieve re-
sults largely on par with those of prior work. It
is interesting to observe that the extractive vari-
ant (BERT-Extr) can outperform its abstractive
counterparts on DUC-04 and CNN/DM datasets,
and vice versa on XSum. A close examina-
tion of the results reveals that whether abstrac-
tive summaries outperform appears to be related to
the amount of sentence pairs selected by “BERT-
SingPairMix.” Selecting more pairs than single-
tons seems to hurt the abstractor. For example,
BERT selects 100% and 76.90% sentence pairs for
DUC-04 and CNN/DM respectively, and 28.02%
for XSum. These results suggest that existing ab-
stractors using encoder-decoder models may need
to improve on sentence fusion. These models are
trained to generate fluent sentences more than pre-
serving salient source content, leading to impor-
tant content words being skipped in generating
summary sentences. Our work intends to separate
the tasks of sentence selection and summary gen-
eration, thus holding promise for improving com-
pression and merging in the future. We present

7w/ ROUGE options: -n 2 -m -2 4 -w 1.2 -c 95 -r 1000 -l 100
8We include an additional in-house system “BERT-Abs-

SS” for CNN/DM that takes the same input but generates
summary sentences using a tree-based decoder.
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Figure 4: A sentence’s position in a human summary
can affect whether or not it is created by compression
or fusion.

example system summaries in the supplementary.

Further analysis In this section we perform a
series of analyses to understand where summary-
worthy content is located in a document and how
humans order them into a summary. Figure 3
shows the position of ground-truth singletons and
pairs in a document. We observe that singletons of
CNN/DM and DUC-04 tend to occur at the begin-
ning of a document, whereas singletons of XSum
can occur anywhere. We also find that the first and
second sentence of a pair can appear far apart for
XSum, but are closer for CNN/DM. These find-
ings suggest that selecting singletons and pairs for
XSum can be more challenging than others, as in-
dicated by the name “extreme” summarization.

Figure 4 illustrates how humans choose to or-
ganize content into a summary. Interestingly, we
observe that a sentence’s position in a human sum-
mary affects whether or not it is created by com-
pression or fusion. The first sentence of a human-
written summary is more likely than the following
sentences to be a fusion of multiple source sen-
tences. This is the case across all three datasets.
We conjecture that the first sentence of a summary
is expected to give an overview of the document
and needs to consolidate information from differ-
ent parts. Other sentences of a human summary
can be generated by simply shortening singletons.
Our statistics reveal that DUC-04 and XSum sum-
maries involve more fusion operations, exhibiting
a higher level of abstraction than CNN/DM.

6 Conclusion

We present an investigation into the feasibility
of scoring singletons and pairs according to their
likelihoods of producing summary sentences. Our
framework is founded on the human process of se-
lecting one or two sentences to merge together and

it has the potential to bridge the gap between com-
pression and fusion studies. Our method provides
a promising avenue for domain-specific summa-
rization where content selection and summary
generation are only loosely connected to reduce
the costs of obtaining massive annotated data.
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A Ground-truth Sets of Instances

We performed a manual inspection over a subset
of our ground-truth sets of singletons and pairs.
Each sentence from a human-written summary is
matched with one or two source sentences based
on average ROUGE similarity (details in Section
4 of the paper). Tables 4, 5, and 6 present ran-
domly selected examples from CNN/Daily Mail,
XSum, and DUC-04, respectively. Colored text
represents overlapping tokens between sentences.
Darker colors represent content from primary sen-
tences, while lighter colors represent content from
secondary sentences. Best viewed in color.

B Example Summaries

Table 7 presents example system summaries and
human-written abstracts from CNN/Daily Mail.
Each Human Abstract sentence is matched with
a sentence singleton or pair from the source doc-
ument; these singletons/pairs make up the GT-
SingPairMix summary. Similarly, each sentence
from BERT-Abs is created by compressing a sin-
gleton or merging a pair selected by BERT-Extr.
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Selected Source Sentence(s) Human Summary Sentence

an inmate housed on the “ forgotten floor , ” where many mentally ill inmates are
housed in miami before trial .

mentally ill inmates in miami are housed on the “
forgotten floor ”

most often , they face drug charges or charges of assaulting an officer – charges that
judge steven leifman says are usually “ avoidable felonies . ”

judge steven leifman says most are there as a result
of “ avoidable felonies ”

“ i am the son of the president .
miami , florida -lrb- cnn -rrb- – the ninth floor of the miami-dade pretrial detention
facility is dubbed the “ forgotten floor . ”

while cnn tours facility , patient shouts : “ i am
the son of the president ”

it ’s brutally unjust , in his mind , and he has become a strong advocate for changing
things in miami .
so , he says , the sheer volume is overwhelming the system , and the result is what
we see on the ninth floor .

leifman says the system is unjust and he ’s fight-
ing for change .

Selected Source Sentence(s) Human Summary Sentence

the average surface temperature has warmed one degree fahrenheit -lrb- 0.6 degrees
celsius -rrb- during the last century , according to the national research council .

earth has warmed one degree in past 100 years .

the reason most cited – by scientists and scientific organizations – for the current
warming trend is an increase in the concentrations of greenhouse gases , which are
in the atmosphere naturally and help keep the planet ’s temperature at a comfortable
level .
in the worst-case scenario , experts say oceans could rise to overwhelming and
catastrophic levels , flooding cities and altering seashores .

majority of scientists say greenhouse gases are
causing temperatures to rise .

a change in the earth ’s orbit or the intensity of the sun ’s radiation could change ,
triggering warming or cooling .
other scientists and observers , a minority compared to those who believe the warming
trend is something ominous , say it is simply the latest shift in the cyclical patterns of
a planet ’s life .

some critics say planets often in periods of warm-
ing or cooling .

Table 4: Sample of our ground-truth labels for singleton/pair instances from CNN/Daily Mail. Large chunks of
text are copied straight out of the source sentences.

Selected Source Sentence(s) Human Summary Sentence

the premises , used by east belfast mp naomi long , have been targeted a number of
times .
army explosives experts were called out to deal with a suspect package at the offices
on the newtownards road on friday night .

a suspicious package left outside an alliance party
office in east belfast has been declared a hoax .

Selected Source Sentence(s) Human Summary Sentence

nev edwards scored an early try for sale , before castres ’ florian vialelle went over
, but julien dumora ’s penalty put the hosts 10-7 ahead at the break .

a late penalty try gave sale victory over castres
at stade pierre-antoine in their european challenge
cup clash .

Selected Source Sentence(s) Human Summary Sentence

speaking in the dil , sinn fin leader gerry adams also called for a commission of
investigation and said his party had “ little confidence the government is protecting
the public interest ” .
last year , nama sold its entire 850-property loan portfolio in northern ireland to
the new york investment firm cerberus for more than # 1bn .

the irish government has rejected calls to set
up a commission of investigation into the sale of
nama ’s portfolio of loans in northern ireland .

Table 5: Sample of our ground-truth labels for singleton/pair instances from XSum. Each article has only one
summary sentences, and thus only one singleton or pair matched with it.
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Selected Source Sentence(s) Human Summary Sentence

hun sen ’s cambodian people ’s party won 64 of the 122 parliamentary seats in
july ’s elections , short of the two-thirds majority needed to form a government
on its own .

cambodian elections , fraudulent according to op-
position parties , gave the cpp of hun sen a scant
majority but not enough to form its own govern-
ment .

opposition leaders prince norodom ranariddh and sam rainsy , citing hun sen ’s threats
to arrest opposition figures after two alleged attempts on his life , said they could not
negotiate freely in cambodia and called for talks at sihanouk ’s residence in beijing .
cambodian leader hun sen has guaranteed the safety and political freedom of all politi-
cians , trying to ease the fears of his rivals that they will be arrested or killed if they
return to the country .

opposition leaders fearing arrest , or worse , fled
and asked for talks outside the country .

the cambodian people ’s party criticized a non-binding resolution passed earlier this
month by the u.s. house of representatives calling for an investigation into
violations of international humanitarian law allegedly committed by hun sen .

the un found evidence of rights violations by hun
sen prompting the us house to call for an inves-
tigation .

cambodian politicians expressed hope monday that a new partnership between the
parties of strongman hun sen and his rival , prince norodom ranariddh , in a coalition
government would not end in more violence .

the three-month governmental deadlock ended
with han sen and his chief rival , prince norodom
ranariddh sharing power .

citing hun sen ’s threats to arrest opposition politicians following two alleged attempts
on his life , ranariddh and sam rainsy have said they do not feel safe negotiating
inside the country and asked the king to chair the summit at gis residence in beijing .
after a meeting between hun sen and the new french ambassador to cambodia , hun
sen aide prak sokhonn said the cambodian leader had repeated calls for the opposition
to return , but expressed concern that the international community may be asked for
security guarantees .

han sen guaranteed safe return to cambodia
for all opponents but his strongest critic , sam
rainsy , remained wary .

diplomatic efforts to revive the stalled talks appeared to bear fruit monday as japanese
foreign affairs secretary of state nobutaka machimura said king norodom sihanouk
has called on ranariddh and sam rainsy to return to cambodia .
king norodom sihanouk on tuesday praised agreements by cambodia ’s top two polit-
ical parties – previously bitter rivals – to form a coalition government led by strongman
hun sen .

chief of state king norodom sihanouk praised the
agreement .

Table 6: Sample of our ground-truth labels for singleton/pair instances from DUC-04, a multi-document dataset.
Ground-truth sentences are widely dispersed among all ten documents.
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Extractive Upper Bound

• She’s a high school freshman with Down syndrome. • Trey – a
star on Eastern High School’s basketball team in Louisville, Kentucky,
who’s headed to play college ball next year at Ball State – was origi-
nally going to take his girlfriend to Eastern’s prom.

• Trina Helson, a teacher at Eastern, alerted the school’s newspaper
staff to the prom-posal and posted photos of Trey and Ellie on Twitter
that have gone viral.

BERT-Extractive

• But all that changed Thursday when Trey asked Ellie to be his prom
date. • Trey – a star on Eastern High School’s basketball team in
Louisville, Kentucky, who’s headed to play college ball next year at
Ball State – was originally going to take his girlfriend to Eastern’s
prom.

• Trina Helson, a teacher at Eastern, alerted the school’s newspaper
staff to the prom-posal and posted photos of Trey and Ellie on Twitter
that have gone viral.

• (CNN) He’s a blue chip college basketball recruit. • She’s a high
school freshman with Down syndrome.

Human Abstract

• College-bound basketball star asks girl with Down syndrome to
high school prom.

• Pictures of the two during the ”prom-posal” have gone viral.

BERT-Abstractive

• Trey asked Ellie to be his prom date.

• Trina Helson, a teacher at Eastern, alerted the school’s newspaper
staff.

• He’s a high school student with Down syndrome.

Extractive Upper Bound

• Marseille prosecutor Brice Robin told CNN that ”so far no videos
were used in the crash investigation.”

• Reichelt told ”Erin Burnett: outfront” that he had watched the video
and stood by the report, saying Bild and Paris Match are ”very confi-
dent” that the clip is real.

• Lubitz told his Lufthansa flight training school in 2009 that he had a
”previous episode of severe depression,” the airline said Tuesday.

BERT-Extractive

• Marseille, France (CNN) - the French prosecutor leading an investi-
gation into the crash of Germanwings flight 9525 insisted Wednesday
that he was not aware of any video footage from on board the plane. •
Marseille prosecutor Brice Robin told CNN that ”so far no videos were
used in the crash investigation.”

• Robin’s comments follow claims by two magazines, German Daily
Bild and French Paris Match, of a cell phone video showing the har-
rowing final seconds from on board Germanwings flight 9525 as it
crashed into the French Alps. • The two publications described the
supposed video, but did not post it on their websites.

Human Abstract

• Marseille prosecutor says ”so far no videos were used in the crash
investigation” despite media reports.

• Journalists at Bild and Paris Match are ”very confident” the video
clip is real, an editor says.

• Andreas Lubitz had informed his Lufthansa training school of an
episode of severe depression, airline says.

BERT-Abstractive

• New : French prosecutor says he was not aware of video footage
from on board the plane.

• Two magazines, including German Daily Bild, have been described
as the video.

Table 7: Example system summaries and human-written abstracts. Each Human Abstract sentence is lined up
horizontally with its corresponding ground-truth instance, which is found in Extractive Upper Bound summary.
Similarly, each sentence from BERT-Abstractive is lined up horizontally with its corresponding instance selected
by BERT-Extractive. The sentences are manually de-tokenized for readability.
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Abstract

Transcripts of natural, multi-person meetings
differ significantly from documents like news
articles, which can make Natural Language
Generation models generate unfocused sum-
maries. We develop an abstractive meeting
summarizer from both videos and audios of
meeting recordings. Specifically, we propose a
multi-modal hierarchical attention mechanism
across three levels: topic segment, utterance
and word. To narrow down the focus into
topically-relevant segments, we jointly model
topic segmentation and summarization. In ad-
dition to traditional textual features, we intro-
duce new multi-modal features derived from
visual focus of attention, based on the as-
sumption that an utterance is more important
if its speaker receives more attention. Exper-
iments show that our model significantly out-
performs the state-of-the-art with both BLEU
and ROUGE measures.

1 Introduction

Automatic meeting summarization is valuable, es-
pecially if it takes advantage of multi-modal sens-
ing of the meeting environment, such as micro-
phones to capture speech and cameras to capture
each participant’s head pose and eye gaze. Tradi-
tional extractive summarization methods based on
selecting and reordering salient words tend to pro-
duce summaries that are not natural and incoher-
ent. Although state-of-the-art work (Shang et al.,
2018) employs WordNet (Miller, 1995) to make
summaries more abstractive, the quality is still far
from those produced by humans, as shown in Ta-
ble 1. Moreover, these methods tend to have lim-
ited content coverage by selecting salient words.

On the other hand, recent years have wit-
nessed the success of Natural Language Genera-
tion (NLG) models to generate abstractive sum-
maries. Since human-written summaries tend to

mention the exact given keywords without para-
phrasing, the copy mechanism proposed by a
Pointer Generator Network (PGN) (See et al.,
2017) naturally fits this task. Apart from gener-
ating words from a fixed vocabulary, it also copies
the words from the input. However, transcripts
of multi-person meetings widely differ from tra-
ditional documents. Instead of grammatical, well-
segmented sentences, the input is often composed
of ill-formed utterances. Therefore, NLG models
can easily lose focus. For example, in Table 1,
PGN fails to capture the keywords remote control,
trendy and user-friendly.

Therefore, we propose a multi-modal hierarchi-
cal attention mechanism across topic segments, ut-
terances, and words. We learn topic segmentation
as an auxiliary task and limit the attention within
each segment. Our approach mimics human sum-
marization methods by segmenting first and then
summarizing each segment. To locate key utter-
ances, we propose that the rich multi-modal data
from recording the meeting environment, espe-
cially cameras facing each participant, can pro-
vide speaker interaction and participant feedback
to discover salient utterances. One typical interac-
tion is Visual Focus Of Attention (VFOA), i.e., the
target that each participant looks at in every times-
tamp. Possible VFOA targets include other partic-
ipants, the table, etc. We estimate VFOA based on
each participant’s head orientation and eye gaze.
The longer the speaker is paid attention by others,
the higher possibility that the utterance is impor-
tant. For example, in Table 1, the high VFOA re-
ceived by the speaker for the last two sentences
assists in maintaining the bold keywords.

2 Method

As shown in Figure 1, our meeting data consists
of synchronized videos of each participant in a
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Um I'm Sarah, the Project Managerand this is our first meeting, surprisingly enough.  
Okay, this is our agenda, um  we will do some stuff , get to know each other a bit
better to feel more comfortable with each other . 
Um then we'll go do tool training, talk about the project plan, discuss our own ideas
and everything um and we've got twenty five minutes to do that,  as far as I can
understand.  
Now, we're developing a remote control which you probably already know. Um, we
want it to be original,  something that's uh people haven't thought of, that's not out in
the shops, um, trendy, appealing to a wide market, but you know, not a hunk of metal,
and userfriendly, grannies to kids, maybe even pooches should be able to use it.

Transcript

Manual summary The project manager gave an introduction to the goal of the project , to create a trendy yet userfriendly remote.
Extractive summary
(Shang et al., 2018)
Abstractive summary
(See et al., 2017)

Our Approach

hunk of metal and userfriendly granny's to kids. 

The project manager opened the meeting and introduced the upcoming project to the team members. 

The project manager opens the meeting. The project manager states the goal of the project, which is to develop a
remote control. It should be original, trendy, and userfriendly.

UIID

MEPM

UIID

MEPM

UIID

MEPM

Received  
VFOA

Table 1: Comparison of Human and System Generated Summaries. The color indicates the attention received by
the speaker PM (Project Manager). Others: ME (Marketing Expert), ID (Industrial Designer), UI (User Interface).

Figure 1: Multi-modal Meeting Summarization Frame-
work

group meeting, as well as a time-stamped tran-
script of the utterances generated by Automatic
Speech Recognition (ASR) tools 1. We formu-
late a meeting transcript as a list of triples X =
{(pi, fi, ui)}. pi ∈ P is the the speaker of ut-
terance ui, where P denotes the set of partic-
ipants. fi contains the VFOA target sequence
over the course of utterance ui for each partici-
pant. Each utterance ui is a sequence of words

1For example, IBM Watson’s Speech to Text System
(https://www.ibm.com/watson/services/ speech-to-text/)

ui = {wi0, wi1, . . . }. The output of our model is a
summary Y and the segment ending boundaries S.
The training instances for the generator are pro-
vided in the form of Ttrain = {(X,Y, S)}, and
the testing instances only contain the transcripts
Ttest = {X}.

2.1 Visual Focus of Attention Estimation

Given the recording video of each individual, we
estimate VFOA based on each participant’s head
orientation and eye gaze for every frame. The
VFOA targets include F = {p0, . . . , p|P |, table,
whiteboard, projection screen and unknown}. As

OpenFace Feature Extractor

Output

Eye Gaze
Direction

Head Pose  
Angle

VFOA Target Detector 

Figure 2: VFOA Detector Framework

illustrated in Figure 2, we feed each input color
image into the OpenFace tool (Baltrusaitis et al.,
2018) to estimate the head pose angle (roll, pitch
and yaw) and the eye gaze direction vector (az-
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imuth and elevation), and concatenate them into a
5-dimensional feature vector. To obtain the actual
visual targets from the head pose and eye gaze es-
timation, we build a seven-layer network to output
a one-hot vector, which indicates the most possi-
ble visual target at the current frame, and each di-
mension stands for a VFOA target. The network
is trained on the VFOA annotation, including the
VFOA target for each frame of each participant.

Then the output of all participants are concate-
nated. For utterance ui, the VFOA vector f i ∈
R|P |∗|F | is the sum of each frame’s VFOA out-
puts over the course of ui, where each dimension
stands for the total duration of the attention paid to
the corresponding VFOA target.

2.2 Meeting Transcript Encoder
For an utterance ui = {wi0, wi1, . . . }, we embed
each word wi

j using the pretrained GloVe (Pen-
nington et al., 2014), and apply a bidirectional
gated recurrent unit (GRU) (Cho et al., 2014) to
obtain the encoded word representation hij . The
utterance representations are the average of words.
Additionally, the speaker pi is encoded into a one-
hot vector pi ∈ R|P|.

2.3 Topic Segmentation Decoder
We divide the input sequence into contiguous seg-
ments based on SegBot (Li et al., 2018). Its de-
coder takes a starting utterance of a segment as in-
put at each decoding step, and outputs the ending
utterance of the segment. Taking Figure 3 as an
example, there are 5 utterances in the transcript.
The initial starting utterance is u0 with the possi-
ble positions from u0 to u4; if u2 is detected as the
ending utterance, then u3 is the next starting ut-
terance and is input to the decoder, with possible
positions from u3 to u4.

We extend SegBot to obtain the distribution
over possible positions j ∈ {i, i+1, . . . } by using
a multi-modal segmentation attention:

αsegij =v>s tanh(Wud
i+W hh

j+W ppj+W ff j)

where di is the decoded utterance of starting ut-
terance ui. Let si denote the ending utterance of
the segment that starts with the utterance ui, the
probability for uj to be the ending utterance si is:

P (si = uj |(pi,f i,ui)) =
expαsegij∑

k∈{i,i+1,...} expα
seg
ik

,

Figure 3: Topic Segmentation Decoder

2.4 Meeting Summarization Decoder
We build our decoder based on Pointer-Generator
Network (PGN) (See et al., 2017) to copy words
from the input transcript in terms of attention dis-
tribution. Different from PGN, we introduce a hi-
erarchical attention mechanism based on the topic
segmentation results, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Hierarchical Attention in Summary Decoder

As VFOA has close ties to salient utterances, we
use the VFOA received by speaker f>k p

′
k to cap-

ture the importance of utterance uk, where p
′
k is

the a vector indicating which dimension’s VFOA
target is the speaker pk. Formally, we use a GRU
to obtain the decoded hidden states di for the ith

input word. The Utterance2Word attention on the
word wj of the utterance uk is:

eij=v
>
1 tanh(W d1di+Wwwj+W ppj+W ff j)

The context representation for the utterance uk is
uik = Softmax(eij)wj , wj ∈ uk. The Seg-
ment2Utterance attention on the utterance uk in
the input transcript is:

e
′
ik =f

>
k p
′
k

(
v>2 tanh (W d2di +W uuik)

)
.
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Model ROUGE BLEU
ROUGE 1 ROUGE 2 ROUGE L BLEU 1 BLEU 2 BLEU 3 BLEU 4

CoreRank (Shang et al., 2018) 37.86 7.84 13.72 17.17 6.78 1.77 0.00
PGN (See et al., 2017) 36.75 10.48 23.81 37.89 23.41 12.84 6.92

Our Approach (TopicSeg+VFOA) 53.29 13.51 26.90 40.98 26.19 13.76 8.03
Our Approach (TopicSeg) 51.53 12.23 25.47 39.67 24.91 12.37 7.86

Table 2: Comparison on AMI datasets

The context representation for segment sq is
ciq = Softmax(e

′
ik)uk, uk ∈ sq. The Meet-

ing2Segment attention is:

e
′′
iq =v

>
3 tanh (W d3di +W sciq).

The hierarchical attention of wj is calculated
within the utterance uk and then segment sq:

αsumij =
exp

(
eije

′
ike
′′
iq

)

∑
j∈sq exp

(
eije

′
ike
′′
iq

) ,

The probability of generating yi follows the de-
coder in PGN (See et al., 2017), and αsumij is the
attention in the decoder for copying words from
the input sequence.

2.5 Joint End-to-End Training
The summarization task and the topic segmenta-
tion task are trained jointly with the loss function:

L = − logP (Y, S|X)

=
∑

yi∈Y
−logP (yi|X)+

∑

sj∈S
−logP (sj |(pj ,f j ,uj))

where P (Y, S|X) is the conditional probability of
the summary Y and the segments S given the input
meeting transcript X = {(pi, fi, ui)}. Here, yi
is one token in the ground truth summary, and sj
denotes the ending boundary of the segment that
starts with uj .

3 Experiments

Our experiments are conducted on the widely used
AMI Meeting Corpus (Carletta et al., 2005). This
corpus is about a remote control design project
from kick-off to completion. Each meeting lasts
30 minutes and contains four participants: a
project manager, a marketing expert, an industrial
designer, and a user interface designer. We follow
the conventional approach (Shang et al., 2018) in
the meeting analysis literature to preprocess and
divide the dataset into training (97 meetings), de-
velopment (20 meetings) and test sets (20 meet-
ings). One meeting in the test set does not provide

videos and thus it is ignored. The ASR transcripts
are provided in the dataset (Garner et al., 2009),
which are manually revised based on the automat-
ically generated ASR output. Each meeting has a
summary containing about 300 words and 10 sen-
tences. Each meeting is also divided into multiple
segments focusing on various topics. The ASR
transcripts and the videos recorded for all partic-
ipants are the input of the model. We use manual
annotation of summaries and topic segments for
training, while they are generated automatically
during testing. The VFOA estimation model is
trained separately on the VFOA annotation of 14
meetings in the dataset, and achieve 64.5% predic-
tion accuracy.

The baselines include: (1) state-of-the-art ex-
tractive summarization method CoreRank (Shang
et al., 2018), and (2) neural network based gen-
eration model PGN (See et al., 2017). We adopt
two standard metrics ROUGE (Lin, 2004) and
BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) for evaluation. Addi-
tionally, to show the impact of VFOA, we remove
the VFOA features as an additional baseline, and
conduct significance testing. By T-test, the differ-
ences on ROUGE and BLEU are considered to be
statistically significant (P value ≤ 0.09), except
BLEU 4 (P value = 0.27).

Compared to the abstractive method PGN in Ta-
ble 2, the multimodal summarizer achieves larger
improvement on ROUGE than BLEU. It demon-
strates our approach’s ability to focus on topically
related words. For example, ‘The marketing ex-
pert discussed his findings from trend watching
reports, stressing the need for a product that has
a fancy look and feel, is technologically inno-
vative...’ is generated by our model, while the
PGN generates ‘the marketing expert discussed
his findings from trend watching reports’. The
speaker receives higher VFOA from participants
while mentioning the utterances containing these
keywords. To demonstrate the effectiveness of
VFOA attention, we rank the utterances in terms
of VFOA, and achieve 45.8% accuracy of select-
ing salient utterances based on the annotation of
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(Shang et al., 2018)2. Therefore, the model learns
that when the speaker receives higher VFOA, the
utterances of that speaker is more important.

Moreover, topic segmentation also contributes
to the better coverage of salient words, which
is demonstrated by the improvement on ROUGE
metrics of the model without VFOA features.
Each meeting is divided to six to ten segments,
with special focuses on topics such as ‘openings’,
‘trend watching’, ‘project budget’ and ‘user tar-
get group’. With the topic segmentation results,
the utterances within the same segment are more
correlated, and topically related words tend to be
frequently mentioned. For example, ‘fancy look’
is more important within the ‘trend watching’ seg-
ment than the whole transcript.

The VFOA distribution is highly correlated to
topic segmentation. For example, the project man-
ager pays more attention to the user interface de-
signer in ‘trend watching’ segment, while focuses
more on the marketing expert in another segment
about ‘project budget’. Therefore, the VFOA fea-
ture not only benefits the summarization decoder,
but also improves the performance of topic seg-
mentation. The topic segmentation accuracy is
57.74% without VFOA feature, and 60.11% with
VFOA feature in segmentation attention.

Compared to the extractive method CoreRank
in Table 2, our BLEU scores are doubled, which
demonstrate that the abstractive summaries are
more coherent and natural. For example, the
extractive summaries are often incomplete sen-
tences, such as ‘prefer a design where the remote
control and the docking station’. But the abstrac-
tive summaries are well-organized sentences, such
as ‘The remote will use a conventional battery
and a docking station which recharges the bat-
tery’. Also, the improvement on ROUGE 2 and
ROUGE L is larger than ROUGE 1, which shows
the superiority of abstractive methods to maintain
longer terms, such as corporate website, etc.

4 Related Work

Extractive summarization methods rank and se-
lect words by constructing word co-occurrence
graphs (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004; Erkan and
Radev, 2004; Lin and Bilmes, 2010; Tixier et al.,
2016b), and they are applied to meeting sum-
marization (Liu et al., 2009, 2011; Tixier et al.,

2https://bitbucket.org/dascim/acl2018_
abssumm/src/master/data/meeting/ami

2016a; Shang et al., 2018). However, extractive
summaries are often not natural and coherent with
limited content coverage. Recently the neural nat-
ural language generation models boost the perfor-
mance of abstractive summarization (Luong et al.,
2015; Rush et al., 2015; See et al., 2017), but
they are often unable to focus on topic words. In-
spired by utterance clustering in extractive meth-
ods (Shang et al., 2018), we propose a hierar-
chical attention based on topic segmentation (Li
et al., 2018). Moreover, our hierarchical attention
is multi-modal to narrow down the focus by cap-
turing participant interactions. Multi-modal fea-
tures from human annotations have been proven
effective at improving summarization, such as di-
alogue act (Goo and Chen, 2018). Instead of using
human annotations, our approach utilizes a simply
detectable multi-modal feature VFOA.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We develop a multi-modal summarizer to gener-
ate natural language summaries for multi-person
meetings. We present a multi-modal hierarchi-
cal attention mechanism based on VFOA estima-
tion and topic segmentation, and the experiments
demonstrate its effectiveness. In the future, we
plan to further integrate higher level participant
interactions, such as gestures, face expressions,
etc. We also plan to construct a larger multime-
dia meeting summarization corpus to cover more
diverse scenarios, building on our previous work
(Bhattacharya et al., 2019).
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Abstract

A common issue in training a deep learning,
abstractive summarization model is lack of a
large set of training summaries. This paper ex-
amines techniques for adapting from a labeled
source domain to an unlabeled target domain
in the context of an encoder-decoder model
for text generation. In addition to adversarial
domain adaptation (ADA), we introduce the
use of artificial titles and sequential training to
capture the grammatical style of the unlabeled
target domain. Evaluation on adapting to/from
news articles and Stack Exchange posts indi-
cates that the use of these techniques can boost
performance for both unsupervised adaptation
as well as fine-tuning with limited target data.

1 Introduction

Many types of textual content, such as conver-
sations and posts on chat, do not have a title or
summary. While multi-sentence extractive sum-
marization can give a sense of the content of an
article, a title or highlight is more concise. Such
short summaries can be generated using abstrac-
tive summarization with an RNN encoder-decoder
model, e.g., (Nallapati et al., 2016).

A common issue when training models for
abstractive summarization of conversations and
posts is the lack of a large set of text with sum-
maries. Obtaining good quality labeled data can
be difficult and expensive, especially if author-
generated summaries are desired. One option is
to train on data from another domain with author-
generated titles, but because of differences be-
tween domains, the performance may be less than
adequate. These differences include different vo-
cabularies, different grammatical styles, and dif-
ferent ways of expressing similar concepts. Vo-
cabulary expansion may be used to address the dif-
ferent vocabularies in source and target domains,
and adversarial domain adaptation (ADA) may be

used to merge the embedded feature representa-
tions across domains. However, ADA does not
adapt the decoder in an encoder-decoder genera-
tion model.

In this paper, we investigate the utility of these
techniques in unsupervised domain adaptation for
title generation. We also examine the use of a
limited amount of labeled training data from the
target domain, when high performance may be
required but training data is not easily available.
Our contributions include (1) proposing the use
of artificial titles for unlabeled target documents
to train a decoder to learn the grammatical style
of titles in the new domain (2) proposing to train
the decoder in a sequence of steps that encourages
the source and target embedding spaces to remain
aligned during adaptation, and (3) showing that
our model improves performance over ADA and
an expanded vocabulary alone and further, that a
limited amount of labeled target data can achieve
performance close to training on all labeled target
data.

2 Related Work

Our model draws from work on abstractive sum-
marization and unsupervised domain adaptation.
Recently, a number of neural encoder-decoder
models have been proposed for abstractive sum-
marization e.g., (Rush et al., 2015; Chen et al.,
2016a; Nallapati et al., 2016; Chopra et al., 2016;
Li et al., 2017; Narayan et al., 2018; Hsu et al.,
2018), with one of the better performing mod-
els being (See et al., 2017), which serves as our
base model. Supervised domain adaptation meth-
ods have been proposed for generative models.
(Hua and Wang, 2017) found that pre-training an
abstractive summarizer with extractive summaries
does not always improve performance, but (Chen
et al., 2015) noted that fine-tuning a model trained
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Figure 1: Encoder-decoder RNN model for text gen-
eration with a classifier for adversarial domain adap-
tation of the encoded representations (concepts) to an
unlabeled target domain. Gradient reversal of Ld from
the domain classifier to the encoder is indicated. The
blue/red articles represent source/target domain data.

on source domain data with limited target domain
data does improve performance.

A variety of techniques have been proposed for
unsupervised domain adaptation of deep learning
systems for classification, e.g., (Hsu et al., 2017;
Tzeng et al., 2017; Ganin et al., 2016; Chen et al.,
2016b; Ghifary et al., 2016). However, all used
the aligned encoder representation for classifica-
tion but not generation.

We adapt the domain-adversarial method for
feature alignment in an encoder proposed by
(Ganin et al., 2016). However, for text generation,
a domain-independent representation from the en-
coder, as used in domain adaptation for classifica-
tion, is not adequate. We also require the decoder
to be adapted to varying domains to generate out-
put appropriate for the target domain, an issue that
we investigate in the context of title generation.

Jointly training a translation model with mixed
labeled data from two domains can improve
performance over training on one domain only
(Pryzant et al., 2017). In contrast, our domain
adaptation method trains sequentially on data, first
with the unlabeled target domain data.

3 Domain-Adapted Title Generation

Our goal is to improve performance when labeled
data from one domain, the source, is used to train
a model which is then applied to another domain
with no or only limited labeled data, the target.

3.1 Adversarial Domain Adaptation (ADA)

The embedded representation generated by the en-
coder, which represents the “concepts” in the input
text, may differ across domains. To address this,
we adapt the method proposed by (Ganin et al.,
2016), which uses a domain classifier to force the
concept representations to align across domains.

We use an encoder-decoder RNN model with do-
main adaptation (Figure 1) for title generation. La-
beled source data is fed to the encoder and the de-
coder learns to generate summary titles. At the
same time, the source data and unlabeled target
domain data are encoded by a bidirectional LSTM
as their concept representations, and the domain
classifier tries to learn to differentiate between the
representations of two domains.

The domain classifier has two dense, 100-unit
hidden layers followed by a softmax. The con-
cept representation vector is computed as the bidi-
rectional LSTM encoder’s final forward and back-
ward hidden states concatenated into a single state.
During training, the gradient from the domain
classifier, ∂Ld

∂θd
, is “reversed” to be negative be-

fore being propagated back through the encoder
as −∂Ld

∂θc
, encouraging the embedded representa-

tions to align by adjusting the feature distributions
to maximize the loss of the domain classifier.

In contrast to the two classification losses used
by (Ganin et al., 2016) for training the model, we
use the generated sequence loss together with the
adversarial domain classifier loss:

loss =
1

T

T∑

t=0

Ly(t)− λLd (1)

where, following (See et al., 2017), the decoder
(sequence) loss

Ly(t) = −logP (w∗t ) (2)

is the negative log likelihood of the target wordw∗t
at position t. The domain classifier loss, Ld, is the
cross-entropy loss between the predicted and true
domain label probabilities,

Ld = d · logP (d̂) + (1− d) · log(1−P (d̂)). (3)

λ is a parameter relating the two losses.
We followed the schedule from (Ganin et al.,

2016) for adjusting λ for the encoder:

λp =
2

1 + exp(−10p) − 1 (4)

λ was increased from 0.0 to 1.0 by increasing p
from 0.0 to 1.0 over 5000 iterations, at which point
we observed that the domain adaptation classi-
fier loss was reaching an asymptote. λ was then
held equal to 1.0 and training continued until val-
idation performance for title generation reached
an asymptote (when training on artificial titles or
source data) or overtraining occurred (when train-
ing on limited target data). When updating the do-
main classifier, λ was set equal to one.
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Figure 2: Flowchart for training a model for an unla-
beled target domain with artificial targets.

3.2 Artificial Titles

The style of the unlabeled target may be different
from the source, e.g., Stack Exchange is more ca-
sual and includes more slang than news articles.
To capture the style of the unlabeled target, “artifi-
cial” titles were synthesized. Since titles tend to be
short and encode-decoder models learn to model
sentence length, target text between 4-10 words in
length were selected. A common summary base-
line is the first few sentences of a news article e.g.
(Zajic et al., 2004; Nallapati et al., 2016); some so-
cial media sites, including Trip Advisor, Facebook
and Reddit, display the first words of long posts.
For example, this paragraph might be shown as
”The style of the unlabeled target may ...”.

The first text meeting the length requirement
was selected 90% of the time and the second text
meeting the requirement selected otherwise. For
Stack Exchange, the text was a sentence from a
post, and for news, where titles are often phrases,
the text was a clause. Training on first text only,
the loss dropped below 0.001 in less than 3k iter-
ations, indicating the model had learned to copy
from the first sentence. Use of the second text
discourages this so that both the encoder and de-
coder are trained on text from the target domain
(enabling use of an expanded, joint vocabulary
trained on both source and target) to learn its style
and vocabulary. However, the artificial titles will
generally be different from the real titles, which
may lead to lower summarization performance.

3.3 Sequential Training

Our adaptation method, ASADA, is shown in Fig-
ure 2: a) A model with a joint vocabulary is first
pre-trained on artificial titles for the unlabeled tar-
get domain (Section 3.2). b) The embedding space
of the pre-trained model is then adapted to the
source domain using ADA (Section 3.1) to con-
tinue training on the target domain with the source
domain as the auxiliary adaptation data. c) With
a joint embedding space defined, the model is
trained on the source domain, which has title-text
pairs, and the unlabeled target domain is used as
the auxiliary adaptation data to keep the model

dataset type use # train summary length
samples mean std dev

StackEx artif. Tart 398k 11.3 5.4
filt-10 S,F 140k 6.5 1.4

News artif. Tart 287k 7.7 1.5
filt-10 F 31k 9.0 1.4
filt-14 S 168k 11.9 1.8

Table 1: Statistics of the Stack Exchange and News
datasets. Tart: artificial Target; S: Source; F: fine-
tuning; filt-X: filtered for at most length X.

embedding aligned with the target data.

4 Dataset

We used data from two domains: the pub-
lic CNN/Dailymail (News) dataset used by (See
et al., 2017) and posts from 20 Stack Exchange
(StackEx) channels1 with a bias towards those that
are business related (see Appendix A for details).
To reduce training time, each article was truncated
to 200 words. We limited the data to those with
title lengths of 10 words or less for use in fine-
tuning because some were longer sentences rather
than titles. (See Table 1) The News datasets were
formatted as in (See et al., 2017). The StackEx
dataset was randomly divided into train (90%),
validation (5%) and test (5%).

5 Experiments

For all experiments, the Pointer-Generator model
(Gulcehre et al., 2016) by (See et al., 2017) was
used without coverage as our base model, since
coverage is an additional training step that would
add an additional variable to the comparisons. Al-
though coverage improves performance by reduc-
ing repetitive words, we chose to examine the ef-
fects of different domain adaptation methods with-
out it. For handling differences in vocabulary, the
vocabulary of the labeled source and unlabeled tar-
get domains were combined. The union of the 50k
most frequent terms from the training data of each
domain produced a joint vocabulary of about 85k
terms. When an individual vocabulary was used,
the size was 50k words. When sequential train-
ing was used, a model was trained until the loss
on a validation set reached an asymptote. Domain
adaptation experiments from News to StackEx and
from StackEx to News were conducted, first with-
out target domain summary titles and then with a
limited amount of target domain titles.

1https://archive.org/details/
stackexchange downloaded 05/26/2017
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id reference or
description vocab training data

and method

News→ StackEx StackEx→ News
ROUGE ROUGE

1 2 L 1 2 L
(a) See et al. S S 14.22 4.22 12.80 12.92 3.19 12.15
(b) joint vocab S+T S 15.99 4.87 14.42 10.85 2.85 10.23
(c) Ganin et al. (ADA) S+T S, SADA 16.75 5.24 15.10 12.45 3.12 11.53
(d) artif titles S+T Tart 14.28 4.87 13.26 12.02 3.58 11.06
(e) artif titles, ADA S+T Tart, SADA 16.88 5.35 15.24 14.36 3.84 13.47
(f) ASADA S+T Tart, TADA

art , SADA 17.78 6.22 16.15 16.75 6.11 15.99
(g) ASADA (lead-1) S+T Tlead1, TADA

lead1, SADA 16.46 5.30 15.01 16.16 3.36 14.64
(h) Pryzant et al.(DM) S+T S+Tart 14.63 5.00 13.49 15.13 5.32 14.51
(i) Pryzant et al. (ADM) S+T S+Tart 15.29 5.37 14.06 13.00 4.30 12.01
(j) upper bound T T 31.49 13.70 29.22 23.52 10.92 22.34

Table 2: Title generation performance of domain adaptation from Source S to Target T. (a-c) Baselines. (d-g)
Our approaches with artificial titles Tart and with lead-1 Tlead1, respectively. (h) DM: Discriminative Mixing.
(i) ADM: Adversarial Discriminative Mixing. (j) Upper bound trained on labeled target data. Training steps are
separated by commas. SADA: train on S using ADA. TADA

art : train on Tart using ADA.

prev curr domains same
training training gradually labeled
data & data & or jointly data

id method method embedded? domain?
(E) Tart SADA no no
(F1) Tart TADA

art yes yes
(F2) TADA

art SADA yes no

Table 3: Comparison of adaptation steps with artificial
titles using one step, (E), and two step ASADA, (F1)
and (F2). (E) and (F) correspond to the models (e) and
(f) in Table 2, respectively.

5.1 Unsupervised Target Domain Adaptation

For our investigations on domain adaptation when
labeled target domain data is unavailable, models
trained on source domain labels only and with a
mix of source domain labels and artificial target
labels are our baselines.
Effect of ADA and Vocabulary The top section
of Table 2 shows baseline models trained
(a) with the source domain vocabulary [(See et al.,
2017)’s approach without coverage]
(b) with a joint vocabulary instead of the source
domain vocabulary
(c) model (b) followed by training using ADA
to the target domain [(Ganin et al., 2016)’s ap-
proach].

The mixed results using a joint vocabulary re-
flect the better coverage of the added target words
outside the source’s top-50k vocabulary when the
source is News vs. StackEx (see Appendix B).
And when a joint vocabulary (S+T) is used, ADA
(c) improves performance over training only on
the source S (b), as expected.
Effect of Artificial Titles and Sequential Train-
ing The second section of Table 2 compares ap-

proaches using artificial titles:
(d) Tart: a model pre-trained on target domain ar-
ticles/posts with artificial target domain titles
(e) Tart, SADA: model (d), further trained on the
source with ADA to the target without labels.
(f) Tart,TADAart ,SADA: ASADA. Model (d), fol-
lowed by adapting the model, which has been
trained on the target domain with non-optimal
summaries, to source data, aligning the embed-
ded representations of the two domains. Then the
model is trained on source data with ADA to the
unlabeled target to learn how to summarize while
keeping the embedded representations aligned.
(g) ASADA using the lead-1 (first) sentence in
place of Tart. The better performance in (f) sup-
ports ASADA’a use of artificial titles.

ASADA’s two-step adaptation with artificial ti-
tles performed best out of all models. The mixed
performance of training on Tart indicates the arti-
ficial title quality is lower for StackEx, (d) vs. (b).
The weakly better performance of (e) over (c) indi-
cates that applying SADA directly forgets much of
Tart. The relative improvement of ASADA over
training only on source was 25% (from News to
StackEx) and 30% (from StackEx to News). This
indicates that TADAart allows the model to remember
the vocabulary and style from Tart while learning
how to summarize by SADA.

Table 3 illustrates differences between the one-
step adaptation model (e), with id (E) and the two-
step adaptation used in ASADA (F1 and F2). In
both, the model is first trained on the target do-
main using Tart. In model (e), ADA then trains
the encoder on source only and ignores Tart, grad-
ually giving greater weight to the domain classi-
fier, which uses the target data (see Sec. 3.1). At
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Figure 3: Domain adaptation performance with varying
amounts of labeled StackEx (left) and News (right) data
for fine-tuning with ADA (* DA) and without (* FT).
For reference, performance when trained on all labeled
target data and no adaptation (* 100%).

the same time, the labeled data domain is switched
to the source domain, so that both the embedding
and decoder domains are abruptly changed. In
contrast, in ASADA the embedding is gradually
adapted from the target domain to jointly embed
the source and target (F1). Only then is the target
domain changed (F2).

In the third section, the labeled source is
mixed with target domain artificial titles and
trained using (Pryzant et al., 2017)’s Discrimina-
tive Mixed (DM) and Adversarial Discriminative
Mixed (ADM) machine translation models. ADM
is similar to ADA in that both use and adversarial
classifier; however, for ADM both domains have
labeled data. ASADA’s better performance indi-
cates that first pre-training with artificial titles to
learn vocabulary and style and then adapting to the
source to learn to summarize is better than jointly
mixing artificial and true titles.

5.2 Limited Target Domain Labels

We next examine adaptation performance when a
limited amount of labeled data is available for the
target domain. Our best model for each domain,
ASADA, is refined by training on various percent-
ages of the labeled target domain training data and
referred to as ‘* DA’ in Figure 3. For comparison,
a baseline model was trained using labeled source
domain data and then fine-tuned (Sun et al., 2016;
Song et al., 2017) using labeled target domain data
and is shown as ‘* FT’.

Note that (1) when labeled target domain data
is very limited, say 3,000 labeled samples, ‘* DA’
improves performance more than ‘* FT’ (2) as the
amount of labeled target data increases, the perfor-
mance with and without ADA increases, and with
30% of the target data (rightmost points) is close
to or exceeds using 100% of the target data.

Figure 4: MDS visualizations comparing embeddings
of a sample of test text produced by models (d), (e)
and (f) in Table 2. artif: model (d). artif,srcADAmid:
model (e) midway through ADA. artif,srcADA: trained
model (e). ASADA: model (f). Left: News→ StackEx.
Right: StackEx→ News.

5.3 Visualization of Adaptation Models
Embedded points produced by models (d), (e) and
(f) (see Section 5.1) are compared in the visual-
ization in Figure 4. For the one-step adaptation
model, (e), embedded points are shown partway
through adaptation with ADA (i.e., p in Eqn. (4) is
approximately 0.5) and after adaptation. The em-
bedding partway through adaptation, labeled ar-
tif,srcADAmid, has moved away from the Tart em-
bedding (model (d), labeled artif ). After adap-
tation, labeled artif,srcADA, the embedded points
are only slightly closer to the Tart embedded
points. In contrast, the ASADA (f) embedding
is closer to the Tart embedding and more com-
pact, as is Tart. This supports our hypothesis that
ASADA retains more of what was learned from
the initial target embedding than model (e)’s one-
step adaptation, contributing to ASADA’s better
performance.

6 Summary

We investigated unsupervised domain adaptation
methods for an encoder-decoder model. We pro-
posed the use of artificial titles for training a de-
coder to the target domain vocabulary and style
and sequential adversarial domain adaptation to
minimize rapid changes of the encoder embed-
ding space. Our experiments show that our pro-
posed approach performed best when compared
to baseline adaptation techniques when unsuper-
vised. And with very limited target domain labels
for fine-tuning, our model performed better than
fine-tuning a model trained on the source domain.
In the future, we would like to understand the use-
fulness of artificial titles for training the decoder
relative to other factors that may impact perfor-
mance, e.g., how similar the true titles or sum-
maries are in the different domains.
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A Stack Exchange Dataset

The Stack Exchange channels used for the dataset
are: ai (i.e., ai.stackexchange.com), android, ar-
duino, cs, datascience, emacs, engineering, free-
lancing, iot, opendata, opensource, patents, pro-
grammers, robotics, salesforce, sharepoint, travel,
unix, webapps, and workplace.
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Figure 5: Histograms of News and Stack Exchange vo-
cabularies showing the number of target domain joint
vocabulary word tokens that are unrepresented in the
source training data.

B Cross-Domain Vocabulary Coverage

For the expanded, joint vocabulary of source and
target, Figure 5 shows that the number of News
target tokens not represented by StackExchange
vocabulary terms is much larger than the number
of Stack Exchange target tokens not represented
by News vocabulary terms. When trained on
source only, these unrepresented target domain to-
kens are neither trained nor handled by the pointer-
generator mechanism. Adversarial Domain Adap-
tation enables training of the encoder on these tar-
get tokens. Artificial Titles enable the decoder to
be trained on these tokens.
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Abstract

Most existing text summarization datasets are
compiled from the news domain, where sum-
maries have a flattened discourse structure.
In such datasets, summary-worthy content of-
ten appears in the beginning of input arti-
cles. Moreover, large segments from input ar-
ticles are present verbatim in their respective
summaries. These issues impede the learn-
ing and evaluation of systems that can under-
stand an article’s global content structure as
well as produce abstractive summaries with
high compression ratio. In this work, we
present a novel dataset, BIGPATENT, consist-
ing of 1.3 million records of U.S. patent doc-
uments along with human written abstractive
summaries. Compared to existing summa-
rization datasets, BIGPATENT has the follow-
ing properties: i) summaries contain a richer
discourse structure with more recurring enti-
ties, ii) salient content is evenly distributed in
the input, and iii) lesser and shorter extractive
fragments are present in the summaries. Fi-
nally, we train and evaluate baselines and pop-
ular learning models on BIGPATENT to shed
light on new challenges and motivate future di-
rections for summarization research.

1 Introduction

There has been a growing interest in building
neural abstractive summarization systems (See
et al., 2017; Paulus et al., 2017; Gehrmann et al.,
2018a), which requires large-scale datasets with
high quality summaries. A number of summariza-
tion datasets have been explored so far (Sandhaus,
2008; Napoles et al., 2012; Hermann et al., 2015;
Grusky et al., 2018). However, as most of them
are acquired from news articles, they share spe-
cific characteristics that limit current state-of-the-
art models by making them more extractive rather
than allowing them to understand input content
and generate well-formed informative summaries.

Sample CNN/Daily Mail News Summary
An explosion rocks a chemical plant in China’s south-
eastern Fujian province for the second time in two
years. Six were injured after the explosion and are be-
ing hospitalized. The explosion was triggered by an
oil leak, though local media has not reported any toxic
chemical spills.

Sample BIGPATENT Summary
A shoelace cover incorporating an interchangeable
fashion panel for covering the shoelaces of a gym shoe.
The shoelace cover is secured to the shoe by a number
of straps threaded through slots in the shoelace cover.
These straps secured to each side of the gym shoe in-
clude a loop and hook material such that the straps
can be disengaged and the shoelace cover can be drawn
back to expose the shoelaces. . .

Figure 1: Sample summaries from CNN/Daily Mail
and BIGPATENT. Extractive fragments reused from
input are underlined. Repeated entities indicating dis-
course structure are highlighted in respective colors.

Specifically, in these datasets, the summaries are
flattened narratives with a simpler discourse struc-
ture, e.g., entities are rarely repeated as illustrated
by the news summary in Fig. 1. Moreover, these
summaries usually contain long fragments of text
directly extracted from the input. Finally, the
summary-worthy salient content is mostly present
in the beginning of the input articles.

We introduce BIGPATENT1, a new large-scale
summarization dataset consisting of 1.3 million
patent documents with human-written abstractive
summaries. BIGPATENT addresses the afore-
mentioned issues, thus guiding summarization re-
search to better understand the input’s global
structure and generate summaries with a more
complex and coherent discourse structure. The
key features of BIGPATENT are: i) summaries ex-
hibit a richer discourse structure with entities re-

1BIGPATENT dataset is available to download online at
evasharma.github.io/bigpatent.
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curring in multiple subsequent sentences as shown
in Fig. 1, ii) salient content is evenly distributed in
the document, and iii) summaries are considerably
more abstractive while reusing fewer and shorter
phrases from the input.

To further illustrate the challenges in text sum-
marization, we benchmark BIGPATENT with base-
lines and popular summarization models, and
compare with the results on existing large-scale
news datasets. We find that many models yield
noticeably lower ROUGE scores on BIGPATENT

than on the news datasets, suggesting a need for
developing more advanced models to address the
new challenges presented by BIGPATENT. More-
over, while existing neural abstractive models pro-
duce more abstractive summaries on BIGPATENT,
they tend to repeat irrelevant discourse entities ex-
cessively, and often fabricate information.

These observations demonstrate the importance
of BIGPATENT in steering future research in text
summarization towards global content modeling,
semantic understanding of entities and relations,
and discourse-aware text planning to build ab-
stractive and coherent summarization systems.

2 Related Work

Recent advances in abstractive summarization
show promising results in generating fluent and
informative summaries (Rush et al., 2015; Nalla-
pati et al., 2016; Tan et al., 2017; Paulus et al.,
2017). However, these summaries often contain
fabricated and repeated content (Cao et al., 2018).
Fan et al. (2018) show that, for content selection,
existing models rely on positional information and
can be easily fooled by adversarial content present
in the input. This underpins the need for global
content modeling and semantic understanding of
the input, along with discourse-aware text plan-
ning to yield a well-formed summary (McKeown,
1985; Barzilay and Lapata, 2008).

Several datasets have been used to aid the de-
velopment of text summarization models. These
datasets are predominantly from the news domain
and have several drawbacks such as limited train-
ing data (Document Understanding Conference2),
shorter summaries (Gigaword (Napoles et al.,
2012), XSum (Narayan et al., 2018), and News-
room (Grusky et al., 2018)), and near-extractive
summaries (CNN / Daily Mail dataset (Hermann
et al., 2015)). Moreover, due to the nature of

2https://duc.nist.gov/

Dataset # Doc Comp. Dens. Summary Doc
ratio # word # sent # word

CNN/DM 312,085 13.0 3.8 55.6 3.8 789.9
NYT 654,788 12.0 2.4 44.9 2.0 795.9
NEWSROOM 1,212,726 43.0 9.5 30.4 1.4 750.9
XSUM 226,711 18.8 1.2 23.3 1.0 431.1
ARXIV 215,913 39.8 3.8 292.8 9.6 6,913.8
PUBMED 133,215 16.2 5.8 214.4 6.9 3,224.4
BIGPATENT 1,341,362 36.4 2.4 116.5 3.5 3,572.8

Table 1: Statistics of BIGPATENT and other summa-
rization datasets. # Doc: raw number of documents in
each dataset. For all other columns, mean values are
reported over all documents. BIGPATENT has a lower
extractive fragment density (Dens.) and a higher com-
pression ratio (Comp. ratio).

news reporting, summary-worthy content is non-
uniformly distributed within each article. ArXiv
and PubMed datasets (Cohan et al., 2018), which
are collected from scientific repositories, are lim-
ited in size and have longer yet extractive sum-
maries. Thus, existing datasets either lack cru-
cial structural properties or are limited in size for
learning robust deep learning methods. To ad-
dress these issues, we present a new dataset, BIG-
PATENT, which guides research towards build-
ing more abstractive summarization systems with
global content understanding.

3 BIGPATENT Dataset

We present BIGPATENT, a dataset consisting
of 1.3 million U.S. patent documents collected
from Google Patents Public Datasets using Big-
Query (Google, 2018)3. It contains patents filed
after 1971 across nine different technological ar-
eas. We use each patent’s abstract as the gold-
standard summary and its description as the in-
put.4 Additional details for the dataset, including
the preprocessing steps, are in Appendix A.1.

Table 1 lists statistics, including compression
ratio and extractive fragment density, for BIG-
PATENT and some commonly-used summarization
corpora. Compression ratio is the ratio of the
number of words in a document and its summary,
whereas density is the average length of the ex-

3Released and maintained by IFI CLAIMS Patent Ser-
vices and Google, and licensed under Creative Commons At-
tribution 4.0 International License.

4The summarization task studied using BIGPATENT is
notably different from traditional patent summarization task
where patent claims are summarized into a more readable for-
mat (Cinciruk, 2015).
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Figure 2: % of salient unigrams present in theN th seg-
ments of the input.

tractive fragment5 to which each word in the sum-
mary belongs (Grusky et al., 2018). Among ex-
isting datasets, CNN/DM (Hermann et al., 2015),
NYT (Napoles et al., 2012), NEWSROOM (re-
leased) (Grusky et al., 2018) and XSUM (Narayan
et al., 2018) are news datasets, while ARXIV and
PUBMED (Cohan et al., 2018) contain scientific
articles. Notably, BIGPATENT is significantly
larger with longer inputs and summaries.

4 Dataset Characterization

4.1 Salient Content Distribution

Inferring the distribution of salient content in the
input is critical to content selection of summariza-
tion models. While prior work uses probabilistic
topic models (Barzilay and Lee, 2004; Haghighi
and Vanderwende, 2009) or relies on classifiers
trained with sophisticated features (Yang et al.,
2017), we focus on salient words and their occur-
rences in the input.

We consider all unigrams, except stopwords, in
a summary as salient words for the respective doc-
ument. We divide each document into four equal
segments and measure the percentage of unique
salient words in each segment. Formally, let U be
a function that returns all unique unigrams (except
stopwords) for a given text. Then, U(di) denotes
the unique unigrams in the ith segment of a docu-
ment d, and U(y) denotes the unique unigrams in
the corresponding summary y. The percentage of
salient unigrams in the ith segment of a document
is calculated as:

|(U(di) ∩ U(y))| × 100

|U(y)| %

Fig. 2 shows that BIGPATENT has a fairly even
distribution of salient words in all segments of the

5Extractive fragments are the set of shared sequences of
tokens in the document and summary.
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Figure 3: % of novel n-grams in the summaries.

input. Only 6% more salient words are observed
in the 1st segment than in other segments. In con-
trast, for CNN/DM, NYT and Newsroom, approx-
imately 50% of the salient words are present in the
1st segment, and the proportion drops monotoni-
cally to 10% in the 4th segment. This indicates
that most salient content is present in the begin-
ning of news articles in these datasets. For XSum,
another news dataset, although the trend in the
first three segments is similar to BIGPATENT, the
percentage of novel unigrams in the last segment
drops by 5% compared to 0.2% for BIGPATENT.

For scientific articles (arXiv and PubMed),
where content is organized into sections, there is a
clear drop in the 2nd segment where related work
is often discussed, with most salient information
being present in the first (introduction) and last
(conclusion) sections. Whereas in BIGPATENT,
since each embodiment of a patent’s invention is
sequentially described in its document, it has a
more uniform distribution of salient content.

Next, we probe how far one needs to read from
the input’s start to cover the salient words (only
those present in input) from the summary. About
63% of the sentences from the input are required
to construct full summaries for CNN/DM, 57% for
XSum, 53% for NYT, and 29% for Newsroom.
Whereas in the case of BIGPATENT, 80% of the
input is required. The aforementioned observa-
tions signify the need of global content modeling
to achieve good performance on BIGPATENT.

4.2 Summary Abstractiveness and Coherence

Summary n-gram Novelty. Following prior
work (See et al., 2017; Chen and Bansal, 2018),
we compute abstractiveness as the fraction of
novel n-grams in the summaries that are absent
from the input. As shown in Fig. 3, XSum com-
prises of notably shorter but more abstractive sum-
maries. Besides that, BIGPATENT reports the sec-
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t = 1 t = 2 t = 3 t ≥ 3

CNN/DM 95.7% 3.9% 0.4% 0.1%
NYT 97.6% 2.1% 0.3% 0.1%
NEWSROOM 98.9% 1.0% 0.1% 0.02%
ARXIV 89.5% 7.9% 1.7% 0.9%
PUBMED 86.1% 9.3% 2.7% 2.0%
BIGPATENT 75.9% 15.1% 5.1% 3.9%

Table 2: % of entities occurring t times in summaries.

Ent. Chain Length (In %) Ent. Recurrence at

Datasets l = 1 l = 2 l = 3 l > 3 t+ 1 t+ 2 ≥ t+ 3

CNN/DM 97.7 2.1 0.2 0.02 0.3 0.2 0.2
NYT 98.7 1.2 0.1 0.01 0.4 0.2 0.1
NEWSROOM 99.6 0.4 0.02 0.002 0.2 0.1 0.1
ARXIV 95.6 3.8 0.5 0.1 1.6 1.0 3.8
PUBMED 93.9 4.9 0.9 0.3 2.0 1.1 2.1
BIGPATENT 85.9 11.1 2.3 0.7 2.4 1.1 1.2

Table 3: Left: % of entities of chain length l. Right:
Avg. number of entities that appear at the tth summary
sentence and recur in a later sentence.

ond highest percentage of novel n-grams, for n ∈
{2, 3, 4}. Significantly higher novelty scores for
trigram and 4-gram indicate that BIGPATENT has
fewer and shorter extractive fragments, compared
to others (except for XSum, a smaller dataset).
This further corroborates the fact that BIGPATENT

has the lowest extractive fragment density (as
shown in Table 1) and contains longer summaries.

Coherence Analysis via Entity Distribution. To
study the discourse structure of summaries, we
analyze the distribution of entities that are in-
dicative of coherence (Grosz et al., 1995; Strube
and Hahn, 1999). To identify these entities,
we extract non-recursive noun phrases (regex NP
→ ADJ∗[NN]+) using NLTK (Loper and Bird,
2002). Finally, we use the entity-grid representa-
tion by Barzilay and Lapata (2008) and their coref-
erence resolution rules to capture the entity distri-
bution across summary sentences. In this work,
we do not distinguish entities’ grammar roles, and
leave that for future study.

On average, there are 6.7, 10.9, 12.4 and 18.5
unique entities in the summaries for Newsroom,
NYT, CNN/DM and BIGPATENT, respectively6.
PUBMED and ARXIV reported higher number of
unique entities in summaries (39.0 and 48.1 re-
spectively) since their summaries are considerably
longer (Table 1). Table 2 shows that 24.1% of
entities recur in BIGPATENT summaries, which is
higher than that on other datasets, indicating more

6We exclude XSum as its summaries are all one-sentence.

complex discourse structures in its summaries.
To understand local coherence in summaries, we
measure the longest chain formed across sentences
by each entity, denoted as l. Table 3 shows that
11.1% of the entities in BIGPATENT appear in two
consecutive sentences, which is again higher than
that of any other dataset. The presence of longer
entity chains in the BIGPATENT summaries sug-
gests its higher sentence-to-sentence relatedness
than the news summaries.

Finally, we examine the entity recurrence pat-
tern which captures how many entities, first occur-
ring in the tth sentence, are repeated in subsequent
(t+ ith) sentences. Table 3 (right) shows that, on
average, 2.3 entities in BIGPATENT summaries re-
cur in later sentences (summing up the numbers
for t+2 and after). The corresponding recurring
frequency for news dataset such as CNN/DM is
only 0.4. Though PUBMED and ARXIV report
higher number of recurrence, their patterns are
different, i.e., entities often recur after three sen-
tences. These observations imply a good combina-
tion of local and global coherence in BIGPATENT.

5 Experiments and Analyses

We evaluate BIGPATENT with popular summa-
rization systems and compare with well-known
datasets such as CNN/DM and NYT. For base-
line, we use LEAD-3, which selects the first three
sentences from the input as the summary. We
consider two oracles: i) ORACLEFRAG builds
summary using all the longest fragments reused
from input in the gold-summary (Grusky et al.,
2018), and ii) ORACLEEXT selects globally opti-
mal combination of three sentences from the input
that gets the highest ROUGE-1 F1 score. Next,
we consider three unsupervised extractive sys-
tems: TEXTRANK (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004),
LEXRANK (Erkan and Radev, 2004), and SUM-
BASIC (Nenkova and Vanderwende, 2005). We
also adopt RNN-EXT RL (Chen and Bansal,
2018), a SEQ2SEQ model that selects three salient
sentences to construct the summary using rein-
forcement learning. Finally, we train four abstrac-
tive systems: SEQ2SEQ with attention, Pointer-
Generator (POINTGEN) and a version with cov-
erage mechanism (POINTGEN + COV) (See et al.,
2017), and SENTREWRITING (Chen and Bansal,
2018). Experimental setups and model parameters
are described in Appendix A.2.

Table 4 reports F1 scores of ROUGE-1, 2,
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CNN/DM NYT BIGPATENT

Models R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L

LEAD-3 40.23 17.52 36.34 32.93 17.69 29.58 31.27 8.75 26.18
ORACLEFRAG (Grusky et al., 2018) 93.36 83.19 93.36 88.15 74.74 88.15 91.85 78.66 91.85
ORACLEEXT 49.35 27.96 46.24 42.62 26.39 39.50 43.56 16.91 36.52

TEXTRANK (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004) 37.72 15.59 33.81 28.57 14.29 23.79 35.99 11.14 29.60
LEXRANK (Erkan and Radev, 2004) 33.96 11.79 30.17 27.32 11.93 23.75 35.57 10.47 29.03
SUMBASIC (Nenkova and Vanderwende, 2005) 31.72 9.60 28.58 23.16 7.18 20.06 27.44 7.08 23.66
RNN-EXT RL (Chen and Bansal, 2018) 41.47 18.72 37.76 39.15 22.60 34.99 34.63 10.62 29.43

SEQ2SEQ (Sutskever et al., 2014) 31.10 11.54 28.56 41.57 26.89 38.17 28.74 7.87 24.66
POINTGEN (See et al., 2017) 36.15 15.11 33.22 43.49 28.70 39.66 30.59 10.01 25.65
POINTGEN+COV (See et al., 2017) 39.23 17.09 36.03 45.13 30.13 39.67 33.14 11.63 28.55
SENTREWRITING (Chen and Bansal, 2018) 40.04 17.61 37.59 44.77 29.10 41.55 37.12 11.87 32.45

Table 4: ROUGE scores on three large datasets. The best results for non-baseline systems are in bold. Except for
SentRewriting on CNN/DM and NYT, for all abstractive models, we truncate input and summaries at 400 and 100.

% Novel n-grams % Entities Occurring m Times
Models n = 1 n = 2 m = 1 m = 2 m = 3 m > 3

GOLD 21.5% 57.7% 75.5% 15.2% 5.2% 4.0%

SEQ2SEQ 18.6% 52.0% 51.4% 19.4% 6.7% 22.6%
POINTGEN + COV 9.7% 33.9% 82.7% 13.8% 2.4% 1.2%
SENTREWRITING 11.5% 44.9% 69.5% 17.3% 6.6% 6.6%

Table 5: % of novel n-grams (highest % are high-
lighted), and % of entities occurring m times in gener-
ated summaries of BIGPATENT. POINTGEN+COV re-
peats entities less often than humans do.

and L (Lin and Hovy, 2003) for all models. For
BIGPATENT, almost all models outperform the
LEAD-3 baseline due to the more uniform distri-
bution of salient content in BIGPATENT’s input
articles. Among extractive models, TEXTRANK

and LEXRANK outperform RNN-EXT RL which
was trained on only the first 400 words of the in-
put, again suggesting the need for neural models
to efficiently handle longer input. Finally, SEN-
TREWRITING, a reinforcement learning model
with ROUGE as reward, achieves the best perfor-
mance on BIGPATENT.

Table 5 presents the percentage of novel n-
grams in the generated summaries. Although the
novel content in the generated summaries (for both
unigrams and bigrams) is comparable to that of
GOLD, we observe repeated instances of fabri-
cated or irrelevant information. For example, “the
upper portion is configured to receive the upper
portion of the sole portion”, part of SEQ2SEQ

generated summary has irrelevant repetitions com-
pared to the human summary as in Fig. 1. This
suggests the lack of semantic understanding and
control for generation in existing neural models.

Table 5 also shows the entity distribution (§4.2)
in the generated summaries for BIGPATENT. We
find that neural abstractive models (except POINT-
GEN+COV) tend to repeat entities more often than

humans do. For GOLD, only 5.2% and 4.0%
of entities are mentioned thrice or more, com-
pared to 6.7% and 22.6% for SEQ2SEQ. POINT-
GEN+COV, which employs coverage mechanism
to explicitly penalize repetition, generates signifi-
cantly fewer entity repetitions. These findings in-
dicate that current models failt to learn the entity
distribution pattern, suggesting a lack of under-
standing of entity roles (e.g., their importance) and
discourse-level text planning.

6 Conclusion

We present the BIGPATENT dataset with human-
written abstractive summaries containing fewer
and shorter extractive phrases, and a richer dis-
course structure compared to existing datasets.
Salient content from the BIGPATENT summaries is
more evenly distributed in the input. BIGPATENT

can enable future research to build robust systems
that generate abstractive and coherent summaries.
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A Appendices

A.1 Dataset Details

BIGPATENT, a novel large-scale summarization
dataset of 1.3 million US Patent documents, is col-
lected from Google Patents Public Datasets using
BigQuery (Google, 2018). Google has indexed
more than 87 million patents with full text from
17 different patent offices so far. We only consider
patent documents from United States Patent and
Trademark Office (USPTO) filed in English lan-
guage after 1971 in order to get considerably more
consistent writing and formatting style to facilitate
easier parsing of the text.

Each US patent application is filed un-
der a Cooperative Patent Classification (CPC)
code (USPTO, 2013) that provides a hierarchical
system of language independent symbols for the
classification of patents according to the different
areas of technology to which they pertain. There
are nine such classification categories: A (Human
Necessities), B (Performing Operations; Trans-
porting), C (Chemistry; Metallurgy), D (Textiles;
Paper), E (Fixed Constructions), F (Mechanical
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CPC code # Doc Comp. Dens. Summary Doc
ratio # word # sent # word

A 193,483 39.5 2.3 109.5 3.4 3,520.7
B 179,467 28.1 2.3 116.6 3.4 2,900.4
C 112,269 71.3 2.6 97.9 2.6 5,278.4
D 11,294 30.1 2.3 113.0 3.2 2,892.1
E 38,271 26.9 2.2 117.2 3.7 2,814.3
F 95,076 26.0 2.3 116.7 3.5 2,737.8
G 287,706 35.9 2.4 123.7 3.6 3,924.1
H 285,577 32.7 2.4 121.1 3.6 3,531.4
Y 138,219 33.5 2.3 116.3 3.5 3,328.0

Table 6: Statistics for 9 CPC codes in BIGPATENT.

Engineering; Lightning; Heating; Weapons; Blast-
ing), G (Physics), H (Electricity), and Y (Gen-
eral tagging of new or cross-sectional technology).
Table 6 summarizes the statistics for BIGPATENT

across all nine categories.
From the full public dataset, for each patent

record, we retained its title, authors, abstract,
claims of the invention and the description text.
Abstract of the patent, which is generally written
by the inventors after the patent application is ap-
proved, was considered as the gold-standard sum-
mary of the patent. Description text of the patent
contains several other fields such as background
of the invention covering previously published re-
lated inventions, description of figures, and de-
tailed description of the current invention. For the
summarization task, we considered the detailed
description of each patent as the input.

We tokenized the articles and summaries us-
ing Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) (Bird et al.,
2009). Since there was a large variation in
size of summary and input texts, we removed
patent records with compression ratio less than
5 and higher than 500. Further, we only kept
records with summary length between 10 and
2, 500 words, and input length of at least 150 and
at most 80, 000. Next, to focus on the abstrac-
tive summary-input pairs, we removed the records
whose percentage of summary-worthy unigrams
absent from the input (novel unigrams) was less
than 15%. Finally, we removed references of fig-
ure from summaries and input, along with full ta-
bles from the input.

Salient Content Distribution (bigrams and
longest common subsequences). As also shown
in the main paper, i.e., Figure 4 and Figure 5, BIG-
PATENT demonstrates a relatively uniform distri-
bution of the salient content from the summary
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Figure 4: % of salient bigrams present in N th segment
of input.
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Figure 5: % of salient longest common subsequences
present in N th segment of input.

in all parts of the input. Here, the salient content
is considered as all bigrams and longest common
sub-sequences from the summary.

A.2 Experiment details

For all experiments, we randomly split BIG-
PATENT into 1, 207, 222 training pairs, 67, 068
validation pairs, and 67, 072 test pairs. For
CNN/DM, we followed preprocessing steps from
See et al. (2017), using 287, 226 training, 13, 368
validation, and 11, 490 test pairs. For NYT, fol-
lowing preprocessing steps from Paulus et al.
(2017), we used 589, 298 training, 32, 739 valida-
tion, and 32, 739 test pairs.

Extract-based Systems. For TEXTRANK, we
used the summanlp7 (Barrios et al., 2016) to gener-
ate summary with three sentences based on TEX-
TRANK algorithm (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004).
For LEXRANK and SUMBASIC, we used sumy8.
For RNN-EXT RL from Chen and Bansal (2018),
we used the implementation provided by the au-
thors9.

Abstract-based Systems. For all the neural ab-
stractive summarization models (except for SEN-
TREWRITING), we truncated the input to 400
words and output to 100 words. Except for SEN-
TREWRITING, all other models were trained us-

7https://pypi.org/project/summa/
8https://pypi.python.org/pypi/sumy
9https://github.com/ChenRocks/fast abs rl
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ing OpenNMT-py python library10 based on the
instructions provided by the authors (Gehrmann
et al., 2018b). We provide further details for each
model below.

SEQ2SEQ with attention (Sutskever et al.,
2014) was trained using a 128-dimensional word-
embedding and 512-dimensional 1-layer LSTM.
We used a bidirectional LSTM for the encoder and
attention mechanism from Bahdanau et al. (2014).
The model was trained using Adagrad (Duchi
et al., 2011) with learning rate 0.15 and an ini-
tial accumulator value of 0.1. At inference time,
we used the beam size 5. We used the same set-
tings for training POINTGEN and POINTGEN +
COV (See et al., 2017), adding the copy attention
mechanism that allows the model to copy words
from the source. At inference time, for POINT-
GEN + COV, we used coverage penalty with beta
set to 5 and length penalty (Wu et al., 2016) with
alpha as 0.9.

For SENTREWRITING from Chen and Bansal
(2018), we again used the implementation by the
authors11 to train their full RL-based model using
their default parameters.

A.3 Summaries for sample Input Document
from BIGPATENT

For the sample summary presented in introduc-
tion of the main paper, in Table 7 we list complete
gold-standard summary along with the summaries
generated by SEQ2SEQ, POINTGEN + COV and
SENTREWRITING. For the respective input, we
also list the first 400 words for brevity.

10https://opennmt.net/OpenNMT-py/Summarization.html
11https://github.com/ChenRocks/fast abs rl
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Gold-Standard summary
a shoelace cover incorporating an interchangeable fashion panel for covering the shoelaces of a gym shoe. the shoelace cover
is secured to the shoe by a number of straps threaded through slots in the shoelace cover. a strap secured to each side of the
gym shoe includes a loop and hook material such that the straps can be disengaged and the shoelace cover can be drawn back
to expose the shoelaces of the shoe. the fashion panel is attached to the shoelace cover by a loop and hook material such that at
the whim of the shoe wearer, the fashion panel can be replaced by other fashion panels to convey a fashion statement.
SEQ2SEQ generated summary
a shoe having a sole portion and an upper portion. the sole portion includes an upper portion and a lower portion. the upper
portion is configured to receive the upper portion of the sole portion. the lower portion of the upper portion is configured to
receive the upper portion of the sole portion.
POINTGEN + COV generated summary
a gym shoe and associated shoelace shoe is disclosed. the shoe includes a sole portion, a shoelace cover, and an upper portion.
the upper portion has a toe area that extends from the toe area to the opening. the shoelace cover is curved to the shoelace.
SENTREWRITING generated summary
a gym shoe and associated shoelace cover and associated shoelace cover and fashion panel are disclosed. the shoe includes a
sole portion and an upper portion. the shoelace cover is a semi-rigid panel that is curved to conform to the shoelace area of the
shoelace area. the shoelace area is generally split into a shoelace area and a shoelace area. a shoe for use in a shoe, such as a
shoe, is disclosed. a tongue extends from the toe area to the shoelace.
Input (first 400 words)
the following discussion of the preferred embodiment concerning a gym shoe and associated shoelace cover and fashion panel
is merely exemplary in nature and is in no way intended to limit the invention or its applications or uses. the shoe includes
a sole portion, generally comprised of a rugged rubber material, and an upper portion 14 generally comprised of a durable
and pliable leather or canvas material. at a back location of the upper portion is an opening for accepting a wearer’s foot. a
cushion is visible through the opening on which the wearer’s foot is supported. at a front end of the upper portion is a toe
area. extending from the toe area to the opening is a shoelace area. the shoelace area is generally split such that a shoelace is
threaded through eyelets associated with the shoelace area in order to bind together the shoelace area and secure the shoe to the
wearer’s foot. a tongue, also extending from the toe area to the opening, is positioned beneath the shoelace such that the tongue
contacts the wearer’s foot, and thus provides comfort against the shoelace to the wearer. the basic components and operation
of a gym shoe is well understood to a person of normal sensibilities, and thus, a detailed discussion of the parts of the shoe and
their specific operation need not be elaborated on here. secured to the upper portion of the shoe covering the shoelace area is a
shoelace cover. in a preferred embodiment, the shoelace cover is a semi-rigid panel that is curved to be shaped to conform to
the shoelace area such that an upper portion of the shoelace cover extends a certain distance along the sides of the upper portion
adjacent the opening. the shoelace cover narrows slightly as it extends towards the toe area. the specifics concerning the shape,
dimensions, material, rigidity, etc. of the shoelace cover will be discussed in greater detail below. additionally, the preferred
method of securing the shoelace cover to the shoe will also be discussed below. in a preferred embodiment, affixed to a top
surface of the shoelace cover is a fashion panel. the fashion panel is secured to the shoelace cover by an applicable securing
mechanism, such as a loop and hook and/or velcro type fastener device, so that the fashion panel can be readily removed from
the shoelace cover and replaced with an alternate fashion panel having a different design.

Table 7: Gold-standard and system generated summaries for BIGPATENT. Input (pre-processed) is truncated to
400 words for brevity.
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Abstract

While recent progress on abstractive summa-
rization has led to remarkably fluent sum-
maries, factual errors in generated summaries
still severely limit their use in practice. In
this paper, we evaluate summaries produced
by state-of-the-art models via crowdsourcing
and show that such errors occur frequently, in
particular with more abstractive models. We
study whether textual entailment predictions
can be used to detect such errors and if they
can be reduced by reranking alternative pre-
dicted summaries. That leads to an interesting
downstream application for entailment mod-
els. In our experiments, we find that out-
of-the-box entailment models trained on NLI
datasets do not yet offer the desired perfor-
mance for the downstream task and we there-
fore release our annotations as additional test
data for future extrinsic evaluations of NLI.

1 Introduction

The general success of deep learning tech-
niques and the availability of large-scale single-
document summarization datasets, such as the
CNN-DailyMail (CNN-DM) corpus (Hermann
et al., 2015), have recently led to a renewed in-
terest in abstractive summarization. Following the
pioneering works of Rush et al. (2015), Chopra
et al. (2016) and Nallapati et al. (2016), many
models have been developed in recent years that
can all generate summaries by freely choosing
words from a large vocabulary rather than reusing
full sentences from the input document.

While neural models have been very success-
ful at producing fluent text with this approach, a
∗The work was done while the first author was also affili-

ated to the research training group AIPHES at TU Darmstadt.

Source Sentence: prince george could be days
away of becoming an older brother as the
duchess is due to give birth to her second child
mid-to-late april.
Summary Sentence: prince george is due to
give birth to her second child mid-to-late april.

Figure 1: Example of an incorrect summary sentence
produced by PGC (see Section 4) on CNN-DM.

downside is that there is less guarantee than in ex-
tractive approaches that the content of the sum-
mary is factually correct. Such models regularly
introduce errors as illustrated in Figure 1, where
the summary sentence is clearly not supported by
the document. For sentence summarization, Cao
et al. (2018) found up to 30% of summaries to be
incorrect. That greatly reduces their usefulness, as
a user cannot trust the content of the summary.

In this paper, we follow the idea that all infor-
mation in a summary should be entailed by the
source document. We study the use of natural
language inference (NLI) (Bowman et al., 2015),
also known as textual entailment (Dagan et al.,
2006), to detect factual errors. In particular, we
test whether entailment predictions of NLI mod-
els can be used to rerank generated summaries
such that more correct ones are preferred. Such
a reranking approach can be easily combined with
any recent summarization model and allows us to
clearly quantify the impact of using NLI.

Our contributions and the organization of this
paper are the following: First, we describe how the
correctness of a generated summary can be ver-
ified efficiently via crowdsourcing. Second, we
report correctness estimates for summaries gen-
erated by three recent abstractive summarization
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systems, showing that even recent state-of-the-art
models have errors in 25% of their summaries. Fi-
nally, we compare different NLI models regard-
ing their ability to rank more correct summaries
above incorrect alternatives. Here, our main find-
ing is that models trained on NLI datasets transfer
poorly to our downstream task, limiting the effec-
tiveness of reranking. To improve NLI models for
this setup, we release our collected annotations to
be used as additional test data in future work.1

2 Related Work

Previous work already proposed the use of ex-
plicit proposition structures (Cao et al., 2018) and
multi-task learning with NLI (Li et al., 2018; Pa-
sunuru et al., 2017) to successfully improve the
correctness of abstractive sentence summaries. In
this work, we instead focus on the more challeng-
ing single-document summarization, where longer
summaries allow for more errors. Very recently,
Fan et al. (2018) showed that with ideas similar to
Cao et al. (2018)’s work, the correctness of docu-
ment summaries can also be improved.

Moreover, Guo et al. (2018) and Pasunuru and
Bansal (2018) proposed to use NLI-based loss
functions or multi-task learning with NLI for doc-
ument summarization. But unfortunately, their ex-
periments do not evaluate whether the techniques
improve summarization correctness. We are the
first to use NLI in a reranking setup, which is ben-
eficial for this study as it allows to us to clearly
isolate the net impact of the NLI component.

3 Evaluating Summary Correctness

Similar to previous work by Cao et al. (2018) and
Li et al. (2018), we argue that the correctness of
a generated summary can only be reliably evalu-
ated by manual inspection. But in contrast to pre-
vious studies, we rely on crowdsourcing to make
the evaluation more efficient.

In our crowdsourcing interface, we show a sum-
mary sentence by sentence on the left and the full
source document on the right. For every summary
sentence, a worker assigns the label correct, if the
information is entailed by the document, incorrect,
if it contradicts the document or contains informa-
tion not present2, or unclear, if the worker cannot

1The data is available at https://tudatalib.ulb.
tu-darmstadt.de/handle/tudatalib/2002.

2In NLI terms, information not present in the document
would be neutral w.r.t the document, but in a summary it is
still undesired, as all its content should be entailed.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

0.55

0.6

0.65

0.7

0.75

# Annotatorsκ

Figure 2: Agreement between crowdsourced and ex-
pert annotations at increasing numbers of workers.

decide. In particular, as we cannot assume that
crowdworkers are familiar with the term entail-
ment, we ask them whether a summary sentence
is “correct given the information in the article”.
As many generated sentences are largely extrac-
tive, our interface also highlights the sentence in
the source document with the highest word over-
lap, helping the worker to find the relevant infor-
mation faster. We pay workers $0.20 per task (la-
beling all sentences of one summary).

Given the correctness labels for every sentence,
we first merge the labels collected from different
annotators. A summary then receives the label in-
correct if at least one of its sentences has been la-
beled as such, otherwise, it is labeled as correct.

A challenge of crowdsourcing is that workers
are untrained and some might produce low qual-
ity annotations (Sabou et al., 2014). For our task,
an additional challenge is that some errors are
rather subtle, while on the other hand the major-
ity of summary sentences are correct, which re-
quires workers to carry out the task very carefully
to catch these rare cases.

We use MACE (Hovy et al., 2013), a Bayesian
model that incorporates the reliability of individ-
ual workers, to merge sentence-level labels. We
also performed an experiment to determine the
necessary number of workers to obtain reliable la-
bels. Two annotators from our lab labeled 50 gen-
erated summaries (140 sentences) manually and
then merged their labels to obtain a gold stan-
dard. For the same data, we collected 14 labels
per sentence from crowdworkers. Figure 2 shows
the agreement, measured as Cohen’s κ, between
the MACE-merged labels of different subsets of
the crowdsourced labels and the gold standard. We
find that the agreement is substantial with at least
3 workers and that it plateaus at 9, with κ at 0.74.
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Model Incorrect ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L Length
PGC (See et al., 2017) 8% 39.49% 17.24% 36.35% 59.7
FAS (Chen and Bansal, 2018) 26% 40.88% 17.80% 38.53% 72.1
BUS (Gehrmann et al., 2018) 25% 41.52% 18.76% 38.60% 54.4

Table 1: Fraction of incorrect summaries produced by recent summarization systems on the CNN-DM test set,
evaluated on a subset of 100 summaries. ROUGE scores (on full test set) and average summary length for reference.

Source: [...] jim jepps used a blog called the daily maybe to defend “rape fantasies”, describe
paedophiles as “complex human beings” and question why teachers who have relationships
with pupils are put on the sex offenders register. [...]

PGC: green party leader natalie bennett used a blog called the daily maybe to defend [...]
Source: (cnn) if newly revised nypd training materials are approved by a federal judge, new cadets

could be taking courses reminding them “not to engage in racial profiling.” [...]
FAS: new: new nypd training materials are approved by a federal judge. [...] [if missing]
Source: england’s first-choice right-back at the world cup looks set to leave liverpool after six years

this summer. [...]
BUS: england’s premier league clubs set to leave liverpool after six years this summer. [...]

Figure 3: Examples of incorrect sentences produced by different summarization models on the CNN-DM test set.

4 Correctness of State-of-the-Art Models

Using the crowd-based evaluation, we assessed the
correctness of summaries for a randomly sampled
subset of 100 summaries from the CNN-DM test
set. We included three summarization models:

PGC The pointer-generator model with cover-
age as introduced by See et al. (2017).

FAS The hybrid extractive-abstractive system
proposed by Chen and Bansal (2018) including
their redundancy-based reranking.

BUS The bottom-up summarization system re-
cently proposed by Gehrmann et al. (2018).

To the best of our knowledge, BUS is the state-of-
the-art abstractive model on the non-anonymized
version of CNN-DM as of writing this, while FAS
is only slightly behind. We use the original gen-
erated summaries provided by the authors and
crowdsource correctness labels using 9 workers.

Table 1 shows the evaluation results3. In line
with the findings for sentence summarization (Cao
et al., 2018; Li et al., 2018), we observe that fac-
tual errors are also a frequent problem for doc-
ument summarization. Interestingly, the fraction
of incorrect summaries is substantially higher for
FAS and BUS compared to PGC. The length of the

3The ROUGE scores have been recomputed by us on the
used data and match the reported scores very closely.

generated summaries appears to be unrelated to
the number of errors. Instead, the higher abstrac-
tiveness of summaries produced by FAS and BUS,
as analyzed in their respective papers, seems to
also increase the chance of introducing errors. In
addition, we also observe that among the three sys-
tems correctness and ROUGE scores do not corre-
late, emphasizing one more time that a ROUGE-
based evaluation alone is far too limited to account
for the full scope of the summarization task.

Figure 3 shows an incorrect summary sentence
for each model. Common mistakes are using
wrong subjects or objects in a proposition (exam-
ples 1 and 3), confusing numbers, reporting hy-
pothetical facts as factual (example 2) or attribut-
ing quotes to the wrong person. Especially BUS
and FAS often combine a subject and an object
from different parts of a complex sentence such
that a new, not-entailed proposition is formed, as
demonstrated by the example in Figure 1.

5 Reranking based on NLI Predictions

Having seen that incorrect facts are an issue in
state-of-the-art summarization models, we now
turn to leveraging NLI to address this issue.

5.1 Reranking Approach

Our reranking approach follows the idea that ev-
erything in a summary should be entailed by the
source document. Given a document D and sum-
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marization system S, we assume that S can pro-
duce a list of k alternative summaries S0, ..., Sk of
D. As most models typically search for the best
summary sequence with beam search, k alterna-
tive summaries can be easily obtained by keeping
all hypotheses from a beam search with size k.

Let N be an NLI model that predicts the prob-
ability N (p, h) that sentence h is entailed by sen-
tence p. We score each summary alternative Si,
consisting of sentences si0, ..., sin, heuristically
based on its entailment probability given the doc-
ument D, with sentences d ∈ D, as follows:

σ(Si) =
1

n

n∑

j=1

max
d∈D

N (d, sij)

We max over the sentences of the source docu-
ment, as it is sufficient for a summary sentence
to be entailed by one source sentence, but average
over the summary sentences, as all of them should
be entailed. Out of the k summary alternatives,
the one with the highest score σ(Si) is the new
predicted summary after reranking.

5.2 Experiments
We perform two experiments using NLI models
for summary-level and sentence-level reranking.

NLI Models In our experiments, we test five
NLI models. We use Parikh et al. (2016)’s de-
composable attention model (DA) and Chen et al.
(2017)’s enhanced sequential inference model
(ESIM) as reimplemented and augmented with
ELMO embeddings (Peters et al., 2018) by Al-
lenNLP.4 Further, we also include our own im-
plementations of InferSent (Conneau et al., 2017)
and shortcut-stacked encoders (SSE) (Nie and
Bansal). And finally, we include a version of
BERT-base (Devlin et al., 2019) fine-tuned on
MultiNLI (Williams et al., 2018). DA and ESIM
have been trained on SNLI 1.0 (Bowman et al.,
2015), achieving 86.4% and 88.5% accuracy;
InferSent and SSE were trained on MultiNLI,
achieving 70.3% and 73.7% mismatched dev set
accuracy. The fine-tuned BERT model has 83.6%
mismatched accuracy on MultiNLI.

Summary Reranking To avoid the repeated ef-
fort of post-hoc correctness evaluations, we first
created an annotated dataset from the validation
part of CNN-DM. For 200 documents, we sam-
pled 5 hypotheses out of a beam with size 100 and

4https://allennlp.org/

Split NLI Model Incor. ∆ ↑ ↓

Val

Original 42.1%
Random 50.7% +8.6 16 26
DA 51.4% +9.3 13 23
SSE 45.8% +3.7 18 22
ESIM 39.3% -2.8 23 20
InferSent 38.3% -3.8 24 20
BERT 28.0% -14.1 25 10

Test
Original 26.0%
ESIM 29.0% +3.0 11 14

Table 2: Fraction of incorrect summaries at first posi-
tion after reranking with different NLI models. ↑ and
↓ show the absolute number of improved (incorrect re-
placed by correct) and worsened (vice versa) instances.

crowdsourced correctness labels for the resulting
1000 summaries. Since the availability of at least
one correct summary hypothesis is a prerequisite
of the reranking approach, we rely on FAS which
uses a variant of beam search yielding more di-
verse hypotheses (Li et al., 2016). We use the code
and pretrained model provided by the authors.

For 107 out of the 200 documents, an incorrect
and correct summary is among the 5 alternatives.
Table 2 shows that in this sample from the vali-
dation data, the fraction of incorrect summaries at
first position, when the 5 alternatives are ranked as
during beam search, is at 42.1%.

Using entailment probabilities of ESIM and In-
ferSent, we can slightly improve upon that and re-
duce incorrect summaries. However, with DA and
SSE, more incorrect summaries end up in the first
position. Note that these results are not in line with
the model’s NLI accuracies, underlining that per-
formance on NLI does not directly transfer to our
task. Only for BERT, which outperforms the other
models on NLI by a large margin, we also see sub-
stantially better reranking performance. But even
for this powerful model, more than half of the er-
rors still remain in the summaries.5 Interestingly,
we also find that for ESIM and InferSent, rerank-
ing hurts in many cases, leaving just a few cases
of net improvement.

Given the validation results, we then applied
reranking to the CNN-DM test data followed by
a post-hoc correctness evaluation as in Section 4.
We used the ESIM model and reranked all 100

5Note that the construction of the validation dataset en-
sures that the fraction of incorrect summaries can be reduced
to 0% by reranking. For the test data, the lower bound is not
known (as not all 100 hypotheses have been annotated).
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Source: the home which was built for former australian
prime minister malcolm fraser and his wife tamie
has been opened for inspection just a day after his
sudden passing.

IS DA SSE ESIM BERT

Correct: the home was built for former prime minister
malcolm fraser and his wife tamie.

34% 86% 54% 94% 99%

Incorre.: the home was built for inspection, just a day after
his sudden passing.

99% 96% 99% 96% 96%

Figure 4: Two alternative sentences from generated summaries, one correct and one incorrect, for the given source
sentence. All tested NLI models predict very high entailment probabilities for the incorrect sentence, with only
BERT estimating a slightly higher probability for the correct alternative.

beam hypotheses generated by FAS.6 In contrast
to the validation sample, the fraction of incorrect
summaries increases from 26% to 29% (Table 2),
demonstrating that the slight improvement on the
validation data does not transfer to the test set.

Sentence Ranking To better understand the ef-
fect of NLI models, we carried out a second ex-
periment that factors out some complexities of
reranking. From the sampled and annotated vali-
dation data, we derived 373 triples of a source sen-
tences d and two summary sentences, one correct
(s+) and one incorrect (s−), covering the same
content. We test how often the NLI models prefer
the wrong sentence, i.e. N (d, s−) ≥ N (d, s+).

Table 3 shows the results. Here, ESIM per-
forms best, followed by BERT. InferSent, while
being slightly better than ESIM before, performs
worse in this setup, demonstrating that the raw
NLI performance does not directly correspond to
the reranking performance. In general, we see that
all five models leave a large gap to human perfor-
mance, which we determined via crowdsourcing.

Discussion Looking at the data, we found many
examples for which the NLI predictions are not as
expected (as shown in Figure 4), although the in-
correct sentence can be easily spotted by humans.
One reason for this could be the domain shift
from SNLI and MultiNLI to the newswire text of
CNN-DM, suggesting that data from more diverse
genres is needed. Another known issue is that
NLI models tend to rely on simplifying heuristics
such as lexical overlap (McCoy et al., 2019), ex-
plaining the high entailment probability that even
BERT predicts for the incorrect sentence in Fig-
ure 4. These results and examples illustrate that

6When performing this manual evaluation, we unfortu-
nately did not have the fine-tuned BERT model available.

NLI Model Incorrect ∆

Random 50.0%
DA 42.6% -7.4
InferSent 41.3% -8.7
SSE 37.3% -12.7
BERT 35.9% -14.1
ESIM 32.4% -17.6
Human 16.1% -33.9

Table 3: Fraction of incorrectly ordered sentence pairs
using different NLI models’ entailment predictions and
crowdsourced human performance on the dataset.

current NLI models are not yet robust enough for
our downstream task. On the other hand, the state-
of-the-art performance on common NLI datasets is
already very close to human performance (Nikita
and Bowman, 2019), suggesting that new datasets,
such as the one presented here, are necessary to
expose the models’ remaining limitations.

6 Conclusions

We addressed the issue of factual errors in abstrac-
tive summaries, a severe problem that we demon-
strated to be common even with state-of-the-art
models. While entailment predictions should help
with this issue, out-of-the-box NLI models do not
perform well on the task. Our proposed task and
collected data can therefore be a valuable resource
for future extrinsic evaluations of NLI models.
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Abstract
Existing models for extractive summarization
are usually trained from scratch with a cross-
entropy loss, which does not explicitly cap-
ture the global context at the document level.
In this paper, we aim to improve this task by
introducing three auxiliary pre-training tasks
that learn to capture the document-level con-
text in a self-supervised fashion. Experiments
on the widely-used CNN/DM dataset vali-
date the effectiveness of the proposed auxiliary
tasks. Furthermore, we show that after pre-
training, a clean model with simple building
blocks is able to outperform previous state-of-
the-art that are carefully designed. 1

1 Introduction

Extractive summarization aims at shortening the
original article while retaining the key information
through the way of selection sentences from the
original articles. This paradigm has been proven
effective by many previous systems (Carbonell
and Goldstein, 1998; Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004;
McDonald, 2007; Cao et al., 2015). In order to
decide whether to choose a particular sentence,
the system should have a global view of the doc-
ument context, e.g., the subject and structure of
the document. However, previous works (Nallap-
ati et al., 2017; Al-Sabahi et al., 2018; Zhou et al.,
2018; Zhang et al., 2018) usually directly build an
end-to-end training system to learn to choose sen-
tences without explicitly modeling the document
context, counting on that the system can automat-
ically learn the document-level context.

We argue that it is hard for these end-to-end
systems to learn to leverage the document context
from scratch due to the challenges of this task,
and a well pre-trained embedding model that in-
corporates document context should help on this

1Code can be found in this repository: https://
github.com/hongwang600/Summarization

Last week, I went to attend a one-day meeting.
I booked the flight in advanced.
[masked sentence]
The earliest next flight will be a few days later.
I had to use the online discussion instead.

But the flight was cancelled due to the weather.
But I lost my passport.
The meeting was cancelled.
The weather is good today.

Masked 
Paragraph

Candidate 
Sentences

Figure 1: An example for the Mask pre-training task.
A sentence is masked in the original paragraph, and
the model is required to predicted the missing sentence
from the candidate sentences.

task. In recent years, extensive works (Penning-
ton et al., 2014; Nie and Bansal, 2017; Lin et al.,
2017; Peters et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2018; Sub-
ramanian et al., 2018; Cer et al., 2018; Logeswaran
and Lee, 2018; Pagliardini et al., 2018) have been
done in learning the word or sentence represen-
tations, but most of them only use a sentence or
a few sentences when learning the representation,
and the document context can hardly be included
in the representation. Hence, we introduce new
pre-training methods that take the whole docu-
ment into consideration to learn the contextualized
sentence representation with self-supervision.

Self-supervised learning (Raina et al., 2007;
Doersch et al., 2015; Agrawal et al., 2015; Wang
and Gupta, 2015) is a newly emerged paradigm,
which aims to learn from the intrinsic structure of
the raw data. The general framework is to con-
struct training signals directly from the structured
raw data, and use it to train the model. The struc-
ture information learned through the process can
then be easily transformed and benefit other tasks.
Thus self-supervised learning has been widely ap-
plied in structured data like text (Okanohara and
Tsujii, 2007; Collobert and Weston, 2008; Peters
et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2019)
and images (Doersch et al., 2015; Agrawal et al.,
2015; Wang and Gupta, 2015; Lee et al., 2017).
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Since documents are well organized and struc-
tured, it is intuitive to employ the power of self-
supervised learning to learn the intrinsic structure
of the document and model the document-level
context for the summarization task.

In this paper, we propose three self-supervised
tasks (Mask, Replace and Switch), where the
model is required to learn the document-level
structure and context. The knowledge learned
about the document during the pre-training pro-
cess will be transferred and benefit on the sum-
marization task. Particularly, The Mask task ran-
domly masks some sentences and predicts the
missing sentence from a candidate pool; The Re-
place task randomly replaces some sentences with
sentences from other documents and predicts if a
sentence is replaced. The Switch task switches
some sentences within the same document and
predicts if a sentence is switched. An illustrating
example is shown in Figure 1, where the model is
required to take into account the document con-
text in order to predict the missing sentence. To
verify the effectiveness of the proposed methods,
we conduct experiments on the CNN/DM dataset
(Hermann et al., 2015; Nallapati et al., 2016)
based on a hierarchical model. We demonstrate
that all of the three pre-training tasks perform bet-
ter and converge faster than the basic model, one
of which even outperforms the state-of-the-art ex-
tractive method NEUSUM (Zhou et al., 2018).

The contributions of this work include:
• To the best of our knowledge, we are the

first to consider using the whole document to learn
contextualized sentence representations with self-
supervision and without any human annotations.
• We introduce and experiment with various

self-supervised approaches for extractive summa-
rization, one of which achieves the new state-of-
the-art results with a basic hierarchical model.
• Benefiting from the self-supervised pre-

training, the summarization model is more sam-
ple efficient and converges much faster than those
trained from scratch.

2 Model and Pre-training Methods

2.1 Basic Model

As shown in Figure 2, our basic model for ex-
tractive summarization is mainly composed of two
parts: a sentence encoder and a document-level
self-attention module. The sentence encoder is
a bidirectional LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhu-

X₁ X₂ Xₙ
…

LSTM LSTM LSTM…

S₁ S₂ Sₙ
…

Self Attention Self Attention Self Attention…

D₁ D₂ Dₙ
…

Linear Linear Linear

Figure 2: The structure of the Basic Model. We use
LSTM and self-attention module to encode the sen-
tence and document respectively. Xi represent the
word embedding for sentence i. Si and Di represent
the independent and document involved sentence em-
bedding for sentence i respectively.

ber, 1997), which encodes each individual sen-
tence Xi (a sequence of words) and whose output
vector at the last step is viewed as the sentence rep-
resentation Si. Given the representations of all the
sentences, a self-attention module (Vaswani et al.,
2017) is employed to incorporate document-level
context and learn the contextualized sentence rep-
resentationDi for each sentence.2 Finally, a linear
layer is applied to predict whether to choose the
sentence to form the summary.

2.2 Self-supervised Pre-training Methods
In this section, we will describe three self-
supervised pre-training approaches. Through
solving each pre-training task, the model is ex-
pected to learn the document-level contextualized
sentence embedding model from the raw docu-
ments, which will then be used to solve the down-
stream summarization task. Note that we are only
pretraining the sentence encoder and document-
level self-attention module of the basic model for
extractive summarization.

Mask Similar to the task of predicting missing
word, the Mask task is to predict the masked sen-
tence from a candidate pool. Specifically, we first
mask some sentences within a document with the
probability Pm and put these masked sentences
(xm

1 ,x
m
2 , · · · ,xm

t ) into a candidate pool Tm. The
2We leave the combination of different architectures such

as replacing the self-attention module with LSTM for future
work.
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model is required to predict the correct sentence
from the pool for each masked position i. We re-
place the sentence in the masked position i with
a special token 〈unk〉 and compute its document
contextualized sentence embedding Di. We use
the same sentence encoder in the basic model to
obtain the sentence embedding Sm for these can-
didate sentences in Tm. We score each candidate
sentence j in Tm by using the cosine similarity:

Θ(i, j) = cos(Di, S
m
j )

To train the model, we adopt a ranking loss to
maximize the margin between the gold sentence
and other sentences:

`m = max{0, γ −Θ(i, j) + Θ(i, k)}

where γ is a tuned hyper-parameter, j points to the
gold sentence in Tm for the masked position i, and
k points to another non-target sentence in Tm.

Replace The Replace task is to randomly re-
place some sentences (with probability Pr) in the
document with sentences from other documents,
and then predict if a sentence is replaced. Partic-
ularly, we use sentences from 10, 000 randomly
chosen documents to form a candidate pool T r.
Each sentence in the document will be replaced
with probability Pr by a random sentence in T r.
Let Cr be the set of positions where sentences are
replaced. We use a linear layer fr to predict if the
sentence is replaced based on the document em-
bedding D, and minimize the MSE loss:

`r = MSE(fr(Di), y
r
i )

where yri = 1 if i ∈ Cr (i.e., the sentence in posi-
tion i has been replaced), otherwise yri = 0.

Switch The Switch task is similar to the Re-
place task. Instead of filling these selected sen-
tences with sentences out of the document, this
task chooses to use sentences within the same doc-
ument by switching these selected sentences, i.e.,
each selected sentence will be put in another po-
sition within the same document. Let Cs be the
set of positions where the sentences are switched.
Similarly, we use a linear layer fs to predict if a
sentence is switched and minimize the MSE loss:

`s = MSE(fs(Di), y
s
i )

where ysi = 1 if i ∈ Cs, otherwise ysi = 0.

Figure 3: This figure shows the Rouge-2 score for each
pre-training method and the basic model on the devel-
opment set during the training process. We put the re-
sult for Rouge-1 and Rouge-L score in Appendix A.2

3 Experiment

To show the effectiveness of the pre-training
method (Mask, Replace and Switch), we con-
duct experiments on the commonly used dataset
CNN/DM (Hermann et al., 2015; Nallapati et al.,
2016), and compare them with a popular baseline
Lead3 (See et al., 2017), which selects first three
sentences as the summary, and the state-of-the-
art extractive summarization method NEUSUM
(Zhou et al., 2018), which jointly scores and se-
lects sentences using pointer network.

3.1 On CNN/DM Dataset

Model and training details We use the rule-
based system from (Zhou et al., 2018) to label
sentences in a document, e.g., sentences to be
extracted will be labeled as 1. Rouge score3

(Lin, 2004) is used to evaluate the performance
of the model, and we report Rouge-1, Rouge-2,
and Rouge-L as in prior work. We use the pre-
trained glove embedding (Pennington et al., 2014)
with 100 dimensions to initialize the word embed-
ding. A one-layer bidirectional LSTM (Hochreiter
and Schmidhuber, 1997) is used as the sentence
encoder, and the size of hidden state is 200. A 5-
layer Transformer encoder (Vaswani et al., 2017)
with 4 heads is used as the document-level self-
attention module. A linear classification layer is
used to predict whether to choose the sentence.

The training process consists of two phrases.
First, we use the pre-training task to pre-train
the basic model using the raw article from the

3We use PyRouge https://pypi.org/project/
pyrouge/ to compute the Rouge score.
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Method Rouge-1 Rouge-2 Rouge-L

Basic 41.07 18.95 37.56

LEAD3 39.93 17.62 36.21
NEUSUM 41.18∗ 18.84 37.61

Mask 41.15∗ 19.06∗ 37.65∗

Replace 41.21∗ 19.08∗ 37.73∗

Switch 41.36 19.20 37.86

SentEnc 41.17∗ 19.04∗ 37.69∗

Switch 0.15 41.35∗ 19.18∗ 37.85∗

Switch 0.35 41.27∗ 19.12∗ 37.77∗

Table 1: The Rouge (Lin, 2004) scores for the basic
model, baselines, pre-training methods, and analytic
experiments. All of our Rouge scores have a 95% con-
fidence interval of at most ±0.25 as reported by the of-
ficial ROUGE script. The best result is marked in bold,
and those that are not significantly worse than the best
are marked with ∗.

CNN/DM dataset without labels. Second, we fine-
tune the pre-trained model for the extractive sum-
marization task using the sentence labels. The
learning rate is set as 0.0001 in the pre-training
phase and 0.00001 in the fine-tune phase. We
train each pre-training task until it is converged or
the number of training epochs reaches the upper
bound 30. We set the probability to mask, replace
or switch sentences as 0.25.

Results We show the Rouge score on the devel-
opment set during the training process in Figure 3,
and present the best Rouge score for each method
in Table 1. All pre-training methods improve the
performance compared with the Basic model. Es-
pecially, Switch method achieves the best result
on all the three evaluations compared with other
pre-training methods, and is even better than the
state-of-the-art extractive model NEUSUM4.

In the terms of convergence, the Mask, Replace
and Switch task takes 21, 24, 17 epochs in the
training phase respectively, and 18, 13, 9 epochs
to achieve the best performance in the fine-tune
phase. The basic model takes 24 epochs to obtain
the best result. From Figure 3, we can see that
the Switch task converges much faster than the ba-
sic model. Even adding on the epochs taken in
the pre-training phase, Switch method (26 epochs)

4We use code from https://github.com/
magic282/NeuSum to train the model, and evaluate
it using our evaluation script. Results using their script (only
include Rouge-1 and Rouge-2) is put in Appendix A.1.

takes roughly the same time as the Basic model
(24 epochs) to achieve the best performance.

3.2 Ablation Study
Reuse only the sentence encoder Our basic
model has mainly two components: a sentence en-
coder and a document-level self-attention module.
The sentence encoder focuses on each sentence,
while document-level self-attention module incor-
porates more document information. To investi-
gate the role of the document-level self-attention
module, we only reuse the sentence encoder of
the pre-train model, and randomly initialize the
document-level self-attention module. The results
is shown in Table 1 as SentEnc. We can see that
using the whole pre-training model (Switch 0.25)
can achieve better performance, which indicates
the model learn some useful document-level in-
formation from the pre-training task. We notice
that only using the sentence encoder also get some
improvement over the basic model, which means
that the pre-training task may also help to learn the
independent sentence representation.

On the sensitivity of hyper-parameter In this
part, we investigate the sensitivity of the model to
the important hyper-parameter Pw, i.e., the prob-
ability to switch sentences. In the previous exper-
iment, we switch sentences with probability 0.25.
We further try the probability of 0.15 and 0.35,
and show the results in Table 1 as Switch 0.15 and
Switch 0.35. We can see Switch 0.15 achieve ba-
sically the same result as Switch 0.25, and Switch
0.35 is slightly worse. So the model is not so
sensitive to the hyper-parameter of the probability
to switch sentences, and probability between 0.15
and 0.25 should be able to work well.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose three self-supervised
tasks to force the model to learn about the docu-
ment context, which will benefit the summariza-
tion task. Experiments on the CNN/DM verify
that through the way of pre-training on our pro-
posed tasks, the model can perform better and con-
verge faster when learning on the summarization
task. Especially, through the Switch pre-training
task, the model even outperforms the state-of-the-
art method NEUSUM (Zhou et al., 2018). Further
analytic experiments show that the document con-
text learned by the document-level self-attention
module will benefit the model in summarization
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task, and the model is not so sensitive to the hyper-
parameter of the probability to switch sentences.
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A Appendix

(a) Rouge-1

(b) Rouge-L

Figure 4: The Rouge-1 and Rouge-L score for each
pre-training method and the basic model on the devel-
opment set during the training process.

A.1 Evaluation results using scripts from
NEUSUM

Method Rouge-1 Rouge-2

Basic 41.13 18.97

Mask 41.21∗ 19.07∗

Replace 41.27∗ 19.09∗

Switch 41.41 19.22

LEAD3 39.98 17.63
NEUSUM− 41.23∗ 18.85

Table 2: The Rouge (Lin, 2004) score for basic model,
the pre-training methods, and the baselines. We use the
script from https://github.com/magic282/
NeuSum to compute the Rouge score. All of our Rouge
scores have a 95% confidence interval of at most±0.22
as reported by the official ROUGE script. The best re-
sult for each score is marked in bold, and those that are
not significantly worse than the best are marked with ∗.

A.2 Rouge-1 and Rouge-L results
The Rouge-1 and Rouge-L results are shown in
Figure 4, from which we can see that the Switch
method achieves the best performance.
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Abstract

Question understanding is one of the main
challenges in question answering. In real
world applications, users often submit natu-
ral language questions that are longer than
needed and include peripheral information that
increases the complexity of the question, lead-
ing to substantially more false positives in an-
swer retrieval. In this paper, we study neural
abstractive models for medical question sum-
marization. We introduce the MeQSum corpus
of 1,000 summarized consumer health ques-
tions. We explore data augmentation meth-
ods and evaluate state-of-the-art neural ab-
stractive models on this new task. In particu-
lar, we show that semantic augmentation from
question datasets improves the overall perfor-
mance, and that pointer-generator networks
outperform sequence-to-sequence attentional
models on this task, with a ROUGE-1 score of
44.16%. We also present a detailed error anal-
ysis and discuss directions for improvement
that are specific to question summarization.

1 Introduction

Teaching machines how to automatically under-
stand natural language questions to retrieve rele-
vant answers is still a challenging task. Different
factors increase the complexity of the task such
as the question length (cf. Figure 1), the lexical
heterogeneity when describing the same informa-
tion need, and the lack of domain-specific training
datasets. Improving Question Answering (QA)
has been the focus of multiple research efforts
in recent years. Several efforts proposed inter-
active and non-interactive query relaxation tech-
niques to translate the input questions into struc-
tured queries covering specific elements of the
questions (Yahya et al., 2013; Mottin et al., 2014;
Ben Abacha and Zweigenbaum, 2015; Meng et al.,
2017). Other efforts focused on (i) identifying
question similarity (Nakov et al., 2016, 2017) and

Figure 1: Consumer health questions and associated
summaries from the gold standard. The entities in Red
are the foci (main entities). The words in Blue and un-
derlined are the triggers of the question types.

question entailment (Ben Abacha and Demner-
Fushman, 2019b) in order to retrieve similar or en-
tailed questions that have associated answers, or
(ii) paraphrasing the questions and submitting the
simplified versions to QA systems (Bordes et al.,
2014; Dong et al., 2017).

Question simplification or summarization was
less studied than the summarization of news ar-
ticles that has been the focus of neural abstrac-
tive methods in recent years (Rush et al., 2015;
Nallapati et al., 2016; Chopra et al., 2016; See
et al., 2017). In this paper, we tackle the task of
consumer health question summarization. Con-
sumer health questions are a natural candidate for
this task as patients and their families tend to
provide numerous peripheral details such as the
patient history (Roberts and Demner-Fushman,
2016), that are not always needed to find cor-
rect answers. Recent experiments also showed the
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key role of question summarization in improving
the performance of QA systems (Ben Abacha and
Demner-Fushman, 2019a).

We present three main contributions: (i) we de-
fine Question Summarization as generating a con-
densed question expressing the minimum informa-
tion required to find correct answers to the original
question, and we create a new corpus1 of 1K con-
sumer health questions and their summaries based
on this definition (cf. Figure 1); (ii) we explore
data augmentation techniques, including semantic
selection from open-domain datasets, and study
the behavior of state-of-the-art neural abstractive
models on the original and augmented datasets;
(iii) we present a detailed error analysis and dis-
cuss potential areas of improvements for consumer
health question summarization.

We present related work in the following sec-
tion. The abstractive models and data creation and
augmentation methods are presented in section 3.
We present the evaluation in section 4 and discuss
the results and error analysis in section 5.

2 Related Work

With the recent developments in neural machine
translation and generative models (Bahdanau
et al., 2014), text summarization has been focus-
ing on abstractive models for sentence or head-
line generation and article summarization (Rush
et al., 2015; Nallapati et al., 2016; Gehrmann
et al., 2018). In particular, Rush et al. (2015)
proposed an approach for the abstractive sum-
marization of sentences combining a neural lan-
guage model with a contextual encoder (Bahdanau
et al., 2014). For text summarization, Nallapati
et al. (2016) proposed a recurrent and attentional
encoder-decoder network that takes into account
out-of-vocabulary words with a pointer mecha-
nism. This copy mechanism can combine the ad-
vantages of both extractive and abstractive sum-
marization (Gu et al., 2016). See et al. (2017) used
a hybrid pointer-generator network combining a
sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) attentional model
with a similar pointer network (Vinyals and Le,
2015) and a coverage mechanism (Tu et al., 2016).
They achieved the best performance of 39.53%
ROUGE-1 on the CNN/DailyMail dataset of 312k
news articles. Abstractive summarization models
have mainly been trained and evaluated on news
articles due to the availability of large scale news

1github.com/abachaa/MeQSum

datasets. Fewer efforts tackled other subtasks with
different inputs, such as summarization of opin-
ions, conversations or emails (Duboué, 2012; Li
et al., 2016; Angelidis and Lapata, 2018).

In this paper we focus on the summarization
of consumer health questions. To the best of
our knowledge, only Ishigaki et al. (2017) stud-
ied the summarization of lengthy questions in the
open domain. They created a dataset from a
community question answering website by using
the question-title pairs as question-summary pairs,
and compared extractive and abstractive summa-
rization models. Their results showed that an ab-
stractive model based on an encoder-decoder and a
copying mechanism achieves the best performance
of 42.2% ROUGE-2.

3 Methods

We define the question summarization task as gen-
erating a condensed question expressing the mini-
mum information required to find correct answers
to the original question.

3.1 Summarization Models

We study two encoder-decoder-attention architec-
tures that achieved state-of-the-art results on open
domain summarization datasets.
Sequence-to-sequence attentional model. This
model is adopted from Nallapati et al. (2016). The
encoder consists of a bidirectional LSTM layer fed
with input word embeddings trained from scratch
for the summarization task. The decoder also con-
sists of a bidirectional LSTM layer. An attentional
distribution (Bahdanau et al., 2014) is computed
from the encoder’s LSTM to build a context vec-
tor that is combined with the decoder embeddings
to predict the word that is most likely to come next
in the sequence.
Pointer-generator network. This model is
adopted from See et al. (2017). It extends
the sequence-to-sequence attentional model with
pointer network (Vinyals and Le, 2015) that has
a flexible copying mechanism allowing to either
generate the next word or point to a location in
the source text. The decision on whether to gen-
erate the new word or to point back to a source
location is made by using a probability function as
a soft switch. This probability is computed from
dense connections to the decoder’s input and hid-
den state and the context vector. This design is
particularly suited to deal with words outside of
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Method Type Examples
#1 MeQSum Consumer

Health
Question

I suffered a massive stroke on [DATE] with paralysis on my left side of my body, I’m
home and conduct searches on the internet to find help with recovery, and always this
product called neuroaid appears claiming to restore function. to my knowledge it isn’t
approved by the FDA, but it sounds so promising. do you know anything about it and
id there anything approved by our FDA, that does help?

Summary What are treatments for stroke paralysis, including neuroaid?
#2 Augmentation
with Clinical Data

Clinical
Question

55-year-old woman. This lady has epigastric pain and gallbladder symptoms. How do
you assess her gallbladder function when you don’t see stones on the ultrasound? Can
a nonfunctioning gallbladder cause symptoms or do you only get symptoms if you have
stones?

Summary Can a nonfunctioning gallbladder cause symptoms or do you only get symptoms if you
have stones?

#3 Augmentation
with Semantic
Selection

Medical
Question

Is it healthy to ingest 500 mg of vitamin c a day? Should I be taking more or less?

Summary How much vitamin C should I take a day?

Table 1: Examples of question-summary pairs from the created datasets.

the target vocabulary in production or test envi-
ronments. We also test the coverage variant of
this model which includes an additional loss term
taking into account the diversity of the words that
were targeted by the attention layer for a given text
Tu et al. (2016). This variant is intended to deal
with repetitive word generation issue in sequence
to sequence models.

3.2 Data Creation

We manually constructed a gold standard corpus,
MeQSum, of 1,000 consumer health questions and
their associated summaries. We selected the ques-
tions from a collection distributed by the U.S. Na-
tional Library of Medicine (Kilicoglu et al., 2018).
Three medical experts performed the manual sum-
marization of the 1K questions using the following
guidelines: (i) the summary must allow retrieving
correct and complete answers to the original ques-
tion and (ii) the summary cannot be shortened fur-
ther without failing to comply with the first con-
dition. All the summaries were then double vali-
dated by a medical doctor who also gave the fol-
lowing scores: 1 (perfect summary), 0.5 (accept-
able), and 0 (incorrect, and replaced the summary
in this case). Based on these scores, the inter-
annotator agreement (IAA) was 96.9%. In method
#1, we used 500 pairs for training and 500 pairs
for the evaluation of the summarization models.

We augmented the training set incrementally
with two different methods. In the first augmen-
tation method (#2) we added a set of 4,655 pairs
of clinical questions asked by family doctors and
their short versions (Ely et al., 2000). The sec-
ond (augmented) training set has a total of 5,155
question-summary pairs.

Our third method (#3) relies on the semantic se-
lection of relevant question pairs from the Quora
open-domain dataset (Shankar Iyer and Csernai,
2017). The source Quora dataset consists of
149,262 pairs of duplicate questions. We selected
a first set of candidate pairs where a question A
had at least 2 sentences and its duplicate question
B had only one sentence. Sentence segmentation
was performed using the Stanford parser. This first
selection led to a subset of 11,949 pairs. From this
subset, we targeted three main medical categories:
Diseases, Treatments, and Tests. We extracted the
question pairs that have at least one medical en-
tity from these categories. We used MetaMapLite
(Demner-Fushman et al., 2017) to extract these en-
tities by targeting a list of 35 UMLS (Lindberg
et al., 1993) semantic types2. The final Quora
subset constructed by this method contains 2,859
medical pairs. The third (augmented) training set
includes the data from the three methods (8,014
training pairs). Table 1 presents example question-
summary pairs from each dataset.

4 Experiments and Results

In the pointer generator and the seq2seq mod-
els, we use hidden state vectors of 256 dimen-
sions and word embedding vectors of 128 dimen-
sions trained from scratch. We set the size of the
source and target vocabularies to 50K and the min-
imum length of the question summaries to 4 to-
kens. When applied, the coverage mechanism was
started from the first iteration. We use the Adagrad

2acab, anab ,comd, cgab, dsyn, inpo, mobd, neop, patf,
sosy, bact, virs, lbpr, diap, lbtr, irda, nsba, vita, strd, phsu,
antb, clnd, horm, carb, lipd, topp, aapp, nnon, elii, hops,
orch, imft, bacs, inch, opco
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optimizer with a learning rate of 0.15 to train the
network. At decode-time, we used beam search of
size 4 to generate the question summary.

Method Training
Set

R-1 R-2 R-L

Seq2seq #1 24.80 13.84 24.27
Attentional #2 28.97 18.34 28.74
Model #3 27.62 15.70 27.11
Pointer #1 35.80 20.19 34.79
Generator #2 42.77 25.00 40.97
(PG) #3 44.16 27.64 42.78
PG+Coverage #1 39.57 23.05 38.45

#2 40.00 24.13 38.56
#3 41.76 24.80 40.50

Table 2: Results of the question summarization models
on the gold standard dataset.

Results are reported using the ROUGE-1,
ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-L measures and pre-
sented in Table 2. The pointer generator achieves
a ROUGE-1 score of 44.16% when trained on the
full training dataset of 8k pairs (Method #3). The
coverage mechanism improved the results of the
first training set, with a limited number of train-
ing pairs (500), but decreased performance on the
other training sets. This is maybe explained by
the fact that the systems did not generate frequent
repetitions when using the second and third train-
ing sets, which suggests that the data augmenta-
tion methods provided enough coverage and better
training for the generation of relevant summaries
from the test data. Figure 2 presents an example
of a generated summary.

5 Discussion

The best performance of 44.16% is comparable
to the state-of-the-art results in open-domain text
summarization. Interestingly this performance
was achieved using a relatively small set of 8K
training pairs (2.5% of the size of the CNN-
DailyMail dataset). Although this observation
can be partially explained by the shorter average
length of question summaries when compared to
news summaries, a ROUGE-1 score of 44.16%
suggests that the trained model reached a relatively
efficient local optimum with a useful level of ab-
straction for consumer health question summariza-
tion. This result is especially promising, consider-
ing (i) the low-frequency nature of most medical
entities and (ii) the fact that the model did not rely

on external sources of medical knowledge.

Figure 2: A summary generated by PG+M#2 method.

ROUGE (Lin and Hovy, 2003) is based on
n-gram co-occurrences and despite its wide use
in summary evaluation, it has some limitations.
Metrics specific to question answering, such as
POURPRE for the evaluation of answers to defini-
tion questions (Lin and Demner-Fushman, 2005),
share some of the same limitations and do not cap-
ture fluency or semantic correctness of the sum-
mary. To study the correlation between ROUGE
and human judgment in question summarization,
we manually evaluated a subset of 10% of the gen-
erated summaries. We randomly selected 50 sum-
maries produced by each PG method (M#1, M#2,
and M#3) from the test set. To judge the correct-
ness of the generated summaries, we used three
scores: 0 (incorrect summary), 1 (acceptable sum-
mary), and 2 (perfect). Table 4 presents the re-
sults of the manual evaluation of the summaries.
Table 3 presents examples of the generated sum-
maries by each evaluated method. A fair amount
of the manually evaluated summaries were extrac-
tive, but many were correctly generated, as can be
seen in the examples.

We manually evaluated the three PG methods
that achieved the best performance. These meth-
ods do not include coverage which aimed to deal
with repetitive word generation issue. From our
observations, few generated summaries had the
repetition issue (e.g. “where can i find information
on genetic genetic genetic genetic genetic ...”).
All repetitions were generated by the M#1 method
having the smallest training set (500 pairs), which
means that having more training instances (5K for
M#2 and 8K for M#3) alleviated the repetition
problem in question summarization.

For a more in-depth analysis, we studied the
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Question
#1

Kidney failure 3rd stage What foods do I eat? and if I drink lots of water will that help? Is there a book
that I can get to understand this disease?

Reference where can i find information on stage three kidney failure and what are the nutritional guidelines for it?
M1 what are the treatments for failure?
M2 kidney failure 3rd stage what foods do i eat?
M3 what are the treatments for kidney failure?
Question
#2

pseudogout @ http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/ency/article/000421.htm I see the statement ”There
is no known way to prevent this disorder. However, treating other problems that may cause pseudogout
may make the condition less severe” which I would like to have explained, especially what those other
problems are &how they may be treated. I’m especially interested in whether supplemental calcium
may not be good to take.

Reference,
M1 & M2

what are the treatments for pseudogout?

M3 what are the treatments for pseudogout http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/ency/article/000421.htm?

Table 3: Examples of summaries generated by the three PG methods vs. manually created reference summaries.

Score PG+M#1 PG+M#2 PG+M#3
Manual 13% 46% 37%
ROUGE-1 35.80% 42.77% 44.16%

Table 4: Manual Evaluation of the PG methods’ sum-
maries on 10% of the test set. The manual score is the
normalized average score over all summaries.

manually generated summaries of the PG+M#3
method on a random 10% subset of the test data.
We identified 4 main types of errors that should
be tackled in future efforts: T1 (Question Fo-
cus3): The question focus is missing or not cor-
rectly identified (e.g. “What are the treatments?”).
T2 (Question Type): The question type is not the
same (e.g. “what are the treatments for williams
syndrome?” instead of “where can I get genetic
testing for william’s syndrome?”). T3 (Seman-
tic inconsistency): The question type does not
apply to the focus category: e.g., “what are the
treatments for nulytely?”, where nulytely is a drug
name). T4 (Summarization): The summary is ei-
ther not minimal, or not complete: e.g., the orig-
inal question contains several sub-questions, but
the summary contains only one of them. The ex-
amples above are from the results of the method
PG+M#3. Table 5 presents the distribution of er-
ror types, taking into account multiple error types
per summary when they occur. 76% of the er-
rors are related to the question focus and the ques-
tion type. Interestingly, only 7% of the summaries
are semantically inconsistent. These findings sug-
gest that training the networks to take into ac-
count the question focus and type is a promising
direction for improvement. Such approach could
be achieved either through multitask training or

3Main entity in the question.

through additional input features, and will be in-
vestigated further in our future work.

Method T1 T2 T3 T4
PG+M#3 38% 31% 7% 24%

Table 5: Distribution of error types.

6 Conclusion

We studied consumer health question summariza-
tion and introduced the MeQSum corpus of 1K
consumer health questions and their summaries,
which we make available in the scope of this pa-
per4. We also explored data augmentation meth-
ods and studied the behavior of abstractive models
on this task. In future work, we intend to examine
multitask approaches combining question summa-
rization and question understanding.
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Abstract

Multi-sentence compression (MSC) aims to
generate a grammatical but reduced compres-
sion from multiple input sentences while re-
taining their key information. Previous dom-
inating approach for MSC is the extraction-
based word graph approach. A few vari-
ants further leveraged lexical substitution to
yield more abstractive compression. How-
ever, two limitations exist. First, the word
graph approach that simply concatenates frag-
ments from multiple sentences may yield non-
fluent or ungrammatical compression. Sec-
ond, lexical substitution is often inappropri-
ate without the consideration of context in-
formation. To tackle the above-mentioned is-
sues, we present a neural rewriter for multi-
sentence compression that does not need any
parallel corpus. Empirical studies have shown
that our approach achieves comparable results
upon automatic evaluation and improves the
grammaticality of compression based on hu-
man evaluation. A parallel corpus with more
than 140,000 (sentence group, compression)
pairs is also constructed as a by-product for fu-
ture research.

1 Introduction

Multi-sentence compression (MSC) aims to gener-
ate a single shorter and grammatical sentence that
preserves important information from a group of
related sentences. Over the past decade, multi-
sentence compression has attracted considerable
attention owing to its potential applications, such
as compressing the content to be displayed on
screens with limited size (e.g., mobile devices) and
benefiting other natural language processing tasks,
such as multi-document summarization (Banerjee
et al., 2015), opinion summarization, and text sim-
plification. Most existing works rely on the word
graph approach initialized in (Filippova, 2010),
which offers a simple solution that copies frag-

ments from different input sentences and concate-
nates them to form the final compression. Later
on, a bunch of subsequent research works (Boudin
and Morin, 2013; Banerjee et al., 2015; Luong
et al., 2015; ShafieiBavani et al., 2016; Pontes
et al., 2018; Nayeem et al., 2018) attempted to im-
prove the word graph approach using a variety of
strategies, such as keyphrase re-ranking. However,
such extraction-based approach may yield non-
fluent or ungrammatical compression. A previous
study (Nayeem and Chali, 2017) has shown that
word graph approaches produce more than 30% of
the ungrammatical sentences (evaluated by a chart
parser), which is partly due to the non-usage of
rewording by these extraction-based approaches.
In fact, human annotators tend to compress a sen-
tence through several rewriting operations, such
as substitution and rewording (Cohn and Lapata,
2008). Despite some research works that attempt
to do the lexical substitution, it is often inappro-
priate without the consideration of context infor-
mation.

To tackle the above-mentioned problems, we
present herein an unsupervised rewriter to improve
the grammaticality of compression while introduc-
ing an appropriate amount of novel words. In-
spired by the unsupervised machine translation
(Sennrich et al., 2015; Fevry and Phang, 2018),
we adopted the back-translation technique to our
setting. Unlike machine translation, in the case
of compression task, multiple input sentences and
single output compression usually do not have se-
mantic equivalence, which complicates the appli-
cation of the back-translation technique. Thus, we
propose a rewriting scheme that first exploits word
graph approach to produce coarse-grained com-
pression (B), based on which we substitute words
with their shorter synonyms to yield paraphrased
sentence (C). A neural rewriter is subsequently
applied to the semantically equivalent (B, C) pairs
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in order to improve the grammaticality and en-
courage more novel words in compression. Our
contributions are two-folds:(i) we present a neu-
ral rewriter for multi-sentence compression with-
out any parallel data. This rewriter significantly
improves the grammaticality and novel word rate,
while maintaining the information coverage (in-
formativeness) according to automatic evaluation
and (ii) a large-scale multi-sentence compression
corpus is introduced along with a manually cre-
ated test set for future research. We release source
code and data here1.

2 Dataset Construction

The largest existing English corpus for multi-
sentence compression is the Cornell corpus (McK-
eown et al., 2010), which has only 300 in-
stances. We introduce herein a large-scale dataset
by compiling the English Gigaword2. After pre-
processing (e.g., filtering strange punctuations,
etc.), 1.37 million news articles were yielded to
group related sentences. The full procedure for the
dataset construction is available here3.

2.1 Group Related Sentences

The prerequisite for multi-sentence compression
is that all input sentences should be related to the
same topic or event. Inspired by (McKeown et al.,
2010), if the sentences are too similar, one of the
input sentences could be directly treated as a com-
pression. In contrast, if the sentences are too dis-
similar (no interaction), they may describe differ-
ent events or topics. Both cases should be avoided
because sentence compression would not be nec-
essary. Here we use bi-gram similarity, which ex-
hibited the highest accuracy (90%)4. We empiri-
cally arrived at 0.2 of the lower threshold of the bi-
gram similarity to avoid very dissimilar sentences
and 0.7 of the upper threshold of the bigram sim-
ilarity to avoid near-identical sentences. As pre-
sented in Table 1, 140,572 sentence groups were
finally yielded out of 1.37 million new articles. We
refer to this as the Giga-MSC dataset.

1http://github.com/code4ai
2https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2011T07 English Gi-

gaword, a comprehensive archive of newswire text data con-
taining seven distinct international sources.

3http://github.com/code4ai/data
4Human judges were asked to evaluate whether the sen-

tences in a group revolved around the same topic or event.
A total of 45 out of 50 sentence groups were judged to be
qualified.

# of sentences in a group # of groups
2 133,123
3 6,633
4 816

In total 140,572

Table 1: Statistics of created Giga-MSC dataset.

2.2 Giga-MSC Dataset Annotation
We randomly selected 150 sentences for human
annotation, which were used as reference com-
pression in the automatic evaluation. Two anno-
tators5 were asked to generate one single reduced
grammatical compression that satisfies two condi-
tions:(1) conveys the important content of all the
input sentences and (2) should be grammatically
correct. We are interested in how the human an-
notators will perform this task without vocabu-
lary constraints; hence, we did not tell them to
introduce as little new vocabulary as possible in
their compression as several previous works did
(Boudin and Morin, 2013; Luong et al., 2015).
Inter-agreement score Fleiss’ Kappa (Artstein and
Poesio, 2008) was also computed. The score was
0.43, demonstrating that moderate agreement was
reached.

3 Methodology

Figure 1 illustrates our rewriting approach consist-
ing of three steps.

3.1 Step.1 (A→B)
Given m input sentences, s1, s2, ..., sm, called
A, we use the keyphrase word graph approach
(Boudin and Morin, 2013) to obtain coarse-
grained compression, called B.

3.2 Step.1 (B→C)
C is yielded by substituting words and phrases
in B with synonyms. We first identified all the
multiword expressions in a sentence and deter-
mined all the synonyms in WordNet 3.06. Keep
in mind that our goal is to shorten the sentence
as much as possible, we specifically substituted
multiword expressions, such as police officer,
united states of america, with their shorter syn-
onyms policeman and u.s.. Because the size of
synonyms in the WordNet dictionary is relatively
limited, we also exploit PPDB 2.07 to replace

5Both annotators are native English speakers and not au-
thors of this paper.

6https://wordnet.princeton.edu/
7https://paraphrase.prg
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A: m input sentences B: coarse-grained 
compression

Synonyms substitution

Step 1

C: paraphrased compression
s1, s2, … sm

Step 2

Step 3 B + B' C + C'
train forward model with 1M + 140K pairs

C: paraphrased compressionB: coarse-grained compression
train backward model with 140k pairs

Word graph approach 

feed 1 million C’ to pre-trained backward model and yield 1 million B’ as pseudo parallel data 

Figure 1: Graphic illustration for the rewriter model. A refers to multiple input sentences. B denotes a single
compressed sentence using the word graph approach. C is the paraphrased sentence. C ′ is a large-scale and in-
domain monolingual corpus, while B′ refers to the predicted compression by a pre-trained backward model given
C ′ as input. B + B′ and C + C ′ are the mixing datasets.

the nouns, verbs, and adjectives with their shorter
counterparts. For example, the verb demonstrating
is converted into proved. By using the Giga-MSC
dataset we created, 140,000 (A, B, C) tuples are
yielded. Lexical substitution might lead to non-
fluency C but significantly increases the number
of novel words. Therefore, the next steps focus on
creating pseudo parallel data to boost the fluency
of C while attempting to maintain the rate of novel
words.

3.3 Step2 (C→B)

Because the yielded B and C are semantically
equivalent, we train a backward model (C→B) us-
ing 140,000 (C, B) pairs. The backward model
consisted of a three-layer bi-directional LSTM en-
coder and a uni-directional decoder with atten-
tion mechanism. After the backward model was
trained, one million grammatical in-domain sen-
tences C ′ were given as input to generate one mil-
lion B′ The average length of C ′ was similar to
that of C (30.2 tokens). We also found that C ′

maintained a novel rate of approximately 8.9, as
compared to B′.

3.4 Step.3 (B+B’→C+C’)

We merge the training data (coarse-grained com-
pression B and non-fluent paraphrasing compres-
sion C) and the pseudo parallel data (pseudo sen-
tence B′ and grammatical sentence C ′) to jointly
learn a forward model that consisted of a three-
layer LSTM encoder and decoder. The vocabulary
and word embedding were shared between both
backward and forward models. We expect that be-
cause the grammatical C ′ accepts the majority of

training data, it will improve the fluency of C.

4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets

We used two datasets to evaluate the model per-
formance. First is the Giga-MSC dataset detailed
in Section 2. A total of 150 annotated sentences
were used as the ground truth for testing. Second
is the Cornell dataset (McKeown et al., 2010).

4.2 Baseline Approaches

We considered (#1) the word graph approach
(Filippova, 2010), and an advanced version (#2)
keyphrase-based word graph model (Boudin and
Morin, 2013) augmented with keyphrase iden-
tification (Wan and Xiao, 2008), as our word
graph baselines. Additionally, (#3) the hard
paraphrasing (Hard-Para) approach directly sub-
stituted words and phrases with their shorter syn-
onyms by using WordNet and PPDB 2.0 (size M
is chosen with 463,433 paraphrasing pairs). (#4)
Seq2seq model was trained using (B, C) pairs.
We considered both of them as comparison ap-
proaches as well. The training details are pre-
sented in Appendix 1. We release the source code
here8.

4.3 Out-of-Vocabulary (OOV) Word
Handling

Both datasets were from the news domain; hence,
there are lots of organizations and names that are
out of vocabulary. We tackled this problem by ex-
ploiting the approach in (Fevry and Phang, 2018).

8https://github.com/code4ai/code
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Model METEOR NN-1 NN-2 NN-3 NN-4 Comp. rate
Ground truth - 8.6 28.0 40.0 49.1 0.50
#1 WG (Filippova, 10) 0.29 0.0 0.0 2.8 6.8 0.34
#2 KWG (Boudin+, 13) 0.36 0.0 0.0 1.1 3.1 0.52
#3 Hard Para. 0.35 10.1 19.7 29.1 38.0 0.51
#4 Seq2seq with attention 0.33 12.7 24.0 34.7 44.4 0.49
#5 Our rewriter (RWT) 0.36 9.0 17.4 25.7 33.8 0.50

Table 2: Results for the Giga-MSC dataset.

Model METEOR NN-1 NN-2 NN-3 NN-4 Comp. rate
Ground truth - 5.2 15.8 23.2 29.6 0.49
#1 WG (Filippova, 10) 0.33 0.0 1.7 5.5 9.8 0.34
#2 KWG (Boudin+, 13) 0.45 0.0 1.8 4.6 8.0 0.52
#3 Hard Para. 0.38 9.2 19.0 28.7 37.7 0.50
#4 Seq2seq with attention 0.37 8.4 18.3 27.6 36.3 0.52
#5 Our rewriter (RWT) 0.40 8.1 17.0 26.0 34.3 0.50

Table 3: Results for the Cornell dataset.

Given an input sequence, we first identified all
OOV tokens and numbered them in order. We
stored the map from the numbered OOV tokens
(e.g., OOV1 and OOV2) to words. The corre-
sponding word embeddings were also assigned to
each numbered OOV token. We then applied the
same numbering system to the target. At the in-
ference, we replaced any output OOV tokens with
their corresponding words using the map that was
stored beforehand, which allowed us to produce
words that were not in the vocabulary.

5 Results and Analysis

METEOR metric (n-gram overlap with synonyms)
was used for automatic evaluation. The novel n-
gram rate9 (e.t., NN-1, NN-2, NN-3, and NN-4)
was also computed to investigate the number of
novel words that could be introduced by the mod-
els. Table 2 and Table 3 present the results and
below are our observations: (i) keyphrase word
graph approach (#2) is a strong baseline accord-
ing to the METEOR metric. In comparison, the
proposed rewriter (#5) yields comparable result on
the METEOR metric for the Giga-MSC dataset
but lower result for the Cornell dataset. We spec-
ulate that it may be due to the difference in the
ground-truth compression. 8.6% of novel uni-
grams exist in the ground-truth compression of the

9Novel n-gram rate = 1 − |S∩C|
|C| where S refers to the set

of words from all input sentences while C refers set of words
from compression.

Giga-MSC dataset, while only 5.2% of novel uni-
grams exist in that of the Cornell dataset, (ii) Hard
Para.(#3), Seq2seq (#4), and our rewriter (#5) sig-
nificantly increase the number of novel n-grams,
and the proposed rewriter (#5) seemed to be a
better trade-off between the information coverage
(measured by METEOR) and the introduction of
novel n-grams across all methods, (iii) on compar-
ing with Seq2seq (#4) and our rewriter (#5), we
found that adding pseudo data helps to decrease
the novel words rate and increase the METEOR
score on both datasets.

Method Informativeness Grammaticality
KWG 1.06 1.19
RWT 1.02 1.40†

Table 4: Human evaluation for informativeness and
grammaticality. † stands for significantly better than
KWG with 0.95 confidence.

Human Evaluation As METEOR metric cannot
measure the grammaticality of compression, we
asked two human raters10 to assess 50 compressed
sentences out of the Giga-MSC test dataset in
terms of informativeness and grammaticality. We
used 0-2 point scale (2 pts: excellent; 1 pts: good;
0 pts: poor), similar to previous work (we recom-
mend readers to refer to Appendix 2 for the 0-2
scale point evaluation details). Table 4 shows the

10Both raters are native English speakers and not authors
of this paper.
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Sentence1 Alleged Russian mobster Alimzhan Tokhtakhounov, accused of conspiring to fix skat-
ing events at the 2002 Winter Olympics in salt lake city, has returned to Moscow, the
Kommersant daily reported wednesday.

Sentence2 US prosecutors accused Tokhtakhounov of conspiring to fix the artistic skating events
at the salt lake city games with the assistance of the French and Russian judges.

KWG US prosecutors accused Tokhtakhounov, accused of conspiring to fix the artistic skat-
ing events at the salt lake city, has returned to Moscow, the Kommersant daily reported
wednesday.

RWT Tokhtakhounov, accused of conspiracy to fix the artistic skating events at the salt lake
town, has returned to Moscow, the Kommersant daily reported.

Table 5: Case study. The words in bold are paraphrase, while the underlined words are ungrammatical parts in the
compression. KWG refers to word-graph baseline and RWT refers to our rewriter.

average ratings for informativeness and readabil-
ity. From that, we found that our rewriter (RWT)
significantly improved the grammaticality of com-
pression in comparison with the keyphrase word
graph approach, implying that the pseudo data
may contribute to the language modeling of the
decoder, thereby improving the grammaticality.

Context Awareness Evaluation Because several
novel words were introduced in Hard Para. (#3),
Seq2seq (#4), and our rewriter (#5), we were in-
terested to determine whether the compressions
generated by these models were context-aware.
We herein considered an out-of-the-box context-
aware encoder, BERT (Devlin et al., 2018). The
evaluation proceeded as follows: As for a sen-
tence with N words, S = [w1, w2, ..., wN ], we
sequentially masked each word at a time and cal-
culated the average likelihood using this formula:
CXT (S) = 1

n

!n
i=1 −logp(wi|c)

where c = [w1, ...wi−1, wi+1, ..., wn]. We used
the implementation mentioned in11. The low like-
lihood CTX(S) may suggest a better context
awareness. As presented in Table 6, the proposed
rewriter achieves the lowest likelihood on both
datasets, thereby indicating better context aware-
ness in its generated compression.

Case Study To illustrate the pros and cons of the
proposed rewriter, as listed in Table 5, we con-
ducted a case study where two sentences were
given as input and two compression outputs were
produced by KWG and RWT. We observed that
the RWT corrected the ungrammatical parts (e.t.,
underlined words,) generated by KWG. However,
paraphrasing was not always accurate because

11https://github.com/xu-song/bert-as-language-model

Method
Giga-MSC Cornell

Base Large Base Large
Hard Para. 354.6 473.6 273.1 316.7
Seq2seq 249.1 219.1 326.1 388.3

Ours 148.5 158.4 203.9 277.4

Table 6: Context awareness scores for three models.
Base and Large refer to the different model configura-
tions of BERT.

phrases such as salt lake city are fixed colloca-
tions. This may degrade the informativeness of the
compression.

6 Conclusion

In this work, we propose a coarse-to-fine rewriter
for multi-sentence compression with a specific
focus on improving the quality of compression.
The experimental results show that the proposed
method produced more grammatical sentences,
meanwhile introducing novel words in the com-
pression. Furthermore, we presented an approach
for the evaluation of context-awareness which may
shed light on automatic evaluation for quality of
sentence by virtue of pre-trained models. In the
future, we will consider extending the current ap-
proach to the single document or multiple docu-
ment summarization.
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Abstract

This paper focuses on the topic of inferential
machine comprehension, which aims to ful-
ly understand the meanings of given text to
answer generic questions, especially the ones
needed reasoning skills. In particular, we first
encode the given document, question and op-
tions in a context aware way. We then propose
a new network to solve the inference problem
by decomposing it into a series of attention-
based reasoning steps. The result of the pre-
vious step acts as the context of next step. To
make each step can be directly inferred from
the text, we design an operational cell with pri-
or structure. By recursively linking the cells,
the inferred results are synthesized together to
form the evidence chain for reasoning, where
the reasoning direction can be guided by im-
posing structural constraints to regulate inter-
actions on the cells. Moreover, a termination
mechanism is introduced to dynamically de-
termine the uncertain reasoning depth, and the
network is trained by reinforcement learning.
Experimental results on 3 popular data sets, in-
cluding MCTest, RACE and MultiRC, demon-
strate the effectiveness of our approach.

1 Introduction

Machine comprehension is one of the hot research
topics in natural language processing. It mea-
sures the machine’s ability to understand the se-
mantics of a given document via answering ques-
tions related to the document. Towards this task,
many datasets and corresponding methods have
been proposed. In most of these datasets, such
as CNN/Daily Mail (Hermann et al., 2015), and
SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016), the answer is
often a single entity or a text span in the docu-
ment. That leads to the fact that lots of ques-
tions can be solved trivially via word and con-
text matching (Trischler et al., 2016a) instead of

∗Corresponding author.

Figure 1: Sample of question needed reasoning skill.
Correct answer is marked with an asterisk

genuine comprehension on text. To alleviate this
issue, some datasets are released, such as M-
CTest (Richardson et al., 2013), RACE (Lai et al.,
2017) and MultiRC (Khashabi et al., 2018), where
the answers are not restricted to be the text span-
s in the document; instead, they can be described
in any words. Specially, a significant proportion
of questions require reasoning which is a sophis-
ticated comprehension ability to choose the right
answers. As shown in Figure 1, the question asks
the reason for the phenomenon on sentence S5.
The answer has to be deduced over the logical re-
lations among sentence S3, S4 and S5, and then
entailed from S3 to the correct option B. Diffi-
cultly, such deduced chain is not explicitly given
but expressed on text semantics. Existing methods
primarily focus on document-question interaction
to capture the context similarity for answer span
matching (Wang et al., 2017). They have mini-
mal capability to synthesize supported facts scat-
tered across multiple sentences to form the evi-
dence chain which is crucial for reasoning.

To support inference, mainstream methods can
be summarized into three folds. One is convert-
ing the unstructured document to formal predicate
expressions, on which to perform mathematical d-
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eduction via Bayesian network or first-order log-
ic. The conversion lacks of adequate robustness
to be applicable. Another direction is to explicitly
parse the document into a relation tree, on which
to generate answers via hand-crafted rules (Sun
et al., 2018b). However, the parser often has to
cascade to the model, which is difficult to train
globally and would suffer from the error propaga-
tion problem. The third method exploits memory
network to imitate reasoning by multi-layer archi-
tecture and iterative attention mechanism (Weston
et al., 2014). Nevertheless, the reasoning ability
is insufficient due to the lack of prior structural
knowledge to lead the inference direction.

We observe that when humans answer the infer-
ential question, they often finely analyze the ques-
tion details and comprehend contextual relations
to derive an evidence chain step by step. Using
the sample in Figure 1 for illustration, humans first
investigate the question to find the useful details,
such as the question type “why”, and the aspect
asked, i.e. “some newspapers refused delivery to
distant suburbs”. Such details often play a criti-
cal role for answering. For example, why ques-
tion usually expects the causal relation that could
indicate the reasoning direction. Based on ques-
tion details, they then carefully read the document
to identify the content on which the question as-
pect mentions, that is, the sentence S5. Based on
the content, they would deduce new supported ev-
idences step by step guided by question type and
contextual relations, such as explainable relation
between S5 and S4, and casual relation among S3
and S4. By considering the options, they would
decide to stop when the observed information is
adequate already to answer the question. For in-
stance, by relevant paraphrase, S3 can entail op-
tion B that may be the answer. In this process, con-
textual relations and multi-step deduction are effi-
cient mechanisms for deriving the evidence chain.

Based on above observations, we here propose
an end-to-end approach to mimic human process
for deducing the evidence chain. In particular, we
first encode the given document, question and op-
tions by considering contextual information. We
then tackle the inference problem by proposing a
novel network that consists of a set of operational
cells. Each cell is designed with structural prior to
capture the inner working procedure of an elemen-
tary reasoning step, where the step can be direct-
ly inferred from the text without strong supervi-

sion. The cell includes the memory and three op-
erating units that work in tandem. That is, master
unit derives a series of attention-based operations
based on the question; reader unit extracts relevant
document content on the operation; and writer u-
nit performs the operation to deduce a result and
update the memory. The cells are recursively con-
nected, where the result of the previous step acts as
the context of next step. The interactions of cell-
s are restricted by structural constraints, so as to
regulate the reasoning direction. With such struc-
tural multi-step design, the network can integrate
the supported facts by contextual relations to build
the evidence chain in arbitrarily complex acyclic
form. Since the reasoning depth is uncertain, a
termination mechanism is exploited to adaptive-
ly determine the ending. Moreover, a reinforce-
ment approach is employed for effective training.
Experiments are conducted on 3 popular data set-
s that contain questions required reasoning skills,
including MCTest, RACE and MultiRC. The re-
sults show the effectiveness of our approach.

The main contributions of this paper include,

• We design a new network that can answer in-
ferential question by recursively deducing the
evidence chain from the text.
• We propose an effective termination mech-

anism which can dynamically determine the
uncertain reasoning depth.
• We employ a reinforcement training ap-

proach and conduct extensive experiments.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 elaborates our approach on the infer-
ential framework. Section 3 presents the experi-
mental results. Section 4 reviews related work and
Section 5 concludes this paper with future works.

2 Approach

As shown in Figure 2, our approach consists of
three components, including input representation,
inferential network composed out of multiple cell-
s, and output. Next, we define some notations, and
then elaborate the details on each component.

2.1 Notations and Problem Formulation

Given a document D in unstructured text, the task
of machine comprehension is to answer the ques-
tions according to the semantics of the document.
In this paper, multi-choice questions are our ma-
jor focus. Thus, a set of plausible answer option-
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Figure 2: Overview of the our approach

s are assumed to be provided, and the task is re-
duced to select a correct option from the given set.
Formally, let q represent the question, of length
S, where {w1, · · · , wS} are the question words;
O = {o1, · · · , oL} denotes an option set. For a
given document and question x = (D, q), a s-
core h(x, y) ∈ R is assigned for each candidate
in the option set y = o ∈ O, so as to measure its
probability of being the correct answer. The op-
tion with highest score is outputted as the answer
ŷ = argmaxy∈Oh(x, y).

2.2 Input Representation

We first encode the input text into distributed vec-
tor representations by taking account the context.

Question: Two stages are conducted on the en-
coding. (1) We convert the question into a se-
quence of learned word embeddings by looking up
the pre-trained vectors, such as GloVe (Penning-
ton et al., 2014). By considering the question type
would help inference, we customize an embedding
to indicate such type via linguistic prior knowl-
edge, such as the positions of interrogative word-
s are often relatively fixed, and the correspond-
ing parts of speech (POS) are mainly adverbs or
conjunctions, etc. Practically, we utilize position
and POS embedding (Li et al., 2018b) generated
by word embedding tool. That is, the embedding
layer is a W ∈ Rd×v, where d is the dimension
and v denotes the number of instances. (2) We
concatenate the embeddings of word, position and
POS, and feed them into a bi-directional GRU (Bi-
GRU) (Cho et al., 2014) to incorporate sequential
context. Then we can yield two kinds of represen-
tations, including (a) contextual words: a series of
output states cws|Ss=1 that represent each word in
the context of the question, where cws = [

←−
hs,
−→
hs],

←−
hs and

−→
hs are the sth hidden states in the back-

ward and forward GRU passes respectively; and
(b) overall encoding: q = [←−−cw1,

−−→cwS ], the con-
catenation of the final hidden states.

Options: Each option word is embedded by
pre-trained vectors and then option is contextually
encoded by BiGRU to generate an overall vector.

Document: Three steps are performed on the
encoding. (1) We encode each document sentence
by considering context via BiGRU as aforemen-
tioned. The sentence is transformed into an ni× d
matrix, where ni is the size of words in the sen-
tence i, and d is the dimension. (2) We conduct
attention to compress the sentence encoding into a
fixed size vector, and focus on the important com-
ponents. Intuitively, long sentence may contain
multiple significant parts, where each would help
inference. For example, two clauses are linked
by “or” with the causal relation in the sentence
“The oil spill must be stopped or it will spread
for miles.” The clauses and the contextual rela-
tion can assist answer the question “Why must
the oil spill be stopped?” To model such situa-
tion, structured self attention technique proposed
by Lin et al. (2017) is utilized. It can convert the
sentence into a J×dmatrix, attending at J signif-
icant parts of the sentence in a context aware way.
(3) All sentence matrices are fed into another Bi-
GRU, so as to capture the context between the sen-
tences. That is DH×J×d = {dsdh,j |

H,J
h,j=1,1}, where

H is the sentences size, ds is the sentence vector.

2.3 Micro-Infer Cell
Micro-infer is a recurrent cell designed to model
the mechanism of an atomic reasoning step. The
cell consists of one memory unit and three opera-
tional units, including the master unit, reader u-
nit and writer unit. The memory independently
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Figure 3: Flow chart of the master unit

stores the intermediate results obtained from the
reasoning process up to the tth step. Based on the
memory state, three operational units work togeth-
er in series to accomplish the reasoning process.
In particular, master unit analyzes the question de-
tails to focus on certain aspect via self-attention;
reader unit then extracts related content, guided by
the question aspect and text context; and the writ-
er unit iteratively integrates the content with pre-
ceding results from the memory to produce a new
intermediate result. The interactions between the
cell’s units are regulated by structured constrain-
s. Specially, the master outcome can only indi-
rectly guide the integration of relevant content into
the memory state by soft-attention maps and gat-
ing mechanisms. Moreover, a termination gate is
introduced to adaptively determine ending of the
inference. In the following, we detail the formal
specifications of three operational units in the cell.

2.3.1 Master Unit
As presented in Figure 3, this unit consists of two
components, involving the termination mechanis-
m and question analysis.

Termination Mechanism
A maximum step is set to guarantee termina-

tion. Since the complexity of the questions is dif-
ferent, the reasoning depths are uncertain. To dy-
namically adjust to such depth, a terminated gate
is designed by considering two conditions. That
is, the correlation between the intermediate result
mt−1 and the reasoning operation at−1 in previ-
ous step, as well as mt−1 and candidate answer
options ol|Ll=1. When both conditions are met,
an acceptable answer is highly probable to ob-
tain. Technically, the correlations are calculated
by Eq.(1), i.e. mt−1 � at−1, mt−1 � ol, respec-
tively. We then combine these two factors to get
tat,l, and utilize a sigmoid layer to estimate the
ending probability for a certain option. By maxi-
mizing over all the options, a termination function

fts(mt−1, at−1, ol|Ll=1; θts) is generated, where θts
is a parameter set, namely (W d×2d

ta , bdta). Based on
the function, a binary random variable tt is prob-
abilistically drawn as tt ∼ p(·|fts(·; θts)). If tt is
True, stop and execute the answer module accord-
ingly; otherwise, continue the tth reasoning step.

tat,l =W d×2d
ta [mt−1 � at−1,mt−1 � ol] + bdta

fts(·; θts) = max{sigmoid(tat,l)|Ll=1}
(1)

Question Analysis
We design a soft-attention based mechanism to

analyze the question and determine the basic op-
eration performed at each step. Instead of grasp-
ing the complex meaning on the whole question at
once, the model is encouraged to focus on certain
question aspect at a time, making the reasoning
operation can be directly inferred from the text.
Three stages are performed as follows.

Firstly, we project the question q through a
learned linear transformation to derive the aspect
related to tth reasoning step, as qt =W d×d

qt q+bdqt.
Secondly, we use the previously performed op-

eration at−1 and memory result mt−1 as decision
base to lead tth reasoning operation. In detail-
s, we validate previous reasoning result by lever-
aging the terminated conditions in Eq.(1), that is,
pat =W d×Ld

pa [tat,1, · · · , tat,L] + bdpa. We then in-
tegrate qt with preceding operation at−1 and val-
idation pat through a linear transformation into
aqt, as W d×3d

aq [qt, at−1, pat] + bdaq.
Thirdly, aqt is regulated by casting it back to o-

riginal question words cws|Ss=1 based on attention
in Eq.(2), so as to restrict the space of the valid rea-
soning operations and boost the convergence rate.
In particular, we calculate the correlation act,s and
pass it through a softmax layer to yield a distri-
bution avt,s over the question words. By aggre-
gation, a new reasoning operation at is generated,
represented in terms of the question words.

act,s =W 1×d
ac [aqt � cws] + b1ac

avt,s = softmax(act,s)

at =
∑S

s=1 avt,s · cws;
(2)

Briefly, the new reasoning operation at is
modeled by a function fna(q, at−1, cws; θna),
where θna is a set of parameters, including
(W d×d

qt , bdqt,W
d×3d
aq , bdaq,W

d×Ld
pa , bdpa,W

1×d
ac , b1ac).

2.3.2 Reader Unit
As shown in Figure 4, reader unit retrieves rel-
evant document content that is required for per-
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Figure 4: Flow chart of the reader unit

forming the tth reasoning operation. The rele-
vance is measured by the content context in a soft-
attention manner, taking account of the current
reasoning operation and prior memory. We do not
rely on external tools to facilitate globally training.

To support transitive reasoning , we first extract
the document content relevant to the preceding re-
sult mt−1, resulting in dmt,h,j = [W d×d

m mt−1 +
bdm]�[W d×d

ds dsh,j+b
d
ds]. The relevance often indi-

cates a contextual relation in the distributed space.
For instance, given a question aspect why, the con-
tents with causal relation are highly expected and
their relevant score is likely to be large.

Then, dmt,h,j is independently incorporated
with the document content dsh,j to produce
dnt,h,j , i.e. W d×2d

dn [dmt,h,j , dsh,j ] + bddn. This al-
lows us to also consider new information which is
not directly related to the prior intermediate result,
so as to assist parallel and inductive reasoning.

Lastly, we use soft attention to select content
that is relevant to the reasoning operation at and
candidate options ol|Ll=1. Precisely, we unify the
at and ol|Ll=1 by a linear transformation to obtain
oat, i.e. W d×Ld

oa [at, ol|Ll=1] + bdoa, where the op-
tions size L is fixed and predefined. We then mea-
sure the correlation between oat and the extracted
content dnt,h,j , passing the result through softmax
layer to produce an attention distribution. By tak-
ing weighted average over the distribution, we can
retrieve related content rit by Eq.(3).

adt,h,j =W d×d
ad [oat � dnt,h,j ] + bdad

rvt,h,j = softmax(adt,h,j)

rit =
∑H;J

h=1;j=1 rvt,h,j · dsh,j ;
(3)

In short, the retrieved content rit is formulat-
ed by a function fri(mt−1, dsh,j , at, ol|Ll=1; θri),
where θri is a parameter set, involving (W d×d

m , bdm,
W d×d
ds , bdds,W

d×2d
dn , bddn,W

d×Ld
oa , bdoa,W

d×d
ad , bdad).

2.3.3 Writer Unit
As illustrated in Figure 5, writer unit is responsi-
ble to compute the intermediate result on the tth

Figure 5: Flow chart of the writer unit

reasoning process and update the memory state.
It integrates the retrieved content from the reader
unit with the preceding intermediate result in the
memory, guided by the tth reasoning operation in
the master unit. Details are presented as follows.

(1) Motivated by the work on relational reason-
ing (Santoro et al., 2017), we linearly incorporate
the retrieved content rit, prior result mt−1, and
question q to get mct = W d×3d

mc [rit,mt−1, q] +
bdmc, so as to measure their correlations.

(2) By considering non-sequential reasoning,
such as tree or graph style, we refer to all pre-
vious memorized results instead of just the pro-
ceeding one mt−1. Motivated by the work on
scalable memory network (Miller et al., 2016),
we compute the attention of the current opera-
tion at against all previous ones ai|t−1i=1, yielding
sati = softmax(W 1×d

sa [at � ai] + b1sa). And
then we average over the previous results mi|t−1i=1

to get preceding relevant support as mpt, that is∑t−1
i=1 sati ·mi. By combining mpt with correlat-

ed result mct above, we can obtain a plausible re-
sult mut, namely W d×d

mp mpt +W d×d
mc mct + bdmu.

(3) The operations on some question aspects
such as why need multi-step reasoning and updat-
ing while others no need. In order to regulate the
valid reasoning space, an update gate is introduced
to determine whether to refresh the previous result
mt−1 in the memory by the new plausible result
mut. The gate αt is conditioned on the operation
at by using a learned linear transformation and a
sigmoid function. If the gate is open, the unit up-
dates the new result to the memory, otherwise, it
skips this operation and performs the next one.

αt = sigmoid(W 1×d
a at + b1a)

mt = αt ·mt−1 + (1− αt) ·mut; (4)

In brief, the new reasoning resultmt is modeled
by a function fnm(mt−1, rit, q, at; θnm), where
θnm is a parameter set, including (W d×3d

mc , bdmc,
W 1×d
sa , b1sa,W

d×d
mp ,W

d×d
mc , b

d
mu,W

1×d
a , b1a).
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2.4 Output and Training
After the terminated condition is met, we can ob-
tain the memory state mt−1, which indicates the
final intermediate result of the reasoning process.
For the multi-choice questions focused in the pa-
per, there is a fixed set of possible answers. We
then leverage a classifier to predict an answer by
referring to the question q and options ol|Ll=1. Pre-
cisely, we first measure the correlation of mt−1 a-
gainst q and ol|Ll=1, to get mt−1 � q, mt−1 � ol.
By concatenation, we pass the outcome through a
2-layer fully-connected softmax network to derive
an answer option by Eq.(5), with ReLU activation
function to alleviate over-fitting. In summary, the
parameter set θans is (W d×2d

u , bdu, W
1×Ld
an , b1an).

ul = ReLU(W d×2d
u [mt−1 � q,mt−1 � ol] + bdu)

Anst = softmax(W 1×Ld
an [u1, · · · , uL] + b1an)

(5)
Reinforcement Learning
Due to the discrete of the termination steps, the

proposed network could not be directly optimized
by back-propagation. To facilitate training, a re-
inforcement approach is used by viewing the in-
ference operations as policies, including the rea-
soning operation flow G1:T , termination decision
flow t1:T and answer prediction AT , where T is
the reasoning depth. Given ith training instance
〈qi;Di; oi〉, the expected reward r is defined to
be 1 if the predicted answer is correct, otherwise
0. The rewards on intermediate steps are 0, i.e.
{rt = 0}|T−1t=1 . Each probable value pair of (G; t;
A) corresponds to an episode, where all possible
episodes denote as A†. Let J(θ) = Eπ

[∑T
t=1 rt

]

be the total expected reward, where π(G, t,A; θ)
is a policy parameterized by the network parame-
ter θ, involving the encoding matrices θW , ques-
tion network θna, termination gate θts, reader net-
work θri, writer network θnm, and answer network
θans. To maximize the reward J , we explore gra-
dient descent optimization, with Monte-Carlo RE-
INFORCE (Williams, 1992) estimation by Eq.(6).

∇θJ(θ) = Eπ(G,t,A;θ) [∇θ log π(G, t, A; θ)(r − b)]
=

∑
(G,t,A)∈A†

π(G, t, A; θ)[∇θ log π(G, t, A; θ)(r − b)]

(6)

where b is a critic value function. It is usually
set as

∑
(G,t,A) π(G, t,A; θ)r (Shen et al., 2016)

and (r/b − 1) is often used instead of (r − b) to
achieve stability and boost the convergence speed.

3 Evaluations

In this section, we extensively evaluate the effec-
tiveness of our approach, including comparisons
with state-of-the-arts, and components analysis.

3.1 Data and Experimental Setting
As shown in Table 1, experiments were conduct-
ed on 3 popular data sets in 9 domains, including
MCTest, RACE and MultiRC. Different from da-
ta sets such as bAbI (Weston et al., 2015) that are
synthetic, the questions in the evaluated data sets
are high-quality to reflect real-world applications.

Data set #doc #q #domain ratio
MCTest 660 2,640 1 54.2%

MC160 160 640 1 53.3%
MC500 500 2,000 1 54.6%

RACE 27,933 97,687 1 25.8%
RACE-M 7,139 20,794 1 22.6%
RACE-H 28,293 69,394 1 26.9%

MultiRC 871 9,872 7 59.0%

Table 1: Statistics of the data sets. #doc, #q denote the
size of the documents and questions accordingly; ra-
tio means the proportion of the questions that require
reasoning on multiple sentences; MC160 is a human
double-check subset of MCTest, while MC500 is an
unchecked one; RACE-M and RACE-H are the subsets
of RACE on middle/ high school exams, respectively

Hyper-parameters were set as follows. For
question encoding, the POS tags were obtained by
using OpenNLP toolkit. Multiple cells were con-
nected to form the network, where the cells were
weight sharing. The maximum size of connected
cells length was 16. The network was optimized
via Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with a learning
rate of 10−4 and a batch size of 64. We used gradi-
ent clipping with clipnorm of 8, and employed ear-
ly stopping based on the validation accuracy. For
word embedding, we leveraged 300-dimension
pre-trained word vectors from GloVe, where the
word embeddings were initialized randomly us-
ing a standard uniform distribution and not updat-
ed during training. The out-of-vocabulary word-
s were initialized with zero vectors. The num-
ber of hidden units in GRU was set to 256, and
the recurrent weights were initialized by random
orthogonal matrices. The other weights in GRU
were initialized from a uniform distribution be-
tween −0.01 and 0.01. We maintained the ex-
ponential moving averages on the model weight-
s with a decay rate of 0.999, and used them at
test time instead of the raw weights. Variational
dropout of 0.15 was used across the network and
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maximum reasoning step was set to 5. Training
usually converged within 30 epochs.

3.2 Comparisons with the State-of-the-Arts

We compared our approach with all published
baselines at the time of submission on the e-
valuated data sets. The baselines were summa-
rized as follows. (1) On RACE data set, six
baselines were employed, including three intro-
duced in the release of the data set, that is S-
liding Window (Richardson et al., 2013), Stan-
ford AR (Chen et al., 2016), and GA (Dhingra
et al., 2016); another three methods proposed re-
cently, namely DFN (Xu et al., 2017), BiAttention
250d MRU(Tay et al., 2018), and OFT (Radford
et al., 2018). (2) For MCTest data set, nine base-
lines were investigated, involving four on lexical
matching, i.e. RTE, SWD, RTE+SWD Richard-
son et al. (2013), Linguistic (Smith et al., 2015);
two methods used hidden alignment, that is Dis-
course (Narasimhan and Barzilay, 2015), Syn-
tax (Wang et al., 2015); three approaches based
on deep learning, i.e. EK (Wang et al., 2016),
PH (Trischler et al., 2016b), and HV (Li et al.,
2018a). (3) Regarding multi-choices questions in
MultiRC data set, we replace softmax to sigmoid
at the answer generation layer, so as to make pre-
diction on each option. Accordingly, five base-
lines were exploited, including three used in the
release of the data set, that is IR, SurfaceLR, and
LR (Khashabi et al., 2018); two methods currently
composed, namely OFT (Radford et al., 2018) and
Strategies (Sun et al., 2018a).

As elaborated in Figure 6, our approach outper-
formed the individual baselines on all three data
sets 1. Specifically, for RACE data set, our ap-
proach achieved the best performance and outper-
formed the second one (i.e. OFT) in terms of aver-
age accuracy by over 4.12%, 5.00% on RACE-M
and RACE-H, respectively. On MCTest data set,
the outperformance was 5.55%, 7.14% over PH
baseline which was the second best on MC160-
multi and MC500-multi, respectively, where mul-
ti is a subset of the data set that is more diffi-
cult and needs understanding multiple sentences
to answer. For MultiRC data set, our approach
led to a performance boost against the second best
one (i.e. Strategies) in terms of macro-average F1
by over 4.06%, while in terms of micro-average

1The leaderboard rankings were quickly refreshed, but
our performance is still competitive at the camera-ready time.

Figure 6: Comparisons of our approach against state-
of-the-arts on the RACE, MCTest, and MultiRC da-
ta sets respectively. Statistical significant with p-
values<0.01 using two-tailed paired test

F1 and exact match accuracy by over 5.20% and
6.64%, respectively. Such results showed that
our approach with structural multi-step design and
context aware inference can correctly answer the
questions, especially the non-trivial ones required
reasoning, thus boost the overall performance.

3.3 Ablations Studies

To gain better insight into the relative contribu-
tions of various components in our approach, em-
pirical ablation studies were performed on sev-
en aspects, including (1) position and POS aware
embedding on the question; (2) structural self-
attention in document encoding; (3) two in the
master unit, that is, guiding the reasoning op-
eration by previous memory result, and cast-
ing back to original question words; (4) extract-
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ing relevant content based on preceding mem-
ory result in reader unit; (5) two in the writ-
er unit, namely, non-sequential reasoning and
updating gate mechanisms. They were denot-
ed as pos aware, doc self att, rsn prior mem,
que w reg, prior mem res, non seq rsn, and
udt gate, respectively.

Figure 7: Ablation studies on various components of
our approach for affecting the performance

As displayed in Figure 7, the ablation on all e-
valuated components in our approach led to the
performance drop. The drop was more than 10%
on four components, including (1) rsn prior mem;
Lack of the memory guidance, the inferred result
from previous step could not be served as contex-
t for the next. Losing such valuable context may
lead to the misalignment of the reasoning chain.
(2) prior mem res; Discard of the preceding mem-
ory result, the relevant content with contextual re-
lations would not be identified. Such relations are
the key for transitive reasoning. (3) que w reg;
Without casting back to original question words,

Figure 8: Evaluation on the termination mechanism

it is equivalent to processing the complex ques-
tion at one step without identifying the details.
Such coarse-grained processing fails to effective-
ly regulate the space of the valid reasoning opera-
tions, and may confuse the reasoning direction. (4)
udt gate; The gate could help balance the complex
and simple questions, and reduce long-range de-
pendencies in the reasoning process by skipping,
which would improve performance. These results
further convinced us on the significant value of im-
posing strong structural priors to help the network
derive the evidence chain from text.

Furthermore, we evaluated the efficiency of the
termination mechanism by replacing it with fixed
steps from 1 up to 5. The results on the RACE and
MCTest data sets showed the replacement would
lead to drop on average accuracy and slowdown on
the convergence rate. As demonstrated in Figure
8, for fixed size reasoning, more steps performed
well at first, but deteriorated soon, while dynamic
strategy can adaptively determine the optimal ter-
mination, that may help boost the accuracy.

3.4 Case Study
Due to the use of soft attention, the proposed net-
work offers a traceable reasoning path which can
interpret the generation of the answer based on the
attended words. To better understand the reason-
ing behavior, we plotted the attention map over the
document, question and options in Figure 9 with
respect to the sample on Figure 1. From the se-
quence of the maps, we observed that the network
adaptively decided which part of an input question
should be analyzed at each hop. For example, it
first focused on the question aspect “some news-
papers refused delivery to distant suburbs.” Then
it generated evidence attended at S5 regarding to
the focused aspect by similarity. Subsequently, the
aspect “why” was focused and evidence attend-
ed at S4 was identified. We may infer that since
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Figure 9: Visualized attention map on figure 1 sample

S4 and previous intermediate result S5 contain the
explainable relation, they would most likely be
correlated in the distributed space with sentence-
level context aware encoding. Later, “why” was
re-focused, the evidence attended at S3 was de-
rived. Finally, option B was attended and the pro-
cess ended due to termination unit may be trig-
gered to work. Such results showed the network
can derive the answer by capturing underlying se-
mantics of the question and sequentially traversing
the relations on document based on the context.

4 Related Work

Earlier studies on machine comprehension main-
ly focused on the text span selection question.
It is often transformed into a similarity match-
ing problem and solved by feature engineering-
based methods (Smith et al., 2015) or deep neu-
ral networks. The classical features include lex-
ical features (e.g. overlapping of words, N-
gram, POS tagging) (Richardson et al., 2013),
syntactic features (Wang et al., 2015), discourse
features (Narasimhan and Barzilay, 2015), etc.
Besides, the typical networks involve Stanford
AR (Chen et al., 2016), AS Reader (Kadlec
et al., 2016), BiDAF (Seo et al., 2016), Match-
LSTM (Wang and Jiang, 2017), etc, which used
distributed vectors rather than discrete features to
better compute the contextual similarity.

To support inference, existing models can be
classified into three categories, including predi-
cate based methods (Richardson and Domingos,
2006), rule-based methods relied on external pars-
er (Sun et al., 2018b) or pre-built tree (Yu et al.,
2012), and multi-layer memory networks (Hill
et al., 2015), such as gated attended net (Dhingra
et al., 2016), double-sided attended net (Cui et al.,
2016), etc. These models either lack end-to-end
design for global training, or no prior structure to
subtly guide the reasoning direction. On the topic
of multi-hop reasoning, current models often have
to rely on the predefined graph constructed by ex-
ternal tools, such as interpretable network (Zhou
et al., 2018) on knowledge graph. The graph plain-
ly links the facts, from which the intermediate re-

sult in the next hop can be directly derived. How-
ever, in this paper, the evidence graph is not ex-
plicitly given by embodied in the text semantics.

Another related works are on Visual QA, aim-
ing to answer the compositional questions with re-
gards to a given image, such as “What color is the
matte thing to the right of the sphere in front of
the tiny blue block?” In particular, Santoro et al.
(2017) proposed a relation net, yet the net was re-
stricted to relational question, such as comparison.
Later, Hudson and Manning (2018) introduced an
iterative network. The network separated mem-
ory and control to improve interpretability. Our
work leverages such separated design. Different
from previous researches, we dedicate to inferen-
tial machine comprehension, where the question
may not be compositional, such as why question,
but requires reasoning on an unknown evidence
chain with uncertain depth. The chain has to be
inferred from the text semantics. To the best of our
knowledge, no previous studies have investigated
an end-to-end approach to address this problem.

5 Conclusions and Future Works

We have proposed a network to answer generic
questions, especially the ones needed reasoning.
We decomposed the inference problem into a se-
ries of atomic steps, where each was executed by
the operation cell designed with prior structure.
Multiple cells were recursively linked to produce
an evidence chain in a multi-hop manner. Besides,
a terminated gate was presented to dynamically
determine the uncertain reasoning depth and a re-
inforcement method was used to train the network.
Experiments on 3 popular data sets demonstrated
the efficiency of the approach. Such approach is
mainly applied to multiple-choice questions now.
In the future, we will expand it to support the ques-
tions on text span selection by using the relation
type rather than the option as the terminated con-
dition. For example, given the why question, rea-
soning process should be stopped when unrelated
relation is met, such as transitional relation.
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Abstract

Multi-passage reading comprehension re-
quires the ability to combine cross-passage in-
formation and reason over multiple passages
to infer the answer. In this paper, we introduce
the Dynamic Self-attention Network (Dyn-
SAN) for multi-passage reading comprehen-
sion task, which processes cross-passage in-
formation at token-level and meanwhile avoids
substantial computational costs. The core
module of the dynamic self-attention is a pro-
posed gated token selection mechanism, which
dynamically selects important tokens from a
sequence. These chosen tokens will attend to
each other via a self-attention mechanism to
model long-range dependencies. Besides, con-
volutional layers are combined with the dy-
namic self-attention to enhance the model’s
capacity of extracting local semantic. The
experimental results show that the proposed
DynSAN achieves new state-of-the-art perfor-
mance on the SearchQA, Quasar-T and Wiki-
Hop datasets. Further ablation study also val-
idates the effectiveness of our model compo-
nents.

1 Introduction

As a critical approach for evaluating the ability
of an intelligent agent to understand natural lan-
guage, reading comprehension (RC) is a chal-
lenging research direction, attracting many re-
searchers’ interest. In real application scenarios,
such as web search, the passages may be multiple
and extended, and may be comprised of relevant
and irrelevant contents. It involves the problem of
multi-passage reading comprehension.

In multi-passage setting, cross-passage infor-
mation interaction is vital for modeling long-range
dependencies, co-references between entities in
different passages (Dhingra et al., 2018), cross-
passage answer verification (Wang et al., 2018b),
and multihop reasoning (Welbl et al., 2018), etc.

Great efforts have been made to develop mod-
els for multi-passage task, such as Wang et al.
(2018b); Zhong et al. (2019); Dehghani et al.
(2019a); Dhingra et al. (2018); De Cao et al.
(2019); Song et al. (2018). The common prac-
tice of these approaches is that all the embed-
dings in a passage or a span are integrated into
a single vector and the cross-passage information
interactions are based on these coarse-grain se-
mantic representations. However, it may cause
potential issues. As is pointed out in Bahdanau
et al. (2015); Cho et al. (2014), compressing all
the necessary information into a single vector may
lead to “sacrifice” some critical information due to
the allocated capacity to remember other informa-
tion. This problem is prevalent in Neural Machine
Translation (NMT), the recent models, such as the
Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017), workaround
this issue by decoding on token-level context en-
codings of the source text. As such, we hypothe-
size that fine-grain representations may keep pre-
cise semantic information, and may be beneficial
to cross-passage information interactions in RC
tasks. In this paper, we focus on an architecture
which deals with the cross-passage information at
token-level.

The proposed architecture is a variant of the
Self-attention Network (SAN) (Vaswani et al.,
2017; Shen et al., 2018a). Our model employs
a self-attention mechanism to combine token-
level supportive information from all passages
in a multi-step process. Directly applying self-
attention over all tokens is computationally ex-
pensive. Instead, in each step, the most impor-
tant tokens are dynamically selected from all pas-
sages, and information interaction only happens
over these chosen tokens via the self-attention
mechanism. The motivation behind it is an ob-
servation that the information used to answer the
question is usually concentrated on a few words.
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Our experiments verify this observation to a cer-
tain extent. We expect that our model can auto-
matically find out these important tokens. Thus we
propose a gated token selection mechanism and
equip it with the self-attention module.

We intend the model to achieve a balance in
speed, memory, and accuracy. While the self-
attention mechanism is widely used in end-to-end
models to capture long-range dependency, it is in-
trinsically inefficient in memory usage. Shen et al.
(2018b) elaborates the memory issue. The mem-
ory required to store the attention matrix grows
quadratically with the sequence length. Consid-
ering real scenarios, such as web search, in which
the retrieval system returns hundreds of articles,
and each contains hundreds or thousands of words,
thus applying self-attention on all tokens in the
supporting passages is computationally expensive.
Compared to recurrent neural networks, such as
LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997), SAN
is highly parallelizable and usually faster on long
sequence (Vaswani et al., 2017). The proposed
method accomplishes necessary cross-passage in-
formation interaction with a time/memory com-
plexity linear in the length of the sequence and do
not add much extra calculation burden.

Our contributions in this work are as follows:
(1) We propose Dynamic Self-attention (DynSA)
for information interaction in a long sequence.
(2) Token-level cross-passage information inter-
action is implemented through the application of
the proposed DynSA at relatively less computa-
tional costs. (3) Our Dynamic Self-attention Net-
work (DynSAN) achieves new state-of-the-art per-
formance compared with previously published re-
sults on SearchQA, Quasar-T and WikiHop bench-
marks.

2 Dynamic Self-attention Block

This section introduces the Dynamic Self-
Attention Block (DynSA Block), which is central
to the proposed architecture. The overall architec-
ture is depicted in Figure 1.

The core idea of this module is a gated token
selection mechanism and a self-attention. We ex-
pect that a gate can acquire the estimation of each
token’s importance in an input sequence, and use
this estimated importance to extract the most im-
portant K tokens. Then we run a self-attention,
instead of computing the full self-attention matrix
over all the tokens, only the chosen K tokens are
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u1 u2 u3 uL

Non-linear

g g Top K

ui ui
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y1 y2 y3 yL

ai ai
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H
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h,1 h,K

h,1 h,K

h,1 h,L

Figure 1: Architecture of the Dynamic Self-Attention
Block.

taken into account. This module results in lower
memory consumption and makes the self-attention
focus on the active part of a long input sequence.
The above idea is implemented through stacking
two structures: a local encoder and a dynamic self-
attention module.

2.1 Local Encoder

In the architecture, a local encoder is used to en-
code local information, such as short-range con-
text, which is useful for disambiguation. The rea-
sons for the local encoder are that (1) only comput-
ing self-attention over a few tokens among a long
sequence may lead the self-attention to lose the ca-
pability of modeling short-range context for every
position in the sequence, and (2) after a position
receives the attended information from long-range
positions, the local encoder is needed to spread
this information to its neighboring positions, and
(3) previous works have proven that combining a
local encoder with self-attention is beneficial in
some tasks (Yu et al., 2018).

A natural candidate for the local encoder is lo-
cal convolution, which is widely used as local fea-
ture extractors. Besides, restricted self-attention
(Vaswani et al., 2017) is also a choice. In this
work, we adopt 1D convolution as the local en-
coder. Specifically, let X ∈ RD×L be the in-
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put matrix of an L-token sequence, and each to-
ken embedding is D-dimensional. The output of
a convolutional layer is calculated with a residual
connection: Conv(LN(X)) + X , where LN is
the layer normalization (Ba et al., 2016), Conv
denotes a convolutional layer. For less computa-
tional costs, we adopt depth-wise separable convo-
lutions (Chollet, 2017) throughout this paper. The
local encoder consists of a stack of 2 convolutional
layers.

2.2 Dynamic Self-attention

Since our self-attention is performed over a set of
tokens which are determined dynamically, we call
it Dynamic Self-Attention (DynSA). The DynSA
is based on the hypothesis that the number of
important tokens is much less than the sequence
length in a long sequence. Here, to say a token is
important means that the token contains the neces-
sary information to enable the model to predict the
answer, or the token is non-negligible for model-
ing long-range semantic dependency. DynSA in-
tends to find out the most important tokens by a
token selection mechanism and then performs a
self-attention only over these chosen tokens.

In DynSA, we use a gate to control how much
of the output, which includes non-linear transfor-
mations and attended vectors, to pass this layer. A
large gate activation value implies that the corre-
sponding output is important in this layer. Thus,
we use the gate activation as the basis of token
selection. Given the output of the local encoder
U ∈ RD×L, the gate activation is computed via:

G = FG(FU (U)) (1)

where FU denotes a non-linear fully connected
layer, FG denotes an affine transformation with
sigmoid activation function. In our work, we al-
low to use multi-head attention (Vaswani et al.,
2017). Equation 1 outputs G ∈ RH×L, which
contains H heads. And we use gh ∈ RL (the h-th
row in G) to represent the gate output of the h-th
head. The element gh,i in gh is the gate activation
corresponding to the token at the i-th position.

Then, in each head we select the top K to-
kens according to their corresponding gate acti-
vations in gh, in which K is a hyper-parameter.
In case of the actual sequence length being
less than K, we select all the tokens. We
get the chosen tokens’ embeddings Uh =
[uih,1

, · · · , uih,j
, · · · , uih,K

] ∈ RD×K , where

ih,j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , L} is the position index of the
chosen token in the input sequence. We consider
this as a gated token selection mechanism.

Scaled dot-product attention is adopted over the
chosen tokens:

Ah = softmax(
QhKT

h√
D/H

) · Vh (2)

where Qh ∈ R
D
H

×K , Kh ∈ R
D
H

×K , and Vh ∈
R

D
H

×K are query, key, and value respectively, they
are linear projections of the input Uh. Ah ∈
R

D
H

×K is the attended output matrix of the h-th
head.

Next, we pad those unchosen positions with
zero embeddings to complete the sequence length.
Having A∗

h = Pad(Ah) ∈ R
D
H

×L. The output
of the h-th head Zh ∈ R

D
H

×L is calculated as fol-
lows,

Zh = (Fh + A∗
h) · gh

max(gh)
(3)

Fh = FH
h (FU (U)) (4)

where FH
h is an affine layer. Equation 4 pro-

duces a non-linear transformation Fh ∈ R
D
H

×L

of the input embeddings. Since zero embeddings
are padded at unchosen positions, by adding Fh

gradient vanishing can be avoided when updating
the parameters of the gate in training phase. In
Equation 3, the maximum operation aims to select
the maximum element in vector gh, and the divi-
sion operation normalizes these elements so that
the maximum activation is always one.

Finally, the output Y ∈ RD×L of a DynSA
block is the fusion of all heads.

Y = FY ([Z1; · · · ; ZH ]) + U (5)

in which, FY denotes a linear projection, [·; ·] is
the concatenation of the outputs of all heads.

Optionally, we suggest adding a regularization
on the gate activation to make it more sparse, so
that those unimportant tokens’ activation values
are almost zero and let the model generate more
discriminative gate activation. Experiments show
that the regularization can produce small gains in
performance. Specifically, we jointly optimize the
following regularization term when training the
model.

L∗ = β · ||G||1 (6)

where G represents the gate activation, || · ||1 de-
notes 1-norm. β is a small hyper-parameter, which
is set to 10−5 in our experiments.
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Figure 2: Architecture of Dynamic Self-Attention Network (DynSAN) for multi-passage reading comprehension.

3 Token-level Dynamic Self-attention
Network

This section introduces the application of our
proposed Dynamic Self-attention Network (Dyn-
SAN) on the multi-passage RC task. Given a ques-
tion and M passages, it requires the model to pre-
dict a span from the passages to answer the ques-
tion. Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of Dyn-
SAN.

3.1 Input Encoding
At the bottom of DynSAN, the input texts are first
converted into distributional representations. We
use the concatenation of word embeddings and
character encodings for every single token. For
word embedding, we adopt the pre-trained 300-
dimensional fasttext Mikolov et al. (2018) word
embeddings and fix them during training. Char-
acter encodings are obtained by performing con-
volution and max-pooling on 15-dimensional ran-
domly initialized character embeddings following
(Kim, 2014). Character embeddings are trainable
while word embeddings are fixed in the training
phase. On top of the embeddings, we adopt a 2-
layer highway network (Srivastava et al., 2015) for
deep transformation. The output of the highway
network is immediately mapped to D dimensions
through a linear projection, and we add sinusoidal
positional embeddings (Vaswani et al., 2017) to
the vectors for each token to expose position in-
formation to the model. Then, the vectors are
fed into a layer of DynSA blocks. These DynSA
Blocks are in charge of independently encoding

context information inside the question and every
passage, in which the parameters of DynSA blocks
are shared in the layer. We use DynSA rather than
the full multi-head self-attention to avoid mas-
sive memory consumption caused by exception-
ally long passages.

3.2 Alignment

Alignment is a common and necessary step to gen-
erate question-aware context vectors for each pas-
sage, here, we adopt the strategy used in Yu et al.
(2018), in which it includes a trilinear co-attention
(Weissenborn et al., 2017) and a heuristic com-
bination with query-to-context (Seo et al., 2017).
Due to the limited space, we encourage reading the
references for detailed descriptions and omit the
repeated introduction. Then, the question-aware
context vectors are projected into the standard di-
mension D through a linear layer and are encoded
by a layer of DynSA blocks again to build seman-
tic representations inside each passage further.

3.3 Cross-Passage Attention

Thus far, each passage aligns with the question
independently, and DynSA blocks generate con-
textual embeddings inside each passage indepen-
dently, so there is no interaction between pas-
sages. For multi-passage reading comprehension,
cross-passage information interaction is beneficial
to solve the problems, such as multihop reasoning,
and multi-passage verification. Previous works
either omit the cross-passage interaction (Clark
and Gardner, 2018) or implement it at a relatively
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coarse granularity (Dehghani et al., 2019a). For
example, in Dehghani et al. (2019a), each passage
is encoded into a singular vector and self-attention
is performed over these passage vectors. Instead
of passage-level or block-level interaction (Shen
et al., 2018b), in this work, we focus on modeling
cross-passage long-range dependencies at token-
level through a cross-passage attention layer. We
expect that fine-grain self-attention may keep pre-
cise semantic information.

This layer consists of N stacked DynSA blocks.
Specifically, as is shown in Figure 2, we concate-
nate the vector sequences of all passages end to
end, and then stack N layers of DynSA blocks
on top of this long vector sequence. If these pas-
sages are given in order, for instance, the passages
have been ranked by a search engine, we add a
rank embedding to each passage before the con-
catenation. The rank embeddings are randomly
initialized, and the i-th rank embedding is added
to every token vector in the i-th ranked passage.

3.4 Prediction Layer

The prediction layer is used to extract the answer
span based on the output of previous layers. De-
pend on the type of tasks, different architectures
are chosen. In this work, we investigate extractive
QA and multiple choice QA.

3.4.1 Extractive QA

Extractive QA is challenging since we have to
extract the answer span from the passages with-
out any given candidate answer. In this paper,
we adopt the Hierarchical Answer Spans (HAS)
model (Pang et al., 2019) to solve this problem.
Details are included in Pang et al. (2019), and
we do not repeat it here due to limited space. In
our implementation, the differences to Pang et al.
(2019) are that the start/end probability distribu-
tion is calculated over all tokens as in Equation 7,
RNN is replaced with DynSA block, and the para-
graph quality estimator mentioned in Pang et al.
(2019) is not used.

3.4.2 Multiple Choice QA

In this type of task, a list of candidate answers is
provided. Here, we assume S ∈ RD×L as the out-
put of the cross-passage attention layer, L repre-
sents the total length of the M passages, q denotes
the question, and P = {p1, · · · , pM} denotes the
set of passages. We first convert the token vectors

into a probability distribution r ∈ RL over all to-
kens,

r = softmax(FS(S)) (7)

where FS is a linear projection.
The probability of choosing a candidate c as the

answer is computed via:

P (c|q, P ) =
∑

i∈Tc

ri (8)

where Tc is a set of positions where the candidate
c’s mentions appear. During training, we optimize
the log-likelihood of choosing the correct answer’s
probability.

4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets
We conduct experiments to study the performance
of the proposed approach on three publicly avail-
able multi-passage RC datasets.

SearchQA (Dunn et al., 2017) is an open do-
main QA dataset including about 140k questions
crawled from J! Archive, and about 50 web page
snippets, which are retrieved from the Google
search engine, as the supporting passages for each
question. The authors of SearchQA have provided
a processed version of this dataset, in which all
words are lower-cased, and tokenization has been
completed. Our experiments are based on this pro-
cessed version.

Quasar-T (Dhingra et al., 2017) is an open do-
main QA dataset including about 43k trivia ques-
tions collected from various internet sources, and
100 supporting passages for each question. These
supporting passages are given in an order ranked
by a search engine.

WikiHop (Welbl et al., 2018) is a multiple
choice QA dataset constructed using a structured
knowledge base. One has to submit the model and
work with the author to obtain the test score. For
this dataset, a binary feature is concatenated with
word embeddings and character embeddings to in-
dicate whether a token is belong to any candidate
answers.

The above three datasets have their official
train/dev/test sets, so we do not split them by
ourselves. Some of the above datasets provide
additional meta-data, we do not use this addi-
tional information in our experiments. We ob-
serve that those low-ranked passages play a crit-
ical role in improving the accuracy, thus we re-
main all supporting passages as the inputs of our
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Model
SearchQA Quasar-T
EM F1 EM F1

DrQA 41.9 48.7 37.7 44.5
R3 49.0 55.3 35.3 41.7
TraCRNet 52.9 65.1 43.2 54.0
Shared-Norm 59.8 67.1 38.6 45.4
HAS-QA 62.7 68.7 43.2 48.9
DynSAN 64.2 70.3 48.0 54.8
Human 43.9 – 51.5 60.6

Table 1: Performance of DynSAN and competing ap-
proaches on the test sets of two extractive QA tasks:
SearchQA and Quasar-T. Competing approaches in-
clude DrQA (Chen et al., 2017), R3 (Wang et al.,
2018a), TraCRNet (Dehghani et al., 2019a), Shared-
Norm (Clark and Gardner, 2018), HAS-QA (Pang
et al., 2019). Human performance is referenced from
the dataset paper.

model. The averages/medians of the total length
of the concatenation of all supporting passages for
each question are around 1.9k/2k, 2.4k/2.4k, and
1.2k/1k in SearchQA, Quasar-T, and WikiHop re-
spectively. Thus, we limit the maximum length not
to exceed 5k tokens and discard a few exception-
ally long cases. Tokenization is completed using
spaCy 1 during preprocessing.

4.2 Experimental Setup

In the DynSAN, the kernel size is 7 for all convo-
lutional layers, the standard dimension D is 128,
the number of heads H is 8, the number of chosen
tokens K is 256. In the cross-passage attention
layer, we stack N = 4 layers of DynSA blocks.
The mini-batch size is set to 32. For regulariza-
tion, we adopt dropout between every two layers
and the dropout rate is 0.1. Adam (Kingma and
Ba, 2015) with learning rate 0.001 is used for tun-
ing the model parameters. We use a learning rate
warm-up scheme in which the learning rate in-
creases linearly from 0 to 0.001 in the first 500
steps. The models for multi-passage reading com-
prehension are trained on four 12GB K80 GPUs
using synchronous SGD (Das et al., 2016). Ex-
ponential moving average is adopted with a decay
rate 0.9999.

4.3 Main Results

The performance of our model and competing ap-
proaches are summarized in Table 1 and Table 2.
For extractive QA, standard metrics are utilized:

1https://spacy.io

Model Dev Test
BiDAF (Seo et al., 2017) – 42.9
Coref GRU (Dhingra et al., 2018) 56.0 59.3
MHQA-GRN (Song et al., 2018) 62.8 65.4
Entity-GCN (De Cao et al., 2019) 64.8 67.6
CFC (Zhong et al., 2019) 66.4 70.6
DynSAN 70.1 71.4
Human (Welbl et al., 2018) – 74.1

Table 2: Performance of DynSAN and competing ap-
proaches on multiple choice QA dataset: WikiHop.

Exact Match (EM) and F1 score (Rajpurkar et al.,
2016). The scores are evaluated by the official
script in Rajpurkar et al. (2016). For multiple
choice QA, the performance is evaluated by the
accuracy of choosing the correct answer. As we
can see, the proposed model clearly outperforms
all previously published approaches and achieves
new state-of-the-art performances on the three
datasets, which validates the effectiveness of the
dynamic self-attention network for multi-passage
RC. It is noteworthy that competing approaches
use coarse-grain representations for cross-passage
information interaction or omit cross-passage in-
formation interaction entirely.

Ablation EM F1
Full architecture 64.2 70.3
(a) − Cross-passage attention 55.1 60.9
(b) − Self-attention 59.5 65.6
(c) − Convolutional layers 61.0 67.4
(d) − Gated token selection 60.5 66.6
(e) − Gate 59.9 66.0
(f) − Regularization (β = 0) 63.7 69.8
(g) Replace with Bi-BloSA 60.5 67.1
(h) + Convolutional layers 61.3 67.6

Table 3: Ablation study on SearchQA test set. “−”/“+”
denotes removing/adding a model component, the in-
dent in (e) and (h) means removing/adding a model
component on the basis of the previous line.

4.4 Ablations
In order to evaluate the individual contribution of
each model component, we conduct an ablation
study. Explicitly, we remove or replace model
components and report the performance on the
SearchQA test set in Table 3. In (a), we remove
the cross-passage attention. In (b), we remove all
self-attention, i.e., the context information is mod-
eled by the convolutional layers only. In (c), we
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Question: Which vegetable is a Welsh emblem? 

Answer: leek    Prediction: leek 

Question: What gemstone was reputed to heal eye ailments? 

Answer: emerald    Prediction: pearl 

… A pungent vegetable is the national emblem of Wales ... 

… The leek (a vegetable) is a national emblem ... 

… The vegetable called leek is also considered to … 

... the reason why the daffodil is used as an emblem is ... 

... Lochcarron of Scotland has a new Welsh Emblem ... 

... air force emblem ferrari prancing ... 

... pearl was used therapeutically to heal eye ailments ... 

... The gemstone gets its name from its resemblance to the 

eye of a tiger ... 

... Copper is used by medical science for many ailments ... 

... Iris Agate: Use to heal burns ... 

... 9th December 2008 Crystal Healing ... 

  

Figure 3: Case study on the Quasar-T dev set to show which tokens are selected as important tokens by the gated
token selection mechanism in DynSA block. Important tokens are shaded.

remove all convolutional layers in DynSA blocks.
In (d), we remove the gated token selection mech-
anism in DynSA blocks; in other words, which
K tokens are selected is decided randomly rather
than by the gate activation. Further, we remove
the gate itself from (d) in (e). In (f), we re-
move regularization on gate activation by setting
β = 0. In (g), we replace the DynSA block with
Bi-BloSA (Shen et al., 2018b), which is proposed
for long-sequence modeling but a block-level self-
attention. The Bi-BloSA is implemented using the
author’s open source code. On the basis of (g),
we combine Bi-BloSA with convolutional layers
in (h).

As is shown in Table 3, cross-passage attention
is most critical to the performance (almost 10%
drop), the results prove the necessity of formation
interaction between passages. Since we set K =
256, and most singular passages are within 256 to-
kens, the DynSA models local context for every
position before the concatenation of all passages.
Therefore, removing convolutional layers does not
degrade the model entirely in (c). Self-attention
and convolutional layers account for 4.7% and
2.9% performance drop respectively, and it illus-
trates that self-attention plays a more critical role
than convolutional layers in modeling context in-
formation. In (d), the performance reduces sig-
nificantly, proving the effectiveness of the gated
token selection mechanism in the proposed archi-
tecture. Compare (e) to (d) and compare (f) to the
full architecture, it is concluded that the gate it-
self and the regularization also have slight benefits
to the model. From (g) and (h), we learn that the
token-level DynSA block outperforms the block-
level Bi-BloSA by a large margin, verifying the
superiority of fine-grain representation.

4.5 Qualitative Analysis

We conduct a case study to show which tokens are
selected as important tokens by the gated token se-
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Figure 4: Quantitative analysis on the Quasar-T dev
set. Layers are indexed from the bottom up, the DynSA
blocks in the cross-passage attention layer are indexed
from layer 1 to layer 4, the two DynSA blocks below
the cross-passage attention layer are indexed as layer
-1 and layer 0 respectively. (a) The distribution of the
number of tokens of different activities in each layer.
Tokens are classified into three categories according to
its activity value g. (b) The average amount of active
tokens (g > 0.01) in each layer.

lection mechanism. In a DynSA block, we define
the maximum gate activation in all heads as a to-
ken’s activity. The activity reflects the estimated
importance of a token. In this subsection, all the
tokens are ranked according to the sum of a to-
ken’s activities in all DynSA blocks in the cross-
passage attention layer. In Figure 3, two question-
answering instances are given, and the top-ranked
tokens are shaded. As we can see, the model in-
clines to mark cue words and plausible answers as
the important tokens in DynSA blocks. We con-
jecture that information interactions between plau-
sible answers may play an answer verification role,
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SQuAD 1.1 Speedup Memory |θ| EM/F1
Bi-LSTM 1.0x/1.0x 4305 1.3M 70.5/79.8
Full SAN 3.5x/2.5x 8748 1.9M 70.6/80.1
Bi-BloSAN 3.4x/2.3x 6414 1.9M 66.7/76.8
DynSAN 4.3x/3.3x 4341 1.9M 69.9/79.5

Table 4: The time cost and memory consumption
on SQuAD. The time cost is shown through the
speedup rate with respect to Bi-LSTM. Both the train-
ing speedup rate and inference speedup rate are re-
ported. The memory usage is measured in Megabyte.
|θ| denotes the amount of trainable parameters in a
model. Accuracy is measured by EM and F1.

while information interactions between cue words
may be considered as multihop reasoning. We also
observe that in a lot of mispredicted instances the
correct answer never obtains large gate activations
in cross-passage attention layers. Perhaps this is a
reason for misprediction.

4.6 Quantitative Analysis

Figure 4(a) illustrates the distribution of the num-
ber of tokens of different activities in each layer.
Token’s activity is defined as in subsection 4.5. We
also count the average number of active tokens on
the Quasar-T dev set. We define a token is active
when its activity is greater than 0.01. Figure 4(b)
reports the statistics. In general, the activity values
tend to be polarized, i.e., either near zero or near
one. It is probably caused by the normalization
in Equation 3 and the regularization term in Equa-
tion 6. Besides, the intra-passage DynSA blocks
(layer -1 and layer 0) have more active tokens,
while the cross-passage blocks have less. It ex-
plains that more tokens take effect in understand-
ing a single passage, while only a few important
tokens are necessary for cross-passage informa-
tion interaction. The results verify our observation
mentioned in section 1.

4.7 Time Cost & Memory Consumption

We also conduct experiments to show the com-
putational costs of the proposed model and
other baseline models. Specifically, we replace
the DynSA blocks in Figure 2 with Bi-LSTM
(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997), full SAN,
and Bi-BloSAN (Shen et al., 2018b) respectively.
Note that the full SAN refers to the model encoder
block in QANet (Yu et al., 2018), which is a com-
bination of global multi-head self-attention and lo-
cal convolution. It is a strong baseline, and we use
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Figure 5: (a) Effects of choosing different values of the
hyper-parameter K in token selection. K is the number
of chosen tokens, and is set to a power of 2. (b) Perfor-
mance against the number of supporting passages.

it to show the situation of full self-attention over
all tokens.

To avoid the long running time of Bi-LSTM and
the out-of-memory issue of full SAN on multi-
passage RC tasks, we select SQuAD 1.1 (Ra-
jpurkar et al., 2016) as the benchmark dataset.
Since SQuAD is a single-passage RC task, we
consider it as special multi-passage RC when the
number of passages M equals to 1. In this experi-
ment, top K = 32 tokens are chosen in DynSAN.
Models are trained on a single 12GB K80 GPU.

The results are shown in Table 4. Compared
with the full SAN and Bi-LSTM, DynSAN has a
slight accuracy drop while Bi-BloSAN degrades
significantly. In terms of time cost and memory
usage, DynSAN reaches 4.3x and 3.3x speedup
and has a similar memory consumption to Bi-
LSTM. Because of the characteristics of Bi-LSTM
and the full SAN, as the sequence length increases,
the advantage of DynSAN in speed and memory
consumption would be more significant. Although
DynSAN has a small accuracy drop to the full
SAN, it seems that DynSAN is a relatively bal-
anced model concerning speed, memory, and ac-
curacy.

4.8 Model Analysis
Effect of Token Selection Figure 5(a) shows the
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effects of the token selection. As the number of
chosen tokens increases, performance improves as
expected. When the number of chosen tokens is
large enough, the gain becomes marginal. The
choice of this hyper-parameter has an impact on
the balance in speed, memory, and accuracy.

Number of Passages Figure 5(b) answers fol-
lowing research question “How would the perfor-
mance change with respect to the number of pas-
sages?” As more supporting passages are taken
into consideration, both F1 and EM performance
of our model continuously increase. The results
verify that those low-ranked passages play a criti-
cal role in answering the questions.

5 Related Works

As far as multi-passage reading comprehension
be concerned, a lot of powerful deep learning ap-
proaches have been introduced to solve this prob-
lem. De Cao et al. (2019); Song et al. (2018) in-
troduce graph convolutional network (GCN) and
graph recurrent network (GRN) into this task.
Dhingra et al. (2018) use co-reference annotations
extracted from an external system to connect en-
tity mentions for multihop reasoning. Zhong et al.
(2019) propose an ensemble approach for coarse-
grain and fine-grain co-attention networks. Pang
et al. (2019) propose a hierarchical answer spans
model to tackle the problem of multiple answer
spans. Clark and Gardner (2018) uses a shared-
normalization objective to produce accurate per-
passage confidence scores and marginalize the
probability of an answer candidate over all pas-
sages. While it outperforms most single-passage
RC models by a large margin, it processes each
passage independently omitting the multi-passage
information interaction completely. In Wang et al.
(2018b), cross-passage answer verification is def-
initely proposed, in which all the word embed-
dings in a passage are summed through attention
mechanism to represent an answer candidate, and
then each answer candidate attends to other can-
didates to collect supportive information. In De-
hghani et al. (2019a), multihop reasoning is im-
plemented by a Universal Transformer (Dehghani
et al., 2019b) which is mainly based on Multi-head
Self-attention (Vaswani et al., 2017) and a transi-
tion function.

Our work is concerned with Self-attention Net-
work (SAN) (Vaswani et al., 2017; Shen et al.,
2018a). For the first time, Vaswani et al. (2017)

explore the possibilities of completely replacing
the recurrent neural network with self-attention to
model context dependencies. Some papers pro-
pose variants of self-attention mechanisms, such
as Shen et al. (2018c); Hu et al. (2018); Shaw et al.
(2018); Yang et al. (2019). Besides, Shen et al.
(2018b) explore reducing the computational com-
plexity of self-attention.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a new Dynamic Self-
attention (DynSA) architecture, which dynami-
cally determinates what tokens are important for
constructing intra-passage or cross-passage token-
level semantic representations. The proposed ap-
proach has the advantages in remaining fine-grain
semantic information meanwhile reaching a bal-
ance between time, memory and accuracy. We
showed the effectiveness of the proposed method
in handling multi-passage reading comprehen-
sion using three benchmark datasets including
SearchQA, Quasar-T, and WikiHop. Experimen-
tal results showed state-of-the-art performance.
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Abstract

To bridge the gap between Machine Reading
Comprehension (MRC) models and human
beings, which is mainly reflected in the hunger
for data and the robustness to noise, in this
paper, we explore how to integrate the neu-
ral networks of MRC models with the general
knowledge of human beings. On the one hand,
we propose a data enrichment method, which
uses WordNet to extract inter-word semantic
connections as general knowledge from each
given passage-question pair. On the other
hand, we propose an end-to-end MRC model
named as Knowledge Aided Reader (KAR),
which explicitly uses the above extracted gen-
eral knowledge to assist its attention mecha-
nisms. Based on the data enrichment method,
KAR is comparable in performance with the
state-of-the-art MRC models, and significantly
more robust to noise than them. When only
a subset (20%–80%) of the training examples
are available, KAR outperforms the state-of-
the-art MRC models by a large margin, and is
still reasonably robust to noise.

1 Introduction

Machine Reading Comprehension (MRC), as the
name suggests, requires a machine to read a pas-
sage and answer its relevant questions. Since the
answer to each question is supposed to stem from
the corresponding passage, a common MRC so-
lution is to develop a neural-network-based MRC
model that predicts an answer span (i.e. the an-
swer start position and the answer end position)
from the passage of each given passage-question
pair. To facilitate the explorations and innovations
in this area, many MRC datasets have been estab-
lished, such as SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016),
MS MARCO (Nguyen et al., 2016), and Trivi-
aQA (Joshi et al., 2017). Consequently, many pi-
oneering MRC models have been proposed, such
as BiDAF (Seo et al., 2016), R-NET (Wang et al.,
2017), and QANet (Yu et al., 2018). According

to the leader board of SQuAD, the state-of-the-art
MRC models have achieved the same performance
as human beings. However, does this imply that
they have possessed the same reading comprehen-
sion ability as human beings?
OF COURSE NOT. There is a huge gap between
MRC models and human beings, which is mainly
reflected in the hunger for data and the robust-
ness to noise. On the one hand, developing MRC
models requires a large amount of training exam-
ples (i.e. the passage-question pairs labeled with
answer spans), while human beings can achieve
good performance on evaluation examples (i.e. the
passage-question pairs to address) without training
examples. On the other hand, Jia and Liang (2017)
revealed that intentionally injected noise (e.g. mis-
leading sentences) in evaluation examples causes
the performance of MRC models to drop signif-
icantly, while human beings are far less likely to
suffer from this. The reason for these phenomena,
we believe, is that MRC models can only utilize
the knowledge contained in each given passage-
question pair, but in addition to this, human beings
can also utilize general knowledge. A typical cate-
gory of general knowledge is inter-word semantic
connections. As shown in Table 1, such general
knowledge is essential to the reading comprehen-
sion ability of human beings.
A promising strategy to bridge the gap mentioned
above is to integrate the neural networks of MRC
models with the general knowledge of human be-
ings. To this end, it is necessary to solve two prob-
lems: extracting general knowledge from passage-
question pairs and utilizing the extracted gen-
eral knowledge in the prediction of answer spans.
The first problem can be solved with knowledge
bases, which store general knowledge in struc-
tured forms. A broad variety of knowledge bases
are available, such as WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998)
storing semantic knowledge, ConceptNet (Speer
et al., 2017) storing commonsense knowledge, and
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Passage Question Answer
Teachers may use a lesson plan to facilitate student
learning, providing a course of study which is called
the curriculum.

What can a teacher use to help
students learn?

lesson plan

Manufacturing accounts for a significant but declin-
ing share of employment, although the city’s gar-
ment industry is showing a resurgence in Brooklyn.

In what borough is the gar-
ment business prominent?

Brooklyn

Table 1: Two examples about the importance of inter-word semantic connections to the reading comprehension
ability of human beings: in the first one, we can find the answer because we know “facilitate” is a synonym of
“help”; in the second one, we can find the answer because we know “Brooklyn” is a hyponym of “borough”.

Freebase (Bollacker et al., 2008) storing factoid
knowledge. In this paper, we limit the scope of
general knowledge to inter-word semantic con-
nections, and thus use WordNet as our knowl-
edge base. The existing way to solve the second
problem is to encode general knowledge in vector
space so that the encoding results can be used to
enhance the lexical or contextual representations
of words (Weissenborn et al., 2017; Mihaylov and
Frank, 2018). However, this is an implicit way
to utilize general knowledge, since in this way we
can neither understand nor control the functioning
of general knowledge. In this paper, we discard
the existing implicit way and instead explore an
explicit (i.e. understandable and controllable) way
to utilize general knowledge.
The contribution of this paper is two-fold. On the
one hand, we propose a data enrichment method,
which uses WordNet to extract inter-word seman-
tic connections as general knowledge from each
given passage-question pair. On the other hand,
we propose an end-to-end MRC model named as
Knowledge Aided Reader (KAR), which explic-
itly uses the above extracted general knowledge to
assist its attention mechanisms. Based on the data
enrichment method, KAR is comparable in per-
formance with the state-of-the-art MRC models,
and significantly more robust to noise than them.
When only a subset (20%–80%) of the training ex-
amples are available, KAR outperforms the state-
of-the-art MRC models by a large margin, and is
still reasonably robust to noise.

2 Data Enrichment Method

In this section, we elaborate a WordNet-based data
enrichment method, which is aimed at extract-
ing inter-word semantic connections from each
passage-question pair in our MRC dataset. The
extraction is performed in a controllable manner,

and the extracted results are provided as general
knowledge to our MRC model.

2.1 Semantic Relation Chain
WordNet is a lexical database of English, where
words are organized into synsets according to their
senses. A synset is a set of words expressing the
same sense so that a word having multiple senses
belongs to multiple synsets, with each synset cor-
responding to a sense. Synsets are further related
to each other through semantic relations. Accord-
ing to the WordNet interface provided by NLTK
(Bird and Loper, 2004), there are totally sixteen
types of semantic relations (e.g. hypernyms, hy-
ponyms, holonyms, meronyms, attributes, etc.).
Based on synset and semantic relation, we define a
new concept: semantic relation chain. A semantic
relation chain is a concatenated sequence of se-
mantic relations, which links a synset to another
synset. For example, the synset “keratin.n.01”
is related to the synset “feather.n.01” through
the semantic relation “substance holonym”, the
synset “feather.n.01” is related to the synset
“bird.n.01” through the semantic relation “part
holonym”, and the synset “bird.n.01” is related
to the synset “parrot.n.01” through the semantic
relation “hyponym”, thus “substance holonym →
part holonym→ hyponym” is a semantic relation
chain, which links the synset “keratin.n.01” to the
synset “parrot.n.01”. We name each semantic re-
lation in a semantic relation chain as a hop, there-
fore the above semantic relation chain is a 3-hop
chain. By the way, each single semantic relation is
equivalent to a 1-hop chain.

2.2 Inter-word Semantic Connection
The key problem in the data enrichment method is
determining whether a word is semantically con-
nected to another word. If so, we say that there
exists an inter-word semantic connection between
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them. To solve this problem, we define another
new concept: the extended synsets of a word.
Given a word w, whose synsets are represented as
a set Sw, we use another set S∗w to represent its
extended synsets, which includes all the synsets
that are in Sw or that can be linked to from Sw
through semantic relation chains. Theoretically, if
there is no limitation on semantic relation chains,
S∗w will include all the synsets in WordNet, which
is meaningless in most situations. Therefore, we
use a hyper-parameter κ ∈ N to represent the per-
mitted maximum hop count of semantic relation
chains. That is to say, only the chains having no
more than κ hops can be used to construct S∗w so
that S∗w becomes a function of κ: S∗w(κ) (if κ = 0,
we will have S∗w(0) = Sw). Based on the above
statements, we formulate a heuristic rule for deter-
mining inter-word semantic connections: a word
w1 is semantically connected to another word w2

if and only if S∗w1
(κ) ∩ Sw2 6= ∅.

2.3 General Knowledge Extraction

Given a passage-question pair, the inter-word se-
mantic connections that connect any word to any
passage word are regarded as the general knowl-
edge we need to extract. Considering the require-
ments of our MRC model, we only extract the
positional information of such inter-word seman-
tic connections. Specifically, for each word w,
we extract a set Ew, which includes the positions
of the passage words that w is semantically con-
nected to (if w itself is a passage word, we will
exclude its own position from Ew). We can con-
trol the amount of the extracted results by setting
the hyper-parameter κ: if we set κ to 0, inter-word
semantic connections will only exist between syn-
onyms; if we increase κ, inter-word semantic con-
nections will exist between more words. That is to
say, by increasing κ within a certain range, we can
usually extract more inter-word semantic connec-
tions from a passage-question pair, and thus can
provide the MRC model with more general knowl-
edge. However, due to the complexity and diver-
sity of natural languages, only a part of the ex-
tracted results can serve as useful general knowl-
edge, while the rest of them are useless for the
prediction of answer spans, and the proportion of
the useless part always rises when κ is set larger.
Therefore we set κ through cross validation (i.e.
according to the performance of the MRC model
on the development examples).

3 Knowledge Aided Reader

In this section, we elaborate our MRC model:
Knowledge Aided Reader (KAR). The key com-
ponents of most existing MRC models are their
attention mechanisms (Bahdanau et al., 2014),
which are aimed at fusing the associated represen-
tations of each given passage-question pair. These
attention mechanisms generally fall into two cat-
egories: the first one, which we name as mutual
attention, is aimed at fusing the question repre-
sentations into the passage representations so as
to obtain the question-aware passage representa-
tions; the second one, which we name as self at-
tention, is aimed at fusing the question-aware pas-
sage representations into themselves so as to ob-
tain the final passage representations. Although
KAR is equipped with both categories, its most re-
markable feature is that it explicitly uses the gen-
eral knowledge extracted by the data enrichment
method to assist its attention mechanisms. There-
fore we separately name the attention mechanisms
of KAR as knowledge aided mutual attention and
knowledge aided self attention.

3.1 Task Definition

Given a passage P = {p1, . . . , pn} and a relevant
question Q = {q1, . . . , qm}, the task is to predict
an answer span [as, ae], where 1 ≤ as ≤ ae ≤ n,
so that the resulting subsequence {pas , . . . , pae}
from P is an answer to Q.

3.2 Overall Architecture

As shown in Figure 1, KAR is an end-to-end MRC
model consisting of five layers:
Lexicon Embedding Layer. This layer maps the
words to the lexicon embeddings. The lexicon em-
bedding of each word is composed of its word em-
bedding and character embedding. For each word,
we use the pre-trained GloVe (Pennington et al.,
2014) word vector as its word embedding, and ob-
tain its character embedding with a Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) (Kim, 2014). For both
the passage and the question, we pass the con-
catenation of the word embeddings and the charac-
ter embeddings through a shared dense layer with
ReLU activation, whose output dimensionality is
d. Therefore we obtain the passage lexicon em-
beddings LP ∈ Rd×n and the question lexicon
embeddings LQ ∈ Rd×m.
Context Embedding Layer. This layer maps the
lexicon embeddings to the context embeddings.
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Figure 1: An end-to-end MRC model: Knowledge Aided Reader (KAR)

For both the passage and the question, we process
the lexicon embeddings (i.e. LP for the passage
and LQ for the question) with a shared bidirec-
tional LSTM (BiLSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmid-
huber, 1997), whose hidden state dimensionality
is 1

2d. By concatenating the forward LSTM out-
puts and the backward LSTM outputs, we obtain
the passage context embeddings CP ∈ Rd×n and
the question context embeddings CQ ∈ Rd×m.
Coarse Memory Layer. This layer maps the con-
text embeddings to the coarse memories. First we
use knowledge aided mutual attention (introduced
later) to fuse CQ into CP , the outputs of which are
represented as G̃ ∈ Rd×n. Then we process G̃
with a BiLSTM, whose hidden state dimension-
ality is 1

2d. By concatenating the forward LSTM
outputs and the backward LSTM outputs, we ob-
tain the coarse memories G ∈ Rd×n, which are
the question-aware passage representations.
Refined Memory Layer. This layer maps the
coarse memories to the refined memories. First
we use knowledge aided self attention (introduced
later) to fuse G into themselves, the outputs of
which are represented as H̃ ∈ Rd×n. Then we
process H̃ with a BiLSTM, whose hidden state di-
mensionality is 1

2d. By concatenating the forward
LSTM outputs and the backward LSTM outputs,
we obtain the refined memoriesH ∈ Rd×n, which
are the final passage representations.
Answer Span Prediction Layer. This layer pre-

dicts the answer start position and the answer end
position based on the above layers. First we obtain
the answer start position distribution os:

ti = v>s tanh(Wshpi + UsrQ) ∈ R

os = softmax({t1, . . . , tn}) ∈ Rn

where vs, Ws, and Us are trainable parameters;
hpi represents the refined memory of each passage
word pi (i.e. the i-th column in H); rQ represents
the question summary obtained by performing an
attention pooling over CQ. Then we obtain the an-
swer end position distribution oe:

ti = v>e tanh(Wehpi + Ue[rQ;Hos]) ∈ R

oe = softmax({t1, . . . , tn}) ∈ Rn

where ve, We, and Ue are trainable parameters;
[; ] represents vector concatenation. Finally we
construct an answer span prediction matrix O =
uptri(oso

>
e ) ∈ Rn×n, where uptri(X) represents

the upper triangular matrix of a matrix X . There-
fore, for the training, we minimize −log(Oas,ae)
on each training example whose labeled answer
span is [as, ae]; for the inference, we separately
take the row index and column index of the maxi-
mum element in O as as and ae.

3.3 Knowledge Aided Mutual Attention
As a part of the coarse memory layer, knowledge
aided mutual attention is aimed at fusing the ques-
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tion context embeddings CQ into the passage con-
text embeddings CP , where the key problem is to
calculate the similarity between each passage con-
text embedding cpi (i.e. the i-th column in CP )
and each question context embedding cqj (i.e. the
j-th column in CQ). To solve this problem, Seo
et al. (2016) proposed a similarity function:

f(cpi , cqj ) = v>f [cpi ; cqj ; cpi � cqj ] ∈ R

where vf is a trainable parameter; � represents
element-wise multiplication. This similarity func-
tion has also been adopted by several other works
(Clark and Gardner, 2017; Yu et al., 2018). How-
ever, since context embeddings contain high-level
information, we believe that introducing the pre-
extracted general knowledge into the calculation
of such similarities will make the results more rea-
sonable. Therefore we modify the above similarity
function to the following form:

f∗(cpi , cqj ) = v>f [c
∗
pi ; c

∗
qj ; c

∗
pi � c∗qj ] ∈ R

where c∗x represents the enhanced context embed-
ding of a word x. We use the pre-extracted gen-
eral knowledge to construct the enhanced context
embeddings. Specifically, for each word w, whose
context embedding is cw, to construct its enhanced
context embedding c∗w, first recall that we have
extracted a set Ew, which includes the positions
of the passage words that w is semantically con-
nected to, thus by gathering the columns in CP
whose indexes are given by Ew, we obtain the
matching context embeddings Z ∈ Rd×|Ew|. Then
by constructing a cw-attended summary of Z, we
obtain the matching vector c+w (if Ew = ∅, which
makes Z = {}, we will set c+w = 0):

ti = v>c tanh(Wczi + Uccw) ∈ R

c+w = Z softmax({t1, . . . , t|Ew|}) ∈ Rd

where vc, Wc, and Uc are trainable parameters; zi
represents the i-th column in Z. Finally we pass
the concatenation of cw and c+w through a dense
layer with ReLU activation, whose output dimen-
sionality is d. Therefore we obtain the enhanced
context embedding c∗w ∈ Rd.
Based on the modified similarity function and
the enhanced context embeddings, to perform
knowledge aided mutual attention, first we con-
struct a knowledge aided similarity matrix A ∈
Rn×m, where each element Ai,j = f∗(cpi , cqj ).
Then following Yu et al. (2018), we construct the

passage-attended question summaries RQ and the
question-attended passage summaries RP :

RQ = CQ softmax>r (A) ∈ Rd×n

RP = CP softmaxc(A) softmax>r (A) ∈ Rd×n

where softmaxr represents softmax along the row
dimension and softmaxc along the column dimen-
sion. Finally following Clark and Gardner (2017),
we pass the concatenation of CP , RQ, CP � RQ,
andRP�RQ through a dense layer with ReLU ac-
tivation, whose output dimensionality is d. There-
fore we obtain the outputs G̃ ∈ Rd×n.

3.4 Knowledge Aided Self Attention

As a part of the refined memory layer, knowledge
aided self attention is aimed at fusing the coarse
memories G into themselves. If we simply fol-
low the self attentions of other works (Wang et al.,
2017; Huang et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2017b; Clark
and Gardner, 2017), then for each passage word
pi, we should fuse its coarse memory gpi (i.e. the
i-th column in G) with the coarse memories of
all the other passage words. However, we believe
that this is both unnecessary and distracting, since
each passage word has nothing to do with many
of the other passage words. Thus we use the pre-
extracted general knowledge to guarantee that the
fusion of coarse memories for each passage word
will only involve a precise subset of the other pas-
sage words. Specifically, for each passage word
pi, whose coarse memory is gpi , to perform the fu-
sion of coarse memories, first recall that we have
extracted a set Epi , which includes the positions
of the other passage words that pi is semantically
connected to, thus by gathering the columns in G
whose indexes are given by Epi , we obtain the
matching coarse memories Z ∈ Rd×|Epi |. Then
by constructing a gpi-attended summary of Z, we
obtain the matching vector g+pi (if Epi = ∅, which
makes Z = {}, we will set g+pi = 0):

ti = v>g tanh(Wgzi + Uggpi) ∈ R

g+pi = Z softmax({t1, . . . , t|Epi |}) ∈ Rd

where vg, Wg, and Ug are trainable parameters.
Finally we pass the concatenation of gpi and
g+pi through a dense layer with ReLU activation,
whose output dimensionality is d. Therefore we
obtain the fusion result h̃pi ∈ Rd, and further the
outputs H̃ = {h̃p1 , . . . , h̃pn} ∈ Rd×n.
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4 Related Works

Attention Mechanisms. Besides those mentioned
above, other interesting attention mechanisms in-
clude performing multi-round alignment to avoid
the problems of attention redundancy and atten-
tion deficiency (Hu et al., 2017), and using mutual
attention as a skip-connector to densely connect
pairwise layers (Tay et al., 2018).
Data Augmentation. It is proved that properly
augmenting training examples can improve the
performance of MRC models. For example, Yang
et al. (2017) trained a generative model to generate
questions based on unlabeled text, which substan-
tially boosted their performance; Yu et al. (2018)
trained a back-and-forth translation model to para-
phrase training examples, which brought them a
significant performance gain.
Multi-step Reasoning. Inspired by the fact that
human beings are capable of understanding com-
plex documents by reading them over and over
again, multi-step reasoning was proposed to bet-
ter deal with difficult MRC tasks. For example,
Shen et al. (2017) used reinforcement learning to
dynamically determine the number of reasoning
steps; Liu et al. (2017b) fixed the number of rea-
soning steps, but used stochastic dropout in the
output layer to avoid step bias.
Linguistic Embeddings. It is both easy and effec-
tive to incorporate linguistic embeddings into the
input layer of MRC models. For example, Chen
et al. (2017) and Liu et al. (2017b) used POS em-
beddings and NER embeddings to construct their
input embeddings; Liu et al. (2017a) used struc-
tural embeddings based on parsing trees to con-
structed their input embeddings.
Transfer Learning. Several recent breakthroughs
in MRC benefit from feature-based transfer learn-
ing (McCann et al., 2017; Peters et al., 2018) and
fine-tuning-based transfer learning (Radford et al.,
2018; Devlin et al., 2018), which are based on
certain word-level or sentence-level models pre-
trained on large external corpora in certain super-
vised or unsupervised manners.

5 Experiments

5.1 Experimental Settings

MRC Dataset. The MRC dataset used in this pa-
per is SQuAD 1.1, which contains over 100, 000
passage-question pairs and has been randomly par-
titioned into three parts: a training set (80%),

a development set (10%), and a test set (10%).
Besides, we also use two of its adversarial sets,
namely AddSent and AddOneSent (Jia and Liang,
2017), to evaluate the robustness to noise of MRC
models. The passages in the adversarial sets con-
tain misleading sentences, which are aimed at dis-
tracting MRC models. Specifically, each passage
in AddSent contains several sentences that are
similar to the question but not contradictory to the
answer, while each passage in AddOneSent con-
tains a human-approved random sentence that may
be unrelated to the passage.
Implementation Details. We tokenize the MRC
dataset with spaCy 2.0.13 (Honnibal and Mon-
tani, 2017), manipulate WordNet 3.0 with NLTK
3.3, and implement KAR with TensorFlow 1.11.0
(Abadi et al., 2016). For the data enrichment
method, we set the hyper-parameter κ to 3. For the
dense layers and the BiLSTMs, we set the dimen-
sionality unit d to 600. For model optimization,
we apply the Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) opti-
mizer with a learning rate of 0.0005 and a mini-
batch size of 32. For model evaluation, we use
Exact Match (EM) and F1 score as evaluation met-
rics. To avoid overfitting, we apply dropout (Sri-
vastava et al., 2014) to the dense layers and the
BiLSTMs with a dropout rate of 0.3. To boost the
performance, we apply exponential moving aver-
age with a decay rate of 0.999.

5.2 Model Comparison in both Performance
and the Robustness to Noise

We compare KAR with other MRC models in both
performance and the robustness to noise. Specif-
ically, we not only evaluate the performance of
KAR on the development set and the test set, but
also do this on the adversarial sets. As for the com-
parative objects, we only consider the single MRC
models that rank in the top 20 on the SQuAD 1.1
leader board and have reported their performance
on the adversarial sets. There are totally five such
comparative objects, which can be considered as
representatives of the state-of-the-art MRC mod-
els. As shown in Table 2, on the development set
and the test set, the performance of KAR is on par
with that of the state-of-the-art MRC models; on
the adversarial sets, KAR outperforms the state-
of-the-art MRC models by a large margin. That
is to say, KAR is comparable in performance with
the state-of-the-art MRC models, and significantly
more robust to noise than them.
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Single MRC model Dev set
(EM / F1)

Test set
(EM / F1)

AddSent
(F1)

AddOneSent
(F1)

FusionNet (Huang et al., 2017) 75.3 / 83.6 76.0 / 83.9 51.4 60.7
RaSoR+TR+LM (Salant and Be-
rant, 2017)

77.0 / 84.0 77.6 / 84.2 47.0 57.0

SAN (Liu et al., 2017b) 76.2 / 84.1 76.8 / 84.4 46.6 56.5
R.M-Reader (Hu et al., 2017) 78.9 / 86.3 79.5 / 86.6 58.5 67.0
QANet (with data augmentation)
(Yu et al., 2018)

75.1 / 83.8 82.5 / 89.3 45.2 55.7

KAR (ours) 76.7 / 84.9 76.1 / 83.5 60.1 72.3

Table 2: Model comparison based on SQuAD 1.1 and two of its adversarial sets: AddSent and AddOneSent. All
the numbers are up to date as of October 18, 2018. Note that SQuAD 2.0 (Rajpurkar et al., 2018) is not involved in
this paper, because it requires MRC models to deal with the problem of answer triggering, but this paper is aimed
at improving the hunger for data and robustness to noise of MRC models.

To verify the effectiveness of general knowledge,
we first study the relationship between the amount
of general knowledge and the performance of
KAR. As shown in Table 3, by increasing κ from
0 to 5 in the data enrichment method, the amount
of general knowledge rises monotonically, but the
performance of KAR first rises until κ reaches 3
and then drops down. Then we conduct an ablation
study by replacing the knowledge aided attention
mechanisms with the mutual attention proposed
by Seo et al. (2016) and the self attention proposed
by Wang et al. (2017) separately, and find that the
F1 score of KAR drops by 4.2 on the development
set, 7.8 on AddSent, and 9.1 on AddOneSent. Fi-
nally we find that after only one epoch of train-
ing, KAR already achieves an EM of 71.9 and an
F1 score of 80.8 on the development set, which is
even better than the final performance of several
strong baselines, such as DCN (EM / F1: 65.4 /
75.6) (Xiong et al., 2016) and BiDAF (EM / F1:
67.7 / 77.3) (Seo et al., 2016). The above empiri-
cal findings imply that general knowledge indeed
plays an effective role in KAR.
To demonstrate the advantage of our explicit way
to utilize general knowledge over the existing im-
plicit way, we compare the performance of KAR
with that reported by Weissenborn et al. (2017),
which used an encoding-based method to utilize
the general knowledge dynamically retrieved from
Wikipedia and ConceptNet. Since their best model
only achieved an EM of 69.5 and an F1 score of
79.7 on the development set, which is much lower
than the performance of KAR, we have good rea-
son to believe that our explicit way works better
than the existing implicit way.

κ
Average number of inter-
word semantic connections
per word

Dev set
(EM / F1)

0 0.39 74.2 / 82.8
1 0.63 74.6 / 83.1
2 1.24 75.1 / 83.5
3 2.21 76.7 / 84.9
4 3.68 75.9 / 84.3
5 5.58 75.3 / 83.8

Table 3: With κ set to different values in the data en-
richment method, we calculate the average number of
inter-word semantic connections per word as an estima-
tion of the amount of general knowledge, and evaluate
the performance of KAR on the development set.

5.3 Model Comparison in the Hunger for
Data

We compare KAR with other MRC models in the
hunger for data. Specifically, instead of using all
the training examples, we produce several train-
ing subsets (i.e. subsets of the training examples)
so as to study the relationship between the pro-
portion of the available training examples and the
performance. We produce each training subset by
sampling a specific number of questions from all
the questions relevant to each passage. By sepa-
rately sampling 1, 2, 3, and 4 questions on each
passage, we obtain four training subsets, which
separately contain 20%, 40%, 60%, and 80% of
the training examples. As shown in Figure 2, with
KAR, SAN (re-implemented), and QANet (re-
implemented without data augmentation) trained
on these training subsets, we evaluate their perfor-
mance on the development set, and find that KAR
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Figure 2: With KAR, SAN, and QANet (without data
augmentation) trained on the training subsets, we eval-
uate their performance on the development set.

Figure 3: With KAR, SAN, and QANet (without data
augmentation) trained on the training subsets, we eval-
uate their performance on AddSent.

performs much better than SAN and QANet. As
shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4, with the above
KAR, SAN, and QANet trained on the same train-
ing subsets, we also evaluate their performance on
the adversarial sets, and still find that KAR per-
forms much better than SAN and QANet. That is
to say, when only a subset of the training exam-
ples are available, KAR outperforms the state-of-
the-art MRC models by a large margin, and is still
reasonably robust to noise.

6 Analysis

According to the experimental results, KAR is not
only comparable in performance with the state-of-
the-art MRC models, but also superior to them in
terms of both the hunger for data and the robust-

Figure 4: With KAR, SAN, and QANet (without data
augmentation) trained on the training subsets, we eval-
uate their performance on AddOneSent.

ness to noise. The reasons for these achievements,
we believe, are as follows:

• KAR is designed to utilize the pre-extracted
inter-word semantic connections from the
data enrichment method. Some inter-word
semantic connections, especially those ob-
tained through multi-hop semantic relation
chains, are very helpful for the prediction of
answer spans, but they will be too covert to
capture if we simply leverage recurrent neu-
ral networks (e.g. BiLSTM) and pre-trained
word vectors (e.g. GloVe).

• An inter-word semantic connection extracted
from a passage-question pair usually also ap-
pears in many other passage-question pairs,
therefore it is very likely that the inter-word
semantic connections extracted from a small
amount of training examples actually cover
a much larger amount of training examples.
That is to say, we are actually using much
more training examples for model optimiza-
tion than the available ones.

• Some inter-word semantic connections are
distracting for the prediction of answer spans.
For example, the inter-word semantic con-
nection between “bank” and “waterside”
makes no sense given the context “the bank
manager is walking along the waterside”. It
is the knowledge aided attention mechanisms
that enable KAR to ignore such distracting
inter-word semantic connections so that only
the important ones are used.
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7 Conclusion

In this paper, we innovatively integrate the neural
networks of MRC models with the general knowl-
edge of human beings. Specifically, inter-word se-
mantic connections are first extracted from each
given passage-question pair by a WordNet-based
data enrichment method, and then provided as
general knowledge to an end-to-end MRC model
named as Knowledge Aided Reader (KAR), which
explicitly uses the general knowledge to assist its
attention mechanisms. Experimental results show
that KAR is not only comparable in performance
with the state-of-the-art MRC models, but also su-
perior to them in terms of both the hunger for data
and the robustness to noise. In the future, we plan
to use some larger knowledge bases, such as Con-
ceptNet and Freebase, to improve the quality and
scope of the general knowledge.
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Abstract

This study tackles generative reading compre-
hension (RC), which consists of answering
questions based on textual evidence and nat-
ural language generation (NLG). We propose
a multi-style abstractive summarization model
for question answering, called Masque. The
proposed model has two key characteristics.
First, unlike most studies on RC that have fo-
cused on extracting an answer span from the
provided passages, our model instead focuses
on generating a summary from the question
and multiple passages. This serves to cover
various answer styles required for real-world
applications. Second, whereas previous stud-
ies built a specific model for each answer style
because of the difficulty of acquiring one gen-
eral model, our approach learns multi-style an-
swers within a model to improve the NLG ca-
pability for all styles involved. This also en-
ables our model to give an answer in the tar-
get style. Experiments show that our model
achieves state-of-the-art performance on the
Q&A task and the Q&A + NLG task of MS
MARCO 2.1 and the summary task of Nar-
rativeQA. We observe that the transfer of the
style-independent NLG capability to the target
style is the key to its success.

1 Introduction

Question answering has been a long-standing re-
search problem. Recently, reading comprehension
(RC), a challenge to answer a question given tex-
tual evidence provided in a document set, has re-
ceived much attention. Current mainstream stud-
ies have treated RC as a process of extracting an
answer span from one passage (Rajpurkar et al.,
2016, 2018) or multiple passages (Joshi et al.,
2017; Yang et al., 2018), which is usually done
by predicting the start and end positions of the an-
swer (Yu et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2018).

∗Work done during an internship at NTT.
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Figure 1: Visualization of how our model generates
an answer on MS MARCO. Given an answer style
(top: NLG, bottom: Q&A), the model controls the
mixture of three distributions for generating words
from a vocabulary and copying words from the ques-
tion and multiple passages at each decoding step.

The demand for answering questions in natural
language is increasing rapidly, and this has led to
the development of smart devices such as Alexa.
In comparison with answer span extraction, how-
ever, the natural language generation (NLG) capa-
bility for RC has been less studied. While datasets
such as MS MARCO (Bajaj et al., 2018) and Nar-
rativeQA (Kociský et al., 2018) have been pro-
posed for providing abstractive answers, the state-
of-the-art methods for these datasets are based on
answer span extraction (Wu et al., 2018; Hu et al.,
2018). Generative models suffer from a dearth of
training data to cover open-domain questions.

Moreover, to satisfy various information needs,
intelligent agents should be capable of answer-
ing one question in multiple styles, such as well-
formed sentences, which make sense even without
the context of the question and passages, and con-
cise phrases. These capabilities complement each
other, but previous studies cannot use and control
different styles within a model.

In this study, we propose Masque, a genera-
tive model for multi-passage RC. It achieves state-
of-the-art performance on the Q&A task and the
Q&A + NLG task of MS MARCO 2.1 and the
summary task of NarrativeQA. The main contri-
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butions of this study are as follows.

Multi-source abstractive summarization. We
introduce the pointer-generator mechanism (See
et al., 2017) for generating an abstractive answer
from the question and multiple passages, which
covers various answer styles. We extend the mech-
anism to a Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017)
based one that allows words to be generated from
a vocabulary and to be copied from the question
and passages.

Multi-style learning for style control and trans-
fer. We introduce multi-style learning that en-
ables our model to control answer styles and im-
proves RC for all styles involved. We also ex-
tend the pointer-generator to a conditional decoder
by introducing an artificial token corresponding to
each style, as in (Johnson et al., 2017). For each
decoding step, it controls the mixture weights over
three distributions with the given style (Figure 1).

2 Problem Formulation

This paper considers the following task:

PROBLEM 1. Given a question with J words xq =
{xq1, . . . , xqJ}, a set of K passages, where the
k-th passage is composed of L words xpk =
{xpk1 , . . . , xpkL }, and an answer style label s, an RC
model outputs an answer y = {y1, . . . , yT } condi-
tioned on the style.

In short, given a 3-tuple (xq, {xpk}, s), the sys-
tem predicts P (y). The training data is a set of
6-tuples: (xq, {xpk}, s, y, a, {rpk}), where a and
{rpk} are optional. Here, a is 1 if the question is
answerable with the provided passages and 0 oth-
erwise, and rpk is 1 if the k-th passage is required
to formulate the answer and 0 otherwise.

3 Proposed Model

We propose a Multi-style Abstractive Summa-
rization model for QUEstion answering, called
Masque. Masque directly models the conditional
probability p(y|xq, {xpk}, s). As shown in Fig-
ure 2, it consists of the following modules.

1. The question-passages reader (§3.1) models
interactions between the question and passages.

2. The passage ranker (§3.2) finds passages rele-
vant to the question.

3. The answer possibility classifier (§3.3) identi-
fies answerable questions.
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Figure 2: Masque model architecture.

4. The answer sentence decoder (§3.4) outputs
an answer sentence conditioned on the target style.

Our model is based on multi-source abstractive
summarization: the answer that it generates can be
viewed as a summary from the question and pas-
sages. The model also learns multi-style answers
together. With these two characteristics, we aim
to acquire the style-independent NLG ability and
transfer it to the target style. In addition, to im-
prove natural language understanding in the reader
module, our model considers RC, passage rank-
ing, and answer possibility classification together
as multi-task learning.

3.1 Question-Passages Reader

The reader module is shared among multiple an-
swer styles and the three task-specific modules.

3.1.1 Word Embedding Layer
Let xq and xpk represent one-hot vectors (of size
V ) for words in the question and the k-th pas-
sage. First, this layer projects each of the vec-
tors to a dword-dimensional vector with a pre-
trained weight matrix W e ∈ Rdword×V such as
GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014). Next, it uses con-
textualized word representations via ELMo (Pe-
ters et al., 2018), which allows our model to use
morphological clues to form robust representa-
tions for out-of-vocabulary words unseen in train-
ing. Then, the concatenation of the word and con-
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textualized vectors is passed to a two-layer high-
way network (Srivastava et al., 2015) to fuse the
two types of embeddings, as in (Seo et al., 2017).
The highway network is shared by the question
and passages.

3.1.2 Shared Encoder Layer
This layer uses a stack of Transformer blocks,
which are shared by the question and passages,
on top of the embeddings provided by the word
embedding layer. The input of the first block is
immediately mapped to a d-dimensional vector
by a linear transformation. The outputs of this
layer are Epk ∈ Rd×L for each k-th passage, and
Eq ∈ Rd×J for the question.

Transformer encoder block. The block con-
sists of two sub-layers: a self-attention layer and
a position-wise feed-forward network. For the
self-attention layer, we adopt the multi-head atten-
tion mechanism (Vaswani et al., 2017). Following
GPT (Radford et al., 2018), the feed-forward net-
work consists of two linear transformations with a
GELU (Hendrycks and Gimpel, 2016) activation
function in between. Each sub-layer is placed in-
side a residual block (He et al., 2016). For an in-
put x and a given sub-layer function f , the output
is LN(f(x) + x), where LN indicates the layer
normalization (Ba et al., 2016). To facilitate these
residual connections, all sub-layers produce a se-
quence of d-dimensional vectors. Note that our
model does not use any position embeddings in
this block because ELMo gives the positional in-
formation of the words in each sequence.

3.1.3 Dual Attention Layer
This layer uses a dual attention mechanism to fuse
information from the question to the passages as
well as from the passages to the question.

It first computes a similarity matrix Upk ∈
RL×J between the question and the k-th passage,
as done in (Seo et al., 2017), where

Upklj = wa>[Epkl ;Eqj ;Epkl � E
q
j ]

indicates the similarity between the l-th word of
the k-th passage and the j-th question word. The
wa ∈ R3d are learnable parameters. The �
operator denotes the Hadamard product, and the
[; ] operator denotes vector concatenation across
the rows. Next, the layer obtains the row and
column normalized similarity matrices Apk =
softmaxj(U

pk>) and Bpk = softmaxl(U
pk). It

then uses DCN (Xiong et al., 2017) to obtain dual
attention representations, Gq→pk ∈ R5d×L and
Gp→q ∈ R5d×J :

Gq→pk = [Epk ; Āpk ; ¯̄Apk ;Epk � Āpk ;Epk � ¯̄Apk ]

Gp→q = [Eq; B̄; ¯̄B;Eq � B̄;Eq � ¯̄B].

Here, Āpk = EqApk , B̄pk = EpkBpk , ¯̄Apk =
B̄pkApk , ¯̄Bpk = ĀpkBpk , B̄ = maxk(B̄

pk), and
¯̄B = maxk(

¯̄Bpk).

3.1.4 Modeling Encoder Layer
This layer uses a stack of the Transformer en-
coder blocks for question representations and ob-
tains M q ∈ Rd×J from Gp→q. It also uses an-
other stack for passage representations and obtains
Mpk ∈ Rd×L from Gq→pk for each k-th pas-
sage. The outputs of this layer, M q and {Mpk},
are passed on to the answer sentence decoder; the
{Mpk} are also passed on to the passage ranker
and the answer possibility classifier.

3.2 Passage Ranker

The ranker maps the output of the modeling layer,
{Mpk}, to the relevance score of each passage. It
takes the output for the first word, Mpk

1 , which
corresponds to the beginning-of-sentence token, to
obtain the aggregate representation of each pas-
sage sequence. Given wr ∈ Rd as learnable pa-
rameters, it calculates the relevance of each k-th
passage to the question as

βpk = sigmoid(wr>Mpk
1 ).

3.3 Answer Possibility Classifier

The classifier maps the output of the modeling
layer to a probability for the answer possibility. It
also takes the output for the first word,Mpk

1 , for all
passages and concatenates them. Givenwc ∈ RKd
as learnable parameters, it calculates the answer
possibility for the question as

P (a) = sigmoid(wc>[Mp1
1 ; . . . ;MpK

1 ]).

3.4 Answer Sentence Decoder

Given the outputs provided by the reader mod-
ule, the decoder generates a sequence of an-
swer words one element at a time. It is auto-
regressive (Graves, 2013), consuming the previ-
ously generated words as additional input at each
decoding step.
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3.4.1 Word Embedding Layer
Let y represent one-hot vectors of the words in the
answer. This layer has the same components as
the word embedding layer of the reader module,
except that it uses a unidirectional ELMo to ensure
that the predictions for position t depend only on
the known outputs at positions previous to t.

Artificial tokens. To be able to use multiple an-
swer styles within a single system, our model in-
troduces an artificial token corresponding to the
style at the beginning of the answer (y1), as done
in (Johnson et al., 2017; Takeno et al., 2017). At
test time, the user can specify the first token to
control the style. This modification does not re-
quire any changes to the model architecture. Note
that introducing the token at the decoder prevents
the reader module from depending on the answer
style.

3.4.2 Attentional Decoder Layer
This layer uses a stack of Transformer decoder
blocks on top of the embeddings provided by the
word embedding layer. The input is immedi-
ately mapped to a d-dimensional vector by a lin-
ear transformation, and the output is a sequence of
d-dimensional vectors: {s1, . . . , sT }.
Transformer decoder block. In addition to the
encoder block, this block consists of the second
and third sub-layers after the self-attention block
and before the feed-forward network, as shown in
Figure 2. As in (Vaswani et al., 2017), the self-
attention sub-layer uses a sub-sequent mask to pre-
vent positions from attending to subsequent posi-
tions. The second and third sub-layers perform the
multi-head attention over M q and Mpall , respec-
tively. The Mpall is the concatenated outputs of
the encoder stack for the passages,

Mpall = [Mp1 , . . . ,MpK ] ∈ Rd×KL.

Here, the [, ] operator denotes vector concatenation
across the columns. This attention for the concate-
nated passages produces attention weights that are
comparable between passages.

3.4.3 Multi-source Pointer-Generator
Our extended mechanism allows both words to
be generated from a vocabulary and words to be
copied from both the question and multiple pas-
sages (Figure 3). We expect that the capability
of copying words will be shared among answer
styles.
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Figure 3: Multi-source pointer-generator mechanism.
For each decoding step t, mixture weights λv, λq, λp

for the probability of generating words from the vo-
cabulary and copying words from the question and the
passages are calculated. The three distributions are
weighted and summed to obtain the final distribution.

Extended vocabulary distribution. Let the ex-
tended vocabulary, Vext, be the union of the com-
mon words (a small subset of the full vocabulary,
V , defined by the input-side word embedding ma-
trix) and all words appearing in the input question
and passages. P v then denotes the probability dis-
tribution of the t-th answer word, yt, over the ex-
tended vocabulary. It is defined as:

P v(yt) = softmax(W 2>(W 1st + b1)),

where the output embedding W 2 ∈ Rdword×Vext is
tied with the corresponding part of the input em-
bedding (Inan et al., 2017), and W 1 ∈ Rdword×d

and b1 ∈ Rdword are learnable parameters. P v(yt)
is zero if yt is an out-of-vocabulary word for V .

Copy distributions. A recent Transformer-
based pointer-generator randomly chooses one of
the attention-heads to form a copy distribution;
that approach gave no significant improvements in
text summarization (Gehrmann et al., 2018).

In contrast, our model uses an additional atten-
tion layer for each copy distribution on top of the
decoder stack. For the passages, the layer takes st
as the query and outputs αpt ∈ RKL as the atten-
tion weights and cpt ∈ Rd as the context vectors:

epkl = wp> tanh(W pmMpk
l +W psst + bp),

αpt = softmax([ep1 ; . . . ; epK ]), (1)

cpt =
∑

l α
p
tlM

pall
l ,

where wp, bp ∈ Rd and W pm,W ps ∈ Rd×d are
learnable parameters. For the question, our model
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uses another identical layer and obtains αqt ∈ RJ
and cqt ∈ Rd. As a result, P q and P p are the copy
distributions over the extended vocabulary:

P q(yt) =
∑

j:xqj=yt
αqtj ,

P p(yt) =
∑

l:x
pk(l)
l =yt

αptl,

where k(l) means the passage index correspond-
ing to the l-th word in the concatenated passages.

Final distribution. The final distribution of yt is
defined as a mixture of the three distributions:

P (yt) = λvP v(yt) + λqP q(yt) + λpP p(yt),

λv, λq, λp = softmax(Wm[st; c
q
t ; c

p
t ] + bm),

where Wm ∈ R3×3d and bm ∈ R3 are learnable
parameters.

3.4.4 Combined Attention
In order not to attend words in irrelevant passages,
our model introduces a combined attention. While
the original technique combined word and sen-
tence level attentions (Hsu et al., 2018), our model
combines the word and passage level attentions.
The word attention, Eq. 1, is re-defined as

αptl =
αptlβ

pk(l)
∑

l′ α
p
tl′β

pk(l′)
.

3.5 Loss Function
We define the training loss as the sum of losses via

L(θ) = Ldec + γrankLrank + γclsLcls

where θ is the set of all learnable parameters, and
γrank and γcls are balancing parameters.

The loss of the decoder, Ldec, is the negative
log likelihood of the whole target answer sentence
averaged over Nable answerable examples:

Ldec = − 1

Nable

∑

(a,y)∈D

a

T

∑

t

logP (yt),

where D is the training dataset. The losses of the
passage ranker, Lrank, and the answer possibility
classifier, Lcls, are the binary cross entropy be-
tween the true and predicted values averaged over
all N examples:

Lrank = − 1

NK

∑

k

∑

rpk∈D

(
rpk log βpk+

(1− rpk ) log(1− βpk )

)
,

Lcls = −
1

N

∑

a∈D

(
a logP (a)+

(1− a) log(1− P (a))

)
.

Dataset Subset Train Dev. Eval.
ALL 808,731 101,093 101,092

MS MARCO ANS 503,370 55,636 –
NLG 153,725 12,467 –

NarrativeQA Summary 32,747 3,461 10,557

Table 1: Numbers of questions used in the experiments.

4 Experiments on MS MARCO 2.1

We evaluated our model on MS MARCO 2.1 (Ba-
jaj et al., 2018). It is the sole dataset providing ab-
stractive answers with multiple styles and serves
as a great test bed for building open-domain QA
agents with the NLG capability that can be used in
smart devices. The details of our setup and output
examples are in the supplementary material.

4.1 Setup
Datasets. MS MARCO 2.1 provides two tasks
for generative open-domain QA: the Q&A task
and the Q&A + Natural Language Generation
(NLG) task. Both tasks consist of questions sub-
mitted to Bing by real users, and each question
refers to ten passages. The dataset also includes
annotations on the relevant passages, which were
selected by humans to form the final answers, and
on whether there was no answer in the passages.

Answer styles. We associated the two tasks with
two answer styles. The NLG task requires a well-
formed answer that is an abstractive summary of
the question and passages, averaging 16.6 words.
The Q&A task also requires an abstractive answer
but prefers it to be more concise than in the NLG
task, averaging 13.1 words, and many of the an-
swers do not contain the context of the question.
For the question “tablespoon in cup”, a reference
answer in the Q&A task is “16,” while that in the
NLG task is “There are 16 tablespoons in a cup.”

Subsets. In addition to the ALL dataset, we pre-
pared two subsets for ablation tests as listed in Ta-
ble 1. The ANS set consisted of answerable ques-
tions, and the NLG set consisted of the answerable
questions and well-formed answers, so that NLG
⊂ ANS ⊂ ALL. We note that multi-style learning
enables our model to learn from different answer
styles of data (i.e., the ANS set), and multi-task
learning with the answer possibility classifier en-
ables our model to learn from both answerable and
unanswerable data (i.e., the ALL set).

Training and Inference. We trained our model
with mini-batches consisting of multi-style an-
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NLG Q&A
Model R-L B-1 R-L B-1
BiDAFa 16.91 9.30 23.96 10.64
Deep Cascade QAb 35.14 37.35 52.01 54.64
S-Net+CES2Sc 45.04 40.62 44.96 46.36
BERT+Multi-PGNetd 47.37 45.09 48.14 52.03
Selector+CCGe 47.39 45.26 50.63 52.03
VNETf 48.37 46.75 51.63 54.37
Masque (NLG; single) 49.19 49.63 48.42 48.68
Masque (NLG; ensemble) 49.61 50.13 48.92 48.75
Masque (Q&A; single) 25.66 36.62 50.93 42.37
Masque (Q&A; ensemble) 28.53 39.87 52.20 43.77
Human Performance 63.21 53.03 53.87 48.50

Table 2: Performance of our and competing models on
the MS MARCO V2 leaderboard (4 March 2019). aSeo
et al. (2017); bYan et al. (2019); cShao (unpublished), a
variant of Tan et al. (2018); dLi (unpublished), a model
using Devlin et al. (2018) and See et al. (2017); eQian
(unpublished); fWu et al. (2018). Whether the compet-
ing models are ensemble models or not is unreported.

swers that were randomly sampled. We used a
greedy decoding algorithm and did not use any
beam search or random sampling, because they
did not provide any improvements.

Evaluation metrics and baselines. ROUGE-L
and BLEU-1 were used to evaluate the models’
RC performance, where ROUGE-L is the main
metric on the official leaderboard. We used the
reported scores of extractive (Seo et al., 2017; Yan
et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2018), generative (Tan et al.,
2018), and unpublished RC models at the submis-
sion time.

In addition, to evaluate the individual contribu-
tions of our modules, we used MAP and MRR for
the ranker and F1 for the classifier, where the pos-
itive class was the answerable questions.

4.2 Results

Does our model achieve state-of-the-art on the
two tasks with different styles? Table 2 shows
the performance of our model and competing
models on the leaderboard. Our ensemble model
of six training runs, where each model was trained
with the two answer styles, achieved state-of-the-
art performance on both tasks in terms of ROUGE-
L. In particular, for the NLG task, our single model
outperformed competing models in terms of both
ROUGE-L and BLEU-1.

Does multi-style learning improve the NLG
performance? Table 3 lists the results of an ab-
lation test for our single model (controlled with

Model Train R-L B-1
Masque (NLG style; single) ALL 69.77 65.56
w/o multi-style learning (§3.4.2) NLG 68.20 63.95
↪→ w/o Transformer (§3.1.2, §3.4.2) NLG 67.13 62.96
w/o passage ranker (§3.2) NLG 68.05 63.82
w/o possibility classifier (§3.3) ANS 69.64 65.41

Masque w/ gold passage ranker ALL 78.70 78.14

Table 3: Ablation test results on the NLG dev. set. The
models were trained with the subset listed in “Train”.

Model Train MAP MRR
Bing (initial ranking) - 34.62 35.00
Masque (single) ALL 69.51 69.96
w/o answer decoder (§3.4) ALL 67.03 67.49
w/o multi-style learning (§3.4.2) NLG 65.51 65.59
w/o possibility classifier (§3.3) ANS 69.08 69.54

Table 4: Passage ranking results on the ANS dev. set.

the NLG style) on the NLG dev. set1. Our model
trained with both styles outperformed the model
trained with the single NLG style. Multi-style
learning enabled our model to improve its NLG
performance by also using non-sentence answers.

Does the Transformer-based pointer-generator
improve the NLG performance? Table 3
shows that our model also outperformed the model
that used RNNs and self-attentions instead of
Transformer blocks as in MCAN (McCann et al.,
2018). Our deep decoder captured the multi-hop
interaction among the question, the passages, and
the answer better than a single-layer LSTM de-
coder could.

Does joint learning with the ranker and classi-
fier improve NLG performance? Furthermore,
Table 3 shows that our model (jointly trained with
the passage ranker and answer possibility classi-
fier) outperformed the model that did not use the
ranker and classifier. Joint learning thus had a reg-
ularization effect on the question-passages reader.

We also confirmed that the gold passage ranker,
which can perfectly predict the relevance of pas-
sages, significantly improved the RC performance.
Passage ranking will be a key to developing a sys-
tem that can outperform humans.

Does joint learning improve the passage rank-
ing performance? Table 4 lists the passage
ranking performance on the ANS dev. set2. The

1We confirmed with the organizer that the dev. results
were much better than the test results, but there was no prob-
lem.

2This evaluation requires our ranker to re-rank 10 pas-
sages. It is not the same as the Passage Re-ranking task.
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Figure 5: Lengths of answers generated by Masque
broken down by the answer style and query type on the
NLG dev. set. The error bars indicate standard errors.

ranker shares the question-passages reader with
the answer decoder, and this sharing contributed to
improvements over the ranker trained without the
answer decoder. Also, our ranker outperformed
the initial ranking provided by Bing by a signifi-
cant margin.

Does our model accurately identify answerable
questions? Figure 4 shows the precision-recall
curve for answer possibility classification on the
ALL dev. set. Our model identified the answer-
able questions well. The maximum F1 score was
0.7893, where the threshold of answer possibility
was 0.4411. This is the first report on answer pos-
sibility classification with MS MARCO 2.1.

Does our model control answer lengths with
different styles? Figure 5 shows the lengths of
the answers generated by our model broken down
by the answer style and query type. The generated
answers were relatively shorter than the reference
answers, especially for the Q&A task, but well
controlled with the target style for every query
type. The short answers degraded our model’s
BLEU scores in the Q&A task (Table 2) because
of BLEU’s brevity penalty (Papineni et al., 2002).

5 Experiments on NarrativeQA

Next, we evaluated our model on Narra-
tiveQA (Kociský et al., 2018). It requires under-
standing the underlying narrative rather than re-
lying on shallow pattern matching. Our detailed
setup and output examples are in the supplemen-
tary material.

5.1 Setup

We only describe the settings specific to this ex-
periment.

Datasets. Following previous studies, we used
the summary setting for the comparisons with the
reported baselines, where each question refers to
one summary (averaging 659 words), and there is
no unanswerable questions. Our model therefore
did not use the passage ranker and answer possi-
bility classifier.

Answer styles. The NarrativeQA dataset does
not explicitly provide multiple answer styles. In
order to evaluate the effectiveness of multi-style
learning, we used the NLG subset of MS MARCO
as additional training data. We associated the
NarrativeQA and NLG datasets with two answer
styles. The answer style of NarrativeQA (NQA) is
different from that of MS MARCO (NLG) in that
the answers are short (averaging 4.73 words) and
contained frequently pronouns. For instance, for
the question “Who is Mark Hunter?”, a reference
is “He is a high school student in Phoenix.”

Evaluation metrics and baselines. BLEU-1
and 4, METEOR, and ROUGE-L were used in
accordance with the evaluation in the dataset pa-
per (Kociský et al., 2018). We used the reports
of top-performing extractive (Seo et al., 2017; Tay
et al., 2018; Hu et al., 2018) and generative (Bauer
et al., 2018; Indurthi et al., 2018) models.

5.2 Results

Does our model achieve state-of-the-art perfor-
mance? Table 5 shows that our single model,
trained with two styles and controlled with the
NQA style, pushed forward the state-of-the-art by
a significant margin. The evaluation scores of the
model controlled with the NLG style were low be-
cause the two styles are different. Also, our model
without multi-style learning (trained with only the
NQA style) outperformed the baselines in terms of
ROUGE-L. This indicates that our model architec-
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Model B-1 B-4 M R-L
BiDAFa 33.72 15.53 15.38 36.30
DECAPROPb 42.00 23.42 23.42 40.07
MHPGM+NOICc 43.63 21.07 19.03 44.16
ConZNetd 42.76 22.49 19.24 46.67
RMR+A2De 50.4 26.5 N/A 53.3
Masque (NQA) 54.11 30.43 26.13 59.87

w/o multi-style learning 48.70 20.98 21.95 54.74
Masque (NLG) 39.14 18.11 24.62 50.09
Masque (NQA; valid.)f 52.78 28.72 25.38 58.94

Table 5: Performance of our and competing models on
the NarrativeQA test set. aSeo et al. (2017); bTay et al.
(2018); cBauer et al. (2018); dIndurthi et al. (2018);
eHu et al. (2018). fResults on the NarrativeQA valida-
tion set.

ture itself is powerful for natural language under-
standing in RC.

6 Related Work and Discussion

Transfer and multi-task learning in RC. Re-
cent breakthroughs in transfer learning demon-
strate that pre-trained language models perform
well on RC with minimal modifications (Peters
et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2018; Radford et al.,
2018, 2019). In addition, our model also uses
ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) for contextualized em-
beddings.

Multi-task learning is a transfer mechanism
to improve generalization performance (Caruana,
1997), and it is generally applied by sharing
the hidden layers between all tasks, while keep-
ing task-specific layers. Wang et al. (2018) and
Nishida et al. (2018) reported that the sharing of
the hidden layers between the multi-passage RC
and passage ranking tasks was effective. Our re-
sults also showed the effectiveness of the sharing
of the question-passages reader module among the
RC, passage ranking, and answer possibility clas-
sification tasks.

In multi-task learning without task-specific lay-
ers, Devlin et al. (2018) and Chen et al. (2017)
improved RC performance by learning multiple
datasets from the same extractive RC setting. Mc-
Cann et al. (2018) and Yogatama et al. (2019) in-
vestigated multi-task and curriculum learning on
many different NLP tasks; their results were below
task-specific RC models. Our multi-style learning
does not use style-specific layers; instead uses a
style-conditional decoder.

Generative RC. S-Net (Tan et al., 2018) used
an extraction-then-synthesis mechanism for multi-

passage RC. The models proposed by McCann
et al. (2018), Bauer et al. (2018), and Indurthi
et al. (2018) used an RNN-based pointer-generator
mechanism for single-passage RC. Although these
mechanisms can alleviate the lack of training data,
large amounts of data are still required. Our multi-
style learning will be a key technique enabling
learning from many RC datasets with different
styles.

In addition to MS MARCO and NarrativeQA,
there are other datasets that provide abstractive
answers. DuReader (He et al., 2018), a Chinese
multi-document RC dataset, provides longer doc-
uments and answers than those of MS MARCO.
DuoRC (Saha et al., 2018) and CoQA (Reddy
et al., 2018) contain abstractive answers; most of
the answers are short phrases.

Controllable text generation. Many studies
have been carried out in the framework of style
transfer, which is the task of rephrasing a text so
that it contains specific styles such as sentiment.
Recent studies have used artificial tokens (Sen-
nrich et al., 2016; Johnson et al., 2017), varia-
tional auto-encoders (Hu et al., 2017), or adver-
sarial training (Fu et al., 2018; Tsvetkov et al.,
2018) to separate the content and style on the en-
coder side. On the decoder side, conditional lan-
guage modeling has been used to generate out-
put sentences with the target style. In addition,
output length control with conditional language
modeling has been well studied (Kikuchi et al.,
2016; Takeno et al., 2017; Fan et al., 2018). Our
style-controllable RC relies on conditional lan-
guage modeling in the decoder.

Multi-passage RC. The simplest approach is to
concatenate the passages and find the answer from
the concatenation, as in (Wang et al., 2017). Ear-
lier pipelined models found a small number of rel-
evant passages with a TF-IDF based ranker and
passed them to a neural reader (Chen et al., 2017;
Clark and Gardner, 2018), while more recent mod-
els have used a neural re-ranker to more accurately
select the relevant passages (Wang et al., 2018;
Nishida et al., 2018). Also, non-pipelined models
(including ours) consider all the provided passages
and find the answer by comparing scores between
passages (Tan et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2018). The
most recent models make a proper trade-off be-
tween efficiency and accuracy (Yan et al., 2019;
Min et al., 2018).
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RC with unanswerable question identification.
The previous work of (Levy et al., 2017; Clark and
Gardner, 2018) outputted a no-answer score de-
pending on the probability of all answer spans. Hu
et al. (2019) proposed an answer verifier to com-
pare an answer with the question. Sun et al. (2018)
jointly learned an RC model and an answer veri-
fier. Our model introduces a classifier on top of the
question-passages reader, which is not dependent
on the generated answer.

Abstractive summarization. Current state-of-
the-art models use the pointer-generator mecha-
nism (See et al., 2017). In particular, content se-
lection approaches, which decide what to sum-
marize, have recently been used with abstractive
models. Most methods select content at the sen-
tence level (Hsu et al., 2018; Chen and Bansal,
2018) or the word level (Pasunuru and Bansal,
2018; Li et al., 2018; Gehrmann et al., 2018). Our
model incorporates content selection at the pas-
sage level in the combined attention.

Query-based summarization has rarely been
studied because of a lack of datasets. Nema et al.
(2017) proposed an attentional encoder-decoder
model; however, Saha et al. (2018) reported that
it performed worse than BiDAF on DuoRC. Has-
selqvist et al. (2017) proposed a pointer-generator
based model; however, it does not consider copy-
ing words from the question.

7 Conclusion

This study sheds light on multi-style generative
RC. Our proposed model, Masque, is based on
multi-source abstractive summarization and learns
multi-style answers together. It achieved state-
of-the-art performance on the Q&A task and
the Q&A + NLG task of MS MARCO 2.1 and
the summary task of NarrativeQA. The key to
its success is transferring the style-independent
NLG capability to the target style by use of
the question-passages reader and the conditional
pointer-generator decoder. In particular, the capa-
bility of copying words from the question and pas-
sages can be shared among the styles, while the
capability of controlling the mixture weights for
the generative and copy distributions can be ac-
quired for each style. Our future work will involve
exploring the potential of our multi-style learning
towards natural language understanding.
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Abstract

This paper considers the reading comprehen-
sion task in which multiple documents are
given as input. Prior work has shown that
a pipeline of retriever, reader, and reranker
can improve the overall performance. How-
ever, the pipeline system is inefficient since
the input is re-encoded within each module,
and is unable to leverage upstream compo-
nents to help downstream training. In this
work, we present RE3QA, a unified question
answering model that combines context re-
trieving, reading comprehension, and answer
reranking to predict the final answer. Unlike
previous pipelined approaches, RE3QA shares
contextualized text representation across dif-
ferent components, and is carefully designed
to use high-quality upstream outputs (e.g., re-
trieved context or candidate answers) for di-
rectly supervising downstream modules (e.g.,
the reader or the reranker). As a result, the
whole network can be trained end-to-end to
avoid the context inconsistency problem. Ex-
periments show that our model outperforms
the pipelined baseline and achieves state-of-
the-art results on two versions of TriviaQA and
two variants of SQuAD.

1 Introduction

Teaching machines to read and comprehend text
is a long-term goal of natural language process-
ing. Despite recent success in leveraging reading
comprehension (RC) models to answer questions
given a related paragraph (Wang et al., 2017; Hu
et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2018), extracting answers
from documents or even a large corpus of text
(e.g., Wikipedia or the whole web) remains to be
an open challenge. This paper considers the multi-
document RC task (Joshi et al., 2017), where the
system needs to, given a question, identify the an-
swer from multiple evidence documents. Unlike
single-pargraph settings (Rajpurkar et al., 2016),

this task typically involves a retriever for select-
ing few relevant document content (Chen et al.,
2017), a reader for extracting answers from the
retrieved context (Clark and Gardner, 2018), and
even a reranker for rescoring multiple candidate
answers (Bogdanova and Foster, 2016).

Previous approaches such as DS-QA (Lin et al.,
2018) and R3 (Wang et al., 2018a) consist of sep-
arate retriever and reader models that are jointly
trained. Wang et al. (2018d) further propose to
rerank multiple candidates for verifying the fi-
nal answer. Wang et al. (2018b) investigate the
full retrieve-read-rerank process by constructing a
pipeline system that combines an information re-
trieval (IR) engine, a neural reader, and two kinds
of answer rerankers. Nevertheless, the pipeline
system requires re-encoding inputs for each sub-
task, which is inefficient for large RC tasks. More-
over, as each model is trained independently, high-
quality upstream outputs can not benefit down-
stream modules. For example, as the training pro-
ceeds, a neural retriever is able to provide more
relevant context than an IR engine (Htut et al.,
2018). However, the reader is still trained on the
initial context retrieved using IR techniques. As
a result, the reader could face a context inconsis-
tency problem once the neural retriever is used.
Similar observation has been made by Wang et al.
(2018c), where integrating both the reader and the
reranker into a unified network is more benefical
than a pipeline (see Table 1 for more details).

In this paper, we propose RE3QA, a neural
question answering model that conducts the full
retrieve-read-rerank process for multi-document
RC tasks. Unlike previous pipelined approaches
that contain separate models, we integrate an
early-stopped retriever, a distantly-supervised
reader, and a span-level answer reranker into a uni-
fied network. Specifically, we encode segments of
text with pre-trained Transformer blocks (Devlin
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Model Retrieve Read Rerank Architecture

DS-QA (Lin et al., 2018) 3 3 7 Pipeline
R3 (Wang et al., 2018a) 3 3 7 Pipeline*
Extract-Select (Wang et al., 2018d) 7 3 3 Pipeline*
V-Net (Wang et al., 2018c) 7 3 3 Unified
Re-Ranker (Wang et al., 2018b) 3 3 3 Pipeline
RE3QA 3 3 3 Unified

Table 1: Comparison of RE3QA with existing approaches. Our approach performs the full retrieve-read-rerank
process with a unified network instead of a pipeline of separate models. *: R3 and Extract-Select jointly train two
models with reinforcement learning.

et al., 2018), where earlier blocks are used to pre-
dict retrieving scores and later blocks are fed with
few top-ranked segments to produce multiple can-
didate answers. Redundant candidates are pruned
and the rest are reranked using their span represen-
tations extracted from the shared contextualized
representation. The final answer is chosen accord-
ing to three factors: the retrieving, reading, and
reranking scores. The whole network is trained
end-to-end so that the context inconsistency prob-
lem can be alleviated. Besides, we can avoid re-
encoding input segments by sharing contextual-
ized representations across different components,
thus achieving better efficiency.

We evaluate our approach on four datasets.
On TriviaQA-Wikipedia and TriviaQA-unfiltered
datasets (Joshi et al., 2017), we achieve 75.2 F1
and 71.2 F1 respectively, outperforming previ-
ous best approaches. On SQuAD-document and
SQuAD-open datasets, both of which are modified
versions of SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016), we
obtain 14.8 and 4.1 absolute gains on F1 score over
prior state-of-the-art results. Moreover, our ap-
proach surpasses the pipelined baseline with faster
inference speed on both TriviaQA-Wikipedia and
SQuAD-document. Source code is released for fu-
ture research exploration1.

2 Related Work

Recently, several large datasets have been pro-
posed to facilitate the research in document-level
reading comprehension (RC) (Clark and Gard-
ner, 2018) or even open-domain question an-
swering (Chen et al., 2017). TriviaQA (Joshi
et al., 2017) is a challenging dataset containing
over 650K question-answer-document triples, in
which the document are either Wikipedia articles

1https://github.com/huminghao16/RE3QA

or web pages. Quasar-T (Dhingra et al., 2017) and
SearchQA (Dunn et al., 2017), however, pair each
question-answer pair with a set of web page snip-
pets that are more analogous to paragraphs. Since
this paper considers the multi-document RC task,
we therefore choose to work on TriviaQA and two
variants of SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016).

To tackle this task, previous approaches typi-
cally first retrieve relevant document content and
then extract answers from the retrieved context.
Choi et al. (2017) construct a coarse-to-fine frame-
work that answers the question from a retrieved
document summary. Wang et al. (2018a) jointly
train a ranker and a reader with reinforcement
learning (Sutton and Barto, 2011). Lin et al.
(2018) propose a pipeline system consisting of a
paragraph selector and a paragraph reader. Yang
et al. (2019) combine BERT with an IR toolkit for
open-domain question answering.

However, Jia and Liang (2017) show that the
RC models are easily fooled by adversarial exam-
ples. By only extracting an answer without veri-
fying it, the models may predict a wrong answer
and are unable to recover from such mistakes (Hu
et al., 2019). In response, Wang et al. (2018d)
present an extract-then-select framework that in-
volves candidate extraction and answer selection.
Wang et al. (2018c) introduce a unified network
for cross-passage answer verification. Wang et al.
(2018b) explore two kinds of answer rerankers in
an existing retrieve-read pipeline system. There
are some other works that handle this task in
different perspectives, such as using hierarchical
answer span representations (Pang et al., 2019),
modeling the interaction between the retriever and
the reader (Das et al., 2019), and so on.

Our model differs from these approaches in sev-
eral ways: (a) we integrate the retriever, reader,
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Figure 1: RE3QA architecture. The input documents are pruned and splitted into multiple segments of text, which
are then fed into the model2. Few top-ranked segments are retrieved and the rest are early stopped. Multiple
candidate answers are proposed for each segment, which are later pruned and reranked. RE3QA has three outputs
per candidate answer: the retrieving, reading, and reranking scores. The network is trained end-to-end with a
multi-task objective. “T-Block” refers to pre-trained Transformer block (Devlin et al., 2018).

and reranker components into a unified network
instead of a pipeline of separate models, (b) we
share contextualized representation across differ-
ent components while pipelined approaches re-
encode inputs for each model, and (c) we propose
an end-to-end training strategy so that the context
inconsistency problem can be alleviated.

A cascaded approach is recently proposed by
Yan et al. (2019), which also combines several
components such as the retriever and the reader
while sharing several sets of parameters. Our ap-
proach is different in that we ignore the document
retrieval step since a minimal context phenomenon
has been observed by Min et al. (2018), and we ad-
ditionally consider answer reranking.

3 RE3QA

Figure 1 gives an overview of our multi-document
reading comprehension approach. Formally, given
a question and a set of documents, we first fil-
ter out irrelevant document content to narrow the
search space (§3.1). We then split the remain-
ing context into multiple overlapping, fixed-length
text segments. Next, we encode these segments
along with the question using pre-trained Trans-
former blocks (Devlin et al., 2018) (§3.2). To
maintain efficiency, the model computes a retriev-
ing score based on shallow contextual representa-
tions with early summarization, and only returns

a few top-ranked segments (§3.3). It then contin-
ues encoding these retrieved segments and outputs
multiple candidate answers under the distant su-
pervision setting (§3.4). Finally, redundant can-
didates are pruned and the rest are reranked us-
ing their span representations (§3.5). The final an-
swer is chosen according to the retrieving, reading,
and reranking scores. Our model is trained end-to-
end3 by back-propagation (§3.6).

3.1 Document Pruning

The input to our model is a question q and a set
of documents D = {d1, ...,dND

}. Since the
documents could be retrieved by a search engine
(e.g., up to 50 webpages in the unfiltered version
of TriviaQA (Joshi et al., 2017)) or Wikipedia ar-
ticles could contain hundreds of paragraphs, we
therefore first discard irrelevant document content
at paragraph level. Following Clark and Gardner
(2018), we select the top-K paragraphs that have
smallest TF-IDF cosine distances with each ques-
tion. These paragraphs are then sorted according
to their positions in the documents and concate-
nated to form a new pruned document d. As a
result, a large amount of unrelated text can be fil-
tered out while a high recall is guaranteed. For ex-
ample, nearly 95% of context are discarded while

3Note that “end-to-end training” only involves retrieving,
reading, and reranking, but not the very first pruning step.
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the chance of selected paragraphs containing cor-
rect answers is 84.3% in TriviaQA-unfiltered.

3.2 Segment Encoding
Typically, existing approaches either read the re-
trieved document at the paragraph level (Clark and
Gardner, 2018) or at the sentence level (Min et al.,
2018). Instead, following Hewlett et al. (2017), we
slide a window of length l with a stride r over the
pruned document d and produce a set of text seg-
ments C = {c1, ..., cn}, where n =

l
Ld�l

r

m
+ 1,

and Ld is the document length. Next, we encode
these segments along with the question using pre-
trained Transformer blocks (Devlin et al., 2018),
which is a highly parallel encoding scheme instead
of recurrent approaches such as LSTMs.

The input to the network is a sequence of tokens
x = (x1, ..., xLx) with length Lx. It is obtained
by concatenating the question, segment, and sev-
eral delimiters as [[CLS];q;[SEP]; c;[SEP]],
where [CLS] is a classification token and [SEP]
is another token for differentiating sentences. We
refer to this sequence as “segment” in the rest of
this paper. For each token xi in x, its input rep-
resentation is the element-wise addition of word,
type, and position embeddings. Then, we can ob-
tain the input embeddings h0 2 RLx⇥Dh , where
Dh is hidden size.

Next, a series of I pre-trained Transformer
blocks are used to project the input embeddings
into a sequence of contextualized vectors as:

hi = TransformerBlock(hi�1), 8i 2 [1, I]

Here, we omit a detailed introduction on the block
architecture and refer readers to Vaswani et al.
(2017) for more details.

3.3 Early-Stopped Retriever
While we find the above parallel encoding scheme
very appealing, there is a crucial computational in-
efficiency if all segments are fully encoded. For
example, the average number of segments per
instance in TriviaQA-unfiltered is 20 even after
pruning, while the total number of Transformer
blocks is 12 or 24. Therefore, we propose to rank
all segments using early-summarized hidden rep-
resentations as a mechanism for efficiently retriev-
ing few top-ranked segments.

Specifically, let hJ denote the hidden states in
the J-th block, where J < I . We compute a
scorer 2 R2 by summarizing hJ into a fix-sized

vector with a weighted self aligning layer followed
by multi-layer perceptrons as:

µ = softmax(wµh
J)

scorer = wrtanh(Wr

XLx

i=1
µih

J
i )

where wµ, wr, Wr are parameters to be learned.
After obtaining the scores of all segments, we

pass the top-N ranked segments per instance to
the subsequent blocks, and discard the rest. Here,
N is relatively small so that the model can focus
on reading the most revelant context.

To train the retrieving component, we normalize
scorer and define the objective function as:

LI = �
X2

i=1
yr

i log(softmax(scorer)i) (1)

where yr is an one-hot label indicating whether
current segment contains at least one exactly-
matched ground truth answer text or not.

3.4 Distantly-Supervised Reader
Given the retrieved segments, the reading compo-
nent aims to propose multiple candidate answers
per segment. This is achieved by first element-
wisely projecting the final hidden states hI into
two sets of scores as follows:

scores = wsh
I , scoree = weh

I

where scores 2 RLx and scoree 2 RLx are the
scores for the start and end positions of answer
spans, and ws, we are trainable parameter vectors.

Next, let ↵i and �i denote the start and end in-
dices of candidate answer ai. We compute a read-
ing score, si = scores

↵i
+ scoree

�i
, and then pro-

pose top-M candidates according to the descend-
ing order of the scores, yielding a set of prelimi-
nary candidate answers A = {a1, ...,aM} along
with their scores S = {s1, ..., sM}.

Following previous work (Clark and Gardner,
2018), we label all text spans within a segment that
match the gold answer as being correct, thus yield-
ing two label vectors ys 2 RLx and ye 2 RLx .
Since there is a chance that the segment does not
contain any answer string, we then label the first
element in both ys and ye as 1, and set the rest as
0. Finally, we define the objective function as:

LII =�
XLx

i=1
ys

i log(softmax(scores)i)

�
XLx

j=1
ye

j log(softmax(scoree)j) (2)
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3.5 Answer Reranker
The answer reranker aims to rerank the candidate
answers proposed by the previous reader. We first
introduce a span-level non-maximum suppression
algorithm to prune redundant candidate spans, and
then predict the reranking scores for remaining
candidates using their span representations.

Span-level non-maximum suppression So far,
the reader has proposed multiple candidate spans.
However, since there is no constraint to predict an
unique span for an answer string, multiple candi-
dates may refer to the same text. As a result, other
than the first correct span, all other spans on the
same text would be false positives. Figure 2 shows
a qualitative example of this phenomenon.

Question: In the late 60s Owen Finlay MacLaren pio-
neered what useful item for parents of small chldren?
Answer: baby buggy

Candidates: baby buggy, collapsible baby buggy, buggy,

folding buggy, folding chair ...

Figure 2: An example from TriviaQA shows that mul-
tiple candidate answers refer to the same text.

Inspired by the non-maximum suppression
(NMS) algorithm (Rosenfeld and Thurston, 1971)
that is used to prune redundant bounding boxes
in object detection (Ren et al., 2015), we present
a span-level NMS (Algorithm 1) to alleviate the
problem. Specifically, span-level NMS starts with
a set of candidate answers A with scores S. After
selecting the answer ai that possesses the maxi-
mum score, we remove it from the set A and add
it to B. We also delete any answer aj in A that is
overlapped with ai. We define that two candidates
overlap with each other if they share at least one
boundary position4. This process is repeated for
remaining answers in A, until A is empty or the
size of B reaches a maximum threshold.

Candidate answer reranking Given the can-
didate answer ai in B, we compute a reranking
score based on its span representation, where the
representation is a weighted self-aligned vector
bounded by the span boundary of the answer, sim-
ilar to Lee et al. (2017); He et al. (2018):

⌘ = softmax(w⌘h
I
↵i:�i

)

scorea
i = watanh(Wa

X�i

j=↵i

⌘j�↵i+1h
I
j )

4We also experimented with the span-level F1 function,
but found no performance improment.

Algorithm 1 Span-level NMS
Input: A = {ai}M

i=1; S = {si}M
i=1; M⇤

A is the set of preliminary candidate answers
S is the corresponding confidence scores
M⇤ denotes the maximum size threshold

1: Initialize B = {}
2: while A 6= {} and size(B) < M⇤ do
3: i = arg maxS
4: B = B [ {ai}; A = A� {ai}; S = S� {si}
5: for aj in A do
6: if overlap(ai,aj) then
7: A = A� {aj}; S = S� {sj}
8: return B

Here, scorea 2 RM⇤ , and hI
↵i:�i

is a shorthand
for stacking a list of vectors hI

j (↵i  j  �i).
To train the reranker, we construct two kinds

of labels for each candidate ai. First, we define
a hard label yhard

i as the maximum exact match
score between ai and ground truth answers. Sec-
ond, we also utilize a soft label ysoft

i , which is
computed as the maximum F1 score between ai

and gold answers, so that the partially correct pre-
diction can still have a supervised signal. The
above labels are annotated for each candidate in
B, yielding yhard 2 RM⇤ and ysoft 2 RM⇤ . If
there is no correct prediction in B (all elements of
yhard are 0), then we replace the least confident
candidate with a gold answer. Finally, we define
the following reranking objective:

LIII = �
XM⇤

i=1
yhard

i log(softmax(scorea)i)

+
XM⇤

i=1
||ysoft

i � scorea
iPM⇤

j=1 scorea
j

||2 (3)

3.6 Training and Inference
Rather than separately training each component,
we propose an end-to-end training strategy so
that downstream components (e.g., the reader) can
benefit from the high-quality upstream outputs
(e.g., the retrieved segments) during training.

Specifically, we take a multi-task learning ap-
proach (Caruna, 1993; Ruder, 2017), sharing the
parameters of earlier blocks with a joint objective
function defined as:

J = LI + LII + LIII

Algorithm 2 details the training process. Before
each epoch, we compute scorer for all segments
in the training set X . Then, we retrieve top-N seg-
ments per instance and construct a new training set
X̃ , which only contains retrieved segments. For
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Dataset #Ins #Doc #Seg #Tok #Tok* K N Recall

TriviaQA-Wikipedia 7,993 1.8 17 10,256 2,103 14 8 94.8%
TriviaQA-unfiltered 11,313 11.7 20 52,635 2,542 14 8 84.3%
SQuAD-document 10,570 1 35 5,287 3,666 30 8 99.0%
SQuAD-open 10,570 5 42 38,159 5,103 30 8 64.9%

Table 2: Dataset statistics. ‘#Ins’ denotes the number of instances, while ‘#Doc’, ‘#Seg’, ‘#Tok’, and ‘#Tok*’
refer to the average number of documents, segments, and tokens before/after pruning, respectively. K and N are
the number of retrieved paragraphs and segments. All statistics are calculated on the development set.

each instance, if all of its top-ranked segments are
negative examples, then we replace the least confi-
dent one with a gold segment. During each epoch,
we sample two sets of mini-batch from both the X
and the X̃ , where the first batch is used to calcu-
late LI and the other one for computing LII and
LIII . Note that the contextualized vectors hI are
shared across the reader and the reranker to avoid
repeated computations. The batch size of X is dy-
namically decided so that both of X and X̃ can be
traversed with the same number of steps.

During inference, we take the retrieving, read-
ing, and reranking scores into account. We com-
pare the scores across all segments from the same
instance, and choose the final answer according to
the weighted addition of these three scores.

Algorithm 2 End-to-end training of RE3QA
Input: X = {Xi}t

i=1, where Xi = {xj
i}n

j=1; M⇥; k
X is the dataset containing t instances
Xi is i-th instance containing n segments
M⇥ denotes the model with parameters ⇥
k is the maximum number of epoch

1: Initialize ⇥ from pre-trained parameters
2: for epoch in 1, ..., k do
3: Compute scorer for all x in X
4: Retrieve top-N segments per instance
5: Construct a new X̃ that includes retrieved x
6: for batchX , batchX̃ in X , X̃ do
7: Compute LI using batchX by Eq. 1
8: Compute LII using batchX̃ by Eq. 2
9: Reuse hI to compute LIII by Eq. 3

10: Update M⇥ with graidentr(J )

4 Experimental Setup

Datasets We experiment on four datasets: (a)
TriviaQA-Wikipedia (Joshi et al., 2017), a dataset
of 77K trivia questions where each question is
paired with one or multiple Wikipedia articles. (b)
TriviaQA-unfiltered is a open-domain dataset that
contains 99K question-answer tuples. The evi-
dence documents are constructed by completing

a web search given the question. (c) SQuAD-
document, a variant of SQuAD dataset (Rajpurkar
et al., 2016) that pairs each question with a full
Wikipedia article instead of a specific paragraph.
(d) SQuAD-open (Chen et al., 2017) is the open
domain version of SQuAD where the evidence
corpus is the entire Wikipedia domain. For fair
comparision to other methods, we retrieve top-
5 articles as our input documents. The detailed
statistics of these datasets are shown in Table 2.

Data preprocessing Following Clark and Gard-
ner (2018), we merge small paragraphs into a sin-
gle paragraph of up to a threshold length in Triv-
iaQA and SQuAD-open. The threshold is set as
200 by default. We manually tune the number of
retrieved paragraphs K for each dataset, and set
the number of retrieved segments N as 8. Follow-
ing Devlin et al. (2018), we set the window length
l as 384�Lq�3 so that Lx is 384 and set the stride
r as 128, where Lq is the question length. We also
calculate the answer recall after document prun-
ing, which indicates the performance upper bound.

Model settings We initialize our model us-
ing two publicly available uncased versions of
BERT5: BERTBASE and BERTLARGE, and refer
readers to Devlin et al. (2018) for details on model
sizes. We use Adam optimizer with a learning
rate of 3e-5 and warmup over the first 10% steps
to fine-tune the network for 2 epochs. The batch
size is 32 and a dropout probability of 0.1 is used.
The number of blocks J used for early-stopped re-
triever is 3 for base model and 6 for large model
by default. The number of proposed answers M
is 20, while the threshold of NMS M⇤ is 5. Dur-
ing inference, we tune the weights for retrieving,
reading, and reranking, and set them as 1.4, 1, 1.4.

Evaluation metrics We use mean average pre-
cision (MAP) and top-N to evaluate the retriev-

5https://github.com/google-research/bert
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Model Full Verified
EM F1 EM F1

Baseline1 40.3 45.9 44.9 50.7
M-Reader2 46.9 52.9 54.5 59.5
Re-Ranker3 50.2 55.5 58.7 63.2
DrQA4 52.6 58.2 57.4 62.6
S-Norm5 64.0 68.9 68.0 72.9
MemoReader6 64.4 69.6 70.2 75.5
Reading Twice7 64.6 69.9 72.8 77.4
SLQA8 66.6 71.4 74.8 78.7
CAPE† 67.3 72.4 75.7 79.3

RE3QABASE 68.4 72.6 76.7 79.9
RE3QALARGE 71.0 75.2 80.3 83.0

Table 3: Results on the TriviaQA-Wikipedia test
set: Joshi et al. (2017)1, Hu et al. (2018)2, Wang
et al. (2018b)3, Chen et al. (2017)4, Clark and Gard-
ner (2018)5, Back et al. (2018)6, Weissenborn et al.
(2017)7, and Yan et al. (2019)8. † indicates unpub-
lished works.

Model EM F1

S-Norm (Clark and Gardner, 2018) 64.08 72.37

RE3QABASE 77.90 84.81
RE3QALARGE 80.71 87.20

Table 4: Results on the SQuAD-document dev set.

ing component. As for evaluating the performance
of reading and reranking, we measure the exact
match (EM) accuracy and F1 score calculated be-
tween the final prediction and gold answers.

Baselines We construct two pipelined baselines
(denoted as BERTPIPE and BERTPIPE*) to investi-
gate the context inconsistency problem. Both sys-
tems contain exactly the same components (e.g.,
retriever, reader, and reranker) as ours, except that
they are trained separately. For BERTPIPE, the
reader is trained on the context retrieved by an IR
engine. As for BERTPIPE*, the reading context is
obtained using the trained neural retriever.

5 Evaluation

5.1 Main Results
Table 3 summarizes the results on the test set of
TriviaQA-Wikipedia dataset. As we can see, our
best model achieves 71.0 EM and 75.2 F1, firmly
outperforming previous methods. Besides, Joshi
et al. (2017) show that the evidence documents
contain answers for only 79.7% of questions in
the Wikipedia domain, suggesting that we are ap-
proaching the ceiling performance of this task.

Model TriviaQA-unfiltered SQuAD-open
EM F1 EM F1

DrQA1 32.3 38.3 27.1 -
R32 47.3 53.7 29.1 37.5
DS-QA3 48.7 56.3 28.7 36.6
Re-Ranker4 50.6 57.3 - -
MINIMAL5 - - 34.7 42.5
Multi-Step6 51.9 61.7 31.9 39.2
S-Norm7 61.3 67.2 - -
HAS-QA8 63.6 68.9 - -
BERTserini9 - - 38.6 46.1

RE3QABASE 64.1 69.8 40.1 48.4
RE3QALARGE 65.5 71.2 41.9 50.2

Table 5: Results on TriviaQA-unfiltered test set and
SQuAD-open dev set: Chen et al. (2017)1, Wang et al.
(2018a)2, Lin et al. (2018)3, Wang et al. (2018b)4, Min
et al. (2018)5, Das et al. (2019)6, Clark and Gardner
(2018)7, Pang et al. (2019)8 and Yang et al. (2019)9.

Model TriviaQA-Wikipedia SQuAD-document
F1 Speed F1 Speed

RE3QA 72.68 4.62 84.81 3.76
BERTPIPE 71.13 2.05 83.65 1.78
BERTPIPE* 71.59 2.08 84.04 1.82

Table 6: Comparison between our approach and the
pipelined method. “Speed” denotes the number of in-
stances processed per second during inference.

However, the score of 80.3 EM on the verified set
implies that there is still room for improvement.

We also report the performance on document-
level SQuAD in Table 4 to assess our approach
in single-document setting. We find our approach
adapts well: the best model achieves 87.2 F1. Note
that the BERTLARGE model has obtained 90.9 F1
on the original SQuAD dataset (single-paragraph
setting), which is only 3.7% ahead of us.

Finally, to validate our approach in open-
domain scenarios, we run experiments on the
TriviaQA-unfiltered and SQuAD-open datasets, as
shown in Table 5. Again, RE3QA surpasses prior
works by an evident margin: our best model
achieves 71.2 F1 on TriviaQA-unfiltered, and out-
performs a BERT baseline by 4 F1 on SQuAD-
open, indicating that our approach is effective for
the challenging multi-document RC task.

5.2 Model Analysis

In this section, we analyze our approach by an-
swering the following questions6: (a) Is end-to-

6The BERTBASE model is used by default in this section.
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Figure 3: F1 score on TriviaQA-Wikipedia and SQuAD-document w.r.t different number of retrieved segments.

J
TriviaQA-Wikipedia SQuAD-document

MAP Top-3 Top-5 F1 Speed MAP Top-3 Top-5 F1 Speed

1 67.4 81.5 87.3 69.2 5.9 39.2 47.5 66.8 54.4 5.6
2 75.3 87.4 91.1 71.7 5.1 80.3 89.4 94.0 83.4 4.7
3 77.8 88.8 91.8 72.7 4.6 88.7 94.5 96.8 84.8 3.8
4 80.0 89.2 92.1 71.6 4.2 90.2 95.0 97.2 84.3 3.0
5 80.6 89.6 92.3 71.7 3.5 91.0 95.6 97.6 84.3 2.3

Table 7: Retrieving performance with different number of blocks J used for the early-stopped retriever.

end network superior to the pipeline system? (b)
How does each component contribute to the per-
formance? (c) Is early-stopped retriever sufficient
for returning high-quality segments? (d) How
does the reranking loss affect the answer reranker?

Comparison with pipelined method First, we
compare our approach with the pipelined baselines
on TriviaQA-Wikipedia and SQuAD-document
development sets in Table 6. Our approach out-
performs BERTPIPE by 1.6/1.2 F1 on two datasets
respectively, and is also 2.3/2.1 times faster dur-
ing inference. Moreover, RE3QA also beats the
BERTPIPE* baseline by 1.1/0.8 F1, even as the pa-
rameters of retriever and reader are trained sequen-
tially in BERTPIPE*. The above results confirm
that the end-to-end training can indeed mitigate
the context inconsistency problem, perhaps due to
multi-task learning and parameter sharing. Our
approach can also obtain inference speedups be-
cause of the fact that it avoids re-encoding inputs
by sharing contextualized representations.

Ablation study To show the effect of each indi-
vidual component, we plot the F1 curve with re-
spect to different number of retrieved segments in
Figure 3. We notice that all curves become sta-
ble as more text are used, implying that our ap-

proach is robust across different amounts of con-
text. Next, to evaluate the reranker, we only
consider the retrieving and reading scores, and
the performance decreases by 2.8/0.8 F1 on two
datasets after the reranker is removed. To ablate
the retriever, we select segments based on the TF-
IDF distance instead. The results show that the
F1 score reduces by about 3.3 and 2.5 points on
two datasets after the ablation. Removing both
the retriever and the reranker performs the worst,
which only achieves 68.1/81.0 F1 on two datasets
at peak. The above results suggest that combining
retriever, reader, and reranker is crucial for achiev-
ing promising performance.

Effect of early-stopped retriever We assess
whether the early-stopped retriever is sufficient for
the segment retrieving task. Table 7 details the
retrieving and reading results with different num-
ber of blocks J being used. As we can see, the
model performs worst but maintains a high speed
when J is 1. As J becomes larger, the retriev-
ing metrices such as MAP, Top-3 and Top-5 sig-
nificantly increase on both datasets. On the other
hand, the speed continues to decline since more
computations have been done during retrieving. A
J of 6 eventually leads to an out-of-memory issue
on both datasets. As for the F1 score, the model
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Model TriviaQA-Wikipedia SQuAD-document
EM F1 EM F1

RE3QA 68.51 72.68 77.90 84.81
w/o NMS 68.29 72.33 77.67 84.36
w/o yhard 67.36 71.87 77.26 84.17
w/o ysoft 67.76 72.29 77.04 84.05

Table 8: Reranking performance with different abla-
tions. yhard and ysoft refer to the two labels used to
train the reranker.

achieves the best result when J reaches 3, and
starts to degrade as J continues rising. We exper-
iment with the RE3QALARGE model and observe
similar results, where the best J is 6. A likely rea-
son for this observation may be that sharing high-
level features with the retriever could disturb the
reading prediction. Therefore, the above results
demonstrate that an early-stopped retriever with a
relatively small J is able to reach a good trade-off
between efficiency and effectiveness.

Effect of answer reranker Finally, we run our
model under different reranking ablations and re-
port the results in Table 8. As we can see,
removing the non-maximum suppression (NMS)
algorithm has a negative impact on the perfor-
mance, suggesting it is necessary to prune highly-
overlapped candidate answers before reranking.
Ablating the hard label leads to a drop of 0.81 and
0.64 F1 scores on two datasets respectively, while
the F1 drops by 0.39 and 0.76 points after remov-
ing the soft label. This implies that the hard label
has a larger impact than the soft label on the Triv-
iaQA dataset, but vice versa on SQuAD.

6 Conclusion

We present RE3QA, a unified network that an-
swers questions from multiple documents by con-
ducting the retrieve-read-rerank process. We de-
sign three components for each subtask and show
that an end-to-end training strategy can bring
in additional benefits. RE3QA outperforms the
pipelined baseline with faster inference speed and
achieves state-of-the-art results on four challeng-
ing reading comprehension datasets. Future work
will concentrate on designing a fast neural pruner
to replace the IR-based pruning component, de-
veloping better end-to-end training strategies, and
adapting our approach to other datasets such as
Natural Questions (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019).
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Question: Which organisation was founded in Ontario,
Canada in 1897 by Adelaide Hoodless?

Scores

Candidate Answers: Retrieving Reading Reranking
[1] Women’s Institute 0.517 11.226 2.093
[2] Young Women’s Christian Association 0.231 11.263 2.299
[3] Federated Women’s Institutes of Canada 0.426 11.267 1.742
[4] Victorian Order of Nurses 0.360 11.139 1.837
[5] National Council of Women 0.291 8.966 1.02

. . . . . . . . . . . .

Table 9: A sampled case (ID: sfq 21220) from the TriviaQA-Wikipedia dev set shows that although candidate
[2] and candidate [3] get higher reranking and reading scores, the candidate [1] is preferred by the retrieving
component and is therefore chosen as the final answer. The ground truth answer is “Women’s Institute”.

Question: Hong Kong is one of two ‘special administrative
regions’ of China; what is the other?

Scores

Candidate Answers: Retrieving Reading Reranking
[1] Macau 0.195 11.067 2.502
[2] Kowloon 0.346 11.175 1.795
[3] Kowloon, and the new territories 0.346 7.941 0
[4] Macau, China 0.323 7.812 0
[5] Taiwan 0.224 5.926 0.028

. . . . . . . . . . . .

Table 10: A sampled case (ID: sfq 10640) from the TriviaQA-Wikipedia dev set shows that although the candidate
[2] gets higher retrieving and reading scores, the candidate [1] is chosen as the final answer since it has the highest
reranking score. The ground truth answer is “Macau”.

A Case Study

To demonstrate how each component takes ef-
fect when predicting the final answer, we conduct
some qualitative case studies sampled from the
RE3QALARGE model on the TriviaQA-Wikipedia
development set. For each question, we list top-
5 candidate answers along with their retrieving,
reading, and reranking scores.

As shown in Table 9, we first notice that the top-
ranked predictions have highly-relevant semantics
and share the same linguistic pattern. As a result,
the top-4 candidates contain very similar reading
scores from 11.1 to 11.3, which matches the ob-
servations of Clark and Gardner (2018). A likely
reason of this phenomenon is that reading com-
prehension models are easily fooled by confusing
distractors (also referred as adversarial examples
mentioned by Jia and Liang (2017)). Under such
circumstance, it is crucial to perform additional
answer verifications to identify the final answer. In
this example, we can see that the retriever becomes

the key factor when the reader and reranker are
distracted by confusing candidates (e.g., the sec-
ond and third predictions). By taking the weighted
sum of the three scores, our model eventually pre-
dicts the correct answer since the first prediction
has the largest retrieving score.

Similar observations can be made in Table 10.
On the one hand, despite the confusing candidate
“Kowloon” has the highest retrieving and reading
scores, the reranker assigns a larger confidence on
the candidate “Macau”. As a result, “Macau” is
chosen as the final answer. On the other hand, we
find that the reranking scores of some candidates
(e.g., the third and fourth predictions) are zero.
This is due to the span-level non-maximum sup-
pression algorithm, where redundant spans such as
“Macau, China” will be pruned before the rerank-
ing step. Therefore, the final weighted-sum scores
of these candidates will be significantly lower than
the top predictions, which is beneficial for filtering
distractors out.
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Abstract

This paper is concerned with the task of
multi-hop open-domain Question Answering
(QA). This task is particularly challenging
since it requires the simultaneous performance
of textual reasoning and efficient searching.
We present a method for retrieving multiple
supporting paragraphs, nested amidst a large
knowledge base, which contain the necessary
evidence to answer a given question. Our
method iteratively retrieves supporting para-
graphs by forming a joint vector representa-
tion of both a question and a paragraph. The
retrieval is performed by considering contex-
tualized sentence-level representations of the
paragraphs in the knowledge source. Our
method achieves state-of-the-art performance
over two well-known datasets, SQuAD-Open
and HotpotQA, which serve as our single- and
multi-hop open-domain QA benchmarks, re-
spectively. 1

1 Introduction

Textual Question Answering (QA) is the task of
answering natural language questions given a set
of contexts from which the answers to these ques-
tions can be inferred. This task, which falls un-
der the domain of natural language understand-
ing, has been attracting massive interest due to ex-
tremely promising results that were achieved us-
ing deep learning techniques. These results were
made possible by the recent creation of a variety of
large-scale QA datasets, such as TriviaQA (Joshi
et al., 2017) and SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016).
The latest state-of-the-art methods are even capa-
ble of outperforming humans on certain tasks (De-
vlin et al., 2018)2.

The basic and arguably the most popular task of
QA is often referred to as Reading Comprehension

1Code is available at https://github.com/yairf11/MUPPET
2https://rajpurkar.github.io/SQuAD-explorer/

(RC), in which each question is paired with a rela-
tively small number of paragraphs (or documents)
from which the answer can potentially be inferred.
The objective in RC is to extract the correct an-
swer from the given contexts or, in some cases,
deem the question unanswerable (Rajpurkar et al.,
2018). Most large-scale RC datasets, however, are
built in such a way that the answer can be inferred
using a single paragraph or document. This kind
of reasoning is termed single-hop reasoning, since
it requires reasoning over a single piece of evi-
dence. A more challenging task, called multi-hop
reasoning, is one that requires combining evidence
from multiple sources (Talmor and Berant, 2018;
Welbl et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2018). Figure 1
provides an example of a question requiring multi-
hop reasoning. To answer the question, one must
first infer from the first context that Alex Ferguson
is the manager in question, and only then can the
answer to the question be inferred with any confi-
dence from the second context.

Another setting for QA is open-domain QA, in
which questions are given without any accompa-
nying contexts, and one is required to locate the
relevant contexts to the questions from a large
knowledge source (e.g., Wikipedia), and then ex-
tract the correct answer using an RC component.
This task has recently been resurged following
the work of Chen et al. (2017), who used a TF-
IDF based retriever to find potentially relevant
documents, followed by a neural RC component
that extracted the most probable answer from the
retrieved documents. While this methodology
performs reasonably well for questions requiring
single-hop reasoning, its performance decreases
significantly when used for open-domain multi-
hop reasoning.

We propose a new approach to accomplishing
this task, called iterative multi-hop retrieval, in
which one iteratively retrieves the necessary evi-
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Question: The football manager who recruited David
Beckham managed Manchester United during what time-
frame?
Context 1: The 1995–96 season was Manchester
United’s fourth season in the Premier League ... Their
triumph was made all the more remarkable by the fact
that Alex Ferguson ... had drafted in young players
like Nicky Butt, David Beckham, Paul Scholes and the
Neville brothers, Gary and Phil.
Context 2: Sir Alexander Chapman Ferguson, CBE
(born 31 December 1941) is a Scottish former football
manager and player who managed Manchester United
from 1986 to 2013. He is regarded by many players,
managers and analysts to be one of the greatest and most
successful managers of all time.

Figure 1: An example of a question and its answer
contexts from the HotpotQA dataset requiring multi-
hop reasoning and retrieval. The first reasoning hop is
highlighted in green, the second hop in purple, and the
entity connecting the two is highlighted in blue bold
italics. In the first reasoning hop, one has to infer that
the manager in question is Alex Ferguson. Without
this knowledge, the second context cannot possibly be
retrieved with confidence, as the question could refer
to any of the club’s managers throughout its history.
Therefore, an iterative retrieval is needed in order to
correctly retrieve this context pair.

dence to answer a question. We believe this iter-
ative framework is essential for answering multi-
hop questions, due to the nature of their reasoning
requirements.

Our main contributions are the following:

• We propose a novel multi-hop retrieval ap-
proach, which we believe is imperative for
truly solving the open-domain multi-hop QA
task.

• We show the effectiveness of our approach,
which achieves state-of-the-art results in
both single- and multi-hop open-domain QA
benchmarks.

• We also propose using sentence-level repre-
sentations for retrieval, and show the possible
benefits of this approach over paragraph-level
representations.

While there are several works that discuss so-
lutions for multi-hop reasoning (Dhingra et al.,
2018; Zhong et al., 2019), to the best of our knowl-
edge, this work is the first to propose a viable so-
lution for open-domain multi-hop QA.

2 Task Definition

We define the open-domain QA task by a triplet
(KS,Q,A) where KS = {P1, P2, . . . , P|KS|}
is a background knowledge source and Pi =
(p1, p2, . . . , pli) is a textual paragraph consist-
ing of li tokens, Q = (q1, q2, . . . , qm) is a tex-
tual question consisting of m tokens, and A =
(a1, a2, . . . , an) is a textual answer consisting of
n tokens, typically a span of tokens pj1 , . . . , pjn
in some Pi ∈ KS, or optionally a choice from a
predefined set of possible answers. The objective
of this task is to find the answer A to the question
Q using the background knowledge source KS.
Formally speaking, our task is to learn a function
φ such that A = φ(Q,KS).

Single-Hop Retrieval In the classic and most
simple form of QA, questions are formulated in
such a way that the evidence required to answer
them may be contained in a single paragraph, or
even in a single sentence. Thus, in the open-
domain setting, it might be sufficient to retrieve
a single relevant paragraph Pi ∈ KS using the
information present in the given question Q, and
have a reading comprehension model extract the
answer A from Pi. We call this task variation
single-hop retrieval.

Multi-Hop Retrieval In contrast to the single-
hop case, there are types of questions whose an-
swers can only be inferred by using at least two
different paragraphs. The ability to reason with
information taken from more than one paragraph
is known in the literature as multi-hop reasoning
(Welbl et al., 2018). In multi-hop reasoning, not
only might the evidence be spread across multi-
ple paragraphs, but it is often necessary to first
read a subset of these paragraphs in order to ex-
tract the useful information from the other para-
graphs, which might otherwise be understood as
not completely relevant to the question. This sit-
uation becomes even more difficult in the open-
domain setting, where one must first find an initial
evidence paragraph in order to be able to retrieve
the rest. This is demonstrated in Figure 1, where
one can observe that the second context alone may
appear to be irrelevant to the question at hand and
the information in the first context is necessary to
retrieve the second part of the evidence correctly.

We extend the multi-hop reasoning ability to the
open-domain setting, referring to it as multi-hop
retrieval, in which the evidence paragraphs are re-
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trieved in an iterative fashion. We focus on this
task and limit ourselves to the case where two it-
erations of retrieval are necessary and sufficient.

3 Methodology

Our solution, which we call MUPPET (multi-hop
paragraph retrieval), relies on the following basic
scheme consisting of two main components: (a) a
paragraph and question encoder, and (b) a para-
graph reader. The encoder is trained to encode
paragraphs into d-dimensional vectors, and to en-
code questions into search vectors in the same vec-
tor space. Then, a maximum inner product search
(MIPS) algorithm is applied to find the most sim-
ilar paragraphs to a given question. Several al-
gorithms exist for fast (and possibly approximate)
MIPS, such as the one proposed by Johnson et al.
(2017). The most similar paragraphs are then
passed to the paragraph reader, which, in turn, ex-
tracts the most probable answer to the question.

It is critical that the paragraph encodings do not
depend on the questions. This enables storing pre-
computed paragraph encodings and executing effi-
cient MIPS when given a new search vector. With-
out this property, any new question would require
the processing of the complete knowledge source
(or a significant part of it).

To support multi-hop retrieval, we propose
the following extension to the basic scheme.
Given a question Q, we first obtain its encod-
ing q ∈ Rd using the encoder. Then, we trans-
form it into a search vector qs ∈ Rd, which
is used to retrieve the top-k relevant paragraphs
{PQ1 , PQ2 , . . . , PQk } ⊂ KS using MIPS. In each
subsequent retrieval iteration, we use the para-
graphs retrieved in its previous iteration to refor-
mulate the search vector. This produces k new
search vectors, {q̃s1, q̃s2, . . . , q̃sk}, where q̃si ∈ Rd,
which are used in the same manner as in the first it-
eration to retrieve the next top-k paragraphs, again
using MIPS. This method can be seen as perform-
ing a beam search of width k in the encoded para-
graphs’ space. A high-level view of the described
solution is given in Figure 2.

3.1 Paragraph and Question Encoder

We define f , our encoder model, in the fol-
lowing way. Given a paragraph P consisting
of k sentences (s1, s2, . . . , sk) and m tokens
(t1, t2, . . . , tm), such that si = (ti1 , ti2 , . . . , til),
where l is the length of the sentence, our encoder

generates k respective d-dimensional encodings
(s1, s2, . . . , sk) = f(P ), one for each sentence.
This is in contrast to previous work in paragraph
retrieval in which only a single fixed-size repre-
sentation is used for each paragraph (Lee et al.,
2018; Das et al., 2019). The encodings are created
by passing (t1, t2, . . . , tm) through the following
layers.

Word Embedding We use the same embed-
ding layer as the one suggested by Clark and Gard-
ner (2018). Each token t is embedded into a vector
t using both character-level and word-level infor-
mation. The word-level embedding tw is obtained
via pretrained word embeddings. The character-
level embedding of a token t with lt characters
(tc1, t

c
2, . . . , t

c
lt
) is obtained in the following man-

ner: each character tci is embedded into a fixed-
size vector tci . We then pass each token’s charac-
ter embeddings through a one-dimensional convo-
lutional neural network, followed by max-pooling
over the filter dimension. This produces a fixed-
size character-level representation for each to-
ken, tc = max

(
CNN(tc1, tc2, . . . , tclt)

)
. Finally,

we concatenate the word-level and character-level
embeddings to form the final word representation,
t = [tw; tc].

Recurrent Layer After obtaining the word
representations, we use a bidirectional GRU (Cho
et al., 2014) to process the paragraph and obtain
the contextualized word representations,

(c1, c2, . . . , cm) = BiGRU(t1, t2, . . . , tm).

Sentence-wise max-pooling Finally, we
chunk the contextualized representations of
the paragraph tokens into their corresponding
sentence groups, and apply max-pooling over the
time dimension of each sentence group to obtain
the parargaph’s d-dimensional sentence represen-
tations, si = max(ci1 , ci2 , . . . , cil). A high-level
outline of the sentence encoder is shown is
Figure 3a, where we can see a series of m tokens
being passed through the aforementioned layers,
producing k sentence representations.

The encoding q of a question Q is computed
similarly, such that q = f(Q). Note that we pro-
duce a single vector for any given question, thus
the max-pooling operation is applied over all ques-
tion words at once, disregarding sentence informa-
tion.
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Figure 2: A high-level overview of our solution, MUPPET.

(a) Sentence Encoder (b) Reformulation Component

Figure 3: Architecture of the main components of our
paragraph and question encoder. (a) Our sentence en-
coder architecture. The model receives a series of to-
kens as input and produces a sequence of sentence rep-
resentations. (b) Our reformulation component archi-
tecture. This layer receives contextualized representa-
tions of a question and a paragraph, and produces a re-
formulated representation of the question.

Reformulation Component The reformula-
tion component receives a paragraph P and a
question Q, and produces a single vector q̃. First,
contextualized word representations are obtained
using the same embedding and recurrent layers
used for the initial encoding, (cq1, c

q
2, . . . , c

q
nq) for

Q and (cp1, c
p
2, . . . , c

p
np) for P . We then pass the

contextualized representations through a bidirec-
tional attention layer, which we adopt from Clark
and Gardner (2018). The attention between ques-
tion word i and paragraph word j is computed as:

aij = wa
1 · cqi + wa

2 · cpj + wa
3 · (cqi � cpj ),

Context: One of the most famous people born in War-
saw was Maria Skłodowska-Curie, who achieved inter-
national recognition for her research on radioactivity and
was the first female recipient of the Nobel Prize. Famous
musicians include Władysław Szpilman and Frédéric
Chopin. Though Chopin was born in the village of
Żelazowa Wola, about 60 km (37 mi) from Warsaw, he
moved to the city with his family when he was seven
months old. Casimir Pulaski, a Polish general and hero of
the American Revolutionary War, was born here in 1745.
Question 1: What was Maria Curie the first female re-
cipient of?
Question 2: How old was Chopin when he moved to
Warsaw with his family?

Figure 4: An example from the SQuAD dataset of
a paragraph that acts as the context for two different
questions. Question 1 and its evidence (highlighted
in purple) have little relation to question 2 and its
evidence (highlighted in green). This motivates our
method of storing sentence-wise encodings instead of
a single representation for an entire paragraph.

where wa
1,wa

2,wa
3 ∈ Rd are learned vectors. For

each question word, we compute the vector ai:

αij =
eaij∑np

j=1 e
aij
, ai =

np∑

j=1

αijcpj .

A paragraph-to-question vector ap is computed as
follows:

mi = max
1≤j≤np

aij , βi =
emi

∑nq

i=1 e
mi

ap =
nq∑

i=1

βicqi .

We concatenate cqi , ai, c
q
i � ai and ap � ai and

pass the result through a linear layer with ReLU
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activations to compute the final bidirectional at-
tention vectors. We also use a residual connec-
tion where we process these representations with
a bidirectional GRU and another linear layer with
ReLU activations. Finally, we sum the outputs of
the two linear layers. As before, we derive the d-
dimensional reformulated question representation
q̃ using a max-pooling layer on the outputs of the
residual layer. A high-level outline of the reformu-
lation layer is given in Figure 3b, wherem contex-
tualized token representations of the question and
n contextualized token representations of the para-
graph are passed through the component’s layers
to produce the reformulated question representa-
tion, q̃.

Relevance Scores Given the sentence repre-
sentations (s1, s2, . . . , sk) of a paragraph P , and
the question encoding q forQ, the relevance score
of P with respect to a question Q is calculated in
the following way:

rel(Q,P ) = max
i=1,...,k

σ

(



si
si � q
si · q
q


 ·




w1

w2

w3

w4


+ b

)
,

where w1,w2,w4 ∈ Rd and w3, b ∈ R are
learned parameters.

A similar max-pooling encoding approach,
along with the scoring layer’s structure, were pro-
posed by Conneau et al. (2017) who showed their
efficacy on various sentence-level tasks. We find
this sentence-wise formulation to be beneficial be-
cause it suffices for one sentence in a paragraph
to be relevant to a question for the whole para-
graph to be considered as relevant. This allows
more fine-grained representations for paragraphs
and more accurate retrieval. An example of the
benefits of using this kind of sentence-level model
is given in Figure 4, where we see two questions
answered by two different sentences. Our model
allows each question to be similar only to parts of
the paragraph, and not necessarily to all of it.

Search Vector Derivation Recall that our re-
trieval algorithm is based on executing a MIPS in
the paragraph encoding space. To derive such a
search vector from the question encoding q, we
observe that:

rel(Q,P ) ∝ max
i=1,...,k

s>i (w1 +w2 � q+ w3 · q).

Therefore, the final search vector of a question Q
is qs = w1 + w2 � q + w3 · q. The same equa-
tions apply when predicting the relevance score for
the second retrieval iteration, in which case q is
swapped with q̃.

Training and Loss Functions Each training
sample consists of a question and two paragraphs,
(Q,P 1, P 2), whereP 1 corresponds to a paragraph
retrieved in the first iteration, and P 2 corresponds
to a paragraph retrieved in the second iteration us-
ing the reformulated vector q̃. P 1 is considered
relevant if it constitutes one of the necessary ev-
idence paragraphs to answer the question. P 2 is
considered relevant only if P 1 and P 2 together
constitute the complete set of evidence paragraphs
needed to answer the question. Both iterations
have the same form of loss functions, and the
model is trained by optimizing the sum of the iter-
ations’ losses.

Our training objective for each iteration is com-
posed of two components: a binary cross-entropy
loss function and a ranking loss function. The
cross-entropy loss is defined as follows:

LCE = − 1

N

N∑

i=1

yi log
(
rel(Qi, Pi)

)

+ (1− yi) log
(
1− rel(Qi, Pi)

)
,

where yi ∈ {0, 1} is a binary label indicating the
true relevance of Pi to Qi in the iteration in which
rel(Qi, Pi) is calculated, and N is the number of
samples in the current batch.

The ranking loss is computed in the following
manner. First, for each question Qi in a given
batch, we find the mean of the scores given to
positive and negative paragraphs for each ques-
tion, qposi = 1

M1

∑M1
j=1 rel(Qi, Pj) and qnegi =

1
M2

∑M2
j=1 rel(Qi, Pj), where M1 and M2 are the

number of positive and negative samples for Qi,
respectively. We then define the margin ranking
loss (Socher et al., 2013) as

LR =
1

M

M∑

i=1

max(0, γ − qposi + qnegi ), (1)

whereM is the number of distinct questions in the
current batch, and γ is a hyperparameter. The final
objective is the sum of the two losses:

L = LCE + λLR, (2)

where λ is a hyperparameter.
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We note that we found it slightly beneficial to
incorporate pretrained ELMo (Peters et al., 2018)
embeddings in our model. For more detailed infor-
mation of the implementation details and training
process, please refer to Appendix C.

3.2 Paragraph Reader
The paragraph reader receives as input a question
Q and a paragraph P and extracts the most proba-
ble answer span to Q from P . We use the S-norm
model proposed by Clark and Gardner (2018). A
detailed description of the model is given in Ap-
pendix A.

Training An input sample for the paragraph
reader consists of a question and a single con-
text (Q,P ). We optimize the same negative log-
likelihood function used in the S-norm model for
the span start boundaries:

Lstart = − log

(∑
j∈PQ

∑
k∈Aj

eskj
∑

j∈PQ

∑nj

i=1 e
sij

)
,

where PQ is the set of paragraphs paired with the
same question Q, Aj is the set of tokens that start
an answer span in the j-th paragraph, and sij is
the score given to the i-th token in the j-th para-
graph. The same formulation is used for the span
end boundaries, so that the final objective function
is the sum of the two: Lspan = Lstart + Lend.

4 Experiments and Results

We test our approach on two datasets, and mea-
sure end-to-end QA performance using the stan-
dard exact match (EM) and F1 metrics, as well as
the metrics proposed by Yang et al. (2018) for the
HotpotQA dataset (see Appendix B).

4.1 Datasets
HotpotQA Yang et al. (2018) introduced a
dataset of Wikipedia-based questions, which re-
quire reasoning over multiple paragraphs to find
the correct answer. The dataset also includes hard
supervision on sentence-level supporting facts,
which encourages the model to give explainable
answer predictions. Two benchmark settings are
available for this dataset: (1) a distractor setting,
in which the reader is given a question as well as
a set of paragraphs that includes both the support-
ing facts and irrelevant paragraphs; (2) a full wiki
setting, which is an open-domain version of the
dataset. We use this dataset as our benchmark for

the multi-hop retrieval setting. Several extensions
must be added to the reader from Section 3.2 in or-
der for it to be suitable for the HotpotQA dataset.
A detailed description of our proposed extensions
is given in Appendix B.

SQuAD-Open Chen et al. (2017) decoupled the
questions from their corresponding contexts in the
original SQuAD dataset (Rajpurkar et al., 2016),
and formed an open-domain version of the dataset
by defining an entire Wikipedia dump to be the
background knowledge source from which the an-
swer to the question should be extracted. We use
this dataset to test the effectiveness of our method
in a classic single-hop retrieval setting.

4.2 Experimental Setup

Search Hyperparameters For our experi-
ments in the multi-hop setting, we used a width
of 8 in the first retrieval iteration. In all our ex-
periments, unless stated otherwise, the reader is
fed the top 45 paragraphs through which it rea-
sons independently and finds the most probable
answers. In addition, we found it beneficial to
limit the search space of our MIPS retriever to a
subset of the knowledge source, which is deter-
mined by a TF-IDF heuristic retriever. We define
ni to be the size of the search space for retrieval
iteration i. As we will see, there is a trade-off for
choosing various values of ni. A large value of
ni offers the possibility of higher recall, whereas a
small value of ni introduces less noise in the form
of irrelevant paragraphs.

Knowledege Sources For HotpotQA, our
knowledge source is the same Wikipedia version
used by Yang et al. (2018)3. This version is a set of
all of the first paragraphs in the entire Wikipedia.
For SQuAD-Open, we use the same Wikipedia
dump used by Chen et al. (2017). For both knowl-
edge sources, the TF-IDF based retriever we use
for search space reduction is the one proposed by
Chen et al. (2017), which uses bigram hashing and
TF-IDF matching. We note that in the HotpotQA
Wikipedia version each document is a single para-
graph, while in SQuAD-Open, the full Wikipedia
documents are used.

3It has recently come to our attention that during our
work, some details of the Wikipedia version have changed.
Due to time limitations, we use the initial version description.
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Setting Method Answer Sup Fact Joint

EM F1 EM F1 EM F1

distractor Baseline (Yang et al., 2018) 44.44 58.28 21.95 66.66 11.56 40.86

Our Reader 51.56 65.32 44.54 75.27 28.68 54.08

full wiki

Baseline (Yang et al., 2018) 24.68 34.36 5.28 40.98 2.54 17.73

TF-IDF + Reader 27.55 36.58 10.75 42.45 7.00 21.47
MUPPET (sentence-level) 30.20 39.43 16.57 46.13 11.38 26.55
MUPPET (paragraph-level) 31.07 40.42 17.00 47.71 11.76 27.62

Table 1: Primary results for HotpotQA (dev set). At the top of the table, we compare our Paragraph Reader to the
baseline model of Yang et al. (2018) (as of writing this paper, no other published results are available other than
the baseline results). At the bottom, we compare the end-to-end performance on the full wiki setting. TF-IDF +
Reader refers to using the TF-IDF based retriever without our MIPS retriever. MUPPET (sentence-level) refers
to our approach with sentence-level representations, and MUPPET (paragraph-level) refers to our approach with
paragraph-level representations. For both sentence- and paragraph-level results, we set n1 = 32 and n2 = 512.

Method EM F1

DrQA (Chen et al., 2017) 28.4 -
DrQA (Chen et al., 2017) (multitask) 29.8 -
R3 (Wang et al., 2018a) 29.1 37.5
DS-QA (Lin et al., 2018) 28.7 36.6
Par. Ranker + Full Agg. (Lee et al., 2018) 30.2 -
Minimal (Min et al., 2018) 34.7 42.6
Multi-step (Das et al., 2019) 31.9 39.2
BERTserini (Yang et al., 2019) 38.6 46.1

TF-IDF + Reader 34.6 41.6
MUPPET (sentence-level) 39.3 46.2
MUPPET (paragraph-level) 35.6 42.5

Table 2: Primary results for SQuAD-Open.

4.3 Results

Primary Results Tables 1 and 2 show our
main results on the HotpotQA and SQuAD-Open
datasets, respectively. In the HotpotQA distrac-
tor setting, our paragraph reader greatly improves
the results of the baseline reader, increasing the
joint EM and F1 scores by 17.12 (148%) and 13.22
(32%) points, respectively. In the full wiki set-
ting, we compare three methods of retrieval: (1)
TF-IDF, in which only the TF-IDF heuristic is
used. The reader is fed all possible paragraph
pairs from the top-10 paragraphs. (2) Sentence-
level, in which we use MUPPET with sentence-
level encodings. (3) Paragraph-level, in which
we use MUPPET with paragraph-level encodings
(no sentence information). We can see that both
methods significantly outperform the naı̈ve TF-
IDF retriever, indicating the efficacy of our ap-
proach. As of writing this paper, we are placed
second in the HotpotQA full wiki setting (test set)

leaderboard4. For SQuAD-Open, our sentence-
level method established state-of-the-art results,
improving the current non-BERT (Devlin et al.,
2018) state-of-the-art by 4.6 (13%) and 3.6 (8%)
EM and F1 points, respectively. This shows that
our encoder can be useful not only for multi-hop
questions, but also for single-hop questions.

Retrieval Recall Analysis We analyze the per-
formance of the TF-IDF retriever for HotpotQA
in Figure 5a. We can see that the retriever suc-
ceeds in retrieving at least one of the gold para-
graphs for each question (above 90% with the top-
32 paragraphs), but fails at retrieving both gold
paragraphs. This demonstrates the necessity of an
efficient multi-hop retrieval approach to aid or re-
place classic information retrieval methods.

Effect of Narrowing the Search Space In Fig-
ures 5b and 5c, we show the performance of our
method as a function of the size of the search
space of the last retrieval iteration. For SQuAD-
Open, the TF-IDF retriever initially retrieves a set
of documents, which are then split into paragraphs
to form the search space. Each search space of
top-k paragraphs limits the potential recall of the
model to that of the top-k paragraphs retrieved by
the TF-IDF retriever. This proves to be subopti-
mal for very small values of k, as the performance
of the TF-IDF retriever is not good enough. Our
models, however, fail to benefit from increasing
the search space indefinitely, hinting that they are
not as robust to noise as we would want them to
be.

4March 5, 2019. Leaderboard available at
https://hotpotqa.github.io/
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(a) TF-IDF retrieval results (b) SQuAD-Open (c) HotpotQA

Figure 5: Various results based on the TF-IDF retriever. (a) Retrieval results of the TF-IDF hueristic retriever on
HotpotQA. At Least One @ k is the number of questions for which at least one of the paragraphs containing the
supporting facts is retrieved in the top-k paragraphs. Potentially Perfect @ k is the number of questions for which
both of the paragraphs containing the supporting facts are retrieved in the top-k paragraphs. (b) and (c) Performance
analysis on the SQuAD-Open and HotpotQA datasets, respectively, as more documents/paragraphs are retrieved
by the TF-IDF heuristic retriever. Note that for SQuAD-Open each document contains several paragraphs, and the
reader is fed the top-k TF-IDF ranked paragraphs from within the documents in the search space.

Effectiveness of Sentence-Level Encodings
Our method proposes using sentence-level en-
codings for paragraph retrieval. We test the
significance of this approach in Figures 5b and
5c. While sentence-level encodings seem to be
vital for improving state-of-the-art results on
SQuAD-Open, the same cannot be said about
HotpotQA. We hypothesize that this is a conse-
quence of the way the datasets were created. In
SQuAD, each paragraph serves as the context
of several questions, as shown in Figure 4. This
leads to questions being asked about facts less
essential to the gist of the paragraph, and thus they
would not be encapsulated in a single paragraph
representation. In HotpotQA, however, most of
the paragraphs in the training set serve as the
context of at most one question.

5 Related Work

Chen et al. (2017) first introduced the use of neu-
ral methods to the task of open-domain QA us-
ing a textual knowledge source. They proposed
DrQA, a pipeline approach with two components:
a TF-IDF based retriever, and a multi-layer neu-
ral network that was trained to find an answer
span given a question and a paragraph. In an at-
tempt to improve the retrieval of the TF-IDF based
component, many existing works have used Dis-
tant Supervision (DS) to further re-rank the re-
trieved paragraphs (Htut et al., 2018; Yan et al.,
2018). Wang et al. (2018a) used reinforcement
learning to train a re-ranker and an RC component
in an end-to-end manner, and showed its advan-

tage over the use of DS alone. Min et al. (2018)
trained a sentence selector and demonstrated the
effectiveness of reading minimal contexts instead
of complete documents. As DS can often lead
to wrong labeling, Lin et al. (2018) suggested
a denoising method for alleviating this problem.
While these methods have proved to increase per-
formance in various open-domain QA datasets,
their re-ranking approach is limited in the num-
ber of paragraphs it can process, as it requires the
joint reading of a question with all possible para-
graphs. This is in contrast to our approach, in
which all paragraph representations are precom-
puted to allow efficient large-scale retrieval. There
are some works that adopted a similar precom-
putation scheme. Lee et al. (2018) learned an
encoding function for questions and paragraphs
and ranked paragraphs by their dot-product sim-
ilarity with the question. Many of their improve-
ments, however, can be attributed to the incorpora-
tion of answer aggregation methods as suggested
by Wang et al. (2018b) in their model, which en-
hanced their results significantly. Seo et al. (2018)
proposed phrase-indexed QA (PI-QA), a new for-
mulation of the QA task that requires the inde-
pendent encoding of answers and questions. The
question encodings are then used to retrieve the
correct answers by performing MIPS. This is more
of a challenge task rather than a solution for open-
domain QA. A recent work by Das et al. (2019)
proposed a new framework for open-domain QA
that employs a multi-step interaction between a re-
triever and a reader. This interactive framework
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is used to refine a question representation in or-
der for the retrieval to be more accurate. Their
method is complimentary to ours – the interac-
tive framework is used to enhance retrieval per-
formance for single-hop questions, and does not
handle the multi-hop domain.

Another line of work reminiscent of our method
is the one of Memory Networks (Weston et al.,
2015). Memory Networks consist of an array of
cells, each capable of storing a vector, and four
modules (input, update, output and response) that
allow the manipulation of the memory for the task
at hand. Many variations of Memory Networks
have been proposed, such as end-to-end Mem-
ory Networks (Sukhbaatar et al., 2015), Key-Value
Memory Networks (Miller et al., 2016), and Hier-
archical Memory Networks (Chandar et al., 2016).

6 Concluding Remarks

We present MUPPET, a novel method for multi-
hop paragraph retrieval, and show its efficacy in
both single- and multi-hop QA datasets. One dif-
ficulty in the open-domain multi-hop setting is the
lack of supervision, a difficulty that in the single-
hop setting is alleviated to some extent by using
distant supervision. We hope to tackle this prob-
lem in future work to allow learning more than two
retrieval iterations. An interesting improvement to
our approach would be to allow the retriever to
automatically determine whether or not more re-
trieval iterations are needed. A promising direc-
tion could be a multi-task approach, in which both
single- and multi-hop datasets are learned jointly.
We leave this for future work.
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A Paragraph Reader

In this section we describe in detail the reader
mentioned in Section 3.2. The paragraph reader
receives as input a question Q and a paragraph
P and extracts the most probable answer span to
Q from P . We use the shared-norm model pre-
sented by Clark and Gardner (2018), which we
refer to as S-norm. The model’s architecture is
quite similar to the one we used for the encoder.
First, we process Q and P seperately to obtain
their contexualized token representations, in the
same manner as used in the encoder. We then pass
the contextualized representations through a bidi-
rectional attention layer similar to the one defined
in the reformulation layer of the encoder, with the
only difference being that the roles of the ques-
tion and the paragraph are switched. As before, we
further pass the bidirectional attention representa-
tions through a residual connection, this time us-
ing a self-attention layer between the bidirectional
GRU and the linear layer. The self-attention mech-
anism is similar to the bidirectional attention layer,
only now it is between the paragraph and itself.
Therefore, question-to-parargaph attention is not
used, and we set aij = −∞ if i = j. The summed
outputs of the residual connection are passed to the
prediction layer. The inputs to the prediction layer
are passed through a bidirectional GRU followed
by a linear layer that predicts the answer span start
scores. The hidden layers of that GRU are con-
catenated with the input and passed through an-
other bidirectional GRU and linear layer to predict
the answer span end scores.

Training An input sample for the paragraph
reader consists of a question and a single con-
text (Q,P ). We optimize the same negative log-
likelihood function used in the S-norm model for
the span start boundaries:

Lstart = − log

(∑
j∈PQ

∑
k∈Aj

eskj
∑

j∈PQ

∑nj

i=1 e
sij

)
,

where PQ is the set of paragraphs paired with the
same question Q, Aj is the set of tokens that start
an answer span in the j-th paragraph, and sij is
the score given to the i-th token in the j-th para-
graph. The same formulation is used for the span
end boundaries, so that the final objective function
is the sum of the two: Lspan = Lstart + Lend.

B Paragraph Reader Extension for
HotpotQA

HotpotQA presents the challenge of not only pre-
dicting an answer span, but also yes/no answers.
This is a combination of span-based questions
and multiple-choice questions. In addition, one is
also required to provide explainability to the an-
swer predictions by predicting the supporting facts
leading to the answer. We extend the paragraph
reader from Section 3.2 to support these predic-
tions in the following manner.

Yes/No Prediction We argue that one can de-
cide whether the answer to a given question should
be span-based or yes/no-based without looking
at any context at all. Therefore, we first create
a fixed-size vector representing the question us-
ing max-pooling over the first bidirectional GRU’s
states of the question. We pass this representation
through a linear layer that predicts whether this
is a yes/no-based question or a span-based ques-
tion. If span-based, we predict the answer span
from the context using the original span prediction
layer. If yes/no-based, we encode the question-
aware context representations to a fixed-size vec-
tor by performing max-pooling over the outputs
of the residual self-attention layer. As before, we
then pass this vector through a linear layer to pre-
dict a yes/no answer.

Supporting Fact Prediction As a context’s
supporting facts for a question are at the sentence-
level, we encode the question-aware context rep-
resentations to fixed-size sentence representations
by passing the outputs of the residual self-attention
layer through another bidirectional GRU, followed
by performing max-pooling over the sentence
groups of the GRU’s outputs. Each sentence repre-
sentation is then passed through a multilayer per-
ceptron with a single hidden layer equipped with
ReLU activations to predict whether it is indeed a
supporting fact or not.

Training An input sample for the paragraph
reader consists of a question and a single context,
(Q,P ). Nevertheless, as HotpotQA requires mul-
tiple paragraphs to answer a question, we define P
to be the concatenation of these paragraphs.

Our objective function comprises four loss
functions, corresponding to the four possible pre-
dictions of our model. For the span-based predic-
tion we useLspan, as before. We use a similar neg-
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ative log likelihood loss for the answer type pre-
diction (whether the answer should be span-based
or yes/no-based) and for a yes/no answer predic-
tion:

Ltype = − log

( ∑
j∈PQ e

stypej

∑
j∈PQ(e

sbinary
j + es

span
j )

)

Lyes/no = − log

( ∑
j∈PQ e

s
yes/no
j

∑
j∈PQ(e

syesj + es
no
j )

)
,

where PQ is the set of paragraphs paired with the
same question Q, and es

binary
j , es

span
j and es

type
j

are the likelihood scores of the j-th question-
paragraph pair being a binary yes/no-based type,
a span-based type, and its true type, respectively.

es
yes
j , es

no
j and es

yes/no
j are the likelihood scores of

the j-th question-paragraph pair having the answer
‘yes’, the answer ‘no’, and its true answer, respec-
tively. For span-based questions, Lyes/no is de-
fined to be zero, and vice-versa.

For the supporting fact prediction, we use a
binary cross-entropy loss on each sentence, Lsp.
The final loss function is the sum of these four ob-
jectives,

Lhotpot = Lspan + Ltype + Lyes/no + Lsp

During inference, the supporting facts prediction
is taken only from the paragraph from which the
answer is predicted.

Metrics Three sets of metrics were proposed by
Yang et al. (2018) to evaluate performance on the
HotpotQA dataset. The first set of metrics fo-
cuses on evaluating the answer span. For this
purpose the exact match (EM) and F1 metrics are
used, as suggested by Rajpurkar et al. (2016). The
second set of metrics focuses on the explainabil-
ity of the models, by evaluating the supporting
facts directly using the EM and F1 metrics on the
set of supporting fact sentences. The final set of
metrics combines the evaluation of answer spans
and supporting facts as follows. For each ex-
ample, given its precision and recall on the an-
swer span (P (ans), R(ans)) and the supporting facts
(P (sup), R(sup)), respectively, the joint F1 is calcu-
lated as

P (joint) = P (ans)P (sup), R(joint) = R(ans)R(sup),

Joint F1 =
2P (joint)R(joint)

P (joint) +R(joint) .

The joint EM is 1 only if both tasks achieve an
exact match and otherwise 0. Intuitively, these
metrics penalize systems that perform poorly on
either task. All metrics are evaluated example-by-
example, and then averaged over examples in the
evaluation set.

C Implementation Details

We use the Stanford CoreNLP toolkit (Manning
et al., 2014) for tokenization. We implement all
our models using TensorFlow.

Architecture Details For the word-level embed-
dings, we use the GloVe 300-dimensional embed-
dings pretrained on the 840B Common Crawl cor-
pus (Pennington et al., 2014). For the character-
level embeddings, we use 20-dimensional char-
acter embeddings, and use a 1-dimensional CNN
with 100 filters of size 5, with a dropout (Srivas-
tava et al., 2014) rate of 0.2.

For the encoder, we also concatenate ELMo
(Peters et al., 2018) embeddings with a dropout
rate of 0.5 and the token representations from the
output of embedding layer to form the final token
representations, before processing them through
the first bidirectional GRU. We use the ELMo
weights pretrained on the 5.5B dataset.5 To speed
up computations, we cache the context indepen-
dent token representations of all tokens that ap-
pear at least once in the titles of the HotpotQA
Wikipedia version, or appear at least five times in
the entire Wikipedia version. Words not in this vo-
cabulary are given a fixed OOV vector. We use a
learned weighted average of all three ELMo lay-
ers. Variational dropout (Gal and Ghahramani,
2016), where the same dropout mask is applied at
each time step, is applied on the inputs of all re-
current layers with a dropout rate of 0.2. We set
the encoding size to be d = 1024.

For the paragraph reader used for HotpotQA,
we use a state size of 150 for the bidirectional
GRUs. The size of the hidden layer in the MLP
used for supporting fact prediction is set to 150
as well. Here again variational dropout with a
dropout rate of 0.2 is applied on the inputs of all
recurrent layers and attention mechanisms. The
reader used for SQuAD is the shared-norm model
trained on the SQuAD dataset by Clark and Gard-
ner (2018).6

5Available at https://allennlp.org/elmo
6Available at https://github.com/allenai/document-qa
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Training Details We train all our models using
the Adadelta optimizer (Zeiler, 2012) with a learn-
ing rate of 1.0 and ρ = 0.95.

SQuAD-Open: The training data is gathered as
follows. For each question in the original SQuAD
dataset, the original paragraph given as the ques-
tion’s context is considered as the single relevant
(positive) paragraph. We gather ∼12 irrelevant
(negative) paragraphs for each question in the fol-
lowing manner:

• The three paragraphs with the highest TF-
IDF similarity to the question in the same
SQuAD document as the relevant paragraph
(excluding the relevant paragraph). The same
method is applied to retrieve the three para-
graphs most similar to the relevant paragraph.

• The two paragraphs with the highest TF-IDF
similarity to the question from the set of all
first paragraphs in the entire Wikipedia (ex-
cluding the relevant paragraph’s article). The
same method is applied to retrieve the two
paragraphs most similar to the relevant para-
graph.

• Two randomly sampled paragraphs from the
entire Wikipedia.

Questions that contain only stop-words are
dropped, as they are most likely too dependent
on the original context and not suitable for open-
domain. In each epoch, a question appears as a
training sample four times; once with the relevant
paragraph, and three times with randomly sampled
irrelevant paragraphs.

We train with a batch size of 45, and do not use
the ranking loss by setting λ = 0 in Equation (2).
We limit the length of the paragraphs to 600 to-
kens.

HotpotQA: The paragraphs used for training
the encoder are the gold and distractor paragraphs
supplied in the original HotpotQA training set.
As mentioned in Section 3.1, each training sam-
ple consists of a question and two paragraphs,
(Q,P 1, P 2), whereP 1 corresponds to a paragraph
retrieved in the first iteration, and P 2 corresponds
to a paragraph retrieved in the second iteration.
For each question, we create the following sample
types:

1. Gold: The two paragraphs are the two gold
paragraphs of the question. Both P 1 and P 2

are considered positive.

2. First gold, second distractor: P 1 is one of
the gold paragraphs and considered positive,
while P 2 can be a random paragraph from the
training set, the same as P 1, or one of the dis-
tractors, with probabilities 0.05, 0.1 and 0.85,
respectively. P 2 is considered negative.

3. First distractor, second gold: P 1 is either one
of the distractors or a random paragraph from
the training set, with probabilities 0.9 and
0.1, respectively. P 2 is one of the gold para-
graphs. Both P 1 and P 2 are considered neg-
ative.

4. All distractors: Both P 1 and P 2 are sampled
from the question’s distractors, and are con-
sidered negative.

5. Gold from another question: A gold para-
graph pair taken from another question; both
paragraphs are considered negative.

The use of the sample types from the above list
motivation is motivated as follows. Sample type
1 is the only one that contains purely positive ex-
amples and hence is mandatory. Sample type 2
is necessary to allow the model to learn a valu-
able reformulation, which does not give a relevant
score based solely on the first paragraph. Sample
type 3 is complementary to type 2; it allows the
model to learn that a paragraph pair is irrelevant if
the first paragraph is irrelevant, regardless of the
second. Sample type 3 is used for random nega-
tive sampling, which is the most common case of
all. Sample type 4 is used to guarantee the model
does not determine relevancy solely based on the
paragraph pair, but also based on the question.

In each training batch, we include three samples
for each question in the batch: a single gold sam-
ple (type 1), and two samples from the other four
types, with sample probabilities of 0.35, 0.35, 0.25
and 0.05, respectively.

We use a batch size of 75 (25 unique questions).
We set the margin to be γ = 1 in Equation (1)
and λ = 1 in Equation (2), for both prediction
iterations. We limit the length of the paragraphs to
600 tokens.

HotpotQA Reader: The reader receives a
question and a concatenation of a paragraph pair
as input. Each training batch consists of three
samples with three different paragraph pairs for
each question: a single gold pair, which is the
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two gold paragraphs of the question, and two ran-
domly sampled paragraph pairs from the set of the
distractors and one of the gold paragraphs of the
question. We label the correct answer spans to be
every text span that has an exact match with the
ground truth answer, even in the distractor para-
graphs. We use a batch size of 75 (25 unique ques-
tions), and limit the length of the paragraphs (be-
fore concatenation) to 600 tokens.
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Abstract

Conversational machine reading systems help
users answer high-level questions (e.g. deter-
mine if they qualify for particular govern-
ment benefits) when they do not know the ex-
act rules by which the determination is made
(e.g. whether they need certain income levels
or veteran status). The key challenge is that
these rules are only provided in the form of a
procedural text (e.g. guidelines from govern-
ment website) which the system must read to
figure out what to ask the user. We present
a new conversational machine reading model
that jointly extracts a set of decision rules
from the procedural text while reasoning about
which are entailed by the conversational his-
tory and which still need to be edited to create
questions for the user. On the recently intro-
duced ShARC conversational machine read-
ing dataset, our Entailment-driven Extract and
Edit network (E3) achieves a new state-of-the-
art, outperforming existing systems as well as
a new BERT-based baseline. In addition, by
explicitly highlighting which information still
needs to be gathered, E3 provides a more ex-
plainable alternative to prior work. We release
source code for our models and experiments
at https://github.com/vzhong/e3.

1 Introduction

In conversational machine reading (CMR), a sys-
tem must help users answer high-level questions
by participating in an information gathering dia-
log. For example, in Figure 1 the system asks a
series of questions to help the user decide if they
need to pay tax on their pension. A key chal-
lenge in CMR is that the rules by which the deci-
sion is made are only provided in natural language
(e.g. the rule text in Figure 1). At every step of the
conversation, the system must read the rules text
and reason about what has already been said in to
formulate the best next question.

# 4. Tax when you live 
abroad

If you’re not a UK resident, 
you don’t usually pay UK 
tax on your pension. But 
you might have to pay tax 
in the country you live in. 
There are a few exceptions 
- for example, UK civil 
service pensions will 
always be taxed in the UK.

I get my money from a 
business I have. We get 
our funding from a private 
bank.

Rule text User scenario

Do I need to pay UK tax on 
my pension?

Initial user question

Are you a UK resident?

No

Are you receiving UK civil 
service pensions?

Previous question

Previous user response

Model output

Figure 1: A conversational machine reading example.
The model is given a rule text document, which con-
tains a recipe of implicit rules (underlined) for answer-
ing the initial user question. At the start of the conver-
sation, the user presents a scenario describing their sit-
uation. During each turn, the model can ask the user
a follow-up question to inquire about missing infor-
mation, or conclude the dialogue by answering yes,
no, or irrelevant. irrelevant means that the
rule text cannot answer the question. We show previ-
ous turns as well as the corresponding inquired rules in
green. The scenario is shown in red and in this case
does not correspond to a rule. The model inquiry for
this turn and its corresponding rule are shown in blue.

We present a new model that jointly reasons
about what rules are present in the text and which
are already entailed by the conversational history
to improve question generation. More specifically,
we propose the Entailment-driven Extract and Edit
network (E3). E3 learns to extract implicit rules in
the document, identify which rules are entailed by
the conversation history, and edit rules that are not
entailed to create follow-up questions to the user.
During each turn, E3 parses the rule text to extract
spans in the text that correspond to implicit rules
(underlined in Figure 1). Next, the model scores
the degree to which each extracted rule is entailed
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by the initial user scenario (red in Figure 1) and by
previous interactions with the user (green in Fig-
ure 1). Finally, the model decides on a response by
directly answering the question (yes/no), stating
that the rule text does not contain sufficient infor-
mation to answer the question (irrelevant),
or asking a follow-up question about an extracted
rule that is not entailed but needed to determine the
answer (blue in Figure 1). In the case of inquiry,
the model edits an extracted rule into a follow-up
question. To our knowledge, E3 is the first extract-
and-edit method for conversational dialogue, as
well as the first method that jointly infers implicit
rules in text, estimates entailment, inquires about
missing information, and answers the question.

We compare E3 to the previous-best systems
as well as a new, strong, BERT-based extrac-
tive question answering model (BERTQA) on the
recently proposed ShARC CMR dataset (Saeidi
et al., 2018). Our results show that E3 is more
accurate in its decisions and generates more rele-
vant inquiries. In particular, E3 outperforms the
previous-best model by 5.7% in micro-averaged
decision accuracy and 4.3 in inquiry BLEU4.
Similarly, E3 outperforms the BERTQA base-
line by 4.0% micro-averaged decision accuracy
and 2.4 in inquiry BLEU4. In addition to out-
performing previous methods, E3 is explainable
in the sense that one can visualize what rules the
model extracted and how previous interactions and
inquiries ground to the extracted rules. We re-
lease source code for E3 and the BERTQA model
at https://github.com/vzhong/e3.

2 Related Work

Dialogue tasks. Recently, there has been grow-
ing interest in question answering (QA) in a di-
alogue setting (Choi et al., 2018; Reddy et al.,
2019). CMR (Saeidi et al., 2018) differs from
dialogue QA in the domain covered (regulatory
text vs Wikipedia). A consequence of this is that
CMR requires the interpretation of complex de-
cision rules in order to answer high-level ques-
tions, whereas dialogue QA typically contains
questions whose answers are directly extractable
from the text. In addition, CMR requires the for-
mulation of free-form follow-up questions in or-
der to identify whether the user satisfies decision
rules, whereas dialogue QA does not. There has
also been significant work on task-oriented dia-
logue, where the system must inquire about miss-

ing information in order to help the user achieve a
goal (Williams et al., 2013; Henderson et al., 2014;
Mrkšić et al., 2017; Young et al., 2013). However,
these tasks are typically constrained to a fixed on-
tology (e.g. restaurant reservation), instead of a la-
tent ontology specified via natural language docu-
ments.

Dialogue systems. One traditional approach for
designing dialogue systems divides the task into
language understanding/state-tracking (Mrkšić
et al., 2017; Zhong et al., 2018), reasoning/policy
learning (Su et al., 2016), and response gener-
ation (Wen et al., 2015). The models for each
of these subtasks are then combined to form a
full dialogue system (Young et al., 2013; Wen
et al., 2017). The previous best system for
ShARC (Saeidi et al., 2018) similarly breaks
the CMR task into subtasks and combines hand-
designed sub-models for decision classification,
entailment, and follow-up generation. In contrast,
the core reasoning (e.g. non-editor) components
of E3 are jointly trained, and does not require
complex hand-designed features.

Extracting latent rules from text. There is a
long history of work on extracting knowledge
automatically from text (Moulin and Rousseau,
1992). Relation extraction typically assumes that
there is a fixed ontology onto which extracted
knowledge falls (Mintz et al., 2009; Riedel et al.,
2013). Other works forgo the ontology by using,
for example, natural language (Angeli and Man-
ning, 2014; Angeli et al., 2015). These extractions
from text are subsequently used for inference over
a knowledge base (Bordes et al., 2013; Dettmers
et al., 2018; Lin et al., 2018) and rationalizing
model predictions (Lei et al., 2016). Our work is
more similar with the latter type in which knowl-
edge extracted are not confined to a fixed ontology
and instead differ on a document basis. In addi-
tion, the rules extracted by our model are used for
inference over natural language documents. Fi-
nally, these rules provide rationalization for the
model’s decision making, in the sense that the user
can visualize what rules the model extracted and
which rules are entailed by previous turns.

3 Entailment-driven Extract and Edit
network

In conversational machine reading, a system reads
a document that contains a set of implicit decision
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Question xQ
<latexit sha1_base64="ZdiyFL6aYJA/a9Emz+9ereuoRjg=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48t2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsbsQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKLSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fjp/mnQHJQrbtVdgKwTLycVyNEYlL/6w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ8TOqDGcCZ6V+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gi1ny1OnZELqwxJGCtb0pCF+nsio5HW0yiwnRE1Y73qzcX/vF5qwhs/4zJJDUq2XBSmgpiYzP8mQ66QGTG1hDLF7a2EjamizNh0SjYEb/XlddK+qnpu1WvWKvVaHkcRzuAcLsGDa6jDHTSgBQxG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwA3+o2y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZdiyFL6aYJA/a9Emz+9ereuoRjg=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48t2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsbsQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKLSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fjp/mnQHJQrbtVdgKwTLycVyNEYlL/6w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ8TOqDGcCZ6V+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gi1ny1OnZELqwxJGCtb0pCF+nsio5HW0yiwnRE1Y73qzcX/vF5qwhs/4zJJDUq2XBSmgpiYzP8mQ66QGTG1hDLF7a2EjamizNh0SjYEb/XlddK+qnpu1WvWKvVaHkcRzuAcLsGDa6jDHTSgBQxG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwA3+o2y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZdiyFL6aYJA/a9Emz+9ereuoRjg=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48t2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsbsQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKLSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fjp/mnQHJQrbtVdgKwTLycVyNEYlL/6w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ8TOqDGcCZ6V+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gi1ny1OnZELqwxJGCtb0pCF+nsio5HW0yiwnRE1Y73qzcX/vF5qwhs/4zJJDUq2XBSmgpiYzP8mQ66QGTG1hDLF7a2EjamizNh0SjYEb/XlddK+qnpu1WvWKvVaHkcRzuAcLsGDa6jDHTSgBQxG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwA3+o2y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZdiyFL6aYJA/a9Emz+9ereuoRjg=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48t2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsbsQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKLSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fjp/mnQHJQrbtVdgKwTLycVyNEYlL/6w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ8TOqDGcCZ6V+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gi1ny1OnZELqwxJGCtb0pCF+nsio5HW0yiwnRE1Y73qzcX/vF5qwhs/4zJJDUq2XBSmgpiYzP8mQ66QGTG1hDLF7a2EjamizNh0SjYEb/XlddK+qnpu1WvWKvVaHkcRzuAcLsGDa6jDHTSgBQxG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwA3+o2y</latexit>

xQ
<latexit sha1_base64="ZdiyFL6aYJA/a9Emz+9ereuoRjg=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48t2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsbsQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKLSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fjp/mnQHJQrbtVdgKwTLycVyNEYlL/6w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ8TOqDGcCZ6V+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gi1ny1OnZELqwxJGCtb0pCF+nsio5HW0yiwnRE1Y73qzcX/vF5qwhs/4zJJDUq2XBSmgpiYzP8mQ66QGTG1hDLF7a2EjamizNh0SjYEb/XlddK+qnpu1WvWKvVaHkcRzuAcLsGDa6jDHTSgBQxG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwA3+o2y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZdiyFL6aYJA/a9Emz+9ereuoRjg=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48t2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsbsQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKLSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fjp/mnQHJQrbtVdgKwTLycVyNEYlL/6w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ8TOqDGcCZ6V+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gi1ny1OnZELqwxJGCtb0pCF+nsio5HW0yiwnRE1Y73qzcX/vF5qwhs/4zJJDUq2XBSmgpiYzP8mQ66QGTG1hDLF7a2EjamizNh0SjYEb/XlddK+qnpu1WvWKvVaHkcRzuAcLsGDa6jDHTSgBQxG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwA3+o2y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZdiyFL6aYJA/a9Emz+9ereuoRjg=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48t2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsbsQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKLSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fjp/mnQHJQrbtVdgKwTLycVyNEYlL/6w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ8TOqDGcCZ6V+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gi1ny1OnZELqwxJGCtb0pCF+nsio5HW0yiwnRE1Y73qzcX/vF5qwhs/4zJJDUq2XBSmgpiYzP8mQ66QGTG1hDLF7a2EjamizNh0SjYEb/XlddK+qnpu1WvWKvVaHkcRzuAcLsGDa6jDHTSgBQxG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwA3+o2y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZdiyFL6aYJA/a9Emz+9ereuoRjg=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48t2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsbsQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKLSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fjp/mnQHJQrbtVdgKwTLycVyNEYlL/6w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ8TOqDGcCZ6V+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gi1ny1OnZELqwxJGCtb0pCF+nsio5HW0yiwnRE1Y73qzcX/vF5qwhs/4zJJDUq2XBSmgpiYzP8mQ66QGTG1hDLF7a2EjamizNh0SjYEb/XlddK+qnpu1WvWKvVaHkcRzuAcLsGDa6jDHTSgBQxG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwA3+o2y</latexit>

Rule text xD
<latexit sha1_base64="I1M3fGSWO3kv4+L5LyBLnhP0+WU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCHjxWtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Ygl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj65nffkSleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLHS/VP/pl+uuFV3DrJKvJxUIEejX/7qDWKWRigNE1Trrucmxs+oMpwJnJZ6qcaEsjEdYtdSSSPUfjY/dUrOrDIgYaxsSUPm6u+JjEZaT6LAdkbUjPSyNxP/87qpCa/8jMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvubDLhCZsTEEsoUt7cSNqKKMmPTKdkQvOWXV0nrouq5Ve+uVqnX8jiKcAKncA4eXEIdbqEBTWAwhGd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QMkRo2l</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I1M3fGSWO3kv4+L5LyBLnhP0+WU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCHjxWtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Ygl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj65nffkSleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLHS/VP/pl+uuFV3DrJKvJxUIEejX/7qDWKWRigNE1Trrucmxs+oMpwJnJZ6qcaEsjEdYtdSSSPUfjY/dUrOrDIgYaxsSUPm6u+JjEZaT6LAdkbUjPSyNxP/87qpCa/8jMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvubDLhCZsTEEsoUt7cSNqKKMmPTKdkQvOWXV0nrouq5Ve+uVqnX8jiKcAKncA4eXEIdbqEBTWAwhGd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QMkRo2l</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I1M3fGSWO3kv4+L5LyBLnhP0+WU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCHjxWtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Ygl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj65nffkSleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLHS/VP/pl+uuFV3DrJKvJxUIEejX/7qDWKWRigNE1Trrucmxs+oMpwJnJZ6qcaEsjEdYtdSSSPUfjY/dUrOrDIgYaxsSUPm6u+JjEZaT6LAdkbUjPSyNxP/87qpCa/8jMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvubDLhCZsTEEsoUt7cSNqKKMmPTKdkQvOWXV0nrouq5Ve+uVqnX8jiKcAKncA4eXEIdbqEBTWAwhGd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QMkRo2l</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I1M3fGSWO3kv4+L5LyBLnhP0+WU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCHjxWtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Ygl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj65nffkSleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLHS/VP/pl+uuFV3DrJKvJxUIEejX/7qDWKWRigNE1Trrucmxs+oMpwJnJZ6qcaEsjEdYtdSSSPUfjY/dUrOrDIgYaxsSUPm6u+JjEZaT6LAdkbUjPSyNxP/87qpCa/8jMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvubDLhCZsTEEsoUt7cSNqKKMmPTKdkQvOWXV0nrouq5Ve+uVqnX8jiKcAKncA4eXEIdbqEBTWAwhGd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QMkRo2l</latexit>

xD
<latexit sha1_base64="I1M3fGSWO3kv4+L5LyBLnhP0+WU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCHjxWtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Ygl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj65nffkSleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLHS/VP/pl+uuFV3DrJKvJxUIEejX/7qDWKWRigNE1Trrucmxs+oMpwJnJZ6qcaEsjEdYtdSSSPUfjY/dUrOrDIgYaxsSUPm6u+JjEZaT6LAdkbUjPSyNxP/87qpCa/8jMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvubDLhCZsTEEsoUt7cSNqKKMmPTKdkQvOWXV0nrouq5Ve+uVqnX8jiKcAKncA4eXEIdbqEBTWAwhGd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QMkRo2l</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I1M3fGSWO3kv4+L5LyBLnhP0+WU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCHjxWtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Ygl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj65nffkSleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLHS/VP/pl+uuFV3DrJKvJxUIEejX/7qDWKWRigNE1Trrucmxs+oMpwJnJZ6qcaEsjEdYtdSSSPUfjY/dUrOrDIgYaxsSUPm6u+JjEZaT6LAdkbUjPSyNxP/87qpCa/8jMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvubDLhCZsTEEsoUt7cSNqKKMmPTKdkQvOWXV0nrouq5Ve+uVqnX8jiKcAKncA4eXEIdbqEBTWAwhGd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QMkRo2l</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I1M3fGSWO3kv4+L5LyBLnhP0+WU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCHjxWtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Ygl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj65nffkSleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLHS/VP/pl+uuFV3DrJKvJxUIEejX/7qDWKWRigNE1Trrucmxs+oMpwJnJZ6qcaEsjEdYtdSSSPUfjY/dUrOrDIgYaxsSUPm6u+JjEZaT6LAdkbUjPSyNxP/87qpCa/8jMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvubDLhCZsTEEsoUt7cSNqKKMmPTKdkQvOWXV0nrouq5Ve+uVqnX8jiKcAKncA4eXEIdbqEBTWAwhGd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QMkRo2l</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I1M3fGSWO3kv4+L5LyBLnhP0+WU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCHjxWtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Ygl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj65nffkSleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLHS/VP/pl+uuFV3DrJKvJxUIEejX/7qDWKWRigNE1Trrucmxs+oMpwJnJZ6qcaEsjEdYtdSSSPUfjY/dUrOrDIgYaxsSUPm6u+JjEZaT6LAdkbUjPSyNxP/87qpCa/8jMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvubDLhCZsTEEsoUt7cSNqKKMmPTKdkQvOWXV0nrouq5Ve+uVqnX8jiKcAKncA4eXEIdbqEBTWAwhGd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QMkRo2l</latexit>

Scenario xS
<latexit sha1_base64="vq3QVi8kDwnF8pWB4L82k+3HLrQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF4+V2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsbsQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKLSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip+TRoDsoVt+ouQNaJl5MK5GgMyl/9YczSCKVhgmrd89zE+BlVhjOBs1I/1ZhQNqEj7FkqaYTazxanzsiFVYYkjJUtachC/T2R0UjraRTYzoiasV715uJ/Xi814Y2fcZmkBiVbLgpTQUxM5n+TIVfIjJhaQpni9lbCxlRRZmw6JRuCt/ryOmlfVT236t3XKvVaHkcRzuAcLsGDa6jDHTSgBQxG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwA7Ao20</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vq3QVi8kDwnF8pWB4L82k+3HLrQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF4+V2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsbsQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKLSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip+TRoDsoVt+ouQNaJl5MK5GgMyl/9YczSCKVhgmrd89zE+BlVhjOBs1I/1ZhQNqEj7FkqaYTazxanzsiFVYYkjJUtachC/T2R0UjraRTYzoiasV715uJ/Xi814Y2fcZmkBiVbLgpTQUxM5n+TIVfIjJhaQpni9lbCxlRRZmw6JRuCt/ryOmlfVT236t3XKvVaHkcRzuAcLsGDa6jDHTSgBQxG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwA7Ao20</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vq3QVi8kDwnF8pWB4L82k+3HLrQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF4+V2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsbsQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKLSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip+TRoDsoVt+ouQNaJl5MK5GgMyl/9YczSCKVhgmrd89zE+BlVhjOBs1I/1ZhQNqEj7FkqaYTazxanzsiFVYYkjJUtachC/T2R0UjraRTYzoiasV715uJ/Xi814Y2fcZmkBiVbLgpTQUxM5n+TIVfIjJhaQpni9lbCxlRRZmw6JRuCt/ryOmlfVT236t3XKvVaHkcRzuAcLsGDa6jDHTSgBQxG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwA7Ao20</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vq3QVi8kDwnF8pWB4L82k+3HLrQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF4+V2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsbsQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKLSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip+TRoDsoVt+ouQNaJl5MK5GgMyl/9YczSCKVhgmrd89zE+BlVhjOBs1I/1ZhQNqEj7FkqaYTazxanzsiFVYYkjJUtachC/T2R0UjraRTYzoiasV715uJ/Xi814Y2fcZmkBiVbLgpTQUxM5n+TIVfIjJhaQpni9lbCxlRRZmw6JRuCt/ryOmlfVT236t3XKvVaHkcRzuAcLsGDa6jDHTSgBQxG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwA7Ao20</latexit>

xS
<latexit sha1_base64="vq3QVi8kDwnF8pWB4L82k+3HLrQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF4+V2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsbsQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKLSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip+TRoDsoVt+ouQNaJl5MK5GgMyl/9YczSCKVhgmrd89zE+BlVhjOBs1I/1ZhQNqEj7FkqaYTazxanzsiFVYYkjJUtachC/T2R0UjraRTYzoiasV715uJ/Xi814Y2fcZmkBiVbLgpTQUxM5n+TIVfIjJhaQpni9lbCxlRRZmw6JRuCt/ryOmlfVT236t3XKvVaHkcRzuAcLsGDa6jDHTSgBQxG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwA7Ao20</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vq3QVi8kDwnF8pWB4L82k+3HLrQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF4+V2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsbsQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKLSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip+TRoDsoVt+ouQNaJl5MK5GgMyl/9YczSCKVhgmrd89zE+BlVhjOBs1I/1ZhQNqEj7FkqaYTazxanzsiFVYYkjJUtachC/T2R0UjraRTYzoiasV715uJ/Xi814Y2fcZmkBiVbLgpTQUxM5n+TIVfIjJhaQpni9lbCxlRRZmw6JRuCt/ryOmlfVT236t3XKvVaHkcRzuAcLsGDa6jDHTSgBQxG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwA7Ao20</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vq3QVi8kDwnF8pWB4L82k+3HLrQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF4+V2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsbsQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKLSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip+TRoDsoVt+ouQNaJl5MK5GgMyl/9YczSCKVhgmrd89zE+BlVhjOBs1I/1ZhQNqEj7FkqaYTazxanzsiFVYYkjJUtachC/T2R0UjraRTYzoiasV715uJ/Xi814Y2fcZmkBiVbLgpTQUxM5n+TIVfIjJhaQpni9lbCxlRRZmw6JRuCt/ryOmlfVT236t3XKvVaHkcRzuAcLsGDa6jDHTSgBQxG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwA7Ao20</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vq3QVi8kDwnF8pWB4L82k+3HLrQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF4+V2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsbsQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKLSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip+TRoDsoVt+ouQNaJl5MK5GgMyl/9YczSCKVhgmrd89zE+BlVhjOBs1I/1ZhQNqEj7FkqaYTazxanzsiFVYYkjJUtachC/T2R0UjraRTYzoiasV715uJ/Xi814Y2fcZmkBiVbLgpTQUxM5n+TIVfIjJhaQpni9lbCxlRRZmw6JRuCt/ryOmlfVT236t3XKvVaHkcRzuAcLsGDa6jDHTSgBQxG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwA7Ao20</latexit>

Follow-up 
QA xH,1

<latexit sha1_base64="CU4DPryCjv9j50xB8+hIT8GTuTQ=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnoseOmxgv2ANpTNdtMu3WzC7kQsoT/CiwdFvPp7vPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxIpDLrut1PY2Nza3inulvb2Dw6PyscnbROnmvEWi2WsuwE1XArFWyhQ8m6iOY0CyTvB5G7udx65NiJWDzhNuB/RkRKhYBSt1HkaZI0rbzYoV9yquwBZJ15OKpCjOSh/9YcxSyOukElqTM9zE/QzqlEwyWelfmp4QtmEjnjPUkUjbvxsce6MXFhlSMJY21JIFurviYxGxkyjwHZGFMdm1ZuL/3m9FMNbPxMqSZErtlwUppJgTOa/k6HQnKGcWkKZFvZWwsZUU4Y2oZINwVt9eZ20r6ueW/Xua5V6LY+jCGdwDpfgwQ3UoQFNaAGDCTzDK7w5ifPivDsfy9aCk8+cwh84nz/JnY8m</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CU4DPryCjv9j50xB8+hIT8GTuTQ=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnoseOmxgv2ANpTNdtMu3WzC7kQsoT/CiwdFvPp7vPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxIpDLrut1PY2Nza3inulvb2Dw6PyscnbROnmvEWi2WsuwE1XArFWyhQ8m6iOY0CyTvB5G7udx65NiJWDzhNuB/RkRKhYBSt1HkaZI0rbzYoV9yquwBZJ15OKpCjOSh/9YcxSyOukElqTM9zE/QzqlEwyWelfmp4QtmEjnjPUkUjbvxsce6MXFhlSMJY21JIFurviYxGxkyjwHZGFMdm1ZuL/3m9FMNbPxMqSZErtlwUppJgTOa/k6HQnKGcWkKZFvZWwsZUU4Y2oZINwVt9eZ20r6ueW/Xua5V6LY+jCGdwDpfgwQ3UoQFNaAGDCTzDK7w5ifPivDsfy9aCk8+cwh84nz/JnY8m</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CU4DPryCjv9j50xB8+hIT8GTuTQ=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnoseOmxgv2ANpTNdtMu3WzC7kQsoT/CiwdFvPp7vPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxIpDLrut1PY2Nza3inulvb2Dw6PyscnbROnmvEWi2WsuwE1XArFWyhQ8m6iOY0CyTvB5G7udx65NiJWDzhNuB/RkRKhYBSt1HkaZI0rbzYoV9yquwBZJ15OKpCjOSh/9YcxSyOukElqTM9zE/QzqlEwyWelfmp4QtmEjnjPUkUjbvxsce6MXFhlSMJY21JIFurviYxGxkyjwHZGFMdm1ZuL/3m9FMNbPxMqSZErtlwUppJgTOa/k6HQnKGcWkKZFvZWwsZUU4Y2oZINwVt9eZ20r6ueW/Xua5V6LY+jCGdwDpfgwQ3UoQFNaAGDCTzDK7w5ifPivDsfy9aCk8+cwh84nz/JnY8m</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CU4DPryCjv9j50xB8+hIT8GTuTQ=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnoseOmxgv2ANpTNdtMu3WzC7kQsoT/CiwdFvPp7vPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxIpDLrut1PY2Nza3inulvb2Dw6PyscnbROnmvEWi2WsuwE1XArFWyhQ8m6iOY0CyTvB5G7udx65NiJWDzhNuB/RkRKhYBSt1HkaZI0rbzYoV9yquwBZJ15OKpCjOSh/9YcxSyOukElqTM9zE/QzqlEwyWelfmp4QtmEjnjPUkUjbvxsce6MXFhlSMJY21JIFurviYxGxkyjwHZGFMdm1ZuL/3m9FMNbPxMqSZErtlwUppJgTOa/k6HQnKGcWkKZFvZWwsZUU4Y2oZINwVt9eZ20r6ueW/Xua5V6LY+jCGdwDpfgwQ3UoQFNaAGDCTzDK7w5ifPivDsfy9aCk8+cwh84nz/JnY8m</latexit>

xH,1
<latexit sha1_base64="CU4DPryCjv9j50xB8+hIT8GTuTQ=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnoseOmxgv2ANpTNdtMu3WzC7kQsoT/CiwdFvPp7vPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxIpDLrut1PY2Nza3inulvb2Dw6PyscnbROnmvEWi2WsuwE1XArFWyhQ8m6iOY0CyTvB5G7udx65NiJWDzhNuB/RkRKhYBSt1HkaZI0rbzYoV9yquwBZJ15OKpCjOSh/9YcxSyOukElqTM9zE/QzqlEwyWelfmp4QtmEjnjPUkUjbvxsce6MXFhlSMJY21JIFurviYxGxkyjwHZGFMdm1ZuL/3m9FMNbPxMqSZErtlwUppJgTOa/k6HQnKGcWkKZFvZWwsZUU4Y2oZINwVt9eZ20r6ueW/Xua5V6LY+jCGdwDpfgwQ3UoQFNaAGDCTzDK7w5ifPivDsfy9aCk8+cwh84nz/JnY8m</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CU4DPryCjv9j50xB8+hIT8GTuTQ=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnoseOmxgv2ANpTNdtMu3WzC7kQsoT/CiwdFvPp7vPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxIpDLrut1PY2Nza3inulvb2Dw6PyscnbROnmvEWi2WsuwE1XArFWyhQ8m6iOY0CyTvB5G7udx65NiJWDzhNuB/RkRKhYBSt1HkaZI0rbzYoV9yquwBZJ15OKpCjOSh/9YcxSyOukElqTM9zE/QzqlEwyWelfmp4QtmEjnjPUkUjbvxsce6MXFhlSMJY21JIFurviYxGxkyjwHZGFMdm1ZuL/3m9FMNbPxMqSZErtlwUppJgTOa/k6HQnKGcWkKZFvZWwsZUU4Y2oZINwVt9eZ20r6ueW/Xua5V6LY+jCGdwDpfgwQ3UoQFNaAGDCTzDK7w5ifPivDsfy9aCk8+cwh84nz/JnY8m</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CU4DPryCjv9j50xB8+hIT8GTuTQ=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnoseOmxgv2ANpTNdtMu3WzC7kQsoT/CiwdFvPp7vPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxIpDLrut1PY2Nza3inulvb2Dw6PyscnbROnmvEWi2WsuwE1XArFWyhQ8m6iOY0CyTvB5G7udx65NiJWDzhNuB/RkRKhYBSt1HkaZI0rbzYoV9yquwBZJ15OKpCjOSh/9YcxSyOukElqTM9zE/QzqlEwyWelfmp4QtmEjnjPUkUjbvxsce6MXFhlSMJY21JIFurviYxGxkyjwHZGFMdm1ZuL/3m9FMNbPxMqSZErtlwUppJgTOa/k6HQnKGcWkKZFvZWwsZUU4Y2oZINwVt9eZ20r6ueW/Xua5V6LY+jCGdwDpfgwQ3UoQFNaAGDCTzDK7w5ifPivDsfy9aCk8+cwh84nz/JnY8m</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CU4DPryCjv9j50xB8+hIT8GTuTQ=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnoseOmxgv2ANpTNdtMu3WzC7kQsoT/CiwdFvPp7vPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxIpDLrut1PY2Nza3inulvb2Dw6PyscnbROnmvEWi2WsuwE1XArFWyhQ8m6iOY0CyTvB5G7udx65NiJWDzhNuB/RkRKhYBSt1HkaZI0rbzYoV9yquwBZJ15OKpCjOSh/9YcxSyOukElqTM9zE/QzqlEwyWelfmp4QtmEjnjPUkUjbvxsce6MXFhlSMJY21JIFurviYxGxkyjwHZGFMdm1ZuL/3m9FMNbPxMqSZErtlwUppJgTOa/k6HQnKGcWkKZFvZWwsZUU4Y2oZINwVt9eZ20r6ueW/Xua5V6LY+jCGdwDpfgwQ3UoQFNaAGDCTzDK7w5ifPivDsfy9aCk8+cwh84nz/JnY8m</latexit>
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Follow-up 
QA xH,2

<latexit sha1_base64="enF29fJV1ijw/HaUyBVoxrns8M0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4kJKUgh4LXnqsYD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuxFL6I/w4kERr/4eb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz329nY3Nre2S3sFfcPDo+OSyenbR2nimGLxSJW3YBqFFxiy3AjsJsopFEgsBNM7uZ+5xGV5rF8MNME/YiOJA85o8ZKnadB1riuzgalsltxFyDrxMtJGXI0B6Wv/jBmaYTSMEG17nluYvyMKsOZwFmxn2pMKJvQEfYslTRC7WeLc2fk0ipDEsbKljRkof6eyGik9TQKbGdEzVivenPxP6+XmvDWz7hMUoOSLReFqSAmJvPfyZArZEZMLaFMcXsrYWOqKDM2oaINwVt9eZ20qxXPrXj3tXK9lsdRgHO4gCvw4Abq0IAmtIDBBJ7hFd6cxHlx3p2PZeuGk8+cwR84nz/LIo8n</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="enF29fJV1ijw/HaUyBVoxrns8M0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4kJKUgh4LXnqsYD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuxFL6I/w4kERr/4eb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz329nY3Nre2S3sFfcPDo+OSyenbR2nimGLxSJW3YBqFFxiy3AjsJsopFEgsBNM7uZ+5xGV5rF8MNME/YiOJA85o8ZKnadB1riuzgalsltxFyDrxMtJGXI0B6Wv/jBmaYTSMEG17nluYvyMKsOZwFmxn2pMKJvQEfYslTRC7WeLc2fk0ipDEsbKljRkof6eyGik9TQKbGdEzVivenPxP6+XmvDWz7hMUoOSLReFqSAmJvPfyZArZEZMLaFMcXsrYWOqKDM2oaINwVt9eZ20qxXPrXj3tXK9lsdRgHO4gCvw4Abq0IAmtIDBBJ7hFd6cxHlx3p2PZeuGk8+cwR84nz/LIo8n</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="enF29fJV1ijw/HaUyBVoxrns8M0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4kJKUgh4LXnqsYD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuxFL6I/w4kERr/4eb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz329nY3Nre2S3sFfcPDo+OSyenbR2nimGLxSJW3YBqFFxiy3AjsJsopFEgsBNM7uZ+5xGV5rF8MNME/YiOJA85o8ZKnadB1riuzgalsltxFyDrxMtJGXI0B6Wv/jBmaYTSMEG17nluYvyMKsOZwFmxn2pMKJvQEfYslTRC7WeLc2fk0ipDEsbKljRkof6eyGik9TQKbGdEzVivenPxP6+XmvDWz7hMUoOSLReFqSAmJvPfyZArZEZMLaFMcXsrYWOqKDM2oaINwVt9eZ20qxXPrXj3tXK9lsdRgHO4gCvw4Abq0IAmtIDBBJ7hFd6cxHlx3p2PZeuGk8+cwR84nz/LIo8n</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="enF29fJV1ijw/HaUyBVoxrns8M0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4kJKUgh4LXnqsYD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuxFL6I/w4kERr/4eb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz329nY3Nre2S3sFfcPDo+OSyenbR2nimGLxSJW3YBqFFxiy3AjsJsopFEgsBNM7uZ+5xGV5rF8MNME/YiOJA85o8ZKnadB1riuzgalsltxFyDrxMtJGXI0B6Wv/jBmaYTSMEG17nluYvyMKsOZwFmxn2pMKJvQEfYslTRC7WeLc2fk0ipDEsbKljRkof6eyGik9TQKbGdEzVivenPxP6+XmvDWz7hMUoOSLReFqSAmJvPfyZArZEZMLaFMcXsrYWOqKDM2oaINwVt9eZ20qxXPrXj3tXK9lsdRgHO4gCvw4Abq0IAmtIDBBJ7hFd6cxHlx3p2PZeuGk8+cwR84nz/LIo8n</latexit>

xH,2
<latexit sha1_base64="enF29fJV1ijw/HaUyBVoxrns8M0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4kJKUgh4LXnqsYD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuxFL6I/w4kERr/4eb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz329nY3Nre2S3sFfcPDo+OSyenbR2nimGLxSJW3YBqFFxiy3AjsJsopFEgsBNM7uZ+5xGV5rF8MNME/YiOJA85o8ZKnadB1riuzgalsltxFyDrxMtJGXI0B6Wv/jBmaYTSMEG17nluYvyMKsOZwFmxn2pMKJvQEfYslTRC7WeLc2fk0ipDEsbKljRkof6eyGik9TQKbGdEzVivenPxP6+XmvDWz7hMUoOSLReFqSAmJvPfyZArZEZMLaFMcXsrYWOqKDM2oaINwVt9eZ20qxXPrXj3tXK9lsdRgHO4gCvw4Abq0IAmtIDBBJ7hFd6cxHlx3p2PZeuGk8+cwR84nz/LIo8n</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="enF29fJV1ijw/HaUyBVoxrns8M0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4kJKUgh4LXnqsYD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuxFL6I/w4kERr/4eb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz329nY3Nre2S3sFfcPDo+OSyenbR2nimGLxSJW3YBqFFxiy3AjsJsopFEgsBNM7uZ+5xGV5rF8MNME/YiOJA85o8ZKnadB1riuzgalsltxFyDrxMtJGXI0B6Wv/jBmaYTSMEG17nluYvyMKsOZwFmxn2pMKJvQEfYslTRC7WeLc2fk0ipDEsbKljRkof6eyGik9TQKbGdEzVivenPxP6+XmvDWz7hMUoOSLReFqSAmJvPfyZArZEZMLaFMcXsrYWOqKDM2oaINwVt9eZ20qxXPrXj3tXK9lsdRgHO4gCvw4Abq0IAmtIDBBJ7hFd6cxHlx3p2PZeuGk8+cwR84nz/LIo8n</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="enF29fJV1ijw/HaUyBVoxrns8M0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4kJKUgh4LXnqsYD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuxFL6I/w4kERr/4eb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz329nY3Nre2S3sFfcPDo+OSyenbR2nimGLxSJW3YBqFFxiy3AjsJsopFEgsBNM7uZ+5xGV5rF8MNME/YiOJA85o8ZKnadB1riuzgalsltxFyDrxMtJGXI0B6Wv/jBmaYTSMEG17nluYvyMKsOZwFmxn2pMKJvQEfYslTRC7WeLc2fk0ipDEsbKljRkof6eyGik9TQKbGdEzVivenPxP6+XmvDWz7hMUoOSLReFqSAmJvPfyZArZEZMLaFMcXsrYWOqKDM2oaINwVt9eZ20qxXPrXj3tXK9lsdRgHO4gCvw4Abq0IAmtIDBBJ7hFd6cxHlx3p2PZeuGk8+cwR84nz/LIo8n</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="enF29fJV1ijw/HaUyBVoxrns8M0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4kJKUgh4LXnqsYD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuxFL6I/w4kERr/4eb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz329nY3Nre2S3sFfcPDo+OSyenbR2nimGLxSJW3YBqFFxiy3AjsJsopFEgsBNM7uZ+5xGV5rF8MNME/YiOJA85o8ZKnadB1riuzgalsltxFyDrxMtJGXI0B6Wv/jBmaYTSMEG17nluYvyMKsOZwFmxn2pMKJvQEfYslTRC7WeLc2fk0ipDEsbKljRkof6eyGik9TQKbGdEzVivenPxP6+XmvDWz7hMUoOSLReFqSAmJvPfyZArZEZMLaFMcXsrYWOqKDM2oaINwVt9eZ20qxXPrXj3tXK9lsdRgHO4gCvw4Abq0IAmtIDBBJ7hFd6cxHlx3p2PZeuGk8+cwR84nz/LIo8n</latexit>

Follow-up 
QA xH,nH

<latexit sha1_base64="sAKQk4fv24rOzgAwMxhTm9Wsx54=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBg5RdKdRjwUuPFeyHtMuSTbNtaJJdkqxYlv4KLx4U8erP8ea/MW33oK0PBh7vzTAzL0w408Z1v53CxubW9k5xt7S3f3B4VD4+6eg4VYS2Scxj1QuxppxJ2jbMcNpLFMUi5LQbTm7nfveRKs1ieW+mCfUFHkkWMYKNlR6egqx5JYPmLChX3Kq7AFonXk4qkKMVlL8Gw5ikgkpDONa677mJ8TOsDCOczkqDVNMEkwke0b6lEguq/Wxx8AxdWGWIoljZkgYt1N8TGRZaT0VoOwU2Y73qzcX/vH5qohs/YzJJDZVkuShKOTIxmn+PhkxRYvjUEkwUs7ciMsYKE2MzKtkQvNWX10nnuuq5Ve+uVmnU8jiKcAbncAke1KEBTWhBGwgIeIZXeHOU8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifP3LYkB4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sAKQk4fv24rOzgAwMxhTm9Wsx54=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBg5RdKdRjwUuPFeyHtMuSTbNtaJJdkqxYlv4KLx4U8erP8ea/MW33oK0PBh7vzTAzL0w408Z1v53CxubW9k5xt7S3f3B4VD4+6eg4VYS2Scxj1QuxppxJ2jbMcNpLFMUi5LQbTm7nfveRKs1ieW+mCfUFHkkWMYKNlR6egqx5JYPmLChX3Kq7AFonXk4qkKMVlL8Gw5ikgkpDONa677mJ8TOsDCOczkqDVNMEkwke0b6lEguq/Wxx8AxdWGWIoljZkgYt1N8TGRZaT0VoOwU2Y73qzcX/vH5qohs/YzJJDZVkuShKOTIxmn+PhkxRYvjUEkwUs7ciMsYKE2MzKtkQvNWX10nnuuq5Ve+uVmnU8jiKcAbncAke1KEBTWhBGwgIeIZXeHOU8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifP3LYkB4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sAKQk4fv24rOzgAwMxhTm9Wsx54=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBg5RdKdRjwUuPFeyHtMuSTbNtaJJdkqxYlv4KLx4U8erP8ea/MW33oK0PBh7vzTAzL0w408Z1v53CxubW9k5xt7S3f3B4VD4+6eg4VYS2Scxj1QuxppxJ2jbMcNpLFMUi5LQbTm7nfveRKs1ieW+mCfUFHkkWMYKNlR6egqx5JYPmLChX3Kq7AFonXk4qkKMVlL8Gw5ikgkpDONa677mJ8TOsDCOczkqDVNMEkwke0b6lEguq/Wxx8AxdWGWIoljZkgYt1N8TGRZaT0VoOwU2Y73qzcX/vH5qohs/YzJJDZVkuShKOTIxmn+PhkxRYvjUEkwUs7ciMsYKE2MzKtkQvNWX10nnuuq5Ve+uVmnU8jiKcAbncAke1KEBTWhBGwgIeIZXeHOU8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifP3LYkB4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sAKQk4fv24rOzgAwMxhTm9Wsx54=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBg5RdKdRjwUuPFeyHtMuSTbNtaJJdkqxYlv4KLx4U8erP8ea/MW33oK0PBh7vzTAzL0w408Z1v53CxubW9k5xt7S3f3B4VD4+6eg4VYS2Scxj1QuxppxJ2jbMcNpLFMUi5LQbTm7nfveRKs1ieW+mCfUFHkkWMYKNlR6egqx5JYPmLChX3Kq7AFonXk4qkKMVlL8Gw5ikgkpDONa677mJ8TOsDCOczkqDVNMEkwke0b6lEguq/Wxx8AxdWGWIoljZkgYt1N8TGRZaT0VoOwU2Y73qzcX/vH5qohs/YzJJDZVkuShKOTIxmn+PhkxRYvjUEkwUs7ciMsYKE2MzKtkQvNWX10nnuuq5Ve+uVmnU8jiKcAbncAke1KEBTWhBGwgIeIZXeHOU8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifP3LYkB4=</latexit>

xH,nH
<latexit sha1_base64="sAKQk4fv24rOzgAwMxhTm9Wsx54=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBg5RdKdRjwUuPFeyHtMuSTbNtaJJdkqxYlv4KLx4U8erP8ea/MW33oK0PBh7vzTAzL0w408Z1v53CxubW9k5xt7S3f3B4VD4+6eg4VYS2Scxj1QuxppxJ2jbMcNpLFMUi5LQbTm7nfveRKs1ieW+mCfUFHkkWMYKNlR6egqx5JYPmLChX3Kq7AFonXk4qkKMVlL8Gw5ikgkpDONa677mJ8TOsDCOczkqDVNMEkwke0b6lEguq/Wxx8AxdWGWIoljZkgYt1N8TGRZaT0VoOwU2Y73qzcX/vH5qohs/YzJJDZVkuShKOTIxmn+PhkxRYvjUEkwUs7ciMsYKE2MzKtkQvNWX10nnuuq5Ve+uVmnU8jiKcAbncAke1KEBTWhBGwgIeIZXeHOU8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifP3LYkB4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sAKQk4fv24rOzgAwMxhTm9Wsx54=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBg5RdKdRjwUuPFeyHtMuSTbNtaJJdkqxYlv4KLx4U8erP8ea/MW33oK0PBh7vzTAzL0w408Z1v53CxubW9k5xt7S3f3B4VD4+6eg4VYS2Scxj1QuxppxJ2jbMcNpLFMUi5LQbTm7nfveRKs1ieW+mCfUFHkkWMYKNlR6egqx5JYPmLChX3Kq7AFonXk4qkKMVlL8Gw5ikgkpDONa677mJ8TOsDCOczkqDVNMEkwke0b6lEguq/Wxx8AxdWGWIoljZkgYt1N8TGRZaT0VoOwU2Y73qzcX/vH5qohs/YzJJDZVkuShKOTIxmn+PhkxRYvjUEkwUs7ciMsYKE2MzKtkQvNWX10nnuuq5Ve+uVmnU8jiKcAbncAke1KEBTWhBGwgIeIZXeHOU8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifP3LYkB4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sAKQk4fv24rOzgAwMxhTm9Wsx54=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBg5RdKdRjwUuPFeyHtMuSTbNtaJJdkqxYlv4KLx4U8erP8ea/MW33oK0PBh7vzTAzL0w408Z1v53CxubW9k5xt7S3f3B4VD4+6eg4VYS2Scxj1QuxppxJ2jbMcNpLFMUi5LQbTm7nfveRKs1ieW+mCfUFHkkWMYKNlR6egqx5JYPmLChX3Kq7AFonXk4qkKMVlL8Gw5ikgkpDONa677mJ8TOsDCOczkqDVNMEkwke0b6lEguq/Wxx8AxdWGWIoljZkgYt1N8TGRZaT0VoOwU2Y73qzcX/vH5qohs/YzJJDZVkuShKOTIxmn+PhkxRYvjUEkwUs7ciMsYKE2MzKtkQvNWX10nnuuq5Ve+uVmnU8jiKcAbncAke1KEBTWhBGwgIeIZXeHOU8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifP3LYkB4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sAKQk4fv24rOzgAwMxhTm9Wsx54=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBg5RdKdRjwUuPFeyHtMuSTbNtaJJdkqxYlv4KLx4U8erP8ea/MW33oK0PBh7vzTAzL0w408Z1v53CxubW9k5xt7S3f3B4VD4+6eg4VYS2Scxj1QuxppxJ2jbMcNpLFMUi5LQbTm7nfveRKs1ieW+mCfUFHkkWMYKNlR6egqx5JYPmLChX3Kq7AFonXk4qkKMVlL8Gw5ikgkpDONa677mJ8TOsDCOczkqDVNMEkwke0b6lEguq/Wxx8AxdWGWIoljZkgYt1N8TGRZaT0VoOwU2Y73qzcX/vH5qohs/YzJJDZVkuShKOTIxmn+PhkxRYvjUEkwUs7ciMsYKE2MzKtkQvNWX10nnuuq5Ve+uVmnU8jiKcAbncAke1KEBTWhBGwgIeIZXeHOU8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifP3LYkB4=</latexit>

… Input self 
attention 

layer

Decision
classfier

Rule self 
attention 

layer

r1
<latexit sha1_base64="Qh3uzsyK9GK8FuOJ4Cps4xLYLHs=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48VTVtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSNkmmGfdZIhPdDanhUijuo0DJu6nmNA4l74ST27nfeeLaiEQ94jTlQUxHSkSCUbTSgx54g2rNrbsLkHXiFaQGBVqD6ld/mLAs5gqZpMb0PDfFIKcaBZN8VulnhqeUTeiI9yxVNOYmyBenzsiFVYYkSrQthWSh/p7IaWzMNA5tZ0xxbFa9ufif18swuglyodIMuWLLRVEmCSZk/jcZCs0ZyqkllGlhbyVsTDVlaNOp2BC81ZfXSfuq7rl1775RazaKOMpwBudwCR5cQxPuoAU+MBjBM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi2lpxi5hT+wPn8Af5HjYw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Qh3uzsyK9GK8FuOJ4Cps4xLYLHs=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48VTVtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSNkmmGfdZIhPdDanhUijuo0DJu6nmNA4l74ST27nfeeLaiEQ94jTlQUxHSkSCUbTSgx54g2rNrbsLkHXiFaQGBVqD6ld/mLAs5gqZpMb0PDfFIKcaBZN8VulnhqeUTeiI9yxVNOYmyBenzsiFVYYkSrQthWSh/p7IaWzMNA5tZ0xxbFa9ufif18swuglyodIMuWLLRVEmCSZk/jcZCs0ZyqkllGlhbyVsTDVlaNOp2BC81ZfXSfuq7rl1775RazaKOMpwBudwCR5cQxPuoAU+MBjBM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi2lpxi5hT+wPn8Af5HjYw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Qh3uzsyK9GK8FuOJ4Cps4xLYLHs=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48VTVtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSNkmmGfdZIhPdDanhUijuo0DJu6nmNA4l74ST27nfeeLaiEQ94jTlQUxHSkSCUbTSgx54g2rNrbsLkHXiFaQGBVqD6ld/mLAs5gqZpMb0PDfFIKcaBZN8VulnhqeUTeiI9yxVNOYmyBenzsiFVYYkSrQthWSh/p7IaWzMNA5tZ0xxbFa9ufif18swuglyodIMuWLLRVEmCSZk/jcZCs0ZyqkllGlhbyVsTDVlaNOp2BC81ZfXSfuq7rl1775RazaKOMpwBudwCR5cQxPuoAU+MBjBM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi2lpxi5hT+wPn8Af5HjYw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Qh3uzsyK9GK8FuOJ4Cps4xLYLHs=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48VTVtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSNkmmGfdZIhPdDanhUijuo0DJu6nmNA4l74ST27nfeeLaiEQ94jTlQUxHSkSCUbTSgx54g2rNrbsLkHXiFaQGBVqD6ld/mLAs5gqZpMb0PDfFIKcaBZN8VulnhqeUTeiI9yxVNOYmyBenzsiFVYYkSrQthWSh/p7IaWzMNA5tZ0xxbFa9ufif18swuglyodIMuWLLRVEmCSZk/jcZCs0ZyqkllGlhbyVsTDVlaNOp2BC81ZfXSfuq7rl1775RazaKOMpwBudwCR5cQxPuoAU+MBjBM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi2lpxi5hT+wPn8Af5HjYw=</latexit>

r1
<latexit sha1_base64="Qh3uzsyK9GK8FuOJ4Cps4xLYLHs=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48VTVtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSNkmmGfdZIhPdDanhUijuo0DJu6nmNA4l74ST27nfeeLaiEQ94jTlQUxHSkSCUbTSgx54g2rNrbsLkHXiFaQGBVqD6ld/mLAs5gqZpMb0PDfFIKcaBZN8VulnhqeUTeiI9yxVNOYmyBenzsiFVYYkSrQthWSh/p7IaWzMNA5tZ0xxbFa9ufif18swuglyodIMuWLLRVEmCSZk/jcZCs0ZyqkllGlhbyVsTDVlaNOp2BC81ZfXSfuq7rl1775RazaKOMpwBudwCR5cQxPuoAU+MBjBM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi2lpxi5hT+wPn8Af5HjYw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Qh3uzsyK9GK8FuOJ4Cps4xLYLHs=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48VTVtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSNkmmGfdZIhPdDanhUijuo0DJu6nmNA4l74ST27nfeeLaiEQ94jTlQUxHSkSCUbTSgx54g2rNrbsLkHXiFaQGBVqD6ld/mLAs5gqZpMb0PDfFIKcaBZN8VulnhqeUTeiI9yxVNOYmyBenzsiFVYYkSrQthWSh/p7IaWzMNA5tZ0xxbFa9ufif18swuglyodIMuWLLRVEmCSZk/jcZCs0ZyqkllGlhbyVsTDVlaNOp2BC81ZfXSfuq7rl1775RazaKOMpwBudwCR5cQxPuoAU+MBjBM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi2lpxi5hT+wPn8Af5HjYw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Qh3uzsyK9GK8FuOJ4Cps4xLYLHs=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48VTVtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSNkmmGfdZIhPdDanhUijuo0DJu6nmNA4l74ST27nfeeLaiEQ94jTlQUxHSkSCUbTSgx54g2rNrbsLkHXiFaQGBVqD6ld/mLAs5gqZpMb0PDfFIKcaBZN8VulnhqeUTeiI9yxVNOYmyBenzsiFVYYkSrQthWSh/p7IaWzMNA5tZ0xxbFa9ufif18swuglyodIMuWLLRVEmCSZk/jcZCs0ZyqkllGlhbyVsTDVlaNOp2BC81ZfXSfuq7rl1775RazaKOMpwBudwCR5cQxPuoAU+MBjBM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi2lpxi5hT+wPn8Af5HjYw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Qh3uzsyK9GK8FuOJ4Cps4xLYLHs=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48VTVtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSNkmmGfdZIhPdDanhUijuo0DJu6nmNA4l74ST27nfeeLaiEQ94jTlQUxHSkSCUbTSgx54g2rNrbsLkHXiFaQGBVqD6ld/mLAs5gqZpMb0PDfFIKcaBZN8VulnhqeUTeiI9yxVNOYmyBenzsiFVYYkSrQthWSh/p7IaWzMNA5tZ0xxbFa9ufif18swuglyodIMuWLLRVEmCSZk/jcZCs0ZyqkllGlhbyVsTDVlaNOp2BC81ZfXSfuq7rl1775RazaKOMpwBudwCR5cQxPuoAU+MBjBM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi2lpxi5hT+wPn8Af5HjYw=</latexit>

r2
<latexit sha1_base64="I7VMZpTwCBMvwPRJRU9Q64c8e8M=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKoR4LXjxWtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbT24XffUKleSwfzSxBP6JjyUPOqLHSgxrWhuWKW3WXIJvEy0kFcrSG5a/BKGZphNIwQbXue25i/Iwqw5nAeWmQakwom9Ix9i2VNELtZ8tT5+TKKiMSxsqWNGSp/p7IaKT1LApsZ0TNRK97C/E/r5+a8MbPuExSg5KtFoWpICYmi7/JiCtkRswsoUxxeythE6ooMzadkg3BW395k3RqVc+tevf1SrOex1GEC7iEa/CgAU24gxa0gcEYnuEV3hzhvDjvzseqteDkM+fwB87nD//LjY0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I7VMZpTwCBMvwPRJRU9Q64c8e8M=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKoR4LXjxWtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbT24XffUKleSwfzSxBP6JjyUPOqLHSgxrWhuWKW3WXIJvEy0kFcrSG5a/BKGZphNIwQbXue25i/Iwqw5nAeWmQakwom9Ix9i2VNELtZ8tT5+TKKiMSxsqWNGSp/p7IaKT1LApsZ0TNRK97C/E/r5+a8MbPuExSg5KtFoWpICYmi7/JiCtkRswsoUxxeythE6ooMzadkg3BW395k3RqVc+tevf1SrOex1GEC7iEa/CgAU24gxa0gcEYnuEV3hzhvDjvzseqteDkM+fwB87nD//LjY0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I7VMZpTwCBMvwPRJRU9Q64c8e8M=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKoR4LXjxWtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbT24XffUKleSwfzSxBP6JjyUPOqLHSgxrWhuWKW3WXIJvEy0kFcrSG5a/BKGZphNIwQbXue25i/Iwqw5nAeWmQakwom9Ix9i2VNELtZ8tT5+TKKiMSxsqWNGSp/p7IaKT1LApsZ0TNRK97C/E/r5+a8MbPuExSg5KtFoWpICYmi7/JiCtkRswsoUxxeythE6ooMzadkg3BW395k3RqVc+tevf1SrOex1GEC7iEa/CgAU24gxa0gcEYnuEV3hzhvDjvzseqteDkM+fwB87nD//LjY0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I7VMZpTwCBMvwPRJRU9Q64c8e8M=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKoR4LXjxWtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbT24XffUKleSwfzSxBP6JjyUPOqLHSgxrWhuWKW3WXIJvEy0kFcrSG5a/BKGZphNIwQbXue25i/Iwqw5nAeWmQakwom9Ix9i2VNELtZ8tT5+TKKiMSxsqWNGSp/p7IaKT1LApsZ0TNRK97C/E/r5+a8MbPuExSg5KtFoWpICYmi7/JiCtkRswsoUxxeythE6ooMzadkg3BW395k3RqVc+tevf1SrOex1GEC7iEa/CgAU24gxa0gcEYnuEV3hzhvDjvzseqteDkM+fwB87nD//LjY0=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="I7VMZpTwCBMvwPRJRU9Q64c8e8M=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKoR4LXjxWtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbT24XffUKleSwfzSxBP6JjyUPOqLHSgxrWhuWKW3WXIJvEy0kFcrSG5a/BKGZphNIwQbXue25i/Iwqw5nAeWmQakwom9Ix9i2VNELtZ8tT5+TKKiMSxsqWNGSp/p7IaKT1LApsZ0TNRK97C/E/r5+a8MbPuExSg5KtFoWpICYmi7/JiCtkRswsoUxxeythE6ooMzadkg3BW395k3RqVc+tevf1SrOex1GEC7iEa/CgAU24gxa0gcEYnuEV3hzhvDjvzseqteDkM+fwB87nD//LjY0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I7VMZpTwCBMvwPRJRU9Q64c8e8M=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKoR4LXjxWtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbT24XffUKleSwfzSxBP6JjyUPOqLHSgxrWhuWKW3WXIJvEy0kFcrSG5a/BKGZphNIwQbXue25i/Iwqw5nAeWmQakwom9Ix9i2VNELtZ8tT5+TKKiMSxsqWNGSp/p7IaKT1LApsZ0TNRK97C/E/r5+a8MbPuExSg5KtFoWpICYmi7/JiCtkRswsoUxxeythE6ooMzadkg3BW395k3RqVc+tevf1SrOex1GEC7iEa/CgAU24gxa0gcEYnuEV3hzhvDjvzseqteDkM+fwB87nD//LjY0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I7VMZpTwCBMvwPRJRU9Q64c8e8M=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKoR4LXjxWtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbT24XffUKleSwfzSxBP6JjyUPOqLHSgxrWhuWKW3WXIJvEy0kFcrSG5a/BKGZphNIwQbXue25i/Iwqw5nAeWmQakwom9Ix9i2VNELtZ8tT5+TKKiMSxsqWNGSp/p7IaKT1LApsZ0TNRK97C/E/r5+a8MbPuExSg5KtFoWpICYmi7/JiCtkRswsoUxxeythE6ooMzadkg3BW395k3RqVc+tevf1SrOex1GEC7iEa/CgAU24gxa0gcEYnuEV3hzhvDjvzseqteDkM+fwB87nD//LjY0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I7VMZpTwCBMvwPRJRU9Q64c8e8M=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKoR4LXjxWtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbT24XffUKleSwfzSxBP6JjyUPOqLHSgxrWhuWKW3WXIJvEy0kFcrSG5a/BKGZphNIwQbXue25i/Iwqw5nAeWmQakwom9Ix9i2VNELtZ8tT5+TKKiMSxsqWNGSp/p7IaKT1LApsZ0TNRK97C/E/r5+a8MbPuExSg5KtFoWpICYmi7/JiCtkRswsoUxxeythE6ooMzadkg3BW395k3RqVc+tevf1SrOex1GEC7iEa/CgAU24gxa0gcEYnuEV3hzhvDjvzseqteDkM+fwB87nD//LjY0=</latexit>

rnR
<latexit sha1_base64="L48TVjMPthfolF+cr4aAaWWL6tA=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF49V7Ae0IWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS0UmmGLZZIhLVC6lGwSW2DTcCe6lCGocCu+Hkdu53n1BpnshHM03Rj+lI8ogzaqzUVUEug4dZUK25dXcBsk68gtSgQCuofg2GCctilIYJqnXfc1Pj51QZzgTOKoNMY0rZhI6wb6mkMWo/X5w7IxdWGZIoUbakIQv190ROY62ncWg7Y2rGetWbi/95/cxEN37OZZoZlGy5KMoEMQmZ/06GXCEzYmoJZYrbWwkbU0WZsQlVbAje6svrpHNV99y6d9+oNRtFHGU4g3O4BA+uoQl30II2MJjAM7zCm5M6L86787FsLTnFzCn8gfP5A3pRj5o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L48TVjMPthfolF+cr4aAaWWL6tA=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF49V7Ae0IWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS0UmmGLZZIhLVC6lGwSW2DTcCe6lCGocCu+Hkdu53n1BpnshHM03Rj+lI8ogzaqzUVUEug4dZUK25dXcBsk68gtSgQCuofg2GCctilIYJqnXfc1Pj51QZzgTOKoNMY0rZhI6wb6mkMWo/X5w7IxdWGZIoUbakIQv190ROY62ncWg7Y2rGetWbi/95/cxEN37OZZoZlGy5KMoEMQmZ/06GXCEzYmoJZYrbWwkbU0WZsQlVbAje6svrpHNV99y6d9+oNRtFHGU4g3O4BA+uoQl30II2MJjAM7zCm5M6L86787FsLTnFzCn8gfP5A3pRj5o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L48TVjMPthfolF+cr4aAaWWL6tA=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF49V7Ae0IWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS0UmmGLZZIhLVC6lGwSW2DTcCe6lCGocCu+Hkdu53n1BpnshHM03Rj+lI8ogzaqzUVUEug4dZUK25dXcBsk68gtSgQCuofg2GCctilIYJqnXfc1Pj51QZzgTOKoNMY0rZhI6wb6mkMWo/X5w7IxdWGZIoUbakIQv190ROY62ncWg7Y2rGetWbi/95/cxEN37OZZoZlGy5KMoEMQmZ/06GXCEzYmoJZYrbWwkbU0WZsQlVbAje6svrpHNV99y6d9+oNRtFHGU4g3O4BA+uoQl30II2MJjAM7zCm5M6L86787FsLTnFzCn8gfP5A3pRj5o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L48TVjMPthfolF+cr4aAaWWL6tA=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF49V7Ae0IWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS0UmmGLZZIhLVC6lGwSW2DTcCe6lCGocCu+Hkdu53n1BpnshHM03Rj+lI8ogzaqzUVUEug4dZUK25dXcBsk68gtSgQCuofg2GCctilIYJqnXfc1Pj51QZzgTOKoNMY0rZhI6wb6mkMWo/X5w7IxdWGZIoUbakIQv190ROY62ncWg7Y2rGetWbi/95/cxEN37OZZoZlGy5KMoEMQmZ/06GXCEzYmoJZYrbWwkbU0WZsQlVbAje6svrpHNV99y6d9+oNRtFHGU4g3O4BA+uoQl30II2MJjAM7zCm5M6L86787FsLTnFzCn8gfP5A3pRj5o=</latexit>

rnR
<latexit sha1_base64="L48TVjMPthfolF+cr4aAaWWL6tA=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF49V7Ae0IWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS0UmmGLZZIhLVC6lGwSW2DTcCe6lCGocCu+Hkdu53n1BpnshHM03Rj+lI8ogzaqzUVUEug4dZUK25dXcBsk68gtSgQCuofg2GCctilIYJqnXfc1Pj51QZzgTOKoNMY0rZhI6wb6mkMWo/X5w7IxdWGZIoUbakIQv190ROY62ncWg7Y2rGetWbi/95/cxEN37OZZoZlGy5KMoEMQmZ/06GXCEzYmoJZYrbWwkbU0WZsQlVbAje6svrpHNV99y6d9+oNRtFHGU4g3O4BA+uoQl30II2MJjAM7zCm5M6L86787FsLTnFzCn8gfP5A3pRj5o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L48TVjMPthfolF+cr4aAaWWL6tA=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF49V7Ae0IWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS0UmmGLZZIhLVC6lGwSW2DTcCe6lCGocCu+Hkdu53n1BpnshHM03Rj+lI8ogzaqzUVUEug4dZUK25dXcBsk68gtSgQCuofg2GCctilIYJqnXfc1Pj51QZzgTOKoNMY0rZhI6wb6mkMWo/X5w7IxdWGZIoUbakIQv190ROY62ncWg7Y2rGetWbi/95/cxEN37OZZoZlGy5KMoEMQmZ/06GXCEzYmoJZYrbWwkbU0WZsQlVbAje6svrpHNV99y6d9+oNRtFHGU4g3O4BA+uoQl30II2MJjAM7zCm5M6L86787FsLTnFzCn8gfP5A3pRj5o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L48TVjMPthfolF+cr4aAaWWL6tA=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF49V7Ae0IWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS0UmmGLZZIhLVC6lGwSW2DTcCe6lCGocCu+Hkdu53n1BpnshHM03Rj+lI8ogzaqzUVUEug4dZUK25dXcBsk68gtSgQCuofg2GCctilIYJqnXfc1Pj51QZzgTOKoNMY0rZhI6wb6mkMWo/X5w7IxdWGZIoUbakIQv190ROY62ncWg7Y2rGetWbi/95/cxEN37OZZoZlGy5KMoEMQmZ/06GXCEzYmoJZYrbWwkbU0WZsQlVbAje6svrpHNV99y6d9+oNRtFHGU4g3O4BA+uoQl30II2MJjAM7zCm5M6L86787FsLTnFzCn8gfP5A3pRj5o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L48TVjMPthfolF+cr4aAaWWL6tA=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF49V7Ae0IWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS0UmmGLZZIhLVC6lGwSW2DTcCe6lCGocCu+Hkdu53n1BpnshHM03Rj+lI8ogzaqzUVUEug4dZUK25dXcBsk68gtSgQCuofg2GCctilIYJqnXfc1Pj51QZzgTOKoNMY0rZhI6wb6mkMWo/X5w7IxdWGZIoUbakIQv190ROY62ncWg7Y2rGetWbi/95/cxEN37OZZoZlGy5KMoEMQmZ/06GXCEzYmoJZYrbWwkbU0WZsQlVbAje6svrpHNV99y6d9+oNRtFHGU4g3O4BA+uoQl30II2MJjAM7zCm5M6L86787FsLTnFzCn8gfP5A3pRj5o=</latexit>

zyes
<latexit sha1_base64="MewD0k4ZtvhTJqLV3S7p7CGJsnQ=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsxIQZcFNy4r2Ae0Y8mkmTY0yQxJRhmH/ocbF4q49V/c+Tdm2llo64HA4Zx7uScniDnTxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTzq6ChRhLZJxCPVC7CmnEnaNsxw2osVxSLgtBtMr3O/+0CVZpG8M2lMfYHHkoWMYGOl+6fhQGAzUSJLqZ4NqzW37s6BVolXkBoUaA2rX4NRRBJBpSEca9333Nj4GVaGEU5nlUGiaYzJFI9p31KJBdV+Nk89Q2dWGaEwUvZJg+bq740MC61TEdjJPKNe9nLxP6+fmPDKz5iME0MlWRwKE45MhPIK0IgpSgxPLcFEMZsVkQlWmBhbVMWW4C1/eZV0LuqeW/duG7Vmo6ijDCdwCufgwSU04QZa0AYCCp7hFd6cR+fFeXc+FqMlp9g5hj9wPn8AVbKS/w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MewD0k4ZtvhTJqLV3S7p7CGJsnQ=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsxIQZcFNy4r2Ae0Y8mkmTY0yQxJRhmH/ocbF4q49V/c+Tdm2llo64HA4Zx7uScniDnTxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTzq6ChRhLZJxCPVC7CmnEnaNsxw2osVxSLgtBtMr3O/+0CVZpG8M2lMfYHHkoWMYGOl+6fhQGAzUSJLqZ4NqzW37s6BVolXkBoUaA2rX4NRRBJBpSEca9333Nj4GVaGEU5nlUGiaYzJFI9p31KJBdV+Nk89Q2dWGaEwUvZJg+bq740MC61TEdjJPKNe9nLxP6+fmPDKz5iME0MlWRwKE45MhPIK0IgpSgxPLcFEMZsVkQlWmBhbVMWW4C1/eZV0LuqeW/duG7Vmo6ijDCdwCufgwSU04QZa0AYCCp7hFd6cR+fFeXc+FqMlp9g5hj9wPn8AVbKS/w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MewD0k4ZtvhTJqLV3S7p7CGJsnQ=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsxIQZcFNy4r2Ae0Y8mkmTY0yQxJRhmH/ocbF4q49V/c+Tdm2llo64HA4Zx7uScniDnTxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTzq6ChRhLZJxCPVC7CmnEnaNsxw2osVxSLgtBtMr3O/+0CVZpG8M2lMfYHHkoWMYGOl+6fhQGAzUSJLqZ4NqzW37s6BVolXkBoUaA2rX4NRRBJBpSEca9333Nj4GVaGEU5nlUGiaYzJFI9p31KJBdV+Nk89Q2dWGaEwUvZJg+bq740MC61TEdjJPKNe9nLxP6+fmPDKz5iME0MlWRwKE45MhPIK0IgpSgxPLcFEMZsVkQlWmBhbVMWW4C1/eZV0LuqeW/duG7Vmo6ijDCdwCufgwSU04QZa0AYCCp7hFd6cR+fFeXc+FqMlp9g5hj9wPn8AVbKS/w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MewD0k4ZtvhTJqLV3S7p7CGJsnQ=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsxIQZcFNy4r2Ae0Y8mkmTY0yQxJRhmH/ocbF4q49V/c+Tdm2llo64HA4Zx7uScniDnTxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTzq6ChRhLZJxCPVC7CmnEnaNsxw2osVxSLgtBtMr3O/+0CVZpG8M2lMfYHHkoWMYGOl+6fhQGAzUSJLqZ4NqzW37s6BVolXkBoUaA2rX4NRRBJBpSEca9333Nj4GVaGEU5nlUGiaYzJFI9p31KJBdV+Nk89Q2dWGaEwUvZJg+bq740MC61TEdjJPKNe9nLxP6+fmPDKz5iME0MlWRwKE45MhPIK0IgpSgxPLcFEMZsVkQlWmBhbVMWW4C1/eZV0LuqeW/duG7Vmo6ijDCdwCufgwSU04QZa0AYCCp7hFd6cR+fFeXc+FqMlp9g5hj9wPn8AVbKS/w==</latexit>

zyes
<latexit sha1_base64="MewD0k4ZtvhTJqLV3S7p7CGJsnQ=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsxIQZcFNy4r2Ae0Y8mkmTY0yQxJRhmH/ocbF4q49V/c+Tdm2llo64HA4Zx7uScniDnTxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTzq6ChRhLZJxCPVC7CmnEnaNsxw2osVxSLgtBtMr3O/+0CVZpG8M2lMfYHHkoWMYGOl+6fhQGAzUSJLqZ4NqzW37s6BVolXkBoUaA2rX4NRRBJBpSEca9333Nj4GVaGEU5nlUGiaYzJFI9p31KJBdV+Nk89Q2dWGaEwUvZJg+bq740MC61TEdjJPKNe9nLxP6+fmPDKz5iME0MlWRwKE45MhPIK0IgpSgxPLcFEMZsVkQlWmBhbVMWW4C1/eZV0LuqeW/duG7Vmo6ijDCdwCufgwSU04QZa0AYCCp7hFd6cR+fFeXc+FqMlp9g5hj9wPn8AVbKS/w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MewD0k4ZtvhTJqLV3S7p7CGJsnQ=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsxIQZcFNy4r2Ae0Y8mkmTY0yQxJRhmH/ocbF4q49V/c+Tdm2llo64HA4Zx7uScniDnTxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTzq6ChRhLZJxCPVC7CmnEnaNsxw2osVxSLgtBtMr3O/+0CVZpG8M2lMfYHHkoWMYGOl+6fhQGAzUSJLqZ4NqzW37s6BVolXkBoUaA2rX4NRRBJBpSEca9333Nj4GVaGEU5nlUGiaYzJFI9p31KJBdV+Nk89Q2dWGaEwUvZJg+bq740MC61TEdjJPKNe9nLxP6+fmPDKz5iME0MlWRwKE45MhPIK0IgpSgxPLcFEMZsVkQlWmBhbVMWW4C1/eZV0LuqeW/duG7Vmo6ijDCdwCufgwSU04QZa0AYCCp7hFd6cR+fFeXc+FqMlp9g5hj9wPn8AVbKS/w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MewD0k4ZtvhTJqLV3S7p7CGJsnQ=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsxIQZcFNy4r2Ae0Y8mkmTY0yQxJRhmH/ocbF4q49V/c+Tdm2llo64HA4Zx7uScniDnTxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTzq6ChRhLZJxCPVC7CmnEnaNsxw2osVxSLgtBtMr3O/+0CVZpG8M2lMfYHHkoWMYGOl+6fhQGAzUSJLqZ4NqzW37s6BVolXkBoUaA2rX4NRRBJBpSEca9333Nj4GVaGEU5nlUGiaYzJFI9p31KJBdV+Nk89Q2dWGaEwUvZJg+bq740MC61TEdjJPKNe9nLxP6+fmPDKz5iME0MlWRwKE45MhPIK0IgpSgxPLcFEMZsVkQlWmBhbVMWW4C1/eZV0LuqeW/duG7Vmo6ijDCdwCufgwSU04QZa0AYCCp7hFd6cR+fFeXc+FqMlp9g5hj9wPn8AVbKS/w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MewD0k4ZtvhTJqLV3S7p7CGJsnQ=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsxIQZcFNy4r2Ae0Y8mkmTY0yQxJRhmH/ocbF4q49V/c+Tdm2llo64HA4Zx7uScniDnTxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTzq6ChRhLZJxCPVC7CmnEnaNsxw2osVxSLgtBtMr3O/+0CVZpG8M2lMfYHHkoWMYGOl+6fhQGAzUSJLqZ4NqzW37s6BVolXkBoUaA2rX4NRRBJBpSEca9333Nj4GVaGEU5nlUGiaYzJFI9p31KJBdV+Nk89Q2dWGaEwUvZJg+bq740MC61TEdjJPKNe9nLxP6+fmPDKz5iME0MlWRwKE45MhPIK0IgpSgxPLcFEMZsVkQlWmBhbVMWW4C1/eZV0LuqeW/duG7Vmo6ijDCdwCufgwSU04QZa0AYCCp7hFd6cR+fFeXc+FqMlp9g5hj9wPn8AVbKS/w==</latexit>

zno
<latexit sha1_base64="23k5hj9mv0vpUcXAY3RSMY5bcNE=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsxIQZcFNy4r2Ae0Q8mkaRuax5hkCnXod7hxoYhbP8adf2OmnYW2HggczrmXe3KimDNjff/bK2xsbm3vFHdLe/sHh0fl45OWUYkmtEkUV7oTYUM5k7RpmeW0E2uKRcRpO5rcZn57SrVhSj7YWUxDgUeSDRnB1knhU78nsB1rkUo175crftVfAK2TICcVyNHol796A0USQaUlHBvTDfzYhinWlhFO56VeYmiMyQSPaNdRiQU1YboIPUcXThmgodLuSYsW6u+NFAtjZiJyk1lEs+pl4n9eN7HDmzBlMk4slWR5aJhwZBXKGkADpimxfOYIJpq5rIiMscbEup5KroRg9cvrpHVVDfxqcF+r1Gt5HUU4g3O4hACuoQ530IAmEHiEZ3iFN2/qvXjv3sdytODlO6fwB97nD3tBkoE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="23k5hj9mv0vpUcXAY3RSMY5bcNE=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsxIQZcFNy4r2Ae0Q8mkaRuax5hkCnXod7hxoYhbP8adf2OmnYW2HggczrmXe3KimDNjff/bK2xsbm3vFHdLe/sHh0fl45OWUYkmtEkUV7oTYUM5k7RpmeW0E2uKRcRpO5rcZn57SrVhSj7YWUxDgUeSDRnB1knhU78nsB1rkUo175crftVfAK2TICcVyNHol796A0USQaUlHBvTDfzYhinWlhFO56VeYmiMyQSPaNdRiQU1YboIPUcXThmgodLuSYsW6u+NFAtjZiJyk1lEs+pl4n9eN7HDmzBlMk4slWR5aJhwZBXKGkADpimxfOYIJpq5rIiMscbEup5KroRg9cvrpHVVDfxqcF+r1Gt5HUU4g3O4hACuoQ530IAmEHiEZ3iFN2/qvXjv3sdytODlO6fwB97nD3tBkoE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="23k5hj9mv0vpUcXAY3RSMY5bcNE=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsxIQZcFNy4r2Ae0Q8mkaRuax5hkCnXod7hxoYhbP8adf2OmnYW2HggczrmXe3KimDNjff/bK2xsbm3vFHdLe/sHh0fl45OWUYkmtEkUV7oTYUM5k7RpmeW0E2uKRcRpO5rcZn57SrVhSj7YWUxDgUeSDRnB1knhU78nsB1rkUo175crftVfAK2TICcVyNHol796A0USQaUlHBvTDfzYhinWlhFO56VeYmiMyQSPaNdRiQU1YboIPUcXThmgodLuSYsW6u+NFAtjZiJyk1lEs+pl4n9eN7HDmzBlMk4slWR5aJhwZBXKGkADpimxfOYIJpq5rIiMscbEup5KroRg9cvrpHVVDfxqcF+r1Gt5HUU4g3O4hACuoQ530IAmEHiEZ3iFN2/qvXjv3sdytODlO6fwB97nD3tBkoE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="23k5hj9mv0vpUcXAY3RSMY5bcNE=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsxIQZcFNy4r2Ae0Q8mkaRuax5hkCnXod7hxoYhbP8adf2OmnYW2HggczrmXe3KimDNjff/bK2xsbm3vFHdLe/sHh0fl45OWUYkmtEkUV7oTYUM5k7RpmeW0E2uKRcRpO5rcZn57SrVhSj7YWUxDgUeSDRnB1knhU78nsB1rkUo175crftVfAK2TICcVyNHol796A0USQaUlHBvTDfzYhinWlhFO56VeYmiMyQSPaNdRiQU1YboIPUcXThmgodLuSYsW6u+NFAtjZiJyk1lEs+pl4n9eN7HDmzBlMk4slWR5aJhwZBXKGkADpimxfOYIJpq5rIiMscbEup5KroRg9cvrpHVVDfxqcF+r1Gt5HUU4g3O4hACuoQ530IAmEHiEZ3iFN2/qvXjv3sdytODlO6fwB97nD3tBkoE=</latexit>

zno
<latexit sha1_base64="23k5hj9mv0vpUcXAY3RSMY5bcNE=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsxIQZcFNy4r2Ae0Q8mkaRuax5hkCnXod7hxoYhbP8adf2OmnYW2HggczrmXe3KimDNjff/bK2xsbm3vFHdLe/sHh0fl45OWUYkmtEkUV7oTYUM5k7RpmeW0E2uKRcRpO5rcZn57SrVhSj7YWUxDgUeSDRnB1knhU78nsB1rkUo175crftVfAK2TICcVyNHol796A0USQaUlHBvTDfzYhinWlhFO56VeYmiMyQSPaNdRiQU1YboIPUcXThmgodLuSYsW6u+NFAtjZiJyk1lEs+pl4n9eN7HDmzBlMk4slWR5aJhwZBXKGkADpimxfOYIJpq5rIiMscbEup5KroRg9cvrpHVVDfxqcF+r1Gt5HUU4g3O4hACuoQ530IAmEHiEZ3iFN2/qvXjv3sdytODlO6fwB97nD3tBkoE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="23k5hj9mv0vpUcXAY3RSMY5bcNE=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsxIQZcFNy4r2Ae0Q8mkaRuax5hkCnXod7hxoYhbP8adf2OmnYW2HggczrmXe3KimDNjff/bK2xsbm3vFHdLe/sHh0fl45OWUYkmtEkUV7oTYUM5k7RpmeW0E2uKRcRpO5rcZn57SrVhSj7YWUxDgUeSDRnB1knhU78nsB1rkUo175crftVfAK2TICcVyNHol796A0USQaUlHBvTDfzYhinWlhFO56VeYmiMyQSPaNdRiQU1YboIPUcXThmgodLuSYsW6u+NFAtjZiJyk1lEs+pl4n9eN7HDmzBlMk4slWR5aJhwZBXKGkADpimxfOYIJpq5rIiMscbEup5KroRg9cvrpHVVDfxqcF+r1Gt5HUU4g3O4hACuoQ530IAmEHiEZ3iFN2/qvXjv3sdytODlO6fwB97nD3tBkoE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="23k5hj9mv0vpUcXAY3RSMY5bcNE=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsxIQZcFNy4r2Ae0Q8mkaRuax5hkCnXod7hxoYhbP8adf2OmnYW2HggczrmXe3KimDNjff/bK2xsbm3vFHdLe/sHh0fl45OWUYkmtEkUV7oTYUM5k7RpmeW0E2uKRcRpO5rcZn57SrVhSj7YWUxDgUeSDRnB1knhU78nsB1rkUo175crftVfAK2TICcVyNHol796A0USQaUlHBvTDfzYhinWlhFO56VeYmiMyQSPaNdRiQU1YboIPUcXThmgodLuSYsW6u+NFAtjZiJyk1lEs+pl4n9eN7HDmzBlMk4slWR5aJhwZBXKGkADpimxfOYIJpq5rIiMscbEup5KroRg9cvrpHVVDfxqcF+r1Gt5HUU4g3O4hACuoQ530IAmEHiEZ3iFN2/qvXjv3sdytODlO6fwB97nD3tBkoE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="23k5hj9mv0vpUcXAY3RSMY5bcNE=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsxIQZcFNy4r2Ae0Q8mkaRuax5hkCnXod7hxoYhbP8adf2OmnYW2HggczrmXe3KimDNjff/bK2xsbm3vFHdLe/sHh0fl45OWUYkmtEkUV7oTYUM5k7RpmeW0E2uKRcRpO5rcZn57SrVhSj7YWUxDgUeSDRnB1knhU78nsB1rkUo175crftVfAK2TICcVyNHol796A0USQaUlHBvTDfzYhinWlhFO56VeYmiMyQSPaNdRiQU1YboIPUcXThmgodLuSYsW6u+NFAtjZiJyk1lEs+pl4n9eN7HDmzBlMk4slWR5aJhwZBXKGkADpimxfOYIJpq5rIiMscbEup5KroRg9cvrpHVVDfxqcF+r1Gt5HUU4g3O4hACuoQ530IAmEHiEZ3iFN2/qvXjv3sdytODlO6fwB97nD3tBkoE=</latexit>

zirrelevant
<latexit sha1_base64="cmXPbPA3k7RAXZcMXiBD84brFe4=">AAAB/nicbVBNSwMxFMzWr1q/VsWTl2ARPJVdKeix4MVjBdsK7bJk09c2NMkuSbZQl4J/xYsHRbz6O7z5b8y2e9DWgcAw8x5vMlHCmTae9+2U1tY3NrfK25Wd3b39A/fwqK3jVFFo0ZjH6iEiGjiT0DLMcHhIFBARcehE45vc70xAaRbLezNNIBBkKNmAUWKsFLonj2FPEDNSImNKAYcJkWYWulWv5s2BV4lfkCoq0Azdr14/pqkAaSgnWnd9LzFBRpRhlMOs0ks1JISOyRC6lkoiQAfZPP4Mn1uljwexsk8aPFd/b2REaD0VkZ3Mo+plLxf/87qpGVwHGZNJakDSxaFByrGJcd4F7jMF1PCpJYQqZrNiOiKKUGMbq9gS/OUvr5L2Zc33av5dvdqoF3WU0Sk6QxfIR1eogW5RE7UQRRl6Rq/ozXlyXpx352MxWnKKnWP0B87nD2/llmE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cmXPbPA3k7RAXZcMXiBD84brFe4=">AAAB/nicbVBNSwMxFMzWr1q/VsWTl2ARPJVdKeix4MVjBdsK7bJk09c2NMkuSbZQl4J/xYsHRbz6O7z5b8y2e9DWgcAw8x5vMlHCmTae9+2U1tY3NrfK25Wd3b39A/fwqK3jVFFo0ZjH6iEiGjiT0DLMcHhIFBARcehE45vc70xAaRbLezNNIBBkKNmAUWKsFLonj2FPEDNSImNKAYcJkWYWulWv5s2BV4lfkCoq0Azdr14/pqkAaSgnWnd9LzFBRpRhlMOs0ks1JISOyRC6lkoiQAfZPP4Mn1uljwexsk8aPFd/b2REaD0VkZ3Mo+plLxf/87qpGVwHGZNJakDSxaFByrGJcd4F7jMF1PCpJYQqZrNiOiKKUGMbq9gS/OUvr5L2Zc33av5dvdqoF3WU0Sk6QxfIR1eogW5RE7UQRRl6Rq/ozXlyXpx352MxWnKKnWP0B87nD2/llmE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cmXPbPA3k7RAXZcMXiBD84brFe4=">AAAB/nicbVBNSwMxFMzWr1q/VsWTl2ARPJVdKeix4MVjBdsK7bJk09c2NMkuSbZQl4J/xYsHRbz6O7z5b8y2e9DWgcAw8x5vMlHCmTae9+2U1tY3NrfK25Wd3b39A/fwqK3jVFFo0ZjH6iEiGjiT0DLMcHhIFBARcehE45vc70xAaRbLezNNIBBkKNmAUWKsFLonj2FPEDNSImNKAYcJkWYWulWv5s2BV4lfkCoq0Azdr14/pqkAaSgnWnd9LzFBRpRhlMOs0ks1JISOyRC6lkoiQAfZPP4Mn1uljwexsk8aPFd/b2REaD0VkZ3Mo+plLxf/87qpGVwHGZNJakDSxaFByrGJcd4F7jMF1PCpJYQqZrNiOiKKUGMbq9gS/OUvr5L2Zc33av5dvdqoF3WU0Sk6QxfIR1eogW5RE7UQRRl6Rq/ozXlyXpx352MxWnKKnWP0B87nD2/llmE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cmXPbPA3k7RAXZcMXiBD84brFe4=">AAAB/nicbVBNSwMxFMzWr1q/VsWTl2ARPJVdKeix4MVjBdsK7bJk09c2NMkuSbZQl4J/xYsHRbz6O7z5b8y2e9DWgcAw8x5vMlHCmTae9+2U1tY3NrfK25Wd3b39A/fwqK3jVFFo0ZjH6iEiGjiT0DLMcHhIFBARcehE45vc70xAaRbLezNNIBBkKNmAUWKsFLonj2FPEDNSImNKAYcJkWYWulWv5s2BV4lfkCoq0Azdr14/pqkAaSgnWnd9LzFBRpRhlMOs0ks1JISOyRC6lkoiQAfZPP4Mn1uljwexsk8aPFd/b2REaD0VkZ3Mo+plLxf/87qpGVwHGZNJakDSxaFByrGJcd4F7jMF1PCpJYQqZrNiOiKKUGMbq9gS/OUvr5L2Zc33av5dvdqoF3WU0Sk6QxfIR1eogW5RE7UQRRl6Rq/ozXlyXpx352MxWnKKnWP0B87nD2/llmE=</latexit>

zirrelevant
<latexit sha1_base64="cmXPbPA3k7RAXZcMXiBD84brFe4=">AAAB/nicbVBNSwMxFMzWr1q/VsWTl2ARPJVdKeix4MVjBdsK7bJk09c2NMkuSbZQl4J/xYsHRbz6O7z5b8y2e9DWgcAw8x5vMlHCmTae9+2U1tY3NrfK25Wd3b39A/fwqK3jVFFo0ZjH6iEiGjiT0DLMcHhIFBARcehE45vc70xAaRbLezNNIBBkKNmAUWKsFLonj2FPEDNSImNKAYcJkWYWulWv5s2BV4lfkCoq0Azdr14/pqkAaSgnWnd9LzFBRpRhlMOs0ks1JISOyRC6lkoiQAfZPP4Mn1uljwexsk8aPFd/b2REaD0VkZ3Mo+plLxf/87qpGVwHGZNJakDSxaFByrGJcd4F7jMF1PCpJYQqZrNiOiKKUGMbq9gS/OUvr5L2Zc33av5dvdqoF3WU0Sk6QxfIR1eogW5RE7UQRRl6Rq/ozXlyXpx352MxWnKKnWP0B87nD2/llmE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cmXPbPA3k7RAXZcMXiBD84brFe4=">AAAB/nicbVBNSwMxFMzWr1q/VsWTl2ARPJVdKeix4MVjBdsK7bJk09c2NMkuSbZQl4J/xYsHRbz6O7z5b8y2e9DWgcAw8x5vMlHCmTae9+2U1tY3NrfK25Wd3b39A/fwqK3jVFFo0ZjH6iEiGjiT0DLMcHhIFBARcehE45vc70xAaRbLezNNIBBkKNmAUWKsFLonj2FPEDNSImNKAYcJkWYWulWv5s2BV4lfkCoq0Azdr14/pqkAaSgnWnd9LzFBRpRhlMOs0ks1JISOyRC6lkoiQAfZPP4Mn1uljwexsk8aPFd/b2REaD0VkZ3Mo+plLxf/87qpGVwHGZNJakDSxaFByrGJcd4F7jMF1PCpJYQqZrNiOiKKUGMbq9gS/OUvr5L2Zc33av5dvdqoF3WU0Sk6QxfIR1eogW5RE7UQRRl6Rq/ozXlyXpx352MxWnKKnWP0B87nD2/llmE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cmXPbPA3k7RAXZcMXiBD84brFe4=">AAAB/nicbVBNSwMxFMzWr1q/VsWTl2ARPJVdKeix4MVjBdsK7bJk09c2NMkuSbZQl4J/xYsHRbz6O7z5b8y2e9DWgcAw8x5vMlHCmTae9+2U1tY3NrfK25Wd3b39A/fwqK3jVFFo0ZjH6iEiGjiT0DLMcHhIFBARcehE45vc70xAaRbLezNNIBBkKNmAUWKsFLonj2FPEDNSImNKAYcJkWYWulWv5s2BV4lfkCoq0Azdr14/pqkAaSgnWnd9LzFBRpRhlMOs0ks1JISOyRC6lkoiQAfZPP4Mn1uljwexsk8aPFd/b2REaD0VkZ3Mo+plLxf/87qpGVwHGZNJakDSxaFByrGJcd4F7jMF1PCpJYQqZrNiOiKKUGMbq9gS/OUvr5L2Zc33av5dvdqoF3WU0Sk6QxfIR1eogW5RE7UQRRl6Rq/ozXlyXpx352MxWnKKnWP0B87nD2/llmE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cmXPbPA3k7RAXZcMXiBD84brFe4=">AAAB/nicbVBNSwMxFMzWr1q/VsWTl2ARPJVdKeix4MVjBdsK7bJk09c2NMkuSbZQl4J/xYsHRbz6O7z5b8y2e9DWgcAw8x5vMlHCmTae9+2U1tY3NrfK25Wd3b39A/fwqK3jVFFo0ZjH6iEiGjiT0DLMcHhIFBARcehE45vc70xAaRbLezNNIBBkKNmAUWKsFLonj2FPEDNSImNKAYcJkWYWulWv5s2BV4lfkCoq0Azdr14/pqkAaSgnWnd9LzFBRpRhlMOs0ks1JISOyRC6lkoiQAfZPP4Mn1uljwexsk8aPFd/b2REaD0VkZ3Mo+plLxf/87qpGVwHGZNJakDSxaFByrGJcd4F7jMF1PCpJYQqZrNiOiKKUGMbq9gS/OUvr5L2Zc33av5dvdqoF3WU0Sk6QxfIR1eogW5RE7UQRRl6Rq/ozXlyXpx352MxWnKKnWP0B87nD2/llmE=</latexit>

…

x
<latexit sha1_base64="BJzBhsLwXSTB5Lw6Dgv99f7gkUY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsbsQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKLSPJb3ZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip+TQoV9yquwBZJ15OKpCjMSh/9YcxSyOUhgmqdc9zE+NnVBnOBM5K/VRjQtmEjrBnqaQRaj9bHDojF1YZkjBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRYDsjasZ61ZuL/3m91IQ3fsZlkhqUbLkoTAUxMZl/TYZcITNiagllittbCRtTRZmx2ZRsCN7qy+ukfVX13KrXrFXqtTyOIpzBOVyCB9dQhztoQAsYIDzDK7w5D86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4A4gOM7g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BJzBhsLwXSTB5Lw6Dgv99f7gkUY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsbsQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKLSPJb3ZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip+TQoV9yquwBZJ15OKpCjMSh/9YcxSyOUhgmqdc9zE+NnVBnOBM5K/VRjQtmEjrBnqaQRaj9bHDojF1YZkjBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRYDsjasZ61ZuL/3m91IQ3fsZlkhqUbLkoTAUxMZl/TYZcITNiagllittbCRtTRZmx2ZRsCN7qy+ukfVX13KrXrFXqtTyOIpzBOVyCB9dQhztoQAsYIDzDK7w5D86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4A4gOM7g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BJzBhsLwXSTB5Lw6Dgv99f7gkUY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsbsQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKLSPJb3ZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip+TQoV9yquwBZJ15OKpCjMSh/9YcxSyOUhgmqdc9zE+NnVBnOBM5K/VRjQtmEjrBnqaQRaj9bHDojF1YZkjBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRYDsjasZ61ZuL/3m91IQ3fsZlkhqUbLkoTAUxMZl/TYZcITNiagllittbCRtTRZmx2ZRsCN7qy+ukfVX13KrXrFXqtTyOIpzBOVyCB9dQhztoQAsYIDzDK7w5D86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4A4gOM7g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BJzBhsLwXSTB5Lw6Dgv99f7gkUY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsbsQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKLSPJb3ZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip+TQoV9yquwBZJ15OKpCjMSh/9YcxSyOUhgmqdc9zE+NnVBnOBM5K/VRjQtmEjrBnqaQRaj9bHDojF1YZkjBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRYDsjasZ61ZuL/3m91IQ3fsZlkhqUbLkoTAUxMZl/TYZcITNiagllittbCRtTRZmx2ZRsCN7qy+ukfVX13KrXrFXqtTyOIpzBOVyCB9dQhztoQAsYIDzDK7w5D86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4A4gOM7g==</latexit>

U
<latexit sha1_base64="i+1/OIqJ7WOlfZ3Tw4+VUkqns5I=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48tmFZoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fiko5NMMfRZIhL1EFKNgkv0DTcCH1KFNA4FdsPJ7dzvPqHSPJH3ZppiENOR5BFn1Fip7Q+qNbfuLkDWiVeQGhRoDapf/WHCshilYYJq3fPc1AQ5VYYzgbNKP9OYUjahI+xZKmmMOsgXh87IhVWGJEqULWnIQv09kdNY62kc2s6YmrFe9ebif14vM9FNkHOZZgYlWy6KMkFMQuZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNhUbgrf68jrpXNU9t+61G7Vmo4ijDGdwDpfgwTU04Q5a4AMDhGd4hTfn0Xlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx+s94zL</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i+1/OIqJ7WOlfZ3Tw4+VUkqns5I=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48tmFZoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fiko5NMMfRZIhL1EFKNgkv0DTcCH1KFNA4FdsPJ7dzvPqHSPJH3ZppiENOR5BFn1Fip7Q+qNbfuLkDWiVeQGhRoDapf/WHCshilYYJq3fPc1AQ5VYYzgbNKP9OYUjahI+xZKmmMOsgXh87IhVWGJEqULWnIQv09kdNY62kc2s6YmrFe9ebif14vM9FNkHOZZgYlWy6KMkFMQuZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNhUbgrf68jrpXNU9t+61G7Vmo4ijDGdwDpfgwTU04Q5a4AMDhGd4hTfn0Xlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx+s94zL</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i+1/OIqJ7WOlfZ3Tw4+VUkqns5I=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48tmFZoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fiko5NMMfRZIhL1EFKNgkv0DTcCH1KFNA4FdsPJ7dzvPqHSPJH3ZppiENOR5BFn1Fip7Q+qNbfuLkDWiVeQGhRoDapf/WHCshilYYJq3fPc1AQ5VYYzgbNKP9OYUjahI+xZKmmMOsgXh87IhVWGJEqULWnIQv09kdNY62kc2s6YmrFe9ebif14vM9FNkHOZZgYlWy6KMkFMQuZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNhUbgrf68jrpXNU9t+61G7Vmo4ijDGdwDpfgwTU04Q5a4AMDhGd4hTfn0Xlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx+s94zL</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i+1/OIqJ7WOlfZ3Tw4+VUkqns5I=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48tmFZoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fiko5NMMfRZIhL1EFKNgkv0DTcCH1KFNA4FdsPJ7dzvPqHSPJH3ZppiENOR5BFn1Fip7Q+qNbfuLkDWiVeQGhRoDapf/WHCshilYYJq3fPc1AQ5VYYzgbNKP9OYUjahI+xZKmmMOsgXh87IhVWGJEqULWnIQv09kdNY62kc2s6YmrFe9ebif14vM9FNkHOZZgYlWy6KMkFMQuZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNhUbgrf68jrpXNU9t+61G7Vmo4ijDGdwDpfgwTU04Q5a4AMDhGd4hTfn0Xlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx+s94zL</latexit>

R1
<latexit sha1_base64="vzdjoaDzv9nOg/w228vuA3tuVlE=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKQI8BLx6jmAckS5idzCZD5rHMzAphyS948aCIV3/Im3/jbLIHTSxoKKq66e6KEs6M9f1vr7SxubW9U96t7O0fHB5Vj086RqWa0DZRXOlehA3lTNK2ZZbTXqIpFhGn3Wh6m/vdJ6oNU/LRzhIaCjyWLGYE21x6GAZoWK35dX8BtE6CgtSgQGtY/RqMFEkFlZZwbEw/8BMbZlhbRjidVwapoQkmUzymfUclFtSE2eLWObpwygjFSruSFi3U3xMZFsbMROQ6BbYTs+rl4n9eP7XxTZgxmaSWSrJcFKccWYXyx9GIaUosnzmCiWbuVkQmWGNiXTwVF0Kw+vI66VzVA78e3DdqzUYRRxnO4BwuIYBraMIdtKANBCbwDK/w5gnvxXv3PpatJa+YOYU/8D5/ACPgjZY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vzdjoaDzv9nOg/w228vuA3tuVlE=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKQI8BLx6jmAckS5idzCZD5rHMzAphyS948aCIV3/Im3/jbLIHTSxoKKq66e6KEs6M9f1vr7SxubW9U96t7O0fHB5Vj086RqWa0DZRXOlehA3lTNK2ZZbTXqIpFhGn3Wh6m/vdJ6oNU/LRzhIaCjyWLGYE21x6GAZoWK35dX8BtE6CgtSgQGtY/RqMFEkFlZZwbEw/8BMbZlhbRjidVwapoQkmUzymfUclFtSE2eLWObpwygjFSruSFi3U3xMZFsbMROQ6BbYTs+rl4n9eP7XxTZgxmaSWSrJcFKccWYXyx9GIaUosnzmCiWbuVkQmWGNiXTwVF0Kw+vI66VzVA78e3DdqzUYRRxnO4BwuIYBraMIdtKANBCbwDK/w5gnvxXv3PpatJa+YOYU/8D5/ACPgjZY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vzdjoaDzv9nOg/w228vuA3tuVlE=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKQI8BLx6jmAckS5idzCZD5rHMzAphyS948aCIV3/Im3/jbLIHTSxoKKq66e6KEs6M9f1vr7SxubW9U96t7O0fHB5Vj086RqWa0DZRXOlehA3lTNK2ZZbTXqIpFhGn3Wh6m/vdJ6oNU/LRzhIaCjyWLGYE21x6GAZoWK35dX8BtE6CgtSgQGtY/RqMFEkFlZZwbEw/8BMbZlhbRjidVwapoQkmUzymfUclFtSE2eLWObpwygjFSruSFi3U3xMZFsbMROQ6BbYTs+rl4n9eP7XxTZgxmaSWSrJcFKccWYXyx9GIaUosnzmCiWbuVkQmWGNiXTwVF0Kw+vI66VzVA78e3DdqzUYRRxnO4BwuIYBraMIdtKANBCbwDK/w5gnvxXv3PpatJa+YOYU/8D5/ACPgjZY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vzdjoaDzv9nOg/w228vuA3tuVlE=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKQI8BLx6jmAckS5idzCZD5rHMzAphyS948aCIV3/Im3/jbLIHTSxoKKq66e6KEs6M9f1vr7SxubW9U96t7O0fHB5Vj086RqWa0DZRXOlehA3lTNK2ZZbTXqIpFhGn3Wh6m/vdJ6oNU/LRzhIaCjyWLGYE21x6GAZoWK35dX8BtE6CgtSgQGtY/RqMFEkFlZZwbEw/8BMbZlhbRjidVwapoQkmUzymfUclFtSE2eLWObpwygjFSruSFi3U3xMZFsbMROQ6BbYTs+rl4n9eP7XxTZgxmaSWSrJcFKccWYXyx9GIaUosnzmCiWbuVkQmWGNiXTwVF0Kw+vI66VzVA78e3DdqzUYRRxnO4BwuIYBraMIdtKANBCbwDK/w5gnvxXv3PpatJa+YOYU/8D5/ACPgjZY=</latexit>

RnR
<latexit sha1_base64="9QkYS9HYIiCV3i5Jm1pK77jwtww=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPBi8da7Ae0IWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmCTTjLdZIhPdC6nhUijeRoGS91LNaRxK3g0nd3O/+8S1EYl6xGnK/ZiOlIgEo2ilbivIVdCaBdWaW3cXIOvEK0gNCjSD6tdgmLAs5gqZpMb0PTdFP6caBZN8VhlkhqeUTeiI9y1VNObGzxfnzsiFVYYkSrQthWSh/p7IaWzMNA5tZ0xxbFa9ufif188wuvVzodIMuWLLRVEmCSZk/jsZCs0ZyqkllGlhbyVsTDVlaBOq2BC81ZfXSeeq7rl17+G61rgu4ijDGZzDJXhwAw24hya0gcEEnuEV3pzUeXHenY9la8kpZk7hD5zPH0kRj3o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9QkYS9HYIiCV3i5Jm1pK77jwtww=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPBi8da7Ae0IWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmCTTjLdZIhPdC6nhUijeRoGS91LNaRxK3g0nd3O/+8S1EYl6xGnK/ZiOlIgEo2ilbivIVdCaBdWaW3cXIOvEK0gNCjSD6tdgmLAs5gqZpMb0PTdFP6caBZN8VhlkhqeUTeiI9y1VNObGzxfnzsiFVYYkSrQthWSh/p7IaWzMNA5tZ0xxbFa9ufif188wuvVzodIMuWLLRVEmCSZk/jsZCs0ZyqkllGlhbyVsTDVlaBOq2BC81ZfXSeeq7rl17+G61rgu4ijDGZzDJXhwAw24hya0gcEEnuEV3pzUeXHenY9la8kpZk7hD5zPH0kRj3o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9QkYS9HYIiCV3i5Jm1pK77jwtww=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPBi8da7Ae0IWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmCTTjLdZIhPdC6nhUijeRoGS91LNaRxK3g0nd3O/+8S1EYl6xGnK/ZiOlIgEo2ilbivIVdCaBdWaW3cXIOvEK0gNCjSD6tdgmLAs5gqZpMb0PTdFP6caBZN8VhlkhqeUTeiI9y1VNObGzxfnzsiFVYYkSrQthWSh/p7IaWzMNA5tZ0xxbFa9ufif188wuvVzodIMuWLLRVEmCSZk/jsZCs0ZyqkllGlhbyVsTDVlaBOq2BC81ZfXSeeq7rl17+G61rgu4ijDGZzDJXhwAw24hya0gcEEnuEV3pzUeXHenY9la8kpZk7hD5zPH0kRj3o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9QkYS9HYIiCV3i5Jm1pK77jwtww=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPBi8da7Ae0IWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmCTTjLdZIhPdC6nhUijeRoGS91LNaRxK3g0nd3O/+8S1EYl6xGnK/ZiOlIgEo2ilbivIVdCaBdWaW3cXIOvEK0gNCjSD6tdgmLAs5gqZpMb0PTdFP6caBZN8VhlkhqeUTeiI9y1VNObGzxfnzsiFVYYkSrQthWSh/p7IaWzMNA5tZ0xxbFa9ufif188wuvVzodIMuWLLRVEmCSZk/jsZCs0ZyqkllGlhbyVsTDVlaBOq2BC81ZfXSeeq7rl17+G61rgu4ijDGZzDJXhwAw24hya0gcEEnuEV3pzUeXHenY9la8kpZk7hD5zPH0kRj3o=</latexit>

· · ·<latexit sha1_base64="ggNYy28tHbW2zILQMm4kk1oYvY8=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48V7Ae0oWw2m3btJht2J0IJ/Q9ePCji1f/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEph0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pGJVpxttMSaV7ATVcioS3UaDkvVRzGgeSd4PJ7dzvPnFthEoecJpyP6ajRESCUbRSZ8BChWZYrbl1dwGyTryC1KBAa1j9GoSKZTFPkElqTN9zU/RzqlEwyWeVQWZ4StmEjnjf0oTG3Pj54toZubBKSCKlbSVIFurviZzGxkzjwHbGFMdm1ZuL/3n9DKMbPxdJmiFP2HJRlEmCisxfJ6HQnKGcWkKZFvZWwsZUU4Y2oIoNwVt9eZ10ruqeW/fuG7Vmo4ijDGdwDpfgwTU04Q5a0AYGj/AMr/DmKOfFeXc+lq0lp5g5hT9wPn8AqiGPIQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ggNYy28tHbW2zILQMm4kk1oYvY8=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48V7Ae0oWw2m3btJht2J0IJ/Q9ePCji1f/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEph0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pGJVpxttMSaV7ATVcioS3UaDkvVRzGgeSd4PJ7dzvPnFthEoecJpyP6ajRESCUbRSZ8BChWZYrbl1dwGyTryC1KBAa1j9GoSKZTFPkElqTN9zU/RzqlEwyWeVQWZ4StmEjnjf0oTG3Pj54toZubBKSCKlbSVIFurviZzGxkzjwHbGFMdm1ZuL/3n9DKMbPxdJmiFP2HJRlEmCisxfJ6HQnKGcWkKZFvZWwsZUU4Y2oIoNwVt9eZ10ruqeW/fuG7Vmo4ijDGdwDpfgwTU04Q5a0AYGj/AMr/DmKOfFeXc+lq0lp5g5hT9wPn8AqiGPIQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ggNYy28tHbW2zILQMm4kk1oYvY8=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48V7Ae0oWw2m3btJht2J0IJ/Q9ePCji1f/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEph0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pGJVpxttMSaV7ATVcioS3UaDkvVRzGgeSd4PJ7dzvPnFthEoecJpyP6ajRESCUbRSZ8BChWZYrbl1dwGyTryC1KBAa1j9GoSKZTFPkElqTN9zU/RzqlEwyWeVQWZ4StmEjnjf0oTG3Pj54toZubBKSCKlbSVIFurviZzGxkzjwHbGFMdm1ZuL/3n9DKMbPxdJmiFP2HJRlEmCisxfJ6HQnKGcWkKZFvZWwsZUU4Y2oIoNwVt9eZ10ruqeW/fuG7Vmo4ijDGdwDpfgwTU04Q5a0AYGj/AMr/DmKOfFeXc+lq0lp5g5hT9wPn8AqiGPIQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ggNYy28tHbW2zILQMm4kk1oYvY8=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48V7Ae0oWw2m3btJht2J0IJ/Q9ePCji1f/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEph0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pGJVpxttMSaV7ATVcioS3UaDkvVRzGgeSd4PJ7dzvPnFthEoecJpyP6ajRESCUbRSZ8BChWZYrbl1dwGyTryC1KBAa1j9GoSKZTFPkElqTN9zU/RzqlEwyWeVQWZ4StmEjnjf0oTG3Pj54toZubBKSCKlbSVIFurviZzGxkzjwHbGFMdm1ZuL/3n9DKMbPxdJmiFP2HJRlEmCisxfJ6HQnKGcWkKZFvZWwsZUU4Y2oIoNwVt9eZ10ruqeW/fuG7Vmo4ijDGdwDpfgwTU04Q5a0AYGj/AMr/DmKOfFeXc+lq0lp5g5hT9wPn8AqiGPIQ==</latexit>

Rule
scorer

A1
<latexit sha1_base64="Kbzzmn1Oe6Ur0QF1ftChpfZF1ug=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkUI8VLx4r2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKHSPJaPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fjp4WbgDcoVt+ouQNaJl5MK5GgOyl/9YczSCKVhgmrd89zE+BlVhjOBs1I/1ZhQNqEj7FkqaYTazxanzsiFVYYkjJUtachC/T2R0UjraRTYzoiasV715uJ/Xi814bWfcZmkBiVbLgpTQUxM5n+TIVfIjJhaQpni9lbCxlRRZmw6JRuCt/ryOmlfVT236t3XKo1aHkcRzuAcLsGDOjTgDprQAgYjeIZXeHOE8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifP7OhjVs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Kbzzmn1Oe6Ur0QF1ftChpfZF1ug=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkUI8VLx4r2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKHSPJaPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fjp4WbgDcoVt+ouQNaJl5MK5GgOyl/9YczSCKVhgmrd89zE+BlVhjOBs1I/1ZhQNqEj7FkqaYTazxanzsiFVYYkjJUtachC/T2R0UjraRTYzoiasV715uJ/Xi814bWfcZmkBiVbLgpTQUxM5n+TIVfIjJhaQpni9lbCxlRRZmw6JRuCt/ryOmlfVT236t3XKo1aHkcRzuAcLsGDOjTgDprQAgYjeIZXeHOE8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifP7OhjVs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Kbzzmn1Oe6Ur0QF1ftChpfZF1ug=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkUI8VLx4r2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKHSPJaPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fjp4WbgDcoVt+ouQNaJl5MK5GgOyl/9YczSCKVhgmrd89zE+BlVhjOBs1I/1ZhQNqEj7FkqaYTazxanzsiFVYYkjJUtachC/T2R0UjraRTYzoiasV715uJ/Xi814bWfcZmkBiVbLgpTQUxM5n+TIVfIjJhaQpni9lbCxlRRZmw6JRuCt/ryOmlfVT236t3XKo1aHkcRzuAcLsGDOjTgDprQAgYjeIZXeHOE8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifP7OhjVs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Kbzzmn1Oe6Ur0QF1ftChpfZF1ug=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkUI8VLx4r2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKHSPJaPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fjp4WbgDcoVt+ouQNaJl5MK5GgOyl/9YczSCKVhgmrd89zE+BlVhjOBs1I/1ZhQNqEj7FkqaYTazxanzsiFVYYkjJUtachC/T2R0UjraRTYzoiasV715uJ/Xi814bWfcZmkBiVbLgpTQUxM5n+TIVfIjJhaQpni9lbCxlRRZmw6JRuCt/ryOmlfVT236t3XKo1aHkcRzuAcLsGDOjTgDprQAgYjeIZXeHOE8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifP7OhjVs=</latexit>

AnR
<latexit sha1_base64="H9wlhGkXhTHP9mp8ey4PKoIiZyM=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPFi8cq9gPaEDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/ggvHhTx6u/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZJpxlsskYnuhtRwKRRvoUDJu6nmNA4l74Tj25nfeeLaiEQ94iTlfkyHSkSCUbRS5ybIVfAwDao1t+7OQVaJV5AaFGgG1a/+IGFZzBUySY3peW6Kfk41Cib5tNLPDE8pG9Mh71mqaMyNn8/PnZIzqwxIlGhbCslc/T2R09iYSRzazpjiyCx7M/E/r5dhdO3nQqUZcsUWi6JMEkzI7HcyEJozlBNLKNPC3krYiGrK0CZUsSF4yy+vkvZF3XPr3v1lrXFZxFGGEziFc/DgChpwB01oAYMxPMMrvDmp8+K8Ox+L1pJTzBzDHzifPy7nj2k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="H9wlhGkXhTHP9mp8ey4PKoIiZyM=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPFi8cq9gPaEDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/ggvHhTx6u/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZJpxlsskYnuhtRwKRRvoUDJu6nmNA4l74Tj25nfeeLaiEQ94iTlfkyHSkSCUbRS5ybIVfAwDao1t+7OQVaJV5AaFGgG1a/+IGFZzBUySY3peW6Kfk41Cib5tNLPDE8pG9Mh71mqaMyNn8/PnZIzqwxIlGhbCslc/T2R09iYSRzazpjiyCx7M/E/r5dhdO3nQqUZcsUWi6JMEkzI7HcyEJozlBNLKNPC3krYiGrK0CZUsSF4yy+vkvZF3XPr3v1lrXFZxFGGEziFc/DgChpwB01oAYMxPMMrvDmp8+K8Ox+L1pJTzBzDHzifPy7nj2k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="H9wlhGkXhTHP9mp8ey4PKoIiZyM=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPFi8cq9gPaEDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/ggvHhTx6u/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZJpxlsskYnuhtRwKRRvoUDJu6nmNA4l74Tj25nfeeLaiEQ94iTlfkyHSkSCUbRS5ybIVfAwDao1t+7OQVaJV5AaFGgG1a/+IGFZzBUySY3peW6Kfk41Cib5tNLPDE8pG9Mh71mqaMyNn8/PnZIzqwxIlGhbCslc/T2R09iYSRzazpjiyCx7M/E/r5dhdO3nQqUZcsUWi6JMEkzI7HcyEJozlBNLKNPC3krYiGrK0CZUsSF4yy+vkvZF3XPr3v1lrXFZxFGGEziFc/DgChpwB01oAYMxPMMrvDmp8+K8Ox+L1pJTzBzDHzifPy7nj2k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="H9wlhGkXhTHP9mp8ey4PKoIiZyM=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPFi8cq9gPaEDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/ggvHhTx6u/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZJpxlsskYnuhtRwKRRvoUDJu6nmNA4l74Tj25nfeeLaiEQ94iTlfkyHSkSCUbRS5ybIVfAwDao1t+7OQVaJV5AaFGgG1a/+IGFZzBUySY3peW6Kfk41Cib5tNLPDE8pG9Mh71mqaMyNn8/PnZIzqwxIlGhbCslc/T2R09iYSRzazpjiyCx7M/E/r5dhdO3nQqUZcsUWi6JMEkzI7HcyEJozlBNLKNPC3krYiGrK0CZUsSF4yy+vkvZF3XPr3v1lrXFZxFGGEziFc/DgChpwB01oAYMxPMMrvDmp8+K8Ox+L1pJTzBzDHzifPy7nj2k=</latexit>

· · ·<latexit sha1_base64="ggNYy28tHbW2zILQMm4kk1oYvY8=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48V7Ae0oWw2m3btJht2J0IJ/Q9ePCji1f/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEph0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pGJVpxttMSaV7ATVcioS3UaDkvVRzGgeSd4PJ7dzvPnFthEoecJpyP6ajRESCUbRSZ8BChWZYrbl1dwGyTryC1KBAa1j9GoSKZTFPkElqTN9zU/RzqlEwyWeVQWZ4StmEjnjf0oTG3Pj54toZubBKSCKlbSVIFurviZzGxkzjwHbGFMdm1ZuL/3n9DKMbPxdJmiFP2HJRlEmCisxfJ6HQnKGcWkKZFvZWwsZUU4Y2oIoNwVt9eZ10ruqeW/fuG7Vmo4ijDGdwDpfgwTU04Q5a0AYGj/AMr/DmKOfFeXc+lq0lp5g5hT9wPn8AqiGPIQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ggNYy28tHbW2zILQMm4kk1oYvY8=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48V7Ae0oWw2m3btJht2J0IJ/Q9ePCji1f/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEph0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pGJVpxttMSaV7ATVcioS3UaDkvVRzGgeSd4PJ7dzvPnFthEoecJpyP6ajRESCUbRSZ8BChWZYrbl1dwGyTryC1KBAa1j9GoSKZTFPkElqTN9zU/RzqlEwyWeVQWZ4StmEjnjf0oTG3Pj54toZubBKSCKlbSVIFurviZzGxkzjwHbGFMdm1ZuL/3n9DKMbPxdJmiFP2HJRlEmCisxfJ6HQnKGcWkKZFvZWwsZUU4Y2oIoNwVt9eZ10ruqeW/fuG7Vmo4ijDGdwDpfgwTU04Q5a0AYGj/AMr/DmKOfFeXc+lq0lp5g5hT9wPn8AqiGPIQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ggNYy28tHbW2zILQMm4kk1oYvY8=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48V7Ae0oWw2m3btJht2J0IJ/Q9ePCji1f/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEph0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pGJVpxttMSaV7ATVcioS3UaDkvVRzGgeSd4PJ7dzvPnFthEoecJpyP6ajRESCUbRSZ8BChWZYrbl1dwGyTryC1KBAa1j9GoSKZTFPkElqTN9zU/RzqlEwyWeVQWZ4StmEjnjf0oTG3Pj54toZubBKSCKlbSVIFurviZzGxkzjwHbGFMdm1ZuL/3n9DKMbPxdJmiFP2HJRlEmCisxfJ6HQnKGcWkKZFvZWwsZUU4Y2oIoNwVt9eZ10ruqeW/fuG7Vmo4ijDGdwDpfgwTU04Q5a0AYGj/AMr/DmKOfFeXc+lq0lp5g5hT9wPn8AqiGPIQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ggNYy28tHbW2zILQMm4kk1oYvY8=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48V7Ae0oWw2m3btJht2J0IJ/Q9ePCji1f/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEph0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pGJVpxttMSaV7ATVcioS3UaDkvVRzGgeSd4PJ7dzvPnFthEoecJpyP6ajRESCUbRSZ8BChWZYrbl1dwGyTryC1KBAa1j9GoSKZTFPkElqTN9zU/RzqlEwyWeVQWZ4StmEjnjf0oTG3Pj54toZubBKSCKlbSVIFurviZzGxkzjwHbGFMdm1ZuL/3n9DKMbPxdJmiFP2HJRlEmCisxfJ6HQnKGcWkKZFvZWwsZUU4Y2oIoNwVt9eZ10ruqeW/fuG7Vmo4ijDGdwDpfgwTU04Q5a0AYGj/AMr/DmKOfFeXc+lq0lp5g5hT9wPn8AqiGPIQ==</latexit>

C
<latexit sha1_base64="y5YGHW4NRn032l4c2SASqYAwvmQ=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMdCLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbTxsLvPqHSPJYPZpagH9Gx5CFn1Fip1RiWK27VXYJsEi8nFcjRHJa/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifEzqgxnAuelQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8tD52TK6uMSBgrW9KQpfp7IqOR1rMosJ0RNRO97i3E/7x+asI7P+MySQ1KtloUpoKYmCy+JiOukBkxs4Qyxe2thE2ooszYbEo2BG/95U3Sual6btVr1Sr1Wh5HES7gEq7Bg1uowz00oQ0MEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+Vq0FJ585hz9wPn8Aka+MuQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="y5YGHW4NRn032l4c2SASqYAwvmQ=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMdCLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbTxsLvPqHSPJYPZpagH9Gx5CFn1Fip1RiWK27VXYJsEi8nFcjRHJa/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifEzqgxnAuelQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8tD52TK6uMSBgrW9KQpfp7IqOR1rMosJ0RNRO97i3E/7x+asI7P+MySQ1KtloUpoKYmCy+JiOukBkxs4Qyxe2thE2ooszYbEo2BG/95U3Sual6btVr1Sr1Wh5HES7gEq7Bg1uowz00oQ0MEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+Vq0FJ585hz9wPn8Aka+MuQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="y5YGHW4NRn032l4c2SASqYAwvmQ=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMdCLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbTxsLvPqHSPJYPZpagH9Gx5CFn1Fip1RiWK27VXYJsEi8nFcjRHJa/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifEzqgxnAuelQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8tD52TK6uMSBgrW9KQpfp7IqOR1rMosJ0RNRO97i3E/7x+asI7P+MySQ1KtloUpoKYmCy+JiOukBkxs4Qyxe2thE2ooszYbEo2BG/95U3Sual6btVr1Sr1Wh5HES7gEq7Bg1uowz00oQ0MEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+Vq0FJ585hz9wPn8Aka+MuQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="y5YGHW4NRn032l4c2SASqYAwvmQ=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMdCLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbTxsLvPqHSPJYPZpagH9Gx5CFn1Fip1RiWK27VXYJsEi8nFcjRHJa/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifEzqgxnAuelQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8tD52TK6uMSBgrW9KQpfp7IqOR1rMosJ0RNRO97i3E/7x+asI7P+MySQ1KtloUpoKYmCy+JiOukBkxs4Qyxe2thE2ooszYbEo2BG/95U3Sual6btVr1Sr1Wh5HES7gEq7Bg1uowz00oQ0MEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+Vq0FJ585hz9wPn8Aka+MuQ==</latexit>

Extraction Module

Entailment 
scorer

gi
<latexit sha1_base64="8v5kiaA9t7Fx9mcIlNKMYFYePVo=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2k3TpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS0UmmGLZZIhLVC6hGwSW2DTcCe6lCGgcCu8Hkdu53n1BpnshHM03Rj2kkecgZNVZ6iIZ8WK25dXcBsk68gtSgQGtY/RqMEpbFKA0TVOu+56bGz6kynAmcVQaZxpSyCY2wb6mkMWo/X5w6IxdWGZEwUbakIQv190ROY62ncWA7Y2rGetWbi/95/cyEN37OZZoZlGy5KMwEMQmZ/01GXCEzYmoJZYrbWwkbU0WZselUbAje6svrpHNV99y6d9+oNRtFHGU4g3O4BA+uoQl30II2MIjgGV7hzRHOi/PufCxbS04xcwp/4Hz+AEJ0jbk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8v5kiaA9t7Fx9mcIlNKMYFYePVo=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2k3TpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS0UmmGLZZIhLVC6hGwSW2DTcCe6lCGgcCu8Hkdu53n1BpnshHM03Rj2kkecgZNVZ6iIZ8WK25dXcBsk68gtSgQGtY/RqMEpbFKA0TVOu+56bGz6kynAmcVQaZxpSyCY2wb6mkMWo/X5w6IxdWGZEwUbakIQv190ROY62ncWA7Y2rGetWbi/95/cyEN37OZZoZlGy5KMwEMQmZ/01GXCEzYmoJZYrbWwkbU0WZselUbAje6svrpHNV99y6d9+oNRtFHGU4g3O4BA+uoQl30II2MIjgGV7hzRHOi/PufCxbS04xcwp/4Hz+AEJ0jbk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8v5kiaA9t7Fx9mcIlNKMYFYePVo=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2k3TpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS0UmmGLZZIhLVC6hGwSW2DTcCe6lCGgcCu8Hkdu53n1BpnshHM03Rj2kkecgZNVZ6iIZ8WK25dXcBsk68gtSgQGtY/RqMEpbFKA0TVOu+56bGz6kynAmcVQaZxpSyCY2wb6mkMWo/X5w6IxdWGZEwUbakIQv190ROY62ncWA7Y2rGetWbi/95/cyEN37OZZoZlGy5KMwEMQmZ/01GXCEzYmoJZYrbWwkbU0WZselUbAje6svrpHNV99y6d9+oNRtFHGU4g3O4BA+uoQl30II2MIjgGV7hzRHOi/PufCxbS04xcwp/4Hz+AEJ0jbk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8v5kiaA9t7Fx9mcIlNKMYFYePVo=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2k3TpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS0UmmGLZZIhLVC6hGwSW2DTcCe6lCGgcCu8Hkdu53n1BpnshHM03Rj2kkecgZNVZ6iIZ8WK25dXcBsk68gtSgQGtY/RqMEpbFKA0TVOu+56bGz6kynAmcVQaZxpSyCY2wb6mkMWo/X5w6IxdWGZEwUbakIQv190ROY62ncWA7Y2rGetWbi/95/cyEN37OZZoZlGy5KMwEMQmZ/01GXCEzYmoJZYrbWwkbU0WZselUbAje6svrpHNV99y6d9+oNRtFHGU4g3O4BA+uoQl30II2MIjgGV7hzRHOi/PufCxbS04xcwp/4Hz+AEJ0jbk=</latexit>

hi
<latexit sha1_base64="EtR5b7t+XdzbNQGDeG4n6cxuEuQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48VTVtoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikrZNMMfRZIhLVDalGwSX6hhuB3VQhjUOBnXByO/c7T6g0T+SjmaYYxHQkecQZNVZ6GA/4oFpz6+4CZJ14BalBgdag+tUfJiyLURomqNY9z01NkFNlOBM4q/QzjSllEzrCnqWSxqiDfHHqjFxYZUiiRNmShizU3xM5jbWexqHtjKkZ61VvLv7n9TIT3QQ5l2lmULLloigTxCRk/jcZcoXMiKkllClubyVsTBVlxqZTsSF4qy+vk/ZV3XPr3n2j1mwUcZThDM7hEjy4hibcQQt8YDCCZ3iFN0c4L86787FsLTnFzCn8gfP5A0P6jbo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EtR5b7t+XdzbNQGDeG4n6cxuEuQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48VTVtoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikrZNMMfRZIhLVDalGwSX6hhuB3VQhjUOBnXByO/c7T6g0T+SjmaYYxHQkecQZNVZ6GA/4oFpz6+4CZJ14BalBgdag+tUfJiyLURomqNY9z01NkFNlOBM4q/QzjSllEzrCnqWSxqiDfHHqjFxYZUiiRNmShizU3xM5jbWexqHtjKkZ61VvLv7n9TIT3QQ5l2lmULLloigTxCRk/jcZcoXMiKkllClubyVsTBVlxqZTsSF4qy+vk/ZV3XPr3n2j1mwUcZThDM7hEjy4hibcQQt8YDCCZ3iFN0c4L86787FsLTnFzCn8gfP5A0P6jbo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EtR5b7t+XdzbNQGDeG4n6cxuEuQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48VTVtoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikrZNMMfRZIhLVDalGwSX6hhuB3VQhjUOBnXByO/c7T6g0T+SjmaYYxHQkecQZNVZ6GA/4oFpz6+4CZJ14BalBgdag+tUfJiyLURomqNY9z01NkFNlOBM4q/QzjSllEzrCnqWSxqiDfHHqjFxYZUiiRNmShizU3xM5jbWexqHtjKkZ61VvLv7n9TIT3QQ5l2lmULLloigTxCRk/jcZcoXMiKkllClubyVsTBVlxqZTsSF4qy+vk/ZV3XPr3n2j1mwUcZThDM7hEjy4hibcQQt8YDCCZ3iFN0c4L86787FsLTnFzCn8gfP5A0P6jbo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EtR5b7t+XdzbNQGDeG4n6cxuEuQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48VTVtoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikrZNMMfRZIhLVDalGwSX6hhuB3VQhjUOBnXByO/c7T6g0T+SjmaYYxHQkecQZNVZ6GA/4oFpz6+4CZJ14BalBgdag+tUfJiyLURomqNY9z01NkFNlOBM4q/QzjSllEzrCnqWSxqiDfHHqjFxYZUiiRNmShizU3xM5jbWexqHtjKkZ61VvLv7n9TIT3QQ5l2lmULLloigTxCRk/jcZcoXMiKkllClubyVsTBVlxqZTsSF4qy+vk/ZV3XPr3n2j1mwUcZThDM7hEjy4hibcQQt8YDCCZ3iFN0c4L86787FsLTnFzCn8gfP5A0P6jbo=</latexit>

Entailment Module Decision Module

zinquire
<latexit sha1_base64="UMvom97kWv8j4eUEwQDxge3lRDI=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1qWbYBFclUQKuiy4cVnBPqANYTKdtENnJnFmItaQX3HjQhG3/og7/8ZJm4W2Hhg4nHMvc88JE0aVdt1va219Y3Nru7JT3d3bPzi0j2pdFacSkw6OWSz7IVKEUUE6mmpG+okkiIeM9MLpdeH3HohUNBZ3epYQn6OxoBHFSBspsGtPwZAjPZE8o+I+pZLkgV13G+4czirxSlKHEu3A/hqOYpxyIjRmSKmB5ybaz5DUFDOSV4epIgnCUzQmA0MF4kT52fz23DkzysiJYmme0M5c/b2RIa7UjIdmsrhTLXuF+J83SHV05ZtQSaqJwIuPopQ5OnaKIpyRyYo1mxmCsKTmVgdPkERYm7qqpgRvOfIq6V40PLfh3TbrrWZZRwVO4BTOwYNLaMENtKEDGB7hGV7hzcqtF+vd+liMrlnlzjH8gfX5AwTwlQQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UMvom97kWv8j4eUEwQDxge3lRDI=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1qWbYBFclUQKuiy4cVnBPqANYTKdtENnJnFmItaQX3HjQhG3/og7/8ZJm4W2Hhg4nHMvc88JE0aVdt1va219Y3Nru7JT3d3bPzi0j2pdFacSkw6OWSz7IVKEUUE6mmpG+okkiIeM9MLpdeH3HohUNBZ3epYQn6OxoBHFSBspsGtPwZAjPZE8o+I+pZLkgV13G+4czirxSlKHEu3A/hqOYpxyIjRmSKmB5ybaz5DUFDOSV4epIgnCUzQmA0MF4kT52fz23DkzysiJYmme0M5c/b2RIa7UjIdmsrhTLXuF+J83SHV05ZtQSaqJwIuPopQ5OnaKIpyRyYo1mxmCsKTmVgdPkERYm7qqpgRvOfIq6V40PLfh3TbrrWZZRwVO4BTOwYNLaMENtKEDGB7hGV7hzcqtF+vd+liMrlnlzjH8gfX5AwTwlQQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UMvom97kWv8j4eUEwQDxge3lRDI=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1qWbYBFclUQKuiy4cVnBPqANYTKdtENnJnFmItaQX3HjQhG3/og7/8ZJm4W2Hhg4nHMvc88JE0aVdt1va219Y3Nru7JT3d3bPzi0j2pdFacSkw6OWSz7IVKEUUE6mmpG+okkiIeM9MLpdeH3HohUNBZ3epYQn6OxoBHFSBspsGtPwZAjPZE8o+I+pZLkgV13G+4czirxSlKHEu3A/hqOYpxyIjRmSKmB5ybaz5DUFDOSV4epIgnCUzQmA0MF4kT52fz23DkzysiJYmme0M5c/b2RIa7UjIdmsrhTLXuF+J83SHV05ZtQSaqJwIuPopQ5OnaKIpyRyYo1mxmCsKTmVgdPkERYm7qqpgRvOfIq6V40PLfh3TbrrWZZRwVO4BTOwYNLaMENtKEDGB7hGV7hzcqtF+vd+liMrlnlzjH8gfX5AwTwlQQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UMvom97kWv8j4eUEwQDxge3lRDI=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1qWbYBFclUQKuiy4cVnBPqANYTKdtENnJnFmItaQX3HjQhG3/og7/8ZJm4W2Hhg4nHMvc88JE0aVdt1va219Y3Nru7JT3d3bPzi0j2pdFacSkw6OWSz7IVKEUUE6mmpG+okkiIeM9MLpdeH3HohUNBZ3epYQn6OxoBHFSBspsGtPwZAjPZE8o+I+pZLkgV13G+4czirxSlKHEu3A/hqOYpxyIjRmSKmB5ybaz5DUFDOSV4epIgnCUzQmA0MF4kT52fz23DkzysiJYmme0M5c/b2RIa7UjIdmsrhTLXuF+J83SHV05ZtQSaqJwIuPopQ5OnaKIpyRyYo1mxmCsKTmVgdPkERYm7qqpgRvOfIq6V40PLfh3TbrrWZZRwVO4BTOwYNLaMENtKEDGB7hGV7hzcqtF+vd+liMrlnlzjH8gfX5AwTwlQQ=</latexit>
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Figure 2: The Entailment-driven Extract and Edit network.

rules. The user presents a scenario describing their
situation, and asks the system an underspecified
question. In order to answer the user’s question,
the system must ask the user a series of follow-up
questions to determine whether the user satisfies
the set of decision rules.

The key challenges in CMR are to identify im-
plicit rules present in the document, understand
which rules are necessary to answer the ques-
tion, and inquire about necessary rules that are
not entailed by the conversation history by ask-
ing follow-up questions. The three core mod-
ules of E3, the extraction, entailment, and de-
cision modules, combine to address these chal-
lenges. Figure 2 illustrates the components of E3.

For ease of exposition, we describe E3 for a sin-
gle turn in the conversation. To make the refer-
ences concrete in the following sections, we use as
an example the inputs and outputs from Figure 1.
This example describes a turn in a conversation in
which the system helps the user determine whether
they need to pay UK taxes on their pension.

3.1 Extraction module

The extraction module extracts spans from the
document that correspond to latent rules. Let
xD, xQ, xS , xH,i denote words in the rule text,
question, scenario, and the inquiry and user re-
sponse during the ith previous turn of the dia-
logue after N turns have passed. We concate-
nate these inputs into a single sequence x =
[xQ;xD;xS ;xH,1; · · ·xH,N ] joined by sentinel to-
kens that mark the boundaries of each input. To
encode the input for the extraction module, we use
BERT, a transformer-based model (Vaswani et al.,
2017) that achieves consistent gains on a variety
of NLP tasks (Devlin et al., 2019). We encode

x using the BERT encoder, which first converts
words into word piece tokens (Wu et al., 2016),
then embeds these tokens along with their posi-
tional embeddings and segmentation embeddings.
These embeddings are subsequently encoded via a
transformer network, which allows for inter-token
attention at each layer. Let nx be the number
of tokens in the concatenated input x and dU be
the output dimension of the BERT encoder. For
brevity, we denote the output of the BERT encoder
as U = BERT(x) ∈ Rnx×dU and refer readers
to Devlin et al. (2019) for detailed architecture.

In order to extract the implicit decision rules
from the document, we compute a start score αi
and an end score βi for each ith token as

αi = σ (WαUi + bα) ∈ R (1)

βi = σ (WβUi + bβ) ∈ R (2)

where Wα,Wβ ∈ RdU , bα, bβ ∈ R, and σ is the
sigmoid function.

For each position si where αi is larger than
some threshold τ , we find the closest proceeding
position ei ≥ si where βei > τ . Each pair (si, ei)
then forms an extracted span corresponding to a
rule Ri expressed in the rule text. In the example
in Figure 1, the correct extracted spans are “UK
resident” and “UK civil service pensions”.

For the ith rule, we use self-attention to build a
representation Ai over the span (si, ei).

γk = WγUk + bγ ∈ R, si ≤ k ≤ ei (3)

γk = softmax (γ)k ∈ R, si ≤ k ≤ ei (4)

Ai =

ei∑

k=si

γkUk ∈ RdU (5)

where Wγ ∈ RdU and bγ ∈ R. Here, γk, γk
are respectively the unnormalized and normalized
scores for the self-attention layer.
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Let nR denote the number spans in the rule text,
each of which corresponds to a ground truth rule.
The rule extraction loss is computed as the sum of
the binary cross entropy losses for each rule Ri.

Lre =

nR∑

i

Lstart,i + Lend,i (6)

Let nD denote the number of tokens in the rule
text, si, ei the ground truth start and end positions
for the ith rule, and 1f the indicator function that
returns 1 if and only if the condition f holds. Re-
call from Eq (1) that αj and βj denote the proba-
bilities that token j is the start and end of a rule.
The start and end binary cross entropy losses for
the ith rule are computed as

Lstart,i = −
nD∑

j

1j=si log (αj) + 1j 6=si log (1− αj)

Lend,i = −
nD∑

j

1j=ei log (βj) + 1j 6=ei log (1− βj)

3.2 Entailment module
Given the extracted rules R = {R1, · · ·RnR}, the
entailment module estimates whether each rule is
entailed by the conversation history, so that the
model can subsequently inquire about rules that
are not entailed. For the example in Figure 1, the
rule “UK resident” is entailed by the previous in-
quiry “Are you a UK resident”. In contrast, the
rule “UK civil service pensions” is not entailed by
either the scenario or the conversation history, so
the model needs to inquire about it. In this partic-
ular case the scenario does not entail any rule.

For each extracted rule, we compute a score
that indicates the extent to which this particular
rule has already been discussed in the initial sce-
nario S and in previous turns Q. In particular, let
N(Ri, S) denote the number of tokens shared by
Ri and S, N(Ri) the number of tokens in Ri, and
N(S) the number of tokens in S. We compute the
scenario entailment score gi as

pr(Ri, S) =
N(Ri, S)

N(Ri)
(7)

re(Ri, S) =
N(Ri, S)

N(S)
(8)

gi = f1(Ri, S) =
2pr(Ri, S)re(Ri, S)

pr(Ri, S) + re(Ri, S)
(9)

where pr, re, and f1 respectively denote the pre-
cision, recall, and F1 scores. We compute a simi-
lar score to represent the extent to which the rule

Ri has been discussed in previous inquiries. Let
Qk denote tokens in the kth previous inquiry. We
compute the history entailment score hi between
the extracted rule Ri and all nH previous inquiries
in the conversation history as

hi = max
k=1,···nH

f1(Ri, Qk) (10)

The final representation of the ith rule, Ai, is then
the concatenation of the span self-attention and the
entailment scores.

Ai = [Ai; gi;hi] ∈ RdU+2 (11)

where [x; y] denotes the concatenation of x and
y. We also experiment with embedding and en-
coding similarity based approaches to compute en-
tailment, but find that this F1 approach performs
the best. Because the encoder utilizes cross atten-
tion between different components of the input,
the representations U and Ai are able to capture
notions of entailment. However, we find that ex-
plicitly scoring entailment via the entailment mod-
ule further discourages the model from making re-
dundant inquiries.

3.3 Decision module
Given the extracted rules R and the entailment-
enriched representations for each rule Ai, the de-
cision module decides on a response to the user.
These include answering yes/no to the user’s
original question, determining that the rule text is
irrelevant to the question, or inquiring about
a rule that is not entailed but required to answer
the question. For the example in Figure 1, the rule
“UK civil service pensions” is not entailed, hence
the correct decision is to ask a follow-up question
about whether the user receives this pension.

We start by computing a summary C of the in-
put using self-attention

φk = WφUk + bφ ∈ R (12)

φk = softmax
(
φ
)
k
∈ R (13)

C =

ei∑

k=si

φkUk ∈ RdU (14)

where Wφ ∈ RdU , bφ ∈ R, and φ, φ are re-
spectively the unnormalized and normalized self-
attention weights. Next, we score the choices
yes, no, irrelevant, and inquire.

z = WzC + bz ∈ R4 (15)
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where z is a vector containing a class score
for each of the yes, no, irrelevant, and
inquire decisions.

For inquiries, we compute an inquiry score ri
for each extracted rule Ri.

ri =WzAi + bz ∈ R (16)

where Wz ∈ RdU+2 and bz ∈ R. Let k indicate
the correct decision, and i indicate the correct in-
quiry, if the model is supposed to make an inquiry.
The decision loss is

Ldec = − log softmax(z)k (17)

−1k=inquire log softmax(r)i

During inference, the model first determines the
decision d = argmaxkzk. If the decision d is
inquire, the model asks a follow-up question
about the ith rule such that i = argmaxjrj . Oth-
erwise, the model concludes the dialogue with d.

Rephrasing rule into question via editor. In
the event that the model chooses to make an in-
quiry about an extracted rule Ri, Ri is given to
an subsequent editor to rephrase into a follow-up
question. For the example in 1, the editor edits the
span “UK civil service pensions” into the follow-
up question “Are you receiving UK civil service
pensions?” Figure 3 illustrates the editor.

The editor takes as input xedit = [Ri;xD], the
concatenation of the extracted rule to rephrase Ri
and the rule text xD. As before, we encode using
a BERT encoder to obtain Uedit = BERT(xedit).
The encoder is followed by two decoders that re-
spective generate the pre-span editRi,pre and post-
span edit Ri,post. For the example in Figure 1,
given the span “UK civil service pensions”, the
pre-span and post span edits that form the question
“Are you receiving UK civil service pensions?”
are respectively “Are you receiving” and “?”

To perform each edit, we employ an attentive
decoder (Bahdanau et al., 2015) with Long Short-
Term Memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmid-
huber, 1997). Let ht denote the decoder state at
time t. We compute attention at over the input.

ζk = Ueditht−1 ∈ R (18)

ζk = softmax(ζ)k ∈ R (19)

at =
∑

k

ζkUedit,k ∈ RdU (20)

Let V ∈ RnV ×dV denote the embedding ma-
trix corresponding to nV tokens in the vocabulary.

Proposed 
rule Ri
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Rule text 
xD

<latexit sha1_base64="I1M3fGSWO3kv4+L5LyBLnhP0+WU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCHjxWtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Ygl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj65nffkSleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLHS/VP/pl+uuFV3DrJKvJxUIEejX/7qDWKWRigNE1Trrucmxs+oMpwJnJZ6qcaEsjEdYtdSSSPUfjY/dUrOrDIgYaxsSUPm6u+JjEZaT6LAdkbUjPSyNxP/87qpCa/8jMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvubDLhCZsTEEsoUt7cSNqKKMmPTKdkQvOWXV0nrouq5Ve+uVqnX8jiKcAKncA4eXEIdbqEBTWAwhGd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QMkRo2l</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I1M3fGSWO3kv4+L5LyBLnhP0+WU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCHjxWtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Ygl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj65nffkSleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLHS/VP/pl+uuFV3DrJKvJxUIEejX/7qDWKWRigNE1Trrucmxs+oMpwJnJZ6qcaEsjEdYtdSSSPUfjY/dUrOrDIgYaxsSUPm6u+JjEZaT6LAdkbUjPSyNxP/87qpCa/8jMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvubDLhCZsTEEsoUt7cSNqKKMmPTKdkQvOWXV0nrouq5Ve+uVqnX8jiKcAKncA4eXEIdbqEBTWAwhGd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QMkRo2l</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I1M3fGSWO3kv4+L5LyBLnhP0+WU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCHjxWtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Ygl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj65nffkSleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLHS/VP/pl+uuFV3DrJKvJxUIEejX/7qDWKWRigNE1Trrucmxs+oMpwJnJZ6qcaEsjEdYtdSSSPUfjY/dUrOrDIgYaxsSUPm6u+JjEZaT6LAdkbUjPSyNxP/87qpCa/8jMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvubDLhCZsTEEsoUt7cSNqKKMmPTKdkQvOWXV0nrouq5Ve+uVqnX8jiKcAKncA4eXEIdbqEBTWAwhGd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QMkRo2l</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I1M3fGSWO3kv4+L5LyBLnhP0+WU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCHjxWtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Ygl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj65nffkSleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLHS/VP/pl+uuFV3DrJKvJxUIEejX/7qDWKWRigNE1Trrucmxs+oMpwJnJZ6qcaEsjEdYtdSSSPUfjY/dUrOrDIgYaxsSUPm6u+JjEZaT6LAdkbUjPSyNxP/87qpCa/8jMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvubDLhCZsTEEsoUt7cSNqKKMmPTKdkQvOWXV0nrouq5Ve+uVqnX8jiKcAKncA4eXEIdbqEBTWAwhGd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QMkRo2l</latexit>

xD
<latexit sha1_base64="I1M3fGSWO3kv4+L5LyBLnhP0+WU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCHjxWtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Ygl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj65nffkSleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLHS/VP/pl+uuFV3DrJKvJxUIEejX/7qDWKWRigNE1Trrucmxs+oMpwJnJZ6qcaEsjEdYtdSSSPUfjY/dUrOrDIgYaxsSUPm6u+JjEZaT6LAdkbUjPSyNxP/87qpCa/8jMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvubDLhCZsTEEsoUt7cSNqKKMmPTKdkQvOWXV0nrouq5Ve+uVqnX8jiKcAKncA4eXEIdbqEBTWAwhGd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QMkRo2l</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I1M3fGSWO3kv4+L5LyBLnhP0+WU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCHjxWtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Ygl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj65nffkSleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLHS/VP/pl+uuFV3DrJKvJxUIEejX/7qDWKWRigNE1Trrucmxs+oMpwJnJZ6qcaEsjEdYtdSSSPUfjY/dUrOrDIgYaxsSUPm6u+JjEZaT6LAdkbUjPSyNxP/87qpCa/8jMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvubDLhCZsTEEsoUt7cSNqKKMmPTKdkQvOWXV0nrouq5Ve+uVqnX8jiKcAKncA4eXEIdbqEBTWAwhGd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QMkRo2l</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I1M3fGSWO3kv4+L5LyBLnhP0+WU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCHjxWtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Ygl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj65nffkSleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLHS/VP/pl+uuFV3DrJKvJxUIEejX/7qDWKWRigNE1Trrucmxs+oMpwJnJZ6qcaEsjEdYtdSSSPUfjY/dUrOrDIgYaxsSUPm6u+JjEZaT6LAdkbUjPSyNxP/87qpCa/8jMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvubDLhCZsTEEsoUt7cSNqKKMmPTKdkQvOWXV0nrouq5Ve+uVqnX8jiKcAKncA4eXEIdbqEBTWAwhGd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QMkRo2l</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I1M3fGSWO3kv4+L5LyBLnhP0+WU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCHjxWtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Ygl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj65nffkSleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLHS/VP/pl+uuFV3DrJKvJxUIEejX/7qDWKWRigNE1Trrucmxs+oMpwJnJZ6qcaEsjEdYtdSSSPUfjY/dUrOrDIgYaxsSUPm6u+JjEZaT6LAdkbUjPSyNxP/87qpCa/8jMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvubDLhCZsTEEsoUt7cSNqKKMmPTKdkQvOWXV0nrouq5Ve+uVqnX8jiKcAKncA4eXEIdbqEBTWAwhGd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QMkRo2l</latexit>
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edit 

Ri,pre
<latexit sha1_base64="Bz83/3D2qKkrNUWUrrgo/f5oyiQ=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+RXv0slgED1ISKeix4MVjFVsLbQib7aZdutmE3Y0QQv0rXjwo4tUf4s1/46bNQVsHFoZ5b3izEyScKe0431ZlbX1jc6u6XdvZ3ds/sA+PeipOJaFdEvNY9gOsKGeCdjXTnPYTSXEUcPoQTK+L+cMjlYrF4l5nCfUiPBYsZARrI/l2/c7P2TkaRlhPZJQb72zm2w2n6cyBVolbkgaU6Pj213AUkzSiQhOOlRq4TqK9HEvNCKez2jBVNMFkisd0YKjAEVVePg8/Q6dGGaEwluYJjebqb0eOI6WyKDCbRUi1PCvE/2aDVIdXXs5EkmoqyOJQmHKkY1Q0gUZMUqJ5ZggmkpmsiEywxESbvmqmBHf5y6ukd9F0naZ722q0W2UdVTiGEzgDFy6hDTfQgS4QyOAZXuHNerJerHfrY7FasUpPHf7A+vwB3eeU3Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bz83/3D2qKkrNUWUrrgo/f5oyiQ=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+RXv0slgED1ISKeix4MVjFVsLbQib7aZdutmE3Y0QQv0rXjwo4tUf4s1/46bNQVsHFoZ5b3izEyScKe0431ZlbX1jc6u6XdvZ3ds/sA+PeipOJaFdEvNY9gOsKGeCdjXTnPYTSXEUcPoQTK+L+cMjlYrF4l5nCfUiPBYsZARrI/l2/c7P2TkaRlhPZJQb72zm2w2n6cyBVolbkgaU6Pj213AUkzSiQhOOlRq4TqK9HEvNCKez2jBVNMFkisd0YKjAEVVePg8/Q6dGGaEwluYJjebqb0eOI6WyKDCbRUi1PCvE/2aDVIdXXs5EkmoqyOJQmHKkY1Q0gUZMUqJ5ZggmkpmsiEywxESbvmqmBHf5y6ukd9F0naZ722q0W2UdVTiGEzgDFy6hDTfQgS4QyOAZXuHNerJerHfrY7FasUpPHf7A+vwB3eeU3Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bz83/3D2qKkrNUWUrrgo/f5oyiQ=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+RXv0slgED1ISKeix4MVjFVsLbQib7aZdutmE3Y0QQv0rXjwo4tUf4s1/46bNQVsHFoZ5b3izEyScKe0431ZlbX1jc6u6XdvZ3ds/sA+PeipOJaFdEvNY9gOsKGeCdjXTnPYTSXEUcPoQTK+L+cMjlYrF4l5nCfUiPBYsZARrI/l2/c7P2TkaRlhPZJQb72zm2w2n6cyBVolbkgaU6Pj213AUkzSiQhOOlRq4TqK9HEvNCKez2jBVNMFkisd0YKjAEVVePg8/Q6dGGaEwluYJjebqb0eOI6WyKDCbRUi1PCvE/2aDVIdXXs5EkmoqyOJQmHKkY1Q0gUZMUqJ5ZggmkpmsiEywxESbvmqmBHf5y6ukd9F0naZ722q0W2UdVTiGEzgDFy6hDTfQgS4QyOAZXuHNerJerHfrY7FasUpPHf7A+vwB3eeU3Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bz83/3D2qKkrNUWUrrgo/f5oyiQ=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+RXv0slgED1ISKeix4MVjFVsLbQib7aZdutmE3Y0QQv0rXjwo4tUf4s1/46bNQVsHFoZ5b3izEyScKe0431ZlbX1jc6u6XdvZ3ds/sA+PeipOJaFdEvNY9gOsKGeCdjXTnPYTSXEUcPoQTK+L+cMjlYrF4l5nCfUiPBYsZARrI/l2/c7P2TkaRlhPZJQb72zm2w2n6cyBVolbkgaU6Pj213AUkzSiQhOOlRq4TqK9HEvNCKez2jBVNMFkisd0YKjAEVVePg8/Q6dGGaEwluYJjebqb0eOI6WyKDCbRUi1PCvE/2aDVIdXXs5EkmoqyOJQmHKkY1Q0gUZMUqJ5ZggmkpmsiEywxESbvmqmBHf5y6ukd9F0naZ722q0W2UdVTiGEzgDFy6hDTfQgS4QyOAZXuHNerJerHfrY7FasUpPHf7A+vwB3eeU3Q==</latexit>

Ri,pre
<latexit sha1_base64="Bz83/3D2qKkrNUWUrrgo/f5oyiQ=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+RXv0slgED1ISKeix4MVjFVsLbQib7aZdutmE3Y0QQv0rXjwo4tUf4s1/46bNQVsHFoZ5b3izEyScKe0431ZlbX1jc6u6XdvZ3ds/sA+PeipOJaFdEvNY9gOsKGeCdjXTnPYTSXEUcPoQTK+L+cMjlYrF4l5nCfUiPBYsZARrI/l2/c7P2TkaRlhPZJQb72zm2w2n6cyBVolbkgaU6Pj213AUkzSiQhOOlRq4TqK9HEvNCKez2jBVNMFkisd0YKjAEVVePg8/Q6dGGaEwluYJjebqb0eOI6WyKDCbRUi1PCvE/2aDVIdXXs5EkmoqyOJQmHKkY1Q0gUZMUqJ5ZggmkpmsiEywxESbvmqmBHf5y6ukd9F0naZ722q0W2UdVTiGEzgDFy6hDTfQgS4QyOAZXuHNerJerHfrY7FasUpPHf7A+vwB3eeU3Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bz83/3D2qKkrNUWUrrgo/f5oyiQ=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+RXv0slgED1ISKeix4MVjFVsLbQib7aZdutmE3Y0QQv0rXjwo4tUf4s1/46bNQVsHFoZ5b3izEyScKe0431ZlbX1jc6u6XdvZ3ds/sA+PeipOJaFdEvNY9gOsKGeCdjXTnPYTSXEUcPoQTK+L+cMjlYrF4l5nCfUiPBYsZARrI/l2/c7P2TkaRlhPZJQb72zm2w2n6cyBVolbkgaU6Pj213AUkzSiQhOOlRq4TqK9HEvNCKez2jBVNMFkisd0YKjAEVVePg8/Q6dGGaEwluYJjebqb0eOI6WyKDCbRUi1PCvE/2aDVIdXXs5EkmoqyOJQmHKkY1Q0gUZMUqJ5ZggmkpmsiEywxESbvmqmBHf5y6ukd9F0naZ722q0W2UdVTiGEzgDFy6hDTfQgS4QyOAZXuHNerJerHfrY7FasUpPHf7A+vwB3eeU3Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bz83/3D2qKkrNUWUrrgo/f5oyiQ=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+RXv0slgED1ISKeix4MVjFVsLbQib7aZdutmE3Y0QQv0rXjwo4tUf4s1/46bNQVsHFoZ5b3izEyScKe0431ZlbX1jc6u6XdvZ3ds/sA+PeipOJaFdEvNY9gOsKGeCdjXTnPYTSXEUcPoQTK+L+cMjlYrF4l5nCfUiPBYsZARrI/l2/c7P2TkaRlhPZJQb72zm2w2n6cyBVolbkgaU6Pj213AUkzSiQhOOlRq4TqK9HEvNCKez2jBVNMFkisd0YKjAEVVePg8/Q6dGGaEwluYJjebqb0eOI6WyKDCbRUi1PCvE/2aDVIdXXs5EkmoqyOJQmHKkY1Q0gUZMUqJ5ZggmkpmsiEywxESbvmqmBHf5y6ukd9F0naZ722q0W2UdVTiGEzgDFy6hDTfQgS4QyOAZXuHNerJerHfrY7FasUpPHf7A+vwB3eeU3Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bz83/3D2qKkrNUWUrrgo/f5oyiQ=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+RXv0slgED1ISKeix4MVjFVsLbQib7aZdutmE3Y0QQv0rXjwo4tUf4s1/46bNQVsHFoZ5b3izEyScKe0431ZlbX1jc6u6XdvZ3ds/sA+PeipOJaFdEvNY9gOsKGeCdjXTnPYTSXEUcPoQTK+L+cMjlYrF4l5nCfUiPBYsZARrI/l2/c7P2TkaRlhPZJQb72zm2w2n6cyBVolbkgaU6Pj213AUkzSiQhOOlRq4TqK9HEvNCKez2jBVNMFkisd0YKjAEVVePg8/Q6dGGaEwluYJjebqb0eOI6WyKDCbRUi1PCvE/2aDVIdXXs5EkmoqyOJQmHKkY1Q0gUZMUqJ5ZggmkpmsiEywxESbvmqmBHf5y6ukd9F0naZ722q0W2UdVTiGEzgDFy6hDTfQgS4QyOAZXuHNerJerHfrY7FasUpPHf7A+vwB3eeU3Q==</latexit>

xedit
<latexit sha1_base64="rLHYFr2yGjRP7ghXVdRwZNX4urM=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1ofjbp0M1gEVyWRgi4LblxWsA9oQ5hMJu3QySTMTMQa+iVuXCji1k9x5984abPQ1gMDh3Pu5Z45QcqZ0o7zbVU2Nre2d6q7tb39g8O6fXTcU0kmCe2ShCdyEGBFORO0q5nmdJBKiuOA034wvSn8/gOViiXiXs9S6sV4LFjECNZG8u36oz+KsZ7IOKch03PfbjhNZwG0TtySNKBEx7e/RmFCspgKTThWaug6qfZyLDUjnM5ro0zRFJMpHtOhoQLHVHn5IvgcnRslRFEizRMaLdTfGzmOlZrFgZksQqpVrxD/84aZjq69nIk001SQ5aEo40gnqGgBhUxSovnMEEwkM1kRmWCJiTZd1UwJ7uqX10nvsuk6Tfeu1Wi3yjqqcApncAEuXEEbbqEDXSCQwTO8wpv1ZL1Y79bHcrRilTsn8AfW5w91u5ON</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rLHYFr2yGjRP7ghXVdRwZNX4urM=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1ofjbp0M1gEVyWRgi4LblxWsA9oQ5hMJu3QySTMTMQa+iVuXCji1k9x5984abPQ1gMDh3Pu5Z45QcqZ0o7zbVU2Nre2d6q7tb39g8O6fXTcU0kmCe2ShCdyEGBFORO0q5nmdJBKiuOA034wvSn8/gOViiXiXs9S6sV4LFjECNZG8u36oz+KsZ7IOKch03PfbjhNZwG0TtySNKBEx7e/RmFCspgKTThWaug6qfZyLDUjnM5ro0zRFJMpHtOhoQLHVHn5IvgcnRslRFEizRMaLdTfGzmOlZrFgZksQqpVrxD/84aZjq69nIk001SQ5aEo40gnqGgBhUxSovnMEEwkM1kRmWCJiTZd1UwJ7uqX10nvsuk6Tfeu1Wi3yjqqcApncAEuXEEbbqEDXSCQwTO8wpv1ZL1Y79bHcrRilTsn8AfW5w91u5ON</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rLHYFr2yGjRP7ghXVdRwZNX4urM=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1ofjbp0M1gEVyWRgi4LblxWsA9oQ5hMJu3QySTMTMQa+iVuXCji1k9x5984abPQ1gMDh3Pu5Z45QcqZ0o7zbVU2Nre2d6q7tb39g8O6fXTcU0kmCe2ShCdyEGBFORO0q5nmdJBKiuOA034wvSn8/gOViiXiXs9S6sV4LFjECNZG8u36oz+KsZ7IOKch03PfbjhNZwG0TtySNKBEx7e/RmFCspgKTThWaug6qfZyLDUjnM5ro0zRFJMpHtOhoQLHVHn5IvgcnRslRFEizRMaLdTfGzmOlZrFgZksQqpVrxD/84aZjq69nIk001SQ5aEo40gnqGgBhUxSovnMEEwkM1kRmWCJiTZd1UwJ7uqX10nvsuk6Tfeu1Wi3yjqqcApncAEuXEEbbqEDXSCQwTO8wpv1ZL1Y79bHcrRilTsn8AfW5w91u5ON</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rLHYFr2yGjRP7ghXVdRwZNX4urM=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1ofjbp0M1gEVyWRgi4LblxWsA9oQ5hMJu3QySTMTMQa+iVuXCji1k9x5984abPQ1gMDh3Pu5Z45QcqZ0o7zbVU2Nre2d6q7tb39g8O6fXTcU0kmCe2ShCdyEGBFORO0q5nmdJBKiuOA034wvSn8/gOViiXiXs9S6sV4LFjECNZG8u36oz+KsZ7IOKch03PfbjhNZwG0TtySNKBEx7e/RmFCspgKTThWaug6qfZyLDUjnM5ro0zRFJMpHtOhoQLHVHn5IvgcnRslRFEizRMaLdTfGzmOlZrFgZksQqpVrxD/84aZjq69nIk001SQ5aEo40gnqGgBhUxSovnMEEwkM1kRmWCJiTZd1UwJ7uqX10nvsuk6Tfeu1Wi3yjqqcApncAEuXEEbbqEDXSCQwTO8wpv1ZL1Y79bHcrRilTsn8AfW5w91u5ON</latexit>

Post-span 
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decoder

Post-span 
edit 

Ri,post
<latexit sha1_base64="0SaTPdbqamEmTDTmYKx4bmgeaa0=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyyCCykzUtBlwY3LKvYB7TBk0rQNzWNIMkIdBn/FjQtF3Pof7vwbM+0stPVA4HDOvdyTE8WMauN5305pZXVtfaO8Wdna3tndc/cP2lomCpMWlkyqboQ0YVSQlqGGkW6sCOIRI51ocp37nQeiNJXi3kxjEnA0EnRIMTJWCt2juzCl57DPkRkrnsZSmywL3apX82aAy8QvSBUUaIbuV38gccKJMJghrXu+F5sgRcpQzEhW6SeaxAhP0Ij0LBWIEx2ks/QZPLXKAA6lsk8YOFN/b6SIaz3lkZ3MU+pFLxf/83qJGV4FKRVxYojA80PDhEEjYV4FHFBFsGFTSxBW1GaFeIwUwsYWVrEl+ItfXibti5rv1fzberVRL+oog2NwAs6ADy5BA9yAJmgBDB7BM3gFb86T8+K8Ox/z0ZJT7ByCP3A+fwDLJ5Vm</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0SaTPdbqamEmTDTmYKx4bmgeaa0=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyyCCykzUtBlwY3LKvYB7TBk0rQNzWNIMkIdBn/FjQtF3Pof7vwbM+0stPVA4HDOvdyTE8WMauN5305pZXVtfaO8Wdna3tndc/cP2lomCpMWlkyqboQ0YVSQlqGGkW6sCOIRI51ocp37nQeiNJXi3kxjEnA0EnRIMTJWCt2juzCl57DPkRkrnsZSmywL3apX82aAy8QvSBUUaIbuV38gccKJMJghrXu+F5sgRcpQzEhW6SeaxAhP0Ij0LBWIEx2ks/QZPLXKAA6lsk8YOFN/b6SIaz3lkZ3MU+pFLxf/83qJGV4FKRVxYojA80PDhEEjYV4FHFBFsGFTSxBW1GaFeIwUwsYWVrEl+ItfXibti5rv1fzberVRL+oog2NwAs6ADy5BA9yAJmgBDB7BM3gFb86T8+K8Ox/z0ZJT7ByCP3A+fwDLJ5Vm</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0SaTPdbqamEmTDTmYKx4bmgeaa0=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyyCCykzUtBlwY3LKvYB7TBk0rQNzWNIMkIdBn/FjQtF3Pof7vwbM+0stPVA4HDOvdyTE8WMauN5305pZXVtfaO8Wdna3tndc/cP2lomCpMWlkyqboQ0YVSQlqGGkW6sCOIRI51ocp37nQeiNJXi3kxjEnA0EnRIMTJWCt2juzCl57DPkRkrnsZSmywL3apX82aAy8QvSBUUaIbuV38gccKJMJghrXu+F5sgRcpQzEhW6SeaxAhP0Ij0LBWIEx2ks/QZPLXKAA6lsk8YOFN/b6SIaz3lkZ3MU+pFLxf/83qJGV4FKRVxYojA80PDhEEjYV4FHFBFsGFTSxBW1GaFeIwUwsYWVrEl+ItfXibti5rv1fzberVRL+oog2NwAs6ADy5BA9yAJmgBDB7BM3gFb86T8+K8Ox/z0ZJT7ByCP3A+fwDLJ5Vm</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0SaTPdbqamEmTDTmYKx4bmgeaa0=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyyCCykzUtBlwY3LKvYB7TBk0rQNzWNIMkIdBn/FjQtF3Pof7vwbM+0stPVA4HDOvdyTE8WMauN5305pZXVtfaO8Wdna3tndc/cP2lomCpMWlkyqboQ0YVSQlqGGkW6sCOIRI51ocp37nQeiNJXi3kxjEnA0EnRIMTJWCt2juzCl57DPkRkrnsZSmywL3apX82aAy8QvSBUUaIbuV38gccKJMJghrXu+F5sgRcpQzEhW6SeaxAhP0Ij0LBWIEx2ks/QZPLXKAA6lsk8YOFN/b6SIaz3lkZ3MU+pFLxf/83qJGV4FKRVxYojA80PDhEEjYV4FHFBFsGFTSxBW1GaFeIwUwsYWVrEl+ItfXibti5rv1fzberVRL+oog2NwAs6ADy5BA9yAJmgBDB7BM3gFb86T8+K8Ox/z0ZJT7ByCP3A+fwDLJ5Vm</latexit>

Ri,post
<latexit sha1_base64="0SaTPdbqamEmTDTmYKx4bmgeaa0=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyyCCykzUtBlwY3LKvYB7TBk0rQNzWNIMkIdBn/FjQtF3Pof7vwbM+0stPVA4HDOvdyTE8WMauN5305pZXVtfaO8Wdna3tndc/cP2lomCpMWlkyqboQ0YVSQlqGGkW6sCOIRI51ocp37nQeiNJXi3kxjEnA0EnRIMTJWCt2juzCl57DPkRkrnsZSmywL3apX82aAy8QvSBUUaIbuV38gccKJMJghrXu+F5sgRcpQzEhW6SeaxAhP0Ij0LBWIEx2ks/QZPLXKAA6lsk8YOFN/b6SIaz3lkZ3MU+pFLxf/83qJGV4FKRVxYojA80PDhEEjYV4FHFBFsGFTSxBW1GaFeIwUwsYWVrEl+ItfXibti5rv1fzberVRL+oog2NwAs6ADy5BA9yAJmgBDB7BM3gFb86T8+K8Ox/z0ZJT7ByCP3A+fwDLJ5Vm</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0SaTPdbqamEmTDTmYKx4bmgeaa0=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyyCCykzUtBlwY3LKvYB7TBk0rQNzWNIMkIdBn/FjQtF3Pof7vwbM+0stPVA4HDOvdyTE8WMauN5305pZXVtfaO8Wdna3tndc/cP2lomCpMWlkyqboQ0YVSQlqGGkW6sCOIRI51ocp37nQeiNJXi3kxjEnA0EnRIMTJWCt2juzCl57DPkRkrnsZSmywL3apX82aAy8QvSBUUaIbuV38gccKJMJghrXu+F5sgRcpQzEhW6SeaxAhP0Ij0LBWIEx2ks/QZPLXKAA6lsk8YOFN/b6SIaz3lkZ3MU+pFLxf/83qJGV4FKRVxYojA80PDhEEjYV4FHFBFsGFTSxBW1GaFeIwUwsYWVrEl+ItfXibti5rv1fzberVRL+oog2NwAs6ADy5BA9yAJmgBDB7BM3gFb86T8+K8Ox/z0ZJT7ByCP3A+fwDLJ5Vm</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0SaTPdbqamEmTDTmYKx4bmgeaa0=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyyCCykzUtBlwY3LKvYB7TBk0rQNzWNIMkIdBn/FjQtF3Pof7vwbM+0stPVA4HDOvdyTE8WMauN5305pZXVtfaO8Wdna3tndc/cP2lomCpMWlkyqboQ0YVSQlqGGkW6sCOIRI51ocp37nQeiNJXi3kxjEnA0EnRIMTJWCt2juzCl57DPkRkrnsZSmywL3apX82aAy8QvSBUUaIbuV38gccKJMJghrXu+F5sgRcpQzEhW6SeaxAhP0Ij0LBWIEx2ks/QZPLXKAA6lsk8YOFN/b6SIaz3lkZ3MU+pFLxf/83qJGV4FKRVxYojA80PDhEEjYV4FHFBFsGFTSxBW1GaFeIwUwsYWVrEl+ItfXibti5rv1fzberVRL+oog2NwAs6ADy5BA9yAJmgBDB7BM3gFb86T8+K8Ox/z0ZJT7ByCP3A+fwDLJ5Vm</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0SaTPdbqamEmTDTmYKx4bmgeaa0=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyyCCykzUtBlwY3LKvYB7TBk0rQNzWNIMkIdBn/FjQtF3Pof7vwbM+0stPVA4HDOvdyTE8WMauN5305pZXVtfaO8Wdna3tndc/cP2lomCpMWlkyqboQ0YVSQlqGGkW6sCOIRI51ocp37nQeiNJXi3kxjEnA0EnRIMTJWCt2juzCl57DPkRkrnsZSmywL3apX82aAy8QvSBUUaIbuV38gccKJMJghrXu+F5sgRcpQzEhW6SeaxAhP0Ij0LBWIEx2ks/QZPLXKAA6lsk8YOFN/b6SIaz3lkZ3MU+pFLxf/83qJGV4FKRVxYojA80PDhEEjYV4FHFBFsGFTSxBW1GaFeIwUwsYWVrEl+ItfXibti5rv1fzberVRL+oog2NwAs6ADy5BA9yAJmgBDB7BM3gFb86T8+K8Ox/z0ZJT7ByCP3A+fwDLJ5Vm</latexit>

Uedit
<latexit sha1_base64="QHUp87PAqosTo6TNrrJrX/0JI2M=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAFNzUr1o/GvXoJVgETyURQY8FLx4rmLbQhrDZvLRLdzdhdyPU0F/ixYMiXv0p3vw3btoctHVgYZh5jzc7Ucao0q77bdU2Nre2d+q7jb39g8OmfXTcU2kuCfgkZakcRFgBowJ8TTWDQSYB84hBP5reln7/EaSiqXjQswwCjseCJpRgbaTQbvrhiGM9kbyAmOp5aLfctruAs068irRQhW5of43ilOQchCYMKzX03EwHBZaaEgbzxihXkGEyxWMYGiowBxUUi+Bz59wosZOk0jyhnYX6e6PAXKkZj8xkGVKteqX4nzfMdXITFFRkuQZBloeSnDk6dcoWnJhKIJrNDMFEUpPVIRMsMdGmq4YpwVv98jrpXbY9t+3dX7U6V1UddXSKztAF8tA16qA71EU+IihHz+gVvVlP1ov1bn0sR2tWtXOC/sD6/AE+xZNq</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QHUp87PAqosTo6TNrrJrX/0JI2M=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAFNzUr1o/GvXoJVgETyURQY8FLx4rmLbQhrDZvLRLdzdhdyPU0F/ixYMiXv0p3vw3btoctHVgYZh5jzc7Ucao0q77bdU2Nre2d+q7jb39g8OmfXTcU2kuCfgkZakcRFgBowJ8TTWDQSYB84hBP5reln7/EaSiqXjQswwCjseCJpRgbaTQbvrhiGM9kbyAmOp5aLfctruAs068irRQhW5of43ilOQchCYMKzX03EwHBZaaEgbzxihXkGEyxWMYGiowBxUUi+Bz59wosZOk0jyhnYX6e6PAXKkZj8xkGVKteqX4nzfMdXITFFRkuQZBloeSnDk6dcoWnJhKIJrNDMFEUpPVIRMsMdGmq4YpwVv98jrpXbY9t+3dX7U6V1UddXSKztAF8tA16qA71EU+IihHz+gVvVlP1ov1bn0sR2tWtXOC/sD6/AE+xZNq</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QHUp87PAqosTo6TNrrJrX/0JI2M=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAFNzUr1o/GvXoJVgETyURQY8FLx4rmLbQhrDZvLRLdzdhdyPU0F/ixYMiXv0p3vw3btoctHVgYZh5jzc7Ucao0q77bdU2Nre2d+q7jb39g8OmfXTcU2kuCfgkZakcRFgBowJ8TTWDQSYB84hBP5reln7/EaSiqXjQswwCjseCJpRgbaTQbvrhiGM9kbyAmOp5aLfctruAs068irRQhW5of43ilOQchCYMKzX03EwHBZaaEgbzxihXkGEyxWMYGiowBxUUi+Bz59wosZOk0jyhnYX6e6PAXKkZj8xkGVKteqX4nzfMdXITFFRkuQZBloeSnDk6dcoWnJhKIJrNDMFEUpPVIRMsMdGmq4YpwVv98jrpXbY9t+3dX7U6V1UddXSKztAF8tA16qA71EU+IihHz+gVvVlP1ov1bn0sR2tWtXOC/sD6/AE+xZNq</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QHUp87PAqosTo6TNrrJrX/0JI2M=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAFNzUr1o/GvXoJVgETyURQY8FLx4rmLbQhrDZvLRLdzdhdyPU0F/ixYMiXv0p3vw3btoctHVgYZh5jzc7Ucao0q77bdU2Nre2d+q7jb39g8OmfXTcU2kuCfgkZakcRFgBowJ8TTWDQSYB84hBP5reln7/EaSiqXjQswwCjseCJpRgbaTQbvrhiGM9kbyAmOp5aLfctruAs068irRQhW5of43ilOQchCYMKzX03EwHBZaaEgbzxihXkGEyxWMYGiowBxUUi+Bz59wosZOk0jyhnYX6e6PAXKkZj8xkGVKteqX4nzfMdXITFFRkuQZBloeSnDk6dcoWnJhKIJrNDMFEUpPVIRMsMdGmq4YpwVv98jrpXbY9t+3dX7U6V1UddXSKztAF8tA16qA71EU+IihHz+gVvVlP1ov1bn0sR2tWtXOC/sD6/AE+xZNq</latexit>

Figure 3: The editor of E3.

To generate the tth token wt, we use weight tying
between the output layer and the embedding ma-
trix (Press and Wolf, 2017).

vt = embed(V,wt−1) (21)

ht = LSTM([vt; at], ht−1) ∈ RdU (22)

ot = Wo[ht; at] + bo ∈ RdV (23)

p(wt) = softmax(V ot) ∈ RnV (24)

wt = argmaxkp(wt)k (25)

We use a separate attentive decoder to gener-
ate the pre-span edit Ri,pre and the post-span edit
Ri,post. The decoders share the embedding matrix
and BERT encoder but do not share other parame-
ters. The output of the editor is the concatenation
of tokens [Ri,pre;Ri;Ri,post].

The editing loss consists of the sequential cross
entropy losses from generating the pre-span edit
and the post-span edit. Let npre denote the number
of tokens and ŵt,pre the tth tokens in the ground
truth pre-span edit. The pre-span loss is

Lpre = −
npre∑

t

log p(ŵt,pre) (26)

The editing loss is then the sum of the pre-span
and post-span losses, the latter of which is ob-
tained in a manner similar to Eq (26).

Ledit = Lpre + Lpost (27)

4 Experiment

We train and evaluate the Entailment-driven Ex-
tract and Edit network on the ShARC CMR
dataset. In particular, we compare our method
to three other models. Two of these models
are proposed by Saeidi et al. (2018). They are
an attentive sequence-to-sequence model that at-
tends to the concatenated input and generates
the response token-by-token (Seq2Seq), and a
strong hand-engineered pipeline model with sub-
models for entailment, classification, and genera-
tion (Pipeline). For the latter, Saeidi et al. (2018)
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Model Micro Acc. Macro Acc. BLEU1 BLEU4 Comb.

Seq2Seq 44.8 42.8 34.0 7.8 3.3
Pipeline 61.9 68.9 54.4 34.4 23.7
BERTQA 63.6 70.8 46.2 36.3 25.7
E3 (ours) 67.6 73.3 54.1 38.7 28.4

Table 1: Model performance on the blind, held-out test set of ShARC. The evaluation metrics are micro and macro-
averaged accuracy in classifying bewteen the decisions yes, no, irrelevant, and inquire. In the event of
an inquiry, the generated follow-up question is further evaluated using the BLEU score. In addition to official
evaluation metrics, we also show a combined metric (“Comb.”), which is the product between the macro-averaged
accuracy and the BLEU4 score.

show that these sub-models outperform neural
models such as the entailment model by Parikh
et al. (2016), and that the combined pipeline
outperforms the attentive sequence-to-sequence
model. In addition, we propose an extractive
QA baseline based on BERT (BERTQA). Simi-
lar models achieved state-of-the-art on a variety
of QA tasks (Rajpurkar et al., 2016; Reddy et al.,
2019). We refer readers to Section A.1 of the ap-
pendices for implementation details BERTQA.

4.1 Experimental setup

We tokenize using revtok1 and part-of-speech tag
(for the editor) using Stanford CoreNLP (Manning
et al., 2014). We fine-tune the smaller, uncased
pretrained BERT model by Devlin et al. (2019)
(e.g. bert-base-uncased).2 We optimize us-
ing ADAM (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with an initial
learning rate of 5e-5 and a warm-up rate of 0.1.
We regularize using Dropout (Srivastava et al.,
2014) after the BERT encoder with a rate of 0.4.

To supervise rule extraction, we reconstruct full
dialogue trees from the ShARC training set and
extract all follow-up questions as well as bullet
points from each rule text and its corresponding di-
alogue tree. We then match these extracted clauses
to spans in the rule text, and consider these noisy
matched spans as supervision for rule extraction.
During inference, we use heuristic bullet point ex-
traction3 in conjunction with spans extracted by
the rule extraction module. This results in minor
performance improvements ( ∼ 1% micro/macro
acc.) over only relying on the rule extraction mod-
ule. In cases where one rule fully covers another,

1https://github.com/jekbradbury/revtok
2We use the BERT implementation from

https://github.com/huggingface/
pytorch-pretrained-BERT

3We extract spans from the text that starts with the “*”
character and ends with another “*” character or a new line.

we discard the covered shorter rule. Section A.2
details how clause matching is used to obtain noisy
supervision for rule extraction.

We train the editor separately, as jointly training
with a shared encoder worsens performance. The
editor is trained by optimizing Ledit while the rest
of the model is trained by optimizing Ldec+λLre.
We use a rule extraction threshold of τ = 0.5 and
a rule extraction loss weight of λ = 400. We
perform early stopping using the product of the
macro-averaged accuracy and the BLEU4 score.

For the editor, we use fixed, pretrained embed-
dings from GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014), and
use dropout after input attention with a rate of 0.4.
Before editing retrieved rules, we remove prefix
and suffix adpositions, auxiliary verbs, conjunc-
tions, determiners, or punctuation. We find that
doing so allows the editor to convert some ex-
tracted rules (e.g. or sustain damage) into sensible
questions (e.g. did you sustain damage?).

4.2 Results

Our performance on the development and the
blind, held-out test set of ShARC is shown in Ta-
ble 1. Compared to previous results, E3 achieves
a new state-of-the-art, obtaining best performance
on micro and macro-averaged decision classifica-
tion accuracy and BLEU4 scores while maintain-
ing similar BLEU1 scores. These results show
that E3 both answers the user’s original question
more accurately, and generates more coherent and
relevant follow-up questions. In addition, Fig-
ure 4 shows that because E3 explicitly extracts im-
plicit rules from the document, the model’s pre-
dictions are explainable in the sense that the user
can verify the correctness of the extracted rules
and observe how the scenario and previous inter-
actions ground to the extracted rules.
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#  1. Overview

You get the Additional State Pension 
automatically if you’re eligible for it, unless 
you’ve contracted out of it.

At no time were my contributions lower than any 
else’s in the SERP or ever paid into a private 
pension.

Do I get additional state pension automatically?

Have you contracted out of the state?
Yes

Yes: 0.01 No: 0.99 Irrelevant: 0.00 Inquire: 0.0

No

Rule text

Scenario

Question

Previous interactions

Decision

Model response

No

Ground truth answer

Are you eligible for it?
Yes

0.28 0.67 0.00

0.72 0.55 0.00

(a)

If you are a female Vietnam Veteran with a child 
who has a birth defect or you are a child of a 
female Vietnam with a birth defect, the child may 
be eligible for VA-financed care.

I make $14,000 and would like to keep making that 
until I return to Zimbabwe.

Is my child eligible for VA-financed health care?

Rule text

Scenario

Question

Yes: 0.04 No: 0.04 Irrelevant: 0.00 Inquire: 0.92

Are you female Vietnam Veteran with a child who 
has a birth defect?

Previous interactions

Decision

Model response

Are you a female Vietnam Veteran?

Ground truth answer

0.66 0.00 0.00

0.34 0.00 0.00

(b)

Figure 4: Predictions by E3. Extracted spans are underlined in the text. The three scores are the inquiry score ri
(blue), history entailment score hi (red), and scenario entailment score gi (green) of the nearest extracted span.

Model Micro Acc. Macro Acc. BLEU1 BLEU4 Comb.

E3 68.0 73.4 66.9 53.7 39.4
-edit 68.0 73.4 53.1 46.2 31.4
-edit, entail 68.0 73.1 50.2 40.3 29.5
-edit, entail, extract (BERTQA) 63.4 70.6 47.4 37.4 23.7

Table 2: Ablation study of E3 on the development set of ShARC. The ablated variants of E3 include versions:
without the editor; without the editor and entailment module; without the editor, entailment module, and extraction
module, which reduces to the BERT for question answering model by Devlin et al. (2019).

4.3 Ablation study
Table 2 shows an ablation study of E3 on the de-
velopment set of ShARC.

Retrieval outperforms word generation.
BERTQA (“-edit, entail, extract”), which E3 re-
duces to after removing the editor, entailment,
and extraction modules, presents a strong baseline
that exceeds previous results on all metrics except
for BLEU1. This variant inquires about spans ex-
tracted from the text, which, while more relevant
as indicated by the higher BLEU4 score, does not
have the natural qualities of a question, hence it
has a lower BLEU1. Nonetheless, the large gains
of BERTQA over the attentive Seq2Seq model
shows that retrieval is a more promising technique
for asking follow-up questions than word-by-word

generation. Similar findings were reported for
question answering by Yatskar (2019).

Extraction of document structure facilitates
generalization. Adding explicit extraction of
rules in the document (“-edit, entail”) forces the
model to interpret all rules in the document ver-
sus only focusing on extracting the next inquiry.
This results in better performance in both decision
classification and inquiry relevance compared to
the variant that is not forced to interpret all rules.

Modeling entailment improves rule retrieval.
The “-edit” model explicitly models whether an
extracted rule is entailed by the user scenario and
previous turns. Modeling entailment allows the
model to better predict whether a rule is entailed,
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Figure 5: Confusion matrix of decision predictions on
the development set of ShARC.

and thus more often inquire about rules that are
not entailed. Figure 4a illustrates one such exam-
ple in which both extracted rules have high entail-
ment score, and the model chooses to conclude the
dialogue by answering no instead of making fur-
ther inquiries. Adding entailment especially im-
proves in BLEU4 score, as the inquiries made by
the model are more relevant and appropriate.

Editing retrieved rules results in more fluid
questions. While E3 without the editor is able to
retrieve rules that are relevant, these spans are not
fluent questions that can be presented to the user.
The editor is able to edit the extracted rules into
more fluid and coherent questions, which results
further gains particularly in BLEU1.

4.4 Error analysis

In addition to ablation studies, we analyze er-
rors E3 makes on the development set of ShARC.

Decision errors. Figure 5 shows the confusion
matrix of decisions. We specifically examine ex-
amples in which E3 produces an incorrect deci-
sion. On the ShARC development set there are
726 such cases, which correspond to a 32.0% er-
ror rate. We manually analyze 100 such exam-
ples to identify commons types of errors. Within
these, in 23% of examples, the model attempts to
answer the user’s initial question without resolv-
ing a necessary rule despite successfully extract-
ing the rule. In 19% of examples, the model iden-
tifies and inquires about all necessary rules but
comes to the wrong conclusion. In 18% of exam-
ples, the model makes a redundant inquiry about a
rule that is entailed. In 17% of examples, the rule

text contains ambiguous rules. Figure 4b contains
one such example in which the annotator identi-
fied the rule “a female Vietnam Veteran”, while
the model extracted an alternative longer rule “a
female Vietnam Veteran with a child who has a
birth defect”. Finally, in 13% of examples, the
model fails to extract some rule from the docu-
ment. Other less common forms of errors include
failures by the entailment module to perform nu-
merical comparison, complex rule procedures that
are difficult to deduce, and implications that re-
quire world knowledge. These results suggests
that improving the decision process after rule ex-
traction is an important area for future work.

Inquiry quality. On 340 examples (15%) in the
ShARC development set, E3 generates an inquiry
when it is supposed to. We manually analyze 100
such examples to gauge the quality of generated
inquiries. On 63% of examples, the model gener-
ates an inquiry that matches the ground-truth. On
14% of examples, the model makes inquires in a
different order than the annotator. On 12% of ex-
amples, the inquiry refers to an incorrect subject
(e.g. “are you born early” vs. “is your baby born
early”. This usually results from editing an entity-
less bullet point (“* born early”). On 6% of exam-
ples, the inquiry is lexically similar to the ground
truth but has incorrect semantics (e.g. “do you
need savings” vs. “is this information about your
savings”). Again, this tends to result from editing
short bullet points (e.g. “* savings”). These results
indicate that when the model correctly chooses to
inquire, it largely inquires about the correct rule.
They also highlight a difficulty in evaluating CMR
— there can be several correct orderings of in-
quiries for a document.

5 Conclusion

We proposed the Entailment-driven Extract and
Edit network (E3), a conversational machine read-
ing model that extracts implicit decision rules
from text, computes whether each rule is entailed
by the conversation history, inquires about rules
that are not entailed, and answers the user’s ques-
tion. E3 achieved a new state-of-the-art result on
the ShARC CMR dataset, outperforming existing
systems as well as a new extractive QA baseline
based on BERT. In addition to achieving strong
performance, we showed that E3 provides a more
explainable alternative to prior work which do not
model document structure.
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A Appendices

A.1 BertQA Baseline
Our BertQA baseline follows that proposed by De-
vlin et al. (2019) for the Stanford Question
Answering Dataset (SQuAD) (Rajpurkar et al.,
2016). Due to the differences in context between
ShARC and SQuAD, we augment the input to
the BERTQA model in a manner similar to Sec-
tion 3.1. The distinction here is that we addition-
ally add the decision types “yes”, “no”, and “ir-
relevant” as parts of the input such that the prob-
lem is fully solvable via span extraction. Similar
to Section 3.1, let U denote the BERT encoding of
the length-n input sequence. The BERTQA model
predicts a start score s and an end score e.

s = softmax(UWs + bs) ∈ Rn (28)

e = softmax(UWe + be) ∈ Rn (29)

We take the answer as the span (i, j) that gives
the highest score siej such that j >= i. Be-
cause we augment the input with decision labels,
the model can be fully supervised via extraction
endpoints.

A.2 Creating noisy supervision for span
extraction via span matching

The ShARC dataset is constructed from full dia-
logue trees in which annotators exhaustively anno-
tate yes/no branches of follow-up questions. Con-
sequently, each rule required to answer the ini-
tial user question forms a follow-up question in
the full dialogue tree. In order to identify rule
spans in the document, we first reconstruct the di-
alogue trees for all training examples in ShARC.
For each document, we trim each follow-up ques-
tion in its corresponding dialogue tree by remov-
ing punctuation and stop words. For each trimmed
question, we find the shortest best-match span in
the document that has the least edit distance from
the trimmed question, which we take as the corre-
sponding rule span. In addition, we extract sim-
ilarly trimmed bullet points from the document
as rule spans. Finally, we deduplicate the rule
spans by removing those that are fully covered by
a longer rule span. Our resulting set of rule spans
are used as noisy supervision for the rule extrac-
tion module. This preprocessing code is included
with our code release.
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Abstract

The process of knowledge acquisition can be
viewed as a question-answer game between a
student and a teacher in which the student typi-
cally starts by asking broad, open-ended ques-
tions before drilling down into specifics (Hin-
tikka, 1981; Hakkarainen and Sintonen, 2002).
This pedagogical perspective motivates a new
way of representing documents. In this paper,
we present SQUASH (Specificity-controlled
Question-Answer Hierarchies), a novel and
challenging text generation task that con-
verts an input document into a hierarchy of
question-answer pairs. Users can click on
high-level questions (e.g., “Why did Frodo
leave the Fellowship?”) to reveal related but
more specific questions (e.g., “Who did Frodo
leave with?”). Using a question taxonomy
loosely based on Lehnert (1978), we classify
questions in existing reading comprehension
datasets as either GENERAL or SPECIFIC. We
then use these labels as input to a pipelined
system centered around a conditional neu-
ral language model. We extensively evaluate
the quality of the generated QA hierarchies
through crowdsourced experiments and report
strong empirical results.

1 Introduction

Q: What is this paper about?
A: We present a novel text generation task
which converts an input document into a model-
generated hierarchy of question-answer (QA)
pairs arranged in a top-down tree structure (Fig-
ure 1). Questions at higher levels of the tree
are broad and open-ended while questions at
lower levels ask about more specific factoids. An
entire document has multiple root nodes (“key
ideas”) that unfold into a forest of question trees.
While readers are initially shown only the root
nodes of the question trees, they can “browse” the
document by clicking on root nodes of interest

Massive Attack (band) 

On 21 January 2016, the iPhone
application "Fantom" was released.
The application was developed by
a team including Massive Attack's
Robert Del Naja and let users hear

parts of four new songs by
remixing them in real time, using
the phone's location, movement,
clock, heartbeat, and camera. On
28 January 2016, Massive Attack
released a new EP, Ritual Spirit,
which includes the four songs

released on Fantom.

Q. What was the iPhone application Fantom? 
A. The app... let users hear parts of ... real time,

Q. Who created it? 
A. ... team including ... Robert Del Naja 

On 26 July 2016, Massive Attack
previewed three new songs: "Come
Near Me", "The Spoils", and "Dear

Friend" on Fantom, an iPhone
application on which they

previously previewed the four
songs from the Ritual Spirit EP ...

The video for "The Spoils",
featuring Cate Blanchett, and

directed by Australian director John
Hillcoat, ...

Q. What is Ritual Spirit? 
A. On ... Attack released a new EP Ritual Spirit 

Q. What did they do in 2016?
A. On ... 2016 ... three new songs: "Come Near
Me", "The Spoils", and "Dear Friend" on Fantom,

Q. Who was in the video?
A. The video ... featuring Cate Blanchett,
Q. Who was the Australian director?
A. John Hillcoat,

Q. When did they release a song with
"Fantom''? 
A. On 28 January 2016,

...

...

Figure 1: A subset of the QA hierarchy generated by
our SQUASH system that consists of GENERAL and
SPECIFIC questions with extractive answers.

to reveal more fine-grained related information.
We call our task SQUASH (Specificity-controlled
Question Answer Hierarchies).

Q: Why represent a document with QA pairs?1

A: Questions and answers (QA) play a critical
role in scientific inquiry, information-seeking dia-
logue and knowledge acquisition (Hintikka, 1981,
1988; Stede and Schlangen, 2004). For example,
web users often use QA pairs to manage and share
knowledge (Wagner, 2004; Wagner and Bolloju,
2005; Gruber, 2008). Additionally, unstructured
lists of “frequently asked questions” (FAQs) are
regularly deployed at scale to present information.
Industry studies have demonstrated their effective-
ness at cutting costs associated with answering
customer calls or hiring technical experts (Daven-
port et al., 1998). Automating the generation of
QA pairs can thus be of immense value to compa-
nies and web communities.

1Our introduction is itself an example of the QA format.
Other academic papers such as Henderson et al. (2018) have
also used this format to effectively present information.
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Q: Why add hierarchical structure to QA pairs?
A: While unstructured FAQs are useful, ped-
agogical applications benefit from additional
hierarchical organization. Hakkarainen and
Sintonen (2002) show that students learn concepts
effectively by first asking general, explanation-
seeking questions before drilling down into more
specific questions. More generally, hierarchies
break up content into smaller, more digestable
chunks. User studies demonstrate a strong
preference for hierarchies in document summa-
rization (Buyukkokten et al., 2001; Christensen
et al., 2014) since they help readers easily identify
and explore key topics (Zhang et al., 2017).

Q: How do we build systems for SQUASH?
A: We leverage the abundance of reading compre-
hension QA datasets to train a pipelined system
for SQUASH. One major challenge is the lack
of labeled hierarchical structure within existing
QA datasets; we tackle this issue in Section 2 by
using the question taxonomy of Lehnert (1978)
to classify questions in these datasets as either
GENERAL or SPECIFIC. We then condition a
neural question generation system on these two
classes, which enables us to generate both types
of questions from a paragraph. We filter and
structure these outputs using the techniques
described in Section 3.

Q: How do we evaluate our SQUASH pipeline?
A: Our crowdsourced evaluation (Section 4)
focuses on fundamental properties of the gener-
ated output such as QA quality, relevance, and
hierarchical correctness. Our work is a first step
towards integrating QA generation into document
understanding; as such, we do not directly evalu-
ate how useful SQUASH output is for downstream
pedagogical applications. Instead, a detailed qual-
itative analysis (Section 5) identifies challenges
that need to be addressed before SQUASH can be
deployed to real users.

Q: What are our main contributions?
A1: A method to classify questions according to
their specificity based on Lehnert (1978).
A2: A model controlling specificity of generated
questions, unlike prior work on QA generation.
A3: A novel text generation task (SQUASH),
which converts documents into specificity-based
hierarchies of QA pairs.
A4: A pipelined system to tackle SQUASH along
with crowdsourced methods to evaluate it.

Q: How can the community build on this work?
A: We have released our codebase, crowdsourc-
ing templates for evaluation, and a live demon-
stration of our system at http://squash.cs.
umass.edu/. Additionally, we outline guide-
lines for future work in Section 7.

2 Obtaining training data for SQUASH

The proliferation of reading comprehension
datasets like SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016,
2018) has enabled state-of-the-art neural question
generation systems (Du et al., 2017; Kim et al.,
2018). However, these systems are trained for
individual question generation, while the goal of
SQUASH is to produce a general-to-specific hier-
archy of QA pairs. Recently-released conversa-
tional QA datasets like QuAC (Choi et al., 2018)
and CoQA (Reddy et al., 2018) contain a sequen-
tial arrangement of QA pairs, but question speci-
ficity is not explicitly marked.2 Motivated by the
lack of hierarchical QA datasets, we automatically
classify questions in SQuAD, QuAC and CoQA
according to their specificity using a combination
of rule-based and automatic approaches.

2.1 Rules for specificity classification

What makes one question more specific than
another? Our scheme for classifying question
specificity maps each of the 13 conceptual ques-
tion categories defined by Lehnert (1978) to three
coarser labels: GENERAL, SPECIFIC, or YES-NO.3

As a result of this mapping, SPECIFIC questions
usually ask for low-level information (e.g., en-
tities or numerics), while GENERAL questions
ask for broader overviews (e.g., “what happened
in 1999?”) or causal information (e.g, “why
did...”). Many question categories can be reliably
identified using simple templates and rules; A
complete list is provided in Table 1.4

Classifying questions not covered by templates:
If a question does not satisfy any template or rule,
how do we assign it a label? We manage to clas-

2“Teachers” in the QuAC set-up can encourage “students”
to ask a follow-up question, but we cannot use these annota-
tions to infer a hierarchy because students are not required to
actually follow their teachers’ directions.

3We add a third category for YES-NO questions as they
are difficult to classify as either GENERAL or SPECIFIC.

4Questions in Lehnert (1978) were classified using a con-
ceptual dependency parser (Schank, 1972). We could not find
a modern implementation of this parser and thus decided to
use a rule-based approach that relies on spaCy 2.0 (Honnibal
and Montani, 2017) for all preprocessing.
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Conceptual class Specificity Question asks for... Sample templates

Causal Antecendent, Goal Oriented,
Enablement, Causal Consequent,
Expectational

GENERAL the reason for occurrence
of an event and the conse-
quences of it

Why ..., What happened after / be-
fore ..., What was the cause / rea-
son / purpose ..., What led to ...

Instrumental GENERAL a procedure / mechanism How question with VERB parent
for How in dependency tree

Judgemental GENERAL a listener’s opinion Words like you, your present

Concept Completion, Feature Speci-
fication

GENERAL or
SPECIFIC

fill-in-the-blank informa-
tion

Where / When / Who ...
(“SPECIFIC” templates)

Quantification SPECIFIC an amount How many / long ...

Verification, Disjunctive YES-NO Yes-No answers first word is VERB

Request N/A an act to be performed (absent in datasets)

Table 1: The 13 conceptual categories of Lehnert (1978) and some templates to identify them and their specificity.

sify roughly half of all questions with our tem-
plates and rules (Table A1); for the remaining
half, we resort to a data-driven approach. First,
we manually label 1000 questions in QuAC5 us-
ing our specificity labels. This annotated data
is then fed to a single-layer CNN binary classi-
fier (Kim, 2014) using ELMo contextualized em-
beddings (Peters et al., 2018).6 On a 85%-15%
train-validation split, we achieve a high classifica-
tion accuracy of 91%. The classifier also trans-
fers to other datasets: on 100 manually labeled
CoQA questions, we achieve a classification accu-
racy of 80%. To obtain our final dataset (Table 2),
we run our rule-based approach on all questions
in SQuAD 2.0, QuAC, and CoQA and apply our
classifier to label questions that were not covered
by the rules. We further evaluate the specificity of
the questions generated by our final system using
a crowdsourced study in Section 4.3.

Dataset Size GENERAL SPECIFIC YES-NO

SQuAD 86.8k 28.2% 69.7% 2.1%
QuAC 65.2k 34.9% 33.5% 31.6%
CoQA 105.6k 23.6% 54.9% 21.5%
All 257.6k 28.0% 54.5% 17.5%

Table 2: Distribution of classes in the final datasets. We
add some analysis on this distribution in Appendix A.

3 A pipeline for SQUASHing documents

To SQUASH documents, we build a pipelined sys-
tem (Figure 2) that takes a single paragraph as in-
put and produces a hierarchy of QA pairs as out-
put; for multi-paragraph documents, we SQUASH

5We use QuAC because its design encourages a higher
percentage of GENERAL questions than other datasets, as the
question-asker was unable to read the document to formulate
more specific questions.

6Implemented in AllenNLP (Gardner et al., 2018).

each paragraph independently of the rest. At
a high level, the pipeline consists of five steps:
(1) answer span selection, (2) question genera-
tion conditioned on answer spans and specificity
labels, (3) extractively answering generated ques-
tions, (4) filtering out bad QA pairs, and (5) struc-
turing the remaining pairs into a GENERAL-to-
SPECIFIC hierarchy. The remainder of this section
describes each step in more detail.

3.1 Answer span selection

Our pipeline begins by selecting an answer span
from which to generate a question. To train the
system, we can use ground-truth answer spans
from our labeled datasets, but at test time how do
we select answer spans? Our solution is to con-
sider all individual sentences in the input para-
graph as potential answer spans (to generate GEN-
ERAL and SPECIFIC questions), along with all en-
tities and numerics (for just SPECIFIC questions).
We did not use data-driven sequence tagging ap-
proaches like previous work (Du and Cardie, 2017,
2018), since our preliminary experiments with
such approaches yielded poor results on QuAC.7

More details are provided in Appendix C.

3.2 Conditional question generation

Given a paragraph, answer span, and desired
specificity label, we train a neural encoder-
decoder model on all three reading comprehension
datasets (SQuAD, QuAC and CoQA) to generate
an appropriate question.

Data preprocessing: At training time, we use
the ground-truth answer spans from these datasets

7We hypothesize that answer span identification on QuAC
is difficult because the task design encouraged “teachers” to
provide more information than just the minimal answer span.
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(Similar
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Figure 2: An overview of the process by which we generate a pair of GENERAL-SPECIFIC questions , which

consists of feeding input data (“RC” is Reading Comprehension) through various modules, including a

question classifier and a multi-stage pipeline for question generation, answering, and filtering.

as input to the question generator. To improve
the quality of SPECIFIC questions generated from
sentence spans, we use the extractive evidence
spans for CoQA instances (Reddy et al., 2018)
instead of the shorter, partially abstractive answer
spans (Yatskar, 2019). In all datasets, we remove
unanswerable questions and questions whose
answers span multiple paragraphs. A few very
generic questions (e.g. “what happened in this
article?”) were manually identified removed from
the training dataset. Some other questions (e.g.,
“where was he born?”) are duplicated many times
in the dataset; we downsample such questions to
a maximum limit of 10. Finally, we preprocess
both paragraphs and questions using byte-pair
encoding (Sennrich et al., 2016).

Architecture details: We use a two-layer biL-
STM encoder and a single-layer LSTM (Hochre-
iter and Schmidhuber, 1997) decoder with soft
attention (Bahdanau et al., 2015) to generate
questions, similar to Du et al. (2017). Our
architecture is augmented with a copy mecha-
nism (See et al., 2017) over the encoded paragraph
representations. Answer spans are marked with
<SOA> and <EOA> tokens in the paragraph, and
representations for tokens within the answer span
are attended to by a separate attention head. We
condition the decoder on the specificity class
(GENERAL, SPECIFIC and YES-NO)8 by concate-
nating an embedding for the ground-truth class to
the input of each time step. We implement models
in PyTorch v0.4 (Paszke et al., 2017), and the
best-performing model achieves a perplexity of
11.1 on the validation set. Other hyperparameters
details are provided in Appendix B.

Test time usage: At test time, the question gen-
eration module is supplied with answer spans and

8While we do not use YES-NO questions at test time, we
keep this class to avoid losing a significant proportion of
training data.

class labels as described in Section 3.1. To pro-
mote diversity, we over-generate prospective can-
didates (Heilman and Smith, 2010) for every an-
swer span and later prune them. Specifically, we
use beam search with a beam size of 3 to gener-
ate three highly-probable question candidates. As
these candidates are often generic, we additionally
use top-k random sampling (Fan et al., 2018) with
k = 10, a recently-proposed diversity-promoting
decoding algorithm, to generate ten more ques-
tion candidates per answer span. Hence, for every
answer span we generate 13 question candidates.
We discuss issues with using just standard beam
search for question generation in Section 5.1.

3.3 Answering generated questions

While we condition our question generation model
on pre-selected answer spans, the generated ques-
tions may not always correspond to these input
spans. Sometimes, the generated questions are ei-
ther unanswerable or answered by a different span
in the paragraph. By running a pretrained QA
model over the generated questions, we can detect
questions whose answers do not match their orig-
inal input spans and filter them out. The predicted
answer for many questions has partial overlap with
the original answer span; in these cases, we dis-
play the predicted answer span during evaluation,
as a qualitative inspection shows that the predicted
answer is more often closer to the correct answer.
For all of our experiments, we use the AllenNLP
implementation of the BiDAF++ question answer-
ing model of Choi et al. (2018) trained on QuAC
with no dialog context.

3.4 Question filtering

After over-generating candidate questions from
a single answer span, we use simple heuristics
to filter out low-quality QA pairs. We remove
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generic and duplicate question candidates9 and
pass the remaining QA pairs through the multi-
stage question filtering process described below.

Irrelevant or repeated entities: Top-k random
sampling often generates irrelevant questions;
we reduce their incidence by removing any
candidates that contain nouns or entities unspec-
ified in the passage. As with other neural text
generation systems (Holtzman et al., 2018), we
commonly observe repetition in the generated
questions and deal with this phenomenon by re-
moving candidates with repeated nouns or entities.

Unanswerable or low answer overlap: We
remove all candidates marked as “unanswerable”
by the question answering model, which prunes
39.3% of non-duplicate question candidates.
These candidates are generally grammatically
correct but considered irrelevant to the original
paragraph by the question answering model. Next,
we compute the overlap between original and
predicted answer span by computing word-level
precision and recall (Rajpurkar et al., 2016). For
GENERAL questions generated from sentence
spans, we attempt to maximize recall by setting a
minimum recall threshold of 0.3.10 Similarly, we
maximize recall for SPECIFIC questions generated
from named entities with a minimum recall
constraint of 0.8. Finally, for SPECIFIC questions
generated from sentence spans, we set a minimum
precision threshold of 1.0, which filters out ques-
tions whose answers are not completely present in
the ground-truth sentence.

Low generation probability: If multiple candi-
dates remain after applying the above filtering cri-
teria, we select the most probable candidate for
each answer span. SPECIFIC questions generated
from sentences are an exception to this rule: for
these questions, we select the ten most probable
candidates, as there might be multiple question-
worthy bits of information in a single sentence. If
no candidates remain, in some cases11 we use a
fallback mechanism that sequentially ignores fil-
ters to retain more candidates.

9Running Top-k random sampling multiple times can pro-
duce duplicate candidates, including those already in the top
beams.

10Minimum thresholds were qualitatively chosen based on
the specificity type.

11For example, if no valid GENERAL questions for the en-
tire paragraph are generated.

Subsequently, Yoda battles Palpatine in a
lightsaber duel that wrecks the Senate
Rotunda. In the end, neither is able to

overcome the other and Yoda is forced to
retreat. He goes into exile on Dagobah so

that he may hide from the Empire and
wait for another opportunity to destroy the

Sith. At the end of the film, it was
revealed that Yoda has been in contact
with Qui-Gon's spirit, learning the secret
of immortality from him and passing it on

to Obi-Wan.

GQ. What happened in the
battle with Palpatine?

SQ. Where was
the battle?

SQ. Where did he
go on exile?

GQ. What is revealed at
the end of the film? 

SQ. Who does he
want to destroy?

Figure 3: Procedure used to form a QA hierarchy. The
predicted answers for GQs ( GENERAL questions), are
underlined in blue. The predicted answers for SQs
( SPECIFIC questions) are highlighted in red .

3.5 Forming a QA hierarchy

The output of the filtering module is an unstruc-
tured list of GENERAL and SPECIFIC QA pairs
generated from a single paragraph. Figure 3
shows how we group these questions into a mean-
ingful hierarchy. First, we choose a parent for
each SPECIFIC question by maximizing the over-
lap (word-level precision) of its predicted an-
swer with the predicted answer for every GEN-
ERAL question. If a SPECIFIC question’s answer
does not overlap with any GENERAL question’s
answer (e.g., “Dagobah” and “destroy the Sith”)
we map it to the closest GENERAL question whose
answer occurs before the SPECIFIC question’s an-
swer (“What happened in the battle ...?”).12

4 Evaluation

We evaluate our SQUASH pipeline on documents
from the QuAC development set using a vari-
ety of crowdsourced13 experiments. Concretely,
we evaluate the quality and relevance of individ-
ual questions, the relationship between generated
questions and predicted answers, and the struc-
tural properties of the QA hierarchy. We empha-
size that our experiments examine only the quality
of a SQUASHed document, not its actual useful-
ness to downstream users. Evaluating usefulness
(e.g., measuring if SQUASH is more helpful than
the input document) requires systematic and tar-
geted human studies (Buyukkokten et al., 2001)
that are beyond the scope of this work.

12This heuristic is justified because users read GEN-
ERAL questions before SPECIFIC ones in our interface.

13All our crowdsourced experiments were conducted on
the Figure Eight platform with three annotators per example
(scores calculated by counting examples with two or more
correct judgments). We hired annotators from predominantly
English-speaking countries with a rating of at least Level 2,
and we paid them between 3 and 4 cents per judgment.
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Experiment Generated Gold
Score Fleiss κ Score Fleiss κ

Is this question well-formed? 85.8% 0.65 93.3% 0.54

Is this question relevant? 78.7% 0.36 83.3% 0.41
(among well-formed) 81.1% 0.39 83.3% 0.40

Does the span partially contain the answer? 85.3% 0.45 81.1% 0.43
(among well-formed) 87.6% 0.48 82.1% 0.42
(among well-formed and relevant) 94.9% 0.41 92.9% 0.44

Does the span completely contain the answer? 74.1% 0.36 70.0% 0.37
(among well-formed) 76.9% 0.36 70.2% 0.39
(among well-formed and relevant) 85.4% 0.30 80.0% 0.42

Table 3: Human evaluations demonstrate the high individual QA quality of our pipeline’s outputs. All interanno-
tator agreement scores (Fleiss κ) show “fair” to “substantial” agreement (Landis and Koch, 1977).

4.1 Individual question quality and relevance

Our first evaluation measures whether questions
generated by our system are well-formed (i.e.,
grammatical and pragmatic). We ask crowd work-
ers whether or not a given question is both gram-
matical and meaningful.14 For this evaluation, we
acquire judgments for 200 generated QA pairs and
100 gold QA pairs15 from the QuAC validation set
(with an equal split between GENERAL and SPE-
CIFIC questions). The first row of Table 3 shows
that 85.8% of generated questions satisfy this cri-
terion with a high agreement across workers.
Question relevance: How many generated ques-
tions are actually relevant to the input paragraph?
While the percentage of unanswerable questions
that were generated offers some insight into this
question, we removed all of them during the filter-
ing pipeline (Section 3.4). Hence, we display an
input paragraph and generated question to crowd
workers (using the same data as the previous well-
formedness evaluation) and ask whether or not
the paragraph contains the answer to the question.
The second row of Table 3 shows that 78.7% of
our questions are relevant to the paragraph, com-
pared to 83.3% of gold questions.

4.2 Individual answer validity

Is the predicted answer actually a valid answer
to the generated question? In our filtering pro-

14As “meaningful” is potentially a confusing term for
crowd workers, we ran another experiment asking only for
grammatical correctness and achieved very similar results.

15Results on this experiment were computed after remov-
ing 3 duplicate generated questions and 10 duplicate gold
questions.

cess, we automatically measured answer overlap
between the input answer span and the predicted
answer span and used the results to remove low-
overlap QA pairs. To evaluate answer recall af-
ter filtering, we perform a crowdsourced evalua-
tion on the same 300 QA pairs as above by asking
crowdworkers whether or not a predicted answer
span contains the answer to the question. We also
experiment with a more relaxed variant (partially
contains instead of completely contains) and re-
port results for both task designs in the third and
fourth rows of Table 3. Over 85% of predicted
spans partially contain the answer to the gener-
ated question, and this number increases if we con-
sider only questions that were previously labeled
as well-formed and relevant. The lower gold per-
formance is due to the contextual nature of the
gold QA pairs in QuAC, which causes some ques-
tions to be meaningless in isolation (e.g.“What did
she do next?” has unresolvable coreferences).

Experiment Score Fleiss κ

Which question type asks for
more information?

89.5% 0.57

Which SPECIFIC question is
closer to GENERAL QA?

different paragraph 77.0% 0.47
same paragraph 64.0% 0.30

Table 4: Human evaluation of the structural correctness
of our system. The labels “different / same paragraph”
refer to the location of the intruder question. The re-
sults show the accuracy of specificity and hierarchies.

4.3 Structural correctness
To examine the hierachical structure of SQUASH
ed documents, we conduct three experiments.
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Cowell formed a new company
Syco, which is divided into three
units - Syco Music, Syco TV and

Syco Film. Cowell returned to
music with his latest brainchild

signed to Syco ... 

What is Syco? 

How many units
does Syco have?

Returning home to Brantford
after six months abroad, Bell

continued experiments with his
"harmonic telegraph". The basic

concept behind his device  
was that messages could ...

What was Bell's
telegraph? 

Where did he take
his experiments?

   After five years, however,
Limon would return to Broadway
to star as a featured dancer in
Keep Off the Grass under the

choreographer George
Balanchine.

Why did he return to
Broadway?

Who did he work
with?

Tan Dun earned widespread
attention after composing the
score for Ang Lee's Crouching

Tiger, Hidden Dragon (2000), for
which he won an Academy

Award, a Grammy Award ....

How was Tan Dun
received?

What award did he
win?

From 1969 to 1971, Cash
starred in his own television

show, The Johnny Cash Show,
on the ABC network. The show
was performed at the Ryman

Auditorium in Nashville. ... 

What did he do in 1969? 

What network was
he in?

Figure 4: SQUASH question hierarchies generated by our system with reference snippets . Questions in the hier-
archy are of the correct specificity class (i.e., GENERAL , SPECIFIC ).

How faithful are output questions to input
specificity? First, we investigate whether our
model is actually generating questions with the
correct specificity label. We run our specificity
classifier (Section 2) over 400 randomly sampled
questions (50% GENERAL, 50% SPECIFIC) and
obtain a high classification accuracy of 91%.16

This automatic evaluation suggests the model is
capable of generating different types of questions.

Are GENERAL questions more representative
of a paragraph than SPECIFIC questions?
To see if GENERAL questions really do provide
more high-level information, we sample 200
GENERAL-SPECIFIC question pairs17 grouped
together as described in Section 3.5. For each
pair of questions (without showing answers), we
ask crowd workers to choose the question which,
if answered, would give them more information
about the paragraph. As shown in Table 4,
in 89.5% instances the GENERAL question is
preferred over the SPECIFIC one, which confirms
the strength of our specificity-controlled question
generation system.18

How related are SPECIFIC questions to their
parent GENERAL question? Finally, we inves-
tigate the effectiveness of our question grouping
strategy, which bins multiple SPECIFIC QA pairs
under a single GENERAL QA pair. We show crowd
workers a reference GENERAL QA pair and ask
them to choose the most related SPECIFIC ques-
tion given two choices, one of which is the sys-
tem’s output and the other an intruder question.

16Accuracy computed after removing 19 duplicates.
17We avoid gold-standard control experiments for struc-

tural correctness tests since questions in the QuAC dataset
were not generated with a hierarchical structure in mind. Pi-
lot studies using our question grouping module on gold data
led to sparse hierarchical structures which were not favored
by our crowd workers.

18We also ran a pilot study asking workers “Which ques-
tion has a longer answer?” and observed a higher preference
of 98.6% for GENERAL questions.

Weston was born Paul Wetstein in Springfield,
Massachusetts, to Paul Wetstein, a teacher, and

Anna "Annie" Grady. The family moved to
Pittsfield when Weston was two, and he spent

his formative years in the town. His parents were
both interested in music, and when Paul Sr

taught at a private girls' school, he was allowed
to bring the school's gramophone ... 

Q. What are his parents like? 
A. Paul Wetstein, a teacher, and Anna
"Annie" Grady.

Q. Who was born in Springfield? 
A. Weston was born Paul Wetstein
in Springfield, Massachusetts, to
Paul Wetstein, a teacher, and
Anna "Annie" Grady.

Q. Where was Weston born? 
A. Springfield, Massachusetts, 
Q. Who were his parents? 
A. Paul Wetstein, a teacher, and
Anna "Annie" Grady.

Q. Where did he move to? 
A. The family moved to Pittsfield
Q. How old was Weston when he
was born? 
A. two

Q. How did he get into music?
A. His parents were both interested in
music, and when Paul Sr taught at a private
girls' school,

Q. Where did he go to school? 
A. Paul Sr taught at a private girls'
school,

Paul Weston 

...The treaty granted the United States control of
Puerto Rico, Guam, Cuba, the Philippines, and

parts of the West Indies. Many of Bryan's
supporters were opposed to what they perceived
as Republican aspirations of turning the country

into an imperial power ... However, when the
Bacon Resolution (a proposed supplement to the
Treaty of Paris which would allow the Filipinos a
"stable and independent government") failed to

pass, Bryan began publicly speaking out against
the Republicans' imperial aspirations.

William Bryan

Q. What was the treaty?
A. The treaty granted the United States
control of Puerto Rico, Guam, Cuba, the
Philippines, and parts of the West Indies.

Q. Where did the Treaty of Paris
come from?
A. The treaty granted the United
States control of Puerto Rico,
Guam, Cuba, the Philippines, and
parts of the West Indies.

Q. Why was this bad?
A. Many of Bryan's supporters were
opposed to what they perceived as
Republican aspirations of turning the
country into an imperial power 

Q. What was a result of the resolution?
A. failed to pass, Bryan began publicly
speaking out against the Republicans'
imperial aspirations.

Figure 5: Two SQUASH outputs generated by our
system. The William Bryan example has interest-

ing GENERAL questions. The Paul Weston example
showcases several mistakes our model makes.

We randomly select intruder SPECIFIC questions
from either a different paragraph within the same
document or a different group within the same
paragraph. As shown in Table 4, crowd workers
prefer the system’s generated SPECIFIC question
with higher than random chance (50%) regardless
of where the intruder comes from. As expected,
the preference and agreement is higher when in-
truder questions come from different paragraphs,
since groups within the same paragraph often con-
tain related information (Section 5.2).

5 Qualitative Analysis

In this section we analyze outputs (Figure 4, Fig-
ure 5) of our pipeline and identify its strengths and
weaknesses. We additionally provide more exam-
ples in the appendix (Figure A1).
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“In 1942, Dodds enlisted in the US army and served as
an anti aircraft gunner during World War II.”

B
In what year did the US army take place?
In what year did the US army take over?
In what year did the US army take place in the US?

T
What year was he enlisted?
When did he go to war?
When did he play as anti aircraft?

Table 5: Beam Search (B) vs Top-k sampling (T)
for SPECIFIC question generation. Top-k candidates
tend to be more diverse.

5.1 What is our pipeline good at?
Meaningful hierarchies: Our method of group-
ing the generated questions (Section 3.5) produces
hierarchies that clearly distinguish between GEN-
ERAL and SPECIFIC questions; Figure 4 contains
some hierarchies that support the positive results
of our crowdsourced evaluation.

Top-k sampling: Similar to prior work (Fan
et al., 2018; Holtzman et al., 2019), we notice
that beam search often produces generic or repet-
itive beams (Table 5). Even though the top-k
scheme always produces lower-probable questions
than beam search, our filtering system prefers a
top-k question 49.5% of the time.

5.2 What kind of mistakes does it make?
We describe the various types of errors our model
makes in this section, using the Paul Weston
SQUASH output in Figure 5 as a running example.
Additionally, we list some modeling approaches
we tried that did not work in Appendix C.

Reliance on a flawed answering system: Our
pipeline’s output is tied to the quality of the pre-
trained answering module, which both filters out
questions and produces final answers. QuAC has
long answer spans (Choi et al., 2018) that cause
low-precision predictions with extra information
(e.g., “Who was born in Springfield?”). Addi-
tionally, the answering module occasionally swaps
two named entities present in the paragraph.19

Redundant information and lack of discourse:
In our system, each QA pair is generated indepen-
dently of all the others. Hence, our outputs lack
an inter-question discourse structure. Our system
often produces a pair of redundant SPECIFIC ques-
tions where the text of one question answers the

19For instance in the sentence “The Carpenter siblings
were born in New Haven, to Harold B. and Agnes R.” the
model incorrectly answers the question “Who was born in
New Haven?” as “Harold B. and Agnes R.”

other (e.g., “Who was born in Springfield?” vs.
“Where was Weston born?”). These errors can
likely be corrected by conditioning the generation
module on previously-produced questions (or ad-
ditional filtering); we leave this to future work.

Lack of world knowledge: Our models lack
commonsense knowledge (“How old was Weston
when he was born?”) and can misinterpret polyse-
mous words. Integrating pretrained contextualized
embeddings (Peters et al., 2018) into our pipeline
is one potential solution.

Multiple GENERAL QA per paragraph: Our
system often produces more than one tree per
paragraph, which is undesirable for short, focused
paragraphs with a single topic sentence. To im-
prove the user experience, it might be ideal to re-
strict the number of GENERAL questions we show
per paragraph. While we found it difficult to
generate GENERAL questions representative of en-
tire paragraphs (Appendix C), a potential solution
could involve identifying and generating questions
from topic sentences.

Coreferences in GENERAL questions: Many
generated GENERAL questions contain corefer-
ences due to contextual nature of the QuAC
and CoQA training data (“How did he get into
music?”). Potential solutions could involve ei-
ther constrained decoding to avoid beams with
anaphoric expressions or using the CorefNQG
model of Du and Cardie (2018).

5.3 Which models did not work?

We present modelling approaches which did not
work in Appendix C. This includes, i) end-to-
end modelling to generate sequences of questions
using QuAC, ii) span selection NER system, iii)
generation of GENERAL questions representative
of entire paragraphs, iv) answering system trained
on the combination of QuAC, CoQA and SQuAD.

6 Related Work

Our work on SQUASH is related to research in
three broad areas: question generation, informa-
tion retrieval and summarization.

Question Generation: Our work builds upon
neural question generation systems (Du et al.,
2017; Du and Cardie, 2018). Our work conditions
generation on specificity, similar to difficulty-
conditioned question generation (Gao et al., 2018).
QA pair generation has previously been used for
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dataset creation (Serban et al., 2016; Du and
Cardie, 2018). Joint modeling of question genera-
tion and answering has improved the performance
of individual components (Tang et al., 2017; Wang
et al., 2017; Sachan and Xing, 2018) and enabled
visual dialog generation (Jain et al., 2018).

Information Retrieval: Our hierarchies are re-
lated to interactive retrieval setting (Hardtke et al.,
2009; Brandt et al., 2011) where similar webpages
are grouped together. SQUASH is also related
to exploratory (Marchionini, 2006) and faceted
search (Yee et al., 2003).

Summarization: Our work is related to query-
focused summarization (Dang, 2005; Baumel
et al., 2018) which conditions an output summary
on an input query. Hierarchies have also been ap-
plied to summarization (Christensen et al., 2014;
Zhang et al., 2017; Tauchmann et al., 2018).

7 Future Work

While Section 5.2 focused on shortcomings in our
modeling process and steps to fix them, this sec-
tion focuses on broader guidelines for future work
involving the SQUASH format and its associated
text generation task.

Evaluation of the SQUASH format: As dis-
cussed in Section 1, previous research shows sup-
port for the usefulness of hierarchies and QA in
pedagogical applications. We did not directly
evaluate this claim in the context of SQUASH, fo-
cusing instead on evaluating the quality of QA
pairs and their hierarchies. Moving forward, care-
ful user studies are needed to evaluate the efficacy
of the SQUASH format in pedagogical applica-
tions, which might be heavily domain-dependent;
for example, a QA hierarchy for a research paper
is likely to be more useful to an end user than a
QA hierarchy for an online blog. An important
caveat is the imperfection of modern text gener-
ation systems, which might cause users to pre-
fer the original human-written document over a
generated SQUASH output. One possible solu-
tion is a three-way comparison between the origi-
nal document, a human-written SQUASHed doc-
ument, and a system-generated output. For fair
comparison, care should be taken to prevent exper-
imenter bias while crowdsourcing QA hierarchies
(e.g., by maintaining similar text complexity in the
two human-written formats).

Collection of a SQUASH dataset: Besides mea-
suring the usefulness of the QA hierarchies, a
large dedicated dataset can help to facilitate end-
to-end modeling. While asking human annotators
to write full SQUASHed documents will be ex-
pensive, a more practical option is to ask them
to pair GENERAL and SPECIFIC questions in our
dataset to form meaningful hierarchies and write
extra questions whenever no such pair exists.

QA budget and deeper specificity hierarchies:
In our work, we generate questions for every sen-
tence and filter bad questions with fixed thresh-
olds. An alternative formulation is an adaptive
model dependent on a user-specified QA budget,
akin to “target length” in summarization systems,
which would allow end users to balance cover-
age and brevity themselves. A related modifi-
cation is increasing the depth of the hierarchies.
While two-level QA trees are likely sufficient for
documents structured into short and focused para-
graphs, deeper hierarchies can be useful for long
unstructured chunks of text. Users can control this
property via a “maximum children per QA node”
hyperparameter, which along with the QA budget
will determine the final depth of the hierarchy.

8 Conclusion

We propose SQUASH, a novel text generation task
which converts a document into a hierarchy of QA
pairs. We present and evaluate a system which
leverages existing reading comprehension datasets
to attempt solving this task. We believe SQUASH
is a challenging text generation task and we hope
the community finds it useful to benchmark sys-
tems built for document understanding, question
generation and question answering. Additionally,
we hope that our specificity-labeled reading com-
prehension dataset is useful in other applications
such as 1) finer control over question generation
systems used in education applications, curiosity-
driven chatbots and healthcare (Du et al., 2017).
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Appendix

A Question Classification Details

Confirming our intuition, Table 2 shows us
that QuAC has the highest percentage of GEN-
ERAL questions. On the other hand CoQA and
SQuAD, which allowed the question-asker to look
at the passage, are dominated by SPECIFIC ques-
tions. These findings are consistent with a
comparison across the three datasets in Yatskar
(2019). Interestingly, the average answer length
for SPECIFIC questions in QuAC is 12 tokens,
compared to 17 tokens for GENERAL questions.
We provide the exact distribution of rule-labeled,
hand-labeled and classifier-labeled questions in
Table A1.

B Hyperparameters for Question
Generation

Our question generation system consists of a two
layer bidirectional LSTM encoder and a unidirec-
tional LSTM decoder respectively. The LSTM
hidden unit size in each direction and token em-
bedding size is each set to 512. The class speci-
ficity embeddings size is 16. Embeddings are
shared between the paragraph encoder and ques-
tion decoder. All attention computations use a
bilinear product (Luong et al., 2015). A dropout
of 0.5 is used between LSTM layers. Models are
trained using Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with
a learning rate of 10−3, with a gradient clipping of
5.0 and minibatch size 32. Early stopping on val-
idation perplexity is used to choose the best ques-
tion generation model.

C What did not work?

End-to-End Sequential Generation. We ex-
perimented with an end-to-end neural model
which generated a sequence of questions given a
sequence of answer spans. As training data, we
leveraged the sequence IDs and follow-up infor-
mation in the QuAC dataset, without specificity la-
bels. We noticed that during decoding the model
rarely attended over the history and often pro-
duced questions irrelevant to the context. A poten-
tial future direction would involve using the speci-
ficity labels for an end-to-end model.

Span Selection NER system. As discussed in
Section 3.1 and Du and Cardie (2017), we could

frame answer span selection as a sequence la-
belling problem. We experimented with the NER
system in AllenNLP (with ELMo embeddings) on
the QuAC dataset, after the ground truth answer
spans marked with BIO tags, after overlapping an-
swers were merged together. We recorded low
F1 scores of 33.3 and 15.6 on sentence-level and
paragraph-level input respectively.

Paragraph-level question generation. Our
question generation model rarely generated
GENERAL questions representative of the entire
paragraph, even when we fed the entire paragraph
as the answer span. We noticed that most GEN-
ERAL questions in our dataset were answered by
one or two sentences in the paragraph.

Answering system trained on all datasets. Re-
cently, Yatskar (2019) reported small improve-
ments on the QuAC validation set by pre-training
the BiDAF++ model on SQuAD 2.0 or CoQA.
We tried combining the training data in all three
datasets but achieved a validation F1 score of just
29.3 (compared to 50.2 after using just QuAC
training data).

Dataset Size Rule Hand CNN

SQuAD 86.8k 30.5% 0.0% 69.5%
QuAC 65.2k 59.3% 1.5% 39.2%
CoQA 105.6k 57.1% 0.1% 42.8%
All 257.6k 48.7% 0.4% 50.9%

Table A1: Distribution of scheme adopted to classify
questions in different datasets. “CNN” refers to the
data-driven classifier. Roughly half the questions were
classified using the rules described in Table 1.
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Before the final of the 100-meter butterfly, US born
Serbian swimmer Milorad Cavic caused a minor stir

when he said it would be "good" if Phelps lost. "It'd be
good for him if he loses. It would be nice if historians
talk about Michael Phelps winning seven gold medals
and losing the eighth to 'some guy.' I'd like to be that

guy", Cavic said. Phelps responded, "When people say
things like that, it fires me up more than anything." On
August 16, Phelps won his seventh gold medal of the

Games in the men's 100-meter butterfly, setting an
Olympic record for the event with a time of 50.58

seconds and edging out his nearest competitor Cavic,
by one hundredth (0.01) of a second. 

Q. Why was he lost?
A. "It'd be good for him if he loses

Q. What did Phelps do on August 16?
A. On August 16, Phelps won his seventh
gold medal of the Games in the men's 100-
meter butterfly,

Q.Who did he win against?
A. 100-meter butterfly, 
Q. Who is the Serbian swimmer?
A. US born Serbian swimmer
Milorad Cavic
Q. Who did he lose?
A. Milorad Cavic

Q. When did he win a medal? 
A. On August 16 

Q. How many gold medals did
he win?
A. Phelps won his seventh gold
medal of the Games in the men's
100-meter butterfly, 

Q. Who did he beat? 
A. edging out his nearest
competitor Cavic, by one
hundredth (0.01) of a second.

On February 25, 2003 Converge released their first
official DVD, The Long Road Home. The DVD is

modeled after band home videos such as Metallica's
Cliff Em' All release. Deathwish Inc describes the DVD

as a "two disc collection that is as energetic and
exciting as the moments the release captures". The

DVD also comes with a bonus disk that included three
full live sets from the band.

Q. What did they do in 2003? 
A. On February 25, 2003 Converge
released their first official DVD, The Long
Road Home. 

Q. What was their first DVD?
A. On February 25, 2003
Converge released their first
official DVD, The Long Road
Home.
Q. When did they release this?
A. On February 25, 2003

Q. Where were the release?
A. The Long Road Home. 

Q.What was the DVD about?
A. The DVD is modeled after band home
videos such as Metallica's Cliff Em' All
release.

Q. What other videos did they
have?
A. Metallica's Cliff Em' All release.

Q. How many sets were from the
band?
A. three full live sets from the bad 

Q. What is Deathwise Inc?
A. Deathwish Inc describes the DVD as a
"two disc collection that is as energetic and
exciting as the moments the release
captures". 

Converge (band)Michael PhelpsOrson Welles
Breaking with the Federal Theatre Project in 1937,
Welles and Houseman founded their own repertory

company, which they called the Mercury Theatre. The
name was inspired by the title of the iconoclastic
magazine, The American Mercury. Welles was

executive producer, and the original company included
such actors as Joseph Cotten, George Coulouris,

Geraldine Fitzgerald, Arlene Francis, Martin Gabel,
John Hoyt, Norman Lloyd, Vincent Price, Stefan

Schnabel and Hiram Sherman.

Q. What is Mercury Theatre?
A. Breaking with the Federal Theatre
Project in 1937, Welles and Houseman
founded their own repertory company,
which they called the Mercury Theatre.

Q. What company did they
form?
A. Federal Theatre Project

Q. When was the Federal
Theatre Project founded?
A. 1937,
Q. Who started it?
A. Welles and Houseman founded
their own repertory company,
which they called the Mercury
Theatre.

Q. Why was it called the Federal
Theatre?
A. The name was inspired by the title of the
iconoclastic magazine, The American
Mercury.

Q. What was the name of the
iconoclastic magazine?
A. The American Mercury 

Q. Who was the producer?
A. Welles was executive producer,
and the original company included
such actors as Joseph Cotten,
George Coulouris, Geraldine
Fitzgerald, Arlene Francis, Martin
Gabel,

Figure A1: Three SQUASH outputs generated by our system, showcasing the strengths and weaknesses described
in Section 5.
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Abstract
Question answering (QA) using textual
sources for purposes such as reading compre-
hension (RC) has attracted much attention.
This study focuses on the task of explainable
multi-hop QA, which requires the system to
return the answer with evidence sentences
by reasoning and gathering disjoint pieces
of the reference texts. It proposes the Query
Focused Extractor (QFE) model for evidence
extraction and uses multi-task learning with
the QA model. QFE is inspired by extractive
summarization models; compared with the
existing method, which extracts each evidence
sentence independently, it sequentially ex-
tracts evidence sentences by using an RNN
with an attention mechanism on the question
sentence. It enables QFE to consider the de-
pendency among the evidence sentences and
cover important information in the question
sentence. Experimental results show that QFE
with a simple RC baseline model achieves a
state-of-the-art evidence extraction score on
HotpotQA. Although designed for RC, it also
achieves a state-of-the-art evidence extraction
score on FEVER, which is a recognizing
textual entailment task on a large textual
database.

1 Introduction

Reading comprehension (RC) is a task that uses
textual sources to answer any question. It has seen
significant progress since the publication of nu-
merous datasets such as SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al.,
2016). To achieve the goal of RC, systems must
be able to reason over disjoint pieces of informa-
tion in the reference texts. Recently, multi-hop
question answering (QA) datasets focusing on this
capability, such as QAngaroo (Welbl et al., 2018)
and HotpotQA (Yang et al., 2018), have been re-
leased.

Multi-hop QA faces two challenges. The first
is the difficulty of reasoning. It is difficult for the

Figure 1: Concept of explainable multi-hop QA. Given
a question and multiple textual sources, the system ex-
tracts evidence sentences from the sources and returns
the answer and the evidence.

system to find the disjoint pieces of information
as evidence and reason using the multiple pieces
of such evidence. The second challenge is inter-
pretability. The evidence used to reason is not nec-
essarily located close to the answer, so it is diffi-
cult for users to verify the answer.

Yang et al. (2018) released HotpotQA, an ex-
plainable multi-hop QA dataset, as shown in Fig-
ure 1. Hotpot QA provides the evidence sentences
of the answer for supervised learning. The evi-
dence extraction in multi-hop QA is more difficult
than that in other QA problems because the ques-
tion itself may not provide a clue for finding ev-
idence sentences. As shown in Figure 1, the sys-
tem finds an evidence sentence (Evidence 2) by re-
lying on another evidence sentence (Evidence 1).
The capability of being able to explicitly extract
evidence is an advance towards meeting the above
two challenges.

Here, we propose a Query Focused Extractor
(QFE) that is based on a summarization model.
We regard the evidence extraction of the explain-
able multi-hop QA as a query-focused summa-
rization task. Query-focused summarization is the
task of summarizing the source document with re-
gard to the given query. QFE sequentially extracts
the evidence sentences by using an RNN with
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an attention mechanism on the question sentence,
while the existing method extracts each evidence
sentence independently. This query-aware recur-
rent structure enables QFE to consider the depen-
dency among the evidence sentences and cover the
important information in the question sentence.
Our overall model uses multi-task learning with a
QA model for answer selection and QFE for ev-
idence extraction. The multi-task learning with
QFE is general in the sense that it can be combined
with any QA model.

Moreover, we find that the recognizing textual
entailment (RTE) task on a large textual database,
FEVER (Thorne et al., 2018), can be regarded as
an explainable multi-hop QA task. We confirm
that QFE effectively extracts the evidence both on
HotpotQA for RC and on FEVER for RTE.

Our main contributions are as follows.

• We propose QFE for explainable multi-hop
QA. We use the multi-task learning of the QA
model for answer selection and QFE for evi-
dence extraction.

• QFE adaptively determines the number of ev-
idence sentences by considering the depen-
dency among the evidence sentences and the
coverage of the question.

• QFE achieves state-of-the-art performance
on both HotpotQA and FEVER in terms of
the evidence extraction score and comparable
performance to competitive models in terms
of the answer selection score. QFE is the first
model that outperformed the baseline on Hot-
potQA.

2 Task Definition

Here, we re-define explainable multi-hop QA so
that it includes the RC and the RTE tasks.
Def. 1. Explainable Multi-hop QA

Input: Context C (multiple texts), Query Q (text)

Output: Answer Type AT (label), Answer String
AS (text), Evidence E (multiple texts)

The Context C is regarded as one connected text
in the model. If the connected C is too long
(e.g. over 2000 words), it is truncated. The Query
Q is the query. The model answers Q with an an-
swer type AT or an answer string AS . The An-
swer Type AT is selected from the answer candi-
dates, such as ‘Yes’. The answer candidates de-
pend on the task setting. The Answer String AS

Figure 2: Overall model architecture. The answer layer
is the version for the RC task.

exists only if there are not enough answer candi-
dates to answer Q. The answer string AS is a short
span in C. Evidence E consists of the sentences
in C and is required to answer Q.

For RC, we tackle HotpotQA. In HotpotQA, the
answer candidates are ‘Yes’, ‘No’, and ‘Span’.
The answer string AS exists if and only if the
answer type AT is ‘Span’. C consists of ten
Wikipedia paragraphs. The evidence E consists
of two or more sentences in C.

For RTE, we tackle FEVER. In FEVER, the
answer candidates are ‘Supports’, ‘Refutes’, and
‘Not Enough Info’. The answer string AS does not
exist. C is the Wikipedia database. The evidence
E consists of the sentences in C.

3 Proposed Method

This section first explains the overall model archi-
tecture, which contains our model as a module,
and then the details of our QFE.

3.1 Model Architecture
Except for the evidence layer, our model is the
same as the baseline (Clark and Gardner, 2018)
used in HotpotQA (Yang et al., 2018). Figure 2
shows the model architecture. The input of the
model is the context C and the query Q. The
model has the following layers.

The Word Embedding Layer encodes C and
Q as sequences of word vectors. A word vector
is the concatenation of a pre-trained word embed-
ding and a character-based embedding obtained
using a CNN (Kim, 2014). The outputs are C1 ∈
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Rlw×dw , Q1 ∈ Rmw×dw , where lw is the length (in
words) of C, mw is the length of Q and dw is the
size of the word vector.

The Context Layer encodes C1, Q1 as contex-
tual vectors C2 ∈ Rlw×2dc , Q2 ∈ Rmw×2dc by us-
ing a bi-directional RNN (Bi-RNN), where dc is
the output size of a uni-directional RNN.

The Matching Layer encodes C2, Q2 as match-
ing vectors C3 ∈ Rlw×dc by using bi-directional
attention (Seo et al., 2017), a Bi-RNN, and self-
attention (Wang et al., 2017).

The Evidence Layer first encodes C3 as
[
−→
C4;
←−
C4] ∈ Rlw×2dc by a Bi-RNN. Let j1(i) be the

index of the first word of the i-th sentence in C
and j2(i) be the index of the last word. We define
the vector of the i-th sentence as:

xi = [−−−→c4,j2(i);
←−−−c4,j1(i)] ∈ R2dc .

Here, X ∈ Rls×2dc is the sentence-level context
vectors, where ls is the number of sentences of C.

QFE, described later, receives sentence-level
context vectors X ∈ Rls×2dc and the contextual
query vectors Q2 ∈ Rmw×2dc as Y. QFE outputs
the probability distribution that the i-th sentence is
the evidence:

Pr(i) = QFE(X, Y = Q2). (1)

Then, the evidence layer concatenates the word-
level vectors and the sentence-level vectors:

c5,j = [c3,j ; xi(j)] ∈ R3dc ,

where the j-th word in C is included in the i(j)-th
sentence in C.

The Answer Layer predicts the answer type AT

and the answer string AS from C5. The layer has
stacked Bi-RNNs. The output of each Bi-RNN is
mapped to the probability distribution by the fully
connected layer and the softmax function.

For RC, the layer has three stacked Bi-RNNs.
Each probability indicates the start of the answer
string, ÂS1 ∈ Rlw , the end of the answer string
ÂS2 ∈ Rlw , and the answer type, ÂT ∈ R3. For
RTE, the layer has one Bi-RNN. The probability
indicates the answer type.
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Figure 3: Overview of Query Focused Extractor at step
t. zt is the current summarization vector. gt is the
query vector considering the current summarization. et

is the extracted sentence. xet updates the RNN state.

Loss Function: Our model uses multi-task
learning with a loss function L = LA+LE , where
LA is the loss of the answer and LE is the loss
of the evidence. The answer loss LA is the sum
of the cross-entropy losses for all probability dis-
tributions obtained by the answer layer. The evi-
dence loss LE is defined in subsection 3.3.

3.2 Query Focused Extractor
Query Focused Extractor (QFE) is shown as the
red box in Figure 2. QFE is an extension of the ex-
tractive summarization model of Chen and Bansal
(2018), which is not for query-focused settings.
Chen and Bansal used an attention mechanism to
extract sentences from the source document such
that the summary would cover the important in-
formation in the source document. To focus on the
query, QFE extracts sentences from C with atten-
tion on Q such that the evidence covers the impor-
tant information with respect to Q. Figure 3 shows
an overview of QFE.

The inputs of QFE are the sentence-level con-
text vectors X ∈ Rls×2dc and contextual query
vectors Y ∈ Rmw×2dc . We define the timestep to
be the operation to extract a sentence. QFE up-
dates the state of the RNN (the dark blue box in
Figure 3) as follows:

zt = RNN(zt−1, xet) ∈ R2dc ,

where et ∈ {1, · · · , ls} is the index of the sentence
extracted at step t. We define Et = {e1, · · · , et}
to be the set of sentences extracted until step t.

QFE extracts the i-th sentence according to the
probability distribution (the light blue box):

Pr(i; Et−1) = softmaxi(u
t
i)

ut
i =





v⊤
p tanh(Wp1xi + Wp2g

t + Wp3z
t)

(i 6∈ Et−1)

−∞ (otherwise)

.

Then, QFE selects et = argmax Pr(i; Et−1).
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Let gt be a query vector considering the impor-
tance at step t. We define gt as the glimpse vector
(Vinyals et al., 2016) (the green box):

gt =
∑

j

αt
jWg1yj ∈ R2dc

αt = softmax(at) ∈ Rmw

at
j = v⊤

g tanh(Wg1yj + Wg2z
t).

The initial state of the RNN is the vector ob-
tained via the fully connected layer and the max
pooling from X . All parameters W· ∈ R2dc×2dc

and v· ∈ R2dc are trainable.

3.3 Training Phase
In the training phase, we use teacher-forcing to
make the loss function. The loss of the evidence
LE is the negative log likelihood regularized by a
coverage mechanism (See et al., 2017):

LE = −
|E|∑

t=1

log

(
max

i∈E\Et−1
Pr(i; Et−1)

)

+
∑

i

min(ct
i, α

t
i).

The max operation in the first term enables the
sentence with the highest probability to be ex-
tracted. This operation means that QFE extracts
the sentences in the predicted importance order.
On the other hand, the evidence does not have the
ground truth order in which it is to be extracted, so
the loss function ignores the order of the evidence
sentences. The coverage vector ct is defined as
ct =

∑t−1
τ=1 ατ .

In order to learn the terminal condition of the
extraction, QFE adds a dummy sentence, called
the EOE sentence, to the sentence set. When the
EOE sentence is extracted, QFE terminates the ex-
traction. The EOE sentence vector xEOE ∈ R2dc

is a trainable parameter in the model, so xEOE is
independent of the samples. We train the model to
extract the EOE sentence after all evidence.

3.4 Test Phase
In the test phase, QFE terminates the extraction
by reaching the EOE sentence. The predicted evi-
dence is defined as

Ê = argmin

{
− 1

|Ê|
∑

t

log max
i 6∈Êt−1

Pr(i; Êt−1)

}
,

where Êt is the predicted evidence until step t.
QFE uses the beam search algorithm to search Ê.

Context Query Evidence
# paragraphs # words # words # sentences

Ave. 10.0 1162.0 17.8 2.4
Max 10 3079 59 8

Median 10 1142 17 2
Min 2 60 7 2

Table 1: Statistics of HotpotQA (the development set
in the distractor setting).

4 Experiments on RC

4.1 HotpotQA Dataset
In HotpotQA, the query Q is created by
crowd workers, on the condition that answer-
ing Q requires reasoning over two paragraphs in
Wikipedia. The candidates of AT are ‘Yes’, ‘No’,
and ‘Span’. The answer string AS , if it exists, is
a span in the two paragraphs. The context C is
ten paragraphs, and its content has two settings. In
the distractor setting, C consists of the two gold
paragraphs used to create Q and eight paragraphs
retrieved from Wikipedia by using TF-IDF with
Q. Table 1 shows the statistics of the distractor
setting. In the fullwiki setting, all ten paragraphs
of C are retrieved paragraphs. Hence, C may not
include two gold paragraphs, and in that case, AS

and E cannot be extracted. Therefore, the ora-
cle model does not achieve 100 % accuracy. Hot-
potQA does not provide the training data for the
fullwiki setting, and the training data in the full-
wiki setting is the same as the distractor setting.

4.2 Experimental Setup
Comparison models Our baseline model is the
same as the baseline in Yang et al. (2018) except
as follows. Whereas we use equation (1), they use

Pr(i) = sigmoid(w⊤xi + b),

where w ∈ R2dc , b ∈ R are trainable parame-
ters. The evidence loss LE is the sum of binary
cross-entropy functions on whether each of the
sentences is evidence or not. In the test phase, the
sentences with probabilities higher than a thresh-
old are selected. We set the threshold to 0.4 be-
cause it gave the highest F1 score on the develop-
ment set. The remaining parts of the implementa-
tions of our and baseline models are the same. The
details are in Appendix A.1.

We also compared DFGN + BERT (Xiao et al.,
2019), Cognitive Graph (Ding et al., 2019), GRN
and BERT Plus, which were unpublished at the
submission time (4 March 2019).
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Answer Evidence Joint
EM F1 EM F1 EM F1

Baseline 45.6 59.0 20.3 64.5 10.8 40.2
BERT Plus 56.0 69.9 42.3 80.6 26.9 58.1

DFGN + BERT 55.2 68.5 49.9 81.1 31.9 58.2
GRN 52.9 66.7 52.4 84.1 31.8 58.5
QFE 53.9 68.1 57.8 84.5 34.6 59.6

Table 2: Performance of the models on the HotpotQA
distractor setting leaderboard1 (4 March 2019). The
models except for the baseline were unpublished at the
time of submission of this paper. Our model was sub-
mitted on 21 November 2018, three months before the
other submissions.

Answer Evidence Joint
EM F1 EM F1 EM F1

Baseline 24.0 32.9 3.86 37.7 1.85 16.2
GRN 27.3 36.5 12.2 48.8 7.40 23.6

Cognitive Graph 37.1 48.9 22.8 57.8 12.4 34.9
QFE 28.7 38.1 14.2 44.4 8.69 23.1

Table 3: Performance of the models on the HotpotQA
fullwiki setting leaderboard1 (4 March 2019). The
models except for the baseline were unpublished at the
time of submission of this paper. Our model was sub-
mitted on 25 November 2018, three months before the
other submissions.

Evaluation metrics We evaluated the prediction
of AT , AS and E by using the official metrics in
HotpotQA. Exact match (EM) and partial match
(F1) were used to evaluate both the answer and the
evidence. For the answer evaluation, the score was
measured by the classification accuracy of AT .
Only when AT was ‘Span’ was the score also mea-
sured by the word-level matching of AS . For the
evidence, the partial match was evaluated by the
sentence ids, so word-level partial matches were
not considered. For metrics on both the answer
and the evidence, we used Joint EM and Joint F1
(Yang et al., 2018).

4.3 Results

Does our model achieve state-of-the-art perfor-
mance? Table 2 shows that, in the distractor set-
ting, QFE performed the best in terms of the ev-
idence extraction score among all models com-
pared. It also achieved comparable performance
in terms of the answer selection score and there-
fore achieved state-of-the-art performance on the
joint EM and F1 metrics, which are the main met-
ric on the dataset. QFE outperformed the baseline
model in all metrics. Although our model does
not use any pre-trained language model such as

Answer Evidence Joint
EM F1 EM F1 EM F1

Yang et al. (2018) 44.4 58.3 22.0 66.7 11.6 40.9
our implementation2 52.7 67.3 38.0 78.4 21.9 54.9

+ top 2 extraction 52.7 67.3 48.0 77.8 27.6 54.4
QFE 53.7 68.7 58.8 84.7 35.4 60.6

without glimpse 53.1 67.9 58.4 84.3 34.8 59.6
pipeline model 46.9 63.6 – – – –

Table 4: Performance of our models and the baseline
models on the development set in the distractor setting.

BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) for encoding, it out-
performed the methods that used BERT such as
DFGN + BERT and BERT Plus. In particular, the
improvement in the evidence EM score was +37.5
points against the baseline and +5.4 points against
GRN.

In the fullwiki setting, Table 3 shows that QFE
outperformed the baseline in all metrics. Com-
pared with the unpublished model at the submis-
sion time, Cognitive Graph (Ding et al., 2019)
outperformed our model. There is a dataset shift
problem (Quionero-Candela et al., 2009) in Hot-
potQA, where the distribution of the number of
gold evidence sentences and the answerability dif-
fers between training (i.e., the distractor setting)
and test (i.e., the fullwiki setting) phases. In the
fullwiki setting, the questions may have less than
two gold evidence sentences or be even unanswer-
able. Our current QA and QFE models do not con-
sider solving the dataset shift problem; our future
work will deal with it.

Does QFE contribute to the performance? Ta-
ble 4 shows the results of the ablation study.

QFE performed the best among the models
compared. Although the difference between our
overall model and the baseline is the evidence ex-
traction model, the answer scores also improved.
QFE also outperformed the model that used only
RNN extraction without glimpse.

QFE defines the terminal condition as reaching
the EOE sentence, which we call adaptive termi-
nation. We confirmed that the adaptive termina-
tion of QFE contributed to its performance. We
compared QFE with a baseline that extracts the
two sentences with the highest scores, since the
most frequent number of evidence sentences is
two. QFE outperformed this baseline.

1https://hotpotqa.github.io/
2The differences in score among the original and our im-

plementations of Yang et al. (2018) are due to the hyper pa-
rameters. The main change is increasing dc from 50 to 150.
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Precision Recall Correlation
baseline 79.0 82.4 0.259

QFE 88.4 83.2 0.375

Table 5: Performance of our model and the baseline in
evidence extraction on the development set in the dis-
tractor setting. The correlation is the Kendall tau cor-
relation of the number of predicted evidence sentences
and that of gold evidence.
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Figure 4: Number of predicted evidence sentences mi-
nus the number of gold evidence sentences.

Our model uses the results of evidence extrac-
tion as a guide for selecting the answer, but it is not
a pipeline model of evidence extraction and an-
swer selection. Therefore, we evaluated a pipeline
model that selects the answer string AS only from
the extracted evidence sentences, where the out-
puts of the answer layer corresponding to non-
evidence sentences are masked with the prediction
of the evidence extraction. Although almost all an-
swer strings in the dataset are in the gold evidence
sentences, the model performed poorly. We con-
sider that the evidence extraction helps QA model
to learn, but its performance is not enough to im-
prove the performance of the answer layer with the
pipeline model.

What are the characteristics of our evidence ex-
traction? Table 5 shows the evidence extraction
performance in the distractor setting. Our model
improves both precision and recall, and the im-
provement in precision is larger.

Figure 4 reveals the reason for the high EM and
precision scores; QFE rarely extracts too much ev-
idence. That is, it predicts the number of evidence
sentences more accurately than the baseline. Table
5 also shows the correlation of our model about
the number of evidence sentences is higher than
that of the baseline.

We consider that the sequential extraction and
the adaptive termination help to prevent over-
extraction. In contrast, the baseline evaluates each
sentence independently, so the baseline often ex-

Answer Evidence
# Evi # sample EM F1 Num EM P R F1

all 100 53.7 68.7 2.22 58.8 88.4 83.2 84.7
2 67.4 54.8 69.6 2.09 76.9 88.4 91.1 89.4
3 24.0 52.5 68.4 2.43 26.0 89.3 71.8 78.7
4 7.25 52.5 66.9 2.61 14.0 90.7 59.4 70.4
5 1.08 42.5 57.0 2.65 2.50 92.1 49.5 63.1

Table 6: Performance of our model in terms of the num-
ber of gold evidence sentences on the development set
in the distractor setting. # sample, Num, P and R mean
the proportion in the dataset, number of predicted evi-
dence sentences, precision, and recall, respectively.

Answer Evidence Joint
EM F1 EM F1 EM F1

all 53.7 68.7 58.8 84.7 35.4 60.6
comparison 54.1 60.7 71.2 88.8 42.0 55.6

bridge 53.6 70.7 55.7 83.7 33.8 61.8

Table 7: Performance of our model for each reasoning
type on the development set in the distractor setting.

tracts too much evidence.

What questions in HotpotQA are difficult for
QFE? We analyzed the difficulty of the ques-
tions for QFE from the perspective of the number
of evidence sentences and reasoning type; the re-
sults are in Table 6 and Table 7.

First, we classified the questions by the num-
ber of gold evidence sentences. Table 6 shows the
model performance for each number. The answer
scores were low for the questions answered with
five evidence sentences, which indicated that ques-
tions requiring much evidence are difficult. How-
ever, the five-evidence questions amount to only
80 samples, so this observation needs to be con-
firmed with more analysis. QFE performed well
when the number of gold evidence sentences was
two. Even though QFE was relatively conservative
when extracting many evidence sentences, it was
able to extract more than two sentences adaptively.

Second, we should mention the reasoning types
in Table 7. HotpotQA has two reasoning types:
entity bridge and entity comparison. Entity bridge
means that the question mentioned one entity and
the article of this entity has another entity required
for the answer. Entity comparison means that the
question compares two entities.

Table 7 shows that QFE works on each rea-
soning type. We consider that the difference be-
tween the results is due to the characteristics of
the dataset. The answer F1 was relatively low
in the comparison questions, because all yes/no
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Q: Which band has more members, Kitchens of Distinction or Royal Blood? AT = ÂT : Kitchens of Distinction
gold predicted probability[%] text

X 1 96.9 Kitchens of Distinction ... are an English three-person alternative rock band
...

X 2 0.2→ 81.4 Royal Blood are an English rock duo formed in Brighton in 2013.
3 0.0→ 0.0→ 52.3 EOE sentence
— 2.9→ 16.8→ 31.9 In September 2012, ... members ... as Kitchens of Distinction.

— 0.0→ 0.0→ 0.0
Royal Blood is the eponymous debut studio album by British rock duo
Royal Blood.

Table 8: Outputs of QFE. The sentences are extracted in the order shown in the predicted column. The extraction
scores of the sentences at each step are in the probability column.

questions belong to the comparison question and
partial matches do not happen in yes/no questions.
The evidence EM was relatively high in the com-
parison questions. One of the reason is that 77.1
% of the comparison questions have just two ev-
idence sentences. This proportion is larger than
that in the bridge questions, 64.9%. From another
perspective, the comparison question sentence it-
self will contain the clues (i.e., two entities) re-
quired to gather all evidence sentences, while the
bridge question sentence itself will provide only a
part of the clues and require multi-hop reasoning,
i.e., finding an evidence sentence from another ev-
idence sentence. Therefore, the evidence extrac-
tion of the bridge questions is more difficult than
that of the comparison questions.

Qualitative Analysis. Table 8 shows an exam-
ple of the behavior of QFE. In it, the system must
compare the number of members of Kitchens of
Distinction and with those of Royal Blood. The
system extracted the two sentences describing the
number of members. Then, the system extracted
the EOE sentence.

We should note two sentences that were not ex-
tracted. The first sentence includes ‘members’ and
‘Kitchens of Distinction’, which are included in
the query. However, this sentence does not men-
tion the number of the members of Kitchens of
Distinction. The second sentence also shows that
Royal Blood is a duo. However, our model pre-
ferred Royal Blood (band name) to Royal Blood
(album name) as the subject of the sentence.

Other examples are shown in Appendix A.2.

5 Experiments on RTE

5.1 FEVER Dataset

In FEVER, the query Q is created by crowd work-
ers. Annotators are given a randomly sampled sen-

Context Query Evidence
# pages # words # sentences

Ave. 5416537 9.60 1.13
Max — 39 52

Median — 9 1
Min — 3 0

Table 9: Statistics of FEVER (the development set).

tence and a corresponding dictionary. The given
sentence is from Wikipedia. The key-value of
the corresponding dictionary consists of an entity
and a description of the entity. Entities are those
that have a hyperlink from the given sentence.
The description is the first sentence of the entity’s
Wikipedia page. Only using the information in
the sentence and the dictionary, annotators create
a claim as Q. The candidates of AT are ‘Sup-
ports’, ‘Refutes’ and ‘Not Enough Info (NEI)’.
The proportion of samples with more than one ev-
idence sentence is 27.3% in the samples whose la-
bel is not ‘NEI’. The context C is the Wikipedia
database shared among all samples. Table 9 shows
the statistics.

5.2 Experimental Setup

Because C is large, we used the NSMN document
retriever (Nie et al., 2019) and gave only the top-
five paragraphs to our model. Similar to NSMN,
in order to capture the semantic and numeric rela-
tionships, we used 30-dimensional WordNet fea-
tures and five-dimensional number embeddings.
The WordNet features are binaries reflecting the
existence of hypernymy/antonymy words in the
input. The number embedding is a real-valued em-
bedding assigned to any unique number.

Because the number of samples in the training
data is biased on the answer type AT , randomly se-
lected samples were copied in order to equalize the
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Evidence Answer FEVER
F1 Acc.

Nie et al. (2019) 53.0 68.2 64.2
Yoneda et al. (2018) 35.0 67.6 62.5

who 37.4 72.1 66.6
Kudo 36.8 70.6 65.7

avonamila 60.3 71.4 65.3
hz66pasa 71.4 33.3 22.0

aschern 70.4 69.3 60.9
QFE 77.7 69.3 61.8

Table 10: Performance of the models on the FEVER
leaderboard3 (4 March 2019). The top two rows are
the models submitted during the FEVER Shared Task
that have higher FEVER scores than ours. The middle
three rows are the top-three FEVER models submitted
after the Shared Task. The rows next to the bottom and
the bottom row (ours) show the top-three F1 models
submitted after the Shared Task. None of the models
submitted after the Shared Task has paper information.

numbers. Our model used ensemble learning of
11 randomly initialized models. For the evidence
extraction, we used the union of the predicted evi-
dences of each model. If the model predicts AT as
‘Supports’ or ‘Refutes’, the model extracts at least
one sentence. Details of the implementation are in
Appendix A.1.

We evaluated the prediction of AT and the evi-
dence E by using the official metrics in FEVER.
AT was evaluated in terms of the label accuracy.
E was evaluated in terms of precision, recall and
F1, which were measured by sentence id. The
FEVER score was used as a metric accounting
for both AT and E. The FEVER score of a sam-
ple is 1 if the predicted evidence includes all gold
evidence and the answer is correct. That is, the
FEVER score emphasizes the recall of extracting
evidence sentences over the precision.

5.3 Results

Does our multi-task learning approach achieve
state-of-the-art performance? Table 10 shows
QFE achieved state-of-the-art performance in
terms of the evidence F1 and comparable perfor-
mance in terms of label accuracy to the compet-
itive models. The FEVER score of our model
is lower than those of other models, because the
FEVER score emphasizes recall. However, the
importance of the precision and the recall depends
on the utilization. QFE is suited to situations
where concise output is preferred.

3https://competitions.codalab.org/competitions/18814

Precision Recall F1
Nie et al. (2019) 42.3 70.9 53.0

Yoneda et al. (2018) 22.2 82.8 35.0
Hanselowski et al. (2018) 23.6 85.2 37.0

Malon (2018) 92.2 50.0 64.9
QFE ensemble (test) 79.1 76.3 77.7

QFE single (dev) 90.8 64.9 76.6
QFE ensemble (dev) 83.9 78.1 81.0

Table 11: Performance of evidence extraction. The top
five rows are evaluated on the test set. The comparison
of our models is on the development set. The models
submitted after the Shared Task have no information
about precision or recall.

What are the characteristics of our evidence ex-
traction? Table 11 shows our model achieved
high performance on all metrics of evidence ex-
traction. On the test set, it ranked in 2nd place in
precision, 3rd place in recall, and 1st place in F1.
As for the results on the development set, QFE ex-
tracted with higher precision than recall. This ten-
dency was the same as in the RC evaluation. The
single model has a larger difference between pre-
cision and recall. The ensemble model improves
recall and F1.

Examples are shown in Appendix A.2.

6 Related Work

6.1 Reading Comprehension

RC is performed by matching the context and the
query (Seo et al., 2017). Many RC datasets refer-
ring to multiple texts have been published, such as
MS MARCO (Nguyen et al., 2016) and TriviaQA
(Joshi et al., 2017). For such datasets, the docu-
ment retrieval model is combined with the context-
query matching model (Chen et al., 2017a; Wang
et al., 2018a,b; Nishida et al., 2018).

Some techniques have been proposed for under-
standing multiple texts. Clark and Gardner (2018)
used simple methods, such as connecting texts.
Choi et al. (2017); Zhong et al. (2019) proposed
a combination of coarse reading and fine read-
ing. However, Sugawara et al. (2018) indicated
that most questions in RC require reasoning from
just one sentence including the answer. The pro-
portion of such questions is more than 63.2 % in
TriviaQA and 86.2 % in MS MARCO.

This observation is one of the motivations be-
hind multi-hop QA. HotpotQA (Yang et al., 2018)
is a task including supervised evidence extraction.
QAngaroo (Welbl et al., 2018) is a task created by
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using Wikipedia entity links. The difference be-
tween QAngaroo and our focus is two-fold: (1)
QAngaroo does not have supervised evidence and
(2) the questions in QAngaroo are inherently lim-
ited because the dataset is constructed using a
knowledge base. MultiRC (Khashabi et al., 2018)
is also an explainable multi-hop QA dataset that
provides gold evidence sentences. However, it is
difficult to compare the performance of the ev-
idence extraction with other studies because its
evaluation script and leaderboard do not report the
evidence extraction score.

Because annotation of the evidence sentence is
costly, unsupervised learning of the evidence ex-
traction is another important issue. Wang et al.
(2019) tackled unsupervised learning for explain-
able multi-hop QA, but their model is restricted to
the multiple-choice setting.

6.2 Recognizing Textual Entailment

RTE (Bowman et al., 2015; Williams et al., 2018)
is performed by sentence matching (Rocktäschel
et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2017b).

FEVER (Thorne et al., 2018) has the aim of
verification and fact checking for RTE on a large
database. FEVER requires three sub tasks: doc-
ument retrieval, evidence extraction, and answer
prediction. In the previous work, the sub tasks
are performed using pipelined models (Nie et al.,
2019; Yoneda et al., 2018). In contrast, our ap-
proach performs evidence extraction and answer
prediction simultaneously by regarding FEVER as
an explainable multi-hop QA task.

6.3 Summarization

A typical approach to sentence-level extractive
summarization has an encoder-decoder architec-
ture (Cheng and Lapata, 2016; Nallapati et al.,
2017; Narayan et al., 2018). Sentence-level ex-
tractive summarization is also used for content se-
lection in abstractive summarization (Chen and
Bansal, 2018). The model extracts sentences in
order of importance and edits them. We have ex-
tended this model so that it can be used for evi-
dence extraction because we consider that the ev-
idence must be extracted in order of importance
rather than the original order, which the conven-
tional models use.

7 Conclusion

We consider that the main contributions of our
study are (1) the QFE model that is based on a
summarization model for the explainable multi-
hop QA, (2) the dependency among the evidence
and the coverage of the question due to the usage
of the summarization model, and (3) the state-of-
the-art performance in evidence extraction in both
RC and RTE tasks.

Regarding RC, we confirmed that the architec-
ture with QFE, which is a simple replacement
of the baseline, achieved state-of-the-art perfor-
mance in the task setting. The ablation study
showed that the replacement of the evidence ex-
traction model with QFE improves performance.
Our adaptive termination contributes to the exact
matching and the precision score of the evidence
extraction. The difficulty of the questions for QFE
depends on the number of the required evidence
sentences. This study is the first to base its exper-
imental discussion on HotpotQA.

Regarding RTE, we confirmed that, compared
with competing models, the architecture with QFE
has a higher evidence extraction score and compa-
rable label prediction score. This study is the first
to show a joint approach for RC and FEVER.
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Abstract

Machine reading comprehension (MRC) is a
crucial and challenging task in NLP. Recently,
pre-trained language models (LMs), especially
BERT, have achieved remarkable success, pre-
senting new state-of-the-art results in MRC. In
this work, we investigate the potential of lever-
aging external knowledge bases (KBs) to fur-
ther improve BERT for MRC. We introduce
KT-NET, which employs an attention mech-
anism to adaptively select desired knowledge
from KBs, and then fuses selected knowledge
with BERT to enable context- and knowledge-
aware predictions. We believe this would com-
bine the merits of both deep LMs and curated
KBs towards better MRC. Experimental re-
sults indicate that KT-NET offers significant
and consistent improvements over BERT, out-
performing competitive baselines on ReCoRD
and SQuAD1.1 benchmarks. Notably, it ranks
the 1st place on the ReCoRD leaderboard, and
is also the best single model on the SQuAD1.1
leaderboard at the time of submission (March
4th, 2019).1

1 Introduction

Machine reading comprehension (MRC), which
requires machines to comprehend text and answer
questions about it, is a crucial task in natural lan-
guage processing. With the development of deep
learning and the increasing availability of datasets
(Rajpurkar et al., 2016, 2018; Nguyen et al., 2016;
Joshi et al., 2017), MRC has achieved remarkable
advancements in the last few years.

Recently language model (LM) pre-training has
caused a stir in the MRC community. These LMs

*This work was done while the first author was an intern
at Baidu Inc.
†Co-corresponding authors: Hua Wu and Sujian Li.
1Our code will be available at http://github.

com/paddlepaddle/models/tree/develop/
PaddleNLP/Research/ACL2019-KTNET

Passage: The US government has extended its review into
whether trade sanctions against Sudan should be repealed.
[...] Sudan is committed to the full implementation of UN
Security Council resolutions on North Korea. [...] Sudan’s
past support for North Korea could present an obstacle [...]
Question: Sudan remains a XXX-designated state sponsor
of terror and is one of six countries subject to the Trump
administration’s ban.
Original BERT prediction: UN Security Council
Prediction with background knowledge: US

Background knowledge:
NELL: (Donald Trump, person-leads-organization, US)
WordNet: (government, same-synset-with, administration)
WordNet: (sanctions, common-hypernym-with, ban)

Figure 1: An example from ReCoRD, with answer can-
didates marked (underlined) in the passage. The vanilla
BERT model fails to predict the correct answer. But it
succeeds after integrating background knowledge col-
lected from WordNet and NELL.

are pre-trained on unlabeled text and then applied
to MRC, in either a feature-based (Peters et al.,
2018a) or a fine-tuning (Radford et al., 2018) man-
ner, both offering substantial performance boosts.
Among different pre-training mechanisms, BERT
(Devlin et al., 2018), which uses Transformer en-
coder (Vaswani et al., 2017) and trains a bidirec-
tional LM, is undoubtedly the most successful by
far, presenting new state-of-the-art results in MRC
and a wide variety of other language understand-
ing tasks. Owing to the large amounts of unlabeled
data and the sufficiently deep architectures used
during pre-training, advanced LMs such as BERT
are able to capture complex linguistic phenomena,
understanding language better than previously ap-
preciated (Peters et al., 2018b; Goldberg, 2019).

However, as widely recognized, genuine read-
ing comprehension requires not only language
understanding, but also knowledge that supports
sophisticated reasoning (Chen et al., 2016; Mi-
haylov and Frank, 2018; Bauer et al., 2018; Zhong
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et al., 2018). Thereby, we argue that pre-trained
LMs, despite their powerfulness, could be fur-
ther improved for MRC by integrating background
knowledge. Fig. 1 gives a motivating example
from ReCoRD (Zhang et al., 2018). In this exam-
ple, the passage describes that Sudan faces trade
sanctions from US due to its past support for North
Korea. The cloze-style question states that Sudan
is subject to the Trump’s ban, and asks the orga-
nization by which Sudan is deemed to be a state
sponsor of terror. BERT fails on this case as there
is not enough evidence in the text. But after in-
troducing the world knowledge “Trump is the per-
son who leads US” and word knowledge “sanc-
tions has a common hypernym with ban”, we can
reasonably infer that the answer is “US”. This ex-
ample suggests the importance and necessity of in-
tegrating knowledge, even on the basis of a rather
strong model like BERT. We refer interested read-
ers to Appendix A for another motivating example
from SQuAD1.1 (Rajpurkar et al., 2016).

Thus, in this paper, we devise KT-NET (abbr.
for Knowledge and Text fusion NET), a new ap-
proach to MRC which improves pre-trained LMs
with additional knowledge from knowledge bases
(KBs). The aim here is to take full advantage of
both linguistic regularities covered by deep LMs
and high-quality knowledge derived from curated
KBs, towards better MRC. We leverage two KBs:
WordNet (Miller, 1995) that records lexical rela-
tions between words and NELL (Carlson et al.,
2010) that stores beliefs about entities. Both are
useful for the task (see Fig. 1). Instead of intro-
ducing symbolic facts, we resort to distributed rep-
resentations (i.e., embeddings) of KBs (Yang and
Mitchell, 2017). With such KB embeddings, we
could (i) integrate knowledge relevant not only lo-
cally to the reading text but also globally about
the whole KBs; and (ii) easily incorporate multiple
KBs at the same time, with minimal task-specific
engineering (see § 2.2 for detailed explanation).

As depicted in Fig. 2, given a question and pas-
sage, KT-NET first retrieves potentially relevant
KB embeddings and encodes them in a knowledge
memory. Then, it employs, in turn, (i) a BERT en-
coding layer to compute deep, context-aware rep-
resentations for the reading text; (ii) a knowledge
integration layer to select desired KB embeddings
from the memory, and integrate them with BERT
representations; (iii) a self-matching layer to fuse
BERT and KB representations, so as to enable rich

Question + Passage

BERT Encoding

Knowledge Integration

Self-Matching

Output

Start probabilities End probabilities

…

Bilinear

Softmax

…

Σ

Concat

Concat

Sentinel
vector 

BERT
vector

KB
embeddings

KBs

Figure 2: Overall architecture of KT-NET (left), with
the knowledge integration module illustrated (right).

interactions among them; and (iv) an output layer
to predict the final answer. In this way we enrich
BERT with curated knowledge, combine merits of
the both, and make knowledge-aware predictions.

We evaluate our approach on two benchmarks:
ReCoRD (Zhang et al., 2018) and SQuAD1.1 (Ra-
jpurkar et al., 2016). On ReCoRD, a passage is
generated from the first few paragraphs of a news
article, and the corresponding question the rest of
the article, which, by design, requires background
knowledge and reasoning. On SQuAD1.1 where
the best models already outperform humans, ques-
tions remaining unsolved are really difficult ones.
Both are appealing testbeds for evaluating genuine
reading comprehension capabilities. We show that
incorporating knowledge can bring significant and
consistent improvements to BERT, which itself is
one of the strongest models on both datasets.

The contributions of this paper are two-fold: (i)
We investigate and demonstrate the feasibility of
enhancing pre-trained LMs with rich knowledge
for MRC. To our knowledge, this is the first study
of its kind, indicating a potential direction for fu-
ture research. (ii) We devise a new approach KT-
NET to MRC. It outperforms competitive base-
lines, ranks the 1st place on the ReCoRD leader-
board, and is also the best single model on the
SQuAD1.1 leaderboard at the time of submission
(March 4th, 2019).

2 Our Approach

In this work we consider the extractive MRC task.
Given a passage with m tokens P = {pi}mi=1 and
a question with n tokens Q = {qj}nj=1, our goal
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is to predict an answer A which is constrained as a
contiguous span in the passage, i.e., A = {pi}bi=a,
with a and b indicating the answer boundary.

We propose KT-NET for this task, the key idea
of which is to enhance BERT with curated knowl-
edge from KBs, so as to combine the merits of the
both. To encode knowledge, we adopt knowledge
graph embedding techniques (Yang et al., 2015)
and learn vector representations of KB concepts.
Given passage P and question Q, we retrieve for
each token w ∈ P ∪Q a set of potentially relevant
KB conceptsC(w), where each concept c ∈ C(w)
is associated with a learned vector embedding c.

Based upon these pre-trained KB embeddings,
KT-NET is built, as depicted in Fig. 2, with four
major components: (i) a BERT encoding layer that
computes deep, context-aware representations for
questions and passages; (ii) a knowledge integra-
tion layer that employs an attention mechanism to
select the most relevant KB embeddings, and in-
tegrates them with BERT representations; (iii) a
self-matching layer that further enables rich inter-
actions among BERT and KB representations; and
(iv) an output layer that predicts the final answer.
In what follows, we first introduce the four major
components in § 2.1, and leave knowledge embed-
ding and retrieval to § 2.2.

2.1 Major Components of KT-NET
KT-NET consists of four major modules: BERT
encoding, knowledge integration, self-matching,
and final output, detailed as follows.

BERT Encoding Layer This layer uses BERT
encoder to model passages and questions. It takes
as input passage P and question Q, and computes
for each token a context-aware representation.

Specifically, given passage P = {pi}mi=1 and
question Q = {qj}nj=1, we first pack them into a
single sequence of length m+ n+ 3, i.e.,

S = [〈CLS〉, Q, 〈SEP〉, P, 〈SEP〉],

where 〈SEP〉 is the token separating Q and P , and
〈CLS〉 the token for classification (will not be used
in this paper). For each token si in S, we construct
its input representation as:

h0
i = stoki + sposi + ssegi ,

where stoki , sposi , and ssegi are the token, position,
and segment embeddings for si, respectively. To-
kens in Q share a same segment embedding qseg,

and tokens in P a same segment embedding pseg.
Such input representations are then fed into L suc-
cessive Transformer encoder blocks, i.e.,

h`i = Transformer(h`−1i ), ` = 1, 2, · · · , L,

so as to generate deep, context-aware representa-
tions for passages and questions. We refer readers
to (Devlin et al., 2018; Vaswani et al., 2017) for
details. The final hidden states {hLi }m+n+3

i=1 ∈ Rd1
are taken as the output of this layer.

Knowledge Integration Layer This layer is de-
signed to further integrate knowledge into BERT,
and is a core module of our approach. It takes as
input the BERT representations {hLi } output from
the previous layer, and enriches them with relevant
KB embeddings, which makes the representations
not only context-aware but also knowledge-aware.

Specifically, for each token si, we get its BERT
representation hLi ∈ Rd1 and retrieve a set of po-
tentially relevant KB concepts C(si), where each
concept cj is associated with KB embedding cj ∈
Rd2 . (We will describe the KB embedding and re-
trieval process later in § 2.2.) Then we employ an
attention mechanism to adaptively select the most
relevant KB concepts. We measure the relevance
of concept cj to token si with a bilinear operation,
and calculate the attention weight as:

αij ∝ exp(c>j WhLi ), (1)

where W ∈ Rd2×d1 is a trainable weight parame-
ter. As these KB concepts are not necessarily rel-
evant to the token, we follow (Yang and Mitchell,
2017) to further introduce a knowledge sentinel
c̄ ∈ Rd2 , and calculate its attention weight as:

βi ∝ exp(c̄>WhLi ). (2)

The retrieved KB embeddings {cj} (as well as the
sentinel c̄) are then aligned to si and aggregated
accordingly, i.e.,

ki =
∑

j
αijcj + βic̄, (3)

with
∑

j αij+βi = 1.2 Here ki can be regarded as
a knowledge state vector that encodes extra KB in-
formation w.r.t. the current token. We concatenate
ki with the BERT representation hLi and output ui
= [hLi ,ki] ∈ Rd1+d2 , which is by nature not only
context-aware but also knowledge-aware.

2We set ki = 0 if C(si) = ∅.
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Self-Matching Layer This layer takes as input
the knowledge-enriched representations {ui}, and
employs a self-attention mechanism to further en-
able interactions among the context components
{hLi } and knowledge components {ki}. It is also
an important module of our approach.

We model both direct and indirect interactions.
As for direct interactions, given two tokens si and
sj (along with their knowledge-enriched represen-
tations ui and uj), we measure their similarity
with a trilinear function (Seo et al., 2017):

rij = w>[ui,uj ,ui � uj ],

and accordingly obtain a similarity matrix R with
rij being the ij-th entry. Here � denotes element-
wise multiplication, and w ∈ R3d1+3d2 is a train-
able weight parameter. Then, we apply a row-wise
softmax operation on R to get the self-attention
weight matrix A, and compute for each token si
an attended vector vi, i.e.,

aij =
exp(rij)∑
j exp(rij)

,

vi =
∑

j
aijuj ,

where aij is the ij-th entry of A. vi reflects how
each token sj interacts directly with si.

Aside from direct interactions, indirect interac-
tions, e.g., the interaction between si and sj via
an intermediate token sk, are also useful. To fur-
ther model such indirect interactions, we conduct a
self-multiplication of the original attention matrix
A, and compute for each token si another attended
vector v̄i, i.e.,

Ā = A2,

v̄i =
∑

j
āijuj ,

where āij is the ij-th entry of Ā. v̄i reflects how
each token sj interacts indirectly with si, through
all possible intermediate tokens. Finally, we build
the output for each token by a concatenation oi =
[ui,vi,ui − vi,ui � vi, v̄i,ui − v̄i] ∈ R6d1+6d2 .

Output Layer We follow BERT and simply use
a linear output layer, followed by a standard soft-
max operation, to predict answer boundaries. The
probability of each token si to be the start or end
position of the answer span is calculated as:

p1i =
exp(w>1 oi)∑
j exp(w>1 oj)

, p2i =
exp(w>2 oi)∑
j exp(w>2 oj)

,

where {oi} are output by the self-matching layer,
and w1,w2 ∈ R6d1+6d2 are trainable parameters.
The training objective is the log-likelihood of the
true start and end positions:

L = − 1

N

N∑

j=1

(log p1y1j
+ log p2y2j

),

where N is the number of examples in the dataset,
and y1j , y

2
j are the true start and end positions of

the j-th example, respectively. At inference time,
the span (a, b) where a ≤ b with maximum p1ap

2
b

is chosen as the predicted answer.

2.2 Knowledge Embedding and Retrieval
Now we introduce the knowledge embedding and
retrieval process. We use two KBs: WordNet and
NELL, both stored as (subject, relation, object)
triples, where each triple is a fact indicating a spe-
cific relation between two entities. WordNet stores
lexical relations between word synsets, e.g., (or-
ganism, hypernym of, animal). NELL stores be-
liefs about entities, where the subjects are usually
real-world entities and the objects are either enti-
ties, e.g., (Coca Cola, headquartered in, Atlanta),
or concepts, e.g., (Coca Cola, is a, company). Be-
low we shall sometimes abuse terminologies and
refer to synsets, real-world entities, and concepts
as “entities”. As we have seen in Fig. 1, both KBs
are useful for MRC.

KB Embedding In contrast to directly encoding
KBs as symbolic (subject, relation, object) facts,
we choose to encode them in a continuous vector
space. Specifically, given any triple (s, r, o), we
would like to learn vector embeddings of subject
s, relation r, and object o, so that the validity of the
triple can be measured in the vector space based on
the embeddings. We adopt the BILINEAR model
(Yang et al., 2015) which measures the validity via
a bilinear function f(s, r, o) = s>diag(r)o. Here,
s, r,o ∈ Rd2 are the vector embeddings associated
with s, r, o, respectively, and diag(r) is a diagonal
matrix with the main diagonal given by r. Triples
already stored in a KB are supposed to have higher
validity. A margin-based ranking loss is then ac-
cordingly designed to learn the embeddings (refer
to (Yang et al., 2015) for details). After this em-
bedding process, we obtain a vector representation
for each entity (as well as relation) of the two KBs.

KB Concepts Retrieval In this work, we treat
WordNet synsets and NELL concepts as knowl-
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edge to be retrieved from KBs, similar to (Yang
and Mitchell, 2017). For WordNet, given a pas-
sage or question word, we return its synsets as can-
didate KB concepts. For NELL, we first recognize
named entities from a given passage and question,
link the recognized mentions to NELL entities by
string matching, and then collect the correspond-
ing NELL concepts as candidates. Words within
a same entity name and subwords within a same
word will share the same retrieved concepts, e.g.,
we retrieve the NELL concept “company” for both
“Coca” and “Cola”. After this retrieval process,
we obtain a set of potentially relevant KB concepts
for each token in the input sequence, where each
KB concept is associated with a vector embedding.

Advantages Previous attempts that leverage ex-
tra knowledge for MRC (Bauer et al., 2018; Mi-
haylov and Frank, 2018) usually follow a retrieve-
then-encode paradigm, i.e., they first retrieve rele-
vant knowledge from KBs, and only the retrieved
knowledge—which is relevant locally to the read-
ing text—will be encoded and integrated for MRC.
Our approach, by contrast, first learns embeddings
for KB concepts with consideration of the whole
KBs (or at least sufficiently large subsets of KBs).
The learned embeddings are then retrieved and in-
tegrated for MRC, which are thus relevant not only
locally to the reading text but also globally about
the whole KBs. Such knowledge is more informa-
tive and potentially more useful for MRC.

Moreover, our approach offers a highly conve-
nient way to simultaneously integrate knowledge
from multiple KBs. For instance, suppose we re-
trieve for token si a set of candidate KB concepts
C1(si) from WordNet, and C2(si) from NELL.
Then, we can compute a knowledge state vector k1

i

based on C1(si), and k2
i based on C2(si), which

are further combined with the BERT hidden state
hLi to generate ui = [hLi ,k

1
i ,k

2
i ]. As such, ui nat-

urally encodes knowledge from both KBs (see the
knowledge integration layer for technical details).

3 Experiments

3.1 Datasets

In this paper we empirically evaluate our approach
on two benchmarks: ReCoRD and SQuAD1.1.

ReCoRD—acronym for the Reading Compre-
hension with Commonsense Reasoning Dataset—
is a large-scale MRC dataset requiring common-
sense reasoning (Zhang et al., 2018). It consists

Dataset Train Dev Test
ReCoRD 100,730 10,000 10,000
SQuAD1.1 87,599 10,570 9,533

Table 1: The number of training, development, and test
examples of ReCoRD and SQuAD1.1.

of passage-question-answer tuples, collected from
CNN and Daily Mail news articles. In each tuple,
the passage is formed by the first few paragraphs
of a news article, with named entities recognized
and marked. The question is a sentence from the
rest of the article, with a missing entity specified as
the golden answer. The goal is to find the golden
answer among the entities marked in the passage,
which can be deemed as an extractive MRC task.
This data collection process by design generates
questions that require external knowledge and rea-
soning. It also filters out questions that can be an-
swered simply by pattern matching, posing further
challenges to current MRC systems. We take it as
the major testbed for evaluating our approach.

SQuAD1.1 (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) is a well-
known extractive MRC dataset that consists of
questions created by crowdworkers for Wikipedia
articles. The golden answer to each question is a
span from the corresponding passage. In this pa-
per, we focus more on answerable questions than
unanswerable ones. Hence, we choose SQuAD1.1
rather than SQuAD2.0 (Rajpurkar et al., 2018).

Table 1 provides the statistics of ReCoRD and
SQuAD1.1. On both datasets, the training and de-
velopment (dev) sets are publicly available, but the
test set is hidden. One has to submit the code to re-
trieve the final test score. As frequent submissions
to probe the unseen test set are not encouraged, we
only submit our best single model for testing,3 and
conduct further analysis on the dev set. Both data-
sets use Exact Match (EM) and (macro-averaged)
F1 as the evaluation metrics (Zhang et al., 2018).

3.2 Experimental Setups

Data Preprocessing We first prepare pre-trained
KB embeddings. We use the resources provided
by Yang and Mitchell (2017), where the WordNet
embeddings were pre-trained on a subset consist-
ing of 151,442 triples with 40,943 synsets and 18
relations, and the NELL embeddings pre-trained
on a subset containing 180,107 entities and 258

3In this paper, we restrict ourselves to improvements in-
volving a single model, and hence do not consider ensembles.
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concepts. Both groups of embeddings are 100-D.
Refer to (Yang and Mitchell, 2017) for details.

Then we retrieve knowledge from the two KBs.
For WordNet, we employ the BasicTokenizer built
in BERT to tokenize text, and look up synsets for
each word using NLTK (Bird and Loper, 2004).
Synsets within the 40,943 subset are returned as
candidate KB concepts for the word. For NELL,
we link entity mentions to the whole KB, and re-
turn associated concepts within the 258 subset as
candidate KB concepts. Entity mentions are given
as answer candidates on ReCoRD, and recognized
by Stanford CoreNLP (Manning et al., 2014) on
SQuAD1.1.

Finally, we follow Devlin et al. (2018) and use
the FullTokenizer built in BERT to segment words
into wordpieces. The maximum question length is
set to 64. Questions longer than that are truncated.
The maximum input length (|S|) is set to 384. In-
put sequences longer than that are segmented into
chunks with a stride of 128. The maximum answer
length at inference time is set to 30.

Comparison Setting We evaluate our approach
in three settings: KT-NETWordNet, KT-NETNELL,
and KT-NETBOTH, to incorporate knowledge from
WordNet, NELL, and both of the two KBs, respec-
tively. We take BERT as a direct baseline, in which
only the BERT encoding layer and output layer are
used, and no knowledge will be incorporated. Our
BERT follows exactly the same design as the orig-
inal paper (Devlin et al., 2018). Besides BERT, we
further take top-ranked systems on each dataset as
additional baselines (will be detailed in § 3.3).

Training Details For all three settings of KT-
NET (as well as BERT), we initialize parame-
ters of the BERT encoding layer with pre-trained
models officially released by Google4. These
models were pre-trained on the concatenation
of BooksCorpus (800M words) and Wikipedia
(2,500M words), using the tasks of masked lan-
guage model and next sentence prediction (Devlin
et al., 2018). We empirically find that the cased,
large model—which is case sensitive and con-
tains 24 Transformer encoding blocks, each with
16 self-attention heads and 1024 hidden units—
performs the best on both datasets. Throughout
our experiments, we use this setting unless speci-
fied otherwise. Other trainable parameters are ran-
domly initialized.

4https://github.com/google-research/bert

Model Dev Test
EM F1 EM F1

Leaderboard (Mar. 4th, 2019)
Human 91.28 91.64 91.31 91.69
#1 DCReader+BERT – – 70.49 71.98
#2 BERTBASE – – 55.99 57.99
#3 DocQA w/ ELMo 44.13 45.39 45.44 46.65
#4 SAN 38.14 39.09 39.77 40.72
#5 DocQA 36.59 37.89 38.52 39.76

Ours
BERT 70.22 72.16 – –
KT-NETWordNet 70.56 72.75 – –
KT-NETNELL 70.54 72.52 – –
KT-NETBOTH 71.60 73.61 73.01 74.76

Table 2: Results on ReCoRD. The top 5 systems are all
single models and chosen for comparison.

Model Dev Test
EM F1 EM F1

Leaderboard (Mar. 4th, 2019)
Human 80.3 90.5 82.30 91.22
#1 BERT+TriviaQA 84.2 91.1 85.08 91.83
#2 WD – – 84.40 90.56
#3 nlnet – – 83.47 90.13
#4 MARS – – 83.19 89.55
#5 QANet – – 82.47 89.31

Ours
BERT 84.41 91.24 – –
KT-NETWordNet 85.15 91.70 85.94 92.43
KT-NETNELL 85.02 91.69 – –
KT-NETBOTH 84.96 91.64 – –

Table 3: Results on SQuAD1.1. The top 5 single mod-
els are chosen for comparison.

We use the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba,
2015) with a learning rate of 3e-5 and a batch size
of 24. The number of training epochs is chosen
from {2,3,4}, according to the best EM+F1 score
on the dev set of each dataset. During training, the
pre-trained BERT parameters will be fine-tuned
with other trainable parameters, and the KB em-
beddings will be kept fixed, which is empirically
observed to offer the best performance.

3.3 Results

On ReCoRD and SQuAD1.1, we compare our ap-
proach to BERT and the top 5 (single) models on
the leaderboard (exclusive of ours). The results are
given in Table 2 and Table 3, respectively, where
the scores of the non-BERT baselines are taken di-
rectly from the leaderboard and/or literature.

On ReCoRD5 (Table 2): (i) DCReader+BERT
is the former top leaderboard system(unpublished)
prior to our submission; (ii) BERTBASE is BERT
with the base setting (12 Transformer blocks, each

5https://sheng-z.github.io/ReCoRD-explorer/
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Concepts from NELL:
US
1. geopoliticalorganization: 0.874
2. geopoliticallocation: 0.122
3. organization: 0.003

UN
1. nongovorganization: 0.986
2. sentinel: 0.012
3. terroristorganization: 0.001

Concepts from WordNet:
ban
1. forbidding_NN_1: 0.861
2. proscription_NN_1: 0.135
3. ban_VB_2: 0.002

sanctions
1. sanction_VB_1: 0.336
2. sanction_NN_3: 0.310
3. sanction_NN_4: 0.282

(a) KT-NET
(a)

(b) BERT

Figure 3: Case study. Heat maps present similarities between question (row) and passage (column) words. Line
charts show probabilities of answer boundaries. In KT-NET, top 3 most relevant KB concepts are further given.

with 12 self-attention heads and 768 hidden units);
(iii) DocQA (Liu et al., 2018) and SAN (Clark and
Gardner, 2018) are two previous state-of-the-art
MRC models; (iv) the pre-trained LM ELMo (Pe-
ters et al., 2018a) is further used in DocQA. All
these models, except for DCReader+BERT, were
re-implemented by the creators of the dataset and
provided as official baselines (Zhang et al., 2018).

On SQuAD6 (Table 3): (i) BERT+TriviaQA is the
former best model officially submitted by Google.
It is an uncased, large model, and further uses data
augmentation with TriviaQA (Joshi et al., 2017);
(ii) WD, nlnet, and MARS are three competitive
models that have not been published; (iii) QANet
is a well performing MRC model proposed by Yu
et al. (2018), and later re-implemented and sub-
mitted by Google Brain & CMU.

Results on dev sets show that (i) KT-NET con-
sistently outperforms BERT (which itself already
surpasses all the other baselines), irrespective of
which KB is used, and on both datasets. Our best
KT-NET model offers a 1.38/1.45 improvement in
EM/F1 over BERT on ReCoRD, and a 0.74/0.46
improvement in EM/F1 on SQuAD1.1. (ii) Both
KBs are capable of improving BERT for MRC, but
the best setting varies across datasets. Integrating
both KBs performs best on ReCoRD, while using
WordNet alone is a better choice on SQuAD1.1.

Results on test sets further demonstrate the su-
periority of our approach. It significantly outper-
forms the former top leaderboard system by +2.52
EM/+2.78 F1 on ReCoRD. And on SQuAD1.1,

6https://rajpurkar.github.io/SQuAD-explorer/

although little room for improvement, it still gets
a meaningful gain of +0.86 EM/+0.60 F1 over the
former best single model.

4 Case Study

This section provides a case study, using the moti-
vating example described in Fig. 1, to vividly show
the effectiveness of KT-NET, and make a direct
comparison with BERT. For both methods, we use
the optimal configurations that offer their respec-
tive best performance on ReCoRD (where the ex-
ample comes from).

Relevant Knowledge Selection We first explore
how KT-NET can adaptively select the most rele-
vant knowledge w.r.t. the reading text. Recall that
given a token si, the relevance of a retrieved KB
concept cj is measured by the attention weight αij
(Eq. (1)), according to which we can pick the most
relevant KB concepts for this token. Fig. 3(a) (left)
presents 4 tokens from the question/passage, each
associated with top 3 most relevant concepts from
NELL or WordNet. As we can see, these attention
distributions are quite meaningful, with “US” and
“UN” attending mainly to the NELL concepts of
“geopoliticalorganization” and “nongovorganiza-
tion”, respectively, “ban” mainly to the WordNet
synset “forbidding NN 1”, and “sanction” almost
uniformly to the three highly relevant synsets.

Question/Passage Representations We further
examine how such knowledge will affect the final
representations learned for the question/passage.
We consider all sentences listed in Fig. 1, and con-
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tent words (nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs)
therein. For each word si, we take its final repre-
sentation oi, obtained right before the output layer.
Then we calculate the cosine similarity cos(oi,oj)
between each question word si and passage word
sj . The resultant similarity matrices are visualized
in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) (heat maps), obtained by
KT-NET and BERT, respectively.7

For BERT (Fig. 3(b)), given any passage word,
all question words tend to have similar similarities
to the given word, e.g., all the words in the ques-
tion have a low degree of similarity to the passage
word “US”, while a relatively high degree of sim-
ilarity to “repealed”. Such phenomenon indicates
that after fine-tuning in the MRC task, BERT tends
to learn similar representations for question words,
all of which approximately express the meaning of
the whole question and are hard to distinguish.

For KT-NET (Fig. 3(a)), by contrast, different
question words can exhibit diverse similarities to
a passage word, and these similarities may per-
fectly reflect their relationships encoded in KBs.
For example, we can observe relatively high sim-
ilarities between: (i) “administration” and “gov-
ernment” which share a same synset, (ii) “ban”
and “sanctions” which have a common hyper-
nym, and (iii) “sponsor” and “support” where a
synset of the former has the relation “derivation-
ally related form” with the latter, all in WordNet.
Such phenomenon indicates that after integrating
knowledge, KT-NET can learn more accurate rep-
resentations which enable better question-passage
matching.

Final Answer Prediction Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b)
(line charts) list the probability of each word to be
start/end of the answer, predicted by KT-NET and
BERT, respectively. BERT mistakenly predicts the
answer as “UN Security Council”, but our method
successfully gets the correct answer “US”.

We observed similar phenomena on SQuAD1.1
and report the results in Appendix B.

5 Related Work

Machine Reading Comprehension In the last
few years, a number of datasets have been created
for MRC, e.g., CNN/DM (Hermann et al., 2015),
SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016, 2018), SearchQA
(Dunn et al., 2017), TriviaQA (Joshi et al., 2017),
and MS-MARCO (Nguyen et al., 2016). These

7During visualization, we use a row-wise softmax opera-
tion to normalize similarity scores over all passage tokens.

datasets have led to advances like Match-LSTM
(Wang and Jiang, 2017), BiDAF (Seo et al., 2017),
AoA Reader (Cui et al., 2017), DCN (Xiong et al.,
2017), R-Net (Wang et al., 2017), and QANet (Yu
et al., 2018). These end-to-end neural models have
similar architectures, starting off with an encoding
layer to encode every question/passage word as a
vector, passing through various attention-based in-
teraction layers and finally a prediction layer.

More recently, LMs such as ELMo (Peters et al.,
2018b), GPT (Radford et al., 2018), and BERT
(Devlin et al., 2018) have been devised. They
pre-train deep LMs on large-scale unlabeled cor-
pora to obtain contextual representations of text.
When used in downstream tasks including MRC,
the pre-trained contextual representations greatly
improve the performance in either a fine-tuning or
feature-based way. Built upon pre-trained LMs,
our work further explores the potential of incorpo-
rating structured knowledge from KBs, combining
the strengths of both text and knowledge represen-
tations.

Incorporating KBs Several MRC datasets that
require external knowledge have been proposed,
such as ReCoRD (Zhang et al., 2018), ARC (Clark
et al., 2018), MCScript (Ostermann et al., 2018),
OpenBookQA (Mihaylov et al., 2018) and Com-
monsenseQA (Talmor et al., 2018). ReCoRD can
be viewed as an extractive MRC dataset, while the
later four are multi-choice MRC datasets, with rel-
atively smaller size than ReCoRD. In this paper,
we focus on the extractive MRC task. Hence, we
choose ReCoRD and SQuAD in the experiments.

Some previous work attempts to leverage struc-
tured knowledge from KBs to deal with the tasks
of MRC and QA. Weissenborn et al. (2017), Bauer
et al. (2018), Mihaylov and Frank (2018), Pan
et al. (2019), Chen et al. (2018), Wang et al. (2018)
follow a retrieve-then-encode paradigm, i.e., they
first retrieve relevant knowledge from KBs, and
only the retrieved knowledge relevant locally to
the reading text will be encoded and integrated. By
contrast, we leverage pre-trained KB embeddings
which encode whole KBs. Then we use attention
mechanisms to select and integrate knowledge that
is relevant locally to the reading text. Zhong et al.
(2018) try to leverage pre-trained KB embeddings
to solve the multi-choice MRC task. However, the
knowledge and text modules are not integrated,but
used independently to predict the answer. And the
model cannot be applied to extractive MRC.
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6 Conclusion

This paper introduces KT-NET for MRC, which
enhances BERT with structured knowledge from
KBs and combines the merits of the both. We use
two KBs: WordNet and NELL. We learn embed-
dings for the two KBs, select desired embeddings
from them, and fuse the selected embeddings with
BERT hidden states, so as to enable context- and
knowledge-aware predictions.Our model achieves
significant improvements over previous methods,
becoming the best single model on ReCoRD and
SQuAD1.1 benchmarks. This work demonstrates
the feasibility of further enhancing advanced LMs
with knowledge from KBs, which indicates a po-
tential direction for future research.
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A Motivating Example from SQuAD1.1

We provide a motivating example from SQuAD1.1
to show the importance and necessity of integrat-
ing background knowledge. We restrict ourselves
to knowledge from WordNet, which offers the best
performance on this dataset according to our ex-
perimental results (Table 3).

Fig. 4 presents the example. The passage states
that the congress aimed to formalize a unified front
in trade and negotiations with various Indians, but
the plan was never ratified by the colonial legisla-
tures nor approved of by the crown. And the ques-
tion asks whether the plan was formalized. BERT
fails on this case by spuriously matching the two
“formalize” appearing in the passage and question.
But after introducing the word knowledge “ratified
is a hypernym of formalized” and “approved has a
common hypernym with formalized”, we can suc-
cessfully predict that the correct answer is “never
ratified by the colonial legislatures nor approved
of by the crown”.

Passage: [...] The goal of the congress was to formalize a
unified front in trade and negotiations with various Indi-
ans, since allegiance of the various tribes and nations was
seen to be pivotal in the success in the war that was un-
folding. The plan that the delegates agreed to was never
ratified by the colonial legislatures nor approved of by
the crown. [...]
Question: Was the plan formalized?
Original BERT prediction: formalize a unified front in
trade and negotiations with various Indians
Prediction with background knowledge: never ratified
by the colonial legislatures nor approved of by the crown

Background knowledge:
(ratified, hypernym-of, formalized)
(approved, common-hypernym-with, formalized)

Figure 4: An example from SQuAD1.1. The vanilla
BERT model fails to predict the correct answer. But it
succeeds after integrating background knowledge col-
lected from WordNet.

B Case Study on SQuAD1.1

We further provide a case study, using the above
example, to vividly show the effectiveness of our
method KT-NET, and make a direct comparison
with BERT. We use the same analytical strategy
as described in § 4. For both KT-NET and BERT,
we use the optimal configurations that offer their
respective best performance on SQuAD1.1 (where
the example comes from).

Relevant Knowledge Selection We first explore
how KT-NET can adaptively select the most rele-
vant knowledge w.r.t. the reading text. Fig.5(a)
(left) presents 3 words from the question/passage,
each associated with top 3 most relevant synsets
from WordNet.8 Here the relevance of synset cj
to word si is measured by the attention weight αij
(Eq. (1)).9 As we can see, these attention distribu-
tions are quite meaningful, with “ratified” attend-
ing mainly to WordNet synset “sign VB 2”, “for-
malized” mainly to synset “formalize VB 1”, and
“approved” mainly to synsets“approve VB 2” and
“sanction VB 1”.

Question/Passage Representations We further
examine how such knowledge will affect the final
representations learned for the question/passage.
We consider all sentences listed in Fig. 4, and con-
tent words (nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs)
therein. For each word si, we take its final repre-

8We retrieve a single synset “sign VB 2” for “ratified”.
9If word si consists of multiple subwords, we average the

relevance of cj over these subwords.
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formalized
1. formalize_VB_1: 0.948
2. validate_VB_1: 0.046
3. formalized_JJ_1: 0.006

ratified
1. sign_VB_2: 0.991
2. sentinel: 0.009

approved
1. approve_VB_2: 0.791
2. sanction_VB_1: 0.206
3. sentinel: 0.003

(a) KT-NET (b) BERT

Figure 5: Case study. Heat maps present similarities between question (row) and passage (column) words. Line
charts show probabilities of answer boundaries. In KT-NET, top 3 most relevant KB concepts are further given.

sentation oi, obtained right before the output layer.
Then we calculate the cosine similarity cos(oi,oj)
between each question word si and passage word
sj . The resultant similarity matrices are visualized
in Fig.5(a) and Fig.5(b) (heat maps), obtained by
KT-NET and BERT, respectively.10

For BERT (Fig.5(b)), we observe very similar
patterns as in the ReCoRD example (§ 4). Given
any passage word, all question words tend to have
similar similarities to the given word, e.g., all the
words in the question have a low degree of similar-
ity to the passage word “never”, while a relatively
high degree of similarity to “various”. Such phe-
nomenon indicates, again, that after fine-tuning in
the MRC task, BERT tends to learn similar repre-
sentations for question words, all of which approx-
imately express the meaning of the whole question
and are hard to distinguish.

For KT-NET (Fig.5(a)), although the similari-
ties between question and passage words are gen-
erally higher, these similarities may still perfectly
reflect their relationships encoded in KBs. For ex-
ample, we can observe relatively high similarities
between: (i) “formalized” and “ratified” where the
latter is a hypernym of the former; (ii) “formal-
ized” and “approved” which share a common hy-
pernym in WordNet. Such phenomenon indicates,
again, that after integrating knowledge, KT-NET
can learn more accurate representations which en-
able better question-passage matching.

Final Answer Prediction With the learned rep-
resentations, predicting final answers is a natural
next step. Fig.5(a) and Fig.5(b) (line charts) list

10During visualization, we take the averaged cosine simi-
larity if word si or word sj has subwords. And we use a row-
wise softmax operation to normalize similarity scores over all
passage tokens.

the probability of each word to be the start/end of
the answer, predicted by KT-NET and BERT, re-
spectively. As we can see, BERT mistakenly pre-
dicts the answer as “formalize a unified front in
trade and negotiations with various Indians”, but
our method successfully gets the correct answer
“never ratified by the colonial legislatures nor ap-
proved of by the crown”.

The phenomena observed here are quite similar
to those observed in the ReCoRD example, both
demonstrating the effectiveness of our method and
its superiority over BERT.
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Abstract

Open-domain question answering (OpenQA)
aims to answer questions through text retrieval
and reading comprehension. Recently, lots
of neural network-based models have been
proposed and achieved promising results in
OpenQA. However, the success of these mod-
els relies on a massive volume of training data
(usually in English), which is not available
in many other languages, especially for those
low-resource languages. Therefore, it is es-
sential to investigate cross-lingual OpenQA. In
this paper, we construct a novel dataset XQA
for cross-lingual OpenQA research. It con-
sists of a training set in English as well as
development and test sets in eight other lan-
guages. Besides, we provide several baseline
systems for cross-lingual OpenQA, including
two machine translation-based methods and
one zero-shot cross-lingual method (multilin-
gual BERT). Experimental results show that
the multilingual BERT model achieves the best
results in almost all target languages, while the
performance of cross-lingual OpenQA is still
much lower than that of English. Our analysis
indicates that the performance of cross-lingual
OpenQA is related to not only how similar the
target language and English are, but also how
difficult the question set of the target language
is. The XQA dataset is publicly available at
http://github.com/thunlp/XQA.

1 Introduction

In recent years, open-domain question answering
(OpenQA), which aims to answer open-domain
questions with a large-scale text corpus, has at-
tracted lots of attention from natural language pro-
cessing researchers. Chen et al. (2017) proposed
DrQA model, which used a text retriever to obtain
relevant documents from Wikipedia, and further
applied a trained reading comprehension model

∗∗Corresponding author: Maosong Sun

to extract the answer from the retrieved docu-
ments. Moreover, researchers have introduced
more sophisticated models, which either aggre-
gate all informative evidence (Lin et al., 2018;
Wang et al., 2018b) or filter out those noisy re-
trieved text (Clark and Gardner, 2018; Choi et al.,
2017; Wang et al., 2018a) to better predict the an-
swers for open-domain questions. Benefiting from
the power of neural networks, these models have
achieved remarkable results in OpenQA. How-
ever, these neural-based models must be trained
with a huge volume of labeled data. Collecting
and labeling large-size training data for each lan-
guage is often intractable and unrealistic, espe-
cially for those low-resource languages. In this
case, it is impossible to directly apply existing
OpenQA models to many different languages.

To address this problem, an alternative approach
is to build a cross-lingual OpenQA system. It
is trained on data in one high-resource source
language such as English, and predicts answers
for open-domain questions in other target lan-
guages. In fact, cross-lingual OpenQA can be
viewed as a particular task of cross-lingual lan-
guage understanding (XLU). Recently, XLU has
been applied to many natural language processing
tasks such as cross-lingual document classifica-
tion (Schwenk and Li, 2018), cross-lingual natural
language inference (Conneau et al., 2018b), and
machine translation (Lample et al., 2018). Most
cross-lingual models focus on word or sentence
level understanding, while the interaction between
questions and documents as well as the overall
understanding of the documents are essential to
OpenQA. To the best of our knowledge, there is
still no dataset for cross-lingual OpenQA.

In this paper, we introduce a cross-lingual
OpenQA dataset called XQA. It consists of a train-
ing set in English, and development and test sets
in English, French, German, Portuguese, Polish,
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Language Question Answer
English Do you know that the <Query> is the largest stingray in the

Atlantic Ocean, at up to across and weighing?
Roughtail stingray

Chinese 你知道<Query>可以在美国无限期居住和工作，并持有称
为“绿卡”的证件？

美国永久居民

French Le saviez-vous le <Query> est une forme de danse classique
indienne originaire du sud de l’Inde?

Bharata natyam

German Schon gewusst die ersten <Query> entstanden in den 1960er
Jahren durch Kreuzungsversuche und zeichneten sich durch
einen intensiven Duft aus?

Englische Rosen

Polish Czy wiesz <Query> w Wojewódzkim Parku Kultury i Wypo-
czynku w Chorzowie i Katowicach to najdłuższa nizinna kolej
linowa w Europie?

Kolej linowa „Elka”

Portuguese Sabia que no curso da história, <Query> foi destruída duas
vezes, sitiada 23 vezes, atacada 52 vezes, e capturada e recap-
turada 44 vezes?

Jerusalém

Russian термин <Query> был введен в 1981 для обозначения уси-
ления слабого сигнала при наложении шума

Стохастический
резонанс

Tamil

Ukrainian 22 жовтня 2006 року на гран-прi Бразилiї семиразовий
чемпiон свiту з автоперегонiв «Формула-1» <Query> за-
кiнчив кар’єру гонщика. Гран-прi Бразилiї 2006 стало
250-им гран-прi в кар’єрi гонщика за 16 рокiв виступiв.

Мiхаель Шумахер

Table 1: Some examples in various languages from the XQA corpus.

Chinese, Russian, Ukrainian, and Tamil. The
training set contains 56, 279 English question-
answer pairs along with relevant documents. The
development and test sets contain a total amount
of 17, 358 and 16, 973 question-answer pairs re-
spectively. All questions are naturally produced
by native speakers, and potentially reflect cultural
differences in different languages.

Moreover, we build several baseline systems
that use the information of multilingual data
from publicly available corpora for cross-lingual
OpenQA, including two translation-based meth-
ods that translate training data and test data re-
spectively and one zero-shot cross-lingual method
(multilingual BERT (Devlin et al., 2019)). We
evaluate the performance of the proposed base-
lines in terms of text retrieval and reading compre-
hension for different target languages on the XQA
dataset.

The experimental results demonstrate that there
is a gap between the performance in English and
that in cross-lingual setting. The multilingual
BERT model achieves the best performance in al-

most all target languages, while translation-based
methods suffer from the problem of translating
name entities. We show that the performance on
the XQA dataset depends on not only how similar
the target language and English are, but also how
difficult the question set of the target language is.
Based on the results, we further discuss potential
improvement for cross-lingual OpenQA systems.

We will release the dataset and baseline systems
online with the hope that this could contribute to
the research of cross-lingual OpenQA and overall
cross-lingual language understanding.

2 Related Work

2.1 Open-domain Question Answering
OpenQA, first proposed by Green et al. (1986),
aims to answer an open-domain question by uti-
lizing external resources. In the past years, most
work in this area has focused on using documents
(Voorhees et al., 1999), online webpages (Kwok
et al., 2001), and structured knowledge graphs
(Bordes et al., 2015). Recently, with the advance-
ment of reading comprehension technique (Chen
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et al., 2016; Dhingra et al., 2017; Cui et al., 2017),
Chen et al. (2017) utilized both the information
retrieval and reading comprehension techniques
to answer open-domain questions. However, it
usually suffers from the noise problem since the
data is constructed under the distant supervision
assumption. Hence researchers have made var-
ious attempts to alleviate the noise problem in
OpenQA. Wang et al. (2018a) and Choi et al.
(2017) performed paragraph selection before ex-
tracting answer of the question. Min et al. (2018)
proposed to select a minimal set of sentences with
sufficient information to answer the questions,
while Lin et al. (2018) and Wang et al. (2018b)
took all informative paragraphs into consideration
by aggregating evidence in multiple paragraphs.
Moreover, Clark and Gardner (2018) applied a
shared-normalization learning objective on sam-
pling paragraphs. All the models mentioned above
were only verified in a single language (usually in
English) with vast volumes of labeled data, and
cannot be easily extended to the cross-lingual sce-
nario.

2.2 Cross-lingual Language Understanding

Recent years, plenty of work has focused on
multilingual word representation learning, includ-
ing learning from parallel corpus (Gouws et al.,
2015; Luong et al., 2015), with a bilingual dic-
tionary (Zhang et al., 2016; Artetxe et al., 2018),
and even in a fully unsupervised manner (Con-
neau et al., 2018a). These multilingual word
representation models could be easily extended
to multilingual sentence representation by aver-
aging the representations of all words (Klemen-
tiev et al., 2012). Nevertheless, this method does
not take into account the structure information
of sentences. To address this issue, much effort
has been devoted to using the context vector of
NMT system as multilingual sentence represen-
tation (Schwenk and Douze, 2017; Espana-Bonet
et al., 2017). Recently, Artetxe and Schwenk
(2018) proposed to utilize a single encoder to learn
joint multilingual sentence representations for 93
languages. Besides, Devlin et al. (2019) also re-
leased a multilingual version of BERT which en-
coded over 100 languages with a unified encoder.
These models have shown their effectiveness in
several cross-lingual NLP tasks such as document
classification (Klementiev et al., 2012), textual
similarity (Cer et al., 2017), natural language in-

ference (Conneau et al., 2018b), and dialog sys-
tem (Schuster et al., 2019). However, there is still
no existing benchmark for cross-lingual OpenQA.

In addition, another line of research attempts
to answer questions in one language using docu-
ments in other languages (Magnini et al., 2004;
Vallin et al., 2005; Magnini et al., 2006). Different
from their setting, we emphasize on building ques-
tion answering systems for other languages using
labeled data from a rich source language such as
English, while the documents are in the same lan-
guage as the questions.

3 Cross-lingual Open-domain Question
Answering

Existing OpenQA models usually first retrieve
documents related to the question from the large-
scale text corpus using information retrieval mod-
ule, and then predict the answer from these re-
trieved documents through reading comprehen-
sion module. Formally, given a question Q,
the OpenQA system first retrieves m documents
(paragraphs) P = {p1, p2, · · · , pm} correspond-
ing to the questionQ through information retrieval
system, and then models the probability distribu-
tion of the answer given the question and the doc-
uments Pr(A|Q,P ).

In cross-lingual OpenQA task, we are given a
source language Ds = {(Qsi , Asi , P si )}ns

i=1 with
ns labeled examples, and a target language Dt =
{(Qti, P ti )}nt

i=1 with nt unlabeled examples. The
cross-lingual OpenQA system aims to learn lan-
guage independent features, and then build an an-
swer predictor that is able to model the answer
prediction probability Prt(A

t|Qti, P ti ) for target
language under the supervision from source lan-
guage.

In the following part of this section, we will
introduce our baseline systems for cross-lingual
OpenQA, including two translation-based meth-
ods and one zero-shot cross-lingual method.

3.1 Translation-Based Methods

The most straightforward solution for cross-
lingual OpenQA is to combine the machine trans-
lation system and the monolingual OpenQA sys-
tem. In this paper, we consider two ways to use
the machine translation system: first, Translate-
Train which translates the training dataset from
the source language into target languages, and
then trains standard OpenQA system on the trans-
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Language English Chinese French German Polish Portuguese Russian Tamil Ukrainian
Avg. question len 18.82 36.83 20.09 14.61 14.49 17.66 14.21 13.29 16.73

Avg. document len 735.91 1159.28 913.72 450.65 256.87 482.74 503.28 200.45 584.93
Avg. paragraph num 10.54 8.66 25.95 8.85 5.34 8.42 10.36 13.78 25.09

Table 2: Average length of questions and documents (number of characters for Chinese, and number of words for
other languages) and average number of paragraphs in various languages.

Language Train Dev Test
English 56,279 2,926 2,924
Chinese - 2,532 2,535
French - 1,946 1,749
German - 3,895 3,804
Polish - 924 922
Portuguese - 359 348
Russian - 3,590 3,490
Tamil - 597 586
Ukrainian - 589 615

Table 3: Statistics of the XQA dataset.

lated data; second, Translate-Test in which an
OpenQA system is built with the training data in
the source language, and questions and retrieved
articles are translated from target languages into
the source language.

For the OpenQA model, we select two state-of-
the-art models, including:

Document-QA model, proposed by (Clark and
Gardner, 2018), is a multi-layer neural network
which consists of a shared bi-directional GRU
layer, a bi-directional attention layer, and a self-
attention layer to obtain the question and para-
graph representations. To produce well-calibrated
answer scores on each paragraph, Document-QA
samples multiple paragraphs and applies a shared-
normalization learning objective to them.

BERT model (short for Bidirectional Encoder
Representations from Transformers), proposed by
(Devlin et al., 2019), aims to pre-train deep bidi-
rectional representations by jointly conditioning
on the context information in all layers. We use
BERT to encode questions and paragraphs, and
also adopt the shared-normalization learning ob-
jective on top to generate well-calibrated answer
scores for it.

These two translation-based methods are sim-
ple and effective, but still have some drawbacks.
Both translate-train and translate-test methods rely
heavily on the quality of the machine translation
system. However, the quality of the machine trans-
lation system varies in different language pairs,
depending on the size of parallel data and the sim-
ilarity of the language pair.

3.2 Zero-shot Cross-lingual Method

Zero-shot cross-lingual method uses a unified
model for both source and target languages, which
is trained with labeled data in the source language
and then applied directly to the target language.
In this paper, we select the widely-used multilin-
gual BERT model since it has already been proved
successful on reading comprehension benchmarks
such as SQuAD (Devlin et al., 2019).

Multilingual BERT is a multilingual version of
BERT, which is trained with the Wikipedia dumps
of the top 100 languages in Wikipedia. Simi-
lar to the monolingual OpenQA model, we also
fine-tune the multilingual BERT model with the
shared-normalization learning objective.

4 The XQA Dataset

In this paper, we collect a novel dataset called
XQA to support the cross-lingual OpenQA task.

4.1 Data Collection

Wikipedia provides a daily “Did you know” box
on the main page of various languages1, which
contains several factual questions from Wikipedia
editors, with links to the corresponding answers.
This serves as a good source for cross-lingual
OpenQA.

We collect questions from this session, and use
the entity name as well as its aliases from Wiki-
Data 2 knowledge base as golden answers. For
each question, we retrieve top-10 Wikipedia arti-
cles ranked by BM25 as relevant documents. Ex-
amples in various languages are shown in Table 1.

In Wikipedia articles, the entity name almost al-
ways appears at the very beginning of the docu-
ment. The model may trivially predict the first few
words, ignoring the true evidence in relevant doc-
uments. In order to avoid this, we remove the first
paragraph from each document.

In total, we collect 90, 610 questions in nine lan-
guages. For English, We keep around 3000 ques-

1For English: https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Main_Page

2https://www.wikidata.org
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Language English French German Russian Tamil
1 human human human human human
2 taxon taxon taxon taxon literary work
3 film commune of France film film city
4 church film book book film
5 book book song archaeological site book
6 business enterprise song archaeological site battle chemical compound
7 song album business enterprise painting disease
8 album sovereign state painting song ethnic group
9 video game fossil taxon album literary work archaeological site

10 single single fossil taxon single chemical element

Table 4: Top answer types in some languages.

Language zh-en fr-en de-en pt-en ru-en
THUMT 38.76 33.50 34.78 35.62 30.81
Google Trans 43.30 34.80 43.34 31.00 32.83

Table 5: BLEU score of some translation models.

tions for development and test set respectively, and
use the other questions as the training set. For
other languages, we evenly split the questions into
development and test set. The detailed statistics in
each language are shown in Table 3.

4.2 Dataset Analysis
We calculate the average length of questions and
documents in different languages, and the results
are shown in Table 2. The average question length
for most languages falls in the range of 10 to 20.
The average question length in all languages is
18.97.

The documents on the XQA dataset are consid-
erable long, containing 703.62 tokens and 11.02
paragraphs on average. Documents in Tamil and
Polish are among the shortest, with an average
length of 200.45 and 256.87 respectively. Docu-
ments in French and Ukrainian contain much more
paragraphs than documents in other languages.

To understand whether questions in different
languages have different topic distributions, we
match the answers in WikiData, and obtain their
types accordingly (Note that many answers either
cannot be matched to WikiData entity or do not
have a type label in WikiData). The top answer
types in some of the languages from WikiData are
displayed in Table 4. As we can see, there are
some common topics across all languages, with
human ranking first, and film and book ranking
high. Besides, many questions in French are re-
lated to commune of France, while the topic battle
ranks high in Russian. This indicates that XQA
captures different data distributions for different
languages, which may be influenced by cultural

differences to some extent.

5 Experiments

5.1 Implementation Details
In translate-test setting, we use our own translation
system THUMT 3 (Zhang et al., 2017) to translate
German, French, Portuguese, Russian, and Chi-
nese data into English. Google Translate is used
for Polish, Ukrainian, and Tamil as they are not
supported by our translation system. Since it is
very time-consuming to translate the large training
data, we only perform the translate-train experi-
ment for two selected languages, i.e., German and
Chinese, using our translation system. To give an
idea of the performance of the translation models,
we report the BLEU scores in some public bench-
marks in Table 5.

To handle multiple paragraphs for a single ques-
tion, following Clark and Gardner (2018), we
adopt shared-normalization as the training objec-
tive on sampling paragraphs as training object for
all models. Documents are restructured by merg-
ing consecutive paragraphs up to 400 tokens. Dur-
ing testing, the model is run on top-5 restructured
paragraphs separately, and the answer span with
the highest score is chosen as the prediction.

For DocumentQA model, we use the offi-
cial implementation4 and follow the setting for
TriviaQA-Wiki in (Clark and Gardner, 2018).
We use GloVe 300-dimensional word vector in
Translate-Test setting, and 300-dimensional Skip-
gram word vector trained on Chinese/German
Wikipedia dumps in Translate-Train setting.

Our BERT model is similar to the BERT
model for SQuAD in (Devlin et al., 2019), but
we use shared-normalization on sampling para-
graphs during training. We use the BASE setting

3http://thumt.thunlp.org
4https://github.com/allenai/

document-qa
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Model Translate-Test Translate-Train Zero-shot
DocQA BERT DocQA BERT Multilingual BERT

Languages EM F1 EM F1 EM F1 EM F1 EM F1
English 32.32 38.29 33.72 40.51 32.32 38.29 33.72 40.51 30.85 38.11
Chinese 7.17 17.20 9.81 23.05 7.45 18.73 18.93 31.50 25.88 39.53
French 11.19 18.97 15.42 26.13 - - - - 23.34 31.08
German 12.98 19.15 16.84 23.65 11.23 15.08 19.06 24.33 21.42 26.87
Polish 9.73 16.51 13.62 22.18 - - - - 16.27 21.87
Portuguese 10.03 15.86 13.75 21.27 - - - - 18.97 23.95
Russian 5.01 9.62 7.34 13.61 - - - - 10.38 13.44
Tamil 2.20 6.41 4.58 10.15 - - - - 10.07 14.25
Ukrainian 7.94 14.07 10.53 17.72 - - - - 15.12 20.82

Table 6: Overall results on the XQA dataset.

Language Top-1 Top-5 Top-10

English 57.98 73.28 77.48
Chinese 51.21 66.35 70.52
French 49.58 69.12 74.59
German 41.86 55.90 60.14
Polish 31.52 46.75 52.60
Portuguese 35.21 51.34 57.57
Russian 28.88 43.87 49.77
Tamil 43.95 56.72 60.44
Ukrainian 43.85 60.22 65.12

Table 7: Retrieval performance on the XQA dataset.

with a maximum sequence length of 512. The
translate-test model is initialized with the public
released “BERT-Base, Cased” pretrained model,
while translate-train and multilingual BERT mod-
els are initialized with the “BERT-Base, Multilin-
gual Cased” model.

The widely accepted exact match (EM) and F1
over tokens in the answer(s) are used as the evalu-
ation metrics. In translate-test setting, we translate
the golden answers from the target languages into
English, and report the results based on the trans-
lated answers.

5.2 Retrieval Results

First, we show the retrieval performance for dif-
ferent languages in Table 7. As we can see, the
retrieval performance varies for questions from
different language sets. The retrieval results for
questions from English, French and Chinese set
are among the best, while answers to questions
from Portuguese, Polish and Russian set are much
harder to retrieve.

Figure 1 suggests that as the question length in-
creases, the retrieval performance in all languages
grows. This is not difficult to understand, because
longer questions will provide more information
and make the retrieval problem easier.
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Figure 1: Retrieval performance over different question
lengths.

5.3 Overall Results

Table 6 shows the overall results for different
methods in different languages. There is a large
gap between the performance of English and that
of other target languages, which implies that the
task of cross-lingual OpenQA is difficult.

In the English test set, the performance of the
multilingual BERT model is worse than that of
the monolingual BERT model. In almost all tar-
get languages, however, the multilingual model
achieves the best result, manifesting its ability
in capturing answers for questions across various
languages.

When we compare DocumentQA to BERT, al-
though they have similar performance in English,
BERT consistently outperforms DocumentQA by
a large margin in all target languages in both
translate-test and translate-train settings. We con-
jecture that it is because the BERT model, which
has been pretrained on large-scale unlabeled text
data, has better generalization power, and could
better handle the different distributions between
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Translate-Test BERT Multilingual BERT
Languages EM F1 EM F1
Chinese 12.50 26.53 35.93 48.49
French 22.45 33.35 31.21 39.23
German 32.22 41.67 36.67 43.58
Polish 28.21 37.22 31.17 37.41
Portuguese 25.81 35.10 33.68 39.52
Russian 14.77 24.95 21.11 25.67
Tamil 5.20 14.30 16.95 22.65
Ukrainian 16.89 30.30 24.26 32.18

Table 8: Reading comprehension performance.

Languages Genetic dist. Pct. of easy EM
German 30.8 19.09 36.67
Chinese 82.4 33.24 35.93
Portuguese 59.8 29.03 33.68
French 48.7 23.37 31.21
Polish 66.9 17.70 31.17
Ukrainian 60.3 21.18 24.26
Russian 60.3 18.56 21.11
Tamil 96.5 17.63 16.95

Table 9: Performance with respect to language distance
and percentage of “easy” questions.

the original English training data and the machine
translated test data.

Translate-train methods outperform translate-
test methods in all cases except for Documen-
tQA in German. This may be due to the fact that
DocumentQA uses space-tokenized words as ba-
sic units. In German, there is no space between
compound words, resulting in countless possible
combinations. Therefore, many of the words in
translate-train German data do not have pretrained
word vectors. On the contrary, using WordPiece
tokenizer, BERT is not influenced by this.

6 Discussion

6.1 Reading Comprehension Results across
Different Languages

To remove the influence of retrieval, and compare
the reading comprehension performance across
different target languages, we conduct experi-
ments on a subset of questions whose answers can
be found in the top-10 retrieved documents. As
BERT consistently outperforms DocumentQA in
translation-based methods, we only report the re-
sult of BERT model in Table 8.

We assume that the reading comprehension per-
formance in the target language depends on two
factors, the degree of similarity between the target
language and the source language (i.e. English),
and the intrinsic difficulty of the question set in
the target language.

Figure 2: Performance difference (EM) between
translate-test BERT and multilingual BERT, along with
the percentage of translation mismatch for answers.

To quantify the intrinsic difficulty of the ques-
tion sets in different languages, we calculate the
percentage of questions whose answers can be
found in the sentence that shares the most words
with the question. We refer those questions as
“easy” questions, and use the percentage of those
questions as a rough indicator of how hard the sub-
set is.

To measure the degree of similarity between the
target language and English, we use the genetic
distance of the language pair given by eLinguis-
tics.net 5. In their model, the score calculation
for two languages is based on the comparison of
the consonants in certain well-chosen words. The
quantification of the consonant relationship is es-
tablished partially with data from (Brown et al.,
2013). The larger the distance is, the less similar
English and the target language are.

The results in Table 9 verify our assumption.
The performance of different languages generally
decreases as the genetic distance grows. The ex-
ceptions are Chinese and Portuguese since the per-
centages of “easy” questions in them are signifi-
cantly higher than those in other languages. For
languages that have similar genetic distances with
English (i.e. Russian, Ukrainian, and Portuguese),
the performance increases as the percentage of
“easy” questions grows.

6.2 Limitation of Translation-based Method

Our experiments demonstrate that translation-
based methods do not perform well in cross-
lingual OpenQA task. Particularly, we observe

5http://www.elinguistics.net
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a large gap between the results of multilingual
BERT and translate-test BERT for Chinese and
Tamil. Through error analysis, we find that for a
large portion of questions in Chinese and Tamil,
the answers are translated into different forms un-
der different conditions (i.e. with context and
without context). This significantly decreases the
metric numbers of translation-based systems in
these languages. In Figure 2, we show the dif-
ference of reading comprehension performance
(EM) between translate-test BERT and multilin-
gual BERT, along with the percentage of questions
whose answers are translated into different forms
in the documents. As we can see, there is a corre-
lation between the two variables.

In fact, the performance of translation-based
method depends heavily on the translation qual-
ity of name entities. As we know, name entities
are critical for question answering. For many fac-
tual questions, the answers are either name enti-
ties themselves, or highly related to name entities
(i.e. the property of a name entity). Translation er-
ror or inconsistency of name entities would signif-
icantly hurt the performance of translation-based
cross-lingual OpenQA system. As shown in Fig-
ure 3, the name entity “未央宫(Weiyang Palace)”
is incorrectly translated as “Fuyang Palace” in the
question, while correctly translated in the retrieved
document. In addition, as we can see from the
underlined parts, highly similar expressions in the
question and the retrieved document are translated
into largely different ones.

Compared to other words or phrases which oc-
cur more frequently in the training corpus, name
entities are more flexible and various, and thus
have worse translation results from prevailing
Neural Machine Translation systems (Li et al.,
2018). While some work has focused on solv-
ing this problem (Hassan et al., 2007; Jiang et al.,
2007; Grundkiewicz and Heafield, 2018; Li et al.,
2018), it remains largely underresearched. With a
translation system that handles name entities bet-
ter, we can potentially obtain better results from
translation-based methods.

6.3 Zero-shot Cross-lingual Method

Trained on pure English data without the involve-
ment of machine translation systems, much effort
has been saved using zero-shot cross-lingual meth-
ods. Moreover, a single model could be applied
directly to various languages. Thus, compared to

Origin
Question: <Query>位于汉长安城外西南侧，与未央宫
之间曾有跨越城墙的复道相连？
Retrieved Text: ...在长安城外修建了建章宫...并且与未
央宫之间有跨越宫墙和城墙的复道相通...

Answer: 建章宫
Translation Result

Question: <Query> is located on the southwest side 
of Han Chang'an City. It is connected with the 
Fuyang Palace.
Retrieved Text: ... and built a Jianzhang Palace 
outside Chang'an City ... and there is a cross 
between the Weiyang Palace and the city wall ...
Answer: Jianzhang Palace 

Figure 3: Example of translation error of name entity.

subset English Chinese ∆

easy 58.30 52.48 -5.82 ( -9.98%)
other 38.42 28.77 -9.65 (-25.11%)

Table 10: Reading comprehension performance for En-
glish and Chinese.

translation-based methods, zero-shot cross-lingual
method seems to be a more practical way to build
a cross-lingual OpenQA system.

Although trained and tested in different lan-
guages, the multilingual BERT model achieves
relatively good results on the XQA dataset. This
may indicate that multilingual BERT could trans-
fer the ability of capturing some common inter-
action patterns between different text across dif-
ferent languages via pretraining a unified text en-
coder. To further investigate the cross-lingual
transfer power of multilingual BERT, we examine
the difference of reading comprehension perfor-
mance between English and Chinese test sets, for
“easy” questions and other questions respectively.
Results in Table 10 show the performance gap be-
tween the source language and the target language
for “easy” questions is much smaller than that for
other questions. This may indicate that multilin-
gual BERT better captures shallow matching in-
formation across different languages.

Despite multilingual BERT has been proved to
have certain power in cross-lingual understand-
ing, no parallel data is used in it. Another line of
research extracts multilingual representation from
the context vector of NMT models that are trained
on parallel data (Schwenk and Douze, 2017;
Artetxe and Schwenk, 2018), which may be com-
plementary to multilingual BERT. Very recently,
Lample and Conneau (2019) proposed a multilin-
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gual language model that leveraged both monolin-
gual and parallel data. Incorporating monolingual
and parallel data may help to improve the perfor-
mance in cross-lingual OpenQA.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we discuss the problem of cross-
lingual open-domain question answering, and
present a novel dataset XQA, which consists of a
total amount of 90k question-answer pairs in nine
languages.

We further examine the performance of two
translation-based methods and one zero-shot
cross-lingual method on the XQA dataset. The
experimental results show that multilingual BERT
achieves the best result in almost all target lan-
guages. The performance of translation-based
methods can be increased by applying machine
translation system that better translates name en-
tities, while the multilingual BERT model may
be improved by incorporating parallel data with
monolingual data.

We hope our work could contribute to the devel-
opment of cross-lingual OpenQA systems and fur-
ther promote the research of overall cross-lingual
language understanding.
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Abstract

We study a formalization of the grammar in-
duction problem that models sentences as be-
ing generated by a compound probabilistic
context free grammar. In contrast to traditional
formulations which learn a single stochastic
grammar, our context-free rule probabilities
are modulated by a per-sentence continuous
latent variable, which induces marginal de-
pendencies beyond the traditional context-free
assumptions. Inference in this grammar is
performed by collapsed variational inference,
in which an amortized variational posterior is
placed on the continuous variable, and the la-
tent trees are marginalized with dynamic pro-
gramming. Experiments on English and Chi-
nese show the effectiveness of our approach
compared to recent state-of-the-art methods
for grammar induction from words with neu-
ral language models.

1 Introduction
Grammar induction is the task of inducing hier-

archical syntactic structure from data. Statistical
approaches to grammar induction require specify-
ing a probabilistic grammar (e.g. formalism, num-
ber and shape of rules), and fitting its parameters
through optimization. Early work found that it was
difficult to induce probabilistic context-free gram-
mars (PCFG) from natural language data through
direct methods, such as optimizing the log like-
lihood with the EM algorithm (Lari and Young,
1990; Carroll and Charniak, 1992). While the rea-
sons for the failure are manifold and not com-
pletely understood, two major potential causes
are the ill-behaved optimization landscape and the
overly strict independence assumptions of PCFGs.
More successful approaches to grammar induction
have thus resorted to carefully-crafted auxiliary
objectives (Klein and Manning, 2002), priors or

Code: https://github.com/harvardnlp/compound-pcfg

non-parametric models (Kurihara and Sato, 2006;
Johnson et al., 2007; Liang et al., 2007; Wang and
Blunsom, 2013), and manually-engineered fea-
tures (Huang et al., 2012; Golland et al., 2012) to
encourage the desired structures to emerge.

We revisit these aforementioned issues in light
of advances in model parameterization and infer-
ence. First, contrary to common wisdom, we
find that parameterizing a PCFG’s rule probabil-
ities with neural networks over distributed rep-
resentations makes it possible to induce linguis-
tically meaningful grammars by simply optimiz-
ing log likelihood. While the optimization prob-
lem remains non-convex, recent work suggests
that there are optimization benefits afforded by
over-parameterized models (Arora et al., 2018;
Xu et al., 2018; Du et al., 2019), and we in-
deed find that this neural PCFG is significantly
easier to optimize than the traditional PCFG.
Second, this factored parameterization makes it
straightforward to incorporate side information
into rule probabilities through a sentence-level
continuous latent vector, which effectively allows
different contexts in a derivation to coordinate.
In this compound PCFG—continuous mixture of
PCFGs—the context-free assumptions hold con-
ditioned on the latent vector but not uncondition-
ally, thereby obtaining longer-range dependencies
within a tree-based generative process.

To utilize this approach, we need to efficiently
optimize the log marginal likelihood of observed
sentences. While compound PCFGs break effi-
cient inference, if the latent vector is known the
distribution over trees reduces to a standard PCFG.
This property allows us to perform grammar in-
duction using a collapsed approach where the la-
tent trees are marginalized out exactly with dy-
namic programming. To handle the latent vec-
tor, we employ standard amortized inference us-
ing reparameterized samples from a variational
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posterior approximated from an inference network
(Kingma and Welling, 2014; Rezende et al., 2014).

On standard benchmarks for English and Chi-
nese, the proposed approach is found to perform
favorably against recent neural network-based ap-
proaches to grammar induction (Shen et al., 2018,
2019; Drozdov et al., 2019; Kim et al., 2019).

2 Probabilistic Context-Free Grammars
We consider context-free grammars (CFG) con-
sisting of a 5-tuple G = (S,N ,P,Σ,R) where
S is the distinguished start symbol, N is a finite
set of nonterminals, P is a finite set of pretermi-
nals,1 Σ is a finite set of terminal symbols, and R
is a finite set of rules of the form,

S → A, A ∈ N
A→ B C, A ∈ N , B,C ∈ N ∪ P
T → w, T ∈ P, w ∈ Σ.

A probabilistic context-free grammar (PCFG)
consists of a grammar G and rule probabilities
π = {πr}r∈R such that πr is the probability of
the rule r. Letting TG be the set of all parse trees of
G, a PCFG defines a probability distribution over
t ∈ TG via pπ(t) =

∏
r∈tR πr where tR is the set

of rules used in the derivation of t. It also defines
a distribution over string of terminals x ∈ Σ∗ via

pπ(x) =
∑

t∈TG(x)

pπ(t),

where TG(x) = {t | yield(t) = x}, i.e. the set
of trees t such that t’s leaves are x. We will use
pπ(t |x) , pπ(t | yield(t) = x) to denote the
posterior distribution over latent trees given the
observed sentence x.

Parameterization The standard way to param-
eterize a PCFG is to simply associate a scalar to
each rule πr with the constraint that they form
valid probability distributions, i.e. each nontermi-
nal is associated with a fully-parameterized cate-
gorical distribution over its rules. This direct pa-
rameterization is algorithmically convenient since
the M-step in the EM algorithm (Dempster et al.,
1977) has a closed form. However, there is a
long history of work showing that it is difficult
to learn meaningful grammars from natural lan-
guage data with this parameterization (Carroll and

1Since we will be inducing a grammar directly from
words, P is roughly the set of part-of-speech tags and N is
the set of constituent labels. However, to avoid issues of label
alignment, evaluation is only on the tree topology.

Charniak, 1992).2 Successful approaches to un-
supervised parsing have therefore modified the
model/learning objective by guiding potentially
unrelated rules to behave similarly.

Recognizing that sharing among rule types is
beneficial, we propose a neural parameterization
where rule probabilities are based on distributed
representations. We associate embeddings with
each symbol, introducing input embeddings wN

for each symbol N on the left side of a rule (i.e.
N ∈ {S} ∪ N ∪ P). For each rule type r, πr is
parameterized as follows,

πS→A =
exp(u>A f1(wS))∑

A′∈N exp(u>A′ f1(wS))
,

πA→BC =
exp(u>BC wA)∑

B′C′∈M exp(u>B′C′ wA)
,

πT→w =
exp(u>w f2(wT ))∑

w′∈Σ exp(u>w′ f2(wT ))
,

whereM is the product space (N ∪P)×(N ∪P),
and f1, f2 are MLPs with two residual layers (see
appendix A.1 for the full parameterization). We
will use EG = {wN |N ∈ {S} ∪ N ∪ P} to
denote the set of input symbol embeddings for a
grammar G, and λ to refer to the parameters of
the neural network used to obtain the rule proba-
bilities. A graphical model-like illustration of the
neural PCFG is shown in Figure 1 (left).

It is clear that the neural parameterization does
not change the underlying probabilistic assump-
tions. The difference between the two is anal-
ogous to the difference between count-based vs.
feed-forward neural language models, where feed-
forward neural language models make the same
Markov assumptions as the count-based models
but are able to take advantage of shared, dis-
tributed representations.

3 Compound PCFGs
A compound probability distribution (Robbins,
1951) is a distribution whose parameters are them-
selves random variables. These distributions gen-
eralize mixture models to the continuous case, for
example in factor analysis which assumes the fol-
lowing generative process,

z ∼ N (0, I) x ∼ N (Wz,Σ).

Compound distributions provide the ability to
model rich generative processes, but marginaliz-
ing over the latent parameter can be computation-
ally expensive unless conjugacy can be exploited.

2In preliminary experiments we were indeed unable to
learn linguistically meaningful grammars with this PCFG.
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Figure 1: A graphical model-like diagram for the neural PCFG (left) and the compound PCFG (right) for an
example tree structure. In the above, A1, A2 ∈ N are nonterminals, T1, T2, T3 ∈ P are preterminals, w1, w2, w3 ∈
Σ are terminals. In the neural PCFG, the global rule probabilities π = πS ∪ πN ∪ πP are the output from a
neural net run over the symbol embeddings EG , where πN are the set of rules with a nonterminal on the left
hand side (πS and πP are similarly defined). In the compound PCFG, we have per-sentence rule probabilities
πz = πz,S ∪ πz,N ∪ πz,P obtained from running a neural net over a random vector z (which varies across
sentences) and global symbol embeddings EG . In this case, the context-free assumptions hold conditioned on z,
but they do not hold unconditionally: e.g. when conditioned on z andA2, the variablesA1 and T1 are independent;
however when conditioned on just A2, they are not independent due to the dependence path through z. Note that
the rule probabilities are random variables in the compound PCFG but deterministic variables in the neural PCFG.

In this work, we study compound probabilis-
tic context free grammars whose distribution over
trees arises from the following generative process:
we first obtain rule probabilities via

z ∼ pγ(z), πz = fλ(z,EG),

where pγ(z) is a prior with parameters γ (spheri-
cal Gaussian in this paper), and fλ is a neural net-
work that concatenates the input symbol embed-
dings with z and outputs the sentence-level rule
probabilities πz,

πz,S→A ∝ exp(u>A f1([wS ; z])),

πz,A→BC ∝ exp(u>BC [wA; z]),

πz,T→w ∝ exp(u>w f2([wT ; z])),

where [w; z] denotes vector concatenation. Then
a tree/sentence is sampled from a PCFG with rule
probabilities given by πz,

t ∼ PCFG(πz), x = yield(t).

This can be viewed as a continuous mixture of
PCFGs, or alternatively, a Bayesian PCFG with a
prior on sentence-level rule probabilities parame-
terized by z, λ,EG .3 Importantly, under this gen-
erative model the context-free assumptions hold
conditioned on z, but they do not hold uncondi-
tionally. This is shown in Figure 1 (right) where
there is a dependence path through z if it is not
conditioned upon. Compound PCFGs give rise to
a marginal distribution over parse trees t via

pθ(t) =

∫
p(t | z)pγ(z) dz,

3Under the Bayesian PCFG view, pγ(z) is a distribution
over z (a subset of the prior), and is thus a hyperprior.

where pθ(t | z) =
∏
r∈tR πz,r. The subscript in

πz,r denotes the fact that the rule probabilities de-
pend on z. Compound PCFGs are clearly more ex-
pressive than PCFGs as each sentence has its own
set of rule probabilities. However, it still assumes
a tree-based generative process, making it possible
to learn latent tree structures.

Our motivation for the compound PCFG is
based on the observation that for grammar in-
duction, first-order context-free assumptions are
generally made not because they represent an ad-
equate model of natural language, but because
they allow for tractable training.4 Higher-order
PCFGs can introduce dependencies between chil-
dren and ancestors/siblings through, for example,
vertical/horizontal Markovization (Johnson, 1998;
Klein and Manning, 2003). However such depen-
dencies complicate training due to the rapid in-
crease in the number of rules. Under this view, we
can interpret the compound PCFG as a restricted
version of some higher-order PCFG where a child
can depend on its ancestors and siblings through
a shared latent vector. We hypothesize that this
dependence among siblings is especially useful in
grammar induction from words, where (for exam-
ple) if we know that watched is used as a verb

4A piece of evidence for the misspecification of first-order
PCFGs as a statistical model of natural language is that if one
pretrains a first-order PCFG on supervised data and contin-
ues training with the unsupervised objective (i.e. log marginal
likelihood), the resulting grammar deviates significantly from
the supervised initial grammar while the log marginal likeli-
hood improves (Johnson et al., 2007). Similar observations
have been made for part-of-speech induction with Hidden
Markov Models (Merialdo, 1994).
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then the noun phrase is likely to be a movie.
In contrast to the usual Bayesian treatment of

PCFGs which places priors on global rule proba-
bilities (Kurihara and Sato, 2006; Johnson et al.,
2007; Wang and Blunsom, 2013), the compound
PCFG assumes a prior on local, sentence-level
rule probabilities. It is therefore closely related
to the Bayesian grammars studied by Cohen et al.
(2009) and Cohen and Smith (2009), who also
sample local rule probabilities from a logistic nor-
mal prior for training dependency models with va-
lence (DMV) (Klein and Manning, 2004).
Inference in Compound PCFGs The expres-
sivity of compound PCFGs comes at a signifi-
cant challenge in learning and inference. Let-
ting θ = {EG , λ} be the parameters of the gen-
erative model, we would like to maximize the
log marginal likelihood of the observed sentence
log pθ(x). In the neural PCFG the log marginal
likelihood log pθ(x) = log

∑
t∈TG(x) pθ(t) can be

obtained by summing out the latent tree structure
using the inside algorithm (Baker, 1979), which
is differentiable and thus amenable to gradient-
based optimization. In the compound PCFG, the
log marginal likelihood is given by

log pθ(x) = log
(∫ ∑

t∈TG(x)

pθ(t | z)pγ(z) dz
)
.

Notice that while the integral over z makes this
quantity intractable, when we condition on z, we
can tractably perform the inner summation as be-
fore using the inside algorithm. We therefore re-
sort to collapsed amortized variational inference.
We first obtain a sample z from a variational poste-
rior distribution (given by an amortized inference
network), then perform the inner marginalization
conditioned on this sample. The evidence lower
bound ELBO(θ, φ;x) is then given by,

Eqφ(z |x)[log pθ(x | z)]−KL[qφ(z |x) ‖ pγ(z)],

and we can calculate pθ(x | z) =∑
t∈TG(x) p(t | z) with the inside algorithm

given a sample z from a variational posterior
qφ(z |x). For the variational family we use a
diagonal Gaussian where the mean/log-variance
vectors are given by an affine layer over max-
pooled hidden states from an LSTM over x.
We can obtain low-variance estimators for
the gradient ∇θ,φ ELBO(θ, φ;x) by using the
reparameterization trick for the expected recon-
struction likelihood and the analytical expression
for the KL term (Kingma and Welling, 2014).

We remark that under the Bayesian PCFG view,
since the parameters of the prior (i.e. θ) are esti-
mated from the data, our approach can be seen as
an instance of empirical Bayes (Robbins, 1956).5

MAP Inference After training, we are inter-
ested in comparing the learned trees against
an annotated treebank. This requires infer-
ring the most likely tree given a sentence, i.e.
argmaxt pθ(t |x). For the neural PCFG we can
obtain the most likely tree by using the Viterbi ver-
sion of the inside algorithm (CKY algorithm). For
the compound PCFG, the argmax is intractable to
obtain exactly, and hence we estimate it with the
following approximation,

argmax
t

∫
pθ(t |x, z)pθ(z |x) dz

≈ argmax
t

pθ
(
t |x,µφ(x)

)
,

where µφ(x) is the mean vector from the infer-
ence network. The above approximates the true
posterior pθ(z |x) with δ(z − µφ(x)), the Dirac
delta function at the mode of the variational pos-
terior.6 This quantity is tractable to estimate as in
the PCFG case. Other approximations are possi-
ble: for example we could use qφ(z |x) as an im-
portance sampling distribution to estimate the first
integral. However we found the above approxima-
tion to be efficient and effective in practice.

4 Experimental Setup
Data We test our approach on the Penn Tree-
bank (PTB) (Marcus et al., 1993) with the standard
splits (2-21 for training, 22 for validation, 23 for
test) and the same preprocessing as in recent works
(Shen et al., 2018, 2019), where we discard punc-
tuation, lowercase all tokens, and take the top 10K
most frequent words as the vocabulary. This task
is more challenging than traditional setups, which
usually experiment on shorter sentences and use
gold part-of-speech tags. We further experiment
on Chinese with version 5.1 of the Chinese Penn
Treebank (CTB) (Xue et al., 2005), with the same
splits as in Chen and Manning (2014). On CTB
we also remove punctuation and keep the top 10K
words.

Hyperparameters Our PCFG uses 30 nonter-
minals and 60 preterminals, with 256-dimensional

5See Berger (1985) (chapter 4), Zhang (2003), and Co-
hen (2016) (chapter 3) for further discussion on compound
models and empirical Bayes.

6Since pθ(t |x, z) is continuous with respect to z, we
have

∫
pθ(t |x, z)δ(z− µφ(x)) dz = pθ

(
t |x,µφ(x)

)
.
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symbol embeddings. The compound PCFG uses
64-dimensional latent vectors. The bidirectional
LSTM inference network has a single layer with
512 dimensions, and the mean and the log variance
vector for qφ(z |x) are given by max-pooling the
hidden states of the LSTM and passing it through
an affine layer. Model parameters are initialized
with Xavier uniform initialization. For training
we use Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with β1 =
0.75, β2 = 0.999 and learning rate of 0.001, with
a maximum gradient norm limit of 3. We train
for 10 epochs with batch size equal to 4. We em-
ploy a curriculum learning strategy (Bengio et al.,
2009) where we train only on sentences of length
up to 30 in the first epoch, and increase this length
limit by 1 each epoch. This slightly improved
performance and similar strategies have used in
the past for grammar induction (Spitkovsky et al.,
2012). During training we perform early stop-
ping based on validation perplexity.7 To mitigate
against overfitting to PTB, experiments on CTB
utilize the same hyperparameters from PTB.

Baselines and Evaluation We observe that even
on PTB, there is enough variation in setups across
prior work on grammar induction to render a
meaningful comparison difficult. Some important
dimensions along which prior works vary include,
(1) lexicalization: earlier work on grammar in-
duction generally assumed gold (or induced) part-
of-speech tags (Klein and Manning, 2004; Smith
and Eisner, 2004; Bod, 2006; Snyder et al., 2009),
while more recent works induce grammar directly
from words (Spitkovsky et al., 2013; Shen et al.,
2018); (2) use of punctuation: even within pa-
pers that induce a grammar directly from words,
some papers employ heuristics based on punctua-
tion as punctuation is usually a strong signal for
start/end of constituents (Seginer, 2007; Ponvert
et al., 2011; Spitkovsky et al., 2013), some train
with punctuation (Jin et al., 2018; Drozdov et al.,
2019; Kim et al., 2019), while others discard punc-
tuation altogether for training (Shen et al., 2018,
2019); (3) train/test data: some works do not ex-
plicitly separate out train/test sets (Reichart and
Rappoport, 2010; Golland et al., 2012) while some
do (Huang et al., 2012; Parikh et al., 2014; Htut

7However, we used F1 against validation trees on PTB to
select some hyperparameters (e.g. grammar size), as is some-
times done in grammar induction. Hence our PTB results are
arguably not fully unsupervised in the strictest sense of the
term. The hyperparameters of the PRPN/ON baselines are
also tuned using validation F1 for fair comparison.

et al., 2018). Maintaining train/test splits is less of
an issue for unsupervised structure learning, how-
ever in this work we follow the latter and sepa-
rate train/test data. (4) evaluation: for unlabeled
F1, almost all works ignore punctuation (even ap-
proaches that use punctuation during training typ-
ically ignore them during evaluation), but there is
some variance in discarding trivial spans (width-
one and sentence-level spans) and using corpus-
level versus sentence-level F1.8 In this paper we
discard trivial spans and evaluate on sentence-
level F1 per recent work (Shen et al., 2018, 2019).

Given the above, we mainly compare our ap-
proach against two recent, strong baselines with
open source code: Parsing Predict Reading Net-
work (PRPN)9 (Shen et al., 2018) and Ordered
Neurons (ON)10 (Shen et al., 2019). These ap-
proaches train a neural language model with gated
attention-like mechanisms to induce binary trees,
and achieve strong unsupervised parsing perfor-
mance even when trained on corpora where punc-
tuation is removed. Since the original results
were on both language modeling and grammar in-
duction, their hyperparameters were presumably
tuned to do well on both and thus may not be op-
timal for just unsupervised parsing. We therefore
tune the hyperparameters of these baselines for un-
supervised parsing only (i.e. on validation F1).

5 Results and Discussion
Table 1 shows the unlabeled F1 scores for our
models and various baselines. All models soundly
outperform right branching baselines, and we find
that the neural PCFG/compound PCFG are strong
models for grammar induction. In particular the
compound PCFG outperforms other models by
an appreciable margin on both English and Chi-
nese. We again note that we were unable to in-
duce meaningful grammars through a traditional
PCFG with the scalar parameterization.11 See ap-
pendix A.2 for the full results (including corpus-
level F1) broken down by sentence length.

Table 2 analyzes the learned tree structures.
We compare similarity as measured by F1 against
gold, left, right, and “self” trees (top), where self
F1 score is calculated by averaging over all 6 pairs

8Corpus-level F1 calculates precision/recall at the corpus
level to obtain F1, while sentence-level F1 calculates F1 for
each sentence and averages across the corpus.

9https://github.com/yikangshen/PRPN
10https://github.com/yikangshen/Ordered-Neurons
11The training perplexity was much higher than in the neu-

ral case, indicating significant optimization issues.
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PTB CTB
Model Mean Max Mean Max

PRPN (Shen et al., 2018) 37.4 38.1 − −
ON (Shen et al., 2019) 47.7 49.4 − −
URNNG† (Kim et al., 2019) − 45.4 − −
DIORA† (Drozdov et al., 2019) − 58.9 − −
Left Branching 8.7 9.7
Right Branching 39.5 20.0
Random Trees 19.2 19.5 15.7 16.0
PRPN (tuned) 47.3 47.9 30.4 31.5
ON (tuned) 48.1 50.0 25.4 25.7
Neural PCFG 50.8 52.6 25.7 29.5
Compound PCFG 55.2 60.1 36.0 39.8

Oracle Trees 84.3 81.1

Table 1: Unlabeled sentence-level F1 scores on PTB
and CTB test sets. Top shows results from previous
work while the rest of the results are from this paper.
Mean/Max scores are obtained from 4 runs of each
model with different random seeds. Oracle is the max-
imum score obtainable with binarized trees, since we
compare against the non-binarized gold trees per con-
vention. Results with † are trained on a version of PTB
with punctuation, and hence not strictly comparable to
the present work. For URNNG/DIORA, we take the
parsed test set provided by the authors from their best
runs and evaluate F1 with our evaluation setup.

obtained from 4 different runs. We find that PRPN
is particularly consistent across multiple runs. We
also observe that different models are better at
identifying different constituent labels, as mea-
sured by label recall (Table 2, bottom). While left
as future work, this naturally suggests an ensemble
approach wherein the empirical probabilities of
constituents (obtained by averaging the predicted
binary constituent labels from the different mod-
els) are used either to supervise another model or
directly as potentials in a CRF constituency parser.
Finally, all models seemed to have some difficulty
in identifying SBAR/VP constituents which typi-
cally span more words than NP constituents.

Induced Trees for Downstream Tasks While
the compound PCFG has fewer independence as-
sumptions than the neural PCFG, it is still a more
constrained model of language than standard neu-
ral language models (NLM) and thus not compet-
itive in terms of perplexity: the compound PCFG
obtains a perplexity of 196.3 while an LSTM lan-
guage model (LM) obtains 86.2 (Table 3).12 In
contrast, both PRPN and ON perform as well as an

12We did manage to almost match the perplexity
of an NLM by additionally conditioning the terminal
probabilities on previous history, i.e. πz,T→wt ∝
exp(u>w f2([wT ; z;ht])) where ht is the hidden state from
an LSTM over x<t. However the unsupervised parsing per-
formance was far worse (≈ 25 F1 on the PTB).

PRPN ON PCFG Comp. PCFG

Gold 47.3 48.1 50.8 55.2
Left 1.5 14.1 11.8 13.0
Right 39.9 31.0 27.7 28.4
Self 82.3 71.3 65.2 66.8

SBAR 50.0% 51.2% 52.5% 56.1%
NP 59.2% 64.5% 71.2% 74.7%
VP 46.7% 41.0% 33.8% 41.7%
PP 57.2% 54.4% 58.8% 68.8%
ADJP 44.3% 38.1% 32.5% 40.4%
ADVP 32.8% 31.6% 45.5% 52.5%

Table 2: (Top) Mean F1 similarity against Gold, Left,
Right, and Self trees. Self F1 score is calculated by
averaging over all 6 pairs obtained from 4 different
runs. (Bottom) Fraction of ground truth constituents
that were predicted as a constituent by the models bro-
ken down by label (i.e. label recall).

LSTM LM while maintaining good unsupervised
parsing performance.

We thus experiment to see if it is possible
to use the induced trees to supervise a more
flexible generative model that can make use of
tree structures—namely, recurrent neural network
grammars (RNNG) (Dyer et al., 2016). RNNGs
are generative models of language that jointly
model syntax and surface structure by incremen-
tally generating a syntax tree and sentence. As
with NLMs, RNNGs make no independence as-
sumptions, and have been shown to outperform
NLMs in terms of perplexity and grammatical-
ity judgment when trained on gold trees (Kuncoro
et al., 2018; Wilcox et al., 2019). We take the
best run from each model and parse the training
set,13 and use the induced trees to supervise an
RNNG for each model using the parameterization
from Kim et al. (2019).14 We are also interested
in syntactic evaluation of our models, and for this
we utilize the framework and dataset from Mar-
vin and Linzen (2018), where a model is presented
two minimally different sentences such as:

the senators near the assistant are old

*the senators near the assistant is old

and must assign higher probability to grammatical
sentence. Additionally, Kim et al. (2019) report
perplexity improvements by fine-tuning an RNNG
trained on gold trees with the unsupervised RNNG
(URNNG)—whereas the RNNG is is trained to
maximize the joint likelihood log p(x, t), the
URNNG maximizes a lower bound on the log
marginal likelihood log

∑
t p(x, t) with a struc-

tured inference network that approximates the true
13The train/test F1 was similar for all models.
14https://github.com/harvardnlp/urnng
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PPL Syntactic Eval. F1

LSTM LM 86.2 60.9% −
PRPN 87.1 62.2% 47.9

Induced RNNG 95.3 60.1% 47.8
Induced URNNG 90.1 61.8% 51.6

ON 87.2 61.6% 50.0
Induced RNNG 95.2 61.7% 50.6
Induced URNNG 89.9 61.9% 55.1

Neural PCFG 252.6 49.2% 52.6
Induced RNNG 95.8 68.1% 51.4
Induced URNNG 86.0 69.1% 58.7

Compound PCFG 196.3 50.7% 60.1
Induced RNNG 89.8 70.0% 58.1
Induced URNNG 83.7 76.1% 66.9

RNNG on Oracle Trees 80.6 70.4% 71.9
+ URNNG Fine-tuning 78.3 76.1% 72.8

Table 3: Results from training RNNGs on induced
trees from various models (Induced RNNG). Induced
URNNG indicates fine-tuning with the URNNG. We
show perplexity (PPL), grammaticality judgment per-
formance (Syntactic Eval.), and unlabeled F1. PPL/F1

are on the PTB test set, while Syntactic Eval. is based
on the dataset from Marvin and Linzen (2018). Note
that the perplexity numbers here are not comparable to
standard results on the PTB since our models are gen-
erative model of sentences and hence we do not carry
information across sentence boundaries.

posterior. We experiment with a similar approach
where we fine-tune RNNGs trained on induced
trees with URNNGs. We perform early stopping
for both RNNG and URNNG based on validation
perplexity. See appendix A.3 for further details re-
garding the experimental setup.

The results are shown in Table 3. For perplexity,
RNNGs trained on induced trees (Induced RNNG
in Table 3) are unable to improve upon an LSTM
LM,15 in contrast to the supervised RNNG which
does outperform the LSTM language model (Ta-
ble 3, bottom). For grammaticality judgment how-
ever, the RNNG trained with compound PCFG
trees outperforms the LSTM LM despite obtain-
ing worse perplexity,16 and performs on par with
the RNNG trained on gold trees. Fine-tuning with
the URNNG results in improvements in perplex-
ity and grammaticality judgment across the board
(Induced URNNG in Table 3). We also obtain
large improvements on unsupervised parsing as
measured by F1, with the fine-tuned URNNGs
outperforming the respective original models.17

This is potentially due to an ensembling effect be-

15Under our RNNG parameterization, the LSTM LM is
equivalent to an RNNG trained with right branching trees.

16Kuncoro et al. (2018) also find that lower perplexity does
not always lead to better performance on syntactic evaluation.

17Li et al. (2019) similarly obtain improvements by refin-
ing a model trained on induced trees on classification tasks.

Figure 2: Alignment of induced nonterminals or-
dered from top based on predicted frequency (there-
fore NT-04 is the most frequently-predicted nontermi-
nal). For each nonterminal we visualize the proportion
of correctly-predicted constituents that correspond to
particular gold labels. For reference we also show the
precision (i.e. probability of correctly predicting unla-
beled constituents) in the rightmost column.

tween the original model and the URNNG’s struc-
tured inference network, which is parameterized
as a neural CRF constituency parser (Durrett and
Klein, 2015; Liu et al., 2018).18

Model Analysis We analyze our best compound
PCFG model in more detail. Since we induce a
full set of nonterminals in our grammar, we can
analyze the learned nonterminals to see if they can
be aligned with linguistic constituent labels. Fig-
ure 2 visualizes the alignment between induced
and gold labels, where for each nonterminal we
show the empirical probability that a predicted
constituent of this type will correspond to a par-
ticular linguistic constituent in the test set, condi-
tioned on its being a correct constituent (for refer-
ence we also show the precision). We observe that
some of the induced nonterminals clearly align to
linguistic nonterminals. More detailed results, in-
cluding preterminal alignments to part-of-speech
tags,19 are shown in appendix A.4.

18While left as future work, it is possible to use the com-
pound PCFG itself as an inference network. Also note that
the F1 scores for the URNNGs in Table 3 are optimistic since
we selected the best-performing runs of the original models
based on validation F1 to parse the training set.

19As a POS induction system, the many-to-one perfor-
mance of the compound PCFG using the preterminals is 68.0.
A similarly-parameterized compound HMM with 60 hidden
states (an HMM is a particularly type of PCFG) with 60
states obtains 63.2. This is still quite a bit lower than the
state-of-the-art (Tran et al., 2016; He et al., 2018; Stratos,
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he retired as senior vice president finance and administration and chief financial officer of the company oct. N
kenneth j. 〈unk〉 who was named president of this thrift holding company in august resigned citing personal reasons
the former president and chief executive eric w. 〈unk〉 resigned in june
〈unk〉 ’s president and chief executive officer john 〈unk〉 said the loss stems from several factors
mr. 〈unk〉 is executive vice president and chief financial officer of 〈unk〉 and will continue in those roles
charles j. lawson jr. N who had been acting chief executive since june N will continue as chairman

〈unk〉 corp. received an N million army contract for helicopter engines
boeing co. received a N million air force contract for developing cable systems for the 〈unk〉 missile
general dynamics corp. received a N million air force contract for 〈unk〉 training sets
grumman corp. received an N million navy contract to upgrade aircraft electronics
thomson missile products with about half british aerospace ’s annual revenue include the 〈unk〉 〈unk〉 missile family
already british aerospace and french 〈unk〉 〈unk〉 〈unk〉 on a british missile contract and on an air-traffic control radar system

meanwhile during the the s&p trading halt s&p futures sell orders began 〈unk〉 up while stocks in new york kept falling sharply
but the 〈unk〉 of s&p futures sell orders weighed on the market and the link with stocks began to fray again
on friday some market makers were selling again traders said
futures traders say the s&p was 〈unk〉 that the dow could fall as much as N points
meanwhile two initial public offerings 〈unk〉 the 〈unk〉 market in their 〈unk〉 day of national over-the-counter trading friday
traders said most of their major institutional investors on the other hand sat tight

Table 4: For each query sentence (bold), we show the 5 nearest neighbors based on cosine similarity, where we
take the representation for each sentence to be the mean of the variational posterior.

We next analyze the continuous latent space.
Table 4 shows nearest neighbors of some sen-
tences using the mean of the variational poste-
rior as the continuous representation of each sen-
tence. We qualitatively observe that the latent
space seems to capture topical information. We
are also interested in the variation in the leaves
due to z when the variation due to the tree struc-
ture is held constant. To investigate this, we
use the parsed dataset to obtain pairs of the form
(µφ(x(n)), t

(n)
j ), where t(n)

j is the j-th subtree of
the (approximate) MAP tree t(n) for the n-th sen-
tence. Therefore each mean vector µφ(x(n)) is
associated with |x(n)| − 1 subtrees, where |x(n)|
is the sentence length. Our definition of subtree
here ignores terminals, and thus each subtree is
associated with many mean vectors. For a fre-
quently occurring subtree, we perform PCA on
the set of mean vectors that are associated with
the subtree to obtain the top principal compo-
nent. We then show the constituents that had the
5 most positive/negative values for this top prin-
cipal component in Table 5. For example, a par-
ticularly common subtree—associated with 180
unique constituents—is given by

(NT-04 (T-13 w1) (NT-12 (NT-20 (NT-20 (NT-07 (T-05 w2)

(T-45 w3)) (T-35 w4)) (T-40 w5)) (T-22 w6))).

The top 5 constituents with the most nega-
tive/positive values are shown in the top left part
of Table 5. We find that the leaves [w1, . . . , w6],
which form a 6-word constituent, vary in a regu-
lar manner as z is varied. We also observe that
root of this subtree (NT-04) aligns to prepositional
phrases (PP) in Figure 2, and the leaves in Ta-
ble 5 (top left) are indeed mostly PP. However, the

2019), though comparison is confounded by various factors
such as preprocessing (e.g. we drop punctuation). A neural
PCFG/HMM obtains 68.2 and 63.4 respectively.

model fails to identify ((T-40 w5) (T-22 w6)) as a con-
stituent in this case (as well as well in the bottom
right example). See appendix A.5 for more exam-
ples. It is possible that the model is utilizing the
subtrees to capture broad template-like structures
and then using z to fill them in, similar to recent
works that also train models to separate “what to
say” from “how to say it” (Wiseman et al., 2018;
Peng et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2019a,b).

Limitations We report on some negative re-
sults as well as important limitations of our work.
While distributed representations promote param-
eter sharing, we were unable to obtain improve-
ments through more factorized parameterizations
that promote even greater parameter sharing. In
particular, for rules of the type A→ BC, we tried
having the output embeddings be a function of
the input embeddings (e.g. uBC = g([wB; wC ])
where g is an MLP), but obtained worse results.
For rules of the type T → w, we tried using a
character-level CNN (dos Santos and Zadrozny,
2014; Kim et al., 2016) to obtain the output word
embeddings uw (Jozefowicz et al., 2016; Tran
et al., 2016), but found the performance to be sim-
ilar to the word-level case.20 We were also unable
to obtain improvements through normalizing flows
(Rezende and Mohamed, 2015; Kingma et al.,
2016). However, given that we did not exhaus-
tively explore the full space of possible parame-
terizations, the above modifications could even-
tually lead to improvements with the right setup.
Relatedly, the models were quite sensitive to pa-
rameterization (e.g. it was important to use resid-
ual layers for f1, f2), grammar size, and optimiza-
tion method. Finally, despite vectorized GPU im-

20It is also possible to take advantage of pretrained word
embeddings by using them to initialize output word embed-
dings or directly working with continuous emission distribu-
tions (Lin et al., 2015; He et al., 2018)
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NT-04

NT-12

T-22

w6

NT-20

T-40

w5

NT-20

T-35

w4

NT-07

T-45

w3

T-05

w2

T-13

w1

PC -
of the company ’s capital structure
in the company ’s divestiture program
by the company ’s new board
in the company ’s core businesses
on the company ’s strategic plan

PC +
above the treasury ’s N-year note
above the treasury ’s seven-year note
above the treasury ’s comparable note
above the treasury ’s five-year note
measured the earth ’s ozone layer

NT-23

NT-04

NT-12

NT-04

NT-12

T-21

w7

T-60

w6

T-13

w5

NT-06

T-41

w4

T-05

w3

T-13

w2

T-58

w1

PC -
purchased through the exercise of stock options
circulated by a handful of major brokers
higher as a percentage of total loans
common with a lot of large companies
surprised by the storm of sell orders

PC +
brought to the u.s. against her will
laid for the arrest of opposition activists
uncertain about the magnitude of structural damage
held after the assassination of his mother
hurt as a result of the violations

NT-10

NT-05

NT-19

NT-04

T-43

w6

T-13

w5

NT-06

T-41

w4

T-05

w3

T-02

w2

T-55

w1

PC -
to terminate their contract with warner
to support a coup in panama
to suit the bureaucrats in brussels
to thwart his bid for amr
to prevent the pound from rising

PC +
to change our strategy of investing
to offset the growth of minimills
to be a lot of art
to change our way of life
to increase the impact of advertising

NT-05

NT-19

NT-04

NT-12

T-21

w7

T-60

w6

T-13

w5

NT-06

T-22

w4

NT-20

T-40

w3

T-05

w2

T-02

w1

PC -
raise the minimum grant for smaller states
veto a defense bill with inadequate funding
avoid an imminent public or private injury
field a competitive slate of congressional candidates
alter a longstanding ban on such involvement

PC +
generate an offsetting profit by selling waves
change an export loss to domestic plus
expect any immediate problems with margin calls
make a positive contribution to our earnings
find a trading focus discouraging much participation

Table 5: For each subtree, we perform PCA on the variational posterior mean vectors that are associated with that
particular subtree and take the top principal component. We list the top 5 constituents that had the lowest (PC -)
and highest (PC +) principal component values.

plementations, training was significantly more ex-
pensive (both in terms of time and memory) than
NLM-based grammar induction systems due to the
O(|R||x|3) dynamic program, which makes our
approach potentially difficult to scale.

6 Related Work
Grammar induction has a long and rich history in
natural language processing. Early work on gram-
mar induction with pure unsupervised learning
was mostly negative (Lari and Young, 1990; Car-
roll and Charniak, 1992; Charniak, 1993), though
Pereira and Schabes (1992) reported some suc-
cess on partially bracketed data. Clark (2001)
and Klein and Manning (2002) were some of the
first successful statistical approaches to grammar
induction. In particular, the constituent-context
model (CCM) of Klein and Manning (2002),
which explicitly models both constituents and dis-
tituents, was the basis for much subsequent work
(Klein and Manning, 2004; Huang et al., 2012;
Golland et al., 2012). Other works have explored
imposing inductive biases through Bayesian pri-
ors (Johnson et al., 2007; Liang et al., 2007; Wang
and Blunsom, 2013), modified objectives (Smith
and Eisner, 2004), and additional constraints on
recursion depth (Noji et al., 2016; Jin et al., 2018).

While the framework of specifying the struc-
ture of a grammar and learning the parameters is
common, other methods exist. Bod (2006) con-
sider a nonparametric-style approach to unsuper-
vised parsing by using random subsets of training
subtrees to parse new sentences. Seginer (2007)
utilize an incremental algorithm to unsupervised
parsing which makes local decisions to create con-

stituents based on a complex set of heuristics.
Ponvert et al. (2011) induce parse trees through
cascaded applications of finite state models.

More recently, neural network-based ap-
proaches to grammar induction have shown
promising results on inducing parse trees directly
from words. In particular, Shen et al. (2018, 2019)
learn tree structures through gated mechanisms
within hidden layers of neural language models,
while Drozdov et al. (2019) combine recursive
autoencoders with the inside-outside algorithm.
Kim et al. (2019) train unsupervised recurrent
neural network grammars with a structured
inference network to induce latent trees.

7 Conclusion
This work explores grammar induction with com-
pound PCFGs, which modulate rule probabili-
ties with per-sentence continuous latent vectors.
The latent vector induces marginal dependencies
beyond the traditional first-order context-free as-
sumptions within a tree-based generative process,
leading to improved performance. The collapsed
amortized variational inference approach is gen-
eral and can be used for generative models which
admit tractable inference through partial condi-
tioning. Learning deep generative models which
exhibit such conditional Markov properties is an
interesting direction for future work.
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A Appendix

A.1 Model Parameterization

Neural PCFG We associate an input embedding
wN for each symbol N on the left side of a rule
(i.e. N ∈ {S} ∪N ∪P) and run a neural network
over wN to obtain the rule probabilities. Con-
cretely, each rule type πr is parameterized as fol-
lows,

πS→A =
exp(u>A f1(wS))∑

A′∈N exp(u>A′ f1(wS))
,

πA→BC =
exp(u>BC wA)∑

B′C′∈M exp(u>B′C′ wA)
,

πT→w =
exp(u>w f2(wT ))∑

w′∈Σ exp(u>w′ f2(wT ))
,

whereM is the product space (N ∪P)×(N ∪P),
and f1, f2 are MLPs with two residual layers,

fi(x) = gi,1(gi,2(Wix)),

gi,j(y) = ReLU(Vi,j ReLU(Ui,jy)) + y.

The bias terms for the above expressions (includ-
ing for the rule probabilities) are omitted for nota-
tional brevity. In Figure 1 we use the following to
refer to rule probabilities of different rule types,

πS = {πr | r ∈ L(S)},
πN = {πr | r ∈ L(A), A ∈ N},
πP = {πr | r ∈ L(T ), T ∈ P},
π = πS ∪ πN ∪ πP ,

where L(A) denotes the set of rules with A on the
left hand side.

Compound PCFG The compound PCFG rule
probabilities πz given a latent vector z,

πz,S→A =
exp(u>A f1([wS ; z]))∑

A′∈N exp(u>A′ f1([wS ; z]))
,

πz,A→BC =
exp(u>BC [wA; z])∑

B′C′∈M exp(u>B′C′ [wA; z])
,

πz,T→w =
exp(u>w f2([wT ; z]))∑

w′∈Σ exp(u>w′ f2([wT ; z]))
.

Again the bias terms are omitted for brevity, and
f1, f2 are as before where the first layer’s input
dimensions are appropriately changed to account
for concatenation with z.

A.2 Corpus/Sentence F1 by Sentence Length

For completeness we show the corpus-level and
sentence-level F1 broken down by sentence length
in Table 6, averaged across 4 different runs of each
model.

A.3 Experiments with RNNGs

For experiments on supervising RNNGs with in-
duced trees, we use the parameterization and hy-
perparameters from Kim et al. (2019), which
uses a 2-layer 650-dimensional stack LSTM (with
dropout of 0.5) and a 650-dimensional tree LSTM
(Tai et al., 2015; Zhu et al., 2015) as the composi-
tion function.

Concretely, the generative story is as follows:
first, the stack representation is used to predict the
next action (SHIFT or REDUCE) via an affine trans-
formation followed by a sigmoid. If SHIFT is cho-
sen, we obtain a distribution over the vocabulary
via another affine transformation over the stack
representation followed by a softmax. Then we
sample the next word from this distribution and
shift the generated word onto the stack using the
stack LSTM. If REDUCE is chosen, we pop the last
two elements off the stack and use the tree LSTM
to obtain a new representation. This new repre-
sentation is shifted onto the stack via the stack
LSTM. Note that this RNNG parameterization is
slightly different than the original from Dyer et al.
(2016), which does not ignore constituent labels
and utilizes a bidirectional LSTM as the compo-
sition function instead of a tree LSTM. As our
RNNG parameterization only works with binary
trees, we binarize the gold trees with right bina-
rization for the RNNG trained on gold trees (trees
from the unsupervised methods explored in this
paper are already binary). The RNNG also trains
a discriminative parser alongside the generative
model for evaluation with importance sampling.
We use a CRF parser whose span score parame-
terization is similar similar to recent works (Wang
and Chang, 2016; Stern et al., 2017; Kitaev and
Klein, 2018): position embeddings are added to
word embeddings, and a bidirectional LSTM with
256 hidden dimensions is run over the input rep-
resentations to obtain the forward and backward
hidden states. The score sij ∈ R for a constituent
spanning the i-th and j-th word is given by,

sij = MLP([
−→
h j+1 −

−→
h i;
←−
h i−1 −

←−
h j ]),

where the MLP has a single hidden layer with
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Sentence-level F1

WSJ-10 WSJ-20 WSJ-30 WSJ-40 WSJ-Full

Left Branching 17.4 12.9 9.9 8.6 8.7
Right Branching 58.5 49.8 44.4 41.6 39.5
Random Trees 31.8 25.2 21.5 19.7 19.2
PRPN (tuned) 58.4 54.3 50.9 48.5 47.3
ON (tuned) 63.9 57.5 53.2 50.5 48.1
Neural PCFG 64.6 58.1 54.6 52.6 50.8
Compound PCFG 70.5 63.4 58.9 56.6 55.2

Oracle 82.1 84.1 84.2 84.3 84.3

Corpus-level F1

WSJ-10 WSJ-20 WSJ-30 WSJ-40 WSJ-Full

Left Branching 16.5 11.7 8.5 7.2 6.0
Right Branching 58.9 48.3 42.5 39.4 36.1
Random Trees 31.9 23.9 20.0 18.1 16.4
PRPN (tuned) 59.3 53.6 49.7 46.9 44.5
ON (tuned) 64.7 56.3 51.5 48.3 45.6
Neural PCFG 63.5 56.8 53.1 51.0 48.7
Compound PCFG 70.6 62.0 57.1 54.6 52.4

Oracle 83.5 85.2 84.9 84.9 84.7

Table 6: Average unlabeled F1 for the various models broken down by sentence length on the PTB test set. For
example WSJ-10 refers to F1 calculated on the subset of the test set where the maximum sentence length is at most
10. Scores are averaged across 4 runs of the model with different random seeds. Oracle is the performance of
binarized gold trees (with right branching binarization). Top shows sentence-level F1 and bottom shows corpus-
level F1.

ReLU nonlinearity followed by layer normaliza-
tion (Ba et al., 2016).

For experiments on fine-tuning the RNNG with
the unsupervised RNNG, we take the discrimina-
tive parser (which is also pretrained alongside the
RNNG on induced trees) to be the structured in-
ference network for optimizing the evidence lower
bound. We refer the reader to Kim et al. (2019)
and their open source implementation21 for addi-
tional details. We also observe that as noted by
Kim et al. (2019), a URNNG trained from scratch
on this version of PTB without punctuation failed
to outperform a right-branching baseline.

The LSTM language model baseline is the same
size as the stack LSTM (i.e. 2 layers, 650 hid-
den units, dropout of 0.5), and is therefore equiva-
lent to an RNNG with completely right branching
trees. For all models we share input/output word
embeddings (Press and Wolf, 2016). Perplex-
ity estimation for the RNNGs and the compound
PCFG uses 1000 importance-weighted samples.

For grammaticality judgment, we modify the
publicly available dataset from Marvin and Linzen
(2018)22 to only keep sentence pairs that did not
have any unknown words with respect to our PTB

21https://github.com/harvardnlp/urnng
22https://github.com/BeckyMarvin/LM syneval

vocabulary of 10K words. This results in 33K sen-
tence pairs for evaluation.

A.4 Nonterminal/Preterminal Alignments
Figure 3 shows the part-of-speech alignments and
Table 7 shows the nonterminal label alignments
for the compound PCFG/neural PCFG.

A.5 Subtree Analysis
Table 8 lists more examples of constituents within
each subtree as the top principical component is
varied. Due to data sparsity, the subtree analysis
is performed on the full dataset. See section 5 for
more details. See section 5 for more details.
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Figure 3: Preterminal alignment to part-of-speech tags for the compound PCFG (top) and the neural PCFG (bot-
tom).
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Label S SBAR NP VP PP ADJP ADVP Other Freq. Acc.

NT-01 0.0% 0.0% 81.8% 1.1% 0.0% 5.9% 0.0% 11.2% 2.9% 13.8%
NT-02 2.2% 0.9% 90.8% 1.7% 0.9% 0.0% 1.3% 2.2% 1.1% 44.0%
NT-03 1.0% 0.0% 2.3% 96.8% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.8% 37.1%
NT-04 0.3% 2.2% 0.5% 2.0% 93.9% 0.2% 0.6% 0.3% 11.0% 64.9%
NT-05 0.2% 0.0% 36.4% 56.9% 0.0% 0.0% 0.2% 6.2% 3.1% 57.1%
NT-06 0.0% 0.0% 99.1% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.2% 0.6% 5.2% 89.0%
NT-07 0.0% 0.0% 99.7% 0.0% 0.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.3% 59.3%
NT-08 0.5% 2.2% 23.3% 35.6% 11.3% 23.6% 1.7% 1.7% 2.0% 44.3%
NT-09 6.3% 5.6% 40.2% 4.3% 32.6% 1.2% 7.0% 2.8% 2.6% 52.1%
NT-10 0.1% 0.1% 1.4% 58.8% 38.6% 0.0% 0.8% 0.1% 3.0% 50.5%
NT-11 0.9% 0.0% 96.5% 0.9% 0.9% 0.0% 0.0% 0.9% 1.1% 42.9%
NT-12 0.5% 0.2% 94.4% 2.4% 0.2% 0.1% 0.2% 2.0% 8.9% 74.9%
NT-13 1.6% 0.1% 0.2% 97.7% 0.2% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 6.2% 46.0%
NT-14 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 98.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.4% 0.9% 54.1%
NT-15 0.0% 0.0% 99.7% 0.0% 0.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 2.0% 76.9%
NT-16 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.3% 29.9%
NT-17 96.4% 2.9% 0.0% 0.7% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.2% 24.4%
NT-18 0.3% 0.0% 88.7% 2.8% 0.3% 0.0% 0.0% 7.9% 3.0% 28.3%
NT-19 3.9% 1.0% 86.6% 2.4% 2.6% 0.4% 1.3% 1.8% 4.5% 53.4%
NT-20 0.0% 0.0% 99.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.3% 0.2% 0.5% 7.4% 17.5%
NT-21 94.4% 1.7% 2.0% 1.4% 0.3% 0.1% 0.0% 0.1% 6.2% 34.7%
NT-22 0.1% 0.0% 98.4% 1.1% 0.1% 0.0% 0.2% 0.2% 3.5% 77.6%
NT-23 0.4% 0.9% 14.0% 53.1% 8.2% 18.5% 4.3% 0.7% 2.4% 49.1%
NT-24 0.0% 0.2% 1.5% 98.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 2.3% 47.3%
NT-25 0.3% 0.0% 1.4% 98.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 2.2% 34.6%
NT-26 0.4% 60.7% 18.4% 3.0% 15.4% 0.4% 0.4% 1.3% 2.1% 23.4%
NT-27 0.0% 0.0% 48.7% 0.5% 0.7% 13.1% 3.2% 33.8% 2.0% 59.7%
NT-28 88.2% 0.3% 3.8% 0.9% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 6.9% 6.7% 76.5%
NT-29 0.0% 1.7% 95.8% 1.0% 0.7% 0.0% 0.0% 0.7% 1.0% 62.8%
NT-30 1.6% 94.5% 0.6% 1.2% 1.2% 0.0% 0.4% 0.4% 2.1% 49.4%

NT-01 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 99.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.8% 2.6% 41.1%
NT-02 0.0% 0.3% 0.3% 99.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.3% 5.3% 15.4%
NT-03 88.2% 0.3% 3.6% 1.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 6.9% 7.2% 71.4%
NT-04 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.5% 2.4%
NT-05 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 96.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 3.4% 5.0% 1.2%
NT-06 0.0% 0.4% 0.4% 98.8% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.4% 1.2% 43.7%
NT-07 0.2% 0.0% 95.3% 0.9% 0.0% 1.6% 0.1% 1.9% 2.8% 60.6%
NT-08 1.0% 0.4% 95.3% 2.3% 0.4% 0.2% 0.3% 0.2% 9.4% 63.0%
NT-09 0.6% 0.0% 87.4% 1.9% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 10.1% 1.0% 33.8%
NT-10 78.3% 17.9% 3.0% 0.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.3% 1.9% 42.0%
NT-11 0.3% 0.0% 99.0% 0.3% 0.0% 0.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.9% 70.3%
NT-12 0.0% 8.8% 76.5% 2.9% 5.9% 0.0% 0.0% 5.9% 2.0% 3.6%
NT-13 0.5% 2.0% 1.0% 96.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.7% 50.7%
NT-14 0.0% 0.0% 99.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.6% 0.0% 0.4% 7.7% 14.8%
NT-15 2.9% 0.5% 0.4% 95.5% 0.4% 0.0% 0.0% 0.2% 4.4% 45.2%
NT-16 0.4% 0.4% 17.9% 5.6% 64.1% 0.4% 6.8% 4.4% 1.4% 38.1%
NT-17 0.1% 0.0% 98.2% 0.5% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.9% 9.6% 85.4%
NT-18 0.1% 0.0% 95.7% 1.6% 0.0% 0.1% 0.2% 2.3% 4.7% 56.2%
NT-19 0.0% 0.0% 98.9% 0.0% 0.4% 0.0% 0.0% 0.7% 1.3% 72.6%
NT-20 2.0% 22.7% 3.0% 4.8% 63.9% 0.6% 2.3% 0.6% 6.8% 59.0%
NT-21 0.0% 0.0% 14.3% 42.9% 0.0% 0.0% 42.9% 0.0% 2.2% 0.7%
NT-22 1.4% 0.0% 11.0% 86.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.4% 1.0% 15.2%
NT-23 0.1% 0.0% 58.3% 0.8% 0.4% 5.0% 1.7% 33.7% 2.8% 62.7%
NT-24 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.6% 70.2%
NT-25 2.2% 0.0% 76.1% 4.3% 0.0% 2.2% 0.0% 15.2% 0.4% 23.5%
NT-26 0.0% 0.0% 2.3% 94.2% 3.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.8% 24.0%
NT-27 96.6% 0.2% 1.5% 1.1% 0.3% 0.2% 0.0% 0.2% 4.3% 32.2%
NT-28 1.2% 3.7% 1.5% 5.8% 85.7% 0.9% 0.9% 0.3% 7.6% 64.9%
NT-29 3.0% 82.0% 1.5% 13.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.6% 45.4%
NT-30 0.0% 0.0% 1.0% 60.2% 19.4% 1.9% 4.9% 12.6% 2.1% 10.4%

Gold 15.0% 4.8% 38.5% 21.7% 14.6% 1.7% 0.8% 2.9%

Table 7: Analysis of label alignment for nonterminals in the compound PCFG (top) and the neural PCFG (bottom).
Label alignment is the proportion of correctly-predicted constistuents that correspond to a particular gold label. We
also show the predicited constituent frequency and accuracy (i.e. precision) on the right. Bottom line shows the
frequency in the gold trees.
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(NT-13 (T-12w1) (NT-25 (T-39w2) (T-58w3)))

would be irresponsible has been growing
could be delayed ’ve been neglected
can be held had been made
can be proven had been canceled
could be used have been wary

(NT-04 (T-13w1) (NT-12 (T-60w2) (NT-18 (T-60w3) (T-21w4))))

of federally subsidized loans in fairly thin trading
of criminal racketeering charges in quiet expiration trading
for individual retirement accounts in big technology stocks
without prior congressional approval from small price discrepancies
between the two concerns by futures-related program buying

(NT-04 (T-13w1) (NT-12 (T-05w2) (NT-01 (T-18w3) (T-25w4))))

by the supreme court in a stock-index arbitrage
of the bankruptcy code as a hedging tool
to the bankruptcy court of the bond market
in a foreign court leaving the stock market
for the supreme court after the new york

(NT-12 (NT-20 (NT-20 (T-05w1) (T-40w2)) (T-40w3)) (T-22w4))

a syrian troop pullout the frankfurt stock exchange
a conventional soviet attack the late sell programs
the house-passed capital-gains provision a great buying opportunity
the official creditors committee the most active stocks
a syrian troop withdrawal a major brokerage firm

(NT-21 (NT-22 (NT-20 (T-05w1) (T-40w2)) (T-22w3)) (NT-13 (T-30w4) (T-58w5)))

the frankfurt market was mixed the gramm-rudman targets are met
the u.s. unit edged lower a private meeting is scheduled
a news release was prepared the key assumption is valid
the stock market closed wednesday the budget scorekeeping is completed
the stock market remains fragile the tax bill is enacted

(NT-03 (T-07w1) (NT-19 (NT-20 (NT-20 (T-05w2) (T-40w3)) (T-40w4)) (T-22w5)))

have a high default risk rejected a reagan administration plan
have a lower default risk approved a short-term spending bill
has a strong practical aspect has an emergency relief program
have a good strong credit writes the hud spending bill
have one big marketing edge adopted the underlying transportation measure

(NT-13 (T-12w1) (NT-25 (T-39w2) (NT-23 (T-58w3) (NT-04 (T-13w4) (T-43w5)))))

has been operating in paris will be used for expansion
has been taken in colombia might be room for flexibility
has been vacant since july may be built in britain
have been dismal for years will be supported by advertising
has been improving since then could be used as weapons

(NT-04 (T-13w1) (NT-12 (NT-06 (NT-20 (T-05w2) (T-40w3)) (T-22w4)) (NT-04 (T-13w5) (NT-12 (T-18w6) (T-53w7)))))

for a health center in south carolina with an opposite trade in stock-index futures
by a federal jury in new york from the recent volatility in financial markets
of the appeals court in new york of another steep plunge in stock prices
of the further thaw in u.s.-soviet relations over the past decade as pension funds
of the service corps of retired executives by a modest recovery in share prices

(NT-10 (T-55w1) (NT-05 (T-02w2) (NT-19 (NT-06 (T-05w3) (T-41w4)) (NT-04 (T-13w5) (NT-12 (T-60w6) (T-21w7))))))

to integrate the products into their operations to defend the company in such proceedings
to offset the problems at radio shack to dismiss an indictment against her claiming
to purchase one share of common stock to death some N of his troops
to tighten their hold on their business to drop their inquiry into his activities
to use the microprocessor in future products to block the maneuver on procedural grounds

(NT-13 (T-12w1) (NT-25 (T-39w2) (NT-23 (T-58w3) (NT-04 (T-13w4) (NT-12 (NT-20 (T-05w5) (T-40w6)) (T-22w7))))))

has been mentioned as a takeover candidate would be run by the joint chiefs
has been stuck in a trading range would be made into a separate bill
had left announced to the trading mob would be included in the final bill
only become active during the closing minutes would be costly given the financial arrangement
will get settled in the short term would be restricted by a new bill

(NT-10 (T-55w) (NT-05 (T-02w1) (NT-19 (NT-06 (T-05w2) (T-41w3)) (NT-04 (T-13w4) (NT-12 (T-60w5) (NT-18 (T-18w6) (T-53w7)))))))

to supply that country with other defense systems to enjoy a loyalty among junk bond investors
to transfer its skill at designing military equipment to transfer their business to other clearing firms
to improve the availability of quality legal service to soften the blow of declining stock prices
to unveil a family of high-end personal computers to keep a lid on short-term interest rates
to arrange an acceleration of planned tariff cuts to urge the fed toward lower interest rates

(NT-21 (NT-22 (T-60w1) (NT-18 (T-60w2) (T-21w3))) (NT-13 (T-07w4) (NT-02 (NT-27 (T-47w5) (T-50w6)) (NT-10 (T-55w7) (NT-05 (T-47w8) (T-50w9))))))

unconsolidated pretax profit increased N % to N billion amex short interest climbed N % to N shares
its total revenue rose N % to N billion its pretax profit rose N % to N million
total operating revenue grew N % to N billion its pretax profit rose N % to N billion
its group sales rose N % to N billion fiscal first-half sales slipped N % to N million
total operating expenses increased N % to N billion total operating expenses increased N % to N billion

Table 8: For each subtree (shown at the top of each set of examples), we perform PCA on the variational posterior
mean vectors that are associated with that particular subtree and take the top principal component. We then list the
top 5 constituents that had the lowest (left) and highest (right) principal component values.
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Abstract

During the past decades, due to the lack of
sufficient labeled data, most studies on cross-
domain parsing focus on unsupervised domain
adaptation, assuming there is no target-
domain training data. However, unsupervised
approaches make limited progress so far due
to the intrinsic difficulty of both domain
adaptation and parsing. This paper tackles the
semi-supervised domain adaptation problem
for Chinese dependency parsing, based on two
newly-annotated large-scale domain-specific
datasets.1 We propose a simple domain
embedding approach to merge the source-
and target-domain training data, which is
shown to be more effective than both direct
corpus concatenation and multi-task learning.
In order to utilize unlabeled target-domain
data, we employ the recent contextualized
word representations and show that a simple
fine-tuning procedure can further boost
cross-domain parsing accuracy by large
margins.

1 Introduction

As a fundamental task in NLP, dependency parsing
has attracted a lot of research interest during
the past decades due to its multi-lingual appli-
cability in capturing both syntactic and seman-
tic information (Kübler et al., 2009; McDonald
et al., 2013). Given an input sentence S =
w0w1 . . . wn, dependency parsing constructs a tree
d = {(h,m, l), 0 ≤ h ≤ n, 1 ≤ m ≤ n, l ∈
L}, as depicted in Figure 1, where (h,m, l) is a
dependency from the head wh to the modifier wm

∗Corresponding author
1The two domain-specific datasets, plus another one for

product comment texts, are also used in the NLPCC-2019
shared task (http://hlt.suda.edu.cn/index.
php/Nlpcc-2019-shared-task) on cross-domain
Chinese dependency parsing. Please note that the settings for
the source-domain training data are different between this
work and NLPCC-2019 shared task.

$ ł Ł

this with white shirt very pretty

subj

att

adv

adv
obj

root

Figure 1: An example from the product blogs domain.
The English translation is “This looks very pretty with
a white shirt.”

with the relation label l, and w0 is a pseudo root
node.

Recently, dependency parsing has achieved
tremendous progress thanks to the strong
capability of deep neural networks in capturing
long-distance contexts (Chen and Manning, 2014;
Dyer et al., 2015; Zhou et al., 2015; Andor
et al., 2016; Kiperwasser and Goldberg, 2016;
Dozat and Manning, 2017; Ma et al., 2018).
Furthermore, contextualized word representations
learned from large-scale unlabeled texts under
language model training loss (Peters et al., 2018;
Radford et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2018), are
proven to be extensively helpful for many NLP
tasks including dependency parsing (Che et al.,
2018; Clark et al., 2018; Kitaev and Klein, 2018).

However, parsing performance drops dramati-
cally when processing texts that are different from
the training data, known as the domain adaptation
problem. In fact, with the surge of web data (or
user generated content), cross-domain parsing has
become the major challenge for applying syntactic
analysis in realistic NLP systems. To meet this
challenge, the community has organized several
shared tasks to attract more research attention
(Nivre et al., 2007; Hajič et al., 2009; Petrov and
McDonald, 2012).
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Hindered by the lack of sufficient labeled data,
most previous works on cross-domain parsing, in-
cluding the aforementioned shared tasks, assume
there is no labeled target-domain training data and
thus focus on unsupervised domain adaptation. So
far, approaches in this direction have made limited
progress, due to the intrinsic difficulty of both
domain adaptation and parsing (see discussions in
Section 5). On the other hand, due to the extreme
complexity and heavy cost, progress on syntactic
data annotation on new-domain texts has been
very slow, and only several small-scale datasets
on web texts have been built, mostly as evaluation
data for cross-domain parsing (Foster et al., 2011;
Petrov and McDonald, 2012; Kong et al., 2014;
Wang et al., 2014).

To meet the above challenges, this paper
presents two newly-annotated large-scale domain-
aware datasets (over 12K sentences), and try
to tackle the task of semi-supervised domain
adaptation for Chinese dependency parsing. With
the access of both labeled and unlabeled target-
domain data, we propose and evaluate several
simple approaches and conduct error analysis in
order to investigate the following three questions:

Q1: How to effectively combine the source- and
target-domain labeled training data?

Q2: How to utilize the target-domain unlabeled
data for further improvements?

Q3: Given a certain amount of labeled data,
how much data are needed to annotate to reach a
certain performance on a new domain?

As our reviewers point out, the semi-supervised
domain-adaptation scenario, tackled in this work,
is less realistic than the unsupervised counterpart,
due to need of labeled target-domain training
data, which is usually extremely expensive.
However, we believe that this work can be
equally valuable and useful when there exist
only dozens or hundreds of labeled target-
domain training sentences, which may be a
feasible compromise for realistic applications
of parsing techniques, considering that, as
discussed above, purely unsupervised domain
adaptation makes very limited progress. We
will also release all annotated data at http:
//hlt.suda.edu.cn/index.php/SUCDT
and codes at https://github.com/
SUDA-LA/ACL2019-dp-cross-domain.

2 Data Annotation

In this work, we choose two typical domain-aware
web texts for annotation, i.e., product blogs and
web fictions. This section introduces the details
about the data annotation procedure.

Data selection. The product blog (PB) texts
are crawled from the Taobao headline website,
which contains articles written by users mainly on
description and comparison of different commer-
cial products. After data cleaning and automatic
word segmentation, we have collected about 340K
sentences. Then, we select 10 thousand sen-
tences with [5, 25] words for manual annotation
following the active learning workflow of Jiang
et al. (2018). The remaining sentences are used
as unlabeled data. For web fictions, we follow
the work on cross-domain word segmentation of
Zhang et al. (2014), and adopt the popular novel
named as “Zhuxian” (ZX, also known as “Jade dy-
nasty”). Among their annotated 4,555 sentences,
we select about 3,400 sentences with [5, 45] words
for annotation. The remaining 32K sentences of
ZX are used as unlabeled data in this work.

Annotation guideline. After comparing
several publicly available guidelines for depen-
dency parsing including the universal dependen-
cies (UD) (McDonald et al., 2013), we adopt the
guideline released by Jiang et al. (2018) based on
three considerations. First, their guideline con-
tains 20 relations specifically designed to capture
Chinese dependency syntax for texts of different
sources. Second, the 70-page guideline gives very
detailed illustrations with many concrete exam-
ples. Third, they have constructed a large-scale
balanced corpus (BC), which is used as the source-
domain labeled data in this work.

Quality Control. We employ about 15 un-
dergraduate students as annotators, and select 5
experienced annotators with linguistic background
as the expert annotators. Each annotator is inten-
sively trained to be familiar with the guideline.
Based on our browser-based annotation platform,
we apply strict double annotation to guarantee
the quality of the labeled data. First, each raw
sentence with automatic word segmentation is ran-
domly assigned to two annotators. The annotation
is accepted if the two submissions are the same.
Otherwise, a third expert annotator decides the
answer after comparing and analyzing the two
submissions.

Statistics and Analysis. After removing the
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PB ZX

consensus ratio (sent) 35.88 46.20

consensus ratio (token) 69.38 79.21

OOV ratio 26.68 17.91

Table 1: Analysis of the annotated data.

sentences with wrong word segmentation or in-
comprehensible semantics, we obtain 9,040 PB
sentences and 3,249 ZX sentences. We analyze
the two datasets from three aspects, as shown in
Table 1. The sentence-wise consensus ratio is the
percent of sentences that receive completely the
same submission from two annotators, which is
only 35% for PB and 46% for ZX. This means
that more than a half of all sentences need to
be checked by expert annotators, showing the
complexity of syntactic annotation and the neces-
sity of double annotation for quality guarantee.
The token-wise consensus ratio is the percent of
tokens that receive the same heads and labels
from two annotators, which is still lower than
70% for PB and 80% for ZX. These consensus
ratios clearly show that PB is more difficult to
annotate than ZX. As user generated content, PB
is much more casual and contains a lot of word
ellipsis phenomena, wrongly written characters,
abbreviated words, ill-grammar expressions, and
so on.

The OOV (out-of-vocabulary) ratio means the
percent of tokens that do not occur in the source-
domain BC data of Jiang et al. (2018). We can see
that the OOV ratio is much higher in PB than ZX,
which would certainly make PB more difficult to
parse.

3 Approaches

This section presents several semi-supervised
cross-domain parsing approaches.

3.1 Base Biaffine Parser

In this work, we build all the approaches over
the state-of-the-art deep biaffine parser (Dozat and
Manning, 2017). As a graph-based dependency
parser, it employs a deep biaffine neural network
to compute the scores of all dependencies, and
uses viterbi decoding to find the highest-scoring
tree. Figure 2 shows how to compute the score of
an arc score(i← j).

First, the biaffine parser applies multi-layer

... ... ...

...Inputs xi xi+1 ... xj ...

... ... ...
BiLSTM

MLPD MLPH

hjhi

rD
i rH

j

Biaffine

score(i← j)

Figure 2: Computation of score(i ← j) in the
biaffine parser. For simplicity, we only draw two-layer
BiLSTMs.

bidirectional sequential LSTMs (BiLSTM) to
encode the input sentence. The input of the
i-th word is the concatenation of word/tag
embeddings, i.e., xi = ewi ⊕ eti . The output
vector of the top-layer BiLSTM for the i-th word
is denoted as hi. It is fed into two separate MLPs
to get two lower-dimensional representation
vectors of the word, as a head and a dependent
respectively.

rH
i , r

D
i = MLPH (hi) ,MLPD (hi) (1)

Finally, the score of an arc is computed via a
biaffine operation.

score(i← j) =


 rD

i

1



T

WbrH
j (2)

Similarly, the parser uses extra MLPs and bi-
affines to compute label scores score(i l←− j),
Due to space limitation, we refer readers to Dozat
and Manning (2017) for more details.

Training loss. For each wi and its gold-
standard head wj and label l, the parser adopts
local cross-entropy losses.

loss(i
l←− j) =− log

escore(i←j)∑
0≤k≤n e

score(i←k)

− log
escore(i

l←−j)
∑

l′∈L e
score(i

l′←−j)
(3)

where L is the label set. Separate losses are
computed for heads selection and labeling.
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xi ⊕ edomain... ...

BiLSTMs

MLPs

Biaffines

Figure 3: The framework of the DOEMB approach,
where domain = “src” for source-domain sentences
and “tgt” for target-domain ones.

3.2 Combining Two Training Datasets

In this subsection, we describe three simple ap-
proaches for combining the source- and target-
domain training datasets.

(1) Direct concatenation (CONCAT). The
most straightforward way is to directly merge
multiple training datasets into a larger one. This
method treats the source- and target-domain
training datasets equally. The basic parser can be
directly used with little modification. The major
drawback for this method is that the model uses
the same parameters for both domains, and thus is
unable to learn the domain-specific features.

(2) Domain embedding (DOEMB). Stymne
et al. (2018) propose a treebank embedding ap-
proach to improve parsing by utilizing multiple
heterogeneous treebanks (following diverse an-
notation guideline) for a language. Inspired by
their work, we propose to concatenate each word
position with an extra domain embedding to in-
dicate which domain this training sentence comes
from, as illustrated in Figure 3. In this way, we
expect the model can fully utilize both training
datasets, since most parameters are shared except
the two domain embedding vectors, and learn
to distinguish the domain-specific and general
features as well.

(3) Multi-task learning (MTL) aims to incor-
porate labeled data of multiple related tasks for
improving performance (Collobert and Weston,
2008). Guo et al. (2016) first employ MTL to
improve parsing performance by utilizing multiple
heterogeneous treebanks and treating each tree-
bank as a separate task. As shown in Figure 4, we
make a straightforward extension to the biaffine
parser to realize multi-task learning. The source-
domain and target-domain parsing are treated as

xi... ...

Shared BiLSTMs

MLPs (Source) MLPs (Target)

Biaffines (Source) Biaffines (Target)

Figure 4: The framework of MTL.

two individual tasks with shared parameters for
word/tag embeddings and BiLSTMs. The main
weakness of MTL is that the model cannot make
full use of the source-domain labeled data, since
the source-domain training data only contributes
to the training of the shared parameters.

The corpus weighting strategy. For all above
three approaches, the target-domain labeled data
would be overwhelmed by the source-domain data
during training if directly combined, since there
usually exists a very big gap in their scale. There-
fore, we employ the simple corpus weighting
strategy (Li et al., 2014) as a useful trick. Be-
fore each iteration, we randomly sample training
sentences separately from the target- and source-
domain training data in the proportion of 1 : M .
Then we merge and randomly shuffle the sampled
data for one-iteration training. We treat M ≥ 1 as
a hyper-parameter tuned on the dev data.

3.3 Utilizing Unlabeled Data

Besides labeled data, how to exploit unlabeled
data, both target- and source-domain, has been
an interesting and important direction for cross-
domain parsing for a long time, as discussed in
Section 5. Recently, Peters et al. (2018) introduce
embeddings from language models (ELMo) to
effectively utilize large amount of raw texts as
a pretraining step. They use multiple BiLSTM
layers as the sentence encoder and employ left-to-
right sequential language model losses.

In this work, we propose a very simple two-
step approach to apply ELMo to the cross-domain
scenario.

Step 1: Training ELMo on a large-scale
general-domain unlabeled data. We train
ELMo on the Chinese Gigaword Third Edition,
consisting of about 1.2 million sentences. It takes
about 7 days using 6 GPU nodes (GTX 1080Ti).
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Step 2: Fine-tuning ELMo on the target-
domain unlabeled data. We then fine-tune ELMo
on the target-domain unlabeled data using the
parameters trained in the previous step as the start
point. To save computation resource, we merge
all train/dev/unlabeled data of all three domains
as one unlabeled dataset for fine-tuning ELMo
once, and use the same fine-tuned ELMo for all
three domains.

For each word, the representations from the
three BiLSTM layers of ELMo are averaged and
used to replace the original word embeddings in
the Biaffine Parser. We did not try to let the
model automatically learn different weights for
different layers, which may leads to slightly better
performance. Since ELMo uses charLSTM to
learn the first-layer word representations, we did
try to expand the character dictionary with those
that only occur in the target-domain unlabeled
data, and randomly initialize their corresponding
char embeddings before fine-tuning ELMo. How-
ever, this only produces slight and inconsistent
performance gains.

4 Experiments

Data. We use the balanced corpus (BC) re-
leased by Jiang et al. (2018) as the source domain,
following their train/dev/test split. We use our
newly annotated PB/ZX datasets as two target
domains, and split each into train/dev/test, with
the consideration that the dev/test datasets are
made as large as possible for the sake of more
reliable evaluation. We also provide target-domain
unlabeled data, as discussed in Section 2. Table 2
shows the data statistics.

Evaluation metrics. We use the standard la-
beled attachment score (LAS, percent of words
that receives correct heads and labels) and unla-
beled attachment score (UAS, ignoring labels).

Parser settings. We implement the basic bi-
affine parser and the proposed approaches with
PyTorch. We follow the hyperparameter settings
of Dozat and Manning (2017), such as learning
rate and dropout ratios. Each parser is trained for
at most 1, 000 iterations, and the performance is
evaluated on the dev data after each iteration for
model selection. We stop the training if the peak
performance does not increase in 50 consecutive
iterations.

BC PB ZX

train 52,433 5,140 1,649

dev 998 1,300 500

test 1,995 2,600 1,100

unlabeled - 326,981 32,492

Table 2: Data statistics in sentence number.

Trained on
BC PB ZX

UAS LAS UAS LAS UAS LAS

BC 82.77 77.66 68.73 61.93 69.34 61.32

PB 62.10 55.20 75.85 70.12 51.50 41.92

ZX 56.15 48.34 52.56 43.76 69.54 63.65

Table 3: Performance on dev data of models trained on
a single-domain training data.

4.1 Single-domain Training Results

Table 3 presents parsing accuracy on the dev data
when training each parser on a single-domain
training data. We can see that although PB-train is
much smaller than BC-train, the PB-trained parser
outperforms the BC-trained parser by about 8% on
PB-dev, indicating the usefulness and importance
of target-domain labeled data especially when two
domains are very dissimilar.

However, the gap between the ZX-trained
parser and the BC-trained is only about 2% in
LAS, which we believe has a two-fold reason.
First, the size of ZX-train is even smaller, and
is only less than one third of that of PB-train.
Second, the BC corpus are from the People Daily
newspaper and probably contains novel articles,
which are more similar to ZX. Overall, it is
clear and reasonable that the parser achieves best
performance on a given domain when the training
data is from the same domain.

4.2 Combining Two Training Datasets

We combine the source- and target-domain train-
ing data using the three approaches described in
Section 3.2. Due to the big gap between the size
of the source- and target-domain training data, we
employ the corpus weighting strategy to balance
the effect of difference sources.

Figure 5 shows the results on the dev data with
different weighting factor M . The curves on both
PB and ZX clearly show that corpus weighting
is extensively helpful, and the performance gap
between a good weight factor and a bad one can
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Figure 5: Effect of corpus weighting on different
approaches on the dev data.

be large for certain target domains and methods.
Specifically, for PB as the target domain, it seems
sufficient to use the same weight for the source
and target domains (i.e., M = 1), and choosing
a proper larger M leads to less than 1% im-
provement. In contrast, corpus weighting is more
important for the ZX domain, and leads to much
better performance with a larger M . In addition
to the very small size of ZX-train, another reason
may be due to the large similarity between ZX and
BC, as previously discussed.

From another aspect, we can see that the
DOEMB approach always performs best among
the three approaches on both target domains, and
MTL is the most ineffective in making use of the
source-domain training data.

Overall, the results are consistent with our dis-
cussions in Section 3.2. The key of the success
of DOEMB over both CONCAT and MTL lies
in the balance between merging the knowledge
in both domains by sharing more parameters and
distinguishing the two domains in order to learn
domain-specific and general features.

For each method-domain pair, we select the best
corpus weighting M according to their results on
the dev data.

4.3 Utilization of Unlabeled Data

In this part, we enhance the most effective
DOEMB approach with ELMo with the approach
described in Section 3.3. Table 4 reports the
results.

Surprisingly, using the ELMo trained on
general-domain Chinese Gigaword corpus has
opposite effect on the two target domains. LAS
decreases by 0.99 on PB but increases by 1.16
on ZX. We suspect the reason may be that that

PB ZX

UAS LAS UAS LAS

DOEMB 78.97 73.93 78.64 73.87

+ ELMo (Giga) 78.49 72.94 79.92 75.03

+ Fine-tuning 83.08 78.37 81.48 76.51

Table 4: Performance of the DOEMB approach
enhanced with ELMo on the dev data.

Chinese gigaword corpus, like BC, contains many
novel-related texts that are similar to ZX. In
contrast, it is quite unlikely to have texts similar
to PB, considering the PB texts are usually recent
user-generated content. This finding is different
from the in-domain parsing results, where ELMo
is always helpful (Che et al., 2018; Clark et al.,
2018)

Further fine-tuning ELMo on target-domain un-
labeled data leads to consistent and large im-
provement on both domains. Compared with
“ELMo (Giga)”, LAS increases by 5.43 on PB and
1.48 on ZX. We believe the larger improvement
on PB versus ZX is mainly due to the much
larger scale of unlabeled PB data. The results
demonstrate that through fine-tuning on target-
domain unlabeled data, ELMo effectively learns
domain-specific knowledge, and is able to produce
more reliable contextualized word representations.

4.4 Final Results On Test Data
Table 5 shows the final results on the test data,
which are consistent with the previous observa-
tions. First, when constrained on single-domain
training data, using the target-domain data is the
most effective. Second, using source-domain data
as extra training data is helpful, and the DOEMB
method performs the best. Third, it is extremely
useful and efficient to first train ELMo on very
large-scale general-purpose unlabeled data and
then fine-tune it on relatively small-scale target-
domain unlabeled data.

4.5 Analysis
The final performances on PB are consistently
higher than those on ZX by about 2%, as shown in
Table 5. We believe one major reason is PB-train
is more than three times larger than ZX-train. This
then raises an interesting and important question.
When facing a new domain, how much data do we
need to annotate to reach a certain performance
given a certain amount of source-domain data?
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PB ZX

UAS LAS UAS LAS

Trained on single-domain data

BC-train 67.55 61.01 68.44 59.55

PB-train 74.52 69.02 51.62 40.36

ZX-train 52.24 42.76 68.14 61.71

Trained on source- and target-domain data

MTL 75.39 69.69 72.11 65.66

CONCAT 77.49 72.16 76.80 70.85

DOEMB 78.24 72.81 77.96 72.04

+ ELMo 77.62 72.35 78.50 72.49

+ Fine-tuning 82.05 77.16 80.44 75.11

Table 5: Final results on the test data.
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Figure 6: The effect of the relative size of the target-
domain training data.

We try to give some clues through the following
analysis.

Effect of the source-domain data size is
shown in Figure 6. We fix the size of the
target-domain data and increase the size of the
source-domain data by using a random subset of
BC-train. The “PB/ZX-train 1.5K” curves are
based on random 1500 PB/ZX-train sentences in
order to make fair comparison, and the “PB-train
5K” curve uses random 5000 PB-train sentences
in order to understand the effect of larger target-
domain data. For example, “4” at the x-axis
means that the size of BC-train is four times as
much as that of the target-domain data.

We can see that when the size of the target-
domain data is small, i.e., “PB/ZX-train 1.5K”,
adding more source-domain BC-train data leads to
consistent improvements. In split of the same data
size, “PB-train 1.5K” and “ZX-train 1.5K” still
have a large performance gap, which is probably
caused by the effect of ELMo with the much larger
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Figure 7: The effect of the size of the target-domain
training data.

scale of unlabeled PB data, although ZX is easier
to parse as discussed in Section 2.

In contrast, for the larger “PB-train 5K”, the
peak LAS is obtained when 10K BC-train sen-
tences are used, and using more BC-train data
even slightly hurts performance. This shows that
when the target-domain training data is large, the
usefulness of the source-domain data becomes
limited.

Effect of the target-domain data size is shown
in Figure 7. Due to the small size of ZX-train, we
only experiment with PB-train. We draw a “BC-
train 10K” curve, since the previous analysis show
that its combination with “PB-train 5K” already
reaches peak performance.

We can see that exponentially enlarging the size
of the target-domain data leads to nearly linearized
improvement, indicating data annotation is the
most direct and effective (or maybe necessary)
way for improving cross-domain parsing perfor-
mance.

On the other hand, we can see although the final
performance is nearly the same for BC-train 50K
and 10K, the 50K curve is obviously more steady
and consistent, showing that it is usually a wise
choice to use all available source-domain data.

5 Related Works

Domain adaptation has been a crucial and chal-
lenging research topic in both NLP and ML fields.
Due to the vast scope of related research, we try
to give a brief (and far from complete) review on
some representative approaches of high relevance
with syntactic parsing.

Unsupervised domain adaptation. Due to
the lack of sufficient labeled data, most previous
works focuses on unsupervised domain adapta-
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tion, assuming there is only labeled data for the
source domain. Researchers make great effort
to learn useful features from large-scale unla-
beled target-domain data, which is usually much
easier to collect. As a typical semi-supervised
approach, self-training is shown to be very useful
for cross-domain constituent parsing (McClosky
et al., 2006) and dependency parsing (Yu et al.,
2015). There are also many failed works on
applying self-training for in-domain and cross-
domain dependency parsing.

Sagae and Tsujii (2007) apply co-training to
the CoNLL-2007 cross-domain dependency pars-
ing task and report positive gains (Nivre et al.,
2007). In contrast, Dredze et al. (2007) experiment
with many domain adaptation approaches with no
success on the same datasets and suggest the ma-
jor obstacle comes from the divergent annotation
guideline adopted by the target-domain evaluation
data.

Source-domain data selection is another inter-
esting research direction. Given a target domain,
the idea is to automatically select a most relevant
subset from the source-domain training data to
train the parsing model, instead of using all the
labeled data (Plank and van Noord, 2011; Khan
et al., 2013).

The multi-source domain adaptation problem
assumes there are labeled datasets for multiple
source domains. Given a target domain, the chal-
lenge is how to effectively combine knowledge
in the source domains. McClosky et al. (2010)
first raise this scenario for constituent parsing.
They employ a regression model to predict cross-
domain performance, and then use the values to
combine parsing models independently trained on
each source domain. Guo et al. (2018) employ
a similar idea of mixture of experts under the
neural MTL framework, and conduct experiments
on sentiment classification and POS tagging tasks.
They employ meta-training to learn to compute
the point-to-set distance between a target-domain
example and a source domain.

Semi-supervised domain adaptation assumes
there exist some (usually very small-scale) labeled
target-domain data, which can be used to directly
learn the domain-specific distributions or features.
Daumé III (2007) propose a simple yet effective
feature augmentation approach that performs well
on a number of sequence labeling tasks. The
idea is to distinguish domain-specific and general

features by making a copy of each feature for each
domain plus a shared (general) pseudo domain.
Finkel and Manning (2009) further propose a
hierarchical Bayesian extension of this idea. As
pointed by Finkel and Manning (2009), those
two works can be understood as MTL under the
traditional discrete-feature ML framework.

Kim et al. (2017) propose a neural mixture
of experts approach for cross-domain intent clas-
sification and slot tagging. Different from the
unsupervised method of Guo et al. (2018), they
use a small amount of target-domain labeled data
to train an attention module for the computation of
example-to-domain distances.

In the parsing community, Flannery and Mori
(2015) propose to annotate partially labeled
target-domain data with active learning for
cross-domain Japanese dependency parsing.
Similarly, Joshi et al. (2018) annotate a few
dozen partially labeled target-domain sentences
with a few brackets for cross-domain constituent
parsing. Both results report large improvement
and show the usefulness of even small amount
of target-domain annotation, showing the great
potential of semi-supervised domain adaptation
for parsing.

6 Conclusions

This work addresses the task of semi-supervised
domain adaptation for Chinese dependency pars-
ing, based on our two newly-annotated large-scale
domain-aware data, i.e., PB and ZX. We propose
a simple domain embedding approach with corpus
weighting to effectively combine both the source-
and target-domain training data. To utilize un-
labeled target-domain data, We further propose
an effective two-stage approach based on the re-
cently proposed contextualized word representa-
tions (ELMo). Our proposed semi-supervised do-
main adaptation approach leads to absolute LAS
improvement of 16.15% (77.16 vs. 61.01) and
15.56% (75.11 vs. 59.55) on PB/ZX-test respec-
tively, over the non-adapted parser trained on the
source BC-train.

Moreover, detailed analysis shows that enlarg-
ing the target-domain labeled data is most effec-
tive in boost cross-domain parsing performance.
Meanwhile, more source-domain labeled data usu-
ally leads to higher and more consistent improve-
ment, especially when the scale of the target-
domain training data is small.
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Abstract

Head-driven phrase structure grammar
(HPSG) enjoys a uniform formalism repre-
senting rich contextual syntactic and even
semantic meanings. This paper makes the
first attempt to formulate a simplified HPSG
by integrating constituent and dependency
formal representations into head-driven phrase
structure. Then two parsing algorithms are
respectively proposed for two converted tree
representations, division span and joint span.
As HPSG encodes both constituent and de-
pendency structure information, the proposed
HPSG parsers may be regarded as a sort of
joint decoder for both types of structures and
thus are evaluated in terms of extracted or
converted constituent and dependency parsing
trees. Our parser achieves new state-of-the-art
performance for both parsing tasks on Penn
Treebank (PTB) and Chinese Penn Treebank,
verifying the effectiveness of joint learning
constituent and dependency structures. In
details, we report 95.84 F1 of constituent
parsing and 97.00% UAS of dependency
parsing on PTB.

1 Introduction

Head-driven phrase structure grammar (HPSG) is
a highly lexicalized, constraint-based grammar de-
veloped by (Pollard and Sag, 1994). As opposed
to dependency grammar, HPSG is the immediate
successor of generalized phrase structure gram-
mar.

HPSG divides language symbols into categories
of different types, such as vocabulary, phrases, etc.
Each category has different grammar letter infor-
mation. The complete language symbol which is
a complex type feature structure represented by

∗ Corresponding author. This paper was partially sup-
ported by National Key Research and Development Program
of China (No. 2017YFB0304100) and key projects of Nat-
ural Science Foundation of China (No. U1836222 and No.
61733011)
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Figure 1: Constituent, dependency and HPSG trees.

attribute value matrices (AVMs) includes phono-
logical, syntactic, and semantic properties, the va-
lence of the word and interrelationship between
various components of the phrase structure.

Meanwhile, the constituent structure of HPSG
follows the HEAD FEATURE PRINCIPLE (HFP)
(Pollard and Sag, 1994): “the head value of any
headed phrase is structure-shared with the HEAD
value of the head daughter. The effect of the HFP
is to guarantee that headed phrases really are pro-
jections of their head daughter” (p. 34).

Constituent and dependency are two typical
syntactic structure representation forms, which
have been well studied from both linguistic and
computational perspective (Chomsky, 1981; Bres-
nan et al., 2015). The two formalisms carrying
distinguished information have each own strengths
that constituent structure is better at disclosing
phrasal continuity while the dependency structure
is better at indicating dependency relation among
words.
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Typical dependency treebanks are usually con-
verted from constituent treebanks, though they
may be independently annotated as well for the
same languages. In reverse, constituent pars-
ing can be accurately converted to dependencies
representation by grammatical rules or machine
learning methods (De Marneffe et al., 2006; Ma
et al., 2010). Such convertibility shows a close
relation between constituent and dependency rep-
resentations, which also have a strong correlation
with the HFP of HPSG as shown in Figure 1.
Thus, it is possible to combine the two represen-
tation forms into a simplified HPSG not only for
even better parsing but also for more linguistically
rich representation.

In this work, we exploit both strengths of the
two representation forms and combine them into
HPSG. To our best knowledge, it is first attempt
to perform such a formulization1. In this paper,
we explore two parsing methods for the simplified
HPSG parse tree which contains both constituent
and dependency syntactic information.

Our simplified HPSG will be from the anno-
tations or conversions of Penn Treebank (PTB)2

(Marcus et al., 1993). Thus the evaluation for our
HPSG parser will also be done on both the anno-
tated constituent and converted dependency parse
trees, which let our HPSG parser compare to ex-
isting constituent and dependency parsers individ-
ually.

Our experimental results show that our HPSG
parser brings better prediction on both constituent
and dependency tree structures. In addition, the
empirical results show that our parser reaches new
state-of-the-art for both parsing tasks. To sum up,
we make the following contributions:
• For the first time, we formulate a simplified

HPSG by combining constituent and dependency
tree structures.
• We propose two novel methods to handle the

simplified HPSG parsing.
• Our model achieves state-of-the-art results on

PTB and CTB for both constituent and depen-
dency parsing.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents the tree structure of HPSG and
two span representations. Section 3 presents our

1Code and trained English models are publicly available:
https://github.com/DoodleJZ/HPSG-Neural-Parser

2PTB is an English treebank, our parser will also be eval-
uated on Chinese Penn Treebank (CTB) which follows the
similar annotation guideline as PTB.
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SUBJ list of synsem

SEM semantics

COMPS list of synsem

MODL synsem
MODR synsem

nonlocal
REL list of local
SLASH list of local

SYNSEM

LOCAL

NONLOC

CAT

HEAD

Figure 2: HPSG sign from (Miyao et al., 2004).

model based on self-attention architecture and the
adopted parsing algorithms. Section 4 reports the
experiments and results on PTB and CTB tree-
banks to evaluate our model. At last, we survey
related work and conclude this paper respectively
in Sections 5 and 6.

2 Simplified HPSG on PTB

(Miyao et al., 2004) reports the first work of semi-
automatically acquiring an English HPSG gram-
mar from the Penn Treebank. Figure 2 demon-
strates an HPSG unit presentation (formally called
sign), in which head consists of the essential infor-
mation. As the work of (Miyao et al., 2004) can-
not demonstrate an accurate enough HPSG from
the entire source constituent treebank, we focus on
the core of HPSG sign, HEAD, which is conve-
niently connected with dependency grammar. For
the purpose of accurate HPSG building, in this
work, we construct a simplified HPSG only from
annotations of PTB by combining constituent and
dependency parse trees.

2.1 Tree Preprocessing

In standard HPSG relating to HFP, the HEAD
value of any headed phrase is structure-shared
with the HEAD value of the head daughter. In
other words, the phrase in our simplified HPSG
tree may be exactly the same as that in a con-
stituent tree and the head word of the phrase corre-
sponding to the parent of the head word of its chil-
dren in dependency tree3. For example, in the con-
stituent tree of Figure 3(a), Federal Paper Board is
a phrase (1, 3) assigned with category NP and in
dependency tree, Board is parent of Federal and
Paper, thus in our simplified HPSG tree, the head
of phrase (1, 3) is Board.

3In standard HPSG, the HEAD value is the part-of-speech
of the head word. But in our simplified HPSG tree, we set the
head word as HEAD value for convenience.
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Figure 3: Constituent, dependency and two different simplified HPSG structures of the same sentence which is
indexed from 1 to 9 and assigned interval range for each node. Dotted box represents the same part. The special
category # is assigned to divide the phrase with multiple heads. Division span structure adds token H in front of
the category to distinguish whether the phrase is on the left or right of the head. Thus the head is the last one of
the category with H which is marked with a box. Joint span structure contains constitute phrase and dependency
arc. Categ in each node represents the category of each constituent and HEAD indicates the head word.

For dependency parsing on PTB, the depen-
dency structures are mainly obtained by convert-
ing constituent structure with three head rules: (1)
Penn2Malt4 and the head rules of Yamada and
Matsumoto (2003), noted as PTB-YM; (2) LTH
Converter5 (Johansson and Nugues, 2007), noted
as PTB-LTH; (3) Stanford parser6(De Marneffe
et al., 2006), noted as PTB-SD.

Following most of the recent work, we apply
the PTB-SD representation converted by version
3.3.0 of the Stanford parser. However, this de-
pendency representation results in around 1% of
phrases containing two or three head words. As
shown in Figure 3(a), the phrase (5,8) assigned
with a category NP contains 2 head words of pa-
per and products in dependency tree. In order to
deal with the problem, we introduce a special cat-
egory # to divide the phrase with multiple heads
meeting only one head word for each phrase. After

4http://cl.lingfil.uu.se/ nivre/research/Penn2Malt.html
5http://nlp.cs.lth.se/software/treebank converter
6http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/lex-parser.html

this conversion, only 50 heads are errors in Penn
Treebank.

2.2 Span Representations of HPSG

Each node in the HPSG tree noted as AVM repre-
sents compound structure. Even in our simplified
HPSG, each phrase (span) should be companied
with its head. To facilitate the processing of ex-
isting parsers, we propose two ways to convert the
simplified HPSG into a span-style tree structure.
Division Span A phrase is divided into two parts
corresponding to left and right of its head. To dis-
tinguish the left and right parts, we add a special
tokenH in front of the category to indicate the left
span, in which the head of the original phrase is al-
ways the last word. Since some leaves of the tree
are without category, we explicitly use a special
empty category Ø for their representation, and the
token H is also applied to the empty category.

As shown in Figure 3(b), the head of phrase
(1,3) in the dotted box is Board, thus we add the
special token H in front of Federal, Paper and
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Figure 4: The framework of our joint span HPSG parsing model.

Board category. With this operation, head infor-
mation has been encoded into span boundary of a
standard constituent tree and we only need to parse
such a constituent tree.
Joint Span We recursively define a structure
called joint span to cover both constituent and
head information. A joint span consists of all its
children phrases and all dependency arcs between
heads of all these children phrases.

For example, the HPSG node SH (1, 9) in Figure
3(c) as a joint span is:

SH(1, 9) = {SH(1, 3), SH(4, 8), SH(9, 9),

l(1, 9), d(Board, sells), d(., sells)},

where l(i, j) denotes category of span (i, j) and
d(r, h) indicates the dependency between the word
r and its parent h.

At last, following the recursive definition, the
entire HPSG tree T being a joint span can be rep-
resented as:

SH(T ) = {SH(1, 9), d(sells, root)}.

As all constituent and head information has been
formally encoded into a span-like structure, we
can use a constituent-like parser for such a joint
span tree.

3 Our Model

3.1 Overview
Using an encoder-decoder backbone, our model
apply self-attention encoder (Vaswani et al., 2017)
which is modified by position partition (Kitaev

and Klein, 2018a). Since our two converted struc-
tures of simplified HPSG are based on the phrase,
thus we can employ CKY-style (Cocke, 1969;
Younger, Daniel H., 1975; Kasami, Tadao, 1965)
decoder for both to find the tree with the highest
predicted scores. The difference is that for di-
vision span structure, we only need span scores
while for joint span structure, we need both of
span and dependency scores.

Given a sentence s = {w1, w2, . . . , wn}, we at-
tempt to predict a simplified HPSG tree. As shown
in Figure 4, our parsing model includes four mod-
ules: token representation, self-attention encoder,
scoring module and CKY-style decoder7.

3.2 Token Representation

In our model, token representation xi is composed
of character, word and part-of-speech (POS) em-
beddings. For character-level representation, we
use CharLSTM (Kitaev and Klein, 2018a). For
word-level representation, we concatenate ran-
domly initialized and pre-trained word embed-
dings.

Finally, we concatenate character representa-
tion, word representation and POS embedding as
our token representation:

xi = [xchar;xword;xPOS ].

7For dependency label of each word, it is not necessary
for our HPSG parsing purpose, however, to enable our parser
fully comparable to existing dependency parsers, we still
train a separated multiclass classifier simultaneously with the
parser by optimizing the sum of their objectives.
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3.3 Self-Attention Encoder

The encoder in our model is adapted from
(Vaswani et al., 2017) and factor explicit content
and position information in the self-attention pro-
cess. The input matrices X = [x1, x2, . . . , xn]
in which xi is concatenated with position embed-
ding are transformed by a self-attention encoder.
We factor the model between content and posi-
tion information both in self-attention sub-layer
and feed-forward network, whose setting details
follow (Kitaev and Klein, 2018a).

3.4 Decoder for Division Span HPSG

After reconstructing of the HPSG tree as a con-
stituent tree with head information as described in
Section 2.2, we follow the constituent parsing as
(Kitaev and Klein, 2018a; Gaddy et al., 2018) to
predict constituent parse tree.

Firstly, we add a special empty category Ø to
spans to binarize the n-ary nodes and apply a
unary atomic category to deal with the nodes of the
unary chain, corresponding to nested spans with
the same endpoints.

Then, we train the span scorer. Span vector
sij is the concatenation of the vector differences
sij = [−→yj − −−→yi−1;←−−yj+1 − ←−yi ] which −→yj is con-
structed by splitting in half the outputs from the
self-attention encoder. We apply one-layer feed-
forward networks to generate span scores vector,
taking span vector sij as input:

S(i, j) = W2g(LN(W1sij + b1)) + b2,

where LN denotes Layer Normalization, g is the
Rectified Linear Unit nonlinearity. The individual
score of category ` is denoted by

Scateg(i, j, `) = [S(i, j)]`,

where []` indicates the value of corresponding the
element ` of the score vector. The score s(T ) of
the constituent parse tree T is to sum every scores
of span (i, j) with category `:

s(T ) =
∑

(i,j,`)∈T
Scateg(i, j, `).

The goal of constituent parsing is to find the tree
with the highest score: T̂ = arg maxT s(T ).
We use CKY-style algorithm (Stern et al., 2017a;
Gaddy et al., 2018) to obtain the tree T̂ in O(n3)

time complexity. This structured prediction prob-
lem is handled with satisfying the margin con-
straint:

s(T ∗) ≥ s(T ) + ∆(T, T ∗),

where T ∗ denotes correct parse tree and ∆ is the
Hamming loss on category spans with a slight
modification during the dynamic programming
search. The objective function is the hinge loss,

J1(θ) = max(0,max
T

[s(T )+∆(T, T ∗)]−s(T ∗)).

For dependency labels, following (Dozat and
Manning, 2017), the classifier takes head and its
children as features. We minimize the negative
log probability of the correct dependency label li
for the child-parent pair (xi, hi) implemented as
cross-entropy loss:

Jlabels(θ) = −logPθ(li|xi, hi).

Thus, the overall loss is sum of the objectives:

JDivision(θ) = J1(θ) + Jlabels(θ).

3.5 Decoder for Joint Span HPSG
As our joint span is defined in a recursive way, to
score the root joint span has been equally scoring
all spans and dependencies in the HPSG tree.

For span scores, we continuously apply the ap-
proach and hinge loss J1(θ) in the previous sec-
tion. For dependency scores, we predict a distri-
bution over the possible head for each word and
use the biaffine attention mechanism (Dozat and
Manning, 2017) to calculate the score as follow:

αij = hTi Wgj + UThi + V T gj + b,

where αij indicates the child-parent score, W de-
notes the weight matrix of the bi-linear term, U
and V are the weight vectors of the linear term
and b is the bias item, hi and gi are calculated by
a distinct one-layer perceptron network.

We minimize the negative log-likelihood of the
golden dependency tree Y , which is implemented
as a cross-entropy loss:

J2(θ) = − (logPθ(hi|xi) + logPθ(li|xi, hi)) ,

where Pθ(hi|xi) is the probability of correct par-
ent node hi for xi, and Pθ(li|xi, hi) is the prob-
ability of the correct dependency label li for the
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Algorithm 1 Joint span parsing algorithm
Input: sentence leng n, span and dependency

score s(i, j, `), d(r, h), 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n,∀r, h, `
Output: maximum value SH(T ) of tree T

Initialization:
sc[i][j][h] = si[i][j][h] = 0,∀i, j, h
for len = 1 to n do

for i = 1 to n− len+ 1 do
j = i+ len− 1
if len = 1 then
sc[i][j][i] = si[i][j][i] = max

`
s(i, j, `)

else
for h = i to j do
splitl = max

i≤r<h
{ max
r≤k<h

{ sc[i][k][r]+

si[k + 1][j][h] }+ d(r, h) }
splitr = max

h<r≤j
{ max
h≤k<r

{ si[i][k][h]+

sc[k + 1][j][r] }+ d(r, h) }
sc[i][j][h] = max { splitl, splitr }+

max
6̀=∅

s(i, j, `)

si[i][j][h] = max { splitl, splitr }+
max
`
s(i, j, `)

end for
end if

end for
end for
SH(T ) = max

1≤h≤n
{ sc[1][n][h] + d(h, root) }

child-parent pair (xi, hi). To predict span and de-
pendency scores simultaneously, we jointly train
our parser for minimizing the overall loss:

JJoint(θ) = J1(θ) + J2(θ).

During testing, we propose a CKY-style algorithm
as shown in Algorithm 1 to explicitly find the glob-
ally highest span and dependency score SH(T ) of
our simplified HPSG tree T . In order to bina-
rize the constituent parse tree with head, we in-
troduce the complete span sc and the incomplete
span si which is similar to Eisner algorithm (Eis-
ner, 1996). After finding the best score SH(T ), we
backtrack the chart with split point k and sub-root
r to construct the simplified HPSG tree T .

Comparing with constituent parsing CKY-style
algorithm (Stern et al., 2017a), the dependency
score d(r, h) in our algorithm affects the selection
of best split point k. Since we need to find the
best value of sub-head r and split point k, the com-
plexity of the algorithm is O(n5) time and O(n3)

space. To control the effect of combining span and
dependency scores, we apply a weight λ:

s(i, j, `) = λScateg(i, j, `), d(i, j) = (1.0−λ)αij ,

where λ in the range of 0 to 1. In addition, we can
merely generate constituent or dependency pars-
ing tree by setting λ to 1 or 0, respectively.

4 Experiments

In order to evaluate the proposed model, we
convert our simplified HPSG tree to constituent
and dependency parse trees and evaluate on two
benchmark treebanks, English Penn Treebank
(PTB) and Chinese Penn Treebank (CTB5.1) fol-
lowing standard data splitting (Zhang and Clark,
2008; Liu and Zhang, 2017b). The placeholders
with the -NONE- tag are stripped from the CTB.
POS tags are predicted using the Stanford tagger
(Toutanova et al., 2003) and we use the same pre-
tagged dataset as (Cross and Huang, 2016).

For constituent parsing, we use the standard
evalb8 tool to evaluate the F1 score. For depen-
dency parsing, following (Dozat and Manning,
2017; Kuncoro et al., 2016; Ma et al., 2018), we
report the results without punctuations for both
treebanks.

4.1 Setup
Hyperparameters In our experiments, we use
100D GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) and
structured-skipgram (Ling et al., 2015) pre-train
embeddings for English and Chinese respectively.
The character representations are randomly initial-
ized, and the dimension is 64. For self-attention
encoder, we use the same hyperparameters set-
tings as (Kitaev and Klein, 2018a).

For span scores, we apply a hidden size of
250-dimensional feed-forward networks. For de-
pendency biaffine scores, we employ two 1024-
dimensional MLP layers with the ReLU as the
activation function and a 1024-dimensional pa-
rameter matrix for biaffine attention. In addition,
we augment our parser with ELMo (Peters et al.,
2018) and a larger version of BERT (Devlin et al.,
2018) (24 layers, 16 attention heads per layer,
and 1024-dimensional hidden vectors) to compare
with other pre-trained or ensemble models. We set
4 layers of self-attention for ELMo and 2 layers
of self-attention for BERT as (Kitaev and Klein,
2018a,b).

8http://nlp.cs.nyu.edu/evalb/
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Self-attention Layers F1 UAS LAS
Division Span Model
8 self-attention layers 93.42 94.05 92.68
12 self-attention layers 93.57 94.40 93.05
16 self-attention layers 93.36 94.08 92.66
Joint Span Model
8 self-attention layers 93.64 95.75 94.36
12 self-attention layers 93.78 95.92 94.49
16 self-attention layers 93.54 95.54 94.21

Table 1: Different self-attention layers on English dev
set.

Training Details we use 0.33 dropout for biaffine
attention and MLP layers. All models are trained
for up to 150 epochs with batch size 150 on a sin-
gle NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080Ti GPU with In-
tel i7-7800X CPU. We use the same training set-
tings as (Kitaev and Klein, 2018a) and (Kitaev and
Klein, 2018b) if use BERT.

4.2 Self-attention Layers

This subsection examines the impact of different
numbers of self-attention layers varying from 8
to 16. The comparison in Table 1 indicates that
the best performing setting comes from 12 self-
attention layers, and more than 12 layers shows
almost no promotion even reduces the accuracy.
Thus the rest experiments are done with 12 layers
of the self-attention encoder.

4.3 Moderating constituent and Dependency

The weight parameter λ plays an important role
to balance the scoring of span and dependency.
When λ set to 0, indicates only using dependency
score to generate dependency tree as the gen-
eral first-order dependency parsing (Eisner, 1996),
while λ set to 1, shows the constituent parsing
only. λ set to between 0 to 1 indicates our gen-
eral simplified HPSG parsing, providing both con-
stituent and dependency structure prediction.

The comparison in Figure 5 shows that our
HPSG decoder is better than either separate con-
stituent or dependency decoder, which shows the
bonus of joint predicting constituent and depen-
dency. Moreover, λ set to 0.5 achieves the best
performance in terms of both F1 score and UAS.

4.4 Joint Span HPSG Parsing

We compare our join span HPSG parser with a
separate learning constituent parsing model which

Model F1 UAS LAS
separate constituent

93.47
- -

converted dependency 95.06 93.81
joint span λ = 1.0 93.67 - -
joint span λ = 0.0 - 95.82 94.43
joint span λ = 0.5 93.78 95.92 94.49
converted dependency 95.69 94.45

Table 2: English dev set performance of joint span
HPSG parsing. The converted means the correspond-
ing dependency parsing results are from the corre-
sponding constituent parse tree using head rules.

Figure 5: Balancing constituent and dependency of
joint span HPSG parsing on English dev set.

takes the same token representation and self-
attention encoder on PTB dev set. The constituent
parsing results are also converted into dependency
ones by PTB-SD for comparison.

When λ is set to 0 and 1, our joint span
HPSG parser works as the dependency-only parser
and constituent-only parser respectively. Table 2
shows that even in such a work mode, our HPSG
parser still outperforms the separate constituent
parser in terms of either constituent and depen-
dency parsing performance.

As λ is set to 0.5, our HPSG parser will give
constituent and dependency structures at the same
time, which are shown better than the work alone
mode of either constituent or dependency parsing.
Besides, the comparison also shows that the di-
rectly predicted dependencies from our model are
slightly better than those converted from the pre-
dicted constituent parse trees.

4.5 Parsing Speed

We compare the parsing speed of our parser with
other neural parsers in Table 4. Although the
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Model sents/sec
Petrov and Klein (2007) 6.2
Zhu et al. (2013) 89.5
Liu and Zhang (2017b) 79.2
Stern et al. (2017a) 75.5
Shen et al. (2018) 111.1
Shen et al. (2018)(w/o tree inference) 351
Our (Division) 226.3
Our (Joint) 158.7

Table 3: Parsing speed on the PTB dataset.

Model English Chinese
UAS LAS UAS LAS

Chen and Manning (2014) 91.8 89.6 83.9 82.4
Andor et al. (2016) 94.61 92.79
Zhang et al. (2016) 93.42 91.29 87.65 86.17
Cheng et al. (2016) 94.10 91.49 88.1 85.7
Kuncoro et al. (2016) 94.26 92.06 88.87 87.30
Ma and Hovy (2017) 94.88 92.98 89.05 87.74
Dozat and Manning (2017) 95.74 94.08 89.30 88.23
Li et al. (2018a) 94.11 92.08 88.78 86.23
Ma et al. (2018) 95.87 94.19 90.59 89.29
Our (Division) 94.32 93.09 89.14 87.31
Our (Joint) 96.09 94.68 91.21 89.15
Our (Division*) - - 91.69 90.54
Our (Joint*) - - 93.24 91.95
Pre-training/Ensemble
Choe and Charniak (2016) 95.9 94.1
Kuncoro et al. (2017) 95.8 94.6
Wang et al. (2018b)(ELMo) 96.35 95.25
Our (Division) + ELMo 95.77 94.21 - -
Our (Joint) + ELMo 96.76 94.93 - -
Our (Division) + BERT 96.22 94.56 - -
Our (Joint) + BERT 97.00 95.43 - -

Table 4: Dependency parsing on PTB and CTB test
set. * represents CTB constituent data splitting.

time complexity of our Joint span model isO(n5),
there is not much slower than Division span model
with O(n3) time complexity. The comparison
suggests that training and inference times are dom-
inated by neural network computations and our de-
coder consumes a small fraction of total running
time.

4.6 Main Results

Tables 4, 5 and 6 compare our model to exist-
ing state-of-the-art on test sets. Division and
Joint indicate the results of division and joint span
parsing respectively. On PTB, our best model
achieves new state-of-the-art on both constituent
and dependency parsing. On CTB, our best model
achieves 92.18 F1 score of constituent parsing and
91.21% UAS and 89.15% LAS of dependency
parsing. Since constituent and dependency pars-

Model LR LP F1
Zhu et al. (2013) 90.7 90.2 90.4
Dyer et al. (2016) 89.8
Cross and Huang (2016) 90.5 92.1 91.3
Stern et al. (2017a) 93.2 90.3 91.8
Gaddy et al. (2018) 91.76 92.41 92.08
Stern et al. (2017b) 92.57 92.56 92.56
Kitaev and Klein (2018a) 93.20 93.90 93.55
Our (Division) 93.41 93.87 93.64
Our (Joint) 93.64 93.92 93.78
Pre-training/Ensemble
Dyer et al. (2016) 93.3
Choe and Charniak (2016) 93.8
Liu and Zhang (2017a) 94.2
Fried et al. (2017) 94.66
Kitaev and Klein (2018a)
+ ELMo 94.85 95.40 95.13
Kitaev and Klein (2018b)
+ BERT 95.46 95.73 95.59
Kitaev and Klein (2018b) 95.51 96.03 95.77
Our (Division) + ELMo 94.54 95.68 95.10
Our (Joint) + ELMo 95.04 95.39 95.22
Our (Division) + BERT 95.51 95.93 95.72
Our (Joint) + BERT 95.70 95.98 95.84

Table 5: Constituent parsing on PTB test set.

ing have different data splitting on CTB (Zhang
and Clark, 2008; Liu and Zhang, 2017b), we report
our parsing performance on both data splitting.

The comparison shows that our HPSG parsing
model is more effective than learning constituent
or dependency parsing separately. We also find
that dependency parsing is shown much more ben-
eficial from Joint than Division way which empir-
ically suggests dependency score in our joint loss
is helpful.

We augment our parser with ELMo and a larger
version of BERT as the sole token representa-
tion to compare with other models. Our Joint
model in BERT setting even defeats other ensem-
ble models of both constituent and dependency
parsing achieving 95.84 F1 score, 97.00% UAS
and 95.43% LAS.

5 Related Work

In the earlier time, linguists and NLP researchers
discussed how to encode lexical dependencies in
phrase structures, like lexicalized tree adjoining
grammar (LTAG) (Schabes et al., 1988) and head-
driven phrase structure grammar (HPSG) (Pollard
and Sag, 1994) which is a constraint-based highly
lexicalized non-derivational generative grammar
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Model LR LP F1
Wang et al. (2015) 83.2
Dyer et al. (2016) 84.6
Liu and Zhang (2017b) 85.9 85.2 85.5
Liu and Zhang (2017a) 86.1
Shen et al. (2018) 86.6 86.4 86.5
Fried and Klein (2018) 87.0
Teng and Zhang (2018) 87.1 87.5 87.3
Kitaev and Klein (2018b) 91.55 91.96 91.75
Our (Division) 91.14 93.09 92.10
Our (Joint) 92.03 92.33 92.18
Our (Division*) 90.07 91.68 90.87
Our (Joint*) 90.91 91.16 91.03

Table 6: Constituent parsing on CTB test set. * repre-
sents CTB dependency data splitting.

framework.
In the past decade, there was a lot of large-

scale HPSG-based NLP parsing systems which
had been built. Such as the Enju English Chinese
parser (Miyao et al., 2004; Yu et al., 2010), the
Alpino parser for Dutch (Van Noord et al., 2006),
and the LKB & PET (Copestake, 2002; Callmeier,
2000) for English, German, and Japanese..

Meanwhile, since HPSG represents the gram-
mar framework in a precisely constrained way, it
is difficult to broadly cover unseen real-world texts
for parsing. Consequently, according to (Zhang
and Krieger, 2011), many of these large-scale
grammar implementations are forced to choose
to either compromise the linguistic preciseness or
to accept the low coverage in parsing. Previous
works of HPSG approximation focus on two major
approaches: grammar based approach (Kiefer and
Krieger, 2004), and the corpus-driven approach
(Krieger, 2007) and (Zhang and Krieger, 2011)
which proposes PCFG approximation as a way to
alleviate some of these issues in HPSG processing.

Recently, with the impressive success of deep
neural networks in a wide range of NLP tasks
(Li et al., 2018b; Zhang et al., 2018a; Li et al.,
2018c; Zhang et al., 2018c,b; Zhang and Zhao,
2018; Cai et al., 2018; He et al., 2018; Xiao et al.,
2019; Chen et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018; Wang
et al., 2018a, 2017b,a), constituent and depen-
dency parsing have been well developed with neu-
ral network. These models attain state-of-the-art
results for dependency parsing (Chen and Man-
ning, 2014; Dozat and Manning, 2017; Ma et al.,
2018) and constituent parsing (Dyer et al., 2016;
Cross and Huang, 2016; Kitaev and Klein, 2018a).

Since constituent and dependency share a lot
of grammar and machine learning characteristics,
it is a natural idea to study the relationship be-
tween constituent and dependency structures, and
the joint learning of constituent and dependency
parsing (Collins, 1997; Charniak, 2000; Charniak
and Johnson, 2005; Farkas et al., 2011; Green and
Žabokrtský, 2012; Ren et al., 2013; Yoshikawa
et al., 2017).

To further exploit both strengths of the two rep-
resentation forms, in this work, for the first time,
we propose a graph-based parsing model that for-
mulates constituent and dependency structures as
simplified HPSG.

6 Conclusions

This paper presents a simplified HPSG with two
different decode methods which are evaluated on
both constituent and dependency parsing. De-
spite the usefulness of HPSG in practice and
its theoretical linguistic background, our model
achieves new state-of-the-art results on both Chi-
nese and English benchmark treebanks of both
parsing tasks. Thus, this work is more than
proposing a high-performance parsing model by
exploring the relation between constituent and de-
pendency structures. Our experiments show that
joint learning of constituent and dependency is in-
deed superior to separate learning mode, and com-
bining constituent and dependency score in joint
training to parse a simplified HPSG can obtain fur-
ther performance improvement.
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Abstract

In this work, we explore the way to perform
named entity recognition (NER) using only
unlabeled data and named entity dictionar-
ies. To this end, we formulate the task as
a positive-unlabeled (PU) learning problem
and accordingly propose a novel PU learning
algorithm to perform the task. We prove
that the proposed algorithm can unbiasedly
and consistently estimate the task loss as if
there is fully labeled data. A key feature
of the proposed method is that it does not
require the dictionaries to label every entity
within a sentence, and it even does not require
the dictionaries to label all of the words
constituting an entity. This greatly reduces the
requirement on the quality of the dictionaries
and makes our method generalize well with
quite simple dictionaries. Empirical studies
on four public NER datasets demonstrate the
effectiveness of our proposed method. We
have published the source code at https://
github.com/v-mipeng/LexiconNER.

1 Introduction

Named Entity Recognition (NER) is concerned
with identifying named entities, such as person,
location, product and organization names in un-
structured text. It is a fundamental component in
many natural language processing tasks such as
machine translation (Babych and Hartley, 2003),
knowledge base construction (Riedel et al., 2013;
Shen et al., 2012), automatic question answering
(Bordes et al., 2015), search (Zhu et al., 2005), etc.
In this field, supervised methods, ranging from
the typical graph models (Zhou and Su, 2002;
McCallum et al., 2000; McCallum and Li, 2003;
Settles, 2004) to current popular neural-network-
based models (Chiu and Nichols, 2016; Lample
et al., 2016; Gridach, 2017; Liu et al., 2018; Zhang

∗Equal contribution.

Dictionary

Simons David Anna Joe

Bobick was managed by weight legend Joe Frazier

Figure 1: Data labeling example for person names
using our constructed dictionary.

and Yang, 2018), have achieved great success.
However, these supervised methods often require
large scale fine-grained annotations (label every
word of a sentence) to generalize well. This makes
it hard to apply them to label-few domains, e.g.,
bio/medical domains (Delėger et al., 2016).

In this work, we explore the way to perform
NER using only unlabeled data and named entity
dictionaries, which are relatively easier to obtain
compared with labeled data. A natural practice
to perform the task is to scan through the query
text using the dictionary and treat terms matched
with a list of entries of the dictionary as the entities
(Nadeau et al., 2006; Gerner et al., 2010; Liu
et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2018). However, this
practice requires very high quality named entity
dictionaries that cover most of entities, otherwise
it will fail with poor performance. As shown
in Figure 1, the constructed dictionary of person
names only labels one entity within the query text,
which contains two entities “Bobick” and “Joe
Frazier”, and it only labels one word “Joe” out of
the two-word entity “Joe Frazier”.

To address this problem, an intuitive solution is
to further perform supervised or semi-supervised
learning using the dictionary labeled data. How-
ever, since it does not guarantee that the dictionary
covers all entity words (words being of entities)
within a sentence, we cannot simply treat a word
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not labeled by the dictionary as the non-entity
word. Take the data labeling results depicted in
Figure 1 as an example. Simply treating “Bobick”
and “Frazier” as non-entity words and then per-
forming supervised learning will introduce label
noise to the supervised classifier. Therefore, when
using the dictionary to perform data labeling,
we can actually only obtain some entity words
and a bunch of unlabeled data comprising of
both entity and non-entity words. In this case,
the conventional supervised or semi-supervised
learning algorithms are not suitable, since they
usually require labeled data of all classes.

With this consideration, we propose to for-
mulate the task as a positive-unlabeled (PU)
learning problem and accordingly introduce a
novel PU learning algorithm to perform the task.
In our proposed method, the labeled entity words
form the positive (P) data and the rest form the
unlabeled (U) data for PU learning. We proved
that the proposed algorithm can unbiasedly and
consistently estimate the task loss as if there is
fully labeled data, under the assumption that the
labeled P data can reveal the data distribution of
class P. Of course, since words labeled by the
dictionary only cover part of entities, it cannot
fully reveal data distribution of entity words. To
deal with this problem, we propose an adapted
method, motivated by the AdaSampling algorithm
(Yang et al., 2017), to enrich the dictionary. We
evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed method
on four NER datasets. Experimental results show
that it can even achieve comparable performance
with several supervised methods, using quite
simple dictionaries.

Contributions of this work can be summarized
as follows: 1) We proposed a novel PU learning
algorithm to perform the NER task using only
unlabeled data and named entity dictionaries. 2)
We proved that the proposed algorithm can unbi-
asedly and consistently estimate the task loss as if
there is fully labeled data, under the assumption
that the entities found out by the dictionary can
reveal the distribution of entities. 3) To make
the above assumption hold as far as possible,
we propose an adapted method, motivated by the
AdaSampling algorithm, to enrich the dictionary.
4) We empirically prove the effectiveness of
our proposed method with extensive experimental
studies on four NER datasets.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Risk Minimization
Let X ∈ X and Y ∈ Y be the input and output
random variables, where X ⊂ Rd and Y = {0, 1}
denote the space of X and Y, respectively. Let
f : X → R denote a classifier. A loss function is
a map ` : R × Y → R+. Given any loss function
` and a classifier f , we define the `-risk of f by:

R`(f) = EX,Y`(f(x), yx) (1)

where E denotes the expectation and its subscript
indicates the random variables with respect to
which the expectation is taken. In ordinary
supervised learning, we estimate R` with the
empirical loss R̂`:

R̂` =
1

n

n∑

i=1

`(f(xi), yi), (2)

and update model parameters to learn a classifier
f∗ that minimizes R̂`:

f∗ = argmin
f

R̂`(f). (3)

2.2 Unbiased Positive-Unlabeled learning
Unbiased positive-unlabeled learning (uPU)
(du Plessis et al., 2014) aims to estimate R` when
there are only a set of positive (P) examples and
a set of unlabeled (U) examples, which contains
both positive and negative examples. R` can also
be formulated by:

R` = πnEX,Y=0`(f(x), 0)+πpEX,Y=1`(f(x), 1),
(4)

where πp = P(Y = 1) and πn = P(Y =
0). Note that EX,Y=1`(f(x), 1) can be effectively
estimated using positive data. Therefore, the
main problem of PU learning is how to estimate
EX,Y=0`(f(x), 0) without using negative labeled
data. To this end, it further formulates:

πnEX,Y=0`(f(x), 0) = EX`(f(x), 0)

− πpEX,Y=1`(f(x), 0).

This equation holds because:

P(Y = 0)P(X|Y = 0) = P(X)− P(Y = 1)P(X|Y = 1).

According to this equation, we can now estimate
πnEX,Y=0`(f(x), 0) using only unlabeled data
and positive data. Thus, R` can be effectively
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estimated using only unlabeled data and positive
data. In summary, we have that R` can be
unbiasedly estimated by:

R̂` =
1

nu

nu∑

i=1

`(f(xui ), 0)+

πp
np

np∑

i=1

(`(f(xpi ), 1)− `(f(xpi ), 0)) ,
(5)

where xui and xpi denotes an unlabeled and
positive example, respectively, and nu and np
denotes the number of unlabeled and positive
examples, respectively.

2.3 Consistent Positive-Unlabeled Learning
As we know, a good estimation should be not only
unbiased but also consistent. The above induction
has proved that R̂` is an unbiased estimation of
R`. In this section, we show that R̂` can be also a
consistent estimation of R` when the loss function
` is upper bounded. We argue that this is the first
work to give such a proof, which is summarized in
the following theorem:

Theorem 1. If ` is bounded by [0,M ], then for
any ε > 0,

P{S ∈ D| sup
f∈HR

|R` − R̂`| ≤ ε}

≥ 1− 2N(
ε

4(1 + 2πp)LM
)e
−min(np,nu)ε

2

8(1+2πp)2B2 ,

(6)

where B = LMM + C0. Here, LM denotes the
Lipschitz constant that LM > ∂`(w,y)

∂w ,∀w ∈ R,
C0 = maxy `(0, y), andH denotes a Reproducing
Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS) (Aronszajn, 1950).
HR is the hypothesis space for each given R > 0
in the ball of radius R in H. N(ε) denotes the
covering number of HR following Theorem C in
(Cucker and Smale, 2002).

Proof. Proof appears in Appendix A.

Remark 1. Let us intuitively think about what if `
is not upper bounded (e.g., the cross entropy loss
function). Suppose that there is a positive example
xpi not occurring in the unlabeled data set. Then,
its corresponding risk defined in R̂` is V (xpi ) =
πp
np
(`(f(xpi ), 1) − `(f(xpi ), 0)). If ` is not upper

bounded, to achieve a small value of V (xpi ), f can
heavily overfit xpi making `(f(xpi ), 0) → +∞,
and in turn V (xpi ) → −∞. From this analysis,
we can expect that, when using a unbounded
loss function and a flexible classifier, R̂` will
dramatically decrease to a far below zero value.

Therefore, in this work, we force ` to be
bounded by replacing the common unbounded
cross entropy loss function with the mean absolute
error, resulting in a bounded unbiased positive-
unlabeled learning (buPU) algorithm. This
slightly differs from the setting of uPU, which
only requires ` to be symmetric.

We further combine buPU with the non-
negative constraint proposed by Kiryo et al.
(2017), which has proved to be effectiveness
in alleviating overfitting, obtaining a bounded
non-negative positive-unlabeled learning (bnPU)
algorithm:

R̂` =
πp
np

np∑

i=1

`(f(xpi ), 1)+

max

(
0,

1

nu

nu∑

i=1

`(f(xui ), 0)−
πp
np

np∑

i=1

`(f(xpi ), 0)

)
.

(7)

3 Dictionary-based NER with PU
Learning

In the following, we first define some notations
used throughout this work, and illustrate the label
assignment mechanism used in our method. Then,
we precisely illustrate the data labeling process
using the dictionary. After that, we show the detail
for building the PU classifier, including word
representation, loss definition, and label inference.
Finally, we show the adapted method for enriching
the dictionary.

3.1 Notations
We denote W ∈ V and S = {W} ∈ S be
the word-level and sentence-level input random
variables, where V is the word vocabulary and
S is the sentence space. De denotes the entity
dictionary for a given entity type and D =
{s1, · · · , sN} ⊆ S denotes the unlabelled dataset.
We denote D+ the set of entity words labeled by
De, and denote Du the rest unlabeled words.

3.2 Label Assignment Mechanism
In this work, we apply the binary label assignment
mechanism for the NER task instead of the
prevalent BIO or BIOES mechanism. Entity
words are mapped to the positive class and non-
entity words are mapped to the negative class.
This is because, as we have discussed in the §1,
the dictionary cannot guarantee to cover all entity
words within a sentence. It may only label the
beginning (B), the internal (I), or the last (E) word
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Algorithm 1 Data Labeing using the Dictionary
1: Input: named entity dictionary De, a sentence
s = {w1, · · · , wn}, and the context size k

2: Result: partial labeled sentence
3: Initialize: i← 1
4: while i ≤ n do
5: for j ∈ [k, · · · , 0] do
6: if {wi, · · · , wmax(i+j,n)} ∈ De then
7: label {wi, · · · , wmax(i+j,n)} as

positive class.
8: i← i+ j + 1
9: break

10: if j == 0 then
11: i← i+ 1

of an entity. Therefore, we cannot distinguish
which type, B, I, or E, the labeled entity word
belongs to. Take the data labeling results depicted
in Figure 1 as an example. With the dictionary, we
know that “Joe” is an entity word. However we
cannot know that it is the beginning of the person
name “Joe Frazier”.

3.3 Data Labeling using the Dictionary
To obtain D+, we use the maximum matching
algorithm (Liu et al., 1994; Xue, 2003) to perform
data labeling with De. It is a greedy search
routine that walks through a sentence trying to find
the longest string, starting from a given point in
the sentence, that matches with an entry in the
dictionary. The general process of this algorithm
is summarized in Alg. 1. In our experiments, we
intuitively set the context size k = 4.

3.4 Build PU Learning Classifier
In this work, we use a neural-network-based
architecture to implement the classifier f , and this
architecture is shared by different entity types.

Word Representation. Context-independent
word representation consists of three part
of features, i.e., the character sequence
representation ec(w), the word embedding
ew(w), and some human designed features on the
word-face eh(w).

For the character-level representation ec(w) of
w, we use the one-layer convolution network
model (Kim, 2014) on its character sequence
{c1, c2, · · · , cm} ∈ Vc, where Vc is the character
vocabulary. Each character c is represented using

v(c) = Wc(c),

where Wc denotes a character embedding lookup
table. The one-layer convolution network is then
applied to {v(c1),v(c2), · · · ,v(cm)} to obtain
ec(w).

For the word-level representation ew(w) of
w, we introduce an unique dense vector for w,
which is initialized with Stanford’s GloVe word
embeddings1 (Pennington et al., 2014) and fine-
tuned during model training.

For the human designed features eh(w) of w,
we introduce a set of binary feature indicators.
These indicators are designed on options proposed
by Collobert et al. (2011): allCaps, upperInitial,
lowercase, mixedCaps, noinfo. If any feature
is activated, its corresponding indicator is set
to 1, otherwise 0. This way, it can keep the
capitalization information erased during lookup of
the word embedding.

The final word presentation independent to its
context e(w) ∈ Rkw of w, is obtained by
concatenating these three part of features:

e(w) = [ec(w)⊕ ew(w)⊕ eh(w)], (8)

where ⊕ denotes the concatenation operation.
Based on this representation, we apply a bidirec-
tional LSTM (BiLSTM) network (Huang et al.,
2015), taking e(wt), wt ∈ s as step input,
to model context information of wt given the
sentence s. Hidden states of the forward and
backward LSTMs at the t step are concatenated:

e(wt|s) = [
−→
h t ⊕

←−
h t], (9)

to form the representation of wt given s.

Loss Definition. Given the word representation,
e(w|s), of w conditional on s, its probability to be
predicted as positive class is modeled by:

f(w|s) = σ(wT
p e(w|s) + b), (10)

where σ denotes the sigmoid function, wp is a
trainable parameter vector and b is the bias term.
The prediction risk on this word given label y is
defined by:

`(f(w|s), y) = |y − f(w|s)|. (11)

Note that `(f(w|s), y) ∈ [0, 1) is upper bounded.
The empirical training loss is defined by:

R̂`(f) = πpR̂
+
p (f) + max

{
0, R̂−u (f)− πpR̂−p (f)

}
,

(12)
1 http://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
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where

R̂+
p (f) =

1

|D+|
∑

w|s∈D+

`(f(w|s), 1),

R̂−p (f) = 1− R̂+
p (f),

R̂−u (f) =
1

|Du|
∑

w|s∈Du

`(f(w|s), 0),

and πp is the ratio of entity words within Du.
In addition, during our experiments, we find

out that due to the class imbalance problem (πp
is very small), f inclines to predict all instances
as the negative class, achieving a high value of
accuracy while a small value of F1 on the positive
class. This is unacceptable for NER. Therefore,
we introduce a class weight γ for the positive class
and accordingly redefine the training loss as:

R̂`(f) = γ · πpR̂+
p (f) + max

{
0, R̂−u (f)− πpR̂−p (f)

}
.

(13)

Label Inference. Once the PU classifier has
been trained, we use it to perform label prediction.
However, since we build a distinct classifier
for each entity type, a word may be predicted
as positive class by multiple classifiers. To
address the conflict, we choose the type with
the highest prediction probability (evaluated by
f(w|s)). Predictions of classifiers of the other
types are reset to 0.

At inference time, we first solve the type
conflict using the above method. After that,
consecutive words being predicted as positive
class by the classifier of the same type are treated
as an entity. Specifically, for sequence s =
{w1, w2, w3, w4, w5}, if its predicted labels by the
classifier of a given type are L = {1, 1, 0, 0, 1},
then we treat {w1, w2} and {w5} as two entities
of the type.

3.5 Adapted PU Learning for NER
In PU learning, we use the empirical risk on
labeled positive data, 1

np

∑np
i=1 `(f(x

p
i ), 1), to

estimate the expectation risk of positive data. This
requires that the positive examples xpi draw identi-
cally independent from the distribution P(X|Y =
1). The requirement is usually hard to satisfy,
using a simple dictionary to perform data labeling.

To alleviate this problem, we propose an
adapted method, motivated by the AdaSampling
(Yang et al., 2017) algorithm. The key idea of
the proposed method is to adaptively enrich the
named entity dictionary. Specifically, we first

train a PU learning classifier f and use it to label
the unlabeled dataset. Based on the predicted
label, it extracts all of the predicted entities. For a
predicted entity, if it occurs over k times and all
of its occurrences within the unlabeled dataset are
predicted as entities, we will add it into the entity
dictionary in the next iteration. This process
iterates several times until the dictionary does not
change.

4 Experiments

In this section, we empirically study:

• the general performance of our proposed
method using simple dictionaries;

• the influence of the unlabeled data size;

• the influence of dictionary quality, such as
size, data labeling precision and recall;

• and the influence of the estimation of πp.

4.1 Compared Methods
There are five indispensable baselines with which
our proposed Adapted PU learning (AdaPU) algo-
rithm should compare. The first one is the dictio-
nary matching method, which we call Matching.
It directly uses the constructed named entity
dictionary to label the testing set as illustrated
in Alg. 1. The second one is the supervised
method that uses the same architecture as f but
trains on fine-grained annotations (fully labeled
Du and D+). In addition, it applies the BIOES
label assignment mechanism for model training.
We call this baseline BiLSTM. The third one is
the uPU algorithm, which uses cross entropy loss
to implement `. The fourth one is the bounded
uPU (buPU) algorithm, which implement ell with
mean absolute error. Compared with AdaPU, it
does not apply the non-negative constraint and
does not perform dictionary adaptation. The
last one is the bounded non-negative PU learning
(bnPU) algorithm, which does not perform dictio-
nary adaptation compared with AdaPU.

Additionally, we compared our method with
several representative supervised methods that
have achieved state-of-the-art performance on
NER. These methods include: Stanford NER
(MEMM) (McCallum et al., 2000) a maximum-
entropy-markov-model-based method; Stanford
NER (CRF) (Finkel et al., 2005) a conditional-
random-field-based method; and BiLSTM+CRF
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Dataset Type # of l.w. Precision Recall

CoNLL (en)
PER 2,507 89.26 17.38
LOC 4,384 85.07 50.03
ORG 3,198 86.17 29.45
MISC 1,464 92.13 30.59

CoNLL (sp)
PER 574 90.24 37.84
LOC 272 84.93 16.39
ORG 702 96.87 27.19
MISC 157 68.15 11.94

MUC
PER 788 74.56 28.50
LOC 511 89.43 43.33
ORG 1,257 97.74 30.38

Twitter
PER 1,842 79.26 26.03
LOC 1,109 90.96 34.15
ORG 398 83.77 20.58

Table 1: Data labeling results using the dictionary: the
number of labeled words (# of l.w.), the word-level
precision ( # of true labeled words

# of total labeled words ) and recall.

(Huang et al., 2015) a neural-network-based
method as the BiLSTM baseline, but additionally
introducing a CRF layer.

4.2 Datasets

CoNLL (en). CoNLL2003 NER Shared Task
Dataset in English (Tjong Kim Sang and De Meul-
der, 2003) collected from Reuters News. It
is annotated by four types: PER, LOC, ORG,
and MISC. We used the official split training
set for model training, and testb for testing in
our experiments, which contains 203K and 46K
tokens, respectively. In addition, there are about
456k additional unlabeled tokens.

CoNLL (sp). CoNLL2002 Spanish NER Shared
Task Dataset (Sang and Erik, 2002) collected from
Spanish EFE News Agency. It is also annotated by
PER, LOC, ORG, and MISC types. The training
and test data sets contain 273k and 53k lines,
respectively.

MUC. Message Understanding Conference 7
released by Chinchor (1998) for NER. It has about
190K tokens in the training set and 64K tokens in
the testing set. For the sake of homogeneity, we
perform entity detection on PER, LOC, and ORG
in this study.

Twitter. Twitter is a dataset collected from Twit-
ter and released by Zhang et al. (2018). It
contains 4,000 tweets for training and 3,257 tweets
for testing. Every tweet contains both textual
information and visual information. In this work,
we only used the textual information to perform
NER and we also only performed entity detection

Dataset PER LOC ORG MISC

CoNLL (en) .055/.053 .041/.038 .049/.045 .023/.020
CoNLL (sp) .019/.018 .019/.017 .030/.027 −−−−
MUC-7 .022/.019 .025/.023 .037/.034 −−−−
Twitter .058/.055 .046/.044 .021/.018 −−−−

Table 2: True/Estimated value of πp.

on PER, LOC, and ORG.
For the proposed method and the PU-learning-

based baselines, we used the training set of each
dataset as D. Note that we did not use label
information of each training set for training these
models.

4.3 Build Named Entity Dictionary

For CoNLL (en), MUC, and Twitter datasets, we
collected the first 2,000 popular English names
in England and Wales in 2015 from ONS2 to
construct the PER dictionary. For LOC, we
collected names of countries and their top two
popular cities3 to construct the dictionary. While
for MISC, we turned country names into the
adjective forms, for example, England→ English,
and China → Chinese, and used the resultant
forms to construct the dictionary. For ORG, we
collected names of popular organizations and their
corresponding abbreviations from Wikipedia 4 to
construct the dictionary. We also added names of
some international companies5, such as Microsoft,
Google, and Facebook, into the dictionary. In
addition, we added some common words occur-
ring in organization names such as “Conference”,
“Cooperation”, “Commission”, and so on, into the
dictionary.

For CoNLL (sp), we used DBpedia query
editor6 to select the most common 2000 names
of the people who was born in Spain to construct
the PER dictionary. We further used Google
translator to translate the English LOC, ORG,
MISC dictionary into Spanish.

The resultant named entity dictionaries contain
2,000 person names, 748 location names, 353
organization names, and 104 MISC entities. Table
1 lists some statistic information of the data
labeling results with these dictionaries using Alg.

2http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/index.html
3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List of countries by

national capital largest and second-largest cities
4https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List of intergovernmental

organizations
5https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List of multinational corp-

orations
6http://dbpedia.org
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Dataset Type MEMM CRF BiLSTM BiLSTM+CRF Matching uPU buPU bnPU AdaPU

CoNLL (en)

PER 91.61 93.12 94.21 95.71 6.70 74.22 85.01 87.21 90.17
LOC 89.72 91.15 91.76 93.02 67.16 69.88 81.27 83.37 85.62
ORG 80.60 81.91 83.21 88.45 46.65 73.64 74.72 75.29 76.03
MISC 77.45 79.35 76.00 79.86 53.98 68.90 68.90 66.88 69.30
Overall 86.13 87.94 88.30 90.01 44.90 72.32 79.20 80.74 82.94

CoNLL (sp)

PER 86.18 86.77 88.93 90.41 32.40 82.28 83.76 84.30 85.10
LOC 78.48 80.30 75.43 80.55 28.53 70.44 72.55 73.68 75.23
ORG 79.23 80.83 79.27 83.26 55.76 69.82 71.22 69.82 72.28
Overall 81.14 82.63 80.28 84.74 42.23 73.84 74.50 74.43 75.85

MUC

PER 86.32 87.50 85.71 84.55 27.84 77.98 84.94 84.21 85.26
LOC 81.70 83.83 79.48 83.43 62.82 64.56 72.62 75.61 77.35
ORG 68.48 72.33 66.17 67.66 51.60 45.30 58.39 58.75 60.15
Overall 74.66 76.47 73.12 75.08 50.12 63.87 69.89 70.06 71.60

Twitter

PER 73.85 80.86 80.61 80.77 41.33 67.30 72.72 72.68 74.66
LOC 69.35 75.39 73.52 72.56 49.74 59.28 61.41 63.44 65.18
ORG 41.81 47.77 41.39 41.33 32.38 31.51 36.78 35.77 36.62
Overall 61.48 67.15 65.60 65.32 37.90 53.63 57.16 57.54 59.36

Table 3: Model performance by F1 on the testing set of each dataset. The first group of models are all fully-
supervised, which use manual fine-grained annotations. while the second group of models use only named entity
dictionaries to perform the NER task.
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Figure 2: F1 of AdaPU on the testing set of CoNLL (en) using different portion of the training data set for model
training. The red dot line denotes performance of BiLSTM. ’+k’ means that it labels k more unique words on the
additional 20% (e.g., 40%-20%) of training data.

1. From the table, we can see that the precision
of the data labeling is acceptable but the recall
is quite poor. This is expectable and is a typical
problem of the method using only dictionaries to
perform NER.

4.4 Estimate πp
Before disscussing the estimation of πp
defined in Eq. (12), let us first look at
some statistic information of the four studied
datasets. Table 2 lists the true value of πp =
(# of entity words)/(# of words of the training set)
for different entity types over dataset. From the
table, we can see that the variation of πp cross
different datasets is quite small. This motivates
us to use the value of πp obtained from an
existing labeled dataset as an initialization. The
labeled dataset may be from other domains or
be out-of-date. In this work, we initially set
πp = 0.04, 0.04, 0.05, 0.03 for PER, LOC, ORG,

and MISC, respectively. Starting from this value,
we trained the proposed model and used it to
perform prediction on the unlabeled dataset.
Based on the predicted results, we re-estimate
the value of πp. The resulted values are listed in
table 2 and were used throughout our experiments
without further illustration.

4.5 Results

Following the protocol of most previous works,
we apply the entity-level (exact entity match) F1
to evaluate model performance.

General Performance. Table 3 shows model
performance by entity type and the overall per-
formance on the four tested datasets. From the
table, we can observe: 1) The performance of the
Matching model is quite poor compared to other
models. We found out that it mainly resulted
from low recall values. This accords with our
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discussion in §1 and shows its inapplicability
using such simple dictionaries. 2) Those PU-
learning-based methods achieve significant im-
provement over Matching on all datasets. This
demonstrates the effectiveness of the PU learning
framework for NER in the studied setting. 3)
buPU greatly outperforms uPU. This verifies our
analysis in §2.3 about the necessity to make ` up-
per bounded. 4) bnPU slightly outperforms buPU
on most of datasets and entity types. This verifies
the effectiveness of the non-negative constraint
proposed by Kiryo et al. (2017). 5) The proposed
AdaPU model achieves further improvement over
bnPU, and it even achieves comparable results
with some supervised methods, especially for the
PER type. This verifies the effectiveness of our
proposed method for enriching the named entity
dictionaries.

Type Size Precision Recall
PER 10,159 (2,000) 89.65 (89.26) 19.08 (17.38)
LOC 10,106 (748) 71.77 (85.07) 56.42 (50.03)
ORG 10,039 (353) 83.42 (86.17) 28.59 (29.45)

Table 4: Statistic information of the extended
dictionary v.s. (that of the original dictionary).

Model PER LOC ORG Overall

Matching 9.10 (6.70) 69.85 (67.16) 45.52 (46.65) 41.40 (39.39)
AdaPU 91.14 (90.17) 77.60 (85.62) 76.67 (76.03) 81.87 (82.94)

Table 5: F1 of the proposed method using the extend
dictionary v.s. (that using the original dictionary) on
CoNLL (en) testing set.

Influence of Unlabeled Data Size. We further
study the influence of the unlabeled data size
to our proposed method. To perform the study,
we used 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 100%, and
300% (using additional unlabeled data) of the
training data set of CoNLL (en) to train AdaPU,
respectively. Figure 2 depicts the results of this
study on PER, LOC, and ORG. From the figure,
we can see that increasing the size of training
data will, in general, improve the performance
of AdaPU, but the improvements are diminishing.
Our explanation of this phenomenon is that when
the data size exceeds a threshold, the number
of unique patterns becomes an sublinear function
of the data size. This was verified by the
observation from the figure, for example, on PER,
it labeled 232 unique words on 20% of training
data, while it only labeled 88 more unique words

πp PER LOC ORG MISC Overall

True 90.21 85.06 77.17 69.85 83.13
Estimated 90.17 85.62 76.03 69.30 82.94

Table 6: F1 of the proposed method on CoNLL (en)
when using True/Estimated value of πp.

after introducing additional 20% of training data.

Influence of Dictionary. We then study the
influence of the dictionary on our proposed model.
To this end, we extended the dictionary with
DBpedia using the same protocol proposed by
Chiu and Nichols (2016). Statistic information
of the resultant dictionary is listed in table 4,
and model performance using this dictionary is
listed in table 5. A noteworthy observation of the
results is that, on LOC, the performance should
decrease a lot when using the extended dictionary.
We turn to table 4 for the explanation. We
can see from the table that, on LOC, the data
labeling precision dropped about 13 points (85.07
→ 71.77) using the extend dictionary. This means
that it introduced more false-positive examples
into the PU learning and made the empirical risk
estimation bias more to the expectation when
using the extended dictionary.

Influence of πp Value. Table 6 lists the perfor-
mance of AdaPU when using the true or estimated
value of πp as listed in table 2. From the
table, we can see that the proposed model using
the estimated πp only slightly underperforms that
using the true value of πp. This shows the
robustness of the proposed model to a small
variation of πp and verifies the effectiveness of the
πp estimation method.

5 Related Work

Positive-unlabeled (PU) learning (Li and Liu,
2005) aims to train a classifier using only labeled
positive examples and a set of unlabeled data,
which contains both positive and negative exam-
ples. Recently, PU learning has been used in
many applications, e.g., text classification (Li and
Liu, 2003), matrix completion (Hsieh et al., 2015),
and sequential data (Nguyen et al., 2011). The
main difference between PU learning and semi-
supervised learning is that, in semi-supervised
learning, there is labeled data from all classes,
while in PU learning, labeled data only contains
examples of a single class .
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AdaSampling (Yang et al., 2017) is a self-
training-based approach designed for PU learning,
which utilizes predictions of the model to itera-
tively update training data. Generally speaking, it
initially treats all unlabeled instances as negative
examples. Then, based on the model trained in the
last iteration, it generates the probability p(y =
0|xui ) of an unlabeled example xui to be a negative
one. This value, in turn, determines the probability
of xui to be selected as the negative examples
for model training in next iteration. This process
iterates for an acceptable result.

6 Conclusion

In this work, we introduce a novel PU learning
algorithm to perform the NER task using only
unlabeled data and named entity dictionaries. We
prove that this algorithm can unbiasedly and
consistently estimate the task loss as if there is
fully labeled data. And we argue that it can
greatly reduce the requirement on sizes of the
dictionaries. Extensive experimental studies on
four NER datasets validate its effectiveness.
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A Proof of Theorem 1

Proof. Let denote R̂s`(f) the empirical estimation
of R`(f) with k randomly labeled examples.
Since ` is bounded, C0, M , and B are finite.
According to the Lemma in (Rosasco et al., 2004)
we have:

P{S ∈ D| sup
f∈HR

|R`(f)− R̂s
`(f)| ≤ ε}

≥ 1− 2N(
ε

4LM
)e−

kε2

8B2 .
(14)

Then, the empirical estimation error of R`(f) −
R̂`(f) in PU learning can be written as:

R`(f)− R̂`(f)

=

(
EX`(f(x), 0)−

1

nu

nu∑

i=1

`((f(xui ), 0)

)

+ πp

(
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(
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)
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Thus,

|R`(f)− R̂`(f)|

≤
∣∣∣∣∣EX`(f(x), 0)−

1

nu

nu∑

i=1

`((f(xui ), 0)

∣∣∣∣∣

+ πp

∣∣∣∣∣EX|Y=1`(f(x), 1)−
1
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+ πp
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1
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`(f(xpi ), 0)
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(16)

Let I`(X, 0) denote

EX`(f(x), 0)−
1

nu

nu∑

i=1

`((f(xui ), 0).

According to Eq. 14, we have:

P{S ∈ D| sup
f∈HR

|I`(X, 0)| ≤ ε}

≥ 1− 2N(
ε

4LM
)e−

nuε
2

8B2

(17)

Similarly, let I`(X|Y = 1, 1) denote

EX|Y=1`(f(x), 1)−
1

np

np∑

i=1

`(f(xpi ), 1),

and I`(X|Y = 1, 0) denote

EX|Y=1`(f(x), 0)−
1

np

np∑

i=1

`(f(xpi ), 0),

we have:

P{S ∈ D| sup
f∈HR

|I`(X|Y = 1, 1)| ≤ ε}

≥ 1− 2N(
ε

4LM
)e−

npε
2

8B2 ,
(18)

and

P{S ∈ D| sup
f∈HR

|I`(X|Y = 1, 0)| ≤ ε}

≥ 1− 2N(
ε

4LM
)e−

npε
2

8B2 ,
(19)

Therefore,

P{S ∈ D| sup
f∈HR

|R`(f)− R̂`(f)| ≤ (1 + 2πp)ε}

≥ min(1− 2N(
ε

4LM
)e−

npε
2

8B2 ,

1− 2N(
ε
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nuε
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(20)

The theorem follows replacing ε with 1
1+2πp

ε.
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Abstract

In Semantic Dependency Parsing (SDP), se-
mantic relations form directed acyclic graphs,
rather than trees. We propose a new iterative
predicate selection (IPS) algorithm for SDP.
Our IPS algorithm combines the graph-based
and transition-based parsing approaches in or-
der to handle multiple semantic head words.
We train the IPS model using a combination
of multi-task learning and task-specific pol-
icy gradient training. Trained this way, IPS
achieves a new state of the art on the SemEval
2015 Task 18 datasets. Furthermore, we ob-
serve that policy gradient training learns an
easy-first strategy.

1 Introduction

Dependency parsers assign syntactic structures to
sentences in the form of trees. Semantic depen-
dency parsing (SDP), first introduced in the Se-
mEval 2014 shared task (Oepen et al., 2014), in
contrast, is the task of assigning semantic struc-
tures in the form of directed acyclic graphs to sen-
tences. SDP graphs consist of binary semantic re-
lations, connecting semantic predicates and their
arguments. A notable feature of SDP is that words
can be the semantic arguments of multiple predi-
cates. For example, in the English sentence: “The
man went back and spoke to the desk clerk” – the
word “man” is the subject of the two predicates
“went back” and “spoke”. SDP formalisms typi-
cally express this by two directed arcs, from the
two predicates to the argument. This yields a di-
rected acyclic graph that expresses various rela-
tions among words. However, the fact that SDP
structures are directed acyclic graphs means that
we cannot apply standard dependency parsing al-
gorithms to SDP.

Standard dependency parsing algorithms are of-
ten said to come in two flavors: transition-based

The man went back and spoke to the desk clerk.

a) DM

The man went back and spoke to the desk clerk.

b) PAS

The man went back and spoke to the desk clerk.

c) PSD ROOT ROOT
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Figure 1: Semantic dependency parsing arcs of DM,
PAS and PSD formalisms.

parsers score transitions between states, and grad-
ually build up dependency graphs on the side.
Graph-based parsers, in contrast, score all candi-
date edges directly and apply tree decoding algo-
rithms for the resulting score table. The two types
of parsing algorithms have different advantages
(McDonald and Nivre, 2007), with transition-
based parsers often having more problems with er-
ror propagation and, as a result, with long-distance
dependencies. This paper presents a compromise
between transition-based and graph-based parsing,
called iterative predicate selection (IPS) – inspired
by head selection algorithms for dependency pars-
ing (Zhang et al., 2017) – and show that error
propagation, for this algorithm, can be reduced
by a combination of multi-task and reinforcement
learning.

Multi-task learning is motivated by the fact that
there are several linguistic formalisms for SDP.
Fig. 1 shows the three formalisms used in the
shared task. The DELPH-IN MRS (DM) for-
malism derives from DeepBank (Flickinger et al.,
2012) and minimal recursion semantics (Copes-
take et al., 2005). Predicate-Argument Structure
(PAS) is a formalism based on the Enju HPSG
parser (Miyao et al., 2004) and is generally con-
sidered slightly more syntactic of nature than the
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other formalisms. Prague Semantic Dependencies
(PSD) are extracted from the Czech-English De-
pendency Treebank (Hajič et al., 2012). There
are several overlaps between these linguistic for-
malisms, and we show below that parsers, us-
ing multi-task learning strategies, can take advan-
tage of these overlaps or synergies during train-
ing. Specifically, we follow Peng et al. (2017) in
using multi-task learning to learn representations
of parser states that generalize better, but we go
beyond their work, using a new parsing algorithm
and showing that we can subsequently use rein-
forcement learning to prevent error propagation
and tailor these representations to specific linguis-
tic formalisms.

Contributions In this paper, (i) we propose a
new parsing algorithm for semantic dependency
parsing (SDP) that combines transition-based and
graph-based approaches; (ii) we show that multi-
task learning of state representations for this pars-
ing algorithm is superior to single-task training;
(iii) we improve this model by task-specific policy
gradient fine-tuning; (iv) we achieve a new state of
the art result across three linguistic formalisms; fi-
nally, (v) we show that policy gradient fine-tuning
learns an easy-first strategy, which reduces error
propagation.

2 Related Work

There are generally two kinds of dependency pars-
ing algorithms, namely transition-based parsing
algorithms (McDonald and Nivre, 2007; Kiper-
wasser and Goldberg, 2016; Ballesteros et al.,
2015) and graph-based ones (McDonald and
Pereira, 2006; Zhang and Clark, 2008; Galley and
Manning, 2009; Zhang et al., 2017). In graph-
based parsing, a model is trained to score all pos-
sible dependency arcs between words, and decod-
ing algorithms are subsequently applied to find the
most likely dependency graph. The Eisner algo-
rithm (Eisner, 1996) and the Chu-Liu-Edmonds al-
gorithm are often used for finding the most likely
dependency trees, whereas the AD3 algorithm
(Martins et al., 2011) is used for finding SDP
graphs that form DAGs in Peng et al. (2017) and
Peng et al. (2018). During training, the loss is
computed after decoding, leading the models to
reflect a structured loss. The advantage of graph-
based algorithms is that there is no real error prop-
agation to the extent the decoding algorithms are
global inference algorithm, but this also means

that reinforcement learning is not obviously appli-
cable to graph-based parsing. In transition-based
parsing, the model is typically taught to follow a
gold transition path to obtain a perfect dependency
graph during training. This training paradigm has
the limitation that the model only ever gets to see
states that are on gold transition paths, and error
propagation is therefore likely to happen when the
parser predicts wrong transitions leading to unseen
states (McDonald and Nivre, 2007; Goldberg and
Nivre, 2013).

There have been several attempts to train
transition-based parsers with reinforcement learn-
ing: Zhang and Chan (2009) applied SARSA
(Baird III, 1999) to an Arc-Standard model, us-
ing SARSA updates to fine-tune a model that was
pre-trained using a feed-forward neural network.
Fried and Klein (2018), more recently, presented
experiments with applying policy gradient train-
ing to several constituency parsers, including the
RNNG transition-based parser (Dyer et al., 2016).
In their experiments, however, the models trained
with policy gradient did not always perform better
than the models trained with supervised learning.
We hypothesize this is due to credit assignment be-
ing difficult in transition-based parsing. Iterative
refinement approaches have been proposed in the
context of sentence generation (Lee et al., 2018).
Our proposed model explores multiple transition
paths at once and avoids making risky decisions in
the initial transitions, in part inspired by such iter-
ative refinement techniques. We also pre-train our
model with supervised learning to avoid sampling
from irrelevant states at the early stages of policy
gradient training.

Several models have been presented for DAG
parsing (Sagae and Tsujii, 2008; Ribeyre et al.,
2014; Tokgöz and Gülsen, 2015; Hershcovich
et al., 2017). Wang et al. (2018) proposed a
similar transition-based parsing model for SDP;
they modified the possible transitions of the Arc-
Eager algorithm (Nivre and Scholz, 2004b) to cre-
ate multi-headed graphs. We are, to the best of our
knowledge, first to explore reinforcement learning
for DAG parsing.

3 Model

3.1 Iterative Predicate Selection

We propose a new semantic dependency parsing
algorithm based on the head-selection algorithm
for syntactic dependency parsing (Zhang et al.,
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Figure 2: Construction of semantic dependency arcs (DM) in the IPS parsing algorithm. Parsing begins from the
initial state and proceeds to the final state following one of several paths. In the left path, the model resolves
adjacent arcs first. In contrast, in the right path, distant arcs that rely on the global structure are resolved first.

2017). Head selection iterates over sentences, fix-
ing the head of a word w in each iteration, ig-
noring w in future iterations. This is possible
for dependency parsing because each word has a
unique head word, including the root of the sen-
tence, which is attached to an artificial root sym-
bol. However, in SDP, words may attach to mul-
tiple head-words or semantic predicates whereas
other words may not attach to any semantic pred-
icates. Thus, we propose an iterative predicate se-
lection (IPS) parsing algorithm, as a generaliza-
tion of head-selection in SDP.

The proposed algorithm is formalized as fol-
lows. First, we define transition operations for all
words in a sentence. For the i-th word wi in a sen-
tence, the model selects one transition tτi from the
set of possible transitions T τi for each transition
time step τ . Generally, the possible transitions Ti
for the i-th word are expressed as follows:

{NULL,ARCi,ROOT,ARCi,1, · · · ,ARCi,n}

where ARCi,j is a transition to create an arc from
the j-th word to the i-th word, encoding that the
semantic predicate wj takes wi as an semantic ar-
gument. NULL is a special transition that does
not create an arc. The set of possible transitions
T τi for the i-th word at time step τ is a subset of
possible transitions Ti that satisfy two constraints:
(i) no arcs can be reflexive, i.e., wi cannot be an
argument of itself, and (ii) the new arc must not
be a member of the set of arcs Aτ comprising the
partial parse graph yτ constructed at time step τ .
Therefore, we obtain: T τi = Ti/(ARCi,i ∪ Aτ ).
The model then creates semantic dependency arcs
by iterating over the sentence as follows:1

1This algorithm can introduce circles. However, circles

1 For each word wi, select a head arc from T τi .

2 Update the partial semantic dependency graph.

3 If all words select NULL, the parser halts. Oth-
erwise, go to 1.

Fig. 2 shows the transitions of the IPS algorithm
during the DM parsing of the sentence “The man
went back and spoke to the desk clerk.” In this
case, there are several paths from the initial state
to the final parsing state, depending on the orders
of creating the arcs. This is known as the non-
deterministic oracle problem (Goldberg and Nivre,
2013). In IPS parsing, some arcs are easy to pre-
dict; others are very hard to predict. Long-distance
arcs are generally difficult to predict, but they
are very important for down-stream applications,
including reordering for machine translation (Xu
et al., 2009). Since long-distance arcs are harder to
predict, and transition-based parsers are prone to
error propagation, several easy-first strategies have
been introduced, both in supervised (Goldberg and
Elhadad, 2010; Ma et al., 2013) and unsupervised
dependency parsing (Spitkovsky et al., 2011), to
prefer some paths over others in the face of the
non-deterministic oracle problem. Easy-first prin-
ciples have also proven effective with sequence
taggers (Tsuruoka and Tsujii, 2005; Martins and
Kreutzer, 2017). In this paper, we take an arguably
more principled approach, learning a strategy for
choosing transition paths over others using rein-
forcement learning. We observe, however, that the
learned strategies exhibit a clear easy-first prefer-
ence.

were extremely rare in our experiments, and can be avoided
by simple heuristics during decoding. We discuss this issue
in the Supplementary Material, §A.1.
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Figure 3: Our network architecture: (a) The encoder of the sentence into the hidden representations hi and hj , and
the MLP for the transition probabilities. (b) The encoder of the semantic dependency matrix for the representation
of hdij . The MLP also takes the arc flag representation fij (see text for explanation).

3.2 Neural Model
Fig. 3 shows the overall neural network. It con-
sists of an encoder for input sentences and par-
tial SDP graphs, as well as a multi-layered per-
ceptron (MLP) for the semantic head-selection of
each word.

Sentence encoder We employ bidirectional
long short-term memory (BiLSTM) layers for en-
coding words in sentences. A BiLSTM con-
sists of two LSTMs that reads the sentence for-
ward and backward, and concatenates their out-
put before passing it on. For a sequence of to-
kens [w1, · · · , wn], the inputs for the encoder are
words, POS tags and lemmas.2 They are mapped
to the same p-dimensional embedding vectors in
a look-up table. Then they are concatenated to
form 3p-dimensional vectors and used as the in-
put of BiLSTMs. We denote the mapping function
of tokens into 3p-dimensional vectors as u(w∗)
for later usages. Finally, we obtain the hidden
representations of all words [h(w1), · · · , h(wn)]
from the three-layer BiLSTMs. We use three-layer
stacked BiLSTMs. We also use special embed-
dings hNULL for the NULL transition and hROOT

for the ROOT of the sentence.

Encoder of partial SDP graphs The model up-
dates the partial SDP graph at each time step of
the parsing procedure. The SDP graph yτ at time
step τ is stored in a semantic dependency matrix
Gτ ∈ {0, 1}n×(n+1) for a sentence of n words.3

The rows of the matrix G represent arguments and
2In the analysis of our experiments, we include an abla-

tion test, where we leave out lemma information for a more
direct comparison with one of our baselines.

3In this subsection, we omit the time step subscription τ
of the partial SDP graph from some equations for simplicity.

the columns represent head-candidates, including
the ROOT of the sentence, which is represented by
the first column of the matrix. For each transition
for a word, the model fills in one cell in a row, if
the transition is not NULL. In the initial state, all
cells in G are 0. A cell G[i, j] is updated to 1,
when the model predicts that the (i − 1)-th word
is an argument of the j-th word or ROOT when
j = 0.

We convert the semantic dependency matrix
G into a rank three tensor G′ ∈ Rn×(n+1)×p,
by replacing elements with embeddings of tokens
u(w∗) by

g′ij =

{
u(wj−1) (gij = 1)

u(wNONE) (gij = 0)
(1)

where gij ∈ G and g′ij ∈ G′. g′i∗ contains the
representations of the semantic predicates for the
i-th word in the partial SDP graph. We use a sin-
gle layer Bi-LSTM to encode the semantic predi-
cates g′i∗ of each word; see Fig. 3 (b). Finally, we
concatenate the hidden representation of the NULL
transition and obtain the partial SDP graph repre-
sentation Gτ of the time step τ :

Gτ = [gτNULL, g
τ
∗,1, · · · , gτ∗,n+1] (2)

We also employ dependency flags that directly
encode the semantic dependency matrix and indi-
cate whether the corresponding arcs are already
created or not. Flag representations F ′ are also
three-rank tensors, consisting of two hidden rep-
resentations: fARC for gi,j = 1 and fNOARC for
gi,j = 0 depending on G. fARC and fNOARC is
q-dimensional vectors. Then we concatenate the
hidden representation of the NULL transition and
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obtain the flag representation F τ :

F τ = [f τNULL, f
τ
∗,1, · · · , f τ∗,n+1] (3)

. We do not use BiLSTMs to encode these flags.
These flags also reflect the current state of the se-
mantic dependency matrix.

Predicate selection model The semantic predi-
cate selection model comprises an MLP with in-
puts from the encoder of the sentence and the par-
tial semantic dependency graph: the sentence rep-
resentationH , the SDP representationGτ , and the
dependency flag F τ . They are rank three tensors
and concatenated at the third axis. Formally, the
score sij of the i-th word and the j-th transition is
expressed as follows.

sτij = MLP([hi, hj , g
τ
ij , f

τ
ij ]) (4)

For the MLP, we use a concatenation of outputs
from three different networks: a three-layer MLP,
a two-layer MLP and a matrix multiplication with
bias terms as follows.

MLP(x) =W 3
3 a
(
W 3

2 a(W
3
1 x+ b31) + b32

)

+W 2
2 a(W

2
1 x+ b22) +W 1

1 x+ b11

W ∗∗′ are matrices or vectors used in this MLP and
W ∗∗′ are bias terms. Here, we use this MLP for pre-
dicting a scalar score sij ; therefore, W 3

3 ,W
2
2 ,W

1
1

are vectors. The model computes the probability
of the transition tj for each word i by applying
a softmax function over the candidates of the se-
mantic head words wj .

pi(t
τ
j ) = softmaxj(s

τ
ij) (5)

These transition probabilities pi(tj) of selecting a
semantic head word wj , are defined for each word
wi in a sentence.

For supervised learning, we employ a cross en-
tropy loss

Lτ (θ) = −
∑

i,j

li log pi(t
τ
j |Gτ ) (6)

for the partial SDP graph Gτ at time step τ .
Here li is a gold transition label for the i-th word
and θ represents all trainable parameters. Note
that this supervised training regime, as mentioned
above, does not have a principled answer to the
non-deterministic oracle problem (Goldberg and
Nivre, 2013), and samples transition paths ran-
domly from those consistent with the gold anntoa-
tions to create transition labels.

Algorithm 1 Policy gradient learning for IPS Algorithm

Input: Sentence x with an empty parsing tree y0.
Let a time step τ = 0 and finish flags f∗ = 0.
for 0 ≤ τ < the number of maximum iterations do

Compute πτ and argmax transitions t̂i = argmaxπτi .
if ∀i ; t̂τi = NULL then

break
end if
for i-th word in a sentence do

if check a finish flag fi = 1 then
continue

end if
if all arcs to word i are correctly created in yτ and
t̂i = NULL then

Let a flag f = 1
continue

end if
Sample tτi from πτi .
Update the parsing tree yτ to yτ+1.
Compute a new reward rτi from yτ , yτ+1 and yg .

end for
Store a tuple of the state, transitions and rewards for
words {yτ , tτ∗ , rτ∗}.

end for
Shuffle tuples of {yτ , tτ∗ , rτ∗} for a time step τ .
for a tuple {yτ ′ , tτ∗ , rτ

′
∗ } of time step τ ′ do

Compute gradient and update parameters.
end for

Labeling model We also develop a semantic de-
pendency labeling neural network. This neural
network consists of three-layer stacked BiLSTMs
and a MLP for predicting a semantic dependency
label between words and their predicates. We use
a MLP that is a sum of the outputs from a three-
layer MLP, a two-layer MLP and a matrix multi-
plication. Note that the output dimension of this
MLP is the number of semantic dependency la-
bels. The input of this MLP is the hidden repre-
sentations of a word i and its predicates j: [hi, hj ]
extracted from the stacked BiLSTMs. The score
s′ij(l) of the label l for the arc from predicate j to
word i is predicted as follows.

s′ij(l) = MLP′([hi, hj ]) (7)

We minimize the softmax cross entropy loss using
supervised learning.

3.3 Reinforcement Learning

Policy gradient Reinforcement learning is a
method for learning to iteratively act according to
a dynamic environment in order to optimize fu-
ture rewards. In our context, the agent corresponds
to the neural network model predicting the transi-
tion probabilities pi(tτj ) that are used in the parsing
algorithm. The environment includes the partial
SDP graph yτ , and the rewards rτ are computed
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by comparing the predicted parse graph to the gold
parse graph yg.

We adapt a variation of the policy gradient
method (Williams, 1992) for IPS parsing. Our ob-
jective function is to maximize the rewards

J(θ) = Eπ [r
τ
i ] (8)

and the transition policy for the i-th word is given
by the probability of the transitions π ∼ pi(tτj |yτ ).
The gradient of Eq.8 is given as follows:

∇J(θ) = Eπ
[
rτi∇ log pi(t

τ
j |yτ )

]
(9)

When we compute this gradient, given a policy π,
we approximate the expectation Eπ for any transi-
tion sequence with a single transition path t that is
sampled from policy π:

∇J(θ) ≈
∑

tτj∈t
[rτi∇ log pi(t

τ
j |yτ )] (10)

We summarize our policy gradient learning al-
gorithm for SDP in Algorithm 1. For time step
τ , the model samples one transition tτj selecting
the j-th word as a semantic head word of the i-
th word, from the set of possible transitions Ti,
following the transition probability of π. After
sampling tτj , the model updates the SDP graph to
yτ+1 and computes the reward rτi . When NULL
becomes the most likely transition for all words,
or the time step exceeds the maximum number of
time steps allowed, we stop.4 For each time step,
we then update the parameters of our model with
the gradients computed from the sampled transi-
tions and their rewards.5

Note how the cross entropy loss and the policy
gradient loss are similar, if we do not sample from
the policy π, and rewards are non-negative. How-
ever, these are the important differences between
supervised learning and reinforcement learning:
(1) Reinforcement learning uses sampling of tran-
sitions. This allows our model to explore transi-
tion paths that supervised models would never fol-
low. (2) In supervised learning, decisions are in-
dependent of the current time step τ , while in re-
inforcement learning, decisions depend on τ . This
means that the θ parameters are updated after the
parser finishes parsing the input sentence. (3) Loss

4We limit the number of transitions during training, but
not at test time.

5We update the parameters for each time step to reduce
memory requirements.

Reward Transitions

rτi = 1 (1) The model creates a new correct arc from
a semantic predicate to the i-th word.
(2) The first time the model chooses the NULL
transition after all gold arcs to the i-th word
have been created, and no wrong arcs to the i
words have not been created.

rτi = −1 (3) The model creates a wrong arc from a
semantic predicate candidate to the i-th word.

rτi = 0 (4) All other transitions.

Table 1: Rewards in SDP policy gradient.

must be non-negative in supervised learning, while
rewards can be negative in reinforcement learning.

In general, the cross entropy loss is able to opti-
mize for choosing good transitions given a parser
configuration, while the policy gradient objective
function is able to optimize the entire sequence of
transitions drawn according to the current policy.
We demonstrate the usefulness of reinforcement
learning in our experiments below.

Rewards for SDP We also introduce intermedi-
ate rewards, given during parsing, at different time
steps. The reward rτi of the i-th word is deter-
mined as shown in Table 1. The model gets a pos-
itive reward for creating a new correct arc to the
i-th word, or if the model for the first time chooses
a NULL transition after all arcs to the i-th word are
correctly created. The model gets a negative re-
ward when the model creates wrong arcs. When
our model chooses NULL transitions for the i-th
word before all gold arcs are created, the reward
rτi becomes 0.

3.4 Implementation Details
This section includes details of our implementa-
tion.6 We use 100-dimensional, pre-trained Glove
(Pennington et al., 2014) word vectors. Words
or lemmas in the training corpora that do not ap-
pear in pre-trained embeddings are associated with
randomly initialized vector representations. Em-
beddings of POS tags and other special symbol
are also randomly initialized. We apply Adam as
our optimizer. Preliminary experiments show that
mini-batching led to a degradation in performance.
When we apply policy gradient, we pre-train our
model using supervised learning. We then use
policy gradient for task-specific fine-tuning of our
model. We find that updating parameters of BiL-
STM and word embeddings during policy gradient

6The code is available at https://github.com/
shuheikurita/semrl
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Name Value

Encoder BiLSTM hidden layer size 600
Dependency LSTM hidden layer size 200
The dimensions of embeddings p,q 100, 128
MLPs hidden layer size 4000
Dropout rate in MLPs 0.5
Max transitions during reinforcement learning 10

Table 2: Hyper-parameters in our experiments.

Model DM PAS PSD Avg.

Peng+ 17 Freda3 90.4 92.7 78.5 88.0
Wang+ 18 Ens. 90.3 91.7 78.6 86.9
Peng+ 18 91.6 - 78.9 -

IPS 91.1 92.4 78.6 88.2
IPS +ML 91.2 92.5 78.8 88.3
IPS +RL 91.6‡ 92.8‡ 79.2‡ 88.7‡

IPS +ML +RL 92.0‡ 92.8‡ 79.3‡ 88.8‡

Table 3: Labeled parsing performance on in-domain
test data. Avg. is the micro-averaged score of three for-
malisms. ‡ of the +RL models represents that the scores
are statistically significant at p < 10−3 with their non-
RL counterparts.

makes training quite unstable. Therefore we fix
the BiLSTM parameters during policy gradient. In
our multi-task learning set-up, we apply multi-task
learning of the shared stacked BiLSTMs (Søgaard
and Goldberg, 2016; Hashimoto et al., 2017) in
supervised learning. We use task-specific MLPs
for the three different linguistic formalisms: DM,
PAS and PSD. We train the shared BiLSTM using
multi-task learning beforehand, and then we fine-
tune the task-specific MLPs with policy gradient.
We summarize the rest of our hyper-parameters in
Table 2.

4 Experiments

We use the SemEval 2015 Task18 (Oepen et al.,
2015) SDP dataset for evaluating our model. The
training corpus contains 33,964 sentences from the
WSJ corpus; the development and in-domain test
were taken from the same corpus and consist of
1,692 and 1,410 sentences, respectively. The out-
of-domain test set of 1,849 sentences is drawn
from Brown corpus. All sentences are annotated
with three semantic formalisms: DM, PAS and
PSD. We use the standard splits of the datasets
(Almeida and Martins, 2015; Du et al., 2015). Fol-
lowing standard evaluation practice in semantic
dependency parsing, all scores are micro-averaged
F-measures (Peng et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018)
with labeled attachment scores (LAS).

Model DM PAS PSD Avg.

Peng+ 17 Freda3 85.3 89.0 76.4 84.4
Peng+ 18 86.7 - 77.1 -

IPS +ML 86.0 88.2 77.2 84.6
IPS +ML +RL 87.2‡ 88.8‡ 77.7‡ 85.3‡

Table 4: Labeled parsing performance on out-of-
domain test data. Avg. is the micro-averaged score of
three formalisms. ‡ of the +RL models represents that
the scores are statistically significant at p < 10−3 with
their non-RL counterparts.

The system we propose is the IPS parser trained
with a multi-task objective and fine-tuned using
reinforcement learning. This is referred to as
IPS+ML+RL in the results tables. To highlight the
contributions of the various components of our ar-
chitecture, we also report ablation scores for the
IPS parser without multi-task training nor rein-
forcement learning (IPS), with multi-task train-
ing (IPS+ML) and with reinforcement learning
(IPS+RL). At inference time, we apply heuris-
tics to avoid predicting circles during decoding
(Camerini et al., 1980); see Supplementary Ma-
terial, §A.1. This improves scores by 0.1 % or
less, since predicted circles are extremely rare. We
compare our proposed system with three state-of-
the-art SDP parsers: Freda3 of Peng et al. (2017),
the ensemble model in Wang et al. (2018) and
Peng et al. (2018). In Peng et al. (2018), they
use syntactic dependency trees, while we do not
use them in our models.7

The results of our experiments on in-domain
dataset are also shown in Table 3. We observe that
our basic IPS model achieves competitive scores
in DM and PAS parsing. Multi-task learning of
the shared BiLSTM (IPS+ML) leads to small im-
provements across the board, which is consistent
with the results of Peng et al. (2017). The model
trained with reinforcement learning (IPS+RL) per-
forms better than the model trained by supervised
learning (IPS). These differences are significant
(p < 10−3). Most importantly, the combination of
multi-task learning and policy gradient-based re-
inforcement learning (IPS+ML+RL) achieves the
best results among all IPS models and the previ-
ous state of the art models, by some margin. We
also obtain similar results for the out-of-domain

7Dozat and Manning (2018) report macro-averaged
scores instead, as mentioned in their ACL 2018 talk, and their
results are therefore not comparable to ours. For details, see
the video of their talk on ACL2018 that is available on Vimeo.
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SDP graph to visualize the SDP arcs.

Model DM PAS PSD Avg.

Peng+ 17 Freda3 90.4 92.5 78.5 88.0

IPS +ML -Lemma 90.7 92.3 78.3 88.0
IPS +ML +RL -Lemma 91.2‡ 92.9‡ 78.8‡ 88.5‡

Table 5: Evaluation of our parser when not using
lemma embeddings (for a more direct comparison with
Freda3), on in-domain test datasets. ‡ of +RL models
represents that the scores are statistically significant at
p < 10−3 with their non-RL counterparts.

datasets, as shown in Table 4. All improvements
with reinforcement learning are also statistically
significant (p < 10−3).

Evaluating Our Parser without Lemma Since
our baseline (Peng et al., 2017) does not rely
on neither lemma or any syntactic information,
we also make a comparison of IPS+ML and
IPS+ML+RL trained with word and POS embed-
dings, but without lemma embeddings. The results
are given in Table 5. We see that our model is still
better on average and achieves better performance
on all three formalisms. We also notice that the

lemma information does not improve the perfor-
mance in the PAS formalism.

Effect of Reinforcement Learning Fig. 4
shows the distributions of the length of the created
arcs in the first, second, third and fourth transi-
tions for all words, in the various IPS models in
the development corpus. These distributions show
the length of the arcs the models tend to create in
the first and later transitions. Since long arcs are
harder to predict, an easy-first strategy would typ-
ically amount to creating short arcs first.

In supervised learning (IPS+ML), there is a
slight tendency to create shorter arcs first, but
while the ordering is relatively consistent, the dif-
ferences are small. This is in sharp contrast with
the distributions we see for our policy gradient
parser (IPS+ML+RL). Here, across the board, it is
very likely that the first transition connects neigh-
boring words; and very unlikely that neighboring
words are connected at later stages. This sug-
gests that reinforcement learning learns an easy-
first strategy of predicting short arcs first. Note
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that unlike easy-first algorithms in syntactic pars-
ing (Goldberg and Nivre, 2013), we do not hard-
wire an easy-first strategy into our parser; but
rather, we learn it from the data, because it op-
timizes our long-term rewards. We present fur-
ther analyses and analyses on WSJ syntactic de-
pendency trees in Appendix A.2.

Fig. 5 shows four sentence excerpts from the
development corpus, and the order in which arcs
are created. We again compare the model trained
with supervised learning (IPS+ML notated as SL
here) to the model with reinforcement learning
(IPS+ML+RL notated as RL here). In examples
(a) and (b), the RL model creates arcs inside noun
phrases first and then creates arcs to the verb. The
SL model, in contrast, creates arcs with inconsis-
tent orders. There are lots of similar examples in
the development data. In clause (c), for example, it
seems that the RLmodel follows a grammatical or-
dering, while the SL model does not. In the clause
(d), it seems that the RL model first resolves arcs
from modifiers, in “chief financial officer”, then
creates an arc from the adjective phrase “, who will
be hired”, and finally creates an arc from the ex-
ternal phrase “the position of ”. Note that both the
SL and RL models make an arc from “of ” in stead
of the annotated label of the word “position” in
the phrase “the position of ”. In the clause (e), the
RL model resolve the arcs in the noun phrase “a
strong sales performance” and then resolve arcs
from the following prepositional phrase. Finally,
the RL model resolve the arc from the word “with”
that is the headword in the syntactic dependency
tree. In the example (d) and (e), the RL model
elaborately follows the syntactic order that are not
given in any stages of training and parsing.

5 Conclusion

We propose a novel iterative predicate selection
(IPS) parsing model for semantic dependency
parsing. We apply multi-task learning to learn
general representations of parser configurations,
and use reinforcement learning for task-specific
fine-tuning. In our experiments, our multi-task re-
inforcement IPS model achieves a new state of the
art for three SDP formalisms. Moreover, we show
that fine-tuning with reinforcement learning learns
an easy-first strategy and some syntactic features.
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Abstract

Current state-of-the-art systems for the se-
quence labeling tasks are typically based on
the family of Recurrent Neural Networks
(RNNs). However, the shallow connections
between consecutive hidden states of RNNs
and insufficient modeling of global informa-
tion restrict the potential performance of those
models. In this paper, we try to address these
issues, and thus propose a Global Context en-
hanced Deep Transition architecture for se-
quence labeling named GCDT. We deepen the
state transition path at each position in a sen-
tence, and further assign every token with a
global representation learned from the entire
sentence. Experiments on two standard se-
quence labeling tasks show that, given only
training data and the ubiquitous word embed-
dings (Glove), our GCDT achieves 91.96 F1

on the CoNLL03 NER task and 95.43 F1 on
the CoNLL2000 Chunking task, which outper-
forms the best reported results under the same
settings. Furthermore, by leveraging BERT as
an additional resource, we establish new state-
of-the-art results with 93.47 F1 on NER and
97.30 F1 on Chunking 1.

1 Introduction

Sequence labeling tasks, including part-of-speech
tagging (POS), syntactic chunking and named en-
tity recognition (NER), are fundamental and chal-
lenging problems of Natural Language Process-
ing (NLP). Recently, neural models have become
the de-facto standard for high-performance sys-
tems. Among various neural networks for se-
quence labeling, bi-directional RNNs (BiRNNs),
especially BiLSTMs (Hochreiter and Schmidhu-
ber, 1997) have become a dominant method on

∗ This work was done when Yijin Liu was interning at
Pattern Recognition Center, WeChat AI, Tencent Inc, China

† Jinan Xu is the corresponding author of the paper.
1Code is available at: https://github.com/Adaxry/GCDT.

multiple benchmark datasets (Huang et al., 2015;
Chiu and Nichols, 2016; Lample et al., 2016; Pe-
ters et al., 2017).

However, there are several natural limitations
of the BiLSTMs architecture. For example, at
each time step, the BiLSTMs consume an incom-
ing word and construct a new summary of the past
subsequence. This procedure should be highly
nonlinear, to allow the hidden states to rapidly
adapt to the mutable input while still preserving a
useful summary of the past (Pascanu et al., 2014).
While in BiLSTMs, even stacked BiLSTMs, the
transition depth between consecutive hidden states
are inherently shallow. Moreover, global contex-
tual information, which has been shown highly
useful for model sequence (Zhang et al., 2018),
is insufficiently captured at each token position in
BiLSTMs. Subsequently, inadequate representa-
tions flow into the final prediction layer, which
leads to the restricted performance of BiLSTMs.

In this paper, we present a global context en-
hanced deep transition architecture to eliminate
the mentioned limitations of BiLSTMs. In par-
ticular, we base our network on the deep transi-
tion (DT) RNN (Pascanu et al., 2014), which in-
creases the transition depth between consecutive
hidden states for richer representations. Further-
more, we assign each token an additional repre-
sentation, which is a summation of hidden states
of a specific DT over the whole input sentence,
namely global contextual embedding. It’s benefi-
cial to make more accurate predictions since the
combinatorial computing between diverse token
embeddings and global contextual embedding can
capture useful representations in a way that im-
proves the overall system performance.

We evaluate our GCDT on both CoNLL03
and CoNLL2000. Extensive experiments on two
benchmarks suggest that, merely given training
data and publicly available word embeddings
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(Glove), our GCDT surpasses previous state-of-
the-art systems on both tasks. Furthermore, by ex-
ploiting BERT as an extra resource, we report new
state-of-the-art F1 scores with 93.47 on CoNLL03
and 97.30 on CoNLL2000. The main contribu-
tions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

• We are the first to introduce the deep transi-
tion architecture for sequence labeling, and
further enhance it with the global contextual
representation at the sentence level, named
GCDT.

• GCDT substantially outperforms previous
systems on two major tasks of NER and
Chunking. Moreover, by leveraging BERT
as an extra resource to enhance GCDT, we re-
port new state-of-the-art results on both tasks.

• We conduct elaborate investigations of global
contextual representation, model complexity
and effects of various components in GCDT.

2 Background

Given a sequence of X = {x1, x2, · · · , xN} with
N tokens and its corresponding linguistic labels
Y = {y1, y2, · · · , yN} with the equal length, the
sequence labeling tasks aim to learn a parameter-
ized mapping function fθ : X → Y from input
tokens to task-specific labels.

Typically, the input sentence is firstly encoded
into a sequence of distributed representations X =
{x1,x2, · · · ,xN} by character-aware and pre-
trained word embeddings. The majority of high-
performance models use bidirectional RNNs, BiL-
STMs in particular, to encode the token embed-
dings X into context-sensitive representations for
the final prediction.

Additionally, it’s beneficial to model and pre-
dict labels jointly, thus a subsequent conditional
random field (CRF Lafferty et al., 2001) is com-
monly utilized as a decoder layer. At the training
stage, those models maximize the log probability
of the correct sequence of tags as follows:

log(p(y|X)) = s(X,y)− log(
∑

ỹ∈Yx

es(X,ỹ))

(1)

where s(·) is the score function and Yx is the
set of all possible sequence of tags. Typically,
the Viterbi algorithm (Forney, 1973) is utilized to

search the label sequences with maximum score
when decoding:

y∗ = argmax
ỹ∈Yx

s(x, ỹ) (2)

3 GCDT

3.1 Overview

In this section, we start with a brief overview of
our presented GCDT and then proceed to struc-
ture the following sections with more details about
each submodule. As shown in Figure 1, there
are three deep transition modules in our model,
namely global contextual encoder, sequence la-
beling encoder and decoder accordingly.

Token Representation Given a sentence X =
{x1, x2, ..., XN} with N tokens, our model first
captures each token representation xt by concate-
nating three primary embeddings:

xt = [ct;wt;g] (3)

1. Character level word embedding ct is ac-
quired from Convolutional Neural Network.
(CNN) (dos Santos and Zadrozny, 2014)

2. Pre-trained word embedding wt is obtained
from the lookup table initialized by Glove2.

3. Global contextual embedding g is extracted
from bidirectional DT, and more details will
be described in the following paragraphs.

The global embedding g is computed by mean
pooling over all hidden states {hg1,hg2, · · · ,hgN}
of global contextual encoder (right part in Figure
1). For simplicity, we can take “DT” as a rein-
forced Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU Chung et al.,
2014), and more details about DT will be de-
scribed in the next section. Thus g is computed
as follows:

g =
1

N

n∑

t=1

hgt (4)

hgt = [
−→
h g
t ;
←−
h g
t ] (5)

−→
h g
t =
−−→
DTg(ct,wt; θ−−→DT g

) (6)
←−
h g
t =
←−−
DTg(ct,wt; θ←−−DT g

) (7)

2https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
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Figure 1: Overview of GCDT. The global contextual encoder (on the right) serves as an enhancement of token rep-
resentation. The sequence labeling encoder and decoder (on the left) take charge of the task-specific predictions.

Sequence Labeling Encoder Subsequently, the
concatenated token embeddings xt (Eq. 3) is fed
into the sequence labeling encoder (bottom left
part in Figure 1).

ht = [
−→
ht;
←−
ht] (8)

−→
ht =

−−→
DTen(xt,

−→
h t−1; θ−−→DT en

) (9)
←−
ht =

←−−
DTen(xt,

←−
h t−1; θ←−−DT en

) (10)

Sequence Labeling Decoder Considering the
t-th word in this sentence, the output of sequence
labeling encoder ht along with the past label em-
bedding yt−1 are fed into the decoder (top left part
in Figure 1). Subsequently, the output of decoder
st is transformed into lt for the final softmax over
the tag vocabulary. Formally, the label of word xt
is predicted as the probabilistic equation (Eq. 13)

st = DTde(ht,yt−1; θDTde) (11)

lt = stWl + bl (12)

P (yt = j|x) = softmax(lt)[j] (13)

As we can see from the above procedures and Fig-
ure 1, our GCDT firstly encodes the global con-
textual representation along the sequential axis by

DT, which is utilized to enrich token representa-
tions. At each time step, we encode the past la-
bel information jointly using the sequence label-
ing decoder instead of resorting to CRF. Addition-
ally, we employ beam search algorithm to infer the
most probable sequence of labels when testing.

3.2 Deep Transition RNN

Deep transition RNNs extend conventional RNNs
by increasing the transition depth of consecu-
tive hidden states. Previous studies have shown
the superiority of this architecture on both lan-
guage modeling (Pascanu et al., 2014) and ma-
chine translation (Barone et al., 2017; Meng and
Zhang, 2019). Particularly, Meng and Zhang
(2019) propose to maintain a linear transformation
path throughout the deep transition procedure with
a linear gate to enhance the transition structure.

Following Meng and Zhang (2019), the deep
transition block in our hierarchical model is
composed of two key components, namely Lin-
ear Transformation enhanced GRU (L-GRU) and
Transition GRU (T-GRU). At each time step, L-
GRU first encodes each token with an additional
linear transformation of the input embedding, then
the hidden state of L-GRU is passed into a chain of
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T-GRU connected merely by hidden states. After-
wards, the output “state” of the last T-GRU for the
current time step is carried over as “state” input of
the first L-GRU for the next time step. Formally, in
a unidirectional network with transition number of
L, the hidden state of the t-th token in a sentence
is computed as:

h0
i = L-GRU(xi,h

L
i−1) (14)

hji = T-GRUj(hj−1i ) 1 ≤ j ≤ L (15)

Linear Transformation Enhanced GRU L-
GRU extends the conventional GRU by an addi-
tional linear transformation of the input token em-
beddings. At time step t, the hidden state of L-
GRU is computed as follows:

ht = (1− zt)� ht−1 + zt � h̃t (16)

h̃t = tanh(Wxhxt + rt � (Whhht−1))

+ lt �Wxxt
(17)

where Wxh and Whh are parameter matrices, and
reset gate rt and update gate zt are same as GRU:

rt = σ(Wxrxt +Whrht−1) (18)

zt = σ(Wxzxt +Whzht−1) (19)

The linear transformation Wxxt in candidate hid-
den state h̃t (Eq. 17) is regulated by the linear gate
lt, which is computed as follows:

lt = σ(Wxlxt +Whlht−1) (20)

Transition GRU T-GRU is a special case of
conventional GRU, which only takes hidden states
from the adjacent lower layer as inputs. At time
step t at transition depth l, the hidden state of T-
GRU is computed as follows:

hlt = (1− zlt)� hl−1t + zlt � h̃t
l

(21)

h̃t
l
= tanh(rlt � (Wl

hh
l−1
t )) (22)

Reset gate rt and update gate zt also only take
hidden states as input, which are computed as:

rl = σ(Wl
rh

l−1) (23)

zt = σ(Wl
zh

l−1) (24)

As indicated above, at each time step of our
deep transition block, there is a L-GRU in the bot-
tom and several T-GRUs on the top of L-GRU.

3.3 Local Word Representation

Charater-aware word embeddings It has been
demonstrated that character level information
(such as capitalization, prefix and suffix) (Col-
lobert et al., 2011; dos Santos and Zadrozny, 2014)
is crucial for sequence labeling tasks. In our
GCDT, the character sets consist of all unique
characters in datasets besides the special symbol
“PAD” and “UNK”. We use one layer of CNN fol-
lowed by max pooling to generate character-aware
word embeddings.

Pre-trained word embeddings The pre-trained
word embeddings have been indicated as a stan-
dard component of neural network architectures
for various NLP tasks. Since the capitalization
feature of words is crucial for sequence labeling
tasks (Collobert et al., 2011), we adopt word em-
beddings trained in the case sensitive schema.

Both the character-aware and pre-trained word
embeddings are context-insensitive, which are
called local word representations compared with
global contextual embedding in the next section.

3.4 Global Contextual Embedding

We adopt an independent deep transition RNN
named global contextual encoder (right part in
Figure 1) to capture global features. In particu-
lar, we transform the hidden states of global con-
textual encoder into a fixed-size vector with var-
ious strategies, such as mean pooling, max pool-
ing and self-attention mechanism (Vaswani et al.,
2017). According to the preliminary experiments,
we choose mean pooling strategy considering the
balance between effect and efficiency.

In conventional BiRNNs, the global contextual
feature is insufficiently modeled at each position,
as the nature of recurrent architecture makes RNN
partial to the most recent input token. While
our context-aware representation is incorporated
with local word embeddings directly, which as-
sists in capturing useful representations through
combinatorial computing between diverse local
word embeddings and the global contextual em-
bedding. We further investigate the effects on po-
sitions where the global embedding is used. (Sec-
tion 5.1)
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4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets and Metric

NER The CoNLL03 NER task (Sang and
De Meulder, 2003) is tagged with four linguistic
entity types (PER, LOC, ORG, MISC). Standard
data includes train, development and test sets.

Chunking The CoNLL2000 Chunking task
(Sang and Buchholz, 2000) defines 11 syntactic
chunk types (NP, VP, PP, etc.). Standard data in-
cludes train and test sets.

Metric We adopt the BIOES tagging scheme for
both tasks instead of the standard BIO2, since
previous studies have highlighted meaningful im-
provements with this scheme (Ratinov and Roth,
2009). We take the official conlleval 3 as the
token-level F1 metric. Since the data size if rela-
tively small, we train each final model for 5 times
with different parameter initialization and report
the mean and standard deviation F1 value.

4.2 Implementation Details

All trainable parameters in our model are initial-
ized by the method described by Glorot and Ben-
gio (2010). We apply dropout (Srivastava et al.,
2014) to embeddings and hidden states with a rate
of 0.5 and 0.3 respectively. All models are opti-
mized by the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba,
2014) with gradient clipping of 5 (Pascanu et al.,
2013). The initial learning rate α is set to 0.008,
and decrease with the growth of training steps.
We monitor the training process on the develop-
ment set and report the final result on the test set.
One layer CNN with a filter of size 3 is utilized
to generate 128-dimension word embeddings by
max pooling. The cased, 300d Glove is adapted
to initialize word embeddings, which is frozen in
all models. In the auxiliary experiments, the out-
put hidden states of BERT are taken as additional
word embeddings and kept fixed all the time.

Empirically, We assign the following hyper-
parameters with default values except mentioned
later. We set batch size to 4096 at the token level,
transition number to 4, hidden size of sequence la-
beling encoder and decoder to 256, hidden size of
global contextual encoder to 128.

3https://www.clips.uantwerpen.be/conll2000/chunking/
conlleval.txt

Models F1

(Collobert et al., 2011)* 89.59
(Huang et al., 2015)* 90.10
(Passos et al., 2014)* 90.90
(Lample et al., 2016) 90.94
(Yang et al., 2016)* 90.94
(Luo et al., 2015)* 91.20
(Ma and Hovy, 2016) 91.21
(Yang et al., 2017b)*† 91.26
(Zhang et al., 2018) 91.57
(Yang et al., 2017a) 91.62
(Chiu and Nichols, 2016)*† 91.62 ± 0.33
(Xin et al., 2018) 91.64 ± 0.17
GCDT 91.96 ± 0.04
GCDT + BERTLARGE 93.47 ± 0.03

Table 1: F1 scores on CoNLL03. † refers to models
trained on both training and development set. * refers
to adopting external task-specific resources.

Models F1

(Collobert et al., 2011)* 94.32
(Huang et al., 2015)* 94.46
(Yang et al., 2017b) 94.66
(Zhai et al., 2017) 94.72
(Hashimoto et al., 2017) 95.02
(Søgaard and Goldberg, 2016) 95.28
(Xin et al., 2018) 95.29 ± 0.08
GCDT 95.43 ± 0.06
GCDT + BERTLARGE 97.30 ± 0.03

Table 2: F1 scores on CoNLL2000 Chunking task. *
refers to adopting external task-specific resources (like
Gazetteers or annotated data).

4.3 Main Results

The main results of our GCDT on the CoNLL03
and CoNLL2000 are illustrated in Table 1 and
Table 2 respectively. Given only standard train-
ing data and publicly available word embeddings,
our GCDT achieves state-of-the-art results on both
tasks. It should be noted that some results on NER
are not comparable to ours directly, as their final
models are trained on both training and develop-
ment data 4. More notably, our GCDT surpasses
the models that exploit additional task-specific re-
sources or annotated corpora (Luo et al., 2015;
Yang et al., 2017b; Chiu and Nichols, 2016).

Additionally, we conduct experiments by lever-
aging the well-known BERT as an external re-
source for relatively fair comparison with models

4We achieve F1 score of 92.18 when training on both
training and development data without extra resources.
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Models F1

(Rei, 2017) 86.26
(Liu et al., 2017) 91.71 ± 0.10
(Peters et al., 2017)† 91.93 ± 0.19
(Peters et al., 2018) 92.20
(Clark et al., 2018) 92.61
(2018) BERTBASE 92.40
(2018) BERTLARGE 92.80
(Akbik et al., 2018)† 93.09
GCDT + BERTLARGE 93.47 ± 0.03

Table 3: F1 scores on the CoNL03 NER task by lever-
aging language model, † refers to models trained on
both training and development data. We establish new
state-of-the-art result on this task.

Models F1

(Rei, 2017) 93.88
(Liu et al., 2017) 95.96 ± 0.08
(Peters et al., 2017) 96.37 ± 0.05
(Akbik et al., 2018) 96.72 ± 0.05
(Clark et al., 2018) 97.00
GCDT + BERTLARGE 97.30 ± 0.03

Table 4: F1 scores on the CoNLL2000 Chunking task
by leveraging language model. We establish new state-
of-the-art result on this task.

that utilize external language models trained on
massive corpora. Especially, Rei (2017) and Liu
et al. (2017) build task-specific language models
only on supervised data. Table 3 and Table 4 show
that our GCDT outperforms previous state-of-the-
art results substantially at 93.47 (+0.38) on NER
and 97.30 (+0.30) on Chunking when contrasted
with a collection of highly competitive baselines.

5 Analysis

We choose the CoNLL03 NER task as example to
elucidate the properties of our GCDT and conduct
several additional experiments.

5.1 Where to Use the Global Representation?

In this experiment, we investigate the effects of lo-
cations on the global contextual embedding in our
hierarchical model. In particular, we use the global
embedding g to augment:

• input of final softmax layer ;
xsoftmaxk = [hdecoderk ;yk−1;g]

• input of sequence labeling decoder;
xdecoderk = [hencoderk ;yk−1;g]

# Use global embedding at F1

0 None 91.60
1 Input of final softmax 91.48
2 Input of sequence labeling decoder 91.45
3 Input of sequence labeling encoder 91.96

Table 5: Comparison of CoNLL03 test F1 when the
global contextual embedding is used at different layers.

• input of sequence labeling encoder;
xencoderk = [wk; ck;g]

Table 5 shows that the global embedding g im-
proves performance when utilized at the relative
low layer (row 3) , while g may do harm to per-
formances when adapted at the higher layers (row
0 vs. row 1 & 2). In the last option, g is incor-
porated to enhance the input token representation
for sequence labeling encoder, the combinatorial
computing between the multi-granular local word
embeddings (wk and ck) and global embedding
g can capture more specific and richer represen-
tations for the prediction of each token, and thus
improves overall system performance. While the
other two options (row 1, 2) concatenate the highly
abstract g with hidden states (hencoderk or hdecoderk )
from the higher layers, which may bring noise
to token representation due to the similar feature
spaces and thus hurt task-specific predictions.

5.2 Comparing with Stacked RNNs

Although our proposed GCDT bears some resem-
blance to the conventional stacked RNNs, they are
very different from each other. Firstly, although
the stacked RNNs can process very deep archi-
tectures, the transition depth between consecutive
hidden states in the token level is still shallow.

Secondly, in the stacked RNNs, the hidden
states along the sequential axis are simply fed into
the corresponding positions of the higher layers,
namely only position-aware features are transmit-
ted in the deep architecture. While in GCDT, the
internal states in all token position of the global
contextual encoder are transformed into a fixed-
size vector. This contextual-aware representation
provides more general and informative features of
the entire sentence compared with stacked RNNs.

To obtain rigorous comparisons, we stack two
layers of deep transition RNNs instead of conven-
tional RNNs with similar parameter numbers of
GCDT. According to the results in Table 6, the
stacked-DT improves the performance of the orig-
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Model # Parameters F1

DT 5.6M 91.60
stacked-DT 8.4M 91.61

GCDT 7.4M 91.96

Table 6: Comparison of CoNLL03 test F1 between
stacked RNNs and GCDT.

inal DT slightly, while there is still a large mar-
gin between GCDT and the stacked-DT. As we
can see, our GCDT achieves a much better perfor-
mance than stacked-DT with a smaller parameter
size, which further verifies that our GCDT can ef-
fectively leverage global information to learn more
useful representations for sequence labeling tasks.

5.3 Ablation Experiments
We conduct ablation experiments to investigate the
impacts of various components in GCDT. More
specifically, we remove one kind of token embed-
ding from char-aware, pre-trained and global em-
beddings for sequence labeling encoder each time,
and utilize DT or conventional GRU with similar
model sizes 5. Results of different combinations
are presented in Table 7.

Given the same input embeddings, DT sur-
passes the conventional GRU substantially in most
cases, which further demonstrates the superiority
of DT in sequence labeling tasks. Our observa-
tions on character-level and pre-trained word em-
beddings suggest that they have a significant im-
pact on highly competitive results (row 1 & 3 vs.
row 5), which is consistent with previous work
(dos Santos and Zadrozny, 2014; Lample et al.,
2016). Furthermore, the global contextual embed-
ding substantially improves the performances on
both DT and GRU based models (row 6 & 7 vs.
row 4 & 5).

5.4 Effect of BERT
WordPiece is adopted to tokenize sequence in
BERT, which may cut a word into pieces, such as
converting “Johanson” into “Johan ##son”. There-
fore, additional efforts should be taken to maintain
alignments between input tokens and their corre-
sponding labels. Three strategies are conducted
to obtain the exclusive BERT embedding of each
token in a sequence. Firstly, we take the first sub-
word as the whole word embedding after tokeniza-
tion, which is employed in the original paper of

5To avoid the effect of various model size, we fine tuning
hidden size of each model, and more details in Section 5.5

# Embeddings RNN F1

0 No char GRU 91.14
1 No char DT 90.94
2 No Glove GRU 87.23
3 No Glove DT 88.59
4 No global GRU 91.32
5 No global DT 91.60
6 All GRU 91.42
7 All DT 91.96

Table 7: Ablation experiments on the CoNLL03 to in-
vestigate the impacts of various components, where
“char” indicates character-aware word embeddings,
“Glove” indicates pre-trained word embeddings, and
“global” indicates global contextual embedding.

BERT
F1Type Layer Pooling

BASE

6
first 92.70
max 92.88
mean 92.99

12
first 92.89
max 92.74
mean 92.92

LARGE

12
first 92.88
max 93.23
mean 93.36

18
first 93.18
max 93.07
mean 93.47

24
first 92.57
max 92.60
mean 92.83

Table 8: Comparison of CoNLL03 F1 scores when var-
ious types, layers and pooling strategies of BERT are
employed. “first” indicates the first sub-word embed-
ding, “mean” and “max” refer to mean and max pool-
ing correspondingly.

BERT (Devlin et al., 2018). Mean and max pool-
ings are used as the latter two strategies. Results
of various combinations of BERT type, layer and
pooling strategy are illustrated in Table 8.

It’s reasonable that BERT trained on large
model surpasses the smaller one in most cases due
to the larger model capacity and richer contextual
representation. For the pooling strategy, “mean” is
considered to capture more comprehensive repre-
sentations of rare words than “first” and “max”,
thus better average performances. Additionally,
we hypothesize that the higher layers in BERT en-
code more abstract and semantic features, while
the lower ones prefer general and syntax infor-
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# Global Contextual Encoder Sequence Labeling Module # Parameters F1

0 GRU-384 GRU-384 7.8M 91.42
1 GRU-384 DT4-256 9.5M 91.53
2 GRU-512 DT4-256 11.2M 91.49
3 DT2-128 GRU-384 5.7M 91.45
4 DT2-128 DT4-256 7.2M 91.72
5 DT4-128 DT4-256 7.4M 91.96

Table 9: F1 scores on the CoNLL03 and parameter sizes of various models, where “GRU-384” indicates the
conventional GRU with hidden size of 384, while “DT2-128” refers to deep transition RNN with transition number
of 2 and hidden size of 128, similarly for “DT4-256”.

mation, which is more helpful for our NER and
Chunking tasks. These hypotheses are consistent
with results emerged in Table 8.

5.5 Model Complexity
One way of measuring the complexity of a neural
model is through the total number of trainable pa-
rameters. In GCDT, the global contextual encoder
increases parameter numbers of the sequence la-
beling encoder due to the enlargement of input di-
mensions, thus we run additional experiments to
verify whether the increment of parameters has a
great affection on performances. Empirically, we
replace DT with conventional GRU in the global
contextual encoder and sequence labeling module
(both encoder and decoder) respectively. Results
of various combinations are shown in Table 9.

Observations on parameter numbers show that
DT outperforms GRU substantially, with a smaller
size (row 4 & 5 vs. row 0). From the perspective of
global contextual encoder, DT gives slightly bet-
ter result compared with GRU (row 3 vs. row 0).
We observe similar results in the sequence label-
ing module (row 1 & 2 vs. row 0). Intuitively, it
should further improve performance when utiliz-
ing DT in both modules, which is consistent with
the observations in Table 9 (row 4 & 5 vs. row 0).

6 Related Work

Neural Sequence Labeling Collobert et al.
(2011) propose a seminal neural architecture for
sequence labeling, which learns useful repre-
sentation from pre-trained word embeddings in-
stead of hand-crafted features. Huang et al.
(2015) develop the outstanding BiLSTMs-CRF
architecture, which is improved by incorporat-
ing character-level LSTM (Lample et al., 2016),
GRU (Yang et al., 2016), CNN (dos Santos and
Zadrozny, 2014; Xin et al., 2018), IntNet (Xin
et al., 2018). The shallow connections between

consecutive hidden states in those models inspire
us to deepen the transition path for richer repre-
sentation.

More recently, there has been a growing body
of work exploring to leverage language model
trained on massive corpora in both character level
(Peters et al., 2017, 2018; Akbik et al., 2018) and
token level (Devlin et al., 2018). Inspired by the
effectiveness of language model embeddings, we
conduct auxiliary experiments by leveraging the
well-known BERT as an additional feature.

Exploit Global Information Chieu and Ng
(2002) explore the usage of global feature in the
whole document by the co-occurrence of each
token, which is fed into a maximum entropy
classifier. With the widespread application of
distributed word representations (Mikolov et al.,
2013) and neural networks (Collobert et al., 2011;
Huang et al., 2015) in sequence labeling tasks, the
global information is encoded into hidden states
of BiRNNs. Specially, Yang et al. (2017a) lever-
age global sentence patterns for NER reranking.
Inspired by the global sentence-level representa-
tion in S-LSTM (Zhang et al., 2018), we propose a
more concise approach to capture global informa-
tion, which has been demonstrated more effective
on sequence lableing tasks.

Deep Transition RNN Deep transition recur-
rent architecture extends conventional RNNs by
increasing the transition depth between consecu-
tive hidden states. Previous studies have shown
the superiority of this architecture on both lan-
guage model (Pascanu et al., 2014) and machine
translation (Barone et al., 2017; Meng and Zhang,
2019). We follow the deep transition architecture
in (Meng and Zhang, 2019), and extend it into a
hierarchical model with the global contextual rep-
resentation at the sentence level for sequence la-
beling tasks.
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7 Conclusion

We propose a novel hierarchical neural model for
sequence labeling tasks (GCDT), which is based
on the deep transition architecture and motivated
by global contextual representation at the sentence
level. Empirical studies on two standard datasets
suggest that GCDT outperforms previous state-of-
the-art systems substantially on both CoNLL03
NER task and CoNLL2000 Chunking task with-
out additional corpora or task-specific resources.
Furthermore, by leveraging BERT as an external
resource, we report new state-of-the-art F1 scores
of 93.47 on CoNLL03 and 97.30 on CoNLL2000.

In the future, we would like to extend GCDT to
other analogous sequence labeling tasks and ex-
plore its effectiveness on other languages.
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Abstract

Unsupervised PCFG inducers hypothesize sets
of compact context-free rules as explanations
for sentences. These models not only pro-
vide tools for low-resource languages, but also
play an important role in modeling language
acquisition (Bannard et al., 2009; Abend
et al., 2017). However, current PCFG induc-
tion models, using word tokens as input, are
unable to incorporate semantics and morphol-
ogy into induction, and may encounter issues
of sparse vocabulary when facing morpholog-
ically rich languages. This paper describes a
neural PCFG inducer which employs context
embeddings (Peters et al., 2018) in a normal-
izing flow model (Dinh et al., 2015) to ex-
tend PCFG induction to use semantic and mor-
phological information1. Linguistically moti-
vated similarity penalty and categorical dis-
tance constraints are imposed on the inducer
as regularization. Experiments show that the
PCFG induction model with normalizing flow
produces grammars with state-of-the-art accu-
racy on a variety of different languages. Abla-
tion further shows a positive effect of normal-
izing flow, context embeddings and proposed
regularizers.

1 Introduction

Unsupervised PCFG inducers (Jin et al., 2018b)
automatically bracket sentences into nested spans,
and label these spans with consistent, linguisti-
cally relevant syntactic categories, which may be
useful in downstream applications or linguistic re-
search on under-resourced languages. Their suc-
cess also provides evidence for learnability of
grammar in absence of strong linguistic univer-
sals (MacWhinney and Bates, 1993; Plunkett and
Wood, 2004; Bannard et al., 2009). However, cur-
rent PCFG induction models, using word tokens

1The code can be found at https://github.com/
lifengjin/acl_flow

as input, are unable to incorporate semantics and
morphology into induction, and may encounter is-
sues of sparse vocabulary when facing morpholog-
ically rich languages.

This paper describes a PCFG induction model
which exploits recent advances in deep generative
models and context embeddings to generalize over
rare, morphologically rich forms. We contextual-
ize a PCFG’s terminal emission rules with con-
text embeddings (Peters et al., 2018) as observa-
tions, in order to bring context and subword in-
formation into the model. Probabilities for these
contextualized terminal emission rules are mod-
eled by transforming distributions with normal-
izing flow (Rezende and Mohamed, 2015; Dinh
et al., 2015; He et al., 2018). Through invert-
ible transformations, flow models transform sim-
ple distributions (e.g. Gaussian) into complex and
potentially multi-modal distributions over obser-
vation vectors. These improvements help increase
the expressivity of the induction model and give
the model the ability to generalize over rare words,
but still preserve the tractability of marginal like-
lihood computation so that inference is possible
with marginal likelihood maximization.

Experiments described in this paper show that
the model is able to achieve state-of-the-art or
competitive results on multiple languages com-
pared with existing PCFG induction and unla-
beled tree induction models, especially on lan-
guages where complex morphology may cause in-
duction models with discrete observations to suc-
cumb to data sparsity. Further analyses show (1)
that the flow-based inducer is able to use morpho-
logical and semantic information in embeddings
for grammar induction, (2) that the model pro-
duces consistent and meaningful labels at phrasal
and lexical levels, and (3) that both the normal-
izing flow and the linguistically-motivated regu-
larization terms make substantial improvements to
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parsing accuracy.

2 PCFGs with vector terminals

We first consider factoring the Chomsky nor-
mal form PCFG with C non-terminal categories
into two separate parts: binary-branching non-
terminal expansion rule2 probabilities, and unary-
branching terminal emission rule probabilities.
Given a tree as a set τ of nodes η undergoing
non-terminal expansions cη → cη1 cη2 (where
η ∈ {1, 2}∗ is a Gorn address specifying a path of
left or right branches from the root), and a set τ′ of
nodes η undergoing terminal emissions cη → xη
(where xη is an embedding for the word at node
η), the marginal probability of a sentence σi can
be computed as:

P(σi) =
∑

τ,τ′

∏

η∈τ
P(cη → cη1 cη2) ·

∏

η∈τ′
P(cη → xη)

(1)

We first define a set of Bernoulli distributions
that distribute probability mass between these two
sets of rules:

P(Term = 1 | cη) =
1

1 + exp(−δ>cηd)
, (2)

where cη is a non-terminal category, δcη is a Kro-
necker delta function – a vector with value one at
index cη and zeros everywhere else – and δ>cηd is a
parameter for the Bernoulli distribution of cη with
d ∈ RC .

Binary-branching non-terminal expansion rule
probabilities for a non-terminal category cη are de-
fined as:

P(cη → cη1 cη2) =

P(Term = 0 | cη) ·
exp(δ>cηN)(δcη1 ⊗ δcη2)

exp(δ>cηN)1
(3)

where ⊗ is a Kronecker product, cη1 is the cate-
gory of the left child, cη2 is the category of the
right child, and δ>cηN is a parameter vector for the
multinomial distribution of the category cη with
N ∈ RC×C2

.
The contextualized unary-branching terminal

emission rule probabilities for a preterminal cat-
egory cη are defined as:

P(cη → xη) = P(Term = 1 | cη) · fcη(xη; δ>cηL) (4)

2They include the expansion rules generating the top node
in the tree.

where the terminal at node η is an observed word
token, xη ∈ RD is the vectorial representation of
that token, fcη is a probability density or mass
function, and δ>cηL is a parameter vector for the
probability function of the category cη. We can re-
cover the multinomial PCFG formulation by set-
ting xη to be a one-hot word representation and the
probability function fcη to be a multinomial distri-
bution parameterized by δ>cηL. We can also set xη
to be a word embedding and fcη to be Gaussian
distributions parameterized by δ>cηL, giving us a
PCFG with Gaussian emission.

In order to incorporate more information into
the induction model, context embeddings (Peters
et al., 2018) can be used here for xη. The ELMo
model combines learned word embeddings with
character embeddings through CNN encoders, and
composes contextualized embeddings with bidi-
rectional LSTMs over the combined representa-
tions. The output from the BiLSTM contains both
subword information, word information and con-
text information and is used as contextualized em-
beddings for words. While simple D-dimensional
multivariate Gaussians can be used as the emis-
sion density f , it is unrealistic to assume that such
embeddings follow simple Gaussian distributions.
This work explores more complex transformed
distributions using normalizing flows.

3 Normalizing flows

Flow models (Dinh et al., 2015, 2017; Kingma
and Dhariwal, 2018) are a class of deep genera-
tive models that model unknown yet complex dis-
tributions by transforming the observation through
a series of invertible transformations to create la-
tent representations to be used with known distri-
butions like Gaussians. For PCFG induction with
embeddings, we first consider the generative story
for the observed embeddings. Let cη be a category
label at the node η. M ∈ RC×D is the matrix of
the means of the Gaussian distributions for the la-
tent representations, and S ∈ RC×D the diagonal
covariances with L = [M; S]. A probability model
over trees may be defined as follows:

1. Sample an expansion decision Term ∼
Bernoulli

(
1

1+exp(−δcη
>d)

)
to expand node ηwith

category cη to a lexical item, or to a binary
branch.

2. If expanded as a binary branch (Term=0),
given the category of the node cη,
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sample a non-terminal expansion,

cη1 cη2 ∼ Mult
(

exp(δcη
>N)

exp(δcη
>N)1

)
.

3. If lexically expanded (Term = 1), sam-
ple from Gaussian with diagonal covari-
ance over latent representations: hη ∼
N(δcη

>M, diag(δcη
>S)).

4. Again, if Term=1, transform the latent rep-
resentation deterministically to generate the
observed embedding xη for the token at η:
xη = g(hη).

In order to compute the likelihood given the ob-
servation, we need to invert this process. If we
integrate over x′η = g(hη), with the change-of-
variable formula, we have:

fcη(xη; δ
>
cηL) =

∫
P(cη → hη) δ(xη − g(hη)) dhη

=

∫
P(cη → g−1(x′η)) δ(xη − x′η)

∣∣∣∣∣det
∂g−1

∂x′η

∣∣∣∣∣ dx′η

= P(cη → g−1(xη)) ·
∣∣∣∣∣det

∂g−1

∂xη

∣∣∣∣∣, (5)

where δ here is the Dirac delta function. This can
be used to directly compute the likelihood of the
observed embedding exactly given a category. In
order to make this calculation tractable, the re-
quirements on g−1 are usually (1) that it is invert-
ible, and (2) that computing the log Jacobian de-
terminant is possible without calculating the full
Jacobian matrix or its full determinant. Note that
g need not be explicitly constructed as it is usually
only used in generation, not in inference.

There have been many proposed invertible func-
tions that can be used as g−1. The volume preserv-
ing invertible transformation is first proposed by
Dinh et al. (2015) in the NICE model and later
used in unsupervised learning (He et al., 2018).
Because of the volume preserving property, the
log Jacobian determinant is always 0. This prop-
erty may allow the structural features of the orig-
inal embedding space to be better preserved than
other, less restrictive, invertible functions.

The invertible transformation g−1 consists of I
stacked-up coupling layers. The input x to it is di-
vided into two equal parts h(0)

1 ,h(0)
2 :

g−1
( 

h(0)
1

h(0)
2


)

=


h(I)

1
h(I)

2

 , (6)

and the coupling layers in g−1 transform the two
parts at alternating layers:


h(i−1)

1
h(i−1)

2

 =


h(i−2)

1
h(i−2)

2 + q(i−1)(h(i−2)
1 )

 ;


h(i)

1
h(i)

2

 =


h(i−1)

1 + q(i)(h(i−1)
2 )

h(i−1)
2

 . (7)

The volume-preserving restriction is removed in
the coupling layer in the Real NVP model (Dinh
et al., 2017), in which the coupling layers trans-
form the inputs as follows:


h(i−1)

1
h(i−1)

2

 =


h(i−2)

1
h(i−2)

2 � exp(q(i−1)
1 (h(i−2)

1 )) + q(i−1)
2 (h(i−2)

1 )

 ;


h(i)

1
h(i)

2

 =


h(i−1)

1 � exp(q(i)
1 (h(i−1)

2 )) + q(i)
2 (h(i−1)

2 )
h(i−1)

2

 ,

(8)

where � is a Hadamard product. All q : RD/2 →
RD/2 in both models can be arbitrary nonlinear
transformations. For Real NVP, the log Jacobian
determinant is:

I/2∑

i=1

(
q(2i−1)

1 (h(2i−2)
1 ) + q(2i)

1 (h(2i−1)
2 )

)>
1. (9)

4 Regularization

In order to avoid undesirable yet possible gram-
mars, we impose two linguistically-motivated reg-
ularization terms onto the model. In experiments
described in this paper, for the emission parame-
ters, we want to discourage the model from find-
ing a solution in which all words are equally likely
to be generated by any category, so we impose
a regularization term on the model to encourage
the rows of M to be far apart. The flow models
can learn arbitrary transformations over the pre-
trained context embeddings. Because each token
in the corpus has an embedding, the flow models
may learn transformations that cue off arbitrary in-
formation in those embeddings, effectively mak-
ing changes to observations. A Euclidean distance
penalty is put between the output of the flow trans-
formation g−1(xη) and the input embedding xη to
penalize the output drifting too far from the input
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embedding. The final objective to maximize is:

L(σ) =
1
|σ|

|σ|∑

i=0

log P(σi) + λ1

∑

d,e

‖δ>d M − δ>e M‖2

− λ2

∑

η∈σi

‖g−1(xη) − xη‖2, (10)

where σ is a minibatch of sentences, a, b, c, d, e
are all category labels, λ1 and λ2 are the weights
for the two regularization terms and ‖ . . . ‖n is the
n-norm.

5 Experiments

We report results of labeled parsing evaluation
and unlabeled parsing evaluation against exist-
ing grammar induction and unsupervised parsing
models. We evaluate our models on full English
(The Penn Treebank; Marcus et al., 1993), Chi-
nese (The Chinese Treebank 5.0; Xia et al., 2000)
and German (NEGRA 2.0; Skut et al., 1998) con-
stituency treebanks and the 20-or-fewer-word sub-
sets for labeled parsing performance.3 For unla-
beled parsing evaluation, we first report results on
a set of languages with complex morphology cho-
sen prior to evaluation. This set includes Czech
and Russian, which are fusional languages, Ko-
rean and Uyghur, which are agglutinative lan-
guages, and Finnish, which has elements of both
types. Dependency trees from the Universal De-
pendency Treebank (Nivre et al., 2016) of these
languages are converted into constituency trees
(Collins et al., 1999) by keeping constituents that
have a single incoming and no outgoing depen-
dency arc. For example, constituents like noun
phrases that are kept in conversion may only have
one incoming arc from the main verb, and no out-
going arc to any modifier. Each dataset has 15,000
sentences randomly sampled from the dependency
treebank (if the treebank has enough sentences),
or is augmented with sentences randomly sampled
from Wikipedia (if the treebank has fewer sen-
tences). Finally, unlabeled parsing experiments on
the three constituency treebanks are reported, one
following Jin et al. (2018a) and one following Htut
et al. (2018).

The hyperparameters of the model for all ex-
periments are tuned on the Brown Corpus portion
of the Penn Treebank. We set the number of cate-
gories C to 30, the categorical distance constraint
strength λ1 to be 0.0001, and the drifting penalty

3WSJ20test is the second half of WSJ20.

λ2 to be 10. Function g−1 is set to have 4 coupling
layers with q(i) being a feed-forward network with
one hidden layer for both NICE and Real NVP,
following He et al. (2018). We train the system
until the marginal likelihood over the whole train-
ing set starts to oscillate, around 10,000 batches
for smaller corpora and around 20,000 for larger
corpora. Because the inside algorithm is quadratic
on the length of the sentences, the batch size for
training gets quadratically smaller from 400 to 1 as
sentences get longer. We use the Adam optimizer
(Kingma and Ba, 2015), initialized with learning
rates 0.1 for d and N, and 0.001 for L and parame-
ters in g−1. Means and standard deviations of eval-
uation metrics are reported in tables with 10 runs
of the proposed system.

We use ELMo embeddings (Peters et al., 2018)
with 1024 dimensions from averaging represen-
tations from two BiLSTM layers and the word
encoder in ELMo for all languages (Che et al.,
2018).4 These embeddings are each trained with
20 million words from Wikipedia and Common
Crawl. We initialize d and N with multinomials
drawn from a Dirichlet distribution with 0.2 as the
concentration parameter, following PCFG induc-
tion work with Bayesian models (Jin et al., 2018b).
We assign the same diagonal variance matrix to
all latent Gaussian distributions, calculated empir-
ically from embeddings from 5000 randomly sam-
pled sentences. M is initialized with the empirical
mean of the same sampled embeddings, but with
random Gaussian noise added to each row. The
parameters of the normalizing flow g−1 are initial-
ized from a uniform distribution with 0 mean and
a standard deviation of

√
1/D.

For labeled constituency evaluation, we com-
pare against the state-of-the-art PCFG induction
system DIMI (D2K15: depth bounded at 2 and 15
categories; Jin et al., 2018a) which takes word to-
kens as input and produces labeled trees.5 For un-
labeled constituency evaluation, results from other
unsupervised systems are used for comparison, in-
cluding CCL (Seginer, 2007), UPPARSE (Pon-
vert et al., 2011), PRPN (Shen et al., 2018), as
well as systems which use gold part-of-speech
tags: DMV+CCM (Klein and Manning, 2002) and
UML-DOP (Bod, 2006).

4https://github.com/HIT-SCIR/
ELMoForManyLangs.

5The DB-PCFG system (Jin et al., 2018b) is formally
equivalent to the DIMI system.
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Model WSJ20test WSJ CTB20 CTB NEGRA20 NEGRA

µ(σ) max µ(σ) max µ(σ) max µ(σ) max µ(σ) max µ(σ) max

DIMI 23.0(6.5) 34.1 - - 15.4(4.4) 20.7 - - 13.6(1.6) 17.5 - -
this work 22.8(6.0) 24.0 22.2(3.8) 27.0 19.7(1.9) 24.0 13.8(3.4) 20.2 26.2(2.8) 30.4 24.5(2.7) 29.1

Table 1: Recall-V-Measure scores for labeled grammar induction models trained on the listed treebanks with punc-
tuation. For all tables, µ (σ) means the mean (standard deviation) of the reported scores.

5.1 Labeled parsing evaluation
Metric: Labeled trees induced by DIMI (Jin et al.,
2018a) and the flow-based system are evaluated
on six different datasets. In this evaluation, pre-
dicted labels of induced constituents that are in
gold trees are compared against gold labels of
these constituents6 using V-Measure (Rosenberg
and Hirschberg, 2007). Recall of the induced trees
is used to weight these V-Measure scores. The fi-
nal Recall-V-Measure (RVM) score is computed
as the product of these two measures. RVM can
be maximized when gold constituents are included
in induced trees and their clustering is consistent
with gold annotation. RVM is equal to unlabeled
recall when the matching constituents have the
same clustering of labels as the gold annotation.

Results: Left- and right-branching baselines are
constructed by assigning 21 random labels7 to
constituents in purely left- and right-branching
trees. However, both branching baselines perform
poorly in this evaluation, due to the fact that there
is no straightforward way to assign labels to con-
stituent spans that may correspond to how gold la-
bels are organized. VM scores for both baselines
are close to 0, leading to RVM scores close to
0. Table 1 shows RVM scores for both the DIMI
system and the flow-based system. For the labeled
grammar induction systems, results show that the
flow-based model outperforms DIMI on two of the
three test datasets. Table 3 shows only the per-
formance of the systems on bracketing. Although
DIMI performs much better than the flow-based
system in terms of bracketing F1 on WSJ20test,
the flow-based system’s performance on average
RVM is much closer to DIMI, which indicates that
the flow-based system assigns more consistent la-
bels to constituents than DIMI. On CTB20 and
NEGRA20, where the bracketing performance of
the flow-based system is better, this system out-

6The maximal projection category is used when a span
is labeled with several categories in the gold annotation. All
functional tags are removed.

7There are 21 phrase level tags in the Penn Treebank II
tag set.

performs DIMI by a large margin on RVM. Also,
runs with the highest performance on bracketing
are not the highest on RVM in general, showing
that for labeled induction models, bracketing ac-
curacy may be traded for labeling accuracy.

Confusion matrix: Figure 1 shows the gold
constituent recall on NEGRA20 for the two la-
beled grammar induction systems. We show 5
main phrasal categories in gold annotation and in
a run of predicted trees. Grammars from DIMI are
prone to category collapse in which only a few
categories are active as non-terminals. Figure 1a
shows that categories 8 and 3 are the main ac-
tive categories containing the majority of all con-
stituents, with category 8 covering 78% of all S
categories, 23% of NPs, and many others. In Fig-
ure 1b, the clear diagonal pattern for the flow-
based model shows that the gold categories do
have separate corresponding predicted categories.
For example, VP is almost exclusively in cate-
gory 1 if appears in the predicted trees and PP
is predominately in category 27. NP has a wider
spread across predicted categories, but category 8
is mostly used to represent it.

5.2 Unlabeled parsing evaluation

We additionally perform three unlabeled parsing
evaluations against baseline systems. The first ex-
periment uses a set of dependency-derived tree-
banks in morphologically rich languages to exam-
ine how morphology is used by the proposed sys-
tem. The second experiment induces on datasets
used in Jin et al. (2018a) and the final experiment
uses the WSJ, CTB and NEGRA datasets without
any punctuation for evaluation against published
results by Htut et al. (2018).

Morphologically rich languages: Table 2
shows unlabeled parsing performance on the mor-
phologically rich languages described at the be-
ginning of this section, compared against branch-
ing baselines and DIMI. There is a substantial per-
formance improvement observed across all lan-
guages when context embeddings are used as ob-
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8 3 5 7 1
Other

NotInPred

S

NP

VP

PP

AP

Other

0.78 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.21

0.23 0.35 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.41

0.04 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.93

0.13 0.38 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.47

0.07 0.03 0.01 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.81

0.25 0.09 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.63
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Labeled Constituent Recall

(a) the DIMI system.

18 8 1 27
Other 21

NotInPred

S

NP

VP

PP

AP

Other

0.67 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.06 0.07 0.18

0.02 0.29 0.00 0.14 0.11 0.17 0.26

0.01 0.00 0.19 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.77

0.01 0.06 0.02 0.44 0.08 0.08 0.32

0.00 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.36 0.01 0.57

0.16 0.08 0.08 0.02 0.23 0.05 0.39
0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Labeled Constituent Recall

(b) the flow-based system.

Figure 1: The confusion matrices for DIMI and the
flow-based system on the constituents in NEGRA20.
The runs with best RVM scores are chosen for plotting.
NotInPred means the proportion of gold constituents
not in predicted trees.

servations. Korean and Uyghur both have very
sparse vocabulary, leading to poor performance of
the DIMI system.

Constituency treebanks: We also compare the
flow-based system to published unlabeled parsing
results from previous work. Table 3 shows the un-
labeled parsing F1 scores for several grammar in-
duction systems on the WSJ20test, CTB20 and
NEGRA20 datasets reported in Jin et al. (2018a).
Posterior inference on constituents (PIoC) pro-
posed in Jin et al. (2018a) is also used with parse
trees from 10 runs of the flow-based system. The
flow-based system is able to produce more accu-
rate trees on the CTB20 and NEGRA20 datasets
despite not being depth-bounded. However, its
performance is subpar on the WSJ20test dataset.

Finally, the flow-based model is compared
against other unsupervised parsing models on the

Lang. LB RB DIMI this work
µ (σ) µ (σ)

Czech 24.8 50.3 49.3 (8.5) 52.9 (4.7)
Finnish 30.5 52.1 49.0 (5.0) 52.5 (5.2)
Korean 40.4 20.2 22.6 (2.1) 51.1 (2.6)
Russian 45.5 28.7 50.2 (8.1) 58.0 (4.7)
Uyghur 45.8 24.6 33.0 (3.2) 54.1 (1.4)

Table 2: Unlabeled recall scores on a set of morpholog-
ically rich languages for the proposed system, DIMI
and the left- and right-branching baselines.

System WSJ20test CTB20 NEGRA20

CCL 60.9 37.1 33.7
UPPARSE 43.9 38.2 47.7

DB-PCFG 60.5 - -
DIMI 63.1 38.9 40.8
this work 51.7 43.5 48.2

Table 3: Unlabeled parsing F1 scores for different
grammar induction systems trained on only the 20
words or less subsets of the three constituency tree-
banks as in Jin et al. (2018a).

three full constituency treebanks and their 10-or-
fewer-word subsets, trained with sentences with-
out punctuation in training, following Htut et al.
(2018). The results are shown in Table 4. First, the
flow-based system performs better than reported
results from all systems, using raw text only, on
both NEGRA and CTB, showing that the system
is able to accurately generate structure. Second,
there is a smaller performance gap between the
flow-based system and the best-performing one on
WSJ than on WSJ10.

The fact that the flow-based model underper-
forms on English may be due to the fact that

10 15 20 25 30 35
Embedding Distance
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Figure 2: Correlation between recall difference of the
flow-based system and DIMI and the average distance
between ELMo embeddings.
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Model WSJ10 WSJ CTB10 CTB NEGRA10 NEGRA

µ(σ) max µ(σ) max µ(σ) max µ(σ) max µ(σ) max µ(σ) max

CCL 67.3(0.0) 67.3 44.9(0.0) 44.9 47.8(0.0) 47.8 21.1(0.0) 21.1 48.0(0.0) 48.0 27.6(0.0) 27.6
UPPARSE 44.8(0.0) 44.8 23.6(0.0) 23.6 44.7(0.0) 44.7 24.2(0.0) 24.2 53.4(0.0) 53.4 33.4(0.0) 33.4
PRPN-UP 62.2(3.9) 70.3 26.0(2.3) 32.8 - - - - - - - -
PRPN-LM 70.5(0.4) 71.3 37.4(0.3) 38.1 - - - - - - - -

DIMI 49.0(4.8) 55.8 - - 41.1(2.9) 45.9 - - 47.5 (2.7) 54.1 - -
this work 56.0(6.1) 63.6 38.5(3.9) 42.7 49.4(1.3) 50.7 29.2(2.1) 31.9 51.8 (3.1) 58.5 37.1(2.5) 41.2

RB 61.7(0.0) 61.7 39.5(0.0) 39.5 50.4(0.0) 50.4 21.8(0.0) 21.8 43.3(0.0) 43.3 22.8(0.0) 22.8
LB 28.7(0.0) 28.7 11.6(0.0) 11.6 35.8(0.0) 35.8 11.7(0.0) 11.7 35.1(0.0) 35.1 16.9(0.0) 16.9

DMV+CCM 77.6(0.0) 77.6 - - - - - - 63.9(0.0) 63.9 - -
UML-DOP 82.9(0.0) 82.9 - - - - - - 67.0(0.0) 67.0 - -

Table 4: Unlabeled parsing F1 scores for different constituency grammar induction systems trained on the full set
of the treebanks where punctuation is removed from all data in training and evaluation with results reported in Htut
et al. (2018). PRPN models train and test on different subsets of the corpora, whereas other models use the full
corpora to train and evaluate. All models except DIMI and this work produce unlabeled trees. DMV+CCM and
UML-DOP use gold POS tags as observations for induction, listing here for reference.

the English vocabulary contains a relatively large
number of high frequency words, which makes
contexts for words similar, showing up as similar-
ities between the context embeddings for differ-
ent words. This confuses the model because it re-
lies on the observed embeddings being distinct and
representative for induction. Figure 2 shows aver-
age Euclidean distances for 50,000 pairs of ELMo
embeddings of different words randomly sampled
from each dataset. The averaged distance between
the embeddings is positively correlated with the
gain of the flow-based system over DIMI, indicat-
ing the importance of varied contexts for grammar
induction.

5.3 Induced interpretable categories
PCFG induction systems usually create syntac-
tic categories that correspond to coarse-grained
linguistic classes like nouns and verbs using co-
occurrence statistics. However the flow-based sys-
tem also creates classes that are morphological or
semantic in nature. The ability of the system to use
morphological and semantic information to help
grammar induction is shown in Table 5.

Grammars induced on Korean from the flow-
based system are greatly improved over baselines
which use words only as input. Korean is an agglu-
tinative language with many morphemes per to-
ken, so approaches that treat tokens as words must
address severe sparsity issues. As ELMo embed-
dings include subword information from Korean
characters, they may contain information useful
for understanding morphology – the nominative
clitics이 or가 and the accusative clitics을 or를,

Cat. Interp. Most common words

Korean

3 ADJ 큰 (big),많은 (many)
새로운 (new),중요한 (important)

11 N-NOM 사람이 (person),문제가 (problem)
사람들이 (people),일이 (work)

12 N-ACC 사실을 (fact),영향을 (influence)
일을 (work),의미를 (meaning)

German
7 DAT den, dem, einem, diesem, ihren
8 GEN der, des, einer, dieser, seiner, eines
20 NOM/ACC die, das, der, ein, eine, ihre, keine

Chinese

1 V-TRANS 提供(provide),进行(carry out)
举行(hold),利用(utilize)

14 V-MODAL 要(would like),会(will)
能(can),可以(be able)

28 V-SCOMP 说(say),希望(hope)
认为(think),指出(point out)

Table 5: Analysis of predicted syntactic categories
(Cat.) and their interpreted syntactic categories (In-
terp.) in runs with highest RVM scores for Korean, Ger-
man and Chinese. The most common words in each
predicted category are listed.

for example, may encode strong biases towards a
word token being a noun along with its case.

Categories like 11 and 12 in Table 5 reliably
capture nouns in the nominative and accusative
cases, respectively, even though in both cases the
marking clitic differs depending on whether the
noun preceding it ends in a vowel or consonant.
Similarly, category 3 shows noun-preceding adjec-
tives, which in Korean are formed by verb stems
plusㄴ or은, and the inducer is again able to clus-
ter words with both endings together.
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Model setup RVM
µ (σ) max

Multi 18.9 (1.6) 21.0

Gauss +Fasttext 17.5 (1.5) 19.4
+ELMo 23.4 (2.0) 26.7

NICE +ELMo 13.9 (4.6) 22.3
+ELMo+sim 25.7 (2.2) 28.7
+ELMo+sim+µDist 26.2 (2.8) 30.3

RNVP +ELMo+sim+µDist 24.1 (3.2) 27.9

Table 6: Parsing performance on the NEGRA20 dataset
with different configurations of the model. NICE and
RNVP are the NICE and RealNVP models used for
modeling emission. Sim and µDist are the similarity
penalty and category distance regularizers respectively.

For German, the cased articles also have sim-
ilar endings. The dative articles usually end with
-en or -em, and the genitive articles usually end
with -er or -es. Having access to the subword in-
formation, the flow-based system is able to come
up with these distinctions with no supervision, be-
cause the cases may provide important clues to
relative positions of the following nouns to verbs
or prepositions. Contextual information also helps
greatly, seen here when the system distinguishes
the genitive der in category 8 and the nominative
or accusative der in category 20 in the phrases like
der(20) Pächter der(8) Junkerstube (the lessee of
the junkerstube).

Finally, for languages like Chinese where there
are few morphological markings, semantic infor-
mation may help the system induce syntactic cat-
egories. Category 28 is a category of verbs related
to cognition and expression, which also character-
istically accepts sentential complements (Vendler,
1972; Fisher et al., 1991). Syntactic categories like
these are not seen in systems inducing with words
only. This indicates that the semantics of these
verbs may play a role here, especially since Chi-
nese has no complementizer to signal an upcom-
ing sentential complement.

5.4 Ablation experiments
Table 6 shows the ablation and comparison ex-
periments on NEGRA20. ELMo embeddings pro-
vide a large performance boost with the Gaussian
emission model over both the multinomial emis-
sion model, which has no access to contextual and
subword information, and the Gaussian emission
model with Fasttext embeddings based on charac-
ter n-grams (Joulin et al., 2016), showing that both
context and subword information helps grammar

induction. The two linguistically-motivated regu-
larization terms help the flow-based model per-
form even better. Most notably, the similarity per-
formance helps the flow models greatly by re-
stricting the freedom that the flow models have
to change the context embeddings, indicating that
the information in context embeddings is valu-
able for induction. The Real NVP model produces
higher data likelihood but its performance is lower
than other NICE-based models, indicating that the
volume-preserving property of NICE is important
for preventing overfitting.

6 Related work

Earlier work on PCFG induction (Carroll and
Charniak, 1992; Johnson et al., 2007; Liang et al.,
2009; Tu, 2012) shows that directly inducing
PCFGs from raw text is difficult. Recent work
(Shain et al., 2016; Jin et al., 2018b,a) shows
that inducing PCFGs from raw text is possi-
ble, and cognitive constraints are useful for help-
ing the induction model to find good grammars.
Closely related to PCFG induction is the task of
unsupervised constituency parsing from raw text
where trees are unlabeled. Earlier work by Seginer
(2007) and Ponvert et al. (2011) induces unla-
beled trees and achieves good results. More re-
cent work (Shen et al., 2018) utilizes complex
neural architectures for unsupervised parsing and
language modeling and also shows good results
on English. Although unlabeled parsing evaluation
is common, other work (Bisk and Hockenmaier,
2015) has argued for labeled parsing evaluation for
grammar induction.

Early unsupervised dependency grammars and
part-of-speech induction models (Klein and Man-
ning, 2004; Christodoulopoulos and Steedman,
2010) have been similarly augmented with neu-
ral networks and word embeddings (Tran et al.,
2016; Jiang et al., 2016). Neural networks pro-
vide flexible ways to parameterize distributions,
and word embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013; Pen-
nington et al., 2014) allow these models to use se-
mantic information in these distributed representa-
tions. Results show that these improvements pro-
duce more accurate dependencies and POS assign-
ments, but these improvements have not been ap-
plied to PCFG induction.

Normalizing flows have been shown to be pow-
erful models for complex densities (Dinh et al.,
2015, 2017; Rezende and Mohamed, 2015; Papa-
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makarios et al., 2017). He et al. (2018) showed
improved performance on POS induction and de-
pendency induction by incorporating normalizing
flows into baseline models (Klein and Manning,
2004; Lin et al., 2015).

7 Conclusion

This work proposes a neural PCFG inducer which
employs context embeddings (Peters et al., 2018)
in a normalizing flow model (Dinh et al., 2015) to
extend PCFG induction to use semantic and mor-
phological information. Linguistically motivated
similarity penalty and categorical distance con-
straints are also imposed on the inducer as regular-
ization. Labeled and unlabeled evaluation shows
that the PCFG induction model with normaliz-
ing flow and context embeddings produces gram-
mars with state-of-the-art accuracy on a variety of
different languages. Results show consistent and
meaningful use of labels at phrasal and lexical
levels by the flow-based model. Ablation further
shows a positive effect of normalizing flow, con-
text embeddings and proposed regularizers.
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Abstract

In unsupervised grammar induction, data like-
lihood is known to be only weakly cor-
related with parsing accuracy, especially at
convergence after multiple runs. In order
to find a better indicator for quality of in-
duced grammars, this paper correlates sev-
eral linguistically- and psycholinguistically-
motivated predictors to parsing accuracy on
a large multilingual grammar induction eval-
uation data set. Results show that variance
of average surprisal (VAS) better correlates
with parsing accuracy than data likelihood,
and that using VAS instead of data likelihood
for model selection provides a significant ac-
curacy boost. Further evidence shows VAS
to be a better candidate than data likelihood
for predicting word order typology classifica-
tion. Analyses show that VAS seems to sepa-
rate content words from function words in nat-
ural language grammars, and to better arrange
words with different frequencies into separate
classes that are more consistent with linguistic
theory.

1 Introduction

Unsupervised grammar induction models learn
to produce hierarchical structures for strings of
words. Previous work (Seginer, 2007; Ponvert
et al., 2011; Shain et al., 2016; Jin et al., 2018b)
show that using data likelihood as both the objec-
tive for optimization and the criterion for model
selection, either implicitly (in the case of Bayesian
models) or explicitly (in the case of EM), gives
good results on grammar induction. However, it is
also known that data likelihood is only weakly cor-
related with parsing accuracy, especially at con-
vergence (Smith, 2006; Johnson et al., 2007; Jin
et al., 2018a). This weak correlation points to the
fact that the maximization of data likelihood at
convergence may be non-optimal for model selec-
tion, and this non-optimality indicates other con-

straints on learning may be at work in human ac-
quisition. In this work, several linguistically- and
psycholinguistically-motivated constraints related
to syntax are explored as predictors of parsing ac-
curacy for grammars learned by unsupervised in-
duction (Jin et al., 2018a). Results show that vari-
ance of average surprisal (VAS) is better corre-
lated with parsing accuracy of induced grammars
than data likelihood. Using VAS for model se-
lection at convergence also produces significantly
higher parsing accuracy. Further evidence shows
VAS to be a better candidate than data likelihood
for predicting word order typology classification.
Analyses show that VAS seems to separate content
words from function words in natural language
grammars, and seems to better arrange words with
different frequencies into separate classes that are
more consistent with linguistic theory.

2 Related work

Induction of PCFGs has previously been consid-
ered a difficult problem (Carroll and Charniak,
1992; Johnson et al., 2007; Liang et al., 2009; Tu,
2012). Earlier work attributed the lack of success
for induction to a lack of correlation between pars-
ing accuracy and data likelihood (Johnson et al.,
2007), or to the likelihood function or the pos-
terior being filled with weak local optima (Liang
et al., 2009; Gimpel and Smith, 2012). Later work
has shown that it is possible to induce PCFGs
with useful labels from words alone (Shain et al.,
2016; Jin et al., 2018b,a). Induction models of
constituency grammars or trees usually use data
likelihood as both the objective and the model se-
lection criterion (Seginer, 2007; Johnson et al.,
2007; Ponvert et al., 2011; Shen et al., 2018), but
the weak correlation between data likelihood and
parsing accuracy hints at the non-optimality of this
practice (Smith, 2006; Headden et al., 2009; Jin
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et al., 2018a).
On the other hand, many linguistic and psy-

cholinguistic theories propose constraints either
as properties of natural language grammar or as
constraints on human processing and acquisition.
Chomsky (1965) proposes that grammars should
favor fewer rules, which may be trimmed by the
generalizability of the rules (Yang, 2017). Dryer
(1992) argues that grammars with certain con-
stituent ordering should produce trees with con-
sistent branching tendencies, which is in contrast
to theories that attribute constituent ordering to
processing (Hawkins, 1994; Gibson, 1998). Ra-
jkumar et al. (2016) and Jin et al. (2018b) show
that grammars should generally control the max-
imal allowed stack depth. Yang (2013) observes
that rules in a natural language grammar follow
Zipf’s law, just like words. Grammars may also
contribute to the observation that the likelihood of
each sentence tends to decrease as a monologue
goes on (Keller, 2004; Levy and Jaeger, 2007).

3 Predictors

Motivated by these constraints, six accuracy pre-
dictors — data likelihood, right-branching score,
rule complexity, average stack depth, Zipf likeli-
hood ratio and variance of average surprisal — are
evaluated as predictors of parsing accuracy over
grammars from multiple runs of a PCFG inducer
(Jin et al., 2018a). Variance of average surprisal,
Zipf likelihood ratio and data likelihood are de-
fined on the PCFG itself, and the other three are
defined on Viterbi parses produced by the PCFG
on the corpus.

Data likelihood
One of the most common induction and model se-
lection criteria is data likelihood. Data likelihood
(LL) refers to the marginal likelihood of a corpus
given a PCFG, marginalizing out all trees:

LL = P(σ; G) =
∑

τ∈T
P(σ, τ; G), (1)

where σ is a corpus and T is all possible parse
trees generated by a grammar G forσ. As it is usu-
ally the optimization objective, likelihood should
be positively correlated with parsing accuracy at
convergence.

Right-branching score
Branching Direction Theory (Dryer, 1992) ex-
plains different patterns of word order among lan-
guages. It distinguishes ‘verb patterners,’ which

are non-phrasal lexical categories, from ‘object
patterners,’ which are phrasal categories. It
predicts that VO languages tend towards right-
branching structures and OV languages tend to-
wards left-branching structures. Let |cright → a b|
be the number of right children of a parent expand-
ing into two non-terminal categories in all parse
trees, and |c∗ → a b| be the total number of nodes
that expand into two non-terminal categories, then

RBS =
|cright → a b|
|c∗ → a b| (2)

is the right branching score of the parse trees.
A purely right-branching set of binary-branching
trees yields an RBS of 1.0, and a purely left-
branching set of binary-branching trees yields an
RBS of 0.0. Previous work shows that right-
branching baselines are accurate for a few lan-
guages (Seginer, 2007). BDT predicts that dif-
ferent word orders favor different branching direc-
tions.

Rule complexity
One of the evaluation metrics used in the gener-
ative linguistics tradition is the complexity of a
grammar (Chomsky, 1965). Often the number of
rules is used as a proxy measurement of how com-
plex a proposed grammatical analysis is against
some other reference grammatical analysis. Ac-
cording to this theory, fewer unique rules present
in the Viterbi parses would indicate higher gram-
mar quality.

Average stack depth
Embedding depth is a known limiting factor to hu-
man sentence processing (Chomsky and Miller,
1963; Wu, 2010; Rajkumar et al., 2016), and is
shown to benefit unsupervised grammar induction
(Noji and Johnson, 2016; Jin et al., 2018b). It is
also evaluated in this work as a predictor of pars-
ing accuracy, defined as the expected number of
stack elements per sentence in a left-corner parser
for the Viterbi parses. Theories such as that of
Chomsky and Miller (1963) predict it to correlate
negatively with parsing accuracy.

Zipf likelihood ratio
The distribution of words in a corpus is known to
follow Zipf’s law (Zipf, 1935), in which the fre-
quency of a word is inversely proportional to its
frequency rank. Counts of syntactic rules in an-
notated corpora also follow this law (Yang, 2013).
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Motivated by this observation, experiments in this
work also evaluate expected counts of all possible
rules, and compute the ratio (Zipf R) between the
likelihood that the rules are generated by a power
law model and the likelihood that they are gener-
ated by a lognormal model of which the mean µ

must be positive (Clauset et al., 2009). The higher
the ratio, the better fit the power law model pro-
vides to the rule counts. Zipfian observations pre-
dict this ratio should be positively correlated with
parsing accuracy.

Variance of average surprisal
Finally, languages may have other interesting
properties that are not identified by maximizing
the likelihood of the corpus. For example, lan-
guages often distinguish function words from con-
tent words and assign them distinct categories.
If grammars assign very small sets of high fre-
quency words to a few function-word-like cate-
gories, this will increase the difference in likeli-
hood between sentences consisting of mostly these
function words and sentences with more modifiers
and other content words. The magnitude of this
difference can be measured using variance of av-
erage sentential surprisal (VAS):

VAS =
1
N

N∑

i=1


log P(σi)
|σi| − 1

N

N∑

j=1

log P(σ j)
|σ j|



2

(3)

where N is the number of sentences in the corpus,
and σi is the i-th sentence. Because sentences in
larger corpora contain different numbers of func-
tion words, VAS is predicted to be high when the
distinction between predicted function words and
predicted content words in the induced grammar
aligns with human judgments, indicating that VAS
should be positively correlated with parsing accu-
racy.

4 Dataset

The grammar accuracy predictors described above
are evaluated on multiple languages using corpora
annotated with constituents (Xia et al., 2000; Mar-
cus et al., 1993; Alastair et al., 2018) and corpora
annotated with dependencies (Nivre et al., 2016)
which are converted to constituents (Collins et al.,
1999). An example is shown in Figure 1. These
evaluations use corpora with at least 2,000 anno-
tated sentences, excluding all sentences with non-
projective dependency graphs.

Each induction run uses approximately 15,000
sentences randomly sampled from each language
corpus. Languages with fewer than 15,000 an-
notated sentences are augmented with sentences
sampled from Wikipedia (Zeman et al., 2017).

Evaluations initially screen predictors on a de-
velopment partition consisting of 12 languages
from 12 language subgroups covering language
families including Indo-European, Uralic, Korean,
Turkic, Sino-Tibetan and Afro-Asiatic. Signifi-
cance tests use a separate test partition consisting
of 25 languages1 which are different from the de-
velopment partition, covering additional Japanese,
Austronesian and Austro-Asiatic language fami-
lies.

5 Model

These evaluations use the Bayesian PCFG induc-
tion model from Jin et al. (2018a),2 the objective
function of which can be considered to be data
likelihood.3 However, the results for model selec-
tion reported in this paper are endemic neither to
PCFG induction nor to the objective function used
in induction. These experiments can be done with
PCFGs randomly sampled from any distribution,
but the fact that maximizing data likelihood as the
objective can give better models than arbitrary ran-
dom models ensures that evaluations are tractable
and meaningful.

This model defines a Chomsky normal form
(CNF) PCFG as a matrix G of binary rule prob-
abilities which is first drawn from the Dirichlet
prior with a concentration parameter β:

G ∼ Dirichlet(β) (4)

Trees for sentences 1..N are then generated by
drawing from a PCFG:

τ1..N ∼ PCFG(G) (5)

Specifically, each tree τ is a set
{τε , τ1, τ2, τ11, τ12, τ21, ...} of category node
labels τη where η ∈ {1, 2}∗ defines a path of
left or right branches from the root to that node.
Category labels for every pair of left and right
children τη1, τη2 are drawn from a multinomial

1Portuguese in the test partition refers to Brazilian Por-
tuguese. Nynorsk and Bokmål are two varieties of Norwe-
gian.

2https://github.com/lifengjin/dimi_emnlp18.
3Bayesian models usually have no objective function, but

in inference the parameters will drift towards one of the
modes, which may appear to be optimized for data likelihood.
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In Danish , the word may even apply to shallow lagoons .
ADP PROPN PUNCT DET NOUN AUX ADV VERB ADP ADJ NOUN PUNCT

case

obl

punct

det

nsubj

aux

advmod

root

case

amod

obl

punct

(a) The dependency graph for the example sentence from the English Universal Dependency Treebank.
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(b) The constituency tree converted from the dependency graph. Only the constituents where there is a single incoming depen-
dency relation are kept. The three created constituents correspond to two PPs and one NP. They are labeled with X.

Figure 1: Examples of a dependency graph and the converted constituent tree for the sentence In Danish, the word
may even apply to shallow lagoons.

distribution defined by the grammar G and the
category of the parent τη:

τη1, τη2 ∼ Multinomial(δτη
>G) (6)

where δx is a Kronecker delta function equal to
1 at value x and 0 elsewhere, and terminals have
null expansions PG(a b | w) = PG(a b | ⊥) =

~a, b=⊥,⊥� for w ∈ W.4

In inference, the conditional posteriors are cal-
culated with a chart sampler (Johnson et al., 2007),
and Gibbs sampling is used to draw samples of
grammars and parse trees from the true posteriors.
For example, at iteration t of Gibbs sampling:

Gt ∼ P(Gt | τt−1
1..N , στt−1

1..N
, β) (7)

τt
1...N ∼ P(τt

1..N | Gt, στt
1..N

) (8)

where στ denotes the terminals in τ.
The inference procedure naturally produces

sampled parses of a sentence, and the Viterbi parse
of a sentence given an induced PCFG can be ob-
tained by running the Viterbi algorithm with the
grammar on the sentence.

6 Experiments

An exploratory evaluation on the 12-language de-
velopment partition described in Section 4 mea-
sures the effectiveness of the proposed predictors

4Here, ~· · ·� is an indicator function.

in order to narrow the number of possible candi-
dates prior to significance testing. A confirmatory
evaluation on the 25-language test partition with
significance testing is performed with the predic-
tors that are found to be effective in the exploratory
evaluation. Following Jin et al. (2018a), the con-
centration parameter of the Dirichlet priors is set
to 0.2 for all languages. The number of syntactic
categories C is set to 30 to allow the model to ex-
plore more complex syntactic structures. 30 ran-
dom seeds are used for initialization of the model
parameters, creating 30 runs for each language.
The embedding depth of the induced grammars
is not bounded in any run. All runs are stopped
at iteration 700 which has been observed to have
stable likelihood for at least 200 iterations (Jin
et al., 2018a). A sampled grammar and Viterbi
parse from the end of each run are used for predic-
tor value calculation. Recall is used as the pars-
ing accuracy metric for recovery of attested con-
stituents.

7 Results

7.1 Development results

Correlation study
Columns two through seven in Table 1 show
the correlation coefficients (Pearson’s ρ) between
all the proposed predictors and the recall of the
Viterbi parses of the development partition. Coef-
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Figure 2: Recall difference between the run with the
highest VAS and the highest likelihood as well as the
difference between the average recall of the runs with
the top 5 highest VAS and the top 5 highest likelihood
on the development partition. Blue indicates that recall
of the highest VAS runs is higher, and red indicates it
is lower than the highest likelihood runs.

ficients higher than 0.45 or lower than –0.45 are
considered substantially predictive and reported
in the table. Coefficients are averaged across re-
ported languages.

Variance of average surprisal (VAS) has the
highest correlation coefficients among all the pre-
dictors with the highest average correlation coeffi-
cient of 0.627. Data likelihood (LL), which is the
most common metric for optimization and model
selection in grammar induction, is the second best
predictor. It also has a high average correlation
coefficient of 0.588.5

Right-branching score also is substantially pre-
dictive of recall, but two of the languages have a
negative coefficient, making it difficult to use as
a model selection criterion without prior knowl-
edge about the branching tendency of a language.
Rule complexity, average stack depth as well as
Zipf likelihood ratio all show up as predictive, but
the signs of the coefficients are similarly inconsis-
tent. Also, the signs of rule complexity are mostly
positive, indicating that grammars should maintain
a certain minimum level of complexity.

Parsing accuracy and model selection
The rightmost columns in Table 1 show parsing
results on the development partition. The oracle
recall is the highest recall obtained with 30 runs
and the baseline reports whichever one of the left-
branching baseline or the right-branching baseline

5Correlation coefficients using Kendall’s τ are similar: on
the development partition, the average τ is 0.27 for likelihood
and 0.33 for VAS. On the test partition the average τ is 0.07
for likelihood and 0.24 for VAS.
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Figure 3: Recall difference between the run with the
highest VAS and the highest likelihood as well as the
difference between the average recall of the runs with
the top 5 highest VAS and the top 5 highest likelihood
on the test languages. Blue indicates that recall of the
highest VAS runs is higher, and red indicates it is lower,
than the highest likelihood runs.

has the highest recall, marked by L or R.
The VAS and LL columns in Table 1 show the

parsing accuracy of the runs chosen by VAS and
likelihood and Figure 2 shows the difference in re-
call. Positive difference shows that the run chosen
with VAS is more accurate, and negative differ-
ence shows that LL is more accurate. Using VAS
as the model selection criterion provides on aver-
age 3.19 points of recall gain. Recall gain from
Nynorsk seems to be a fairly large outlier, but the
positive gains from other languages are also larger
than the negative gains. Figure 2 also shows the
difference of average recall between the runs with
the top 5 highest VAS and likelihood. There are
still larger positive differences than negative dif-
ferences, suggesting that VAS more strongly cor-
relates with recall.

7.2 Test results

Parsing accuracy and model selection
In order to reduce the need for multiple trials cor-
rection, evaluations on the test partition only ex-
amine surprisal variance and data likelihood.

The VAS and LL columns in Table 2 show the
parsing accuracy of the runs chosen by VAS and
likelihood on the test partition, and Figure 3 shows
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Language Correlation coefficients Recall
Zipf R Stack depth RBS Rule comp LL VAS Baseline LL VAS Oracle

Arabic - - 0.604 - 0.499 0.559 43.94 R 50.84 51.39 57.35
Bulgarian –0.807 - - - - 0.722 55.28 R 70.65 70.46 70.65
Catalan –0.772 - 0.603 - 0.608 0.770 41.13 R 63.09 63.20 63.48
Chinese - - - - - 0.532 29.19 R 42.39 39.88 42.39
Czech - - - –0.517 0.605 0.503 50.26 R 55.63 62.88 62.88
English - –0.540 0.554 0.549 0.689 0.673 44.74 R 62.50 61.11 65.57
Finnish 0.491 –0.700 0.854 - - - 52.13 R 46.27 51.16 54.16
Hindi - - - - 0.539 - 30.12 L 38.23 45.10 54.27
Korean –0.545 0.868 –0.783 0.915 - - 40.38 R 24.74 21.15 29.78
Nynorsk - - 0.576 - - 0.677 55.40 R 41.46 68.10 68.20
Spanish - - - - - 0.583 46.35 R 53.83 53.83 65.94
Turkish –0.593 0.785 –0.954 0.512 - - 45.54 L 33.94 33.61 47.02

Average –0.445 0.103 0.207 0.365 0.588 0.627 44.54 48.63 51.82 56.81

Table 1: Correlation coefficients (Pearson’s ρ) between recall at convergence and the proposed predictors on the
languages in the development partition as well as recall from baselines and runs chosen with various model se-
lection methods. Coefficients that are higher than 0.45 or lower than –0.45 are reported in table. Coefficients are
averaged across reported languages. For recall, baseline shows recall from whichever one in left-branching base-
line and right-branching baseline produces a higher recall. The direction of branching is marked by L or R. Oracle
recall is from the oracle best run, and LL and VAS show recall from the run with the highest LL and highest VAS.
The best run among the baseline, LL and VAS is boldfaced.

Language Baseline LL VAS Oracle

Basque 42.21 L 41.02 53.31 59.92
Bokmål 57.75 R 58.94 69.28 70.52
Croatian 47.43 R 50.97 60.04 60.04
Danish 55.30 R 58.91 69.84 69.84
Dutch 49.35 R 46.55 68.73 68.73
Estonian 48.08 R 56.91 56.71 56.91
French 42.22 R 47.25 60.75 63.09
Greek 49.62 R 60.87 56.41 64.66
Hebrew 43.52 R 60.88 60.88 65.20
Indonesian 50.37 R 50.90 57.27 57.27
Italian 52.98 R 38.39 68.91 70.61
Japanese 40.13 L 21.01 44.04 46.80
Latvian 51.67 R 58.86 47.67 58.86
Persian 24.40 R 38.50 38.50 42.22
Polish 70.33 R 76.76 73.89 78.27
Portuguese 45.32 R 51.41 64.00 65.31
Romanian 47.61 R 61.48 61.48 61.48
Russian 50.45 R 61.78 59.62 61.78
Slovak 64.83 R 72.49 72.49 72.78
Slovenian 54.54 R 67.23 36.02 69.35
Swedish 53.77 R 60.25 68.92 68.92
Ukrainian 51.88 R 60.32 45.19 60.32
Urdu 29.62 L 31.33 34.11 42.65
Uyghur 45.77 L 35.55 29.41 48.88
Vietnamese 55.41 R 43.55 59.74 59.74

Average 48.98 52.66 56.69 61.77

Table 2: Parsing accuracy for languages in the test par-
tition. See the caption of Table 1 for the description of
the columns.

the difference in recall for top 1 and top 5 runs.
The patterns are similar to the ones on the devel-
opment set. Using VAS as the model selection cri-
terion with the top 1 runs provides on average 4.03
points of recall gain.

Table 3 shows correlation coefficients for LL
and VAS on languages in the test partition. Again
the observed pattern is similar, if not more ex-
treme, to what is seen on the development par-
tition. The magnitude of the coefficients is con-
sistent with findings in the development partition.
Except for Basque, the sign for VAS-recall corre-
lation is consistently positive, confirming that it is
reliable to use VAS for model selection.

Confirmatory significance testing is performed
on two sets of 25,000 randomly sampled parses
from the runs with highest likelihood and highest
VAS on all test languages. The parses are ran-
domly permuted between the two sets, and the dif-
ference in recall between the two sets is measured.
This permutation test shows that the average 4.03
recall gain in Table 2 is highly unlikely to be due to
chance (p < 0.0001), showing that VAS produces
significantly more accurate grammars in model se-
lection than using likelihood.

7.3 Word-order typology prediction

If VAS is much more highly correlated to parsing
accuracy than previous predictors, it is possible to
use it as an unsupervised proxy to parsing accu-
racy. Branching Decision Theory (Dryer, 1992)
predicts that VO languages favor right-branching
structures and OV languages favor left-branching
structures. This prediction can be evaluated by
correlating VAS and RBS, and using the sign of
the correlation coefficient as the word-order pre-
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Lang. LL VAS Lang. LL VAS

Basque - –0.578 Latvian - -
Bokmål - 0.603 Persian - 0.462
Croatian - 0.615 Polish - -
Danish - 0.551 Portuguese - 0.484
Dutch - 0.740 Romanian - 0.644
Estonian 0.698 0.686 Russian - 0.682
French - 0.715 Slovak - 0.522
Greek - 0.452 Slovenian - -
Hebrew 0.600 0.667 Swedish - 0.803
Indonesian - - Ukrainian - -
Italian - 0.481 Urdu - -
Japanese - 0.627 Uyghur - -
Vietnamese –0.458 -

Average 0.280 0.539

Table 3: Correlation coefficients between recall at con-
vergence and the proposed predictors on the test parti-
tion. See the caption of Table 1 for the description of
the columns.

diction. This tests if grammars following the
branching tendency predicted by the theory should
have higher parsing accuracy. Table 4 shows re-
sults for the VAS-RBS correlation reported along
with a few baselines, including a uniform baseline,
a majority baseline (where there is oracle knowl-
edge about the data set that the majority of lan-
guages is VO), the LL-RBS correlation baseline
(where data likelihood is used as the proxy for
recall), as well as the recall-RBS oracle perfor-
mance.

There are 29 VO languages and 7 OV languages
in the data set (Dryer, 2011).6 Macro F1 is re-
ported for all systems here as the population distri-
bution of OV and VO languages in the world is al-
most uniform (Dryer, 1992). First, as predicted by
BDT, using signs of the correlation between recall
and right-branching score yields the best macro
F1 score. Second, using VAS as a proxy of re-
call yields a much higher F score than all the other
baselines, including likelihood. In fact, likelihood
performs the worst of all the baselines. This re-
sult shows again that the correlation between VAS
and parsing accuracy is stronger than likelihood
at convergence, and this tighter correlation can be
useful in other unsupervised tasks.

8 Discussion

Positive effects for predictors other than data like-
lihood suggest that natural language grammars are
not optimally learned to explain sentence forms,
but may additionally reflect biological constraints

6Dutch has no dominant VO-OV order.

Model Gold VO Gold OV Macro-f
Right Wrong Right Wrong

Uniform 14.5 14.5 3.5 3.5 44.5
Majority 29 0 0 7 44.8
LL 11 18 5 2 42.9
VAS 19 10 7 0 69.2

Recall 27 2 6 1 87.4

Table 4: The macro-F1 scores for the task of predicting
the word order of a language.

on grammar learning. In particular, the success of
VAS may point to a bias toward a function/content
distinction in natural language grammars, with
common words more likely to form distinctive
categories in human learners than co-occurrence
statistics would suggest. This bias would pro-
duce the observed result that sentences containing
more function words have higher per-word prob-
abilities than sentences containing more content
words and the existence of such a distinction may
give rise to higher surprisal variance. In contrast,
a lack of such bias would allow common words
to mix with rare words, yielding more uniform
probabilities and low surprisal variance, contrary
to observations of conditions under which recall
is maximized. The fact that simple maximization
of data likelihood appears to favor the more uni-
form response suggests it is not a sufficient model
of grammar learning.

We first evaluate this hypothesis by examin-
ing the ratio between content and function words
across sentences to determine whether this ratio is
constant in a language. We use the Wall Street
Journal portion of the Penn Treebank as the tar-
get corpus,7 and calculate the ratio of function to
content words in all sentences, and examine the
density of the ratio in terms of sentence count and
its relationship with sentence length. The left fig-
ure in Figure 4 shows the relation between the
function-content word ratio and sentence count.
The function-content word ratio has a mode at
around 0.7, but the count pass is also widely dis-
tributed mostly within the range between 0 and 1.
This shows that the ratio between content and
function words in a language does not appear to
be constant. The right figure in Figure 4 shows the
relationship between the function-content word ra-

7We consider words with part-of-speech tags like CC, DT,
IN, MD, PDT, RP, TO, PRP, PRP$, WDT, WP, WP$, WRB
and UH as function words, and words with POS tags like JJ,
JJR, JJS, NN, NNS, NNP, NNPS, RB, RBR, RBS, VB, VBD,
VBG, VBN, VBP, VBZ and FW as content words.
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Figure 4: Left: the relationship between sentence count and the ratio between content and function words. Right:
the relationship between sentence length and the ratio in the Wall Street Journal part of the Penn Treebank.
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Figure 5: Left: Ratio of number of high joint probabil-
ity words in the grammars from runs with highest VAS
vs. the highest likelihood. Right: Ratio of number of
high joint probability words in the grammars from runs
with highest VAS vs. the lowest VAS.

tio to sentence length. The ratio seems to converge
to 0.7 as the sentence gets longer, but the majority
of the sentences in the corpus are below 50 words,
and the spread of function-content word ratio for
sentences with shorter lengths is also very wide.

In many languages, the words with highest fre-
quencies are usually closed class words, such as
prepositions and determiners, and these words typ-
ically split away from other major classes and
form their own classes, raising their probabilities.
Low frequency words, on the other hand, tend to
move from smaller classes into larger classes, and
thus lower their probabilities. It is known that low
frequency words, especially hapax legomena, are
usually open class words like nouns or adjectives.
To reassign these words into larger classes may
help them find a natural home where the majority
is of the same class as the rare words. This strat-
egy helps better assign words to syntactic classes,
which in turn helps create syntactic rules which
better align with human annotations.

The claim that VAS promotes a distinction be-
tween function and content words can be evalu-
ated by comparing joint probabilities of the most
frequent words in each language and their most
common class in grammars from runs with high-

est VAS, lowest VAS and highest likelihood. In
each case, if the most frequent words have higher
probabilities in the high VAS run, this may sug-
gest VAS is correlated with function-content dis-
tinctions. Figure 5 shows the top 50 most fre-
quent words in 6 different languages with substan-
tial correlations between VAS and recall.

The left figure shows the fraction of words in
the run with the highest VAS that have joint prob-
abilities of words and their generating categories
higher than in the run with the highest likelihood
(i.e. words that have higher probabilities in VAS-
selected grammars than likelihood-selected gram-
mars). The right figure shows the fraction of words
in the run with the highest VAS that have joint
probabilities higher than in the run with the lowest
VAS (i.e. words that have higher probabilities in
VAS-selected grammars than in VAS-dispreferred
grammars). For all six languages, the ratio of
words with higher joint probability is larger than 1,
meaning that frequent words in the run with the
highest VAS are assigned to classes with higher
joint probabilities than words in the run with the
highest likelihood or the run with the lowest VAS,
consistent with the hypothesis that VAS promotes
a distinction between function and content words.
Probabilities for some example words are shown
in Figure 6.

A different explanation may be considered that
information content in a sentence is higher when
the sentence is longer (Keller, 2004), and when
VAS is maximized, grammars that produce uni-
form information content across different sentence
length are disfavored. For example, punctuation
contributes more to the likelihood of short sen-
tences than to long sentences. Assigning high
probabilities to punctuation may create the result
of sentence likelihood co-varying with sentence
length. For a grammar to conform to this rule may
help it produce structures more in line with hu-
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Figure 7: The distribution of VAS values across sen-
tences of different lengths in the highest VAS run and
the lowest VAS run for English. The correlations be-
tween VAS and sentence length in both runs are in-
significant.

man annotations in the data set. Figure 7 shows
the distribution of VAS plotted against sentence
length. The regression lines for both the high-
est VAS and lowest VAS cases show a flat slope
indicating the correlation between VAS and sen-
tence length is not substantial, which is supported
by correlation testing with Kendall’s τ test be-
tween sentence length and VAS in the high VAS
run (τ = −0.01, p = 0.41) and in the low VAS
run (τ = −0.02, p = 0.28). This shows that the
effectiveness of VAS cannot be explained by the
hypothesis that it guides the grammar to generate
syntactic structures by shaping the sentential in-
formation content to co-vary with sentence length.

9 Conclusion

This work explores the non-optimality of data
likelihood for model selection in unsupervised
grammar induction. Experiments with several
linguistically- and psycholinguistically-motivated
predictors on a large multilingual data set show
that variance of average surprisal (VAS) is highly
predictive of parsing performance. Using it as

the criterion for model selection outperforms data
likelihood significantly. Further evidence shows
VAS to be a better candidate than data likeli-
hood for predicting word-order typology. Anal-
yses show that VAS seems to separate content
words from function words in natural language
grammars and better arrange words with differ-
ent frequencies into different classes that are more
consistent with these linguistic distinctions.
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Abstract

Due to limitation of labeled resources, cross-
domain named entity recognition (NER) has
been a challenging task. Most existing work
considers a supervised setting, making use of
labeled data for both the source and target do-
mains. A disadvantage of such methods is that
they cannot train for domains without NER
data. To address this issue, we consider using
cross-domain LM as a bridge cross-domains
for NER domain adaptation, performing cross-
domain and cross-task knowledge transfer by
designing a novel parameter generation net-
work. Results show that our method can effec-
tively extract domain differences from cross-
domain LM contrast, allowing unsupervised
domain adaptation while also giving state-of-
the-art results among supervised domain adap-
tation methods.

1 Introduction

Named entity recognition (NER) is a fundamen-
tal task in information extraction and text under-
standing. Due to large variations in entity names
and flexibility in entity mentions, NER has been a
challenging task in NLP. Cross-domain NER adds
to the difficulty of modeling due to the difference
in text genre and entity names. Existing meth-
ods make use of feature transfer (Daumé III, 2009;
Kim et al., 2015; Obeidat et al., 2016; Wang et al.,
2018) and parameters sharing (Lee et al., 2017;
Sachan et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2017; Lin and Lu,
2018) for supervised NER domain adaptation.

Language modeling (LM) has been shown use-
ful for NER, both via multi-task learning (Rei,
2017) and via pre-training (Peters et al., 2018). In-
tuitively, both noun entities and context patterns
can be captured during LM training, which ben-
efits the recognition of named entities. A natu-
ral question that arises is whether cross-domain

∗Work done when visiting Westlake University.
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Figure 1: Overview of the proposed model.

LM training can benefit cross-domain NER. Fig-
ure 1 shows one example, where there are rela-
tively large training data in the news domain but no
data or a small amount of data in a target domain.
We are interested in transferring NER knowledge
from the news domain to the target domain by con-
trasting large raw data in both domains through
cross-domain LM training.

Naive multi-task learning by parameter sharing
(Collobert and Weston, 2008) does not work ef-
fectively in this multi-task, multi-domain setting
due to potential conflict of information. To achieve
cross-domain information transfer as shown in the
red arrow, two types of connections must be made:
(1) cross-task links between NER and LM (for ver-
tical transfer) and (2) cross-domain links (for hor-
izontal transfer). We investigate a novel parame-
ter generator network to this end, by decomposing
the parameters θ of the NER or LM task on the
source or target text domain into the combination
θ = f(W, IDd , I

T
t ) of a set of meta parameters W,

a task embedding vector ITt (t ∈ {ner, lm}) and a
domain embedding vector IDd (d ∈ {src, tgt}), so
that domain and task-correlations can be learned
through similarities between the respective do-
main and task embedding vectors.
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In Figure 1, the values of W, {ITt }, {IDd } and
the parameter generation network f(·, ·, ·) are all
trained in a multi-task learning process optimiz-
ing NER and LM training objectives. Through the
process, connections between the sets of param-
eters θsrc,ner, θsrc,lm, θtgt,ner and θtgt,lm are de-
composed into two dimensions and distilled into
two task embedding vectors ITner, I

T
lm and two do-

main embedding vectors IDsrc, IDtgt, respectively.
Compared with traditional multi-task learning, our
method has a modular control over cross-domain
and cross-task knowledge transfer. In addition, the
four embedding vectors ITner, ITlm, IDsrc and IDtgt
can also be trained by optimizing on only three
datasets for θsrc,ner, θsrc,lm and θtgt,lm, therefore
achieving zero-shot NER learning on the target do-
main by deriving θtgt,ner automatically.

Results on three different cross-domain datasets
show that our method outperforms naive multi-
task learning and a wide range of domain adap-
tation methods. To our knowledge, we are the
first to consider unsupervised domain adapta-
tion for NER via cross-domain LM tasks and
the first to work on NER transfer learning be-
tween domains with completely different entity
types (i.e. news vs. biomedical). We released
our data and code at https://github.com/
jiachenwestlake/Cross-Domain_NER.

2 Related Work

NER. Recently, neural networks have been used
for NER and achieved state-of-the-art results.
Hammerton (2003) use a unidirectional LSTM
with a Softmax classifer. Collobert et al.
(2011) use a CNN-CRF architecture. Santos and
Guimarães (2015) extend the model by using char-
acter CNN. Most recent work uses LSTM-CRF
(Lample et al., 2016; Ma and Hovy, 2016; Chiu
and Nichols, 2016; Yang et al., 2018). We choose
BiLSTM-CRF as our method since it gives state-
of-the-art resutls on standard benchmarks.
Cross-domain NER. Most existing work on
cross-domain NER investigates the supervised set-
ting, where both source and target domains have
labeled data. Daumé III (2009) maps entity la-
bel space between the source and target domains.
Kim et al. (2015) and Obeidat et al. (2016) use la-
bel embeddings instead of entities themselves as
the features for cross-domain transfer. Wang et al.
(2018) perform label-aware feature representation
transfer based on text representation learned by

BiLSTM networks.
Recently, parameters transfer approaches have

seen increasing popularity for cross-domain NER.
Such approaches first initialize a target model with
parameters learned from source-domain NER (Lee
et al., 2017) or LM (Sachan et al., 2018), and then
fine-tune the model using labeled NER data from
the target domain. Yang et al. (2017) jointly train
source- and target-domain models with shared pa-
rameters, Lin and Lu (2018) add adaptation layers
on top of existing networks. Except for Sachan
et al. (2018), all the above methods use cross-
domain NER data only. In contrast, we lever-
age both NER data and raw data for both do-
mains. In addition, our method can deal with a
zero-shot learning setting for unsupervised NER
domain adaptation, which no existing work con-
siders.
Learning task embedding vectors. There has
been related work using task vector representa-
tions for multi-task learning. Ammar et al. (2016)
learn language embeddings for multi-lingual pars-
ing. Stymne et al. (2018) learn treebank embed-
dings for cross-annotation-style parsing. These
methods use “task” embeddings to augment word
embedding inputs, distilling “task” characteris-
tics into these vectors for preserving word em-
beddings. Liu et al. (2018) learn domain em-
beddings for multi-domain sentiment classifica-
tion. They combine domain vectors with domain-
independent representation of the input sentences
to obtain a domain-specific input representation.
A salient difference between our work and the
methods above is that we use domain and task em-
beddings to obtain domain and task-specific pa-
rameters, rather than input representations.

Closer in spirit to our work, Platanios et al.
(2018) learn language vectors, using them to gen-
erate parameters for multi-lingual machine trans-
lation. While one of their main motivation is
to save the parameter space when the number of
langauges grows, our main goal is to investigate
the modularization of transferable knowledge in
a cross-domain and cross-task setting. To our
knowledge, we are the first to study “task” embed-
dings in a multi-dimensional parameter decompo-
sition setting (e.g. domain + task).

3 Methods

The overall structure of our proposed model is
shown in Figure 2. The bottom shows the com-
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Figure 2: Model architecture.

bination of two domains and two tasks. Given an
input sentence, word representations are first cal-
culated through a shared embedding layer (Sub-
section 3.1). Then a set of task- and domain-
specific BiLSTM parameters is calculated through
a novel parameter generation network (Subsection
3.2), for encoding the input sequence. Finally, re-
spective output layers are used for different tasks
and domains (Subsection 3.3).

3.1 Input Layer

Following Yang et al. (2018), given an input x =
[x1, x2, . . . , xn] from a source-domain NER train-
ing set Sner = {(xi, yi)}mi=1 or target-domain
NER training set Tner = {(xi, yi)}ni=1, a source-
domain raw text set Slm = {(xi)}pi=1 or target-
domain raw text set Tlm = {(xi)}qi=1, each word
xi is represented as the concatenation of its word
embedding and the output of a character level
CNN :

vi = [ew(xi)⊕ CNN(ec(xi))], (1)

where ew represents a shared word embedding
lookup table and ec represents a shared charac-
ter embedding lookup table. CNN(·) represents
a standard CNN acting on a character embedding
sequence ec(xi) of a word xi. ⊕ represents vector
concatenation.

3.2 Parameter Generation Network

A bi-directional LSTM layer is applied to v =
[v1,v2, . . . ,vn].

To transfer knowledge across domains and
tasks, we dynamically generate the parameters

of BiLSTM using a Parameter Generation Net-
work (f(·, ·, ·)). The resulting parameters are de-
noted as θd,tLSTM, where d ∈ {src, tgt} and t ∈
{ner, lm} represent domain label and task label,
respectively. More specifically:

θd,tLSTM = W ⊗ IDd ⊗ ITt , (2)

where W ∈ RP (LSTM)× V×U represents a set of
meta parameters in the form of a 3rd-order ten-
sor and IDd ∈ RU , ITt ∈ RV represent domain
embedding and task embedding, respectively. U ,
V represent domain and task embedding sizes, re-
spectively. P (LSTM) is the number of BiLSTM pa-
rameters. ⊗ refers to tensor contraction.

Given the input v and the parameter θd,tLSTM, the
hidden outputs of a task and domain-specific BiL-
STM unit can be uniformly written as:

−→
h d,t
i = LSTM(

−→
h d,t
i−1,vi,

−→
θ d,tLSTM)

←−
h d,t
i = LSTM(

←−
h d,t
i+1,vi,

←−
θ d,tLSTM),

(3)

for the forward and backward directions, respec-
tively.

3.3 Output Layers

NER. Standard CRFs (Ma and Hovy, 2016) are
used as output layers for NER. Given h = [

−→
h 1 ⊕←−

h 1, . . . ,
−→
h n⊕

←−
h n], the output probability p(y|x)

over label sequence y = l1, l2, . . . , li produced on
input sentence x is:

p(y|x)=
exp{∑i(w

li
CRF·hi+b

(li−1,li)

CRF )}
∑
y′ exp{

∑
i(w

l′
i
CRF·hi+b

(l′
i−1

,l′
i
)

CRF )}
, (4)

where y′ represents an arbitary labal sequence,
and wli

CRF is a model parameter specific to li, and
b
(li−1,li)
CRF is a bias specific to li−1 and li.

Considering that the NER label sets across
domains can be different, we use CRF(S) and
CRF(T) to represent CRFs for the source and tar-
get domains in Figure 2, respectively. We use
the first-order Viterbi algorithm to find the high-
est scored label sequence.
Language modeling. A forward LM (LMf )
uses the forward LSTM hidden state

−→
h =

[
−→
h 1, . . . ,

−→
h n] to compute the probability of

next word xi+1 given x1:i, represented as
pf (xi+1|x1:i). A backward LM (LMb) computes
pb(xi−1|xi:n) based on backward LSTM hidden
state

←−
h = [

←−
h 1, . . . ,

←−
h n] in a similar manner.
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Considering the computational efficiency, Neg-
ative Sampling Softmax (NSSoftmax) (Mikolov
et al., 2013; Jean et al., 2014) is used to compute
forward and backward probabilities, respectively,
as follows:

pf (xi+1|x1:i)=
1

Z
exp{w>#xi+1

−→
h i+b#xi+1

}

pb(xi−1|xi:n)=
1

Z
exp{w>#xi−1

←−
h i+b#xi−1

},
(5)

where #x represents the vocabulary index of the
target word x. w#x and b#x are the target word
vector and the target word bias, respectively. Z is
the normalization item computed by

Z =
∑

k∈{#x∪Nx}
exp{w>k hi + bk}, (6)

whereNx represents the nagative sample set of the
target word x. Each element in the set is a ran-
dom number from 1 to the cross-domain vocab-
ulary size. hi represents

−→
h i in LMf and

←−
h i in

LMb, respectively.

3.4 Training Objectives
NER. Given a manually labeled dataset Dner =
{(xn,yn)}Nn=1, the sentence-level negative log-
likehood loss is used for training:

Lner = − 1

|Dner|
N∑

n=1

log(p(yn|xn)) (7)

Language modeling. Given a raw data set Dlm =
{(xn)}Nn=1, LMf and LMb are trained jointly us-
ing Negative Sampling Softmax. Negative sam-
ples are drawn based on word frequency distribu-
tion in Dlm. The loss function is:

Llm = − 1

2 |Dlm|
N∑

n=1

T∑

t=1

{ log(pf (xnt+1|xn1:t))

+ log(pb(xnt−1|xnt:T )) } (8)

Joint training. To perform joint training for NER
and language modeling on both the source and tar-
get domains, we minimize the overall loss:

L=
∑

d∈{src,tgt}
λd(Ldner + λtLdlm) +

λ

2
‖Θ‖2, (9)

where λd is a domain weight and λt is a task
weight. λ is the L2 regularization parameters and
Θ represents the parameters set.

Algorithm 1 Multi-task learning
Input: training data {Sner, T ∗ner} and {Slm, Tlm}
Parameters:
- Parameters Generator: W, {IDd }, {ITt }
- Output layers: θcrfs ,θcrft

∗,θnss
Output: Target model

1: while training steps not end do
2: split training data into minibatches:

Bners , Bnert∗, Blms , Blmt

3: # source-domain NER
4: θsrc,nerLSTM ← f(W, IDsrc, I

T
ner)

5: ∆W,∆IDsrc,∆ITner,∆θcrfs ← train(Bners)

6: # source-domain LM
7: θsrc,lmLSTM ← f(W, IDsrc, I

T
lm)

8: ∆W,∆IDsrc,∆ITlm,∆θnss ← train(Blms)

9: if do supervised learning then
10: # target-domain NER
11: θtgt,nerLSTM ← f(W, IDtgt, I

T
ner)

12: ∆W,∆IDtgt,∆ITner,∆θcrft ← train(Bnert)

13: end if
14: # target-domain LM
15: θtgt,lmLSTM ← f(W, IDtgt, I

T
lm)

16: ∆W,∆IDtgt,∆ITlm,∆θnss ← train(Blmt)

17: Update W, {ID}, {IT }, θcrfs , θcrft
∗, θnss

18: end while
Note: * means none in unsupervised learning

3.5 Multi-Task Learning Algorithm

We propose a cross-task and cross-domain joint
training method for multi-task learning. Algo-
rithm 1 provides the training procedure. In each
training step (line 1 to 18), minibatches of the 4
tasks in Figure 1 take turns to train (lines 4-5,
7-8, 11-12 and 15-16, respectively). Each task
first generates the parameters θd,tLSTM using W and
their respective IDd , ITt , and then compute gra-
dients for f(W, IDd , I

T
t ) and domain-specific out-

put layer (θcrfs , θcrft or θnss). In the scenario of
unsupervised learning, there is no training data of
the target-domain NER, and lines 11-12 will not
be executed. At the end of each training step, pa-
rameters of f(·, ·, ·) and private output layers are
updated together in line 17.

4 Experiments

We conduct experiments on three cross-domain
datasets, comparing our method with a range of
transfer learning baselines under both the super-
vised domain adaptation and the unsupervised do-
main adaptation settings.
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4.1 Experimental Settings
Data. We take the CoNLL-2003 English NER
data (Sang and Meulder, 2003) as our source-
domain data. In addition, 377,592 sentences from
the Reuters are used for source-domain LM train-
ing in unsupervised domain adaptation. Three
sets of target-domain data are used, including
two publicly available biomedical NER datasets,
BioNLP13PC (13PC) and BioNLP13CG (13CG)
1 and a science and technology dataset we col-
lected and labeled. Statistics of the datasets are
shown in Table 1.

CoNLL-2003 contains four types of enti-
ties, namely PER (person), LOC (location),
ORG (organization) and MISC (miscellaneous).
BioNLP13CG consists of five types, namely
CHEM (Chemical), CC (cellular component), G/p
(gene/protein), SPE (species) and CELL (cell),
BioNLP13PC consists of three types of those en-
tities: CHEM, CC and G/P. We use text of their
training sets for language modeling training 2.

For the science and technology dataset, we col-
lect 620 articles from CBS SciTech News3, man-
ually labeling them as a test set for unsupervised
domain adaptation. It consists of four types of en-
tities following the CoNLL-2003 standard. The
numbers of each entity type are comparable to the
CoNLL test set, as listed in Table 2. The main
difference is that a great number of entities in the
CBS News dataset are closely related to the do-
main of science and technology. In particular, for
the MISC category, more technology terms such as
Space X, bitcoin and IP are included, as compared
with the CoNLL data set. Lack of such entities in
the CoNLL training set and the difference of text
genre cause the main difficulty in domain transfer.
To address this difference, 398,990 unlabeled sen-
tences from CBS SciTech News are used for LM
training. We released this dataset as one contribu-
tion of this paper.
Hyperparameters. We choose NCRF++ (Yang
and Zhang, 2018) for developing the models. Our
hyperparameter settings largly follow (Yang et al.,
2018), with the following exceptions: (1) The
batch size is set to 30 instead of 10 for shorter
training time in multi-task learning; (2) RMSprop
with a learning rate of 0.001 is used for our Sin-

1https://github.com/cambridgeltl/MTL-Bioinformatics-
2016

2We tried to use a larger number of raw data from the
PubMed, but this did not improve the performances.

3https://www.cbsnews.com/

Dataset Type Train Dev Test

CoNLL
Sentence 15.0K 3.5K 3.7K
Entity 23.5K 5.9K 5.6K

BioNLP13PC
Sentence 2.5K 0.9K 1.7K
Entity 7.9K 2.7K 5.3K

BioNLP13CG
Sentence 3.0K 1.0K 1.9K
Entity 10.8K 3.6K 6.9K

CBS News
Sentence - - 2.0K
Entity - - 4.1K

Table 1: Statistic of datasets.

Dataset PER LOC ORG MISC

CoNLL
Train 6,600 7,140 6,321 3,438
Dev 1,842 1,837 1,341 922
Test 1,617 1,668 1,661 702

CBS News Test 1,660 629 1,352 497

Table 2: Entity numbers of the CoNLL dataset and the
CBS SciTech News dataset.

MultiTask
-Target

Figure 3: Development results on 13CG.

gle Task Model (STM-TARGET) for the strongest
baseline according to development experiments,
while the multi-task models use SGD with a learn-
ing rate of 0.015 as (Yang et al., 2018). We use
domain embeddings and task embeddings of size
8 to fit the model in one GPU of 8GB memory.
The word embeddings for all models are initial-
ized with GloVe 100-dimension vectors (Penning-
ton et al., 2014) and fine-tuned during training.
Character embeddings are randomly initialized.

4.2 Development Experiments

We report a set of development experiments on the
biomedical datasets 13PC and 13CG.
Learning curves. Figure 3 shows the F1-scores
against the number of training iterations on the
13CG development set. STM-TARGET is our sin-
gle task model trained on the target-domain train-
ing set Tner; FINETUNE is a model pre-trained
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Figure 4: Joint training in multi-task learning.

using the source-domain training data Sner and
then fine-tuned using the target-domain data Tner;
MULTITASK simultaneously trains source-domain
NER and target-domain NER following Yang et al.
(2017). For STM+ELMO, we mix the source- and
target-domain raw data for training a contextual-
ized ELMo representation (Peters et al., 2018),
which is then used as inputs to an STM-TARGET

model. This model shows a different way of trans-
fer by using raw data, which is different from
FINETUNE and MULTITASK. Note that due to dif-
ferences in the label sets, FINETUNE and MUL-
TITASK both share parameters between the two
models except for the CRF layers.

As can be seen from Figure 3, the F1 of all mod-
els increase as the number of training iteration in-
creases from 1 to 50, with only small fluctuations.
All of the models converge to a plateau range
when the iteration number increases to 100. All
transfer learning methods outperform the STM-
TARGET method, showing the usefulness of us-
ing source data to enhance target labeling. The
strong performance of STM+ELMO over FINE-
TUNE and MULTITASK shows the usefulness of
raw text. By simultaneously using source-domain
raw text and target-domain raw text, our model
gives the best F1 over all iterations.

Effect of language model for transfer. Figure
4 shows the results of source language modeling,
target language modeling, source NER and tar-
get NER for both development datasets when the
number of training iterations increases. As can
be seen, multi-task learning under our framework
brings benefit to all tasks, without being negatively
influenced by potential conflicts between tasks
(Bingel and Søgaard, 2017; Mou et al., 2016).

Methods Datasets
13PC 13CG

Crichton et al. (2017) 81.92 78.90
STM-TARGET 82.59 76.55
MULTITASK(NER+LM) 81.33 75.27
MULTITASK(NER) 83.09 77.73
FINETUNE 82.55 76.73
STM+ELMO 82.76 78.24
CO-LM 84.43 78.60
CO-NER 83.87 78.43
MIX-DATA 83.88 78.70
FINAL 85.54† 79.86†

Table 3: F1-scores on 13PC and 13CG. † indicates that
the FINAL results are statistically significant compared
to all transfer baselines and ablation baselines with p <
0.01 by t-test.

4.3 Final Results on Supervised Domain
Adaptation

We investigate supervised transfer from CoNLL
to 13PC and 13CG, comparing our model with a
range of baseline transfer approaches. In partic-
ular, three sets of comparisons are made, includ-
ing (1) a comparison between our method with
other supervised domain adaptation methods, such
as MULTITASK(NER) 4 and ELMo, (2) a compar-
ison between the use of different subsets of data
for transfer under our own framework and (3) a
comparison with the current state-of-the-art in the
literature for these datasets.
(1) Comparison with other supervised trans-
fer methods. We compare our method with
STM-TARGET, MULTITASK(NER), FINETUNE

and STM+ELMO. The observations are simi-
lar to those on the development set. Note that
FINETUNE does not always improve over STM-
TARGET, which shows that the difference between
the two datasets can hurt naive transfer learning,
without considering domain descriptor vectors.

ELMo. The ELMo methods use raw text
via language model pre-training, which has
been shown to benefit many NLP tasks (Pe-
ters et al., 2018). In our cross-domain setting,
STM+ELMO gives a significant improvement over
STM-TARGET on the 13CG dataset, but only a
small improvement on the 13PC dataset. The over-
all improvements are comparable to that of MUL-
TITASK only using the raw data. We also tried to
use the ELMo model (Original) released by Peters

4Here MULTITASK(NER) is the same model as MULTI-
TASK in the development experiments.
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Figure 5: Ablations of the model.

et al. (2018) 5, which is trained over approximately
800M tokens. The results are 84.08% on 13PC and
79.57% on 13CG, respectively, which are lower
compared to 85.54% and 79.86% by our method,
respectively, despite the use of much larger ex-
ternal data. This shows the effectiveness of our
model.

Multi-task of NER and LM. We additionally
compare our method with the naive multi-task
learning setting (Collobert and Weston, 2008),
which uses shared parameters for the four tasks
but use the exact same data conditions as the
FINAL model. which is shown in the MULTI-
TASK(NER+LM) method in Table 3. The method
gives an 81.33% F1 on 13PC and 75.27% on
13CG, which is much lower compared with all
baseline models. This demonstrates the chal-
lenge of the cross-domain and cross-task setting,
which contains conflicting information from dif-
ferent text genres and task requirements.
(2) Ablation experiments. Now that we have
compared our method with baselines utilizing sim-
ilar data sources, we turn to investigate the influ-
ence of data sources on our own framework. As
shown in Figure 5, we make novel use of 4 data
sources for the combination of two tasks in two
domains. If some sources are removed, our set-
tings fall back to traditional transfer learning. For
example, if the LM task is not considered, then the
task setting is standard supervised domain adapta-
tion.

The baselines include (1) CO-LM, which rep-
resents our model without source-domain tasks,
joint training the target-domain NER and language
modeling, transferring parameters as: θtLSTM =
W ⊗ ITt , (t ∈ {ner, lm}). (2) CO-NER, deleting
tasks, jointly training source- and target-domain

5https://allennlp.org/elmo

Figure 6: Influence of target-domain data.

NER, transferring parameters as: θdLSTM = W ⊗
IDd , (d ∈ {src, tgt}). (3) MIX-DATA, which uses
the same NER data in source- and target-domain
as FINAL, but also uses combined raw text to train
source- and target-domain language models.

Our method outperforms all baselines signifi-
cantly, which shows the importance of using rich
data. A contrast between our method and MIX-
DATA shows the effectiveness of using two dif-
ferent language models across domains. Even
through MIX-DATA uses more data for training
language models on both the source and target do-
mains, it cannot learn a domain contrast since both
sides use the same mixed data. In contrast, our
model gives significantly better results by glean-
ing such contrast.
(3) Comparison with current state-of-the-art.
Finally, Table 3 also shows a comparison with a
state-of-the-art method on the 13PC and 13CG
datasets (Crichton et al., 2017), which leverages
POS tagging for multi-task learning by using co-
training method. Our model outperforms their re-
sults, giving the best results in the literature.
Discussion. When the number of target-domain
NER sentences is 0, the transfer learning setting is
unsupervised domain adaptation. As the number
of target domain NER sentences increases, they
will intuitively play an increasingly important role
for target NER. Figure 6 compares the F1-scores
of the baseline STM-TARGET and our multi-task
model with varying numbers of target-domain
NER training data under 100 training epochs. In
the nearly unsupervised setting, our method gives
the largest improvement of 20.5% F1-scores. As
the number of training data increases, the gap be-
tween the two methods becomes smaller. But our
method still gives a 3.3% F1 score gain when the
number of training sentences reach 3,000, show-
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Figure 7: Fine-grained comparisons on 13PC and
13CG.

ing the effectiveness of LM in knowledge transfer.
Figure 7 shows fine-grained NER results of

all available entity types. In comparison to
STM-TARGET, FINETUNE and MULTITASK, our
method outperforms all the baselines on each en-
tity type, which is in accordance with the conclu-
sion of development experiments.

4.4 Unsupervised Domain Adaptation
For unsupervised domain adaptation, many set-
tings in Subsection 4.2 do not hold, including
STM-TARGET, FINETUNE, MULTITASK, CO-
LM and CO-NER. Instead, we add a naive
baseline, STM-SOURCE, which directly applies a
model trained on the source-domain CoNLL-2003
data to the target domain. In addition, we com-
pare with models that make use of source NER,
source LM and target LM data, including SELF-
TRAIN, which improves a source NER model on
target raw text (Daumé III, 2008). STM-ELMO,
which uses ELMo embeddings trained over com-
bined source- and target-domain raw text for STM-
SOURCE, STM-ELMO(SRC), which uses only the
source-domain raw data for training ELMo, STM-
ELMO(TGT), which uses only the target-domain
raw text for training ELMo, and DANN (Ganin
et al., 2016), which performs generative adver-
sarial training over source- and target-domain raw
data.
Final results. The final results are shown in Ta-
ble 4. SELF-TRAIN gives better results compared
with the STM-SOURCE baseline, which shows
the effectiveness of target-domain raw data. Ad-
versarial training brings significantly better im-
provements compared with naive self-training.
Among ELMo methods, the model using both the
source-domain raw data and target-domain raw
data outperforms the model using only the source-
or target-domain raw data. ELMo also outper-

Methods P R F1
STM-SOURCE 63.87 71.28 67.37
SELF-TRAIN 62.56 75.04 68.24
DANN(Ganin et al., 2016) 65.14 73.84 69.22
STM+ELMO(SRC) 65.43 70.14 67.70
STM+ELMO(TGT) 67.78 72.73 70.17
STM+ELMO 67.19 74.93 70.85
Ours 68.48 79.52 73.59†

Table 4: Three metrics on CBS SciTech News. We
use the CoNLL dev set to select the hyperparameters of
our models. ELMo and Ours are given the same over-
all raw data, SELF-TRAIN and DANN use the selected
raw data from overall raw data for better performances.
† indicates that our results are statistically significant
compared to all baselines with p < 0.01 by t-test.

Figure 8: Amount of raw data.

forms DANN, which shows the strength of LM
pre-training. Interestingly, ELMo with target-
domain raw data gives similar accuracies to ELMo
with mixed source- and target-domain data, which
shows that target-domain LM is more useful for
the pretraining method. It also indicates that our
method makes better use of LMs over two differ-
ent domains. Compared with all baseline mod-
els, our model gives a final F1 of 73.59, signifi-
cantly better than the best result of 70.85 obtained
by STM+ELMO, demonstrating the effectiveness
of parameter generation network for cross-task,
cross-domain knowledge transfer.
Influence of raw text. For zero-shot learning, do-
main adaptation is achieved solely through LM
channels. We thus compare the effectiveness of
raw text from both the source domain and the
target domain. Figure 8 shows the results. The
line “SRC: varying; TGT: varying” shows the F1-
scores against varying numbers of raw sentences
in both source and target domains. Each num-
ber in the x-coordinate indicates an equal amount
of source- and target-domain text. As can be
seen, increasing raw text gives increased F1 for
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Entity Type Correct Num
∆

STM Ours
PER 1,501 1,569 +4.10%
LOC 469 512 +6.84%
ORG 941 1,050 +8.06%
MISC 134 193 +11.87%
Total 3,045 3,324 +6.74%

Table 5: Growth rate of correctly recognized enetity
number in comparison with the STM-SOURCE. ∆ rep-
resents the growth with respect to the total number of
entities in the CBS SciTech News test set.

Sentence Brittany Kaiser spoke to “CBS This Morning”

co-host John Dicherson for her first U.S. broadcast network interview.

STM-SRC Brittany Kaiser ORG spoke to “ CBS ORG This Morning” ...

DANN Brittany Kaiser PER spoke to “ CBS This Morning ORG” ...

Ours Brittany Kaiser PER spoke to “ CBS This Morning MISC” ...

Table 6: Example. Red and green represent incorrect
and correct entities, respectively.

NER, which demonstrates effective use of raw
data by our method. The lines “SRC: 100%;
TGT: varying” and “SRC: varying; TGT: 100%”
show to alternative measures by fixing the source-
and target-domain raw text to 100% of our data,
and then varying only the other domain text. A
comparison between the two lines shows that the
target-domain raw data gives more influence to the
domain adaptation power, which conforms to intu-
ition.
Discussion. Table 5 shows a breakdown for the
improvement of our model over STM-SOURCE by
different entity types. Compared with PER, LOC

and ORG names, our method brings the most im-
provements over MISC entities, which are mostly
types that are specific to the technology domain
(see Subsection 4.1). Intuitively, the amount of
overlap is the weakest for this type of entities be-
tween raw text from source and target domains.
Therefore, the results show the effectiveness of our
method in deriving domain contrast with respect to
NER from cross-domain language modeling.

Table 6 shows a case study, where “Brittany
Kaiser” is a personal name and “CBS This Morn-
ing” is a programme. Without using raw text,
STM-SOURCE misclassifies “Brittany Kaiser” as
ORG. Both DANN and our method give the correct
results because the name is mentioned in raw text,
from which connections between the pattern “PER

spoke” can be drawn. With the help of raw text,
DANN and our method can also recognize “CBS
This Morning” as a entity, which has a common

pattern of consecutive capital letters in both source
and target domains.

DANN misclassifies “CBS This Morning” as
ORG. In contrast, our model can classify it cor-
rectly as the category of MISC, in which most en-
tities are specific to the target domain (see Subsec-
tion 4.1). This is likely because adversarial train-
ing in DANN aims to match feature distributions
between source and target domains by mimicing
the domain discriminator, which can lead to con-
centration on domain common features but con-
fusion about such domain-specific features. This
demonstrates the advantage of our method in de-
riving both domain common and domain-specific
features.

5 Conclusion

We considered NER domain adaptation by extract-
ing knowledge of domain differences from raw
text. For this goal, cross-domain language mod-
eling is conducted through a novel parameter gen-
eration network, which decomposes domain and
task knowledge into two sets of embedding vec-
tors. Experiments on three datasets show that our
method is highly effective among supervised do-
main adaptation methods, while allowing zero-
shot learning in unsupervised domain adaptation.
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Abstract

We investigate the problem of efficiently in-
corporating high-order features into neural
graph-based dependency parsing. Instead of
explicitly extracting high-order features from
intermediate parse trees, we develop a more
powerful dependency tree node representation
which captures high-order information con-
cisely and efficiently. We use graph neu-
ral networks (GNNs) to learn the representa-
tions and discuss several new configurations
of GNN’s updating and aggregation functions.
Experiments on PTB show that our parser
achieves the best UAS and LAS on PTB
(96.0%, 94.3%) among systems without using
any external resources.

1 Introduction

In recent development of dependency parsers,
learning representations is gaining in importance.
From observed features (words, positions, POS
tags) to latent parsing states, building expressive
representations is shown to be crucial for getting
accurate and robust parsing performances.

Here we focus on graph-based dependency
parsers. Given a sentence, a parser first scores all
word pairs about how possible they hold valid de-
pendency relations, and then use decoders (e.g.,
greedy, maximum spanning tree) to generate a full
parse tree from the scores. The score function is
a key component in graph-based parses. Com-
monly, a neural network is assigned to learn low
dimension vectors for words (i.e., nodes of parse
trees), and the score function depends on vectors
of the word pair (e.g., inner products). The main
task of this paper is to explore effective encoding
systems for dependency tree nodes.

Two remarkable prior works on node repre-
sentation are recurrent neural networks (RNNs)
(Kiperwasser and Goldberg, 2016b) and biaffine
mappings (Dozat and Manning, 2017). RNNs are

powerful tools to collect sentence-level informa-
tion, but the representations ignore features related
to dependency structures. The biaffine mappings
improve vanilla RNNs via a key observation: the
representation of a word should be different re-
garding whether it is a head or a dependent (i.e.,
dependency tree edges are directional). Therefore,
Dozat and Manning (2017) suggest distinguishing
head and dependent vector of a word. Following
this line of thought, it is natural to ask whether
we can introduce more structured knowledge into
node representations. In other words, if biaffine
mappings encode the first order parent-children re-
lations, can we incorporate other high-order rela-
tions (such as grandparents and siblings)?

In this work, we propose to use graph neural
networks (GNNs) for learning dependency tree
node representations. Given a weighted graph, a
GNN embeds a node by recursively aggregating
node representations of its neighbours. For the
parsing task, we build GNNs on weighted com-
plete graphs which are readily obtained in graph-
based parsers. The graphs could be fixed in prior
or revised during the parsing process. By stack-
ing multiple layers of GNNs, the representation of
a node gradually collects various high-order infor-
mation and bring global evidence into decoders’
final decision.

Comparing with recent approximate high-
order parsers (Kiperwasser and Goldberg, 2016b;
Zheng, 2017; Ma et al., 2018), GNNs extract high-
order information in a similar incremental manner:
node representations of a GNN layer are computed
based on outputs of former layers. However, the
main difference is that, instead of extracting high-
order features on only one intermediate tree, the
update of GNN node vectors is able to inspect all
intermediate trees. Thus, it may reduce the influ-
ence of a suboptimal intermediate parsing result.

Comparing with the syntactic graph network
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(Marcheggiani and Titov, 2017; Bastings et al.,
2017; Zhang et al., 2018b) which runs GNNs on
dependency trees given by external parsers, we use
GNNs to build the parsing model. And instead of
using different weight matrices for outgoing and
ingoing edges, our way of handling directional
edges is based on the separation of head and de-
pendent representations, which requires new pro-
tocols for updating nodes.

We discuss various configurations of GNNs, in-
cluding strategies on neighbour vector aggrega-
tions, synchronized or asynchronized node vec-
tor update and graphs with different edge weights.
Experiments on the benchmark English Penn
Treebank 3.0 and CoNLL2018 multilingual pars-
ing shared task show the effectiveness of the pro-
posed node representations, and the result parser
is able to achieve state-of-the-art performances.

To summarize, our major contributions include:

1. introducing graph neural networks to depen-
dency parsing, which aims to efficiently en-
code high order information in dependency
tree node representations.

2. investigating new configurations of GNNs for
handling direct edges and nodes with multi-
ple representations.

3. achieving state-of-the-art performances on
PTB 3.0 (96.0% UAS, 94.3% LAS).

2 Basic Node Representations

In this section, we review word encoding sys-
tems used in recurrent neural networks and bi-
affine mappings. Our GNN encoder (Section 3)
will base on these two prior works. 1

Given a sentence s = w1, . . . , wn, we denote
a dependency tree of s to be T = (V, E), where
the node set V contains all words and a synthetic
root node 0, and the edge set E contains node
pairs (i, j, r) which represents a dependency re-
lation r between wi (the head) and wj (the de-
pendent). Following the general graph-based de-
pendency parsing framework, for every word pair
(i, j), a function σ(i, j) assigns it a score which
measures how possible is wi to be the head of

1Following the convention of (Dozat and Manning,
2017), we use lowercase italic letters for scalars and indices,
lowercase bold letters for vectors, uppercase italic letters for
matrices.

wj . 2 We denote G to be the directed complete
graph in which all nodes in V are connected with
weights given by σ. The correct tree T is ob-
tained from G using a decoder (e.g., dynamic pro-
gramming (Eisner, 1996), maximum spanning tree
(McDonald et al., 2005), and greedy algorithm
(Zhang et al., 2017)).

In neural-network-based models, the score
function σ(i, j) usually relies on vector represen-
tations of nodes (words) i and j. How to get in-
formative encodings of tree nodes is important for
training the parser. Basically, we want the tree
node encoder to explore both the surface form and
deep structure of the sentence.

To encode the surface form of s, we can use re-
current neural networks (Kiperwasser and Gold-
berg, 2016b). Specifically, we apply a bidirec-
tional long short-term memory network (biLSTM,
(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997)). At each
sentence position i, a forward LSTM chain (with
parameter

→
θ ) computes a hidden state vector →c i

by collecting information from the beginning of s
to the current position i. Similarly, a backward
LSTM chain (

←
θ ) collects information ←c i from the

end of s to the position i:

→
c i = LSTM(xi,

→
c i−1;

→
θ ),

←
c i = LSTM(xi,

←
c i+1;

←
θ ),

where xi is the input of a LSTM cell which
includes a randomly initialized word embedding
e(wi), a pre-trained word embedding e′(wi) from
Glove (Pennington et al., 2014) and a trainable
embedding of wi’s part-of-speech tag e(posi),

xi =
(
e(wi) + e′(wi)

)
⊕ e(posi).

Then, a context-dependent node representation of
word i is the concatenation of the two hidden vec-
tors,

ci =
→
c i ⊕←c i. (1)

With the node representations, we can define the
score function σ using a multi-layer perceptron
σ(i, j) = MLP(ci ⊕ cj) (Pei et al., 2015), or us-
ing a normalized bilinear function (A, b1, b2 are
parameters),

σ(i, j)= Softmaxi (c
⊺
i Acj + b⊺

1ci + b⊺
2cj)

≜ P (i|j), (2)
2We will focus on the unlabelled parsing when illustrat-

ing our parsing models. For predicting labels, we use the
identical setting in (Dozat and Manning, 2017).
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Figure 1: The GNN architecture. “RNN Encoder”+“Decoder” is equal to the Biaffine parser. For the “GNN
Layers”, each layer is based on a complete weighted graph, and the weights are supervised by the layer-wise loss.

which is actually a distribution on j’s head words.
We note that from the RNN encoder, a node

only obtains one vector representation. But as
the dependency tree edges have directions, a word
plays a different role regarding it is the head or
the dependent in an edge. Thus, instead of using
one vector representation, we employ two vectors
to distinguish the two roles (Dozat and Manning,
2017). Concretely, based on ci, we use two multi-
layer perceptrons to generate two different vectors,

hi = MLPh(ci), di = MLPd(ci).

The score funcion in Equation 2 now becomes

σ(i, j) = Softmaxi (h
⊺
i Adj + b⊺

1hi + b⊺
2dj) .(3)

The main task we will focus on in following
sections is to further encode deep structure of s to
node vectors hi and di. Specifically, besides the
parent-child relation, we would like to consider
high-order dependency relations such as grandpar-
ents and siblings in the score function σ.

3 Node Representation with GNNs

3.1 The GNN Framework

We first introduce the general framework of graph
neural network. The setting mainly follows the
graph attention network (Velikovi et al., 2018). 3

Given a (undirected) graph G, a GNN is a multi-
layer network. At each layer, it maintains a set of
node representations by aggregating information
from their neighbours.

3There are other variants of GNNs. See (Battaglia et al.,
2018) for a more general definition.

Formally, let N (i) be neighbours of node i in
G. We denote vt

i to be the vector representation of
i at the t-th GNN layer. vt

i is obtained by

vt
i = g


W

∑

j∈N (i)

αt
ijv

t−1
j + Bvt−1

i


 , (4)

where g is a non-linear activation function (we
use LeakyReLU with negative input slope 0.1), W
and B are parameter matrices. We use different
edge weights αt

ij , which is a function of vt−1
i and

vt−1
j , to indicate different contributions of node j

in building vt
i . The update Equation 4 reads that

the new representation vt
i contains both the previ-

ous layer vector vt−1
i and a weighted aggregation

of neighbour vectors vt−1
j .

We can see that the GNN naturally catches
multi-hop (i.e., high-order) relations. Taking the
first two layers for example, for every node i at the
second layer, v2

i contains information of its 1-hop
neighbours v1

j . Since v1
j has already encoded its

own 1-hop neighbours at the first layer, v2
i actu-

ally encodes information of its 2-hop neighbours.
Inspired by this observation, we think GNNs may
help parsing with high-order features.

On the other side, to parse with GNNs, instead
of encoding one vector for each node, we need
to handle the head representation hi and the de-
pendent representation di simultaneously on a di-
rected graph G.

Furthermore, to approximate the exact high-
order parsing (Eisner, 1996; McDonald and
Pereira, 2006), we need each GNN layer to have a
concrete meaning regarding parsing the sentence.
For example, we could consider complete graphs
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(a) Grandparent (b) Grandchild (c) Sibling

Figure 2: Three types of high-order information inte-
grated in the parent-child pair (j, i). The grey shad-
ows indicate which node representations already ex-
ist in first order feature. The orange shadows indicate
which node representations should to be included for
each high-order feature. Notice that k is actually a
weighted sum of all applicable nodes (soft). Subfig-
ure (a) helps to understand Equation 6. Since k acts as
parent of j, to capture grandparent feature, hj should
additionally contains information of hk. Subfigure (c)
helps to understand Equation 7. Since k acts as child
of j, to capture sibling feature, hj should additionally
contains information of dk.

(i.e., all nodes are connected) and set edge weights
using conditional probabilities,

αt
ij = σt(i, j) = P t(i|j), (5)

which is Equation 3 evaluated at layer t. 4 Thus,
the graph at each layer appears as a “soft” parse
tree, and the aggregated information would ap-
proximate high-order features on that tree. Com-
paring with existing incremental parsers which
maintain only one intermediate tree (“hard”), the
“soft” trees represented by GNN layers contain
more information. In fact, the graphs keep all in-
formation to derive any intermediate parse trees.
Therefore, it may reduce the risk of extracting
high-order features on suboptimal intermediates.
We detail the GNN model in the following.

3.2 High-order Information
Given a node i, we mainly focus on three types
of high-order information, namely, grandparents,
grandchildren and siblings. We need to adapt the
general GNN update formula to properly encode
them into node representations.

First, for incorporating grandparent information
(Figure 2.a), we expect σt(j, i), which depends on
the head vector of j and the dependent vector of
i, not only considers the parent-child pair (j, i),
but also consults the (“soft”) parent of j suggested
by the previous layer (denoted by k). Specifically,
the new head representation of node j should ex-
amine representations of its neighbors when they

4The model adds layer-wise loss functions to approach
Equation 5, see Section 3.5.

act as parents of j. In other word, we will update
ht

j using ht−1
k . Similarly, for encoding grandchil-

dren of j in σt(j, i) (also denoted by k), we need
the new dependent representation of node i exam-
ine its neighbors when they act as children of i.
Thus, we will update dt

i using dt−1
k . It suggests

the following protocol,





ht
i = g

(
W1

∑
j∈N (i)

αt
jih

t−1
j + B1h

t−1
i

)

dt
i = g

(
W2

∑
j∈N (i)

αt
ijd

t−1
j + B2d

t−1
i

)
.

(6)

Note that we use αt
ji in updating ht

i and αt
ji in

updating dt
i which is according to the probabilistic

meaning of the weights.
On the other side, for extracting siblings of i

(again denoted by k) in (j, i) (Figure 2.c), the new
head representation of node j should examine rep-
resentations of its neighbors when they act as de-
pendents of j. We expect the update of ht

j involv-
ing dt−1

k It suggests our second update protocol 5,





ht
i = g

(
W1

∑
j∈N (i)

αt
ijd

t−1
j + B1h

t−1
i

)

dt
i = g

(
W2

∑
j∈N (i)

αt
jih

t−1
j + B2d

t−1
i

)
.

(7)

We can integrate Equation 6 and 7 in a single
update which handles grandparents, grandchildren
and siblings in an uniform way,





ht
i = g

(
W1

∑
j∈N (i)

(αt
jih

t−1
j + αt

ijd
t−1
j ) + B1h

t−1
i

)

dt
i = g

(
W2

∑
j∈N (i)

(αt
ijh

t−1
j + αt

jid
t−1
j ) + B2d

t−1
i

)
.
(8)

Comparing with the general GNNs, above node
vector updates are tailored to the parsing task us-
ing high-order feature rules. We think explor-
ing the semantics of representations and graph
weights would provide useful guidance in design
of GNNs for specific tasks. Finally, besides the
default synchronized setting, we also investigate
asynchronized version of Equation 8,




h
t− 1

2
i =g

(
W1

∑
j∈N (i)

(αt
jih

t−1
j +αt

ijd
t−1
j )+B1h

t−1
i

)

dt
i =g

(
W2

∑
j∈N (i)

(αt
ijh

t− 1
2

j +αt
jid

t−1
j )+B2d

t−1
i

)
,

(9)

where we first update h, and then use the updated
h to update d.

5The update of dt
i in Equation 7 tries to include knowl-

edge of other candidate heads of i. It does not correspond to a
high-order feature, but for building a symmetric formula, we
just include it in that way.
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3.3 Graph Weights
In the graph-based parsing, the topology structure
of G is mainly determined by edge weights αt

ij .
In fact, we usually work on a complete graph to
obtain a parse tree. Thus, how to design αt

ij is
important to apply GNNs. As mentioned above,
we can set αt

ij equals to probability P t(i|j). In
this section, we explore more settings on αt

ij .
First, instead of using the “soft” tree setting, we

can assign {0, 1} values to αt
ij to obtain a sparse

graph,

αt
ij =

{
1, i = arg maxi′ P

t(i′|j)
0, otherwise

, (10)

In this setting, a node only looks at the head node
with the highest probability.

An extension of Equation 10 is to consider top-
k head nodes, which could include more neigh-
bourhood information. Defining N t

k(j) be a set
of nodes with top-k P t(i|j) for node j, we re-
normalize Equation 3 on this set and assign them
to αt

ij ,

αt
ij =

{
Softmaxi (h⊺

i Adj + b⊺
1hi + b⊺

2dj) , i ∈ N t
k(j)

0, otherwise
(11)

Finally, for comparison, one can ignore P t(i|j)
and see each neighbour equally at each layer,

αt
ij =

1

n
, ∀j ∈ V, i ∈ V/{j}. (12)

3.4 Decoding
Given node representations and P (i|j), to build
the final parse tree, we can either greedily set
the head of wj to arg maxiP (i|j) which is fast
for decoding but may output an ill-formed tree,
or use a MST algorithm on all word pairs with
weight P (i|j), which forms a valid tree but could
be slower.

To predict labels of dependency edges, we in-
troduce P (r|i, j) which measures how possible a
tree (i, j) holds a dependency relation r using an-
other MLP. The setting is identical to the biaffine
parser (Dozat and Manning, 2017).

3.5 Training
Given the gold standard tree T , the training objec-
tive consists of two parts. First, we have a decoder
behind the final GNN layer (denote by τ ) which
will perform decoding on both tree structures (us-
ing P τ (i|j)) and edge labels (using P (r|i, j)).

The loss from the final classifier is negative log-
likelihood of T ,

L0 = − 1

n

∑

(i,j,r)∈T

(log P τ (i|j) + log P (r|i, j)) .

Second, as mentioned in Section 3.1, we can
provide supervision on P t(i|j) from each GNN
layer (only on the tree structure, intermediate loss
on labels are ignored). The layer-wise loss is

L′ =

τ∑

t=1

Lt =

τ∑

t=1

− 1

n

∑

(i,j,r)∈T

log P t(i|j).

The objective is to minimize a weighted combi-
nation of them L = λ1L0 + λ2L′.

4 Experiments

We evaluate the proposed framework on the Stan-
ford Dependency (SD) conversion of the English
Penn Treebank (PTB 3.0) and the Universal De-
pendencies (UD 2.2) (Nivre et al., 2018) tree-
banks used in CoNLL 2018 shared task(Zeman
et al., 2018). For English, we use the standard
train/dev/test splits of PTB (train=§2-21, dev=§22,
test=§23), POS tags were assigned using the Stan-
ford tagger with 10-way jackknifing of the training
corpus (accuracy ≈ 97.3%). For 12 languages se-
lected from UD 2.2, we use CoNLL 2018 shared
task’s official train/dev/test splits, POS tags were
assigned by the UDPipe (Straka et al., 2016).

Parsing performance is measured with five met-
rics. We report unlabeled (UAS) and labeled at-
tachment scores (LAS), unlabeled (UCM) and la-
beled complete match (LCM), and label accuracy
score (LA). For evaluations on PTB, following
(Chen and Manning, 2014), five punctuation sym-
bols (“ ” : , .) are excluded from the evaluation.
For CoNLL 2018 shared task, we use the official
evaluation script.

All basic hyper-parameters are the same as
those reported in Dozat and Manning (2017),
which means that our baseline system without
GNN layers is a re-implementation of the Biaffine
parser. For GNN models, the only new parameters
are matrices in P t(i|j) and matrices in GNN units.
The λ1, λ2 in objective L is set to λ1 = 1, λ2 =
0.5. The hyper-parameters of our default settings
are summarized in Appendix A.

The default setting for our final parser is a 2-
layer GNN model that uses hd ▷ h (Equation 8)
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Test
Parser UAS LAS

(Chen and Manning, 2014)

T

91.8 89.6
(Dyer et al., 2015) 93.1 90.9
(Ballesteros et al., 2016) 93.56 92.41
(Weiss et al., 2015) 94.26 91.42
(Andor et al., 2016) 94.61 92.79
(Ma et al., 2018) § 95.87 94.19

(Kiperwasser and Goldberg, 2016a) §

G

93.0 90.9
(Kiperwasser and Goldberg, 2016b) 93.1 91.0
(Wang and Chang, 2016) 94.08 91.82
(Cheng et al., 2016) 94.10 91.49
(Kuncoro et al., 2016) 94.26 92.06
(Zheng, 2017) § 95.53 93.94
(Dozat and Manning, 2017) 95.74 94.08

Baseline G 95.68 93.96
Our Model § 95.97 94.31

Table 1: Results on the English PTB dataset. The § indicates
parsers using high-order features. “T” represents transition-
based parser, and “G” represents a graph-based parser.

aggregating function and “H-first” asynchronous
update method (Equation 9). 6

4.1 Main Results
Firstly, we compare our method with previous
work (Table 1). The first part contains transition-
based models, the second part contains graph-
based models and the last part includes three mod-
els with integrated hard high-order features. In
general, our proposed method achieves significant
improvements over our baseline biaffine parser
and matches state-of-the-art models. In particu-
lar, it achieves 0.29 percent UAS and 0.35 per-
cent LAS improvement over the baseline parser,
and 0.1 percent UAS and 0.12 percent LAS im-
provement over the strong transition-based parser
(Ma et al., 2018). It shows that our method can
boost the performance of graph-based dependency
parser using the global and soft high-order infor-
mation by the GNN architecture.

Secondly, we analyze different aggregating
functions when capturing high-order information.
(Table 2). We have some observations regard-
ing this results. Model hd ▷ h (Equation 8) in-
tegrates high-order information of grandparents,
grandchildren and siblings. Under all layer set-
tings (1 to 3), its LAS is always better than h ▷ h
(Equation 6) model and d ▷ h (Equation 7) model,
which separately describe high-order information.
However, UAS is not sensitive to different ways of
aggregating.

6Our implementation is publicly available at: https:
//github.com/AntNLP/gnn-dep-parsing

GNN GNN Dev Test
Layer Model UAS LAS UAS LAS

l = 0 Baseline 95.58 93.74 95.68 93.96

l = 1
d ▷ h 95.75 93.84 95.83 94.15
h ▷ h 95.78 93.80 95.91 94.12

hd ▷ h 95.77 93.87 95.88 94.23

l = 2
d ▷ h 95.80 93.85 95.88 94.17
h ▷ h 95.77 93.83 95.85 94.13

hd ▷ h 95.79 93.90 95.92 94.24

l = 3
d ▷ h 95.74 93.78 95.87 94.14
h ▷ h 95.75 93.80 95.90 94.15

hd ▷ h 95.71 93.82 95.93 94.22

Table 2: Impact of l and different high-order informa-
tion integration methods on PTB dataset. “d ▷ h” cor-
responds to the Equation 7, “h ▷ h” corresponds to the
Equation 6, “hd ▷ h” corresponds to the Equation 8.

Thirdly, we analyze the contributions and ef-
fects of the number of GNN layers (Figure 3 (a)).
From the computation of GNNs, the more layers,
the higher order of information is captured. The
experimental results show that the 1-layer model
significantly outperforms 0-layer model on all five
scoring metrics. But continuing to increase the
number of layers does not significantly improve
performance. Previous work (Zheng, 2017) has
shown that the introduction of more than second-
order information does not significantly improve
parsing performances. Our results also present a
consistent conclusion. Specifically, on UAS, LAS
and LA, the 2-layer model has the highest sum
of scores. On UCM and LCM, performance in-
creases as the number of layers increases, showing
the superiority of using high-order information in
complete sentence parsing. In addition to parsing
performance, we also focus on the speed. We ob-
serve that adding one layer of GNN slows down
the prediction speed by about 2.1%. The 2-layer
model can process 415.9 sentences per second on
a single GPU. Its impact on the training process is
also slight, increasing from 3 minutes to 3.5 min-
utes per epoch.

We futher examine different performance of
each layer in a 3-layer model (Figure 3 (b)). We
observe that, as we move to a higher layer, the
average loss decreases during the training pro-
cess (L3 < L2 < L1). The figure shows that
the introduction of high-order information leads
to more accurate graph weights. We also do the
MST decoding directly based on the graph weights
on each layer and compare their development set
UAS performances. From the layer-wise UAS
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Figure 3: (a) Parsing performance and speed of different layers of our hd ▷ h model on the test set. (b) Layer-wise
training loss and development set’s UAS of our 3-layer hd ▷ h model.

GNN GNN Dev Test
Layer Model UAS LAS UAS LAS

l = 2
Synch 95.79 93.90 95.92 94.24
H-first 95.88 93.94 95.97 94.31
D-first 95.78 93.91 95.95 94.27

Table 3: Impact of different GNN update methods on
PTB dataset. “Synch” is our default synchronized set-
ting (Equation 8). “H-first” is an asynchronous up-
date method that first updates head word representa-
tion (Equation 9). Similarly, the “D-first” model first
updates dependent word representation.

results, we observe that the difference between
2-layer and 3-layer is not obvious, but both are
higher than the 1-layer.

Fourthly, we present the influences of synchro-
nized/asynchronized GNN update methods (Ta-
ble 3). We first compare the synchronous update
and asynchronous update methods. It shows that
the later one works better without adding extral
parameters. The reason may be that asynchronous
methods aggregate high-order information earlier.
The H-first model (Equation 9) is slightly better
than the D-first model. This may indicate that
dependent representation is more important than
head representation, since the first updated rep-
resentation will improve the representation of the
late update,

Fifthly, we experiment with unweighted graph
(all set to 1) and hard weight graph (renormalized
at top-k) (Table 4). A GNN based on completely
unweighted graph is equivalent to uniformly in-
corporating representations of all neighbors for
each node in the sentence, and similar to incor-
porating sentence embedding. Experiments show

GNN GNN Dev Test
Layer Model UAS LAS UAS LAS

l = 2

All=1 95.71 93.73 95.76 94.07
Hard-1 95.69 93.70 95.80 94.13
Hard-2 95.73 93.78 95.90 94.20
Hard-3 95.81 93.88 95.88 94.20

l = 2 Soft 95.88 93.94 95.97 94.31

Table 4: Impact of different kinds of graph weights on
PTB dataset. “All=1” means setting all weights to 1
(Equation 12), “Hard-k” means renormalization at the
top-k weights of each node (Equation 11), “Soft” is our
default model setting (Equation 8).

that this approach will hurt the performance of the
parser. For the Hard-k model (Equation 11), when
k is equal to 1, it is equivalent to a GNN based
on greedy decoding results, when k is equal to the
sentence length, it is equivalent to our soft method.
Experiments show that as k increases from 1 to 3,
the performance of the Hard-k model is gradually
improved. We also observe that hard weights af-
fect the training stability of the parser.

Finally, we report the results of our model on
partial UD treebanks on the CoNLL 2018 shared
task (Table 5). Our model uses only word and
XPOS tag (predict by UDPipe), without any cross
lingual features. 7 We use FastText multilingual
pretrained vectors instead of Glove vectors. 8 The
results show that our GNN parser performs better
on 10 UD 2.2 treebanks. For bg, our parser does
not improve performance. For nl, our parser im-
proves 0.22 UAS, although LAS is slightly lower

7The results should not compare with the shared task’s
official results.

8https://github.com/facebookresearch/
fastText
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UD Baseline Parser GNN Parser
2.2 UAS LAS UAS LAS

bg 91.69 88.25 91.64 88.28
ca 92.08 89.75 92.12 89.90
cs 91.22 88.73 92.00 89.85
de 86.11 81.86 86.47 81.96
en 83.72 81.07 83.83 81.16
es 90.95 88.65 91.28 88.93
fr 86.46 83.15 86.82 83.73
it 90.70 88.80 90.81 88.91
nl 87.72 84.85 87.94 84.82
no 88.27 85.97 88.57 86.33
ro 89.07 84.18 89.11 84.44
ru 88.67 86.29 88.94 86.62

Avg. 88.89 85.96 89.13 86.24

Table 5: UAS and LAS F1 scores on 12 UD 2.2 test
sets from CoNLL 2018 shared task.

than the baseline parser. For average performance,
it achieves 0.24 percent UAS and 0.28 percent
LAS improvement over the baseline parser.

4.2 Error Analysis

Following McDonald and Nivre (2011); Ma et al.
(2018), we characterize the errors made by the
baseline biaffine parser and our GNN parser.
Analysis shows that most of the gains come from
the difficult cases (e.g. long sentences or long-
range dependencies), which represents an encour-
aging sign of the proposed method’s benefits.

Sentence Length. Figure 4 (a) shows the accu-
racy relative to sentence length. Our parser signif-
icantly improves the performance of the baseline
parser on long sentence, but is slightly worse on
short sentence (length ≤ 10).
Dependency Length. Figure 4 (b) shows the
precision and recall relative to dependency length.
Our parser comprehensively and significantly im-
proves the performance of the baseline parser in
both precision and recall.
Root Distance. Figure 4 (c) shows the preci-
sion and recall relative to the distance to the root.
Our parser comprehensively and significantly im-
proves baseline parser’s recall. But for precision,
the baseline parser performs better over long dis-
tances (≥ 6) than our parser.

5 Related Work

Graph structures have been extended to model
text representation, giving competitive results for
a number of NLP tasks. By introducing context
neighbors, the graph structure is added to the se-
quence modeling tool LSTMs, which improves

performance on text classification, POS tagging
and NER tasks (Zhang et al., 2018a). Based on
syntactic dependency trees, DAG LSTMs (Peng
et al., 2017) and GCNs (Zhang et al., 2018b) are
used to improve the performance of relation ex-
traction task. Based on the AMR semantic graph
representation, graph state LSTMs (Song et al.,
2018), GCNs (Bastings et al., 2017) and gated
GNNs (Beck et al., 2018) are used as encoder
to construct graph-to-sequence learning. To our
knowledge, we are the first to investigate GNNs
for dependency parsing task.

The design of the node representation network
is a key problem in neural graph-based parsers.
Kiperwasser and Goldberg (2016b) use BiRNNs
to obtain node representation with sentence-level
information. To better characterize the direction
of edge, Dozat and Manning (2017) feed BiRNNs
outputs to two MLPs to distinguish word as head
or dependent, and then construct a biaffine map-
ping for prediction. It also performs well on mul-
tilingual UD datasets (Che et al., 2018).

Given a graph, a GNN can embed the node by
recursively aggregating the node representations
of its neighbors (Battaglia et al., 2018). Based on
a biaffine mapping, GNNs can enhance the node
representation by recursively integrating neigh-
bors’ information. The message passing neural
network (MPNN) (Gilmer et al., 2017) and the
non-local neural network (NLNN) (Wang et al.,
2018) are two popular GNN methods. Due to the
convenience of self-attention in handling variable
sentence length, we use a GAT-like network (Ve-
likovi et al., 2018) belonging to NLNN. Then, we
further explore its aggregating functions and up-
date methods on special task.

Apply the GAT to a directed complete graph
similar to the Transformer encoder (Vaswani et al.,
2017). But the transformer framework focuses
only on head-dep-like dependency, we further ex-
plore it to capture high-order information on de-
pendency parsing. Several works have investi-
gated high-order features in neural parsing. Kiper-
wasser and Goldberg (2016b) uses a bottom-up
tree-encoding to extract hard high-order features
from an intermediate predicted tree. Zheng (2017)
uses an incremental refinement framework to ex-
tract hard high-order features from a whole pre-
dicted tree. Ma et al. (2018) uses greedy decod-
ing to replace the MST decoding and extract lo-
cal 2-order features at the current decoding time.
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Figure 4: Parsing performance of baseline and our best parser relative to length and graph factors.

Comparing with the previous work, GNNs can ef-
ficiently capture global and soft high-order fea-
tures.

6 Conclusions

We propose a novel and efficient dependency
parser using the Graph Neural Networks. By re-
cursively aggregating the neighbors’ information,
our parser can obtain node representation that in-
corporates high-order features to improve perfor-
mance. Experiments on PTB and UD2.2 datasets
show the effectiveness of our proposed method.
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A Hyper-Parameters

Layer Hyper-parameter Value

Input
Word 100

POS tag 100
Glove 100

LSTM
encoder layers 3
encoder size 400

MLP
arc MLP size 500
rel MLP size 100

Dropout

embeddings 0.33
hidden states 0.33
inputs states 0.33

MLP 0.33

Trainer

optimizer Adam
learning rate 0.002

(β1, β2) (0.9, 0.9)
decay rate 0.75

decay step length 5000
GNN graph layers 2

Table 6: Hyper-parameters for experiments.
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Abstract

Minimalist Grammars (Stabler, 1997) are a
computationally oriented, and rigorous for-
malisation of many aspects of Chomsky’s
(1995) Minimalist Program. This paper
presents the first ever application of this for-
malism to the task of realistic wide-coverage
parsing. The parser uses a linguistically ex-
pressive yet highly constrained grammar, to-
gether with an adaptation of the A* search al-
gorithm currently used in CCG parsing (Lewis
and Steedman, 2014; Lewis et al., 2016), with
supertag probabilities provided by a bi-LSTM
neural network supertagger trained on MG-
bank, a corpus of MG derivation trees. We
report on some promising initial experimental
results for overall dependency recovery as well
as on the recovery of certain unbounded long
distance dependencies. Finally, although like
other MG parsers, ours has a high order poly-
nomial worst case time complexity, we show
that in practice its expected time complexity is
O(n3). The parser is publicly available.1

1 Introduction

Parsers based on linguistically expressive for-
malisms, such as Head-Driven Phrase Structure
Grammar (HPSG; Pollard and Sag 1994) and
Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG; Steed-
man 1996), were shown in Rimell et al. (2009)
and Nivre et al. (2010) to be more effective at re-
covering certain unbounded long-distance depen-
dencies than those merely approximating human
grammar with finite state or context-free covers.
Such dependencies can be vital for tasks like open
domain question answering, for example. Fur-
thermore, as proven independently by Huybregts
(1984) and Shieber (1985), some languages ex-
hibit constructions which put them beyond even

1https://github.com/mgparsing/astar_
mg_parser

the weak generative capacity of any context-free
grammar. The investigation of parsing systems
based on more powerful (mildly) context-sensitive
formalisms has therefore been a very active area
of research within the field of computational psy-
cholinguistics over the past 35 years (see, e.g.,
Joshi 1985, 1990; Rambow and Joshi 1994; Steed-
man 2000; Hale 2011; Stabler 2013; Stanojević
and Stabler 2018).

Another linguistically expressive grammatical
framework is Transformational Grammar (Chom-
sky, 1957, 1965, 1981), the latest incarnation of
which is the Minimalist Program (MP; Chomsky
1995). A defining property of MP is that con-
stituents move. For example, in 1a below, what
moves to the left periphery of the matrix clause
from a deep subject position and will therefore be
interpreted as the semantic AGENT of eat; in 1b,
meanwhile, it moves from the deep object posi-
tion and so is interpreted instead as the semantic
PATIENT of eat.

(1) a. Whati do you think ti eats mice?
b. Whati do you think mice eat ti?

MP continues to dominate much of theoretical
syntax, and Stabler’s (1997) rigorous formalisa-
tion of this framework has proven a popular choice
for investigations into human sentence processing
(Hale, 2003; Kobele et al., 2013; Stabler, 2013;
Graf and Marcinek, 2014; Graf et al., 2015; Gerth,
2015; Stanojević and Stabler, 2018). On the other
hand, TG has enjoyed far less popularity within
computational linguistics more generally,2 which
is unfortunate given that it is arguably the most
extensively developed syntactic theory across the
greatest number of languages, many of which are
otherwise under-resourced. Conversely, the pro-
cess of constructing large grammar fragments and

2For an anti-Chomskyan perspective on why this discon-
nect came about, see Pullum (2009).
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subjecting these to computational testing can have
a salutary impact on the syntactic theory itself,
forcing choices between competing analyses of
the same construction, and exposing incompatibil-
ities between analyses of different constructions,
along with areas of over/undergeneration which
may otherwise go unnoticed (Bierwisch 1963; Ab-
ney 1996; both cited in Müller 2016).

The received wisdom within NLP is that
TG/MP is too complex and insufficiently for-
malised to be applied to realistic parsing tasks (see
Müller 2016 for discussion). Such assumptions
prompted Sproat and Lappin (2005) to issue a
challenge to the Minimalist community which has
hitherto gone unanswered: to construct a wide-
coverage statistical parser trained in a supervised
fashion and exhibiting performance that is compa-
rable with other state-of-the-art parsers. This pa-
per is the first to take up this challenge, and will
introduce the first ever wide-coverage parser in the
Minimalist (and arguably the entire TG) tradition,
along with some promising initial experimental re-
sults. The parser is equipped with a linguistically
expressive, wide-coverage grammar based on an
extended version of Stabler’s (1997) Minimalist
Grammars (MG) formalism, which is a rigorously
formal, computationally oriented and polynomi-
ally parseable interpretation of mainstream MP
that is weakly equivalent to Multiple Context-Free
Grammars (MCFG; Seki et al. 1991). The parser
itself is an adaptation of a highly efficient A* CCG
parsing algorithm (Lewis and Steedman, 2014)
with a bi-LSTM model trained on MGbank, an
MG version of the English Penn Treebank (PTB;
Marcus et al. 1993) currently under development.

2 Background

Beginning in the 1960s, a number of parsers were
developed which implemented aspects of the vari-
ous iterations of Chomskyan syntactic theory (e.g.
Petrick 1965; Zwicky et al. 1965; Woods 1970,
1973; Plath 1973; Marcus 1980; Kuhns 1990;
Fong 1991; Stabler 1992; Fong and Ginsburg
2012), but most of these systems operated over rel-
atively closed domains and were never evaluated
against wide-coverage treebank test data.

Principar (Lin, 1993), and its descendant Mini-
par (Lin, 1998, 2001), are the only truly wide-
coverage parsers in the Chomskyan tradition of
which we are aware. Minipar incorporates MP’s
bare phrase structure and some of its economy

principles. It is also statistical, having been self-
trained on a 1GB corpus. However, while these
parsers model the phrase structure and locality
constraints of TG, they are not transformational:
movement is merely ‘simulat[ed]’ (Lin, 1993,
page 116) by passing features up a precompiled
network of nodes representing a tree, from the site
of the trace to the site of the antecedent, with the
latter merged directly into its surface position, in
the style of GPSG. Furthermore, in this approach,
antecedents necessarily c-command their traces
(Lin, 1993, page 115), presumably making these
parsers unsuitable for implementing MP analyses
involving remnant movement (see Stabler 1999).

2.1 MG parsers
A number of parsers have been developed for Sta-
blerian MGs, which do allow for actual movement,
including remnant movement. What all work-
ing MG parsers (Harkema, 2001; Hale, 2003; Sta-
bler, 2013; Stanojević and Stabler, 2018) have un-
til now shared in common is that they are small-
scale theoretical implementations equipped only
with toy lexicons/grammars. There has been a lim-
ited amount of research into probabilistic MGs,
notably in generative locally normalised models
(Hale, 2003; Hunter and Dyer, 2013). However,
these works remain so far untested owing to the
unavailability, until very recently, of any MG tree-
bank for training and evaluating models.

2.2 MGbank
MGbank (Torr, 2017, 2018) is a treebank of MG
derivation trees constructed in part manually by
hand-annotating a subset of PTB sentences and
in part automatically using a parser equipped with
the manually constructed grammar and guided by
the corresponding PTB and CCGbank (Hocken-
maier and Steedman, 2007) structures. The corpus
was continuously machine tested for over- and un-
dergeneration throughout its development. It cur-
rently covers over 463,000 words of the PTB, or
nearly 56% of its trees, and contains over 47,100
lexical entries and over 1,100 MG lexical cate-
gories. The average sentence length in MGbank is
16.9 (vs 21.7 in the PTB) and the maximum sen-
tence length is 50. The derivation trees produced
by the parser have also been transduced into Xbar
and MG derived phrase structure trees.

The MGbank grammar has been designed to
capture many long distance dependencies not in-
cluded in the original treebank, including the bind-
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ing of reflexive/reciprocal anaphors and floating
quantifiers by their antecedents, the dependency
between the two subconstituents of a discontin-
uous quoted expression (“funny thing,” says the
kicker, “both these candidates are named Rudolph
Giuliani.”), the licensing of polarity items such as
anything, anymore and much by interrogative and
negation heads (you have *(not) eaten anything),
and the distributional dependency between exple-
tive there and its obligatorily indefinite DP asso-
ciate (there seem to be some/several/*the/*those
problems). All of these long distance dependen-
cies, along with those involved in control, raising,
topicalization and wh movement, are integrated
into the grammar itself, obviating the need for sep-
arate post-processing techniques to recover them
(Johnson, 2002; Cahill et al., 2004). The MG lex-
ical categories have also been annotated with over
100 fine-grained selectional and agreement restric-
tion features (e.g. +3SG, -NOM, +INF, MASC,
+INDEF, +FOR, MNR, +LOC, etc) to avoid many
instances of unwanted overgeneration.

Movement is clearly a very powerful opera-
tion. However, it is constrained here using many
of the locality constraints proposed in the TG lit-
erature. These include not only Stabler’s (1997)
strict version of the Shortest Move Constraint, but
also a partially derelativized version (DSMC) in-
spired by Rizzi (1990), along with versions of
the specifier/adjunct island constraints, the right
roof constraint, complex NP constraint, coordinate
structure constraint, that-trace filter, Principle A of
Chomsky’s (1981) Binding Theory, and so on.

3 Minimalist Grammars

Our parser uses the MG formalism described in
Torr and Stabler (2016; henceforth T&S) and Torr
(2018, 2019). Here we give only a brief overview.
MGs are strongly lexicalised, with ordered fea-
ture sequences on lexical categories determining
both the subcategorization frames of words and
the movement operations which must apply. There
are four basic types of structure building features:
=x/x= selectors and x selectees, and +f licensors
and -f licensees. Selectors and selectees trigger
Merge operations, with x= indicating rightward
selection and =x leftward selection (similar to the
forward and backward slash notation in CCG).
Licensors and licensees trigger Move operations.
Except for a single c selectee at the root of the
tree, all features entering the derivation must be

checked and deleted by applying one of a small
set of (here, around 45) abstract binary Merge and
unary Move rules; these rules concatenate and re-
order expressions’ string components.

Consider the following MG lexicon.

✏, they, ✏ :: d
✏, saw, ✏ :: d= =d v
✏, who, ✏ :: d -wh
✏, [int], ✏ :: v= +WH c

Each entry consists of a string component, fol-
lowed by a type separator,3 followed by a se-
quence of syntactic features. The epsilons repre-
sent empty strings and are slots for left and right
dependent strings to be merged into.4 Strings en-
closed in square brackets are also empty, and ap-
pear in this form at the lexical level only simply
to make the trees easier to read. Figure 1 shows
the MG derivation tree for the embedded ques-
tion who they saw, along with its corresponding
phrase structure tree in which � indicates an empty
node position from which a phrase has moved (in-
formally, a trace); the leaf nodes of the deriva-
tion tree are lexical items while the final surface
string appears at the root node; binary nodes rep-
resent Merge operations while unary nodes repre-
sent Move operations. The interesting step occurs
at the lowest binary node: because who has a -wh
licensee still to check, its string is not merged into
the right ✏ (complement) slot of saw when these
two items are Merged; instead, it is kept in a sepa-
rate moving chain until its -wh feature is checked
by the +WH of [int] via an application of Move.

4 The Parser

Our parser uses an adaptation of the A* search al-
gorithm for CCG presented in Lewis and Steed-
man (2014) (henceforth, L&S). In this section we
first review that algorithm, before going on to
show how it was adapted to the MG formalism.

4.1 A* CCG parsing

Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG; Steed-
man 2000) is another linguistically expressive for-
malism capable of recovering unbounded long dis-
tance dependencies. Like MG, CCG is strongly
lexicalised, with a large lexical category set and a

3:: is used for lexical items, and : for derived items.
4Heads are kept separate from their left and right depen-

dents to allow for head movement operations (Stabler, 2001)
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who, ✏, they saw : c

✏, ✏, they saw : +WH c, who : -wh

they, saw, ✏ : v, who : -wh

✏, saw, ✏ : =d v, who : -wh

✏, who, ✏ :: d -wh✏, saw, ✏ :: d= =d v

✏, they, ✏ :: d

✏, [int], ✏ :: v= +WH c

CP

C0

VP

V0

�iV
saw

D
they

C
[int]

Di

who

Figure 1: MG derivation tree (left) and phrase structure tree (right) for the embedded question who they saw. The derivation
has been simplified for ease of exposition by removing case and head movements, as well as the null tense and light verb heads.

small set of abstract combinatory rules, the most
basic of which is forward/backward application
(equivalent to MG’s Merge). Categories are either
basic (NP, S, etc) or functional. The functional
categories determine the subcategorization frame
of the words they label. For example, the category
for a transitive verb is (S\NP)/NP, which says that
this word must combine with an (object) NP on its
right (indicated by the forward slash), which will
yield a category which must combine with a sec-
ond (subject) NP on its left (indicated by the back-
ward slash). In place of movement, CCG uses type
raising and function composition rules to capture
unbounded long distance dependencies.

CCG already has a very well-established re-
search tradition in wide-coverage parsing (see,
e.g., Hockenmaier and Steedman 2002; Clark and
Curran 2007b; Lewis and Steedman 2014; Xu
2016; Lewis et al. 2016; Wu et al. 2017). A key
advancement in CCG parsing that enabled it to be-
come efficient enough to support large-scale NLP
tasks was the introduction of Markovian supertag-
ging techniques in Clark and Curran (2007b) that
were borrowed from Lexicalised Tree Adjoining
Grammar (LTAG; Bangalore and Joshi 1999). Su-
pertagging is essentially just part-of-speech tag-
ging for strongly lexicalised formalisms, which
have much larger tagsets than the 50 or so tags
used in the PTB. Because the supertags predeter-
mine much of the combinatorics, this is sometimes
referred to as ‘almost parsing’.

Inspired by the A* algorithm for PCFGs of
Klein and Manning (2003), L&S present a simple
yet highly effective CCG parsing model which is
factored over the probabilities assigned by the lex-
ical supertagger alone, with no explicit model of
the derivation at all. This approach is highly effi-
cient and avoids the need for aggressively pruning
the search space, which degraded the performance

of earlier CKY CCG parsers. Instead, the parser
considers the complete distribution of the 425
most commonly occurring CCG lexical categories
for each word. The supertagger was originally
a unigram log-linear classifier, but Lewis et al.
(2016) greatly enhanced its accuracy by exchang-
ing this for a stacked bi-LSTM neural model.

The key difference between A* and CKY CCG
parsing is the fact that A* uses search heuris-
tics that avoid building the whole chart without
compromising the correctness guarantees. This is
achieved using an agenda implemented as a pri-
ority queue of items ranked by their cost, calcu-
lated as a product of their inside cost and an upper
bound on their expected outside cost. The agenda
is initialised with the full set of 425 supertags for
each word. The parser pops the item with the low-
est cost from the agenda, stores it in the chart if it is
not already there, and attempts to combine it with
other items already present the chart. Newly cre-
ated items have their costs calculated before being
added to the priority queue agenda. The entire pro-
cess is repeated until a complete parse for the sen-
tence is returned. The algorithm guarantees that
the first parse returned is the most probable (i.e.
the Viterbi parse) according to the model.

L&S treat a CCG parse y as a list of lexical cat-
egories c0. . .cn�1 together with a derivation, and
make the simplifying assumptions that all deriva-
tions licensed by the grammar are equally likely,
and that the probability of a given lexical category
assignment is conditionally independent of all the
other assignments given the sentence. Let Y be
the set of all derivations licensed by the grammar;
then the optimal parse ŷ for a given sentence S
with words w0. . .wn�1 is given as:

ŷ = argmaxy2Y

n�1Y

i=0

p(ci | S) (1)
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Let ↵ be a set of indices {i,..,j} for words
wi...wj labelled with category sequence ci...cj in-
side some expression. The inside probability of
↵ is simply the product of the probabilities of the
lexical category assignments given the sentence.

s(↵) =
Y

i2↵
p(ci | S) (2)

The upper bound estimate for the outside prob-
ability of a span ↵ is given by

h(↵) =
Y

i/2↵
max

ci

p(ci | S) (3)

where maxci p(ci | S) is the probability of the
most likely category assigned to word wi accord-
ing to the supertagger, which can be precomputed
for the sentence and cached. To avoid numerical
errors caused by multiplying together very small
numbers, we convert the probabilities to log space
costs and use addition rather than multiplication.

4.2 A* MG parsing
The simplicity, speed and performance of L&S’s
A* CCG parser made it attractive for a first imple-
mentation of a wide-coverage MG parser. How-
ever, while CCG and MG are similar in some re-
spects5 (such as the fact that they are both strongly
lexicalised), there are also some fundamental dif-
ferences between the formalisms which mean that
some adaptations are needed in order to port this
A* algorithm to MGs. The first (trivial) issue is
that MG derivations feature discontinuous spans
in order to allow for movement, as we saw in Fig-
ure 1. Therefore, we must redefine ↵ in Equations
2 and 3 to be the set of word indices covered by all
the spans contained within an MG expression.

The second issue is that, following T&S, the
MGbank grammar allows for so-called Across-
the-Board (ATB) head and phrasal movements in
order to capture adjunct control, parasitic gaps,
and certain coordination structures. ATB phrasal
movement is illustrated in 2 below.

(2) Whoi did Jack say Mary likes ti and Pete
hates ti?

In 2, who has moved from two separate base
generated object positions in across-the-board
fashion. T&S (adapting ideas in Kobele 2008)
propose to account for this by initially generating

5See Berwick and Epstein (1995) on the convergence of
Minimalist syntax and Categorial Grammar.

two instances of who in the two object positions
and then later unifying them into a single item
when the second conjunct is merged into the main
structure. For A*, when two expressions contain-
ing unifiable movers are merged together, only one
of those movers must contribute to the cost of the
resulting expression in order to avoid excessive pe-
nalisation for what is now just a single instance
of the moving item. We can achieve this for both
ATB head and phrasal movement by first calculat-
ing the sum of the costs of the two expressions that
are Merged, and then subtracting from this the cost
of one member of each pair of unified movers.

In the MGbank grammar (unlike in Kobele
2008), it can be the case that two unified (head)
movers have different derivational histories, in
which case they may well have different costs6.
In such cases, the parser uses the greater of these
two costs when calculating the inside cost of the
newly formed expression. If the lower of the two
costs were used instead, it may make some costs
non-monotonically increasing.7

The final problem relates to the fact that, un-
like CCG, MG allows for phonetically null heads
(following mainstream MP), but supertaggers can
only tag the overt words of a sentence. However,
we would like our probability model to also be de-
fined over the null heads. Addressing this prob-
lem, Torr (2018) proposes an algorithm for ex-
tracting a set of complex LTAG-like MG lexical
supertag categories from a corpus of MG deriva-
tion trees, which we adopt here. Each supertag
contains precisely one overt atomic MG lexical
item and zero or more atomic null heads anchored
to it. For example, in Figure 1, the [int] head
would be included inside the supertag anchored by
saw. The supertagging model can now be refac-
tored over these complex, overt MG categories;
the parser continues to manipulate the atomic cat-
egories, but now keeps track of the fact that the
v= of [int] must obligatorily be checked by the v
feature of (this specific instance of) saw, and vice
versa. During parsing, the overt heads carry the
entire cost of their supertag into the agenda; the
null heads are simply assigned a zero cost.

Pseudocode for the A* MG parser can be found
in Appendix A.

6Another difference is that T&S do not adopt the GPSG-
style slash feature mechanism used in Kobele (2008).

7Note that one drawback to only using the cost of one of
the two unified instances is that the strict optimality guaran-
tees of A* are lost.
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5 Experiments

5.1 Model description

We used two types of MG grammars in our ex-
periments: Abstract and Reified. The difference
between them is that in the Abstract grammar,
most of the 100 or so fine-grained selectional
and agreement restriction features have been re-
moved with the exception of the following 5 fea-
tures, which are necessary to the inner workings
of the parser: ANA, EDGE, IT, +NONE, MAIN.
The Reified grammar is clearly more constrained,
which should make it more precise (at some ex-
pense to recall) but at the same time more difficult
to supertag correctly due to the sparsity that comes
with a higher number of supertags. Extracting the
complex MG supertags from the entire MGbank
corpus resulted in a Reified tagset of 3926 items
and an Abstract tagset of 2644 items.8

For both Abstract and Reified we used the same
supertagging neural architecture that works by ini-
tially embedding the word tokens using the final
layer of an ELMo embedder (Peters et al., 2018),
followed by a single affine transformation to com-
press the embeddings into a vector of size 128 for
each word. These embeddings are further fed into
a two layer bi-LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmid-
huber, 1997; Graves, 2013). Finally, the hidden
states of the final layer of the bi-LSTM are passed
through a two layer MLP to predict the distribu-
tion of the supertags for each word. The param-
eters are trained using an Adam optimizer with a
learning rate of 0.0002.

5.2 Recovering MGBank dependencies

We first tested the parser on its ability to re-
cover global syntactic and semantic (local and
non-local) dependencies extracted from MGbank.
We extracted labelled and unlabelled bi-lexical de-
pendencies for each binary non-terminal in the
Xbar phrase structure trees transduced from the
MG derivation trees.9 To make up for the short-

8This number of tags is closer to the 4727 elementary
trees of the TAG treebank of Chen (2001) than to CCGbank’s
(Hockenmaier and Steedman, 2007) 1286 lexical categories.

9As in Collins (1999), the labels are triples of the parent,
non-head child and head child categories. The dependencies
include both local dependencies and those created by move-
ment, hence this evaluation is more akin to the deep depen-
dency evaluation discussed in Clark et al. (2002) for CCG
than to the more standard practice of evaluating parsers in
terms of just local dependencies (e.g. Collins 1999). The
semantic head of the clause is taken to be the main verb,
while its syntactic head, if present, is the overt complemen-

model F1 P R E

sy
nt

ax L
A

B Abstract 79.33 81.87 76.94 21.01
Reified 80.10 83.43 77.02 21.61

U
L

A
B Abstract 84.57 87.15 82.14 29.59

Reified 85.19 88.63 82.02 30.49

se
m

an
tic

s

L
A

B Abstract 74.90 77.17 72.75 20.96
Reified 75.47 78.53 72.64 21.56

U
L

A
B Abstract 83.69 86.16 81.36 33.30

Reified 84.11 87.47 81.01 34.50

Table 1: Results on the whole MGbank test set with
P, R and E indicating precision, recall and exact match
respectively.

fall in the number of trees in MGbank, we used
both sections 00 and 01 for development and both
sections 23 and 24 for testing, with sections 02-22
used for training.

Table 1 shows the results on the MGbank test
set. On both dependency types, the Reified model
has higher precision, F1-score and exact match-
ing, but has a lower score on recall owing to the
constraining impact of the selectional and agree-
ment features: The Abstract model returned parses
for 1924 sentences out of 1998 in the test set (i.e.
96.5%), while the Reified model returned 1902
(i.e. 95.4%). The F1 scores in table 1 are re-
spectable for a first attempt at wide-coverage MG
parsing, though it should be noted that the MG-
bank test set is somewhat easier than the PTB test
set owing to the difference of 4.8 in average sen-
tence length between the two corpora.

5.3 Comparison to CCG

Cross-formalism comparison is in general a diffi-
cult task (Clark and Curran, 2007a) because it is
necessary to account both for (1) the differences
in how the parsers work and (2) the differences
in the kinds of structures they predict. To control
for (1) we re-implemented a CCG parser similar
to L&S’s CCG A* algorithm but using our su-
pertagger to make the comparison fair. We first
trained our CCG supertagger on the CCG trees
from CCGbank, but only on those sentences that
are also present in MGbank. We then tested the
CCG parser on the recovery of CCGbank depen-
dencies for the test sentences also appearing in

tizer; similarly, nouns are taken to be semantic heads of PPs
and DPs while their syntactic heads are the preposition and
determiner respectively; the semantic heads of coordination
structures are the conjuncts themselves, while the syntactic
head is the coordinator. Unlabelled dependencies are also
undirected, as is standard practice in CCG evaluation.
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model F1 P R E

L
A

B Our CCG A* 87.4 87.2 87.6 40.0
EasyCCG A* 83.8 87.2 80.7 31.4

U
L

A
B Our CCG A* 92.8 92.5 93.0 47.2

EasyCCG A* 90.1 93.8 86.8 35.9

Table 2: Results of CCG parsers on all 1994 sentences
of MGbank test set for CCG dependencies.

MGbank, and compared this to an off the shelf
CCG parser, namely EasyCCG, that was trained
over the whole of the CCGbank training set. The
results are shown in Table 2. Our CCG parser
shows much better performance in spite of being
trained on much less data than EasyCCG, making
it a tough point of comparison for our MG parser.

To account for (2) we compared the CCG and
MG parsers on their ability to recall the dependen-
cies for which both CCGbank and MGbank agree
by taking as the test set the intersection of the
gold unlabelled undirected CCGbank and syntac-
tic MGbank dependencies for sentences appearing
in the MGbank test set. Precision cannot be com-
puted due to the difficulties in normalising predic-
tions on the CCG and MG sides: one might predict
more dependencies which may be correct but are
not predicted by the syntactic theory used in the
other parser and therefore would be penalised.

The results of this evaluation are shown in Ta-
ble 4. The CCG parser clearly exhibits superior
performance, although the MG parser performs re-
spectably given that it is up against a near state-of-
the-art parser for a formalism with a much longer
history in wide-coverage parsing. The higher per-
formance of the CCG parser is likely the result
of a more complete search due to the lower com-
plexity of the formalism (the CCG parser parsed
all sentences) and of the much smaller supertag
set that is easier to predict as evident in Table 3.
This means that the MG parser requires a larger
amount of training data than the CCG parser to
achieve similar levels of accuracy and efficiency
(because the speed of A* parsing depends on the
quality of the probabilistic model). We tried re-
placing all MG supertags occurring less than twice
in the training data with UNK tags to reduce the
noise from unreliable tags, but this hurt perfor-
mance. Once MGbank’s coverage is increased, the
difference between the formalisms may narrow.

The MG parser is a prototype Python imple-
mentation, and to keep parsing times practical the
search space was pruned so that only the 40 most

top k CCG MG Abstract MG Reified
1 95.73 83.11 80.62
5 99.41 97.22 95.89
10 99.64 98.42 97.66
20 99.78 99.01 98.42
40 99.83 99.26 98.81

Table 3: Supertagging accuracies for each grammar as
the probability of having the correct supertag in the top-
k predictions per word.

parser R E
CCG A* 95.30 69.03
MG Abstract A* 91.75 54.38
MG Reified A* 92.65 55.67

Table 4: Results on overlapping gold CCGbank and
syntactic MGbank dependencies in sections 23 and 24.

likely supertags per word were retained. Even so,
the parser still timed out on a few sentences in the
test set. Once reimplemented in a faster language,
its recall should increase as it will have more time
to explore a less aggressively pruned search space.

5.4 Parsing speed

The CKY MG parser of Harkema (2001), when
augmented with head movement, has a worst case
time complexity of O(n4k+12) where k is the max-
imum number of phrasal movers that can be con-
tained in any single expression. In the MGbank
formalism, owing to DSMC, k = 4 (see Torr
2019), meaning that the worst case complexity of
parsing with this formalism using Harkema’s al-
gorithm would be O(n28). Our A* parsing algo-
rithm operates in a similar fashion, except that it
takes an additional multiplicative cost of O(log n)
due to the usage of a heap data structure for imple-
menting the agenda. O(n28 log n) is, of course,
a prohibitively high time complexity. However,
although A* does not improve on the worst case
theoretical complexity of CKY, it can dramatically
improve its practical expected complexity.

Figure 2 shows the scatter plot of parsing times
for different sentence lengths and the average
curve. The average curve is less informative in
very long sentences due to the smaller number
of parses, but in regions where there are more
data points a clear pattern can be observed: a cu-
bic polynomial curve approximates average time
taken to parse sentences extremely well, which
means that the expected time complexity of MG
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Figure 2: Parsing speed for Abstract model on test set.

parsing with our grammar and statistical model is
O(n3). This is much better than the worst case
analysis, although the variance is high, with some
sentences still requiring a very long time to parse.

Recently, Stanojević (2019) has shown that with
relatively small adjustments to the parser’s in-
ference rules, MGs with head movement can be
parsed in O(n2k+5) time in the worst case,10

which for the MGbank grammar equates to
O(n13), a dramatic improvement over O(n28).
We hope to leverage these efficiency gains in the
future to improve the expected time complexity of
the parser.

5.5 Coverage

Section 00 of the PTB contains 1921 sentences
with an average sentence length of 21.9 words;
other than a 212 word outlier, the maximum sen-
tence length is 96. When run over all of these sen-
tences, the Reified parser returned parses for 1490
(77.6%) sentences with an average sentence length
of 14 and a maximum sentence length of 53. The
Abstract parser returned 1549 parses (80.6%) with
an average sentence length of 15.3 and a maxi-
mum sentence length of 49. The CCG A* parser
returned 1909 parses (99.4%).

5.6 Recovery of unbounded dependencies

As noted in Section 1, the recovery of unbounded
dependencies, including wh-object questions, is a

10Fowlie and Koller (2017) previously demonstrated that
MGs without head movement could be parsed in O(n2k+3)
worst case time, which was already a dramatic improvement
over Harkema’s original result. However, Stanojević (2019)
shows that adding head movement to Fowlie and Koller’s sys-
tem increases complexity to O(n2k+9).

primary motivation for using linguistically expres-
sive parsers in NLP. Wh-object questions them-
selves are extremely rare in the PTB, but object
relative clauses, which also involve unbounded
movement, are relatively frequent. Following
Clark et al. (2004), we manually evaluated our
parser on the free and non-free object (and embed-
ded subject) relative clauses in section 00 of the
PTB, as well as on the two examples of so-called
tough movement. The MGbank analyses of these
constructions are discussed in Appendix B.

There are 24 examples of non-free object rel-
ative dependencies across 20 sentences in section
00, and 17 free object relative dependencies across
16 sentences. All of these sentences, along with
indications of which dependencies our parser did
and did not recover, are given in Appendix C, and
are presented using the MGbank tokenization used
by the MG A* parser (the CCG A* parser used the
original CCGbank tokenization).

On the free object relatives, our Abstract parser
performed best, recovering 13/17 dependencies.
The parser only predicted 14 free object relatives
meaning that the precision was 13/14. Of the 4
free object relative dependencies in the data which
it missed, 3 were in very long sentences on which
the parser timed out (the time-out was set to 30
mins), suggesting that a faster re-implementation
may achieve higher recall. In the one case which
the parser actually got wrong, it correctly iden-
tified that there was a free object relative depen-
dency, but extracted the wrong object from a dou-
ble object verb. Clark et al. (2004) reported re-
call of 14/17 (with precision 14/15), while our A*
CCG parser recovered 15.5/17 of the free object
relative dependencies with precision also 15.5/17.

Non-free object relatives are harder than both
wh object questions and free object relatives be-
cause they require a head noun to be identified
in addition to an extraction site. Our Abstract
parser performed best here, retrieving 10/24; the
CCG A* parser recovered 15/24, with precision
of 15/21 (Clark et al. (2004) also reported recall
of 15/24 and precision of 15/20). Our Reified
parser retrieved 13/24 with precision 13/17 when
allowed to reparse any sentences it initially failed
to find any analyses for with increasingly relaxed
tag-dictionary settings. In two of the errors, the
parser correctly identified the extraction site, but
attached the relative clause to the wrong NP. For
example, in sentence 1, the parser attached whom
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Sony hosted for a year to complaint rather than
to American. Appositive relative clauses such as
this are treated as involving adjunction of the rel-
ative clause to the head noun in MGbank, and the
choice of attachment to either American or com-
plaint is underdetermined by the model (the same
supertag containing the requisite [rel] and [adjunc-
tizer] heads will be assigned to hosted in either
case).11 For the restrictive relative clause in sen-
tence 8, the parser incorrectly assigned the su-
pertag containing the [relativizer] null head (which
causes the noun to undergo promotion) to the noun
esteem rather than to damage, hence the problem
here originates with the scores assigned by the su-
pertagger. In the other two errors, the parser incor-
rectly predicted an object extraction dependency,
again owing to tagging mistakes.

We also evaluated on the 2 tough movement ex-
amples in section 00, one of which is shown below.

(3) ThatAi got hard [CP tA
0

i to take tAi ].

Tough movement is of linguistic interest be-
cause it arguably involves a DP licensed in two
case positions as well as so-called improper move-
ment, in which an A0-movement step feeds sub-
sequent A-movement. In order to generate tough
movements, MGbank uses a null [op] head which
has the effect of a unary type-changing rule map-
ping an ordinary DP into a DP with additional A-
and A0-movement licensees.

Our parser failed to correctly analyse either of
the two examples in section 00 owing to supertag-
ging errors. For example, in 3 there are three im-
portant tagging decisions to be made: hard must
be assigned the supertag for a tough adjective, that
the supertag for a pronoun which undergoes tough
movement,12 and take the supertag for a transitive
verb. The highest scoring tag assigned to hard
by the Abstract supertagger was the supertag for
a regular adjective that takes a CP complement
(eager to help). The correct tough adjective su-
pertag, meanwhile only ranked 14th, meaning that
the A* search algorithm never got to consider it.
Furthermore, the highest ranked tag for take was
the supertag for an unergative intransitive verb;
the correct transitive verb tag appeared in second
place. Finally, the supertag for a pronoun under-
going tough movement was not included in the 40

11One way to resolve such ties would be to augment the
supertag-factored model with a head-dependency model.

12This supertag contains both the overt category assigned
to that and the [op] null head (see Figure 6) in Appendix B.

tags assigned to that owing to the fact that this su-
pertag did not appear in the training data at all.
We tried increasing the 8 examples of tough move-
ment in the training data to 18 examples (including
one example with that as the tough mover) by per-
forming some additional hand annotation of PTB
sentences. This bolstered the tough adjective su-
pertag to 10th position, while the tough movement
supertag for that now appeared in 28th position,
but this was not enough to enable the parser to cor-
rectly recover the tough movement analysis.

Our A* CCG parser scored 1/2 (the same as
Clark et al. 2004); its higher performance is no
doubt due to the much smaller tag set and the fact
that CCG does not require special supertags for
tough-moved DPs.

6 Conclusion

We have presented the first ever wide-coverage
Transformational Grammar parser. The results of
this initial attempt are optimistic. First, the ac-
curacy on recovering syntactic and semantic de-
pendencies predicted by the Minimalist syntax
is reasonable considering the higher complexity
of the mechanisms behind Minimalism compared
to other formalisms. In comparison to CCG, a
formalism with a much longer history of wide-
coverage parsing, performance currently lags be-
hind. However, the gap will likely narrow as the
size and quality of MGbank improves and as better
probabilistic models are developed enabling these
systems to parse a higher number of sentences.

Another important and optimistic result of this
investigation is that Minimalist Grammar parsing
is not as slow as may have been expected given
its worst case time complexity. Worst case com-
plexity results are sometimes raised as a criticism
of TG theories. Our results show that the com-
bination of a good neural probabilistic model and
A* search, together with a strong formal grammar,
makes Minimalist parsing practical for the major-
ity of sentences.
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A Appendix: Pseudocode for the MG A*
algorithm

Algorithm 1 MG parser A* algorithm

1: while agenda is not empty do
2: item1 deleteMax(agenda)
3: if item1 is goal item then
4: return item1
5: else if item1 /2 chart then
6: add(chart, item1)
7: R [ ]
8: if can move item1 then
9: add(R, move(item1))

10: for item2 2 chart do
11: if can merge item1 and item2 then
12: add(R, merge(item1, item2))

13: for item 2 R do
14: if item /2 {chart [ agenda} then
15: add(agenda, item)
16: else if item 2 agenda then
17: updateWeight(agenda, item)

The A* search algorithm presented in Algo-
rithm 1 is an adaptation of the weighted deductive
parsing approach (Nederhof, 2003; Maier et al.,
2012) to Minimalist Grammars. It uses two data
structures, an agenda and a chart. The agenda is
implemented as a priority queue with support for
an increase-key operation. Concretely, we use a
Fibonacci heap (Fredman and Tarjan, 1987), but
many other types of heap could be used for the
same purpose.

The chart is currently organised similarly to that
of standard CKY in that it constitutes the upper-
triangular portion of an (n + 1) x (n + 1) matrix,
where n is the length of the string, and each cell
[i, j] in this matrix references some span from po-
sition i to position j in the input string. However,
whereas in standard CKY, these cell indices refer-
ence the span of an entire expression, in our MG
parser they reference only an expression’s narrow
yield, i.e. all those indices which are not part
of some span which is undergoing or may un-
dergo movement. For example, the narrow yield
of the TP expression in 4 below is the set of in-
dices corresponding to the words Jack and gone
there (shown in bold face). The moving chain why
is excluded from the narrow yield, as is the head
string has because, depending on the type of com-
plementizer which selects for this TP, has may un-
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dergo head movement to yield why has Jack gone
there, or not undergo head movement to yield, e.g.,
you know why Jack has gone there.

(4) Jack, has, gone there : t, why : -wh

Expressions within each cell are also currently
placed into bins according to the first feature of
their head chain, so that when the system encoun-
ters a t= feature, for example, it only needs to con-
sider merging this expressions with other expres-
sions whose first feature is t.

The call updateWeight(agenda, item) finds the
current (backpointer, weight) pair of item in the
agenda and compares it to the newly constructed
(backpointer, weight) pair. The weight includes
both the inside and outside scores. Only the pair
with a lower weight is kept in the agenda. This up-
date is made efficient by using an additional hash-
table and the increase-key heap operation.

B Appendix: MGbank analyses of
relative clauses and tough movement

The MGbank analysis of restrictive relative
clauses is illustrated in phrase structural terms for
the phrase the book of ghost stories which Jack
read in Figure 3; the derivation tree for the sim-
pler phrase the book which Jack read is shown in
Figure 4. This analysis is inspired by an analy-
sis in Bhatt (2002) and departs from that of Kayne
(1994), where the wh determiner and the NP form
a constituent in both the deep and surface structure
(with the NP moving to the specifier of the wh DP
to derive the correct word ordering). One reason
for preferring Bhatt’s analysis is that the wh item
appears to form a constituent with the rest of the
clause, as evidenced by the fact that it can form a
conjunct with it: the book [which Jack wrote] and
[which Mary read]. Bhatt (pages 79-81) suggests
that the head noun moves to the left periphery and
projects an NP layer over the clause, but does not
specify what features drive this movement. MG-
bank uses a null type changing [relativizer] head to
introduce a -n licensee onto the head noun which
is then attracted to the +N of a [nom] head that se-
lects the clause as its complement and projects the
clausal NP layer. The [nom] head is needed here
because in the MGbank formalism it is only possi-
ble for a specifier to project its fine-grained selec-
tional properties and requirements (MASC, +3SG,
-INF etc), not its selectee (n) category, hence the
type of projecting movement Bhatt proposes must
be precompiled into the lexicon.

Note that relative that is often treated as a
complementizer rather than as a relative pronoun
in MP (Radford, 2004, pages 228-230). When
present in MGbank relatives, it therefore appears
in the slot occupied by the null [decl] head in Fig-
ure 3, with a null [wh] head playing a similar role
to the overt wh item in this example (selectional
restrictions ensure that the grammar does not over-
generate examples like the book which that Jack
read which violate the Doubly Filled Comp Filter
(Chomsky and Lasnik, 1977)). Free relatives, as
in I like [what you’re reading], have a very similar
analysis, but project only as far as CP (as they lack
any head noun) and are then selected for by a null
determiner head. Appositive relatives, as in the
book, which you’ve read, is on the table, receive a
head external analysis, again projecting only as far
as CP and then adjoining to their head noun.

Figures 5 and 6 show the phrase structure and
derivation trees for the tough movement example
that got hard to take, which is one of the two ex-
amples of tough movement found in section 00 of
the PTB, where it is embedded inside the larger
sentence “that got hard to take,” he added. It has
generally been assumed since (Chomsky, 1977,
1981) that the infinitival clause is a type of rela-
tive clause with a null constituent in its left periph-
ery that is co-indexed both with the object trace
and the subject of the tough adjective. This null
constituent is in fact included in the original PTB,
although it is generally just ignored by treebank
parsers. MGbank follows Brody (1993) and Horn-
stein (2001) in treating it as a trace of movement.

C Appendix: The PTB section 00 relative
clause examples

Figures 7 and 8 show all the examples of free and
non-free (non-reduced) relative clauses in section
00 of the PTB, and indicate which ones our best
models did and did not correctly analyse.
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1. The survey found that nearly half of Hong Kong consumers espouse what it
identified as materialistic values compared with about one-third in Japan and the U.S.

2. What she did was like taking the law into your own hands
3. We work damn hard at what we do for damn little pay and

what she did cast unfair aspersions on all of us
4. There may be others doing what she did
5. The U.S. wants the removal of what it perceives as barriers to investment ;

Japan denies there are real barriers
6. But they have n’t clarified what those might be
7. Deregulation has effectively removed all restrictions on what banks

can pay for deposits as well as opened up the field for new products such as high - rate
CDs

8. Mr. Martin said they have n’t yet decided what their next move would be but he did n’t
rule out the possibility of a consent solicitation aimed at replacing Georgia Gulf ’s
board

9. What matters is what advertisers are paying per page and in that department
we are doing fine this fall said Mr. Spoon

w.o. 10. What this tells us is that U.S. trade law is working he said
t.o. 11. The paper accused him of being a leading proponent of peaceful evolution

a catch phrase to describe what China believes is the policy of Western
countries to seduce socialist nations into the capitalist sphere

t.o. 12. Despite the harsh exchanges the U.S. and China still seem to be looking for
a way to mend relations which have deteriorated into what Mr. Nixon referred
to as the greatest crisis in Chinese - American relations since his initial visit to
China num years ago

13. Judge Ramirez num said it is unjust for judges to make what they do
14. Judges are not getting what they deserve

t.o. 15. Composer Marc Marder a college friend of Mr. Lane ’s who earns his
living playing the double bass in classical music ensembles has prepared
an exciting eclectic score that tells you what the characters are
thinking and feeling far more precisely than intertitles or even words would

16. We have and I ’m sure others have considered what our options are and
we ’ve had conversations with people who in the future might prove to be interesting
partners

Figure 7: The 16 sentences with free object relative clause dependencies in section 00 of the PTB. Each tick
indicates a point awarded for the correct identification of the extraction site of the wh word; t.o. indicates that the
parser timed out before returning a parse, and w.o. indicates that the parser correctly identified an object relative
dependency but extracted the wrong object of a double object verb. Our Abstract parser correctly identified 13/17
dependencies with a precision of 13/14. Our A* CCG parser correctly recovered 15.5/17 of these dependencies
with precision 15.5/17 (we awarded the CCG parser half a point for sentence 15 because it related what to thinking
but not feeling, which it analysed as intransitive). Note that sentence 3 contains two free object relative clauses.
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1. It ’s the petulant complaint of an impudent American whom Sony hosted for a year
while he was on a Luce Fellowship in Tokyo – to the regret of both parties

2. It said the man whom it did not name had been found to have the disease after hospital
tests

3. Commonwealth Edison now faces an additional court-ordered refund on its
summerwinter rate differential collections that the Illinois Appellate Court has
estimated at $ num million

4. But Rep. Marge Roukema -LRB- R. N.J -RRB- instead praised the House ’s acceptance
of a new youth training wage a subminimum that GOP administrations have sought
for many years

5. Democratic Lt. Gov. Douglas Wilder opened his gubernatorial battle with Republican
Marshall Coleman with an abortion commercial produced by Frank Greer that analysts
of every political persuasion agree was a tour de force

6. Against a shot of Monticello superimposed on an American flag an announcer talks
about the strong tradition of freedom and individual liberty that Virginians have
nurtured for generations

7. Another was Nancy Yeargin who came to Greenville in num full of the energy and
ambitions that reformers wanted to reward

8. Mostly she says she wanted to prevent the damage to self - esteem that her low - ability
students would suffer from doing badly on the test

9. Mrs. Ward says that when the cheating was discovered she wanted to avoid the morale -
damaging public disclosure that a trial would bring

10. Mr. Sherwood speculated that the leeway that Sea Containers has means that Temple
would have to substantially increase their bid if they ’re going to top us

11. A high - balance customer that banks pine for she did n’t give much thought to the rates
she was receiving nor to the fees she was paying

12. Interviews with analysts and business people in the U.S. suggest that Japanese capital
may produce the economic cooperation that Southeast Asian politicians have pursued
in fits and starts for decades

13. Interpublic Group said its television programming operations – which it expanded
earlier this year – agreed to supply more than num hours of original programming
across Europe in num

14. Interpublic is providing the programming in return for advertising time which it said
will be valued at more than $ num million in num and $ num million in num

15. Mrs. Hills said many of the num countries that she placed under varying degrees
of scrutiny have made genuine progress on this touchy issue

16. The Japanese companies bankroll many small U.S. companies with promising products
or ideas frequently putting their money behind projects that commercial banks wo n’t
touch

17. In investing on the basis of future transactions a role often performed by merchant
banks trading companies can cut through the logjam that small - company owners often
face with their local commercial banks

18. He described the situation as an escrow problem a timing issue which he said was
rapidly rectified with no losses to customers

19. In CAT sections where students ’ knowledge of two - letter consonant sounds is tested
the authors noted that Scoring High concentrated on the same sounds that the test does
– to the exclusion of other sounds that fifth graders should know

20. The events of April through June damaged the respect and confidence which most
Americans previously had for the leaders of China

Figure 8: The 20 sentences with non-free object relative clause dependencies in section 00 of the PTB. Our reified
parser correctly recovered 13/24 of these (with precision of 13/17) by using a tag dictionary threshold initially set
to 5. If the parser did not find a parse, then this was increased to 10 and the sentence reparsed. If a parse was still
not found, the tag dictionary was turned off completely and a final parse attempted (on the single run, with no tag
dictionary, our abstract parser performed best, retrieving 10/24 dependencies; the CCG A* parser returned 15/24
with precision 15/20).
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Abstract

Sarcasm is a subtle form of language in which
people express the opposite of what is implied.
Previous works of sarcasm detection focused
on texts. However, more and more social me-
dia platforms like Twitter allow users to cre-
ate multi-modal messages, including texts, im-
ages, and videos. It is insufficient to detect sar-
casm from multi-model messages based only
on texts. In this paper, we focus on multi-
modal sarcasm detection for tweets consisting
of texts and images in Twitter. We treat text
features, image features and image attributes
as three modalities and propose a multi-modal
hierarchical fusion model to address this task.
Our model first extracts image features and at-
tribute features, and then leverages attribute
features and bidirectional LSTM network to
extract text features. Features of three modal-
ities are then reconstructed and fused into
one feature vector for prediction. We cre-
ate a multi-modal sarcasm detection dataset
based on Twitter. Evaluation results on the
dataset demonstrate the efficacy of our pro-
posed model and the usefulness of the three
modalities.

1 Introduction

Merriam Webster defines sarcasm as “a mode of
satirical wit depending for its effect on bitter, caus-
tic, and often ironic language that is usually di-
rected against an individual”. It has the magi-
cal power to disguise the hostility of the speaker
(Dews and Winner, 1995) while enhancing the ef-
fect of mockery or humor on the listener. Sarcasm
is prevalent on today’s social media platforms, and
its automatic detection bears great significance in
customer service, opinion mining, online harass-
ment detection and all sorts of tasks that require
knowledge of people’s real sentiment.

Twitter has become a focus of sarcasm detec-
tion research due to its ample resources of pub-

licly available sarcastic posts. Previous works on
Twitter sarcasm detection focus on the text modal-
ity and propose many supervised approaches, in-
cluding conventional machine learning methods
with lexical features (Bouazizi and Ohtsuki, 2015;
Ptáček et al., 2014), and deep learning methods
(Wu et al., 2018; Baziotis et al., 2018).

However, detecting sarcasm with only text
modality can never be certain of the true intention
of the simple tweet “What a wonderful weather!”
until the dark clouds in the attached picture (Fig-
ure 1(a)) are seen. Images, while are ubiquitous on
social platforms, can help reveal (Figure 1(a)), af-
firm (Figure 1(b)) or disprove the sarcastic nature
of tweets, thus are intuitively crucial to Twitter sar-
casm detection tasks.

In this work, we propose a multi-modal hier-
archical fusion model for detecting sarcasm in
Twitter. We leverage three types of features,
namely text, image and image attribute features,
and fuse them in a novel way. During early fu-
sion, the attribute features are used to initialize a
bi-directional LSTM network (Bi-LSTM), which
is then used to extract the text features. The
three features then undergo representation fusion,
where they are transformed into reconstructed rep-
resentation vectors. A modality fusion layer per-
forms weighted average to the vectors and pumps
them to a classification layer to yield the final re-
sult. Our results show that all three types of fea-
tures contribute to the model performance. Fur-
thermore, our fusion strategy successfully refines
the representation of each modality and is signif-
icantly more effective than simply concatenating
the three types of features.

Our main contributions are summarized as fol-
lows:

• We propose a novel hierarchical fusion model
to address the challenging multi-modal sar-
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(a)“What a wonderful weather!” (b)“Yep, totally normal <user>. Nothing is off about
this. Nothing at all. #itstoohotalready

#climatechangeisreal”

Figure 1: Examples of image modality aiding sarcasm detection. (a) The image is necessary for the sarcasm to be
spotted due to the contradiction of dark clouds in the image and “wonderful weather” in the text; (b) The image
affirms the sarcastic nature of the tweet by showing the weather is actually very “hot” and is not at all “totally
normal”.

casm detection task in Twitter. To the best
of our knowledge, we are the first to deeply
fuse the three modalities of image, attribute
and text, rather than naı̈ve concatenation, for
Twitter sarcasm detection.

• We create a new dataset for multi-modal
Twitter sarcasm detection and release it1.

• We quantitatively show the significance of
each modality in Twitter sarcasm detection.
We further show that to fully unleash the po-
tential of images, we would need to consider
image attributes - a high-level abstract infor-
mation bridging the gap between texts and
images.

2 Related Works

2.1 Sarcasm Detection

Various methods have been proposed for sarcasm
detection from texts. Earlier methods extract
carefully engineered discrete features from texts
(Davidov et al., 2010; Riloff et al., 2013; Ptáček
et al., 2014; Bouazizi and Ohtsuki, 2015), in-
cluding n-grams, word’s sentiment, punctuations,
emoticons, part-of-speech tags, etc. More re-
cently, researchers leverage the powerful tech-
niques of deep learning to get more precise seman-
tic representations of tweet texts. Ghosh and Veale
(2016) propose a model with CNN and RNN lay-
ers. Besides the tweet content in question, contex-
tual features such as historical behaviors of the au-
thor and the audience serve as a good indicator for

1https://github.com/headacheboy/data-of-multimodal-
sarcasm-detection

sarcasm. Bamman and Smith (2015) make use of
human-engineered author, audience and response
features to promote sarcasm detection. Zhang,
Zhang and Fu (2016) concatenate target tweet em-
beddings(obtained by a Bi-GRU model) with man-
ually engineered contextual features, and show
fair improvement compared to completely feature-
based systems. Amir et al. (2016) exploit trainable
user embeddings to enhance the performance of a
CNN classification model. Poria et al. (2016) use
the concatenated output of CNNs trained on tweets
and pre-trained on emotion, sentiment, personality
as the inputs for the final SVM classifier. Y. Tay et
al. (2018) come up with a novel multi-dimensional
intra-attention mechanism to explicitly model con-
trast and incongruity. Wu et al. (2018) construct
a multi-task model with densely connected LSTM
based on embeddings, sentiment features and syn-
tactic features. Baziotis et al. (2018) ensemble
a word based bidirectional LSTM and a character
based bidirectional LSTM to capture both seman-
tic and syntactic features.

However, little has been revealed by far on how
to effectively combine textual and visual informa-
tion to boost performance of Twitter sarcasm de-
tection. Schifanella et al. (2016) simply concate-
nate manually designed features or deep learning
based features of texts and images to make predic-
tion with two modalities. Different from this work,
we propose a hierarchical fusion model to deeply
fuse three modalities.

2.2 Other Multi-Modal Tasks

Sentiment analysis is a related task with sarcasm
detection. Many researches on multi-modal sen-
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timent analysis deal with video data (Wang et al.,
2016; Zadeh et al., 2017), where text, image and
audio data can usually be aligned and support each
other. Though inputs are different, their fusion
mechanisms can be inspiring to our task. Poria,
Cambria, and Gelbukh (2015) use multiple kernel
learning to fuse different modalities. Zadeh et al.
(2017) build their fusion layer by outer product in-
stead of simple concatenation in order to get more
features. Gu et al. (2018b) align text and audio
at word level and apply several attention mecha-
nisms. Gu et al. (2018a) first introduce modal-
ity fusion structure attempting to reveal the actual
importance of multiple modalities, but their meth-
ods are quite different from our hierarchical fusion
techniques.

Inspiration can also be drawn from other multi-
modal tasks, such as visual question answer-
ing (VQA) tasks where a frame of image and
a query sentence are provided as model inputs.
A question-guided attention mechanism is pro-
posed in VQA tasks (Chen et al., 2015) and can
boost model performance compared to those using
global image features. Attribute prediction layer
is introduced (Wu et al., 2016) as a way to incor-
porate high-level concepts into the CNN-LSTM
framework. Wang et al. (2017) exploit a hand-
ful of off-the-shelf algorithms, gluing them with a
co-attention model and achieve generalizability as
well as scalability. Yang et al. (2014) try image
emotion extraction tasks with image comments
and propose a model to bridge images and com-
ment information by learning Bernoulli parame-
ters.

3 Proposed Hierarchical Fusion Model

Figure 2 shows the architecture of our proposed
hierarchical fusion model. In this work, we treat
text, image and image attribute as three modalities.
Image attribute modality has been shown to boost
model performance by adding high-level concept
of the image content (Wu et al., 2016). Modality
fusion techniques are proposed to make full use of
the three modalities. In the following paragraph,
we will first define raw vectors and guidance vec-
tors, and then briefly introduce our hierarchical
fusion techniques.

For the image modality, we use a pre-trained
and fine-tuned ResNet model to obtain 14 × 14
regional vectors of the tweet image, which is de-
fined as the raw image vectors, and average them

to get our image guidance vector. For the (image)
attribute modality, we use another pre-trained and
fine-tuned ResNet models to predict 5 attributes
for each image, the GloVe embeddings of which
are considered as the raw attribute vectors. Our
attribute guidance vector is a weighted average
of the raw attribute vectors. We use Bi-LSTM
to obtain our text vectors. The raw text vectors
are the concatenated forward and backward hid-
den states for each time step of the Bi-LSTM,
while the text guidance vector is the average of the
above raw vectors. In the belief that the attached
image could aid the model’s understanding of the
tweet text, we apply non-linear transformations on
the attribute guidance vector and feed the result
to the Bi-LSTM as its initial hidden state. This
process is named early fusion. In order to utilize
multimodal information to refine representations
of all modalities, representation fusion is proposed
in which feature vectors of the three modalities
are reconstructed using raw vectors and guidance
vectors. The refined vectors of three modalities
are combined into one vector with weighted av-
erage instead of simple concatenation in the pro-
cess of modality fusion. Lastly, the fused vector
is pumped into a two layer fully-connected neural
network to obtain classification result. More de-
tails of our model are provided below.

3.1 Image Feature Representation

We use ResNet-50 V2 (He et al., 2016) to ob-
tain representations of tweet images. We chop the
last fully-connected (FC) layer of the pre-trained
model and replace it with a new one for the sake
of model fine-tuning. Following (Wang et al.,
2017), a input image I is re-sized to 448 × 448
and divided into 14 × 14 regions. Each region
Ii (i = 1, 2 . . . , 196) is then sent through the
ResNet model to obtain a regional feature repre-
sentation vregioni , a.k.a. a raw image vector.

vregioni = ResNet(Ii)

As is described before, the image guidance vector
vimage is the average of all regional image vectors.

vimage =

∑Nr
i=1 vregioni
Nr

where Nr is the number of regions and is 196 in
this work.
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Figure 2: Overview of our proposed model

3.2 Attribute Feature Representation

Previous work (Wu et al., 2016) in image caption-
ing and visual question answering introduces at-
tributes as high-level concepts of images. In their
work, single-label and multi-label losses are pro-
posed to train the attribute prediction CNN, whose
parameters are transferred to generate the final im-
age representation. While they use parameter shar-
ing for better image representation with attribute-
labeling tasks, we take a more explicit approach.
We treat attributes as an extra modality bridging
the tweet text and image, by directly using the
word embeddings of five predicted attributes of
each tweet image as the raw attribute vectors.

We first train an attribute predictor with ResNet-
101 and COCO image captioning dataset (Lin
et al., 2014). We build the multi-label dataset
by extracting 1000 attributes from sentences of
the COCO dataset. We use a ResNet model pre-
trained on ImageNet (Russakovsky et al., 2015)
and fine-tune it on the multi-label dataset. Then
the attribute predictor is used to predict five at-
tributes ai (i = 1, . . . , 5) for each image.

We generate the attribute guidance vector by
weighted average. Raw attribute vectors e(ai) are
passed through a two-layer neural network to ob-
tain the attention weights αi for constructing the
attribute guidance vector vattr. The related equa-

tions are as follows.

αi =W2 · tanh(W1 · e(ai) + b1) + b2

α = softmax(α)

vattr =

Na∑

i=1

αie(ai)

where ai is the ith image attribute, literally a word
out of a vocabulary of 1000; e is the GloVe em-
bedding operation; W1 and W2 are weight matri-
ces; b1 and b2 are biases; Na is the number of at-
tributes, and is 5 in our settings.

3.3 Text Feature Representation
Bidirectional LSTM (Bi-LSTM) (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997) are used to obtain the repre-
sentation of the tweet text. The equations of op-
erations performed by LSTM at time step t are as
follows:

it = σ(Wi · xt + Ui · ht−1)
ft = σ(Wf · xt + Uf · ht−1)
ot = σ(Wo · xt + Uo · ht−1)
c̃t = tanh(Wc · xt + Uc · ht−1)
ct = ft � ct−1 + it � c̃t
ht = ot � tanh(ct)

where Wi, Wf , Wo, Ui, Uf , Uo are weight matri-
ces; xt, ht are input state and hidden state at time
step t, respectively; σ is the sigmoid function; �
denotes element-wise product. The text guidance
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vector is the arithmetic average of hidden states in
each time step.

vtext =

∑L
i=1 ht
L

where L is the length of the tweet text.

3.4 Early Fusion

The Bi-LSTM initial states are usually set to ze-
roes in text classification tasks, but it is a poten-
tial spot where multi-modal information could be
infused to promote the modal’s comprehension of
the text. In the proposed model, we apply the non-
linearly transformed attribute guidance vector as
the initial state of Bi-LSTM.

[hf0;hb0; cf0; cb0] = ReLu(W · vattr + b)

where hf0, cf0 are forward LSTM initial states
and hb0, cb0 are backward LSTM initial states; [; ]
is vector concatenation; ReLu denotes element-
wise application of the Rectified Linear Units ac-
tivation function; W and b are weight matrix and
bias.

We also try to use image guidance vector for
early fusion, in which the LSTM initial states are
obtained with means similar to the one described
above, but it does not perform very well, as will be
discussed in the experiments.

3.5 Representation Fusion

Inspired by attention mechanism in VQA tasks,
representation fusion aims at reconstructing the
feature vectors vimage, vtext, vattr with the help of
low-level raw vectors (namely, the hidden states
of time step t {ht} for the text modality, the 196
regional vectors for the image modality, and the
five attribute embeddings for the attribute modal-
ity) and high-level guidance vectors from different
modalities.

We denote X
(i)
m as the ith raw vector from

modality m (which may be text, image or at-
tribute). The key in this stage is to calculate the
weight for each X(i)

m . The weighted average then
becomes the new representation of modality m.

To leverage as much information as possible
and more accurately model the relationship be-
tween multiple modalities, we exploit informa-
tion from all three modalities - more explicitly,
guidance vectors vn where n could be text, im-
age or attribute, when calculating the weights of

raw vectors in each modality. For the ith raw vec-
tor of each modality m, we calculate three guided
weights α(i)

mn from the guidance vectors of differ-
ent modalities n. The final reconstruction weight
for the raw vector is the average of the normalized
guided weights.

α(i)
mn =Wmn2 · tanh(Wmn1 · [X(i)

m ; vn] + bmn1)

+ bmn2

αmn = softmax(αmn)

α(i)
m =

∑
n∈{text, image, attr} α

(i)
mn

3

vm =

Lm∑

i=1

α(i)
mX

(i)
m

wherem,n ∈ {text, image, attr} denote modal-
ities; α(i)

mn is the guided weight for the ith raw vec-
tor of modality m under the guidance of modality
n, and αmn contains all α(i)

mn of all raw vectors
of modality m under the guidance of modality n;
α
(i)
m is the final reconstruction weight for the ith

raw vector of modality m; Lm is the length of se-
quence {X(i)

m }; Wmn1 ,Wmn2 are weight matrices
and bmn1 , bmn2 are biases.

After representation fusion, vimage, vtext, vattr,
previously denoted as guidance vectors, are now
considered feature vectors of each modality and
ready to serve as inputs of the next layer.

3.6 Modality Fusion
Instead of simply concatenating the feature vec-
tors from different modalities to form a longer
vector, we perform modality fusion motivated by
the work of (Gu et al., 2018a). The feature vec-
tor for each modality m, denoted as vm, is first
transformed into a fixed-length form v′m. A two-
layer feed-forward neural network is implemented
to calculate the attention weights for each modal-
ity m, which is then used in the weighted average
of transformed feature vectors v′m. The result is a
single, fixed-length vector vfused.

α̃m =Wm2 · tanh(Wm1 · vm + bm1) + bm2

α̃ = softmax(α̃)

v′m = tanh(Wm3 · vm + bm3)

vfused =
∑

m∈{text, image, attr}
α̃mv

′
m

where m is one of the three modalities and α̃ is
a vector containing α̃m; Wm1 , Wm2 , Wm3 are
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Training Development Test

sentences 19816 2410 2409
positive 8642 959 959
negative 11174 1451 1450

Table 1: Statistics of our dataset

weight matrices. bm1 , bm2 , bm3 are biases; vm rep-
resents reconstructed feature vectors in the repre-
sentation fusion process.

3.7 Classification layer

We use a two layer fully-connected neural net-
work as our classification layer. The activation
function of the hidden layer and the output layer
are element-wise ReLu and sigmoid functions, re-
spectively. The loss function is cross entropy.

4 Dataset and Preprocessing

There is no publicly available dataset for evaluat-
ing the multi-modal sarcasm detection task, and
thus we build our own dataset, which will be re-
leased later. We collect and preprocess our data
similar to (Schifanella et al., 2016). We collect
English tweets containing a picture and some spe-
cial hashtag (e.g., #sarcasm, etc.) as positive ex-
amples (i.e. sarcastic) and collect English tweets
with images but without such hashtags as negative
examples (i.e. not sarcastic). We further clean up
the data as follows. First, we discard tweets con-
taining sarcasm, sarcastic, irony, ironic as regular
words. We also discard tweets containing URLs
in order to avoid introducing additional informa-
tion. Furthermore, we discard tweets with words
that frequently co-occur with sarcastic tweets and
thus may express sarcasm, for instance jokes, hu-
mor and exgag. We divide the data into training
set, development set and test set with a ratio of
80%:10%:10%. In order to evaluate models more
accurately, we manually check the development
set and the test set to ensure the accuracy of the
labels. The statistics of our final dataset are listed
in table 1.

For preprocessing, we first replace mentions
with a certain symbol 〈user〉. We then separate
words, emoticons and hashtags with the NLTK
toolkit. We also separate hashtag sign # from
hashtags and replace capitals with their lower-
cases. Finally, words appearing only once in the
training set and words not appearing in the train-
ing set but appearing in the development set or test

Hyper-parameters Value

LSTM hidden size 256
Batch size 32

Learning rate 0.001
Gradient Clipping 5
Early stop patience 5

Word and attribute embedding size 200
ResNet FC size 1024

Modality fusion size 512
LSTM dropout rate 0.2

Classification layer l2 parameters 1e-7

Table 2: Hyper-parameters

set are replaced with a certain symbol 〈unk〉.

5 Experiments

5.1 Training Details

Pre-trained models. The pre-trained ResNet
model is available online. The word embeddings
and attribute embeddings are trained on the Twit-
ter dataset using Glove (Pennington et al., 2014).
Fine tuning. Parameters of the pre-trained ResNet
model are fixed during training. Parameters of
word and attribute embeddings are updated during
training.
Optimization. We use the Adam optimizer
(Kingma and Ba, 2014) to optimize the loss func-
tion.
Hyper-parameters. The hidden layer size in the
neural networks described in the fusion techniques
is half of its input size. Other hyper-parameters are
listed in table 2.

5.2 Comparison Results

Table 3 shows the comparison results (F-score and
Accuracy) of baseline models and our proposed
model. We implement models with one or multi-
ple modalities as baseline models. We also present
the results of naı̈ve solution (all negative, random)
of this task.
Random. It randomly predicts whether a tweet is
sarcastic or not.
Text(Bi-LSTM). Bi-LSTM is one of the most
popular method for addressing many text clas-
sification problems. It leverages a bidirectional
LSTM network for learning text representations
and then uses a classification layer to make pre-
diction.
Text(CNN). CNN is also one of the state-of-the-
art methods to address text classification prob-
lems. We implement text CNN (Kim, 2014) as a
baseline model.
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Model F-score Pre Rec Acc

All negative - - - 0.6019
Random 0.4470 0.4005 0.5057 0.5027

Text(Bi-LSTM) 0.7753 0.7666 0.7842 0.8190
Text(CNN) 0.7532 0.7429 0.7639 0.8003

Image 0.6153 0.5441 0.7080 0.6476
Attr 0.6334 0.5606 0.7278 0.6646

Concat(2) 0.7799 0.7388 0.8259 0.8103
Concat(3) 0.7874 0.7336 0.8498 0.8174
Our model 0.8018 0.7657 0.8415 0.8344

Table 3: Comparison results

Image. Image vectors after the pooling layer of
ResNet are inputs of the classification layer. We
only update parameters of the classification layer.
Attr. Since image attribute is one of the modal-
ities in our proposed model, we also try to use
only attribute features to make prediction. The at-
tribute feature vectors are inputs of the classifica-
tion layer.
Concat. Previous work (Schifanella et al., 2016)
concatenates different feature vectors of different
modalities as the input of the classification layer.
We implement this concatenation model with our
feature vectors of different modalities and apply
it for classification. The number in parentheses is
the number of modalities we use. (2) means con-
catenating text features and image features, while
(3) means concatenating all text, image and at-
tribute features.

We can see that the models based only on the
image or attribute modality do not perform well,
while Text(Bi-LSTM) and Text(CNN) models per-
form much better, indicating the important role of
text modality. The Concat(3) model outperforms
Concat(2), because adding attributes as a new
modality actually introduces external semantic in-
formation of images and helps the model when
it fails to extract valid image features. Our pro-
posed hierarchical fusion model further improves
the performance and achieves the state-of-the-art
scores, revealing that our fusion model leverages
features of three modalities in a more effective
way.

We further apply sign tests between our pro-
posed model and Text(Bi-LSTM), Concat(2),
Concat(3) models. The null hypotheses are that
our proposed model doesn’t perform better than
each baseline model. The statistics of the sign tests
are listed in table 4. All significance levels are less
than 0.05. Therefore, all of the null hypotheses is
rejected and our proposed model significantly per-

Concat(3) Concat(2) Text(Bi-LSTM)

t+ 106 149 120
t− 65 91 83
p 0.0011 0.0001 0.0057

Table 4: Statistics of sign tests. (t+ is the number of
tweets that our proposed model predicts them right but
baseline models do not. t− is the number of tweets that
baseline models predict them right but our proposed
model does not. p is the significance value.)

forms better than baseline models.

5.3 Component Analysis of Our Model
We further evaluate the influence of early fusion,
representation fusion, as well as different modality
representation in early fusion on the final perfor-
mance. The evaluation results are listed in Table 5.

F-score Pre Rec Acc

w/o EF 0.7880 0.7570 0.8217 0.8240
w/o RF 0.7902 0.7456 0.8405 0.8223
EF(img) 0.7787 0.7099 0.8624 0.8049

Our model 0.8018 0.7657 0.8415 0.8344

Table 5: Ablation study. ‘w/o’ means removal of this
component. EF denotes early fusion. RF denotes repre-
sentation fusion. EF(img) means using image guidance
vectors for early fusion.

We can see that the removal of early fusion de-
creases the performance, which shows that early
fusion can improve the text representation. Early
fusion with attribute representation performs bet-
ter than that with image representation, indicating
the gap between text representation and image rep-
resentation. If representation fusion is removed,
the performance is also decreased, which indicates
that representation fusion is necessary and that the
representation fusion can refine the feature repre-
sentation of each modality.

6 Visualization Analysis

6.1 Running Examples
Figure 3 shows some sarcastic examples that our
proposed model predicts them correctly while the
model with only text modality fails to label them
right. It shows that with our model, images and
attributes can contribute to sarcasm detection. For
example, an image with a dangerous tackle and a
text saying ’not dangerous’ convey strong sarcasm
in example (a). ’Respectful customers’ is contra-
dicted to the messy parcels as well as the attribute
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(a) this isn 't dangerous . going to teachmy players to tackle like this at practicefirst thing tomorrow morning . (b) i love respectful customers (c) <user> your counselor is so cute . gladyou 're staffing up so well .attributes:field players playing soccer men attributes:pile stack messy sitting boxes attributes:teddy bear wearing hat brown 
Figure 3: Examples of sarcastic tweets

Weather ‘s lookin 
amazing today � ...

Attributes:
houses street sitting 

trees near

happy testing 
monday !  eat a 

good breakfast # 
serious

yum hospital 
cafeteria food  – at 

lake charles 
memorial hospital

Attributes:
cloth sitting colored 

table meat 

Attributes:
fork knife sitting 

white meat

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4: Attention visualization of sarcastic tweets

’messy’ in example (b). Without images, success-
fully detecting these sarcasm instances is almost
impossible. The model with only text modality
fails to detect sarcasm as for example (c), though
the word so is repeated several times in example
(c). However, with image and attribute modalities,
our proposed model correctly detects sarcasm in
these tweets.

6.2 Attention Visualization

Figure 4 shows the attention of some examples at
the representation fusion stage. Our model can
successfully focus on the appropriate parts of the
image, the essential words in the sentences and the
important attributes. For example, our model pays
more attention on the unamused face emoji and the
word ’amazing’ for texts, and pays more attention
on the gloomy sky in example (a), thus this tweet
is predicted as sarcastic tweet because of the in-
consistency of these two modalities. In example
(b), our model focuses on the word ’serious’ in
texts and focuses on the simple meal in the picture
that contradicts to the ’good breakfast’, revealing
that this tweet should be sarcastic. In example (c),
the word ’yum’, the attribute ’meat’ and the food
in the image indicate the sarcastic meaning of the
tweet.

6.3 Error Analysis

Figure 5 shows an example that our model fails to
label it right.

yo <user> thanks for the yearly fee reminder! 
Here's to you!  #planetfitness #hiddenfee 

#mrmet

Attributes:
ball holding shoes little white 

Figure 5: Example of misclassified samples

In the example, the insulting gesture in the pic-
ture is contrast to the phrase ’thanks for’. How-
ever, the model is unable to obtain the common
sense that this gesture is insulting. Therefore, the
attention of this picture does not focus on the in-
sulting gesture. Moreover, attributes do not reveal
the insulting meaning of the pictures as well, thus
our model fails to predict this tweet as sarcastic.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we propose a new hierarchical fu-
sion model to make full use of three modalities
(images, texts and image attributes) to address the
challenging multi-modal sarcasm detection task.
Evaluation results demonstrate the effectiveness of
our proposed model and the usefulness of the three
modalities. In future work, we will incorporate
other modality such as audio into the sarcasm de-
tection task and we will also investigate to make
use of common sense knowledge in our model.
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Abstract

A huge volume of user-generated content is
daily produced on social media. To facil-
itate automatic language understanding, we
study keyphrase prediction, distilling salient
information from massive posts. While most
existing methods extract words from source
posts to form keyphrases, we propose a
sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) based neural
keyphrase generation framework, enabling ab-
sent keyphrases to be created. Moreover, our
model, being topic-aware, allows joint mod-
eling of corpus-level latent topic representa-
tions, which helps alleviate the data sparsity
that widely exhibited in social media language.
Experiments on three datasets collected from
English and Chinese social media platforms
show that our model significantly outperforms
both extraction and generation models that do
not exploit latent topics.1 Further discussions
show that our model learns meaningful topics,
which interprets its superiority in social media
keyphrase generation.

1 Introduction

As social media continues its worldwide expan-
sion, the last decade has witnessed the revolution
of interpersonal communication. While empow-
ering individuals with richer and fresher informa-
tion, the flourish of social media also results in
millions of posts generated on a daily basis. Fac-
ing a sheer quantity of texts, language understand-
ing has become a daunting task for human beings.
Under this circumstance, there exists a pressing
need for developing automatic systems capable of
absorbing massive social media texts and figuring
out what is important.

*This work was partially done when Yue Wang was an
intern at Tencent AI Lab.
†Jing Li is the corresponding author.
1Our data and code are publicly released in https://

github.com/yuewang-cuhk/TAKG

Source post with keyphrase “super bowl”:
[S]: Somewhere, a wife that is not paying attention
to the game, says ”I want the team in yellow pants
to win.”
Relevant tweets:
[T1]: I been a steelers fan way before black & yel-
low and this super bowl!
[T2]: I will bet you the team with yellow pants wins.
[T3]: Wiz Khalifa song ’black and yellow” to spur
the pittsburgh steelers and Lil Wayne is to sing
”green and yellow’ for the packers.

Table 1: Sample tweets tagged with “super bowl” as
their keyphrases. Blue and italic words can indicate
the topic of super bowl.

In this work, we study the prediction of
keyphrases, generally formed with words or
phrases reflecting main topics conveyed in input
texts (Zhang et al., 2018). Particularly, we fo-
cus on producing keyphrases for social media lan-
guage, proven to be beneficial to a broad range of
applications, such as instant detection of trending
events (Weng and Lee, 2011), summarizing pub-
lic opinions (Meng et al., 2012), analyzing social
behavior (Ruths and Pfeffer, 2014), and so forth.

In spite of the substantial efforts made in social
media keyphrase identification, most progress to
date has focused on extracting words or phrases
from source posts, thus failing to yield keyphrases
containing absent words (i.e., words do not ap-
pear in the post). Such cases are indeed prominent
on social media, mostly attributed to the informal
writing styles of users therein. For example, Ta-
ble 1 shows a tweet S tagged with keyphrase “su-
per bowl” by its author, though neither “super”
nor “bowl” appears in it.2 In our work, distin-
guishing from previous studies, we approach so-
cial media keyphrase prediction with a sequence

2Following common practice (Zhang et al., 2016, 2018),
we consider author-annotated hashtags as tweets’ keyphrases.
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generation framework, which is able to create ab-
sent keyphrases beyond source posts.

Our work is built on the success of deep
keyphrase generation models based on neu-
ral sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) frame-
work (Meng et al., 2017). However, existing
models, though effective on well-edited docu-
ments (e.g., scientific articles), will inevitably
encounter the data sparsity issue when adapted to
social media. It is essentially due to the informal
and colloquial nature of social media language,
which results in limited features available in the
noisy data. For instance, only given the words in
S (Table 1), it is difficult to figure out why “super
bowl” is its keyphrase. However, by looking at
tweets T1 to T3, we can see “yellow pants” is
relevant to “steelers”, a super bowl team. As
“yellow” and “pants” widely appear in tweets
tagged with “super bowl’, it becomes possible to
identify “super bowl” as S’s keyphrase.

Here we propose a novel topic-aware neural
keyphrase generation model that leverages latent
topics to enrich useful features. Our model is
able to identify topic words, naturally indicative
of keyphrases, via exploring post-level word co-
occurrence patterns, such as “yellow” and “pants”
in S. Previous work have shown that corpus-level
latent topics can effectively alleviate data spar-
sity in other tasks (Zeng et al., 2018; Li et al.,
2018). The effects of latent topics, nevertheless,
have never been explored in existing keyphrase
generation research, particularly in the social me-
dia domain. To the best of our knowledge, our
work is the first to study the benefit of leverag-
ing latent topics on social media keyphrase gen-
eration. Also, our model, taking advantage of the
recent advance of neural topic models (Miao et al.,
2017), enables end-to-end training of latent topic
modeling and keyphrase generation.

We experiment on three newly constructed so-
cial media datasets. Two are from English plat-
form Twitter and StackExchange, and the other
from Chinese microblog Weibo. The compari-
son results over both extraction and generation
methods show that our model can better pro-
duce keyphrases, significantly outperforming all
the comparison models without exploiting latent
topics. For example, on Weibo dataset, our model
achieves 34.99% F1@1 compared with 32.01%
yielded by a state-of-the-art keyphrase generation
model (Meng et al., 2017). We also probe into

our outputs and find that meaningful latent top-
ics can be learned, which can usefully indicate
keyphrases. At last, a preliminary study on sci-
entific articles shows that latent topics work better
on text genres with informal language style.

2 Related Work

Our work is mainly in the line of two areas:
keyphrase prediction and topic modeling. We in-
troduce them in turn below.

Keyphrase Prediction. Most previous efforts
on this task adopt supervised or unsupervised
approaches based on extraction — words or
phrases selected from source documents to form
keyphrases. Supervised methods are mostly based
on sequence tagging (Zhang et al., 2016; Golla-
palli et al., 2017) or binary classification using
various features (Witten et al., 1999; Medelyan
et al., 2009). For unsupervised methods, they
are built on diverse algorithms, including graph
ranking (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004; Wan and
Xiao, 2008), document clustering (Liu et al., 2009,
2010), and statistical models like TF-IDF (Salton
and McGill, 1986).

Our work is especially in the line of social
media keyphrase prediction, where extractive ap-
proaches are widely employed (Zhang et al., 2016,
2018). On the contrary, we predict keyphrases
in a sequence generation manner, allowing the
creation of absent keyphrases. Our work is
inspired by seq2seq-based keyphrase generation
models (Meng et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2018,
2019a,b), which are originally designed for sci-
entific articles. However, their performance will
be inevitably compromised when directly applied
to social media language owing to the data spar-
sity problem. Recently, Wang et al. (2019) pro-
pose a microblog hashtag generation framework,
which explicitly enriches context with user re-
sponses. Different from them, we propose to
leverage corpus-level latent topic representations,
which can be learned without requiring external
data. Its potential usefulness on keyphrase gen-
eration has been ignored in previous research and
will be extensively studied here.

Topic Modeling. Our work is closely related
with topic models that discover latent topics from
word co-occurrence in document level. They are
commonly in the fashion of latent Dirichlet allo-
cation (LDA) based on Bayesian graphical models
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Figure 1: Our topic-aware neural keyphrase generation
framework (§3).

(Blei et al., 2003). These models, however, rely
on the expertise involvement to customize model
inference algorithms. Our framework exploits the
recently proposed neural topic models (Miao et al.,
2017; Srivastava and Sutton, 2017) to infer latent
topics, which facilitate end-to-end training with
other neural models and do not require model-
specific derivation. It has proven useful for cita-
tion recommendation (Bai et al., 2018) and con-
versation understanding (Zeng et al., 2019). In
particular, Zeng et al. (2018) propose to jointly
train topic models and short text classification,
which cannot fit our scenario due to the large di-
versity of the keyphrases (Wang et al., 2019). Dif-
ferent from them, our latent topics are learned
together with language generation, whose effects
on keyphrase generation have never been explored
before in existing work.

3 Topic-Aware Neural Keyphrase
Generation Model

In this section, we describe our framework that
leverages latent topics in neural keyphrase genera-
tion. Figure 1 shows our overall architecture con-
sisting of two modules — a neural topic model for
exploring latent topics (§3.1) and a seq2seq-based
model for keyphrase generation (§3.2).

Formally, given a collection C with |C| social
media posts {x1,x2, ...,x|C|} as input, we process
each post x into bag-of-words (BoW) term vector
xbow and word index sequence vector xseq. xbow
is a V -dim vector over the vocabulary (V being
the vocabulary size). It is fed into the neural topic
model following the BoW assumption (Miao et al.,
2017). xseq serves as the input for the seq2seq-
based keyphrase generation model.

Below we first introduce our two modules and
then describe how they are jointly trained (§3.3).

3.1 Neural Topic Model

Our neural topic model (NTM) module is inspired
by Miao et al. (2017) based on variational auto-
encoder (Kingma and Welling, 2013), which con-
sists of an encoder and a decoder to resemble the
data reconstruction process.

Specifically, the input xbow is first encoded into
a continuous latent variable z (representing x’s
topic) by a BoW encoder. Then the BoW decoder,
conditioned on z, attempts to reconstruct x and
outputs a BoW vector x′bow. Particularly, the de-
coder simulates topic model’s generation process.
We then describe their division of labor.

BoW Encoder. The BoW encoder is responsi-
ble for estimating prior variables µ and σ, which
will be used to induce intermediate topic represen-
tation z. We adopt the following formula:

µ = fµ(fe(xbow)), log σ = fσ(fe(xbow)), (1)

where f∗(·) is a neural perceptron with an ReLU-
activated function following Zeng et al. (2018).

BoW Decoder. Analogous to LDA-style topic
models, it is assumed that there are K topics un-
derlying the given corpus C. Each topic k is repre-
sented with a topic-word distribution φk over the
vocabulary, and each post x ∈ C has a topic mix-
ture denoted by θ, a K-dim distributional vector.
Specifically in neural topic model, θ is constructed
by Gaussian softmax (Miao et al., 2017). The de-
coder hence takes the following steps to simulate
how each post x is generated:
• Draw latent topic variable z ∼ N (µ, σ2)
• Topic mixture θ = softmax(fθ(z))
• For each word w ∈ x

– Draw w ∼ softmax(fφ(θ))
Here f∗(·) is also a ReLU-activated neural per-
ceptron for inputs. In particular, we employ the
weight matrix of fφ(·) as the topic-word distribu-
tions (φ1, φ2, ..., φK). In the following, we adopt
the topic mixture θ as the topic representations to
guide keyphrase generation.

3.2 Neural Keyphrase Generation Model

Here we describe how we generate keyphrases
with a topic-aware seq2seq model, which incor-
porates latent topics (learned by NTM) in its gen-
eration process. Below comes more details.
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Overview. The keyphrase generation module
(KG model) is fed with source post x in its word
sequence form xseq = 〈w1, w2, ..., w|x|〉 (|x| is
the number of words in x). Its target is to out-
put a word sequence y as x’s keyphrase. Particu-
larly, for a source post with multiple gold-standard
keyphrases, we follow the practice in Meng et al.
(2017) to pair its copies with each of the gold stan-
dards to form a training instance.

To generate keyphrases for source posts, the
KG model employs a seq2seq model. The se-
quence encoder distills indicative features from
an input source post. The decoder then generates
its keyphrase, conditioned on the encoded features
and the latent topics yielded by NTM (henceforth
topic-aware sequence decoder).

Sequence Encoder. We employ a bidirectional
gated recurrent unit (Bi-GRU) (Cho et al., 2014)
to encode the input source sequence. Each word
wi ∈ xseq (i = 1, 2, ..., |x|) is first embedded into
an embedding vector νi, and then mapped into for-
ward and backward hidden states (denoted as

−→
hi

and
←−
hi) with the following defined operations:

−→
hi = fGRU (νi,hi−1), (2)

←−
hi = fGRU (νi,hi+1). (3)

The concatenation of
−→
hi and

←−
hi, [
−→
hi;
←−
hi], serves

as wi’s hidden state in encoder, denoted as hi.
Finally, we construct a memory bank: M =
〈h1,h2, ...,h|x|〉, for decoder’s attentive retrieval.

Topic-Aware Sequence Decoder. In general,
conditioned on the memory bank M and latent
topic θ from NTM, we define the process to gener-
ate its keyphrase y with the following probability:

Pr(y |x) =
|y|∏

j=1

Pr(yj |y<j ,M, θ), (4)

where y<j = 〈y1, y2, ..., yj−1〉. And
Pr(yj |y<j ,M, θ), denoted as pj , is a word
distribution over vocabulary, reflecting how likely
a word to fill in the j-th slot in target keyphrase.
Below we describe the procedure to obtain pj .

Our sequence decoder employs a unidirectional
GRU layer. Apart from the general state update,
the j-th hidden state sj is further designed to take
input x’s topic mixture θ into consideration:

sj = fGRU ([uj ; θ], sj−1), (5)

where uj is the j-th embedded decoder input3 and
sj−1 is the previous hidden state. Here [; ] denotes
the concatenation operation.

The decoder also looks at M (learned by se-
quence encoder) and puts an attention on it to cap-
ture important information. When predicting the
j-th word in keyphrase, the attention weights on
wi ∈ xseq is defined as:

αij =
exp(fα(hi, sj , θ))∑|x|
i′=1 exp(fα(hi′ , sj , θ))

, (6)

where

fα(hi, sj , θ) = vTα tanh(Wα[hi; sj ; θ] + bα).
(7)

Here vα, Wα, and bα are trainable parameters.
fα(·) measures the semantic relations between the
i-th word in the source and the j-th target word
to be predicted. Such relations are also calibrated
with the input’s latent topic θ in order to explore
and highlight topic words. We hence obtain the
topic sensitive context vector cj with:

cj =

|x|∑

i=1

αijhi. (8)

Further, conditioned on cj , we generate the j-th
word over the global vocabulary according to:

pgen = softmax(Wgen[sj ; cj ] + bgen). (9)

In addition, we adopt copy mechanism (See
et al., 2017) following Meng et al. (2017), which
allows keywords to be directly extracted from the
source input. Specifically, we adopt a soft switcher
λj ∈ [0, 1] to determine whether to copy a word
from source as the j-th target word:

λj = sigmoid(Wλ[uj ; sj ; cj ; θ] + bλ), (10)

with Wλ and bλ being learnable parameters.
Topic information θ is also injected here to guide
the switch decision.

Finally, we obtain distribution pj for predicting
the j-th target word with the formula below:

pj = λj · pgen + (1− λj) ·
|x|∑

i=1

αij , (11)

where attention scores {αij}|x|i=1 serve as the ex-
tractive distribution over the source input.

3We take the previous word from gold standards in train-
ing by teacher forcing and from the predicted word in test.
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3.3 Jointly Learning Topics and Keyphrases
Our neural framework allows end-to-end learning
of latent topic modeling and keyphrase genera-
tion. We first define objective functions for the
two modules respectively.

For NTM, the objective function is defined
based on negative variational lower bound (Blei
et al., 2016). Here due to space limitation, we omit
the derivation details already described in Miao
et al. (2017), and directly give its loss function:

LNTM = DKL(p(z) || q(z |x))−Eq(z |x)[p(x | z)],
(12)

where the first term is the Kullback-Leibler di-
vergence loss and the second term reflects the re-
construction loss. p(z) denotes a standard normal
prior. q(z |x) and p(x | z) represent the process of
BoW encoder and BoW decoder respectively.

For KG model, we minimize the cross entropy
loss over all training instances:

LKG = −
N∑

n=1

log(Pr(yn |xn, θn)), (13)

where N denotes the number of training instances
and θn is xn’s latent topics induced from NTM.

Finally, we define the entire framework’s train-
ing objective with the linear combination of
LNTM and LKG:

L = LNTM + γ · LKG, (14)

where the hyper-parameter γ balances the ef-
fects of NTM and KG model. Our two mod-
ules can be jointly trained with their parameters
updated simultaneously. For inference, we adopt
beam search and generate a ranking list of output
keyphrases following Meng et al. (2017).

4 Experiment Setup

Datasets. We conduct experiments on three so-
cial media datasets collected from two English on-
line platforms, Twitter and StackExchange, and
a Chinese microblog website, Weibo. Twitter and
Weibo are microblogs encouraging users to freely
post with a wide range of topics, while Stack-
Exchange, an online Q&A forum, are mainly for
question asking (with a title and a description) and
seeking answers from others.

The Twitter dataset contains tweets from TREC
2011 microblog track.4 For Weibo dataset, we first

4http://trec.nist.gov/data/tweets/

Source posts # of Avg len # of KP Source
posts per post per post vocab

Twitter 44,113 19.52 1.13 34,010
Weibo 46,296 33.07 1.06 98,310
StackExchange 49,447 87.94 2.43 99,775

Target KP |KP| Avg len % of Target
per KP abs KP vocab

Twitter 4,347 1.92 71.35 4,171
Weibo 2,136 2.55 75.74 2,833
StackExchange 12,114 1.41 54.32 10,852

Table 2: Data statistics of source posts (on the top) and
target keyphrases (on the bottom). Avg len: the average
number of tokens. KP: keyphrases. Abs KP: absent
keyphrases. |KP|: the number of distinct keyphrases.

tracked the real-time trending hashtags in Jan-Aug
2014,5 and then used them as keywords to search
posts with hashtag-search API.6 And the StackEx-
change dataset is randomly sampled from a pub-
licly available raw corpus.7

For the target keyphrases, we employ user-
annotated hashtags for Twitter and Weibo follow-
ing Zhang et al. (2016), and author-assigned tags
(e.g., “artificial-intelligence”) for StackExchange.
Posts without such keyphrase tags are hence re-
moved from the datasets. Particularly, for Stack-
Exchange, we concatenate the question title to-
gether with its description as the source input. For
Twitter and Weibo source posts, we retain tokens
in hashtags (without # symbols) for those appear-
ing in the middle of posts, since they generally
act as semantic elements and thus considered as
present keyphrases (Zhang et al., 2016). For those
appearing before or after a post, we remove the en-
tire hashtags and regard them as absent keyphrases
as is done in Wang et al. (2019).

For model training and evaluation, we split the
data into three subsets with 80%, 10%, and 10%,
corresponding to training, development, and test
set. The statistics of the three datasets are shown
in Table 2. As can be seen, over 50% of the
keyphrases do not appear in their source posts,
thus extractive approaches will fail in dealing with
these posts. We also observe that StackExchange
exhibits different keyphrase statistics compared to
either Twitter or Weibo, with more keyphrases ap-
pearing in one post and more diverse keyphrases.

5http://open.weibo.com/wiki/Trends/
6http://www.open.weibo.com/wiki/2/
7https://archive.org/details/

stackexchange
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Preprocessing. For Twitter dataset, we em-
ployed Twitter preprocessing toolkit in Bazio-
tis et al. (2017) for source post and hashtag
(keyphrase) tokenization. Chinese Weibo data was
preprocessed with Jieba toolkit8 for word segmen-
tation, and English StackExchange data with nat-
ural language toolkit (NLTK) for tokenization.9

We further take the following preprocessing
steps for each of the three datasets: First,
posts with meaningless keyphrases (e.g., single-
character ones) were filtered out; also re-
moved were non-alphabetic (for English data) and
retweet-only (e.g., “RT”) posts. Second, links,
mentions (@username), and digits were replaced
with generic tags “URL”, “MENT”, and “DIGIT”
following Wang et al. (2019). Third, a vocabulary
was maintained, with 30K most frequent words for
Twitter, and 50K for Weibo and StackExchange
each. For BoW vocabulary of the input xbow for
NTM, stop words and punctuation were removed.

Parameter Settings. We implement our model
based on the pytorch framework in Paszke et al.
(2017). For NTM, we implement it following the
design10 in Zeng et al. (2018) and set topic num-
ber K to 50. The KG model is set up mostly
based on Meng et al. (2017). For its sequence en-
coder, we adopt two layers of bidirectional GRU
and one layer of unidirectional GRU for its de-
coder. The hidden size of the GRU is 300 (for bi-
GRU, 150 for each direction). For the embedding,
its size is set to 150 and values are randomly ini-
tialized. We apply Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014)
with initial learning rate as 1e−3. In training pro-
cess, gradient clipping = 1.0 is conducted to sta-
bilize the training. Early-stopping strategy (Caru-
ana et al., 2001) is adopted based on the validation
loss. Before joint training, we pretrain NTM for
100 epochs and KG model for 1 epoch as the con-
vergence speed of NTM is much slower than the
KG model. We empirically set the γ = 1.0 for
balancing NTM and KG loss (Eq. 14) and itera-
tively update the parameters in each module and
then their combination in turn.

Comparisons. In comparison, we first consider
a simple baseline selecting majority keyphrases
(henceforth MAJORITY) — the top K keyphrases
ranked by their frequency in training data are used

8https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba
9https://www.nltk.org/

10https://github.com/zengjichuan/TMN

as the keyphrases for all test instances. We also
compare with the following extractive baselines,
where n-grams (n = 1, 2, 3) in source posts are
ranked by TF-IDF scores (henceforth TF-IDF),
TextRank algorighm (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004)
(henceforth TEXTRANK), and KEA system (Wit-
ten et al., 1999) (henceforth KEA). We also com-
pare with a neural state-of-the-art keyphrase ex-
traction model based on sequence tagging (Zhang
et al., 2016) (henceforth SEQ-TAG). In addition,
we take the following state-of-the-art keyphrase
generation models into consideration: seq2seq
model with copy mechanism (Meng et al., 2017)
(henceforth SEQ2SEQ-COPY) and its variation
SEQ2SEQ without copy mechanism, SEQ2SEQ-
CORR (Chen et al., 2018) exploiting keyphrase
correlations, and TG-NET (Chen et al., 2019b)
jointly modeling of titles and descriptions (thereby
only tested on StackExchange).

5 Experimental Results

In the experiment, we first evaluate our perfor-
mance on keyphrase prediction (§5.1). Then, we
study whether jointly learning keyphrase gener-
ation can in turn help produce coherent topics
(§5.2). At last, further discussions (§5.3) are pre-
sented with an ablation study, a case study, and an
analysis for varying text genres.

5.1 Keyphrase Prediction Results
In this section, we examine our performance in
predicting keyphrases for social media. We first
discuss the main comparison results, followed by
a discussion for present and absent keyphrases.

Popular information retrieval metrics macro-
average F1@K and mean average precision
(MAP) are adopted for evaluation. Here for Twit-
ter and Weibo, most posts are tagged with one
keyphrase on average (Table 2), thus F1@1 and
F1@3 are reported. For StackExchange, we report
F1@3 and F1@5, because on average, posts have
2.4 keyphrases. MAP is measured over the top 5
predictions for all three datasets. For keyphrase
matching, we consider keyphases after stemmed
by Porter Stemmer following Meng et al. (2017).

Main Comparison Discussion. Table 3 shows
the main comparison results on our three datasets,
where higher scores indicate better performance.
From all three datasets, we observe:
• Social media keyphrase prediction is chal-

lenging. As can be seen, all simple baselines give
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Model Twitter Weibo StackExchange
F1@1 F1@3 MAP F1@1 F1@3 MAP F1@3 F1@5 MAP

Baselines
MAJORITY 9.36 11.85 15.22 4.16 3.31 5.47 1.79 1.89 1.59
TF-IDF 1.16 1.14 1.89 1.90 1.51 2.46 13.50 12.74 12.61
TEXTRANK 1.73 1.94 1.89 0.18 0.49 0.57 6.03 8.28 4.76
KEA 0.50 0.56 0.50 0.20 0.20 0.20 15.80 15.23 14.25
State of the arts
SEQ-TAG 22.79±0.3 12.27±0.2 22.44±0.3 16.34±0.2 8.99±0.1 16.53±0.3 17.58±1.6 12.82±1.2 19.03±1.3

SEQ2SEQ 34.10±0.5 26.01±0.3 41.11±0.3 28.17±1.7 20.59±0.9 34.19±1.7 22.99±0.3 20.65±0.2 23.95±0.3

SEQ2SEQ-COPY 36.60±1.1 26.79±0.5 43.12±1.2 32.01±0.3 22.69±0.2 38.01±0.1 31.53±0.1 27.41±0.2 33.45±0.1

SEQ2SEQ-CORR 34.97±0.8 26.13±0.4 41.64±0.5 31.64±0.7 22.24±0.5 37.47±0.8 30.89±0.3 26.97±0.2 32.87±0.6

TG-NET - - - - - - 32.02±0.3 27.84±0.3 34.05±0.4

Our model 38.49±0.3 27.84±0.0 45.12±0.2 34.99±0.3 24.42±0.2 41.29±0.4 33.41±0.2 29.16±0.1 35.52±0.1

Table 3: Main comparison results displayed with average scores (in %) and their standard deviations over the
results with 5 sets of random initialization seeds. Boldface scores in each column indicate the best results. Our
model significantly outperforms all comparisons on all three datasets (p < 0.05, paired t-test).

poor performance. This indicates that predicting
keyphrases for social media language is a chal-
lenging task. It is impossible to rely on simple
statistics or rules to yield good results.
• Seq2seq-based keyphrase generation models

are effective. Compared to the extractive base-
lines and SEQ-TAG, seq2seq-based models per-
form much better. It is because social media’s
informal language style results in a large amount
of absent keyphrases (Table 2), which is impossi-
ble for extractive methods to make correct predic-
tions. We also find SEQ2SEQ-COPY better than
SEQ2SEQ, suggesting the effectiveness to com-
bine source word extraction with word generation
when predicting keyphrases.
• Latent topics are consistently helpful for in-

dicating keyphrases. It is observed that our model
achieves the best results, significantly outperform-
ing all comparisons by a large margin. This
shows the usefulness of leveraging latent topics
in keyphrase prediction. Interestingly, compared
with StackExchange, we achieve larger improve-
ments for Twitter and Weibo, both exhibiting more
informal nature and prominent word order misuse.
For such text genres, latent topics, learned under
BoW assumption, are more helpful.

Also, the following interesting points can be ob-
served by comparing results across datasets:
• Keyphrase generation is more challeng-

ing for StackExchange. When MAP scores of
seq2seq-based methods are compared over the
three datasets, we find that the scores on Stack-
Exchange are generally lower. It is probably at-
tributed to the data characteristics of more diverse
keyphrases and larger target vocabulary (Table 2).

• Twitter and Weibo data is noisier. We no-
tice that TF-IDF, TEXTRANK, and KEA per-
form much worse than MAJORITY, while the op-
posite is observed on StackExchange. It is because
Twitter and Weibo, as microblogs, contain shorter
posts (Table 2) and exhibit more informal lan-
guage styles. In general, models relying on simple
word statistics would suffer from such noisy data.
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Figure 2: The prediction results for present (on the
top) and absent keyphrases (on the bottom, R@5: re-
call@5). For present cases, from left to right shows
the results of SEQ-TAG, SEQ2SEQ, SEQ2SEQ-COPY,
SEQ2SEQ-CORR, TG-NET (only for StackExchange),
and our model. For absent cases, models (except SEQ-
TAG) are shown in the same order.

Present and Absent Keyphrase Prediction.
We further discuss how our model performs in
producing present and absent keyphrases. The
comparison results with all neural-based models
are shown in Figure 2. Here F1@1 is adopted
for evaluating the prediction of present keyphrases
and recall@5 for absent keyphrases.
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Datasets Twitter StackExchange
LDA 41.12 35.13
BTM 43.12 43.52
NTM 43.82 43.04
Our model 46.28 45.12

Table 4: CV topic coherence score comparison on our
two English datasets. Higher scores indicate better co-
herence. Our model produces the best scores.

The results indicate that our model consistently
outperforms comparison models in predicting ei-
ther absent or present keyphrases. Also, interest-
ingly, copy mechanism seems to somehow sac-
rifice the performance on absent keyphrase gen-
eration for correctly extracting the present ones.
Such side effects, however, are not observed on
our model. It is probably attributed to our ability
to associate posts with corpus-level topics, hence
enabling absent keywords from other posts to be
“copied”. This observation also demonstrates the
latent topics can help our model to better decide
whether to copy (Eq. 10).

5.2 Latent Topic Analysis

We have shown latent topics useful for social me-
dia keyphrase generation in §5.1. Here we analyze
whether our model can learn meaningful topics.

Coherence Score Comparison. We first evalu-
ate topic coherence with an automatic CV mea-
sure. Here we employ Palmetto toolkit11 (Röder
et al., 2015) on the top 10 words from each la-
tent topic following Zeng et al. (2018). The re-
sults are only reported on English Twitter and
StackExchange because Palmetto does not sup-
port Chinese. For comparisons, we consider LDA
(implemented with a gensim LdaMulticore pack-
age12), BTM13 (Yan et al., 2013) (a state-of-the-
art topic model specifically for short texts), and
NTM (Miao et al., 2017). For LDA and BTM, we
run Gibbs sampling with 1, 000 iterations to en-
sure convergence. From the results in Table 4, we
observe that our model outperforms all the com-
parison topic models by large margins, which im-
plies that jointly exploring keyphrase generation
can in turn help produce coherent topics.

11https://github.com/dice-group/
Palmetto/

12https://pypi.org/project/gensim/
13https://github.com/xiaohuiyan/BTM

Sample Topics. To further evaluate whether our
model can produce coherent topics qualitatively,
we probe into some sample words (Table 5) re-
flecting the topic “super bowl” discovered by var-
ious models from Twitter. As can be seen, there
are mixed non-topic words 14 in LDA’s, BTM’s,
and NTM’s sample topic. Compared with them,
our inferred topic looks more coherent. For exam-
ple, “steeler” and “packer”, names of super bowl
teams, are correctly included into the cluster.

LDA
bowl super quote steeler jan watching
egypt playing glee girl

BTM
bowl super anthem national christina
aguilera fail word brand playing

NTM
super bowl eye protester winning
watch halftime ship sport mena

Our
model

bowl super yellow green packer steeler
nom commercial win winner

Table 5: Top 10 terms for latent topics “super bowl”.
Red and underlined words indicate non-topic words.

5.3 Further Discussions

Ablation Study. We compare the results of our
full model and its four ablated variants to ana-
lyze the relative contributions of topics on dif-
ferent components. The results in Table 6 indi-
cate the competitive effect of topics on decoder
attention and that on hidden states, but combin-
ing them both help our full model achieve the best
performance. We also observe that pre-trained
topics only bring a small boost, indicated by the
close scores yielded by our model (separate train)
and SEQ2SEQ-COPY. This suggests that the joint
training is crucial to better absorb latent topics.

Model Twitter Weibo SE
SEQ2SEQ-COPY 36.60 32.01 31.53
Our model (separate train) 36.75 32.75 31.78
Our model (w/o topic-attn) 37.24 32.42 32.34
Our model (w/o topic-state) 37.44 33.48 31.98
Our full model 38.49 34.99 33.41

Table 6: Comparison results of our ablation models on
three datasets (SE: StackExchange) — separate train:
our model with pre-trained latent topics; w/o topic-attn:
decoder attention without topics (Eq. 7); w/o topic-
state: decoder hidden states without topics (Eq. 5). We
report F1@1 for Twitter and Weibo, F1@3 for Stack-
Exchange. Best results are in bold.

14Non-topic words refer to words that cannot clearly indi-
cate the corresponding topic, including off-topic words more
likely to reflect other topics.
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Case Study. We feed the tweet S in Table 1
into both SEQ2SEQ-COPY and our model. Even-
tually our model correctly predicts the keyphrase
as “super bowl” while SEQ2SEQ-COPY gives a
wrong prediction “team follow back” (posted to
ask other to follow back). To analyze the rea-
son behind, we visualize the attention weights of
two models in Figure 3. It can be seen that both
models highlight the common word “team”, which
frequently appears in “team follow back”-tagged
tweets. By joint modeling of latent topics, our
model additionally emphasizes topic words “yel-
low” and “pants”, which are signals indicating a
super bowl team steeler (also reflected in the 1st

topic) and thus helpful to correctly generate “super
bowl” as its keyphrase. Without such topic guid-
ance, SEQ2SEQ-COPY wrongly predicts a com-
mon but unrelated term “team follow back”.
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Figure 3: Attention visualization for the sample post in
Table 1. Only non-stopwords are selected. The table
below shows the top five words for the 1st topic.

Topic-Aware KG for Other Text Genres. We
have shown the effectiveness of latent topics on
social media keyphrase generation. To examine
how they affect in identifying keyphrases for well-
edited language, we also experiment on the tra-
ditional scientific article datasets (Meng et al.,
2017), but limited improvements are observed.
Latent topics can better help keyphrase genera-
tion on social media, probably because there are
larger proportion of keyphrases with absent words
(Figure 4), where latent topics can cluster relevant
posts and enrich the source contexts. Another pos-
sible reason lies in that social media language ex-
hibits prominent arbitrary word orders. Thus la-
tent topics, learned under BoW assumption, can
better provide useful auxiliary features.
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Figure 4: Proportion of absent n-gram keyphrases (n:
1, 2, 3, > 3). The dashed lines with ‘*’ marks: the five
scientific article datasets used in Meng et al. (2017).

6 Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented a novel social media keyphrase
generation model that allows the joint learning of
latent topic representations. Experimental results
on three newly constructed social media datasets
show that our model significantly outperforms
state-of-the-art methods in keyphrase prediction,
meanwhile produces more coherent topics. Fur-
ther analysis interprets our superiority to discover
key information from noisy social media data.

In the future, we will explore how to explic-
itly leverage the topic-word distribution to further
improve the performance. Also, our topic-aware
neural keyphrase generation model can be investi-
gated in a broader range of text generation tasks.
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Abstract

The availability of large-scale online so-
cial data, coupled with computational meth-
ods, can help us answer fundamental ques-
tions relating to our social lives, particularly
our health and well-being. The #MeToo trend
has led to people talking about personal expe-
riences of harassment more openly. This work
attempts to aggregate such experiences of sex-
ual abuse to facilitate a better understanding
of social media constructs and to bring about
social change. It has been found that disclo-
sure of abuse has positive psychological im-
pacts. Hence, we contend that such informa-
tion can be leveraged to create better cam-
paigns for social change by analyzing how
users react to these stories and can be used to
obtain a better insight into the consequences
of sexual abuse. We use a three-part Twitter-
Specific Social Media Language Model to seg-
regate personal recollections of sexual harass-
ment from Twitter posts. An extensive com-
parison with state-of-the-art generic and spe-
cific models along with a detailed error analy-
sis explores the merit of our proposed model.

1 Introduction

Global estimates indicate that about 1 in 3 women
worldwide has experienced either physical and/or
sexual intimate partner violence or non-partner
sexual violence in their lifetime 1. The hashtag
#MeToo has been prevalent on Twitter as a cam-
paign centered around sharing stories of sexual ha-
rassment in the act of solidarity with other victims
and spreading awareness of a widespread and en-
demic issue. With vast amounts of people sharing
their recollections of sexual harassment on the In-
ternet, it is important that we make scientific use

* denotes equal contribution.
1https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-

sheets/detail/violence-against-women

of this data to increase awareness and enable real-
world change. Manually sorting and comprehend-
ing the information shared in these stories is an ar-
duous task. Hence our work can serve as the miss-
ing link between online activism and real change.

Health information seeking and sharing prac-
tices online have been known in helping people
cope with mental health problems (De Choud-
hury and De, 2014). Studies have shown that on-
line forums and support groups provide a con-
ducive environment allowing people to get con-
nected with others who share similar stories, thus
act as a path to obtaining help and advice around
mental health problems (Eysenbach et al., 2004).
Moreover, self-disclosure is therapeutic for men-
tal health communities (Johnson and Ambrose,
2006).

Our study proposes a Twitter-Specific Social
Media Language Model for the aggregation of
tweets containing personal stories of sexual ha-
rassment. Manikonda et al. (2018) have carried
out a preliminary analysis of the user engagement,
discussion topics, word connotations, and senti-
ment concerning the #metoo movement. Andalibi
et al. (2016) have explored anonymity and support
seeking during the #metoo movement. However,
very few studies have attempted to separate texts
containing discussions about sexual harassment
from texts containing personal stories of sexual
harassment experiences. Efforts have been made
to aggregate domestic abuse stories from Reddit
by Schrading et al. (2015). Karlekar and Bansal
(2018a) have attempted to categorize personal sto-
ries into categories like ogling, commenting, grop-
ing. Our study aims to help this body of research
grow by automating the process of collection of
tweets containing recollections of sexual harass-
ment.
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1.1 Clinical Perspective

Prior research in psychology has demonstrated the
importance of social support in combating depres-
sion (George et al., 1989). It is argued that so-
cial intimacy, social integration, nature of social
networks as well as the individual perception of
being supported by others are important and es-
sential to quick recovery from mental health prob-
lems (Caplan and Turner, 2007). The internet is
increasingly used for seeking and sharing health
information online, and such activity is known to
have connections to health-related behaviors ((Sil-
lence et al., 2007); (Liu et al., 2013)). Online sup-
port groups are popular sources of information and
support for many internet users (White and Dor-
man, 2001). These forums tend to be very dif-
ferent from similar offline groups; for instance,
people are likely to discuss problems that they do
not feel comfortable discussing in person (John-
son and Ambrose, 2006). Moreover, such on-
line health communities are known to foster well-
being, a sense of control, self confidence, social
interactions, and improved feelings.

In the context of mental health in particular,
Moreno et al. (2011) demonstrated that status up-
dates on Facebook could reveal symptoms of ma-
jor depressive episodes, while Park et al. (2013)
found differences in the perception of Twitter use
between depressed and non-depressed users: the
former found value in Twitter due to the ability to
garner social awareness and engage in emotional
interaction.

We have presented, to the best of our knowl-
edge, the first comprehensive dataset and method-
ology for detection of personal stories of sex-
ual harassment on Twitter. We carry out exten-
sive comparisons of our proposed Medium Spe-
cific Social Media Language Model with respect
to baselines. Our work may provide a wealth of
resources to clinicians, health practitioners, care-
givers, and policy makers to identify communities
at risk.

2 Related Work

Natural language processing (NLP) techniques
can be used to make inferences about peoples
mental states from what they write on Facebook,
Twitter, and other social media. These inferences
can then be used to create online pathways to di-
rect people to health information and assistance
and also to generate personalized interventions.

Regrettably, the computational methods used to
collect, process, and utilize online writing data, as
well as the evaluations of these techniques, are still
dispersed in the literature. Wekerle et al. (2018)
have shown that Twitter is being used for increas-
ing research on sexual violence. Using social me-
dia could support at-risk youth, professionals, and
academics given the many strengths of employ-
ing such a knowledge mobilization tool. Sawhney
et al. (2018) have worked on the detection of posts
containing suicidal ideation on Twitter. Social me-
dia use is free, easy to implement, available to dif-
ficult to access populations (e.g., victims of sex-
ual violence), and can reduce the gap between re-
search and practice. Bogen et al. (2018) discusses
the social reactions to disclosures of sexual vic-
timization on Twitter. This work suggests that on-
line forums may offer a unique context for disclos-
ing violence and receiving support. Khatua et al.
(2018) have explored deep learning techniques to
classify tweets of sexual violence, but have not
specifically focused on building a robust system
that can detect recollections of personal stories of
abuse.

Schrading et al. (2015) created the Reddit Do-
mestic Abuse Dataset, to facilitate classification
of domestic abuse stories using a combination of
SVM and N-grams. Karlekar and Bansal (2018b)
improved upon this by using CNN-LSTMs, due
to the complementary strengths of both these ar-
chitectures. Reddit allows lengthy submissions,
unlike Twitter, and therefore the use of standard
English is more common. This allows natural lan-
guage processing tools trained on standard English
to function better. Our method explores the merits
of using a Twitter-Specific Language Model which
can counter the shortcomings of using pre-trained
word embeddings derived from other tasks, on a
medium like Twitter where the language is infor-
mal, and the grammar is often ambiguous.

A growing body of work has demonstrated that
social media is an increasingly adopted platform
allowing users to communicate around a variety
of health concerns ((Paul and Dredze, 2011); (An-
dalibi et al., 2016)). Newman et al. (2011) in-
terviewed people with significant health concerns
who participated in both OHCs and Facebook. Oh
et al. (2013) examined peoples use of Facebook
for health purposes and showed that emotional
support was a significant predictor of health self-
efficacy. Manikonda et al. (2018) try to investi-
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gate social media posts discussing sexual abuse by
analyzing factors such as linguistic themes, social
engagement, and emotional attributes. Their work
proves that Twitter is an effective source for hu-
man behavior analysis, based on several linguistic
markers. Andalibi et al. (2016) attempt to charac-
terize abuse related disclosures into different cate-
gories, based on different themes, like gender, sup-
port seeking nature etc. Our study aims to bridge
the gap between gathering information and ana-
lyzing social media disclosures of sexual abuse.
Our approach suggests that the language used on
Twitter can be treated as a separate language con-
struct, with its own rules and restrictions that need
to be addressed to capture subtle nuances and un-
derstand the context better.

3 The Sexual Harassment Recollection
(SHR) Dataset

3.1 Data Collection

One of the foremost challenges with detecting per-
sonal recollections of sexual harassment is the
lack of availability of a public dataset due to pri-
vacy and anonymity concerns borne out of social
stigma associated with sexual harassment. Mo-
tivated by the need to create a fresh dataset, a
corpus of words and phrases were developed us-
ing anonymized data from known Sexual Harass-
ment forums. Between November 2016 and De-
cember 2018, these forums were scraped for the
user posts and human annotators were asked to
identify if these posts were related to sexual ha-
rassment. In addition to this, user posts (contain-
ing tags of sexual abuse) from the micro-blogging
websites Reddit were collected and added to this
collection. These were subsequently human anno-
tated based on them containing personal recollec-
tions of sexual harassment or not. Then, Term Fre-
quency/Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF)
method was applied to this set of manually an-
notated texts to identify terms which frequently
appear in the texts belonging to the Recollection
class and less frequently in the Non-Recollection
class. These terms play a role in differentiating
between the two classes. Finally, manual anno-
tators were asked to remove any terms from this
list, which were not based on sexual harassment
as well as duplicate terms. This gave a final lex-
icon of 70 terms consisting of but not limited to
the phrases/words of Table 1. The public Stream-
ing API offered by Twitter allows programmatic

was assaulted molested me
raped me touched me
groped I was stalked
forced me #WhyIStayed
#WhenIwas #NotOkay
abusive relationship
drugged underage
inappropriate followed
boyfriend workplace
#sexualharassment #notallmen
#mentoo #timesup
#womensreality #EverydaySexism

Table 1: Words/Phrases linked with Sexual Harass-
ment

collection of tweets as they occur, filtered by spe-
cific criteria. Using the same, anonymized data
was collected from Twitter.

The tweets retrieved from Twitter using the API
contain extraneous information. It can be associ-
ated with a URL, user mention, media files(image,
audio, and video), timestamp, number of retweets.
For the tasks in this paper, the text from each
tweet was extracted while the rest of the infor-
mation about the tweet was discarded. Although
the tweets were collected from the ’stream’ based
on sexual harassment earlier developed, the ex-
act sentiment of the tweets was unknown. Tweets
about sexual harassment could be related to other
things as well. Eg. Sexual harassment awareness
campaign and prevention, a news report, sarcasm
etc. This made a manual annotation of the dataset
imperative for better accuracy.

3.2 Data Annotation

The final dataset consisting of 5119 text sentences
from different tweets was then, manually anno-
tated by two humans, one, a student of gender
studies, the other, a student of clinical psychology
and an outside annotator (a teacher of gender stud-
ies and a non activist feminist) who helped the an-
notators with conflicts, reviewing our annotations
to mitigate bias and confusions. Tweets annotated
as Recollection are labeled as 1 and the rest of the
tweets are labeled 0.

To reliably identify disclosure, we clearly define
a tweet to be labeled as Recollection if it explicitly
mentions a personal recollection of sexual harass-
ment; e.g. I was molested by ex-boyfriend. Sexual
Harassment in our case entails a broader definition
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of this term, which includes sexual abuse, sexual
assault, rape and sexual harassment. The remain-
ing tweets not marked as Recollection belonged to
one of the following categories:

• Awareness related tweets; e.g. Do you know
what the consequences of domestic violence
include? Learn more here ¡url¿ #feminism
#meToo

• Flippant references; e.g. Dude, I can’t play
Fortnite! I got raped there, haha meToo

• News reports and incidents; e.g. In an ex-
clusive interview with BBC Asian Network,
bollywood superstar @iamsrk speaks about
the #meToo movement, film censorship and
#Brexit.

• Tweets describing other’s experiences; e.g.
My best friend was sexually assaulted.
#meToo #assault

• Tweets using #meToo in a different context;
e.g. Yumm! I’m starving for spring rolls too
#meToo #chinese

• Other remaining tweets; e.g., So the #meToo
movement doesn’t apply to democrats? Oh
ok, got it., Exploiting the #meToo movement
for political gain? Not cool.

Finally, after an agreement between the anno-
tators (using majority decision to label the mixed
cases), 1126 tweets in the dataset (22% of the
dataset) were annotated as Recollection with an
average value of Cohen Kappas inter-annotator
agreement κ = 0.83, while the rest fell into the
category of Discussion. Our dataset will be made
publicly available, following the guidelines men-
tioned in Section 7 to facilitate further research
and analysis on this very pertinent issue 2.

3.3 Preprocessing
The following preprocessing steps were taken as a
part of noise reduction:

• Extra white spaces, newlines, and special
characters were removed from the sentences.

• Stopwords corpus was taken from NLTK
and was used to eliminate words which pro-
vide little to no information about individual
tweets (Loper and Bird, 2002).

2github.com/arijit1410/ACL2019-YouToo

• URLs, screen names(username), hashtags(#),
digits(0-9), and all Non-English words were
removed from the dataset 3

4 The Social Media Language Model
(SMLM)

Our work considers deep learning techniques
for the detection of social media disclosures of
sexual harassment. The majority of methods
used to study NLP problems employing shallow
machine learning models and time-consuming,
hand-crafted features suffer from dimensional-
ity problems since linguistic information is usu-
ally represented with sparse representations (high-
dimensional features). (Khatua et al., 2018). Bag-
of-words approaches tend to have high recall but
lead to high rates of false positives because lexical
detection methods classify all messages contain-
ing particular terms only.

CNNs also have been able to generate state of
the art results in text classification because of their
ability to extract features from word embeddings
(Kim, 2014). Recent approaches that concatenate
embeddings derived from other tasks with the in-
put at different layers (Maas et al. (2011)) still
train from scratch and treat pre-trained embed-
dings as fixed parameters, limiting their useful-
ness.

A language model that possesses universal
properties could be useful in cases where there is
a lack of annotated datasets or language resources,
which is prevalent in NLP research. We propose
a three-part Classification method, based on the
Universal Language Model Fine-tuning (ULM-
FiT) architecture, introduced by (Howard and
Ruder, 2018) that enables robust inductive transfer
learning for any NLP task, akin to fine-tuning Im-
ageNet models: We use the 3-layer AWD-LSTM
architecture proposed by Merity et al. (2017) using
the same hyperparameters and no additions other
than tuned dropout hyperparameters. Dropouts
have been successful in feed-forward and convolu-
tional neural networks, but applying dropouts sim-
ilarly to an RNNs hidden state is ineffective as it
disrupts the RNNs ability to retain long-term de-
pendencies, and may cause overfitting. Our pro-
posed method makes use of DropConnect (Mer-
ity et al., 2017), in which, instead of activations,
a randomly selected subset of weights within the

3https://abiword.github.io/enchant/
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Text Label
# WhenIWas 15 I was molested by my best friend 1
I was sexually assaulted by my step brother in 2009. 1
At 8 years old, an aldult family member sexually assaulted me. 1
I was 7 the first time I was sexually assaulted. 1
I was sexually assaulted by at least 3 different babysitters by the time I was 6 years old. 1
#Me too campaign stop sexual harassment and sexual assault. 0
Trying to silence sexual assault victims is another one. The list goes on and on 0
Then call for people that cover up sexual assault like Jim Jordan to resign??? 0
sexual assault on public transport is real 0
agreed! metoo is not just exclusively for women! 0

Table 2: Example tweets from the annotated dataset

Figure 1: The Social Media Language Model Overview

network is set to zero. Each unit thus receives
input from a random subset of units in the previ-
ous layer. By performing dropout on the hidden-
to-hidden weight matrices, overfitting can be pre-
vented on the recurrent connections of the LSTM.

4.1 Classification

The Language Model (LM) is trained from a large
corpus of unlabeled data. In this case a pretrained
Wikipedia Language Model was used. This Lan-
guage Model is then used as the basis to train
a Twitter Model (TM) from unlabeled data that
matches the desired medium of the task (e.g. fo-
rum posts, newspaper articles or tweets). In our
study the weights of the pre-trained Language
Model are slowly retrained on a subset of the
Twitter Sentiment140 dataset 4. This augmented
vocabulary improves the model’s domain under-
standing of Tweet syntax and semantics. Finally,
a binary classifier is trained on top of the Twitter
Model from a labeled dataset. This approach facil-
itates the reuse of pre-trained models for the lower
layers.

4https://www.kaggle.com/kazanova/sentiment140

5 Experiment Setup

5.1 Baselines

In order to make a fair comparison between all the
models mentioned above, the experiments are con-
ducted with respect to certain baselines.

Schrading et al. (2015) proposed the Domestic
Abuse Disclosure (DAD) Model using the 1, 2,
and 3-grams in the text, the predicates, and the se-
mantic role labels as features, including TF-IDF
and Bag of Words.

Andalibi et al. (2016) used a Self-Disclosure
Analysis (SDA) Logistic Regression model with
added features like TF-IDF and Char-N-grams, to
characterize abuse-related disclosures by analyz-
ing word occurrences in the texts.

In the experiments, we also evaluate and com-
pare our model with several widely used base-
line methods including: RNN (Liu et al., 2016),
LSTM/Bi-LSTM (Merity et al., 2017), CNN
(Kim, 2014), Character-Level Convolutional Net-
work (CL-CNN) (Zhang et al., 2015), fastText
(Joulin et al., 2017), Hierarchical Attention Net-
works (HATT) (Yang et al., 2016), and an Atten-
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Architecture Accuracy Precision Recall F1
DAD Model 0.91 0.90 0.91 0.90
SDA Model 0.90 0.87 0.90 0.88
Word-CNN 0.92 0.68 0.95 0.79
LSTM 0.92 0.70 0.98 0.81
RNN 0.93 0.86 0.95 0.90
CL-CNN 0.92 0.70 0.91 0.79
fastText-BOT 0.87 0.70 0.80 0.74
HATT 0.93 0.93 0.95 0.93
Bi-LSTM 0.93 0.86 0.98 0.91
RCNN 0.90 0.86 0.90 0.87
CNN-LSTM 0.94 0.93 0.94 0.94
Attentional Bi-LSTM 0.93 0.90 0.98 0.93
A-CNN-LSTM 0.94 0.92 0.98 0.94
openAI-Transformer 0.95 0.94 0.96 0.94
SMLM 0.96 0.95 0.97 0.96

Table 3: Performance Comparisons on the SHR Dataset

Task (Twitter) Architecture Accuracy Precision Recall F1
Ours SMLM + No Augmented Vocab 0.92 0.86 0.95 0.90
Ours SMLM + Augmented Vocab 0.96 0.95 0.97 0.96
Stance Detection SMLM + No Augmented Vocab 0.52 0.52 0.54 0.51
Stance Detection SMLM + Augmented Vocab 0.67 0.66 0.63 0.64
Hate Speech SMLM + No Augmented Vocab 0.90 0.90 0.91 0.90
Hate Speech SMLM + Augmented Vocab 0.93 0.93 0.94 0.93

Table 4: Variation in performance with the inclusion of augmented vocabulary on Twitter Datasets

tion Based CNN-LSTM (A-CNN-LSTM) (Yuan
et al., 2018). The Transformer based Language
Model (Vaswani et al. (2017) ; Ritter et al. (2010))
was used to compare the performance of Language
Model based architectures.

For RNN and LSTM, pre-trained Glove word
embeddings which were trained on 2 billion tweets
are used as features for classification. ReLU acti-
vation function (Nair and Hinton, 2010) was used
for the CNN layers in the CNN-LSTM Models. A
dropout probability of 0.2 was used. The batch
size was chosen to be 64, and a total number of
epochs were 25. The Adam optimizer was used for
all the models (Kingma and Ba, 2014) along with
a learning rate of 0.001. A small subset (10%) of
the dataset is held back for testing on unseen data.

5.2 SMLM Architectures and Parameters

Our method uses the Weight Dropped AWD-
LSTM architecture (Merity et al., 2017). Embed-
ding size is 400, the number of hidden activations
per layer is 1150, and the number of layers used

is 3. Two linear blocks with batch normalization
and dropout have been added to the model, with
rectified linear unit activations for the intermedi-
ate layer and a softmax activation at the last layer.

The models use different configurations for
back-propagation through time (BPTT), learning
rate (LR), weight decay (WD), dropouts, cyclical
learning rates (CLR) (Smith (2017)) and slanted
triangular learning rates (STLR) (Howard and
Ruder (2018)). Additionally, gradient clipping
(Pascanu et al. (2013) has been applied to some
of the models. The RNN hidden-to-hidden matrix
uses a weight dropout for all the models. We train
the models for 15 epochs.

For the CLR the four parameters are maxi-
mum to minimum learning rate divisor, cooldown
percentage, maximum momentum, and minimum
momentum in that order. For the STLR, the pa-
rameters are maximum to minimum learning rate
divisor and cut fract. Cut fract is the fraction of
iterations we increase the LR. The dropout used
by Howard and Ruder (2018) are ( Input Layer→
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0.25, General Layer→ 0.1, LSTM Internal→ 0.2,
Embedding Layer → 0.02, Between LSTM Lay-
ers→ 0.15 ).

• Language Model (LM) - Batch Size → 32,
BPTT → 70, Gradient Clipping → (0.4,
0.12), STLR ratio → 32 ,cut fract → 0.1,
CLR→ (10, 10, 0.95, 0.85). Weight Dropout
→ 0.5. The Adam optimizer has been used.

• Twitter Model (TM) - Batch Size → 32,
BPTT → 70, Weight Decay → 0.0000001.
The model is gradually unfrozen (Howard
and Ruder (2018)) by unfreezing the last
layer first and then unfreezing all subsequent
layers. STLR ratio → 32 and a cut fract →
0.5 were used after the last layer was un-
frozen, and an STLR ratio → 20 and a cut
fract → 0.1 was used when all layers were
unfrozen.

• Recollection Model (RM) - Learning Rate
→ 0.3, Batch Size → 52, BPTT → 70,
Weight Decay→ 0.0000001, Cyclical Learn-
ing Rates → (10, 10, 0.98, 0.85) are used.
The model is gradually unfrozen layer by
layer with the same hyper-parameters applied
to each layer. The Howard dropouts are ap-
plied with a multiplier of 1.8 and no gradient
clipping is applied. The Adam optimizer is
used.

5.3 Further Exploration

The Twitter Model(TM) in our proposed method
enables fine-tuning of the language model on a
large corpus of domain-specific data. To validate
that the model is generic, and to show that the ad-
dition of an augmented vocabulary boosts the per-
formance of classifiers across other tasks as well,
where the training dataset is relatively small, we
compare the performance of the SMLM on sev-
eral publicly available small datasets, with and
without the extended vocabulary. The Political
Stance Detection Dataset (SemEval-2016 Task 6)
uses a small dataset of 4163 tweets for classifica-
tion 5. The labeled data provided consists of a tar-
get topic, a Tweet that pertains to it, and stance of
the Tweet towards the target. The data is already
split into a training set (containing 2,914 Tweets)
and a test set (containing 1,249 Tweets). We also
test the SMLM model on the Twitter Hate-Speech

5http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2016/task6/

dataset created by Davidson et al. (2017) 6. The
tweets are labelled as hate-speech, offensive and
neutral. We augment the language model with the
same subset of 100,000 tweets that we have used
for the SMLM model.

6 Results and Analysis

6.1 Performance
Table 3 describes the performance of the base-
line classifiers as well as the deep learning models
based on four evaluation metrics.

The Social Media Language Model outperforms
all baseline models, including RNNs, LSTMs,
CNNs, and the linear DAD and SDA models.
The A-CNN-LSTM and the Hierarchical Atten-
tion Model has a high recall due to its ability to
better capture long term dependencies. The atten-
tion mechanism allows the model to retain some
important hidden information when the sentences
are quite long. CL-CNNs may generate unusual
words as they would suffer from a higher perplex-
ity due to the nature of prediction (character-by-
character). Also, longer training time can lead to
vanishing gradients. The fastText model is able
to generate embeddings quicker but performs sim-
ilarly to the CL-CNN model. The AWD-LSTM
architecture used in the Social Media Language
Model is able to avoid catastrophic forgetting. The
main benefit, however of the ULMFit based So-
cial Media Language Model is that it can perform
classifier re-training with a very limited amount
of data. The openAI-Transformer model comes a
close second in terms of performance.

6.2 Generic Nature of the SMLM Model
Results show that augmenting the training data
with additional domain-specific data (i.e., Tweets)
helps to obtain better F1-scores for the segrega-
tion of tweets containing instances of personal ex-
periences of sexual harassment. Table 4 shows
that addition of this augmented vocabulary can
be extended to other tasks on twitter also, with
limited training data, implying that our proposed
model has the potential to be generic across other
medium specific tasks as well.

We make the following observations.

• Our fine-tuned language model can general-
ize to the unstructured and messy language
syntax of Tweets.

6https://data.world/crowdflower/hate-speech-
identification
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• The SMLM model can achieve an improved
F1 score with minimal task-specific cus-
tomization for each model and with limited
computing resources.

6.3 Error Analysis

An analysis has been done to show which texts
lead to erroneous and a possible explanation of
why that might have been the case (Table 5). L
is the correct label, and M is label predicted by
the SMLM model.

• T1: This text has a flippant tone. However,
the system cannot pickup this nuance because
it does not understand the casual nature of the
discussion and the misplaced use of the term
”rape”.

• T2: Here, someone is referring to another
person’s recollection. However, this text
contains all the linguistic markers associated
with assault disclosure.

• T3: Here, readers can pick up the context of
this being a probable recollection of sexual
harassment by a teacher when the author was
12. The system cannot pickup the context,
the same way a human can, based on previous
trends in other tweets.

• T4: The system cannot pickup the meaning
of the word ”metoo survivor”. A human can
associate the term ”survivor” with ”metoo” if
they have context from other tweets in which
people talk about they have survived sexual
abuse and harassment.

• T5 The current training dataset lacks in terms
of a broad range of phrases that can imply
sexual harassment.

• T6: The sentence, although in the first per-
son, refers to someone else’s experience.

• T7- In this case, the user assumes that a ma-
jority of the readers will be able to gather
context from the amount of information pro-
vided. However, the system is unable to pick
up this nuance because of lack of information
about current events. Specifically, the system
does not have prior information on who Dr.
Ford is.

7 Ethical considerations and limitations

Research with sexual assault victim-survivors can
present heightened ethical challenges. This means
that research on this topic must be handled with
particular skill, care and respect. We address the
following limitations :

• Confidentiality: Individual consent from
users was not sought as the data was publicly
available and attempts to contact the author
for research participation could be deemed
coercive and may change user behavior.

For instance, some victims may be deterred
from coming forward if they knew they are
being ”tracked” by algorithms.

• Justice: The exhaustive nature of training
data introduces bias in terms of how repre-
sentative the dataset and hence the trained
model is of an underlying community. While
it’s not possible to capture all demographics,
we try to maximize our coverage by building
our dataset in two phases by first developing
a lexicon from various microblogging sites.

Any potential benefits of a project should
be balanced carefully against the potential to
cause harm. If bias is present, the benefits of
the research are not shared across the com-
munity.

• Potential Misrepresentation: Although our
work attempts to analyze aspects of users’
nuanced and complex experiences, we ac-
knowledge the limitations and potential mis-
representations that can occur when re-
searchers analyze social media data, partic-
ularly data from a vulnerable population or
group to which the researchers do not explic-
itly belong. Further note that by no means
the goal of this research is to claim that our
coding is accurate, we only attempt to study
whether it is possible to categorize tweets in
this way.

Particular care was taken to ensure all mem-
bers of the research team have been exten-
sively trained in undertaking research sensi-
tively, and are aware of relevant ethical is-
sues.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we proposed a Social Media Lan-
guage Model, a three part ULMFiT architecture,
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Id Tweet L M
T1 ”Dude, I can’t play Fortnite! I got raped there, haha meToo” 0 1
T2 ”I was followed and harassed by two guys on my way back home last

night.” This is what my friend had to say after spending one day in
Baja.

0 1

T3 ”He was my teacher and I was 12. #metoo” 1 0
T4 ”I too am a metoo survivor” 1 0
T5 ”I was walking home and I saw in broad daylight a man walking to-

wards me furiously rubbing his privates looking at me”.
1 0

T6 ”senatorcollins i beg you for my 12 year old daughter who was sexu-
ally assaulted by her teacher please do not vote yes on kavanaugh”.

0 1

T7 ”I believe Dr Ford because the same thing happened to me” 1 0

Table 5: Error Analysis

for the task of analyzing disclosures of sexual ha-
rassment on social media. On a manually anno-
tated real-world dataset, created in two steps to
capture a large demographic, our systems could
often achieve significant performance improve-
ments over systems that rely on handcrafted and
textual features and generic deep learning based
systems. An extensive comparison shows the
merit of using Medium-Specific Language Models
based on an AWD-LSTM architecture, along with
an augmented vocabulary which is capable of rep-
resenting deep linguistic subtleties in text that pose
challenges to the complex task of detecting sexual
harassment disclosure. We also hope this study en-
ables further research in terms of how people seek
support online on sexual harassment and mental
health-related problems. Our future agenda in-
cludes exploring the applicability of our analysis
and system for identifying patterns and potential
prevention. We also plan to use this model to solve
other downstream medium-specific tasks pertain-
ing to mental health and welfare.
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Abstract

Hashtags are often employed on social me-
dia and beyond to add metadata to a tex-
tual utterance with the goal of increasing dis-
coverability, aiding search, or providing addi-
tional semantics. However, the semantic con-
tent of hashtags is not straightforward to infer
as these represent ad-hoc conventions which
frequently include multiple words joined to-
gether and can include abbreviations and un-
orthodox spellings. We build a dataset of
12,594 hashtags split into individual segments
and propose a set of approaches for hash-
tag segmentation by framing it as a pairwise
ranking problem between candidate segmen-
tations.1 Our novel neural approaches demon-
strate 24.6% error reduction in hashtag seg-
mentation accuracy compared to the current
state-of-the-art method. Finally, we demon-
strate that a deeper understanding of hash-
tag semantics obtained through segmentation
is useful for downstream applications such as
sentiment analysis, for which we achieved a
2.6% increase in average recall on the Se-
mEval 2017 sentiment analysis dataset.

1 Introduction

A hashtag is a keyphrase represented as a sequence
of alphanumeric characters plus underscore, pre-
ceded by the # symbol. Hashtags play a cen-
tral role in online communication by providing a
tool to categorize the millions of posts generated
daily on Twitter, Instagram, etc. They are useful
in search, tracking content about a certain topic
(Berardi et al., 2011; Ozdikis et al., 2012), or dis-
covering emerging trends (Sampson et al., 2016).

Hashtags often carry very important informa-
tion, such as emotion (Abdul-Mageed and Ungar,

1Our toolkit along with the code and data are pub-
licly available at https://github.com/mounicam/
hashtag_master

Type Single-token Multi-token
Named-entity (33.0%) #lionhead #toyotaprius
Events (14.8%) #oscars #ipv6summit
Standard (43.6%) #snowfall #epicfall
Non-standard (11.2%) #sayin #iloveu4eva

Table 1: Examples of single- (47.1%) and multi-word
hashtags (52.9%) and their categorizations based on a
sample of our data.

2017), sentiment (Mohammad et al., 2013), sar-
casm (Bamman and Smith, 2015), and named en-
tities (Finin et al., 2010; Ritter et al., 2011). How-
ever, inferring the semantics of hashtags is non-
trivial since many hashtags contain multiple to-
kens joined together, which frequently leads to
multiple potential interpretations (e.g., lion head
vs. lionhead). Table 1 shows several exam-
ples of single- and multi-token hashtags. While
most hashtags represent a mix of standard to-
kens, named entities and event names are preva-
lent and pose challenges to both human and auto-
matic comprehension, as these are more likely to
be rare tokens. Hashtags also tend to be shorter
to allow fast typing, to attract attention or to sat-
isfy length limitations imposed by some social me-
dia platforms. Thus, they tend to contain a large
number of abbreviations or non-standard spelling
variations (e.g., #iloveu4eva) (Han and Baldwin,
2011; Eisenstein, 2013), which hinders their un-
derstanding.

The goal of our study is to build efficient meth-
ods for automatically splitting a hashtag into a
meaningful word sequence. Our contributions are:
• A larger and better curated dataset for this task;
• Framing the problem as pairwise ranking using

novel neural approaches, in contrast to previous
work which ignored the relative order of candi-
date segmentations;
• A multi-task learning method that uses differ-

ent sets of features to handle different types of
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hashtags;
• Experiments demonstrating that hashtag seg-

mentation improves sentiment analysis on a
benchmark dataset.

Our new dataset includes segmentation for
12,594 unique hashtags and their associated tweets
annotated in a multi-step process for higher qual-
ity than the previous dataset of 1,108 hash-
tags (Bansal et al., 2015). We frame the segmenta-
tion task as a pairwise ranking problem, given a set
of candidate segmentations. We build several neu-
ral architectures using this problem formulation
which use corpus-based, linguistic and thesaurus
based features. We further propose a multi-task
learning approach which jointly learns segment
ranking and single- vs. multi-token hashtag clas-
sification. The latter leads to an error reduction
of 24.6% over the current state-of-the-art. Finally,
we demonstrate the utility of our method by us-
ing hashtag segmentation in the downstream task
of sentiment analysis. Feeding the automatically
segmented hashtags to a state-of-the-art sentiment
analysis method on the SemEval 2017 benchmark
dataset results in a 2.6% increase in the official
metric for the task.

2 Background and Preliminaries

Current approaches for hashtag segmentation can
be broadly divided into three categories: (a) gaze-
teer and rule based (Maynard and Greenwood,
2014; Declerck and Lendvai, 2015; Billal et al.,
2016), (b) word boundary detection (Çelebi and
Özgür, 2017, 2016), and (c) ranking with lan-
guage model and other features (Wang et al., 2011;
Bansal et al., 2015; Berardi et al., 2011; Reuter
et al., 2016; Simeon et al., 2016). Hashtag seg-
mentation approaches draw upon work on com-
pound splitting for languages such as German or
Finnish (Koehn and Knight, 2003) and word seg-
mentation (Peng and Schuurmans, 2001) for lan-
guages with no spaces between words such as Chi-
nese (Sproat and Shih, 1990; Xue and Shen, 2003).
Similar to our work, Bansal et al. (2015) extract
an initial set of candidate segmentations using a
sliding window, then rerank them using a linear
regression model trained on lexical, bigram and
other corpus-based features. The current state-of-
the-art approach (Çelebi and Özgür, 2017, 2016)
uses maximum entropy and CRF models with a
combination of language model and hand-crafted
features to predict if each character in the hashtag

is the beginning of a new word.
Generating Candidate Segmentations. Mi-
crosoft Word Breaker (Wang et al., 2011) is,
among the existing methods, a strong baseline for
hashtag segmentation, as reported in Çelebi and
Özgür (2017) and Bansal et al. (2015). It employs
a beam search algorithm to extract k best segmen-
tations as ranked by the n-gram language model
probability:

ScoreLM (s) =
n∑

i=1

logP (wi|wi−N+1 . . . wi−1)

where [w1, w2 . . . wn] is the word sequence of seg-
mentation s and N is the window size. More
sophisticated ranking strategies, such as Bino-
mial and word length distribution based ranking,
did not lead to a further improvement in perfor-
mance (Wang et al., 2011). The original Word
Breaker was designed for segmenting URLs using
language models trained on web data. In this pa-
per, we reimplemented2 and tailored this approach
to segmenting hashtags by using a language model
specifically trained on Twitter data (implementa-
tion details in §3.6). The performance of this
method itself is competitive with state-of-the-art
methods (evaluation results in §5.3). Our proposed
pairwise ranking method will effectively take the
top k segmentations generated by this baseline as
candidates for reranking.

However, in prior work, the ranking scores of
each segmentation were calculated independently,
ignoring the relative order among the top k can-
didate segmentations. To address this limitation,
we utilize a pairwise ranking strategy for the first
time for this task and propose neural architectures
to model this.

3 Multi-task Pairwise Neural Ranking

We propose a multi-task pairwise neural ranking
approach to better incorporate and distinguish the
relative order between the candidate segmenta-
tions of a given hashtag. Our model adapts to ad-
dress single- and multi-token hashtags differently
via a multi-task learning strategy without requir-
ing additional annotations. In this section, we de-
scribe the task setup and three variants of pairwise
neural ranking models (Figure 1).

2To the best of our knowledge, Microsoft discontinued its
Word Breaker and Web Ngram API services in early 2018.
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hashtag (h) #songsonghaddafisitunes
segmentation (s∗) songs on ghaddafi s itunes

(i.e. songs on Ghaddafi’s iTunes)
candidate segmentations (s ∈ S)

songs on ghaddafis itunes
songs on ghaddafisi tunes
songs on ghaddaf is itunes
song song haddafis i tunes
songsong haddafisitunes

(and . . . )

Table 2: Example hashtag along with its gold and pos-
sible candidate segmentations.

3.1 Segmentation as Pairwise Ranking

The goal of hashtag segmentation is to divide a
given hashtag h into a sequence of meaningful
words s∗ = [w1, w2, . . . , wn]. For a hashtag of
r characters, there are a total of 2r−1 possible seg-
mentations but only one, or occasionally two, of
them (s∗) are considered correct (Table 2).

We transform this task into a pairwise rank-
ing problem: given k candidate segmentations
{s1, s2, . . . , sk}, we rank them by comparing each
with the rest in a pairwise manner. More specifi-
cally, we train a model to predict a real number
g(sa, sb) for any two candidate segmentations sa
and sb of hashtag h, which indicates sa is a better
segmentation than sb if positive, and vice versa. To
quantify the quality of a segmentation in training,
we define a gold scoring function g∗ based on the
similarities with the ground-truth segmentation s∗:

g∗(sa, sb) = sim(sa, s
∗)− sim(sb, s

∗).

We use the Levenshtein distance (minimum num-
ber of single-character edits) in this paper, al-
though it is possible to use other similarity mea-
surements as alternatives. We use the top k seg-
mentations generated by Microsoft Word Breaker
(§2) as initial candidates.

3.2 Pairwise Neural Ranking Model

For an input candidate segmentation pair 〈sa, sb〉,
we concatenate their feature vectors sa and sb, and
feed them into a feedforward network which emits
a comparison score g(sa, sb). The feature vector
sa or sb consists of language model probabilities
using Good-Turing (Good, 1953) and modified
Kneser-Ney smoothing (Kneser and Ney, 1995;
Chen and Goodman, 1999), lexical and linguistic
features (more details in §3.5). For training, we
use all the possible pairs 〈sa, sb〉 of the k candi-
dates as the input and their gold scores g∗(sa, sb)
as the target. The training objective is to minimize

the Mean Squared Error (MSE):

LMSE =
1

m

m∑

i=1

(g∗(i)(sa, sb)− ĝ(i)(sa, sb))2

(1)
where m is the number of training examples.

To aggregate the pairwise comparisons, we fol-
low a greedy algorithm proposed by Cohen et al.
(1998) and used for preference ranking (Parakhin
and Haluptzok, 2009). For each segmentation
s in the candidate set S = {s1, s2, . . . , sk},
we calculate a single score ScorePNR(s) =∑

s 6=sj∈S g(s, sj), and find the segmentation smax
corresponding to the highest score. We repeat the
same procedure after removing smax from S, and
continue until S reduces to an empty set. Fig-
ure 1(a) shows the architecture of this model.

3.3 Margin Ranking (MR) Loss
As an alternative to the pairwise ranker (§3.2), we
propose a pairwise model which learns from can-
didate pairs 〈sa, sb〉 but ranks each individual can-
didate directly rather than relatively. We define
a new scoring function g′ which assigns a higher
score to the better candidate, i.e., g′(sa) > g′(sb),
if sa is a better candidate than sb and vice-versa.
Instead of concatenating the features vectors sa
and sb, we feed them separately into two identi-
cal feedforward networks with shared parameters.
During testing, we use only one of the networks
to rank the candidates based on the g′ scores. For
training, we add a ranking layer on top of the net-
works to measure the violations in the ranking or-
der and minimize the Margin Ranking Loss (MR):

LMR =
1

m

m∑

i=1

max(0, 1− l(i)ab p
(i)
ab )

p
(i)
ab = (ĝ′(i)(sa)− ĝ′(i)(sb))

lab =





1 g∗(sa, sb) > 0
−1 g∗(sa, sb) < 0
0 otherwise

(2)

where m is the number of training samples. The
architecture of this model is presented in Fig-
ure 1(b).

3.4 Adaptive Multi-task Learning
Both models in §3.2 and §3.3 treat all the hashtags
uniformly. However, different features address
different types of hashtags. By design, the lin-
guistic features capture named entities and multi-
word hashtags that exhibit word shape patterns,
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(a) Pairwise Ranking
Model (MSE §3.2)

(b) Margin Ranking Loss w/ shared
parameters (MR §3.3)

(c) Adaptive Multi-task Learning for Pairwise
ranking (MSE+Multitask §3.4)

Figure 1: Pairwise neural ranking models for hashtag segmentation. Given two candidate segmentations sa and sb
of hashtag h, the goal is to predict the segmentation’s goodness relative score (g) or absolute (g′) score.

such as camel case. The ngram probabilities with
Good-Turing smoothing gravitate towards multi-
word segmentations with known words, as its es-
timate for unseen ngrams depends on the frac-
tion of ngrams seen once which can be very
low (Heafield, 2013). The modified Kneser-Ney
smoothing is more likely to favor segmentations
that contain rare words, and single-word segmen-
tations in particular. Please refer to §5.3 for a more
detailed quantitative and qualitative analysis.

To leverage this intuition, we introduce a binary
classification task to help the model differentiate
single-word from multi-word hashtags. The bi-
nary classifier takes hashtag features h as the in-
put and outputs wh, which represents the prob-
ability of h being a multi-word hashtag. wh is
used as an adaptive gating value in our multi-
task learning setup. The gold labels for this task
are obtained at no extra cost by simply verifying
whether the ground-truth segmentation has mul-
tiple words. We train the pairwise segmentation
ranker and the binary single- vs. multi-token hash-
tag classifier jointly, by minimizing LMSE for the
pairwise ranker and the Binary Cross Entropy Er-
ror (LBCE) for the classifier:

Lmultitask = λ1LMSE + λ2LBCE

LBCE = − 1

m

m∑

i=1

[
l(i) ∗ log(w(i)

h )+

(1− l(i)) ∗ log(1− w(i)
h )
]

(3)

where wh is the adaptive gating value, l ∈ {0, 1}
indicates if h is actually a multi-word hashtag and
m is the number of training examples. λ1 and λ2
are the weights for each loss. For our experiments,
we apply equal weights.

More specifically, we divide the segmentation
feature vector sa into two subsets: (a) sKNa with
modified Kneser-Ney smoothing features, and (b)
sGLa with Good-Turing smoothing and linguistic
features. For an input candidate segmentation pair
〈sa, sb〉, we construct two pairwise vectors sKNab =
[sKNa ; sKNb ] and sGLab = [sGLa ; sGLb ] by concate-
nation, then combine them based on the adaptive
gating value wh before feeding them into the feed-
forward network G for pairwise ranking:

ĝ(sa, sb) = G
(
whs

GL
ab + (1− wh)sKNab

)
(4)

We use summation with padding, as we find this
simple ensemble method achieves similar perfor-
mance in our experiments as the more complex
multi-column networks (Ciresan et al., 2012). Fig-
ure 1(c) shows the architecture of this model. An
analogue multi-task formulation can also be used
for the Margin Ranking loss as:

Lmultitask = λ1LMR + λ2LBCE . (5)

3.5 Features
We use a combination of corpus-based and lin-
guistic features to rank the segmentations. For a
candidate segmentation s, its feature vector s in-
cludes the number of words in the candidate, the
length of each word, the proportion of words in an
English dictionary3 or Urban Dictionary4 (Nguyen
et al., 2018), ngram counts from Google Web 1TB
corpus (Brants and Franz, 2006), and ngram prob-
abilities from trigram language models trained on
the Gigaword corpus (Graff and Cieri, 2003) and

3https://pypi.org/project/pyenchant
4https://www.urbandictionary.com
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1.1 billion English tweets from 2010, respectively.
We train two language models on each corpus: one
with Good-Turing smoothing using SRILM (Stol-
cke, 2002) and the other with modified Kneser-
Ney smoothing using KenLM (Heafield, 2011).
We also add boolean features, such as if the can-
didate is a named-entity present in the list of
Wikipedia titles, and if the candidate segmentation
s and its corresponding hashtag h satisfy certain
word-shapes (more details in appendix A.1).

Similarly, for hashtag h, we extract the feature
vector h consisting of hashtag length, ngram count
of the hashtag in Google 1TB corpus (Brants and
Franz, 2006), and boolean features indicating if
the hashtag is in an English dictionary or Urban
Dictionary, is a named-entity, is in camel case,
ends with a number, and has all the letters as con-
sonants. We also include features of the best-
ranked candidate by the Word Breaker model.

3.6 Implementation Details

We use the PyTorch framework to implement our
multi-task pairwise ranking model. The pairwise
ranker consists of an input layer, three hidden lay-
ers with eight nodes in each layer and hyperbolic
tangent (tanh) activation, and a single linear out-
put node. The auxiliary classifier consists of an
input layer, one hidden layer with eight nodes and
one output node with sigmoid activation. We use
the Adam algorithm (Kingma and Ba, 2014) for
optimization and apply a dropout of 0.5 to prevent
overfitting. We set the learning rate to 0.01 and
0.05 for the pairwise ranker and auxiliary classi-
fier respectively. For each experiment, we report
results obtained after 100 epochs.

For the baseline model used to extract the k
initial candidates, we reimplementated the Word
Breaker (Wang et al., 2011) as described in §2 and
adapted it to use a language model trained on 1.1
billion tweets with Good-Turing smoothing using
SRILM (Stolcke, 2002) to give a better perfor-
mance in segmenting hashtags (§5.3). For all our
experiments, we set k = 10.

4 Hashtag Segmentation Data

We use two datasets for experiments (Table 3): (a)
STANsmall, created by Bansal et al. (2015), which
consists of 1,108 unique English hashtags from
1,268 randomly selected tweets in the Stanford
Sentiment Analysis Dataset (Go and Huang, 2009)
along with their crowdsourced segmentations and

Data num. of Hashtags avg. avg.
(multi-token%) #char #word

Train 2518 (51.9%) 8.5 1.8
STANlarge Dev 629 (52.3%) 8.4 1.7

Test 9447 (53.0%) 8.6 1.8
STANsmall Test 1108 (60.5%) 9.0 1.9

Table 3: Statistics of the STANsmall and STANlarge

datasets – number of unique hashtags, percentage of
multi-token hashtags, average length of hashtags in
characters and words.

our additional corrections; and (b) STANlarge, our
new expert curated dataset, which includes all
12,594 unique English hashtags and their associ-
ated tweets from the same Stanford dataset.

Dataset Analysis. STANsmall is the most com-
monly used dataset in previous work. However,
after reexamination, we found annotation errors in
6.8%5 of the hashtags in this dataset, which is sig-
nificant given that the error rate of the state-of-the-
art models is only around 10%. Most of the er-
rors were related to named entities. For example,
#lionhead, which refers to the “Lionhead” video
game company, was labeled as “lion head”.

Our Dataset. We therefore constructed the
STANlarge dataset of 12,594 hashtags with addi-
tional quality control for human annotations. We
displayed a tweet with one highlighted hashtag on
the Figure-Eight6 (previously known as Crowd-
Flower) crowdsourcing platform and asked two
workers to list all the possible segmentations. For
quality control on the platform, we displayed a test
hashtag in every page along with the other hash-
tags. If any annotator missed more than 20% of
the test hashtags, then they were not allowed to
continue work on the task. For 93.1% of the hash-
tags, the workers agreed on the same segmenta-
tion. We further asked three in-house annotators
(not authors) to cross-check the crowdsourced an-
notations using a two-step procedure: first, ver-
ify if the hashtag is a named entity based on the
context of the tweet; then search on Google to
find the correct segmentation(s). We also asked
the same annotators to fix the errors in STANsmall.
The human upperbound of the task is estimated
at ∼98% accuracy, where we consider the crowd-
sourced segmentations (two workers merged) as
correct if at least one of them matches with our
expert annotator’s segmentations.

5More specifically, 4.8% hashtags is missing one of the
two acceptable segmentations and another 2.0% is incorrect
segmentation.

6https://figure-eight.com
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All Hashtags Multi-token Single-token
A@1 F1@1 A@2 MRR A@1 F1@1 A@2 MRR A@1 A@2 MRR

Original hashtag 51.0 51.0 – – 19.1 19.1 – – 100.0 – –
Rule-based (Billal et al., 2016) 58.1 63.5 – – 57.6 66.5 – – 58.8 – –
GATE Hashtag Tokenizer (M&G, 2014) 73.2 77.2 – – 71.4 78.0 – – 76.0 – –
Viterbi (Berardi et al., 2011) 73.4 78.5 – – 74.5 83.1 – – 71.6 – –
MaxEnt (Çelebi and Özgür, 2017) 92.4 93.4 – – 91.9 93.6 – – 93.1 – –
Word Breaker w/ Twitter LM 90.8 91.7 97.4 94.5 88.5 90.0 97.8 93.7 94.3 96.8 95.7
Pairwise linear ranker 88.1 89.9 97.2 93.1 83.8 86.8 97.3 91.3 94.7 97.0 95.9
Pairwise neural ranker (MR) 92.3 93.5 98.2 95.4 90.9 92.8 99.0 95.2 94.5 96.9 95.8
Pairwise neural ranker (MSE) 92.5 93.7 98.2 95.5 91.2 93.1 99.0 95.4 94.5 97.0 95.8
Pairwise neural ranker (MR+multitask) 93.0 94.3 97.8 95.7 91.5 93.7 98.7 95.4 95.2 96.6 96.0
Pairwise neural ranker (MSE+multitask) 94.5 95.2 98.4 96.6 93.9 95.1 99.4 96.8 95.4 96.8 96.2
Human Upperbound 98.0 98.3 – – 97.8 98.2 – – 98.4 – –

Table 4: Evaluation results on the corrected version of STANsmall. For reference, on the original version of
STANsmall, the Microsoft Word Breaker API reported an 84.6% F1 score and an 83.6% accuracy for the top one
output (Çelebi and Özgür, 2017), while our best model (MSE+multitask) reported 89.8% F1 and 91.0% accuracy.

All Hashtags Multi-token Single-token
A@1 F1@1 A@2 MRR A@1 F1@1 A@2 MRR A@1 A@2 MRR

Original hashtag 55.5 55.5 – – 16.2 16.2 – – 100.0 – –
Rule-based (Billal et al., 2016) 56.1 61.5 – – 56.0 65.8 – – 56.3 – –
Viterbi (Berardi et al., 2011) 68.4 73.8 – – 71.2 81.5 – – 65.0 – –
GATE Hashtag Tokenizer (M&G, 2014) 72.4 76.1 – – 70.0 76.8 – – 75.3 – –
MaxEnt (Çelebi and Özgür, 2017) 91.2 92.3 – – 90.2 92.4 – – 92.3 – –
Word Breaker w/ Twitter LM 90.1 91.0 96.6 93.9 88.5 90.0 97.0 93.4 91.9 96.2 94.4
Pairwise linear ranker 89.2 91.1 96.3 93.3 84.2 87.8 95.6 91.0 94.8 97.0 95.9
Pairwise neural ranker (MR) 91.3 92.6 97.2 94.6 89.9 92.4 97.5 94.3 92.8 96.8 94.9
Pairwise neural ranker (MSE) 91.3 92.6 97.0 94.5 91.0 93.6 97.7 94.9 91.5 96.2 94.1
Pairwise neural ranker (MR+multitask) 91.4 92.7 97.2 94.6 90.0 92.6 97.7 94.4 92.9 96.6 94.9
Pairwise neural ranker (MSE+multitask) 92.4 93.6 97.3 95.2 91.9 94.1 98.0 95.4 93.0 96.5 94.9
Human Upperbound 98.6 98.8 – – 98.0 98.4 – – 99.2 – –

Table 5: Evaluation results on our STANlarge test dataset. For single-token hashtags, the token-level F1@1 is
equivalent to segmentation-level A@1. For multi-token cases, A@1 and F1@1 for the original hashtag base-
line are non-zero because 11.4% of the hashtags have more than one acceptable segmentations. Our best model
(MSE+multitask) shows a statistically significant improvement (p < 0.05) over the state-of-the-art approach
(Çelebi and Özgür, 2017) based on the paired bootstrap test (Berg-Kirkpatrick et al., 2012).

5 Experiments

In this section, we present experimental results
that compare our proposed method with the other
state-of-the-art approaches on hashtag segmenta-
tion datasets. The next section will show exper-
iments of applying hashtag segmentation to the
popular task of sentiment analysis.

5.1 Existing Methods
We compare our pairwise neural ranker with
the following baseline and state-of-the-art ap-
proaches:
(a) The original hashtag as a single token;
(b) A rule-based segmenter, which employs a set

of word-shape rules with an English dictionary
(Billal et al., 2016);

(c) A Viterbi model which uses word frequencies
from a book corpus7 (Berardi et al., 2011);

7Project Gutenberg http://norvig.com/big.txt

(d) The specially developed GATE Hashtag To-
kenizer from the open source toolkit,8 which
combines dictionaries and gazetteers in a
Viterbi-like algorithm (Maynard and Green-
wood, 2014);

(e) A maximum entropy classifier (MaxEnt)
trained on the STANlarge training dataset. It
predicts whether a space should be inserted at
each position in the hashtag and is the current
state-of-the-art (Çelebi and Özgür, 2017);

(f) Our reimplementation of the Word Breaker
algorithm which uses beam search and a Twit-
ter ngram language model (Wang et al., 2011);

(g) A pairwise linear ranker which we im-
plemented for comparison purposes with the
same features as our neural model, but using
perceptron as the underlying classifier (Hop-
kins and May, 2011) and minimizing the hinge

8https://gate.ac.uk/
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Single Multi All
A MRR A MRR A MRR

Kneser-Ney 95.4 95.7 56.0 75.3 74.9 85.1
Good-Turing (GT) 91.4 93.5 85.9 91.8 88.6 92.6
Linguistic (Ling) 89.4 91.7 71.6 82.6 80.1 87.0
GT + Ling 92.4 93.9 86.2 92.3 88.9 92.7
All Features 91.1 93.1 89.0 93.7 90.0 93.4

Table 6: Evaluation of automatic hashtag segmentation
(MSE) with different features on the STANlarge dev set.
A denotes accuracy@1. While Kneser-Ney features
perform well on single-token hashtags, GT+Ling fea-
tures perform better on multi-token hashtags.

loss between g∗ and a scoring function similar
to g′. It is trained on the STANlarge dataset.

5.2 Evaluation Metrics
We evaluate the performance by the top k (k =
1, 2) accuracy (A@1, A@2), average token-level
F1 score (F1@1), and mean reciprocal rank
(MRR). In particular, the accuracy and MRR are
calculated at the segmentation-level, which means
that an output segmentation is considered correct
if and only if it fully matches the human segmen-
tation. Average token-level F1 score accounts for
partially correct segmentation in the multi-token
hashtag cases.

5.3 Results
Tables 4 and 5 show the results on the STANsmall
and STANlarge datasets, respectively. All of
our pairwise neural rankers are trained on the
2,518 manually segmented hashtags in the train-
ing set of STANlarge and perform favorably against
other state-of-the-art approaches. Our best model
(MSE+multitask) that utilizes different features
adaptively via a multi-task learning procedure is
shown to perform better than simply combining
all the features together (MR and MSE). We high-
light the 24.6% error reduction on STANsmall and
16.5% on STANlarge of our approach over the
previous SOTA (Çelebi and Özgür, 2017) on the
Multi-token hashtags, and the importance of hav-
ing a separate evaluation of multi-word cases as
it is trivial to obtain 100% accuracy for Single-
token hashtags. While our hashtag segmentation
model is achieving a very high accuracy@2, to be
practically useful, it remains a challenge to get the
top one predication exactly correct. Some hash-
tags are very difficult to interpret, e.g., #BTVSMB
refers to the Social Media Breakfast (SMB) in
Burlington, Vermont (BTV).

The improved Word Breaker with our addition of
a Twitter-specific language model is a very strong
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count Example Hashtags
◦ ◦ ◦ 31 #omnomnom #BTVSMB
• ◦ ◦ 13 #commbank #mamapedia
◦ • ◦ 38 #wewantmcfly #winebarsf
◦ ◦ • 24 #cfp09 #TechLunchSouth
• • ◦ 44 #twittographers #bringback
• ◦ • 16 #iccw #ecom09
◦ • • 53 #LetsGoPens #epicwin
• • • 420 #prototype #newyork

Table 7: Error (◦) and correct (•) segmentation anal-
ysis of three pairwise ranking models (MSE) trained
with different feature sets Each row corresponds to one
area in the Venn diagram; for example, ◦◦◦ is the set of
hashtags that all three models failed in the STANlarge

dev data and •◦◦ is the set of hashtags that only the
model with Kneser-Ney language model features (but
not the other two models) segmented correctly.

baseline, which echos the findings of the origi-
nal Word Breaker paper (Wang et al., 2011) that
having a large in-domain language model is ex-
tremely helpful for word segmentation tasks. It is
worth noting that the other state-of-the-art system
(Çelebi and Özgür, 2017) also utilized a 4-gram
language model trained on 476 million tweets
from 2009.

5.4 Analysis and Discussion

Feature Analysis. To empirically illustrate the
effectiveness of different features on different
types of hashtags, we show the results for mod-
els using individual feature sets in pairwise rank-
ing models (MSE) in Table 6. Language mod-
els with modified Kneser-Ney smoothing perform
best on single-token hashtags, while Good-Turing
and Linguistic features work best on multi-token
hashtags, confirming our intuition about their use-
fulness in a multi-task learning approach. Table 7
shows a qualitative analysis with the first column
(◦◦◦) indicating which features lead to correct or
wrong segmentations, their count in our data and
illustrative examples with human segmentation.

Length of Hashtags. As expected, longer
hashtags with more than three tokens pose
greater challenges and the segmentation-level
accuracy of our best model (MSE+multitask)
drops to 82.1%. For many error cases,
our model predicts a close-to-correct seg-
mentation, e.g., #youknowyouupttooearly,
#iseelondoniseefrance, which is also reflected by
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Type num. of Hashtags
single 4426 (47.1%)

2 tokens 3436 (36.2%)
3 tokens 1085 (11.2%)
4 tokens 279 (2.9%)

5+ tokens 221 (2.6%)

Figure 2: Token-level F1 scores (MSE+multitask) on
hashtags of different lengths in the STANlarge test set.

Figure 3: Token-level F1 scores of our pairwise ranker
(MSE+multitask) and Word Breaker on the STANlarge

test set, using language models trained with varying
amounts of data.

the higher token-level F1 scores across hashtags
with different lengths (Figure 2).

Size of the Language Model. Since our ap-
proach heavily relies on building a Twitter lan-
guage model, we experimented with its sizes and
show the results in Figure 3. Our approach can
perform well even with access to a smaller amount
of tweets. The drop in F1 score for our pairwise
neural ranker is only 1.4% and 3.9% when using
the language models trained on 10% and 1% of the
total 1.1 billion tweets, respectively.

Time Sensitivity. Language use in Twitter
changes with time (Eisenstein, 2013). Our
pairwise ranker uses language models trained on
the tweets from the year 2010. We tested our
approach on a set of 500 random English hashtags
posted in tweets from the year 2019 and show
the results in Table 8. With a segmentation-level
accuracy of 94.6% and average token-level F1

score of 95.6%, our approach performs favorably
on 2019 hashtags.

A@1 F1@1 MRR
Word Breaker w/ Twitter LM 92.1 93.9 94.7
Pairwise neural ranker (MSE+multitask) 94.6 95.6 96.7

Table 8: Evaluation results on 500 random hashtags
from the year 2019.

6 Extrinsic Evaluation: Twitter
Sentiment Analysis

We attempt to demonstrate the effectiveness of
our hashtag segmentation system by studying
its impact on the task of sentiment analysis in
Twitter (Pang et al., 2002; Nakov et al., 2016;
Rosenthal et al., 2017). We use our best model
(MSE+multitask), under the name HashtagMas-
ter, in the following experiments.

6.1 Experimental Setup
We compare the performance of the BiL-
STM+Lex (Teng et al., 2016) sentiment analysis
model under three configurations: (a) tweets with
hashtags removed, (b) tweets with hashtags as sin-
gle tokens excluding the # symbol, and (c) tweets
with hashtags as segmented by our system, Hash-
tagMaster. BiLSTM+Lex is a state-of-the-art open
source system for predicting tweet-level sentiment
(Tay et al., 2018). It learns a context-sensitive
sentiment intensity score by leveraging a Twitter-
based sentiment lexicon (Tang et al., 2014). We
use the same settings as described by Teng et al.
(2016) to train the model.

We use the dataset from the Sentiment Analy-
sis in Twitter shared task (subtask A) at SemEval
2017 (Rosenthal et al., 2017). 9 Given a tweet, the
goal is to predict whether it expresses POSITIVE,
NEGATIVE or NEUTRAL sentiment. The training
and development sets consist of 49,669 tweets and
we use 40,000 for training and the rest for develop-
ment. There are a total of 4,840 tweets containing
12,128 hashtags in the SemEval 2017 test set, and
our hashtag segmenter ended up splitting 6,975 of
those hashtags present in 3,384 tweets.

6.2 Results and Analysis
In Table 9, we report the results based on the
3,384 tweets where HashtagMaster predicted a
split, as for the rest of tweets in the test set,
the hashtag segmenter would neither improve nor
worsen the sentiment prediction. Our hashtag seg-
menter successfully improved the sentiment anal-
ysis performance by 2% on average recall and
FPN1 comparing to having hashtags unsegmented.
This improvement is seemingly small but decid-
edly important for tweets where sentiment-related
information is embedded in multi-word hashtags

9We did not use the Stanford Sentiment Analysis Dataset
(Go and Huang, 2009), which was used to construct the
STANsmall and STANlarge hashtag datasets, because of its
noisy sentiment labels obtained using distant supervision.
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AvgR FPN
1 Acc

Original tweets 61.7 60.0 58.7
− No Hashtags 60.2 58.8 54.2
+ Single-word 62.3 60.3 58.6
+ HashtagMaster 64.3 62.4 58.6

Table 9: Sentiment analysis evaluation on the 3384
tweets from SemEval 2017 test set using the BiL-
STM+Lex method (Tang et al., 2014). Average re-
call (AvgR) is the official metric of the SemEval task
and is more reliable than accuracy (Acc). FPN

1 is the
average F1 of positive and negative classes. Having
the hashtags segmented by our system HashtagMaster
(i.e., MSE+multitask) significantly improves the senti-
ment prediction than not (p < 0.05 for AvgR and FPN

1

against the single-word setup).

and sentiment prediction would be incorrect based
only on the text (see Table 10 for examples). In
fact, 2,605 out of the 3,384 tweets have multi-
word hashtags that contain words in the Twitter-
based sentiment lexicon (Tang et al., 2014) and
125 tweets contain sentiment words only in the
hashtags but not in the rest of the tweet.

7 Other Related Work

Automatic hashtag segmentation can improve the
performance of many applications besides senti-
ment analysis, such as text classification (Billal
et al., 2016), named entity linking (Bansal et al.,
2015) and modeling user interests for recommen-
dations (Chen et al., 2016). It can also help in col-
lecting data of higher volume and quality by pro-
viding a more nuanced interpretation of its con-
tent, as shown for emotion analysis (Qadir and
Riloff, 2014), sarcasm and irony detection (May-
nard and Greenwood, 2014; Huang et al., 2018).
Better semantic analysis of hashtags can also po-
tentially be applied to hashtag annotation (Wang
et al., 2019), to improve distant supervision la-
bels in training classifiers for tasks such as sar-
casm (Bamman and Smith, 2015), sentiment (Mo-
hammad et al., 2013), emotions (Abdul-Mageed
and Ungar, 2017); and, more generally, as labels
for pre-training representations of words (Weston
et al., 2014), sentences (Dhingra et al., 2016), and
images (Mahajan et al., 2018).

8 Conclusion

We proposed a new pairwise neural ranking model
for hashtag segmention and showed significant
performance improvements over the state-of-the-
art. We also constructed a larger and more
curated dataset for analyzing and benchmarking

Ofcourse #clownshoes #altright #IllinoisNazis
#FinallyAtpeaceWith people calling me “Kim
Fatty the Third”
Leslie Odom Jr. sang that. #ThankYouObama
After some 4 months of vegetarianism .. it’s all the
same industry. #cutoutthecrap

Table 10: Sentiment analysis examples where our
HashtagMaster segmentation tool helped. Red and blue
words are negative and positive entries in the Twitter
sentiment lexicon (Tang et al., 2014), respectively.

hashtag segmentation methods. We demonstrated
that hashtag segmentation helps with downstream
tasks such as sentiment analysis. Although we fo-
cused on English hashtags, our pairwise ranking
approach is language-independent and we intend
to extend our toolkit to languages other than En-
glish as future work.
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A Appendix

A.1 Word-shape rules
Our model uses the following word shape rules as
boolean features. If the candidate segmentation s
and its corresponding hashtag h satisfies a word
shape rule, then the boolean feature is set to True.

Rule Hashtag→ Segmentation
Camel Case XxxXxx→ Xxx+Xxx
Consonants cccc→ cccc

Digits as prefix ddwwww→ dd+wwww
Digits as suffix wwwwdd→ wwww+dd

Underscore www www→ www + + www

Table 11: Word-shape rule features used to identify
good segmentations. Here, X and x represent capital-
ized and non-capitalized alphabetic characters respec-
tively, c denotes consonant, d denotes number and w
denotes any alphabet or number.
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Abstract

While contextualized word representations
have improved state-of-the-art benchmarks in
many NLP tasks, their potential usefulness
for social-oriented tasks remains largely un-
explored. We show how contextualized word
embeddings can be used to capture affect di-
mensions in portrayals of people. We evaluate
our methodology quantitatively, on held-out
affect lexicons, and qualitatively, through case
examples. We find that contextualized word
representations do encode meaningful affect
information, but they are heavily biased to-
wards their training data, which limits their
usefulness to in-domain analyses. We ulti-
mately use our method to examine differences
in portrayals of men and women.

1 Introduction

Pre-trained contextualized word embeddings (Pe-
ters et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2019; Radford et al.,
2018) have become increasingly common in natu-
ral language processing (NLP), improving state-
of-the-art results in many standard NLP tasks.
However, beyond standard tasks, NLP tools are
also vital to more open-ended exploratory tasks,
particularly in social science. How these types of
tasks can benefit from pre-trained contextualized
embeddings has not yet been explored.

In this work, we show how to leverage these em-
beddings to conduct entity-centric analyses, which
broadly seek to address how entities are portrayed
in narrative text (Bamman et al., 2013; Card et al.,
2016). For instance, in the sentence “Batman ap-
prehends the Joker”, a reader might infer that Bat-
man is good, the Joker is evil, and Batman is more
powerful than the Joker. Analyzing how people
are portrayed in narratives is a key starting point
to identifying stereotypes and bias (Joseph et al.,
2017; Fast et al., 2016; Field et al., 2019).

Existing methods for analyzing people portray-
als take either an unsupervised approach (Bam-
man et al., 2013), which requires large amounts
of data and can be difficult to interpret, or rely
on domain-specific knowledge (Fast et al., 2016;
Wagner et al., 2015), which does not general-
ize well to other hypotheses and data domains.
Furthermore, most models are limited to discrete
word-level features, whereas continuous-valued
embeddings are typically more expressive. We in-
troduce a novel approach to analyzing entities that
maps contextualized embeddings to interpretable
dimensions.

Specifically, we propose using pre-trained em-
beddings to extract affect information about tar-
get entities. Social psychology research has
identified 3 primary affect dimensions: Potency
(strength/weakness of an identity), Valence (good-
ness/badness of an identity), and Activity (active-
ness/passiveness of an identity) (Osgood et al.,
1957; Russell, 1980, 2003). We refer to these di-
mensions as power, sentiment, and agency for
consistency with prior work in NLP (Sap et al.,
2017; Rashkin et al., 2016; Field et al., 2019).
Thus, in the previous example, “Batman appre-
hends the Joker”, we might associate Batman with
high power, high sentiment, and high agency.

While much literature in NLP has examined
sentiment, analyses of power have largely been
limited to a dialog setting (Prabhakaran, 2015),
and almost no work has examined agency. We
propose that mapping entities into these 3 dimen-
sions provides a framework for examining narra-
tives that is more holistic than sentiment analyses
and more generalizable than task-specific frame-
works. The idea that these 3 dimensions are suffi-
cient for capturing affect has also formed the basis
of social psychological models (Heise, 2007; Al-
hothali and Hoey, 2015).

Drawing from this theory, we combine con-
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textualized word embeddings with affect lexicons
(Mohammad, 2018) to obtain power, sentiment,
and agency scores for entities in narrative text. Af-
ter describing our methodology (§2), we evaluate
how well these contextualized embeddings cap-
ture affect information on held-out lexicons (§4.1).
We then evaluate how well our method scores en-
tities on manually curated benchmarks (§4.2) and
through qualitative examples (§4.3). Finally, we
use our method to examine different portrayals of
men and women (§5), focusing on the same do-
mains as prior work (Wagner et al., 2015; Fu et al.,
2016). Ultimately, our work suggests that contex-
ualized embeddings have the potential to improve
analyses of entity portrayals. However, we find
that these representations are biased towards por-
trayals in the training data, which limits their use-
fulness to analyzing in-domain data.

Our contributions in this work include: (1) a
novel method for analyzing entities in a narrative
that is both interpretable and generalizable, (2) an
assessment of how well contextualized word em-
beddings capture affect information, and (3) an
analysis of entity portrayals in various domains.

2 Methodology

Given an entity, such as “Batman”, mentioned in
a narrative, our goal is to obtain power, senti-
ment, and agency scores for the entity. We take
two approaches: supervised regression and semi-
supervised embedding projection. For both ap-
proaches, we use pre-trained contextualized em-
beddings as features and we use the NRC Valence,
Arousal, and Dominance (VAD) Lexicon as train-
ing and test data (Mohammad, 2018). While we
use this lexicon because its annotations contain
our target dimensions of power, sentiment, and
agency, our methodology readily generalizes to
other lexicons.

2.1 Regression Model

In the regression model, we take a supervised ap-
proach, using annotations from the NRC VAD
Lexicon as training data.

Given a training word w and a large train-
ing corpus, we extract a contextual embedding
e for every instance of w in the corpus. We
use off-the-shelf pre-trained language models to
extract sentence-level embeddings with no addi-
tional fine-tuning. Then, we average over all e
embeddings for each instance w to obtain a sin-

Low High
timid resourceful
weakly powerfully

Power cowardly courageous
inferior superior
clumsy skillful
negative positive
pessimistic optimistic

Sentiment annoyed amused
pessimism optimism
disappointed pleased
silently furiously
meek lusty

Agency homely sexy
bored flustered
quietly frantically

Table 1: Polar-opposite word pairs identified by ASP

gle feature vector for each training point. We then
train a Kernel Ridge Regression model using these
embeddings as features.1

To extract affect scores for an entity in a narra-
tive, we use the same pre-trained language model
to extract a contextual embedding for the entity.
Then, we feed this embedding through the regres-
sion model to obtain power, sentiment, and agency
scores. When an entity occurs multiple times in
the narrative, we average over the contextual em-
beddings for each occurrence of the entity and
score the averaged embedding.

2.2 Affect Subspace Projection (ASP)
The main disadvantage of the regression approach
is that we are unable to control for confounds and
prevent overfitting to the training data. For ex-
ample, many low-agency nouns tend to be inani-
mate objects (i.e. table), while high-agency nouns
are people-oriented words (i.e. dictator). Thus,
we can expect that the model learns to predict the
difference between classes of nouns, rather than
solely learning the affect dimension of interest.
While other variations of regression allow for the
inclusion of covariates and confounds, we have no
systematic way to quantify or even identify these
confounds. Instead, we devise a method to iso-
late dimensions of power, agency, and sentiment
by first identifying corresponding subspaces in the
embedding space and then projecting entities onto

1We also experimented with Linear Regression and Ridge
Regression, but found that Kernel Ridge Regression per-
formed the best.
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these dimensions. We refer to this method as affect
subspace projection (ASP).

We describe this process for obtaining power
scores; the agency and sentiment dimensions are
analogous. In order to isolate the power subspace,
we draw inspiration from (Bolukbasi et al., 2016).
First, we need to identify pairs of words whose
meanings differ only in that one word connotes
high power and the second word connotes low
power. We define a set H, which consists of the
|H| highest-powered words from the VAD lexi-
con and a set L, which consists of the |L| lowest
powered words from the VAD Lexicon. For ev-
ery word wh ∈ H, we use cosine similarity over
contextual embedding representations to identify
wl ∈ L, the low-powered word that is most sim-
ilar to wh. We allow each wl to match to at most
onewh. Thus, we identify pairs of words (wh, wl),
where wh and wl are very similar words but with
polar opposite power scores. Finally, we keep only
the N pairs with the greatest cosine similarity. We
tune hyperparameters |H|, |L|, and N over a val-
idation set. We show examples of extracted pairs
for each dimension in Table 1.

Next, we use these paired words to construct
a set of vectors whose direction of greatest vari-
ance is along the power subspace. For each pair
of high and low power words (wh, wl), we take
their embedding representations eh and el in the
same way as in the regression model. We then de-
fine µ = (eh + el)/2, and construct a matrix M,
where each row is el − µ or eh − µ. Thus, M is a
d×2N dimensional matrix, where d is the dimen-
sion of the embeddings. We then run PCA over M
to extract its principle components. For all 3 affect
dimensions, the first principle component captures
the highest percentage of variance (Appendix A),
followed by a sharp drop off. Thus, we keep the
first principle component as the target subspace.

Finally, to score an entity in a narrative, we take
the entity’s contextual embedding representation
and project it onto the identified subspace. Be-
cause we keep only the first principle component
as the target subspace, the projection results in a
single-dimensional vector, i.e., a power score. We
repeat the process for agency and sentiment, con-
structing 3 separate M matrices in order to obtain
power, sentiment, and agency scores.

3 Experimental Setup

The NRC VAD Lexicon contains valence (senti-
ment), arousal (agency), and dominance (power)
annotations for more than 20,000 English words.
It was created through manual annotations using
Best–Worst scaling. The final annotations are on
a scale from 0 (i.e. lower power) to 1 (i.e. high
power) (Mohammad, 2018). We randomly divide
the lexicon into training (16,007), dev (2,000), and
test (2,000) sets.

We extract embeddings to train our models from
a corpus of 42,306 Wikipedia movie plot sum-
maries (Bamman et al., 2013).2 We use two pre-
trained language models to extract embeddings:
ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) and BERT (Devlin
et al., 2019). It is important to note that the
movie plots corpus we used for extraction is dis-
tinct from the corpora used to train ELMo (5.5B
tokens from Wikipedia and WMT news crawl) and
BERT (800M-word BooksCorpus and 2,500M-
word Wikipedia).

We use two variants of BERT to extract embed-
dings. In the first, referred to as “BERT-masked”,
we mask out the target word before extracting em-
beddings from an input sentence. Masking out tar-
get words is a part of the BERT training objective
(Devlin et al., 2019). By using masks in our em-
bedding extractions, we force the model to pro-
duce an embedding solely from the context sur-
rounding the word, rather than relying on informa-
tion from the word itself. In the second variant, re-
ferred to as “BERT”, we extract embeddings over
each sentence containing a target without modifi-
cation. We report further details including hyper-
paramter settings in Appendix B.

4 Results and Analysis

4.1 Lexicon Correlations

Table 2 shows the Pearson correlations between
gold annotations and the scores predicted by our
models over the held-out VAD test set. The high
correlations demonstrate that both the regression
and ASP models successfully capture information
about power, sentiment, and agency from contex-
tualized embeddings. The ELMo embeddings and
unmasked BERT embeddings perform approxi-
mately the same. However, the masked BERT

2When experimenting with other training corpora, such
as newspaper articles, we found the choice of training corpus
had little impact on results.
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Regression

Power Sentiment Agency
ELMo 0.78 0.84 0.76
BERT 0.79 0.83 0.78
BERT-masked 0.64 0.70 0.62

ASP

Power Sentiment Agency
ELMo 0.65 0.76 0.63
BERT 0.65 0.71 0.66
BERT-masked 0.41 0.47 0.41

Table 2: Pearson correlations between gold NRC VAD
labels and scores predicted by our models. Correlations
are generally high, with the regression method outper-
forming ASP. All correlations are statistically signifi-
cant (p < 1e− 75).

embeddings perform markedly worse than the un-
masked embeddings.3 The poorer performance of
the masked embeddings demonstrates the extent
to which the BERT model biases representations
towards the actual observed word, which is ex-
plicitly one of the motivations of the BERT train-
ing objective (Devlin et al., 2019). More specif-
ically, when we mask out the target before ex-
tracting embeddings, we force the extracted em-
bedding to only encode information from the sur-
rounding context. Then any improvements in per-
formance when we do not mask out the target are
presumably obtained from the word-form for the
target itself. For example, we may score “king” as
high-powered because “king” often occurred as a
high-powered entity in the data used to train the
BERT model, regardless of whether or not it ap-
peared to be high-powered in the corpus we ul-
timately extract embeddings from. Nevertheless,
training with BERT-masked embeddings still re-
sults in statistically significant correlations, which
suggests that some affect information is derived
from surrounding context.

The regression model generally outperforms
ASP on this task. The regression model has an ad-
vantage over ASP in that it is directly trained over

3One of the drawbacks of context-based word embed-
dings is that antonyms like “positive” and “negative” tend
to have similar embeddings, because they tend to be used in
similar contexts. However, given the breadth of words in the
VAD lexicon, we do expect context to differ for oppositely
scored words. For instance we would expect “pauper” and
“king” to be used in different contexts, as well as “pauper”
and “powerful”.

Regression ASP
ELMo 0.51 0.21
BERT 0.38 0.38
BERT-masked 0.17 -0.085
ELMo + Freq 0.65 0.48

Frequency Baseline 0.61
Field et al. (2019) -0.12

Table 3: Spearman correlations between automatically
induced power scores and Forbes power ranking. Cor-
relations for ELMo regression (p = 0.029), ELMo re-
gression + Freq (p = 0.003), and the frequency base-
line (p = 0.007) are statistically significant. The ELMo
regression + Freq model performs the best.

the full lexicon, whereas ASP chooses a subset of
extreme words to guide the model. However, as
discussed in §2, it is difficult to determine what ef-
fect other confounds have on the regression model,
while the ASP approach provides more concrete
evidence that these contextualized word embed-
dings encode affect information.

4.2 Quantitative Analysis of Entity Scores

Next, we evaluate how well our models capture
affect information in entities, rather than words,
by assessing power scores through two metrics.
We compare our models against the entity-scoring
metric proposed by Field et al. (2019) and against
a frequency baseline, where we consider an en-
tity’s power score to be the number of times the
entity is mentioned in the text.

First, we consider an in-domain task, where we
compare our metrics for scoring power with a stan-
dard benchmark that we expect to be reflected in
both the data we use to extract embeddings and the
data used to train ELMo and BERT. More specif-
ically, we use the power scores obtained from our
model to rank the 20 most powerful people in 2016
according to Forbes Magazine.4

This is a particularly difficult task: unlike prior
work, which seeks to identify the most power-
ful people in a corpus (Field et al., 2019), we
seek to rank these people according to their power,
which requires more precise scores. Furthermore,
the frequency metric supplies a particularly strong
baseline. The metrics that Forbes Magazine uses
to compose the list of powerful people include a
person’s influence as well as how actively they

4http://bit.ly/2W5Jvnf
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use their power.5 Under these conditions, Forbes
Magazine may consider a person to be powerful
simply because they are mentioned frequently in
the media. Additionally, we can surmise that peo-
ple who actively use their power are mentioned
frequently in the media.

Table 3 presents Spearman correlations between
our scores and rank on the Forbes list for each
model. For all metrics, we construct embeddings
from every instance of each person’s full name in
U.S. articles from 2016 in the NOW news corpus.6

In addition to the proposed methods, we
used our best performing model (regression with
ELMo) to augment the frequency baseline, by nor-
malizing and summing the frequency scores with
the scores from this model. This combined model
achieves the strongest correlation (raw scores from
this model are shown in Figure 5). Furthermore,
the regression with ELMo model alone achieves
a statistically significant correlation even without
the incorporation of frequency scores. The un-
masked BERT embeddings also achieve positively
correlated scores, though these correlations are not
statistically significant. The BERT-masked em-
beddings perform particularly poorly, as does the
method for scoring power proposed in Field et al.
(2019). While Field et al. (2019) may be capable
of identifying powerful entities, we suspect it is
not fine-grained enough to rank them.

While frequency serves as a strong baseline for
power, we would not expect frequency to be a
good measure of sentiment or agency. None of
our metrics for these traits are significantly cor-
related with the Forbes’ ranking. Also, we would
not expect frequency to be a good measure in other
contexts, such as how powerfully an entity is por-
trayed in a single document rather than across a
large media corpus.

Next, we further explore performance on an out-
of-domain task: specifically how powerfully enti-
ties are portrayed in a specific set of articles, which
we do not expect to align with portrayals in the
data used to train ELMo and BERT.

For this task, we use the same evaluation met-
rics as Field et al. (2019); we compare our scores
with hand-annotated power rankings over a set of
newspaper articles related to a specific event in
the #MeToo movement, namely allegations of sex-
ual harassment against the comedian Aziz Ansari.

5http://bit.ly/2Mp2R70
6https://corpus.byu.edu/now/

Full annotation set (383 pairs)

Regression ASP
ELMo 44.9 43.6
BERT 41.8 49.3
BERT-masked 49.6 59.0

Frequency Baseline 58.0

Reduced annotation set (49 pairs)

Regression ASP
ELMo 36.7 42.8
BERT 42.9 49.0
BERT-masked 53.1 55.1

Frequency Baseline 57.1
Field et al. (2019) 71.4

Table 4: Accuracy for scoring how powerful entities
are as compared with annotations over articles related
to the #MeToo movement. Our metrics do not consis-
tently outperform the baselines, suggesting ELMo and
BERT embeddings fail to transfer across domains.

Following Field et al. (2019), we interpret the
hand-annotations, in which human annotators rank
entities according to how powerful they seem, as a
pairwise task (is entity A more powerful than en-
tity B?) and compute accuracy over pairs of en-
tities. We discard annotations where annotators
strongly disagreed about the power of the entity
(i.e. annotations differ by more than 2 ranks).

Field et al. (2019) compare results with off-the-
shelf connotation frame lexicons, which restricts
analysis to a limited set of pairs, since only enti-
ties used with verbs from the lexicon are included.
In contrast, we simply use string matching to iden-
tify entities in the text, without requiring that the
entities be linked to specific verbs, allowing for the
identification of more entities.

Table 4 shows results over the same set of pairs
used for evaluation in Field et al. (2019) as well as
an expanded set, when we do not restrict to entities
used with lexicon verbs. Our metrics fail to con-
sistently outperform even the frequency baseline
for this task, likely because the ELMo and BERT
embeddings are biased towards their training data.

The #MeToo movement is widely known for
subverting traditional power roles: allegations
made by traditionally unpowerful women have
brought down traditionally powerful men. For ex-
ample, Harvey Weinstein, an influential film pro-
ducer, has traditionally been a powerful figure in
society, but numerous allegations of sexual harass-
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Power Score

weakly Rachel Dent Gordan Batman Joker powerfully

Sentiment Score

negative Joker Dent Gordan Rachel Batman positive

Agency Score

dull Dent Gordan Rachel Batman Joker scary

Figure 1: Power, sentiment, and agency scores for char-
acters in The Dark Night as learned through the regres-
sion model with ELMo embeddings. Scores generally
align with character archetypes, i.e. the antagonist has
the lowest sentiment score.

ment have resulted in his effective removal from
the industry. While articles about the #MeToo
movement portray men like Weinstein as unpow-
erful, we can speculate that the corpora used to
train ELMo and BERT portray them as powerful.

Thus, in a corpus where traditional power roles
have been inverted, the embeddings extracted
from ELMo and BERT perform worse than ran-
dom, as they are biased towards the power struc-
tures in the data they are trained on. Further ev-
idence of this exists in the performance of the
BERT-masked embeddings - whereas these em-
beddings generally capture power poorly as com-
pared to the unmasked embeddings (Table 2),
they outperform the unmasked embeddings on this
task, and even outperform the frequency baseline
in one setting. Nevertheless, they do not outper-
form Field et al. (2019), likely because they do not
capture affect information as well as the unmasked
embeddings (Table 2).

4.3 Qualitative Document-level Analysis

Finally, we qualitatively analyze how well our
method captures affect dimensions by analyzing
single documents in detail. We conduct this anal-
ysis in a domain where we expect entities to fulfill
traditional power roles and where entity portray-
als are known. Following Bamman et al. (2013),
we analyze the Wikipedia plot summary of the
movie The Dark Knight,7 focusing on Batman
(protagonist),8 the Joker (antagonist), Jim Gordan
(law enforcement officer, ally to Batman), Har-

7http://bit.ly/2XmhRDR
8We consider Batman/Bruce Wayne to be the same entity.

Power Score

weakly Rachel Joker Dent Gordan Batmanpowerfully

Sentiment Score

negative Joker Gordan Batman Dent Rachel positive

Agency Score

dull Rachel Dent GordanBatman Joker scary

Figure 2: Power, sentiment, and agency scores for char-
acters in The Dark Night as learned through ASP with
ELMo embeddings. These scores reflect the same pat-
terns as the regression model with greater separation
between characters.

vey Dent (ally to Batman who turns evil) and
Rachel Dawes (primary love interest). To facil-
itate extracting example sentences, we score each
instance of these entities in the narrative separately
and average across instances to obtain an entity
score for the document.9 To maximize our data
by capturing every mention of an entity, we per-
form co-reference resolution by hand. Addition-
ally, based on our results from Table 3 as well as
the use of Wikipedia data in training the ELMo
model (Peters et al., 2018), we use ELMo embed-
dings for our analysis.

Figures 1 and 2 show results. For refer-
ence, we show the entity scores as compared to
one polar opposite pair identified by ASP. Both
the regression model and ASP show similar pat-
terns. Batman has high power, while Rachel has
low power. Additionally, the Joker is associated
with the most negative sentiment, but the high-
est agency. Throughout the plot summary, the
movie progresses by the Joker taking an aggres-
sive action and the other characters responding.
We can see this dynamic reflected in the Joker’s
profile score, as a high-powered, high-agency,
low-sentiment character, who is the primary plot-
driver. In general, ASP shows a greater separation
between characters than the regression model. We
hypothesize that this occurs because ASP isolates
the dimensions of interest, while the regression ap-
proach captures other confounds, such as that hu-

9When we used this averaging metric in other evaluations,
we found no significant change in results. Thus, in other sce-
narios, we compute scores over averaged embeddings, rather
than averaging scores separately computed for each embed-
ding to reduce computationally complexity.
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Power Score

weakly Rachel Batman Joker powerfully
Marion Jones Belloq

Figure 3: Power scores for characters in Raiders of the
Lost Ark and The Dark Night as learned through the re-
gression model with ELMo embeddings. Female char-
acters have lower power scores than male characters.

Sentiment Score

negative Jones Marion Belloq positive

Figure 4: Sentiment scores for characters in Raiders of
the Lost Ark as learned through the regression model
with ELMo embeddings. The antagonist is scored sur-
prisingly positively.

mans tend to be high agency entities.
Furthermore, because we score each instance

separately, we can pinpoint particularly represen-
tative sentences. The sentence indicating the most
positive sentiment for Batman is also the sentence
that indicates the lowest sentiment for the Joker:
“Both the civilians and the prisoners refuse to kill
each other, while Batman apprehends the Joker af-
ter a brief fight.”

An example sentence where the Joker is scored
with particularly high power is: “After announc-
ing that Gotham City will be subject to his rule by
nightfall, the Joker rigs two evacuating ferries with
explosives.” In contrast, a moment where Rachel
is portrayed as particularly low-powered is: “Both
buildings explode, killing Rachel and disfiguring
half of Dent’s face.”

One of the advantages of the persona model
in Bamman et al. (2013) is the ability to clus-
ter characters across stories, identifying roles like
hero and villain more generally. We can simi-
larly use our model to analyze characters across
story lines. We show results using the regression
model; the ASP results (omitted) reveal the same
patterns. In Figure 3, we compare characters from
the plot summary of Raiders of the Lost Ark to
the characters of The Dark Night, specifically Indi-
ana Jones (protagonist), Rene Belloq (antagonist)
and Marion Ravenwood (love interest).10 We can
see a clear separation between the female love in-
terests and the male protagonists and antagonists,
thus identifying similar roles in the same way as

10http://bit.ly/30ZMhhj

a persona model. However, whereas the output
of a persona model is distributions over personas
and vocabulary, our system outputs scores along
known dimensions of power, agency, and senti-
ment, which are easy to interpret and visualize.
Furthermore, our approach is meaningful at the
level of an individual document or sentence.

The affect scores in Indiana Jones reveal some
of the limitations of our approach. Figure 4 shows
the sentiment scores for these characters. While
Indiana Jones and Marion have similar sentiment
scores, Belloq is portrayed surprisingly positively.
In reading the plot summary, Belloq’s role in the
narrative is often not obvious through immediate
context. While the Joker “burns” and “rigs explo-
sives”, Belloq “arrives” and “performs a ceremo-
nial opening”. The reader understands Belloq’s
role in the story through context in the broader
story line, rather than context immediately sur-
rounding mentions of Belloq. The sentence-level
embeddings produced by ELMo do not capture the
broader role of characters in narratives.

Finally, our model (as well as the persona
model) does not specifically account for perspec-
tive. For example, character deaths are often
scored as a negative portrayal. Death may be a
negative event, and often villains (i.e Belloq) die,
allowing us to capture their role as negative char-
acters. However, “good” characters also often die
in stories, and in these cases, the reader tends to
view the character positively (i.e. with sympathy).
Our approach does not explicitly control for per-
spective, separating how an event may be nega-
tive from the perspective of a character but gen-
erate positive sentiment from the reader. The in-
corporation of connotations frames (Rashkin et al.,
2016), in which annotations are along clearly de-
fined perspectives, may offer a way to improve our
approach.

5 Usage Example: Analysis of Gender
Bias in Media

In this section, we use our proposed methods to
analyze how men and women are portrayed in
the media, focusing on domains of interest in
prior NLP work (Wagner et al., 2015; Fu et al.,
2016). We use the NOW corpus and regression
with ELMo embeddings for analysis.12

First, we return to the example from §4.2, the
list of most powerful people from Forbes Maga-

12ASP results are nearly identical.
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Figure 5: Power scores for people on the 2016 Forbes
Magazine power list as learned through regression with
ELMo embeddings, and through combined regression
and frequency scores. Women are generally scored
lower than similarly ranked men.11

zine in 2016. Figure 5 shows the power scores
ordered from least powerful to most powerful ac-
cording to the Forbes list. We show both the raw
power scores computed by our model, as well as
the regression power scores combined with fre-
quency metric (as in Table 3). In the raw scores,
stand-out powerful people include businessman
Warren Buffet and Pope Francis. In contrast, the
only 3 women, Theresa May, Janet Yellen, and
Angela Merkel, are underscored as compared to
similarly ranked men. However, when we incor-
porate frequency, we do not see the same under-
scoring. This result suggests that although these
women are portrayed frequently in the media, they
are typically described as less powerful than their
actual role in society.13 This finding is consistent
with prior work on portrayals of women (Wagner
et al., 2015). The most striking difference after the
incorporation of frequency scores is the boosted
power score for Donald Trump, who is mentioned
much more frequently than other entities.

In Figure 6, we show the sentiment and power
(combined regression + frequency) scores for the

13We note that the portrayals of other people with the same
first names in the training data may have biased ELMo em-
beddings
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Figure 6: Sentiment and power scores for the top-
ranked male (left) and female (right) tennis players
in 2016 through regression with ELMo embeddings
(power scores combine regression scores with fre-
quency counts). Women are generally portrayed with
lower power and higher sentiment.

top-ranked male and female tennis players in
2016. Prior work has shown bias in news cov-
erage of male and female tennis players, specifi-
cally, that male players are typically asked ques-
tions more focused on the game than female play-
ers (Fu et al., 2016). Our analysis focuses on
a different data set and coverage type—we ex-
amine general articles rather than post-match in-
terviews. As expected, popular players Serena
Williams and Andy Murray have the highest sen-
timent scores and very high power scores. In con-
trast, Novak Djokovic, who has notoriously been
less popular than his peers, has the lowest senti-
ment score, but the second highest power score
(after Williams). Additionally, female players are
typically portrayed with more positive sentiment
(female average score = 0.58; male average score
= 0.54), whereas male players are portrayed with
higher power (female average score = 0.52; male
average score = 0.57). However, the difference
in power disappears when we remove frequency
from the metric and use only the regression scores,
suggesting that the difference occurs because male
players are mentioned more frequently.

6 Related Work

The most similar prior work to ours uses contex-
tualized embeddings to map connotation frames
(verb annotations) into power, agency, and senti-
ment scores for entities (Field et al., 2019). In
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contrast, our method scores entities directly, al-
lowing it to incorporate more information than just
verb features and eliminating the need for depen-
dency parsing. Furthermore, unlike the connota-
tion frame annotations (Rashkin et al., 2016; Sap
et al., 2017), the VAD lexicons used in this work
were specifically motivated by social psychology
literature on this topic, which influenced the an-
notation scheme (Mohammad, 2018). Our analy-
sis in §4.2 suggests that while Field et al. (2019)
works better for out-of-domain data, our proposed
methods are able to obtain finer-grained and more
accurate scores for in-domain data.

Prior to the proposed power, agency, and sen-
timent framework, initial approaches to person-
centric analyses used graphical models to iden-
tify personas in narratives (Bamman et al., 2013;
Card et al., 2016; Iyyer et al., 2016; Chaturvedi
et al., 2017), where personas are distributions over
nouns, adjectives and verbs. These models allow
for identifying roles in stories, such as Batman and
Iron Man are both characters who “shoot”, “aim”,
and “overpower”. While this approach is use-
ful for processing unstructured texts, personas are
limited to distributions over a discrete vocabulary,
and rely only on nouns, adjectives and verbs modi-
fiers. In contrast, contextualized word embeddings
have the power to capture all context in a sen-
tence and provide more nuanced representations,
especially considering non-contextualized embed-
dings have been shown to reflect biases in society
(Garg et al., 2018). Furthermore, persona models
can be difficult to interpret, whereas our analysis
is grounded in concrete affect dimensions.

Other approaches that broadly address how peo-
ple are portrayed use domain-specific features to
target particular hypotheses. Fast et al. (2016) an-
alyze characters in fiction through crowd-sourced
lexicons that target gender stereotypes. While use-
ful for identifying bias, this method is limited to
discrete modifiers and targeted lexicons do not
necessarily generalize to other domains. Wagner
et al. (2015) similarly use domain-specific knowl-
edge to analyze coverage of men and women on
Wikipedia, incorporating metadata like links be-
tween pages. Most affective NLP analyses of nar-
ratives focus on sentiment or specific stereotypes.
Studies of power have largely been limited to a di-
alog setting (e.g. Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al.
(2012), see Prabhakaran (2015) for an overview),
and almost no work has examined agency, with the

exception of connotation frames.
Several recent works have evaluated the useful-

ness of pre-trained contextualized word embed-
dings in existing NLP tasks as well as through new
benchmarks, designed to distill what type of infor-
mation these models encode (Tenney et al., 2019;
Goldberg, 2019; Liu et al., 2019). These investiga-
tions focus on syntactic tasks, with semantic eval-
uations primarily limited to semantic role label-
ing. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
work to target affective dimensions in pre-trained
contextualized word embeddings. Our findings are
consistent with prior work suggesting that contex-
tualized embeddings capture biases from training
data (Zhao et al., 2019; Kurita et al., 2019) and
that these models perform best when trained on
in-domain data (Alsentzer et al., 2019).

7 Conclusions and Future Work

We propose a method for incorporating contextu-
alized word embeddings into entity-centric anal-
yses, which has direct applications to numerous
social science tasks. Our results are easy to inter-
pret and readily generalize to a variety of research
questions. However, we further expose several
limitations to this method, specifically that contex-
tualized word embeddings are biased towards rep-
resentations from their training data, which limits
their usefulness in new domains. While we ex-
plore masking target words as a possible solution
to this problem, we find that masking significantly
decreases performance. We leave alternative so-
lutions for future work, including training embed-
dings from scratch or fine-tuning on the target cor-
pus (however, these ideas are only feasible with a
large target corpus, and the need for fine-tuning re-
duces the usefulness of pre-trained embeddings).
Despite this limitation, we find that these models
are expressive enough to analyze entity portrayals
in in-domain data, allowing us to examine differ-
ent portrayals of men and women.
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Figure 7: Percent of variance explained by the top 10
principle components for each affect dimension using
ELMo embeddings. PCA was conducted on at least
100 embeddings per affect trait designed to have the
greatest degree of variance along the dimension of the
target affect trait

B Appendix

When using ELMo embeddings, we keep only the
middle (second) ELMo layer, due to our prelimi-
nary investigations as well as prior work suggest-
ing that this layer captures the most semantic in-
formation (Peters et al., 2018). When constructing
embeddings for multi-word entities we keep the
embedding for the first word.

The BERT model uses WordPiece embeddings
(Wu et al., 2016), which can result in subword-
level embeddings rather than word-level embed-
dings. In the case that a word is tokenized into sub-
words, we keep only the embedding for the first to-
ken in the word. We use the BERT Base Uncased
model, and we use mean pooling to combine the
12 embedding layers into a single embedding with
768 dimensions.

We train hyper-parameters over the dev set,
maximizing for Pearson correlation between the
gold VAD annotations and the scores predicted by
our models. We fix hyperparamters |L|, |H|, and
N as (400, 300, 200) for power, (900, 200, 100)
for sentiment, and (400, 300, 200) for agency. In
the regression model, we use an RBF kernel and
fix α = 0.6 and γ = 1. All embeddings are nor-
malized to unit length.
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Abstract

Claim verification is generally a task of ver-
ifying the veracity of a given claim, which
is critical to many downstream applications.
It is cumbersome and inefficient for human
fact-checkers to find consistent pieces of evi-
dence, from which solid verdict could be in-
ferred against the claim. In this paper, we pro-
pose a novel end-to-end hierarchical attention
network focusing on learning to represent co-
herent evidence as well as their semantic relat-
edness with the claim. Our model consists of
three main components: 1) A coherence-based
attention layer embeds coherent evidence con-
sidering the claim and sentences from rele-
vant articles; 2) An entailment-based attention
layer attends on sentences that can semanti-
cally infer the claim on top of the first atten-
tion; and 3) An output layer predicts the ver-
dict based on the embedded evidence. Ex-
perimental results on three public benchmark
datasets show that our proposed model outper-
forms a set of state-of-the-art baselines.

1 Introduction

The increasing popularity of social media has
drastically changed how our daily news are pro-
duced, disseminated and consumed.1 Without sys-
tematic moderation, a large volume of informa-
tion based on false or unverified claims (e.g., fake
news, rumours, propagandas, etc.) can proliferate
online. Such misinformation poses unprecedented
challenges to information credibility, which tradi-
tionally relies on fact-checkers to manually assess
whether specific claims are true or not.

Despite the increased demand, the effectiveness
and efficiency of human fact-checking is handi-
capped by the volume and fast pace the noteworthy

1The latest Pew Research statistics show that 68%
American adults at least occasionally get news on social
media. http://www.pewinternet.org/2018/03/
01/social-media-use-in-2018/

claims being produced on daily basis. Therefore,
it is an urgent need to automate the process and
ease the human burden in assessing the veracity of
claims (Thorne and Vlachos, 2018).

Not surprisingly, various methods for automatic
claim verification have been proposed using ma-
chine learning. Typically, given the claims, mod-
els are learned from auxiliary relevant sources
such as news articles or social media responses
for capturing words and linguistic units that might
indicate viewpoint or language style towards the
claim (Jin et al., 2016; Rashkin et al., 2017; Popat
et al., 2017; Volkova et al., 2017; Dungs et al.,
2018). However, the factuality of a claim is inde-
pendent of people’s belief and subjective language
use, and human perception is unconsciously prone
to misinformation due to the common cognitive
biases such as naive realism (Reed et al., 2013)
and confirmation bias (Nickerson, 1998).

A recent trend is that researchers are trying to
establish more objective tasks and evidence-based
verification solutions, which focus on the use of
evidence obtained from more reliable sources,
e.g., encyclopedia articles, verified news, etc., as
an important distinguishing factor (Thorne and
Vlachos, 2018). Ferreira and Vlachos (2016) use
news headlines as evidence to predict whether it
is for, against or observing a claim. In the Fake
News Challenge2, the body text of an article is
used as evidence to detect the stances relative to
the claim made in the headline. Thorne et al.
(2018a) formulate the Fact Extraction and VER-
ification (FEVER) task which requires extract-
ing evidence from Wikipedia and synthesizing in-
formation from multiple documents to verify the
claim. Popat et al. (2018) propose DeClarE, an
evidence-aware neural attention model to aggre-
gate salient words from source news articles as the

2http://www.fakenewschallenge.org/
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c: The test of a 5G cellular network is the cause of
unexplained bird deaths occurring in a park in The
Hague, Netherlands.
Verdict: False

s1: [Contradict]: Lots of tests going on with it in the
Netherlands, but there haven’t been test done in The
Haque during the time that the mysterious starling
deaths occurred.

s2: [Contradict]: One such test did occur in an area
generally near Huijgenspark, but it took place on
28 June 2018.

s3: [Entail]: It’s not clear whether tests with 5G have
been carried out again, but so far everything points
in the direction of 5G as the most probable cause.

s4: [Neutral]: Between Friday, 19 Oct and Saturday, 3
Nov 2018, 337 dead starlings and 2 dead common
wood pigeons were found.

s5: [Entail]: The radiation created on the attempt of 5G
cellular networks are not harmful only for birds but
also for humans too.

s6: [Neutral]: 5G network developers promise faster
data rates in addition to reduce energy and financial
cost.

s7: [Neutral]: Parts of the park are blocked and dogs
are no longer allowed to be let out, the dead birds
are always cleaned up as quickly as possible.

Table 1: Sentences topically coherent (s1–s4) and not
coherent (s5–s7) with each other relative to the claim c,
where their semantic entailment relations (i.e., entail,
contradict, neural) with c are shown.

main evidence to obtain claim-specific representa-
tion based on the attention score of each token.

Inspired by the FEVER task (Thorne et al.,
2018a) and DeClarE (Popat et al., 2018), we pro-
pose our approach to claim verification by using
representation learning to embed sentence-level
evidences based on coherence modeling and natu-
ral language inference (NLI). The example in Ta-
ble 1 illustrates our general idea: given a claim
“The test of a 5G cellular network is the cause
of unexplained bird deaths occurring in a park in
The Hague, Netherlands” and its relevant articles,
we try to embed into the claim-specific represen-
tation those evidential sentences (e.g., s1–s4) that
are not only topically coherent among themselves
considering the claim, but could also semantically
infer the claim based on textual entailment rela-
tions such as entail, contradict, and neutral. It
is hypothesized that sentence-level evidence can
convey more complete and deeper semantics, thus
providing stronger NLI capacity between claim
and evidence, which would result in better claim-
specific representation for the more accurate fact-
checking decision.

In this work, we propose an end-to-end hier-
archical attention network for sentence-level ev-

idence embedding that aims to attend on impor-
tant sentences (i.e., evidence) by considering their
topical coherence and semantic inference strength.
Different from DeclarE (Popat et al., 2018), our
model can determine the verdict of a claim more
reasonably with evidential sentences embedded
into the learned claim representation. Meanwhile,
with the help of attention, crucial evidence can be
highlighted and referred for better interpretability
of the verdict. Our model is also advantageous
over pipeline methods such as Neural Semantic
Matching Network (NSMN) (Nie et al., 2019)
which topped the FEVER shared task (Thorne
et al., 2018b), because our model can be trained to
address evidence representation learning directly
rather than rank and select sentences semantically
similar to the claim. Our contributions are sum-
marized as follows:

• We propose a novel claim verification frame-
work based on hierarchical attention neural net-
works to learn sentence-level evidence embed-
dings to obtain claim-specific representation.
• We use a co-attention mechanism to model sen-

tence coherence and integrate the coherence-
and entailment-based attentions into our pro-
posed hierarchical attention framework for bet-
ter evidence embedding.
• We experimentally confirm that our method is

much more effective than several state-of-the-
art claim verification models using three public
benchmark datasets collected from snopes.com,
politifact.com and Wikipedia.

2 Related Work

The literature on fact-checking and credibility as-
sessment has been reviewed by several compre-
hensive surveys (Shu et al., 2017; Zubiaga et al.,
2018; Kumar and Shah, 2018; Sharma et al.,
2019). We only briefly review prior works closely
related to ours.

Many studies on claim verification extracted
veracity-indicative features that can reflect stances
and writing styles from relevant texts such as
news articles, microblog posts, etc. and used
the traditional supervised models to learn the pa-
rameters (Castillo et al., 2011; Qazvinian et al.,
2011; Rubin et al., 2016; Ferreira and Vla-
chos, 2016; Rashkin et al., 2017). Deep learn-
ing models such as recurrent neural networks
(RNN) (Ma et al., 2016), convolutional neural net-
works (CNN) (Wang, 2017) and recursive neural
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networks (Ma et al., 2018) were also exploited to
learn the feature representations.

More recently, semantic matching methods
were proposed to retrieve evidence from relatively
trustworthy sources such as checked news and
Wikipedia articles. Popat et al. (2018) attempted
to debunk false claims by learning claim repre-
sentations from relevant articles using an atten-
tion mechanism to focus on words that are closely
related to the claim. Following NLI (Bowman
et al., 2015), which is a task of classifying the re-
lationship between a pair of sentences, composed
by a premise and a hypothesis, as Entails, Con-
tradicts or Neutral, Thorne et al. (2018a) formu-
lated claim verification as a task that aims to clas-
sify claims into Supported, Refuted or Not Enough
Info (NEI). They released a large dataset contain-
ing mutated claims based on relevant Wikipedia
articles and developed a basic pipeline with docu-
ment retrieval, sentence selection, and NLI mod-
ules. Similar pipelines were developed by most
of the participating teams (Nie et al., 2019; Pa-
dia et al., 2018; Alhindi et al., 2018; Hanselowski
et al., 2018) in FEVER shared task (Thorne et al.,
2018b). Apart from the document retrieval func-
tion, our model is end-to-end and aims to learn
sentence-level evidence with a hierarchical atten-
tion framework.

Attention is in general used to attend on the
most important part of texts, and has been success-
fully applied in machine translation (Luong et al.),
question answering (Xiong et al., 2016) and pars-
ing (Dozat and Manning, 2016), and is adopted in
our model for attending on important sentences as
evidence. Our work is also related to coherence
modeling. Different from traditional coherence
studies focusing on discourse coherence among
sentences that are widely applied in text genera-
tion (Park and Kim, 2015; Kiddon et al., 2016) and
summarization (Logeswaran et al., 2018), we try
to capture evidential sentences topically coherent
not only among themselves but also with respect
to the target claim.

3 Problem Statement

We define a claim verification dataset as {C},
where each instance C = (y, c, S) is a tuple repre-
senting a given claim c which is associated with
a ground-truth label y and a set of n sentences
S = {si}ni=1 from the relevant documents of the
claim. We assume the relevant documents are re-

trieved from text collections containing variable
number of sentences, and we disregard the order
of sentences and which documents they are from.
Our task is to classify an instance into a class de-
fined by the specific dataset, such as veracity class
labels, e.g., True/False, or NLI-style class labels,
e.g., Supported/Refuted/NEI.

Our approach exploits and integrates two core
semantic relations: 1) coherence of the sentences
given the claim; 2) entailment relation between
the claim and each sentence, which are described
more specifically below.
Coherence Evaluation: According to the coher-
ence theory of truth, the truth of any (true) propo-
sition consists in its coherence with some speci-
fied set of propositions (Young, 2018). In order to
focus on the useful evidence in a set of relevant
sentences S, we propose a coherence-based atten-
tion component by cross-checking if any sentence
si ∈ S coheres well with the claim and with other
sentences in S in terms of topical consistency.
Textual Entailment: Entailment is used to mea-
sure whether a piece of evidence semantically in-
fers a given claim. We propose an entailment-
based attention component that can be pre-trained
to capture entailment relations (Dagan et al., 2010;
Bowman et al., 2015) based on sentence pairs la-
beled with NLI-specific classes: entails, contra-
dicts and neutral. This pre-trained component to-
gether with the entire claim verification frame-
work then will be trained end-to-end to attend on
the salient sentences for inferring the claim.

4 End-to-End Claim Verification Model

In this section, we introduce our end-to-end hi-
erarchical attention network for claim verifica-
tion, which consist of two attention layers, i.e.,
coherence-based attention and entailment-based
attention, for learning evidence embeddings. Fig-
ure 1 gives an overview of our framework, which
will be depicted in detail in the subsections.

4.1 Sentence Representation

Given a word sequence T = (w1 . . . wt . . . w|T |)
which could be either a claim or a sentence, each
wt ∈ Rd is d-dimensional vector which can be
initialized with pre-trained word embeddings. We
map eachwt into a fixed-sized hidden vector using
standard GRU (Cho et al., 2014). We then obtain
the sentence-level representation for a claim c and
each sentence si ∈ S using two GRU-based RNN
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Figure 1: Our end-to-end hierarchical attention networks for claim verification.

encoders (one for c and the other for si):

hc = h|c| = GRU(w|c|, h|c|−1, θc)

hsi = h|si| = GRU(w|si|, h|si|−1, θS)
(1)

where |.| denotes the number of words, w|c| is the
last word of c, w|si| is the last word of si, θc con-
tains the claim encoder parameters, θS contains
the sentence encoder parameters, and hc, hsi ∈
R1×l are l-dimensional vectors.

4.2 Coherence-based Evidence Attention
Our assumption is that sentences used as evidence
should be topically coherent given a claim. For
example, for the claim in Table 1, which is about
the connection between 5G test and birds’ death in
a park in Hague, the sentences s1-s4 are topically
coherent by specifically addressing the event’s de-
tail while s5-s7 are marginal as s6 and s7 diverge
from the focus and s5 is a too general statement
even though it might imply a possibility.

Our model cross-checks all the sentences to
capture the coherence among them using an atten-
tion mechanism. We consider the relation from
two perspectives: 1) global coherence measures
the consistency of each sentence regarding the en-
tire set as a whole; and 2) local coherence mea-
sures the consistency of each sentence consider-
ing its relation with another sentence. For each si,
we use a biaffine attention (Dozat and Manning,
2016), which naturally fits our problem, to get the
attention weights:

ãi = (HS ·Wc) · h>si +HS · u>
α̃i = softmax(ãi)

(2)

where HS = [hs1 ; . . . ;hsn ] ∈ Rn×l is the ma-
trix representing all sentences, andWc ∈ Rl×l and

u ∈ R1×l contain the weights of the biaffine trans-
formation. The term HS · u> ∈ Rn×1 denotes
the global coherence where each element is a prior
probability of a sentence sj being coherent with
any sentences in S; the term (HS · Wc) · h>si ∈
Rn×1 is the local coherence where each element
hsj ·Wc · h>si represents the relative likelihood of
sj being coherent with si. Therefore, α̃i ∈ Rn×1
is a n-dimensional weight vector for si where each
element α̃ij for j ∈ [1, . . . , n] denotes the coher-
ence attention weight between si and sj .

Extension of Coherence Attention
The coherence attention in Eq. 2 ignores the claim
information. To prevent off-topic coherence which
deviates from claim’s focus, we propose to assess
each sentence’s coherence by jointly considering
the claim and all sentences, which shares a similar
intuition with the co-attention method in question-
answering (Lu et al., 2016; Xiong et al., 2016).

Unlike the question-answer co-attention focus-
ing on mutual selection of salient words in ques-
tion and documents, we focus on sentence-level at-
tention, for which we have multiple sentences but
only one claim. So, we only need a claim-guided
sentence attention. We use a gating unit to endow
the model with the capacity of deciding how much
information it should accept from the claim. The
new attention weight of si is computed by:

h̄si = gc→si � hsi + (1− gc→si)� hc
āi = (H̄S ·Wc) · h̄>si + H̄S · u>
ᾱi = softmax(āi)

(3)

where gc→si = σ(Wg · hsi + Ug · hc) is the gate
function with trainable parameters Wg and Ug,
H̄S = [h̄s1 ; . . . ; h̄sn ] denotes the stacked output
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of the gating unit, and other settings are same as
the biaffine coherence attention (see Eq. 2).

Based on the attention weights, each sentence
can be represented as the weighted sum of all sen-
tences, capturing its overall coherence:

h′si =
∑

j

αij · hsj (4)

where αij is the attention weight between si and
sj obtained from Eq. 2 (α̃i) or Eq. 3 (ᾱi).

Finally, we concatenate the coherence-based
sentence embedding h′si with the original embed-
ding hsi to obtain a richer sentence representation:

h̃si = tanh(Wco · [hsi , h′si ] + bco) (5)

where Wco and bco are parameters for transform-
ing the concatenation into a l-dimensional vector.

4.3 Entailment-based Evidence Attention

We further enhance the sentence representation
by capturing the entailment relations between
the sentences and the claim based on the NLI
method (Bowman et al., 2015) for strengthening
the semantic inference capacity of our model.

Given c and si, we represent each such pair by
integrating three matching functions between hc
and h̃si : 1) concatenation [hc, h̃si ]; 2) element-
wise product hc � h̃si ; and 3) absolute element-
wise difference |hc − h̃si |. The similar matching
scheme was commonly used to train NLI mod-
els (Conneau et al., 2017; Mou et al., 2016; Liu
et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2016). We then perform
a transformation to obtain the joint representation
hcsi as follow:

hcsi = tanh
(
We ·

[
hc, h̃si , hc � h̃si , |hc − h̃si |

])

(6)
where We are trainable weights for transforming
the long concatenation into an l-dimensional vec-
tor. We omit the bias to avoid notational clutter.

To capture entailment-based evidence, we again
apply attention over the original sentences guided
by the joint representation hcsi which is obtained
on top of the coherence attention. This yields:

bi = tanh(Ve · hcsi + be)

βi =
exp(bi)∑
i exp(bi)

hcS =
∑

i

βi · hsi

(7)

where Ve and be are parameters turning hcsi to an
entailment score bi, βi is the entailment-based at-
tention weight of si which is used to produce the
final representation hcS of an entire instance.

Note that the hierarchy of our attention structure
is conveyed by the query part hcsi , and we apply the
weight βi on the original representation hsi rather
than h′si (Eq. 4) or h̃si (Eq. 5), which is empiri-
cally better based on our trials since the latter two
may contain more redundant information due to
the sum over an entire set when computing h′si .

4.4 The Overall Model
The attention vector hcS is the high-level represen-
tation of the claim with the embedded evidence
based on the hierarchical attention method. We
use a fully connected output layer to output the
probability distribution over the veracity classes:

ŷ = softmax(Vo · hcS + bo) (8)

where Vo and bo are the weights and bias in output
layer. Note that Eq. 8 assumes that using hcS alone
can determine the veracity as true or false without
direct reference to the claim again. This may be
suitable for news data as the salient news sentences
often straightforwardly comment on the claim’s
veracity. However, some claim verification tasks
such as FEVER (Thorne et al., 2018a) are partic-
ularly defined to classify if the factual evidence
from the source like Wikipedia, which rarely re-
mark on the veracity of the mutated claim, can in-
fer the claim as being supported, refuted or NEI. In
such case, we replace hcS in Eq. 8 with the richer
representation ĥcS = [hc, h

c
S , hc � hcS , |hc − hcS |]

to facilitate the inference from the evidence to the
claim in accordance with such NLI style of the
task definition. Interestingly, such treatment does
not work for veracity classification of news claim
(see Section 5.2), which may be because the verac-
ity features of news claim have been already em-
bedded into hcS and the richer representation ĥcS
involving the claim could introduce unnecessary
noise to a non-NLI type of task unlike FEVER.

To fine-tune our model, we also pre-train the
coherence- and entailment-related parameters for
avoiding the sole reliance on the potentially lim-
ited supervision from the task-specific labels.

Pre-training Coherence Model
Without ground truth for learning the coherence
model, we use a pair-wise training strategy to op-
timize a large margin objective. For each claim
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c, we randomly choose another “negative” claim
c′. Then we construct a tuple (s,X+, X−), where
X+ = (c, S) and X− = (c′, S′) are tuples con-
sisting of different claims and their relevant article
sentences, and s ∈ S is a sentence selected ran-
domly. Generally, (s,X+) should exhibit higher
topical coherence than (s,X−) since the former
reports the same claim c. We seek for parameters
that assign a higher score to (s,X+) than (s,X−)
by minimizing the following margin-based rank-
ing loss:

Lc = max
{

0, 1 + r(s,X−)− r(s,X+)
}

(9)

and r(, ) is the ranking function turning the
coherence-based sentence embedding to a ranking
score:

r(s,X) = tanh
(
W ′c · cohAtt(s,X) + b′c

)
(10)

where cohAtt(, ) is a shorthand of Eq. 4, and W ′c
and b′c are the weights and bias of an added ranking
output layer which is not a part of our end-to-end
model. The pre-trained model is used to initialize
all the parameters needed for computing Eq. 4.

Pre-training Entailment Model
We use the Standford Natural Language Infer-
ence (SNLI) dataset (Bowman et al., 2015) to pre-
train the parameters of entailment-based attention
model. Specifically, we train a model for Recog-
nizing Textual Entailment (RTE) as follow:

ȳ = softmax(V ′e · hRTE + b′e) (11)

where ȳ is the entailment class label, i.e., entails,
contradicts, or neutral, hRTE has the same form
as Eq. 6 while the input claim-sentence pair is re-
placed by a pair of premise and hypothesis in the
SNLI corpus (each element is encoded by a GRU
sentence encoder), and V ′e and b′e are the weights
and bias of the RTE output layer which is not part
of our end-to-end model. The pre-trained model is
used to initialize the parameters We in Eq. 6.

For pre-training, we minimize the square loss
between the distributions of the predicted and the
ground-truth entailment classes.

Overall Training
After pre-training, all the model parameters are
trained end-to-end by minimizing the squared er-
ror between the class probability distribution of
the prediction and that of the ground truth over

the claims. Parameters are updated through back-
propagation (Collobert et al., 2011) with Ada-
Grad (Duchi et al., 2011) for speeding up con-
vergence. The training process ends when the
model converges or the maximum epoch number
is met. We represent input words using pre-trained
GloVe Wikipedia 6B word embeddings (Penning-
ton et al., 2014). We set d to 300 for word vectors
and l to 100 for hidden units, and no parameter
depends on n which varies with different claims.

5 Experiments and Results

5.1 Datasets and Evaluation Metrics

We use three public fact-checking datasets for
evaluation: 1) Snopes and 2) PolitiFact, released
by Popat et al. (2018), containing 4,341 and
3,568 news claims, respectively, along with rele-
vant articles collected from various web sources;
3) FEVER, released by Thorne et al. (2018a),
which consists of 185,445 claims accompanied by
human-annotated relevant Wikipedia articles and
evidence-bearing sentences, and many claims in
FEVER are human altered by mutating the origi-
nal claims from Wikipedia.

Each Snopes claim was labeled as true or false,
while each PolitiFact claim was originally as-
signed one of six veracity labels: true, mostly true,
half true, mostly false, false, and pants on fire. Un-
like Popat et al. (2018) converting all the classes
into true or false, we merge mostly true, half true
and mostly false into mixed, and treat false and
pants on fire as false. Thus, we have a more practi-
cal classification on PolitiFact, i.e., true, false and
mixed. We use micro-/macro-averaged F1, class-
specific precision, recall and F-measure as evalu-
ation metrics. We hold out 10% of the claims for
tuning the hyper parameters, and conduct 5-fold
cross-validation on the rest of the claims.

On FEVER dataset, each claim, which is classi-
fied as Supported, Refuted or NEI, can be verified
with its ground-truth label and a set of human-
annotated evidential sentences extracted from its
relevant Wikipedia pages. This task is similar
as predicting the entailment relation by aggregat-
ing the sentences to infer the NLI-style label of
the target claim, instead of directly predicting the
claim’s veracity as true or false. FEVER shared
task used label accuracy, F1 score of evidential
sentence selection, and FEVER score as evalua-
tion metrics (Thorne et al., 2018b).
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Method
Snopes PolitiFact

True False True False Mixed
micF1 macF1 Prec. Rec. F1 Prec. Rec. F1 micF1 macF1 F1 F1 F1

CNN 0.721 0.636 0.477 0.440 0.460 0.802 0.822 0.812 0.453 0.402 0.368 0.566 0.270
LSTM 0.689 0.642 0.441 0.512 0.517 0.834 0.716 0.771 0.463 0.413 0.452 0.561 0.228
SVM 0.704 0.649 0.459 0.584 0.511 0.832 0.747 0.786 0.450 0.421 0.440 0.547 0.277
DeClarE 0.762 0.695 0.559 0.556 0.553 0.839 0.837 0.837 0.475 0.443 0.447 0.576 0.307
HAN-na 0.750 0.674 0.535 0.500 0.517 0.821 0.841 0.831 0.470 0.431 0.456 0.594 0.242
HAN-ba 0.771 0.738 0.556 0.765 0.644 0.899 0.774 0.832 0.520 0.471 0.475 0.629 0.308
HAN 0.807 0.759 0.637 0.665 0.651 0.874 0.860 0.867 0.523 0.487 0.495 0.627 0.340
HAN-nli 0.747 0.670 0.534 0.491 0.512 0.817 0.841 0.830 0.485 0.432 0.467 0.599 0.230

Table 2: Results of comparison among different models on Snopes (left) and PolitiFact (right) datasets

Method Snopes PolitiFact
micF1 macF1 micF1 macF1

HAN-na 0.750 0.674 0.470 0.431
+ ba 0.776 0.727 0.495 0.455
+ ca 0.788 0.741 0.516 0.473
+ ea 0.779 0.728 0.508 0.463
+ ba + ea 0.771 0.738 0.520 0.471
+ ca + ea 0.807 0.759 0.523 0.487

Table 3: Results of ablation test across different atten-
tions on Snopes (left) and PoliFact (right) datasets.

5.2 Experiments on Veracity-based Datasets

We compare our model and several state-of-the-art
baseline methods described below. 1) SVM: A lin-
ear SVM model for fake news detection using a set
of linguistic features (e.g., bag-of-words, ngrams,
etc.) handcrafted from relevant sentences (Thorne
and Vlachos, 2018); 2) CNN and LSTM: The
CNN-based detection model (Wang, 2017) and
LSTM-based RNN model for representation learn-
ing from word sequences (Rashkin et al., 2017),
respectively, both using only claim content without
considering external resources; 3) DeClarE: The
word-level neural attention model for Debunking
Claims with Interpretable Evidence (Popat et al.,
2018) capturing world-level evidence from rele-
vant articles; 4) HAN: Our full model based on
Hierarchical Attention Networks, where coher-
ence component uses Eq. 3; 5) HAN-ba: A variant
of HAN with biaffine attention in Eq. 2; 6) HAN-
na: Our reduced model with no attention but only
using original sentence representations; 7) HAN-
nli: A variant of HAN by replacing hcS in Eq. 8
with ĥcS for the output layer (see Section 4.4).

We implement our models and DeClarE with
Theano3, and use the original codes of other base-
lines. As DeClarE is not yet open-source, we con-
sult with its developers for our implementation.

3http://deeplearning.net/software/
theano/

Results of Comparison
As shown in Table 2, CNN and LSTM us-
ing barely content of claims without considering
external information are comparable with SVM
which uses handcrafted features based on rele-
vant article sentences. Among all the baselines,
DeClarE performs the best because it not only
learns to capture complex features effectively via
the neural model, but also strengthens the learned
features by attending on the salient words that are
important for predicting the correct label.

Our model can capture more accurate sentence-
level evidence which convey the semantics more
completely and deeply. The superiority is clear:
HAN-na which considers sentence as evidence
without using attention is already better than the
baselines except DeClarE, implying the impor-
tance of sentence-level information. HAN-ba and
HAN using attentions to embed sentence-level ev-
idence consistently outperform DeClarE in large
margin that is based on word-level attention.

HAN consistently outperforms HAN-ba on both
datasets. This suggests that the co-attention con-
sidering claim for capturing sentence coherence
is more effective to represent more accurate ev-
idence. HAN-nli, however, fails to work and is
even worse than DeClarE, which confirms our
conjecture that veracity classification on news data
differs from a NLI type of task like on FEVER (see
Section 5.3) since news reports often openly re-
mark the claim’s veracity and involving the claim
in the output layer may interfere the decision.

Ablation Study
To evaluate the impact of each component, we
perform ablation tests based on the no-attention
model HAN-na plus some component(s) which
can be one or combination of the following atten-
tions: 1) ba and 2) ca correspond to the coherence-
based biaffine attention (Eq. 2) and co-attention
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(a) Snopes dataset (b) Politifact dataset

Figure 2: Results of HAN and HAN- (not pre-trained)
under different sizes of training data.

(Eq. 3), respectively; 3) ea: entailment-based at-
tention (Eq. 7).

As shown in Table 3, HAN-na plus each com-
ponent alone improves the model, indicating their
effectiveness for embedding sentence-level evi-
dence. Furthermore, +ca consistently outperforms
+ba, reaffirming the advantage of co-attention; +ea
makes similar improvements over HAN-na as +ba
and +ca did, suggesting that both types of attention
are comparably helpful. Combining them hierar-
chically makes further improvements especially in
the case of +ca+ea, implying that the two attention
mechanisms are complementary.

We also examine the impact of pre-training on
HAN in comparison with its performance with-
out pre-training, namely HAN-. In Figure 2, we
observe that the pre-training does not have much
impact when we use the entire training set, but it
clearly improves the model when only using cer-
tain proportions of the training data. This indicates
that the fine-tuned coherence and entailment mod-
els are generally helpful for claim verification, es-
pecially when the sampled set is not sufficiently
large for fully training the model.

Discussion
Regarding the gap between the published per-
formance of DeClarE (Plain+Attn) (Popat et al.,
2018) which is 0.79 on the Snopes dataset and that
of our implementation of it which is 0.759, we
conjecture the reason may be that DeClarE utilized
an undisclosed strategy for balancing the training
datasets that we could not easily replicate, while
we trained all the systems in Table 2 on the orig-
inal unbalanced dataset. We leave this for fur-
ther investigation in future upon the availability of
DeClarE source codes. On the PolitiFact dataset,
since we adopt a three-way classification, it is thus
not directly comparable with the original DeClarE
performance which is based on two classes.

Claim: Comedian Bill Murray is running for president
Verdict: False

1 It turns out it’s not true and just the subject of a hoax
article by a website parodying ABC news.

2 Bill Murry is not running for president, nor has he an-
nounced that fact from his hometown.

3 Unknown Internet prankster created fake website for
NBC, ABC and Fox News running the headline “Bill
Murray is running for president”.
...

8 Murray made the announcement from his home in and
he felt the 2016 presidential election seemed like the
right time to go.

9 Paul Horner, a spokesman for the campaign, told re-
porters that he believes in Bill Murry for President.

Table 4: Examples of attended sentences ranked by the
attention weight βi that can explain the verdict.

Method Acc. Prec. Rec. F1 FEVER
Fever-base 0.521 − − − 0.326
NSMN 0.697 0.286 0.870 0.431 0.665
HAN-nli 0.642 0.340 0.484 0.400 0.464
HAN-nli* 0.720 0.447 0.536 0.488 0.571
HAN* 0.475 0.356 0.471 0.406 0.365

Table 5: Results of different claim verification models
on FEVER dataset (Dev set). The columns correspond
to the predicted label accuracy, the evidence precision,
recall, F1 score, and the FEVER score.

Case Study
Table 4 illustrates some top sentences embedded
with a claim from Snopes dataset which is cor-
rectly detected as fake. We can see that 1) the top
sentences have high topical overlap with both the
claim and each other; 2) the highly ranked sen-
tences play a major role in deciding the verdict,
as they remark on the claim’s veracity directly; 3)
the lower sentences seem less important since they
either repeat the claim or are very subjective. Pro-
viding such readable pieces of evidence to human
fact-checker for verifying the claim can be helpful.

5.3 Experiments on FEVER Dataset

We compare the following systems on the public
Dev set4 of FEVER dataset: 1) Fever-base: The
FEVER baseline (Thorne et al., 2018a) that is a
pipeline for claim verification including 3 stages:
document retrieval, sentence selection and textual
entailment. 2) NSMN: The pipeline-based system
named as UNC-NLP topping the FEVER shared
task (Thorne et al., 2018b), which was later re-
ported as using Neural Semantic Matching Net-
works (Nie et al., 2019). 3) HAN-nli: Our full

4The test set is not publicly available at the time of this
work being done.
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model trained using the FEVER task dataset. Note
that similar to DeClarE our model assumes that
the set of articles about each claim have been
retrieved, while the FEVER task requires users
search relevant Wikipages in the first place. Using
FEVER, our method thus is not truly end-to-end
in this setting. We utilize the document retrieval
module of NSMN (Nie et al., 2019) to obtain
the relevant Wikipages. 4) HAN-nli*: For more
fair comparison with NSMN which utilized the
ground-truth sentences in the training set to train
their sentence selector, we fine-tune the HAN-nli,
namely HAN-nli*, by optimizing the square error
loss between the entailment attention score bi (see
Eq. 7) and the -1/+1 value indicating whether si is
selected as a piece of evidence in the ground truth.
5) HAN*: The original HAN using Eq. 8 in the
output layer and fine-tuned like HAN-nli*.

Table 5 shows that HAN-nli* is much better
than the two baselines in terms of label accuracy
and evidence F1 score. There are two reasons: 1)
apart from the retrieval module, our model opti-
mizes all the parameters end-to-end, while the two
pipeline systems may result in error propagation;
and 2) our evidence embedding method consid-
ers more complex facets such as topical coher-
ence and semantic entailment, while NSMN just
focuses on similarity matching between the claim
and each sentence. HAN-nli seem already a de-
cent model given its much better performance than
Fever-base. This confirms the advantage of our ev-
idence embedding method on the FEVER task.

NSMN achieves higher FEVER score and evi-
dence recall than our method. However, the rea-
son is straightforward: FEVER score favors re-
calling the annotated evidential sentences while
one of the limitations of FEVER dataset is that
the ground-truth sentences provided by human
annotators were often incomplete (Thorne et al.,
2018a,b). Our approach is not limited by select-
ing top-k sentences and may embed into evidence
as many diverse sentences as the model requires.
Compared to NSMN which aims to recall the top
evidence sentences in FEVER’s ground truth, our
model achieves much higher Accuracy, Evidence
Precision and F1.

HAN* is ineffective, confirming that in FEVER
task the claim content is needed in the output layer
for the NLI to take effect since the evidence from
Wikipedia typically does not contain direct re-
marks on the veracity of a claim.

Discussion
The pipeline-based system NSMN demonstrates
superior evidence retrieval performance in terms
of FEVER score. We emphasize that the essential
objective of our model is not for evidence retrieval
and ranking. Instead of ranking sentences into the
top-k positions, we pay more attention on claim
verification accuracy by embedding and aggregat-
ing the useful sentences as evidence like we have
explained above. However, such discrepancy in-
spires us to investigate in the future an end-to-end
approach to jointly model evidence retrieval and
claim verification in a unified framework based on
our sentence-level attention mechanism.

Finally, thanks to one of our reviewers, we learn
about another two-stage model named TwoWin-
gOS (Yin and Roth, 2018), which achieves a com-
parable FEVER score but a little bit higher ac-
curacy than ours on FEVER task. The TwoWin-
gOS applies a two-wing optimization approach to
jointly optimizing sentence selection and veracity
classification. The reasons regarding their higher
performance might lie in that: 1) their input word
embeddings are fine-tuned based on the context of
the evidence and claim while ours are fixed dur-
ing training; and 2) the document retrieval module
of the TwoWingOS has demonstrated higher effec-
tiveness than that of the NSMN (see rate (recall)
and acc ceiling (OFEVER) in Tables 2 in (Yin and
Roth, 2018; Nie et al., 2019) for details).

6 Conclusions and Future Work

We propose a novel neural end-to-end frame-
work for claim verification by learning to embed
sentence-level evidence with a hierarchical atten-
tion mechanism. Our model strengthens the ev-
idence representations by attending on the sen-
tences that are not only topically coherent but can
also semantically infer the target claim. The re-
sults on three public benchmark datasets confirm
the advantages of our method. For the future work,
beyond what we have mentioned, we plan to ex-
amine our model on different information sources.
We will also try to incorporate relevant metadata
into it, e.g., author profile, website credibility, etc.
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Abstract
The activities we do are linked to our inter-
ests, personality, political preferences, and de-
cisions we make about the future. In this pa-
per, we explore the task of predicting human
activities from user-generated content. We
collect a dataset containing instances of social
media users writing about a range of everyday
activities. We then use a state-of-the-art sen-
tence embedding framework tailored to recog-
nize the semantics of human activities and per-
form an automatic clustering of these activi-
ties. We train a neural network model to make
predictions about which clusters contain activ-
ities that were performed by a given user based
on the text of their previous posts and self-
description. Additionally, we explore the de-
gree to which incorporating inferred user traits
into our model helps with this prediction task.

1 Introduction

What a person does says a lot about who they
are. Information about the types of activities that
a person engages in can provide insights about
their interests (Goecks and Shavlik, 2000), per-
sonality (Ajzen, 1987), physical health (Bouchard
et al., 2018), the activities that they are likely to
do in the future (Ouellette and Wood, 1998), and
other psychological phenomena like personal val-
ues (Rokeach, 1973). For example, it has been
shown that university students who exhibit traits
of interpersonal affect and self-esteem are more
likely to attend parties (Paunonen and Ashton,
2001), and those that value stimulation are likely
to watch movies that can be categorized as thrillers
(Bardi and Schwartz, 2003).

Several studies have applied computational ap-
proaches to the understanding and modeling of hu-
man behavior at scale (Yin et al., 2014) and in
real time (Wang et al., 2015). However, this pre-
vious work has mainly relied on specific devices
or platforms that require structured definitions of

behaviors to be measured. While this leads to an
accurate understanding of the types of activities
being done by the involved users, these methods
capture a relatively narrow set of behaviors com-
pared to the huge range of things that people do
on a day-to-day basis. On the other hand, publicly
available social media data provide us with infor-
mation about an extremely rich and diverse set of
human activities, but the data are rarely structured
or categorized, and they mostly exist in the form
of natural language. Recently, however, natural
language processing research has provided several
examples of methodologies for extracting and rep-
resenting human activities from text (Fast et al.,
2016; Wilson and Mihalcea, 2017) and even mul-
timodal data (Agrawal et al., 2016).

In this paper, we explore the task of predict-
ing human activities from user-generated text data,
which will allow us to gain a deeper understand-
ing of the kinds of everyday activities that peo-
ple discuss online with one another. Throughout
the paper, we use the word “activity” to refer to
what an individual user does or has done in their
daily life. Unlike the typical use of this term in the
computer vision community (Cheng et al., 2015;
Zhang et al., 2017), in this paper we use it in a
broad sense, to also encompass non-visual activ-
ities such as “make vacation plans” or “have a
dream” We do not focus on fine-grained sequences
actions such as “pick up a camera”, “hold a cam-
era to one’s face”, “press the shutter release but-
ton”, and others. Rather, we focus on the high-
level activity as a person would report to others:
“take a picture”. Additionally, we specifically fo-
cus on everyday human activities done by the users
themselves, rather than larger-scale events (Atefeh
and Khreich, 2015), which are typically character-
ized by the involvement or interest of many users,
often at a specific time and location.

Given that the space of possible phrases describ-
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ing human activities is nearly limitless, we pro-
pose a set of human activity clusters that summa-
rize a large set of several hundred-thousand self-
reported activities. We then construct predictive
models that are able to estimate the likelihood that
a user has reported that they have performed an
activity from any cluster.

The paper makes the following main contribu-
tions. First, starting with a set of nearly 30,000
human activity patterns, we compile a very large
dataset of more than 200,000 users undertaking
one of the human activities matching these pat-
terns, along with over 500 million total tweets
from these users. Second, we use a state-of-the-
art sentence embedding framework tailored to rec-
ognize the semantics of human activities and cre-
ate a set of activity clusters of variable granularity.
Third, we explore a neural model that can predict
human activities based on natural language data,
and in the process also investigate the relationships
between everyday human activities and other so-
cial variables such as personal values.

2 Data

While we do not expect to know exactly what a
person is doing at any given time, it is fairly com-
mon for people to publicly share the types of activ-
ities that they are doing by making posts, written
in natural language, on social media platforms like
Twitter. However, when taking a randomly sam-
pled stream of tweets, we find that only a small
fraction of the content was directly related to ac-
tivities that the users were doing in the real world
– instead, most instances are more conversational
in nature, or contain the sharing of opinions about
the world or links to websites or images. Using
such a random sample would require us to filter
out a large percentage of the total data collected,
making the data collection process inefficient.

Therefore, in order to target only those tweets
that are rich in human activity content, we formu-
late a set of queries that allows us to use the Twit-
ter Search API to find instances of users tweeting
about common human activities. Each query con-
tains a first-person, past-tense verb within a phrase
that describes a common activity that people do.
Using this approach, we are able to retrieve a set
of tweets that contains a high concentration of hu-
man activity content, and we also find that users
who wrote these tweets are much more likely to
have written other tweets that describe human ac-
tivities (Table 1). We build our set of human ac-

Sampled tweets w/valid activities 2%
Queried tweets w/valid activities 81%
Addtl. user tweets w/valid activities 15%

Table 1: Effect of targeted query approach on activity
frequency in tweets. “Valid activities” are defined as
first-person verb phrases that clearly indicate that the
author of the text has actually performed the concrete
activity being described. For each set of tweets, a ran-
dom subset of 100 was chosen and manually annotated
for validity.

count unique
Event2Mind activities 24,537 24,537
Survey activities 5,000 4,957
Total 29,537 29,494

Table 2: Number of human activity queries from mul-
tiple sources.

tivity queries from two sources: the Event2Mind
dataset (Rashkin et al., 2018) and a set of short ac-
tivity surveys, which we collect ourselves, to ob-
tain nearly 30K queries (Table 2) .

2.1 Event2Mind Activities

The Event2Mind dataset contains a large number
of event phrases which are annotated for intent
and reaction. The events themselves come from
four sources of phrasal events (stories, common
n-grams found in web data, blogs, and English id-
ioms), and many of them fall under our classifi-
cation of human activities, making Event2Mind a
great resource in our search for concrete examples
of human activities. We consider events for which
a person is the subject (e.g, “PersonX listens to
PersonX’s music”) to be human activities, and re-
move the rest (e.g., “It is Christmas morning”).
We then use several simple rules to convert the
Event2Mind instances into first-person past-tense
activities. Since all events were already filtered
so that they begin with “PersonX”, we replace the
first occurrence of “PersonX” in each event with
“I” and all subsequent occurrences with “me”. All
occurrences of “PersonX’s” become “my”, and the
main verb in each phrase is conjugated to its past-
tense form using the Pattern python module.1 For
example, the event “PersonX teaches PersonX’s
son” becomes the query “I taught my son”. Since
Event2Mind also contains wildcard placeholders
that can match any span of text within the same

1www.clips.uantwerpen.be/pattern
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Total queries 29,494
Queried tweets 422,607
Avg. tweets/query 14.33
Valid queried tweets 335,357
Avg. valid tweets/query 11.37

Table 3: Summary of query results.

phrase (e.g., “PersonX buys at the store”)2 but
the Twitter API doesn’t provide a mechanism for
wildcard search, we split the event on the string
and generate a query that requires all substrings to
appear in the tweet. We then check all candidate
tweets after retrieval and remove any for which the
substrings do not appear in the same order as the
original pattern.

2.2 Short Survey Activities

In order to get an even richer set of human activ-
ities, we also ask a set of 1,000 people across the
United States to list any five activities that they had
done in the past week. We collect our responses
using Amazon Mechanical Turk,3 and manually
verify that all responses are reasonable. We re-
move any duplicate strings and automatically con-
vert them into first-person and past-tense (if they
were not in that form already). For this set of
queries, there are no wildcards and we only search
for exact matches. Example queries obtained us-
ing this approach include “I went to the gym” and
“I watched a documentary”.

2.3 Query Results

Using our combined set of unique human activity
queries, we use the Twitter Search API4 to collect
the most recent 100 matches per query (the maxi-
mum allowed by the API per request), as available,
and we refer to these tweets as our set of queried
tweets. We then filter the queried tweets as fol-
lows: first, we verify that for any tweets requiring
the match of multiple substrings (due to wildcards
in the original activity phrase), the substrings ap-
pear in the correct order and do not span multiple
sentences. Next, we remove activity phrases that
are preceded with indications that the author of the
tweet did not actually perform the activity, such as
“I wish” or “should I . . . ?”. We refer to the set

2We also treat instance of “PersonY” as a wildcard since
this could be any name or even a user (@) mention on Twitter.

3www.mturk.com
4developer.twitter.com/en/docs/tweets/search/api-

reference/get-search-tweets.html

Num. unique users 358,091
Additional tweets collected 560,526,633
Avg. additional tweets / user 1,565
Additional activities extracted 21,316,364
Avg. additional activities / user 59.52

Table 4: Summary of additional data.

Initial number unique users 358,091
Users with non-empty profiles 96.9%
Users with ≥ 1 addtl. tweets 94.9%
Users with ≥ 25 addtl. tweets 93.1%
Users with ≥ 1 addtl. activities 93.5%
Users with ≥ 5 addtl. activities 87.1%
Final number unique valid users 214,708

Table 5: Summary valid user filtering.

of tweets left after this filtering as valid queried
tweets (see Table 3 for more details).

In order to gather other potentially useful infor-
mation about the users who wrote at least one valid
queried tweet, we collect both their self-written
profile and their previously written tweets (up to
3,200 past tweets per user, as allowed by the Twit-
ter API), and we refer to these as our set of ad-
ditional tweets. We ensure that there is no over-
lap between the sets of queried tweets and addi-
tional tweets, so in the unlikely case that a user has
posted the same tweet multiple times, it cannot be
included in both sets.

Further, we use a simple pattern-matching ap-
proach to extract additional activities from these
additional tweets. We search for strings that
match I <VBD> .* <EOS> where <VBD> is
any past-tense verb, .* matches any string (non-
greedy), and <EOS> matches the end of a sen-
tence. We then perform the same filtering as be-
fore for indications that the person did not actu-
ally do the activity, and we refer to these filtered
matches as our set of additional activities (see
Table 4 for more information). Note that since
these additional activities can contain any range
of verbs, they are naturally noisier than our set of
valid query tweets, and we therefore do not treat
them as a reliable “ground truth” source of self-
reported human activities, but as a potentially use-
ful signal of activity-related information that can
be associated with users in our dataset.

For our final dataset, we also filter our set of
users. From the set of users who posted at least
one valid queried tweet, we remove those who had
empty user profiles, those with less than 25 addi-
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tional tweets, and those with less than 5 additional
activities (Table 5).

2.4 Creating Human Activity Clusters
Given that the set of possible human activity
phrases is extremely large and it is unlikely that the
same phrase will appear multiple times, we make
this space more manageable by first performing a
clustering over the set of activity phrase instances
that we extract from all valid queried tweets. We
define an activity phrase instance as the set of
words matching an activity query, plus all follow-
ing words through the end of the sentence in which
the match appears. By doing this clustering, our
models will be able to make a prediction about
the likelihood that a user has mentioned activities
from each cluster, rather than only making predic-
tions about a single point in the semantic space of
human activities.

In order to cluster our activity phrase instances,
we need to define a notion of distance between
any pair of instances. For this, we turn to prior
work on models to determine semantic similar-
ity between human activity phrases (Zhang et al.,
2018) in which the authors utilized transfer learn-
ing in order to fine-tune the Infersent (Conneau
et al., 2017) sentence similarity model to specifi-
cally capture relationships between human activ-
ity phrases. We use the authors’ BiLSTM-max
sentence encoder trained to capture the related-
ness dimension of human activity phrases5 to ob-
tain vector representations of each of our activity
phrases. The measure of distance between vectors
produced by this model was shown to be strongly
correlated with human judgments of general activ-
ity relatedness (Spearman’s ρ = .722 between the
model and human ratings, while inter-annotator
agreement is .768).

While the relationship between two activity
phrases can be defined in a number of ways (Wil-
son and Mihalcea, 2017), we we chose a model
that was optimized to capture relatedness so that
our clusters would contain groups of related ac-
tivities without enforcing that they are strictly the
same activity. Since the model that we employed
was trained on activity phrases in the infinitive
form, we again use the Pattern python library, this
time to convert all of our past-tense activities to
this form. We also omit the leading first person
pronoun from each phrase, and remove user men-
tions (@<user>), hashtags, and URLs. We then

5Shared by the first author of the referenced paper.

“Cooking”
make cauliflower stir-fry for dinner

make garlic and olive oil vermicelli for lunch
start cooking bacon in the oven (on foil in a sheet)

burn the turkey
make perfect swordfish steaks tonight

“Pet/Animal related”
get a new pet spider today

cuddle 4 dogs
get a pet sitter

feel so happy being able to pet kitties today
spend some time with cats

“Spectating”
watch football italia

watch a football game in the pub
watch basketball today

watch sports
watch fireworks today in the theatre

“Passing Examinations”
ace the exam

pass one’s exam thank god
get a perfect score on one’s exam

get a c on one’s french exam
pass another exam omg

Table 6: Examples of clustered activities (with manu-
ally provided labels, for reference purposes only).

define the distance between any two vectors using
cosine distance, i.e., 1 − A·B

||A||||B|| , for vectors A
and B.

We use K-means clustering in order to find a
set of kact clusters that can be used to repre-
sent the semantic space in which the activity vec-
tors lie. We experiment with kact = 2n with
n ∈ Z ∩ [3, 13] and evaluate the clustering results
using several metrics that do not require super-
vision: within-cluster variance, silhouette coeffi-
cient (Rousseeuw, 1987), Calinski-Harabaz crite-
rion (Caliński and Harabasz, 1974), and Davies-
Bouldin criterion (Davies and Bouldin, 1979).
In practice, however, we find that these metrics
are strongly correlated (either positively or nega-
tively) with the kact, making it difficult to quan-
titatively compare the results of using a different
number of clusters, and we therefore make a de-
cision based on a qualitative analysis of the clus-
ters.6 For the purpose of making these kinds of

6We acknowledge that similar experiments could be run
with different cluster assignments, and our preliminary ex-
periments showed comparable results. It is important to note
that we do not treat these clusters as the definitive organiza-
tion of human activities, but as an approximation of the full
activity space in order to reduce the complexity of making
predictions about activities in that space.
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Distance to “Cooking”: 0.11
cook breakfast

cook the spaghetti
start cooking

cook something simple
start cooking a lot more

Distance to “Cooking”: 0.52
feed one’s ducks bread all the time

give one’s dog some chicken
stop eating meat

eat hot dogs and fries
get one’s dog addicted to marshmellows

Distance to “Cooking”: 0.99
take a picture with her

post a photo of one
bring something like 1000 rolls of film

draw a picture of us holding hands
capture every magical moment to give to the bride

Table 7: Three sample clusters and their distances from
the first cluster in Table 6, showing the closest cluster,
a somewhat distant cluster, and a very distant cluster.

predictions about clusters, it is beneficial to have a
smaller number of larger clusters, but clusters that
are too large are no longer meaningful since they
contain sets of activities that are less strongly re-
lated to one another. In the end, we find that using
210 = 1024 clusters leads to a good balance be-
tween cluster size and specificity, and we use this
configuration for our prediction experiments mov-
ing forward. Examples of activities that were as-
signed the same cluster label are shown in Table 6,
and Table 7 illustrates the notion of distance within
our newly defined semantic space of human activi-
ties. For example, two cooking-related clusters are
near to one another, while a photography-related
cluster is very distant from both.

3 Methodology

Given a set of activity clusters and knowledge
about the users who have reported to have partic-
ipated in these activities, we explore the ability of
machine learning models to make inferences about
which activities are likely to be next performed by
a user. Here we describe the supervised learning
setup, evaluation, and neural architecture used for
the prediction task.

3.1 Problem Statement

We formulate our prediction problem as follows:
for a given user, we would like to produce a prob-
ability distribution over all activity clusters such

that:
argmax
ci∈C

P (ci|h,p,a) = ct ,

whereC is a set of activity clusters, h, p, and a are
vectors that represent the user’s history, profile,
and attributes, respectively, and ct is the target
cluster. The target cluster is the cluster label of
an activity cluster that contains an activity that is
known to have been performed by the user.

If a model is able to accurately predict the tar-
get cluster, then it is able to estimate the general
type of activity that the user is likely to write about
doing in the future given some set of information
about the user and what they have written in the
past. By also generating a probability distribution
over the clusters, we can assign a likelihood that
each user will write about performing each group
of activities in the future. For example, such a
model could predict the likelihood that a person
will claim to engage in a “Cooking” activity or a
“Pet/Animal related” activity.

The ability to predict the exact activity cluster
correctly is an extremely difficult task, and in fact,
achieving that alone would be a less informative
result than producing predictions about the like-
lihood of all clusters. Further, in our setup, we
only have knowledge about a sample of activities
that people actually have done. In reality, it is
very likely that users have participated in activi-
ties that belong to a huge variety of clusters, re-
gardless of which activities were actually reported
on social media. Therefore, it should be sufficient
for a model to give a relatively high probability to
any activity that has been reported by a user, even
if there is no report of the user having performed
an activity from the cluster with the highest prob-
ability for that user.

3.2 Model Architecture

As input to our activity prediction model, we use
three major components: a user’s history, profile,
and attributes. We represent a history as a se-
quence of documents, D, written by the user, that
contain information about the kinds of activities
that they have done. Let t = |D|, and each docu-
ment in D is represented as a sequence of tokens.
We experiment with two sources for D: all addi-
tional tweets written by a user, or only the addi-
tional activities contained in tweets written by a
user, which is a direct subset of the text contained
in the full set of tweets.

A user’s profile is a single document, also
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Figure 1: Predictive model architecture.

represented as a sequence of tokens. For each
user, we populate the profile input using the plain
text user description associated with their account,
which often contains terms which express self-
identity such as “republican” or “athiest.”

We represent the tokens in both the user’s
history and profile with the pretrained 100-
dimensional GloVe-Twitter word embeddings
(Pennington et al., 2014), and preprocess all text
with the script included with these embeddings.7

Finally, our model allows the inclusion of any
additional attributes that might be known or in-
ferred in order to aid the prediction task, which
can be passed to the model as a dima dimensional
real-valued vector. For instance, we can use per-
sonal values as a set of attributes, as described in
Section 3.3.

We train a deep neural model, summarized in
Figure 1, to take a user’s history, profile, and at-
tributes, and output a probability distribution over
the set of kact clusters of human activities, indi-
cating the likelihood that the user has reported to
have performed an activity in each cluster. There
are four major components of our network:

Document Encoder This is applied to each of the
t documents in the history– either an activity
phrase or a full tweet. For document i inD, it
takes a sequence of token embeddings as in-
put and produces a dimd dimensional vector,
di as output.

History Encoder This layer takes the sequence
7nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/preprocess-twitter.rb

{d0, . . . ,dt} as input and produces a sin-
gle dimH dimensional vector, h, as output,
intended to represent high-level features ex-
tracted from the entire history of the user.

Profile Encoder Takes each token in the user’s
profile as input and produces a single dimp

dimensional vector, p as output.

Classifier As input, this module takes the con-
catenation a ⊕ h ⊕ p, where a is the prede-
fined attribute vector associated with the user.
Then, a prediction is made for each of the kact
clusters, first applying softmax in order to ob-
tain a probability distribution. We refer to the
dimension of the output as dimo.

For any of the three encoder layers, several layer
types can be used, including recurrent, convo-
lutional, or self-attention based (Vaswani et al.,
2017) layers. The classifier layer is the only layer
that does not take a sequence as input and we
implement it using a simple feed-forward multi-
layer network containing `c layers with hc hidden
units each. The network is trained with cross-
entropy loss, which has been shown to perform
competitively when optimizing for top-k classifi-
cation tasks (Berrada et al., 2018).

3.3 Incorporating Personal Values
While the attributes vector a can be used to en-
code any information of interest about a user, we
choose to experiment with the use of personal val-
ues because of their theoretical connection to hu-
man activities (Bardi and Schwartz, 2003). In
order to get a representation of a user’s values,
we turn to the hierarchical personal values lexi-
con from (Wilson et al., 2018). In this lexicon,
there are 50 value dimensions, represented as sets
of words and phrases that characterize that value.
Since users’ profiles often contain value-related
content, we use the Distributed Dictionary Repre-
sentations (DDR) method (Garten et al., 2018) to
compute a score, sv for each value dimension, v,
using cosine similarity as follows:

sv =
R(profile) ·R(lexiconv)
||R(profile)||||R(lexiconv)||

,

where R(·) is a representation of a set of vec-
tors, which, for the DDR method, is defined as the
mean vector of the set; profile is a set of word
embeddings, one for each token in the user’s pro-
file; and lexiconv is another set of word embed-
dings, one for each token in the lexicon for value
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dimension v. Finally, we set a = (s0, . . . , sdimL
)

where dimL = 50, the number of value di-
mensions in the lexicon. Examples of profiles
with high scores for sample value dimensions are
shown in Table 8.

Category Top Scoring Profile
Family a mother to my son
Nature Environment & nat resource

economist tweeting about cli-
mate change/risk, energy, envi-
ronmental protection, green fi-
nance, commodities, data sci-
ence, politics

Work-Ethic Football is like life - it requires
perseverance, self-denial, hard
work, sacrifice, dedication and
respect for authority

Religion /Galatians 2:20/ I love our Lord
Jesus Christ.

Table 8: Profiles scoring the highest for various values
categories when measured with the values lexicon.

Further, we explore the types of activity clusters
that contain activities reported by users with high
scores for various value dimensions. For a given
value, we compute a score for each cluster sCv by
taking the average sv of all users who tweeted
about doing activities in the cluster. For each value
v, we can then rank all clusters by their sCv score.
Examples of those with the highest scores are pre-
sented in Table 9. We observe that users whose
profiles had high scores for Family were likely to
report doing activities including family members,
those with high scores for Nature tweeted about
travel, and those with high Work-Ethic scores re-
ported performing writing related tasks.

Category Activities in High Scoring Cluster
give one’s daughter a number of plants

Family take one’s family to the park
work in the garden with mom
visit another castle

Nature visit france
go on a fishing trip
add another footnote to the dissertation

Work-Ethic file a complaint with the fcc
write one’s first novel by hand
follow the rules

Religion study really hard
do a good deed

Table 9: Activity clusters associated with the highest
scoring users for various values categories when mea-
sured with the values lexicon.

3.4 Evaluation

We evaluate our activity prediction models using a
number of metrics that consider not only the most
likely cluster, but also the set of keval most likely
clusters. First, we evaluate the average per-class
accuracy of the model’s ability to rank ct, the tar-
get cluster, within the top keval clusters. These
scores tell us how well the model is able to make
predictions about the kinds of activities that each
user is likely to do.

Second, we test how well the model is able to
sort users by their likelihood of having reported to
do an activity from a cluster. This average compar-
ison rank (ACR) score is computed as follows: for
each user in the test set, we sample n other users
who do not have the same activity label. Then,
we use the probabilities assigned by the model to
rank all n + 1 users8 by their likelihood of being
assigned ct, and the comparison rank score is the
percentage of users who were ranked ahead of the
target user (lower is better). We then average this
comparison rank across all users in the test set to
get the ACR. The ACR score tells us how well the
model is able to find a rank users based on their
likelihood of writing about doing a given activity,
which could be useful for finding, e.g., the users
who are most likely to claim that they “purchased
some pants” or least likely to mention that they
“went to the gym” in the future.

4 Experiments and Results

We split our data at the user-level, and from our set
of valid users we use 200,000 instances for train-
ing data, 10,000 as test data, and the rest as our
validation set.

For the document encoder and profile encoder
we use Bi-LSTMs with max pooling (Conneau
et al., 2017), with dimd = 128 and dimp = 128.
For the history encoder, we empirically found that
single mean pooling layer over the set of all docu-
ment embeddings outperformed other more com-
plicated architectures, and so that is what we use in
our experiments. Finally, the classifier is a 3-layer
feed-forward network with and dimc = 512 for
the hidden layers, followed by a softmax over the
dimo-dimensional output. We use Adam (Kingma
and Ba, 2014) as our optimizer, set the maximum
number of epochs to 100, and shuffle the order of
the training data at each epoch. During each train-

8We set n = 999 in this study to achieve comparison
samples of size 1000.
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keval 1 2 3 5 10 25 ACR
fullT 2.54 5.04 7.01 13.14 24.49 55.36 46.22
−a 2.11 5.05 7.91 13.58 23.29 54.85 46.12
−p 3.20 6.47 9.08 14.70 27.52 60.26 42.24
−a, p 4.29 7.76 10.67 15.92 29.12 61.03 41.51
fullA 2.13 4.46 7.12 11.44 22.49 55.05 47.40
−a 2.60 4.55 7.35 12.26 23.37 54.73 46.17
−p 2.75 4.84 7.56 12.00 25.25 55.36 46.23
−a, p 3.75 6.79 9.73 15.47 28.22 60.87 42.70
−h 2.02 4.13 6.67 11.61 23.43 53.38 47.98
−a, h 1.68 4.55 7.61 11.49 23.41 52.97 47.83
−p, h 2.29 3.61 4.88 9.22 20.48 51.25 49.28
rand 2.00 4.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 50.00 50.00

Table 10: Per-class accuracy (%) @ keval and ACR scores for the 50-class prediction task. Note that removing h
from either fullT or fullA gives the same model. For ACR only, lower is better.

ing step, we represent each user’s history as a new
random sample of max sample docs = 100 doc-
uments9 if there are more thanmax sample docs
documents available for the user, and we use a
batch size of 32 users. Since there is a class im-
balance in our data, we use sample weighting in
order to prevent the model from converging to a
solution that simply predicts the most common
classes present in the training data. Each sample
is weighted according to its class, c, using the fol-
lowing formula:

wc =
N

count(c) ∗ dimo

where count(c) is the number of training instances
belonging to class c. We evaluate our model on the
development data after each epoch and save the
model with the highest per-class accuracy. Finally,
we compute the results on the test data using this
model, and report these results.

We test several configurations of our model. We
use the complete model described in section 3.2
using either the set of additional tweets written
by a user as their history (fullT), or only the set
of additional activities contained in those tweets
(fullA). Then, to test the effect of the various
model components, we systematically ablate the
attributes vector input a, the profile text (and sub-
sequently, the Profile Encoder layer) p, and the
set of documents, D, comprising the history along
with the Document and History Encoders, thereby
removing the h vector as input to the classifier. We
also explore removing pairs of these inputs at the
same time. To contextualize the results, we also

9We empirically found that increasing this value beyond
100 had little effect on the development accuracy.

include the theoretical scores achieved by random
guessing, labeled as rand.10

We consider two variations on our dataset: the
first is a simplified, 50-class classification prob-
lem. We choose the 50 most common clusters
out of our full set of kact = 1024 and only make
predictions about users who have reportedly per-
formed an activity in one of these clusters. The
second variation uses the entire dataset, but rather
than making predictions about all kact classes, we
only make fine-grained predictions about those
classes for which count(c) ≥ minCount. We
do this under the assumption that training an
adequate classifier for a given class requires at
least minCount examples. All classes for which
count(c) < minCount are assigned an “other”
label. In this way, we still make a prediction for
every instance in the dataset, but we avoid allow-
ing the model to try to fit to a huge landscape of
outputs when the training data for some of these
outputs is insufficient. By setting minCount to
100, we are left with 805 out of 1024 classes,
and an 806th “other” class for our 806-class setup.
Note that this version includes all activities from
all 1024 clusters, it is just that the smallest clus-
ters are grouped together with the “other” label.

While our models are able to make predictions
indicating that learning has taken place, it is clear
that this prediction task is difficult. In the 50-class
setup, the fullT − a, p model consistently had the
strongest average per-class accuracy for all values
of keval and the lowest (best) ACR score (Table
10). The fullA − a, p model performed nearly as
well, showing that using only the human-activity

10For the evaluation metrics considered in this paper, ran-
dom guessing is as strong or stronger than a “most frequent
class” baseline, so we do not report it.
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keval 1 2 3 5 10 25 50 75 100 200 300 ACR
fullT 0.15 0.36 0.61 0.97 1.91 4.65 8.66 12.24 16.15 30.69 43.96 44.10
−a 0.32 0.61 0.98 1.39 2.96 5.99 10.21 14.61 18.95 35.19 49.26 42.61
−p 0.45 1.02 1.37 1.96 3.38 7.41 12.71 17.17 21.60 37.53 51.11 41.14
−a, p 0.41 0.70 1.10 1.66 3.03 6.88 12.89 17.86 22.76 38.61 52.38 40.82
fullA 0.29 0.41 0.72 1.04 2.05 4.50 8.50 12.14 15.48 30.04 44.24 45.98
−a 0.24 0.44 0.75 1.02 2.02 4.62 8.70 12.19 15.56 30.18 43.34 45.99
−p 0.23 0.46 0.66 1.13 2.29 5.27 9.66 14.33 18.75 34.00 47.71 42.64
−a, p 0.26 0.47 0.83 1.35 2.24 4.61 8.90 13.24 16.80 31.29 45.11 44.56
−h 0.10 0.28 0.44 0.73 1.37 4.08 7.60 10.96 14.28 27.60 40.77 47.94
−a, h 0.10 0.36 0.53 1.00 1.85 4.64 8.58 12.57 16.23 29.31 41.57 46.94
−p, h 0.10 0.23 0.41 0.68 1.49 3.72 7.12 10.46 13.65 26.90 39.93 48.15
rand 0.12 0.25 0.37 0.62 1.24 2.98 6.34 9.19 12.54 26.21 36.77 50.00

Table 11: Per-class accuracy (%) @ keval and ACR scores for the 806-class prediction task. Note that removing h
from either fullT or fullA gives the same model. For ACR only, lower is better.

relevant content from a user’s history gives simi-
lar results to using the full set of content available.
When including the attributes and profile for a
user, the model typically overfits quickly and gen-
eralization deteriorates.

In the 806-class version of the task, we observe
the effects of including a larger range of activi-
ties, including many that do not appear as often as
others in the training data (Table 11). This version
of the task also simulates a more realistic scenario,
since predictions can be made for the “other” class
when the model does to expect the user to claim to
do an activity from any of the known clusters. In
this setting, we see that the fullT−pmodel works
well for keval ≤ 25, suggesting that the use of
the attribute vectors helps, especially when pre-
dicting the correct cluster within the top 25 is im-
portant. For keval ≥ 50, the same fullT − a, p
model that worked best in the 50-class setup again
outperforms the others. Here, in contrast to the
50-class setting, using the full set of tweets usu-
ally performs better than focusing only on the hu-
man activity content. Interestingly, the best ACR
scores are even lower in the 806-class setup, show-
ing that it is just as easy to rank users by their like-
lihood of writing about an activity, even when con-
sidering many more activity clusters.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we addressed the task of predict-
ing human activities from user-generated content.
We collected a large Twitter dataset consisting of
posts from more than 200,000 users mentioning
at least one of the nearly 30,000 everyday activi-
ties that we explored. Using sentence embedding
models, we projected activity instances into a vec-

tor space and perform clustering in order to learn
about the high-level groups of behaviors that are
commonly mentioned online. We trained predic-
tive models to make inferences about the likeli-
hood that a user had reported to have done activi-
ties across the range of clusters that we discovered,
and found that these models were able to achieve
results significantly higher than random guessing
baselines for the metrics that we consider. While
the overall prediction scores are not very high, the
models that we trained do show that they are able
to generalize findings from one set of users to an-
other. This is evidence that the task is feasible,
but very difficult, and it could benefit from further
investigation.

We make the activity clusters, models,
and code for the prediction task available at
http://lit.eecs.umich.edu/downloads.html
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Abstract

Inspired by Labov’s seminal work on stylistic
variation as a function of social stratification,
we develop and compare neural models that
predict a person’s presumed socio-economic
status, obtained through distant supervision,
from their writing style on social media. The
focus of our work is on identifying the most
important stylistic parameters to predict socio-
economic group. In particular, we show the
effectiveness of morpho-syntactic features as
stylistic predictors of socio-economic group,
in contrast to lexical features, which are good
predictors of topic.

1 Introduction

In 1966, linguist William Labov set out to cor-
roborate experimentally his observation that in
New York City, variation in the pronunciation of
postvocalic [r] (as in "car", "for", "pour") is sub-
ject to social stratification that is, that NYC people
with different socio-economic backgrounds will
realise that phoneme in different ways (Labov,
1966, 2006).

Avoiding artificially elicited language in favour
of spontaneous language use, Labov picked three
large department stores from the top, middle, and
bottom of the price/prestige range, under the as-
sumption that customers (and salespersons) of
these establishments would belong to different so-
cial strata. "[Labov’s study] was designed to test
two ideas [. . . ]: first, that the variable (r) is a so-
cial differentiator in all levels of New York City
speech; and second, that casual and anonymous
speech events could be used as the basis for a sys-
tematic study of language." (Labov, 2006, p. 40.
Italics ours.)

Inspired by Labov’s work and the recent surge
of interest in computational social science (Cioffi-
Revilla, 2016) and computational sociolinguistics
(e.g. Johannsen et al., 2015), we set out to in-
vestigate whether and to what extent variations in

writing style, analysed in terms of several linguis-
tic variables, are influenced by socio-economic
status (RQ1; see below). To do so, we use
user-generated restaurant reviews on social me-
dia. User-generated content bears important simi-
larities to Labov’s "casual and anonymous speech
events" on at least two fronts: 1) anonymity is here
still preserved since we are not including personal
information about the authors; furthermore 2) so-
cial media are now recognised in the literature as a
source of naturally (i.e. casual) occurring text that
can be used to investigate various sociolinguis-
tic phenomena (Herdağdelen, 2013; Pavalanathan
and Eisenstein, 2015).

Labov’s use of the prestige of a store as a proxy
for the social class of its customers and employ-
ees could be seen as a precursor of distant su-
pervision, an approach which we employ in this
study. We leverage online restaurant reviews, and
our assumption for acquiring labels is that the
socio-economic group of a restaurant’s patrons is
in some measure predictable from its price range.

Using this data, we seek to address the follow-
ing research questions: (a) To what extent can
socio-economic status be predicted from a per-
son’s text (RQ1); (b) Can socio-economic groups
be differentiated on the basis of syntactic features,
compared to lexical features (RQ2)?

Contributions Our contribution consists of 1)
a silver dataset containing user-generated reviews
labelled with a (distantly obtained) approxima-
tion of the socio-economic status of their author,
based on the price range of restaurants; 2) a neural
model of stylistic variation that can predict socio-
economic status with good performance, and 3) an
account of the most important features of style that
are predictive of socio-economic status in this do-
main. Our work can be viewed as a contempo-
rary take on Labov’s approach, with hundreds of
subjects instead of only a few, and with a much
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larger range of proxies for socio-economic group-
ing, exploiting user-generated content as a natural
communicative setting in which stylistic parame-
ters can be sourced to study variation.

To favour reproducibility and future work, we
make all code available at https://github.
com/anbasile/social-variation.1

2 Data and Labels

To work on our questions we need user-generated
texts, and a proxy to facilitate distant labelling of
an author’s socio-economic status. Reviews are
ideal sources of user-generated content: they are
not too noisy and are of sufficient length to enable
paralinguistic and stylistic parameters to be iden-
tified. Restaurant reviews also carry information
about the restaurants themselves, especially their
price range, which we can use as proxy (see be-
low). We use the Yelp! Dataset: it is released
twice a year from Yelp!, a social network where
users discuss and review businesses like restau-
rants, plumbers, bars, etc.2

The review corpus contains more than 5 mil-
lion documents, from over 1 million authors, with
a Zipfian distribution: a small number of authors
publish most of the reviews, while most of the au-
thors only leave one review. Grouping reviews per
author and filtering out authors with only one re-
view reduces the final dataset to fewer than a thou-
sand authors, though this set of reviews is large
and allows us to infer demographic information
about the reviewers (see also Hovy et al., 2015).

Language The Yelp! dataset contains reviews
written in multiple languages, though the vast ma-
jority are in English. We use langid.py (Lui
and Baldwin, 2012) to automatically detect and fil-
ter out non-English instances. The need for both
good parsing performance and large quantity of
text limits us from working with data from other
languages.

Price range as proxy To annotate the Yelp!
dataset with labels which denote the social class
of the authors we adopt the paradigm of distant
supervision. We take the price range of the restau-

1The repository contains all code and models which can
be run by acquiring the freely available Yelp dataset.

2This data is released within the context of the Yelp! Chal-
lenge, a multi-domain shared task which has attracted atten-
tion in NLP primarily for benchmarking text classification
(e.g. Yang et al., 2016)). We use the dataset released for
Round 11.

rant as a proxy for socio-economic status. The av-
erage price of a meal in a restaurant is encoded by
four labels: $, $$, $$$, $$$$. As a first, coarse
step, we accept this representation and divide our
population into four groups.

We group all of the reviews per author and rep-
resent each author as a vector, where each element
is the price range of a restaurant reviewed by the
user. We compute the mode of this vector and the
resulting value becomes our silver label. In short,
we use the price label of a restaurant as an indica-
tor of the socio-economic group(s) to which its pa-
trons belong, under the assumption that the price-
range of the most visited venue will be the most
indicative of the socio-economic status of a given
reviewer. Figure 1 illustrates the process.

X Y

review 1
review 2
...
review N

$
$$
...
$$

$$
most

frequent

$ of
reviewed 

restaurant

Figure 1: An illustration of the distant supervision pro-
cess. Reviews from a single author are grouped to-
gether, the price range of the visited restaurants are col-
lected and the most frequent value is assigned as label
to the user. Our goal is predicting the assigned label Y
from the text X.

This coarse representation must undergo further
refinement, to satisfy three requirements:

(a) Label reliability: we want the most rep-
resentative users only, that is, only those
users whose restaurant price-range falls con-
sistently within a restricted set of categories;

(b) Sufficient textual evidence: we want as much
text as possible in general, and the highest
possible number of reviews per user;

(c) Balance: the raw data is highly skewed to-
wards class $$ (Figure 2), but for our experi-
ments we want equally represented classes to
avoid any size-related effects.

In order to address (a), we employ an entropy-
based strategy to filter out noisier data points. This
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$$ $ $$$ $$$$

Figure 2: Author distribution before filtering. While
users belonging to class $$$$ might visit cheaper
places, the same is not true in the opposite direction:
this explains the small size of class $$$$.

is described below. For the size- and balance-
related points (b) and (c), we perform two oper-
ations over the entropy-filtered dataset. First, we
require a minimum number of reviews per author
to ensure sufficient evidence per reviewer without
excluding too many instances; we empirically set
this threshold to nine reviews. Second, we down-
sample the larger classes to the size of the smallest
class.

Entropy-based refinement Table 1 shows two
data points for two instances (reviewers a and b):
both consist of 16 reviews and both got assigned
class 2 (i.e. $$) as a label, since 2 is the class
of the restaurant that both authors visited most.
However, as can be seen from the column labels,
the first reviewer visited restaurants belonging to
all four classes, while the second one only vis-
ited restaurants of class 2: the second reviewer is
clearly a less noisy data point.

user labels y entropy

a {2: 5, 4: 4, 1: 3, 3: 4} 2 1.37
b {2: 16} 2 0.00

Table 1: Two equal-sized samples, both in group 2.
The column labels contains the number of reviews
per class.

To maximise the ‘purity’ or consistency of reviews
associated with each author, we compute the en-
tropy over the label vector: the lower the entropy,
the less noisy the reviewer and the more reliable
the assigned label (y). In practice, we filter out
the authors whose entropy score is above the mean
of the whole dataset, estimated after removing au-
thors with one review only.

Table 2 shows the final label and token distribu-
tion, after filtering and downsampling. In Figure 3,
we show two sample reviews, one from class $ and
one from class $$$$.

class authors tokens

$ 138 10685
$$ 138 11874

$$$ 138 14872
$$$$ 138 16595

Table 2: Dataset overview after label filtering

3 Label validation: Readability Scores

While distant supervision allows the inference of
socio-economic status with minimal manual in-
tervention, it also makes interpretation of results
challenging due to the threat of circularity in-
volved in the process of collecting data and mod-
elling it at the same time. Thus, We sought some
external label validation that would further ensure
the soundness of our labels (and thus our strategy).

Flekova et al. (2016) showed that the readabil-
ity of a text correlates with income: the higher the
readability, the higher the income. This is also
consistent with observations that readability cor-
relates with educational level (Davenport and De-
Line, 2014), which in itself plays a role in deter-
mining a person’s socio-economic profile (Bour-
dieu, 2013).

Assuming that our labels signal a person’s in-
come bracket, we test whether they correlate with
readability scores, which would provide external
validation of our distant labelling strategy.

We follow Flekova et al. (2016) and use a bat-
tery of readability metrics: Automated Readabil-
ity Index, Coleman Liau Index, Dale-Chall Score,
Flesch-Kincaid Ease, Gunning Fog score, Linsear
Write Formula and the Lix index.3 The metrics
differ in how they measure readability, but they all
rely on features such as average number of sylla-
bles per sentence, average sentence length, or the
percentage of arbitrarily defined complex words in
the text. We expect average readability to increase
across groups from group 1 ($) to group 4 ($$$$)
for all metrics except the Flesch-Reading score,
where the metric’s definition leads us to expect an

3We use the implementation of these functions contained
in the textstat python library: https://github.com/
shivam5992/textstat.
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CLASS $ CLASS $$$$
So freaking good. That’s all I’m gonna say. Don’t
believe me? Walk into the place and smell it. [. . . ]
Will definitely go back.,Fresh, hand-made pepper-
oni rolls. . . .. oh yeah. Their cheesy focattia (did I
spell that right?) is amazing. Take it home, throw
it in the oven, drizzle a little EVOO on top and
you’re golden. Friendly people there. Parking
sucks, but I’m not taking off a point for that! Their
marinara is dee-lish,Super tasty!!!

Let me start off saying that 2 years ago my husband and
I had a spectacular dinner at L’Atelier by Joel Robuchon
and finally got the "Time" to visit Joel Robuchon.We
got a limo service and a nice tour inside the mansion
of Robuchon which was very memorable and the host-
ess escorted us to the dining area. Decore: In compari-
son to L’Atelier this place was much more chic and ele-
gant. However, I still loved the idea to see all the chefs
preparing and decorating my plates at L’Atelier.

Figure 3: Sample reviews for classes $ and $$$$.

inverse correlation (Flesch, 1943).
As shown in Table 3, with the exception of

Linsear, the correlations go in the predicted di-
rection: average readability score for group K is
always higher when compared to group K-1. A
Kruskal-Wallis test confirms that differences be-
tween groups are significant at p < 0.001.

Metrics $ $$ $$$ $$$$

ARI 6.48 6.52 6.59 6.91
Coleman-Liau 7.58 7.76 8.07 8.41
Dale-Chall 6.65 6.76 6.94 7.00
Flesch-Kincaid 5.42 5.55 5.59 5.82
Flesch-Reading 81.06 79.93 79.10 77.39
Gunning-Fog 13.46 13.70 14.08 14.23
Linsear 6.00 5.80 5.83 5.72
Lix 30.70 31.39 31.69 32.71

Table 3: The mean readability scores per group: the
boldface metric is the only one whose results are not
predicted by our hypothesis.

4 Task definition and rationale

The prediction of socio-economic status from text
can be viewed as a new dimension in the task
of author profiling. Due to the nature of the la-
bels (ranging across four classes related to in-
creasing price), this could be seen as an ordi-
nal regression problem. However, following stan-
dard practice within the author profiling literature
(Rangel Pardo et al., 2015; Rangel et al., 2016), es-
pecially regarding modelling age (where real val-
ues are binned into discrete classes), we treat this
as a classification task. This approach results in a
more conservative evaluation strategy (since at test
time, a class is evaluated as either accurate or not).
In an ordinal setting, one could weight classifier
output by its proximity to the target class (e.g. $is

closer to $$than to $$$). Given the novelty of our
task and data, where evaluation benchmarks and
settings are not yet available, we deem the more
conservative strategy as the most appropriate one.

Given a (collection of) review(s), the task is thus
to predict the socio-economic status of its author,
assigning one of four classes {$,$$,$$$,$$$$}.
First we run a lexicon-based sparse model (the
lexical baseline) which we take as a strong base-
line (Section 5). Subsequently, we run a battery
of dense models experimenting with a variety of
abstractions over the lexicon (Section 6).

Given the relative novelty of the task, we con-
sider model performance as secondary to the
broader scientific goal of identifying which fea-
tures are determinants of variation as a function of
socio-economic group. Thus, we focus on models
that use different features, at increasing removes
from lexical or topic-based information, seeking
to identify the main parameters of variation.

5 Lexical baseline model

Our baseline uses an ‘open vocabulary’ approach
(Schwartz et al., 2013), a bag-of-word (BOW) rep-
resentation of the text including all the words in
the corpus, resulting in a vocabulary of 15858
items. We extract (3-6) word and character n-
grams; no pre-processing is applied. We feed these
features to a Logistic Regression model, which has
the advantage of being highly interpretable, allow-
ing us to investigate to what extent the model relies
on topic words.

Using the Scikit-learn implementation (Pe-
dregosa et al., 2011), we train the model on 80% of
the data, and test it on the remaining 20%. With an
F1 of 0.53, the performance of our lexical baseline
is well above a random baseline (F1 = 0.25).
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Analysis The scores of this simple model are
most likely influenced by topic. While success-
ful, a system assigning high weights to features
strongly associated with cheap/expensive food,
will limit the scope of our conclusions on stylis-
tic variation. In other words, the features identi-
fied are more related to the restaurants themselves
than to the writing characteristics of their authors.
In Table 4 we report the most important features
(words) per class.

$ $$ $$$ $$$$

fast tried at excellent
kids happy clubs gras
coffee staff wynn we
customer won music las
clean put pretty steak
they phoenix night tasting
order find club foie
came try vegas wine
always place buffet course
pizza salsa hotel vega

Table 4: The 10 most important word features per
class. We omit character-level (ngram) features to fa-
cilitate interpretability.

The output can be easily interpreted. In the
least expensive class, we find words like coffee and
pizza. The second class is noisier, as the model
appears to capture aspects of the reviews related
to service rather than food. The two most expen-
sive classes confirm our hypothesis since we find
words like Vegas, Wynn (a casino in Las Vegas,
USA), [foie-?]-gras, wine and steak.

What we observe from this feature analysis is
that by relying on words we are capturing aspects
of restaurants, to the detriment of a properly stylis-
tic account, whose features would be more author-
than topic-oriented. Capturing author-related styl-
stic features requires an abstraction away from the
lexicon (though not necesssarily from non-content
based featues of the lexicon, such as word length
or structure). This might yield lower performance,
but our main goal is to understand the role played
by morpho-syntactic and other non-lexical dimen-
sions of social variation, rather than achieving the
highest possible score in classifying reviews.

6 Capturing Style

Style and variation can be found at different lev-
els of linguistic abstraction (Eckert and Rickford,
2001). We experiment with a selection of features
carefully tailored to capture different aspects of
the phenomenon; each feature serves as a repre-
sentation to be fed to a classifier.

First, we preserve the surface structure but get
rid of most lexical information, using the bleach-
ing approach proposed by van der Goot et al.
(2018) (Section 6.1). Second, we remove words
and replace them with POS tags, so as to cancel
out topic information entirely (Section 6.2). In
the final representation, we use dependency trees
and expand the POS tags into triplets to investigate
syntactic variation (Section 6.3).

In order to properly model the structural infor-
mation encoded in these non-lexical feature rep-
resentations, we use a Convolutional Neural Net-
work (CNN) classifier (LeCun et al., 1995), rather
than rely on sparse models as we did for our lexi-
cal baseline.4 The model consists of a single con-
volutional layer coupled with a sum-pooling oper-
ation; a Multi-Layer Perceptron on top improves
discrimination performance between classes. We
use the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015)
with a fixed learning rate (0.001) and L2 regular-
ization (Ng, 2004); a dropout layer (0.2) (Srivas-
tava et al., 2014) helps to prevent overfitting. For
the implementation we rely on spaCy (Honnibal
and Johnson, 2015).

6.1 Bleached representation

Recently, van der Goot et al. (2018) introduced
a language-independent representation termed
bleaching for capturing gender differences in writ-
ing style, while abstracting away from lexical in-
formation. Bleaching preserves surface informa-
tion while obfuscating lexical content. This allows
a focus on lexical variation as a function of per-
sonal style, while reducing the possible influence
of topic as a determining factor.

We experiment with this idea under the assump-
tion that authors belonging to different groups will
show a difference in the formality of their writing,
and that a bleached representation is well suited
for capturing such a difference.

In particular, we hypothesise that some of our

4Although the aim of this paper is not a comparison be-
tween sparse and dense models over different representations,
we provide all scores for all models in the appendix.
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target classes are typified by certain writing styles
which differ in their formality and the extent to
which they approach informal speech. Thus, we
aim to capture the difference between a plainer
writing style, with few or no interjections, without
abbreviations and/or emojis; and a writing style
which more closely approximates speech, mak-
ing substantial use of exclamation marks and emo-
jis for emphasis, abbreviations, possibly incorrect
spelling of words to approximate phonetic form
and broad use of direct speech.

As an example, the following is a list of sen-
tences taken from different classes of our dataset:

$ – hand-made pepperoni rolls. . . .. oh yeah

$$ – Their marinara is dee-lish,Super tasty!!!

$$$ – When Jet first opened, I loved the place.

$$$$ – compared to pierre gagnaire in paris, the
food here is way less ambitious

We note that orthography seems to differ signifi-
cantly between these samples: the first two would
more likely be viewed as typical web texts, while
the last two show a more considered or premedi-
tated writing style.

token bleached representation

I X_01_True_V_2117
really xxxxxx_06_True_CCVVCC_81
love xxxx_06_True_CVCVCC_15
pizza xxxxx_04_True_CCVC_617
! !_01_False_!_21

Table 5: An example of how a sentence is rendered by
the bleached representation.

Table 5 shows some examples of the bleached
representation under the abstraction we chose to
experiment with, which are as follows. First, we
extract the surface form of a word and render each
character as either X or x, depending on whether
it is capitalised or not. Second, we extract the
length of each word prefixed with a 0 to avoid con-
fusion with the frequency of the word (indicated
by the number at the end of the bleached string).
A boolean label signals whether the token is al-
phanumeric or not: this feature can be informative
in capturing, for instance, the use of emojis. Fi-
nally, we approximate the original surface form by
substituting all the English vowels with the letter
V and all the English consonants with the letter C.

6.2 Morpho-syntax
As a more definitive move away from lexical in-
formation, we label each word by its POS-tag, us-
ing spaCy (Honnibal and Johnson, 2015) and the
universal tagset (Petrov et al., 2012). Within this
experiment, we train our model using only such
a representation, thus inhibiting topic-related fea-
tures from becoming prominent. We assume that a
good performance of the classifier under such con-
ditions provides support for the existence of phe-
nomena related to social variation at the morpho-
syntactic level.

6.3 Dependency trees
Previous research on stylistic variation as a func-
tion of age and income shows an important differ-
ence in syntax use between groups (Flekova et al.,
2016). However, this work reports results based
on a shallow interpretation of syntax, i.e. the au-
thors measure the ratio of POS tags in the text:
such a strategy is dictated by the relatively poor
performance of parsers on the domain investigated
by Flekova et al. (2016), i.e. Twitter. Yelp! re-
views are closer to canonical English, which al-
lows us to obtain a full syntactic analysis of each
document, adopting a strategy closer to that of Jo-
hannsen et al. (2015).

We first parse our corpus using a pre-trained de-
pendency parser, namely Honnibal and Johnson
(2015)’s parser5, which achieves state-of-the-art
accuracy on English. Figure 4 shows an example.

Oh
INTJ

god
INTJ

,
PUNCT

I
PRON

really
ADV

love
VERB

pizza
NOUN

intj

intj

punct

nsubj

advmod dobj

Figure 4: An example of a parsed sentence using Uni-
versal Dependencies.

Figure 5: An example of the syntactic feature represen-
tation.

We then transform each word into a triplet that
consists of: 1) the POS tag of the word, 2) the

5We use the largest pre-trained available model,
en_core_web_lg.
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incoming arc and 3) the POS tag of the head, as
shown in Figure 5. This is fed as feature to the
classifier. Johannsen et al. (2015) use a ‘bag-of-
relations’ representation in combination with a χ2

test, discarding some structural information in or-
der to ease comparison across languages: here, we
rely on the performance of a sequence model (i.e.
the CNN classifier) over the transformed depen-
dency tree. As we do in Section 6.2, we assume
that a good performance of the classifier points to-
ward the existence of significant syntactic patterns
between groups.

7 Evaluation

We focus on the comparison of several models
against one another and especially against the lex-
ical baseline. This will let us single out which
features, or which levels of abstraction (see Sec-
tion 6), best model style when topic information is
reduced or eliminated. For completeness, we also
report on the results obtained by a CNN-based ver-
sion of the LR lexical baseline from Section 5.

In Table 6, we report results training our mod-
els on 80% of the data and testing them on the re-
maining 20%, using exactly the same split as for
the simple lexical and random models (Section 5).
Note that the results are averaged over two runs:
we ran the CNN twice for each representation,
since it is known that multiple runs of the same
neural model on the same dataset can yield signif-
icantly different results due to underlying random
processes (Reimers and Gurevych, 2017).

model F1

random baseline 0.25
LR BOW (lexical) baseline 0.53

CNN lexical 0.54

CNN pos tags 0.33
CNN dependency tree 0.52
CNN bleaching 0.46

Table 6: F1-scores of the Logistic Regression (LR) and
Convolutional Network (CNN) models on our dataset.

As a general comment, from a class perspective,
we observe that class 4 is the easiest to model,
while class 2 is the most difficult, for all CNN
models (see the confusion matrices in Figure 6).
This complements the observation made earlier in
relation to Table 4, where it was noted that class 2

is also noisier at the lexical level.

Lexical This model serves as a comparison to
the LR-based lexical baseline model, while also
providing a CNN-based version of this model to
ensure fair comparison of a lexical or topic-based
strategy against other, non-lexical, CNN models.
The lexical CNN achieves approximately the same
results as the LR-based lexical baseline, with an
overall F-score of 0.54.

Bleaching Our CNN model trained on bleached
representations shows the lowest performance,
though still above random baseline.6 This sug-
gests that abstract, word-level features do have
some predictive value, but they do not capture
enough lexical content to surpass a simple lexi-
cal model that classifies based on topic-based fea-
tures. At the same time, this result also indi-
cates that the shape of the lexical items used by
authors (the outcome of bleaching) is a less reli-
able predictor of socio-economic status than cer-
tain morpho-syntactic properties.

POS tags When using only POS information
without words, we find that, as can be expected,
performance drops (F = 0.33). From the confu-
sion matrix reported in Figure 6, it appears once
again that class 2 is the hardest class to predict.

Dependency Trees As an abstraction strategy,
this works best out of the three we have tried,
and is competitive with the neural lexical model
and the logistic regressor. As Figure 6 shows, the
model is also predicting each of the four classes
more consistently than the other two models. This
suggests that we are able to leverage syntactic in-
formation as a predictor of social variation, echo-
ing the findings of Johannsen et al. (2015) in a dif-
ferent sociolinguistic domain. Higher accuracy is
also achieved without any topic bias, thus provid-
ing better evidence that we moved away from a
model that predicts which restaurants are the topic
of discussion, and moved closer to an account of
authorial style.

We believe these results provide a positive answer
to our main research question (RQ1): to the extent
that authors can be distantly grouped according to
their socio-economic status, it is possible to differ-
entiate among them on the basis of stylistic param-
eters. As for our other question, we find that the

6When this feature is used in the logistic regressor instead,
it shows good performance. See the Appendix for details.
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(a) bleaching (b) POS (c) dependency trees

Figure 6: Confusion matrices for the CNN models using bleached representations, POS, and dependency trees.

two strongest predictors of our labels are lexical
information on the one hand, and syntactic depen-
dencies on the other. We attribute this to the fact
that these models are ultimately classifying differ-
ent things: a lexically-based model relies on topic
and thus predicts the type of restaurant. A syntax-
based model is a better approximation to individ-
ual style. That these two models achieve very sim-
ilar F1 scores (0.52 vs 0.54) can be attributed to
the fact that filtering and downsampling created
a more consistent dataset in which authors were
consistently grouped in specific restaurant price
ranges. These two models show that it is possible
to differentiate among the resulting classes both
on the basis of type of establishment (the lexical
model) and on the basis of stylistic features in the
writing style of its patrons (the syntactic model).

8 Related Work

The idea that socio-economic status influences
language use and is a determinant of language
variation has been central to sociolinguistic the-
ory for a long time (Bernstein, 1960; Labov, 1972,
2006). Labov’s work could be viewed as an early
form of distant supervision, exploiting established
categories (e.g. the price and status of establish-
ments such as department stores) to draw infer-
ences about variables related to social stratifica-
tion. The work presented here takes inspiration
from this paradigm, and contributes to the grow-
ing literature on distant supervision in NLP (Read,
2005), especially in social media (e.g. Plank et al.,
2014; Pool and Nissim, 2016; Fang and Cohn,
2016; Basile et al., 2017; Klinger, 2017, inter
alia).

Computational work on style – i.e. linguistic
features characteristic of an individual or group
(Biber, 1988) – has focussed on demographic or
personal variables, ranging from geographical lo-

cation and dialect (Zampieri et al., 2014; Han
et al., 2014; Eisenstein, 2013) to age and gen-
der (Argamon et al., 2007; Newman et al., 2008;
Sarawgi et al., 2011; Johannsen et al., 2015; Hovy
and Søgaard, 2015), as well as personality (Arga-
mon et al., 2005; Verhoeven et al., 2016; Youyou
et al., 2015). An general overview of compu-
tational sociolinguistics can be found in Nguyen
et al. (2016).

By contrast, there has been relatively little work
on socio-economic status. Flekova et al. (2016)
show that textual features can predict income,
demonstrating a relationship between this and age.
Lampos et al. (2016) also report good results on
inferring the socio-economic status of social me-
dia users from text. Like the present work, they
use distant supervision, exploiting occupation in-
formation in Twitter profiles. Our work differs
from these precedents in that we investigate a
broader range of lexical, morphological and syn-
tactic features in a novel domain.

Previous work specifically on the language of
food has also found that social media data can be
used to validate sociological hypotheses, such as
the importance of a specific meal in a certain ge-
ographical region (Fried et al., 2014). Somewhat
closer to the present work, Jurafsky (2014) finds
an interesting correlation between the price range
of a restaurant and the lengths of food names on
its menu.

9 Conclusion

Inspired by Labov and encouraged by recent in-
terest in computational sociolinguistics, we de-
veloped accurate neural models to predict socio-
economic status from text. While lexical informa-
tion is highly predictive, it is restricted to topic. In
contrast, syntactic information is almost as predic-
tive and is a much better signal for stylistic varia-
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tion.
From a methodological point of view, we can

draw two conclusions from this work. First, as has
been noted (Plank et al., 2016), neural networks
can perform well with relatively small datasets,
in this case proving competitive with the sparse
models that are usually favoured in author pro-
filing (Malmasi et al., 2017; Basile et al., 2018).
Second, distant supervision with proxy labels for
socio-economic status yields useful insights and is
validated externally via readability scores. This is
encouraging for further studies in computational
social science in ecologically valid and relatively
labour-free settings.

Nevertheless, there are limitations of distant la-
belling and social media data — with issues re-
lated specifically to the language of food (Aska-
lidis and Malthouse, 2016) — that we will take
into account in future work. First, we wish to in-
vestigate the role of additional variables (such as
age and gender). Second, we will take steps to
mitigate the risk of fake reviews and validate the
distant labelling with human annotation.
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Appendix: Additional results

model class precision recall f1-score

lexical

$ 0.53 0.68 0.59
$$ 0.37 0.25 0.30

$$$ 0.67 0.50 0.57
$$$$ 0.58 0.75 0.66

avg/total 0.54 0.54 0.53

abstract

$ 0.61 0.71 0.66
$$ 0.50 0.32 0.39

$$$ 0.39 0.32 0.35
$$$$ 0.42 0.57 0.48

avg/total 0.48 0.48 0.47

POS-tags

$ 0.27 0.43 0.33
$$ 0.15 0.07 0.10

$$$ 0.29 0.14 0.19
$$$$ 0.40 0.57 0.47

avg/total 0.28 0.30 0.27

dependency triplets

$ 0.43 0.36 0.39
$$ 0.23 0.21 0.22

$$$ 0.21 0.25 0.23
$$$$ 0.37 0.39 0.38

avg/total 0.31 0.30 0.31

Table 7: Classification report for the sparse model us-
ing the different representations.
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Abstract
Identifying the political perspective shaping
the way news events are discussed in the me-
dia is an important and challenging task. In
this paper, we highlight the importance of con-
textualizing social information, capturing how
this information is disseminated in social net-
works. We use Graph Convolutional Net-
works, a recently proposed neural architecture
for representing relational information, to cap-
ture the documents’ social context. We show
that social information can be used effectively
as a source of distant supervision, and when
direct supervision is available, even little so-
cial information can significantly improve per-
formance.

1 Introduction

Over the last decade we witness a dramatic change
in the way information is generated and dissem-
inated. Instead of a few dedicated sources that
employ reporters and fact checkers to ensure the
validity of the information they provide, social
platforms now provide the means for any user to
distribute their content, resulting in a sharp in-
crease in the number of information outlets and
articles covering news events. As a direct result
of this process, the information provided is often
shaped by their underlying perspectives, interests
and ideologies. For example, consider the follow-
ing two snippets discussing the comments made
by a Democratic Senator regarding the recent U.S.
government shutdown.

thehill.com (Center)

Sen. Mark Warner (D-Va.) on Sunday blasted Pres-
ident Trump for his “inept negotiation” to bring an
end to the ongoing partial government shutdown.
Warner, the ranking member of the Senate Intelli-
gence Committee, lamented the effect the shutdown
has had on hundreds of thousands of federal workers
who have been furloughed or forced to work without
pay.

infowars.com (Right)

Senator Mark Warner (D-Va.) is being called out on
social media for his statement on the partial govern-
ment shutdown. Warner blamed the “suffering” of
federal workers and contractors on President Trump
in a Sunday tweet framing Trump as an “inept ne-
gotiator”. Twitter users pointed out that Democrats
are attending a Puerto Rican retreat with over 100
lobbyists and corporate executives.

Despite the fact that both articles discuss the
same event, they take very different perspectives.
The first reporting directly about the comments
made, while the second one focuses on negative
reactions to these comments. Identifying the per-
spective difference and making it explicit can help
strengthen trust in the newly-formed information
landscape and ensure that all perspectives are rep-
resented. It can also help lay the foundation for
the automatic detection of false content and ru-
mors and help identify information echo-chambers
in which only a single perspective is highlighted.

Traditionally, identifying the author’s perspec-
tive is studied as a text-categorization prob-
lem (Greene and Resnik, 2009; Beigman Kle-
banov et al., 2010; Recasens et al., 2013; Iyyer
et al., 2014; Johnson and Goldwasser, 2016), fo-
cusing on linguistic indicators of bias or issue-
framing phrases indicating their authors’ bias.
These indicators can effectively capture bias in
ideologically-charged texts, such as policy docu-
ments or political debates, which do not try to hide
their political leaning and use a topic-focused vo-
cabulary. Identifying the authors’ bias in news nar-
ratives can be more challenging. News articles, by
their nature, cover a very large number of topics
resulting in a diverse and dynamic vocabulary that
is continuously updated as new events unfold. Fur-
thermore, unlike purely political texts, news narra-
tives attempt to maintain credibility and seem im-
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partial. As a result, bias is introduced in subtle
ways, usually by emphasizing different aspects of
the story.

Our main insight in this paper is that the social
context through which the information is propa-
gated can be leveraged to alleviate the problem, by
providing both a better representation for it, and
when direct supervision is not available, a distant-
supervision source based on information about
users who endorse the textual content and spread
it. Several recent works dealing with informa-
tion dissemination analysis on social networks, fo-
cused on analyzing the interactions between news
sources and users in social networks (Volkova
et al., 2017; Glenski et al., 2018; Ribeiro et al.,
2018). However, given the dynamic, and often
adversarial setting of this domain, the true source
of the news article might be hidden, unknown or
masked by taking a different identity. Instead of
analyzing the documents’ sources, our focus is to
use social information, capturing how information
is shared in the network, to help guide the text rep-
resentation and provide additional support when
making decisions over textual content.

We construct a socially-infused textual repre-
sentation, by embedding in a single space the news
articles and the social circles in which these ar-
ticles are shared so that the political biases asso-
ciated with them can be predicted. Figure 1 de-
scribes these settings. The graph connects article
nodes via activity-links to users nodes (share), and
these users in turn are connected via social-links
(follow) to politically affiliated users (e.g., the Re-
publican or Democratic parties twitter accounts).
We define an embedding objective capturing this
information, by aligning the documents represen-
tation, based on content, with the representation of
users who share these documents, based on their
social relations. We use a recently proposed graph
embedding framework, Graph Convolutional Net-
works (GCN) (Kipf and Welling, 2016, 2017) to
capture these relationships. GCNs are neural nets
operating on graphs, and similar to LSTMs on se-
quences, they create node embeddings based on
the graph neighborhood of a given node. In the
context of our problem, the embedding of a doc-
ument takes into account the textual content, but
also the social context of users who share it, and
their relationships with other users with known
political affiliations. We compare this powerful
approach with traditional graph embedding meth-

ods that only capture local relationships between
nodes.

Given the difficulty of providing direct super-
vision in this highly dynamic domain, we study
this problem both when direct supervision over the
documents is available, and when using distant-
supervision, in which the document level classifi-
cation depends on propagating political tendencies
through social network, which is often incomplete
and provides conflicting information.

To study these settings we focus on U.S. news
coverage. Our corpus consists of over 10k arti-
cles, covering more than 2k different news events,
about 94 different topics, taking place over a pe-
riod of 8 years. We remove any information about
the source of the article (both meta-data and in
the text) and rely only on the text and the reac-
tions to it on social media. To capture this in-
formation, we collected a set of 1.6k users who
share the news articles on Twitter and a handful
of politically-affiliated users followed by the shar-
ing users, which provide the distant supervision.
We cast the problem as a 3-class prediction prob-
lem, capturing left-leaning bias, right-leaning bias
or no bias (center).

Our experimental results demonstrate the
strength of our approach. We compare direct text
classification or node classification methods to our
embedding-based approach in both the fully super-
vised and distant supervised settings, showing the
importance of socially infused representations.

Social Link (follow)
Activity Link (share) Politically

-Affiliated  
Sharing 
User  

Figure 1: Information Flow Graph
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2 Related Work

The problem of perspective identification is typ-
ically studied as a supervised learning task (Lin
et al., 2006; Greene and Resnik, 2009), in which
a classifier is trained to differentiate between two
specific perspectives. For example, the bitter-
lemons dataset consisting of 594 documents de-
scribing the Israeli and Palestinian perspectives.
More recently, in SemEval-2019, a hyperpartisian
news article detection task was suggested1. The
current reported results on their dataset are com-
parable to ours, when using text information alone,
demonstrating that it is indeed a challenging task.
Other works use linguistic indicators of bias and
expressions of implicit sentiment (Greene and
Resnik, 2009; Recasens et al., 2013; Choi and
Wiebe, 2014; Elfardy et al., 2015). In recent years
several works looked at indications of framing bias
in news articles (Baumer et al., 2015; Budak et al.,
2016; Card et al., 2016; Field et al., 2018; Morstat-
ter et al., 2018). We build on these work to help
shape our text representation approach.

Recent works looked at false content identifica-
tion (Volkova et al., 2017; Patwari et al., 2017),
including a recent challenge2 identifying the rela-
tionship between an article’s title and its body. Un-
like these, we do not assume the content is false,
instead we ask if it reflects a different perspective.

Using social information when learning text
representations was studied in the context of graph
embedding (Pan et al., 2016), extending traditional
approaches that rely on graph relations alone (Per-
ozzi et al., 2014; Tang et al., 2015; Grover and
Leskovec, 2016) and information extraction and
sentiment tasks (Yang et al., 2016a; West et al.,
2014). In this work we focus on GCNs (Kipf
and Welling, 2017; Schlichtkrull et al., 2018), a
recent framework for representing relational data,
that adapts the idea of convolutional networks
to graphs. Distant supervision for NLP tasks
typically relies on using knowledge-bases (Mintz
et al., 2009), unlike our setting that uses social in-
formation. Using user activity and known user bi-
ases was explored in (Zhou et al., 2011), our set-
tings are far more challenging as we do not have
access to this information.

1https://webis.de/events/semeval-19/
2http://www.fakenewschallenge.org

Articles 10,385 Twitter Users 1,604
-Left 3,931 Pol. Users 135
-Right 2,290 Left Pol. Users 49
-Center 4,164 Right Pol. Users 51

Sources 86 Center Pol. Users 35
Types 94 Avg # shared per Article 23.29
Events 2,020 Avg # pol. users followed 20.36

Table 1: Dataset Statistics

3 Dataset Description

We collected 10,385 news articles from two news
aggregation websites3 on 2,020 different events
discussing 94 event types, such as elections, ter-
rorism, etc. The websites provide news cover-
age from multiple perspectives, indicating the bias
of each article using crowdsourced and editorial
reviewed approaches4. We preprocessed all the
documents to remove any information about the
source of the article.

We collected social information consisting of
Twitter users who share links to the collected ar-
ticles. We focused on Twitter users who follow
political users and share news articles frequently
(100 articles minimum). We found 1,604 such
Twitter users. The list of political users was cre-
ated by collecting information about active polit-
ically affiliated users. It consists of 135 Twitter
users who are mainly politicians, political journal-
ists and political organizations. The set of political
users and Twitter users are disjoint. The summary
of the dataset is shown in Table 1.

Data Folds We created several data splits to
evaluate our model in the supervised settings,
based on three criteria: randomly separated, event
separated and time separated splits. In the event-
separated case, we divide the news articles such
that all articles covering the same news event will
appear in a single fold. For the time-separated
case, we sort the publication dates (from oldest to
latest) and divide them in three folds. Each time
one fold is used as training data (33%) and the
other two combined as test data (66%). We use
the same folds throughout the experiment of su-
pervised classification for evaluation purpose.

Constructing the Social Information Graph
We represent the relevant relationships as an infor-
mation graph, similar to the one depicted in Fig-
ure 1. The social information graph G = {V,E},

3Memeorandum.com and Allsides.com
4https://www.allsides.com/media-bias/

media-bias-rating-methods
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consisting of several different types of vertices and
edges, is defined as follows:

• Let P ⊂ V denote the set of the political
users. These are Twitter users with a clear, self-
reported, political bias. They may be the ac-
counts of politicians (e.g., Sarah Palin, Nancy
Pelosi), political writers in leading newspapers
(e.g., Anderson Cooper) or political organiza-
tions (e.g., GOP, House Democrats). Note that
even political users that share a general politi-
cal ideology can differ significantly in the type
of issues and agenda they would pursue, which
would be reflected in their followers.

• Let U ⊂ V denote the set of Twitter users that
actively spread content by sharing news articles.
The political bias of these users is not directly
known, only indicated indirectly through the po-
litical users they follow on Twitter.

• Let A ⊂ V denote the set of news articles
shared by the Twitter users (U ).

The graph vertices are connected via a set of
edges described hierarchically, as follows:

• EUP ⊂ E: All the Twitter users are connected
to the political users whom they follow. Note
that a Twitter user may be connected to many
different political users.

• EAU ⊂ E: All the articles are connected to the
Twitter users who share them. Note that an ar-
ticle may be shared by many different Twitter
users.

4 Text and Graph Model

Our goal is to classify news articles into 3-classes
corresponding to their bias. Since we have both
the textual and social information for the news ar-
ticles, we can obtain representations for them us-
ing either the text or graph models. In this section,
we briefly go through the text representation meth-
ods, and then move to describe the graph based
models we considered in this paper.

4.1 Text Representations and Linguistic Bias
Indicators

To predict the bias of the news articles, we can
consider it as a document classification task. We
use the textual content of a news article to generate
a feature representation. Deciding on the appro-
priate representation for this content is one of the

key design choices. Previous works either use tra-
ditional, manually engineered representations for
capturing bias (Recasens et al., 2013) or use la-
tent representations learned using deep learning
methods (Iyyer et al., 2014). We experimented
with several different choices of the two alterna-
tives, and compared them by training a classifier
for bias prediction over the document directly. The
results of these experiments are summarized in Ta-
ble 2. Due to space constraints, we provide a brief
overview of these alternatives, and point to the full
description in the relevant papers.

Linear BoW Unigram features were used. The
articles consist of 77,772 unique tokens. We used
TFIDF vectors as unigram features obtained by us-
ing scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011).

Bias Features These are content based features
drawn from a wide range of approaches described
in the literature on political bias, persuasion, and
misinformation, capturing structure, sentiment,
topic, complexity, bias and morality in the text.
We used the resources in (Horne et al., 2018b)
to generate 141 features based on the news article
text, which were shown to work well for the binary
hyper-partisan task (Horne et al., 2018a).

Averaged Word Embedding (WE) The sim-
plest approach for using pre-trained word embed-
dings. An averaged vector of all the document’s
words using the pre-trained GloVe word embed-
dings (Pennington et al., 2014) were used to rep-
resent the entire article.

Skip-Thought Embedding Unlike the Aver-
aged word vector that does not capture context, we
also used a sentence level encoder, Skip-Thought
(Kiros et al., 2015), to generate text representa-
tions. We regard each document as a long sentence
and map it directly to a 4800-dimension vector.

Hierarchical LSTM over tokens and sentences
We used a simplified version of the Hierarchical
LSTM model (Yang et al., 2016b). In this case
documents are first tokenized into sentences, then
each sentence was tokenized into words. We used
a word-level LSTM to construct a vector represen-
tation for each sentence, by taking the average of
all the hidden states. Then, we ran another single
layer unidirectional LSTM over the sentence rep-
resentations to get the document representation by
taking average of all the hidden states.
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4.2 Graph-Based Representations

In addition to the textual information, the news ar-
ticles are also part of the information network de-
fined in Section 3. Intuitively, news articles shared
by the same Twitter users are likely to have the
same bias, and users who share a lot of news in
common are close in their political preferences. A
similar intuition connects users who follow similar
politically affiliated users. Capturing this informa-
tion allows us to predict the bias of a news article,
given its social context. We design our embedding
function to map all graph nodes into a low dimen-
sional vector space, such that the graph relation-
ships are preserved in the embedding space. In the
shared embedding space, nodes that are connected
(or close) in the graph should have higher similar-
ity scores between their vector representations.

4.2.1 Directly Observed Relationships in
Graph (DOR)

Our first embedding approach aims to preserve the
local pairwise proximity between two vertices di-
rectly. This is similar to first-order graph embed-
ding methods (Tang et al., 2015). There are two
different relations observed in the graph: Twitter
user to political user (follow) and news article to
Twitter user (share). We construct our embedding
over multiple views of the data, each view w cor-
responds to a specific type of graph relation. We
can then define an loss function Lw for each view
w as follows:

• Twitter User to Political User (UP): This ob-
jective maximizes the similarity of a Twitter
user, u and all the political users in the set
Pu ⊂ P , where Pu is the set of political users
that u follows.

LUP = −
∑

u∈U

∑

p∈Pu

logP (p|u) (1)

• News Article to Twitter User (AU): This ob-
jective maximizes the similarity of a news ar-
ticles, a and all the Twitter users in the set
Ua ⊂ U , where Ua is the set of Twitter users
who shared news article a on Twitter.

LAU = −
∑

a∈A

∑

u∈Ua

logP (u|a) (2)

All the conditional probabilities can be com-
puted using a softmax function. Taking P (p|u)

as an example:

P (p|u) = exp(eTu ep)∑
q∈P exp(e

T
u eq)

(3)

where eu and ep are embeddings of twitter user
u and political user p respectively.

Computing Eq. 1 and Eq. 2 can be expensive
due to the size of the network. To address this
problem, we refer to the popular negative sam-
pling approach (Mikolov et al., 2013), which re-
duce the time complexity to be proportional to the
number of positive example pairs (i.e. number of
edges in our case).

The loss defined for the two views are summed
with the classification loss defined in Eq. 9 as the
final loss function to be optimized in DOR embed-
ding model.

LDOR = Lclf + LUP + LAU (4)

4.2.2 Graph Convolutional Networks (GCN)
Graph Convolutional Networks is an efficient vari-
ant of convolutional neural networks which oper-
ate directly on graphs. It can be regarded as special
cases of a simple differentiable message-passing
framework (Gilmer et al., 2017):

h
(l+1)
i = σ

( ∑

j∈N(i)

M (l)(h
(l)
i , h

(l)
j )

)
(5)

where h(l)i ∈ Rd(l) is the hidden state of node
vi in the l-th layer of the neural network, with
d(l) as the dimensionality of representation at layer
l. N(i) is the set of direct neighbors of node vi
(usually also include itself). Incoming messages
from the local neighborhood are aggregated to-
gether and passed through the activation function
σ(·), such as tanh(·). M (l) is typically chosen to
be a (layer-specific) neural network function. Kipf
and Welling (2017) used a simple linear transfor-
mation M (l)(hti, h

t
j) = W (l)hj where W (l) is a

layer-specific weight matrix.
This linear transformation has been shown to

propagate information effectively on graphs. It
leads to significant improvements in node classi-
fication (Kipf and Welling, 2017), link predic-
tion (Kipf and Welling, 2016), and graph classi-
fication (Duvenaud et al., 2015).

One GCN layer can be expressed as follows:

H(l+1) = σ(ÂH(l)W (l)) (6)
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where Â is the normalized adjacency matrix,
andW (l) is the layer-specific trainable weight ma-
trix. H(l) ∈ RN×D(l)

is the matrix of hidden states
in the l-th layer. H(0) = X is the input vectors. It
can either be one-hot representations of nodes or
features of the nodes if available. σ(·) is the acti-
vation function.

Multiple GCN layers can be stacked in order
to capture high-order relations in the graph. We
consider a two-layer GCN in this paper for semi-
supervised node classification. Our forward model
takes the form:

V = tanh
(
Â tanh

(
ÂXW (0)

)
W (1)

)
(7)

where X is the input matrix with one-hot rep-
resentations and V is the representation matrix for
all nodes in the graph.

Figure 2 shows an example of how our GCN
model aggregates information from a node’s local
neighborhood. The orange document is the node
of interest. Blue edges link to first order neighbors
and green edges link to second order neighbors.

Figure 2: Example of Unfolding of GCN Computa-
tional Graph

4.3 Document Classification
The representation v of a news article (obtained
with text models or graph models) captures the
high level information of the document. It can be
used as features for predicting the bias label with
a feed-forward network.

p = softmax(Wcv + bc) (8)

We use the negative log likelihood of the correct
labels as classification training loss:

Lclf = −
∑

a

log paj (9)

where j is the bias label of news article a.

5 Joint Model

Given that we have two representations available
for news articles, namely the textual one and social
one, it is natural to make the prediction combining
both of them. We propose to align the represen-
tations of the same document from graph and text
models in a joint training fashion as shown in Fig-
ure 3. The objective function for the alignment is:

Lalign = −
∑

a∈A
logP (eGa |eTa ) (10)

where eTa is the embedding for document a
based on its content, and eGa is the embedding for
document a based on graph structures. P (eGa |eTa )
is defined the same way as in Eq. 3. Negative sam-
pling is again utilized to reduce time complexity.

Connecting the text and graph embedding of the
same news articles, allows the bias signal to flow
between the two sides. Therefore the text model
may learn from the social signal and the graph
model may use textual content to adjust its repre-
sentation as well. We describe the loss function for
the joint model in two settings - full supervision
(i.e., labels associated with documents directly)
and distant supervision, when bias information is
only provided for a handful of users, which do not
actively share documents.

Full Supervision In the full supervision case,
the loss consists of three parts, namely the clas-
sification loss of text model (LTclf ), the classifica-
tion loss of graph model (LGclf ), and the loss for
aligning the embeddings of the text and the graph
models (Lalign).

Ljoint = αLTclf + βLGclf + γLalign (11)

Here α, β and γ are hyper-parameters to adjust the
contribution of the three parts. We set all of them
to default value 1 in experiments in this paper.

Distant Supervision Unlike the full supervision
case where we have training labels for documents,
we only have access to the labels of political users.
However, since the text and social representation
use the same space, user bias information can be
propagated to the document representation, acting
as a distant supervision source.

Inference Given the graph representation, deci-
sions can be made in multiple ways. Each docu-
ment has a dual representation, as a text node and
a social node. Also, given the social context of a
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Figure 3: Overall Architecture: Representations are learned for news articles based on textual information and
graph structure; these two representations are aligned in our joint model; only labels of political users are available
during training in distant supervision case

document, decision can be defined over the users
that share it (assuming that users tend to share in-
formation which agrees with their biases). To take
advantage of that fact, we define a simplified infer-
ence process. At test time, we can predict the bias
of a news article with the embeddings from text
model (Text), the embeddings from graph model
(Graph), and the embeddings of sharing users who
shared this article (User). The last method (User)
works by averaging bias prediction scores sbu for
all Twitter users that shared an article a. The bias
prediction score is computed in Eq. 8 before the
softmax(·) applied.

argmax
b

∑
u∈Ua

sbu
|Ua|

(12)

Finally, two or three of the scores listed above
can be combined to make the decision.

6 Experiments

We designed our experiments to evaluate the con-
tribution of social information in both the fully su-
pervised setting, and when only distant supervi-
sion is available through the social graph. We be-
gin by evaluating several text classification mod-
els that help contextualize the social information.
Finally, we evaluate our model’s ability to make
predictions when very little social information is
available at test time.

6.1 Implementation Details

We used the spaCy toolkit for preprocessing the
documents. All models are implemented with Py-
Torch (Paszke et al., 2017). Hyperbolic tangent
(tanh) is used as non-linear activation function.
We use feed-forward neural network with one hid-
den layer for the bias prediction task given textual
or social representation. The sizes of LSTM hid-
den states for both word level and sentence level
are 64. The sizes of hidden states for both GCN
layers are 16. For the training of the neural net-
work, we used the Adam optimizer (Kingma and
Ba, 2014) to update the parameters. We use 5% of
the training data as the validation set. We run the
training for 200 epochs (50 epochs for HLSTM
models), and select the best model based on per-
formance on validation set. Other parameters
in our model includes negative sample size k=5,
mini-batch size b=30 (mini-batch update only used
for HLSTM models). The learning rate is 0.001
for HLSTM models and 0.01 otherwise.

6.2 Experimental Results

Text Classification Results The result of super-
vised text classification is summarized in Table 2.
We report the accuracy of bias prediction. Re-
sults clearly show that HLSTM outperforms the
other methods in supervised text classification set-
ting. Also, adding the hand engineered bias fea-
tures with HLSTM representation does not help to
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improve performance.

Model Split Text

Majority
Rand 40.10
Event 40.10
Time 40.50

Linear BoW
Rand 58.47
Event 59.88
Time 55.41

Bias Feat.
Rand 54.06
Event 53.51
Time 52.96

Avg WE
Rand 59.37
Event 59.37
Time 53.46

SkipThought
Rand 68.67
Event 66.35
Time 60.89

HLSTM
Rand 74.59
Event 73.55
Time 66.98

HLSTM + Bias Feat.
Rand 69.32
Event 69.87
Time 66.79

Table 2: Supervised Classification Using Textual Fea-
tures

Network Classification Results We show the
results of predicting bias using graph information
alone, without text, in Table 3. The GCN model
outperforms DOR significantly in each of the four
settings. Similar to the text classification results,
performance on random and event splits are com-
parable. However, there is a sharp drop in per-
formance for time split. This can be explained by
the fact that temporally separated news events will
discuss different entities and world events and as a
result will have very different word distributions.
Event-separated splits are less susceptible to this
problem, as similar figures and topics are likely to
be discussed in different events.

Model Split Graph User G+U

DOR

Rand 74.74 72.02 74.57
Event 74.87 72.74 75.18
Time 65.65 65.07 65.36
Dist 56.45 56.95 56.54

GCN

Rand 88.65 78.83 88.89
Event 88.78 76.11 88.70
Time 81.14 71.31 82.00
Dist 63.72 40.08 67.03

Table 3: Classification Results Using Social Relations
in Full Supervised and Distant Supervised Setting

Joint Model Results Table 4 shows the results
of our joint model. When aligning the text and
graph embeddings using joint training, both show
improvement, and prediction with text or graph

representations alone is better than those listed in
Table 2 and 3, especially for text. Note that the in-
crease in accuracy is much greater for the more ex-
pressive HLSTM model. Making prediction with
the aggregation of multiple scores usually leads to
better accuracy.

Interestingly, the model’s distant supervision
performance is almost comparable with fully su-
pervised text classification results. This demon-
strates the strength of our joint model, and its abil-
ity to effectively propagate label information from
users down to documents.

We also evaluated our model when smaller
amounts of social information was available at test
time. We tested our joint model with only 50%
and 10% of the links for test articles kept. The re-
sults are summarized in Table 5. Clearly the per-
formance improves as more social links are avail-
able. However, even with little social links pro-
vided in the latter case, our joint model propagates
information effectively and results in an increase
in performance compared to text classification.

Qualitative Analysis In Table 6, we compared
the bias prediction by our text and joint model on
several news articles (only titles shown in the ta-
ble). These examples demonstrate the subtlety of
bias expression in text, which helps motivate so-
cial representations to support the decision.

7 Conclusion

In this paper we follow the intuition that the po-
litical perspectives expressed in news articles will
also be reflected in the way the documents spread
and the identity of the users who endorse them.
We suggest a GCN-based model capturing this so-
cial information, and show that it provides a dis-
tant supervision signal, resulting in a model per-
forming comparably to supervised text classifica-
tion models. We also study this approach in the su-
pervised setting and show that it can significantly
enhance a text-only classification model.

Modeling the broader context in which text is
consumed is a vital step towards getting a bet-
ter understanding of its perspective. We intend to
study fine-grained political perspectives, capturing
how different events are framed.
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Model Split Graph User G+U Text G+T G+U+T

GCN + SkipThought

Rand 89.95 81.49 89.75 70.61 90.34 91.02
Event 89.40 79.06 89.64 69.16 90.15 90.78
Time 84.95 76.59 85.30 64.12 84.09 86.25
Dist 67.78 45.30 70.03 58.68 69.82 70.66

GCN + HLSTM

Rand 89.03 83.66 88.57 86.84 91.48 91.74
Event 89.34 80.22 88.62 88.39 91.69 91.72
Time 84.83 74.50 85.09 81.36 85.57 86.21
Dist 71.74 69.39 71.16 61.13 72.16 71.85

Table 4: Results of Joint Model Combining Text and Graph Relations

Model Split Graph User G+U Text G+T G+U+T

GCN + HLSTM (50%)

Rand 86.73 78.62 86.24 85.62 89.31 89.35
Event 86.55 78.34 85.89 84.52 89.21 89.51
Time 82.25 70.93 81.45 80.05 85.57 85.48

GCN + HLSTM (10%)

Rand 76.13 57.76 75.55 78.61 81.35 81.49
Event 76.58 57.10 75.75 77.60 80.55 80.93
Time 73.24 54.09 72.48 72.92 76.52 76.75

Table 5: Results of Joint Model with Reduced Links for Test Documents

Text Joint Gold Title
Right Right Right Hacked Powell email reveals Hillary hates Obama for 2008
Right Right Right Donald Trump will let James Comey testify
Center Center Center Clinton: I am done with being a candidate
Center Center Center Senate confirms Sessions as attorney general

Left Left Left Clinton: Trump Doesn’t See President Obama as an American Video
Left Left Left Trump uses Twitter to promote leaked intelligence on North Korea

Center Left Left Hillary Clinton’s Campaign Says It Will Participate In Wisconsin Recount
Left Center Center Supreme Court justices hint at striking Voting Rights Act provision
Left Center Right Boston Marathon bombs: how investigators use technology to identify suspects

Right Right Left Israel risks becoming apartheid state if peace talks fail, says John Kerry

Table 6: Examples of Bias Prediction by Text and Joint Model
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Abstract

This paper presents computational approaches
for automatically detecting critical plot twists
in reviews of media products. First, we cre-
ated a large-scale book review dataset that
includes fine-grained spoiler annotations at
the sentence-level, as well as book and
(anonymized) user information. Second, we
carefully analyzed this dataset, and found that:
spoiler language tends to be book-specific;
spoiler distributions vary greatly across books
and review authors; and spoiler sentences tend
to jointly appear in the latter part of re-
views. Third, inspired by these findings, we
developed an end-to-end neural network ar-
chitecture to detect spoiler sentences in re-
view corpora. Quantitative and qualitative re-
sults demonstrate that the proposed method
substantially outperforms existing baselines.

1 Introduction

‘Spoilers’ on review websites can be a concern
for consumers who want to fully experience the
excitement that arises from the pleasurable un-
certainty and suspense of media consumption
(Loewenstein, 1994). Certain review websites al-
low reviewers to tag whether their review (or sen-
tences in their reviews) contain spoilers. However,
we observe that in reality only a few users utilize
this feature. Thus, requiring sentence-level spoiler
annotations from users is not a successful ap-
proach to comprehensive fine-grained spoiler an-
notation. One possible solution is crowdsourcing:
whereby consumers can report reviews that reveal
critical plot details. This is complementary to the
self-reporting approach, but may have scalability
issues as it is relatively difficult to engage suffi-
cient consumers in a timely fashion. Therefore, we
seek to address the lack of completeness exhibited
by self-reporting and crowdsourcing. We instead
focus on developing machine learning techniques

• This was a perfect, albeit bloody, end to the series.
• Though there were deaths that were definitely unwarranted: 

<spoiler>Fred Hedwig Moody Tonks Lupin Dobby,</spoiler> there 
were some really heartfelt and memorable moments:
<spoiler>Narcissa saving Harry, Ron coming back, Hermione and 
Ron, Harry and Ginny, Molly killing Bellatrix, etc.</spoiler>

• I wish we could have spent more time at Hogwarts, as one of my 
favorite characters, the amazing Minerva McGonagall, resides there, 
and we couldn’t see more of her amazingness in the Battle of 
Hogwarts. 

• Harry Potter was a really, really great series that I think will be (and 
is) timeless. 

Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows
www.goodreads.com/book/show/136251

p=0.35

p=0.81

p=0.44

p=0.06

predictions from SpoilerNet review document

review subject (i.e., item)

review author (i.e., user)

Figure 1: An example review from Goodreads, where
spoiler tags and the predicted spoiler probabilities from
SpoilerNet are provided.

to automatically detect spoiler sentences from re-
view documents.

Related Work. Surprisingly, we find that spoiler
analysis and detection is a relatively unexplored
topic; previous work focuses on leveraging sim-
ple topic models (Guo and Ramakrishnan, 2010),
or incorporating lexical features (e.g. unigrams)
(Boyd-Graber et al., 2013; Iwai et al., 2014),
frequent verbs and named entities (Jeon et al.,
2013), and external meta-data of the review sub-
jects (e.g. genres) (Boyd-Graber et al., 2013) in a
standard classifier such as a Support Vector Ma-
chine. Deep learning methods were first applied to
this task by a recent study (Chang et al., 2018),
where the focus is modeling external genre infor-
mation. Possibly due to the lack of data with com-
plete review documents and the associated user
(i.e., the review author) and item (i.e., the sub-
ject to review) ids, issues such as the dependency
among sentences, the user/item spoiler bias, as
well as the sentence semantics under different item
contexts, have never been studied in this domain.

Neural network approaches have achieved great
success on sentence/document classification tasks,
including CNN-based approaches (Kim, 2014),
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Figure 2: Distributions of (a) average spoiler sentence position; (b) the length of each spoiler span; (c) item-
specificity of non-spoiler and spoiler sentences (sample means and 95% confidence intervals); (d) DF-IIF of each
term and top ranked item-specific terms for an example book; (e) the percentage of spoiler reviews per book/user.

RNN-based approaches (Yang et al., 2016), and
self-attention-based approaches (Devlin et al.,
2018). In this study, we cast the spoiler sentence
detection task as a special sentence classification
problem, but focus on modeling domain-specific
language patterns.

Contributions. To address real-world, large-scale
application scenarios and to facilitate the possi-
bility of adopting modern ‘data-hungry’ language
models in this domain, we collect a new large-
scale book review dataset from goodreads.com.
Spoiler tags in this dataset are self-reported by the
review authors and are sentence-specific, which
makes it an ideal platform for us to build super-
vised models. Motivated by the results from pre-
liminary analysis on Goodreads, we propose a
new model SpoilerNet for the spoiler sentence de-
tection task. Using the new Goodreads dataset and
an existing small-scale TV Tropes dataset (Boyd-
Graber et al., 2013), we demonstrate the effective-
ness of the proposed techniques.

2 The Goodreads Book Review Dataset

We scraped 1,378,033 English book reviews,
across 25,475 books and 18,892 users from
goodreads.com, where each book/user has at least
one associated spoiler review. These reviews in-
clude 17,672,655 sentences, 3.22% of which are
labeled as ‘spoiler sentences.’ To our knowledge,
this is the first dataset with fine-grained spoiler
annotations at this scale. This dataset is available
at https://github.com/MengtingWan/
goodreads.

Appearance of Spoiler Sentences. We first ana-
lyze the appearance of spoiler sentences in reviews
by evaluating 1) the average position of spoiler
sentences in a review document and 2) the aver-
age number of sentences in a spoiler span (a se-
ries of consecutive spoiler sentences). We present
the first evaluation in Figure 2a. Compared with

the expected average position of randomly sam-
pled sentences (0.5), we observe that spoiler con-
tents tend to appear later in a review document. For
the second evaluation, we create a benchmark dis-
tribution by randomly sampling sentences within
reviews and averaging the length of each span
formed by those sentences. From Figure 2b, com-
pared with this random benchmark, we notice that
real-world spoiler sentences tend to be ‘clumped’
(i.e., more sentences in each span).

Item-Specificity. As book-specific terms such as
locations or characters’ names could be informa-
tive to reveal plot information (Jeon et al., 2013),
we develop an effective method to identify the
specificity of tokens regarding each item (i.e., each
book) as follows:1

• (Popularity) For word w, item i, we calcu-
late the item-wise document frequency (DF) as
DFw,i =

|Dw,i|
|Di| ;

• (Uniqueness) For each word w, we calculate
its inverse item frequency (IIF) as IIFw =

log |I|+ε|Iw|+ε ;
• Then for each term w, item i, we are able to

obtain the DF-IIF as DFw,i × IIFw.

We show the distributions of the average DF-
IIF values of randomly sampled non-spoiler and
spoiler sentences in Figure 2c, where we find
spoilers are likely to be more book-specific. The
ranking of terms for the book Harry Potter #7
is presented in Figure 2d, where we find that all
of the top 10 terms refer to the character/author
names and important plot points.

Item/User Spoilers and Self-Reporting Bias. We
further investigate the fraction of reviews contain-
ing spoiler content per item/user to analyze the
spoiler appearance tendencies for each item and

1|Di|: #reviews associated with i; |Dw,i|: #reviews con-
taining word w; |Iw|: #items containing w; |I|: the total
number of items. ε = 1 is a smoothing term.
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Figure 3: Model architecture of SpoilerNet

user (Figure 2e). We notice that the distributions
are highly skewed indicating significantly differ-
ent spoiler tendencies across users and items.
Summary of Insights. We summarize the ob-
tained insights as follows: 1) Spoiler sentences
generally tend to appear together in the latter part
of a review document, which indicates the depen-
dency among sentences and motivates us to con-
sider encoding such information in a spoiler de-
tection model; 2) Item-specificity could be useful
to distinguish spoiler contents; 3) Distributions of
self-reported spoiler labels are dramatically differ-
ent across users and items, which motivates us to
explicitly calibrate them in the model design.

3 The Proposed Approach: SpoilerNet

We formulate the predictive task as a binary clas-
sification problem: given a sentence s in a review
document, we aim to predict if it contains spoilers
(ys = 1) or not (ys = 0).

We introduce SpoilerNet, which extends the hi-
erarchical attention network (HAN) (Yang et al.,
2016) by incorporating the above insights. We use
the sentence encoder in HAN to model the se-
quential dependency among sentences. We incor-
porate the item-specificity information in the word
embedding layer to enhance word representations
based on different item (e.g. book) contexts. Item
and user bias terms are included in the output layer
to further alleviate the disparity of spoiler distri-
butions. Figure 3 shows the overall architecture
of our proposed SpoilerNet. We briefly describe
each layer of this network as follows.
Input Layer. For each word w, we introduce a
K-dimensional text embedding ew to represent
its lexical information, which is shared across the

corpus. For each word in each sentence, we cal-
culate its corresponding item specificity features:
fw,i = [DFw,i, IIFw,DFw,i × IIFw]. We ex-
pect this component could help distinguish differ-
ent word semantics under different contexts (e.g.,
‘Green’ indicates a character’s name with high
item-specificity while it represents a color other-
wise). The concatenated vector [ew;fi,w] is used
as the input word embedding of word w in sen-
tence s.
Word Encoder, Word Attention, and Sentence
Encoder. Next we pass words through bidirec-
tional recurrent neural networks (bi-RNN) with
Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) (Cho et al., 2014).
GRUs accept a sequence of input embedding vec-
tors xt and recursively encode them into hid-
den states ht. Words are fed sequentially through
a GRU and in reverse order through another
GRU. Then we use the concatenation of these for-
ward and backward hidden state vectors hw =
[h

(f)
w ;h

(b)
w ] to represent a word w in a sentence s.

Then we introduce a word attention mechanism
to focus on revelatory words (e.g., ‘kill’, ‘die’),
which yields

µw =tanh(Wahw + ba),

αw =
exp(νTµw)∑

w′∈s, exp(ν
Tµw′)

, vs =
∑

w∈s
αwhw,

where Wa, ba and ν are model parameters. The
weighted sums vs are used as an input vector to
represent sentence s in the following sentence-
level model.

Within each review, we pass the sentence input
vectors {vs} to another bi-RNN with GRU to en-
code the sequential dependency among sentences.
We concatenate the resulting forward and back-
ward hidden states to get the final representation
of a sentence, i.e., hs = [h

(f)
s ;h

(b)
s ].

Output Layer. The spoiler probability of a sen-
tence s can be calculated as

ps = σ(wT
o hs + bi + bu + b).

Here for each item i and each user u, we intro-
duce learnable parameters bi, bu to model the item
and user biases which can not be explained by the
language model. Then we consider minimizing the
following training loss

L =
∑

(ys log ps + η(1− ys) log(1− ps)) ,
where η is a hyper-parameter used to balance pos-
itive and negative labels in the training data.
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4 Experiments

We consider the following two datasets:
Goodreads. We use the top 20,000 frequent uni-
grams as our vocabulary. We randomly select 20%
of the reviews for testing. Among the remaining
80%, we separate 10,000 reviews for validation
and use all other reviews for training. As the distri-
bution of spoiler labels is severely imbalanced, we
decrease the weight of negative labels to η = 0.05,
which yields best results among {0.05, 0.1, 0.2,
0.5} on the validation set.
TV Tropes is a small-scale benchmark dataset
collected from tvtropes.org (Boyd-Graber et al.,
2013). This dataset contains 16,261 single-
sentence comments about 884 TV programs,
which have been partitioned into 70/10/20 train-
ing/validation/test splits. All unigrams are kept in
the vocabulary. As it is a balanced dataset (52.72%
of the sentences are spoilers), we set η = 1.

We use the ADAM optimizer (Kingma and Ba,
2014) with a learning rate of 0.001, a fixed batch
size (64) and dropout (0.5) in the fully connected
output layer. The dimensionalities of all hidden
states and the context attention vector ν are set
to 50. Word embeddings are initialized with pre-
trained fasttext word vectors (Joulin et al., 2016).

Baselines. We consider the following baselines:
• SVM. Similar to previous studies (Boyd-

Graber et al., 2013; Jeon et al., 2013), we ap-
ply SVM with a linear kernel where counts of
words are used as features.
• SVM-BOW. Weighted averages of fasttext

word embeddings (Joulin et al., 2016) are used
as sentence features, where the weights are Tf-
Idfs.
• CNN. textCNN (Kim, 2014) is applied where

we use filter sizes 3,4, and 5, each with 50 fil-
ters.
• HAN. The item-specificity features and the

item/user bias terms are removed from Spoiler-
Net. This can be regarded as a variant of HAN
(Yang et al., 2016).

We add the item-specificity features and the
item/user bias respectively on the above baselines
to evaluate their effectiveness. We remove each of
the word attention module, the pre-trained word
embedding initialization, and the sentence encoder
from HAN to evaluate their performance.

Evaluation. Due to the possible subjectivity of
users’ self-reported spoiler tags (i.e., different

Goodreads TV Tropes
AUC AUC(d.) AUC Acc.

SVM 0.744 0.790 0.730 0.657
+ item-spec. 0.746 ↑ 0.800 ↑ 0.747 ↑ 0.653 ↓
+ bias 0.864 ↑ 0.793 ↑ 0.722 ↓ 0.536 ↓
SVM-BOW 0.692 0.729 0.756 0.702
+ item-spec. 0.693 ↑ 0.734 ↑ 0.774 ↑ 0.710 ↑
+ bias 0.838 ↑ 0.742 ↑ 0.753 ↓ 0.704 ↑
CNN 0.777 0.825 0.774 0.709
+ item-spec. 0.783 ↑ 0.827 ↑ 0.790 ↑ 0.723 ↑
+ bias 0.812 ↑ 0.822 ↓ 0.781 ↑ 0.711 ↑
- word attn. 0.898 ↓ 0.880 ↓ 0.760 ↓ 0.695 ↓
- word init. 0.900 ↓ 0.880 ↓ 0.702 ↓ 0.652 ↓
- sent. encoder 0.790 ↓ 0.836 ↓ - -
HAN 0.901 0.884 0.783 0.720
+ item-spec. 0.906 ↑ 0.889 ↑ 0.803 ↑ 0.733 ↑
+ bias 0.916 ↑ 0.887 ↑ 0.789 ↑ 0.729 ↑
SpoilerNet 0.919 0.889 0.803 0.737

Table 1: Spoiler sentence detection results on
Goodreads and TV Tropes, where arrows indicate the
performance boost (↑) or drop (↓) compared with the
base model in each group. Best results are highlighed.

users may maintain different standards for vari-
ous review subjects), we regard the area under
the ROC curve (AUC) as our primary evaluation
metric, i.e., we expect a positive spoiler sentence
is ranked higher than a negative non-spoiler sen-
tence based on ps. For Goodreads, we also cal-
culate the sentence ranking AUC within each re-
view document and report the average across re-
views. Note this averaged document AUC is in-
variant of item/user self-reporting bias, thus the
language model can be evaluated exclusively. We
also report accuracy on TV Tropes so that our re-
sults can be fairly compared with existing studies
(Boyd-Graber et al., 2013; Chang et al., 2018).

Results. Spoiler detection results are presented in
Table 1, where the complete SpoilerNet model
consistently and substantially outperform base-
lines on both datasets. The accuracy that Spoil-
erNet achieved on TV Tropes beats the highest
one among existing methods without using exter-
nal item genre information (0.723), but is slightly
lower than the best published result (0.756) where
a genre encoder is applied (Chang et al., 2018). We
notice adding the item-specificity and user/item
bias generally improves the performance of most
baselines except SVM on TV Tropes. We find the
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pre-trained word embedding initialization is par-
ticularly important on TV Tropes. One possible
reason could be that the model capacity is too large
compared with this dataset so that it easily overfits
without proper initialization. Note that a substan-
tial performance drop can be observed by remov-
ing the sentence encoder on Goodreads, which
validates the importance of modeling sentence de-
pendency in this task.

5 Error Analysis

We provide case studies to understand the limi-
tations of the proposed model. We show review
examples for three popular books Murder on the
Orient Express, The Fault in Our Stars, and The
Hunger Games respectively. For each example,
we provide the review text, the groudtruth spoiler
tags (i.e., if a sentence contains spoilers or not)
and the predicted spoiler probabilities from Spoil-
erNet.
Distracted by Revelatory Terms. We find the
majority of false positively predicted sentences
from SpoilerNet can be found in this category.
As shown in Table 2, the proposed network could
be easily distracted by revelatory terms (e.g. ‘mur-
der’, ‘killed’). This leads to a potential direction
for improvement: emphasizing ‘difficult’ negative
sentences with revelatory terms during training
(e.g. by ‘hot’ negative sampling) such that the se-
mantic nuances can be addressed.

Prob. Label Review Text

0.35 False Language: Low (one/two usages of d*mn)
0.32 False Religion: None
0.39 False Romance: None
0.59 False Violence: Low (It’s a murder mystery! Some-

one is killed, but it is only ever talked about.)

Table 2: An example review for the book Murder on
the Orient Express.

Distracted by Surrounding Sentences. Although
the model is able to capture the ‘coagulation’ of
spoilers (i.e., spoiler sentences tend to appear to-
gether), it can be distracted by such a property
as well. As presented in Table 3, the third sen-
tence was mistakenly predicted possibly because
it immediately follows a spoiler sentence and con-
tains an item-specific revelatory term (the char-
acter name ‘Hazel’). This indicates the current
model still needs to comprehend fine-grained sen-
tence dependencies, so that it can decide whether
to propagate or ignore the surrounding spoiler sig-
nals under different contexts.

Prob. Label Review Text

0.08 False This is not your typical teenage love story.
0.86 True In fact it doesn’t even have a happy ending.
0.70 False I have to say Hazel with all her pragmatism

and intelligence has won me over.
0.43 False She is on the exact opposite side of the spec-

trum than characters like the hideous Bella
Swan.

Table 3: An example review for the book The Fault in
Our Stars.

Inconsistent Standards of Spoiler Tags. We find
some self-reported labels are relatively controver-
sial, which also verifies our suspicion regarding
the subjectivity of spoiler tags. As shown in Ta-
ble 4, the last sentence was classified as ‘non-
spoiler’ by the language model, while reported by
the review author as the opposite, probably due to
its close connection to the previous spoiler sen-
tence. Note that such an example is difficult to jus-
tify even by human annotators. This motivates us
to consider spoiler detection as a ranking task in-
stead of conventional binary classification. In this
way sentences can be legitimately evaluated in the
same context (e.g. the same review document) re-
gardless of absolute thresholds. Besides the eval-
uation metrics, ranking losses can also be consid-
ered in future studies.

Prob. Label Review Text

0.01 False The writing is simplistic, a little more so than
befits even the 1st-person narrative of a 16-
year-old.

0.50 True One of things I liked best about this is hav-
ing a heroine who in addition to acting for
the cameras, also has to fake her affection to
someone who reciprocates far more than she
feels.

0.15 True I found it very relatable.

Table 4: An example review for the book The Hunger
Games.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

Our new dataset, analysis of spoiler language, and
positive results facilitate several directions for fu-
ture work. For example, revising spoiler contents
in a ‘non-spoiler’ way would be an interesting
language generation task. In addition to review
semantics, syntax information could be incorpo-
rated in a spoiler language model. The Goodreads
dataset may also serve as a powerful spoiler
source corpus. Models and knowledge learned on
this dataset could be transferred to other corpora
where spoiler annotations are limited or unavail-
able (e.g. detecting spoilers from tweets).
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Abstract

Celebrities are among the most prolific users
of social media, promoting their personas and
rallying followers. This activity is closely tied
to genuine writing samples, which makes them
worthy research subjects in many respects, not
least profiling. With this paper we introduce
the Webis Celebrity Corpus 2019. For its con-
struction the Twitter feeds of 71,706 verified
accounts have been carefully linked with their
respective Wikidata items, crawling both. Af-
ter cleansing, the resulting profiles contain an
average of 29,968 words per profile and up to
239 pieces of personal information. A cross-
evaluation that checked the correct association
of Twitter account and Wikidata item revealed
an error rate of only 0.6%, rendering the pro-
files highly reliable. Our corpus comprises a
wide cross-section of local and global celebri-
ties, forming a unique combination of scale,
profile comprehensiveness, and label reliabil-
ity. We further establish the state of the art’s
profiling performance by evaluating the win-
ning approaches submitted to the PAN gender
prediction tasks in a transfer learning experi-
ment. They are only outperformed by our own
deep learning approach, which we also use to
exemplify celebrity occupation prediction for
the first time.

1 Introduction

Author profiling is about predicting personal traits
of individual authors based on their writing style.
Frequently studied traits are demographics such as
gender, age, native language or dialect, and even
personality. Applications of author profiling in-
clude marketing, social science, risk assessment,
and forensics. Given the high expectations that are
implied by these and similar applications, the cre-
ation of a valid automatic profiler for a given trait,
let alone many, depends on the availability of care-
fully constructed corpora. Corpus construction for

author profiling has always been difficult for lack of
large-scale distant supervision sources that provide
for genuine pieces of writing from many different
authors alongside personal information. In part, the
aforementioned selection of demographics that are
frequently studied reflects the availability of corre-
sponding ground truth. In this regard, one source
of ground truth, available in large quantities, high
diversity of traits, and near-perfect label reliability,
has been overlooked: celebrities.

The contributions of our research are threefold:1

First, in Section 2, we survey the state of the art in
constructing author profiling corpora for the first
time, compiling a taxonomy of construction strate-
gies applied. Second, in Section 3, we report on
the construction of the first large-scale corpus of
celebrity profiles, describing our acquisition ap-
proach based on a reliable matching of Twitter
accounts to Wikidata items. Third, in Section 4,
we carry out a prediction experiment on the most
widely studied trait, gender, comparing the perfor-
mance of our own deep learning approach with
that of the four best-performing ones submitted
to the recent PAN author profiling competitions
from 2015 to 2018. Moreover, we exemplify the
prediction of celebrity occupations.

2 Related Work

We analyzed 29 publications on author profiling
the authors of which explicitly describe their data
acquisition and corpus construction strategies. The
strategies have been reviewed, abstracted, and
mapped into a taxonomy, which in turn enabled
us to identify specific quality criteria.

Table 1 overviews these publications and reports
key figures, personal traits, and the underlying ac-
quisition strategy. Note that a large part of this
research builds upon the pioneering works done
1Code and corpus: https://github.com/webis-de/ACL-19
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Dataset Genre Lang. Authors Words Personal Traits Label Acquisition Strategy

Mikros (2013) Blogs 1 100 20,323 Gender AIS
Nguyen et al. (2011) Blogs 1 1,997 27,303 Age AIS+U
Rosenthal and McKeown (2011) Blogs 1 24,500 (?) Age AIS
Schler et al. (2006) Blogs 1 37,478 7,885 Gender AIS
PAN13 (2013) Blogs 2 346,100 632 Age, Gender AIS
Wang et al. (2016) Sina Weibo 1 742,323 (?) Age, Education, Gender, Relationship AIS

Burger et al. (2011) Tweets 12+ 183,729 283* Gender AIU
MEX-A3T (2018) Tweets 1 5,000 17,195* Education, Residence AIU
Gjurkovic and Snajder (2018) Comments 1 23,503 24,861 Personality (MBTI) AIU
Plank and Hovy (2015) Tweets 1 1,500 12,880 Gender, Personality (MBTI) AIU
Preotiuc-Pietro et al. (2015) Tweets 1 5,191 26,415* Occupation (SOC) AIU
Ramos et al. (2018) Facebook 1 1,019 2,178 Age, Education, Gender, AIU

Personality (Big Five), Religion
PAN17 (2017a) Twitter 4 19,000 1,195 Dialect, Gender AIU
Twisty (2016) Twitter 6 18,168 25,400 Gender, Personality (MBTI) AIU
Preotiuc-Pietro et al. (2017) - D2 Tweets 1 13,651 23,717* Politics AIU

TAT en (2007a) Emails 1 1,033 3,259 Age, Gender, Education, Native lang., ARS
Personality (Big Five), Residence

TAT ar (2007b) Emails 1 1,033 2,085 Age, Education, Gender, ARS
Personality (MBTI)

Fatima et al. (2017) Facebook 4 479 2,156 Age, Birthplace, Gender, Education, ARS
Extroversion, Nat. lang., Occupation

Litvinova et al. (2017) Essays 1 500 145 Age, Education, Gender, Personality ARS
Preotiuc-Pietro and Ungar (2018) Tweets 1 4,098 16,785* Age, Education, Gender, Income, Race ARS
PAN15 (2015) Tweets 4 1,070 1,205 Age, Gender, Personality (Big Five) ARS
Tighe and Cheng (2018) Tweets 1 250 31,011* Personality (Big Five) ARS
Clips CSI (2014) Essays 1 749 976 Age, Birthplace, Gender, ARS

Personality (Big Five)
Preotiuc-Pietro et al. (2017) - D1 Tweets 1 3,938 15,587* Age, Gender, Politics ARS
Schwartz et al. (2013) Facebook 1 136,000 4,129 Age, Gender, Personality (NEO-PI-R) ARS

Ciot et al. (2013) Tweets 4 8,618 12,700* Gender ORS
Emmery et al. (2017) Tweets 1 6,610 31,750* Gender ORS
Volkova and Bachrach (2015) Tweets 1 5,000 2,540 Age, Children, Education, Gender, ORS

Income, Intelligence, Optimism,
Political alignment, Ethnicity,
Religion, Relationship, Satisfaction

Kapociute-Dzikiene et al. (2015) Essays 1 186 286 Age, Gender OIS
Bergsma et al. (2012) Papers 1 4,500 (?) Gender, Native language OIS
Our work Tweets 37 71,706 29,968 up to 239 OIS

Table 1: Survey of author profiling corpora. A * indicates an estimation based on an average of 12.7 words per
tweet from the reported number of tweets and a ? unavailable information. Row groups reflect acquisition strategy.

by Pennebaker et al. (2003), Koppel et al. (2002),
Schler et al. (2006), and Argamon et al. (2009);
recent works add novel traits, trait relations, mul-
tilingualism, and microblogs. The largest annual
shared task on author profiling is part of the PAN
competition (Rangel Pardo et al., 2013, 2014, 2015,
2016, 2017b, 2018). Profiling research related to as-
pects such as behavioral traits (Kumar et al., 2018),
medical conditions (Choudhury et al., 2013), or
native language identification (NLI) have been ex-
cluded from our survey, since these have developed
into subfields of their own right.

Three criteria describe the quality of the sur-
veyed resources: the representativeness of the tar-
geted population, the comprehensiveness in terms
of author, text, and label size, and the reliability
of label attributions. Table 2 shows our taxon-
omy of label acquisition strategies for reliability
and comprehensiveness evaluation: labels provided
by the author or by others (A/O), labels provided
independently or on request (I/R), and labels re-

Independent Requested

Structured Unstructured Structured

Author (AIS) (AIU) (ARS)
Profile forms Posts, Comments Questionaires

Others (OIS) (OIU) (ORS)
Wikidata News, Mentions Crowdsourcing

Table 2: Taxonomy of label acquisition strategies with
common example applications.

trieved in structured or unstructured form (S/U).
The six resulting strategies, disregarding R-U com-
binations as inapplicable, describe the general strat-
egy and hint possible issues: (1) subjectivity or
misunderstandings by experts, volunteer annota-
tors, or crowdsourcing workers versus deception
and self-serving bias by author-self-reported labels,
(2) self-selection bias and per-author cost in re-
quested labels versus few and stale trait choices in
independent reporting, and (3) imprecision, incom-
pleteness, and misunderstandings in unstructured
versus restricted choices in structured labeling.
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3 The Webis Celebrity Corpus

This section introduces the Webis Celebrity Cor-
pus 2019, detailing how we identified celebrities at
scale, compiled a large corpus of their writing, and
linked it with Wikidata to obtain personal profiles.
A corpus analysis and validation follows.

3.1 Who is a Celebrity?
To operationalize the term “celebrity”, we say that
a person has a celebrity-like status, be it locally or
globally, if he or she possesses a verified Twitter
account, and at the same time, is deemed notable
enough to be the subject of a Wikipedia article and
a Wikidata item. Importantly, Twitter verifies “that
an account of public interest is authentic” (Twitter,
2018), awarding a blue checkmark badge: . Nota-
bility at Wikipedia pertains to people who are “wor-
thy of notice,” “remarkable,” or “famous or pop-
ular” (Wikipedia, 2018). While verified accounts
also include organizations, and while most notable
people at Wikipedia/Wikidata are not considered
celebrities, it is their intersection which provides
for a good approximation. To collect celebrity pro-
files at scale, we join these sources of information.

3.2 Corpus Construction
We crawled all 297,878 verified Twitter accounts,2

and linked them with Wikidata items. This is a
non-trivial task: a Twitter account name and its cor-
responding Wikidata item need not have an exact
string match, and there may be false matches. Ta-
ble 3a shows the six candidate names we obtained
from the unique, static Twitter “@”-names and the
free-form display names.

Table 3b shows the linking results. Accounts
were marked as human or not human based on Wi-
kidata’s instance of property. In the sequence of
name candidates I-VI, a human match was kept,
even if successive candidates matched non-human
items. If items differed between languages for the
same candidate, matches were marked ambigu-
ous. Matches containing one of the eight death-
related Wikidata properties and a date of death be-
fore Twitter’s launch in March 2006 were marked
memorial. All mismatches identified during our
subsequent corpus validation were marked as er-
ror. After excluding matches with private timelines,
71,706 valid account-item matches remained.
2Official list: https://twitter.com/verified, retrieved May 2018

3.3 Corpus Validation
A large ground truth for evaluating our Twitter-
Wikidata matches is provided by Wikidata itself:
89,451 items about humans include a Twitter user-
name; 28,454 of these usernames intersect with
the 297,878 verified Twitter accounts we crawled.
Comparing these 28,454 true matches with those
obtained by our matching heuristic, we distin-
guish three cases: (1) 20,579 are linked correctly,
(2) 124 are linked incorrectly (0.6% error rate),
and (3) 7,751 are not linked (27.7% miss rate).
Thus, our heuristic achieves a very high precision
of 0.994 at a reasonably high recall of 0.723.

Table 3b (bottom row group) breaks down the
number of matches by type and name candidate.
The most successful name candidate is I, yield-
ing 92% of all matches, but only half the erroneous
ones. Name candidates II, III, and VI contribute
negligibly, while candidates IV and V provide only
for 5% of the matches combined, but 45% of all
errors. At an overall error rate of 0.6%, though, can-
didates IV and V produced 3,416 correct and only
56 incorrect matches, rendering them still viable.

3.4 Corpus Analysis
The corpus we created contains 29,968 words on
average per author and 1,523 different Wikidata
properties, of which 239 are personal traits rele-
vant for profiling. Table 4 shows a selection of
those traits, the most common value and for how
many celebrities they are annotated. The remaining
properties split into 1,224 external references (i.e.,
links to other sites) and 60 miscellaneous prop-
erties (mostly internal references and multimedia
data). Of the 239 traits, 45 are attributed to more
than 1,000, and 5 to more than 55,000 users si-
multaneously. The extracted Wikidata properties
are highly specific and frequently feature over 100
different values per property within our corpus, al-
though most are Zipf-distributed and can easily be
aggregated or reduced to smaller dimensions, as
we will demonstrate with occupation in Section 4.
It should be noted that labels, such as ethnicity, re-
ligion, and native language, are present mostly for
minorities rather than the majority.

We collected an average 2,181 tweets per ce-
lebrity and 156,411,899 tweets in total (≈ 3 billion
words), covering 98.05% of all their tweets.3 Of
all collected tweets, 29.3% are retweets and 20.9%
3Though Twitter allows for retrieving only the 3,200 most
recent tweets per account, its total number of tweets is given.
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(a)

Name candidate generation rule

I only alphanumeric characters of the display name
II reference name split at capitalization
III reference name split at display name
IV first and last part from I, split at spaces
V all but the last part from I
VI all but the last two parts from I

(b)
Celebrity Error Memorial Not hum. Ambig.

all 71,706 124 2,666 60,232 896
I 91.8% 50.0% 70.4% 77.6% 82.6%
II 2.8% 3.2% 2.6% 6.2% 1.8%
III >.1% 0.0% 0.0% >.1% 0.0%
IV 1.8% 23.3% 5.6% 3.8% 5.3%
V 2.9% 21.8% 9.2% 10.6% 9.6%
VI 0.3% 1.6% 12.3% 1.9% 0.8%

(c)
Dataset Authors

Training Test

PAN15 (2015) 152 142
PAN16 (2016) 428 78
PAN17 (2017b) 3,600 2,400
PAN18 (2018) 2,000 1,900
Celebrities 31,861 13,614

Table 3: (a) Rules to generate name candidates for Wikidata matching from Twitter reference and display names.
(b) Evaluation of matching success as per generation rule. (c) Sizes of the datasets used for evaluation.

Label Occurrences Most frequent value
Sex 65,035 90.1% Male 71.7%
Occupation 63,017 87.9% Actor 15.3%
Date of birth 60,493 84.4% - -
Educated at 28,134 39.2% Harvard 2.1%
Sport 18,688 26.1% Football 30.8%
Languages spoken 12,094 16.9% English 54.9%
Political party 6,703 9.4% Republican 16.4%
Genre 6,699 9.3% Pop Music 21.6%
Race 3,531 0.5% African Am. 66.5%
Religion 2,960 0.4% Islam 23.5%

Table 4: Selection of relevant personal traits studied in
the related work, how often they have been assigned in
our corpus and the most frequent value for each label.

replies. Of the 49.7% remaining tweets, an average
of 989 (13,938 words) per celebrity are longer than
20 characters and do not contain links, yielding a
conservative estimate of tweets amenable for style
analysis. Although celebrities tweeted in 50 dif-
ferent languages, 77% of all timelines consisted
of tweets exclusively written in English, followed
by 7% in Spanish and 4% in French, while 2,104
celebrities tweeted at least bilingual.

3.5 Corpus Reliability and Limitations
Regarding the representativeness of our sample
from the population of celebrities, we may cau-
tiously claim to have obtained a wide cross-section
of people of elevated status. However, celebrities
are excluded who do not use Twitter, whose ac-
count is not verified (which is exceedingly unlikely,
the more famous they are), or who have no Wikipe-
dia article about themselves. There are no reliable
estimates of the true number of celebrities world-
wide, but it is safe to assume that our corpus has
a bias towards Western culture, and particularly
English-speaking celebrities.

Regarding profile comprehensiveness, our cor-
pus provides for comparably long samples of writ-
ing per author and a rich set of traits, albeit many
traits are available only for a subset of profiles.
Most celebrities provide genuine writing samples
of themselves at Twitter, but some employ public

relations staff to manage their account. Though a
problem for generic author profiling, this does not
impede celebrity profiling. Celebrities craft public
personas as their own unique brands. If a celebrity
decides to employ staff to do so, approving their
impersonations, these personas are no less genuine
and normative than personally crafted personas.

The information about the traits of celebrities
obtained from Wikidata can be considered highly
reliable. Dedicated volunteers collect all kinds of
personal information about celebrities, which are
often referenced and under constant review by other
Wikipedia and Wikidata editors. As per our tax-
onomy of label acquisition strategies in Table 2,
we employ an OIS strategy: we obtain labels from
third-party expert annotators (O), who are indepen-
dent (I), supplying data in structured form (S).

4 Evaluation

To investigate the usefulness of our corpus for au-
thor profiling, we carry out a first large-scale pro-
filing experiment by predicting celebrity occupa-
tion and gender and evaluating four state of the art
approaches that won the PAN 2015-2018 author
profiling competitions. Instead of retraining their
prediction models, we use the models for gender
inference as they have been trained on the PAN
training datasets provided to participants of the re-
spective years. Additionally, we train our own base-
line gender model on celebrity profiles. Gender is
a suitable benchmark trait that is frequently studied
in the related work and a recurring trait prediction
task at PAN. We observe a successful model trans-
fer, thus mutually corroborating that ours and the
PAN corpora capture the same underlying concept
of gender.

4.1 Preprocessing and Baselines
For our experiments, we extracted a subset of
45,475 English-speaking profiles from our corpus
with the traits gender and occupation and split it
70/30 into training and test sets. Table 3c shows
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Model PAN15 PAN16 PAN17 PAN18 Celeb

alvarezcamona15 (2015) 0.859 – – – 0.723
nissim16 (2016) – 0.641 – – 0.740
nissim17 (2017) – – 0.823 – 0.855
danehsvar18 (2018) – – – 0.822 0.817

CNN (Celeb) 0.747 0.590 0.747 0.756 0.861
CNN (Celeb + PAN15) 0.793 – – – –
CNN (Celeb + PAN16) – 0.690 – – –
CNN (Celeb + PAN17) – – 0.768 – –
CNN (Celeb + PAN18) – – – 0.759 –

Table 5: Accuracy of (top) the state of the art gender
prediction approaches on their respective datasets and
transfer performance to celebrities, and (bottom) our
baseline deep learning approach, with and without re-
training on the PAN datasets.

this dataset in comparison to the PAN datasets.
Our subset has 1,379 different occupations anno-
tated, which we manually assigned to eight groups:
sports, performer, creator, politics, manager, sci-
ence, professional, and religious. We preprocessed
the text by lowercasing, replacing mentions with
<user>, hashtags with <hashtag>, hyperlinks
with <url>, number-groups with <numbers>,
the most frequent emoticons with <smiley>, and
we removed all punctuation sequences beyond ba-
sic English punctuation marks.

As baseline models for gender and for occu-
pation prediction, we adapted the convolutional
neural network (CNN) for text classification intro-
duced by Kim (2014). Our variant of this model
builds on the 100-dimensional GloVe (Pennington
et al., 2014) Twitter embeddings, uses four paral-
lel 1D-convolution layers with 128 filters each for
1-, 2-, 3-, and 4-grams, a 64-node dense layer for
concatenation after the convolutions, and a final
classification layer. The models for occupation and
gender only differ in the last classification layer
and loss function used to facilitate binary (gender)
and categorical truth (occupation). We limited the
vocabulary to the most common 100,000 words
and padded the word-sequence for each author to
5000 words, which is roughly the average per au-
thor word count between ours and the PAN datasets.
In our tests on the celebrity profiles, this hyperpa-
rameter setting achieves more consistent results
than fewer or shorter n-gram filters, smaller dense
layers, shorter or longer sequence length, or a larger
vocabulary. Note that our corpus has labels for
more than the two sexes male and female, however,
the PAN data did not, so that we excluded profiles
with other genders from our experiments, leaving
their investigation for future work.

4.2 Evaluation Results
Table 5 shows all models’ transfer performance be-
tween populations on gender. In general, all models
generalize well to the respectively unseen datasets
but perform best on the data they have been specif-
ically trained for. The largest difference can be
observed on the sub-1,000 author dataset PAN15,
where the model of Álvarez-Carmona et al. (2015)
suffers a significant performance loss, and PAN16,
where the model of Busger op Vollenbroek et al.
(2016) performs notably better on the celebrity data.
This was a surprise to us that may be explained by
the longer samples of writing per profile in our
corpus. This hypothesis is also supported by the
large increase in accuracy of the baseline model
after retraining for two epochs with the PAN15 and
PAN16 training datasets, respectively. The occupa-
tion model achieved a 0.7111 accuracy.

Altogether, the results of our experiments show
that profiling models trained on a random choice of
people generalize to celebrities, and vice versa. Our
corpus can hence be used for generic author profil-
ing, while providing significantly richer profiles in
terms of writing samples and as of yet unexplored
personal traits. The scale of our corpus allows
for the training of deep learning models, which,
at least on our corpus, outperform the state of the
art. We expect that further fine-tuning of the model
architecture will yield significant improvements.

5 Conclusion

This paper introduces the Webis Celebrity Cor-
pus 2019, the first corpus of its kind comprising
a total of 71,706 celebrity profiles, 239 profiling-
relevant labels, and 3 billion words. Its quality is
due to Twitter’s verification process, Wikidata’s
accuracy, and our low-error linking strategy be-
tween the two sites. Its generalizability qualities
for gender prediction have been demonstrated us-
ing state-of-the-art approaches.

Our corpus formed the basis for the first celebrity
profiling competition, organized as part of the PAN
evaluation lab (Wiegmann et al., 2019). The traits
studied were the degree of fame, occupation, age,
and gender, introducing fame and occupations as
novel, celebrity-specific profiling traits, and revisit-
ing the well-known traits age and gender.

In future work, we plan on improving the corpus
by incorporating verified accounts from other so-
cial networks, and, by inferring new labels for as of
yet unlabeled celebrities through link prediction.
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Abstract

Ranking comments on an online news ser-
vice is a practically important task for the ser-
vice provider, and thus there have been many
studies on this task. However, most of them
considered users’ positive feedback, such as
“Like”-button clicks, as a quality measure. In
this paper, we address directly evaluating the
quality of comments on the basis of “construc-
tiveness,” separately from user feedback. To
this end, we create a new dataset including
100K+ Japanese comments with constructive-
ness scores (C-scores). Our experiments clar-
ify (a) C-scores are not always related to users’
positive feedback and (b) the performance of
pairwise ranking models tends to be more en-
hanced by the variation in comments than that
in articles.

1 Introduction

Users’ comments on an online news service can be
regarded as beneficial content (often called user-
generated content1) for service providers because
users can obtain supplementary information about
news articles through other users’ opinions. Given
that comment visibility is a part of the user ex-
perience, ranking comments is practically impor-
tant. For example, Figure 1 shows a page dis-
playing comments on a Japanese news portal, Ya-
hoo! News.2 The page has a list of comments
(displayed below articles), and each comment has
buttons for user feedback (“Like,” “Dislike,” and
“Reply”).

There have been many comment ranking stud-
ies (Hsu et al., 2009; Das Sarma et al., 2010;
Brand and Van Der Merwe, 2014; Wei et al., 2016)
with users’ positive feedback for a comment (e.g.,
“Like”- or “Upvote”-button clicks) serving as the

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
User-generated_content

2https://news.yahoo.co.jp/

Figure 1: Examples of comments on Yahoo! News.

quality measure. However, this type of measure-
ment has two drawbacks: (a) user feedback does
not always satisfy the service provider’s needs,
such as to create a fair place, and (b) user feedback
will be biased by where comments appear in a
comment thread. A typical situation for (a) can be
seen in political comments, where the “goodness”
of the comment will be decided on the basis of the
political views of the majority of the users rather
than its quality. The situation for (b) can be illus-
trated by a case where earlier comments tend to re-
ceive more feedback since they will be displayed
at the top of the page, which implies later com-
ments will be ignored irrespective of their quality.

In this paper, we directly evaluate the qual-
ity of comments separately from user feedback,
focusing on their “constructiveness,” as studied
in (Napoles et al., 2017; Kolhatkar and Taboada,
2017). This quality measure is reasonable for
services in that displaying constructive comments
can stimulate discussion on a news article, which
makes the user-generated content richer. We use
the definition of constructiveness as in the previ-
ous studies, but a clear difference from them is that
we address a ranking task, whereas the aforemen-
tioned sources addressed classification tasks. In a
ranking task, we need to rank comments for each
article. That is, when we label 1,000 comments,
there are many choices, e.g., 200 articles with 5
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comments or 10 articles with 100 comments. We
investigate which choice is better for widely used
ranking algorithms.

Our contributions are as follows.
• We create a dataset for ranking constructive

comments including 100K+ Japanese com-
ments with constructiveness scores, in collabo-
ration with Yahoo! News. Our dataset will be
publicly available.3

• We show empirical evidence that constructive-
ness scores are not always related to positive
user feedback such as “Like”-button clicks.
• We investigate how to label comments for rank-

ing and clarify that the performance of pairwise
ranking models tends to be more enhanced by
the variation in comments than that in articles.

2 Dataset Creation

2.1 Definition for “Constructiveness”

According to the dictionary,4 “constructive”
means “having or intended to have a useful or ben-
eficial purpose.” Therefore, we expect construc-
tive comments to provide insight and encourage
healthy discussion. However, this dictionary def-
inition is a bit too generic for deciding if a com-
ment is constructive. To avoid individual varia-
tion as much as possible, we need to prepare a
more specific definition before annotation. We
follow a previous study (Kolhatkar and Taboada,
2017) on constructiveness, where a questionnaire
given to 100 people clarified detailed conditions
for constructive comments. We digested it into
several simple conditions, shown in Table 1, so
that crowdsourced workers could systematically
judge comments. Our conditions consist of a pre-
condition for maintaining decency and relevance
and four main conditions for representing typical
cases of being constructive. Specifically, a con-
structive comment is defined as one satisfying the
precondition and at least one of the main condition
in Table 1.

2.2 Crowdsourcing Task

Our purpose is to label each comment with a
graded numeric score that represents the level of
constructiveness for ranking comments. We re-
fer to this score as the constructiveness score

3https://research-lab.yahoo.co.jp/en/
software/

4https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/
definition/constructive

Pre cond. • Related to article and not slander
Main cond. • Intent to cause discussions

• Objective and supported by fact
• New idea, solution, or insight
• User’s rare experience

Table 1: Conditions for constructive comments. Con-
structive comment is defined as one satisfying the pre-
condition and at least one of main conditions.

#A #C #C/#A Score
Shallow 8,000 40,000 5 0 ∼ 10
Deep 400 40,000 100 0 ∼ 10
Test 200 42,436 212 0 ∼ 40

Table 2: Details on created datasets. #A and #C mean
numbers of articles and comments in each dataset, re-
spectively.

(C-score). We defined the C-score as the num-
ber of crowdsourcing workers who judged a com-
ment to be constructive as an answer to a yes-or-no
(binary) question because it is more difficult for
workers to answer other types of questions such
as a numerical selection question (like “How con-
structive is the comment?”) or a comparison ques-
tion (like “Which comment is the most construc-
tive?”). This definition realizes a graded numeric
score that harnesses the individual variation due
to subjective judgements in the conditions, such
as “new idea” and “rare experience.” As a con-
sequence, the C-score indicates how many people
think that a comment is constructive with the goal
of sufficiently satisfying as many users as possible.

We used Yahoo! Crowdsourcing5 to label com-
ments. We prepared a task with questions that
reference a news article and its comments ex-
tracted from Yahoo! News. After the workers read
the definition of constructiveness, we asked them
to judge whether each comment was constructive
(see Appendix A for detailed instructions). To en-
sure reliability, we extracted only serious work-
ers who correctly answered quality control ques-
tions with obvious answers that were randomly in-
cluded in each task. We used 10 (or 40) work-
ers for each comment for a training (test) dataset.
For example, a C-score of 8 means that 8 workers
judged a comment as constructive.

5https://crowdsourcing.yahoo.co.jp/
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Comment Score
Ex.1) We should build a society where
people do not drink and smoke since both
can lead to bad health or accidents.

9

Ex.2) If giving freedom, punishment
should also be strictly given.

6

Ex.3) They are fools because they smoke,
or they smoke because they are fools.

0

Table 3: Examples of comments and scores for article
“Lifting the ban on drinking and smoking at 18.”

2.3 Training and Test Datasets

We created three datasets: Shallow, Deep, and
Test, as shown in Table 2. Shallow and Deep
are training datasets made from 8K articles with
5 comments and 400 articles with 100 comments
respectively, as extreme cases with the same cost.
The comments in each setting were randomly cho-
sen after we extracted news articles with more than
100 comments and were 10 to 125 Japanese char-
acters long. Test is the test dataset we made from
200 articles with an average of 212 comments. We
used 40 workers for each comment only for Test
to evaluate the ranking results in as much detail
as possible, where the setting of 40 was chosen
to avoid the top-ranked comments that frequently
had the same score. Note that we did not use
such a costly setting for training since training data
tends to increase over time. None of the datasets
overlapped.

We calculated an agreement score by using
Krippendorff’s alpha (Krippendorff, 2004; An-
toine et al., 2014) and by regarding the ranking
task as a classification task of whether one com-
ment is more constructive than the other for any
pair of two comments, in a similar manner as
RankSVM in Section 3. The agreement scores
of Shallow and Deep were 0.5282 and 0.5495,
respectively, which mean “moderate agreement”
(Landis and Koch, 1977). Note that directly apply-
ing such an agreement measure is not appropriate
for our task since we assume individual variations
in workers making graded scores.

Table 3 shows examples of scored comments.
Ex. (1) has a high score since it includes a con-
structive opinion with some reasoning. Ex. (2) has
a middle score since the judgement, e.g., whether
the comment is a new idea, depends on each
worker’s background knowledge. Ex. (3) has a
low score since it includes offensive content.

Figure 2: Frequency distribution of C-scores for com-
ment group selected in descending order of user feed-
back (Like) and one randomly selected (Random).

2.4 Comparison with User Feedback

We investigated the relationship between con-
structiveness and user feedback by comparing 5K
comments randomly extracted in the same way as
for Shallow and 5K comments extracted in de-
scending order of user feedback score. The user
feedback score of a comment was calculated as
the number of “Likes” minus 5 times the num-
ber of “Dislikes.” This definition is determined on
the basis of the fact that the ratio of “Likes” and
“Dislikes” was about 1:5 on average, and in fact,
a similar definition is used as a basic sorting fea-
ture in this news service. All of the comments in
the above two groups were labeled with C-scores
in the same way as for Shallow/Deep.

Figure 2 shows the frequency distributions of
the two groups over C-scores. Surprisingly, both
distributions form almost the same shape even
though we expected that the comments ordered
with the user feedback would have high C-scores.
In fact, the correlation coefficient between the user
feedback scores and the C-scores was nearly zero,
i.e., −0.0036. This means that constructiveness is
completely different from user feedback, and us-
ing user feedback is not a promising way to show
constructive comments in the service.

3 Ranking Constructive News Comments

3.1 Compared Methods

We compared the following methods for under-
standing the characteristics of our datasets. Here,
we selected simple SVM-based methods since we
can easily interpret the results, although we in-
cluded the results of neural ranking models in Ap-
pendix B.
• Like ranks with the user feedback score.
• Random ranks randomly.
• Length ranks in descending order on the basis
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of the comment length.
• RankSVM ranks via a rankSVM model (Lee and

Lin, 2014) trained to infer relative constructive-
ness between two comments. Roughly speak-
ing, we solve a binary classification problem of
whether or not a comment is more constructive
than another one, like SVM.
• SVR ranks via a support vector regression model

(Vapnik et al., 1997) trained to directly infer the
C-score.
We used liblinear-ranksvm6 for RankSVM and

SVR. The cost parameter was determined from
{20, . . . , 2−13} with a validation dataset, where
we prepared another 5K comments for each set-
ting for Shallow/Deep. The features for train-
ing RankSVM and SVR were made from a com-
ment and the corresponding article. See the next
section for the details on preprocessing and the
features.

3.2 Preprocessing and Features
The preprocessing for training RankSVM and SVR
is as follows. We used a morphological ana-
lyzer MeCab7 (Kudo et al., 2004), with a neol-
ogism dictionary, NEologd8 (Toshinori Sato and
Okumura, 2017), for splitting Japanese text into
words. We replaced numbers with a special to-
ken and standardized letter types, i.e., decapital-
ization and halfwidth-to-fullwidth.9 We did not
remove stop-words because function words would
affect the performance in our task, especially for
decency. We cut low-frequency words off that ap-
peared only three times or less in each dataset. The
dictionary size was about 50,000.

The features for a comment (with the corre-
sponding news article) used for RankSVM and
SVR are the bag-of-words of the comment, the
number of unique words in the comment, the co-
sine similarity (based on bag-of-words vectors)
between the comment and the title, and the bag-of-
words co-occurring in the comment and the title,
which are distinguished from the normal bag-of-
words. Note that we used only titles for features to
avoid extra labeling and training costs for lengthy
article bodies, assuming that a title can be regarded
as a summary of the corresponding article.

6https://github.com/FurongPeng/
liblinear-ranksvm

7http://taku910.github.io/mecab/
8https://github.com/neologd/

mecab-ipadic-neologd
9https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

Halfwidth_and_fullwidth_forms

3.3 Evaluation

We used normalized discounted cumulative gain
(NDCG) (Burges et al., 2005a) as our primary
evaluation measure, which is widely used for eval-
uating ranking models in information retrieval
tasks. The NDCG is typically calculated for
the top-k comments ranked by a ranking model
and denoted by NDCG@k = Zk

∑k
i=1

ri
log2 (i+1) ,

where ri represents the true C-score of the i-th
ranked comment, and Zk is a normalization con-
stant to scale the value between 0 and 1. This
equation means that the value becomes higher
(better) as the inferred ranking becomes closer to
the correct ranking, especially for top ranked com-
ments. In addition, we used precision@k as our
secondary evaluation measure, which is defined as
the ratio of correctly included comments in the
inferred top-k comments with respect to the true
top-k comments. Note that a well-known paper
(Järvelin and Kekäläinen, 2002) in the informa-
tion retrieval field determined NDCG to be more
appropriate than precision for graded scores like
our setting.

3.4 Results

Table 4 shows the results of NDCG@k and
precision@k (for k ∈ {1, 5, 10}) for Test for the
compared models, where RankSVM and SVR have
two variations trained with Shallow and Deep.
Random was averaged over 10 trials. Note that all
values are represented as percentages.

The results of Like and Random show that
neither of them performed well, which is con-
sistent with our finding that Like has a similar
tendency to Random, as described in Section 2.
However, Length performed better than Like
and Random. This implies that long comments
tend to be constructive, but of course, the length
of comments is not enough to accurately infer the
C-score, compared with RankSVM.

Among all variations of RankSVM and SVR,
RankSVM with Deep consistently performed the
best for our primary evaluation measure NDCG.
The differences between NDCGs of RankSVM
with Deep and SVR with Shallow were statis-
tically significant in a paired t-test (p < 0.05).
As for precision, it was beaten by SVR with
Shallow for @1 and @5. This means that
RankSVM sometimes failed to find the best so-
lutions (the most constructive comment) but ob-
tained better solutions (fairly constructive ones).
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Dataset NDCG@1 NDCG@5 NDCG@10 Prec@1 Prec@5 Prec@10
Like - 29.93 31.84 34.99 2.00 6.20 8.70
Random - 25.85 27.90 29.06 1.10 4.60 6.50
Length - 60.28 64.93 67.72 6.00 20.80 30.04
RankSVM Shallow 72.24 74.63 76.79 14.50 29.40 41.24
RankSVM Deep 74.15 76.44 78.25 13.00 31.60 42.20
SVR Shallow 73.87 75.48 76.97 16.50 32.70 41.00
SVR Deep 69.68 71.99 74.26 11.00 27.20 36.35

Table 4: Results (%) of NDCG@k and precision@k for task of ranking constructive comments.

Comparing Shallow and Deep for
RankSVM, we can see that RankSVM per-
formed better with Deep than with Shallow
because the number of training examples for
pairwise ranking models was 2-combinations
from n, i.e.,

(
n
2

)
= n(n−1)

2 , given n comments.
This means that the number of pairwise examples
increases in O(n2). Conversely, SVR performed
well with Shallow. Features based on articles
can be useful for directly inferring the C-scores
without comparing comments in such cases.
Similar findings were observed in the results of
neural ranking models (see Appendix B), but we
omitted them because of space limitations.

4 Related Work

Analyzing comments on online news services or
discussion forums has been extensively studied
(Wanas et al., 2008; Ma et al., 2012; Brand and
Van Der Merwe, 2014; Llewellyn et al., 2016; Shi
and Lam, 2018). In this line of research, there have
been many studies on ranking comments (Hsu
et al., 2009; Das Sarma et al., 2010; Brand and
Van Der Merwe, 2014; Wei et al., 2016). How-
ever, their approaches were based on user feed-
back, which is completely different from construc-
tiveness, as explained in Section 2.

Constructiveness has sometimes been intro-
duced in argument analysis frameworks. Napoles
et al. (2017) created a dataset for argument analy-
sis on the basis of reply threads, each of which has
a label as a constructiveness flag and consists of
child comments replying to the parent comment.
Kolhatkar and Taboada (2017) proposed a clas-
sification model that determines constructiveness
for a comment by regarding all comments in a
constructive thread as constructive and evaluated
it with a dataset of 1K manually annotated com-
ments, which is much smaller than our datasets.
Our task is a ranking task based on graded numeric

scores and different from their task. If training
a regression model with binary labels, the results
will be similar to SVR.

There are mainly two approaches to analyzing
the quality of comments on the basis of their con-
tent without using constructiveness. One is hate
speech detection (Kwok and Wang, 2013; Nobata
et al., 2016; Davidson et al., 2017) and the other is
sentiment analysis (Fan and Sun, 2010; Siersdor-
fer et al., 2014). Although these approaches are
useful for other tasks, they do not directly solve
our task, i.e., ranking constructive comments. For
example, the simple comment “Great!” is positive
and is not hate speech, but it is not suitable as a
top-ranked comment in our task.

Learning-to-rank methods are often used for in-
formation retrieval tasks (Liu, 2009). There are
several datasets for ranking documents on search
engines, such as Microsoft LETOR (Qin et al.,
2010; Qin and Liu, 2013) and Yahoo! LTRC
(Chapelle and Chang, 2011). Because it is not fea-
sible to label all documents for each query, “possi-
bly” relevant documents are typically sampled by
using a simple ranking algorithm such as BM25
(Robertson and Zaragoza, 2009). However, we
cannot use such a strategy since comments are ba-
sically relevant to an article, and there are many
relevant but non-constructive comments.

5 Conclusion

We created a new labeled dataset for ranking con-
structive comments. Experimental results sug-
gested that pairwise ranking models work well
with the variation of comments rather than arti-
cles. Our future work will include efficiently la-
beling promising comments via active learning.
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A Details on Instructions for
Crowdsourced Workers

Detailed instructions (translated in English) on our
crowdsourcing task are as follows. We included

five comments of the same article in each task to
reduce workers’ annotation cost.

Instruction: Given five comments for an arti-
cle, please select all comments that satisfy the
following precondition and at least one main
condition.

- Pre-condition: The comment is related to the
article and is not an unpleasant one, including
slander.

- Main-condition 1: The comment intends to
cause discussions on the basis of the author’s
opinion.

- Main-condition 2: The comment is objective
and supported by fact or reason.

- Main-condition 3: The comment gives a
new idea, solution, or insight.

- Main-condition 4: The comment is a user’s
rare experience related to the article.

B Results of Neural Models

We confirmed that the results of neural models
have a similar tendency to those of SVM-based
models, although we omitted these results due to
space limitations. We compared a neural pairwise
ranking model, RankNet, and a neural regression
model, LSTMReg, as follows.
• RankNet ranks via a neural pairwise ranking

model, RankNet (Burges et al., 2005b). The
key concept of this model is similar to that of
RankSVM, i.e., solving the ranking problem as
a classification problem of whether a comment
is more constructive than another one. Specif-
ically, the model is constructed to predict the
ranking score of a comment and trained so that,
given two comments, the magnitude relation of
the predicted scores corresponds to that of the
true constructiveness scores, via cross entropy
loss.
• LSTMReg ranks via an LSTM-based regres-

sion model. The basic structure is the same
as RankNet, but the training is performed so
that, given a comment, the predicted score cor-
responds to the true constructiveness score, via
mean squared error loss.
The experimental settings were as follows. The

preprocessing was the same as in RankSVM,
except that cutoff tokens were replaced with a
special token “<unk>”. We used 300 dimen-
sional embeddings of a skip-gram model (Mikolov
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Dataset NDCG@1 NDCG@5 NDCG@10 Prec@1 Prec@5 Prec@10
RankNet Shallow 73.42 73.91 75.11 13.67 27.40 37.81
RankNet Deep 75.19 77.17 78.62 13.17 31.72 41.68
LSTMReg Shallow 71.71 73.96 75.74 12.68 28.48 38.99
LSTMReg Deep 69.40 72.51 74.21 10.55 26.75 36.28

Table 5: Results (%) of NDCG@k and precision@k for task of ranking constructive comments for RankNet and
LSTMReg.

et al., 2013) trained with 1.5 million unlabeled
news comments by using an open source soft-
ware, gensim,10 with the default parameters. Both
RankNet and LSTMReg had the same structure,
i.e., an encoder-scorer. The encoder consisted of
two LSTMs with 300 units to separately encode a
comment and its title, and the scorer predicted the
ranking score of the comment via a full-connected
layer after concatenating the two encoded (com-
ment and title) vectors. We used the Adam op-
timizer (α = 0.0001, β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999,
ε = 1 × 10−8) to train these models. The batch
size was 10 (pairs sampled from each article when
training RankNet), and the number of iterations
of batches was 10,000.

The formal definition of the loss function of
RankNet is the same as in the original paper.
Given two comments c1 and c2, we define the
probability of c1 being more constructive than c2
as p = σ(f(c1) − f(c2)), where σ(·) is a sig-
moid function, and f(c) is the predicted score
of c. The cross entropy loss is calculated as
−p log p − (1 − p) log(1 − p), where p is 1 if the
true constructive score of c1 is higher than that of
c2, 0 if lower, and 0.5 if otherwise.

Figure 5 shows the results of RankNet and
LSTMReg. Looking at our primary measure
NDCG, we can see that RankNet with Deep
clearly performed the best. Furthermore, com-
paring the results with Shallow and Deep,
RankNet with Deep performed better than
RankNet with Shallow, while LSTMReg with
Shallow performed better than LSTMReg with
Deep. These findings are consistent with the re-
sults of SVM-based models.

10https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/
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Abstract

Accompanied by modern industrial develop-
ments, air pollution has already become a ma-
jor concern for human health. Hence, air
quality measures, such as the concentration
of PM2.5, have attracted increasing attention.
Even some studies apply historical measure-
ments into air quality forecast, the changes of
air quality conditions are still hard to moni-
tor. In this paper, we propose to exploit social
media and natural language processing tech-
niques to enhance air quality prediction. So-
cial media users are treated as social sensors
with their findings and locations. After fil-
tering noisy tweets using word selection and
topic modeling, a deep learning model based
on convolutional neural networks and over-
tweet-pooling is proposed to enhance air qual-
ity prediction. We conduct experiments on 7-
month real-world Twitter datasets in the five
most heavily polluted states in the USA. The
results show that our approach significantly
improves air quality prediction over the base-
line that does not use social media by 6.9% to
17.7% in macro-F1 scores.

1 Introduction

In recent centuries, industrialization has consider-
ably changed human society by providing a stim-
ulus to economic growth and improved life qual-
ity. However, the advancement is accompanied by
the increase in air pollutant emissions and risks
to public health. As a consequence, predicting
real-time air quality information (AQI), such as
the concentration of PM2.5, has attracted more and
more attention. Air quality prediction may help
the government and society to better protect their
citizens from potentially harmful effects of poor
air quality.

To forecast AQI, one of the most conventional
approaches is to exploit historical air quality and

treat the task as a time series prediction prob-
lem (Genc et al., 2010; Zheng et al., 2015). How-
ever, the air quality information can be too so-
phisticated to be predicted by only past AQI with-
out any additional knowledge. For example, other
environmental factors like humidity and temper-
ature can affect the air quality when real-world
events like wildfires may also play a role. To
learn the additional information, most of the rel-
evant studies collect data from additional sensors
like images (Jiang et al., 2011) and ground sen-
sors (Zheng et al., 2015). Nevertheless, these sen-
sors are expensive in not only installation but also
maintenance. As a result, exploiting sensors for
air quality prediction may be too costly for most
of the cities.

To learn additional knowledge without physical
sensors, one of the most effective approaches is
to leverage the wisdom of the crowd on the in-
ternet. For example, 81% of the adults in the
USA spend on average two hours on social me-
dia and collectively publish 170 million tweets1

every day on their feelings and observations (Wu
et al., 2018). In other words, social media users
can be considered as “social sensors” to perceive
environmental changes and real-world events. Al-
though social sensing has been applied to detect or
predict several real-world events, such as influenza
surveillance (Santillana et al., 2015; Dredze, 2012;
Achrekar et al., 2011) and earthquakes (Sakaki
et al., 2010, 2013), none of them focuses on pre-
dicting the air quality information. Note that al-
though Jiang et al. (2015) and Wang et al. (2017)
exploit social media to infer AQIs at current or
past time, they cannot predict the future air quality.
Moreover, the AQIs in these previous studies usu-
ally have considerable fluctuations, under which
circumstance users tend to publish related posts,

1For simplicity, the posts published on social media are
called tweets in this paper.
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which makes the inference task much more man-
ageable than general cases. In general cases, air
quality changes gradually most time, which may
be not sufficiently documented in social media.
For instance, in California, more than 80% of the
changes in air quality conditions are between good
and moderate.

In this paper, we aim to leverage social media
for air quality prediction. Our approach consists
of three stages, including (1) tweet filtering, (2)
feature extraction, and (3) air quality prediction.
In the first stage, all of the incoming tweets are fil-
tered by geographical locations and keywords ex-
tracted from statistical and topical modeling. Af-
ter filtering the tweets, a convolutional neural net-
work is applied to extract the individual feature
vector for each tweet with a max-over-time pool-
ing layer. A max-over-tweet layer is then proposed
to aggregate the feature vectors of all tweets as
the social media features for predicting air qual-
ity using a fully-connected hidden layer to com-
bine with historical measurements. Finally, exper-
iments conducted on 7-month large-scale Twitter
datasets show that our approach significantly out-
performs all comparative baselines.

2 Air Quality Prediction with Social
Media and NLP

Following the previous studies (Zheng et al.,
2015), we model the problem as a multi-class
classification task. According to the Environ-
mental Protection Agency 2 (EPA) in USA, AQIs
can be categorized into six classes as shown in
Figure 1. Note that more than 99% of daily
AQIs in the USA are similar and falling in the
first two classes so that the classification task is
more laborious than predicting numerical AQIs.
Given a location l and a time t, the corpus
D(l, t) is defined as the N tweets published
by any user located at the location l at time
t. a(l, t) denotes the AQI value in the loca-
tion l at time t while the historical measurements
H(l, t) = a(l, t), a(l, t− 1), · · · , a(l, t− T + 1)
provide AQIs at T time points. Given the corpus
D(l, t) and the historical measurements H(l, t) at
location l at time t, our goal is to predict the corre-
sponding class y of the AQI at the next time point
t+ 1.
Framework Overview. Figure 1 illustrates the
proposed three-stage framework. In the first stage,

2EPA: https://www.epa.gov/

AQI Level of Concern
0-50 Good

51-100 Moderate
101-150 Unhealthy for Sensitive Groups
151-200 Unhealthy
201-300 Very Unhealthy
301-500 Hazardous

Table 1: Categorization of AQI from EPA.

the incoming tweets are filtered to remove irrele-
vant information. In the second stage, representa-
tive features are extracted from filtered tweets and
historical measurements. In the last stage, we pre-
dict the category of air quality with a hidden layer
and a softmax function.

2.1 Stage 1: Tweet Filtering

In most of the cities, the majority of tweets should
be irrelevant to air quality because users are less
likely to discuss air quality situations unless there
is a dramatic change. Hence, we need to filter
tweets before using them for air quality predic-
tion. Following the previous work (Shike Mei and
R.Dyer, 2014), we use three groups of keywords
for filtering tweets, including (1) environment-
related terms like smog released by EPA, (2)
health-related terms like choke provided by the
National Library of Medicine3, and (3) significant
terms including the most significant 128 words
correlated to high AQIs in χ2 statistics (Schütze
et al., 2008).

The incoming tweets are filtered by the afore-
mentioned keywords in the three groups. The
tweets containing at least one of these keywords
are likely to be relevant to the topics about air
quality. We denote the corpus of relevant tweets
as D′(l, t). The features extracted from relevant
tweets are expected to be more robust.

2.2 Stage 2: Feature Extraction

To extract features from text data, the effective-
ness of convolutional neural networks (CNNs) has
been demonstrated in many studies (Kim, 2014).
In this paper, CNNs with max-over-time pooling
are applied to derive the representation for every
tweet. We then propose max-over-tweet pooling
to aggregate tweet representations across all rele-
vant tweets as the corpus representation. Finally,
the features can be acquired by concatenating the

3https://www.nlm.nih.gov/medical-terms.html
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Figure 1: The framework of the proposed approach.

corpus representation and the historical measure-
ments for prediction.

Tweet Representation. A tweet wi can be rep-
resented by a matrix Wi ∈ Rd×|wi|, where d is
the dimension of word embeddings; and |wi| is
the number of words in the tweet. As shown in
Figure 1, a CNN with d × k kernels extracts the
n-gram semantics of k contiguous words. Note
that the row dimension of kernels is identical to the
word embedding dimension to jointly consider the
overall embedding vector. The convolution with
the j-th kernel produces a numerical vector cji ,
which is then aggregated by max-over-time pool-
ing (Collobert et al., 2011; Kim, 2014). As a re-
sult, the representation of a tweet mi can be de-
rived by chaining the pooled results of all kernels.

Corpus Representation. Since relevant tweets in
the corpus can be myriad and not fixed, we need to
aggregate various representations into an ultimate
representation for the whole corpus. Here we pro-
pose max-over-tweet pooling to derive the corpus
representation. The layer of max-over-tweet pool-
ing reads all tweet representations and aggregates
them by deriving the maximum value for each rep-
resentation dimension. More precisely, a dimen-
sion of the representation can be treated as the sen-
sor about a particular topic while the max-over-
tweet pooling layer attempts to find the maximum
sensor value among the sensor values of all rele-
vant tweets. Finally, the max-over-tweet pooling
layer can derive the corpus representation mall by
considering all tweet representations.

After determining the corpus representation
mall, the final features x(l, t) for air quality pre-
diction can be constructed by concatenating mall
and the historical measurementsH(l, t). As a con-
sequence, the final features incorporate the knowl-

edge of existing observations and the crowd power
on social media.

2.3 Stage 3: Air Quality Prediction
To address the air quality prediction, we apply a
fully-connected hidden layer to estimate the log-
its of all classes. More precisely, the logits z(l, t)
can be computed as z(l, t) = F (x(l, t)), where
F (·) is a fully-connected hidden layer with L hid-
den units; the dimension of z(l, t) is identical to
the number of classes in air quality categoriza-
tion. Then the probabilistic score for each class
can be obtained with a softmax function (Goodfel-
low et al., 2016) when the prediction can be finally
determined as the class with the highest score.
Finally, the whole system can be computed and
trained in an end-to-end manner and optimized by
the cross-entropy loss (Goodfellow et al., 2016).

3 Experiments

3.1 Experimental Settings.
Data Collection. For social media data, we ex-
ploit the Twitter developer API4 to crawl 1% of
general English tweets published in the USA with
location tags from November 17, 2015, to June
12, 2016. Each of the crawled tweets is associ-
ated with the corresponding county and state. EPA
releases daily AQIs for every county in the USA
publicly, which serve as the historical measure-
ments and the gold standard.
Experimental Datasets. We conduct experiments
to predict daily air quality conditions for locations
fine-grained to the county level. More specifically,
each of the samples can be represented by a tuple
(l, t), where l is a county in the USA; t is a date

4https://developer.twitter.com/en/
docs.html
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Dataset CA ID IN IL OH

Overall tweets 85.3M 1.2M 9.2M 23.2M 31.7M
Relevant tweets 11.8M 0.07M 0.5M 1.0M 1.4M

Training tuples 7,435 1,175 2,990 1,804 3,647
Validation tuples 1,487 235 598 361 729

Testing tuples 1,483 235 599 361 730

Table 2: Statistics of five experimental datasets. The
relevant tweets refer to the remaining tweets after the
stage of tweet filtering.

with crawled tweets. For each tuple, the historical
measures are the AQIs in the previous seven days
as seven numerical features. Five experimental
datasets are then constructed with the data of the
five most polluted states according to the annual
report from America Health Ranking5, including
California (CA), Idaho (ID), Illinois (IL), Indi-
ana (IN), and Ohio (OH). The overall datasets are
further partitioned by time into a 30-week train-
ing dataset, two 5-week datasets for validation and
testing. As a result, Table 2 shows the statistics of
five experimental datasets. Note that more than
90% tweets are filtered as irrelevant tweets in the
stage of tweet filtering. It also shows the necessity
of filtering irrelevant tweets that can probably be
noises for air quality prediction.
Implementation Details Our approach is imple-
mented by Tensorflow (Abadi et al., 2016) and
trained by the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba,
2014) with an initial learning rate 10−3. After pa-
rameter tuning, λ is set to 10−3 while the num-
ber of hidden units in the hidden layer L is 128.
The dimension of the word embeddings is 300.
All of the activation functions in the model are set
to exponential linear units (ELUs) (Clevert et al.,
2015). For CNNS, 96 kernels with different sizes
from 2 to 4 are applied to obtain a 96-dimensional
representation for each relevant tweet in the cor-
pus.
Baseline Methods. Because we are the first study
using social media to predict air quality situa-
tion, there are much few available methods. Even
though some studies (Jiang et al., 2015) claim
the capability of inferring ongoing AQIs with so-
cial media, they apply strong restrictions to de-
rive features for highly polluted cities so that they
are incapable of tackling most of the cases in
our experiments. In the experiments, we com-
pare with two baseline methods as follows: (1)
Prediction with only AQIs (PAQI): To under-

5https://www.americashealthrankings.org

stand the base performance, PAQI predicts the air
quality conditions with only historical measure-
ments. The knowledge of social media is ignored
for this baseline method. (2) Bag-of-words Fea-
tures (BOW): To demonstrate the effectiveness of
extracted features, we replace the extracted fea-
tures with conventional bag-of-words features as
a baseline method. Note that all baselines apply a
neural network with a hidden layer for prediction.

3.2 Experimental Results

For evaluation, micro- and macro-F1 scores are
selected the evaluation metrics. Table 3 demon-
strates the performance of the three methods.
Micro-F1 scores are generally better than macro-
F1 scores because the trivial cases like the class
of good air quality are the majority of datasets
with higher weights in micro-F1 scores. PAQI is
better than BOW although BOW uses the knowl-
edge of social media. It is because BOW fea-
tures involve all irrelevant words so that the ac-
tual essential knowledge cannot be recognized.
Our approach significantly outperforms all base-
line methods in almost all metrics. More precisely,
our approach improves the air quality prediction
over PAQI from 6.92% to 17.71% in macro-F1
scores. The results demonstrate that social media
and NLP can benefit air quality prediction.

In addition to the unbalanced datasets based on
the categorization of EPA, we also conduct the
experiments with relatively balanced datasets to
show the robustness of our proposed approach.
More specifically, the categorization is refined to
four classes with finer windows of AQIs, includ-
ing: [0, 25), [25, 50), [50, 75), and [75,∞). Fig-
ures 2 and 3 illustrate the Micro- and Macro-F1
scores of PAQI and our approach in the refined
datasets. The experimental results show that the
improvements are consistent with the experiments
in unbalanced datasets of extreme air quality pre-
diction. It also demonstrates the robustness of our
proposed approach.

4 Conclusions and Discussions

In this paper, we propose a novel framework for
leveraging social media and NLP to air qual-
ity prediction. After filtering irrelevant tweets,
a CNN derives a feature vector for each tweet
with max-over-time pooling. We also propose
the novel max-over-tweet pooling to aggregate the
feature vectors of all tweets over numerous hid-
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Dataset Method
Micro Average Macro Average

Prec. Rec. F1 Prec Rec. F1
BOW 0.807 0.829 0.809 0.687 0.619 0.631

ID PAQI 0.816 0.728 0.757 0.611 0.677 0.617
Ours 0.863 0.811 0.828 0.691 0.776 0.714
BOW 0.792 0.786 0.786 0.508 0.508 0.501

IN PAQI 0.847 0.682 0.737 0.567 0.649 0.548
Ours 0.855 0.849 0.852 0.640 0.652 0.645
BOW 0.775 0.802 0.791 0.506 0.499 0.484

IL PAQI 0.834 0.686 0.737 0.580 0.666 0.566
Ours 0.844 0.847 0.845 0.646 0.638 0.640
BOW 0.744 0.780 0.760 0.515 0.512 0.510

OH PAQI 0.800 0.683 0.724 0.569 0.622 0.562
Ours 0.813 0.813 0.815 0.629 0.627 0.627
BOW 0.647 0.683 0.660 0.495 0.488 0.485

CA PAQI 0.826 0.725 0.745 0.700 0.772 0.694
Ours 0.830 0.786 0.798 0.728 0.786 0.742

Table 3: The overall classification performance of the baseline methods and our approach. All of the improvements
of our approach (ours) over PAQI are significant with a paired t-test at a 99% significance level.
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Figure 2: Micro F1 scores with four-class categoriza-
tion. All of the improvements of our approach over the
baseline method are significant with a paired t-test at a
99% significance level.

den topics. Finally, the corpus representation can
be taken into account to predict air quality with
historical measurements. The results of exten-
sive experiments show that our proposed approach
significantly outperforms two comparative base-
line methods across both balanced and unbalanced
datasets for different locations in the USA. This is
because: (1) Most noisy and irrelevant tweets are
effectively filtered in the stage of tweet filtering;
(2) The convolutional neural network and the pro-
posed max-over-tweets are able to extract essen-
tial knowledge about air quality prediction from
myriad tweets in social media; (3) There are some
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Figure 3: Macro F1 scores with four-class categoriza-
tion. All of the improvements of our approach over the
baseline method are significant with a paired t-test at a
99% significance level.

limitations on only using historical measurements,
such as the capability of recognizing real-world
events.
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Abstract

In this paper, we investigate the importance of
social network information compared to con-
tent information in the prediction of a Twitter
user’s occupational class. We show that the
content information of a user’s tweets, the pro-
file descriptions of a user’s follower/following
community, and the user’s social network pro-
vide useful information for classifying a user’s
occupational group. In our study, we ex-
tend an existing dataset for this problem, and
we achieve significantly better performance by
using social network homophily that has not
been fully exploited in previous work. In our
analysis, we found that by using the graph
convolutional network to exploit social ho-
mophily, we can achieve competitive perfor-
mance on this dataset with just a small fraction
of the training data.

1 Introduction

Twitter (http://twitter.com) is a microblogging ser-
vice launched in 2006, where, a user can pub-
lish messages with up to 280 characters, called
“tweets”. Unlike many other social networking
platforms, such as Facebook and LinkedIn, Twitter
does not provide structured fields for users to fill
in personal information. However, a user can write
a 160-character-long small public summary about
itself called a “Bio”. Besides linguistic informa-
tion from tweets and Bios, online social media is
a rich source of network information. People’s
personal networks are homogeneous, i.e., friends
share more attributes such as race, ethnicity, re-
ligion, and occupation–known as the homophily
principle (McPherson et al., 2001). Such network
information has been utilized in friend recommen-
dation (Guy et al., 2010), community detection

∗Equal Contribution; work performed while both authors
were visiting Singapore University of Technology and Design
(SUTD).

T1: Day at the races.
T2: The new pitch era starts here.

 

 Bio

 Tweets

Groundsman. Wolves fan. Horse
racing enthusiast.

A Commercial and Domestic 
Grounds Maintenance company

T1: Pitch at wembley looks great. 
T2: Spurs will have best stadium in uk.

Follow

Figure 1: User and Network information on Twitter Mi-
croblog.

(Yang and Leskovec, 2013), etc. Figure 1 shows
two users connected on Twitter. By looking at
their Bio and tweets, it can be inferred that these
users share the same occupational interest.

Profiling users can enhance service quality and
improve product recommendation, and hence is a
widely studied problem. User occupational class
prediction is an important component of user pro-
filing and a sub-task of user demographic fea-
ture prediction. Existing approaches to predicting
Twitter users’ demographic attributes explore, se-
lect, and combine various features generated from
text and network to achieve the best predictive per-
formances in respective classification tasks (Han
et al., 2013; Miller et al., 2012; Preoţiuc-Pietro
et al., 2015; Huang et al., 2015; Aletras and Cham-
berlain, 2018). The three categories of features
are: account level features, tweet text features, and
network based features. Past research have shown
the distinctive usage of language across gender,
age, location, etc. in tweets (Sloan et al., 2015;
Cheng et al., 2010; Burger et al., 2011; Rao et al.,
2010), which makes content based prediction ef-
fective.

As for user occupational class prediction,
Preoţiuc-Pietro et al. (2015) built a dataset where
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users are assigned to hierarchical job categories.
They used word cluster distribution features of
content information to predict a user’s occupa-
tional group. Aletras and Chamberlain (2018)
constructed a user’s followings connections to
learn the user embedding as a feature input to the
classification models. Considering the regional
disparities of economic development stages, the
major job categories may vary significantly across
regions. Sloan et al. (2015) summarized occu-
pation distribution of Twitter users in the UK by
looking into their profiles.

In this paper, we analyze the usefulness of a
user’s network information over the user’s tweets
for predicting its occupational group. We ex-
tend the existing dataset for occupation classifi-
cation (Preoţiuc-Pietro et al. (2015)) by introduc-
ing the network information about a user, i.e. fol-
lower/following IDs together with their Bio de-
scriptions, and we construct a user-centric network
to extract useful community and text based fea-
tures. The acquired features from the network are
then exploited using a graph neural network. The
obtained results show the importance of a network
information over tweet information from a user for
such a task.

2 Graph Convolutional Network

A Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) (Kipf
and Welling, 2017) defines a graph-based neural
network model f(X,A) with layer-wise propaga-
tion rules:

Â = D̃−1/2(A+ λI)D̃−1/2 (1)

X(l+1) = σ(ÂX(l)W (l) + b(l)) (2)

where X is the feature matrix for all the nodes
with X(0) being the initial feature input of size
dnodes × dfeatures, A is the adjacency matrix of
dimension dnodes × dnodes, D̃ is the degree ma-
trix of A + λI , λ is a hyperparameter controlling
the weight of a node against its neighbourhood,
and W (l) and b(l) are trainable weights and bias
for the l-th layer, respectively. In each layer of
GCN, a node aggregates its direct neighbours’ fea-
tures according to Â and linearly transforms the
representation using W and b. A nonlinear activa-
tion function σ (e.g., ReLu) is then applied. The
number of layers of GCN decides the number of
hops away that the neighbours’ features will be
smoothed over for each node.

Gr SOC Users
1 Managers, Directors, Senior Officials 461
2 Professional Occ. 1,611
3 Associate Profess., Technical Occ. 926
4 Administrative Secretarial Occ. 162
5 Skilled Trades Occ. 768
6 Caring, Leisure, Other Service Occ. 259
7 Sales and Customer Service Occ. 58
8 Process, Plant, Machine Operatives 188
9 Elementary Occ. 124

Table 1: The table shows the major groups (left col-
umn) and categorized jobs with different sub-major
groups (middle column) by SOC. The right-most col-
umn shows the number of main users in the data.

3 Experimental Setup

3.1 Data
We base our work on a publicly available Twitter
dataset that maps 5,191 users to 9 major occupa-
tional classes (Preoţiuc-Pietro et al., 2015). The
dataset contains user IDs (we call these users the
main users henceforth) and the bag-of-words from
tweets. The hierarchical structure of occupational
classes in the data was defined based on the Stan-
dard Occupation Classification (SOC) from the
UK1.

To explore the role of network information
in occupational class prediction, we extend the
above dataset by crawling follower/following IDs
(henceforth referred to as follow IDs) for each
main ID (IDs corresponding to main users). For
the crawled follow IDs, we further crawl their Bio
descriptions. We refer to the extended dataset as
ED. ED contains 4,557 main users with both fol-
lowers and followings information. The remaining
Twitter accounts could not be scrapped because of
various reasons such as account suspension and
protected tweets.

Table 1 shows the occupational class distri-
bution of the main users in the ED. In all our
work, we discard the Bio information of the main
users as these were used to annotate this dataset.
We tokenize the Bio text of the follow IDs us-
ing the Glove Twitter pre-processing guidelines2.
As for social network construction, we consider
each follower/following relationship as an undi-
rected edge. Based on the reasoning that the social
network information is passed between main IDs

1http://www.ons.gov.uk/
2https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/

glove/preprocess-twitter.rb
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mainly through some common follow IDs, the fol-
low IDs that only connect to very few main IDs
will have minimum functionality in information
flow.

Thus, we decide to filter the graph by keep-
ing the follow IDs with more than 10 connec-
tions to the main IDs. All connections between
main IDs are retained. The filtering step results
in 29 main IDs losing all their connections. For
all such isolated main IDs, we retrieve all its fol-
low IDs having at least one other main ID con-
nection. After all these operations, we are able to
construct an un-weighted graph in which all the
main IDs are connected. The filtered graph con-
tains 34,630 unique users (including 4,557 main
IDs) and 586,303 edges. Although the main users
are not collected to be connected to each other –
only 2,550 main IDs have at least one direct con-
nection to another main ID, we find that they often
share common follow IDs which allows us to re-
trieve their social representations.

To compare with previous works, we also con-
struct a partial network dataset that contains only
following IDs of all the 4,557 main IDs. We re-
fer to this partial dataset as PD. PD adheres to the
same network construction methodology as ED.

We divide the dataset into training, develop-
ment, and test sets using stratified split with the
splitting ratio of 80%, 10%, and 10%. All the
experimental results are reported on the same
test set. The split information and the pro-
cessed dataset ED can be found together with code
on github: https://github.com/jqnap/
Twitter-Occupation-Prediction.

3.2 Features and Models

Node Embeddings: To encode user-user social
relationship of main IDs with the follow network,
we learn latent representations of all IDs (node
embedding) which can be easily exploited for the
prediction task. The embeddings are learned by
forming node sequences using Deep Walk (Per-
ozzi et al., 2014).

Based on the network processing strategy used
in Aletras and Chamberlain (2018), we construct
unweighted bipartite graphs using our filtered net-
work. The two sides of a bipartite graph are follow
IDs and main IDs respectively. Note that the main
ID-main ID connections will break the bipartite-
ness. To resolve this, we duplicate the main ID
nodes to the follow IDs’ side and then link con-

nections within main IDs. We construct for both
ED and PD, and obtain a full graph (fG) and a par-
tial graph (pG) respectively.

Next, we performed 10 random walks starting
from each main ID, alternating between main ID
and followers/followings with a walk length of
80. For each node, the walk sequence is used to
generate embeddings using a similar approach to
word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013). We use the same
hyper-parameters as in Aletras and Chamberlain
(2018).

Text Features: To have a valid comparison with
existing approaches, we construct two sets of text
features: (1) bag-of-clusters (Preoţiuc-Pietro et al.,
2015): we assign each word that appears in each
main ID’s concatenated tweets document to its
corresponding word cluster, where the word clus-
ters are obtained by applying spectral clustering
(Ng et al., 2002; Shi and Malik, 2000) to word em-
beddings. Next, we calculate the cluster assigning
frequencies for each main ID. (2) bag-of-words
(BOW): since the initial dataset used the Bio infor-
mation of the main users to annotate their occupa-
tions, we remove all the Bio information of main
users. We kept only the most frequent 5,000 words
from the Bio (of other users) and another 5,000
words from tweets text as the dictionary of sepa-
rate BOW vectors to the model. We feed the ob-
tained text features and node embedding features
to both the Logistic Regression (LR) classifier and
the Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier 3.
Both classifiers are trained following the one-vs-
all approach for the 9-way classification task. `2
regularization is used for LR, whose coefficient is
tuned based on the development set. We use the
RBF kernel for SVM, normalize the features be-
fore feeding them to SVM as inputs, and tune the
regularization coefficientC using the development
set.

GCN: In the case of GCN (as shown in Fig-
ure 2), we use its transductive semi-supervised set-
ting. The inputs are the adjacency matrix of all the
network IDs and a feature matrix of the Bio’s bag-
of-words. Specifically, we keep the input feature
vectors corresponding to the main IDs as null (all
zeros), since their Bios were discarded. We ex-
periment GCN with 2, 3 and 4 convolutional lay-
ers. The 3-layer GCN slightly outperformed the

3We use the scikit-learn implementations of LR and SVM
classifiers: https://scikit-learn.org/
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Figure 2: GCN architecture for occupational class pre-
diction. 2K is the best performing hidden size.

2-layer GCN and is on-par with the 4-layer GCN.
We also test another setting where we do not use
the Bio information: we keep the feature as a ma-
trix of one-hot encoded vectors corresponding to
all 34,630 IDs. For all the experiments, we set λ
to 1 in Equation 1.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Text Features and Node Embeddings

As shown in Table 2, we compare our results using
network information with existing methods: bag-
of-clusters (Preoţiuc-Pietro et al., 2015) and Deep-
walk on the followings graph concatenated with
bag-of-clusters (Aletras and Chamberlain, 2018).

We first conduct experiments on our collected
ED dataset with 4,557 main users using exist-
ing methods. The better accuracy among exist-
ing methods is given by the concatenated bag-of-
clusters and Deepwalk embeddings: 55.0%.

Next, we investigate the performance of bag-
of-words features from main ID tweets and fol-
low Bios using logistic regression (LR) and sup-
port vector machines (SVM). From the experi-
ments on tweets, we find that using the bag-of-
words features achieve comparable performance
to using the bag-of-clusters features. Thus we opt
for the bag-of-words representation in subsequent
experiments. The optimized model using Bio text
features outperforms using tweet content. It can
be inferred that the Bio descriptions of follow ac-
counts provide more useful information compared
to tweets. The reason could be the higher noise in
tweets, while people are comparatively more care-
ful while writing their Bios.

The next set of results uses follow network fea-
tures. Based on Aletras and Chamberlain (2018),
we perform deep walk with 32-dim learned node
representations, and used it as input to LR and

LR SVM

Word Clusters (200)∗ 49.8 52.6

Clusters+DeepWalk-pG (200 + 32)∗ 51.3 55.0

Main ID tweets BOW (5, 000) 53.7 54.6

F-Bio (5, 000) 56.6 56.3

DeepWalk-fG (32) 51.5 55.3

DeepWalk-fG + F-Bio (32 + 5, 000) 56.6 57.5

GCN

Bio BOW (34, 630× 5, 000) 59.9

Adjacency (34, 630× 34, 630) 61.0

Table 2: Performance in terms of accuracy percentage
comparison of logistic regression (LR), support vector
machines (SVM), and graph convolutional networks
(GCN). The first two rows (marked with ∗) are existing
approaches from Preoţiuc-Pietro et al. (2015) and Ale-
tras and Chamberlain (2018). The number in brackets
are the dimension of the feature space. pG and fG re-
fer to partial graph and full graph respectively. We use
F-Bio to denote “Follower Bio BOW”.

SVM. We achieve higher accuracy (55.3%) as
compared to tweets BOW (54.6%). However, the
model is less effective than using follow Bio BOW.
Combining both node representations and follow
Bio BOW features further boosts the accuracy to
57.5%.

4.2 GCN

To analyze the importance of Bios in conjunc-
tion with social network information, we exploit
graph convolutional networks. With an accuracy
of 59.9%, the model exceedingly outperforms ex-
isting approaches on tweets and partial network
information. Our best result 61.0% accuracy is
achieved by using GCN with one-hot encoding
for nodes, which is significantly higher than exist-
ing methods. This shows that GCN is able to ex-
ploit the rich topological information of network
to learn social representations for users. We pos-
tulate that the GCN with Bio did not do better
than just a one-hot encoding for nodes because the
main users do not have Bios: so all the labeled
nodes in the GCN have no Bios, which makes
learning difficult.

We visualize the GCN final layer representa-
tions of training set (big ovals) and test set (dark
colored dots) in Figure 3a. It can be observed
that many test data samples are mapped to the cor-
rect group of occupation, showing the capability of
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Figure 3: (a) A 2D t-SNE plot of final layer user represntations learned using GCN; (b) Confusion matrix of predic-
tion made by GCN (rows and columns represent actual and predicted group, respectively); (c) Model performance
vs fraction of training data used.

GCN utilizing Twitter network information for the
prediction task. To analyze wrongly mapped test
samples, we observed confusion matrix as shown
in Figure 3b. We see that group 4 is predicted as
belonging to group 1 or 2. When we compare
the jobs lying in groups 1, 2, and 4, we found
that they contain similar types of sub-occupations,
such as “financial account managers” and “finance
officers”, or “engineers” and “engineering techni-
cians”. The same phenomenon can be seen for
group 9 and group 5.

Figure 3c compares the performance of two
models, using tweet only features (LR–tweets)
and follow network features (GCN–Bio), based
on a fraction of training samples used for model
learning. Even with 10% of the labeled train-
ing data, GCN with Bio-BOW features achieves
comparable accuracy to existing models as well as
models trained on tweet BOW with all the training
set. This shows the significance of a user’s net-
work information.

We analyze the predictions on test samples
made by GCN with Bio feature input and GCN
with the one-hot encoded input. We find that 11%
of the test set’s main IDs are correctly classified
by only one of the two GCNs. This suggests that
Bio features provide complementary information
to the one-hot encoded input. In this work, the ac-
quired network is dense. In cases when network is
sparse, one-hot representation of an ID seems in-
feasible while BOW may generalize for the larger
graph.

While occupational class prediction could be
used to improve service quality, we note that the
use of network information might result in unin-
tended consequences such as racial and ethnicity

based segregation in online spaces. To alleviate
such concerns, it would be useful in future to in-
corporate explainable predictions with work such
as (Xie and Lu, 2019), to further mitigate such
risks involved.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

Previous works have used tweets or a fraction of
the network information to extract features for oc-
cupation classification. To analyze the importance
of network information, we extended an existing
Twitter dataset for a user’s social media connec-
tions (follow information). We showed that by us-
ing only follow information as an input to graph
convolutional networks, one can achieve a sig-
nificantly higher accuracy on the prediction task
as compared to the existing approaches utilizing
tweet-only information or partial network struc-
ture.

Directions of future research include adaptation
of our methods to a large scale, sparsely connected
social network. One might also want to inves-
tigate the inductive settings of GCN (Hamilton
et al., 2017) to predict demographic information
of a user from outside the black network.
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Abstract

Domain adaptation is an essential task in dia-
log system building because there are so many
new dialog tasks created for different needs
every day. Collecting and annotating train-
ing data for these new tasks is costly since it
involves real user interactions. We propose
a domain adaptive dialog generation method
based on meta-learning (DAML). DAML is
an end-to-end trainable dialog system model
that learns from multiple rich-resource tasks
and then adapts to new domains with mini-
mal training samples. We train a dialog sys-
tem model using multiple rich-resource single-
domain dialog data by applying the model-
agnostic meta-learning algorithm to dialog do-
main. The model is capable of learning a
competitive dialog system on a new domain
with only a few training examples in an effi-
cient manner. The two-step gradient updates
in DAML enable the model to learn general
features across multiple tasks. We evaluate
our method on a simulated dialog dataset and
achieve state-of-the-art performance, which is
generalizable to new tasks.

1 Introduction

Modern personal assistants, such as Alexa and
Siri, are composed of thousands of single-domain
task-oriented dialog systems. Every dialog task
is different, due to the specific domain knowl-
edge. An end-to-end trainable dialog system re-
quires thousands of dialogs for training. How-
ever, the availability of the training data is usu-
ally limited as real users have to be involved to
obtain the training dialogs. Therefore, adapting
existing rich-resource data to new domains with
limited resource is an essential task in dialog sys-
tem research. Transfer learning (Caruana, 1997a;
Bengio, 2012; Cohn et al., 1994; Mo et al., 2018),
few-shot learning (Salakhutdinov et al., 2012; Li
et al., 2006; Norouzi et al., 2013; Socher et al.,

2013) and meta-learning (Finn et al., 2017) are
introduced in solving such data scarcity problem
in machine learning. Because every dialog do-
main is very different from each other, general-
ize information from rich-resource domains to an-
other low resource domain is difficult. There-
fore, only a few studies have tackled domain adap-
tive end-to-end dialog training methods (Zhao and
Eskénazi, 2018). We propose DAML based on
meta-learning to combine multiple dialog tasks in
training, in order to learn general and transferable
information that is applicable to new domains.

Zhao and Eskénazi (2018) introduces action
matching, a learning framework that could re-
alize zero-shot dialog generation (ZSDG), based
on domain description, in the form of seed re-
sponse. With limited knowledge of a new do-
main, the model trained on several rich-resource
domains achieves both impressive task comple-
tion rate and natural generated response. Rather
than action matching, we propose to use model-
agnostic meta-learning (MAML) algorithm (Finn
et al., 2017) to perform dialog domain adapta-
tion. The MAML algorithm tries to build an inter-
nal representation of multiple tasks and maximize
the sensitivity of the loss function when applied
to new tasks, so that small update of parameters
could lead to large improvement of new task loss
value. This allows our dialog system to adapt to
new domain successfully not only with little target
domain data but also in a more efficient manner.

The key idea of this paper is utilizing the abun-
dant data in multiple resource domains and find-
ing an initialization that could be accurately and
quickly adapted to an unknown new domain with
little data. We use the simulated data generated
by SimDial (Zhao and Eskénazi, 2018). Specif-
ically, we use three domains: restaurant, weather,
and bus information search, as source data and test
the meta-learned parameter initialization against
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the target domain, movie information search. By
modifying Sequicity (Lei et al., 2018), a seq2seq
encoder-decoder network, improving it with a
two-stage CopyNet (Gu et al., 2016), we imple-
ment the MAML algorithm to achieve an optimal
initialization using dialog data from source do-
mains. Then, we fine-tune the initialization to-
wards the target domain with a minimal portion
of dialog data using normal gradient descent. Fi-
nally, we evaluate the adapted model with test-
ing data also from the target domain. We outper-
form the state-of-the-art zero-shot baseline, ZSDG
(Zhao and Eskénazi, 2018), as well as other trans-
fer learning methods (Caruana, 1997b). We pub-
lish the code on the github1.

2 Related Works

Task-oriented dialog systems are developed to
assist users to complete specific tasks, such as
booking restaurant or querying weather informa-
tion. The traditional method to build a dialog sys-
tem is to train modules separately (Chen et al.,
2017) such as: natural language understanding
(NLU) (Deng et al., 2012; Dauphin et al., 2014;
Hashemi et al.), dialog state tracker (Henderson
et al., 2014), dialog policy learning (Cuayáhuitl
et al., 2015; Young et al., 2013) and natural lan-
guage generation (NLG) (Dhingra et al., 2017;
Wen et al., 2015). Henderson et al. (2013) in-
troduces the concept of belief tracker that tracks
users’ requirements and constraints in the dialog
across turns. Recently, more and more works
combine all the modules into a seq2seq model
for the reason of easier model update. Lei
et al. (2018) has introduced a new end-to-end di-
alog system, sequicity, constructed on a two-stage
CopyNet (Gu et al., 2016): one for the belief
tracker and another one for the response genera-
tion. This model has fewer number of parameters
and trains faster than the state-of-the-art baselines
while outperforming baselines on two large-scale
datasets.

The traditional paradigm in machine learning
research is to train a model for a specific task
with plenty of annotated data. Obviously, it is
not reasonable that large amount of data is still re-
quired to train a model from scratch if we already
have models for similar tasks. Instead, we want to
quickly adapt a trained model to a new task with
a small amount of new data. Dialog adaptation

1https://github.com/qbetterk/sequicity.git

has been explored in various dimensions. Shi and
Yu (2018) introduces an end-to-end dialog system
that adapts to user sentiment. Mo et al. (2018)
and Genevay and Laroche (2016) also trains a user
adaptive dialog systems using transfer learning.
Recently, effective domain adaptation has been in-
troduced for natural language generation in dia-
log systems (Tran and Nguyen, 2018; Wen et al.,
2016). Some domain adaptation work has been
done on dialog states tracking (Mrkšić et al., 2015)
and dialog policy learning (Vlasov et al., 2018)
as well. However, there is no recent work about
domain adaptation for a seq2seq dialog system,
except ZSDG Zhao and Eskénazi (2018). ZSDG
is a zero-shot learning method that adapts action
matching to adapt models learned from multiple
source domains to a new target domain only using
its domain description. Different from ZSDG, we
propose to adapt meta-learning to achieve similar
domain adaption ability.

Meta-learning aims at learning new tasks with
few steps and little data based on well-known
tasks. One way to realize meta-learning is to learn
an optimal initialization that could be adapted
to new task accurately and quickly with little
data (Vinyals et al., 2016; Snell et al., 2017). An-
other way to learn the learning progress is to train
a meta-learner to optimize the optimizer of origi-
nal network for updating parameters (Andrychow-
icz et al., 2016; Grant et al., 2018). Meta-learning
has been applied in various circumstances such
as image classification (Santoro et al., 2016; Finn
et al., 2017), machine translation (Gu et al., 2018),
robot manipulation (Duan et al., 2016; Wang et al.,
2016), etc. We propose to apply meta-learning al-
gorithm on top of the sequicity model to achieve
dialog domain adaptation. Specifically, we chose
the recently introduced algorithm, model-agnostic
meta-learning(MAML) (Finn et al., 2017), be-
cause it generalizes across different models. This
algorithm is compatible with any model optimized
with gradient descent, such as regression, clas-
sification and even policy gradient reinforcement
learning. Moreover, this algorithm outperforms
other state-of-the-art one-shot algorithms for im-
age classification.

3 Problem Formulation

Seq2Seq-based dialog models take the dialog con-
text c as the input and generates a sentence r as the
response. Given the abundant data in the K differ-
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Figure 1: (a) shows the classical gradient update steps. (b) shows how we use MAML to update model with
gradient descent. The index numbers suggest the processing order of each step.

ent source domains, we have the training data in
each source domain Sk, denoted as:

DSk
train = {(c(k)n , r(k)n , Sk), n = 1...N}, k = 1...K

we also denote the data in the target domain T as:

DT
train = {(cTn , rTn , T ), n = 1...N ′}

where N ′ << N and N ′ is only 1% of N in our
setting.

During the training process, we generate a
model

Msource : C × Sk → R

where C is the set of context and R is the set of
system responses.

For the adaptation, we fine-tune the model
Msource with target domain training data DT

train

and obtain a new model Mtarget. Our primary
goal is to learn a model that could perform well
in the new target domain:

Mtarget : Ctarget × T → Rtarget

4 Proposed Methods

We first introduce how to combine the MAML al-
gorithm and the sequicity model. As illustrated in
the Figure 1, the typical gradient descent includes
(1) combining training data and initialized model,
(2) computing the objective loss and then (3) us-
ing the loss to update the model parameters. How-
ever, with MAML, there are two gradient update
steps. (1) We first combine the initialized model
M with training data (c(k), r(k)) from each source
domain Sk separately. (2) For each dialog domain,
we calculate the loss Lossk and them use it to up-
date every new temporary domain modelM′k. (4)

Again we use the data (c(k), r(k)) from each do-
main and its corresponding temporarily updated
domain modelM′k to calculate a new loss Loss′k
in each domain, (6) then sum all the new domain
loss to obtain the final loss. (7) Finally, we use the
final loss to update the original modelM.

In the following part, we describe the imple-
mentation details of the MAML algorithm and the
sequicity model separately. As illustrated in Algo-
rithm 1, sequicity model is used to combine nat-
ural language understanding (NLU), dialog man-
aging and response generation in a seq2seq fash-
ion, while meta-learning is a method to adjust loss
function value for better optimization. α and β in
the algorithm are the learning rate. As mentioned
in Section 3, c denotes the context and is the in-
put to the model at each turn. In order to use the
sequicity model, we format c as {Bt−1, Rt−1, Ut}
at time t, where Bt−1 is the previous belief span
at time t− 1, Rt−1 is the last system response and
Ut is the current user utterance. Sequicity model
introduces belief spans to store values of all the
informable slots and also record requestable slot
names through the history. In this way, rather than
put all the history utterances into a RNN to ex-
tract context features, we directly deal with the
slots stored in the belief span as the representation
of all history contexts. The belief span is more
accurate and simple to represent the history con-
text and needed to be updated in every turn. The
informable and requestable slots are stored in the
same span, but with different labels to avoid am-
biguity. The context at time t = 1 contains an
empty set as the former belief span B0, and an
empty string as the previous system response R0

The intuition behind the MAML algorithm is
that some internal representations are more trans-
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Algorithm 1 DAML

Input: dataset on source domain DS
train; α; β

Output: optimal meta-learned model
Randomly initialize model M
while not done do

for Sk ∈ Source Domain do
Sample data c(k) from DS

train

M′k =M− α∇MLSk
(M, c(k))

Evaluate LSk
(M′k, c(k))

end for
M←M− β∇M

∑
Sk
LSk

(M′k, c(k))
end while

Function loss function L(M, c)
return cross-entropy(M(c))

Function M(c(k) = {B(k)
t−1, R

(k)
t−1, U

(k)
t })

h = Encoder(B(k)
t−1, R

(k)
t−1, U

(k)
t )

Bt = BspanDecoder(h)
Rt = ResponseDecoder(h,B(k)

t ,m
(k)
t )

return Rt

ferable than others. This suggests that some in-
ternal features can be applied to multiple dialog
domains rather than a single domain.

Since MAML is compatible with any gradient
descent based model, we denote the current gener-
ative dialog model asM, which can be randomly
initialized. According to the algorithm, for each
source domain Sk, certain size of training data is
sampled. We input the training data (c(k), r(k))
into sequicity model and obtain generated system
response. We adopt cross-entropy as the loss func-
tion for all the domains:

LSk
(M, c(k), r(k)) =

|r(k)|∑

j=1

r
(k)
j · logPM(r

(k)
j )

For each source domain Sk, We use gradient de-
scent to update and get a temporary model.

M′k ←M− α∇MLSk
(M, c(k), r(k))

To be consistent with (Finn et al., 2017), we only
update the model for one step. In this way, we
have an updated model in each source domain, one
step away from M. We may consider multiple
steps of gradient update in the future work. Then,
we compute the loss based on the updated model
with the same training data in each source domain:

Loss = LSk
(M′k, c(k), r(k))

After this step, we have meta loss value in each do-
main. We sum up the updated loss value from all
source domains as the objective function of meta-
learning:

min
M

Meta-Loss = min
M

∑

Sk

LSk
(M′k, c(k), r(k))

Finally, we update the model to minimize the meta
objective function:

M←M− β∇M
∑

Sk

LSk
(M′k, c(k), r(k))

Unlike common gradient, in MAML, the objective
loss we use to update model is not calculated di-
rectly from the current model M′k, but from the
temporary modelM′k. The idea behind this oper-
ation is that the loss calculated from the updated
model is obviously more sensitive to the changes
in original domains, so that we learn more about
the common internal representations of all source
domains rather than the distinctive features of each
domain. Then in the adaptation step, since the ba-
sic internal representation has already been cap-
tured, the model is sensitive to the unique features
of the new domain. As a result, one or a few gra-
dient steps and minimum amount of data are re-
quired to optimize the model to the new domain.

The sequicity model is constructed based on
a single seq2seq model incorporating copying
mechanism and belief span to record dialog states.
Given a context c in the form of {Bt−1, Rt−1, Ut},
the belief span Bt at time t is extracted based on
the previous belief spanBt−1 at time t−1, the his-
tory response Rt−1 at time t− 1 and the utterance
Ut at time t:

Bt = seq2seq(Bt−1, Rt−1, Ut)

Then, we generate system response based on both
context and belief span extracted before:

Rt = seq2seq(Bt−1, Rt−1, Ut|Bt,mt)

mt is a simple label that helps generate the re-
sponse. It checks whether or not requested in-
formation is available in the database with con-
straints stored in Bt. mt has three possible val-
ues: no match, exact match and multiple match.
mt = “no match” denotes that the system cannot
find a match in the database given the constraints,
then the system would initiate restart the conver-
sation. mt = “exact match” indicates the sys-
tem successfully retrieves the requested informa-
tion and completes the task, then the system would
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Figure 2: Structure of dialog system

end the conversation. mt = “multiple matches”
means there are multiple items matches all the
constraints, so more constraints are needed to re-
duce the range of search in the backend database.
So the system will then output a question to elicit
more information.

The structure is illustrated in Figure 2 and it is
compatible with any seq2seq model. To have a
simple architecture, we adopt the basic encoder-
decoder structure. Both encoder and decoder em-
ploy GRU with attention mechanism. The re-
sponse is generated using belief span and utterance
at the current time. To simplify the model, we let
the belief extractor and response generator share
the same encoder. So we reformulate the equa-
tions into:

h = Encoder(Bt−1, Rt−1, Ut)

Bt = BspanDecoder(h)

Rt = ResponseDecoder(h,Bt,mt)

We also need to apply the third attention-based
GRU for the response decoding.

Because the response and the utterance usually
share some word tokens, the sequicity model also
incorporates copy-attention mechanism. Origi-
nally, to decode an encoded vector, the model uses
softmax to obtain a probability over vocabulary
P vocab(v) where v ∈ V . With copy-attention,
the decoder not only considers the word genera-
tion probability distribution over vocabulary, but
also the likelihood of copy the word from input se-
quence P copy(v) where v ∈ V ∪ Ut and Ut is the
current user utterance in the input context c. Then
the total probability of word v at ith token in the
output sequence is calculated by summing these

two probabilities (normalization is performed af-
ter the summation):

Pi(v) = (1−g)·P vocabi (v)+g·P copyi (v), v ∈ V ∪Ut

The copy probability is calculated similarly in Gu
et al. (2016) and is different for belief span de-
coder and response decoder.

For the belief span decoder, the copy probability
is calculated as:

P copyi (v) =
1

Z

|Ut|∑

j:uj=v

eψ(uj)

where Z is a normalization factor and uj is the jth
word tokens in the utterance Ut. We only add the
component when uj is the same as the target word
v. ψ(uj) is computed by:

ψ(uj) = σ((hencj )TW)hdecj

where hencj is the hidden state in the encoder for
the jth word as input, hdecj is the hidden state in the
belief span decoder and W ∈ Rd×d is the copy-
attention weight.

For the response decoder, we apply the copy at-
tention on the recently generated belief span Bt
rather than utterance Ut:

P copyi (v) =
1

Z ′

|Bt|∑

j:bj=v

eψ(bj)

ψ(bj) = σ((hdecj )TW)hdecj
where both hidden states come from belief span
decoder.

5 Experiment

We first introduce the dataset and the metrics used
to evaluate our models. Then, we describe models
evaluated in the experiments and their implemen-
tation details.

5.1 Dataset
For a fair comparison with the state-of-the-art do-
main adaptation algorithm, ZSDG (Zhao and
Eskénazi, 2018), we use the dataset, SimDial,
which first introduced to evaluate ZSDG. Please
refer to Appendix A for an example dialog. There
are in total six dialog domains in SimDial: restau-
rant, weather, bus, movie, restaurant-slot and
restaurant-style, where restaurant-slot data has the
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same slot type and sentence generation templates
as the restaurant task but a different slot vocabu-
lary. Similarly, restaurant-style has the same slots
but different natural language generation (NLG)
templates compared to the restaurant domain.

We choose restaurant, weather and bus as
source domains, denoted as following the exper-
iment setting of ZSDG in (Zhao and Eskénazi,
2018). For each source domain, we have 900,
100, 500 conversations for training, validation and
testing correspondingly, each of which has 9 turns
and each utterance has 13 word tokens on aver-
age. The rest three domains are for evaluation,
which are considered as target domains. The seed
response used in ZSDG is a set of system utter-
ances and corresponding labels. To achieve a fair
comparison, we use dialog data of the same size
for adaptation training. We generate 9 dialogs
(1% of source domain) for each domain’s adap-
tation training, each averagely contains about 8.4
turns. So for each target domain, we assume we
have around 76 system response, which is smaller
than the 100 seed response, ZSDG used as do-
main description. For testing, we use 500 dialogs
for each target model. Movie is chosen to be the
new target domain for evaluation. Because movie
has completely different NLG templates and dia-
log structure, sharing very few common traits with
the source domains at the surface level.

To avoid any random results in this few-shot
learning setting, we report the average of ten ran-
dom runs for all results. For further exploring the
property of the proposed method, we have also
generated one dialog for the one-shot experiment,
45 dialogs (5% of the size in source domain), 90
dialogs (10% of the size in source domain) study
the adaptation efficiency of our methods.

5.2 Metrics

There are three main metrics in our experiments:
BLEU score, entity F1 score and adapting time.
The first two are the most important and persua-
sive metrics used in Finn et al. (2017) has exhaus-
tively demonstrated the MAML’s fast adaptation
speed to new tasks. It could even achieve amaz-
ing performance with one step of gradient update
incorporating with halfcheetah and ant. We would
also like to count the number of epochs for adapta-
tion to compare the adaptation speed between our
methods and the baseline of transfer learning.

• BLEU We use BLEU score (Papineni et al.,

2002) to evaluate the quality of generated
response sentences since generating natural
language is also part of the task.

• Entity F1 Score For each dialog, we com-
pare the generated belief span and the Oracle
one. Since belief span contains all the slots
that constraints the response, this score also
checks the completeness of tasks.

• Adapting Time We count the number of
epochs during the adaptation training. We
only compare the adaptation with the data of
the same size.

5.3 Baseline Models
To evaluate the effectiveness of our model, we
compare DAML with the following two baselines:

• ZSDG (Zhao and Eskénazi, 2018) is the
state-of-the-art dialog domain adaptation
model. This model strengthens the LSTM-
based encoder-decoder with an action match-
ing mechanism. The model samples 100 la-
beled utterances as domain description seeds
for domain adaptation.

• Transfer learning is applied on the sequic-
ity model as the second baseline. We train
the basic model by simply mixing all the data
from source domains and then following Fig-
ure 1 (a) to update the model. We also enlarge
the vocabulary with the training data in tar-
get domain. Besides, we implement one-shot
learning version of this model by only using
one target domain dialog for adaptation, as a
comparison with the one-shot learning case
of DAML.

5.4 Implementation details
For all experiments, we use the pre-trained GloVe
word embedding (Pennington et al., 2014) with a
dimension of 50. We choose the one-layer GRU
networks with a hidden size of 50 to construct the
encoder and decoder. The model is optimized us-
ing Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with a learn-
ing rate of 0.003. We reduce the learning rate to
half if the validation loss increases. We set the
batch (Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015) size to 32 and the
dropout (Zaremba et al., 2014) rate to 0.5.

6 Results and Analysis

Table 1 describes all the model performance.
We denote testing data from the combination of
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In Domain ZSDG Transfer DAML Transfer-oneshot DAML-oneshot
BLEU 70.1 51.8 51.8 51.1 53.7

Entity F1 79.9 88.5 91.4 87.6 91.2
Epoch - 2.7 1.4 2.2 1.0

Unseen Slot ZSDG Transfer DAML Transfer-oneshot DAML-oneshot
BLEU 68.5 43.3 (46.3) 41.7 (46.3) 40.8 (43.9) 40.0 (41.8)

Entity F1 74.6 78.7 (78.5) 75 (79.2) 70.1 (67.7) 72.0 (73.0)
Epoch - 2.6 (2.4) 4.8 (3.4) 3.2 (2.6) 5.0 (3.0)

Unseen NLG ZSDG Transfer DAML Transfer-oneshot DAML-oneshot
BLEU 70.1 30.6 (32.4) 21.5 (26.0) 20.0 (21.5) 19.1 (19.1)

Entity F1 72.9 82.2 (85.0) 77.5 (82.4) 82.8 (86.2) 69.0 (86.4)
Epoch - 3.2 (3.0) 3.2 (2.1) 12.3 (20.3) 4.7 (5.7)

New Domain ZSDG Transfer DAML Transfer-oneshot DAML-oneshot
BLEU 54.6 30.1 32.7 21.5 22.4

Entity F1 52.6 64.0 66.2 55.9 59.5
Epoch - 5.6 4.5 14.2 5.8

Table 1: DAML outperforms both ZSDG and transfer learning when given similar target domain data. Even the
one-shot DAML method achieves better results than ZSDG. Values in parenthesis are the results of the model
with an extra step of fine-tuning on the restaurant domain in training. “In Domain” uses all three source domains
(restaurant, weather and bus), while “New Domain” refers to the movie domain. “Unseen Slot” and “Unseen
NLG” correspond to restaurant-slot and restaurant-style separately.

restaurant, weather and bus domains as “In Do-
main” data since they are in the same domains as
what we use to train. The data from movie domain
is denoted as “New Domain” as it is unseen in
training data. “Unseen Slot” and “Unseen NLG”
represent restaurant-slot and restaurant-style do-
mains correspondingly. To keep a fair compari-
son, both Transfer and DAML use 1% of source
domain data (9 dialogs, in total 76 system re-
sponses), which is equal to the seed response that
Zhao and Eskénazi (2018) uses. We found that
both transfer learning and DAML obtain better
results than ZSDG. Especially for the “New Do-
main”, DAML achieves the entity F1 score of
66.2, 25.8% relative improvement compared with
ZSDG. As for “In Domain” testing, DAML also
obtains 14.4% improvement beyond ZSDG. How-
ever, our method does not get large improvement
in the “Unseen slot” and “Unseen NLG” domains.
We notice that these two domains are actually gen-
erated from one of the source domain (restaurant
domain). So, even though the slots or templates
are changed, they should still share some features
with the original domain data. If we could take
advantage of the original restaurant domain, the
result should be improved. Following this intu-
ition, in the “Unseen slot” domain and the “Un-
seen NLG” domain, we first fine-tune the model
obtained from DAML with the original restaurant
data in training, and then we do further fine-tune
with the adaptation data. The results are further
improved and presented in the parenthesis in Ta-
ble 1. We see that in most cases, fine-tuning on

restaurant data increases both the BLEU score and
entity F1 score on the “Unseen Slot” and “Unseen
NLG” domain.

Finn et al. (2017) emphasizes that meta-learning
obtains decent results with extremely small size
of data, even in the one-shot cases. To verify
this claim, we perform a one-shot version of the
DAML training along with one-shot transfer learn-
ing by only using one target domain dialog. The
result shows that even the one-shot case of DAML
outperforms the ZSDG baseline in all cases except
“Unseen slot” in entity F1. For the “Unseen NLG”
domain, the DAML one-shot case even obtains the
highest score. Considering DAML one-shot also
having out-standing performance when adapted to
“In Domain,” this suggests that the “Unseen NLG”
domain is relatively close to the “In Domain.” And
nearly every model achieves a similarly high score
by fine-tuning the model which is already adapted
to the “In Domain” data. Since the score of “In
Domain” is already extremely high, we assume the
model have learned the common features well. We
also mention in the Sec 4 that MAML is sensi-
tive to the new knowledge. Given that the model
already learns the common features well ,in the
one-shot setting, the model focuses on learning the
unique features of the target domain, while the set-
ting with 1% adaptation data still partially focus
on some common features.

And our method shows evident advantage not
only with better scores but also with much fewer
update steps. We observe in Table 1, DAML only
needs one epoch to find the optimum when adapt-
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ing to the “In Domain.” Even for the “New Do-
main,” DAML only uses 5.8 epochs on average to
converge, which is only 40% of epochs used in
transfer learning. The epoch numbers in the Ta-
ble 1 are not integers because all the results in our
experiment are the average value of results from
ten random runs, explained in Sec 5.1. Therefore,
we conclude DAML is more efficient compared
with simple transfer learning.

DAML’s success mainly comes from three pos-
sible reasons. The first is the CopyNet mecha-
nism. The copy model directly copy and output
word tokens from the context, contributing to the
high entity F1 score. The belief span also helps
to improve the performance. With the belief span,
we no longer need to extract slots from all the his-
tory utterances in each turn. Instead, we only need
the previous slots, stored in belief span, that the
copy model could directly deal with. This allows
us to simplify our framework and improve the per-
formance. Finally, the meta-learning allows our
model to learn inner features of the dialog across
different domains.

movie Transfer DAML
Entity F1 64.0 66.2
BLEU 30.1 32.7
restaurant Transfer DAML
Entity F1 80.7 82.1
BLEU 46.1 47.9
bus Transfer DAML
Entity F1 60.0 61.9
BLEU 32.0 35.9
weather Transfer DAML
Entity F1 79.1 80.4
BLEU 38.9 43.3

Table 2: Performance on different dialog domains

We also change different tasks used in source
and target data to validate the robustness of our
model. We use the leave-one-out approach to com-
pare the difference between movie, restaurant, bus
and weather domains. When we choose one of
them as the target domain, we use the other three
as the source domains. The size of the dataset (1%
target data for adaptation) and model hyperparam-
eters are keeping the same as the main experiment
described above. We observe in the table 2, the
restaurant domain achieves both the highest en-
tity F1 score and the highest BLEU score, which
means it is the easiest domain to adapt to. The
bus domain receives the lowest entity F1 score and
the movie domain holds the second lowest one, as
well as the lowest BLEU score. This demonstrates

that the movie domain is really a hard domain for
adaptation and is worth being chosen as the target
domain. Among all combinations, DAML outper-
forms the transfer learning algorithms in both En-
tity F1 and BLEU.

Figure 3: The system performance improves when the
size of the target data increases. Even the one-shot
learning setting achieves decent performance.

In addition, we investigate the impact of using
different amount of target domain data on system
performance. We use the best model trained on
restaurant, bus and weather and test on the movie
domain. The size of target data varies from one
dialog in one-shot learning to 10% of the data,
which is 90 dialogs. Figure 3 shows the system
performance positively correlates with the amount
of training data available in the target domain.
We observe that both entity F1 and BLEU scores
nearly converge when 4% of the data is used. Al-
though 4% is three times the size of the seed re-
sponse used in Zhao and Eskénazi (2018), we no-
tice that even the one-shot case of our model out-
performs ZSDG in the new domain. This demon-
strates our method’s capability to achieve good
performance with only little target data.

Although the DAML has demonstrated out-
standing performance in dialog domain adapta-
tion, it still cannot perfectly adapt to a new do-
main, especially when there is out of domain
words in new domain, denoted as unk. If unk
lies in the utterance, such as “system: Movie from
what country?” “user: Movie from unk.” System
can hardly extract the needed slot since it does not
recognize the surface form of the slot, even if we
recognize the unk as the entity. If unk appears in
the belief span, when our system uses copy model
to generate the new belief span based on the pre-
vious one, it is hard to handle the unk token.

The model also has difficulties in handling com-
plex utterances, especially when a sentence has
corrections, such as: “new request. in 2000-2010.
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oh no, in 70s.” In this case, our system success-
fully adds only 70s to the belief span, mainly be-
cause the adverb in suggests 70s is a year. How-
ever, the system keeps the original slot year, lead-
ing to a no match result. Moreover, in the case
“that’s wrong. i love western ones.”, our system
is confused on what the pronoun “ones” refers to.
So it does not recognize “western” is a dialog slot.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

We propose a domain adaptive dialog generation
method based on meta-learning(DAML). We also
construct an end-to-end trainable dialog system
that utilizes a two-step gradient update to obtain
models that are more sensitive to new domains.
We evaluate our model on a simulated dataset with
multiple independent domains. DAML reaches
the state-of-the-art performance in Entity F1 com-
pared with a zero-shot learning method and a
transfer learning method. DAML is an effective
and robust method for training dialog systems with
low-resources.

The DAML also provides promising potential
extension, such as applying DAML on reinforce-
ment learning-based dialog system. We also plan
to adapt DAML to multi-domain dialog tasks.
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A SimDial Dataset Example

Table 3 is an example dialog in the restaurant do-
main generated by SimDial. Both the domain and
sentence complexity can be adjusted. For each
turn, bot the informable and the requestable slots
would be recorded and stored in the belief span.
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turn speaker utterances inform slots request slots

1 user What’s up? hmm I am looking for a restaurant.
sys Which place?

2 user I uhm yeah I don’t care. Oh sorry, Philadelphia. loc,Philadelphia
sys I believe you said Philadelphia.

3 user I have more requests. What kind of parking does it have? loc,Philadelphia; parking
sys The restaurant has no parking. Anything else? food,Indian

4 user I have more requests. Is hmm ... it closed? loc,Philadelphia; opening
sys No, It is open right now. What else can I do? food,Indian

5 user New request. I’m interested in food uhm at Seattle. loc,Seattle;
sys Do you mean Indian? food,Indian

6 user Uh-huh. loc,Seattle;
sys Restaurant 56 is a good choice. What else can I do? food,Indian

7 user Not done yet. What’s the average price? loc,Seattle; price
sys The restaurant serves moderate food. food,Indian

8 user I have all I need. See you. loc,Seattle;
sys See you next time. food,Indian

Table 3: An example dialog generated from SimDial
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Abstract

Writers often rely on plans or sketches to write
long stories, but most current language models
generate word by word from left to right. We
explore coarse-to-fine models for creating nar-
rative texts of several hundred words, and in-
troduce new models which decompose stories
by abstracting over actions and entities. The
model first generates the predicate-argument
structure of the text, where different mentions
of the same entity are marked with placeholder
tokens. It then generates a surface realiza-
tion of the predicate-argument structure, and
finally replaces the entity placeholders with
context-sensitive names and references. Hu-
man judges prefer the stories from our models
to a wide range of previous approaches to hi-
erarchical text generation. Extensive analysis
shows that our methods can help improve the
diversity and coherence of events and entities
in generated stories.

1 Introduction

Stories exhibit structure at multiple levels. While
existing language models can generate stories with
good local coherence, they struggle to coalesce in-
dividual phrases into coherent plots or even main-
tain character consistency throughout a story. One
reason for this failure is that classical language
models generate the whole story at the word level,
which makes it difficult to capture the high-level
interactions between the plot points.

To address this, we investigate novel decompo-
sitions of the story generation process that break
down the problem into a series of easier coarse-to-
fine generation problems. These decompositions
can offer three advantages:

• They allow more abstract representations to
be generated first, where challenging long-
range dependencies may be more apparent.

*Work done while at Facebook AI Research

Figure 1: Proposed Model. Conditioned upon the
prompt, we generate sequences of predicates and ar-
guments. Then, a story is generated with placeholder
entities such as ent0. Finally we replace the placehold-
ers with specific references.

• They allow specialized modelling techniques
for the different stages, which exploit the
structure of the specific sub-problem.

• They are applicable to any textual dataset and
require no manual labelling.

Several hierarchical models for story generation
have recently been proposed (Xu et al., 2018; Yao
et al., 2019), but it is not well understood which
properties characterize a good decomposition. We
therefore implement and evaluate several repre-
sentative approaches based on keyword extraction,
sentence compression, and summarization.

We build on this understanding to devise the
proposed decomposition (Figure 1). Inspired by
the classic model of Reiter and Dale (2000), our
approach breaks down the generation process in
three steps: modelling the action sequence, the
story narrative, and lastly entities such as story
characters. To model action sequences, we first
generate the predicate-argument structure of the
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story by generating a sequence of verbs and ar-
guments. This representation is more structured
than free text, making it easier for the model
learn dependencies across events. To model en-
tities, we initially generate a version of the story
where different mentions of the same entity are
replaced with placeholder tokens. Finally, we re-
write these tokens into different references for the
entity, based on both its previous mentions and the
global story context.

The models are trained on 300k stories from
WRITINGPROMPTS (Fan et al., 2018), and we
evaluate quality both in terms of human judgments
and using automatic metrics. We find that our
approach substantially improves story generation.
Specifically, we show that generating the action
sequence first makes the model less prone to gen-
erating generic events, leading to a much greater
diversity of verbs. We also find that by using sub-
word modelling for the entities, our model can
produce novel names for locations and characters
that are appropriate given the story context.

2 Model Overview

The crucial challenge of long story generation lies
in maintaining coherence across a large number
of generated sentences—in terms of both the log-
ical flow of the story and the characters and enti-
ties. While there has been much recent progress
in left-to-right text generation, particularly using
self-attentive architectures (Dai et al., 2018; Liu
et al., 2018), we find that models still struggle to
maintain coherence to produce interesting stories
on par with human writing. We therefore intro-
duce strategies to decompose neural story gener-
ation into coarse-to-fine steps to make modelling
high-level dependencies easier to learn.

2.1 Tractable Decompositions
In general, we can decompose the generation pro-
cess by converting a story x into a more abstract
representation z. The negative log likelihood of
the decomposed problem is given by

L = − log
∑

z

p(x|z)p(z). (1)

We can generate from this model by first sampling
from p(z) and then sampling from p(x|z). How-
ever, the marginalization over z is in general in-
tractable, except in special cases where every x
can only be generated by a single z (for exam-
ple, if the transformation removed all occurrences

of certain tokens). Instead, we minimize a vari-
ational upper bound of the loss by constructing a
deterministic posterior q(z|x) = 1z=z∗ , where z∗

can be given by running semantic role labeller or
coreference resolution system on x. Put together,
we optimize the following loss:

z∗ = argmax
z

p(z|x) (2)

L ≤ − log p(x|z∗)− log p(z∗) (3)

This approach allows models p(z∗) and p(x|z∗) to
be trained tractably and separately.

2.2 Model Architectures
We build upon the convolutional sequence-to-
sequence architecture (Gehring et al., 2017). Deep
convolutional networks are used as both the en-
coder and decoder. The networks are connected
with an attention module (Bahdanau et al., 2015)
that performs a weighted sum of the encoder out-
put. The decoder uses a gated multi-head self-
attention mechanism (Vaswani et al., 2017; Fan
et al., 2018) to allow the model to refer to previ-
ously generated words and improve the ability to
model long-range context.

3 Modelling Action Sequences

To decompose a story into a structured form that
emphasizes logical sequences of actions, we use
Semantic Role Labeling (SRL). SRL identifies
predicates and arguments in sentences, and as-
signs each argument a semantic role. This repre-
sentation abstracts over different ways of express-
ing the same semantic content. For example, John
ate the cake and the cake that John ate would re-
ceive identical semantic representations.

Conditioned upon the prompt, we generate an
SRL decomposition of the story by concatenating
the predicates and arguments identified by a pre-
trained model (He et al., 2017; Tan et al., 2018)1

and separating sentences with delimiter tokens.
We place the predicate verb first, followed by its
arguments in canonical order. To focus on the
main narrative, we retain only core arguments.

Verb Attention Mechanism SRL parses are
more structured than free text, enabling more
structured models. To encourage the model to

1for predicate identification, we use https:
//github.com/luheng/deep_srl, for SRL given
predicates, we use https://github.com/XMUNLP/
Tagger
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Figure 2: Verb-Attention. To improve the model’s ability to condition upon past verbs, one head of the decoder’s
self-attention mechanism is specialized to only attend to previously generated verbs.

consider sequences of verbs, we designate one of
the heads of the decoder’s multihead self-attention
to be a verb-attention head (see Figure 2). By
masking the self-attention appropriately, this verb-
attention head can only attend to previously gener-
ated verbs. When the text does not yet have a verb,
the model attends to a zero vector. We show that
focusing on verbs with a specific attention head
generates a more diverse array of verbs and re-
duces repetition in generation.

4 Modelling Entities

The challenge of modelling characters throughout
a story is twofold: first, entities such as charac-
ter names are rare tokens, which make them hard
to model for neural language models. Human sto-
ries often feature imaginative, novel character or
location names. Second, maintaining the consis-
tency of a specific set of characters is difficult,
as the same entity may be referenced by many
different strings throughout a story—for example
Bilbo Baggins, he, and the hobbit may refer to the
same entity. It is challenging for existing language
models to track which words refer to which entity
purely using a language modelling objective.

We address both problems by first generating a
form of the story with different mentions of the
same entity replaced by a placeholder token (e.g.
ent0), similar to Hermann et al. (2015). We then
use a sub-word seq2seq model trained to replace
each mention with a reference, based on its con-
text. The sub-word model is better equipped to
model rare words and the placeholder tokens make
maintaining consistency easier.

4.1 Generating Entity Anonymized Stories
We explore two approaches to identifying and
clustering entities:

• NER Entity Anonymization: We use a
named entity recognition (NER) model2 to

2https://spacy.io/api/entityrecognizer

identify all people, organizations, and loca-
tions. We replace these spans with place-
holder tokens (e.g. ent0). If any two entity
mentions have an identical string, we replace
them with the same placeholder. For exam-
ple, all mentions of Bilbo Baggins will be ab-
stracted to the same entity token, but Bilbo
would be a separate abstract entity.
• Coreference-based Entity Anonymization:

The above approach cannot detect differ-
ent mentions of an entity that use different
strings. Instead, we use the Coreference Res-
olution model from Lee et al. (2018)3 to iden-
tify clusters of mentions. All spans in the
same cluster are then replaced with the same
entity placeholder string. Coreference mod-
els do not detect singleton mentions, so we
also replace non-coreferent named entities
with unique placeholders.

4.2 Generating Entity References in a Story
We train models to replace placeholder entity
mentions with the correct surface form, for
both NER-based and coreference-based entity
anonymised stories. Both our models use a
seq2seq architecture that generates an entity ref-
erence based on its placeholder and the story. To
better model the specific challenges of entity gen-
eration, we also make use of a pointer mechanism
and sub-word modelling.

Pointer Mechanism Generating multiple con-
sistent mentions of rare entity names is challeng-
ing. To aid re-use of previous names for an entity,
we augment the standard seq2seq decoder with a
pointer-copy mechanism (Vinyals et al., 2015). To
generate an entity reference, the decoder can ei-
ther generate a new abstract entity token or choose
to copy an already generated abstract entity to-
ken, which encourages the model to use consistent
naming for the entities.

3https://github.com/kentonl/e2e-coref
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Figure 3: Input for Coreferent entity reference generation. The model has a representation of the entity context in
a bag of words form, all previous predicted values for the same anonymized entity token, and the full text story.
The green circle represents the entity mention the model is attempting to fill.

To train the pointer mechanism, the final hidden
state of the model h is used as input to a classifier
pcopy(h) = σ(wcopy · h). wcopy is a fixed dimen-
sion parameter vector. When the model classifier
predicts to copy, the previously decoded abstract
entity token with the maximum attention value is
copied. One head of the decoder multi-head self-
attention mechanism is used as the pointer copy
attention head, to allow the heads to specialize.

Sub-word Modelling Entities are often rare or
novel words, so word-based vocabularies can be
inadequate. We compare entity generation using
word-based, byte-pair encoding (BPE) (Sennrich
et al., 2015), and character-level models.

NER-based Entity Reference Generation
Here, each placeholder string should map onto
one (possibly multiword) surface form—e.g. all
occurrences of the placeholder ent0 should map
only a single string, such as Bilbo Baggins. We
train a simple model that maps a combination
placeholder token and story (with anonymized
entities) to the surface form of the placeholder.
While the placeholder can appear multiple times,
we only make one prediction for each placeholder
as they all correspond to the same string.

Coreference-based Entity Reference Genera-
tion Generating entities based on coreference
clusters is more challenging than for our NER
entity clusters, because different mentions of the
same entity may use different surface forms. We
generate a separate reference for each mention by
adding the following inputs to the above model:

• A bag-of-words context window around the
specific entity mention, which allows local
context to determine if an entity should be a
name, pronoun or nominal reference.
• Previously generated references for the same

entity placeholder. For example, if the model

is filling in the third instance of ent0, it re-
ceives that the previous two generations for
ent0 were Bilbo, him. Providing the previous
entities allows the model to maintain greater
consistency between generations.

5 Experimental Setup

5.1 Data

We use the WRITINGPROMPTS dataset from (Fan
et al., 2018) 4 of 300k story premises paired with
long stories. Stories are on average 734 words,
making the generation far longer compared to re-
lated work on storyline generation. In this work,
we focus on the prompt to story generation aspect
of this task. We assume models receive a human-
written prompt, as shown in Figure 1. We fol-
low the previous preprocessing of limiting stories
to 1000 words and fixing the vocabulary size to
19,025 for prompts and 104,960 for stories.

5.2 Baselines

We compare our results to the Fusion model from
Fan et al. (2018) which generates the full story di-
rectly from the prompt. We also implement vari-
ous decomposition strategies as baselines:

• Summarization: We propose a new baseline
that generates a summary conditioned upon
the prompt and then a story conditioned upon
the summary. Story summaries are obtained
with a multi-sentence summarization model
(Wu et al., 2019) trained on the full-text ver-
sion of the CNN-Dailymail summarization
corpus (Hermann et al., 2015; Nallapati et al.,
2016; See et al., 2017)5 and applied to stories.
• Keyword Extraction: We generate a series of

keywords conditioned upon the prompt and
4https://github.com/pytorch/fairseq/

tree/master/examples/stories
5https://github.com/abisee/

cnn-dailymail
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Figure 4: Human evaluations of different decomposed models for story generation. We find that using SRL action
plans and coreference-resolution to build entity clusters generates stories that are preferred by human judges.

Decomposition Stage 1
− log p(z∗)

Stage 2
− log p(x|z∗)

Summary 4.20 5.09
Keyword 6.92 4.23
Compression 5.05 3.64
SRL Action Plan 2.72 3.95
NER Entity Anonymization 3.32 4.75
Coreference Anonymization 3.15 4.55

Table 1: Negative log likelihood of generating stories
using different decompositions (lower is easier for the
model). Stage 1 is the generation of the intermediate
representation z∗, and Stage 2 is the generation of the
story x conditioned upon z∗. Entity generation is with
a word-based vocabulary to be consistent with the other
models.

then a story conditioned upon the keywords,
based on Yao et al. (2019). Following Yao et
al, we extract keywords with the RAKE algo-
rithm (Rose et al., 2010)6. Yao et al. extract
one word per sentence, but we find that ex-
tracting n = 10 keyword phrases per story
worked well, as our stories are much longer.

• Sentence Compression: Inspired by Xu et al.
(2018), we generate a story with compressed
sentences conditioned upon the prompt and
then a story conditioned upon the compres-
sion. We use the same deletion-based com-
pression data as Xu et al., from Filippova and
Altun (2013)7. We train a seq2seq model to
compress all non-dialog story sentences (as
the training data does not contain much spo-
ken dialogue). The compressed sentences are
concatenated to form the compressed story.

6https://pypi.org/project/rake-nltk/
7https://github.com/

google-research-datasets/
sentence-compression

Figure 5: Average Longest Common Subsequence of
Generated Stories with human-written stories in the
training set.

5.3 Training

We implement models using fairseq-py (Ott
et al., 2019)8 in PyTorch and train Fan et al.
(2018)’s convolutional architecture. We tune all
hyperparameters on validation data.

5.4 Generation

We suppress the generation of unknown tokens to
ease human evaluation. For all evaluations, we re-
quire stories to be at least 150 words and cut off
the story at the nearest sentence for stories longer
than 250 words. We generate stories with temper-
ature 0.8 and random top-k sampling method pro-
posed in (Fan et al., 2018), where next words are
sampled from the top k candidates rather than the
entire vocabulary distribution. We set k = 10.

6 Experiments

6.1 Comparing Decomposition Strategies

Automated Evaluation We compare the rela-
tive difficulty of modelling using each decompo-
sition strategy by measuring the log loss of the
different stages in Table 1. We observe that gener-
ating the SRL structure has a lower negative log-
likelihood and so is much easier than generating

8https://github.com/pytorch/fairseq/
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Figure 6: Our decomposition can generate more coher-
ent stories than previous work.

either summaries, keywords, or compressed sen-
tences — a benefit of its more structured form.
We find keyword generation is especially diffi-
cult as the identified keywords are often the more
salient, rare words appearing in the story, which
are challenging for neural seq2seq models to gen-
erate. This result suggests that rare words should
appear mostly at the last levels of the decompo-
sition. Further, we compare models with entity-
anonymized stories as an intermediate representa-
tion, either with NER-based or coreference-based
entity anonymization. Entity references are then
filled using a word-based model.9 Perhaps surpris-
ingly, naming entities proves more difficult than
creating the entity-anonymized stories—providing
insight into the relative difficulty of different sub-
problems of story generation.

Finally, we analyze the similarity of the gener-
ated stories with the stories in the training set. We
quantify this by measuring the maximum and av-
erage longest common subsequence of tokens of
a generated story with all human-written stories
from the training set. High LCS values would indi-
cate models are copying large subparts from exist-
ing stories rather than creatively writing new sto-
ries. Results shown in Figure 5 indicate that our
proposed decomposition copies slightly less long
sequences from the training set compared to the
baselines — by separating verb and entity gener-
ation into distinct parts, we generate fewer long
sequences already present in the training set.

9To make likelihoods are comparable across models.

Human Evaluation To compare overall story
quality using various decomposition strategies, we
conduct human evaluation using a crowdworking
platform. Judges are shown two different stories
that were generated based on the same human-
written prompt (but do not see the prompt). Eval-
uators are asked to mark which story they prefer.
100 stories are evaluated for each model by 3 dif-
ferent judges. To reduce variance, stories from all
models are trimmed to 200 words.

Figure 6 shows that human evaluators prefer our
novel decompositions over a carefully tuned Fu-
sion model from Fan et al. (2018) by about 60%
in a blind comparison. We see additive gains from
modelling actions and entities. In a second study,
evaluators compared various baselines against sto-
ries generated by our strongest model, which uses
SRL-based action plans and coreference-based en-
tity anonymization. In all cases, our full decompo-
sition is preferred.

6.2 Effect of SRL Decomposition

Human-written stories feature a wide variety
of events, while neural models are plagued by
generic generations and repetition. Table 2 quan-
tifies model performance on two metrics to assess
action diversity: (1) the number of unique verbs
generated, averaged across all stories (2) the per-
centage of diverse verbs, measured by the percent
of all verbs generated in the test set that are not
one of the top 5 most frequent verbs. A higher
percentage indicates more diverse events.10

Our decomposition using the SRL predicate-
argument structure improves the model’s ability
to generate diverse verbs. Adding verb attention
leads to further improvement. Qualitatively, the
model can often outline clear action sequences, as
shown in Figure 7. However, all models remain
far from matching the diversity of human stories.

6.3 Comparing Entity Reference Models

We explored a variety of different ways to generate
the full text of abstracted entities—using different
amounts of context and different granularities of
subword generation. To compare these models,
we calculated their accuracy at predicting the cor-
rect reference in Table 3. Each model evaluates
n = 10, 50, 100 different entities in the test set, 1
real and n−1 randomly sampled distractors. Mod-

10We identify verbs using Spacy: https://spacy.
io/
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Figure 7: Example generated action plan for the SRL
+ NER Entity Anonymization model. It shows a plau-
sible sequence of actions for a character.

Model # Unique
Verbs

% Diverse
Verbs

Human Stories 34.0 76.5
Fusion 10.3 61.1
Summary 12.4 60.6
Keyword 9.1 58.2
Compression 10.3 54.3
SRL 14.4 62.5
+ verb-attention 15.9 64.9

Table 2: Action Generation. Generating the SRL struc-
ture improves verb diversity and reduces repetition.

els must give the true mention the highest likeli-
hood. We analyze accuracy on the first mention
of an entity, an assessment of novelty, and subse-
quent references, an assessment of consistency.

Effect of Sub-word Modelling Table 3 shows
that modelling a character-level vocabulary for en-
tity generation outperforms BPE and word-based
models, because of the diversity of entity names.
This result highlights a key advantage of multi-
stage modelling: the usage of specialized mod-
elling techniques for each sub-task.

Effect of Additional Context Entity references
should be contextual. Firstly, names must be
appropriate for the story setting—Bilbo Baggins
might be more appropriate for a fantasy novel.
Subsequent references to the character may be
briefer, depending on context—for example, he is
more likely to be referred to as he or Bilbo than his
full name in the next sentence.

We compare three models ability to fill
entities based on context (using coreference-
anonymization): a model that does not receive the
story, a model that uses only leftward context (as
in Clark et al. (2018)), and a model with access
to the full story. We show in Table 3 that having
access to the full story provides the best perfor-
mance. Having no access to any of the story de-

creases ranking accuracy, even though the model
still receives the local context window of the entity
as input. The left story context model performs
better, but looking at the complete story provides
additional gains. We note that full-story context
can only be provided in a multi-stage generation
approach.

Qualitative Examples Figure 8 shows exam-
ples of entity naming in three stories of different
genres. We evaluate different genres to examine
if generated entities adapt to the style of the story.
We show that models can adapt to the context—for
example generating The princess and The Queen
when the context includes monarchy.

6.4 Effect of Entity Anonymization

To understand the effectiveness of the entity gen-
eration models, we examine their performance by
analyzing generation diversity.

Diversity of Entity Names Human-written sto-
ries often contain many diverse, novel names for
people and places. However, these tokens are
rare and subsequently difficult for standard neural
models to generate. Table 4 shows that the fusion
model and baseline decomposition strategies gen-
erate very few unique entities in each story. Gener-
ated entities are often generic names such as John.

Our proposed decompositions generate substan-
tially more unique entities than strong baselines.
Interestingly, we found that using coreference
resolution for entity anonymization led to fewer
unique entity names than generating the names in-
dependently. This result can be explained by the
coreference-based model re-using previous names
more frequently, as well as using more pronouns.

Coherence of Entity Clusters Well structured
stories will refer back to previously mentioned
characters and events in a consistent manner. To
evaluate if the generated stories have these charac-
teristics, we examine the coreference properties in
Table 5. We quantify the average number of coref-
erence clusters and the diversity of entities within
each cluster (e.g. the cluster Bilbo, he, the hobbit
is more diverse than the cluster he, he, he).

Our full model produces more non-singleton
coreference chains, suggesting greater coherence,
and also gives different mentions of the same en-
tity more diverse names. However, both numbers
are still lower than for human generated stories,
indicating potential for future work.
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First Mentions Subsequent Mentions
Model Rank 10 Rank 50 Rank 100 Rank 10 Rank 50 Rank 100
Word-Based 42.3 25.4 17.2 48.1 38.4 28.8
BPE 48.1 20.3 25.5 52.5 50.7 48.8
Character-level 64.2 51.0 35.6 66.1 55.0 51.2
No story 50.3 40.0 26.7 54.7 51.3 30.4
Left story context 59.1 49.6 33.3 62.9 53.2 49.4
Full story 64.2 51.0 35.6 66.1 55.0 51.2

Table 3: Accuracy at choosing the correct reference string for a mention, discriminating against 10, 50 and 100
random distractors. We break out results for the first mention of an entity (requiring novelty to produce an appro-
priate name in the context) and subsequent references (typically pronouns, nominal references, or shorter forms of
names). We compare the effect of sub-word modelling and providing longer contexts.

Model # Unique Entities
Human Stories 2.99
Fusion 0.47
Summary 0.67
Keyword 0.81
Compression 0.21
SRL + NER Entity Anonymization 2.16
SRL + Coreference Anonymization 1.59

Table 4: Diversity of entity names. Baseline models
generate few unique entities per story. Our decomposi-
tions generate more, but still fewer than human stories.
Using coreference resolution to build entity clusters re-
duces diversity here—partly due to re-using existing
names more, and partly due to greater use of pronouns.

Model #
Coref
Chains

Unique
Names
per
Chain

Human Stories 4.77 3.41
Fusion 2.89 2.42
Summary 3.37 2.08
Keyword 2.34 1.65
Compression 2.84 2.09
SRL + NER Entity Anonymization 4.09 2.49
SRL + Coreference Anonymization 4.27 3.15

Table 5: Analysis of non-singleton coreference clus-
ters. Baseline models generate very few different coref-
erence chains, and repetitive mentions within clusters.
Our models generate larger and more diverse clusters.

Qualitative Example Figure 9 displays a sen-
tence constructed to require the generation of an
entity as the final word. The fusion model does
not perform any implicit coreference to associate
the allergy with his dog. In contrast, coreference
entity fill produces a high quality completion.

7 Related Work

Decomposing natural language generation into
several steps has been extensively explored (Reiter
and Dale, 2000; Gatt and Krahmer, 2018). In clas-
sical approaches to text generation, various stages

were used to produce final written text. For ex-
ample, algorithms were developed to determine
content and discourse at an abstract level, then
sentence aggregation and lexicalization, and fi-
nally steps to resolve referring expressions (Hovy,
1990; Dalianis and Hovy, 1993; Wahlster et al.,
1993; Ratnaparkhi, 2000; Malouf, 2000). Our
work builds upon these approaches.

Story Generation with Planning Story genera-
tion using a plan has been explored using many
different techniques. Traditional approaches or-
ganized sequences of character actions with hand
crafted models (Riedl and Young, 2010; Porte-
ous and Cavazza, 2009). Recent work extended
this to modelling story events (Martin et al., 2017;
Mostafazadeh et al., 2016), plot graphs (Li et al.,
2013), plot summaries (Appling and Riedl, 2009),
story fragments or vignettes (Riedl, 2010), or used
sequences of images (Huang et al., 2016) or de-
scriptions (Jain et al., 2017).

We build on previous work that decomposes
generation. Xu et al. (2018) learn a skeleton ex-
traction model and a generative model conditioned
upon the skeleton, using reinforcement learning to
train jointly. Zhou et al. (2018) train a storyline ex-
traction model for news articles, but require super-
vision from manually annotated storylines. Yao
et al. (2019) use RAKE (Rose et al., 2010) to ex-
tract storylines, and condition upon the storyline to
write the story using dynamic and static schemas
that govern if the storyline can change.

Entity Language Models An outstanding chal-
lenge in text generation is modelling and tracking
entities. Centering (Grosz et al., 1995) gives a the-
oretical account of how referring expressions for
entities are chosen in discourse context. Named
entity recognition has been incorporated into lan-
guage models since at least Gotoh et al. (1999),
and can improve domain adaptation (Liu and Liu,
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Figure 8: Generating entity references for different
genres, using entity-anonymized human written stories.
Models use the story context to fill in relevant entities.
Color indicates coreferent clusters.

Figure 9: Constructed sentence where the last word
refers to an entity. The coreference model is able to
track the entities, whereas the fusion model relies heav-
ily on local context to generate the next words.

2007). Language models have been extended to
model entities based on information such as entity
type (Parvez et al., 2018). Recent work has in-
corporated learning representations of entities and
other unknown words (Kobayashi et al., 2017), as
well as explicitly model entities by dynamically
updating these representations to track changes
over time and context (Ji et al., 2017). Dynamic
updates to entity representations are used in other
story generation models (Clark et al., 2018).

Non-Autoregressive Generation Our method
proposes decomposing left-to-right generation
into multiple steps. Recent work has explored
non-autoregressive generation for more efficient
language modeling and machine translation. Ford
et al. (2018) developed two-pass language models,
generating templates then filling in words. The

partially filled templates could be seen as an in-
termediary representation similar to generating a
compressed story. Other models allow arbitrary
order generation using insertion operations (Gu
et al., 2019; Stern et al., 2019) and Gu et al. (2017)
explored parallel decoding for machine transla-
tion. In contrast, we focus on decomposing gen-
eration to focus on planning, rather than efficient
decoding at inference time.

8 Conclusion

We proposed an effective method for writing short
stories by separating the generation of actions and
entities. We show through human evaluation and
automated metrics that our novel decomposition
improves story quality.
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Abstract

Automatic argument generation is an appeal-
ing but challenging task. In this paper,
we study the specific problem of counter-
argument generation, and present a novel
framework, CANDELA. It consists of a pow-
erful retrieval system and a novel two-step
generation model, where a text planning de-
coder first decides on the main talking points
and a proper language style for each sentence,
then a content realization decoder reflects
the decisions and constructs an informative
paragraph-level argument. Furthermore, our
generation model is empowered by a retrieval
system indexed with 12 million articles col-
lected from Wikipedia and popular English
news media, which provides access to high-
quality content with diversity. Automatic eval-
uation on a large-scale dataset collected from
Reddit shows that our model yields signifi-
cantly higher BLEU, ROUGE, and METEOR
scores than the state-of-the-art and non-trivial
comparisons. Human evaluation further indi-
cates that our system arguments are more ap-
propriate for refutation and richer in content.

1 Introduction

Counter-argument generation aims to produce ar-
guments of a different stance, in order to refute the
given proposition on a controversial issue (Toul-
min, 1958; Damer, 2012). A system that automati-
cally constructs counter-arguments can effectively
present alternative perspectives along with asso-
ciated evidence and reasoning, and thus facilitate
a more comprehensive understanding of compli-
cated problems when controversy arises.

Nevertheless, constructing persuasive argu-
ments is a challenging task, as it requires an appro-
priate combination of credible evidence, rigorous
logical reasoning, and sometimes emotional ap-
peal (Walton et al., 2008; Wachsmuth et al., 2017a;
Wang et al., 2017). A sample counter-argument

List of exonerated death row inmates... there had been 156 
exonerations of prisoners on death row in the United States since 1973...

Original post: Death penalty is more rational than life in prison.
...I don't believe murderers and rapists can be successfully integrated...                                                                                                        

Counter-argument: In theory I agree with you. But in reality we 
will never have a perfect justice system. Unreliable evidence is 
used when there is no witnesses, which could result in wrongful 
convictions. In the US, there had been 156 death row inmates 
who were exonerated since 1973. If we execute them, we can 
never undo it.  I hope it can change your view.
The Grim Facts About Lethal Injection                                
...Our justice system is a joke and we are asking other people to...

The problem of innocence in death penalty cases               
...The evidence in death penalty cases is not always very strong. 
After all, in many murders, there are no surviving witnesses... 

Source: The New York Times

Source: Wikipedia

Source: The Wall Street Journal

Figure 1: Sample counter-argument for a pro-death
penalty statement from Reddit /r/ChangeMyView.
The argument consists of a sequence of proposi-
tions, by synthesizing opinions and facts from diverse
sources. Sentences in italics contain stylistic languages
for argumentation purpose.

for a pro-death penalty post is shown in Figure 1.
As can be seen, a sequence of talking points on the
“imperfect justice system” are presented: it starts
with the fundamental concept, then follows up
with more specific evaluative claim and supporting
fact. Although retrieval-based methods have been
investigated to construct counter-arguments (Sato
et al., 2015; Reisert et al., 2015), they typically
produce a collection of sentences from disparate
sources, thus fall short of coherence and concise-
ness. Moreover, human always deploy stylistic
languages with specific argumentative functions
to promote persuasiveness, such as making a con-
cessive move (e.g., “In theory I agree with you").
This further requires the generation system to have
better control of the languages style.

Our goal is to design a counter-argument gener-
ation system to address the above challenges and
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produce paragraph-level arguments with rich-yet-
coherent content. To this end, we present CAN-
DELA—a novel framework to generate Counter-
Arguments with two-step Neural Decoders and
ExternaL knowledge Augmentation.1 Concretely,
CANDELA has three major distinct features:

First, it is equipped with two decoders: one for
text planning—selecting talking points to cover
for each sentence to be generated, the other for
content realization—producing a fluent argument
to reflect decisions made by the text planner. This
enables our model to produce longer arguments
with richer information.

Furthermore, multiple objectives are designed
for our text planning decoder to both handle con-
tent selection and ordering, and select a proper ar-
gumentative discourse function of a desired lan-
guage style for each sentence generation.

Lastly, the input to our argument generation
model is augmented with keyphrases and passages
retrieved from a large-scale search engine, which
indexes 12 million articles from Wikipedia and
four popular English news media of varying ide-
ological leanings. This ensures access to reli-
able evidence, high-quality reasoning, and diverse
opinions from different sources, as opposed to re-
cent work that mostly considers a single origin,
such as Wikipedia (Rinott et al., 2015) or online
debate portals (Wachsmuth et al., 2018b).

We experiment with argument and counter-
argument pairs collected from the Reddit
/r/ChangeMyView group. Automatic evalua-
tion shows that the proposed model significantly
outperforms our prior argument generation sys-
tem (Hua and Wang, 2018) and other non-trivial
comparisons. Human evaluation further sug-
gests that our model produces more appropriate
counter-arguments with richer content than
other automatic systems, while maintaining a
fluency level comparable to human-constructed
arguments.

2 Related Work

To date, the majority of the work on automatic
argument generation leads to rule-based mod-
els, e.g., designing operators that reflect strate-
gies from argumentation theory (Reed et al., 1996;
Carenini and Moore, 2000). Information retrieval
systems are recently developed to extract argu-

1Code and data are available at https://xinyuhua.
github.io/Resources/acl19/.

ments relevant to a given debate motion (Sato
et al., 2015). Although content ordering has been
investigated (Reisert et al., 2015; Yanase et al.,
2015), the output arguments are usually a collec-
tion of sentences from heterogeneous information
sources, thus lacking coherence and conciseness.
Our work aims to close the gap by generating elo-
quent and coherent arguments, assisted by an ar-
gument retrieval system.

Recent progress in sequence-to-sequence
(seq2seq) text generation models has deliv-
ered both fluent and content rich outputs by
explicitly conducting content selection and or-
dering (Gehrmann et al., 2018; Wiseman et al.,
2018), which is a promising avenue for enabling
end-to-end counter-argument construction (Le
et al., 2018). In particular, our prior work (Hua
and Wang, 2018) leverages passages retrieved
from Wikipedia to improve the quality of gen-
erated arguments, yet Wikipedia itself has the
limitation of containing mostly facts. By lever-
aging Wikipedia and popular news media, our
proposed pipeline can enrich the factual evidence
with high-quality opinions and reasoning.

Our work is also in line with argument re-
trieval research, where prior effort mostly consid-
ers single-origin information source (Rinott et al.,
2015; Levy et al., 2018; Wachsmuth et al., 2017b,
2018b). Recent work by Stab et al. (2018) in-
dexes all web documents collected in Common
Crawl, which inevitably incorporates noisy, low-
quality content. Besides, existing work treats indi-
vidual sentences as arguments, disregarding their
crucial discourse structures and logical relations
with adjacent sentences. Instead, we use mul-
tiple high-quality information sources, and con-
struct paragraph-level passages to retain the con-
text of arguments.

3 Overview of CANDELA

Our counter-argument generation framework, as
shown in Figure 2, has two main components: ar-
gument retrieval model (§ 4) that takes the input
statement and a search engine, and outputs rele-
vant passages and keyphrases, which are used as
input for our argument generation model (§ 5) to
produce a fluent and informative argument.

Concretely, the argument retrieval compo-
nent retrieves a set of candidate passages from
Wikipedia and news media (§ 4.1), then further
selects passages according to their stances towards
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Figure 2: Architecture of CANDELA. 1 Argument retrieval (§ 4): a set of passages are retrieved and ranked based
on relevance and stance (§ 4.1, 4.3), from which 2 a set of keyphrases are extracted (§ 4.2), with both as input
for argument generation. 3 The biLSTM encoder consumes the input statement and passages returned from step
1. 4 A text planning decoder outputs a representation per sentence, and simultaneously predicts an argumentative
function and selects keyphrases to include for the next sentence to be generated (§ 5.2). 5 A content realization
decoder produces the counter-argument (§ 5.3).

the input statement (§ 4.3). A keyphrase extrac-
tion module distills the refined passages into a set
of talking points, which comprise the keyphrase
memory as additional input for generation (§ 4.2).

The argument generation component first runs
the text planning decoder (§ 5.2) to produce a se-
quence of hidden states, each corresponding to a
sentence-level representation that encodes the se-
lection of keyphrases to cover, as well as the pre-
dicted argumentative function for a desired lan-
guage style. The content realization decoder
(§ 5.3) then generates the argument conditioned
on the sentence representations.

4 Argument Retrieval

4.1 Information Sources and Indexing

We aim to build a search engine from diverse in-
formation sources with factual evidence and var-
ied opinions of high quality. To achieve that, we
use Common Crawl2 to collect a large-scale online
news dataset covering four major English news
media: The New York Times (NYT), The
Washington Post (WaPo), Reuters, and
The Wall Street Journal (WSJ). HTML
files are processed using the open-source tool jus-
Text (Pomikálek, 2011) to extract article content.
We deduplicate articles and remove the ones with
less than 50 words. We also download a Wikipedia

2http://commoncrawl.org/

Source # Articles # Passages Date Range

Wikipedia 5,743,901 42,797,543 dump of 12/2016
WaPo 1,109,672 22,564,532 01/1997 - 10/2018
NYT 1,952,446 28,904,549 09/1895 - 09/2018
Reuters 1,052,592 9,913,400 06/2005 - 09/2018
WSJ 2,059,128 16,109,392 01/1996 - 09/2018
Total 11,917,739 120,289,416 -

Table 1: Statistics on information sources for argu-
ment retrieval. News media are sorted by ideologi-
cal leanings from left to right, according to https:
//www.adfontesmedia.com/.

dump. About 12 million articles are processed in
total, with basic statistics shown in Table 1.

We segment articles into passages with a slid-
ing window of three sentences, with a step size of
two. We further constraint the passages to have
at least 50 words. For shorter passages, we keep
adding subsequent sentences until reaching the
length limit. Per Table 1, 120 million passages are
preserved and indexed with Elasticsearch (Gorm-
ley and Tong, 2015) as done in Stab et al. (2018).

Query Formulation. For an input statement with
multiple sentences, one query is constructed per
sentence, if it has more than 5 content words
(10 for questions), and at least 3 are distinct.
For each query, the top 20 passages ranked by
BM25 (Robertson et al., 1995) are retained, per
medium. All passages retrieved for the input state-
ment are merged and deduplicated, and they will
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be ranked as discussed in § 4.3.

4.2 Keyphrase Extraction

Here we describe a keyphrase extraction proce-
dure for both input statements and retrieved pas-
sages, which will be utilized for passage ranking
as detailed in the next section.

For input statement, our goal is to identify a
set of phrases representing the issues under dis-
cussion, such as “death penalty” in Figure 1. We
thus first extract the topic signature words (Lin
and Hovy, 2000) for input representation, and ex-
pand them into phrases that better capture seman-
tic meanings.

Concretely, topic signature words of an input
statement are calculated against all input state-
ments in our training set with log-likelihood ratio
test. In order to cover phrases with related terms,
we further expand this set with their synonyms,
hyponyms, hypernyms, and antonyms based on
WordNet (Miller, 1994). The statements are first
parsed with Stanford part-of-speech tagger (Man-
ning et al., 2014). Then regular expressions are
applied to extract candidate noun phrases and verb
phrases (details in Appendix A.1). A keyphrase
is selected if it contains: (1) at least one content
word, (2) no more than 10 tokens, and (3) at least
one topic signature word or a Wikipedia article ti-
tle.

For retrieved passages, their keyphrases are ex-
tracted using the same procedure as above, except
that the input statement’s topic signature words are
used as references again.

4.3 Passage Ranking and Filtering

We merge the retrieved passages from all media
and rank them based on the number of words in
overlapping keyphrases with the input statement.
To break a tie, with the input as the reference, we
further consider the number of its topic signature
words that are covered by the passage, then the
coverage of non-stopword bigrams and unigrams.
In order to encourage diversity, we discard a pas-
sage if more than 50% of its content words are
already included by a higher ranked passage. In
the final step, we filter out passages if they have
the same stance as the input statement for given
topics. We determine the stances of passages by
adopting the stance scoring model proposed by
Bar-Haim et al. (2017). More details can be found
in Appendix A.2.

5 Argument Generation

5.1 Task Formulation
Given an input statement X = {xi}, a set of
passages, and a keyphrase memory M, our goal
is to generate a counter-argument Y = {yt} of
a different stance as X , xi and yt are tokens at
timestamps i and t. Built upon the sequence-
to-sequence (seq2seq) framework with input at-
tention (Sutskever et al., 2014; Bahdanau et al.,
2015), the input statement and the passages se-
lected in § 4 are encoded by a bidirectional LSTM
(biLSTM) encoder into a sequence of hidden
states hi. The last hidden state of the encoder is
used as the first hidden state of both text planning
decoder and content realization decoder.

As depicted in Figure 2, the counter-argument
is generated as follows. A text planning decoder
(§ 5.2) first calculates a sequence of sentence rep-
resentations sj (for the j-th sentence) by encoding
the keyphrases selected from the previous times-
tamp j − 1. During this step, an argumentative
function label is predicted to indicate a desired lan-
guage style for each sentence, and a subset of the
keyphrases are selected from M (content selec-
tion) for the next sentence. In the second step, a
content realization decoder (§ 5.3) generates the
final counter-argument conditioned on previously
generated tokens and the corresponding sentence
representation sj .

5.2 Text Planning Decoder
Text planning is an important component for natu-
ral language generation systems to decide on con-
tent structure for the target generation (Lavoie and
Rambow, 1997; Reiter and Dale, 2000). We pro-
pose a text planner with two objectives: selecting
talking points from the keyphrase memoryM, and
choosing a proper argumentative function per sen-
tence. Concretely, we train a sentence-level LSTM
that learns to generate a sequence of sentence rep-
resentations {sj} given the selected keyphrase set
C(j) as input for the j-th sentence:

sj = f(sj−1,
∑

ek∈C(j)
ek) (1)

where f is an LSTM network, ek is the embed-
ding for a selected phrase, represented by sum-
ming up all its words’ Glove embeddings (Pen-
nington et al., 2014) in our experiments.

Content Selection C(j). We propose an attention
mechanism to conduct content selection and yield
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C(j) from the representation of the previous sen-
tence sj−1 to encourage topical coherence. To al-
low the selection of multiple keyphrases, we use
the sigmoid function to calculate the score:

αjm = sigmoid(emW
pasj−1) (2)

where W pa are trainable parameters,
keyphrases with αjm > 0.5 are included in
C(j), and the keyphrase with top attention
value is always selected. We further prohibit a
keyphrase from being chosen for more than once
in multiple sentences. For the first sentence s0,
C(0) only contains <start>, whose embedding
is randomly initialized. During training, the
true labels of C(j) are constructed as follows:
a keyphrase in M is selected for the j-th gold-
standard argument sentence if they overlap with
any content word.

Argumentative Function Prediction ypj . As
shown in Figure 1, humans often deploy stylis-
tic languages to achieve better persuasiveness, e.g.
agreement as a concessive move. We aim to in-
form the realization decoder about the choice of
style, and thus distinguish between two types of
argumentative functions: argumentative content
sentence which delivers the critical ideas, e.g.
“unreliable evidence is used when there is no wit-
ness”, and argumentative filler sentence which
contains stylistic languages or general statements
(e.g., “you can’t bring dead people back to life”).

Since we do not have argumentative function la-
bels, during training, we use the following rules to
automatically label each sentence as content sen-
tence if it has at least 10 words (20 for questions)
and satisfy the following conditions: (1) it has at
least two topic signature words of the input state-
ment or a gold-standard counter-argument3, or (2)
at least one topic signature word with a discourse
marker at the beginning of the sentence. If the first
three words in a content sentence contain a pro-
noun, the previous sentence is labeled as such too.
Discourse markers are selected from PDTB dis-
course connectives (e.g., as a result, eventually,
or in contrast). The full list is included in Ap-
pendix A.3. All other sentences become filler sen-
tences. In the future work, we will consider uti-
lizing learning-based methods, e.g., Hidey et al.
(2017), to predict richer argumentative functions.

3When calculating topic signatures for gold-standard ar-
guments, all replies in the training set are used as background.

The argumentative function label ypj for the j-th
sentence is calculated as follows:

P (ypj |yp<j ,X) =

softmax(wT
p (tanh (W po[cj ; sj ])) + bp)

(3)

cj =
∑

em∈M
αjmem (4)

where αjm is the alignment score computed as in
Eq. 2, cj is the attention weighted context vector,
wp,W po, and bp are trainable parameters.

5.3 Content Realization Decoder
The content realization decoder generates the
counter-argument word by word, with another
LSTM network fw. We denote the sentence id
of the t-th word in the argument as J(t), then the
sentence representation sJ(t) from the text plan-
ning decoder, together with the embedding of the
previous generated token yt−1, are fed as input to
calculate the hidden state zt:

zt = fw(zt−1, tanh(WwpsJ(t) +Wwwyt−1 + bw))
(5)

The conditional probability of the next token yt
is then computed over a standard softmax, with an
attention mechanism applied on the encoder hid-
den states hi to obtain the context vector cwt :

P (yt|y<t,X, sJ(t)) =

softmax(wT
w(tanh (Wwo[cwt ; zt])) + bo)

(6)

cwt =

|X|∑

i=1

βtihi (7)

βti = softmax(hiW
wazt) (8)

where βti is the input attention, Wwp, Www,
Wwo,Wwa, bo, ww, and bw are learnable.

Reranking-based Beam Search. Our content re-
alization decoder utilizes beam search enhanced
with a reranking mechanism, where we sort the
beams at the end of each sentence by the number
of selected keyphrases that are generated. We also
discard beams with n-gram repetition for n ≥ 4.

5.4 Training Objective
Given all model parameters θ, our mixed objective
considers the target argument (Larg(θ)), the argu-
mentative function type (Lfunc(θ)), and the next
sentence keyphrase selection (Lsel(θ)):
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L(θ) = Larg(θ) + γ · Lfunc(θ) + η · Lsel(θ) (9)

Larg(θ) = −
∑

(X,Y )∈D
logP (Y |X; θ) (10)

Lfunc(θ) = −
∑

(X,Y p)

logP (Y p|X; θ) (11)

Lsel(θ) =

−
∑

Y p

|Y p|∑

j=1

(
∑

em∈C(j)
log(αjm) +

∑

em 6∈C(j)
log(1− αjm))

(12)

where D is the training corpus, (X,Y ) are input
statement and counter-argument pairs, and Y p are
the sentence function labels. αjm are keyphrase
selection labels as computed in Eq. 2. For simplic-
ity, we set γ and η as 1.0 in our experiments, while
they can be further tuned as hyper-parameters.

6 Experimental Setups

6.1 Data Collection and Preprocessing

We use the same methodology as in our
prior work (Hua and Wang, 2018) to collect
an argument generation dataset from Reddit
/r/ChangeMyView.4 To construct input state-
ment and counter-argument pairs, we treat the
original poster (OP) of each thread as the input.
We then consider the high quality root replies, de-
fined as the ones awarded with ∆s or with more
upvotes than downvotes (i.e., karma > 0). It is
observed that each paragraph often makes a coher-
ent argument. Therefore, these replies are broken
down into paragraphs, and a paragraph is retained
as a target argument to the OP if it has more than
10 words and at least one argumentative content
sentence.

We then identify threads in the domains of pol-
itics and policy, and remove posts with offensive
languages. Most recent threads are used as test
set. As a result, we have 11, 356 threads or OPs
(217, 057 arguments) for training, 1, 774 (33, 318
arguments) for validation, and 1, 703 (36, 777 ar-
guments) for test. They are split into sentences
and then tokenized by the Stanford CoreNLP
toolkit (Manning et al., 2014).

Training Data Construction for Passages and
Keyphrase Memory. Since no gold-standard an-
notation is available for the input passages and

4We further crawled 42, 649 threads from July 2017
to December 2018, compared to the previously collected
dataset.

keyphrases, we acquire training labels by con-
structing queries from the gold-standard argu-
ments as described in § 4.1, and reranking re-
trieved passages based on the following criteria
in order: (1) coverage of topic signature words
in the input statement; (2) a weighted summation
of the coverage of n-grams in the argument5; (3)
the magnitude of stance score, where we keep the
passages of the same polarity as the argument; (4)
content word overlap with the argument; and (5)
coverage of topic signature words in the argument.

6.2 System and Oracle Retrieved Passages

For evaluation, we employ both system retrieved
passages (i.e., constructing queries from OP) and
KM (§ 4), and oracle retrieved passages (i.e., con-
structing queries from target argument) and KM as
described in training data construction. Statistics
on the final dataset are listed in Table 2.

Training System Oracle

Avg. # words per OP 383.7 373.0 373.0
Avg. # words per argument 66.0 65.1 65.1
Avg. # passage 4.3 9.6 4.2
Avg. # keyphrase 57.1 128.6 56.6

Table 2: Statistics on the datasets for experiments.

6.3 Comparisons

In addition to a Retrieval model, where the top
ranked passage is used as counter-argument, we
further consider four systems for comparison. (1)
A standard Seq2seq model with attention, where
we feed the OP as input and train the model to
generate counter-arguments. Regular beam search
with the same beam size as our model is used for
decoding. (2) A Seq2seqAug model with addi-
tional input of the keyphrase memory and ranked
passages, both concatenated with OP to serve as
the encoder input. The reranking-based decoder in
our model is also implemented for SEQ2SEQAUG

to enhance the coverage of input keyphrases. (3)
An ablated SEQ2SEQAUG model where the pas-
sages are removed from the input. (4) We also
reimplement the argument generation model in our
prior work (Hua and Wang, 2018) (H&W) with
PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2017), which is used for
CANDELA implementation. H&W takes as in-
put the OP and ranked passages, and then uses two

5We choose 0.5, 0.3, 0.2 as weights for 4-grams, trigrams,
and bigrams, respectively.
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separate decoders to first generate all keyphrases
and then the counter-argument. For our model, we
also implement a variant where the input only con-
tains the OP and the keyphrase memory.

6.4 Training Details

For all models, we use a two-layer LSTM for all
encoders and decoders with a dropout probabil-
ity of 0.2 between layers (Gal and Ghahramani,
2016). All layers have 512-dimensional hidden
states. We limit the input statement to 500 to-
kens, the ranked passages to 400 tokens, and the
target counter-argument to 120 tokens. Our vo-
cabulary has 50K words for both input and out-
put, with 300-dimensional word embeddings ini-
tialized with GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) and
fine-tuned during model training. We use Ada-
Grad (Duchi et al., 2011) with a learning rate of
0.15 and an initial accumulator of 0.1 as the opti-
mizer, with the gradient norm clipped to 2.0. Early
stopping is implemented according to the perplex-
ity on validation set. For all our models the train-
ing takes approximately 30 hours (40 epochs) on a
Quadro P5000 GPU card, with a batch size of 64.
For beam search, we use a beam size of 5, tuned
from {5, 10, 15} on validation.

We also pre-train a biLSTM for encoder based
on all OPs from the training set, and an LSTM for
content realization decoder based on two sources
of data: 353K counter-arguments that are high
quality root reply paragraphs extended with posts
of non-negative karma, and 2.4 million retrieved
passages randomly sampled from the training set.
Both are trained as done in Bengio et al. (2003).
We then use the first layer’s parameters to initial-
ize all models, including our comparisons.

7 Results and Analysis

7.1 Automatic Evaluation

We employ ROUGE (Lin, 2004), a recall-oriented
metric, BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), based on
n-gram precision, and METEOR (Denkowski and
Lavie, 2014), measuring unigram precision and re-
call by considering synonyms, paraphrases, and
stemming. BLEU-2, BLEU-4, ROUGE-2 recall,
and METEOR are reported in Table 3 for both se-
tups.

Under system setup, our model CANDELA
statistically significantly outperforms all compar-
isons and the retrieval model in all metrics, based
on a randomization test (Noreen, 1989) (p <

unigram bigram trigram
0
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150
#distinct n-grams per argument
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Retrieval

Seq2seq
Seq2seqAug

HW (2018)
CANDELA

Figure 3: Average number of distinct n-grams per ar-
gument.

K
100 500 1000 2000

HUMAN 44.1 25.8 18.5 12.0
RETRIEVAL 50.6 33.3 26.0 18.6
SEQ2SEQ 25.0 7.5 3.2 1.2
SEQ2SEQAUG 28.2 9.2 4.6 1.8
H&W (2018) 38.6 24.0 19.5 16.2
CANDELA 30.0 10.5 5.3 2.3

Figure 4: Percentage of words in arguments that are
not in the top-K (K = 100, 500, 1000, 2000) frequent
words seen in training. Darker color indicates higher
portion of uncommon words found in the arguments.

0.0005). Furthermore, our model generates longer
sentences whose lengths are comparable with hu-
man arguments, both with about 22 words per sen-
tence. This also results in longer arguments. Un-
der oracle setup, all models are notably improved
due to the higher quality of reranked passages, and
our model achieves statistically significantly better
BLEU scores. Interestingly, we observe a decrease
of ROUGE and METEOR, but a marginal increase
of BLEU-2 by removing passages from our model
input. This could be because the passages intro-
duce divergent content, albeit probably on-topic,
that cannot be captured by BLEU.

Content Diversity. We further measure whether
our model is able to generate diverse content.
First, borrowing the diversity measurement from
dialogue generation research (Li et al., 2016), we
report the average number of distinct n-grams per
argument under system setup in Figure 3. Our
system generates more unique unigrams and bi-
grams than other automatic systems, underscor-
ing its capability of generating diverse content.
Our model also maintains a comparable type-
token ratio (TTR) compared to systems that gen-
erate shorter arguments, e.g., a 0.79 for bigram
TTR of our model versus 0.83 and 0.84 for
SEQ2SEQAUG and SEQ2SEQ. RETRIEVAL, con-
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w/ System Retrieval w/ Oracle Retrieval

B-2 B-4 R-2 MTR #Word #Sent B-2 B-4 R-2 MTR #Word #Sent

HUMAN - - - - 66 22 - - - - 66 22
RETRIEVAL 7.55 1.11 8.64 14.38 123 23 10.97 3.05 23.49 20.08 140 21

Comparisons
SEQ2SEQ 6.92 2.13 13.02 15.08 68 15 6.92 2.13 13.02 15.08 68 15
SEQ2SEQAUG 8.26 2.24 13.79 15.75 78 14 10.98 4.41 22.97 19.62 71 14

w/o psg 7.94 2.28 10.13 15.71 75 12 9.89 3.34 14.20 18.40 66 12
H&W (2018) 3.64 0.92 8.83 11.78 51 12 8.51 2.86 18.89 17.18 58 12

Our Models
CANDELA 12.02∗ 2.99∗ 14.93∗ 16.92∗ 119 22 15.80∗ 5.00∗ 23.75 20.18 116 22

w/o psg 12.33∗ 2.86∗ 14.53∗ 16.60∗ 123 23 16.33∗ 4.98∗ 23.65 19.94 123 23

Table 3: Main results on argument generation. We report BLEU-2 (B-2), BLEU-4 (B-4), ROUGE-2 (R-2) recall,
METEOR (MTR), and average number of words per argument and per sentence. Best scores are in bold. ∗: statis-
tically significantly better than all comparisons (randomization approximation test (Noreen, 1989), p < 0.0005).
Input is the same for SEQ2SEQ for both system and oracle setups.

taining top ranked passages of human-edited con-
tent, produces the most distinct words.

Next, we compare how each system generates
content beyond the common words. As shown
in Figure 4, human-edited text, including gold-
standard arguments (HUMAN) and retrieved pas-
sages, tends to have higher usage of uncommon
words than automatic systems, suggesting the gap
between human vs. system arguments. Among
the four automatic systems, our prior model (Hua
and Wang, 2018) generates a significantly higher
portion of uncommon words, yet further inspec-
tion shows that the output often includes more off-
topic information.

7.2 Human Evaluation

Human judges are asked to rate arguments on a
Likert scale of 1 (worst) to 5 (best) on the fol-
lowing three aspects: grammaticality—denotes
language fluency; appropriateness—indicates if
the output is on-topic and on the opposing stance;
content richness—measures the amount of dis-
tinct talking points. In order to promote consis-
tency of annotation, we provide descriptions and
sample arguments for each scale. For example,
an appropriateness score of 3 means the counter-
argument contains relevant words and is likely to
be on a different stance. The judges are then asked
to rank all arguments for the same input based on
their overall quality.

We randomly sampled 43 threads from the
test set, and hired three native or proficient En-
glish speakers to evaluate arguments generated
by SEQ2SEQAUG, our prior argument generation

Gram. Appr. Cont. Top-1 Top-2

HUMAN 4.95 4.23 4.39 75.8% 85.8%
RETRIEVAL 4.85 3.04 3.68 17.5% 55.8%

SEQ2SEQAUG 4.83 2.67 2.47 1.7% 22.5%
H&W (2018) 3.86 2.27 2.10 1.7% 7.5%
CANDELA 4.59 2.97 2.93∗ 3.3% 28.3%

Table 4: Human evaluation on grammaticality (Gram),
appropriateness (Appr), and content richness (Cont.),
on a scale of 1 to 5 (best). The best result among au-
tomatic systems is highlighted in bold, with statistical
significance marked with ∗ (approximation randomiza-
tion test, p < 0.0005). The highest standard deviation
among all is 1.0. Top-1/2: % of evaluations a system
being ranked in top 1 or 2 for overall quality.

model (H&W), and the new model CANDELA,
along with gold-standard HUMAN arguments and
the top passage by RETRIEVAL.

Results. The first 3 examples are used only for
calibration, and the remaining 40 are used to re-
port results in Table 4. Inter-annotator agreement
scores (Krippendorff’s α) of 0.44, 0.58, 0.49 are
achieved for the three aspects, implying general
consensus to intermediate agreement.

Our system obtains the highest appropriateness
and content richness among all automatic sys-
tems. This confirms the previous observation that
our model produces more informative argument
than other neural models. SEQ2SEQAUG has a
marginally better grammaticality score, likely due
to the fact that our arguments are longer, and tend
to contain less fluent generation towards the end.

Furthermore, we see that human arguments are
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ranked as the best in about 76% of the evalua-
tion, followed by RETRIEVAL. Our model is more
likely to be ranked top than any other automatic
models. Especially, our model is rated better than
either HUMAN or RETRIEVAL, i.e., human-edited
text, in 39.2% of the evaluations, compared to
34.2% for SEQ2SEQAUG and 13.3% for our prior
model.

7.3 Sample Arguments and Discussions

We show sample outputs of different systems
alongside human constructed counter-argument in
Figure 5. As can be seen, our system argu-
ments cover many relevant talking points, includ-
ing the idea of “taking care of children” that is
also used by human. It further illustrates the ef-
fectiveness of our retrieval system and the us-
age of keyphrase selection as part of text plan-
ning to guide argument generation. Moreover,
we also observe that our model generation is
able to switch between argumentative content sen-
tence and filler sentence, though better control
is needed to improve coherence. Meanwhile,
SEQ2SEQ frequently echos words from OP, and
both SEQ2SEQ and SEQ2SEQAUG suffer from the
problems of “hallucination” (e.g., the first sen-
tence in SEQ2SEQAUG) and repetition (e.g., the
second and third sentences in SEQ2SEQ).

Nonetheless, there is a huge space for improve-
ment. First, our model tends to overuse negation,
such as “this is not to say that it is unfair...”. It
is likely due to its overfitting on specific stylis-
tic languages, e.g., negation is often observed for
refutation in debates (Wang et al., 2017). Second,
human arguments have significantly better orga-
nization and often deploy complicated argumenta-
tion strategies (Wachsmuth et al., 2018a), which so
far is not well captured by any automatic system.
Both points inspire future work on (1) controlling
of the language styles and corresponding content,
and (2) mining argumentation structures for use in
guiding generation with better planning.

8 Conclusion

We present a novel counter-argument generation
framework, CANDELA. Given an input state-
ment, it first retrieves arguments of different per-
spectives from millions of high-quality articles
collected from diverse sources. An argument gen-
eration component then employs a text planning
decoder to conduct content selection and specify a

OP: The wage gap isn’t about gender. (...) So one factor
definitely the fact that there are some government jobs that
are seriously dominated by women and happen to pay really
low (...)

Human: Children are the first factor. I work in a tradition-
ally male-dominated field, and questions are asked to de-
termine familial status, even though those are illegal. Em-
ployers know single moms have to stay home if their child is
sick. They know single moms can only work during daycare
hours. They know single moms are unavailable for week-
end and late night work. They know single moms cannot
travel. The workplace is very family-unfriendly.
Seq2seq: the problem with this is that there are a lot of
people who do n’t want to hire women . there are plenty
of women who do n’t have the money to pay for it . the
problem is that women do n’t need to pay for their work .
they do n’t have to worry about it . it ’s a matter of money .
Seq2seqAug: men and women are not 39.5 % of the pay
gap . the problem is not that women are more likely to
be victims of sexism , but rather that they are more natural
good-looking/attractive action . this is not the case .
CANDELA: the problem with this argument is that the
wage gap does not have to do with the gender pay gap .
it is a fact that women are more likely to be able to take
care of their children than their male counterparts . this
is not to say that it is unfair to assume that women are be-
ing paid less than men , but that does not mean that it is not
the case that women are discriminated against . it is not
a matter of the wage gap , it is a matter of opinion . it is
the job of the employer to make sure that the job is not the
same as the other

Keyphrase Memory: wage gap; discrimination; gen-
der pay gaps; raise the child; male colleagues; paid
maternity leave; underlying gender discrimination
. . .

Figure 5: Sample arguments generated by different
systems along with a sample human argument. For
our model CANDELA, additionally shown are the
keyphrase memory with selected phrases in color, and
argumentative filler sentence in italics.

suitable language style at sentence-level, followed
by a content realization decoder to produce the fi-
nal argument. Automatic evaluation and human
evaluation indicate that our model generates more
proper arguments with richer content than non-
trivial comparisons, with comparable fluency to
human-edited content.
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A Appendices

A.1 Chunking Grammar for Keyhrase
Extraction

In order to construct keyphrase candidates, we
compile a set of regular expressions based on the
following grammar rules, and extract all matched
NP and VP patterns as candidates.

NP: {<DT|PP$>?<JJ|JJR>*<NN.*|CD|JJ>+}

PP: {<IN><NP>}

VP: {<MD>?<VB.*><NP|PP>}

A.2 Stance Scoring Model
Our stance scoring model calculates the score by
aggregating the sentiment words surrounding the
opinion targets. Here we choose the keyphrases of
input statement as opinion targets, denoted as T.
We then tally sentiment words, collected from Hu
and Liu (2004), towards targets in T, with posi-
tive words counted as +1 and negative words as
−1. Each score is discounted by d−5τ,l , with dτ,l be-
ing the distance between the sentiment word l and
the target τ ∈ T. The stance score of a text psg
(an input statement or a retrieved passage) towards
opinion targets T is calculated as:

Q(psg,T) =
∑

τ∈T

∑

l∈psg
sgn(l) · d−5τ,l (13)

In our experiments, we only keep passages with
a stance score of the opposite sign to that of the
input statement, and with a magnitude greater than
5, i.e. |Q(psg,T)| > 5 (determined by manual
inspection on training set).

A.3 List of Discourse Markers
As described in §5.2 in the main paper, we use a
list of discourse markers together with topic sig-
nature words to label argumentative content sen-
tences. The following list of discourse markers are
manually selected from the Appendix B in Prasad
et al. (2008).

• Contrast: although, though, even though, by
comparison, by contrast, in contrast, how-
ever, nevertheless, nonetheless, on the con-
trary, regardless, whereas

• Restatement/Equivalence/Generalization:
eventually, in short, in sum, on the whole,
overall

• Result: accordingly, as a result, as it
turns out, consequently, finally, furthermore,
hence, in fact, in other words, in short, in the
end, in turn, therefore, thus, ultimately
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Abstract

Recent neural language generation systems of-
ten hallucinate contents (i.e., producing irrel-
evant or contradicted facts), especially when
trained on loosely corresponding pairs of the
input structure and text. To mitigate this is-
sue, we propose to integrate a language under-
standing module for data refinement with self-
training iterations to effectively induce strong
equivalence between the input data and the
paired text. Experiments on the E2E chal-
lenge dataset show that our proposed frame-
work can reduce more than 50% relative un-
aligned noise from the original data-text pairs.
A vanilla sequence-to-sequence neural NLG
model trained on the refined data has improved
on content correctness compared with the cur-
rent state-of-the-art ensemble generator.

1 Introduction

Neural models for natural language generation
(NLG) based on the encoder-decoder framework
have become quite popular recently (Wen et al.,
2015; Mei et al., 2016; Wiseman et al., 2017; Wen
et al., 2017; Chisholm et al., 2017; Nie et al., 2018,
inter alia). Albeit being appealing for producing
fluent and diverse sentences, neural NLG models
often suffer from a severe issue of content halluci-
nation (Reiter, 2018a), which refers to the problem
that the generated texts often contain information
that is irrelevant to or contradicted with the input.

Given that similar issues have been less reported
or noticed in the latest neural machine translation
systems, we believe that the origin of the issue for
neural NLG comes from the data side. Current
datasets used for training neural NLG systems of-
ten include instances that do not contain the same
amount of information from the input structure
and the output text (Perez-Beltrachini and Gar-
dent, 2017). There is no exception for datasets

∗Contribution during internship at Microsoft.

MR Name Rating Price
Golden Palace 5 out of 5 Cheap

Reference: Golden Palace is a restaurant specializing
in breakfast in the low price range.

Table 1: A loosely corresponded MR-text pair. Bolded
phrases conforms to the MR, underlined words are
domain-specific additional information, and italic val-
ues in the MR are not realised in the reference.

originally intended for surface realisation (“how to
say”) without focusing on content selection (“what
to say”). Table 1 depicts an example, where
the attribute Rating=5 out of 5 in the in-
put meaning representation (MR) is not verbalised
in a reference text written by human, while the
word restaurant in the reference should refer to
an attribute value EatType=Restaurant not
contained in the MR. Without explicit alignments
in between MRs and the corresponding utterances
for guidance, neural systems trained on such data
often produce unexpected errors.

Previous work attempted at injecting indirect
semantic control over the encoder-decoder archi-
tecture (Wen et al., 2015; Dušek and Jurcicek,
2016; Agarwal et al., 2018) or encouraging con-
sistency during training (Chisholm et al., 2017),
without essentially changing to the noisy train-
ing data. One exception is the Slug2Slug system
(Juraska et al., 2018), where the authors use an
aligner with manually written heuristic rules to fil-
ter out unrealized attributes from data.

In this paper, we propose a simple, automatic
recipe towards reducing hallucination for neural
surface realisers by enhancing the semantic equiv-
alence between pairs of MRs and utterances. The
steps include: (1) Build a language understanding
module (ideally well-calibrated) that tries to parse
the MR from an utterance; (2) Use it to recon-
struct the correct attribute values revealed in the
reference texts; (3) With proper confidence thresh-
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olding, conduct self-training to iteratively recover
data pairs with identical or equivalent semantics.

Experiments on the E2E challenge benchmark
(Novikova et al., 2017b) show that our frame-
work can reduce more than 50% relative unaligned
noise from original MR-text pairs, and a vanilla
sequence-to-sequence model trained on the refined
data can improve content correctness in both hu-
man and automatic evaluations, when compared
with the current state-of-the-art neural ensemble
system (Juraska et al., 2018).

2 Approach

Our proposed framework consists of a neural nat-
ural language understanding (NLU) module with
iterative data refinement to induce semantically
equivalent MR-text pairs from a dataset contain-
ing a moderate level of noise.

2.1 Notation

Formally, given a corpus with paired meaning rep-
resentations and text descriptions {(R,X)}Ni=1,
the input MR R = (r1, . . . , rM ) is a set of slot-
value pairs rj = (sj , vj), where each rj contains
a slot sj (e.g., rating) and a value vj (e.g., 5
out of 5). The corpus has M pre-defined slots
, and each slot sj has Kj unique categorical val-
ues vj ∈ (cj,1, . . . , cj,Kj ). The corresponding ut-
terance X = (x1, . . . , xT ) is a sequence of words
describing the MR.

2.2 Neural NLU Model

As shown in Figure 1, the NLU model consists of
a self-attentive encoder and an attentive scorer.

Self-Attentive Encoder. The encoder produces
the vector representations of slot-value pairs in
MR and its paired utterance. A slot-value pair
r can be treated as a short sequence W =
(w1, . . . , wn) by concatenating words in its slot
and value. The word sequence W is first repre-
sented as a sequence of word embedding vectors
(v1, . . . , vn) from a pre-trained embedding matrix
E, and then passed through a bidirectional LSTM
layer to yield the contextualized representations
U sv = (usv1 , . . . ,usvn ). To produce a summary
context vector for U sv, we adopt the same self-
attention structure in Zhong et al. (2018) to ob-
tain the sentence vector cs, due to the effectiveness
of self-attention modules over variable-length se-
quences. Similarly, we obtain the contextualized

Name The golden palace

Food English

EatType None

Price Cheap

Rating High

Name The golden palace, …

Food English, French,  …

Type Pub, restaurant, …

Price Cheap, high, …

Rating High, low, …

𝑒1
1

Name

Food

Type

Price

Rating

Discrete latent variable z

Name =         The   Golden   Palace

Self-attention

Attention

Scoring

𝑃(𝑟|𝑋)

Slot-value pair 𝑟

Output text

𝒖1
sv 𝒖2

𝑠𝑣 𝒖3
𝑠𝑣 𝒖4

𝑠𝑣

The    Golden   Palace     is      …

𝒖1
𝑜 𝒖2

𝑜 𝒖3
𝑜 𝒖4

𝑜

𝒄𝑠

𝒅

𝑤1 𝑤2 𝑤3 𝑤4 𝑥1 𝑥2 𝑥3 𝑥4
Utterance 𝑋

Figure 1: The structure of the neural NLU model.

representations Uo = (uo1, . . . ,uoT ) for the utter-
ance X .

Attentive Scorer. The scorer calculates the se-
mantic similarity between a slot-value pair r (e.g.,
Price=Cheap) and the utterance X (e.g., refer-
ence in Table 1). Firstly, an attention layer is ap-
plied to select the most salient words in X related
to r, which yields the attentive representation d of
utterance X . Given the sentence vector cs of the
slot-value pair r and the attentive vector d of the
utterance X , the normalized semantic similarity is
defined as:

p(r|X) = softmax(−||d− cs||2), where

d =

T∑

t=1

btuot , with bt = softmax((uot )
T cs).

(1)

Model Inference. Each utterance X will be
parsed to an MR Re = (re1, . . . , r

e
M ), with each

slot-value pair rej = (sj , vj) determined by select-
ing the candidate value vj with the maximum se-
mantic similarity for each slot sj :

vj = cj,k, k = argmax
k

p(rej = (sj , cj,k)|X),

(2)
where cj,k denotes the kth categorical value for jth
slot. Since an utterance may not describe any in-
formation about a specific slot s, we add a NONE
value as a candidate value of each slot.

Model Training. The NLU model is optimized
by minimizing the cross-entropy loss:

L(θ) = −
N∑

i

M∑

j

log p(ri,j |Xi; θ) (3)

where θ denotes model parameters, and ri,j de-
notes the jth slot-value pair in the ith training MR.
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2.3 Iterative Data Refinement

The performance of NLU can be inaccurate when
trained on noisy data-text pairs. However, mod-
els trained on data with a moderate level of noise
could still be well-calibrated. This could enable
an iterative relabeling procedure, where we only
take MRs produced by NLU with high confidence
together with their utterances as new training MR-
text pairs to bootstrap the NLU training.

Algorithm 1 describes the training procedure.
We first pre-train the NLU model using the orig-
inal data-text pairs for Npre iterations. Then the
NLU model parses relevant MR for every utter-
ance in training data, which can be used as new
training examples (Line 4). However, due to the
inaccuracy of the NLU results, we only use a small
portion (φ is set to 40% on validation) with high
confidence. Moreover, as each MR consists of up
toM slots with some of them being unreliable, we
filter the slot-value pairs with slot probability be-
low average according to slot confidence (Line 8 -
14). Finally, the NLU model is fine-tuned with the
new training corpus De. This process is repeated
for Ntune epochs. The final NLU model is lever-
aged to parse all utterances in the training corpus.
The resulting MRs paired with original utterances
form the refined training corpus for NLG.

3 Experiments

3.1 Setup

Dataset. Our experiments are conducted on E2E
challenge (Novikova et al., 2017b) dataset, which
aims at verbalizing all information from the MR.
It has 42,061, 4,672 and 4,693 MR-text pairs for
training, validation and testing, respectively. Note
that every input MR in this dataset has 8.65 dif-
ferent references on average. The test set has 630
unique input MRs. We examine the effectiveness
of our proposed method in two aspects: 1) reduc-
ing the noise in data-text pairs (NLU), 2) reducing
hallucinated contents in surface realisation (NLG).

Automatic metrics. The well-crafted rule-based
aligner built by Juraska et al. (2018)1 is adopted
to approximately reflect the semantic correctness
of NLU and NLG models. The error rate is cal-
culated by matching the slot values in output ut-
terance: Err = M

N , where N is the total number

1 We use the public available evaluation script in
https://github.com/jjuraska/slug2slug/blob/master/slot aligner
/data analysis.py

Algorithm 1 Iterative Data Refinement
Require MR-text pairs D = {(R,X)}N1 , confi-
dence threshold φ, pre-training epochs Npre, tun-
ing epochs Ntune,

1: Train θ with Eq. 3 on D for Npre iterations
2: for iter = 1 to Ntune do
3: Reset self-training corpus De = {}
4: Parse the MR Rei = (rei,1, . . . , r

e
i,M ) for ev-

ery Xi using Eq. 2
5: Slot confid. pj =

∑N
i=1 p(r

e
i,j |Xi) for sj

6: MR confid. fi =
∑M

j=1 p(r
e
i,j |Xi) for Rei

7: Sort {(Re, X)}N1 by MR confidence in re-
verse order

8: for i = 1 to bφ ·Nc do
9: for j = 1 to M do

10: if p(rei,j |Xi) < pj/N then
11: Remove rei,j from Rei
12: end if
13: end for
14: De ← De ∪ (Rei , Xi)
15: end for
16: Update θ with Eq. 3 on De

17: end for

of MR-text pairs, and M is the number of wrong
MR-text pairs which contain missing or conflict
slots in the realization given its input MR. BLEU-
4 (Papineni et al., 2002) is also reported, although
currently neither BLEU nor any other automatic
metrics could be convincingly used for evaluating
language generation (Novikova et al., 2017a; Cha-
ganty et al., 2018; Reiter, 2018b, inter alia).

Human Evaluation. We randomly sample 100
data-text pairs from test set and ask three crowd
workers to manually annotate missed (M), added
(A), and contradicted (C) slot values in NLG out-
puts with respect to the input MR, or exact match
(E) if all slot values have been realized in the
given utterance which contains no additional hal-
lucinated information. When evaluating the NLU
systems, missed and added slots refer to the oppo-
site directions, respectively.

Compared Systems. Systems in comparison:

• TGen (Dušek et al., 2018): a sequence-to-
sequence (Seq2Seq) model with reranking.
• Slug2Slug (Juraska et al., 2018): cur-

rent state-of-the-art method on E2E challenge
dataset. It is an ensemble model and uses a rule
based aligner for data cleaning and reranking.
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• Seq2Seq: a basic Seq2Seq model trained on
original MR-text pairs with the copy mecha-
nism (Gu et al., 2016; See et al., 2017).
• Seq2Seq+aug: Seq2Seq trained on the MR-

text pairs reconstructed by pre-trained NLU.
• Seq2Seq+aug+iter: Seq2Seq trained on

the MR-text pairs reconstructed by NLU model
with iterative data refinement algorithm.
• Seq2Seq+aligner: Seq2Seq trained on

the MR-text pairs produced by the rule based
aligner (Juraska et al., 2018).

Implementation Details. For all models, we use
fixed pre-trained GloVe vectors (Pennington et al.,
2014) and character embeddings (Hashimoto
et al., 2017). The dimensions of trainable hid-
den units in LSTMs are all set to 400. The epochs
for pre-training Npre and bootstrapping Ntune are
all set to 5 on validation. During training, we
regularize all layers with a dropout rate of 0.1.
We use stochastic gradient descent (SGD) for op-
timisation with learning rate 0.1. The gradient
is truncated by 5. For hyper-parameter φ, we
conduct experiments with different values (φ =
0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0), details in Appendix A.

3.2 Main Results
NLU Results. One challenge in E2E dataset is
the need to account for the noise in the corpus
as some of the MR-text pairs are not semanti-
cally equivalent due to the data collection pro-
cess (Dušek et al., 2018). We examine the per-
formance of the NLU module by comparing noise
reduction of the reconstructed MR-text pairs with
the original ones in both training and test sets.
Table 2 shows the automatic results. Applying
our NLU model with iterative data refinement,
the error rates of refined MR-text pairs yields
23.33% absolute error reduction on test set. Hu-
man evaluation in Table 3 shows that our proposed
method achieves 16.69% improvement on infor-
mation equivalence between MR-text pairs. These
results confirm the effectiveness of our method in
reducing the unaligned data noise, and the large
improvement (i.e, 15.09%) on exact match when
applying self-training algorithm suggests the im-
portance of iterative data refinement.

NLG Results. Table 4 presents the automatic re-
sults of different neural NLG systems. We can
see that Seq2Seq+aug+iter achieves com-
parable BLEU score as Slug2Slug but with
4.44% error reduction on content correctness over

Train Err(%) Test Err(%)
Original data 35.50 37.59
NLU refined data 16.31 14.26
w/o self-training 25.14 22.69

Table 2: Automatic evaluation results of different NLU
models on both training and test sets

E(%) M(%) A(%) C(%)
Original data 71.93 0 24.13 3.95
NLU refined data 88.62 5.45 2.48 3.47
w/o self-training 73.53 13.23 8.33 4.91

Table 3: Human evaluation results for NLU on test set
(inter-annotator agreement: Fleiss’ kappa = 0.855)

BLEU(%) Err(%)
TGen 65.90 18.09 (114/630)
Slug2Slug 66.19 6.51 (41/630)
Seq2Seq 66.15 69.37 (374/630)
Seq2Seq+aug 66.49 28.89 (182/630)
Seq2Seq+aug+iter 65.63 2.07 (13/630)
Seq2Seq+aligner 63.81 1.75 (11/630)

Table 4: Automatic metrics for NLG

E(%) M(%) A(%) C(%)
TGen 78.49 15.12 2.69 3.3
Slug2Slug 91.36 2.98 0 5.66
Seq2Seq 44.07 50.65 4.03 0.65
Seq2Seq+aug+iter 93.93 3.36 2.69 0

Table 5: Human evaluation results for NLG (inter-
annotator agreement: Fleiss’ kappa = 0.832)

Slug2Slug. Seq2Seq+aug+iter largely
improves the content correctness over the base-
line Seq2Seq with 67.3% error reduction. Be-
sides, we also replace our NLU module with
the rule based aligner crafted by Juraska et al.
(2018) for data refinement to inspect the differ-
ence between our proposed method and manu-
ally designed rich heuristics. We can observe that
these two models (Seq2Seq+aug+iter and
Seq2Seq+aligner) achieve comparable per-
formance, while our approach is fully automatic
and requires no domain knowledge.

The human evaluation results are shown in Ta-
ble 5. We can find that Seq2Seq+aug+iter
improves 2.59% accuracy on exact match over
Slug2Slug. Specifically, Slug2Slug aug-
ments original training data by only deleting ad-
ditional slot values not realized in the utterance
with an aligner, which is not capable of the sit-
uation where the given utterance contains incor-
rect or additional slot values and leads more con-
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Utterance: Located in riverside, near Caf Sicilia,
is the Phoenix, a French pub that is family-friendly and
has average prices and an average rating.
Original MR: name[The Phoenix], eatType[pub],
food[French], priceRange[20-25], area[riverside],
customer rating[3 out of 5], familyFriendly[no],
near[Caf Sicilia]
Refined MR: name[The Phoenix], eatType[pub],
food[French], priceRange[moderate], area[riverside],
customer rating[average], familyFriendly[yes],
near[Caf Sicilia]

Table 6: Example for data refinement; The underscored
item is incorrect.

MR

Name:[The Mill]; EatType:[pub];
Food:[Fast Food];PriceRange:[high];
FaimilyFriendly:[yes];Near:[Caf Sicilia];
Area:[riverside]; Rating:[average]

TGen
The Mill is a high priced family friendly
fast food pub located near Caf Sicilia
in the riverside area.

Slug2Slug
children friendly pub in the riverside
area near Caf Sicilia. It has a high
price range and a high customer rating

Seq2Seq The Mill is a family friendly pub located
near Caf Sicilia.

Seq2Seq+
aug+iter

The Mill is a children friendly fast food
pub near Caf Sicilia in the riverside area.
It has a high price range and an average
customer rating.

Table 7: Examples of different system outputs.

tradicted errors. Our method can complement and
correct original MR with additional slot values de-
scribed in the paired texts to effectively alleviate
generating contradicted facts. However, due to the
imperfection of NLU model, our method may ig-
nore part of slot values realized in utterances and
produce some additional errors.

3.3 Case Study

Example for refined data. Table 6 depicts a
case for one pair with originally inaccurate MR
while being corrected by NLU module and itera-
tive refinement. Our proposed method is capable
of reducing the unaligned noise for original data.

Example for NLG. Table 7 shows the sentences
generated by different NLG systems. Seq2Seq
without any semantic control tends to generate
shorter descriptions. Slug2Slug and TGenwith
reranker to control the content coverage can gen-
erate more input information, but still misses one
input information and Slug2Slug produces a
contradicted fact (i.e., customer rating). Our pro-
posed method Seq2Seq+aug+iter trained on

refined MR-text pairs, verbalises all the input in-
formation correctly, which shows the importance
of data quality in terms of strong equivalence be-
tween MR and utterance.

4 Discussion

In this paper, we present a simple recipe to re-
duce the hallucination problem in neural language
generation: introducing a language understanding
module to implement confidence-based iterative
data refinement. We find that our proposed method
can effectively reduce the noise in the original
MR-text pairs from the E2E dataset and improve
the content coverage for standard neural surface
realisation (no focus on content selection).

However, the currently presented approach still
has two clear limitations. One is that this simple
approach is implicitly built on an assumption of a
moderate level of noise in the original data, which
makes it possible to bootstrap a well-calibrated
NLU module. We are still on the way to find
out solutions for cases with huge noise (Perez-
Beltrachini and Lapata, 2018; Wiseman et al.,
2017), where heavy manual intervention or exter-
nal knowledge should be desperately needed.

The other limitation of this preliminary work is
that it currently overlooks the challenges of lexical
choices for quantities, degrees, temporal expres-
sions, etc, which are rather difficult to learn merely
from data and should require additional common-
sense knowledge. An example case is in Table 6,
where the original priceRange=20-25 is re-
fined to be priceRange=moderate, which
enhances the correspondence between the MR and
the text but sidesteps the lexical choice for num-
bers which requires localised numerical common-
sense. Additional modules for lexical choices
should be expected for a refined system.
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Figure 2: The effect of hyperparameter φ for NLG con-
tent coverage performance.

A Effect of φ on NLG model

The parameter φ controls the proportion of rele-
vant MRs produced by NLU model for iterative
training. Figure 2 shows its influence for NLG
on the content coverage measurement. The ex-
perimental result shows NLG models trained on
data produced by self-training achieve error reduc-
tion in content coverage. As the NLU model can
bring inaccurate instances when performing iter-
ative data augmentation, controlling the propor-
tion φ from 20% to 40% can yield better results
compared to introducing all the MRs produced by
NLU for self-training.
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Abstract

Automatic commenting of online articles can
provide additional opinions and facts to the
reader, which improves user experience and
engagement on social media platforms. Pre-
vious work focuses on automatic commenting
based solely on textual content. However, in
real-scenarios, online articles usually contain
multiple modal contents. For instance, graphic
news contains plenty of images in addition to
text. Contents other than text are also vital be-
cause they are not only more attractive to the
reader but also may provide critical informa-
tion. To remedy this, we propose a new task:
cross-model automatic commenting (CMAC),
which aims to make comments by integrating
multiple modal contents. We construct a large-
scale dataset for this task and explore several
representative methods. Going a step further,
an effective co-attention model is presented to
capture the dependency between textual and
visual information. Evaluation results show
that our proposed model can achieve better
performance than competitive baselines. 1

1 Introduction

Comments of online articles can provide rich sup-
plementary information, which reduces the diffi-
culty of understanding the article and enhances in-
teractions between users. Therefore, achieving au-
tomatic commenting is necessary since it can con-
tribute to improving user experience and increas-
ing the activeness of social media platforms.

Due to the importance described above, some
work (Qin et al., 2018; Lin et al., 2018; Ma et al.,
2018) has explored this task. However, these ef-
forts are all focus on automatic commenting based
solely on textual content. In real-scenarios, online

∗Equal Contribution.
1The dataset and code are available at https://

github.com/lancopku/CMAC

News Images

News Title
(Spring is coming! Thousands of 

acres are filled with intoxicating peach blossoms in Shanxi.) 
News Body

(Recently, thousands of acres of peach blossoms are in 
full bloom at Pinglu, Shanxi Province. Visitors are immersed in the 
beautiful flowers, enjoying the breath of spring.)
Comments
1. (Beautiful flowers! I can’t move my eyes 
from them.)
2. (Peach blossoms seem to 
be a little less pretty without any green grass as background.)
3. (It would be better if there is more greenness.)

Figure 1: An example in the constructed dataset. Red
words indicate the content that is not included in the
text but depicted in the images.

articles on social media usually contain multiple
modal contents. Take graphic news as an exam-
ple, it contains plenty of images in addition to text.
Other contents except text are also vital to improv-
ing automatic commenting. These contents may
contain some information that is critical for gen-
erating informative comments. In addition, com-
pared to plain text, these contents of other modal-
ities are more attractive to the reader, making it
easily become the focus of comments.

Toward filling this gap, we propose the task
of cross-model automatic commenting (CMAC),
which aims to generate comments by integrating
information of multiple modalities. We construct a
large-scale cross-model comments dataset, which
consists of 24,134 graphic news. Each instance is
composed of several news photos, news title, news
body, and corresponding high-quality comments.
Figure 1 visually shows a sample in the dataset.
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Since the comments depend on the contents of
multiple modalities, how to integrate these mul-
timodal information becomes the focus. In fact,
there exist intrinsic interactions between these in-
put multimodal information. Various modalities
can benefit from each other to obtain better repre-
sentations. For instance, in the graphic news, im-
ages can help to highlight the important words in
the text, while text also contributes to focusing on
key regions of images. Therefore, we present a co-
attention model so that the information of multiple
modalities can mutually boost for better represen-
tations. Experiments show that our co-attention
model can substantially outperform various base-
lines from different aspects.

The main contributions of this work are summa-
rized as follows:

• We propose the task of cross-modal auto-
matic commenting (CMAC) and construct a
large-scale dataset.

• We present a novel co-attention model, which
aims at capturing intrinsic interactions be-
tween multiple modal contents.

• The experiments show that our approach can
achieve better performance than competitive
baselines. With multiple modal information
and co-attention, the generated comments are
more diverse and informative.

2 Cross-Modal Comments Dataset

We introduce our constructed cross-modal com-
ments dataset from the following aspects.

Data collecting We collect data from the photo
channels of a popular Chinese news website called
Netease News2. The crawled news cover var-
ious categories including entertainment, sports,
and more. We tokenize all texts into words, using
a python package Jieba3. To guarantee the quality
of the comments, we reserve comments with the
length between 5 to 30 words and remove useless
symbols and dirty words. Besides, we filter out
short articles with less than 10 words or 3 images
in its content, while unpopular articles with less
than 10 pieces of comments are also removed. Fi-
nally, we acquire a dataset with 24,134 pieces of
news. Each instance contains the news title and
its body, several images and a list of high-quality

2http://news.163.com/photo
3https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba

Statistic Train Dev Test Total

# News 19,162 3,521 1,451 24,134
# Comments 746,423 131,175 53,058 930,656
Avg. Images 5.81 5.78 5.81 5.80
Avg. Body 54.75 54.72 55.07 54.77
Avg. Comment 12.19 12.21 12.18 12.19

Table 1: Statistics of the dataset. # News and # Com-
ments denote the total number of news and comments,
respectively. Avg. Images is the average number of
images per news. Avg. Body is the average number of
words per body, and similar to Avg. Comment.

Evaluation Flue. Rele. Info. Overall

Score 9.2 6.7 6.4 7.6
Pearson 0.74 0.76 0.66 0.68

Table 2: Quality evaluation results of the testing set.
Flue., Rele. and Info. denotes fluency, relevance, and
informativeness, respectively.

comments. On average, each news in the dataset
contains about 39 human-written comments.

Data Statistics The dataset is split according to
the corresponding news. The comments from the
same news will appear solely in the training or
testing set to avoid overfitting. In more detail, we
split the data into 19,162, 3,521 and 1,451 news
in the training, development, and testing sets, re-
spectively. The corresponding number of com-
ments is 746,423, 131,175 and 53,058, respec-
tively. The statistics of the final dataset are pre-
sented in Table 1 and Figure 2 shows the distri-
bution of the lengths for comments in both word-
level and character-level.

Data Analysis High-quality testing set is neces-
sary for faithful automatic evaluation. Therefore,
we randomly selected 200 samples from the test-
ing set for quality evaluation. Three annotators
with linguistic background are required to score
comments and readers can refer to Section 4.3 for
the evaluation details. Table 2 shows the evalua-
tion results. The average score for overall quality
is 7.6, showing that the testing set is satisfactory.

3 Proposed Model

Given the texts4 x and images v of an online ar-
ticle, the CMAC task aims to generate a reason-
able and fluent comment y. Figure 3 presents the
overview of our proposed model, which is elabo-
rated on in detail as follows.

4We concatenate the title and body into a single sequence.
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Figure 2: The distribution of lengths for comments in
terms of both word-level and character-level.

3.1 Textual Encoder and Visual Encoder
The textual encoder aims to obtain representations
of textual content x. We implement it as a GRU
model (Cho et al., 2014), which computes the hid-
den representation of each word as follows:

hx
i = GRU

(
hx

i−1, e(xi)
)

(1)

where e(xi) refers to the embedding of the word
xi. Finally, the textual representation matrix is de-
noted as Hx = {hx

1 , · · · , hx
|x|} ∈ R|x|×d1 , where

|x| is the total number of textual representations
and d1 is the dimension of hx

i .
We apply ResNet (He et al., 2016a) as visual en-

coder to obtain the visual representation5 hv
i of the

i-th image vi. The final visual representation ma-
trix is denoted as Hv = {hv

1, · · · , hv
|v|} ∈ R|v|×d2 ,

where |v| is the number of visual representations
and d2 is the dimension of hv

i .

3.2 Co-Attention Mechanism
We use co-attention mechanism to capture the in-
trinsic interaction between visual content and tex-
tual content. The two modal information are con-
nected by calculating the similarity matrix S ∈
R|v|×|x| between Hv and Hx. Formally,

S = HvW(Hx)T (2)

where W ∈ Rd2×d1 is a trainable matrix and Sij

denotes similarity between the i-th visual repre-
sentation and the j-th textual representation. S is
normalized row-wise to produce the vision-to-text
attention weights Ax, and column-wise to produce
the text-to-vision attention weights Av:

Ax = softmax(S) ∈ R|v|×|x| (3)

Av = softmax(ST) ∈ R|x|×|v| (4)

where softmax(·) means row-wise normalization.
Hence we can obtain the vision-aware textual rep-

5Multiple representations can be extracted from an image.

Figure 3: The overview of our proposed model.

resentations Ĥx ∈ R|v|×d1 by a product of the at-
tention weight Ax and textual representation Hx:

Ĥx = AxHx (5)

Similarly, the text-aware visual representations
Ĥv ∈ R|x|×d2 can be obtained by:

Ĥv = AvHv (6)

Since Hx and Hv mutually guide each other’s
attention, these two sources of information can
mutually boost for better representations.

3.3 Decoder
The decoder aims to generate the desired comment
y via another GRU model. Since there exists in-
formation from multiple modalities, we equip de-
coder with multiple attention mechanisms. The
hidden state gt+1 of decoder at time-step t + 1 is
computed as:

gt+1 = GRU
(
gt, [e(yt); c

x
t ; cv

t ; ĉ
x
t ; ĉv

t ]
)

(7)

where semicolon represents vector concatenation,
yt is the word generated at time-step t and cx

t is
obtained by attending to Hx with gt as query,

cx
t = A(gt,H

x) (8)

where A refers to the attention mechanism. Read-
ers can refer to Bahdanau et al. (2015) for the de-
tailed approach. cv

t , ĉx
t , and ĉv

t are obtained in a
similar manner by replacing Hx in Eq. (8) with
Hv, Ĥx, and Ĥv, respectively. Finally, the de-
coder samples a word yt+1 from the output proba-
bility distribution as follows:

yt+1 ∼ softmax(Ugt+1) (9)
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where U is a weight matrix. The model is trained
by maximizing the log-likelihood of ground-truth
y∗ = (y∗

1, · · · , y∗
n) and the loss function is:

L = −
n∑

t=1

log
(
p(y∗

t |y∗
<t, x, v)

)
(10)

where y∗
<t denotes the sequence (y∗

1, · · · , y∗
t−1).

3.4 Extension to Transformer
We also extend our approach to Transformer
(Vaswani et al., 2017). In detail, we adopt self-
attention to implement the textual encoder. The
representation of each word can be written as:

hx
i = SelfAtten(xi, x) (11)

which means that the multi-head attention compo-
nent attends to the text x with the query xi. We
strongly recommend readers to refer to Vaswani
et al. (2017) for the details of self-attention.

The decoder is also implemented with self-
attention mechanism. More specifically, the hid-
den state of decoder at time-step t is calculated as:

gt = SelfAtten(yt, y,Hx,Hv, Ĥx, Ĥv) (12)

Inside the decoder, there are five multi-head atten-
tion components, using yt as query to attend to
y,Hx,Hv, Ĥx, and Ĥv, respectively.

4 Experiments

4.1 Settings
The batch size is 64 and the vocabulary size is
15,000. The 512-dim embeddings are learned
from scratch. The visual encoder is implemented
as ResNet-152 (He et al., 2016a) pretrained on the
ImageNet. For the Seq2Seq version of our ap-
proach, both textual encoder and decoder is a 2-
layer GRU with hidden size 512. For the trans-
former version, we set the hidden size of multi-
head attention to 512 and the hidden size of feed-
forward layer to 2,048. The number of heads is set
to 8, while a transformer layer consists of 6 blocks.
We use Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015)
with learning rate 10−3 and apply dropout (Srivas-
tava et al., 2014) to avoid over-fitting.

4.2 Baselines
We adopt the following competitive baselines:

Seq2Seq: We implement a series of baselines
based on Seq2Seq. S2S-V (Vinyals et al., 2015)

Models BLEU-1 ROUGE-L DIST-1 DIST-2

S2S-V 6.1 7.8 1348 3293
S2S-T 6.3 8.1 1771 4285
S2S-VT 6.6 8.5 1929 4437

Our (S2S) 7.1 9.1 2279 4743

Trans-V 5.9 7.6 1336 3472
Trans-T 6.4 8.3 1772 4694
Trans-VT 6.8 8.6 1891 4739

Our (Trans) 7.7 9.4 2265 4941

Table 3: Automatic evaluations of our method and
baselines. DIST-1 and DIST-2 are the number of dis-
tinct unigrams and bigrams, respectively.

only encodes images via CNN as input. S2S-
T (Bahdanau et al., 2015) is the standard Seq2Seq
that only encodes texts as input. S2S-VT (Venu-
gopalan et al., 2015) adopts two encoders to en-
code images and texts respectively.

Transformer: We replace the Seq2Seq in the
above baselines with Transformer (Vaswani et al.,
2017). The corresponding models are named
Trans-V, Trans-T, and Trans-VT, respectively.

4.3 Evaluation Metrics

We adopt two kinds of evaluation methods: auto-
matic evaluation and human evaluation.

Automatic evaluation: We use BLEU (Pap-
ineni et al., 2002) and ROUGE (Lin, 2004) to eval-
uate overlap between outputs and references. We
also calculate the number of distinct n-grams (Li
et al., 2016) in outputs to measure diversity.

Human evaluation: Three annotators score the
200 outputs of different systems from 1 to 10. The
evaluation criteria are as follows. Fluency mea-
sures whether the comment is fluent. Relevance
evaluates the relevance between the output and the
input. Informativeness measures the amount of
useful information contained in the output. Over-
all is a comprehensive metric. For each met-
ric, the average Pearson correlation coefficient is
greater than 0.6, indicating that the human scores
are highly consistent.

4.4 Experimental Results

Table 3 and Table 4 show the results of automatic
evaluation and human evaluation, respectively. We
perform analysis from the following aspects.

The effectiveness of co-attention Both Table 3
and Table 4 show that our model can substantially
outperform competitive baselines in all metrics.
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Models Flue. Rele. Info. Overall

S2S-V 3.1 2.8 2.5 3.2
S2S-T 4.5 4.6 3.7 4.7
S2S-VT 4.6 5.1 4.3 4.9

Our (S2S) 4.8 5.7 4.7 5.1

Trans-V 2.9 2.3 2.8 2.9
Trans-T 4.3 4.8 4.4 4.6
Trans-VT 4.7 4.6 4.7 5.1

Our (Trans) 4.9 5.9 5.0 5.2

Table 4: Results of human evaluation. Flue., Rele. and
Info. denotes fluency, relevance, and informativeness,
respectively.

For instance, the Transformer version of our ap-
proach achieves a 13% relative improvement of
BLEU-1 score over Trans-VT. This illustrates that
our co-attention can contribute to generating high-
quality comments. The co-attention mechanism
brings bidirectional interactions between visual in-
formation and textual information, so that two in-
formation sources can mutually boost for better
representations, leading to improved performance.

The universality of co-attention Results show
that both the Seq2Seq and Transformer version
of our approach can outperform various baselines
based on the same architecture. This shows that
our co-attention has excellent universality, which
can be applied to various model architectures.

The contribution of visual content According
to Table 3 and Table 4, although the images con-
tribute less to generating high-quality comments
than texts, they still bring a positive impact on
the generation. This illustrates that visual content
contains additional useful information, which fa-
cilitates the generation of informative comments.
Therefore, integrating multi-modal information is
necessary for generating high-quality comments,
which is also an important value of our work.

5 Related Work

In summary, this paper is mainly related to the fol-
lowing two lines of work.

Automatic article commenting. One similar
task to CMAC is automatic article commenting.
Qin et al. (2018) is the first to propose this task
and constructs a large-scale dataset. Lin et al.
(2018) proposes to retrieve information from user-
generated data to facilitate the generation of com-
ments. Furthermore, Ma et al. (2018) introduces

a retrieval-based unsupervised model to perform
generation from unpaired data. However, differ-
ent from the article commenting that only requires
extracting textual information for generation, the
CMAC task involves not only the modeling of tex-
tual features but also the understanding of visual
images, which poses a greater challenge to the in-
telligent systems.

Co-attention. We are also inspired by the re-
lated work of co-attention mechanism. Lu et al.
(2016a) introduces a hierarchical co-attention
model in visual question answering to jointly at-
tend to images and questions. Xiong et al. (2017)
proposes a dynamic co-attention network for the
question answering task and Seo et al. (2017)
presents a bi-directional attention network to ac-
quire query-aware context representations in ma-
chine comprehension. Tay et al. (2018a) pro-
poses a co-attention mechanism based on Her-
mitian products for asymmetrical text matching
problems. Zhong et al. (2019) further presents a
coarse-grain fine-grain co-attention network that
combines information from evidence across mul-
tiple documents for question answering. In addi-
tion, the co-attention mechanism can also be ap-
plied to word sense disambiguation (Luo et al.,
2018), recommended system (Tay et al., 2018b),
and essay scoring (Zhang and Litman, 2018).

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose the task of cross-modal
automatic commenting, which aims at enabling
the AI agent to make comments by integrating
multiple modal contents. We construct a large-
scale dataset for this task and implement plenty
of representative neural models. Furthermore,
an effective co-attention model is presented to
capture the intrinsic interaction between multiple
modal contents. Experimental results show that
our approach can substantially outperform various
competitive baselines. Further analysis demon-
strates that with multiple modal information and
co-attention, the generated comments are more di-
verse and informative.
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Abstract

Recently, to incorporate external Knowledge
Base (KB) information, one form of world
knowledge, several end-to-end task-oriented
dialog systems have been proposed. These
models, however, tend to confound the dialog
history with KB tuples and simply store them
into one memory. Inspired by the psycholog-
ical studies on working memory, we propose
a working memory model (WMM2Seq) for
dialog response generation. Our WMM2Seq
adopts a working memory to interact with two
separated long-term memories, which are the
episodic memory for memorizing dialog his-
tory and the semantic memory for storing KB
tuples. The working memory consists of a cen-
tral executive to attend to the aforementioned
memories, and a short-term storage system to
store the “activated” contents from the long-
term memories. Furthermore, we introduce a
context-sensitive perceptual process for the to-
ken representations of the dialog history, and
then feed them into the episodic memory. Ex-
tensive experiments on two task-oriented dia-
log datasets demonstrate that our WMM2Seq
significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art
results in several evaluation metrics.

1 Introduction

Task-oriented dialog systems, such as hotel book-
ing or technical support service, help users to
achieve specific goals with natural language. Com-
pared with traditional pipeline solutions (Williams
and Young, 2007; Young et al., 2013; Wen et al.,
2017), end-to-end approaches recently gain much
attention (Zhao et al., 2017; Eric and Manning,
2017a; Lei et al., 2018), because they directly map
dialog history to the output responses and conse-
quently reduce human effort for modular designs
and hand-crafted state labels. To effectively incor-
porate KB information and perform knowledge-

∗ Corresponding Author

based reasoning, memory augmented models have
been proposed (Bordes et al., 2017; Seo et al., 2017;
Eric and Manning, 2017b; Madotto et al., 2018;
Raghu et al., 2018; Reddy et al., 2019; Wu et al.,
2019). Bordes et al. (2017) and Seo et al. (2017)
attended to retrieval models, lacking the ability of
generation, while others incorporated the memory
(i.e. end-to-end memory networks, abbreviated
as MemNNs, Sukhbaatar et al. (2015)) and copy
mechanism (Gu et al., 2016) into a sequential gen-
erative architecture. However, most models tended
to confound the dialog history with KB tuples and
simply stored them into one memory. A shared
memory forces the memory reader to reason over
the two different types of data, which makes the
task harder, especially when the memory is large.
To explore this problem, Reddy et al. (2019) very
recently proposed to separate memories for model-
ing dialog context and KB results. In this paper, we
adopt working memory to interact with two long-
term memories. Furthermore, compared to Reddy
et al. (2019), we leverage the reasoning ability of
MemNNs to instantiate the external memories.

Our intuition comes from two aspects. First,
psychologists tend to break down the long-term
memory1 into episodic memory for events (e.g. vi-
sual and textual perceptual inputs) and semantic
memory for facts (world knowledge, such as KB
information) as not all memory of experiences is
the same (Gazzaniga and Ivry, 2013). Second, a
successful task-oriented dialog system needs more
intelligence, and recent works suggest that a crit-
ical component of intelligence may be working
memory (Sternberg and Sternberg, 2016). Hence,
leveraging the knowledge from psychological stud-
ies (Baddeley and Hitch, 1974; Baddeley, 2000;
Dosher, 2003), we explore working memory for
the dialog response generation. Our contributions

1Here, the long-term memory is referred to declarative
memory that we have conscious access to.
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are summarized as follows:
Firstly, inspired by the psychological studies on

working memory, we propose the WMM2Seq for
dialog generation which separates the storage of
dialog history and KB information by using the
episodic and semantic memories and then leverages
the working memory to interact with them.

Secondly, we leverage two kinds of transforma-
tions (CNN and biGRU) to incorporate the context
information for better token representations. This
procedure can be seen as a part of perceptual pro-
cesses before the episodic memory storage, and can
alleviate the Out-Of-Vocabulary (OOV) problem.

Finally, our WMM2Seq outperforms the exist-
ing methods on several evaluation metrics in two
task-oriented dialog datasets and shows a better
reasoning ability in the OOV situation.

2 Model Description

Figure 1 illustrates the flow of our WMM2Seq for
dialog response generation. WMM2Seq can be
seen as an encoder-decoder model, where decoder
is the Working Memory (WM) which could in-
teract with two long-term memories (the episodic
memory memorizing dialog history and semantic
memory storing KB information). As MemNN is
well-known for its multiple hop reasoning ability,
we instantiate the encoder and the two memories
with three different MemNNs (MemNN Encoder,
E-MemNN and S-MemNN). Furthermore, we aug-
ment E-MemNN and S-MemNN with copy mecha-
nism from where we need to copy tokens or entities.
The encoder encodes the dialog history to obtain
the high-level signal, a distributed intent vector.
The WM consists of a Short-Term Storage system
(STS) and a Central-EXE including an Attention
Controller (Attn-Ctrl) and a rule-based word selec-
tion strategy. The Attn-Ctrl dynamically generates
the attention control vector to query and reason
over the two long memories and then stores three
“activated” distributions into STS. Finally a gener-
ated token is selected from the STS under the word
selection strategy at each decoder step.

The symbols are defined in Table 1, and more
details can be found in the supplementary material.
We omit the subscript E or S2, following Madotto
et al. (2018) to define each pointer index set:

ptri =

{
max(z) if ∃z s.t. yi = xbz

nxb + 1 otherwise
, (1)

2Note, all variables belonging to the episodic memory are
with subscript E, and semantic memory are with subscript S.

Symbol Definition
xi or yi a token in the dialog history or system response

$ a special token used as a sentinel (Madotto et al., 2018)
X X = {x1, . . . , xn, $}, the dialog history
Y Y = {y1, · · · , ym}, the expected response
bi one KB tuple, actually the corresponding entity
B B = {b1, · · · , bl, $}, the KB tuples

PTRE = {ptrE,1, · · · , ptrE,m}, dialog pointer index set.
PTRE supervised information for copying words in dialog history

PTRS = {ptrS,1, · · · , ptrS,m}, KB pointer index set.
PTRS supervised information for copying entities in KB tuples

Table 1: Notation Table.

where xbz ∈ X or B is the dialog history or KB tu-
ples according to the subscript (E or S) and nxb+1
is the sentinel position index as nxb is equal to the
dialog history length n or the number of KB triples
l. The idea behind Eq. 1 is that we can obtain the
positions of where to copy by matching the target
text with the dialog history or KB information. Fur-
thermore, we hope this provides the model with
an accurate guidance of how to activate the two
long-term memories.

2.1 MemNN Encoder
Here, on the context of our task, we give a brief de-
scription of K-hop MemNN with adjacent weight
tying and more details can be found in (Sukhbaatar
et al., 2015). The memory of MemNN is repre-
sented by a set of trainable embedding matrices
C = {C1, . . . , CK+1}. Given input tokens in the
dialog history X , MemNN first writes them into
memories by Eq. 2 and then uses a query to iter-
atively read from them with multi hops to reason
about the required response by Eq. 3 and Eq. 4. For
each hop k, we update the query by Eq. 5 and the
initial query is a learnable vector as like Yang et al.
(2016). The MemNN encoder finally outputs a user
intent vector oK .

Aki = Ck(xi) (2)

pki = Softmax((qk)TAki ) (3)

ok =
∑

i

pkiA
k+1
i (4)

qk+1 = qk + ok (5)

To incorporate the context information, we ex-
plore two context-aware transformation TRANS(·)
by replacing Eq. 2 with Aki = TRANS(Ck(xi)),
which is defined as follows:

hi = TRANS(φe(xi))

= CNN([φe(xi−2), . . . , φe(xi+2)])
, (6)
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Resto#1 phone resto#1_phone
Resto#1 R_cuisine french
Resto#1 R_address resto#1_address
Resto#1 R_location paris
Resto#1 R_number six
Resto#1 R_price moderate
Resto#1 R_rating 6
… …   
Resto#N R_rating 3
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Encoder

KB Tuples
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… … 

S: api_call italian paris six moderate
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Figure 1: The Working Memory (WM) interacts with two long-term memories to generate the response.

or

hi = TRANS(φe(xi))

=

[
⇀

hi
↼

hi

]
=

[ −−−→
GRU(φe(xi),

⇀

hi−1)←−−−
GRU(φe(xi),

↼

hi+1)

]
, (7)

where hi is the context-aware representation, and
φe is a trainable embedding function. We combine
MemNNs with TRANS(·) to alleviate the OOV
problem when reasoning about memory contents.

2.2 Working Memory Decoder
Inspired by the studies on the working memory, we
design our decoder as an attentional control system
for dialog generation which consists of the working
memory and two long-term memories. As shown in
Figure 1, we adopt the E-MemNN to memorize the
dialog history X as described in Section 2.1, and
then store KB tuples into the S-MemNN without
TRANS(·). We also incorporate additional tempo-
ral information and speaker information into dialog
utterances as (Madotto et al., 2018) and adopt a
(subject, relation, object) representation of KB in-
formation as (Eric and Manning, 2017b). More
details can be found in the supplementary material.

Having written dialog history and KB tuples into
E-MemNN and S-MemNN, we then use the WM to
interact with them (to query and reason over them)
to generate the response. At each decoder step,
the Attn-Ctrl, instantiated as a GRU, dynamically
generates the query vector qt as follows:

qt = GRU(C1
E(ŷt−1), qt−1). (8)

Here, query qt is used to access E-MemNN activat-
ing the final query qE = oKE , vocabulary distribu-
tion Pvocab by Eq. 9 and copy distribution for dialog
history PE·ptr. When querying S-MemNN, we con-
sider the dialog history by using query q′t = qE+qt
and then obtain the copy distribution for KB enti-
ties PS·ptr. The two copy distributions are obtained
by augmenting MemNNs with copy mechanism
that is PE·ptr = pKE,t and PS·ptr = pKS,t.

Pvocab(ŷt) = Softmax(W1[qt; o
1
E]). (9)

Now, three distributions, Pvocab, PE·ptr and
PS·ptr, are activated and moved into the STS, and
then a proper word is generated from the acti-
vated distributions. We here use a rule-based word
selection strategy by extending the sentinel idea
in (Madotto et al., 2018), which is shown in Fig-
ure 1. If the expected word is not appearing either
in the episodic memory or the semantic memory,
the two copy pointers are trained to produce the
sentinel token and our WMM2Seq generates the
token from Pvocab; otherwise, the token is gener-
ated by copying from either the dialog history or
KB tuples and this is done by comparing the two
copy distributions. We always select the other dis-
tribution if one of the two distributions points to the
sentinel or select to copy the token corresponding
to the biggest probability of the two distributions.
Hence, during the training stage, all the parameters
are jointly learned by minimizing the sum of three
standard cross-entropy losses with the correspond-
ing targets (Y , PTRE and PTRS).
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Task Ptr-Unk Mem2Seq HyP-MN GLMP WMM2Seq+CNN WMM2Seq+biGRU WMM2Seq WMM2Seq+biGRU (H1)
T1 100 (100) 100 (100) 100 (100) 100 (100) 100 (100) 100 (100) 100 (100) 100 (100)
T2 100 (100) 100 (100) 99.9 (99.8) 100 (100) 100 (100) 100 (100) 100 (100) 100 (100)
T3 85.1 (19.0) 94.7 (62.1) 94.9 (63.2) 96.3 (75.6) 95.03 (63.6) 95.32 (68.2) 94.94 (63.9) 95.01 (64.6)
T4 100 (100) 100 (100) 100 (100) 100 (100) 100 (100) 100 (100) 100 (100) 100 (100)
T5 99.4 (91.5) 97.9 (69.6) 97.7 (67) 99.2 (88.5) 98.49 (76.6) 99.34 (90.3) 97.95 (71.2) 99.26 (88.8)

T1-OOV 92.5 (54.7) 94.0 (62.2) 100 (100) 100 (100) 100 (100) 100 (100) 91.28 (57.2) 100 (100)
T2-OOV 83.2 (0) 86.5 (12.4) 100 (100) 100 (100) 100 (100) 100 (100) 83.28 (0) 100 (100)
T3-OOV 82.9 (13.4) 90.3 (38.7) 95.6 (63.9) 95.5 (65.7) 94.87 (66.2) 94.64 (61.6) 94.54 (60.5) 94.80 (62.2)
T4-OOV 100 (100) 100 (100) 100 (100) 100 (100) 100 (100) 100 (100) 100 (100) 100 (100)
T5-OOV 73.6 (0) 84.5 (2.3) 89.3 (9.7) 92.0 (21.7) 92.32 (24.3) 92.56 (24.3) 84.45 (3.6) 91.86 (22.0)

Table 2: Per-response and per-dialog (in the parentheses) accuracy on bAbI dialogs.

3 Experiments

We conduct experiments on the simulated bAbI Di-
alogue dataset (Bordes et al., 2017) and the Dialog
State Tracking Challenge 2 (DSTC2) (Henderson
et al., 2014). We actually adopt the refined ver-
sion of DSTC2 from Bordes et al. (2017) and their
statistics are given in the supplementary material.

Our model is trained end-to-end using Adam op-
timizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014), and the responses
are generated using greedy search without any re-
scoring techniques. The shared size of embedding
and hidden units is selected from [64, 512] and
the default hop K = 3 is used for all MemNNs.
The learning rate is simply fixed to 0.001 and the
dropout ratio is sampled from [0.1, 0.4]. Further-
more, we randomly mask some memory cells with
the same dropout ratio to simulate the OOV situa-
tion for both episodic and semantic memories. The
hyper-parameters for best models are given in the
supplementary material.

3.1 Results and Analysis

We use Per-response/dialog Accuracy (Bordes
et al., 2017), BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and
Entity F1 (Madotto et al., 2018) to compare the
performance of different models. And the baseline
models are Seq2Seq+Attn (Luong et al., 2015),
Pointer to Unknown (Ptr-Unk, Gulcehre et al.
(2016)), Mem2Seq (Madotto et al., 2018), Hier-
archical Pointer Generator Memory Network (HyP-
MN, Raghu et al. (2018)) and Global-to-Local
Memory Pointer (GLMP, Wu et al. (2019)).
Automatic Evaluation: The results on the bAbI
dialog dataset are given in Table 2. We can see
that our model does much better on the OOV sit-
uation and is on par with the best results on T5.
Moreover, our model can perfectly issue API calls
(task 1), update API calls (task 2) and provide extra
information (task 4). As task 5 is a combination
of tasks 1-4, our best performance on T5-OOV ex-
hibits the powerful reasoning ability to the unseen

Ent. F1 BLEU Per-Resp.(Dial.)
Seq2Seq 69.7 55.0 46.4 (1.5)

Seq2Seq+Attn 67.1 56.6 46.0 (1.4)
Seq2Seq+Copy 71.6 55.4 47.3 (1.3)

Mem2Seq 75.3 55.3 45.0 (0.5)
HyP-MN 73.9 55.4 46.4 (1.7)

WMM2Seq+CNN 80.73 57.33 48.80 (1.61)
WMM2Seq+biGRU 80.23 58.39 49.02 (1.25)

WMM2Seq 75.45 56.81 45.25 (1.25)
WMM2Seq+biGRU (H1) 78.87 58.57 48.81 (1.61)

Table 3: Automatic Evaluation on DSTC2.

dialog history and KB tuples. And this reasoning
ability is also proved by the performance improve-
ments on the DSTC2 dataset according to several
metrics in Table 3. Especially, a significant im-
provement on entity F1 scores indicates that our
model can choose the right entities and incorporate
them into responses more naturally (with highest
BLEU scores). Furthermore, there is no significant
difference between the two kinds of the transfor-
mation TRANS(·).
Ablation Study: To better understand the compo-
nents used in our model, we report our ablation
studies from three aspects. First, we remove the
context-sensitive transformation TRANS(·) and
then find significant performance degradation. This
suggests that perceptual processes are a necessary
step before storing perceptual information (the di-
alog history) into the episodic memory and it is
important for the performance of working mem-
ory. Second, we find that WMM2Seq outper-
forms Mem2Seq, which uses a unified memory
to store dialog history and KB information. We
can safely conclude that the separation of context
memory and KB memory benefits the performance,
as WMM2Seq performs well with less parameters
than Mem2Seq on task 5. Finally, we additionally
analysis how the multi-hop attention mechanism
helps by showing the performance differences be-
tween the hop K = 1 and the default hop K = 3.
Though multi-hop attention strengthens the rea-
soning ability and improves the results, we find
that the performance difference between the hops
K = 1 and K = 3 is not so obvious as shown in
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Mem2Seq WMM2Seq Gold
Appropriate 4.31 4.47 4.61
Humanlike 4.37 4.48 4.80

Table 4: Human Evaluation.

(Madotto et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2019). Further-
more, our model performs well even with one hop,
which we mainly attribute to the reasoning ability
of working memory. The separation of memories
and stacking S-MemNN on E-MemNN also help a
lot, because the whole external memory, consisting
of the episodic and semantic memories, can be seen
as a multi-hop (two-level) structure (the first level
is the episode memory and the second level is the
semantic memory).
Attention Visualization: As an intuitive way to
show the model’s dynamics, attention weight visu-
alization is also used to understand how the Central-
EXE controls the access to the two long-term mem-
ories (E-MemNN and S-MemNN). Figure 2 shows
the episodic and semantic memory attention vec-
tors at the last hop for each generated token. Firstly,
our model generates a different but still correct re-
sponse as the customer wants a moderately priced
restaurant in the west and does not care about the
type of food. Secondly, the generated response
has tokens from the vocabulary (e.g. “is” and “a”),
dialog history (e.g. “west” and “food”) and KB
information (e.g. “saint johns chop house” and
“british”), indicating that our model learns to inter-
act well with the two long-term memories by two
sentinels.
Human Evaluation: Following the methods in
(Eric and Manning, 2017b; Wu et al., 2019), we
report human evaluation of the generated responses
in Table 4. We adopt Mem2Seq as the baseline
for human evaluation considering its good perfor-
mance and code release 3. First we randomly select
100 samples from the DSTC2 test set, then generate
the corresponding responses using WMM2Seq and
Mem2Seq, and finally ask two human subjects to
judge the quality of the generated responses accord-
ing to the appropriateness and humanlikeness on a
scale from 1 to 5. As shown in Table 4, WMM2Seq
outperforms Mem2Seq in both measures, which is
coherent to the automatic evaluation. More details
about human evaluation are reported in the supple-
mentary material.

3We thank the authors for releasing their code at
https://github.com/HLTCHKUST/Mem2Seq.

Figure 2: Last hop semantic and episodic memory at-
tention visualization from the DSTC2 dataset.

4 Conclusion

We leverage the knowledge from the psychologi-
cal studies and propose our WMM2Seq for dialog
response generation. First, the storage separation
of the dialog history and KB information is very
important and we explore two context-sensitive per-
ceptual processes for the word-level representations
of the dialog history. Second, working memory is
adopted to interact with the long-term memories
and then generate the responses. Finally, the im-
proved performance on two task-oriented datasets
demonstrates the contributions from the separated
storage and the reasoning ability of working mem-
ory. Our future work will focus on how to transfer
the long-term memory across different tasks.
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Abstract

We propose a new CogQA framework for
multi-hop question answering in web-scale
documents. Founded on the dual process the-
ory in cognitive science, the framework grad-
ually builds a cognitive graph in an iterative
process by coordinating an implicit extrac-
tion module (System 1) and an explicit rea-
soning module (System 2). While giving ac-
curate answers, our framework further pro-
vides explainable reasoning paths. Specifi-
cally, our implementation1 based on BERT
and graph neural network (GNN) efficiently
handles millions of documents for multi-hop
reasoning questions in the HotpotQA fullwiki
dataset, achieving a winning joint F1 score of
34.9 on the leaderboard, compared to 23.6 of
the best competitor.2

1 Introduction

Deep learning models have made significant
strides in machine reading comprehension and
even outperformed human on single paragraph
question answering (QA) benchmarks including
SQuAD (Wang et al., 2018b; Devlin et al., 2018;
Rajpurkar et al., 2016). However, to cross the
chasm of reading comprehension ability between
machine and human, three main challenges lie
ahead: 1) Reasoning ability. As revealed by ad-
versarial tests (Jia and Liang, 2017), models for
single paragraph QA tend to seek answers in sen-
tences matched by the question, which does not
involve complex reasoning. Therefore, multi-hop
QA becomes the next frontier to conquer (Yang
et al., 2018). 2) Explainability. Explicit rea-
soning paths, which enable verification of logi-
cal rigor, are vital for the reliability of QA sys-
tems. HotpotQA (Yang et al., 2018) requires
models to provide supporting sentences, which

1Codes: https://github.com/THUDM/CogQA
2https://hotpotqa.github.io, March 4, 2019
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Figure 1: An example of cognitive graph for multi-hop
QA. Each hop node corresponds to an entity (e.g., “Los
Angeles”) followed by its introductory paragraph. The
circles mean ans nodes, answer candidates to the ques-
tion. Cognitive graph mimics human reasoning pro-
cess. Edges are built when calling an entity to “mind”.
The solid black edges are the correct reasoning path.

means unordered and sentence-level explainabil-
ity, yet humans can interpret answers with step by
step solutions, indicating an ordered and entity-
level explainability. 3) Scalability. For any prac-
tically useful QA system, scalability is indis-
pensable. Existing QA systems based on ma-
chine comprehension generally follow retrieval-
extraction framework in DrQA (Chen et al., 2017),
reducing the scope of sources to a few paragraphs
by pre-retrieval. This framework is a simple com-
promise between single paragraph QA and scal-
able information retrieval, compared to human’s
ability to breeze through reasoning with knowl-
edge in massive-capacity memory (Wang et al.,
2003).

Therefore, insights on the solutions to these
challenges can be drawn from the cognitive pro-
cess of humans. Dual process theory (Evans,
1984, 2003, 2008; Sloman, 1996) suggests that our
brains first retrieve relevant information follow-
ing attention via an implicit, unconscious and intu-
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itive process called System 1, based on which an-
other explicit, conscious and controllable reason-
ing process, System 2, is then conducted. System
1 could provide resources according to requests,
while System 2 enables diving deeper into rela-
tional information by performing sequential think-
ing in the working memory, which is slower but
with human-unique rationality (Baddeley, 1992).
For complex reasoning, the two systems are coor-
dinated to perform fast and slow thinking (Kahne-
man and Egan, 2011) iteratively.

In this paper, we propose a framework, namely
Cognitive Graph QA (CogQA), contributing to
tackling all challenges above. Inspired by the dual
process theory, the framework comprises function-
ally different System 1 and 2 modules. System 1
extracts question-relevant entities and answer can-
didates from paragraphs and encodes their seman-
tic information. Extracted entities are organized
as a cognitive graph (Figure 1), which resembles
the working memory. System 2 then conducts the
reasoning procedure over the graph, and collects
clues to guide System 1 to better extract next-hop
entities. The above process is iterated until all
possible answers are found, and then the final an-
swer is chosen based on reasoning results from
System 2. An efficient implementation based on
BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) and graph neural net-
work (GNN) (Battaglia et al., 2018) is introduced.

Our contributions are as follows:
• We propose the novel CogQA framework

for multi-hop reading comprehension QA at
scale according to human cognition.
• We show that the cognitive graph structure

in our framework offers ordered and entity-
level explainability and suits for relational
reasoning.
• Our implementation based on BERT and

GNN surpasses previous works and other
competitors substantially on all the metrics.

2 Cognitive Graph QA Framework

Reasoning ability of humankind depends critically
on relational structures of information. Intuitively,
we adopt a directed graph structure for step-by-
step deduction and exploration in cognitive pro-
cess of multi-hop QA. In our reading comprehen-
sion setting, each node in this cognitive graph G
corresponds with an entity or possible answer x,
also interchangeably denoted as node x. The ex-
traction module System 1, reads the introductory

Algorithm 1: Cognitive Graph QA
Input:
System 1 model S1, System 2 model S2,
Question Q, Predictor F ,Wiki DatabaseW

1 Initialize cognitive graph G with entities mentioned in
Q and mark them frontier nodes

2 repeat
3 pop a node x from frontier nodes
4 collect clues[x,G] from predecessor nodes of x

// eg. clues can be sentences where x is mentioned
5 fetch para[x] inW if any
6 generate sem[x,Q, clues] with S1 // initial X[x]
7 if x is a hop node then
8 find hop and answer spans in para[x] with S1
9 for y in hop spans do

10 if y /∈ G and y ∈ W then
11 create a new hop node for y
12 if y ∈ G and edge(x, y) /∈ G then
13 add edge (x, y) to G
14 mark node y as a frontier node
15 end
16 for y in answer spans do
17 add new answer node y and edge (x, y) to G
18 end
19 end
20 update hidden representation X with S2
21 until there is no frontier node in G or G is large enough;
22 Return argmax

answer node x
F(X[x])

paragraph para[x] of entity x and extracts answer
candidates and useful next-hop entities from the
paragraph. G is then expanded with these new
nodes, providing explicit structure for the reason-
ing module, System 2. In this paper, we assume
that System 2 conducts deep learning based in-
stead of rule-based reasoning by computing hid-
den representations X of nodes. Thus System 1 is
also required to summarize para[x] into a seman-
tic vector as initial hidden representation when ex-
tracting spans. Then System 2 updates X based
on graph structure as reasoning results for down-
stream prediction.

Explainability is enjoyed owing to explicit rea-
soning paths in the cognitive graph. Besides sim-
ple paths, the cognitive graph can also clearly dis-
play joint or loopy reasoning processes, where
new predecessors might bring new clues about the
answer. Clues in our framework is a form-flexible
concept, referring to information from predeces-
sors for guiding System 1 to better extract spans.
Apart from newly added nodes, those nodes with
new incoming edges also need revisits due to new
clues. We refer to both of them as frontier nodes.

Scalability means that the time consumption
of QA will not grow significantly along with the
number of paragraphs. Our framework can scale
in nature since the only operation referred to all
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T1
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

T[SEP ]
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

TN
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

T 0
i

<latexit sha1_base64="ycagfIhPAcq9SuB1/HItSluEld4=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbRU0lU0GPRi8cK/YI2lM120y7d3YTdjVBC/4IXD4p49Q9589+4SXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXxJxp47rfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh51dJQoQtsk4pHqBVhTziRtG2Y47cWKYhFw2g2m95nffaJKs0i2zCymvsBjyUJGsMmk1pCdD6s1t+7mQKvEK0gNCjSH1a/BKCKJoNIQjrXue25s/BQrwwin88og0TTGZIrHtG+pxIJqP81vnaMzq4xQGClb0qBc/T2RYqH1TAS2U2Az0cteJv7n9RMT3vopk3FiqCSLRWHCkYlQ9jgaMUWJ4TNLMFHM3orIBCtMjI2nYkPwll9eJZ3LundVdx+va427Io4ynMApXIAHN9CAB2hCGwhM4Ble4c0Rzovz7nwsWktOMXMMf+B8/gCLgo3n</latexit>

T 0
1

<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

… …

[CLS] Tok1
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

[SEP ]
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

… TokN
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

Tok0
1

<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

…

Question + clues[x,G] Paragraph[x]

Hop span

x
<latexit sha1_base64="T81e0FN4eiLN0l7csieDRUgh6Jc=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokKeix68diC/YA2lM120q7dbMLuRiyhv8CLB0W8+pO8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEsG1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2dZwqhg0Wi1i1A6pRcIkNw43AdqKQRoHAVjC6nfqtR1Sax/LejBP0IzqQPOSMGivVn3qlsltxZyDLxMtJGXLUeqWvbj9maYTSMEG17nhuYvyMKsOZwEmxm2pMKBvRAXYslTRC7WezQyfk1Cp9EsbKljRkpv6eyGik9TgKbGdEzVAvelPxP6+TmvDaz7hMUoOSzReFqSAmJtOvSZ8rZEaMLaFMcXsrYUOqKDM2m6INwVt8eZk0zyveRcWtX5arN3kcBTiGEzgDD66gCndQgwYwQHiGV3hzHpwX5935mLeuOPnMEfyB8/kD5uOM/g==</latexit>

Prev2
<latexit sha1_base64="NHajn1S7d4tKGHbUVsWnUGCMXZ0=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSRV0GPRi8cKthbaUDbbSbt2sxt2N4US+h+8eFDEq//Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MOFMG8/7dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCopWWqKDap5FK1Q6KRM4FNwwzHdqKQxCHHx3B0O/Mfx6g0k+LBTBIMYjIQLGKUGCu1GgrHvVqvXPGq3hzuKvFzUoEcjV75q9uXNI1RGMqJ1h3fS0yQEWUY5TgtdVONCaEjMsCOpYLEqINsfu3UPbNK342ksiWMO1d/T2Qk1noSh7YzJmaol72Z+J/XSU10HWRMJKlBQReLopS7Rrqz190+U0gNn1hCqGL2VpcOiSLU2IBKNgR/+eVV0qpV/Yuqd39Zqd/kcRThBE7hHHy4gjrcQQOaQOEJnuEV3hzpvDjvzseiteDkM8fwB87nDz1RjuY=</latexit>

Next
<latexit sha1_base64="/04fUx5CbtNJGNPyUDBDQPloL60=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQq6LHoxZNUsB/QhrLZTtulu5uwuxFL6F/w4kERr/4hb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwpgzbTzv2ymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2Dpo4SRbFBIx6pdkg0ciaxYZjh2I4VEhFybIXjm8xvPaLSLJIPZhJjIMhQsgGjxGTSHT6ZXrniVb0Z3GXi56QCOeq98le3H9FEoDSUE607vhebICXKMMpxWuomGmNCx2SIHUslEaiDdHbr1D2xSt8dRMqWNO5M/T2REqH1RIS2UxAz0oteJv7ndRIzuApSJuPEoKTzRYOEuyZys8fdPlNIDZ9YQqhi9laXjogi1Nh4SjYEf/HlZdI8q/rnVe/+olK7zuMowhEcwyn4cAk1uIU6NIDCCJ7hFd4c4bw4787HvLXg5DOH8AfO5w8XCo5D</latexit> Ans

<latexit sha1_base64="EzJauHCFVmw9rVYLAt7MIeB3Ps8=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPVi8eK9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9o6jhVDBssFrFqB1Sj4BIbhhuB7UQhjQKBrWB0O/VbT6g0j+WjGSfoR3QgecgZNVZ6uJa6V664VXcGsky8nFQgR71X/ur2Y5ZGKA0TVOuO5ybGz6gynAmclLqpxoSyER1gx1JJI9R+Njt1Qk6s0idhrGxJQ2bq74mMRlqPo8B2RtQM9aI3Ff/zOqkJr/yMyyQ1KNl8UZgKYmIy/Zv0uUJmxNgSyhS3txI2pIoyY9Mp2RC8xZeXSfOs6p1X3fuLSu0mj6MIR3AMp+DBJdTgDurQAAYDeIZXeHOE8+K8Ox/z1oKTzxzCHzifPzNjjbw=</latexit>

T 0
j

<latexit sha1_base64="8WPqCaIDG188Dswr9/97u5Grotk=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbRU9m1gh6LXjxW6Be0S8mm2TY2yS5JVihL/4IXD4p49Q9589+YbfegrQ8GHu/NMDMviDnTxnW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxq6yhRhLZIxCPVDbCmnEnaMsxw2o0VxSLgtBNM7jK/80SVZpFsmmlMfYFHkoWMYJNJzcHj+aBccavuHGiVeDmpQI7GoPzVH0YkEVQawrHWPc+NjZ9iZRjhdFbqJ5rGmEzwiPYslVhQ7afzW2fozCpDFEbKljRorv6eSLHQeioC2ymwGetlLxP/83qJCW/8lMk4MVSSxaIw4chEKHscDZmixPCpJZgoZm9FZIwVJsbGU7IheMsvr5L2ZdWrVd2Hq0r9No+jCCdwChfgwTXU4R4a0AICY3iGV3hzhPPivDsfi9aCk88cwx84nz+NB43o</latexit>

T 0
k

<latexit sha1_base64="6Ps7j3DCjP4TdyO7DF0/yE/WYZQ=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbRU0lU0GPRi8cK/YI2lM120y7d3YTdjVBC/4IXD4p49Q9589+4SXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXxJxp47rfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh51dJQoQtsk4pHqBVhTziRtG2Y47cWKYhFw2g2m95nffaJKs0i2zCymvsBjyUJGsMmk1nB6PqzW3LqbA60SryA1KNAcVr8Go4gkgkpDONa677mx8VOsDCOcziuDRNMYkyke076lEguq/TS/dY7OrDJCYaRsSYNy9fdEioXWMxHYToHNRC97mfif109MeOunTMaJoZIsFoUJRyZC2eNoxBQlhs8swUQxeysiE6wwMTaeig3BW355lXQu695V3X28rjXuijjKcAKncAEe3EADHqAJbSAwgWd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaC05xcwx/IHz+QOOjI3p</latexit>

T 0
M

<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

…

E0
M

<latexit sha1_base64="nta34gE+XG+4LV5XUqH2RD7n1o0=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ6KokKeiyK4EWoYNpCG8pmu2mX7m7C7kYoob/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LQ5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxPOtHHdb2dpeWV1bb20Ud7c2t7ZreztN3WcKkJ9EvNYtUOsKWeS+oYZTtuJoliEnLbC0U3ut56o0iyWj2ac0EDggWQRI9hYyb/t3Z+Ue5WqW3OnQIvEK0gVCjR6la9uPyapoNIQjrXueG5iggwrwwink3I31TTBZIQHtGOpxILqIJseO0HHVumjKFa2pEFT9fdEhoXWYxHaToHNUM97ufif10lNdBVkTCapoZLMFkUpRyZG+eeozxQlho8twUQxeysiQ6wwMTafPARv/uVF0jyreec19+GiWr8u4ijBIRzBKXhwCXW4gwb4QIDBM7zCmyOdF+fd+Zi1LjnFzAH8gfP5A383jdA=</latexit>

Tok0
M

<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

…

| {z }
<latexit sha1_base64="i4jo7GwtGwKoN3YeH1gvlbskDwc=">AAACBHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgLFLRIXEVCWlEoyVWBiLRB9SE1WOc9NadZzIdpCqKAMLv8LCAEKsfAQbf4PTZoCWI1k+OudeX9/jJ4xKZdvfRmVjc2t7p7pb29s/ODwyj0/6Mk4FgR6JWSyGPpbAKIeeoorBMBGAI5/BwJ/dFP7gAYSkMb9X8wS8CE84DSnBSktjs+6mPADhC0wgc6cyKW6nZScqz8dmw27aC1jrxClJA5Xojs0vN4hJGgFXhGEpR45+x8uwUJQwyGtuKkEPmOEJjDTlOALpZYslcutcK4EVxkIfrqyF+rsjw5GU88jXlRFWU7nqFeJ/3ihV4bWXUZ6kCjhZDgpTZqnYKhKxAiqAKDbXBBNB9V8tMsU6EKVzq+kQnNWV10m/1XQum/Zdu9Fpl3FUUR2doQvkoCvUQbeoi3qIoEf0jF7Rm/FkvBjvxseytGKUPafoD4zPHyWfmFs=</latexit>

| {z }
<latexit sha1_base64="Q2q815ab42RF67VFAub46kmu5lk=">AAACBHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgLFLRIXEVCWlEoyVWBiLRB9SE1WOc9NadZzIdpCqKAMLv8LCAEKsfAQbf4PTZoCWI1k+OudeX9/jJ4xKZdvfRmVjc2t7p7pb29s/ODwyj0/6Mk4FgR6JWSyGPpbAKIeeoorBMBGAI5/BwJ/dFP7gAYSkMb9X8wS8CE84DSnBSktjs+6mPADhC0wgc6cyKe6WbScqz8dmw27aC1jrxClJA5Xojs0vN4hJGgFXhGEpR45+x8uwUJQwyGtuKkEPmOEJjDTlOALpZYslcutcK4EVxkIfrqyF+rsjw5GU88jXlRFWU7nqFeJ/3ihV4bWXUZ6kCjhZDgpTZqnYKhKxAiqAKDbXBBNB9V8tMsU6EKVzq+kQnNWV10m/1XQum/Zdu9Fpl3FUUR2doQvkoCvUQbeoi3qIoEf0jF7Rm/FkvBjvxseytGKUPafoD4zPHyQXmFo=</latexit>

z }| {
<latexit sha1_base64="WkmkOQqV4y/G2CwEGjey+GFekFc=">AAACAnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUVfiJlgEV2VGi7osuHFZwT6gM5RMeqcNzWSGJCOUobjxV9y4UMStX+HOvzHTzkJbD4Qczrn3JvcECWdKO863VVpZXVvfKG9WtrZ3dvfs/YO2ilNJoUVjHstuQBRwJqClmebQTSSQKODQCcY3ud95AKlYLO71JAE/IkPBQkaJNlLfPvJiYweSUMi8kUry+9JJ9HTat6tOzZkBLxO3IFVUoNm3v7xBTNMIhKacKNVzzRw/I1IzymFa8VIFZv6YDKFnqCARKD+brTDFp0YZ4DCW5giNZ+rvjoxESk2iwFRGRI/UopeL/3m9VIfXfsZEkmoQdP5QmHKsY5zngQdMAtV8Ygihkpm/YjoiJg9tUquYENzFlZdJ+7zmXtScu3q1US/iKKNjdILOkIuuUAPdoiZqIYoe0TN6RW/Wk/VivVsf89KSVfQcoj+wPn8A712XuA==</latexit>

… …

|Name of entity “Next”| |Possible answer “Ans”|
z }| {

<latexit sha1_base64="WkmkOQqV4y/G2CwEGjey+GFekFc=">AAACAnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUVfiJlgEV2VGi7osuHFZwT6gM5RMeqcNzWSGJCOUobjxV9y4UMStX+HOvzHTzkJbD4Qczrn3JvcECWdKO863VVpZXVvfKG9WtrZ3dvfs/YO2ilNJoUVjHstuQBRwJqClmebQTSSQKODQCcY3ud95AKlYLO71JAE/IkPBQkaJNlLfPvJiYweSUMi8kUry+9JJ9HTat6tOzZkBLxO3IFVUoNm3v7xBTNMIhKacKNVzzRw/I1IzymFa8VIFZv6YDKFnqCARKD+brTDFp0YZ4DCW5giNZ+rvjoxESk2iwFRGRI/UopeL/3m9VIfXfsZEkmoQdP5QmHKsY5zngQdMAtV8Ygihkpm/YjoiJg9tUquYENzFlZdJ+7zmXtScu3q1US/iKKNjdILOkIuuUAPdoiZqIYoe0TN6RW/Wk/VivVsf89KSVfQcoj+wPn8A712XuA==</latexit>

Ans span

sem[x,Q, clues]

Prev1
<latexit sha1_base64="puK58MFBvgD1nt+jWdz8pL4eOOM=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbt2kw27m0IJ/Q9ePCji1f/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU1DJVDBtMCqnaAdUoeIwNw43AdqKQRoHAVjC6m/mtMSrNZfxoJgn6ER3EPOSMGis16wrHPa9XrrhVdw6ySrycVCBHvVf+6vYlSyOMDRNU647nJsbPqDKcCZyWuqnGhLIRHWDH0phGqP1sfu2UnFmlT0KpbMWGzNXfExmNtJ5Ege2MqBnqZW8m/ud1UhPe+BmPk9RgzBaLwlQQI8nsddLnCpkRE0soU9zeStiQKsqMDahkQ/CWX14lzYuqd1l1H64qtds8jiKcwCmcgwfXUIN7qEMDGDzBM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi0Fpx85hj+wPn8ATvNjuU=</latexit>

+
<latexit sha1_base64="26BDQsRl0AvWjqpXxBRvcak+khY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQklU0GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+Oyura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwqeNUMWywWMSqHVCNgktsGG4EthOFNAoEtoLR3dRvPaHSPJYPZpygH9GB5CFn1Fipft4rld2KOwNZJl5OypCj1it9dfsxSyOUhgmqdcdzE+NnVBnOBE6K3VRjQtmIDrBjqaQRaj+bHTohp1bpkzBWtqQhM/X3REYjrcdRYDsjaoZ60ZuK/3md1IQ3fsZlkhqUbL4oTAUxMZl+TfpcITNibAllittbCRtSRZmx2RRtCN7iy8ukeVHxLitu/apcvc3jKMAxnMAZeHANVbiHGjSAAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox7x1xclnjuAPnM8fci+MsQ==</latexit>

X[Prev2]
<latexit sha1_base64="34xctzRhXynC5MRSN2gEdH2p5uw=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfsS7dBIvgqiRV0GXRjcsK9gFpCJPppB06mYSZSbGE/IobF4q49Ufc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7uWdOkDAqlW1/G5WNza3tnepubW//4PDIPK73ZJwKTLo4ZrEYBEgSRjnpKqoYGSSCoChgpB9M7wq/PyNC0pg/qnlCvAiNOQ0pRkpLvlkfRkhNgjAb5G5HkJnf8nyzYTftBax14pSkASU6vvk1HMU4jQhXmCEpXcdOlJchoShmJK8NU0kShKdoTFxNOYqI9LJF9tw618rICmOhH1fWQv29kaFIynkU6MkiqVz1CvE/z01VeONllCepIhwvD4Ups1RsFUVYIyoIVmyuCcKC6qwWniCBsNJ11XQJzuqX10mv1XQum/bDVaN9W9ZRhVM4gwtw4BracA8d6AKGJ3iGV3gzcuPFeDc+lqMVo9w5gT8wPn8A/ZyUZQ==</latexit>

X[Prev1]
<latexit sha1_base64="TXQJqDIeE3FAztKM5jG5ip1FY+c=">AAAB+3icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+xXr0slgETyVRQY9FLx4r2FpoQ9hsN+3SzSbsbool5K948aCIV/+IN/+NmzYHbR1YGGbe481OkHCmtON8W5W19Y3Nrep2bWd3b//APqx3VZxKQjsk5rHsBVhRzgTtaKY57SWS4ijg9DGY3Bb+45RKxWLxoGcJ9SI8EixkBGsj+XZ9EGE9DsKsl/fbkk591/PthtN05kCrxC1JA0q0fftrMIxJGlGhCcdK9V0n0V6GpWaE07w2SBVNMJngEe0bKnBElZfNs+fo1ChDFMbSPKHRXP29keFIqVkUmMkiqVr2CvE/r5/q8NrLmEhSTQVZHApTjnSMiiLQkElKNJ8ZgolkJisiYywx0aauminBXf7yKumeN92LpnN/2WjdlHVU4RhO4AxcuIIW3EEbOkDgCZ7hFd6s3Hqx3q2PxWjFKneO4A+szx/8F5Rk</latexit>

y
<latexit sha1_base64="cs1Q9fet/6GNtc+Tzw/y6WCTX8Y=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N0Io/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4bua3n1BpHssHkyXoR3QoecgZNVZqZP1yxa26c5BV4uWkAjnq/fJXbxCzNEJpmKBadz03Mf6EKsOZwGmpl2pMKBvTIXYtlTRC7U/mh07JmVUGJIyVLWnIXP09MaGR1lkU2M6ImpFe9mbif143NeGNP+EySQ1KtlgUpoKYmMy+JgOukBmRWUKZ4vZWwkZUUWZsNiUbgrf88ippXVS9y6rbuKrUbvM4inACp3AOHlxDDe6hDk1ggPAMr/DmPDovzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kD6GeM/w==</latexit>

Results of The 
Step of 

Visiting xX[x]
<latexit sha1_base64="TklOcwpA1D9+YieOLHI872SLYNc=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclRkVdFl047KCfcB0KJk004ZmkjHJFMvQ73DjQhG3fow7/8ZMOwttPRA4nHMv9+SECWfauO63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg5bWqaK0CaRXKpOiDXlTNCmYYbTTqIojkNO2+HoNvfbY6o0k+LBTBIaxHggWMQINlYKujE2wzDKOlP/KehVqm7NnQEtE68gVSjQ6FW+un1J0pgKQzjW2vfcxAQZVoYRTqflbqppgskID6hvqcAx1UE2Cz1Fp1bpo0gq+4RBM/X3RoZjrSdxaCfzkHrRy8X/PD810XWQMZGkhgoyPxSlHBmJ8gZQnylKDJ9YgoliNisiQ6wwMbansi3BW/zyMmmd17yLmnt/Wa3fFHWU4BhO4Aw8uII63EEDmkDgEZ7hFd6csfPivDsf89EVp9g5gj9wPn8AFqCSTA==</latexit>

(
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Figure 2: Overview of CogQA implementation. When visiting the node x, System 1 generates new hop and answer
nodes based on the clues[x,G] discovered by System 2. It also creates the inital representation sem[x,Q, clues],
based on which the GNN in System 2 updates the hidden representations X[x].

paragraphs is to access some specific paragraphs
by their title indexes. For multi-hop questions,
traditional retrieval-extraction frameworks might
sacrifice the potential of follow-up models, be-
cause paragraphs multiple hops away from the
question could share few common words and little
semantic relation with the question, leading to a
failed retrieval. However, these paragraphs can be
discovered by iteratively expanding with clues in
our framework.

Algorithm 1 describes the procedure of our
framework CogQA. After initialization, an iter-
ative process for graph expansion and reasoning
begins. In each step we visit a frontier node x,
and System 1 reads para[x] under the guidance of
clues and the question Q, extracts spans and gen-
erates semantic vector sem[x,Q, clues]. Mean-
while, System 2 updates hidden representation X
and prepares clues[y,G] for any successor node y.
The final prediction is made based on X.

3 Implementation

The main part to implement the CogQA frame-
work is to determine the concrete models of Sys-
tem 1 and 2, and the form of clues.

Our implementation uses BERT as System 1
and GNN as System 2. Meanwhile, clues[x,G]
are sentences in paragraphs of x’s predecessor

nodes, from which x is extracted. We directly pass
raw sentences as clues, rather than any form of
computed hidden states, for easy training of Sys-
tem 1. Because raw sentences are self-contained
and independent of computations from previous
iterative steps, training at different iterative steps
is then decoupled, leading to efficiency gains dur-
ing training. Details are introduced in § 3.4. Hid-
den representations X for graph nodes are updated
each time by a propagation step of GNN.

Our overall model is illustrated in Figure 2.

3.1 System 1
The extraction capacity of System 1 model is fun-
damental to construct the cognitive graph, thus a
powerful model is needed. Recently, BERT (De-
vlin et al., 2018) has become one of the most suc-
cessful language representation models on various
NLP tasks, including SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al.,
2016). BERT consists of multiple layers of Trans-
former (Vaswani et al., 2017), a self-attention
based architecture, and is elaborately pre-trained
on large corpora. Input sentences are composed of
two different functional parts A and B.

We use BERT as System 1, and its input when
visiting the node x is as follows:

[CLS] Question [SEP ] clues[x,G] [SEP ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Sentence A

Para[x]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Sentence B
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where clues[x,G] are sentences passed from pre-
decessor nodes. The output vectors of BERT are
denoted as T ∈ RL×H , where L is the length of
the input sequence and H is the dimension size of
the hidden representations.

It is worth noting that for answer node x,
Para[x] is probably missing. Thus we do not ex-
tract spans but can still calculate sem[x,Q, clues]
based on “Sentence A” part. And when extract-
ing 1-hop nodes from question to initialize G, we
do not calculate semantic vectors and only the
Question part exists in the input.

Span Extraction Answers and next-hop enti-
ties have different properties. Answer extraction
relies heavily on the character indicated by the
question. For example “New York City” is more
possible to be the answer of a where question than
“2019”, while next-hop entities are often the en-
tities whose description matches statements in the
question. Therefore, we predict answer spans and
next-hop spans separately.

We introduce “pointer vectors” Shop,Ehop,
Sans, Eans as additional learnable parameters to
predict targeted spans. The probability of the
ith input token to be the start of an answer span
P startans [i] is calculated as follows:

P startans [i] =
eSans·Ti

∑
j e

Sans·Tj
(1)

Let P endans [i] be the probability of the ith input to-
ken to be the end of an answer span, which can be
calculated following the same formula. We only
focus on the positions with top K start probabili-
ties {startk}. For each k, the end position endk is
given by:

endk = arg max
startk≤j≤startk+maxL

P endans [j] (2)

where maxL is the maximum possible length of
spans.

To identify irrelevant paragraphs, we leverage
negative sampling introduced in § 3.4.1 to train
System 1 to generate a negative threshold. In top
K spans, those whose start probability is less than
the negative threshold will be discarded. Because
the 0th token [CLS] is pre-trained to synthesize
all input tokens for the Next Sentence Prediction
task (Devlin et al., 2018), P startans [0] acts as the
threshold in our implementation.

We expand the cognitive graph with remaining
predicted answer spans as new “answer nodes”.
The same process is followed to expand “next-hop
nodes” by replacing Sans,Eans with Shop,Ehop.

Semantics Generation As mentioned above,
outputs of BERT at position 0 have the ability to
summarize the sequence. Thus the most straight-
forward method is to use T0 as sem[x,Q, clues].
However, the last few layers in BERT are mainly
in charge of transforming hidden representations
for span predictions. In our experiment, the us-
age of the third-to-last layer output at position 0 as
sem[x,Q, clues] performs the best.

3.2 System 2

The first function of System 2 is to prepare
clues[x,G] for frontier nodes, which we imple-
ment it as collecting the raw sentences of x’s pre-
decessor nodes that mention x.

The second function, to update hidden repre-
sentations X, is the core function of System 2.
Hidden representations X ∈ Rn×H stand for
the understandings of all n entities in G. To
fully understand the relation between an entity x
and the question Q, barely analyzing semantics
sem[x,Q, clues] is insufficient. GNN has been
proposed to perform deep learning on graph (Kipf
and Welling, 2017), especially relational reason-
ing owing to the inductive bias of graph struc-
ture (Battaglia et al., 2018).

In our implementation, a variant of GNN is de-
signed to serve as System 2. For each node x,
the initial hidden representation X[x] ∈ RH is
the semantic vector sem[x,Q, clues] from System
1. Let X′ be the new hidden representations after
a propagation step of GNN, and ∆ ∈ Rn×H be
aggregated vectors passed from neighbours in the
propagation. The updating formulas of X are as
follows:

∆ = σ((AD−1)Tσ(XW1)) (3)

X′ = σ(XW2 + ∆) (4)

where σ is the activation function and W1,W2 ∈
RH×H are weight matrices. A is the adjacent ma-
trix of G, which is column-normalized to AD−1

where Djj =
∑

iAij . Transformed hidden vec-
tor σ(XW1) is left multiplied by (AD−1)T , which
can be explained as a localized spectral filter by
Defferrard et al. (2016).

In the iterative step of visiting frontier node x,
its hidden representation X[x] is updated follow-
ing Equation (3)(4). In experiments, we observe
that this “asynchronous updating” shows no appar-
ent difference in performance with updating X of
all the nodes together by multiple steps after G is
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finalized, which is more efficient and adopted in
practice.

3.3 Predictor
The questions in HotpotQA dataset generally fall
into three categories: special question, alternative
question and general question, which are treated
as three different downstream prediction tasks tak-
ing X as input. In the test set, they can also be eas-
ily categorized according to interrogative words.

Special question is the most common case, re-
questing to find spans such as locations, dates or
entity names in paragraphs. We use a two-layer
fully connected network (FCN) to serve as predic-
tor F :

answer = arg max
answer node x

F(X[x]) (5)

Alternative and general question both aims to
compare a certain property of entity x and y
in HotpotQA, respectively answered with entity
name and “yes or no”. These questions are re-
garded as binary classification with input X[x] −
X[y] and solved by another two identical FCNs.

3.4 Training
Our model is trained under a supervised paradigm
with negative sampling. In the training set, the
next-hop and answer spans are pre-extracted in
paragraphs. More exactly, for each para[x] rel-
evant to question Q, we have spans data

D[x,Q] = {(y1, start1, end1), ..., (yn, startn, endn)}

where the span from starti to endi in para[x] is
fuzzy matched with the name of an entity or an-
swer yi. See § 4.1 for detail.

3.4.1 Task #1: Span Extraction
The ground truths of P startans , P endans , P

start
hop , P endhop

are constructed based on D[x,Q]. There is at
most one answer span (y, start, end) in every
paragraph, thus gtstartans is an one-hot vector where
gtstartans [start] = 1. However, multiple different
next-hop spans might appear in one paragraph, so
that gtstarthop [starti] = 1/k where k is the number
of next-hop spans.

For the sake of the ability to discriminate irrele-
vant paragraphs, irrelevant negative hop nodes are
added to G in advance. As mentioned in § 3.1,
the output of [CLS], T0, is in charge of gener-
ating negative threshold. Therefore, P startans for
each negative hop node is the one-hot vector where
gtstartans [0] = 1.

Cross entropy loss is used to train the span ex-
traction task in System 1. The losses for the end
position and for the next-hop spans are defined in
the same way as follows.

Lstartans = −
∑

i

gtstartans [i] · logP startans [i] (6)

3.4.2 Task #2: Answer Node Prediction
To command the reasoning ability, our model must
learn to identify the correct answer node from a
cognitive graph. For each question in the training
set, we construct a training sample for this task.
Each training sample is a composition of the gold-
only graph, which is the union of all correct rea-
soning paths, and negative nodes. Negative nodes
include negative hop nodes used in Task #1 and
two negative answer nodes. A negative answer
node is constructed from a span extracted at ran-
dom from a randomly chosen hop node.

For special question, we first compute the final
answer probabilities for each node by performing
softmax on the outputs of F . Loss L is defined as
cross entropy between the probabilities and one-
hot vector of answer node ans.

L = − log
(

softmax
(
F(X)

)
[ans]

)
(7)

Alternative and general questions are optimized by
binary cross entropy in similar ways. The losses of
this task not only are back-propagated to optimize
predictors and System 2, but also fine-tune System
1 through semantic vectors sem[x,Q, clues].

4 Experiment

4.1 Dataset
We use the full-wiki setting of HotpotQA to con-
duct our experiments. 112,779 questions are col-
lected by crowdsourcing based on the first para-
graphs in Wikipedia documents, 84% of which re-
quire multi-hop reasoning. The data are split into a
training set (90,564 questions), a development set
(7,405 questions) and a test set (7,405 questions).
All questions in development and test sets are hard
multi-hop cases.

In the training set, for each question, an answer
and paragraphs of 2 gold (useful) entities are pro-
vided, with multiple supporting facts, sentences
containing key information for reasoning, marked
out. There are also 8 unhelpful negative para-
graphs for training. During evaluation, only ques-
tions are offered and meanwhile supporting facts
are required besides the answer.
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To construct cognitive graphs for training, edges
in gold-only cognitive graphs are inferred from
supporting facts by fuzzy matching based on Lev-
enshtein distance (Navarro, 2001). For each sup-
porting fact in para[x], if any gold entity or the
answer, denoted as y, is fuzzy matched with a span
in the supporting fact, edge (x, y) is added.

4.2 Experimental Details

We use pre-trained BERT-base model released by
(Devlin et al., 2018) in System 1. The hidden
size H is 768, unchanged in node vectors of GNN
and predictors. All the activation functions in our
model are gelu (Hendrycks and Gimpel, 2016).
We train models on Task #1 for 1 epoch and then
on Task #1 and #2 jointly for 1 epoch. Hyperpa-
rameters in training are as follows:

Model Task batch size learning rate weight decay
BERT #1,#2 10 10−4, 4× 10−5 0.01
GNN #2 graph 10−4 0

BERT and GNN are optimized by two different
Adam optimizers, where β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999.
The predictors share the same optimizer as GNN.
The learning rate for parameters in BERT warmup
over the first 10% steps, and then linearly decays
to zero.

To select out supporting facts, we just regard
the sentences in the clues of any node in graph
as supporting facts. In the initialization of G, these
1-hop spans exist in the question and can also be
detected by fuzzy matching with supporting facts
in training set. The extracted 1-hop entities by
our framework can improve the retrieval phase of
other models (See § 4.3), which motivated us to
separate out the extraction of 1-hop entities to an-
other BERT-base model for the purpose of reuse
in implementation.

4.3 Baselines

The first category is previous work or competitor:
• Yang et al. (2018) The strong baseline

model proposed in the original HotpotQA
paper (Yang et al., 2018). It follows
the retrieval-extraction framework of
DrQA (2017) and subsumes the advanced
techniques in QA, such as self-attention,
character-level model, bi-attention.
• GRN, QFE, DecompRC, MultiQA The

other models on the leaderboard.3

3All these models are unpublished before this paper.

• BERT State-of-art model on single-hop
QA. BERT in original paper requires single-
paragraph input and pre-trained BERT can
barely handle paragraphs of at most 512
tokens, much fewer than the average length
of concatenated paragraphs. We add relevant
sentences from predecessor nodes in the
cognitive graph to every paragraphs and
report the answer span with maximum start
probability in all paragraphs.
• Yang et al. (2018)-IR Yang et al. (2018)

with Improved Retrieval. Yang et al. (2018)
uses traditional inverted index filtering strat-
egy to retrieve relevant paragraphs. The ef-
fectiveness might be challenged due to its
failures to find out entities mentioned in ques-
tion sometimes. The main reason is that
word-level matching in retrieval usually ne-
glect language models, which indicates im-
portance and POS of words. We improve
the retrieval by adding 1-hop entities spot-
ted in the question by our model, increasing
the coverage of supporting facts from 56% to
72%.

Another category is for ablation study:
• CogQA-onlyR model initializes G with the

same entities retrieved in Yang et al. (2018)
as 1-hop entities, mainly for fair comparison.
• CogQA-onlyQ initializes G only with 1-hop

entities extracted from question, free of
retrieved paragraphs. Complete CogQA im-
plementation uses both.
• CogQA-sys1 only retains System 1 and lacks

cascading reasoning in System 2.

4.4 Results
Following Yang et al. (2018), the evaluation of
answer and supporting facts consists of two met-
rics: Exact Match (EM) and F1 score. Joint EM
is 1 only if answer string and supporting facts are
both strictly correct. Joint precision and recall are
the products of those of Ans and Sup, and then
joint F1 is calculated. All results of these metrics
are averaged over the test set.4 Experimental re-
sults show superiority of our method in multiple
aspects:

Overall Performance Our CogQA outperforms
all baselines on all metrics by a significant mar-
gin (See Table 1). The leap of performance mainly

4Thus it is possible that overall F1 is lower than both pre-
cision and recall.
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Model Ans Sup Joint
EM F1 Prec Rec EM F1 Prec Rec EM F1 Prec Rec

Dev

Yang et al. (2018) 23.9 32.9 34.9 33.9 5.1 40.9 47.2 40.8 2.5 17.2 20.4 17.8
Yang et al. (2018)-IR 24.6 34.0 35.7 34.8 10.9 49.3 52.5 52.1 5.2 21.1 22.7 23.2

BERT 22.7 31.6 33.4 31.9 6.5 42.4 54.6 38.7 3.1 17.8 24.3 16.2
CogQA-sys1 33.6 45.0 47.6 45.4 23.7 58.3 67.3 56.2 12.3 32.5 39.0 31.8

CogQA-onlyR 34.6 46.2 48.8 46.7 14.7 48.2 56.4 47.7 8.3 29.9 36.2 30.1
CogQA-onlyQ 30.7 40.4 42.9 40.7 23.4 49.9 56.5 48.5 12.4 30.1 35.2 29.9

CogQA 37.6 49.4 52.2 49.9 23.1 58.5 64.3 59.7 12.2 35.3 40.3 36.5

Test

Yang et al. (2018) 24.0 32.9 - - 3.86 37.7 - - 1.9 16.2 - -
QFE 28.7 38.1 - - 14.2 44.4 - - 8.7 23.1 - -

DecompRC 30.0 40.7 - - N/A N/A - - N/A N/A - -
MultiQA 30.7 40.2 - - N/A N/A - - N/A N/A - -

GRN 27.3 36.5 - - 12.2 48.8 - - 7.4 23.6 - -
CogQA 37.1 48.9 - - 22.8 57.7 - - 12.4 34.9 - -

Table 1: Results on HotpotQA (fullwiki setting). The test set is not public. The maintainer of HotpotQA only
offers EM and F1 for every submission. N/A means the model cannot find supporting facts.

results from the superiority of the CogQA frame-
work over traditional retrieval-extraction methods.
Since paragraphs that are multi-hop away may
share few common words literally or even lit-
tle semantic relation with the question, retrieval-
extraction framework fails to find the paragraphs
that become related only after the reasoning clues
connected to them are found. Our framework,
however, gradually discovers relevant entities fol-
lowing clues.

Logical Rigor QA systems are often criticized to
answer questions with shallow pattern matching,
not based on reasoning. To evaluate logical rigor
of QA, we use JointEM

AnsEM , the proportion of “joint
correct answers” in correct answers. The joint cor-
rect answers are those deduced from all necessary
and correct supporting facts. Thus, this proportion
stands for logical rigor of reasoning. The propor-
tion of our method is up to 33.4%, far outnumber-
ing 7.9% of Yang et al. (2018) and 30.3% of QFE.
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Figure 3: Model performance on 8 types of questions
with different hops.

Multi-hop Reasoning Figure 3 illustrates joint
F1 scores and average hops of 8 types of ques-
tions, including general, alternative and special

questions with different interrogative word. As the
hop number increases, the performance of Yang
et al. (2018) and Yang et al. (2018)-IR drops dra-
matically, while our approach is surprisingly ro-
bust. However, there is no improvement in alter-
native and general questions, because the evidence
for judgment cannot be inferred from supporting
facts, leading to lack of supervision. Further hu-
man labeling is needed to answer these questions.

Ablation Studies To study the impacts of initial
entities in cognitive graphs, CogQA-onlyR begins
with the same initial paragraphs as (Yang et al.,
2018). We find that CogQA-onlyR still performs
significantly better. The performance decreases
slightly compared to CogQA, indicating that the
contribution mainly comes from the framework.

To compare against the retrieval-extraction
framework, CogQA-onlyQ is designed that it only
starts with the entities that appear in the question.
Free of elaborate retrieval methods, this setting
can be regarded as a natural thinking pattern of
human being, in which only explicit and reliable
relations are needed in reasoning. CogQA-onlyQ
still outperforms all the baselines, which may re-
veal the superiority of CogQA framework over the
retrieval-extraction framework.

BERT is not the key factor of improvement, al-
though plays a necessary role. Vanilla BERT per-
forms similar or even slightly poorer to (Yang
et al., 2018) in this multi-hop QA task, possibly
because of the pertinently designed architectures
in Yang et al. (2018) to better leverage supervi-
sion of supporting facts.

To investigate the impacts of the absence of
System 2, we design a System 1 only approach,
CogQA-sys1, which inherits the iterative frame-
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Figure 4: Case Study. Different forms of cognitive graphs in our results, i.e., Tree, Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG),
Cyclic Graph. Circles are candidate answer nodes while rounded rectangles are hop nodes. Green circles are the
final answers given by CogQA and check marks represent the annotated ground truth.

work but outputs answer spans with maximum
predicted probability. On Ans metrics, the im-
provement over the best competitor decreases
about 50%, highlighting the reasoning capacity of
GNN on cognitive graphs.

Case Study We show how the cognitive graph
clearly explains complex reasoning processes in
our experiments in Figure 4. The cognitive graph
highlights the heart of the question in case (1) –
i.e., to choose between the number of members in
two houses. CogQA makes the right choice based
on semantic similarity between “Senate” and “up-
per house”. Case (2) illustrates that the robust-
ness of the answer can be boosted by exploring
parallel reasoning paths. Case (3) is a semantic
retrieval question without any entity mentioned,
which is intractable for CogQA-onlyQ or even hu-
man. Once combined with information retrieval,
our model finally gets the answer “Marijus Ado-
maitis” while the annotated ground truth is “Ten
Walls”. However, when backtracking the reason-
ing process in cognitive graph, we find that the
model has already reached “Ten Walls” and an-
swers with his real name, which is acceptable and
even more accurate. Such explainable advantages
are not enjoyed by black-box models.

5 Related work

Machine Reading Comprehension The research
focus of machine reading comprehension (MRC)
has been gradually transferred from cloze-style
tasks (Hermann et al., 2015; Hill et al., 2015) to
more complex QA tasks (Rajpurkar et al., 2016)
recent years. Compared to the traditional compu-
tational linguistic pipeline (Hermann et al., 2015),

neural network models, for example BiDAF (Seo
et al., 2017a) and R-net (Wang et al., 2017), ex-
hibit outstanding capacity for answer extraction in
text. Pre-trained on large corpra, recent BERT-
based models nearly settle down the single para-
graph MRC-QA problem with performances be-
yond human-level, driving researchers to pay more
attention to multi-hop reasoning.

Multi-Hop QA Pioneering datasets of multi-hop
QA are either based on limited knowledge base
schemas (Talmor and Berant, 2018), or under mul-
tiple choices setting (Welbl et al., 2018). The
noise in these datasets also restricted the devel-
opment of multi-hop QA until high-quality Hot-
potQA (Yang et al., 2018) is released recently.
The idea of “multi-step reasoning” also breeds
multi-turn methods in single paragraph QA (Ku-
mar et al., 2016; Seo et al., 2017b; Shen et al.,
2017), assuming that models can capture informa-
tion at deeper level implicitly by reading the text
again.

Open-Domain QA Open-Domain QA (QA at
scale) refers to the setting where the search space
of the supporting evidence is extremely large.
Approaches to get paragraph-level answers has
been thoroughly investigated by the information
retrieval community, which can be dated back to
the 1990s (Belkin, 1993; Voorhees et al., 1999;
Moldovan et al., 2000). Recently, DrQA (Chen
et al., 2017) leverages a neural model to extract the
accurate answer from retrieved paragraphs, usu-
ally called retrieval-extraction framework, greatly
advancing this time-honored research topic again.
Improvements are made to enhance retrieval by
heuristic sampling (Clark and Gardner, 2018) or
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reinforcement learning (Hu et al., 2018; Wang
et al., 2018a), while for complex reasoning, nec-
essary revisits to the framework are neglected.

6 Discussion and Conclusion

We present a new framework CogQA to tackle
multi-hop machine reading problem at scale. The
reasoning process is organized as cognitive graph,
reaching unprecedented entity-level explainabil-
ity. Our implementation based on BERT and GNN
obtains state-of-art results on HotpotQA dataset,
which shows the efficacy of our framework.

Multiple future research directions may be en-
visioned. Benefiting from the explicit structure
in the cognitive graph, System 2 in CogQA has
potential to leverage neural logic techniques to
improve reliability. Moreover, we expect that
prospective architectures combining attention and
recurrent mechanisms will largely improve the ca-
pacity of System 1 by optimizing the interaction
between systems. Finally, we believe that our
framework can generalize to other cognitive tasks,
such as conversational AI and sequential recom-
mendation.
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Abstract

Multi-hop reading comprehension (RC) across
documents poses new challenge over single-
document RC because it requires reasoning
over multiple documents to reach the final
answer. In this paper, we propose a new
model to tackle the multi-hop RC problem.
We introduce a heterogeneous graph with
different types of nodes and edges, which
is named as Heterogeneous Document-Entity
(HDE) graph. The advantage of HDE graph
is that it contains different granularity lev-
els of information including candidates, doc-
uments and entities in specific document con-
texts. Our proposed model can do reasoning
over the HDE graph with nodes representation
initialized with co-attention and self-attention
based context encoders. We employ Graph
Neural Networks (GNN) based message pass-
ing algorithms to accumulate evidences on the
proposed HDE graph. Evaluated on the blind
test set of the Qangaroo WIKIHOP data set,
our HDE graph based single model delivers
competitive result, and the ensemble model
achieves the state-of-the-art performance.

1 Introduction

Being able to comprehend a document and out-
put correct answer given a query/question about
content in the document, often referred as machine
reading comprehension (RC) or question answer-
ing (QA), is an important and challenging task in
natural language processing (NLP). Plenty of data
sets have been constructed to facilitate research on
this topic, such as SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016,
2018), NarrativeQA (Kočiskỳ et al., 2018) and
CoQA (Reddy et al., 2018). Many neural models
have been proposed to tackle the machine RC/QA
problem (Seo et al., 2016; Xiong et al., 2016; Tay
et al., 2018), and great success has been achieved,
especially after the release of the BERT (Devlin
et al., 2018).

Query: record label get ready
Support doc 1: Mason Durell Betha (born August 27,
1977), better known by stage name Mase (formerly often
stylized Ma$e or MA$E), is an American hip hop record-
ing artist and minister. He is best known for being signed
to Sean “Diddy” Combs’s label Bad Boy Records. . . .
Support doc 2: “Get Ready” was the only single re-
leased from Mase’s second album, Double Up. It was
released on May 25, 1999, produced by Sean “Puffy”
Combs, Teddy Riley and Andreao “Fanatic” Heard and
featured R&B group, Blackstreet, it contains a sample of
“A Night to Remember”, performed by Shalamar. . . .
Support doc 3: Bad Boy Entertainment (also known as
Bad Boy Records) is an American record label founded
in 1993 by Sean Combs. . . .
Candidates: bad boy records, record label, rock music,
. . .
Answer: bad boy records

Figure 1: A WIKIHOP example. Words with different
colors indicate the evidences across documents.

However, current research mainly focuses on
machine RC/QA on a single document or para-
graph, and still lacks the ability to do reasoning
across multiple documents when a single docu-
ment is not enough to find the correct answer. To
promote the study for multi-hop RC over mul-
tiple documents, two data sets are recently pro-
posed: WIKIHOP (Welbl et al., 2018) and Hot-
potQA (Yang et al., 2018). These two data sets re-
quire multi-hop reasoning over multiple support-
ing documents to find the answer. In Figure 1, we
show an excerpt from one sample in WIKIHOP de-
velopment set to illustrate the need for multi-hop
reasoning.

Two types of approaches have been proposed on
the multi-hop multi-document RC problem. The
first is based on previous neural RC models. The
earliest attempt in (Dhingra et al., 2018) concate-
nated all supporting documents and designed a re-
current layer to explicitly exploit the skip connec-
tions between entities given automatically gener-
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ated coreference annotations. Adding this layer to
the neural RC models improved performance on
multi-hop tasks. Recently, an attention based sys-
tem (Zhong et al., 2019) utilizing both document-
level and entity-level information achieved state-
of-the-art results on WIKIHOP data set, proving
that techniques like co-attention and self-attention
widely employed in single-document RC tasks are
also useful in multi-document RC tasks.

The second type of research work is based on
graph neural networks (GNN) for multi-hop rea-
soning. The study in Song et al. (2018) adopted
two separate name entity recognition (NER) and
coreference resolution systems to locate entities in
support documents. Those entities serve as nodes
in GNN to enable multi-hop reasoning across doc-
uments. Work in De Cao et al. (2018) directly
used mentions of candidates (found in documents
by simple exact matching strategy) as GNN nodes
and calculate classification scores over mentions
of candidates.

In this paper, we propose a new method to
solve the multi-hop RC problem across multi-
ple documents. Inspired by the success of GNN
based methods (Song et al., 2018; De Cao et al.,
2018) for multi-hop RC, we introduce a new type
of graph, called Heterogeneous Document-Entity
(HDE) graph. Our proposed HDE graph has the
following advantages:

• Instead of graphs with single type of nodes
(Song et al., 2018; De Cao et al., 2018), the
HDE graph contains different types of query-
aware nodes representing different granular-
ity levels of information. Specifically, instead
of only entity nodes as in (Song et al., 2018;
De Cao et al., 2018), we include nodes cor-
responding to candidates, documents and en-
tities. In addition, following the success of
Coarse-grain Fine-grain Coattention (CFC)
network (Zhong et al., 2019), we apply both
co-attention and self-attention to learn query-
aware node representations of candidates,
documents and entities;

• The HDE graph enables rich information in-
teraction among different types of nodes thus
facilitate accurate reasoning. Different types
of nodes are connected with different types
of edges to highlight the various structural in-
formation presented among query, document
and candidates.

Through ablation studies, we show the effec-
tiveness of our proposed HDE graph for multi-
hop multi-document RC task. Evaluated on the
blind test set of WIKIHOP, our proposed end-
to-end trained single neural model beats the cur-
rent published state-of-the-art results in (Zhong
et al., 2019) and is the 2nd best model on the
WIKIHOP leaderboard. Meanwhile, our ensemble
model ranks 1st place on the WIKIHOP leadrboard
and surpasses the human performance (as reported
in (Welbl et al., 2018)) on this data set by 0.2% 1.
This is achieved without using pretrained contex-
tual ELMo embedding (Peters et al., 2018).

2 Related Work

The study presented in this paper is directly re-
lated to existing research on multi-hop reading
comprehension across multiple documents (Dhin-
gra et al., 2018; Song et al., 2018; De Cao et al.,
2018; Zhong et al., 2019; Kundu et al., 2018). The
method presented in this paper is similar to pre-
vious studies using GNN for multi-hop reason-
ing (Song et al., 2018; De Cao et al., 2018). Our
novelty is that we propose to use a heterogeneous
graph instead of a graph with single type of nodes
to incorporate different granularity levels of infor-
mation. The co-attention and self-attention based
encoding of multi-level information presented in
each input is also inspired by the CFC model
(Zhong et al., 2019) because they show the effec-
tiveness of attention mechanisms. Our model is
very different from the other two studies (Dhingra
et al., 2018; Kundu et al., 2018): these two studies
both explicitly score the possible reasoning paths
with extra NER or coreference resolution systems
while our method does not require these modules
and we do multi-hop reasoning over graphs. Be-
sides these studies, our work is also related to the
following research directions.

Multi-hop RC: There exist several different
data sets that require reasoning in multiple steps
in literature, for example bAbI (Weston et al.,
2015), MultiRC (Khashabi et al., 2018) and Open-
BookQA (Mihaylov et al., 2018). A lot of sys-
tems have been proposed to solve the multi-hop
RC problem with these data sets (Sun et al., 2018;
Wu et al., 2019). However, these data sets re-
quire multi-hop reasoning over multiple sentences
or multiple common knowledge while the problem

1By May 30th 2019, http://qangaroo.cs.ucl.
ac.uk/leaderboard.html
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we want to solve in this paper requires collecting
evidences across multiple documents.

GNN for NLP: Recently, there is considerable
amount of interest in applying GNN to NLP tasks
and great success has been achieved. For exam-
ple, in neural machine translation, GNN has been
employed to integrate syntactic and semantic in-
formation into encoders (Bastings et al., 2017;
Marcheggiani et al., 2018); Zhang et al. (2018)
applied GNN to relation extraction over pruned
dependency trees; the study by Yao et al. (2018)
employed GNN over a heterogeneous graph to do
text classification, which inspires our idea of the
HDE graph; Liu et al. (2018) proposed a new con-
textualized neural network for sequence learning
by leveraging various types of non-local contex-
tual information in the form of information pass-
ing over GNN. These studies are related to our
work in the sense that we both use GNN to im-
prove the information interaction over long con-
text or across documents.

3 Methodology

In this section, we describe different modules
of the proposed Heterogeneous Document-Entity
(HDE) graph-based multi-hop RC model. The
overall system diagram is shown in Figure 2. Our
model can be roughly categorized into three parts:
initializing HDE graph nodes with co-attention
and self-attention based context encoding, reason-
ing over HDE graph with GNN based message
passing algorithms and score accumulation from
updated HDE graph nodes representations.

3.1 Context encoding

Given a query q with the form of (s, r, ?) which
represents subject, relation and unknown object
respectively, a set of support documents Sq and a
set of candidates Cq, the task is to predict the cor-
rect answer a∗ to the query. To encode informa-
tion including in the text of query, candidates and
support documents, we use a pretrained embed-
ding matrix (Pennington et al., 2014) to convert
word sequences to sequences of vectors. Let Xq ∈
Rlq×d, Xi

s ∈ Rlis×d and Xj
c ∈ Rl

j
c×d represent the

embedding matrices of query, i-th supporting doc-
ument and j-th candidate of a sample, where lq, lis
and ljc are the numbers of words in query, i-th sup-
porting document and j-th candidate respectively.
d is the dimension of the word embedding. We
use bidirectional recurrent neural networks (RNN)

Candidates
Query

Documents

encoder encoder encoder

C S

coattn coattn

coattn

Entity 
extraction

Self-attn Self-attn Self-attn

Cand nodes Doc nodes Entity nodes

Entity scores

FC FC

Final scores

Cand score 1

Cand scores 2

Figure 2: System diagram. S and C are the number
of support documents and candidates respectively. We
use yellow nodes to represent query-aware candidate
representation, blue nodes to represent extracted query-
aware entity representation and green nodes to repre-
sent query-aware document representation.

with gated recurrent unit (GRU) (Cho et al., 2014)
to encode the contextual information present in the
query, supporting documents and candidates sepa-
rately. The output of query, document and candi-
date encoders are Hq ∈ Rlq×h, Hi

s ∈ Rlis×h and
Hj
c ∈ Rl

j
c×h. h denotes the output dimension of

RNN encoders.
Entity extraction: entities play an import role

in bridging multiple documents and connecting a
query and the corresponding answer as shown in
figure 1. For example, the entity “get ready” in
query and two entities “Mase” and “Sean Combs”
co-occur in the 2nd support document, and both
“Mase” and “Sean Combs” can lead to the correct
answer “bad boy records”. Based on this observa-
tion, we propose to extract mentions of both query
subject s and candidates Cq from documents. We
will show later that by including mentions of query
subject the performance can be improved. We use
simple exact match strategy (De Cao et al., 2018;
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Zhong et al., 2019) to find the locations of men-
tions of query subject and candidates, i.e. we need
the start and end positions of each mention. Each
mention is treated as an entity. Then, representa-
tions of entities can be taken out from the i-th doc-
ument encoding Hi

s. We denote an entity’s repre-
sentation as M ∈ Rlm×h where lm is the length of
the entity.

Co-attention: Co-attention has achieved great
success for single document reading comprehen-
sion tasks (Seo et al., 2016; Xiong et al., 2016),
and recently was applied to multiple-hop read-
ing comprehension (Zhong et al., 2019). Co-
attention enables the model to combine learned
query contextual information attended by docu-
ment and document contextual information at-
tended by query, with inputs of one query and one
document. We follow the implementation of co-
attention in (Zhong et al., 2019).

We use the co-attention between a query and a
supporting document for illustration. Same op-
erations can be applied to other documents, or
between the query and extracted entities. Given
RNN-encoded sequences of the query Hq ∈
Rlq×h and a document Hi

s ∈ Rlis×h, the affinity
matrix between the query and document can be
calculated as

Ai
qs = Hi

s(Hq)
ᵀ ∈ Rl

i
s×lq , (1)

where ᵀ denotes matrix transpose. Each entry of
the matrix Aiqs indicates how related two words
are, one from the query and one from the docu-
ment. For simplification, in later context, we ig-
nore the superscript i which indicates the opera-
tion on the i-th document.

Next we derive the attention context of the
query and document as follows:

Cq = softmax(Aᵀ
qs)Hs ∈ Rlq×h, (2)

Cs = softmax(Aqs)Hq ∈ Rls×h. (3)

softmax(·) denotes column-wise normaliza-
tion. We further encode the co-attended document
context using a bidirectional RNN f with GRU:

Ds = f(softmax(Aqs)Cq) ∈ Rls×h. (4)

The final co-attention context is the column-
wise concatenation of Cs and Ds:

Sca = [Cs;Ds] ∈ Rls×2h. (5)

We expect Sca carries query-aware contextual
information of supporting documents as shown by
Zhong et al. (2019). The same co-attention mod-
ule can also be applied to query and candidates,
and query and entities (as shown in Figure 2) to
get Cca and Eca. Note that we do not do co-
attention between query and entities correspond-
ing to query subject because query subject is al-
ready a part of the query. To keep the dimensional-
ity consistent, we apply a single-layer multi-layer
perceptron (MLP) with tanh activation function
to increase the dimension of the query subject en-
tities to 2h.

Self-attentive pooling: while co-attention
yields a query-aware contextual representation of
documents, self-attentive pooling is designed to
convert the sequential contextual representation to
a fixed dimensional non-sequential feature vec-
tor by selecting important query-aware informa-
tion (Zhong et al., 2019). Self-attentive pooling
summarizes the information presented in the co-
attention output by calculating a score for each
word in the sequence. The scores are normalized
and a weighted sum based pooling is applied to
the sequence to get a single feature vector as the
summarization of the input sequence. Formally,
the self-attention module can be formulated as the
following operations given Sca as input:

as = softmax(MLP (Sca)) ∈ Rls×1, (6)

ssa = aᵀ
sSca ∈ R1×2h, (7)

where MLP (·) is a two-layer MLP with tanh as
activation function. Similarly, after self-attentive
pooling, we can get csa and esa for each candidate
and entity.

Our context encoding module is different from
the one used in Zhong et al. (2019) in following
aspects: 1) we compute the co-attention between
query and candidates which is not presented in the
CFC model. 2) For entity word sequences, we first
calculate co-attention with query and then use self-
attention to summarize each entity word sequence
while Zhong et al. (2019) first do self-attention on
entity word sequences to get a sequence of entity
vectors in each documents. Then, they apply co-
attention with query.

3.2 Reasoning over HDE graph
Graph building: let a HDE graph be denoted as
G = {V, E}, where V stands for node represen-
tations and E represents edges between nodes. In
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our proposed HDE graph based model, we treat
each document, candidate and entity extracted
from documents as nodes in the HDE graph, i.e.,
each document (candidate/entity) corresponds to
one node in the HDE graph. These nodes rep-
resent different granularity levels of query-aware
information: document nodes encode document-
level global information regarding to the query;
candidate nodes encode query-aware information
in candidates; entity nodes encode query-aware
information in specific document context or the
query subject. The HDE graph is built to en-
able graph-based reasoning. It exploits useful
structural information among query, support doc-
uments and candidates. We expect our HDE graph
could perform multi-hop reasoning to locate the
answer nodes or entity nodes of answers given a
query.

Self-attentive pooling generates vector repre-
sentations for each candidate, document and en-
tity, which can be directly employed to initialize
the node representations V . For edge connections
E , we define the following types of edges between
pairs of nodes to encode various structural infor-
mation in the HDE graph:

1. an edge between a document node and a can-
didate node if the candidate appear in the
document at least one time.

2. an edge between a document node and an en-
tity node if the entity is extracted from the
document.

3. an edge between a candidate node and an en-
tity node if the entity is a mention of the can-
didate.

4. an edge between two entity nodes if they are
extracted from the same document.

5. an edge between two entity nodes if they are
mentions of the same candidate or query sub-
ject and they are extracted from different doc-
uments.

6. all candidate nodes connect with each other.

7. entity nodes that do not meet previous condi-
tions are connected.

Type 4, 5, 7 edges are also employed in (De Cao
et al., 2018) where the authors show the effective-
ness of those different types of edges. Similarly,

Figure 3: A toy example of HDE graph. The dash dot
lines connecting documents (green nodes) and candi-
dates (yellow nodes) correspond to type 1 edge. The
normal dash lines connecting documents and entities
(blue nodes) correspond to type 2 edge. The square dot
lines connecting entities and candidates correspond to
type 3 edge. The red solid line connecting two entities
correspond to type 4 edge. The purple solid line corre-
spond to type 5 edge. The black solid lines connecting
two candidates correspond to type 6 edge. For good
visualization, we ignore the type 7 edge in this figure.

we treat these different edges differently to make
information propagate differently over these seven
different types of edges. More details will be in-
troduced in next paragraph about message passing
over the HDE graph. In Figure 3, we illustrate a
toy example of the proposed HDE graph.

Message passing: we define how information
propagates over the graph in order to do reasoning
over the HDE graph. Different variants of GNN
have different implementations of message pass-
ing strategies. In this study, we follow the mes-
sage passing design in GCN (Kipf and Welling,
2016; De Cao et al., 2018) as it gives good perfor-
mance on validation set compared to other strate-
gies (Veličković et al., 2017; Xu et al., 2018).
Generally, the message passing over graphs can
be achieved in two steps: aggregation and com-
bination (Hamilton et al., 2017), and this process
can be conducted multiple times (usually referred
as layers or hops in GNN literature). Here, we
give the aggregation and combination formulation
of the message passing over the proposed HDE
graph. The first step aggregates information from
neighbors of each node, which can be formulated
as

zki =
∑

r∈R

1

|N r
i |
∑

j∈N r
i

fr(h
k
j ), (8)
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where R is the set of all edge types, N r
i is the

neighbors of node i with edge type r and hkj is the
node representation of node j in layer k (h0

j initial-
ized with self-attention outputs). |·| indicates the
size of the neighboring set. fr defines a transfor-
mation on the neighboring node representations,
and can be implemented with a MLP. zki represents
the aggregated information in layer k for node i,
and can be combined with the transformed node i
representation:

uki = fs(h
k
i ) + zki , (9)

where fs can also be implemented with a MLP.
It has been shown that GNN suffers from the

smoothing problem if the number of layers is large
(Kipf and Welling, 2016). The smoothing prob-
lem can result in similar nodes representation and
lose the discriminative ability when doing classi-
fication on nodes. To tackle this problem, we add
a gating mechanism (Gilmer et al., 2017) on the
combined information uki .

gki = sigmoid(fg([u
k
i ;h

k
i ])) (10)

hk+1
i = tanh(uki )� gki + hki � (1− gki ) (11)

sigmoid(·) denotes the sigmoid function on trans-
formed concatenation of uki and hki . gki is then
applied to the combined information to control
the amount information from computed update or
from the original node representation. tanh(·)
functions as a non-linear activation function. �
denotes element-wise multiplication.

In this study, fr, fs and fg are all implemented
with single-layer MLPs, the output dimension of
which is 2h. After K times message passing, all
candidate, document and entity nodes will have
their final updated node representation.

3.3 Score accumulation

The final node representations of candidate and
entity nodes corresponding to mentions of can-
didates are used to calculate classification scores.
This procedure can be formulated as

a = fC(H
C) +ACCmax(fE(H

E)), (12)

where HC ∈ RC×2h is the node representation of
all candidate nodes and C is the number of candi-
dates. HE ∈ RM×2h is the node representation of

all entity nodes that correspond to candidates, and
M is the number of those nodes. ACCmax is an
operation that takes the maximum over scores of
entities that belong to the same candidate. fC and
fE are implemented with two-layer MLPs with
tanh activation function. The hidden layer size is
half of the input dimension, and the output dimen-
sion is 1. We directly sum the scores from can-
didate nodes and entity nodes as the final scores
over multiple candidates. Thus, the output score
vector a ∈ RC×1 gives a distribution over all can-
didates. Since the task is multi-class classifica-
tion, we use cross-entropy loss as training objec-
tive which takes a and the labels as input.

4 Experiments

4.1 Dataset

We use WIKIHOP (Welbl et al., 2018) to vali-
date the effectiveness of our proposed model. The
query of WIKIHOP is constructed with entities and
relations from WIKIDATA, while supporting doc-
uments are from WIKIREADING (Hewlett et al.,
2016). A bipartite graph connecting entities and
documents is first built and the answer for each
query is located by traversal on this graph. Candi-
dates that are type-consistent with the answer and
share the same relation in query with the answer
are included, resulting in a set of candidates. Thus,
WIKIHOP is a multi-choice style reading compre-
hension data set. There are totally about 43K sam-
ples in training set, 5K samples in development
set and 2.5K samples in test set. The test set is
not provided and can only be evaluated on blindly.
The task is to predict the correct answer given a
query and multiple supporting documents. In the
experiment, we train our proposed model on all
training samples in WIKIHOP, and tune model hy-
perparameters on all samples in development set.
We only evaluate our proposed model on the un-
masked version of WIKIHOP.

4.2 Experimental settings

Queries, support documents and candidates are to-
kenized into word sequences with NLTK (Loper
and Bird, 2002). We empirically split the query
into relation and subject entity. Exact match-
ing strategy is employed to locate mentions of
both subject entity and candidates in supporting
documents. 300-dimensional GLoVe embeddings
(with 840B tokens and 2.2M vocabulary size)
(Pennington et al., 2014) and 100-dimensional
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Single models Accuracy (%)
Dev Test

BiDAF - 42.9
Coref-GRU(Dhingra et al., 2018) 56.0 59.3
MHQA-GRN(Song et al., 2018) 62.8 65.4
Entity-GCN(De Cao et al., 2018) 64.8 67.6
CFC(Zhong et al., 2019) 66.4 70.6
Kundu et al. (2018) 67.1 -
DynSAN* - 71.4
Proposed 68.1 70.9

Ensemble models
Entity-GCN(De Cao et al., 2018) 68.5 71.2
DynSAN* - 73.8
Proposed 70.9 74.3

Table 1: Performance comparison among different
models on WIKIHOP development and test set. The
results of “BiDAF” are presented in the paper by Welbl
et al. (2018). Models annotated with “*” are unpub-
lished but available on WIKIHOP leaderboard. “-” in-
dicates unavailable numbers.

character n-gram embeddings (Hashimoto et al.,
2017) are used to convert words into 400-
dimensional vector representations. Out of vocab-
ulary words are initialized with random vectors.
The embedding matrices are not updated during
training. The proposed model is implemented with
PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2017). More details about
experimental and hyperparameter settings can be
found in supplementary materials. The perfor-
mance on development set is measured after each
training epoch, and the model with the highest ac-
curacy is saved and submitted to be evaluated on
the blind test set. We will make our code publicly
available after the review process.

We also prepared an ensemble model consist-
ing of 15 models with different hyperparameter
settings and random seeds. We used the simple
majority voting strategy to fuse the candidate pre-
dictions of different models together.

4.3 Results

In Table 1, we show the results of the our pro-
posed HDE graph based model on both develop-
ment and test set and compare it with previously
published results. We show that our proposed
HDE graph based model improves the published
state-of-the-art accuracy on development set from
67.1% (Kundu et al., 2018) to 68.1%, on the blind
test set from 70.6% (Zhong et al., 2019) to 70.9%.
Compared to the best single model “DynSAN”

Model Accuracy (%)
Dev ∆

Full model 68.1 -
- HDE graph 65.5 2.6
- different edge types 66.7 1.4
- candidate nodes scores 67.1 1.0
- entity nodes scores 66.6 1.5
- candidate nodes 66.2 1.9
- document nodes 67.6 0.5
- entity nodes 63.6 4.5

Table 2: Ablation results on the WIKIHOP dev set.

Model Single-follow Multi-follow
With HDE graph 67.8 71.0

Without HDE graph 66.7 67.0

Table 3: Accuracy(%) comparison under different
types of samples.

(unpublished) on WIKIHOP leaderboard, our pro-
posed model is still 0.5% worse. Compared to two
previous studies using GNN for multi-hop reading
comprehension (Song et al., 2018; De Cao et al.,
2018), our model surpasses them by a large mar-
gin even though we do not use better pre-trained
contextual embedding ELMo (Peters et al., 2018).

For the ensemble models, our proposed system
achieves the state-of-the-art performance, which is
also 0.2% higher than the reported human perfor-
mance (Welbl et al., 2018). Even though our sin-
gle model is a little worse than the “DynSAN”, our
ensemble model is better than both the ensembled
“DynSAN” and the ensembled “Entity-GCN”.

4.4 Ablation studies
In order to better understand the contribution of
different modules to the performance, we conduct
several ablation studies on the development set of
WIKIHOP.

If we remove the proposed HDE graph and di-
rectly use the representations of candidates and
entities corresponding to mentions of candidates
(equation 7) for score accumulation, the accuracy
on WIKIHOP development set drops 2.6% abso-
lutely. This proves the efficacy of the proposed
HDE graph on multi-hop reasoning across multi-
ple documents.

If we treat all edge types equally without using
different GNN parameters for different edge types
(equation 9), the accuracy drops 1.4%, which indi-
cates that different information encoded by differ-
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ent types of edges is also important to retain good
performance; If only scores of entity nodes (right
part of equation 12) are considered in score ac-
cumulation, the accuracy on dev set degrades by
1.0%; if only scores of candidates nodes (left part
of equation 12) are considered, the accuracy de-
grades by 1.5%. This means that the scores on
entity nodes contribute more to the classification,
which is reasonable because entities carry context
information in the document while candidates do
not.

We also investigate the effect of removing dif-
ferent types of nodes. Note that removing nodes
is not the same as removing scores from candi-
date/entity nodes — it means we do not use the
scores on these nodes during score accumulation
but nodes still exist during message passing on the
HDE graph. However, removing one type of nodes
means the nodes and corresponding edges do not
exist in the HDE graph. The ablation shows that
removing entity nodes results in the largest degra-
dation of performance while removing document
nodes result in the least degradation. This find-
ing is consistent with the study by (De Cao et al.,
2018) where they emphasize the importance of en-
tities in multi-hop reasoning. The small contribu-
tion of document nodes is probably caused by too
much information loss during self-attentive pool-
ing over long sequences. Better ways are needed
to encode document information into graph. More
ablation studies are included in the supplementary
materials due to space constraint.

4.5 Result analysis

To investigate how the HDE graph helps multi-hop
reasoning, we conduct experiments on WIKIHOP

development set where we discard the HDE graph
and only use the candidate and entity representa-
tions output by self-attention. In Table 3, “Single-
follow” (2069 samples in the dev set) means a
single document is enough to answer the query,
while “Multi-follow” (2601 samples) means mul-
tiple documents are needed. These information is
provided in (Welbl et al., 2018). We observe in
Table 2 that the performance is consistently better
for “with HDE graph” in both cases. In “Single-
follow” case the absolute accuracy improvement
is 1.1%, while a significant 4.0% improvement
is achieved in the “Multi-follow” case, which
has even more samples than “Single-follow” case.
This proves that the proposed HDE graph is good
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Figure 4: Plots between number of support documents
(x-axis) and number of examples (left y-axis), and
between number of support documents and accuracy
(right y-axis).
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Figure 5: Plots between number of candidates (x-axis)
and number of examples (left y-axis), and between
number of candidates and accuracy (right y-axis).

at reasoning over multiple documents.
We also investigate how our model performs

w.r.t. the number of support documents and num-
ber of candidates given an input sample. In Fig-
ure 4, the blue line with square markers shows
the number of support documents in one sample
(x-axis) and the corresponding frequencies in the
development set (y-axis). The orange line with
diamond markers shows the change of accuracy
with the increasing of number of support docu-
ments. We choose the number of support docu-
ments with more than 50 appearances in the de-
velopment set. For example, there are about 300
samples with 5 support documents and the accu-
racy of our model on these 300 samples is about
80%. Overall, we find the accuracy decreases with
the increasing number of support documents. This
is reasonable because more documents possibly
means more entities and bigger graph, and is more
challenging for reasoning. Figure 5 indicates the
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similar trend (when the number of candidates are
less than 20) with the increasing number of can-
didates, which we believe is partly caused by the
larger HDE graph. Also, more candidates cause
more confusion in the selection.

5 Conclusion

We propose a new GNN-based method for multi-
hop RC across multiple documents. We intro-
duce the HDE graph, a heterogeneous graph for
multiple-hop reasoning over nodes representing
different granularity levels of information. We
use co-attention and self-attention to encode can-
didates, documents, entities of mentions of candi-
dates and query subjects into query-aware repre-
sentations, which are then employed to initialize
graph node representations. Evaluated on WIKI-
HOP, our end-to-end trained single neural model
delivers competitive results while our ensemble
model achieves the state-of-the-art performance.
In the future, we would like to investigate explain-
able GNN for this task, such as explicit reasoning
path in (Kundu et al., 2018), and work on other
data sets such as HotpotQA.
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Abstract

Multi-hop reading comprehension requires the
model to explore and connect relevant infor-
mation from multiple sentences/documents in
order to answer the question about the con-
text. To achieve this, we propose an in-
terpretable 3-module system called Explore-
Propose-Assemble reader (EPAr). First, the
Document Explorer iteratively selects relevant
documents and represents divergent reasoning
chains in a tree structure so as to allow assim-
ilating information from all chains. The An-
swer Proposer then proposes an answer from
every root-to-leaf path in the reasoning tree.
Finally, the Evidence Assembler extracts a
key sentence containing the proposed answer
from every path and combines them to pre-
dict the final answer. Intuitively, EPAr ap-
proximates the coarse-to-fine-grained compre-
hension behavior of human readers when fac-
ing multiple long documents. We jointly op-
timize our 3 modules by minimizing the sum
of losses from each stage conditioned on the
previous stage’s output. On two multi-hop
reading comprehension datasets WikiHop and
MedHop, our EPAr model achieves significant
improvements over the baseline and compet-
itive results compared to the state-of-the-art
model. We also present multiple reasoning-
chain-recovery tests and ablation studies to
demonstrate our system’s ability to perform in-
terpretable and accurate reasoning.1

1 Introduction

The task of machine reading comprehension
and question answering (MRC-QA) requires the
model to answer a natural language question by
finding relevant information and knowledge in
a given natural language context. Most MRC

∗equal contribution; part of this work was done during
the second author’s internship at UNC (from IIT Bombay).

1Our code is publicly available at:
https://github.com/jiangycTarheel/EPAr

datasets require single-hop reasoning only, which
means that the evidence necessary to answer the
question is concentrated in a single sentence or lo-
cated closely in a single paragraph. Such datasets
emphasize the role of locating, matching, and
aligning information between the question and the
context. However, some recent multi-document,
multi-hop reading comprehension datasets, such
as WikiHop and MedHop (Welbl et al., 2017),
have been proposed to further assess MRC sys-
tems’ ability to perform multi-hop reasoning,
where the required evidence is scattered in a set
of supporting documents.

These multi-hop tasks are much more chal-
lenging than previous single-hop MRC tasks (Ra-
jpurkar et al., 2016, 2018; Hermann et al., 2015;
Nguyen et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2015) for three
primary reasons. First, the given context contains
a large number of documents (e.g., 14 on aver-
age, 64 maximum for WikiHop). Most existing
QA models cannot scale to the context of such
length, and it is challenging to retrieve a reason-
ing chain of documents with complete informa-
tion required to connect the question to the an-
swer in a logical way. Second, given a reason-
ing chain of documents, it is still necessary for the
model to consider evidence loosely distributed in
all these documents in order to predict the final an-
swer. Third, there could be more than one logical
way to connect the scattered evidence (i.e., more
than one possible reasoning chain) and hence this
requires models to assemble and weigh informa-
tion collected from every reasoning chain before
making a unified prediction.

To overcome the three difficulties elaborated
above, we develop our interpretable 3-module sys-
tem based on examining how a human reader
would approach a question, as shown in Fig. 1a
and Fig. 1b. For the 1st example, instead of read-
ing the entire set of supporting documents sequen-
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The Haunted Castle ( Dutch : Spookslot ) is a haunted attraction in the 
amusement park Efteling in the Netherlands . It was designed by 
Ton van de Ven and ...
Efteling is a fantasy-themed amusement park in Kaatsheuvel in the 
Netherlands. The attractions are based on elements from ancient myths 
and legends, fairy tales, fables, and folklore.
Kaatsheuvel is a village in the Dutch province of North Brabant, 
situated ... it is the largest village in and the capital of the municipality 
of Loon op Zand, which also consists ...
Query subject: The Haunted Castle
Query body: located_in_the_administrative_territorial_entity
Answer: Loon op Zand

The Polsterberg Pumphouse ( German : Polsterberger Hubhaus ) is a 
pumping station above the Dyke Ditch in the Upper Harz in central 
Germany ...
The Dyke Ditch is the longest artificial ditch in the Upper Harz in 
central Germany. 
The Upper Harz refers to ... the term Upper Harz covers the area of the 
seven historical mining towns (\"Bergst\u00e4dte\") - Clausthal, 
Zellerfeld, Andreasberg, Altenau, Lautenthal, Wildemann and Grund - 
in the present-day German federal state of Lower Saxony. 
Query subject: Polsterberg Pumphouse
Query body: located_in_the_administrative_territorial_entity
Answer: Lower Saxony

(a)

The Haunted Castle ( Dutch : Spookslot ) is a haunted attraction in the 
amusement park Efteling in the Netherlands . It was designed by 
Ton van de Ven and ...
Efteling is a fantasy-themed amusement park in Kaatsheuvel in the 
Netherlands. The attractions are based on elements from ancient myths 
and legends, fairy tales, fables, and folklore.
Kaatsheuvel is a village in the Dutch province of North Brabant, 
situated ... it is the largest village in and the capital of the municipality 
of Loon op Zand, which also consists ...
Query subject: The Haunted Castle
Query body: located_in_the_administrative_territorial_entity
Answer: Loon op Zand

The Polsterberg Pumphouse ( German : Polsterberger Hubhaus ) is a 
pumping station above the Dyke Ditch in the Upper Harz in central 
Germany ...
The Dyke Ditch is the longest artificial ditch in the Upper Harz in 
central Germany. 
The Upper Harz refers to ... the term Upper Harz covers the area of the 
seven historical mining towns (\"Bergst\u00e4dte\") - Clausthal, 
Zellerfeld, Andreasberg, Altenau, Lautenthal, Wildemann and Grund - 
in the present-day German federal state of Lower Saxony. 
Query subject: Polsterberg Pumphouse
Query body: located_in_the_administrative_territorial_entity
Answer: Lower Saxony

(b)

Figure 1: Two examples from the QAngaroo WikiHop dataset where it is necessary to combine information spread
across multiple documents to infer the correct answer. (a): The hidden reasoning chain of 3 out of a total of 37
documents for a single query. (b): Two possible reasoning chains that lead to different answers: “Upper Harz” and
“Lower Saxony”, while the latter (green solid arrow) fits better with query body “administrative territorial entity”.

tially, she would start from the document that is
directly related to the query subject (e.g., “The
Haunted Castle”). She could then read the second
and third document by following the connecting
entities “park Efteling” and “Kaatsheuvel”, and
uncover the answer “Loon op Zand” by comparing
phrases in the final document to the query. In this
way, the reader accumulates knowledge about the
query subject by exploring inter-connected docu-
ments, and eventually uncovers the entire reason-
ing chain that leads to the answer. Drawing inspi-
ration from this coarse (document-level) plus fine-
grained (word-level) comprehension behavior, we
first construct a T -hop Document Explorer model,
a hierarchical memory network, which at each re-
current hop, selects one document to read, updates
the memory cell, and iteratively selects the next
related document, overall constructing a reason-
ing chain of the most relevant documents. We
next introduce an Answer Proposer that performs
query-context reasoning at the word-level on the
retrieved chain and predicts an answer. Specifi-
cally, it encodes the leaf document of the reason-
ing chain while attending to its ancestral docu-
ments, and outputs ancestor-aware word represen-
tations for this leaf document, which are compared
to the query to propose a candidate answer.

However, these two components above cannot
handle questions that allow multiple possible rea-
soning chains that lead to different answers, as
shown in Fig. 1b. After the Document Explorer
selects the 1st document, it finds that both the 2nd
and 3rd documents are connected to the 1st doc-
ument via entities “the Dyke Ditch” and “Upper
Harz” respectively. This is a situation where a sin-
gle reasoning chain diverges into multiple paths,
and it is impossible to tell which path will lead
to the correct answer before finishing exploring

all possible reasoning chains/paths. Hence, to be
able to weigh and combine information from mul-
tiple reasoning branches, the Document Explorer
is rolled out multiple times to represent all the
divergent reasoning chains in a ‘reasoning tree’
structure, so as to allow our third component, the
Evidence Assembler, to assimilate important ev-
idence identified in every reasoning chain of the
tree to make one final, unified prediction. To do
so, the Assembler selects key sentences from each
root-to-leaf document path in the ‘reasoning tree’
and forms a new condensed, salient context which
is then bidirectionally-matched with the query rep-
resentation to output the final prediction. Via this
procedure, evidence that was originally scattered
widely across several documents is now collected
concentratedly, hence transforming the task to a
scenario where previous standard phrase-matching
style QA models (Seo et al., 2017; Xiong et al.,
2017; Dhingra et al., 2017) can be effective.

Overall, our 3-module, multi-hop, reasoning-
tree based EPAr (Explore-Propose-Assemble
reader) closely mimics the coarse-to-fine-grained
reading and reasoning behavior of human readers.
We jointly optimize this 3-module system by
having the following component working on
the outputs from the previous component and
minimizing the sum of the losses from all 3
modules. The Answer Proposer and Evidence
Assembler are trained with maximum likelihood
using ground-truth answers as labels, while the
Document Explorer is weakly supervised by
heuristic reasoning chains constructed via TF-IDF
and documents with the ground-truth answer.

On WikiHop, our system achieves the highest-
reported dev set result of 67.2%, outperforming
all published models2 on this task, and 69.1%

2At the time of submission: March 3rd, 2019.
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Figure 2: The full architecture of our 3-module system EPAr, with the Document Explorer (DE, left), Answer
Proposer (AP, middle), and Evidence Assembler (EA, right).

accuracy on the hidden test set, which is com-
petitive with the current leaderboard state-of-the-
art. On MedHop, our system outperforms all pre-
vious models, achieving the new state-of-the-art
test leaderboard accuracy. It also obtains statis-
tically significant (p < 0.01) improvement over
our strong baseline on the two datasets. Further,
we show that our Document Explorer combined
with 2-hop TF-IDF retrieval is substantially better
than two TF-IDF-based retrieval baselines in mul-
tiple reasoning-chain recovery tests including on
human-annotated golden reasoning chains. Next,
we conduct ablations to prove the effectiveness
of the Answer Proposer and Evidence Assembler
in comparison with several baseline counterparts,
and illustrate output examples of our 3-module
system’s reasoning tree.

2 Model

In this section, we describe our 3-module sys-
tem that constructs the ‘reasoning tree’ of docu-
ments and predicts the answer for the query. For-
mally, given a query q and a corresponding set
of supporting documents D = {di}Ni=1, our sys-
tem tries to find a reasoning chain of documents
d′1, . . . , d

′
T , d

′
i ∈ D.3 The information from these

selected documents is then combined to predict the
answer among the given answer candidates. In the
WikiHop and MedHop datasets, a query consists
of a subject qsub (e.g., “The Haunted Castle” in
Fig. 1a) and a body qbod (e.g., “located in the ad-
ministrative territorial entity”). There is one single
correct answer a (e.g., “Loon op Zand”) in the set
of candidate answers A = {cl}Ll=1 such that the
relation qbod holds true between qsub and a.

3In WikiHop dataset, T ≤ 3.

2.1 Retrieval and Encoding

In this section, we describe the pre-processing
document retrieval and encoding steps before in-
troducing our three modules of EPAr. We adopt a
2-hop document retrieval procedure to reduce the
number of supporting documents that are fed to
our system. We first select one document with the
shortest TF-IDF distance to the query. We then
rank the remaining documents according to their
TF-IDF distances to the first selected document
and add the topN ′−1 documents to form the con-
text with a total of N ′ documents for this query.
Adding this preprocessing step is not only helpful
in reducing GPU memory consumption but also
helps bootstrap the training by reducing the search
space of the Document Explorer (Sec. 2.2).

We then use a Highway Network (Srivastava
et al., 2015) of dimension d, which merges the
character embedding and GloVe word embed-
ding (Pennington et al., 2014), to get the word
representations for the supporting documents and
query4. This gives three matrices: X ∈ RN ′×K×d,
Qsub ∈ RJs×d and Qbod ∈ RJb×d, K, Js, Jb
are the lengths of supporting documents, query
body, and query subject respectively. We then ap-
ply a bi-directional LSTM-RNN (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997) of v hidden units to get the
contextual word representations for the documents
H = {h1, · · · , hN ′} s.t. hi ∈ RK×2v and the
query Usub ∈ RJs×2v, Ubod ∈ RJb×2v. Other
than the word-level encoding, we also collect com-
pact representations of all the supporting docu-

4Unlike previous works (Welbl et al., 2017; Dhingra et al.,
2018; De Cao et al., 2018; Song et al., 2018a) that concate-
nate supporting documents together to form a large context,
we instead maintain the document-level hierarchy and encode
each document separately.
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ments, denoted as P = {p1, · · · , pN ′}, by apply-
ing the self-attention mechanism in Zhong et al.
(2019) (see details in appendix). We obtain em-
beddings for each candidate ci ∈ {c1, c2, .., cL}
using the average-over-word embeddings of the
first mention5 of the candidate in H.

2.2 Document Explorer
Our Document Explorer (DE, shown in the left
part of Fig. 2) is a hierarchical memory net-
work (Chandar et al., 2016). It utilizes the reduced
document representations P = {p1, p2, · · · , pN ′}
and their corresponding word-level representa-
tions H = {h1, h2, · · · , hN ′} as the key-value
knowledge base and maintains a memory m using
a Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) (Cho et al., 2014).
At every step, the DE selects a document which
is related to the current memory state and updates
the internal memory. This iterative procedure thus
constructs a reasoning chain of documents.

Read Unit At each hop t, the model computes a
document-selection distribution P over every doc-
ument based on the bilinear-similarity between the
memory state m and document representations P
using the following equations6:

xn = pTnWrm
t χ = softmax(x) P (di) = χi

The read unit looks at all document (representa-
tion) P and selects (samples) a document di ∼
P . The write operation updates the internal state
(memory) using this sampled document.

Write Unit After the model selects di ∈ D,
the model then computes a distribution over ev-
ery word in document di based on the similarity
between the memory state m and its word repre-
sentations hi ∈ H. This distribution is then used
to compute the weighted average of all word rep-
resentations in document di. We then feed this
weighted average h̃ as the input to the GRU cell
and update its memory state m (subscript i is
omitted for simplicity):

wk = hTkWwm

ω = softmax(w)

h̃ =
∑K

k=1
hkωk

mt+1 = GRU(h̃,mt)
(1)

Combining the ‘read’ and ‘write’ operations de-
scribed above, we define a recurrent function:

5We tried different approaches to make use of all mentions
of every candidate, but observe no gain in final performance.

6We initialize the memory state with the last state of the
query subject Usub to make first selected document directly
conditioned on the query subject.

(ĥt+1, m
t+1) = fDE(m

t) such that ĥt+1 ∈ H
and ĥt 6= ĥt+1. Therefore, unrolling the Docu-
ment Explorer for T hops results in a sequence
of non-repeating documents Ĥ = {ĥ1, · · · , ĥT }
such that each document ĥi is selected iteratively
based on the current memory state building up one
reasoning chain of documents. In practice, we roll
out DE multiple times to obtain a document-search
‘reasoning tree’, where each root-to-leaf path cor-
responds to a query-to-answer reasoning chain.

2.3 Answer Proposer
The Answer Proposer (AP, shown in the middle
part of Fig. 2) takes as input a single chain of doc-
uments {ĥ1, · · · , ĥT } from one of the chains in
the ‘reasoning tree‘ created by the DE, and tries
to predict a candidate answer from the last doc-
ument ĥT in that reasoning chain. Specifically,
we adopt an LSTM-RNN with an attention mech-
anism (Bahdanau et al., 2015) to encode the ĥT to
ancestor-aware representations y by attending to
[ĥ1,...,T−1]. The model then computes a distribu-
tion over words ĥiT ∈ ĥT based on the similarity
between y and the query representation. This dis-
tribution is then used to compute the weighted av-
erage of word representations {h1T , h2T , · · · , hKT }.
Finally, AP proposes an answer among all candi-
dates {c1, · · · , cL} that has the largest similarity
score with this weighted average h̃T .

eki = vT tanh(Whĥ
i
cct +Wss

k + b)

ak = softmax(ek); ck =
∑

i
aki h

i
cct

yk = LSTM(ĥk−1T , sk−1, ck−1)

wk = α(yk, us) +α(y
k, ub); ε = softmax(w)

a =
∑K

k=1
ĥkT εk; Scorel = β(cl, a) (2)

where ĥcct = [ĥ1,...,T−1] is the concatenation of
documents in the word dimension; us and ub are
the final states of Usub and Ubod respectively,
and sk is the LSTM’s hidden states at the kth step.
The Answer Proposer proposes the candidate with
the highest score among {c1, · · · , cL}. All com-
putations in Eqn. 2 that involve trainable parame-
ters are marked in bold.7 This procedure produces
ancestor-aware word representations that encode
the interactions between the leaf document and
ancestral document, and hence models the multi-
hop, cross-document reasoning behavior.

7See appendix for the definition of the similarity functions
α and β.
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2.4 Evidence Assembler

As shown in Fig. 1b, it is possible that a reasoning
path could diverge into multiple branches, where
each branch represents a unique, logical way of re-
trieving inter-connected documents. Intuitively, it
is very difficult for the model to predict which path
to take without looking ahead. To solve this, our
system first explores multiple reasoning chains by
rolling out the Document Explorer multiple times
to construct a ‘reasoning tree’ of documents, and
then aggregates information from multiple rea-
soning chains using a Evidence Assembler (EA,
shown in the right part of Fig. 2), to predict the
final answer. For each reasoning chain, the As-
sembler first selects one sentence that contains the
candidate answer proposed by the Answer Pro-
poser and concatenates all these sentences into a
new document h′. This constructs a highly infor-
mative and condensed context, at which point pre-
vious phrase-matching style QA models can work
effectively. Our EA uses a bidirectional attention
flow model (Seo et al., 2017) to get a distribution
over every word in h′ and compute the weighted
average of word representations {h′1, · · · , h′K} as
h̃′. Finally, the EA selects the candidate answer of
the highest similarity score w.r.t. h̃′.

2.5 Joint Optimization

Finally, we jointly optimize the entire model us-
ing the cross-entropy losses from our Document
Explorer, Answer Proposer, and Evidence Assem-
bler. Since the Document Explorer samples doc-
uments from a distribution, we use weak supervi-
sion at the first and the final hops to account for
the otherwise non-differentiabilty in the case of
end-to-end training. Specifically, we use the doc-
ument having the shortest TF-IDF distance w.r.t.
the query subject to supervise the first hop and the
documents which contain at least one mention of
the answer to supervise the last hop. This allows
the Document Explorer to learn the chain of docu-
ments leading to the document containing the an-
swer from the document most relevant to the query
subject. Since there can be multiple documents
containing the answer, we randomly sample a doc-
ument as the label at the last hop. For the Answer
Proposer and Evidence Assembler, we use cross-
entropy loss from the answer selection process.

3 Experiments and Results

3.1 Datasets and Metrics
We evaluate our 3-module system on the WikiHop
and the smaller MedHop multi-hop datasets from
QAngaroo (Welbl et al., 2017). For the WikiHop
dev set, each instance is also annotated as “fol-
lows” or “not follows”, i.e., whether the answer
can be inferred from the given set of supporting
documents, and “single” or “multiple”, indicating
whether the complete reasoning chain comprises
of single or multiple documents. This allows us to
evaluate our system on less noisy data and to in-
vestigate its strength in queries requiring different
levels of multi-hop reasoning. Please see appendix
for dataset and metric details.

3.2 Implementation Details
For WikiHop experiments, we use 300-d GloVe
word embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014) for
our main full-size ‘EPAr’ model and 100-d GloVE
word embeddings for our smaller ‘EPAr’ model
which we use throughout the Analysis section for
time and memory feasibility. We also use the
last hidden state of the encoding LSTM-RNN to
get the compact representation for all supporting
documents in case of smaller model, in contrast
to self-attention (Sec. B in Appendix) as in the
full-size ‘EPAr’ model. The encoding LSTM-
RNN (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) has
100-d hidden size for our ‘EPAr’ model whereas
the smaller version has 20-d hidden size. The em-
bedded GRU (Cho et al., 2014) and the LSTM in
our Evidence Assembler have the hidden dimen-
sion of 80. In practice, we only apply TF-IDF
based retrieval procedure to our Document Ex-
plorer and Answer Proposer during inference, and
during training time we use the full set of support-
ing documents as the input. This is because we ob-
served that the Document Explorer overfits faster
in the reduced document-search space. For the Ev-
idence Assembler, we employ both the TF-IDF re-
trieval and Document Explorer to get the ‘reason-
ing tree’ of documents, at both training and testing
time. We refer to the Sec. E in the appendix for the
implementation details of our MedHop models.

3.3 Results
We first evaluate our system on the Wiki-
Hop dataset. For a fair comparison to recent
works (De Cao et al., 2018; Song et al., 2018a;
Raison et al., 2018), we report our “EPAr” with
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Dev Test

BiDAF (Welbl et al., 2017)? - 42.9
Coref-GRU (Dhingra et al., 2018) 56.0 59.3
WEAVER (Raison et al., 2018) 64.1 65.3
MHQA-GRN (Song et al., 2018a) 62.8 65.4
Entity-GCN (De Cao et al., 2018) 64.8 67.6
BAG (Cao et al., 2019) 66.5 69.0
CFC (Zhong et al., 2019) 66.4 70.6

EPAr (Ours) 67.2 69.1

Table 1: Dev set and Test set accuracy on WIKIHOP
dataset. The model marked with ? does not use can-
didates and directly predict the answer span. EPAr is
our system with TF-IDF retrieval, Document Explorer,
Answer Proposer and Evidence Assembler.

follow follow full+ multiple + single

BiDAF Baseline 62.8 63.1 58.4
DE+AP+EA? 65.2 66.9 61.1
AP+EA 68.7 67.0 62.8
DE+AP+EA 69.4 70.6 64.7
DE+AP+EA† 71.8 73.8 66.9
DE+AP+EA†+SelfAttn 73.5 72.9 67.2

Table 2: Ablation accuracy on WIKIHOP dev set. The
model marked with ? does not use the TFIDF-based
document retrieval procedure. The models marked
with † are our full EPAr systems with 300-d word em-
beddings and 100-d LSTM-RNN hidden size (same as
the last row of Table 1), while the 4th row represents
the smaller EPAr system.

300-d embeddings and 100-d hidden size of the
encoding LSTM-RNN. As shown in Table 1, EPAr
achieves 67.2% accuracy on the dev set, outper-
forming all published models, and achieves 69.1%
accuracy on the hidden test set, which is competi-
tive with the current state-of-the-art result.8

Next, in Table 2, we further evaluate our EPAr
system (and its smaller-sized and ablated versions)
on the “follows + multiple”, “follows + single”,
and the full development set. First, note that
on the full development set, our smaller system
(“DE+AP+EA”) achieves statistically significant
(p-value < 0.01)9 improvements over the BiDAF
baseline and is also comparable to De Cao et al.
(2018) on the development set (64.7 vs. 64.8).10

8Note that there also exists a recent anonymous unpub-
lished entry on the leaderboard with 70.9% accuracy, which
is concurrent to our work. Also note that our system achieves
these strong accuracies even without using pretrained lan-
guage model representations like ELMo (Peters et al., 2018)
or BERT (Devlin et al., 2018), which have been known
to give significant improvements in machine comprehension
and QA tasks. We leave these gains for future work.

9All stat. signif. is based on bootstrapped randomization
test with 100K samples (Efron and Tibshirani, 1994).

10For time and memory feasibility, we use this smaller

Query subject: Sulphur Spring,
Query body: located in the administrative territorial entity

Hayden Valley is a large, sub-alpine valley in Yellowstone 
National Park straddling the Yellowstone River ...1

Sulphur Spring (also known as Crater Hills Geyser), is a 
geyser in the Hayden Valley region of 
Yellowstone National Park in the United States . ... 

0

The Yellowstone River is a tributary of the Missouri River ...

Yellowstone Falls consist of two major waterfalls on the 
Yellowstone River, within Wyoming, United States. ...

Yellowstone National Park is a national park located in the 
U.S. states of Wyoming, Montana and Idaho. ...

2

3

4

Missouri Wyoming Wyoming? Montana? Idaho?

0

1 42 3

Yellowstone 

Figure 3: A ‘reasoning tree’ with 4 leaves that lead to
different answers (marked in bold). The ground-truth
answer is marked in red additionally.

Moreover, we see that EPAr is able to achieve
high accuracy in both the examples that require
multi-hop reasoning (“follows + multiple”), and
other cases where a single document suffices for
correctly answering the question (“follows + sin-
gle”), suggesting that our system is able to ad-
just to examples of different reasoning require-
ments. The evaluation results further demonstrate
that our Document Explorer combined with TF-
IDF-based retrieval (row ‘DE+AP+EA’) consis-
tently outperforms TF-IDF alone (row ‘AP+EA’)
or the Document Explorer without TF-IDF (row
‘DE+AP+EA?’ in Table 2), showing that our 2-
hop TF-IDF document retrieval procedure is able
to broadly identify relevant documents and further
aid our Document Explorer by reducing its search
space. Finally, comparing the last two rows in Ta-
ble 2 shows that using self-attention (Zhong et al.,
2019) to compute the document representation can
further improve the full-sized system. We show an
example of the ‘reasoning tree’ constructed by the
Document Explorer and the correct answer pre-
dicted by the Evidence Assembler in Fig. 3.

We report our system’s accuracy on the Med-
Hop dataset in Table 3. Our best system achieves
60.3 on the hidden test set11, outperforming all
current models on the leaderboard. However, as
reported by Welbl et al. (2017), the original Med-
Hop dataset suffers from a candidate frequency
imbalance issue that can be exploited by certain

strong model with 100-d word embeddings and 20-d LSTM-
RNN hidden size (similar to baselines in Welbl et al. (2017))
in all our analysis/ablation results (including Sec. 4).

11The masked MedHop test set results use the smaller size
model, because this performed better on the masked dev set.
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Test Test(Masked)

FastQA? (Weissenborn et al., 2017) 23.1 31.3
BiDAF? (Seo et al., 2017) 33.7 47.8
CoAttention - 58.1
Most Frequent Candidate? 10.4 58.4

EPAr (Ours) 41.6 60.3

Table 3: Test set accuracy on MEDHOP dataset. The re-
sults marked with ? are reported in (Welbl et al., 2017).

R@1 R@2 R@3 R@4 R@5

Random 11.2 17.3 27.6 40.8 50.0
1-hop TFIDF 32.7 48.0 56.1 63.3 70.4
2-hop TFIDF 42.9 56.1 70.4 78.6 82.7
DE 38.8 50.0 65.3 73.5 83.7
TFIDF+DE 44.9 64.3 77.6 82.7 90.8

Table 4: Recall-k score is the % of examples where one
of the human-annotated reasoning chains is recovered
in the top-k root-to-leaf paths in the ‘reasoning tree’.
‘TFIDF+DE’ is the combination of the 2-hop TF-IDF
retrieval procedure and our Document Explorer.

heuristics like the ‘Most Frequent Candidate’ in
Table 3. To eliminate this bias and to test our sys-
tem’s ability to conduct multi-hop reasoning us-
ing the context, we additionally evaluate our sys-
tem on the masked version of MedHop, where ev-
ery candidate expression is replaced randomly us-
ing 100 unique placeholder tokens so that models
can only rely on the context to comprehend every
candidate. Our model achieves 41.6% accuracy
in this “masked” setting, outperforming all previ-
ously published works by a large margin.

4 Analysis

In this section, we present a series of new analyses
and comparisons in order to understand the contri-
bution from each of our three modules and demon-
strate their advantages over other corresponding
baselines and heuristics.

4.1 Reasoning Chain Recovery Tests

We compare our Document Explorer with two TF-
IDF-based document selectors for their ability to
recover the reasoning chain of documents. The
1-hop TF-IDF selector selects the top k + 1 doc-
uments with the highest TF-IDF score w.r.t. the
query subject. The 2-hop TF-IDF selector, as in
Sec. 2.1, first selects the top-1 TF-IDF document
w.r.t. the query subject and then selects the top k
remaining documents based on the TF-IDF score
with respect to the first selected document. Fi-
nally, we also compare to our final combination

R@1 R@2 R@3 R@4 R@5

Random 39.9 51.4 60.2 67.8 73.5
1-hop TFIDF 38.4 48.5 58.6 67.4 73.7
2-hop TFIDF 38.4 58.7 70.2 77.2 81.6
DE 52.5 70.2 80.3 85.8 89.0
TFIDF+DE 52.2 69.0 77.8 82.2 85.2

Table 5: Recall-k score is the percentage of examples
where the ground-truth answer is present in the top-k
root-to-leaf path in the ‘reasoning tree’. ‘TFIDF+DE’
is the combination of the 2-hop TFIDF retrieval proce-
dure and our Document Explorer.

of 2-hop TF-IDF and Document Explorer.

Human Evaluation: We collect human-
annotated reasoning chains for 100 documents
from the “follows + multiple” dev set, and com-
pare these to the ‘reasoning tree’ constructed by
our Document Explorer to assess its ability to dis-
cover the hidden reasoning chain from the entire
pool of supporting documents. For each example,
human annotators (external, English-speaking)
select two of the smallest set of documents, from
which they can reason to find the correct answer
from the question. As shown in Table 4, our
Document Explorer combined with 2-hop TF-IDF
(row ‘TFIDF+DE’) obtains higher golden-chain
recall scores compared to the two TFIDF-based
document retrieval heuristics (row ‘1-hop TFIDF’
and ‘2-hop TFIDF’) alone or the Document
Explorer without TF-IDF (row ‘DE’).

Answer Span Test: We also test our Document
Explorer’s ability to find the document with men-
tions of the ground-truth answer. Logically, the
fact that the answer appears in one of the docu-
ments in the ‘reasoning tree’ signals higher prob-
ability that our modules at the following stages
could predict the correct answer. As shown in
Table 5, our Document Explorer receives signifi-
cantly higher answer-span recall scores compared
to the two TF-IDF-based document selectors.12

4.2 Answer Proposer Comparisons

We compare our Answer Proposer with two rule-
based sentence extraction heuristics for the ability
to extract salient information from every reason-
ing chain. For most documents in the WikiHop
dataset, the first sentence is comprised of the most
salient information from that document. Hence,

12In this test, the Document Explorer alone outperforms its
combination with the 2-hop TF-IDF retrieval. In practice, our
system employs both procedures due to the advantage shown
in both empirical results (Table 2) and analysis (Table 4).
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full follows follows
+ multiple + single

Full-doc 63.1 68.4 69.0
Lead-1 63.6 68.7 70.2
AP w.o. attn 63.3 68.3 69.6
AP 64.7 69.4 70.6

Table 6: Answer Proposer comparison study. “Follows
+ multiple” and “follows + single” are the subsets of
dev set as described in Sec. 3.1.

full follows follows
+ multiple + single

Single-chain 59.9 64.3 63.8
Avg-vote 54.6 56.3 55.6
Max-vote 51.5 53.9 53.3
w. Reranker 60.6 65.1 65.5
w. Assembler 64.7 69.4 70.6

Table 7: Evidence Assembler comparison study:
Reranker (described in the appendix) rescores the doc-
uments selected by the Document Explorer.

we construct one baseline that concatenates the
first sentence from each selected document as the
input to the Evidence Assembler. We also show
results of combining all the full documents as the
synthesized context instead of selecting one sen-
tence from every document. We further present
a lighter neural-model baseline that directly pro-
poses the answer from the leaf document without
first creating its ancestor-aware representation. As
shown in Table 6, the system using sentences se-
lected by our Answer Proposer outperforms both
rule-based heuristics (row 1 and 2) and the simple
neural baseline (row 3).

4.3 Assembler Ablations

In order to justify our choice of building an As-
sembler, we build a 2-module system without the
Evidence-Assembler stage by applying the An-
swer Proposer to only the top-1 reasoning chain
in the tree. We also present two voting heuristics
that selects the final answer by taking the aver-
age/maximum prediction probability from the An-
swer Proposer on all document chains. Further-
more, we compare our Evidence Assembler with
an alternative model that, instead of assembling
information from all reasoning chains, reranks all
chains and their proposed answers to select the
top-1 answer prediction. As shown in Table 7,
the full system with the Assembler achieves sig-
nificant improvements over the 2-module system.
This demonstrates the importance of the Assem-
bler in enabling information aggregation over mul-

tiple reasoning chains. The results further show
that our Assembler is better than the reranking al-
ternative.

4.4 Multi-hop Reasoning Example

We visualize the 3-stage reasoning procedure of
our EPAr system in Fig. 4. As shown in the left
of Fig. 4, the Document Explorer first locates the
root document (“The Polsterberg Pumphouse ...”)
based on the query subject. It then finds three more
documents that are related to the root document,
constructing three document chains. The An-
swer Proposer proposes a candidate answer from
each of the three chains selected by the Docu-
ment Explorer. Finally, the Evidence Assembler
selects key sentences from all documents in the
constructed document chains and makes the final
prediction (“Lower Saxony”).

5 Related Works

The last few years have witnessed significant
progress on text-based machine reading compre-
hension and question answering (MRC-QA) in-
cluding cloze-style blank-filling tasks (Hermann
et al., 2015), open-domain QA (Yang et al., 2015),
answer span prediction (Rajpurkar et al., 2016,
2018), and generative QA (Nguyen et al., 2016).
However, all of the above datasets are confined
to a single-document context per question setup.
Joshi et al. (2017) extended the task to the multi-
document regime, with some examples requir-
ing cross-sentence inference. Earlier attempts in
multi-hop MRC focused on reasoning about the
relations in a knowledge base (Jain, 2016; Zhou
et al., 2018; Lin et al., 2018) or tables (Yin et al.,
2015). QAngaroo WikiHop and MedHop (Welbl
et al., 2017), on the other hand, are created as nat-
ural language MRC tasks. They are designed in
a way such that the evidence required to answer a
query could be spread across multiple documents.
Thus, finding some evidence requires building a
reasoning chain from the query with intermediate
inference steps, which poses extra difficulty for
MRC-QA systems. HotpotQA (Yang et al., 2018)
is another recent multi-hop dataset which focuses
on four different reasoning paradigms.

The emergence of large-scale MRC datasets
has led to innovative neural models such as co-
attention (Xiong et al., 2017), bi-directional at-
tention flow (Seo et al., 2017), and gated atten-
tion (Dhingra et al., 2017), all of which are metic-
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a

The Sperberhai Dyke is in fact an aqueduct which 
forms part of the Upper Harz Water Regale network of 
reservoirs, ditches, dams and tunnels ...

The Polsterberg Pumphouse (German : Polsterberger 
Hubhaus) is a pumping station above the Dyke Ditch
in the Upper Harz in central Germany which is used 
today as a forest restaurant. ...

The Harz is the highest mountain range in Northern 
Germany and its rugged terrain extends across parts 
of Lower Saxony, Saxony-Anhalt, and Thuringia. ...

The Dyke Ditch is the longest artificial ditch in the 
Upper Harzin central Germany. ...

The Upper Harz refers to the northwestern and higher 
part of the Harz mountain range in Germany. ... 

Germany, officially the Federal Republic of Germany, 
is a federal parliamentary republic in central-western 
Europe. ...

Query subject: Polsterberg Pumphouse

Sewage is a water-carried waste, in solution or 
suspension, that is intended to be removed from a 
community.

Wildemann is a town and a former municipality in the 
district of Goslar, in Lower Saxony, Germany.

1

2

2

2

Document Explorer

Query body: located_in_the_administrative_territorial_entity

b

d

c

    The Dyke Ditch is the longest artificial ditch in the Upper Harz
in central Germany. Its purpose was to collect surface runoff for the 
operation of the Upper Harz mining industry from 
precipitation-heavy regions a long way away (particularly from the 
Bruchberg and parts of the Brocken massif). ...

The Upper Harz refers to the northwestern and higher part of the 
Harz mountain range in Germany. ...       the term Upper Harz covers 
the area of the seven historical mining towns - Clausthal, Zellerfeld, 
Andreasberg, Altenau, Lautenthal, Wildemann and Grund - in the 
present-day German federal state of Lower Saxony. ...

     The Harz is the highest mountain range in Northern Germany
and its rugged terrain extends across parts of Lower Saxony,
Saxony-Anhalt, and Thuringia. The name "Harz" derives from the 
Middle High German word "Hardt" or "Hart" (mountain forest), 
Latinized as "Hercynia".

Answer Proposer

Query subject: Polsterberg Pumphouse
Query body: located_in_the_administrative_territorial_entity

a. The Polsterberg Pumphouse (German : Polsterberger Hubhaus) is a 
pumping station above the Dyke Ditch in the Upper Harz in central 
Germany which is used today as a forest restaurant.
b. The Harz is the highest mountain range in Northern Germany and 
its rugged terrain extends across parts of Lower Saxony, 
Saxony-Anhalt, and Thuringia. The Upper Harz refers to the 
northwestern and higher part of the Harz mountain range in Germany.
c. In its traditional sense, the term Upper Harz covers the area of the 
seven historical mining towns - Clausthal, Zellerfeld, Andreasberg, 
Altenau, Lautenthal, Wildemann and Grund - in the present-day 
German federal state of Lower Saxony. 
d. The Dyke Ditch is the longest artificial ditch in the Upper Harz in 
central Germany. Its purpose was to collect surface runoff for the 
operation of the Upper Harz mining industry from precipitation-heavy 
regions a long way away (particularly from the Bruchberg and parts 
of the Brocken massif).

Final answer: Lower Saxony

Evidence Assembler

Figure 4: An example of our 3-stage EPAr system exploring relevant documents, proposing candidate answers,
and then assembling extracted evidence to make the final prediction.

ulously designed to solve single-document MRC
tasks. Clark and Gardner (2018) and Chen et al.
(2017) used a simple TF-IDF based document-
selection procedure to find the context that is
most relevant to the query for multi-document
QA. However, this 1-hop, similarity-based se-
lection process would fail on multi-hop reading-
comprehension datasets like WikiHop because the
query subject and the answer could appear in dif-
ferent documents. On the other hand, our Doc-
ument Explorer can discover the document with
the answer “Loon op Zand” (in Fig. 1a) by itera-
tively selecting relevant documents and encoding
the hinge words “Efteling” and “Kaatsheuvel” in
its memory.

Recently, Dhingra et al. (2018) leveraged coref-
erence annotations from an external system to con-
nect the entities. Song et al. (2018a) and De Cao
et al. (2018) utilized Graph Convolutional Net-
works (Kipf and Welling, 2017) and Graph Recur-
rent Networks (Song et al., 2018b; Zhang et al.,
2018) to model the relations between entities. Re-
cently, Cao et al. (2019) extended the Graph Con-
volutional Network in De Cao et al. (2018) by in-
troducing bi-directional attention between the en-
tity graph and query. By connecting the entities,
these models learn the inference paths for multi-
hop reasoning. Our work differs in that our sys-
tem learns the relation implicitly without the need
of any human-annotated relation. Recently, Zhong
et al. (2019) used hierarchies of co-attention and
self-attention to combine evidence from multiple
scattered documents. Our novel 3-module archi-
tecture is inspired by previous 2-module selection
architectures for MRC (Choi et al., 2017). Sim-

ilarly, Wang et al. (2018) first selected relevant
content by ranking documents and then extracted
the answer span. Min et al. (2018) selected rele-
vant sentences from long documents in a single-
document setup and achieved faster speed and ro-
bustness against adversarial corruption. However,
none of these models are built for multi-hop MRC
where our EPAr system shows great effectiveness.

6 Conclusion

We presented an interpretable 3-module, multi-
hop, reading-comprehension system ‘EPAr’ which
constructs a ‘reasoning tree’, proposes an answer
candidate for every root-to-leaf chain, and merges
key information from all reasoning chains to make
the final prediction. On WikiHop, our system out-
performs all published models on the dev set, and
achieves results competitive with the current state-
of-the-art on the test set. On MedHop, our system
outperforms all previously published models on
the leaderboard test set. We also presented multi-
ple reasoning-chain recovery tests for the explain-
ability of our system’s reasoning capabilities.
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Appendix

A Reranker

We explore an alternative to Evidence Assem-
bler (EA), where instead of selecting key sen-
tences from every root-to-leaf path in the rea-
soning tree, we use a reranker to rescore the se-
lected documents. Specifically, given a document
reasoning-tree of tw reasoning chains, we use bidi-
rectional attention (Seo et al., 2017) between the
last documents in each chain and all the docu-
ments from the previous hops in that chain to ob-
tain {ĥ1, · · · , ĥtw} which are the refined repre-
sentations of the leaf documents. We then ob-
tain a fixed length document representation as the
weighted average of word representations for each
of the tw documents using similarity with query
subject and query body as the weights using func-
tion α. We obtain the scores for each of the doc-
uments by computing similarity with the answer
which that reasoning chain proposes using β. (See
Sec. C below for details of the similarity functions
α and β.)

B Self-Attention

We use self-attention from Zhong et al. (2019)
to get the compact representation for all support-
ing documents. Given contextual word repre-
sentations for the supporting documents H =
{h1, h2, · · · , hN ′} such that hi ∈ RK×2v, we de-
fine Selfattn(hi)→ pi ∈ R2v as:

aik = tanh(W2tanh(W1h
k
i + b1) + b2)

âi = softmax(ai)

pi =

K∑

k=1

âikh
k
i

(3)

such that pi provides the summary of the ith doc-
ument with a vector representation.
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C Similarity Functions

When constructing our 3-module system, we use
similarity functions α and β. The function β is
defined as:

β(h, c) = Wβ1relu(Wβ2 [h;u;h◦u]+bβ2)+bβ1

(4)
where relu(x) = max(0, x), and ◦ represents
element-wise multiplication. And the function α
is defined as:

α(h, u) = Wα2
T ((Wα1h+ bα1) ◦ u) (5)

where all trainable weights are marked in bold.

D Datasets and Metrics

We evaluate our 3-module system on QAngaroo
(Welbl et al., 2017), which is a set of two multi-
hop reading comprehension datasets: WikiHop
and MedHop. WikiHop contains 51K instances,
including 44K for training, 5K for development
and 2.5K for held out testing. MedHop is a smaller
dataset based on the domain of molecular biology.
It consists of 1.6K instances for training, 342 for
development, and 546 for held out testing. Each
instance consists of a query (which can be sep-
arated as a query subject and a query body), a
set of supporting documents and a list of candi-
date answers. For the WikiHop development set,
each instance is also annotated as “follows” or
“not follows”, which signifies whether the answer
can be inferred from the given set of supporting
documents, and “multiple” or “single”, which tells
whether the complete reasoning chain comprises
of multiple documents or just a single one. We
measure our system’s performance on these sub-
sets of the development set that are annotated as
“follows and multiple” and “follows and single”.
This allows us to evaluate our systems on a less
noisy version of development set and to investigate
their strength in queries requiring different levels
of multi-hop reasoning behavior.

E Implementation Details

For Medhop, considering the small size of the
dataset, we use 20-d hidden size of the encod-
ing LSTM-RNN and the last hidden state of the
encoding LSTM-RNN to get compact representa-
tion of the documents. We also use a hidden size
of 20 for the embedded GRU cell and LSTM in
our Evidence Assembler. In addition to that, since

Welbl et al. (2017) show the poor performance of
TF-IDF model we drop the TF-IDF document re-
trieval procedure and supervision at the first hop of
the Document Explorer (with the document hav-
ing highest TF-IDF score to query subject). We
train all modules of our system jointly using Adam
Optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with an initial
learning rate of 0.001 and a batch size of 10. We
also use a dropout rate of 0.2 in all our linear pro-
jection layers, encoding LSTM-RNN and charac-
ter CNNs.
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Abstract
Multi-hop question answering requires a
model to connect multiple pieces of evidence
scattered in a long context to answer the ques-
tion. In this paper, we show that in the multi-
hop HotpotQA (Yang et al., 2018) dataset,
the examples often contain reasoning shortcuts
through which models can directly locate the
answer by word-matching the question with a
sentence in the context. We demonstrate this
issue by constructing adversarial documents
that create contradicting answers to the short-
cut but do not affect the validity of the origi-
nal answer. The performance of strong base-
line models drops significantly on our adver-
sarial evaluation, indicating that they are in-
deed exploiting the shortcuts rather than per-
forming multi-hop reasoning. After adversar-
ial training, the baseline’s performance im-
proves but is still limited on the adversarial
evaluation. Hence, we use a control unit that
dynamically attends to the question at differ-
ent reasoning hops to guide the model’s multi-
hop reasoning. We show that this 2-hop model
trained on the regular data is more robust to
the adversaries than the baseline model. Af-
ter adversarial training, this 2-hop model not
only achieves improvements over its counter-
part trained on regular data, but also outper-
forms the adversarially-trained 1-hop baseline.
We hope that these insights and initial im-
provements will motivate the development of
new models that combine explicit composi-
tional reasoning with adversarial training.1

1 Introduction

The task of question answering (QA) requires the
model to answer a natural language question by
finding relevant information in a given natural lan-
guage context. Most QA datasets require single-
hop reasoning only, which means that the evidence

1Our code and data are publicly available at:
https://github.com/jiangycTarheel/
Adversarial-MultiHopQA

What was the father of Kasper Schmeichel 
voted to be by the IFFHS in 1992?

R. Bolesław Kelly MBE (] ; born 18 November 1963) 
is a Danish former professional footballer who played 
as a Defender, and was voted the IFFHS 
World's Best Defender in 1992 and 1993.

Kasper Peter Schmeichel (] ; born 5 November 1986) is 
a Danish professional footballer who plays as a 
goalkeeper ... . He is the son of former Manchester 
United and Danish international goalkeeper 
Peter Schmeichel.

Edson Arantes do Nascimento (] ; born 23 October 1940), 
known as Pelé (] ), is a retired Brazilian professional 
footballer who played as a forward. In 1999, he was 
voted World Player of the Century by IFFHS.

Peter Bolesław Schmeichel MBE (] ; born 18 
November 1963) is a Danish former professional 
footballer who played as a goalkeeper, and was voted 
the IFFHS World's Best Goalkeeper in 1992 and 1993.

Kasper Hvidt (born 6 February 1976 in Copenhagen) 
is a Danish retired handball goalkeeper, who lastly played 
for KIF Kolding and previous Danish national team. ... 
Hvidt was also voted as Goalkeeper of the Year 
March 20, 2009, second place was Thierry Omeyer ...

Prediction: World's Best Goalkeeper (correct)
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Prediction under adversary: IFFHS World's Best Defender

Figure 1: HotpotQA example with a reasoning short-
cut, and our adversarial document that eliminates this
shortcut to necessitate multi-hop reasoning.

necessary to answer the question is concentrated
in a single sentence or located closely in a single
paragraph (Q: “What’s the color of the sky?”, Con-
text: “The sky is blue.”, Answer: “Blue”). Such
datasets emphasize the role of matching and align-
ing information between the question and the con-
text (“sky→sky, color→blue”). Previous works
have shown that models with strong question-
aware context representation (Seo et al., 2017;
Xiong et al., 2017) can achieve super-human per-
formance on single-hop QA tasks like SQuAD
(Rajpurkar et al., 2016, 2018).

Recently, several multi-hop QA datasets, such
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as QAngaroo (Welbl et al., 2017) and Hot-
potQA (Yang et al., 2018), have been proposed
to further assess QA systems’ ability to perform
composite reasoning. In this setting, the informa-
tion required to answer the question is scattered in
the long context and the model has to connect mul-
tiple evidence pieces to pinpoint to the final an-
swer. Fig. 1 shows an example from the HotpotQA
dev set, where it is necessary to consider infor-
mation in two documents to infer the hidden rea-
soning chain “Kasper Schemeichel

son of−−−−→ Peter
Schemeichel voted as−−−−−→ World’s Best Goalkeeper”
that leads to the final answer. However, in this
example, one may also arrive at the correct an-
swer by matching a few keywords in the question
(“voted, IFFHS, in 1992”) with the corresponding
fact in the context without reasoning through the
first hop to find “father of Kasper Schmeichel”,
as neither of the two distractor documents con-
tains sufficient distracting information about an-
other person “voted as something by IFFHS in
1992”. Therefore, a model performing well on the
existing evaluation does not necessarily suggest its
strong compositional reasoning ability. To truly
promote and evaluate a model’s ability to perform
multi-hop reasoning, there should be no such “rea-
soning shortcut” where the model can locate the
answer with single-hop reasoning only. This is a
common pitfall when collecting multi-hop exam-
ples and is difficult to address properly.

In this work, we improve the original HotpotQA
distractor setting2 by adversarially generating bet-
ter distractor documents that make it necessary to
perform multi-hop reasoning in order to find the
correct answer. As shown in Fig. 1, we apply
phrase-level perturbations to the answer span and
the titles in the supporting documents to create the
adversary with a new title and a fake answer to
confuse the model. With the adversary added to
the context, it is no longer possible to locate the
correct answer with the single-hop shortcut, which
now leads to two possible answers (“World’s Best
Goalkeeper” and “World’s Best Defender”). We
evaluate the strong “Bi-attention + Self-attention”
model (Seo et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017) from
Yang et al. (2018) on our constructed adversar-
ial dev set (adv-dev), and find that its EM score
drops significantly. In the example in Fig. 1, the

2HotpotQA has a fullwiki setting as an open-domain QA
task. In this work, we focus on the distractor setting as it pro-
vides a less noisy environment to study machine reasoning.

model is confused by our adversary and predicts
the wrong answer (“World’s Best Defender”). Our
experiments further reveal that when strong su-
pervision of the supporting facts that contain the
evidence is applied, the baseline achieves a sig-
nificantly higher score on the adversarial dev set.
This is because the strong supervision encourages
the model to not only locate the answer but also
find the evidence that completes the first reason-
ing hop and hence promotes robust multi-hop rea-
soning behavior from the model. We then train
the baseline with supporting fact supervision on
our generated adversarial training set (adv-train)
and observe significant improvement on adv-dev.
However, the result is still poor compared to the
model’s performance on the regular dev set be-
cause this single-hop model is not well-designed
to perform multi-hop reasoning.

To motivate and analyze some new multi-hop
reasoning models, we propose an initial architec-
ture by incorporating the recurrent control unit
from Hudson and Manning (2018), which dynam-
ically computes a distribution over question words
at each reasoning hop to guide the multi-hop bi-
attention. In this way, the model can learn to
put the focus on “father of Kasper Schmeichel” at
the first step and then attend to “voted by IFFHS
in 1992” in the second step to complete this 2-
hop reasoning chain. When trained on the regu-
lar data, this 2-hop model outperforms the single-
hop baseline in the adversarial evaluation, indi-
cating improved robustness against adversaries.
Furthermore, this 2-hop model, with or without
supporting-fact supervision, can benefit from ad-
versarial training and achieve better performance
on adv-dev compared to the counterpart trained
with the regular training set, while also outper-
forming the adversarially-trained baseline. Over-
all, we hope that these insights and initial improve-
ments will motivate the development of new mod-
els that combine explicit compositional reasoning
with adversarial training.

2 Adversarial Evaluation

2.1 The HotpotQA Task

The HotpotQA dataset (Yang et al., 2018) is
composed of 113k human-crafted questions, each
of which can be answered with facts from two
Wikipedia articles. During the construction of
the dataset, the crowd workers are asked to come
up with questions requiring reasoning about two
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Supporting Doc 1: Sachin Warrier
Sachin Warrier is a playback singer and composer in 
the Malayalam cinema industry from Kerala. 
He became notable with the song "Muthuchippi Poloru" 
from the film Thattathin Marayathu. He made his debut 
with the movie Malarvaadi Arts Club. He was working 
as a software engineer in Tata Consultancy Services
in Kochi. Later he resigned from the job to concentrate 
more on music. His latest work is as a composer for the 
movie Aanandam.

Supporting Doc 2: Tata Consultancy Services
Tata Consultancy Services Limited (TCS) is an Indian 
multinational information technology (IT) service, 
consulting and business solutions company 
Headquartered in Mumbai, Maharashtra. 
It is a subsidiary of the Tata Group and operates in 
46 countries.

Question: Where is the company that Sachin Warrier worked for as a software engineer headquartered? 

Answer: Mumbai
Model's prediction: Mumbai

Adversarial Doc:
Valencia Street Circuit Limited is an Indian 
multinational information technology (IT) service,
consulting and business solutions company 
Headquartered in Delhi, Maharashtra. 
It is a subsidiary of the Valencia Group and operates 
in 46 countries.

Model's prediction: Delhi

(Step 3)
Substitue all titles

and answers tokens

Original answer:
Mumbai

Advesarial answer:
Delhi

(Step 1)
Generate fake

answer

Title:
Tata Consultancy Services

New title:
Valencia Street Circuit

(Step 2)
Sample 

title

Figure 2: An illustration of our ADDDOC procedure. In this example, the keyword “headquarter” appears in no
distractor documents. Thus the reader can easily infer the answer by looking for this keyword in the context.

given documents. Yang et al. (2018) then se-
lect the top-8 documents from Wikipedia with the
shortest bigram TF-IDF (Chen et al., 2017) dis-
tance to the question as the distractors to form
the context with a total of 10 documents. Since
the crowd workers are not provided with distrac-
tor documents when generating the question, there
is no guarantee that both supporting documents
are necessary to infer the answer given the entire
context. The multi-hop assumption can be bro-
ken by incompetent distractor documents in two
ways. First, one of the selected distractors may
contain all required evidence to infer the answer
(e.g., “The father of Kasper Schmeichel was voted
the IFFHS World’s Best Goalkeeper in 1992.”).
Empirically, we find no such cases in HotpotQA,
as Wiki article about one subject rarely discusses
details of another subject. Second, the entire pool
of distractor documents may not contain the in-
formation to truly distract the reader/model. As
shown in Fig. 1, one can directly locate the an-
swer by looking for a few keywords in the question
(“voted, IFFHS, in 1992”) without actually dis-
covering the intended 2-hop reasoning path. We
call this pattern of bypassing the first reasoning
hop the “reasoning shortcut”, and we find such
shortcuts exist frequently in the non-comparison-

type examples in HotpotQA.3 We randomly sam-
ple 50 “bridge-type” questions in the dev set, and
found that 26 of them contain this kind of reason-
ing shortcut.

2.2 Adversary Construction

To investigate whether neural models exploit rea-
soning shortcuts instead of exploring the desired
reasoning path, we adapt the original examples in
HotpotQA to eliminate these shortcuts. Given a
context-question-answer tuple (C, q, a) that may
contain a reasoning shortcut, the objective is to
produce (C ′, q, a) such that (1) a is still the valid
answer to the new tuple, (2)C ′ is close to the origi-
nal example, and (3) there is no reasoning shortcut
that leads to a single answer. In HotpotQA, there
is a subset of 2 supporting documents P ⊂ C that
contains all evidence needed to infer the answer.
To achieve this, we propose an adversary AD-
DDOC (illustrated in Fig. 2) that constructs docu-
ments P ′ to get (ξ(C,P ′), q, a) where ξ is a func-
tion that mixes the context and adversaries.

3HotpotQA also includes a subset of comparison ques-
tions (e.g.,“Are Leo and Kate of the same age?”) that make
up to 21% of total examples in the dev set. These questions
can’t be answered without aggregating information from mul-
tiple documents, as shortcuts like “Leo is one-year older than
Kate” rarely exist in Wikipedia articles. Therefore, we simply
leave these examples unchanged in our adversarial data.
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Suppose p2 ∈ P is a document containing the
answer a and p1 ∈ P is the other supporting docu-
ment.4 ADDDOC applies a word/phrase-level per-
turbation to p2 so that the generated p′2 contains
a fake answer that satisfies the reasoning short-
cut but does not contradict the answer to the entire
question (e.g., the adversarial document in Fig. 2).
First, for every non-stopword in the answer, we
find the substitute within the top-10 closest words
in GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) 100-d vector
space that doesn’t have an overlapping substring
longer than 3 with the original answer (“Mumbai
→Delhi, Goalkeeper→Defender”). If this proce-
dure fails, we randomly sample a candidate from
the entire pool of answers in the HotpotQA dev set
(e.g., “Rome” for Fig. 2 or “defence of the Cathe-
dral” for Fig. 1). We then replace the original an-
swer in p2 with our generated answer to get p′2.
If the original answer spans multiple words, we
substitute one non-stopword in the answer with
the corresponding sampled answer word to cre-
ate the fake answer (“World’s Best Goalkeeper→
World’s Best Defender”) and replace all mentions
of the original answer in p′2.

The resulting paragraph p′2 provides an answer
that satisfies the reasoning shortcut, but also con-
tradicts the real answer to the entire question as
it forms another valid reasoning chain connecting
the question to the fake answer (“Sachin Warrier
workAt−−−−→ TCS at−→ Delhi”). To break this contra-
dicting reasoning chain, we need to replace the
bridge entity that connects the two pieces of evi-
dence (“Tata Consultancy Services” in this case)
with another entity so that the generated answer
no longer serves as a valid answer to the ques-
tion. We replace the title of p′2 with a candidate
randomly sampled from all document titles in the
HotpotQA dev set. If the title of p1 appears in p′2,
we also replace it with another sampled title to en-
tirely eliminate the connection between p′2 and p1.
Empirically, we find that the title of either p1 or p2
serves as the bridge entity in most examples. Note
that it is possible that models trained on our adver-
sarial data could simply learn new reasoning short-
cuts in these adversaries by ignoring adversarial
documents with randomly-sampled titles, because
these titles never appear in any other document in
the context. Hence, to eliminate this bias in ti-

4|P | = 2 in HotpotQA. If both documents in P contain
the answer, we apply ADDDOC twice while alternating the
choice of p1 and p2

tle occurrence, for each adversarial document, we
additionally find another document from the entire
dev set that contains the exact title of our adversar-
ial document and add it to the context.5 Every new
document added to the context replaces an original
non-supporting document so that the total number
of documents in context remains unchanged. Note
that ADDDOC adversaries are model-independent,
which means that they require no access to the
model or any training data, similar to the AD-
DONESENT in Jia and Liang (2017).

3 Models

3.1 Encoding
We first describe the pre-processing and encod-
ing steps. We use a Highway Network (Srivas-
tava et al., 2015) of dimension v, which merges
the character embedding and GloVe word embed-
ding (Pennington et al., 2014), to get the word
representations for the context and the question
as x ∈ RJ×v and q ∈ RS×v where J and S
are the lengths of the context and question. We
then apply a bi-directional LSTM-RNN (Hochre-
iter and Schmidhuber, 1997) of d hidden units to
get the contextualized word representations for the
context and question: h = BiLSTM(x); u =
BiLSTM(q) so that h ∈ RJ×2d and u ∈ RS×2d.

3.2 Single-Hop Baseline
We use the bi-attention + self-attention
model (Yang et al., 2018; Clark and Gard-
ner, 2018), which is a strong near-state-of-the-art6

model on HotpotQA. Given the contextualized
encoding h,u for the context and question,
BiAttn(h,u) (Seo et al., 2017; Xiong et al.,
2017) first computes a similarity matrix MS×J

between every question and context word and use
it to derive context-to-query attention:

Ms,j =W1us +W2hj +W3(us � hj)

ps,j =
exp(Ms,j)∑S
s=1 exp(Ms,j)

cqj =
S∑

s=1

ps,jus

(1)

5Empirically, we find that our models trained on the ad-
versarial data without this final title-balancing step do not
seem to be exploiting this new shortcut, because they still
perform equally well on the title-balanced adversarial evalu-
ation. However, we keep this final title-balancing step in our
adversary-generation procedure so as to prevent future model
families from exploiting this title shortcut.

6At the time of submission: March 3rd, 2019.
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Figure 3: A 2-hop bi-attention model with a control unit. The Context2Query attention is modeled as in Seo et al.
(2017). The output distribution cv of the control unit is used to bias the Query2Context attention.

where W1,W2 and W3 are trainable parameters,
and � is element-wise multiplication. Then the
query-to-context attention vector is derived as:

mj = max1≤s≤S Ms,j

pj =
exp(mj)∑J
j=1 exp(mj)

qc =
J∑

j=1

pjhj

(2)

We then obtain the question-aware context rep-
resentation and pass it through another layer of
BiLSTM:

h′j = [hj ; cqj ;hj � cqj ; cqj � qc]

h1 = BiLSTM(h′)
(3)

where ; is concatenation. Self-attention is modeled
upon h1 as BiAttn(h1,h1) to produce h2. Then,
we apply linear projection to h2 to get the start in-
dex logits for span prediction and the end index
logits is modeled as h3 = BiLSTM(h2) followed
by linear projection. Furthermore, the model uses
a 3-way classifier on h3 to predict the answer as
“yes”, “no”, or a text span. The model is addition-
ally supervised to predict the sentence-level sup-
porting fact by applying a binary classifier to every
sentence on h2 after self-attention.

3.3 Compositional Attention over Question
To present some initial model insights for fu-
ture community research, we try to improve the
model’s ability to perform composite reasoning
using a recurrent control unit (Hudson and Man-
ning, 2018) that computes a distribution-over-
word on the question at each hop. Intuitively, the

control unit imitates human’s behavior when an-
swering a question that requires multiple reason-
ing steps. For the example in Fig. 1, a human
reader would first look for the name of “Kasper
Schmeichel’s father”. Then s/he can locate the
correct answer by finding what “Peter Schme-
ichel” (the answer to the first reasoning hop) was
“voted to be by the IFFHS in 1992”. Recall
that S, J are the lengths of the question and con-
text. At each hop i, given the recurrent control
state ci−1, contextualized question representation
u, and question’s vector representation q, the con-
trol unit outputs a distribution cv over all words in
the question and updates the state ci:

cqi = Proj[ci−1; q]; cai,s = Proj(cqi � us)

cvis = softmax(cais); ci =
S∑

s=1

cvi,s · us

(4)

where Proj is the linear projection layer. The dis-
tribution cv tells which part of the question is re-
lated to the current reasoning hop.

Then we use cv and ci to bias the BiAttn de-
scribed in the single-hop baseline. Specifically,
we use h � ci to replace h in Eqn. 1, Eqn. 2,
and Eqn. 3. Moreover, after we compute the sim-
ilarity matrix M between question and context
words as in Eqn. 1, instead of max-pooling M on
the question dimension (as done in the single-hop
bi-attention), we calculate the distribution over J
context words as:
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m′j = cv ·M

pj =
exp(m′j)∑J
j=1 exp(m

′
j)

qc =

J∑

j=1

pjhj

(5)

The query-to-context attention vector qc is ap-
plied to the following computation in Eqn. 3 to
get the query-aware context representation. Here,
with the output distribution from the control unit,
qc represents the context information that is most
relevant to the sub-question of the current rea-
soning hop, as opposed to encoding the context
most related to any question word in the origi-
nal bi-attention. Overall, this model (illustrated in
Fig. 3) combines the control unit from the state-
of-the-art multi-hop VQA model and the widely-
adopted bi-attention mechanism from text-based
QA to perform composite reasoning on the con-
text and question.

Bridge Entity Supervision However, even with
the multi-hop architecture to capture a hop-
specific distribution over the question, there is no
supervision on the control unit’s output distribu-
tion cv about which part of the question is impor-
tant to the current reasoning step, thus preventing
the control unit from learning the composite rea-
soning skill. To address this problem, we look for
the bridge entity (defined in Sec. 2.2) that connects
the two supporting documents. We supervise the
main model to predict the bridge entity span (“Tata
Consultancy Services” in Fig. 2) after the first bi-
attention layer, which indirectly encourages the
control unit to look for question information re-
lated to this entity (“company that Sachin Warrier
worked for as a software engineer”) at the first
hop. For examples with the answer appearing in
both supporting documents,7 the intermediate su-
pervision is given as the answer appearing in the
first supporting document, while the answer in the
second supporting document serves as the answer-
prediction supervision.

4 Experimental Setup

Adversarial Evaluation and Training For all
the adversarial analysis in this paper, we construct
four adversarial dev sets with different numbers
of adversarial documents per supporting document

7This mostly happens for questions requiring checking
multiple facts of an entity.

Train Reg Reg Adv Adv
Eval Reg Adv Reg Adv

1-hop Base 42.32 26.67 41.55 37.65
1-hop Base + sp 43.12 34.00 45.12 44.65
2-hop 47.68 34.71 45.71 40.72
2-hop + sp 46.41 32.30 47.08 46.87

Table 1: EM scores after training on the regular data or
on the adversarial training set ADD4DOCS-RAND, and
evaluation on the regular dev set or the ADD4DOCS-
RAND adv-dev set. “1-hop Base” and ”2-hop” do not
have sentence-level supporting-facts supervision.

containing answer (4 or 8) and mixing strategy
(randomly insert or prepend). We name these
4 dev sets “Add4Docs-Rand”, “Add4Docs-Prep”,
“Add8Docs-Rand”, and “Add8Docs-Prep”. For
adversarial training, we choose the “Add4Docs-
Rand” training set since it is shown in Wang and
Bansal (2018) that training with randomly inserted
adversaries yields the model that is the most ro-
bust to the various adversarial evaluation settings.
In the adversarial training examples, the fake titles
and answers are sampled from the original training
set. We randomly select 40% of the adversarial ex-
amples and add them to the regular training set to
build our adversarial training set.

Dataset and Metrics We use the Hot-
potQA (Yang et al., 2018) dataset’s distractor
setting. We show EM scores rather than F1 scores
because our generated fake answer usually has
word-overlap with the original answer, but the
overall result trends and take-away’s are the same
even for F1 scores.

Training Details We use 300-d pre-trained
GloVe word embedding (Pennington et al., 2014)
and 80-d encoding LSTM-RNNs. The control unit
of the 2-hop model has an 128-d internal state.
We train the models using Adam (Kingma and Ba,
2014) optimizer, with an initial learning rate of
0.001. We keep exponential moving averages of
all trainable variables in our models and use them
during the evaluation.

5 Results

Regularly-Trained Models In our main experi-
ment, we compare four models’ performance on
the regular HotpotQA and Add4Docs-Rand dev
sets, when trained on two different training sets
(regular or adversarial), respectively. The first
two columns in Table 1 show the result of models
trained on the regular training set only. As shown
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A4D-R A4D-P A8D-R A8D-P

1-hop Base 37.65 37.72 34.14 34.84
1-hop Base + sp 44.65 44.51 43.42 43.59
2-hop 40.72 41.03 37.26 37.70
2-hop + sp 46.87 47.14 44.28 44.44

Table 2: EM scores on 4 adversarial evaluation set-
tings after training on ADD4DOCS-RAND. ‘-R’ and
‘-P’ represent random insertion and prepending. A4D
and A8D stands for ADD4DOCS and ADD8DOCS adv-
dev sets.

in the first row, the single-hop baseline trained
on regular data performs poorly on the adversar-
ial evaluation, suggesting that it is indeed exploit-
ing the reasoning shortcuts instead of actually per-
forming the multi-hop reasoning in locating the
answer. After we add the supporting fact super-
vision (2nd row in Table 1), we observe a signif-
icant improvement8 (p < 0.001) on the adversar-
ial evaluation, compared to the baseline without
this strong supervision. However, this score is still
more than 9 points lower than the model’s perfor-
mance on the regular evaluation. Next, the 2-hop
bi-attention model with the control unit obtains a
higher EM score than the baseline in the adver-
sarial evaluation, demonstrating better robustness
against the adversaries. After this 2-hop model
is additionally supervised to predict the sentence-
level supporting facts, the performance in both
regular and adversarial evaluation decreases a bit,
but still outperforms both baselines in the regular
evaluation (with stat. significance). One possible
explanation for this performance drop is that the
2-hop model without the extra task of predicting
supporting facts overfits to the task of the final an-
swer prediction, thus achieving higher scores.

Adversarially-Trained Models We further
train all four models with the adversarial training
set, and the results are shown in the last two
columns in Table 1. Comparing the numbers
horizontally, we observe that after adversarial
training, both the baselines and the 2-hop models
with control unit gained statistically significant9

improvement on the adversarial evaluations.
Comparing the numbers in Table 1 vertically,
we show that the 2-hop model (row 3) achieves
significantly (p-value < 0.001) better results than
the baseline (row 1) on both regular and adver-

8All stat. signif. is based on bootstrapped randomization
test with 100K samples (Efron and Tibshirani, 1994).

9Statistical significance of p < 0.01.

Train Regular Regular Adv Adv
Eval Regular Adv Regular Adv

2-hop 47.68 34.71 45.71 40.72
2-hop - Ctrl 46.12 32.46 45.20 40.32
2-hop - Bridge 43.31 31.80 41.90 37.37
1-hop Base 42.32 26.67 41.55 37.65

Table 3: Ablation for the Control unit and Bridge-entity
supervision, reported as EM scores after training on
the regular or adversarial ADD4DOCS-RAND data, and
evaluation on regular dev set and ADD4DOCS-RAND
adv-dev set. Note that 1-hop Base is same as 2-hop
without both control unit and bridge-entity supervision.

sarial evaluation. After we add the sentence-level
supporting-fact supervision, the 2-hop model (row
4) obtains further improvements in both regular
and adversarial evaluation. Overall, we hope
that these initial improvements will motivate the
development of new models that combine explicit
compositional reasoning with adversarial training.

Adversary Ablation In order to test the robust-
ness of the adversarially-trained models against
new adversaries, we additionally evaluate them on
dev sets with varying numbers of adversarial doc-
uments and a different adversary placement strat-
egy elaborated in Sec. 4. As shown in the first
two columns in Table 2, neither the baselines nor
the 2-hop models are affected when the adversarial
documents are pre-pended to the context. When
the number of adversarial documents per support-
ing document with answer is increased to eight,
all four models’ performance drops by more than
1 points, but again the 2-hop model, with or with-
out supporting-fact supervision, continues to out-
perform its single-hop counterpart.

Control Unit Ablation We also conduct an ab-
lation study on the 2-hop model by removing the
control unit. As shown in the first two rows of Ta-
ble 3, the model with the control unit outperforms
the alternative in all 4 settings with different train-
ing and evaluation data combinations. The results
validate our intuition that the control unit can im-
prove the model’s multi-hop reasoning ability and
robustness against adversarial documents.

Bridge-Entity Supervision Ablation We fur-
ther investigate how intermediate supervision of
finding the bridge entity affects the overall perfor-
mance. For this ablation, we also construct an-
other 2-hop model without the bridge-entity super-
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vision, using 2 unshared layers of bi-attention (2-
hop - Bridge), as opposed to our previous model
with 2 parallel, shared layers of bi-attention. As
shown in Table 3, both the 2-hop and 1-hop mod-
els without the bridge-entity supervision suffer
large drops in the EM scores, suggesting that in-
termediate supervision is important for the model
to learn the compositional reasoning behavior.

6 Analysis

In this section, we seek to understand the behavior
of the model under the influence of the adversar-
ial examples. Following Jia and Liang (2017), we
focus on examples where the model predicted the
correct answer on the regular dev set. This portion
of the examples is divided into “model-successes”
— where the model continues to predict the cor-
rect answer given the adversarial documents, and
“model-failures” — where the model makes the
wrong prediction on the adversarial example.

Manual Verification of Adversaries We first
verify that the adversarial documents do not con-
tradict the original answer. As elaborated in
Sec. 2.2, we assume that the bridge entity is the
title of a supporting document and substitute it
with another title sampled from the training/dev
set. Thus, the contradiction could arise when the
adversarial document p′2 is linked with p1 with an-
other entity other than the titles. We randomly
sample 50 examples in ADD4DOCS-RAND, and
find 0 example where the fake answers in the ad-
versarial docs contradict the original answer. This
shows that our adversary construction is effective
in breaking the logical connection between the
supporting documents and adversaries.

Model Error Analysis Next, we try to under-
stand the model’s false prediction in the “model-
failures” subset on ADD4DOCS-RAND. For the
1-hop Baseline trained on regular data (2nd row,
2nd column in Table 1), in 96.3% of the failures,
the model’s prediction spans at least one of the ad-
versarial documents. For the same baseline trained
with adversarial data, the model’s prediction spans
at least one adversarial document in 95.4% of the
failures. We further found that in some examples,
the span predicted on the adversarial data is much
longer than the span predicted on the original dev
set, sometimes starting from a word in one doc-
ument and ending several documents later. This
is because our models predict the start and end in-

dexes separately, and thus could be affected by dif-
ferent adversarial documents in the context.

Adversary Failure Analysis Finally, we inves-
tigate those “model-successes”, where the adver-
sarial examples fail to fool the model. Specifically,
we find that some questions can be answered with
a single document. For the question “Who pro-
duced the film that was Jennifer Kent’s directo-
rial debut?”, one supporting document states “The
Babadook is ... directed by Jennifer Kent in her
directorial debut, and produced by Kristina Tarbell
and Kristian Corneille.” In this situation, even an
adversary is unable to change the single-hop na-
ture of the question. We refer to the appendix for
the full example.

Toward Better Multi-Hop QA Datasets
Lastly, we provide some intuition that is of impor-
tance for future attempts in collecting multi-hop
questions. In general, the final sub-question of a
multi-hop question should not be over-specific,
so as to avoid large semantic match between
the question and the surrounding context of the
answer. Compared to the question in Fig. 1, it is
harder to find a shortcut for the question “What
government position was held by the woman
who portrayed Corliss Archer in ...” because the
final sub-question (“What government position”)
contains less information for the model to directly
exploit, and it is more possible that a distracting
document breaks the reasoning shortcut by men-
tioning another government position held by a
person.

7 Related Works

Multi-hop Reading Comprehension The last
few years have witnessed significant progress
on large-scale QA datasets including cloze-style
blank-filling tasks (Hermann et al., 2015), open-
domain QA (Yang et al., 2015), QA with answer
span prediction (Rajpurkar et al., 2016, 2018), and
generative QA (Nguyen et al., 2016). However,
all of the above datasets are confined to a single-
document context per question domain.

Earlier attempts in multi-hop QA focused on
reasoning about the relations in a knowledge
base (Jain, 2016; Zhou et al., 2018; Lin et al.,
2018) or tables (Yin et al., 2015). The bAbI
dataset (Weston et al., 2016) uses synthetic con-
textx and requires the model to combine multi-
ple pieces of evidence in the text-based context.
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TriviaQA (Joshi et al., 2017) includes a small por-
tion of questions that require cross-sentence in-
ference. Welbl et al. (2017) uses Wikipedia ar-
ticles as the context and subject-relation pairs as
the query, and construct the multi-hop QAngaroo
dataset by traversing a directed bipartite graph. It
is designed in a way such that the evidence re-
quired to answer a query could be spread across
multiple documents that are not directly related to
the query. HotpotQA (Yang et al., 2018) is a more
recent multi-hop dataset that has crowd-sourced
questions with diverse syntactic and semantic fea-
tures. HotpotQA and QAngaroo also differ in their
types of multi-hop reasoning covered. Because
of the knowledge-base domain and the triplet for-
mat used in the construction, QAngaroo’s ques-
tions usually require inferring the desired property
of a query subject by finding a bridge entity that
connects the query to the answer. HotpotQA in-
cludes three more types of question, each requir-
ing a different reasoning paradigm. Some exam-
ples require inferring the bridge entity from the
question (Type I in Yang et al. (2018)), while oth-
ers demand checking facts or comparing subjects’
properties from two different documents (Type II
and comparison question).

Adversarial Evaluation and Training Jia and
Liang (2017) first applied adversarial evaluation
to QA models on the SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al.,
2016) dataset by generating a sentence that only
resembles the question syntactically and append-
ing it to the paragraph. They report that the perfor-
mances of state-of-the-art QA models (Seo et al.,
2017; Hu et al., 2018; Huang et al., 2018) drop
significantly when evaluated on the adversarial
data. Wang and Bansal (2018) further improves
the AddSent adversary and proposed AddSentDi-
verse that employs a diverse vocabulary for the
question conversion procedure. They show that
models trained with such adversarial examples can
be robust against a wide range of adversarial eval-
uation samples. Our paper shares the spirit with
these two works as we also try to investigate mod-
els’ over-stability to semantics-altering perturba-
tions. However, our study also differs from the
previous works (Jia and Liang, 2017; Wang and
Bansal, 2018) in two points. First, we gener-
ate adversarial documents by replacing the answer
and bridge entities in the supporting documents
instead of converting the question into a state-
ment. Second, our adversarial documents still pre-

serve words with common semantic meaning to
the question so that it can distract models that are
exploiting the reasoning shortcut in the context.

8 Conclusion

In this work, we identified reasoning shortcuts in
the HotpotQA dataset where the model can locate
the answer without multi-hop reasoning. We con-
structed adversarial documents that can fool the
models exploiting the shortcut, and found that the
performance of a state-of-the-art model dropped
significantly under our adversarial examples. We
showed that this baseline can improve on the ad-
versarial evaluation after being trained on the ad-
versarial data. We next proposed to use a con-
trol unit that dynamically attends to the question
to guide the bi-attention in multi-hop reasoning.
Trained on the regular data, this 2-hop model is
more robust against the adversary than the base-
line; and after being trained with adversarial data,
this model achieved further improvements on the
adversarial evaluation and also outperforms the
baseline. Overall, we hope that these insights and
initial improvements will motivate the develop-
ment of new models that combine explicit com-
positional reasoning with adversarial training.
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Who produced the film that was Jennifer Kent's 
directorial debut?

The Aphra Behn is a 2014 Australian psychological 
horror film written and directed by Scott Hahn in her 
directorial debut, and produced by Kristina Mutrux and 
Kristian ionesco. ...

Jennifer Kent is an Australian actress, writer and director, 
best known for her horror film "The Babadook" (2014), 
which was her directorial debut. She is currently 
filming her second film, "The Nightingale".

You Can't Kill Stephen King is a 2012 American comedy 
horror film that was directed by Monroe Mann, Ronnie 
Khalil, and Jorge Valdés-Iga, and is the directorial debut
of Khalil and the feature film directorial debut of Mann ...

The Babadook is a 2014 Australian psychological horror 
film written and directed by Jennifer Kent in her 
directorial debut, and produced byKristina Ceyton 
and Kristian Moliere. The film stars Essie Davis, Noah 
Wiseman, Daniel Henshall, Hayley McElhinney, Barbara 
West, and Ben Winspear.', ' It is based on the 2005 short 
film "Monster", also written and directed by Kent.

The Iron Giant is a 1999 American animated science-
fiction comedy-drama action film using both traditional 
animation and computer animation, produced by and 
directed by Brad Bird in his directorial debut.

Prediction: Kristina Ceyton and Kristian Moliere
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Prediction under adversary: Kristina Ceyton and Kristian Moliere

Figure 4: A single-hop HotpotQA example that cannot
be fixed with our adversary.

Appendix

A Examples

We show an HotpotQA (Yang et al., 2018) exam-
ple of our adversarial documents fail to fool the
model into predicting the fake answer. As shown
in Fig. 4, the question can be directly answered
by the second document in the Golden Reasoning
Chain. Therefore, it is logically impossible to cre-
ate an adversarial document to break this single-
hop situation without introducing contradiction.
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Abstract

We propose a novel, path-based reasoning
approach for the multi-hop reading compre-
hension task where a system needs to com-
bine facts from multiple passages to answer
a question. Although inspired by multi-hop
reasoning over knowledge graphs, our pro-
posed approach operates directly over unstruc-
tured text. It generates potential paths through
passages and scores them without any di-
rect path supervision. The proposed model,
named PathNet, attempts to extract implicit
relations from text through entity pair repre-
sentations, and compose them to encode each
path. To capture additional context, Path-
Net also composes the passage representations
along each path to compute a passage-based
representation. Unlike previous approaches,
our model is then able to explain its reason-
ing via these explicit paths through the pas-
sages. We show that our approach outper-
forms prior models on the multi-hop Wikihop
dataset, and also can be generalized to apply
to the OpenBookQA dataset, matching state-
of-the-art performance.

1 Introduction

Many reading comprehension (RC) datasets (Ra-
jpurkar et al., 2016; Trischler et al., 2017; Joshi
et al., 2017) have been proposed recently to eval-
uate a system’s ability to answer a question from
a given text passage. However, most of the ques-
tions in these datasets can be answered by using
only a single sentence or passage. As a result,
systems designed for these tasks may not be able
to compose knowledge from multiple sentences or
passages, a key aspect of natural language under-
standing. To remedy this, new datasets (Weston
et al., 2015; Welbl et al., 2018; Khashabi et al.,
2018a; Mihaylov et al., 2018) have been proposed,

∗Work performed while doing an internship at the Allen
Institute for Artificial Intelligence.

Query: (always breaking my heart , record label, ?)
Supporting Passages:

(p1) “Always Breaking My Heart” is the second sin-
gle from Belinda Carlisle ’s A Woman and a Man al-
bum , released in 1996 ( see 1996 in music ) . It ...

(p2) A Woman and a Man is the sixth studio al-
bum by American singer Belinda Carlisle , released
in the United Kingdom on September 23, 1996 by
Chrysalis Records (then part of the EMI Group, ...
Candidates: chrysalis records, emi group, virgin
records, ...
Answer: chrysalis records
Paths:

(“Always Breaking My Heart” ... single from ... A
Woman and a Man)

(A Woman and a Man ... released ... by ... Chrysalis
Records)

Figure 1: Example illustrating our proposed path ex-
traction and reasoning approach.

requiring a system to combine information from
multiple sentences in order to arrive at the answer,
referred to as multi-hop reasoning.

Multi-hop reasoning has been studied for ques-
tion answering (QA) over structured knowledge
graphs (Lao et al., 2011; Guu et al., 2015; Das
et al., 2017). Many of the successful models ex-
plicitly identify paths in the knowledge graph that
led to the answer. A strength of these models
is high interpretability, arising from explicit path-
based reasoning over the underlying graph struc-
ture. However, they cannot be directly applied to
QA in the absence of such structure.

Consequently, most multi-hop RC models over
unstructured text (Dhingra et al., 2017; Hu et al.,
2018) extend standard attention-based models
from RC by iteratively updating the attention to
indirectly “hop” over different parts of the text.
Recently, graph-based models (Song et al., 2018;
Cao et al., 2018) have been proposed for the Wik-
iHop dataset (Welbl et al., 2018). Nevertheless,
these models still only implicitly combine knowl-
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edge from all passages, and are therefore unable to
provide explicit reasoning paths.

We propose an approach1 for multiple choice
RC that explicitly extracts potential paths from
text (without direct path supervision) and encodes
the knowledge captured by each path. Figure 1
shows how to apply this approach to an exam-
ple in the WikiHop dataset. It shows two sam-
ple paths connecting an entity in the question
(Always Breaking My Heart) to a candidate an-
swer (Chrysalis Records) through a singer (Be-
linda Carlisle) and an album (A Woman and a
Man).

To encode the path, our model, named PathNet,
first aims to extract implicit (latent) relations be-
tween entity pairs in a passage based on their con-
textual representations. For example, it aims to ex-
tract the implicit single from relation between the
song and the name of the album in the first pas-
sage. Similarly, it extracts the released by relation
between the album and the record label in the sec-
ond passage. It learns to compose the extracted
implicit relations such that they map to the main
relation in the query, in this case record label. In
essence, the motivation is to learn to extract im-
plicit relations from text and to identify their valid
compositions, such as: (x, single from, y), (y, re-
leased by, z) → (x, record label, z). Due to the
absence of direct supervision on these relations,
PathNet does not explicitly extract these relations.
However, our qualitative analysis on a sampled set
of instances from WikiHop development set shows
that the top scoring paths in 78% of the correctly
answered questions have implied relations in the
text that could be composed to derive the query
relations.

In addition, PathNet also learns to compose ag-
gregated passage representations in a path to cap-
ture more global information: encoding(p1), en-
coding(p2) → (x, record label, z). This passage-
based representation is especially useful in do-
mains such as science question answering where
the lack of easily identifiable entities limits the ef-
fectiveness of the entity-based path representation.
While this passage-based representation is less in-
terpretable than the entity-based path representa-
tion, it still identifies the two passages used to se-
lect the answer, compared to a spread out attention
over all documents produced by previous graph-

1The source code is available at https://github.
com/allenai/PathNet

based approaches.
We make three main contributions:
(1) A novel path-based reasoning approach for

multi-hop QA over text that produces explanations
in the form of explicit paths; (2) A model, PathNet,
which aims to extract implicit relations from text
and compose them; and (3) Outperforming prior
models on the target WikiHop dataset2 and gen-
eralizing to the open-domain science QA dataset,
OpenBookQA, with performance comparable to
prior models.

2 Related Work

We summarize related work in QA over text, semi-
structured knowledge, and knowledge graphs.

Multi-hop RC. Recent datasets such as
bAbI (Weston et al., 2015), Multi-RC (Khashabi
et al., 2018a), WikiHop (Welbl et al., 2018), and
OpenBookQA (Mihaylov et al., 2018) have en-
couraged research in multi-hop QA over text. The
resulting multi-hop models can be categorized
into state-based and graph-based reasoning mod-
els. State-based reasoning models (Dhingra et al.,
2017; Shen et al., 2017; Hu et al., 2018) are closer
to a standard attention-based RC model with an
additional “state” representation that is iteratively
updated. The changing state representation re-
sults in the model focusing on different parts of
the passage during each iteration, allowing it to
combine information from different parts of the
passage. Graph-based reasoning models (Dhingra
et al., 2018; Cao et al., 2018; Song et al., 2018), on
the other hand, create graphs over entities within
the passages and update entity representations via
recurrent or convolutional networks. In contrast,
our approach explicitly identifies paths connecting
entities in the question to the answer choices.

Semi-structured QA. Our model is closer to
Integer Linear Programming (ILP) based meth-
ods (Khashabi et al., 2016; Khot et al., 2017;
Khashabi et al., 2018b), which define an ILP
program to find optimal support graphs for con-
necting the question to the choices through a
semi-structured knowledge representation. How-
ever, these models require a manually authored
and tuned ILP program, and need to convert text
into a semi-structured representation—a process
that is often noisy (such as using Open IE tu-

2Other systems, such as by Zhong et al. (2019), have
recently appeared on the WikiHop leaderboard (http://
qangaroo.cs.ucl.ac.uk/leaderboard.html).
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ples (Khot et al., 2017), SRL frames (Khashabi
et al., 2018b)). Our model, on the other hand,
is trained end-to-end, and discover relevant rela-
tional structure from text. Instead of an ILP pro-
gram, Jansen et al. (2017) train a latent ranking
perceptron using features from aggregated syntac-
tic structures from multiple sentences. However,
their system operates at the detailed (and often
noisy) level of dependency graphs, whereas we
identify entities and let the model learn implicit
relations and their compositions.

Knowledge Graph QA. QA datasets on knowl-
edge graphs such as Freebase (Bollacker et al.,
2008), require systems to map queries to a sin-
gle relation (Bordes et al., 2015), a path (Guu
et al., 2015), or complex structured queries (Be-
rant et al., 2013) over these graphs. While early
models (Lao et al., 2011; Gardner and Mitchell,
2015) focused on creating path-based features, re-
cent neural models (Guu et al., 2015; Das et al.,
2017; Toutanova et al., 2016) encode the entities
and relations along a path and compose them using
recurrent networks. Importantly, the input knowl-
edge graphs have entities and relations that are
shared across all training and test examples, which
the model can exploit during learning (e.g., via
learned entity and relation embeddings). When
reasoning with text, our model must learn these
representations purely based on their local context.

3 Approach Overview

We focus on the multiple-choice RC setting: given
a question and a set of passages, the task is to
find the correct answer among a predefined set of
candidates. The proposed approach can be ap-
plied to m-hop reasoning, as discussed briefly in
the corresponding sections for path extraction, en-
coding, and scoring. Since our target datasets
primarily need 2-hop reasoning3 and the poten-
tial of semantic drift with increased number of
hops (Fried et al., 2015; Khashabi et al., 2019),
we focus on and assess the case of 2-hop paths
(m = 2). As discussed later (see Footnote 4),
our path-extraction step scales exponentially with
m. Using m = 2 keeps this step tractable, while
still covering almost all examples in our target
datasets.

In WikiHop, a questionQ is given in the form of
a tuple (he, r, ?), where he represents the head en-

3We found that most WikiHop questions can be answered
with 2 hops and OpenBookQA also targets 2-hop questions.

tity and r represents the relation between he and
the unknown tail entity. The task is to select the
unknown tail entity from a given set of candidates
{c1, c2, . . . cN}, by reasoning over supporting pas-
sages P = p1, . . . , pM . To perform multi-hop rea-
soning, we extract multiple paths P (cf. Section 4)
connecting he to each ck from the supporting pas-
sages P . The j-th 2-hop path for candidate ck is
denoted pkj , where pkj = he → e1 → ck, and e1
is referred to as the intermediate entity.

In OpenBookQA, different from WikiHop, the
questions and candidate answer choices are plain
text sentences. To construct paths, we extract
all head entities from the question and tail enti-
ties from candidate answer choices, considering
all noun phrases and named entities as entities.
This often results in many 2-hop paths connect-
ing a question to a candidate answer choice via
the same intermediate entity. With {he1 , he2 , . . .}
representing the list of head entities from a ques-
tion, and {ck1 , ck2 , . . .} the list of tail entities from
candidate ck, the j-th path connecting ckα to heβ
can be represented as: pα,βkj = heα → e1 → ckβ .
For simplicity, we omit the notations α and β from
path representation.

Next, the extracted paths are encoded and
scored (cf. Section 5). Following, the normalized
path scores are summed for each candidate to give
a probability distribution over the candidate an-
swer choices.

4 Path Extraction

The first step in our approach is extracting paths
from text passages. Consider the example in Fig-
ure 1. Path extraction proceeds as follows:

(a) We find a passage p1 that contains a head
entity he from the question Q. In our example,
we would identify the first supporting passage that
contains always breaking my heart.

(b) We then find all named entities and noun
phrases that appear in the same sentence as he or
in the subsequent sentence. Here, we would col-
lect Belinda Carlisle, A Woman and a Man, and
album as potential intermediate entity e1.

(c) Next, we find a passage p2 that contains the
potential intermediate entity identified above. For
clarity, we refer to the occurrence of e1 in p2 as e1′.
By design, (he, e1) and (e1′, ck) are located in dif-
ferent passages. For instance, we find the second
passage that contains both Belinda Carlisle and A
Woman and a Man.
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(d) Finally, we check whether p2 contains any
of the candidate answer choices. For instance, p2
contains chrysalis records and emi group.

The resulting extracted paths can be summa-
rized as a set of entity sequences. In this case,
for the candidate answer chrysalis records, we ob-
tain a set of two paths: (always breaking my heart
→ Belinda Carlisle→ chrysalis records), (always
breaking my heart → A Man and a Woman →
chrysalis records). Similarly, we can collect paths
for the other candidate, emi group.

Notably, our path extraction method can be eas-
ily extended for more hops. Specifically, for m-
hop reasoning, steps (b) and (c) are repeated (m−
1) times, where the intermediate entity from step
(c) becomes the head entity for the subsequent step
(b). For larger values of m, maintaining tractabil-
ity of this approach would require optimizing the
complexity of identifying the passages containing
an entity (steps (a) and (c)) and limiting the num-
ber of neighboring entities considered (step (b)).4

For one hop reasoning, i.e., when a single pas-
sage is sufficient to answer a question, we con-
struct the path with e1 as null. In this case, both
he and ck are found in a single passage. In this
way, for a task requiring more hops, one only need
to guess the maximum number of hops. If some
questions in that task require less hops, our pro-
posed approach can easily handle that by assign-
ing the intermediate entity to null. For instance, in
this work, our approach can handle 1-hop reason-
ing although it is developed for 2-hop.

5 PathNet: Path-based Multi-hop QA
Model

Once we have all potential paths, we score them
using the proposed model, named PathNet, whose
overview is depicted in Figure 2. The key compo-
nent is the path-scorer module that computes the
score for each path pkj . We normalize these scores
across all paths, and compute the probability of a
candidate ck being the correct answer by summing
the normalized scores of the paths associated with
ck:

prob(ck) =
∑

j

score(pkj). (1)

Next, we describe three main model compo-
nents, operating on the following inputs: question

4If the search step takes no more than s steps and iden-
tifies a fixed number k of passages, and we select up to e
neighboring entities, our approach would have a time com-
plexity of O

(
(ke)m−1sm

)
for enumerating m-hop paths.

Figure 2: Architecture of the proposed model.

Q, passages p1 and p2, candidate ck, and the loca-
tions of he, e1, e′1, ck in these passages: (1) Em-
bedding and Encoding (§ 5.1) (2) Path Encoding
(§ 5.2) (3) Path Scoring (§ 5.3). In Figure 3, we
present the model architecture for these three com-
ponents used for scoring the paths.

5.1 Embedding and Encoding

We start by describing how we embed and con-
textually encode all pieces of text: question, sup-
porting passages, and candidate answer choices.
For word embedding, we use pretrained 300 di-
mensional vectors from GloVe (Pennington et al.,
2014), randomly initializing vectors for out of vo-
cabulary (OOV) words. For contextual encoding,
we use bi-directional LSTM (BiLSTM) (Hochre-
iter and Schmidhuber, 1997).

Let T , U , and V represent the number of to-
kens in the p-th supporting passage, question, and
k-th answer candidate, respectively. The final en-
coded representation for the p-th supporting pas-
sage can be obtained by stacking these vectors into
Sp ∈ RT×H , where H is the number of hidden
units for the BiLSTMs. The sequence level en-
coding for the question, Q ∈ RU×H , and for the
k-th candidate answer, Ck ∈ RV×H , are obtained
similarly. We use row vector representation (e.g.,
R1×H ) for all vectors in this paper.

5.2 Path Encoding

After extracting the paths as discussed in Section
4, they are encoded using an end-to-end neural
network. This path encoder consists of two com-
ponents: context-based and passage-based.
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Figure 3: Architecture of the path scoring module, shown here for 2-hop paths.

5.2.1 Context-based Path Encoding
This component aims to implicitly encode the re-
lation between he and e1, and between e1′ and ck.
These implicit relation representations are them
composed together to encode a path representation
for he → e1 . . . e1′ → ck.

First, we extract the contextual representations
for each of he, e1, e1′, and ck. Based on the lo-
cations of these entities in the corresponding pas-
sages, we extract the boundary vectors from the
passage encoding representation. For instance, if
he appears in the p-th supporting passage from
token i1 to i2 (i1 ≤ i2), then the contextual en-
coding of he, ghe ∈ R2H is taken to be: ghe =
sp1,i1 || sp1,i2 , where || denotes the concatena-
tion operation. If he appears in multiple locations
within the passage, we use the mean vector rep-
resentation across all of these locations. The lo-
cation encoding vectors ge1 , ge1′, and gck are ob-
tained similarly.

Next, we extract the implicit relation between
he and e1 as rhe,e1 ∈ RH , using a feed forward
layer:

rhe,e1 = FFL(ghe ,ge1) , (2)

where FFL is defined as:

FFL(a,b) = tanh(aWa + bWb) . (3)

Here a ∈ RH′ and b ∈ RH′′ are input vectors, and
Wa ∈ RH′×H and Wb ∈ RH′′×H are trainable
weight matrices. The bias vectors are not shown
here for simplicity. Similarly, we compute the im-
plicit relation between e1′ and ck as re1′,ck ∈ RH ,
using their location encoding vectors ge1′ and gck .

Finally, we compose all implicit relation vectors
along the path to obtain a context-based path rep-

resentation xctx ∈ RH given by:

xctx = comp(rhe,e1 , re1′,ck) (4)

For fixed length paths, we can use a feed for-
ward network as the composition function. E.g.,
for 2-hop paths, we use FFL(rhe,e1 , re1′,ck). For
variable length paths, we can use recurrent compo-
sition networks such as LSTM, GRU. We compare
these composition functions in Section 6.3.

5.2.2 Passage-based Path Encoding
In this encoder, we use entire passages to com-
pute the path representation. As before, suppose
(he, e1) and (e1′, ck) appear in supporting passages
p1 and p2, respectively. We encode each of p1 and
p2 into a single vector based on passage-question
interaction. As discussed below, we first compute
a question-weighted representation for passage to-
kens and then aggregate it across the passage.

Question-Weighted Passage Representation:
For the p-th passage, we first compute the atten-
tion matrix A ∈ RT×U , capturing the similarity
between the passage and question words. Then,
we calculate a question-aware passage representa-
tion Sq1p ∈ RT×H , where Sq1p = AQ. Similarly,
a passage-aware question representation, Qp ∈
RU×H , is computed, where Qp = A>Sp.

Further, we compute another passage represen-
tation Sq2p = AQp ∈ RT×H . Intuitively, Sq1p
captures important passage words based on the
question, whereas Sq2p is another passage repre-
sentation which focuses on the interaction with
passage-relevant question words. The idea of en-
coding a passage after interacting with the ques-
tion multiple times is inspired from the Gated At-
tention Reader model (Dhingra et al., 2017).
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Aggregate Passage Representation: To derive
a single passage vector, we first concatenate the
two passage representations for each token, ob-
taining Sqp = Sq1p || Sq2p ∈ RT×2H . We then use
an attentive pooling mechanism for aggregating
the token representations. The aggregated vector
s̃p ∈ R2H for the p-th passage is obtained as:

apt ∝ exp(sqp,tw
>); s̃p = apSqp (5)

where w ∈ R2H is a learned vector. In this
way, we obtain the aggregated vector representa-
tions for both supporting passages p1 and p2 as
s̃p1 ∈ R2H and s̃p2 ∈ R2H , respectively.

Composition: We compose the aggregated pas-
sage vectors to obtain the passage-based path rep-
resentation xpsg ∈ RH similar to Equation 4:

xpsg = comp(s̃p1 , s̃p2) (6)

Similar to the composition function in context-
based path encoding, this composition function
can be a feed-forward network for fixed length or
recurrent networks for variable length paths.

5.3 Path Scoring
Encoded paths are scored from two perspectives.

Context-based Path Scoring: We score
context-based paths based on their interaction
with the question encoding. First, we aggregate
the question into a single vector. We take the
first and last hidden state representations from
the question encoding Q to obtain an aggregated
question vector representation.

The aggregated question vector q̃ ∈ RH is

q̃ = (q0 || qU ) Wq , (7)

where Wq ∈ R2H×H is a learnable weight matrix.
The combined representation yxctx,q ∈ RH of the
question and a context-based path is computed as:
yxctx,q = FFL(xctx , q̃) Finally, we derive scores
for context-based paths:

zctx = yxctx,qw
>
ctx , (8)

where wctx ∈ RH is a trainable vector.

Passage-based Path Scoring: We also score
paths based on the interaction between the
passage-based path encoding vector and the can-
didate encoding. In this case, only candidate en-
coding is used since passage-based path encoding

already uses the question representation. We ag-
gregate the representation Ck for candidate ck into
a single vector c̃k ∈ RH by applying an atten-
tive pooling operation similar to Equation 5. The
score for passage-based path is then computed as
follows:

zpsg = c̃k x
>
psg (9)

Finally, the unnormalized score for path pkj is:

z = zctx + zpsg (10)

and its normalized version, score(pkj), is calcu-
lated by applying the softmax operation over all
the paths and candidate answers.

6 Experiments

We start by describing the experimental setup, and
then present results and an analysis of our model.

6.1 Setup

We consider the standard (unmasked) version of
the recently proposed WikiHop dataset (Welbl
et al., 2018). WikiHop is a large scale multi-
hop QA dataset consisting of about 51K questions
(5129 Dev, 2451 Test). Each question is associ-
ated with an average of 13.7 supporting Wikipedia
passages, each with 36.4 tokens on average.

We also evaluate our model on Open-
BookQA (Mihaylov et al., 2018), a very recent
and challenging multi-hop QA dataset with about
6K questions (500 Dev, 500 Test), each with 4
candidate answer choices. Since OpenBookQA
does not have associated passages for the ques-
tions, we retrieve sentences from a text corpus to
create single sentence passages.

We start with a corpus of 1.5M sentences used
by previous systems (Khot et al., 2017) for sci-
ence QA. It is then filtered down to 590K sen-
tences by identifying sentences about generalities
and removing noise. We assume sentences that
start with a plural noun are likely to capture gen-
eral concepts, e.g. “Mammals have fur”, and only
consider such sentences. We also eliminate noisy
and irrelevant sentences by using a few rules such
as root of the parse tree must be a sentence, it must
not contain proper nouns. This corpus is also pro-
vided along with our code.

Next, we need to retrieve sentences that can
lead to paths between the question q and an an-
swer choice c. Doing so naively will only retrieve
sentences that directly connect entities in q to c,
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Model Accuracy (%)
Dev Test

Welbl et al. (2018) - 42.9
Dhingra et al. (2018) 56.0 59.3
Song et al. (2018) 62.8 65.4
Cao et al. (2018) 64.8 67.6
PathNet 67.4† 69.6†

Table 1: Accuracy on the WikiHop dataset.
†Statistically significant (Wilson, 1927)

Model Accuracy (%)
Dev Test

KER (OMCS) 54.4 52.2
KER (WordNet) 55.6 51.4
KER (OB + OMCS) 54.6 50.8
KER (OB + WordNet) 54.2 51.2
KER (OB + Text) 55.4 52.0
PathNet (OB + Text) 55.0 53.4

Table 2: Accuracy on the OpenBookQA dataset.

i.e., 1-hop paths. To facilitate 2-hop reasoning, we
first retrieve sentences based on words in q, and for
each retrieved sentence s1, we find sentences that
overlap with both s1 and c. Each path is scored
using idf(q, s1) · idf(s1, s2) · idf(s2, c), where s2 is
the second retrieved sentence and idf(w) is the idf
score of token w based on the input corpus:

idf(x, y) =

∑
w∈x∩y idf(w)

min(
∑

w∈x idf(w),
∑

w∈y idf(w))

For efficiency, we perform beam search and ig-
nore any chain if the score drops below a threshold
(0.08). Finally we take the top 100 chains and use
these sentences as passages in our model.

We use Spacy5 for tokenization. For word em-
bedding, we use the 840B 300-dimensional pre-
trained word vectors from GloVe and we do not
update them during training. For simplicity, we do
not use any character embedding. The number of
hidden units in all LSTMs is 50 (H = 100). We
use dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) with probabil-
ity 0.25 for every learnable layer. During training,
the minibatch size is fixed at 8. We use the Adam
optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with learning
rate 0.001 and clipnorm 5. We use cross entropy
loss for training. This being a multiple-choice QA
task, we use accuracy as the evaluation metric.

6.2 Main Results

Table 1 compares our results on the WikiHop
dataset with several recently proposed multi-hop

5https://spacy.io/api/tokenizer

QA models. We show the best results from each
of the competing entries. Welbl et al. (2018) pre-
sented the results of BiDAF (Seo et al., 2017) on
the WikiHop dataset. Dhingra et al. (2018) in-
corporated coreference connections inside GRU
network to capture coreference links while ob-
taining the contextual representation. Recently,
Cao et al. (2018) and Song et al. (2018) proposed
graph neural network approaches for multi-hop
reading comprehension. While the high level idea
is similar for these work, Cao et al. (2018) used
ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) for a contextual em-
bedding, which has proven to be very useful in the
recent past in many NLP tasks.

As seen in Table 1, our proposed model Path-
Net significantly outperforms prior approaches on
WikiHop. Additionally, we benefit from inter-
pretability: unlike these prior methods, our model
allows identifying specific entity chains that led to
the predicted answer.

Table 2 presents results on the OpenBookQA
dataset. We compare with the Knowledge En-
hanced Reader (KER) model (Mihaylov et al.,
2018). The variants reflect the source from which
the model retrieves relevant knowledge: the open
book (OB), WordNet subset of ConceptNet, and
Open Mind Common Sense (OMCS) subset of
ConceptNet, and the corpus of 590K sentences
(Text). Since KER does not scale to a corpus of
this size, we provided it with the combined set of
sentences retrieved by our model for all the Open-
BookQA questions. The model computes various
cross-attentions between the question, knowledge,
and answer choices, and combines these atten-
tions to select the answer. Overall, our proposed
approach marginally improved over the previous
models on the OpenBookQA dataset6. Note that,
our model was designed for the closed-domain
setting where all the required knowledge is pro-
vided. Yet, our model is able to generalize on the
open-domain setting where the retrieved knowl-
edge may be noisy or insufficient to answer the
question.

6.3 Effectiveness of Model Components

Table 3 shows the impact of context-based and
passage-based path encodings. Performance of
the model degrades when we ablate either of

6Sun et al. (2018) used the large OpenAI fine-tuned lan-
guage model (Radford et al., 2018) pre-trained on an addi-
tional dataset, RACE (Lai et al., 2017) to achieve a score of
55% on this task.
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the two path encoding modules. Intuitively, in
context-based path encodings, limited and more
fine-grained context is considered due to the use
of specific entity locations. On the contrary, the
passage-based path encoder computes the path
representations considering the entire passage
representations (both passages which contain
the head entity and tail entity respectively).
As a result, even if the intermediate entity can
not be used meaningfully, the model poses the
ability to form an implicit path representation.
Passage-based path encoder is more helpful
on OpenBookQA as it is often difficult to find
meaningful explicit context-based paths through
entity linking across passages. Let us consider
the following example taken from OpenBookQA
development set where our model successfully
predicted the correct answer.

Question: What happens when someone on
top of a bicycle starts pushing it ’s peddles in a
circular motion ?
Answer: the bike accelerates
Best Path: (bicycle, pedal, bike)
p1: bicycles require continuous circular motion
on pedals
p2: pushing on the pedals of a bike cause that bike
to move.

In this case, the extracted path through entity
linking is not meaningful as the path composition
would connect bicycles to bike 7. However, when
the entire passages are considered, they contain
sufficient information to help infer the answer.

Table 4 presents the results on WikiHop de-
velopment set when different composition func-
tions are used for Equation (4). Recurrent net-
works, such as LSTM and GRU, enable the path
encoder to model an arbitrary number of hops.
For 2-hop paths, we found that a simple feed for-
ward network (FFL) performs slightly better than
the rest. We also considered sharing the weights
(FFL shared) when obtaining the relation vectors
rhe,e1 and re1′,ck . Technically, the FFL model is
performing the same task in both cases: extract-
ing implicit relations and the parameters could
be shared. However, practically, the unshared

7Entities in science questions can be phrases and events
(e.g., “the bike accelerates”). Identifying and matching such
entities are very challenging in case of the OpenBookQA
dataset. We show that our entity-linking approach, designed
for noun phrases and named entities, is still able to perform
comparable to state-of-the-art methods on science question
answering, despite this noisy entity matching.

Model
% Accuracy (∆)

WikiHop OBQA

PathNet 67.4† 55.0†
- context-based path 64.7 (2.7) 54.8∗ (0.2)
- passage-based path 63.2 (4.2) 46.2 (8.8)

Table 3: Ablation results on development sets.
∗Improvement over this is not statistically significant.

Model Accuracy (%)
WikiHop ∆

FFL (PathNet) 67.4 -
FFL Shared 66.7 0.7
LSTM 67.1 0.3
GRU 67.3 0.1

Table 4: Various composition functions to generate
path representation (xctx) on WikiHop development set.

weights perform better, possibly because it gives
the model the freedom to handle answer candi-
dates differently, especially allowing the model to
consider the likelihood of a candidate being a valid
answer to any question, akin to a prior.

6.4 Qualitative Analysis
One key aspect of our model is its ability to indi-
cate the paths that contribute most towards predict-
ing an answer choice. Table 5 illustrates the two
highest-scoring paths for two sample WikiHop
questions which lead to correct answer prediction.
In the first question, the top-2 paths are formed by
connecting Zoo Lake to Gauteng through the inter-
mediate entities Johannesburg and South Africa,
respectively. In the second example, the science
fiction novel This Day All Gods Die is connected
to the publisher Bantam Books through the author
Stephen R. Donaldson, and the collection Gap Cy-
cle for first and second paths, respectively.

We also analyzed 50 randomly chosen questions
that are annotated as requiring multi-hop reason-
ing in the WikiHop development set and that our
model answered correctly. In 78% of the ques-
tions, we found at least one meaningful path8 in
the top-3 extracted paths, which dropped to 62%
for top-1 path. On average, 66% of the top-3 paths
returned by our model were meaningful. In con-
trast, only 46% of three randomly selected paths
per question made sense, even when limited to the
paths for the correct answers. That is, a random
baseline, even with oracle knowledge of the cor-
rect answer, would only find a good path in 46%

8A path is considered meaningful if it has valid relations
that can be composed to conclude the predicted answer.
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Question: (zoo lake , located in the administrative territorial entity, ?)
Answer: gauteng
Rank-1 Path: (zoo lake, Johannesburg, gauteng)
Passage1: ... Zoo Lake is a popular lake and public park in Johannesburg , South Africa . It is part of the Hermann
Eckstein Park and is ...
Passage2: ... Johannesburg ( also known as Jozi , Joburg and eGoli ) is the largest city in South Africa and is one of the
50 largest urban areas in the world . It is the provincial capital of Gauteng , which is ...
Rank-2 Path: (zoo lake, South Africa, gauteng)
Passage1: ... Zoo Lake is a popular lake and public park in Johannesburg , South Africa . It is ...
Passage2: ... aka The Reef , is a 56-kilometre - long north - facing scarp in the Gauteng Province of South Africa . It
consists of a ...
Question: ( this day all gods die , publisher, ?)
Answer: bantam books
Rank-1 Path: (this day all gods die, Stephen R. Donaldson, bantam books)
Passage1: ... All Gods Die , officially The Gap into Ruin : This Day All Gods Die , is a science fiction novel by
Stephen R. Donaldson , being the final book of The Gap Cycle ...
Passage2: ... The Gap Cycle ( published 19911996 by Bantam Books and reprinted by Gollancz in 2008 ) is a science
fiction story , told in a series of 5 books , written by Stephen R. Donaldson . It is an ...
Rank-2 Path: (this day all gods die, Gap Cycle, bantam books)
Passage1: ... All Gods Die , officially The Gap into Ruin : This Day All Gods Die , is a science fiction novel by
Stephen R. Donaldson , being the final book of The Gap Cycle ...
Passage2: ... The Gap Cycle ( published 19911996 by Bantam Books and reprinted by Gollancz in 2008 ) is a science
fiction story ...

Table 5: Two top-scoring paths for sample WikiHop Dev questions. In the Rank-1 path for the first question, the
model composes the implicit located in relations between (Zoo lake, Johannesburg) and (Johannesburg, Gauteng).

of the cases. We also analyzed 50 questions that
our model gets wrong. The top-scoring paths here
were of lower quality (only 16.7% were meaning-
ful). This provides qualitative evidence that our
model’s performance is correlated with the qual-
ity of the paths it identifies, and it does not simply
guess using auxiliary information such as entity
types, number of paths,9 etc.

7 Conclusion

We present a novel, path-based, multi-hop reading
comprehension model that outperforms previous
models on WikiHop and OpenBookQA. Impor-
tantly, we illustrate how our model can explain its
reasoning via explicit paths extracted across mul-
tiple passages. While we focused on 2-hop rea-
soning required by our evaluation datasets, the ap-
proach can be generalized to longer chains and to
longer natural language questions.
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Abstract

For evaluating machine-generated texts, au-
tomatic methods hold the promise of avoid-
ing collection of human judgments, which
can be expensive and time-consuming. The
most common automatic metrics, like BLEU
and ROUGE, depend on exact word match-
ing, an inflexible approach for measuring se-
mantic similarity. We introduce methods
based on sentence mover’s similarity; our au-
tomatic metrics evaluate text in a continuous
space using word and sentence embeddings.
We find that sentence-based metrics corre-
late with human judgments significantly bet-
ter than ROUGE, both on machine-generated
summaries (average length of 3.4 sentences)
and human-authored essays (average length of
7.5). We also show that sentence mover’s sim-
ilarity can be used as a reward when learning a
generation model via reinforcement learning;
we present both automatic and human evalua-
tions of summaries learned in this way, finding
that our approach outperforms ROUGE.

1 Introduction

Automatic text evaluation reduces the need for
human evaluations, which can be expensive and
time-consuming to collect, particularly when eval-
uating long, multi-sentence texts. Automatic met-
rics allow faster measures of progress when train-
ing and testing models and easier development of
text generation systems.

However, existing automatic metrics for evalu-
ating text are problematic. Due to their computa-
tional efficiency, metrics based on word-matching
are common, such as ROUGE (Lin, 2004) for
summarization, BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) for
machine translation, and METEOR (Banerjee and
Lavie, 2005) or CIDER (Vedantam et al., 2015) for
image captioning. Nevertheless, these metrics of-

∗Work done while author was at Microsoft Research.

The children eat lunch and play in the park.

The family is on a picnic.   They have fun.A:

B:

3.7 6.3 5.1

6.2 7.6 5.5 6.1 5.1

S+WMS:
5.13

Figure 1: An illustration of S+WMS (a sentence mover
similarity metric that uses both word and sentence em-
beddings) between two documents. This metric finds
the minimal cost of “moving” both the word embed-
dings (orange) and the sentence embeddings (blue)
in Document A to those in Document B. An arrow’s
width is the proportion of the embedding’s weight be-
ing moved, and its label is the Euclidean distance. Here
we show only the highest weighted connections.

ten fail to capture information that has been re-
worded or reordered from the reference text, as
shown in Kilickaya et al. (2017) and Table 1.1

They have also been found to correlate weakly
with human judgments (Liu et al., 2016; Novikova
et al., 2017).

To avoid these shortcomings, word mover’s dis-
tance (WMD; Kusner et al., 2015) can be used
to evaluate text in a continuous space using pre-
trained word embeddings instead of relying on
exact word matching. WMD has been used suc-
cessfully for tasks including image caption eval-
uation (Kilickaya et al., 2017), automatic essay
evaluation (Tashu and Horváth, 2018), and affect
detection (Alshahrani et al., 2017). This bag-of-
embeddings approach is flexible but fails to reflect
the grouping of words and ideas, a shortcoming
that becomes more problematic as the length of
the document grows.

We modify WMD for evaluating multi-sentence
texts by basing the score on sentence embeddings
(§3), giving it access to higher-level representa-

1For readability, we scale ROUGE scores by a factor of
100 and sentence mover’s metrics by a factor of 1000.
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Reference passage. the only thing crazier than a guy in snowbound massachusetts boxing up the powdery white stuff
and offering it for sale online ? people are actually buying it . for $ 89 , self-styled entrepreneur kyle waring will ship
you 6 pounds of boston-area snow in an insulated styrofoam box – enough for 10 to 15 snowballs , he says .

Summary ROUGE-L WMS SMS S+WMS
Human summary. a man in suburban boston is selling snow online to
customers in warmer states . for $ 89 , he will ship 6 pounds of snow in
an insulated styrofoam box .

39.30 57.85 99.98 24.06

Word order. in suburban boston , a man is selling snow online to
customers in warmer states . he will ship 6 pounds of snow in an insulated
styrofoam box for $ 89 .

31.44 57.85 99.98 24.06

(↓ 20%) (=) (=) (=)

Repetition. a man in suburban boston is selling snow is selling snow
online to customers in warmer states in warmer states . for $ 89 , he will
ship he will ship 6 pounds 6 pounds of snow in an insulated styrofoam box
in a styrofoam box .

35.07 57.31 89.40 22.81

(↓ 11%) (↓ 1%) (↓ 11%) (↓ 5%)

Table 1: A comparison of scores for three different summaries for a reference passage (the first lines of a news
article). The human summary has been permuted with its clauses rearranged (Word order) and repeated (Repeti-
tion). Word order changes negatively affect ROUGE-L more than repetition; the other metrics are unaffected by
word order choices but, to varying degrees, penalize repetition.

tions of the text. We introduce two new metrics:
sentence mover’s similarity (SMS), which relies
only on sentence embeddings, and sentence and
word mover’s similarity (S+WMS), which uses
word and sentence embeddings, as in Figure 1.

In §4, we find that sentence mover’s similarity
metrics significantly improve correlation with hu-
man evaluations over ROUGE-L (the longest com-
mon subsequence variant of ROUGE) and WMD

when scoring automatically generated summaries
(averaging 3.4 sentences). We also automatically
evaluate human-authored essays (averaging 7.5
sentences) and find smaller but significant gains.
We compute sentence mover’s similarity metrics
with type-based embeddings and contextual em-
beddings and find these results hold regardless
of embedding type, with no significant difference
caused by the choice of embedding.

Finally, we show in §5 that sentence mover’s
similarity metrics can also be used when learning
to generate text. Generating summaries using re-
inforcement learning with sentence mover’s simi-
larity as the reward results in higher quality sum-
maries than those generated using a ROUGE-L or
WMD reward, according to both automatic metrics
and human evaluations.

2 Background: Word Mover’s Distance

Earth mover’s distance (EMD, also known as the
Wasserstein metric; Rubner and Guibas, 1998) is
a measure of the distance between two probabil-
ity distributions. Word mover’s distance (WMD;
Kusner et al., 2015) is a discrete version of EMD

that evaluates the distance between two sequences
(e.g., sentences, paragraphs, etc.), each repre-
sented with relative word frequencies. It com-
bines (1) item similarity2 on bag-of-word (BOW)
histogram representations of text (Goldberg et al.,
2018) with (2) word embedding similarity.

For any two documents A and B, WMD is de-
fined as the minimum cost of transforming one
document into the other. Each document is repre-
sented by the relative frequencies of words it con-
tains, i.e., for the ith word type,

dA,i = count(i)/|A| (1)

where |A| is the total word count of document A,
and dB,i is defined similarly.

Now let the ith word be represented by vi ∈
Rm, i.e., an m-length embedding,3 allowing us to
define distances between the ith and jth words,
denoted ∆(i, j). V is the vocabulary size. We
follow Kusner et al. (2015) and use the Euclidean
distance ∆(i, j) = ‖vi − vj‖2. The WMD is then
the solution to the linear program:

WMD(A,B) = min
T≥0

∑V
i=1

∑V
j=1Ti,j∆(i, j)

(2a)
s.t.

∀i,∑V
j=1Ti,j = dA,i, (2b)

2The similarity can be defined as cosine, Jaccard, Eu-
clidean, etc.

3Our evaluation scores depend on pretrained word embed-
dings, which can be type-based or contextual. Our experi-
ments consider both; see §4 and §5. When using contextual
embeddings, we treat each token as its own type, as each word
will have a different embedding depending on its context.
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∀j,∑V
i=1Ti,j = dB,j (2c)

T ∈ RV×V is a nonnegative matrix, where each
Ti,j denotes how much of word i (across all its
tokens) in A is assigned to tokens of word j in
B, and the constraints ensure the flow of a given
word cannot exceed its weight. Specifically, WMD

ensures that the entire outgoing flow from word i
equals dA,i, i.e.,

∑
j Ti,j = dA,i. Additionally, the

amount of incoming flow to word j must match
dB,j , i.e.,

∑
i Ti,j = dB,j . Following the example

of Kilickaya et al. (2017), we transform WMD into
a similarity (WMS):

WMS(A,B) = exp(−WMD(A,B)) (3)

WMS measures two documents’ similarity by
minimizing the total distance to move words be-
tween two documents, combining the strengths of
BOW and word embedding-based similarity met-
rics. In Figure 1, WMS would calculate the cost
of moving from Document A to Document B us-
ing only the word embeddings, denoted in orange.
WMS is symmetric, and WMS(A,A) = 1 when
word embeddings are deterministic.

Empirically, WMD has improved the per-
formance of NLP tasks (see §6), specifically
sentence-level tasks, such as image caption gen-
eration (Kilickaya et al., 2017) and natural lan-
guage inference (Sulea, 2017). However, its cost
grows prohibitively as the length of the documents
increases, and the BOW approach can be prob-
lematic when documents become large as the re-
lation between sentences is lost. By only measur-
ing word distances, the metric cannot capture in-
formation conveyed by the grouping of words, for
which we need higher-level document representa-
tions (Dai et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2018).

3 Sentence Mover’s Similarity Metrics

We modify WMS to measure the similarity be-
tween two documents using sentence embeddings,
which we call a sentence mover’s similarity ap-
proach. We introduce two new metrics: Sentence
Mover’s Similarity (SMS) and Sentence and Word
Mover’s Similarity (S+WMS). SMS replaces the
word embeddings in WMS with sentence embed-
dings (§3.1), while S+WMS combines the two met-
rics and uses both word and sentence embeddings
(§3.2). Our code (an extension of an existing WMD

implementation4) and datasets are publicly avail-
able.5

3.1 Sentence Mover’s Similarity

Sentence Mover’s Similarity (SMS) performs the
same linear optimization problem in Eq. 2a as
WMS, except now each document is represented
as a bag of sentence embeddings rather than a bag
of word embeddings. In Figure 1, SMS considers
only the sentence embeddings, denoted in blue.

To get the representation of a sentence in a doc-
ument, we combine the sentence’s word embed-
dings. Sentence representations based on averag-
ing or pooling word embeddings perform compet-
itively on tasks including sentence classification,
recognizing textual entailment, and paraphrase de-
tection (Conneau and Kiela, 2018). We use sen-
tence representations that are the average of their
word embeddings, as this approach outperformed
pooling methods in preliminary results.

While in WMS word embeddings are weighted
according to their frequency in the document (see
Eq. 1), SMS weights each sentence embedding by
the number of words (|A|) it contains.6 So a sen-
tence i in document A will receive a weight of:

dA,i = |i|/|A| (4)

We solve the same linear program, Eq. 1, by cal-
culating the cumulative distance of moving a doc-
ument’s sentences to match another document.
Now the vocabulary is the set of sentences in the
documents instead of the words, as in Figure 2.

3.2 Sentence and Word Mover’s Similarity

Sentence and Word Mover’s Similarity (S+WMS)
combines WMS and SMS and represents each doc-
ument as a collection of both words and sen-
tences. Each document is now a bag of both word
and sentence embeddings (as seen in Figure 1),
where each word embedding is weighted accord-
ing to its frequency and each sentence embedding
is weighted according to its length. Now the bag
of words and sentences representing document A
is normalized by 2|A|, so that:

4https://github.com/src-d/wmd-relax
5https://github.com/eaclark07/sms
6Preliminary results showed count-based sentence

weightings performed better than uniform weightings. Other
weighting options, such as frequency-based weighting as
done in BERTScore (Zhang et al., 2019), are a direction for
extending this work.
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Words 

Sentences

Figure 2: The S+WMS T matrix for documents A and
B from Figure 1 (with empty rows/columns removed).
Contrarily, WMS’s T matrix only maps between words
and has the dimensions of the dashed region labeled
“Words,” and SMS’s maps between sentences in the
shape of the dashed region “Sentences.” Best viewed
in color.

dA,i =

{
count(i)/2|A|, if i is a word
|i|/2|A|, if i is a sentence

(5)

As in WMS and SMS, the same linear program in
Eq. 1 is solved, this time calculating the cumula-
tive distance of moving both a document’s words
and sentences to match another document. The vo-
cabulary is the set of sentences and words in the
documents (see Figure 2). The sentence embed-
dings are treated the same as word embeddings
in the optimization; the only difference is their
length-based weights.

This means a sentence embedding can be
mapped to a word embedding (e.g., “They have
fun.” maps to “play” in Figure 1) or vice versa. It
also means that a sentence’s words do not have to
move to the same word or sentence embedding(s)
that their sentence moves to (as seen in Figure 1);
a sentence in document A could be transported to
an embedding in document B and have none of its
words moved to the same embedding. More con-
straints could be introduced to further control the
flow between documents, which we leave to future
work.

4 Intrinsic Evaluation

To test the performance of the SMS and S+WMS

metrics, we first examine their usefulness as eval-
uation metrics. (In §5, we evaluate their perfor-
mance as cost functions for an extrinsic task, ab-
stractive summarization.)

We measure the correlations between the scores
assigned to texts by various automatic metrics
(ROUGE-L, WMS, SMS, S+WMS) and the scores
assigned by human judges. We are interested in
multi-sentence texts, both machine- and human-
generated. Therefore, we consider subsets of
two corpora that have been judged by humans: a
collection of automatically generated summaries
of articles in the CNN/Daily Mail news dataset
(alongside reference summaries; see Section 4.1;
Chaganty et al., 2018; Hermann et al., 2015; Nal-
lapati et al., 2016) and student essays from the
Hewlett Foundation’s Automated Student Assess-
ment Prize (Section 4.2).7 Statistics describing the
datasets are in A.1.

Because the word and sentence mover’s similar-
ity metrics are based on pretrained representations,
we explore the effect of varying the word embed-
ding method. We present results for two differ-
ent types of word embeddings: GloVe embeddings
(Pennington et al., 2014) and ELMo embeddings8

(Peters et al., 2018; Gardner et al., 2018). We
obtain GloVe embeddings, which are type-based,
300-dimensional embeddings trained on Common
Crawl,9 using spaCy,10 while the ELMo em-
beddings are character-based, 1,024-dimensional,
contextual embeddings trained on the 1B Word
Benchmark (Chelba et al., 2013). We use ELMo to
embed each sentence, which produces three vec-
tors for each word, one from each layer of the
model. We average the vectors to get a single em-
bedding for each word in the sentence.

All correlations are Spearman correlations (El-
liott and Keller, 2014; Kilickaya et al., 2017), and
significance in the improvement between two met-
rics’ correlations with human judgment is calcu-
lated using the Williams (1959) significance test.11

4.1 Summaries Dataset Evaluation

To understand how the sentence mover’s similarity
metrics evaluate automatically generated text, we
use the subset of the CNN/Daily Mail dataset for
which Chaganty et al. (2018) collected human an-
notations. Annotators evaluated summaries (gen-
erated with four different neural models) on a scale

7https://www.kaggle.com/c/asap-sas
8https://allennlp.org/elmo
9http://commoncrawl.org/the-data/

10https://spacy.io/models/en#en_core_
web_md

11https://github.com/ygraham/
nlp-williams
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Summaries Essays

ROUGE-L 0.117 0.441
GloVe ELMo GloVe ELMo

WMS **0.180 **0.160 0.429 0.443
SMS **0.258 **0.253 0.457 0.451
S+WMS **0.214 **0.204 *0.488 *0.490

Table 2: Spearman correlation of metrics with human
evaluations. Asterisks indicate significant improve-
ment over ROUGE-L, with (*) for p < 0.05 and (**)
for p < 0.01.

from –1 to 1. We consider the subset of summaries
scored by two or more judges, taking the average
to be the summary’s score. The automatic evalua-
tion metrics score each generated summary’s sim-
ilarity to the human-authored reference summary
from the CNN/Daily Mail dataset.

Table 2 shows each metric’s correlation with the
human judgments. SMS correlates best with hu-
man judgments, and both sentence-based metrics
outperform ROUGE-L and WMS. We find that the
difference between GloVe and ELMo’s scores is
not significant.12

Discussion Two examples of generated sum-
maries and their scores are shown in Table 3. Be-
cause the scores cannot be directly compared be-
tween metrics, we distinguish scores that are in the
top quartile for their metric (i.e., the highest rated)
and in the bottom quartile (i.e., the lowest rated).

The first example in Table 3 is highly rated by
metrics using word and sentence embeddings, but
judged to be a poor summary by ROUGE-L be-
cause information is reworded and reordered from
the reference. For example, the phrase “asked for
medical help” is worded as “sought medical at-
tention” in the hypothesis summary. Nevertheless,
exact word matching can be important for ensur-
ing factual correctness. While the generated hy-
pothesis summary states “six officers have been
suspended with pay”, the reference states they
were actually “suspended without pay.”

The second example, which was generated with
a seq2seq model, was one of the best summaries
according to ROUGE-L but one of the worst ac-
cording to SMS and S+WMS. It also received low
human judgments, most likely due to its nonsensi-
cal repetitions. While the short, repeated phrases
like “three different flavours” match the reference
summary well enough to score well with ROUGE-

12Williams test: p = 0.35 (SMS) and p = 0.16 (S+WMS)

L, the overall sentence representations are distant
from those in the reference summary, resulting in
low SMS and S+WMS scores.

4.2 Essays Dataset Evaluation

To test the metrics on human-authored text, we
use a dataset of graded student essays that con-
sists of responses to standardized test questions
for tenth graders. We use a subset of Question
#3 from the exam, which asks the test-taker to
synthesize information from a reading passage,
where student responses contain 5–15 sentences.
Graders assigned the student-authored responses
with scores ranging from 0 to 3. For the reference
essay, we use a top-scoring sample essay, which
the graders had access to as a reference while as-
signing scores. The full reference essay is in A.2.

Table 2 shows the correlation of each metric
with the evaluators’ scores. As in the summa-
rization task, SMS outperforms both ROUGE-L and
WMS. However, in this case, having the sentence
representations in the metric gives the best result,
with S+WMS correlating best with human scores,
significantly better than ROUGE-L. This is consis-
tent across embedding type; once again, the choice
of embedding does not create a significant differ-
ence between the sentence mover’s metrics.13

Discussion Aside from the length of the text, the
Essays dataset presents the metrics with several
challenges not found in the Summaries dataset.
For example, the dataset contains a large num-
ber of spelling mistakes, due to both author mis-
spellings and errors in the transcription process.
One essay begins, “The setting of the story had
effected the cycle’s becuse if it was sub earbs he
could have stoped any where and got water ...”

The tone and style of the essay can also vary
from the reference essay. (For example, the au-
thor of Sample #3 in A.2 ends their essay by re-
flecting on how they would respond in the protag-
onist’s place.) Embedding-based metrics may be
more forgiving to deviations in writing style from
the reference essay, such as the use of first person.

While Table 2 indicates sentence mover’s sim-
ilarity metrics significantly improve correlation
with human judgments over standard methods,
there is still enough disagreement that we believe
automatic metrics should not replace human eval-
uations. Rather, they should complement human
evaluations as an automatic proxy that can be used

13Williams test: p = 0.33 (SMS) and p = 0.46 (S+WMS)
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Samples Summaries Metric Score
Sample #1 Reference. Freddie Gray, who is black, asked for medical help but was denied during 00-minute police car ride,

eventually paramedics were called. Deputy police commissioner Kevin Davis conceded their failure. But chief
commissioner refuses to resign over the death. Six officers are suspended without pay during an investigation.

Human
ROUGE-L

0.00
12.44

Hypothesis. Baltimore Police Commissioner Anthony Batts ruled out his resignation despite that fact that his
deputy admitted they should have sought medical attention for Freddie Gray. Six officers have been suspended
with pay as local police and federal authorities investigate. Commissioner Anthony Batts has ruled out the
possibility of his resignation.

WMS
SMS
S+WMS

21.41
128.91
47.89

Sample #2 Reference. Choc on Choc’s chocolates come in three different flavours. The face of each politician is em-
blazoned on milk Belgium chocolate bars. Cameron’s has blueberries, Clegg is honeycomb and Miliband is
raspberry.

Human
ROUGE-L

-0.5
34.57

Hypothesis. UNK lollies on 273 invalid chocolates come in three different flavours. Contains three different
flavours - the colours associated with each leader. David Cameron, Nick Clegg, Nick Clegg, Nick Clegg and
David Cameron.

WMS
SMS
S+WMS

5.08
51.39
12.25

Table 3: Two examples from the Summaries dataset along with the scores they received (using GloVe) comparing
reference (human summary) to hypothesis (model generated summary). Scores that are in the top quartile for a
given metric are in green and bold. Scores in the bottom quartile are in red and italics. Human scores range from
–1 to 1. Please see A.2 for details.
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(a) Summaries with GloVe embeddings
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(b) Summaries with ELMo embeddings
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(c) Essays with GloVe embeddings
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(d) Essays with ELMo embeddings

Figure 3: Spearman correlation with each metric and human evaluations using GloVe and ELMo embeddings on
the Summaries and Essays datasets. (Best viewed in color.)

for intermediate evaluation and as a reward signal
when learning, as we show in §5.

5 Extrinsic Evaluation

In addition to automatically evaluating text, we
can also use sentence mover’s metrics as rewards
while learning text generation models. To demon-
strate this, we train an encoder-decoder model
on the CNN/Daily Mail dataset to generate sum-
maries using reinforcement learning (RL). Instead
of maximizing likelihood, policy gradient RL
methods can directly optimize discrete target eval-
uation metrics that are non-differentiable, such as
ROUGE (Paulus et al., 2018; Jaques et al., 2017;
Pasunuru and Bansal, 2017; Wu et al., 2016; Ce-
likyilmaz et al., 2018; Edunov et al., 2018). Here,
we learn policies to maximize WMS/SMS/S+WMS

metrics, guiding the model to learn semantic sim-
ilarities, while policies trained using ROUGE rely
only on word n-gram matches between generated
and ground-truth text.
Model We encode the input document using 2-

layered bidirectional LSTM networks and a 2-
layered LSTM network for the decoder. We use
the attention mechanism (Bahdanau et al., 2015;
See et al., 2017) to force the decoder model to
learn to focus (i.e., attend) on specific parts of the
input sequence when decoding, instead of relying
only on the hidden vector of the decoder’s LSTM.
We also include pointer networks (See et al., 2017;
Cheng and Lapata, 2016), which point to elements
of the input sequence at each decoding step.

To train our policy-based generator, we use
a mixed training objective that jointly optimizes
multiple losses, which we describe below.
MLE Our baseline model uses maximum like-
lihood training for sequence generation. Given
y∗ ={y∗1 ,y∗2 ,...,y∗T } as the ground-truth summary
for a given input document d, we compute the loss
as:

LMLE = −∑N
T=1 logp(y∗t | y∗1 . . . y∗t−1, d) (6)

by taking the negative log-likelihood of the target
word sequence.
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Model Loss w/ Reward Metric ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L WMS SMS S+WMS
MLE+Pgen [1] (no reward) 36.44 15.66 33.42 - - -
MLE+Pgen+RL Mixed w/ ROUGE-L [2] 38.01 16.43 35.49 - - -
MLE+Pgen+RL+Intra-Attn Mixed w/ ROUGE-L [3] 39.87 15.82 36.90 - - -
MLE+Pgen (no reward) (re-trained baseline) 36.95 15.56 34.00 13.02 90.05 32.15
MLE+Pgen+RL Mixed w/ ROUGE-L 37.46 16.10 34.39 13.07 86.48 31.87
MLE+Pgen+RL Mixed w/ WMS 38.17 16.52 34.97 14.52 95.68 34.77
MLE+Pgen+RL Mixed w/ SMS 38.52 16.52 35.33 15.15 96.65 35.50
MLE+Pgen+RL Mixed w/ S+WMS 37.20 15.67 34.15 13.32 91.09 32.64

Table 4: Evaluation on summarization task when various metrics are used as rewards during learning. Columns
show average score of each model’s generated summaries according to various metrics. Previously reported results
(upper block): [1] MLE training with pointer networks (Pgen) (See et al., 2017) ; [2] Mixed MLE and RL training
with Pgen (Celikyilmaz et al., 2018), [3] Mixed MLE and RL training with Pgen and intra-decoder attention (Paulus
et al., 2018). The lower block reports re-trained baselines and our models with new metrics. Bold indicates best
among the lower block.

Reinforcement Learning (RL) Loss The decoder
generates the summary sequence ŷ, which is then
compared against the ground truth sequence y∗ to
compute the reward r(ŷ). Our model learns us-
ing a self-critical training approach (Rennie et al.,
2016), by exploring new sequences and compar-
ing them against the best greedily decoded se-
quence. For each training example d, we gener-
ate two output sequences: ŷ, which is sampled
from the probability distribution at each time step,
p(ŷt | ŷ1 . . . ŷt−1, d), and ỹ, the baseline output,
which is greedily generated by argmax decoding
from p(ỹt | ỹ1 . . . ỹt−1, d). Our mixed training ob-
jective is then to minimize:

LRL = (r(ỹ)−r(ŷ))
∑T

t=1 logp(ŷt | ŷ1 . . . ŷt−1, d)
(7)

It ensures that, with better exploration, the model
learns to generate sequences ŷ that receive higher
rewards than the baseline ỹ, increasing the overall
reward expectation of the model.
Mixed Loss While training with only MLE loss
will learn a better language model, it may not guar-
antee better results on discrete performance mea-
sures such as WMS and SMS. Similarly, optimiz-
ing with only RL loss using SMS as a reward may
increase the reward gathered at the expense of di-
minished readability and fluency of the generated
summary. A combination of the two objectives can
yield improved task specific scores while main-
taining a good language model:

LMIXED = γLRL + (1− γ)LMLE (8)

where γ is a hyperparameter balancing the two ob-
jective functions. We pre-train models with MLE
loss, and then continue with the mixed loss.

We train four different models on the
CNN/Daily Mail dataset using mixed loss

(MLE+RL) with ROUGE-L, WMS, SMS, and
S+WMS as the reward functions. Training details
are in A.3 and A.4.

5.1 Generated Summary Evaluation

We evaluate the generated summaries from each
model with ROUGE-L, WMS, SMS, and S+WMS

in Table 4. While we include previously reported
numbers, we re-trained the mixed loss models us-
ing ROUGE-L and use those as our baseline, as
previously trained models should be heavily opti-
mized and use more complex networks than ours.
For fair comparison, we kept the encoder-decoder
network type, structure, hyperparameters, and ini-
tialization the same for each model, changing
only the reward. We pre-trained an MLE model
(“MLE+Pgen (no reward) (re-trained baseline)” in
Table 4) and used it to initialize the mixed loss
models with different reward functions.

Across all metrics, the models trained using
WMS and SMS metrics as the reward outperform
models trained with ROUGE-L as the reward func-
tion. S+WMS models lag behind ROUGE-L. The
SMS model outperforms all other models across
all metrics on the abstractive summarization task,
consistent with SMS’s performance at evaluating
summaries in §4.1.

Table 5 shows summaries generated from each
of the mixed loss models.

5.2 Human Evaluation

We collected human evaluations for 100 sum-
maries generated by the mixed loss models to
compare ROUGE-L as a reward to WMS, SMS, and
S+WMS. Amazon Mechanical Turkers chose be-
tween two generated summaries, one from the
ROUGE-L model and one from WMS, SMS, or
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Human
Summary

the 69 - year - old collaborated with nbc ’s today show to launch a contest for an elvis - obsessed couple
to win the ‘ ultimate wedding ’ . the winning duo will get married in the brand new elvis presley ’s
graceland wedding chapel at the westgate hotel on thursday , april 23 . while she agreed to make an
appearance , the woman who wed elvis in 1967 made one thing clear before unveiling the latest wedding
chapel to bear his name : no impersonators .

Model Generated Summary
ROUGE-L priscilla presley will serve as a witness at the first wedding to be held at an all - new chapel of love in

las vegas . the 69 - year - old collaborated with nbc ’s today show to launch a contest for one elvis -
obsessed couple to win the ‘ ultimate wedding ’ . elvis performed more than 830 sold - out shows .

WMS the 69 - year - old collaborated with nbc ’s today show to launch a contest for one elvis - obsessed
couple to win the ‘ ultimate wedding ’ . the winning duo – announced next monday – will tie the knot
at elvis presley ’s graceland wedding chapel inside the westgate hotel on thursday , april 23 .

SMS priscilla presley will tie the knot at elvis presley ’s graceland wedding chapel inside the westgate hotel
on thursday , april 23 . the 69 - year - old collaborated with nbc ’s today show to launch a contest for
one elvis - obsessed couple to win the ‘ ultimate wedding ’ .

S+WMS priscilla presley will serve as a witness at the first wedding to be held at an all - new chapel of love in
las vegas . the 69 - year - old collaborated with nbc ’s today show to launch a contest for one elvis -
obsessed couple to win the ‘ ultimate wedding ’ .

Table 5: Summaries generated from the mixed MLE+RL loss models with ROUGE-L, WMS, S+WMS, and SMS
metrics as rewards, along with the corresponding human-authored reference summary.

ROUGE-L vs. WMS ROUGE-L vs. SMS ROUGE-L vs. S+WMS
Criteria ROUGE-L WMS = % ↑ ROUGE-L SMS = % ↑ ROUGE-L S+WMS = % ↑
non-redundancy 76 122 102 61% 64 144 92 69% 66 132 102 66%
coherence 102 158 40 60% 83 170 47 67% 83 166 51 66%
focus 99 161 40 61% 79 174 47 68% 84 166 50 66%
overall 108 160 32 59% 85 179 36 67% 84 179 37 68%

Table 6: Human evaluations on a random subset of 100 summaries. The frequencies from the head-to-head com-
parison of models trained with ROUGE-L against WMS/SMS/S+WMS are shown. Each summary is evaluated by 3
judges (300 summaries per criteria). ‘=’ indicates no difference. All improvements are statistically significance at
p < 0.001.

S+WMS. They selected one of the two summaries
based on: (1) non-redundancy, fewer repeated
ideas, (2) coherence, clearly expressed ideas, (3)
focus, ideas free of superfluous details, and (4)
overall, the summary effectively communicates
the article’s content. These criteria help evaluate
the impact of the metrics used as reward. (Task
details are in A.5.)
Results We asked human judges to evaluate the
output of the mixed loss model trained with
a ROUGE-L reward versus models trained with
WMS, SMS, and S+WMS the reward. The results
are shown in Table 6.

Human judges significantly prefer summaries
produced by models optimized with WMS, SMS,
and S+WMS over ROUGE-L. SMS and S+WMS

were preferred over ROUGE-L more often than
WMS was. There is no significant difference be-
tween the evaluations of SMS and S+WMS. Among
all other metrics, SMS was rated the highest on the
non-redundancy question (69% improvement over
the ROUGE-L score), indicating that the model
learns to generate summaries that contain less rep-

etition between sentences.
While the SMS model’s output was highly-

scored by both the automatic and human evalu-
ations, removing word-level scoring does come
with a cost, as seen in the example in Table 5.
The SMS summary contains a mistake, stating that
“priscilla will tie the knot” instead of “serve as a
witness”. This issue may be mitigated by a bet-
ter encoder for the summarization task and bet-
ter sentence and word representations. As future
work, we will investigate summarization models
with more complex sentence embeddings and en-
coder structures (e.g., self-attention models).

6 Related Work

Evaluation has been among the most discussed
topics of the natural language generation (NLG)
research area (Lapata and Barzilay, 2005; Belz
and Reiter, 2006; Reiter and Belz, 2006; Barzi-
lay and Lapata, 2008; Reiter and Belz, 2009; Re-
iter, 2011; Novikova et al., 2017). There are three
main ways to evaluate NLG methods: (1) auto-
matic metrics to compare NLG texts against refer-
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ence texts, (2) task-based (extrinsic) evaluation to
measure the impact of a NLG system on a down-
stream task, and (3) human evaluations, which ask
people to rate generated texts. In this work we in-
troduce new automatic evaluation metrics for long
text generation and evaluation.
Automatic evaluation metrics compare gener-
ated text against reference texts using word over-
lap metrics such as: BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002);
ROUGE (Lin, 2004); NIST (Doddington, 2002),
a version of BLEU; METEOR (Lavie and Agar-
wal, 2007), unigram precision and recall; CIDER

(Vedantam et al., 2015), the average n-gram co-
sine similarity; cosine similarity between the aver-
age word embedding; and WMD, which calculates
the word embedding-based “travel cost”. Though
all have strengths and weaknesses, ROUGE metrics
(particularly ROUGE-L) are common for multi-
sentence text evaluations. Textual metrics that
consider specific qualities in the system outputs,
like complexity and diversity, are also used to eval-
uate NLG systems (Dusek et al., 2019; Hashimoto
et al., 2019; Sagarkar et al., 2018; Purdy et al.,
2018).
Word mover’s distance has recently been used
for NLP tasks like learning word embeddings
(Zhang et al., 2017; Wu et al., 2018), textual en-
tailment (Sulea, 2017), document similarity and
classification (Kusner et al., 2015; Huang et al.,
2016; Atasu et al., 2017), image captioning (Kil-
ickaya et al., 2017), document retrieval (Balikas
et al., 2018), clustering for semantic word-rank
(Zhang and Wang, 2018), and as additional loss
for text generation that measures the optimal trans-
port between the generated hypothesis and refer-
ence text (Chen et al., 2019). We investigate WMD

for multi-sentence text evaluation and generation
and introduce sentence embedding-based metrics.

7 Conclusion

We present SMS and S+WMS, sentence mover’s
similarity metrics for automatically evaluating
multi-sentence texts. We find including sen-
tence embeddings in automatic metrics signifi-
cantly improves scores’ correlation with human
judgments, both on automatically generated and
human-authored texts. The metrics’ gain over
ROUGE-L is consistent across word embedding
types; there is no significant difference between
type-based and contextual embeddings. Moreover,
we find these metrics can be used to generate text;

summaries generated with SMS as a reward are of
better quality than ones generated with ROUGE-
L, according to both automatic and human evalua-
tions.
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A Appendix

A.1 Datasets
Summaries and Essays: For the intrinsic tasks
in §4, we use two types of human-evaluated
texts: machine-generated summaries and human-
authored essays. We follow Kusner et al. (2015)
and remove punctuation and stopwords. (For con-
textual embeddings, these are removed after the
embeddings are obtained.) The details of the sub-
sets we used are in Table 7.

Summaries Essays

# documents 2,085 1,088
# tokens 255,609 164,776
# types 12,882 6,381
average length (tokens) 65 151
average length (sent.) 3.4 7.5

Table 7: Corpora statistics.

CNN/Daily Mail: CNN/Daily Mail dataset
(Nallapati et al., 2017; Hermann et al., 2015) is
a collection of online news articles along with
multi-sentence summaries. We use the same data
splits as in Nallapati et al. (2017). Earlier work
anonymized entities by replacing each named en-
tity with a unique identifier (e.g., Dominican Re-
public→entity15). In this work we used the
non-anonymized version.

Stats CNN/DM
Avg. # tokens document 781
Avg. # tokens summary 56
Total # train doc-summ. pair 287,229
Total # validation doc-summ. pair 13,368
Total # test doc-summ. pair 11,490
Input token length 400/800
Output token length 100

Table 8: Summary statistics of CNN/Daily Mail
(CNN/DM) Datasets.

A.2 More Examples
In Table 9, we show samples of the summaries
that we used to perform intrinsic evaluations in the
main text.

A.3 Extrinsic Model Training Details
We use 128 dimensional bidirectional 2-layered
LSTMs for the encoder and 128 unidirectional
LSTMs for the decoder. For both datasets, we
limit the input and output vocabulary size to the
30,000 most frequent tokens in the training set.

We initialize word embeddings with FastText14

(Mikolov et al., 2018) 300-dimensional vectors
and finetune them during training. For WMS, SMS

and S+WMS embeddings, we use the GloVe word
embeddings described in §4. We train using Adam
with a learning rate of 0.001 for the MLE models
and 10−5 for the MLE+RL models. We select the
MLE models with the lowest cross-entropy loss
and the MLE+RL models with the highest reward
on a sample of validation data to evaluate on the
test set. At test time, we use beam search of width
5 on all our models to generate final predictions.
For the Mixed RL trained models, we initialize the
weights with pre-trained MLE model, and we start
with γ = 0.97 and gradually increase its value.
We train our models for ∼25 epochs which took
1–2 days on an NVIDIA V100 GPU machine.

A.4 Policy Gradient Reinforce Training
Maximum likelihood-based training of sequence
generation models poses exposure bias issues
since the model is evaluated by comparing the
model to empirical distribution, whereas at test
time we use automatic metrics to evaluate the
model generated text (Ranzato et al., 2015). Re-
inforced based policy gradient approach is used
to address this issue by learning to optimize
discrete target evaluation metrics that are non-
differentiable. We use REINFORCE (Williams,
1992) to learn a policy pθ defined by the model pa-
rameters θ to predict the next action (word). The
RL loss function is defined as:

LRL = Eŷ∼pθ [r(ŷ)] (9)

where ŷ is the sequence of sampled words. The
derivative of the the objective function based on
Monte Carlo sampling yields:

5θLRL = −(r(ŷ)− b)5θ log pθ(ŷ) (10)

The baseline b is a bias estimator and is used for
variance reduction in RL training. In this work we
use self-critical training and use the reward ob-
tained from a sequence that is generated by greed-
ily decoding, ỹ, as a baseline:

5θLRL = −(r(ŷ)− r(ỹ))5θ log pθ(ŷ) (11)

A.5 Human Evaluations
Evaluation Procedure We randomly selected
100 samples from the CNN/Daily Mail test set

14https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/
english-vectors.html
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Samples Summaries

Sample #1
Reference. Freddie Gray, who is black, asked for medical help but was denied during
00-minute police car ride, eventually paramedics were called. Deputy police commis-
sioner Kevin Davis conceded their failure. But chief commissioner refuses to resign
over the death. Six officers are suspended without pay during an investigation.

Hypothesis. Baltimore Police Commissioner Anthony Batts ruled out his resignation
despite that fact that his deputy admitted they should have sought medical attention for
Freddie Gray. Six officers have been suspended with pay as local police and federal
authorities investigate. Commissioner Anthony Batts has ruled out the possibility of his
resignation.

Sample #2
Reference. Choc on Choc’s chocolates come in three different flavours. The face of
each politician is emblazoned on milk Belgium chocolate bars. Cameron’s has blueber-
ries, Clegg is honeycomb and Miliband is raspberry.

Hypothesis. UNK lollies on 273 invalid chocolates come in three different flavours.
Contains three different flavours - the colours associated with each leader. David
Cameron, Nick Clegg, Nick Clegg, Nick Clegg and David Cameron.

Sample #3
Reference Essay. The setting seems to be as formidable an opponent as the actual
workout. It seems as if everything is against the cyclist, including nature. As the day
progresses, and the cyclist’s journey continues, the setting becomes harsher and harsher.
After passing the first “town”, the “sun was beginning to beat down.” In need of water,
all a cruel pump gives him is “a tarlike substance.” His sufferings continue, increas-
ingly pummeled by his surroundings and his thirst for water. If dehydration was not
enough, the flat terrain gave way to “rolling hills”, which would only punish his legs
more. Reaching possible salvation, his hopes are crushed when the “Welch’s Grape
Juice Factory” turns out to be abandoned. All these events are enough to destroy any-
one’s spirit. The cyclist almost gives up hope to accept certain death. He has become
ferociously beaten by his very surroundings. It appears as if he is fated to die alone in
the blistering heat. Although he hangs his head in despair, he still continues on the path
of disappointment. In a twist of fate, he encounters a thriving store where he halts and
drinks. Finally encountering his salvation, this particular setting brings new hope and
relief to the cyclist who has finally survives his trek through nature.

Hypothesis. The features of the setting affect the cyclist alot. The hot sun beating down
on him makes him sweat and makes him thirsty. The bumpy roods and hills make him
work harder. The abandoned places make him lose hope. If faced with these obstacles
I would have been affected in the same way. As I believe any human would be.

Table 9: Examples of human generated and model generated summaries from Summaries and Essays datasets

and use workers from Amazon Mechanical Turk
as judges to evaluate them on the four cri-
teria (redundancy, focus, coherence, and over-
all). Following DUC (Document Understanding
Conferences) style evaluations (https://duc.
nist.gov/), we performed a head-to-head eval-
uation and randomly showed Turkers two model-
generated summaries. We asked the human anno-
tators to rate each summary on the same metrics
as before without seeing the source document or
ground truth summaries.
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Abstract

Many complex discourse-level tasks can aid
domain experts in their work but require costly
expert annotations for data creation. To speed
up and ease annotations, we investigate the vi-
ability of automatically generated annotation
suggestions for such tasks. As an example,
we choose a task that is particularly hard for
both humans and machines: the segmenta-
tion and classification of epistemic activities
in diagnostic reasoning texts. We create and
publish a new dataset covering two domains
and carefully analyse the suggested annota-
tions. We find that suggestions have positive
effects on annotation speed and performance,
while not introducing noteworthy biases. En-
visioning suggestion models that improve with
newly annotated texts, we contrast methods for
continuous model adjustment and suggest the
most effective setup for suggestions in future
expert tasks.

1 Introduction

Current deep learning methods require large
amounts of training data to achieve reasonable
performance. Scalable solutions to acquire la-
belled data use crowdsourcing (e.g., Potthast et al.,
2018), gamification (Ahn, 2006), or incidental su-
pervision (Roth, 2017). For many complex tasks
in expert domains, such as law or medicine, this
is, however, not an option since crowdworkers and
gamers lack the necessary expertise. Annotating
data manually is therefore often the only way to
train a model for tasks aiding experts with their
work. But the more expertise an annotation task
requires, the more time- and funding-intensive it
typically is, which is why many projects suffer
from small corpora and deficient models.

In this paper, we propose and analyse an annota-
tion setup aiming to increase the annotation speed
and ease for a discourse-level sequence labelling

task requiring extensive domain expertise, without
sacrificing annotation quality. For the first time,
we study the effects of automatically suggesting
annotations to expert annotators in a task that is
hard for both humans (only moderate agreement)
and machine learning models (only mediocre per-
formance) and compare the effects across differ-
ent domains and suggestion models. We further-
more investigate how the performance of the mod-
els changes if they continuously learn from expert
annotations.

As our use case, we consider the task of an-
notating epistemic activities in diagnostic rea-
soning texts, which was recently introduced by
Schulz et al. (2018, 2019). The task is theoret-
ically grounded in the learning sciences (Fischer
et al., 2014) and enables innovative applications
that teach diagnostic skills to university students
based on automatically generated feedback about
their reasoning processes. This task is an ideal
choice for our investigations, since it is novel, with
limited resources and experts available, and so far
neural prediction models only achieve an F1 score
of 0.6, while also human agreement is in a mid
range around α = 0.65.

Schulz et al. (2018) created annotated corpora
of epistemic activities for 650 texts in the medicine
domain (MeD) and 550 in the school teaching
domain (TeD). We extend these corpora by 457
and 394 texts, respectively. As a novel compo-
nent, half of the domain expert annotators receive
automatically generated annotation suggestions.
That is, the annotation interface features texts with
(suggested) annotations rather than raw texts. An-
notators can accept or reject the suggested annota-
tions as well as add new ones, as in the standard
annotation setup.

Based on the collected data, we investigate the
effects of these suggestions in terms of inter- and
intra-annotator agreement, annotation time, sug-
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gestion usefulness, annotation bias, and the type
of suggestion model. As our analysis reveals pos-
itive effects, we additionally investigate training
suggestion models that learn continuously as new
data becomes available. Such incremental models
can benefit tasks with no or little available data.

Our work is an important step towards our vi-
sion that even hard annotation tasks in expert do-
mains, requiring extensive training and discourse-
level context, can be annotated more efficiently,
thus advancing applications that aid domain ex-
perts in their work. Besides epistemic activi-
ties, discourse-level expert annotation tasks con-
cern, for example, legal documents (Nazarenko
et al., 2018), psychiatric patient–therapist interac-
tions (Mieskes and Stiegelmayr, 2018), or tran-
scripts of police body cameras (Voigt et al., 2017).

The contributions of our work are: (1) We study
the effects of automatically suggesting annotations
to expert annotators across two domains for a hard
discourse-level sequence labelling task. (2) We
learn incremental suggestion models for little data
scenarios through continuous adjustments of the
suggestion model and discuss suitable setups. (3)
We publish new diagnostic reasoning corpora for
two domains annotated with epistemic activities.1

2 Related Work

Annotation Suggestions Previous work on au-
tomatic annotation suggestion (sometimes called
pre-annotation) focused on token- or sentence-
level annotations, including the annotation of part-
of-speech tags (Fort and Sagot, 2010), syntac-
tic parse trees in historical texts (Eckhoff and
Berdicevskis, 2016), and morphological analysis
(Felt et al., 2014). A notable speed-up of the anno-
tation could be observed in these tasks, up to 70 %
(Felt et al., 2014). However, Fort and Sagot (2010)
find that annotation suggestions also biased the an-
notators’ decisions. Rosset et al. (2013) instead
report no clear bias effects for their pre-annotation
study of named entities. Ulinski et al. (2016) in-
vestigate the effects of different suggestion mod-
els for dependency parsing. They find that mod-
els with an accuracy of at least 55 % reduce an-
notation time. Our work focuses on a different
class of tasks, namely hard discourse-level tasks,
in which the expert annotators only achieve a mod-
erate agreement.

1https://tudatalib.ulb.tu-darmstadt.
de/handle/tudatalib/2001

Annotation tasks in the medical domain are re-
lated to our use case in diagnostic reasoning. Lin-
gren et al. (2014) suggest medical entity anno-
tations in clinical trial announcements. Kholghi
et al. (2017) also investigate medical entity anno-
tation, using active learning for their suggestion
model, which results in a speed-up of annotation
time. South et al. (2014) use automatic sugges-
tions for de-identification of medical texts and find
no change in inter-annotator agreement or annota-
tion time. In contrast to these works, we use a con-
trol group of two annotators, who never receive
suggestions, and compare the performance of all
annotators to previous annotations they performed
without annotation suggestions.

Work on the technical implementation of an-
notation suggestions is also still focused on
word- or sentence-level annotation types. Meurs
et al. (2011) use the GATE annotation framework
(Bontcheva et al., 2013) for suggestions of bi-
ological entities. Yimam et al. (2014) describe
the WebAnno system and discuss suggestions of
part-of-speech tags and named entities using the
MIRA algorithm (Crammer and Singer, 2003) for
suggestion generation. Skeppstedt et al. (2016)
introduce the PAL annotation tool, which pro-
vides suggestions and active learning for entities
and chunks generated by logistic regression and
SVMs. Greinacher and Horn (2018) present the
annotation platform DALPHI, suggesting named
entity annotations based on a recurrent neural net-
work. Documents to be annotated are chosen by
means of active learning, enabling continuous up-
dates of the suggestion model during the annota-
tion process. We also investigate continuous up-
dates of the suggestion model during the annota-
tion process, but focus on a task in which annota-
tors require vast training and domain expertise.

Continuous Model Adjustment Read et al.
(2012) distinguish two ways of training a model
when new data becomes available continuously:
using batches or single data points for the contin-
uous adjustment, the latter often being referred to
as online learning. We experiment with both ad-
justment strategies. Pérez-Sánchez et al. (2010)
propose incrementally adjusting a neural network
as new data becomes available, i.e. only using
the newly available data for the update. In addi-
tion to using incremental training, we also exper-
iment with cumulative training, where both previ-
ously available and new data is used for the model
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The patient reports to be lethargic and feverish. From the anamnesis I learned that he had purulent
tonsilitis and is still suffering from symptoms. I first performed some laboratory tests and notice the
decreased number of lymphocytes, which can be indicative of a bone marrow disease or an HIV
infection. The HIV test is positive. However, the results from the blood cultures are negative, so it is a
virus, parasite, or a fungal infection causing the symptoms.

Figure 1: Exemplary diagnostic reasoning text from the medicine domain, annotated with epistemic activity seg-
ments: evidence generation, evidence evaluation, drawing conclusions, hypothesis generation.

adjustment. Andrade et al. (2017), Castro et al.
(2018), and Rusu et al. (2016) investigate adapt-
ing neural networks to new data with additional
classes or even new tasks, requiring to change the
structure of the neural network. Our setting is less
complex as the neural network is trained on all
possible classes from the beginning. Recent work
also investigates pre-training neural networks be-
fore training them on the actual data (Garg et al.,
2018; Shimizu et al., 2018; Serban et al., 2016).
The model is thus adapted only once instead of
continuously as in our work.

3 Diagnostic Reasoning Task

The annotation task proposed by Schulz et al.
(2018) has interesting properties for studying the
effects of annotation suggestions in hard expert
tasks: (1) A small set of annotated data is available
for two different domains. (2) Other than in well-
understood low-level tasks, such as part-of-speech
tagging or named entity recognition, the expert an-
notators require the discourse context to identify
epistemic activities. This is a hard task yielding
only inter-rater agreement scores in a mid range.
(3) Prediction models only achieve F1 scores of
around 0.6, which makes it unclear if the sugges-
tion quality is sufficient.

The previously annotated data consists of 650
German texts in the medical domain (MeD) and
550 texts in the teacher domain (TeD). The texts
were written by university students working on on-
line case simulations, in which they had to diag-
nose the disease of a fictional patient (MeD), or
the cause of behavioural problems of a fictional
pupil (TeD) based on dialogues, observations, and
test results. For each case simulation, the students
explained their diagnostic reasoning process in a
brief self-explanation text.2

Five (MeD) and four (TeD) domain ex-
perts annotated individual reasoning steps in the
anonymised texts in terms of the epistemic activ-

2Study approved by the university’s ethics commission.

ities (Fischer et al., 2014), i.e. activities involved
in reasoning to develop a solution to a problem in
a professional context. We focus on the four most
frequently used epistemic activities for our annota-
tions: hypothesis generation (HG), evidence gen-
eration (EG), evidence evaluation (EE), and draw-
ing conclusions (DC). HG is the derivation of pos-
sible diagnoses, which initiates the reasoning pro-
cess. EG constitutes explicit statements of obtain-
ing evidence from information given in the case
simulation or of recalling own knowledge. EE is
the mentioning of evidence considered relevant for
diagnosis. Lastly, DC is defined as the derivation
of a final diagnosis, which concludes the reasoning
process.

As shown in Figure 1, the annotation of these
epistemic activities is framed as a joint discourse-
level segmentation and classification task, that
is, epistemic activities are segments of arbitrary
length not bound to phrase or sentence level.

4 Annotating with Suggestions

To conduct our experiments with annotation sug-
gestions, we use the same annotation task and plat-
form as Schulz et al. (2018). We obtained their
original data as well as further anonymised rea-
soning texts and we asked their expert annota-
tors to participate in our annotation experiments.
This allows us to study the effects of annotating
data with and without suggestions, without having
to account for changes in annotation performance
due to individual expert annotators.

In total, we annotate 457 (MeD) and 394 (TeD)
new reasoning texts during our experiments. Fig-
ure 2 shows an overview of our annotation phases
in MeD with the five expert annotators A1 to A5.
S1 and S2 indicate the previous annotation phases
by Schulz et al. (2018). In their work, all experts
first annotated the same texts (S1) and then a dif-
ferent set of texts each (S2). In our work, all ex-
perts annotate the same texts in all phases. We
provide annotation suggestions to annotators A1
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Figure 2: Annotation setup in MeD: Red indicates sug-
gestions by a univ(ersal) or pers(onalised) model. The
dashed boxes indicate annotations of texts that were al-
ready annotated in S1 or O1.

to A3 (randomly chosen among the five annota-
tors) and instruct them to only accept epistemic
activities if these coincide with what they would
have annotated without suggestions and else man-
ually annotate the correct text spans. We study
the effectiveness of the suggestions (O1), the intra-
annotator consistency (O2), the annotation bias in-
duced by suggestions (O3), and the effectiveness
of a personalised suggestion model (O4). Anno-
tators A4 and A5 act as a control group, never re-
ceiving suggestions. We use an analogous setup
for TeD except that there is no annotator A3.

To create gold standard annotations, we use ma-
jority voting and annotator meetings as Schulz
et al. (2018), and we publish our final corpora.

4.1 Implementation
Annotation Tool Since we work with the same
expert annotators as Schulz et al. (2018), we
choose to also use the same annotation platform,
INCEpTION (Klie et al., 2018), so that the ex-
pert annotators are already familiar with the in-
terface. INCEpTION furthermore provides a rich
API to integrate our suggestion models. As shown
in Figure 3, annotation suggestions are shown in
grey, distinguishing them clearly from differently
coloured manual annotations. Suggestions can be
easily accepted or rejected by single or double
clicking. Additionally, manual annotations can be
created as usual.

Figure 3: Annotation suggestion (grey) and accepted
suggestion (orange) in the INCEpTION platform.

Suggestion Models To suggest annotations, we
use a state-of-the-art BiLSTM network with a con-
ditional random field output layer (Reimers and

Gurevych, 2017), which has proven to be a suit-
able architecture for related tasks (Ajjour et al.,
2017; Eger et al., 2017; Levy et al., 2018). We
train this model using the gold standard of Schulz
et al. (2018), consisting of annotations for all texts
from phases S1 and S2. The learning task is
framed as standard sequence labelling with a BIO-
encoding (Begin, Inside, Outside of a sequence)
for the four epistemic activities hypothesis gener-
ation (HG), evidence generation (EG), evidence
evaluation (EE), and drawing conclusions (DC).
More precisely, each token is assigned one of the
labels ({B, I} × {HG,EG,EE,DC}) ∪ {O},
where B-HG denotes the first token of a HG seg-
ment, I-HG denotes a continuation token of a HG
segment (similarly for EG, EE, and DC), and O
denotes a token that is not part of any epistemic
activity.3 We use this suggestion model in O1–
O3.1 and call it universal (univ), as it learns labels
obtained from all annotators of a domain.

For annotation phase O4.1, we train a person-
alised (pers) suggestion model for each annotator
A1–A3, based on the epistemic activities identi-
fied by the respective annotator in phases S1 and
S2. A personalised model thus provides sugges-
tions tailored to a specific annotator. The idea of
personalised models is that they may enable each
annotator to accept more suggestions than possi-
ble with the universal model, which may lead to a
speed-up in annotation time. Note, however, that
each of these personalised models is trained using
only 250 texts, 150 annotated by the respective an-
notator in S1 and 100 in S2. Instead, the universal
model is trained using 650 (MeD) or 550 (TeD)
texts.

We train ten models with different seeds for
each setup (universal and three personalised for
MeD and TeD), applying the same parameters for
all of them: one hidden layer of 100 units, varia-
tional dropout rates for input and hidden layer of
0.25, and the nadam optimiser (Dozat, 2016). We
furthermore use the German fastText word embed-
dings (Grave et al., 2018) to represent the input.
We apply early stopping after five epochs without
improvement. For the actual suggestions in our
experiments, we choose the model with the best
performance among the ten for each setup.

3We utilise the non-overlapping gold annotations of
Schulz et al. (2018), where a preference order over epistemic
activities was applied to avoid overlapping segments.
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4.2 Suggestion Quality

Epistemic activity identification is a particularly
hard discourse-level sequence labelling task, both
for expert annotators and machine learning mod-
els. Before beginning with our annotation experi-
ments, we evaluate our different suggestion mod-
els, as shown in Table 1. All models exhibit mid-
range prediction capabilities, which we consider
sufficient for automatic annotation suggestions.
This is supported by Greinacher and Horn (2018),
who find that suggestion models with an accuracy
of at least 50 % improve annotation performance
and speed for named entity recognition. Still, the
overall performance for our task is clearly lower
than in low-level tasks such as part-of-speech tag-
ging, for which suggestions have been studied.

Domain Test Data univ pers1 pers2 pers3

MeD gold data 0.63 0.51 0.58 0.55
ann. data — 0.51 0.60 0.58

TeD gold data 0.55 0.54 0.48 —
ann. data — 0.60 0.49 —

Table 1: Macro-F1 scores of the univ and pers mod-
els used in our experiments, evaluated on the gold and
respective annotator-specific (ann.) annotations.

We evaluate the performance of the person-
alised models using both the annotations by the
respective annotator and the gold annotations. The
overall lower performance on the gold data shows
that the personalised models indeed learn to pre-
dict the annotation style of the respective annota-
tor. We also observe lower performance of the per-
sonalised models compared to the universal mod-
els, which can be attributed to the smaller amount
of annotated texts used for training.

4.3 Evaluation and Findings

In this section, we examine the effects of an-
notation suggestions in detail, considering inter-
annotator agreement, intra-annotator consistency,
annotation bias and speed, as well as usefulness
of suggestions and the impact of universal versus
personalised suggestion models.

Effectiveness of Suggestions Since the annota-
tion of epistemic activities involves determining
spans as well as labels, we measure the inter-
annotator agreement (IAA) in terms of Krippen-
dorff’s αU (Krippendorff, 1995) as implemented
in DKPro Agreement (Meyer et al., 2014). To

evaluate the effects of suggestions on the annota-
tions of our experts, we compare the IAA between
annotators with suggestions (A1–A3) – henceforth
called the SUGGESTION group – against the IAA
between annotators without suggestions (A4–A5)
– denoted as the STANDARD group. Table 2 de-
tails the IAA of the two groups across all annota-
tion phases described in Figure 2.

MeD TeD

Phase ST SU SU/ST ST SU SU/ST

S1 0.65 0.67 0.67 0.65 0.64 0.65

O1 0.71 0.73 0.70 0.73 0.77 0.73
O2 0.66 0.69 0.64 0.66 0.76 0.67
O3.1 0.60 0.60 0.59 0.73 0.80 0.71
O3.2 0.57 0.62 0.65 0.64 0.66 0.65
O4.1 -0.47 0.43 0.21 0.67 0.72 0.65
O4.2 0.60 0.68 0.60 0.67 0.74 0.71

O1–O4 0.48 0.64 0.59 0.69 0.75 0.68

Table 2: Inter-annotator agreement in terms of Krip-
pendorff’s αU for ST(ANDARD) and SU(GGESTION)
and their inter-group agreement (SU/ST). Bold: Phases
in which models were used for SU.

First, we compare the overall IAA of both
groups for the previous annotation phase S1 by
Schulz et al. (2018) and all of our annotation
phases O1–O4.2. We observe for TeD that the IAA
of the SUGGESTION group is consistently higher
than of the STANDARD group, as soon as annota-
tors receive suggestions (starting in O1). Since the
IAAs of the two groups were similar in S1, when
no suggestions were given, we deduce that sug-
gestions cause less annotation discrepancies be-
tween annotators in TeD. Below, we will inves-
tigate if this also introduces an annotation bias.
For MeD, results are less clear, since the SUG-
GESTION group achieves only slightly higher IAA
scores in most phases. Notable is the extreme out-
lier of the STANDARD group in O4.1. This is due
to one annotator, whose EE (evidence evaluation)
annotations deviated substantially from the other
annotators. Considering the average IAA of our
experiments without O4.1, we obtain very sim-
ilar scores for the STANDARD (0.63) and SUG-
GESTION (0.66) group. Thus, there is little differ-
ence to reference phase S1, where SUGGESTION

already yielded a 0.02 higher IAA. However, be-
low we discuss the helpfulness and time saving of
suggestions even in MeD.

Intra-Annotator Consistency In O2, we mixed
100 new texts with 50 texts the annotators saw pre-
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viously during S1 or O1, but we did not inform the
annotators about this setup. Table 3 shows the an-
notation consistency of each annotator in terms of
intra-annotator agreement computed on those 50
double-annotated texts. Even a single annotator
shows annotation discrepancies instead of perfect
consistency, evidencing the difficulty of annotat-
ing epistemic activities. Since the intra-annotator
agreement for annotators with suggestions (A1–
A3) is similar to that without (A4–A5), we con-
clude that suggestions do not considerably change
annotators’ annotation decisions.

SUGGESTION STANDARD
A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 av.

MeD 0.74 0.76 0.79 0.78 0.80 0.77
TeD 0.77 0.64 — 0.72 0.70 0.71

Table 3: Intra-annotator agreement (in terms of Krip-
pendorff’s αU ) on double-annotated texts.

Annotation Bias The higher IAA in the SUG-
GESTION compared to the STANDARD group in
TeD may indicate an annotation bias, i.e. a ten-
dency that the SUGGESTION group prefers the pre-
dicted labels over the actual epistemic activities.
We test this unwanted effect by comparing the
human–machine agreement between the experts’
annotations and the models’ predictions (in terms
of Krippendorff’s αU ) for both annotators with
and without suggestions. Table 4 shows that, in
both MeD and TeD, annotators who receive sug-
gestions, i.e. SUGGESTION in O1–O3.1 and in
O4.1, consistently have a slightly higher agree-
ment of about 0.1 than annotators without sugges-
tions in these phases. This indicates an annotation
bias due to suggestions. In MeD, this bias is pre-
served even if annotators do not receive sugges-
tions anymore (SUGGESTION in O3.2 and O4.2),
whereas in TeD the bias fades.

To further examine the gravity of the annota-
tion bias, we compute the inter-group agreement,
i.e. the average pairwise IAA between annotators
with and without suggestions, denoted SU/ST in
Table 2. We find that this agreement is similar
to the agreement within the STANDARD group for
both MeD and TeD. In other words, an annotator
with and an annotator without suggestions have
the same level of agreement as two annotators
without suggestions.

As a next step, we analyse the differences in the
label distributions of the predictions and the SUG-

MeD TeD

SU ST diff. SU ST diff.

un
iv

S1 0.65 0.67 –0.02 0.55 0.52 +0.03
O1 0.64 0.56 +0.08 0.52 0.42 +0.10
O2 0.55 0.48 +0.07 0.50 0.42 +0.08
O3.1 0.69 0.55 +0.14 0.54 0.40 +0.14
O3.2 0.52 0.45 +0.07 0.51 0.49 +0.02
O4.1 0.46 0.33 +0.13 0.47 0.39 +0.08
O4.2 0.53 0.49 +0.04 0.40 0.40 +0.00

pe
rs O4.1 0.42 0.30 +0.12 0.49 0.41 +0.08

O4.2 0.41 0.45 –0.04 0.34 0.32 +0.02

Table 4: Average αU of annotators (in SU(GGESTION)
and ST(ANDARD)) with predictions of the univ and
their pers model and diff(erence) between the groups.
Bold: Phases in which models were used for SU.

GESTION and STANDARD annotations. In MeD,
the SUGGESTION annotators use EE (evidence
evaluation) labels slightly more often, which can
also be observed for the predictions. In TeD,
the SUGGESTION annotators use fewerEE labels,
but more HG (hypothesis generation) labels than
STANDARD annotators, which again matches the
tendency of the predicted labels. This effect is,
however, very small, since all label distributions
are close to each other. The Jensen-Shannon diver-
gence (JSD) between the label distributions of the
two annotator groups is consistently below 0.02 in
all suggestion phases (O1–O3.1, O4.1) with an av-
erage JSD of 0.011 (MeD) and 0.009 (TeD). There
is almost no difference to the JSD of the remaining
phases (0.009 for MeD, 0.010 for TeD), indicating
that the difference between the groups cannot be
attributed to the suggestions.

We also compute the JSD of the SUGGESTION

group and the predictions as well as the JSD of the
STANDARD group and the predictions and find an
average difference of the JSDs of−0.009 for MeD
and < 0.001 for TeD, which indicates a small bias
towards the suggested labels for MeD, but no ob-
vious bias for TeD.

We finally analyse the disagreement within both
groups of annotators. Figure 4 shows the distribu-
tion of the disagreements for TeD’s SUGGESTION

(left) and STANDARD group (right). We note that
most disagreement occurs for EE labels. This is
not surprising, asEE is the most frequently occur-
ring label. The SUGGESTION group has a slightly
higher disagreement for the DC (drawing conclu-
sions) and HG labels, but overall, we do not ob-
serve substantial changes in the disagreement dis-
tribution, as also the disagreement for phases with-
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SU EG EE DC HG ST EG EE DC HG
EG - 4% 0% 3% EG - 4% 1% 1%
EE 4% - 19% 15% EE 4% - 21% 18%
DC 0% 19% - 9% DC 1% 21% - 5%
HG 3% 15% 9% - HG 1% 18% 5% -

Figure 4: Disagreement among TeD annotators of the
SU(GGESTION) and ST(ANDARD) groups in phases
with suggestions models (O1–O3.1 and O4.1).

out suggestions is up to 3 percentage points differ-
ent between the two groups. For MeD, we find
even smaller differences between the two groups.

Based on all analyses, we consider the annota-
tion bias negligible, since suggestions do not cause
negative annotation discrepancies compared to the
standard annotation setup without suggestions.

Annotation Time Table 5 shows that nearly all
annotators performed annotations faster in our ex-
periments compared to previous annotations by
Schulz et al. (2018), which can be attributed to the
annotation experience they collected. We note that
annotators in the SUGGESTION group (A1–A3) al-
ways speed up compared to previous annotations,
whereas some of the annotators in the STANDARD

group (A4–A5) slow down. Furthermore, on av-
erage, annotators in the SUGGESTION group ex-
hibit a higher speed-up of annotation time: A1–A3
have a speed-up of 35 % compared to only 21 %
for A4–A5 in MeD, and 20 % compared to only
11 % in TeD. Thus, suggestions make the annota-
tion of epistemic activities more efficient.

SUGGESTION STANDARD
Phase A1 A2 A3 A4 A5

M
eD

S1–S2 1.92 2.13 1.82 3.78 1.94
O1–O4 0.88 1.60 1.29 2.46 2.05
speed-up 54 % 25 % 29 % 36 % −6 %

Te
D

S1–S2 2.73 2.91 — 2.57 2.31
O1–O4 1.81 2.70 — 2.76 1.59
speed-up 34 % 7 % — −8 % 31 %

Table 5: Average annotation time per text (in minutes)
and speed-up of our compared to previous annotations.

Usefulness of Suggestions In addition to posi-
tive informal feedback from the SUGGESTION an-
notators about the usefulness of suggestions, we
also perform an objective evaluation. As a new
metric of usefulness, we propose the acceptance
rate of suggestions. Table 6 shows that on average
56 % of the suggestions are accepted by the expert
annotators in MeD and 54 % in TeD. Closer analy-

sis reveals that in the many rejected cases, only the
segment boundaries of suggestions were incorrect.
This leads us to conclude that suggestions ease the
difficult task of annotating epistemic activities.

O1 O2 O3.1 O4.1 av.

MeD 58 % 49 % 62 % 54 % 56 %
TeD 59 % 55 % 60 % 43 % 54 %

Table 6: Percentage of accepted suggestions.

Personalised versus Universal Both in MeD
and TeD, Table 2 shows a lower IAA in the SUG-
GESTION group when suggestions are given by a
personalised model (O4.1) compared to the uni-
versal model (O1–O3.1). This can be explained
by the fact that annotators are biased (see Table 4,
O4.1 pers) towards different annotations due to
suggestions by different personalised models.

We observe that annotators also accept fewer
suggestions from the personalised than from the
universal models (see Table 6), which can be at-
tributed to the worse prediction performance of the
personalised models (see Table 1). We conclude
that our universal models exhibit more positive ef-
fects than the personalised models, as our goal is
to create a gold standard corpus.

Discussion Our annotation study shows that an-
notation suggestions have various positive effects
on the annotation of epistemic activities, despite
the mediocre performance of our suggestion mod-
els. In particular, the agreement between annota-
tors in TeD is increased without inducing a note-
worthy annotation bias, and annotation time de-
creases in both MeD and TeD. Since the task
of epistemic activity identification is a particu-
larly hard one, both for humans and for machine
learning models, we expect that the positive ef-
fects of annotation suggestions generalise to other
discourse-level sequence labelling tasks.

5 Training Suggestion Models

The previous section established that annotation
suggestions have positive effects on annotating
epistemic activities. However, these suggestions
were only possible since Schulz et al. (2018) had
already annotated 550 reasoning texts in TeD and
650 in MeD, which were used to train our sugges-
tion models. Envisioning suggestions for similar
tasks with fewer or even no existing annotations,
this section simulates suggestions of our universal
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models in this scenario. We experiment with dif-
ferent methods of training our models with only a
small number of ‘already annotated’ texts and then
continuously adjusting the models when ‘newly
annotated’ texts become available.

5.1 Approach

We use the gold annotations of Schulz et al. (2018)
for our experiments. The ongoing annotation of
texts and the continuously increasing amount of
available training data can be simulated as a (ran-
dom) sequence S of texts ti becoming available at
each time step i, i.e. S = t1, t2, . . . , tn.

In addition to model adjustments at every time
step, representing an online learning setup, we ex-
periment with adjusting our models using bundles
of texts (called batches by Read et al. (2012)). The
models are thus only adjusted after each jth time
step, where j is the bundle size. We experiment
with bundle sizes 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 and repre-
sent the single-step setup as bundle size 1.

The easiest way to adjust a suggestion model
for each new bundle is to train a new model from
scratch using the union of the new and all pre-
viously available bundles. We call this adjust-
ment method RETRAIN and use bundle size 50.
As a more advanced method, we suggest repeat-
edly training the existing model every time a new
bundle of texts becomes available, i.e. the weights
of the model are updated with each new bundle.
We contrast two strategies for updating the model:
the cumulative method (CUM) uses the union of
the new and all previously available bundles of
texts for training, whereas the incremental method
(INC) uses only the new bundle.

For all model adjustment experiments, we use
the architecture of our suggestion models de-
scribed in Section 4.1. We report the average per-
formance over ten runs for each setup (adjustment
method, bundle size, domain). Our text sequence
S has length 270. All models in the CUM and INC

setup are initially trained on 10 texts before the re-
peated training with particular bundle sizes.

5.2 Results and Evaluation

We observe similar trends for MeD and TeD and
therefore only present our MeD results in detail.

Model Performance Figure 5 shows the macro-
F1 scores for the different adjustment methods
with various bundle sizes. Using CUM, perfor-
mance is very similar for all bundle sizes (1–50),

0 50 100 150 200 250

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

number of texts available

CUM

INC 10
INC 30
INC 50
INC 1

RETRAIN

Figure 5: Macro-F1 after each adjustment using differ-
ent methods and bundle sizes in MeD.

thus represented by a single line in Figure 5. INC

with bundle sizes 20 and 40 are omitted from the
figure for readability. We observe that repeat-
edly training the model with CUM yields the same
performance as RETRAIN, i.e. as training a new
model from scratch for every new bundle. Further-
more, the performance of CUM rapidly increases
with each bundle for the first 70 texts, reaching
0.5 macro-F1. The performance increase is more
gradual thereafter, reaching 0.6 after 270 texts.

Using INC for repeated training, bundle size in-
fluences performance: A small bundle size of 1
to 20 results in unsteady performance, which in-
creases in the long-run but shows decreases after
training on some of the bundles. In contrast, bun-
dle sizes of 30 and higher show a steady increase
in performance, similar to CUM. However, after
having trained on at least 70 texts, INC adjustments
with a bundle size smaller than 50 yield lower per-
formance results than CUM adjustments.

We conclude that to provide annotation sugges-
tions, repeatedly training a model using INC with
a bundle size of 30 or more can be a suitable alter-
native to CUM as well as to training models from
scratch whenever new annotations become avail-
able, since the performance sacrifice is small.

Training Time Having observed only slight dif-
ferences in the model performance using our dif-
ferent adjustment methods, Figure 6 reveals a clear
distinction regarding the time needed to adjust to
each new bundle (trends of bundle sizes not illus-
trated lie between those in the figure). While the
training time using CUM increases with each new
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Figure 6: Training time (in minutes) for each adjust-
ment using different methods and bundle sizes in MeD.

bundle, since each successive adjustment is per-
formed with more data, the training time of INC

decreases with each bundle, until reaching a sta-
ble minimum ranging from 8 seconds for bundle
size 10 to 47 seconds for bundle size 50. This de-
crease in training time, despite the stable amount
of data used for each adjustment, is due to a de-
crease in the number of epochs required for train-
ing and indicates that the texts used in previous
training steps are beneficial for training the model
on a completely new bundle of texts.

The RETRAIN method, not illustrated in the fig-
ure, requires far more time for adjustment than
the repeated training methods. Training (from
scratch) for 50 texts already takes 4.5 minutes, i.e.
more than the CUM adjustment with 270 texts, and
training for 270 texts takes 7.5 minutes.

Discussion Our results show that INC adjust-
ments are the most time-efficient, with each ad-
justment being two to five times faster than CUM

adjustments. In fact, in the CUM online learning
setup (bundle size 1), the model adjustment time is
similar to, and after 100 documents higher than the
time needed for annotation (1–2 minutes per text
as shown in Table 5). However, the adjustment
times of CUM with a bundle size of 10 or higher
and of RETRAIN, are lower than the time needed
for annotating the respective bundle of texts. Thus,
CUM training with bundles larger than 1 is feasi-
ble for continuously adjusting suggestion models
in our annotation task (while only a small amount
of data is available), despite the long training time
compared to INC. Since CUM achieves the same

performance results as RETRAIN but needs far less
time for adjustment, we dismiss RETRAIN as a
suitable method for training suggestion models.

6 Conclusion

We presented the first study of annotation sugges-
tions for discourse-level sequence labelling requir-
ing expert annotators, using the hard task of epis-
temic activity identification as an example. Our
results show that even mediocre suggestion mod-
els have a positive effect in terms of agreement be-
tween annotators and annotation speed, while an-
notation biases are negligible.

Based on our experiments on training sugges-
tion models, we propose for future annotation
studies that annotation suggestions can be given
after having annotated only a small amount of data
(in our case 70 texts), which ensures a sufficient
model performance (0.5 macro-F1). Since the ex-
act number of texts required to reach sufficient
model performance depends on the task, we sug-
gest using continuous model adjustments from the
start, ensuring flexibility as to when to start giv-
ing suggestions (namely whenever sufficient per-
formance is achieved). If computational resources
are an important factor, we propose the usage of
INC training with a bundle size of 30 or higher to
optimise performance and training time. If model
performance is more important, we recommend
CUM training using a small bundle size of 10 or
20 to improve suggestions in short intervals.

In our model adjustment experiments, we used
gold annotations. To create them on the fly, anno-
tation aggregation methods for sequence labelling
(Simpson and Gurevych, 2018) can be used.

We expect our work to have a large impact on
future work requiring expert annotations, in par-
ticular regarding new tasks with no or little avail-
able data, for example for legal (Nazarenko et al.,
2018), chemical (Guo et al., 2014), or psychiatric
(Mieskes and Stiegelmayr, 2018) text processing.
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Abstract

Comparing between Deep Neural Network
(DNN) models based on their performance
on unseen data is crucial for the progress of
the NLP field. However, these models have
a large number of hyper-parameters and, be-
ing non-convex, their convergence point de-
pends on the random values chosen at ini-
tialization and during training. Proper DNN
comparison hence requires a comparison be-
tween their empirical score distributions on
unseen data, rather than between single eval-
uation scores as is standard for more simple,
convex models. In this paper, we propose to
adapt to this problem a recently proposed test
for the Almost Stochastic Dominance relation
between two distributions. We define the cri-
teria for a high quality comparison method
between DNNs, and show, both theoretically
and through analysis of extensive experimen-
tal results with leading DNN models for se-
quence tagging tasks, that the proposed test
meets all criteria while previously proposed
methods fail to do so. We hope the test we
propose here will set a new working practice
in the NLP community.1

1 Introduction

A large portion of the research activity in Natural
Language Processing (NLP) is devoted to the de-
velopment of new algorithms for existing or new
tasks. To evaluate the quality of a new method, its
performance on unseen datasets is compared to the
performance of existing methods. The progress of
the field hence crucially depends on our ability to
draw conclusions from such comparisons.

In the past, most supervised NLP models have
been linear (or log-linear), convex and relatively
simple (e.g. (Toutanova et al., 2003; Finkel et al.,
2008; Ritter et al., 2011)). Hence, their training

1Our code is available at: https://github.com/
rtmdrr/deepComparison

was deterministic and the number of configura-
tions a model could have was rather small – deci-
sions about model design were usually limited to
feature selection and the selection of one of a few
loss functions. Consequently, when one model
performed better than another on unseen data it
was safe to argue that the winning model was gen-
erally better, especially when the results were sta-
tistically significant (Dror et al., 2018), and when
the effect of multiple hypothesis testing was taken
into account in cases of evaluation with multiple
datasets (Dror et al., 2017).

With the recent emergence of Deep Neural Net-
works (DNNs), data-driven performance compar-
ison has become much more complicated. While
models such as LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmid-
huber, 1997), Bi-LSTM (Schuster and Paliwal,
1997) and the transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017)
improved the state-of-the-art in many NLP tasks
(e.g. (Dozat and Manning, 2017; Hershcovich
et al., 2017; Yadav and Bethard, 2018)), it is
much more difficult to compare the performance
of algorithms that are based on these models.
This is because the loss functions of these mod-
els are non-convex (Dauphin et al., 2014), mak-
ing the solution to which they converge (a lo-
cal minimum or a saddle point) sensitive to ran-
dom weight initialization and the order of train-
ing examples. Moreover, as these complex mod-
els are not fully understood, their training is often
enhanced by heuristics such as random dropouts
(Srivastava et al., 2014) that introduces another
level of non-determinism to the training process.
Finally, the increased model complexity results in
a much larger number of configurations, governed
by a large space of hyper-parameters for model
properties such as the number of layers and the
number of neurons in each layer.

With so many degrees of freedom governed by
random and arbitrary values, when comparing two
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DNNs it is not possible to consider a single test-set
evaluation score for each model. If we do that, we
might compare just the best models that someone
happened to train rather than the methods them-
selves. Instead, it is necessary to compare between
the score distributions generated by different runs
of each of the models. Unfortunately, this compar-
ison task, which is fundamental to the progress of
the field, has not received a systematic treatment
thus far. Our goal is to close this gap and propose a
simple and effective comparison tool between two
DNNs based on their test set score distributions.
Particularly, we make four contributions:

Defining a DNN comparison framework: We
define three criteria that a DNN comparison tool
should meet: (a) Since we observe only a sam-
ple from the population score distribution of each
model, the decision should be significant under
well justified statistical assumptions. This assures
that future runs of the superior model are likely
to get higher scores than future runs of the infe-
rior model; (b) The decision mechanism should
be powerful, being able to make decisions in most
possible decision tasks; and, finally, (c) Since both
models depend on random decisions, it is likely
that none of them is promised to be superior over
the other in all cases (e.g. with all possible random
seeds). A powerful comparison tool should hence
augment its decision with a confidence score, re-
flecting the probability that the superior model will
indeed produce a better output.

Analysis of existing solutions (§ 3, 5): The
comparison problem we address has been high-
lighted by Reimers and Gurevych (2017b, 2018),
who established its importance in an extensive
experimentation with neural sequence models
(Reimers and Gurevych, 2017a), and proposed
two main solutions (§3). One solution, which we
refer to as the collection of statistics (COS) solu-
tion, is based on the analysis of statistics of the em-
pirical score distribution of the two algorithms –
such as their mean, median and standard deviation
(std), as well as their minimum and maximum val-
ues. Unfortunately, this solution does not respect
criterion (a) as it does not deal with significance,
and as we demonstrate in §5 its power (criterion
(b)) is also limited. Their second solution is based
on significance testing for Stochastic Order (SO)
(Lehmann, 1955), a strict criterion that is hardly
met in reality. While this solution respects crite-
rion (a), it is not designed to deal with criterion

(c), since it does not provide information beyond
its decision if one of the distributions is stochas-
tically dominant over the other or not, and as we
show in §5 its power (criterion (b)) is very limited.

A new comparison tool (§ 4): We propose a
solution that meets our three criteria. Particu-
larly, we adapt to our problem the recently pre-
sented concept of Almost Stochastic Order (ASO)
between two distributions (Álvarez-Esteban et al.,
2017),2 and the statistical significance test for this
property, which makes very modest assumptions
about the participating distributions (criterion (a)).
Further, in line with criterion (c), the test returns
a variable ε ∈ [0, 1], that quantifies the degree to
which one algorithm is stochastically larger than
the other, with ε = 0 reflecting stochastic order.
We further show that the test is designed to be very
powerful (criterion (b)), which is possible because
the decision on the superior algorithm is comple-
mented by the confidence score.

Extensive experimental analysis (§ 5): We re-
visit the extensive experimental setup of Reimers
and Gurevych (2017a,b), who performed 510
comparisons between strong DNN-based se-
quence tagging models. In each of their experi-
ments they compared two models – either different
models or two variants of the same model differing
in some of their hyper-parameters – and reported
the score distributions of each model across vari-
ous random seeds and hyper-parameter configura-
tions. Our analysis reveals that while our test can
declare one of the algorithms superior in 100% of
the cases, the COS approach can do that in 49.01%
of the cases, and the SO approach in a mere 0.98%.
In addition to being powerful, the decisions and
the confidence scores of our proposed test are also
well aligned with the tests proposed in previous
literature: when the previous methods are chal-
lenged, our method still makes a decision but it
also indicates the smaller gap between the algo-
rithms. We hope that this work will establish a
standard for the comparison between DNNs.

2 Performance Variance in DNNs

In this section we discuss the source of non-
determinism in DNNs, focusing on hyper-
parameter configurations and random choices.

Hyper-parameter Configurations DNNs are
complex models governed by a variety of hyper-

2We use the terms Almost Stochastic Order and Almost
Stochastic Dominance interchangeably in this paper.
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parameters. A formal definition of a hyper-
parameter, differentiating it from a standard pa-
rameter, is usually a parameter whose value is
set before the learning process begins. We can
roughly say that hyper-parameters determine the
structure of the model and particular algorithmic
decisions related, e.g., to its optimization. Some
popular structure-related hyper-parameters in the
DNN literature are the number of layers, layer
sizes, activation functions, loss functions, win-
dow sizes, stride values, and parameter initializa-
tion methods. Some optimization (training) re-
lated hyper-parameters are the optimization algo-
rithms, learning rates, number of epochs, momen-
tum, mini-batch sizes, whether or not to use op-
timization heuristics such as gradient clipping and
gradient normalization, and sampling and ordering
methods of the training data.

To decide on the hyper-parameter values, it is
standard to explore several configurations and ob-
serve which performs best on an unseen, held-out
dataset, commonly referred to as the development
set. For some hyper-parameters (e.g. the learning
rate and the optimization algorithm) the range of
feasible values reflects the intuitions of the model
author, and the tuned value provides some insight
about the model and the data. However, for many
other hyper-parameters (e.g. the number of neu-
rons in each layer of the model and the number of
epochs of the optimization algorithm) the range of
values and the selected values are quite arbitrary.
Hence, although hyper-parameters can be tuned
on development data, the distribution of model’s
evaluation scores across these configurations is of
interest, especially when considering the hyper-
parameters with the more arbitrary values.

Random Choices There are also hyper-
parameters that do not follow the above tuning
logic. These include some of the hyper-parameters
that govern the random ordering of the training
examples, the dropout process and the initializa-
tion of the model parameters. The values of these
hyper-parameters are often set randomly.

In other cases, randomization is introduced to
the model without an explicit hyper-parameter.
For example, a popular initialization method for
DNN weights is the Xavier method (Glorot and
Bengio, 2010). In this method, the initial weights
are sampled from a Gaussian distribution with a
mean of 0 and an std of

√
2/ni, where ni is the

number of input units of the i-th layer.

As discussed in §1, being non-convex, the con-
vergent point of DNNs is deeply affected by these
random effects. Unfortunately, exploring all pos-
sible random seeds is impossible both because
they form an uncountable set and because their
values are uninterpretable and it is hence even hard
to decide on the relevant search space for their val-
ues. This dictates the need for reporting model re-
sults with multiple random choices.

3 Comparing DNNs: Problem
Formulation and Background

Problem Definition Given two algorithms, each
associated with a set of test-set evaluation scores,
our goal is to determine which algorithm, if any,
is superior. In this research, the score distributions
are generated when running two different DNNs
with various hyper-parameter configurations and
random seeds. For both DNNs, the performance is
measured using the same evaluation measure over
the same dataset,3 but, to be as general as possible,
the number of scores may vary between the DNNs.

As noted in §1, several methods were proposed
for the comparison between the score distributions
of two DNNs. We now discuss these methods.

3.1 Collection of Statistics (COS)

This approach is based on the analysis of statistics
of the empirical score distributions. For example,
Reimers and Gurevych (2018) averaged the test-
set scores and applied the Welch’s t-test (Welch,
1947) for comparing between the means. Notice
that the Welch’s t-test is based on the assumption
that the test-set scores are drawn from normal dis-
tributions – an assumption that has not been val-
idated for DNN score distributions. Hence, this
method does not meet criterion (a) from §1, that
requires the comparison method to check for sta-
tistical significance under realistic assumptions.

Moreover, comparing only the mean of two dis-
tributions is not always sufficient for making pre-
dictions about future comparisons between the al-
gorithms. Other statistics such as the std, median
and the minimum and maximum values are of-
ten also relevant. For example, it might be that
the expected value of algorithm A is indeed larger
than that of algorithm B, but A’s std is also much
larger, making prediction very challenging. In §5
we show that if both larger mean and smaller std

3Without loss of generality we will assume that higher
values of the measure are better.
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is required for a decision, the COS approach is
decisive (i.e. it can declare that one algorithm
is better than the other) in only 49.01% of the
510 setups considered in Reimers and Gurevych
(2017b). This violates our criterion (b) which re-
quires the comparison test to be powerful.

3.2 Stochastic Order (SO)
Another approach, proposed by Reimers and
Gurevych (2018), tests whether a score drawn
from the distribution of algorithm A (denoted as
XA) is likely, with a probability higher than 0.5, to
be larger than a score drawn from the distribution
of algorithm B (XB). Put it formally, algorithm A
is declared superior to algorithm B if:

P (XA ≥ XB) > 0.5. (1)

To test if this requirement holds based on the
empirical score distributions of the two algo-
rithms, the authors applied the Mann-Whitney U
test for independent pairs (Mann and Whitney,
1947) – which tests whether there exists a stochas-
tic order (SO) between two random variables. This
test is non-parametric, making no assumptions
about the participating distributions except for be-
ing continuous. In the appendix we show that if
there is an SO between two distributions, the con-
dition in Equation 1 also holds.

We next describe the concept of SO in more de-
tails. But first, in order to keep our paper self-
contained, we define the cumulative distribution
function (CDF) and the empirical CDF of a prob-
ability distribution.

The CDF For a random variable X , the CDF is
defined as follows:

F (t) = P (X ≤ t).

For a sample {x1, .., xn}, the empirical CDF is de-
fined as follows:

Fn(t) =
1

n

n∑

i=1

1xi≤t =
number of xis ≤ t

n
,

where 1xi≤t is an indicator function that takes the
value of 1 if xi ≤ t, and 0 otherwise. These defini-
tions are required for the definition of SO we make
next.

Stochastic Order (SO) Lehmann (1955) de-
fines a random variable X to be stochastically
larger than a random variable Y (denoted by X �

Y ) if F (a) ≤ G(a) for all a (with a strict inequal-
ity for some values of a), where F and G are the
CDFs of X and Y , respectively. That is, if we ob-
serve a random value sampled from the first distri-
bution, it is likely to be larger than a random value
sampled from the second distribution.

If it can be concluded from the empirical score
distributions of two DNNs that SO exists be-
tween their respective population distributions,
this means that one algorithm is more likely to pro-
duce higher quality solutions than the other, and
this algorithm can be declared superior. As dis-
cussed above, Reimers and Gurevych (2018) ap-
plied the Mann-Whitney U-test to test for this re-
lationship. The U-test has high statistical power
when the tested distributions are moderate-tailed,
e.g., the normal distribution or the logistic dis-
tribution. When the distribution is heavy tailed,
e.g., the Cauchy distribution, there are several al-
ternative statistical tests that have higher statistical
power, for example likelihood based tests (Lee and
Wolfe, 1976; El Barmi and McKeague, 2013).

The main limitation of this approach is that SO
can rarely be proved to hold based on two empir-
ical distributions. Indeed, in §5 we show that an
SO holds between the two compared algorithms
only in 0.98% of the comparisons performed by
Reimers and Gurevych (2017a). Hence, while this
approach meets our criterion (a) (testing for sig-
nificance under realistic assumptions), it does not
meet criterion (b) (being a powerful test) and cri-
terion (c) (providing a confidence score).

We will next describe another approach that
does meet our three criteria.

4 Our Approach: Almost Stochastic
Dominance

Our starting point is that the requirement of SO
is unrealistic because it means that the inequality
F (a) ≤ G(a) should hold for every value of a. It
is likely that this criterion should fail to determine
dominance between two distributions even when
a ”reasonable” decision-maker would clearly pre-
fer one DNN over the other. We hence propose to
employ a relaxed version of this criterion. We next
discuss different definitions of such relaxation.

A Potential Relaxation For ε > 0 and random
variables X and Y with CDFs F and G, respec-
tively, we can define the following notion of ε-
stochastic dominance:
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X �ε Y if F (a) ≤ G(a) + ε for all a.

That is, we allow the distributions to violate the
stochastic order, and hence one CDF does not have
to be strictly below the other for all a.

The practical shortcomings of this definition are
apparent in cases where F (a) is greater than G(a)
for all a, with a gap bounded by, for example, ε/2.
In such cases we would not want to determine that
X ∼ F is ε stochastically dominant over Y ∼
G because its CDF is strictly above the CDF of
Y , and hence Y is stochastically larger than X .
However, according to this relaxation, X ∼ F is
indeed ε stochastically larger than Y ∼ G.

Almost Stochastic Dominance To overcome
the limitations of the above straight forward ap-
proach, and define a relaxation of stochastic order,
we turn to a definition that is based on the propor-
tion of points in the domain of the participating
distributions for which SO holds. That is, the test
we will introduce below is based on the following
two violation sets:

VX = {a : F (a) > G(a)}.

VY = {a : F (a) < G(a)}.
Intuitively, the variable with the smaller violation
set should be declared superior and the ratio be-
tween these sets should define the gap between the
distributions.

To implement this idea, del Barrio et al. (2018)
defined the concept of almost stochastic domi-
nance. Here we describe their work, that aims to
compare two distributions, and discuss its appli-
cability to our problem of comparing two DNN
models based on the three criteria defined in §1.
We start with a definition: for a CDF F , the quan-
tile function associated with F is defined as:

F−1(t) = inf{x : t ≤ F (x)}, t ∈ (0, 1). (2)

It is possible to define stochastic order using the
quantile function in the following manner:

X � Y ⇐⇒ F−1(t) ≥ G−1(t),∀t ∈ (0, 1). (3)

The advantage of this definition is that the domain
of the quantile function is bounded between 0 and
1. This is in contrast to the CDF whose domain is
unbounded.

From this definition, it is clear that a violation
of the stochastic order between X and Y occurs
when F−1(t) < G−1(t). Hence, it is easy to re-
define VX and VY based on the quantile functions:

AX = {t ∈ (0, 1) : F−1(t) < G−1(t)}.

AY = {t ∈ (0, 1) : F−1(t) > G−1(t)}.
del Barrio et al. (2018) employed these defini-

tions in order to define the distance of each random
variable from stochastic dominance over the other:

εW2(F,G) :=

∫
AX

(F−1(t)−G−1(t))2dt
(
W2(F,G)

)2 . (4)

Where W2(F,G), also known as the univariate
L2-Wasserstein distance between distributions, is
defined as:

W2(F,G) =

√∫ 1

0
(F−1(t)−G−1(t))2dt. (5)

This ratio explicitly measures the distance of X
(with CDF F ) from stochastic dominance over Y
(with CDFG) since it reflects the probability mass
for which Y dominatesX . The corresponding def-
inition for the distance of Y from being stochasti-
cally dominant over X can be received from the
above equations by replacing the roles of F and G
and integrating over AY instead of AX .

This index satisfies 0 ≤ εW2(F,G) ≤ 1 where
0 corresponds to perfect stochastic dominance of
X over Y and 1 corresponds to perfect stochas-
tic dominance of Y over X . It also holds that
εW2(F,G) = 1 − εW2(G,F ), and smaller val-
ues of the smaller index (which is by definition
bounded between 0 and 0.5) indicate a smaller dis-
tance from stochastic dominance.

Statistical Significance Testing for ASO Using
this index it is possible to formulate the follow-
ing hypothesis testing problem to test for almost
stochastic dominance:

H0 : εW2(F,G) ≥ ε
H1 : εW2(F,G) < ε

which tests, for a predefined ε > 0, if the violation
index is smaller than ε. Rejecting the null hypoth-
esis means that the first score distribution F is al-
most stochastically larger than G with ε distance
from stochastic order.

del Barrio et al. (2018) proved that without fur-
ther assumptions, H0 will be rejected with a sig-
nificance level of α if:
√

nm

n+m

(
εW2(Fn, Gm)− ε

)
< σ̂n,mΦ−1(α),
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where Fn, Gm are the empirical CDFs with n and
m samples, respectively, ε is the violation level,
Φ−1 is the inverse CDF of a normal distribution
and σ̂n,m is the estimated variance of the value
√

nm

n+m

(
εW2(F ∗n , G

∗
m)− εW2(Fn, Gm)

)
,

where εW2(F ∗n , G
∗
m) is computed using samples

X∗n, Y
∗
m from the empirical distributions Fn and

Gm.4

In addition, the minimal ε for which we can
claim, with a confidence level of 1 − α, that F is
almost stochastically dominant over G is
εmin(Fn, Gm, α) =

εW2(Fn, Gm)−
√

n+m
nm σ̂n,mΦ−1(α).

If εmin(Fn, Gm, α) < 0.5, we can claim
that algorithm A is better than B, and the lower
εmin(Fn, Gm, α) is the greater is the gap between
the algorithms. When εmin(Fn, Gm, α) = 0,
algorithm A is stochastically dominant over B.
However, if εmin(Fn, Gm, α) ≥ 0.5, then F is
not almost stochastically larger than G (with confi-
dence level 1−α) and hence we should accept the
null hypothesis that algorithm A is not superior to
algorithm B.

del Barrio et al. (2018) proved that, assuming
accurate estimation of σ̂n,m, it holds that:

εmin(Fn, Gm, α) = 1− εmin(Gm, Fn, α).

Hence, for a given α value, one of the
algorithms will be declared superior, unless
εmin(Fn, Gm, α) = εmin(Gm, Fn, α) = 0.5.

Notice that the minimal ε and the rejection con-
dition of the null hypothesis depend on n and m,
the number of scores we have for each algorithm.
Hence, for the statistical test to have high statisti-
cal power we need to make sure that n and m are
big enough. While we cannot provide a method
for tuning these numbers, we note that in the ex-
tensive analysis of §5 the test had enough statis-
tical power to make decisions in all cases. The
pseudo code of our implementation is provided in
the appendix.

To summarize, the test for almost stochastic
dominance meets the three criteria defined in §1.
This is a test for statistical significance under
very minimal assumptions on the distribution from

4The more samples, the better. In our implementation we
employ the inverse transform sampling method to generate
samples.

which the performance scores are drawn (criterion
(a)). Moreover, it quantifies the gap between the
two reference distributions (criterion (c)), which
allows it to make decisions even in comparisons
where the gap between the superior algorithm and
the inferior algorithm is not large (criterion (b)).

To demonstrate the appropriateness of this
method for the comparison between two DNNs
we next revisit the extensive experimental setup of
Reimers and Gurevych (2017a).

5 Analysis

Tasks and Models In this section we demon-
strate the potential impact of testing for almost
stochastic dominance on the way empirical results
of NLP models are analyzed. We use the data
of Reimers and Gurevych (2017a)5 and Reimers
and Gurevych (2017b).6 This data contains 510
comparison setups for five common NLP sequence
tagging tasks: Part Of Speech (POS) tagging with
the WSJ corpus (Marcus et al., 1993), syntactic
chucking with the CoNLL 2000 data (Sang and
Buchholz, 2000), Named Entity Recognition with
the CoNLL 2003 data (Sang and De Meulder,
2003), Entity Recognition with the ACE2005 data
(Walker et al., 2006), and event detection with the
TempEval3 data (UzZaman et al., 2013). In each
setup two leading DNNs, either different architec-
tures or variants of the same model but with differ-
ent hyper-parameter configurations, are compared
across various choices of random seeds and hyper-
parameter configurations. The exact details of the
comparisons are beyond the scope of this paper;
they are documented in the above papers.

For each experimental setup, we report the
outcome of three alternative comparison meth-
ods: collection of statistics (COS), stochastic or-
der (SO), and almost stochastic order (ASO). For
COS, we report the mean, std, and median of the
scores for each algorithm, as well as their mini-
mum and maximum values. We consider one al-
gorithm to be superior over another only if both
its mean is greater and its std is smaller. For SO,
we employ the U-test as proposed by Reimers and
Gurevych (2018), and consider a result significant
if p ≤ 0.05 . Finally, for ASO we employ the
method of §4 and report the identity of the superior
algorithm along with its ε value, using p ≤ 0.01.

5https://github.com/UKPLab/
emnlp2017-bilstm-cnn-crf

6Which was generously given to us by the authors.
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Analysis Structure We divide our analysis into
three cases. In Case A both the COS and the SO
approaches indicate that one of the models is supe-
rior. In Case B, the previous methods reach con-
tradicting conclusions: while COS indicates that
one of the algorithms is superior, SO comes in-
significant. Finally, in Case C both COS and SO
are indecisive. In the 510 comparisons we ana-
lyze there is no setup where SO was significant
but COS could not reach a decision. We start with
an example setup for each case and then provide a
summary of all 510 comparisons.

Results: Case A We demonstrate that if algo-
rithm A is stochastically larger than algorithm B
then all three methods agree that algorithm A is
better than B. As an example setup we analyze
the comparison between the NER models of Lam-
ple et al. (2016) and Ma and Hovy (2016) when
running both algorithms multiple times, changing
only the random seed fed into the random number
generator (41 scores from (Lample et al., 2016),
87 scores from (Ma and Hovy, 2016)). The evalu-
ation measure is F1 score. The collection of statis-
tics for the two models is presented in Table 1.

Lample et al. Ma&Hovy
Mean 0.9075 0.9056
STD 0.2237 0.3211
Median 0.9080 0.9063
Min 0.9018 0.8853
Max 0.9113 0.9100

Table 1: NER results. (Case A).

The U-test states that (Lample et al., 2016) is
stochastically larger than (Ma and Hovy, 2016)
with a p-value of 0.00025. This result is also con-
sistent with the prediction of the COS approach
as (Lample et al., 2016) is better than (Ma and
Hovy, 2016) both in terms of mean (larger) and
std (smaller). Finally, the minimum ε value of the
ASO method is 0, which also reflects an SO.

Results: Case B We demonstrate that if the
measures of mean and std from the COS approach
indicate that algorithm A is better than algorithm
B but stochastic dominance does not hold, then
it also holds that A is almost stochastically larger
than B with a small ε > 0. As an example case we
consider the experiment where the performance of
a BiLSTM POS tagger with one of two optimizers,
Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) (3898 scores) or

RMSProp (Hinton et al., 2012) (1822 scores), are
compared across various hyper-parameter config-
urations and random seeds. The evaluation mea-
sure is word level accuracy. The COS for the two
models is presented in Table 2.

Adam RMSprop
Average 0.9224 0.9190

STD 0.0604 0.0920
Median 0.9319 0.9349

Min 0.1746 0.1420
Max 0.9556 0.9573

Table 2: POS tagging results (Case B).

The result of the U-test came insignificant with
p-value of 0.4562. The COS approach predicts
that Adam is the better optimizer as both its mean
is larger and its std is smaller. When comparing
between Adam and RMSProrp, the ASO method
returns an ε of 0.0159, indicating that the former
is almost stochastically larger than the latter.

We note that decisions with the COS method are
challenging as it potentially involves a large num-
ber of statistics (five in this analysis). Our decision
here is to make the COS prediction based on the
mean and std of the score distribution, even when
according to other statistics the conclusion might
have been different. We consider this ambiguity
an inherent limitation of the COS method.

Results: Case C Finally, we address the case
where stochastic dominance does not hold and no
conclusions can be drawn from the statistics col-
lection. Our observation is that even in these cases
ASO is able to determine which algorithm is bet-
ter with a reasonable level of confidence. We
consider again a BiLSTM architecture, this time
for NER, where the comparison is between two
dropout policies – no dropout (225 scores) and
variational dropout (2599 scores). The evaluation
measure is the F1 score and the collection of statis-
tics is presented in Table 3.

Variational No Dropout
Mean 0.8850 0.8772
STD 0.0392 0.0247

Median 0.8896 0.8799
Min 0.0119 0.5547
Max 0.9098 0.8995

Table 3: NER Results (Case C).
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(a) Case A (b) Case B (c) Case C

Figure 1: An histogram of ε values of the ASO method for cases A, B and C.

The U-test came insignificant with a p-value of
0.5. COS is also inconclusive as the mean result
of the variational dropout approach is larger, but so
also its std. In this case, looking at the other statis-
tics also gives a mixed picture as the median and
max values of the variational approach are larger,
but its min value is substantially smaller.

The ASO approach indicates that the no dropout
approach is almost stochastically larger, with ε =
0.0279. An in-depth consideration supports this
decision as the much larger std and the much
smaller minimum of the variational approach are
indicators of a skewed score distribution that
leaves low certainty about future performance.

Results: Summary We now turn to a summary
of our analysis across the 510 comparisons of
Reimers and Gurevych (2017a). Table 4 presents
the percentage of comparisons that fall into each
category, along with the average and std of the ε
value of ASO for each case (all ASO results are
significant with p ≤ 0.01). Figure 1 presents the
histogram of these ε values in each case.

% of comparisons Avg. ε ε std
Case A 0.98% 0.0 0.0
Case B 48.04% 0.072 0.108
Case C 50.98% 0.202 0.143

Table 4: Results summary over the 510 comparisons
of Reimers and Gurevych (2017a).

The number of comparisons that fall into case A
is only 0.98%, indicating that it is rare that a deci-
sion about stochastic dominance of one algorithm
can be reached when comparing DNNs. We con-
sider this a strong indication that the Mann Whit-
ney U test is not suitable for DNN comparison as
it has very little statistical power (criterion (b)).

COS makes a decision in 49.01% of the com-

parisons (case A and B). This method is also
somewhat powerful (criterion (b)), but much less
so than ASO that is decisive in all 510 compar-
isons. The ε values of ASO are higher for case B
than for case A (middle line of the table, middle
graph of the figure). For case C the ε distribution
is qualitatively different – ε receives a range of val-
ues (rightmost graph of the figure) and its average
is 0.202 (bottom line of the table). We consider
this to be a desired behavior as the more complex
the picture drawn by COS and SO is, the less con-
fident we expect ASO to be. Being able to make a
decision in all 510 comparisons while quantifying
the gap between the distributions, we believe that
ASO is an appropriate tool for DNN comparison.

6 Error Rate Analysis

While our extensive analysis indicates the quality
of the ASO test, it does not allow us to estimate
its false positive and false negative rates. This is
because in our 510 comparisons there is no oracle
(or gold standard) that says if one of the algorithms
is superior. Below we provide such analyses.

False Positive Rate The ASO test is defined
such that the ε value required for rejecting the con-
clusion that algorithm A is better than B is defined
by the practitioner. While ε = 0.5 indicates a clear
rejection, most researchers would probably set a
lower ε threshold. Our goal in the next analysis
is to present a case where the false positive rate
of ASO is very low, even when one refrains from
declaring one algorithm as better than the other
only when ε is very close to 0.5.

To do that, we consider a scenario where each
of the 255 score distributions of the experiments
in § 5 is compared to a variant of the same dis-
tribution after a Gaussian noise with a 0 expecta-
tion and a standard deviation of 0.001 is added to
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(a) False Positive Rate Experiment (b) False Negative Rate Experiment

Figure 2: Histograms of the ε values of the ASO test in the ablation experiments.

each of the scores. Since in all the tasks we con-
sider the scores are in the [0, 1] range, the value
of 0.001 is equivalent to 0.1%. Since the average
of the standard deviations of these 255 score dis-
tributions is 0.06, our noise is small but not negli-
gible. We choose this relatively small symmetric
noise so that with a high probability the original
score distribution and the modified one should not
be considered different. We run 100 comparisons
for each of the 255 algorithms.

We compute the ε such that a value of 0 means
that the non-noisy version is better than the noisy
one with the strongest confidence, while the value
of 1 means the exact opposite (both values are not
observed in practice). A value of 0.5 indicates that
no algorithm is superior – the correct prediction.

Figure 2 (a) presents a histogram of the ε val-
ues. The averaged ε is 0.502 with a standard de-
viation of 0.0472, and 95% of the ε values are in
[0.396, 0.631]. This means that if we set a thresh-
old of 0.4 on ε (i.e. lower than 0.4 or higher than
0.6), the false positive rate would be lower than
5%. In comparison, the COS approach declares
the noisy version superior in 26.2% of the 255
comparisons, and the non-noisy version in 23.8%:
a false positive rate of 50%.7 The SO test makes
no mistakes, as a false positive of this test is equiv-
alent to an ε value of 0 or 1 for ASO.

Finally, we also considered a setup where for
each of the 255 algorithms the performance score
set was randomly split into two equal sized sets.
We repeated this process 100 times for each algo-
rithm, using ASO to compare between the sets. In
all cases we observed an averaged ε of 0.5, indi-
cating that the method avoids false positive predic-
tions when an algorithm is compared to itself.

7Recall that we consider one algorithm superior over the
other according to COS when both the mean of its scores is
larger than the mean of the other, and its std is smaller.

False Negative Rate This analysis complements
the previous one by demonstrating the low false
negative rate of ASO in a case where it is clear that
one distribution is better than the other. For each
of the 255 score distributions we generate a noisy
distribution by randomly splitting the scores into
a set A of 1

4 of the scores and the complementary
set Â of the rest of the scores. For each score s we
sample a noise parameter φ from a Gaussian with
a 0 expectation and an std of 0.01, adding to s the
value of (−1) · φ2 if s ∈ A, and φ2 if s ∈ Â. The
noisy distribution is superior to the original one,
with a high probability. As before we perform 100
comparisons for each of the 255 algorithms.

We compute ε such that a value of 0 would
mean that the noisy version is superior. The ε val-
ues are plotted in Figure 2 (b): their average is
0.134, standard deviation is 0.07 and more than
99% of the values are lower than 0.4 (the same
threshold as in the first experiment). The COS test
deems the noisy distribution superior in 87.4% of
the cases, while in the rest it considers none of the
distributions superior. SO has a false negative rate
of 100% as ε > 0 in all experiments.

7 Conclusions

We considered the comparison of two DNNs
based on their test-set score distribution. We de-
fined three criteria for a high quality comparison
method, demonstrated that previous methods do
not meet these criteria and proposed to use the re-
cently proposed test for almost stochastic domi-
nance that does meet these criteria. We analyzed
the extensive experimental setup of Reimers and
Gurevych (2017a) and demonstrated the effective-
ness of our proposed test. Having released our
code, we hope this will become a new evaluation
standard in the NLP community.
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A Proof - Equivalent Definitions of
Stochastic Order

As discussed in §3, our goal here is to prove that if
a random variable X is stochastically larger than
a random variable Y (denoted by X � Y ), then
it also holds that P (X ≥ Y ) > 0.5. This lemma
explains why Reimers and Gurevych (2018) em-
ployed the Mann-Whitney U test that tests for
stochastic order, while their requirement for stat-
ing that one algorithm is better than the other was
that P (X ≥ Y ) > 0.5 (where X is the score
distribution of the superior algorithm and Y is the
score distribution of the inferior algorithm).

Lemma 1. If X � Y then P (X ≥ Y ) > 0.5.

Proof. For every two continuous random variables
X,Y it holds that:

P (X ≥ Y ) + P (Y > X) = 1.

Let us first assume that X and Y are i.i.d and
continuous. If this is the case then:

P (X ≥ Y ) + P (Y > X) = 1

P (X ≥ Y ) + P (X > Y ) = 1

2P (X ≥ Y ) = 1

P (X ≥ Y ) = 0.5.

The first pass is true because X and Y are iden-
tically distributed and the second pass is true be-
cause X and Y are continuous random variables.

Assuming that the density functions of the ran-
dom variables X and Y exist (which is true be-
cause they are continues variables), we can write
P (X ≥ Y ) in the following manner:

P (X ≥ Y ) =

∫ ∞

y=−∞

∫ ∞

x=y
fX(x) · fY (y)dxdy

=

∫ ∞

y=−∞
fY (y) · P (X ≥ y)dy

=

∫ ∞

y=−∞
fY (y) · P (Y ≥ y)dy = 0.5.

Where the equality to 0.5 was proved above.
In our case, X � Y . This means that X and Y

are independent but are not identically distributed.
By definition of stochastic order this also means
that P (X ≥ a) > P (Y ≥ a), for all a with strict

inequality for at least one value of a. We get that:

P (X ≥ Y ) =

∫ ∞

y=−∞

∫ ∞

x=y
fX(x) · fY (y)dxdy

=

∫ ∞

y=−∞
fY (y) · P (X ≥ y)dy

>

∫ ∞

y=−∞
fY (y) · P (Y ≥ y)dy = 0.5.

Where the last pass holds because X is stochasti-
cally larger than Y . We get that P (X ≥ Y ) >
0.5.

Note that the opposite direction does not always
hold, i.e., it is easy to come up with an example
where P (X ≥ Y ) > 0.5 but there is no stochastic
order between the two random variables. How-
ever, the opposite direction is true with an addi-
tional assumption that the CDFs do not cross one
another (which we do not prove here).

B Hypothesis Testing for Almost
Stochastic Dominance

In this section we discuss the implementation of
the algorithm for hypothesis testing for the almost
stochastic dominance relation between two ran-
dom variables (empirical score distributions). The
code of the algorithm is publicly available.

We are given two sets of scores from two algo-
rithms, n scores from algorithm A and m scores
from algorithm B: A = {x1, x2, ..., xn}, B =
{y1, y2, ..., ym}. The pseudocode of the algorithm
is as follows:

1. Sort the data points from the smallest to
the largest in both sets, creating two lists:
A = [x(1), ..., x(n)] and B = [y(1), ..., y(m)],
where x(i) is the i-th smallest value.

2. Build the empirical score distributions
Fn, Gm using the following formula:

Fn(t) =
1

n

n∑

i=1

1x(i) ≤ t =
number of xis ≤ t

n

3. Build the empirical inverse score distribu-
tions F−1(t), G−1(t) using the following for-
mula:8

F−1(t) = inf{x : t ≤ F (x)}, t ∈ (0, 1)

8It is possible to compute the inverse CDF without explic-
itly computing the CDF.
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4. Compute the index of stochastic dominance
violation εW2(F,G) (equation 4 of the main
paper). In practice we compute the integral
operation using the definition of the Riemann
integral. That is, when computing

∫ 1
0 f(t)dt

we partition the interval between 0 and 1 into
small parts of size ∆ and compute the sum of
the function value in this part times ∆).

5. Estimate σ: take many samples X∗n,Y ∗m from
the empirical distributions Fn and Gm; for
each of those samples compute the expres-
sion:
√

nm

n+m

(
εW2(F ∗n , G

∗
m)− εW2(Fn, Gm)

)

and use the variance of those values as the
estimate for σ2, take the square root of that
estimator for σ̂n,m. The more samples, the
better. In our implementation we employ the
inverse transform sampling method to gener-
ate samples.

6. The minimal ε for which we can claim that al-
gorithm A is almost stochastically larger than
algorithm B with confidence level of 1−α is:

εmin(Fn, Gm, α) =

εW2(Fn, Gm)−
√

n+m
nm σ̂n,mΦ−1(α).
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Abstract

It is standard practice in speech & language
technology to rank systems according to per-
formance on a test set held out for evalua-
tion. However, few researchers apply statis-
tical tests to determine whether differences in
performance are likely to arise by chance, and
few examine the stability of system ranking
across multiple training-testing splits. We con-
duct replication and reproduction experiments
with nine part-of-speech taggers published be-
tween 2000 and 2018, each of which reports
state-of-the-art performance on a widely-used
“standard split”. We fail to reliably repro-
duce some rankings using randomly generated
splits. We suggest that randomly generated
splits should be used in system comparison.

1 Introduction

Evaluation with a held-out test set is one of the few
methodological practices shared across nearly all
areas of speech and language processing. In this
study we argue that one common instantiation of
this procedure—evaluation with a standard split—
is insufficient for system comparison, and propose
an alternative based on multiple random splits.
Standard split evaluation can be formalized as

follows. Let G be a set of ground truth data, parti-
tioned into a training set Gtrain, a development set
Gdev and a test (evaluation) set Gtest. Let S be a
system with arbitrary parameters and hyperparam-
eters, and let M be an evaluation metric. Without
loss of generality, we assume that M is a func-
tion with domain G × S and that higher values
of M indicate better performance. Furthermore,
we assume a supervised training scenario in which
the free parameters of S are set so as to maximize
M(Gtrain, S), optionally tuning hyperparameters
so as to maximize M(Gdev, S). Then, if S1 and S2
are competing systems so trained, we prefer S1 to
S2 if and only if M(Gtest, S1) > M(Gtest, S2).

1.1 Hypothesis testing for system comparison

One major concern with this procedure is that it
treatsM(Gtest, S1) andM(Gtest, S2) as exact quan-
tities when they are better seen as estimates of ran-
dom variables corresponding to true system perfor-
mance. In fact many widely used evaluation met-
rics, including accuracy and F-score, have known
statistical distributions, allowing hypothesis test-
ing to be used for system comparison.
For instance, consider the comparison of two

systems S1 and S2 trained and tuned to maximize
accuracy. The difference in test accuracy, δ̂ =
M(Gtest, S1) − M(Gtest, S2), can be thought of
as estimate of some latent variable δ representing
the true difference in system performance. While
the distribution of δ̂ is not obvious, the probabil-
ity that there is no population-level difference in
system performance (i.e., δ = 0) can be com-
puted indirectly usingMcNemar’s test (Gillick and
Cox, 1989). Let n1>2 be the number of samples in
Gtest which S1 correctly classifies but S2 misclas-
sifies, and n2>1 be the number of samples which
S1 misclassifies but S2 correctly classifies. When
δ = 0, roughly half of the disagreements should fa-
vor S1 and the other half should favor S2. Thus, un-
der the null hypothesis, n1>2 ∼ Bin(n, .5) where
n = n1>2 + n2>1. And, the (one-sided) probabil-
ity of the null hypothesis is the probability of sam-
pling n1>2 from this distribution. Similar methods
can be used for other evaluation metrics, or a refer-
ence distribution can be estimated with bootstrap
resampling (Efron, 1981).
Despite this, few recent studies make use of sta-

tistical system comparison. Dror et al. (2018) sur-
vey statistical practices in all long papers presented
at the 2017 meeting of the Association for Com-
putational Linguistics (ACL), and all articles pub-
lished in the 2017 volume of the Transactions of
the ACL. They find that themajority of these works
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do not use appropriate statistical tests for system
comparison, and many others do not report which
test(s) were used. We hypothesize that the lack of
hypothesis testing for system comparisonmay lead
to type I error, the error of rejecting a true null hy-
pothesis. As it is rarely possible to perform the nec-
essary hypothesis tests from published results, we
evaluate this risk using a replication experiment.

1.2 Standard vs. random splits
Furthermore, we hypothesize that standard split
methodology may be insufficient for system eval-
uation. While evaluations based on standard splits
are an entrenched practice in many areas of natu-
ral language processing, the static nature of stan-
dard splits may lead researchers to unconsciously
“overfit” to the vagaries of the training and test sets,
producing poor generalization. This tendency may
also be amplified by publication bias in the sense
of Scargle (2000). The field has chosen to define
“state of the art” performance as “the best perfor-
mance on a standard split”, and few experiments
which do not report improvements on a standard
split are ultimately published. This effect is likely
to be particularly pronounced on highly-saturated
tasks for which system performance is near ceiling,
as this increases the prior probability of the null hy-
pothesis (i.e., of no difference). We evaluate this
risk using a series of reproductions.

1.3 Replication and reproduction
In this study we perform a replication and a series
of reproductions. These techniques were until re-
cently quite rare in this field, despite the inherently
repeatable nature of most natural language pro-
cessing experiments. Researchers attempting repli-
cations or reproductions have reported problems
with availability of data (Mieskes, 2017; Wieling
et al., 2018) and software (Pedersen, 2008), and
various details of implementation (Fokkens et al.,
2013; Reimers and Gurevych, 2017; Schluter and
Varab, 2018). While we cannot completely avoid
these pitfalls, we select a task—English part-of-
speech tagging—for which both data and software
are abundantly available. This task has two other
important affordances for our purposes. First, it is
face-valid, both in the sense that the equivalence
classes defined by POS tags reflect genuine lin-
guistic insights and that standard evaluation met-
rics such as token and sentence accuracy directly
measure the underlying construct. Secondly, POS
tagging is useful both in zero-shot settings (e.g.,

Elkahky et al., 2018; Trask et al., 2015) and as a
source of features for many downstream tasks, and
in both settings, tagging errors are likely to propa-
gate. We release the underlying software under a
permissive license.1

2 Materials & Methods

2.1 Data

The Wall St. Journal (WSJ) portion of Penn
Treebank-3 (LDC99T42; Marcus et al., 1993) is
commonly used to evaluate English part-of-speech
taggers. In experiment 1, we also use a portion
of OntoNotes 5 (LDC2013T19; Weischedel et al.,
2011), a substantial subset of the Penn Treebank
WSJ data re-annotated for quality assurance.

2.2 Models

We attempted to choose a set of taggers claim-
ing state-of-the-art performance at time of publi-
cation. We first identified candidate taggers using
the “State of the Art” page for part-of-speech tag-
ging on the ACL Wiki.2 We then selected nine
taggers for which all needed software and exter-
nal data was available at time of writing. These
taggers are described in more detail below.

2.3 Metrics

Our primarily evaluation metric is token accu-
racy, the percentage of tokens which are correctly
tagged with respect to the gold data. We compute
95% Wilson (1927) score confidence intervals for
accuracies, and use the two-sided mid-p variant
(Fagerland et al., 2013) of McNemar’s test for sys-
tem comparison. We also report out-of-vocabulary
(OOV) accuracy—that is, token accuracy limited
to tokens not present in the training data—and sen-
tence accuracy, the percentage of sentences for
which there are no tagging errors.

3 Results

Table 1 reports statistics for the standard split. The
OntoNotes sample is slightly smaller as it omits
sentences on financial news, most of which is
highly redundant and idiosyncratic. However, the
entire OntoNotes sample was tagged by a single
experienced annotator, eliminating any annotator-
specific biases in the Penn Treebank (e.g., Ratna-
parkhi, 1997, 137f.).

1 http://github.com/kylebgorman/SOTA-taggers
2 http://aclweb.org/aclwiki/State_of_the_art
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# Sentences # Tokens

Penn Treebank

Train. 38,219 912,344
Dev. 5,527 131,768
Test. 5,462 129,654

OntoNotes

Train. 28,905 703,955
Dev. 4,051 99,441
Test 4,059 98,277

Table 1: Summary statistics for the standard split.

3.1 Models

Three models—SVMTool (Giménez andMàrquez,
2004), MElt (Denis and Sagot, 2009), and
Morče/COMPOST (Spoustová et al., 2009)—
produced substantial compilation or runtime errors.
However, we were able to perform replication with
the remaining six models:

• TnT (Brants, 2000): a second-order (i.e., tri-
gram) hidden Markov model with a suffix-
based heuristic for unknown words, decoded
with beam search

• Collins (2002) tagger: a linear model, fea-
tures from Ratnaparkhi (1997), perceptron
training with weight averaging, decoded with
the Viterbi algorithm3

• LAPOS (Tsuruoka et al., 2011): a linear
model, features from Tsuruoka et al. (2009)
plus first-order lookahead, perceptron train-
ing with weight averaging, decoded locally

• Stanford tagger (Manning, 2011): a log-
linear bidirectional cyclic dependency net-
work, features from Toutanova et al. (2003)
plus distributional similarity features, op-
timized with OWL-QN, decoded with the
Viterbi algorithm

• NLP4J (Choi, 2016): a linear model, dynam-
ically induced features, a hinge loss objective
optimized with AdaGrad, decoded locally

• Flair (Akbik et al., 2018): a bidirectional
long short-term memory (LSTM) conditional
random fields (CRF) model, contextual string

3We use an implementation by Yarmohammadi (2014).

embedding features, a cross-entropy objec-
tive optimized with stochastic gradient de-
scent, decoded globally

3.2 Experiment 1: Replication

In experiment 1, we adopt the standard split es-
tablished by Collins (2002): sections 00–18 are
used for training, sections 19-21 for development,
and sections 22-24 for testing, roughly a 80%-10%-
10% split. We train and evaluate the six remaining
taggers using this standard split. For each tagger,
we train on the training set and evaluate on the test
set. For taggers which support it, we also perform
automated hyperparameter tuning on the develop-
ment set. Results are shown in Table 2. We ob-
tain exact replications for TnT and LAPOS, and
for the remaining four taggers, our results are quite
close to previously reported numbers. Token accu-
racy, OOV accuracy, and sentence accuracy give
the same ranking, one consistent with published
results. For Penn Treebank, McNemar’s test on to-
ken accuracy is significant for all pairwise compar-
isons at α = .05; for OntoNotes, one comparison is
non-significant: LAPOS vs. Stanford (p = .1366).

3.3 Experiment 2: Reproduction

We now repeat these analyses across twenty ran-
domly generated 80%–10%–10% splits. After
Dror et al. (2017), we use the Bonferroni procedure
to control familywise error rate, the probability of
falsely rejecting at least one true null hypothesis.
This is appropriate insofar as each individual trial
(i.e, evaluation on a random split) has a non-trivial
statistical dependence on other trials. Table 3 re-
ports the number of random splits, out of twenty,
where the McNemar test p-value is significant af-
ter the correction for familywise error rate. This
provides a coarse estimate of how often the second
system would be likely to significantly outperform
the first system given a random partition of similar
size. Most of these pairwise comparisons are sta-
ble across random trials. However, for example,
Stanford tagger is not a significant improvement
over LAPOS for nearly all random trials, and in
some random trials—two for Penn Treebank, four-
teen for OntoNotes—it is in fact worse. Recall also
that the Stanford tagger was also not significantly
better than LAPOS for OntoNotes in experiment 1.
Figure 1 shows token accuracies across the two

experiments. The last row of the figure gives re-
sults for an oracle ensemble which correctly pre-
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Penn Treebank OntoNotes

Token OOV Sentence Token

Reported Replicated (95% CIs) Replicated Replicated Reproduced

TnT .9646 .9646 (.9636, .9656) .8591 .4771 .9622
Collins .9711 .9714 (.9704, .9723) .8789 .5441 .9679
LAPOS .9722 .9722 (.9713, .9731) .8874 .5602 .9709
Stanford .9732 .9735 (.9726, .9744) .9060 .5710 .9714
NLP4J .9764 .9742 (.9733, .9750) .9148 .5756 .9742
Flair .9785 .9774 (.9765, .9782) .9287 .6111 .9790

Table 2: Previously reported, and replicated, accuracies for the standard split of the WSJ portion of Penn Treebank;
we also provide token accuracies for a reproduction with the WSJ portion of OntoNotes.

PTB ON

TnT vs. Collins 20 20
Collins vs. LAPOS 20 7
LAPOS vs. Stanford 1 0
Stanford vs. NLP4J 19 20
NLP4J vs. Flair 20 20

Table 3: The number of random trials (out of twenty) for
which the second system has significantly higher token
accuracy than the first after Bonferroni correction. PTB,
Penn Treebank; ON, OntoNotes.

dicts the tag just in case any of the six taggers pre-
dicts the correct tag.

3.4 Error analysis

From experiment 1, we estimate that the last two
decades of POS tagging research has produced a
1.28% absolute reduction in token errors. At the
same time, the best tagger is 1.16% below the ora-
cle ensemble. Thus we were interested in disagree-
ments between taggers. We investigate this by
treating each of the six taggers as separate coders
in a collaborative annotation task. We compute per-
sentence inter-annotator agreement using Krippen-
dorff’s α (Artstein and Poesio, 2008), then man-
ually inspect sentences with the lowest α values,
i.e., with the highest rate of disagreement. By
far the most common source of disagreement are
“headline”-like sentences such as Foreign Bonds.
While these sentences are usually quite short, high
disagreement is also found for some longer head-
lines, as in the example sentence in table 4; the ef-
fect seems to be due more to capitalization than
sentence length. Several taggers lean heavily on
capitalization cues to identify proper nouns, and

Figure 1: A visualization of Penn Treebank token ac-
curacies in the two experiments. The whiskers shows
accuracy and 95% confidence intervals in experiment
1, and shaded region represents the range of accuracies
in experiment 2.

thus capitalized tokens in headline sentences are
frequently misclassified as proper nouns and vice
versa, as are sentence-initial capitalized nouns in
general. Most other sentences with low α have lo-
cal syntactic ambiguities. For example, the word
lining, acting as a common noun (NN) in the con-
text …a silver for the…, is mislabeled as a
gerund (VBG) by two of six taggers.

4 Discussion

We draw attention to two distinctions between the
replication and reproduction experiments. First,
we find that a system judged to be significantly bet-
ter than another on the basis of performance on the
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Chicken Chains Ruffled By Loss of Customers

Gold NN NNS VBN IN NN IN NNS

TnT NNP NNP NNP IN NN IN NNS
Collins NNP NNP NNP IN NNP IN NNS
LAPOS NNP NNP NNP NNP NNP IN NNS
Stanford NNP NNS VBN IN NN IN NNS
NLP4J NNP NNPS NNP IN NNP IN NNS
Flair NN NNS VBN IN NN IN NNS

Table 4: Example error analysis for a Penn Treebank sentence; α = .521.

standard split, does not in outperform that system
on re-annotated data or randomly generated splits,
suggesting that it is “overfit to the standard split”
and does not represent a genuine improvement in
performance. Secondly, as can be seen in figure 1,
overall performance is slightly higher on the ran-
dom splits. We posit this to be an effect of ran-
domization at the sentence-level. For example, in
the standard split the word asbestos occurs fifteen
times in a single training set document, but just
once in the test set. Such discrepancies are far less
likely to arise in random splits.
Diversity of languages, data, and tasks are all

highly desirable goals for natural language pro-
cessing. However, nothing about this demonstra-
tion depends on any particularities of the English
language, the WSJ data, or the POS tagging task.
English is a somewhat challenging language for
POS tagging because of its relatively impoverished
inflectional morphology and pervasive noun-verb
ambiguity (Elkahky et al., 2018). It would not do
to use these six taggers for other languages as they
are designed for English text and in some cases de-
pend on English-only external resources for fea-
ture generation. However, random split experi-
ments could, for instance, be performed for the sub-
tasks of the CoNLL-2018 shared task on multilin-
gual parsing (Zeman et al., 2018).
We finally note that repeatedly training the Flair

tagger in experiment 2 required substantial grid
computing resources and may not be feasible for
many researchers at the present time.

5 Conclusions

We demonstrate that standard practices in system
comparison, and in particular, the use of a single
standard split, may result in avoidable Type I er-
ror. We suggest that practitioners who wish to
firmly establish that a new system is truly state-of-

the-art augment their evaluations with Bonferroni-
corrected random split hypothesis testing.
It is said that statistical praxis is of greatest im-

port in those areas of science least informed by the-
ory. While linguistic theory and statistical learn-
ing theory both have much to contribute to part-of-
speech tagging, we still lack a theory of the tagging
task rich enough to guide hypothesis formation. In
the meantime, we must depend on system compar-
ison, backed by statistical best practices and error
analysis, to make forward progress on this task.
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Abstract

Existing datasets for scoring text pairs in terms
of semantic similarity contain instances whose
resolution differs according to the degree of
difficulty. This paper proposes to distinguish
obvious from non-obvious text pairs based
on superficial lexical overlap and ground-truth
labels. We characterise existing datasets in
terms of containing difficult cases and find that
recently proposed models struggle to capture
the non-obvious cases of semantic similarity.
We describe metrics that emphasise cases of
similarity which require more complex infer-
ence and propose that these are used for eval-
uating systems for semantic similarity.

1 Introduction

Modelling semantic similarity between a pair of
texts is a fundamental task in NLP with a wide
range of applications (Baudiš et al., 2016). One
area of active research is Community Question
Answering (CQA) (Nakov et al., 2017; Bonadi-
man et al., 2017), which is concerned with the au-
tomatic answering of questions based on user gen-
erated content from Q&A websites (e.g. StackEx-
change) and requires modelling the semantic simi-
larity between question and answer pairs. Another
well-studied task is paraphrase detection (Socher
et al., 2011; He et al., 2015; Tomar et al., 2017),
which models the semantic equivalence between a
pair of sentences.

Evaluation for such tasks has primarily fo-
cused on metrics, such as mean average preci-
sion (MAP), F1 or accuracy, which give equal
weights to all examples, regardless of their diffi-
culty. However, as illustrated by the examples in
Table 1, not all items within text pair similarity
datasets are equally difficult to resolve.

Recent work has shown the need to better un-
derstand limitations of current models and datasets
in natural language understanding (Wadhwa et al.,

id case documents

160174 Po
what‘s the origin of the word o‘clock?
what is the origin of the word o‘clock?

115695 Pn
which is the best way to learn coding?
how do you learn to program?

193190 No
what are the range of careers in
biotechnology in indonesia?
how do you tenderize beef stew meat?

268368 Nn
what is meant by ‘e‘ in mathematics?
what is meant by mathematics?

Table 1: Examples for difficulty cases from the devel-
opment set of the Quora dataset. o=obvious, n=non-
obvious, N=negative label, P=positive label

2018a; Rajpurkar et al., 2018). For example,
Kaushik and Lipton (2018) showed that models
sometimes exploit dataset properties to achieve
high performance even when crucial task infor-
mation is withheld, and Gururangan et al. (2018)
demonstrated that model performance is inflated
by annotation artefacts in natural language infer-
ence tasks.

In this paper, we analyse current datasets and re-
cently proposed models by focusing on item diffi-
culty based on shallow lexical overlap. Rodrigues
et al. (2018) found declarative CQA sentence pairs
to be more difficult to resolve than interrogative
pairs as the latter contain more cases of superfi-
cial overlap. In addition, Wadhwa et al. (2018b)
showed that competitive neural reading compre-
hension models are susceptible to shallow patterns
(e.g. lexical overlap). Our study digs deeper into
these findings to investigate the properties of cur-
rent text pair similarity datasets with respect to
different levels of difficulty and evaluates models
based on how well they can resolve difficult cases.

We make the following contributions:

1. We propose a criterion to distinguish between
obvious and non-obvious examples in text
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pair similarity datasets (section 4).

2. We characterise current datasets in terms of
the extent to which they contain obvious vs.
non-obvious items (section 4).

3. We propose alternative evaluation metrics
based on example difficulty (section 5)
and provide a reference implementation at
https://github.com/wuningxi/LexSim.

2 Datasets and Tasks

We selected well-known benchmark datasets dif-
fering in size (small vs. large), document length
(single sentence vs. multi-sentence), document
types (declarative vs. interrogative) and tasks (an-
swer ranking vs. paraphrase detection vs. similar-
ity scoring), see Table 2.

SemEval The SemEval Community Question
Answering (CQA) dataset (Nakov et al., 2015,
2016, 2017) contains posts from the online forum
Qatar Living. The task is to rank relevant posts
above non-relevant ones. Each subtask involves
an initial post and 10 possibly relevant posts with
binary annotations. Task A contains questions and
comments from the same thread, task B involves
question paraphrases, and task C is similar to A
but contains comments from an external thread.

MSRP The Microsoft Research Paraphrase cor-
pus (MSRP) is a popular paraphrase detection
dataset, consisting of pairs of sentences with bi-
nary judgments (Dolan and Brockett, 2005).

Name Task Type Size

SemEval (A) answer ranking rank 26K
(B) paraphrase ranking rank 4K
(C) answer ranking rank 47K

Quora paraphrase detection class 404K
MSRP paraphrase detection class 5K
STS similarity scoring regr 8K

Table 2: Selected text pair similarity data sets.
Size as number of text pairs. rank=ranking task,
class=classification task, regr=regression task.

Quora The Quora duplicate questions dataset
contains a large number of question pairs with bi-
nary labels1. The task is to predict whether two
questions are paraphrases, similar to Task B of Se-
mEval, but it is framed as a classification rather
than a ranking problem. We use the same train-
ing / development / test set partition as Wang et al.
(2017).

STS The Semantic Textual Similarity Bench-
mark (STS) dataset (Cer et al., 2017) consists
of a selection of STS SemEval shared tasks
(2012-2017). It contains sentence pairs annotated
with continuous semantic relatedness scores on a
scale from 0 (low similarity) to 5 (high similarity).

In this paper, we focus on predicting the seman-
tic similarity between two text snippets in a binary
classification scenario, as the ranking scenario is
only applicable to some of the datasets. Binary
labels are already provided for all tasks except for

1https://engineering.quora.com/Semantic-Question-
Matching-with-Deep-Learning
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Figure 1: Lexical divergence distribution by labels across datasets. JSD=Jensen-Shannon divergence.
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STS. In the case of STS, we convert the scores into
binary labels. Based on the description of the re-
latedness scores in Cer et al. (2017), we assign a
positive label if relatedness≥ 4 and a negative one
otherwise to use a similar criterion as in the other
datasets.

3 Lexical divergence in current datasets

To characterise the datasets, we represent the text
pairs as two distributions over words and measure
their lexical divergence using Jensen-Shannon di-
vergence (JSD) (Lin, 1991).2 Figure 1 shows the
entire JSD distribution by label for each dataset.

The datasets differ with respect to the degree
of lexical divergence they contain: The three Se-
mEval CQA datasets show a high degree of lexical
divergence (majority > 0.5), especially in the ex-
ternal QA scenario (task C). Text pairs in MSRP
tend to have low-medium JSD scores (majority
< 0.6), while items in Quora and STS show the
widest range of lexical divergence (see also Ap-
pendix A). Overall, pairs with negative labels tend
to have higher JSD scores than pairs with positive
labels. Especially in Quora, MSRP and STS, dis-
tinct distributions emerge for positive vs. negative
labels, providing direct clues for label assignment.

4 Distinguishing between obvious and
non-obvious examples

As shown, pairs with high lexical divergence tend
to have a negative label in the above datasets (e.g.
No in Table 1), while low lexical divergence is as-
sociated with a positive label (e.g. Po in Table 1).
Intuitively, these are cases which should be rela-
tively easy to identify. More difficult are text pairs
with a positive label but high lexical divergence
(e.g. Pn in Table 1), or a negative label despite low
lexical divergence (e.g. Nn in Table 1). We use Ta-
ble 3 to categorise cases in terms of their difficulty
level.

positive label negative label

low div obvious pos (Po) non-obvious neg (Nn)
high div non-obvious pos (Pn) obvious neg (No)

Table 3: Defining obvious and non-obvious similarity
cases based on labels and lexical overlap.

2We also calculated set-based similarity metrics (Jaccard
Index and Dice Coefficient) and found consistent results with
JSD, but give preference to the distribution-based metric
which is more natural for text. Due to space restrictions, we
only report JSD in this paper.

Fleiss’ Kappa Avg. time per pair Instances

Po 0.6429 11.58s 35
Pn 0.0878 11.68s 15
No 0.3886 12.50s 34
Nn 0.0892 13.83s 16

total 0.6267 12.27s 100

Table 4: Statistics for manual annotation on Quora.
o=obvious, n=non-obvious, N=negative, P=positive

SemEval Quora MSRP STS
A B C

Po 5893 1162 2492 107612 2398 1597
Pn 4428 531 1590 41691 1502 409
No 8842 1843 22155 160410 1398 3900
Nn 7377 1213 21253 94632 503 2719

o 56 63 52 66 65 64

m 0.80 0.79 0.82 0.53 0.52 0.52

Table 5: Difficulty case splits across datasets (train, dev
and test combined). o=obvious, m=median JSD.

Pairs are categorised into high and low lexical
divergence categories by comparing their JSD
score to the median of the entire JSD distribu-
tion in order to account for differences between
datasets (>median: high div, ≤median: low div).
To verify if this automatic difficulty distinction
corresponds with real-world difficulty, the authors
of the study annotated the semantic relatedness of
100 random pairs from the Quora development set
and measured inter-annotator agreement based on
Fleiss’ Kappa. The agreement for non-obvious
cases (Pn and Nn) is significantly lower (p-value<
0.01 with permutation test) than for obvious cases
(Po and No) and the average annotation time per
item is longer for non-obvious cases (Table 4),
confirming the validity of this distinction.

Table 5 shows the number of instances in the
four cases across datasets. In all of the analysed
datasets, there are more obvious positives (Po)
than non-obvious positives (Pn) and more obvious
negatives (No) than non-obvious negatives (Nn).
All obvious cases combined (Po+No) make up
more than 50% of pairs across all datasets.

5 Evaluating model predictions based on
difficulty

We now use this categorisation for the purpose of
model evaluation (Tables 6-8).3 We calculate the

3Due to the lack of openly available model pre-
diction files, we only present our analysis for the Se-
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KeLP Beihang
MSRA

IIT
UHH ECNU bunji EICA Swiss

Alps
FuRong

Wang FA3L Snow
Man

ran-
dom

TPRo 0.652 1.000 0.800 0.790 0.681 0.328 0.333 0.562 0.691 0.677 0.501
TPRn 0.496 1.000 0.676 0.636 0.575 0.269 0.223 0.399 0.478 0.469 0.499
TNRo 0.909 0.000 0.731 0.877 0.894 0.959 0.984 0.913 0.787 0.900 0.515
TNRn 0.908 0.000 0.676 0.820 0.851 0.953 0.950 0.892 0.751 0.757 0.536

F1o 0.751 0.682 0.781 0.829 0.765 0.480 0.494 0.684 0.731 0.765 0.513
F1n 0.628 0.686 0.686 0.707 0.672 0.410 0.352 0.533 0.560 0.555 0.519

F1 0.698 0.684 0.739 0.777 0.725 0.450 0.433 0.621 0.659 0.673 0.516
MAP 0.884 0.882 0.869 0.867 0.866 0.865 0.862 0.843 0.834 0.818 0.623

Table 6: Proposed evaluation metrics for top 10 primary submissions on SemEval Task A. The systems are ordered
in columns according to their MAP ranking. Bold indicates the highest value for each metric. We indicate the 2nd

and 3rd systems based on F1n and F1.

Sim
Bow

LearningTo
Question KeLP Talla Beihang

MSRA
NLM
NIH

Uin-
suska

TiTech

IIT
UHH

SCIR
QA FA3L ran-

dom

TPRo 0.976 1.000 0.920 0.760 1.000 0.880 0.752 0.704 0.912 0.448 0.552
TPRn 0.842 1.000 0.632 0.763 1.000 0.500 0.421 0.737 0.842 0.263 0.395
TNRo 0.609 0.000 0.831 0.684 0.000 0.841 0.858 0.682 0.709 0.861 0.495
TNRn 0.197 0.000 0.432 0.467 0.000 0.397 0.552 0.403 0.352 0.756 0.521

F1o 0.604 0.383 0.746 0.548 0.383 0.736 0.681 0.516 0.641 0.473 0.348
F1n 0.198 0.195 0.199 0.247 0.195 0.154 0.164 0.221 0.234 0.160 0.147

F1 0.424 0.312 0.506 0.426 0.312 0.473 0.467 0.390 0.464 0.365 0.280
MAP 0.472 0.469 0.467 0.457 0.448 0.446 0.434 0.431 0.427 0.422 0.298

Table 7: Proposed evaluation metrics for top 10 primary submissions on SemEval Task B.

true positive rate TPR (for Po and Pn) and true neg-
ative rate TNR (for No and Nn) to analyse model
performance within each difficulty category. In the
three SemEval 2017 CQA tasks, all systems per-
form worse on the hard cases compared to the ob-
vious cases (TPRn < TPRo and TNRn < TNRo),
while there are only minor changes in the ran-
dom baseline which predicts all classes with equal
probability. To compare how well models do on

IIT
UHH bunji KeLP EICA

ran-
dom

TPRo 0.570 0.246 0.911 0.006 0.520
TPRn 0.358 0.045 0.836 0.000 0.433
TNRo 0.898 0.991 0.720 0.998 0.502
TNRn 0.779 0.965 0.538 0.999 0.502

F1o 0.283 0.339 0.209 0.011 0.076
F1n 0.047 0.028 0.054 0.000 0.027

F1 0.144 0.197 0.121 0.008 0.053
MAP 0.155 0.147 0.144 0.135 0.058

Table 8: Proposed evaluation metrics for top 4 primary
submissions on SemEval Task C.

mEval CQA Tasks based on prediction files obtained from
http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2017/task3/index.php?id=results.

obvious vs. non-obvious cases overall, we com-
pute F1 scores for obvious cases (Po and No) as
F1o and non-obvious cases (Pn and Nn) as F1n sep-
arately. This is necessary as the high percentage of
obvious cases (observed in section 4) can inflate
the overall F1 score. F1n scores are consistently
lower than the F1o scores. This difference is espe-
cially pronounced in Task B, which contained the
highest proportion of obvious cases (62%) of the
SemEval tasks. Using the non-obvious F1 scores
results in a different ranking compared to the of-
ficial SemEval evaluation metrics (F1 or MAP),
even resulting in a change in the highest ranked
system in Task B (Talla instead of KeLP or Sim-
Bow) and C (KeLP instead of bunji or IIT-UHH).

6 Conclusion

We present an automated criterion for automat-
ically distinguishing between easy and difficult
items in text pair similarity prediction tasks. We
find that more than 50% of cases in current
datasets are relatively obvious. Recently pro-
posed models perform significantly worse on non-
obvious cases compared to obvious cases. In or-
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der to encourage the development of models that
perform well on difficult items, we propose to
use non-obvious F1 scores (F1n) as a complemen-
tary ranking metric for model evaluation. We also
recommend publishing prediction files along with
models to facilitate error analysis.
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Figure 2: Lexical divergence distribution by training, development and test set across different semantic similarity
datasets. JSD=Jensen-Shannon divergence.
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Abstract

Accurate, automatic evaluation of machine
translation is critical for system tuning, and
evaluating progress in the field. We proposed
a simple unsupervised metric, and additional
supervised metrics which rely on contextual
word embeddings to encode the translation
and reference sentences. We find that these
models rival or surpass all existing metrics
in the WMT 2017 sentence-level and system-
level tracks, and our trained model has a
substantially higher correlation with human
judgements than all existing metrics on the
WMT 2017 to-English sentence level dataset.

1 Introduction

Evaluation metrics are a fundamental compo-
nent of machine translation (MT) and other lan-
guage generation tasks. The problem of assess-
ing whether a translation is both adequate and
coherent is a challenging text analysis problem,
which is still unsolved, despite many years of ef-
fort by the research community. Shallow surface-
level metrics, such as BLEU and TER (Papineni
et al., 2002; Snover et al., 2006), still predominate
in practice, due in part to their reasonable corre-
lation to human judgements, and their being pa-
rameter free, making them easily portable to new
languages. In contrast, trained metrics (Song and
Cohn, 2011; Stanojevic and Sima’an, 2014; Ma
et al., 2017; Shimanaka et al., 2018), which are
learned to match human evaluation data, have been
shown to result in a large boost in performance.

This paper aims to improve over existing MT
evaluation methods, through developing a series
of new metrics based on contextual word embed-
dings (Peters et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2019), a
technique which captures rich and portable repre-
sentations of words in context, which have been
shown to provide important signal to many other
NLP tasks (Rajpurkar et al., 2018). We pro-
pose a simple untrained model that uses off-the-

shelf contextual embeddings to compute approx-
imate recall, when comparing a reference to an
automatic translation, as well as trained mod-
els, including: a recurrent model over reference
and translation sequences, incorporating atten-
tion; and the adaptation of an NLI method (Chen
et al., 2017) to MT evaluation. These approaches,
though simple in formulation, are highly effec-
tive, and rival or surpass the best approaches from
WMT 2017. Moreover, we show further improve-
ments in performance when our trained models are
learned using noisy crowd-sourced data, i.e., hav-
ing single annotations for more instances is bet-
ter than collecting and aggregating multiple anno-
tations for single instances. The net result is an
approach that is more data efficient than existing
methods, while producing substantially better hu-
man correlations.1

2 Related work

MT metrics attempt to automatically predict the
quality of a translation by comparing it to a refer-
ence translation of the same source sentence.

Metrics such as BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002)
and TER (Snover et al., 2006) use n-gram match-
ing or more explicit word alignment to match
the system output with the reference translation.
Character-level variants such as BEER, CHRF and
CHARACTER overcome the problem of harshly
penalising morphological variants, and perform
surprisingly well despite their simplicity (Stano-
jevic and Sima’an, 2014; Popović, 2015; Wang
et al., 2016).

In order to allow for variation in word choice
and sentence structure, other metrics use informa-
tion from shallow linguistic tools such as POS-
taggers, lemmatizers and synonym dictionaries
(Banerjee and Lavie, 2005; Snover et al., 2006;
Liu et al., 2010), or deeper linguistic informa-

1code is available at https://github.com/nitikam/mteval-
in-context
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tion such as semantic roles, dependency rela-
tionships, syntactic constituents, and discourse
roles (Giménez and Màrquez, 2007; Castillo and
Estrella, 2012; Guzmán et al., 2014). On the flip
side, it is likely that these are too permissive of
mistakes.

More recently, metrics such as
MEANT 2.0 (Lo, 2017) have adopted word
embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013) to capture
the semantics of individual words. However,
classic word embeddings are independent of word
context, and context is captured instead using
hand-crafted features or heuristics.

Neural metrics such as ReVal and RUSE solve
this problem by directly learning embeddings of
the entire translation and reference sentences.
ReVal (Gupta et al., 2015) learns sentence repre-
sentations of the MT output and reference trans-
lation as a Tree-LSTM, and then models their in-
teractions using the element-wise difference and
angle between the two. RUSE (Shimanaka et al.,
2018) has a similar architecture, but it uses pre-
trained sentence representations instead of learn-
ing the sentence representations from the data.

The Natural Language Inference (NLI) task is
similar to MT evaluation (Padó et al., 2009): a
good translation entails the reference and vice-
versa. An irrelevant/wrong translation would be
neutral/contradictory compared to the reference.
An additional complexity is that MT outputs are
not always fluent. On the NLI datasets, sys-
tems that include pairwise word interactions when
learning sentence representations have a higher
accuracy than systems that process the two sen-
tences independently (Rocktäschel et al., 2016;
Chen et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017). In this pa-
per, we attempt to introduce this idea to neural MT
metrics.

3 Model

We wish to predict the score of a translation t of
length lt against a human reference r of length lr.
For all models, we use fixed pre-trained contextu-
alised word embeddings ek to represent each word
in the MT output and reference translation, in the
form of matrices Wt and Wr.

3.1 Unsupervised Model

We use cosine similarity to measure the pairwise
similarity between t and r based on the maximum
similarity score for each word embedding ei ∈ t

with respect to each word embedding ej ∈ r. We
approximate recall of a word in r with its maxi-
mum similarity with any word in t. The final pre-
dicted score, y, for a translation is the average re-
call of its reference:

recallj =
lt

max
i=1

cosine(ei, ej) (1)

y =

lr∑

j=1

recallj
lr

(2)

3.2 Supervised Models
Trained BiLSTM We first encode the embed-
dings of the translation and reference with a bidi-
rectional LSTM, and concatenate the max-pooled
and average-pooled hidden states of the BiLSTM
to generate vt and vr, respectively:

vs,max =
ls

max
k=1

hs,k, vs,avg =

ls∑

k=1

hs,k
ls

(3)

vs = [vs,max;vs,avg] (4)

To get the predicted score, we run a feedforward
network over the concatenation of the sentence
representations of t and r, and their element-wise
product and difference (a useful heuristic first pro-
posed by Mou et al. (2016)). We train the model
by minimizing mean squared error with respect to
human scores.

m = [vt;vr;vt � vr;vt − vr] (5)

y = wᵀReLU(Wᵀm + b) + b′ (6)

This is similar to RUSE, except that we learn the
sentence representation instead of using pretrained
sentence embeddings.

Trained BiLSTM + attention To obtain a sen-
tence representation of the translation which is
conditioned on the reference, we compute the
attention-weighted representation of each word in
the translation. The attention weights are obtained
by running a softmax over the dot product similar-
ity between the hidden state of the translation and
reference BiLSTM. Similarly, we compute the rel-
evant representation of the reference:

ai,j = hr
ᵀ
ihtj (7)

h̃r =

lt∑

j=1

exp(ai,j)

Σiexp(ai,j)
· ht (8)

h̃t =

lr∑

i=1

exp(ai,j)

Σjexp(ai,j)
· hr (9)
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We then use h̃t and h̃r as our sentence represen-
tations in Eq. (3)–(6) to compute the final scores.

Enhanced Sequential Inference Model (ESIM):
We also directly adapt ESIM (Chen et al., 2017), a
high-performing model on the Natural Language
Inference task, to the MT evaluation setting. We
treat the human reference translation and the MT
output as the premise and hypothesis, respectively.

The ESIM model first encodes r and t with a
BiLSTM, then computes the attention-weighted
representations of each with respect to the other
(Eq. (7)–(9)). This model next “enhances” the rep-
resentations of the translation (and reference) by
capturing the interactions between ht and h̃t (and
hr and h̃r):

mr = [hr; h̃r; hr � h̃r;hr − h̃r] (10)

mt = [ht; h̃t; ht � h̃t; ht − h̃t] (11)

We use a feedforward projection layer to project
these representations back to the model dimen-
sion, and then run a BiLSTM over each repre-
sentation to compose local sequential information.
The final representation of each pair of reference
and translation sentences is the concatenation of
the average-pooled and max-pooled hidden states
of this BiLSTM. To compute the final predicted
score, we apply a feedforward regressor over the
concatenation of the two sentence representations.

p = [vr,avg;vr,max;vt,avg;vt,max] (12)

y = wᵀReLU(Wᵀp + b) + b′ (13)

For all models, the predicted score of an MT sys-
tem is the average predicted score of all its trans-
lations in the testset.

4 Experimental Setup

We use human evaluation data from the Confer-
ence on Machine Translation (WMT) to train and
evaluate our models (Bojar et al., 2016, 2017a),
which is based on the Direct Assessment (“DA”)
method (Graham et al., 2015, 2017). Here, system
translations are evaluated by humans in compari-
son to a human reference translation, using a con-
tinuous scale (Graham et al., 2015, 2017). Each
annotator assesses a set of 100 items, of which 30
items are for quality control, which is used to filter
out annotators who are unskilled or careless. In-
dividual worker scores are first standardised, and
then the final score of an MT system is computed

as the average score across all translations in the
test set.

Manual MT evaluation is subjective and dif-
ficult, and it is not possible even for a diligent
human to be entirely consistent on a continuous
scale. Thus, any human annotations are noisy by
nature. To obtain an accurate score for individual
translations, the average score is calculated from
scores of at least 15 “good” annotators. This data
is then used to evaluate automatic metrics at the
sentence level (Graham et al., 2015).

We train on the human evaluation data of
news domain of WMT 2016, which is en-
tirely crowdsourced. The sentence-level-metric
evaluation data consists of accurate scores for
560 translations each for 6 to-English language
pairs and English-to-Russian (we call this the
“TrainS” dataset). The dataset also includes
mostly singly-annotated2 DA scores for around
125 thousand translations from six source lan-
guages into English, and 12.5 thousand transla-
tions from English-to-Russian (“TrainL” dataset),
that were collected to obtain human scores for MT
systems.

For the validation set, we use the sentence-
level DA judgements collected for the WMT 2015
data (Bojar et al., 2015): 500 translation-reference
pairs each of four to-English language pairs, and
English-to-Russian.

For more details on implementation and train-
ing of our models, see Appendix A.

We test our metrics on all language pairs from
the WMT 2017(Bojar et al., 2017b) news task in
both the sentence and system level setting, and
evaluate using Pearson’s correlation between our
metrics’ predictions and the Human DA scores.

For the sentence level evaluation, insufficient
DA annotations were collected for five from-
English language pairs, and these were converted
to preference judgements. If two MT system trans-
lations of a source sentence were evaluated by at
least two reliable annotators, and the average score
for System A is reasonably greater than the aver-
age score of System B, then this is interpreted as
a Relative Ranking (DARR) judgement where Sys
A is better than Sys B. The metrics are then eval-
uated using (a modified version of) Kendall’s Tau
correlation over these preference judgements.

We also evaluate on out-of-domain, system

2about 15% of the translations have a repeat annotation
collected as part of quality-control
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level data for five from-English language pairs
from the WMT 2016 IT task.

5 Results

Tab. 1 compares the performance of our proposed
metrics against existing metrics on the WMT 17
to-English news dataset. MEANT 2.0 (Lo, 2017)
is the best untrained metric — it uses pre-trained
word2vec embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013)—,
and RUSE (Shimanaka et al., 2018) is the best
trained metric. We also include SENT-BLEU and
CHRF baselines.

Our simple average recall metric (“BERTR”)
has a higher correlation than all existing met-
rics, and is highly competitive with RUSE. When
trained on the sentence-level data (as with RUSE),
the BiLSTM baseline does not perform well, how-
ever adding attention makes it competitive with
RUSE. The ESIM model — which has many
more parameters — underperforms compared to
the BiLSTM model with attention.

However, the performance of all models im-
proves substantially when these metrics are trained
on the larger, singly-annotated training data (de-
noted “TrainL”), i.e., using data from only those
annotators who passed quality control. Clearly
the additional input instances make up for the
increased noise level in the prediction variable.
The simple BiLSTM model performs as well as
RUSE, and both the models with attention sub-
stantially outperform this benchmark.

In this setting, we look at how the performance
of ESIM improves as we increase the number of
training instances (Fig. 1). We find that on the
same number of training instances (3360), the
model performs better on cleaner data compared
to singly-annotated data (r = 0.57 vs 0.64). How-
ever, when we have a choice between collecting
multiple annotations for the same instances vs col-
lecting annotations for additional instances, the
second strategy leads to more gains.

We now evaluate the unsupervised BERTR

model and the ESIM model (trained on the large
dataset) in the other settings. In the sentence
level tasks out-of-English (Tab. 4), the BERTR

model (based on BERT-Chinese) significantly out-
performs all metrics in the English-to-Chinese
testset. For other language pairs, BERTR (based
on multilingual BERT) is highly competitive with
other metrics. ESIM performs well in the lan-
guage pairs that are evaluated using Pearson’s cor-
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Figure 1: Average Pearson’s r for ESIM over the
WMT 2017 to-English sentence-level dataset vs. the
total number of annotations in the training set. We con-
trast two styles of collecting data: (1) the circles are
trained on a single annotation per instance; and (2) the
crosses are trained on the mean of N annotations per
instance, as N goes from 1 to 14. The first strategy is
more data-efficient.

relation. But the results are mixed when evaluated
based on preference judgements. This could be an
effect of our training method – using squared er-
ror as part of regression loss – being better suited
to Pearson’s r — and might be resolved through
a different loss, such as hinge loss over pairwise
preferences which would better reflect Kendall’s
Tau (Stanojevic and Sima’an, 2014). Furthermore,
ESIM is trained only on to-English and to-Russian
data. It is likely that including more language pairs
in the training data will increase correlation.

On the system level evaluation of the news do-
main, both metrics are competitive with all other
metrics in all language pairs both to- and out-of-
English (see Tab. 3 and Tab. 4 in Appendix B).

In the IT domain, we have mixed results (Tab. 5
in the Appendix). ESIM significantly outperforms
all other metrics in English–Spanish, is compet-
itive in two other language pairs, and is outper-
formed by other metrics in the remaining two lan-
guage pairs.

5.1 Qualitative Analysis

We manually inspect translations in the validation
set. Tab. 6 in Appendix C shows examples of good
translations, where our proposed metrics correctly
recognise synonyms and valid word re-orderings,
unlike SENT-BLEU. However, none of the met-
rics recognise a different way of expressing the
same meaning. From Tab. 7, we see that SENT-
BLEU gives high scores to translations with high
partial overlap with the reference, but ESIM cor-
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cs–en de–en fi–en lv–en ru–en tr–en zh–en AVE.
B

as
el

in
es BLEU 0.435 0.432 0.571 0.393 0.484 0.538 0.512 0.481

CHRF 0.514 0.531 0.671 0.525 0.599 0.607 0.591 0.577
MEANT 2.0 0.578 0.565 0.687 0.586 0.607 0.596 0.639 0.608
RUSE 0.614 0.637 0.756 0.705 0.680 0.704 0.677 0.682

P BERTR 0.655 0.650 0.777 0.671 0.680 0.702 0.687 0.689

Tr
ai

nS BiLSTM 0.517 0.556 0.735 0.672 0.606 0.619 0.565 0.610
BiLSTM + attention 0.611 0.603 0.763 0.740 0.655 0.695 0.694 0.680
ESIM 0.534 0.546 0.757 0.704 0.621 0.632 0.629 0.632

Tr
ai

nL BiLSTM 0.628 0.621 0.774 0.732 0.689 0.682 0.655 0.682
BiLSTM + attention 0.704 0.710 0.818 0.777 0.744 0.753 0.737 0.749
ESIM 0.692 0.706 0.829 0.764 0.726 0.776 0.732 0.746

Table 1: Pearson’s r on the WMT 2017 sentence-level evaluation data. P: Unsupervised metric that relies on
pretrained embeddings; TrainS: trained on accurate 3360 instances; TrainL: trained on noisy 125k instances. Cor-
relations of metrics not significantly outperformed by any other for that language pair are highlighted in bold
(William’s test; Graham and Baldwin, 2014)

en–cs en–de en–fi en–lv en–ru en–tr en–zh
τ τ τ τ ρ τ ρ

B
as

el
in

es

SENT-BLEU 0.274 0.269 0.446 0.259 0.468 0.377 0.642
CHRF 0.376 0.336 0.503 0.420 0.605 0.466 0.608
BEER 0.398 0.336 0.557 0.420 0.569 0.490 0.622
MEANT 2.0-NOSRL 0.395 0.324 0.565 0.425 0.636 0.482 0.705
MEANT 2.0 – – – – – – 0.727

P BERTR 0.390 0.365 0.564 0.417 0.630 0.457 0.803

T ESIM 0.338 0.362 0.523 0.350 0.700 0.506 0.699

Table 2: Pearson’s r and Kendall’s τ on the WMT 2017 from-English system-level evaluation data. The first
section represents existing metrics, both trained and untrained. We then present results of our unsupervised metric,
followed by our supervised metric trained in the TrainL setting: noisy 125k instances. Correlations of metrics not
significantly outperformed by any other for that language pair are highlighted in bold (William’s test (Graham and
Baldwin, 2014) for Pearson’s r and Bootstrap (Efron and Tibshirani, 1993) for Kendall’s τ .)

rectly recognises then as low quality translations.
However, in some cases, ESIM can be too per-
missive of bad translations which contain closely
related words. There are also examples where a
small difference in words completely changes the
meaning of the sentence, but all the metrics score
these translations highly.

6 Conclusion

We show that contextual embeddings are very use-
ful for evaluation, even in simple untrained mod-
els, as well as in deeper attention based methods.
When trained on a larger, much noisier range of
instances, we demonstrate a substantial improve-
ment over the state of the art.

In future work, we plan to extend these mod-
els by using cross-lingual embeddings, and com-
bine information from translation–source interac-
tions as well as translation–reference interactions.
There are also direct applications to Quality Esti-
mation, by using the source instead of the refer-
ence.
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A Implementation details

We implement our models using AllenNLP in Py-
Torch. We experimented with both ELMo (Peters
et al., 2018) and BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) em-
beddings, and found that BERT consistently per-
forms as well as, or better than ELMo, thus we re-
port results using only BERT embeddings in this
paper.

For BERTR, we use the top layer embeddings
of the wordpieces of the MT and Reference trans-
lations. We use bert base uncased for all to-
English language pairs, bert base chinese
models for English-to-Chinese and
bert base multilingual cased for
the remaining to-English language pairs.

For the trained metrics, we learn a
weighted average of all layers of BERT
embeddings. On the to-English testsets,
we use bert base uncased embed-
dings and train on the WMT16 to-English
data. On all other testsets, we use the
bert base multilingual cased em-
beddings and train on the WMT 2016 English-to-
Russian, as well as all to-English data.

Following the recommendations of the original
ESIM paper, we fix the dimension of the BiLSTM
hidden state to 300 and set the Dropout rate to 0.5.
We use the Adam optimizer with an initial learning
rate of 0.0004 and batch size of 32, and use early
stopping on the validation dataset.

Training the ESIM model on the full dataset
takes around two hours on a single V100 GPU,
and all models take less than two minutes to eval-
uate a standard WMT dataset of 3000 translations.
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B System-level results for WMT 17 news and WMT 2016 IT domain

cs–en de–en fi–en lv–en ru–en tr–en zh–en
num systems 4 11 6 9 9 10 16

B
as

el
in

es

BLEU 0.971 0.923 0.903 0.979 0.912 0.976 0.864
CHRF 0.939 0.968 0.938 0.968 0.952 0.944 0.859
CHARACTER 0.972 0.974 0.946 0.932 0.958 0.949 0.799
BEER 0.972 0.960 0.955 0.978 0.936 0.972 0.902
RUSE 0.990 0.968 0.977 0.962 0.953 0.991 0.974

P BERTR 0.996 0.971 0.948 0.980 0.950 0.994 0.970

T ESIM 0.983 0.949 0.985 0.974 0.921 0.986 0.901

Table 3: Pearson’s r on the WMT 2017 to-English system-level evaluation data. The first section represents
existing metrics, both trained and untrained. We then present results of our unsupervised metric, followed by our
supervised metric trained in the TrainL setting: noisy 130k instances. Correlations of metrics not significantly
outperformed by any other for that language pair are highlighted in bold.

en–cs en–de en–fi en–lv en–ru en–tr en–zh
num systems 14 16 12 17 9 8 11

B
as

el
in

es BLEU 0.956 0.804 0.920 0.866 0.898 0.924 0.981
BEER 0.970 0.842 0.976 0.930 0.944 0.980 0.914
CHARACTER 0.981 0.938 0.972 0.897 0.939 0.975 0.933
CHRF 0.976 0.863 0.981 0.955 0.950 0.991 0.976

P BERTR 0.982 0.877 0.979 0.949 0.971 0.996 0.992

T ESIM 0.974 0.861 0.971 0.954 0.968 0.978 0.970

Table 4: Pearson’s r on the WMT 2017 from-English system-level evaluation data. The first section represents
existing metrics, both trained and untrained. We then present results of our unsupervised metric, followed by our
supervised metric trained in the TrainL setting: noisy 130k instances. Correlations of metrics not significantly
outperformed by any other for that language pair are highlighted in bold.

en–cs en–de en–es en–nl en–pt
num systems 5 10 4 4 4

B
as

el
in

es BLEU 0.750 0.621 0.976 0.596 0.997
CHRF 0.845 0.588 0.915 0.951 0.967
BEER 0.744 0.621 0.931 0.983 0.989
CHARACTER 0.901 0.930 0.963 0.927 0.976

P BERTR 0.974 0.780 0.925 0.896 0.980

T ESIM 0.964 0.780 0.991 0.798 0.996

Table 5: Pearson’s r on the WMT 2016 IT domain system-level evaluation data. The first section represents
existing metrics, both trained and untrained. We then present results of our pretrained metric, followed by our
supervised metric trained in the TrainL setting: noisy 130k instances. Correlations of metrics not significantly
outperformed by any other for that language pair are highlighted in bold.
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C Qualitative analysis

Translations with HIGH Human scores ESIM BERTR SENT-
BLEU

ref: The negotiations have been scheduled to take place next Satur-
day, the Russian Minister of Energy, Alexander Nowak, said on
Monday.

sys: The negotiations are scheduled for coming Saturday, said the
Russian energy minister Alexander Nowak on Monday.

ref: Lesotho military says no coup planned; PM stays in South Africa
sys: Lesotho-military member says that no coup is planned; Prime

Minister remains in South Africa
HIGH HIGH LOW

ref: In September 2011, Abbott’s condition worsened again, and his
consultant took his CT scans and X-rays to a panel of experts.

sys: In September 2011 Abbotts state worsened again and his family
doctor brought his CT-Scans and X-rays to an expert group.

ref: The boardroom is now contemplating the possibility of working
together.

HIGH LOW LOW

sys: Now the boards are thinking about a possible cooperation.

ref: He ended up spending a month off work.
sys: In the end, he could not go to work for a month. LOW LOW LOW

Table 6: Examples of good translations in the WMT 2015 sentence level DA dataset and whether ESIM, BERTR
and SENT-BLEU correctly give them high scores
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Translations with LOW Human scores ESIM BERTR SENT-
BLEU

ref: For the benefit of the school, Richter nurtured a good relationship
with the then Mayor, Ludwig Gtz (CSU).

sys: For the good of the school of judges as rector of a good relation-
ship with the former mayor Ludwig Gtz (CSU)

ref: The military plays an important role in Pakistan and has taken
power by force several times in the past.

LOW LOW HIGH

sys: The military plays an important role in Pakistan and has already
more frequently geputscht.

ref: Behind much of the pro-democracy campaign in Hong Kong is
the Occupy Central With Love and Peace movement, whose or-
ganizers have threatened to shut down the financial district if Bei-
jing does not grant authentic universal suffrage.

sys: Behind the pro-democracy campaign in Hong Kong is the move-
ment Occupy Central With Love and Peace, whose organizers
have threatened the acupuncture, off, if Beijing allows no real
universal suffrage.

LOW HIGH HIGH

ref: Foreign goods trade had slowed, too.
sys: Foreign trade also slowed the economy. HIGH LOW LOW

ref: Some shrapnel pieces are still in my knee.
sys: Some garnet fragments are still in my knee.
ref: Stewart hit the wall for the second time after his right front tire

blew out on lap 172, ending his night.
HIGH HIGH HIGH

sys: Stewart raced for the second time against the wall after his right
front tire on lap 172 and ended his evening.

Table 7: Examples of bad quality translations in the WMT 2015 sentence level DA dataset and whether ESIM,
BERTR and SENT-BLEU correctly give them low scores
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Abstract

As the online world continues its exponen-
tial growth, interpersonal communication has
come to play an increasingly central role in
opinion formation and change. In order to help
users better engage with each other online, we
study a challenging problem of re-entry pre-
diction foreseeing whether a user will come
back to a conversation they once participated
in. We hypothesize that both the context of the
ongoing conversations and the users’ previous
chatting history will affect their continued in-
terests in future engagement. Specifically, we
propose a neural framework with three main
layers, each modeling context, user history,
and interactions between them, to explore how
the conversation context and user chatting his-
tory jointly result in their re-entry behavior.
We experiment with two large-scale datasets
collected from Twitter and Reddit. Results
show that our proposed framework with bi-
attention achieves an F1 score of 61.1 on Twit-
ter conversations, outperforming the state-of-
the-art methods from previous work.

1 Introduction

Interpersonal communication plays an important
role in information exchange and idea sharing in
our daily life. We are involved in a wide variety
of dialogues every day, ranging from kitchen ta-
ble conversations to online discussions, all help us
make decisions, better understand important social
issues, and form personal ideology. However, in-
dividuals have limited attentions to engage in the
massive amounts of online conversations. There
thus exists a pressing need to develop automatic
conversation management tools to keep track of
the discussions one would like to keep engaging
in. To meet such demand, we study the prob-
lem of predicting online conversation re-entries,

∗ Jing Li is the corresponding author.

……
H1: Is there literally no one on twitter who 
wants to talk about LET ME IN with me? :(

H2: I think the change in overall tone was 
enough to let LMI stand on it's own. Love 
Giacchino's score too.

H3: I think if i had seen LMI again before 
making my top ten it would have made the 
cut. Oh well.

H4: it's not as bad as I remembered on the 
blu-ray. Looks like shit next to Avatar, but 
so does everything lol
……

User History of U1 Conversation 1

Conversation 2

T1[U2]: Instead of focusing on when Oscars got it 
wrong... Let's talk about when the Oscars got it 
right…
T2[U1]: The Hurt Locker, The Departed, NCFOM, 
LOTR, Schindler's List, Braveheart, Gladiator, 
The Godfather Part 1 & 2.
......

……
T1[U3]: Almost fell asleep in the first hour of 
INCEPTION. In the theatre.
T2[U4]: lol do you not like it?
T3[U5]: Meh. MEMENTO = far better film.
T4[U1]: apples and oranges, plain and simple.
……
T5[U1]: Inception and Memento. Same filmmaker, 
but completely different scope, themes, ideas, 
genres, etc.

Figure 1: Sample tweets in the chatting history of user
U1 and two Twitter conversation snippets U1 engaged
in. Hi: the i-th tweet in U1’s history. Ti[Uj]: the i-th
turn posted by Uj. First entries by U1 are highlighted
in blue in both conversations. U1 only returns to the
second one.

where we aim to forecast whether the users will
return to a discussion they once entered.

What will draw a user back? To date, prior ef-
forts for re-entry prediction mainly focus on mod-
eling users engagement patterns in the ongoing
conversations (Backstrom et al., 2013) or rely on
the social network structure (Budak and Agrawal,
2013), largely ignoring the rich information in
users’ previous chatting history.

Here we argue that effective prediction of one’s
re-entry behavior requires the understanding of
both the conversation context—what has been
discussed in the dialogue under consideration, and
user chatting history (henceforth user history)—
what conversation topics the users are actively in-
volved in. In Figure 1, we illustrate how the two
factors together affect a user’s re-entry behavior.
Along with two conversations that user U1 partici-
pated in, also shown is their chatting history in pre-
vious discussions. U1 comes back to the second
conversation since it involves topics on movies
(e.g. mentioning Memento and Inception) and thus
suits their interests according to the chatting his-
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tory, which also talked about movies.
In this work, we would like to focus on the joint

effects of conversation context and user history, ig-
noring other information. It would be a more chal-
lenging yet general task, since information like so-
cial networks may be not available in some certain
scenarios. To study how conversation context and
user history jointly affect user re-entries, we pro-
pose a novel neural framework that incorporates
and aligns the indicative representations from the
two information source. To exploit the joint ef-
fects, four mechanisms are employed here: sim-
ple concatenation of the two types of representa-
tion, attention mechanism over turns in context,
memory networks (Sukhbaatar et al., 2015) — able
to learn context attentions in aware of user his-
tory, and bi-attention (Seo et al., 2016) — further
capturing interactions from two directions (con-
text to history and history to context). More im-
portantly, our framework enables the re-entry pre-
diction and corresponding representations to be
learned in an end-to-end manner. On the contrary,
previous methods for the same task rely on hand-
crafted features (Backstrom et al., 2013; Budak
and Agrawal, 2013), which often require labor-
intensive and time-consuming feature engineering
processes. To the best of our knowledge, we are
the first to explore the joint effect of conversation
context and user history on predicting re-entry be-
havior in a neural network framework.

We experiment with two large-scale datasets,
one from Twitter (Zeng et al., 2018), the other
from Reddit which is newly collected1. Our
framework with bi-attention significantly outper-
forms all the comparing methods including the
previous state of the art (Backstrom et al., 2013).
For instance, our model achieves an F1 score of
61.1 on Twitter conversations, compared to an
F1 score of 57.0 produced by Backstrom et al.
(2013), which is based on a rich set of handcrafted
features. Further experiments also show that the
model with bi-attention can consistently outper-
form comparisons given varying lengths of con-
versation context. It shows that bi-attention mech-
anism can well align users’ personal interests and
conversation context in varying scenarios.

After probing into the proposed neural frame-
work with bi-attention, we find that meaningful
representations are learned via exploring the joint

1The datasets and codes are released at: https://
github.com/zxshamson/re-entry-prediction

effect of conversation context and user history,
which explains the effectiveness of our framework
in predicting re-entry behavior. Finally, we carry
out a human study, where we ask two humans
to perform on the same task of first re-entry pre-
diction. The model with bi-attention outperforms
both humans, suggesting the difficulty of the task
as well as the effectiveness of our proposed frame-
work.

2 Related Work

Response Prediction. Previous work on re-
sponse prediction mainly focuses on predicting
whether users will respond to a given social media
post or thread. Efforts have been made to measure
the popularity of a social media post via modeling
the response patterns in replies or retweets (Artzi
et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2015). Some stud-
ies investigate post recommendation by predict-
ing whether a response will be made by a given
user (Chen et al., 2012; Yan et al., 2012; Hong
et al., 2013; Alawad et al., 2016).

In addition to post-level prediction, other
studies focus on response prediction at the
conversation-level. Zeng et al. (2018) investigate
microblog conversation recommendation by ex-
ploiting latent factors of topics and discourse with
a Bayesian model, which often requires domain
expertise for customized learning algorithms. Our
neural framework can automatically acquire the
interactions among important components that
contribute to the re-entry prediction problem, and
can be easily adapted to new domains. For the
prediction of re-entry behavior in online conver-
sations, previous methods rely on the extraction of
manually-crafted features from both the conversa-
tion context and the user’s social network (Back-
strom et al., 2013; Budak and Agrawal, 2013).
Here we tackle a more challenging task, where the
re-entries are predicted without using any infor-
mation from social network structure, which en-
sures the generalizability of our framework to sce-
narios where such information is unavailable.

Online Conversation Behavior Understanding.
Our work is also in line with conversational be-
havior understanding, including how users inter-
act in online discourse (Ritter et al., 2010) and
how such behavior signals the future trajectory,
including their continued engagement (Backstrom
et al., 2013; Jiao et al., 2018) and the appear-
ance of impolite behavior (Zhang et al., 2018). To
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Figure 2: The generic framework for re-entry predic-
tion. We implement it with three encoders (Average
Embedding, CNN, and BiLSTM) for turn modeling
and four mechanisms (Simple Concatenation, Atten-
tion, Memory Networks, and Bi-attention) for model-
ing interactions between context and user history.

better understand the structure of conversations,
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)-based methods
have been exploited to capture temporal dynam-
ics (Cheng et al., 2017; Zayats and Ostendorf,
2018; Jiao et al., 2018). Different from the above
work, our model not only utilizes the conversa-
tions themselves, but also leverages users’ prior
posts in other discussions.

3 Neural Re-entry Prediction Combining
Context and User History

This section describes our neural network-based
conversation re-entry prediction framework ex-
ploring the joint effects of context and user his-
tory. Figure 2 shows the overall architecture of our
framework, consisting of three main layers: con-
text modeling layer, user history modeling layer,
and interaction modeling layer to learn how in-
formation captured by the previous two layers in-
teract with each other and make decisions condi-
tioned on their joint effects. Here we adopt four
mechanisms for interaction modeling: simple con-
catenation, attention, memory networks, and bi-
attention, which will be described later.

3.1 Input and Output
We start with formulating model input and output.
At input layer, our model is fed with two types
of information, the chatting history of the target
user u and the observed context of the target con-
versation c. The goal of our model is to output
a Bernoulli distribution p(u, c) indicating the es-
timated likelihood of whether u will re-engage in

the conversation c. Below gives more details.
Formally, we formulate the context of c as

a sequence of chronologically ordered turns
〈t1, t2, · · · , t|c|〉, where the last turn t|c| is posted
by u (we then predict u’s re-entries afterwards).
Each turn t is represented by a sequence of words
wt, and an auxiliary triple, at = 〈it, rt, ut〉, where
it, rt, and ut are three indexes indicating the posi-
tion of turn t, which turn t replies to, and the au-
thor of t, respectively. Here at is used to record the
replying structures as well as the user’s involve-
ment pattern.

For the user history, we formulate it
as a collection of u’s chatting messages
{m1,m2, · · · ,m|u|}, all posted before the
time t|c| occurs. Each message m is denoted as its
word sequence, wm.

In the following, we explain how the aforemen-
tioned representations are processed by our model
to make predictions. The three main layers in Fig-
ure 2 are described in Sections 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4,
respectively. The learning objective is presented
in Section 3.5.

3.2 Context Modeling Layer

The context modeling layer captures representa-
tions from the observed context for the target con-
versation c. To this end, we jointly model the
content in each turn (henceforth turn modeling)
and the turn interactions in conversation structure
(henceforth structure modeling).

Turn Modeling. The turn representations are
modeled via turn-level word sequence with a turn
encoder. We exploit three encoders here: Aver-
age Embedding (Averaging each word’s embed-
ding representation), CNN (Convolutional Neu-
ral Networks), and BiLSTM (Bidirectional Long
Short-Term Memory). BiLSTM’s empirical per-
formance turns out to be slightly better (will be
reported in Table 2).

Concretely, given the conversation turn t, each
word wi of t is represented as a vector mapped by
an embedding layer I(·), which is initialized by
pre-trained embeddings and updated during train-
ing. The embedded vector I(wi) is then fed into
the turn encoder, yielding the turn representation
for t, denoted by HT

t .2

2For all the BiLSTM encoders in this work, without other-
wise specified, we take the concatenation of all hidden states
from both the directions as its learned representations.
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Structure Modeling. To learn the conversa-
tional structure representations for c, our model
applies BiLSTM, namely structure encoder, to
capture the interactions between adjacent turns in
its context. Each state of this structure encoder se-
quentially takes t’s turn representation, HT

t , con-
catenated with the auxiliary triple, at, as input to
produce the structure representation HC . Our in-
tuition is that HC should capture both the content
of the conversation and interaction patterns among
its participants. Then HC , considered as the con-
text representation for c, is sent to interaction mod-
eling layer as part of its input.

3.3 User History Modeling Layer

To encode the user history for target user u, in
this layer, we first apply the same encoder in turn
modeling to encode each chatting message m by
u, as they both explore the post-level representa-
tions. The turn encoder is sequentially fed with the
embedded word in m, and produce the message-
level representation HM

m . All messages in u’s user
history are further concatenated into a matrix HU ,
serving as u’s user history representation and the
input of the next layer.

3.4 Interaction Modeling Layer

To capture whether the discussion points in c
match the interests of u, HC (from context mod-
eling) and HU (from user history modeling) are
merged through an interaction modeling mecha-
nism over the two sources of information. We hy-
pothesize that users will be likely to come back
to a conversation if its topic fits their own inter-
ests. Here, we explore four different mechanisms
for interaction modeling. Their learned interac-
tion representation, denoted as rO, is fed into a
sigmoid-activated neural perceptron (Glorot et al.,
2011), for predicting final output p(u, c). It indi-
cates how likely the target user u will re-engage
in the target conversation c. We then describe the
four mechanisms to learn rO in turn below.

Simple Concatenation. Here we simply put
context representation (last state) and user rep-
resentations (with average pooling) side by side,
yielding rO = [HC

|c|;
∑|u|

j HU
j /|u|] as the interac-

tion representation for re-entry prediction.

Attention. To capture the context information
useful for re-entry prediction, we exploit an at-
tention mechanism (Luong et al., 2015) over HC .

Attentions are employed to “soft-address” impor-
tant context turns according to their similarity with
user representation (with average pooling). Here
we adopt dot attention weights and define the at-
tended interaction representation as:

rO =

|c|∑

i

αi ·HC
i , αi = softmax(HC

i ·
|u|∑

j

HU
j /|u|) (1)

Memory Networks. To further recognize in-
dicative chatting messages in user history,
we also apply end-to-end memory networks
(MemN2N) (Sukhbaatar et al., 2015) for interac-
tion modeling. It can be seen as a recurrent atten-
tion mechanism over chatting messages (stored in
memory). Hence fed with context representation,
memory networks will yield a memory-aware vec-
tor as interaction representation:

rO =

|u|∑

j

αj ·fturn(HU
j ), αj = softmax(HC

|c| ·HU
j ) (2)

where fturn(·) denotes the unit function used for
turn modeling.

Here we adopt multi-hop memory mechanism
to allow deep user interests to be learned from
chatting history. For more details, we refer the
readers to Sukhbaatar et al. (2015).

Bi-attention. Inspired by Seo et al. (2016), we
also apply bi-attention mechanism to explore the
joint effects of context and user history. Intu-
itively, the bi-attention mechanism looks for evi-
dence, if any, indicating the topics of the current
conversation that align with the user’s interests
from two directions (i.e. context to history and his-
tory to context), such as the names of two movies
Inception and Let Me In shown in Figure 1. Con-
cretely, bi-attention mechanism captures context-
aware attention over user history messages:

αU
ij =

exp(fscore(H
C
i , H

U
j ))

∑|u|
j′=1 exp(fscore(H

C
i , H

U
j′ ))

(3)

where the alignment score function takes a form of
fscore(H

C
i , H

U
j ) =Wbi−att[HC

i ;H
U
j ;H

C
i ◦HU

j ].
It captures the similarity of the i-th context turn
and the j-th user history message. The weight vec-
tor Wbi−att is learnable in training.

Likewise, we compute user-aware attention
over context turns. Afterwards, the bi-directional
attended representations are concatenated and
passed into a ReLU-activated multilayer percep-
tron (MLP), yielding representation r. r, as turn-
level representation, is then sequentially fed into a
two-layer BiLSTM, to produce the interaction rep-
resentation rO.
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3.5 Learning Objective
For parameter learning in our model, we design
the objective function based on cross-entropy loss
as following:

L = −
∑

i

[
λyi log(ŷi) + µ(1− yi) log(1− ŷi)

]
(4)

where the two terms reflect the prediction on pos-
itive and negative instances, respectively. More-
over, to take the potential data imbalance into ac-
count, we adopt two trade-off weights λ and µ.
The parameter values are set based on the pro-
portion of positive and negative instances in the
training set (see Section 4). ŷi denotes the re-entry
probability estimated from p(u, c) for the i-th in-
stance, and yi is the corresponding binary ground-
truth label (1 for re-entry and 0 for the opposite).

4 Experimental Setup

Data Collection and Statistic Analysis. To
study re-entry behavior in online conversations,
we collected two datasets: one is released by
Zeng et al. (2018) containing Twitter conversa-
tions formed by tweets from the TREC 2011 mi-
croblog track data3 (henceforth Twitter), and the
other is newly collected from Reddit (henceforth
Reddit), a popular online forum. In our datasets,
the conversations from Twitter concern diverse
topics, while those from Reddit focus on the po-
litical issues. Both datasets are in English.

To build the Reddit dataset, we first downloaded
a large corpus publicly available on Reddit plat-
form.4 Then, we selected posts and comments in
subreddit “politics” posted from Jan to Dec 2008.
Next, we formed Reddit posts and comments into
conversations with replying relations revealed by
the “parent id” of each comment. Last, we re-
moved conversations with only one turn.

In our main experiment, we focus on first re-
entry prediction, i.e. we predict whether a user u
will come back to a conversation c, given current
turns until u’s first entry in c as context and u’s
past chatting messages (posted before u engaging
in c). For model training and evaluation, we ran-
domly select 80%, 10%, and 10% conversations to
form training, development, and test sets.

The statistics of the two datasets are shown in
Table 1. As can be seen, users participate twice on

3https://trec.nist.gov/data/tweets/
4https://www.reddit.com/r/datasets/

comments/3bxlg7/i_have_every_publicly_
available_reddit_comment/

Twitter Reddit
# of users 10,122 13,134
# of conversations 7,500 29,477
# of re-entry instances 5,875 12,780
# of non re-entry instances 8,677 39,988
Avg. # of convs per user 1.7 5.9
Avg. # of msgs in user history 3.9 8.4
Avg. # of entries per user per conv 2.0 1.3
Avg. # of turns per conv 5.2 3.7
Avg. # of users per conv 2.3 2.6

Table 1: Statistics of two datasets.
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Figure 3: Distributions of message number in user his-
tory and turn number in conversation context on the two
datasets.

average in Twitter conversations, and the number
is only 1.3 on Reddit. This results in the severe im-
balance over instances of re-entry and non re-entry
(negative samples where users do not come back)
on both datasets. Therefore, strategies should be
adopted for alleviating the data imbalance issue,
as done in Eq. (4). It indicates the sparse user ac-
tivity in conversations, where most users engage
in a conversation only once or twice. Thus pre-
dicting user re-entries only with context will not
perform well, and the complementary information
underlying user history should be leveraged.

We further study the distributions of message
number in user history and turn number in con-
versation context on both datasets. As shown in
Figure 3, there exists severe sparsity in either user
history or conversation context. Thus combining
them both might help alleviate the sparsity in one
information source. We also notice that Twitter
and Reddit users exhibit different conversation be-
haviors. Reddit users tend to engage in more con-
versations, resulting in more messages in user his-
tory (as shown in Figure 3(a)). Twitter users are
more likely to stay within each conversation, lead-
ing to lengthy discussions and larger re-entry fre-
quencies on average, as shown in Figure 3(b) and
Table 1.
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Data Preprocessing and Model Setting. For
preprocessing Twitter data, we applied Glove
tweet preprocessing toolkit (Pennington et al.,
2014).5 For the Reddit dataset, we first ap-
plied the open source natural language toolkit
(NLTK) (Loper and Bird, 2002) for word to-
kenization. Then, we replaced links with the
generic tag “URL” and removed all the non-
alphabetic tokens. For both datasets, a vocabulary
was built and maintained in experiments with all
the tokens (including emoticons and punctuation)
from training data.

For model setups, we initialize the embed-
ding layer with 200-dimensional Glove embed-
ding (Pennington et al., 2014), where Twitter ver-
sion is used for our Twitter dataset and the Com-
mon Crawl version applied on Reddit dataset.6 All
the hyper-parameters are tuned on the develop-
ment set by grid search. The batch size is set to
32. Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) is
adopted for parameter learning with initial learn-
ing rate selected among {10−3, 10−4, 10−5}. For
the BiLSTM encoders, we set the size of their hid-
den states to 200 (100 for each direction). For the
CNN encoders, we use filter windows of 2, 3, and
4, each with 50 feature maps. In MemN2N inter-
action mechanism, we set hop numbers to 3. In the
learning loss, we set µ = 1 and λ = 2, the weights
to tackle data imbalance. For re-entry prediction,
a user is considered to come back if the estimated
probability for re-entry is larger than 0.5.

Baselines and Comparisons. For comparisons,
we consider three baselines. RANDOM baseline:
randomly pick up a “yes-or-no” answer. HISTORY

baseline: predict based on users’ history re-entry
rate before current conversation, which will an-
swer “yes” if the rate exceeds a pre-defined thresh-
old (set on development data), and “no” other-
wise. (For users who lack such information be-
fore current conversation, it predicts “yes or no”
randomly.) ALL-YES baseline: always answers
“yes” in re-entry prediction. Its assumption is that
users tend to be drawn back to the conversations
they once participated by the platform’s auto mes-
sages inviting them to return.

For supervised models, we compare with
CCCT, the state-of-the-art method proposed by

5https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/
glove/preprocess-twitter.rb

6https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/
glove/

Backstrom et al. (2013), where the bagged deci-
sion tree with manually-crafted features (including
arrival patterns, timing effects, most related terms,
etc.) are employed for re-entry prediction. We
do not compare with Budak and Agrawal (2013),
since most of its features are related to social net-
works or Twitter group information, which is un-
available in our data.

In our proposed neural framework, we further
compare varying encoders for turn modeling and
mechanisms to model the interactions between
user history and conversation context. We first
compare three turn encoders — AVG-EMBED (av-
erage embedding), CNN, and BILSTM, to exam-
ine their performance in turn representation learn-
ing. Their results are compared on our variant
only with context modeling layer and the best en-
coder (turned out to be BILSTM) is applied on the
full model. For the interaction modeling layer, we
also study the effectiveness of four mechanisms
to combine user history and conversation context
— simple concatenation (CON), attention (ATT),
memory networks (MEM), and bi-attention (BIA).

5 Results and Analysis

This section first discusses prediction results of
first re-entry in Section 5.1. We then present the
results of the second and third re-entry predic-
tion in Section 5.2, as well as an analysis on user
history effects. Section 5.3 then provides expla-
nations on what we learn from the joint effects
from context and user history, indicative of user
re-entries. Finally, we conduct a human study
to compare human performance on the same task
with our best model (Section 5.4).

5.1 First Re-entry Prediction Results

In main experiment, we adopt the automatic eval-
uation metrics — AUC, F1 score, precision, and
recall, and focus on the prediction of the major
re-entry type — first re-entry, where conversation
context up to user’s first participation is given. As
shown in Table 1, most users, if re-entry, only re-
turn once to a conversation. Also, in conversation
management, the prediction of first re-entry is a
challenging yet practical problem. We will dis-
cuss second and third re-entry prediction later in
Section 5.2. The comparison results are reported
in Table 2. On both datasets, we observe:

• First re-entry prediction is challenging. All
models produce AUC and F1 scores below 70.
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Models Twitter Reddit
AUC F1 Score Precision Recall AUC F1 Score Precision Recall

Baselines
RANDOM 51.0 45.0 40.3 50.9 49.4 32.6 24.5 48.7
HISTORY 50.1 46.4 42.2 51.4 50.7 35.2 26.9 50.9
ALL-YES 50.0 54.9 37.9 100.0 50.0 38.5 23.8 100.0
S.O.T.A
CCCT 57.7 57.0 45.5 76.4 59.9 39.8 44.7 36.0
W/O History
AVG-EMBED 60.4 59.0 43.5 91.8 63.7 42.4 31.0 67.2
CNN 58.8 59.1 43.2 93.5 64.0 42.8 31.1 68.5
BILSTM 60.4 59.4 45.8 85.0 64.1 43.1 31.4 69.5
With History
BILSTM+CON 51.0 58.0 40.9 100.0 50.1 38.6 24.0 98.3
BILSTM+ATT 58.4 59.0 44.6 87.3 60.3 41.3 27.8 82.4
BILSTM+MEM 61.3 59.9 45.7 87.5 65.5 43.7 31.8 69.9
BILSTM+BIA 62.7 61.1 47.0 87.7 67.1 45.4 33.9 68.9

Table 2: Results on first re-entry prediction. The best results in each column are in bold. Model BILSTM+BIA
yields significantly better AUC and F1 scores than all other comparisons (p < 0.05, paired t-test).

In particular, models built on rules and features
with shallow content and network features per-
form poorly, suggesting the need of better under-
standing of conversations or more information like
user’s chatting history. We also observe that HIS-
TORY yields only slightly better results than RAN-
DOM. It suggests that users’ re-entries depend on
not only their past re-entry patterns, but also the
conversation context.

• Well-encoded user chatting history is effec-
tive. Among neural models, our BILSTM+MEM

and BILSTM+BIA models outperform other
comparisons by successfully modeling users’ pre-
vious messages and their alignment with the top-
ics of ongoing conversations. However, the oppo-
site observation is drawn for BILSTM+CON and
BILSTM+ATT. It is because the interactions be-
tween context and user history are effective yet
complex, requiring well-designed merging mech-
anisms to exploit their joint effects.

• Bi-attention mechanism better aligns the
users’ interests and the conversation topics. BIL-
STM+BIA achieves the best AUC and F1 scores,
significantly outperforming all other comparison
models on both datasets. In particular, it beats
BILSTM+MEM, which also able to learn the in-
teraction between user history and conversation
content, indicating the effectiveness of bi-attention
over memory networks in this task.

Interestingly, comparing the results on the two
datasets, we notice all models yield better recall
and F1 on Twitter than Reddit. This is due to the
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Figure 4: F1 scores for prediction on the first, second,
and third re-entries (given the conversation context un-
til the last entry). X-axis: # of turns in the given con-
versation context. Both figures, from left to right, show
the F1 scores by ALL-YES, CCCT, BILSTM, BIL-
STM+MEM, and BILSTM+BIA.

fact that Reddit users are more likely to abandon
conversations, reflected as the fewer number of en-
tries in Table 1. Twitter users, on the other hand,
tend to stay longer in the conversations, which en-
courages all models to predict the return of users.

5.2 Predicting Re-entries with Varying
Context and User History

Here we study the effects of varying conversation
context and user history over re-entry prediction.

Results with Varying Context. We first dis-
cuss model performance given different amounts
of conversation context by varying the number of
user entries. Figure 4 shows the F1 scores for pre-
dicting the first, second, and third re-entries. For
predicting second or third re-entries, turns of cur-
rent context until given user’s second or third entry
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Figure 5: F1 scores of model BILSTM+BIA on first
re-entry prediction, with varying numbers of chatting
messages given in user history.

will be given. As can be seen, all models’ perfor-
mance monotonically increases when more con-
text is observed. Our BILSTM+BIA uniformly
outperforms other methods in all setups. Interest-
ingly, baseline ALL-YES achieves the most per-
formance gain when additional context is given.
This implies that the more a user contributes to a
conversation, the more likely they will come back.

Results with Varying User History. We further
analyze how model performance differs when dif-
ferent amounts of messages are given in the user
history. From Figure 5, we can see that it generally
yields better F1 scores when more messages are
available for the user history, suggesting the use-
fulness of chatting history to signal user re-entries.
The performance on Reddit does not increase as
fast as observed on Twitter, which may mainly be-
cause the context from Reddit conversations is of-
ten limited.

5.3 Further Discussion

We further discuss our models with an ablation
study and a case study to understand and interpret
their prediction results.

Ablation Study. To examine the contribution of
each component in our framework, we present an
ablation study on first re-entry prediction task. Ta-
ble 3 shows the results of our best full model
(BILSTM+BIA) together with its variant without
using turn-level auxiliary meta at (defined in Sec-
tion 3.1 to record user activity and replying rela-
tions in context), and that without structure mod-
eling layer (to capture conversation discourse in
context described in Section 3.2); also compared
are variants without using user chatting history
(described in Section 3.3).

Our full model yields the best F1 scores, show-

Models Twitter Reddit
F1 Pre Rec F1 Pre Rec

W/O History
W/O SML 58.8 42.6 95.1 39.6 25.2 92.9
With SML 59.4 45.9 85.0 43.1 31.4 69.5
With History
W/O SML 57.5 43.2 86.7 43.8 31.3 74.4
W/O Meta 60.4 46.6 86.1 44.3 31.3 75.8
Full model 61.1 47.0 87.7 45.4 33.9 68.9

Table 3: Results of our variants. SML: structure mod-
eling layer. Meta: auxiliary triples at. Our full model
BILSTM+BIA obtains the best F1.

Models Conv. 1 (C1) Conv. 2 (C2)
CCCT 1.0 1.0
BILSTM 0.386 0.480
BILSTM+MEM 0.583 0.712
BILSTM+BIA 0.460 0.581

Table 4: Predicted probabilities by different models for
user U1’s re-entry to conversations C1 and C2 in Fig-
ure 1. CCCT can only yield binary outputs. For other
neural models, predicting threshold is 0.5.

ing the joint effects of context and user history can
usefully indicate user re-entries. We also see that
auxiliary triples, though conveying simple meta
data for context turns, are helpful in our task.
In addition, interestingly, conversation structure
looks more effective in models leveraging user his-
tory, because they can learn deeper semantic rela-
tions between context turns and user chatting mes-
sages.

Case Study. We further utilize a case study
based on the sample conversations shown in Fig-
ure 1 to demonstrate what our model learns. Ta-
ble 4 displays the outputs from different models on
estimating how likely U1 will re-engage in con-
versation 1 (C1) and conversation 2 (C2), where
U1 returns to the latter. All neural models suc-
cessfully forecast that U1 is more likely to re-
engage in C2, while only BILSTM+BIA yields
correct results (given threshold 0.5).

We further visualize the attention weights out-
put by BILSTM+BIA’s bi-attention mechanism
with a heatmap in Figure 6. As can be seen, it as-
signs higher attention values to turns T2 and T3

in conversation C2, due to their topical similar-
ity with user U1’s interests, i.e. movies, as in-
ferred from their previous messages about Let Me
In. The attention weights then guide the final pre-
diction for higher chance of re-entry to C2 rather
than C1.
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Figure 6: Attention output of model BILSTM+BIA
for the two sample conversations in Figure 1.

Predictor Twitter Reddit
Human 1 26 (29) 30 (30)
Human 2 25 (28) 28 (29)
BILSTM+BIA 35 33

Table 5: Numbers of correct predictions made by hu-
mans, reading conversation context only and further
seeing users’ chatting history (boldfaced numbers),
compared to the results of our best model in same set-
ting. A random guess gives 25 (out of 50 pairs).

5.4 Comparing with Humans

We are also interested in how human performs for
the first re-entry prediction task, in order to find
out how challenging such a task is. To achieve
this, we design a human evaluation. Concretely,
from each dataset, we randomly sample 50 users
who have been involved in at least 4 conversations,
with both re-entry and non re-entry behaviors ex-
hibited. Then for each user u, we construct paired
samples based on randomly selected conversations
c1 and c2, where u re-engage in one but not the
other. The rest of the conversations that u partic-
ipated in are collected as their user history. Then,
we invite two humans who are fluent speakers of
English, to predict which conversation user u will
re-engage, after reading the context up to user’s
first participation in the paired conversations c1
and c2. They are requested to make a second pre-
diction after reading user’s chatting history.

Humans’ prediction performance is shown in
Table 5 along with BILSTM+BIA model’s out-
put on the same data. As can be seen, humans can
only give marginally better predictions than a ran-
dom guess, i.e., 25 out of 50 pairs. Their perfor-
mance improves after reading the user’s previous
posts, however, still falls behind our model’s pre-
dictions. This indicates the ability of our model
to learn from large-scaled data and align users’
interests with conversation content. In addition,

we notice that humans yield better performance on
Reddit conversations than Twitter. It might be due
to the fact that Reddit conversations are more fo-
cused, and it is easier for humans to identify the
discussion points. While for Twitter discussions,
the informal language usage further hinders hu-
mans’ judgment.

6 Conclusion

We study the joint effects of conversation context
and user chatting history for re-entry prediction.
A novel neural framework is proposed for learn-
ing the interactions between two source of infor-
mation. Experimental results on two large-scale
datasets from Twitter and Reddit show that our
model with bi-attention yields better performance
than the previous state of the art. Further discus-
sions show that the model learns meaningful rep-
resentations from conversation context and user
history and hence exhibits consistent better per-
formance given varying lengths of context or his-
tory. We also conduct a human study on the first
re-entry prediction task. Our proposed model is
observed to outperform humans, benefiting from
its effective learning from large-scaled data.
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Abstract

Although there is an unprecedented effort to
provide adequate responses in terms of laws
and policies to hate content on social media
platforms, dealing with hatred online is still a
tough problem. Tackling hate speech in the
standard way of content deletion or user sus-
pension may be charged with censorship and
overblocking. One alternate strategy, that has
received little attention so far by the research
community, is to actually oppose hate con-
tent with counter-narratives (i.e. informed tex-
tual responses). In this paper, we describe the
creation of the first large-scale, multilingual,
expert-based dataset of hate speech/counter-
narrative pairs. This dataset has been built
with the effort of more than 100 operators from
three different NGOs that applied their train-
ing and expertise to the task. Together with the
collected data we also provide additional an-
notations about expert demographics, hate and
response type, and data augmentation through
translation and paraphrasing. Finally, we pro-
vide initial experiments to assess the quality of
our data.

1 Introduction

Together with the rapid growth of social media
platforms, the amount of user-generated content
is steadily increasing. At the same time, abusive
and offensive language can spread quickly and is
difficult to monitor. Defining hate speech is chal-
lenging for the broadness and the nuances in cul-
tures and languages. For instance, according to
UNESCO hate speech refers to “expressions that
advocate incitement to harm based upon the tar-
gets being identified with a certain social or de-
mographic group” (Gagliardone et al., 2015).

Victims of hate speech are usually targeted be-
cause of various aspects such as gender, race, reli-
gion, sexual orientation, physical appearance. For

example, Sentence 1 shows explicit hostility to-
wards a specific group with no reasons explained1.

(1) I hate Muslims. They should not exist.

Online hate speech can deepen prejudice and
stereotypes (Citron and Norton, 2011) and by-
standers may receive false messages and con-
sider them correct. Although Social Media
Platforms (SMP) and governmental organizations
have elicited unprecedented attention to take ad-
equate actions against hate speech by implement-
ing laws and policies (Gagliardone et al., 2015),
they do not seem to achieve the desired effect,
since hate content is continuously evolving and
adapting, making its identification a tough prob-
lem (Davidson et al., 2017).

The standard approach used on SMPs to pre-
vent hate spreading is the suspension of user ac-
counts or deletion of hate comments, while try-
ing to weigh the right to freedom of speech. An-
other strategy, which has received little attention
so far, is to use counter-narratives. A counter-
narrative (sometimes called counter-comment or
counter-speech) is a response that provides non-
negative feedback through fact-bound arguments
and is considered as the most effective approach
to withstand hate speech (Benesch, 2014; Schieb
and Preuss, 2016). In fact, it preserves the right to
freedom of speech, counters stereotypes and mis-
leading information with credible evidence. It can
also alter the viewpoints of haters and bystanders,
by encouraging the exchange of opinions and mu-
tual understanding, and can help de-escalating the
conversation. A counter-narrative such as the one
in Sentence 2 is a non-negative, appropriate re-
sponse to Sentence 1, while the one in 3 is not,
since it escalates the conversation.

1It is crucial to note that this paper contains examples of
language which may be offensive to some readers. They do
not represent the views of the authors.
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(2) Muslims are human too. People can
choose their own religion.

(3) You are truly one stupid backwards think-
ing idiot to believe negativity about Islam.

In this respect, some NGOs are tackling hatred
online by training operators to monitor SMPs and
to produce appropriate counter-narratives when
necessary. Still, manual intervention against hate
speech is a toil of Sisyphus, and automatizing the
countering procedure would increase the efficacy
and effectiveness of hate countering (Munger,
2017).

As a first step in the above direction, we have
nichesourced the collection of a dataset of counter-
narratives to 3 different NGOs. Nichesourcing is
a specific form of outsourcing that harnesses the
computational efforts from niche groups of experts
rather than the ‘faceless crowd’ (De Boer et al.,
2012). Nichesourcing combines the strengths of
the crowd with those of professionals (De Boer
et al., 2012; Oosterman et al., 2014). In our case
we organized several data collection sessions with
NGO operators, who are trained experts, special-
ized in writing counter-narratives that are meant
to fight hatred and de-escalate the conversation.
In this way we build the first large-scale, mul-
tilingual, publicly available, expert-based dataset
of hate speech/counter-narrative pairs for English,
French and Italian, focusing on the hate phe-
nomenon of Islamophobia. The construction of
this dataset involved more than 100 operators and
more than 500 person-hours of data collection.
After the data collection phase, we hired three
non-expert annotators, that performed additional
tasks that did not require specific domain ex-
pertise (200 person-hours of work): paraphrase
original hate content to augment the number of
pairs per language, annotate hate content sub-
topic and counter-narrative type, translate content
from Italian and French to English to have parallel
data across languages. This additional annotation
grants that the dataset can be used for several NLP
tasks related to hate speech.

The remainder of the paper is structured as fol-
lows. First, we briefly discuss related work on hate
speech in Section 2. Then, in Section 3, we in-
troduce our CONAN dataset and some descriptive
statistics, followed by a quantitative and qualita-
tive analysis on our dataset in Section 4. We con-
clude with our future works in Section 5.

2 Related Work

With regard to hatred online, we will focus on
three research aspects about the phenomenon, i.e.
(i) publicly available datasets, (ii) methodologies
for detecting hate speech, (iii) seminal works that
focus on countering hate speech.

Hate datasets. Several hate speech datasets are
publicly available, usually including a binary an-
notation, i.e. whether the content is hateful or not
(Reynolds et al., 2011; Rafiq et al., 2015; Hossein-
mardi et al., 2015; de Gibert et al., 2018; ElSherief
et al., 2018). Also, several shared tasks have re-
leased their datasets for hate speech detection in
different languages. For instance, there is the Ger-
man abusive language identification on SMPs at
Germeval (Bai et al., 2018), or the hate speech and
misogyny identification for Italian at EVALITA
(Del Vigna et al., 2017; Fersini et al., 2018) and
for Spanish at IberEval (Ahluwalia et al., 2018;
Shushkevich and Cardiff, 2018). Bilingual hate
speech datasets are also available for Spanish and
English (Pamungkas et al., 2018).

Waseem and Hovy (2016) released 16k anno-
tated tweets containing 3 offense types: sexist,
racist and neither. Ross et al. (2017) first released
a German hate speech dataset of 541 tweets target-
ing refugee crisis and then offered insights for the
improvement on hate speech detection by provid-
ing multiple labels for each hate speech.

It should be noted that, due to the copyright
limitations, usually hate speech datasets are dis-
tributed as a list of tweet IDs making them
ephemeral and prone to data loss (Klubička and
Fernández, 2018). For this reason, Sprugnoli et al.
(2018) created a multi-turn annotated WhatsApp
dataset for Italian on Cyberbullying, using simu-
lation session with teenagers to overcome the data
collection/loss problem.

Hate detection. Several works have investigated
online English hate speech detection and the types
of hate speech. Owing to the availability of cur-
rent datasets, researchers often use supervised-
approaches to tackle hate speech detection on
SMPs including blogs (Warner and Hirschberg,
2012; Djuric et al., 2015; Gitari et al., 2015), Twit-
ter (Xiang et al., 2012; Silva et al., 2016; Mathew
et al., 2018a), Facebook (Del Vigna et al., 2017),
and Instagram (Zhong et al., 2016). The predom-
inant approaches are to build a classifier trained
on various features derived from lexical resources
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(Gitari et al., 2015; Burnap and Williams, 2015,
2016), n-grams (Sood et al., 2012; Nobata et al.,
2016) and knowledge base (Dinakar et al., 2012),
or to utilize deep neural networks (Mehdad and
Tetreault, 2016; Badjatiya et al., 2017). In ad-
dition, other approaches have been proposed to
detect subcategories of hate speech such as anti-
black (Kwok and Wang, 2013) and racist (Bad-
jatiya et al., 2017). Silva et al. (2016) studied
the prevalent hate categories and targets on Twit-
ter and Whisper, but limited hate speech only to
the form of I <intensity> <user intent> <any
word>. A comprehensive overview of recent ap-
proaches on hate speech detection using NLP can
be found in (Schmidt and Wiegand, 2017; Fortuna
and Nunes, 2018).

Hate countering. Lastly, we should mention
that a very limited number of studies have been
conducted on counter-narratives (Benesch, 2014;
Schieb and Preuss, 2016; Ernst et al., 2017;
Mathew et al., 2018b). Mathew et al. (2018b)
collected Youtube comments that contain counter-
narratives to YouTube videos of hatred. Schieb
and Preuss (2016) studied the effectiveness of
counter-narrative on Facebook via a simulation
model. The study of Wright et al. (2017) shows
that some arguments among strangers induce
favorable changes in discourse and attitudes. To
our knowledge, there exists only one very recent
seminal work (Mathew et al., 2018a), focusing
on the idea of collecting hate message/counter-
narrative pairs from Twitter. They used a simple
pattern in the form (I<hate><category>) to first
extract hate tweets and then manually annotate
counter-narratives found in the responses. Still,
there are several shortcomings of their approach:
(i) this dataset already lost more that 60% of the
pairs in a small time interval (content deletion)
since only tweet IDs are distributed, (ii) it is
only in English language, (iii) the dataset was
collected from a specific template which limits
the coverage of hate speech, and (iv) many of
these answers come from ordinary web users
and contain -for example- offensive text, that do
not meet the de-escalation intent of NGOs and
the standards/quality of their operators’ responses.

Considering the aforementioned works, we
can reasonably state that no suitable corpora of
counter-narratives is available for our purposes,
especially because the natural ‘countering’ data

that can be found on SMP – such as example 3
– often does not meet the required standards. For
this reason we decided to build CONAN, a dataset
of COunter NArratives through Nichesourcing.

3 CONAN Dataset

In this section, we describe the characteristics that
we intend our dataset to posses, the nichesourc-
ing methodology we employed to collect the data
and the further expansion of the dataset together
with the annotation procedures. Moreover, we
give some descriptive statistics and analysis for
the collected data. CONAN can be downloaded
at the following link https://github.com/
marcoguerini/CONAN.

3.1 Fundamentals of the Dataset

Considering the shortcomings of the existing
datasets and our aim to provide a reliable resource
to the research community, we want CONAN to
comply with the following characteristics:

Copy-free data. We want to provide a dataset
that is not ephemeral, by releasing only copy-free
textual data that can be directly exploited by re-
searches without data loss across time, as orig-
inally pointed out in (Klubička and Fernández,
2018).

Multilingual data. Our dataset is produced as
a multilingual resource to allow for cross lingual
studies and approaches. In particular, it contains
hate speech/counter-narrative pairs for English,
French, and Italian.

Expert-based data. The hate speech/counter-
narrative pairs have been collected through nich-
esourcing to three different NGOs from United
Kingdom, France and Italy. Therefore, both the re-
sponses and the hate speech itself are expert-based
and composed by operators, specifically trained to
oppose online hate speech.

Protecting operator’s identity. We aim to cre-
ate a secure dataset that will not disclose the iden-
tity of operators in order to protect them against
being tracked and attacked online by hate spread-
ers. This might be the case if we were to collect
their real SMP activities, following a procedure
similar to the one in Mathew et al. (2018a). There-
fore our data collection was based on simulated
SMP activity.
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Demographic-based metadata. Demographic-
based NLP can be used for several tasks, such
as characterizing personal linguistic styles (Jo-
hannsen et al., 2015; Hovy and Spruit, 2016;
van der Goot et al., 2018; DellOrletta and Nis-
sim, 2018), improving text classification (Mandel
et al., 2012; Volkova et al., 2013; Hovy, 2015),
or personalizing conversational agents (Qiu and
Benbasat, 2010; Mazaré et al., 2018a). In this
work, we collect demographic information of par-
ticipants; i.e. gender, age, and education level, to
provide data for counter-narrative personalization.

3.2 Dataset Collection

We have followed the same data collection
procedure for each language to grant the same
conditions and comparability of the results. The
data collection has been conducted along the
following steps:

1. Hate speech collection. For each language
we asked two native speaker experts (NGO train-
ers) to write around 50 prototypical islamophobic
short hate texts. This step was used to ensure that:
(i) the sample uniformly covers the typical ‘argu-
ments’ against Islam as much as possible, (ii) we
can distribute to the NLP community the original
hate speech as well as its counter-narrative.
2. Preparation of data collection forms. We pre-
pared three online forms (one per language) with
the same instructions for the operators translated
in the corresponding language. For each language,
we prepared 2 types of forms: in the first users can
respond to hate text prepared by NGO trainers, in
the second users can write their own hate text and
counter-narratives at the same time. In each form
operators were first asked to anonymously provide
their demographic profile including age, gender,
and education level; secondly to compose up to 5
counter-narratives for each hate text.
3. Counter-narrative instructions. The operators
were already trained to follow the guidelines of
the NGOs for creating proper counter-narratives.
Such guidelines are highly consistent across lan-
guages and across NGOs, and are similar to those
in ‘Get the Trolls Out’ project2. These guide-
lines emphasize using fact-bounded information
and non-offensive language in order to avoid es-
calating the discussion as outlined in Table 1. Fur-
thermore, for our specific data collection task, op-

2http://stoppinghate.getthetrollsout.org/

erators were asked to follow their intuitions with-
out over-thinking and to compose reasonable re-
sponses. The motivation for this instruction was
to collect as much and as diverse data as possible,
since for current AI technologies (such as deep
learning approaches) quantity and quality are of
paramount importance and few perfect examples
do not provide enough generalization evidence.
Other than this instruction and the fact of using
a form – instead of responding on a SMP – oper-
ators carried out their normal counter messaging
activities.
4. Data collection sessions. For each language, we
performed three data collection sessions on differ-
ent days. Each session lasted roughly three hours3

and had a variable number of operators – usually
around 20 (depending on their availability). Op-
erators are different from NGO trainers and might
change across sessions. Operators were gathered
in the same room (NGO premises) with a com-
puter, and received a brief introduction from the
NGO trainer. This introduction was about our spe-
cific counter-narrative collection task, as described
above. A sample of the collected data for the three
languages is given in Table 2.

3.3 Dataset Augmentation and Annotation

After the data collection phase, we hired three
non-expert annotators, that performed additional
work that did not require specific domain exper-
tise. Their work amounted to roughly 200 hours.
In particular they were asked to (i) paraphrase
original hate content to augment the number of
pairs per language, (ii) annotate hate speech sub-
topics and counter-narrative types (iii) translate
content from French and Italian to English to have
parallel data across languages. To guarantee data
quality, after the annotation and the augmentation
phase, a validation procedure has been conducted
by NGO trainers on the newly generated data for
their specific language.

Paraphrasing for augmenting data pairs. Re-
cent deep learning approaches are data hungry,
and data augmentation is a way to mitigate the
problem. For instance, to improve text classi-
fication performance for sexism, new tweets are
generated by replacing words in original tweets
with synonyms from ConceptNet (Sharifirad et al.,

3Duration was decided during a pilot session: after
three hours operators were no longer effective in producing
counter-narratives, since it is a cognitively fatiguing task.
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Don’t be abusive Before submitting a response, make sure the response does not spread any hate,
bigotry, prejudice or illegal content. We want to maintain the conversations peaceful and not to de-
generate into a conflict. We are talking about people not categories.
Think about the objectives Before writing a response, think about the effect it may create and the
one you want to obtain. Paying attention to the objectives will help use proper words.
Call for influential users Enlisting influential supporters (civic leaders, politicians, subject experts)
will help bring attention and deepen the effect to counter-narrative.
Use credible evidence The information in hate speech may be confusing and misleading. Ask for
clarification when necessary. Counter it with credible evidence and use reliable sources.
Think about the tone We can demonstrate understanding and support to those who might be at-
tacked. Be careful of using sarcasm, humour, parody and satire. We can use them, if we are able to
master it as they run the danger of being antagonistic.

Table 1: Counter-narrative guidelines adopted by the three NGOs.

Hate Speech Counter-Narrative
Every Muslim is a potential terror-
ist.

Every Muslim is also a potential peacemaker, doctor, philan-
thropist... What’s your point?

I musulmani violentano le nostre
donne e vanno castrati.

Buonasera, se ho capito bene, lei mi sta dicendo che tutti gli uo-
mini adulti di fede islamica presenti in Italia, hanno violentato,
violentano o violenteranno le donne italiane? Può portare dei
dati a supporto della sua tesi?

Muslims rape our women and
must be neutered.

Good evening, if I understood correctly, you’re telling me that
all adult men of Islamic faith present in Italy, raped, rape or are
going to rape Italian women? Can you bring in data in support
of your statement?

Le voile est contraire à la laı̈cité. Bien au contraire la laı̈cité permet à tout citoyen de vivre libre-
ment sa confession.

The veil is contrary to secularism. On the contrary, secularism allows every citizen to freely profess
his faith.

Table 2: Example pairs for the three languages, along with English translations.

2018). Other examples of data augmentation
strategies are back translation (Sennrich et al.,
2016) and gold standard repetition (Chatterjee
et al., 2017) that have been used in sequence-to-
sequence Machine Translation. In all these tasks,
adding the synthetic pairs to the original data al-
ways results in significant improvements in the
performance.

In line with the idea of artificially augmenting
pairs, and since in our dataset we have many re-
sponses for few hate speeches, we produced two
manual paraphrases of each hate speech and paired
them with the counter-narratives of the original
one. Therefore we increased the number of our
pairs by three times in each language.

Counter-narrative type annotation. In this
task, we asked the annotators to label each
counter-narrative with types. Based on the

counter-narrative classes proposed by (Benesch
et al., 2016; Mathew et al., 2018b), we de-
fined the following set of types: PRESENTA-
TION OF FACTS, POINTING OUT HYPOCRISY

OR CONTRADICTION, WARNING OF CONSE-
QUENCES, AFFILIATION, POSITIVE TONE, NEG-
ATIVE TONE, HUMOR, COUNTER-QUESTIONS,
OTHER. With respect to the original guide-
lines, we added a new type of counter-narrative
called COUNTER-QUESTIONS to cover expres-
sions/replies using a question that can be thought-
provoking or asking for more evidence from
the hate speaker. In fact, a preliminary anal-
ysis showed that this category is quite frequent
among operator responses. Finally, each counter-
narrative can be labeled with more than one type,
thus making the annotation more fine-grained.

Two annotators per language annotated all the
counter-narratives independently. A reconciliation
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phase was then performed for the disagreement
cases.

Hate speech sub-topic annotation. We labeled
sub-topics of hate content to have an annota-
tion that can be used both for fine grained hate
speech classification, and for exploring the cor-
relation between hate sub-topics and counter-
narrative types. The following sub-topics are de-
termined for the annotation based on the guide-
lines used by NGOs to identify hate messages
(mostly consistent across languages): CULTURE,
criticizing Islamic culture or particular aspects
such as religious events or clothes; ECONOMICS,
hate statements about Muslims taking European
workplaces or not contributing economically to
the society; CRIMES, hate statements about Mus-
lims committing actions against the law; RAPISM,
a very frequent topic in hate speech, for this rea-
son it has been isolated from the previous cat-
egory; TERRORISM, accusing Muslims of being
terrorists, killers, preparing attacks; WOMEN OP-
PRESSION, criticizing Muslims for their behav-
ior against women; HISTORY, stating that we
should hate Muslims because of historical events;
OTHER/GENERIC, everything that does not fall
into the above categories.

As before, two annotators per language anno-
tated all the material. Also in this annotation task,
a reconciliation phase was performed for the dis-
agreement cases.

Parallel corpus of language pairs. To allow
studying cross-language approaches to counter-
narratives and more generally to increase lan-
guage portability, we also translated the French
and the Italian pairs (i.e. hate speech and counter-
narratives) to English. Similar motivations can
be found in using zero-short learning to trans-
late between unseen language pairs during train-
ing (Johnson et al., 2017). With parallel cor-
pora we can exploit cross-lingual word embed-
dings to enable knowledge transfer between lan-
guages (Schuster et al., 2018).

3.4 Dataset Statistics

In total we had more than 500 hours of data col-
lection with NGOs, where we collected 4078 hate
speech/counter-narrative pairs; specifically, 1288
pairs for English, 1719 pairs for French, and 1071
pairs for Italian. At least 111 operators partici-
pated in the 9 data collection sessions and each

English French Italian
original pairs 1288 1719 1071
augmen. pairs 2576 3438 2142
transl. pairs 2790 - -
total pairs 6654 5157 3213
HS 136 50 62
CN per HSµ 9.47 34.38 17.27
CN per HSsd 7.56 53.86 26.48
HS vocabulary 947 193 343
HS+aug. vocab. 1631 333 790
CN vocabulary 3556 4018 3728
HS words 2950 434 751
HS+aug. words 9770 1172 2633
CN words 27677 23730 23129
HS wordsµ 21.69 8.68 12.11
HS wordssd 10.29 4.02 6.69
HS+aug. wordsµ 18.72 5.31 14.16
HS+aug. wordssd 10.05 4.73 7.65
CN wordsµ 21.49 13.80 21.60
CN wordssd 11.06 11.44 12.42

Table 3: Main statistics of the dataset. HS stands for
Hate Speech, CN stands for Counter-Narrative.

counter-narrative needed about 8 minutes on av-
erage to be composed. The paraphrasing of hate
messages and the translation of French and Ital-
ian pairs to English brought the total number of
pairs to more than 15 thousand. Regarding the to-
ken length of counter-narratives, we observe that
there is a consistency across the three languages
with 14 tokens on average for French, and 21 for
Italian and English. Considering counter-narrative
length in terms of characters, only a small portion
(2% for English, 1% for French, and 5% for Ital-
ian) contains more than 280 characters, which is
the character limit per message in Twitter, one of
the key SMPs for hate speech research. Further
details on the dataset can be found in Table 3.

Regarding demographics, the majority of re-
sponses were written by operators that held a
bachelor’s or a higher degree (95% for English,
65% for French, and 69% for Italian). As it is
shown in Table 4, there is a good balance in re-
sponses with regard to declared gender, with a
slight predominance of counter-narratives written
by female operators in English and Italian (53 and
55 per cent respectively) while a slight predomi-
nance of counter-narratives written by male oper-
ators is present in French (61%). Finally, the pre-
dominant age bin is 21-30 for English and Italian,
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while for French is in the range 31-40.

EN FR IT
< high school - 5% 14%
high school - 14% 10%
< university 5% 16% 6%
bachelor 51% 17% 34%
master 44% 35% 30%
PhD - 13% 5%

female 53% 39% 55%
male 47% 61% 45%
<= 20 - - 15%
21 - 30 74% 15% 42%
31 - 40 - 51% 7%
41 - 50 18% 20% 15%
51 - 60 - 11% 16%
> 60 8% 3% 5%

Table 4: Demographic profile of the operators.

Type EN FR IT
affiliation 1 4 1
consequences 0 1 0
denouncing 19 18 13
facts 38 37 47
humor 8 6 5
hypocrisy 16 14 10
negative 0 0 0
other 0 4 1
positive 6 5 7
question 12 11 16

Table 5: Counter-narrative type distribution over the
three languages (% over the total number of labels).

Considering the annotation tasks, we give the
distribution of counter-narrative types per lan-
guage in Table 5. As can be seen in the ta-
ble, there is a consistency across the languages
such that FACTS, QUESTION, DENOUNCING,
and HYPOCRISY are the most frequent counter-
narrative types. Before the reconciliation phase,
the agreement between the annotators was mod-
erate: Cohen’s Kappa4 0.55 over the three lan-
guages. This can be partially explained by the
complexity of the messages, that often fall under
more than one category (two labels were assigned
in more than 50% of the cases). On the other hand,
for hate speech sub-topic annotation, the agree-

4Computed using Mezzich’s methodology to account for
possible multiple labels that can be assigned to a text by each
annotator (Mezzich et al., 1981).

ment between the annotators was very high even
before the reconciliation phase (Cohen’s Kappa
0.92 over the three languages). A possible reason
is that such messages represent short and prototyp-
ical hate arguments, as explicitly requested to the
NGO trainers. In fact, the vast majority has only
one label. In Table 6, we give a distribution of hate
speech sub-topics per language. As can be ob-
served in the table, the labels are distributed quite
evenly among sub-topics and across languages - in
particular, CULTURE, ISLAMIZATION, GENERIC,
and TERRORISM are the most frequent sub-topics.

Type EN FR IT
crimes 10 0 7
culture 30 26 11
economics 4 1 8
generic 20 27 8
islamization 11 7 36
rapism 15 0 7
terrorism 6 14 19
women 4 25 4

Table 6: hate speech sub-topic type distribution over
the three languages (% over the total number of labels).

4 Evaluation

In order to assess the quality of our dataset, we ran
a series of preliminary experiments that involved
three annotators to judge hate speech/counter-
narrative pairs along a yes/no dimension.

Augmentation reliability. The first experiment
was meant to assess how natural a pair is when
coupling a counter-narrative with the manual para-
phrase of the original hate speech it refers to. We
administered 120 pairs to the subjects to be evalu-
ated: 20 were kept as they are so to have an up-
per bound representing ORIGINAL pairs. In 50
pairs we replaced the hate speech with a PARA-
PHRASE, and in the 50 remaining pairs, we ran-
domly matched a hate speech with a counter-
narrative from another hate speech (UNRELATED

baseline). Results show that 85% of the times in
the ORIGINAL condition hate speech and counter-
narrative were considered as clearly tied, followed
by the 74% of times by PARAPHRASE condition,
and only 4% of the UNRELATED baseline, this dif-
ference is statistically significant with p < .001
(w.r.t. χ2 test). This indicates that the quality of
augmented pairs is almost as good as the one of
original pairs.
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Augmentation for counter-narrative selection.
Once we assessed the quality of augmented pairs,
we focused on the possible contribution of the
paraphrases also in standard information retrieval
approaches that have been used as baselines in di-
alogue systems (Lowe et al., 2015; Mazaré et al.,
2018b). We first collected a small sample of nat-
ural/real hate speech from Twitter using relevant
keywords (such as “stop Islam”) and manually se-
lected those that were effectively hate speeches.
We then compared 2 tf-idf response retrieval mod-
els by calculating the tf-idf matrix using the fol-
lowing document variants: (i) hate speech and
counter-narrative response, (ii) hate speech, its 2
paraphrases, and counter-narrative response. The
final response for a given sample tweet is calcu-
lated by finding the highest score among the co-
sine similarities between the tf-idf vectors of the
sample and all the documents in a model.

For each of the 100 natural hate tweets, we then
provided 2 answers (one per approach) selected
from our English database. Annotators were then
asked to evaluate the responses with respect to
their relevancy/relatedness to the given tweet. Re-
sults show that introducing the augmented data as
a part of the tf-idf model provides 9% absolute in-
crease in the percentage of the agreed ‘very rele-
vant’ responses, i.e. from 18% to 27% - this dif-
ference is statistically significant with p < .01
(w.r.t. χ2 test). This result is especially encour-
aging since it shows that the augmented data can
be helpful in improving even a basic automatic
counter-narrative selection model.

Impact of Demographics. The final experiment
was designed to assess whether demographic in-
formation can have a beneficial effect on the task
of counter-narrative selection/production. In this
experiment, we selected a subsample of 230 pairs
from our dataset written by 4 male and 4 female
operators that were controlled for age (i.e. same
age range). We then presented our subjects with
each pair in isolation and asked them to state
whether they would definitely use that particu-
lar counter-narrative for that hate speech or not.
Note that, in this case, we did not ask whether the
counter-narrative was relevant, but if they would
use that given counter-narrative text to answer the
paired hate speech. The results show that in the
SAMEGENDER configuration (gender declared by
the operator who wrote the message and gender
declared by the annotator are the same), the appre-

ciation was expressed 47% of the times, while it
decreases to 32% in the DIFFERENTGENDER con-
figuration (gender declared by the operator who
wrote the message and gender declared by the
annotator are different). This difference is sta-
tistically significant with p < .001 (w.r.t. χ2

test), indicating that even if operators were fol-
lowing the same guidelines and were instructed
on the same possible arguments to build counter-
narratives, there is still an effect of their gender on
the produced text, and this effect contributes to the
counter-narrative preference in a SAMEGENDER

configuration.

5 Conclusion

As online hate content rises massively, responding
to it with counter-narratives as a combating strat-
egy draws the attention of international organiza-
tions. Although a fast and effective responding
mechanism can benefit from an automatic gener-
ation system, the lack of large datasets of appro-
priate counter-narratives hinders tackling the prob-
lem through supervised approaches such as deep
learning. In this paper, we described CONAN:
the first large-scale, multilingual, and expert-based
hate speech/counter-narrative dataset for English,
French, and Italian. The dataset consists of 4078
pairs over the 3 languages. Together with the col-
lected data we also provided several types of meta-
data: expert demographics, hate speech sub-topic
and counter-narrative type. Finally, we expanded
the dataset through translation and paraphrasing.

As future work, we intend to continue collecting
more data for Islam and to include other hate tar-
gets such as migrants or LGBT+, in order to put
the dataset at the service of other organizations and
further research. Moreover, as a future direction,
we want to utilize CONAN dataset to develop a
counter-narrative generation tool that can support
NGOs in fighting hate speech online, considering
counter-narrative type as an input feature.
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Abstract

Text in social media posts is frequently accom-
panied by images in order to provide content,
supply context, or to express feelings. This pa-
per studies how the meaning of the entire tweet
is composed through the relationship between
its textual content and its image. We build
and release a data set of image tweets anno-
tated with four classes which express whether
the text or the image provides additional in-
formation to the other modality. We show
that by combining the text and image infor-
mation, we can build a machine learning ap-
proach that accurately distinguishes between
the relationship types. Further, we derive in-
sights into how these relationships are mate-
rialized through text and image content anal-
ysis and how they are impacted by user de-
mographic traits. These methods can be used
in several downstream applications including
pre-training image tagging models, collecting
distantly supervised data for image captioning,
and can be directly used in end-user applica-
tions to optimize screen estate.

1 Introduction

Social media sites have traditionally been cen-
tered around publishing textual content. Recently,
posting images on social media has become a
very popular way of expressing content and feel-
ings especially due to the wide availability of mo-
bile devices and connectivity. Images are cur-
rently present in a significant fraction of tweets
and tweets with images get double the engagement
of those without (Buffer, 2016). Thus, in addition
to text, images have become key components of
tweets.

However, little is known about how textual con-
tent is related to the images with which they ap-
pear. For example, concepts or feelings mentioned
in text could be illustrated or strengthened by im-
ages, text can point to the content of an image or

This is what happens when you
lock your bike to a sign

Awesome!

(a) Image adds to the tweet
meaning & Text is represented in
image

(b) Image adds to the tweet
meaning & Text is not repre-
sented in image

Tacos are the best Last exam turned in. No more
juggling work + school + family
+ hobbies. Maybe now they’ll fi-
nally give me a BSc

(c) Image does not add to mean-
ing & Text is represented in im-
age

(d) Image does not add to mean-
ing & Text is not represented in
image

Figure 1: Examples of the four types of text-image re-
lationship from this study.

can just provide commentary on the image con-
tent. Formalizing and understanding the relation-
ship between the two modalities – text and images
– is useful in several areas:

a) for NLP and computer vision research, where
image and text data from tweets are used to de-
veloping data sets and methods for image cap-
tioning (Mitchell et al., 2012) or object recogni-
tion (Mahajan et al., 2018);

b) for social scientists and psychologists trying to
understand social media use;

c) in browsers or apps where images that may not
contain additional content in addition to the text
would be replaced by a placeholder and dis-
played if the end-user desires to in order to op-
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timize screen space (see Figure 2).
Figure 1 illustrates four different ways in which

the text and image of the same tweet can be re-
lated:
• Figures 1(a,b) show how the image can add to

the semantics of the tweet, by either providing
more information than the text (Figure 1a) or by
providing the context for understanding the text
(Figure 1b);
• In Figures 1(c,d), the image only illustrates

what is expressed through text, without provid-
ing any additional information. Hence, in both
of these cases, the text alone is sufficient to un-
derstanding the tweet’s key message;
• Figures 1(a,c) show examples of tweets where

there is a semantic overlap between the content
of the text and image: bike and sign in Figure 1a
and tacos in Figure 1c;
• In Figures 1(b,d), the textual content is not rep-

resented in the image, with the text being either
a comment on the image’s content (Figure 1b)
or the image illustrating a feeling related to the
text’s content.

In this paper, we present a comprehensive anal-
ysis that focuses on the types of relationships be-
tween the text and image in a tweet. Our contribu-
tions include:
• Defining the types of relationships between the

text and the image of a social media post;
• Building a data set of tweets annotated with text

- image relationship type;1

• Machine learning methods that use both text
and image content to predict the relationship be-
tween the two modalities;
• An analysis into the author’s demographic traits

that are related to usage preference of text-
image relationship types;
• An analysis of the textual features which char-

acterize each relationship type.

2 Related Work

Task. The relationship between a text and its as-
sociated image was researched in a few prior
studies. For general web pages, Marsh and Do-
mas White (2003) propose a taxonomy of 49 rela-
tionship grouped in three major categories based
on how similar is the image to the text ranging
from little relation to going beyond the text, which
forms the basis of one of our relationship dimen-

1Data set is available at: https://github.com/
danielpreotiuc/text-image-relationship/

sions. Martinec and Salway (2005) aim to cate-
gorize text-image relationships in scientific arti-
cles from two perspectives: the relative impor-
tance of one modality compared to the other and
the logico-semantic overlap. Alikhani and Stone
(2018) argue that understanding multimodal text-
image presentation requires studying the coher-
ence relations that organize the content. Even
when a single relationship is used, such as cap-
tioning, it can be expressed in multiple forms
such as telic, atelic or stative (Alikhani and Stone,
2019). Wang et al. (2014) use the intuition that text
and images from microposts can be associated or
not or depend on one another and use this intu-
ition in a topic model that learns topics and im-
age tags jointly. Jas and Parikh (2015) study the
concept of image specificity through how simi-
lar to each other are multiple descriptions of that
image. However, none of these studies propose
any predictive methods for text-image relationship
types. Alikhani et al. (2019) annotate and train
models on a recipe data set (Yagcioglu et al., 2018)
for the relationships between instructional text and
images around the following dimensions: tempo-
ral, logical and incidental detail. Chen et al. (2013)
study text-image relationships using social media
data focusing on the distinction between images
that are overall visually relevant or non-relevant to
the textual content. They build models using the
text and image content that predict the relationship
type (Chen et al., 2015). We build on this research
and define an annotation scheme that focuses on
each of the two modalities separately and look at
both their semantic overlap and contribution to the
meaning of the whole tweet.

Applications. Several applications require to be
able to automatically predict the semantic text-
image relationship in the data. Models for au-
tomatically generating image descriptions (Feng
and Lapata, 2010; Ordonez et al., 2011; Mitchell
et al., 2012; Vinyals et al., 2015; Lu et al., 2017)
or predicting tags (Mahajan et al., 2018) are built
using large training data sets of noisy image-
text pairs from sources such as tweets. Multi-
modal named entity disambiguation leverages vi-
sual context vectors from social media images to
aid named entity disambiguation (Moon et al.,
2018). Multimodal topic labeling focuses on gen-
erating candidate labels (text or images) for a
given topic and ranks them by relevance (Sorodoc
et al., 2017). Several resources of images paired
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(a) Full feed with all images displayed (b) Feed which hides images that do not add content

Figure 2: Example of application using the image task classifier. Automatically collapsing images that do not
add content beyond text optimizes screen real estate and allows users to view more tweets in their feed view. The
end-user could open hidden images individually.

with descriptive captions are available, which can
be used to build similarity metrics and joint se-
mantic spaces for text and images (Young et al.,
2014). However, all these assume that the text
an image represent similar concepts which, as we
show in this paper, is not true in Twitter. Being
able to classify this relationship can be useful for
all above-mentioned applications.

3 Categorizing Text-Image Relationships

We define the types of semantic relationships that
can exist between the content of the text and the
image by splitting them into two tasks for simplic-
ity. The first task is centered on the role of the text
to the tweet’s semantics, while the second focuses
on the image’s role.

The first task – referred to as the text task in the
rest of the paper – focuses on identifying if there
is semantic overlap between the context of the text
and the image.

This task is the defined using the following
guidelines:
1. Some or all of the content words in the text are

represented in the image (Text is represented)
2. None of the content words in the text are repre-

sented in the image (Text is not represented):
• None of the content words are represented in

the image, or
• The text is only a comment about the content

of the image, or
• The text expresses a feeling or emotion about

the content of the image, or

• The text only makes a reference to something
shown in the image, or
• The text is unrelated to the image

Examples for this task can be seen in Figure 1
by comparing Figures 1(a,c) (Text is represented)
with Figures 1(b,d) (Text is not represented).

The second task – referred to as the image task
in the rest of the paper – focuses on the role of
the image to the semantics of the tweet and aims
to identify if the image’s content contributes with
additional information to the meaning of the tweet
beyond the text, as judged by an independent third
party. This task is defined and annotated using the
following guidelines:
1. Image has additional content that represents

the meaning of the text and the image (Image
adds):
• Image contains other text that adds additional

meaning to the text, or
• Image depicts something that adds informa-

tion to the text or
• Image contains other entities that are refer-

enced by the text.
2. Image does not add additional content that rep-

resents the meaning of text+image (Image does
not add).

Examples for the image task can be seen in Fig-
ure 1 by comparing Figures 1(a,b) (Image adds)
with Figures 1(c,d) (Image does not add).

Combining the labels of the two binary tasks de-
scribed above gives rise to four types of text-image
relationships (Image+Text Task). All of the four
relationship types are exemplified in Figure 1.
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4 Data Set

To study the relationship between the text and im-
age in the same social media post, we define a
new annotation schema and collect a new anno-
tated corpus. To the best of our knowledge, no
such corpus exists in prior research.

4.1 Data Sampling

We use Twitter as the source of our data, as
this source contains a high level of expression of
thoughts, opinions and emotions (Java et al., 2007;
Kouloumpis et al., 2011). It represents a platform
for observing written interactions and conversa-
tions between users (Ritter et al., 2010).

The tweets were deliberately randomly sam-
pled tweets from a list of users for which several
of their socio-demographic traits are known, in-
troduced in past research (Preoţiuc-Pietro et al.,
2017). This will enable us to explore if the fre-
quency of posting tweets with a certain text-image
relationship is different across socio-demographic
groups.

We downloaded as many tweets as we could
from these users using the Twitter API (up to 3,200
tweets/user per API limits). We decided to anno-
tate only tweets from within the same time range
(2016) in order to reduce the influence of poten-
tial platform usage changes with time. We filter
out tweets that are not written in English using the
langid.py tool (Lui and Baldwin, 2012).

In total, 2,263 users (out of the initial 4,132)
have posted tweets with at least one image in the
year 2016 and were included in our analysis. Our
final data set contains 4,471 tweets.

4.2 Demographic Variables

The Twitter users from the data set we sam-
pled have self-reported the following demographic
variables through a survey: gender, age, education
level and annual income. All users solicited for
data collection were from the United States in or-
der to limit cultural variation.
• Gender was considered binary2 and coded with

Female – 1 and Male – 0. All other variables
are treated as ordinal variables.
• Age is represented as a integer value in the 13–

90 year old interval.

2We asked users to report gender as either ‘Female’,
‘Male’ or an open-ended field, and removed the few users
which did not select ‘Male’ or ‘Female’

• Education level is coded as an ordinal variable
with 6 values representing the highest degree
obtained, with the lowest being ‘No high school
degree’ (coded as 1) and the highest being ‘Ad-
vanced Degree (e.g., PhD)’ (coded as 6).
• Income level is coded as on ordinal variable

with 8 values representing the annual income
of the person, ranging from ‘< $20,000’ to
‘> $200,000’).

For a full description of the user recruitment and
quality control processes, we refer the interested
reader to (Preoţiuc-Pietro et al., 2017).

4.3 Annotation

We have collected annotations for text-image pairs
from 4,471 tweets using the Figure Eight platform
(formerly CrowdFlower). We annotate all tweets
containing both text and image using two indepen-
dent annotation tasks in order to simplify the task
and not to prime annotators use the outcome of one
task as a indicator for the outcome of the other.

For quality control, 10% of annotations were test
questions annotated by the authors. Annotators
had to maintain a minimum accuracy on test ques-
tions of 85% for the image task and 75% for the
text task for their annotations to be valid.

Inter-annotator agreement is measured using
Krippendorf’s Alpha. The overall Krippendorfs
Alpha is 0.71 for the image task, which is in the
upper part of the substantial agreement band (Art-
stein and Poesio, 2008). We collect 3 judgments
and use majority vote to obtain the final label to
further remove noise. For the text task, we col-
lected and aggregated 5 judgments as the Krippen-
dorf’s Alpha is 0.46, which is considered moder-
ate agreement (Artstein and Poesio, 2008). The
latter task was more difficult due to requiring spe-
cific world knowledge (e.g. a singer mentioned in
a text also present in an image) or contained infor-
mation encoded in hashtags or usernames which
the annotators sometimes overlooked. The aggre-
gated judgments for each task were combined to
obtain the four class labels. The label distributions
of the aggregated annotations are: a) Text is rep-
resented & Image adds: 18.5%; b) Text is repre-
sented & Image does not add: 21.9%; c) Text is
not represented & Image adds: 25.6%; d) Text is
not represented & Image does not add: 33.8%.
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5 Methods

Our goal is to develop methods that are capable of
automatically classifying the text-image relation-
ship in tweets. We experiment with several meth-
ods which use information of four different types:
demographics of the user posting the tweet, meta-
data from the tweet, the text of the tweet or the
image of the tweet; plus a combination of them.
The methods we use are described in this section.

5.1 User Demographics

User demographic features are the survey-based
demographic information we have available for all
users that posted the annotated tweets. The use of
these traits is based on the intuition that different
demographic groups have different posting pref-
erences (Pennacchiotti and Popescu, 2011; Kosin-
ski et al., 2013). We use this approach for com-
parison reasons only, as in practical use cases we
would normally not have access to the author’s de-
mographic traits.

We code the gender, age, education level and in-
come level of the user as features and use them in
a logistic regression classifier to classify the text-
image relationship.

5.2 Tweet Metadata

We experiment with using the tweet metadata as
features. These code if a tweet is a reply, tweet,
like or neither. We also add as features the tweet
like count, the number of followers, friends and
posts of the post’s author and include them all in a
logistic regression classifier.

These features are all available at tweet publish-
ing time and we build a model using them to es-
tablish a more solid baseline for content based ap-
proaches.

5.3 Text-based Methods

We use the textual content of the tweet alone to
build models for predicting the text-image rela-
tionship. We expect that certain textual cues will
be specific to relationships even without consider-
ing the image content. For example, tweets end-
ing in an ellipsis or short comments will likely be
predictive of the text not being represented in the
image.
Surface Features. We first use a range of surface
features which capture more of the shallow stylis-
tic content of the tweet. We extract number of to-
kens, uppercase tokens, exclamations, questions,

ellipsis, hashtags, @ mentions, quotes and URLs
from the tweet and use them as features in a logis-
tic regression classifier.
Bag of Words. The most common approach
for building a text-based model is using bag-of-
words features. Here, we extract unigram and bi-
gram features and use them in a logistic regression
classifier with elastic net regularization (Zou and
Hastie, 2005).
LSTM. Finally, based on recent results in text
classification, we also experiment with a neural
network approach which uses a Long-Short Term
Memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber,
1997) network. The LSTM network processes the
tweet sequentially, where each word is represented
by its embedding (E = 200) followed by a dense
hidden layer (D = 64) and by a a ReLU activation
function and dropout (0.4) The model is trained
by minimizing cross entropy using the Adam op-
timizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014). The network uses
in-domain Twitter GloVe embeddings pre-trained
on 2 billion tweets (Pennington et al., 2014).

5.4 Image-based Methods
We use the content of the tweet image alone to
build models for predicting the text-image rela-
tionship. Similar to text, we expect that certain
image content will be predictive of text-image re-
lationships even without considering the text con-
tent. For example, images of people may be more
likely to have in the text the names of those per-
sons.

To analyze image content, we make use of large
pre-trained neural networks for the task of object
recognition on the ImageNet data set. ImageNet
(Deng et al., 2009) is a visual database devel-
oped for object recognition research and consists
of 1000 object types. In particular, we use the
popular pre-trained InceptionNet model (Szegedy
et al., 2015), which achieved the best performance
at the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition
Challenge 2014 to build the following two image-
based models.
ImageNet Classes. First, we represent each image
in a tweet with the probability distribution over the
1,000 ImageNet classes obtained from Inception-
Net. Then, we pass those features to a logistic re-
gression classifier which is trained on our task. In
this setup, the network parameters remain fixed,
while only the ImageNet class weights are learned
in the logistic regression classifier.
Tuned InceptionNet. Additionally, we tailored
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the InceptionNet network to directly predict our
tasks by using the multinomial logistic loss with
softmax as the final layer for our task to replace the
1,000 ImageNet classes. Then, we loaded the pre-
trained network from (Szegedy et al., 2015) and
fine-tuned the final fully-connected layer with the
modified loss layers. We perform this in order
to directly predict our task, while also overcom-
ing the necessity of re-extracting the entire model
weights from our restricted set of images.

The two approaches to classification using im-
age content based on pre-trained model on Im-
ageNet have been used successfully in past re-
search (Cinar et al., 2015).

5.5 Joint Text-Image Methods

Finally, we combine the textual and image infor-
mation in a single model to classify the text-image
relationship type, as we expect both types of con-
tent and their interaction to be useful to the task.
Ensemble. A simple method for combining the
information from both modalities is to build an
ensemble classifier. This is done with a logistic
regression model with two features: the Bag of
Words text model’s predicted class probability and
the Tuned InceptionNet model’s predicted class
probability. The parameters of the model are tuned
by cross validation on the training data and similar
splits as the individual models.
LSTM + InceptionNet. We also build a joint ap-
proach by concatenating the features from the fi-
nal layers of our LSTM and InceptionNet models
and passing them through a fully-connected (FC)
feed forward neural network with one hidden layer
(64 nodes). The final output is our text-image re-
lationship type. We use the Adam optimizer to
fine tune this network. The LSTM model has
the same parameters as in the text-only approach,
while the InceptionNet model is initialized with
the pre-trained model on the ImageNet data set.

6 Predicting Text-Image Relationship

We split our data into a 80% train (3,576 tweets)
and 20% test (895 tweets) stratified sample for all
of our experiments. Parameters were tuned using
10-fold cross-validation with the training set, and
results are reported on the test set. Table 1 presents
the weighted F1-scores for the text task, the image
task and the image+text task with all the methods
described in Section 5. The weighted F1 score is
the weighted average of the class-level F1 scores,

Method Image Task Text Task Image+Text Task
Majority Baseline 0.37 0.44 0.16
User Demographics 0.39 0.45 0.17
Tweet Metadata 0.38 0.48 0.21
Text-based Methods
Surface Features 0.39 0.53 0.21
Bag of Words 0.56 0.56 0.33
LSTM 0.60 0.57 0.33
Image-based Methods
ImageNet Classes 0.67 0.52 0.33
Tuned InceptionNet 0.76 0.53 0.39
Joint Text-Image Methods
Ensemble 0.76 0.53 0.39
LSTM + InceptionNet 0.81 0.58 0.44

Table 1: Experimental results in predicting text-image
relationship with different methods and grouped by
modalities used in prediction. Results are presented in
weighted F1 score.

where the weight is the number of items in each
class.

The majority baseline always predicts the most
frequent class in each task, namely: Image does
not add for the image task, Text is not represented
for the text task and Image does not add & Text is
not represented for the Image + Text task.

The models using user demographics and tweet
metadata show minor improvements over the ma-
jority class baseline for both tasks. When the two
tasks are combined, both feature types offer only
a slight increase over the baseline. This shows
that user factors mildly impact the frequency with
which relationship types are used, which will be
explored further in the analysis section.

The models that use tweet text as features show
consistent improvements over the baseline for all
three tasks. The two models that use the tweet’s
topical content (Bag of Words and LSTM) ob-
tain higher predictive performance over the sur-
face features. Both content based models obtain
relatively similar performance, with the LSTM
performing better on the image task.

The models which use information extracted
from the image alone also consistently outper-
form the baseline on all three tasks. Re-tuning
the neural network performs substantially better
than building a model directly from the ImageNet
classes on the image task and narrowly outper-
forms the other method on the text task. This is
somewhat expected, as the retuning is performed
on this domain specific task.

When comparing text and image based models
across tasks, we observe that using image fea-
tures obtains substantially better performance on
the image task, while the text models obtain bet-
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ter performance on the text task. This is some-
what natural, as the focus of each annotation task
is on one modality and methods relying on content
from that modality are more predictive alone as to
what ultimately represents the text-image relation-
ship type.

Our naive ensemble approach does not yield
substantially better results than the best perform-
ing methods using a single modality. However,
by jointly modelling both modalities, we are able
to obtain improvements – especially on the im-
age task. This shows that both types of informa-
tion and their interaction are important to this task.
Methods that exploit more heavily the interaction
and semantic similarity between the text and the
image are left for future work.

We also observe that the predictive methods we
described are better at classifying the image task.
The analysis section below will allow us to un-
cover more about what type of content character-
izes each relationship type.

7 Analysis

In this section, we aim to gain a better understand-
ing of the type of content specific of the four text-
image relationship types and about user type pref-
erences in their usage.

7.1 User Analysis

Socio-demographic traits of the authors of posts
are known to be correlated with several social
media behaviors including text (Rao et al., 2010;
Pennacchiotti and Popescu, 2011; Schwartz et al.,
2013; Volkova et al., 2014; Lampos et al., 2014;
Preoţiuc-Pietro et al., 2015a,b, 2016; Preoţiuc-
Pietro et al., 2017; Preoţiuc-Pietro and Ungar,
2018) and images (Alowibdi et al., 2013; You
et al., 2014; Farseev et al., 2015; Skowron et al.,
2016; Liu et al., 2016; Guntuku et al., 2017;
Samani et al., 2018; Guntuku et al., 2019). We hy-
pothesize that socio-demographic traits also play
a role in the types of text-image relationships em-
ployed on Twitter.

To measure this, we use partial Pearson corre-
lation where the dependent variables are one of
four socio-demographic traits described in Sec-
tion 4.2. The independent variables indicate the
average times with which the user employed a cer-
tain relationship type. We code this using six dif-
ferent variables: two representing the two broader
tasks – the percentage of tweets where image adds

information and the percentage of tweets where
the text is represented in the image – and four en-
coding each combination between the two tasks.

In addition, for all analyses we consider gen-
der and age as basic human traits and control
for data skew by introducing both variables as
controls in partial correlation, as done in prior
work (Schwartz et al., 2013; Preoţiuc-Pietro et al.,
2017; Holgate et al., 2018). When studying age
and gender, we only use the other trait as the
control. Because we are running several statisti-
cal tests at once (24) without predefined hypothe-
ses, we use Bonferroni correction to counteract the
problem of multiple comparisons. The results are
presented in Table 2.

We observe that age is the only user demo-
graphic trait that is significantly correlated to
text-image relationship preference after control-
ling for multiple comparisons and other demo-
graphic traits. The text-image relationship where
the text is represented in the image, at least par-
tially, is positively correlated with age (r = 0.117).

Further analyzing the four individual text-image
relationship types reveals that older users espe-
cially prefer tweets where there is a semantic over-
lap between the concepts present in the text and
the image, but the image contributes with addi-
tional information to the meaning of the tweet.
This is arguably the most conventional usage of
images, where they illustrate the text and provide
more details than the text could.

Younger users prefer most tweets where the im-
age adds information to the meaning of the tweet,
but this has no semantic overlap with the text.
These are usually tweets where the text represents
merely a comment or a feeling expressed with the
image providing the context. This represents a
more image-centric approach to the meaning of
the tweet that is specific to younger users. These
correlations are controlled for gender.

Education was also correlated with images
where the text was represented in the image (r =
0.076, p < .01, Bonferroni corrected), but this
correlation did not meet the significance criteria
when controlled for age to which education is
moderately correlated (r = 0.302). This demon-
strates the importance of controlling for such fac-
tors in this type of analysis. No effects were found
with respect to gender or income.
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Trait Gender Age Education Income
Image adds -0.002 0.019 0.014 -0.020
Text represented 0.034 0.117 0.046 -0.016
Image does not add &

-0.031 -0.061 -0.049 0.025
Text not represented
Image does not adds &

0.038 0.045 0.038 -0.004
Text represented
Image adds &

-0.004 -0.070 0.000 -0.009
Text not represented
Image adds

0.001 0.095 0.016 -0.015
Text represented

Table 2: Pearson correlation between user demo-
graphic traits and usage of the different text-image re-
lationship types. All correlations in bold are significant
at p < .01, two-tailed t-test, Bonferroni corrected
for multiple comparisons. Results for gender are con-
trolled for age and vice versa. Results for education
and income are controlled for age and gender.

7.2 Tweet Metadata Analysis
We adapt a similar approach to uncover potential
relationships between the text-image relationship
expressed in the tweet and tweet metadata features
described in Section 5.2. However, after control-
ling for multiple comparisons, we are left with no
significant correlations at p < 0.01 level. Hence,
we refrain from presenting and discussing any re-
sults using this feature group as significant.

7.3 Text Analysis
Finally, we aim to identify the text and image fea-
tures that characterize the four types of text-image
relationship.

We use univariate Pearson correlation where the
independent variable is each feature’s normalized
value in a tweet and the dependent variables are
two binary indicators for the text and image tasks
respectively. When performed using text features,
this technique was coined Differential Language
Analysis (Schwartz et al., 2013, 2017). The results
when using unigrams as features are presented in
Figure 3, 4 and 5.

Results for the image task (Figure 3) show that
the image adds to the meaning of the tweet if
words such as this, it, why, needs or want are used.
These words can appear in texts with the role of
referencing or pointing to an entity which is only
present in the image.

Conversely, the image does not add to the mean-
ing of the tweet when words indicative of objects
that are also described in the image are present
(cat, baby, eyes or face), thus resulting in the im-
age not adding to the meaning of the tweet. A spe-
cial case are tweets with birthday wishes, where a
person is mentioned in text and also displayed in

relative frequency

a aa
correlation strength

(a) Image adds (b) Image does not add
Figure 3: Words specific of each of the two classes
from the image task when compared to the other.

(a) Text is represented (b) Text is not represented
Figure 4: Words specific of each of the two classes
from the text task when compared to the other.

(a) Image does not add &
Text not represented

(b) Image does not add &
Text represented

(c) Image adds & Text not
represented

(d) Image adds & Text rep-
resented

Figure 5: Words that are specific of each of the four
classes compared to all other three classes. Font size
is proportional to the Pearson correlation between each
relationship type and word frequency. Color is propor-
tional to the word frequency (see legend above the fig-
ures for reference).

an image. Finally, the tbt keyword and hashtag is
a popular social media trend where users post nos-
talgic pictures of their past accompanied by their
textual description.

The comparison between the two outcomes of
the text task is presented in Figure 4. When
the text and image semantically overlap, we ob-
serve words indicative of actions (i’ve), posses-
sions (your) or qualitative statements (congrats,
loved, excited, tried), usually about objects or per-
sons also present in the image. We also observe a
few nouns (cats, hillary) indicating frequent con-
tent that is also depicted in images (NB: the tweets
were collected in 2016 when the U.S. presiden-
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tial elections took place). Analyzing this outcome
jointly with the text task, we uncover a prominent
theme consisting of words describing first person
actions (congrats, thank, i’ve, saw, tell) present
when the image provides facets not covered by
text (Figure 5d). Several keywords from text (cat,
game, winter) show types of content which are
present in both image and text, but the image
is merely an illustrating these concepts without
adding additional information (Figure 5a).

In contrast, the text is not represented in the
image when it contains words specific of com-
ments (when, lmao), questions (do, was), refer-
ences (this) or ellipsis (’...’), all often referencing
the content of the image as identified through data
inspection. References to self, objects and per-
sonal states (i, me) and feelings (miss) are also ex-
pressed in text about items or things not appear-
ing the image from the same tweet. Further ex-
ploring this result though the image task outcome,
we see that the latter category of feelings about
persons of objects (Figure 5a) – miss, happy, lit,
like) are specific of when the image does not add
additional information. Through manual inspec-
tion of these images, they often display a meme
(as in Figure 1d) or unrelated expressions to the
text’s content. The image adds information when
the text is not represented (Figure 5c) if the latter
includes personal feelings, (me, i, i’m, want), com-
ments (lol, lmao) and references (this, it), usually
related to the image content as identified through
an analysis of the data.

8 Conclusions

We defined and analyzed quantitatively and qual-
itatively the semantic relationships between the
text and the image of the same tweet using a novel
annotated data set. The frequency of use is influ-
enced by the age of the poster, with younger users
employing images with a more prominent role in
the tweet, rather than just being redundant to the
text or as a means of illustrating it. We studied
the correlation between the content in the text and
relation with the image, highlighting a differentia-
tion between relationship types, even if only using
the text of the tweet alone. We developed models
that use both text and image features to classify
the text-image relationship, with especially high
performance (F1 = 0.81) in identifying if the im-
age is redundant, which is immediately useful for
downstream applications that maximize screen es-

tate for users.
Future work will look deeper into using the sim-

ilarity between the content of the text and im-
age (Leong and Mihalcea, 2011), as the text task
results showed room for improvements. We en-
vision that our data, task and classifiers will be
useful as a preprocessing step in collecting data
for training large scale models for image caption-
ing (Feng and Lapata, 2010) or tagging (Maha-
jan et al., 2018) or for improving recommenda-
tions (Chen et al., 2016) by filtering out tweets
where the text and image have no semantic overlap
or can enable new tasks such as identifying tweets
that contain creative descriptions for images.
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Abstract
Understanding the structures of political de-
bates (which actors make what claims) is es-
sential for understanding democratic political
decision-making. The vision of computational
construction of such discourse networks from
newspaper reports brings together political sci-
ence and natural language processing. This
paper presents three contributions towards this
goal: (a) a requirements analysis, linking the
task to knowledge base population; (b) a first
release of an annotated corpus of claims on the
topic of migration, based on German newspa-
per reports; (c) initial modeling results.

1 Introduction

Democratic decision making can follow broadly
two logics: In a technocratic, depoliticized mode,
decision-making is carried out by administrative
staff and experts. However, arguably most political
decisions affecting large populations attract public
attention and thus happen in a politicized mode, in
which public debates accompany decision making
(de Wilde, 2011; Zürn, 2014; Haunss and Hofmann,
2015). Understanding the structure and evolution
of political debates is therefore essential for un-
derstanding democratic decision making. Recent
innovations that combine political claims analysis
(Koopmans and Statham, 1999) with network sci-
ence under the name of discourse network analysis
(Leifeld, 2016a) allow us to systematically analyze
the dynamics of political debates based on the an-
notation of large newspaper corpora. So far, such
studies have been carried out manually.

In this paper, we outline the road towards using
computational methods from natural language pro-
cessing for the construction of discourse networks
– working towards an integrated methodological
framework for Computational Social Science. We
make three contributions: (a) a requirements analy-
sis; (b) a manually annotated corpus of claims from

affiliation networkactors claims

actor network

(discourse coalition)

concept network

(argumentative cluster)

c1

c2

c3

c5

c4

a1

a2

a3

a5

a4

Figure 1: Actor, affiliation, and concept networks

debates about migration found in German newspa-
per reports; (c) initial modeling results that already
demonstrate the usefulness of computational meth-
ods in this context.

2 Discourse Networks: Actors and Claims

Discursive interventions are one element among
several that influence policy making (Schmidt and
Radaelli, 2004). But the exact mechanisms of polit-
ical discourse and under which condition discursive
interventions do or do not translate into political de-
cisions are largely unknown. At least there seems
to be a general agreement that the formation and
evolution of discourse coalitions is a core mecha-
nism (Hajer, 1993; Sabatier and Weible, 2007).

A discourse coalition can be generally defined
as “a group of actors who share a social construct”
(Hajer, 1993, p. 43). Political Claims Analysis
(Koopmans and Statham, 1999) provides a frame-
work in which claims, that is demands, proposals,
criticisms, or decisions in the form of statements or
collective actions reported in newspaper articles are
attributed to (groups of) actors and are categorized.
Actors and claims can be represented as the two
classes of nodes in a bipartite affiliation network.
In Figure 1, actors are circles, claims are squares,
and they are linked by edges that indicate support
(green) or opposition (orange). A discourse coali-
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tion is then the projection of the affiliation network
on the actor side (dotted edges), while the projec-
tion on the concept side yields the argumentative
clusters present in the debate.

3 NLP and Political Science

Our analytical goals have connecting points with a
range of activities in NLP. There has been consid-
erable work in Social Media Analysis using NLP
– in particular sentiment analysis (e.g. Ceron et al.
2014), but also going into fine-grained analysis of
groups of users/actors (Cesare et al., 2017). Nev-
ertheless, most analyses in social media concern
typically relatively broad categories, such as party
preferences (see Hong et al. 2016 for a comparison
of social media and news texts). NLP techniques
are also used for stance classification (e.g. Vilares
and He 2017) and measuring ideology in speeches
(Sim et al., 2013), and there is a fair amount of
work on agenda-setting and framing (e.g. Tsur et al.
2015; Field et al. 2018). To our knowledge, fine-
grained distinctions both for actors and claims that
are necessary for discourse network consideration
(cf. Section 4) have not been explored in depth.

Also related is the growing field of argumenta-
tion analysis/mining (e.g. Peldszus and Stede 2013;
Swanson et al. 2015; Stab and Gurevych 2017).
However, a core interest there is analyzing the ar-
gument structure of longer pieces of argumentative
text (i.e., claims and their (recursive) justifications),
whereas we focus on the core claims that actors put
forward in news coverage.

The aspect of dynamics in interaction among
actors is shared with work on the extraction of ac-
tor/character networks from texts, which has been
applied mostly to literary texts (Elson et al., 2010;
Hassan et al., 2012; Iyyer et al., 2016).

4 Computational Construction of
Discourse Networks

Seen as an end-to-end task, the computational con-
struction of affiliation networks from newspaper
articles as introduced in Section 2 represents a task
that combines binary relation extraction (Dodding-
ton et al., 2004; Hendrickx et al., 2010) with ontol-
ogization (Pennacchiotti and Pantel, 2006; Hachey
et al., 2013, i.a.). The task can be decomposed con-
ceptually as shown in Figure 2. From bottom to top,
the first task is to identify claims and actors in the
text (Tasks 1 and 2). Then, they need to be mapped
onto entities that are represented in the affiliation

Category A13: 
delay Brexit

Task 2: actor detection Task 1: claim detection

Task 4: claim
mapping 

Task 5: claim attribution
support

Labour has said it will support the amendment

Labor
party A13strong support

Task 6: 
aggregation

Labor
party

Task 3: actor
mapping

Figure 2: Construction of affiliation network construc-
tion (top) from text (bottom) as relation extraction

graph, that is, discourse referents for actors (Task
3: entity linking) and categories for claims (Task
4). Next, claims need to be attributed to actors and
classified as support or opposition (Task 5). Finally,
relations need to be aggregated across documents
(Task 6).

This setup is related to Knowledge Base Popula-
tion (McNamee et al., 2010) and presents itself as
a series of rather challenging tasks:

Actor and claim ontologies. The actors and
claims can either be known a priori (then Tasks 3
and 4 amount to classification) or can emerge from
the data (then they become clustering tasks). We
assume that there is a limited set of claims that
structures public debates on a given topic (Koop-
mans and Statham, 2010). We thus build on an
expert-defined ontology of claims (cf. Section 5).
With regard to actors, the issue is less clear: knowl-
edge bases such as Wikidata cover many persons
in the public eye. However new actors can appear
and take on importance at any time.

Discourse context. Tasks 3 and 4 regularly in-
volves coreference resolution: in the example, the
expression the amendment can only be mapped
to the correct claim if its content can be inferred.
Similarly, actors realized as pronouns have to be
resolved. Coreference resolution is still a difficult
problem (Martschat and Strube, 2014).

Dependencies among tasks. The various tasks
are clearly not independent of one another, and
joint models have been developed for a subset of
the tasks, such as coreference and relation detec-
tion (Almeida et al., 2014) or entity and relation
classification (Miwa and Sasaki, 2014; Adel and
Schütze, 2017; Bekoulis et al., 2018). However,
state-of-the-art models still struggle with sentence
complexity, and there are no comprehensive mod-
els of the complete task including aggregation.
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C1: Steuerung von Migration (Controlling Migration)
C2: Aufenthalt (Residency)
C3: Integration (Integration)
C4: Innere Sicherheit (Domestic Security)
C5: Aussenpolitik (Foreign Policy)
C6: Ökonomie, Arbeitsmarkt (Economy, Labor Market)
C7: Gesellschaft (Society)
C8: Verfahren (Procedures)

Table 1: Migration: Main categories in claim ontology

5 Claim Ontology and Corpus
Annotation

We now demonstrate the first steps of computa-
tional discourse network construction in a concrete
political context, namely the major topic of Ger-
man politics of 2015: the domestic debate on (im-)
migration precipitated by the war in Syria.

Claim Ontology. Following established ap-
proaches to content analysis from political science
(Leifeld, 2016b), we chose an approach that com-
bines deductive and inductive elements to iden-
tify an initial set of topic-specific claim categories.
First, we review the literature, extract relevant cat-
egories, and validate and extend them based on
an initial sample of newspaper articles from Die
Tageszeitung, a large left-leaning German quality
newspaper (www.taz.de). This results in eight
superordinate categories (cf. Table 1) and 89 sub-
categories, capturing a variety of different political
positions. These categories and their definitions
form the codebook that the annotation is based on.1

Annotation Process. Annotation follows a pro-
cedure successfully used by Haunss et al. (2013)
in the analysis of the German nuclear phase-out
debate (2011). The analysis of articles is carried
out in double, independent annotation by trained
student research assistants. An example of a text
passage and its corresponding annotation is pre-
sented in the following sentence:

(1) [Flüchtlinge zum Erlernen der deutschen
Sprache [...] verpflichten]Claim, will [die
CDU in Niedersachsen]Actor.
[Requiring refugees to learn the German
language]Claim [...] is what [the CDU party
in Lower Saxony]Actor wants.

Annotators mark the claim and the actor, clas-
sify the claim as (a subtype of) C3, integration, link
them, and mark the position (support/opposition).
That is, Tasks 1–5 from Section 4 are all carried

1For the full codebook, see the supplementary material.

Figure 3: Screenshot of annotation platform, with text
(back) and annotation window (front)

out. Crucially, cross-cutting (“multi-label”) claims
can instantiate multiple categories. In our annota-
tion, about 17% of all claims carry multiple labels.
Frequent combinations at the top level are C2+C8
(procedural aspects of residency) and C1+C5 (in-
ternational perspective on migration control).

Building on experience and tool components
from text annotation efforts in Digital Human-
ities projects (in particular the Center for Re-
flected Text Analytics, https://www.creta.
uni-stuttgart.de/en/), we developed a
web-based annotation tool, shown in Figure 3,
which both streamlines annotation and encourages
consistency. Annotation involves first marking
claim and actor spans in the text and then selecting
the correct categories for the claims and the correct
referent for the actor from drop-down lists. See
Blessing et al. (2019) for details.

Reliability and Adjudication. We compute an-
notation reliability of the original student annota-
tors for the two initial and most immediate anno-
tation steps (cf. Figure 2), namely claim detection
(Task 1) and classification (Task 4). For claim de-
tection, a classical single-label classification task,
we use Cohen’s Kappa: For each sentence, we com-
pare whether the two annotators classified the sen-
tence as part of a claim or not. We obtain a Kappa
value of 0.58. For claim classification, a multi-label
classification task, we cannot use Kappa. Instead,
we compute Macro-F1 for all top level categories,
and obtain an average F1 score of 63.5%.

These numbers, while still leaving room for im-
provement, indicate moderate to substantial agree-
ment among the student annotators. The two sets
of annotations per document are subsequently re-
viewed and adjudicated by senior domain experts
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to create a reliable gold standard.
Dataset Release. With this paper, we pub-

licly release 423 fully annotated articles from the
2015 Tageszeitung. 179 articles contain at least
one claim. In total, 982 Claims in 764 differ-
ent text passages have been annotated. This in-
cludes additional information such as actor at-
tributes (name, party membership, etc.), date and
position. This dataset – together with documen-
tation and annotation guidelines is available for
research purposes at https://github.com/
mardy-spp/mardy_acl2019.

Remaining Challenges. A number of chal-
lenges remain. A technical one is the identification
of relevant documents: keyword-based methods
turn out to be insufficient. A conceptual one is that
not all decisions made in the design of the claim
ontology hold up to broad-coverage annotation. Po-
litical science has defined the ideal of ‘multi-pass
coding’ (Leifeld, 2016b) according to which the
researcher constantly reviews and updates annota-
tion in an iterative process, adding and collapsing
categories as needed. We perform such updates at
regular intervals, but they can only be meaningfully
applied to the adjudicated gold standard, not indi-
vidual annotations. Thus, our reliability is likely
underestimated by the analysis above.

6 Modeling results

Due to space restrictions, this paper only reports
on first steps towards computational construction
of discourse networks. Specifically, we present
pilot models for Tasks 1 and 4 (claim identification
and attribution), the two tasks for which we also
presented reliability analyses in Section 5.

Data setup. We randomly sampled 90% of our
dataset for training and evaluate on the other 10%;
the split is published with the dataset. We discarded
articles with no claims.

Claim Identification. We model claim identifi-
cation as a sequence labeling task: The model la-
bels each token in a sentence as B-Claim, I-Claim
or Outside, adopting a BIO schema.

We experiment with two model architectures.
The first one is BERT (Devlin et al., 2018), a state-
of-the-art transformer-based neural network model,
which we fine-tune on our training data. The sec-
ond is a current architecture for sequence labeling
that consists of an embedding layer, an LSTM layer,

and a CRF layer.2 We use word embeddings from
FastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017). In order to
add task and domain specific representations and
resolve Out-Of-Vocabulary (OOV) problem, we
experiment with a second embedding approach,
namely learning character-based embeddings from
which we compute word-level embeddings by feed-
ing the character embeddings through a CNN and
max-pooling the out. Depending on the experimen-
tal condition (see below), we use either just the
word-based or a concatenation of the word-based
and character-based embeddings, and train the em-
beddings on different corpora.

All embeddings are fed to a bidirectional LSTM
layer for contextualization. To jointly model the
label sequence, we use a CRF layer on top. For a
sequence with n words, we parameterize the dis-
tribution over all possible label sequences, Y , as

p(y|d;W) =

n∏
i=1

φi (yi−1, yi,d)

∑
y′∈Y

n∏
i=1

φi
(
y′i−1, y

′
i,d
) (1)

where d = [d1, d2, . . . dn] is the set of represen-
tation produced by BiLSTM for each input word
and φi (yi−1, yi,d) is a function calculating emis-
sion and transition potentials between the tags yi−1
and yi. During training, we maximize the log-
likelihood function over the training set

L(W) =
∑

i

log p(y|d;W) (2)

During inference, the sequence with highest condi-
tional probability is predicted by a Viterbi decoder:

argmax
y∈Y

p(y|d;W) (3)

Experimentally, we compared BERT against ver-
sions of our own model which (a) do and do not
include the CRF layer; (b) do or do not use the
character-level embeddings; (c) train embeddings
on different corpora. We measure performance as
F1 scores per-class, and macro F1 scores overall.

We started with a simple model, (1), using the
default Wikipedia FastText word-level embeddings
and without CRF layer. Moving to in-domain TAZ
embeddings, (2), improves performance by 4 points
macro F1, with a slight further improvement of 0.5
points by adding character-level embeddings in

2See supplement for details and hyperparameters.
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Method B-C I-C O Macro

(1) EmbWiki:w+BiLSTM 31.3 37.5 93.5 54.1
(2) EmbTAZ:w+BiLSTM 38.5 43.9 93.6 58.7
(3) EmbTAZ:w,c+BiLSTM 40.0 44.1 93.1 59.1
(4) EmbTAZ:w,c+BiLSTM+CRF 49.4 53.8 95.5 66.3
(5) EmbWiki:w,c+BiLSTM+CRF 35.1 39.1 90.6 55.0

(6) BERT 49.5 52.4 94.7 65.5

Table 2: Claim identification scores on evaluation
set: F1 for BIO labels and Macro average (Mac).
EmbCorpus:type: Corpus used to train embeddings and
type (w: word, c: char). For example, EmbTAZ:w,c rep-
resents version for which character and word level em-
beddings trained on TAZ corpus.

Method C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 Macro

NB 46 50 0 0 43 0 29 0 21
MLP 73 53 0 0 67 0 57 46 37
BiLSTM 71 71 0 0 63 0 78 24 38
BERT 44 82 54 29 50 0 53 57 46

Table 3: Claim categorization performance of several
models. Columns C1-C8 show F1 score for each cat-
egory. Macro reports macro average F1 score. NB:
Naive Bayes, MLP: Multi-Layer Perceptron.

(3). Adding a CRF layer to obtain the full model,
(4), yields a further major increase by 7 points F-
score and results in the best overall model with 66.3
macro F1. This model also outperforms BERT, (6),
numerically in macro F1 and for the two classes
(I-C) and (O). This model still profits substantially
from the in-domain embeddings: replacing them
by Wikipedia-trained ones in model (5) results in a
drop of 11 points.

Claim Classification. For our experiments on
claim classification, we assume that claims have
already been detected. To each claim span, we
assign one or more of the top categories from the
claim ontology (cf. Section 5), i.e., we perform
multi-class multi-label classification.

In terms of models, we evaluate a fine-tuned ver-
sion of BERT against three standard classification
architectures: a unigram Naive Bayes model and
Multi-Layer Perceptron and BiLSTM architectures
based on TAZ-trained FastText embeddings that
performed well in the previous experiment. All
models perform multi-class classification by mak-
ing a binary decision for each class.

Table 3 shows the results, using the same F1
measures as before. BERT excels at this task, fol-
lowed by the two embedding-based models; Naive
Bayes comes last. Interestingly, the models differ

in their performance across classes. BERT tends
to make better predictions than the other models
for small, homogeneous classes (C3: integration,
C4: security) while MLP and BiLSTM do better on
the larger and less clearly delineated classes (C1:
migration control, C7: society).

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have sketched the way towards
a Computational Social Science (CSS) framework
for the construction of discourse networks (claims
and actors) from news coverage of political debates,
which has great potential for expanding the empir-
ical basis for research in political science. The
complexity of the scenario (fine-grained categories,
multi-category claims, complex relations, aggre-
gation) suggests that an attempt at automating the
construction in its entirety is currently not realis-
tic at a quality that makes it useful for political
scientists.

In the broader picture of a project that derives
its motivation both from NLP and from CSS, scal-
ing the computational component is an important
objective, but one that should never come at the
cost of reliability of the analytical components and
methodological validity from the point of view of
political science. A carefully laid out task analysis,
as put forward in this paper, provides the basis for
exploring more interactive “mixed methods” frame-
works (see the discussion in Kuhn (to appear)):
Computational models for a given set of claim cat-
egories can feed semi-automatic corpus annotation
through manual post correction of predictions.

Finally, an interleaved cross-disciplinary collab-
oration may support the future research process
further: the claim ontology for a new field of de-
bate could be constructed in a bootstrapping pro-
cess, combining the political scientists’ analytical
insights with (preliminary) predictions of computa-
tional seed models from partially overlapping fields.
In our collaboration, systematic tool support has al-
ready made the process of codebook development
considerably more effective.
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Abstract

Research on social media has to date assumed
that all posts from an account are authored by
the same person. In this study, we challenge
this assumption and study the linguistic dif-
ferences between posts signed by the account
owner or attributed to their staff. We introduce
a novel data set of tweets posted by U.S. politi-
cians who self-reported their tweets using a
signature. We analyze the linguistic topics and
style features that distinguish the two types
of tweets. Predictive results show that we are
able to distinguish between owner and staff at-
tributed tweets with good accuracy, even when
not using any training data from that account.

1 Introduction

Social media has become one of the main venues
for breaking news that come directly from primary
sources. Platforms such as Twitter have started to
play a key role in elections (Politico, 2017) and
have become widely used by public figures to dis-
seminate their activities and opinions. However,
posts are rarely authored by the public figure who
owns the account; rather, they are posted by staff
who update followers on the thoughts, stances and
activities of the owner.

This study introduces a new application of Nat-
ural Language Processing: predicting which posts
from a Twitter account are authored by the owner
of an account. Direct applications include predict-
ing owner authored tweets for unseen users and
can be useful to political or PR advisers to gain
a better understanding on how to craft more per-
sonal or engaging messages.

Past research has experimented with predicting
user types or traits from tweets (Pennacchiotti and
Popescu, 2011; McCorriston et al., 2015). How-
ever, all these studies have relied on the assump-
tion that tweets posted from an account were all
written by the same person. No previous study has

Figure 1: Example of a politician account where signed
tweets are attributed to the account owner.

looked at predicting which tweets from the same
Twitter account were authored by different per-
sons, here staffers or the owner of the Twitter ac-
count. Figure 1 shows an example of a U.S. politi-
cian who signs their tweets by adding ‘-PM’ at the
end of the tweet.

Staff posts are likely to be different in terms of
topics, style, timing or impact to posts attributed to
the owner of the account. The goal of the present
study is thus to:
• analyze linguistic differences between the two

types of tweets in terms of words, topics, style,
type and impact;
• build a model that predicts if a tweet is at-

tributed to the account owner or their staff.
To this end, we introduce a novel data set con-

sisting of over 200,000 tweets from accounts of
147 U.S. politicians that are attributed to the owner
or their staff.1 Evaluation on unseen accounts
leads to an accuracy of up to .741 AUC. Similar
account sharing behaviors exists in several other
domains such as Twitter accounts of entertainers
(artists, TV hosts), public figures or CEOs who
employ staff to author their tweets or with organi-

1The data is available at: https://github.com/
danielpreotiuc/signed-tweets
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zational accounts, which alternate between post-
ing messages about important company updates
and tweets about promotions, PR activity or cus-
tomer service. Direct applications of our analysis
include automatically predicting staff tweets for
unseen users and gaining a better understanding on
how to craft more personal messages which can be
useful to political or PR advisers.

2 Related Work

Several studies have looked at predicting the type
of a Twitter account, most frequently between in-
dividual or organizational, using linguistic fea-
tures (De Choudhury et al., 2012; McCorriston
et al., 2015; Mac Kim et al., 2017). A broad lit-
erature has been devoted to predicting personal
traits from language use on Twitter, such as gen-
der (Burger et al., 2011), age (Nguyen et al.,
2011), geolocation (Cheng et al., 2010), polit-
ical preference (Volkova et al., 2014; Preoţiuc-
Pietro et al., 2017), income (Preoţiuc-Pietro et al.,
2015), impact (Lampos et al., 2014), socio-
economic status (Aletras and Chamberlain, 2018),
race (Preoţiuc-Pietro and Ungar, 2018) or person-
ality (Schwartz et al., 2013a; Preoţiuc-Pietro et al.,
2016).

Related to our task is authorship attribution,
where the goal is to predict the author of a
given text. With few exceptions (Schwartz et al.,
2013b), this was attempted on larger documents
or books (Popescu and Dinu, 2007; Stamatatos,
2009; Juola et al., 2008; Koppel et al., 2009). In
our case, the experiments are set up as the same
binary classification task regardless of the account
(owner vs. staffer) which, unlike authorship at-
tribution, allows for experiments across multiple
user accounts. Additionally, in most authorship at-
tribution studies, differences between authors con-
sist mainly of the topics they write about. Our ex-
perimental setup limits the extent to which topic
presence impacts the prediction, as all tweets are
posted by US politicians and within the topics of
the tweets from an account should be similar to
each other. Pastiche detection is another related
area of research (Dinu et al., 2012), where mod-
els are trained to distinguish between an original
text and a text written by one who aims to imi-
tate the style of the original author, resulting in the
documents having similar topics.

3 Data

We build a data set of Twitter accounts used by
both the owner (the person who the account rep-
resents) and their staff. Several Twitter users at-
tribute the authorship of a subset of their tweets
to themselves by signing these with their initials
or a hashtag, following the example of Barack
Obama (Time, 2011). The rest of the tweets are
implicitly attributed to their staff.

Thus, we use the Twitter user description to
identify potential accounts where owners sign
their tweets. We collect in total 1,365 potential
user descriptions from Twitter that match a set of
keyphrases indicative of personal tweet signatures
(i.e., tweets by me signed, tweets signed, tweets are
signed, staff unless noted, tweets from staff unless
signed, tweets signed by, my tweets are signed).
We then manually check all descriptions and filter
out those not mentioning a signature, leaving us
with 628 accounts. We aim to perform our anal-
ysis on a set of users from the same domain to
limit variations caused by topic and we observe
that the most numerous category of users who
sign their messages are U.S. politicians, which
leaves us with 147 accounts. We download all the
tweets posted by these accounts that are accessible
through the Twitter API (a maximum of 3,200).
We remove the retweets made by an account, as
these are not attributed to either the account owner
or their staff. This results in a data set with a total
of 202,024 tweets.

We manually identified each user’s signature
from their profile description. To assign labels to
tweets, we automatically matched the signature to
each tweet using a regular expression. We remove
the signature from all predictive experiments and
feature analyses as this would make the classifi-
cation task trivial. In total, 9,715 tweets (4.8% of
the total) are signed by the account owners. While
our task is to predict if a tweet is attributed to
the owner or its staff, we assume this as a proxy
to authorship if account owners are truthful when
using the signature in their tweets. There is lit-
tle incentive for owners to be untruthful, with po-
tentially serious negative ramifications associated
with public deception.

We use DLATK, which handles social me-
dia content and markup such as emoticons or
hashtags (Schwartz et al., 2017). Further, we
anonymize all usernames present in the tweet and
URLs and replace them with placeholder tokens.
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4 Features

We use a broad set of linguistic features motivated
by past research on user trait prediction (Preoţiuc-
Pietro et al., 2015, 2017) in our attempt to predict
and interpret the difference between owner and
staff attributed tweets. These include:
LIWC. Traditional psychology studies use a
dictionary-based approach to representing text.
The most popular method is based on Linguis-
tic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) (Pennebaker
et al., 2001) consisting of 73 manually constructed
lists of words (Pennebaker et al., 2015) including
some specific parts-of-speech, topical or stylistic
categories. Each message is thereby represented as
a frequency distribution over these categories.
Word2Vec Clusters. An alternative to LIWC is to
use automatically generated word clusters. These
clusters of words can be thought of as topics,
i.e., groups of words that are semantically and/or
syntactically similar. The clusters help reduce
the feature space and provide good interpretabil-
ity. We use the method by Preoţiuc-Pietro et al.
(2015) to compute topics using Word2Vec simi-
larity (Mikolov et al., 2013) and spectral cluster-
ing (Shi and Malik, 2000; von Luxburg, 2007) of
different sizes. We present results using 200 top-
ics as this gave the best predictive results. Each
message is thus represented as an unweighted dis-
tribution over clusters.
Sentiment & Emotions. We also investigate the
extent to which tweets posted by the account
owner express more or fewer emotions. The most
popular model of discrete emotions is the Ekman
model (Ekman, 1992; Strapparava and Mihalcea,
2008; Strapparava et al., 2004) which posits the
existence of six basic emotions: anger, disgust,
fear, joy, sadness and surprise. We automatically
quantify these emotions from our Twitter data set
using a publicly available crowd-sourcing derived
lexicon of words associated with any of the six
emotions, as well as general positive and negative
sentiment (Mohammad and Turney, 2010, 2013).
Using these models, we assign sentiment and emo-
tion probabilities to each message.
Unigrams. We use the bag-of-words representa-
tion to reduce each message to a normalised fre-
quency distribution over the vocabulary consist-
ing of all words used by at least 20% of the users
(2,099 words in total). We chose this smaller vo-
cabulary that is more representative of words used
by a larger set of users such that models would be

able to transfer better to unseen users.
Tweet Features. We compute additional tweet-
level features such as: the length in characters and
tokens (Length), the type of tweet encoding if this
is an @-reply or contains a URL (Tweet Type),
the time of the tweet represented as a one-hot vec-
tor over the hour of day and day of week (Post
Time) and the number of retweets and likes the
tweet received (Impact). Although the latter fea-
tures are not available in a real-time predictive sce-
nario, they are useful for analysis.

5 Prediction

Our hypothesis is that tweets attributed to the
owner of the account are different than those at-
tributed to staff, and that these patterns generalize
to held-out accounts not included in the training
data. Hence, we build predictive models and test
them in two setups. First, we split the users into
ten folds. Tweets used in training are all posted by
80% of the users, tweets from 10% of the users
are used for hyperparameter tuning and tweets
from the final 10% of the users are used in test-
ing (Users). In the second experimental setup, we
split all tweets into ten folds using the same split
sizes (Tweets). We report the average performance
across the ten folds. Due to class imbalance – only
4.8% of tweets are posted by the account owners
– results are measured in ROC AUC, which is a
more suitable metric in this setup.

In our predictive experiments, we used logistic
regression with Elastic Net regularization. As fea-
tures, we use all feature types described in the pre-
vious section separately as well as together using
a logistic regression model combining all feature
sets (Combined). The results using both experi-
mental setups – holding-out tweets or users – are
presented in Table 1.

Results show that we can predict owner tweets
with good performance and consistently better
than chance, even when we have no training data
for the users in the test set. The held-out user ex-
perimental setup is more challenging as reflected
by lower predictive numbers for most language
features, except for the LIWC features. One po-
tential explanation for the high performance of the
LIWC features in this setup is that these are low di-
mensional and are better at identifying general pat-
terns which transfer better to unseen users rather
than overfit the users from the training data.
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ROC AUC
Feature Set Users Tweets
Majority Class .500 .500
Tweet Features

Length .619 .664
Tweet Type .654 .660
Post Time .554 .585
Impact .573 .718

LIWC .720 .724
W2V Clusters .676 .744
Sentiment & Emotions .568 .567
Unigrams .649 .857
Combined .741 .872

Table 1: Predictive results with each feature type
for classifying tweets attributed to account owners or
staffers, measured using ROC AUC. Evaluation is per-
formed using 10-fold cross-validation by holding out
in each fold either: 10% of the tweets (Tweets) or all
tweets posted by 10% of the users (Users).

6 Analysis

In this section we investigate the linguistic and
tweet features distinctive of tweets attributed to
the account owner and to staff. A few accounts
are outliers in the frequency of their signed tweets,
with up to 80% owner attributed tweets compared
to only 4.8% on average. We perform our analysis
on a subset of the data, in order for our linguistic
analysis not to be driven by a few prolific users
or by any imbalance in the ratio of owner/staff
tweets across users. The data set is obtained as fol-
lows. Each account can contribute a minimum of
10, maximum of 100 owner attributed tweets. We
then sample staff attributed tweets from each ac-
count such that these are nine times the number of
tweets signed by the owner. Newer messages are
preferred when sampling. This leads to a data set
of 28,150 tweets with exactly a tenth of them at-
tributed to the account owners (2,815).

We perform analysis of all previously described
feature sets using Pearson correlations follow-
ing Schwartz et al. (2013a). We compute Pear-
son correlations independently for each feature be-
tween its distribution across messages (features
are first normalized to sum up to unit for each mes-
sage) and a variable encoding if the tweet was at-
tributed to the account owner or not. We correct
for multiple comparisons using Simes correction.

Top unigrams correlated with owner attributed
tweets are presented in Table 3, with the
other group textual features (LIWC categories,
Word2Vec topics and emotion features) in Table 2.
Tweet feature results are presented in Table 4.

LIWC Features
r Name Top Words
.111 FUNCTION to, the, for, in, of, and, a, is, on, out
.102 PRONOUN our, we, you, i, your, my, us, his
.101 AFFECT great, thank, support, thanks, proud, care
.098 SOCIAL our, we, you, your, who, us, his, help, they
.107 PREP to, for, in, of, on, at, with, from, about
.095 VERB is, are, be, have, will, has, thank, support

Word2Vec Clusters Features
r Top Words
.079 great, thank, support, thanks, proud, good, everyone
.049 led, speaker, charge, memory, universal, speakers
.047 happy, wishing, birthday, wish, miss, wishes, lucky
.042 their, families, protesc, children, communities, veterans
.042 an, honor, win, congratulations, congrats, supporting
.042 family, friends, old, mom, daughter, wife, father

Sentiment & Emotion Features
r Name Top Words
.090 Positive join, proud, working, good, happy
.038 Negative tax, fight, fighting, small, violence, gun

Table 2: Pearson correlations of group features (max-
imum six per type) with owner attributed tweets. No
features are significantly correlated with staff attributed
tweets. All correlations are significant at p < .01, two-
tailed t-test, Simes corrected.

Token r Token r

. .102 & .049
to .081 I .045
offer .071 ” .045
my .070 prayers .043
and .060 a .042
for .065 you .042
leadership .061 in .040
the .057 your .040
of .054 our .039
, .0511 thank .039
all .050 have .038

Table 3: Unigrams with the highest Pearson correla-
tions to owner tweets. No unigrams are significantly
correlated with staff attributed tweets. All correlations
are significant at p < .01, two-tailed t-test, Simes cor-
rected.

Feature µ Owner µ Staff
# Chars 105.4 102.4
# Tokens 23.2 21.4
Contains URL 45.7% 73.9%
@-reply 4.2% 9.5%
Sent on Weekends 23.5% 20.7%
# Retweets 29.4 38.0
# Likes 82.3 79.1

Table 4: Mean values of tweet features in owner and
staff attributed tweets. All differences between means
shown in this table are significant at p < .001, Mann-
Whitney U test, Simes corrected.
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Our analysis shows that owner tweets are asso-
ciated to a greater extent with language destined
to convey emotion or a state of being and to signal
a personal relationship with another political fig-
ure. Tweets of congratulations, condolences and
support are also specific of signed tweets. These
tweets tend to be retweeted less by others, but get
more likes than staff attributed tweets.

Tweets attributed to account owners are more
likely to be posted on weekends, are less likely
to be replies to others and contain less links to
websites or images. Remarkably, there are no tex-
tual features significantly correlated with staff at-
tributed tweets. An analysis showed that these are
more diverse and thus no significant patterns are
consistent in association with text features such as
unigrams, topic or LIWC categories.

7 Conclusions

This study introduced a novel application of NLP:
predicting if tweets from an account are attributed
to their owner or to staffers. Past research on pre-
dicting and studying Twitter account characteris-
tics such as type or personal traits (e.g., gender,
age) assumed that the same person is authoring
all posts from that account. Using a novel data
set, we showed that owner attributed tweets ex-
hibit distinct linguistic patterns to those attributed
to staffers. Even when tested on held-out user
accounts, our predictive model of owner tweets
reaches an average performance of .741 AUC. Fu-
ture work could study other types of accounts with
similar posting behaviors such as organizational
accounts, explore other sources for ground truth
tweet identity information (Robinson, 2016) or
study the effects of user traits such as gender or
political affiliation in tweeting signed content.
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Abstract

We investigate the impact of using author con-
text on textual sarcasm detection. We define
author context as the embedded representa-
tion of their historical posts on Twitter and
suggest neural models that extract these rep-
resentations. We experiment with two tweet
datasets, one labelled manually for sarcasm,
and the other via tag-based distant supervision.
We achieve state-of-the-art performance on the
second dataset, but not on the one labelled
manually, indicating a difference between in-
tended sarcasm, captured by distant supervi-
sion, and perceived sarcasm, captured by man-
ual labelling.

1 Introduction

Sarcasm is a form of irony that occurs when there
is a discrepancy between the literal meaning of an
utterance and its intended meaning. This discrep-
ancy is used to express a form of dissociative at-
titude towards a previous proposition, often in the
form of contempt or derogation (Wilson, 2006).

Sarcasm is omnipresent on the social web and
can be highly disruptive of systems that harness
this data (Maynard and Greenwood, 2014). It is
therefore imperative to devise model for textual
sarcasm detection. The effectiveness of such mod-
els depends on the quality of labelled data used for
training. Two methods are commonly used to label
texts for sarcasm: manual labelling by human an-
notators; and tag-based distant supervision. In the
latter, texts are considered sarcastic if they contain
specific tags, such as #sarcasm and #sarcastic.

Most work on computational sarcasm detection
extracts lexical and pragmatic cues available in the
text being classified (Campbell and Katz, 2012;
Riloff et al., 2013; Joshi et al., 2016; Tay et al.,
2018). However, sarcasm is a contextual phe-
nomenon and detecting it often requires prior in-
formation about the author, audience and previous

interactions between them, that originates beyond
the text itself (Rockwell and Theriot, 2001a).

In this work we investigate the impact of au-
thor context on the current sarcastic behaviour of
the author. We identify author context with the
embedded representation of their historical tweets.
We use the term user to refer to the author of a
tweet and the phrase user embedding to refer to
such a representation. Given a tweet t posted by
user ut with user embedding et, we address two
questions: (1) Is et predictive of the sarcastic na-
ture of t? (2) Is the predictive power of et on the
sarcastic nature of t the same if t is labelled via
manual labelling vs distant supervision?

To our knowledge, previous research that con-
siders author context (Rajadesingan, Zafarani, and
Liu, 2015; Bamman and Smith, 2015; Amir et al.,
2016; Hazarika et al., 2018) only experiments on
distant supervision datasets. We experiment on
datasets representative of both labelling methods,
namely Riloff (Riloff et al., 2013), labelled man-
ually, and Ptacek (Ptáček, Habernal, and Hong,
2014), labelled via distant supervision.

We suggest neural models to build user em-
beddings and achieve state-of-the-art results on
Ptacek, but not on Riloff. Comparing and ana-
lyzing the discrepancy, our findings indicate a dif-
ference between the sarcasm that is intended by
the author, captured by distant supervision, repre-
sented in Ptacek, and sarcasm that is perceived by
the audience, captured by manual labelling, rep-
resented in Riloff. This difference has been high-
lighted by linguistic and psycholinguistic studies
in the past (Rockwell and Theriot, 2001b; Pexman,
2005), being attributed to socio-cultural differ-
ences between the author and the audience. How-
ever, up to our knowledge, it has not been consid-
ered in the context of sarcasm detection so far. Our
work suggests a future research direction in sar-
casm detection where the two types of sarcasm are
treated as separate phenomena and socio-cultural
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differences are taken into account.

2 Background

2.1 Sarcasm Detection

Based on the information considered when classi-
fying a text as sarcastic or non-sarcastic, we iden-
tify two classes of models across literature: local
models and contextual models.

Local Models Local models only consider in-
formation available within the text being classi-
fied. Most work in this direction considers linguis-
tic incongruity (Campbell and Katz, 2012) to be a
marker of sarcasm. Riloff et al. (2013) consider
a positive verb used in a negative sentiment con-
text to indicate sarcasm. Joshi et al. (2016) use
the cosine similarity between embedded represen-
tations of words. Recent work attempts to capture
incongruity using a neural network with an intra-
attention mechanism (Tay et al., 2018).

Contextual Models Contextual models utilize
both local and contextual information. There is
a limited amount of work in this direction. Wal-
lace, Choe, and Charniak (2015), working with
Reddit data, include information about the forum
type where the post to be classified was posted.
For Twitter data, Rajadesingan, Zafarani, and Liu
(2015) and Bamman and Smith (2015) represent
user context by a set of manually-curated features
extracted from their historical tweets. Amir et al.
(2016) merge all historical tweets of a user into
one historical document and use the Paragraph
Vector model (Le and Mikolov, 2014) to build a
representation of that document. Building on their
work, Hazarika et al. (2018) extract in addition
personality features from the historical document.
Despite reporting encouraging results, these mod-
els are only tested on datasets labelled via distant
supervision. In our work, we compare the perfor-
mance of our models when tested on datasets rep-
resentative of both manual annotation and distant
supervision.

2.2 Intended vs Perceived Sarcasm

Dress et al. (2008) notice a lack of consistence
in how sarcasm is defined by people of differ-
ent socio-cultural backgrounds. As a result, an
utterance that is intended as sarcastic by its au-
thor might not be perceived as such by audiences
of different backgrounds (Rockwell and Theriot,

2001a). When a tweet is sarcastic from the per-
spective of its author, we call the resulting phe-
nomenon intended sarcasm. When it is sarcastic
from the perspective of an audience member, we
call the phenomenon perceived sarcasm.

3 Sarcasm Datasets

We test our models on two popular tweet datasets,
one labelled manually and the other via distant su-
pervision.

3.1 Riloff dataset

The Riloff dataset consists of 3,200 tweet IDs.
These tweets were manually labeled by third party
annotators. The labels capture the subjective
perception of the annotators (perceived sarcasm).
Three separate labels were collected for each tweet
and the dominant one was chosen as the final label.

We attempted to collect the corresponding
tweets using the Twitter API1, as well as the his-
torical timeline tweets for each user, to be used
later for building user embeddings. For a user
with tweet t in Riloff, we collected those histor-
ical tweets posted before t. Only 701 original
tweets, along with the corresponding user time-
lines, could be retrieved. Others have either been
removed from Twitter, the corresponding user ac-
counts have been disabled, or the API did not re-
trieve any historical tweets.

Table 1 shows the label distribution across this
dataset. We divided the dataset into ten buckets,
using eight for training, one for validation and one
for testing. The division into buckets is stratified
by users, i.e. all tweets from a user end up in the
same bucket. Stratification makes sure any spe-
cific embedding is only used during training, dur-
ing validation, or during testing. We further en-
sured the overall class balance is represented in all
of the three sets. Table 1 shows the size of each
set.

3.2 Ptacek dataset

The Ptacek dataset consists of 50,000 tweet IDs la-
belled via distant supervision. Tags used as mark-
ers of sarcasm are #sarcasm, #sarcastic, #satire
and #irony. This dataset reflects intended sarcasm,
since the original poster tagged their own tweet as
sarcastic through the hashtag.

In a similar setting as with Riloff we could only
collect 27,177 tweets and corresponding time-

1https://developer.twitter.com
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dataset size sarcastic non-sarcastic train valid test

Riloff 701 192 509 551 88 62
Ptacek 27,177 15,164 12,013 21,670 2,711 2,797

Table 1: Label distribution across our datasets; and distribution into train, validation and test sets.

lines. We divided them into ten buckets and strati-
fied by users. During preprocessing we removed
all sarcasm-marking tags from both the training
tweets and the historical tweets. Table 1 shows
statistics on both datasets.

4 Contextual Sarcasm Detection Models

Let T be a set of tweets. For any t ∈ T , let ut

be the user who posted tweet t. Let ht be a set of
historical tweets of user ut, posted before t, with
ht ∩ T = ∅ and let et be the embedding of user
ut, i.e. a vector representation of ht. Let Y =
{sarcastic, non-sarcastic} be the output space. Our
goal is to find a model m : {(t, et)|t ∈ T} → Y .

As a baseline, we implement the SIARN
(Single-Dimension Intra-Attention Network)
model proposed by (Tay et al., 2018), since it
achieves the best published results on both our
datasets. SIARN only looks at the tweet being
classified, that is SIARN(t, et) = m′(t).

Further, we introduce two classes of models:
exclusive and inclusive models. In exclusive mod-
els, the decision whether t ∈ T is sarcastic or not
is independent of t, i.e. m(t, et) = m′(et). The
content of the tweet being classified is not consid-
ered, prediction being based solely on user histor-
ical tweets. The architecture of such a model is
shown in Figure 1. We feed the user embedding
et to a layer with softmax activations to output a
probability distribution over Y . We name these
models EX-[emb], where [emb] is the name of the
user embedding model.

Inclusive models account for both t and et, as
shown in Figure 1. We start with the feature vec-
tor f t extracted by SIARN from t. We then con-
catenate f t with et and use an output layer with
softmax activations. We name these models IN-
[emb], where [emb] is the user embedding model.
We now look at several user embedding models
that build et for a user ut as a representation of ht.
Recall that ∀u ∈ usr(T ) : hist(u)∩T = ∅, where
usr(T ) is the image of T under usr.

CASCADE Embeddings Up to our knowledge,
the user embedding model that has proven most
informative in a sarcasm detection pipeline so far

is CASCADE (Hazarika et al., 2018). However, it
has only been tested on a dataset of Reddit2 posts
labelled via distant supervision. We test it on our
datasets. Following original authors, we merge all
tweets from ht in a single document dt, giving cor-
pus C = {dt|t ∈ T}. Using the Paragraph Vector
model (Le and Mikolov, 2014) we generate a rep-
resentation vt of dt. Next, we feed dt to a neural
network pre-trained on the personality detection
corpus released by Matthews and Gilliland (1999),
which contains labels for the Big-Five personality
traits (Goldberg, 1993). We merge the resulting
hidden state pt of the network with vt using Gen-
eralized Canonical Correlation Analysis (GCCA)
as described by Hazarika et al. (2018) to get et.

W-CASCADE Embeddings CASCADE treats
all historical tweets in the same manner. However,
as studies in cognitive psychology argue (Kellogg,
2001), long-term working memory plays an im-
portant role in verbal reasoning and textual com-
prehension. We therefore expect recent histori-
cal tweets to have a greater influence on the cur-
rent behaviour of a user, compared to older ones.
To account for this, we suggest the following
model that accounts for the temporal arrangement
of historical tweets. We first use CASCADE to
build vt

r and pt
r, and to merge them into et

r using
GCCA, ∀r ∈ ht. We then divide the sequence
〈et

r1
, et

r2
, . . . , et

r|ht|
〉 into ten contiguous partitions

and multiply each vector with the index of the par-
tition it belongs to. That is, we multiply et

ri
by

i % |ht| + 1, where % is the modulus operator.
By convention, the tweet with the highest index is
the most recent one. Finally, we sum the resulting
vectors and normalize the result to get et.

ED Embeddings One of the main advantages
of the encoder-decoder model (Sutskever, Vinyals,
and Le, 2014), commonly used for sequence pre-
diction tasks, is its ability to handle inputs and
outputs of variable length. The encoder, a recur-
rent network, transforms an input sequence into
an internal representation of fixed dimension. The
decoder, another recurrent network, generates an

2https://www.reddit.com
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e
(embedding of user u

representing h )

Exclusive

user embedding model
CASCADE W-CASCADE

Figure 1: The architecture of the models used. Exclusive models do not use the current tweet being classified,
prediction being based solely on user history. Inclusive models use both user history and the current tweet.

output sequence using this representation. We use
bi-directional LSTM cells (Schuster and Paliwal,
1997) and identify et

ri
, 1 ≤ i ≤ |ht|, with the in-

ternal state of the encoder after feeding in ri. The
training objective is to reconstruct the input ri. We
employ the same weighting technique as we did
for W-CASCADE to construct et.

SUMMARY Embeddings We use an encoder-
decoder model as in the previous paragraph, but
change the objective from reconstructing the input
to summarizing it. We pre-train the model on the
Gigaword standard summarization corpus3.

5 Effect of Context on Sarcasm Detection

5.1 Experimental Setup

We filter out all tweets shorter than three words
and replace all words that only appear once in
the entire corpus with an UNK token. Then, we
encode each tweet as a sequence of word vec-
tors initialized using GloVe embeddings (Penning-
ton, Socher, and Manning, 2014). Following the
authors SIARN, our baseline, we set the word
embedding dimension to 100. We tune the di-
mension of all CASCADE embeddings to 100
on the validation set. For comparability, we set
W-CASCADE embeddings to the same dimen-
sion. For CASCADE embeddings we make use
of the implementation available at https://
github.com/SenticNet/cascade. When
training ED and SUMMARY, our decoder imple-
ments attention over the input vectors. We use
the general global attention mechanism suggested
by Luong, Pham, and Manning (2015). We imple-

3https://github.com/harvardnlp/
sent-summary

Model Riloff Ptacek

SIARN (baseline) 0.711 0.863

exclusive EX-CASCADE 0.457 0.802
EX-W-CASCADE 0.478 0.922
EX-ED 0.546 0.873
EX-SUMMARY 0.492 0.845

inclusive IN-CASCADE 0.723 0.873
IN-W-CASCADE 0.714 0.934
IN-ED 0.739 0.887
IN-SUMMARY 0.679 0.892

Table 2: F1 score achieved on the Riloff and Ptacek
datasets for both exclusive and inclusive models. Best
results for each model class are highlighted in bold.

Model Riloff #Riloff

EX-CASCADE 0.457 0.818
EX-W-CASCADE 0.478 0.797
EX-ED 0.545 0.827
EX-SUMMARY 0.492 0.772

Table 3: F1 score achieved by the exclusive models on
the #Riloff dataset, compared to Riloff dataset. Best
results are highlighted in bold.

ment both ED and SUMMARY using the Open-
NMT toolkit (Klein et al., 2017).

For comparability with SIARN, our baseline,
we follow its authors in setting a batch size of 16
for the Riloff dataset, and of 512 for the Ptacek
dataset, and in training for 30 epochs using the
RMSProp optimizer (Tieleman and Hinton, 2012)
with a learning rate of 0.001. Our code and data
can be obtained by contacting us.

5.2 Results

All results are reported in Table 2. User embed-
dings show remarkable predictive power on the
Ptacek dataset. In particular, using the EX-W-
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with tag without any tag
labelled sarcastic 190 2
labelled non-sarcastic 217 292

Table 4: Disagreement between manual labels and the
presence of sarcasm tags in the Riloff dataset, as dis-
cussed in Section 5.3.

CASCADE model, we get better results (f1-score
0.922) than the baseline (f1-score 0.863) without
even looking at the tweet being predicted. On the
Riloff dataset, however, user embeddings seem to
be far less informative, with EX-W-CASCADE
yielding an f1-score of only 0.478. Out of the
exclusive models, we get the highest f1-score of
0.546 using EX-ED on Riloff. By contrast we get
0.873 on Ptacek using EX-ED.

The state-of-the-art performance of exclusive
models on Ptacek indicate that users seem to have
a prior disposition to being either sarcastic or non-
sarcastic, which can be deduced from historical
behaviour. However, this behaviour can change
over time, as we achieve better performance when
accounting for the temporal arrangement of histor-
ical tweets, as we do in W-CASCADE.

On the Riloff dataset the performance of exclu-
sive models is considerably lower. In the follow-
ing, we investigate the possible reasons for this
large difference in performance between the two
datasets.

5.3 Performance Analysis

Riloff dataset is annotated manually, which might
not reflect the intention of the users, but rather the
subjective perception of the annotators. In this
light, we could expect user embeddings to have
poor predictive power. Perhaps annotator embed-
dings would shed more light.

We noticed that many of the tweets in Riloff
contain one or more of the tags that were used
to mark sarcasm in Ptacek. For all tweets in
Riloff, we checked the agreement between con-
taining such a tag, and being manually annotated
as sarcastic. The results are shown in Table 4.
Note that the statistics shown are not for the en-
tire dataset as published by Riloff et al. (2013), but
for the subset of tweets coming from users without
blocked profiles and from which we could gather
historical tweets, as discussed in Section 3. We
notice a large disagreement. In particular, 217 out
of the 509 tweets that were annotated manually as
non-sarcastic contained such a tag. The lack of

coherence between the presence of sarcasm tags
and manual annotations in the Riloff dataset sug-
gests that the two labelling methods capture dis-
tinct phenomena, considering the subjective nature
of sarcasm. Previous research in linguistics and
psycholinguistics (Rockwell and Theriot, 2001b;
Pexman, 2005) attributes this difference to socio-
cultural differences between the author and the au-
dience and shows that the difference persists even
when contextual information is provided.

To investigate further, we re-labelled the Riloff
dataset via distant supervision considering these
tags as markers of sarcasm, to create the #Riloff
dataset. We applied the exclusive models on
#Riloff and noticed a considerably higher predic-
tive power than on Riloff. Results are reported in
Table 3. Author history seems therefore predictive
of authorial sarcastic intention, but not of external
perception. This could indicate that future work
should differentiate between the two types of sar-
casm: intended and perceived. Both are important
to detect, for applications such as opinion mining
for the former and hate speech detection for the
latter.

6 Conclusion

We studied the predictive power of user embed-
dings in textual sarcasm detection across datasets
labelled via both manual labelling and distant su-
pervision. We suggested several neural models to
build user embeddings, achieving state-of-the-art
results for distant supervision, but not for man-
ual labelling. We account for discrepancy by ref-
erence to the different type of sarcasm captured
by the two labelling methods, attributed by pre-
vious research in linguistics and psycholinguis-
tics (Rockwell and Theriot, 2001b; Pexman, 2005)
to socio-cultural differences between the author
and the audience. We suggest a future research di-
rection in sarcasm detection where the two types
of sarcasm are treated as separate phenomena and
socio-cultural differences are taken into account.
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Abstract

We consider open domain event extraction, the
task of extracting unconstraint types of events
from news clusters. A novel latent variable
neural model is constructed, which is scalable
to very large corpus. A dataset is collected and
manually annotated, with task-specific evalua-
tion metrics being designed. Results show that
the proposed unsupervised model gives better
performance compared to the state-of-the-art
method for event schema induction.

1 Introduction

Extracting events from news text has received
much research attention. The task typically con-
sists of two subtasks, namely schema induction,
which is to extract event templates that specify
argument slots for given event types (Chambers,
2013; Cheung et al., 2013; Nguyen et al., 2015;
Sha et al., 2016; Huang et al., 2016; Ahn, 2017;
Yuan et al., 2018), and event extraction, which is
to identify events with filled slots from a piece
of news (Nguyen et al., 2016b; Sha et al., 2018;
Liu et al., 2018a; Chen et al., 2018, 2015; Feng
et al., 2016; Nguyen and Grishman, 2016; Liu
et al., 2018b). Previous work focuses on extract-
ing events from single news documents according
to a set of pre-specified event types, such as arson,
attack or earthquakes.

While useful for tracking highly specific types
of events from news, the above setting can be rel-
atively less useful for decision making in secu-
rity and financial markets, which can require com-
prehensive knowledge on broad-coverage, fine-
grained and dynamically-evolving event cate-
gories. In addition, given the fact that different
news agencies can report the same events, redun-
dancy can be leveraged for better event extrac-
tion. In this paper, we investigate open domain

∗Corresponding author.
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Figure 1: Comparison between MUC 4 and ODEE.

event extraction (ODEE), which is to extract un-
constraint types of events and induce universal
event schemas from clusters of news reports.

As shown in Figure 1, compared with tradi-
tional event extraction task exemplified by MUC
4 (Sundheim, 1992), the task of ODEE poses ad-
ditional challenges to modeling, which have not
been considered in traditional methods. First,
more than one event can be extracted from a news
cluster, where events can be flexible in having
varying numbers of slots in the open domain, and
slots can be flexible without identical distributions
regardless of the event type, which has been as-
sumed by previous work on schema induction.
Second, mentions of the same entities from differ-
ent reports in a news cluster should be taken into
account for improved performance.

We build an unsupervised generative model to
address these challenges. While previous work
on generative schema induction (Chambers, 2013;
Cheung et al., 2013; Nguyen et al., 2015) relies
on hand-crafted indicator features, we introduce
latent variables produced by neural networks for
better representation power. A novel graph model
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is designed, with a latent event type vector for each
news cluster from a global parameterized normal
distribution, and textual redundancy features for
entities. Our model takes advantage of contextu-
alized pre-trained language model (ELMo, Peters
et al. (2018)) and scalable neural variational infer-
ence (Srivastava and Sutton, 2017).

To evaluate model performance, we collect and
annotate a large-scale dataset from Google Busi-
ness News1 with diverse event types and explain-
able event schemas. In addition to the standard
metrics for schema matching, we adapt slot coher-
ence based on NPMI (Lau et al., 2014) for quan-
titatively measuring the intrinsic qualities of slots
and schemas, which are inherently clusters.

Results show that our neural latent variable
model outperforms state-of-the-art event schema
induction methods. In addition, redundancy is
highly useful for improving open domain event
extraction. Visualizations of learned parameters
show that our model can give reasonable latent
event types. To our knowledge, we are the first to
use neural latent variable model for inducing event
schemas and extracting events. We release our
code and dataset at https://github.com/
lx865712528/ACL2019-ODEE.

2 Related Work

The most popular schema induction and event ex-
traction task setting is MUC 4, in which four event
types - Arson, Attack, Bombing and Kidnapping
- and four slots - Perpetrator, Instrument, Target
and Victim - are defined. We compare the task
settings of MUC 4 and ODEE in Figure 1. For
MUC 4, the inputs are single news documents,
and the output belongs to four types of events
with schemas consisting of fixed slots. For ODEE,
in contrast, the inputs are news clusters rather
than the individual news, and the output is uncon-
strained types of open domain events and unique
schemas with various slot combinations.

Event Schema Induction seminal work stud-
ies patterns (Shinyama and Sekine, 2006; Fila-
tova et al., 2006; Qiu et al., 2008) and event
chains (Chambers and Jurafsky, 2011) for tem-
plate induction. For MUC 4, the current dominant
methods include probabilistic generative methods
(Chambers, 2013; Cheung et al., 2013; Nguyen
et al., 2015) that jointly model predicate and ar-

1https://news.google.com/?hl=en-US&gl=
US&ceid=US:en, crawled from Oct. 2018 to Jan. 2019.

gument assignment, and ad-hoc clustering algo-
rithms for inducing slots (Sha et al., 2016; Huang
et al., 2016; Ahn, 2017; Yuan et al., 2018). These
methods all rely on hand-crafted discrete features
without fully model the textual redundancy. There
are also works on modeling event schemas and
scripts using neural language models (Modi and
Titov, 2014; Rudinger et al., 2015; Pichotta and
Mooney, 2016), but they do not explore neural la-
tent variables and redundancy.

Event Extraction work typically assumes that
event schemas are given, recognizing event trig-
gers and their corresponding arguments. This can
be regarded as a subtask of ODEE. Existing work
exploits sentence-level (McClosky et al., 2011; Li
et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2016; Yang and Mitchell,
2016) and document-level statistics (Liao and Gr-
ishman, 2010b; Ji and Grishman, 2008; Hong
et al., 2011; Reichart and Barzilay, 2012). There
has also been work using RNNs (Nguyen et al.,
2016b; Sha et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2018a; Chen
et al., 2018), CNNs (Chen et al., 2015; Feng et al.,
2016; Nguyen and Grishman, 2016) and GCNs
(Liu et al., 2018b) to represent sentences of events.
Event extraction has been treated as a supervised
or semi-supervised (Liao and Grishman, 2010a;
Huang and Riloff, 2012) task. In contrast, ODEE
is a fully unsupervised setting.

Event Discovery in Tweet Streams extracts
news-worthy clusters of words, segments and
frames. Both supervised and unsupervised meth-
ods have been used. The former (Sakaki et al.,
2010; Benson et al., 2011) are typically designed
to monitor certain event types, while the lat-
ter cluster features according to their burstiness
(Becker et al., 2011; Cui et al., 2012; Li et al.,
2012; Ritter et al., 2012; Qin et al., 2013; Ifrim
et al., 2014; McMinn and Jose, 2015; Qin et al.,
2017). This line of work is similar to our work
in using information redundancy, but different be-
cause we focus on formal news texts and induce
structural event schemas.

First Story Detection (FSD) systems aim to
identify news articles that discuss events not re-
ported before. Most work on FSD detects first
stories by finding the nearest neighbors of new
documents (Kumaran and Allan, 2005; Moran
et al., 2016; Panagiotou et al., 2016; Vuurens and
de Vries, 2016). This line of work exploits textual
redundancy in massive streams predicting whether
or not a document contains a new event as a clas-
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sification task. In contrast, we study the event
schemas and extract detailed events.

3 Task and Data

Task Definition. In ODEE, the input consists of
news clusters, each containing reports about the
same event. The output is a bag of open-domain
events, each consisting of an event trigger and a
list of event arguments in its own schema. In most
cases, one event is semantically sufficient to rep-
resent the output.

Formally, given an open-domain news corpus
N containing a set of news clusters {c ∈ N},
suppose that there are Mc news reports {di ∈
c|i = 1, · · · ,Mc} in the news cluster c focus-
ing on the same event Ec. The output is a pair
(Ec, TE ), where Ec is the aforementioned set of
open-domain events and TE is a set of schemas that
define the semantic slots for this set of events.
Data Collection. We crawl news reports from
Google Business News, which offers news clusters
about the same events from different sources. In
each news cluster, there are no more than five news
reports. For each news report, we obtain the title,
publish timestamp, download timestamp, source
URL and full text. In total, we obtain 55,618 busi-
ness news reports with 13,047 news clusters in 288
batches from Oct. 17, 2018, to Jan. 22, 2019.
The crawler is executed about three times per day.
The full text corpus is released as GNBusiness-
Full-Text. For this paper, we trim the news reports
in each news cluster by keeping the title and first
paragraph, releasing as GNBusiness-All.

Inspired by the general slots in FrameNet
(Baker et al., 1998), we design reference event
schemas for open domain event types, which in-
clude eight possible slots: Agent, Patient, Time,
Place, Aim, Old Value, New Value and Variation.
Agent and Patient are the semantic agent and pa-
tient of the trigger, respectively; Aim is the tar-
get or reason for the event. If the event involves
value changes, Old Value serves the old value,
New Value serves the new value and Variation is
the variation between New Value and Old Value.
Note that the roles that we define are more the-
matic and less specific to detailed events as some
of the existing event extraction datasets do (Sund-
heim, 1992; Nguyen et al., 2016a), because we
want to make our dataset general and useful for a
wide range of open domain conditions. We leave
finer-grained role typing to future work.

Split #C #R #S #W
Test 574 2,433 5,830 96,745
Dev 106 414 991 16,839
Unlabelled 12,305 52,464 127,416 2,101,558
All 12,985 55,311 134,237 2,215,142
Full-Text 12,985 55,311 1,450,336 31,103,698

Table 1: Data split statistics. (C news clusters; R news
reports; S sentences; W words.)

Dataset #D #L #T #S
MUC 4 1700 400 4 4
ACE 2005 599 599 33 36
ERE 562 562 38 27
ASTRE 1038 100 12 18
GNBusiness 12,985 680 – 8

Table 2: Comparison with existing datasets. (D doc-
uments or news clusters; L labeled documents or news
clusters; T event types; S slots.)

We randomly select 18 batches of news clusters,
with 680 clusters in total, dividing them into a de-
velopment set and a test set by a ratio of 1 : 5.
The development set, test set and the rest unla-
beled clusters are released as GNBusiness-Dev,
GNBusiness-Test and GNBusiness-Unlabeled, re-
spectively. One coauthor and an external anno-
tator manually label the events in the news clus-
ters as gold standards. For each news cluster, they
assign each entity which participants in the event
or its head word a beforehand slot. The inter-
annotator agreement (IAA) for each slot realiza-
tion in the development set has a Cohen’s kappa
(Cohen, 1960) κ = 0.7.

The statistics of each data split is shown in Ta-
ble 1, and a comparison with existing event ex-
traction and event schema induction datasets, in-
cluding ASTRE (Nguyen et al., 2016a), MUC 4,
ACE 20052 and ERE3, is shown in Table 2. Com-
pared with the other datasets, GNBusiness has a
much larger number of documents (i.e., news clus-
ters in GNBusiness), and a comparable number of
labeled documents.

4 Method

We investigate three incrementally more complex
neural latent variable models for ODEE.

4.1 Model 1

Our first model is shown in Figure 2(a). It can
be regarded as a neural extension of Nguyen et al.

2https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/
LDC2006T06

3https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/
LDC2013E64
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Figure 2: Plate notations for models. (S – # of slots; E – # of entities; C – # of news clusters; V – head word
vocabulary size; the grey circles are observed variables and the white circles are hidden variables.)

Algorithm 1 ODEE-F
1: for each entity e ∈ E do
2: Sample a slot s ∼ Uniform(1, S)
3: Sample a head h ∼ Multinomial(1, λs)
4: Sample a feature vector f ∼ Normal(β)
5: end for

(2015). Given a corpus N , we sample a slot s
for each entity e from a uniform distribution of
S slots, and then a head word h from a multino-
mial distribution, as well as a continuous feature
vector f ∈ Rn produced by a contextual encoder.
For simplicity, we assume that f follows a multi-
variable normal distribution whose covariance ma-
trix is a diagonal matrix. We mark all the parame-
ters (mean vectors and diagonal vectors of covari-
ance matrixes) for the S different normal distri-
butions for f as β ∈ RS×2n, where n represents
the dimension of f , treating the probability matrix
λ ∈ RS×V in the slot-head distribution as parame-
ters under the row-wise simplex constraint, where
V is the head word vocabulary size. We call this
model ODEE-F.

Pre-trained contextualized embeddings such as
ELMo (Peters et al., 2018), GPTs (Radford et al.,
2018, 2019) and BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) give
improvements on a range of natural language pro-
cessing tasks by offering rich language model in-
formation. We choose ELMo4 as our contex-
tual feature encoder, which manipulates unknown
words by using character representations.

The generative story is shown in Algorithm 1.
The joint probability of an entity e is

pλ,β(e) = p(s)× pλ(h|s)× pβ(f |s) (1)

4In practice, we use the “small” ELMo model with 2 ×
128-d output in https://allennlp.org/elmo as ini-
tial parameters and fine-tune it on GNBusiness-Full-Text.

Algorithm 2 ODEE-FE
1: for each news cluster c ∈ N do
2: Sample a latent event type vector t ∼ Normal(α)
3: for each entity e ∈ Ec do
4: Sample a slot s ∼ Multinomial(MLP(t; θ))
5: Sample a head h ∼ Multinomial(1, λs)
6: Sample a feature vector f ∼ Normal(βs)
7: end for
8: end for

4.2 Model 2

A limitation of ODEE-F is that sampling slot as-
signment s from a global uniform distribution does
not sufficiently model the fact that different events
may have different slot distributions. Thus, in Fig-
ure 2(b), we further sample a latent event type vec-
tor t ∈ Rn for each news cluster from a global
normal distribution parameterized by α. We then
use t and a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) with pa-
rameters θ to encode the corresponding slot distri-
bution logits, sampling a discrete slot assignment
s ∼ Multinomial(MLP(t; θ)). The output of the
MLP is passed through a softmax layer before be-
ing used. We name this model as ODEE-FE.

The generative story is shown in Algorithm 2.
The joint probability of a news cluster c is

pα,β,θ,λ(c) = pα(t)×
∏

e∈Ec

pθ(s|t)

× pλ(h|s)× pβ(f |s) (2)

4.3 Model 3

Intuitively, the more frequently a coreferential en-
tity shows up in a news cluster, the more likely
it is with an important slot. Beyond that, differ-
ent news agencies focus on different aspects of
event arguments, which can offer complementary
information through textual redundancy. One intu-
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Algorithm 3 ODEE-FER
1: for each news cluster c ∈ N do
2: Sample a latent event type vector t ∼ Normal(α)
3: for each entity e ∈ Ec do
4: Sample a slot s ∼ Multinomial(MLP(t; θ))
5: Sample a head h ∼ Multinomial(1, λs)
6: Sample a feature vector f ∼ Normal(βs)
7: Sample a redundancy ratio r ∼ Normal(γs)
8: end for
9: end for

ition is that occurrence frequency is a straightfor-
ward measure for word-level redundancy. Thus,
in Figure 2(c), we additionally bring in the nor-
malized occurrence frequency of a coreferential
slot realization as an observed latent variable r ∼
Normal(γs). We call this model ODEE-FER.

Formally, a news cluster c receives a latent event
type vector t where each entity e ∈ Ec receives a
slot type s. The generative story is shown in Al-
gorithm 3. The joint distribution of a news clus-
ter with head words, redundant contextual features
and latent event type is

pα,β,γ,θ,λ(c) = pα(t)×
∏

e∈Ec

pθ(s|t)

× pλ(h|s)× pβ(f |s)× pγ(r|s) (3)

4.4 Inference
We now consider two tasks for ODEE-FER: (1)
learning the parameters and (2) performing infer-
ence to obtain the posterior distribution of the la-
tent variables s and t, given a news cluster c. We
adapt the amortized variational inference method
of Srivastava and Sutton (2017), using neural in-
ference network to learn the variational parame-
ters. For simplicity, we concatenate f with r as a
new observed feature vector f ′ in ODEE-FER and
merge their parameters as β′ ∈ RS×(2n+2).

Following Srivastava and Sutton (2017), we col-
lapse the discrete latent variable s to obtain an
Evidence Lower BOund (ELBO) (Kingma and
Welling, 2014) of the log marginal likelihood:

log pα,β′,θ,λ(c)

= log
∫

t
[
∏

e∈Ec

pλ,θ(h|t) pβ′,θ(f ′|t)] pα(t) dt

≥ ELBOc(α, β
′, θ, λ, ω)

= Eqω(t)log pβ′,θ,λ(c|t)−DKL[qω(t)‖pα(t)]
(4)

where DKL[qω‖pα] is the KL divergence between
the variational posterior qω and the prior pα. Due

BatchNorm & ExpBatchNorm

Fully Connected Average Pooling

Dropout Dropout

Concatenate

Head Word Histograms: ℎ Contextual Features: "’

Mean Vector: $ Variance Vector: %&

SoftPlus
SoftPlus

Fully Connected

Fully Connected Fully Connected

Figure 3: The framework of our inference network.

to the difficulty in computing the KL divergence
between different categories of distributions and
the existence of simple and effective reparameter-
ization tricks for normal distributions, we choose
qω(t) to be a normal distribution parameterized by
ω, which is learned by a neural inference network.
As shown in Figure 3, our inference network takes
the head word histograms h (the times of each
head word appears in a news cluster) and contex-
tual features f ′ as inputs, and computes the mean
vector µ and the variance vector σ2 of qω(t).

Equation 4 can be solved by obtaining a Monte
Carlo sample and applying reparameterization
tricks for the first term, and using the closed-
form for the KL divergence term. We then use
the ADAM optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) to
maximumize the ELBO. In addition, to allevi-
ate the component collapsing problem (Dinh and
Dumoulin, 2016), we follow Srivastava and Sut-
ton (2017) and use high moment weight (> 0.8)
and learning rate (in [0.001, 0.1]) in the ADAM
optimizer, performing batch normalization (Ioffe
and Szegedy, 2015) and dropout (Srivastava et al.,
2014). After learning the model, we make slot as-
signment for each entity mention by MLE, choos-
ing the slot s that maximizes the likelihood

pβ′,θ,λ(s|e, t) ∝ pβ′,θ,λ(s, h, f ′, t)
= pθ(s|t)× pλ(h|s)× pβ′(f ′|s)

(5)
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Name Value
Slots number S 30

Feature Dimension n 256
Fully connected layer size 100

MLP layer number 1
Activation function softplus

Learning rate 0.002
Momentum 0.99
Dropout rate 0.2
Batch size 200

Table 3: Hyper-parameters setting.

4.5 Assembling Events for Output

To assemble the events in a news cluster c for fi-
nal output, we need to find the predicate for each
entity, which now has a slot value. We use POS-
tags and parse trees produced by the Stanford de-
pendency parser (Klein and Manning, 2003) to ex-
tract the predicate for the head word of each entity
mention. The following rules are applied: (1) if
the governor of a head word is VB, or (2) if the
governor of a head word is NN and belongs to the
noun.ACT or noun.EVENT category of WordNet,
then it is regarded as a predicate.

We merge the predicates of entity mentions in
the same coreference chain as a predicate set. For
each predicate v in these sets, we find the entities
whose predicate set contains v, treating the entities
as arguments of the event triggered by v. Finally,
by ranking the numbers of arguments, we obtain
top-N open-domain events as the output Ec.

5 Experiments

We verify the effectiveness of neural latent vari-
able modeling and redundancy information for
ODEE, and conduct case analysis. All our exper-
iments are conducted on the GNBusiness dataset.
Note that we do not compare our models and ex-
isting work on MUC 4 or ACE 2005 due to the fact
that these datasets do not consist of news clusters.

Settings. The hyper-parameters in our models and
inference network are shown in Table 3. Most
of the hyper-parameters directly follow Srivastava
and Sutton (2017), while the slot number S is cho-
sen according to development experiments.

5.1 Evaluation Metrics

Schemas Matching. We follow previous work
and use precision, recall and F1-score as the met-
rics for schema matching (Chambers and Juraf-
sky, 2011; Chambers, 2013; Cheung et al., 2013;
Nguyen et al., 2015; Sha et al., 2016; Ahn, 2017).

The matching between model answers and refer-
ences is based on the head word. Following pre-
vious work, we regard as the head word the right-
most word of an entity phrase or the right-most
word before the first “of”, “that”, “which” and
“by” if any.

In addition, we also perform slot mapping, be-
tween slots that our model learns and slots in the
annotation. Following previous work on MUC 4
(Chambers, 2013; Cheung et al., 2013; Nguyen
et al., 2015; Sha et al., 2016; Ahn, 2017), we
implement automatic greedy slot mapping. Each
reference slot is mapped to a learned slot that
ranks the best according to the F1-score metric on
GNBusiness-Dev.

Slot Coherence. Several metrics of qualitative
topic coherence evaluation have been proposed.
Lau et al. (2014) showed that normalized point-
wise mutual information (NPMI) between all the
pairs of words in a set of topics the most closely
matches human judgment among all the compet-
ing metrics. We thus adopt it as slot coherence5.

Formally, the slot coherence CNPMI(s) of a slot
s is calculated by using its top-N head words as

CNPMI(s) =
2

N2 −N
N∑

i=2

i−1∑

j=1

NPMI(wi, wj)

(6)

NPMI(wi, wj) =
log p(wi,wj)+ε

p(wi)·p(wj)

−log(p(wi, wj) + ε)
(7)

where p(wj) and p(wi, wj) are estimated based
on word co-occurrence counts derived within a
sliding window over external reference documents
and ε is added to avoid zero logarithm.

Previous work on topic coherence uses
Wikipedia and Gigaword as the reference corpus
to calculate word frequencies (Newman et al.,
2010; Lau et al., 2014). We use GNBusiness-
Full-Text, in which there are 1.45M sentences
and 31M words, which is sufficient for estimating
the probabilities. To reduce sparsity, for each
news report, we count word co-occurrences in the
whole document instead of a sliding window. In
addition, for each slot, we keep the top-5, top-10,
top-20, and top-100 head words, averaging the
4× S coherence results over a test set.

5We use the implementation in https://github.
com/jhlau/topic_interpretability.
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Nguyen et al. (2015) F1
Nguyen et al. (2015) CNPMI
Clustering F1
ODEE-F F1
ODEE-F CNPMI
ODEE-FE F1
ODEE-FE CNPMI
ODEE-FER F1
ODEE-FER CNPMI

Figure 4: F1 scores of schemas matching and averaged
slot coherences CNPMI of the five models with different
numbers of slots S.

Method Schema Matching (%)
P R F1

Nguyen et al. (2015) 41.5 53.4 46.7
Clustering 41.2 50.6 45.4
ODEE-F 41.7 53.2 46.8
ODEE-FE 42.4 56.1 48.3
ODEE-FER 43.4 58.3 49.8

Table 4: Overall performance of schema matching.

5.2 Development Experiments

We learn the models on GNBusiness-All and use
GNBusiness-Dev to determine the slot number S
by grid search in [10, 50] with the step equals to 5.
Figure 4 shows the F1 scores of schemas matching
and averaged slot coherences of the five models
we introduce in the next subsection with different
numbers of slots S ranging from 10 to 50. We
can see that for the best F1 score of ODEE-FER,
the optimal number of slots is 30, while for the
best slot coherence, the optimal number of slots is
25. A value of S larger than 30 or smaller than
25 gives lower results on both F1 score and slot
coherence. Considering the balance between F1

score and slot coherence, we chose S = 30 as our
final S value for the remaining experiments.

5.3 Final Results

Table 4 and Table 5 show the final results. The
p values based on the appropriate t-test are pro-

Method Ave Slot Coherence
Nguyen et al. (2015) 0.10
ODEE-F 0.10
ODEE-FE 0.16
ODEE-FER 0.18

Table 5: Averaged slot coherence results.

vided below in cases where the compared values
are close. We compare our work with Nguyen
et al. (2015), the state-of-the-art model on MUC
4 representing each entity as a triple containing a
head word, a list of attribute relation features and
a list of predicate relation features. Features in the
model are discrete and extracted from dependency
parse trees. The model structure is identical to our
ODEE-F except for the features.

To test the strengths of our external features
in isolation, we build another baseline model
by taking the continuous features of each entity
in ODEE-F and runing spectral clustering (von
Luxburg, 2007). We call it Clustering.

Schemas Matching. Table 4 shows the overall
performance of schema matching on GNBusiness-
Test. From the table, we can see that ODEE-FER
achieves the best F1 scores among all the methods.
By comparing Nguyen et al. (2015) and ODEE-
F (p = 0.01), we can see that using continuous
contextual features gives better performance than
discrete features. This demonstrates the advan-
tages of continuous contextual features for allevi-
ating the sparsity of discrete features in texts. We
can also see from the result of Clustering that us-
ing only the contextual features is not sufficient
for ODEE, while combining with our neural latent
variable model in ODEE-F can achieve strong re-
sults (p = 6×10−6). This shows that the neural la-
tent variable model can better explain the observed
data.

These results demonstrate the effectivenesses of
our method in incorporating with contextual fea-
tures, latent event types and redundancy infor-
mation. Among ODEE models, ODEE-FE gives
a 2% gain in F1 score against ODEE-F, which
shows that the latent event type modeling is ben-
eficial and the slot distribution relies on the latent
event type. Additionally, there is a 1% gain in F1

score by comparing ODEE-FER and ODEE-FE
(p = 2 × 10−6), which confirms that leveraging
redundancy is also beneficial in exploring which
slot an entity should be assigned.

Slot Coherence. Table 5 shows the comparison of
averaged slot coherence results over all the slots
in the schemas. Note that we do not report the
slot coherence for the Clustering model because
it does not output the top-N head words in each
slot. The averaged slot coherence of ODEE-FER
is the highest, which is consistent with the conclu-
sion from Table 4. The averaged slot coherence
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Boston Dynamics' reveals its robodog Spot dancing

Arby's will debut sous vide duck sandwich

Prime Deli Corporation Recalls Salads

Massive recall issued for frozen beef, chicken taquitos

Wendy's Offering $1 Any Size Fry For A Limited Time

Netflix shares surge

IBM drops 4.3% aftermarket

Walmart lowered its profit targets

UnitedHealth shares rise

Intel shares gain

Figure 5: T-SNE visualization results of the latent event
type vectors in the test set with colored labels produced
by spectral clustering.

of ODEE-F is comparable to that of Nguyen et al.
(2015) (p = 0.3415), which again demonstrates
that the contextual features are a strong alterna-
tive to discrete features. The scores of ODEE-FE
(p = 0.06) and ODEE-FER (p = 10−5) are both
higher than that of ODEE-F, which proves that the
latent event type is critical in ODEE.

5.4 Latent Event Type Analysis

We are interested in learning how well the latent
event type vectors can be modeled. To this end,
for each news cluster in GNBusiness-Dev, we use
our inference network in Figure 3 to calculate the
mean µ for the latent event type vector t. T-SNE
transformation (Maaten and Hinton, 2008) of the
mean vectors are shown in Figure 5. Spectral
clustering is further applied, and the number of
clusters is chosen by the Calinski-Harabasz Score
(Caliński and Harabasz, 1974) in grid search.

In Figure 5, there are four main clusters marked
in different colors. Representative titles of news
reports are shown as examples. We find that the
vectors show salient themes for each main clus-
ter. For example, the red cluster contains news re-
ports about rise and drop of stocks such as Netflix
shares surge, IBM drops, Intel shares gain, etc; the
news reports in the purple cluster are mostly about
product related activities, such as Boston Dynam-
ics’ reveals its robodog Spot dancing, Arby’s will
debut sous vide duck sandwich, Wendy’s Offering
$1 Any Size Fry, etc. The green cluster and the

DOC 1
2018-10-16 07:00:03
UnitedHealth shares rise after 
posting a 28% rise in third-quarter 
profit, raises 2018 forecast

UnitedHealth, the largest U.S. 
health insurer, reported better-
than-expected third-quarter 
earnings and revenue on Tuesday.

DOC 2
2018-10-16 00:00:00
UnitedHealth's 2018 so far: Three 
quarters, three boosts to outlook

DOC 3
2018-10-17 00:32:09
UnitedHealth Group predicts 
Medicare growth

The comments came as the 
insurer beat profit expectations 
for Q3.

DOC 4
2018-10-16 10:53:06
UnitedHealth beats all around in 
3Q, raises outlook again

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) —
UnitedHealth reported better-
than-expected profits and revenue 
for the third quarter and the 
company raised its outlook yet 
again on strong trends in the 
insurance business.

Trigger raise

Agent UnitedHealth,
UnitedHealth shares

Patient
2018 forecast,

better-than-expected profits,
the insurance business

Time the third quarter

Variation 28%

Event 1

Trigger report

Agent UnitedHealth Group,
the largest U.S. health insurer

Patient better-than-expected
third-quarter earnings

Time Tuesday

Trigger predict

Agent UnitedHealth Group

Patient Medicare growth

Event 2

Event 3

Figure 6: Extracted open domain events for United-
Health shares rise.

orange cluster are also interpretable. The former
is about organization reporting changes, while the
latter is about service related activities.

5.5 Case Study

We further use the news cluster UnitedHealth
shares rise in Figure 5 for case study. Figure
6 shows the top-3 open-domain events extracted
from the news cluster, where four input news re-
ports are shown on the left and three system-
generated events are shown on the right with
mapped slots.

By comparing the plain news reports and the ex-
tracted events, we can see that the output events
give a reasonable summary for the news cluster
with three events triggered by “raise”, “report” and
“predict”, respectively. Most of the slots are mean-
ingful and closely related to the trigger, while cov-
ering most key aspects. However, this example
also contains several incorrect slots. In the event
1, the slot “Variation” and its realization “28%”
are only related to the entity “better-than-expected
profits”, but there are three slot realizations in
the event, which causes confusion. In addition,
the slot “Aim” does not appear in the first event,
whose realization should be “third-quarter profit”
in document 1. The reason may be that we as-
semble an event only using entities with the same
predicate, which introduces noise. Besides, due to
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the preprocessing errors in resolving coreference
chains, some entity mentions are missing from the
output.

There are also cases where one slot realization
is semantically related to one trigger but eventu-
ally appears in a different event. One example is
the entity “better-than-expected profits”, which is
related to the predicate word “report” but finally
appears in the “raise” event. The cause can be
errors propagated from parsing dependency trees,
which confuse the syntactic predicate of the head
word of an entity.

6 Conclusion

We presented the task of open domain event ex-
traction, extracting unconstraint types of events
from news clusters. A novel latent variable neu-
ral model was investigated, which explores la-
tent event type vectors and entity mention redun-
dancy. In addition, GNBusiness dataset, a large-
scale dataset annotated with diverse event types
and explainable event schemas, is released along
with this paper. To our knowledge, we are the first
to use neural latent variable model for inducing
event schemas and extracting events.
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Abstract

This paper presents a multi-level matching and
aggregation network (MLMAN) for few-shot
relation classification. Previous studies on this
topic adopt prototypical networks, which cal-
culate the embedding vector of a query in-
stance and the prototype vector of each sup-
port set independently. In contrast, our pro-
posed MLMAN model encodes the query in-
stance and each support set in an interactive
way by considering their matching informa-
tion at both local and instance levels. The fi-
nal class prototype for each support set is ob-
tained by attentive aggregation over the rep-
resentations of its support instances, where
the weights are calculated using the query in-
stance. Experimental results demonstrate the
effectiveness of our proposed methods, which
achieve a new state-of-the-art performance on
the FewRel dataset1.

1 Introduction

Relation classification (RC) is a fundamental task
in natural language processing (NLP), which aims
to identify the semantic relation between two enti-
ties in text. For example, the instance “[London]e1
is the capital of [the UK]e2” expresses the relation
capital of between the two entities London and
the UK.

Some conventional relation classification meth-
ods (Bethard and Martin, 2007; Zelenko et al.,
2002) adopted supervised training and suffered
from the lack of large-scale manually labeled
data. To address this issue, the distant supervision
method (Mintz et al., 2009) was proposed which
annotated training data by heuristically aligning
knowledge bases (KBs) and texts. However, the
long-tail problem in KBs (Xiong et al., 2018; Han

∗Corresponding author: Zhen-Hua Ling.
1The code is available at https://github.com/

ZhixiuYe/MLMAN.

Support Set

class A: mother
instance #1 The Queen Consort [Jetsun Pema]e2 gave
birth to a son on 5 February 2016 , [Jigme Namgyel
Wangchuck]e1.
instance #2 He married the American actress [Cindy
Robbins]e2 and was stepfather to her daughter , [Kim-
berly Beck]e1.
instance #3 Edgar married actress [Moyna Macgill]e2
and became the father of [Angela Lansbury]e1.
instance #4 In 1845 , [Cemile Sultan]e1 ’s mother , Em-
press [Dzdidil Kadn]e2, died.
instance #5 Bo ’s wife [Gu Kailai]e2 traveled with their
son [Bo Guagua]e1 to Britain.

class B: member of ...

class C: father ...

class D: sport ...

class E: voice type ...

Query Instance

He was married to [Eva Funck]e2 and they have a son
[Gustav]e1 .

Table 1: A data example of 5-way-5-shot relation clas-
sification in FewRel development set. The correct re-
lation class for the query instance is class A: mother.
The instances for other relation classes are omitted for
saving space.

et al., 2018) still exists and makes it hard to clas-
sify the relations with very few training samples.

This paper focuses on the few-shot relation clas-
sification task, which was designed to address the
long-tail problem. In this task, only few (e.g., 1 or
5) support instances are given for each relation, as
shown by an example in Table 1.

The few-shot learning problem has been studied
extensively in computer vision (CV) field. Some
methods adopt meta-learning architectures (San-
toro et al., 2016; Ravi and Larochelle, 2016; Finn
et al., 2017; Munkhdalai and Yu, 2017), which
learn fast-learning abilities from previous expe-
riences (e.g., training set) and then rapidly gen-
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eralize to new concepts (e.g., test set). Some
other methods use metric learning based networks
(Koch et al., 2015; Vinyals et al., 2016; Snell
et al., 2017), which learn the distance distributions
among classes. A simple and effective metric-
based few-shot learning method is prototypical
network (Snell et al., 2017). In a prototype net-
work, query and support instances are encoded
into an embedding space independently. Then, a
prototype vector for each class candidate is de-
rived as the mean of its support instances in the
embedding space. Finally, classification is per-
formed by calculating the distances between the
embedding vector of the query and all class pro-
totypes. This prototype network method has also
been applied to few-shot relation classification re-
cently (Han et al., 2018).

This paper proposes a multi-level matching and
aggregation network (MLMAN) for few-shot re-
lation classification. Different from prototypi-
cal networks, which represent support sets with-
out dependency on query instances, our proposed
MLMAN model encodes each query instance and
each support set in an interactive way by consid-
ering their matching information at both local and
instance levels. At local level, the local context
representations of a query instance and a support
set are softly matched toward each other follow-
ing the sentence matching framework (Chen et al.,
2017). Then, the matched local representations
are aggregated into an embedding vector for each
query and each support instance using max and av-
erage pooling. At instance level, the matching de-
gree between the query instance and each of the
support instances is calculated via a multi-layer
perceptron (MLP). Taking the matching degrees as
weights, the instances in a support set are aggre-
gated to form the class prototype for final classifi-
cation. All these matching and aggregation layers
in the MLMAN model are estimated jointly us-
ing training data. Since the representations of the
support instances in each class are expected to be
close with each other, an auxiliary loss function
is further designed to measure the inconsistency
among all support representations in each class.

In summary, our contributions in this paper are
three-fold. First, a multi-level matching and ag-
gregation network is proposed to encode query in-
stances and class prototypes in an interactive fash-
ion. Second, an auxiliary loss function measur-
ing the consistency among support instances is de-

signed. Third, our method achieves a new state-of-
the-art performance on FewRel, a public few-shot
relation classification dataset.

2 Related Work

2.1 Relation Classification

Relation classification is to identify the semantic
relation between two entities in one sentence. In
recently years, neural networks have been widely
applied to deal with this task. Zeng et al. (2014)
employed position features and convolutional neu-
ral networks (CNNs) to capture the structure and
contextual information respectively. Then, a max
pooling operation was adopted to determine the
most useful features. Wang et al. (2016) pro-
posed multi-level attention CNNs, which captured
both entity-specific attention and relation-specific
pooling attention in order to better discern pat-
terns in heterogeneous contexts. Zhou et al. (2016)
proposed attention-based bidirectional long short-
term memory networks (AttBLSTMs) to capture
the most important semantic information in a sen-
tence. All of these methods require a large amount
of training data and can’t quickly adapt to a new
class that has never been seen.

2.2 Metric Based Few-Shot Learning

In few-shot learning paradigm, a classifier is re-
quired to generalize to new classes with only a
small number of training samples. The metric
based approach aims to learn a set of projec-
tion functions that take support and query sam-
ples from the target problem and classify them
in a feed forward manner. This approach has
lower complexity and is easier for implementa-
tion than meta-learner based approach (Ravi and
Larochelle, 2016; Finn et al., 2017; Santoro et al.,
2016; Munkhdalai and Yu, 2017).

Some metric based few-shot learning methods
have been developed for computer vision (CV)
tasks, and all these methods encoded each support
or query image to a vector independently for clas-
sification. Koch et al. (2015) proposed a method
for learning siamese neural networks, which em-
ployed an unique structure to encode both sup-
port and query samples respectively and one more
layer computing the induced distance metric be-
tween the pair. Vinyals et al. (2016) proposed to
learn a matching network augmented with atten-
tion and external memories. And also, an episode-
based training procedure was proposed, which was
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based on a principle that test and training condi-
tions must match and has been adopted by many
following studies. Snell et al. (2017) proposed
prototypical networks that learn a metric space in
which classification can be performed by comput-
ing distances to prototype representations of all
classes, and the prototype representation of each
class was the mean of all its support samples. Gar-
cia and Bruna (2017) defined a graph neural net-
work architecture to assimilate generic message-
passing inference algorithms, which generalized
above three models.

Regarding with few-shot relation classification,
Han et al. (2018) adopted prototypical networks to
build baseline models on the FewRel dataset. Gao
et al. (2019) proposed hybrid attention-based pro-
totypical networks to handle noisy training sam-
ples in few-shot learning. In this paper, we im-
prove the conventional prototypical networks for
few-shot relation classification by encoding the
query instance and class prototype interactively
through multi-level matching and aggregation.

2.3 Sentence Matching

Sentence matching is essential for many NLP
tasks, such as natural language inference (NLI)
(Bowman et al., 2015) and response selection
(Lowe et al., 2015). Some sentence match-
ing methods mainly rely on sentence encoding
(Mueller and Thyagarajan, 2016; Conneau et al.,
2017; Chen et al., 2018), which encode a pair sen-
tences independently and then transmit their em-
beddings into a classifier, such as a neural net-
work, to decide the relationship between them.
Some other methods are based on joint models
(Chen et al., 2017; Gong et al., 2017; Kim et al.,
2018), which use cross-features to represent the
local (i.e., word-level and phrase-level) alignments
for better performance. In this paper, we follow
the joint models to achieve the local matching be-
tween a query instance and the support set for a
class. The difference between our task and the
other sentence matching tasks mentioned above is
that, our goal is to match a sentence to a set of sen-
tences, instead of to another sentence (Bowman
et al., 2015) or to a sequence of sentences (Lowe
et al., 2015).

3 Task Definition

In few-shot relation classification, we are given
two datasets, Dmeta−train and Dmeta−test. Each

dataset consists of a set of samples (x, p, r), where
x is a sentence composed of T words and the t-
th word is wt, p = (p1, p2) indicate the posi-
tions of two entities, and r is the relation label
of the instance (x, p). These two datasets have
their own relation label spaces that are disjoint
with each other. Under few-shot configuration,
Dmeta−test is splited into two parts, Dtest−support
and Dtest−query. If Dtest−support contains K la-
beled samples for each of N relation classes, this
target few-shot problem is named N -way-K-shot.
Dtest−query contains test samples, each labeled
with one of the N classes. Assuming that we only
have Dtest−support and Dtest−query, we can train a
model using Dtest−support and evaluate its perfor-
mance on Dtest−query. But limited by the number
of support samples (i.e,.,N×K), it is hard to train
a good model from scratch.

Although Dmeta−train and Dmeta−test have dis-
joint relation label spaces, Dmeta−train can also
been utilized to help the few-shot relation clas-
sification on Dmeta−test. One approach is the
paradigm proposed by Vinyals et al. (2016), which
obey an important machine learning principle that
test and train conditions must match. That’s to
say, we also split Dmeta−train into two parts,
Dtrain−support and Dtrain−query, and mimic the
few-shot learning settings at training stage. In
each training iteration, N classes are randomly
selected from Dtrain−support, and K support in-
stances are randomly selected from each class.
In this way, we construct the train-support set
S = {sik; i = 1, ..., N, k = 1, ...,K}, where sik
is the k-th instance in class i. And also, we ran-
domly select R samples from the remaining sam-
ples of those N classes and construct the train-
query set Q = {(qj , lj); j = 1, ..., R}, where
lj ∈ {1, ..., N} is the label of instance qj .

Just like conventional prototypical networks,
we expect to minimize the following objective
function at training time

Jmatch = − 1

R

∑

(q,l)∈Q
P(l|S, q), (1)

and P(l|S, q) is defined as

P(l|S, q) =
exp(f({slk}Kk=1, q))∑N
i=1 exp(f({sik}Kk=1, q))

. (2)

The function f({sik}Kk=1, q) is to calculate the
matching degree between the query instance q and
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Figure 1: The framework of our proposed MLMAN model.

the set of support instances {sik}Kk=1. How to de-
sign this function is the focus of this paper.

4 Methodology

In this section, we will introduce our proposed
multi-level matching and aggregation network
(MLMAN) for modeling f({sik}Kk=1, q). For sim-
plicity, we will discard the superscript i of sik from
Section 4.1 to Section 4.4. The framework of our
proposed MLMAN model is shown in Fig. 1,
which has four main modules.

• Context Encoder. Given a sentence and the
positions of two entities within this sentence,
CNNs (Zeng et al., 2014) are adopted to de-
rive the local context representations of each
word in the sentence.

• Local Matching and Aggregation. Similar
to (Chen et al., 2017), given the local repre-
sentation of a query instance and the local
representations of K support instances, the
attention method is employed to collect local
matching information between them. Then,
the matched local representations are aggre-
gated to represent each instance as an embed-
ding vector.

• Instance Matching and Aggregation. The
matching information between a query in-
stance and each of the K support instances
are calculated using an MLP. Then, we take
the matching degrees as weights to sum the
representations of support instances in order
to get the class prototype.

• Class Matching. An MLP is built to cal-
culate the matching score between the repre-
sentations of the query instance and the class
prototype.

More details of these four modules will be in-
troduced in the following subsections.

4.1 Context Encoder
For a query or support instance, each word
wt in the sentence x is first mapped into a
dw-dimensional word embedding et (Pennington
et al., 2014). In order to describe the position in-
formation of the two entities in this instance, the
position features (PFs) proposed by Zeng et al.
(2014) are also adopted in our work. Here, PFs de-
scribe the relative distances between current word
and the two entities, and are further mapped into
two vectors p1t and p2t of dp dimensions. Fi-
nally, these three vectors are concatenated to get
the word representation wt = [et;p1t;p2t] of
dw+2dp dimensions, and the instance can be writ-
ten as W ∈ RT×(dw+2dp).

The most popular models for local context en-
coding are recurrent neural networks (RNNs) with
long short-term memories (LSTMs) (Hochreiter
and Schmidhuber, 1997) and convolutional neural
networks (CNNs) (Kim, 2014). In this paper, we
employ CNNs to build the context encoder. For an
input instance W ∈ RT×(dw+2dp), we input it into
a CNN with dc filters. The output from the CNN
is a matrix with T × dc dimensions. In this way,
the context representations of the query instance
Q ∈ RTq×dc and the context representations of
support instances {Sk ∈ RTk×dc ; k = 1, ...,K}
are obtained, where Tq and Tk are the sentence
lengths of the query sentence and the k-th support
sentence respectively.

4.2 Local Matching and Aggregation
In order to get the matching information between
Q and {Sk; k = 1, ...,K}, we first concatenate the
K support instance representations into one matrix
as follow

C = concat({Sk}Kk=1), (3)

where C ∈ RTs×dc with Ts =
∑K

k=1 Tk. Then,
we collect the matching information between Q
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and C and calculate their matched representations
Q̃ and S̃ as follows

αmn = q>mcn, (4)

q̃m =

Ts∑

n=1

exp(αmn)
∑Ts

n′=1 exp(αmn′)
cn, (5)

c̃n =

Tq∑

m=1

exp(αmn)
∑Tq

m′=1 exp(αm′n)
qm, (6)

where m ∈ {1, ..., Tq} in Eq. (5), n ∈ {1, ..., Ts}
in Eq. (6), qm and q̃m are the m-th rows of Q and
Q̃ respectively, and cn and c̃n are the n-th rows of
C and C̃ respectively.

Next, the original representations and the
matched representations are fused utilizing a
ReLU layer as follows,

Q̄ = ReLU([Q; Q̃; |Q− Q̃|;Q� Q̃]W1), (7)

C̄ = ReLU([C; C̃; |C− C̃|;C� C̃]W1), (8)

where � is the element-wise product and W1 ∈
R4dc×dh is the weight matrix at this layer for re-
ducing dimensionality. C̄ is further split into K
representations {S̄k}Kk=1 corresponding to the K
support instances where S̄k ∈ RTk×dh . All S̄k
and Q̄ are fed into a single-layer Bi-directional
LSTM (BLSTM) with dh hidden units along each
direction to obtain the final local matching results
Ŝk ∈ RTk×2dh and Q̂ ∈ RTq×2dh .

Local aggregation aims to convert the results of
local matching into a single vector for each query
and each support instance. In this paper, we em-
ploy a max pooling together with an average pool-
ing, and concatenate their results into one vector̂sk
or q̂. The calculations are as follows,

ŝk =[max(Ŝk); ave(Ŝk)],∀k ∈ {1, ...,K}, (9)

q̂ =[max(Q̂); ave(Q̂)], (10)

where {ŝk, q̂} ∈ R4dh .

4.3 Instance Matching and Aggregation
Similar to conventional prototypical networks
(Snell et al., 2017), our proposed method calcu-
lates class prototype ŝ via the representations of all
support instances in this class, i.e., {ŝk}Kk=1. How-
ever, instead of using a naive mean operation, we
aggregate instance-level representations via atten-
tion over {ŝk}Kk=1, where each weight is derived

from the instance matching score between ŝk and
q̂. The matching function is as follow,

βk = v>(ReLU(W2 [̂sk; q̂])), (11)

where W2 ∈ Rdh×8dh and v ∈ Rdh . βk describes
the instance-level matching degree between the
query instance q and the support instance sk.
Then, all {ŝk}Kk=1 are aggregated into one vector ŝ
as

ŝ =
K∑

k=1

exp(βk)∑K
k′=1 exp(β′k)

ŝk, (12)

and ŝ is the class prototype.

4.4 Class Matching
After the class prototype ŝ and the embedding vec-
tor of the query instance q̂ have been determined,
the class-level matching function f({sk}Kk=1, q) in
Eq. (2) is defined as

f({sk}Kk=1, q) = v>(ReLU(W2 [̂s; q̂])). (13)

Eq. (11) and (13) have the same form. In our
experiments, sharing the weights W2 and v in
these two equations, i.e., employing the exactly
same function for both instance-level and class-
level matching in each training iteration, lead to
better performance.

4.5 Joint Training with Inconsistency
Measurement

If the representations of all support instances in a
class are far away from each other, it could become
difficult for the derived class prototype to cap-
ture the common characteristics of all support in-
stances. Therefore, a function which measures the
inconsistency among the set of support instances
is designed. In order to avoid the high complexity
of directly comparing every two support instances
in a class, we calculate the inconsistency measure-
ment as the average Euclidean distance between
the support instances and the class prototype as

Jincon =
1

NK

N∑

i=1

K∑

k=1

||̂sik − ŝi||22, (14)

where i is the class index and || · ||2 calculates the
2-norm of a vector.

By combining Eqs. (1) and (14), the final ob-
jective function for training the whole model is de-
fined as

J = Jmatch + λJincon, (15)

where λ is a hyper-parameter and was set as 1 in
our experiments without any tuning.
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Model 5 Way 1 Shot 5 Way 5 Shot 10 Way 1 Shot 10 Way 5 Shot

Meta Network (Han et al., 2018) 64.46± 0.54 80.57± 0.48 53.96± 0.56 69.23± 0.52
GNN (Han et al., 2018) 66.23± 0.75 81.28± 0.62 46.27± 0.80 64.02± 0.77
SNAIL (Han et al., 2018) 67.29± 0.26 79.40± 0.22 53.28± 0.27 68.33± 0.25
Prototypical Network (Han et al., 2018) 69.20± 0.20 84.79± 0.16 56.44± 0.22 75.55± 0.19
Proto-HATT (Gao et al., 2019) - - 90.12± 0.04 - - 83.05± 0.05

MLMAN 82.98± 0.20 92.66± 0.09 75.59± 0.27 87.29± 0.15

Table 2: Accuracies (%) of different models on FewRel test set.

5 Experiments

5.1 Dataset and Evaluation Metrics

The few-shot relation classification dataset
FewRel2 was adopted in our experiments. This
dataset was first generated by distant supervision
and then filtered by crowdsourcing to remove
noisy annotations. The final FewRel dataset
consists of 100 relations, each has 700 instances.
The average number of tokens in each sentence
is 24.99, and there are 124,577 unique tokens in
total. The 100 relations are split into 64, 16 and
20 for training, validation and test respectively.

Our experiments investigated four few-shot
learning configurations, 5 way 1 shot, 5 way 5
shot, 10 way 1 shot, and 10 way 5 shot, which
were the same as Han et al. (2018). According to
the official evaluation scripts3, all results given by
our experiments were the mean and standard de-
viation values of 10 training repetitions, and were
tested using 20,000 independent samples.

5.2 Training Details and Hyperparameters

All of the hyperparameters used in our experi-
ments are listed in Table 3. The 50-dimensional
Glove word embeddings released by Pennington
et al. (2014) 4 were adopted in the context encoder
and were fixed during training. For the unknown
words, we just replaced them with an unique spe-
cial token <UNK> and fixed its embedding as
a zero vector. Previous study (Munkhdalai and
Yu, 2017) found that the models trained on harder
tasks may achieve better performances than using
the same configurations at both training and test
stages. Therefore, we set N = 20 to construct
the train-support sets for 5-way and 10-way tasks.
In our experiments, grid searches among dc ∈
{100, 150, 200, 250}, dh ∈ {100, 150, 200, 250}

2https://thunlp.github.io/fewrel.html.
3https://thunlp.github.io/fewrel.html.
4https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/

glove/.

Component Parameter Value
word embedding dimension 50

position feature max relative distance ±40
dimension 5

CNN window size 3
filter number dc 200

dropout dropout rate 0.2
unidirectional LSTM hidden size dh 100

optimization

strategy SGD
learning rate 0.1

size of query set R 5
Ntrain 20
λ 1

Table 3: Hyper-parameters of the models built in our
experiments.

and R ∈ {5, 10, 15} were conducted to deter-
mine their optimal values. For optimization, we
employed mini-batch stochastic gradient descent
(SGD) with the initial learning rate of 0.1. The
learning rate was decayed to one tenth every
20,000 steps. And also, dropout layers (Hinton
et al., 2012) were inserted before CNN and LSTM
layers and the drop rate was set as 0.2.

5.3 Comparison with Previous Work

Table 2 shows the results of different models
tested on FewRel test set. The results of the first
four models, Meta Network (Munkhdalai and Yu,
2017), GNN (Garcia and Bruna, 2017), SNAIL
(Mishra et al., 2018), Prorotypical Network (Snell
et al., 2017), were reported by Han et al. (2018).
These models were initially proposed for image
classification. Han et al. (2018) just replaced their
image encoding module with an instance encoding
module and kept other modules unchanged. Proto-
HATT (Gao et al., 2019) added hybrid attention
mechanism to prototypical networks, mainly fo-
cusing on improving the performance on few-shot
relation classification with N > 1. From Table
2, we can see that our proposed MLMAN model
outperforms all other models by a large margin,
which shows the effectiveness of considering the
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Model No. 5 Way 1 Shot 5 Way 5 Shot 10 Way 1 Shot 10 Way 5 Shot

MLMAN 1 79.01± 0.20 88.86± 0.20 67.37± 0.19 80.07± 0.18

-Jincon 2 79.01± 0.20 88.33± 0.15 67.37± 0.19 79.38± 0.22
IM(shared→ untied) 3 79.01± 0.20 86.77± 0.19 67.37± 0.19 77.66± 0.09
IA(att. → max.) 4 79.01± 0.20 87.84± 0.13 67.37± 0.19 78.86± 0.15
IA(att. → ave.) 5 79.01± 0.20 87.48± 0.17 67.37± 0.19 78.58± 0.23

-Jincon 6 79.01± 0.20 86.23± 0.22 67.37± 0.19 77.36± 0.26
LM(-concatenation) 7 79.01± 0.20 85.48± 0.28 67.37± 0.19 74.56± 0.36
CM(MLP→ ED) 8 76.52± 0.23 81.91± 0.13 62.89± 0.13 69.41± 0.15
-LM 9 74.13± 0.16 82.73± 0.16 59.71± 0.22 70.23± 0.23

CM(MLP→ ED) 10 75.42± 0.23 82.36± 0.07 62.54± 0.26 70.45± 0.11

Table 4: Accuracies (%) of different models on FewRel development set. Here, IM stands for instance matching,
IA stands for instance aggregation, LM stands for the local matching, CM stands for the class matching, MLP
stands for multi-layer perceptrons and ED stands for Euclidean distance.

interactions between query instance and support
set at multiple levels.

5.4 Ablation Study

In order to evaluate the contributions of individ-
ual model components, ablation studies were con-
ducted. Table 4 shows the performance of our
model and its ablations on the development set of
FewRel. Considering that the first 6 ablations only
affected the few-shot learning tasks with N > 1,
model 2 to model 7 achieved exactly the same per-
formance as the complete model (i.e., model 1) un-
der 5 way 1 shot and 10 way 1 shot configurations.

5.4.1 Instance Matching and Aggregation
First, the attention-based instance aggregation in-
troduced in Section 4.3 was replaced with a max
pooling (model 4) or an average pooling (model
5). We can see that the model with instance-level
attentive aggregation (model 1) outperformed the
ones using a max pooling (model 4) or an aver-
age pooling (model 5) on 5-shot tasks. Their dif-
ference were significantly at 1% significance level
in t-test. The advantage of attentive pooling is
that the weights of integrating all support instances
can be determined dynamically according to the
query. For example, when conducting instance
matching and aggregation between the query in-
stance and the support set in Table 1, the weights
of the 5 instances in class A were 0.03, 0.46, 0.25,
0.08 and 0.18 respectively. Instance #2 achieved
the highest weight because it had the best similar-
ity with the query instance and was considered as
the most helpful one when matching the query in-
stance with class A.

Then, the effectiveness of sharing the weight
parameters in Eqs. (11) and (13) was evaluated

by untying them (model 3). The performance of
model 3 was much worse than the complete model
(model 1) as shown in Table 4, which demon-
strates the need of sharing the weights for calcu-
lating matching scores at both instance and class
levels.

5.4.2 Inconsistency Measurement
As introduced in Section 4.5, Jincon is designed to
measure the inconsistency among the representa-
tions of all support instances in a class. After re-
moving Jincon, model 2 was optimized only using
the objective function Jmatch. We can see that it
performed much worse than the complete model.
Furthermore, we calculated the mean of the Eu-
clidean distances between every support instance
pair (ŝik, ŝ

i
k′) in the same class using model 1 and

model 2 respectively. For each support set, the cal-
culation can be written as

D =
2

NK(K − 1)

N∑

i=1

K∑

k=1

K∑

k′=k+1

||̂sik − ŝik′ ||22.

(16)
We sampled 20,000 support sets under the 5-way
5-shot configuration and calculated the mean of
them. The results were 0.0199 and 0.0346 for
model 1 and model 2 respectively, which means
that Jincon was effective at forcing the representa-
tions of the support instances in the same class to
be close with each other.

Jincon was further removed from model 5 and
model 6 was obtained. It can be found that the ac-
curacy degradation from model 5 to model 6 was
larger than the one from model 1 to model 2. This
implies that the Jincon objective function also ben-
efited from the attentive aggregation over support
instances.
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5.4.3 Local Matching
First, the concatenation operation in local match-
ing was removed from model 6 in this ablation
study. That’s to say, instead of concatenating the
representations of all support instances {Sk}Kk=1

into one single matrix as Eq. (3), local match-
ing was conducted between the query instance and
each support instance separately to get their vector
representations {(ŝk, q̂k); k = 1, ...,K} (model
7). It should be noticed that this led to K differ-
ent representations of a query instance according
to each support class. Then, the mean over k for
ŝk and q̂k were calculated to get the representa-
tions of the support set ŝ and the query instance
q̂. Comparing model 6 and model 7, we can see
that the concatenation operation plays an impor-
tant role in our model. One possible reason is that
the concatenation operation can help local match-
ing to restrain the support instances with low sim-
ilarity to the query.

Second, the whole local matching module to-
gether with the concatenation and attentive ag-
gregation operation were removed from model 6,
which led to model 9. Model 9 is similar to the one
proposed by Snell et al. (2017) that encoded the
support and query instances independently. The
difference was that model 9 was equipped with
more components, including an LSTM layer, two
pooling operations, and a learnable class matching
function. Comparing the performance of model 6
and model 9 in Table 4, we can see that the local
matching operation significantly improves the per-
formance in few-shot relation classification. Fig.
2 shows the attention weight matrix calculated be-
tween the query instance and the support instance
#2 of class A in Table 1. From this figure, we
can see that the attention-based local matching is
able to capture some matching relations of local
contexts, such as the head entities Eva Funck and
Cindy Robbins, the tail entities Gustav and Kim-
berly Beck, the key phrases son and daughter, the
same keyword “married”, and so on.

5.4.4 Class Matching
In this experiment, we compared two class match-
ing functions, (1) Euclidean distance (ED) (Snell
et al., 2017) and (2) a learnable MLP function as
shown by Eq. (13). In order to ignore the influence
of the instance-level attentive aggregation, these
two matching functions were compared based on
model 6 and model 9. After converting the MLP
function in model 6 and model 9 to Euclidean dis-
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Figure 2: The attention weight matrix calculated be-
tween the query instance and the support instance #2 of
class A in Table 1. The darker units have larger value.
The summation of one column in the matrix is one.

tance, model 8 and model 10 were obtained. Com-
paring the performance of these models in Table
4, we have two findings. (1) When local matching
was adopted, the learnable MLP for class match-
ing (model 6) outperformed the ED metric (model
8) by a large margin. (2) After removing local
matching, the learnable MLP for class matching
(model 9) performed not as good as the ED met-
ric (model 10). One possible reason is that the
local matching process enhances the interaction
between a query instance and a support set when
calculating ŝ and q̂. Thus, simple Euclidean dis-
tance between them may not be able to describe
the complex correlation and dependency between
them. On the other hand, MLP mapping is more
powerful than calculating Euclidean distance, and
can be more appropriate for class matching when
local matching is also adopted.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, a neural network with multi-level
matching and aggregation has been proposed for
few-shot relation classification. First, the query
and support instances are encoded interactively via
local matching and aggregation. Then, the support
instances in a class are further aggregated to form
the class prototype and the weights are calculated
by attention-based instance matching. Finally, a
learnable MLP matching function is employed to
calculate the class matching score between the
query instance and each candidate class. Further-
more, an additional objective function is designed
to improve the consistency among the vector rep-
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resentations of all support instances in a class. Ex-
periments have demonstrated the effectiveness of
our proposed model, which achieves state-of-the-
art performance on the FewRel dataset. Studying
few-shot relation classification with data gener-
ated by distant supervision and extending our ML-
MAN model to zero-shot learning will be the tasks
of our future work.
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Abstract

We introduce a conceptually simple and effec-
tive method to quantify the similarity between
relations in knowledge bases. Specifically, our
approach is based on the divergence between
the conditional probability distributions over
entity pairs. In this paper, these distributions are
parameterized by a very simple neural network.
Although computing the exact similarity is in-
tractable, we provide a sampling-based method
to get a good approximation.

We empirically show the outputs of our ap-
proach significantly correlate with human judg-
ments. By applying our method to various tasks,
we also find that (1) our approach could ef-
fectively detect redundant relations extracted
by open information extraction (Open IE)
models, that (2) even the most competitive
models for relational classification still make
mistakes among very similar relations, and
that (3) our approach could be incorporated
into negative sampling and softmax classifi-
cation to alleviate these mistakes. The source
code and experiment details of this paper can
be obtained from https://github.com/
thunlp/relation-similarity.

1 Introduction

Relations1, representing various types of connec-
tions between entities or arguments, are the core of
expressing relational facts in most general knowl-
edge bases (KBs) (Suchanek et al., 2007; Bollacker
et al., 2008). Hence, identifying relations is a crucial
problem for several information extraction tasks.
Although considerable effort has been devoted to
these tasks, some nuances between similar relations

Author contributions: Hao Zhu initiated the research;
Weize Chen prepared the data, and organized data annotation;
Hao Zhu and Xu Han designed the experiments; Weize Chen
performed the experiments; Hao Zhu, Weize Chen and Xu Han
wrote the paper; Zhiyuan Liu and Maosong Sun proofread the
paper. Zhiyuan Liu is the corresponding author.

1Sometimes relations are also named properties.

Sentence The crisis didn’t influence his two
daughters OBJ and SUBJ.

Correct per:siblings

Predicted per:parents

Similarity Rank 2

Table 1: An illustration of the errors made by relation ex-
traction models. The sentence contains obvious patterns
indicating the two persons are siblings, but the model
predicts it as parents. We introduce an approach to mea-
sure the similarity between relations. Our result shows
“siblings” is the second most similar one to “parents”.
By applying this approach, we could analyze the errors
made by models, and help reduce errors.

are still overlooked, (Table 1 shows an example);
on the other hand, some distinct surface forms car-
rying the same relational semantics are mistaken as
different relations. These severe problems motivate
us to quantify the similarity between relations in a
more effective and robust method.

In this paper, we introduce an adaptive and gen-
eral framework for measuring similarity of the pairs
of relations. Suppose for each relation r, we have
obtained a conditional distribution, P (h, t | r)
(h, t ∈ E are head and tail entities, and r ∈ R
is a relation), over all head-tail entity pairs given
r. We could quantify similarity between a pair of
relations by the divergence between the conditional
probability distributions given these relations. In
this paper, this conditional probability is given by
a simple feed-forward neural network, which can
capture the dependencies between entities condi-
tioned on specific relations. Despite its simplicity,
the proposed network is expected to cover various
facts, even if the facts are not used for training, ow-
ing to the good generalizability of neural networks.
For example, our network will assign a fact a higher
probability if it is “logical”: e.g., the network might
prefer an athlete has the same nationality as same
as his/her national team rather than other nations.
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Intuitively, two similar relations should have sim-
ilar conditional distributions over head-tail entity
pairs P (h, t | r ), e.g., the entity pairs associated
with be trade to and play for are most likely to be
athletes and their clubs, whereas those associated
with live in are often people and locations. In this
paper, we evaluate the similarity between relations
based on their conditional distributions over en-
tity pairs. Specifically, we adopt Kullback–Leibler
(KL) divergence of both directions as the metric.
However, computing exact KL requires iterating
over the whole entity pair space E × E , which is
quite intractable. Therefore, we further provide a
sampling-based method to approximate the similar-
ity score over the entity pair space for computational
efficiency.

Besides developing a framework for assessing
the similarity between relations, our second contri-
bution is that we have done a survey of applications.
We present experiments and analysis aimed at an-
swering five questions:

(1) How well does the computed similarity score
correlate with human judgment about the similarity
between relations? How does our approach compare
to other possible approaches based on other kinds
of relation embeddings to define a similarity? (§3.4
and §5)

(2) Open IE models inevitably extract many re-
dundant relations. How can our approach help re-
duce such redundancy? (§6)

(3) To which extent, quantitatively, does best
relational classification models make errors among
similar relations? (§7)

(4) Could similarity be used in a heuristic method
to enhance negative sampling for relation predic-
tion? (§8)

(5) Could similarity be used as an adaptive mar-
gin in softmax-margin training method for relation
extraction? (§9)

Finally, we conclude with a discussion of valid
extensions to our method and other possible appli-
cations.

2 Learning Head-Tail Distribution

Just as introduced in §1, we quantify the similarity
between relations by their corresponding head-tail
entity pair distributions. Consider the typical case
that we have got numbers of facts, but they are
still sparse among all facts in the real world. How
could we obtain a well-generalized distribution
over the whole space of possible triples beyond the

training facts? This section proposes a method to
parameterize such a distribution.

2.1 Formal Definition of Fact Distribution
A fact is a triple (h, r, t) ∈ E × R × E , where
h and t are called head and tail entities, r is the
relation connecting them, E and R are the sets
of entities and relations respectively. We consider
a score function Fθ : E × R × E → R maps
all triples to a scalar value. As a special case, the
function can be factorized into the sum of two parts:
Fθ(h, t; r ) , uθ1(h; r) + uθ2(t;h, r). We use Fθ
to define the unnormalized probability.

P̃θ(h, t | r ) , expFθ(h, r; t ) (1)

for every triple (h, r, t ). The real parameter θ can
be adjusted to obtain difference distributions over
facts.

In this paper, we only consider locally normalized
version of Fθ:

uθ1(h; r) = log
exp ũθ1(h; r)∑
h′ exp ũθ1(h

′; r)
,

uθ2(t;h, r) = log
exp ũθ2(t;h, r)∑
t′ exp ũθ2(t

′;h, r)
,

(2)

where ũθ1 and ũθ2 are directly parameterized
by feed-forward neural networks. Through local
normalization, P̃θ(h, t | r ) is naturally a valid
probability distribution, as the partition function∑

h,t expFθ(h, t; r ) = 1. Therefore, Pθ(h, t |
r ) = P̃θ(h, t | r ).

2.2 Neural architecture design
Here we introduce our special design of neural
networks. For the first part and the second part,
we implement the scoring functions introduced in
equation (2) as

ũθ1(h; r) = MLPθ1(r)
>h,

ũθ2(t;h, r) = MLPθ2([h; r])
>t,

(3)

where each MLPθ represents a multi-layer percep-
tron composed of layers like y = relu(Wx+ b),
h, r, t are embeddings of h, r, t, and θ includes
weights and biases in all layers.

2.3 Training
Now we discuss the method to perform training.
In this paper, we consider joint training. By min-
imizing the loss function, we compute the model
parameters θ∗:

θ∗ = argmin
θ
L(G)

= argmin
θ

∑

(h,r,t )∈G
− logPθ(h, t | r ), (4)
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where G ⊂ E × R × E is a set of triples.2 The
whole set of parameters, θ = {θ1, θ2, {e,∀e ∈
E}, {r,∀r ∈ R}}. We train these parameters by
Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014). Training
details are shown in Appendix C.

3 Quantifying Similarity

So far, we have talked about how to use neural
networks to approximate the natural distribution
of facts. The center topic of our paper, quantifying
similarity, will be discussed in detail in this section.

3.1 Relations as Distributions

In this paper, we provide a probability view of re-
lations by representing relation r as a probability
distribution Pθ∗(h, t | r ). After training the neural
network on a given set of triples, the model is ex-
pected to generalize well on the whole E ×R× E
space.

Note that it is very easy to calculate Pθ∗(h, t | r )
in our model thanks to local normalization (equa-
tion (2)). Therefore, we can compute it by

Pθ∗(h, t | r ) = exp(uθ1(h; r) + uθ2(t;h, r)). (5)

3.2 Defining Similarity

As the basis of our definition, we hypothesize that
the similarity between Pθ∗(h, t | r ) reflects the
similarity between relations.3 For example, if the
conditional distributions of two relations put mass
on similar entity pairs, the two relations should be
quite similar. If they emphasize different ones, the
two should have some differences in meaning.

Formally, we define the similarity between two
relations as a function of the divergence between
the distributions of corresponding head-tail entity
pairs:

S(r1, r2) = g
(
DKL ( Pθ∗(h, t | r1 )||Pθ∗(h, t | r2 )) ,

DKL ( Pθ∗(h, t | r2 )||Pθ∗(h, t | r1 ))
)
,

(6)

where DKL ( ·|| ·) denotes Kullback–Leibler diver-
gence,

DKL ( Pθ∗(h, t | r1 )||Pθ∗(h, t | r2 ))

= Eh,t∼Pθ∗ (h,t|r1 ) log
Pθ∗(h, t | r1 )
Pθ∗(h, t | r2 )

(7)

2In our applications, the set of triples could be a knowledge
base or a set of triples in the training set etc.

3§5 provides empirical results to corroborate this hypothe-
sis.

vice versa, and function g(·, ·) is a symmetrical func-
tion. To keep the coherence between semantic mean-
ing of “similarity” and our definition, g should be a
monotonically decreasing function. Through this
paper, we choose to use an exponential family4 com-
posed with max function, i.e., g(x, y) = e−max(x,y).
Note that by taking both sides of KL divergence
into account, our definition incorporates both the
entity pairs with high probability in r1 and r2. In-
tuitively, if Pθ∗(h, t | r1 ) mainly distributes on a
proportion of entities pairs that Pθ∗(h, t | r2 ) em-
phasizes, r1 is only hyponymy of r2. Considering
both sides of KL divergence could help model yield
more comprehensive consideration. We will talk
about the advantage of this method in detail in §3.4.

3.3 Calculating Similarity
Just as introduced in §1, it is intractable to compute
similarity exactly, as involving O(|E|2) computa-
tion. Hence, we consider the monte-carlo approxi-
mation:

DKL ( Pθ∗(h, t | r1 )||Pθ∗(h, t | r2 ))

=Eh,t∼Pθ∗ (h,t|r1 ) log
Pθ∗(h, t | r1 )
Pθ∗(h, t | r2 )

=
1

|S|
∑

h,t∈S
log

Pθ∗(h, t | r1 )
Pθ∗(h, t | r2 )

,

(8)

where S is a list of entity pairs sampled from
Pθ∗(h, t | r1 ). We use sequential sampling5 to
gain S, which means we first sample h given r
from uθ1(h; r), and then sample t given h and r
from uθ2(t;h, r).6

3.4 Relationship with other metrics
Previous work proposed various methods for rep-
resenting relations as vectors (Bordes et al., 2013;
Yang et al., 2015), as matrices (Nickel et al., 2011),
even as angles (Sun et al., 2019), etc. Based on each
of these representations, one could easily define var-
ious similarity quantification methods.7 We show
in Table 2 the best one of them in each category of
relation presentation.

Here we provide two intuitive reasons for us-
ing our proposed probability-based similarity: (1)

4We view KL divergences as energy functions.
5Sampling h and t at the same time requires O(|E|2) com-

putation, while sequential sampling requires only O(|E|) com-
putation.

6It seems to be a non-symmetrical method, and sampling
from the mixture of both forward and backward should yield a
better result. Surprisingly, in practice, sampling from single
direction works just as well as from both directions.

7Taking the widely used vector representations as an exam-
ple, we can define the similarity between relations based on
cosine distance, dot product distance, L1/L2 distance, etc.
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Relation Representation Method Similarity Quantification

Vectors TransE (Bordes et al., 2013) S(r1, r2) = exp
(
r>1 r2/‖r1‖2‖r2‖2

)

Vectors DistMult (Yang et al., 2015) S(r1, r2) = exp
(
r>1 r2/‖r1‖2‖r2‖2

)

Matrices RESCAL (Nickel et al., 2011) S(r1, r2) = exp(‖Mr1 −Mr2‖F )
Angles RotatE (Sun et al., 2019) S(r1, r2) = exp(−∑n

i=1|r1,i − r2,i|1)
Probability Distribution Ours equation (6)

Table 2: Methods to define a similarity function with different types of relation representations

Figure 1: Head-tail entity pairs of relation “be an unincor-
porated community in” (in blue) and “be a small city in”
(in red) sampled from our fact distribution model. The
coordinates of the points are computed by t-sne (Maaten
and Hinton, 2008) on the concatenation of head and
tail embeddings8. The two larger blue and red points
indicate the embeddings of these two relations.

the capacity of a single fixed-size representation is
limited — some details about the fact distribution
is lost during embedding; (2) directly comparing
distributions yields a better interpretability — you
can not know about how two relations are different
given two relation embeddings, but our model helps
you study the detailed differences between proba-
bilities on every entity pair. Figure 1 provides an
example. Although the two relations talk about the
same topic, they have different meanings. TransE
embeds them as vectors the closest to each other,
while our model can capture the distinction between
the distributions corresponds to the two relations,
which could be directly noticed from the figure.

4 Dataset Construction

We show the statistics of the dataset we use in
Table 3, and the construction procedures will be
introduced in this section.

4.1 Wikidata
In Wikidata (Vrandečić and Krötzsch, 2014), facts
can be described as (Head item/property, Property,
Tail item/property). To construct a dataset suitable
for our task, we only consider the facts whose head

8Embeddings used in this graph are from a trained TransE
model.
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Figure 2: Spearman correlations between human judg-
ment and models’ outputs. The inter-subject correlation
is also shown as a horizontal line with its standard devi-
ation as an error band. Our model shows the strongest
positive correlation with human judgment, and, in other
words, the smallest margin with human inter-subject
agreement. Significance: ***/**/* := p < .001/.01/.05.

entity and tail entity are both items. We first choose
the most common 202 relations and 120000 entities
from Wikidata as our initial data. Considering that
the facts containing the two most frequently ap-
pearing relations (P2860: cites, and P31: instance
of ) occupy half of the initial data, we drop the
two relations to downsize the dataset and make the
dataset more balanced. Finally, we keep the triples
whose head and tail both come from the selected
120000 entities as well as its relation comes from
the remaining 200 relations.

4.2 ReVerb Extractions

ReVerb (Fader et al., 2011) is a program that auto-
matically identifies and extracts binary relationships
from English sentences. We use the extractions
from running ReVerb on Wikipedia9. We only keep
the relations appear more than 10 times and their
corresponding triples to construct our dataset.

4.3 FB15K and TACRED

FB15K (Bordes et al., 2013) is a subset of freebase.
TACRED (Zhang et al., 2017) is a large supervised
relation extraction dataset obtained via crowdsourc-
ing. We directly use these two dataset, no extra
processing steps were applied.

9http://reverb.cs.washington.edu/
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5 Human Judgments

Following Miller and Charles (1991); Resnik (1999)
and the vast amount of previous work on seman-
tic similarity, we ask nine undergraduate subjects
to assess the similarity of 360 pairs of relations
from a subset of Wikidata (Vrandečić and Krötzsch,
2014)10 that are chosen to cover from high to low
levels of similarity. In our experiment, subjects were
asked to rate an integer similarity score from 0 (no
similarity) to 4 (perfectly the same)11 for each pair.
The inter-subject correlation, estimated by leaving-
one-out method (Weiss and Kulikowski, 1991), is r
= 0.763, standard deviation = 0.060. This important
reference value (marked in Figure 2) could be seen
as the highest expected performance for machines
(Resnik, 1999).

To get baselines for comparison, we consider
other possible methods to define similarity func-
tions, as shown in Table 2. We compute the correla-
tion between these methods and human judgment
scores. As the models we have chosen are the ones
work best in knowledge base completion, we do ex-
pect the similarity quantification approaches based
on them could measure some degree of similarity.
As shown in Figure 2, the three baseline models
could achieve moderate (0.1–0.5) positive correla-
tion. On the other hand, our model shows a stronger
correlation (0.63) with human judgment, indicating
that considering the probability over whole entity
pair space helps to gain a similarity closer to human
judgments. These results provide evidence for our
claim raised in §3.2.

6 Redundant Relation Removal

Open IE extracts concise token patterns from plain
text to represent various relations between entities,
e.g.„ (Mark Twain, was born in, Florida). As Open
IE is significant for constructing KBs, many ef-
fective extractors have been proposed to extract
triples, such as Text-Runner (Yates et al., 2007),
ReVerb (Fader et al., 2011), and Standford Open
IE (Angeli et al., 2015). However, these extrac-
tors only yield relation patterns between entities,
without aggregating and clustering their results.
Accordingly, there are a fair amount of redundant
relation patterns after extracting those relation pat-
terns. Furthermore, the redundant patterns lead to

10Wikidata provides detailed descriptions to properties (re-
lations), which could help subjects understand the relations
better.

11The detailed instruction is attached in the Appendix F.

Triple Set |R| |E| #Fact Section

Wikidata 188 112,946 426,067 §5 and §6.1
ReVerb Extractions 3,736 194,556 266,645 §6.2
FB15K 1,345 14,951 483,142 §7.1 and §8
TACRED 42 29,943 68,124 §7.2 and §9

Table 3: Statistics of the triple sets used in this paper.

some redundant relations in KBs.

Recently, some efforts are devoted to Open Rela-
tion Extraction (Open RE) (Lin and Pantel, 2001;
Yao et al., 2011; Marcheggiani and Titov, 2016;
ElSahar et al., 2017), aiming to cluster relation pat-
terns into several relation types instead of redundant
relation patterns. Whenas, these Open RE methods
adopt distantly supervised labels as golden relation
types, suffering from both false positive and false
negative problems on the one hand. On the other
hand, these methods still rely on the conventional
similarity metrics mentioned above.

In this section, we will show that our defined
similarity quantification could help Open IE by
identifying redundant relations. To be specific, we
set a toy experiment to remove redundant relations
in KBs for a preliminary comparison (§6.1). Then,
we evaluate our model and baselines on the real-
world dataset extracted by Open IE methods (§6.2).
Considering the existing evaluation metric for Open
IE and Open RE rely on either labor-intensive an-
notations or distantly supervised annotations, we
propose a metric approximating recall and precision
evaluation based on operable human annotations
for balancing both efficiency and accuracy.

6.1 Toy Experiment

In this subsection, we propose a toy environment
to verify our similarity-based method. Specifically,
we construct a dataset from Wikidata12 and imple-
ment Chinese restaurant process13 to split every
relation in the dataset into several sub-relations.
Then, we filter out those sub-relations appearing
less than 50 times to eventually get 1165 relations.
All these split relations are regarded as different
ones during training, and then different relation
similarity metrics are adopted to merge those sub-
relations into one relation. As Figure 2 shown that
the matrices-based approach is less effective than
other approaches, we leave this approach out of this
experiment. The results are shown in Table 4.

12The construction procedure is shown in §4.1.
13Chinese restaurant process is shown in Appendix B.
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Method P R F1

Vectors (TransE) 0.28 0.14 0.18
Vectors (DistMult) 0.44 0.41 0.42

Angles 0.48 0.43 0.45
Ours 0.65 0.50 0.57

Table 4: The experiment results on the toy dataset show
that our metric based on probability distribution signifi-
cantly outperforms other relation similarity metrics.

6.2 Real World Experiment
In this subsection, we evaluate various relation sim-
ilarity metrics on the real-world Open IE patterns.
The dataset are constructed by ReVerb. Different
patterns will be regarded as different relations dur-
ing training, and we also adopt various relation
similarity metrics to merge similar relation patterns.
Because it is nearly impossible to annotate all pat-
tern pairs for their merging or not, meanwhile it
is also inappropriate to take distantly supervised
annotations as golden results. Hence, we propose
a novel metric approximating recall and precision
evaluation based on minimal human annotations
for evaluation in this experiment.

Approximating Recall and Precision
Recall Recall is defined as the yielding fraction
of true positive instances over the total amount of
real positive14 instances. However, we do not have
annotations about which pairs of relations are syn-
onymous. Crowdsourcing is a method to obtain
a large number of high-quality annotations. Nev-
ertheless, applying crowdsourcing is not trivial in
our settings, because it is intractable to enumerate
all synonymous pairs in the large space of relation
(pattern) pairs O(|R|2) in Open IE. A promising
method is to use rejection sampling by uniform
sampling from the whole space, and only keep the
synonymous ones judged by crowdworkers. How-
ever, this is not practical either, as the synonymous
pairs are sparse in the whole space, resulting in low
efficiency. Fortunately, we could use normalized
importance sampling as an alternative to get an
unbiased estimation of recall.

Theorem 1. 15 Suppose every sample x ∈ X has a
label f(x) ∈ {0, 1}, and the model to be evaluated
also gives its prediction f̂(x) ∈ {0, 1}. The recall
can be written as

Recall = Ex∼U I[f̂(x) = 1], (9)

where U is the uniform distribution over all sam-
ples with f(x) = 1. If we have a proposal distribu-

14Often called relevant in information retrieval field.
15See proof in Appendix A
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Figure 3: Precision-recall curve on Open IE task com-
paring our similarity function with vector-based and
angle-based similarity. Error bar represents 95% con-
fidential interval. Bootstraping is used to calculate the
confidential interval.

tion q(x) satisfying ∀x, f(x) = 1 ∧ f̂(x) = 1 ⇒
q(x) 6= 0, we get an unbiased estimation of recall:

Recall ≈
n∑

i=1

I[f̂(xi) = 1]ŵi, (10)

where ŵi is a normalized version ofwi =
I[f(xi)=1]
q̃(xi)

,
where q̃ is the unnormalized version of q, and
{xi}ni=1 are i.i.d. drawn from q(x).

Precision Similar to equation (9), we can write
the expectation form of precision:

Precision = Ex∼U′I[f(x) = 1], (11)

where U ′ is the uniform distribution over all sam-
ples with f̂(x) = 1. As these samples could be
found out by performing models on it. We can
simply approximate precision by Monte Carlo Sam-
pling:

Precision ≈ 1

n

n∑

i=1

I[f(xi) = 1], (12)

where {xi}ni=1
i.i.d.∼ U ′.

In our setting, x = (r1, r2) ∈ R×R, f(x) = 1
means r1 and r2 are the same relations, f̂(x) = 1
means S(r1, r2) is larger than a threshold λ.

Results
The results on the ReVerb Extractions dataset that
we constructed are described in Figure 3. To ap-
proximate recall, we use the similarity scores as the
proposal distribution q̃. 500 relation pairs are then
drawn from q̃. To approximate precision, we set
thresholds at equal intervals. At each threshold, we
uniformly sample 50 to 100 relation pairs whose
similarity score given by the model is larger than
the threshold. We ask 15 undergraduates to judge
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(b) TACRED

Figure 4: Similarity rank distributions of distracting relations on
different tasks and datasets. Most of the distracting relations have top
similarity rank. Distracting relations are, as defined previously, the
relations have a higher rank in the relation classification result than
the ground truth.
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Figure 5: Improvement of using similarity
in a heuristic method for negative sampling.
MRR denotes the mean reciprocal rank.

whether two relations in a relation pair have the
same meaning. A relation pair is viewed valid only
if 8 of the annotators annotate it as valid. We use
the annotations to approximate recall and precision
with equation (10) and equation (12). Apart from
the confidential interval of precision shown in the
figure, the largest 95% confidential interval among
thresholds for recall is 0.0416. From the result, we
could see that our model performs much better than
other models’ similarity by a very large margin.

7 Error Analysis for Relational
Classification

In this section, we consider two kinds of relational
classification tasks: (1) relation prediction and (2)
relation extraction. Relation prediction aims at pre-
dicting the relationship between entities with a
given set of triples as training data; while relation
extraction aims at extracting the relationship be-
tween two entities in a sentence.

7.1 Relation Prediction

We hope to design a simple and clear experiment
setup to conduct error analysis for relational pre-
diction. Therefore, we consider a typical method
TransE (Bordes et al., 2013) as the subject as well as
FB15K (Bordes et al., 2013) as the dataset. TransE
embeds entities and relations as vectors, and train
these embeddings by minimizing

L =
∑

(h,r,t)∈D
[d(h+ r, t)− d(h′ + r′, t′) + γ]+, (13)

16The figure is shown in Figure 6

where D is the set of training triples, d(·, ·) is the
distance function, (h′, r′, t′)17 is a negative sample
with one element different from (h, r, t) uniformly
sampled from E ×R× E , and γ is the margin.

During testing, for each entity pair (h, t), TransE
rank relations according to d(h+ r, t). For each
(h, r, t) in the test set, we call the relations with
higher rank scores than r distracting relations. We
then compare the similarity between the golden
relation and distracting relations. Note that some
entity pairs could correspond to more than one
relations, in which case we just do not see them as
distracting relations.

7.2 Relation Extraction
For relation extraction, we consider the supervised
relation extraction setting and TACRED dataset
(Zhang et al., 2017). As for the subject model, we
use the best model on TACRED dataset — position-
aware neural sequence model. This method first
passes the sentence into an LSTM and then cal-
culate an attention sum of the hidden states in the
LSTM by taking positional features into account.
This simple and effective method achieves the best
in TACRED dataset.

7.3 Results
Figure 4 shows the distribution of similarity ranks
of distracting relations of the above mentioned mod-
els’ outputs on both relation prediction and relation
extraction tasks. From Figures 4a and 4b, we could
observe the most distracting relations are the most

17Note that only head and tail entities are changed in the
original TransE when doing link prediction. But changing r′

results in better performance when doing relation prediction.
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Model P R F1

Traditional Patterns 86.9 23.2 36.6
LR 73.5 49.9 59.4

Neural CNN 75.6 47.5 58.3
CNN-PE 70.3 54.2 61.2
SDP-LSTM (Xu et al., 2015) 66.3 52.7 58.7
LSTM 65.7 59.9 62.7
PA-LSTM (Zhang et al., 2017) 65.7 64.5 65.1

Neural+Ours PA-LSTM (Softmax-Margin Loss) 68.5 64.7 66.6

Table 5: Improvement of using similarity in softmax-
margin loss.

similar ones, which corroborate our hypothesis that
even the best models on these tasks still make mis-
takes among the most similar relations. This re-
sult also highlights the importance of a heuristic
method for guiding models to pay more attention
to the boundary between similar relations. We also
try to do the negative sampling with relation type
constraints, but we see no improvement compared
with uniform sampling. The details of negative sam-
pling with relation type constraints are presented in
Appendix E.

8 Similarity and Negative Sampling

Based on the observation presented in §7.3, we find
out that similar relations are often confusing for
relation prediction models. Therefore, corrupted
triples with similar relations can be used as high-
quality negative samples.

For a given valid triple (h, r, t), we corrupt the
triple by substituting r with r′ with the probability,

p =
S(r, r′)1/α∑

r′′∈R\{r} S(r, r
′′)1/α

, (14)

where α is the temperature of the exponential func-
tion, the bigger the α is, the flatter the probability
distribution is. When the temperature approaches
infinite, the sampling process reduces to uniform
sampling.

In training, we set the initial temperature to a
high level and gradually reduce the temperature. In-
tuitively, it enables the model to distinguish among
those obviously different relations in the early stage
and gives more and more confusing negative triples
as the training processes to help the model distin-
guish the similar relations. This can be also viewed
as a process of curriculum learning(Bengio et al.,
2009), the data fed to the model gradually changes
from simple negative triples to hard ones.

We perform relation prediction task on FB15K
with TransE. Following Bordes et al. (2013), we
use the "Filtered" setting protocol, i.e., filtering out

the corrupted triples that appear in the dataset. Our
sampling method is shown to improve the model’s
performance, especially on Hit@1 (Figure 5). Train-
ing details are described in Appendix C.

9 Similarity and Softmax-Margin Loss

Similar to §8, we find out that relation extraction
models often make wrong preditions on similar
relations. In this section, we use similarity as an
adaptive margin in softmax-margin loss to improve
the performance of relation extraction models.

As shown in (Gimpel and Smith, 2010), Softmax-
Margin Loss can be expressed as

L =

n∑

i=1

−θT f(x(i), r(i))+

log
∑

r∈R(x(i))

exp{θT f(x(i), r) + cost(r(i), r)},
(15)

whereR(x) denotes a structured output space for
x, and 〈x(i), r(i)〉 is ith example in training data.

We can easily incorporate similarity into cost
function cost(r(i), r). In this task, we define the
cost function as αS(r(i), r), where α is a hyperpa-
rameter.

Intuitively, we give a larger margin between simi-
lar relations, forcing the model to distinguish among
them, and thus making the model perform better.
We apply our method to Position-aware Attention
LSTM (PA-LSTM)(Zhang et al., 2017), and Table 5
shows our method improves the performance of
PA-LSTM. Training details are described in Ap-
pendix C.

10 Related Works

As many early works devoted to psychology and
linguistics, especially those works exploring seman-
tic similarity (Miller and Charles, 1991; Resnik,
1999), researchers have empirically found there are
various different categorizations of semantic rela-
tions among words and contexts. For promoting
research on these different semantic relations, Bejar
et al. (1991) explicitly defining these relations and
Miller (1995) further systematically organize rich
semantic relations between words via a database.
For identifying correlation and distinction between
different semantic relations so as to support learn-
ing semantic similarity, various methods have at-
tempted to measure relational similarity (Turney,
2005, 2006; Zhila et al., 2013; Pedersen, 2012; Rink
and Harabagiu, 2012; Mikolov et al., 2013b,a).
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With the ongoing development of informa-
tion extraction and effective construction of
KBs (Suchanek et al., 2007; Bollacker et al., 2008;
Bizer et al., 2009), relations are further defined as
various types of latent connections between ob-
jects more than semantic relations. These general
relations play a core role in expressing relational
facts in the real world. Hence, there are accordingly
various methods proposed for discovering more
relations and their facts, including open informa-
tion extraction (Brin, 1998; Agichtein and Gravano,
2000; Ravichandran and Hovy, 2002; Banko et al.,
2007; Zhu et al., 2009; Etzioni et al., 2011; Saha
et al., 2017) and relation extraction (Riedel et al.,
2013; Liu et al., 2013; Zeng et al., 2014; Santos
et al., 2015; Zeng et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2016), and
relation prediction (Bordes et al., 2013; Wang et al.,
2014; Lin et al., 2015b,a; Xie et al., 2016).

For both semantic relations and general relations,
identifying them is a crucial problem, requiring
systems to provide a fine-grained relation similarity
metric. However, the existing methods suffer from
sparse data, which makes it difficult to achieve an
effective and stable similarity metric. Motivated by
this, we propose to measure relation similarity by
leveraging their fact distribution so that we can iden-
tify nuances between similar relations, and merge
those distant surface forms of the same relations,
benefitting the tasks mentioned above.

11 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we introduce an effective method to
quantify the relation similarity and provide analysis
and a survey of applications. We note that there are
a wide range of future directions: (1) human prior
knowledge could be incorporated into the similar-
ity quantification; (2) similarity between relations
could also be considered in multi-modal settings,
e.g., extracting relations from images, videos, or
even from audios; (3) by analyzing the distributions
corresponding to different relations, one can also
find some “meta-relations” between relations, such
as hypernymy and hyponymy.
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A Proofs to theorems in the paper

Proof.

Recall =

∑
x I[f(x) = 1 ∧ f̂(x) = 1]∑

x I[f(x) = 1]

=
∑

x

I[f(x) = 1 ∧ f̂(x) = 1]∑
x′ I[f(x′) = 1]

=
∑

x

I[f(x) = 1]I[f̂(x) = 1]∑
x′ I[f(x′) = 1]

=
∑

x

I[f(x) = 1]∑
x′ I[f(x′) = 1]

I[f̂(x) = 1]

=
∑

x

PU (x)I[f̂(x) = 1]

= Ex∼U I[f̂(x) = 1]

(16)

If we have a proposal distribution q(x) satisfying
∀x, f(x) = 1 ∧ f̂(x) = 1 ⇒ q(x) 6= 0, then
equation (16) can be further written as

Recall = Ex∼qI[f̂(x) = 1]
PU (x)

q(x)
(17)

Sometimes, it’s hard for us to compute normalized
probability q. To tackle this problem, consider self-
normalized importance sampling as an unbiased
estimation (Owen, 2013),

Ex∼qI[f̂(x) = 1]
PU (x)

q(x)

≈
∑n
i=1 I[f̂(xi) = 1]PU (xi)/q(xi)∑n

i=1 PU (xi)/q(xi)

=

∑n
i=1 I[f̂(xi) = 1]wi∑n

i=1 wi
(wi =

I[f(xi) = 1]

q̃(xi)
)

=

n∑

i=1

I[f̂(xi) = 1]ŵi,

(18)

where ŵi is the normalized version of w.

B Chinese Restaurant Process

Specifically, for a relation r with currently m sub-
relations, we turn it to a new sub-relation with
probability

p =
α

α+ n+ 1
(19)

or to the kth existing sub-relation with probability

p =
nk

α+ n+ 1
(20)

where nk is the size of kth existing sub-relation, n
is the sum of the number of all sub-relationships of
r, and α is a hyperparameter, in which case we use
α = 1.
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Figure 6: The recall standard deviation of different mod-
els.

C Training Details

In Wikidata and ReVerb Extractions dataset, we
manually split a validation set, assuring every entity
and relation appears in validation set also appears in
training set. While minimizing loss on the training
set, we observe the loss on the validation set and
stop training as validation loss stops to decrease.
Before training our model on any dataset, we use
the entity embeddings and relation embeddings
produced by TransE on the dataset as the pretrained
embeddings for our model.

C.1 Training Details on Negative Sampling
The sampling is launched with an initial tempera-
ture of 8192. The temperature drops to half every
200 epochs and remains stable once it hits 16. Opti-
mization is performed using SGD, with a learning
rate of 1e-3.

C.2 Training Details on Softmax-Margin
Loss

The sampling is launching with an initial temper-
ature of 64. The temperature drops by 20% per
epoch, and remains stable once it hits 16. The alpha
we use is 9. Optimization is performed using SGD,
with a learning rate of 1.

D Recall Standard Deviation

As is shown in Figure 6, the max recall standard
deviation for our model is 0.4, and 0.11 for TransE.

E Negative Samplilng with Relation Type
Constraints

In FB15K, if two relations have same prefix, we
regard them as belonging to a same type, e.g.,
both /film/film/starring./film/performance/actor and
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/film/actor/film./film/performance/film have prefix
film, they belong to same type. Similar to what
is mentioned in §8, we expect the model first to
learn to distinguish among obviously different re-
lations, and gradually learn to distinguish similar
relations. Therefore, we conduct negative sampling
with relation type constraints in two ways.

E.1 Add Up Two Uniform Distribution
For each triple (h, r, t), we have two uniform distri-
bution Uall and Utype. Uall is the uniform distribu-
tion over all the relations except for those appear
with (h, t) in the knowledge base, and Utype is the
uniform distribution over the relations of the same
type as r. When corrupting the triple, we sample r′

from the distribution:

U = αUall + (1− α)Utype, (21)

where α is a hyperparameter. We set α to 1 at the
beginning of training, and every k epochs, α will be
multiplied by decrease rate γ. We do grid search for
k ∈ {50, 70, 100} and γ ∈ {0.9, 0.95, 0.98}, but
no improvement is observed.

E.2 Add Weight
We speculate that the unsatisfactory result produced
by adding up two uniform distribution is because
that for those types with few relations in it, a small
change of α will result in a significant change in
U . Therefore, when sampling a negative r′, we add
weights to relations that are of the same type as r
instead. Concretely, we substitute r with r′ with
probability p, which can be calculated as:

p =

{
1+ε
N r′ ∈ T (r)
1
N otherwise

(22)

where T (r) denotes all the relations that are the
same type as r, ε is a hyperparameter and N is a
normalizing constant. We set ε to 0 at the beginning
of training, and every k epochs, ε will increase by
γ. We do grid search for k ∈ {50, 70, 100} and
γ ∈ 0.5, 1, still no improvement is observed.

F Wikidata annotation guidance

We show the guidance provided for the annotators
here.

• A pair of relations should be marked as 4
points if the two relations are only two dif-
ferent expressions for a certain meaning.

Example: (study at, be educated at)

• A pair of relations should be marked as 3
points if the two relations are describing a
same topic, and the entities that the two rela-
tions connect are of same type respectively.

Example: (be the director of, be the screen-
writer of), both relations relate to movie, and
the types of the entities they connect are both
(person, movie).

• A pair of relations should be marked as 2
points if the two relations are describing a
same topic, but the entities that the two re-
lations connect are of different type respec-
tively.

Example: (be headquartered in, be founded
in), both relations relate to organization, but
the types of the entities they connect are dif-
ferent, i.e., (company, location) and (company,
time)

• A pair of relations should be marked as 1
points if the two relations do not meet the
conditions above but still have semantic rela-
tion.

Example: (be the developer of, be the em-
ployer of)

• A pair of relations should be marked as 0
points if the two relations do not have any
connection.

Example: (be a railway station locates in, be
published in)
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Abstract

General purpose relation extractors, which can
model arbitrary relations, are a core aspiration
in information extraction. Efforts have been
made to build general purpose extractors that
represent relations with their surface forms, or
which jointly embed surface forms with rela-
tions from an existing knowledge graph. How-
ever, both of these approaches are limited in
their ability to generalize. In this paper, we
build on extensions of Harris’ distributional
hypothesis to relations, as well as recent ad-
vances in learning text representations (specif-
ically, BERT), to build task agnostic relation
representations solely from entity-linked text.
We show that these representations signifi-
cantly outperform previous work on exemplar
based relation extraction (FewRel) even with-
out using any of that task’s training data. We
also show that models initialized with our task
agnostic representations, and then tuned on su-
pervised relation extraction datasets, signifi-
cantly outperform the previous methods on Se-
mEval 2010 Task 8, KBP37, and TACRED.

1 Introduction

Reading text to identify and extract relations be-
tween entities has been a long standing goal in
natural language processing (Cardie, 1997). Typ-
ically efforts in relation extraction fall into one of
three groups. In a first group, supervised (Kamb-
hatla, 2004; GuoDong et al., 2005; Zeng et al.,
2014), or distantly supervised relation extractors
(Mintz et al., 2009) learn a mapping from text
to relations in a limited schema. Forming a sec-
ond group, open information extraction removes
the limitations of a predefined schema by instead
representing relations using their surface forms
(Banko et al., 2007; Fader et al., 2011; Stanovsky
et al., 2018), which increases scope but also leads

∗Work done as part of the Google AI residency.

to an associated lack of generality since many sur-
face forms can express the same relation. Finally,
the universal schema (Riedel et al., 2013) em-
braces both the diversity of text, and the concise
nature of schematic relations, to build a joint rep-
resentation that has been extended to arbitrary tex-
tual input (Toutanova et al., 2015), and arbitrary
entity pairs (Verga and McCallum, 2016). How-
ever, like distantly supervised relation extractors,
universal schema rely on large knowledge graphs
(typically Freebase (Bollacker et al., 2008)) that
can be aligned to text.

Building on Lin and Pantel (2001)’s extension
of Harris’ distributional hypothesis (Harris, 1954)
to relations, as well as recent advances in learning
word representations from observations of their
contexts (Mikolov et al., 2013; Peters et al., 2018;
Devlin et al., 2018), we propose a new method
of learning relation representations directly from
text. First, we study the ability of the Transformer
neural network architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017)
to encode relations between entity pairs, and we
identify a method of representation that outper-
forms previous work in supervised relation extrac-
tion. Then, we present a method of training this re-
lation representation without any supervision from
a knowledge graph or human annotators by match-
ing the blanks.

[BLANK], inspired by Cale’s earlier cover, recorded one
of the most acclaimed versions of “[BLANK]”

[BLANK]’s rendition of “[BLANK]” has been called
“one of the great songs” by Time, and is included on
Rolling Stone’s list of “The 500 Greatest Songs of All
Time”.

Figure 1: “Matching the blanks” example where both
relation statements share the same two entities.

Following Riedel et al. (2013), we assume ac-
cess to a corpus of text in which entities have been
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linked to unique identifiers and we define a rela-
tion statement to be a block of text containing two
marked entities. From this, we create training data
that contains relation statements in which the en-
tities have been replaced with a special [BLANK]
symbol, as illustrated in Figure 1. Our training
procedure takes in pairs of blank-containing rela-
tion statements, and has an objective that encour-
ages relation representations to be similar if they
range over the same pairs of entities. After train-
ing, we employ learned relation representations
to the recently released FewRel task (Han et al.,
2018) in which specific relations, such as ‘origi-
nal language of work’ are represented with a few
exemplars, such as The Crowd (Italian: La Folla)
is a 1951 Italian film. Han et al. (2018) presented
FewRel as a supervised dataset, intended to evalu-
ate models’ ability to adapt to relations from new
domains at test time. We show that through train-
ing by matching the blanks, we can outperform
Han et al. (2018)’s top performance on FewRel,
without having seen any of the FewRel training
data. We also show that a model pre-trained by
matching the blanks and tuned on FewRel outper-
forms humans on the FewRel evaluation. Simi-
larly, by training by matching the blanks and then
tuning on labeled data, we significantly improve
performance on the SemEval 2010 Task 8 (Hen-
drickx et al., 2009), KBP-37 (Zhang and Wang,
2015), and TACRED (Zhang et al., 2017) relation
extraction benchmarks.

2 Overview

Task definition In this paper, we focus on learn-
ing mappings from relation statements to relation
representations. Formally, let x = [x0 . . . xn]
be a sequence of tokens, where x0 = [CLS] and
xn = [SEP] are special start and end markers. Let
s1 = (i, j) and s2 = (k, l) be pairs of integers
such that 0 < i < j− 1, j < k, k ≤ l− 1, and l ≤
n. A relation statement is a triple r = (x, s1, s2),
where the indices in s1 and s2 delimit entity men-
tions in x: the sequence [xi . . . xj−1] mentions
an entity, and so does the sequence [xk . . . xl−1].
Our goal is to learn a function hr = fθ(r) that
maps the relation statement to a fixed-length vec-
tor hr ∈ Rd that represents the relation expressed
in x between the entities marked by s1 and s2.

Contributions This paper contains two main
contributions. First, in Section 3.1 we investigate
different architectures for the relation encoder fθ,

all built on top of the widely used Transformer se-
quence model (Devlin et al., 2018; Vaswani et al.,
2017). We evaluate each of these architectures
by applying them to a suite of relation extraction
benchmarks with supervised training.

Our second, more significant, contribution—
presented in Section 4—is to show that fθ can be
learned from widely available distant supervision
in the form of entity linked text.

3 Architectures for Relation Learning

The primary goal of this work is to develop models
that produce relation representations directly from
text. Given the strong performance of recent deep
transformers trained on variants of language mod-
eling, we adopt Devlin et al. (2018)’s BERT model
as the basis for our work. In this section, we ex-
plore different methods of representing relations
with the Transformer model.

3.1 Relation Classification and Extraction
Tasks

We evaluate the different methods of representa-
tion on a suite of supervised relation extraction
benchmarks. The relation extractions tasks we use
can be broadly categorized into two types: fully
supervised relation extraction, and few-shot rela-
tion matching.

For the supervised tasks, the goal is to, given a
relation statement r, predict a relation type t ∈ T
where T is a fixed dictionary of relation types and
t = 0 typically denotes a lack of relation between
the entities in the relation statement. For this type
of task we evaluate on SemEval 2010 Task 8 (Hen-
drickx et al., 2009), KBP-37 (Zhang and Wang,
2015) and TACRED (Zhang et al., 2017). More
formally,

In the case of few-shot relation matching, a set
of candidate relation statements are ranked, and
matched, according to a query relation statement.
In this task, examples in the test and development
sets typically contain relation types not present in
the training set. For this type of task, we eval-
uate on the FewRel (Han et al., 2018) dataset.
Specifically, we are given K sets of N labeled
relation statements Sk = {(r0, t0) . . . (rN , tN )}
where ti ∈ {1 . . .K} is the corresponding relation
type. The goal is to predict the tq ∈ {1 . . .K} for
a query relation statement rq.
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Figure 2: Illustration of losses used in our models. The left figure depicts a model suitable for supervised training,
where the model is expected to classify over a predefined dictionary of relation types. The figure on the right
depicts a pairwise similarity loss used for few-shot classification task.
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Figure 3: Variants of architectures for extracting relation representations from deep Transformers network. Fig-
ure (a) depicts a model with STANDARD input and [CLS] output, Figure (b) depicts a model with STANDARD
input and MENTION POOLING output and Figure (c) depicts a model with POSITIONAL EMBEDDINGS input and
MENTION POOLING output. Figures (d), (e), and (f) use ENTITY MARKERS input while using [CLS], MENTION
POOLING, and ENTITY START output, respectively.

SemEval 2010 KBP37 TACRED FewRel
Task 8 5-way-1-shot

# training annotated examples 8,000 (6,500 for dev) 15,916 68,120 44,800
# relation types 19 37 42 100

Dev F1 Test F1 Dev F1 Test F1 Dev F1 Test F1 Dev Acc.
Wang et al. (2016)* – 88.0 – – – – –

Zhang and Wang (2015)* – 79.6 – 58.8 – – –
Bilan and Roth (2018)* – 84.8 – – – 68.2 –

Han et al. (2018) – – – – – – 71.6
Input type Output type
STANDARD [CLS] 71.6 – 41.3 – 23.4 – 85.2
STANDARD MENTION POOL. 78.8 – 48.3 – 66.7 – 87.5

POSITIONAL EMB. MENTION POOL. 79.1 – 32.5 – 63.9 – 87.5
ENTITY MARKERS [CLS] 81.2 – 68.7 – 65.7 – 85.2
ENTITY MARKERS MENTION POOL. 80.4 – 68.2 – 69.5 – 87.6
ENTITY MARKERS ENTITY START 82.1 89.2 70 68.3 70.1 70.1 88.9

Table 1: Results for supervised relation extraction tasks. Results on rows where the model name is marked with
a * symbol are reported as published, all other numbers have been computed by us. SemEval 2010 Task 8 does
not establish a default split for development; for this work we use a random slice of the training set with 1,500
examples.
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3.2 Relation Representations from Deep
Transformers Model

In all experiments in this section, we start with
the BERTLARGE model made available by Devlin
et al. (2018) and train towards task-specific losses.
Since BERT has not previously been applied to the
problem of relation representation, we aim to an-
swer two primary modeling questions: (1) how
do we represent entities of interest in the input to
BERT, and (2) how do we extract a fixed length
representation of a relation from BERT’s output.
We present three options for both the input en-
coding, and the output relation representation. Six
combinations of these are illustrated in Figure 3.

3.2.1 Entity span identification

Recall, from Section 2, that the relation statement
r = (x, s1, s2) contains the sequence of tokens
x and the entity span identifiers s1 and s2. We
present three different options for getting infor-
mation about the focus spans s1 and s2 into our
BERT encoder.

Standard input First we experiment with a
BERT model that does not have access to any ex-
plicit identification of the entity spans s1 and s2.
We refer to this choice as the STANDARD input.
This is an important reference point, since we be-
lieve that BERT has the ability to identify entities
in x, but with the STANDARD input there is no way
of knowing which two entities are in focus when
x contains more than two entity mentions.

Positional embeddings For each of the tokens
in its input, BERT also adds a segmentation em-
bedding, primarily used to add sentence segmen-
tation information to the model. To address the
STANDARD representation’s lack of explicit entity
identification, we introduce two new segmentation
embeddings, one that is added to all tokens in the
span s1, while the other is added to all tokens in
the span s2. This approach is analogous to previ-
ous work where positional embeddings have been
applied to relation extraction (Zhang et al., 2017;
Bilan and Roth, 2018).

Entity marker tokens Finally, we augment x
with four reserved word pieces to mark the be-
gin and end of each entity mention in the relation
statement. We introduce the [E1start], [E1end],

[E2start] and [E2end] and modify x to give

x̃ =[x0 . . . [E1start] xi . . . xj−1 [E1end]

. . . [E2start] xk . . . xl−1 [E2end] . . . xn].

and we feed this token sequence into BERT instead
of x. We also update the entity indices s̃1 = (i +
1, j+1) and s̃2 = (k+3, l+3) to account for the
inserted tokens. We refer to this representation of
the input as ENTITY MARKERS.

3.3 Fixed length relation representation

We now introduce three separate methods of ex-
tracting a fixed length relation representation hr
from the BERT encoder. The three variants rely on
extracting the last hidden layers of the transformer
network, which we define as H = [h0, ...hn] for
n = |x| (or |x̃| if entity marker tokens are used).

[CLS] token Recall from Section 2 that each x
starts with a reserved [CLS] token. BERT’s out-
put state that corresponds to this token is used by
Devlin et al. (2018) as a fixed length sentence rep-
resentation. We adopt the [CLS] output, h0, as our
first relation representation.

Entity mention pooling We obtain hr by max-
pooling the final hidden layers corresponding to
the word pieces in each entity mention, to get two
vectors he1 = MAXPOOL([hi...hj−1]) and he2 =
MAXPOOL([hk...hl−1]) representing the two en-
tity mentions. We concatenate these two vectors
to get the single representation hr = 〈he1 |he2〉
where 〈a|b〉 is the concatenation of a and b. We
refer to this architecture as MENTION POOLING.

Entity start state Finally, we propose simply
representing the relation between two entities with
the concatenation of the final hidden states corre-
sponding their respective start tokens, when EN-
TITY MARKERS are used. Recalling that ENTITY

MARKERS inserts tokens in x, creating offsets in
s1 and s2, our representation of the relation is
rh = 〈hi|hj+2〉. We refer to this output represen-
tation as ENTITY START output. Note that this can
only be applied to the ENTITY MARKERS input.

Figure 3 illustrates a few of the variants we eval-
uated in this section. In addition to defining the
model input and output architecture, we fix the
training loss used to train the models (which is
illustrated in Figure 2). In all models, the out-
put representation from the Transformer network
is fed into a fully connected layer that either (1)
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contains a linear activation, or (2) performs layer
normalization (Ba et al., 2016) on the representa-
tion. We treat the choice of post Transfomer layer
as a hyper-parameter and use the best performing
layer type for each task.

For the supervised tasks, we introduce a new
classification layer W ∈ RKxH where H is the
size of the relation representation and K is the
number of relation types. The classification loss
is the standard cross entropy of the softmax of
hrW

T with respect to the true relation type.
For the few-shot task, we use the dot product

between relation representation of the query state-
ment and each of the candidate statements as a
similarity score. In this case, we also apply a cross
entropy loss of the softmax of similarity scores
with respect to the true class.

We perform task-specific fine-tuning of the
BERT model, for all variants, with the following
set of hyper-parameters:
• Transformer Architecture: 24 layers, 1024 hidden

size, 16 heads
• Weight Initialization: BERTLARGE
• Post Transformer Layer: Dense with linear activation

(KBP-37 and TACRED), or Layer Normalization layer
(SemEval 2010 and FewRel).

• Training Epochs: 1 to 10
• Learning Rate (supervised): 3e-5 with Adam
• Batch Size (supervised): 64
• Learning Rate (few shot): 1e-4 with SGD
• Batch Size (few shot): 256

Table 1 shows the results of model variants on
the three supervised relation extraction tasks and
the 5-way-1-shot variant of the few-shot relation
classification task. For all four tasks, the model
using the ENTITY MARKERS input representation
and ENTITY START output representation achieves
the best scores.

From the results, it is clear that adding posi-
tional information in the input is critical for the
model to learn useful relation representations. Un-
like previous work that have benefited from posi-
tional embeddings (Zhang et al., 2017; Bilan and
Roth, 2018), the deep Transformers benefits the
most from seeing the new entity boundary word
pieces (ENTITY MARKERS). It is also worth not-
ing that the best variant outperforms previous pub-
lished models on all four tasks. For the remainder
of the paper, we will use this architecture when
further training and evaluating our models.

4 Learning by Matching the Blanks

So far, we have used human labeled training data
to train our relation statement encoder fθ. Inspired

by open information extraction (Banko et al.,
2007; Angeli et al., 2015), which derives relations
directly from tagged text, we now introduce a new
method of training fθ without a predefined ontol-
ogy, or relation-labeled training data. Instead, we
declare that for any pair of relation statements r
and r′, the inner product fθ(r)>fθ(r′) should be
high if the two relation statements, r and r′, ex-
press semantically similar relations. And, this in-
ner product should be low if the two relation state-
ments express semantically different relations.

Unlike related work in distant supervision for
information extraction (Hoffmann et al., 2011;
Mintz et al., 2009), we do not use relation labels
at training time. Instead, we observe that there
is a high degree of redundancy in web text, and
each relation between an arbitrary pair of entities
is likely to be stated multiple times. Subsequently,
r = (x, s1, s2) is more likely to encode the same
semantic relation as r′ = (x′, s′1, s

′
2) if s1 refers

to the same entity as s′1, and s2 refers to the same
entity as s′2. Starting with this observation, we in-
troduce a new method of learning fθ from entity
linked text. We introduce this method of learn-
ing by matching the blanks (MTB). In Section 5
we show that MTB learns relation representations
that can be used without any further tuning for re-
lation extraction—even beating previous work that
trained on human labeled data.

4.1 Learning Setup

Let E be a predefined set of entities. And let
D = [(r0, e01, e

0
2) . . . (r

N , eN1 , e
N
2 )] be a corpus of

relation statements that have been labeled with two
entities ei1 ∈ E and ei2 ∈ E . Recall, from Section 2,
that ri = (xi, si1, s

i
2), where si1 and si2 delimit en-

tity mentions in xi. Each item in D is created by
pairing the relation statement ri with the two en-
tities ei1 and ei2 corresponding to the spans si1 and
si2, respectively.

We aim to learn a relation statement encoder fθ
that we can use to determine whether or not two
relation statements encode the same relation. To
do this, we define the following binary classifier

p(l = 1|r, r′) = 1

1 + exp fθ(r)>fθ(r′)

to assign a probability to the case that r and r′ en-
code the same relation (l = 1), or not (l = 0).
We will then learn the parameterization of fθ that
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rA
In 1976, e1 (then of Bell Labs) published e2, the first of his books on programming inspired by the Unix operating
system.

rB
The “e2” series spread the essence of “C/Unix thinking” with makeovers for Fortran and Pascal. e1’s Ratfor was
eventually put in the public domain.

rC e1 worked at Bell Labs alongside e3 creators Ken Thompson and Dennis Ritchie.
Mentions e1 = Brian Kernighan, e2 = Software Tools, e3 = Unix

Table 2: Example of “matching the blanks” automatically generated training data. Statement pairs rA and rB form
a positive example since they share resolution of two entities. Statement pairs rA and rC as well as rB and rC
form strong negative pairs since they share one entity in common but contain other non-matching entities.

minimizes the loss

L(D) = − 1

|D|2
∑

(r,e1,e2)∈D

∑

(r′,e′1,e
′
2)∈D

(1)

δe1,e′1δe2,e′2 · log p(l = 1|r, r′)+
(1− δe1,e′1δe2,e′2) · log(1− p(l = 1|r, r′))

where δe,e′ is the Kronecker delta that takes the
value 1 iff e = e′, and 0 otherwise.

4.2 Introducing Blanks
Readers may have noticed that the loss in Equa-
tion 1 can be minimized perfectly by the entity
linking system used to create D. And, since this
linking system does not have any notion of rela-
tions, it is not reasonable to assume that fθ will
somehow magically build meaningful relation rep-
resentations. To avoid simply relearning the entity
linking system, we introduce a modified corpus

D̃ = [(r̃0, e01, e
0
2) . . . (r̃

N , eN1 , e
N
2 )]

where each r̃i = (x̃i, si1, s
i
2) contains a re-

lation statement in which one or both entity
mentions may have been replaced by a special
[BLANK] symbol. Specifically, x̃ contains the
span defined by s1 with probability α. Other-
wise, the span has been replaced with a single
[BLANK] symbol. The same is true for s2. Only
α2 of the relation statements in D̃ explicitly name
both of the entities that participate in the relation.
As a result, minimizing L(D̃) requires fθ to do
more than simply identifying named entities in r.
We hypothesize that training on D̃ will result in a
fθ that encodes the semantic relation between the
two possibly elided entity spans. Results in Sec-
tion 5 support this hypothesis.

4.3 Matching the Blanks Training
To train a model with matching the blank task, we
construct a training setup similar to BERT, where
two losses are used concurrently: the masked lan-
guage model loss and the matching the blanks

loss. For generating the training corpus, we
use English Wikipedia and extract text passages
from the HTML paragraph blocks, ignoring lists,
and tables. We use an off-the-shelf entity link-
ing system1 to annotate text spans with a unique
knowledge base identifier (e.g., Freebase ID or
Wikipedia URL). The span annotations include
not only proper names, but other referential enti-
ties such as common nouns and pronouns. From
this annotated corpus we extract relation state-
ments where each statement contains at least two
grounded entities within a fixed sized window of
tokens2. To prevent a large bias towards rela-
tion statements that involve popular entities, we
limit the number of relation statements that con-
tain the same entity by randomly sampling a con-
stant number of relation statements that contain
any given entity.

We use these statements to train model param-
eters to minimize L(D̃) as described in the previ-
ous section. In practice, it is not possible to com-
pare every pair of relation statements, as in Equa-
tion 1, and so we use a noise-contrastive estima-
tion (Gutmann and Hyvärinen, 2012; Mnih and
Kavukcuoglu, 2013). In this estimation, we con-
sider all positive pairs of relation statements that
contain the same entity, so there is no change to the
contribution of the first term in Equation 1—where
δe1,e′1δe2,e′2 = 1. The approximation does, how-
ever, change the contribution of the second term.

Instead of summing over all pairs of relation
statements that do not contain the same pair of en-
tities, we sample a set of negatives that are either
randomly sampled uniformly from the set of all
relation statement pairs, or are sampled from the

1We use the public Google Cloud Natural Language
API to annotate our corpus extracting the “entity anal-
ysis” results — https://cloud.google.com/natural-language/
docs/basics#entity analysis .

2We use a window of 40 tokens, which we observed pro-
vides some coverage of long range entity relations, while
avoiding a large number of co-occurring but unrelated enti-
ties.
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5-way 5-way 10-way 10-way
1-shot 5-shot 1-shot 5-shot

Proto Net 69.2 84.79 56.44 75.55
BERTEM+MTB 93.9 97.1 89.2 94.3

Human 92.22 – 85.88 –

Table 3: Test results for FewRel few-shot relation clas-
sification task. Proto Net is the best published sys-
tem from Han et al. (2018). At the time of writing,
our BERTEM+MTB model outperforms the top model
on the leaderboard (http://www.zhuhao.me/fewrel/) by
over 10% on the 5-way-1-shot and over 15% on the 10-
way-1-shot configurations.

set of relation statements that share just a single
entity. We include the second set ‘hard’ negatives
to account for the fact that most randomly sam-
pled relation statement pairs are very unlikely to
be even remotely topically related, and we would
like to ensure that the training procedure sees pairs
of relation statements that refer to similar, but dif-
ferent, relations. Finally, we probabilistically re-
place each entity’s mention with [BLANK] sym-
bols, with a probability of α = 0.7, as described
in Section 3.2, to ensure that the model is not
confounded by the absence of [BLANK] symbols
in the evaluation tasks. In total, we generate
600 million relation statement pairs from English
Wikipedia, roughly split between 50% positive
and 50% strong negative pairs.

5 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the impact of train-
ing by matching the blanks. We start with the
best BERT based model from Section 3.3, which
we call BERTEM, and we compare this to a vari-
ant that is trained with the matching the blanks
task (BERTEM+MTB). We train the BERTEM+MTB

model by initializing the Transformer weights to
the weights from BERTLARGE and use the follow-
ing parameters:

• Learning rate: 3e-5 with Adam
• Batch size: 2,048
• Number of steps: 1 million
• Relation representation: ENTITY MARKER

We report results on all of the tasks from
Section 3.1, using the same task-specific
training methodology for both BERTEM and
BERTEM+MTB.

5.1 Few-shot Relation Matching
First, we investigate the ability of BERTEM+MTB

to solve the FewRel task without any task-specific

SemEval 2010 KBP37 TACRED
SOTA 84.8 58.8 68.2

BERTEM 89.2 68.3 70.1
BERTEM+MTB 89.5 69.3 71.5

Table 4: F1 scores of BERTEM+MTB and BERTEM
based relation classifiers on the respective test sets. De-
tails of the SOTA systems are given in Table 1.

training data. Since FewRel is an exemplar-based
approach, we can just rank each candidate rela-
tion statement according to its representation’s in-
ner product with the exemplars’ representations.

Figure 4 shows that the task agnostic BERTEM
and BERTEM+MTB models outperform the previ-
ous published state of the art on FewRel task even
when they have not seen any FewRel training data.
For BERTEM+MTB, the increase over Han et al.
(2018)’s supervised approach is very significant—
8.8% on the 5-way-1-shot task and 12.7% on the
10-way-1-shot task. BERTEM+MTB also signifi-
cantly outperforms BERTEM in this unsupervised
setting, which is to be expected since there is no
relation-specific loss during BERTEM’s training.

To investigate the impact of supervision on
BERTEM and BERTEM+MTB, we introduce in-
creasing amounts of FewRel’s training data. Fig-
ure 4 shows the increase in performance as we ei-
ther increase the number of training examples for
each relation type, or we increase the number of
relation types in the training data. When given ac-
cess to all of the training data, BERTEM approaches
BERTEM+MTB’s performance. However, when we
keep all relation types during training, and vary the
number of types per example, BERTEM+MTB only
needs 6% of the training data to match the perfor-
mance of a BERTEM model trained on all of the
training data. We observe that maintaining a di-
versity of relation types, and reducing the number
of examples per type, is the most effective way to
reduce annotation effort for this task. The results
in Figure 4 show that MTB training could be used
to significantly reduce effort in implementing an
exemplar based relation extraction system.

Finally, we report BERTEM+MTB’s performance
on all of FewRel’s fully supervised tasks in Ta-
ble 3. We see that it outperforms the human upper
bound reported by Han et al. (2018), and it sig-
nificantly outperforms all other submissions to the
FewRel leaderboard, published or unpublished.
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5 way 1 shot
# examples per type 0 5 20 80 320 700

Prot.Net. (CNN) – – – – – 71.6
BERTEM 72.9 81.6 85.1 86.9 88.8 88.9

BERTEM+MTB 80.4 85.5 88.4 89.6 89.6 90.1
10 way 1 shot

# examples per type 0 5 20 80 320 700
Prot.Net. (CNN) – – – – – 58.8

BERTEM 62.3 72.8 76.9 79.0 81.4 82.8
BERTEM+MTB 71.5 78.1 81.2 82.9 83.7 83.4

5 way 1 shot
# training types 0 5 16 32 64
Prot.Net. (CNN) – – – – 71.6

BERTEM 72.9 78.4 81.2 83.4 88.9
BERTEM+MTB 80.4 84.04 85.5 86.8 90.1

10 way 1 shot
# training types 0 5 16 32 64
Prot.Net. (CNN) – – – – 58.8

BERTEM 62.3 68.9 71.9 74.3 81.4
BERTEM+MTB 71.5 76.2 76.9 78.5 83.7

Figure 4: Comparison of classifiers tuned on FewRel. Results are for the development set while varying the amount
of annotated examples available for fine-tuning. On the left, we display accuracies while varying the number of
examples per relation type, while maintaining all 64 relations available for training. On the right, we display
accuracy on the development set of the two models while varying the total number of relation types available for
tuning, while maintaining all 700 examples per relation type. In both graphs, results for the 10-way-1-shot variant
of the task are displayed.

% of training set 1% 10% 20% 50% 100%
SemEval 2010 Task 8

BERTEM 28.6 66.9 75.5 80.3 82.1
BERTEM+MTB 31.2 70.8 76.2 80.4 82.7

KBP-37
BERTEM 40.1 63.6 65.4 67.8 69.5

BERTEM+MTB 44.2 66.3 67.2 68.8 70.3
TACRED

BERTEM 32.8 59.6 65.6 69.0 70.1
BERTEM+MTB 43.4 64.8 67.2 69.9 70.6

Table 5: F1 scores on development sets for supervised
relation extraction tasks while varying the amount of
tuning data available to our BERTEM and BERTEM+MTB
models.

5.2 Supervised Relation Extraction

Table 4 contains results for our classifiers tuned on
supervised relation extraction data. As was estab-
lished in Section 3.2, our BERTEM based classifiers
outperform previously published results for these
three tasks. The additional MTB based training
further increases F1 scores for all tasks.

We also analyzed the performance of our two
models while reducing the amount of supervised
task specific tuning data. The results displayed
in Table 5 show the development set perfor-
mance when tuning on a random subset of the
task specific training data. For all tasks, we see

that MTB based training is even more effective
for low-resource cases, where there is a larger
gap in performance between our BERTEM and
BERTEM+MTB based classifiers. This further sup-
ports our argument that training by matching the
blanks can significantly reduce the amount of hu-
man input required to create relation extractors,
and populate a knowledge base.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we study the problem of producing
useful relation representations directly from text.
We describe a novel training setup, which we call
matching the blanks, which relies solely on en-
tity resolution annotations. When coupled with
a new architecture for fine-tuning relation repre-
sentations in BERT, our models achieves state-of-
the-art results on three relation extraction tasks,
and outperforms human accuracy on few-shot re-
lation matching. In addition, we show how the
new model is particularly effective in low-resource
regimes, and we argue that it could significantly
reduce the amount of human effort required to cre-
ate relation extractors.

In future work, we plan to work on rela-
tion discovery by clustering relation statements
that have similar representations according to
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BERTEM+MTB. This would take us some of the
way toward our goal of truly general purpose re-
lation identification and extraction. We will also
study representations of relations and entities that
can be used to store relation triples in a distributed
knowledge base. This is inspired by recent work in
knowledge base embedding (Bordes et al., 2013;
Nickel et al., 2016).
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Abstract

We present a novel semantic framework for
modeling temporal relations and event dura-
tions that maps pairs of events to real-valued
scales. We use this framework to construct
the largest temporal relations dataset to date,
covering the entirety of the Universal Depen-
dencies English Web Treebank. We use this
dataset to train models for jointly predicting
fine-grained temporal relations and event du-
rations. We report strong results on our data
and show the efficacy of a transfer-learning ap-
proach for predicting categorical relations.

1 Introduction

Natural languages provide a myriad of formal and
lexical devices for conveying the temporal struc-
ture of complex events—e.g. tense, aspect, auxil-
iaries, adverbials, coordinators, subordinators, etc.
Yet, these devices are generally insufficient for de-
termining the fine-grained temporal structure of
such events. Consider the narrative in (1).

(1) At 3pm, a boy broke his neighbor’s window.
He was running away, when the neighbor
rushed out to confront him. His parents were
called but couldn’t arrive for two hours be-
cause they were still at work.

Most native English speakers would have little dif-
ficulty drawing a timeline for these events, likely
producing something like that in Figure 1. But
how do we know that the breaking, the run-
ning away, the confrontation, and the calling were
short, while the parents being at work was not?
And why should the first four be in sequence, with
the last containing the others?

The answers to these questions likely involve a
complex interplay between linguistic information,
on the one hand, and common sense knowledge
about events and their relationships, on the other

run away

arrive

rush out
confront

call
be at work

break

5pm3pm 4pm

Figure 1: A typical timeline for the narrative in (1).

(Minsky, 1975; Schank and Abelson, 1975; Lam-
port, 1978; Allen and Hayes, 1985; Hobbs et al.,
1987; Hwang and Schubert, 1994). But it remains
a question how best to capture this interaction.

A promising line of attack lies in the task
of temporal relation extraction. Prior work
in this domain has approached this task as a
classification problem, labeling pairs of event-
referring expressions—e.g. broke or be at work
in (1)—and time-referring expressions—e.g. 3pm
or two hours—with categorical temporal rela-
tions (Pustejovsky et al., 2003; Styler IV et al.,
2014; Minard et al., 2016). The downside of this
approach is that time-referring expressions must
be relied upon to express duration information.
But as (1) highlights, nearly all temporal dura-
tion information can be left implicit without hin-
dering comprehension, meaning these approaches
only explicitly encode duration information when
that information is linguistically realized.

In this paper, we develop a novel framework
for temporal relation representation that puts event
duration front and center. Like standard ap-
proaches using the TimeML standard, we draw in-
spiration from Allen’s (1983) seminal work on in-
terval representations of time. But instead of an-
notating text for categorical temporal relations, we
map events to their likely durations and event pairs
directly to real-valued relative timelines. This
change not only supports the goal of giving a more
central role to event duration, it also allows us to
better reason about the temporal structure of com-
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plex events as described by entire documents.
We first discuss prior work on temporal rela-

tion extraction (§2) and then present our frame-
work and data collection methodology (§3). The
resulting dataset—Universal Decompositional Se-
mantics Time (UDS-T)—is the largest temporal
relation dataset to date, covering all of the Univer-
sal Dependencies (Silveira et al., 2014; De Marn-
effe et al., 2014; Nivre et al., 2015) English Web
Treebank (Bies et al., 2012). We use this dataset to
train a variety of neural models (§4) to jointly pre-
dict event durations and fine-grained (real-valued)
temporal relations (§5), yielding not only strong
results on our dataset, but also competitive perfor-
mance on TimeML-based datasets (§6).1

2 Background

We review prior work on temporal relations frame-
works and temporal relation extraction systems.

Corpora Most large temporal relation datasets
use the TimeML standard (Pustejovsky et al.,
2003; Styler IV et al., 2014; Minard et al., 2016).
TimeBank is one of the earliest large corpora built
using this standard, aimed at capturing ‘salient’
temporal relations between events (Pustejovsky
et al., 2003). The TempEval competitions build on
TimeBank by covering relations between all the
events and times in a sentence.

Inter-sentential relations, which are necessary
for document-level reasoning, have not been a fo-
cus of the TempEval tasks, though at least one
sub-task does address them (Verhagen et al., 2007,
2010; UzZaman et al., 2013, and see Chambers
et al. 2014). Part of this likely has to do with the
sparsity inherent in the TempEval event-graphs.
This sparsity has been addressed with corpora
such as the TimeBank-Dense, where annotators la-
bel all local-edges irrespective of ambiguity (Cas-
sidy et al., 2014). TimeBank-Dense does not cap-
ture the complete graph over event and time rela-
tions, instead attempting to achieve completeness
by capturing all relations both within a sentence
and between neighboring sentences. We take in-
spiration from this work for our own framework.

This line of work has been further improved
on by frameworks such as Richer Event De-
scription (RED), which uses a multi-stage an-
notation pipeline where various event-event phe-
nomena, including temporal relations and sub-

1Data and code are available at http://decomp.io/.

event relations are annotated together in the same
datasets (O’Gorman et al., 2016). Similarly, Hong
et al. (2016) build a cross-document event cor-
pus which covers fine-grained event-event rela-
tions and roles with more number of event types
and sub-types (see also Fokkens et al., 2013).

Models Early systems for temporal relation ex-
traction use hand-tagged features modeled with
multinomial logistic regression and support vector
machines (Mani et al., 2006; Bethard, 2013; Lin
et al., 2015). Other approaches use combined rule-
based and learning-based approaches (D’Souza
and Ng, 2013) and sieve-based architectures—
e.g. CAEVO (Chambers et al., 2014) and
CATENA (Mirza and Tonelli, 2016). Recently,
Ning et al. (2017) use a structured learning ap-
proach and show significant improvements on
both TempEval-3 (UzZaman et al., 2013) and
TimeBank-Dense (Cassidy et al., 2014). Ning
et al. (2018) show further improvements on
TimeBank-Dense by jointly modeling causal and
temporal relations using Constrained Conditional
Models and formulating the problem as an Interger
Linear Programming problem.

Neural network-based approaches have used
both recurrent (Tourille et al., 2017; Cheng and
Miyao, 2017; Leeuwenberg and Moens, 2018)
and convolutional architectures (Dligach et al.,
2017). Such models have furthermore been used
to construct document timelines from a set of
predicted temporal relations (Leeuwenberg and
Moens, 2018). Such use of pairwise annotations
can result in inconsistent temporal graphs, and ef-
forts have been made to avert this issue by employ-
ing temporal reasoning (Chambers and Jurafsky,
2008; Yoshikawa et al., 2009; Denis and Muller,
2011; Do et al., 2012; Laokulrat et al., 2016; Ning
et al., 2017; Leeuwenberg and Moens, 2017).

Other work has aimed at modeling event du-
rations from text (Pan et al., 2007; Gusev et al.,
2011; Williams and Katz, 2012), though this work
does not tie duration to temporal relations (see also
Filatova and Hovy, 2001). Our approach com-
bines duration and temporal relation information
within a unified framework, discussed below.

3 Data Collection

We collect the Universal Decompositional Seman-
tics Time (UDS-T) dataset, which is annotated on
top of the Universal Dependencies (Silveira et al.,
2014; De Marneffe et al., 2014; Nivre et al., 2015)
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Dataset #Events #Event-Event
Relations

TimeBank 7,935 3,481
TempEval 2010 5,688 3,308
TempEval 2013 11,145 5,272
TimeBank-Dense 1,729 8,130
Hong et al. (2016) 863 25,610
UDS-T 32,302 70,368

Table 1: Number of total events, and event-event tem-
poral relations captured in various corpora

English Web Treebank (Bies et al., 2012) (UD-
EWT). The main advantages of UD-EWT over
other similar corpora are: (i) it covers text from
a variety of genres; (ii) it contains gold standard
Universal Dependency parses; and (iii) it is com-
patible with various other semantic annotations
which use the same predicate extraction standard
(White et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2017; Rudinger
et al., 2018; Govindarajan et al., 2019). Table 1
compares the size of UDS-T against other tempo-
ral relations datasets.

Protocol design Annotators are given two con-
tiguous sentences from a document with two high-
lighted event-referring expressions (predicates).
They are then asked (i) to provide relative time-
lines on a bounded scale for the pair of events re-
ferred to by the highlighted predicates; and (ii) to
give the likely duration of the event referred to
by the predicate from the following list: instan-
taneous, seconds, minutes, hours, days, weeks,
months, years, decades, centuries, forever. In ad-
dition, annotators were asked to give a confidence
ratings for their relation annotation and each of
their two duration annotation on the same five-
point scale - not at all confident (0), not very con-
fident (1), somewhat confident (2), very confident
(3), totally confident (4).

An example of the annotation instrument is
shown in Figure 2. Henceforth, we refer to the
situation referred to by the predicate that comes
first in linear order (feed in Figure 2) as e1 and the
situation referred to by the predicate that comes
second in linear order (sick in Figure 2) as e2.

Annotators We recruited 765 annotators from
Amazon Mechanical Turk to annotate predicate
pairs in groups of five. Each predicate pair con-
tained in the UD-EWT train set was annotated by
a single annotator, and each in the UD-EWT de-
velopment and test sets was annotated by three.

Predicate extraction We extract predicates
from UD-EWT using PredPatt (White et al., 2016;

Figure 2: An annotated example from our protocol

Zhang et al., 2017), which identifies 33,935 pred-
icates from 16,622 sentences. We concatenate all
pairs of adjacent sentences in the documents con-
tained in UD-EWT, allowing us to capture inter-
sentential temporal relations. Considering all pos-
sible pairs of predicates in adjacent sentences is in-
feasible, so we use a heuristic to capture the most
interesting pairs. (See Appendix A for details.)

1

A

B

C

0

0.12 0.48

0.48 0.66
e1

e2

0.02 0.38

0.38 0.56
e1

e2

0.30 0.48

0.48
0.57e1

e2

0 1

0 0.66

0.66 1
e1

e2

Figure 3: Normalization of slider values

Normalization We normalize the slider re-
sponses for each event pair by subtracting the min-
imum slider value from all values, then dividing
all such shifted values by the maximum value (af-
ter shifting). This ensures that the earliest begin-
ning point for every event pair lies at 0 and that the
right-most end-point lies at 1 while preserving the
ratio between the durations implied by the sliders.
Figure 3 illustrates this procedure for three hypo-
thetical annotators annotating the same two events
e1 and e2. Assuming that the duration classes for
e1 or e2 do not differ across annotators, the relative
chronology of the events is the same in each case.
This preservation of relative chronology, over ab-
solute slider position, is important because, for the
purposes of determining temporal relation, the ab-
solute positions that annotators give are meaning-
less, and we do not want our models to be forced
to fit to such irrelevant information.

Inter-annotator agreement We measure inter-
annotator agreement (IAA) for the temporal re-
lation sliders by calculating the rank (Spearman)
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Figure 4: Distribution of event durations.

correlation between the normalized slider posi-
tions for each pair of annotators that annotated the
same group of five predicate pairs in the develop-
ment set.2 The development set is annotated by
724 annotators. Rank correlation is a useful mea-
sure because it tells us how much different anno-
tators agree of the relative position of each slider.
The average rank correlation between annotators
was 0.665 (95% CI=[0.661, 0.669]).

For the duration responses, we compute the ab-
solute difference in duration rank between the du-
ration responses for each pair of annotators that
annotated the same group of five predicate pairs in
the development set. On average, annotators dis-
agree by 2.24 scale points (95% CI=[2.21, 2.25]),
though there is heavy positive skew (�1 = 1.16,
95% CI=[1.15, 1.18])—evidenced by the fact that
the modal rank difference is 1 (25.3% of the re-
sponse pairs), with rank difference 0 as the next
most likely (24.6%) and rank difference 2 as a dis-
tant third (15.4%).

Summary statistics Figure 4 shows the distri-
bution of duration responses in the training and de-
velopment sets. There is a relatively high density
of events lasting minutes, with a relatively even
distribution across durations of years or less and
few events lasting decades or more.

The raw slider positions themselves are some-
what difficult to directly interpret. To improve in-
terpretability, we rotate the slider position space
to construct four new dimensions: (i) PRIORITY,
which is positive when e1 starts and/or ends ear-
lier than e2 and negative otherwise; (ii) CONTAIN-
MENT,which is most positive when e1 contains
more of e2; (iii) EQUALITY, which is largest when

2Our protocol design also allows us to detect some bad
annotations internal to the annotation itself, as opposed to
comparing one annotator’s annotation of an item to another.
See Appendix B for further details on our deployment of such
annotation-internal validation techniques.

Figure 5: Distribution of event relations.

both e1 and e2 have the same temporal extents
and smallest when they are most unequal; and (iv)
SHIFT, which moves the events forward or back-
ward in time. We construct these dimensions by
solving for R in

R

2
664

�1 �1 1 1
�1 1 1 �1
�1 1 �1 1

1 1 1 1

3
775 = 2S� 1

where S 2 [0, 1]N⇥4 contains the slider posi-
tions for our N datapoints in the following order:
beg(e1), end(e1), beg(e2), end(e2).

Figure 5 shows the embedding of the event pairs
on the first three of these dimensions of R. The tri-
angular pattern near the top and bottom of the plot
arises because strict priority—i.e. extreme positiv-
ity or negativity on the y-axis—precludes any tem-
poral overlap between the two events, and as we
move toward the center of the plot, different prior-
ity relations mix with different overlap relations—
e.g. the upper-middle left corresponds to event
pairs where most of e1 comes toward the begin-
ning of e2, while the upper middle right of the plot
corresponds to event pairs where most of e2 comes
toward the end of e1.

4 Model

For each pair of events referred to in a sentence,
we aim to jointly predict the relative timelines of
those events as well as their durations. We then
use a separate model to induce document timelines
from the relative timelines.

Relative timelines The relative timeline model
consists of three components: an event model, a
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gdur(i) gdur(j)grel(i,j)

hours days

Tuner

Figure 6: Network diagram for model. Dashed arrows
are only included in some models.

duration model, and a relation model. These com-
ponents use multiple layers of dot product atten-
tion (Luong et al., 2015) on top of an embedding
H 2 RN⇥D for a sentence s = [w1, . . . , wN ]
tuned on the three M -dimensional contextual em-
beddings produced by ELMo (Peters et al., 2018)
for that sentence, concatenated together.

H = tanh (ELMo(s)WTUNE + bTUNE)

where D is the dimension for the tuned embed-
dings, WTUNE 2 R3M⇥D, and bTUNE 2 RN⇥D.

Event model We define the model’s represen-
tation for the event referred to by predicate k as
gpredk

2 RD, where D is the embedding size.
We build this representation using a variant of dot-
product attention, based on the predicate root.

aSPAN
predk

= tanh
�
ASPAN

PREDhROOT(predk) + bSPAN
PRED

�

↵predk
= softmax

�
HSPAN(predk)a

SPAN
predk

�

gpredk
= [hROOT(predk);↵predk

HSPAN(predk)]

where ASPAN
PRED 2 RD⇥D,bSPAN

PRED 2 RD; hROOT(predk)
is the hidden representation of the kth predicate’s
root; and HSPAN(predk) is obtained by stacking the
hidden representations of the entire predicate.

As an example, the predicate been sick for
now in Figure 2 has sick as its root, and thus
we would take the hidden representation for sick
as hROOT(predk). Similarly, HSPAN(predk) would be
equal to taking the hidden-state representations

of been sick for now and stacking them together.
Then, if the model learns that tense information is
important, it may weight been using attention.

Duration model The temporal duration rep-
resentation gdurk for the event referred to by the
kth predicate is defined similarly to the event rep-
resentation, but instead of stacking the predicate’s
span, we stack the hidden representations of the
entire sentence H.

aSENT
durk = tanh

�
ASENT

DUR gpredk
+ bSENT

DUR

�

↵durk = softmax(HaSENT
durk )

gdurk = [gpredk
;↵durkH]

where ASENT
DUR 2 RD⇥size(gpredk

) and bSENT
DUR 2 RD.

We consider two models of the categorical du-
rations: a softmax model and a binomial model.
The main difference is that the binomial model
enforces that the probabilities pdurk over the 11
duration values be concave in the duration rank,
whereas the softmax model has no such constraint.
We employ a cross-entropy loss for both models.

Ldur(dk;p) = � log pdk

In the softmax model, we pass the duration rep-
resentation gdurk for predicate k through a multi-
layer perceptron (MLP) with a single hidden layer
of ReLU activations, to yield probabilities pdurk
over the 11 durations.

vdurk = ReLU(W
(1)
DURgdurk + b

(1)
DUR)

p = softmax(W
(2)
DURvdurk + b

(2)
DUR)

In the binomial distribution model, we again pass
the duration representation through a MLP with
a single hidden layer of ReLU activations, but in
this case, we yield only a single value ⇡durk . With
vdurk as defined above:

⇡ = �
⇣
w

(2)
DURvdurk + b

(2)
DUR

⌘

pc =

✓
n

c

◆
⇡n(1� ⇡)(n�c)

where c 2 {0, 1, 2, ..., 10} represents the ranked
durations – instant (0), seconds (1), minutes (2),
..., centuries (9), forever (10) – and n is the maxi-
mum class rank (10).

Relation model To represent the temporal re-
lation representation between the events referred
to by the ith and jth predicate, we again use a sim-
ilar attention mechanism.
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aSENT
relij = tanh

�
ASENT

REL [gpredi ;gpredj ] + bSENT
REL

�

↵relij = softmax
⇣
HaSENT

relij

⌘

grelij = [gpredi ;gpredj ;↵relijH]

where ASENT
REL 2 RD⇥2size(gpredk

) and bSENT
REL 2 RD.

The main idea behind our temporal model is to
map events and states directly to a timeline, which
we represent via a reference interval [0, 1]. For
situation k, we aim to predict the beginning point
bk and end-point ek � bk of k.

We predict these values by passing grelij

through an MLP with one hidden layer of
ReLU activations and four real-valued outputs
[�̂i, �̂i, �̂j , �̂j ], representing the estimated relative
beginning points (�̂i, �̂j) and durations (�̂i, �̂j) for
events i and j. We then calculate the predicted
slider values ŝij = [b̂i, êi, b̂j , êj ]

h
b̂k, êk

i
=
h
�
⇣
�̂k

⌘
,�
⇣
�̂k +

����̂k
���
⌘i

The predicted values ŝij are then normalized in the
same fashion as the true slider values prior to being
entered into the loss. We constrain this normalized
ŝij using four L1 losses.

Lrel(sij ; ŝij) =
���(bi � bj)� (b̂i � b̂j)

���+
���(ei � bj)� (êi � b̂j)

���+
���(ej � bi)� (êj � b̂i)

���+
|(ei � ej)� (êi � êj)|

The final loss function is then L = Ldur + 2Lrel.
Duration-relation connections We also ex-

periment with four architectures wherein the du-
ration and relation models are connected to each
other in the Dur! Rel or Dur Rel directions.

In the Dur ! Rel architectures, we modify
grelij in two ways: (i) additionally concatenating
the ith and jth predicate’s duration probabilities
from the binomial distribution model, and (ii) not
using the relation representation model at all.

grelij = [gpredi ;gpredj ;↵relijH;pi;pj ]

grelij = [pi;pj ]

In the Dur Rel architectures, we use two mod-
ifications: (i) we modify gdurk

by concatenating
the b̂k and êk from the relation model, and (ii)
we do not use the duration representation model

at all, instead use the predicted relative duration
êk � b̂k obtained from the relation model, passing
it through the binomial distribution model.

gdurk = [gpredk
;↵durkH; b̂k; êk]

⇡durk = êk � b̂k

Document timelines We induce the hidden doc-
ument timelines for the documents in the UDS-
T development set using relative timelines from
(i) actual pairwise slider annotations; or (ii) slider
values predicted by the best performing model on
UDS-T development set. To do this, we assume a
hidden timeline T 2 Rnd⇥2

+ , where nd is the to-
tal number of predicates in that document, the two
dimensions represent the beginning point and the
duration of the predicates. We connect these la-
tent timelines to the relative timelines, by anchor-
ing the beginning points of all predicates such that
there is always a predicate with 0 as the beginning
point in a document and defining auxiliar variables
⌧ij and ŝij for each events i and j.

⌧ij = [ti1, ti1 + ti2, tj1, tj1 + tj2]

ŝij =
⌧ij �min(⌧ij)

max(⌧ij �min(⌧ij))

We learn T for each document under the relation
loss Lrel(sij , ŝij). We further constrain T to pre-
dict the categorical durations using the binomial
distribution model on the durations tk2 implied by
T, assuming ⇡k = �(c log(tk2)).

5 Experiments

We implement all models in pytorch 1.0. For
all experiments, we use mini-batch gradient de-
scent with batch-size 64 to train the embedding
tuner (reducing ELMo to a dimension of 256), at-
tention, and MLP parameters. Both the relation
and duration MLP have a single hidden layer with
128 nodes and a dropout probability of 0.5 (see
Appendix D for further details).

To predict TimeML relations in TempE-
val3 (TE3; UzZaman et al., 2013, Task C-relation
only) and TimeBank-Dense (TD; Cassidy et al.,
2014), we use a transfer learning approach. We
first use the best-performing model on the UDS-T
development set to obtain the relation representa-
tion (grelij ) for each pair of annotated event-event
relations in TE3 and TD (see Appendix E for pre-
processing details). We then use this vector as in-
put features to a SVM classifier with a Gaussian
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Model Duration Relation
Duration Relation Connection ⇢ rank diff. R1 Absolute ⇢ Relative ⇢ R1

softmax X - 32.63 1.86 8.59 77.91 68.00 2.82
binomial X - 37.75 1.75 13.73 77.87 67.68 2.35
- X Dur Rel 22.65 3.08 -51.68 71.65 66.59 -6.09
binomial - Dur! Rel 36.52 1.76 13.17 77.58 66.36 0.85
binomial X Dur! Rel 38.38 1.75 13.85 77.82 67.73 2.58
binomial X Dur Rel 38.12 1.75 13.68 78.12 68.22 2.96

Table 2: Results on test data based on different model representations; ⇢ denotes the Spearman-correlation coef-
ficient; rank-diff is the duration rank difference. The model highlighted in blue performs best on durations and is
also close to the top performing model for relations on the development set. The numbers highlighted in bold are
the best-performing numbers on the test data in the respective columns.

kernel to train on the training sets of these datasets
using the feature vector obtained from our model.3

Following recent work using continuous la-
bels in event factuality prediction (Lee et al.,
2015; Stanovsky et al., 2017; Rudinger et al.,
2018; White et al., 2018) and genericity prediction
(Govindarajan et al., 2019), we report three met-
rics for the duration prediction: Spearman correla-
tion (⇢), mean rank difference (rank diff ), and pro-
portion rank difference explained (R1). We report
three metrics for the relation prediction: Spearman
correlation between the normalized values of ac-
tual beginning and end points and the predicted
ones (absolute ⇢), the Spearman correlation be-
tween the actual and predicted values in Lrel (rela-
tive ⇢), and the proportion of MAE explained (R1).

R1 = 1� MAEmodel

MAEbaseline

where MAEbaseline is always guessing the median.

6 Results

Table 2 shows the results of different model ar-
chitectures on the UDS-T test set, and Table 4
shows the results of our transfer-learning approach
on test set of TimeBank-Dense (TD-test).

UDS-T results Most of our models are able to
predict the relative position of the beginning and
ending of events very well (high relation ⇢) and
the relative duration of events somewhat well (rel-
atively low duration ⇢), but they have a lot more
trouble predicting relation exactly and relatively
less trouble predicting duration exactly.

3For training on TE3, we use TimeBank (TB; Pustejovsky
et al., 2003) + AQUAINT (AQ; Graff) datasets provided in
the TE3 workshop (UzZaman et al., 2013). For training on
TD, we use TD-train and TD-dev.

Duration model The binomial distribution
model outperforms the softmax model for dura-
tion prediction by a large margin, though it has
basically no effect on the accuracy of the relation
model, with the binomial and softmax models per-
forming comparably. This suggests that enforcing
concavity in duration rank on the duration proba-
bilities helps the model better predict durations.

Connections Connecting the duration and re-
lation model does not improve performance in
general. In fact, when the durations are directly
predicted from the temporal relation model—i.e.
without using the duration representation model—
the model’s performance drops by a large margin,
with the Spearman correlation down by roughly 15
percentage points. This indicates that constrain-
ing the relations model to predict the durations is
not enough and that the duration representation is
needed to predict durations well. On the other
hand, predicting temporal relations directly from
the duration probability distribution—i.e. without
using the relation representation model—results
in a similar score as that of the top-performing
model. This indicates that the duration representa-
tion is able to capture most of the relation charac-
teristics of the sentence. Using both duration rep-
resentation and relation representation separately
(model highlighted in blue) results in the best per-
formance overall on the UDS-T development set.

TimeBank-Dense and TempEval3 Table 4 re-
ports F1-micro scores on the test set of TimeBank-
Dense compared with some other systems as re-
ported by Cheng and Miyao (2017). We report
these scores only on Event-Event (E-E) relations
as our system captures only those. We also com-
pute the standard temporal awareness F1 score on
the test set of TempEval-3 (TE3-PT) considering
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Duration
Word Attention Rank Freq

soldiers 0.911 1.28 69
months 0.844 1.38 264
Nothing 0.777 5.07 114
minutes 0.768 1.33 81
astronauts 0.756 1.37 81
hour 0.749 1.41 84
Palestinians 0.735 1.72 288
month 0.721 2.03 186
cartoonists 0.714 1.35 63
years 0.708 1.94 588
days 0.635 1.39 84
thoughts 0.592 2.90 60
us 0.557 2.09 483
week 0.531 2.23 558
advocates 0.517 2.30 105

Relation
Word Attention Rank Freq

occupied 0.685 1.33 54
massive 0.522 2.71 66
social 0.510 1.68 57
general 0.410 3.52 168
few 0.394 3.07 474
mathematical 0.393 7.66 132
are 0.387 3.47 4415
comes 0.339 2.39 51
or 0.326 3.50 3137
and 0.307 4.86 17615
emerge 0.305 2.67 54
filed 0.303 7.14 66
s 0.298 4.03 1152
were 0.282 3.49 1308
gets 0.239 7.36 228

Table 3: Mean attention weight, mean attention rank, and frequency for 15 words in the development set with the
highest mean duration-attention (left) and relation-attention (right) weights. For duration, the words highlighted in
bold directly correspond to some duration class. For relation, the words in bold are either conjunctions or words
containing tense information.

only E-E relations and achieve a score of 0.498.4

Our system beats the TD F1-micro scores of all
other systems reported in Table 4. As a refer-
ence, the top performing system on TE3-PT (Ning
et al., 2017) reports an F1 score of 0.672 over
all relations, but is not directly comparable to our
system as we only evaluate on event-event rela-
tions. These results indicate that our model is able
to achieve competitive performance on other stan-
dard temporal classification problems.

Systems Evaluation Data F1
(E-E)

CAEVO TD-test 0.494
CATENA TD-test 0.519
Cheng and Miyao (2017) TD-test 0.529
This work TD-test 0.566

Table 4: F1-micro scores of event-event relations in
TD-test based on our transfer learning experiment.

7 Model Analysis and Timelines

We investigate two aspects of the best-performing
model on the development set (highlighted in Ta-
ble 2): (i) what our duration and relation rep-
resentations attend to; and (ii) how well docu-
ment timelines constructed from the model’s pre-

4We do not report the temporal awareness scores (F1)
of other systems on TE3-PT, since they report their metrics
on all relations, including timex-timex, and event-timex re-
lations, and thus they are not directly comparable. For TD,
only those systems are reported that report F1-micro scores.

dictions match those constructed from the annota-
tions. (See Appendix F for further analyses.)

Attention The advantage of using an attention
mechanism is that we can often interpret what lin-
guistic information the model is using by analyz-
ing the attention weights. We extract these at-
tention weights for both the duration representa-
tion and the relation representation from our best
model on the development set.

Duration We find that words that denote
some time period—e.g. month(s), minutes, hour,
years, days, week—are among the words with
highest mean attention weight in the duration
model, with seven of the top 15 words directly
denoting one of the duration classes (Table 3).
This is exactly what one might expect this model
to rely heavily on, since time expressions are
likely highly informative for making predictions
about duration. It also may suggest that we
do not need to directly encode relations between
event-referring and time-referring expressions in
our framework—as do annotation standards like
TimeML—since our models may discover them.

The remainder of the top words in the dura-
tion model are plurals or mass nouns (soldiers,
thoughts etc.). This may suggest that the plu-
rality of a predicate’s arguments is an indicator
of the likely duration of the event referred to
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by that predicate. To investigate this possibil-
ity, we compute a multinomial regression predict-
ing the attention weights ↵s for each sentence s
from the K morphological features of each word
in that sentence Fs 2 {0, 1}length(s)⇥K , which
are extracted from the UD-EWT features column
and binarized. To do this, we optimize coeffi-
cients c in argc min

P
s D (↵s k softmax (Fsc)),

where D is the KL divergence. We find that
the five most strongly weighted positive features
in c are all features of nouns—NUMBER=plur,
CASE=acc, PRONTYPE=prs, NUMBER=sing, GEN-
DER=masc—suggesting that good portion of du-
ration information can be gleaned from the ar-
guments of a predicate. This may be because
nominal information can be useful in determin-
ing whether the clause is about particular events
or generic events (Govindarajan et al., 2019).

Relation A majority of the words with high-
est mean attention weight in the relation model
are either coordinators—such as or and and—or
bearers of tense information—i.e. lexical verbs
and auxiliaries. The first makes sense because, in
context, coordinators can carry information about
temporal sequencing (see Wilson and Sperber,
1998, i.a.). The second makes sense in that infor-
mation about the tense of predicates being com-
pared likely helps the model determine relative or-
dering of the events they refer to.

Similar to duration attention analysis, for rela-
tion attention, we find that the five most strongly
weighted positive features in c are all fea-
tures of verbs or auxiliaries—PERSON=1, PER-
SON=3, TENSE=pres, TENSE=past, MOOD=ind—
suggesting that a majority of the information rel-
evant to relation can be gleaned from the tense-
bearing units in a clause.

Document timelines We apply the document
timeline model described in §4 to both the an-
notations on the development set and the best-
performing model’s predictions to obtain timelines
for all documents in the development set. Figure
7 shows an example, comparing the two resulting
document timelines.

For these two timelines, we compare the in-
duced beginning points and durations, obtaining a
mean Spearman correlation of 0.28 for beginning
points and -0.097 for durations. This suggests that
the model agrees to some extent with the annota-
tions about the beginning points of events in most
documents but is struggling to find the correct du-

was lower than

got

rate

showed

was great

took

recommend

go

explain

Figure 7: Learned timeline for the following docu-
ment based on actual (black) and predicted (red) an-
notations: “A+. I would rate Fran pcs an A + because
the price was lower than everyone else , i got my com-
puter back the next day , and the professionalism he
showed was great . He took the time to explain things
to me about my computer , i would recommend you go
to him. David”

ration spans. One possible reason for poor pre-
diction of durations could be the lack of a direct
source of duration information. The model cur-
rently tries to identify the duration based only on
the slider values, which leads to poor performance
as already seen in one of the Dur Rel model.

8 Conclusion

We presented a novel semantic framework for
modeling fine-grained temporal relations and
event durations that maps pairs of events to real-
valued scales for the purpose of constructing
document-level event timelines. We used this
framework to construct the largest temporal rela-
tions dataset to date – UDS-T – covering the en-
tirety of the UD-EWT. We used this dataset to train
models for jointly predicting fine-grained tempo-
ral relations and event durations, reporting strong
results on our data and showing the efficacy of a
transfer-learning approach for predicting standard,
categorical TimeML relations.
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A Data Collection

We concatenate two adjacent sentences to form
a combined sentence which allows us to capture
inter-sentential temporal relations. Considering all
possible pairs of events in the combined sentence
results into an exploding number of event-event
comparisons. Therefore, to reduce the total num-
ber of comparisons, we find the pivot-predicate of
the antecedent of the combined sentence as fol-
lows - find the root predicate of the antecedent and
if it governs a CCOMP, CSUBJ, or XCOMP, fol-
low that dependency to the next predicate until a
predicate is found that doesn’t govern a CCOMP,
CSUBJ, or XCOMP. We then take all pairs of the
antecedent predicates and pair every predicate of
the consequent only with the pivot-predicate. This
results into

�
N
2

�
+M predicates instead of

�
N+M

2

�

per sentence, where N and M are the number of
predicates in the antecedent and consequent re-
spectively. This heuristic allows us to find a pred-
icate that loosely denotes the topic being talked
about in the sentence. Figure 8 shows an example
of finding the pivot predicate.

Figure 8: Our heuristic finds fly as (the root of) the
pivot predicate in Has anyone considered that perhaps
George Bush just wanted to fly jets?

B Rejecting Annotations

We design multiple checks to detect potentially
bad annotations during our data collection. A sin-
gle assignment contains 5 annotations (predicate-
pairs). Once an annotation is flagged by any of
these checks, we may accept or reject the assign-
ment based on our subjective opinion about the
particular case. Annotations are flagged based on
the following conditions:

B.1 Time completion
Our pilot studies indicate a median time of roughly
4 minutes to complete a single assignment (5 an-
notations). We automatically reject any assign-

Figure 9: An example illustrating an inconsistency be-
tween the annotated slider positions and the durations

ment which is completed under a minute as we
believe that it is not plausible to finish the assign-
ment within a minute. We find that such annota-
tions mostly had default values annotated.

B.2 Same slider values

If all the beginning points and end-points in an as-
signment have the same values, we automatically
reject those assignments.

B.3 Same duration values

Sometimes we encounter cases where all duration
values in an assignment are annotated to have the
same value. This scenario , although unlikely,
could genuinely be an instance of correct anno-
tation. Hence we manually check for these cases
and reject only if the annotations look dubious in
nature based on our subjective opinion.

B.4 Inconsistency between the slider
positions and durations

Our protocol design allows us to detect poten-
tially bad annotations by detecting inconsistency
between the slider positions (beginning and end-
points) and the duration values of events in an an-
notated sentence. The annotator in Figure 9 as-
signs slider values for e1 (think) as [7,60] i.e. a
time-span of 53 and assigns its duration as min-
utes. But at the same time, the slider values for e2

(do) are annotated as [50,60] i.e. a time-span of
10, even though its duration is assigned as years.
This is an inconsistency as e2 has a smaller time-
span denoted by the sliders but has the longer du-
ration as denoted by years. We reject assignments
where more than 60% of annotations have this in-
consistency.
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C Inter-annotator agreement

Annotators were asked to approximate the relative
duration of the two events that they were annotat-
ing using the distance between the sliders. This
means that an annotation is coherent insofar as the
ratio of distances between the slider responses for
each event matches the ratio of the categorical du-
ration responses. We rejected annotations wherein
there was gross mismatch between the categori-
cal responses and the slider responses — i.e. one
event is annotated as having a longer duration but
is given a shorter slider response — but because
this does not guarantee that the exact ratios are
preserved, we assess that here using a canonical
correlation analysis (CCA; Hotelling 1936) be-
tween the categorical duration responses and the
slider responses.

Duration Relation
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Figure 10: Scores from canonical correlation analysis
comparing categorical duration annotations and slider
relation annotations.

Figure 10 shows the CCA scores. We find that
the first canonical correlation, which captures the
ratios between unequal events, is 0.765; and the
second, which captures the ratios between roughly
unequal events, is 0.427. This preservation of the
ratios is quite impressive in light of the fact that
our slider scales are bounded; though we hoped
for at least a non-linear relationship between the
categorical durations and the slider distances, we
did not expect such a strong linear relationship.

D Confidence Ratings

Annotators use the confidence scale in different
ways. Some always respond with totally confi-
dent whereas others use all five options. To cater
to these differences, we normalize the confidence
ratings for each event-pair using a standard ordi-
nal scale normalization technique known as ridit
scoring. In ridit scoring ordinal labels are mapped
to (0, 1) using the empirical cumulative distribu-
tion function of the ratings given by each annota-
tor. Ridit scoring re-weights the importance of a
scale label based on the frequency of its usage.

We weight both Ldur, and Lrel by the ridit-
scored confidence ratings of event durations and

event relations, respectively.

E Processing TempEval3 and
TimeBank-Dense

Since we require spans of predicates for our
model, we pre-process TB+AQ and TD by re-
moving all xml tags from the sentences and then
we pass it through Stanford CoreNLP 3.9.2
(Manning et al., 2014) to get the corresponding
conllu format. Roots and spans of predicates are
then extracted using PredPatt. To train the SVM
classifier, we use sklearn 0.20.0; Pedregosa
et al. 2011. We run a hyperparameter grid-search
over 4-fold CV with C: (0.1, 1, 10), and gamma:
(0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1). The best performance on
cross-validation (C=1 and gamma=0.001) is then
evaluated on the test set of TE3 i.e. TE3-Platinum
(TE3-PT), and TD-test. For our purposes, the
identity and simultaneous relations in TB+AQ are
equivalent when comparing event-event relations.
Hence, they are collapsed into one single relation.

F Further analysis

We rotate the predicted slider positions in the re-
lation space defined in §3 and compare it with the
rotated space of actual slider positions. We see a
Spearman correlation of 0.19 for PRIORITY, 0.23
for CONTAINMENT, and 0.17 for EQUALITY. This
suggests that our model is best able to capture
CONTAINMENT relations and slightly less good
at capturing PRIORITY and EQUALITY relations,
though all the numbers are quite low compared
to the absolute ⇢ and relative ⇢ metrics reported
in Table 2. This may be indicative of the fact
that our models do somewhat poorly on predict-
ing more fine-grained aspects of an event relation,
and in the future it may be useful to jointly train
against the more interpretable PRIORITY, CON-
TAINMENT, and EQUALITY measures instead of
or in conjunction with the slider values.
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Abstract

We present FIESTA, a model selection ap-
proach that significantly reduces the compu-
tational resources required to reliably identify
state-of-the-art performance from large col-
lections of candidate models. Despite being
known to produce unreliable comparisons, it
is still common practice to compare model
evaluations based on single choices of random
seeds. We show that reliable model selec-
tion also requires evaluations based on multi-
ple train-test splits (contrary to common prac-
tice in many shared tasks). Using bandit the-
ory from the statistics literature, we are able to
adaptively determine appropriate numbers of
data splits and random seeds used to evaluate
each model, focusing computational resources
on the evaluation of promising models whilst
avoiding wasting evaluations on models with
lower performance. Furthermore, our user-
friendly Python implementation produces con-
fidence guarantees of correctly selecting the
optimal model. We evaluate our algorithms
by selecting between 8 target-dependent sen-
timent analysis methods using dramatically
fewer model evaluations than current model
selection approaches.

1 Introduction and Background

Natural Language Processing (NLP) is a field
driven by empirical evaluations. Authors are under
pressure to demonstrate that their models or meth-
ods achieve state-of-the-art performance on a par-
ticular task or dataset, which by definition requires
reliable model comparison. As models become
more numerous, require larger computational re-
sources to train, and the performance of compet-
ing models gets closer, the task of reliable model
selection has not only become more important, but
also increasingly difficult. Without full disclosure
of model settings and data splits, it is impossible
to accurately compare methods and models.

To be able to perform meaningful model com-
parisons, we need to be able to reliably evaluate
models. Unfortunately, evaluating a model is a
non-trivial task and the best we can do is to pro-
duce noisy estimates of model performance with
the following two distinct sources of stochasticity:

1. We only have access to a finite training
dataset, however, evaluating a model on its
training data leads to severe over-estimates
of performance. To evaluate models with-
out over-fitting, practitioners typically ran-
domly partitioning data into independent
training and testing sets, producing estimates
that are random quantities with often high
variability for NLP problems (Moss et al.,
2018). Although methods like bootstrapping
(Efron and Tibshirani, 1994) and leave-one-
out cross validation (Kohavi, 1995) can pro-
vide deterministic estimates of performance,
they require the fitting of a large number of
models and so are not computationally fea-
sible for the complex models and large data
prevalent in NLP. Standard NLP model eval-
uation strategies range from using a simple
(and computationally cheap) single train-test
split, to the more sophisticated K-fold cross
validation, CV (Kohavi, 1995).

2. The vast majority of recent NLP models are
non-deterministic and so their performance
has another source of stochasticity, controlled
by the choice of random seed during train-
ing. Common sources of model instabil-
ity in modern NLP include weight initiali-
sation, data sub-sampling for stochastic gra-
dient calculation, negative sampling used to
train word embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013)
and feature sub-sampling for ensemble meth-
ods. In particular, the often state-of-the-art
LSTMs (and its many variants) have been
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shown to exhibit high sensitivity to random
seeds (Reimers and Gurevych, 2017).

For reliable model selection, it is crucial to take
into account both sources of variability when esti-
mating model performance. Observing a higher
score for one model could be a consequence of
a particularly non-representative train-test split
and/or random seed used to evaluate the model
rather than a genuine model improvement. This
subtlety is ignored by large scale NLP competi-
tions such as SemEval with evaluations based on a
pre-determined train-test split.

Although more precise model evaluations can
be obtained with higher computation, calculating
overly precise model evaluations is a huge waste
of computational resource. On the other hand,
our evaluations need to provide reliable conclu-
sions (with only a small probability of selecting
a sub-optimal model). It is poorly understood how
to choose an appropriate evaluation strategy for
a given model selection problem. These are task
specific, depending on model stability, the close-
ness in performance of competing models and sub-
tle properties of the data such as the representa-
tiveness of train-test splits.

In contrast to common practice, we consider
model selection as a sequential process. Rather
than using a fixed evaluation strategy for each
model (which we refer to as a non-adaptive ap-
proach), we start with a cheap evaluation of each
model on just a single train-test split, and then
cleverly choose where to allocate further compu-
tational resources based on the observed evalua-
tions. If we decide to further test a promising
model, we calculate an additional evaluation based
on another data split and seed, observing both
sources of evaluation variability and allowing reli-
able assessments of performance.

To perform sequential model fitting, we borrow
methods from the multi-armed-bandit (MAB) sta-
tistical literature (Lai and Robbins, 1985). This
field covers problems motivated by designing opti-
mal strategies for pulling the arms of a bandit (also
known as a slot machine) in casinos. Each arm
produces rewards from different random distribu-
tions which the user must learn by pulling arms.
In particular, model selection is equivalent to the
problem of best-arm-identification; identifying the
arm with the highest mean. Although appearing
simple at a first glance, this problem is deceptively
complex and has provided motivation for efficient

algorithms in a wide range of domains, including
clinical trials (Villar et al., 2015) and recommen-
dation systems (Li et al., 2010).

Although we believe that we are the first to use
bandits to reduce the cost and improve the relia-
bility of model selection, we are not the first to
use them in NLP. Recent work in machine transla-
tion makes use of another major part of the MAB
literature, seeking to optimise the long-term per-
formance of translation algorithms (Nguyen et al.,
2017; Sokolov et al., 2016; Lawrence et al., 2017).
Within NLP, our work is most similar to Haf-
fari et al. (2017), who use bandits to minimise
the number of data queries required to calculate
the F-scores of models. However, this work does
not consider the stochasticity of the resulting esti-
mates or easily extend to other evaluation metrics.

The main contribution of this paper is the ap-
plication of three intuitive algorithms to model se-
lection in NLP, alongside a user-friendly Python
implementation: FIESTA (Fast IdEntification of
State-of-The-Art)1. We can automatically identify
an optimal model from large collections of can-
didate models to a user-chosen confidence level
in a small number of model evaluations. We fo-
cus on three distinct scenarios that are of interest
to the NLP community. Firstly, we consider the
fixed budget (FB) model selection problem (Sec-
tion 4.1), a situation common in industry, where
a fixed quota of computational resources (or time
constraints for real-time decisions) must be ap-
propriately allocated to identify an optimal model
with the highest possible confidence. In contrast,
we also consider the fixed confidence (FC) prob-
lem (Section 4.2), which we expect to be of more
use for researchers. Here, we wish to claim with a
specified confidence level that our selected model
is state-of-the-art against a collection of compet-
ing models using the minimal amount of compu-
tation. Finally, we also consider an extension to
the FC scenario, where a practitioner has the com-
putational capacity to fit multiple models in paral-
lel. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our pro-
cedures over current model selection approaches
when identifying an optimal target-dependent sen-
timent analysis model from a set of eight compet-
ing candidate models (Section 5).

1https://github.com/apmoore1/fiesta
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2 Motivating example

We now provide evidence for the need to vary both
data splits and random seeds for reliable model se-
lection. We extend the motivating example used in
the work of Reimers and Gurevych (2017), com-
paring two LSTM-based Named Entity Recogni-
tion (NER) models by Ma and Hovy (2016) and
Lample et al. (2016), differing only in character
representation (via a CNN and a LSTM respec-
tively). We base model training on Ma and Hovy
(2016), however, following the settings of Yang
et al. (2018) we use a batch size of 64, a weight
decay of 10e−9 and removed momentum. We ran
each of the NER models five times with a differ-
ent random seed on 150 different train, validation,
and test splits2. Reimers and Gurevych (2017)
showed the effect of model instability between
these two models, where changing the model’s
random seeds can lead to drawing different con-
clusions about which model performed best. We
extend this argument by showing that different
conclusions can also be drawn if we instead vary
the train-test split used for the model evaluation
(Figure 1). We see that while data splits 0 and 2
correctly suggest that the LSTM is optimal, using
data split 1 suggests the opposite. Therefore, it is
clear that we must vary both the random seeds and
train-test splits used to evaluate our models if we
want reliable model selection.

3 Problem Statement

Extending notation from Arcuri and Briand
(2014), we can precisely state the task of select-
ing between a collection of N candidate models
S = {m1,m2, ..mN} as finding

m∗ = argmax
m∈S

M(m). (1)

m∗ is the best model according to some cho-
sen evaluation metric M that measures the per-
formance of that model, e.g accuracy, F-score or
AUC (for an summary of model evaluation met-
rics see Friedman et al. (2001)).

As already argued, Equation (1) paints an overly
simplistic picture of model selection. In real-
ity we only have access to noisy realisations of
the true model score M(m) and direct compar-
isons of single realisations of random variables are

2The original CoNLL data was split with respect to time
rather than random sub-sampling, explaining the discrepancy
with previous scores on this dataset using the same models.

Figure 1: The left plot shows the distribution of results
when varying the data splits and random seeds, with
the dashed lines representing the quartile values. The
three right plots each represent a different single data
split over five runs on different random seeds. The lines
represent a single run result.

unreliable. Therefore, we follow the arguments
of Reimers and Gurevych (2018) and consider a
meaningful way of comparing noisy model eval-
uations: namely, finding the model with largest
expected performance estimate across different
train-test splits and random seeds. Defining the
mean performance of model m as µm, we see that
the task of model selection is equivalent to the
accurate learning and comparison of these N un-
known means:

m∗ = argmax
m∈S

µm.

We can now set up the sequential framework
of our model selection procedure and precisely
state what we mean by reliable model selection.
At each step in our algorithm we choose a model
to evaluate and sample a performance estimate
by randomly generating a data split and random
seed. After collecting evaluations, we can cal-
culate sample means for each model, which we
denote as µ̂m. After running our algorithm for
T steps, reliable model selection corresponds to
knowing how confident we should be that our cho-
sen model m̂T = argmax µ̂m is in fact the true
optimal model m∗, i.e. we wish to make a precise
statement of the form;

P (m̂T = m∗) ≥ 1− δ, (2)

where 1− δ represents this confidence.
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In Section 1 we motivated two distinct goals of
a sequential model selection routine, which we can
now state as:

1. Fixed budget model selection (FB): We
wish to find the best model using only a fixed
budget of T model evaluations. The aim is
to collect the T evaluations that allow us to
claim (2) with the largest possible confidence
level 1− δ.

2. Fixed confidence model selection (FC): We
wish to find the best model to a pre-specified
confidence level. The aim is to collect the
minimal number of model evaluations that al-
low us to claim (2).

Although an algorithm designed to do well in one
of these scenarios will likely also do well in the
other, we will see that to achieve the best perfor-
mance at either FB or FC model selection, we re-
quire subtly different algorithms.

4 Algorithms

We now examine model selection from a bandit
viewpoint, summarising three bandit algorithms
and relating their use to three distinct model se-
lection scenarios. Although the underpinning the-
oretical arguments for these algorithms are beyond
the scope of this work, we do highlight one point
that is relevant for model selection; that scenar-
ios enjoying the largest efficiency gains from mov-
ing to adaptive algorithms are those where only a
subset of arms have performance close to optimal
(Jamieson et al., 2013). Model selection in NLP is
often in this scenario, with only a small number of
considered models being close to state-of-the-art,
and so (as we demonstrate in Section 5) NLP has a
lot to gain from using our adaptive model selection
algorithms.

4.1 Fixed Budget by Sequential Halving
FB best-arm identification algorithms are typi-

cally based on successively eliminating arms un-
til just a single (ideally) optimal arm remains
(Jamieson et al., 2013; Jamieson and Nowak,
2014; Audibert and Bubeck, 2010). We focus on
the sequential halving (SH) algorithm of Karnin
et al. (2013) (Algorithm 1). Here we break our
model selection routine into a series of

⌊
log2N

⌋

rounds, each discarding the least promising half
of our candidate model set, eventually resulting
in a single remaining model. Our computational

Algorithm 1 Sequential Halving for Fixed Budget
Model Selection
Require: Computational Budget T ,

Set of N candidate models S
while |S| 6= 1 do

Evaluate each model m in S
⌊

T
|S|dlog2Ne

⌋

times
Update the empirical means µ̂m
Remove

⌊ |S|
2

⌋
models with worst µ̂m from S

end while
return Chosen model S

budget T is split equally among the rounds to be
equally budgeted among the models remaining in
that round. This allocation strategy ensures an ef-
ficient use of resources, for example the surviving

final two models are evaluated 2

⌊
log2N

⌋
− 1 times

as often as the models eliminated in the first round.
An example run of the algorithm is summarised in
Table 1.

Round Candidate Models # Evaluations

1 S = {m1,m2,m3,m4} 2
2 S = {m2,m4} 4

output: S = {m2}

Table 1: An example of sequential elimination select-
ing between four models with a budget of T = 16.
After two evaluations of each model, two models are
eliminated. The remaining budget is then used to reli-
ably decide between the remaining pair. Standard prac-
tice would evaluate each model an equal four times,
wasting computational resources on sub-optimal mod-
els.

In the bandit literature (Karnin et al., 2013), this
algorithm is shown to have strong theoretical guar-
antees of reliably choosing the optimal arm, as
long as the reward-distributions for each arm are
bounded (limited to some finite range). This is not
a restrictive assumption for NLP, as the majority of
common performance metrics are bounded, for ex-
ample accuracy, recall, precision and F-score are
all constrained to lie in [0, 1]. We will demonstrate
the effectiveness of sequential halving for model
selection in Section 5.

4.2 Fixed Confidence by TTTS

For fixed confidence model selection, where we
wish to guarantee the selection of an optimal arm
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at a given confidence level, we cannot just dis-
card arms that are likely to be sub-optimal with-
out accurately estimating this likelihood of sub-
optimality. Although approaches that sequentially
eliminate arms (like our sequential halving al-
gorithm) do exist for FC best-arm identification
(Jamieson et al., 2014; Karnin et al., 2013; Au-
dibert and Bubeck, 2010; Even-Dar et al., 2002),
the best theoretical guarantees for the FC problem
come from algorithms that maintain the ability to
sample any arm at any point in the selection pro-
cedure (Garivier and Kaufmann, 2016; Jamieson
and Nowak, 2014). Rather than seeking to elim-
inate half the considered models at regular inter-
vals of computation, a model is only evaluated un-
til we can be sufficiently confident that it is sub-
optimal. Unfortunately, the performance guaran-
tees for these methods are asymptotic results (in
the number of arms and the number of arm pulls)
and have little practical relevance to the (at most)
tens of arms in a model selection problem.

Our practical recommendation for FC model se-
lection is a variant of the well-known Bayesian
sampling algorithm, Thompson sampling, known
as top-two Thompson sampling (TTTS) (Russo,
2016). We will see that this algorithm can
efficiently allocate computational resources to
quickly find optimal models. Furthermore, this
approach provides full uncertainty estimation over
the final choice of model, providing the confidence
guarantees required for FC model selection.

Our implementation makes the assumption that
the evaluations of each model roughly follow a
Gaussian distribution, with different means and
variances. Although such assumptions are com-
mon in the model evaluation literature (Reimers
and Gurevych, 2018) and for statistical testing in
NLP (Dror et al., 2018), they could be problem-
atic for the bounded metrics common in NLP.
Therefore we also experimented with modelling
the logit transformation of our evaluations, map-
ping our evaluation metric to the whole real line.
However, for our examples of Section 5 we found
that this mapping provided a negligible improve-
ment in reliability and so was not worth including
in our experimental results. This may not be the
case for other tasks or less well-behaved evalua-
tion metrics and so we include this functionality
in the FIESTA package.

3We enforce a minimum of three evaluations to ensure
that the t distribution in our posterior remains well-defined

Algorithm 2 Top-Two Thompson Sampling

Require: Desired Confidence 1− δ,
Set of N candidate models S

Initialise a uniform belief π
Evaluate each model in S three times 3

Update belief π
while maxm∈S πm ≤ 1− δ do

Sample distinct m1 and m2 according to π
Randomly choose between m1 and m2

Evaluate chosen model
Update belief π

end while
return Chosen model argmaxm∈S πm

To provide efficient model selection, we use our
current believed probability that a given model is
optimal πm = P (m∗ = m) (producing a distri-
bution over the models π = {π1, .., πN}) to drive
the allocation of computational resources. Stan-
dard Thompson sampling is a stochastic algorithm
that generates a choice of model by sampling from
our current belief π, i.e. choosing to evaluate a
model with the same probability that we believe
is optimal (see Russo et al. (2018) for a concise
introduction). Although this strategy allows us to
focus computation on promising arms, it actually
does so too aggressively. Once we believe that an
arm is optimal with reasonably high confidence,
computation will be heavily focused on evaluat-
ing this arm even though we need to become more
confident about the sub-optimality of competing
models to improve our confidence level. This crit-
icism motivates our chosen algorithm TTTS (sum-
marised in Algorithm 2), where instead of sam-
pling a single model according to π, we sample
two distinct models. We then uniformly choose
between these two models for the next evalua-
tion, allowing a greater exploration of the arms
and much improved rates of convergence to the de-
sired confidence level (Russo, 2016). We use this
new evaluation to update our belief and continue
making evaluations until we believe that a model
is optimal with a higher probability than 1− δ and
terminate the algorithm. An example run of TTTS
is demonstrated on a synthetic example in Fig-
ure 2, where we simulate from 5 Gaussian distri-
butions with means {0.65, 0.69, 0.69, 0.70, 0.71}
and standard deviation 0.01 to mimic accuracy
measurements for a model selection problem.

We now explain how we calculate π (our be-
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Figure 2: TTTS seeking the optimal model with confi-
dence 0.99 from 5 synthetic models. The background
represents our evolving belief π in the optimal model
and the lines represent the proportion of the total eval-
uations made on each model. We start evaluating the
models uniformly but our adaptive algorithm quickly
focuses resources on the best models.

lief in the location of the optimal model) using
well-known results from Bayesian decision the-
ory (see Berger (2013) for a comprehensive cover-
age). As justified earlier, we assume that the eval-
uations of model m are independently distributed
with a Gaussian distributionN (µm, σ

2
m) for some

unknown mean µm and variance σ2m. Although we
are primarily interested in learning µm, we must
also learn σ2m in order to make confidence guar-
antees about the optimality of our selected model.
Therefore, as well as keeping track of the sample
means for the evaluations of each model µ̂m, we
also keep track of the sample variances Ŝm and
counters Tm of the number of times each model
has been evaluated. To facilitate inference, we
choose a uniform prior for the unknown µm and
σm. Not only is this a conjugate prior for Gaus-
sian likelihoods, but it is also shown to encour-
age beneficial exploratory behaviour when using
Thompson sampling on Gaussian bandit problems
(Honda and Takemura, 2014) and so allows fast
identification of optimal arms (or models). Af-
ter observing Tm evaluations of each model and
producing estimates µ̂m and Ŝm, our posterior be-
lief for each deviation between the true and ob-
served model means µm− µ̂m satisfies (as derived
in (Honda and Takemura, 2014));

√
Tm(Tm − 2)

Ŝm
(µm − µ̂m) | µ̂m, Ŝm ∼ tTm−2,

where td is a Student’s t-distribution with d de-
grees of freedom.

π is then defined as the probability vector, such
that πm is the relative probability that µm is the
largest according to this posterior belief. Unfor-
tunately, there is no closed form expression for
the maximum of N t-distributions and so FIESTA
uses a simple Monte-Carlo approximation based
on the sample maxima of repeated draws from our
posteriors for µm. In practice this is very accurate
and did not slow down our experiments, especially
in comparison to the time saved by reducing the
number of model evaluations.

4.3 Batch Fixed Confidence by BTS

NLP practitioners often have the computational
capacity to fit models in parallel across multi-
ple workers, evaluating multiple models or the
same model across multiple seeds at once. Their
model selection routines must therefore provide
batches of models to evaluate. Our proposed solu-
tion to FB model selection naturally provides such
batches, with each successive round of SH pro-
ducing a collection of model evaluations that can
be calculated in parallel. Unfortunately, TTTS for
FC model selection successively chooses and then
waits for the evaluation of single models and so is
not naturally suited to parallelism.

Extending TTTS to batch decision making is an
open problem in the MAB literature. Therefore,
we instead consider batch Thompson sampling
(BTS), an extension of standard Thompson sam-
pling (as described in Section 4.2) to batch sam-
pling from the related field of Bayesian optimisa-
tion (Kandasamy et al., 2018). At each step in our
selection process we take B model draws accord-
ing to our current belief π that the model is op-
timal, where B represents our computational ca-
pacity. This is in contrast to the single draw in
standard Thompson sampling and the drawn pair
in TTTS. In addition, this approach extends to the
asynchronous setting, where rather than waiting
for the whole batch of B models to be evaluated
before choosing the next batch, each worker can
draw a new model to evaluate according to the up-
dated π. This flexibility provides an additional
efficiency gain for problems where the different
models have a wide range of run times.
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5 Experiments

We now test our three algorithms on a challeng-
ing model selection task typical of NLP, select-
ing between eight Target Dependent Sentiment
Analysis (TDSA) models based on their macro
F1 score. We consider two variants of four re-
implementations of well-known TDSA models:
ATAE (Wang et al., 2016), IAN (Ma et al., 2017),
TDLSTM (Tang et al., 2016) (without target words
in the left and right LSTM), and a non-target-
aware LSTM method used as the baseline in Tang
et al. (2016).

These methods represent state-of-the-art within
TDSA, with only small differences in performance
between TDLSTM, IAN, and ATAE (see figure
3). All the models are re-implemented in PyTorch
(Paszke et al., 2017) using AllenNLP (Gardner
et al., 2018). To ensure the only difference be-
tween the models is their network architecture the
models use the same optimiser settings and the
same regularisation. All words are lower cased
and we use the same Glove common crawl 840B
token 300 dimension word embedding (Penning-
ton et al., 2014). We use variational (Gal and
Ghahramani, 2016) and regular (Hinton et al.,
2012) dropout for regularisation and an ADAM
(Kingma and Ba, 2014) optimiser with standard
settings, a batch size of 32 and use at most 100
epochs (with early stopping on a validation set).
Many of these settings are not the same as orig-
inally implemented, however, having the same
training setup is required for fair comparison (this
explains the differences between our results and
the original implementations). To increase the dif-
ficulty of our model selection problem, we addi-
tionally create four extra models by reducing the
dimensions of the Glove vectors to 50 and remov-
ing dropout. Although these models are clearly
not state-of-the-art, they increase the size of our
candidate model set and so provide a more com-
plicated model selection problem (an intuition dis-
cussed in Appendix A).

All of the TDSA experiments are conducted on
the well-studied SemEval 2014 task 4 Restaurant
dataset (Pontiki et al., 2014) and we force train-
val-test splits to follow the same ratios as this
dataset’s official train-test split. Each individual
model evaluation is then made on a randomly gen-
erated train-test split and random seed to access
both sources of evaluation variability.

Figure 3: F1 scores for our candidate TDSA models.
After 500 evaluations of each model on different data
splits and model seeds we see that the TDLSTM is the
state-of-the-art model.

5.1 Fixed Budget Model Selection

We use the TDSA model selection problem to
test fixed budget model selection. To thoroughly
test our algorithm, we consider an additional four
models based on 200 dimensional Glove vectors,
bringing the total number of models to 12. We
compare our approach of sequential halving to
the standard non-adaptive approach of splitting the
available computational budget equally between
the 12 candidate models. For example, we would
allocate a budget of 24 model evaluations as eval-
uating each model two times and selecting the
model with the highest sample mean.

Figure 4 compares the proportion of 10, 000
runs of sequential halving that correctly identify
the optimal model with the proportion identified
by the non-adaptive approach with the same com-
putational budget. Sequential halving identifies
the optimal model more reliably (≈ 15% more
often) than the current approach to FB model se-
lection in NLP. Using sequential halving with 204
evaluations almost always (99% of runs) selects
the optimal model, whereas the non-adaptive ap-
proach is only correct 85% of the time.

5.2 Fixed Confidence Model Selection

We perform fixed confidence model selection on
the eight TDSA candidate models (the full models
and those based on 50 dimensional vectors). We
compare TTTS to a non-adaptive approach where
all models are evaluated at each step, irrespective
of the results of earlier evaluations (the standard
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# evaluations with Non-Adaptive # evaluations with TTTS

δ min mean max
% correctly
selected

min mean max
% correctly
selected

0.05 48 281 1552 100 27 130 518 100
0.1 40 206 1192 99 24 96 460 99
0.2 32 128 608 96 24 65 274 97

Table 2: Number of evaluations required to select a TDSA model at a range of confidence levels across 500 runs
of TTTS and a standard non-adaptive approach.

Figure 4: Proportion of the runs correctly selecting the
optimal TDSA model using sequential halving against
the standard non-adaptive approach. Sequential halv-
ing consistently identifies the optimal model at a sig-
nificantly higher rate across a wide range of budgets.

approach for model selection in NLP). We run
this non-adaptive approach until we reach the re-
quired confidence level calculated using the same
Bayesian framework as in TTTS.

We run each approach 500 times and note the
number evaluations required to get to a range
of confidence levels (Table 2) alongside the pro-
portion that correctly identify the optimal model.
TTTS requires substantially less model evalua-
tions (in terms of the minimum, mean and max
across our runs) to reach a given confidence level
than the non-adaptive approach, achieving the
same reliability at half the cost (on average).
TTTS is able to quickly identify sub-optimal mod-
els and so can avoid wasting resources repeatedly
evaluating the whole candidate set.

Finally, we test our proposed approach to batch
FC model selection by running exactly the same
experiment but using BTS to choose collections
of four and eight models at a time (Table 3). As
expected, performance degrades as we increase
batch size, with batches of four allowing more fine

grained control over model evaluations than us-
ing batches of eight. In particular, due to the ex-
ploitative nature of Thompson sampling, we see
that selecting models to a very high confidence
(95%) requires more computation with BTS than
the standard non-adaptive approach. However,
BTS does reach the other confidence levels faster
and correctly identifies the optimal model more of-
ten. However, as TTTS performs significantly bet-
ter across all confidence levels, we emphasise the
need for a less-exploitative version of BTS with
adjustments similar to those used in TTTS.

6 Conclusions

The aim of this paper has been to propose three
algorithms for model selection in NLP, provid-
ing efficient and reliable selection for two dis-
tinct realistic scenarios: fixed confidence and fixed
budget model selection. Crucially, our research
further calls into question the current practice in
NLP evaluation as used in the literature and in-
ternational competitions such as SemEval. Our
algorithms adaptively allocate resources to eval-
uate promising models, basing evaluations across
multiple random seeds and train-test splits. We
demonstrate that this allows significant computa-
tional savings and improves reliability over current
model selection approaches.

Although we have demonstrated that our algo-
rithms perform well on a complex model selec-
tion problem typical of NLP, there is still work to
be done to create algorithms more suited to these
problems. Future research directions include mak-
ing selection routines more robust to evaluation
outliers, relaxing our Gaussian assumptions and
developing more effective batch strategies.
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8 Appendix

A Characterising the Difficulty of a
Model Selection Problem

We briefly summarise a result from the best-arm
identification literature, providing intuition for our
experiment section by providing a mechanism to
characterise the difficulty of a model selection
problem. Intuitively, model selection difficulty in-
creases with the size of the set of candidate mod-
elsN and as the performance of sub-optimal mod-
els approaches that of the optimal model (and be-
comes harder to distinguish), i.e. as µm∗ − µm
gets small for some sub-optimal arm m. In fact,
it is well known in the MAB literature that it is
exactly these two properties that characterise the
complexity of a best-arm-identification problem,
confirming our intuition for model selection. Man-
nor and Tsitsiklis (2004) show that the number of
arm pulls required for the identification of a best
arm at a confidence level 1− δ has at least a com-
putational complexity of O(H log(1/δ)), where

H =
∑

m′∈S\{m∗}

1

(µm∗ − µm)2
.
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Abstract

Attention mechanisms have recently boosted
performance on a range of NLP tasks. Because
attention layers explicitly weight input compo-
nents’ representations, it is also often assumed
that attention can be used to identify informa-
tion that models found important (e.g., specific
contextualized word tokens). We test whether
that assumption holds by manipulating atten-
tion weights in already-trained text classifica-
tion models and analyzing the resulting differ-
ences in their predictions. While we observe
some ways in which higher attention weights
correlate with greater impact on model predic-
tions, we also find many ways in which this
does not hold, i.e., where gradient-based rank-
ings of attention weights better predict their ef-
fects than their magnitudes. We conclude that
while attention noisily predicts input compo-
nents’ overall importance to a model, it is by
no means a fail-safe indicator.1

1 Introduction

Interpretability is a pressing concern for many
current NLP models. As they become increas-
ingly complex and learn decision-making func-
tions from data, ensuring our ability to understand
why a particular decision occurred is critical.

Part of that development has been the incorpo-
ration of attention mechanisms (Bahdanau et al.,
2015) into models for a variety of tasks. For
many different problems—to name a few, ma-
chine translation (Luong et al., 2015), syntactic
parsing (Vinyals et al., 2015), reading comprehen-
sion (Hermann et al., 2015), and language model-
ing (Liu and Lapata, 2018)—incorporating atten-
tion mechanisms into models has proven benefi-
cial for performance. While there are many vari-
ants of attention (Vaswani et al., 2017), each for-

1Code is available at https://github.com/
serrano-s/attn-tests.

mulation consists of the same high-level goal: cal-
culating nonnegative weights for each input com-
ponent (e.g., word) that together sum to 1, multi-
plying those weights by their corresponding repre-
sentations, and summing the resulting vectors into
a single fixed-length representation.

Since attention calculates a distribution over in-
puts, prior work has used attention as a tool for in-
terpretation of model decisions (Wang et al., 2016;
Lee et al., 2017; Lin et al., 2017; Ghaeini et al.,
2018). The existence of so much work on visual-
izing attention weights is a testament to attention’s
popularity in this regard; to name just a few ex-
amples of these weights being examined to under-
stand a model, recent work has focused on goals
from explaining and debugging the current sys-
tem’s decision (Lee et al., 2017; Ding et al., 2017)
to distilling important traits of a dataset (Yang
et al., 2017; Habernal et al., 2018).

Despite this, existing work on interpretability
is only beginning to assess what computed atten-
tion weights actually communicate. In an indepen-
dent and contemporaneous study, Jain and Wallace
(2019) explore whether attention mechanisms can
identify the relative importance of inputs to the full
model, finding them to be highly inconsistent pre-
dictors. In this work, we apply a different analy-
sis based on intermediate representation erasure to
assess whether attention weights can instead be re-
lied upon to explain the relative importance of the
inputs to the attention layer itself. We find sim-
ilar cause for concern: attention weights are only
noisy predictors of even intermediate components’
importance, and should not be treated as justifica-
tion for a decision.

2 Testing for Informative Interpretability

We focus on five- and ten-class text classification
models incorporating attention, as explaining the
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Figure 1: Our method for calculating the importance
of representations corresponding to zeroed-out atten-
tion weights, in a hypothetical setting with four output
classes .

reasons for text classification has been a particular
area of interest for recent work in interpretability
(Yang et al., 2016; Ribeiro et al., 2016; Lei et al.,
2016; Feng et al., 2018).

In order for a model to be interpretable, it must
not only suggest explanations that make sense to
people, but also ensure that those explanations ac-
curately represent the true reasons for the model’s
decision. Note that this type of analysis does not
rely on the true labels of the data; if a model pro-
duces an incorrect output, but a faithful explana-
tion for which factors were important in that cal-
culation, we still consider it interpretable.

We take the implied explanation provided by vi-
sualizing attention weights to be a ranking of im-
portance of the attention layer’s input representa-
tions, which we denote I: if the attention allocated
to item i ∈ I is higher than that allocated to item
j ∈ I, then i is presumed “more important” than
j to the model’s output. In this work, we focus
on whether the attention weights’ suggested im-
portance ranking of I faithfully describes why the
model produced its output, echoing existing work
on explanation brittleness for other model compo-
nents (Ghorbani et al., 2017).

2.1 Intermediate Representation Erasure

We are interested in the impact of some contex-
tualized inputs to an attention layer, I ′ ⊂ I, on
the model’s output. To examine the importance
of I ′, we run the classification layer of the model
twice (Figure 1): once without any modification,
and once after renormalizing the attention distri-
bution with I ′’s attention weights zeroed out, sim-

ilar to other erasure-based work (Li et al., 2016;
Feng et al., 2018). We then observe the result-
ing effects on the model’s output. We erase at the
attention layer to isolate the effects of the atten-
tion layer from the encoder preceding it. Our rea-
soning behind renormalizing is to keep the output
document representation from artificially shrink-
ing closer to 0 in a way never encountered during
training, which could make subsequent measure-
ments unrepresentative of the model’s behavior in
spaces to which it does map inputs.

One point worth noting is the facet of inter-
pretability that our tests are designed to capture.
By examining only how well attention represents
the importance of intermediate quantities, which
may themselves already have changed uninter-
pretably from the model’s inputs, we are testing
for a relatively low level of interpretability. So
far, other work looking at attention has examined
whether attention suffices as a holistic explanation
for a model’s decision (Jain and Wallace, 2019),
which is a higher bar. We instead focus on the low-
est standard of interpretability that attention might
be expected to meet, ignoring prior model layers.

We denote the output distributions (over labels)
as p (the original) and qI′ (where we erase atten-
tion for I ′). The question now becomes how to op-
erationalize “importance” given p and qI′ . There
are many quantities that could arguably capture in-
formation about importance. We focus on two: the
Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence between output
distributions p and qI′ , and whether the argmaxes
of p and qI′ differ, indicating a decision flip.

3 Data and Models

We investigate four model architectures on a topic
classification dataset (Yahoo Answers; Zhang
et al., 2015) and on three review ratings datasets:
IMDB (Diao et al., 2014),2 Yelp 2017,3 and Ama-
zon (Zhang et al., 2015). Statistics for each dataset
are listed in Table 1.

Our model architectures are inspired by the hi-
erarchical attention network (HAN; Yang et al.,
2016), a text classification model with two lay-
ers of attention, first to the word tokens in each
sentence and then to the resulting sentence repre-
sentations. The layer that classifies the document
representation is linear with a softmax at the end.

We conduct our tests on the softmax formula-
2downloaded from github.com/nihalb/JMARS
3from www.yelp.com/dataset_challenge
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Dataset Av. # Words (s.d.) Av. # Sents. (s.d.) # Train. + Dev. # Test # Classes
Yahoo Answers 104 (114) 6.2 (5.9) 1,400,000 50,000 10
IMDB 395 (259) 16.2 (10.7) 122,121 13,548 10
Amazon 73 (48) 4.3 (2.6) 3,000,000 650,000 5
Yelp 125 (109) 7.0 (5.6) 650,000 50,000 5

Table 1: Dataset statistics.

Figure 2: Flat attention network (FLAN) demonstrat-
ing a convolutional encoder. Each contextualized word
representation is the concatenation of two sizes of con-
volutions: one applied over the input representation
and its two neighbors to either side, and the other ap-
plied over the input representation and its single neigh-
bor to either side. For details, see Appendix A.1.

tion of attention,4 which is used by most models,
including the HAN. Specifically, we use the ad-
ditive formulation originally defined in Bahdanau
et al. (2015). Given attention layer `’s learned pa-
rameters, element i of a sequence, and its encoded
representation hi, the attention weight αi is com-
puted using `’s learned context vector c` as fol-
lows:

ui = tanh(W`hi + b`)

αi =
expu>i c`∑
i expu>i c`

We evaluate on the original HAN architecture, but
we also vary that architecture in two key ways:

1. Number of attention layers: besides explor-
ing models with a final layer of attention over
sentence representations (which we denote
with a “HAN” prefix), we also train “flat” at-
tention networks with only one layer of at-
tention over all contextualized word tokens

4Alternatives such as sparse attention (Martins and As-
tudillo, 2016) and unnormalized attention (Ji and Smith,
2017) have been proposed.

(which we denote with a “FLAN” prefix). In
either case, though, we only run tests on mod-
els’ final layer of attention.

2. Reach of encoder contextualization: The
original HAN uses recurrent encoders to con-
textualize input tokens prior to an attention
layer (specifically, bidirectional GRUs run-
ning over the full sequence). Aside from
biRNNs, we also experiment with models
that instead contextualize word vectors by
convolutions on only a token’s close neigh-
bors, inspired by Kim (2014). See Figure 2
for a diagram of the FLAN architecture using
a convolutional encoder. We denote this vari-
ant of an architecture with a “conv” suffix.
Finally, we also test models that are trained
with no contextualizing encoder at all; we de-
note these with a “noenc” suffix.

The classification accuracy of each of our trained
models is listed in Table 3 in the appendix, along
with training details for the different models.

4 Single Attention Weights’ Importance

As a starting point for our tests, we investigate the
relative importance of attention weights when only
one weight is removed. Let i∗ ∈ I be the compo-
nent with the highest attention and let αi∗ be its
attention. We compare i∗’s importance to some
other attended item’s importance in two ways.

4.1 JS Divergence of Model Output
Distributions

We wish to compare how i∗’s impact on the
model’s output distribution compares to the im-
pact corresponding to a random attended item r
drawn uniformly from I. Our first approach to this
will be to calculate two JS divergences—one being
the JS divergence of the model’s original output
distribution from its output distribution after re-
moving only i∗, and the other after removing only
r—and compare them to each other. We subtract
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the output JS divergence after removing r from the
output JS divergence after removing i∗:

∆JS = JS(p, q{i∗})− JS(p, q{r}) (1)

We plot this quantity against the difference ∆α =
αi∗−αr in Figure 3. We show results on the HAN-
rnn, as the trends for the other models are very
similar; see Figures 7–8 and the tables in Figure 9
in the Appendix for full results.

Figure 3: Difference in attention weight magnitudes
versus ∆JS for HANrnns, comparable to results for the
other architectures; for their plots, see Appendix A.2.

Figure 4: These are the counts of test instances for
the HANrnn models for which i∗’s JS divergence was
smaller, binned by ∆α. These counts comprise a small
fraction of the test set sizes listed in Table 1.

Intuitively, if i∗ is truly the most important, then
we would expect Eq. 1 to be positive, and that is
what we find the vast majority of the time. In ad-
dition, examining Figure 3, we see that nearly all

negative ∆JS values are close to 0. By binning oc-
currences of negative ∆JS values by the difference
between αi∗ and αr in Figure 4, we also see that
in the cases where i∗ had a smaller effect, the gap
between i∗’s attention and r’s tends to be small.
This is encouraging, indicating that in these cases,
i∗ and r are nearly “tied” in attention.

However, the picture of attention’s interpretabil-
ity grows somewhat more murky when we begin
to consider the magnitudes of positive ∆JS values
in Figure 3. We notice across datasets that even
for quite large differences in attention weights like
0.4, many of the positive ∆JS are still quite close
to zero. Although we do finally see an upward
swing in ∆JS values once ∆α gets even larger,
indicating only one very high attention weight in
the distribution, this still leaves many open ques-
tions about exactly how much difference in impact
i∗ and r can typically be expected to have.

4.2 Decision Flips Caused by Zeroing
Attention

Remove random: Decision flip?
Yahoo IMDB

Yes No Yes No
Yes 0.5 8.7 Yes 2.2 12.2
No 1.3 89.6 No 1.4 84.2

Amazon Yelp
Yes No Yes No

Yes 2.7 7.6 Yes 1.5 8.9

R
em

ov
e
i∗

:D
ec

is
io

n
fli

p?

No 2.7 87.1 No 1.9 87.7

Table 2: Percent of test instances in each decision-flip
indicator variable category for each HANrnn.

Since attention weights are often interpreted as
an explanation for a model’s argmax decision, our
second test looks at another, more immediately
visible change in model outputs: decision flips.
For clarity, we limit our discussion to results for
the HANrnns, which reflect the same patterns ob-
served for the other architectures. (Results for all
other models are in Appendix A.2.)

Table 2 shows, for each dataset, a contingency
table for the two binary random variables (i) does
zeroing αi∗ (and renormalizing) result in a deci-
sion flip? and (ii) does doing the same for a dif-
ferent randomly chosen weight αr result in a de-
cision flip? To assess the comparative importance
of i∗ and r, we consider when exactly one era-
sure changes the decision (off-diagonal cells). For
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attention to be interpretable, the blue, upper-right
values (i∗, not r, flips a decision) should be much
larger than the orange, lower-left values (r, not i∗,
flips a decision), which should be close to zero.5

Although for some datasets in Table 2, the “or-
ange” values are non-negligible, we mostly see
that their fraction of total off-diagonal values mir-
rors the fraction of negative occurrences of Eq. 1
in Figure 4. However, it’s somewhat startling that
in the vast majority of cases, erasing i∗ does not
change the decision (“no” row of each table). This
is likely explained in part by the signal pertinent
to the classification being distributed across a doc-
ument (e.g., a “Sports” question in the Yahoo An-
swers dataset could signal “sports” in a few sen-
tences, any one of which suffices to correctly cate-
gorize it). However, given that these results are for
the HAN models, which typically compute atten-
tion over ten or fewer sentences, this is surprising.

Altogether, examining importance from a
single-weight angle paints a tentatively positive
picture of attention’s interpretability, but also
raises several questions about the many cases
where the difference in impacts between i∗ and r
is almost identical (i.e., ∆JS values close to 0 or
the many cases where neither i∗ nor r cause a de-
cision flip). To answer these questions, we require
tests with a broader scope.

5 Importance of Sets of Attention
Weights

Often, we care about determining the collective
importance of a set of components I ′. To address
that aspect of attention’s interpretability and close
gaps left by single-weight tests, we introduce tests
to determine how multiple attention weights per-
form together as importance predictors.

5.1 Multi-Weight Tests

For a hypothesized ranking of importance, such as
that implied by attention weights, we would ex-
pect the items at the top of that ranking to func-
tion as a concise explanation for the model’s deci-
sion. The less concise these explanations get, and
the farther down the ranking that the items truly
driving the model’s decision fall, the less likely it
becomes for that ranking to truly describe impor-
tance. In other words, we expect that the top items

5We see this pattern especially strongly for FLANs (see
Appendix), which is unsurprising since I is all words in the
input text, so most attention weights are very small.

in a truly useful ranking of importance would com-
prise a minimal necessary set of information for
making the model’s decision.

The idea of a minimal set of inputs necessary
to uphold a decision is not new; Li et al. (2016)
use reinforcement learning to attempt to construct
such a minimal set of words, Lei et al. (2016) train
an encoder to constrain the input prior to clas-
sification, and much of the work that has been
done on extractive summarization takes this con-
cept as a starting point (Lin and Bilmes, 2011).
However, such work has focused on approximat-
ing minimal sets, instead of evaluating the ability
of other importance-determining “shortcuts” (such
as attention weight orderings) to identify them.
Nguyen (2018) leveraged the idea of minimal sets
in a much more similar way to our work, compar-
ing different input importance orderings.

Concretely, to assess the validity of an impor-
tance ranking method (e.g., attention), we begin
erasing representations from the top of the rank-
ing downward until the model’s decision changes.
Ideally, we would then enumerate all possible
subsets of that instance’s components, observe
whether the model’s decision changed in response
to removing each subset, and then report whether
the size of the minimal decision-flipping subset
was equal to the number of items that had needed
to be removed to achieve a decision flip by follow-
ing the ranking. However, the exponential num-
ber of subsets for any given instance’s sequence of
components (word or sentence representations, in
our case) makes such a strategy computationally
prohibitive, and so we adopt a different approach.

Instead, in addition to our hypothesized impor-
tance ranking (attention weights), we consider al-
ternative rankings of importance; if, using those,
we repeatedly discover cases where removing a
smaller subset of items would have sufficed to
change the decision, this signals that our candidate
ranking is a poor indicator of importance.

5.2 Alternative Importance Rankings

Exhaustively searching the space of component
subsets would be far too time-consuming in prac-
tice, so we introduce three other ranking schemes.

The first is to randomly rank importance. We
expect that this ranking will perform quite poorly,
but it provides a point of comparison by which
to validate that ranking by descending attention
weights is at least somewhat informative.
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The second ranking scheme, inspired by Li et al.
(2015) and Feng et al. (2018), is to order the at-
tention weights by the gradient of the decision
function with respect to each calculated attention
weight, in descending order. Since each of the
datasets on which we evaluate has either five or
ten output classes, we take the decision function
given a real-valued model output vector to be

d(x) =
exp (maxi (xi))∑

i expxi
.

Unlike the last two proposed rankings, our third
ranking scheme uses attention weights, but sup-
plements them with information about the gradi-
ent. For this ranking, we multiply each of our
calculated gradients from our previous proposed
ranking scheme by their corresponding attention
weight magnitude. Under this ordering, attended
items that have both a high attention weight and
a high calculated gradient with respect to their at-
tention weight will be ranked most important.

We introduce these last two rankings as an at-
tempt to discover smaller sets not produced by the
attention weight ranking. Note, however, that we
still do not take either as a gold-standard indicator
of importance to the model, as with the gradient in
Ross et al. (2017) and Melis and Jaakkola (2018),
but merely as an alternative ordering method. The
“gold standard” in our case would be the minimal
set of attention weights to zero out for the decision
to change, which none of our ordering methods
will necessarily find for a particular instance.

5.3 Instances Excluded from Analysis

In cases where removing all but one input to the
attention layer still does not produce a decision
flip, we finish the process of removing compo-
nents by removing the final representation and re-
placing the output of the attention layer with an ar-
bitrary vector; we use the zero vector for our tests.
Even so, since every real-valued vector output by
the attention layer is mapped to an output distribu-
tion, removing this final item will still not change
the classification decision for instances that the
model happened to originally map to that same
class. We exclude such instances for which the
decision never changed from all subsequent anal-
yses.

We also set aside any test instances with a se-
quence length of 1 for their final attention layer, as
there is only one possible ordering for such cases.

5.4 Attention Does Not Optimally Describe
Model Decisions

Examining our results in Figure 5, we immediately
see that ranking importance by descending atten-
tion weights is not optimal for our models with
encoders. While removing intermediate represen-
tations in decreasing order by attention weights
often leads to a decision flip faster than a ran-
dom ranking, it also clearly falls short of match-
ing (or even approaching) the decision-flipping ef-
ficiency of either the gradient ordering or gradient-
attention-product ordering in many cases.

In addition, although the product-based ranking
often (but not always) requires slightly fewer re-
moved items than the gradient ranking, we see that
the purely gradient-based ranking ignoring atten-
tion magnitudes comes quite close to it, far outper-
forming purely attention-based orderings. For ten
of our 16 models with encoders, removing by gra-
dient found a smaller decision-flipping set of items
than attention for over 50% of instances in that
model’s test set, with that percentage often being
much higher. In fact, for every model with an en-
coder that we tested, there were at least 1.6 times
as many test instances where the purely gradient-
based ranking managed a decision flip faster than
the attention-based ranking than vice versa.

We do not claim that ranking importance by ei-
ther descending gradients or descending gradient-
attention products is optimal, but in many cases
they discover much smaller decision-flipping sets
of items than attention weights. Therefore, rank-
ing representations in descending order by atten-
tion weight clearly fails to uncover a minimal set
of decision-flipping information much of the time,
which is a warning sign that we should be skepti-
cal of trusting groups of attention weight magni-
tudes as importance indicators.

5.5 Decision Flips Often Occur Late

For all ordering schemes we tried, we were struck
by the large fraction of items that had to be re-
moved to achieve a decision flip in many models.
This is slightly less surprising for the HANs, as
they compute attention over shorter sequences of
sentences (see Table 1). For the FLAN models,
though, this result is highly unexpected. The se-
quences across which FLANs compute attention
are usually hundreds of tokens in length, meaning
most attention weights will likely be minuscule.

The distributions of tokens removed by our dif-
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Figure 5: The distribution of fractions of items removed before first decision flips on three model architectures
under different ranking schemes. Boxplot whiskers represent the highest/lowest data point within 1.5 IQR of the
higher/lower quartile, and dataset names at the bottom apply to their whole column. In several of the plots, the
median or lower quartile aren’t visible; in these cases, the median/lower quartile is either 1 or very close to 1.

ferent orderings that we see for the FLANrnns in
Figure 5 are therefore remarkably high, especially
given that all of our classification tasks have at
least five output classes. We also note that due
to the exponential nature of the softmax, softmax
attention distributions typically contain only a few
high-weighted items before the calculated weights
become quite small, which can be misleading. In
many cases, flipping the model’s original deci-
sion requires digging deep into the small attention
weights, with the high-weighted components not
actually being the reason for the decision.

For several of our models, especially the
FLANs (which typically compute attention over
hundreds of tokens), this fact is concerning from
an explainability perspective. Lipton (2016) de-
scribes a model as “transparent” if “a person can
contemplate the entire model at once.” Applying
this insight to the explanations suggested by at-
tention, if an explanation rests on simultaneously
considering hundreds of attended tokens necessary
for a decision– even if that set were minimal—that
would still raise serious transparency concerns.

5.6 Effects of Contextualization Scope on
Attention’s Interpretability

One last question we consider is whether the large
number of items that are removed before deci-
sion flips can be explained in part by the scope of
each model’s contextualization. In machine trans-
lation, prior work has observed that recurrent en-
coders over a full sequence can “shift” tokens’ sig-
nal in ways that cause subsequent attention lay-
ers to compute unintuitive off-by-one alignments
(Koehn and Knowles, 2017). We hypothesize that
in our text classification setting, the bidirectional
recurrent structure of the HANrnn and FLANrnn
encoders might instead be redistributing operative
signal from a few informative input tokens across
many others’ contextualized representations.

Comparing the decision flip results for the
FLANconvs in Figure 5 to those for the FLAN-
rnns supports this theory. We notice decision
flips happening much faster than for either of the
RNN-based model architectures, indicating that
the biRNN effectively does learn to widely redis-
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Figure 6: The distribution of fractions of items removed before decision flips on the encoderless model architec-
tures under different ranking schemes. The Amazon FLANnoenc results have a very long tail; using the legend’s
order of rankings, the percentage of test instances with a removed fraction above 0.50 for that model is 12.4%,
2.8%, 0.9%, and 0.5%, respectively.

tribute the classification signal. In contrast, the
convolutional encoders only allow contextualiza-
tion with respect to an input token’s two neighbors
to either side. We see similar results when compar-
ing the two HAN architectures, albeit much more
weakly (see Figure 10 in Appendix A.2); this is
likely due to the smaller number of tokens being
contextualized by the HANs (sentence representa-
tions instead of words), so that contextualization
with respect to a token’s close neighbors encom-
passes a much larger fraction of the full sequence.

We see this difference even more strongly when
we compare to the encoderless model architec-
tures, as shown in Figure 6. Compared to both
other model architectures, we see the fraction of
necessary items to erase for flipping the decision
plummet. We also see random orderings mostly do
better than before, indicating more brittle decision
boundaries, especially on the Amazon dataset.6 In
this situation, we see attention magnitudes gen-
erally indicate importance on par with (or better
than) gradients, but that the product-based order-

6This is likely due to the fact that with no contextualiza-
tion, the final attended representations are just a linear com-
bination of the input embeddings, so the embeddings them-
selves are responsible for learning to directly encode a deci-
sion. Since Amazon has the largest ratio of documents (which
probably vary in their label) to unique word embeddings by
a factor of more than two times any other dataset’s, and the
final attended representations in the FLANnoencs are unag-
gregated word embeddings, it stands to reason that the lack
of encoders would be a much bigger obstacle in its case.

ing is still often a more efficient explanation.
While these differences themselves are not

an argument against attention’s interpretability,
they highlight the distinction between attention’s
weighting of intermediate, contextualized repre-
sentations and the model’s use of the original input
tokens themselves. Our RNN-based models’ abil-
ity to maintain their original decision well past the
point at which models using only local or no con-
text have lost the signal driving their original de-
cisions confirms that attention weights for a con-
textualized representation do not necessarily map
neatly back to the original tokens. This might at
least partly explain the striking near-indifference
of the model’s decision to the contributions of
particular contextualized representations in both
our RNN-based models and in Jain and Wallace
(2019), who also use recurrent encoders.

However, the results from almost all models
continue to support that ranking importance by
attention is still not optimal; our non-random al-
ternative rankings still uncover many cases where
fewer items could be removed to achieve a deci-
sion flip than the attention weights imply.

6 Limitations

There are important limitations to the work we de-
scribe here, perhaps the most important of which is
our focus on text classification. By choosing to fo-
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cus on this task, we use the fact that decision flips
are often not trivially achieved to ground our judg-
ments of importance in model decision changes.
However, for a task with a much larger output
space (such as language modeling or machine
translation) where almost anything might flip the
decision, decision flips are likely too coarse a sig-
nal to identify meaningful differences. Determin-
ing an analogous informative threshold in changes
to model outputs would be key to expanding this
sort of analysis to other groups of models.

A related limitation is our reliance in many of
these tests on a fairly strict definition of impor-
tance tied to the output’s argmax; an alternative
definition of importance might assert that the high-
est attention weights should identify the most in-
fluential representations in pushing towards any
output class, not just the argmax. Two of the
core challenges that would need to be solved to
test for how well attention meets this relaxed cri-
terion would be meaningfully evaluating a sin-
gle attended item’s “importance” to multiple out-
put classes for comparison to other attended items
and, once again, determining what would truly in-
dicate being “most influential” in the absence of
decision flips as a guide to the output space.

Also, while we explore several model architec-
tures in this work, there exist other attention func-
tions such as multi-headed and scaled dot-product
(Vaswani et al., 2017), as well as cases where a
single attention layer is responsible for producing
more than one attended representation, such as in
self-attention (Cheng et al., 2016). These vari-
ants could have different interpretability proper-
ties. Likewise, we only evaluate on final layers of
attention here; in large models, lower-level layers
of attention might learn to work differently.

7 Related and Future Work

We have adopted an erasure-based approach to
probing the interpretability of computed attention
weights, but there are many other possible ap-
proaches. For example, recent work has focused
on which training instances (Koh and Liang, 2017)
or which human-interpretable features were most
relevant for a particular decision (Ribeiro et al.,
2016; Arras et al., 2016). Others have explored al-
ternative ways of comparing the behavior of pro-
posed explanation methods (Adebayo et al., 2018).
Yet another line of work focuses on aligning mod-
els with human feedback for what is interpretable

(Fyshe et al., 2015; Subramanian et al., 2017),
which could refine our idea of what defines a high-
quality explanation derived from attention.

Finally, another direction for future work would
be to extend the importance-ranking comparisons
that we deploy here for evaluation purposes into a
method for deriving better, more informative rank-
ings, which in turn could be useful for the devel-
opment of new, more interpretable models.

8 Conclusion

It is frequently assumed that attention is a tool
for interpreting a model, but we find that atten-
tion does not necessarily correspond to impor-
tance. In some ways, the two correlate: comparing
the highest attention weight to a lower weight, the
high attention weight’s impact on the model is of-
ten larger. However, the picture becomes bleaker
when we consider the many cases where the high-
est attention weights fail to have a large impact.
Examining these cases through multi-weight tests,
we see that attention weights often fail to iden-
tify the sets of representations most important to
the model’s final decision. Even in cases when
an attention-based importance ranking flips the
model’s decision faster than an alternative rank-
ing, the number of zeroed attended items is often
too large to be helpful as an explanation. We also
see a marked effect of the contextualization scope
preceding the attention layer on the number of at-
tended items affecting the model’s decision; while
attention magnitudes do seem more helpful in un-
contextualized cases, their lagging performance in
retrieving decision rationales elsewhere is cause
for concern. What is clear is that in the settings we
have examined, attention is not an optimal method
of identifying which attended elements are respon-
sible for an output. Attention may yet be inter-
pretable in other ways, but as an importance rank-
ing, it fails to explain model decisions.
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A Appendices

A.1 Model Hyperparameters and
Performance

We lowercased all tokens during preprocessing
and used all hyperparameters specified in (Yang
et al., 2016), except for those related to the opti-
mization algorithm or, in the case of the convo-
lutional or no-encoder models, the encoder. For
each convolutional encoder, we trained two con-
volutions: one sweeping over five tokens, and one
sweeping over three. As the output representation
of token x, we then concatenated the outputs of the
five-token and three-token convolutions centered
on x. Unless otherwise noted, to train each model,
we used Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with gra-
dient clipping of 10.0 and a patience value of 5,
so we would stop training a model if five epochs
elapsed without any improvement in validation set
accuracy. In addition, for each model, we speci-
fied a learning rate for training, and dropout be-
fore each encoder layer (or attention layer, for the
encoderless models) and also within the classifi-
cation layer. For the HAN models, these are the
values we used:

• Yahoo Answers HANrnn, Yahoo Answers
HANconv

– Pre-sentence-encoder dropout: 0.4445
– Pre-document-encoder dropout: 0.2202
– Classification layer dropout: 0.3749
– Learning rate: 0.0004

• IMDB HANrnn

– Pre-sentence-encoder dropout: 0.4445
– Pre-document-encoder dropout: 0.2202
– Classification layer dropout: 0.2457
– Learning rate: 0.0004

• Amazon HANrnn, Amazon HANconv

– Pre-sentence-encoder dropout: 0.6
– Pre-document-encoder dropout: 0.2
– Classification layer dropout: 0.4
– Learning rate: 0.0002

• Amazon HANnoenc

– Pre-sentence-encoder dropout: 0.6
– Pre-document-encoder dropout: 0.2
– Classification layer dropout: 0.4
– Learning rate: 0.0002

– Patience: 10

• Yelp HANrnn, Yelp HANconv

– Pre-sentence-encoder dropout: 0.7
– Pre-document-encoder dropout: 0.1
– Classification layer dropout: 0.7
– Learning rate: 0.0001

• Yelp HANnoenc

– Pre-sentence-encoder dropout: 0.7
– Pre-document-encoder dropout: 0.1
– Classification layer dropout: 0.7
– Learning rate: 0.0001
– Patience: 10

• Yahoo Answer HANnoenc

– Pre-sentence-encoder dropout: 0.4445
– Pre-document-encoder dropout: 0.2202
– Classification layer dropout: 0.3749
– Learning rate: 0.0004
– Patience: 10

• IMDB HANconv

– Pre-sentence-encoder dropout: 0.4445
– Pre-document-encoder dropout: 0.2202
– Classification layer dropout: 0.2457
– Learning rate: 0.0004

• IMDB HANnoenc

– Pre-sentence-encoder dropout: 0.4445
– Pre-document-encoder dropout: 0.2202
– Classification layer dropout: 0.2457
– Learning rate: 0.0004
– Patience: 10

For the FLAN models, these are the values we
used:

• Yahoo Answers FLANrnn, Yahoo Answers
FLANconv

– Pre-document-encoder dropout: 0.4445
– Classification layer dropout: 0.4457
– Learning rate: 0.0004

• IMDB FLANrnn, IMDB FLANconv

– Pre-document-encoder dropout: 0.4445
– Classification layer dropout: 0.3457
– Learning rate: 0.0004
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Dataset HANrnn HANconv HANnoenc FLANrnn FLANconv FLANnoenc
Yahoo Answers 74.6 72.8 73.1 75.5 73.1 72.3
IMDB 50.3 48.9 46.1 49.1 48.2 45.4
Amazon 56.9 55.3 51.2 56.6 54.4 50.2
Yelp 63.0 61.0 58.6 62.3 60.7 58.2

Table 3: Classification accuracy of the different trained models on their respective test sets

• Amazon FLANrnn, Amazon FLANconv

– Pre-document-encoder dropout: 0.6
– Classification layer dropout: 0.4
– Learning rate: 0.0002

• Amazon FLANnoenc

– Pre-document-encoder dropout: 0.6
– Classification layer dropout: 0.4
– Learning rate: 0.0002
– Patience: 10

• Yelp FLANrnn, Yelp FLANconv

– Pre-document-encoder dropout: 0.7
– Classification layer dropout: 0.7
– Learning rate: 0.0001

• Yelp FLANnoenc

– Pre-document-encoder dropout: 0.7
– Classification layer dropout: 0.7
– Learning rate: 0.0001
– Patience: 10

• Yahoo Answers FLANnoenc

– Pre-document-encoder dropout: 0.4445
– Classification layer dropout: 0.4457
– Learning rate: 0.0004
– Patience: 10

• IMDB FLANnoenc

– Pre-document-encoder dropout: 0.4445
– Classification layer dropout: 0.3457
– Learning rate: 0.0004
– Patience: 10

Trained model classification accuracies are re-
ported in Table 3. We note that our IMDB data and
Yelp data are different sets of reviews from those
used by Yang et al. (2016), so our reported per-
formances are not directly comparable to theirs.

We were unable to reach a comparable perfor-
mance for the Amazon dataset (and Yelp dataset,
although different) to that in (Yang et al., 2016).
We suspect that this is due to not pretraining
the word2vec embeddings used by the model for
long enough, combined with memory limitations
on our hardware that necessitated decreasing our
batch size in many cases. However, as noted in
section 3, the analysis that we perform does not
depend on model accuracy. It’s also worth noting
that for the datasets for which we are able to get
results that either pass or come close to the accura-
cies listed in the original HAN paper, the patterns
we see in the results for the tests that we run are
the same as the patterns that we see for the others.

A.2 Full Sets of Plots

Here we include the full sets of result plots for all
models for all tests we describe in the paper, in
order of appearance.

In Figure 7, we see that the majority of ∆JS
values continue to fall above 0, and that most
are still close to 0. One point not stated in the
paper, though, is that the upswing in ∆JS val-
ues as the difference between i∗’s weight and a
randomly chosen weight increases tends to occur
slightly earlier for models with less contextualiza-
tion, implying that the improving efficiency of the
attention-based ranking at flipping the decision as
contextualization scope shrinks is also reflected in
single-weight test results.

Looking at where negative ∆JS values tend to
occur in Figure 8, we once again see that they
tend to cluster around cases where the difference
between the highest and randomly chosen atten-
tion weights is close to 0. There are some ex-
ceptions, however; perhaps the most obvious are
the fat tails of these counts for the Yahoo Answer
HAN models. Considering the highest-attention-
weight ranking of importance for all Yahoo An-
swers HAN models in Figure 10 struggle in flip-
ping the decision quickly, it may be that attention
is less helpful than usual in identifying importance
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in its case, which could explain this discrepancy.
In Figure 9, we list contingency tables for all i∗-

versus-random single-weight decision-flip tests.
We continue to see higher values overall in our
blue cells than orange, as described in section
4.2. The most general change we notice across
all the tables is that in the encoderless case, there
are more test instances (often many more) where
at least one of i∗ or our random attended item
flipped the decision than for any other architec-
ture, except in the case of the Yahoo Answers
FLAN. Thinking about why this might be, we re-
call that in the encoderless case, word embeddings
are much more directly responsible for encoding a
decision. Yahoo Answers is our only topic classi-
fication dataset, where keywords like “computer”
or “basketball” might be much clearer indicators
of a topic than, say, “like” or “love” would be in-
dicators of a rating of 8 versus 9. This likely leads
to much less certain decisions being encoded in
the word embeddings of the non-Yahoo Answers
datasets. For all other models, and in the case
where potentially contradictory Yahoo Answers
word embeddings are blended together before the
final layer of attention (its HANnoenc), it is likely
that decisions are simply more brittle overall.

Finally, in Figure 10, we include the full set
of fraction-removed distributions for the first deci-
sion flips reached under the different rankings we
explored.

A.3 Additional Tests

Besides the tests we describe in the main paper,
some of the other tests that we ran provide addi-
tional insights into our results. We briefly describe
those here.

In Figure 11, we provide the distributions of
the original attention probability distributions that
were zeroed at the point when different ranking
schemes achieved their first decision flips. (Equiv-
alently, these are the distributions of the sums of
the zeroed attention weights described in Figure
10, only without repeated normalization.) We in-
clude these results to give a sense of which at-
tention magnitudes the different rankings typically
place towards the top. We notice that this proba-
bility mass required to change a decision is often
quite high, which is unsurprising for the attention-
based ranking, given that it frequently requires re-
moving many items to flip decisions and attention
distributions tend to have just a few high weights.

Besides that, the main takeaway that we see
here is that for most models, the distribution of at-
tention probability masses zeroed by our gradient-
based ranking or our product-based ranking is of-
ten shifted down by around 0.25 or more com-
pared to the corresponding attention probability
mass distribution for the attention-based ranking,
which is a fairly large difference. This would seem
to imply that these alternative rankings (which
usually flip decisions faster) tend to differ in rel-
atively substantial ways from the rankings sug-
gested by the pure attention weights, not just in
the long tail of their orderings, which is another
warning sign against attention’s interpretability.

The final set of tests that we include in Fig-
ures 12 and 13 consist of rerunning our single-
weight decision-flip tests on the single “most im-
portant” attention weights in their respective atten-
tion distributions as suggested by our alternative
rankings (gradient-based and product-based rank-
ings) instead of attention magnitudes. These re-
sults serve two functions: first, they imply still
more information about when the top weight sug-
gested by an alternative, faster-decision-flipping
ranking differs from the top attention weight. In-
tuitively, if we observe large differences between
the sum of the “yes” row for one contingency table
and the “yes” rows for the other rankings’ tables
on that same model, this is likely due to differ-
ences in the frequencies with which the highest-
ranked items achieve a decision flip, indicating
differences in highest-ranked items (“likely” be-
cause of the noise added by the random sampling).

The second piece of information that these tests
provide is a lower bound (via the sum of the “yes”
rows) for the number of cases where rankings flip
a decision as quickly as possible (i.e., in the first
item). For context, the sum of the “yes” row is
higher than the corresponding sum in Figure 9 for
all contingency tables using our product-based or-
dering. For the gradient-based ordering, however,
this sum is actually lower than for the attention-
based ranking’s tables in 14 out of our 24 models.
This tells us that our gradient-based method of-
ten finds fewer single-item ways of flipping deci-
sions than the attention-based ranking, so in order
to achieve its more efficient overall distribution of
flips that we see for many models in Figure 10,
it must usually flip decisions faster than attention
in cases where both its ranking and the attention-
based ranking require multiple removed weights.
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Figure 7: Differences in attention weight magnitude plotted against ∆JS for all datasets and architectures
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Figure 8: Counts of negatives ∆JS values grouped by the difference in their corresponding attention weights for
all datasets and architectures.
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Figure 9: Using the definition of i∗ given in section 4 (the highest-attention-weight attended item) and comparing
to a different randomly selected attended item, these were the percentages of test instances that fell into each
decision-flip indicator variable category for each of the four test sets on all models. Since we require our random
item not to be i∗, we exclude any instances with a final sequence length of 1 (one sentence for the HANs, one word
for the FLANs) from analysis.
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Figure 10: Distribution of fraction of attention weights that had to be removed by different ranking schemes
to change each model architecture’s decisions for each of the four datasets. The different rankings (aside from
“Attention”, which corresponds to the attention weight magnitudes in descending order) are described in section
5.2.
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Figure 11: Distribution of probability masses that had to be removed by different ranking schemes to change each
model architecture’s decisions for each of the four datasets. While we do not discuss these in the paper due to space
constraints, we notice that in most cases, a high fraction of the original attention distribution’s probability mass
must be zeroed before the (renormalized) modified attended representation results in a changed decision using the
Attention ranking.
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Figure 12: Let i∗g be the highest-ranked attended item using our purely gradient-based ranking of importance
described in section 5.2. We rerun our single-weight decision flip tests using this new i∗g , comparing to a different
randomly selected attended item. These were the percentages of test instances that fell into each decision-flip
indicator variable category for each of the four test sets on all models. Since we require our random item not to
be i∗g , we exclude any instances with a final sequence length of 1 (one sentence for the HANs, one word for the
FLANs) from analysis.
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Figure 13: Let i∗p be the highest-ranked attended item using our attention-gradient product ranking of importance
described in section 5.2. Once again, we rerun our single-weight decision flip tests using this new i∗p, comparing
to a different randomly selected attended item. These were the percentages of test instances that fell into each
decision-flip indicator variable category for each of the four test sets on all models. Since we require our random
item not to be i∗p, we exclude any instances with a final sequence length of 1 (one sentence for the HANs, one word
for the FLANs) from analysis.
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Abstract

Analysis methods which enable us to better
understand the representations and functioning
of neural models of language are increasingly
needed as deep learning becomes the domi-
nant approach in NLP. Here we present two
methods based on Representational Similarity
Analysis (RSA) and Tree Kernels (TK) which
allow us to directly quantify how strongly the
information encoded in neural activation pat-
terns corresponds to information represented
by symbolic structures such as syntax trees.
We first validate our methods on the case of
a simple synthetic language for arithmetic ex-
pressions with clearly defined syntax and se-
mantics, and show that they exhibit the ex-
pected pattern of results. We then apply our
methods to correlate neural representations
of English sentences with their constituency
parse trees.

1 Introduction

Analysis methods which allow us to better under-
stand the representations and functioning of neu-
ral models of language are increasingly needed as
deep learning becomes the dominant approach to
natural language processing. A popular technique
for analyzing neural representations involves pre-
dicting information of interest from the activation
patterns, typically using a simple predictive model
such as a linear classifier or regressor. If the model
is able to predict this information with high accu-
racy, the inference is that the neural representation
encodes it. We refer to these as diagnostic models.

One important limitation of this method of anal-
ysis is that it is only easily applicable to rela-
tively simple types of target information, which
are amenable to be predicted via linear regression
or classification. Should we wish to decode acti-
vation patterns into a structured target such as a
syntax tree, we would need to resort to complex

structure prediction algorithms, running the risk
that the analytic method becomes no simpler than
the actual neural model.

Here we introduce an alternative approach
based on correlating neural representations of sen-
tences and structured symbolic representations
commonly used in linguistics. Crucially, the cor-
relation is in similarity space rather than in the
original representation space, removing most con-
straints on the types of representations we can use.
Our approach is an extension of the Representa-
tional Similarity Analysis (RSA) method, initially
introduced by Kriegeskorte et al. (2008) in the
context of understanding neural activation patterns
in human brains.

In this work we propose to apply RSA to neural
representations of strings from a language on one
side, and to structured symbolic representations of
these strings on the other side. To capture the sim-
ilarities between these symbolic representations,
we use a tree kernel, a metric to compute the pro-
portion of common substructures between trees.
This approach enables straightforward compari-
son of neural and symbolic-linguistic representa-
tions. Furthermore, we introduce RSAREGRESS, a
similarity-based analytic method which combines
features of RSA and of diagnostic models.

We validate both techniques on neural models
which process a synthetic language for arithmetic
expressions with a simple syntax and semantics
and show that they behave as expected in this con-
trolled setting. We further apply our techniques
to two neural models trained on English text, In-
fersent (Conneau et al., 2017) and BERT (Devlin
et al., 2018), and show that both models encode a
substantial amount of syntactic information com-
pared to random models and simple bag-of-words
representations; we also show that according to
our metrics syntax is most salient in the interme-
diate layers of BERT.
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2 Related work

2.1 Analytic methods
The dominance of deep learning models in NLP
has brought an increasing interest in techniques
to analyze these models and gain insight into
how they encode linguistic information. For an
overview of analysis techniques, see Belinkov and
Glass (2019). The most widespread family of
techniques are diagnostic models, which use the
internal activations of neural networks trained on
a particular task as input to another predictive
model. The success of such a predictive model is
then interpreted as evidence that the predicted in-
formation has been encoded by the original neural
model. The approach has also been called aux-
iliary task (Adi et al., 2017), decoding (Alishahi
et al., 2017), diagnostic classifier (Hupkes et al.,
2018) or probing (Conneau et al., 2018).

Diagnostic models have used a range of predic-
tive tasks, but since their main purpose is to help
us better understand the dynamics of a complex
model, they themselves need to be kept simple and
interpretable. This means that the predicted infor-
mation in these techniques is typically limited to
simple class labels or values, as opposed to sym-
bolic, structured representations of interest to lin-
guists such as syntactic trees. In order to work
around this limitation Tenney et al. (2019) present
a method for probing complex structures via a for-
mulation named edge probing, where classifiers
are trained to predict various lexical, syntactic and
semantic relations between representation of word
spans within a sentence.

Another important consideration when analyz-
ing neural encodings is the fact that a randomly
initialized network will often show non-random
activation patterns. The reason for this depends
on each particular case, but may involve the dy-
namics of the network itself as well as features of
the input data. For a discussion of this issue in the
context of diagnostic models see Zhang and Bow-
man (2018).

Alternative approaches have been proposed to
analyzing neural models of language. For exam-
ple, Saphra and Lopez (2019) train a language
model and parallel recurrent models for POS, se-
mantic and topic tagging, and measure the correla-
tion between the neural representations of the lan-
guage model and the taggers.

Others modify the neural architecture itself
to make it more interpretable: Croce et al.

(2018) adapt layerwise relevance propagation
(Bach et al., 2015) to Kernel-based Deep Archi-
tectures (Croce et al., 2017) in order to retrieve
examples which motivate model decisions. A vec-
tor representation for a given structured symbolic
input is built based on kernel evaluations between
the input and a subset of training examples known
as landmarks, and the network decision is then
traced back to the landmarks which had most in-
fluence on it. In our work we also use kernels be-
tween symbolic structures, but rather than building
a particular interpretable model we propose a gen-
eral analytical framework.

2.2 Representation Similarity Analysis
Kriegeskorte et al. (2008) present RSA as a vari-
ant of pattern-information analysis, to be applied
for understanding neural activation patterns in hu-
man brains, for example syntactic computations
(Tyler et al., 2013) or sensory cortical process-
ing (Yamins and DiCarlo, 2016). The core idea
is to find connections between data from neu-
roimaging, behavioral experiments and computa-
tional modeling by correlating representations of
stimuli in each of these representation spaces via
their pairwise (dis)similarities. RSA has also been
used for measuring similarities between neural-
network representation spaces (e.g. Bouchacourt
and Baroni, 2018; Chrupała, 2019).

2.3 Tree kernels
For extending RSA to a structured represen-
tation space, we need a metric for measuring
(dis)similarity between two structured representa-
tions. Kernels provide a suitable framework for
this purpose: Collins and Duffy (2002) introduce
convolutional kernels for syntactic parse trees as a
metric which quantifies similarity between trees as
the number of overlapping tree fragments between
them, and introduce a polynomial time algorithm
to compute these kernels; Moschitti (2006) pro-
pose an efficient algorithm for computing tree ker-
nels in linear average running time.

2.4 Synthetic languages
When developing techniques for analyzing neu-
ral network models of language, several studies
have used synthetic data from artificial languages.
Using synthetic language has the advantage that
its structure is well-understood and the complex-
ity of the language and the statistical character-
istics of the generated data can be carefully con-
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trolled. The tradition goes back to the first gen-
eration of connectionist models of language (El-
man, 1990; Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997).
More recently, Sennhauser and Berwick (2018)
and Skachkova et al. (2018) both use context-
free grammars to generate data, and train RNN-
based models to identify matching numbers of
opening and closing brackets (so called Dyck lan-
guages). The task can be learned, but Sennhauser
and Berwick (2018) report that the models fail to
generalize to longer sentences. Paperno (2018)
also show that with extensive training and the ap-
propriate curriculum, LSTMs trained on synthetic
language can learn compositional interpretation
rules.

Nested arithmetic languages are also appealing
choices since they have an unambiguous hierar-
chical structure and a clear compositional seman-
tic interpretation (i.e. the value of the arithmetic
expression). Hupkes et al. (2018) train RNNs to
calculate the value of such expressions and show
that they perform and generalize well to unseen
strings. They apply diagnostic classifiers to ana-
lyze the strategy employed by the RNN model.

3 Similarity-based analytical methods

RSA finds connections between data from two dif-
ferent representation spaces. Specifically, for each
representation type we compute a matrix of sim-
ilarities between pairs of stimuli. Pairs of these
matrices are then subject to second-order analysis
by extracting their upper triangulars and comput-
ing a correlation coefficient between them.

Thus for a set of objects X , given a similar-
ity function sk for a representation k, the function
Sk which computes the representational similarity
matrix is defined as:

Sk(X) = U

Ui,j = sk(Xi, Xj),
(1)

and the RSA score between representations k and
l for data X is the correlation (such as Pearson’s
correlation coefficient r) between the upper trian-
gulars Sk(X) and Sl(X), excluding the diagonals.

Structured RSA We apply RSA to neural repre-
sentations of strings from a language on one side,
and to structured symbolic representations of these
strings on the other side. The structural proper-
ties are captured by defining appropriate similarity

functions for these symbolic representations; we
use tree kernels for this purpose.

A tree kernel measures the similarity between
a pair of tree structures by computing the number
of tree fragments they share. Collins and Duffy
(2002) introduce an algorithm for efficiently com-
puting this quantity; a tree fragment in their for-
mulation is a set of connected nodes subject to the
constraint that only complete production rules are
included.

Following Collins and Duffy (2002), we calcu-
late the tree kernel between two trees T1 and T2
as:

K(T1, T2) =
∑

n1∈T1

∑

n2∈T2
C(n1, n2, λ), (2)

where n1 and n2 are the complete sets of tree frag-
ments in T1 and T2, respectively, and the function
C(n1, n2, λ) is calculated as shown in figure 2.
The parameter λ is used to scale the relative im-
portance of tree fragments with their size. Lower
values of this parameter discount larger tree frag-
ments in the computation of the kernel; the value 1
does not do any discounting. See Figure 1 for the
illustration of the effect of the value of λ on the
kernel.

Figure 1: Distribution of values of the tree kernel for
two settings of discounting parameter λ, for syntax
trees of a sample of English sentences.

We work with normalized kernels: given a func-
tion K which computes the raw count of tree frag-
ments in common between trees t1 and t2, the nor-
malized tree kernel is defined as:

K ′(t1, t2) =
K(t1, t2)√

K(t1, t1)K(t2, t2)
. (3)

Figure 3 shows the complete set of tree frag-
ments which the tree kernel implicitly computes
for an example syntax tree.
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C(n1, n2, λ) =





0, if prod(n1) 6= prod(n2)

λ, if preterm(n1) ∧ preterm(n2)

λ
∏nc(n1)
i=1 (1 + C(ch(n1, i), ch(n2, i), λ)) otherwise.

Figure 2: Dynamic programming formula for computing a convolution kernel, after Collins and Duffy (2002).
Here nc(n) is the number of children of a given (sub)tree, and ch(n, i) is its ith child; prod(n) is the production
of node n, and preterm(n) is true if n is a preterminal node.
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Figure 3: The complete set of tree fragments as defined
by the tree kernel for the syntax tree corresponding to
the apple, after Collins and Duffy (2002).

RSAREGRESS Basic RSA measures correlation
between similarities in two different representa-
tions globally, i.e. how close they are in their total-
ity. In contrast, diagnostic models answer a more
specific question: to what extent a particular type
of information can be extracted from a given rep-
resentation. For example, while for a particular
neural encoding of sentences it may be possible to
predict the length of the sentence with high accu-
racy, the RSA between this representation and the
strings represented only by their length may be rel-
atively small in magnitude, since the neural repre-
sentation may be encoding many other aspects of
the input in addition to its length.

We introduce RSAREGRESS, a method which
shares features of both classic RSA as well as the
diagnostic model approach. Like RSA it is based
on two similarity functions sk and sl specific to
two different representations k and l. But rather
than computing the square matrices Sk(X) and
Sl(X) for a set of objects X , we sample a refer-
ence set of objects R to act as anchor points, and
then embed the objects of interest X in the repre-
sentation space k via the representational similar-

ity function σk defined as:1

σk(X,R) = V

Vi,j = sk(Xi, Rj),
(4)

Likewise for representation l, we calculate σl for
the same set of objects X . The rows of the two re-
sulting matrices contain two different views of the
objects of interest, where the dimensions of each
view indicate the degree of similarity for a partic-
ular reference anchor point. We can now fit a mul-
tivariate linear regression model to map between
the two views:

B̂,a = argmin
B,a

MSE(Bσk(X,R)+ a, σl(X,R))

(5)
where k is the source and l is the target view, and
MSE is the mean squared error. The success of
this model can be seen as an indication of how
predictable representation l is from representation
k. Specifically, we use a cross-validated Pearson’s
correlation between predicted and true targets for
an L2-penalized model.

4 Synthetic language

Evaluation of analysis methods for neural network
models is an open problem. One frequently re-
sorts to largely qualitative evaluation: checking
whether the conclusions reached via a particular
approach have face validity and match pre-existing
intuitions. However pre-existing intuitions are of-
ten not reliable when it comes to complex neural
models applied to also very complex natural lan-
guage data. It is helpful to simplify one part of the
overall system and apply the analytic technique of
interest on a neural model which processes a sim-
ple and well-understood synthetic language. As
our first case study, we use a simple language of

1Note that σk is simply a generalization of Sk to the non-
square case, namely Sk(X) = σk(X,X).
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Syntax Meaning

E → L E1 O E2 R [E] = [O]([E1], [E2])
E → D [E] = [D]
O → + [O] = λx, y.x+ y mod 10
O → − [O] = λx, y.x− y mod 10
L→ (
R→ )
D → 0 [D] = 0
...

...
D → 9 [D] = 9

Table 1: Grammar G(L) of a language L expressing
addition and subtraction modulo 10 in infix notation.
The notation [·] stands for the semantic evaluation func-
tion. Subscripts on symbols serve to distinguish their
multiple occurrence.

arithmetic expressions. Here we first describe the
language and its syntax and semantics, and then
introduce neural recurrent models which process
these expressions.

4.1 Arithmetic expressions

Our language consists of expressions which en-
code addition and subtraction modulo 10. Con-
sider the example expression ((6+2)-(3+7)).
In order to evaluate the whole expression, each
parenthesized sub-expression is evaluated modulo
10: in this case the left sub-expression evaluates
to 8, the right one to 0 and the whole expression to
8. Table 1 gives the context-free grammar which
generates this language, and the rules for seman-
tic evaluation. Figure 4 shows the syntax tree for
the example expression according to this grammar.
This language lacks ambiguity, has a small vocab-
ulary (14 symbols) and simple semantics, while at
the same time requiring the processing of hierar-
chical structure to evaluate its expressions.2

Generating expressions In order to generate
expressions in L we use the recursive function
GENERATE defined in Algorithm 1. The func-
tion receives two input parameters: the branching
probability p and the decay factor d. In the recur-
sive call to GENERATE in lines 4 and 5 the prob-
ability p is divided by the decay factor. Larger
values of d lead to the generation of smaller ex-
pressions. Within the branching path in line 6 the
operator is selected uniformly at random, and like-
wise in the non-branching path in line 9 the digit
is sampled uniformly.

2The grammar is more complex than strictly needed in or-
der to facilitate the computation of the Tree Kernel, which
assumes each vocabulary symbol is expanded from a pre-
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Figure 4: Syntax tree of the expression
((6+2)-(3+7)).

Algorithm 1 Recursive function for generating an
expression of language L.
1: function GENERATE(p, d)
2: branch ∼ BERNOULLI(p)
3: if branch then
4: e1← GENERATE(p/d, d)
5: e2← GENERATE(p/d, d)
6: op ∼ UNIFORM([+,−])
7: return [E [L ( ] e1 [O op ] e2 [R ) ] ]
8: else
9: digit ∼ UNIFORM([0, . . . , 9])

10: return [E [D digit ] ]
11: end if
12: end function

4.2 Neural models of arithmetic expressions

We define three recurrent models which process
the arithmetic expressions from language L. Each
of them is trained to predict a different target, re-
lated either to the syntax of the language or to
its semantics. We use these models as a testbed
for validating our analytical approaches. All these
models share the same recurrent encoder architec-
ture, based on LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhu-
ber, 1997).

Encoder The encoder consists of a trainable em-
bedding lookup table for the input symbols, and a
single-layer LSTM. The state of the hidden layer
of the LSTM at the last step in the sequence is used
as a representation of the input expression.

SEMANTIC EVALUATION This model consists
of the encoder as described above, which passes
its representation of the input to a multi-layer per-
ceptron component with a single output neuron. It
is trained to predict the value of the input expres-
sion, with mean squared error as the loss function.
In order to perform this task we would expect that
the model needs to encode the hierarchical struc-

terminal node.
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ture of the expression to some extent while also
encoding the result of actually carrying out the op-
erations of semantic evaluation.

TREE DEPTH This model is similar to SEMAN-
TIC EVALUATION but is trained to predict the
depth of the syntax tree corresponding to the ex-
pression instead of its value. We expect this model
to need to encode a fair amount of hierarchical in-
formation, but it can completely ignore the seman-
tics of the language, including the identity of the
digit symbols.

INFIX-TO-PREFIX This model uses the encoder
to create a representation of the input expression,
which it then decodes in its prefix form. For ex-
ample, the expression ((6+2)-(3+7)) is con-
verted to (-(+62)(+37)). The decoder is an
LSTM trained as a conditional language model,
i.e. its initial hidden state is the output of the en-
coder and its input at each step is the embedding
of previous output symbol. The loss function is
categorical cross-entropy. We would expect this
model to encode the hierarchical structure in some
form as well as the identity of the digit symbols,
but it can ignore the compositional semantics of
the language.

4.3 Reference representations
We use RSA to correlate the neural encoders from
Section 4.2 with reference syntactic and semantic
information about the arithmetic expressions. For
the neural representations we use cosine distance
as the dissimilarity metric. The reference repre-
sentations and their associated dissimilarity met-
rics are described below.

Semantic value This is simply the value to
which each expression evaluates, also used as the
target of the SEMANTIC EVALUATION model. As
a measure of dissimilarity we use the absolute dif-
ference between values, which ranges from 0 to 9.

Tree depth This is the depth of the syntax tree
for each expression, also used as the target of the
TREE DEPTH model. We use the absolute differ-
ence as the dissimilarity measure. The dissimilar-
ity is minimum 0 and has no upper bound, but in
our data the typical maximum value is around 7.

Tree kernel This is an estimate of similarity be-
tween two syntax trees based on the number of tree
fragments they share, as described in Section 3.
The normalized tree kernel metric ranges between

0 and 1, which we convert to dissimilarity by sub-
tracting it from 1.

The semantic value and tree depth correlates are
easy to investigate with a variety of analytic meth-
ods including diagnostic models; we include them
in our experiments as a point of comparison. We
use the tree kernel representation to evaluate struc-
tured RSA for a simple synthetic language.

4.4 Experimental settings
We implement the neural models in PyTorch 1.0.0.
We use the following model architecture: encoder
embedding layer size 64, encoder LSTM size 128,
for the regression models, MLP with 1 hidden
layer of size 256; for the sequence-to-sequence
model the decoder hyper-parameters are the same
as the encoder. The symbols are predicted via
a linear projection layer from hidden state, fol-
lowed by a softmax. Training proceeds following
a curriculum: we first train on 100,000 batches of
size 32 of random expressions sampled with de-
cay d = 2.0, followed by 200,000 batches with
d = 1.8 and finally 400,000 batches with d = 1.5.
We optimize with Adam with learning rate 0.001.
We report results on expressions sampled with
d = 1.5. See Figure 5 for the distribution of ex-
pression sizes for these values of d.

Figure 5: Distribution of expression sizes when vary-
ing the value of the decay parameter d. The size of an
expression is measured as the number of its digit nodes.

We report all results for two conditions: ran-
domly initialized, and trained, in order to quantify
the effect of learning on the activation patterns.
The trained model is chosen by saving model
weights during training every 10,000 batches and
selecting the weights with the smallest loss on
1,000 held-out validation expressions. Results
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are reported on separate test data consisting of
2,000 expressions and 200 reference expressions
for RSAREGRESS embedding.

4.5 Results

Table 2 shows the results of our experiments,
where each row shows a different encoder type and
each column a different target task.

Semantic value and tree depth As a first san-
ity check, we would like to see whether the RSA
techniques show the same pattern captured by the
diagnostic models. As expected, both diagnostic
and RSA scores are the highest when the objec-
tive function used to train the encoder and the ana-
lytical reference representations match: for exam-
ple, the SEMANTIC EVALUATION encoder scores
high on the semantic value reference, both for the
diagnostic model and the RSA. Furthermore, the
scores for the value and depth reference repre-
sentation according to the diagnostic model and
according to RSAREGRESS are in agreement. The
scores according to RSA in some cases show a dif-
ferent picture. This is expected, as RSA answers a
substantially different question than the other two
approaches: it looks at how the whole representa-
tions match in their similarity structure, whereas
both the diagnostic model and RSAREGRESS focus
on the part of the representation that encodes the
target information the strongest.

Tree Kernel We can use both RSA and
RSAREGRESS for exploring whether the hidden ac-
tivations encode any structural representation of
syntax: this is evident in the scores yielded by
the TK reference representations. As expected,
the highest scores for both methods are gained
when using INFIX-TO-PREFIX encodings, the task
that relies the most on the hierarchical structure
of an input string. RSAREGRESS yields the second-
highest score for TREE DEPTH encodings, which
also depend on aspects of tree structure. The over-
all pattern for the TK with different values of the
discounting parameter λ is similar, even though
the absolute values of the scores vary. What is
unexpected is the results for the random encoder,
which we turn to next.

Random encoders The non-random nature of
the activation patterns of randomly initialized
models (e.g., Zhang and Bowman, 2018) is also
strongly in evidence in our results. For exam-
ple the random encoder has quite a high score for

Figure 6: Scatterplot of dissimilarity values according
to random encoder or trained INFIX-TO-PREFIX en-
coder and the Tree Kernel (λ = 0.5)

diagnostic regression on tree depth. Even more
striking is the fact that the random encoder has
substantial negative RSA score for the Tree Ker-
nel: thus, expression pairs more similar according
to the Tree Kernel are less similar according to the
random encoder, and vice-versa.

When applying RSA we can inspect the full cor-
relation pattern via a scatter-plot of the dissimilar-
ities in the reference and encoder representations.
Figure 6 shows the data for the random encoder
and the Tree Kernel representations. As can be
seen, the negative correlation for the random en-
coder is due to the fact that according to the Tree
Kernel, expression pairs tend to have high dissim-
ilarities, while according to the random encoder’s
activations they tend to have overall low dissimi-
larities. For the trained INFIX-TO-PREFIX encoder
the dissimilarities are clearly positively correlated
with the TK dissimilarities.

Thus the raw correlation value for the trained
encoder is a biased estimate of the effect of learn-
ing, as learning has to overcome the initially sub-
stantial negative correlation: a better estimate is
the difference between scores for the learned and
random model. It is worth noting that the same
approach would be less informative for the diag-
nostic model approach or for RSAREGRESS. For
a regression model the correlation scores will be
positive, and when taking the difference between
learned and random scores, they may cancel out,
even though a particular information may be pre-
dictable from the random activations in a com-
pletely different way than from the learned acti-
vations. This is what we see for the RSAREGRESS

scores for random vs. INFIX-TO-PREFIX encoder:
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Diagnostic RSA RSAREGRESS

Encoder Loss Value Depth Value Depth TK(1) TK(0.5) Value Depth TK(1) TK(0.5)

RANDOM 0.01 0.80 0.01 0.23 -0.24 -0.33 -0.01 0.57 0.41 0.63
SEMANTIC EVAL. 0.07 0.97 0.70 0.62 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.97 0.55 0.38 0.61
TREE DEPTH 0.00 -0.03 1.00 0.01 0.72 0.10 -0.06 -0.03 0.97 0.49 0.87
INFIX-TO-PREFIX 0.00 0.02 0.97 -0.00 0.64 0.35 0.53 0.02 0.88 0.58 0.96

Table 2: Scores for diagnostic regression, RSA, and RSAREGRESS with respect to expression value, expression tree
depth and the Tree Kernel (TK) with λ = 1 and λ = 0.5. All scores are Pearson’s correlation coefficients. For the
diagnostic model and RSAREGRESS they are cross-validated correlations between target and predicted values. The
randomly initialized encoder is the same for all encoder types, and thus there is only a single row for the RANDOM
encoder. The loss column shows the loss of the full model on the test data: mean squared error for SEMANTIC
EVALUATION and TREE DEPTH, and cross-entropy for INFIX-TO-PREFIX.

the scores partially cancel out, and given the pat-
tern in Figure 6 it is clear that subtracting them is
misleading. It is thus a good idea to complement
the RSAREGRESS score with the plain RSA correla-
tion score in order to obtain a full picture of how
learning affects the neural representations.

Overall, these results show that RSAREGRESS can
be used to answer the same sort of questions as
the diagnostic model. It has the added advantage
of being also easily applicable to structured sym-
bolic representations, while the RSA scores and
the full RSA correlation pattern provides a com-
plementary source of insight into neural represen-
tations. Encouraged by these findings, we next ap-
ply both RSA and RSAREGRESS to representations
of natural language sentences.

5 Natural language

Here we use our proposed RSA-based techniques
to compare tree-structure representations of natu-
ral language sentences with their neural represen-
tations captured by sentence embeddings. Such
embeddings are often provided by NLP systems
trained on unlabeled text, using variants of a lan-
guage modeling objective (e.g. Peters et al., 2018),
next and previous sentence prediction (Kiros et al.,
2015; Logeswaran and Lee, 2018), or discourse
based objectives (Nie et al., 2017; Jernite et al.,
2017). Alternatively they can be either fully
trained or fine-tuned on annotated data using a task
such as natural language inference (Conneau et al.,
2017). In our experiments we use one of each type
of encoders.

5.1 Encoders

Bag of words As a baseline we use a classic bag
of words model where a sentence is represented
by a vector of word counts. We do not exclude

any words and use raw, unweighted word counts.

Infersent This is the supervised model de-
scribed in Conneau et al. (2017) based on a bidi-
rectional LSTM trained on natural language infer-
ence. We use the infersent2 model with pre-
trained fastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017) word
embeddings.3 We also test a randomly initialized
version of this model, including random word em-
beddings.

BERT This is an unsupervised model based
on the Transformer architecture (Vaswani et al.,
2017) trained on a cloze-task and next-sentence
prediction (Devlin et al., 2018). We use the
Pytorch version of the large 24-layer model
(bert-large-uncased).4 We also test a ran-
domly initialized version of this model.

5.2 Experimental settings

Data We use a sample of data from the English
Web Treebank (EWT) (Bies et al., 2012) which
contains a mix of English weblogs, newsgroups,
email, reviews and question-answers manually an-
notated for syntactic constituency structure. We
use the 2,002 sentences corresponding to the de-
velopment section of the EWT Universal Depen-
dencies (Silveira et al., 2014), plus 200 sentences
from the training section as reference sentences
when fitting RSAREGRESS.

Tree Kernel Prior to computing the Tree Ker-
nel scores we delexicalize the constituency trees
by replacing all terminals (i.e. words) with a single
placeholder value X. This ensures that only syntac-
tic structure, and not lexical overlap, contributes to
kernel scores. We compute kernels for the values
of λ ∈ {1, 12}.

3Available at https://github.com/facebookresearch/InferSent.
4Available at https://github.com/huggingface/pytorch-

pretrained-BERT.
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Encoder Train λ RSA RSAREGRESS

BoW 0.5 0.18 0.50
Infersent − 0.5 0.24 0.51
BERT last − 0.5 0.12 0.49
BERT best − 0.5 0.14 0.53
Infersent + 0.5 0.30 0.71
BERT last + 0.5 0.16 0.59
BERT best + 0.5 0.32 0.70

BoW 1.0 -0.01 0.40
Infersent − 1.0 0.00 0.48
BERT last − 1.0 -0.08 0.50
BERT best − 1.0 -0.07 0.52
Infersent + 1.0 0.10 0.59
BERT last + 1.0 0.03 0.53
BERT best + 1.0 0.18 0.60

Table 3: Correlation scores for encoders against Tree
Kernel with varying λ. Scores for both RSA and
RSAREGRESS are Pearson’s r. The column Train indi-
cates whether the encoder (including the word embed-
dings) is randomly initialized (−), or trained (+). For
BERT, we report scores for the topmost (last) layer and
for the layer which maximizes the given score (best).

Embeddings For the BERT embeddings we use
the vector associated with the first token (CLS) for
a given layer. For Infersent, we use the default
max-pooled representation.

Fitting When fitting RSAREGRESS we use L2-
penalized multivariate linear regression. We re-
port the results for the value of the penalty = 10n,
for n ∈ {−3,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2}, with the highest
10-fold cross-validated Pearson’s r between target
and predicted similarity-embedded vectors.

5.3 Results

Table 3 shows the results of applying RSA and
RSAREGRESS on five different sentence encoders,
using the Tree Kernel reference. Results are re-
ported using two different values for the Tree Ker-
nel parameter λ.

As can be seen, with λ = 1
2 , all the en-

coders show a substantial RSA correlation with
the parse trees. The highest scores are achieved
by the trained Infersent and BERT, but even Bag
of Words and untrained versions of Infersent and
BERT show a sizeable correlation with syntactic
trees according to both RSA and RSAREGRESS.

When structure matching is strict (λ = 1),
only trained BERT and Infersent capture syn-
tactic information according to RSA; however,
RSAREGRESS still shows moderate correlation for
BoW and the untrained versions of BERT and In-
fersent. Thus RSAREGRESS is less sensitive to the
value of λ than RSA since changing it from 1

2 to 1

Figure 7: RSA and RSAREGRESS scores for embeddings
from all the layers of BERT vs Tree Kernel for two
values of λ. Both randomly initialized and trained ver-
sions of BERT are shown. The embeddings are vectors
at the first token (CLS) at each layer.

does not alter results in a qualitative sense.
Figure 7 shows how RSA and RSAREGRESS

scores change when correlating Tree Kernel esti-
mates with embeddings from different layers of
BERT. For trained models, scores peak between
layers 15–22 (depending on metric and λ) and de-
cline thereafter, which indicates that the final lay-
ers are increasingly dedicated to encoding aspects
of sentences other than pure syntax.

6 Conclusion

We present two RSA-based methods for correlat-
ing neural and syntactic representations of lan-
guage, using tree kernels as a measure of sim-
ilarity between syntactic trees. Our results on
arithmetic expressions confirm that both versions
of structured RSA capture correlations between
different representation spaces, while providing
complementary insights. We apply the same
techniques to English sentence embeddings, and
show where and to what extent each represen-
tation encodes syntactic information. The pro-
posed methods are general and applicable not just
to constituency trees, but given a similarity met-
ric, to any symbolic representation of linguis-
tic structures including dependency trees or Ab-
stract Meaning Representations. We plan to ex-
plore these options in future work. A toolkit with
the implementation of our methods is available at
https://github.com/gchrupala/ursa.
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Abstract

The success of neural networks comes hand
in hand with a desire for more interpretabil-
ity. We focus on text classifiers and make them
more interpretable by having them provide
a justification—a rationale—for their predic-
tions. We approach this problem by jointly
training two neural network models: a latent
model that selects a rationale (i.e. a short
and informative part of the input text), and
a classifier that learns from the words in the
rationale alone. Previous work proposed to
assign binary latent masks to input positions
and to promote short selections via sparsity-
inducing penalties such as L0 regularisation.
We propose a latent model that mixes discrete
and continuous behaviour allowing at the same
time for binary selections and gradient-based
training without REINFORCE. In our formu-
lation, we can tractably compute the expected
value of penalties such as L0, which allows us
to directly optimise the model towards a pre-
specified text selection rate. We show that our
approach is competitive with previous work on
rationale extraction, and explore further uses
in attention mechanisms.

1 Introduction

Neural networks are bringing incredible perfor-
mance gains on text classification tasks (Howard
and Ruder, 2018; Peters et al., 2018; Devlin
et al., 2019). However, this power comes hand in
hand with a desire for more interpretability, even
though its definition may differ (Lipton, 2016).
While it is useful to obtain high classification
accuracy, with more data available than ever
before it also becomes increasingly important to
justify predictions. Imagine having to classify a
large collection of documents, while verifying
that the classifications make sense. It would be
extremely time-consuming to read each document
to evaluate the results. Moreover, if we do not

pours a dark amber color with decent head that does
not recede much . it ’s a tad too dark to see the

carbonation , but fairs well . smells of roasted malts
and mouthfeel is quite strong in the sense that you
can get a good taste of it before you even swallow .

Rationale Extractor

pours a dark amber color with decent head that does
not recede much . it ’s a tad too dark to see the

carbonation , but fairs well . smells of roasted malts
and mouthfeel is quite strong in the sense that you
can get a good taste of it before you even swallow .

Classifier

look: FFFF

Figure 1: Rationale extraction for a beer review.

know why a prediction was made, we do not know
if we can trust it.

What if the model could provide us the most
important parts of the document, as a justification
for its prediction? That is exactly the focus of this
paper. We use a setting that was pioneered by Lei
et al. (2016). A rationale is defined to be a short
yet sufficient part of the input text; short so that it
makes clear what is most important, and sufficient
so that a correct prediction can be made from the
rationale alone. One neural network learns to ex-
tract the rationale, while another neural network,
with separate parameters, learns to make a predic-
tion from just the rationale. Lei et al. model this
by assigning a binary Bernoulli variable to each
input word. The rationale then consists of all the
words for which a 1 was sampled. Because gradi-
ents do not flow through discrete samples, the ra-
tionale extractor is optimized using REINFORCE
(Williams, 1992). An L0 regularizer is used to
make sure the rationale is short.

We propose an alternative to purely discrete se-
lectors for which gradient estimation is possible
without REINFORCE, instead relying on a repa-
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rameterization of a random variable that exhibits
both continuous and discrete behavior (Louizos
et al., 2017). To promote compact rationales,
we employ a relaxed form of L0 regularization
(Louizos et al., 2017), penalizing the objective as
a function of the expected proportion of selected
text. We also propose the use of Lagrangian re-
laxation to target a specific rate of selected input
text.

Our contributions are summarized as follows:1

1. we present a differentiable approach to ex-
tractive rationales (§2) including an objective
that allows for specifying how much text is to
be extracted (§4);

2. we introduce HardKuma (§3), which gives
support to binary outcomes and allows for
reparameterized gradient estimates;

3. we empirically show that our approach is
competitive with previous work and that
HardKuma has further applications, e.g. in
attention mechanisms. (§6).

2 Latent Rationale

We are interested in making NN-based text clas-
sifiers interpretable by (i) uncovering which parts
of the input text contribute features for classifica-
tion, and (ii) basing decisions on only a fraction
of the input text (a rationale). Lei et al. (2016)
approached (i) by inducing binary latent selectors
that control which input positions are available to
an NN encoder that learns features for classifica-
tion/regression, and (ii) by regularising their archi-
tectures using sparsity-inducing penalties on latent
assignments. In this section we put their approach
under a probabilistic light, and this will then more
naturally lead to our proposed method.

In text classification, an input x is mapped to a
distribution over target labels:

Y |x ∼ Cat(f(x; θ)) , (1)

where we have a neural network architecture
f(·; θ) parameterize the model—θ collectively de-
notes the parameters of the NN layers in f . That
is, an NN maps from data space (e.g. sentences,
short paragraphs, or premise-hypothesis pairs) to
the categorical parameter space (i.e. a vector of
class probabilities). For the sake of concreteness,

1Code available at https://github.com/
bastings/interpretable_predictions.

consider the input a sequence x = 〈x1, . . . , xn〉.
A target y is typically a categorical outcome, such
as a sentiment class or an entailment decision, but
with an appropriate choice of likelihood it could
also be a numerical score (continuous or integer).

Lei et al. (2016) augment this model with a
collection of latent variables which we denote by
z = 〈z1, . . . , zn〉. These variables are responsible
for regulating which portions of the input x con-
tribute with predictors (i.e. features) to the clas-
sifier. The model formulation changes as follows:

Zi|x ∼ Bern(gi(x;φ))

Y |x, z ∼ Cat(f(x� z; θ)) (2)

where an NN g(·;φ) predicts a sequence of n
Bernoulli parameters—one per latent variable—
and the classifier is modified such that zi indicates
whether or not xi is available for encoding. We
can think of the sequence z as a binary gating
mechanism used to select a rationale, which with
some abuse of notation we denote by x�z. Figure
1 illustrates the approach.

Parameter estimation for this model can be done
by maximizing a lower bound E(φ, θ) on the log-
likelihood of the data derived by application of
Jensen’s inequality:2

logP (y|x) = logEP (z|x,φ) [P (y|x, z, θ)]
JI
≥ EP (z|x,φ) [logP (y|x, z, θ)] = E(φ, θ) .

(3)

These latent rationales approach the first objec-
tive, namely, uncovering which parts of the input
text contribute towards a decision. However note
that an NN controls the Bernoulli parameters, thus
nothing prevents this NN from selecting the whole
of the input, thus defaulting to a standard text clas-
sifier. To promote compact rationales, Lei et al.
(2016) impose sparsity-inducing penalties on la-
tent selectors. They penalise for the total number
of selected words, L0 in (4), as well as, for the to-
tal number of transitions, fused lasso in (4), and
approach the following optimization problem

min
φ,θ
−E(φ, θ)+λ0

n∑

i=1

zi

︸ ︷︷ ︸
L0(z)

+λ1

n−1∑

i=1

|zi − zi+1|
︸ ︷︷ ︸

fused lasso

(4)

via gradient-based optimisation, where λ0 and λ1
are fixed hyperparameters. The objective is how-
ever intractable to compute, the lowerbound, in

2This can be seen as variational inference (Jordan et al.,
1999) where we perform approximate inference using a data-
dependent prior P (z|x, φ).
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particular, requires marginalization of O(2n) bi-
nary sequences. For that reason, Lei et al. sam-
ple latent assignments and work with gradient es-
timates using REINFORCE (Williams, 1992).

The key ingredients are, therefore, binary la-
tent variables and sparsity-inducing regulariza-
tion, and therefore the solution is marked by non-
differentiability. We propose to replace Bernoulli
variables by rectified continuous random variables
(Socci et al., 1998), for they exhibit both discrete
and continuous behaviour. Moreover, they are
amenable to reparameterization in terms of a fixed
random source (Kingma and Welling, 2014), in
which case gradient estimation is possible without
REINFORCE. Following Louizos et al. (2017),
we exploit one such distribution to relax L0 reg-
ularization and thus promote compact rationales
with a differentiable objective. In section 3, we in-
troduce this distribution and present its properties.
In section 4, we employ a Lagrangian relaxation to
automatically target a pre-specified selection rate.
And finally, in section 5 we present an example for
sentiment classification.

3 Hard Kumaraswamy Distribution

Key to our model is a novel distribution that ex-
hibits both continuous and discrete behaviour, in
this section we introduce it. With non-negligible
probability, samples from this distribution evalu-
ate to exactly 0 or exactly 1. In a nutshell: i)
we start from a distribution over the open inter-
val (0, 1) (see dashed curve in Figure 2); ii) we
then stretch its support from l < 0 to r > 1 in
order to include {0} and {1} (see solid curve in
Figure 2); finally, iii) we collapse the probability
mass over the interval (l, 0] to {0}, and similarly,
the probability mass over the interval [1, r) to {1}
(shaded areas in Figure 2). This stretch-and-rectify
technique was proposed by Louizos et al. (2017),
who rectified samples from the BinaryConcrete
(or GumbelSoftmax) distribution (Maddison et al.,
2017; Jang et al., 2017). We adapted their tech-
nique to the Kumaraswamy distribution motivated
by its close resemblance to a Beta distribution, for
which we have stronger intuitions (for example, its
two shape parameters transit rather naturally from
unimodal to bimodal configurations of the distri-
bution). In the following, we introduce this new
distribution formally.3

3We use uppercase letters for random variables (e.g. K,
T , and H) and lowercase for assignments (e.g. k, t, h). For a

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5
Kuma(0.5, 0.5, 0.1, 1.1)
Kuma(0.5, 0.5)

Figure 2: The HardKuma distribution: we start from a
Kuma(0.5, 0.5), and stretch its support to the interval
(−0.1, 1.1), finally we collapse all mass before 0 to {0}
and all mass after 1 to {1}.

3.1 Kumaraswamy distribution
The Kumaraswamy distribution (Kumaraswamy,
1980) is a two-parameters distribution over the
open interval (0, 1), we denote a Kumaraswamy-
distributed variable by K ∼ Kuma(a, b), where
a ∈ R>0 and b ∈ R>0 control the distribution’s
shape. The dashed curve in Figure 2 illustrates the
density of Kuma(0.5, 0.5). For more details in-
cluding its pdf and cdf, consult Appendix A.

The Kumaraswamy is a close relative of the
Beta distribution, though not itself an exponential
family, with a simple cdf whose inverse

F−1K (u; a, b) =
(
1− (1− u)1/b

)1/a
, (5)

for u ∈ [0, 1], can be used to obtain samples

F−1K (U ;α, β) ∼ Kuma(α, β) (6)

by transformation of a uniform random source
U ∼ U(0, 1). We can use this fact to reparame-
terize expectations (Nalisnick and Smyth, 2016).

3.2 Rectified Kumaraswamy
We stretch the support of the Kumaraswamy dis-
tribution to include 0 and 1. The resulting variable
T ∼ Kuma(a, b, l, r) takes on values in the open
interval (l, r) where l < 0 and r > 1, with cdf

FT (t; a, b, l, r) = FK((t− l)/(r − l); a, b) . (7)

We now define a rectified random variable, de-
noted by H ∼ HardKuma(a, b, l, r), by passing

random variable K, fK(k;α) is the probability density func-
tion (pdf), conditioned on parameters α, and FK(k;α) is the
cumulative distribution function (cdf).
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a sample T ∼ Kuma(a, b, l, r) through a hard-
sigmoid, i.e. h = min(1,max(0, t)). The re-
sulting variable is defined over the closed inter-
val [0, 1]. Note that while there is 0 probability of
sampling t = 0, sampling h = 0 corresponds to
sampling any t ∈ (l, 0], a set whose mass under
Kuma(t|a, b, l, r) is available in closed form:

P(H = 0) = FK

(
−l
r−l ; a, b

)
. (8)

That is because all negative values of t are de-
terministically mapped to zero. Similarly, sam-
ples t ∈ [1, r) are all deterministically mapped to
h = 1, whose total mass amounts to

P(H = 1) = 1− FK
(
1−l
r−l ; a, b

)
. (9)

See Figure 2 for an illustration, and Appendix A
for the complete derivations.

3.3 Reparameterization and gradients

Because this rectified variable is built upon a
Kumaraswamy, it admits a reparameterisation in
terms of a uniform variable U ∼ U(0, 1). We
need to first sample a uniform variable in the open
interval (0, 1) and transform the result to a Ku-
maraswamy variable via the inverse cdf (10a), then
shift and scale the result to cover the stretched sup-
port (10b), and finally, apply the rectifier in order
to get a sample in the closed interval [0, 1] (10c).

k = F−1K (u; a, b) (10a)

t = l + (r − l)k (10b)

h = min(1,max(0, t)) , (10c)

We denote this h = s(u; a, b, l, r) for short.
Note that this transformation has two discontinuity
points, namely, t = 0 and t = 1. Though recall,
the probability of sampling t exactly 0 or exactly 1
is zero, which essentially means stochasticity cir-
cumvents points of non-differentiability of the rec-
tifier (see Appendix A.3).

4 Controlled Sparsity

Following Louizos et al. (2017), we relax non-
differentiable penalties by computing them on ex-
pectation under our latent model p(z|x, φ). In ad-
dition, we propose the use of Lagrangian relax-
ation to target specific values for the penalties.

Thanks to the tractable Kumaraswamy cdf, the ex-
pected value of L0(z) is known in closed form

Ep(z|x) [L0(z)]
ind
=

n∑

i=1

Ep(zi|x) [I[zi 6= 0]]

=
n∑

i=1

1− P(Zi = 0) ,

(11)

where P(Zi = 0) = FK

(
−l
r−l ; ai, bi

)
. This quan-

tity is a tractable and differentiable function of the
parameters φ of the latent model. We can also
compute a relaxation of fused lasso by comput-
ing the expected number of zero-to-nonzero and
nonzero-to-zero changes:

Ep(z|x)

[
n−1∑

i=1

I[zi = 0, zi+1 6= 0]

]

+ Ep(z|x)

[
n−1∑

i=1

I[zi 6= 0, zi+1 = 0]

]

ind
=

n−1∑

i=1

P(Zi = 0)(1− P(Zi+1 = 0))

+ (1− P(Zi = 0))P(Zi+1 = 0) .

(12)

In both cases, we make the assumption that latent
variables are independent given x, in Appendix
B.1.2 we discuss how to estimate the regularizers
for a model p(zi|x, z<i) that conditions on the pre-
fix z<i of sampled HardKuma assignments.

We can use regularizers to promote sparsity,
but just how much text will our final model se-
lect? Ideally, we would target specific values r and
solve a constrained optimization problem. In prac-
tice, constrained optimisation is very challenging,
thus we employ Lagrangian relaxation instead:

max
λ∈R

min
φ,θ
−E(φ, θ) + λ>(R(φ)− r) (13)

where R(φ) is a vector of regularisers, e.g. ex-
pectedL0 and expected fused lasso, and λ is a vec-
tor of Lagrangian multipliers λ. Note how this dif-
fers from the treatment of Lei et al. (2016) shown
in (4) where regularizers are computed for as-
signments, rather than on expectation, and where
λ0, λ1 are fixed hyperparameters.

5 Sentiment Classification

As a concrete example, consider the case of senti-
ment classification where x is a sentence and y is a
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5-way sentiment class (from very negative to very
positive). The model consists of

Zi ∼ HardKuma(ai, bi, l, r)

Y |x, z ∼ Cat(f(x� z; θ)) (14)

where the shape parameters a, b = g(x;φ), i.e.
two sequences of n strictly positive scalars, are
predicted by a NN, and the support boundaries
(l, r) are fixed hyperparameters.

We first specify an architecture that parameter-
izes latent selectors and then use a reparameterized
sample to restrict which parts of the input con-
tribute encodings for classification:4

ei = emb(xi)

hn1 = birnn(en1 ;φr)

ui ∼ U(0, 1)

ai = fa(hi;φa)

bi = fb(hi;φb)

zi = s(ui; ai, bi, l, r)

where emb(·) is an embedding layer, birnn(·;φr)
is a bidirectional encoder, fa(·;φa) and fb(·;φb)
are feed-forward transformations with softplus
outputs, and s(·) turns the uniform sample ui into
the latent selector zi (see §3). We then use the
sampled z to modulate inputs to the classifier:

ei = emb(xi)

h
(fwd)
i = rnn(h

(fwd)
i−1 , zi ei; θfwd)

h
(bwd)
i = rnn(h

(bwd)
i+1 , zi ei; θbwd)

o = fo(h
(fwd)
n ,h

(bwd)
1 ; θo)

where rnn(·; θfwd) and rnn(·; θbwd) are recurrent
cells such as LSTMs (Hochreiter and Schmidhu-
ber, 1997) that process the sequence in different
directions, and fo(·; θo) is a feed-forward transfor-
mation with softmax output. Note how zi modu-
lates features ei of the input xi that are available
to the recurrent composition function.

We then obtain gradient estimates of E(φ, θ) via
Monte Carlo (MC) sampling from

E(φ, θ) = EU(0,I) [logP (y|x, sφ(u, x), θ)] (15)

where z = sφ(u, x) is a shorthand for element-
wise application of the transformation from uni-
form samples to HardKuma samples. This repa-
rameterisation is the key to gradient estimation
through stochastic computation graphs (Kingma
and Welling, 2014; Rezende et al., 2014).

4We describe architectures using blocks denoted by
layer(inputs; subset of parameters), boldface letters for vec-
tors, and the shorthand vn

1 for a sequence 〈v1, . . . ,vn〉.

SVM (Lei et al., 2016) 0.0154
BiLSTM (Lei et al., 2016) 0.0094
BiRCNN (Lei et al., 2016) 0.0087

BiLSTM (ours) 0.0089
BiRCNN (ours) 0.0088

Table 1: MSE on the BeerAdvocate test set.

Deterministic predictions. At test time we
make predictions based on what is the most likely
assignment for each zi. We arg max across con-
figurations of the distribution, namely, zi = 0,
zi = 1, or 0 < zi < 1. When the continuous
interval is more likely, we take the expected value
of the underlying Kumaraswamy variable.

6 Experiments

We perform experiments on multi-aspect senti-
ment analysis to compare with previous work, as
well as experiments on sentiment classification
and natural language inference. All models were
implemented in PyTorch, and Appendix B pro-
vides implementation details.

Goal. When rationalizing predictions, our goal
is to perform as well as systems using the full input
text, while using only a subset of the input text,
leaving unnecessary words out for interpretability.

6.1 Multi-aspect Sentiment Analysis

In our first experiment we compare directly with
previous work on rationalizing predictions (Lei
et al., 2016). We replicate their setting.

Data. A pre-processed subset of the BeerAdvo-
cate5 data set is used (McAuley et al., 2012). It
consists of 220,000 beer reviews, where multiple
aspects (e.g. look, smell, taste) are rated. As
shown in Figure 1, a review typically consists of
multiple sentences, and contains a 0-5 star rating
(e.g. 3.5 stars) for each aspect. Lei et al. mapped
the ratings to scalars in [0, 1].

Model. We use the models described in §5 with
two small modifications: 1) since this is a regres-
sion task, we use a sigmoid activation in the output
layer of the classifier rather than a softmax,6 and

5https://www.beeradvocate.com/
6From a likelihood learning point of view, we would have

assumed a Logit-Normal likelihood, however, to stay closer
to Lei et al. (2016), we employ mean squared error.
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Method
Look Smell Taste

% Precision % Selected % Precision % Selected % Precision % Selected

Attention (Lei et al.) 80.6 13 88.4 7 65.3 7
Bernoulli (Lei et al.) 96.3 14 95.1 7 80.2 7
Bernoulli (reimpl.) 94.8 13 95.1 7 80.5 7
HardKuma 98.1 13 96.8 7 89.8 7

Table 2: Precision (% of selected words that was also annotated as the gold rationale) and selected (% of words
not zeroed out) per aspect. In the attention baseline, the top 13% (7%) of words with highest attention weights are
used for classification. Models were selected based on validation loss.

2) we use an extra RNN to condition zi on z<i:

ai = fa(hi, si−1;φa) (16a)

bi = fb(hi, si−1;φb) (16b)

si = rnn(hi, zi, si−1;φs) (16c)

For a fair comparison we follow Lei et al. by using
RCNN7 cells rather than LSTM cells for encoding
sentences on this task. Since this cell is not widely
used, we verified its performance in Table 1. We
observe that the BiRCNN performs on par with the
BiLSTM (while using 50% fewer parameters), and
similarly to previous results.

Evaluation. A test set with sentence-level ratio-
nale annotations is available. The precision of a ra-
tionale is defined as the percentage of words with
z 6= 0 that is part of the annotation. We also eval-
uate the predictions made from the rationale using
mean squared error (MSE).

Baselines. For our baseline we reimplemented
the approach of Lei et al. (2016) which we call
Bernoulli after the distribution they use to sample
z from. We also report their attention baseline,
in which an attention score is computed for each
word, after which it is simply thresholded to select
the top-k percent as the rationale.

Results. Table 2 shows the precision and the per-
centage of selected words for the first three as-
pects. The models here have been selected based
on validation MSE and were tuned to select a sim-
ilar percentage of words (‘selected’). We observe
that our Bernoulli reimplementation reaches the
precision similar to previous work, doing a little
bit worse for the ‘look’ aspect. Our HardKuma
managed to get even higher precision, and it ex-
tracted exactly the percentage of text that we spec-

7An RCNN cell can replace any LSTM cell and works
well on text classification problems. See appendix B.
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Figure 3: MSE of all aspects for various percentages of
extracted text. HardKuma (blue crosses) has lower er-
ror than Bernoulli (red circles; open circles taken from
Lei et al. (2016)) for similar amount of extracted text.
The full-text baseline (black star) gets the best MSE.

ified (see §4).8 Figure 3 shows the MSE for all as-
pects for various percentages of extracted text. We
observe that HardKuma does better with a smaller
percentage of text selected. The performance be-
comes more similar as more text is selected.

6.2 Sentiment Classification

We also experiment on the Stanford Sentiment
Treebank (SST) (Socher et al., 2013). There are 5
sentiment classes: very negative, negative, neutral,
positive, and very positive. Here we use the Hard-
Kuma model described in §5, a Bernoulli model
trained with REINFORCE, as well as a BiLSTM.

Results. Figure 4 shows the classification accu-
racy for various percentages of selected text. We
observe that HardKuma outperforms the Bernoulli
model at each percentage of selected text. Hard-
Kuma reaches full-text baseline performance al-
ready around 40% extracted text. At that point,
it obtains a test score of 45.84, versus 42.22 for
Bernoulli and 47.4±0.8 for the full-text baseline.

8We tried to use Lagrangian relaxation for the Bernoulli
model, but this led to instabilities (e.g. all words selected).
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Figure 5: The number of words in each sentiment class
for the full validation set, the HardKuma (24% selected
text) and Bernoulli (25% text).

Analysis. We wonder what kind of words are
dropped when we select smaller amounts of text.
For this analysis we exploit the word-level senti-
ment annotations in SST, which allows us to track
the sentiment of words in the rationale. Figure 5
shows that a large portion of dropped words have
neutral sentiment, and it seems plausible that ex-
actly those words are not important features for
classification. We also see that HardKuma drops
(relatively) more neutral words than Bernoulli.

6.3 Natural Language Inference

In Natural language inference (NLI), given a
premise sentence x(p) and a hypothesis sentence
x(h), the goal is to predict their relation y which
can be contradiction, entailment, or neutral. As
our dataset we use the Stanford Natural Language
Inference (SNLI) corpus (Bowman et al., 2015).

Baseline. We use the Decomposable Attention
model (DA) of Parikh et al. (2016).9 DA does not
make use of LSTMs, but rather uses attention to
find connections between the premise and the hy-

9Better results e.g. Chen et al. (2017) and data sets for
NLI exist, but are not the focus of this paper.

pothesis that are predictive of the relation. Each
word in the premise attends to each word in the
hypothesis, and vice versa, resulting in a set of
comparison vectors which are then aggregated for
a final prediction. If there is no link between a
word pair, it is not considered for prediction.

Model. Because the premise and hypothesis in-
teract, it does not make sense to extract a ra-
tionale for the premise and hypothesis indepen-
dently. Instead, we replace the attention between
premise and hypothesis with HardKuma attention.
Whereas in the baseline a similarity matrix is
softmax-normalized across rows (premise to hy-
pothesis) and columns (hypothesis to premise) to
produce attention matrices, in our model each cell
in the attention matrix is sampled from a Hard-
Kuma parameterized by (a, b). To promote spar-
sity, we use the relaxed L0 to specify the desired
percentage of non-zero attention cells. The result-
ing matrix does not need further normalization.

Results. With a target rate of 10%, the Hard-
Kuma model achieved 8.5% non-zero attention.
Table 3 shows that, even with so many zeros in the
attention matrices, it only does about 1% worse
compared to the DA baseline. Figure 6 shows an
example of HardKuma attention, with additional
examples in Appendix B. We leave further explo-
rations with HardKuma attention for future work.

Model Dev Test

LSTM (Bowman et al., 2016) – 80.6
DA (Parikh et al., 2016) – 86.3

DA (reimplementation) 86.9 86.5
DA with HardKuma attention 86.0 85.5

Table 3: SNLI results (accuracy).
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Figure 6: Example of HardKuma attention between a
premise (rows) and hypothesis (columns) in SNLI (cell
values shown in multiples of 10−2).
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7 Related Work

This work has connections with work on inter-
pretability, learning from rationales, sparse struc-
tures, and rectified distributions. We discuss each
of those areas.

Interpretability. Machine learning research has
been focusing more and more on interpretability
(Gilpin et al., 2018). However, there are many
nuances to interpretability (Lipton, 2016), and
amongst them we focus on model transparency.

One strategy is to extract a simpler, inter-
pretable model from a neural network, though this
comes at the cost of performance. For example,
Thrun (1995) extract if-then rules, while Craven
and Shavlik (1996) extract decision trees.

There is also work on making word vectors
more interpretable. Faruqui et al. (2015) make
word vectors more sparse, and Herbelot and Vec-
chi (2015) learn to map distributional word vectors
to model-theoretic semantic vectors.

Similarly to Lei et al. (2016), Titov and McDon-
ald (2008) extract informative fragments of text
by jointly training a classifier and a model pre-
dicting a stochastic mask, while relying on Gibbs
sampling to do so. Their focus is on using the
sentiment labels as a weak supervision signal for
opinion summarization rather than on rationaliz-
ing classifier predictions.

There are also related approaches that aim to
interpret an already-trained model, in contrast to
Lei et al. (2016) and our approach where the ra-
tionale is jointly modeled. Ribeiro et al. (2016)
make any classifier interpretable by approximat-
ing it locally with a linear proxy model in an
approach called LIME, and Alvarez-Melis and
Jaakkola (2017) propose a framework that returns
input-output pairs that are causally related.

Learning from rationales. Our work is differ-
ent from approaches that aim to improve clas-
sification using rationales as an additional input
(Zaidan et al., 2007; Zaidan and Eisner, 2008;
Zhang et al., 2016). Instead, our rationales are la-
tent and we are interested in uncovering them. We
only use annotated rationales for evaluation.

Sparse layers. Also arguing for enhanced inter-
pretability, Niculae and Blondel (2017) propose a
framework for learning sparsely activated atten-
tion layers based on smoothing the max opera-
tor. They derive a number of relaxations to max,

including softmax itself, but in particular, they
target relaxations such as sparsemax (Martins
and Astudillo, 2016) which, unlike softmax, are
sparse (i.e. produce vectors of probability values
with components that evaluate to exactly 0). Their
activation functions are themselves solutions to
convex optimization problems, to which they pro-
vide efficient forward and backward passes. The
technique can be seen as a deterministic sparsely
activated layer which they use as a drop-in replace-
ment to standard attention mechanisms. In con-
trast, in this paper we focus on binary outcomes
rather than K-valued ones. Niculae et al. (2018)
extend the framework to structured discrete spaces
where they learn sparse parameterizations of dis-
crete latent models. In this context, parameter es-
timation requires exact marginalization of discrete
variables or gradient estimation via REINFORCE.
They show that oftentimes distributions are sparse
enough to enable exact marginal inference.

Peng et al. (2018) propose SPIGOT, a proxy
gradient to the non-differentiable arg max op-
erator. This proxy requires an arg max solver
(e.g. Viterbi for structured prediction) and, like the
straight-through estimator (Bengio et al., 2013), is
a biased estimator. Though, unlike ST it is effi-
cient for structured variables. In contrast, in this
work we chose to focus on unbiased estimators.

Rectified Distributions. The idea of rectified
distributions has been around for some time. The
rectified Gaussian distribution (Socci et al., 1998),
in particular, has found applications to factor anal-
ysis (Harva and Kaban, 2005) and approximate
inference in graphical models (Winn and Bishop,
2005). Louizos et al. (2017) propose to stretch and
rectify samples from the BinaryConcrete (or Gum-
belSoftmax) distribution (Maddison et al., 2017;
Jang et al., 2017). They use rectified variables
to induce sparsity in parameter space via a relax-
ation to L0. We adapt their technique to promote
sparse activations instead. Rolfe (2017) learns a
relaxation of a discrete random variable based on a
tractable mixture of a point mass at zero and a con-
tinuous reparameterizable density, thus enabling
reparameterized sampling from the half-closed in-
terval [0,∞). In contrast, with HardKuma we fo-
cused on giving support to both 0s and 1s.

8 Conclusions

We presented a differentiable approach to extrac-
tive rationales, including an objective that allows
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for specifying how much text is to be extracted.
To allow for reparameterized gradient estimates
and support for binary outcomes we introduced
the HardKuma distribution. Apart from extract-
ing rationales, we showed that HardKuma has fur-
ther potential uses, which we demonstrated on
premise-hypothesis attention in SNLI. We leave
further explorations for future work.
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A Kumaraswamy distribution
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Figure 7: Kuma plots for various (a, b) parameters.

A Kumaraswamy-distributed variable K ∼
Kuma(a, b) takes on values in the open interval
(0, 1) and has density

fK(k; a, b) = abka−1(1− ka)b−1 , (17)

where a ∈ R>0 and b ∈ R>0 are shape param-
eters. Its cumulative distribution takes a simple
closed-form expression

FK(k; a, b) =

∫ k

0
fK(ξ|a, b)dξ (18a)

= 1− (1− ka)b , (18b)

with inverse

F−1K (u; a, b) =
(
1− (1− u)1/b

)1/a
. (19)

A.1 Generalised-support Kumaraswamy

We can generalise the support of a Kumaraswamy
variable by specifying two constants l < r and
transforming a random variable K ∼ Kuma(a, b)
to obtain T ∼ Kuma(a, b, l, r) as shown in (20,
left).

t = l + (r − l)k k = (t− l)/(r − l) (20)

The density of the resulting variable is

fT (t; a, b, l, r) (21a)

= fK

(
t−l
r−l ; a, b

) ∣∣∣∣
dk

dt

∣∣∣∣ (21b)

= fK

(
t−l
r−l ; a, b

) 1

(r − l) (21c)

where r − l > 0 by definition. This affine trans-
formation leaves the cdf unchanged, i.e.

FT (t0; a, b, l, r) =

∫ t0

−∞
fT (t; a, b, l, r)dt

=

∫ t0

−∞
fK

(
t−l
r−l ; a, b

) 1

(r − l)dt

=

∫ t0−l
r−l

−∞
fK(k; a, b)

1

(r − l)(r − l)dk

= FK

(
t0−l
r−l ; a, b

)
.

(22)

Thus we can obtain samples from this generalised-
support Kumaraswamy by sampling from a uni-
form distribution U(0, 1), applying the inverse
transform (19), then shifting and scaling the sam-
ple according to (20, left).

A.2 Rectified Kumaraswamy
First, we stretch a Kumaraswamy distribution to
include 0 and 1 in its support, that is, with l < 0
and r > 1, we define T ∼ Kuma(a, b, l, r). Then
we apply a hard-sigmoid transformation to this
variable, that is, h = min(0,max(1, t)), which
results in a rectified distribution which gives sup-
port to the closed interval [0, 1]. We denote this
rectified variable by

H ∼ HardKuma(a, b, l, r) (23)

whose distribution function is

fH(h; a, b, l, r) =

P(h = 0)δ(h) + P(h = 1)δ(h− 1)

+ P(0 < h < 1)
fT (h; a, b, l, r)1(0,1)(h)

P(0 < h < 1)

(24)

where

P(h = 0) = P(t ≤ 0)

= FT (0; a, b, l, r) = FK(− l/(r − l); a, b)
(25)

is the probability of sampling exactly 0, where

P(h = 1) = P(t ≥ 1) = 1− P(t < 1)

= 1− FT (1; a, b, l, r)
= 1− FK((1− l)/(r − l); a, b)

(26)

is the probability of sampling exactly 1, and

P(0 < h < 1) = 1−P(h = 0)−P(h = 1) (27)

is the probability of drawing a continuous value
in (0, 1). Note that we used the result in (22) to
express these probabilities in terms of the tractable
cdf of the original Kumaraswamy variable.
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A.3 Reparameterized gradients

Let us consider the case where we need deriva-
tives of a function L(u) of the underlying uniform
variable u, as when we compute reparameterized
gradients in variational inference. Note that

∂L
∂u

=
∂L
∂h
× ∂h

∂t
× ∂t

∂k
× ∂k

∂u
, (28)

by chain rule. The term ∂L
∂h depends on a differen-

tiable observation model and poses no challenge;
the term ∂h

∂t is the derivative of the hard-sigmoid
function, which is 0 for t < 0 or t > 1, 1 for
0 < t < 1, and undefined for t ∈ {0, 1}; the
term ∂t

∂k = r − l follows directly from (20, left);
the term ∂k

∂u = ∂
∂uF

−1
K (u; a, b) depends on the

Kumaraswamy inverse cdf (19) and also poses no
challenge. Thus the only two discontinuities hap-
pen for t ∈ {0, 1}, which is a 0 measure set under
the stretched Kumaraswamy: we say this reparam-
eterisation is differentiable almost everywhere, a
useful property which essentially circumvents the
discontinuity points of the rectifier.

A.4 HardKumaraswamy PDF and CDF

Figure 8 plots the pdf of the HardKumaraswamy
for various a and b parameters. Figure 9 does the
same but with the cdf.

Figure 8: HardKuma pdf for various (a, b).

B Implementation Details

B.1 Multi-aspect Sentiment Analysis

Our hyperparameters are taken from Lei et al.
(2016) and listed in Table 4. The pre-trained
word embeddings and data sets are available on-
line at http://people.csail.mit.edu/
taolei/beer/. We train for 100 epochs and

Figure 9: HardKuma cdf for various (a, b).

select the best models based on validation loss.
For the MSE trade-off experiments on all aspects
combined, we train for a maximum of 50 epochs.

Optimizer Adam
Learning rate 0.0004
Word embeddings 200D (Wiki, fixed)
Hidden size 200
Batch size 256
Dropout 0.1, 0.2
Weight decay 1 ∗ 10−6
Cell RCNN

Table 4: Beer hyperparameters.

For the Bernoulli baselines we vary L0 weight
λ1 among {0.0002, 0.0003, 0.0004}, just as in the
original paper. We set the fused lasso (coherence)
weight λ2 to 2 ∗ λ1.

For the HardKuma models we set a target se-
lection rate to the values targeted in Table 2, and
optimize to this end using the Lagrange multi-
plier. We chose the fused lasso weight from
{0.0001, 0.0002, 0.0003, 0.0004}.

B.1.1 Recurrent Unit

In our multi-aspect sentiment analysis experi-
ments we use the RCNN of Lei et al. (2016). Intu-
itively, the RCNN is supposed to capture n-gram
features that are not necessarily consecutive. We
use the bigram version (filter width n = 2) used in
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Lei et al. (2016), which is defined as:

λt = σ(W λxt + Uλht−1 + bλ)

c
(1)
t = λt � c

(1)
t−1 + (1− λt)�W1xt

c
(2)
t = λt � c

(2)
t−1 + (1− λt)� (c

(1)
t−1 +W2xt)

ht = tanh
(
c
(2)
t + b

)

B.1.2 Expected values for dependent latent
variables

The expected L0 is a chain of nested expectations,
and we solve each term

Ep(zi|x,z<i) [I[zi 6= 0] | z<i]
= 1− FK

(
−l
r−l ; ai, bi

) (29)

as a function of a sampled prefix, and the shape
parameters ai, bi = gi(x, z<i;φ) are predicted in
sequence.

B.2 Sentiment Classification (SST)
For sentiment classification we make use of the
PyTorch bidirectional LSTM module for encod-
ing sentences, for both the rationale extractor and
the classifier. The BiLSTM final states are con-
catenated, after which a linear layer followed by
a softmax produces the prediction. Hyperparame-
ters are listed in Table 5. We apply dropout to the
embeddings and to the input of the output layer.

Optimizer Adam
Learning rate 0.0002
Word embeddings 300D Glove (fixed)
Hidden size 150
Batch size 25
Dropout 0.5
Weight decay 1 ∗ 10−6
Cell LSTM

Table 5: SST hyperparameters.

B.3 Natural Language Inference (SNLI)
Our hyperparameters are taken from Parikh et al.
(2016) and listed in Table 6. Different from Parikh
et al. is that we use Adam as the optimizer and a
batch size of 64. Word embeddings are projected
to 200 dimensions with a trained linear layer. Un-
known words are mapped to 100 unknown word
classes based on the MD5 hash function, just as
in Parikh et al. (2016), and unknown word vectors
are randomly initialized. We train for 100 epochs,

evaluate every 1000 updates, and select the best
model based on validation loss. Figure 10 shows
a correct and incorrect example with HardKuma
attention for each relation type (entailment, con-
tradiction, neutral).

Optimizer Adam
Learning rate 0.0001
Word embeddings 300D (Glove, fixed)
Hidden size 200
Batch size 64
Dropout 0.2

Table 6: SNLI hyperparameters.
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Figure 10: HardKuma attention in SNLI for entailment, contradiction, and neutral.
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Abstract

Transformers have a potential of learning
longer-term dependency, but are limited by a
fixed-length context in the setting of language
modeling. We propose a novel neural ar-
chitecture Transformer-XL that enables learn-
ing dependency beyond a fixed length with-
out disrupting temporal coherence. It con-
sists of a segment-level recurrence mechanism
and a novel positional encoding scheme. Our
method not only enables capturing longer-term
dependency, but also resolves the context frag-
mentation problem. As a result, Transformer-
XL learns dependency that is 80% longer than
RNNs and 450% longer than vanilla Trans-
formers, achieves better performance on both
short and long sequences, and is up to 1,800+
times faster than vanilla Transformers during
evaluation. Notably, we improve the state-of-
the-art results of bpc/perplexity to 0.99 on en-
wiki8, 1.08 on text8, 18.3 on WikiText-103,
21.8 on One Billion Word, and 54.5 on Penn
Treebank (without finetuning). When trained
only on WikiText-103, Transformer-XL man-
ages to generate reasonably coherent, novel
text articles with thousands of tokens. Our
code, pretrained models, and hyperparameters
are available in both Tensorflow and PyTorch1.

1 Introduction

Language modeling is among the important prob-
lems that require modeling long-term dependency,
with successful applications such as unsupervised
pretraining (Dai and Le, 2015; Peters et al., 2018;
Radford et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2018). How-
ever, it has been a challenge to equip neural
networks with the capability to model long-term
dependency in sequential data. Recurrent neu-
ral networks (RNNs), in particular Long Short-
⇤Equal contribution. Order determined by swapping the

one in Yang et al. (2017).
1https://github.com/kimiyoung/

transformer-xl

Term Memory (LSTM) networks (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997), have been a standard solu-
tion to language modeling and obtained strong
results on multiple benchmarks. Despite the
wide adaption, RNNs are difficult to optimize
due to gradient vanishing and explosion (Hochre-
iter et al., 2001), and the introduction of gat-
ing in LSTMs and the gradient clipping tech-
nique (Graves, 2013) might not be sufficient to
fully address this issue. Empirically, previous
work has found that LSTM language models use
200 context words on average (Khandelwal et al.,
2018), indicating room for further improvement.

On the other hand, the direct connections be-
tween long-distance word pairs baked in atten-
tion mechanisms might ease optimization and en-
able the learning of long-term dependency (Bah-
danau et al., 2014; Vaswani et al., 2017). Re-
cently, Al-Rfou et al. (2018) designed a set of aux-
iliary losses to train deep Transformer networks
for character-level language modeling, which out-
perform LSTMs by a large margin. Despite the
success, the LM training in Al-Rfou et al. (2018)
is performed on separated fixed-length segments
of a few hundred characters, without any informa-
tion flow across segments. As a consequence of
the fixed context length, the model cannot capture
any longer-term dependency beyond the prede-
fined context length. In addition, the fixed-length
segments are created by selecting a consecutive
chunk of symbols without respecting the sentence
or any other semantic boundary. Hence, the model
lacks necessary contextual information needed to
well predict the first few symbols, leading to inef-
ficient optimization and inferior performance. We
refer to this problem as context fragmentation.

To address the aforementioned limitations of
fixed-length contexts, we propose a new architec-
ture called Transformer-XL (meaning extra long).
We introduce the notion of recurrence into our
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deep self-attention network. In particular, instead
of computing the hidden states from scratch for
each new segment, we reuse the hidden states ob-
tained in previous segments. The reused hidden
states serve as memory for the current segment,
which builds up a recurrent connection between
the segments. As a result, modeling very long-
term dependency becomes possible because in-
formation can be propagated through the recur-
rent connections. Meanwhile, passing informa-
tion from the previous segment can also resolve
the problem of context fragmentation. More im-
portantly, we show the necessity of using relative
positional encodings rather than absolute ones, in
order to enable state reuse without causing tem-
poral confusion. Hence, as an additional techni-
cal contribution, we introduce a simple but more
effective relative positional encoding formulation
that generalizes to attention lengths longer than the
one observed during training.

Transformer-XL obtained strong results on five
datasets, varying from word-level to character-
level language modeling. Transformer-XL is also
able to generate relatively coherent long text arti-
cles with thousands of tokens (see Appendix E),
trained on only 100M tokens.

Our main technical contributions include intro-
ducing the notion of recurrence in a purely self-
attentive model and deriving a novel positional en-
coding scheme. These two techniques form a com-
plete set of solutions, as any one of them alone
does not address the issue of fixed-length con-
texts. Transformer-XL is the first self-attention
model that achieves substantially better results
than RNNs on both character-level and word-level
language modeling.

2 Related Work

In the last few years, the field of language mod-
eling has witnessed many significant advances,
including but not limited to devising novel ar-
chitectures to better encode the context (Bengio
et al., 2003; Mikolov et al., 2010; Merity et al.,
2016; Al-Rfou et al., 2018), improving regulariza-
tion and optimization algorithms (Gal and Ghahra-
mani, 2016) , speeding up the Softmax computa-
tion (Grave et al., 2016a) , and enriching the output
distribution family (Yang et al., 2017).

To capture the long-range context in language
modeling, a line of work directly feeds a repre-
sentation of the wider context into the network

as an additional input. Existing works range
from ones where context representations are man-
ually defined (Mikolov and Zweig, 2012; Ji et al.,
2015; Wang and Cho, 2015) to others that rely on
document-level topics learned from data (Dieng
et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2017).

More broadly, in generic sequence modeling,
how to capture long-term dependency has been a
long-standing research problem. From this per-
spective, since the ubiquitous adaption of LSTM,
many efforts have been spent on relieving the
vanishing gradient problem, including better ini-
tialization (Le et al., 2015), additional loss sig-
nal (Trinh et al., 2018), augmented memory struc-
ture (Ke et al., 2018) and others that modify the in-
ternal architecture of RNNs to ease the optimiza-
tion (Wu et al., 2016; Li et al., 2018). Different
from them, our work is based on the Transformer
architecture and shows that language modeling as
a real-world task benefits from the ability to learn
longer-term dependency.

3 Model

Given a corpus of tokens x = (x1, . . . , xT ), the
task of language modeling is to estimate the joint
probability P (x), which is often auto-regressively
factorized as P (x) =

Q
t P (xt | x<t). With the

factorization, the problem reduces to estimating
each conditional factor. In this work, we stick to
the standard neural approach to modeling the con-
ditional probability. Specifically, a trainable neu-
ral network is used to encode the context x<t into
a fixed size hidden state, which is multiplied with
the word embeddings to obtain the logits. The log-
its are then fed into the Softmax function, yielding
a categorical probability distribution over the next
token.

3.1 Vanilla Transformer Language Models

In order to apply Transformer or self-attention to
language modeling, the central problem is how to
train a Transformer to effectively encode an arbi-
trarily long context into a fixed size representation.
Given infinite memory and computation, a sim-
ple solution would be to process the entire con-
text sequence using an unconditional Transformer
decoder, similar to a feed-forward neural network.
However, this is usually infeasible with the limited
resource in practice.

One feasible but crude approximation is to split
the entire corpus into shorter segments of man-
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(b) Evaluation phase.

Figure 1: Illustration of the vanilla model with a segment length 4.

ageable sizes, and only train the model within
each segment, ignoring all contextual information
from previous segments. This is the idea adopted
by Al-Rfou et al. (2018). We call it the vanilla
model and visualize it in Fig. 1a. Under this
training paradigm, information never flows across
segments in either the forward or backward pass.
There are two critical limitations of using a fixed-
length context. First, the largest possible depen-
dency length is upper bounded by the segment
length, which is a few hundred on character-level
language modeling (Al-Rfou et al., 2018). There-
fore, although the self-attention mechanism is less
affected by the vanishing gradient problem com-
pared to RNNs, the vanilla model is not able to
fully exploit this optimization advantage. Second,
though it is possible to use padding to respect the
sentence or other semantic boundaries, in practice
it has been standard practice to simply chunk long
text into fixed-length segments due to improved
efficiency (Peters et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2018;
Al-Rfou et al., 2018). However, simply chunking
a sequence into fixed-length segments will lead to
the context fragmentation problem as discussed in
Section 1.

During evaluation, at each step, the vanilla
model also consumes a segment of the same length
as in training, but only makes one prediction at the
last position. Then, at the next step, the segment
is shifted to the right by only one position, and the
new segment has to be processed all from scratch.
As shown in Fig. 1b, this procedure ensures that
each prediction utilizes the longest possible con-
text exposed during training, and also relieves con-
text fragmentation issue encountered in training.
However, this evaluation procedure is extremely
expensive. We will show that our proposed archi-
tecture is able to substantially improve the evalua-
tion speed.

3.2 Segment-Level Recurrence with State
Reuse

To address the limitations of using a fixed-length
context, we propose to introduce a recurrence
mechanism to the Transformer architecture. Dur-
ing training, the hidden state sequence computed
for the previous segment is fixed and cached to
be reused as an extended context when the model
processes the next new segment, as shown in Fig.
2a. Although the gradient still remains within a
segment, this additional input allows the network
to exploit information in the history, leading to an
ability of modeling longer-term dependency and
avoiding context fragmentation. Formally, let the
two consecutive segments of length L be s⌧ =
[x⌧,1, · · · , x⌧,L] and s⌧+1 = [x⌧+1,1, · · · , x⌧+1,L]
respectively. Denoting the n-th layer hidden state
sequence produced for the ⌧ -th segment s⌧ by
hn
⌧ 2 RL⇥d, where d is the hidden dimension.

Then, the n-th layer hidden state for segment s⌧+1

is produced (schematically) as follows,
ehn�1
⌧+1 =

⇥
SG(hn�1

⌧ ) � hn�1
⌧+1

⇤
,

qn
⌧+1,k

n
⌧+1,v

n
⌧+1 = hn�1

⌧+1W
>
q , ehn�1

⌧+1W
>
k , ehn�1

⌧+1W
>
v ,

hn
⌧+1 = Transformer-Layer (qn

⌧+1,k
n
⌧+1,v

n
⌧+1) .

where the function SG(·) stands for stop-gradient,
the notation [hu � hv] indicates the concatenation
of two hidden sequences along the length dimen-
sion, and W· denotes model parameters. Com-
pared to the standard Transformer, the critical dif-
ference lies in that the key kn

⌧+1 and value vn
⌧+1

are conditioned on the extended context ehn�1
⌧+1 and

hence hn�1
⌧ cached from the previous segment.

We emphasize this particular design by the green
paths in Fig. 2a.

With this recurrence mechanism applied to ev-
ery two consecutive segments of a corpus, it es-
sentially creates a segment-level recurrence in the
hidden states. As a result, the effective context be-
ing utilized can go way beyond just two segments.
However, notice that the recurrent dependency be-
tween hn

⌧+1 and hn�1
⌧ shifts one layer downwards
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Figure 2: Illustration of the Transformer-XL model with a segment length 4.

per-segment, which differs from the same-layer
recurrence in conventional RNN-LMs. Conse-
quently, the largest possible dependency length
grows linearly w.r.t. the number of layers as well
as the segment length, i.e., O(N ⇥ L), as vi-
sualized by the shaded area in Fig. 2b. This
is analogous to truncated BPTT (Mikolov et al.,
2010), a technique developed for training RNN-
LMs. However, different from truncated BPTT,
our method caches a sequence of hidden states in-
stead of the last one, and should be applied to-
gether with the relative positional encoding tech-
nique described in Section 3.3.

Besides achieving extra long context and re-
solving fragmentation, another benefit that comes
with the recurrence scheme is significantly faster
evaluation. Specifically, during evaluation, the
representations from the previous segments can
be reused instead of being computed from scratch
as in the case of the vanilla model. In our ex-
periments on enwiki8, Transformer-XL is up to
1,800+ times faster than the vanilla model during
evaluation (see Section 4).

Finally, notice that the recurrence scheme does
not need to be restricted to only the previous seg-
ment. In theory, we can cache as many previous
segments as the GPU memory allows, and reuse
all of them as the extra context when processing
the current segment. Thus, we can cache a prede-
fined length-M old hidden states spanning (pos-
sibly) multiple segments, and refer to them as the
memory mn

⌧ 2 RM⇥d, due to a clear connection to
the memory augmented neural networks (Graves
et al., 2014; Weston et al., 2014). In our experi-
ments, we set M equal to the segment length dur-
ing training, and increase it by multiple times dur-
ing evaluation.

3.3 Relative Positional Encodings

While we found the idea presented in the pre-
vious subsection very appealing, there is a cru-
cial technical challenge we haven’t solved in or-

der to reuse the hidden states. That is, how can
we keep the positional information coherent when
we reuse the states? Recall that, in the standard
Transformer, the information of sequence order is
provided by a set of positional encodings, denoted
as U 2 RLmax⇥d, where the i-th row Ui corre-
sponds to the i-th absolute position within a seg-
ment and Lmax prescribes the maximum possible
length to be modeled. Then, the actual input to the
Transformer is the element-wise addition of the
word embeddings and the positional encodings. If
we simply adapt this positional encoding to our
recurrence mechanism, the hidden state sequence
would be computed schematically by

h⌧+1 = f(h⌧ ,Es⌧+1 + U1:L)

h⌧ = f(h⌧�1,Es⌧ + U1:L),

where Es⌧ 2 RL⇥d is the word embedding se-
quence of s⌧ , and f represents a transformation
function. Notice that, both Es⌧ and Es⌧+1 are as-
sociated with the same positional encoding U1:L.
As a result, the model has no information to dis-
tinguish the positional difference between x⌧,j and
x⌧+1,j for any j = 1, . . . , L, resulting in a sheer
performance loss.

In order to avoid this failure mode, the funda-
mental idea is to only encode the relative posi-
tional information in the hidden states. Concep-
tually, the positional encoding gives the model a
temporal clue or “bias” about how information
should be gathered, i.e., where to attend. For the
same purpose, instead of incorporating bias stati-
cally into the initial embedding, one can inject the
same information into the attention score of each
layer. More importantly, it is more intuitive and
generalizable to define the temporal bias in a rela-
tive manner. For instance, when a query vector q⌧,i
attends on the key vectors k⌧,i, it does not need
to know the absolute position of each key vector
to identify the temporal order of the segment. In-
stead, it suffices to know the relative distance be-
tween each key vector k⌧,j and itself q⌧,i, i.e. i�j.
Practically, one can create a set of relative posi-
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tional encodings R 2 RLmax⇥d, where the i-th row
Ri indicates a relative distance of i between two
positions. By injecting the relative distance dy-
namically into the attention score, the query vector
can easily distinguish the representations of x⌧,j
and x⌧+1,j from their different distances, making
the state reuse mechanism feasible. Meanwhile,
we won’t lose any temporal information, as the ab-
solute position can be recovered recursively from
relative distances.

Previously, the idea of relative positional encod-
ings has been explored in the context of machine
translation (Shaw et al., 2018) and music gener-
ation (Huang et al., 2018). Here, we offer a dif-
ferent derivation, arriving at a new form of rel-
ative positional encodings, which not only has a
one-to-one correspondence to its absolute coun-
terpart but also enjoys much better generalization
empirically (see Section 4). Firstly, in the standard
Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017), the attention
score between query qi and key vector kj within
the same segment can be decomposed as

Aabs
i,j = E>xi

W>
q WkExj| {z }
(a)

+E>xi
W>

q WkUj| {z }
(b)

+ U>i W>
q WkExj| {z }
(c)

+U>i W>
q WkUj| {z }
(d)

.

Following the idea of only relying on rela-
tive positional information, we propose to re-
parameterize the four terms as follows

Arel
i,j = E>xi

W>
q Wk,EExj| {z }
(a)

+E>xi
W>

q Wk,RRi�j| {z }
(b)

+ u>Wk,EExj| {z }
(c)

+ v>Wk,RRi�j| {z }
(d)

.

• The first change we make is to replace all ap-
pearances of the absolute positional embedding
Uj for computing key vectors in term (b) and
(d) with its relative counterpart Ri�j . This es-
sentially reflects the prior that only the relative
distance matters for where to attend. Note that
R is a sinusoid encoding matrix (Vaswani et al.,
2017) without learnable parameters.

• Secondly, we introduce a trainable parameter
u 2 Rd to replace the query U>i W>

q in term
(c). In this case, since the query vector is the
same for all query positions, it suggests that the
attentive bias towards different words should re-
main the same regardless of the query position.
With a similar reasoning, a trainable parameter
v 2 Rd is added to substitute U>i W>

q in term
(d).

• Finally, we deliberately separate the two weight
matrices Wk,E and Wk,R for producing the
content-based key vectors and location-based
key vectors respectively.

Under the new parameterization, each term has
an intuitive meaning: term (a) represents content-
based addressing, term (b) captures a content-
dependent positional bias, term (c) governs a
global content bias, and (d) encodes a global po-
sitional bias.

In comparison, the formulation in Shaw et al.
(2018) only has terms (a) and (b), dropping the
two bias terms (c) and (d). Moreover, Shaw et al.
(2018) merge the multiplication WkR into a sin-
gle trainable matrix R̂, which abandons the induc-
tive bias built into the original sinusoid positional
encoding (Vaswani et al., 2017). In contrast, our
relative positional embedding R adapts the sinu-
soid formulation. As a benefit of the inductive
bias, a model trained on a memory of some certain
length can automatically generalize to a memory
several times longer during evaluation.

Equipping the recurrence mechanism with our
proposed relative positional embedding, we finally
arrive at the Transformer-XL architecture. For
completeness, we summarize the computational
procedure for a N -layer Transformer-XL with a
single attention head here. For n = 1, . . . , N :

ehn�1
⌧ =

⇥
SG(mn�1

⌧ ) � hn�1
⌧

⇤

qn
⌧ ,kn

⌧ ,vn
⌧ =hn�1

⌧ Wn
q
>, ehn�1

⌧ Wn
k,E
>, ehn�1

⌧ Wn
v
>

An
⌧,i,j =qn

⌧,i
>kn

⌧,j + qn
⌧,i
>Wn

k,RRi�j

+ u>k⌧,j + v>Wn
k,RRi�j

an
⌧ = Masked-Softmax(An

⌧ )vn
⌧

on
⌧ = LayerNorm(Linear(an

⌧ ) + hn�1
⌧ )

hn
⌧ = Positionwise-Feed-Forward(on

⌧ )

with h0
⌧ := Es⌧ defined as the word embed-

ding sequence. In addition, it is worth mention-
ing that a naive way to compute A requires com-
puting Wn

k,RRi�j for all pairs (i, j), whose cost
is quadratic w.r.t. the sequence length. How-
ever, noticing that the value of i � j only ranges
from zero to the sequence length, we show a sim-
ple computation procedure in Appendix B, which
reduces the cost to be linear w.r.t. the sequence
length.

4 Experiments

4.1 Main Results
We apply Transformer-XL to a variety of datasets
on both word-level and character-level language
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Model #Param PPL

Grave et al. (2016b) - LSTM - 48.7
Bai et al. (2018) - TCN - 45.2
Dauphin et al. (2016) - GCNN-8 - 44.9
Grave et al. (2016b) - Neural cache - 40.8
Dauphin et al. (2016) - GCNN-14 - 37.2
Merity et al. (2018) - QRNN 151M 33.0
Rae et al. (2018) - Hebbian + Cache - 29.9
Ours - Transformer-XL Standard 151M 24.0

Baevski and Auli (2018) - Adaptive Input⇧ 247M 20.5
Ours - Transformer-XL Large 257M 18.3

Table 1: Comparison with state-of-the-art results on
WikiText-103. ⇧ indicates contemporary work.

Model #Param bpc

Ha et al. (2016) - LN HyperNetworks 27M 1.34
Chung et al. (2016) - LN HM-LSTM 35M 1.32
Zilly et al. (2016) - RHN 46M 1.27
Mujika et al. (2017) - FS-LSTM-4 47M 1.25
Krause et al. (2016) - Large mLSTM 46M 1.24
Knol (2017) - cmix v13 - 1.23
Al-Rfou et al. (2018) - 12L Transformer 44M 1.11
Ours - 12L Transformer-XL 41M 1.06

Al-Rfou et al. (2018) - 64L Transformer 235M 1.06
Ours - 18L Transformer-XL 88M 1.03
Ours - 24L Transformer-XL 277M 0.99

Table 2: Comparison with state-of-the-art results on en-
wik8.

modeling to have a comparison with state-of-the-
art systems, including WikiText-103 (Merity et al.,
2016), enwik8 (LLC, 2009), text8 (LLC, 2009),
One Billion Word (Chelba et al., 2013), and Penn
Treebank (Mikolov and Zweig, 2012).

WikiText-103 is the largest available word-level
language modeling benchmark with long-term de-
pendency. It contains 103M training tokens from
28K articles, with an average length of 3.6K to-
kens per article, which allows testing the abil-
ity of long-term dependency modeling. We set
the attention length to 384 during training and
1600 during evaluation. We adopted adaptive soft-
max and input representations (Baevski and Auli,
2018; Grave et al., 2016a). As shown in Table 1,
Transformer-XL reduces the previous state-of-the-
art (SoTA) perplexity from 20.5 to 18.3, which
demonstrates the superiority of the Transformer-
XL architecture.

The dataset enwik8 contains 100M bytes of un-
processed Wikipedia text. We compare our ar-
chitecture with the previous results in Table 2.
Under the model size constraint, the 12-layer
Transformer-XL achieves a new SoTA result, out-

Model #Param bpc

Cooijmans et al. (2016) - BN-LSTM - 1.36
Chung et al. (2016) - LN HM-LSTM 35M 1.29
Zilly et al. (2016) - RHN 45M 1.27
Krause et al. (2016) - Large mLSTM 45M 1.27
Al-Rfou et al. (2018) - 12L Transformer 44M 1.18

Al-Rfou et al. (2018) - 64L Transformer 235M 1.13
Ours - 24L Transformer-XL 277M 1.08

Table 3: Comparison with state-of-the-art results on
text8.

Model #Param PPL

Shazeer et al. (2014) - Sparse Non-Negative 33B 52.9
Chelba et al. (2013) - RNN-1024 + 9 Gram 20B 51.3
Kuchaiev and Ginsburg (2017) - G-LSTM-2 - 36.0
Dauphin et al. (2016) - GCNN-14 bottleneck - 31.9
Jozefowicz et al. (2016) - LSTM 1.8B 30.6
Jozefowicz et al. (2016) - LSTM + CNN 1.04B 30.0
Shazeer et al. (2017) - Low-Budget MoE ⇠5B 34.1
Shazeer et al. (2017) - High-Budget MoE ⇠5B 28.0
Shazeer et al. (2018) - Mesh Tensorflow 4.9B 24.0
Baevski and Auli (2018) - Adaptive Input⇧ 0.46B 24.1
Baevski and Auli (2018) - Adaptive Input⇧ 1.0B 23.7

Ours - Transformer-XL Base 0.46B 23.5
Ours - Transformer-XL Large 0.8B 21.8

Table 4: Comparison with state-of-the-art results on One
Billion Word. ⇧ indicates contemporary work.

performing the 12-layer vanilla Transformer from
Al-Rfou et al. (2018) by 0.05, while both Trans-
former variants have a large margin over conven-
tional RNN-based models. Notably, our 12-layer
architecture achieves the same result as the 64-
layer network from Al-Rfou et al. (2018), using
only 17% of the parameter budget. In order to see
whether better performances can be obtained by
increasing the model size, we train 18-layer and
24-layer Transformer-XLs with increased model
sizes. With the attention length 784 during train-
ing and 3,800 during evaluation, we obtained a
new SoTA result and our method is the first to
break through 1.0 on widely-studied character-
level benchmarks. Different from Al-Rfou et al.
(2018), Transformer-XL does not need any auxil-
iary losses, and thus all benefits are credited to a
better architecture.

Similar to but different from enwik8, text8 con-
tains 100M processed Wikipedia characters cre-
ated by lowering case the text and removing any
character other than the 26 letters a through z, and
space. Due to the similarity, we simply adapt the
best model and the same hyper-parameters on en-
wik8 to text8 without further tuning. The compari-
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Model #Param PPL

Inan et al. (2016) - Tied Variational LSTM 24M 73.2
Zilly et al. (2016) - Variational RHN 23M 65.4
Zoph and Le (2016) - NAS Cell 25M 64.0
Merity et al. (2017) - AWD-LSTM 24M 58.8
Pham et al. (2018) - Efficient NAS 24M 58.6
Liu et al. (2018) - Differentiable NAS 23M 56.1
Yang et al. (2017) - AWD-LSTM-MoS 22M 55.97
Melis et al. (2018) - Dropout tuning 24M 55.3

Ours - Transformer-XL 24M 54.52

Merity et al. (2017) - AWD-LSTM+Finetune† 24M 57.3
Yang et al. (2017) - MoS+Finetune† 22M 54.44

Table 5: Comparison with state-of-the-art results on
Penn Treebank. † indicates using two-step finetuning.

son with previous methods is summarized in Table
3. Again, Transformer-XL achieves the new SoTA
result with a clear margin.

One Billion Word does not preserve any long-
term dependency because sentences have been
shuffled. Consequently, this dataset mainly tests
the ability of modeling only short-term depen-
dency. The comparison between Transformer-XL
and the other methods is shown in Table 4. Al-
though Transformer-XL is mainly designed to bet-
ter capture longer-term dependency, it dramati-
cally improves the single-model SoTA from 23.7
to 21.8. Specifically, Transformer-XL signifi-
cantly outperforms a contemporary method using
vanilla Transformers (Baevski and Auli, 2018),
suggesting the advantage of Transformer-XL is
generalizable to modeling short sequences.

We also report the results on word-level Penn
Treebank in Table 5. Similar to AWD-LSTM
(Merity et al., 2017), we apply variational dropout
and weight average to Transformer-XL. With
proper regularization, Transformer-XL achieves a
new SoTA result among models without two-step
finetuning. Penn Treebank has only 1M training
tokens, which implies that Transformer-XL also
generalizes well even on small datasets.

4.2 Ablation Study

We conduct two sets of ablation studies to exam-
ine the effects of two proposed techniques used in
Transformer-XL: the recurrence mechanism and
the new positional encoding scheme.

The first study is performed on WikiText-103,
which requires modeling long-term dependency.
The results are reported in Table 6. Among the
compared encoding schemes, Shaw et al. (2018) is
relative, while Vaswani et al. (2017) and Al-Rfou

et al. (2018) are absolute. “Full” and “half” losses
refer to applying a cross entropy loss to all or the
recent half positions in the segment. We found
that absolute encodings only work well with half
losses because half losses exclude positions with
very short attention lengths during training for bet-
ter generalization. Table 6 shows that both the
recurrence mechanism and our encoding scheme
are necessary to achieve the best performance, as
well as generalizing to longer attention sequences
during evaluation time. Although the backprop-
agation length during training is only 128, with
the two techniques the attention length can be in-
creased to 640 at test time. In the standard setting
with 151M parameters, the perplexity decreases as
the attention length increases.

Since the recurrence mechanism costs addi-
tional memory, we also compare Transformer-XL
with baselines under the same GPU memory con-
straints. As shown in Table 10 in Appendix A,
despite using a shorter backpropagation length,
Transformer-XL remains superior to the baselines.

The second study targets at isolating the ef-
fects of resolving the context fragmentation prob-
lem from the benefit of capturing longer context
length. In order to achieve this goal, we deliber-
ately choose a dataset that does not require long-
term dependency, so that any improvement from
establishing the recurrence can be attributed to
solving the context fragmentation. Specifically,
we perform this controlled experiment on the One
Billion Word dataset, which can only benefit from
removing the context fragmentation. We train
a 20-layer Transformer-XL with ⇠0.3B parame-
ters for 400K steps. As shown in Table 7, using
segment-level recurrence substantially improves
performance even when long-term dependency is
not needed, which is consistent with our previous
discussion that the recurrence mechanism resolves
the context fragmentation problem. Moreover, our
relative positional encodings is also superior to
Shaw et al. (2018) on short sequences.

4.3 Relative Effective Context Length

Khandelwal et al. (2018) proposed a method to
evaluate the Effective Context Length (ECL) of a
sequence model. ECL is the longest length to
which increasing the context span would lead to
a gain more than a threshold. However, ECL ig-
nores the fact that it is harder to get improve-
ment when a model already achieves a lower per-
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Remark Recurrence Encoding Loss PPL init PPL best Attn Len

Transformer-XL (128M) 3 Ours Full 27.02 26.77 500
- 3 Shaw et al. (2018) Full 27.94 27.94 256
- 3 Ours Half 28.69 28.33 460
- 7 Ours Full 29.59 29.02 260
- 7 Ours Half 30.10 30.10 120

- 7 Shaw et al. (2018) Full 29.75 29.75 120
- 7 Shaw et al. (2018) Half 30.50 30.50 120
- 7 Vaswani et al. (2017) Half 30.97 30.97 120
Transformer (128M)† 7 Al-Rfou et al. (2018) Half 31.16 31.16 120

Transformer-XL (151M) 3 Ours Full 23.43
23.09 640
23.16 450
23.35 300

Table 6: Ablation study on WikiText-103. For the first two blocks, we use a slightly smaller model (128M parame-
ters). † indicates that the corresponding row is reduced to the same setting as the Transformer network in (Al-Rfou
et al., 2018), except that two auxiliary losses are not implemented in our experiments. “PPL init” refers to using
the same length as training. “PPL best” indicates the perplexity obtained by using the optimal length. “Attn Len”
is the shortest possible attention length during evaluation to achieve the corresponding result (PPL best). Increas-
ing the attention length during evaluation improves performance only when our positional encoding is used. The
“Transformer-XL (151M)” setting uses a standard parameter budget as previous work (Merity et al., 2018), where
we observe a similar effect when increasing the attention length during evaluation.

Method PPL

Ours 25.2
With Shaw et al. (2018) encodings 25.7
Without recurrence 27.1

Table 7: Ablation study on One Billion Word, a dataset
without long-term dependency.

Model r = 0.1 r = 0.5 r = 1.0

Transformer-XL 151M 900 800 700
QRNN 500 400 300
LSTM 400 300 200

Transformer-XL 128M 700 600 500
- use Shaw et al. (2018) encoding 400 400 300
- remove recurrence 300 300 300
Transformer 128 128 128

Table 8: Relative effective context length (RECL) com-
parison. See text for the definition of RECL and r. The
first three models and the last four models are com-
pared as two model groups when we calculate RECL
(RECL is computed on a model group rather than a sin-
gle model). Each group has the same parameter budget.

plexity using only a shorter context, and thus it
is not suitable for fair comparison among mul-
tiple models. We instead propose a new metric
called Relative Effective Context Length (RECL).
RECL is defined on a model group instead of a
single model, and the gain of a long context is
measure by the relative improvement over the best
short context model. As such, the model group
shares the same baseline to enable fair compari-

son. RECL also has a parameter r, which means
constraining the comparison on top-r hard exam-
ples. See Appedix C for more details about RECL.
As shown in Table 8, Transformer-XL manages
to model dependency of 900 words long on av-
erage with r = 0.1. The RECL of Transformer-
XL is 80% and 450% longer than recurrent net-
works and Transformer respectively. Both the re-
currence mechanism and our positional encodings
contribute to a longer RECL. This further substan-
tiates our argument that Transformer-XL is able to
model longer-term dependency.

4.4 Generated Text
Trained only on WikiText-103 which is medium-
sized, Transformer-XL is already able to generate
relatively coherent articles with thousands of to-
kens without manual cherry picking, despite mi-
nor flaws. Please refer to Appendix E for samples.

4.5 Evaluation Speed
Finally, we compare the evaluation speed of our
model with the vanilla Transformer model (Al-
Rfou et al., 2018). As shown in Table 9, due to
the state reuse scheme, Transformer-XL achieves
an up to 1,874 times speedup during evaluation.

5 Conclusions

Transformer-XL obtains strong perplexity results,
models longer-term dependency than RNNs and
Transformer, achieves substantial speedup during
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Attn Len How much Al-Rfou et al. (2018) is slower

3,800 1,874x
2,800 1,409x
1,800 773x
800 363x

Table 9: Slowdown in terms of running time during
evaluation. Evaluation is based on per-token time on
one GPU.

evaluation, and is able to generate coherent text
articles. We envision interesting applications of
Transformer-XL in the fields of text generation,
unsupervised feature learning, image and speech
modeling.
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Abstract

It has been previously noted that neural ma-
chine translation (NMT) is very sensitive to
domain shift. In this paper, we argue that
this is a dual effect of the highly lexicalized
nature of NMT, resulting in failure for sen-
tences with large numbers of unknown words,
and lack of supervision for domain-specific
words. To remedy this problem, we propose an
unsupervised adaptation method which fine-
tunes a pre-trained out-of-domain NMT model
using a pseudo-in-domain corpus. Specifi-
cally, we perform lexicon induction to ex-
tract an in-domain lexicon, and construct a
pseudo-parallel in-domain corpus by perform-
ing word-for-word back-translation of mono-
lingual in-domain target sentences. In five
domains over twenty pairwise adaptation set-
tings and two model architectures, our method
achieves consistent improvements without us-
ing any in-domain parallel sentences, improv-
ing up to 14 BLEU over unadapted models,
and up to 2 BLEU over strong back-translation
baselines.

1 Introduction

Neural machine translation (NMT) has demon-
strated impressive performance when trained on
large-scale corpora (Bojar et al., 2018). How-
ever, it has also been noted that NMT models
trained on corpora in a particular domain tend
to perform poorly when translating sentences in
a significantly different domain (Chu and Wang,
2018; Koehn and Knowles, 2017). Previous work
in the context of phrase-based statistical machine
translation (Daumé III and Jagarlamudi, 2011) has
noted that unseen (OOV) words account for a
large portion of translation errors when switching
to new domains. However this problem of OOV
words in cross-domain transfer is under-examined

Code/scripts are released at https://github.com/
junjiehu/dali.

in the context of NMT, where both training meth-
ods and experimental results will differ greatly. In
this paper, we try to fill this gap, examining do-
main adaptation methods for NMT specifically fo-
cusing on correctly translating unknown words.

As noted by Chu and Wang (2018), there are
two important distinctions to make in adaptation
methods for MT. The first is data requirements;
supervised adaptation relies on in-domain paral-
lel data, and unsupervised adaptation has no such
requirement. There is also a distinction between
model-based and data-based methods. Model-
based methods make explicit changes to the model
architecture such as jointly learning domain dis-
crimination and translation (Britz et al., 2017), in-
terpolation of language modeling and translation
(Gulcehre et al., 2015; Domhan and Hieber, 2017),
and domain control by adding tags and word fea-
tures (Kobus et al., 2017). On the other hand,
data-based methods perform adaptation either by
combining in-domain and out-of-domain paral-
lel corpora for supervised adaptation (Luong and
Manning, 2015; Freitag and Al-Onaizan, 2016)
or by generating pseudo-parallel corpora from in-
domain monolingual data for unsupervised adap-
tation (Sennrich et al., 2016a; Currey et al., 2017).

Specifically, in this paper we tackle the task of
data-based, unsupervised adaptation, where rep-
resentative methods include creation of a pseudo-
parallel corpus by back-translation of in-domain
monolingual target sentences (Sennrich et al.,
2016a), or construction of a pseudo-parallel in-
domain corpus by copying monolingual target sen-
tences to the source side (Currey et al., 2017).
However, while these methods have potential to
strengthen the target-language decoder through
addition of in-domain target data, they do not
explicitly provide direct supervision of domain-
specific words, which we argue is one of the major
difficulties caused by domain shift.

To remedy this problem, we propose a new
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Figure 1: Work flow of domain adaptation by lexicon induction (DALI).

data-based method for unsupervised adaptation
that specifically focuses the unknown word prob-
lem: domain adaptation by lexicon induction
(DALI). Our proposed method leverages large
amounts of monolingual data to find translations
of in-domain unseen words, and constructs a
pseudo-parallel in-domain corpus via word-for-
word back-translation of monolingual in-domain
target sentences into source sentences. More
specifically, we leverage existing supervised (Xing
et al., 2015) and unsupervised (Conneau et al.,
2018) lexicon induction methods that project
source word embeddings to the target embedding
space, and find translations of unseen words by
their nearest neighbors. For supervised lexicon
induction, we learn such a mapping function un-
der the supervision of a seed lexicon extracted
from out-of-domain parallel sentences using word
alignment. For unsupervised lexicon induction,
we follow Conneau et al. (2018) to infer a lexicon
by adversarial training and iterative refinement.

In the experiments on German-to-English trans-
lation across five domains (Medical, IT, Law, Sub-
titles, and Koran), we find that DALI improves
both RNN-based (Bahdanau et al., 2015) and
Transformer-based (Vaswani et al., 2017) models
trained on an out-of-domain corpus with gains as
high as 14 BLEU. When the proposed method
is combined with back-translation, we can fur-
ther improve performance by up to 4 BLEU.
Further analysis shows that the areas in which
gains are observed are largely orthogonal to back-
translation; our method is effective in translating
in-domain unseen words, while back-translation
mainly improves the fluency of source sentences,
which helps the training of the NMT decoder.

2 Domain Adaptation by Lexicon
Induction

Our method works in two steps: (1) we use lexicon
induction methods to learn an in-domain lexicon

from in-domain monolingual source data Dsrc-in
and target data Dtgt-in as well as out-of-domain
parallel data Dparallel-out, (2) we use this lexicon to
create a pseudo-parallel corpus for MT.

2.1 Lexicon Induction

Given separate source and target word embed-
dings, X, Y ∈ Rd×N , trained on all available
monolingual source and target sentences across
all domains, we leverage existing lexicon induc-
tion methods that perform supervised (Xing et al.,
2015) or unsupervised (Conneau et al., 2018)
learning of a mapping f(X) = WX that trans-
forms source embeddings to the target space, then
selects nearest neighbors in embedding space to
extract translation lexicons.

Supervised Embedding Mapping Supervised
learning of the mapping function requires a seed
lexicon of size n, denoted as L = {(s, t)i}ni=1.
We represent the source and target word embed-
dings of the i-th translation pair (s, t)i by the i-
th column vectors of X(n),Y(n) ∈ Rd×n respec-
tively. Xing et al. (2015) show that by enforcing
an orthogonality constraint on W ∈ Od(R), we
can obtain a closed-form solution from a singular
value decomposition (SVD) of Y(n)X(n)T :

W∗ = arg max
W∈Od(R)

‖Y(n) −WX(n)‖F = UVT

UΣVT = SVD(Y(n)X(n)T ). (1)

In a domain adaptation setting we have par-
allel out-of-domain data Dparallel-out, which can
be used to extract a seed lexicon. Algorithm 1
shows the procedure of extracting this lexicon. We
use the word alignment toolkit GIZA++ (Och and
Ney, 2003) to extract word translation probabili-
ties P (t|s) and P (s|t) in both forward and back-
ward directions from Dparallel-out, and extract lex-
icons Lfw = {(s, t), ∀P (t|s) > 0} and Lbw =
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Algorithm 1 Supervised lexicon extraction
Input: Parallel out-of-domain dataDparallel-out
Output: Seed lexicon L = {(s, t)}ni=1

1: Run GIZA++ on Dparallel-out to get Lfw, Lbw
2: Lg = Lfw ∪ Lbw
3: Remove pairs with punctuation only in either
s and t from Lg

4: Initialize a counter C[(s, t)] = 0 ∀(s, t) ∈ Lg
5: for (src, tgt) ∈ Dparallel-out do
6: for (s, t) ∈ Lg do
7: if s ∈ src and t ∈ tgt then
8: C[(s, t)] = C[(s, t)] + 1

9: Sort C by its values in the descending order
10: L = {}, S = {}, T = {}
11: for (s, t) ∈ C do
12: if s /∈ S and t /∈ T then
13: L = L ∪ {(s, t)}
14: S = S ∪ {s}, T = T ∪ {t}
15: return L

{(s, t), ∀P (s|t) > 0}. We take the union of
the lexicons in both directions and further prune
out translation pairs containing punctuation that is
non-identical. To avoid multiple translations of ei-
ther a source or target word, we find the most com-
mon translation pairs in Dparallel-out, sorting trans-
lation pairs by the number of times they occur in
Dparallel-out in descending order, and keeping those
pairs with highest frequency in Dparallel-out.

Unsupervised Embedding Mapping For unsu-
pervised training, we follow Conneau et al. (2018)
in mapping source word embeddings to the target
word embedding space through adversarial train-
ing. Details can be found in the reference, but
briefly a discriminator is trained to distinguish be-
tween an embedding sampled from WX and Y,
and W is trained to prevent the discriminator from
identifying the origin of an embedding by making
WX and Y as close as possible.

Induction Once we obtain the matrix W either
from supervised or unsupervised training, we map
all the possible in-domain source words to the tar-
get embedding space. We compute the nearest
neighbors of an embedding by a distance metric,
Cross-Domain Similarity Local Scaling (CSLS;
Conneau et al. (2018)):

CSLS(Wx,y) = 2 cos(Wx,y)− rT (Wx)− rS(y)

rT (Wx) =
1

K

∑

y′∈NT (Wx)

cos(Wx,y′)

where rT (Wx) and rS(y) measure the average
cosine similarity between their K nearest neigh-
bors in the source and target spaces respectively.

To ensure the quality of the extracted lexicons,
we only consider mutual nearest neighbors, i.e.,
pairs of words that are mutually nearest neigh-
bors of each other according to CSLS. This signif-
icantly decreases the size of the extracted lexicon,
but improves the reliability.

2.2 NMT Data Generation and Training
Finally, we use this lexicon to create pseudo-
parallel in-domain data to train NMT models.
Specifically, we follow Sennrich et al. (2016a) in
back-translating the in-domain monolingual target
sentences to the source language, but instead of
using a pre-trained target-to-source NMT system,
we simply perform word-for-word translation us-
ing the induced lexicon L. Each target word in
the target side of L can be deterministically back-
translated to a source word, since we take the near-
est neighbor of a target word as its translation ac-
cording to CSLS. If a target word is not mutually
nearest to any source word, we cannot find a trans-
lation in L and we simply copy this target word to
the source side. We find that more than 80% of
the words can be translated by the induced lexi-
cons. We denote the constructed pseudo-parallel
in-domain corpus as Dpseudo-parallel-in.

During training, we first pre-train an NMT
system on an out-of-domain parallel corpus
Dparallel-out, and then fine tune the NMT model
on a constructed parallel corpus. More specif-
ically, to avoid overfitting to the extracted lexi-
cons, we sample an equal number of sentences
fromDparallel-out, and get a fixed subsetD′parallel-out,
where |D′parallel-out| = |Dpseudo-parallel-in|. We con-
catenateD′parallel-out withDpseudo-parallel-in, and fine-
tune the NMT model on the combined corpus.

3 Experimental Results

3.1 Data
We follow the same setup and train/dev/test splits
of Koehn and Knowles (2017), using a German-
to-English parallel corpus that covers five differ-
ent domains. Data statistics are shown in Table 2.
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Domain Method Medical IT Subtitles Law Koran Avg. Gain

Medical
LSTM

Unadapted 46.19 4.62 2.54 7.05 1.25 3.87
+4.31

DALI - 11.32 7.79 9.72 3.85 8.17

XFMR
Unadapted 49.66 4.54 2.39 7.77 0.93 3.91

+4.79
DALI - 10.99 8.25 11.32 4.22 8.70

IT
LSTM

Unadapted 7.43 57.79 5.49 4.10 2.52 4.89
+5.98

DALI 20.44 - 9.53 8.63 4.85 10.86

XFMR
Unadapted 6.96 60.43 6.42 4.50 2.45 5.08

+5.76
DALI 19.49 - 10.49 8.75 4.62 10.84

Subtitles
LSTM

Unadapted 11.36 12.27 27.29 10.95 10.57 11.29
+2.79

DALI 21.63 12.99 - 11.50 10.17 16.57

XFMR
Unadapted 16.51 14.46 30.71 11.55 12.96 13.87

+3.85
DALI 26.17 17.56 - 13.96 13.18 17.72

Law
LSTM

Unadapted 15.91 6.28 4.52 40.52 2.37 7.27
+4.85

DALI 24.57 10.07 9.11 - 4.72 12.12

XFMR
Unadapted 16.35 5.52 4.57 46.59 1.82 7.07

+6.17
DALI 26.98 11.65 9.14 - 5.15 13.23

Koran
LSTM

Unadapted 0.63 0.45 2.47 0.67 19.40 1.06
+6.56

DALI 12.90 5.25 7.49 4.80 - 7.61

XFMR
Unadapted 0.00 0.44 2.58 0.29 15.53 0.83

+7.54
DALI 14.27 5.24 9.01 4.94 - 8.37

Table 1: BLEU scores of LSTM based and Transformer (XFMR) based NMT models when trained on one domain
(columns), and tested on another domain (rows). The last two columns show the average performance of unadapted
baselines and DALI, and the average gains.

Note that these domains are very distant from each
other. Following Koehn and Knowles (2017), we
process all the data with byte-pair encoding (Sen-
nrich et al., 2016b) to construct a vocabulary of
50K subwords. To build an unaligned monolin-
gual corpus for each domain, we randomly shuffle
the parallel corpus and split the corpus into two
parts with equal numbers of parallel sentences.
We use the target and source sentences of the first
and second halves respectively. We combine all
the unaligned monolingual source and target sen-
tences on all five domains to train a skip-gram
model using fasttext (Bojanowski et al., 2017). We
obtain source and target word embeddings in 512
dimensions by running 10 epochs with a context
window of 10, and 10 negative samples.

Corpus Words Sentences W/S
Medical 12,867,326 1,094,667 11.76
IT 2,777,136 333,745 8.32
Subtitles 106,919,386 13,869,396 7.71
Law 15,417,835 707,630 21.80
Koran 9,598,717 478,721 20.05

Table 2: Corpus statistics over five domains.

3.2 Main Results

We first compare DALI with other adaptation
strategies on both RNN-based and Transformer-
based NMT models.

Table 1 shows the performance of the two mod-
els when trained on one domain (columns) and
tested on another domain (rows). We fine-tune
the unadapted baselines using pseudo-parallel data
created by DALI. We use the unsupervised lexicon
here for all settings, and leave a comparison across
lexicon creation methods to Table 3. Based on the
last two columns in Table 1, DALI substantially
improves both NMT models with average gains of
2.79-7.54 BLEU over the unadapted baselines.

We further compare DALI with two popular
data-based unsupervised adaptation methods that
leverage in-domain monolingual target sentences:
(1) a method that copies target sentences to the
source side (Copy; Currey et al. (2017)) and (2)
back-translation (BT; Sennrich et al. (2016a)),
which translates target sentences to the source lan-
guage using a backward NMT model. We com-
pare DALI with supervised (DALI-S) and unsu-
pervised (DALI-U) lexicon induction. Finally, we
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Medical Subtitles Law Koran
Unadapted 7.43 5.49 4.10 2.52
Copy 13.28 6.68 5.32 3.22
BT 18.51 11.25 11.55 8.18
DALI-U 20.44 9.53 8.63 4.90
DALI-S 19.03 9.80 8.64 4.91
DALI-U+BT 24.34 13.35 13.74 8.11
DALI-GIZA++ 28.39 9.37 11.45 8.09
In-domain 46.19 27.29 40.52 19.40

Table 3: Comparison among different methods on
adapting NMT from IT to {Medical, Subtitles, Law,
Koran} domains, along with two oracle results

(1) experiment with when we directly extract a
lexicon from an in-domain corpus using GIZA++
(DALI-GIZA++) and Algorithm 1, and (2) list
scores for when systems are trained directly on in-
domain data (In-domain). For simplicity, we test
the adaptation performance of the LSTM-based
NMT model, and train a LSTM-based NMT with
the same architecture on out-of-domain corpus for
English-to-German back-translation.

First, DALI is competitive with BT, outperform-
ing it on the medical domain, and underperform-
ing it on the other three domains. Second, the gain
from DALI is orthogonal to that from BT – when
combining the pseudo-parallel in-domain corpus
obtained from DALI-U with that from BT, we can
further improve by 2-5 BLEU points on three of
four domains. Second, the gains through usage of
both DALI-U and DALI-S are surprisingly similar,
although the lexicons induced by these two meth-
ods have only about 50% overlap. Detailed analy-
sis of two lexicons can be found in Section 3.5.

3.3 Word-level Translation Accuracy
Since our proposed method focuses on leverag-
ing word-for-word translation for data augmen-
tation, we analyze the word-for-word translation
accuracy for unseen in-domain words. A source
word is considered as an unseen in-domain word
when it never appears in the out-of-domain cor-
pus. We examine two question: (1) How much
does each adaptation method improve the trans-
lation accuracy of unseen in-domain words? (2)
How does the frequency of the in-domain word af-
fect its translation accuracy?

To fairly compare various methods, we use a
lexicon extracted from the in-domain parallel data
with the GIZA++ alignment toolkit as a reference
lexicon Lg. For each unseen in-domain source
word in the test file, when the corresponding target

IT - Medical0.0
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IT - Law

IT - Subtitles0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

IT - Koran

Unadapted
Copy

BT
DALI-U

DALI-S
DALI-U+BT

Figure 2: Translation accuracy of in-domain words of
the test set on several data augmentation baseline and
our proposed method with IT as the out domain

word in Lg occurs in the output, we consider it as
a “hit” for the word pair.

First, we compare the percentage of successful
in-domain word translations across all adaptation
methods. Specifically, we scan the source and ref-
erence of the test set to count the number of valid
hits C, then scan the output file to get the count Ct
in the same way. Finally, the hit percentage is cal-
culated as Ct

C . The results on experiments adapt-
ing IT to other domains are shown in Figure 2.
The hit percentage of the unadapted output is ex-
tremely low, which confirms our assumption that
in-domain word translation poses a major chal-
lenge in adaptation scenarios. We also find that all
augmentation methods can improve the translation
accuracy of unseen in-domain words but our pro-
posed method can outperform all others in most
cases. The unseen in-domain word translation ac-
curacy is quantitatively correlated with the BLEU
scores, which shows that correctly translating in-
domain unseen words is a major factor contribut-
ing to the improvements seen by these methods.

Second, to investigate the effect of frequency of
word-for-word translation, we bucket the unseen
in-domain words by their frequency percentile in
the pseudo-in-domain training dataset, and calcu-
late calculate the average translation accuracy of
unseen in-domain words within each bucket. The
results are plotted in Figure 3 in which the x-axis
represents each bucket within a range of frequency
percentile, and the y-axis represents the average
translation accuracy. With increasing frequency
of words in the pseudo-in-domain data, the trans-
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Figure 3: Translation accuracy of in-domain unseen
words in the test set with regards to the frequency
percentile of lexicon words inserted in the pseudo-in-
domain training corpus.

lation accuracy also increases, which is consistent
with our intuition that the neural network would
be able to remember high frequency tokens better.
Since the absolute value of the occurrences are dif-
ferent among all domains, the numerical values of
accuracy within each bucket vary across domains,
but all lines follow the ascending pattern.

3.4 When do Copy, BT and DALI Work?
From Figure 2, we can see that Copy, BT and
DALI all improve the translation accuracy of in-
domain unseen words. In this section, we ex-
plore exactly what types of words each method
improves on. We randomly pick some in-domain
unseen word pairs which are translated 100% cor-
rectly in the translation outputs of systems trained
with each method. We also count these word pairs’
occurrences in the pseudo-in-domain training set.
The examples are demonstrated in Table 5.

We find that in the case of Copy, over 80% of
the successful word translation pairs have the same
spelling format for both source and target words,
and almost all of the rest of the pairs share sub-
word components. In short, and as expected, Copy
excels on improving accuracy of words that have
identical forms on the source and target sides.

As expected, our proposed method mainly in-
creases the translation accuracy of the pairs in our
induced lexicon. It also leverages the subword
components to successfully translate compound
words. For example, “monotherapie” does not oc-
cur in our induced lexicon, but the model is still
able to translate it correctly based on its subwords
“mono@@” and “therapie” by leveraging the suc-
cessfully induced pair “therapie” and “therapy”.

It is more surprising to find that adding a
back translated corpus significantly improves the

model’s ability to translate in-domain unseen
words correctly, even if the source word never
occurs in the pseudo-in-domain corpus. Even
more surprisingly, we find that the majority of
the correctly translated source words are not seg-
mented at all, which means that the model does
not leverage the subword components to make cor-
rect translations. In fact, for most of the correctly
translated in-domain word pairs, the source words
are never seen during training. To further analyze
this, we use our BT model to do word-for-word
translation for these individual words without any
other context, and the results turn out to be ex-
tremely bad, indicating that the model does not ac-
tually find the correspondence of these word pairs.
Rather, it rely solely on the decoder to make the
correct translation on the target side for test sen-
tences with related target sentences in the training
set. To verify this, Table 4 demonstrates an exam-
ple extracted from the pseudo-in-domain training
set. BT-T shows a monolingual in-domain target
sentence and BT-S is the back-translated source
sentence. Though the back translation fails to gen-
erate any in-domain words and the meaning is un-
faithful, it succeeds to generate a similar sentence
pattern as the correct source sentence, which is “...
ist eine (ein) ... , die (das) ... enthält .”. The model
can easily detect the pattern through the attention
mechanism and translate the highly related word
“medicine” correctly.

From the above analysis, it can be seen that the
improvement brought by the augmentation of BT
and DALI are largely orthogonal. The former uti-
lizes the highly related contexts to translate unseen
in-domain words while the latter directly injects
reliable word translation pairs to the training cor-
pus. This explains why we get further improve-
ments over either single method alone.

3.5 Lexicon Coverage

Intuitively, with a larger lexicon, we would ex-
pect a better adaptation performance. In order to
examine this hypothesis, we do experiments us-
ing pseudo-in-domain training sets generated by
our induced lexicon with various coverage levels.
Specifically, we split the lexicon into 5 folds ran-
domly and use a portion of it comprising folds 1
through 5, which correspond to 20%, 40%, 60%,
80% and 100% of the original data. We calcu-
late the coverage of the words in the Medical test
set comparing with each pseudo-in-domain train-
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BT-S es ist eine Nachricht , die die aktive
Substanz enthält .

BT-T Invirase is a medicine containing the
active substance saquinavir .

Test-S ABILIFY ist ein Arzneimittel , das
den Wirkstoff Aripiprazol enthält .

Test-T Prevenar is a medicine containing the
design of Arixtra .

Table 4: An example that shows why BT could translate the OOV word “Arzneimittel” correctly into “medicine”.
“enthált” corresponds to the English word “contain”. Though BT can’t translate a correct source sentence for
augmentation, it generates sentences with certain patterns that could be identified by the model, which helps
translate in-domain unseen words.

Type Word Pair Count
Copy (tremor, tremor) 452

(347, 347) 18
BT (ausschuss, committee) 0

(apotheker, pharmacist) 0
(toxizität, toxicity) 0

DALI (müdigkeit, tiredness) 444
(therapie, therapy) 9535
(monotherapie, monotherapy) 0

Table 5: 100% successful word translation examples
from the output of the IT to Medical adaptation task.
The Count column shows the number of occurrences
of word pairs in the pseudo-in-domain training set.
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Figure 4: Word coverage and BLEU score of the Med-
ical test set when the pseudo-in-domain training set is
constructed with different level of lexicon coverage.

ing set. We use each training set to train a model
and get its corresponding BLEU score. From Fig-
ure 4, we find that the proportion of the used lexi-
con is highly correlated with both the known word
coverage in the test set and its BLEU score, indi-
cating that by inducing a larger and more accurate
lexicon, further improvements can likely be made.

3.6 Semi-supervised Adaptation

Although we target unsupervised domain adapta-
tion, it is also common to have a limited amount of
in-domain parallel sentences in a semi-supervised
adaptation setting. To measure efficacy of DALI
in this setting, we first pre-train an NMT model
on a parallel corpus in the IT domain, and adapt it

to the medical domain. The pre-trained NMT ob-
tains 7.43 BLEU scores on the medical test set.
During fine-tuning, we sample 330,278 out-of-
domain parallel sentences, and concatenate them
with 547,325 pseudo-in-domain sentences gener-
ated by DALI and the real in-domain sentences.
We also compare the performance of fine-tuning
on the combination of the out-of-domain parallel
sentences with only real in-domain sentences. We
vary the number of real in-domain sentences in
the range of [20K, 40K, 80K, 160K, 320K, 480K].
In Figure 5(a), semi-supervised adaptation outper-
forms unsupervised adaptation after we add more
than 20K real in-domain sentences. As the number
of real in-domain sentences increases, the BLEU
scores on the in-domain test set improve, and fine-
tuning on both the pseudo and real in-domain sen-
tences further improves over fine-tuning sorely on
the real in-domain sentences. In other words,
given a reasonable number of real in-domain sen-
tences in a common semi-supervised adaptation
setting, DALI is still helpful in leveraging a large
number of monolingual in-domain sentences.

3.7 Effect of Out-of-Domain Corpus

The size of data that we use to train the unadapted
NMT and BT NMT models varies from hundreds
of thousands to millions, and covers a wide range
of popular domains. Nonetheless, the unadapted
NMT and BT NMT models can both benefit from
training on a large out-of-domain corpus. We
examine the question: how does fine-tuning on
weak and strong unadapted NMT models affect
the adaptation performance? To this end, we com-
pare DALI and BT on adapting from subtitles to
medical domains, where the two largest corpus
in subtitles and medical domains have 13.9 and
1.3 million sentences. We vary the size of out-
of-domain corpus in a range of [0.5, 1, 2, 4, 13.9]
million, and fix the number of in-domain target
sentences to 0.6 million. In Figure 5(b), as the
size of out-of-domain parallel sentences increases,
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Source ABILIFY ist ein Arzneimittel , das den Wirkstoff Aripiprazol enthlt . BLEU
Reference abilify is a medicine containing the active substance aripiprazole . 1.000
Unadapted the time is a figure that corresponds to the formula of a formula . 0.204
Copy abilify is a casular and the raw piprexpression offers . 0.334
BT prevenar is a medicine containing the design of arixtra . 0.524
DALI abilify is a arzneimittel that corresponds to the substance ariprazole . 0.588
DALI+BT abilify is a arzneimittel , which contains the substance aripiprazole . 0.693

Table 6: Translation outputs from various data augmentation method and our method for IT→Medical adaptation.
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Figure 5: Effect of training on increasing number of
in-domain (a) and out-of-domain (b) parallel sentences

we have a stronger upadapted NMT which consis-
tently improves the BLEU score of the in-domain
test set. Both DALI and BT also benefit from
adapting a stronger NMT model to the new do-
main. Combining DALI with BT further improves
the performance, which again confirms our finding
that the gains from DALI and BT are orthogonal to
each other. Having a stronger BT model improves
the quality of synthetic data, while DALI aims at
improving the translation accuracy of OOV words
by explicitly injecting their translations.

3.8 Effect of Domain Coverage

We further test the adaptation performance of
DALI when we train our base NMT model on
the WMT14 German-English parallel corpus. The
corpus is a combination of Europarl v7, Common
Crawl corpus and News Commentary, and consists
of 4,520,620 parallel sentences from a wider range
of domains. In Table 7, we compare the BLEU
scores of the test sets between the unadapted NMT
and the adapted NMT using DALI-U. We also
show the percentage of source words or subwords
in the training corpus of five domains being cov-
ered by the WMT14 corpus. Although the un-
adapted NMT system trained on the WMT14 cor-
pus obtains higher scores than that trained on the
corpus of each individual domain, DALI still im-

Domain Base DALI Word Subword
Medical 28.94 30.06 44.1% 69.1%
IT 18.27 23.88 45.1% 77.4%
Subtitles 22.59 22.71 35.9% 62.5%
Law 24.26 24.55 59.0% 73.7%
Koran 11.64 12.19 83.1% 74.5%

Table 7: BLEU scores of LSTM based NMT mod-
els when trained on WMT14 De-En data (Base), and
adapted to one domain (DALI). The last two columns
show the percentage of source word/subword overlap
between the training data on the WMT domain and
other five domains.

proves the adaptation performance over the un-
adapted NMT system by up to 5 BLEU score.

3.9 Qualitative Examples
Finally, we show outputs generated by various
data augmentation methods. Starting with the un-
adapted output, we can see that the output is totally
unrelated with the reference. By adding the copied
corpus, words that have the same spelling in the
source and target languages e.g. “abilify” are cor-
rectly translated. With back translation, the out-
put is more fluent; though keywords like “abilify”
are not well translated, in-domain words that are
highly related with the context like “medicine” are
correctly translated. DALI manages to translate
in-domain words like “abilify” and “substance”,
which are added by DALI using the induced lexi-
con. By combining both BT and DALI, the output
becomes fluent and also contains correctly trans-
lated in-domain keywords of the sentence.

4 Related Work

There is much work on supervised domain adap-
tation setting where we have large out-of-domain
parallel data and much smaller in-domain parallel
data. Luong and Manning (2015) propose training
a model on an out-of-domain corpus and do fine-
tuning with small sized in-domain parallel data
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to mitigate the domain shift problem. Instead
of naively mixing out-of-domain and in-domain
data, Britz et al. (2017) circumvent the domain
shift problem by jointly learning domain discrimi-
nation and the translation. Joty et al. (2015) and
Wang et al. (2017) address the domain adapta-
tion problem by assigning higher weight to out-of-
domain parallel sentences that are close to the in-
domain corpus. Our proposed method focuses on
solving the adaptation problem with no in-domain
parallel sentences, a strict unsupervised setting.

Prior work on using monolingual data to do data
augmentation could be easily adapted to the do-
main adaptation setting. Early studies on data-
based methods such as self-enhancing (Schwenk,
2008; Lambert et al., 2011) translate monolin-
gual source sentences by a statistical machine
translation system, and continue training the sys-
tem on the synthetic parallel data. Recent data-
based methods such as back-translation (Sennrich
et al., 2016a) and copy-based methods (Currey
et al., 2017) mainly focus on improving fluency
of the output sentences and translation of identi-
cal words, while our method targets OOV word
translation. In addition, there have been several at-
tempts to do data augmentation using monolingual
source sentences (Zhang and Zong, 2016; Chinea-
Rios et al., 2017). Besides, model-based meth-
ods change model architectures to leverage mono-
lingual corpus by introducing an extra learning
objective, such as auto-encoder objective (Cheng
et al., 2016) and language modeling objective (Ra-
machandran et al., 2017). Another line of re-
search on using monolingual data is unsupervised
machine translation (Artetxe et al., 2018; Lample
et al., 2018b,a; Yang et al., 2018). These meth-
ods use word-for-word translation as a component,
but require a careful design of model architectures,
and do not explicitly tackle the domain adaptation
problem. Our proposed data-based method does
not depend on model architectures, which makes
it orthogonal to these model-based methods.

Our work shows that apart from strengthening
the target-side decoder, direct supervision over the
in-domain unseen words is essential for domain
adaptation. Similar to this, a variety of meth-
ods focus on solving OOV problems in translation.
Daumé III and Jagarlamudi (2011) induce lexicons
for unseen words and construct phrase tables for
statistical machine translation. However, it is non-
trivial to integrate lexicon into NMT models that

lack explicit use of phrase tables. With regard to
NMT, Arthur et al. (2016) use a lexicon to bias the
probability of the NMT system and show promis-
ing improvements. Luong and Manning (2015)
propose to emit OOV target words by their cor-
responding source words and do post-translation
for those OOV words with a dictionary. Fadaee
et al. (2017) propose an effective data augmenta-
tion method that generates sentence pairs contain-
ing rare words in synthetically created contexts,
but this requires parallel training data not avail-
able in the fully unsupervised adaptation setting.
Arcan and Buitelaar (2017) leverage a domain-
specific lexicon to replace unknown words after
decoding. Zhao et al. (2018) design a contextual
memory module in an NMT system to memorize
translations of rare words. Kothur et al. (2018)
treats an annotated lexicon as parallel sentences
and continues training the NMT system on the lex-
icon. Though all these works leverage a lexicon to
address the problem of OOV words, none specifi-
cally target translating in-domain OOV words un-
der a domain adaptation setting.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a data-based, unsuper-
vised adaptation method that focuses on domain
adaption by lexicon induction (DALI) for mitigat-
ing unknown word problems in NMT. We con-
duct extensive experiments to show consistent im-
provements of two popular NMT models through
the usage of our proposed method. Further analy-
sis show that our method is effective in fine-tuning
a pre-trained NMT model to correctly translate un-
known words when switching to new domains.
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A Appendices

A.1 Hyper-parameters

For the RNN-based model, we use two stacked
LSTM layers for both the encoder and the decoder
with a hidden size and a embedding size of 512,
and use feed-forward attention (Bahdanau et al.,
2015). We use a Transformer model building on
top of the OpenNMT toolkit (Klein et al., 2017)
with six stacked self-attention layers, and a hidden
size and a embedding size of 512. The learning
rate is varied over the course of training (Vaswani
et al., 2017).

LSTM XFMR
Embedding size 512 512
Hidden size 512 512
# encoder layers 2 6
# decoder layers 2 6
Batch 64 sentences 8096 tokens
Learning rate 0.001 -
Optimizer Adam Adam
Beam size 5 5
Max decode length 100 100

Table 8: Configurations of LSTM-based NMT and
Transformer (XFMR) NMT, and tuning parameters
during training and decoding

A.2 Domain Shift

To measure the extend of domain shift, we train
a 5-gram language model on the target sentences
of the training set on one domain, and compute
the average perplexity of the target sentences of
the training set on the other domain. In Table 9,
we can find significant differences of the average
perplexity across domains.

Domain Medical IT Subtitles Law Koran
Medical 1.10 2.13 2.34 1.70 2.15
IT 1.95 1.21 2.06 1.83 2.05
Subtitles 1.98 2.13 1.31 1.84 1.82
Law 1.88 2.15 2.50 1.12 2.16
Koran 2.09 2.23 2.08 1.94 1.11

Table 9: Perplexity of 5-gram language model trained
on one domain (columns) and tested on another domain
(rows)

A.3 Lexicon Overlap

Table 10 shows the overlap of the induced lexi-
cons from supervised, unsupervised induction and

GIZA++ extraction across five domains. The sec-
ond and third column show the percentage of
unique lexicons induced only by unsupervised
induction and supervised induction respectively,
while the last column shows the percentage of the
lexicons induced by both methods.

Corpus Unsupervised Supervised Intersection
Medical 5.3% 5.4% 44.7%
IT 4.1% 4.1% 45.2%
Subtitles 1.0% 1.0% 37.1%
Law 4.4% 4.5% 45.7%
Koran 2.1% 2.0% 40.6%

Table 10: Lexicon overlap between supervised, unsu-
pervised and GIZA++ lexicon.
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Domain |In| Medical IT Subtitles Law Koran
Medical 125724 0 (0.00) 123670 (0.98) 816762 (6.50) 159930 (1.27) 12697 (0.10)

IT 140515 108879 (0.77) 0 (0.00) 818303 (5.82) 167630 (1.19) 12512 (0.09)
Subtitles 857527 84959 (0.10) 101291 (0.12) 0 (0.00) 129323 (0.15) 3345 (0.00)

Law 189575 96079 (0.51) 118570 (0.63) 797275 (4.21) 0 (0.00) 10899 (0.06)
Koran 18292 120129 (6.57) 134735 (7.37) 842580 (46.06) 182182 (9.96) 0 (0.00)

Table 11: Out-of-Vocabulary statistics of German Words across five domains. Each row indicates the OOV statis-
tics of the out-of-domain (row) corpus against the in-domain (columns) corpus. The second column shows the
vocabulary size of the out-of-domain corpus in each row. The remaining columns (3rd-7th) show the number of
domain-specific words in each in-domain corpus with respect to the out-of-domain corpus, and the ratio between
the number of out-of-domain corpus and the domain specific words.

Domain |In| Medical IT Subtitles Law Koran
Medical 68965 0 (0.00) 57206 (0.83) 452166 (6.56) 72867 (1.06) 15669 (0.23)

IT 70652 55519 (0.79) 0 (0.00) 448072 (6.34) 75318 (1.07) 14771 (0.21)
Subtitles 480092 41039 (0.09) 38632 (0.08) 0 (0.00) 53984 (0.11) 4953 (0.01)

Law 92501 49331 (0.53) 53469 (0.58) 441575 (4.77) 0 (0.00) 13399 (0.14)
Koran 22450 62184 (2.77) 62973 (2.81) 462595 (20.61) 83450 (3.72) 0 (0.00)

Table 12: Out-of-Vocabulary statistics of English Words across five domains. Each row indicates the OOV statis-
tics of the out-of-domain (row) corpus against the in-domain (columns) corpus. The second column shows the
vocabulary size of the out-of-domain corpus in each row. The remaining columns (3rd-7th) show the number of
domain-specific words in each in-domain corpus with respect to the out-of-domain corpus, and the ratio between
the number of out-of-domain corpus and the domain specific words.
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Abstract

Neural Machine Translation (NMT) has
achieved notable success in recent years. Such
a framework usually generates translations in
isolation. In contrast, human translators often
refer to reference data, either rephrasing the in-
tricate sentence fragments with common terms
in source language, or just accessing to the
golden translation directly. In this paper, we
propose a Reference Network to incorporate
referring process into translation decoding of
NMT. To construct a reference book, an intu-
itive way is to store the detailed translation his-
tory with extra memory, which is computation-
ally expensive. Instead, we employ Local Co-
ordinates Coding (LCC) to obtain global con-
text vectors containing monolingual and bilin-
gual contextual information for NMT decod-
ing. Experimental results on Chinese-English
and English-German tasks demonstrate that
our proposed model is effective in improving
the translation quality with lightweight com-
putation cost.

1 Introduction

Neural Machine Translation (NMT) has enjoyed
impressive success in most large-scale transla-
tion tasks (Kalchbrenner and Blunsom, 2013;
Sutskever et al., 2014; Cho et al., 2014). Typical
NMT model to date is a single end-to-end trained
deep neural network that encodes the source sen-
tence into a fixed-length vector and generates the
words in the target sentence sequentially. The
alignment relationship between source and target
sentence is learned by the attention mechanism
(Bahdanau et al., 2015; Luong et al., 2015).

Though the framework has achieved significant
success, one critical concern is that NMT gener-
ates translations in isolation, which leads to trans-
lation inconsistency and ambiguity arising from

∗Corresponding author: Jianling Sun.

a single source sentence (Tu et al., 2018). Re-
cently, there have been few attempts to model the
semantic information across sentences. The basic
ideas are to store a handful of previous source or
target sentences with context vectors (Jean et al.,
2017; Wang et al., 2017a) or memory compo-
nents (Maruf and Haffari, 2018; Tu et al., 2018).
However, these methods have several limitations.
First, the very short view of the previous sentences
(usually one or two sentence(s)) is not sufficient
enough to catch long term dependencies across
paragraphs and storing detailed translation history
is computationally expensive. Second, in the real-
world scenarios, input data of MT application is
often isolated sentences, such as Google Trans-
late, where no cross-sentence contexts are pro-
vided. Moreover, translations generated by such
document-level NMT models are not stable, ef-
fected by the sentences surrounding the current
one to translate.

To address these limitations, we model the se-
mantic information across sentences by mimick-
ing the human translation process. In real scenar-
ios, there will always be sentences or fragments
that the translator can understand the meaning but
cannot write down the translations directly. The
obstacle could be unfamiliar collocation, descrip-
tions in specific language habits and slang. The
usual solutions for human are: (1) paraphrasing
the sentence in another way, with simpler and
more colloquial terms in the source language, and
(2) directly referring to the standard translations
of the intricate sentence fragments. For example
in Table 1, the Chinese word ”zaiyu” is not a com-
mon expression. A reference can either provide
simple Chinese terms such as ”daizhe rongyu” or
directly offer the corresponding English transla-
tion ”with honor”. Therefore, if a good quality
reference book which covers various translation
scenes is provided, it can definitely improve the
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source canjia dongaohui de faguo yun-
dongyuan zaiyu fanhui bali.

translation French athletes participating in
winter olympics returned to
paris with honors.

Table 1: An example of sentence fragment that is hard
to translate.

performance of human translators.
To be specific, the motivation of this work can

be summarized as two aspects corresponding to
the two kinds of human reference processes. First,
we aim to provide the machine translator with a
reference during decoding, which contains all pos-
sible source sentence fragments that are semanti-
cally similar to the current one. If the system finds
it hard to translate the source fragment, it can turn
to translate the fragments in the reference. Sec-
ond, we intend to offer the oracle translations of
the current sentence fragments to translate.

In this paper, we propose a novel model namely
Reference Network that incorporates the referring
process into translation decoding of NMT. Instead
of storing the detailed sentences or translation his-
tory, we propose to generate representations con-
taining global monolingual and bilingual contex-
tual information with Local Coordinate Coding
(LCC) (Yu et al., 2009). Specifically, for solution
(1), the hidden states of NMT encoder are coded
by a linear combination of a set of anchor points
in an unsupervised manner. The anchors are ca-
pable to cover the entire latent space of the source
language seamlessly. For solution (2), we employ
local codings to approximate the mapping from
source and target contexts to the current target
word with a supervised regression function. The
local coding is then fed to the decoder to modify
the update of the decoder hidden state. In this way,
the translation decoding can be improved by of-
fering the representation of a common paraphrase
(Figure 1) or golden target translation (Figure 2).

We conduct experiments on NIST Chinese-
English (Zh-En) and WMT German-Chinese (En-
De) translation tasks. The experimental results in-
dicate that the proposed method can effectively ex-
ploit the global information and improve the trans-
lation quality. The two proposed models signif-
icantly outperform the strong NMT baselines by
adding only 9.3% and 19.6% parameters respec-
tively.

2 Background

2.1 Neural Machine Translation

Our model is built on the RNN-based NMT (Bah-
danau et al., 2015). However, since recurrent ar-
chitecture is not necessary for our approach, the
idea can also be applied to ConvS2S (Gehring
et al., 2017) and Transformer (Vaswani et al.,
2017). We leave it for future work. Formally, let
x = (x1, ..., xm) be a given source sentence and
y = (y1, ..., yT ) be the corresponding target sen-
tence. NMT generates the target words sequen-
tially by maximizing the probability of translation
conditioned on the source sentence:

ŷ = argmax
y

T∑

t=1

log p(yt|x,y<t). (1)

At each timestep, the generation probability is
computed as

p(yt|x,y<t) = softmax(g(e(yt−1), st, ct)), (2)

where g is a transformation function that outputs a
vocabulary-sized vector, e(yt−1) is the embedding
of previous target word yt−1, ct is the source con-
text vector obtained by attention mechanism, and
st is the t-th hidden state of NMT decoder, com-
puted as:

st = fd(e(yt−1), st−1, ct), (3)

where fd is a nonlinear activation. The source con-
text ct is typically a weighted sum of encoder hid-
den states as:

ct =

m∑

i=1

αti · hi, (4)

where attention score αti is the alignment vector
of the i-th source word xi and the t-th target word
yt:

αti = softmax(v>α tanh(Wαst−1+Uαhi)). (5)

where Wα, Uα and vα are trainable matrices or
vectors. hi is the annotation of xi computed by
the NMT encoder. The encoder, generally imple-
mented as a bi-directional RNN, encodes the input
sentence into a sequence of source hidden states
h = (h1, ...,hm) where hi is obtained by concate-
nating the forward hidden state

−→
hi and backward

one
←−
hi at timestep i.
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  𝐡𝐡1𝑁𝑁  𝐡𝐡2𝑁𝑁  𝐡𝐡|𝐱𝐱𝑁𝑁|
𝑁𝑁  … 

𝑥𝑥2𝑁𝑁 𝑥𝑥|𝐱𝐱𝑁𝑁|
𝑁𝑁  𝑥𝑥1𝑁𝑁 𝐱𝐱𝑁𝑁: 

average pooling 

  𝐡𝐡12  𝐡𝐡22  𝐡𝐡|𝐱𝐱2|
2  … 

𝑥𝑥22 𝑥𝑥|𝐱𝐱2|
2  𝑥𝑥12 𝐱𝐱2: 

average pooling … 
  𝐡𝐡𝑀𝑀1    𝐡𝐡𝑀𝑀2    𝐡𝐡𝑀𝑀𝑁𝑁  

local coordinate coding 

  𝐡𝐡11  𝐡𝐡21   𝐡𝐡|𝐱𝐱1|
1  … 

𝑥𝑥21 𝑥𝑥|𝐱𝐱1|
1  𝑥𝑥11 𝐱𝐱1: 

average pooling 

  𝐯𝐯2   𝐯𝐯1   𝐯𝐯|𝒞𝒞| … 
LCC anchors 

  𝐡𝐡1   𝐡𝐡2   𝐡𝐡𝑚𝑚 … 
 𝑥𝑥1 𝑥𝑥2 𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚 

attention 

  𝐬𝐬1   𝐬𝐬𝑡𝑡   𝐬𝐬𝑡𝑡−1 … 
 𝑦𝑦1  𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡−1  𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡 

  𝐜𝐜1   𝐜𝐜𝑡𝑡   𝐜𝐜𝑡𝑡−1 … 

attention 

  𝐜𝐜𝑡𝑡𝐺𝐺  

Figure 1: Framework of NMT with M-RefNet. xi represents the i-th source sentence in the training corpus and
|xi| is the length of the sentence. The global context vector cGt can be regarded as a paraphrase of the current
source context ct.

According to the above formulations, conven-
tional NMT models translate sentences indepen-
dently. However, human translators usually tend
to seek for reference materials when in trouble.
Motivated by such common human behaviors, we
propose Reference Network to provide global in-
formation as a reference book in two ways. First,
the model utilizes all source hidden states to para-
phrase current source sentence. Second, the model
directly provides the target word ỹt according to
the rest translation samples in the training corpus.
Since it is impossible to store all information di-
rectly, we leverage local coordinate coding (LCC)
to compress the semantics into a latent manifold.

2.2 Local Coordinate Coding

With the assumption that data usually lies on the
lower dimensional manifold of the input space, the
manifold approximation of high dimensional input
x can be defined as a linear combination of sur-
rounding anchor points as:

x ≈ γ(x) =
∑

v

γv(x)v, (6)

where v is an anchor point and γv is the weight
corresponding to v such that

∑

v

γv(x) = 1. (7)

According to the definitions, it is proved in (Yu
et al., 2009) that if the anchor points are local-
ized enough, any (lα, lβ)-Lipschitz smooth func-
tion f(x) defined on a lower dimensional mani-
foldM can be globally approximated by a linear

combination of the function values of a set of the
anchors C as:

f(x) ≈
∑

v∈C
γv(x)f(v), (8)

with the upper bound of the approximation error:

lα‖x−
∑

v∈C
γv(x)v‖

+
∑

v∈C
lβ|γv(x)|‖v −

∑

v∈C
γv(x)v‖2.

(9)

3 Reference Network

In this section, we present our proposed Reference
Network (RefNet).

3.1 Overview
We propose two models which explore the global
information from the training data in different
manners as illustrated by Figure 1 and Figure 2.

The monolingual reference network (M-
RefNet) provides a global source context vector
to paraphrase the current context ct based on all
other source sentences. To be specific, we train
several unsupervised anchors as the bases of the
semantic space of source contexts and each source
sentence in the training corpus can be represented
by a weighted sum of the anchors.

The bilingual reference network (B-RefNet)
generates a referable target embedding according
to all sentence pairs in the training corpus to guide
output sequence generation. Concretely, we for-
mulate the translation process as a mapping from
source and target contexts (ct and st−1) to the
current target word embedding e(yt). B-RefNet
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  𝐡𝐡1   𝐡𝐡2   𝐡𝐡𝑚𝑚 … 
 𝑥𝑥1 𝑥𝑥2 𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚 

attention 

  𝐬𝐬1   𝐬𝐬𝑡𝑡   𝐬𝐬𝑡𝑡−1 … 
 𝑦𝑦1  𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡−1  𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡 

  𝐜𝐜1   𝐜𝐜𝑡𝑡   𝐜𝐜𝑡𝑡−1 … 

  𝐜𝐜𝑡𝑡  𝐬𝐬𝑡𝑡−1  𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡−1 

  𝐪𝐪𝑡𝑡 

𝛾𝛾𝐯𝐯1(𝐖𝐖𝐯𝐯1𝑔𝑔 𝐪𝐪𝑡𝑡 + 𝐛𝐛𝐯𝐯1) 𝛾𝛾𝐯𝐯2(𝐖𝐖𝐯𝐯2𝑔𝑔(𝐪𝐪𝑡𝑡) + 𝐛𝐛𝐯𝐯2) 𝛾𝛾𝐯𝐯 𝒞𝒞 (𝐖𝐖𝐯𝐯 𝒞𝒞 𝑔𝑔(𝐪𝐪𝑡𝑡) +𝐛𝐛𝐯𝐯|𝒞𝒞|) … 

 𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠(𝐪𝐪𝑡𝑡) 
local coordinate coding 

Figure 2: Framework of NMT with B-RefNet. The output fs(qt) of RefNet can be regarded as an approximation
of current target word embedding e(yt).

learns this mapping with a supervised regression
function derived from LCC.

It should be noted that the corpus from which
the reference vectors (cGt or fs(qt)) are learned
can be any monolingual or bilingual data, and the
translations generated are relatively effected by
the quality of the corpus. In this work, we con-
strain it as the training corpus for convenience and
a fair comparison with the related work.

3.2 Monolingual Referent Network

In this section, we seek to improve NMT by
rephrasing the source sentence. Instead of stor-
ing all source contexts, we regenerate the source
contexts from a learned manifold with a combina-
tion of a fixed number of anchor points. Formally,
given any source sequence x with length m in the
training samples, let h = (h1, ...,hm) denotes the
hidden states generated by the NMT encoder. We
firstly obtain the representation of the source sen-
tence hM via a mean-pooling operation. Accord-
ing to the definition of LCC, it can be assumed
that hM ≈ γ(hM ) where γ(hM ) is the local coor-
dinate coding of hM , computed as:

γ(hM ) =

|C|∑

j=1

γj(hM )vj . (10)

Here, vj is the j-th anchor point. The coeffi-
cient γj(hM ) is used to measure the weight of an-
chor point vj corresponding to γ(hM ). In conven-
tional manifold learning methods, γj(hM ) is gen-
erally computed with distance measure. And to
achieve localization, the coefficients correspond-
ing to anchor points out of the neighbors of hM
are set to zero. However, it is hard to train in deep

neural network using stochastic gradient methods.
Inspired by the attention mechanism (Bahdanau
et al., 2015), we propose to employ an attention
layer to obtain the weights:

γj(hM ) =
exp(s(hM ,vj))∑|C|
j=1 exp(s(hM ,vj))

, (11)

where s(·) is a score function. Here, we propose a
tri-nonlinear score function which has been proven
especially effective in the experiments:

s(hM ,vj) = v>s tanh(Wsvj +UshM

+Vs(vj ◦ hM )),
(12)

where Ws, Us, Vs and vs are trainable parame-
ters. ◦ is the element-wise multiplication, and di-
mension of any anchor point should be the same
to hM .

To find the optimal anchor point, localization
measure (Yu et al., 2009) is employed as the opti-
mization object:

min
γ,C

lα ‖hM − γ(hM )‖+

lβ

|C|∑

j=1

|γj(hM )| ‖vj − γ(hM )‖2 .
(13)

Since any source sentence presentation hM can
be represented by the linear combination of the an-
chors, the trained anchor points can be regarded
as the bases of the latent space of all source an-
notations, containing the global contextual infor-
mation. Therefore, during translation decoding of
NMT, we can drop the coefficient γ and rephrase
the source sentence only with the anchor points.
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Specifically, we apply an attention mechanism be-
tween current local contextual information and
each anchor point vj to get the global context as:

cGt =

|C|∑

j=1

αGtjvj , (14)

where αGtj is the attention score between current
local contexts and the global context, computed as:

αGtj = softmax(v>α tanh(Wαst−1

+Uαct +Vαvj)).
(15)

Once the global context cGt is obtained, we feed it
to decoder states:

st = fd(e(yt−1), st−1, ct, c
G
t ), (16)

where ct encodes the local contextual information
and cGt contains the global monolingual informa-
tion from all source sentences in the training cor-
pus. When the model has trouble to translate some
words or sentence fragments, it can refer to cGt to
gain the richer source contextual information.

3.3 Bilingual Reference Network
The bilingual model is proposed to improve NMT
by providing a golden translations according to
rest samples in the training corpora. To be specific,
once source context ct and target context st−1 are
obtained, we hope to provide a referable predic-
tion e(ỹt) of the current target word embedding
e(yt) according to other sentence pairs in the train-
ing data for the decoder.

The functionality of the NMT decoder during
translation (Eq.2 and Eq.3) is totally a function
that maps the source context ct, target context st−1
and last target word yt−1 to current target yt. NMT
takes it as a classification problem, using tanh or
other gated RNN unit to implement this function.
In this work, we propose a much stronger model in
information expression, that regrades the problem
as regression:

qt = [e(yt−1)>, s>t−1, c
>
t ]
>, (17)

e(yt) ≈ fs(qt) = W(qt)g(qt) + b(qt), (18)

where g is a transformation function that trans-
forms qt to a anchor-size vector, W and b are
the weight matrix and bias vector of the regres-
sion function. The weight and bias are allowed to

vary according to the input qt, which makes the
function capable of mapping each qt to the corre-
sponding e(yt) precisely. However, it is impossi-
ble to store the weight and bias for every qt com-
puted within the training data. Therefore, we ap-
proximate the weight and bias function in Eq.18
using local coordinate coding as:

fs(qt) =

|C|∑

j=1

γj(qt)
(
Wvjg(qt) + bvj

)
, (19)

where vj ∈ C is an anchor point, Wvj and bvj

are trainable parameters corresponding to vj , and
γj(qt) is the weight function, computed as:

γj(qt) =
exp(s(qt,vj))∑|C|
j=1 exp(s(qt,vj))

. (20)

Similar to M-RefNet, the score is computed by the
tri-nonlinear function as:

s(qt,vj) = v>b tanh(Wbvj+Ubqt+Vb(vj◦qt)).
(21)

Here, fs(qt) can be regarded as an approximation
of e(yt) based on all the sentence pairs in the train-
ing data. Therefore, we feed the function value to
the decoder state to guide sentence generation:

st = fd(e(yt−1), st−1, ct, fs(qt)). (22)

The optimal weight matrices and anchor points
are obtained by minimizing the hinge loss for each
sentence pair (x,y) as:

LM =

|y|∑

t=1

‖e(yt)− fs(qt)‖2+λM
|C|∑

j=1

‖W(vj)‖2 .

(23)

3.4 Training and Inference
Stage-wise training strategies have been proven
to be efficient when system is relative compli-
cated by plenty of recent work (Maruf and Haf-
fari, 2018; Tu et al., 2018). In this work, we first
pre-train a standard NMT on a set of training ex-
amples {[xn,yn]}Nn=1 as initialization for training
the added parameters in our proposed models.

Let θ = {θE , θD} denote the parameters of the
standard NMT, where θE and θD are parameters of
the standard encoder and decoder (including atten-
tion model) respectively. For M-RefNet, the stage
following NMT training is to obtain the weight
vectors γ and anchor points C related to all training
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System MT05 MT06 MT08 Avg
Dl4mt 32.88 32.30 25.97 30.38
NMT 35.76 34.82 27.86 32.81
CS-NMT 36.63 36.41 29.47 34.17
LS-NMT 36.46 36.99 29.73 34.39
CC-NMT 36.65 37.08 29.71 34.48
DC-NMT 36.82 36.73 29.83 34.46

This work
M-RefNet 37.31 37.72 30.41 35.15
B-RefNet 37.71 37.99 30.80 35.50

Table 2: BLEU scores of different models on Zh-En.

sentence representations hM by minimizing local-
ization measure (Eq.13). Then we fix the trained
anchor points and encoder, and only fine-tune the
decoder θD and the added parameters θM related
to the monolingual reference network (Eq.15 and
Eq.16):

max
θD,θM

N∑

n=1

[logP (yn|xn; θ, θM , γ)] . (24)

To train B-RefNet efficiently, we fix the trained
parameters of the standard NMT and only update
the added parameters θB including all weight ma-
trices and biases related to local coordinate coding
(Eq.19 and Eq.21). The training object is:

max
θB

N∑

n=1

[logP (yn|xn; θ, θB)− λLM ] , (25)

where λ is a hyper-parameter that balances the
preference between likelihood and hinge loss.

During inference, all parameters related to LCC
are fixed. Therefore, the work can be regarded as
a static approach, compared with the conventional
document-level NMT. That means, the final trans-
lation is only effected by the reference corpus but
not by the sentences surrounding the current one
to translate. Naturally, there leaves a question that
how it influences the quality of translations when
various reference corpus is chosen. We leave it in
future work and only use the training corpus in this
paper.

4 Experiments

We evaluate the reference network models on two
translation tasks, NIST Chinese-English transla-
tion (Zh-En) and WMT English-German transla-
tion (En-De).

4.1 Settings

Datasets For Zh-En, we choose 1.25M sentence
pairs from LDC dataset1 with 34.5 English words
and 27.9M Chinese words. NIST MT02 is cho-
sen as the development set, and NIST MT05/06/08
as test sets. Sentences with more than 50 words
are filtered and vocabulary size is limited as 30k.
We use case-insensitive BLEU score to evaluate
Zh-En translation performance. For En-De, the
training set is from (Luong et al., 2015) which
contains 4.5M bilingual pairs with 116M English
words and 100M German words. BPE (Sennrich
et al., 2016) is employed to split the sentence pairs
into subwords and we limit the vocabulary as 40k
sub-words units. Newstest2012/2013 are chosen
for developing and Newsetest2014 for test. case-
sensitive BLEU2 is employed as the evaluation
metric.

Models We evaluate our RefNet with different
structures on Zh-En and En-De. For Zh-En we
choose the typical attention-based recurrent NMT
model (Bahdanau et al., 2015) as initialization,
which consists of a bi-directional RNN-based en-
coder and a one layer RNN decoder. The dimen-
sions of embedding and hidden state are 620 and
1000 respectively. For En-De, deep linear associa-
tive unit model (DeepLAU) (Wang et al., 2017b)
is chosen as the base model. Both the encoder
and decoder consist of 4-layer LAUs. All embed-
ding and hidden states are 512-dimensional vec-
tors. Moreover, we use layer normalization (Ba
et al., 2016) on all layers. For both architectures,
the number of anchor points is 100 for M-RefNet
and 30 for B-RefNet. The anchor dimension of
B-RefNet is set to 100. The hyper-parameter λ in
Eq.25 is set to 1. The norm of gradient is clipped
to be within [−1, 1] and dropout is applied to em-
bedding and output layer with rate 0.2 and 0.3 re-
spectively. When generating translations, we uti-
lize beam search with beam size 10 on Zh-En and
8 on En-De.

4.2 Results on Chinese-English Translation

The standard attention-based NMT model is cho-
sen as the baseline and initialization of our mod-
els. Moreover, we also list the results of the open-

1The corpus contains LDC2002E18, LDC2003E07,
LDC2003E14, Hansards portion of LDC2004T07,
LDC2004T08 and LDC2005T06

2https://github.com/moses-smt/mosesdecoder
/blob/master/scripts/generic/multi-bleu.perl
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source Dl4mt and re-implementations of the fol-
lowing related work for comparison:

• Cross-sentence context-aware NMT (CS-
NMT) (Wang et al., 2017a): A cross-sentence
NMT model that incorporates the histori-
cal representation of three previous sentences
into decoder.

• LC-NMT (Jean et al., 2017): A NMT model
that concurrently encodes the previous and
current source sentences as context, added to
decoder states.

• NMT augmented with a continuous cache
(CC-NMT) (Tu et al., 2018): A NMT model
armed with a cache3 which stores the recent
translation history.

• Document Context NMT with Memory Net-
works (DC-NMT) (Maruf and Haffari, 2018):
A document-level NMT model that stores all
source and target sentence representations of
a document to guide translation generating4.

All the re-implemented systems share the same
settings with ours for fair comparisons.

4.2.1 Main Results
Results on Zh-En are shown in Table 2. The
baseline NMT significantly outperforms the open-
source Dl4mt by 2.43 BLEU points, indicating the
baseline is strong. Our proposed M-RefNet and
B-RefNet improve the baseline NMT by 2.34 and
2.69 BLEU respectively and up to 2.90 and 3.17
BLEU on NIST MT06, which confirms the ef-
fectiveness of our proposed reference networks.
Overall, B-RefNet achieves the best performance
over all test sets

Compared with the related work which incor-
porate document-level information NMT, our pro-
posed models still have a significant advantage.
Compared to the best performance achieved by
the related work (CC-NMT), M-RefNet and B-
RefNet outperform it over all test sets and gain
improvements of 0.77 BLEU and 1.02 BLEU in
average. The possible reason is that all the related
work only leverage a small range of the document-
level information, limited by model complexity

3Cache size is set to 25.
4LDC training corpora contains nature boundaries. How-

ever document range is not clear for NIST test data. We use
clustering and regard each class as a document. Dimension
of document context is set to 1024.

# System #Para
Speed

Train Test
0 NMT 71.1M 3590.4 114.21
1 CS-NMT 95.7M 747.5 97.10
2 LC-NMT 96.8M 1983.5 70.11
3 CC-NMT 75.1M 2844.7 113.09
4 DC-NMT 86.2M 2093.6 54.07
5 M-RefNet 77.7M 2563.98 113.26
6 B-RefNet 85.1M 2191.4 104.07

Table 3: Statistics of parameters, training speed (sen-
tences/minute) and testing speed (words/second).
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Figure 3: Translation quality and averaged length of
the translations as source sentences become longer.

and time consuming. In contrast, our models are
capable to express all information with more ab-
stract representations. According to the results,
though the information is deeply compressed in
our models, it is still effective.

4.2.2 Analysis
Parameters and Speed The number of parame-
ters and speed of each model are listed in Table 3.
It can be seen that M-RefNet only introduces 6.6M
additional parameters while B-RefNet introduces
relative larger number of parameters (14M). Con-
sidering training process, both M-RefNet and B-
RefNet are quite efficient and the training speeds
are little slower than CC-NMT, for the added
amount of parameters is quite small compared
to the baseline NMT and related systems. In
terms of decoding, both proposed models do not
slow down the translation speed obviously and
M-RefNet achieves the fastest speed over all sys-
tems except the baseline NMT. The reason is that
our models do not incorporate additional previ-
ous sentences or interact with extra memory as the
relevant document-level systems. Furthermore,
though the training speed and number of param-
eters of B-RefNet and DC-NMT are similar, B-
RefNet gains a twice faster translation speed, be-
cause that DC-NMT needs a two-pass translation
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Source agenting zantong yige zhongguo de lichang .
Reference argentina supports the ” one china ” policy.
NMT argentina agrees with china ’ s stand on the one china .
M-RefNet the argentine government supports the one china position .
B-RefNet argentina supports the one china policy .
Source yindu bianfang minbing 2 yue 17 ri , jiaqiang le dui niboer bianjie de xunluo .
Reference on february 17 , the indian border security force stepped up patrols along the border

with nepal .
NMT on 17 february , indian border defense militia [ UNK UNK UNK UNK UNK ] .
M-RefNet the indian border defense militia , on 17 february , strengthened the patrol of nepal ’ s

border .
B-RefNet the indian border defense militia has stepped up patrols on the nepalese border on 17

february .

Table 4: Comparison on translation examples. The translation errors are highlighted with italic and the correct
ones are highlighted with bold type.

process to fill the memory cells.

Length Analysis We follow (Luong et al., 2015)
to group sentences with similar lengths and com-
pute the BLEU score of each group, as shown in
Figure 3. The reason for the falling of BLEU in the
last group (>50) is that sentences longer than 50
are removed during training. From this figure, we
can see that our proposed models outperform the
baseline NMT in all ranges of length. Moreover,
translations generated by M-RefNet and B-RefNet
have more similar lengths to the references com-
pared with the baseline NMT.

Case Study Table 4 shows the translation exam-
ples on Zh-En. In the first case, the Chinese word
”lichang” (standpoint, position, or policy) is incor-
rectly interpreted as ”stand on” by NMT. Both M-
RefNet and B-RefNet generate legible translations
while translation from B-RefNet is more precise.
This is because the word pair (”lichang”, ”policy”)
appear somewhere in the training data and is lever-
aged by the systems according to the contexts.
This phenomenon is similar in the second case.
Translation given by NMT is not readable. In con-
trast, M-RefNet generates the core verb ”strength-
ened” and B-RefNet provides a more accurate col-
location ”stepped up patrols”.

4.3 Results on English-German Translation

On this task, DeepLAU (Wang et al., 2017b) is
chosen as the baseline and also used as the pre-
trained model. We list the translation performance
of our models and some existing NMT systems
in Table 5. All the systems except for Robust

NMT (Cheng et al., 2018) have a deep architec-
ture with no less than 4 layers while Robust NMT
introduces a additional discriminator for adversar-
ial training. From the table, we can observe that
our strong baseline DeepLAU is comparable to
Google’s neural machine translation (GNMT) (Wu
et al., 2016). M-RefNet outperforms the base-
line by 1.29 BLEU points and B-RefNet achieves
slightly better performance with a 1.79 BLEU im-
provement, which is consistent to the results on
Zh-En. Compared with the SOTA deep NMT sys-
tems, both M-RefNet and B-RefNet outperform
GNMT and even obtain comparable performance
with ConvS2S (Gehring et al., 2017) and Trans-
former (Vaswani et al., 2017) which have much
deeper architectures with relative much more pa-
rameters. Since the reference networks do not rely
on the recurrent structure, one interesting future
direction is to apply our methods to such compli-
cated models to bring further improvements.

5 Related Work

Document-level Neural Machine Translation
There are few works that consider the document-
level contextual information to improve typical
NMT. Jean et al. (2017) propose to use a addi-
tional encoder to generate the latent representa-
tion of previous sentence as extra context for de-
coder and attention mechanism is also applied be-
tween the decoder state and previous context to
get access to word-level information of the pre-
vious sentence. Contemporaneously, Wang et al.
(2017a) extend NMT by adding two encoders to
encode the previous sentences in word-level and
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System Architecture BLEU
0 GNMT 8-layer LSTM encoder and decoder 24.60
1 Robust NMT 2-layer GRU encoder and decoder + adversarial training 25.26
2 ConvS2S 15-layer CNN encoder and decoder 25.16
3 Transformer (big) 6-layer encoder and decoder + 16-head self-attention 28.40

This work
4 DeepLAU 24.37
5 M-RefNet 4-layer LAU encoder and decoder 25.66
6 B-RefNet 26.16

Table 5: Translation quality on En-De.

sentence-level respectively. The last hidden state
of encoders are considered as the summarization
of a previous sentence and the group. Bawden
et al. (2018) employ multiple encoder s to sum-
marize the antecedent and propose to combine the
contexts with a gated function. However, these in-
corporated extra encoders bring large amount of
parameters and slow down the translation speed.
Tu et al. (2018) propose to modify the NMT with
light-weight key-value memory to store the trans-
lation history. However, due to the limitation of
the memory size, the very short view on the pre-
vious (25 timesteps) is not sufficient to model the
document-level contextual information. Addition-
ally, Maruf and Haffari (2018) propose to capture
the global source and target context of a entire
document with memory network (Graves et al.,
2014; Wang et al., 2016). Nevertheless, since the
number of sentence pairs in a document could be
enormous, storing all sentence with memory com-
ponents could be very time and space consum-
ing. More recently, Miculicich et al. (2018) and
Zhang et al. (2018) propose to improve Trans-
former by encoding previous sentences with extra
encoders. The reference book in this work can be
regarded as a special kind of document context.
However, there are two major differences between
our approach and the above work. First, we en-
code the entire corpus into a handful of anchor
points which is much more light-weight but con-
centrated to capture the global contextual informa-
tion . Second, the global contexts in this work is
static. That means, given a sentence to translate,
the final translation result only depends on the ref-
erence corpus, but not the sentences surrounding
the current one.

Local Coding There are a number of works
on manifold learning (Roweis and Saul, 2000;
Van Gemert et al., 2008; Yu et al., 2009; Ladicky

and Torr, 2011). The manifold learning methods
approximate any point on the latent manifold with
a linear combination of a set of localized anchor
points relying on the assumption that high dimen-
sional input usually lies on the lower dimensional
manifold. Agustsson et al. (2017) utilize local
coding into deep neural networks on age predic-
tion from images and Cao et al. (2018) exploit
LCC for GAN (Goodfellow et al., 2014) to cap-
ture the local information of data. All these works
focus on application of Computer Vision while we
apply LCC in a Nature Language Processing task.
To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to incor-
porate local coding into NMT modeling.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we propose two models to improve
the translation quality of NMT inspired by the
common human behaviors, paraphrasing and con-
sulting. The monolingual model simulates the
paraphrasing process by utilizing the global source
information while the bilingual model provides a
referable target word based on other sentence pairs
in the training corpus. We conduct experiments on
Chinese-English and English-German tasks, and
the experimental results manifest the effectiveness
and efficiency of our methods.

In the future, we would like to investigate
the feasibility of our methods on non-recurrent
NMT models such as Transformer (Vaswani et al.,
2017). Moreover, we are also interested in incor-
porating discourse-level relations into our models.
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Abstract

Non-Autoregressive Transformer (NAT) aims
to accelerate the Transformer model through
discarding the autoregressive mechanism and
generating target words independently, which
fails to exploit the target sequential informa-
tion. Over-translation and under-translation
errors often occur for the above reason, espe-
cially in the long sentence translation scenario.
In this paper, we propose two approaches to
retrieve the target sequential information for
NAT to enhance its translation ability while
preserving the fast-decoding property. Firstly,
we propose a sequence-level training method
based on a novel reinforcement algorithm for
NAT (Reinforce-NAT) to reduce the variance
and stabilize the training procedure. Sec-
ondly, we propose an innovative Transformer
decoder named FS-decoder to fuse the target
sequential information into the top layer of
the decoder. Experimental results on three
translation tasks show that the Reinforce-NAT
surpasses the baseline NAT system by a sig-
nificant margin on BLEU without decelerat-
ing the decoding speed and the FS-decoder
achieves comparable translation performance
to the autoregressive Transformer with consid-
erable speedup.

1 Introduction

Neural machine translation (NMT) models (Cho
et al., 2014; Sutskever et al., 2014; Bahdanau et al.,
2014) solve the machine translation problem with
the Encoder-Decoder framework and achieve im-
pressive performance on translation quality. Re-
cently, the Transformer model (Vaswani et al.,
2017) further enhances the translation perfor-
mance on multiple language pairs, while suffer-
ing from the slow decoding procedure, which re-

Joint work with Pattern Recognition Center, WeChat AI,
Tencent Inc, China.

? Corresponding Author

Src und noch tragischer ist , dass es Oxford war · · ·
Ref even more tragic is that it was Oxford · · ·

NAT and more more more more that it was Oxford · · ·
AR and , more tragic , Oxford was · · ·

Table 1: A fragment of a long sentence translation. AR
stands for the translation of the autoregressive Trans-
former. The output of the NAT model contains re-
peated translations of word ‘more’ and misses the word
‘tragic’.

stricts its application scenarios. The slow decod-
ing problem of the Transformer model is caused
by its autoregressive nature, which means that the
target sentence is generated word by word accord-
ing to the source sentence representations and the
target translation history.

Non-autoregressive Transformer model (Gu
et al., 2017a) is proposed to accelerate the de-
coding process, which can simultaneously gen-
erate target words by discarding the autoregres-
sive mechanism. Since the generation of target
words is independent, NAT models utilize alter-
native information such as encoder inputs (Gu
et al., 2017a), translation results from other sys-
tems (Lee et al., 2018; Guo et al., 2018) and la-
tent variables (Kaiser et al., 2018) as decoder in-
puts. Without considering the target translation
history, NAT models are weak to exploit the tar-
get words collocation knowledge and tend to gen-
erate repeated target words at adjacent time steps
(Wang et al., 2019). Over-translation and under-
translation problems are aggravated and often oc-
cur due to the above reasons. Table 1 shows an
inferior translation example generated by a NAT
model. Compared to the autoregressive Trans-
former, NAT models achieve significant speedup
while suffering from a large gap in translation
quality due to the lack of target sequential infor-
mation.
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In this paper, we present two approaches to re-
trieve the target sequential information for NAT
models to enhance their translation ability and
meanwhile preserve the fast-decoding property.
Firstly, we propose a sequence-level training
method based on a novel reinforcement algorithm
for NAT (Reinforce-NAT) to reduce the variance
and stabilize the training procedure. We leverage
the sequence-level objectives (e.g., BLEU (Pap-
ineni et al., 2002), GLEU (Wu et al., 2017), TER
(Snover et al., 2006)) instead of the cross-entropy
objective to encourage NAT model to generate
high quality sentences rather than the correct to-
ken for each position. Secondly, we propose an in-
novative Transformer decoder named FS-decoder
to fuse the target sequential information into the
top layer of the decoder. The bottom layers of the
FS-decoder run in parallel to keep the decoding
speed and the top layer of the FS-decoder can ex-
ploit target sequential information to guide the tar-
get words generation procedure.

We conduct experiments on three machine
translation tasks (IWSLT16 En→De, WMT14
En↔De, WMT16 En→Ro) to validate our pro-
posed approaches. Experimental results show that
the Reinforce-NAT surpasses the baseline NAT
system by a significant margin on the translation
quality without decelerating the decoding speed,
and the FS-decoder achieves comparable trans-
lation capacity to the autoregressive Transformer
with considerable speedup.

2 Background

2.1 Autoregressive Neural Machine
Translation

Given a source sentence X = {x1, ..., xn} and a
target sentence Y = {y1, ..., yT }, autoregressive
NMT models the translation probability from X
to Y as:

P (Y |X, θ) =

T∏

t=1

p(yt|y<t,X, θ), (1)

where θ is a set of model parameters and y<t =
{y1, · · · , yt−1} is the translation history. Given
the training setD = {XM,YM} withM sentence
pairs, the training objective is to maximize the log-
likelihood of the training data as:

θ = argmax
θ
{L(θ)}

L(θ) =
M∑

m=1

T∑

t=1

log(p(ymt |ym<t,Xm, θ)),
(2)

where the superscript m indicates the m-th sen-
tence in the dataset. During training, golden target
words are fed into the decoder as the translation
history. During inference, the partial translation
generated by decoding algorithms such as greedy
search and beam search is fed into the decoder to
guide the generation of the next word.

The prominent feature of the autoregressive
model is that it requires the target side historical
information in the decoding procedure. Therefore
target words are generated in the one-by-one style.
Due to the autoregressive property, the decoding
speed is limited, which restricts the application of
the autoregressive model.

2.2 Sequence-Level Training for
Autoregressive NMT

Reinforcement learning techniques (Sutton et al.,
2000; Ng et al., 1999; Sutton, 1984) have been
widely applied to improve the performance of the
autoregressive NMT with sequence-level objec-
tives (Shen et al., 2016; Ranzato et al., 2015; Bah-
danau et al., 2016). As sequence-level objectives
are usually non-differentiable, the loss function is
defined as the negative expected reward:

Lθ = −
∑

Y=y1:T

p(Y|X, θ) · r(Y), (3)

where Y = y1:T denotes possible sequences
generated by the model, and r(Y) is the corre-
sponding reward such as BLEU, GLEU and TER
for generating sequence Y. Enumerating all the
possible target sequences is impossible due to
the exponential search space, and REINFORCE
(Williams, 1992) gives an elegant way to estimate
the gradient for Eq.(3) via sampling a sequence
Y from the probability distribution and estimate
the gradient with the gradient of log-probability
weighted by the reward r(Y):

∇θLθ =

− E
Y
[
T∑

t=1

∇θ log(p(yt|y<t,X, θ)) · r(Y)].
(4)

Current reinforcement learning (RL) methods
are designed for autoregressive models. Moreover,
previous investigations (Wu et al., 2018; Weaver
and Tao, 2013) show that the RL-based training
procedure is unstable due to its high variance of
gradient estimation.
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2.3 Non-Autoregressive Neural Machine
Translation

Non-autoregressive neural machine translation
(Gu et al., 2017a) is proposed to accelerate the de-
coding process, which can simultaneously gener-
ate target words by discarding the autoregressive
mechanism.

The translation probability from X to Y is
modeled as follows:

P (Y |X, θ) =

T∏

t=1

p(yt|X, θ). (5)

Given the training set D = {XM,YM} with M
sentence pairs, the training objective is to maxi-
mize the log-likelihood of the training data as:

θ = argmax
θ
{L(θ)}

L(θ) =
M∑

m=1

T∑

t=1

log(p(ymt |Xm, θ)).
(6)

During decoding, the translation with maximum
likelihood can be easily obtained by taking the
word with the maximum likelihood in every time
step:

ŷt = argmax
yt

p(yt|X, θ) (7)

NAT models do not utilize the target translation
history, which results in its weakness in exploiting
the target words collocation knowledge for gener-
ating correct target word sequence under the cross-
entropy objective function. Compared to autore-
gressive models, NAT models achieve significant
speedup while suffering from a large gap in the
translation quality due to the lack of target sequen-
tial information.

3 Approaches

To retrieve the sequential information for NAT
models for enhancing their translation ability and
meanwhile preserving the fast-decoding prop-
erty, we present two approaches: sequence-level
training with a reinforcement algorithm for NAT
models (Reinforce-NAT) to exploit the sequen-
tial information, and a novel Transformer decoder
named FS-decoder to fuse sequential information
into the top layer.

3.1 Sequence-Level Training for NAT Models
Word-level objective functions, such as the cross-
entropy loss, focus on generating the correct token

in each position, which will be inferior for NATs
without the target sequential information. We pro-
pose to encourage NAT models to generate high-
quality sentences rather that correct words with
the sequence-level training algorithm (Reinforce-
NAT).

Algorithm Derivation
In this section, we present the derivation of
Reinforce-NAT and show its low variance and ef-
ficiency. We first introduce the REINFORCE al-
gorithm (Williams, 1992) for NAT models.

In NAT models, with the non-autoregressive
translation probability defined in Eq.(5), the gra-
dient of the expected loss is:

∇θLθ = −
∑

Y

∇θ
T∏

t=1

p(yt|X, θ) · r(Y). (8)

Directly applying the REINFORCE algorithm
to Eq.(8) will make the gradient update in every
postion guided by the same sentence reward r(Y),
which is similar to the method for autoregressive
models and is unstable during training. Instead,
for NAT models, Eq.(8) can be further reduced to
the following form, which is the gradient of target
words probability weighted by their corresponding
expected rewards1:

∇θLθ = −
T∑

t=1

∑

yt

∇θp(yt|X, θ) · r(yt), (9)

where r(yt) is the expected reward when yt is
fixed:

r(yt) = E
y1:t−1

E
yt+1:T

r(Y). (10)

In Eq.(9), the predicted word yt in position t
is evluated by its corresponding expected reward
r(yt), which is more accurate than the sentence
reward r(Y). The r(yt) can be estimated by
Monte Carlo sampling, as illustrated in algorithm
1. Specifically, we fix yt in position t and sam-
ple other words from the probability distribution
p(·|X, θ)) for n times. The estimated value of
r(yt) is the average reward of the n sampled sen-
tences. Notice that the expected reward r(yt) can
be estimated without running the decoder for mul-
tiple times, which is a major advantage of NAT
models in sequence-level training.

1The proof is provided in the appendix
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Algorithm 1 Estimation of r(yt)
Input: the output probability distribution

p(·|X, θ)), t, yt, T , sampling times n
Output: estimate of r(yt)
1: r = 0, i = 0
2: for i < n do
3: sample ỹ1:t−1, ỹt+1:T from p(·|X, θ))
4: Ỹ = {ỹ1:t−1, yt, ỹt+1:T }
5: r += r(Ỹ)
6: i += 1
7: r = r/n
8: return r

The gradient in Eq.(9) can be estimated with
REINFORCE (Williams, 1992):

∇θLθ = −
T∑

t=1

E
yt
[∇θ log(p(yt|X, θ)) · r(yt)].

(11)
Eq.(11) corresponds to a gradient estimation

method through sampling a target word yt and the
gradient of the log-probability of yt weighted by
reward r(yt) is utilized to estimate the expected
gradient over the vocabulary. Though the estima-
tion is unbiased, the gradient estimator still suffers
from high variance. The variance can be elimi-
nated by traversing the whole vocabulary, but it is
unaffordable due to the huge vocabulary size.

The probability distribution over the target vo-
cabulary is usually a centered distribution where
the top-ranking words occupy the central part of
the distribution, and the softmax layer ensures that
other words with small probabilities have small
gradients2. Hence the variance will be effectively
reduced if we can eliminate the variance from top-
ranking words. This motivates us to compute gra-
dients of the top-ranking words accurately and es-
timate the rest via the REINFORCE algorithm.

We can build an unbiased estimation of Eq.(9)
by traversing top-k words and estimating the rest
via one sampling:

∇θLθ = −
T∑

t=1

(
∑

yt∈TK
∇θp(yt|X, θ) · r(yt)

+ (1− Pk) · E
yt∼p̃

[∇θ log(p(yt|X, θ)) · r(yt)]).
(12)

Algorithm 2 illustrates the proposed method.
Although this algorithm will lead to multiple es-

2In the softmax layer, the gradient is proportional to the
output probability

Algorithm 2 Reinforce-NAT
Input: the output probability distribution

p(·|X, θ)), traversing count k, sample times n
Output: estimate of ∇θLθ in position t accord-

ing to Eq.(12)
1: TK = {words ranking top-k in p(·|X, θ))}
2: ∇θLθ = 0, p̃ = p, Pk = 0
3: for yt in TK do
4: estimate r(yt) by algorithm 1 with sample

times n
5: ∇θLθ -=∇θp(yt|X, θ) · r(yt)
6: p̃(yt|X, θ) = 0
7: Pk += p(yt|X, θ)
8: normalize p̃(·|X, θ)
9: sample yt from p̃(·|X, θ)

10: estimate r(yt) by algorithm 1 with sample
times n

11: ∇θLθ -= (1−Pk) · ∇θ log(p(yt|X, θ)) · r(yt)
12: return ∇θLθ

timations of the expected reward r(yt), the train-
ing cost is relatively low for the reason that the in-
dependent generation of target words makes NAT
models efficient in estimating the expected reward,
which will be either very expensive (Yu et al.,
2017) or biased (Bahdanau et al., 2016) for autore-
gressive models.

Reinforce-NAT
To give the clear description, we firstly define
symbols in Algorithm 2:

1) p(·|X, θ)) is the output probability distribu-
tion generated by the decoder on the target vocab-
ulary at time t. 2) TK is the set of target words
with top-k probabilities. 3) Pk is the sum of prob-
abilities in TK , 4) p̃ is the normalized probability
distribution after removing probabilities of words
in TK .

The algorithm takes the output probability dis-
tribution p, the traversing count k and the sampling
times n as input and output the gradient estima-
tion at step t. We divide the gradient estimation
procedure at step t into two parts: traversing and
sampling.

The algorithm firstly builds the set TK with
words ranking top-k in probability (line 1), then
estimates expected rewards for words in TK by al-
gorithm 1 (line 3, line 4). The accumulated gradi-
ent in TK are obtained by traversing the words in
TK and accumulating gradients of their probabil-
ity functions, which are weighted by correspond-
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ing rewards (line 5).
After the traversing procedure for accumulating

gradients for words in TK , the algorithm estimates
the expected gradient for words that are not in TK
in the sampling procedure. The algorithm obtains
the probability distribution p̃ over the rest of words
through masking probabilities of words in the Tk
(line 6, line8). A word yt from the distribution
p̃ (line 9) is sampled to compute the gradient of
the log-probability of yt and then estimate the re-
ward of r(yt). The weight for this estimation is
1−Pk, where Pk is the sum of probabilities in TK .
Finally, the estimated gradient is the sum of gra-
dients from Top-k words and the sampled word.
(line 11).

In a word, the algorithm aims to traverse gradi-
ents of important words since they can dominate
the gradient estimation, and estimate the gradient
of less important words via one sampling.

3.2 Fuse Sequential Information

We propose an innovative Transformer decoder
named FS-decoder to fuse the target sequential in-
formation into the top layer of the decoder. The
FS-decoder consists of four parts: bottom layers,
the fusion layer, the top layer and the softmax
layer. In the decoder, we parallelize bottom lay-
ers in an non-autoregressive way to accelerate the
model but serialize the top layer in an autoregres-
sive way to enhance the translation quality. The
teacher forcing algorithm (Williams and Zipser,
1989) is applied in the training where target em-
beddings are directly fed to the fusion layer. Dur-
ing decoding, FS-decoder only needs to run the
top layer autoregressively.

We illustrate the model in figure 1 and describe
the detailed architecture of the FS-decoder in the
following. Assume that the original Transformer
has n decoder layers, the source sentence has
length Ts, the target sentence has length T , and
the predicted target length is T

′
. Here we directly

look up the source-target length dictionary to pre-
dict the target length.

Bottom Layers. The decoder of FS-decoder
contains n-1 bottom layers, which are identical
to the decoder layers of NAT models (Gu et al.,
2017a). Each layer consists of four sub-layers: the
self-attention layer, the positional attention layer,
the source side attention layer and the position-
wise feed-forward layer. The inputs for bottom de-
coders X

′
are uniformly copied (Gu et al., 2017a)

Figure 1: The architecture of FS-decoder. The decoder
consists of n−1 bottom layers, the fusion layer, the top
layer and the softmax layer.

from the source input X where each decoder in-
put in position t is a copy of the source input in
position Round(T

′
t/Ts):

X
′
= Uniform(X). (13)

The bottom layers take the inputs X
′

and output
the hidden states H

′
with the same length T

′
.

Fusion Layer. The fusion layer is a linear trans-
formation layer with a ReLU activation, which
fuses the outputs from bottom layers H

′
and tar-

get embeddings Y in each position t as:

Ht = ReLu(WH
′
t +UYt), (14)

where W and U are weight matrices, t =
1, 2, · · · , T . H

′
will be padded to length T when

T
′

is smaller than T . Outputs of the fusion layer
are then fed to the top layer.

Top Layer. The top layer of the decoder is iden-
tical to the original Transformer decoder layer,
which does not contain the positional attention
layer compared to bottom layers. The outputs are
fed to the softmax layer.
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Like other autoregressive models, FS-decoder
has to generate translations through decoding al-
gorithms such as greedy search and beam search.
During decoding, bottom layers run in advance to
prepare the inputs for the fusion layer, and then
the fusion layer and top layer run autoregressively
with the embedding of predicted token fed to the
fusion layer.

4 Related Work

Gu et al. (2017a) introduced the non-
autoregressive Transformer model to accelerate
the translation. Lee et al. (2018) proposed a non-
autoregressive sequence model based on iterative
refinement, where the outputs of the decoder
are fed back as inputs in the next iteration. Guo
et al. (2018) proposed to enhance the decoder
inputs with phrase-table lookup and embedding
mapping. Kaiser et al. (2018) used a sequence
of autoregressively generated discrete latent
variables as inputs of the decoder. Knowledge
distillation (Hinton et al., 2015; Kim and Rush,
2016) is a method for training a smaller and faster
student network to perform better by learning
from a teacher network, which is crucial in NAT
models. Gu et al. (2017a) applied Sequence-level
knowledge distillation to eliminate the multi-
modality in the training corpus. Li et al. (2018)
further proposed to improve non-autoregressive
models through distilling knowledge from inter-
mediary hidden states and attention weights of
autoregressive models.

Apart from non-autoregressive translation,
there are works toward speeding up the translation
from other perspectives. Wang et al. (2018) pro-
posed the semi-autoregressive Transformer that
generates a group of words in parallel at each time
step. Press and Smith (2018) proposed the eager
translation model that does not use the attention
mechanism and has low latency. Zhang et al.
(2018a) proposed the average attention network
to accelerate decoding, which achieves significant
speedup over the uncached Transformer. Zhang
et al. (2018b) proposed cube pruning to speedup
the beam search for neural machine translation
without damaging the translation quality.

Sequence-level training techniques have been
widely explored in autoregressive neural machine
translation, where most works (Ranzato et al.,
2015; Shen et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2016; He
et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2017)

relied on reinforcement learning (Williams, 1992;
Sutton et al., 2000) to build the gradient estimator.
Recently, techniques for sequence-level training
with continuous objectives have been explored,
including deterministic policy gradient algorithms
(Gu et al., 2017b), bag-of-words objective (Ma
et al., 2018) and probabilistic n-gram matching
(Shao et al., 2018). However, to the best of our
knowledge, sequence-level training has not been
applied to non-autoregressive models yet.

The methods of variance reduction through
focusing on the important parts of the distribution
include importance sampling (Bengio et al., 2003;
Glynn and Iglehart, 1989) and complementary
sum sampling (Botev et al., 2017). Importance
sampling estimates the properties of a particular
distribution through sampling on a different pro-
posal distribution. Complementary sum sampling
reducdes the variance through suming over the
important subset and estimating the rest via
sampling.

5 Experiments

5.1 Settings

Dataset. We conduct experiments on three trans-
lation tasks3: IWSLT16 En→De (196k pairs),
WMT14 En↔De (4.5M pairs) and WMT16
En↔Ro (610k pairs). We use the preprocessed
datasets released by Lee et al. (2018), where all
sentences are tokenized and segmented into sub-
word units using the BPE algorithm (Sennrich
et al., 2016). For all tasks, source and target
languages share the vocabulary with size 40k.
For WMT14 En-De, we employ newstest-2013
and newstest-2014 as development and test sets.
For WMT16 En-Ro, we take newsdev-2016 and
newstest-2016 as development and test sets. For
IWSLT16 En-De, we use the test2013 for valida-
tion.

Baselines. We take the Transformer model
(Vaswani et al., 2017) as the autoregressive base-
line. The non-autoregressive model based on it-
erative refinement (Lee et al., 2018) is the non-
autoregressive baseline, and we set the number of
iterations to 2.

Pre-train. To evaluate the sequence-level train-
ing methods, we pre-train the NAT baseline first
and then fine-tune the baseline model with GLEU

3We release the source code in
https://github.com/ictnlp/RSI-NAT
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IWSLT’16 En-De WMT’16 En-Ro WMT’14 En-De
En→ toks/s speedup secs/b En→ Ro→ toks/s speedup En→ De→ toks/s speedup

A
R b=1 28.13 45.3 1.09× 0.20 31.53 31.35 45.6 1.23× 23.67 28.04 33.7 1.13×

b=4 28.25 41.6 1.00× 0.20 31.85 31.60 37.1 1.00× 24.29 28.86 29.9 1.00×

N
A

T FT 26.52 – 15.6 × – 27.29 29.06 – – 17.69 21.47 – –
FT+NPD 28.16 – 2.36 × – 29.79 31.44 – – 19.17 23.20 – –

IR
N

A
T iter=2 24.82 423.8 6.64 × – 27.10 28.15 332.7 7.68 × 16.95 20.39 393.6 8.77 ×

adaptive 27.01 125.9 1.97 × – 29.66 30.30 118.3 2.73 × 21.54 25.43 107.2 2.39 ×

O
ur

M
od

el
s NAT-base 24.13 350.2 8.42× 0.62 25.96 26.49 349.0 9.41× 16.05 19.46 321.7 10.76×

+REINFORCE 24.30 354.1 8.51× 2.51 26.49 27.20 346.7 9.35× 18.47 21.89 323.2 10.81×
+Reinforce-NAT 25.18 350.6 8.43× 13.40 27.09 27.93 350.3 9.44× 19.15 22.52 320.9 10.73×
FS-decoder(b=1) 27.58 168.7 4.06× 0.241 30.53 30.68 170.5 4.60× 21.53 27.20 143.3 4.79×
FS-decoder(b=4) 27.78 140.8 3.38× 0.241 30.57 30.83 137.1 3.70× 22.27 27.25 112.2 3.75×

Table 2: Generation quality (4-gram BLEU), decoding efficiency (tokens/sec), speedup and training speed (sec-
onds/batch). Decoding efficiency is measured sentence-by-sentence from the En→ direction. Speedup is calculated
over the autoregressive Transformer with beam size 4. NAT: non-autoregressive transformer models (Gu et al.,
2017a). IRNAT: iterative refinement for NAT (Lee et al., 2018). AR: the autoregressive Transformer model. b:
beam size. FS-decoder: fuse the sequential information into the top layer. NAT-base: our non-autoregressive base-
line. +REINFORCE: finetune the NAT-base with REINFORCE according to Eq.(11). +Reinforce-NAT: finetune
the NAT-base with Reinforce-NAT according to Eq.(12).

(Wu et al., 2016), which outperforms other metrics
in our experiments. We stop the pre-train proce-
dure, when training steps are more than 300k and
no further improvements on the validation set are
observed in last 100k steps.

Hyperparameters. We closely follow the set-
ting of Gu et al. (2017a) and Lee et al. (2018).
In IWSLT16 En-De, we use the small model
(dmodel=278, dhidden=507, nlayer=5, nhead=2,
pdropout=0.1, twarmup=746). For experiments on
WMT datasets, we use the base Transformer
Vaswani et al. (2017) (dmodel=512, dhidden=512,
nlayer=6, nhead=8, pdropout=0.1, twarmup=16000).
The traversing count k and the sampling times n
in algorithm 2 are respectively set to 5 and 20.
We use Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) for the opti-
mization. During decoding, we remove any token
that is generated repeatly. The decoding speed is
measured on a single Geforce GTX TITAN X.

Knowledge Distillation. Knowledge distillation
(Kim and Rush, 2016; Hinton et al., 2015) is
proved to be crucial for successfully training NAT
models (Gu et al., 2017a; Li et al., 2018). For
all the translation tasks, we apply sequence-level
knowledge distillation to construct the distillation
corpus where the target side of the training cor-
pus is replaced by the output of an autoregres-
sive Transformer model. We use original corpora
to train the autoregressive baseline and distillation
corpora to train other models.

5.2 Main Results

We compare our models with the NAT (Gu et al.,
2017a) and the IRNAT (Lee et al., 2018). Ta-
ble 2 shows the experiment results. We observe
that models based on sequence-level training ap-
proaches, including REINFORCE and Reinforce-
NAT, significantly surpass the NAT baseline on
BLEU without damaging the decoding speed.
The Reinforce-NAT model outperforms the RE-
INFORCE model in terms of BLEU points.
On WMT14 En↔De, the Reinforce-NAT model
achieves significant improvements by more than
3 BLEU points and outperforms NAT(FT) (Gu
et al., 2017a) and IRNAT(iteration=2) (Lee et al.,
2018). The above results demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of sequence-level training and prove the
strong ability of Reinforce-NAT. The experiment
on the FS-decoder show that it brings huge BLEU
improvements over the NAT baseline and even
achieves comparable performance to the autore-
gressive Transformer with considerable speedup,
which proves the capacity of the FS-decoder.

5.3 Training Speed

Table 2 shows the training time per batch of our
methods. Sequence-level training methods (i.e.,
REINFORCE and Reinforce-NAT) are slower
than the word-level training. The bottleneck lies in
the calculation of the reward (i.e., GLEU), which
takes place in CPU and can be accelerated by
multi-processing. Besides, these methods are only
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utilized to fine-tune the baseline model and take
less than 10,000 batches to converge, which make
the relatively low training speed affordable.

5.4 Effect of top-k size in Reinforce-NAT

The Reinforce-NAT is proposed on the basis that
the top-k words can occupy the central part of the
probability distribution. However, it remains un-
known which k is appropriate for us. A large k
will slow down the training, and a small k will
be not enough to dominate the probability distri-
bution. We statistically and experimentally ana-
lyze the choice of k in Reinforce-NAT. We re-
spectively set k to 1, 5 and 10 and record the top-
k probabilities in 10,000 target word predictions.
Figure 2 and Table 3 illustrate the statistical prop-
erties of top-k probabilities. In figure 2, the x-axis
divides the probability distribution into 5 intervals,
and the y-axis indicates the number of times that
the top-k probabilities are within this interval. In
Table 3, we estimate the expection of top-k prob-
abilities for different k. We find that k = 5 is a
desirable choice that can cover a large portion of
the probability distribution, and the marginal util-
ity for a larger k is limitted.

Figure 2: top-k probability distributions for k=1, 5 and
10

k 1 5 10 100 1000
E[Pk] 0.818 0.916 0.929 0.948 0.968

Table 3: top-k probability expection for k=1, 5, 10,
100, 1000

We further conduct experiments on IWSLT16
En→De to confirm the conclusion. We respec-
tively set k to 0, 1, 5 and 10 in Reinforce-NAT
and draw training curves. Figure 3 shows that

REINFORCE(k = 0) is very unstable in the train-
ing, and greater k in Reinforce-NAT generally
leads to better performance. In line with our pre-
vious conclusion, k = 5 is an ideal choice since
it does not have a large performance gap between
larger k.

Figure 3: training curves for k = 0, 1, 5 and 10.

5.5 Performance over Different Lengths

Table 2 shows that the performance of Reinforce-
NAT varies with datasets. Though IWSLT16
En→De and WMT14 En→De have the same lan-
guage pair, Reinforce-NAT achieves an improve-
ment of more than 3 BLEU points on WMT14 but
only have about 1.0 BLEU points improvement
on IWSLT16. We attribute this phenomenon to
the length difference between two datasets. The
WMT14 En→De dataset is in the news-domain,
whose sentences are statistically longer than the
spoken-domain IWSLT16 En→De dataset.

Figure 4 shows BLEU scores over sentences
in different length buckets. The BLEU scores of
NAT-Base have a distinct decrease when the sen-
tence length is over 40, while other models per-
form well on long sentences. It confirms that NAT
models are weak in translating long sentences and
our solutions can effectively improve the perfor-
mance of NAT models on long sentences through
leveraging sequential information.

5.6 Case Study

In Table 4, we present a translation case from
the validation set of WMT14 De→En. The case
shows that the translation quality rise in the or-
der of NAT-Base, +Reinforce-NAT, FS-decoder
to AR-Base and the performance gap is large
between NAT-Base and other models. Particu-
larly, NAT models suffer from over-translation and
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Source und noch tragischer ist , dass es Oxford war - eine Universitt , die nicht nur 14 Tory-Premierminister
hervorbrachte , sondern sich bis heute hinter einem unverdienten Ruf von Gleichberechtigung und
Gedankenfreiheit versteckt .

Target even more tragic is that it was Oxford , which not only produced 14 Tory prime ministers ,
but , to this day , hides behind an ill-deserved reputation for equality and freedom of thought .

NAT-Base and more more more more that it was Oxford - a university that not not only only TTory Prime Minister ,
but has has to hidden hidden behind an unfounded reputation of equality and freedom of thought .

Reinforce-NAT and more more tragic is that it was Oxford - a university that did not only produce 14 Tory Prime Minister
, but has still to be hidden behind an unfied reputation of equality and freedom of thought .

FS-decoder and even more tragic , it was Oxford - a university that produced not only 14 Tory Prime Minister ,
but still hidden behind an unbridled reputation of equality and freedom of thought .

AR-Base and , more tragic , Oxford was - a university that not only produced 14 Tory Prime Minister ,
but still hidden behind an unprecedented reputation for equality and freedom of thought .

Table 4: A translation case on WMT14 De→En task. Over-translation and under-translation errors occur in the
translation of NAT-Base.

Figure 4: The BLEU scores on the validation set of
WMT14 En→De over sentences in different length
buckets. The beam size of FS-decoder and AR-Base
is 1.

under-translation when translating long sentences,
which is efficiently alleviated by Reinforce-NAT
and RF-Decoder.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we aim to retrieve the sequential in-
formation for NAT models to enhance their trans-
lation ability while preserving fast-decoding prop-
erty. Firstly, we propose a sequence-level train-
ing method based on a novel reinforcement al-
gorithm for NAT (Reinforce-NAT), which signif-
icantly improves the performance of NAT mod-
els without decelerating the decoding speed. Sec-
ondly, we propose an innovative Transformer de-
coder named FS-decoder to fuse the target se-
quential information into the top layer of the de-
coder, which achieves comparable performance
to the Transformer and still maintains substantial
speedup.

In the future, we plan to investigate better

methods to leverage the sequential information.
We believe that the following two directions are
worth study. First, exploiting other sequence-
level training objectives like bag-of-words (Ma
et al., 2018). Second, using sequential infor-
mation distilled from the autoregressive teacher
model to guide the training of the student non-
autoregressive model.
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A Supplemental Material

Proof for Eq.(9):

−∇θLθ =
∑

Y

∇θ
T∏

t=1

p(yt|X, θ) · r(Y)

=
∑

Y

T∑

t=1

∇θp(yt|X, θ) ·
t−1∏

i=1

p(yi|X, θ) ·
T∏

j=t+1

p(yj |X, θ) · r(Y)

=
T∑

t=1

∑

Y

∇θp(yt|X, θ) ·
t−1∏

i=1

p(yi|X, θ) ·
T∏

j=t+1

p(yj |X, θ) · r(Y)

=

T∑

t=1

∑

yt

∇θp(yt|X, θ) ·
∑

y1:t−1

∑

yt+1:T

t−1∏

i=1

p(yi|X, θ) ·
T∏

j=t+1

p(yj |X, θ) · r(Y)

=

T∑

t=1

∑

yt

∇θp(yt|X, θ) · E
y1:t−1

E
yt+1:T

r(Y).

=
T∑

t=1

∑

yt

∇θp(yt|X, θ) · r(yt)

(15)
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Abstract
Simultaneous translation, which translates
sentences before they are finished, is use-
ful in many scenarios but is notoriously dif-
ficult due to word-order differences. While
the conventional seq-to-seq framework is only
suitable for full-sentence translation, we pro-
pose a novel prefix-to-prefix framework for si-
multaneous translation that implicitly learns
to anticipate in a single translation model.
Within this framework, we present a very sim-
ple yet surprisingly effective “wait-k” policy
trained to generate the target sentence concur-
rently with the source sentence, but always k
words behind. Experiments show our strat-
egy achieves low latency and reasonable qual-
ity (compared to full-sentence translation) on
4 directions: zh↔en and de↔en.

1 Introduction

Simultaneous translation aims to automate simul-
taneous interpretation, which translates concur-
rently with the source-language speech, with a de-
lay of only a few seconds. This additive latency
is much more desirable than the multiplicative 2×
slowdown in consecutive interpretation.

With this appealing property, simultaneous in-
terpretation has been widely used in many scenar-
ios including multilateral organizations (UN/EU),
and international summits (APEC/G-20). How-
ever, due to the concurrent comprehension and
production in two languages, it is extremely chal-
lenging and exhausting for humans: the num-
ber of qualified simultaneous interpreters world-
wide is very limited, and each can only last for
about 15-30 minutes in one turn, whose error rates
grow exponentially after just minutes of interpret-
ing (Moser-Mercer et al., 1998). Moreover, lim-

∗ M.M. and L.H. contributed equally; L.H. conceived
the main ideas (prefix-to-prefix and wait-k) and directed the
project, while M.M. led the implementations on RNN and
Transformer. See example videos, media reports, code, and
data at https://simultrans-demo.github.io/.

President Bush met with Putin in Moscow
Bùshí 
Ջ 
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zǒngtǒng 
ᕹ 

President

zài 
 ࣁ
at

Mòsīkē 
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Pǔjīng 
ฦՂ 
Putin
huìwù 
տร 
meet
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ed
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n
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Source side →
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Figure 1: Our wait-k model emits target word yt given
source-side prefix x1... xt+k−1, often before seeing
the corresponding source word (here k=2, outputing
y3=“met” before x7=“huı̀wù”). Without anticipation, a
5-word wait is needed (dashed arrows). See also Fig. 2.

ited memory forces human interpreters to rou-
tinely omit source content (He et al., 2016). There-
fore, there is a critical need to develop simultane-
ous machine translation techniques to reduce the
burden of human interpreters and make it more ac-
cessible and affordable.

Unfortunately, simultaneous translation is also
notoriously difficult for machines, due in large part
to the diverging word order between the source
and target languages. For example, think about
simultaneously translating an SOV language such
as Japanese or German to an SVO language such
as English or Chinese:1 you have to wait un-
til the source language verb. As a result, exist-
ing so-called “real-time” translation systems resort
to conventional full-sentence translation, causing
an undesirable latency of at least one sentence.
Some researchers, on the other hand, have noticed
the importance of verbs in SOV→SVO translation

1 Technically, German is SOV+V2 in main clauses, and
SOV in embedded clauses; Mandarin is a mix of SVO+SOV.
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Bùshı́ zǒngtǒng zài Mòsı̄kē yǔ Pǔjı̄ng huı̀wù

布布布什什什 总总总统统统 在在在 莫莫莫斯斯斯科科科与 普京 会晤
Bush president in Moscow with/and Putin meet

(a) simultaneous: our wait-2 ...wait 2 words... pres. bush met with putin in moscow
(b) non-simultaneous baseline ..... wait whole sentence ...... pres. bush met with putin in moscow
(c) simultaneous: test-time wait-2 ...wait 2 words... pres. bush in moscow and pol- ite meeting

布什 总统 在 莫斯科与 普京 会晤
(d) simultaneous: non-predictive ...wait 2 words... pres. bush ..... wait 5 words ...... met with putin in moscow

Figure 2: Another view of Fig. 1, highlighting the prediction of English “met” corresponding to the sentence-
final Chinese verb huı̀wù. (a) Our wait-k policy (here k = 2) translates concurrently with the source sentence,
but always k words behind. It correclty predicts the English verb given just the first 4 Chinese words (in bold),
lit. “Bush president in Moscow”, because it is trained in a prefix-to-prefix fashion (Sec. 3), and the training data
contains many prefix-pairs in the form of (X zài Y ..., X met ...). (c) The test-time wait-k decoding (Sec. 3.2) using
the full-sentence model in (b) can not anticipate and produces nonsense translation. (d) A simultaneous translator
without anticipation such as Gu et al. (2017) has to wait 5 words.

(Grissom II et al., 2016), and have attempted to re-
duce latency by explicitly predicting the sentence-
final German (Grissom II et al., 2014) or English
verbs (Matsubarayx et al., 2000), which is limited
to this particular case, or unseen syntactic con-
stituents (Oda et al., 2015; He et al., 2015), which
requires incremental parsing on the source sen-
tence. Some researchers propose to translate on
an optimized sentence segment level to get bet-
ter translation accuracy (Oda et al., 2014; Fujita
et al., 2013; Bangalore et al., 2012). More re-
cently, Gu et al. (2017) propose a two-stage model
whose base model is a full-sentence model, On top
of that, they use a READ/WRITE (R/W) model
to decide, at every step, whether to wait for an-
other source word (READ) or to emit a target word
using the pretrained base model (WRITE), and
this R/W model is trained by reinforcement learn-
ing to prefer (rather than enforce) a specific la-
tency, without updating the base model. All these
efforts have the following major limitations: (a)
none of them can achieve any arbitrary given la-
tency such as “3-word delay”; (b) their base trans-
lation model is still trained on full sentences; and
(c) their systems are complicated, involving many
components (such as pretrained model, prediction,
and RL) and are difficult to train.

We instead present a very simple yet effective
solution, designing a novel prefix-to-prefix frame-
work that predicts target words using only pre-
fixes of the source sentence. Within this frame-
work, we study a special case, the “wait-k” policy,
whose translation is always k words behind the in-
put. Consider the Chinese-to-English example in
Figs. 1–2, where the translation of the sentence-
final Chinese verb huı̀wù (“meet”) needs to be

emitted earlier to avoid a long delay. Our wait-2
model correctly anticipates the English verb given
only the first 4 Chinese words (which provide
enough clue for this prediction given many sim-
ilar prefixes in the training data). We make the
following contributions:

• Our prefix-to-prefix framework is tailored
to simultaneous translation and trained from
scratch without using full-sentence models.

• It seamlessly integrates implicit anticipation
and translation in a single model that directly
predicts target words without explictly hallu-
cinating source ones.

• As a special case, we present a “wait-k” pol-
icy that can satisfy any latency requirements.

• This strategy can be applied to most
sequence-to-sequence models with relatively
minor changes. Due to space constraints,
we only present its performance the Trans-
former (Vaswani et al., 2017), though our ini-
tial experiments on RNNs (Bahdanau et al.,
2014) showed equally strong results (see
our November 2018 arXiv version https:

//arxiv.org/abs/1810.08398v3).

• Experiments show our strategy achieves low
latency and reasonable BLEU scores (com-
pared to full-sentence translation baselines)
on 4 directions: zh↔en and de↔en.

2 Preliminaries: Full-Sentence NMT

We first briefly review standard (full-sentence)
neural translation to set up the notations.

Regardless of the particular design of differ-
ent seq-to-seq models, the encoder always takes
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…… wait whole source sentence    …

1 2

source:

target:

41 2 3 5
seq-to-seq

41 2 3

…wait k words

1 2

source:

target:

5

prefix-to-prefix  
(wait-k)

Figure 3: Seq-to-seq vs. our prefix-to-prefix frame-
works (showing wait-2 as an example).

the input sequence x = (x1, ..., xn) where each
xi ∈ Rdx is a word embedding of dx dimensions,
and produces a new sequence of hidden states
h = f(x) = (h1, ..., hn). The encoding function
f can be implemented by RNN or Transformer.

On the other hand, a (greedy) decoder predicts
the next output word yt given the source sequence
(actually its representation h) and previously gen-
erated words, denoted y<t = (y1, ..., yt−1). The
decoder stops when it emits <eos>, and the final hy-
pothesis y = (y1, ..., <eos>) has probability

p(y | x) =∏|y|t=1 p(yt | x, y<t) (1)

At training time, we maximize the conditional
probability of each ground-truth target sentence y?

given input x over the whole training data D, or
equivalently minimizing the following loss:

`(D) = −∑(x,y?)∈D log p(y? | x) (2)

3 Prefix-to-Prefix and Wait-k Policy

In full-sentence translation (Sec. 2), each yi is pre-
dicted using the entire source sentence x. But in
simultaneous translation, we need to translate con-
currently with the (growing) source sentence, so
we design a new prefix-to-prefix architecture to
(be trained to) predict using a source prefix.

3.1 Prefix-to-Prefix Architecture
Definition 1. Let g(t) be a monotonic non-
decreasing function of t that denotes the number
of source words processed by the encoder when
deciding the target word yt.

For example, in Figs. 1–2, g(3) = 4, i.e., a 4-
word Chinese prefix is used to predict y3=“met”.
We use the source prefix (x1, ..., xg(t)) rather than
the whole x to predict yt: p(yt | x≤g(t), y<t).
Therefore the decoding probability is:

pg(y | x) =
∏|y|
t=1 p(yt | x≤g(t), y<t) (3)

and given training D, the training objective is:

`g(D) = −∑(x,y?)∈D log pg(y
? | x) (4)

Generally speaking, g(t) can be used to repre-
sent any arbitrary policy, and we give two special
cases where g(t) is constant: (a) g(t) = |x|: base-
line full-sentence translation; (b) g(t) = 0: an “or-
acle” that does not rely on any source information.
Note that in any case, 0 ≤ g(t) ≤ |x| for all t.

Definition 2. We define the “cut-off” step,
τg(|x|), to be the decoding step when source sen-
tence finishes:

τg(|x|) = min{t | g(t) = |x|} (5)

For example, in Figs. 1–2, the cut-off step is 6, i.e.,
the Chinese sentence finishes right before y6=“in”.

Training vs. Test-Time Prefix-to-Prefix. While
most previous work in simultaneous translation,
in particular Bangalore et al. (2012) and Gu et al.
(2017), might be seen as special cases in this
framework, we note that only their decoders are
prefix-to-prefix, while their training is still full-
sentence-based. In other words, they use a full-
sentence translation model to do simultaneous de-
coding, which is a mismatch between training and
testing. The essence of our idea, however, is
to train the model to predict using source pre-
fixes. Most importantly, this new training implic-
itly learns anticipation as a by-product, overcom-
ing word-order differences such as SOV→SVO.
Using the example in Figs. 1–2, the anticipation
of the English verb is possible because the train-
ing data contains many prefix-pairs in the form
of (X zài Y ..., X met ...), thus although the pre-
fix x≤4=“Bùshı́ zǒngtǒng zài Mòsikē” (lit. “Bush
president in Moscow”) does not contain the verb,
it still provides enough clue to predict “met”.

3.2 Wait-k Policy
As a very simple example within the prefix-to-
prefix framework, we present a wait-k policy,
which first wait k source words, and then trans-
lates concurrently with the rest of source sentence,
i.e., the output is always k words behind the in-
put. This is inspired by human simultaneous inter-
preters who generally start translating a few sec-
onds into the speakers’ speech, and finishes a few
seconds after the speaker finishes. For example, if
k = 2, the first target word is predicted using the
first 2 source words, and the second target word
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using the first 3 source words, etc; see Fig. 3. More
formally, its g(t) is defined as follows:

gwait-k(t) = min{k + t− 1, |x|} (6)

For this policy, the cut-off point τgwait-k(|x|) is ex-
actly |x| − k + 1 (see Fig. 14). From this step on,
gwait-k(t) is fixed to |x|, which means the remain-
ing target words (including this step) are generated
using the full source sentence, similar to conven-
tional MT. We call this part of output, y≥|x|−k, the
“tail”, and can perform beam search on it (which
we call “tail beam search”), but all earlier words
are generated greedily one by one (see Appendix).
Test-Time Wait-k. As an example of test-
time prefix-to-prefix in the above subsection, we
present a very simple “test-time wait-k” method,
i.e., using a full-sentence model but decoding it
with a wait-k policy (see also Fig. 2(c)). Our ex-
periments show that this method, without the an-
ticipation capability, performs much worse than
our genuine wait-k when k is small, but gradually
catches up, and eventually both methods approach
the full-sentence baseline (k =∞).

4 New Latency Metric: Average Lagging

Beside translation quality, latency is another cru-
cial aspect for evaluating simultaneous translation.
We first review existing latency metrics, highlight-
ing their limitations, aand then propose our new
latency metric that address these limitations.

4.1 Existing Metrics: CW and AP
Consecutive Wait (CW) (Gu et al., 2017) is the
number of source words waited between two target
words. Using our notation, for a policy g(·), the
per-step CW at step t is CWg(t) = g(t)−g(t−1).
The CW of a sentence-pair (x,y) is the average
CW over all consecutive wait segments:

CWg(x,y) =

∑|y|
t=1CWg(t)∑|y|
t=1 1CWg(t)>0

=
|x|

∑|y|
t=1 1CWg(t)>0

In other words, CW measures the average
source segment length (the best case is 1 for word-
by-word translation or our wait-1 and the worst
case is |x| for full-sentence MT). The drawback
of CW is that CW is local latency measurement
which is insensitive to the actual lagging behind.

Another latency measurement, Average Propor-
tion (AP) (Cho and Esipova, 2016) measures the
proportion of the area above a policy path in Fig. 1:

Source→

Target→

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Source→

Target→

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Figure 4: Illustration of our proposed Average Lagging
latency metric. The left figure shows a simple case
when |x| = |y| while the right figure shows a more
general case when |x| 6= |y|. The red policy is wait-
4, the yellow is wait-1, and the thick black is a policy
whose AL is 0.

APg(x,y) =
1

|x| |y|
∑|y|

t=1 g(t) (7)

AP has two major flaws: First, it is sensitive
to input length. For example, consider our wait-1
policy. When |x| = |y| = 1, AP is 1, and when
|x| = |y| = 2, AP is 0.75, and eventually AP
approaches 0.5 when |x| = |y| → ∞. However,
in all these cases, there is a one word delay, so
AP is not fair between long and short sentences.
Second, being a percentage, it is not obvious to
the user the actual delays in number of words.

4.2 New Metric: Average Lagging
Inspired by the idea of “lagging behind the ideal
policy”, we propose a new metric called “average
lagging” (AL), shown in Fig. 4. The goal of AL
is to quantify the degree the user is out of sync
with the speaker, in terms of the number of source
words. The left figure shows a special case when
|x| = |y| for simplicity reasons. The thick black
line indicates the “wait-0” policy where the de-
coder is alway one word ahead of the encoder and
we define this policy to have an AL of 0. The diag-
onal yellow policy is our “wait-1” which is always
one word behind the wait-0 policy. In this case,
we define its AL to be 1. The red policy is our
wait-4, and it is always 4 words behind the wait-0
policy, so its AL is 4. Note that in both cases, we
only count up to (but including) the cut-off point
(indicated by the horizontal yellow/red arrows, or
10 and 7, resp.) because the tail can be generated
instantly without further delay. More formally, for
the ideal case where |x = |y|, we can define:

ALg(x,y) =
1

τg(|x|)

τg(|x|)∑

t=1

g(t)− (t− 1) (8)
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We can infer that the AL for wait-k is exactly k.
When we have more realistic cases like the right

side of Fig. 4 when |x| < |y|, there are more
and more delays accumulated when target sen-
tence grows.For example, for the yellow wait-1
policy has a delay of more than 3 words at decod-
ing its cut-off step 10, and the red wait-4 policy
has a delay of almost 6 words at its cut-off step
7. This difference is mainly caused by the tgt/src
ratio. For the right example, there are 1.3 target
words per source word. More generally, we need
to offset the “wait-0” policy and redefine:

ALg(x,y) =
1

τg(|x|)

τg(|x|)∑

t=1

g(t)− t− 1

r
(9)

where τg(|x|) denotes the cut-off step, and r =
|y|/|x| is the target-to-source length ratio. We ob-
serve that wait-k with catchup has an AL ' k.

5 Implementation Details
While RNN-based implementation of our wait-k
model is straightforward and our initial experi-
ments showed equally strong results, due to space
constraints we will only present Transformer-
based results. Here we describe the implemen-
tation details for training a prefix-to-prefix Trans-
former, which is a bit more involved than RNN.

5.1 Background: Full-Sentence Transformer

We first briefly review the Transformer architec-
ture step by step to highlight the difference be-
tween the conventional and simultaneous Trans-
former. The encoder of Transformer works in a
self-attention fashion and takes an input sequence
x, and produces a new sequence of hidden states
z = (z1, ..., zn) where zi ∈ Rdz is as follows:

zi =
∑n

j=1 αij PWV(xj) (10)

Here PWV(·) is a projection function from the in-
put space to the value space, and αij denotes the
attention weights:

αij=
exp eij∑n
l=1 exp eil

, eij=
PWQ(xi)PWV(xj)

T

√
dx

(11)
where eij measures similarity between inputs.
Here PWQ(xi) and PWK(xj) project xi and xj to
query and key spaces, resp. We use 6 layers of
self-attention and use h to denote the top layer out-
put sequence (i.e., the source context).

On the decoder side, during training time, the
gold output sequence y∗ = (y∗1, ..., y

∗
m) goes

through the same self-attention to generate hid-
den self-attended state sequence c = (c1, ..., cm).
Note that because decoding is incremental, we let
αij = 0 if j > i in Eq. 11 to restrict self-attention
to previously generated words.

In each layer, after we gather all the hidden
representations for each target word through self-
attention, we perform target-to-source attention:

c′i =
∑n

j=1 βij PWV′ (hj)

similar to self-attention, βij measures the similar-
ity between hj and ci as in Eq. 11.

5.2 Training Simultaneous Transformer
Simultaneous translation requires feeding the
source words incrementally to the encoder, but
a naive implementation of such incremental en-
coder/decoder is inefficient. Below we describe
a faster implementation.

For the encoder, during training time, we still
feed the entire sentence at once to the encoder.
But different from the self-attention layer in con-
ventional Transformer (Eq. 11), we constrain each
source word to attend to its predecessors only
(similar to decoder-side self-attention), effectively
simulating an incremental encoder:

α
(t)
ij =





exp e
(t)
ij∑g(t)

l=1 exp e
(t)
il

if i, j ≤ g(t)
0 otherwise

e
(t)
ij =

{
PWQ (xi) PWK (xj)

T

√
dx

if i, j ≤ g(t)
−∞ otherwise

Then we have a newly defined hidden state se-
quence z(t) = (z

(t)
1 , ..., z

(t)
n ) at decoding step t:

z
(t)
i =

∑n
j=1 α

(t)
ij PWV(xj) (12)

When a new source word is received, all previous
source words need to adjust their representations.

6 Experiments
6.1 Datasets and Systems Settings
We evaluate our work on four simultaneous
translation directions: German↔English and
Chinese↔English. For the training data, we
use the parallel corpora available from WMT152

2
http://www.statmt.org/wmt15/translation-task.html
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Figure 5: Translation quality against latency metrics (AL and CW) on German-to-English simultaneous transla-
tion, showing wait-k and test-time wait-k results, full-sentence baselines, and our adaptation of Gu et al. (2017)
(I:CW=2; H:CW=5; �:CW=8), all based on the same Transformer. FI:full-sentence (greedy and beam-search).
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Figure 6: Translation quality against latency metrics on English-to-German simultaneous translation.
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Figure 7: Translation quality against latency on Chinese-to-English simultaneous translation.
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Figure 8: Translation quality against latency on English-to-Chinese, with encoder catchup (see Appendix A).
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Train
Test

k=1 k=3 k=5 k=7 k=9 k=∞
k′=1 34.1 33.3 31.8 31.2 30.0 15.4
k′=3 34.7 36.7 37.1 36.7 36.7 18.3
k′=5 30.7 36.7 37.8 38.4 38.6 22.4
k′=7 31.0 37.0 39.4 40.0 39.8 23.7
k′=9 26.4 35.6 39.1 40.1 41.0 28.6
k′=∞ 21.8 30.2 36.0 38.9 39.9 43.2

Table 1: wait-k policy in training and test (4-ref BLEU,
zh→en dev set). The bottom row is “test-time wait-k”.
Bold: best in a column; italic: best in a row.

for German↔English (4.5M sentence pairs) and
NIST corpus for Chinese↔English (2M sentence
pairs). We first apply BPE (Sennrich et al.,
2015) on all texts in order to reduce the vo-
cabulary sizes. For German↔English evalua-
tion, we use newstest-2013 (dev) as our dev set
and newstest-2015 (test) as our test set, with
3,000 and 2,169 sentence pairs, respectively. For
Chinese↔English evaluation, we use NIST 2006
and NIST 2008 as our dev and test sets. They con-
tain 616 and 691 Chinese sentences, each with 4
English references. When translating from Chi-
nese to English, we report 4-reference BLEU
scores, and in the reverse direction, we use the
second among the four English references as the
source text, and report 1-reference BLEU scores.

Our implementation is adapted from PyTorch-
based OpenNMT (Klein et al., 2017). Our Trans-
former is essentially the same as the base model
from the original paper (Vaswani et al., 2017).
6.2 Quality and Latency of Wait-k Model
Tab. 1 shows the results of a model trained with
wait-k′ but decoded with wait-k (where∞ means
full-sentence). Our wait-k is the diagonal, and the
last row is the “test-time wait-k” decoding. Also,
the best results of wait-k decoding is often from a
model trained with a slightly larger k′.

Figs. 5–8 plot translation quality (in BLEU)
against latency (in AL and CW) for full-sentence
baselines, our wait-k, test-time wait-k (using full-
sentence models), and our adaptation of Gu et al.
(2017) from RNN to Transformer3 on the same
Transformer baseline. In all these figures, we ob-
serve that, as k increases, (a) wait-k improves in
BLEU score and worsens in latency, and (b) the

3 However, it is worth noting that, despite our best efforts,
we failed to reproduce their work on their original RNN, re-
gardless of using their code or our own. That being said, our
successful implementation of their work on Transformer is
also a notable contribution of this work. By contrast, it is very
easy to make wait-k work on either RNN or Transformer.

k=3 k=5 k=7 k=3 k=5 k=7
zh→en en→zh

sent-level % 33 21 9 52 27 17
word-level % 2.5 1.5 0.6 5.8 3.4 1.4

accuracy 55.4 56.3 66.7 18.6 20.9 22.2
de→en en→de

sent-level % 44 27 8 28 2 0
word-level % 4.5 1.5 0.6 1.4 0.1 0.0

accuracy 26.0 56.0 60.0 10.7 50.0 n/a

Table 2: Human evaluation for all four directions (100
examples each from dev sets). We report sentence- and
word-level anticipation rates, and the word-level antic-
ipation accuracy (among anticipated words).

gap between test-time wait-k and wait-k shrinks.
Eventually, both wait-k and test-time wait-k ap-
proaches the full-sentence baseline as k → ∞.
These results are consistent with our intuitions.

We next compare our results with our adapta-
tion of Gu et al. (2017)’s two-staged full-sentence
model + reinforcement learning on Transformer.
We can see that while on BLEU-vs-AL plots, their
models perform similarly to our test-time wait-k
for de→en and zh→en, and slightly better than
our test-time wait-k for en→zh, which is reason-
able as both use a full-sentence model at the very
core. However, on BLEU-vs-CW plots, their mod-
els have much worse CWs, which is also consis-
tent with results in their paper (Gu, p.c.). This is
because their R/W model prefers consecutive seg-
ments of READs and WRITEs (e.g., their model
often produces R R R R R W W W W R R R W
W W W R ...) while our wait-k translates concur-
rently with the input (the initial segment has length
k, and all others have length 1, thus a much lower
CW). We also found their training to be extremely
brittle due to the use of RL whereas our work is
very robust.
6.3 Human Evaluation on Anticipation
Tab. 2 shows human evaluations on anticipation
rates and accuracy on all four directions, using
100 examples in each language pair from the dev
sets. As expected, we can see that, with increas-
ing k, the anticipation rates decrease (at both sen-
tence and word levels), and the anticipation accu-
racy improves. Moreover, the anticipation rates
are very different among the four directions, with

en→zh > de→en > zh→en > en→de

Interestingly, this order is exactly the same with
the order of the BLEU-score gaps between our
wait-9 and full-sentence models:

en→zh: 2.7 > de→en: 1.1 > zh→en: 1.6† > en→de: 0.3
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

doch während man sich im kongre- ss nicht auf ein vorgehen einigen kann , warten mehrere bs. nicht länger
but while they -self in congress not on one action agree can , wait several states no longer

k=3 but , while congress has not agreed on a course of action , several states no longer wait

Figure 9: German-to-English example in the dev set with anticipation. The main verb in the embedded clause,
“einigen” (agree), is correctly predicted 3 words ahead of time (with “sich” providing a strong hint), while the
aux. verb “kann” (can) is predicted as “has”. The baseline translation is “but , while congressional action can not
be agreed , several states are no longer waiting”. bs.: bunndesstaaten.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
tā hái shuō xiànzài zhèngzài wèi zhè yı̄ fǎngwèn zuò chū ānpái

他 还 说 现在 正在 为 这 一 访问 作 出 安排
he also said now (prog.)� for this one visit make out arrangement

k=1 he also said that he is now making preparations for this visit
k=3 he also said that he is making preparations for this visit
k=∞ he also said that arrangements

are being made for this visit

Figure 10: Chinese-to-English example in the dev set with anticipation. Both wait-1 and wait-3 policies yield
perfect translations, with “making preparations” predicted well ahead of time. �: progressive aspect marker.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
jiāng zémı́n duı̀ bùshı́ zǒngtǒng lái huá fǎngwèn biǎoshı̀ rèliè huānyı́ng

江 泽民 对布什 总统 来 华 访问 表示 热烈 欢迎
jiang zeming to bush president come-to china visit express warm welcome

k=3 jiang zemin expressed welcome to president bush ’s visit to china
k=3† jiang zemin meets president bush in china ’s bid to visit china

Figure 11: Chinese-to-English example from online news. Our wait-3 model correctly anticipates both “expressed”
and “welcome” (though missing “warm”), and moves the PP (“to ... visit to china”) to the very end which is fluent
in the English word order. †: test-time wait-k produces nonsense translation.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Měiguó dāngjú duı̀ Shātè jı̀zhě shı̄zōng yı̄ àn gǎndào dānyōu

(a) 美国 当局 对 沙特 记者 失踪 一 案 感到 担忧
US authorities to Saudi reporter missing a case feel concern

k=3 the us authorities are very concerned about the saudi reporter ’s missing case
k=3† the us authorities have dis- appeared from saudi reporters

bùmǎn

(b) 美国 当局 对 沙特 记者 失踪 一 案 感到 不不不满满满

k=3 the us authorities are very concerned about the saudi reporter ’s missing case
k=5 the us authorities have expressed dissatisfaction with the incident

of saudi arabia ’s missing reporters

Figure 12: (a) Chinese-to-English example from more recent news, clearly outside of our data. Both the verb
“gǎndào” (“feel”) and the predicative “dānyōu” (“concerned”) are correctly anticipated, probably hinted by “miss-
ing”. (b) If we change the latter to bùmǎn (“dissatisfied”), the wait-3 result remains the same (which is wrong)
while wait-5 translates conservatively without anticipation. †: test-time wait-k produces nonsense translation.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
it was learned that this is the largest fire accident in the medical and health system nationwide since the founding of new china

k=3

k=3†

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
jù liǎojiě , zhè shı̀ zhōngguó jı̀n jı̌ nián lái fāshēng de zuı̀ dà yı̄ qı̌ yı̄liáo wèishēng xı̀tǒng huǒzāi shı̀gù

据 了解 , 这 是 中国 近 几 年 来 发生 的 最 大 一 起 医疗 卫生 系统 火灾事故
to known , this is China recent few years since happen - most big one case medical health system fire accident

yı̄nwèi tā shı̀ , zhègè , shı̀ zùi dà de huǒzāi shı̀gù , zhè shı̀ xı̄n zhōngguó chénglı̀ yı̌lái

因为 它 是 , 这个 , 是 最 大 的 火灾 事故 , 这 是 新 中国 成立以来
because it is , this , is most big - fire accident , this is new China funding since

Figure 13: English-to-Chinese example in the dev set with incorrect anticipation due to mandatory long-distance
reorderings. The English sentence-final clause “since the founding of new china” is incorrectly predicted in Chi-
nese as “近几年来”(“in recent years”). Test-time wait-3 produces translation in the English word order, which
sounds odd in Chinese, and misses two other quantifiers (“in the medical and health system” and “nationwide”),
though without prediction errors. The full-sentence translation, “据了解，这是新中国成立以来，全国医
疗卫生系统发生的最大的一起火灾事故”, is perfect.
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(†: difference in 4-ref BLEUs, which in our ex-
perience reduces by about half in 1-ref BLEUs).
We argue that this order roughly characterizes the
relative difficulty of simultaneous translation in
these directions. In our data, we found en→zh
to be particularly difficult due to the mandatory
long-distance reorderings of English sentence-
final temporal clauses (such as “in recent years”)
to much earlier positions in Chinese; see Fig. 13
for an example. It is also well-known that de→en
is more challenging in simultaneous translation
than en→de since SOV→SVO involves prediction
of the verb, while SVO→SOV generally does not
need prediction in our wait-k with a reasonable k,
because V is often shorter than O. For example,
human evaluation found only 1.4%, 0.1%, and 0%
word anticipations in en→de for k=3, 5 and 7, and
4.5%, 1.5%, and 0.6% for de→en.

6.4 Examples and Discussion
We showcase some examples in de→en and
zh→en from the dev sets and online news in
Figs. 9 to 12. In all these examples except
Fig. 12(b), our wait-k models can generally an-
ticipate correctly, often producing translations as
good as the full-sentence baseline. In Fig. 12(b),
when we change the last word, the wait-3 transla-
tion remains unchanged (correct for (a) but wrong
for (b)), but wait-5 is more conservative and pro-
duces the correct translation without anticipation.

Fig. 13 demonstrates a major limitation of our
fixed wait-k policies, that is, sometimes it is just
impossible to predict correctly and you have to
wait for more source words. In this example, due
to the required long-distance reordering between
English and Chinese (the sentence-final English
clause has to be placed very early in Chinese), any
wait-k model would not work, and a good policy
should wait till the very end.

7 Related Work

The work of Gu et al. (2017) is different from
ours in four (4) key aspects: (a) by design, their
model does not anticipate; (b) their model can not
achieve any specified latency metric at test time
while our wait-k model is guaranteed to have a
k-word latency; (c) their model is a combination
of two models, using a full-sentence base model
to translate, thus a mismatch between training and
testing, while our work is a genuine simultaneous
model, and (d) their training is also two-staged,
using RL to update the R/W model, while we train

from scratch.
In a parallel work, Press and Smith (2018) pro-

pose an “eager translation” model which also out-
puts target-side words before the whole input sen-
tence is fed in, but there are several crucial dif-
ferences: (a) their work still aims to translate full
sentences using beam search, and is therefore, as
the authors admit, “not a simultaneous translation
model”; (b) their work does not anticipate future
words; and (c) they use word alignments to learn
the reordering and achieve it in decoding by emit-
ting the ε token, while our work integrates reorder-
ing into a single wait-k prediction model that is
agnostic of, yet capable of, reordering.

In another recent work, Alinejad et al. (2018)
adds a prediction action to the work of Gu et al.
(2017). Unlike Grissom II et al. (2014) who pre-
dict the source verb which might come after sev-
eral words, they instead predict the immediate next
source words, which we argue is not as useful in
SOV-to-SVO translation. 4 In any case, we are the
first to predict directly on the target side, thus inte-
grating anticipation in a single translation model.

Jaitly et al. (2016) propose an online neural
transducer for speech recognition that is condi-
tioned on prefixes. This problem does not have
reorderings and thus no anticipation is needed.

8 Conclusions

We have presented a prefix-to-prefix training and
decoding framework for simultaneous translation
with integrated anticipation, and a wait-k policy
that can achieve arbitrary word-level latency while
maintaining high translation quality. This prefix-
to-prefix architecture has the potential to be used
in other sequence tasks outside of MT that involve
simultaneity or incrementality. We leave many
open questions to future work, e.g., adaptive pol-
icy using a single model (Zheng et al., 2019).
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Appendix
A Supplemental Material: Model

Refinement with Catchup Policy

As mentioned in Sec. 3, the wait-k decoding is al-
ways k words behind the incoming source stream.
In the ideal case where the input and output sen-
tences have equal length, the translation will finish
k steps after the source sentence finishes, i.e., the
tail length is also k. This is consistent with human
interpreters who start and stop a few seconds after
the speaker starts and stops.

However, input and output sentences generally
have different lengths. In some extreme directions
such as Chinese to English, the target side is sig-
nificantly longer than the source side, with an av-
erage gold tgt/src ratio, r = |y?|/|x|, of around
1.25 (Huang et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2018). In
this case, if we still follow the vanilla wait-k pol-
icy, the tail length will be 0.25|x| + k which in-
creases with input length. For example, given a
20-word Chinese input sentence, the tail of wait-
3 policy will be 8 word long, almost half of the
source length. This brings two negative effects:
(a) as decoding progresses, the user will be ef-
fectively lagging behind further and further (be-
comes each Chinese word in principle translates to
1.25 English words), rendering the user more and
more out of sync with the speaker; and (b) when
a source sentence finishes, the rather long tail is
displayed immediately, causing a cognitive burden
on the user.5 These problems become worse with
longer input sentences (see Fig. 14).

To address this problem, we devise a “wait-
k+catchup” policy so that the user is still k word
behind the input in terms of real information con-
tent, i.e., always k source words behind the ideal
perfect synchronization policy denoted by the di-
agonal line in Fig. 14. For example, assume the
tgt/src ratio is r = 1.25, we will output 5 target
words for every 4 source words; i.e., the catchup
frequency, denoted c = r−1, is 0.25. See Fig. 14.

More formally, with catchup frequency c, the
new policy is:

gwait-k, c(t) = min{k + t− 1− bctc, |x|} (13)

and our decoding and training objectives change
accordingly (again, we train the model to catchup
using this new policy).

5 It is true that the tail can in principle be displayed con-
currently with the first k words of the next input, but the tail
is now much longer than k.

C
hinese→

English→

C
hinese→

English→

Tail
⌧gc

(|x|)
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Tail

Figure 14: Left (wait-2): it renders the user in-
creasingly out of sync with the speaker (the diagonal
line denotes the ideal perfect synchronization). Right
(+catchup): it shrinks the tail and is closer to the ideal
diagonal, reducing the effective latency. Black and red
arrows illustrate 2 and 4 words lagging behind the di-
agonal, resp.

On the other hand, when translating from longer
source sentences to shorter targets, e.g., from En-
glish to Chinese, it is very possible that the de-
coder finishes generation before the encoder sees
the entire source sentence, ignoring the “tail” on
the source side. Therefore, we need “reverse”
catchup, i.e., catching up on encoder instead of de-
coder. For example, in English-to-Chinese transla-
tion, we encode one extra word every 4 steps, i.e.,
encoding 5 English words per 4 Chinese words.
In this case, the “decoding” catcup frequency c =
r − 1 = −0.2 is negative but Eq. 13 still holds.
Note that it works for any arbitrary c, such as
0.341, where the catchup pattern is not as easy as
“1 in every 4 steps”, but still maintains a rough
frequency of c catchups per source word.

Fig. 15 shows the comparison between wait-k
model and catchup policy which enables one extra
word decoding on every 4th step. For example, for
wait-3 policy with catchup, the policy is R R (R W
R W R W R W W)+ W+.
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Figure 15: BLEU scores and AL comparisons with dif-
ferent wait-k models on Chinese-to-English on dev set.
� and ◦ are decoded with tail beam search. FI and
FI are greedy decoding and beam-search baselines.
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B Supplemental Material: Evaluations
with AP

We also evaluate our work using Average Propor-
tion (AP) on both de↔en and zh↔en translation
comparing with full sentence translation and Gu
et al. (2017).
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Figure 16: Translation quality against AP on de↔en
simultaneous translation, showing wait-k models (for
k=1, 3, 5, 7, 9), test-time wait-k results, full-sentence
baselines, and our reimplementation of Gu et al.
(2017), all based on the same Transformer. FI:full-
sentence (greedy and beam-search), Gu et al. (2017):
I:CW=2; H:CW=5; �:CW=8.
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Figure 17: Translation quality against AP on zh↔en
simultaneous translation, showing wait-k models (for
k=1, 3, 5, 7, 9), test-time wait-k results, full-sentence
baselines, and our reimplementation of Gu et al.
(2017), all based on the same Transformer. FI:full-
sentence (greedy and beam-search), Gu et al. (2017):
I:CW=2; H:CW=5; �:CW=8.
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Abstract
Soft-attention based Neural Machine Trans-
lation (NMT) models have achieved promis-
ing results on several translation tasks. These
models attend all the words in the source se-
quence for each target token, which makes
them ineffective for long sequence transla-
tion. In this work, we propose a hard-attention
based NMT model which selects a subset of
source tokens for each target token to effec-
tively handle long sequence translation. Due
to the discrete nature of the hard-attention
mechanism, we design a reinforcement learn-
ing algorithm coupled with reward shaping
strategy to efficiently train it. Experimen-
tal results show that the proposed model per-
forms better on long sequences and thereby
achieves significant BLEU score improvement
on English-German (EN-DE) and English-
French (EN-FR) translation tasks compared to
the soft-attention based NMT.

1 Introduction

In recent years, soft-attention based neural ma-
chine translation models (Bahdanau et al., 2015;
Gehring et al., 2017; Hassan et al., 2018) have
achieved state-of-the-art results on different ma-
chine translation tasks. The soft-attention mech-
anism computes the context (encoder-decoder at-
tention) vector for each target token by weight-
ing and combining all the tokens of the source se-
quence, which makes them ineffective for long se-
quence translation (Lawson et al., 2017). More-
over, weighting and combining all the tokens of
the source sequence may not be required – a few
relevant tokens are sufficient for each target token.

Different attention mechanisms have been pro-
posed to improve the quality of the context vec-
tor. For example, Luong et al. (2015); Yang et al.
(2018) proposed a local-attention mechanism to
selectively focus on a small window of source to-
kens to compute the context vector. Even though

local-attention has improved the translation qual-
ity, it is not flexible enough to focus on relevant to-
kens when they fall outside the specified window
size.

To overcome the shortcomings of the above ap-
proaches, we propose a hard-attention mechanism
for a deep NMT model (Vaswani et al., 2017). The
proposed model solely selects a few relevant to-
kens across the entire source sequence for each
target token to effectively handle long sequence
translation. Due to the discrete nature of the
hard-attention mechanism, we design a Reinforce-
ment Learning (RL) algorithm with reward shap-
ing strategy (Ng et al., 1999) to train it. The pro-
posed hard-attention based NMT model consis-
tently outperforms the soft-attention based NMT
model (Vaswani et al., 2017), and the gap grows
as the sequence length increases.

2 Background

A typical NMT model based on encoder-decoder
architecture generates a target sequence y =
{y1, · · · , yn} given a source sequence x =
{x1, · · · , xm} by modeling the conditional prob-
ability p(y|x, θ). The encoder (θe) computes a set
of representations Z = {z1, · · · , zm} ∈ Rm×d
corresponding to x and the decoder (θd) generates
one target word at a time using the context vec-
tor computed using Z. It is trained on a set of D
parallel sequences to maximize the log likelihood:

J1(θ) =
1

N

D∑

i=1

log p
(
yi|xi; θ

)
, (1)

where θ = {θe, θd}.
In recent years, among all the encoder-decoder

architectures for NMT, Transformer (Vaswani
et al., 2017) has achieved the best translation qual-
ity (Wu et al., 2018). The encoder and decoder
blocks of the Transformer are composed of a stack
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a) Overview of hard-attention based Transformer network. (b) Overview of RL agent based hard-
attention and objective function.

of N (=6) identical layers as shown in Figure
1a. Each layer in the encoder contains two sub-
layers, a multi-head self-attention mechanism and
a position-wise fully connected feed-forward net-
work. Each decoder layer consists of three sub-
layers; the first and third sub-layers are similar
to the encoder sub-layers, and the additional sec-
ond sub-layer is used to compute the encoder-
decoder attention (context) vector based on the
soft-attention based approaches (Bahdanau et al.,
2015; Gehring et al., 2017). Here we briefly de-
scribe the soft computation of encoder-decoder
attention vector in the Transformer architecture.
Please refer Vaswani et al. (2017) for the detailed
architecture.

For each target word ŷt, the second sub-layer in
the decoder computes encoder-decoder attention
at based on the encoder representations, Z. In
practice we compute the attention vectors simul-
taneously for all the time steps by packing ŷt’s
and zi’s in to matrices. The soft attention of the
encoder-decoder, Ai, for all the decoding steps is
computed as follows:

Ai(Ŷ
i−1
,Z) = softmax

(
Ŷ
i−1
Z√

d

)
Z,∀i ∈ N,

(2)
where d is the dimension and Ŷ

i−1 ∈ Rn×d is the
decoder output from the previous layer.

3 Proposed Model

Section 3.1 introduces our proposed hard-attention
mechanism to compute the context vector for each
target token. We train the proposed model by de-
signing a RL algorithm with reward shaping strat-
egy - described in Section 3.2.

3.1 Hard Attention
Instead of computing the weighted average over
all the encoder output as shown in Eq. 2, we
specifically select a subset of encoder outputs
(zi’s) for the last layer (N ) of the decoder using
the hard-attention mechanism as shown in Fig-
ure 1a. This allows us to efficiently compute
the encoder-decoder attention vector for long se-
quences. To compute the hard-attention between
the last layers of the Transformer encoder-decoder
blocks, we replace the second sub-layer of the de-
coder block’s last layer with the RL agent based
attention mechanism. Overview of the proposed
RL agent based attention mechanism is shown in
Figure 1b and computed as follows:

First, we learn the projections Ỹ
N−1

, Z̃ for
Ŷ
N−1

and Z as,

Ỹ
N−1

= tanh(W d
2 (W d

1 Ŷ
N−1

+ bd1) + bd2),

Z̃ = tanh(W e
2 (W e

1Z + be1) + be2).

We then compute the attention scores S as,

S(Ỹ
N−1

, Z̃) = Ỹ
N−1

Z̃. (3)
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We apply the hard-attention mechanism on at-
tention scores (S) to dynamically choose mul-
tiple relevant encoder tokens for each decoding
token. Given S, this mechanism generates an
equal length of binary random-variables, β =
{β1, · · · , βm} for each target token, where βi =
1 indicates that zi is relevant whereas βi = 0
indicates that zi is irrelevant. The relevant to-
kens are sampled using bernoulli distribution over
each βi for all the target tokens. This hard selec-
tion of encoder outputs introduces discrete latent
variables and estimating them requires RL algo-
rithms. Hence, we design the following reinforce-
ment learner policy for the hard-attention for each
decoding step t.

πt(r|st,θh) = βti (4)

where βti ∈ β represents the probability of a
encoder output (agent’s action) being selected at
time t, and st ∈ S is the state of the environ-
ment. Now, the hard encoder-decoder attention,
Ã, is calculated as, follows:

Ẑ = tanh(W ê
2 (W ê

1Z + bê1) + bê2) (5)

Ã = βẐ (6)

Unlike the soft encoder-decoder attentionA in Eq.
2, which contains the weighted average of entire
encoder outputs, the hard encoder-decoder atten-
tion Ã in Eq. 6 contains information from only
relevant encoder outputs for each decoding step.

3.2 Strategies for RL training
The model parameters come from the encoder,
decoder blocks and reinforcement learning agent,
which are denoted as θe, θd and θh respectively.
Estimation of θe and θd is done by using the ob-
jective J1 in Eq. 1 and gradient descent algorithm.
However, estimating θh is difficult given their dis-
crete nature. Therefore, we formulate the estima-
tion of θh as a reinforcement learning problem and
design a reward function over it. An overveiw of
the proposed RL training is given in Algorithm 1.

We use BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) score
between the predicted sequence and the target
sequence as our reward function, denoted as
R(y

′
,y), where y

′
is the predicted output se-

quence. The objective is to maximize the reward
with respect to the agent’s action in Eq. 4 and de-
fined as,

J2(θh) =

n∑

t=1

logp(r|st,θh)R(y
′
,y) (7)

Algorithm 1: Hard Attention based NMT

1 Input: Training examples, {xi, yi}Li=1,
hyperparameters such as learning rate (α), λ

2 Initialize model parameters θ = {θe, θh, θd}
3 while not done do
4 Sample k training examples
5 Compute attention scores S using Eq. 3
6 for each decoding step do
7 Compute the policy using Eq. 4 to

select the relevant source sequence
tokens

8 Compute the reward rt using Eq. 8
9 end

10 Compute J(θ) = −(J1(θe, θd) + J2(θh))
using Eq. 1 and Eq. 9

11 Update the parameters θ with gradient
descent: θ

′
= θ − α∇J(θ)

12 end
13 Return: θ

Reward Shaping To generate the complete target
sentence, the agent needs to take actions at each
target word, but only one reward is available for
all these tens of thousands of actions. This makes
RL training inefficient since the same terminal re-
ward is applied to all the intermediate actions. To
overcome this issue we adopt reward shaping strat-
egy of Ng et al. (1999). This strategy assigns dis-
tinct rewards to each intermediate action taken by
the agent. The intermediate reward, denoted as
rt(y

′
t, y), for the agent action at decoding step t

is computed as:

rt(y
′
t,y) = R(y

′
1..t,y)−R(y

′
1..t−1,y) (8)

During training, we use cumulative reward(∑n
t=1 rt(y

′
t,y)

)
achieved from the decoding

step t to update the agent’s policy.
Entropy Bonus We add entropy bonus to avoid

policy to collapse too quickly. The entropy bonus
encourages an agent to take actions more unpre-
dictably, rather than less so. The RL objective
function in Eq. 7 becomes,

Ĵ2(θh) = J2(θh) + λH(πt(r|st,θh)) (9)

We approximate the gradient ∆θh Ĵ2(θh) by
using REINFORCE (Williams, 1992) algorithm
which allows us to jointly train J1(θe, θd) and
Ĵ2(θh).
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Architecture Model
BLEU

EN-DE EN-FR
Vaswani et al. (2017) Transformer big 28.40 41.00

Wu et al. (2018) Transformer big + sequence-loss 28.75 41.47
Yang et al. (2018) Transformer big + localness 28.89 n/a

this work Transformer big + hard-attention 29.29 42.26

Table 1: Performance of various models on EN-DE and EN-FR translation tasks.

# Sequences in each group
1-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 ≥ 61

EN-DE 469 1148 796 383 160 40 8
EN-FR 235 765 796 596 396 165 90

Table 2: Number of sequences present in each group (based on sequence length) of EN-DE and EN-FR testsets.

Figure 2: Performance of Transformer with Soft-Attention (TSA), and Transformer with Hard Attention (THA)
for various sequence lengths on EN-DE and EN-FR translation tasks.

4 Experimental Results

4.1 Datasets
We conduct experiments on WMT 2014 English-
German (EN-DE) and English-French (EN-FR)
translation tasks. The approximate number of
training pairs in EN-DE and EN-FR datasets are
4.5M and 36M respectively; newstest2013 and
newstest2014 are used as the dev and test sets. We
follow the similar preprocessing steps as described
in Vaswani et al. (2017) for both the datasets. We
encode the sentences using word-piece vocabulary
(Wu et al., 2016) and the shared source-target vo-
cabulary size is set to 32000 tokens.

4.2 Results
4.3 Implementation Details
We adopt the implementation of the Transformer
(Vaswani et al., 2018) with transformer big set-
tings. All the models are trained using 8 NVIDIA
Tesla P40 GPUs on a single machine. The BLEU
score used in the reward shaping is calculated sim-
ilarly to Bahdanau et al. (2017); all the n-gram
counts start from 1, and the resulting score is mul-

tiplied by the length of the target reference sen-
tence. The beam search width (=4) is set empir-
ically based on the dev set performance and λ in
Eq. 9 is set to 1e-3 in all the experiments.

Models We compare the proposed model
with the soft-attention based Transformer
model(Vaswani et al., 2017). To check whether
the performance improvements are coming from
the hard-attention mechanism (Eq. 4) or from
the sequence reward incorporated in the objective
function (Eq. 7), we compare our work with previ-
ously proposed sequence loss based NMT method
(Wu et al., 2018). This NMT method is built
on top of the Transformer model and trained by
combing cross-entropy loss and sequence reward
(BLEU score). We also compare our model with
the recently proposed Localness Self-Attention
network (Yang et al., 2018) which incorporates
a localness bias into the Transformer attention
distribution to capture useful local context.

Main Results Table 1 shows the performance of
various models on EN-DE and EN-FR translation
tasks. These test set case sensitive BLEU scores
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are obtained using SacreBLEU toolkit1 (Post,
2018). The BLEU score difference between our
hard-attention based Transformer model and the
original soft-attention based Transformer model
indicates the effectiveness of selecting a few rele-
vant source tokens for each target token. The per-
formance gap between our method and sequence
loss based Transformer (Wu et al., 2018) shows
that the improvements are indeed coming from the
hard-attention mechanism. Our approach of in-
corporating hard-attention into decoder’s top self-
attention layer to select relevant tokens yielded
better results compared to the Localness Self-
Attention (Yang et al., 2018) approach of incorpo-
rating localness bias only to lower self-attention
layers. It can be noted that our model achieved
29.29 and 42.26 BLEU points on EN-DE and EN-
FR tasks respectively – surpassing the previously
published models.

Analysis To see the effect of the hard-attention
mechanism for longer sequences, we group the se-
quences in the test set based on their length and
compute the BLEU score for each group. Table
2 shows the number of sequences present in each
group. Figure 2 shows that Transformer with hard
attention is more effective in handling the long se-
quences. Specifically, the performance gap be-
tween our model (THA) and the original Trans-
former model (TSA) grows bigger as sequences
become longer.

5 Related Work

Even though RL based models are difficult to train,
in recent years, multiple works (Mnih et al., 2014;
Choi et al., 2017; Yu et al., 2017; Narayan et al.,
2018; Sathish et al., 2018; Shen et al., 2018) have
shown to improve the performance of several nat-
ural language processing tasks. Also, it has been
used in NMT (Edunov et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2017;
Bahdanau et al., 2017) to overcome the incon-
sistency between the token level objective func-
tion and sequence-level evaluation metrics such as
BLEU. Our approach is also related to the method
proposed by Lei et al. (2016) to explain the deci-
sion of text classifier. However, here we focus on
selecting a few relevant tokens from a source se-
quence in a translation task.

Recently, several innovations are proposed on
top of the Transformer model to improve perfor-
mance and training speed. For example, Shaw

1https://github.com/mjpost/sacrebleu

et al. (2018) incorporated relative positions and
Ott et al. (2018) proposed efficient training strate-
gies. These improvements are complementary to
the proposed method. Incorporating these tech-
niques will further improve the performance of the
proposed method.

6 Conclusion

In this work, we proposed a hard-attention based
NMT model which focuses solely on a few rel-
evant source sequence tokens for each target to-
ken to effectively handle long sequence transla-
tion. We train our model by designing an RL
algorithm with the reward shaping strategy. Our
model sets new state-of-the-art results on EN-DE
and EN-FR translation tasks.
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Abstract
Neural machine translation (NMT) is notori-
ously sensitive to noises, but noises are al-
most inevitable in practice. One special kind
of noise is the homophone noise, where words
are replaced by other words with similar pro-
nunciations.1 We propose to improve the ro-
bustness of NMT to homophone noises by 1)
jointly embedding both textual and phonetic
information of source sentences, and 2) aug-
menting the training dataset with homophone
noises. Interestingly, to achieve better trans-
lation quality and more robustness, we found
that most (though not all) weights should be
put on the phonetic rather than textual infor-
mation. Experiments show that our method
not only significantly improves the robustness
of NMT to homophone noises, but also sur-
prisingly improves the translation quality on
some clean test sets.

1 Introduction

Recently we witnessed tremendous progresses in
the field of neural machine translation (NMT)
(Sutskever et al., 2014; Cho et al., 2014; Bahdanau
et al., 2014; Luong et al., 2015; Gehring et al.,
2017), especially the birth of transformer network
(Vaswani et al., 2017).

Despite tremendous success, NMT models are
very sensitive to the noises in input sentences (Be-
linkov and Bisk, 2017). The causes of such vul-
nerability are multifold, and some of them are: 1)
neural networks are inherently sensitive to noises,
such as adversarial examples (Goodfellow et al.,
2014; Szegedy et al., 2013), 2) every input word
can affect every output word generated by the de-
coder due to the global effects of attention, and 3)
all NMT models have an input embedding layer,
which is sensitive to noises in the input sentences.

1In this paper, the word “homophone” is loosely used to
represent characters or words with similar pronunciations.

In this paper, we focus on homophone noise,
where words are replaced by other words with
similar pronunciations, which is common in real-
world systems. One example is speech transla-
tion (Ruiz et al., 2017; Ruiz and Federico, 2015;
Ma et al., 2018), where an ASR system may out-
put correct or almost correct phoneme sequences,
but transcribe some words into their homophones.
Another example is pronunciation-based input
systems for non-phonetic writing systems such
as Pinyin for Chinese or Katakana/Hiragana for
Japanese. It is very common for a user to acciden-
tally choose a homophone instead of the correct
word. Existing NMT systems are very sensitive
to homophone noises, and Table 1 illustrates such
an example. The transformer model can correctly
translate the clean input sentence; however, when
one Mandarin character, ‘有’(yǒu), is replaced by
one of its homophones, ‘又’(yòu), the transformer
generates a strange and irrelevant translation. The
method proposed in this paper can generate cor-
rect results under such kind of noises, since it uses
both textual and phonetic information.

Since words are discrete signals, to feed them
into a neural network, a common practice is to en-
code them into real-valued vectors through embed-
ding. However, the output of the embedding layer
is very sensitive to noises in the input sentences.
This is because when a word a is replaced by an-
other word b with different meanings, the embed-
ding vector of b may be very different from the
embedding vector of a, thus results in dramatic
changes. To make things worse, the input embed-
ding layer is usually the first layer of the network,
and errors from this layer will propagate and be
amplified in the following layers, leading to more
severe errors. For homophone noises, since cor-
rect phonetic information exists, we can make use
of it to make the output of the embedding layer
much more robust.
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Clean Input 目前已发现有109人死亡,另有57人获救
Output of Transformer at present, 109 people have been found dead and 57 have been rescued

Noisy Input 目前已发现又109人死亡,另有57人获救
Output of Transformer the hpv has been found dead so far and 57 have been saved
Output of Our Method so far, 109 people have been found dead and 57 others have been rescued

Table 1: The translation results on Mandarin sentences without and with homophone noises. The word ‘有’ (yǒu,
“have”) in clean input is replaced by one of its homophone, ‘又’ (yòu, “again”), to form a noisy input. This
seemingly minor change completely fools the Transformer to generate something irrelvant (“hpv”). Our method,
by contrast, is very robust to homophone noises thanks to the usage of phonetic information.

In this paper, we propose to improve the ro-
bustness of NMT models to homophone noises by
jointly embedding both textual and phonetic infor-
mation. In our approach, both words and their cor-
responding pronunciations are embedded and then
combined to feed into a neural network. This ap-
proach has the following advantages:

1. It is a simple but general approach, and easy
to implement.

2. It can dramatically improve the robustness of
NMT models to homophone noises.

3. It also improves translation quality on clean
test sets.

To further improve the robustness of NMT mod-
els to homophone noises, we use data augmen-
tation to expand the training datasets, by ran-
domly adding homophone noises. The experimen-
tal results clearly show that data augmentation im-
proves the robustness of NMT models2.

2 Joint Embedding

For a word a in the source language, suppose its
pronunciation can be expressed by a sequence of
pronunciation units, such as phonemes or sylla-
bles, denoted by Ψ(a) = {s1, . . . , sl}. Note that
we use the term “word” loosely here, and in fact a
may be a word or a subword, or even a character.

We embed both pronunciation units and words,
and both of them are learnt from scratch. For a
pronunciation unit s, its embedding is denoted by
π(s), and for a word a, its embedding is denoted
by π(a). For a pair of a word a and its pronuncia-
tion sequence ψ(a) = {s1, . . . , sl}, we have l + 1
embedding vectors, that is, π(a), π(s1), ..., π(sl).
To get a fixed length vector representation, we first

2See more information and our code at https://
phoneticmt.github.io/

merge π(s1), ..., π(sl) into a single vector by av-
eraging, denoted by π(ψ(a)),3 then combine the
word embedding and π(ψ(a)) as follows:

π([a, ψ(a)]) = (1−β) ∗π(a) +β ∗π(ψ(a)) (1)

where β is a parameter. When β = 0, only textual
embedding is used; while when β = 1, only pho-
netical embedding is used . The best balance, as
demonstrated by our experiments, is a very large
β close to but not 1.

3 Experiments

3.1 Models
In our experiments, we use Transformer as base-
line. Specifically, we use the PyTorch version (Py-
Torch 0.4.0) of OpenNMT. All models are trained
with 8 GPUs, and the values of important param-
eters are: 6 layers, 8 heads attention, 2048 neu-
rons in feed-forward layer, and 512 neurons in
other layers, dropout rate is 0.1, label smoothing
rate is 0.1, Adam optimizer, learning rate is 2 with
NOAM decay.

3.2 Translation Tasks
We evaluate our method on the translation task
of Mandarin to English, and reported the 4-gram
BLEU score (Papineni et al., 2002) as calculated
by multi-bleu.perl.

Pinyin is used as pronunciation units (Du and
Way, 2017; Yang et al., 2018), and there are 404
types of pinyin syllables in total 4. A large Man-
darin lexicon is used. For words or subwords
not in the lexicon, if all of their characters have
pinyins, the concatenation of these characters’s
pinyins are used as the pinyin of the whole words

3We tried other approaches, such as using an LSTM net-
work to merge them; however, we did not see obvious im-
provements in translation quality.

4For simplicity reasons, tone information is discarded.
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or subwords. Note that when there are multiple
pronunciations, we just randomly pick one in both
training and testing. For symbols or entries with-
out pronunciation, we use a special pronunciation
unit, 〈unk〉, to represent them.

3.3 Translation Results
For the dataset, we use an extended NIST corpus
which consists of 2M sentence pairs with about
51M Mandarin words and 62M English words, re-
spectively. We apply byte-pair encodings (BPE)
(Sennrich et al., 2016) on both Mandarin and En-
glish sides to reduce the vocabulary size down to
18K and 10K, respectively. Sentences longer than
256 subwords or words are excluded.
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Figure 1: BLEU scores on the dev set for the baseline
model (Transformer-base) and our models with differ-
ent β. The x-axis is the number of iterations and the
y-axis in the case-insensitive BLEU scores on multiple
references.

In Figure 1, we compare the performances,
measured by BLEU scores to multiple references,
of the baseline model and our models with β =
0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 0.95, 1.0, respectively. We report
the results every 10000 iterations from iteration
10000 to iteration 90000. Note that our model is
almost exactly the same as baseline model, with
only different source embeddings. In theory, when
β = 0, our model is identical to baseline model.
However, in practice, there is a slight difference:
when β = 0, the embedding parameters are still
there, which will affect the optimization proce-
dure even no gradients flow back to these param-
eters. When β = 1, only phonetic information
is used. There are some interesting observations
from Figure 1. First, combing textual and phonetic
information improves the performance of transla-
tion. Compared with baseline, when β = 0.2, the
BLEU scores improves 1 − 2 points, and when

β = 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 0.95, the BLEU scores improves
2 − 3 points. Second, the phonetic information
plays a very important role in translation. Even
when β = 0.95, that is, the weight of phonetic
embedding is 0.95 and the weight of word em-
bedding is only 0.05, the performance is still very
good. In fact, our best BLEU score (48.91), is
achieved when β = 0.95. However, word embed-
ding is still important. In fact, when we use only
phonetic information (when β = 1.0), the perfor-
mance become worse, almost the same as baseline
(only using textual information). Our human only
needs phonetic information to communicate with
each other, this is probably because we have better
ability to understand context than machines, thus
do not need the help of textual information.

Table 2 reports results on the baseline model
and our models under different βs. NIST 06 is
used as dev set to select the best models, and NIST
2002, 2003, 2004, 2005 and 2008 datasets are used
as test sets. There are some interesting observa-
tions. First, combing textual and phonetic infor-
mation improves the performance of translation.
This seems to be surprising since no additional in-
formation is provided. Although the real reason
is unknown, we suspect that it is because some
kind of regularization effects from phonetic em-
beddings. Second, the phonetic information plays
a very important role in translation. Even when
β = 0.95, that is, most weights are put on phonetic
embedding, the performance is still very good. In
fact, our best BLEU score (48.91), is achieved
when β = 0.95. However, word embedding is
still important. In fact, when we use only phonetic
information (β = 1.0), the performance degrades,
almost the same as baseline (only using textual in-
formation).

To understand why phonetic information helps
the translation, it is helpful to visualize the embed-
ding of pronunciation units. We projects the whole
Pinyin embedding space into a 2-dimensional
space using t-SNE technique (Maaten and Hinton,
2008), and illustrate a small region of it in Fig-
ure 2. An intriguing property of the embedding is
that pinyins with similar pronunciations are close
to each other, such as zhen and zheng, ji and qi,
mu and hu. This is very helpful since in Mandarin,
two characters with similar pronunciations will ei-
ther 1) be represented by the same pinyin or 2) be
represented by two pinyins with similar pronunci-
ations.
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Models
NIST06

(Dev Set)
NIST02 NIST03 NIST04 NIST08

Transformer-base 45.97 47.40 46.01 47.25 41.71
β = 0.2 47.14 48.63 47.82 48.63 43.77
β = 0.4 48.56 49.41 48.73 50.53 45.16
β = 0.6 48.32 48.83 48.82 49.86 44.17
β = 0.8 48.15 49.42 49.44 49.98 44.86
β = 0.95 48.91 49.33 50.46 50.57 44.83
β = 1.0 45.6 47.04 46.42 47.65 40.27

Table 2: Translation results on NIST Mandarin-English test sets
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Figure 2: Visualization of a small region in the embed-
ding space. Note that pinyins with similar pronuncia-
tions are close in the embedding space.

Homophones are very common in Mandarin. In
our training dataset, about 55% Mandarin words
have homophones. To test the robustness of NMT
models to homophone noises, we created two
noisy test sets, namely, NoisySet1, and NoisySet2,
based on NIST06 Mandarin-English test set. The
creation procedure is as follows: for each source
sentence in NIST06, we scan it from left to right,
and if a word has homophones, it will be replaced
by one of its homophones by a certain probability
(10% for NoisySet1 and 20% for NoisySet2).

Baseline = 0.2 = 0.4 = 0.6 = 0.8 = 0.95 = 1.0
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Figure 3: BLEU scores on dataset without and with
homophone noises. On both noisy test sets, as more
weight are put on phonetic embedding, that is, as β
grows, the translation quality improves.

In Figure 3, we compare the performance
of the baseline model and our models with
β = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 0.95, 1.0, respectively, on
NIST06 test set and the two created noisy sets.
The models are chosen based on their performance
(BLEU scores) on NIST06 test set. As Figure
3 shows, as β grows, which means that more
weights are put on phonetic information, the per-
formances on both noisy test sets almost steadily
improve. When β = 1.0, as expected, homophone
noises will not affect the results since the model
is trained solely based on phonetic information.
However, this is not our best choice since the per-
formance on the clean test set gets much worse. In
fact, from the perspective of robustness to homo-
phone noises, the best choice of β is still a value
smaller but close to 1, which mainly focuses on
phonetic information but still utilizes some textual
information.

Table 3 demonstrate the effects of homophone
noises on two sentences. The baseline model
can translate both sentences correctly; however,
when only one word (preposition) is replaced by
one of its homophones, the baseline model gener-
ates incorrect, redundant and strange translations.
This shows the vulnerability of the baseline model.
Note that since the replaced words are preposi-
tions, the meaning of the noisy source sentences
are still very clear, and it does not affect our hu-
man’s understanding at all. For our method, we
use the model with β = 0.95, and it generates rea-
sonable translations.

To further improve the robustness of NMT mod-
els, we augment the training dataset by randomly
picking training pairs from training datasets, and
revising the source sentences by randomly replac-
ing some words with their homophones. We add
40% noisy sentence pairs on the original 2M sen-
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Clean Input 古巴是第一个与(yǔ)新中国建交的拉美国家
Output of Transformer cuba was the first latin american country to

establish diplomatic relations with new china
Noisy Input 古巴是第一个于(yú)新中国建交的拉美国家
Output of Transformer cuba was the first latin american country to discovering the establishment of

diplomatic relations between china and new Zealand
Output of Our Method cuba is the first latin american country to

establish diplomatic relations with new china

Clean Input 他认为,格方对(duı̀)俄方的指责是荒谬的
Output of Transformer he believes that georgia’s accusation against russia is absurd
Noisy Input 他认为,格方憝(duı̀)俄方的指责是荒谬的
Output of Transformer he believes that the accusations by the russian side villains are absurd
Output of Our Method he maintained that georgia’s accusation against russia is absurd

Table 3: Two examples of homophone noises on source sentences. The underscored Mandarin characters are
homophones, and their corresponding Pinyin pronunciations are in the parentheses. Note that textual-only embed-
ding is very sensitive to homophone noises, thus generates weird outputs. However, when jointly embedding both
textual and phonetic information in source sentences, the model is very robust.

Models Before Augmentation After Augmentation

NIST06 NoisySet1 NoisySet2 NIST06 NoisySet1 NoisySet2
Transformer-base 45.97 41.33 37.11 43.94 42.61 41.33
β = 0.95 48.91 45.71 42.66 48.06 47.37 46.47

Table 4: Comparison of models trained with and without data augmentation.

tence pairs in the training set, resulting in a train-
ing dataset with about 2.8M sentence pairs.

In Table 4, we report the performance of base-
line model and our model with β = 0.95, with
and without data augmentation. Not surprisingly,
data augmentation significantly improves the ro-
bustness of NMT models to homophone noises.
However, the noises in training data seem to hurt
the performance of the baseline model (from 45.97
to 43.94), and its effect on our model seems to be
much smaller, probably because our model mainly
uses the phonetic information.

4 Related Work

Formiga and Fonollosa (2012) proposed to use a
character-level translator to deal with misspelled
words in the input sentences, but in general their
method cannot deal with homophone noises effec-
tively. Cheng et al. (2018) proposed to use ad-
versarial stability training to improve the robust-
ness of NMT systems, but their method does not
specifically target homophone noises and do not
use phonetic information. The effects of ASR er-

rors on machine translation have been extensively
analyzed (Ruiz et al., 2017; Ruiz and Federico,
2015). In a parallel work, Li et al. (2018) also pro-
posed to utilize both textual and phonetic informa-
tion to improve the robustness of NMT systems,
but their method is different with ours in how tex-
tual and phonetic information are combined.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose to use both textual and
phonetic information in NMT by combining them
in the input embedding layer of neural networks.
Such combination not only makes NMT models
much more robust to homophone noises, but also
improves their performance on clean datasets. Our
experimental results clearly show that both textual
and phonetical information are important, and the
best choice is to rely mostly on phonetic infor-
mation. We also augment the training dataset by
adding homophone noises, and our experiments
demonstrate that this is very useful in improv-
ing the robustness of NMT models to homophone
noises.
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Abstract

Automatic post-editing (APE) seeks to auto-
matically refine the output of a black-box ma-
chine translation (MT) system through human
post-edits. APE systems are usually trained by
complementing human post-edited data with
large, artificial data generated through back-
translations, a time-consuming process often
no easier than training a MT system from
scratch. In this paper, we propose an alter-
native where we fine-tune pre-trained BERT
models on both the encoder and decoder of an
APE system, exploring several parameter shar-
ing strategies. By only training on a dataset
of 23K sentences for 3 hours on a single GPU
we obtain results that are competitive with sys-
tems that were trained on 5M artificial sen-
tences. When we add this artificial data, our
method obtains state-of-the-art results.

1 Introduction

The goal of automatic post-editing (APE; Simard
et al., 2007) is to automatically correct the mistakes
produced by a black-box machine translation (MT)
system. APE is particularly appealing for rapidly
customizing MT, avoiding to train new systems
from scratch. Interfaces where human translators
can post-edit and improve the quality of MT sen-
tences (Alabau et al., 2014; Federico et al., 2014;
Denkowski, 2015; Hokamp, 2018) are a common
data source for APE models, since they provide
triplets of source sentences (src), machine trans-
lation outputs (mt), and human post-edits (pe).

Unfortunately, human post-edits are typically
scarce. Existing APE systems circumvent this by
generating artificial triplets (Junczys-Dowmunt
and Grundkiewicz, 2016; Negri et al., 2018). How-
ever, this requires access to a high quality MT sys-
tem, similar to (or better than) the one used in the
black-box MT itself. This spoils the motivation of
APE as an alternative to large-scale MT training

in the first place: the time to train MT systems in
order to extract these artificial triplets, combined
with the time to train an APE system on the result-
ing large dataset, may well exceed the time to train
a MT system from scratch.

Meanwhile, there have been many successes
of transfer learning for NLP: models such as
CoVe (McCann et al., 2017), ELMo (Peters et al.,
2018), OpenAI GPT (Radford et al., 2018), ULM-
FiT (Howard and Ruder, 2018), and BERT (Devlin
et al., 2019) obtain powerful representations by
training large-scale language models and use them
to improve performance in many sentence-level and
word-level tasks. However, a language generation
task such as APE presents additional challenges.

In this paper, we build upon the successes above
and show that transfer learning is an effective
and time-efficient strategy for APE, using a pre-
trained BERT model. This is an appealing strategy
in practice: while large language models like BERT
are expensive to train, this step is only done once
and covers many languages, reducing engineering
efforts substantially. This is in contrast with the
computational and time resources that creating arti-
ficial triplets for APE needs—these triplets need to
be created separately for every language pair that
one wishes to train an APE system for.

Current APE systems struggle to overcome the
MT baseline without additional data. This baseline
corresponds to leaving the MT uncorrected (“do-
nothing” baseline).1 With only the small shared
task dataset (23K triplets), our proposed strategy
outperforms this baseline by −4.9 TER and +7.4
BLEU in the English-German WMT 2018 APE
shared task, with 3 hours of training on a single
GPU. Adding the artificial eSCAPE dataset (Negri
et al., 2018) leads to a performance of 17.15 TER,
a new state of the art.

1If an APE system has worse performance than this base-
line, it is pointless to use it.
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Our main contributions are the following:

• We combine the ability of BERT to handle sen-
tence pair inputs together with its pre-trained
multilingual model, to use both the src and mt
in a cross-lingual encoder, that takes a multilin-
gual sentence pair as input.

• We show how pre-trained BERT models can also
be used and fine-tuned as the decoder in a lan-
guage generation task.

• We make a thorough empirical evaluation of dif-
ferent ways of coupling BERT models in an APE
system, comparing different options of parame-
ter sharing, initialization, and fine-tuning.

2 Automatic Post-Editing with BERT

2.1 Automatic Post-Editing

APE (Simard et al., 2007) is inspired by human
post-editing, in which a translator corrects mistakes
made by an MT system. APE systems are trained
from triplets (src, mt, pe), containing respec-
tively the source sentence, the machine-translated
sentence, and its post-edited version.

Artificial triplets. Since there is little data avail-
able (e.g WMT 2018 APE shared task has 23K
triplets), most research has focused on creating ar-
tificial triplets to achieve the scale that is needed
for powerful sequence-to-sequence models to out-
perform the MT baseline, either from “round-trip”
translations (Junczys-Dowmunt and Grundkiewicz,
2016) or starting from parallel data, as in the eS-
CAPE corpus of Negri et al. (2018), which contains
8M synthetic triplets.

Dual-Source Transformer. The current state of
the art in APE uses a Transformer (Vaswani et al.,
2017) with two encoders, for the src and mt,
and one decoder, for pe (Junczys-Dowmunt and
Grundkiewicz, 2018; Tebbifakhr et al., 2018).
When concatenating human post-edited data and
artificial triplets, these systems greatly improve the
MT baseline. However, little successes are known
using the shared task training data only.

By contrast, with transfer learning, our work out-
performs this baseline considerably, even without
any auxiliary synthetic dataset; and, as shown in
§3, it achieves state-of-the-art results by combining
it with the aforementioned artificial datasets.
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Figure 1: Dual-Source BERT. Dashed lines show
shared parameters in our best configuration.

2.2 BERT as a Cross-Lingual Encoder

Our transfer learning approach is based on the Bidi-
rectional Encoder Representations from Transform-
ers (BERT; Devlin et al., 2019). This model ob-
tains deep bidirectional representations by training
a Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) with a large-
scale dataset in a masked language modeling task
where the objective is to predict missing words in
a sentence. We use the BERTBASE model, which is
composed of L = 12 self-attention layers, hidden
size H = 768, A = 12 attention heads, and feed-
forward inner layer size F = 3072. In addition to
the word and learned position embeddings, BERT
also has segment embeddings to differentiate be-
tween a segment A and a segment B—this is useful
for tasks such as natural language inference, which
involve two sentences. In the case of APE, there is
also a pair of input sentences (src, mt) which are
in different languages. Since one of the released
BERT models was jointly pre-trained on 104 lan-
guages,2 we use this multilingual BERT pre-trained
model to encode the bilingual input pair of APE.

Therefore, the whole encoder of our APE model
is the multilingual BERT: we encode both src and

2 https://github.com/google-research/
bert/blob/master/multilingual.md
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mt in the same encoder and use the segment embed-
dings to differentiate between languages (Figure 1).
We reset positional embeddings when the mt starts,
since it is not a continuation of src.

2.3 BERT as a Decoder
Prior work has incorporated pre-trained models
in encoders, but not as decoders of sequence-to-
sequence models. Doing so requires a strategy
for generating fluently from the pre-trained model.
Note that the bidirectionality of BERT is lost, since
the model cannot look at words that have not been
generated yet, and it is an open question how to
learn decoder-specific blocks (e.g. context atten-
tion), which are absent in the pre-trained model.

One of our key contributions is to use BERT in
the decoder by experimenting different strategies
for initializing and sharing the self and context at-
tention layers and the positionwise feed-forward
layers. We tie together the encoder and decoder
embeddings weights (word, position, and segment)
along with the decoder output layer (transpose of
the word embedding layer). We use the same seg-
ment embedding for the target sentence (pe) and
the second sentence in the encoder (mt) since they
are in the same language. The full architecture is
shown in Figure 1. We experiment with the fol-
lowing strategies for coupling BERT pre-trained
models in the decoder:

• Transformer. A Transformer decoder as de-
scribed in Vaswani et al. (2017) without any
shared parameters, with the BERTBASE dimen-
sions and randomly initialized weights.

• Pre-trained BERT. This initializes the decoder
with the pre-trained BERT model. The only com-
ponent initialized randomly is the context atten-
tion (CA) layer, which is absent in BERT. Un-
like in the original BERT model—which only
encodes sentences—a mask in the self-attention
is required to prevent the model from looking to
subsequent tokens in the target sentence.

• BERT initialized context attention. Instead of
a random initialization, we initialize the context
attention layers with the weights of the corre-
sponding BERT self-attention layers.

• Shared self-attention. Instead of just having the
same initialization, the self-attentions (SA) in the
encoder and decoder are tied during training.

• Context attention shared with self-attention.
We take a step further and tie the context atten-

tion and self attention weights—making all the
attention transformation matrices (self and con-
text) in the encoder and decoder tied.

• Shared feed-forward. We tie the feed-forward
weights (FF) between the encoder and decoder.

3 Experiments

We now describe our experimental results. Our
models were implemented on a fork of OpenNMT-
py (Klein et al., 2017) using a Pytorch (Paszke et al.,
2017) re-implementation of BERT.3 Our model’s
implementation is publicly available.4

Datasets. We use the data from the WMT 2018
APE shared task (Chatterjee et al., 2018) (English-
German SMT), which consists of 23,000 triplets
for training, 1,000 for validation, and 2,000 for
testing. In some of our experiments, we also use
the eSCAPE corpus (Negri et al., 2018), which
comprises about 8M sentences; when doing so, we
oversample 35x the shared task data to cover 10%
of the final training data. We segment words with
WordPiece (Wu et al., 2016), with the same vocab-
ulary used in the Multilingual BERT. At training
time, we discard triplets with 200+ tokens in the
combination of src and mt or 100+ tokens in pe.
For evaluation, we use TER (Snover et al., 2006)
and tokenized BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002).

TER↓ BLEU↑

Transformer decoder 20.33 69.31
Pre-trained BERT 20.83 69.11
with CA← SA 18.91 71.81
and SA↔ Encoder SA 18.44 72.25
and CA↔ SA 18.75 71.83
and FF↔ Encoder FF 19.04 71.53

Table 1: Ablation study of decoder configurations, by
gradually having more shared parameters between the
encoder and decoder (trained without synthetic data).
↔ denotes parameter tying and← an initialization.

Training Details. We use Adam (Kingma and
Ba, 2014) with a triangular learning rate sched-
ule that increases linearly during the first 5,000
steps until 5 × 10−5 and has a linear decay after-
wards. When using BERT components, we use a

3https://github.com/huggingface/
pytorch-pretrained-BERT

4https://github.com/deep-spin/
OpenNMT-APE
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test 2016 test 2017 test 2018

Model Train Size TER↓ BLEU↑ TER↓ BLEU↑ TER↓ BLEU↑

MT baseline (Uncorrected) 24.76 62.11 24.48 62.49 24.24 62.99

Bérard et al. (2017) 23K 22.89 — 23.08 65.57 — —

Junczys-Dowmunt and Grundkiewicz (2018)
5M

18.92 70.86 19.49 69.72 — —
Junczys-Dowmunt and Grundkiewicz (2018)×4 18.86 71.04 19.03 70.46 — —

Tebbifakhr et al. (2018)
8M

— — — — 18.62 71.04
Junczys-Dowmunt and Grundkiewicz (2018) 17.81 72.79 18.10 71.72 — —
Junczys-Dowmunt and Grundkiewicz (2018)×4 17.34 73.43 17.47 72.84 18.00 72.52

Dual-Source Transformer†

23K

27.80 60.76 27.73 59.78 28.00 59.98
BERT Enc. + Transformer Dec. (Ours) 20.23 68.98 21.02 67.47 20.93 67.60
BERT Enc. + BERT Dec. (Ours) 18.88 71.61 19.03 70.66 19.34 70.41
BERT Enc. + BERT Dec. ×4 (Ours) 18.05 72.39 18.07 71.90 18.91 70.94

BERT Enc. + BERT Dec. (Ours)
8M

16.91 74.29 17.26 73.42 17.71 72.74
BERT Enc. + BERT Dec. ×4 (Ours) 16.49 74.98 16.83 73.94 17.15 73.60

Table 2: Results on the WMT 2016–18 APE shared task datasets. Our single models trained on the 23K dataset
took only 3h20m to converge on a single Nvidia GeForce GTX 1080 GPU, while results for models trained on
8M triplets take approximately 2 days on the same GPU. Models marked with “×4” are ensembles of 4 models.
Dual-Source Transformer† is a comparable re-implementation of Junczys-Dowmunt and Grundkiewicz (2018).

`2 weight decay of 0.01. We apply dropout (Srivas-
tava et al., 2014) with pdrop = 0.1 to all layers and
use label smoothing with ε = 0.1 (Pereyra et al.,
2017). For the small data experiments, we use a
batch size of 1024 tokens and save checkpoints ev-
ery 1,000 steps; when using the eSCAPE corpus,
we increase this to 2048 tokens and 10,000 steps.
The checkpoints are created with the exponential
moving average strategy of Junczys-Dowmunt et al.
(2018) with a decay of 10−4. At test time, we select
the model with best TER on the development set,
and apply beam search with a beam size of 8 and
average length penalty.

Initialization and Parameter Sharing. Table 1
compares the different decoder strategies described
in §2.3 on the WMT 2018 validation set. The best
results were achieved by sharing the self-attention
between encoder and decoder, and by initializing
(but not sharing) the context attention with the same
weights as the self-attention. Regarding the self-
attention sharing, we hypothesize that its benefits
are due to both encoder and decoder sharing a com-
mon language in their input (in the mt and pe sen-
tence, respectively). Future work will investigate if
this is still beneficial when the source and target lan-
guages are less similar. On the other hand, the ini-
tialization of the context attention with BERT’s self-
attention weights is essential to reap the benefits

of BERT representations in the decoder—without
it, using BERT decreases performance when com-
pared to a regular transformer decoder. This might
be due to the fact that context attention and self-
attention share the same neural block architecture
(multi-head attention) and thus the context atten-
tion benefits from the pre-trained BERT’s better
weight initialization. No benefit was observed from
sharing the feed-forward weights.

Final Results. Finally, Table 2 shows our re-
sults on the WMT 2016–18 test sets. The model
named BERT Enc. + BERT Dec. corresponds to
the best setting found in Table 1, while BERT
Enc. + Transformer Dec. only uses BERT in the
encoder. We show results for single models and
ensembles of 4 independent models.

Using the small shared task dataset only (23K
triplets), our single BERT Enc. + BERT Dec. model
surpasses the MT baseline by a large margin
(−4.90 TER in test 2018). The only system we are
aware to beat the MT baseline with only the shared
task data is Bérard et al. (2017), which we also
outperform (−4.05 TER in test 2017). With only
about 3 GPU-hours and on a much smaller dataset,
our model reaches a performance that is compara-
ble to an ensemble of the best WMT 2018 system
with an artificial dataset of 5M triplets (+0.02 TER
in test 2016), which is much more expensive to
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train. With 4× ensembling, we get competitive
results with systems trained on 8M triplets.

When adding the eSCAPE corpus (8M triplets),
performance surpasses the state of the art in all
test sets. By ensembling, we improve even further,
achieving a final 17.15 TER score in test 2018
(−0.85 TER than the previous state of the art).

4 Related Work

In their Dual-Source Transformer model, Junczys-
Dowmunt and Grundkiewicz (2018) also found
gains by tying together encoder parameters, and
the embeddings of both encoders and decoder. Our
work confirms this but shows further gains by using
segment embeddings and more careful sharing and
initialization strategies. Sachan and Neubig (2018)
explore parameter sharing between Transformer
layers. However, they focus on sharing decoder
parameters in a one-to-many multilingual MT sys-
tem. In our work, we share parameters between the
encoder and the decoder.

As stated in §3, Bérard et al. (2017) also showed
improved results over the MT baseline, using exclu-
sively the shared task data. Their system outputs
edit operations that decide whether to insert, keep
or delete tokens from the machine translated sen-
tence. Instead of relying on edit operations, our
approach mitigates the small amount of data with
transfer learning through BERT.

Our work makes use of the recent advances
in transfer learning for NLP (Peters et al., 2018;
Howard and Ruder, 2018; Radford et al., 2018; De-
vlin et al., 2019). Pre-training these large language
models has largely improved the state of the art of
the GLUE benchmark (Wang et al., 2018). Particu-
larly, our work uses the BERT pre-trained model
and makes use of the representations obtained not
only in the encoder but also on the decoder in a
language generation task.

More closely related to our work, Lample and
Conneau (2019) pre-trained a BERT-like language
model using parallel data, which they used to ini-
tialize the encoder and decoder for supervised and
unsupervised MT systems. They also used seg-
ment embeddings (along with word and position
embeddings) to differentiate between a pair of sen-
tences in different languages. However, this is only
used in one of the pre-training phases of the lan-
guage model (translation language modelling) and
not in the downstream task. In our work, we use
segment embeddings during the downstream task

itself, which is a perfect fit to the APE task.
Lopes et al. (2019) used our model on the harder

English-German NMT subtask to obtain better
TER performance than previous state of the art. To
obtain this result, the transfer learning capabilities
of BERT were not enough and further engineering
effort was required. Particularly, a conservative-
ness factor was added during beam decoding to
constrain the changes the APE system can make
to the mt output. Furthermore, the authors used a
data weighting method to augment the importance
of data samples that have lower TER. By doing
this, data samples that required less post-editing ef-
fort are assigned higher weights during the training
loop. Since the NMT system does very few errors
on this domain this data weighting is important for
the APE model to learn to do fewer corrections to
the mt output. However, their approach required
the creation of an artificial dataset to obtain a per-
formance that improved the MT baseline. We leave
it for future work to investigate better methods to
obtain results that improve the baseline using only
real post-edited data in these smaller APE datasets.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

We proposed a transfer learning approach to APE
using BERT pre-trained models and careful param-
eter sharing. We explored various ways for cou-
pling BERT in the decoder for language generation.
We found it beneficial to initialize the context atten-
tion of the decoder with BERT’s self-attention and
to tie together the parameters of the self-attention
layers between the encoder and decoder. Using
a small dataset, our results are competitive with
systems trained on a large amount of artificial data,
with much faster training. By adding artificial data,
we obtain a new state of the art in APE.

In future work, we would like to do an extensive
analysis on the capabilities of BERT and transfer
learning in general for different domains and lan-
guage pairs in APE.
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Abstract

Given a rough, word-by-word gloss of a source
language sentence, target language natives can
uncover the latent, fully-fluent rendering of the
translation. In this work we explore this in-
tuition by breaking translation into a two step
process: generating a rough gloss by means of
a dictionary and then ‘translating’ the resulting
pseudo-translation, or ‘Translationese’ into a
fully fluent translation. We build our Trans-
lationese decoder once from a mish-mash of
parallel data that has the target language in
common and then can build dictionaries on de-
mand using unsupervised techniques, resulting
in rapidly generated unsupervised neural MT
systems for many source languages. We ap-
ply this process to 14 test languages, obtain-
ing better or comparable translation results on
high-resource languages than previously pub-
lished unsupervised MT studies, and obtain-
ing good quality results for low-resource lan-
guages that have never been used in an unsu-
pervised MT scenario.

1 Introduction

Quality of machine translation, especially neural
MT, highly depends on the amount of available
parallel data. For a handful of languages, where
parallel data is abundant, MT quality has reached
quite good performance (Wu et al., 2016; Hassan
et al., 2018). However, the quality of translation
rapidly deteriorates as the amount of parallel data
decreases (Koehn and Knowles, 2017). Unfortu-
nately, many languages have close to zero parallel
texts. Translating texts from these languages re-
quires new techniques.

Hermjakob et al. (2018) presented a hybrid
human/machine translation tool that uses lexical
translation tables to gloss a translation and relies
on human language and world models to propa-
gate glosses into fluent translations. Inspired by
that work, this work investigates the following

question: Can we replace the human in the loop
with more technology? We provide the following
two-step solution to unsupervised neural machine
translation:

1. Use a bilingual dictionary to gloss the input
into a pseudo-translation or ‘Translationese’.

2. Translate the Translationese into target lan-
guage, using a model built in advance from
various parallel data, with the source side
converted into Translationese using Step 1.

The notion of separating adequacy from fluency
components into a pipeline of operations dates
back to the early days of MT and NLP research,
where the inadequacy of word-by-word MT was
first observed (Yngve, 1955; Oswald, 1952). A
subfield of MT research that seeks to improve flu-
ency given disfluent but adequate first-pass trans-
lation is automatic post-editing (APE) pioneered
by Knight and Chander (1994). Much of the cur-
rent APE work targets correction of black-box MT
systems, which are presumed to be supervised.

Early approaches to unsupervised machine
translation include decipherment methods (Nuhn
et al., 2013; Ravi and Knight, 2011; Pourdamghani
and Knight, 2017), which suffer from a huge hy-
pothesis space. Recent approaches to zero-shot
machine translation include pivot-based methods
(Chen et al., 2017; Zheng et al., 2017; Cheng
et al., 2016) and multi-lingual NMT methods (Fi-
rat et al., 2016a,b; Johnson et al., 2017; Ha et al.,
2016, 2017). These systems are zero-shot for a
specific source/target language pair, but need par-
allel data from source to a pivot or multiple other
languages.

More recently, totally unsupervised NMT meth-
ods are introduced that use only monolingual data
for training a machine translation system. Lam-
ple et al. (2018a,c), Artetxe et al. (2018), and
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Yang et al. (2018) use iterative back-translation
to train MT models in both directions simultane-
ously. Their training takes place on massive mono-
lingual data and requires a long time to train as
well as careful tuning of hyperparameters.

The closest unsupervised NMT work to ours is
by Kim et al. (2018). Similar to us, they break
translation into glossing and correction steps.
However, their correction step is trained on ar-
tificially generated noisy data aimed at simulat-
ing glossed source texts. Although this correction
method helps, simulating noise caused by natural
language phenomena is a hard task and needs to
be tuned for every language.

Previous zero-shot NMT work compensates for
a lack of source/target parallel data by either
using source/pivot parallel data, extremely large
monolingual data, or artificially generated data.
These requirements and techniques limit the meth-
ods’ applicability to real-world low-resource lan-
guages. Instead, in this paper we propose us-
ing parallel data from high-resource languages to
learn ‘how to translate’ and apply the trained sys-
tem to low resource settings. We use off-the-
shelf technologies to build word embeddings from
monolingual data (Bojanowski et al., 2017) and
learn a source-to-target bilingual dictionary us-
ing source and target embeddings (Lample et al.,
2018b). Given a target language, we train source-
to-target dictionaries for a diverse set of high-
resource source languages, and use them to con-
vert the source side of the parallel data to Transla-
tionese. We combine this parallel data and train a
Translationese-to-target translator on it. Later, we
can build source-to-target dictionaries on-demand,
generate Translationese from source texts, and use
the pre-trained system to rapidly produce machine
translation for many languages without requiring
a single line of source-target parallel data.

We introduce the following contributions in this
paper:

• Following Hermjakob et al. (2018), we pro-
pose a two step pipeline for building a rapid
neural MT system for many languages. The
pipeline does not require parallel data or pa-
rameter fine-tuning when adapting to new
source languages.

• The pipeline only requires a comprehensive
source to target dictionary. We show that this
dictionary can be easily obtained using off-
the shelf tools within a few hours.

• We use this system to translate test texts from
14 languages into English. We obtain bet-
ter or comparable quality translation results
on high-resource languages than previously
published unsupervised MT studies, and ob-
tain good quality results for low-resource lan-
guages that have never been used in an un-
supervised MT scenario. To our knowledge,
this is the first unsupervised NMT work that
shows good translation results on such a large
number of languages.

2 Method

We introduce a two-step pipeline for unsupervised
machine translation. In the first step a source
text is glossed into a pseudo-translation or Trans-
lationese, while in the second step a pre-trained
model translates the Translationese into target. We
introduce a fully unsupervised method for convert-
ing the source into Translationese, and we show
how to train a Translationese to target system in
advance and apply it to new source languages.

2.1 Building a Dictionary

The first step of our proposed pipeline includes
a word-by-word translation of the source texts.
This requires a source/target dictionary. Manually
constructed dictionaries exist for many language
pairs, however cleaning these dictionaries to get a
word to word lexicon is not trivial, and these dic-
tionaries often cover a small portion of the source
vocabulary, focusing on stems and specifically ex-
cluding inflected variants. In order to have a com-
prehensive, word to word, inflected bi-lingual dic-
tionary we look for automatically built ones.

Automatic lexical induction is an active field of
research (Fung, 1995; Koehn and Knight, 2002;
Haghighi et al., 2008; Lample et al., 2018b). A
popular method for automatic extraction of bilin-
gual dictionaries is through building cross-lingual
word embeddings. Finding a shared word rep-
resentation space between two languages enables
us to calculate the distance between word embed-
dings of source and target, which helps us to find
translation candidates for each word.

We follow this approach for building the bilin-
gual dictionaries. For a given source and target
language, we start by separately training source
and target word embeddings S and T , and use
the method introduced by Lample et al. (2018b)
to find a linear mapping W that maps the source
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embedding space to the target: SW = T .
Lample et al. (2018b) propose an adversarial

method for estimating W, where a discriminator is
trained to distinguish between elements randomly
sampled fromWS and T, andW is trained to pre-
vent the discriminator from making accurate clas-
sifications. Once the initial mapping matrix W is
trained, a number of refinement steps is performed
to improve performance over less frequent words
by changing the metric of the space.

We use the trained matrix W to map the source
embeddings into the space of the target embed-
dings. Then we find the k-nearest neighbors
among the target words for each source word, ac-
cording to the cosine distance metric. These near-
est neighbors represent our translation options for
that source word.

2.2 Source to Translationese
Once we have the translation options for tokens in
the source vocabulary we can perform a word by
word translation of the source into Translationese.
However, a naive translation of each source token
to its top translation option without considering
the context is not the best way to go. Given dif-
ferent contexts, a word should be translated differ-
ently.

We use a 5-gram target language model to look
at different translation options for a source word
and select one based on its context. This language
model is trained in advance on large target mono-
lingual data.

In order to translate a source sentence into
Translationese we apply a beam search with a
stack size of 100 and assign a score equal to
αPLM + βd(s, t) to each translation option t for a
source token s, where PLM is the language model
score, and d(s, t) is the cosine distance between
source and target words. We set α = 0.01 and
β = 0.5

2.3 Translationese to Target
We train a transformer model (Vaswani et al.,
2017) on parallel data from a diverse set of high-
resource languages to translate Translationese into
a fluent target. For each language we convert the
source side of the parallel data to Translationese
as described in Section 2.2. Then we combine and
shuffle all the Translationese/target parallel data
and train the model on the result. Once the model
is trained, we can apply it to the Translationese
coming from any source language.

We use the tensor2tensor implementa-
tion1 of the transformer model with the
transformer base set of hyperparame-
ters (6 layers, hidden layer size of 512) as our
translation model.

3 Data and Parameters

For all our training and test languages, we use
the pre-trained word embeddings2 trained on
Wikipedia data using fastText (Bojanowski et al.,
2017). These embeddings are used to train bilin-
gual dictionaries.

We select English as the target language. In or-
der to avoid biasing the trained system toward a
language or a specific type of parallel data, we use
diverse parallel data on a diverse set of languages
to train the Translationese to English system. We
use Arabic, Czech, Dutch, Finnish, French, Ger-
man, Italian, Russian, and Spanish as the set of
out training languages.

We use roughly 2 million sentence pairs per
language and limit the length of the sentences
to 100 tokens. For Dutch, Finnish, and Ital-
ian we use Europarl (Koehn, 2005) for parallel
data. For Arabic we use MultiUN (Tiedemann,
2012). For French we use CommonCrawl. For
German we use a mix of CommonCrawl (1.7M),
and NewsCommentary (300K). The numbers in
parentheses show the number of sentences for
each dataset. For Spanish we use CommonCrawl
(1.8M), and Europarl (200K). For Russian we use
Yandex (1M), CommonCrawl (800K), and News-
Commentary (200K), and finally for Czech we use
a mix of ParaCrawl (1M), Europarl (640K), News-
Commentary (200K), and CommonCrawl (160K).

We train one model on these nine languages and
apply it to test languages not in this set. Also, to
test on each of the training languages, we train a
model where the parallel data for that language is
excluded from the training data. In each experi-
ment we use 3000 blind sentences randomly se-
lected out of the combined parallel data as the de-
velopment set.

We use the default parameters in Lample et al.
(2018b) to find the cross-lingual embedding vec-
tors. In order to create the dictionary we limit the
size of the source and target (English) vocabulary

1https://github.com/tensorflow/
tensor2tensor

2https://github.com/facebookresearch/
fastText/blob/master/pretrained-vectors.
md
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to 100K tokens. For each source token we find 20
nearest neighbors in the target language. We use
a 5-gram language model trained on 4 billion to-
kens of Gigaword to select between the translation
options for each token. We use Moses scripts for
tokenizing and lowercasing the data. We do not
apply BPE (Sennrich et al., 2016) on the data. In
order to be comparable to Kim et al. (2018) we
split German compound words only for the new-
stest2016 test data. We use the CharSplit3 python
package for this purpose. We use tensor2tensor’s
transformer base hyperparameters to train
the transformer model on a single gpu for each lan-
guage.

4 Experiments

We report translation results on newstest2013
for Spanish, newstest2014 for French, and new-
stest2016 for Czech, German, Finnish, Roma-
nian, and Russian. We also report results on
the first 3000 sentences of GlobalVoices20154

for Dutch, Bulgarian, Danish, Indonesian, Pol-
ish, Portuguese, and Catalan. In each experiment
we report the quality of the intermediate Transla-
tionese as well as the scores for our full model.

fr-en de-en ru-en ro-en
Lample et al.
(2018a)

14.3 13.3 - -

Artetxe et al.
(2018)

15.6 10.2 - -

Yang et al.
(2018)

15.6 14.6 - -

Lample et al.
(2018c) (trans-
former)

24.2 21.0 9.1 19.4

Kim et al.
(2018)

16.5 17.2 - -

Translationese 11.6 13.8 5.7 8.1
Full Model 21.0 18.7 12.0 16.3

Table 1: Comparing translation results on new-
stest2014 for French, and newstest2016 for Russian,
German, and Romanian with previous unsupervised
NMT methods. Kim et al. (2018) is the method closest
to our work. We report the quality of Translationese as
well as the scores for our full model.

We compare our results against all the exist-
ing fully unsupervised neural machine translation

3https://github.com/dtuggener/
CharSplit

4http://opus.nlpl.eu/GlobalVoices.php

methods in Table 1 and show better results on
common test languages compared to all of them
except Lample et al. (2018c) where, compared to
their transformer model,5 we improve results for
Russian, but not for other languages.

The first four methods that we compare against
are based on back-translation. These methods re-
quire huge monolingual data and large training
time to train a model per test language. The fifth
method, which is most similar to our approach
(Kim et al., 2018), can be trained quickly, but
still is fine tuned for each test language and per-
forms worse than our method. Unlike the previous
works, our model can be trained once and applied
to any test language on demand. Besides this,
these methods use language-specific tricks and de-
velopment data for training their models while our
system is trained totally independent of the test
language.

We also show acceptable BLEU scores for ten
other languages for which no previous unsuper-
vised NMT scores exist, underscoring our ability
to produce new systems rapidly (Table 2).

cs-en es-en fi-en nl-en bg-en
Translationese 7.4 12.7 3.8 16.9 10.0
Full Model 13.7 22.2 7.2 22.0 16.8

da-en id-en pl-en pt-en ca-en
Translationese 13.6 7.4 8.3 15.2 10.1
Full Model 18.5 13.7 14.8 23.1 19.8

Table 2: Translation results on ten new languages:
Czech, Spanish, Finnish, Dutch, Bulgarian, Danish, In-
donesian, Polish, Portuguese, and Catalan

5 Conclusion

We propose a two step pipeline for building a rapid
unsupervised neural machine translation system
for any language. The pipeline does not require re-
training the neural translation model when adapt-
ing to new source languages, which makes its
application to new languages extremely fast and
easy. The pipeline only requires a comprehensive
source-to-target dictionary. We show how to easily
obtain such a dictionary using off-the shelf tools.
We use this system to translate test texts from 14
languages into English. We obtain better or com-
parable quality translation results on high-resource
languages than previously published unsupervised

5They present better results when combining their trans-
former model with an unsupervised phrase-based translation
model.
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MT studies, and obtain good quality results for ten
other languages that have never been used in an
unsupervised MT scenario.
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Abstract

This paper proposes a novel method to inject
custom terminology into neural machine trans-
lation at run time. Previous works have mainly
proposed modifications to the decoding algo-
rithm in order to constrain the output to in-
clude run-time-provided target terms. While
being effective, these constrained decoding
methods add, however, significant computa-
tional overhead to the inference step, and, as
we show in this paper, can be brittle when
tested in realistic conditions. In this paper we
approach the problem by training a neural MT
system to learn how to use custom terminol-
ogy when provided with the input. Compara-
tive experiments show that our method is not
only more effective than a state-of-the-art im-
plementation of constrained decoding, but is
also as fast as constraint-free decoding.

1 Introduction

Despite the high quality reached nowadays by
neural machine translation (NMT), its output is of-
ten still not adequate for many specific domains
handled daily by the translation industry. While
NMT has shown to benefit from the availability
of in-domain parallel or monolingual data to learn
domain specific terms (Farajian et al., 2018), it is
not a universally applicable solution as often a do-
main may be too narrow and lacking in data for
such bootstrapping techniques to work. For this
reason, most multilingual content providers main-
tain terminologies for all their domains which are
created by language specialists. For example, an
entry such as Jaws (en) → Lo Squalo (it) would
exist in order to indicate that the input Jaws is a
scary movie should be translated as Lo Squalo è
un film pauroso. While translation memories can
be seen as ready-to-use training data for NMT do-
main adaptation, terminology databases (in short
term bases) are more difficult to handle and there

has been significant work on proposing methods
to integrate domain terminology into NMT at run
time.

Constrained decoding is the main approach to
this problem. In short, it uses the target side of ter-
minology entries whose source side match the in-
put as decoding-time constraints. Constrained de-
coding and various improvements were addressed
in Chatterjee et al. (2017), Hasler et al. (2018),
Hokamp and Liu (2017) among others. Hokamp
and Liu (2017) recently introduced the grid beam
search (GBS) algorithm which uses a separate
beam for each supplied lexical constraint. This so-
lution however increases the run time complexity
of the decoding process exponentially in the num-
ber of constraints. Post and Vilar (2018) recently
suggested using a dynamic beam allocation (DBA)
technique that reduces the computational overhead
to a constant factor, independent from the number
of constraints. In practice, results reported in Post
and Vilar (2018) show that constrained decoding
with DBA is effective but still causes a 3-fold in-
crease in translation time when used with a beam
size of 5.

In this paper we address the problem of con-
strained decoding as that of learning a copy be-
haviour of terminology at training time. By mod-
ifying the training procedure of neural MT we are
completely eliminating any computational over-
head at inference time. Specifically, the NMT
model is trained to learn how to use terminology
entries when they are provided as additional in-
put to the source sentence. Term translations are
inserted as inline annotations and additional in-
put streams (so called source factors) are used to
signal the switch between running text and tar-
get terms. We present experiments on English-
to-German translation with terms extracted from
two terminology dictionaries. As we do not as-
sume terminology is available at train-time, all our
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Append En All0 alternates1 Stellvertreter2 shall0
be0 elected0 for0 one0 term0

Replace En All0 Stellvertreter2 shall0 be0 elected0

for0 a0 term0

De Alle Stellvertreter werden für eine
Amtszeit gewählt

Table 1: The two alternative ways used to generate source-
target training data, including target terms in the source and
factors indicating source words (0), source terms (1), and tar-
get terms (2).

tests are performed in a zero-shot setting, that is
with unseen terminology terms. We compare our
approach against the efficient implementation of
constrained decoding with DBA proposed by Post
and Vilar (2018).

While our goal resembles that of Gu et al.
(2017) (teaching NMT to use translation memo-
ries) and of Pham et al. (2018) (exploring net-
work architectures to enforce copy behaviour),
the method we propose works with a standard
transformer NMT model (Vaswani et al., 2017)
which is fed a hybrid input containing running text
and inline annotations. This decouples the termi-
nology functionality from the NMT architecture,
which is particularly important as the state-of-the-
art architectures are continuously changing.

2 Model

We propose an integrated approach in which the
MT model learns, at training time, how to use ter-
minology when target terms are provided in in-
put. In particular, the model should learn to bias
the translation to contain the provided terms, even
if they were not observed in the training data.
We augment the traditional MT input to contain a
source sentence as well as a list of terminology en-
tries that are triggered for that sentences, specifi-
cally those whose source sides match the sentence.
While many different ways have been explored
to augment MT input with additional information,
we opt here for integrating terminology informa-
tion as inline annotations in the source sentence,
by either appending the target term to its source
version, or by directly replacing the original term
with the target one. We add an additional paral-
lel stream to signal this “code-switching” in the
source sentence. When the translation is appended
this stream has three possible values: 0 for source
words (default), 1 for source terms, and 2 for tar-
get terms. The two tested variants, one in which
the source side of the terminology is retained and

one in which it is discarded, are illustrated with an
example in Table 1.

2.1 Training data creation

As we do not modify the original sequence-to-
sequence NMT architecture, the network can learn
the use of terminology from the augmentation of
the training data. We hypothesize that the model
will learn to use the provided terminology at train-
ing time if it holds true that when a terminology
entry (ts, tt) is annotated in the source, the target
side tt is present in the reference. For this rea-
son we annotate only terminology pairs that fit this
criterion. The term bases used in the experiments
are quite large and annotating all matches leads to
most of the sentences containing term annotations.
Since we want to model to perform equally well in
a baseline, constraint-free condition, we limit the
number of annotations by randomly ignoring some
of the matches.

A sentence s may contain multiple matches
from a term base, but we keep the longest match
in the case of overlapping source terms. Moreover,
when checking for matches of a term inside a sen-
tence, we apply approximate matching to allow for
some morphological variations in the term. In our
current implementation, we use a simple charac-
ter sequence match, allowing for example for base
word forms to be considered matches even if they
are inflected or as part of compounds.

3 Experiments

3.1 Evaluation setting

Parallel data and NMT architecture We test
our approach on the WMT 2018 English-German
news translation tasks1, by training models on Eu-
roparl and news commentary data, for a total 2.2
million sentences. The baselines use this train data
as is. For the other conditions sentences contain-
ing term annotations are added amounting to ap-
proximately 10% of the original data. We limit
the amount of data added (by randomly ignoring
some of the matched terms) as we want the model
to work equally well when there are no terms pro-
vided as input. Note that these sentences are from
the original data pool and therefore no actual new
data is introduced.

We tokenize the corpora using Moses (Koehn
et al., 2007) and perform joint source and target

1http://www.statmt.org/wmt18/translation-task.html
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BPE encoding (Sennrich et al., 2016) to a vocab-
ulary of 32K tokens. We use the source factor
streams described in the previous section which
are broadcast from word streams to BPE streams
in a trivial way. We embed the three values of
this additional stream into vectors of size 16 and
concatenate them to the corresponding sub-word
embeddings. We train all models using a trans-
former network (Vaswani et al., 2017) with two
encoding layers and two decoding layers, shared
source and target embeddings, and use the Sock-
eye toolkit (Hieber et al., 2018) (see full train-
ing configuration in the Appendix). The WMT
newstest 2013 development set is used to compute
the stopping criterion and all models are trained
for a minimum of 50 and a maximum of 100
epochs. We compare the two methods we propose,
train-by-appending and train-by-replace with the
constrained decoding algorithm of Post and Vilar
(2018) available in Sockeye in identical conditions
and using a beam size of 5.

Terminology databases We extracted the
English-German portions of two publicly avail-
able term bases, Wiktionary and IATE.2 In order
to avoid spurious matches, we filtered out entries
occurring in the top 500 most frequent English
words as well as single character entries. We split
the term bases into train and test lists by making
sure there is no overlap on the source side.

3.2 Results

We perform our evaluation on WMT newstest
2013/2017 as development (dev) and test sets re-
spectively and use the test portions of Wiktionary
and IATE to annotate the test set.3 We select the
sentences in which the term is used in the ref-
erence and therefore the copy behaviour is justi-
fied. The test set extracted with the Wiktionary
term base contains 727 sentences and 884 terms,
while the IATE one contains 414 sentences and
452 terms.

Table 2 shows the results. We report decoding
speed, BLEU scores, as well as term use rates,
computed as the percentage of times the term
translation was generated in the output out of the
total number of term annotations.

2Available at https://iate.europa.eu and
https://www.wiktionary.org/

3https://github.com/mtresearcher/
terminology_dataset

Term use rates and decoding speed The first
observation we make is that the baseline model al-
ready uses the terminology translation at a high
rate of 76%. Train-by-appending settings reach
a term usage rate of around 90% while train-by-
replace reaches even higher usage rates (93%-
94%) indicating that completely eliminating the
source term enforces the copy behaviour even
more strongly. All these compare favourably to
constrained decoding which reaches 99% on Wik-
tionary but only 82% on IATE.4

Second, the decoding speed of both our set-
tings is comparable with that of the baseline, thus
three times faster than the translation speed of con-
strained decoding (CD). This is an important dif-
ference because a three-fold increase of decoding
time can hinder the use of terminology in latency-
critical applications. Notice that decoding times
were measured by running experiments with batch
size 1 on a single GPU P3 AWS instance.5

Wikt
Model Term% BLEU (∆) Time(s)
Baseline 76.9 26.0 0.19
Constr. dec. 99.5 25.8 (-0.2) 0.68
Train-by-app. 90.7 26.9 (+0.9)↑ 0.19
Train-by-rep. 93.4 26.3 (+0.3) 0.19

IATE
Model Term% BLEU (∆) Time(s)
Baseline 76.3 25.8 0.19
Constr. dec. 82.0 25.3 (-0.5)↓ 0.68
Train-by-app. 92.9 26.0 (+0.2) 0.19
Train-by-rep. 94.5 26.0 (+0.2) 0.20

Table 2: Term usage percentage and BLEU scores of sys-
tems supplied with correct term entries, exactly matching the
source and the target. We also provide the P99 latency num-
bers (i.e. 99% of the times the translations were completed
within the given number of seconds). ↑ and ↓ represent sig-
nificantly better and worse systems than the baseline system
at a p-value < 0.05.

Translation quality Surprisingly, we observe
significant variance w.r.t BLEU scores. Note that
the terminologies affect only a small part of a sen-
tence and most of the times the baseline already
contains the desired term, therefore high BLEU
variations are impossible on this test set. Con-
strained decoding does not lead to any changes
in BLEU, other than a decrease on IATE with
a small beam size of 5. However, all train-by-
models show BLEU increases (+0.2 to +0.9), in

4We ran an additional experiment with a larger beam size
of 20 and confirmed that constrained decoding can reach 99%
term use on IATE, however at a drastic latency cost.

5The reason for using batch size 1 is that the CD imple-
mentation does not yet offer an optimized batched version.
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src Plain clothes officers from Dusseldorf’s police force managed to arrest two women and two men,
aged between 50 and 61, on Thursday.

constr dec Plain Kleidungsbeamte der Polizei Dusseldorf konnten am Donnerstag zwei Frauen und zwei
Männer im Alter von 50 bis 61 Festnahme festzunehmen.

train-by-app Plain Kleidungsbeamte der Polizei von Dusseldorf konnten am Donnerstag zwei Frauen und zwei
Männer festzunehmen , die zwischen 50 und 61 Jahre alt waren.

ref Zivilfahndern der Dsseldorfer Polizei gelang am Donnerstag die Festnahme von zwei Frauen und
zwei Mnnern im Alter von 50 bis 61 Jahren.

src The letter extends an offer to cooperate with German authorities “when the difficulties of this hu-
manitarian situation have been resolved” .

constr dec Das Schreiben erweitert ein Angebot zur Zusammenarbeit mit den deutschen Behörden, “wenn die
Schwierigkeiten dieser humanitär gelöst sind”.

train-by-app Das Schreiben erweitert ein Angebot zur Zusammenarbeit mit den deutschen Behörden, “wenn die
Schwierigkeiten dieser humanitären Situation gelöst sind.”

ref ”In seinem Brief macht Snowden den deutschen Behörden ein Angebot der Zusammenarbeit, wenn
die Schwierigkeiten rund um die humanitäre Situation gelöst wurden .

Table 3: Examples in which constrained decoding leads to lower translation quality due to strict enforcement of constraints.
The terms are arrest→ Festnahme and humanitarian→ humanitär (IATE terminology)

Wiktionary IATE
Model BLEU (∆) BLEU (∆)
Baseline 25.0 25.0
Constr. dec. 24.1 (-0.9)↓ 23.7 (-1.3)↓
Train-by-app. 25.0 (0.0) 25.4 (+0.4)
Train-by-rep. 24.8 (-0.2) 25.3 (+0.3)

Table 4: Machine translation results of systems supplied
with term entries showing exact source matches and approx-
imate reference matches. ↓ represent significantly worse sys-
tem than baseline with a p-value < 0.05.

particular the train-by-appending ones which have
a lower terminology use rate. When examin-
ing the errors of the methods we observe cases
in which constrained decoding alters the transla-
tion to accommodate a term even if a variation
of that term is already in the translation as in the
festzunehmen/Festnahme example of Table 3 (and
sometimes even if the identical term is already
used). A closer look at previous constrained de-
coding literature shows that most of the evalua-
tions are performed differently than in this paper:
The data sets contain only sentences for which the
reference contains the term and also the baseline
fails to produce it. This is an ideal setting which
we believe to mimic few, if any, real world appli-
cations.

We observed an additional surprisingly positive
behavior with our approach which constrained de-
coding does not handle: in some cases, our mod-
els generate morphological variants of terminol-
ogy translations provided by the term base. Fol-
lowing up on this we set up an additional experi-
ment by extending the previous set to also include
approximate matches on the target side (identical
to the approximate match in training explained in
Section 2.1).

Table 4 shows these results. We observe that
this test case is already more difficult for con-
strained decoding as well as for train-by-replace,
most likely due to the removal of the original
source side content. On the other hand, train-
by-append still performs better than the base-
line, while constrained decoding shows significant
BLEU score reductions of 0.9-1.3 BLEU points.
The humanitarian → humanitär example in Ta-
ble 3 is a representative of the errors introduced
by constrained decoding in case of source match-
ing terms whose target side needs to be inflected.

4 Conclusion

While most of previous work on neural MT ad-
dressed the integration of terminology with con-
strained decoding, we proposed a black-box ap-
proach in which a generic neural MT architecture
is directly trained to learn how to use an external
terminology that is provided at run-time. We per-
formed experiments in a zero-shot setting, show-
ing that the copy behaviour is triggered at test time
with terms that were never seen in training. In
contrast to constrained decoding, we have also ob-
served that the method exhibits flexible use of ter-
minology as in some cases the terms are used in
their provided form while other times inflection is
performed. 6

To our knowledge there is no existing work that

6Luong et al. (2015) and SYSTRANs Pure NMT system
(Crego et al., 2016) are an exception to the constrained decod-
ing approach as they replace entities with special tags that re-
main unchanged during translation and are replaced in a post-
processing step. However this method also lacks flexibility,
as the model will always replace the placeholder with the
same phrase irrespective of grammatical context. We leave
comparison to their approach to future work.
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has a better speed vs performance trade-off than
our method in the space of constrained decod-
ing algorithms for neural MT, which we believe
makes it particularly suitable for production envi-
ronments.
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NMT Sockeye train parameters

encoder-config:
act_type: relu
attention_heads: 8
conv_config: null
dropout_act: 0.1
dropout_attention: 0.1
dropout_prepost: 0.1
dtype: float32
feed_forward_num_hidden: 2048
lhuc: false
max_seq_len_source: 101
max_seq_len_target: 101
model_size: 512
num_layers: 2
positional_embedding_type:

fixed
postprocess_sequence: dr
preprocess_sequence: n
use_lhuc: false

decoder config:
act_type: relu
attention_heads: 8
conv_config: null
dropout_act: 0.1
dropout_attention: 0.1
dropout_prepost: 0.1
dtype: float32
feed_forward_num_hidden: 2048
max_seq_len_source: 101
max_seq_len_target: 101
model_size: 512
num_layers: 2
positional_embedding_type:

fixed
postprocess_sequence: dr
preprocess_sequence: n

config_loss: !LossConfig
label_smoothing: 0.1
name: cross-entropy
normalization_type: valid
vocab_size: 32302

config_embed_source: !
EmbeddingConfig

dropout: 0.0
dtype: float32
factor_configs: null
num_embed: 512

num_factors: 1
vocab_size: 32302

config_embed_target: !
EmbeddingConfig

dropout: 0.0
dtype: float32
factor_configs: null
num_embed: 512
num_factors: 1
vocab_size: 32302
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Abstract

Self-attention networks have received increas-
ing research attention. By default, the hid-
den states of each word are hierarchically cal-
culated by attending to all words in the sen-
tence, which assembles global information.
However, several studies pointed out that tak-
ing all signals into account may lead to over-
looking neighboring information (e.g. phrase
pattern). To address this argument, we pro-
pose a hybrid attention mechanism to dynam-
ically leverage both of the local and global in-
formation. Specifically, our approach uses a
gating scalar for integrating both sources of
the information, which is also convenient for
quantifying their contributions. Experiments
on various neural machine translation tasks
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
method. The extensive analyses verify that the
two types of contexts are complementary to
each other, and our method gives highly effec-
tive improvements in their integration.

1 Introduction

Self-attention networks (SANs) (Parikh et al.,
2016; Lin et al., 2017) have shown promising re-
sults for a range of NLP tasks, including machine
translation (Vaswani et al., 2017), contextualized
word embedding learning (Devlin et al., 2019), de-
pendency parsing (Kitaev and Klein, 2018) and
semantic role labeling (Tan et al., 2018). They
learn hidden representations of a sequence by let-
ting each word attend to all words in the sentence
regardless of their distances. Such a fully con-
nected structure endows SANs with the appealing
strength of collecting the global information (Yu
et al., 2018; Shen et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2018;
Zhang et al., 2017a; Yang et al., 2019a).

However, some recent researches observe that a
fully connected SANs may overlook the important

∗Corresponding author

neighboring information (Luong et al., 2015; Sper-
ber et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2019a). They find that
SANs can be empirically enhanced by restricting
the attention scope to a local area. One interest-
ing question arises: how the local and global pat-
terns quantitatively affect the SANs. To this end,
we make empirical investigations with a hybrid at-
tention mechanism, which integrates a local and a
global attentive representation via a gating scalar.

Empirical results on English-to-German and
Japanese-to-English tasks demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of using both the local and global in-
formation, which are shown complementary with
each other. Our conceptually simple model con-
sistently improves the performance over existing
methods with fewer parameters. The probing tasks
demonstrate that the local information is benefi-
cial to the extraction of syntactic features, integrat-
ing with the global information further improves
the performance on semantic probing tasks. The
quantification analysis of gating scalar also indi-
cates that different types of words have different
requirements for the local and global information.

2 Related Works

Previous work has shown that modeling local-
ity benefits SANs for certain tasks. Luong et al.
(2015) proposed a Gaussian-based local atten-
tion with a predictable position; Sperber et al.
(2018) differently applied a local method with
variable window size for acoustic task; Yang et al.
(2018) investigated the affect of the dynamical
local Gaussian bias by combining these two ap-
proaches for the translation task. Different from
these methods using a learnable local scope, Yang
et al. (2019b) and Wu et al. (2019) restricted the
attention area with fixed size by borrowing the
concept of convolution into SANs. Although both
these methods yield considerable improvements,
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they to some extent discard long-distance depen-
dencies and the global information. On the con-
trary, other researchers observed that global fea-
ture fusion is one of the salient advantages of
SANs. Shen et al. (2018) and Yu et al. (2018)
succeeded to employ SANs on capturing global
context for their downstream NLP tasks. Recent
works also suggested that such the contextual in-
formation can improve word sense disambigua-
tion (Zhang et al., 2017a), dependency parsing
(Choi et al., 2017) and semantic modeling (Yang
et al., 2019a). For exploring the contribution of
them, our work integrates both the local and global
information under a unified framework.

3 Hybrid Attention Mechanism

In order to quantify the contribution of the local
and global patterns, we propose a hybrid attention
mechanism. The model first generates the local
and global representations (Section 3.1), which are
then dynamically integrated into the final output
using a gating scalar (Section 3.2).

3.1 Patterns in Attention
Our approach generates the local and global pat-
tern from the same source. As illustrated in Fig-
ure 1, for a given input sentenceX = {x1, ..., xn},
self-attention model first linearly projects its em-
bedding H ∈ Rn×d into queries Q ∈ Rn×d, keys
K ∈ Rn×d and values V ∈ Rn×d. The i-th at-
tention energy ξi is generated with a dot-product
attention algorithm (Luong et al., 2015):

ξi =
QiK

T

√
d

∈ Rn (1)

Then, the energy is use to produce the local and
global attention distribution.

Global Pattern: One strength of SAN is captur-
ing global knowledge by explicitly attending to all
the signals. Accordingly, we immediately serve
the original attention distribution as the global pat-
tern of our approach. The global representation
corresponding to the i-th element is calculated as:

Att(ξi, V ) = softmax(ξi)V ∈ Rd (2)

Local Pattern: The local attention enhances the
neighbor signals via restricting the attention scope
to a local part surrounding the current element.
Following Yang et al. (2019b), we employ a hard

We have an indulgence from the Pope

Energy

Hybrid Attention Aggregation

Global Pattern Local Pattern

Figure 1: Illustration of hybrid attention mechanism.
The global pattern attends to all signals (both grey and
red) in the given sentence while the local pattern merely
focuses on the neighboring information (red) surround-
ing the current word “indulgence” (Qi).

bias to revise the attention energy for simplifica-
tion:

B(ξi) =

{
ξi,j , i−m ≤ j ≤ i+m,

−∞, otherwise.
(3)

where ξi,j denotes the energy between the i- and
j−th elements. m is the amount of one-side adja-
cent signals considered in local attention.

3.2 Hybrid Attention Aggregation
To leverage the local and global information from
the two patterns, we apply a gating scalar to dy-
namically integrate them to the final representa-
tion, which can be formally expressed as:

Ĥi =(1− gi) ∗Att(ξi, Vi)+
gi ∗Att(B(ξi), Vi)

(4)

The gating scalar gi conditions on Hi, namely:

gi = σ(WHi) ∈ (0, 1) (5)

where σ(.) denotes the logistic sigmoid function.
As seen, gating scalar offers the model a possi-
bility to explicitly quantify the contribution of the
local and global representations.

4 Experiments

We evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
approach on widely used WMT 14 English-to-
German (En-De) and WAT17 Japanese-to-English
(Ja-En) translation tasks. For the WAT17 bench-
mark, we follow (Morishita et al., 2017) to use the
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first two sections of WAT17 dataset as the training
data, which contains 2M sentences. The Japanese
sentences are segmented by the word segmenta-
tion toolkit KeTea (Neubig et al., 2011). To al-
leviate the problem of Out-of-Vocabulary, all the
data are segmented into subword units using byte-
pair encoding (Sennrich et al., 2016) with 32K
merge operations. We incorporate the proposed
model 1 into the widely used SAN-based frame-
work – TRANSFORMER (Vaswani et al., 2017) and
following their network configuration. We refer
readers to Appendix A.1 for the details of our data
and experimental settings. Prior studies reveal that
modeling locality in lower layers can achieve bet-
ter performance (Shen et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2018;
Yang et al., 2018). Therefore, we merely apply
the locality model at the lowest two layers of the
encoder. According to our empirical results (Sec-
tion 5.2), we set the window size to 3 (i.e. m = 1).
The 4-gram case-sensitive NIST BLEU score (Pa-
pineni et al., 2002) is used as the evaluation metric.

4.1 Results

In this section, we give the ablation study of
the proposed model and compare several existing
works upon the same architecture.

Effectiveness of Hybrid Attention Mechanism
To make the evaluation convincing, we reproduced
the reported results in Vaswani et al. (2017) on
the same data as the baseline. We first investigate
the effect of the local pattern without the global
information. As shown in Table 1, restricting the
attention scope to a local part is able to improve
the performance of translation task, showing the
effectiveness of localness modeling. By integrat-
ing with the global information, the hybrid mod-
els progressively improves the translation quality,
confirming that the local and global information
are complementary to each other. Specifically, we
investigate two combination methods: one uses
gating scalar, the other simply concatenates the
two sources of information. Obviously, dynami-
cally combining two types of representations us-
ing gating scalar outperforms its fixed counter-
part (concatenation). It is worth noting that the
additional projection layer used in the concatena-
tion method brings additional parameters over the
method which using the gating scalar.

1Our codes are released at: https://github.com/
scewiner/Leveraging

Model Param. BLEU
TRANSFORMER 88.0M 27.67
+ NEIGHBOR +0.4M 27.90
+ LOCAL H +0.4M 28.03
+ LOCAL S +0.8M 28.11
+ LOCAL PATTERN +0.0M 28.13

+ HYBRID (Concate) +0.3M 28.15
+ HYBRID (Gate) +0.0M 28.31

Table 1: Results of the re-implemented approaches
and our method on En-De translation task. NEIGH-
BOR (Sperber et al., 2018) and LOCAL H (Luong et al.,
2015) apply Gaussian biases to regularize the conven-
tional attention distribution with a learnable window
size and a predicable central position, respectively. LO-
CAL S (Yang et al., 2018) is the combination of these
two approaches. “Param.” denotes the model size.

Model En-De Ja-En
TRANSFORMER 27.67 28.10
+ LOCAL PATTERN 28.13 28.23
+ HYBRID (Gate) 28.31⇑ 28.66⇑

Table 2: Experimental results on WMT17 En⇒De and
WAT17 Ja⇒En test sets. “⇑”: significant over the
vanilla self-attention counterpart (p < 0.05), tested by
bootstrap resampling (Koehn, 2004).

Comparison to Existing Approaches We re-
implement and compare several existing meth-
ods (Sperber et al., 2018; Luong et al., 2015; Yang
et al., 2018, 2019b) upon TRANSFORMER. Ta-
ble 1 reports the results on the En-De test set.
Clearly, all the models improve translation qual-
ity, reconfirming the necessity of modeling local-
ity for SANs. By leveraging the local and global
properties, our models outperform all the related
works with fewer additional parameters.

Performance across Languages We further
conduct experiments on WAT17 Ja-En task, which
is a distant language pair (Isozaki et al., 2010). As
concluded in Table 2, the proposed hybrid atten-
tion mechanism consistently improves translation
performance over strong TRANSFORMER base-
lines across language pairs, which demonstrates
the universality of the proposed approach.

5 Analysis

We further investigate how the local and global
patterns matter SANs. In this section, we try to
answer two questions: 1) which linguistic proper-
ties are exactly improved by the proposed method;
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Model Surf. Sync. Semc.
TRANSFORMER 76.75 64.67 74.88
+ LOCAL PATTERN 77.15 66.00 74.74
+ HYBRID (Gate) 76.25 65.60 75.14

Table 3: Classification accuracy on 10 probing tasks
of evaluating the linguistic properties. We category
10 probing tasks into three groups (“Surf.”: surface,
“Sync.”: syntax and “Semc.”: semantics) following the
setting in Conneau et al. (2018). For simplistic, we
merely reported the average score on each group.

and 2) how different representations learn the lo-
cality and globality.

5.1 Linguistic Properties

Although the proposed model improves the trans-
lation performance dramatically, we still lack of
understanding on which linguistic perspectives are
exactly improved by the two sources of informa-
tion. To this end, we follow Conneau et al. (2018)
and Li et al. (2019) to conduct 10 classification
tasks to study what linguistic properties are en-
hanced by our model.

Experiment Setting These tasks are divided
into three categories (Conneau et al., 2018): tasks
in “Surf.” focus on the surface properties learned
in the sentence embedding; “Sync.” are the tasks
which designed to evaluate the capabilities of the
encoder on capturing the syntactic information;
and “Semc.” tasks assess the ability of a model
to understanding the denotation of a sentence.

For the model setting, we replace the decoder
of our translation model to a MLP classifier and
keep the encoder with the configuration shown in
Section 4. The mean of the last encoding layer
is passed to the classifier as the sentence repre-
sentation. We train and examine all the model
of each task on the dataset provided by Conneau
et al. (2018), which contains 100k sentences for
training, 10k sentences for validating and testing,
respectively. To quantify the linguistic properties
of the pre-trained encoders, the parameters of the
encoders are fixed, while merely update those in
the output layer. We set the hyper parameters of
these tasks following the configuration of Con-
neau et al. (2018). The mini-batch size is 1k sam-
ples. The training of each model early-stops with
the accuracy on the validation set. More details
of the evaluation setting and accuracy in finer-
grained level can be found in Appendix B.

Figure 2: The BLEU scores of the model with different
window sizes and their associated weights for the local
context. The axis of the histogram (BLEU) is shown in
the left, and the right is the axis of the curve (weight).
Obviously, the window size being 3 results in the best
performance on validation set and the contribution of
the local context increases along with the window size.

Results of Probing Tasks As reported in Ta-
ble 3, our methods outperform baseline model on
both ‘‘Sync.” and “Semc.” tasks. Specifically,
the local information is obviously more conducive
to the “Sync.” tasks, which indicates that enhanc-
ing the local information in the lower layer could
improve the ability to learn the syntactic proper-
ties (FitzGerald et al., 2015). Nevertheless, further
integrating with the global information benefits to
the capturing of the semantic information (Yang
et al., 2019a). Moreover, the hybrid model under-
performs baseline model on “Surf.’ tasks, the rea-
son is that a model tends to forget these superfi-
cial features for capturing deeper linguistic prop-
erties (Conneau et al., 2018; Hao et al., 2019).

5.2 Analysis on Different Representations
We further investigate how the local and global
patterns harmonically work with different repre-
sentations via reporting the average weight output
by the gating scalar (Equation 5).

Investigation of Window size Figure 2 depicts
the results of our investigations with the different
window sizes on the En-De validation set. In or-
der to measure the reliability of the evaluation, we
assess each setting via averaging the best 5 mod-
els in different training steps. As seen, the model
with the window size of 3 (i.e m = 1) gets a
slight improvement over the others. This is in-
consistent with the previous findings (Luong et al.,
2015; Yang et al., 2019b) which show that the win-
dow size being 11 leads to the best performance.
One possible reason is that their models will dis-
card the global information when assigns a small
local scope. On the contrary, our hybrid model not
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Figure 3: Visualization of the importance of the local
information on different layers. The importance is as-
sessed by averaging the scalar factors in Equation 5
over the validation set.

only utilizes the local context but also exploits the
global information. Accordingly, the local pattern
can attend to a smaller scope without the loss of
global context. The hypothesis can be confirmed
by the curve regarding to weights of the local pat-
tern. As seen, the requirement of the local infor-
mation increases with the window size.

Gating Scalar across Layers As visualized in
Figure 3, the requirements of the local informa-
tion are reduced with the stacking of layers. This
is consistent with the prior findings that the lower
layers tend to learn more word- and phrase-level
properties than the higher layers, while the top lay-
ers of SANs seek more global information (Peters
et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2019).
Moreover, the local information is less than the
global information even in the first layer, verify-
ing our hypothesis that both the local and global
patterns are necessary for SANs.

Gating Scalar across POS We further explore
how different types of words learn the local infor-
mation. In response to this problem, we categorize
different words in validation set using the Univer-
sal Part-of-Speech tagset.2 Figure 4 shows the av-
eraged factors learned for different types of words
at the first layer. As seen, contrary to the content
words (e.g, “NOUN”,“VERB”,“ADJ”), the func-
tion words (e.g, “CONJ” and “PRON”), which
have little substantive meaning, seek to more
global information in the source sentence. How-
ever, we also find that other function words (e.g,
“ADP”, “NUM”,“SYM”) pay more attention on
neighboring signals. We attribute this to the fact

2Including: “SYM”-symbols, “DET”- determiner,
“CONJ”-conjuntion, “PRT”-partical, “PRON”-pronoun,
“ADP”-adposition, “NOUN”-noun, “VERB”-verb, “ADV”-
adverb, “NUM”-number, “ADJ”-adjective, and “X”-others.

Av
g.

 W
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t
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0.49

0.50

0.51

NOUN
VERB
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DET
PRT

ADP
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Figure 4: The weights of the local information corre-
sponding to different POS. Obviously, different types
of representations need different requirements of the
local and global information.

that these function words need more local context
to determine their syntactic and semantic roles in
the sentence. Both these results show that differ-
ent words indeed have distinct requirements of the
local and global information. Therefore, model-
ing locality and globality in a flexible fashion is
necessary for SANs on sentence modeling.

6 Conclusion

In this study, we propose to integrate the local and
global information for enhancing the performance
of SANs. Experimental results on various ma-
chine translation tasks demonstrate the effective-
ness of the proposed model. We further empiri-
cally compare the two kinds of contextual infor-
mation for different types of representations and
probing tasks. The extensive analyses verify that:
1) fully leveraging both of the local and global
information is beneficial to generate a meaning-
ful representation; and 2) different types of repre-
sentations indeed have distinct requirements with
respect to the local and global information. The
proposed method gives highly effective improve-
ments in their integration.
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Model Surf. Sync. Semc.
SeLn WC TDep ToCo BShif Tense SubN ObjN SoMo CoIn

TRANSFORMER 90.1 63.4 43.9 78.5 71.6 88.7 85.8 85.0 51.7 63.2
LOCAL PATTERN 91.3 63.0 44.8 78.8 74.4 88.8 86.1 84.7 51.8 62.3

HYBRID 89.9 62.6 44.9 78.4 73.5 88.5 87.0 85.4 52.1 62.8

Table 4: The classification accuracy of 10 probing tasks. We pass the representations from the last encoding layer
to the classifier.

A Machine Translation

A.1 Experimental Setting
We evaluate our method on the advanced TRANS-
FORMER architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017) that
was reproduced by the toolkit THUMT (Zhang
et al., 2017b). We use the same configuration
as Vaswani et al. (2017), in which the hidden size
is 512, the number of encoder and decoder layer is
6, the number of head is 8 and the label smooth-
ing is 0.1. Different to Vaswani et al. (2017),
we set the L2 regularization to λ = 10−7. The
training of each model was early-stopped to maxi-
mize the BLEU score on the development set. The
training set is shuffled after each epoch. We use
Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with β1 = 0.9,
β2 = 0.98 and ε = 10−9. The learning rate
linearly warms up over the first 4,000 steps, and
decreases thereafter proportionally to the inverse
square root of the step number. We use a dropout
rate of 0.1 on all layers. All the models are trained
with each batch containing approximately 25000
source tokens and 25000 target tokens.

B Probing Tasks

We conduct 10 classification tasks (Conneau et al.,
2018) to study what linguistic properties are en-
hanced by the proposed model.

B.1 Tasks Description
As seen in Table 4, “SeLn” is to predict the length
of a given sentence. “WC” tests whether it is
possible to recover information about the word
from the sentence embedding. “TDep” checks

whether an encoder infers the hierarchical struc-
ture of input sentences. In “ToCo” task, sentences
should be classified in terms of the sequence of
top constituents. “BShif” tests whether two con-
secutive tokens within the sentence have been in-
verted. “Tense” is a task for evaluating the tense of
the main-clause verb. “SubN” focuses on finding
out the number of the subject of the main clause.
“ObjN” tests the number of the direct object of the
main clause. In “SoMo”, a noun or verb of the sen-
tence are replaced with another noun or verb and
the classifier should tell whether a sentence has
been modified or not. “CoIn” divides a sentence
into two coordinate clauses. Half of the sentences
are inverted the order of the clauses and the task is
to tell whether a sentence is intact or modified.

B.2 Results in Detail
We investigate the performance of the proposed
model on probing tasks and list the result in Ta-
ble 4. As seen, TRANSFORMER which seeks more
global information outperforms other models in
both the “WC” and “CoIn” tasks. On the contrary,
modeling locality is beneficial to “SeLn”, “ToCo”,
“BShif” and “Tense” tasks. By combining these
two sources of information, the model with hybrid
attention aggregation gets better performance in 3
of the five “Semc.” tasks, which demonstrates that
leveraging both the local and global information is
able to raise the ability of SANs to learn seman-
tic properties. Moreover, HYBRID underperforms
the others in “Surf.” tasks, which means that this
model is more suitable for capturing deeper lin-
guistic properties.
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Abstract

The training objective of neural machine
translation (NMT) is to minimize the loss
between the words in the translated sentences
and those in the references. In NMT, there is
a natural correspondence between the source
sentence and the target sentence. However,
this relationship has only been represented
using the entire neural network and the
training objective is computed in word-
level. In this paper, we propose a sentence-
level agreement module to directly minimize
the difference between the representation of
source and target sentence. The proposed
agreement module can be integrated into NMT
as an additional training objective function and
can also be used to enhance the representation
of the source sentences. Empirical results
on the NIST Chinese-to-English and WMT
English-to-German tasks show the proposed
agreement module can significantly improve
the NMT performance.

1 Introduction

Neural network based methods have been applied
to several natural language processing tasks
(Zhang et al., 2016; Li et al., 2018; Chen et al.,
2018; Li et al., 2019; He et al., 2018). In neural
machine translation (NMT), unlike conventional
phrase-based statistical machine translation, an
attention mechanism is adopted to help align
output with input words (Bahdanau et al., 2015).
It is based on the estimation of a probability
distribution over all input words for each target
word. However, source and target words are
in different representation space, and they still
have to go through a long information processing
procedure that may lead to the source words
are incorrectly translated into the target words.

∗Mingming Yang was an internship research fellow at
NICT when conducting this work.

Based on this hypothesis, Kuang et al. (2018)
proposed a direct bridging model, which directly
connects source and target word embeddings
seeking to minimize errors in the translation.
Tu et al. (2017) incorporated a reconstructor
module into NMT, which reconstructs the input
source sentence from the hidden layer of
the output target sentence to enhance source
representation. However, in previous studies,
the training objective function was usually based
on word-level and lacked explicit sentence-
level relationships (Zhang and Zhao, 2019).
Although Transformer model (Vaswani et al.,
2017) has archived state-of-the-art performance of
NMT, more attention is paid to the words-level
relationship via self-attention networks.

Sentence-level agreement method has been
applied to many natural language processing
tasks. Aliguliyev (2009) used sentence
similarity measure technique for automatic
text summarization. Liang et al. (2010) have
shown that the sentence similarity algorithm
based on VSM is beneficial to address the FAQ
problem. Su et al. (2016) presented a sentence
similarity method for spoken dialogue system
to improve accuracy. Rei and Cummins (2016)
proposed sentence similarity measures to improve
the estimation of topical relevance. Wang et
al. (2017b; 2018) used sentence similarity to
select sentences with the similar domains. The
above methods only considered monolingual
sentence-level agreement.

In human translation, a translator’s primary
concern is to translate a sentence through
its entire meaning rather than word-by-word
meaning. Therefore, in early machine translation
studies, such as example-based machine
translation (Nagao, 1984; Nio et al., 2013),
use the sentence similarity matching between the
sentences to be translated and the sentences in the
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bilingual corpora to extract translation. Inspired
by these studies, we establish a sentence-level
agreement channel directly in the deep neural
network to shorten the distance between the
source and target sentence-level embeddings.
Specifically, our model can be effectively applied
to NMT in two aspects:

• Sentence-Level Agreement as Training
Objective: we use the sentence-level
agreement as a part of the training objective
function. In this way, we not only consider
the translation of the word level but also
consider the sentence level.

• Enhance Source Representation: As our
model can make the vector distribution of
the sentence-level between source-side and
target-side closer, we can combine their
sentence-level embeddings to enhance the
source representation.

Experimental results on Chinese-to-English and
English-to-German translation tasks demonstrate
that our model is able to effectively improve the
performance of NMT.

2 Neural Machine Translation

In this section, we take the Transformer
architecture proposed by Vaswani et al.
(2017), which is the state-of-the-art translation
architecture, as the baseline system.

As an encoder-to-decoder architecture, X =
{x1, x2, ..., xJ} represents a source sentence
and Y = {y1, y2, ..., yI} represents a target
sentence. The encoder-to-decoder model learns
to estimate the conditional probability from the
source sentence to the target sentence word by
word:

P (y|x; θ) =
I∏

i=1

P (yi|y<i, x; θ), (1)

where θ is a set of model parameters and y<i
denotes a partial translation.

Different from the other NMT, Transformer
has the self-attention layers that can operate in
parallel. A single self-attention layer has two
sub-layers: a multi-head self-attention layer and a
feed forward network. The feed forward network
consists of two simple fully connected networks
with a ReLU activation function in between:

FFN(x) = max(0, xW1 + b1)W2 + b2, (2)

where W1 and W2 are both linear transformation
networks, b1 and b2 are both bias. We define
Henc as the sentence representation of X via the
self-attention layers in encoder, and Hdec as the
sentence representation of words Y via embedding
layers in decoder.

The parameters of Transformer are trained to
minimize the following objective function on a set
of training examples {(Xn, Y n)}Nn=1:

Lmle = −
1

N

N∑

n=1

Iy∑

i=1

logP (yni |yn<i, Henc, Hdec).

(3)

3 Agreement on Source and Target
Sentence

Some studies (Luong et al., 2015; Tu et al., 2016;
Chen et al., 2017a,b; Kuang et al., 2018) showed
that improving word alignment is beneficial to
machine translation. Their idea is based on
word-level agreement and make the embeddings
of source words and corresponding target words
similar. In this paper, we investigate the
sentence-level relationship between the source and
target sentences. We propose a sentence-level
agreement method which can make the sentence-
level semantics of the source and target closer.
The entire architecture of the proposed method is
illustrated in Figure 1.

3.1 Sentence-Level Agreement

First, we need to get the sentence-level
representation of the source and target. Some
studies showed that the Mean operation is an
effective method to represent sentence of sequence
words (Mitchell and Lapata, 2010; Mikolov et al.,
2013; Le and Mikolov, 2014), especially for NMT
(Wang et al., 2017a). Motivated by this, we adopt
Mean to represent the source and target sentences
as shown in Figure 1(a).

Denote H̃enc is the mean of Henc and H̃dec

is the mean of Hdec. We design a Sentence
Agreement Loss Lmse to measure the distance
between the source and target sentence-level
vectors:

Lmse = ||H̃enc − H̃dec||2. (4)

Finally, our goal is to improve translation with
shortening the distance in sentence-level. Thus,
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Figure 1: (a) Architecture of Sentence-Level Agreement Loss; (b) Architecture of Enhance Source Representation.

the final objective of our model is composed of
two parts, the formula is as follows:

L = Lmle + Lmse. (5)

3.2 Enhance Source Representation

Sentence-level agreement helps make the target-
side sentence representation closer to the source.
Intuitively, we can also use this mechanism to
strengthen the source representation to improve
the translation. Further, we propose a simple and
efficient architecture in Figure 1(b).

First, we map Henc to the target-side vector
EHenc through a simple feed forward network
TFFN by eq.(2):

EHenc = TFFN(Henc). (6)

In particular, we use a Tanh activation function
instead of ReLU in the feed forward network. The
value range of Tanh is -1 to 1, which indicates
some information should be counterproductive.
Our Enhanced Sentence Agreement Loss
LEmse is to measure the distance between the
source and target sentence-level vectors:

LEmse = ||ẼHenc − H̃dec||2, (7)

where ẼHenc is the mean of EHenc. Le and
Mikolov (2014) use concatenation as the method
to combine the sentence vectors to strengthen the

capacity of representation. We also use the same
method to combine Henc and ẼHenc:

CHenc = Concat(Henc, ẼHenc). (8)

In this way, we can enhance the source
representation with a sentence-level representation
closer to the target-side. The updated translation
training objective is:

LEmle =

− 1

N

N∑

n=1

Iy∑

i=1

logP (yni |yn<i, CHenc, Hdec).
(9)

Thus, the final objective is as follows:

LE = LEmle + LEmse. (10)

4 Experiments

4.1 Dataset

For Chinese-English (ZH-EN) translation, our
training data for the translation task consists of
1.25M Chinese-English sentence pairs extracted
from LDC corpora1. The NIST02 testset is
chosen as the development set, and the NIST03,

1The corpora include LDC2002E18,
LDC2003E07,LDC2003E14, Hansards portion of
LDC2004T07, LDC2004T08 and LDC2005T06.
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# Model
NIST WMT

03 04 05 06 Avg 14
Existing NMT Systems

1 EDR (Tu et al., 2017) N/A N/A 33.73 34.15 N/A N/A
2 DB (Kuang et al., 2018) 38.02 40.83 N/A N/A N/A N/A

Our NMT Systems
3 Transformer(Base) 45.57 46.40 46.11 44.92 45.75 27.28
4 +lossmse 46.71† 47.23† 47.12† 45.78† 46.71 28.11†
5 +lossmse + enhanced 46.94† 47.52† 47.43† 46.04† 46.98 28.38†
6 Transformer(Big) 46.73 47.36 47.15 46.82 47.01 28.36
7 +lossmse 47.43† 47.96 47.78 47.39 47.74 28.71
8 +lossmse + enhanced 47.68† 48.13† 47.96† 47.56† 47.83 28.92†

Table 1: Translation results for Chinese-English and English-German translation task. “†”: indicates statistically
better than Transformer(Base/Big) (ρ < 0.01).

# Model
BLEU

Param
Speed (tokens/s)

WMT14 Train Decode
1 Transformer(Base) 27.28 93.3M 9,950 150
2 +lossmse 28.11 93.3M 9,850 150
3 +lossmse + enhanced 28.38 93.9M 9,780 146
4 Transformer(Big) 28.36 274.7M 4,340 95
5 +lossmse 28.71 274.7M 4,300 95
6 +lossmse + enhanced 28.92 276.8M 4,150 88

Table 2: The efficiency analysis on English-German task. “Param” denotes the trainable parameter size of each
model (M=million) and Beam=10.

NIST04, NIST05, NIST06 datasets are testsets.
We use the case-insensitive 4-gram NIST BLEU
score as our evaluation metric (Papineni et al.,
2002). The training data of English-German
(EN-DE) translation is from WMT14, which
consists of 4.5M sentence pairs. We use
byte-pair encoding (Sennrich et al., 2016b) to
segment words. The newstest2013 was used as a
development set and the newstest2014 as test sets
that are evaluated by SacreBLEU (Post, 2018).

To efficiently train NMT models, we train
each model with sentences of length up to 50
words. In this way, about 90% and 89% of ZH-
EN and EN-DE parallel sentences are covered
in the experiments. In addition, we use byte
pair encoding (Sennrich et al., 2016a) with 32K
merges to segment words into sub-word units for
all languages to alleviate the out-of-vocabulary
problem. We evaluate the proposed approaches on
our re-implemented Transformer model (Vaswani
et al., 2017). We test both the Base and Big
models, which differ at the dimensionality of input

and output (512 vs 1024), the number of attention
head (8 vs 16) and the inner-layer size (2048 vs
4096). We set 6 layers for encoder and decoder.
All the models were trained on a single NVIDIA
P100 GPU, which is allocated a minibatch of 4096
tokens. About 200K minibathes are trained.

4.2 Performance
Table 1 shows the performances measured
in terms of BLEU score. On ZH-EN task,
Transformer(Base) outperforms the existing
systems EDR (Tu et al., 2017) and DB (Kuang
et al., 2018) by 11.5 and 6.5 BLEU points.
With respect to BLEU scores, all the proposed
models (Row 4-5) consistently outperform
Transformer(base) by 0.96 and 1.23 BLEU points.
The big models (Row 7-8) also achieve similar
improvement by 0.73 and 0.82 BLEU points on a
larger parameters model. These findings suggest
a sentence-level agreement between source-side
and target-side is helpful for NMT. Further, we
use it to enhance the source representation is
an effective way to improve the translation. In
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Model
NIST WMT

BLEU sim(‰) BLEU sim(‰)
Transformer(Base) 45.75 13.7 27.28 36.2

+lossmse 46.71 19.8 28.11 48.3
+lossmse + enhanced 46.98 26.9 28.38 57.6

Transformer(Big) 47.01 13.5 28.36 41.5
+lossmse 47.74 18.3 28.71 56.4
+lossmse + enhanced 47.83 23.2 28.92 68.2

Table 3: Source-to-target sentence-level similarity analysis on Chinese-English and English-German translation
task.

addition, the proposed methods gain similar
improvements on EN-DE task.

4.3 Efficiency Analysis
In Table 2, we analyze the efficiency of the
proposed methods. lossmse (Row 2 and 5) gets
better translation without any added parameters,
only decrease approximately 1% train speed. It
shows that sentence-level agreement is helpful
for translation. Compared with Row 1 and 4,
lossmse + enhanced (Row 3 and 6) increases
little parameters about 0.6M and 2.1M, train
and decode speed drop very little. However, it
has greatly improved the translation performance.
In particular, by comparing Row 3 and 4,
we find that our proposed methods achieve a
similar performance with the Transformer(Big)
and gain a faster speed with fewer parameters.
It indicates that enhancing source representation
with a sentence-level representation is an effective
method for improving translation performance.

4.4 Sentence-Level Similarity Analysis
We further study how the proposed models
influenced sentence-level similarity in translation.
For this, we follow the method of Lapata and
Barzilay (2005) to measure sentence similarity.
First, each sentence is represented by the mean of
the distributed vectors of its words. Second, the
similarity between source and target sentences is
determined by the cosine of their means:

sim = cos(H̃enc, H̃dec). (11)

As Table 3 shows, the sentence-level similarity
of the proposed method is higher than the
corresponding baselines. In addition, there
is a correlation between NMT performance
(BLEU) and the sentence-level similarity. This
indicates that the proposed method can improve

the sentence-level similarity between source and
target sentences and the performance of NMT.

5 Conclusion

In this work, we have presented a sentence-level
agreement method for NMT. Our goal is to bring
the sentence representation of the source-side and
the target-side closer together. At the same time,
we can utilize this information to enhance source
representation. Our study suggests the source-to-
target sentence-level relationship is very useful for
translation. In future work, we intend to apply
these methods to other natural language tasks.
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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a multilingual un-
supervised NMT scheme which jointly trains
multiple languages with a shared encoder and
multiple decoders. Our approach is based on
denoising autoencoding of each language and
back-translating between English and multi-
ple non-English languages. This results in a
universal encoder which can encode any lan-
guage participating in training into an inter-
lingual representation, and language-specific
decoders. Our experiments using only mono-
lingual corpora show that multilingual unsu-
pervised model performs better than the sepa-
rately trained bilingual models achieving im-
provement of up to 1.48 BLEU points on
WMT test sets. We also observe that even if
we do not train the network for all possible
translation directions, the network is still able
to translate in a many-to-many fashion lever-
aging encoder’s ability to generate interlingual
representation.

1 Introduction

Neural machine translation (NMT) (Kalchbrenner
and Blunsom, 2013; Cho et al., 2014; Sutskever
et al., 2014; Bahdanau et al., 2015) has be-
come a dominant paradigm for machine transla-
tion achieving state-of-the-art results on publicly
available benchmark datasets. An effective NMT
system requires supervision of a huge amount of
high-quality parallel data which is not easily avail-
able for many language pairs. In absence of such
huge amount of parallel data, NMT systems tend
to perform poorly (Koehn and Knowles, 2017).
However, NMT without using any parallel data
such as bilingual translations, bilingual dictionary
or comparable translations, has recently become
reality and opened up exciting opportunities for
future research (Lample et al., 2018; Artetxe et al.,
2018; Yang et al., 2018). It completely eliminates
the need of any kind of parallel data and depends

heavily on cross-lingual embeddings and iterative
back-translations (Sennrich et al., 2016) between
the source and target language using monolingual
corpora. On the architectural point of view, the
approaches combine one encoder and one (Lam-
ple et al., 2018) or two (Artetxe et al., 2018) de-
coders. In supervised NMT settings, combining
multiple languages to jointly train an NMT system
has been found to be successful in improving the
performance (Dong et al., 2015; Firat et al., 2016;
Johnson et al., 2017). However, to the best of
our knowledge, this is the very first attempt which
aims at combining multiple languages in an unsu-
pervised NMT training.

To translate between many languages using
bilingual version of unsupervised NMT, we re-
quire an encoder and one (Lample et al., 2018) or
two (Artetxe et al., 2018) decoders for each pair
of languages. However, we may not need separate
decoders depending on the source language. We
can train source-independent, target-specific de-
coders, wherein each decoder will take an interme-
diate representation of a source sentence obtained
from the shared encoder to translate into their cor-
responding language. Also, to translate in many-
to-many direction for n languages using bilin-
gual unsupervised NMT (Artetxe et al., 2018), we
may need n autoencodings and n ∗ (n − 1) back-
translations in each iteration during training.

In this work, we propose to combine multiple
languages in an unsupervised NMT training using
a shared-encoder and language-specific decoders
through one source to many targets and many tar-
gets to one source translations. Our proposed ap-
proach needs only 2 ∗ (n − 1) back-translations
in each iteration during training. Specifically, we
train an NMT system, using only monolingual cor-
pora, for 6 translation directions using 4 languages
(English, French, German and Spanish) to per-
form translation in 12 directions. We take En-
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glish as the anchor language and map three non-
English languages’ embeddings into the English
embedding space. We train the network to denoise
all the four languages and back-translate between
English and non-English languages. We evaluate
on newstest13 and newstest14 using BLEU (Pap-
ineni et al., 2002) score. We find that the mul-
tilingual model outperforms the bilingual models
by up to 1.48 BLEU points. We also find that
the network learns to translate between the non-
English (French, German and Spanish) language
pairs as well even though it does not explicitly see
these pairs during training. To translate between
a non-English language pair, no modification to
the network is required at inference time. We also
evaluate the performance of the non-English lan-
guage pairs and achieve a maximum BLEU score
of 13.92.

The key contributions of our current work are
as follows: (i) we propose a strategy to train multi-
lingual unsupervised NMT for one source to many
targets and many targets to one source translations;
(ii) we empirically show that jointly training mul-
tiple languages improves separately trained bilin-
gual models; and (iii) we also show that with-
out training the network for many-to-many trans-
lations, the network can translate between all the
languages participating in the training.

2 Related Work

Training multiple languages using a single net-
work is a well known approach in NMT. All the
previous works in this line were carried out by us-
ing parallel data only. Dong et al. (2015) intro-
duced one-to-many translation using a single en-
coder for the source language and a decoder for
each target language. Firat et al. (2016) proposed
multi-way multilingual NMT using multiple en-
coders and decoders with a single shared attention
mechanism. Johnson et al. (2017) came up with a
simpler but effective approach that needed only a
single encoder and a single decoder, in which all
the parallel data were merged into a single corpus
after appending some special tokens at the begin-
ning of each sentence. Our multilingual unsuper-
vised translation approach is inspired by Artetxe
et al. (2018). We use single encoder which is
shared by all languages and a decoder for each lan-
guage.

3 Background

In this section, we briefly describe the basic
unsupervised NMT model as proposed in Artetxe
et al. (2018). The architecture has one shared
encoder and two language specific decoders, and
uses following two strategies to train the NMT
system in an unsupervised manner:

Denoising Autoencoding: The shared encoder
takes a noisy (noise through random swaps
between two adjacent words) sentence in a
given language, initialized with cross-lingual
embeddings, encodes into an intermediate rep-
resentations, and the decoder of that specific
language reconstructs the original sentence from
that intermediate representations.

Back-translation: Training strategy with denois-
ing involves one language at a time, thus it is noth-
ing more than a copying task. In order to per-
form actual translation without violating the con-
straint of using nothing but monolingual corpora,
back-translation approach is adapted to generate
synthetic parallel sentences. At first, for a given
sentence in one language, authors (Artetxe et al.,
2018) use the system in inference mode to trans-
late it in another language using greedy decoding.
Then, the system is trained to predict the original
sentence from this synthetic sentence.

4 Proposed Approach

Our proposed approach comprises mainly two
steps: in the first step, we map multiple languages
into a shared latent space through cross-lingual
embedding mapping, and in the second step, using
the shared representation we train NMT using only
monolingual corpora with the help of a shared en-
coder and language-specific decoders through de-
noising and back-translation.

4.1 Cross-lingual Embedding
For creating cross-lingual embedding, we follow
the work by Conneau et al. (2018), which is a
fully unsupervised approach to aligning monolin-
gual word embeddings and is based on the ex-
isting work of Mikolov et al. (2013). At first,
two monolingual embedding spaces X and Y are
learned. Then using adversarial training (Ganin
et al., 2016), a translation matrix W is learned to
map X into Y . A discriminator is trained to dis-
criminate betweenWX and Y , whileW is trained
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to prevent the discriminator from doing so by mak-
ing WX and Y as similar as possible. Using W ,
a small bilingual dictionary of frequent words is
learned. A new translation matrix W that trans-
lates between X and Y space is induced by solv-
ing the Orthogonal Procrustes problem:

W ∗ = argminW ||WX − Y ||F = UV T (1)

s.t WW T = I, UΣV T = SV D(Y XT ) (2)

This step can be iterated multiple times by us-
ing new W to extract new translation pairs. New
translation pairs between the two languages are
produced using cross-domain similarity local scal-
ing (CSLS) (Conneau et al., 2018).

4.2 Multilingual Embeddings
In general, for n languages, we choose one lan-
guage L1 as anchor to map other n− 1 languages
into its embedding space. To do so, we first train
monolingual word embeddings for each of n lan-
guages. Then one by one, we map each of n − 1
languages’ embedding into embedding space of
L1. In our experiments, we consider 4 languages,
namely English, French, Spanish and German. We
create three cross-lingual embeddings for French,
Spanish, and German by keeping English embed-
ding fixed.

4.3 Multilingual NMT Training
NMT systems are ideally trained to predict a tar-
get sentence given a source sentence. However,
in case of unsupervised version of NMT training,
we only have monolingual corpora. In absence of
a true source-target pair, we depend on synthetic
source-target pair having a authentic monolingual
sentence at the target side and synthetic equivalent
of target at the source side.

Our proposed multilingual unsupervised NMT
training strategy is inspired by a recent work of
Artetxe et al. (2018), which has mainly two steps,
viz. (i) denoising autoencoding of the sentences
of source and target; and (ii) back-translation
between source and target. For n languages
L1, L2, ..., Ln, in each iteration, we perform de-
noising of n languages, back-translation from L1

to the other n− 1 languages, and back-translation
of n − 1 languages to L1. Figure 1 shows the
block-diagrammatic representation. In our experi-
mental setting, we have 4 languages and L1 is En-
glish. In denoising autoencoding step, sentences
in one language are corrupted by some random

shuffle of words and the decoder is trained to pre-
dict the original sentences. In back-translation
step, to train the system for a source-to-target
direction, first a target sentence is translated to
a source sentence using the system in inference
mode (using the shared encoder and the source
language decoder) to generate pseudo source-
target parallel sentence and then this pseudo paral-
lel sentence is used to train the network for source-
to-target direction. Similarly for a target-to-source
training, the process is analogous to the above ap-
proach.

L
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 Decoder

L
2
 Decoder

L
n
 Decoder

Shared
Encoder

  L
1

   L
2

   L
n

L
3
 Decoder   L

3

... ...

L
1

L
2

L
3

L
n
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Figure 1: Block diagrammatic view of the proposed
network. The shared encoder and decoders of each lan-
guage are 2-layered bidirectional GRUs. In each it-
eration of the training: 1. we denoise all languages
(L1, L2, L3, ..., Ln); 2. back-translate from each Li

to L1 as shown using red arrows; 3. back-translate
from L1 to each Li as shown using blue arrows, where
i ∈ {2, 3, ..., n}.

5 Datasets and Experimental Setup

5.1 Datasets

We use monolingual English, French, and Ger-
man news corpora from WMT 20141 (Bojar et al.,
2014) and Spanish from WMT 20132 (Bojar et al.,
2013) for the experiments. The number of to-
kens for English, German, French and Spanish are
495.5, 622.6, 224.3 and 122.9 millions, respec-
tively. For English-{French, German}, we use
newstest2013 and newstest2014, and for English-
Spanish, we use newstest2013. We do not use any
parallel data to train, or development set to tune a
model. We tokenize and truecase the data using
Moses tokenizer3 and truecaser scripts.

1http://www.statmt.org/wmt14/translation-task.html
2http://www.statmt.org/wmt13/translation-task.html
3https://github.com/moses-

smt/mosesdecoder/blob/RELEASE-
3.0/scripts/tokenizer/tokenizer.perl
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5.2 Experimental Setup

Monolingual embeddings are trained using fast-
Text4 using the skip-gram model with vector di-
mension of 300. For other hyperparameters, we
keep default values of fastText (Bojanowski et al.,
2017). After getting monolingual embedding for
each language, we map every non-English em-
bedding into the embedding space of English us-
ing the cross-lingual embedding mapping code
MUSE5 by Conneau et al. (2018). For mapping,
we use no bilingual data. We implement the pro-
posed multilingual NMT architecture using Py-
Torch6, and is based on the implementation of
Artetxe et al. (2018). The encoder and decoders
are 2-layered bidirectional gated recurrent units
(Cho et al., 2014). We keep the maximum sen-
tence length to 50 tokens. For training, we keep
embedding dimension of 300 and hidden dimen-
sion of 600, vocabulary size 50K, learning rate
0.0002 with Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba,
2015). As we do not use any development set, we
run all the models (bilingual as well as multilin-
gual) for 200k iterations keeping batch size of 50
sentences, and take the final models for evaluation.

6 Results and Analysis

We train bilingual models for English↔{French,
German, Spanish} as the baselines following
Artetxe et al. (2018). We present the BLEU score
for each translation direction using bilingual and
multilingual models in Table 1. From Table 1, we
observe that proposed multilingual model outper-
forms the separately trained bilingual models for
all translation directions on both test sets with a
maximum improvement of 1.48 BLEU points for
for Spanish to English on newstest2013. As the
parameters are shared at only encoder side and a
separate decoder is used for each target language,
multilingual training provides an improved perfor-
mance for all the language pairs without loosing
their own linguistic characteristics.

Though, for one translation direction (En→Fr),
the improvement on newstest2014 is only 0.12
BLEU points. The proposed method is still use-
ful as our method shows consistent improvements
over all the baseline models. In supervised multi-
lingual NMT, specifically for one-to-many transla-
tion directions, this consistency is absent in some

4https://github.com/facebookresearch/fastText
5https://github.com/facebookresearch/MUSE
6https://pytorch.org

existing works (Dong et al., 2015; Firat et al.,
2016; Johnson et al., 2017). However, in this
work, we find that using shared encoder with fixed
cross-lingual embedding improves performance in
all the translation directions. Though, it may not
be fair to compare this unsupervised approach
with the supervised ones, but this suggests that su-
pervised multilingual NMT can be improved with
cross-lingual embeddings. We leave it for future
work.

We also study the outputs produced by the dif-
ferent models. We find that multilingual mod-
els are better than bilingual models at lexical se-
lection. For example, French words préparation
and payons are translated as build-up and owe by
bilingual model. However, the correct translations
preparation and pay are generated by the multilin-
gual model. For more examples and the quality of
outputs, refer to Table 3 in Appendix A.

newstest2013 newstest2014
System Base Multi N Base Multi N
Fr→En 13.81 14.47 +0.66 14.98 15.76 +0.78
Es→En 13.97 15.45 +1.48 - - -
En→Fr 13.28 13.71 +0.43 14.57 14.69 +0.12
En→Es 14.01 14.82 +0.81 - - -
De→En 11.30 11.94 +0.64 10.48 11.21 +0.73
En→De 7.24 8.09 +0.85 6.24 6.77 +0.53

Table 1: BLEU scores on newstest2013 and new-
stest2014. N shows improvements over bilingual mod-
els. Spanish (Es) is not part of the newstest2014 test
set. Base: Baseline. Multi: Multingual

6.1 Translation between Unseen Language
Pairs

In Table 2, we show the results of the language
pairs never seen explicitly during training. Dur-
ing training, we only back-translate between En-
glish and non-English (Spanish, French, German)
languages, but the network learns to translate be-
tween the non-English language pairs as well. For
example, to translate from Spanish to French, we
encode a Spanish sentence and the encoded out-
put of the encoder is decoded by the French de-
coder. For evaluation, we use the newstest20137

test set for Spanish-French, Spanish-German, and
French-German language pairs. From Table 2,
we see translations between French and Spanish
achieve very encouraging BLEU scores of 13.87
and 13.92, and pairs involving German achieve

7It is a multilingual test set.
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moderate BLEU score of up to 7.40 considering
the fact that the network is not trained for these
pairs. For sample outputs, refer to Table 4 in Ap-
pendix A.

→ Es Fr De
Es - 13.92 4.78
Fr 13.87 - 4.59
De 7.40 6.78 -

Table 2: BLEU scores of translation between non-
English languages on newstest2013. Consider rows
are source and columns are target. The network is not
trained for these language pairs and still it is possible
to translate between these pairs by using the shared en-
coder and language specific decoders.

6.2 Interlingual Representations
Though the network is not trained for many-to-
many translation direction, it is still able to trans-
late in all directions. In multilingual training, the
encoder is shared by all the languages while each
language has a separate decoder. The hidden vec-
tors generated by the shared encoder is consumed
by a language-specific decoder to generate the
translation in that specific language. The network
learns to translate between the non-English lan-
guages as well, though the network is not trained
to do so. It may happen that the encoder gener-
ates an interlingual representation from which a
language-specific decoder is able to generate the
translation. To see if the encoded representations
share any pattern, we project them using t-SNE8

(Maaten and Hinton, 2008) for some sentences in
all the four languages. From the projection as
shown in Figure 6.2, we see that there are well-
formed clusters, each representing a sentence in
four languages. It means that for a sentence, the
shared encoder generates approximately the same
hidden contexts for all the four languages.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a multilingual unsuper-
vised NMT framework to jointly train multiple
languages using a shared encoder and language-
specific decoders. Our approach is based on de-
noising autoencoding of all languages and back-
translating between English and non-English lan-
guages. Our approach shows consistent improve-
ment over the baselines in all the translation di-

8https://projector.tensorflow.org

English

Spanish

French

German

Figure 2: t-SNE projection of hidden vectors obtained
from the shared encoder for some sentences in four lan-
guages. Each cluster indicates one sentence in four lan-
guages. Dots are the words in a sentence. Color repre-
sents the languages.

rections with a maximum improvement of 1.48
BLEU points. We also observe that the network
learns to translate between unseen language pairs.
This is due to the ability of the shared encoder
in our proposed network to generate language-
independent representation. In future, we would
like to explore other languages with diverse lin-
guistic characteristics.
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A Sample Outputs

We present sample outputs, generated by bilingual
and proposed multilingual models, in Table 3. We
find that multilingual models are better at lexical
selection (see the underlined words in Table 3).
Table 4 shows sample outputs on news2013 for un-
seen language pairs.
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Source Reference Bilingual Multilingual

French→English
La préparation à gérer une
classe dans un contexte
nord-américain, québécois.

Preparation to manage a
class in a North-American
and Quebec context.

The build-up to manage a
class in a Australian, Aus-
tralian.

The preparation to handle a
class in a Latin American
context.

Il va y avoir du change-
ment dans la façon dont
nous payons ces taxes.

There is going to be a
change in how we pay these
taxes.

There will be the change in
the course of whom we owe
these bills.

There will be the change in
the way we pay these taxes.

German→English
Auch diese Frage soll let-
ztlich Aufschluss darüber
geben, welche Vorausset-
zungen es für die Entste-
hung von Leben gibt.

This question should also
provide information regard-
ing the preconditions for
the origins of life.

This question will also ul-
timately give clues about
what there are for the evo-
lution of life.

This question will ulti-
mately give clues to how
there is conditions for the
emergence of life.

Ihm werde weiterhin
vorgeworfen, unerlaubt
geheime Informationen
weitergegeben zu haben.

He is still accused of pass-
ing on secret information
without authorisation.

Him will continue to be ac-
cused of stealing unlawful
information.

Him would continue to be
accused of illegally of leak-
ing secret information.

Spanish→English
Los estudiantes, por su
parte, aseguran que el
curso es uno de los más
interesantes.

Students, meanwhile, say
the course is one of the
most interesting around.

The students, by their part,
say the practice is one of the
most intriguing.

The students, by their part,
say the course is one of the
most interesting.

No duda en contestar
que nunca aceptaría una
solicitud de una persona
desconocida.

He does not hesitate to re-
ply that he would never ac-
cept a request from an un-
known person.

No doubt ever answering
doubt it would never accept
an argument an unknown
person.

No doubt in answer that
he would never accept a
request of a unknown per-
son.

Table 3: Sample outputs for bilingual and multilingual models on newstest2013 test set. We observe that the
multilingual model is better at lexical selection. Underlined words are some examples of our observation.

Source Reference Multilingual

French→Spanish
Les dirigeants républicains justifièrent
leur politique par la nécessité de lutter
contre la fraude électorale.

Los dirigentes republicanos justifi-
caron su política por la necesidad de
luchar contra el fraude electoral.

Los dirigentes republicanos <OOV>
su política por la necesidad de luchar
contra la fraude electoral.

French→German
Chacun sait que son livre fait partie de
cet édifice.

Jeder weiß , dass sein Buch Teil dieses
Gebäudes ist.

Jeder weiß , dass sein Buch Teil seines
Gebäudes machte.

German→Spanish
Seine Zahlen auf Ebene der interna-
tionalen Turniere sind beeindruckend.

Sus números a nivel de torneos inter-
nacionales son impresionantes.

Sus cifras sobre el nivel de torneos in-
ternacionales son impresionantes.

German→French
Diese Einschränkungen sind nicht
ohne Folgen.

Ces restrictions ne sont pas sans con-
séquence.

Ces restrictions ne sont pas sans con-
séquences.

Spanish→German
Tomemos por caso la elección directa
del presidente , que ha sido un logro
de la presión pública.

Nehmen Sie nur einmal die direkte
Wahl des Präsidenten, die ein Verdi-
enst des öffentlichen Drucks war.

Nehmen Sie über die direkte Wahl des
Präsidenten, hat dies ein Erfolg ein
der öffentlichen Druck.

Spanish→French
Las inversiones en la materia superan
los 1.5 billones de dólares.

Les investissements dans ce domaine
dépassent les 1,5 milliards de dollars.

Les investissements dans la matière
dépassent les 1,5 milliards de dollars.

Table 4: Sample outputs for unseen language pairs on newstest2013 test set.
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Abstract

Neural machine translation (NMT) takes
deterministic sequences for source
representations. However, either word-
level or subword-level segmentations have
multiple choices to split a source sequence
with different word segmentors or different
subword vocabulary sizes. We hypothesize
that the diversity in segmentations may affect
the NMT performance. To integrate different
segmentations with the state-of-the-art NMT
model, Transformer, we propose lattice-based
encoders to explore effective word or subword
representation in an automatic way during
training. We propose two methods: 1) lattice
positional encoding and 2) lattice-aware
self-attention. These two methods can be
used together and show complementary to
each other to further improve translation
performance. Experiment results show
superiorities of lattice-based encoders in
word-level and subword-level representations
over conventional Transformer encoder.

1 Introduction

Neural machine translation (NMT) has
achieved great progress with the evolvement
of model structures under an encoder-decoder
framework (Sutskever et al., 2014; Bahdanau
et al., 2014). Recently, the self-attention based
Transformer model has achieved state-of-the-
art performance on multiple language pairs
(Vaswani et al., 2017; Marie et al., 2018). Both
representations of source and target sentences in

∗ Corresponding author. This paper was partially
supported by National Key Research and Development
Program of China (No. 2017YFB0304100) and key projects
of National Natural Science Foundation of China (No.
U1836222 and No. 61733011). Rui Wang was partially
supported by JSPS grant-in-aid for early-career scientists
(19K20354): “Unsupervised Neural Machine Translation
in Universal Scenarios” and NICT tenure-track researcher
startup fund “Toward Intelligent Machine Translation”.

v8mao yi fa zhan ju fu zong caiv7v6v5v4v3v2v1v0

mao-yi fa-zhan ju fu zong-cai

fa-zhan-jumao-yi-fa-zhan fu-zong-cai

v0 v1 v2 v3mao-yi-fa-zhan ju fu-zong-cai

v0 v1 v2 v3mao-yi fa-zhan-ju fu-zong-cai

v0 v1 v2 v3 v4 v5mao-yi fa-zhan ju fu zong-cai

(1)Segmentaion 1

(2)Segmentaion 2

(3)Segmentation 3

(4)Lattice

v8mao yi fa zhan ju fu zong caiv7v6v5v4v3v2v1v0

e0:2:mao-yi e2:4:fa-zhan e4:5:ju e5:6:fu e6:8:zong-cai

e2:5:fa-zhan-jue0:4:mao-yi-fa-zhan e5:8:fu-zong-cai
c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8

Figure 1: Incorporating three different segmentation
for a lattice graph. The original sentence is “mao-yi-
fa-zhan-ju-fu-zong-cai”. In Chinese it is “贸易发展局
副总裁”. In English it means “The vice president of
Trade Development Council”

NMT can be factorized in character (Costa-Jussa
and Fonollosa, 2016), word (Sutskever et al.,
2014), or subword (Sennrich et al., 2015) level.
However, only using 1-best segmentation as
inputs limits NMT encoders to express source
sequences sufficiently and reliably. Many
East Asian languages, including Chinese are
written without explicit word boundary, so
that their sentences need to be segmented into
words firstly (Zhao et al., 2019; Cai et al.,
2017; Cai and Zhao, 2016; Zhao et al., 2013;
Zhao and Kit, 2011). By different segmentors,
each sentence can be segmented into multiple
forms as shown in Figure 1. Even for those
alphabetical languages with clear word boundary
like English, there is still an issue about selecting
a proper subword vocabulary size, which
determines the segmentation granularities for
word representation.

In order to handle this problem, Morishita
et al. (2018) used hierarchical subword features
to represent sequence with different subword
granularities. Su et al. (2017) proposed the
first word-lattice based recurrent neural network
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(RNN) encoders which extended Gated Recurrent
Units (GRUs) (Cho et al., 2014) to take in
multiple sequence segmentation representations.
Sperber et al. (2017) incorporated posterior scores
to Tree-LSTM for building a lattice encoder in
speech translation. All these existing methods
serve for RNN-based NMT model, where lattices
can be formulized as directed graphs and the
inherent directed structure of RNN facilitates the
construction of lattice. Meanwhile, the self-
attention mechanism is good at learning the
dependency between characters in parallel, which
can partially compare and learn information from
multiple segmentations (Cherry et al., 2018).
Therefore, it is challenging to directly apply the
lattice structure to Transformer.

In this work, we explore an efficient way
of integrating lattice into Transformer. Our
method can not only process multiple sequences
segmented in different ways to improve translation
quality, but also maintain the characteristics of
parallel computation in the Transformer.

2 Background

2.1 Transformer

Transformer stacks self-attention and point-wise,
fully connected layers for both encoders and
decoders. Decoder layers also have another sub-
layer which performs attention over the output
of the encoder. Residual connections around
each layer are employed followed by layer
normalization (Ba et al., 2016).

To make use of the order of the sequence,
Vaswani et al. (2017) proposed Positional
Encodings to indicate the absolute or relative
position of tokens in input sequence which are
calculated as:

p(j,2i) = sin(j/100002i/d)

p(j,2i+1) = cos(j/100002i/d),
where j is the position, i is the dimension and
d is the model dimension. Then positional
encodings p1:M = {p1, ..., pM} are added to the
embedding of each token t1:M = {t1, ..., tM}
and are propagated to higher layers via residual
connections.

2.2 Self-Attention

Transformer employs H attention heads
to perform self-attention over a sequence
individually and finally applies concatenation
and linear transformation to the results from

Conditions Explanation
lad i < j = p < q ei:j is left adjacent to ep:q .
rad p < q = i < j ei:j is right adjacent to ep:q .
inc i ≤ p < q ≤ j ei:j includes ep:q .
ind p ≤ i < j ≤ q ei:j is included in ep:q .

its i < p < j < q or
ei:j is intersected with ep:q .

p < i < q < j
pre i < j < p < q ei:j is preceding edge to ep:q .
suc p < q < i < j ei:j is succeeding edge to ep:q .

Table 1: Relations possibly satisfied by any two
different edges ei:j and ep:q in the lattice. Note that two
equal signs cannot stand at the same time in condition
inequality for inc and ind.

.

each head, which is called multi-head attention
(Vaswani et al., 2017). Every single head attention
in multi-head attention is calculated in a scaled
dot product form:

uij =
(tiW

Q)(tjW
K)T√

d
, (1)

where d is the model dimension, t1:M is the input
sequence and uij are normalized by a softmax
function:

αij =
exp(uij)∑M
k=1 exp(uik)

, (2)

and αij are used to calculate the final output
hidden representations:

oi =
M∑

j=1

αij(tjW
V ), (3)

where o1:M is outputs and WQ,WK , and W V are
learnable projections matrices for query, key, and
value in a single head, respectively.

3 Models

3.1 Lattices

Lattices can represent multiple segmentation
sequences in a directed graph, as they merge the
same subsequence of all candidate subsequences
using a compact way.

As shown in Figure 1, we follow Su et al.
(2017) to apply different segmentator to segment
an element1 sequence c1:N = {c1, c2, ..., cN} into
different word or subword sequences to construct
a lattice G = 〈V,E〉, a directed, connected, and
acyclic graph, where V is node set and E is edge

1Character for word lattice and minimum subword unit in
our predefined subword segmentations for subword lattice.
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     Input
Embedding

     Lattice sequence Inputs

           Lattice 
Positional Encoding

Lattice-aware
self-attention

Add & Norm

Add & Norm
   Feed
Forward

Hidden representations

N x

t1 t2 t3 t4 t5

t1
t2
t3
t4
t5

Figure 2: The architecture of lattice-based Transformer
encoder. Lattice positional encoding is added to the
embeddings of lattice sequence inputs. Different colors
in lattice-aware self-attention indicate different relation
embeddings.

set, node vi ∈ V denotes the gap between ci and
ci+1, edge ei:j ∈ E departing from vi and arrives
at vj (i < j) indicates a possible word or subword
unit covering subsequence ci+1:j .

All the edges in the latticeG are the actual input
tokens for NMT. For two different edges ei:j and
ep:q, all possible relations can be enumerated as in
Table 1.

3.2 Lattice-Based Encoders

We place all edges E in the lattice graph into
an input sequence t1:M = {t1, t2, ..., tM} for
Transformer; then we modify the positional
encoding to indicate the positional information of
input tokens, namely all edges in the lattice graph.
In addition, we propose a lattice-aware self-
attention to directly represent position relationship
among tokens. The overall architecture is shown
in Figure 2.

Lattice Positional Encoding (LPE) Original
positional encoding indicates the order of the
sequence in an ascending form {p1, p2, ..., pM}.
We hypothesize that increasing positional
encodings can indicate the order of sequential
sentence. As shown in Figure 3, we scan a source
sequence by element c1:N = {c1, c2, ..., cN} (for
example, ci is character in Figure 3) and record
their position p1:N = {p1, p2, ..., pN}. Then we
use the positional encoding of the first element in
lattice edge to represent current token’s position,
which can ensure that every edge in each path
departing from v0 and arriving at vN in lattice will

v8mao yi fa zhan ju fu zong caiv7v6v5v4v3v2v1v0

mao-yi:1 fa-zhan:3 ju:5 fu:6 zong-cai:7

fa-zhan-ju:3mao-yi-fa-zhan:1 fu-zong-cai:6

v0 v1 v2 v3 v4 v5mao-yi:1 fa-zhan:2 ju:3 fu:4 zong-cai:5

(1)position encodings

(2)LPE and LSA

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

rad inc inc lad pre

its self lad

selfsuc suc

suc

rad

rad

lad

ind

Figure 3: Lattice positional encoding pi+1 (in green)
for edge ei:j in the lattice graph and the relation
embeddings r in lattice-aware self-attention based on
the timestep of token fa-zhan-ju (in red) and fu (in
purple).

have an increasing positional encoding order. The
property mentioned above is easy to prove, since
start and end points vi, vj of each edge ei:j strictly
satisfy i < j and next edge ej:k will start from vj
and thus get a larger positional encoding.

Formally, for any input token tk, namely edge
ei:j covering elements ci+1:j , positional encoding
pi+1 will be used to represent its position and be
added to its embedding.

Lattice-aware Self-Attention (LSA) We also
directly modify self-attention to a lattice-aware
way which makes self-attention aware of the
relations between any two different edges. We
modified Equations (1) and (3) in the same way
of Shaw et al. (2018) to indicate edge relation:

eij =
(tiW

Q)(tjW
K + rKij )

T

√
d

, (4)

oi =

M∑

j=1

αij(tjW
V + rVij ), (5)

where rKij and rVij are relation embeddings which
are added to the keys and values to indicate
relation between input tokens ti and tj , namely
edges ep:q and ek:l in lattice graph, respectively.

To facilitate parallel computation, we add an
additional embedding (self) for a token when it
is conducted dot-product attention with itself, so
we train eight (seven in Table 1) different relation
embeddings aV1:8 and aK1:8 as look-up table for
keys and values, respectively. rKij and rVij can
look up for aV1:8 and aK1:8 based on the relation
between ti and tj . Figure 3 shows an example of
embeddings in lattice-aware self-attentions based
on the timestep of token fa-zhan-ju and fu.
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System Input MT05 MT02 MT03 MT04 MT06 MT08 ALL

RNN
PKU 31.42 34.68 33.08 35.32 31.61 23.58 31.76
CTB 31.38 34.95 32.85 35.44 31.75 23.33 31.78
MSR 29.92 34.49 32.06 35.10 31.23 23.12 31.35

Lattice-RNN Lattice 32.40 35.75 34.32 36.50 32.77 24.84 32.95

Transformer
PKU 41.67 43.61 41.62 43.66 40.25 31.62 40.24
CTB 41.87 43.72 42.11 43.58 40.41 31.76 40.35
MSR 41.17 43.11 41.38 43.60 39.67 31.02 39.87

Transformer + LPE
Lattice

42.37 43.71 42.67 44.43 41.14 32.09 40.93↑

Transformer + LSA 42.28 43.56 42.73 43.81 41.01 32.39 40.77↑

Transformer + LPE + LSA 42.65 44.14 42.24 44.81 41.37 32.98 41.26↑

Table 2: Evaluation of translation performance on NIST Zh-En dataset. RNN and Lattice-RNN results are from
(Su et al., 2017). We highlight the highest BLEU score in bold for each set. ↑ indicates statistically significant
difference (p <0.01) from best baseline.

Since self-attention is computed parallelly, we
generate a matrix with all lattice embeddings
in it for each sentence which can be easily
incorporated into standard self-attention by
matrix multiplication. We use different relation
embeddings for different Transformer layers but
share the same one between different heads in a
single layer.

4 Experiments

4.1 Setup

We conducted experiments on the NIST Chinese-
English (Zh-En) and IWSLT 2016 English-
German (En-De) datasets. The Zh-En corpus
consists of 1.25M sentence pairs and the En-De
corpus consists of 191K sentence pairs. For Zh-
En task, we chose the NIST 2005 dataset as the
validation set and the NIST 2002, 2003, 2004,
2006, and 2008 datasets as test sets. For En-
De task, tst2012 was used as validation set and
tst2013 and tst2014 were used as test sets. For
both tasks, sentence pairs with either side longer
than 50 were dropped. We used the case-sensitive
4-gram NIST BLEU score (Papineni et al., 2002)
as the evaluation metric and sign-test (Collins
et al., 2005) for statistical significance test.

For Zh-En task, we followed Su et al. (2017)
to use the toolkit2 to train segmenters on PKU,
MSR (Emerson, 2005), and CTB corpora (Xue
et al., 2005), then we generated word lattices
with different segmented training data. Both
source and target vocabularies are limited to 30K.
For En-De task, we adopted 8K, 16K and 32K

2https://nlp.stanford.edu/software/segmenter.html#Download

BPE merge operations (Sennrich et al., 2015) to
get different segmented sentences for building
subword lattices. 16K BPE merge operations are
employed on the target side.

We set batch size to 1024 tokens and
accumulated gradient 16 times before a back-
propagation. During training, we set all dropout
to 0.3 and chose the Adam optimizer (Kingma
and Ba, 2014) with β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.98 and
ε = 10−9 for parameters tuning. During decoding,
we used beam search algorithm and set the beam
size to 20. All other configurations were the same
with Vaswani et al. (2017). We implemented our
model based on the OpenNMT (Klein et al., 2017)
and trained and evaluated all models on a single
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti GPU.

4.2 Overall Performance

From Table 2, we see that our LPE and LSA
models both outperform the Transformer baseline
model of 0.58 and 0.42 BLEU respectively. When
we combine LPE and LSA together, we get a gain
of 0.91 BLEU points. Table 3 shows that our
method also works well on the subword level.

The base Transformer system has about 90M
parameters and our LPE and LSA models
introduce 0 and 6k parameters over it, respectively,
which shows that our lattice approach improves
Transformer with little parameter accumulation.

During training, base Transformer performs
about 0.714 steps per second while LPE + LSA
model can process around 0.328. As lattice-based
method usually seriously slows down the training,
our lattice design and implementation over the
Transformer only shows moderate efficiency
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System Input tst2012 tst2013 tst2014
RNN 16k 26.24 28.22 24.17

Transformer
8k 27.31 29.56 25.57
16k 27.35 29.02 25.12
32k 27.15 28.61 24.88

+ LPE
Lattice

27.34 29.48 25.88↑

+ LSA 27.44 29.73↑ 25.65
+ LPE + LSA 27.76 30.28↑ 26.22↑

Table 3: Evaluation of translation performance on
IWSLT2016 En-De dataset. RNN results are reported
from Morishita et al. (2018). ↑ indicates statistically
significant difference (p <0.01) from best baseline.

.

Systems PE PE + LSA
ALL 40.54 40.90

Table 4: Translation performance (BELU score) with
normal positional encodings and normal positional
encodings with LSA model on NIST Zh-En dataset.

reduction.

4.3 Analysis3

Effect of Lattice-Based Encoders To show the
effectiveness of our method, we placed all edges
in the lattice of a single sequence in a relative
right order based on their first character, then we
applied normal positional encodings (PE) to the
lattice inputs on our base Transformer model. As
shown in Table 4, our LPE and LSA method
outperforms normal positional encodings by 0.39
and 0.23 BLEU respectively which shows that our
methods are effective.
Complementary of LPE and LSA Our LPE
method allows edges in all paths in an increasing
positional encoding order which seems to focus
on long-range order but ignore local disorder.
While our LSA method treats all preceding and
succeeding edges equally which seems to address
local disorder better but ignore long-range order.
To show the complementary of these two methods,
we also placed all edges of lattice in a single
sequence in a relative right order based on their
first character and use normal positional encodings
and our LSA method; we obtained a BLEU
of 40.90 which is 0.13 higher than single LSA
model. From this, we can see that long-range
position information is indeed beneficial to our
LSA model.

3All analysis experiments conducted on NIST dataset.

5 Related Work

Neural network based methods have been applied
to several natural language processing tasks (Li
et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2018,
2017; Li et al., 2019; He et al., 2018; Zhou and
Zhao, 2019), especially to NMT (Bahdanau et al.,
2015; Wang et al., 2017a,b, 2018; Wang et al.,
2018; Zhang et al., 2018; Zhang and Zhao, 2019).

Our work is related to the source side
representations for NMT. Generally, the NMT
model uses the word as a basic unit for source
sentences modeling. In order to obtain better
source side representations and avoid OOV
problems, recent research has modeled source
sentences at character level (Ling et al., 2015;
Costa-Jussa and Fonollosa, 2016; Yang et al.,
2016; Lee et al., 2016), subword level (Sennrich
et al., 2015; Kudo, 2018; Wu and Zhao, 2018) and
mixed character-word level (Luong and Manning,
2016). All these methods show better translation
performance than the word level model.

As models mentioned above only use 1-best
segmentation as inputs, lattice which can pack
many different segmentations in a compact form
has been widely used in statistical machine
translation (SMT) (Xu et al., 2005; Dyer
et al., 2008) and RNN-based NMT (Su et al.,
2017; Sperber et al., 2017). To enhance the
representaions of the input, lattice has also
been applied in many other NLP tasks such as
named entity recognition (Zhang and Yang, 2018),
Chinese word segmentation (Yang et al., 2019)
and part-of-speech tagging (Jiang et al., 2008;
Wang et al., 2013).

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed two methods
to incorporate lattice representations into
Transformer. Experimental results in two
datasets on word-level and subword-level
respectively validate the effectiveness of the
proposed approaches.

Different from Veličković et al. (2017), our
work also provides an attempt to encode a simple
labeled graph into Transformer and can be used in
any tasks which need Transformer encoder to learn
sequence representation.
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Abstract
Modern NLP applications have enjoyed a great
boost utilizing neural networks models. Such
deep neural models, however, are not applica-
ble to most human languages due to the lack
of annotated training data for various NLP
tasks. Cross-lingual transfer learning (CLTL)
is a viable method for building NLP models
for a low-resource target language by lever-
aging labeled data from other (source) lan-
guages. In this work, we focus on the multi-
lingual transfer setting where training data in
multiple source languages is leveraged to fur-
ther boost target language performance.

Unlike most existing methods that rely only
on language-invariant features for CLTL, our
approach coherently utilizes both language-
invariant and language-specific features at in-
stance level. Our model leverages adversarial
networks to learn language-invariant features,
and mixture-of-experts models to dynamically
exploit the similarity between the target lan-
guage and each individual source language1.
This enables our model to learn effectively
what to share between various languages in the
multilingual setup. Moreover, when coupled
with unsupervised multilingual embeddings,
our model can operate in a zero-resource set-
ting where neither target language training
data nor cross-lingual resources are available.
Our model achieves significant performance
gains over prior art, as shown in an extensive
set of experiments over multiple text classifi-
cation and sequence tagging tasks including a
large-scale industry dataset.

1 Introduction

Recent advances in deep learning enabled a wide
variety of NLP models to achieve impressive per-
formance, thanks in part to the availability of

∗Most work was done while the first author was an intern
at Microsoft Research.

1The code is available at https://github.com/
microsoft/Multilingual-Model-Transfer.

large-scale annotated datasets. However, such an
advantage is not available to most of the world lan-
guages since many of them lack the the labeled
data necessary for training deep neural nets for a
variety of NLP tasks. As it is prohibitive to obtain
training data for all languages of interest, cross-
lingual transfer learning (CLTL) offers the pos-
sibility of learning models for a target language
using annotated data from other languages (source
languages) (Yarowsky et al., 2001). In this paper,
we concentrate on the more challenging unsuper-
vised CLTL setting, where no target language la-
beled data is used for training.2

Traditionally, most research on CLTL has been
devoted to the standard bilingual transfer (BLTL)
case where training data comes from a single
source language. In practice, however, it is of-
ten the case that we have labeled data in a few
languages, and would like to be able to utilize all
of the data when transferring to other languages.
Previous work (McDonald et al., 2011) indeed
showed that transferring from multiple source lan-
guages could result in significant performance im-
provement. Therefore, in this work, we focus on
the multi-source CLTL scenario, also known as
multilingual transfer learning (MLTL), to fur-
ther boost the target language performance.

One straightforward method employed in CLTL
is weight sharing, namely directly applying the
model trained on the source language to the target
after mapping both languages to a common em-
bedding space. As shown in previous work (Chen
et al., 2016), however, the distributions of the hid-
den feature vectors of samples from different lan-
guages extracted by the same neural net remain di-
vergent, and hence weight sharing is not sufficient
for learning a language-invariant feature space that
generalizes well across languages. As such, previ-

2In contrast, supervised CLTL assumes the availability of
annotations in the target language.
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ous work has explored using language-adversarial
training (Chen et al., 2016; Kim et al., 2017) to ex-
tract features that are invariant with respect to the
shift in language, using only (non-parallel) unla-
beled texts from each language.

On the other hand, in the MLTL setting,
where multiple source languages exist, language-
adversarial training will only use, for model trans-
fer, the features that are common among all source
languages and the target, which may be too re-
strictive in many cases. For example, when trans-
ferring from English, Spanish and Chinese to
German, language-adversarial training will retain
only features that are invariant across all four lan-
guages, which can be too sparse to be informative.
Furthermore, the fact that German is more similar
to English than to Chinese is neglected because the
transferred model is unable to utilize features that
are shared only between English and German.

To address these shortcomings, we propose a
new MLTL model that not only exploits language-
invariant features, but also allows the target lan-
guage to dynamically and selectively leverage
language-specific features through a probabilistic
attention-style mixture of experts mechanism (see
§3). This allows our model to learn effectively
what to share between various languages. An-
other contribution of this paper is that, when com-
bined with the recent unsupervised cross-lingual
word embeddings (Lample et al., 2018; Chen and
Cardie, 2018b), our model is able to operate in a
zero-resource setting where neither task-specific
target language annotations nor general-purpose
cross-lingual resources (e.g. parallel corpora or
machine translation (MT) systems) are available.
This is an advantage over many existing CLTL
works, making our model more widely applicable
to many lower-resource languages.

We evaluate our model on multiple MLTL tasks
ranging from text classification to named entity
recognition and semantic slot filling, including a
real-world industry dataset. Our model beats all
baseline models trained, like ours, without cross-
lingual resources. More strikingly, in many cases,
it can match or outperform state-of-the-art models
that have access to strong cross-lingual supervi-
sion (e.g. commercial MT systems).

2 Related Work

The diversity of human languages is a critical chal-
lenge for natural language processing. In order to

alleviate the need for obtaining annotated data for
each task in each language, cross-lingual transfer
learning (CLTL) has long been studied (Yarowsky
et al., 2001; Bel et al., 2003, inter alia).

For unsupervised CLTL in particular, where no
target language training data is available, most
prior research investigates the bilingual trans-
fer setting. Traditionally, research focuses on
resource-based methods, where general-purpose
cross-lingual resources such as MT systems or
parallel corpora are utilized to replace task-
specific annotated data (Wan, 2009; Prettenhofer
and Stein, 2010). With the advent of deep learn-
ing, especially adversarial neural networks (Good-
fellow et al., 2014; Ganin et al., 2016), progress
has been made towards model-based CLTL meth-
ods. Chen et al. (2016) propose language-
adversarial training that does not directly depend
on parallel corpora, but instead only requires a set
of bilingual word embeddings (BWEs).

On the other hand, the multilingual transfer
setting, although less explored, has also been stud-
ied (McDonald et al., 2011; Naseem et al., 2012;
Täckström et al., 2013; Hajmohammadi et al.,
2014; Zhang and Barzilay, 2015; Guo et al., 2016),
showing improved performance compared to us-
ing labeled data from one source language as in
bilingual transfer.

Another important direction for CLTL is to
learn cross-lingual word representations (Klemen-
tiev et al., 2012; Zou et al., 2013; Mikolov et al.,
2013). Recently, there have been several notable
work for learning fully unsupervised cross-lingual
word embeddings, both for the bilingual (Zhang
et al., 2017; Lample et al., 2018; Artetxe et al.,
2018) and multilingual case (Chen and Cardie,
2018b). These efforts pave the road for perform-
ing CLTL without cross-lingual resources.

Finally, a related field to MLTL is multi-source
domain adaptation (Mansour et al., 2009), where
most prior work relies on the learning of domain-
invariant features (Zhao et al., 2018; Chen and
Cardie, 2018a). Ruder et al. (2019) propose a
general framework for selective sharing between
domains, but their method learns static weights
at the task level, while our model can dynami-
cally select what to share at the instance level.
A very recent work (Guo et al., 2018) attempts
to model the relation between the target domain
and each source domain. Our model combines the
strengths of these methods and is able to simul-
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Figure 1: An overview of the MAN-MoE model.

taneously utilize both the domain-invariant and
domain-specific features in a coherent way.

3 Model

One commonly adopted paradigm for neu-
ral cross-lingual transfer is the shared-private
model (Bousmalis et al., 2016), where the fea-
tures are divided into two parts: shared (language-
invariant) features and private (language-specific)
features. As mentioned before, the shared fea-
tures are enforced to be language-invariant via
language-adversarial training, by attempting to
fool a language discriminator. Furthermore, Chen
and Cardie (2018a) propose a generalized shared-
private model for the multi-source setting, where a
multinomial adversarial network (MAN) is adopted
to extract common features shared by all source
languages as well as the target. On the other hand,
the private features are learned by separate feature
extractors, one for each source language, captur-
ing the remaining features outside the shared ones.
During training, the labeled samples from a certain
source language go through the corresponding pri-
vate feature extractor for that particular language.
At test time, there is no private feature extractor
for the target language; only the shared features
are used for cross-lingual transfer.

As mentioned in §1, using only the shared fea-
tures for MLTL imposes an overly strong con-

straint and many useful features may be wiped
out by adversarial training if they are shared
only between the target language and a subset of
source languages. Therefore, we propose to use
a mixture-of-experts (MoE) model (Shazeer et al.,
2017; Gu et al., 2018) to learn the private features.
The idea is to have a set of language expert net-
works, one per source language, each responsi-
ble for learning language-specific features for that
source language during training. However, instead
of hard-switching between the experts, each sam-
ple uses a convex combination of all experts, dic-
tated by an expert gate. Thus, at test time, the
trained expert gate can decide the optimal expert
weights for the unseen target language based on
its similarity to the source languages.

Figure 1 shows an overview of our MAN-MoE
model for multilingual model transfer. The boxes
illustrate various components of the MAN-MoE
model (§3.1), while the arrows depict the training
flow (§3.2).

3.1 Model Architecture

Figure 1 portrays an abstract view of the
MAN-MoE model with four components: the Mul-
tilingual Word Representation, the MAN Shared
Feature Extractor Fs (together with the Language
DiscriminatorD), the MoE Private Feature Extrac-
tor Fp, and finally the MoE Predictor C. Based on
the actual task (e.g. sequence tagging, text classi-
fication, sequence to sequence, etc.), different ar-
chitectures may be adopted, as explained below.
Multilingual Word Representation embeds
words from all languages into a single semantic
space so that words with similar meanings are
close to each other regardless of language. In
this work, we mainly rely on the MUSE embed-
dings (Lample et al., 2018), which are trained in
a fully unsupervised manner. We map all other
languages into English to obtain a multilingual
embedding space. However, in certain experi-
ments, MUSE yields 0 accuracy on one or more
language pairs (Søgaard et al., 2018), in which
case the VecMap embeddings (Artetxe et al.,
2017) are used. It uses identical strings as su-
pervision, which does not require parallel corpus
or human annotations. We further experiment
with the recent unsupervised multilingual word
embeddings (Chen and Cardie, 2018b), which
gives improved performance (§4.2).

In addition, for tasks where morphological fea-
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tures are important, one can add character-level
word embeddings (Dos Santos and Zadrozny,
2014) that captures sub-word information. When
character embeddings are used, we add a single
CharCNN that is shared across all languages, and
the final word representation is the concatenation
of the word embedding and the char-level embed-
ding. The CharCNN can then be trained end to
end with the rest of the model.
MAN Shared Feature Extractor Fs is a multi-
nomial adversarial network (Chen and Cardie,
2018a), which is an adversarial pair of a feature
extractor (e.g. LSTM or CNN) and a language dis-
criminator D. D is a text classifier (Kim, 2014)
that takes the shared features (extracted by Fs) of
an input sequence and predicts which language it
comes from. On the other hand, Fs strives to fool
D so that it cannot identify the language of a sam-
ple. The hypothesis is that if D cannot recognize
the language of the input, the shared features then
do not contain language information and are hence
language-invariant. Note thatD is trained only us-
ing unlabeled texts, and can therefore be trained
on all languages including the target language.
MoE Private Feature Extractor Fp is a key dif-
ference from previous work, shown in Figure 2.
The figure shows the Mixture-of-Experts (Shazeer
et al., 2017) model with three source languages,
English, Spanish, and Chinese. Fp has a shared
BiLSTM at the bottom that extracts contextualized
word representations for each token w in the input
sentence. The LSTM hidden representation hw is
then fed into the MoE module, where each source

language has a separate expert network (a MLP).
In addition, the expert gate G is a linear transfor-
mation that takes hw as input and outputs a soft-
max score αi for each expert. The final private
feature vector is a mixture of all expert outputs,
dictated by the expert gate weights α.

During training, the expert gate is trained to pre-
dict the language of a sample using the gate loss
Jg, where the expert gate output α is treated as the
softmax probability of the predicted languages. In
other words, the more accurate the language pre-
diction is, the more the correct expert gets used.
Therefore, Jg is used to encourage samples from
a certain source language to use the correct ex-
pert, and each expert is hence learning language-
specific features for that language. As the BiL-
STM is exposed to all source languages during
training, the trained expert gate will be able to
examine the hidden representation of a token to
predict the optimal expert weights α, even for un-
seen target languages at test time. For instance,
if a German test sample is similar to the English
training samples, the trained expert gate will pre-
dict a higher α for the English expert, resulting
in a heavier use of it in the final feature vector.
Therefore, even for the unforeseen target language
(e.g. German), Fp is able to dynamically deter-
mine what knowledge to use from each individual
source language at a token level.

MoE Task-Specific Predictor C is the final mod-
ule that make predictions for the end task, and may
take different forms depending on the task. For in-
stance, for sequence tagging tasks, the shared and
private features are first concatenated for each to-
ken, and then past through a MoE module similar
to Fp (as shown in Figure 6 in the Appendix). It is
straightforward to adapt C to work for other tasks.
For example, for text classification, a pooling layer
such as dot-product attention (Luong et al., 2015)
is added at the bottom to fuse token-level features
into a single sentence feature vector.

C first concatenates the shared and private fea-
tures to form a single feature vector for each to-
ken. It then has another MoE module that outputs
a softmax probability over all labels for each to-
ken. The idea is that it may be favorable to put dif-
ferent weights between the language-invariant and
language-specific features for different target lan-
guages. Again consider the example of English,
German, Spanish and Chinese. When transferring
to Chinese from the other three, the source lan-
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Algorithm 1 MAN-MoE Training
Require: labeled corpus X; unlabeled corpus U; Hyperpa-

mameter λ1, λ2 > 0, k ∈ N
1: repeat
2: . D iterations
3: for diter = 1 to k do
4: lD = 0
5: for all l ∈ ∆ do . For all languages
6: Sample a mini-batch x ∼ Ul

7: fs = Fs(x) . Shared features
8: lD += LD(D(fs); l) . D loss
9: Update D parameters using∇lD

10: . Main iteration
11: loss = 0
12: for all l ∈ S do . For all source languages
13: Sample a mini-batch (x,y) ∼ Xl

14: fs = Fs(x) . Shared features
15: fp, g1 = Fp(x) . Private feat. & gate outputs
16: ŷ, g2 = C(fs,fp)
17: loss += LC(ŷ;y) + λ2(Lg(g1; l) +Lg(g2; l))

18: for all l ∈ ∆ do . For all languages
19: Sample a mini-batch x ∼ Ul

20: fs = Fs(x) . Shared features
21: loss += −λ1 · LD(D(fs); l) . Confuse D
22: Update Fs, Fp, C parameters using∇loss
23: until convergence

guages are similar to each other while all being
rather distant from Chinese. Therefore, the adver-
sarially learned shared features might be more im-
portant in this case. On the other hand, when trans-
ferring to German, which is much more similar
to English than to Chinese, we might want to pay
more attention to the MoE private features. There-
fore, we adopt a MoE module in C, which provides
more flexibility than using a single MLP3.

3.2 Model Training
Denote the set of all N source languages as S,
where |S| = N . Denote the target language as
T , and let ∆ = S ∪ T be the set of all languages.
Denote the annotated corpus for a source language
l ∈ S as Xl, where (x, y) ∼ Xl is a sample drawn
from Xl. In addition, unlabeled data is required
for all languages to facilitate the MAN training. We
hence denote as Ul′ the unlabeled texts from a lan-
guage l′ ∈ ∆.

The overall training flow of variant components
is illustrated in Figure 1, while the training al-
gorithm is depicted in Algorithm 1. Similar to
MAN, there are two separate optimizers to train
MAN-MoE, one updating the parameters of D (red
arrows), while the other updating the parameters
of all other modules (green arrows). In Algo-

3We also experimented with an attention mechanism be-
tween the shared and private features, or a gating mechanism
to modulate each feature channel, but got sub-optimal results.

rithm 1, LC , LD and Lg are the loss functions for
the predictor C, the language discriminator D, and
the expert gates in Fp and C, respectively.

In practice, we adopt the NLL loss for LC for
text classification, and token-level NLL loss for
sequence tagging:

LNLL(ŷ; y) = − logP (ŷ = y) (1)

LT -NLL(ŷ;y) = − logP (ŷ = y)

= −
∑

i

logP (ŷi = yi) (2)

where y is a scalar class label, and y is a vector of
token labels. LC is hence interpreted as the neg-
ative log-likelihood of predicting the correct task
label. Similarly, D adopts the NLL loss in (1)
for predicting the correct language of a sample.
Finally, the expert gates G use token-level NLL
loss in (2), which translates to the negative log-
likelihood of using the correct language expert for
each token in a sample.

Therefore, the objectives that C, D and G mini-
mize are, respectively:

JC =
∑

l∈S
E

(x,y)∈Xl

[LC (C(Fs(x),Fp(x)); y)] (3)

JD =
∑

l∈∆

E
x∈Ul

[LD(D(Fs(x)); l)] (4)

JG =
∑

l∈S
E

x∈Xl

[∑

w∈x
LG(G(hw); l)

]
(5)

where hw in (5) is the BiLSTM hidden representa-
tion in Fp as shown in Figure 2. In addition, note
that D is trained using unlabeled corpora over all
languages (∆), while the training ofFp and C (and
hence G) only take place on source languages (S).
Finally, the overall objective function is:

J = JC − λ1JD + λ2(J
(1)
G + J

(2)
G ) (6)

where J (1)
G and J (2)

G are the two expert gates in Fp
and C, respectively. More implementation details
can be found in Appendix B.

4 Experiments

In this section, we present an extensive set of
experiments across three datasets. The first ex-
periment is on a real-world multilingual slot fill-
ing (sequence tagging) dataset, where the data is
used in a commercial personal virtual assistant. In
addition, we conduct experiments on two public
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English German Spanish Chinese

Domain #Train #Dev #Test #Train #Dev #Test #Train #Dev #Test #Train #Dev #Test #Slot

Navigation 311045 23480 36625 13356 1599 2014 13862 1497 1986 7472 1114 1173 8
Calendar 64010 5946 8260 8261 1084 1366 6706 926 1081 2056 309 390 4
Files 30339 2058 5355 3005 451 480 6082 843 970 1289 256 215 5

Domain Examples

Navigation [Driving ]transportation type directions to [Walmart ]place name in [New York ]location .
Calendar Add [school meeting ]title to my calendar on [Monday ]start date at [noon]start time .
Files Search for [notes]data type with [grocery list ]keyword .

Table 1: Statistics for the Multilingual Semantic Slot Filling dataset with examples from each domain.

academic datasets, namely the CoNLL multilin-
gual named entity recognition (sequence tagging)
dataset (Sang, 2002; Sang and Meulder, 2003),
and the multilingual Amazon reviews (text clas-
sification) dataset (Prettenhofer and Stein, 2010).

4.1 Cross-Lingual Semantic Slot Filling
As shown in Table 1, we collect data for four lan-
guages: English, German, Spanish, and Chinese,
over three domains: Navigation, Calendar, and
Files. Each domain has a set of pre-determined
slots (the slots are the same across languages), and
the user utterances in each language and domain
are annotated by crowd workers with the correct
slots (see the examples in Table 1). We employ
the standard BIO tagging scheme to formulate the
slot filling problem as a sequence tagging task.

For each domain and language, the data is di-
vided into a training, a validation, and a test set,
with the number of samples in each split shown
in Table 1. In our experiments, we treat each do-
main as a separate experiment, and consider each
of German, Spanish and Chinese as the target lan-
guage while the remaining three being source lan-
guages, which results in a total of 9 experiments.

4.1.1 Results
In Table 2, we report the performance of
MAN-MoE compared to a number of baseline sys-
tems. All systems adopt the same base architec-
ture, which is a multi-layer BiLSTM sequence tag-
ger (İrsoy and Cardie, 2014) with a token-level
MLP on top (no CRFs were used).
MT baselines employ machine translation (MT)
for cross-lingual transfer. In particular, the train-
on-trans(lation) method translates the entire En-
glish training set into each target language which
are in turn used to train a supervised system on the
target language. On the other hand, the test-on-
trans(lation) method trains an English sequence
tagger, and utilizes MT to translate the test set

of each target language into English in order to
make predictions. In this work, we adopt the Mi-
crosoft Translator4, a strong commercial MT sys-
tem. Note that for a MT system to work for se-
quence tagging tasks, word alignment informa-
tion must be available, in order to project word-
level annotations across languages. This rules out
many MT systems such as Google Translate since
they do not provide word alignment information
through their APIs.
BWE baselines rely on Bilingual Word Embed-
dings (BWEs) and weight sharing for CLTL.
Namely, the sequence tagger trained on the source
language(s) are directly applied to the target lan-
guage, in hopes that the BWEs could bridge the
language gap. This simple method has been shown
to yield strong results in recent work (Upadhyay
et al., 2018). The MUSE (Lample et al., 2018)
BWEs are used by all systems in this experiment.
1-to-1 indicates that we are only transferring from
English, while 3-to-1 means the training data from
all other three languages are leveraged.5

The final baseline is the MAN model (Chen and
Cardie, 2018a), presented before our MAN-MoE
approach. As shown in Table 2, MAN-MoE sub-
stantially outperforms all baseline systems that do
not employ cross-lingual supervision on almost all
domains and languages. Another interesting ob-
servation is that MAN performs strongly on Chi-
nese while being much worse on German and
Spanish compared to the BWE baseline. This
corroborates our hypothesis that MAN only lever-
ages features that are invariant across all lan-
guages for CLTL, and it learns such features bet-
ter than weight sharing. Therefore, when trans-
ferring to German or Spanish, which is similar to
a subset of source languages, the performance of

4https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/
cognitive-services/translator-text-api/

5MAN and MAN-MoE results are always 3-to-1.
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German Spanish Chinese

Domain Navi. Cal. Files avg. Navi. Cal. Files avg. Navi. Cal. Files avg.

Methods with cross-lingual resources
MT (train-on-trans.) 59.95 63.53 38.68 54.05 64.37 59.93 67.55 63.95 60.56 66.49 61.01 62.69
MT (test-on-trans.) 54.49 51.74 55.87 54.03 52.13 58.10 55.00 55.08 54.23 22.71 64.01 46.98

Methods without cross-lingual resources
BWE (1-to-1) 57.53 58.28 35.73 50.51 62.54 44.44 57.56 54.85 17.62 22.48 21.32 20.47
BWE (3-to-1) 61.03 67.66 51.30 60.00 63.74 45.10 64.47 57.77 20.91 13.70 28.47 21.03
MAN 59.07 60.24 39.35 52.89 58.86 37.90 46.75 47.84 34.45 13.53 40.63 29.54
MAN-MoE 62.73 75.13 59.19 65.68 66.57 50.21 70.91 62.56 34.18 29.36 41.70 35.08

Table 2: F1 scores on the Multilingual Semantic Slot Filling dataset. The highest performance is in bold; the
highest performance within method group (with vs. without cross-lingual resources) is underlined (sic passim).

German Spanish Chinese

Domain Navi. Cal. Files avg Navi. Cal. Files avg Navi. Cal. Files avg

MAN-MoE 62.73 75.13 59.19 65.68 66.57 50.21 70.91 62.56 34.18 29.36 41.70 35.08
- C MoE 63.42 76.68 55.68 65.26 65.50 47.51 69.67 60.89 27.71 21.75 41.77 30.41
- Fp MoE 58.33 48.85 37.35 48.18 58.99 36.67 48.39 48.02 39.61 14.64 38.08 30.78
- both MoE 59.07 60.24 39.35 52.89 58.86 37.90 46.75 47.84 34.45 13.53 40.63 29.54
- MAN 60.64 67.69 55.10 61.14 65.38 46.71 68.25 60.11 18.43 10.82 28.90 19.38

Table 3: Ablation (w.r.t. MAN-MoE) results on the Multilingual Semantic Slot Filling dataset.

MAN degrades significantly. On the other hand,
when Chinese serves as the target language, where
all source languages are rather distant from it,
MAN has its merit in extracting language-invariant
features that could generalize to Chinese. With
MAN-MoE, however, this trade-off between close
and distant language pairs is well addressed by
the combination of MAN and MoE. By utilizing
both language-invariant and language-specific fea-
tures for transfer, MAN-MoE outperforms all cross-
lingually unsupervised baselines on all languages.

Furthermore, even when compared with the MT
baseline, which has access to hundreds of millions
of parallel sentences, MAN-MoE performs compet-
itively on German and Spanish. It even signifi-
cantly beats both MT systems on German as MT
sometimes fails to provide accurate word align-
ment for German. On Chinese, where the unsuper-
vised BWEs are much less accurate (BWE base-
lines only achieve 20% F1), MAN-MoE is able to
greatly improve over the BWE and MAN baselines
and shows promising results for zero-resource
CLTL even between distant language pairs.

4.1.2 Feature Ablation

In this section, we take a closer look at the various
modules of MAN-MoE and their impacts on perfor-
mance (Table 3). When the MoE in C is removed,
moderate decrease is observed on all languages.
The performance degrades the most on Chinese,

suggesting that using a single MLP in C is not
ideal when the target language is not similar to the
sources. When removing the private MoE, the MoE
in C no longer makes much sense as C only has
access to the shared features, and the performance
is even slightly worse than removing both MoEs.
With both MoE modules removed, it reduces to the
MAN model, and we see a significant drop on Ger-
man and Spanish. Finally, when removing MAN
while keeping MoE, where the shared features are
simply learned via weight-sharing, we see a slight
drop on German and Spanish, but a rather great
one on Chinese. The ablation results support our
hypotheses and validate the merit of MAN-MoE.

4.2 Cross-Lingual Named Entity Recognition

In this section, we present experiments on the
CoNLL 2002 & 2003 multilingual named entity
recognition (NER) dataset (Sang, 2002; Sang and
Meulder, 2003), with four languages: English,
German, Spanish and Dutch. The task is also for-
mulated as a sequence tagging problem, with four
types of tags: PER, LOC, ORG, and MISC.

The results are summarized in Table 4. We
observe that using only word embeddings does
not yield satisfactory results, since the out-of-
vocabulary problem is rather severe, and morpho-
logical features such as capitalization is crucial for
NER. We hence add character-level word embed-
dings for this task (§3.1) to capture subword fea-
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Target Language de es nl avg

Methods with cross-lingual resources
Täckström et al. (2012) 40.4 59.3 58.4 52.7
Nothman et al. (2013) 55.8 61.0 64.0 60.3
Tsai et al. (2016) 48.1 60.6 61.6 56.8
Ni et al. (2017) 58.5 65.1 65.4 63.0
Mayhew et al. (2017) 57.5 66.0 64.5 62.3

Methods without cross-lingual resources
MAN-MoE 55.1 59.5 61.8 58.8
BWE+CharCNN (1-to-1) 51.5 61.0 67.3 60.0
BWE+CharCNN (3-to-1) 55.8 70.4 69.8 65.3
Xie et al. (2018)* 56.9 71.0 71.3 66.4
MAN-MoE+CharCNN 56.7 71.0 70.9 66.2
MAN-MoE+CharCNN+UMWE 56.0 73.5 72.4 67.3

* Contemporaneous work

Table 4: F1 scores for the CoNLL NER dataset on
German (de), Spanish (es) and Dutch (nl).

tures and alleviate the OOV problem. For Ger-
man, however, all nouns are capitalized, and the
capitalization features learned on the other three
languages would lead to poor results. Therefore,
for German only, we lowercase all characters in
systems that adopt CharCNN.

Table 4 also shows the performance of several
state-of-the-art models in the literature6. Note
that most of these systems are specifically de-
signed for the NER task, and exploit many task-
specific resources, such as multilingual gazetteers,
or metadata in Freebase or Wikipedia (such as en-
tity categories). Among these, Täckström et al.
(2012) rely on parallel corpora to learn cross-
lingual word clusters that serve as features. Noth-
man et al. (2013); Tsai et al. (2016) both lever-
age information in external knowledge bases such
as Wikipedia to learn useful features for cross-
lingual NER. Ni et al. (2017) employ noisy par-
allel corpora (aligned sentence pairs, but not al-
ways translations) and bilingual dictionaries (5k
words for each language pair) for model trans-
fer. They further add external features such as
entity types learned from Wikipedia for improved
performance. Finally, Mayhew et al. (2017) pro-
pose a multi-source framework that utilizes large
cross-lingual lexica. Despite using none of these
resources, general or task-specific, MAN-MoE
nonetheless outperforms all these methods. The
only exception is German, where task-specific re-
sources remain helpful due to its unique capital-
ization rules and high OOV rate.

6We also experimented with the MT baselines, but it often
failed to produce word alignment, resulting in many empty
predictions. The MT baselines attain only a F1 score of
∼30%, and were thus excluded for comparison.
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Figure 3: Average expert gate weights aggregated on a
language level for the Amazon Reviews dataset.

In a contemporaneous work by (Xie et al.,
2018), they propose a cross-lingual NER model
using Bi-LSTM-CRF that achieves similar perfor-
mance compared to MAN-MoE+CharCNN. How-
ever, our architecture is not specialized to the NER
task, and we did not add task-specific modules
such as a CRF decoding layer, etc.

Last but not least, we replace the MUSE em-
beddings with the recently proposed unsupervised
multilingual word embeddings (Chen and Cardie,
2018b), which further boosts the performance,
achieving a new state-of-the-art performance as
shown in Table 4 (last row).

4.3 Cross-Lingual Text Classification on
Amazon Reviews

Finally, we report results on a multilingual
text classification dataset (Prettenhofer and Stein,
2010). The dataset is a binary classification
dataset where each review is classified into posi-
tive or negative sentiment. It has four languages:
English, German, French and Japanese.

As shown in Table 5, MT-BOW uses machine
translation to translate the bag of words of a target
sentence into the source language, while CL-SCL
learns a cross-lingual feature space via structural
correspondence learning (Prettenhofer and Stein,
2010). CR-RL (Xiao and Guo, 2013) learns bilin-
gual word representations where part of the word
vector is shared among languages. Bi-PV (Pham
et al., 2015) extracts bilingual paragraph vector by
sharing the representation between parallel doc-
uments. UMM (Xu and Wan, 2017) is a multi-
lingual framework that could utilize parallel cor-
pora between multiple language pairs, and pivot
as needed when direct bitexts are not available for
a specific source-target pair. Finally CLDFA (Xu
and Yang, 2017) proposes cross-lingual distilla-
tion on parallel corpora for CLTL. Unlike other
works listed, however, they adopt a task-specific
parallel corpus (translated Amazon reviews) that
are difficult to obtain in practice, making the num-
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German French Japanese

Domain books dvd music avg books dvd music avg books dvd music avg

Methods with general-purpose cross-lingual resources
MT-BOW1 79.68 77.92 77.22 78.27 80.76 78.83 75.78 78.46 70.22 71.30 72.02 71.18
CL-SCL1 79.50 76.92 77.79 78.07 78.49 78.80 77.92 78.40 73.09 71.07 75.11 73.09
CR-RL2 79.89 77.14 77.27 78.10 78.25 74.83 78.71 77.26 71.11 73.12 74.38 72.87
Bi-PV3 79.51 78.60 82.45 80.19 84.25 79.60 80.09 81.31 71.75 75.40 75.45 74.20
UMM4 81.65 81.27 81.32 81.41 80.27 80.27 79.41 79.98 71.23 72.55 75.38 73.05

Methods with task-specific cross-lingual resources
CLDFA5 83.95 83.14 79.02 82.04 83.37 82.56 83.31 83.08 77.36 80.52 76.46 78.11

Methods without cross-lingual resources
BWE (1-to-1) 76.00 76.30 73.50 75.27 77.80 78.60 78.10 78.17 55.93 57.55 54.35 55.94
BWE (3-to-1) 78.35 77.45 76.70 77.50 77.95 79.25 79.95 79.05 54.78 54.20 51.30 53.43
MAN-MoE 82.40 78.80 77.15 79.45 81.10 84.25 80.90 82.08 62.78 69.10 72.60 68.16

1 Prettenhofer and Stein (2010) 2 Xiao and Guo (2013) 3 Pham et al. (2015)
4 Xu and Wan (2017) 5 Xu and Yang (2017)

Table 5: Results for the Multilingual Amazon Reviews dataset. Numbers indicate binary classification accuracy.
VecMap embeddings (Artetxe et al., 2017) are used for this experiment as MUSE training fails on Japanese (§3.1).

bers not directly comparable to others.
Among these methods, UMM is the only one

that does not require direct parallel corpus be-
tween all source-target pairs. It can instead utilize
pivot languages (e.g. English) to connect multiple
languages. MAN-MoE, however, takes another gi-
ant leap forward to completely remove the neces-
sity of parallel corpora while achieving similar re-
sults on German and French compared to UMM.
On Japanese, the performance of MAN-MoE is
again limited by the quality of BWEs. (BWE base-
lines are merely better than randomness.) Nev-
ertheless, MAN-MoE remains highly effective and
the performance is only a few points below most
SoTA methods with cross-lingual supervision.

For a better understanding of the model behav-
ior, Figure 3 visualizes the expert weights when
transferring to different languages, which corrob-
orates our model hypothesis and the findings in
§4.1.2 (see Appendix A for more details).

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose MAN-MoE, a mul-
tilingual model transfer approach that exploits
both language-invariant (shared) features and
language-specific (private) features, which de-
parts from most previous models that can only
make use of shared features. Following earlier
work, the shared features are learned via language-
adversarial training (Chen et al., 2016). On the
other hand, the private features are extracted by a
mixture-of-experts (MoE) module, which is able to
dynamically capture the relation between the tar-

get language and each source language on a token
level. This is extremely helpful when the target
language is similar to a subset of source languages,
in which case traditional models that solely rely
on shared features would perform poorly. Further-
more, MAN-MoE is a purely model-based trans-
fer method, which does not require parallel data
for training, enabling fully zero-resource MLTL
when combined with unsupervised cross-lingual
word embeddings. This makes MAN-MoE more
widely applicable to lower-resourced languages.

Our claim is supported by a wide range of ex-
periments over multiple text classification and se-
quence tagging tasks, including a large-scale in-
dustry dataset. MAN-MoE significantly outper-
forms all cross-lingually unsupervised baselines
regardless of task or language. Furthermore, even
considering methods with strong cross-lingual su-
pervision, MAN-MoE is able to match or outper-
form these models on closer language pairs. When
transferring to distant languages such as Chinese
or Japanese (from European languages), where the
quality of cross-lingual word embeddings are un-
satisfactory, MAN-MoE remains highly effective
and substantially mitigates the performance gap
introduced by cross-lingual supervision.

For future work, we plan to apply MAN-MoE
to more challenging languages for tasks such
as syntactic parsing, where multilingual data
exists (Nivre et al., 2017). Furthermore, we
would like to experiment with multilingual con-
textualized embeddings such as the Multilingual
BERT (Devlin et al., 2018).
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Appendix A Visualization of Expert Gate
Weights

In Figure 4 and 5, we visualize the average expert
gate weights for each of the three target languages
in the Amazon and CoNLL datasets, respectively.
For each sample, we first compute a sentence-
level aggregation by averaging over the expert gate
weights of all its tokens. These sentence-level ex-
pert gate weights are then further averaged across
all samples in the validation set, which forms a fi-
nal language-level average expert gate weight for
each target language. For the Amazon dataset, we
take the combination of all three domains (books,
dvd, music).

The visualization further collaborates with our
hypothesis that our model makes informed de-
cisions when selecting what features to share to
the target language. On the Amazon dataset, it
can be seen that when transferring to German or
French (from the remaining three), the Japanese
expert is less utilized compared to the European
languages. On the other hand, it is interesting that
when transferring to Japanese, the French and En-
glish experts are used more than the German one,
and the exact reason remains to be investigated.
However, this phenomenon might be of less sig-
nificance since the private features may not play a
very important role when transferring to Japanese
as the model is probably focusing more on the
shared features, according to the ablation study in
Section 4.1.2.

In addition, on the CoNLL dataset, we ob-
serve that when transferring to German, the ex-
perts from the two more similar lanaguages, En-
glish and Dutch, are favored over the Spanish one.
Similarly, when transferring to Dutch, the highly
relevant German expert is heavily used, and the
Spanish expert is barely used at all. Interest-
ingly, when transferring to Spanish, the model also
shows a skewed pattern in terms of expert usage,
and prefers the German expert over the other two.

Appendix B Implementation Details

In all experiments, Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015)
is used for both optimizers (main optimizer and
D optimizer), with learning rate 0.001 and weight
decay 10−8. Batch size is 64 for the slot fill-
ing experiment and 16 for the NER and Amazon
Reviews experiments, which is selected mainly
due to memory concerns. CharCNN increases the
GPU memory usage and NER hence could only

λ1 λ2 k

Slot Filling 0.01 1 5
CoNLL NER 0.0001 0.01 1
Amazon 0.002 0.1 1

Table 6: The hyperparameter choices for different ex-
periments.

use a batch size of 16 to fit in 12GB of GPU
memory. The Amazon experiment does not em-
ploy character embeddings but the documents are
much longer, and thus also using a smaller batch
size. All embeddings are fixed during training.
Dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) with p = 0.5 is
applied in all components. Unless otherwise men-
tioned, ReLU is used as non-linear activation.

Bidirectional LSTM is used in the feature ex-
tractors for all experiments. In particular, Fs is
a two-layer BiLSTM of hidden size 128 (64 for
each direction), and Fp is a two-layer BiLSTM of
hidden size 128 stacked with a MoE module (see
Figure 2). Each expert network in the MoE mod-
ule of Fp is a two-layer MLP again of hidden size
of 128. The final layer in the MLP has a tanh
activation instead of ReLU to match the LSTM-
extracted shared features (with tanh activations).
The expert gate is a linear transformation (matrix)
of size 128×N , where N is the number of source
languages.

On the other hand, the architecture of the task
specific predictor C depends on the task. For se-
quence tagging experiments, the structure of C
is shown in Figure 6, where each expert in the
MoE module is a token-level two-layer MLP with
a softmax layer on top for making token label
predictions. For text classification tasks, a dot-
product attention mechanism (Luong et al., 2015)
is added after the shared and private features are
concatenated. It has a length 256 weight vector
that attends to the feature vectors of each token
and computes a softmax mixture that pools the
token-level feature vectors into a single sentence-
level feature vector. The rest of C remains the
same for text classification.

For the language discriminator D, a CNN text
classifier (Kim, 2014) is adopted in all experi-
ments. It takes as input the shared feature vec-
tors of each token, and employs a CNN with max-
pooling to pool them into a single fixed-length fea-
ture vector, which is then fed into a MLP for clas-
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Figure 6: The MoE Predictor C for Sequence Tagging.

sifying the language of the input sequence. The
number of kernels is 200 in the CNN, while the
kernel sizes are 3, 4, and 5. The MLP has one
hidden layer of size 128.

The MUSE, VecMap, and UMWE embeddings
are trained with the monolingual 300d fastText
Wikipedia embeddings (Bojanowski et al., 2017).
When character-level word embeddings are used,
a CharCNN is added that takes randomly initial-
ized character embeddings of each character in a
word, and passes them through a CNN with ker-
nel number 200 and kernel sizes 3, 4, and 5. Fi-
nally, the character embeddings are max-pooled
and fed into a single fully-connected layer to form
a 128 dimensional character-level word embed-
ding, which is concatenated with the pre-trained
cross-lingual word embedding to form the final
word representation of that word.

The remaining hyperparameters such as λ1, λ2

and k (see Algorithm 1) are tuned for each indi-
vidual experiment, as shown in Table 6.
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Abstract

Recently, a variety of unsupervised methods
have been proposed that map pre-trained word
embeddings of different languages into the
same space without any parallel data. These
methods aim to find a linear transformation
based on the assumption that monolingual
word embeddings are approximately isomor-
phic between languages. However, it has been
demonstrated that this assumption holds true
only on specific conditions, and with limited
resources, the performance of these methods
decreases drastically. To overcome this prob-
lem, we propose a new unsupervised multi-
lingual embedding method that does not rely
on such assumption and performs well under
resource-poor scenarios, namely when only
a small amount of monolingual data (i.e.,
50k sentences) are available, or when the do-
mains of monolingual data are different across
languages. Our proposed model, which we
call ‘Multilingual Neural Language Models’,
shares some of the network parameters among
multiple languages, and encodes sentences of
multiple languages into the same space. The
model jointly learns word embeddings of dif-
ferent languages in the same space, and gen-
erates multilingual embeddings without any
parallel data or pre-training. Our experi-
ments on word alignment tasks have demon-
strated that, on the low-resource condition,
our model substantially outperforms existing
unsupervised and even supervised methods
trained with 500 bilingual pairs of words. Our
model also outperforms unsupervised meth-
ods given different-domain corpora across lan-
guages. Our code is publicly available1.

1 Introduction

Learning cross-lingual or multilingual word em-
bedding has been recognised as a very impor-
tant research topic in natural language processing

1https://github.com/twadada/multilingual-nlm

(NLP). Its objective is to map monolingual word
embeddings of different languages into a com-
mon space, and this research has been applied to
many multilingual tasks such as machine transla-
tion (Zou et al., 2013) and bilingual named entity
recognition (Rudramurthy et al., 2016). It also en-
ables the transfer of knowledge from one language
into another (Xiao and Guo, 2014; Adams et al.,
2017).

A number of supervised and unsupervised
methods have been proposed that obtain cross-
lingual word embeddings. Both supervised and
unsupervised methods aim to find such a linear
transformation that maps word embeddings in a
source language into a target language space. Su-
pervised methods employ bilingual dictionaries to
learn the mapping (Mikolov et al., 2013b; Xing
et al., 2015; Smith et al., 2017; Artetxe et al.,
2018a), while unsupervised ones utilise the sim-
ilarities or distance of word embeddings spaces
across different languages (Conneau et al., 2018;
Zhang et al., 2017a; Xu et al., 2018; Artetxe et al.,
2018b).

Since the common objective of most of the
supervised and unsupervised methods is to find
an orthogonal linear mapping between languages,
they heavily rely on the assumption that mono-
lingual word embeddings are approximately iso-
morphic. However, Søgaard et al. (2018) have
found that this assumption does not hold true in
general, and demonstrated that it requires three
specific conditions for the unsupervised method
of Conneau et al. (2018) to perform well. The
conditions are: Languages to align are linguisti-
cally similar; Monolingual word embeddings are
trained by the same algorithms; And the domains
of the monolingual corpora are similar across lan-
guages. In particular, the last condition is hard
to assume when dealing with resource-poor lan-
guages, for which unsupervised methods can be
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beneficial in reality.
To overcome the limitations of previous work,

we propose a new unsupervised multilingual word
embedding method called Multilingual Neural
Language Model (MNLM). In what follows, we
summarise our main contributions and novelty of
our proposed model:
Contributions

• We have discovered another limitation of the
existing unsupervised methods: They do not
perform well under the low-resource condi-
tion, namely when only small monolingual
corpora (i.e., 50k sentences) are available in
source and/or target languages. We have also
confirmed that word embeddings are far from
being isomorphic across languages under this
condition, indicating that the conventional
approachs are effective only for resource-rich
languages. This is a serious problem since
unsupervised learning is supposed to be ben-
eficial when dealing with low-resource lan-
guages.

• We propose a new unsupervised multilin-
gual word embedding method that overcomes
the limitations of the existing methods. Our
approach can successfully obtain multilin-
gual word embeddings under the challeng-
ing conditions when only small monolingual
corpora are available, or when the domains
of the monolingual corpora are different
across languages (we define these conditions
as ‘low-resource condition’ and ‘different-
domain condition’, respectively).

Novelty of Our Proposed Model
Whereas the existing unsupervised methods aim

to map pre-trained word embeddings between lan-
guages based on the strong assumption that mono-
lingual word embeddings are approximately iso-
morphic, our method does not require such as-
sumption or pre-trained word embeddings; in-
stead, it learns multilingual word embeddings
jointly using forward and backward LSTM lan-
guage models (Mikolov et al., 2010). Our model
shares the language models among multiple lan-
guages and aims to learn a common sequential
structure of different languages such as a com-
mon basic word order rule (e.g., subject-verb-
object). The word embeddings of each lan-
guage are trained independently, but sharing the
LSTM networks encourages the embeddings to be

mapped into the same space, generating multilin-
gual word embeddings. Our experiments show
that our unique approach makes it possible to ob-
tain multilingual word embeddings with limited
resources.

2 Related Work

Mikolov et al. (2013b) have proposed to obtain
cross-lingual word representations by learning a
linear mapping between two monolingual word
embedding spaces. Later, Xing et al. (2015)
have shown that enforcing an orthogonality con-
straint on the mapping improves the performance,
and that offers a closed form Procrustes solution
obtained from the singular value decomposition
(SVD) of Y XT

W ∗ = arg min
W

‖WX − Y ‖2 = UV T,

s.t. UΣV T = SVD(Y XT),
(1)

where W is a mapping matrix and Σ is a diagonal
matrix.

Following this work, a variety of unsupervised
methods have been proposed that obtain cross-
lingual representations without any bilingual su-
pervision. Zhang et al. (2017a) have proposed an
unsupervised method that obtains the linear trans-
formation using adversarial training (Goodfellow
et al., 2014): during the training, a discriminator is
trained to distinguish between the mapped source
embeddings and the target embeddings, while the
mapping matrix is trained to fool the discrimina-
tor. Conneau et al. (2018) employ a similar ap-
proach to Zhang et al. (2017a); they acquire an
initial matrix using adversarial training and re-
fine it by solving the orthogonal Procrustes prob-
lem. Zhang et al. (2017b) and Xu et al. (2018)
obtain cross-lingual representations by minimis-
ing the earth-mover’s distance and Sinkhorn dis-
tance, respectively. Artetxe et al. (2018b) pro-
pose an unsupervised self-learning method. Their
method starts from roughly aligning words across
languages using structural similarities of word em-
bedding spaces, and refines the word alignment
by repeating a robust self-learning method until
convergence. They show that their approach is
more effective than Zhang et al. (2017a) and Con-
neau et al. (2018) when languages to align are
distant or monolingual corpora are not compara-
ble across language. Recently, Chen and Cardie
(2018) and Alaux et al. (2018) have proposed un-
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supervised multilingual word embedding meth-
ods. Their methods map word embeddings of
more than two languages into a common space by
capturing the inter-dependencies among multiple
languages.

3 Our Model

3.1 Overview
We propose a new unsupervised multilingual word
embeddings method called Multilingual Neural
Language Model. Fig.1 briefly illustrates our pro-
posed model. The model consists of bidirectional
language models similar to ELMo (Peters et al.,
2018), and most of the parameters are shared
among multiple languages. In what follows, we
summaries which parameters are shared across
languages or specific to each language:

• Shared Parameters

–
−→
f and

←−
f : LSTM networks which per-

form as forward and backward language
models, independently.

– EBOSfwd and EBOSbkw : The embed-
dings of initial inputs to the forward
and backward language models, respec-
tively.

– WEOS: The linear mapping for
<EOS>, which is used to calculate the
probability of the end of a sentence at
every time-step.

• Specific Parameters to Language `

– E`: Word embeddings of language `
– W `: Linear projection of language `,

which is used to calculate the probabil-
ity distribution of the next word.

The LSTMs
−→
f and

←−
f are shared among mul-

tiple languages and capture a common language
structure. On the other hand, the word embed-
dings E` and linear projection W ` are specific to
each language `. Since different languages are en-
coded by the same LSTM functions, similar words
across different languages should have a similar
representation so that the shared LSTMs can en-
code them effectively. For instance, suppose our
model encodes an English sentence ‘He drives a
car.’ and its Spanish translation ‘El conduce un
coche.’ In these sentences, each English word
corresponds to each Spanish one in the same or-
der. Therefore, these equivalent words would have

Figure 1: Illustration of our proposed model Multilin-
gual Neural Language Models.

similar representations so that the shared language
models can encode the English and Spanish sen-
tences effectively. Although in general, each lan-
guage has its different grammar rules, the shared
language models are trained to roughly capture
the common structure such as common basic word
order rules (e.g., subject-verb-object) among dif-
ferent languages. Sharing <BOS> and <EOS>
symbols ensures that the beginning and end of the
hidden states are in the same space regardless of
language, which encourages the model to obtain
multilingual representations.

The limitation of our model is that it is
only applicable to the languages that have com-
mon word order rules such as subject-verb-object
and subject-object-verb. Although this limita-
tion may sound somewhat significant, our exper-
iments show that our model performs well not
only for closely related language pairs such as
French-English but also for linguistically distant
languages such as English-Finnish2 and Turkish-
Japanese. In fact, our experiments show that it is
extremely difficult for the existing unsupervised
methods as well as for our model to align very
distant languages which have different word order,
such as English and Japanese.

3.2 Network Structure

Suppose a sentence with N words in language `,
〈w`1..., w`N 〉. The forward and backward language
models calculate the probability of a next word w`t

2Finnish is often considered as a non-Indo-European
synthetic language, whereas English is often regarded as an
Indo-European analytic language.
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given the previous words:

p(w`1..., w
`
N ) =

N∏

t=1

p(w`t |w`1..., w`t−1). (2)

p(w`1..., w
`
N ) =

N∏

t=1

p(w`t |w`t+1..., w
`
N ). (3)

The tth hidden states h`t of the forward and back-
ward language models are calculated based on the
previous hidden state and word embedding,

−→
h `t =

−→
f (
−→
h `t−1, x

`
t−1), (4)

←−
h `t =

←−
f (
←−
h `t+1, x

`
t+1), (5)

x`t =





EBOSfwd if t = 0 ,
EBOSbkw if t = N+1,
E`(w`t) otherwise,

(6)

where
−→
f (·) and

←−
f (·) are the standard LSTM

functions. Note that the same word embedding
function E` is used among the forward and back-
ward language models. The probability distribu-
tion of the upcoming word w`t is calculated by
the forward and backward models independently
based on their current hidden state:

p(w`t |w`1..., w`t−1) = softmax(g`(
−→
h `t))), (7)

p(w`t |w`t+1..., w
`
N ) = softmax(g`(

←−
h `t)), (8)

g`(h`t) = [W `(h`t),W
EOS(h`t)], (9)

where [x, y] means the concatenation of x and y.
WEOS andW ` are matrices with the size of (1×d)
and (V ` × d), where d is the size of hidden state
and V ` is the vocabulary size of language ` ex-
cluding <EOS>. As with the word embeddings,
those matrices are shared among the forward and
backward language models.

The proposed model is trained by maximising
the log likelihood of the forward and backward di-
rections for each language `:

L∑

l=1

S`∑

i=1

N i∑

t=1

log p(w`i,t|w`i,1...w`i,t−1;
−→
θ )

+ log p(w`i,t|w`i,t+1...w
`
i,N i ;
←−
θ ),

where L and S` denote the numbers of languages
and sentences of language `.

−→
θ and

←−
θ denote the

parameters for the forward and backward LSTMs−→
f and

←−
f , respectively.

4 Experiments

4.1 Data and Experimental Conditions
We trained our model and baselines under the fol-
lowing two conditions:

1. low-resource condition: Only small mono-
lingual corpora are available.

2. different-domain condition: Relatively
large monolingual corpora are available but
their domains are different across languages.

On each condition, we conducted cross-lingual
and multilingual embedding experiments, respec-
tively.

4.1.1 Cross-lingual Word Embedding
In the experiments of cross-lingual embedding,
we evaluated the quality of cross-lingual embed-
dings between seven pairs of source-target lan-
guages: {German, Spanish, French, Russian,
Czech, Finnish, Japanese}-English. For the low-
resource condition, we used subsets of News
Crawl monolingual corpora3. We used 50k sen-
tences for source languages, and either 50k or 1M
sentences for the target language (i.e., English).
This condition simulates two realistic scenarios;
the case when analysing inter-dependencies be-
tween multiple minor languages, or between mi-
nor and major languages.

For the different-domain condition, we added
{Tamil, Turkish}-Japanese pairs and North
Saami-{Finnish, English} pairs to the seven pairs
described above. North Saami is one of the minor
languages spoken in northern Finland, Sweden
and Norway, and it is so close to Finnish that
transfer learning between them is very effective
in dependency parsing (Lim et al., 2018). Note
that the basic word order of Tamil, Turkish and
Japanese is subject-object-verb (SOV), while
the one of the other languages is SVO. We used
Europarl corpus (Koehn, 2005) for English,
Wikipedia for Japanese, SIKOR North Saami
corpus4 for North Saami, and news data for the
other languages5. We extracted 1M sentences

3downloaded from http://www.statmt.org
and http://wortschatz.uni-leipzig.de/en/
download

4https://dataverse.no/dataset.xhtml?
persistentId=doi:10.18710/8AK7KZ

5The vocabulary sizes of Europarl and News Crawl
corpora in English are significantly different (79,258 v.s.
265,368 words), indicating the major differences between
these domains
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from these corpora except for North Saami,
for which we used the whole corpus which
contains 0.75M sentences. This different-domain
condition also simulates the cases of analysing
inter-dependencies among minor languages; large
monolingual data containing up to 1M sentences
may be available in each language, but it is hard
to assume that their domains are similar across
languages.

4.1.2 Multilingual Word Embedding
We trained multilingual word embeddings among
the four linguistically similar languages: German,
Spanish, French, and English. We conducted ex-
periments under the following three conditions:
(a) 50k sentences in News Crawl are used for each
language; (b) 50k sentences in News Crawl are
used for German, Spanish, French and 1M for En-
glish; (c) 1M sentences in News Crawl are used
for German, Spanish, French and 1M sentences in
Europarl for English.

4.2 Evaluation

In our experiment, we evaluated cross-lingual and
multilingual word embeddings on the word align-
ment tasks. In the cross-lingual experiments, we
used 1000 unique pairs of words in the dictionar-
ies and we report p@5 in each language. That is,
for each word in the 1000 source words, we ex-
tracted the 5 most similar words from the 1000
target words and checked how often the correct
translation is included in them. In the multilin-
gual experiments, we extracted 500 words aligned
among English, French, Spanish and German and
evaluated p@5 of ‘joint’ alignment among the four
languages. That is, for each English word we ex-
tracted the 5 most similar words in French, Ger-
man and Spanish independently, and evaluated
how often the correct translation of the English
word is included in all of the three languages. In
most language pairs, these 1000 and 500 words
were extracted from bilingual dictionaries pub-
lished by Conneau et al. (2018) so that they did not
contain any unknown words in all the training set-
tings6. For North Saami-{Finnish, English}, we
used the North Saami-Finnish dictionary7 used by
Lim et al. (2018) and aligned it with a Finnish-
English dictionary published by Conneau et al.

6For {Tamil, Turkish}-Japanese, we aligned the {Tamil,
Turkish}-English dictionaries with the Japanese-English dic-
tionary.

7https://github.com/jujbob/multilingual-models

(2018) to build a North Saami-English dictionary.
When only 50k sentences were used both for

the source and target languages, we trained all the
models three times with different random seeds
and calculated the average precision in both the
cross-lingual and multilingual experiments. This
is because unsupervised learning with small data
can be unstable.

4.3 Baseline

Baseline models aim to map pre-trained word em-
beddings of different languages into a common
space. For a fair comparison to our model, we
used word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013a), that pre-
train word embeddings at a token level. We used
their code with the default setting8 except for the
embedding size and minimum frequency, which
were set the same as our model. Note that these
pre-trained embeddings were used only by base-
line models, not by ours.

As baselines of cross-lingual word embedding
methods, we chose Xu et al. (2018), Artetxe et al.
(2018b), and Conneau et al. (2018) with and with-
out normalisation. We also compared our model
against (weakly) supervised cross-lingual word
embedding methods (Artetxe et al., 2018a). The
supervised methods exploited 500 pairs of equiva-
lent words that are not used in the evaluation data9,
and weakly supervised methods exploited pseudo
bilingual pairs of words (auto seeds): the words
with the same spellings among different languages
were deemed as equivalent words. We trained the
cross-lingual baselines and our model in each lan-
guage pair.

As baselines of multilingual word embedding
models, we used Chen and Cardie (2018) with
or without auto seeds. We also compared our
model against the cross-lingual baselines. While
Chen and Cardie (2018) and our model jointly
train multilingual word embeddings, the cross-
lingual models independently map the word em-
beddings of German, Spanish, and French into
the English embedding space. Regarding Artetxe
et al. (2018b) and Artetxe et al. (2018a), we omit-
ted the re-weighting, whitening, and normalisation
processes in the multilingual experiments10. This

8The code is at https://code.google.com/
archive/p/word2vec, and the default algorithm is Con-
tinuous Bag of Words (CBOW) with its window size 5

9These 500 words were also extracted in the same way
as explained in 4.2.

10To omit these processes, we used ‘–orthogonal’ option
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src de es fr ru cs fi ja

Method
data size(tgt)

50k 1M 50k 1M 50k 1M 50k 1M 50k 1M 50k 1M 50k 1M

(weakly) supervised
Artetxe et al. (2018b)+char 5.6 2.5 12.1 5.1 9.2 4.0 2.9 1.4 5.0 0.5 1.3 1.6 2.1 9.2
Artetxe et al. (2018a)+dict 9.6 9.7 15.0 19.7 13.3 19.5 5.7 8.0 5.5 8.0 3.8 5.0 6.1 11.2
Conneau et al. (2018)+dict 11.1 9.7 18.0 20.4 19.2 20.7 4.7 5.2 7.1 4.8 1.7 3.2 7.5 18.7

unsupervised
Xu et al. (2018) 3.9 0.7 6.8 0.5 4.4 0.2 1.4 1.3 2.7 0.3 0.9 0.5 1.9 0.6
Artetxe et al. (2018b) 3.9 0.6 7.5 0.8 6.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.7 1.1 1.1 1.7 1.6 1.3
Conneau et al. (2018) 3.0 0.8 11.0 0.2 7.8 0.4 1.0 0.4 1.1 0.4 0.5 0.5 1.3 0.4
Conneau et al. (2018)+norm 2.1 0.7 11.3 0.7 9.2 0.3 0.7 0.3 0.6 0.2 0.6 0.3 1.7 0.5
OURS 14.2 20.8 26.1 37.5 21.8 35.3 13.6 14.1 13.8 18.8 12.7 12.4 2.3 2.3

Table 1: The precision p@5 of the cross-lingual word alignment task on the low-resource condition. We used
50k sentences for the source languages and either 50k or 1M sentences for the target language (English). The
best scores among the (weakly) supervised or unsupervised methods are bold-faced, and the best scores of all the
methods are underlined.

Method
src-tgt

de-en es-en fr-en ru-en cs-en fi-en tr-ja ta-ja ja-en se-fi se-en

(weakly) supervised
Artetxe et al. (2018b)+char 49.0 59.5 59.6 10.7 38.6 18.2 40.4 28.6 11.6 32.6 14.2
Artetxe et al. (2018a)+dict 35.6 49.7 49.4 38.5 38.5 28.3 25.8 46.6 24.5 42.9 20.2
Conneau et al. (2018)+dict 53.6 66.8 67.6 53.1 54.0 43.4 41.1 36.2 34.1 43.8 32.5

unsupervised
Xu et al. (2018) 0.8 3.2 32.7 0.8 6.9 3.2 5.8 0.1 0.6 20.4 1.6
Artetxe et al. (2018b) 5.6 47.4 47.1 9.0 3.1 1.2 3.7 1.5 1.8 13.6 0.3
Conneau et al. (2018) 0.8 0.7 1.7 0.5 0.9 1.6 1.3 0.6 1.4 13.1 0.7
Conneau et al. (2018)+norm 0.7 2.5 0.6 0.6 0.3 0.2 0.1 1.3 0.9 23.2 0.2
OURS 26.4 54.9 54.0 22.7 26.8 19.2 18.1 10.4 1.8 37.9 18.3

Table 2: The precision p@5 of cross-lingual word alignment task on the different-domain condition. The best
scores among the (weakly) supervised or unsupervised methods are bold-faced, and the best scores of all the
methods are underlined.

is because these processes transform both source
and target word embeddings, and that makes it im-
possible to map word embeddings of multiple lan-
guages into a single embedding space.

To implement these baselines, we used the code
published by the authors11,12,13(Conneau et al.,
2018; Artetxe et al., 2018b; Xu et al., 2018)

4.4 Training Settings

In the cross-lingual and multilingual experiments,
we trained our model among two and four lan-

in their code.
11https://github.com/facebookresearch/

MUSE
12https://github.com/artetxem/vecmap
13https://github.com/xrc10/

unsup-cross-lingual-embedding-transfer.

guages, respectively. When the size of the source
and target corpora were different, we conducted
oversampling to generate the same number of
mini-batches for source and target languages. We
trained our model for 10 epochs with the mini-
batch size 64, and stopped training when the train-
ing loss saturates (i.e., when the loss decreases by
less than 1% compared to the previous epoch). For
each iteration, our model alternately read mini-
batches of each language and updated its param-
eters. We set the size of word embeddings as 300,
and used two-layer LSTM networks for the for-
ward and backward language models, respectively.
We set the size of the hidden state as 300 and
1024 for the low-resource and different-domain
conditions. Dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) is ap-
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Method
Condition

(a) (b) (c)

(weakly) supervised
Artetxe et al. (2018b)+char 2.3 0.6 44.6
Artetxe et al. (2018a)+dict 5.6 8.6 37.2
Conneau et al. (2018)+dict 6.4 7.0 51.6
Chen and Cardie (2018)+char 5.2 2.8 53.4

unsupervised
Xu et al. (2018) 1.1 0.0 0.0
Artetxe et al. (2018b) 0.9 0.0 5.2
Conneau et al. (2018) 1.3 0.0 0.0
Conneau et al. (2018)+norm 0.3 0.0 0.0
Chen and Cardie (2018) 1.0 0.0 3.0
OURS 10.4 16.2 37.0

Table 3: The precision p@5 of multilingual word align-
ment task on the three different conditions (a), (b),
and (c) described in 4.1.2. The best scores among the
(weakly) supervised or unsupervised methods are bold-
faced, and the best scores of all the methods are under-
lined.

plied to the hidden state with a rate of 0.3. We
used SGD (Bottou, 2010) as an optimiser with
the learning rate 1.0. All of the parameters of
our model including word embeddings were uni-
formly initialised in [-0.1, 0.1], and gradient clip-
ping (Pascanu et al., 2013) was used with the clip-
ping value 5.0. We included those words in vo-
cabulary that were used at least 3, 5, and 20 times
for 50k, 100k-250k, and 1M sentences in News
Crawl and Wikipedia. For Europarl and SIKOR
North Saami corpora, we set the threshold as 10.
We fed the most 15,000 frequent words to train
Xu et al. (2018) and the discriminator in Conneau
et al. (2018).

As a preprocess, we tokenized the monolin-
gual corpora using Moses toolkit14 for European
languages and Polyglot15 for Tamil, Turkish and
Japanese. We also lowercased all the corpora.

4.5 Results

4.5.1 Cross-lingual Word Embedding
Table 1 illustrates the results of the cross-lingual
word alignment task under the low-resource con-
dition. The methods with ‘+char’ use character
information to obtain a pseudo dictionary, and the
ones with ‘+dict’ use a gold dictionary that con-

14https://github.com/moses-smt/
mosesDecoder

15https://polyglot.readthedocs.io/en/
latest/Tokenization.html

tains 500 pairs of words. The table shows that
our model substantially outperforms the unsuper-
vised baseline models in all of the language pairs.
Our model also achieves better results than su-
pervised methods except in the Japanese-English
pair, which has different word order (SOV v.s
SVO). Another interesting finding is that when
the size of the target corpus increases from 50k
to 1M sentences, our model improves its perfor-
mance whereas the performance of the unsuper-
vised baseline models drops substantially. For in-
stance, when the size of the target corpus increases
from 50k to 1M, Conneau et al. (2018) decreases
the precision in Spanish-English from 11.0 to 0.2,
while our model increases the precision from 26.1
to 37.5.

Table 2 shows the results on the different-
domain condition. It shows that our method
achieves better results overall than the unsuper-
vised baseline models. The extremely poor per-
formance of Conneau et al. (2018) under this con-
dition is compatible with the results reported by
Søgaard et al. (2018). Regarding the Japanese-
English pair, none of the unsupervised methods
including ours perform well, demonstrating that it
is difficult to align languages without any super-
vision if the basic word order is different. Super-
vised methods, on the other hand, perform well in
all the languages and outperform our model. This
result indicates that even if domains of monolin-
gual corpora are different across languages, the
conventional approach of learning a linear trans-
formation can be effective with (weak) bilingual
supervision.

Impact of Data Size

To evaluate the effects of the data size on the
model performances, we increased the size of both
source and target corpora from 50k to 250k by 50k
sentences. All of these sentences were extracted
from News Crawl. Fig. 2 illustrates how p@5
changes depending on the data size. It shows that
our model overall performs better than the base-
lines, especially among the distant language pairs
such as Finnish-English. Although Artetxe et al.
(2018b) report positive results on word alignment
tasks between Finnish and English, our experi-
ments show that their method requires much larger
monolingual corpora such as Wikipedia on both
the source and target sides to achieve good perfor-
mance.
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Figure 2: The change in p@5 achieved by the unsuper-
vised methods on word alignment tasks. The x-axis de-
notes the number of sentences (thousand) in the source
and target corpora, and the y-axis denotes the average
precision p@5 over three runs for each method.

src-tgt

lang
(src) de es fr ru cs fi ja

same domain
50k-50k 9.7 10.6 12.4 6.5 7.5 6.6 6.5
250k-250k 18.5 23.4 24.6 12.7 17.5 12.5 11.7
1M-1M 20.6 28.0 29.6 18.3 23.2 17.0 15.4
50k-1M 6.1 9.5 10.9 4.3 4.1 3.7 7.1

different domain
1M-1M 15.7 19.5 22.2 17.9 19.5 15.2 13.6

Table 4: The ratio (%) of the monolingual word embed-
dings being roughly isomorphic across a source and tar-
get language (English). Each row describes the number
of sentences in source and target corpora used to train
word embeddings, and each column denotes the source
language.

4.5.2 Multilingual Word Embedding

Table 3 describes the results under the three con-
ditions described in 4.1.2. It shows that our
model substantially outperforms the unsupervised
and supervised baseline models under the low-
resource conditions (a) and (b). As in the case
of 4.5.1, when the size of the English corpus in-
creases from 50k (a) to 1M (b), our model im-
proves its performance while the unsupervised
baselines perform worse. Under the different-
domain condition (c), our model also achieves
much better results than the unsupervised base-
lines, but cannot outperform supervised methods.

POS

lang
(src) de es fr ru cs fi

ADJ 25.2 36.8 35.5 23.1 38.6 20.7
ADV 68.8 82.6 71.9 82.6 81.6 66.2
NOUN 24.5 53.8 51.1 13.2 16.4 9.2
VERB 16.1 66.7 73.6 34.4 34.9 19.7

Table 5: The ratio (%) of correctly matched POS tags
using our model under the different-domain condition.
For each language, the best and worst ratios among the
four POS tags are bold-faced and underlined.

5 Analysis

5.1 Validation of Isomorphism

Our experiments show that our model substan-
tially outperforms both supervised and unsuper-
vised methods under the low-resource condition.
We conjecture that this large improvement is ow-
ing to our unique approach of obtaining multilin-
gual word embeddings; unlike the conventional
approach, our method does not assume that word
embedding spaces are approximately isomorphic
across languages. In fact, when word embeddings
are trained with small data, they should contain
a lot of noises and are unlikely to be isomorphic
across languages. This suggests that it would be
extremely difficult to learn a linear mapping across
languages using the existing unsupervised meth-
ods.

To verify this hypothesis, we investigated how
likely monolingual word embeddings were more
or less isomorphic across languages. For each pair
of a language ` and English, we sampled 10 pairs
of equivalent words from a bilingual dictionary
and built non-directed adjacency matrices of the
nearest neighbour graphs G(`) and G(en) inde-
pendently. Then, we conducted an element-wise
comparison of the two matrices and deemed them
as roughly isomorphic if more than 80% of the el-
ements are the same. Table 4 shows how often the
graphs were roughly isomorphic over 1,000 sam-
ples. The row indicates the size of the source and
target corpora. It clearly shows that monolingual
corpora trained on small data (i.e. 50k sentences)
are far from being isomorphic between any lan-
guage pair, and the linguistically distant languages
such as Finnish-English and Japanese-English are
less isomorphic than close languages. This re-
sult clearly explains why the existing unsupervised
methods do not perform well on the low-resource
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condition, or among distant language pairs. An-
other intriguing finding is that word embeddings
trained with 50k and 1M sentences in a source
and target languages are overall less isomorphic
than those trained with 50k source and target
sentences. This result explains why the perfor-
mance of the unsupervised baseline methods de-
creases given the additional target data in 4.5.1 and
4.5.2. Our method, on the other hand, can effec-
tively utilise the additional data to improve its per-
formance, demonstrating its robustness under the
low-resource condition.

5.2 POS tags of Matched Words

To analyse the performance of our model, we
checked Part-of-Speech (POS) tags of the English
words used in the word alignment task and investi-
gated what kind of words were correctly matched
by our model. Since a word is given without any
context in the word alignment task and it is not
possible to infer its POS tag, we assigned to each
word its most frequent POS tag in Brown Corpus
(Kucera and Francis, 1967). For instance, since
‘damage’ is used as a noun more often than as a
verb in Brown Corpus, we define its POS tag as
‘noun’. Table 5 shows p@5 of the word alignment
task grouped by the four major POS tags, namely
adjective, adverb, verb, and noun16. It clearly in-
dicates that an adverb can be easily matched in ev-
ery language pair. This would be because there are
less adverbs than other tags in the evaluation data,
and also because there are common word order
rules about an adverb among all the languages: an
adverb usually comes before an adjective to mod-
ify it, and when modifying a verb, it comes either
before or after it. Refer to the Appendix B for the
statistics regarding word order in each language.
Among French, Spanish and English, the match-
ing accuracy of a noun and verb is very high, and
their word order is in fact very similar; as shown
in the Appendix B, the basic word order of these
languages is strictly subject-verb-object, and that
makes it easy to align words among them. On
the other hand, the word order between a noun
and adjective is very different among these lan-
guages, explaining why the precision of matching
adjectives is lower than the other tags. As for the
other languages, they have more flexible word or-
der than English and that makes it difficult to align

16When there are X nouns and Y of them are matched
correctly in the alignment task, the ratio is 100Y

X
%

words across languages. For instance, in German,
Russian and Czech a subject sometimes comes af-
ter a verb, and in German and Finnish an object
can come before a verb. These findings clearly in-
dicate that our model employs sequential similari-
ties among different languages to obtain multilin-
gual word embeddings without any supervision.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a new unsupervised
multilingual word embedding approach. Whereas
conventional methods aim to map pre-trained
word embeddings into a common space, ours
jointly generates multilingual word embeddings
by extracting a common language structure among
multiple languages. Our experiments on word
alignment tasks have demonstrated that our pro-
posed model substantially outperforms the exist-
ing cross-lingual and multilingual unsupervised
models under resource-poor conditions, namely
when only small data are available or when do-
mains of corpora are different across languages.
Under the first condition, our model even outper-
forms supervised methods trained with 500 bilin-
gual pairs of words. By analysing the nearest
neighbour graphs of monolingual word embed-
dings, we have verified that word embeddings are
far from being isomorphic when they are trained
on small data, explaining why existing unsuper-
vised methods did not perform well on the low-
resource condition. We have also found that the
performance of our model is closely related to
word order rules, and our model can align words
very well when they are used in a similar order
across different languages. Our future work is to
exploit character and subword information in our
model and see how those information affect the
performance in each language pair. It would be
also interesting to investigate how our approach
compares to the baselines given a large amount of
data such as Wikipedia.
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dep-head(rel) en de es fr ru cs fi
N-V(nsubj) 93.7 77.5 89.0 95.4 80.4 77.1 88.2
N-V(obj) 0.7 56.3 0.5 0.2 4.0 10.0 20.8
ADJ-N 98.9 99.9 30.3 30.9 99.3 93.9 100.0
ADV-ADJ 98.3 93.6 95.0 99.2 96.6 94.9 98.8
ADV-V 75.6 65.8 68.7 61.2 79.1 80.4 47.9

Table 6: The ratio (%) of a dependent being put be-
fore its head. N, V, ADJ, and ADV denote noun, verb,
adjective and adverb, respectively. The dependency re-
lation of ADJ-N is amod, and the one of ADV-ADJ and
ADV-V is advmod. Refer to the download page of PUD
for the definition of the dependency relations.

A Visualisation

Figure 3 visualises the multilingual word em-
beddings obtained by our model and (Chen and
Cardie, 2018) under the low-resource condition.
It shows the most frequent 1000 words in Span-
ish, French, German and English. The figure
clearly shows that the word embeddings obtained
by (Chen and Cardie, 2018) form some clusters
based on their languages. In particular, many of
the German words are mapped near the centre of
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Figure 3: Scatter plot of multilingual word embeddings
of French, English, German and Spanish obtained by
our model and Chen and Cardie (2018) under the low-
resource condition. The embeddings are reduced to 2D
using tSNE (van der Maaten and Hinton, 2008).

the figure and make a large cluster. On the other
hand, the word embeddings trained by our model
are not clustered by language, indicating that our
model successfully maps word embeddings into a
common space.

B Word Order

To obtain statistics about word order rules in each
language, we used Parallel Universal Dependen-
cies (PUD) treebanks17. PUD contains 1000 par-
allel sentences aligned among 18 languages, and
those sentences are annotated morphologically
and syntactically according to Google universal
annotation guidelines. Since these sentences are
aligned among all the languages, it is possible
to compare the syntactical differences across lan-
guages.

Table 6 shows the ratio of a dependent being
put before its head in PUD treebanks in each lan-
guage. As can be seen, the word order of ADV-

17available at http://universaldependencies.org/
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ADJ (advmod) is very similar among all the lan-
guage pairs: an adverb is put before an adverb
to modify it. The order of ADV-V (advmod) is
rather flexible regardless of language, indicating
that an adverb can modify a verb from either left or
right. These common word order rules of adverbs
explain why our model successfully matched ad-
verbs very well in every language pair. The table
also indicates that the word order of N-V is very
similar among English, Spanish and French and
the basic word order is strictly subject-verb-object.
This explains why our model performed well over-
all among these languages. However, the word
order of ADJ-N is significantly different among
these languages, and that would lead to the low
performance of our model in matching adjectives.
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Abstract

Cross-lingual transfer, where a high-resource
transfer language is used to improve the accu-
racy of a low-resource task language, is now
an invaluable tool for improving performance
of natural language processing (NLP) on low-
resource languages. However, given a particu-
lar task language, it is not clear which language
to transfer from, and the standard strategy is to
select languages based on ad hoc criteria, usu-
ally the intuition of the experimenter. Since a
large number of features contribute to the suc-
cess of cross-lingual transfer (including phylo-
genetic similarity, typological properties, lex-
ical overlap, or size of available data), even
the most enlightened experimenter rarely con-
siders all these factors for the particular task
at hand. In this paper, we consider this task
of automatically selecting optimal transfer lan-
guages as a ranking problem, and build mod-
els that consider the aforementioned features
to perform this prediction. In experiments on
representative NLP tasks, we demonstrate that
our model predicts good transfer languages
much better than ad hoc baselines consider-
ing single features in isolation, and glean in-
sights on what features are most informative
for each different NLP tasks, which may in-
form future ad hoc selection even without use
of our method.1

1 Introduction

A common challenge in applying natural language
processing (NLP) techniques to low-resource lan-
guages is the lack of training data in the languages
in question. It has been demonstrated that through
cross-lingual transfer, it is possible to leverage one
or more similar high-resource languages to im-
prove the performance on the low-resource lan-
guages in several NLP tasks, including machine
∗Equal contribution
1Code, data, and pre-trained models are available at

https://github.com/neulab/langrank
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Ltf,2: Transfer Language 2
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Figure 1: Workflow of learning to select the transfer
languages for an NLP task: (1) train a set of NLP
models with all available transfer languages and collect
evaluation scores, (2) train a ranking model to predict
the top transfer languages.

translation (Zoph et al., 2016; Johnson et al., 2017;
Nguyen and Chiang, 2017; Neubig and Hu, 2018),
parsing (Täckström et al., 2012; Ammar et al.,
2016; Ahmad et al., 2018; Ponti et al., 2018), part-
of-speech or morphological tagging (Täckström
et al., 2013; Cotterell and Heigold, 2017; Malaviya
et al., 2018; Plank and Agić, 2018), named entity
recognition (Zhang et al., 2016; Mayhew et al.,
2017; Xie et al., 2018), and entity linking (Tsai
and Roth, 2016; Rijhwani et al., 2019). There are
many methods for performing this transfer, includ-
ing joint training (Ammar et al., 2016; Tsai and
Roth, 2016; Cotterell and Heigold, 2017; John-
son et al., 2017; Malaviya et al., 2018), annota-
tion projection (Täckström et al., 2012; Täckström
et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2016; Ponti et al., 2018;
Plank and Agić, 2018), fine-tuning (Zoph et al.,
2016; Neubig and Hu, 2018), data augmentation
(Mayhew et al., 2017), or zero-shot transfer (Ah-
mad et al., 2018; Xie et al., 2018; Neubig and Hu,
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2018; Rijhwani et al., 2019). The common thread
is that data in a high-resource transfer language
is used to improve performance on a low-resource
task language.

However, determining the best transfer lan-
guage for any particular task language remains an
open question – the choice of transfer language
has traditionally been done in a heuristic manner,
often based on the intuition of the experimenter. A
common method of choosing transfer languages
involves selecting one that belongs to the same
language family or has a small phylogenetic dis-
tance in the language family tree to the task lan-
guage (Dong et al., 2015; Johnson et al., 2017;
Cotterell and Heigold, 2017). However, it is not
always true that all languages in a single language
family share the same linguistic properties (Ah-
mad et al., 2018). Therefore, another strategy is
to select transfer languages based on the typologi-
cal properties that are relevant to the specific NLP
task, such as word ordering for parsing tasks (Am-
mar et al., 2016; Ahmad et al., 2018). With sev-
eral heuristics available for selecting a transfer lan-
guage, it is unclear a priori if any single attribute
of a language will be the most reliable criterion
in determining whether cross-lingual learning is
likely to work for a specific NLP task. Other fac-
tors, such as lexical overlap between the training
datasets or size of available data in the transfer
language, could also play a role in selecting an
appropriate transfer language. Having an empir-
ical principle regarding how to choose the most
promising languages or corpora to transfer from
has the potential to greatly reduce the time and ef-
fort required to find, obtain, and prepare corpora
for a particular language pair.

In this paper, we propose a framework, which
we call LANGRANK, to empirically answer the
question posed above: given a particular task low-
resource language and NLP task, how can we de-
termine which languages we should be performing
transfer from? We consider this language predic-
tion task as a ranking problem, where each po-
tential transfer language is represented by a set
of attributes including typological information and
corpus statistics, such as word overlap and dataset
size. Given a task language and a set of candidate
transfer languages, the model is trained to rank the
transfer languages according to the performance
achieved when they are used in training a model
to process the task low-resource language. These

models are trained by performing a computation-
and resource-intensive exhaustive search through
the space of potential transfer languages, but at test
time they can rapidly predict optimal transfer lan-
guages, based only on a few dataset and linguistic
features, which are easily obtained.

In experiments, we examine cross-lingual trans-
fer in four NLP tasks: machine translation (MT),
entity linking (EL), part-of-speech (POS) tagging
and dependency parsing (DEP). We train gradient
boosted decision trees (GBDT; Ke et al. (2017))
to select the best transfer languages based on the
aforementioned features. We compare our rank-
ing models with several reasonable baselines in-
spired by the heuristic approaches used in previ-
ous work, and show that our ranking models sig-
nificantly improve the quality of the selection of
the top languages for cross lingual transfer. In
addition, through an ablation study and examin-
ing the learned decisions trees, we glean insights
about which features were found to be useful when
choosing transfer languages for each task. This
may inform future attempts for heuristic selection
of transfer languages, even in the absence of direct
use of LANGRANK.

2 Problem Formulation

We define the task language t as the language of
interest for a particular NLP task, and the trans-
fer language a as the additional language that is
used to aid in training models. Formally, during
the training stage of transfer learning, we perform
a model training step:

Mt,a = train(〈x(trn)t , y
(trn)
t 〉, 〈x(trn)a , y(trn)a 〉),

where x(trn) and y(trn) indicate input and output
training data for each training language, and Mt,a

indicates the resulting model trained on languages
t and a. The actual model and training procedure
will vary from task to task, and we give several dis-
parate examples in our experiments in §5.1. The
model can then be evaluated by using it to predict
outputs over the test set, and evaluating the results:

ŷ
(tst)
t,a = predict(x(tst)t ;Mt,a)

ct,a = evaluate(y(tst)t , ŷ
(tst)
t,a ),

where ct,a is the resulting test-set score achieved
by using a as an transfer language.

Assuming we want to get the highest possible
performance on task language t, one way to do so
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is to exhaustively enumerate over every single po-
tential transfer language a, train models, and eval-
uate the test set. In this case, the optimal transfer
language for task language t can be defined as:

a∗t = argmaxact,a.

However, as noted in the introduction, this brute-
force method for finding optimal transfer lan-
guages is not practical: if resources for many lan-
guages are available a priori, it is computationally
expensive to train all of the models, and in many
cases these resources are not-available a priori and
need to be gathered from various sources before
even starting experimentation.

Thus, we turn to formulating our goal as a rank-
ing task: given an NLP task, a low-resource task
language t, and a list of J available high-resource
transfer languages a1, a2, . . . , aJ , attempt to
predict their ranking according to their expected
scores ct,a1 , ct,a2 , . . . , ct,aJ without actually
calculating the scores themselves. To learn this
ranker, we need to first create training data for the
ranker, which we create by doing an exhaustive
sweep over a set of training task languages
t1, t2, . . . , tI , which results in sets of scores
{ct1,a1 , . . . , ct1,aJ , }, . . . , {ctI ,a1 , . . . , ctI ,aJ}.
These scores that can be used to train a ranking
system, using standard methods for learning to
rank (see, e.g., Liu et al. (2009)). Specifically,
these methods work by extracting features from
the pair of languages 〈ti, aj〉:

φti,aj = feat extract(ti, aj)

and then using these features to predict a relative
score for each pair of task and transfer languages

rti,aj = rank score(φti,aj ; θ)

where θ are the parameters of the ranking model.
These parameters θ are learned in a way such that
the order of the ranking scores rti,a1 , . . . , rti,aJ
match as closely as possible with those of the gold-
standard evaluation scores cti,a1 , . . . , cti,aJ .

Now that we have described the overall formu-
lation of the problem, there are two main ques-
tions left: how do we define our features φti,aj ,
and how do we learn the parameters θ of the rank-
ing model?

3 Ranking Features

We represent each language pair/corpus by a set of
features, split into two classes: dataset-dependent
and dataset-independent.

3.1 Data-dependent Features
Dataset-dependent features are statistical features
of the particular corpus used, such as dataset size
and the word overlap between two corpora. Impor-
tantly, these features require the dataset to already
be available for processing and thus are less con-
ducive to use in situations where resources have
not yet been acquired. Specifically, we examine
the following categories:

Dataset Size: We denote the number of training
examples in the transfer and task languages by stf
and stk, respectively. For MT, POS and DEP, this
is the number of sentences in a corpus, and for
EL the dataset size is the number of named enti-
ties in a bilingual entity gazetteer. In our exper-
iments, we also consider the ratio of the dataset
size, stf/stk, as a feature, since we are interested
in how much bigger the transfer-language corpus
is than the task-language corpus.

Type-Token Ratio (TTR): The TTR of the
transfer- and task-language corpora, ttf and ttk,
respectively, is the ratio between the number of
types (the number of unique words) and the num-
ber of tokens (Richards, 1987). It is a measure
for lexical diversity, as a higher TTR represents
higher lexical variation. We also consider the dis-
tance between the TTRs of the transfer- and task-
language corpora, which may very roughly indi-
cate their morphological similarity:

dttr =

(
1− ttf

ttk

)2

.

Transfer and task languages that have similar lex-
ical diversity are expected to have dttr close to 0.

The data for the entity linking task consists only
of named entities, so the TTR is typically close to
1 for all languages. Therefore, we do not include
TTR related features for the EL task.

Word overlap and subword overlap: We mea-
sure the similarity between the vocabularies of
task- and transfer-language corpora by word over-
lap ow, and subword overlap osw:

ow =
|Ttf ∩ Ttk|
|Ttf |+ |Ttk|

, osw =
|Stf ∩ Stk|
|Stf |+ |Stk|

,

where Ttf and Ttk are the sets of types in the
transfer- and task-language corpora, and Stf and
Stk are their sets of subwords. The subwords
are obtained by an unsupervised word segmen-
tation algorithm (Sennrich et al., 2016; Kudo,
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2018). Note that for EL, we do not consider sub-
word overlap, and the word overlap is simply the
count of the named entities that have exactly the
same representations in both transfer and task lan-
guages. We also omit subword overlap in the POS
and DEP tasks, as some low-resource languages
do not have enough data for properly extracting
subwords.

3.2 Dataset-independent Features

Dataset-independent features are measures of the
similarity between a pair of languages based on
phylogenetic or typological properties established
by linguistic study. Specifically, we leverage
six different linguistic distances queried from the
URIEL Typological Database (Littell et al., 2017):

Geographic distance (dgeo): The orthodromic
distance between the languages on the surface
of the earth, divided by the antipodal distance,
based primarily on language location descriptions
in Glottolog (Hammarström et al., 2018).

Genetic distance (dgen): The genealogical dis-
tance of the languages, derived from the hypothe-
sized tree of language descent in Glottolog.

Inventory distance (dinv): The cosine distance
between the phonological feature vectors derived
from the PHOIBLE database (Moran et al., 2014),
a collection of seven phonological databases.

Syntactic distance (dsyn): The cosine distance
between the feature vectors derived from the syn-
tactic structures of the languages (Collins and
Kayne, 2011), derived mostly from the WALS
database (Dryer and Haspelmath, 2013).

Phonological distance (dpho): The cosine dis-
tance between the phonological feature vectors de-
rived from the WALS and Ethnologue databases
(Lewis, 2009).

Featural distance (dfea): The cosine distance
between feature vectors combining all 5 features
mentioned above.

4 Ranking Model

Having defined our features, the next question is
what type of ranking model to use and how to learn
its parameters θ. As defined in §2, the problem is
a standard learning-to-rank problem, so there are
a myriad of possibilities for models and learning
algorithms (Liu et al., 2009).

We opt to use the GBDT (Ke et al., 2017) model
with LambdaRank as our training method (Burges,
2010), as it has two major advantages. First, its
empirical performance – it is currently one of the
state-of-the-art methods for ranking, especially in
settings that have few features and limited data.
Second, but perhaps more interesting, is its inter-
pretability. Decision-tree based algorithms are rel-
atively interpretable, as it is easy to visualize the
learned tree structure. One of our research goals
is to understand what linguistic or statistical fea-
tures of a dataset play important roles in transfer
learning, so the interpretable nature of the tree-
based model can provide valuable insights, which
we elaborate further in §6.2.

5 Experimental Settings

5.1 Testbed Tasks

We investigate the performance of LANGRANK on
four common NLP tasks: MT, EL, POS tagging,
and DEPendency parsing. We briefly outline the
settings for all four NLP tasks.

Machine Translation We train a standard
attention-based sequence-to-sequence model
(Bahdanau et al., 2015), using the XNMT toolkit
(Neubig et al., 2018). We perform training on the
multilingual TED talk corpus of Qi et al. (2018),
using 54 task and 54 transfer languages, always
translating into English, which results in 2,862
task/transfer pairs and 54 single-source training
settings. Transfer is performed by joint training
over the concatenated task and transfer corpora.

Entity Linking The cross-lingual EL task in-
volves linking a named entity mention in the task
language to an English knowledge base. We
train two character-level LSTM encoders, which
are trained to maximize the cosine similarity be-
tween parallel (i.e., linked) entities (Rijhwani
et al., 2019). We use the same dataset as Rijh-
wani et al. (2019), which contains language-linked
Wikipedia article titles from 9 low-resource task
languages and 53 potential transfer languages, re-
sulting in 477 task/transfer pairs. We perform
training in a zero-shot setting, where we train on
corpora only in the transfer language, and test en-
tity linking accuracy on the task language without
joint training or fine-tuning.

POS Tagging We train a bi-directional LSTM-
CNNs-CRF model (Ma and Hovy, 2016) on word
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sequences without using pre-trained word em-
beddings. The implementation is based on the
NCRF++ toolkit (Yang and Zhang, 2018). We per-
form training on the Universal Dependencies v2.2
dataset (Nivre et al., 2018), using 26 languages
that have the least training data as task languages,
and 60 transfer languages,2 resulting in 1,545 pairs
of transfer-task languages. Transfer is performed
by joint training over the concatenated task and
transfer corpora if the task language has training
data, and training only with transfer corpora oth-
erwise. The performance is measured by POS tag-
ging accuracy on the task language.

Dependency Parsing For the dependency pars-
ing task, we follow the settings of (Ahmad et al.,
2018) and utilize a deep biaffine attentional graph-
based model (Dozat and Manning, 2016). We se-
lect 30 languages from Universal Dependencies
v2.2 (Nivre et al., 2018), resulting in 870 pairs
of transfer-task languages. For this task, trans-
fer is performed in the zero-shot setting where no
task language annotations are available in train-
ing. We rely on the multi-lingual embeddings
which are mapped into the same space with the
offline method of Smith et al. (2017) and directly
adopt the model trained with the transfer language
to task languages. The performance is measured
by LAS (Labeled Attachment Accuracy) exclud-
ing punctuation.

5.2 Evaluation Protocol

We evaluate all our models on all NLP tasks with
leave-one-out cross validation. For each cross-
validation fold, we leave one language `(tst) out
from the N languages we have as the test set, and
train our ranking model θ`(tst) using all remaining
languages, {`(trn)1 , . . . , `

(trn)
N−1}, as the training set.

During training, each `(trn)i is treated as the task
language in turn, and the other N − 2 languages
in the training set as transfer languages. We then
test the learned model θ`(tst) by taking `(tst) as the
task language, and {`(trn)1 , . . . , `

(trn)
N−1} as the set of

transfer languages, and predict the ranking scores
{r
`(tst),`

(trn)
1

, . . . , r
`(tst),`

(trn)
N−1

}. We repeat this pro-

cess with each language in all N languages as the
test language `(tst), and collect N learned models.

We use Normalized Discounted Cumulative
2For each language, we choose the treebank that has the

least number of training instances, which results in 60 lan-
guages with training data and 11 without training data.

Gain (NDCG) (Järvelin and Kekäläinen, 2002) to
evaluate the performance of the ranking model.
The NDCG at position p is defined as:

NDCG@p =
DCG@p

IDCG@p
,

where the Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG) at
position p is

DCG@p =

p∑

i=1

2γi − 1

log2(i+ 1)
.

Here γi is the relevance of the language ranked at
position i by the model being evaluated. We keep
only the top-γmax transfer languages as our learn-
ing signal: the true best transfer language has γ =
γmax, and the second-best one has γ = γmax − 1,
and so on until γ = 1, with the remaining lan-
guages below the top-γmax ones all sharing γ = 0.
The Ideal Discounted Cumulative Gain (IDCG)
uses the same formula as DCG, except it is cal-
culated over the gold-standard ranking. When the
predicted ranking matches the “true” ranking, then
NDCG is equal to 1.

5.3 Method Parameters and Baselines
We use GBDT to train our LANGRANK models.
For each LANGRANK model, we train an ensem-
ble of 100 decision trees, each with 16 leaves.
We use the LightGBM implementation (Ke et al.,
2017) of the LambdaRank algorithm in our train-
ing. In our experiments, we set γmax = 10, and
evaluate the models by NDCG@3. The thresh-
old of 3 was somewhat arbitrary, but based on
our intuition that we would like to test whether
LANGRANK can successfully recommend the best
transfer language within a few tries, instead of
testing its ability to accurately rank all avail-
able transfer languages. The results in Table 1
report the average NDCG@3 across all cross-
validation folds. For LANGRANK (all) we in-
clude all available features in our models, while
for LANGRANK (dataset) and LANGRANK (ling)
we include only the subsets of dataset-dependent
and dataset-independent features, respectively.

We consider the following baseline methods:

• Using a single dataset-dependent feature:
While dataset-dependent features have not
typically been used as criteria for select-
ing transfer languages, they are a common
feature in data selection methods for cross-
domain transfer (Moore and Lewis, 2010). In
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Method MT EL POS DEP
da

ta
se

t word overlap ow 28.6 30.7 13.4 52.3
subword overlap osw 29.2 – – –
size ratio stf/stk 3.7 0.3 9.5 24.8
type-token ratio dttr 2.5 – 7.4 6.4

lin
g.

di
st

an
ce

genetic dgen 24.2 50.9 14.8 32.0
syntactic dsyn 14.8 46.4 4.1 22.9
featural dfea 10.1 47.5 5.7 13.9
phonological dpho 3.0 4.0 9.8 43.4
inventory dinv 8.5 41.3 2.4 23.5
geographic dgeo 15.1 49.5 15.7 46.4

LANGRANK (all) 51.1 63.0 28.9 65.0
LANGRANK (dataset) 53.7 17.0 26.5 65.0
LANGRANK (URIEL) 32.6 58.1 16.6 59.6

Table 1: Our LANGRANK model leads to higher av-
erage NDCG@3 over the baselines on all four tasks:
machine translation (MT), entity linking (EL), part-of-
speech tagging (POS) and dependency parsing (DEP).

view of this, we include selecting the transfer
languages by sorting against each single one
of ow, osw, and stf/stk in descending order,
and sorting against dttr in ascending order, as
baseline methods.

• Using a single linguistic distance feature:
More common heuristic criteria of selection
the transfer languages are choosing ones that
have small phylogenetic distance to the task
language (Dong et al., 2015; Cotterell and
Heigold, 2017). We therefore include select-
ing the transfer languages by sorting against
each single one of dgen, dsyn, dfea, dpho,
dinv, and dgeo in ascending order as our base-
line methods.

6 Results and Analysis

6.1 Main Results
The performance of predicting transfer languages
for the four NLP tasks using single-feature base-
lines and LANGRANK is shown in Table 1. First,
using LANGRANK with either all features or a
subset of the features leads to substantially higher
NDCG than using single-feature heuristics. Al-
though some single-feature baselines manage to
achieve high NDCG for some tasks, the pre-
dictions of LANGRANK consistently surpass the
baselines on all tasks. In fact, for the MT and POS
tagging tasks, the ranking quality of the best LAN-
GRANK model is almost double that of the best
single-feature baseline.

Furthermore, using dataset-dependent features
on top of the linguistic distance ones enhances the
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Figure 2: The best evaluation score (BLEU for MT,
accuracy for EL and POS, and LAS for DEP) attain-
able by trying out the top K transfer languages rec-
ommended by the LANGRANK models and the single-
feature baselines.

quality of the LANGRANK predictions. The best
results for EL and POS tagging are obtained us-
ing all features, while for MT the best model is
the one using dataset-only features. The best per-
formance on DEP parsing is achieved with both
settings. LANGRANK with only dataset features
outperforms the linguistics-only LANGRANK on
the MT and POS tagging tasks. It is, however,
severely lacking in the EL task, likely because EL
datasets lack most dataset features as discussed in
the previous section; the EL data only consists of
pairs of corresponding entities and not complete
sentences as in the case of the other tasks’ datasets.

In addition, it is important to note that LAN-
GRANK with only linguistic database informa-
tion still outperforms all heuristic baselines on all
tasks. This means that our model is potentially
useful even before any resources for the language
and task of interest have been collected, and could
inform the data creation process.

Finally, from a potential user’s point of view,
a practical question is: If we train models on the
top K transfer languages suggested by the rank-
ing model and pick the best one, how good is the
best model expected to be? If a user could obtain
a good transfer model by trying out only a small
number of transfer languages as suggested by our
ranking model, the overhead of searching for a
good transfer language is immensely reduced.

Figure 2 compares the BLEU score (for MT),
accuracy (for EL and POS) and LAS (for DEP)
of the best transfer model attainable by using one
of the top K transfer languages recommended by
LANGRANK (all) and by the best single feature
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Task LANG Best Best True
Lang RANK Dataset URIEL Best

ow dfea
MT tur (1) tur (1) ara (32) tur (1)
aze fas (3) hrv (5) fas (3) kor (2)

hun (4) ron (31) sqi (22) fas (3)

ow dgeo
MT hun (1) vie (3) mya (30) hun (1)
ben tur (2) ita (20) hin (27) tur (2)

fas (4) por (18) mar (41) vie (3)

ow dinv

EL amh (6) amh (6) pan (2) hin (1)
tel orm (40) swa (32) hin (1) pan (2)

msa (7) jav (9) ben (5) mar (3)

Table 2: Examples of predicted top-3 transfer lan-
guages (and true ranks). The languages are denoted
by the ISO 639-2 Language Codes. The first three task
languages (aze, fin, ben) are on the MT task, and the
last one (tel) is on the EL task.

baseline. We plot the ratio of the best score to that
of the ground-truth best transfer model ct,a∗t , aver-
aged over all task languages. On the MT task, the
best transfer models obtained by the suggestions
of our LANGRANK (all) model constantly outper-
forms the models obtained from the best baseline.
On the POS tagging task, the best transfer models
obtained by our ranking model are generally com-
parable to those using baseline suggestions.

We note that in the EL task, after looking be-
yond the top 3 LANGRANK predictions, the best
baseline models on average seem to give much
more relevant transfer language suggestions than
our LANGRANK models. However, this is a case
where averaging is possibly misleading. In fact,
the LANGRANK model manages to select the cor-
rect top-1 language for 7 of the 9 task languages.
The other two languages (Telugu and Uyghur) do
not have any typologically similar languages in the
small training set, and hence the learned model
fails to generalize to these languages.

In Table 2 we include a few representative ex-
amples of the top-3 transfer languages selected
by LANGRANK and the baselines.3 In the first
case (aze) LANGRANK outperforms the already
strong baselines by being able to consider both
dataset and linguistic features, instead of con-
sidering them in isolation. In the second case
(ben) where no baselines provide useful recom-
mendations, LANGRANK still displays good per-
formance; interestingly Turkish and Hungarian

3Detailed results are in the supplementary material.

Figure 3: Normalized feature importance for the MT,
EL, POS and DEP tasks.

proved good transfer languages for a large num-
ber of task languages (perhaps to large data size
and difficulty as tasks), and LANGRANK was able
to learn to fall back to these when it found no good
typological or dataset-driven matches otherwise –
behavior that would have be inconceivable with-
out empirical discovery of transfer languages. The
final failure case (tel), as noted above, can be at-
tributed to overfitting the small EL dataset, and
may be remedied by either creating larger data or
training LANGRANK jointly over multiple tasks.

6.2 Towards Better Educated Guesses for
Choosing Transfer Languages

Our transfer language rankers are trained on a few
languages for the particular tasks. It is possible
that our models will not generalize well on a dif-
ferent set of languages or on other NLP tasks.
However, generating training data for ranking with
exhaustive transfer experiments on a new task or
set of languages will not always be feasible. It
could, therefore, be valuable to analyze the learned
models and extract “rules of thumb” that can be
used as educated guesses in choosing transfer lan-
guages. They might still be ad-hoc, but they may
prove superior to the intuition-based heuristic ap-
proaches used in previous work. To elucidate
how LANGRANK determines the best transfer lan-
guages for each task, Figure 3 shows the feature
importance for each of the NLP tasks. The fea-
ture importance is defined as the number of times
a feature is chosen to be the splitting feature in a
node of the decision trees.

For the MT task, we find that dataset statis-
tics features are more influential than the linguis-
tic features, especially the dataset size ratio and
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the word overlap. This indicates that a good trans-
fer language for machine translation depends more
on the dataset size of the transfer language cor-
pus and its the word and subword overlap with
the task language corpus. This is confirmed by re-
sults of the LANGRANK (dataset) model in Table
1, which achieves the best performance by only
using the subset of dataset statistics features. At
the same time, we note that the dataset size ra-
tio and TTR distance, although of high importance
among all features, when used alone result in very
poor performance. This phenomenon may be un-
derstood by looking at an example of a small de-
cision tree in Figure 4: a genetic distance of less
than 0.4 would produce a high ranking regardless
of dataset size. The dataset feature in this tree pro-
vides a smaller gain than two typological features,
although it still informs the decision.

For POS tagging, the two most important fea-
tures are dataset size and the TTR distance. On the
other hand, the lack of rich dataset-dependent fea-
tures for the EL task leads to the geographic and
syntactic distance being most influential. There
are several relatively important features for the
DEP parsing task, with geographic and genetic
distance standing out, as well as word overlap.
These are features that also yield good scores on
their own (see Table 1) but LANGRANK is able to
combine them and achieve even better results.

7 Related Work

Cross-lingual transfer has been extensively used
in several NLP tasks. In Section 1, we provided
a (non-exhaustive) list of examples that employ
cross-lingual transfer across several tasks. Other
work has performed large-scale studies on the im-
portance of appropriately selecting a transfer lan-
guage, such as Paul et al. (2009), which performed
an extensive search for a “pivot language” in sta-
tistical MT, but without attempting to actually
learn or predict which pivot language is best.

Typologically-informed models are another
vein of research that is relevant to our work. The
relationship between linguistic typology and sta-
tistical modeling has been studied by Gerz et al.
(2018) and Cotterell et al. (2018), with a focus
on language modeling. Tsvetkov et al. (2016b)
used typological information in the target lan-
guage as additional input to their model for pho-
netic representation learning. Ammar et al. (2016)
and Ahmad et al. (2018) used similar ideas for

dgen ≤ 0.43 output: 0

dsyn > 0.56 output: 2

output: 3
stf
stk

> 1.61

output: 1

yes

no
yes

no
yes

no

Figure 4: An example of the decision tree learned in the
machine translation task for Galician as task language.

dependency parsing, incorporating linguistically-
informed vectors into their models. O’Horan et al.
(2016) survey typological resources available and
their utility in NLP tasks.

Although not for cross-lingual transfer, there
has been prior work on data selection for train-
ing models. Tsvetkov et al. (2016a) and Ruder and
Plank (2017) use Bayesian optimization for data
selection. van der Wees et al. (2017) study the ef-
fect of data selection of neural machine transla-
tion, as well as propose a dynamic method to se-
lect relevant training data that improves translation
performance. Plank and van Noord (2011) design
a method to automatically select domain-relevant
training data for parsing in English and Dutch.

8 Conclusion

We formulate the task of selecting the optimal
transfer languages for an NLP task as a rank-
ing problem. For machine translation, entity
linking, part-of-speech tagging, and dependency
parsing, we train ranking models to predict the
most promising transfer languages to use given
a task language. We show that by taking multi-
ple dataset statistics and language attributes into
consideration, the learned ranking models recom-
mend much better transfer languages than the ones
suggested by considering only single language or
dataset features. Through analyzing the learned
ranking models, we also gain some insights on the
types of features that are most influential in select-
ing transfer languages for each of the NLP tasks,
which may inform future ad hoc selection even
without useing our method.
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Abstract

This paper introduces CogNet, a new,
large-scale lexical database that provides
cognates—words of common origin and
meaning—across languages. The database
currently contains 3.1 million cognate pairs
across 338 languages using 35 writing sys-
tems. The paper also describes the automated
method by which cognates were computed
from publicly available wordnets, with an
accuracy evaluated to 94%. Finally, statistics
and early insights about the cognate data
are presented, hinting at a possible future
exploitation of the resource1 by various fields
of lingustics.

1 Introduction

Cognates are words in different languages that
share a common origin and the same meaning,
such as the English letter and the French lettre.
Cognates and the problem of cognate identifica-
tion have been extensively studied in the fields
of language typology and historical linguistics,
as cognates are considered useful for research-
ing the relatedness of languages (Bhattacharya
et al., 2018). Cognates are also used in computa-
tional linguistics, e.g., for lexicon extension (Wu
and Yarowsky, 2018) or to improve cross-lingual
NLP tasks such as machine translation or bilingual
word recognition (Kondrak et al., 2003; Tsvetkov
and Dyer, 2015).

Despite the interest in using cognate data for
research, state-of-the-art cognate databases have
had limited practical uses from an applied perspec-
tive, for two reasons. Firstly, popular cognate-
coded databases that are used in historical lin-
guistics, such as ASJP (Wichmann et al., 2010),

1The CogNet resource and WikTra tool are available on
http://cognet.ukc.disi.unitn.it.

IELex2, or ABVD (Greenhill et al., 2008), cover
only the small set of 225 Swadesh basic concepts,
although with an extremely wide coverage of up to
4000 languages. Secondly, in these databases, lex-
ical entries that belong to scripts other than Latin
or Cyrillic mostly appear in phonetic transcription
instead of using their actual orthographies in their
original scripts. These limitations prevent such re-
sources from being used in real-world computa-
tional tasks on written language.

This paper describes CogNet, a new large-scale,
high-precision, multilingual cognate database, as
well as the method used to build it. Our main
technical contributions are (1) a general method
to detect cognates from multilingual lexical re-
sources, with precision and recall parametrable ac-
cording to usage needs; (2) a large-scale cognate
database containing 3.1 million word pairs across
338 languages, generated with the method above;
(3) WikTra, a multilingual transliteration dictio-
nary and library derived from Wiktionary data; and
(4) an online platform that lets users explore the
resource.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2
presents the state of the art. Section 3 describes
the main cognate discovery algorithm and sec-
tion 4 the way various forms of evidence used
by the algorithm are computed. The method is
parametrised and the results are evaluated in sec-
tion 5. Section 6 describes the resulting CogNet
database in terms of structure and statistical in-
sights. Finally, section 7 concludes the paper.

2 State of the Art

To our knowledge, cognates have so far been
defined and explored in two fundamental ways
by two distinct research communities. On the

2Indo-European Lexical Cognacy Database,
http://ielex.mpi.nl/
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one hand, cognate identification has been studied
within linguistic typology and historical linguis-
tics. On the other hand, computational linguists
have been researching methods for cognate pro-
duction.

The very definition of the term ‘cognate’ varies
according to the research community. In histori-
cal linguistics, cognates must have a provable ety-
mological relationship and must be translated into
each language (Bhattacharya et al., 2018). Ac-
cordingly, the English skyscraper and the German
Wolkenkratzer are considered as cognates but the
English song and the Japanese �S⇣ /songu/)
are not. In computational linguistics, the notion
of cognate is more relaxed with respect to etymol-
ogy and loanwords are also considered as cognates
(Kondrak et al., 2003). For our work we adopted
the latter, computational point of view.

In historical linguistics, cognate identification
methods proceed in two main steps. First, a sim-
ilarity matrix of all words is estimated by three
types of similarity measures: semantic similar-
ity, phonetic similarity, and orthographic simi-
larity. For information on semantic similarity,
special-purpose multilingual dictionaries, such as
the well-known Swadesh List, are used. For or-
thographic similarity, string metrics (Hauer and
Kondrak, 2011; St Arnaud et al., 2017) are of-
ten employed, e.g., edit distance, Dice’s coeffi-
cient, or LCSR. As these methods do not work
across scripts, they are completed by phonetic
similarity, exploiting transformations and sound
changes across related languages (Kondrak, 2000;
Jäger, 2013; Rama et al., 2017). Phonetic similar-
ity measures, however, require phonetic transcrip-
tions to be a priori available. More recently, his-
torical linguists have started exploiting identified
cognates to infer phylogenetic relationships across
languages (Rama et al., 2018; Jäger, 2018).

In computational linguistics, cognate produc-
tion consists of finding for a word in a given lan-
guage its cognate pair in another language. State-
of-the-art methods (Beinborn et al., 2013; Sen-
nrich et al., 2016) have employed character-based
machine translation, trained from parallel corpora,
to produce cognates or transliterations. (Wu and
Yarowsky, 2018) also employs similar techniques,
as well as multilingual dictionaries, to produce
large-scale cognate clusters for Romance and Tur-
kic languages. Although the cognates produced
in this manner are, in principle, a good source for

improving certain cross-lingual tasks in NLP, the
quality of the output often suffers due to not be-
ing able to handle certain linguistic phenomena
properly. For example, words in languages such
as Arabic or Hebrew are written without vowels
and machine-produced transliterations often fail to
vowelize such words (Karimi et al., 2011). The so-
lution we propose is the use of a dictionary-based
transliteration tool over machine transliteration.

Our method provides new contributions for both
research directions. Firstly, to our knowledge no
other work on cognate generation has so far used
high-quality multilingual lexical resources on a
scale as large as ours, covering hundreds of lan-
guages and more than 100,000 cross-lingual con-
cepts. Secondly, this large cross-lingual cover-
age could only be achieved thanks to a robust
transliteration tool that is part of the contributions
of our paper. Finally, our novel, combined use
of multiple—orthographic, semantic, geographic,
and etymological—sources of evidence for detect-
ing cognates was crucial to obtain high-quality re-
sults, in terms of both precision and recall.

3 The Algorithm

For our work we have adopted a computational-
linguistic interpretation of the notion of cognate
(Kondrak et al., 2003): two words in different lan-
guages are cognates if they have the same meaning
and present a similarity in orthography, resulting
from a supposed underlying etymological relation-
ship (common ancestry or borrowing).

Based on this interpretation, our algorithm is
based on three main principles: (1) semantic
equivalence, i.e., that the two words share a com-
mon meaning; (2) sufficient proof of etymological
relatedness; and (3) the logical transitivity of the
cognate relationship.

The core resource for obtaining cross-lingual
evidence on semantic equivalence—i.e., the same-
ness of word meanings—is the Universal Knowl-
edge Core (UKC), a large multilingual lexico-
semantic database (Giunchiglia et al., 2018) al-
ready used both in linguistics research as well
as for practical applications (Bella et al., 2016;
Giunchiglia et al., 2017; Bella et al., 2017).
The UKC includes the lexicons and lexico-
semantic relations for 338 languages, contain-
ing 1,717,735 words and 2,512,704 language-
specific word meanings. It was built from word-
nets (Miller, 1995) and wiktionaries converted
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into wordnets (Bond and Foster, 2013)). As all
of the resources composing the UKC were built
and validated by humans(Giunchiglia et al., 2015),
we consider the quality of our input data to be
high enough for obtaining accurate results on cog-
nates (Giunchiglia et al., 2017). As most wordnets
map their units of meaning (synsets in WordNet
terminology) to English meanings, they can effec-
tively be interconnected into a cross-lingual lexi-
cal resource. The UKC reifies all of these map-
pings as supra-lingual lexical concepts (107,196
in total, excluding named entities such as Ulan-
baatar). For example, if the German Fahrrad and
the Italian bicicletta are mapped to the English
bicycle then a single concept is created to which
all three language-specific meanings (i.e., wordnet
synsets) will be mapped.

In terms of etymological evidence, we use both
direct and indirect evidence of etymological re-
latedness. Direct evidence is provided by gold-
standard etymological resources, such as the one
we use and present in section 4.1. Such evidence,
however, is relatively sparse and would not, in it-
self, provide high recall. We therefore also con-
sider indirect evidence in the form of a combined
orthographic–geographic relatedness: a measure
of geographic proximity of languages combined
with the orthographic similarity of words, involv-
ing transliteration, can provide strong clues on lan-
guage contact and probable cross-lingual lexical
borrowing.

Finally, we exploit logical transitivity in order
further to improve recall: we build on the intu-
ition that if words wa and wb are cognates and wb

and wc are cognates then wa and wc are also cog-
nates. For example, if the German Katze is found
to be a cognate of the English cat (based on di-
rect etymological evidence) and cat is found to be
a cognate of the French chat (based on orthogra-
phy) then Katze and chat are also considered to be
cognates).

Based on these principles, we have imple-
mented a cognate discovery algorithm as shown
in algorithm 1. Its input is a single lexical concept
from the UKC (the algorithm being applicable to
every concept in loop). It builds an undirected
graph where each node represents a word and each
edge between two nodes represents a cognate re-
lationship.

The process starts by retrieving the lexicalisa-
tions of the input concept in all available lan-

Algorithm 1: Cognate Discovery Algorithm

Input : c, a lexical concept
Input : R, a lexical resource
Output : G+, graph of all cognates of c

1 V, E  ;;
2 L LanguagesR(c);
3 for each language l 2 L do
4 for each word w 2 WordsR(c, l) do
5 V  V [ {v =<w, l>};
6 for each node v1 =<w1, l1> 2 V do
7 for each node v2 =<w2, l2> 2 V do
8 if l1 = l2 then
9 continue;

10 if EtyRel(w1, l1, w2, l2) then
11 E  E [ {e = <v1, v2>};
12 else if OrthSim(w1, l1, w2, l2) + TG ⇥

GeoProx(l1, l2) > TF then
13 E  E [ {e = <v1, v2>};
14 G < V, E >;
15 G+ = TransitiveClosure(G)
16 return G+;

guages and creating the corresponding word nodes
in the graph (lines 2–5). All such words thus
fulfil the criterion of semantic equivalence above.
Then, for all different-language word pairs that ex-
press the concept (lines 6–9), we verify whether
etymological evidence exists for a potential cog-
nate relationship. The latter may either be direct
evidence (EtyRel, line 10) or indirect, which we
implement as a score of relatedness combined of
orthographic similarity (OrthSim) and geographic
proximity (GeoProx). We consider indirect evi-
dence to be sufficient if this combined score is su-
perior to an experimental threshold TF (line 12).
In case either direct or indirect evidence is found,
an edge between the two word nodes is created
(lines 10–13). As the last step, in order to apply
the principle of logical transitivity, the transitive
closure of the graph is computed (line 15). In the
resulting graph G+ each connected subgraph rep-
resents a group of cognate words.

4 Computing Etymological Relatedness

Our method predicts the etymological relatedness
of words based on both direct and indirect etymo-
logical evidence. Section 4.1 below describes how
the EtyRel function provides direct evidence. Sec-
tions 4.2 and 4.3 explain how indirect evidence is
computed based on orthographic similarity using
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the OrthSim function and on geographic proxim-
ity using the GeoProx function.

4.1 Direct Etymological Evidence

The EtyRel function in algorithm 1 uses gold-
standard evidence to compute the etymological re-
latedness of words. It exploits etymological ances-
tor (marked as Anc below) relations for each word
of the word pair being evaluated as cognates. Two
words are considered as etymologically related if
they are found to have at least one common etymo-
logical ancestor word (such as the German Ross
and the English horse having as ancestor the proto-
Germanic root *harss-).

EtyRel(w1, l1, w2, l2) =

=

(
true if Anc(w1, l1) \ Anc(w2, l2) 6= ;
false otherwise

(1)

Ancestor relations are retrieved from the Etymo-
logical WordNet (EWN)3 (De Melo, 2014), a lex-
ical resource providing relations between words,
e.g., derivational or etymological. EWN was au-
tomatically built by harvesting etymological infor-
mation encoded in Wiktionary. In this work, we
have only used its 94,832 cross-lingual etymolog-
ical relations.

4.2 Orthographic Similarity

Orthographic similarity is computed using a string
similarity metric LCSSim based on the longest
common subsequence (LCS) of the two input
words, returning a similarity score between 0
and 1:

LCSSim(w1, w2) =
2⇥ len(LCS(w1, w2))

len(w1) + len(w2)
(2)

When w1 and w2 belong to different writing
systems, LCS returns 0 and thus the formula above
is not directly usable. In order to be able to
identify cognates across writing systems, we ap-
ply transliteration to the Latin script (also known
as romanization) using the WikTra tool. Ortho-
graphic similarity is thus computed as:

OrthSim(w1, w2) = max{LCSSim(w1, w2),

LCSSim(WikTra(w1), WikTra(w2))}
(3)

3http://www1.icsi.berkeley.edu/⇠demelo/etymwn/,
accessed on 10/14/2018.

WikTra is a dictionary-based transliteration tool
compiled from information collected from Wik-
tionary and developed specifically for this work
by the authors4. It is Unicode-based and sup-
ports 85 languages in 35 writing systems, defin-
ing transliteration rules and codes according to in-
ternational standards, as developed by the Wik-
tionary community (the largest community in lex-
icography).

An illustration of the output provided by Wik-
Tra compared to three existing transliteration tools
is provided in table 1. The use of WikTra with
respect to existing tools is justified by a need for
high-quality results that also cover complex cases
of orthography, e.g., in Semitic scripts where vow-
els are typically omitted. In particular, Junide-
code5 is a character-based transliterator, an ap-
proach that seriously limits its accuracy. The
Google transliterator is dictionary-based and is
therefore of higher quality, but it supports a lower
number of languages and is not freely available.
Finally, uroman (Hermjakob et al., 2018) is a new,
high-quality, dictionary-based tool that neverthe-
less provides a limited support for scripts without
vowels (e.g., Arabic or Hebrew), as also visible in
table 1.

While WikTra gains its high accuracy from
human-curated Wiktionary data, it still needs to
be improved for Thai and Japanese. In Thai,
WikTra only works on monosyllabic words, and
it needs an additional tool to recognize sylla-
bles. In Japanese, it only works with Hiragana
and Katakana scripts and not with Kanji (Chinese
characters). We therefore combined WikTra with
the Kuromoji6 transliteration tool.

4.3 Geographic Proximity
We exploit geographic information on languages
in order to take into account the proximity of lan-
guage speakers for the prediction of borrowing.
Our hypothesis is that, even if in the last century
lexical borrowing on a global scale has been faster
than ever before, the effect of geographic distance
is still a significant factor when applying cognate
discovery to entire vocabularies. This effect is
combined with orthographic similarity in line 12
of algorithm 1, in a way that geographic proximity
increases the overall likelihood of word pairs be-
ing cognates, without being a necessary condition.

4https://github.com/kbatsuren/wiktra
5https://github.com/gcardone/junidecode
6https://github.com/atilika/kuromoji
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Table 1: Comparison with state-of-the art transliteration tools

# Languages Word Uroman Junidecode Google WikTra
1 English book book book book book
2 Malayalam malayaallam mlyaallN malayāl.aṁ malayāl.am.
3 Arabic nwaa nw@ nawa nawātun
4 Japanese ◆S4E⌧� konpyuta konpiyuta konpyūtā konpyūtā*

5 Thai raachaatiraa raachaathiraad rā chā thi rād raa-chaa-tí-râat b

6 Russian moskva moskva moskva moskva
7 Hindi devanaa devnaagrii devanaagaree devnāgrı̄
8 Bengali baangla baaNlaa bānlā bangla
9 Greek anaute anauteo anāftéo anautéō
10 Kashmiri kampivwuttar khampy[?]w?ttar - kampeūt.ar
11 Persian armnstan rmnstn - armanestân
12 Hebrew yshshkr yshshkr yissachar yiśśāk

¯
ār

13 Tamil rehs reHs reh. s rex
14 Ethiopic aadise aababaa ‘aadise ’aababaa ādı̄si ābeba -ädis -äbäba
15 Tibetan kha·pa kh-pr - kha par
16 Korean Bj�◆ò:r megapon megapon megapon megapon
17 Armenian hayiastan hayastan hayastan hayastan
18 Uyghur yeayealae y’y’-lae - a’ile
19 Khmer kromaaro krmaar krama r krâméar
20 Telugu amkapali aNkpaalli aṅkapāl.i aṅkapāl.i
21 Odia oddishaa rodd’ishaa - oriśa
22 Burmese sannykhre snny[?]:kh[?]e saeehkyay sany:hkre
* WikTra in Japanese language only works with scripts of Hiragana and Katakana.
b WikTra in Thai language only works with a sequence of syllables.

Our relatively simple solution considers only
the languages of the input words, computing a lan-
guage proximity value between 0 and 1, as fol-
lows:

GeoProx(l1, l2) = min(
TD

GeoDist(l1, l2)
, 1.0)

(4)

The function GeoDist(l1, l2) is an approximate
‘geographic distance’ between two languages l1
and l2, based on the geographical areas where the
languages are spoken. The constant TD corre-
sponds to a minimal distance: if two languages are
spoken within this distance then they have max-
imum geographic relatedness. TD is empirically
set as described in section 5.2.

Distances between languages are provided by
the WALS resource7, one of most comprehensive
language databases. WALS provides latitude and
longitude coordinates for a language given as in-
put. While a single coordinate returned for a lan-
guage may in some cases be a crude approxima-
tion of linguistic coverage (e.g., Spanish is spo-
ken both in Spain and in most countries of Latin
America), even this level of precision was found
to improve our evaluation results.

7https://wals.info

5 Evaluation

This section describes how CogNet was evaluated
on a manually built cognate corpus and how its
parameters were tuned to optimise results.

5.1 Dataset Annotation

While our initial idea was to use existing cognate
datasets for evaluation, the most comprehensive
databases turned out to represent cognates in their
phonetic transcriptions instead of having words
written in their original scripts. Such data was not
usable to test our method that performs transliter-
ation on its own.

Consequently, we created a dataset of 40 con-
cepts with fully annotated sets of cognate groups.
On average, a concept was represented in 107 lan-
guages by 129 words: 5,142 words in total for the
40 concepts. The concepts were chosen from the
Swadesh basic word list and from the WordNet
core concepts (Boyd-Graber et al., 2006). The lex-
icalizations (words) corresponding to these con-
cepts were retrieved from the UKC. For each con-
cept, we asked two language experts to find cog-
nate clusters among its lexicalizations. The ex-
perts made their decisions based on online re-
sources such as Wiktionary and the Online Ety-
mology Dictionary8. Cohen’s Kappa score, inter-

8https://www.etymonline.com
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Table 2: Parameter configuration and comparisons.

Methods TF TG TD P R F1

Baseline 1: LCS 0.60 - - 94.70 25.62 40,32
Baseline 2: Consonant - - - 98.07 19.11 31,98
LCS + Geo 0.60 0.01 1.3 94.02 27.63 42.71
LCS + Geo + EWN 0.60 0.01 1.3 94.10 30.41 45.97
LCS + Geo + WikTra 0.63 0.02 1.2 94.15 42.42 58.49
LCS + Geo + WikTra + EWN 0.63 0.02 1.2 94.20 44.86 60.78
LCS + Geo + Trans 0.68 0.02 1.2 95.94 44.27 60.59
LCS + Geo + Trans + EWN 0.70 0.06 1.3 97.32 53.53 69.07
LCS + Geo + Trans + WikTra 0.72 0.06 1.2 94.14 77.59 85.07
LCS + Geo + Trans + WikTra + EWN 0.71 0.04 1.1 93.94 86.32 89.97

annotator agreement, was 95.15%. The resulting
human-annotated dataset contained 5,142 words,
38,447 pairs of cognate words and 320,338 pairs
of non-cognate words. We divided this dataset into
two equal parts: the first 20 concepts for parame-
ter configuration and the second 20 concepts for
evaluation.

5.2 Algorithm Configuration

The goal of configuration was to optimise the al-
gorithm with respect to three hyperparameters: the
threshold of combined orthographic–geographic
relatedness TF (section 3), the geographic proxim-
ity contribution parameter TG, and the minimum
distance TD (section 4.3).

We have created a three-dimensional grid with
TF = [0.0; 1.0] (the higher the value, the more
the strings need to be similar to be considered as
cognates), TG = [0.0; 1.0] (the higher the value,
the more geographic proximity is considered as
evidence), and TD = [0.0; 22.0] (here, the unit
of 1.0 corresponds to a distance of 1000km, within
which geographic relatedness is a constant maxi-
mum).

In this grid, we computed optimal values for
each parameter (in increments of 0.01) based
on performance on the configuration dataset de-
scribed in section 5.1. With these optimal settings,
we evaluated all possible combinations of the vari-
ous components of the cognate generation method,
in order to understand their relative contribution
to the overall score. Since our ultimate goal is
to generate high-quality knowledge, we favoured
precision over recall, setting our minimum pre-
cision threshold to 95% and maximizing recall
with respect to this constraint. The best settings
(computed on the parameter configuration dataset)

as well as the corresponding precision–recall fig-
ures (computed on the evaluation dataset) are re-
ported in table 2. Although we set the precision
threshold to 95% for the configuration dataset, we
obtained precision results that are slightly lower,
about 94%, on the evaluation dataset.

The results of configuration can be seen in ta-
ble 2. The optimal geographic region parame-
ter TD varies between 1.1 and 1.3, which corre-
spond to a radius of 1,100–1,300km: languages
spoken within such a distance tend to share more
cognates.

One interesting insight from table 2 concerns
the use of logical transitivity. While it is an ex-
tremely efficient component in our algorithm, in
order to maintain precision it requires the related-
ness threshold TS to be increased from [0.6; 0.63]
to [0.68; 0.71] and the influence of geographic re-
latedness TG from [0.1; 0.2] to [0.2; 0.6]. This
means that in order for transitivity to hold, both the
overall relatedness criterion and the geographic
proximity need to become more strict.

5.3 Evaluation Results

We evaluated the effect of the various components
of our method (geographic relatedness, WikTra
transliteration, Etymological WordNet, transitiv-
ity) on its overall performance. As a baseline,
we used two string similarity methods often used
in cognate identification (St Arnaud et al., 2017):
LCS, i.e., the longest common subsequence ratio
of two words (which we also use in equation 2),
and Consonant, which is a heuristic method that
checks if the first two consonants of the words
are identical. Although the baseline Consonant
method achieved the highest precision of 98.07%,
its recall is the lowest, 19.11%, due to being lim-
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ited to Latin characters.
Adding geographic proximity, direct etymolog-

ical evidence, and transliteration to the algorithm
increased recall in a consistent manner, by about
2%, 3%, and 15%, respectively, all the while
maintaining precision at the same level. Comput-
ing the transitive closure, finally, had a major mul-
tiplicator effect on recall, bringing it to 86.32%.
With this full setup we were able to generate
3,167,642 cognate pairs across 338 languages.

In order to cross-check the quality of the out-
put, we randomly sampled 400 cognate pairs not
covered by the evaluation corpus and had them
re-evaluated by the same experts. Accuracy was
found to fall in the 93–97% range, very much in
line with the goal of 95% we initially set in sec-
tion 5.2.

6 Exploring CogNet

At an accuracy of 94%, our algorithm has gen-
erated 3,167,642 cognates. They cover 567,960
words and 80,836 concepts, corresponding to
33.06% of all words and 73.52% of all concepts in
the UKC: one word out of three and three concepts
out of four have at least one cognate relationship.

In terms of WordNet formalism, cognate rela-
tionships can be expressed as cross-lingual sense
relations that connect (word, synset) pairs—reified
in wordnets as senses—across languages. As not
all wordnets represent senses explicitly, CogNet
encodes these relationships in the following tuple
form:

(PWN_synset, w1, l1, w2, l2, metadata)

where PWN_synset is the Princeton WordNet En-
glish synset ID representing the shared meaning
of the cognate pair, w1 and w2 are the two words,
l1 and l2 are their respective languages (expressed
as ISO-639-3 codes), and metadata is a set of at-
tributes describing the cognate pair, such as the
type of evidence for the relationship (direct etymo-
logical or indirect). The entire CogNet resource is
described and freely downloadable from the web9.

While we expect CogNet to provide linguistic
insights for both theoretical and applied research,
we are just starting to exploit its richness. As a
first result, we have developed an online tool10 for
the visual exploration of cognate data (see figure 1
for an illustration). In the long term, this web tool

9http://cognet.ukc.disi.unitn.it
10http://linguarena.eu

is intended for linguists both for the exploration of
data and for collaborative work on extending the
resource.

We also carried out an initial exploration of cog-
nate data along the axes of language, language
family, and geographic distance. Figure 2 shows
the number of cognates found at a given geo-
graphic distance (i.e., the distance of the speakers
of the two languages, as defined in section 4.3).
We observe that the vast majority of cognates is
found within a distance of about 3,000km. Our in-
terpretation of these results is that, by and large,
locality is still a major influence on modern lexi-
cons, despite the globalising effects of the last cen-
turies. Let us note that the geographic proximity
component of our algorithm alone could not have
caused this distribution, as it had a relatively mi-
nor overall contribution on the results (see the ge-
ographic factor TG = 0.04 in table 2).

In order to avoid biasing per-language statistics
by the incompleteness of the lexicons (wordnets)
used, we limited our study to the 45 languages
with a vocabulary size larger than 10,000 words.
As a further abstraction from lexicon size, we in-
troduce the notion of cognate density, defined over
a set of words as the ratio of words covered by at
least one cognate pair of CogNet. In other words,
working with cognate densities allows us to char-
acterise the ‘cognate content’ of each language in-
dependently of the wordnet size.

Cognate densities for the 45 languages stud-
ied show a wide spread between languages with
the highest density (the top five language being
Indonesian: 60.80%, Czech: 59.05%, Catalan:
58.66%, Malay: 57.63%, and French: 57.25%)
and those with the lowest (the bottom five lan-
guages being Thai: 7.87%, Arabic: 9.01%, Per-
sian: 9.64%, Mongolian: 10.37%, and Mandarin
Chinese: 11.03%). The main factor behind high
cognate density is the presence of closely related
languages in our data: as Malay and Indone-
sian are mutually intelligible registers of the same
language, the existence of separate wordnets for
the two naturally results in a high proportion of
shared vocabulary. Inversely, languages on the
other end of the spectrum tend not to have ma-
jor living languages that are closely related. Let
us finally note that non-perfect transliteration and
failed transliteration-based matches may also be a
reason for low cognate recall for languages with
very different scripts, such as Chinese, Arabic, or
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Figure 1: Cognate sets of the concept ‘song’, represented with different colours. It is easy to observe the effects
of language families (e.g., red triangles stand for Romance languages) and geographic proximity (e.g., the higher
density of orange in South-West Asia and green in Central Asia).
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Figure 2: The number of cognates according to the ge-
ographic distance of the language speakers.

Thai.
In order to verify these intuitions, we examined

cognate densities for the 45 languages manually
clustered into 16 language families (see table 3,
the language name was kept for clusters of size 1).
Indeed, families such as Malay, Romance, Slavic,
or Indo-Aryan, well known for containing several
mutually intelligible language pairs, came out on
top, while families with generally fewer or mutu-
ally non-intelligible members at the bottom. The
only outlier is Basque that, despite being an iso-
late, is close to the resource-wide average cognate
density of 33%.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we have demonstrated a general
method for building a cognate database using ex-
isting wordnet resources. Identifying cognates
based on orthography for words written in 35 dif-
ferent writing systems, as opposed to phonetic
data, made the problem statement novel with re-
spect to existing research in cognate identification.

Family Density Family Density
Malay 59.22% Greek 22.99%
Romance 53.32% Niger-Congo 18.63%
Slavic 36.67% Japanese 12.16%
Indo-Aryan 36.08% Sino-Tibetan 11.22%
Germanic 34.10% Mongolian 10.37%
Basque 32.82% Persian 9.64%
Dravidian 24.79% Arabic 9.01%
Finno-Ugric 24.57% Thai 7.87%

Table 3: Cognate density by language family, com-
puted over the 45 largest-vocabulary languages.

The use of a large-scale cross-lingual database and
a combination of linguistic, semantic, etymologi-
cal, and geographic evidence resulted in what in
our knowledge is the largest cognate database both
in terms of the number of concepts and of the writ-
ing systems covered. The evaluation showed that
the resource has promisingly high quality, with
precision and recall adjustable through the algo-
rithm parameters. The resource has been made
available online, together with a graphical web-
based tool for the exploration of cognate data, our
hope being to attract both linguists and computer
scientists as potential users.
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Abstract

In this paper we propose a novel neural ap-
proach for automatic decipherment of lost lan-
guages. To compensate for the lack of strong
supervision signal, our model design is in-
formed by patterns in language change doc-
umented in historical linguistics. The model
utilizes an expressive sequence-to-sequence
model to capture character-level correspon-
dences between cognates. To effectively train
the model in an unsupervised manner, we in-
novate the training procedure by formalizing
it as a minimum-cost flow problem. When
applied to the decipherment of Ugaritic, we
achieve a 5.5% absolute improvement over
state-of-the-art results. We also report the
first automatic results in deciphering Linear B,
a syllabic language related to ancient Greek,
where our model correctly translates 67.3% of
cognates.1

1 Introduction

Decipherment is an ultimate low-resource chal-
lenge for both humans and machines. The lack
of parallel data and scarce quantities of ancient
text complicate the adoption of neural methods
that dominate modern machine translation. Even
for human experts this translation scenario proved
to be onerous: a typical decipherment spans
over decades and requires encyclopedic domain
knowledge, prohibitive manual effort and sheer
luck (Robinson, 2002). Moreover, techniques ap-
plied for the decipherment of one lost language are
rarely reusable for another language. As a result,
every significant human decipherment is consid-
ered to be one of a kind, “the rarest category of
achievement” (Pope, 1975).

Prior work has demonstrated the feasibility of
automatic decipherment. Snyder et al. (2010)

1Code and all datasets are hosted in https://
github.com/j-luo93/NeuroDecipher.

translated the ancient Semitic language Ugaritic
into Hebrew. Since both languages are derived
from the same proto-Semitic origin, the translation
involved matching their alphabets at the character
level and mapping cognates at the word level. The
effectiveness of their approach stemmed from its
ability to incorporate expansive linguistic knowl-
edge, including expected morphological corre-
spondences, the nature of alphabet-level align-
ment, etc. As with human decipherment, this ap-
proach is highly customized for a given language
pair and does not generalize to other lost lan-
guages.

In this paper, we introduce a neural decipher-
ment algorithm that delivers strong performances
across several languages with distinct linguistic
characteristics. As in prior work, our input con-
sists of text in a lost language and a non-parallel
corpus in a known related language. The model
is evaluated on the accuracy of aligning words
from the lost language to their counterparts in the
known language.

To maintain the language-independent nature
of the approach, we want to build the model
around the most basic decipherment principles ap-
plicable across multiple languages. These princi-
ples are informed by known patterns in language
change extensively documented in historical lin-
guistics (Campbell, 2013). At the character level,
we know that characters that originate from the
same proto-language have similar distributional
profiles with respect to their occurrences. An-
other important constraint at the character level is
that cognate alignment is monotonic since charac-
ter reorderings within cognate pairs are rare. At
the vocabulary level, we want to enforce skewed
mapping at the word level assuming roughly one-
to-one correspondence. Finally, we want to en-
sure that the resulting vocabulary mapping covers
a significant portion of the lost language vocabu-
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lary and can also account for the presence of words
which are not cognates.

Our model captures both character-level and
word-level constraints in a single generative
framework wherein vocabulary level alignment
is a latent variable. We model cognate genera-
tion process using a character-level sequence-to-
sequence model which is guided towards mono-
tonic rewriting via regularization. Distributional
similarity at the character level is achieved via
universal character embeddings. We enforce con-
straints on the vocabulary mapping via minimum-
cost flow formulation that controls structural spar-
sity and coverage on the global cognate as-
signment. The two components of the model
– sequence-to-sequence character alignment and
flow constraints – are trained jointly using an EM-
style procedure.

We evaluate our algorithm on two lost lan-
guages – Ugaritic and Linear B. In the case of
Ugaritic, we demonstrate improved performance
of cognate identification, yielding 5.5% abso-
lute improvement over previously published re-
sults (Snyder et al., 2010). This is achieved with-
out assuming access to the morphological infor-
mation in the known language.

To demonstrate the applicability of our model
to other linguistic families, we also consider de-
cipherment of Linear B, an ancient script dating
back to 1450BC. Linear B exhibits a number of
significant differences from Ugaritic, most noted
among them its syllabic writing system. It has not
been previously deciphered by automatic means.
We were able to correctly translate 67.3% of Lin-
ear B cognates into their Greek equivalents in the
decipherment scenario. Finally, we demonstrate
that the model achieves superior performance on
cognate datasets used in previous work (Berg-
Kirkpatrick and Klein, 2013).

2 Related Work

Decoding of Ciphered Texts Early work on de-
cipherment was primarily focused on man-made
ciphers, such as substitution ciphers. Most of these
approaches are based on EM algorithms which are
further adjusted for target decipherment scenarios.
These adjustments are informed by assumptions
about ciphers used to produce the data (Knight
and Yamada, 1999; Knight et al., 2006; Ravi and
Knight, 2011; Pourdamghani and Knight, 2017).
Besides the commonly used EM algorithm, (Nuhn

et al., 2013; Hauer et al., 2014; Kambhatla et al.,
2018) also tackles substitution decipherment and
formulate this problem as a heuristic search pro-
cedure, with guidance provided by an external lan-
guage model (LM) for candidate rescoring. So far,
techniques developed for man-made ciphers have
not been shown successful in deciphering archaeo-
logical data. This can be attributed to the inherent
complexity associated with processes behind lan-
guage evolution of related languages.

Nonparallel Machine Translation Advance-
ments in distributed representations kindled excit-
ing developments in this field, including transla-
tions at both the lexical and the sentence level.
Lexical translation is primarily formulated as
alignment of monolingual embedding spaces into
a crosslingual representation using adversarial
training (Conneau et al., 2017), VAE (Dou et al.,
2018), CCA (Haghighi et al., 2008; Faruqui and
Dyer, 2014) or mutual information (Mukherjee
et al., 2018). The constructed monolingual em-
bedding spaces are usually of high quality due to
the large amount of monolingual data available.
The improved quality of distributed representa-
tions has similarly strong impact on non-parallel
translation systems that operate at the sentence
level (Pourdamghani and Knight, 2017). In that
case, access to a powerful language model can par-
tially compensate for the lack of explicit parallel
supervision. Unfortunately, these methods cannot
be applied to ancient texts due to the scarcity of
available data.

Decoding of Ancient Texts (Snyder et al., 2010)
were the first to demonstrate the feasibility of au-
tomatic decipherment of a dead language using
non-parallel data. The success of their approach
can be attributed to cleverly designed Bayesian
model that structurally incorporated powerful lin-
guistic constraints. This includes customized
priors for alphabet matching, incorporation of
morphological structure, etc. (Berg-Kirkpatrick
and Klein, 2011) proposed an alternative deci-
pherment approach based on a relatively simple
model paired with sophisticated inference algo-
rithm. While their model performed well in a
noise-free scenario when matching vocabularies
only contain cognates, it has not been shown suc-
cessful in a full decipherment scenario. Our ap-
proach outperforms these models in both scenar-
ios. Moreover, we have demonstrated that the
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same architecture deciphers two distinct ancient
languages Ugaritic and Linear B. The latter re-
sult is particularly important given that Linear B is
a syllabic language.

3 Approach

The main challenge of the decipherment task is the
lack of strong supervision signal that guides stan-
dard machine translation algorithms. Therefore,
the proposed architecture has to effectively utilize
known patterns in language change to guide the
decipherment process. These properties are sum-
marized below:

1. Distributional Similarity of Matching Char-
acters: Since matching characters appear
in similar places in corresponding cognates,
their contexts should match.

2. Monotonic Character Mapping within Cog-
nates: Matching cognates rarely exhibit char-
acter reordering, therefore their alignment
should be order preserving.

3. Structural Sparsity of Cognate Mapping: It is
well-documented in historical linguistics that
cognate matches are mostly one-to-one, since
both words are derived from the same proto-
origin.

4. Significant Cognate Overlap Within Related
Languages: We expect that the derived vo-
cabulary mapping will have sufficient cover-
age for lost language cognates.

3.1 Generative framework
We encapsulate these basic decipherment princi-
ples into a single generative framework. Specif-
ically, we introduce a latent variable F = {fi,j}
that represents the word-level alignment between
the words in the lost languageX = {xi} and those
in the known language Y = {yj}. More formally,
we derive the joint probability

Pr(X ,Y) =
∑

F∈F
Pr(F) Pr(X|F) Pr(Y|F ,X )

∝
∑

F∈F
Pr(Y|X ,F)

=
∑

F∈F

∏

yj∈Y
Pr(yj |X ,F), (1)

by assuming a uniform prior on both Pr(F) and
Pr(X|F), and i.i.d. for every yj ∈ Y . We use F to

describe the set of valid values for the latent vari-
able F , subject to the global constraints as stated
in Property 3 and 4. More specifically, we utilize
a minimum-cost flow setup to enforce these prop-
erties.

The probability distribution Pr(yj |X ,F) is fur-
ther defined as

Pr(yj |X ,F) =
∑

xi∈X
fi,j · Prθ(yj |xi), (2)

where the conditional probability Prθ(yj |xi) is
modeled by a character-based neural network
parameterized by θ, which incorporates the
character-level constraints as stated in Property 1
and 2.

Directly optimizing Equation (1) is infeasi-
ble since it contains a summation over all valid
flows. To bypass this issue, we adopt an EM-
style iterative training regime. Specifically, the
training process involves two interleaving steps.
First, given the value of the flow F , the neural
model is trained to optimize the likelihood func-
tion

∏
yj∈Y Pr(yj |X ,F). Next, the flow is up-

dated by solving a minimum-cost flow problem
given the trained neural model. A detailed discus-
sion of the training process is presented in Sec-
tion 4.

We now proceed to provide details on both the
neural model and the minimum-flow setup.

3.2 Neural decipherment model
We use a character-based sequence-to-sequence
(seq2seq) model to incorporate the local con-
straints (Figure 1). Specifically, we integrate Prop-
erty 1 by using a shared universal character em-
bedding space and a residual connection. Further-
more, the property of monotonic rewriting is re-
alized by a regularization term based on edit dis-
tance. We detail each component in the following
paragraphs.

Universal character embedding We directly
require that character embeddings of the two lan-
guages reside in the same space. Specifically, we
assume that any character embedding in a given
language is a linear combination of universal em-
beddings. More formally, we use a universal em-
bedding matrix U ∈Mnu×d, a lost language char-
acter weight matrix Wx ∈ Mnx×nu and a known
language character weight matrix Wy ∈Mny×nu .
We use nu to denote the size of the universal char-
acter inventory, and nx, ny the number of unique
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Figure 1: Architecture of our proposed model. For simplicity, we omit lines for residual connections linking
weighted sum of input embeddings and softmax. Inputs to the encoder and decoder are the lost and known lan-
guages respectively. See Sec. 3.2 for details.

characters in the lost and the known languages,
respectively. Embedding matrices for both lan-
guages are computed by

Ex = WxU,

Ey = WyU.

This formulation reflects the principle underlying
crosslingual embeddings such as MUSE (Conneau
et al., 2017). Along a similar line, previous work
has demonstrated the effectiveness of using uni-
versal word embeddings, in the context of low-
resource neural machine translation (Gu et al.,
2018).

Residual connection Character alignment is
mostly local in nature, but this fact is not re-
flected by how the next character is predicted by
the model. Specifically, the prediction is made
based on the context vector h̃, which is a nonlin-
ear function of the hidden states of the encoder and
the decoder. As a result, h̃ captures a much wider
context due to the nature of a recurrent neural net-
work.

To address this issue and directly improve the
quality of character alignment, we add a residual
connection from the encoder embedding layer to
the decoder projection layer. Specifically, letting
α be the predicted attention weights, we compute

c =
∑

i

αiEx(i),

ĥ = c⊕ h̃, (3)

where Ex(i) is the encoder character embedding
at position i, and c is the weighted character em-
bedding. ĥ is subsequently used to predict the next
character. A similar strategy has also been adopted

κ
ν
ω
σ
ο
ς

✔

✖

✔

✔

✔

✖

(Linear B)

(Greek)

Figure 2: An example of alignment between a Linear
B word and Greek word. 4 and 6 denote correct and
wrong alignment positions respectively. The misalign-
ment betweenE and ν incurs a deletion error;1 and
ζ incurs an insertion error.

by Nguyen and Chiang (2018) to refine the quality
of lexical translations in NMT.

Monotonic alignment regularization We de-
sign a regularization term that guides the model
towards monotonic rewriting. Specifically, we pe-
nalizes the model whenever insertions or deletions
occur. More concretely, for each word in the lost
language xi, we first compute the alignment prob-
ability Pr(ati|xi) over the input sequence at de-
coder time step t, predicted by the attention mech-
anism. Then we compute the expected alignment
position as

pti =
∑

k

k · Pr(ati = k|xi),

where k is any potential aligned position. The reg-
ularization term is subsequently defined as

Ω1({pti}) =
∑

t

(pti − pt−1i − 1)2. (4)
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Figure 3: Minimum-cost flow. S, T stands for source
and sink respectively; xi, yj are the ith and jth word in
X and Y . Each edge is associated with a flow fij and
cost d̄ij . See Sec. 3.3 for details.

Note that no loss is incurred when the current
alignment position immediately follows the previ-
ous position, namely pti = pt−1i + 1. Furthermore,
we use a quadratic loss function to discourage ex-
pensive multi-character insertions and deletions.

For Linear B, we modify this regularization
term to accommodate the fact that it is a syllabic
language and usually one linear B script corre-
sponds to two Greek letters. Particularly, we use
the following regularization term for Linear B

Ω2({pti}) =
∑

t=1

(pti − pt−2i − 1)2. (5)

Figure 2 illustrates one alignment matrix from
Linear B to Greek. In this example, the Linear B
characterE is supposed to be aligned with Greek
characters ν and ω but only got assigned to ω,
hence incurring a deletion error;1 is supposed to
be only aligned to σ and o, but assigned an extra
alignment to ζ, incurring an insertion error.

3.3 Minimum-cost flow

The latent variable F captures the global con-
straints as stated in Property 3 and 4. Specifically,
F should identify a reasonable number of cog-
nate pairs between the two languages, while meet-
ing the requirement that word-level alignments are
one-to-one. To this end, we cast the task of identi-
fying cognate pairs as a minimum-cost flow prob-
lem (Figure 3). More concretely, we have three
sets of edges in the flow setup:

• fs,i: edges from the source node to the word
xi in the lost language,

• fj,t: edges from the word yj in the known
language to the sink node,

• fi,j : edges from xi to yj .

Each edge has a capacity of 1, effectively enforc-
ing the one-to-one constraint. Only the edges fi,j
have associated costs. We define this cost as the
expected distance between xi and yj :

d̄i,j = Ey∼Pr(y|xi) d(y, yj), (6)

where d(·, ·) is the edit distance function, and
Pr(y|xi) is given by the neural decipherment
model. We use a sampling procedure proposed
by Shen et al. (2016) to compute this expected
distance. To provide a reasonable coverage of the
cognate pairs, we further specify the demand con-
straint

∑
j fj,t = D with a given hyperparameter

D.
We note that the edit distance cost plays an es-

sential role of complementing the neural model.
Specifically, neural seq2seq models are notori-
ously inadequate at capturing insertions and dele-
tions, contributing to many issues of overgenera-
tion or undergeneration in NMT (Tu et al., 2016).
These problems are only accentuated due to a lack
of supervision. Using edit distance in the flow
setup helps alleviate this issue, since a misstep of
insertion or deletion by the neural model will still
generate a string that resembles the ground truth
in terms of edit distance. In other words, the edit
distance based flow can still recover from the mis-
takes the neural model makes.

4 Training

We note that with weak supervision, a powerful
neural model can produce linguistically degener-
ate solutions. To prevent the neural model from
getting stuck at an unreasonable local minimum,
we make three modifications detailed in the fol-
lowing paragraphs. The entire training procedure
is illustrated in Alg 1.

Flow decay The flow solver returns sparse val-
ues – the flow values for the edges are mostly zero.
It is likely that this will discard many true cognate
pairs, and the neural model trained on these sparse
values can be easily misled and get stuck at some
suboptimal local minimum.

To alleviate this issue, we apply an exponential
decay to the flow values, and compute an interpo-
lation between the new flow result and the previ-
ous one. Specifically, we update the flow at itera-
tion τ as

f
(τ)
i,j = γ · f (τ−1)i,j + (1− γ) · f̃ (τ)i,j ,∀i, j, (7)
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Algorithm 1 Iterative training

Require:
X , Y: vocabularies,
T : number of iterations,
N : number of cognate pairs to identify.

1: f
(0)
i,j ← N

|X |·|Y| . Initialize
2: for τ ← 1 to T do
3: θ(τ)← MLE-TRAIN(f (τ−1)i,j )

4: d̄
(τ)
i,j ← EDIT-DIST(xi, yj , θ

(τ))

5: f̃
(τ)
i,j ← MIN-COST-FLOW(d̄

(τ)
i,j )

6: f
(τ)
i,j ← γ · f (τ−1)i,j + (1− γ) · f̃ (τ)i,j

7: RESET(θ(τ))

8: return f (T )i,j

9: function MLE-TRAIN(f (τ)i,j )

10: θ(τ) ← arg maxθ
∏
yj∈Y Prθ(yj |X ,F)

11: return θ(τ)

where f̃ (τ)i,j is the raw output given by the flow
solver, and γ is a hyperparameter.

Norm control Recall that the residual connec-
tion combines a weighted character embedding c,
and a context vector h̃ (Equation (3)). We ob-
serve that during training, h̃ has a much bigger
norm than c, essentially defeating the purpose of
improving character alignment by using a residual
connection. To address this issue, we rescale h̃ so
that the norm of h̃ does not exceed a certain per-
centage of the norm of c. More formally, given a
ratio r < 1.0, we compute the residual output as

ĥ = c⊕ (g · h̃)

g = min(r ∗ ‖c‖2
‖h̃‖2

, 1.0)

Periodic reset We re-initialize the parameters of
the neural model and reset the state of the opti-
mizer after each iteration. Empirically, we found
that our neural network can easily converge to a
suboptimal local minimum given a poor global
word-level alignment. Resetting the model param-
eters periodically helps with limiting the negative
effect caused by such alignments.

5 Experiments

Datasets We evaluate our system on the follow-
ing datasets:

• UGARITIC: Decipherment from Ugaritic to
Hebrew. Ugaritic is an ancient Semitic lan-
guage closely related to Hebrew, which was
used for the decipherment of Ugaritic. This
dataset has been previously used for deci-
pherment by Snyder et al. (2010).

• Linear B: Decipherment from Linear B to
Greek. Linear B is a syllabic writing system
used to write Mycenaean Greek dating back
to around 1450BC. Decipherment of a syl-
labic language like Linear B is significantly
harder, since it employs a much bigger in-
ventory of symbols (70 in our corpus), and
the symbols that have the same consonant or
vowel look nothing alike2.

We extracted pairs of Linear B scripts (i.e.,
words) and Greek pronunciations from a
compiled list of Linear B lexicon3. We pro-
cess the data by removing some uncertain
translations, eventually retaining 919 pairs in
total. The linear B scripts are kept as it is, and
we remove all diacritics in the Greek data.

We also consider a subset of the Greek
data to simulate an actual historical event
where many linear B syllabograms were de-
ciphered by being compared with Greek lo-
cation names. On the Greek side, we retain
455 proper nouns such as locations, names
of Gods or Goddesses, and personal names.
The entire vocabulary of the Linear B side is
kept as it is. This results in a dataset with
roughly 50% unpaired words on the Linear B
side. We call this subset Linear B/names.

To the best of our knowledge, our experiment
is the first attempt of deciphering Linear B
automatically.

• ROMANCE: Cognate detection between
three Romance languages. It contains pho-
netic transcriptions of cognates in Italian,
Spanish and Portuguese. This dataset has
been used by Hall and Klein (2010) and
Berg-Kirkpatrick and Klein (2011).

Data statistics are summarized in Table 1.

2For instance,k,K and T encode “ka”, “ke” and “te”,
respectively.

3https://archive.org/details/
LinearBLexicon/page/n5
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Dataset #Cognates #Tokens (lost/known) #Symbols (lost/known)
UGARITIC 2214 7353/41263 30/23
Linear B 919 919/919 70/28
Linear B/names 455 919/455 70/28
ROMANCE 583 583/583 25/31/28 (Es/It/Pt)

Table 1: Statistics of datasets used in our experiments.

Systems We report numbers for the following
systems:

• Bayesian: the Bayesian model by Snyder
et al. (2010) that automatically deciphered
Ugaritic to Hebrew

• Matcher: the system using combinatorial
optimization, proposed by Berg-Kirkpatrick
and Klein (2011).

• NeuroCipher: our proposed model.

We directly quote numbers from their papers for
the UGARITIC and ROMANCE datasets. To fa-
cilitate direct comparison, we follow the same data
processing procedure as documented in the litera-
ture.

Training details Our neural model uses a
biredictional-LSTM as the encoder and a single-
layer LSTM as the decoder. The dimensionality
of character embeddings and the hidden size of
LSTM are set to 250 for all experiments. The
size of the universal character inventory is 50 for
all datasets except Linear B for which we use
100. The hyperparameter for alignment regular-
ization is set to 0.5, and the ratio r to control the
norm of the context vector is set to 0.2. We use
ADAM (Kingma and Ba, 2015) to optimize the
neural model. To speed up the process of solving
the minimum-cost flow problem, we sparsify the
flow graph by only considering the top 5 candi-
dates for every xi. γ = 0.9 is used for the flow
decay on all datasets except on UGARITIC for
which we use γ = 0.25. We use the OR-Tools
optimization toolkit4 as the flow solver.

We found it beneficial to train our model only
on a randomly selected subset (10%) of the entire
corpus with the same percentage of noncognates,
and test it on the full dataset. It is common for
the dataset UGARITIC to contain several cognates
for the same Ugaritic word, and we found that

4https://github.com/google/or-tools

relaxing the capacity fj,t to 3 yields a better re-
sult. For Linear B, similar to the finding by (Berg-
Kirkpatrick and Klein, 2013), random restarting
and choosing the best model based on the objec-
tive produces substantial improvements. In sce-
narios where many unpaired cognates are present,
we follow Haghighi et al. (2008) to gradually in-
crease the number of cognate pairs to identify.

6 Results

UGARITIC We evaluate our system in two set-
tings. First, we test the model under the noise-
less condition where only cognates pairs are in-
cluded during training. This is the setting adopted
by Berg-Kirkpatrick and Klein (2011). Second,
we conduct experiments in the more difficult and
realistic scenario where there are unpaired words
in both Ugaritic and Hebrew. This is the noisy set-
ting considered by Snyder et al. (2010). As sum-
marized by Table 2, our system outperforms ex-
isting methods by 3.1% under the noiseless condi-
tion, and 5.5% under the noisy condition.

We note that the significant improvement under
the noisy condition is achieved without assuming
access to any morphological information in He-
brew. In costrast, previous system Bayesian
utilized an inventory of known morphemes and
complete morphological segmentations in Hebrew
during training. The significant gains in identify-
ing cognate pairs suggest that our proposed model
provide a strong and viable approach towards au-
tomatic decipherment.

System Noiseless Noisy
Matcher 90.4 -
Bayesian - 60.4
NeuroCipher 93.5 65.9

Table 2: Cognate identification accuracy (%) for
UGARITIC under noiseless and noisy conditions.
The noiseless baseline result is quoted from (Berg-
Kirkpatrick and Klein, 2011), and the noisy baseline
result is quoted from (Snyder et al., 2010).
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System Linear B Linear B/names
NeuroCipher 84.7 67.3

Table 3: Cognate identification accuracy (%) for Lin-
earB under noiseless and noisy conditions.

Linear B To illustrate the applicability of our
system to other linguistic families, we evaluate
the model on Linear B and Linear B/names. Ta-
ble 3 shows that our system reaches high accu-
racy at 84.7% in the noiseless LinearB corpus, and
67.3% accuracy in the more challenging and real-
istic LinearB-names dataset.

We note that our system is able to achieve a rea-
sonable level of accuracy with minimal change to
the system. The only significant modification is
the usage of a slightly different alignment regular-
ization term (Equation (5)). We also note that this
language pair is not directly applicable to both of
the previous systems Bayesian and Matcher.
The flexibility of the neural decipherment model
is one of the major advantages of our approach.

ROMANCE Finally, we report results for RO-
MANCE (Hall and Klein, 2010) in Table 4, as
further verification of the efficacy of our system.
We include the average cognate detection accuracy
across all language pairs as well as the accuracies
for individual pairs. Note that in this experiment
the dataset does not contain unpaired words. Ta-
ble 4 shows that our system improves the overall
accuracy by 1.5%, mostly contributed by Es
It
and It
Pt.5

System EsIt EsPt ItPt Avg
Matcher 88.9 95.6 85.7 90.1
NeuroCipher 92.3 95.0 87.3 91.6

Table 4: Cognate identification accuracy (%) for RO-
MANCE. Avg means the average accuracy across all
six language pairs. EsIt, EsPt, ItPt are average accu-
racy for each language pair respectively (Es=Spanish,
It=Italian, Pt=Portuguese). Results for Matcher are
quoted from (Berg-Kirkpatrick and Klein, 2011).

Ablation study Finally, we investigate contribu-
tion of various components of the model archi-
tecture to the decipherment performance. Specif-
ically, we look at the design choices directly in-

5We nevertheless observed a slight drop for Es
Pt. How-
ever, for this language pair, the absolute accuracy is already
very high (≥ 95%). We therefore suspect that performance
on this language pair is close to saturation.

System UGARITIC

NeuroCipher 65.9
-monotonic 0.0
-residual 0.0
-flow 8.6

Table 5: Results for the noisy setting of UGARITIC.
-monotonic and -residual remove the mono-
tonic alignment regularization and the residual connec-
tion, and -flow does not use flow or iterative training.

formed by patterns in language change: In all
the above cases, the reduced decipherment model
fails. The first two cases reach 0% accuracy, and
the third one barely reaches 10%. This illustrates
the utmost importance of injecting prior linguistic
knowledge into the design of modeling and train-
ing, for the success of decipherment.

7 Conclusions

We proposed a novel neural decipherment ap-
proach. We design the model and training pro-
cedure following fundamental principles of deci-
pherment from historical linguistics, which effec-
tively guide the decipherment process without su-
pervision signal. We use a neural sequence-to-
sequence model to capture character-level cognate
generation process, for which the training proce-
dure is formulated as flow to impose vocabulary-
level structural sparsity. We evaluate our approach
on two lost languages, Ugaritic and Linear B, from
different linguistic families, and observed substan-
tially high accuracy in cognate identification. Our
approach also demonstrated significant improve-
ment over existing work on Romance languages.
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Abstract

Previous cross-lingual knowledge graph (KG)
alignment studies rely on entity embeddings
derived only from monolingual KG structural
information, which may fail at matching enti-
ties that have different facts in two KGs. In
this paper, we introduce the topic entity graph,
a local sub-graph of an entity, to represent en-
tities with their contextual information in KG.
From this view, the KB-alignment task can be
formulated as a graph matching problem; and
we further propose a graph-attention based so-
lution, which first matches all entities in two
topic entity graphs, and then jointly model the
local matching information to derive a graph-
level matching vector. Experiments show that
our model outperforms previous state-of-the-
art methods by a large margin.

1 Introduction

Multilingual knowledge graphs (KGs), such as
DBpedia (Auer et al., 2007) and Yago (Suchanek
et al., 2007), represent human knowledge in the
structured format and have been successfully used
in many natural language processing applications.
These KGs encode rich monolingual knowledge
but lack the cross-lingual links to bridge the lan-
guage gap. Therefore, the cross-lingual KG align-
ment task, which automatically matches entities
in a multilingual KG, is proposed to address this
problem.

Most recently, several entity matching based
approaches (Hao et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2016;
Sun et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018) have been
proposed for this task. Generally, these ap-
proaches first project entities of each KG into low-
dimensional vector spaces by encoding monolin-
gual KG facts, and then learn a similarity score
function to match entities based on their vec-
tor representations. However, since some enti-
ties in different languages may have different KG

KG-1 KG-2

Matched
e0 e0’

Figure 1: A challenging entity matching example.

facts, the information encoded in entity embed-
dings may be diverse across languages, making it
difficult for these approaches to match these enti-
ties. Figure 1 illustrates such an example where
we aim to align e0 with e′0, but there is only one
aligned neighbor in their surrounding neighbors.
In addition, these methods do not encode the en-
tity surface form into the entity embedding, also
making it difficult to match entities that have few
neighbors in the KG that lacks sufficient structural
information.

To address these drawbacks, we propose a topic
entity graph to represent the KG context informa-
tion of an entity. Unlike previous methods that uti-
lize entity embeddings to match entities, we for-
mulate this task as a graph matching problem be-
tween the topic entity graphs. To achieve this, we
propose a novel graph matching method to esti-
mate the similarity of two graphs. Specifically,
we first utilize a graph convolutional neural net-
work (GCN) (Kipf and Welling, 2016; Hamilton
et al., 2017) to encode two graphs, say G1 and
G2, resulting in a list of entity embeddings for
each graph. Then, we compare each entity in G1

(or G2) against all entities in G2 (or G1) by us-
ing an attentive-matching method, which gener-
ates cross-lingual KG-aware matching vectors for
all entities in G1 and G2. Consequently, we ap-
ply another GCN to propagate the local match-
ing information throughout the entire graph. This
produces a global matching vector for each topic
graph that is used for the final prediction. The
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Figure 2: A running example of our model for aligning Lebron James in the English and Chinese knowledge graph.

motivation behind is that, the graph convolution
could jointly encode all entity similarities, includ-
ing both the topic entity and its neighbor enti-
ties, into a matching vector. Experimental re-
sults show that our model outperforms previous
state-of-the-art models by a large margin. Our
code and data is available at https://github.

com/syxu828/Crosslingula-KG-Matching.

2 Topic Entity Graph

As indicated in Wang et al. (2018), the local con-
textual information of an entity in the KG is impor-
tant to the KG alignment task. In our model, we
propose a structure, namely topic entity graph, to
represent relations among the given entity (called
topic entity) and its neighbors in the knowledge
base. Figure 2 shows the topic graphs of Le-
bron James in the English and Chinese knowledge
graph. In order to build the topic graph, we first
collect 1-hop neighbor entities of the topic entity,
resulting in a set of entities, {e1, ..., en}, which
are the nodes of the graph. Then, for each entity
pair (ei, ej), we add one directed edge between
their corresponding nodes in the topic graph if ei
and ej are directly connected through a relation,
say r, in the KG. Notice that, we do not label this
edge with r that ei and ej hold in the KG, but just
retain r’s direction. In practice, we find this strat-
egy significantly improves both the efficiency and
performance, which we will discuss in §4.

3 Graph Matching Model

Figure 2 gives an overview of our method for
aligning Lebron James in the English and Chi-
nese knowledge graph1. Specifically, we fist re-
trieve topic entity graphs of Lebron James from
two KGs, namely G1 and G2. Then, we propose
a graph matching model to estimate the probabil-
ity that G1 and G2 are describing the same entity.
In particular, the matching model includes the fol-
lowing four layers:

Input Representation Layer The goal of this
layer is to learn embeddings for entities that oc-
curred in topic entity graphs by using a GCN
(henceforth GCN1) (Xu et al., 2018a). Recently,
GCN has been successfully applied in many NLP
tasks, such as semantic parsing (Xu et al., 2018b),
text representation (Zhang et al., 2018), relation
extraction (Song et al., 2018) and text generation
(Xu et al., 2018c). We use the following embed-
ding generation of entity v as an example to ex-
plain the GCN algorithm:
(1) We first employ a word-based LSTM to trans-
form v’s entity name to its initial feature vector av;
(2) We categorize the neighbors of v into incoming
neighbors N`(v) and outgoing neighbors Na(v)
according to the edge direction.
(3) We leverage an aggregator to aggregate the in-
coming representations of v’s incoming neighbors
{hk−1u` , ∀u ∈ N`(v)} into a single vector, hkN`(v),
where k is the iteration index. This aggregator

1Lebron James is translated to 勒布朗·詹姆斯 in Chi-
nese.
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feeds each neighbor’s vector to a fully-connected
neural network and applies an element-wise mean-
pooling operation to capture different aspects of
the neighbor set.
(4) We concatenate v’s current incoming repre-
sentation hk−1v` with the newly generated neigh-
borhood vector hkN`(v) and feed the concatenated
vector into a fully-connected layer to update the
incoming representation of v, hkv` for the next it-
eration;
(5) We update the outgoing representation of v,
hkva using the similar procedure as introduced in
step (3) and (4) except that operating on the out-
going representations;
(6) We repeat steps (3)∼(5) by K times and treat
the concatenation of final incoming and outgo-
ing representations as the final representation of
v. The outputs of this layer are two sets of entity
embeddings {e11, ..., e1|G1|} and {e21, ..., e2|G2|}.
Node-Level (Local) Matching Layer In this
layer, we compare each entity embedding of one
topic entity graph against all entity embeddings
of the other graph in both ways (from G1 to G2

and from G2 to G1), as shown in Figure 2. We
propose an attentive-matching method similar to
(Wang et al., 2017). Specifically, we first calculate
the cosine similarities of entity e1i in G1 with all
entities {e2j} in G2 in their representation space.

αi,j = cosine(e1i , e
2
j ) j ∈ {1, ..., |G2|}

Then, we take these similarities as the weights to
calculate an attentive vector for the entire graph
G2 by weighted summing all the entity embed-
dings of G2.

ē1i =

∑|G2|
j=1 αi,j · e2j∑|G2|
j=1 αi,j

We calculate matching vectors for all entities in
both G1 and G2 by using a multi-perspective co-
sine matching function fm at each matching step
(See Appendix A for more details):

matt
i = fm(e1i , ē

1
i )

matt
j = fm(e2j , ē

2
j )

Graph-Level (Global) Matching Layer Intu-
itively, the above matching vectors (matts) cap-
ture how each entity in G1 (G2) can be matched
by the topic graph in the other language. How-
ever, they are local matching states and are not

sufficient to measure the global graph similarity.
For example, many entities only have few neigh-
bor entities that co-occurr inG1 andG2. For those
entities, a model that exploits local matching infor-
mation may have a high probability to incorrectly
predict these two graphs are describing different
topic entities since most entities in G1 and G2 are
not close in their embedding space.

To overcome this issue, we apply another GCN
(henceforth GCN2) to propagate the local match-
ing information throughout the graph. Intuitively,
if each node is represented as its own matching
state, by design a GCN over the graph (with a suf-
ficient number of hops) is able to encode the global
matching state between the pairs of whole graphs.
We then feed these matching representations to
a fully-connected neural network and apply the
element-wise max and mean pooling method to
generate a fixed-length graph matching represen-
tation.

Prediction Layer We use a two-layer feed-
forward neural network to consume the fixed-
length graph matching representation and apply
the softmax function in the output layer.

Training and Inference To train the model,
we randomly construct 20 negative examples for
each positive example <e1i , e

2
j> using a heuristic

method. That is, we first generate rough entity em-
beddings for G1 and G2 by summing over the pre-
trained embeddings of words within each entity’s
surface form; then, we select 10 closest entities to
e1i (or e2j ) in the rough embedding space to con-
struct negative pairs with e2j (or e1i ). During test-
ing, given an entity in G1, we rank all entities in
G2 by the descending order of matching probabil-
ities that estimated by our model.

4 Experiments

We evaluate our model on the DBP15K datasets,
which were built by Sun et al. (2017). The datasets
were generated by linking entities in the Chinese,
Japanese and French versions of DBpedia into En-
glish version. Each dataset contains 15,000 inter-
language links connecting equivalent entities in
two KGs of different languages. We use the same
train/test split as previous works. We use the
Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) to update
parameters with mini-batch size 32. The learning
rate is set to 0.001. The hop size K of GCN1

and GCN2 are set to 2 and 3, respectively. The
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Method ZH-EN EN-ZH JA-EN EN-JA FR-EN EN-FR
@1 @10 @1 @10 @1 @10 @1 @10 @1 @10 @1 @10

Hao (2016) 21.27 42.77 19.52 39.36 18.92 39.97 17.80 38.44 15.38 38.84 14.61 37.25
Chen (2016) 30.83 61.41 24.78 52.42 27.86 57.45 23.72 49.92 24.41 55.55 21.26 50.60
Sun (2017) 41.18 74.46 40.15 71.05 36.25 68.50 38.37 67.27 32.39 66.68 32.97 65.91
Wang (2018) 41.25 74.38 36.49 69.94 39.91 74.46 38.42 71.81 37.29 74.49 36.77 73.06
BASELINE 59.64 72.30 57.66 70.44 67.01 79.53 62.48 77.54 83.45 91.56 81.03 90.79
NodeMatching 62.03 75.12 60.17 72.67 69.82 80.19 66.74 80.10 84.71 92.35 84.15 91.76
Ours
HopGCN2 = 1 66.91 77.52 64.01 78.12 72.63 85.09 69.76 83.48 87.62 94.19 87.65 93.66
HopGCN2 = 3 67.93 78.48 65.28 79.64 73.97 87.15 71.29 84.63 89.38 95.24 88.18 94.75
HopGCN2 = 5 67.92 78.36 65.21 79.48 73.52 86.87 70.18 84.29 88.96 94.28 88.01 94.37

Table 1: Evaluation results on the datasets.

non-linearity function σ is ReLU (Glorot et al.,
2011) and the parameters of aggregators are ran-
domly initialized. Since KGs are represented in
different languages, we first retrieve monolingual
fastText embeddings (Bojanowski et al., 2017) for
each language, and apply the method proposed
in Conneau et al. (2017) to align these word em-
beddings into a same vector space, namely, cross-
lingual word embeddings. We use these embed-
dings to initialize word representations in the first
layer of GCN1.

Results and Discussion. Following previous
works, we used Hits@1 and Hits@10 to evaluate
our model, where Hits@k measures the propor-
tion of correctly aligned entities ranked in the top
k. We implemented a baseline (referred as BASE-
LINE in Table 1) that selects k closest G2 entities
to a given G1 entity in the cross-lingual embed-
ding space, where an entity embedding is the sum
of embeddings of words within its surface form.
We also report results of an ablation of our model
(referred as NodeMatching in Table 1) that uses
GCN1 to derive the two topic entity embeddings
and then directly feeds them to the prediction layer
without using matching layer. Table 1 summarizes
the results of our model and existing works.

We can see that even without considering any
KG structural information, the BASELINE signif-
icantly outperforms previous works that mainly
learn entity embeddings from the KG structure,
indicating that the surface form is an important
feature for the KG alignment task. Also, the
NodeMatching, which additionally encodes the
KG structural information into entity embeddings
using GCN1, achieves better performance com-
pared to the BASELINE. In addition, we find the
graph matching method significantly outperforms
all baselines, which suggests that the global con-

text information of topic entities is important to
establish their similarities.

Let us first look at the impacts of hop size of
GCN2 to our model. From Table 1, we can see
that our model could benefit from increasing the
hop size of GCN2 until it reaches a threshold λ. In
experiments, we find the model achieves the best
performance when λ = 3. To better understand on
which type of entities that our model could better
deal with due to introducing the graph matching
layer, we analyze the entities that our model cor-
rectly predicts while NodeMatching does not. We
find the graph matching layer enhances the ability
of our model in handling the entities whose most
neighbors in two KGs are different. For such en-
tities, although most local matching information
indicate that these two entities are irrelevant, the
graph matching layer could alleviate this by prop-
agating the most relevant local matching informa-
tion throughout the graph.

Recall that our proposed topic entity graph only
retains the relation direction while neglecting the
relation label. In experiments, we find incorporat-
ing relation labels as distinct nodes that connect-
ing entity nodes into the topic graph hurts not only
the performance but efficiency of our model. We
think this is due to that (1) relation labels are rep-
resented as abstract symbols in the datasets, which
provides quite limited knowledge about the rela-
tions, making it difficult for the model to learn
their alignments in two KGs; (2) incorporating re-
lation labels may significantly increase the topic
entity graph size, which requires bigger hop size
and running time.

5 Conclusions

Previous cross-lingual knowledge graph align-
ment methods mainly rely on entity embeddings
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that derived from the monolingual KG structural
information, thereby may fail at matching entities
that have different facts in two KGs. To address
this, we introduce the topic entity graph to repre-
sent the contextual information of an entity within
the KG and view this task as a graph matching
problem. For this purpose, we further propose
a graph matching model which induces a graph
matching vector by jointly encoding the entity-
wise matching information. Experimental results
on the benchmark datasets show that our model
significantly outperforms existing baselines. In the
future, we will explore more applications of the
proposed idea of attentive graph matching. For ex-
ample, the metric learning based few-shot knowl-
edge base completion (Xiong et al., 2018) can be
directly formulated as a similar graph matching
problem in this paper.
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A Matching Function fm

fm is a multi-perspective cosine matching func-
tion that compares two vectors

m = fm(v1,v2;W )

where v1 and v2 are two d-dimensional vectors,
W ∈ <l×d is a trainable parameter with the shape
l × d, l is the number of perspectives, and the re-
turned value m is a l-dimensional vector m =
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[m1, ...,mk, ...,ml]. Each element mk ∈ m is a
matching value from the k-th perspective, and it
is calculated by the cosine similarity between two
weighted vectors

mk = cosine(Wk ◦ v1,Wk ◦ v2)

where ◦ is the element-wise multiplication, and
Wk is the k-th row of W , which controls the k-th
perspective and assigns different weights to differ-
ent dimensions of the d-dimensional space.
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Abstract

Abstractive Sentence Summarization (AS-
SUM) targets at grasping the core idea of the
source sentence and presenting it as the sum-
mary. It is extensively studied using statis-
tical models or neural models based on the
large-scale monolingual source-summary par-
allel corpus. But there is no cross-lingual
parallel corpus, whose source sentence lan-
guage is different to the summary language,
to directly train a cross-lingual ASSUM sys-
tem. We propose to solve this zero-shot prob-
lem by using resource-rich monolingual AS-
SUM system to teach zero-shot cross-lingual
ASSUM system on both summary word gen-
eration and attention. This teaching pro-
cess is along with a back-translation pro-
cess which simulates source-summary pairs.
Experiments on cross-lingual ASSUM task
show that our proposed method is significantly
better than pipeline baselines and previous
works, and greatly enhances the cross-lingual
performances closer to the monolingual per-
formances. We release the code and data
at https://github.com/KelleyYin/
Cross-lingual-Summarization.

1 Introduction

Abstractive Sentence Summarization (ASSUM) is
a task of condensing the source sentences into
the summaries based on the core meaning of the
source sentences. ASSUM provides quick ac-
cess to the important content of the source sen-
tences through the informative re-written sum-
maries. Major ASSUM explorations are monolin-
gual based. There is an urgent demand of cross-
lingual ASSUM which produces summaries for
people who do not speak the language the same
to the source language.

Unlike the monolingual ASSUM receiving ex-
tensive studies that are based on the large-scale

∗ Equal contribution.

monolingual ASSUM corpus, the cross-lingual
ASSUM is seldom explored due to the lack of
training corpus. This zero-shot challenge drives
the cross-lingual ASSUM to resort to two existing
independent techniques, i.e., the monolingual AS-
SUM and the bilingual translation. The both tech-
niques should be leveraged together to overcome
the difficulty of data scarcity in the cross-lingual
ASSUM.

Regarding the techniques of the monolingual
ASSUM, neural methods become dominant in this
area since the creation of the large-scale ASSUM
corpus (Rush et al., 2015; Nallapati et al., 2016;
Hu et al., 2015). The corpus consists of huge num-
ber of source-summary pairs, and neural methods
model these pairs as as a sequence-to-sequence
task by encoding the source sentence into vector-
ized information and decoding it into the abstrac-
tive summary.

Regarding the techniques of the bilingual trans-
lation, recent years witnessed the method tran-
sition from statistical machine translation (SMT)
(Koehn et al., 2003) to neural machine translation
(NMT). NMT employs the sequence-to-sequence
architecture with various implementations such as
RNN-based (Sutskever et al., 2014; Bahdanau
et al., 2015), CNN-based (Gehring et al., 2017),
and Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017).

Early works on the cross-lingual ASSUM lever-
age the above two techniques through using bilin-
gual features to cooperate with the monolingual
ASSUM based on the data condition that large-
scale monolingual ASSUM corpus is not avail-
able while large-scale translation corpora are easy
to obtain. They utilize bilingual features such as
phrase pairs or predicate-argument parallel struc-
tures, which are obtained from SMT systems,
to achieve extractive or abstractive cross-lingual
summarization (Wan, 2011; Yao et al., 2015;
Zhang et al., 2016).
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Recently, Ayana et al. (2018) propose the
first large-scale corpus-based cross-lingual AS-
SUM system in which the ASSUM corpus is
monolingual. They generate summaries using
the monolingual ASSUM system, and train the
cross-lingual ASSUM based on these pseudo sum-
maries.

On the contrary, we propose in this paper to
use genuine summaries paired with the generated
pseudo sources to train the cross-lingual ASSUM
system. We use the teacher-student framework in
which the monolingual ASSUM system is taken
as the teacher and the cross-lingual ASSUM sys-
tem is the student. The teacher let the student to
simulate both the summary word distribution and
attention weights according to those of the teacher
networks. In comparison to the pseudo summaries
used in the work of Ayana et al. (2018), we gen-
erate pseudo sources instead and use true sum-
maries to constitute source-summary pairs. This
is motivated by the successful application of back-
translation which generates pseudo-source paired
with true-target for NMT (Sennrich et al., 2016a;
Lample et al., 2018).

The main contributions of this paper include:

• We propose teaching both summary word
generation distribution and attention weights
in the cross-lingual ASSUM networks by
using the monolingual ASSUM networks.
The distribution teacher is directly from the
monolingual ASSUM, while the attention
weights teacher is obtained by an attention
relay mechanism.

• We use a back-translation procedure that gen-
erates pseudo source sentences paired with
the true summaries to build a training cor-
pus for the cross-lingual ASSUM. This alle-
viates the data scarcity that no cross-lingual
ASSUM corpus is available.

• Extensive experimental results on two bench-
mark datasets show that our proposed method
is able to perform better than several base-
lines and related works, and significantly re-
duce the performance gap between the cross-
lingual ASSUM and the monolingual AS-
SUM.

2 Related Work

2.1 Monolingual ASSUM
There are various methods exploring the effective
way to model the monolingual ASSUM process
including statistical models (Banko et al., 2000;
Cohn and Lapata, 2008) or neural models (Rush
et al., 2015; Chopra et al., 2016; Nallapati et al.,
2016). Neural models become dominant in this
task since the creation of the large-scale ASSUM
corpus (Rush et al., 2015; Nallapati et al., 2016;
Hu et al., 2015). On the basis of the sequence-to-
sequence neural architecture, there are many fur-
ther explorations such as using rich linguistic fea-
tures and large vocabulary set (Nallapati et al.,
2016), global training procedures on the sentence
level (Ayana et al., 2016; Li et al., 2018; Edunov
et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018), topic enhancement
in the summaries (Wang et al., 2018), additional
selective gate networks in the encoder (Zhou
et al., 2017), and facts fusion measures (Cao et al.,
2018).

2.2 Zero Resource Neural Machine
Translation

Current state-of-the-art NMT models are effective
in modeling the translation process, but they are
highly dependent on the large-scale parallel cor-
pus. When applied on zero resource language
pairs such as the two languages that do not have
direct parallel corpus, the NMT systems perform
well below the satisfactory level. To address such
problem, three NMT paradigms are explored. The
first is the triangular NMT systems that add one
additional resource rich language to the zero re-
source language pair to build a triangular trans-
lation scenario (Chen et al., 2017; Zheng et al.,
2017; Cheng et al., 2017), the second is the multi-
lingual translation system that concatenates paral-
lel corpora of different language pairs and builds
one NMT model for all (Johnson et al., 2017),
the third is the unsupervised NMT systems that do
not use any parallel data resources (Artetxe et al.,
2018; Lample et al., 2018).

Our work is closely related to the first paradigm
in which source language, pivot language, and
target language form a triangular translation sce-
nario. In our setting, the target language
{sentence, summary} pair and the source language
sentence form the triangle in which the target lan-
guage sentence functions as the pivot. We adopt
the teacher-student framework that is also applied
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in Chen et al. (2017), but we have significant dif-
ference to them in that we generate pseudo source
while they generate pseudo target, which results in
different teacher-student networks.

2.3 Cross-lingual Summarization

Early explorations on cross-lingual summariza-
tion mainly depend on the traditional monolingual
summarization methods, and integrate bilingual
parallel informations into the monolingual meth-
ods through sentence selection based on transla-
tion quality estimation (Wan et al., 2010), sen-
tence ranking based on cross-lingual sentence sim-
ilarity (Wan, 2011), or abstractive summariza-
tion based on phrase pair (Yao et al., 2015) and
predicate-argument structure fusing (Zhang et al.,
2016).

The first cross-lingual ASSUM system based
on the large-scale monolingual ASSUM corpus is
proposed by Ayana et al. (2018), which is most
related to our work. It is motivated by the tri-
angular NMT systems with pseudo target in the
teacher-student networks. In contrast, we use
pseudo source and apply different teacher-student
networks.

3 Our Approach

3.1 Overall Framework

To overcome the data scarcity in the cross-lingual
ASSUM, it is easy to come up with the pipeline
method at the first thought. The source language
sentence can be translated to the target language
sentence, followed by target language summariza-
tion step to get the final target language summary.
Alternatively, the source language sentence can
be summarized into source language summary at
first, then is translated into the target language
summary. Both pipeline methods face the error
propagation problem that errors in the early steps
will harm the final summary quality.

We propose a jointly optimizing framework that
avoids the independent two steps in the pipeline
methods. Figure 1 (a) illustrates our overall frame-
work. We introduce a bridge between the source
language sentence and the target language sum-
mary. The target language sentence functions as
the bridge convenient for the information flow
from the source sentence to the target summary.

The overall framework mainly consists of two
modules: the teacher networks and the student net-
works. The teacher is the monolingual ASSUM

teacher

src lang sentence tgt lang sentence tgt lang summary
NMT

student
(a)

teacher

src lang sentence tgt lang sentence tgt lang summary
NMT

student
(b)

Figure 1: Illustration of the comparison between (a)
our overall framework and (b) the framework of Ayana
et al. (2018). Solid line boxes denote genuine data,
while dashed line boxes denote automatically gener-
ated pseudo data. Solid line arrows denote the sum-
marization direction, while dashed line arrows denote
pseudo data generation direction. Note that the gen-
uine data is used in the teacher of our framework, while
pseudo data is used in the teacher of the framework of
Ayana et al. (2018).

neural networks trained on the large-scale mono-
lingual ASSUM corpus. Note that in our frame-
work, the teacher is strong since the utilized mono-
lingual ASSUM corpus is genuine and no pseudo
data is used in the teacher. The student is the cross-
lingual ASSUM networks trained to mimic the be-
havior of the teacher.

To manifest the difference between our frame-
work and the most related framework of Ayana et
al. (2018), we depict both in Figure 1. In the
framework of Ayana et al. (2018), the source
language sentence is automatically translated into
the target language sentence, which is automati-
cally summarized into the target language sum-
mary. The data on both sides of the teacher net-
works are pseudo. This is significantly different
to our framework in which the teacher networks
have the strong data basis that all data on both
sides of the teacher networks are genuine. When
comparing the student networks, we can find that
we adopt pseudo source sentence, while Ayana et
al. (2018) adopt pseudo target summary. Further-
more, we also teach the student with the teacher’s
attention weights via a new attention relay mecha-
nism.
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3.2 Back-Translation

Our framework contains a back-translation pro-
cedure which is inspired by that used in semi-
supervised or unsupervised machine translation
(MT) (Sennrich et al., 2016a; Lample et al.,
2018). In MT, the back-translation process trans-
lates unpaired target text into source text. The
resulted pseudo source-target pair serves as addi-
tional training data for source-to-target translation.
Our proposed back-translation procedure involves
triple kinds of data. It translates the target lan-
guage sentence back into the source language sen-
tence by a third-party NMT system. The gener-
ated pseudo source is paired with the true target
summary to build a training resource for the stu-
dent networks. The back-translation procedure is
denoted as the dashed arrow NMT in Figure 1(a).

3.3 The Teacher-Student Training Procedure

We use the monolingual ASSUM system as the
teacher networks, and use the cross-lingual AS-
SUM system as the student networks. Both the
teacher and the student apply Transformer archi-
tecture which is effective for modeling sequence-
to-sequence tasks such as machine translation
(Vaswani et al., 2017). Two functions of the
teacher are set as the learning objective for the
student. One is the probability distribution of the
summary word generation, the other is the atten-
tion weights in the attention mechanism.

Given the source language text X, the target lan-
guage text Y, and the target language summary
YS, the training procedure for the teacher-student
framework is presented in the following:

Teaching The Summary Word Generation

Let P (YSi|YSi−11 ,Y) denote the teacher distribu-
tion of the summary word given summary word
generation history and Y, P (YSi|YSi−11 , X̂) de-
note the student distribution of the summary word
given summary word generation history and X̂. X̂
denotes the pseudo source which is generated by
the back-summarization procedure. We use cross
entropy loss to encourage the similarity between
the two distributions:

Lgen = −P (YSi|YSi−11 ,Y)logP (YSi|YSi−11 , X̂)
(1)

Through Equation (1), the cross-lingual AS-
SUM learns from the monolingual ASSUM about

Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5

YS1 YS2  

            

Figure 2: Illustration of the attention relay. The ar-
rows are the attentions with the direction of decoder
side word attending to encoder side words. Solid ar-
rows are top-k or the biggest attention weights, and the
dashed arrows are the left attention weights. k is 2 in
the figure.

how to generate summary word under appropriate
distribution.

Teaching The Attention Weights via Attention
Relay

Besides the summary word generation distribu-
tion, the attention of the monolingual ASSUM is
also a valuable learning resource. But such atten-
tion only connects the encoder and the decoder
of the monolingual ASSUM system, it has to be
relayed to reach the other language to teach the
cross-lingual ASSUM system.

The attention relay mechanism is illustrated in
Figure 2. The monolingual attention weights of YS
attending to Y is relayed to form the teacher atten-
tion weights of YS attending to X̂. In particular, Y2

and Y4 receive top-2 attention weights from YS1
in Figure 2, and Y2 receives biggest attention from
X̂1, Y4 receives biggest attention from X̂2. Then
the attention weights of YS1 attending to X̂1 and
X̂2 are set 1/2. Other attention weights distributed
over the rest words of X̂ are set zero. In general
case, if top-k attention weights are relayed from
YS to X̂, then the teacher attention weights over the
k words of X̂ are set 1/k each, and other attention
weights are set zero 1.

We use the Euclidean distance between the
teacher attention weights and the student attention

1We also use the attention matrix of YS attending to Y
multiplies the attention matrix of X̂ attending to Y to form
the teacher attention, but we found that the teacher attention
weights are evenly distributed, resulting in worse student per-
formance.
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weights as the loss to encourage their consistency:

Latt =

√∑

j

(Aj − Āj)2 (2)

where Aj denotes a teacher attention weight, Āj
denotes a student attention weight.

Note that in our work, the attention only refers
to the encoder-decoder attention, not the self-
attention in Transformer. Since our teacher net-
works and the student networks adopt Transformer
architecture which contains multi-head attention,
we use the average attention that averages atten-
tion weights of all heads in the same layer.

3.4 Training and Testing

The training objective is to minimize the joint loss:

L = λLgen + (1− λ)Latt (3)

where λ is the weight balancing Lgen and Latt.
During testing, only the student networks

are used to decode X into YS. In detail, only
P (YSi|YSi−11 ,X) participates in the beam search,
the summary word generation teacher and whole
Latt-related teacher-student networks are not in-
volved in the testing process.

4 Experiments

We conduct experiments on Chinese-to-English
ASSUM, which takes Chinese sentence as input,
and outputs English abstractive summary. We
build evaluation sets for this task by manually
translating English sentences of the existing En-
glish evaluation sets into Chinese inputs. To the
best of our knowledge, these are the first evalua-
tion sets on which the cross-lingual ASSUM sys-
tem and the monolingual ASSUM system can be
directly compared.

4.1 Datasets

In our experiments, the English ASSUM sys-
tem and the English-Chinese NMT system are in-
volved. The data for training both systems are pre-
sented below.

The data for training the English ASSUM sys-
tem is from the annotated Gigaword corpus, and
we preprocess it identically to Rush et al. (2015),
which results in around 3.8M training pairs, 190K
validation pairs and 1951 test pairs. In this data,
the sentence-summary pairs are built by pairing
the first sentence of each article with the article’s

headline. Additionally, DUC-2004 is adopted as
another English data set only for testing. It con-
tains 500 documents, and each document has four
human-generated reference summaries.

To build the evaluation sets, English sentences
of the validation and test sets of Gigaword and
DUC2004 are manually translated into Chinese
by graduate students of the linguistics department
and our institute, who are bilingual with Chinese
as the mother tongue. Specifically, in the Gi-
gaword validation set, we randomly select 2000
sentence-summary pairs and manually translate
their English sentences into Chinese. The English
summaries are not translated. The Chinese sen-
tences are segmented by the word segmentation
tool Jieba2.

Additionally, we also implement some base-
lines for comparison, some of which utilize a large
corpus of Chinese short text summarization (LC-
STS) (Hu et al., 2015), which is collected from the
Chinese microblogging website Sina Weibo with
2.4M sentence-summary pairs for training and 725
pairs for testing.

4.2 Experimental Configuration

Baseline Systems

• The pipeline of translating source sentence
into target sentence at first, then summariz-
ing the target sentence into the summary. We
denote this method Pipeline-TS.

• The pipeline of summarizing the source sen-
tence into the source summary, then translat-
ing the source summary into the target sum-
mary. We denote this method Pipeline-ST.

• The framework of Ayana et al. (2018), which
uses pseudo summary for training. We de-
note it Pseudo-Summary3.

• The pivot system that enforcing the source-
to-pivot system and the pivot-to-target sys-
tem sharing the same pivot language embed-
ding (Cheng et al., 2017). We denote it Pivot-
based.

2https://pypi.org/project/jieba/
3We also implement the framework that uses the NMT

model to teach the cross-lingual ASSUM (Ayana et al.,
2018). Since it highly depends on the LCSTS data, whose
style is different to our evaluation sets, it performs signifi-
cantly worse.
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NIST02 NIST03 NIST04 NIST05 NIST08 Avg
Our Transformer Cn2En 45.58 45.19 46.80 46.56 37.27 44.28
Robust Translation Cn2En (Cheng et al., 2018) 46.10 44.07 45.61 44.06 34.94 42.96
Our Transformer En2Cn 39.38 34.48 38.10 36.20 30.80 35.79

Table 1: BLEU of the NMT systems on NIST evaluation sets. Cn2En denotes Chinese-to-English translation, and
En2Cn denotes the reverse direction.

System Gigaword DUC2004
ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L

ABS+ (Rush et al., 2015) 29.8 11.9 27.0 28.2 8.5 23.8
Actor-Critic (Li et al., 2018) 36.1 17.4 33.5 29.4 9.8 25.9
StructuredLoss (Edunov et al., 2018) 36.7 17.9 34.3 - - -
FactAware (Cao et al., 2018) 37.3 17.7 34.2 - - -
Transformer 37.1 18.2 34.4 30.6 10.5 26.6
Transformerbpe 38.1 19.1 35.2 31.2 10.7 27.1

Table 2: Comparison on the monolingual ASSUM performances. “-” denotes that no score is reported in that work.

• Translating the English sentences into the
Chinese sentences, and pair these pseudo
Chinese sentences with English summaries
to build a training corpus for Chinese-to-
English ASSUM. We denote it Pseudo-
Chinese. We implement it by using Trans-
former machine translation model to trans-
late the English sentences, and use Trans-
former architecture to train a Chinese-to-
English ASSUM system. Note that this is just
the student network without being taught by
a teacher network.

Parameter Setup and Evaluation Metric

Transformer is employed as our basis architecture4

(Vaswani et al., 2017). Six layers are stacked in
both the encoder and decoder, and the dimensions
of the embedding vectors and all hidden vectors
are set 512. We set eight heads in the multi-head
attention. The source embedding, the target em-
bedding and the linear sublayer are shared in the
teacher networks, while are not shared in the stu-
dent networks. Byte-pair encoding is employed
with a vocabulary of about 32k tokens on En-
glish side and Chinese side respectively (Sennrich
et al., 2016b).

During evaluation, we employ ROUGE (Lin,
2004) as our evaluation metric. On Gigaword, the
full-length F-1 based ROUGE scores are reported.
On DUC2004, the recall based ROUGE scores are
reported to be consistent with previous works.

NMT Performance

The NMT system involved in all our experiments
4https://github.com/pytorch/fairseq

is Transformer, with the same parameter setup
to those of ASSUM systems. It is trained on
1.25M sentence pairs extracted from LDC cor-
pora5, and is evaluated on NIST sets using multi-
bleu.perl. Chinese-to-English results of case-
insensitive BLEU and English-to-Chinese results
of character-based BLEU are reported in Table 1.
Since there are four English references for one
Chinese sentence in NIST evaluation sets, we re-
port averaged BLEU of four English input sen-
tences in English-to-Chinese translation.

Compared to Cheng et al. (2018) on Chinese-
to-English translation, which targets at robust ma-
chine translation and uses the same data to ours,
our Transformer significantly outperforms their
work, indicating that we build a solid system for
machine translation.

4.3 Experimental Results

Monolingual ASSUM Performance

We build a strong monolingual ASSUM system
as shown in Table 2. The comparison is made
between our basis architecture Transformer and
previous works including state-of-the-art monolin-
gual ASSUM systems. The work of ABS+ (Rush
et al., 2015) is the pioneer work of using neu-
ral models for monolingual ASSUM. The works
of Actor-Critic (Li et al., 2018) and Structured-
Loss (Edunov et al., 2018) are training methods
avoiding exposure bias problems in sequence-to-
sequence learning. The work of FactAware (Cao
et al., 2018) encode factual informations such as

5The corpora include LDC2002E18, LDC2003E07,
LDC2003E14, Hansards portion of LDC2004T07,
LDC2004T08 and LDC2005T06.
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System Gigaword DUC2004
ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L

Transformerbpe 38.1 19.1 35.2 31.2 10.7 27.1
Pipeline-TS 25.8 9.7 23.6 23.7 6.8 20.9
Pipeline-ST 22.0 7.0 20.9 20.9 5.3 18.3
Pseudo-Summary (Ayana et al., 2018) 21.5 6.6 19.6 19.3 4.3 17.0
Pivot-based (Cheng et al., 2017) 26.7 10.2 24.3 24.0 7.0 21.3
Pseudo-Chinese 27.9 10.9 25.6 24.4 6.6 21.4
Teaching Generation 29.6 12.1 27.3 25.6 7.9 22.7
Teaching Attention 28.1 11.4 26.0 24.3 7.4 21.7
Teaching Generation+Attention 30.1 12.2 27.7 26.0 8.0 23.1

Table 3: Comparison on the cross-lingual ASSUM performances.

those extracted from openIE and dependency re-
lations into the neural network to get factual sum-
maries.

Transformer with BPE pre-processing (denoted
by Transformerbpe) performs consistently better
than the related monolingual ASSUM systems.
We build the cross-lingual ASSUM system basing
on Transformerbpe.

Cross-lingual ASSUM performance

Table 3 mainly presents the results of the cross-
lingual ASSUM systems. The first row lists
the performance of Transformerbpe, which is the
monolingual ASSUM system. It sets the ceiling of
the cross-lingual ASSUM performance since the
cross-lingual process introduces information loss
when using another language.
Comparisons between the Baselines The mid-
dle part of Table 3 is about baseline systems. It
shows that Pipeline-TS is significantly better than
Pipeline-ST. The optimal order of the two steps in
the pipeline methods should be translating source
sentence at first, then summarizing the trans-
lation. The Pseudo-Summary method (Ayana
et al., 2018) performs even below the Pipeline-
ST method. It indicates that using the pseudo tar-
get side is not effective for learning better cross-
lingual summarization model. Meanwhile, as Fig-
ure 1(b) illustrates, both source side and target side
of the teacher network in the framework of Ayana
et al. (2018) are pseudo, resulting in less solid data
basis for training the student. The pseudo source
side is generated by translating LCSTS Chinese
sentences.

The two baseline systems that surpass the
pipeline systems are Pivot-based system and
Pseudo-Chinese system. We re-implement the
Pivot-based system but using Transformer instead
of RNN, which is used in Cheng et al. (2017).
Pseudo-Chinese system is the best baseline sys-

tem indicating that pseudo source based parallel
data is effective for training cross-lingual ASSUM
system.
Our Systems VS. the Baselines The bottom part
of Table 3 lists the performances of our meth-
ods. It manifests that both teaching summary word
generation and teaching attention weights are able
to improve the performance over the baselines.
When the summary word generation and attention
weights are taught simultaneously (denoted by
Teaching Generation+Attention), the performance
is further improved, surpassing the best baseline
by more than two points on Gigaword evaluation
set and more than one point on DUC2004.
Our Systems VS. the Ceiling Teaching Gener-
ation+Attention greatly reduces the gap between
the cross-lingual ASSUM performance and the
performance ceiling, i.e., the monolingual AS-
SUM performance shown in the first row. The
gap is narrowed from 10.2 ROUGE-1 points to 8
ROUGE-1 points. In fact, our best method per-
forms even better than ABS+, which is the early
system for monolingual ASSUM (Rush et al.,
2015).

4.4 Experiment Analyses

Hyper-Parameters

λ ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L
0.1 44.8 22.0 41.7
0.3 45.1 22.3 42.0
0.5 45.0 22.2 41.9
0.7 44.9 22.2 41.8
0.9 44.8 21.8 41.7

top-k ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L
2 44.8 22.4 41.9
3 44.9 22.0 42.0
4 45.1 22.3 42.0
5 45.1 22.2 41.8

Table 4: Performances of varying hyper-parameters on
the validation set.
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Figure 3: ROUGE-1 scores on different length source sentences in the Gigaword test set.

There are two main hyper-parameters. One is λ
in Equation (3) that balances the weights between
teaching generation and teaching attention during
training. The other is top-k which controls how
many portion of the monolingual ASSUM atten-
tion can be relayed to the source side as illustrated
in Figure 2. Table 4 presents the performance vari-
ance when the two hyper-parameters vary.

It shows that the performance is best when λ is
0.3, indicating that training process is balanced to-
wards teaching attention via attention relay. Based
on the best λ of 0.3, we explore top-k ranging
from 2 to 5. We can find that top-4 monolingual
ASSUM attention weights achieve the best perfor-
mance on the validation set. We select the best
hyper-parameters according to Table 4 for testing.

Layers for Attention Relay

Transformer architecture used in our experiment is
with six layers on both encoder and decoder. At-
tention relay can take place on each layer. Since
each layer has eight heads for attention computa-
tion, we average the weights of all eight heads in
the same layer. We study the attention relay ef-
fects on all six layers. The results in Table 5 show
that relaying attention on the last layer achieves
the best performance.

Performances on Different Lengths

We study the performance of each system on sets
with different source sentence lengths. The source
sentences are divided into six groups according
to their lengths. Figure 3 presents the ROUGE-

Layer ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L
1 44.7 21.8 41.6
2 44.7 22.3 41.7
3 45.0 22.0 41.8
4 44.9 22.1 41.3
5 44.9 22.1 41.9
6 45.1 22.3 42.0

Table 5: Validation set performances of using different
layers for attention relay.

1 scores on the test set. The strongest baseline
Pseudo-Chinese is used in this study. It shows
that our methods perform better than Pseudo-
Chinese on most groups, while teaching attention
is slightly worse on the group with the longest
length. The sentences with length range 10-50
take up 94.2% of the whole test set. Our meth-
ods are consistently better than Pseudo-Chinese on
theses sentences.

Qualitative Analysis

Table 6 presents some examples of the cross-
lingual ASSUM. The differences between our
methods and the strongest baseline Pseudo-
Chinese are highlighted. It shows that more accu-
rate summary words are produced in our systems.
In contrast, Pseudo-Chinese may produce incor-
rect words that are even contrary to the meaning
of the original sentence.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a teacher-student frame-
work together with the back-translation proce-
dure to deal with the zero-shot challenge of cross-
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Cn-sentence 据周六报道，印度最高核专家对广岛日印度人的反核抗议不屑一顾，称激进分子应该在华
盛顿和莫斯科喊口号。

En-sentence a india ’s top nuclear expert shrugged off antinuclear protests by indians on hiroshima day , saying the activists
should instead shout slogans in washington and moscow , a newspaper reported saturday .

Ref-summary top nuclear scientist shrugs off indian antinuclear protests
Psueo-Chinese india ’s top nuclear expert calls for anti-nuke demo in hiroshima
Teaching-Generation india ’s top nuclear expert warns against nuclear protests
Teaching-Attention india ’s top nuclear scientist defies hiroshima protest
Teaching-Gener+Attn india ’s top nuclear expert defies anti-nuclear protests

Cn-sentence 黎巴嫩总理拉菲克 -哈里里星期二指责英国支持以色列袭击黎巴嫩真主党游击队，同时他宣布
计划访问伦敦。

En-sentence lebanese prime minister rafic hariri accused britain on tuesday of supporting the israeli assault on hezbollah
guerrillas in lebanon as he announced plans to visit london .

Ref-summary hariri to visit britain which he accuses of backing israel
Psueo-Chinese lebanese pm accuses britain of supporting hezbollah
Teaching-Generation lebanese pm accuses britain of backing hezbollah attacks
Teaching-Attention lebanese pm accuses britain of supporting hezbollah
Teaching-Gener+Attn lebanese pm accuses britain of backing israel

Cn-sentence 苏丹武装部队发言人今天说，政府军击退了叛军沿苏丹东部边境发动的攻击。
En-sentence government troops has repelled an attack by rebel forces along sudan ’s eastern borders , the spokesman of the

sudanese armed forces said today .
Ref-summary government forces repel rebel attack in eastern
Psueo-Chinese sudanese government forces attack rebels in eastern sudan
Teaching-Generation government troops repulse rebel attack in eastern sudan
Teaching-Attention sudanese army says it foiled rebel attack on eastern border
Teaching-Gener+Attn government troops repel rebel attack in eastern sudan

Table 6: Examples of the cross-lingual ASSUM.

lingual ASSUM, which has no parallel data for
training. We use monolingual ASSUM which has
large-scale training resources as the teacher, and
set the cross-lingual ASSUM as the student. Two
properties of the teacher are proposed to teach the
student. One is the summary word generation
probabilities, the other is the attention weights.
We also propose attention relay mechanism to
form the attention weights of the teacher. Experi-
ments show that our method performs significantly
better than several baselines, and is able to signif-
icantly reduce the performance gap between the
cross-lingual ASSUM and the monolingual AS-
SUM over the benchmark datasets.
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Abstract

In this paper, we propose to boost low-
resource cross-lingual document retrieval per-
formance with deep bilingual query-document
representations. We match queries and doc-
uments in both source and target languages
with four components, each of which is im-
plemented as a term interaction-based deep
neural network with cross-lingual word em-
beddings as input. By including query like-
lihood scores as extra features, our model ef-
fectively learns to rerank the retrieved docu-
ments by using a small number of relevance
labels for low-resource language pairs. Due
to the shared cross-lingual word embedding
space, the model can also be directly applied
to another language pair without any train-
ing label. Experimental results on the MA-
TERIAL dataset show that our model outper-
forms the competitive translation-based base-
lines on English-Swahili, English-Tagalog,
and English-Somali cross-lingual information
retrieval tasks.

1 Introduction

Cross-lingual relevance ranking, or Cross-Lingual
Information Retrieval (CLIR), is the task of rank-
ing foreign documents against a user query (Hull
and Grefenstette, 1996; Ballesteros and Croft,
1996; Oard and Hackett, 1997; Darwish and Oard,
2003). As multilingual documents are more acces-
sible, CLIR is increasingly more important when-
ever the relevant information is in other languages.

Traditional CLIR systems consist of two com-
ponents: machine translation and monolingual in-
formation retrieval. Based on the translation di-
rection, it can be further categorized into the doc-
ument translation and the query translation ap-
proaches (Nie, 2010). In both cases, we first
solve the translation problem, and the task is trans-
formed to the monolingual setting. However,
while conceptually simple, the performance of this

Document in
Target

Query in
Target

Document in
Source

Relevance Score

Query in
Source

Source -
Target

Source -
Source 

Target -
Target 

Target -
Source 

Figure 1: Cross-lingual Relevance Ranking with Bilin-
gual Query and Document Representation.

modular approach is fundamentally limited by the
quality of machine translation.

Recently, many deep neural IR models have
shown promising results on monolingual data sets
(Huang et al., 2013; Guo et al., 2016; Pang et al.,
2016; Mitra et al., 2016, 2017; Xiong et al., 2017;
Hui et al., 2017, 2018; McDonald et al., 2018).
They learn a scoring function directly from the rel-
evance label of query-document pairs. However, it
is not clear how to use them when documents and
queries are not in the same language. Furthermore,
those deep neural networks need a large amount
of training data. This is expensive to get for low-
resource language pairs in our cross-lingual case.

In this paper, we propose a cross-lingual deep
relevance ranking architecture based on a bilingual
view of queries and documents. As shown in Fig-
ure 1, our model first translates queries and doc-
uments and then uses four components to match
them in both the source and target language. Each
component is implemented as a deep neural net-
work, and the final relevance score combines all
components which are jointly trained given the
relevance label. We implement this based on state-
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(a) Bilingual POSIT-DRMM. The colored box represents hidden states in bidirectional LSTMs.
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(b) Bilingual PACRR-DRMM. The colored box represents cross-lingual word embeddings. Bilingual PACRR is the same
except it uses a single MLP at the final stage.

Figure 2: Model architecture. We only show the component of the source query with the target document.

of-the-art term interaction models because they
enable us to make use of cross-lingual embeddings
to explicitly encode terms of queries and docu-
ments even if they are in different languages. To
deal with the small amount of training data, we
first perform query likelihood retrieval and include
the score as an extra feature in our model. In this
way, the model effectively learns to rerank from
a small number of relevance labels. Furthermore,
since the word embeddings are aligned in the same
space, our model can directly transfer to another
language pair with no additional training data.

We evaluate our model on the MATERIAL CLIR
dataset with three language pairs including En-
glish to Swahili, English to Tagalog, and English
to Somali. Experimental results demonstrate that
our model outperforms other translation-based
query likelihood retrieval and monolingual deep
relevance ranking approaches.

2 Our Method

In cross-lingual document retrieval, given a user
query in the source language Q and a document
in the target language D, the system computes
a relevance score s(Q,D). As shown in Figure
1, our model first translates the document as D̂
or the query as Q̂, and then it uses four separate
components to match: (1) source query with
target document, (2) source query with source
document, (3) target query with source document,
(4) target query with target document. The
final relevance score combines all components:

s(Q,D) = s(Q,D) + s(Q, D̂) + s(Q̂, D̂) + s(Q̂,D)

To implement each component, we extend three
state-of-the-art term interaction models: PACRR
(Position-Aware Convolutional Recurrent Rele-
vance Matching) proposed by Hui et al. (2017),
POSIT-DRMM (POoled SImilariTy DRMM) and
PACRR-DRMM proposed by McDonald et al.
(2018). In term interaction models, each query
term is scored to a document’s terms from the
interaction encodings, and scores for different
query terms are aggregated to produce the query-
document relevance score.

2.1 Bilingual POSIT-DRMM
This model is illustrated in Figure 2a. We first use
bidirectional LSTMs (Hochreiter and Schmidhu-
ber, 1997) to produce the context-sensitive encod-
ing of each query and document term. We also
add residual connection to combine the pre-trained
term embedding and the LSTM hidden states. For
the source query and document term, we can use
the pre-trained word embedding in the source lan-
guage. For the target query and document term,
we first align the pre-trained embedding in the tar-
get language to the source language and then use
this cross-lingual word embedding as the input
to LSTM. Thereafter, we produce the document-
aware query term encoding by applying max pool-
ing and k-max pooling over the cosine similarity
matrix of query and document terms. We then use
an MLP to produce term scores, and the relevance
score is a weighted sum over all terms in the query
with a term gating mechanism.
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EN->SW EN->TL EN->SO
# Document 813 844 695

# Document Token (Min/Avg/Max) 34/341/1724 32/404/2501 69/370/2671
Query Set Q1 Q2 Q3 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q1
# Query 300 400 600 300 400 600 300

# Relevant Pairs 411 489 828 236 576 1018 496

Table 1: The MATERIAL dataset statistics. For SW and TL, we use the ANALYSIS document set with Q1 for
training, Q2 for dev, and Q3 for test. For transfer learning to SO, we use the DEV document set with Q1. Q1
contains open queries where performers can conduct any automatic or manual exploration while Q2 and Q3 are
closed queries where results must be generated with fully automatic systems with no human in the loop.

2.2 Bilingual PACRR and Bilingual
PACRR-DRMM

These models are shown in Figure 2b. We first
align the word embeddings in the target lan-
guage to the source language and build a query-
document similarity matrix that encodes the simi-
larity between the query and document term. De-
pending on the query language and document
language, we construct four matrices, SIMQ,D,
SIMQ,D̂, SIMQ̂,D̂, SIMQ̂,D, for each of the four
components. Then, we use convolutional neu-
ral networks over the similarity matrix to extract
n-gram matching features. We then use max-
pooling and k-max-pooling to produce the fea-
ture matrix where each row is a document-aware
encoding of a query term. The final step com-
putes the relevance score: Bilingual PACRR uses
an MLP on the whole feature matrix to get the
relevance score, while Bilingual PACRR-DRMM
first uses an MLP on individual rows to get query
term scores and then use a second layer to com-
bine them.

3 Related Work

Cross-lingual Information Retrieval. Tradi-
tional CLIR approaches include document trans-
lation and query translation, and more research ef-
forts are on the latter (Oard and Hackett, 1997;
Oard, 1998; McCarley, 1999; Franz et al., 1999).
Early methods use the dictionary to translate the
user query (Hull and Grefenstette, 1996; Balles-
teros and Croft, 1996; Pirkola, 1998). Other meth-
ods include the single best SMT query transla-
tion (Chin et al., 2014) and the weighted SMT
translation alternatives known as the probabilistic
structured query (PSQ) (Darwish and Oard, 2003;
Ture et al., 2012). Recently, Bai et al. (2010) and
Sokolov et al. (2013) propose methods to learn the
sparse query-document associations from super-
vised ranking signals on cross-lingual Wikipedia
and patent data, respectively. Furthermore, Vulić

and Moens (2015) and Litschko et al. (2018) use
cross-lingual word embeddings to represent both
queries and documents as vectors and perform IR
by computing the cosine similarity. Schamoni
et al. (2014) and Sasaki et al. (2018) also use
an automatic process to build CLIR datasets from
Wikipeida articles.
Neural Learning to Rank. Most of neural learn-
ing to rank models can be categorized in two
groups: representation based (Huang et al., 2013;
Shen et al., 2014) and interaction based (Pang
et al., 2016; Guo et al., 2016; Hui et al., 2017;
Xiong et al., 2017; McDonald et al., 2018). The
former builds representations of query and doc-
uments independently, and the matching is per-
formed at the final stage. The latter explicitly en-
codes the interaction between terms to direct cap-
ture word-level interaction patterns. For example,
the DRMM (Guo et al., 2016) first compares the
term embeddings of each pair of terms within the
query and the document and then generates fixed-
length matching histograms.

4 Experiments

Training and Inference. We first use the Indri1

system which uses query likelihood with Dirich-
let Smoothing (Zhai and Lafferty, 2004) to pre-
select the documents from the collection. To build
the training dataset, for each positive example in
the returned list, we randomly sample one nega-
tive example from the documents returned by In-
dri. The model is then trained with a binary cross-
entropy loss. On validation or testing set, we use
our prediction scores to rerank the documents re-
turned by Indri.
Extra Features. Following the previous work
(Severyn and Moschitti, 2015; Mohan et al., 2017;
McDonald et al., 2018), we compute the final rel-
evance score by a linear model to combine the
model output with the following set of extra fea-

1www.lemurproject.org/indri.php
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EN->SW EN->TL
MAP P@20 NDCG@20 AQWV MAP P@20 NDCG@20 AQWV

Query Translation and Document Translation with Indri
Dictionary-Based Query Translation (DBQT) 20.93 4.86 28.65 6.50 20.01 5.42 27.01 5.93
Probabilistic Structured Query (PSQ) 27.16 5.81 36.03 12.56 35.20 8.18 44.04 19.81
Statistical MT (SMT) 26.30 5.28 34.60 13.77 37.31 8.77 46.77 21.90
Neural MT (NMT) 26.54 5.26 34.83 15.70 33.83 8.20 43.17 18.56
Deep Relevance Ranking
PACRR 24.69 5.24 32.85 11.73 32.53 8.42 41.75 17.48
PACRR-DRMM 22.15 5.14 30.28 8.50 32.59 8.60 42.17 16.59
POSIT-DRMM 23.91 6.04 33.83 12.06 25.16 8.15 34.80 9.28
Deep Relevance Ranking with Extra Features in Section 4
PACRR 27.03 5.34 35.36 14.18 41.43 8.98 49.96 27.46
PACRR-DRMM 25.46 5.50 34.15 12.18 35.61 8.69 45.34 22.70
POSIT-DRMM 26.10 5.26 34.27 14.11 39.35 9.24 48.41 25.01
Ours with Extra Features in Section 4: In-Language Training
Bilingual PACRR 29.64 5.75 38.27 17.87 43.02 9.63 52.27 29.12
Bilingual PACRR-DRMM 26.15 5.84 35.54 12.92 38.29 9.21 47.60 22.94
Bilingual POSIT-DRMM 30.13 6.28 39.68 18.69 43.67 9.73 52.80 29.12
Bilingual POSIT-DRMM (3-model ensemble) 31.60 6.37 41.25 20.19 45.35 9.84 54.26 31.08

Table 2: Test set result on English to Swahili and English to Tagalog. We report the TREC ad-hoc retrieval
evaluation metrics (MAP, P@20, NDCG@20) and the Actual Query Weighted Value (AQWV).

Train: EN->SW + EN->TL, Test: EN->SO
MAP P@20 AQWV

PSQ 17.52 5.45 2.35
SMT 19.04 6.12 4.62
Bilingual POSIT-DRMM 20.58 6.51 5.71

+3-model ensemble 21.25 6.68 5.89

Table 3: Zero-shot transfer learning on English to So-
mali test set.

tures: (1) the Indri score with the language model-
ing approach to information retrieval. (2) the per-
centage of query terms with an exact match in the
document, including the regular percentage and
IDF weighted percentage. (3) the percentage of
query term bigrams matches in the document.
Cross-lingual Word Embeddings. We apply
the supervised iterative Procrustes approach (Xing
et al., 2015; Conneau et al., 2018) to align two pre-
trained mono-lingual fastText (Bojanowski et al.,
2016) word embeddings using the MUSE imple-
mentation2. To build the bilingual dictionary, we
use the translation pages of Wiktionary3. For
Swahili, we build a training dictionary for 5301
words and a testing dictionary for 1326 words. For
Tagalog, the training dictionary and testing dictio-
nary contains 7088 and 1773 words, respectively.
For Somali, the corresponding number is 7633 and
1909. We then learn the cross-lingual word em-
beddings from Swahili to English, from Tagalog

2github.com/facebookresearch/MUSE
3https://www.wiktionary.org/

to English, and from Somali to English. There-
fore, all three languages are in the same word em-
bedding space.
Data Sets and Evaluation Metrics. Our experi-
ments are evaluated on the MATERIAL4 program
as summarized in Table 1. It consists of three lan-
guage pairs with English queries on Swahili (EN-
>SW), Tagalog (EN->TL), Somali documents
(EN->SO).

We use the TREC ad-hoc retrieval evaluation
script5 to compute Precision@20, Mean Average
Precision (MAP), Normalized Discounted Cumu-
lative Gain@20 (NDCG@20). We also report the
Actual Query Weighted Value (AQWV) (NIST,
2017), a set-based metric with penalty for both
missing relevant and returning irrelevant docu-
ments. We use β = 40.0 and find the best global
fixed cutoff over all queries.
Baselines. For traditional CLIR approaches, we
use query translation and document translation
with the Indri system. For query translation, we
use Dictionary-Based Query Translation (DBQT)
and Probabilistic Structured Query (PSQ). For
document translation, we use Statistical Machine
Translation (SMT) and Neural Machine Transla-
tion (NMT). For SMT, we use the moses system
(Koehn et al., 2007) with word alignments us-
ing mGiza and 5-gram KenLM language model
(Heafield, 2011). For NMT, we use sequence-to-

4www.iarpa.gov/index.php/
research-programs/material

5https://trec.nist.gov/trec_eval/
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sequence model with attention (Bahdanau et al.,
2015; Miceli Barone et al., 2017) implemented in
Marian (Junczys-Dowmunt et al., 2018).

For deep relevance ranking baselines, we in-
vestigate recent state-of-the-art models including
PACRR, PACRR-DRMM, and POSIT-DRMM.
These models and our methods all use an SMT-
based document translation as input.
Implementation Details. For POSIT-DRMM
and Bilingual POSIT-DRMM, we use the k-max-
pooling with k = 5 and 0.3 dropout of the BiL-
STM output. For PACRR, PACRR-DRMM and
their bilingual counterparts, we use convolutional
filter sizes with [1,2,3], and each filter size has 32
filters. We use k = 2 in the k-max-pooling. The
loss function is minimized using the Adam opti-
mizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with the training
batch size as 32. We monitor the MAP perfor-
mance on the development set after each epoch of
training to select the model which is used on the
test data.

4.1 Results and Discussion

Table 2 shows the result on EN->SW and EN-
>TL where we train and test on the same language
pair.
Performance of Baselines. For query translation,
PSQ is better than DBQT because PSQ uses a
weighted alternative to translate query terms and
does not limit to the fixed translation from the dic-
tionary as in DBQT. For document translation, we
find that both SMT and NMT have a similar per-
formance which is close to PSQ. The effectiveness
of different approaches depends on the language
pair (PSQ for EN->SW and SMT for EN->TL),
which is a similar finding with McCarley (1999)
and Franz et al. (1999). In our experiments with
deep relevance ranking models, we all use SMT
and PSQ because they have strong performances
in both language pairs and it is fair to compare.
Effect of Extra Features and Bilingual Rep-
resentation. While deep relevance ranking can
achieve decent performance, the extra features are
critical to achieve better results. Because the extra
features include the Indri score, the deep neural
model essentially learns to rerank the document
by effectively using a small number of training
examples. Furthermore, our models with bilin-
gual representations achieve better results in both
language pairs, giving additional 1-3 MAP im-
provements over their counterparts. To compare

language pairs, EN->TL has larger improvements
over EN->SW. This is because EN->TL has bet-
ter query translation, document translation, and
query likelihood retrieval results from the base-
lines, and thus it enjoys more benefits from our
model. We also found POSIT-DRMM works bet-
ter than the other two, suggesting term-gating is
useful especially when the query translation can
provide more alternatives. We then perform en-
sembling of POSIT-DRMM to further improve the
results.
Zero-Shot Transfer Learning. Table 3 shows
the result for a zero-shot transfer learning setting
where we train on EN->SW + EN->TL and di-
rectly test on EN->SO without using any Somali
relevance labels. This transfer learning delivers a
1-3 MAP improvement over PSQ and SMT. This
presents a promising approach to boost perfor-
mance by utilizing relevance labels from other lan-
guage pairs.

5 Conclusion

We propose to improve cross-lingual document re-
trieval by utilizing bilingual query-document in-
teractions and learning to rerank from a small
amount of training data for low-resource language
pairs. By aligning word embedding spaces for
multiple languages, the model can be directly ap-
plied under a zero-shot transfer setting when no
training data is available for another language pair.
We believe the idea of combining bilingual docu-
ment representations using cross-lingual word em-
beddings can be generalized to other models as
well.
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Abstract

Cross-lingual word embeddings (CLWE) un-
derlie many multilingual natural language
processing systems, often through orthogo-
nal transformations of pre-trained monolin-
gual embeddings. However, orthogonal map-
ping only works on language pairs whose em-
beddings are naturally isomorphic. For non-
isomorphic pairs, our method (Iterative Nor-
malization) transforms monolingual embed-
dings to make orthogonal alignment easier by
simultaneously enforcing that (1) individual
word vectors are unit length, and (2) each lan-
guage’s average vector is zero. Iterative Nor-
malization consistently improves word trans-
lation accuracy of three CLWE methods, with
the largest improvement observed on English-
Japanese (from 2% to 44% test accuracy).

1 Orthogonal Cross-Lingual Mappings

Cross-lingual word embedding (CLWE) models
map words from multiple languages to a shared vec-
tor space, where words with similar meanings are
close, regardless of language. CLWE is widely used
in multilingual natural language processing (Kle-
mentiev et al., 2012; Guo et al., 2015; Zhang et al.,
2016). Recent CLWE methods (Ruder et al., 2017;
Glavas et al., 2019) independently train two mono-
lingual embeddings on large monolingual corpora
and then align them with a linear transformation.
Previous work argues that these transformations
should be orthogonal (Xing et al., 2015; Smith
et al., 2017; Artetxe et al., 2016): for any two
words, the dot product of their representations is
the same as the dot product with the transformation.
This preserves similarities and substructure of the
original monolingual word embedding but enriches
the embeddings with multilingual connections be-
tween languages.

Thus, many state-of-the-art mapping-based
CLWE methods impose an orthogonal con-

straint (Artetxe et al., 2017; Conneau et al., 2018;
Alvarez-Melis and Jaakkola, 2018; Artetxe et al.,
2018; Ruder et al., 2018; Alvarez-Melis et al.,
2019). The success of orthogonal methods relies on
the assumption that embedding spaces are isomor-
phic; i.e., they have the same inner-product struc-
tures across languages, but this does not hold for
all languages (Søgaard et al., 2018; Fujinuma et al.,
2019). For example, English and Japanese fastText
vectors (Bojanowski et al., 2017) have different
substructures around “girl” (Figure 1 left). As a re-
sult, orthogonal mapping fails on some languages—
when Hoshen and Wolf (2018) align fastText em-
beddings with orthogonal mappings, they report
81% English–Spanish word translation accuracy
but only 2% for the more distant English–Japanese.

While recent work challenges the orthogonal as-
sumption (Doval et al., 2018; Joulin et al., 2018;
Jawanpuria et al., 2019), we focus on whether sim-
ple preprocessing techniques can improve the suit-
ability of orthogonal models. Our iterative method
normalizes monolingual embeddings to make their
structures more similar (Figure 1), which improves
subsequent alignment.

Our method is motivated by two desired prop-
erties of monolingual embeddings that support or-
thogonal alignment:

1. Every word vector has the same length.
2. Each language’s mean has the same length.

Standard preprocessing such as dimension-wise
mean centering and length normalization (Artetxe
et al., 2016) do not meet the two requirements at
the same time. Our analysis leads to Iterative Nor-
malization, an alternating projection algorithm that
normalizes any word embedding to provably satisfy
both conditions. After normalizing the monolin-
gual embeddings, we then apply mapping-based
CLWE algorithms on the transformed embeddings.
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Figure 1: The most similar Japanese words for 少女 (shōjo “girl”) and English words for “girl”, measured by
cosine similarity on Wikipedia fastText vectors, before (left) and after (right) Iterative Normalization. In the
original embedding spaces, “boy” is the nearest neighbor for both languages but with a very different cosine
similarity, and “cat” in English is not close to “girl”: both violate the isomorphism assumed by an orthogonal
transformation for cross-lingual representations. Iterative Normalization replaces 猫 (neko “cat”) with the more
relevant美少女 (bishōjo “pretty girl”) and brings cosine similarities closer.

We empirically validate our theory by combining
Iterative Normalization with three mapping-based
CLWE methods. Iterative Normalization improves
word translation accuracy on a dictionary induction
benchmark across thirty-nine language pairs.

2 Learning Orthogonal Mappings

This section reviews learning orthogonal cross-
lingual mapping between word embeddings and,
along the way, introduces our notation.

We start with pre-trained word embeddings in
a source language and a target language. We as-
sume1 all embeddings are d-dimensional, and the
two languages have the same vocabulary size n.
Let X ∈ Rd×n be the word embedding matrix for
the source language, where each column xi ∈ Rd is
the representation of the i-th word from the source
language, and let Z ∈ Rd×n be the word embed-
ding matrix for the target language. Our goal is
to learn a transformation matrix W ∈ Rd×d that
maps the source language vectors to the target lan-

1Word translation benchmarks use the same assumptions.

guage space. While our experiments focus on the
supervised case with a seed dictionaryD with trans-
lation pairs (i, j), the analysis also applies to unsu-
pervised projection.

One straightforward way to learn W is by min-
imizing Euclidean distances between translation
pairs (Mikolov et al., 2013a). Formally, we solve:

min
W

∑

(i,j)∈D
‖Wxi − zj‖22. (1)

Xing et al. (2015) further restrict W to orthogo-
nal transformations; i.e., W>W = I. The orthog-
onal constraint significantly improves word trans-
lation accuracy (Artetxe et al., 2016). However,
this method still fails for some language pairs be-
cause word embeddings are not isomorphic across
languages. To improve orthogonal alignment be-
tween non-isomorphic embedding spaces, we aim
to transform monolingual embeddings in a way that
helps orthogonal transformation.
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3 When Orthogonal Mappings Work

When are two embedding spaces easily aligned? A
good orthogonal mapping is more likely if word
vectors have two properties: length-invariance and
center-invariance.

Length-Invariance. First, all word vectors
should have the same, constant length. Length-
invariance resolves inconsistencies between mono-
lingual word embedding and cross-lingual map-
ping objectives (Xing et al., 2015). During train-
ing, popular word embedding algorithms (Mikolov
et al., 2013b; Pennington et al., 2014; Bojanowski
et al., 2017) maximize dot products between similar
words, but evaluate on cosine similarity. To make
things worse, the transformation matrix minimizes
a third metric, Euclidean distance (Equation 1).
This inconsistency is naturally resolved when the
lengths of word vectors are fixed. Suppose u ∈ Rd
and v ∈ Rd have the same length, then

u>v ∝ cos(u,v) = 1− 1

2
‖u− v‖22.

Minimizing Euclidean distance is equivalent to
maximizing both dot product and cosine similar-
ity with constant word vector lengths, thus making
objectives consistent.

Length-invariance also satisfies a prerequisite for
bilingual orthogonal alignment: the embeddings of
translation pairs should have the same length. If a
source word vector xi can be aligned to its target
language translation zj = Wxi with an orthogonal
matrix W, then

‖zj‖2 = ‖Wxi‖2 = ‖xi‖2, (2)

where the second equality follows from the orthogo-
nality of W. Equation (2) is trivially satisfied if all
vectors have the same length. In summary, length-
invariance not only promotes consistency between
monolingual word embedding and cross-lingual
mapping objective but also simplifies translation
pair alignment.

Center-Invariance. Our second condition is that
the mean vector of different languages should have
the same length, which we prove is a pre-requisite
for orthogonal alignment. Suppose two embed-
ding matrices X and Z can be aligned with an
orthogonal matrix W such that Z = WX. Let
x̄ = 1

n

∑n
i=1 xi and z̄ = 1

n

∑n
i=1 zi be the mean

vectors. Then z̄ = Wx̄. Since W is orthogonal,

‖z̄‖2 = ‖Wx̄‖2 = ‖x̄‖2.

In other words, orthogonal mappings can only align
embedding spaces with equal-magnitude centers.

A stronger version of center-invariance is zero-
mean, where the mean vector of each language is
zero. Artetxe et al. (2016) find that centering im-
proves dictionary induction; our analysis provides
an explanation.

4 Iterative Normalization

We now develop Iterative Normalization, which
transforms monolingual word embeddings to sat-
isfy both length-invariance and center-invariance.
Specifically, we normalize word embeddings to si-
multaneously have unit-length and zero-mean. For-
mally, we produce embedding matrix X such that

‖xi‖2 = 1 for all i, (3)

and
n∑

i=1

xi = 0. (4)

Iterative Normalization transforms the embed-
dings to make them satisfy both constraints at the
same time. Let x

(0)
i be the initial embedding for

word i. We assume that all word embeddings are
non-zero.2 For every word i, we iteratively trans-
form each word vector xi by first making the vec-
tors unit length,

y
(k)
i = x

(k−1)
i /‖x(k−1)

i ‖2, (5)

and then making them mean zero,

x
(k)
i = y

(k)
i −

1

n

n∑

i=1

y
(k)
i . (6)

Equation (5) and (6) project the embedding ma-
trix X to the set of embeddings that satisfy Equa-
tion (3) and (4). Therefore, our method is a form
of alternating projection (Bauschke and Borwein,
1996), an algorithm to find a point in the intersec-
tion of two closed sets by alternatively projecting
onto one of the two sets. Alternating projection
guarantees convergence in the intersection of two
convex sets at a linear rate (Gubin et al., 1967;
Bauschke and Borwein, 1993). Unfortunately, the
unit-length constraint is non-convex, ruling out the
classic convergence proof. Nonetheless, we use
recent results on alternating non-convex projec-
tions (Zhu and Li, 2018) to prove Iterative Nor-
malization’s convergence (details in Appendix A).

2For such vectors, a small perturbation is an easy fix.
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Method Normalization JA ZH HI TR DA DE ES

Procrustes None 1.7 32.5 33.3 44.9 54.0 73.5 81.4
C+L 12.3 41.1 34.0 46.5 54.9 74.6 81.3
IN 44.3 44.2 36.7 48.7 58.4 75.5 81.5

Procrustes + refine None 1.7 32.5 33.6 46.3 56.8 74.3 81.9
C+L 13.1 42.3 34.9 48.7 59.3 75.2 82.4
IN 44.3 44.2 37.7 51.7 60.9 76.0 82.5

RCSLS None 14.6 17.1 5.0 18.3 19.2 43.6 50.5
C+L 16.1 45.1 36.2 50.7 58.3 77.5 83.6
IN 56.3 48.6 38.0 52.4 60.5 78.1 83.9

Table 1: Word translation accuracy aligning English embeddings to seven languages. We combine three
normalizations—no normalization (None), mean centering and length normalization (C+L), and Iterative Normal-
ization (IN) for five rounds—with three CLWEs: Procrustes, Procrustes with refinement (Conneau et al., 2018), and
RCSLS (Joulin et al., 2018). Procrustes with C+L is equivalent to Artetxe et al. (2016). The best result for each
CLWE in each column in bold. Iterative Normalization has the best accuracy of the three normalization techniques.

Theorem 1. If the embeddings are non-zero after
each iteration; i.e., x

(k)
i 6= 0 for all i and k, then

the sequence
{

X(k)
}

produced by Iterative Nor-
malization is convergent.

All embeddings in our experiments satisfy the
non-zero assumption; it is violated only when all
words have the same embedding. In degenerate
cases, the algorithm might converge to a solution
that does not meet the two requirements. Empiri-
cally, our method always satisfy both constraints.

Previous approach and differences. Artetxe
et al. (2016) also study he unit-length and zero-
mean constraints, but our work differs in two as-
pects. First, they motivate the zero-mean condition
based on the heuristic argument that two randomly
selected word types should not be semantically sim-
ilar (or dissimilar) in expectation. While this state-
ment is attractive at first blush, some word types
have more synonyms than others, so we argue that
word types might not be evenly distributed in the
semantic space. We instead show that zero-mean is
helpful because it satisfies center-invariance, a nec-
essary condition for orthogonal mappings. Second,
Artetxe et al. (2016) attempt to enforce the two
constraints by a single round of dimension-wise
mean centering and length normalization. Unfor-
tunately, this often fails to meet the constraints at
the same time—length normalization can change
the mean, and mean centering can change vector
length. In contrast, Iterative Normalization simul-
taneously meets both constraints and is empirically
better (Table 1) on dictionary induction.

5 Dictionary Induction Experiments

On a dictionary induction benchmark, we combine
Iterative Normalization with three CLWE methods
and show improvement in word translation accu-
racy across languages.

5.1 Dataset and Methods

We train and evaluate CLWE on MUSE dictionar-
ies (Conneau et al., 2018) with default split. We
align English embeddings to thirty-nine target lan-
guage embeddings, pre-trained on Wikipedia with
fastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017). The align-
ment matrices are trained from dictionaries of
5,000 source words. We report top-1 word transla-
tion accuracy for 1,500 source words, using cross-
domain similarity local scaling (Conneau et al.,
2018, CSLS). We experiment with the following
CLWE methods.3

Procrustes Analysis. Our first algorithm uses
Procrustes analysis (Schönemann, 1966) to find
the orthogonal transformation that minimizes Equa-
tion 1, the total distance between translation pairs.

Post-hoc Refinement. Orthogonal mappings can
be improved with refinement steps (Artetxe et al.,
2017; Conneau et al., 2018). After learning an
initial mapping W0 from the seed dictionaryD, we
build a synthetic dictionary D1 by translating each
word with W0. We then use the new dictionary D1

to learn a new mapping W1 and repeat the process.

3We only report accuracy for one run, because these CLWE
methods are deterministic.
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Relaxed CSLS Loss (RCSLS). Joulin et al.
(2018) optimize CSLS scores between translation
pairs instead of Equation (1). RCSLS has state-of-
the-art supervised word translation accuracies on
MUSE (Glavas et al., 2019). For the ease of opti-
mization, RCSLS does not enforce the orthogonal
constraint. Nevertheless, Iterative Normalization
also improves its accuracy (Table 1), showing it
can help linear non-orthogonal mappings too.

5.2 Training Details

We use the implementation from MUSE for Pro-
crustes analysis and refinement (Conneau et al.,
2018). We use five refinement steps. For RCSLS,
we use the same hyperparameter selection strategy
as Joulin et al. (2018)—we choose learning rate
from {1, 10, 25, 50} and number of epochs from
{10, 20} by validation. As recommended by Joulin
et al. (2018), we turn off the spectral constraint. We
use ten nearest neighbors when computing CSLS.

5.3 Translation Accuracy

For each method, we compare three normalization
strategies: (1) no normalization, (2) dimension-
wise mean centering followed by length normaliza-
tion (Artetxe et al., 2016), and (3) five rounds of
Iterative Normalization. Table 1 shows word trans-
lation accuracies on seven selected target languages.
Results on other languages are in Appendix B.

As our theory predicts, Iterative Normaliza-
tion increases translation accuracy for Procrustes
analysis (with and without refinement) across lan-
guages. While centering and length-normalization
also helps, the improvement is smaller, confirm-
ing that one round of normalization is insufficient.
The largest margin is on English-Japanese, where
Iterative Normalization increases test accuracy by
more than 40%. Figure 1 shows an example of how
Iterative Normalization makes the substructure of
an English-Japanese translation pair more similar.

Surprisingly, normalization is even more impor-
tant for RCSLS, a CLWE method without orthogonal
constraint. RCSLS combined with Iterative Normal-
ization has state-of-the-art accuracy, but RCSLS is
much worse than Procrustes analysis on unnormal-
ized embeddings, suggesting that length-invariance
and center-invariance are also helpful for learning
linear non-orthogonal mappings.

Dataset Before After

WS-353 73.9 73.7
MC 81.2 83.9
RG 79.7 80.0
YP-130 53.3 57.6

Table 2: Correlations before and after applying It-
erative Normalization on four English word similar-
ity benchmarks: WS-353 (Finkelstein et al., 2002),
MC (Miller and Charles, 1991), RG (Rubenstein and
Goodenough, 1965), and YP-130 (Yang and Powers,
2006). The scores are similar, which shows that Iter-
ative Normalization retains useful structures from the
original embeddings.

5.4 Monolingual Word Similarity
Many trivial solutions satisfy both length-
invariance and center-invariance; e.g., we can map
half of words to e and the rest to−e, where e is any
unit-length vector. A meaningful transformation
should also preserve useful structure in the original
embeddings. We confirm Iterative Normalization
does not hurt scores on English word similarity
benchmarks (Table 2), showing that Iterative Nor-
malization produces meaningful representations.

6 Conclusion

We identify two conditions that make cross-lingual
orthogonal mapping easier: length-invariance and
center-invariance, and provide a simple algorithm
that transforms monolingual embeddings to satisfy
both conditions. Our method improves word trans-
lation accuracy of different mapping-based CLWE

algorithms across languages. In the future, we will
investigate whether our method helps other down-
stream tasks.
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A Proof for Theorem 1

Our convergence analysis is based on a recent result
on alternating non-convex projections. Theorem 1
in the work of Zhu and Li (2018) states that the
convergence of alternating projection holds even if
the constraint sets are non-convex, as long as the
two constraint sets satisfy the following assump-
tion:

Assumption 1. Let X and Y be any two closed
semi-algebraic sets, and let {(xk,yk)} be the se-
quence of iterates generated by the alternating pro-
jection method (e.g., Iterative Normalization). As-
sume the sequence {(xk,yk)} is bounded and the
sets X and Y obey the following properties:

(i) three-point property of Y: there exists a non-
negative function δα : Y×Y→ R with α > 0
such that for any k ≥ 1, we have

δα
(
yk,yk−1

)
≥ α‖yk − yk−1‖2

and

δα
(
yk−1,yk

)
+‖xk−yk‖22 ≤ ‖xk−yk−1‖22,

(ii) local contraction property of X: there exist
ε > 0 and β > 0 such that when ‖yk −
yk−1‖2 ≤ ε, we have

‖xk+1 − xk‖2 = ‖PX(yk)− PX(yk−1)‖2
≤ β‖yk − yk−1‖2

where PX is the projection onto X.

Zhu and Li (2018) only consider sets of vectors,
but our constraint are sets of matrices. For ease
of exposition, we treat every embedding matrix
X ∈ Rd×n as a vector by concatenating the column
vectors: X = [x1,x2, · · · ,xn]. The l2-norm of
the concatenated vector ‖X‖2 is equivalent to the
Frobenius norm of the original matrix ‖X‖F .

The two operations in Iterative Normaliza-
tion, Equation (5) and (6), are projections
onto two constraint sets, unit-length set Y ={
X ∈ Rd×n : ∀i, ‖xi‖2 = 1

}
and zero-mean set

X =
{
X ∈ Rd×n :

∑n
i=1 xi = 0

}
. To prove con-

vergence of Iterative Normalization, we show that
Y satisfies the three-point property, and X satisfies
the local contraction property.

Three-point property of Y. For any Y′ ∈ Y
and X ∈ Rn×d, let Y be the projection of X
onto the constraint set Y with Equation (5). The
columns of Y and Y′ have the same length, so we
have

‖X−Y′‖22 − ‖X−Y‖22

=
n∑

i=1

‖xi − y′i‖2 − ‖xi − yi‖22

=
n∑

i=1

2x>i yi − 2x>i y′i. (7)

Since Y is the projection of X onto the unit-length
set with Equation (5); i.e., yi = xi/‖xi‖2, we can
rewrite Equation (7).

‖X−Y′‖22 − ‖X−Y‖22

=
n∑

i=1

‖xi‖2(2y>i yi − 2y>i y′i). (8)

All columns of Y and Y′ are unit-length. There-
fore, we can further rewrite Equation (8).

‖X−Y′‖22 − ‖X−Y‖22

=

n∑

i=1

‖xi‖2(2− 2y>i y′i)

=

n∑

i=1

‖xi‖2‖yi − y′i‖22.

Let l = mini {‖xi‖2} be the minimum length of
the columns in X. We have the following inequal-
ity:

‖X−Y′‖22 − ‖X−Y‖22

≥
n∑

i=1

l‖yi − y′i‖22

= l||Y −Y′‖22.

From our non-zero assumption, the minimum col-
umn length l is always positive. Let lk be the mini-
mum column length of the embedding matrix X(k)

after the k-th iteration. It follows that Y satisfies
the three-point property with α = mink {lk} and
δα(Y,Y′) = α‖Y −Y′‖22.

Local contraction property of X. The zero-
mean constraint set X is convex and closed: if two
matrices X and Y both have zero-mean, their linear
interpolation λX + (1− λ)Y must also have zero-
mean for any 0 < λ < 1. Projections onto convex
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sets in a Hilbert space are contractive (Browder,
1967), and therefore X satisfies the local contrac-
tion property with any positive ε and β = 1.

In summary, the two constraint sets that Iterative
Normalization projects onto satisfy Assumption 1.
Therefore, Iterative Normalization converges fol-
lowing the analysis of Zhu and Li (2018).

B Results on All Languages

Table 3 shows word translation accuracies on all
target languages. Iterative Normalization improves
accuracy on all languages.
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Procrustes Procrustes + refine RCSLS

Target None C+L IN None C+L IN None C+L IN

AF 26.3 28.3 29.7 27.7 28.7 30.4 9.3 28.6 29.3
AR 36.5 37.1 37.9 36.5 37.1 37.9 18.4 40.5 41.5
BS 22.3 23.5 24.4 23.3 23.9 26.6 5.4 25.5 26.6
CA 65.9 67.6 68.9 66.5 67.6 68.9 43.0 68.9 69.5
CS 54.0 54.7 55.3 54.0 54.7 55.7 29.9 57.8 58.2
DA 54.0 54.9 58.4 56.8 59.3 60.9 19.2 58.3 60.5
DE 73.5 74.6 75.5 74.3 75.2 76.0 43.6 77.5 78.1
EL 44.0 44.9 47.5 44.6 45.9 47.9 14.0 47.1 48.5
ES 81.4 81.3 81.5 81.9 82.1 82.5 50.5 83.6 83.9
ET 31.9 34.5 36.1 31.9 35.3 36.4 8.1 37.3 39.4
FA 33.1 33.7 37.3 33.1 34.1 37.3 5.9 37.5 38.3
FI 47.6 48.5 50.9 47.6 50.1 51.1 20.9 52.3 53.3
FR 81.1 81.3 81.7 82.1 82.7 82.4 53.1 83.9 83.9
HE 40.2 43.1 43.7 40.2 43.1 43.7 13.1 49.7 50.1
HI 33.3 34.0 36.7 33.6 34.9 37.7 5.0 36.2 38.0
HR 37.0 37.8 40.2 37.6 37.8 40.2 14.5 41.1 42.6
HU 51.8 54.1 55.5 53.3 54.1 56.1 11.7 57.3 58.2
ID 65.6 65.7 67.9 67.7 68.4 70.3 24.8 68.9 70.0
IT 76.2 76.6 76.6 77.5 78.1 78.1 48.4 78.8 79.1
JA 1.7 13.1 44.3 1.7 13.1 44.3 14.6 16.1 56.3
KO 31.5 32.1 33.9 31.5 32.1 33.9 6.4 37.5 37.5
LT 22.5 22.8 23.2 22.5 22.8 23.3 7.6 23.3 23.5
LV 23.6 24.9 26.1 23.6 24.9 26.1 10.1 28.3 28.7
MS 44.0 45.4 48.9 46.5 48.3 51.1 19.9 49.1 50.2
NL 72.8 73.7 74.1 73.8 75.1 75.8 46.7 75.6 75.8
PL 58.2 60.2 60.1 58.5 60.2 60.4 39.4 62.4 62.5
PT 79.5 79.7 79.9 79.9 81.0 81.2 63.1 81.1 81.7
RO 58.1 60.5 61.8 59.9 60.5 62.5 27.1 61.9 63.3
RU 51.7 52.1 52.1 51.7 52.1 52.1 26.6 57.1 57.9
SK 38.0 39.3 40.4 38.0 39.3 41.7 13.3 41.5 42.3
SL 32.5 34.3 36.7 32.5 34.4 36.7 12.3 36.0 37.9
SQ 23.5 25.1 27.3 23.5 25.1 27.3 4.4 26.5 27.3
SV 58.7 59.6 60.7 60.9 61.2 62.6 35.6 63.8 63.9
TA 15.1 15.5 16.8 15.1 15.5 17.7 6.7 16.3 17.1
TH 22.5 23.3 22.9 22.5 23.3 22.9 9.4 23.7 23.9
TR 44.9 46.5 48.7 46.3 48.7 51.7 18.3 50.7 52.4
UK 34.8 35.9 36.3 35.5 35.9 36.5 18.8 40.7 40.8
VI 41.3 42.1 43.7 42.1 42.7 44.2 14.2 43.3 43.9
ZH 32.5 42.3 44.2 32.5 42.3 44.2 17.1 45.1 48.6

Average 44.7 46.3 48.4 45.3 47.0 49.1 21.8 49.0 50.9

Table 3: Word translation accuracy aligning English embeddings to thirty-nine languages. We combine three
normalizations—no normalization (None), mean centering and length normalization (C+L), and Iterative Normal-
ization (IN) for five rounds—with three CLWEs: Procrustes, Procrustes with refinement (Conneau et al., 2018), and
RCSLS (Joulin et al., 2018). Procrustes with C+L is equivalent to Artetxe et al. (2016). The best result for each
CLWE in each column in bold. Iterative Normalization has the best accuracy of the three normalization techniques.
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Abstract

The task of unsupervised bilingual lexicon in-
duction (UBLI) aims to induce word transla-
tions from monolingual corpora in two lan-
guages. Previous work has shown that mor-
phological variation is an intractable challenge
for the UBLI task, where the induced transla-
tion in failure case is usually morphologically
related to the correct translation. To tackle this
challenge, we propose a morphology-aware
alignment model for the UBLI task. The pro-
posed model aims to alleviate the adverse ef-
fect of morphological variation by introduc-
ing grammatical information learned by the
pre-trained denoising language model. Results
show that our approach can substantially out-
perform several state-of-the-art unsupervised
systems, and even achieves competitive per-
formance compared to supervised methods.

1 Introduction

The task of unsupervised bilingual lexicon induc-
tion aims at identifying translational equivalents
across two languages (Kementchedjhieva et al.,
2018). It can be applied in plenty of real-scenarios,
such as machine translation (Artetxe et al., 2018b),
transfer learning (Zhou et al., 2016), and so on.

Based on the observation that embedding spaces
of different languages exhibit similar structures, a
prominent approach is to align monolingual em-
bedding spaces of two languages with a simple lin-
ear mapping (Zhang et al., 2017a; Lample et al.,
2018). However, previous work (Artetxe et al.,
2018a; Søgaard et al., 2018) has shown that mor-
phological variation is an intractable challenge for
the UBLI task. The induced translations in failure
cases are usually morphologically related words.
Due to similar semantics, these words can easily
confuse the system to make the incorrect align-
ment. Table 1 presents three randomly selected
failure examples of MUSE (Lample et al., 2018)

Source word Top-3 of retrieved nearest neighbors

mangez eats eat buttered
suspendit suspending suspend suspended
diffusant broadcasts broadcast broadcasting

Table 1: Three randomly selected failure examples of
MUSE on FR-EN language pair. Red words are correct
translations, which are all not the nearest translations.

on the FR-EN language pair, showing that all
failures can be attributed to morphological vari-
ation. For instance, for the French source word
“mangez”, MUSE translates it to morphologically
related word “eats”, instead of the correct English
translation “eat”.

However, we find that additional grammatical
information can help alleviate the adverse effect
of morphological variation. In detail, since lexi-
con induction (word alignment) can be regarded
as word-to-word translation, the fluency of the
translated sentence can reflect the quality of word
alignment. If the model can retrieve the correct
translation for each word in a source sentence,
the translated sentence is more likely to be flu-
ent and grammatically correct. Considering some
problems (e.g. word order) of the naive word-to-
word translation can also lead to poor fluency, we
pre-train a denoising auto-encoder (DAE) to clean
noise in the original translated sentence. Fig-
ure 1 visually shows an example. For the French
source word “mangez”, if the model translates it
to “eats” instead of the correct English translation
“eat”, the denoised translated sentence “you eats
meat” is grammatically unreasonable. Therefore,
by considering the fluency of the denoised trans-
lated sentence, these morphologically related er-
roneous translations can be reasonably punished.

Motivated by this, we propose a morphology-
aware alignment model to alleviate the adverse ef-
fect of morphological variation by introducing ad-
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Word-to-Word Translation

Denoising

vous mangez da la viande

you eat of the meat

you eat meat

Word-to-Word Translation

Denoising

vous mangez da la viande

you eats of the meat

you eats meat

Wrong TranslationCorrect Translation

Figure 1: Alleviate the adverse effect of morphological
variation via grammatical information.

ditional grammatical information. The proposed
model consists of a learnable linear transformation
W between two languages and a parameter-fixed
denoising evaluator E. W is responsible for per-
forming word-to-word translation on sentences in
the source monolingual corpus. E first applies a
DAE to clean noise in the original translated sen-
tence, and then evaluates the fluency of the de-
noised translated sentence via a language model
pre-trained on the target monolingual corpus to
guide the training of W. Due to the discrete oper-
ation of word-to-word translation, we employ RE-
INFORCE algorithm (Williams, 1992) to estimate
the corresponding gradient. With the grammatical
information contained in E, the adverse effect of
morphological differences can be alleviated.

Our main contributions are listed as follows:

• We propose a morphology-aware alignment
model for unsupervised bilingual lexicon in-
duction, which aims to alleviate the ad-
verse effect of morphological variation by
introducing grammatical information learned
from pre-trained language model.

• Extensive experimental results show that our
approach achieves better performance than
several state-of-the-art unsupervised systems,
and even achieves competitive performance
compared to supervised methods.

2 Proposed Model

We use X = {xi}n1
i=1 and Y = {yi}n2

i=1 to denote
the source and target monolingual embeddings, re-
spectively. The task aims to find a linear transfor-
mation W so that for any source word embedding
x, Wx lies close to the embedding y of its transla-
tion. Figure 2 presents the sketch of our proposed
morphology-aware alignment model, which con-
sists of a learnable linear transformation W and a
parameter-fixed denoising evaluator E.

Word-to-Word Translation

word-to-word
translation

Denoising Evaluator

denoising auto-encoder

language model

Figure 2: The sketch of the proposed model.

2.1 Word-to-Word Translation

The word-to-word translation is accomplished by
linear transformation W. Specifically, for each
word si in a source sentence s = (s1, · · · , sm), it
is translated by retrieving the nearest target word
ti based on cosine1 similarity.

ti = argmax
t

cos(Wxsi , yt) (1)

where xsi and yt represent the pre-trained mono-
lingual embedding of the source word si and target
word t, respectively.

2.2 Denoising Evaluator

The denoising evaluator E aims to utilize learned
grammar information to guild the training of W.
It contains two crucial components: a denoising
auto-encoder (DAE) and a language model. Both
components are pre-trained on the target monolin-
gual corpus and remain fixed during training.

Denoising Auto-Encoder
Considering some ingrained problems (e.g. word
order) of the naive word-to-word translation, the
original translation t can be regarded as a noisy
version of the ground-truth translation. Therefore,
we adopt a DAE (Vincent et al., 2008) to clean
noise in t = (t1, · · · , tm) so that E can provide
a more accurate supervisory signal. Here we im-
plement the DAE as an encoder-decoder frame-
work (Bahdanau et al., 2015). The input is the
noisy version N (c) and the output is the cleaned
sentence c, where c is a sentence sampled from
the target monolingual corpus. Following Kim
et al. (2018), we construct N (c) by designing
three noises: insertion, deletion, and reordering.
Readers can refer to Kim et al. (2018) for more
technical explanations.

1For simplicity, we employ the cosine similarity. Readers
can also adopt other retrieval methods (e.g. CSLS) to obtain
better performance.
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Language Model
For a source sentence s, if W is of high quality,
the denoised translated sentence should keep flu-
ent and grammatically correct. Otherwise, if W
retrieves a morphologically related but erroneous
word, the denoised translated sentence tends to
be grammatically incorrect, leading to poor flu-
ency. Therefore, a language model is used to eval-
uate the fluency of translation to guide the training
of W. We implement the language model as an
LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) struc-
ture with weight tying. Since this part is not the
focus of our work, readers can refer to Press and
Wolf (2017) for the details. With the grammatical
information learned by the pre-trained language
model, erroneous word alignment due to morpho-
logical variation is penalized. Therefore, W is en-
couraged to retrieve correct word translation with
appropriate morphology.

2.3 Training and Testing
We encourage W to perform correct word align-
ment so that the denoised translated sentences are
fluent and grammatically correct. Therefore, the
training objective is to minimize the negative ex-
pected reward, which is formulated as follows:

L(s) = −Et

[
R(zt)logp(t|s)

]
(2)

where zt is the output of denoising auto-encoder
with t as the input, R(zt) is the reward evaluating
the fluency of zt, and p(t|s) is the probability of
W outputs t by performing word-to-word transla-
tion on s. We introduce them in detail as follows.

For the i-th word si in the source sentence s, the
probability of W retrieving the target translation
ti can be characterized by the cosine similarity of
both embedding Wxsi and yti . Formally,

p(ti|si) =
exp

(
cos(Wxsi , yti)

)
∑

t exp
(
cos(Wxsi , yt)

) (3)

Therefore, p(t|s) can be defined as the product of
the probability corresponding to each position:

p(t|s) =

m∏

i=1

p(ti|si) (4)

The reward R(zt) aims at evaluating the fluency
of the denoised translated sentence zt to guide the
training of W, which is defined as follows:

R(zt) = exp
( 1

|zt|

|zt|∑

i=1

logq(zi|z<i)
)

(5)

where zi is the i-th word in zt = (z1, · · · , z|z|),
z<i refers to the sequence (z1, · · · , zi−1), and
q(zi|z<i) is the probability that the pre-trained
language model outputs the word zi conditioned
on z<i. If zt is fluent and grammatically cor-
rect, the corresponding reward R(zt) is relatively
large. Therefore, the reward R(zt) can be used as
feedback to guide the training of W. Since op-
eration of word-to-word translation is discrete, we
use REINFORCE algorithm (Williams, 1992) to
estimate the gradient of Eq. (2) as follows:

∇WL(s) ≈ −
(
R(zt) − b

)
∇Wlog

(
p(t|s)

)
(6)

where b is the baseline that is responsible for re-
ducing the variance of gradient estimate.

3 Experiments

3.1 Experiment Settings

We conduct experiments on the 300-dim fastText
embeddings trained on Wikipedia. All words are
lower-cased and only the frequent 200K words are
used. We utilize approach in Artetxe et al. (2018a)
to provide the initial linear transformation and lex-
icon constructed by Lample et al. (2018) is used
for evaluation. Here we report accuracy with near-
est neighbor retrieval based on cosine similarity.
The parameters of the DAE and language model
are provided in the Appendix. We set the batch
size to 64 and the optimizer is SGD. The learn-
ing rate is initialized to 10−5 and it is halved af-
ter every training epoch. The unsupervised crite-
rion proposed in Lample et al. (2018) is adopted
as both a stopping criterion and a model selection
criterion.

3.2 Experimental Results

Table 2 presents the results of different systems,
showing that our proposed model achieves the best
performance on all test language pairs under unsu-
pervised settings. In addition, our approach is able
to achieve completely comparable or even better
performance than supervised systems. This illus-
trates that the quality of word alignment can be im-
proved by introducing grammar information from
the pre-trained denoising language model. Our de-
noising evaluator encourages the model to retrieve
the correct translation with appropriate morpho-
logical by assessing the fluency of sentences ob-
tained by word-to-word translation. This allevi-
ates the adverse effect of morphological variation.
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Methods DE-EN EN-DE ES-EN EN-ES FR-EN EN-FR IT-EN EN-IT

Supervised:
Mikolov et al. (2013a) 61.93 73.07 74.00 80.73 71.33 82.20 68.93 77.60
Xing et al. (2015) 67.73 69.53 77.20 78.60 76.33 78.67 72.00 73.33
Shigeto et al. (2015) 71.07 63.73 81.07 74.53 79.93 73.13 76.47 68.13
Artetxe et al. (2016) 69.13 72.13 78.27 80.07 77.73 79.20 73.60 74.47
Artetxe et al. (2017) 68.07 69.20 75.60 78.20 74.47 77.67 70.53 71.67

Unsupervised:
Zhang et al. (2017a) 40.13 41.27 58.80 60.93 - 57.60 43.60 44.53
Zhang et al. (2017b) - 55.20 70.87 71.40 - - 64.87 65.27
Lample et al. (2018) 69.73 71.33 79.07 78.80 77.87 78.13 74.47 75.33
Xu et al. (2018) 67.00 69.33 77.80 79.53 75.47 77.93 72.60 73.47
Artetxe et al. (2018a) 72.27 73.60 81.60 80.67 80.20 80.40 76.33 77.13
Ours 73.13 74.47 82.13 81.87 81.53 81.27 77.60 78.33

Table 2: The accuracy of different methods in various language pairs. Bold indicates the best supervised and
unsupervised results, respectively. “-” means that the model fails to converge and hence the result is omitted.

Models EN-ES EN-FR EN-DE EN-IT

Full model 81.87 81.27 74.47 78.33

w/o Evaluator 80.67 80.40 73.60 77.13
w/o DAE 81.33 80.93 74.20 77.73

Table 3: Results of ablation study.

3.3 Ablation Study

Here we perform an ablation study to under-
stand the importance of different components. Ta-
ble 3 presents the performance of different ab-
lated versions, showing that our denoising evalua-
tor can bring stable improvements in performance.
This illustrates that introducing grammatical infor-
mation learned by the pre-trained denoising lan-
guage model is of great help to perform accu-
rate word alignment. By imposing the penalty
to the retrieved morphologically related but erro-
neous translations, this additional grammatical in-
formation can alleviate the adverse effects of mor-
phological variation. In addition, we can find that
the DAE plays an active role in improving results.
By cleaning the noise in the original translated
sentence, the DAE makes the reward provided by
evaluator more accurate, leading to the improve-
ments in model performance.

3.4 The Validity of Cleaning Noise

By cleaning the noise in the original word-to-word
translation, the denoising auto-encoder (DAE) can
benefit the evaluator E to feedback more accurate
evaluation signals. Here Table 4 presents several
examples output by the DAE on the FR-EN lan-
guage pair. The results show that there exist some
obvious grammatical errors in the naive word-to-
word translation. For instance, the word “to” is

Input: Être adulte, c’est être seul.
Noisy translation: Be adult, it’s be alone.
Cleaned translation: To be an adult is to be alone.
Ground truth: To be an adult is to be alone.

Input: L’histoire se répète.
Noisy translation: History itself repeats.
Cleaned translation: History repeats itself.
Ground truth: History repeats itself.

Table 4: Several examples output by the denoising
auto-encoder on the FR-EN language pair.

missing in the first example and the words in the
second example are not organized in a grammat-
ical order. However, our pre-trained DAE is able
to correct these errors by inserting or deleting ap-
propriate words or adjusting the word order. This
intuitively demonstrates the effectiveness of our
DAE in cleaning noise contained in the original
translated sentence.

3.5 Case Study

Table 5 lists several word translation examples on
the FR-EN language pair. The results show that
the baselines retrieve morphologically related but
erroneous translations, while our approach is able
to perform the correct word alignment. Our ap-
proach can constrain the retrieved translation to
have the correct morphology by introducing gram-
matical information, leading to improved perfor-
mance. Figure 3 presents the visualization of joint
semantic space of FR-EN language pair using t-
SNE (Maaten and Hinton, 2008), showing that
word pairs that can be translated mutually are rep-
resented by almost the same point. This intuitively
reveals that our approach can capture the common
linguistic regularities of different languages.
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Source word MUSE Vecmap Ours

suspendit suspending suspend suspended
diffusant broadcasts broadcast broadcasting
atteint reaching reach reached

Table 5: Translations of various systems on the FR-EN
language pair. Red words are correct translations.

4 Related Work

This paper is mainly related to the following two
lines of work.

Supervised cross-lingual embedding. Inspired
by the isometric observation between monolin-
gual word embeddings of two different lan-
guages, Mikolov et al. (2013b) propose to learn
cross-lingual word mapping by minimizing mean
squared error. Latter, Dinu and Baroni (2015) in-
vestigate the hubness problem and Faruqui and
Dyer (2014) incorporates the semantics of a word
in multiple languages into its embedding. Fur-
thermore, Xing et al. (2015) propose to impose
the orthogonal constraint to the linear mapping
and Artetxe et al. (2016) present a series of tech-
niques, including length normalization and mean
centering, to improve bilingual results. There
also exist some other representative researches.
For instance, Smith et al. (2017) present inverse-
softmax which normalizes the softmax probabil-
ity over source words rather than target words and
Artetxe et al. (2017) present a self-learning frame-
work to perform iterative refinement, which is also
adopted in some unsupervised settings and plays a
crucial role in improving performance.

Unsupervised cross-lingual embedding. The
endeavors to explore unsupervised cross-lingual
embedding are mainly divided into two categories.
One line focuses on designing heuristics or utiliz-
ing the structural similarity of monolingual em-
beddings. For instance, Hoshen and Wolf (2018)
present a non-adversarial method based on the
principal component analysis. Both Aldarmaki
et al. (2018) and Artetxe et al. (2018a) take ad-
vantage of geometric properties across languages
to perform word retrieval to learn the initial word
mapping. Cao and Zhao (2018) formulate this
problem as point set registration to adopt a point
set registration method. However, these methods
usually require plenty of random restarts or addi-
tional skills to achieve satisfactory performance.
Another line strives to learn unsupervised word

Figure 3: Visualization of two monolingual embedding
spaces (left) and aligned embedding space (right).

mapping by direct distribution-matching. For ex-
ample, Lample et al. (2018) and Zhang et al.
(2017a) completely eliminate the need for any su-
pervision signal by aligning the distribution of
transferred embedding and target embedding with
GAN. Furthermore, Zhang et al. (2017b) and Xu
et al. (2018) adopt the Earth Mover’s distance
and Sinkhorn distance as the optimized distance
metrics, respectively. There are also some at-
tempts on distant language pairs. For instance,
Kementchedjhieva et al. (2018) generalize Pro-
crustes analysis by projecting the two languages
into a latent space and Nakashole (2018) propose
to learn neighborhood sensitive mapping by train-
ing non-linear functions. As for the hubness prob-
lem, Ruder et al. (2018) propose a latent-variable
model learned with Viterbi EM algorithm. Re-
cently, Alaux et al. (2018) work on the problem of
aligning more than two languages simultaneously
by a formulation ensuring composable mappings.

5 Conclusion

In this work, we present a morphology-aware
alignment model for unsupervised bilingual lexi-
con induction. The proposed model is able to alle-
viate the adverse effect of morphological variation
by introducing grammatical information learned
from pre-trained denoising language model. The
results show that our approach can achieve better
performance than several state-of-the-art unsuper-
vised systems, and even achieves competitive per-
formance compared to supervised methods.
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Abstract

Machine translation is highly sensitive to the
size and quality of the training data, which
has led to an increasing interest in collect-
ing and filtering large parallel corpora. In
this paper, we propose a new method for this
task based on multilingual sentence embed-
dings. In contrast to previous approaches,
which rely on nearest neighbor retrieval with
a hard threshold over cosine similarity, our
proposed method accounts for the scale in-
consistencies of this measure, considering the
margin between a given sentence pair and its
closest candidates instead. Our experiments
show large improvements over existing meth-
ods. We outperform the best published results
on the BUCC mining task and the UN recon-
struction task by more than 10 F1 and 30 preci-
sion points, respectively. Filtering the English-
German ParaCrawl corpus with our approach,
we obtain 31.2 BLEU points on newstest2014,
an improvement of more than one point over
the best official filtered version.

1 Introduction

While Neural Machine Translation (NTM) has
obtained breakthrough improvements in standard
benchmarks, it is known to be particularly sen-
sitive to the size and quality of the training
data (Koehn and Knowles, 2017; Khayrallah and
Koehn, 2018). In this context, effective ap-
proaches to mine and filter parallel corpora are
crucial to apply NMT in practical settings.

Traditional parallel corpus mining has relied
on heavily engineered systems. Early approaches
were mostly based on metadata information from
web crawls (Resnik, 1999; Shi et al., 2006). More
recent methods focus on the textual content in-
stead. For instance, Zipporah learns a classifier

∗This work was performed during an internship at Face-
book AI Research.

over bag-of-word features to distinguish between
ground truth translations and synthetic noisy ones
(Xu and Koehn, 2017). STACC uses seed lexical
translations induced from IBM alignments, which
are combined with set expansion operations to
score translation candidates through the Jaccard
similarity coefficient (Etchegoyhen and Azpeitia,
2016; Azpeitia et al., 2017, 2018). Many of these
approaches rely on cross-lingual document re-
trieval (Utiyama and Isahara, 2003; Munteanu and
Marcu, 2005, 2006; Abdul-Rauf and Schwenk,
2009) or machine translation (Abdul-Rauf and
Schwenk, 2009; Bouamor and Sajjad, 2018).

More recently, a new research line has shown
promising results using multilingual sentence em-
beddings alone1 (Schwenk, 2018; Guo et al.,
2018). These methods use an NMT inspired
encoder-decoder to train sentence embeddings on
existing parallel data, which are then directly ap-
plied to retrieve and filter new parallel sentences
using nearest neighbor retrieval over cosine simi-
larity with a hard threshold (España-Bonet et al.,
2017; Hassan et al., 2018; Schwenk, 2018).

In this paper, we argue that this retrieval method
suffers from the scale of cosine similarity not be-
ing globally consistent. As illustrated by the ex-
ample in Table 1, some sentences without any cor-
rect translation have overall high cosine scores,
making them rank higher than other sentences
with a correct translation. This issue was also
pointed out by Guo et al. (2018), who learn an
encoder to score known translation pairs above
synthetic negative examples and train a separate
model to dynamically scale and shift the dot prod-
uct on held out supervised data. In contrast, our

1Multilingual entence embeddings have also been used as
part of a larger system, either to obtain an initial alignment
that is then further filtered (Bouamor and Sajjad, 2018) or
as an intermediate representation of an end-to-end classifier
(Grégoire and Langlais, 2017).
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(A) Les produits agricoles sont constitués de thé, de riz, de sucre, de tabac, de camphre, de fruits et de soie.

0.818 Main crops include wheat, sugar beets, potatoes, cotton, tobacco, vegetables, and fruit.
0.817 The fertile soil supports wheat, corn, barley, tobacco, sugar beet, and soybeans.
0.814 Main agricultural products include grains, cotton, oil, pigs, poultry, fruits, vegetables, and edible fungus.
0.808 The important crops grown are cotton, jowar, groundnut, rice, sunflower and cereals.

(B) Mais dans le contexte actuel, nous pourrons les ignorer sans risque.

0.737 But, in view of the current situation, we can safely ignore these.
0.499 But without the living language, it risks becoming an empty shell.
0.498 While the risk to those working in ceramics is now much reduced, it can still not be ignored.
0.488 But now they have discovered they are not free to speak their minds.

Table 1: Motivating example of the proposed method. We show the nearest neighbors of two French sentences on
the BUCC training set along with their cosine similarities. Only the nearest neighbor of B is a correct translation,
yet that of A has a higher cosine similarity. We argue that this is caused by the cosine similarity of different
sentences being in different scales, making it a poor indicator of the confidence of the prediction. Our method
tackles this issue by considering the margin between a given candidate and the rest of the k nearest neighbors.

proposed method tackles this issue by considering
the margin between the cosine of a given sentence
pair and that of its respective k nearest neighbors.

2 Multilingual sentence embeddings

Figure 1 shows our encoder-decoder architecture
to learn multilingual sentence embeddings, which
is based on Schwenk (2018). The encoder consists
of a bidirectional LSTM, and our sentence em-
beddings are obtained by applying a max-pooling
operation over its output. These embeddings are
fed into an LSTM decoder in two ways: 1) they
are used to initialize its hidden and cell state after
a linear transformation, and 2) they are concate-
nated to the input embeddings at every time step.
We use a shared encoder and decoder for all lan-
guages with a joint 40k BPE vocabulary learned
on the concatenation of all training corpora.2 The
encoder is fully language agnostic, without any
explicit signal of the input or output language,
whereas the decoder receives an output language
ID embedding at every time step. Training min-
imizes the cross-entropy loss on parallel corpora,
alternating over all combinations of the languages
involved. We train on 4 GPUs with a total batch
size of 48,000 tokens, using Adam with a learning
rate of 0.001 and dropout set to 0.1. We use a sin-
gle layer for both the encoder and the decoder with
a hidden size of 512 and 2048, respectively, yield-
ing 1024 dimensional sentence embeddings. The
input embeddings size is set to 512, while the lan-

2Prior to BPE segmentation, we tokenize and lowercase
the input text using standard Moses tools. As the only ex-
ception, we use Jieba (https://github.com/fxsjy/
jieba) for Chinese word segmentation.

guage ID embeddings have 32 dimensions. After
training, the decoder is discarded, and the encoder
is used to map a sentence to a fixed-length vector.

3 Scoring and filtering parallel sentences

The multilingual encoder can be used to mine par-
allel sentences by taking the nearest neighbor of
each source sentence in the target side according to
cosine similarity, and filtering those below a fixed
threshold. While this approach has been reported
to be competitive (Schwenk, 2018), we argue that
it suffers from the scale of cosine similarity not be-
ing globally consistent across different sentences.3

For instance, Table 1 shows an example where an
incorrectly aligned sentence pair has a larger co-
sine similarity than a correctly aligned one, thus
making it impossible to filter it through a fixed
threshold. In that case, all four nearest neighbors
have equally high values. In contrast, for example
B, there is a big gap between the nearest neigh-
bor and its other candidates. As such, we argue
that the margin between the similarity of a given
candidate and that of its k nearest neighbors is a
better indicator of the strength of the alignment.4

We next describe our scoring method inspired by
this idea in Section 3.1, and discuss our candidate
generation and filtering strategy in Section 3.2.

3Note that, even if cosine similarity is normalized in the
(-1, 1) range, it is still susceptible to concentrate around dif-
ferent values.

4As a downside, this approach will penalize sentences
with many paraphrases in the corpus. While possible, we ar-
gue that such cases rarely happen in practice and, even when
they do, filtering them is unlikely to cause any major harm.
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Figure 1: Architecture of our system to learn multilingual sentence embeddings.

3.1 Margin-based scoring
We consider the margin between the cosine of a
given candidate and the average cosine of its k
nearest neighbors in both directions as follows:

score(x, y) = margin(cos(x, y),
∑

z∈NNk(x)

cos(x, z)

2k
+

∑

z∈NNk(y)

cos(y, z)

2k
)

where NNk(x) denotes the k nearest neighbors of
x in the other language excluding duplicates,5 and
analogously for NNk(y). We explore the follow-
ing variants of this general definition:

• Absolute (margin(a, b) = a): Ignoring the
average. This is equivalent to cosine similar-
ity and thus our baseline.

• Distance (margin(a, b) = a − b): Subtract-
ing the average cosine similarity from that of
the given candidate. This is proportional to
the CSLS score (Conneau et al., 2018), which
was originally motivated to mitigate the hub-
ness problem on Bilingual Lexicon Induction
(BLI) over cross-lingual word embeddings.6

• Ratio (margin(a, b) = a
b ): The ratio be-

tween the candidate and the average cosine
of its nearest neighbors in both directions.

3.2 Candidate generation and filtering
When mining parallel sentences, we explore the
following strategies to generate candidates:

5Unless otherwise indicated, we use k = 4.
6While our work is motivated by thresholding, which is

not used in BLI, this connection points out a related prob-
lem that our approach also addresses: even when the source
sentence is fixed, the potentially different scales of its tar-
get candidates might also affect their relative ranking, which
ultimately causes the hubness problem. Thanks to its bidirec-
tional nature, our proposed scoring method penalizes target
sentences with overall high cosine similarities, so it can learn
better alignments that account for this factor.

• Forward: Each source sentence is aligned
with exactly one best scoring target sen-
tence.7 Some target sentences may be aligned
with multiple source sentences or with none.

• Backward: Equivalent to the forward strat-
egy, but going in the opposite direction.

• Intersection of forward and backward candi-
dates, which discards sentences with incon-
sistent alignments.

• Max. score: Combination of forward and
backward candidates that, instead of dis-
carding all inconsistent alignments, it selects
those with the highest score.

These candidates are then sorted according to
their margin scores, and a threshold is applied.
This can be either optimized on the development
data, or adjusted to obtain the desired corpus size.

4 Experiments and results

We next present our results on the BUCC min-
ing task, UN corpus reconstruction, and ma-
chine translation over filtered ParaCrawl. All ex-
periments use an English/French/Spanish/German
multilingual encoder trained on Europarl v7
(Koehn, 2005) for 10 epochs. To cover all
languages in BUCC, we use a separate En-
glish/French/Russian/Chinese model trained on
the UN corpus (Ziemski et al., 2016) for 4 epochs.

4.1 BUCC mining task
The shared task of the workshop on Building and
Using Comparable Corpora (BUCC) is a well-
established evaluation framework for bitext min-
ing (Zweigenbaum et al., 2017, 2018). The task is

7For efficiency, only the k nearest neighbors over cosine
similarity are considered, where the neighborhood size k is
the same as that used for the margin-based scoring.
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Func. Retrieval EN-DE EN-FR

P R F1 P R F1

Abs.
(cos)

Forward 78.9 75.1 77.0 82.1 74.2 77.9
Backward 79.0 73.1 75.9 77.2 72.2 74.7
Intersection 84.9 80.8 82.8 83.6 78.3 80.9
Max. score 83.1 77.2 80.1 80.9 77.5 79.2

Dist.

Forward 94.8 94.1 94.4 91.1 91.8 91.4
Backward 94.8 94.1 94.4 91.5 91.4 91.4
Intersection 94.9 94.1 94.5 91.2 91.8 91.5
Max. score 94.9 94.1 94.5 91.2 91.8 91.5

Ratio

Forward 95.2 94.4 94.8 92.4 91.3 91.8
Backward 95.2 94.4 94.8 92.3 91.3 91.8
Intersection 95.3 94.4 94.8 92.4 91.3 91.9
Max. score 95.3 94.4 94.8 92.4 91.3 91.9

Table 2: BUCC results (precision, recall and F1) on the
training set, used to optimize the filtering threshold.

to mine for parallel sentences between English and
four foreign languages: German, French, Russian
and Chinese. There are 150K to 1.2M sentences
for each language, split into a sample, training and
test set. About 2–3% of the sentences are parallel.

Table 2 reports precision, recall and F1 scores
on the training set.8 Our results show that multilin-
gual sentence embeddings already achieve com-
petitive performance using standard forward re-
trieval over cosine similarity, which is in line
with Schwenk (2018). Both of our bidirectional
retrieval strategies achieve substantial improve-
ments over this baseline while still relying on co-
sine similarity, with intersection giving the best re-
sults. Moreover, our proposed margin-based scor-
ing brings large improvements when using either
the distance or the ratio functions, outperform-
ing cosine similarity by more than 10 points in
all cases. The best results are achieved by ratio,
which outperforms distance by 0.3-0.5 points. In-
terestingly, the retrieval strategy has a very small
effect in both cases, suggesting that the proposed
scoring is more robust than cosine.

Table 3 reports the results on the test set for
both the Europarl and the UN model in compar-
ison to previous work.9 Our proposed system out-
performs all previous methods by a large margin,

8Note that the gold standard information was exclusively
used to optimize the filtering threshold for each configuration,
making results comparable across different variants.

9We use the ratio margin function with maximum score
retrieval for our method. The filtering threshold was opti-
mized to maximize the F1 score on the training set for each
language pair and model. The gold-alignments of the test set
are not publicly available – these scores on the test set are cal-
culated by the organizers of the BUCC workshop. We have
done one single submission.

en-de en-fr en-ru en-zh

Azpeitia et al. (2017) 83.7 79.5 - -
Azpeitia et al. (2018) 85.5 81.5 81.3 77.5
Bouamor and Sajjad (2018) - 76.0 - -
Schwenk (2018) 76.9 75.8 73.8 71.6

Proposed method (Europarl) 95.6 92.9 - -
Proposed method (UN) - - 92.0 92.6

Table 3: BUCC results (F1) on the test set. We use
the ratio function with maximum score retrieval and the
filtering threshold optimized on the training set.

en-fr en-es

Guo et al. (2018) 48.90 54.94

Proposed method 83.27 85.78

Table 4: Results on UN corpus reconstruction (P@1)

obtaining improvements of 10-15 F1 points and
showing very consistent performance across dif-
ferent languages, including distant ones.

4.2 UN corpus reconstruction
So as to compare our method to the similarly moti-
vated system of Guo et al. (2018), we mimic their
experiment on aligning the 11.3M sentences of the
UN corpus. This task does not require any filter-
ing, so we use forward retrieval with the ratio mar-
gin function. As shown in Table 4, our system
outperforms that of Guo et al. (2018) by a large
margin despite using only a fraction of the train-
ing data (2M sentences from Europarl in contrast
with over 400M sentences from Google’s internal
data).

4.3 Filtering ParaCrawl for NMT
Finally, we filter the English-German ParaCrawl
corpus and evaluate NMT models trained on them.
Our NMT models use fairseq’s implemen-
tation of the big transformer model (Vaswani
et al., 2017), using the same configuration as Ott
et al. (2018) and training for 100 epochs. Fol-
lowing common practice, we use newstest2013
and newstest2014 as our development and test
sets, respectively, and report both tokenized
and detokenized BLEU scores as computed by
multi-bleu.perl and sacreBLEU. We de-
code with a beam size of 5 using an ensemble
of the last 10 epochs. One single model is only
slightly worse.

Given the large size of ParaCrawl, we first pre-
process it to remove all duplicated sentence pairs,
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Figure 2: English-German Dev results (newstest2013)
using different thresholds to filter ParaCrawl.

#SENT BLEU

tok detok

BiCleaner v1.2 17.4M 30.05 29.37
Zipporah v1.2 40.5M 24.78 24.38

Proposed method 10.0M 31.19 30.53

Table 5: Results on English-German newstest2014 for
different filtered versions of the ParaCrawl corpus.

sentences for which the fastText language identifi-
cation model10 predicts a different language, those
with less than 3 or more than 80 tokens, or those
with either an overlap of at least 50% or a ra-
tio above 2 between the source and target tokens.
This reduces the corpus size from 4.59 billion to
64.4 million sentence pairs, mostly due to dedu-
plication. We then score each sentence pair with
the ratio function, processing the entire corpus in
batches of 5 million sentences, and take the top
scoring entries up to the desired size. Figure 2
shows the development BLEU scores of the result-
ing system for different thresholds, which peaks at
10 million sentences. As shown in Table 5, this
model clearly outperforms the two official filtered
versions of ParaCrawl in the test set.

Finally, Table 6 compares our results to previ-
ous works in the literature using different train-
ing data. In addition to our ParaCrawl system,
we include an additional one combining it with
all parallel data from WMT18 except Common-
Crawl. As it can be seen, our system outperforms
all previous systems but Edunov et al. (2018), who
use a large in-domain monolingual corpus through
back-translation, making both works complemen-
tary. Quite remarkably, our full system outper-
forms Ott et al. (2018) by nearly 2 points despite
using the same configuration and training data, so

10https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/
language-identification.html

DATA BLEU

tok detok

Wu et al. (2016) wmt 26.3 -
Gehring et al. (2017) wmt 26.4 -
Vaswani et al. (2017) wmt 28.4 -
Ahmed et al. (2017) wmt 28.9 -
Shaw et al. (2018) wmt 29.2 -
Ott et al. (2018) wmt 29.3 28.6
Ott et al. (2018) wmt+pc 29.8 29.3
Edunov et al. (2018) wmt+nc 35.0 33.8

Proposed method pc 31.2 30.5
wmt+pc 31.8 31.1

Table 6: Results on English-German newstest2014 in
comparison to previous work. wmt for WMT parallel
data (excluding ParaCrawl), pc for ParaCrawl, and nc
for monolingual News Crawl with back-translation.

our improvement can be attributed to a better fil-
tering of ParaCrawl.11

5 Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we propose a new method for paral-
lel corpus mining based on multilingual sentence
embeddings. We use a sequence-to-sequence ar-
chitecture to train a multilingual sentence encoder
on an initial parallel corpus, and a novel margin-
based scoring method that overcomes the scale in-
consistencies of cosine similarity.

Our experiments show large improvements over
previous methods. Our system obtains the best
published results on the BUCC mining task, out-
performing previous systems by more than 10 F1
points for all the four language pairs. In addi-
tion, our method obtains up to 85% precision at
reconstructing the 11.3M sentence pairs from the
UN corpus, improving over the similarly moti-
vated method of Guo et al. (2018) by more than 30
points. Finally, we show that our improvements
also carry over to downstream machine transla-
tion, as we obtain 31.2 BLEU points for English-
German newstest2014 training on our filtered ver-
sion of ParaCrawl, an improvement of more than
one point over the best performing official release.

The code of this work is freely available as part
of the LASER toolkit, together with an additional
single encoder which covers 93 languages.12

11To confirm this, we trained a separate model on WMT
data, obtaining 29.4 tokenized BLEU. This is on par with the
results reported by Ott et al. (2018) for the same data (29.3
tokenized BLEU). This shows that the difference cannot be
attributed to implementation details.

12https://github.com/facebookresearch/
LASER
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Abstract

Viable cross-lingual transfer critically depends
on the availability of parallel texts. Shortage
of such resources imposes a development and
evaluation bottleneck in multilingual process-
ing. We introduce JW300, a parallel corpus of
over 300 languages with around 100 thousand
parallel sentences per language pair on aver-
age. In this paper, we present the resource and
showcase its utility in experiments with cross-
lingual word embedding induction and multi-
source part-of-speech projection.

1 Introduction

In natural language processing (NLP) the rule of
thumb is that if we possess some parallel data for
a low-resource target language, then we can yield
feasible basic tools such as part-of-speech taggers
for that language. Without such distant supervi-
sion, this task and many others remain unattain-
able, leaving the majority of languages in the world
without basic language technology. Parallel data
features a prominent role in building multilingual
word representations (Ruder et al., 2017), annota-
tion projection for parts-of-speech and syntactic
dependencies (Das and Petrov, 2011; Tiedemann,
2014) and naturally machine translation.

The shortage of parallel data in turn creates a
bottleneck in cross-lingual processing: without par-
allel sentences, we cannot yield usable models, nor
can we robustly evaluate them, if even just approx-
imately (cf. Agić et al. 2017). This absence has
over the recent years materialized the proxy fallacy,
whereby intended low-resource methods are tested
by proxy, exclusively on resource-rich languages,
because of the absence of test data or the lack of
effort to produce it for approximate evaluation.

We seek to alleviate these issues by a significant
new addition to the limited pool of parallel texts
for low-resource languages.

Figure 1: Our dataset JW300 in comparison to other
massive parallel text collections with respect to multi-
lingual breadth and volume of parallel sentences. The
y-axis depicts the mean number of parallel sentences
per language pair.

Contributions. A massive collection of parallel
texts for over 300 diverse languages is our main
contribution to facilitate multilingual NLP. The
dataset is freely available for all non-commercial
use.1 We also show how simple techniques over
our data yield competitive results in building cross-
lingual word embeddings and annotation projection
for part-of-speech tagger induction.

2 Dataset

JW300 spans across 343 languages, and comprises
a total of 1,335,376 articles, with a bit over 109
million sentences, and 1.48 billion tokens.

Sources and structure. The data is a complete
crawl of all the publications from the website
jw.org. A vast majority of texts come from the
magazines Awake! and Watchtower. While the
texts do stem from a religious society, they cover
an immense range of topics. The multilingual ar-
ticles are mainly translations from a source in En-
glish. The dataset is organized by language and
by article. Articles carry unique identifiers which

1http://zeljkoagic.github.io/jw300/
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span across the languages: all translations of the
same article carry the same identifier number. This
way we denote “parallel articles” as the base of all
further processing.

Curation. All articles are converted from their
HTML source into plain text format, one sentence
per line, and tokenized. We also preserve the origi-
nal formatting. We apply Polyglot (Al-Rfou, 2015)
for sentence splitting and tokenization. For lan-
guages uncovered by Polyglot, we use its built-in
language identifier to select the closest fit. Roughly
40% of all articles were split using a “neighbor lan-
guage” tokenizer. Such broad strokes are necessary
when dealing with massively multilingual datasets
with low-resource languages where not even the
basic processing is available, cf. Agić et al. (2016)
who used only whitespace tokenization.

For all language pairs, and for all article pairs car-
rying the same identifier number, we perform sen-
tence alignment using the aligner Yasa (Lamraoui
and Langlais, 2013) with default settings. This way
we align more than 50 thousand language pairs with
over 90 thousand parallel sentences per language
pair on average (see Table 1).

The basic statistics of JW300 in Table 1 reveal a
small number of outliers with up to 2.5 million sen-
tences like English, French, and Italian which are
all rich in resources. However, the long tail of low-
resource languages typically still offers between
50-100 thousand sentences.

Comparison. With its balance between multilin-
gual breadth and monolingual depth, JW300 fills
an important gap in cross-lingual resources: it com-
prises a multitude of low-resource languages while
still offering ample sentences for each individual
language, and parallel sentences for language pairs.
To illustrate, for JW300 the breadth × depth ratio
is 1.2x larger than for OPUS (Tiedemann, 2012),
2x larger than for the full Bible, and even 3x that
of New Testament (see Figure 1).

JW300 still does come with its own caveats. The
crucial one is surely bias: For example, could we
indiscriminately use JW300 to train complex ma-
chine learning systems that further propagate the
attitude of jw.org towards gender differences?
From another viewpoint, however, should we rather
train part-of-speech taggers through multi-source
annotation projection from Watchtower articles on
one side, or OPUS Ubuntu menu localizations or
Bible psalms on the other side?

languages covered 343
language datasets 417

aligned pairs of languages 54,376

µ σ

articles 3,202.34 ± 5,946.68
sentences 261,573.37 ± 464,343.05

tokens 3,544,039.82 ± 7,472,321.78
alignments 92,111.61 ± 176,563.25

Table 1: Basic statistics for the JW300 corpus: counts
of articles, sentences, words, and alignments, as well
as an illustration of their distributions. Counts are re-
ported for languages with at least one non-empty align-
ment to another language. Some languages have multi-
ple datasets, e.g. different scripts, sign language.

Moreover, the ideological bias of JW300 is fairly
well-defined. In that sense, while bias may invali-
date the use of our corpus in some application areas,
we argue that a wide-coverage collection of parallel
data with known bias may in fact be valuable for
research on bias in NLP (Bolukbasi et al., 2016;
Caliskan et al., 2017; Dev and Phillips, 2019; Go-
nen and Goldberg, 2019), especially in multilingual
settings (Lauscher and Glavaš, 2019).2

JW300 excels in low-resource language cover-
age. For example, OPUS offers over 100 million
English-German parallel sentences, and JW300
only 2.1 million. However, in another example,
for Afrikaans-Croatian the counts are 300 thousand
in OPUS and 990 thousand in JW300, and more-
over, the OPUS data for this language pair contains
only Linux localizations.

Availability. Our dataset is freely available for
all non-commercial use. The exact terms of use are
provided by the copyright holder; see https://
www.jw.org/en/terms-of-use/. For all
practical purposes their custom terms of use are
very closely aligned with the more well-known CC-

2We acknowledge the anonymous area chair who con-
tributed this valuable argument as part of their meta-review.
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EN ET HR MR MT
EN – 0.280 0.254 0.0 0.001
ET 0.314 – 0.302 0.001 0.0
HR 0.269 0.334 – 0.002 0.0
MR 0.094 0.144 0.112 – 0.001
MT 0.131 0.206 0.164 0.141 –

Table 2: BLI results (MRR scores) on a small sub-
set of JW300 language pairs. The scores with the
best-performing unsupervised cross-lingual word em-
bedding model (Artetxe et al., 2018) are in gray cells
over the main diagonal; the scores with a simple super-
vised method (Smith et al., 2017) are below the main
diagonal. Better performance for each pair in bold.

BY-NC-SA license.3

3 Experiments

3.1 Cross-lingual word embedding induction

A recent trend in cross-lingual word embedding
induction are fully unsupervised projection-based
methods that learn on the basis of monolingual
data only (Conneau et al., 2018; Alvarez-Melis
and Jaakkola, 2018; Chen and Cardie, 2018, inter
alia). The main idea is to construct a seed bilingual
dictionary in an unsupervised fashion relying on
adversarial training (Conneau et al., 2018), mono-
lingual similarity distributions (Artetxe et al., 2018)
or PCA projection similarities (Hoshen and Wolf,
2018), and then learn (gradually refined) projec-
tions of two monolingual embedding spaces into
a shared cross-lingual space (by also iteratively
refining the seed dictionary).

Such models hold promise to support cross-
lingual representation learning for resource-poor
language pairs. However, besides their problems
with training divergence (Søgaard et al., 2018), a
recent empirical study (Glavaš et al., 2019) has
demonstrated that even most robust projection-
based unsupervised models cannot match the per-
formance of projection-based methods which re-
quire only 1K-5K seed translation pairs. The large-
scale JW300 corpus offers such supervision (i.e.,
seed translation pairs) for a large number of lan-
guage pairs. In other words, instead of resorting to
fully unsupervised models for the language pairs
included in JW300, we can use seed bilingual dic-
tionaries from the parallel data to learn the pro-
jections. Based on the findings from Glavaš et al.
(2019), we compare the most effective and the most
robust unsupervised method of Artetxe et al. (2018)

3https://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by-nc-sa/4.0/

to a simple supervised method (Smith et al., 2017)
in the bilingual lexicon induction task (BLI).4

For the demonstration purposes, we work with
all pairs from the following language set: English
(EN), Estonian (ET), Croatian (HR), Marathi (MR),
and Maltese (MT). Our seed bilingual dictionaries
are extracted from the JW300 corpora by taking
the most probable target translation for each source
word from IBM1-based word translation tables.
Following prior work, we use the 5K most frequent
translation pairs from training, while the next 2K
pairs are used for testing. We use 300-dim monolin-
gual fastText embeddings pretrained on Wikipedia
for all languages (Bojanowski et al., 2017),5 but the
same trends are observed with other monolingual
embeddings. The results in terms of Mean Recip-
rocal Rank (MRR) are summarized in Table 2. The
BLI results are straightforward to interpret: for all
experimental runs a simple supervised model with
its supervision extracted from the JW300 corpus
outperforms its unsupervised competition, further
confirming the findings of Glavaš et al. (2019). The
unsupervised model is even unable to converge for
most language pairs, yielding extremely low MRR
scores. The scores on another test set (Conneau
et al., 2018) for EN-ET and EN-HR also favour the
supervised model: 0.342 vs. 0.313 on EN-ET, and
0.289 vs. 0.261 on EN-HR. In sum, these prelimi-
nary experiments indicate the potential of JW300
in guiding cross-lingual representation learning.

3.2 Part-of-speech projection

Massively parallel data has proven most useful in
inducing basic NLP models such as part-of-speech
taggers. The formative work by Yarowsky et al.
(2001) has inspired many influential works in pro-
jecting sequential labels from multiple source lan-
guages (Das and Petrov, 2011; Täckström et al.,
2013), as well as projecting more complex anno-
tations such as syntactic and semantic dependen-
cies (Hwa et al., 2005; Padó and Lapata, 2009;
Agić et al., 2016). Here we implement an experi-
ment with projecting parts of speech from multiple
sources to multiple targets following the line of
work by Agić et al. (2015) and subsequently Plank
et al. (2018), to showcase our corpus.

4We expect even better performance with recently devel-
oped more sophisticated supervised methods such as RCSLS
proposed by Joulin et al. (2018), see Glavaš et al. (2019).

5https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/
english-vectors.html
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Setup. We work with a large collection of multi-
lingual sentences, where each sentence is a graph
G = (V,A). Its vertices V are sentence words
for all involved languages, while its edges A are
alignments between these words. One sentence t
is declared as target sentence and indexed as i = 0,
while the remaining n sentences are sources: Tar-
get words are then vertices vt ∈ V0, while the
vertices vs ∈ Vi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n are the source words.
The word alignments a(vs, vt) ∈ A are also word
aligner confidences: a(vs, vt) ∈ (0, 1). The graph
is thus bipartite between the target words V0 and all
the source words Vi, i > 0. The source sentences
are tagged for parts of speech and thus each source
word vs packs a label distribution p(l|vs) of tagger
confidences across parts of speech l ∈ L.

On top of this parallel dataset, we implement the
best practices in annotation projection of sequen-
tial labels from multiple sources with low-resource
target languages in mind:

– Word alignments are obtained from an IBM1
model Efmaral (Östling and Tiedemann, 2016)
as Agić et al. (2016) show that simpler alignment
models favor low-resource languages. Thus we
acquire all a(vs, vt) ∈ A.

– Source sentences are tagged for parts of speech
by a state-of-the-art neural tagger with default
settings (Plank et al., 2016). That way all source
words attain a tag distribution p(l|vs).

– Source tags are projected through the word align-
ments and accumulated at the target ends:

BALLOT(l|vt) =
∑

vs∈Vs
p(l|vs)a(vs, vt).

The part-of-speech tag for each target word vt is
finally decoded through simple weighted major-
ity voting:

LABEL(vt) = argmax
l

BALLOT(l|vt).

– The sentences are further filtered so as to remove
noisy instances. The model by Plank et al. (2018)
is used, whereby for training we select only the
top 10 thousand target sentences ranked by mean
word alignment coverage ct:

ct =
1

n

n∑

i=1

ci,t.

Mean coverage ct is defined through individual
source-target coverages, for all i > 0:

ci,t =
|{vt : ∃vs, vs ∈ Vi, a(vs, vt) ∈ A}|

|Vt|
.

BIBLE DSDS JW300 PROJ

Bulgarian (BG) 77.7 83.9 82.7
Croatian (HR) 67.1 78.0 77.7

Czech (CS) 73.3 86.8 82.5
Danish (DA) 79.0 84.5 84.8
English (EN) 73.0 85.7 80.3
French (FR) 76.6 88.7 84.9

German (DE) 80.2 84.1 83.3
Greek (EL) 52.3 81.1 76.1
Hindi (HI) 67.6 63.1 73.4

Hungarian (HU) 72.0 77.3 76.3
Italian (IT) 76.9 92.1 85.2

Norwegian (NO) 76.7 86.2 83.1
Persian (FA) 59.6 43.6 66.6
Polish (PL) 75.1 84.4 83.2

Portuguese (PT) 83.8 89.4 86.9
Spanish (ES) 81.4 91.7 87.0

Swedish (SV) 75.2 83.1 79.7

µ 73.4 81.4 80.8

Table 3: Accuracy of part-of-speech taggers induced by
projection from multiple sources of JW300, in compar-
ison to projections from the Bible by Agić et al. (2015)
and the DSDS system by Plank et al. (2018) which
learns from multiple sources of weak supervision in-
cluding annotation projection.

We also remove all sentences under 3 and over
100 tokens. Finally, the target language taggers
are trained on these 10 thousand filtered projec-
tions and evaluated on held-out test data. We use
the same part-of-speech tagger by Plank et al.
(2016) for the target languages as we did for the
source languages.

Baselines and data. In this experiment we com-
pare three distantly supervised systems:

– the bare-bones BIBLE annotation projection
by Agić et al. (2015),

– a state-of-the-art system DSDS by Plank et al.
(2018) which combines annotation projection,
type supervision with Wiktionary and Uni-
Morph (Kirov et al., 2018), word embeddings,
and subword representations, and finally

– JW300 PROJ which is our own multi-source pro-
jection with JW300 data as defined above.

The training data is Universal Dependencies ver-
sion 2.3 (Nivre et al., 2018). The test data amounts
to 17 languages at the intersection of the three
systems and comes from Plank and Agić (2018).
All tags are converted to the tagset of Petrov et al.
(2011) for comparability.
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Results. Table 3 lists the tagging accuracy by
language and system. Projections from our system
JW300 PROJ are expectedly superior to those by
BIBLE by +7.4 increase in mean accuracy across all
17 languages. On a more interesting note, our bare-
bones approach to annotation projection falls only
-0.6 points short of DSDS on average, which is an
admirable feat since DSDS is an intricate multi-task
learning system which learns from several disparate
signals of distant supervision, only one of which is
annotation projection.

Beyond the confines of the 17-language compari-
son from Table 3, we also conduct one larger exper-
iment with 42 languages in the overlap of JW300
and Universal Dependencies v2.3. The mean ac-
curacy for the 17 languages in Table 3 increases
with this additional multi-source support by +0.8
points absolute, to 81.6 which now just surpasses
the score of DSDS. Since these systems are com-
plementary, future work could further explore the
benefits of injecting the improved JW300 projec-
tions to more complex learners such as DSDS. In
particular, DSDS would likely benefit from better
projections, since the ones that its current instance
uses are inferior to JW300.

4 Related work

Our work is a contribution to the pool of massively
multilingual resources. In that pool we already sin-
gled out OPUS (Tiedemann, 2012) as the largest
collection of freely available parallel sentences to
date. OPUS is a collection that covers large datasets
such as Europarl (Koehn, 2005), OpenSubtitles (Li-
son and Tiedemann, 2016), along with many others.
OPUS also contains a smaller snapshot of Tatoeba,
whose original collection hosts 337 languages and
22,427 (±106,815) sentences on average.6

Moving from OPUS and Tatoeba towards greater
linguistic breadth, there are several publicly avail-
able Bible datasets, most notably those by Mayer
and Cysouw (2014) and Christodouloupoulos and
Steedman (2015). The Bible datasets are typically
aligned by verse and not by sentence, because verse
identifiers are assigned by humans, with absolute
accuracy. However, a verse sometimes comprises
several sentences, or alternatively just parts of one
sentence, thus in effect replacing one type of align-
ment noise with another. Our results strongly favor
JW300 for part-of-speech projection.

6https://tatoeba.org/eng/stats/
sentences_by_language

Prior to our work, Agić et al. (2016) have also
collected a smaller dataset from jw.org to pro-
duce cross-lingual dependency parsers with multi-
source projection. Their dataset covers 135 lan-
guages with a mean of 115,856 sentences per lan-
guage (±34,898), but with sentence alignments
only within a group of 27 languages.

Our contribution JW300 strikes a balance be-
tween multilingual and intra-language coverage
that will greatly facilitate future research in large-
scale cross-lingual processing. Our work is entirely
complementary to related efforts in bringing forth
massively multilingual resources.

5 Conclusion

We introduced JW300, a large collection of parallel
texts that spans over more than 300 languages, and
offers 54 thousand pairs of alignments, each with
roughly 100 thousand parallel sentences on average.
We posit that the dataset would prove immensely
useful for a wide variety of research in cross-lingual
processing. JW300 is freely available for all non-
commercial use as per terms of the data owner.

Our two experiments show that even with simple
models JW300 offers top performance in cross-
lingual word embedding induction and multilingual
projection for part-of-speech tagging, where we
reach or even surpass more advanced models.
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Abstract

Cross-lingual transfer is an effective way to
build syntactic analysis tools in low-resource
languages. However, transfer is difficult when
transferring to typologically distant languages,
especially when neither annotated target data
nor parallel corpora are available. In this pa-
per, we focus on methods for cross-lingual
transfer to distant languages and propose to
learn a generative model with a structured
prior that utilizes labeled source data and un-
labeled target data jointly. The parameters
of source model and target model are softly
shared through a regularized log likelihood ob-
jective. An invertible projection is employed
to learn a new interlingual latent embedding
space that compensates for imperfect cross-
lingual word embedding input. We evaluate
our method on two syntactic tasks: part-of-
speech (POS) tagging and dependency pars-
ing. On the Universal Dependency Treebanks,
we use English as the only source corpus and
transfer to a wide range of target languages.
On the 10 languages in this dataset that are
distant from English, our method yields an
average of 5.2% absolute improvement on
POS tagging and 8.3% absolute improvement
on dependency parsing over a direct trans-
fer method using state-of-the-art discrimina-
tive models.1

1 Introduction

Current top performing systems on syntactic anal-
ysis tasks such as part-of-speech (POS) tagging
and dependency parsing rely heavily on large-
scale annotated data (Huang et al., 2015; Dozat
and Manning, 2017; Ma et al., 2018). How-
ever, because creating syntactic treebanks is an ex-
pensive and time consuming task, annotated data
is scarce for many languages. Prior work has

1Code is available at https://github.com/jxhe/
cross-lingual-struct-flow.
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Figure 1: Left: POS tagging transfer accuracy of
the Bidirectional LSTM-CRF model, Right: Depen-
dency parsing transfer UAS of the “SelfAtt-Graph”
model (Ahmad et al., 2019). These models are trained
on the labeled English corpus and directly evaluated
on different target languages. The x-axis represents
language distance to English (details in Section 2.1).
Both models take pre-trained cross-lingual word em-
beddings as input. The parsing model also uses gold
universal POS tags.

demonstrated the efficacy of cross-lingual learn-
ing methods (Guo et al., 2015; Tiedemann, 2015;
Guo et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2016; Ammar
et al., 2016; Ahmad et al., 2019; Schuster et al.,
2019), which transfer models between different
languages through the use of shared features such
as cross-lingual word embeddings (Smith et al.,
2017; Conneau et al., 2018) or universal part-of-
speech tags (Petrov et al., 2012). In the case of
zero-shot transfer (i.e. with no target-side supervi-
sion), a common practice is to train a strong su-
pervised system on the source language and di-
rectly apply it to the target language over these
shared embedding or POS spaces. This method
has demonstrated promising results, particularly
for transfer of models to closely related target lan-
guages (Ahmad et al., 2019; Schuster et al., 2019).

However, this direct transfer approach often
produces poor performance when transferring to
more distant languages that are less similar to
the source. For example, in Figure 1 we show
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the results of direct transfer of POS taggers
and dependency parsers trained on only English
and evaluated on 20 target languages using pre-
trained cross-lingual word embeddings, where the
x-axis shows the linguistic distance from En-
glish calculated according to the URIEL linguis-
tic database (Littell et al., 2017) (more details in
Section 2). As we can see, these systems suf-
fer from a large performance drop when applied
to distant languages. The reasons are two-fold:
(1) Cross-lingual word embeddings of distant lan-
guage pairs are often poorly aligned with cur-
rent methods that make strong assumptions of or-
thogonality of embedding spaces (Smith et al.,
2017; Conneau et al., 2018). (2) Divergent syn-
tactic characteristics make the model trained on
the source language non-ideal, even if the cross-
lingual word embeddings are of high quality.

In this paper we take a drastically different ap-
proach from most previous work: instead of di-
rectly transferring a discriminative model trained
only on labeled data in another language, we use a
generative model that can be trained in an super-
vised fashion on labeled data in another language,
but also perform unsupervised training to directly
maximize likelihood of the target language. This
makes it possible to specifically adapt to the lan-
guage that we would like to analyze, both with
respect to the cross-lingual word embeddings and
the syntactic parameters of the model itself.

Specifically, our approach builds on two previ-
ous works. We follow a training strategy similar to
Zhang et al. (2016), who have previously demon-
strated that it is possible to do this sort of cross-
lingual unsupervised adaptation, although limited
to the sort of linear projections that we argue are
too simple for mapping between embeddings in
distant languages. To relax this limitation, we fol-
low He et al. (2018) who, in the context of fully
unsupervised learning, propose a method using
invertible projections (which is also called flow)
to learn more expressive transformation functions
while nonetheless maintaining the ability to train
in an unsupervised manner to maximize likeli-
hood. We learn this structured flow model (de-
tailed in Section 3.1) on both labeled source data
and unlabeled target data through a soft parame-
ter sharing scheme. We describe how to apply this
method to two syntactic analysis tasks: POS tag-
ging with a hidden Markov model (HMM) prior
and dependency parsing with a dependency model

Language
Category

Language Names

Distant Chinese (zh, 0.86), Persian (fa, 0.86),
Arabic (ar, 0.86), Japanese (ja, 0.71),
Indonesian (id, 0.71), Korean (ko, 0.69),
Turkish (tr, 0.62), Hindi (hi, 0.61),
Croatian (hr, 0.59), Hebrew (he, 0.57)

Nearby Bulgarian (bg, 0.50), Italian (it, 0.50),
Portuguese (pt, 0.48), French (fr, 0.46),
Spanish (es, 0.46), Norwegian (no, 0.45)
Danish (da, 0.41), Swedish (sv, 0.40)
Dutch (nl, 0.37), German (de, 0.36)

Table 1: 20 selected target languages. Numbers in the
parenthesis denote the distances to English.

with valence (DMV; Klein and Manning (2004))
prior (Section 4.3).

We evaluate our method on Universal Depen-
dencies Treebanks (v2.2) (Nivre et al., 2018),
where English is used as the only labeled source
data. 10 distant languages and 10 nearby lan-
guages are selected as the target without labels.
On 10 distant transfer cases – which we focus on in
this paper – our approach achieves an average of
5.2% absolute improvement on POS tagging and
8.3% absolute improvement on dependency pars-
ing over strong discriminative baselines. We also
analyze the performance difference between dif-
ferent systems as a function of language distance,
and provide preliminary guidance on when to use
generative models for cross-lingual transfer.

2 Difficulties of Cross-Lingual Transfer
on Distant Languages

In this section, we demonstrate the difficulties in-
volved in performing cross-lingual transfer to dis-
tant languages. Specficially, we investigate the di-
rect transfer performance as a function of language
distances by training a high-performing system on
English and then apply it to target languages. We
first introduce the measurement of language dis-
tances and selection of 20 target languages, then
study the transfer performance change on POS
tagging and dependency parsing tasks.

2.1 Language Distance

To quantify language distances, we make use of
the URIEL (Littell et al., 2017) database,2 which
represents over 8,000 languages as information-
rich typological, phylogenetic, and geographical
vectors. These vectors are sourced and predicted

2http://www.cs.cmu.edu/˜dmortens/
uriel.html
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from a variety of linguistic resources such as
WALS (Dryer, 2013), PHOIBLE (Moran et al.,
2014), Ethnologue (Lewis et al., 2015), and Glot-
tolog (Hammarstrm et al., 2015). Based on these
vectors, this database provides ready-to-use dis-
tance statistics between any pair of languages in-
cluded in the database in terms of various met-
rics including genetic distance, geographical dis-
tance, syntactic distance, phonological distance,
and phonetic inventory distance. These distances
are represented by values between 0 and 1. Since
phonological and inventory distances mainly char-
acterize intra-word phonetic/phonological features
that have less effect on word-level language com-
position rules, we remove these two and take the
average of genetic, geographic, and syntactic dis-
tances as our distance measure.

We rank all languages in Universal Dependen-
cies (UD) Treebanks (v2.2) (Nivre et al., 2018) ac-
cording to their distances to English, with the dis-
tant ones on the top. Then we select 10 languages
from the top that represent the distant language
group, and 10 languages from the bottom that rep-
resent the nearby language group. The selected
languages are required to meet the following two
conditions: (1) at least 1,000 unlabeled training
sentences present in the treebank since a reason-
ably large amount of unlabeled data is needed to
study the effect of unsupervised adaptation, and
(2) an offline pre-trained word embedding align-
ment matrix is available.3 The 20 selected target
languages are shown in Table 1, which contains
distant languages like Persian and Arabic, but also
closely related languages like Spanish and French.
Detailed statistical information of the selected lan-
guages and corresponding treebanks can be found
in Appendix A.

2.2 Observations
In the direct transfer experiments, we use the
pre-trained cross-lingual fastText word embed-
dings (Bojanowski et al., 2017), aligned with the
method of Smith et al. (2017). These embed-
dings are fixed during training otherwise the align-
ment would be broken. We employ a bidirectional
LSTM-CRF (Huang et al., 2015) model for POS
tagging using NCRF++ toolkit (Yang and Zhang,

3Following Ahmad et al. (2019), we use the
offline pre-trained alignment matrix present in
https://github.com/Babylonpartners/
fastText_multilingual, which contains alignment
matrices for 78 languages, which also allows comparison
with their numbers in Section 4.3.
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e3
<latexit sha1_base64="T0xafC3gI5PMvzG8a4QNBgEsbwg=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQq6LLoxmUF+4AmlMn0ph06mYSZiVBCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BunbRbaemDgcM693DMnTAXXxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq6yRTDFssEYnqhlSj4BJbhhuB3VQhjUOBnXB8N/M7T6g0T+SjmaQYxHQoecQZNVby/ZiaURjlOO1f9qs1t+7OQVaJV5AaFGj2q1/+IGFZjNIwQbXueW5qgpwqw5nAacXPNKaUjekQe5ZKGqMO8nnmKTmzyoBEibJPGjJXf2/kNNZ6Eod2cpZRL3sz8T+vl5noJsi5TDODki0ORZkgJiGzAsiAK2RGTCyhTHGblbARVZQZW1PFluAtf3mVtC/qnlv3Hq5qjduijjKcwCmcgwfX0IB7aEILGKTwDK/w5mTOi/PufCxGS06xcwx/4Hz+ABBjka8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T0xafC3gI5PMvzG8a4QNBgEsbwg=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQq6LLoxmUF+4AmlMn0ph06mYSZiVBCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BunbRbaemDgcM693DMnTAXXxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq6yRTDFssEYnqhlSj4BJbhhuB3VQhjUOBnXB8N/M7T6g0T+SjmaQYxHQoecQZNVby/ZiaURjlOO1f9qs1t+7OQVaJV5AaFGj2q1/+IGFZjNIwQbXueW5qgpwqw5nAacXPNKaUjekQe5ZKGqMO8nnmKTmzyoBEibJPGjJXf2/kNNZ6Eod2cpZRL3sz8T+vl5noJsi5TDODki0ORZkgJiGzAsiAK2RGTCyhTHGblbARVZQZW1PFluAtf3mVtC/qnlv3Hq5qjduijjKcwCmcgwfX0IB7aEILGKTwDK/w5mTOi/PufCxGS06xcwx/4Hz+ABBjka8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T0xafC3gI5PMvzG8a4QNBgEsbwg=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQq6LLoxmUF+4AmlMn0ph06mYSZiVBCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BunbRbaemDgcM693DMnTAXXxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq6yRTDFssEYnqhlSj4BJbhhuB3VQhjUOBnXB8N/M7T6g0T+SjmaQYxHQoecQZNVby/ZiaURjlOO1f9qs1t+7OQVaJV5AaFGj2q1/+IGFZjNIwQbXueW5qgpwqw5nAacXPNKaUjekQe5ZKGqMO8nnmKTmzyoBEibJPGjJXf2/kNNZ6Eod2cpZRL3sz8T+vl5noJsi5TDODki0ORZkgJiGzAsiAK2RGTCyhTHGblbARVZQZW1PFluAtf3mVtC/qnlv3Hq5qjduijjKcwCmcgwfX0IB7aEILGKTwDK/w5mTOi/PufCxGS06xcwx/4Hz+ABBjka8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T0xafC3gI5PMvzG8a4QNBgEsbwg=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQq6LLoxmUF+4AmlMn0ph06mYSZiVBCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BunbRbaemDgcM693DMnTAXXxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq6yRTDFssEYnqhlSj4BJbhhuB3VQhjUOBnXB8N/M7T6g0T+SjmaQYxHQoecQZNVby/ZiaURjlOO1f9qs1t+7OQVaJV5AaFGj2q1/+IGFZjNIwQbXueW5qgpwqw5nAacXPNKaUjekQe5ZKGqMO8nnmKTmzyoBEibJPGjJXf2/kNNZ6Eod2cpZRL3sz8T+vl5noJsi5TDODki0ORZkgJiGzAsiAK2RGTCyhTHGblbARVZQZW1PFluAtf3mVtC/qnlv3Hq5qjduijjKcwCmcgwfX0IB7aEILGKTwDK/w5mTOi/PufCxGS06xcwx/4Hz+ABBjka8=</latexit>

e2
<latexit sha1_base64="Tg2IblW3A5cGR/EL2kChnHLfo/8=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiRF0GXRjcsK9gFNKZPpTTt0MgkzE6GE/oYbF4q49Wfc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7uWdOkAiujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS0XGqGLZZLGLVC6hGwSW2DTcCe4lCGgUCu8H0Lve7T6g0j+WjmSU4iOhY8pAzaqzk+xE1kyDMcD5sDKs1t+4uQNaJV5AaFGgNq1/+KGZphNIwQbXue25iBhlVhjOB84qfakwom9Ix9i2VNEI9yBaZ5+TCKiMSxso+achC/b2R0UjrWRTYyTyjXvVy8T+vn5rwZpBxmaQGJVseClNBTEzyAsiIK2RGzCyhTHGblbAJVZQZW1PFluCtfnmddBp1z617D1e15m1RRxnO4BwuwYNraMI9tKANDBJ4hld4c1LnxXl3PpajJafYOYU/cD5/AA7fka4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Tg2IblW3A5cGR/EL2kChnHLfo/8=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiRF0GXRjcsK9gFNKZPpTTt0MgkzE6GE/oYbF4q49Wfc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7uWdOkAiujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS0XGqGLZZLGLVC6hGwSW2DTcCe4lCGgUCu8H0Lve7T6g0j+WjmSU4iOhY8pAzaqzk+xE1kyDMcD5sDKs1t+4uQNaJV5AaFGgNq1/+KGZphNIwQbXue25iBhlVhjOB84qfakwom9Ix9i2VNEI9yBaZ5+TCKiMSxso+achC/b2R0UjrWRTYyTyjXvVy8T+vn5rwZpBxmaQGJVseClNBTEzyAsiIK2RGzCyhTHGblbAJVZQZW1PFluCtfnmddBp1z617D1e15m1RRxnO4BwuwYNraMI9tKANDBJ4hld4c1LnxXl3PpajJafYOYU/cD5/AA7fka4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Tg2IblW3A5cGR/EL2kChnHLfo/8=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiRF0GXRjcsK9gFNKZPpTTt0MgkzE6GE/oYbF4q49Wfc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7uWdOkAiujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS0XGqGLZZLGLVC6hGwSW2DTcCe4lCGgUCu8H0Lve7T6g0j+WjmSU4iOhY8pAzaqzk+xE1kyDMcD5sDKs1t+4uQNaJV5AaFGgNq1/+KGZphNIwQbXue25iBhlVhjOB84qfakwom9Ix9i2VNEI9yBaZ5+TCKiMSxso+achC/b2R0UjrWRTYyTyjXvVy8T+vn5rwZpBxmaQGJVseClNBTEzyAsiIK2RGzCyhTHGblbAJVZQZW1PFluCtfnmddBp1z617D1e15m1RRxnO4BwuwYNraMI9tKANDBJ4hld4c1LnxXl3PpajJafYOYU/cD5/AA7fka4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Tg2IblW3A5cGR/EL2kChnHLfo/8=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiRF0GXRjcsK9gFNKZPpTTt0MgkzE6GE/oYbF4q49Wfc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7uWdOkAiujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS0XGqGLZZLGLVC6hGwSW2DTcCe4lCGgUCu8H0Lve7T6g0j+WjmSU4iOhY8pAzaqzk+xE1kyDMcD5sDKs1t+4uQNaJV5AaFGgNq1/+KGZphNIwQbXue25iBhlVhjOB84qfakwom9Ix9i2VNEI9yBaZ5+TCKiMSxso+achC/b2R0UjrWRTYyTyjXvVy8T+vn5rwZpBxmaQGJVseClNBTEzyAsiIK2RGzCyhTHGblbAJVZQZW1PFluCtfnmddBp1z617D1e15m1RRxnO4BwuwYNraMI9tKANDBJ4hld4c1LnxXl3PpajJafYOYU/cD5/AA7fka4=</latexit>

e1
<latexit sha1_base64="lYE4z03Y7EMd5kkOh7HTRFWoh4U=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoMeiF48VbC00oWy2L+3SzSbsboQS+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GTZuDtg4sDDPv8WYnTAXXxnW/ncra+sbmVnW7trO7t39QPzzq6iRTDDssEYnqhVSj4BI7hhuBvVQhjUOBj+HktvAfn1BpnsgHM00xiOlI8ogzaqzk+zE14zDKcTbwBvWG23TnIKvEK0kDSrQH9S9/mLAsRmmYoFr3PTc1QU6V4UzgrOZnGlPKJnSEfUsljVEH+TzzjJxZZUiiRNknDZmrvzdyGms9jUM7WWTUy14h/uf1MxNdBzmXaWZQssWhKBPEJKQogAy5QmbE1BLKFLdZCRtTRZmxNdVsCd7yl1dJ96LpuU3v/rLRuinrqMIJnMI5eHAFLbiDNnSAQQrP8ApvTua8OO/Ox2K04pQ7x/AHzucPDVuRrQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lYE4z03Y7EMd5kkOh7HTRFWoh4U=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoMeiF48VbC00oWy2L+3SzSbsboQS+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GTZuDtg4sDDPv8WYnTAXXxnW/ncra+sbmVnW7trO7t39QPzzq6iRTDDssEYnqhVSj4BI7hhuBvVQhjUOBj+HktvAfn1BpnsgHM00xiOlI8ogzaqzk+zE14zDKcTbwBvWG23TnIKvEK0kDSrQH9S9/mLAsRmmYoFr3PTc1QU6V4UzgrOZnGlPKJnSEfUsljVEH+TzzjJxZZUiiRNknDZmrvzdyGms9jUM7WWTUy14h/uf1MxNdBzmXaWZQssWhKBPEJKQogAy5QmbE1BLKFLdZCRtTRZmxNdVsCd7yl1dJ96LpuU3v/rLRuinrqMIJnMI5eHAFLbiDNnSAQQrP8ApvTua8OO/Ox2K04pQ7x/AHzucPDVuRrQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lYE4z03Y7EMd5kkOh7HTRFWoh4U=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoMeiF48VbC00oWy2L+3SzSbsboQS+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GTZuDtg4sDDPv8WYnTAXXxnW/ncra+sbmVnW7trO7t39QPzzq6iRTDDssEYnqhVSj4BI7hhuBvVQhjUOBj+HktvAfn1BpnsgHM00xiOlI8ogzaqzk+zE14zDKcTbwBvWG23TnIKvEK0kDSrQH9S9/mLAsRmmYoFr3PTc1QU6V4UzgrOZnGlPKJnSEfUsljVEH+TzzjJxZZUiiRNknDZmrvzdyGms9jUM7WWTUy14h/uf1MxNdBzmXaWZQssWhKBPEJKQogAy5QmbE1BLKFLdZCRtTRZmxNdVsCd7yl1dJ96LpuU3v/rLRuinrqMIJnMI5eHAFLbiDNnSAQQrP8ApvTua8OO/Ox2K04pQ7x/AHzucPDVuRrQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lYE4z03Y7EMd5kkOh7HTRFWoh4U=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoMeiF48VbC00oWy2L+3SzSbsboQS+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GTZuDtg4sDDPv8WYnTAXXxnW/ncra+sbmVnW7trO7t39QPzzq6iRTDDssEYnqhVSj4BI7hhuBvVQhjUOBj+HktvAfn1BpnsgHM00xiOlI8ogzaqzk+zE14zDKcTbwBvWG23TnIKvEK0kDSrQH9S9/mLAsRmmYoFr3PTc1QU6V4UzgrOZnGlPKJnSEfUsljVEH+TzzjJxZZUiiRNknDZmrvzdyGms9jUM7WWTUy14h/uf1MxNdBzmXaWZQssWhKBPEJKQogAy5QmbE1BLKFLdZCRtTRZmxNdVsCd7yl1dJ96LpuU3v/rLRuinrqMIJnMI5eHAFLbiDNnSAQQrP8ApvTua8OO/Ox2K04pQ7x/AHzucPDVuRrQ==</latexit>

xi = f�(ei)
<latexit sha1_base64="qh5OBA1S/e2+Db3eZYNh3vsEqz4=">AAACI3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAjVRUlE0I1QdOOygn1AU8JkOmmHzkzCzEQsIf/gT/gLbnXvTty4cOOXOGkjaOuBC4dz7uXee4KYUaUd58NaWFxaXlktrZXXNza3tu2d3ZaKEolJE0cskp0AKcKoIE1NNSOdWBLEA0bawegq99t3RCoaiVs9jkmPo4GgIcVIG8m3jz2O9DAI0/vMp/AChn7qBTz14iHNsuqPSYx55NsVp+ZMAOeJW5AKKNDw7S+vH+GEE6ExQ0p1XSfWvRRJTTEjWdlLFIkRHqEB6RoqECeql05+yuChUfowjKQpoeFE/T2RIq7UmAemMz9SzXq5+K8X8JnNOjzvpVTEiSYCTxeHCYM6gnlgsE8lwZqNDUFYUnM7xEMkEdYm1rIJxZ2NYJ60TmquU3NvTiv1yyKeEtgHB6AKXHAG6uAaNEATYPAAnsAzeLEerVfrzXqfti5Yxcwe+APr8xvKoaU5</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qh5OBA1S/e2+Db3eZYNh3vsEqz4=">AAACI3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAjVRUlE0I1QdOOygn1AU8JkOmmHzkzCzEQsIf/gT/gLbnXvTty4cOOXOGkjaOuBC4dz7uXee4KYUaUd58NaWFxaXlktrZXXNza3tu2d3ZaKEolJE0cskp0AKcKoIE1NNSOdWBLEA0bawegq99t3RCoaiVs9jkmPo4GgIcVIG8m3jz2O9DAI0/vMp/AChn7qBTz14iHNsuqPSYx55NsVp+ZMAOeJW5AKKNDw7S+vH+GEE6ExQ0p1XSfWvRRJTTEjWdlLFIkRHqEB6RoqECeql05+yuChUfowjKQpoeFE/T2RIq7UmAemMz9SzXq5+K8X8JnNOjzvpVTEiSYCTxeHCYM6gnlgsE8lwZqNDUFYUnM7xEMkEdYm1rIJxZ2NYJ60TmquU3NvTiv1yyKeEtgHB6AKXHAG6uAaNEATYPAAnsAzeLEerVfrzXqfti5Yxcwe+APr8xvKoaU5</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qh5OBA1S/e2+Db3eZYNh3vsEqz4=">AAACI3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAjVRUlE0I1QdOOygn1AU8JkOmmHzkzCzEQsIf/gT/gLbnXvTty4cOOXOGkjaOuBC4dz7uXee4KYUaUd58NaWFxaXlktrZXXNza3tu2d3ZaKEolJE0cskp0AKcKoIE1NNSOdWBLEA0bawegq99t3RCoaiVs9jkmPo4GgIcVIG8m3jz2O9DAI0/vMp/AChn7qBTz14iHNsuqPSYx55NsVp+ZMAOeJW5AKKNDw7S+vH+GEE6ExQ0p1XSfWvRRJTTEjWdlLFIkRHqEB6RoqECeql05+yuChUfowjKQpoeFE/T2RIq7UmAemMz9SzXq5+K8X8JnNOjzvpVTEiSYCTxeHCYM6gnlgsE8lwZqNDUFYUnM7xEMkEdYm1rIJxZ2NYJ60TmquU3NvTiv1yyKeEtgHB6AKXHAG6uAaNEATYPAAnsAzeLEerVfrzXqfti5Yxcwe+APr8xvKoaU5</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qh5OBA1S/e2+Db3eZYNh3vsEqz4=">AAACI3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAjVRUlE0I1QdOOygn1AU8JkOmmHzkzCzEQsIf/gT/gLbnXvTty4cOOXOGkjaOuBC4dz7uXee4KYUaUd58NaWFxaXlktrZXXNza3tu2d3ZaKEolJE0cskp0AKcKoIE1NNSOdWBLEA0bawegq99t3RCoaiVs9jkmPo4GgIcVIG8m3jz2O9DAI0/vMp/AChn7qBTz14iHNsuqPSYx55NsVp+ZMAOeJW5AKKNDw7S+vH+GEE6ExQ0p1XSfWvRRJTTEjWdlLFIkRHqEB6RoqECeql05+yuChUfowjKQpoeFE/T2RIq7UmAemMz9SzXq5+K8X8JnNOjzvpVTEiSYCTxeHCYM6gnlgsE8lwZqNDUFYUnM7xEMkEdYm1rIJxZ2NYJ60TmquU3NvTiv1yyKeEtgHB6AKXHAG6uAaNEATYPAAnsAzeLEerVfrzXqfti5Yxcwe+APr8xvKoaU5</latexit>

z ⇠ Syntactic Prior
<latexit sha1_base64="lhmpRI11I8WlXEXYrMDla5/vPcM=">AAACH3icbZC7TsMwFIYdrqXcCowsFhWIqUoQEowVLIxF0IvUVJXjOq1V24nsE0SJ8ga8BK/ACjsbYu3Kk+C0HaDlSJZ+/f85PvYXxIIbcN2xs7S8srq2Xtgobm5t7+yW9vYbJko0ZXUaiUi3AmKY4IrVgYNgrVgzIgPBmsHwOs+bD0wbHql7GMWsI0lf8ZBTAtbqlk58SWAQhOlThn3DJfaBPUJ6N1JAKHCKa5pHOuuWym7FnRReFN5MlNGsat3St9+LaCKZAiqIMW3PjaGTEm3vFCwr+olhMaFD0mdtKxWRzHTSyX8yfGydHg4jbY8CPHF/T6REGjOSge3MX2/ms9z8Nwvk3GYILzspV3ECTNHp4jARGCKcw8I9rhkFMbKCUM1zHnRAtCVjkRYtFG8ewaJonFU8t+LdnperVzM8BXSIjtAp8tAFqqIbVEN1RNEzekVv6N15cT6cT+dr2rrkzGYO0J9yxj8qoKPp</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lhmpRI11I8WlXEXYrMDla5/vPcM=">AAACH3icbZC7TsMwFIYdrqXcCowsFhWIqUoQEowVLIxF0IvUVJXjOq1V24nsE0SJ8ga8BK/ACjsbYu3Kk+C0HaDlSJZ+/f85PvYXxIIbcN2xs7S8srq2Xtgobm5t7+yW9vYbJko0ZXUaiUi3AmKY4IrVgYNgrVgzIgPBmsHwOs+bD0wbHql7GMWsI0lf8ZBTAtbqlk58SWAQhOlThn3DJfaBPUJ6N1JAKHCKa5pHOuuWym7FnRReFN5MlNGsat3St9+LaCKZAiqIMW3PjaGTEm3vFCwr+olhMaFD0mdtKxWRzHTSyX8yfGydHg4jbY8CPHF/T6REGjOSge3MX2/ms9z8Nwvk3GYILzspV3ECTNHp4jARGCKcw8I9rhkFMbKCUM1zHnRAtCVjkRYtFG8ewaJonFU8t+LdnperVzM8BXSIjtAp8tAFqqIbVEN1RNEzekVv6N15cT6cT+dr2rrkzGYO0J9yxj8qoKPp</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lhmpRI11I8WlXEXYrMDla5/vPcM=">AAACH3icbZC7TsMwFIYdrqXcCowsFhWIqUoQEowVLIxF0IvUVJXjOq1V24nsE0SJ8ga8BK/ACjsbYu3Kk+C0HaDlSJZ+/f85PvYXxIIbcN2xs7S8srq2Xtgobm5t7+yW9vYbJko0ZXUaiUi3AmKY4IrVgYNgrVgzIgPBmsHwOs+bD0wbHql7GMWsI0lf8ZBTAtbqlk58SWAQhOlThn3DJfaBPUJ6N1JAKHCKa5pHOuuWym7FnRReFN5MlNGsat3St9+LaCKZAiqIMW3PjaGTEm3vFCwr+olhMaFD0mdtKxWRzHTSyX8yfGydHg4jbY8CPHF/T6REGjOSge3MX2/ms9z8Nwvk3GYILzspV3ECTNHp4jARGCKcw8I9rhkFMbKCUM1zHnRAtCVjkRYtFG8ewaJonFU8t+LdnperVzM8BXSIjtAp8tAFqqIbVEN1RNEzekVv6N15cT6cT+dr2rrkzGYO0J9yxj8qoKPp</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lhmpRI11I8WlXEXYrMDla5/vPcM=">AAACH3icbZC7TsMwFIYdrqXcCowsFhWIqUoQEowVLIxF0IvUVJXjOq1V24nsE0SJ8ga8BK/ACjsbYu3Kk+C0HaDlSJZ+/f85PvYXxIIbcN2xs7S8srq2Xtgobm5t7+yW9vYbJko0ZXUaiUi3AmKY4IrVgYNgrVgzIgPBmsHwOs+bD0wbHql7GMWsI0lf8ZBTAtbqlk58SWAQhOlThn3DJfaBPUJ6N1JAKHCKa5pHOuuWym7FnRReFN5MlNGsat3St9+LaCKZAiqIMW3PjaGTEm3vFCwr+olhMaFD0mdtKxWRzHTSyX8yfGydHg4jbY8CPHF/T6REGjOSge3MX2/ms9z8Nwvk3GYILzspV3ECTNHp4jARGCKcw8I9rhkFMbKCUM1zHnRAtCVjkRYtFG8ewaJonFU8t+LdnperVzM8BXSIjtAp8tAFqqIbVEN1RNEzekVv6N15cT6cT+dr2rrkzGYO0J9yxj8qoKPp</latexit>
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Figure 2: Graphical representation of the structured
flow model. We denote discrete syntactic variables as
z, latent embedding variable as e, and observed pre-
trained word embeddings as x. fφ is the invertible pro-
jection function.

2018), and use the “SelfAtt-Graph” model (Ah-
mad et al., 2019) for dependency parsing.4 Fol-
lowing Ahmad et al. (2019), for dependency pars-
ing gold POS tags are also used to learn POS tag
embeddings as universal features. We train the
systems on English and directly evaluate them on
the target languages. Results are shown in Fig-
ure 1. While these systems achieve quite accurate
results on closely related languages, we observe
large performance drops on both tasks as distance
to English increases. These results motivate our
proposed approach, which aims to close this gap
by directly adapting to the target language through
unsupervised learning over unlabeled text.

3 Proposed Method

In this section, we first introduce the unsupervised
monolingual models presented in He et al. (2018),
which we refer to as structured flow models, then
we propose our approach that extends the struc-
tured flow models to cross-lingual settings.

3.1 Unsupervised Training of Structured
Flow Models

The structured flow generative model, proposed
by He et al. (2018), is a state-of-the-art technique
for inducing syntactic structure in a monolingual
setting without supervision. This model cascades
a structured generative prior psyntax(z;θ) with an
invertible neural network fφ(z) to generate pre-

4We use an implementation and English source model
checkpoint identical to the original paper.
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trained word embeddings x = fφ(z), which cor-
respond to the words in the training sentences. z
represents latent syntax variables that are not ob-
served during training. The structured prior de-
fines a probability over syntactic structures, and
can be a Markov prior to induce POS tags or DMV
prior (Klein and Manning, 2004) to induce depen-
dency structures. Notably, the model side-steps
discrete words, and instead uses pre-trained word
embeddings as observations, which allows it to be
directly employed in cross-lingual transfer setting
by using cross-lingual word embeddings as the ob-
servations. A graphical illustration of this model is
shown in Figure 2. Given a sentence of length l,
we denote z = {z}Kk=1 as a set of discrete latent
variables from the structured prior, e = {ei}li=1

as the latent embeddings, and x = {xi}li=1 as the
observed word embeddings. Note that the num-
ber of latent syntax variables K is no smaller than
the sentence length l, and we assume xi is gen-
erated (indirectly) conditioned on zi for notation
simplicity. The model is trained by maximizing
the following marginal data likelihood:

pus(x) =
∑

z

(
psyntax(z;θ)

·
∏`

i=1
pη(f

−1
φ (xi)|zi)

∣∣∣det
∂f−1φ
∂xi

∣∣∣
)
.

(1)

pη(·|zi) is defined to be a conditional Gaussian
distribution that emits latent embedding e. The
projection function fφ projects the latent embed-

ding e to the observed embedding x.
∂f−1
φ

∂xi
is

the Jacobian matrix of function f−1φ at xi, and
∣∣det

∂f−1
φ

∂xi

∣∣ represents the absolute value of its de-
terminant.

To understand the intuitions behind Eq. 1, first
denote the log likelihood over the latent embed-
ding e as log pgaus(·), then log of Eq. 1 can be
equivalently rewritten as:

log pus(x) = log pgaus(f
−1
φ (x))

+
∑l

i=1
log
∣∣∣det

∂f−1φ
∂xi

∣∣∣.
(2)

Eq. 2 shows that f−1φ (x) inversely projects x to a
new latent embedding space, on which the unsu-
pervised training objective is simply the Gaussian
log likelihood with an additional Jacobian regular-
ization term. The Jacobian regularization term ac-
counts for the volume expansion or contraction be-
havior of the projection, thus maximizing it can be

thought of as preventing information loss.5 This
projection scheme can flexibly transform embed-
ding space to fit the task at hand, but still avoids
trivial solutions by preserving information.

While f−1φ (x) can be any invertible func-
tion, He et al. (2018) use a version of the NICE
architecture (Dinh et al., 2014) to construct f−1φ ,
which has the advantage that the determinant term
is constantly equal to one. This structured flow
model allows for exact marginal data likelihood
computation and exact inference by the use of dy-
namic programs to marginalize out z. More details
about this model can be found in He et al. (2018).

3.2 Supervised Training of Structured Flow
Models

While He et al. (2018) train the structured flow
model in an unsupervised fashion, this model can
be also trained with supervised data when z is
observed. Supervised training is required in the
cross-lingual transfer where we train a model on
the high-resource source language. The super-
vised objective can be written as:

ps(z,x) = psyntax(z;θ)

·
∏`

i=1
pη(f

−1
φ (xi)|zi)

∣∣∣det
∂f−1φ
∂xi

∣∣∣,
(3)

3.3 Multilingual Training through Parameter
Sharing

In this paper, we focus on the zero-shot cross-
lingual transfer setting where the syntactic struc-
ture z is observed for the source language but un-
available for the target languages. Eq. 2 is an unsu-
pervised objective which is optimized on the target
languages, and Eq. 3 is optimized on the source
language. To establish connections between the
source and target languages, we employ two in-
stances of the structured flow model – a source
model and a target model – and share parameters
between them. The source model uses the super-
vised objective, Eq. 3, and the target model uses
the unsupervised objective, Eq. 2, and both are
optimized jointly. Instead of tying their parame-
ters in a hard way, we share their parameters softly
through an L2 regularizer that encourages similar-
ity. We use subscript p to represent variables of
the source model and q to represent variables of

5Maximizing the Jacobian term encourages volume ex-
pansion and prevents the latent embedding from collapsing
to a (nearly) single point.
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the target model. Together, our joint training ob-
jective is:

L(θ{p,q},η{p,q},φ{p,q})=log ps(xp)+log pus(xq)

− β1
2
‖θp − θq‖2 −

β2
2
‖ηp − ηq‖2

− β3
2
‖φp − φq‖2, (4)

where β = {β1, β2, β3} are regularization param-
eters. Introduction of hyperparameters is concern-
ing because in the zero-shot transfer setting we
do not have annotated data to select the parame-
ters for each target language, but in experiments
we found it unnecessary to tune β for different
target languages separately, and it is possible to
use the same β within the same language cate-
gory (i.e. distant or nearby). Under the parame-
ter sharing scheme the projected latent embedding
space e can be understood as the new interlingual
embedding space from which we learn the syntac-
tic structures. The expressivity of the flow model
used in learning this latent embeddings space is
expected to compensate for the imperfect orthog-
onality between the two embedding spaces.

Further, jointly training both models with Eq. 4
is more expensive than typical cross-lingual trans-
fer setups – it would require re-training both mod-
els for each language pair. To improve efficiency
and memory utilization, in practice we use a sim-
ple pipelined approach: (1) We pre-train parame-
ters for the source model only once, in isolation.
(2) We use these parameters to initialize each tar-
get model, and regularize all target parameters to-
wards this initializer via the L2 terms in Eq. 4. In
this way, we only need to save the pre-trained pa-
rameters for a single source model, and target-side
fine-tuning converges much faster than training
each pair from scratch. This training approxima-
tion has been used before in Zhang et al. (2016).

4 Experiments

In this section, we first describe the dataset and ex-
perimental setup, and then report the cross-lingual
transfer results of POS tagging and dependency
parsing on distant target languages. Lastly we in-
clude analysis of different systems.

4.1 Experimental Setup
Across both POS tagging and dependency pars-
ing tasks, we run experiments on Universal De-
pendency Treebanks (v2.2) (Nivre et al., 2018).

Specifically, we train the proposed model on the
English corpus with annotated data and fine-tune
it on target languages in an unsupervised way.
In the rest of the paper we will use Flow-FT to
term our proposed method. We use the aligned
cross-lingual word embeddings described in Sec-
tion 2.2 as the observations of our model. To com-
pare with Ahmad et al. (2019), on dependency
parsing task we also use universal gold POS tags
to index tag embeddings as part of observations.
Specifically, the tag embeddings are concatenated
with word embeddings to form x, tag embed-
dings are updated when training on the source lan-
guage, and fixed at fine-tuning stage. We imple-
ment the structured flow model based on the pub-
lic code from He et al. (2018),6which contains
models with Markov prior for POS tagging and
DMV prior for dependency parsing. Detailed hy-
perparameters can be found in Appendix B. Both
source model and target model are optimized with
Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014). Training on the
English source corpus is run 5 times with differ-
ent random restarts for all models, then the source
model with the best English test accuracy is se-
lected to perform transfer.

We compare our method with a direct transfer
approach that is based on the state-of-the-art dis-
criminative models as described in Section 2.2.
The pre-trained cross-lingual word embeddings
for all models are frozen since fine-tuning them
will break the multi-lingual alignments. In addi-
tion, to demonstrate the efficacy of unsupervised
adaptation, we also include direct transfer results
of our model without fine-tuning, which we de-
note as Flow-Fix. On the POS tagging task we re-
implement the generative baseline in Zhang et al.
(2016) that employs a linear projection (Linear-
FT). We present results on 20 target languages in
“distant languages” and “nearby languages” cate-
gories to analyze the difference of the systems and
the scenarios to which they are applicable.

4.2 Part-Of-Speech Tagging

Setup. Our method aims to predict coarse uni-
versal POS tags, as fine-grained tags are language-
dependent. The discriminative baseline with the
NCRF++ toolkit (Yang and Zhang, 2018) achieves
supervised test accuracy on English of 94.02%,
which is competitive (rank 12) on the CoNLL

6https://github.com/jxhe/
struct-learning-with-flow.
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Discriminative Generative
Lang LSTM-CRF Flow-Fix Flow-FT Linear-FT

Distant Languages
zh (0.86) 33.31 35.24 43.44 35.95
fa (0.86) 61.74 55.32 64.47 34.35
ar (0.86) 56.41 49.70 64.00 38.95
ja (0.71) 26.37 25.09 38.37 12.49
id (0.71) 72.21 63.73 73.51 57.56
ko (0.69) 42.57 39.56 41.76 18.30
tr (0.62) 58.74 43.17 60.08 22.79
hi (0.61) 55.85 47.18 64.75 38.04
hr (0.59) 63.23 50.57 57.90 56.53
he (0.57) 48.90 47.97 62.69 48.17
AVG 51.93 45.75 57.10 36.31

Nearby Languages
bg (0.50) 74.55 62.18 64.69 66.71
it (0.50) 77.75 69.93 80.99 73.55
pt (0.48) 74.68 65.08 72.65 72.54
fr (0.46) 73.33 64.15 69.78 66.63
es (0.46) 76.07 65.77 77.19 72.86
no (0.45) 69.30 58.98 62.05 62.38
da (0.41) 79.33 62.42 68.68 67.31
sv (0.40) 76.70 58.91 66.34 61.82
nl (0.37) 80.15 66.52 68.74 66.08
de (0.36) 68.75 57.91 59.97 56.16
AVG 75.06 63.19 69.11 66.60
en∗ 94.02 87.03 – 84.69

Table 2: POS tagging accuracy results (%). Numbers
next to languages names are their distances to English.
Supervised accuracy on English (∗) is included for ref-
erence.

2018 Shared Task scoreboard that uses the same
dataset.7 The regularization parameters β in all
generative models are tuned on the Arabic8 devel-
opment data and kept the same for all target lan-
guages. Our running β is β1 = 0, β2 = 500, β3 =
80. Unsupervised fine-tuning is run for 10 epochs.

Results. We show our results in Table 2, where
unsupervised fine-tuning achieves considerable
and consistent performance improvements over
the Flow-Fix baseline in both language categories.
When compared the discriminative LSTM-CRF
baseline, our approach outperforms it on 8 out
of 10 distant languages, with an average of 5.2%
absolute improvement. Unsurprisingly, however,
it also underperforms the expressive LSTM-CRF
on 8 out of 10 nearby languages. The reasons
for this phenomenon are two-fold. First, the flex-
ible LSTM-CRF model is better able to fit the

7For reference, check the “en ewt” treebank results in
http://universaldependencies.org/conll18/results-upos.html.

8We choose Arabic simply because it is first in alphabeti-
cal order.

source English corpus than our method (94.02%
vs 87.03% accuracy), thus it is also capable of
fitting similar input when transferring. Second,
unsupervised adaptation helps less when transfer-
ring to nearby languages (5.9% improvement over
Flow-Fix versus 11.3% on distant languages), we
posit that this is because a large portion of lin-
guistic knowledge is shared between similar lan-
guages, and the cross-lingual word embeddings
have better quality in this case, so unsupervised
adaptation becomes less necessary. While the
Linear-FT baseline on nearby languages is com-
parable to our method, its performance on distant
languages is much worse, which confirms the im-
portance of invertible projection, especially when
language typologies are divergent.

4.3 Dependency Parsing

Setup. In preliminary parsing results we found
that transferring to “nearby language” group is
likely to suffer from catastrophic forgetting (Mc-
Closkey and Cohen, 1989) and thus requires
stronger regularization towards the source model.
This also makes sense intuitively since nearby
languages should prefer the source model more
than distant languages. Therefore, we use two
different sets of regularization parameters for
nearby languages and distant languages, respec-
tively. Specifically, β for the “distant languages”
group is set as β1 = β2 = β3 = 0.1, tuned on the
Arabic development set, and for the “nearby lan-
guages” group β is set as β1 = β2 = β3 = 1,
tuned on the Spanish development set. Unsu-
pervised adaptation is performed on sentences of
length less than 40 due to memory constraints,9

but we test on sentences of all lengths. We run
unsupervised fine-tuning for 5 epochs, and evalu-
ate using unlabeled attachment score (UAS) with
punctuation excluded.

Results. We show our results in Table 3. While
unsupervised fine-tuning improves the perfor-
mance on the distant languages, it only has min-
imal effect on nearby languages, which is consis-
tent with our observations in the POS tagging ex-
periment and implies that unsupervised adaption
helps more for distant transfer. Similar to POS
tagging results, our method is able to outperform
state-of-the-art “SelfAtt-Graph” model on 8 out
of 10 distant languages, with an average of 8.3%

9Reducing batch size can address this memory issue, but
greatly increases the training time.
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Discriminative Generative
Lang SelfAtt-Graph Flow-Fix Flow-FT

Distant Languages
zh (0.86) 42.48 35.72 37.26
fa (0.86) 37.10 37.58 63.20
ar (0.86) 38.12 32.14 55.44
ja (0.71) 28.18 19.03 43.75
id (0.71) 49.20 46.74 64.20
ko (0.69) 34.48 34.76 37.03
tr (0.62) 35.08 34.76 36.05
hi (0.61) 35.50 29.20 33.17
hr (0.59) 61.91 59.57 65.31
he (0.57) 55.29 51.35 64.80
AVG 41.73 38.09 50.02

Nearby Languages
bg (0.50) 79.40 73.52 73.57
it (0.50) 80.80 68.84 70.68
pt (0.48) 76.61 66.61 66.61
fr (0.46) 77.87 65.92 67.66
es (0.46) 74.49 63.10 64.28
no (0.45) 80.80 65.48 65.29
da (0.41) 76.64 61.64 61.08
sv (0.40) 80.98 66.22 64.43
nl (0.37) 68.55 61.59 61.72
de (0.36) 71.34 70.10 69.52
AVG 76.75 66.30 66.48

en∗ 91.82 67.80 –

Table 3: Dependency parsing UAS (%) on sentences of
all lengths. Numbers next to languages names are their
distances to English. Supervised accuracy on English
(∗) is included for reference.

absolute improvement, but the strong discrimina-
tive baseline performs better when transferring to
nearby languages. Note that the supervised per-
formance of our method on English is poor. This
is mainly because the DMV prior is too simple
and limits the capacity of the model. While this
model still achieves good performance on distant
transfer, incorporating more complex DMV vari-
ants (Jiang et al., 2016) might lead to further im-
provement.

Analysis on Dependency Relations. We further
perform breakdown analysis on dependency re-
lations to see how unsupervised adaptation helps
learn new dependency rules. We select three typi-
cal distant languages with different word order of
Subject, Object and Verb (Dryer, 2013): Arabic
(Modern Standard, VSO), Indonesian (SVO) and
Japanese (SOV).

We investigate the unlabeled accuracy (recall)
on the gold dependency labels. We especially
explore four typical dependency relations: case
(case marking), nmod (nominal modifier), obj (ob-

ject) and nsubj (nominal subject). The first two
are “nominal dependents” (modifiers for nouns)
and the rest two are the main nominal “core ar-
guments” (arguments for the predicate). Although
different languages may vary, these four types are
representative relations and occupies 25% to 40%
in frequencies among all 37 UD dependency types.

We compare our fine-tuning model with the
baseline “SelfAtt-Graph” model and our basic
model without fine-tuning. As shown in Figure 3,
although our direct transfer model obtain similar
results when compared with the baseline, the fine-
tuning method brings large improvements on most
of these dependency relations. In these three lan-
guages, Japanese benefits from our tuning method
the most, probably because its word order is quite
different from English and the baseline may over-
fit to the English order. For example, in Japanese,
almost all of the “case” relations are head-first
and “obj” relations are modifier-first, and these
patterns are exactly opposite to those in English,
which serves as our source language. As a result,
direct transfer models fail on most of these rela-
tions since they only learn the patterns in English.
With our fine-tuning on unlabeled data, the model
may get more familiar with the unusual patterns
of word order and predict more correct attachment
decisions (around 0.4 improvements in recalls). In
Arabic and Indonesian, although not as obviously
as in Japanese, the improvements are still consis-
tent, especially on the relations of the core argu-
ments.

4.4 When to Use Generative Models?
In unsupervised cross-lingual transfer setting, it
is hard to find a system that is able to achieve
state-of-the-art on all languages. As reflected by
our experiments, there is a tradeoff between fit-
ting source language and generalizing to target
language – the flexibility of discriminative mod-
els results in overfitting issue and poor perfor-
mance when transferred to distant languages. Un-
fortunately, a limited number of high-resource lan-
guages and many more low-resource languages in
the world are mostly distant. This means that dis-
tant transfer is a practical challenge we face when
dealing with low-resource languages. Next we try
to give a preliminary guidance about which system
should be used in specific transfer scenarios.

As discussed in Section 2.1, there are different
types of distance metrics. Here we aim to com-
pute the significance of correlation between the
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Figure 3: Results (UAS%) on typical dependency relations for Arabic, Indonesian and Japanese, respectively.
“Baseline” denotes the “SelfAtt-Graph” model, and “Direct-Transfer” denotes our source model without fine-
tuning. The number in the parenthesis after each dependency label indicates the relative frequency of this type.

performance difference between our method and
the discriminative baseline and different distance
features. We have five input distance features: ge-
ographic, genetic, syntactic, inventory, and phono-
logical.

Specifically, we fit a generalized linear model
(GLM) on the difference in accuracy and five fea-
tures of all 20 target languages, then we perform a
hypothesis test to compute the p-value that reflects
the significance of specific features.10 Results are
shown in Table 4, where we can conclude that the
genetic distance feature is significantly correlated
with POS tagging performance, while geographic
distance feature is significantly correlated with de-
pendency parsing performance. As assumed be-
fore, inventory and phonological distance do not
have much influence on the transfer. Interestingly,
syntactic distance is not the significant term for
both tasks, we posit that this is because the trans-
fer performance is affected by both cross-lingual
word embedding quality and linguistic features,
thus genetic/geographic distance might be a bet-
ter indicator overall. The results suggest that our
method might be more suitable than the discrimi-
native approach at genetically distant transfer for
POS tagging and geographically distant transfer
for parsing.

4.5 Effect of Multilingual-BERT

So far the analysis and experiments of this paper
focus on non-contextualized fastText word embed-
dings. We note that concurrently to this work, Wu
and Dredze (2019) found that the recently released
multilingual BERT (mBERT; Devlin et al. (2019))
is able to achieve impressive performance on var-
ious cross-lingual transfer tasks. To study the ef-
fect of contextualized mBERT word embeddings
on our proposed method, we report the average
POS tagging and dependency parsing results in
Table 5, while detailed numbers on each language

10We use the GLM toolkit present in the H2O Python Mod-
ule.

Feature p-value
POS tagging Dependency Parsing

Geographic 0.465 0.013
Genetic 0.007 0.531
Syntactic 0.716 0.231
Inventory 0.982 0.453
Phonological 0.502 0.669

Table 4: p-value of different distance features on POS
tagging and dependency parsing task. A lower p-
value indicates stronger association between the feature
and the response, which is the difference between our
method and the discriminative baselines.

are included in Appendix C. In the mBERT ex-
periments, all the settings and hyperparameters are
the same as in Section 4.2 and Section 4.3, but the
aligned fastText embeddings are replaced with the
mBERT embeddings.11 We also include the aver-
age results from fastText embeddings for compar-
ison.

On the POS tagging task all the models greatly
benefit from the mBERT embeddings, espe-
cially our method on nearby languages where the
mBERT outperforms the fastText by an average
of 16 absolute points. Moreover, unsupervised
adaptation still considerably improves the Flow-
Fix baseline, and surpasses the LSTM-CRF base-
line on 9 out of 10 distant languages with an av-
erage of 6% absolute performance boost. Differ-
ent from the fastText setting where our method
underperforms the discriminative baseline on the
nearby language group, by the use of mBERT em-
beddings our method also beats the discriminative
baseline on 7 out of 10 nearby languages with an
average of 3% absolute improvement. A major
limitation of our method lies in its strong inde-
pendence assumptions, which results in the fail-
ure to model the long-term context information.
We posit that the contextualized word embeddings

11We use the multilingual cased BERT base model released
in https://github.com/google-research/
bert.
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Tagging Parsing
emb Disc Flow-FT Disc Flow-FT

Distant Languages
fastText 51.93 57.10 41.73 50.02
mBERT 60.24 66.56 51.86 50.11

Nearby Languages
fastText 75.06 69.11 76.75 66.48
mBERT 82.17 85.48 83.41 67.70

Table 5: Average of POS tagging accuracy (%) and de-
pendency parsing UAS (%) results, comparing mBERT
and fastText. “Disc” denotes the discriminative base-
lines.

like mBERT exactly compensate for this drawback
in our model through incorporating the context in-
formation into the observed word embeddings, so
that our method is able to outperform the discrim-
inative baseline on both distant and nearby lan-
guage groups.

On dependency parsing task, however, our
method does not demonstrate significant improve-
ment by the use of mBERT, while mBERT greatly
helps the discriminative baseline. Therefore, al-
though our method still outperforms the discrim-
inative baseline on four very distant languages,
the baseline demonstrates superior performance
on other languages when using mBERT. Interest-
ingly, we find that the performance of flow-based
models with mBERT is similar to the performance
with fastText word embeddings. Based on this,
better generative models for unsupervised depen-
dency parsing that can take advantage of contex-
tualized embeddings seems a promising direction
for future work.

5 Related Work

Cross-lingual transfer learning has been widely
studied to help induce syntactic structures in
low-resource languages (McDonald et al., 2011;
Täckström et al., 2013a; Agić et al., 2014; Tiede-
mann, 2015; Kim et al., 2017; Schuster et al.,
2019; Ahmad et al., 2019). In the case when no
available target annotations are available, unsuper-
vised cross-lingual transfer can be performed by
directly applying pre-trained source model to the
target language. (Guo et al., 2015; Schuster et al.,
2019; Ahmad et al., 2019). The challenge of direct
transfer method lies in the different linguistic rules
between source and distant target languages. Uti-
lizing multiple sources of resources can mitigate
this issue and has been actively studied in the past

years (Cohen et al., 2011; Naseem et al., 2012;
Täckström et al., 2013b; Zhang and Barzilay,
2015; Aufrant et al., 2015; Ammar et al., 2016;
Wang and Eisner, 2018, 2019). Other approaches
that try to overcome the lack of annotations in-
clude annotation projection by the use of bitext su-
pervision or bilingual lexicons (Hwa et al., 2005;
Smith and Eisner, 2009; Wisniewski et al., 2014)
and source data point selection (Søgaard, 2011;
Täckström et al., 2013b).

Learning from both labeled source data and un-
labeled target data has been explored before. Co-
hen et al. (2011) learns a generative target lan-
guage parser as a linear interpolation of multiple
source language parameters, Naseem et al. (2012)
and Täckström et al. (2013b) rely on additional
language typological features to guide selective
model parameter sharing in a multi-source transfer
setting, Wang and Eisner (2018, 2019) extract lin-
guistic features from target languages by training
a feature extractor on multiple source languages.

6 Conclusion

In this work, we focus on transfer to distant lan-
guages for POS tagging and dependency pars-
ing, and propose to learn a structured flow model
in a cross-lingual setting. Through learning a
new latent embedding space as well as language-
specific knowledge with unlabeled target data, our
method proves effective at transferring to distant
languages.
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A Details of UD Treebanks

Language Dist. Treebank #Sent.

Chinese (zh) 0.86 GSD
train 3997
dev 500
test 500

Persian (fa) 0.86 Seraji
train 4798
dev 599
test 600

Arabic (ar) 0.86 PADT
train 6075
dev 909
test 680

Japanese (ja) 0.71 GSD
train 7164
dev 511
test 557

Indonesian (id) 0.71 GSD
train 4477
dev 559
test 557

Korean (ko) 0.69 GSD,
Kaist

train 27410
dev 3016
test 3276

Turkish (tr) 0.62 IMST
train 3685
dev 975
test 975

Hindi (hi) 0.61 HDTB
train 13304
dev 1659
test 1684

Croatian (hr) 0.59 SET
train 6983
dev 849
test 1057

Hebrew (he) 0.57 HTB
train 5241
dev 484
test 491

Bulgarian (bg) 0.50 BTB
train 8907
dev 1115
test 1116

Italian (it) 0.50 ISDT
train 13121
dev 564
test 482

Portuguese (pt) 0.48 Bosque,
GSD

train 17993
dev 1770
test 1681

French (fr) 0.46 GSD
train 14554
dev 1478
test 416

Spanish (es) 0.46 GSD,
AnCora

train 28492
dev 3054
test 2147

Norwegian (no) 0.45 Bokmaal,
Nynorsk

train 29870
dev 4300
test 3450

Danish (da) 0.41 DDT
train 4383
dev 564
test 565

Swedish (sv) 0.40 Talbanken
train 4303
dev 504
test 1219

Dutch (nl) 0.37 Alpino,
LassySmall

train 18058
dev 1394
test 1472

German (de) 0.36 GSD
train 13814
dev 799
test 977

English (en) – EWT
train 12543
dev 2002
test 2077

Table 6: Statistics of the UD Treebanks that we used.

We list the statistics of the UD Treebanks that
we used in the following two tables. The left one
lists the distance (to English) languages and the
right one lists the similar (to English) languages.

B Model Hyperparameters

We use the same architecture as in He et al. (2018)
for the invertible projection function fφ which is
the NICE architecture (Dinh et al., 2014). It con-
tains 8 coupling layers. The coupling function in
each coupling layer is a rectified network with an
input layer, one hidden layer, and linear output
units. The number of hidden units is set to the
same as the number of input units, which is 150 in
our case. POS tagger is trained with batch size 32,
while dependency parser is trained with batch size
16.

C Full Results with mBERT

Here we report in Table 7 the full results on all
languages with mBERT.12

12The results of our discriminative baselines are differ-
ent from the ones reported in Wu and Dredze (2019) be-
cause they do not use additional encoders on top of the pre-
trained mBERT word embeddings, while we keep the models
unchanged here for direct comparison with fastText embed-
dings. On some languages our version produces better results
and sometimes their version is superior.
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POS Tagging Dependency Parsing
Lang LSTM-CRF Flow-Fix Flow-FT SelfAtt-Graph Flow-Fix Flow-FT

Distant Languages
zh (0.86) 59.63 53.61 65.84 48.78 35.73 35.64
fa (0.86) 57.63 56.18 68.55 51.47 37.99 63.18
ar (0.86) 53.50 48.92 67.33 50.91 32.13 56.85
ja (0.71) 46.81 40.98 46.06 40.08 19.23 43.55
id (0.71) 74.95 70.95 78.72 57.94 47.00 64.35
ko (0.69) 50.74 47.99 54.07 39.42 34.67 37.02
tr (0.62) 60.08 54.69 61.16 42.80 34.88 37.06
hi (0.61) 58.86 53.16 68.39 48.44 29.15 33.17
hr (0.59) 74.98 66.35 78.61 73.63 59.68 65.27
he (0.57) 65.24 57.27 76.83 65.11 51.39 65.03
AVG (mBERT) 60.24 55.01 66.56 51.86 38.19 50.11
AVG (fastText) 51.93 45.75 57.10 41.73 38.09 50.02

Nearby Languages
bg (0.50) 82.36 74.56 80.68 86.32 73.65 74.06
it (0.50) 76.70 66.02 87.88 86.71 69.09 71.59
pt (0.48) 83.45 80.83 86.49 83.75 66.67 69.56
fr (0.46) 79.22 74.21 87.21 86.64 66.08 69.14
es (0.46) 77.68 72.28 84.50 81.74 63.18 66.46
no (0.45) 85.29 80.69 83.96 85.01 65.47 66.08
da (0.41) 85.57 81.90 86.79 82.22 61.61 62.15
sv (0.41) 86.39 81.27 86.31 85.33 66.04 64.51
nl (0.40) 83.67 78.88 85.05 77.32 61.70 63.24
de (0.37) 81.37 78.97 85.96 79.03 70.19 70.19
AVG (mBERT) 82.17 76.96 85.48 83.41 66.37 67.70
AVG (fastText) 75.06 63.19 69.11 76.75 66.30 66.48

en∗ 95.13 91.22 – 92.84 67.76 –

Table 7: POS tagging accuracy (%) and dependency parsing UAS (%) results when using mBERT as the aligned
embeddings. Numbers next to languages names are their distances to English. Supervised accuracy on English (∗)
is included for reference.
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Abstract

State-of-the-art methods for unsupervised
bilingual word embeddings (BWE) train a
mapping function that maps pre-trained mono-
lingual word embeddings into a bilingual
space. Despite its remarkable results, unsuper-
vised mapping is also well-known to be lim-
ited by the dissimilarity between the original
word embedding spaces to be mapped. In this
work, we propose a new approach that trains
unsupervised BWE jointly on synthetic paral-
lel data generated through unsupervised ma-
chine translation. We demonstrate that ex-
isting algorithms that jointly train BWE are
very robust to noisy training data and show
that unsupervised BWE jointly trained signifi-
cantly outperform unsupervised mapped BWE
in several cross-lingual NLP tasks.

1 Introduction

Bilingual word embeddings (BWE) represent the
vocabulary of two languages in one common con-
tinuous vector space. They are known to be useful
in a wide range of cross-lingual NLP tasks.

The most prevalent methods for training BWE
are so-called mapping methods (Mikolov et al.,
2013a): word embeddings for two languages are
separately trained on respective monolingual data
and then mapped into one common embedding
space. The mapping function is usually trained us-
ing a small bilingual lexicon for supervision. Re-
cently, unsupervised mapping for BWE (Artetxe
et al., 2018a; Lample et al., 2018a), i.e., trained
without using any manually created bilingual re-
sources, has been shown to reach a performance
comparable to supervised BWE in several cross-
lingual NLP tasks. Unsupervised BWE are trained
with a three-step approach. First, word embed-
dings are roughly mapped into an initial BWE
space, for instance using adversarial training or an
heuristic mapping. Then, using the initial BWE,

a small synthetic bilingual lexicon is induced. Fi-
nally, a new BWE, which is expected to be better
than the initial BWE, is learned from the induced
lexicon through a pseudo-supervision with some
supervised mapping method. The last two steps
can be repeated to refine the BWE.

In spite of their success, unsupervised mapping
methods are inherently limited by the dissimilar-
ity between the original word embedding spaces
to be mapped. The feasibility of aligning two em-
bedding spaces relies on the assumption that they
are isomorphic. However, Søgaard et al. (2018)
showed that these spaces are, in general, far from
being isomorphic, and thus they result in sub-
optimal or degenerated unsupervised mappings.

On the other hand, supervised methods that
jointly train BWE from scratch (Upadhyay et al.,
2016), on parallel or comparable corpora, do not
have such limits since no pre-existing embedding
spaces and no mapping function are involved.
These methods jointly train BWE by exploiting
bilingual and monolingual contexts of words, ma-
terialized by sentence or document pairs, to learn
a single BWE space. However, they require large
bilingual resources for training. To the best of our
knowledge, joint training of BWE has never been
explored for unsupervised scenarios.

In this paper, we propose unsupervised joint
training of BWE. Our method is an extension of
previous work on unsupervised BWE: we propose
to generate, without supervision, synthetic parallel
sentences that can be directly exploited to jointly
train BWE with existing algorithms. We empiri-
cally show that this method learns better BWE for
several cross-lingual NLP tasks.

2 Pseudo-supervised joint training

On the strong assumption that existing algorithms
for joint training of BWE are robust enough even
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with very noisy parallel training data, we formu-
late the following research question:

Do synthetic sentence pairs supply use-
ful bilingual contextual information for
learning better BWE?

2.1 Bilingual skipgram
Previous work on joint training of BWE hypoth-
esizes that exploiting both monolingual and bilin-
gual contextual information yields better word em-
beddings, monolingually and bilingually.

Among several existing algorithms for joint
training of BWE, in this work, we use bilingual
skipgram (BIVEC) (Luong et al., 2015), which
has been shown to outperform other methods
in several NLP tasks (Upadhyay et al., 2016).
BIVEC uses the skipgram algorithm (Mikolov
et al., 2013b) to learn the word embeddings for
each language and exploits word alignments ob-
tained for parallel data in order to make the em-
beddings cross-lingual. Given a pair of sentences,
S1 in some language L1 and S2 in another lan-
guage L2, a word wi in S1 is replaced with its
aligned word a(wi) in S2, so that the L1 context
can also be used for learning the embedding of the
L2 word. BIVEC has been shown to be robust to
noisy word alignments (Luong et al., 2015), which
is a significant advantage of this method in our
scenario using synthetic parallel data.

2.2 Training on synthetic parallel data
For an unsupervised training of BWE, the train-
ing data must also be generated in an unsupervised
way. To this end, we chose unsupervised machine
translation (MT). Recent work has shown signifi-
cant progress in unsupervised MT (Artetxe et al.,
2018b; Lample et al., 2018b) with generated trans-
lations of a reasonable quality. Both statistical
(SMT) and neural MT (NMT) have been adapted
to the unsupervised scenario. We chose unsuper-
vised SMT (USMT) to generate synthetic parallel
data since it generates better translations than un-
supervised NMT (Lample et al., 2018b).

Given an initial BWE, for instance learned
with unsupervised mapping methods, our method
works as follows (see also Figure 1). First, a
USMT is trained from monolingual data. We col-
lect a set of phrases made of up to L tokens, using
word2phrase,1 for each of the source and target

1https://code.google.com/archive/p/
word2vec/

Unsupervised 
training for initial BWE 

Pseudo-supervised  
mapping for BWE

Unsupervised  
machine translation

Pseudo-supervised  
joint training for BWE

Unsupervised Joint Training 
(this work)

Iterative refinement

Synthetic  
parallel sentences

Synthetic  
bilingual lexicon

Iterative refinement

Jointly trained BWEMapped BWE

Unsupervised Mapping 
(Artetxe et al., 2018; Lample et al., 2018)

Figure 1: Our joint training framework is on top of ex-
isting unsupervised mapping methods.

languages. As phrases, we also consider all the to-
ken types in each corpus. In our phrase table, each
L1 phrase is paired with its k most probable trans-
lations in L2 determined based on a score com-
puted from the given BWE.2 The phrase table and
a language model trained on the L2 monolingual
data compose the initial USMT. Then, the USMT
is iteratively refined in the following manner.

• Synthetic parallel data are generated by trans-
lating monolingual data using the USMT.
Both L1-to-L2 and L2-to-L1 translations can
be considered (Artetxe et al., 2019).

• A new phrase table is trained on the synthetic
parallel data to form a new USMT.

Finally, on the synthetic parallel data generated
by our USMT after N refinement steps, we jointly
train new BWE as described in Section 2.1.

Although this approach can efficiently generate
parallel data of a reasonable quality, as shown in
Figure 1, it heavily relies on the feasibility of map-
ping the word embeddings learned for L1 and L2
in the same space and used for the initial USMT. If
the mapping fails, we cannot expect USMT to gen-
erate useful data for jointly training BWE. Con-
versely, if the mapping succeeds, we can generate
data with bilingual contexts that may be useful to
jointly train BWE.

More importantly, we use USMT assuming that
BIVEC is robust enough to learn from very noisy
parallel data. Our intuition comes from the fact

2See for instance Equation 3 in Lample et al. (2018b).
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that SMT generates less diverse translations, with
a significantly different word frequency distribu-
tion than in translations naturally produced by hu-
mans. SMT is limited by the vocabulary of its
phrase table and will favor the generation of fre-
quent n-grams thanks to its language model. Same
words appear more frequently in similar contexts,
facilitating the training of word embeddings and
compensating, to some extent, for the noisiness
of the translations. In Appendix A, we provide
results of our preliminary experiments supporting
this assumption.

3 Experiments

Are BWE unsupervisedly and jointly
trained on noisy synthetic data better
than unsupervised mapped BWE?

To answer this question, we conducted experi-
ments in three different tasks with three language
pairs: English–German (en-de), English–French
(en-fr), and English–Indonesian (en-id).

3.1 Settings for training BWE

We trained monolingual word embeddings with
fastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017)3 separately
on English (239M lines), German (237M lines),
and French (38M lines) News Crawl corpora pro-
vided by WMT4 for en-de and en-fr. For en-
id, we used English (100M lines) and Indonesian
(77M lines) Common Crawl corpora.5 We then
mapped the word embeddings into a BWE space
using VECMAP,6 one of the best and most robust
methods for unsupervised mapping (Glavas et al.,
2019). The resulting BWE were used as baselines
in our evaluation tasks and also to bootstrap our
USMT system.

Our initial USMT systems were induced with
the following configuration. Maximum phrase
length was set to six (L = 6). To make our ex-
periments reasonably fast, we selected the 300k
most frequent phrases referring to each monolin-
gual corpus, and retained 300-best target phrases
for each source phrase (k = 300). 4-gram lan-
guage models were trained with lmplz (Heafield
et al., 2013). Then, USMT systems were refined

3https://github.com/facebookresearch/
fastText

4http://www.statmt.org/wmt19/
5http://commoncrawl.org
6https://github.com/artetxem/vecmap

four times (N = 4) and used to generate syn-
thetic parallel data by translating 10M sentences
randomly sampled from the monolingual data. Fi-
nally, on the synthetic parallel data, we trained
new BWE using BIVEC7 with the parameters used
in Upadhyay et al. (2016) and with word align-
ments determined by fast align (Dyer et al.,
2013).8

We performed contrastive experiments for some
of our tasks with a simple method proposed by
Levy et al. (2017), denoted SENTID,9 with its de-
fault parameters for training BWE. SENTID does
not optimize a joint objective but as for BIVEC
we trained it on the synthetic parallel data and
learned directly from scratch a single BWE space.
SENTID does not require word alignments, but in-
stead simply exploits sentence pair IDs as a bilin-
gual signal associated with each word and train
BWE by applying skipgram on a word/sentence-
ID matrix.

All the methods for training word embed-
dings were trained with 512 dimensions and their
-min-count parameter set to 5.

Note that in all our experiments, we filtered the
vocabulary so that all BWE spaces have the same
vocabulary when compared.

3.2 Task 1: Bilingual lexicon induction

Bilingual lexicon induction (BLI) is by far the
most popular evaluation task for BWE used by
previous work in spite of its limits (Glavas et al.,
2019). In contrast to previous work, we used much
larger test sets10 for each language pair.

Table 1 reports on accuracy in retrieving a cor-
rect translation with CSLS (Lample et al., 2018a)
for each source word of the test sets. For all the
tasks, BIVEC and SENTID achieved better accu-
racy than VECMAP. This supports our assumption
that even noisy synthetic parallel data can pro-
vide useful bilingual contexts for training BWE.
The largest improvements were observed for en-
id, with a gain of more than 10 points. Interest-
ingly, BIVEC and SENTID performed similarly,
pointing out that word alignments are not neces-
sary in our scenario. The accuracy was higher
when synthetic parallel data did not contain syn-

7https://github.com/lmthang/bivec
8https://github.com/clab/fast_align
9https://bitbucket.org/omerlevy/xling_

embeddings
10https://github.com/facebookresearch/

MUSE
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Method Data en→de de→en en→fr fr→en en→id id→ensrc-tgt

VECMAP all-all 42.4 59.0 67.7 70.0 58.9 59.5

BIVEC 10M-0 45.8 59.2 73.9 71.3 70.4 69.7
SENTID 10M-0 45.8 60.1 74.4 71.8 69.8 69.2

BIVEC 0-10M 43.7 63.4 72.0 74.3 67.3 72.3
SENTID 0-10M 43.5 63.5 72.6 74.8 67.5 73.4

BIVEC 10M-10M 44.9 54.9 73.9 73.8 69.5 72.1
SENTID 10M-10M 45.4 62.1 74.2 74.0 69.4 73.0

Coverage ratio 15.1 14.7 24.8 26.9 27.8 25.4

Table 1: Accuracy in BLI for different BWE. The “Data” column indicates the number of sentences in the mono-
lingual data used to train BWE: e.g., “0” means that the data of the corresponding language has been generated by
USMT. For the last two rows, 20M synthetic sentence pairs have been used: 10M generated by L1→L2 and 10M
generated by L2→L1 USMT systems. The last row indicate coverage ratio for each test set by the BWE. Best
scores in each translation direction is presented in bold.

USMT Data en→de en→fr en→id
src-tgt Acc. BLEU Acc. BLEU Acc. BLEU

Step 0 10M-0 47.1 (12.1) 74.1 (17.0) 65.2 (13.6)
Step 4 10M-0 46.4 (18.8) 75.6 (25.3) 69.4 (24.5)

Step 0 0-10M 43.8 (16.0) 72.8 (18.6) 64.6 (17.7)
Step 4 0-10M 44.0 (23.4) 73.5 (26.7) 66.4 (29.1)

Coverage ratio 14.3 23.1 23.0

Table 2: Accuracy in BLI using BWE learned with BIVEC on synthetic parallel sentences generated either by step
0 or step 4 of USMT. BLEU scores of the USMT systems that generated the data were evaluated on the test sets
presented in Section 3.3.

thetic English (“10M-0” for “en→∗” and “0-10M”
for “∗→en”). Using the concatenation of the syn-
thetic data generated by L1→L2 and L2→L1 (last
two rows of the table) slightly underperformed the
best configuration despite the use of twice more
training data. This is presumably due to the pres-
ence of sentences of two very different natures,
synthetic and original, in the same language.

To evaluate the robustness of BIVEC, we com-
pared the performance to those obtained with nois-
ier synthetic data generated by the initial USMT
(without refinement). As shown in Table 2, we ob-
served comparable results, especially for en→de
and en→fr, confirming that this approach is very
robust to noisy training data.

Although BIVEC and SENTID used a sub-part
of the monolingual data used by VECMAP, their
vocabulary size can be larger. This unintuitive ob-
servation comes from the use of USMT to gener-
ate synthetic data: L1 words not covered by the
phrase table are directly copied in the translations.
As a result, such L1 words are introduced into the
L2 vocabulary even if they do not appear in the

L2 monolingual data used to train VECMAP, artif-
ically increasing the coverage ratio11 of the lexi-
con. This side-effect of our method is especially
useful for instance for named entities that should
be kept as is. Since such words in L1 and their
copies in L2 cooccur frequently in synthetic data,
their embeddings are similar. Obviously, this side-
effect is interesting only for close languages and
may introduce numerous unwanted L1 words in
the L2 space. See Appendix B for some more anal-
yses.

3.3 Task 2: Machine translation

In the phrase table induction for USMT, both the
geometry of the space (when retrieving the k-
closest translations for a given source phrase) and
the embeddings themselves (when computing co-
sine similarity for the translation probability) play
an important role. Better BWE should lead to bet-

11As a definition for coverage, we chose the one imple-
mented in VECMAP: the percentage of source words in a test
bilingual lexicon that are in the vocabulary of the source word
embeddings and that are paired with at least one target word
that is in the vocabulary of the target word embeddings.
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Method en→de en→fr en→id

VECMAP 12.1 17.0 13.6

BIVEC 12.7 17.3 15.9
SENTID 12.8 17.3 15.8

Table 3: BLEU scores of USMT at step 0 with a phrase
table induced using different BWE.

ter phrase tables and consequently translations of
better quality. We thus regard USMT as an extrin-
sic evaluation task for BWE.

Table 3 shows BLEU scores for our USMT at
step 0 on en-de Newstest2016, en-fr Newstest2014
of WMT, and en-id ALT (Riza et al., 2016)12 test
sets. We observed from 0.3 (BIVEC, en→fr) to
2.5 (BIVEC, en→id) BLEU points of improve-
ments over USMT using VECMAP. Again, BIVEC
and SENTID performed similarly. However, note
that here USMT is merely an evaluation task:
the improvement observed at step 0 are practi-
cally useless for USMT, since we can often gain
much larger improvements through refinement as
described in Section 2.2. Consequently, we as-
sume that perfoming more iterations, i.e., retrain-
ing BWE on synthetic parallel data generated by
an USMT system initialized from unsupervised
joint BWE, will not improve either translation
quality or BWE quality.

3.4 Task 3: Monolingual word analogy

In the literature, VECMAP and BIVEC BWE have
been shown to perform as well as, or better than,
word embeddings trained exclusively on monolin-
gual data in monolingual tasks. Since we use sig-
nificantly less and noisier data for training BIVEC
than VECMAP, we assume that this observation
may not hold in our configuration.

We tested our assumption with the English word
analogy task of Mikolov et al. (2013b) by com-
paring VECMAP and BIVEC English word em-
beddings, with several different sets of en-fr syn-
thetic parallel data for training BIVEC. As shown
in Table 4, BIVEC led to significantly lower ac-
curacy than VECMAP, especially for the config-
uration trained on synthetic English (generated
from French) with a gap of 32.2 points. We
also observed a lower accuracy when using orig-
inal English, presumably due to the use of much
smaller data than for training VECMAP. However,

12http://www2.nict.go.jp/astrec-att/
member/mutiyama/ALT/

Method English data Accuracy

VECMAP 239M (en) 77.8

BIVEC
10M (en→fr) 65.7
10M (fr→en) 45.6
10M (fr→en) + 10M (en→fr) 62.3

fastText

239M (en) 79.1
10M (en→fr) 64.6
10M (fr→en) 45.1
10M (fr→en) + 10M (en→fr) 61.2

Table 4: Results on the English word analogy task us-
ing the English word embeddings.

when training monolingual word embeddings us-
ing fastText on the same English data used for
training BIVEC, we observed that fastText un-
derperforms BIVEC. This confirms that BIVEC
can take advantage of noisy but bilingual contexts
to monolingually improve word embeddings.

4 Conclusion and future work

We show in several cross-lingual NLP tasks that
unsupervised joint BWE achieved better results
than unsupervised mapped BWE. Our experi-
ments also highlight the robustness of joint train-
ing that can take advantage of bilingual contexts
even from very noisy synthetic parallel data. Since
our approach works on top of unsupervised map-
ping for BWE and uses synthetic data generated
by unsupervised MT, it will directly benefit from
any future advances in these two types of tech-
niques. Our approach has, however, a higher com-
putational cost due to the need of generating syn-
thetic parallel data, while generating more data
would also improve the vocabulary coverage.

As a future work, we would like to study, for
training BWE, the impact of the use of synthetic
parallel data generated by unsupervised NMT, or
of a different nature, such as translation pairs ex-
tracted from monolingual corpora without super-
vision. Such translation pairs are, in general, more
fluent but potentially much less accurate.
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Data en→de en→fr

Europarl 52.5 75.9
Synthetic Europarl 50.4 74.7

Table 5: Accuracy of BWE jointly trained on the orig-
inal and on the synthetic version of Europarl in bilin-
gual lexicon induction tasks. Presented results are for
the same vocabulary.
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Method Data en→de de→en en→fr fr→en en→id id→en
src tgt Cov. Acc. Cov. Acc. Cov. Acc. Cov. Acc. Cov. Acc. Cov. Acc.

VECMAP all all 27.0 24.6 26.2 36.8 34.1 55.2 35.9 54.8 42.8 39.8 41.2 40.8

BIVEC 10M 0 24.3 60.6 22.9 70.0 32.4 74.3 33.1 73.5 35.6 73.3 32.6 74.6
SENTID 10M 0 24.3 60.5 22.9 70.5 32.4 75.0 33.1 73.8 35.6 72.9 32.6 74.3

BIVEC 0 10M 17.4 42.2 17.5 58.1 28.2 70.3 31.5 70.0 36.8 67.6 35.9 71.9
SENTID 0 10M 17.4 42.1 17.5 58.3 28.2 70.0 31.5 70.5 36.8 67.7 35.9 73.3

BIVEC 10M 10M 27.3 57.0 26.3 62.2 37.3 70.2 39.1 70.0 46.1 69.8 44.6 73.0
SENTID 10M 10M 27.3 57.3 26.3 66.7 37.3 70.8 39.1 70.5 46.1 70.1 44.6 74.6

Table 6: Results in BLI of VECMAP, BIVEC, and SENTID BWE, on the “full” Muse bilingual lexicons, without
filtering the vocabulary. In other words, the compared BWE do not have the same vocabulary. The coverage is
given by the VECMAP’s evaluation script.

A Preliminary experiment

To empirically test our assumption on the robust-
ness of BIVEC to noisiness of training data, we
performed a preliminary experiment. First, we
trained a low-quality SMT systems for en→de an
d en→fr on small parallel corpora.13 Then, a syn-
thetic version of Europarl is compiled by coupling
the English side of Europarl parallel corpora and
its German and French translations generated by
the SMT systems. Finally, with BIVEC, we ob-
tained two types of BWE respectively from the
original and the synthetic Europarl, and evaluated
them in bilingual lexicon induction (BLI) tasks on
the test sets used in Section 3.2.

Results are presented in Table 5. Despite the
poor performance of our SMT systems, BWE
learned from the synthetic Europarl were only
slightly less accurate for BLI than the BWE
learned from the original Europarl. This result
supports our assumption that BIVEC can exploit
noisy synthetic data produced by SMT.

B Bilingual lexicon induction: coverage
statistics

To show how the vocabulary coverage varies be-
tween BWE spaces, and to evaluate their impact
on the accuracy in BLI, we report in Table 6 the
coverage and the accuracy in BLI for all the BWE
evaluated without restricting their vocabulary to be
the same. Note that, because of the differences in
coverage, accuracy of joint BWE cannot directly
be compared with VECMAP BWE.

13We used the News Commentary corpora provided by
WMT for en→de and en→fr to train SMT systems perform-
ing at 15.4 and 20.1 BLEU points on Newstest2016 en-de and
Newstest2014 en-fr, respectively.
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embeddings (Nickel and Kiela, 2017, 2018) as
follows: Roller et al. (2018) showed that Hearst
patterns can provide important constraints for hy-
pernymy extraction from distributional contexts.
However, it is also well-known that Hearst patterns
suffer from missing and incorrect extractions, as
words must co-occur in exactly the right pattern to
be detected successfully. For this reason, we first
extract potential is-a relationships from a corpus
using Hearst patterns and build a directed weighted
graph from these extractions. We then embed this
Hearst Graph in hyperbolic space to infer missing
hypernymy relations and remove wrong extractions.
By using hyperbolic space for the embedding, we
can exploit the following important advantages:

Consistency Hyperbolic entailment cones (Ganea
et al., 2018) allow us to enforce transitivity of
is-a-relations in the entire embedding space.
This improves the taxonomic consistency of
the model, as it enforces that (x,is-a, z) if
(x,is-a, y) and (y,is-a, z). To improve
optimization properties, we also propose a
new method to compute hyperbolic entailment
cones in the Lorentz model of hyperbolic space.

Efficiency Hyperbolic space allows for very low
dimensional embeddings of graphs with latent
hierarchies and heavy-tailed degree distribu-
tions. For embedding large Hearst graphs –
which exhibit both properties (e.g., see Fig-
ure 2) – this is an important advantage. In our
experiments, we will show that hyperbolic em-
beddings allow us to decrease the embedding
dimension by over an order of magnitude while
outperforming SVD-based methods.

Interpretability In hyperbolic embeddings, simi-
larity is captured via distance while the gener-
ality of terms is captured through their norms.
This makes it easy to interpret the embeddings
with regard to their hierarchical structure and
allows us to get additional insights, e.g., about
a term’s degree of generality.

Figure 1 shows an example of a two-dimensional
embedding of the Hearst graph that we use in our
experiments. Although we will use higher dimen-
sionalities for our final embedding, the visualiza-
tion serves as a good illustration of the hierarchical
structure that is obtained through the embedding.

2 Related Work

Hypernym detection Detecting is-a-relations
from text is a long-standing task in natural language
processing. A popular approach is to exploit high-
precision lexico-syntactic patterns as first proposed
by Hearst (1992). These patterns may be prede-
fined or learned automatically (Snow et al., 2005;
Shwartz et al., 2016; Nakashole et al., 2012). How-
ever, it is well known that such pattern-based meth-
ods suffer significantly from missing extractions as
terms must occur in exactly the right configuration
to be detected (Shwartz et al., 2016; Roller et al.,
2018). Recent works improve coverage by lever-
aging search engines (Kozareva and Hovy, 2010)
or by exploiting web-scale corpora (Seitner et al.,
2016); but also come with precision trade-offs.

To overcome the sparse extractions of pattern-
based methods, focus has recently shifted to dis-
tributional approaches which provide rich repre-
sentations of lexical meaning. These methods al-
leviate the sparsity issue but also require special-
ized similarity measures to distinguish different
lexical relationships. To date, most measures are
inspired by the Distributional Inclusion Hypothe-
sis (DIH; Geffet and Dagan 2005) which hypoth-
esizes that for a subsumption relation (cat, is-a,
mammal) the subordinate term (cat) should appear
in a subset of the contexts in which the superior
term (mammal) occurs. Unsupervised methods for
hypernymy detection based on distributional ap-
proaches include WeedsPrec (Weeds et al., 2004),
invCL (Lenci and Benotto, 2012), SLQS (Santus
et al., 2014), and DIVE (Chang et al., 2018). Dis-
tributional representations that are based on posi-
tional or dependency-based contexts may also cap-
ture crude Hearst-pattern-like features (Levy et al.,
2015; Roller and Erk, 2016). Shwartz et al. (2017)
showed that such contexts plays an important role
for the success of distributional methods. Camacho-
Collados et al. (2018) proposed a new shared task
for hypernym retrieval from text corpora.

Recently, Roller et al. (2018) performed a sys-
tematic study of unsupervised distributional and
pattern-based approaches for hypernym detection.
Their results showed that pattern-based methods
are able to outperform DIH-based methods on sev-
eral challenging hypernymy benchmarks. Key as-
pects to good performance were the extraction of
patterns from large text corpora and using embed-
ding methods to overcome the sparsity issue. Our
work builds on these findings by replacing their
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Figure 2: Frequency distribution of words appearing
in the Hearst pattern corpus (on a log-log scale).

embeddings with ones with a natural hierarchical
structure.

Taxonomy induction Although detecting hyper-
nymy relationships is an important and difficult
task, these systems alone do not produce rich taxo-
nomic graph structures (Camacho-Collados, 2017),
and complete taxonomy induction may be seen as
a parallel and complementary task.

Many works in this area consider a taxonomic
graph as the starting point, and consider a variety
of methods for growing or discovering areas of the
graph. For example, Snow et al. (2006) train a clas-
sifier to predict the likelihood of an edge in Word-
Net, and suggest new undiscovered edges, while
Kozareva and Hovy (2010) propose an algorithm
which repeatedly crawls for new edges using a web
search engine and an initial seed taxonomy. Cimi-
ano et al. (2005) considered learning ontologies
using Formal Concept Analysis. Similar works
consider noisy graphs discovered from Hearst pat-
terns, and provide algorithms for pruning edges
until a strict hierarchy remains (Velardi et al., 2005;
Kozareva and Hovy, 2010; Velardi et al., 2013).
Maedche and Staab (2001) proposed a method to
learn ontologies in a Semantic Web context.

Embeddings Recently, works have proposed a
variety of graph embedding techniques for rep-
resenting and recovering hierarchical structure.
Order-embeddings (Vendrov et al., 2016) repre-
sent text and images with embeddings where the
ordering over individual dimensions forms a par-
tially ordered set. Hyperbolic embeddings repre-
sent words in hyperbolic manifolds such as the
Poincaré ball and may be viewed as a continuous
analogue to tree-like structures (Nickel and Kiela,
2017, 2018). Recently, Tifrea et al. (2018) also pro-
posed an extension of GLOVE (Pennington et al.,

Pattern

X which is a (example | class | kind | . . . ) of Y
X (and | or) (any | some) other Y
X which is called Y
X is JJS (most)? Y
X a special case of Y
X is an Y that
X is a !(member | part | given) Y
!(features | properties) Y such as X1, X2, . . .
(Unlike | like) (most | all | any | other) Y, X
Y including X1, X2, . . .

Table 1: Hearst patterns used in this study. Patterns are
lemmatized, but listed as inflected for clarity.

2014) to hyperbolic space. In addition, works have
considered how distributional co-occurrences may
be used to augment order-embeddings (Li et al.,
2018) and hyperbolic embeddings (Dhingra et al.,
2018). Further methods have focused on the of-
ten complex overlapping structure of word classes,
and induced hierarchies using box-lattice structures
(Vilnis et al., 2018) and Gaussian word embeddings
(Athiwaratkun and Wilson, 2018). Compared to
many of the purely graph-based works, these meth-
ods generally require supervision of hierarchical
structure, and cannot learn taxonomies using only
unstructured noisy data.

3 Methods

In the following, we discuss our method for un-
supervised learning of concept hierarchies. We
first discuss the extraction and construction of the
Hearst graph, followed by a description of the Hy-
perbolic Embeddings.

3.1 Hearst Graph

The main idea introduced by Hearst (1992) is to
exploit certain lexico-syntactic patterns to detect
is-a relationships in natural language. For in-
stance, patterns like “NPy such as NPx” or “NPx

and other NPy” often indicate a hypernymy rela-
tionship (u,is-a, v). By treating unique noun
phrases as nodes in a large, directed graph, we may
construct a Hearst Graph using only unstructured
text and very limited prior knowledge in the form of
patterns. Table 1 lists the only patterns that we use
in this work. Formally, let E = {(u, v)}N

i=1 denote
the set of is-a relationships that have been ex-
tracted from a text corpus. Furthermore, let w(u, v)
denote how often we have extracted the relationship
(u,is-a, v). We then represent the extracted pat-
terns as a weighted directed graph G = (V, E, w)
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let Θ = {vi}M
i=1 be the set of embeddings. To find

an embedding that minimizes the overall energy,
we then solve the optimization problem

Θ̂ = arg min
Θ∈Hn

∑

u,v ∈V

L(u, v) (4)

where

L(u, v) =

{
E(u, v) if (u, v) ∈ E

max(0, γ − E(u, v)) otherwise

is the max-margin loss as used in (Ganea et al.,
2018; Vendrov et al., 2016). The goal of Equa-
tion (4) is to find a joint embedding of all terms
that best explains the observed Hearst patterns.

To solve Equation (4), we follow Nickel and
Kiela (2018) and perform stochastic optimization
via Riemannian SGD (RSGD; Bonnabel 2013). In
RSGD, updates to the parameters v are computed
via

vt+1 = expvt
(−η grad f(vt)) (5)

where grad f(vt) denotes the Riemannian gradient
and η denotes the learning rate. In Equation 5, the
Riemannian gradient of f at v is computed via

grad f(vt) = projvt

(
g−1
ℓ ∇f(v)

)

where ∇f(v) denotes the Euclidean gradient of f
and where

projv(x) = v + 〈v, x〉Lv

g−1
ℓ (v) = diag([−1, 1, . . . , 1])

denote the projection from the ambient space Rn+1

onto the tangent space TvLn and the inverse of the
metric tensor, respectively. Finally, the exponential
map for Ln is computed via

expv(x) = cosh(‖x‖L)v + sinh(‖x‖L)
x

‖x‖L

where ‖v‖L =
√

〈v, v〉L and v ∈ TxLn.
As suggested by Nickel and Kiela (2018),

we initialize the embeddings close to the ori-
gin of Ln by sampling from the uniform dis-
tribution U(−0.001, 0.001) and by setting v0 to√

1 + ||v′||2, what ensures that the sampled points
are located on the surface of the hyperboloid.

4 Experiments

To evaluate the efficacy of our method, we evaluate
on several commonly-used hypernymy benchmarks

(as described in (Roller et al., 2018)) as well as in a
reconstruction setting (as described in (Nickel and
Kiela, 2017)). Following Roller et al. (2018), we
compare to the following methods for unsupervised
hypernymy detection:

Pattern-Based Models Let E = {(x, y)}N
i=1 be

the set of Hearst patterns in our corpus, w(x, y) be
the count of how many times (x, y) occurs in E,
and W =

∑
(x,y)∈E w(x, y). We then consider the

following pattern-based methods:

Count Model (p) This model simply outputs the
count, or equivalently, the extraction probabilities
of Hearst patterns, i.e.,

p(x, y) =
w(x, y)

W

PPMI Model (ppmi) To correct for skewed oc-
currence probabilities, the PPMI model predicts
hypernymy relations based on the Positive Point-
wise Mutual Information over the Hearst pattern
corpus. Let p−(x) = Σ(x,y)∈Ew(x, y)/W and
p+(x) = Σ(y,x)∈Ew(y, x)/W , then:

ppmi(x, y) = max

(
0, log

p(x, y)

p−(x)p+(y)

)

SVD Count (sp) To account for missing relations,
we also compare against low-rank embeddings of
the Hearst corpus using Singular Value Decompo-
sition (SVD). Specifically, let X ∈ RMxM , such
that Xij = w(i, j)/W and UΣV ⊤ be the singular
value decomposition of X , then:

sp(x, y) = u⊤
x Σrvy

SVD PPMI (spmi) We also evaluate against the
SVD of the PPMI matrix, which is identical to
sp(i, j), with the exception that Xij = ppmi(i, j),
instead of p(i, j). Roller et al. (2018) showed that
this method provides state-of-the-art results for un-
supervised hypernymy detection.

Hyperbolic Embeddings (HypeCones) We embed
the Hearst graph into hyperbolic space as described
in Section 3.2. At evaluation time, we predict the
likelihood using the model energy E(u, v).

Distributional Models The distributional mod-
els in our evaluation are based on the DIH, i.e., the
idea that contexts in which a narrow term x (ex:
cat) may appear should be a subset of the contexts
in which a broader term y (ex: animal) may appear.
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Detection (AP) Direction (Acc.) Graded (ρ)

BLESS EVAL LEDS SHWARTZ WBLESS BLESS WBLESS BIBLESS HYPERLEX

Cosine .12 .29 .71 .31 .53 .00 .54 .52 .14
WeedsPrec .19 .39 .87 .43 .68 .63 .59 .45 .43
invCL .18 .37 .89 .38 .66 .64 .60 .47 .43
SLQS .15 .35 .60 .38 .69 .75 .67 .51 .16

p(x, y) .49 .38 .71 .29 .74 .46 .69 .62 .62
ppmi(x, y) .45 .36 .70 .28 .72 .46 .68 .61 .60
sp(x, y) .66 .45 .81 .41 .91 .96 .84 .80 .51
spmi(x, y) .76 .48 .84 .44 .96 .96 .87 .85 .53

HypeCones .81 .50 .89 .50 .98 .94 .90 .87 .59

Table 2: Experimental results comparing distributional and pattern-based methods in all settings.

WeedsPrec The first distributional model we con-
sider is WeedsPrec (Weeds et al., 2004), which
captures the features of x which are included in the
set of more general term’s features, y:

WeedsPrec(x, y) =

∑n
i=1 xi · ✶yi>0∑n

i=1 xi

invCL Lenci and Benotto (2012), introduce the
idea of distributional exclusion by also measuring
the degree to which the broader term contains con-
texts not used by the narrower term. The degree of
inclusion is denoted as:

CL(x, y) =

∑n
i=1 min(xi, yi)∑n

i=1 xi

To measure the inclusion of x and y and the non-
inclusion of y in x, invCL is then computed as

invCL(x, y) =
√

CL(x, y) · (1 − CL(y, x))

SLQS The SLQS model is based on the informa-
tiveness hypothesis (Santus et al., 2014; Shwartz
et al., 2017), i.e., the idea that general words appear
mostly in uninformative contexts, as measured by
entropy. SLQS depends on the median entropy of
a term’s top k contexts:

Ex = mediank
i=1[H(ci)]

where H(ci) is the Shannon entropy of context ci

across all terms. SLQS is then defined as:

SLQS(x, y) = 1 − Ex/Ey

Corpora and Preprocessing We construct our
Hearst graph using the same data, patterns, and pro-
cedure as described in (Roller et al., 2018): Hearst
patterns are extracted from the concatenation of
GigaWord and Wikipedia. The corpus is tokenized,

lemmatized, and POS-tagged using CoreNLP 3.8.0
(Manning et al., 2014). The full set of Hearst pat-
terns is provided in Table 1. These include proto-
typical Hearst patterns, like “animals [such as] big
cats”, as well as broader patterns like “New Year [is
the most important] holiday.” Noun phrases were
allowed to match limited modifiers, and produced
additional hits for the head of the noun phrase. The
final corpus contains circa 4.5M matched pairs,
431K unique pairs, and 243K unique terms.

Hypernymy Tasks We consider three distinct
subtasks for evaluating the performance of these
models for hypernymy prediction:

• Detection: Given a pair of words (u, v), deter-
mine if v is a hypernym of u.

• Direction: Given a pair (u, v), determine if u
is more general than v or vise versa.

• Graded Entailment: Given a pair of words (u,
v), determine the degree to which u is a v.

For detection, we evaluate all models on five
commonly-used benchmark datasets: BLESS (Ba-
roni and Lenci, 2011), LEDS (Baroni et al., 2012),
EVAL (Santus et al., 2015), SHWARTZ (Shwartz
et al., 2016), and WBLESS (Weeds et al., 2014),
In addition to positive hypernymy relations, these
datasets include negative samples in the form of
random pairs, co-hyponymy, antonymy, meronymy,
and adjectival relations. For directionality and
graded entailment, we also use BIBLESS (Kiela
et al., 2015) and HYPERLEX (Vulic et al., 2016).
We refer to Roller et al. (2018) for an in-depth dis-
cussion of these datasets. For all models, we use
the identical text corpus and tune hyperparameters
on the validation sets.
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Animals Plants Vehicles

All Missing Transitive All Missing Transitive All Missing Transitive

p(x, y) 350.18 512.28 455.27 271.38 393.98 363.73 43.12 82.57 66.10
ppmi(x, y) 350.47 512.28 455.38 271.40 393.98 363.76 43.20 82.57 66.16
sp(x, y) 56.56 77.10 11.22 43.40 64.70 17.88 9.19 26.98 14.84
spmi(x, y) 58.40 102.56 12.37 40.61 71.81 14.80 9.62 17.96 3.03

HypeCones 25.33 37.60 4.37 17.00 31.53 6.36 5.12 10.28 2.74
∆% 56.6 51.2 61.1 58.1 51.3 57.0 44.3 42.8 9.6

Table 3: Reconstruction of Animals, Plants, and Vehicles subtrees in WORDNET.

Table 2 shows the results for all tasks. It can
be seen that our proposed approach provides sub-
stantial gains on the detection and directionality
tasks and, overall, achieves state of the art re-
sults on seven of nine benchmarks. In addition,
our method clearly outperforms other embedding-
based approaches on HYPERLEX, although it can
not fully match the count-based methods. As Roller
et al. (2018) noted, this might be an artifact of the
evaluation metric, as count-based methods benefit
from their sparse-predictions in this setting.

Our method achieves also strong performance
when compared to Poincaré GLOVE on the task
of hypernymy prediction. While Tifrea et al.
(2018) report Spearman’s rho ρ = 0.421 on HY-
PERLEX and accuracy ACC = 0.790 on WBLESS,
our method achieves ρ = 0.59 (HYPERLEX) and
ACC = 0.909 (WBLESS). This illustrates the im-
portance of the distributional constraints that are
provided by Hearst patterns.

An additional benefit is the efficiency of our
embeddings. For all tasks, we have used a 20-
dimensional embedding for HYPECONES, while
the best results for SVD-based methods have been
achieved with 300 dimensions. This reduction in
parameters by over an order of magnitude clearly
highlights the efficiency of hyperbolic embeddings
for representing hierarchical structures.

Reconstruction In the following, we compare
embedding and pattern-based methods on the task
of reconstructing an entire subtree of WORDNET,
i.e., the animals, plants, and vehicles taxonomies,
as proposed by Kozareva and Hovy (2010). In
addition to predicting the existence of single hy-
pernymy relations, this allows us to evaluate the
performance of these models for inferring full tax-
onomies and to perform an ablation for the pre-
diction of missing and transitive relations. We fol-
low previous work (Bordes et al., 2013; Nickel
and Kiela, 2017) and report for each observed

relation (u, v) in WORDNET, its score ranked
against the score of the ground-truth negative
edges. In Table 3, All refers to the ranking of
all edges in the subtree, Missing to edges that are
not included in the Hearst graph G, Transitive to
missing transitive edges in G (i.e. for all edges
{(x, z) : (x, y), (y, z) ∈ E ∧ (x, z) /∈ E}).

It can be seen that our method clearly outper-
forms the SVD and count-based models with a rel-
ative improvement of typically over 40% over the
best non-hyperbolic model. Furthermore, our abla-
tion shows that HYPECONES improves the consis-
tency of the embedding due to its transitivity prop-
erty. For instance, in our Hearst Graph the relation
(male horse, is-a, equine) is missing. However,
since we correctly model that (male horse, is-a,
horse) and (horse, is-a, equine), by transitivity,
we also infer (male horse, is-a, equine), which
SVD fails to do.

5 Conclusion

In this work, we have proposed a new approach
for inferring concept hierarchies from large text
corpora. For this purpose, we combine Hearst pat-
terns with hyperbolic embeddings which allows
us to set appropriate constraints on the distribu-
tional contexts and to improve the consistency in
the embedding space. By computing a joint embed-
ding of all terms that best explains the extracted
Hearst patterns, we can then exploit these prop-
erties for improved hypernymy prediction. The
natural hierarchical structure of hyperbolic space
allows us also to learn very efficient embeddings
that reduce the required dimensionality substan-
tially over SVD-based methods. To improve op-
timization, we have furthermore proposed a new
method to compute entailment cones in the Lorentz
model of hyperbolic space. Experimentally, we
show that our embeddings achieve state-of-the-art
performance on a variety of commonly-used hyper-
nymy benchmarks.
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Abstract

Segmenting a chunk of text into words is usu-
ally the first step of processing Chinese text,
but its necessity has rarely been explored.

In this paper, we ask the fundamental question
of whether Chinese word segmentation (CWS)
is necessary for deep learning-based Chinese
Natural Language Processing. We bench-
mark neural word-based models which rely on
word segmentation against neural char-based
models which do not involve word segmenta-
tion in four end-to-end NLP benchmark tasks:
language modeling, machine translation, sen-
tence matching/paraphrase and text classifica-
tion. Through direct comparisons between
these two types of models, we find that char-
based models consistently outperform word-
based models.

Based on these observations, we conduct com-
prehensive experiments to study why word-
based models underperform char-based mod-
els in these deep learning-based NLP tasks.
We show that it is because word-based models
are more vulnerable to data sparsity and the
presence of out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words,
and thus more prone to overfitting. We hope
this paper could encourage researchers in the
community to rethink the necessity of word
segmentation in deep learning-based Chinese
Natural Language Processing. 1

1 Introduction

There is a key difference between English (or more
broadly, languages that use some form of the Latin
alphabet) and Chinese (or other languages that do
not have obvious word delimiters such as Korean
and Japanese) : words in English can be easily
recognized since the space token is a good approxi-
mation of a word divider, whereas no word divider

1Yuxian Meng and Xiaoya Li contributed equally to this
paper.

is present between words in written Chinese sen-
tences. This gives rise to the task of Chinese Word
Segmentation (CWS) (Zhang et al., 2003; Peng
et al., 2004; Huang and Zhao, 2007; Zhao et al.,
2006; Zheng et al., 2013; Zhou et al., 2017; Yang
et al., 2017, 2018). In the context of deep learning,
the segmented words are usually treated as the ba-
sic units for operations (we call these models the
word-based models for the rest of this paper). Each
segmented word is associated with a fixed-length
vector representation, which will be processed by
deep learning models in the same way as how En-
glish words are processed. Word-based models
come with a few fundamental disadvantages, as
will be discussed below.

Firstly, word data sparsity inevitably leads to
overfitting and the ubiquity of OOV words limits
the model’s learning capacity. Particularly, Zipf’s
law applies to most languages including Chinese.
Frequencies of many Chinese words are extremely
small, making the model impossible to fully learn
their semantics. Let us take the widely used Chi-
nese Treebank dataset (CTB) as an example (Xia,
2000). Using Jieba,2 the most widely-used open-
sourced Chinese word segmentation system, to seg-
ment the CTB, we end up with a dataset consist-
ing of 615,194 words with 50,266 distinct words.
Among the 50,266 distinct words, 24,458 words
appear only once, amounting to 48.7% of the total
vocabulary, yet they only take up 4.0% of the entire
corpus. If we increase the frequency bar to 4, we
get 38,889 words appearing less or equal to 4 times,
which contribute to 77.4% of the total vocabulary
but only 10.1% of the entire corpus. Statistics are
given in Table 1. This shows that the word-based
data is very sparse. The data sparsity issue is likely
to induce overfitting, since more words means a
larger number of parameters. In addition, since it

2https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba
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bar # distinct prop of vocab prop of corpus
∞ 50,266 100% 100%
4 38,889 77.4% 10.1%
1 24,458 48.7% 4.0%

Table 1: Word statistics of Chinese TreeBank.

Corpora Yao Ming reaches the final
CTB 姚明 进入 总决赛
PKU 姚 明 进入 总 决赛

Table 2: CTB and PKU have different segmentation
criteria (Chen et al., 2017c).

is unrealistic to maintain a huge word-vector ta-
ble, many words are treated as OOVs, which may
further constrain the model’s learning capability.

Secondly, the state-of-the-art word segmenta-
tion performance is far from perfect, the errors of
which would bias downstream NLP tasks. Partic-
ularly, CWS is a relatively hard and complicated
task, primarily because word boundary of Chinese
words is usually quite vague. As discussed in Chen
et al. (2017c), different linguistic perspectives have
different criteria for CWS (Chen et al., 2017c). As
shown in Table 1, in the two most widely adopted
CWS datasets PKU (Yu et al., 2001) and CTB (Xia,
2000), the same sentence is segmented differently.

Thirdly, if we ask the fundamental problem of
how much benefit word segmentation may provide,
it is all about how much additional semantic infor-
mation is present in a labeled CWS dataset. Af-
ter all, the fundamental difference between word-
based models and char-based models is whether
teaching signals from the CWS labeled dataset are
utilized. Unfortunately, the answer to this question
remains unclear. For example. in machine transla-
tion we usually have millions of training examples.
The labeled CWS dataset is relatively small (68k
sentences for CTB and 21k for PKU), and the do-
main is relatively narrow. It is not clear that CWS
dataset is sure to introduce a performance boost.

Before neural network models became popular,
there were discussions on whether CWS is nec-
essary and how much improvement it can bring
about. In information retrieval(IR), Foo and Li
(2004) discussed CWS’s effect on IR systems and
revealed that segmentation approach has an effect
on IR effectiveness as long as the SAME segmenta-
tion method is used for query and document, and
that CWS does not always work better than mod-
els without segmentation. In cases where CWS
does lead to better performance, the gap between
word-based models and char-based models can be

closed if bigrams of characters are used in char-
based models. In the phrase-based machine trans-
lation, Xu et al. (2004) reported that CWS only
showed non-significant improvements over mod-
els without word segmentation. Zhao et al. (2013)
found that segmentation itself does not guarantee
better MT performance and it is not key to MT im-
provement. For text classification, Liu et al. (2007)
compared a naı̈ve character bigram model with
word-based models, and concluded that CWS is
not necessary for text classification. Outside the
literature of computational linguistics, there have
been discussions in the field of cognitive science.
Based on eye movement data, Tsai and McConkie
(2003) found that fixations of Chinese readers do
not land more frequently on the centers of Chi-
nese words, suggesting that characters, rather than
words, should be the basic units of Chinese reading
comprehension. Consistent with this view, Bai et al.
(2008) found that Chinese readers read unspaced
text as fast as word spaced text.

In this paper, we ask the fundamental question
of whether word segmentation is necessary for
deep learning-based Chinese natural language pro-
cessing. We first benchmark word-based models
against char-based models (those do not involve
Chinese word segmentation). We run apples-to-
apples comparison between these two types of
models on four NLP tasks: language modeling,
document classification, machine translation and
sentence matching. We observe that char-based
models consistently outperform word-based model.
We also compare char-based models with word-
char hybrid models (Yin et al., 2016; Dong et al.,
2016; Yu et al., 2017), and observe that char-based
models perform better or at least as good as the
hybrid model, indicating that char-based models
already encode sufficient semantic information.

It is also crucial to understand the inadequacy
of word-based models. To this end, we perform
comprehensive analyses on the behavior of word-
based models and char-based models. We identify
the major factor contributing to the disadvantage
of word-based models, i.e., data sparsity, which in
turn leads to overfitting, prevelance of OOV words,
and weak domain transfer ability.

Instead of making a conclusive (and arrogant)
argument that Chinese word segmentation is not
necessary, we hope this paper could foster more
discussions and explorations on the necessity of
the long-existing task of CWS in the community,
alongside with its underlying mechanisms.
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2 Related Work

Since the First International Chinese Word Seg-
mentation Bakeoff in 2003 (Sproat and Emerson,
2003) , a lot of effort has been made on Chinese
word segmentation.

Most of the models in the early years are based
on a dictionary, which is pre-defined and thus in-
dependent of the Chinese text to be segmented.
The simplest but remarkably robust model is the
maximum matching model (Jurafsky and Martin,
2014). The simplest version of it is the left-to-right
maximum matching model (maxmatch). Starting
with the beginning of a string, maxmatch chooses
the longest word in the dictionary that matches the
current position, and advances to the end of the
matched word in the string. Different models are
proposed based on different segmentation criteria
(Huang and Zhao, 2007).

With the rise of statistical machine learning
methods, the task of CWS is formalized as a tag-
ging task, i.e., assigning a BEMS label to each
character of a string that indicates whether the
character is the start of a word(Begin), the end
of a word(End), inside a word (Middel) or a single
word(Single). Traditional sequence labeling mod-
els such as HMM, MEMM and CRF are widely
used (Lafferty et al., 2001; Peng et al., 2004; Zhao
et al., 2006; Carpenter, 2006). .

Neural CWS Models such as RNNs, LSTMs
(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) and CNNs
(Krizhevsky et al., 2012; Kim, 2014) not only pro-
vide a more flexible way to incorporate context
semantics into tagging models but also relieve re-
searchers from the massive work of feature engi-
neering. Neural models for the CWS task have
become very popular these years (Chen et al.,
2015b,a; Cai and Zhao, 2016; Yao and Huang,
2016; Chen et al., 2017b; Zhang et al., 2016; Chen
et al., 2017c; Yang et al., 2017; Cai et al., 2017;
Zhang et al., 2017). Neural representations can be
used either as a set of CRF features or as input to
the decision layer.

3 Experimental Results

In this section, we evaluate the effect of word seg-
mentation in deep learning-based Chinese NLP
in four tasks, language modeling, machine trans-
lation, text classification and sentence match-
ing/paraphrase. To enforce apples-to-apples com-
parison, for both the word-based model and the
char-based model, we use grid search to tune all

model dimension ppl
word 512 199.9
char 512 193.0
word 2048 182.1
char 2048 170.9

hybrid (word+char) 1024+1024 175.7
hybrid (word+char) 2048+1024 177.1
hybrid (word+char) 2048+2048 176.2
hybrid (char only) 2048 171.6

Table 3: Language modeling perplexities in different
models.

important hyper-parameters such as learning rate,
batch size, dropout rate, etc.

3.1 Language Modeling

We evaluate the two types of models on Chinese
Tree-Bank 6.0 (CTB6). We followed the standard
protocol, by which the dataset was split into 80%,
10%, 10% for training, validation and test. The
task is formalized as predicting the upcoming word
given previous context representations. The text
is segmented using Jieba.3 An upcoming word is
predicted given the previous context representation.
For different settings, context representations are
obtained using the char-based model and the word-
based model. LSTMs are used to encode characters
and words.

Results are given in Table 3. In both settings,
the char-based model significantly outperforms the
word-based model. In addition to Jieba, we also
used the Stanford CWS package (Monroe et al.,
2014) and the LTP package (Che et al., 2010),
which resulted in similar findings.

It is also interesting to see results from the hy-
brid model (Yin et al., 2016; Dong et al., 2016; Yu
et al., 2017), which associates each word with a
representation and each char with a representation.
A word representation is obtained by combining
the vector of its constituent word and vectors of the
remaining characters. Since a Chinese word can
contain an arbitrary number of characters, CNNs
are applied to the combination of characters vectors
(Kim et al., 2016) to keep the dimensionality of the
output representation invariant.

We use hybrid (word+char) to denote the stan-
dard hybrid model that uses both char vectors and
word vectors. For comparing purposes, we also im-
plement a pseudo-hybrid model, denoted by hybrid
(char only), in which we do use a word segmen-
tor to segment the texts, but word representations

3https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba
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are obtained only using embeddings of their con-
stituent characters. We tune hyper-parameters such
as vector dimensionality, learning rate and batch
size for all models.

Results are given in Table 3. As can be seen,
the char-based model not only outperforms the
word-based model, but also the hybrid (word+char)
model by a large margin. The hybrid (word+char)
model outperforms the word-based model. This
means that characters already encode all the se-
mantic information needed and adding word em-
beddings would backfire. The hybrid (char only)
model performs similarly to the char-based model,
suggesting that word segmentation does not pro-
vide any additional information. It outperforms the
word-based model, which can be explained by that
the hybrid (char only) model computes word rep-
resentations only based on characters, and thus do
not suffer from the data sparsity issue, OOV issue
and the overfitting issue of the word-based model.

In conclusion, for the language modeling task
on CTB, word segmentation does not provide any
additional performance boost, and including word
embeddings worsen the result.

3.2 Machine Translation

In our experiments on machine translation, we use
the standard Ch-En setting. The training set con-
sists of 1.25M sentence pairs extracted from the
LDC corpora.4 The validation set is from NIST
2002 and the models are evaluated on NIST 2003,
2004, 2005, 2006 and 2008. We followed exactly
the common setup in Ma et al. (2018); Chen et al.
(2017a); Li et al. (2017); Zhang et al. (2018), which
use top 30,000 English words and 27,500 Chinese
words. For the char-based model, vocab size is set
to 4,500. We report results in both the Ch-En and
the En-Ch settings.

Regarding the implementation, we compare
char-based models with word-based models un-
der the standard framework of SEQ2SEQ +attention
(Sutskever et al., 2014; Luong et al., 2015). The cur-
rent state-of-the-art model is from Ma et al. (2018),
which uses both the sentences (seq2seq) and the
bag-of-words as targets in the training stage. We
simply change the word-level encoding in Ma et al.
(2018) to char-level encoding. For En-Ch transla-
tion, we use the same dataset to train and test both
models. As in Ma et al. (2018), the dimensionality
for word vectors and char vectors is set to 512.

4LDC2002E18, LDC2003E07, LDC2003E14, Hansards
portion of LDC2004T07, LDC2004T08 and LDC2005T06.

Results for Ch-En are shown in Table 4. As can
be seen, for the vanilla SEQ2SEQ +attention model,
the char-based model outperforms the word-based
model across all datasets, yielding an average per-
formance boost of +0.83. The same pattern applies
to the bag-of-words framework in Ma et al. (2018).
When changing the word-based model to the char-
based model, we are able to obtain a performance
boost of +0.63. As far as we are concerned, this is
the best result on this 1.25M Ch-En dataset.

Results for En-Ch are presented in Table 5. As
can be seen, the char-based model outperforms the
word-based model by a huge margin (+3.13), and
this margin is greater than the improvement in the
Ch-En translation task. This is because in Ch-En
translation, the difference between word-based and
char-based models is only present in the source
encoding stage, whereas in En-Ch translation it is
present in both the source encoding and the tar-
get decoding stage. Another major reason that
contributes to the inferior performance of the word-
based model is the UNK word at decoding time, We
also implemented the BPE subword model (Sen-
nrich et al., 2016b,a) on the Chinese target side.
The BPE model achieves a performance of 41.44
for the Seq2Seq+attn setting and 44.35 for bag-of-
words, significantly outperforming the word-based
model, but still underperforming the char-based
model by about 0.8-0.9 in BLEU.

We conclude that for Chinese, generating char-
acters has the advantage over generating words in
deep learning decoding.

3.3 Sentence Matching/Paraphrase

There are two Chinese datasets similar to the Stan-
ford Natural Language Inference (SNLI) Corpus
(Bowman et al., 2015): BQ and LCQMC, in which
we need to assign a label to a pair of sentences
depending on whether they share similar mean-
ings. For the BQ dataset (Chen et al., 2018), it
contains 120,000 Chinese sentence pairs, and each
pair is associated with a label indicating whether
the two sentences are of equivalent semantic mean-
ings. The dataset is deliberately constructed so that
sentences in some pairs may have significant word
overlap but complete different meanings, while oth-
ers are the other way around. For LCQMC (Liu
et al., 2018), it aims at identifying whether two sen-
tences have the same intention. This task is similar
to but not exactly the same as the paraphrase detec-
tion task in BQ: two sentences can have different
meanings but share the same intention. For exam-
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TestSet Mixed RNN Bi-Tree-LSTM PKI Seq2Seq Seq2Seq Seq2Seq (word) Seq2Seq (char)
+Attn (word) +Attn (char) +Attn+BOW +Attn+BOW

MT-02 36.57 36.10 39.77 35.67 36.82 (+1.15) 37.70 40.14 (+0.37)
MT-03 34.90 35.64 33.64 35.30 36.27 (+0.97) 38.91 40.29 (+1.38)
MT-04 38.60 36.63 36.48 37.23 37.93 (+0.70) 40.02 40.45 (+0.43)
MT-05 35.50 34.35 33.08 33.54 34.69 (+1.15) 36.82 36.96 (+0.14)
MT-06 35.60 30.57 32.90 35.04 35.22 (+0.18) 35.93 36.79 (+0.86)
MT-08 – – 24.63 26.89 27.27 (+0.38) 27.61 28.23 (+0.62)

Average – – 32.51 33.94 34.77 (+0.83) 36.51 37.14 (+0.63)

Table 4: Results of different models on the Ch-En machine translation task. Results of Mixed RNN (Li et al.,
2017), Bi-Tree-LSTM (Chen et al., 2017a) and PKI (Zhang et al., 2018) are copied from the original papers.

TestSet Seq2Seq Seq2Seq Seq2Seq Seq2Seq (char)
+Attn (word) +Attn (char) +Attn+BOW +Attn+BOW

MT-02 42.57 44.09 (+1.52) 43.42 46.78 (+3.36)
MT-03 40.88 44.57 (+3.69) 43.92 47.44 (+3.52)
MT-04 40.98 44.73 (+3.75) 43.35 47.29 (+3.94)
MT-05 40.87 42.50 (+1.63) 42.63 44.73 (+2.10)
MT-06 39.33 42.88 (+3.55) 43.31 46.66 (+3.35)
MT-08 33.52 35.36 (+1.84) 35.65 38.12 (+2.47)

Average 39.69 42.36 (+2.67) 42.04 45.17 (+3.13)

Table 5: Results on the En-Ch machine translation task.

ple, the meanings of ”My phone is lost” and ”I need
a new phone” are different, but their intentions are
the same: buying a new phone.

Each pair of sentences in the BQ and the
LCQMC dataset is associated with a binary label in-
dicating whether the two sentences share the same
intention, and the task can be formalized as pre-
dicting this binary label. To predict correct labels,
a model needs to handle the semantics of the sub-
units of a sentence, which makes the task very ap-
propriate for examining the capability of semantic
models.

We compare char-based models with word-based
models. For the word-based models, texts are seg-
mented using Jieba. The SOTA results on these
two datasets is achieved by the bilateral multi-
perspective matching model (BiMPM) (Wang et al.,
2017). We use the standard settings proposed by
BiMPM, i.e. 200d word/char embeddings, which
are randomly initialized.

Results are shown in Table 6. As can be seen,
the char-based model significantly outperforms the
word-based model by a huge margin, +1.34 on the
LCQMC dataset and +2.90 on the BQ set. For
this paraphrase detection task, the model needs
to handle the interactions between sub-units of a
sentence. We conclude that the char-based model
is significantly better in this respect.

3.4 Text Classification

For text classification, we use the currently widely
used benchmarks including:

• ChinaNews: Chinese news articles split into 7
news categories.
• Ifeng: First paragraphs of Chinese news arti-

cles from 2006-2016. The dataset consists of
5 news categories;
• JD Full: product reviews in Chinese crawled

from JD.com. The reviews are used to predict
customers’ ratings (1 to 5 stars), making the
task a five-class classification problem.
• JD binary: the same product reviews from

JD.com. We label 1, 2-star reviews as “neg-
ative reviews” and 4 and 5-star reviews as
“positive reviews” (3-star reviews are ignored),
making the task a binary-classification prob-
lem.
• Dianping: Chinese restaurant reviews crawled

from the online review website Dazhong Di-
anping (similar to Yelp). We collapse the 1, 2
and 3-star reviews to “negative reviews” and
4 and 5-star reviews to “positive reviews”.

The datasets were first introduced in Zhang and
LeCun (2017). We trained the word-based version
and the char-based version of bi-directional LSTM
models to solve this task. Results are shown in
Table 7. As can be seen, the only dataset that the
char-based model underperforms the word-based
model is the chinanews dataset, but the difference
is quite small (0.05). On all the other datasets,
the char-based model significantly outperforms the
word-based model.

Domain Adaptation Ability (Daumé III, 2007;
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Dataset description char valid word valid char test word test

LCQMC 238.7K/8.8K/12.5K 84.70 83.48 84.43 (+1.34) 83.09
BQ 100K/10K/10K 82.59 79.63 82.19 (+2.90) 79.29

Table 6: Results on the LCQMC and BQ corpus.

Dataset description char valid word valid char test word test

chinanews 1260K/140K/112K 91.81 91.82 91.80 91.85 (+0.05)
dianping 1800K/200K/500K 78.80 78.47 78.76 (+0.36) 78.40

ifeng 720K/80K/50K 86.04 84.89 85.95 (+1.09) 84.86
jd binary 3600K/400K/360K 92.07 91.82 92.05 (+0.16) 91.89

jd full 2700K/300K/250K 54.29 53.60 54.18 (+0.81) 53.37

Table 7: Results on the validation and the test set for text classification.

train dianping test jd
model acc proportion of sen

containing OOV
word-based 81.28% 11.79%
char-based 83.33% 0.56%

train jd test dianping
model acc proportion of sen

containing OOV
word-based 67.32% 7.10%
char-based 67.93% 46.85%

Table 8: Domain adaptation of the word-based model
and the char-based model

Jiang, 2008; Zhuang et al., 2010) refers to the abil-
ity of extending a model learned from one data
distribution (the source domain) for a different (but
related) data distribution (the target domain). Be-
cause of the data sparsity issue, we hypothesize that
char-based models have greater domain adaptation
ability than word-based models.

We test our hypothesis on different sentiment
analysis datasets. We train the word-based model
and the char-based model on Dianping (2M
restaurant reviews) and test the two models on
jd binary (0.25M product reviews), as denoted by
train dianping test jd. We also train models on
jd binary and test them on Dianping, as denoted by
train jd test dianping). Results are given in Table 8.
As expected, the char-based model has more do-
main adaptation ability and performs better than the
word-based model on both settings. The OOV is-
sue is especially serious for the word-based model.
In the train dianping test jd setting, 11.79% of the
test sentences contain OOVs for the word-based
model, whereas this number is only 0.56% for the
char-based model. Similar observation holds for
the train jd test dianping setting.

4 Analysis

In this section, we aim at understanding why word-
based models underperform char-based models.
We acknowledge that it is impossible to thoroughly
inspect the inner mechanism of word-based mod-
els, but we try our best to identify major factors
explaining the inferiority of word-based models.

4.1 Data Sparsity

A common method to avoid vocabulary size get-
ting too big is to set a frequency threshold, and use
a special UNK token to denote all words whose
frequency is below the threshold. The value of the
frequency threshold is closely related to the vocab-
ulary size, and consequently the number of param-
eters. Figure 2 shows the correlation between the
vocabulary size and the frequency threshold, along
with the correlation between model performances
and the frequency threshold. For both the char-
based model and the word-based model, using all
words/chars (threshold set to 0) leads to bad results.
The explanation is intuitive: it is hard to learn the
semantics of infrequent words/characters.

For the char-based model, the best performance
is obtained when character frequency threshold is
set to 5, resulting in a vocabulary size of 1,432
and a medium character frequency of 72. For
the word-based model, the best performance is ob-
tained when word frequency threshold is set to 50,
in which case the vocabulary size is 1,355 and the
medium word frequency is 83. As can be seen, the
vocabulary size and the medium word frequency
for the best word-based model is similar to those of
the best char-based model. This means, for a given
dataset, in order to learn the word/char semantics
well, the model needs to have enough exposure to
each word/character, the amount of which is ap-
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Figure 1: Effects of dropout rates on the char-based model and the word-based model.

Figure 2: Effects of data sparsity on the char-based model and the word-based model.
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Figure 3: Semantic matching between two Chinese sentences with char-based models and word-based models.

proximately the same across different models. For
the word-based model, this requirement is particu-
larly hard to meet due to its sparseness.

4.2 Out-of-Vocabulary Words

One possible explanation for the inferiority of the
word-based model is that it contains too many
OOVs. If so, we should be able to narrow or even
close the gap between word-based models and char-

based models by decreasing the number of OOVs.
As discussed in Section 4.2, setting the frequency
threshold low to avoid OOVs will hinder the per-
formance because it worsen the data sparsity issue.
We thus use an alternative strategy: for different
word-frequency thresholds, we remove sentences
that contain word OOVs from all of the training,
validation and test sets. Figure 4 shows vocabu-
lary sizes of the training set and accuracies plotted
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Figure 4: Effects of removing training instances containing OOV words.

against word frequency threshold. As can be seen,
the gap between the two types of models is gradu-
ally narrowed as we increase the word-frequency
threshold. It is also interesting that the curve for the
char-based model goes up slightly at the beginning
and then goes down steadily. It is because the OOV
issue is not severe for the char-based model and
thus does not affect the performance much. How-
ever, as we remove more and more training exam-
ples, the shrinking training dataset creates a bigger
problem. By contrast, for the word-based model,
the performance keeps increasing even when the
frequency threshold is set to 50, meaning that the
positive influence of removing some OOVs out-
weighs the negative influence of eliminating some
training data. In conclusion, the word-based model
suffers from the OOV issue. This issue can be al-
leviated by reducing the number of OOVs in the
datasets.

4.3 Overfitting

The data sparsity issue leads to the fact that word-
based models have more parameters to learn, and
thus are more prone to overfitting. We conducted
experiments on the BQ dataset (Chen et al., 2018)
and the results validate this point (Figure 1). To
achieve the best results, a larger dropout rate is
needed for the word-based model (0.5) than the
char-based model (0.3). This means overfitting is
a severe issue for the word-based model. We also
observe that curves with different dropout rates are
closer together in word-based models than in char-
based models, which means the dropout technique
is not enough to resolve the overfitting issue. the
char-based model without dropout already achieves
better performance (80.82) than the word-based
model with the optimal dropout rate (80.65).

4.4 Visualization

The BQ semantic matching task aims at deciding
whether two sentences have the same intention.
Figure 3 tangibly shows why the char-based model
outperforms the word-based model. The heatmap
denotes the attention matching values between to-
kens of two two sentences, computed by the BiPMP
model (Wang et al., 2017). The input two sentences
are: (1)利息费用是多少 (how much is the inter-
est expense), with segmented text being 利息费
用 (interest expense) 是 (is) 多少 (how much)
and (2)下一个月还款要扣多少利息 (how much
interest do I have to pay if I repay the bill next
month), with segmented text being 下个月(next
month)还款 (repay),扣 (hold)多少 (how much)
利息 (interest). For word-based semantic matching,
since利息费用(interest expense) is treated as a sin-
gle word, it fails to be mapped to 利息(interest).
This is not the case with the char-based model since
the same character in the two sentences are more
easily mapped.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we ask the fundamental question of
whether word segmentation is necessary for deep
learning of Chinese representations. We bench-
mark such word-based models against char-based
models in four end-to-end NLP tasks, and enforce
apples-to-apples comparisons as much as possible.
We observe that char-based models consistently
outperform word-based models. Building upon
these findings, we show that word-based models’
inferiority is due to the sparseness of word dis-
tributions, which leads to more out-of-vocabulary
words, overfitting and lack of domain generaliza-
tion ability. We hope this paper will foster more
discussions on the necessity of the long-existing
task of CWS in the community.
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Abstract

A surprising property of word vectors is that
word analogies can often be solved with vector
arithmetic. However, it is unclear why arith-
metic operators correspond to non-linear em-
bedding models such as skip-gram with neg-
ative sampling (SGNS). We provide a formal
explanation of this phenomenon without mak-
ing the strong assumptions that past theories
have made about the vector space and word
distribution. Our theory has several implica-
tions. Past work has conjectured that linear
substructures exist in vector spaces because re-
lations can be represented as ratios; we prove
that this holds for SGNS. We provide novel
justification for the addition of SGNS word
vectors by showing that it automatically down-
weights the more frequent word, as weighting
schemes do ad hoc. Lastly, we offer an in-
formation theoretic interpretation of Euclidean
distance in vector spaces, justifying its use in
capturing word dissimilarity.

1 Introduction

Distributed representations of words are a corner-
stone of current methods in natural language pro-
cessing. Word embeddings, also known as word
vectors, can be generated by a variety of models,
all of which share Firth’s philosophy (1957) that
the meaning of a word is defined by “the company
it keeps”. The simplest such models obtain word
vectors by constructing a low-rank approximation
of a matrix containing a co-occurrence statistic
(Landauer and Dumais, 1997; Rohde et al., 2006).
In contrast, neural network models (Bengio et al.,
2003; Mikolov et al., 2013b) learn word embed-
dings by trying to predict words using the contexts
they appear in, or vice-versa.

A surprising property of word vectors learned
via neural networks is that word analogies can of-
ten be solved with vector arithmetic. For example,

‘king is to ? as man is to woman’ can be solved by
finding the closest vector to ~king− ~man+ ~woman,
which should be ~queen. It is unclear why arith-
metic operators can effectively compose embed-
dings generated by non-linear models such as
skip-gram with negative sampling (SGNS). There
have been two attempts to rigorously explain this
phenomenon, but both have made strong assump-
tions about either the embedding space or the word
distribution. The paraphrase model (Gittens et al.,
2017) hinges on words having a uniform distribu-
tion rather than the typical Zipf distribution, which
the authors themselves acknowledge is unrealistic.
The latent variable model (Arora et al., 2016) as-
sumes that word vectors are known a priori and
generated by randomly scaling vectors sampled
from the unit sphere.

In this paper, we explain why – and under what
conditions – word analogies can be solved with
vector arithmetic, without making the strong as-
sumptions past work has. We focus on GloVe and
SGNS because they implicitly factorize a word-
context matrix containing a co-occurrence statis-
tic (Levy and Goldberg, 2014), which allows us to
interpret the inner product of a word and context
vector. We begin by formalizing word analogies
as functions that transform one word vector into
another. When this transformation is simply the
addition of a displacement vector – as is the case
when using vector arithmetic – we call the anal-
ogy a linear analogy. Central to our theory is the
expression PMI(x,y) + log p(x,y), which we call
the co-occurrence shifted pointwise mutual infor-
mation (csPMI) of (x,y).

We prove that in both SGNS and GloVe spaces
without reconstruction error (i.e., when the factor-
ized word-context matrix can be perfectly recon-
structed), a linear analogy holds over a set of or-
dered word pairs iff csPMI(x,y) is the same for
every word pair, csPMI(x1,x2) = csPMI(y1,y2)
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for any two word pairs, and the row vectors of
x1,x2,y1,y2 in the factorized matrix are coplanar.
By then framing vector addition as a kind of word
analogy, we offer several new insights:

1. Past work has often cited the Pennington
et al. (2014) conjecture as an intuitive ex-
planation of why vector arithmetic works for
analogy solving. The conjecture is that an
analogy of the form a is to b as x is to y
holds iff p(w|a)/p(w|b)≈ p(w|x)/p(w|y) for
every word w in the vocabulary. While this
is sensible, it is not based on any theoretical
derivation or empirical support. We provide
a formal proof that this is indeed true.

2. Consider two words x,y and their sum ~z =
~x+~y in an SGNS embedding space with no
reconstruction error. If z were in the vo-
cabulary, the similarity between z and x (as
measured by the csPMI) would be the log
probability of y shifted by a model-specific
constant. This implies that the addition of
two words automatically down-weights the
more frequent word. Since many weight-
ing schemes are based on the idea that more
frequent words should be down-weighted ad
hoc (Arora et al., 2017), the fact that this is
done automatically provides novel justifica-
tion for using addition to compose words.

3. Consider any two words x,y in an SGNS
or GloVe embedding space with no recon-
struction error. The squared Euclidean dis-
tance between ~x and ~y is a decreasing lin-
ear function of csPMI(x,y). In other words,
the more similar two words are (as measured
by csPMI) the smaller the distance between
their vectors. Although this is intuitive, it is
also the first rigorous explanation of why the
Euclidean distance in embedding space is a
good proxy for word dissimilarity.

Although our main theorem only concerns em-
bedding spaces with no reconstruction error, we
also explain why, in practice, linear word analo-
gies hold in embedding spaces with some noise.
We conduct experiments that support the few as-
sumptions we make and show that the transforma-
tions represented by various word analogies corre-
spond to different csPMI values. Without making
the strong assumptions of past theories, we thus
offer a formal explanation of why, and when, word
analogies can be solved with vector arithmetic.

2 Related Work

PMI Pointwise mutual information (PMI) cap-
tures how much more frequently x,y co-occur than
by chance (Church and Hanks, 1990):

PMI(x,y) = log
p(x,y)

p(x)p(y)
(1)

Word Embeddings Word embeddings are dis-
tributed representations in a low-dimensional con-
tinuous space. Also called word vectors, they cap-
ture semantic and syntactic properties of words,
even allowing relationships to be expressed arith-
metically (Mikolov et al., 2013b). Word vectors
are generally obtained in two ways: (a) from neu-
ral networks that learn representations by predict-
ing co-occurrence patterns in the training corpus
(Bengio et al., 2003; Mikolov et al., 2013b; Col-
lobert and Weston, 2008); (b) from low-rank ap-
proximations of word-context matrices containing
a co-occurrence statistic (Landauer and Dumais,
1997; Levy and Goldberg, 2014).

SGNS The objective of skip-gram with nega-
tive sampling (SGNS) is to maximize the proba-
bility of observed word-context pairs and to mini-
mize the probability of k randomly sampled nega-
tive examples. For an observed word-context pair
(w,c), the objective would be logσ(~w ·~c) + k ·
Ec′∼Pn [log(−~w ·~c′)], where c′ is the negative con-
text, randomly sampled from a scaled distribution
Pn. Though no co-occurrence statistics are explic-
itly calculated, Levy and Goldberg (2014) proved
that SGNS is in fact implicitly factorizing a word-
context PMI matrix shifted by − logk.

Latent Variable Model The latent variable
model (Arora et al., 2016) was the first attempt
at rigorously explaining why word analogies can
be solved arithmetically. It is a generative model
that assumes that word vectors are generated by
the random walk of a “discourse” vector on the
unit sphere. Gittens et al.’s criticism of this proof
is that it assumes that word vectors are known a
priori and generated by randomly scaling vectors
uniformly sampled from the unit sphere (or hav-
ing properties consistent with this sampling pro-
cedure). The theory also relies on word vectors
being uniformly distributed (isotropic) in embed-
ding space; however, experiments by Mimno and
Thompson (2017) have found that this generally
does not hold in practice, at least for SGNS.
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Paraphrase Model The paraphrase model (Git-
tens et al., 2017) was the only other attempt to for-
mally explain why word analogies can be solved
arithmetically. It proposes that any set of con-
text words C = {c1, ...,cm} is semantically equiva-
lent to a single word c if p(w|c1, ...,cm) = p(w|c).
One problem with this is that the number of pos-
sible context sets far exceeds the vocabulary size,
precluding a one-to-one mapping; the authors cir-
cumvent this problem by replacing exact equal-
ity with the minimization of KL divergence. As-
suming that the words have a uniform distribution,
the paraphrase of C can then be written as an un-
weighted sum of its context vectors. However, this
uniformity assumption is unrealistic – word fre-
quencies obey a Zipf distribution, which is Pareto
(Piantadosi, 2014). A later attempt at using para-
phrases (Allen and Hospedales, 2019) completely
ignores the effect of negative sampling in SGNS’
factorization. Neither work provides any empiri-
cal evidence in support of the paraphrase model.

3 The Structure of Word Analogies

3.1 Formalizing Analogies

A word analogy is a statement of the form “a is to
b as x is to y”, which we will write as (a,b)::(x,y).
It asserts that a and x can be transformed in the
same way to get b and y respectively, and that b
and y can be inversely transformed to get a and x.
A word analogy can hold over an arbitrary num-
ber of ordered pairs: e.g., “Berlin is to Germany
as Paris is to France as Ottawa is to Canada ...”.
The elements in each pair are not necessarily in
the same space – for example, the transformation
for (king,roi)::(queen,reine) is English-to-French
translation. For (king,queen)::(man,woman), the
canonical analogy in the literature, the transforma-
tion corresponds to changing the gender. There-
fore, to formalize the definition of an analogy, we
will refer to it as a transformation.

Definition 1 An analogy f is an invertible trans-
formation that holds over a set of ordered pairs S
iff ∀ (x,y) ∈ S, f (x) = y∧ f−1(y) = x.

The word embedding literature (Mikolov et al.,
2013b; Pennington et al., 2014) has focused on
a very specific type of transformation, the ad-
dition of a displacement vector. For example,
for (king,queen)::(man,woman), the transforma-
tion would be ~king + ( ~woman− ~man) = ~queen,
where the displacement vector is expressed as the

difference ( ~woman− ~man). To make a distinction
with our general class of analogies in Definition 1,
we will refer to these as linear analogies.

Definition 2 A linear analogy f is an invertible
transformation of the form~x 7→~x+~r. f holds over
a set of ordered pairs S iff ∀ (x,y) ∈ S,~x+~r =~y.

Definition 3 Let W be an SGNS or GloVe word
embedding space and C its corresponding context
space. Let k denote the number of negative sam-
ples, Xx,y the frequency, and bx,by the learned bi-
ases for GloVe. If there is no reconstruction error,
for any words x,y with~x,~y ∈W and ~xc,~yc ∈C:

SGNS : 〈~x,~yc〉= PMI(x,y)− logk

GloVe : 〈~x,~yc〉= logXx,y−bx−by
(2)

SGNS and GloVe generate two vectors for each
word in the vocabulary: a context vector, for when
it is a context word, and a word vector, for when it
is a target word. Context vectors are generally dis-
carded after training. The SGNS identity in (2) is
from Levy and Goldberg (2014), who proved that
SGNS is implicitly factorizing the shifted word-
context PMI matrix. The GloVe identity is sim-
ply the local objective for a word pair (Pennington
et al., 2014). Since the matrix being factorized in
both models is symmetric, 〈~x,~yc〉= 〈~xc,~y〉.
Definition 4 The co-occurrence shifted PMI of a
word pair (x,y) is PMI(x,y)+ log p(x,y).

Definition 5 Let M denote the word-context ma-
trix that is implicitly factorized by GloVe or SGNS.
If there is no reconstruction error, any four words
{a,b,x,y} are contextually coplanar iff

rank






Ma,·−My,·
Mb,·−My,·
Mx,·−My,·




≤ 2 (3)

For example, for SGNS, the first row of this ma-
trix would be (PMI(a, ·)− logk)− (PMI(y, ·)−
logk) = log[p(·|a)/p(·|y)]. This condition can be
trivially derived from the fact that any four vectors
~a,~b,~x,~y in a d-dimensional space (for d ≥ 3) are
coplanar iff rank(W ∗)≤ 2, where

W ∗ =



~aT −~yT

~bT −~yT

~xT −~yT


 (4)

Given that the vocabulary size is much greater
than the dimensionality d, and assuming that the
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context matrix C is full rank, rank(W ∗CT ) =
rank(W ∗). The product W ∗CT is the matrix in (3);
each of its three rows is the difference between two
rows of M (e.g., Ma,·−My,·). Thus we can translate
coplanarity in the embedding space to the copla-
narity of M’s row vectors.

Co-occurrence Shifted PMI Theorem Let W
be an SGNS or GloVe word embedding space with
no reconstruction error and S be a set of or-
dered word pairs such that ∀ (x,y) ∈ S,~x,~y ∈W
and |S|> 1. A linear analogy f holds over S iff
∃ γ ∈ R, ∀(x,y) ∈ S,csPMI(x,y) = γ and for any
two word pairs (x1,y1),(x2,y2)∈ S, the four words
are contextually coplanar and csPMI(x1,x2) =
csPMI(y1,y2).

In sections 3.2 to 3.4 of this paper, we prove the
csPMI Theorem. In section 3.5, we explain why,
in practice, perfect reconstruction is not needed to
solve word analogies using vector arithmetic. In
section 4, we explore what the csPMI Theorem
implies about vector addition and Euclidean dis-
tance in embedding spaces.

3.2 Analogies as Parallelograms
Lemma 1 A linear analogy f holds over a set
of ordered word pairs S iff ∃ γ ′ ∈ R,∀ (x,y) ∈
S,2〈~x,~y〉−‖~x‖2

2−‖~y‖2
2= γ ′ and for any two pairs

(x1,y1),(x2,y2) ∈ S, words x1,x2,y1,y2 are copla-
nar and 2〈~x1,~x2〉 − ‖~x1‖2

2−‖~x2‖2
2= 2〈~y1,~y2〉 −

‖~y1‖2
2−‖~y2‖2

2 .
f holds over every subset {(x1,y1),(x2,y2)} ⊂

S iff it holds over S. We start by noting that by
Definition 2, f holds over {(x1,y1),(x2,y2)} iff:

~x1 +~r =~y1∧~x2 +~r =~y2 (5)

By rearranging (5), we know that~x2−~y2 =~x1−~y1
and~x2−~x1 =~y2−~y1. Put another way, x1,y1,x2,y2
form a quadrilateral in vector space whose oppo-
site sides are parallel and equal in length. By def-
inition, this quadrilateral is then a parallelogram.
In fact, this is often how word analogies are visu-
alized in the literature (see Figure 1).

To prove the first part of Lemma 1, we let γ ′ =
−‖~r‖2

2. A quadrilateral is a parallelogram iff each
pair of opposite sides is equal in length. For every
possible subset, ~r = (~y1 − ~x1) = (~y2 − ~x2). This
implies that ∀ (x,y) ∈ S,

γ ′ =−‖~y−~x‖2
2= 2〈~x,~y〉−‖~x‖2

2−‖~y‖2
2 (6)

However, this condition is only necessary and not
sufficient for the parallelogram to hold. The other

man

king queen

woman

royal royal

female

female

Figure 1: The parallelogram structure of the linear
analogy (king,queen)::(man,woman). A linear analogy
transforms the first element in an ordered word pair by
adding a displacement vector to it. Arrows indicate the
directions of the semantic relations.

pair of opposite sides, which do not correspond
to~r, are equal in length iff −‖~x1−~x2‖2

2= −‖~y1−
~y2‖2

2 ⇐⇒ 2〈~x1,~x2〉 − ‖~x1‖2
2−‖~x2‖2

2= 2〈~y1,~y2〉 −
‖~y1‖2

2−‖~y2‖2
2, as stated in Lemma 1. Note that the

sides that do not equal~r do not necessarily have a
fixed length across different subsets of S.

Although points defining a parallelogram are
necessarily coplanar, in higher dimensional em-
bedding spaces, it is possible for ‖~x1 − ~x2‖=
‖~y1 − ~y2‖ and ‖~y1 − ~x1‖= ‖~y2 − ~x2‖ to be satis-
fied without the points necessarily defining a par-
allelogram. Therefore, we must also require that
x1,y1,x2,y2 be coplanar. However, we do not need
the word embeddings themselves to verify copla-
narity; when there is no reconstruction error, we
can express it as a constraint over M, the ma-
trix that is implicitly factorized by the embedding
model (see Definition 5).

3.3 Analogies in the Context Space
Lemma 2 A linear analogy f :~x 7→~x+~r holds
over a set of ordered pairs S in an SGNS or GloVe
word embedding space W with no reconstruction
error iff ∃ λ ∈ R,g : ~xc 7→ ~xc +λ~r holds over S in
the corresponding context space C.

In other words, an analogy f that holds over S in
the word space has a corresponding analogy g that
holds over S in the context space. The displace-
ment vector of g is simply the displacement vector
of f scaled by some λ ∈ R. To prove this, we be-
gin with (5) and any word w in the vocabulary:

~x2−~y2 = ~x1−~y1

⇐⇒ 〈~wc,(~x2−~y2)− (~x1−~y1)〉= 0

⇐⇒ 〈~w,(~x2c−~y2c)− (~x1c−~y1c)〉= 0

⇐⇒ ~x2c−~y2c = ~x1c−~y1c

(7)

Note that we can rewrite the second equation as
the third because the matrices being factorized in
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(2) are symmetric and there is no reconstruction
error. We can simplify from the second-last step
because not all word vectors lie in the same hyper-
plane, implying that (~x2c−~y2c)− (~x1c−~y1c) =~0.

Thus a linear analogy with displacement vec-
tor (~y1 − ~x1) holds over S in the word embed-
ding space iff an analogy with displacement vector
(~y1c−~x1c) holds over S in the context space. This
is supported by empirical findings that word and
context spaces perform equally well on word anal-
ogy tasks (Pennington et al., 2014). Since there
is an analogous parallelogram structure formed by
x1,y1,x2,y2 in the context space, there is some
linear map from ~w 7→ ~wc for each word w ∈ S.
The real matrix A describing this linear map is
symmetric: 〈~x,~yc〉=~xT A~y = (AT~x)T~y = 〈~xc,~y〉 for
any (x,y) ∈ S. This implies that C = AW , since
〈~w,~xc〉= 〈~wc,~x〉 for any word w.

Since A is a real symmetric matrix, by the fi-
nite-dimensional spectral theorem, there is an or-
thonormal basis of W consisting of eigenvectors
of A. If A had distinct eigenvalues, then the rela-
tive geometry of the word embeddings would not
be preserved by the transformation, in which case
it would be possible for two words x,y to satisfy
〈~x,~yc〉 6= 〈~xc,~y〉. This would be a contradiction,
given that the factorized word-context matrix is
symmetric. Therefore, the relative geometry is
only preserved when A has non-distinct eigenval-
ues. Because A’s eigenvectors are a basis for W
and all have the same eigenvalue λ , all word vec-
tors lie in the same eigenspace: ∃ λ ∈ R,∀ ~w ∈
W, ~wc = A~w = λ~w. Experiments on embedding
isotropy in past work (Mimno and Thompson,
2017) provide some empirical support of this re-
sult.

3.4 Proof of the csPMI Theorem

From Lemma 1, we know that if a linear analogy
f holds over a set of ordered pairs S, then ∃ γ ′ ∈
R,∀ (x,y) ∈ S,2〈~x,~y〉−‖~x‖2

2−‖~y‖2
2= γ ′. Because

there is no reconstruction error, by Lemma 2, we
can rewrite the inner product of two word vectors
in terms of the inner product of a word and context
vector. Using the SGNS identity in (2), we can
then rewrite (6):

γ ′ = 2〈~x,~y〉−‖~x‖2
2−‖~y‖2

2

= (1/λ )〈~x−~y,~yc−~xc〉
λγ ′ = 2 PMI(x,y)−PMI(x,x)−PMI(y,y)

= csPMI(x,y)− log p(x|x)p(y|y)

(8)

We get the same equation using the GloVe iden-
tity in (2), since the learned bias terms bx,by can-
cel out. Note that p(x|x) 6= 1 because p(x|x) is the
probability that the word x will appear in the con-
text window when the target word is also x, which
is not guaranteed.

For log p(x|x)p(y|y) to not be undefined, ev-
ery word in S must appear in its own context at
least once in the training corpus. However, de-
pending on the size of the corpus and the con-
text window, this may not necessarily occur. For
this reason, we assume that p(w,w), the probabil-
ity that a word co-occurs with itself, follows the
Zipf distribution of p(w) scaled by some constant
ρ ∈ (0,1). We find this assumption to be justi-
fied, since the Pearson correlation between p(w)
and non-zero p(w,w) is 0.825 for uniformly ran-
domly sampled words in Wikipedia. We can there-
fore treat log p(x|x)p(y|y) ∀ (x,y)∈ S as a constant
α ∈ R−. Rewriting (8), we get

λγ ′+α = csPMI(x,y) (9)

The second identity in Lemma 1 can be expanded
analogously, implying that f holds over a set of
ordered pairs S iff (9) holds for every pair (x,y) ∈
S and csPMI(x1,x2) = csPMI(y1,y2) for any two
pairs (x1,y1),(x2,y2) ∈ S with contextually copla-
nar words. In section 5, we provide empirical sup-
port of this finding by showing that there is a mod-
erately strong correlation (Pearson’s r > 0.50) be-
tween csPMI(x,y) and γ ′, in both normalized and
unnormalized SGNS embedding spaces.

3.5 Robustness to Noise

In practice, linear word analogies hold in embed-
ding spaces even when there is non-zero recon-
struction error. There are three reasons for this:
the definition of vector equality is looser in prac-
tice, the number of word pairs in an analogy set
is small relative to vocabulary size, and analo-
gies mostly hold over frequent word pairs, which
are associated with less variance in reconstruc-
tion error. For one, in practice, an analogy task
(a,?)::(x,y) is solved by finding the most simi-
lar word vector to ~a+ (~y−~x), where dissimilar-
ity is defined in terms of Euclidean or cosine dis-
tance and ~a,~x,~y are excluded as possible answers
(Mikolov et al., 2013b). The correct solution to a
word analogy can be found even when that solu-
tion is not exact. This also means that the solution
does not need to lie exactly on the plane defined
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by ~a,~x,~y. Although the csPMI Theorem assumes
no reconstruction error for all word pairs, if we
ignore the coplanarity constraint in Definition 5,
only |S|2+2|S| word pairs need to have no recon-
struction error for f to hold exactly over S. This
number is far smaller than the size of the factor-
ized word-context matrix.

Lastly, in practice, linear word analogies mostly
hold over frequent word pairs, which are asso-
ciated with less variance in reconstruction error.
More specifically, for a word pair (x,y), the vari-
ance of the noise εx,y = Mx,y−〈~x,~yc〉 is a strictly
decreasing function of its frequency Xx,y. This
is because the cost of deviating from the opti-
mal value is higher for more frequent word pairs:
this is implicit in the SGNS objective (Levy and
Goldberg, 2014) and explicit in GloVe objective
(Pennington et al., 2014). We also show that this
holds empirically in section 5. Assuming εx,y ∼
N (0,h(Xx,y)), where δ is the Dirac delta distribu-
tion:

lim
Xx,y→∞

h(Xx,y) = 0 =⇒ lim
Xx,y→∞

N (0,h(Xx,y)) = δ

=⇒ lim
Xx,y→∞

εx,y = 0

(10)

As the frequency increases, the probability that
the noise is close to zero increases. Although word
pairs do not have an infinitely large frequency, as
long as the frequency of each word pair is suffi-
ciently large, the noise will likely be small enough
for a linear analogy to hold over them in practice.
Our experiments in section 5 bear this out: analo-
gies involving countries and their capitals, which
have a median word pair frequency of 3436.5 in
Wikipedia, can be solved with 95.4% accuracy;
analogies involving countries and their currency,
which have a median frequency of just 19, can
only be solved with 9.2% accuracy.

A possible benefit of h mapping lower frequen-
cies to larger variances is that it reduces the prob-
ability that a linear analogy f will hold over rare
word pairs. One way of interpreting this is that
h essentially filters out the word pairs for which
there is insufficient evidence, even if the condi-
tions in the csPMI Theorem are satisfied. This
would explain why reducing the dimensionality
of word vectors – up to a point – actually im-
proves performance on word analogy tasks (Yin
and Shen, 2018). Representations with the optimal
dimensionality have enough noise to preclude spu-
rious analogies that satisfy the csPMI Theorem,

but not so much noise that non-spurious analogies
(e.g., (king,queen)::(man,woman)) are also pre-
cluded.

4 Vector Addition as a Word Analogy

4.1 Formalizing Addition

Corollary 1 Let ~z =~x+~y be the sum of words
x,y in an SGNS word embedding space with no
reconstruction error. If z were a word in the vo-
cabulary, where δ is a model-specific constant,
csPMI(x,z) = log p(y)+δ .

To frame the addition of two words x,y as an
analogy, we need to define a set of ordered pairs
S such that a linear analogy holds over S iff ~x+
~y =~z. To this end, consider the set {(x,z),( /0,y)},
where z is a placeholder for the composition of x
and y and the null word /0 maps to ~0 for a given
embedding space. From Definition 2:

(~x+~r =~z)∧ (~/0+~r =~y)
⇐⇒~z−~x =~y−~/0
⇐⇒~x+~y =~z

(11)

Even though /0 is not in the vocabulary, we can
map it to ~0 because its presence does not affect
any other word vector. To understand why, con-
sider the shifted word-context PMI matrix M that
does not have /0, and the matrix M′ that does, of
which M is a submatrix. Where W and C are
the word and context matrices, WCT = M ⇐⇒
[W ~0][C~0]T = M′. Even if the null word does not
exist for a given corpus, the embeddings we would
get by training on a corpus that did have the null
word would otherwise be identical.

An inner product with the zero vector is always
0, so we can infer from the SGNS identity in (2)
that PMI( /0, ·)− logk = 0 for every word in the vo-
cabulary. The vectors~x,~y,~z,~/0 are all coplanar, and
we know from the csPMI Theorem that if a linear
analogy holds over {(x,z),( /0,y)}, then

PMI(x,z)+ log p(x,z)

=2 PMI( /0,y)+ log p(y)+ log p( /0)

= log p(y)+δ

where δ = logk2 + log p( /0)

(12)

Thus the csPMI of the sum and one word is equal
to the log probability of the other word shifted by
a model-specific constant. If we assume, as in sec-
tion 3.5, that the noise is normally distributed, then
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even without the assumption of zero reconstruc-
tion error, the csPMI of the sum and one word is
on average equal to the log probability of the other
word shifted by a constant. We cannot repeat this
derivation with GloVe because it is unclear what
the optimal values of the learned biases would be,
even with perfect reconstruction.

4.2 Automatically Weighting Words
Corollary 2 In an SGNS word embedding space,
on average, the sum of two words has more in com-
mon with the rarer word, where commonality is
measured by csPMI.

For two words x,y, assume without loss of gen-
erality that p(x)> p(y). By (12):

p(x)> p(y) ⇐⇒ log p(x)+δ > log p(y)+δ
⇐⇒ csPMI(z,y)> csPMI(z,x)

(13)

Therefore addition automatically down-weights
the more frequent word. For example, if the vec-
tors for x = ‘the’ and y = ‘apple’ were added
to create a vector for z = ‘the apple’, we would
expect csPMI(‘the apple’, ‘apple’) > csPMI(‘the
apple’, ‘the’); being a stopword, ‘the’ would on
average be heavily down-weighted. While the
rarer word is not always the more informative
one, weighting schemes like inverse document
frequency (IDF) (Robertson, 2004) and unsuper-
vised smoothed inverse frequency (uSIF) (Etha-
yarajh, 2018) are all based on the principle that
more frequent words should be down-weighted
because they are typically less informative. The
fact that addition automatically down-weights the
more frequent word thus provides novel justifica-
tion for using addition to compose words.

4.3 Interpreting Euclidean Distance
Corollary 3 ∃ λ ∈R+,α ∈R− such that for any
two words x and y in an SGNS or GloVe embed-
ding space with no reconstruction error, λ ‖~x−
~y‖2

2=−csPMI(x,y)+α .
From (9), we know that for some λ ,α,γ ′ ∈ R,

csPMI(x,y) = λγ ′ + α , where γ ′ = −‖~x−~y‖2
2.

Rearranging this identity, we get

‖~x−~y‖2
2 =−γ ′

= (−1/λ )(csPMI(x,y)−α)

λ‖~x−~y‖2
2 =−csPMI(x,y)+α

(14)

Thus the squared Euclidean distance between two
word vectors is simply a linear function of the

negative csPMI. Since csPMI(x,y) ∈ (−∞,0] and
‖~x−~y‖2

2 is non-negative, λ is positive. This iden-
tity is intuitive: the more similar two words are
(as measured by csPMI), the smaller the distance
between their word embeddings. In section 5, we
provide empirical evidence of this, showing that
there is a moderately strong positive correlation
(Pearson’s r > 0.50) between −csPMI(x,y) and
‖~x−~y‖2

2, in both normalized and unnormalized
SGNS embedding spaces.

4.4 Are Relations Ratios?
Pennington et al. (2014) conjectured that linear re-
lationships in the embedding space – which we
call displacements – correspond to ratios of the
form p(w|x)/p(w|y), where (x,y) is a pair of
words such that ~y−~x is the displacement and w
is some word in the vocabulary. This claim has
since been repeated in other work (Arora et al.,
2016). For example, according to this conjecture,
the analogy (king,queen)::(man,woman) holds iff
for every word w in the vocabulary

p(w|king)
p(w|queen)

≈ p(w|man)
p(w|woman)

(15)

However, as noted earlier, this idea was neither de-
rived from empirical results nor rigorous theory,
and there has been no work to suggest that it would
hold for models other than GloVe, which was de-
signed around it. We now prove this conjecture for
SGNS using the csPMI Theorem.

Pennington et al. Conjecture Let S be a set of
ordered word pairs (x,y) with vectors in an em-
bedding space. A linear word analogy holds over
S iff ∀ (x1,y1),(x2,y2) ∈ S, p(w|x1)/p(w|y1) ≈
p(w|x2)/p(w|y2) for every word w in the vocab-
ulary.

Assuming there is no reconstruction error, we
replace approximate equality with exact equality
and rewrite the identity for SGNS using (2):

p(w|x1)

p(w|y1)
=

p(w|x2)

p(w|y2)

⇐⇒ PMI(w,x1)−PMI(w,y1) =

PMI(w,x2)−PMI(w,y2)

⇐⇒ 〈~wc,~x1〉−〈~wc,~y1〉= 〈~wc,~x2〉−〈~wc,~y2〉
⇐⇒ 〈~wc,(~x1−~y1)− (~x2−~y2)〉= 0

(16)

The same equation appears in the derivation in (7).
This holds iff ~x1− ~y1 = ~x2− ~y2 (i.e., iff, by Defi-
nition 2, an analogy holds over {(x1,y1),(x2,y2)})
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Figure 2: The noise distribution for an SGNS embed-
ding model (i.e., 〈~x,~yc〉− [PMI(x,y)− logk]) at various
frequencies. The noise is normally distributed and the
variance decreases as the frequency increases.

or if ~wc is orthogonal to non-zero (~x1−~y1)−(~x2−
~y2). Even if the context vector of some word is
orthogonal to the difference between the relation
vectors, not all are – as noted in section 3.4, not all
word or context vectors lie in the same hyperplane
in embedding space. Therefore, a linear word
analogy holds over {(x1,y1),(x2,y2)} iff for every
word w, p(w|x1)/p(w|y1) = p(w|x2)/p(w|y2). If
this applies to every (x1,y1),(x2,y2) ∈ S, as stated
in the conjecture, then the same analogy holds
over S.

5 Experiments

Measuring Noise We uniformly sample word
pairs in Wikipedia and estimate the noise (i.e.,
〈~x,~yc〉 − [PMI(x,y)− logk]) using SGNS vectors
trained on the same corpus. As seen in Figure
2, the noise has an approximately zero-centered
Gaussian distribution and the variance of the noise
is lower at higher frequencies, supporting our as-
sumptions in section 3.5. As previously men-
tioned, this is partly why linear word analogies
are robust to noise: in practice, they typically hold
over very frequent word pairs, and at high frequen-
cies, the amount of noise is often negligible.

Estimating csPMI The csPMI Theorem implies
that if an analogy holds exactly over a set of word
pairs when there is no reconstruction error, then
each word pair has the same csPMI value. In Ta-
ble 1, we provide the mean csPMI values for var-
ious analogies in Mikolov et al. (2013a) over the
set of word pairs for which they should hold (e.g.,
{(Paris, France), (Berlin, Germany)} for capital-

Figure 3: The negative csPMI for a word pair against
the squared Euclidean distance between its SGNS word
vectors. There is a positive correlation (Pearson’s r =
0.502); the more similar two words are, the smaller the
Euclidean distance between their vectors. In the nor-
malized SGNS word space, the correlation is just as
strong (Pearson’s r = 0.514).

world). We also provide the accuracy of the vec-
tor arithmetic solutions for each analogy, found by
minimizing cosine distance over the 100K most
frequent words in the vocabulary.

As expected, when the variance in csPMI is
lower, solutions to word analogies are more ac-
curate: the Pearson correlation between accuracy
and csPMI variance is −0.70 and statistically sig-
nificant at the 1% level. This is because an anal-
ogy is more likely to hold over a set of word
pairs when the displacement vectors are identi-
cal, and thus when the csPMI values are identi-
cal. Similar analogies, such as capital-world and
capital-common-countries, also have similar mean
csPMI values – our theory implies this, since sim-
ilar analogies have similar displacement vectors.
As the csPMI changes, the type of analogy gradu-
ally changes from geography (capital-world, city-
in-state) to verb tense (gram5-present-participle,
gram7-past-tense) to adjectives (gram2-opposite,
gram4-superlative). We do not witness a similar
gradation with the mean PMI, implying that analo-
gies correspond uniquely to csPMI but not PMI.

Euclidean Distance Because the sum of two
word vectors is not in the vocabulary, we can-
not calculate co-occurrence statistics involving the
sum, precluding us from testing Corollaries 1 and
2. We test Corollary 3 by uniformly sampling
word pairs and plotting, in Figure 3, the neg-
ative csPMI against the squared Euclidean dis-
tance between the SGNS word vectors. As ex-
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Analogy Mean csPMI Mean PMI Median Word Pair Frequency csPMI Variance Accuracy

capital-world −9.294 6.103 980.0 0.496 0.932
capital-common-countries −9.818 4.339 3436.5 0.345 0.954
city-in-state −10.127 4.003 4483.0 2.979 0.744
gram6-nationality-adjective −10.691 3.733 3147.0 1.651 0.918
family −11.163 4.111 1855.0 2.897 0.836
gram8-plural −11.787 4.208 342.5 0.590 0.877
gram5-present-participle −14.530 2.416 334.0 2.969 0.663
gram9-plural-verbs −14.688 2.409 180.0 2.140 0.740
gram7-past-tense −14.840 1.006 444.0 1.022 0.651
gram3-comparative −15.111 1.894 194.5 1.160 0.872
gram2-opposite −15.630 2.897 49.0 3.003 0.554
gram4-superlative −15.632 2.015 100.5 2.693 0.757
currency −15.900 3.025 19.0 4.008 0.092
gram1-adjective-to-adverb −17.497 1.113 46.0 1.991 0.500

Table 1: The mean csPMI for analogies in Mikolov et al. (2013a) over the word pairs for which they should hold
(e.g., (Paris, France) for capital-world). Similar analogies have a similar mean csPMI and arithmetic solutions are
less accurate when the csPMI variance is higher (Pearson’s r = −0.70). The type of analogy gradually changes
with the csPMI, from geography (capital-world) to verb tense (gram7-past-tense) to adjectives (gram2-opposite).

pected, there is a moderately strong positive corre-
lation (Pearson’s r = 0.502): the more similar two
words are (as measured by csPMI), the smaller
the Euclidean distance between them in embed-
ding space. The correlation is just as strong in the
normalized SGNS word space, where Pearson’s r
= 0.514. As mentioned earlier, our assumption in
section 3.4 that p(w,w)∝ p(w) is justified because
there is a strong positive correlation between the
two (Pearson’s r = 0.825).

Unsolvability The csPMI Theorem reveals two
reasons why an analogy may be unsolvable in
a given embedding space: polysemy and corpus
bias. Consider senses {x1, ...,xM} of a polysemous
word x. Assuming perfect reconstruction, a linear
analogy f whose displacement has csPMI γ does
not hold over (x,y) if γ 6= PMI(x,y)+ log p(x,y) =
log [p(x1|y)+ ...+ p(xM|y)] p(y|x). The Theorem
applies over all the senses of x, even if only a par-
ticular sense is relevant to the analogy. For exam-
ple, while (open,closed)::(high,low) makes intu-
itive sense, it is unlikely to hold in practice, given
that all four words are highly polysemous.

Even if (a,b)::(x,y) is intuitive, there is also
no guarantee that csPMI(a,b) ≈ csPMI(x,y) and
csPMI(a,x) ≈ csPMI(b,y) for a given training
corpus. The less frequent a word pair, the more
sensitive its csPMI to even small changes in fre-
quency. Infrequent word pairs are also associated
with more reconstruction error (see section 3.5),
making it even more unlikely that the analogy will
hold in practice. This is why the accuracy for
the currency analogy is so low (see Table 1) – in

Wikipedia, currencies and their country co-occur
with a median frequency of only 19.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we explained why word analogies
can be solved using vector arithmetic. We proved
that an analogy holds in an SGNS or GloVe em-
bedding space with no reconstruction error iff the
co-occurrence shifted PMI is the same for every
word pair and across any two word pairs, provided
the row vectors of those words in the factorized
word-context matrix are coplanar. This had three
implications. First, we provided a formal proof
of the Pennington et al. (2014) conjecture, the in-
tuitive explanation of this phenomenon. Second,
we provided novel justification for the addition of
SGNS word vectors by showing that it automat-
ically down-weights the more frequent word, as
weighting schemes do ad hoc. Third, we provided
the first rigorous explanation of why the Euclidean
distance between word vectors is a good proxy for
word dissimilarity. Most importantly, we provided
empirical support of our theory and avoided mak-
ing the strong assumptions in past work, making
our theory a much more tenable explanation.
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Abstract

The compositionality degree of multiword ex-
pressions indicates to what extent the meaning
of a phrase can be derived from the meaning
of its constituents and their grammatical rela-
tions. Prediction of (non)-compositionality is
a task that has been frequently addressed with
distributional semantic models. We introduce
a novel technique to blend hierarchical infor-
mation with distributional information for pre-
dicting compositionality. In particular, we use
hypernymy information of the multiword and
its constituents encoded in the form of the re-
cently introduced Poincaré embeddings in ad-
dition to the distributional information to de-
tect compositionality for noun phrases. Us-
ing a weighted average of the distributional
similarity and a Poincaré similarity function,
we obtain consistent and substantial, statis-
tically significant improvement across three
gold standard datasets over state-of-the-art
models based on distributional information
only. Unlike traditional approaches that solely
use an unsupervised setting, we have also
framed the problem as a supervised task, ob-
taining comparable improvements. Further,
we publicly release our Poincaré embeddings,
which are trained on the output of handcrafted
lexical-syntactic patterns on a large corpus.

1 Introduction

An important challenge in Natural Language Pro-
cessing is to represent words, phrases, and larger
spans in a way that reflects their meaning. Com-
positionality is one of the strongest assumptions
in semantics, stating that the meaning of larger
units can be derived from their smaller parts and
their contextual relation. However, for idiomatic
phrases, this assumption does not hold true as the

meaning of the whole phrase may not be related
to their parts in a straightforward fashion. The
meaning of the phrases like ‘data format’, ‘head
teacher’, ‘green tree’ can easily be understood
from the constituent words whereas the semantics
of the idiomatic phrases like ‘couch potato’, ‘rat
race’, ‘nut case’ are non-compositional, i.e., refer
to a different meaning than their parts suggest.

In this work, we address compositionality pre-
diction, which is the task of assigning a numerical
score to a phrase indicating the extent to which
the meaning of the phrase can be derived from the
meanings of its constituent words. To motivate
its importance, e.g., in machine translation, non-
compositional phrases must be translated as a unit;
in word sense disambiguation, assigning one of
the constituent word’s senses to the whole phrase
should be avoided for idiomatic phrases; semantic
parsing also requires to correctly identify complex
predicates and their arguments in this way.

A significant amount of effort has gone into
operationalizing dense-vector distributional se-
mantic models (DSMs) of different flavors such
as count-based models (Baldwin et al. (2003);
Venkatapathy and Joshi (2005); McCarthy et al.
(2007)), word embeddings based on word2vec
(both CBOW and SkipGram) and similar (Reddy
et al. (2011); Salehi et al. (2014); Cordeiro et al.
(2016, 2019)), and multi-sense skip-gram mod-
els for compositionality prediction (Salehi et al.,
2015). All these attempts are based on the hypoth-
esis that the composition of the representation of
constituent words will be closer to the representa-
tion of the entire phrase in case of compositional
phrases as compared to the non-compositional
ones (Choueka, 1988).

Observing that the distributional information
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alone is not enough for precise compositionality
prediction, we propose to utilize hypernymy in-
formation, hypothesizing that, for compositional
phrases, the hypernym of the whole phrase is se-
mantically closer to the hypernyms of one of the
constituent words (head words) as compared to
the non-compositional phrases. For example, ‘art
school’ and ‘school’ have one common hypernym
‘educational institution’ whereas ‘hot dog’ has no
common hypernym with ‘hot’ or ‘dog’, apart from
very abstract concepts such as ‘physical entity’.
Of course, this only holds for noun phrases, where
taxonomic relations between nouns apply.

To represent hypernymy information we use
Poincaré embeddings (Nickel and Kiela, 2017) for
learning hierarchical representations of symbolic
data by embedding them into a hyperbolic space.
To this end, we extract hyponym-hypernym pairs
by applying well-known lexical-syntactic patterns
proposed by Hearst (1992) on a large corpus and
train Poincaré embeddings on a list of hyponym-
hypernym pairs.

Relying on two types of representations, i.e.,
dense vectors in the Euclidean space and the novel
hyperbolic Poincaré embeddings, we interpolate
their similarity predictions in a novel composition-
ality score metric that takes both distributional and
hypernymy information into account. We eval-
uate our proposed metric on three well-accepted
English datasets, i.e., Reddy (Reddy et al., 2011),
Reddy++ (Ramisch et al., 2016) and Farahmand
(Farahmand et al., 2015), demonstrating a perfor-
mance boost when including hyperbolic embed-
dings by 2-4% absolute points across all datasets.

In particular, our work contains the three fol-
lowing contributions:

1. We devise a straightforward and efficient ap-
proach for combining distributional and hy-
pernymy information for the task of noun
phrase compositionality prediction. As far as
we are aware, this is the first application of
Poincaré embeddings to this task.

2. We demonstrate consistent and significant
improvements on benchmark datasets in un-
supervised and supervised settings.

3. We publicly release our Poincaré embeddings
trained on pattern extractions on a very large
corpus.

2 Related Work

Some of the initial efforts on compositionality pre-
diction were undertaken by Baldwin et al. (2003),
who use LSA to calculate the similarity between a
phrase and its components, whereas Venkatapathy
and Joshi (2005) extend this idea with collocation
features (e.g., phrase frequency, point-wise mutual
information). Researchers also tried to identify
non-compositionality in verb-noun phrases using
syntax (Cook et al., 2007) and selectional prefer-
ences (McCarthy et al., 2007). Attempts to ex-
amine the possibility to derive the semantics of a
compound or multiword expression from its parts
have been researched extensively (McCarthy et al.,
2003; Mitchell and Lapata, 2008; Tratz and Hovy,
2010). Reddy et al. (2011) define a composition-
ality score and use different vector operations to
estimate the semantic distance between a phrase
and its individual components. Some of the in-
vestigations are made for compositionality detec-
tion using representation learning of word embed-
dings (Socher et al., 2012; Salehi et al., 2015).
Salehi et al. (2014) also show that distributional
similarity over multiple languages can help in im-
proving the quality of compositionality prediction.

In a recent attempt, Yazdani et al. (2015) tries
to learn semantic composition and finds that com-
plex functions such as polynomial projection and
neural networks can model semantic composition
more effectively than the commonly used addi-
tive and multiplicative functions. Kiela and Clark
(2013) detect non-compositionality using con-
cepts of mutual information. Lioma et al. (2015)
replace the context vectors with language models
and compute their Kullback–Leibler divergence to
approximate their semantic distance. In another
stream, researchers have also attempted to classify
idiomatic vs. non-idiomatic expressions in differ-
ent languages considering the context of the ex-
pressions (Flor and Klebanov, 2018; Bizzoni et al.,
2018; Peng et al., 2018), see also a respective
shared task (Biemann and Giesbrecht, 2011). In
one of the recent attempts, Cordeiro et al. (2016)
conduct an analysis of several DSMs (word2vec,
GloVe, PPMI) with variations of hyper-parameters
and produce the state-of-the-art results in the com-
positionality prediction task, which is extended
further for different languages by Cordeiro et al.
(2019). We take their work as our baseline and
carry forward our investigation to improve the
state-of-the-art performance by introducing the
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hyponymy-hypernymy information in the form of
Poincaré embeddings.

Le et al. (2019) and Aly et al. (2019) also
showed usefulness the use of Poincaré embed-
dings: in their case for inducing taxonomies from
the text. In both works, hyperbolic embeddings
are trained using relations harvested using Hearst
patterns, like in our work. The usefulness of hy-
perbolic embeddings was also shown beyond text
processing: Khrulkov et al. (2019) successfully
applied them for hierarchical relations in image
classification tasks.

3 Methodology

Our aim is to produce a compositionality score
for a given two-word noun phrase w1w2. As
per our hypothesis, the proposed compositional-
ity score metric has two components: one com-
ponent takes care of the extent of the distribu-
tional similarity between the phrase and the com-
position of constituent words. The second com-
ponent captures hypernymy-based similarity ob-
tained through Poincaré embeddings (Nickel and
Kiela, 2017). The rationale behind this is that
replacing a word with its hypernym should yield
phrases with similar meaning for compositional
cases, dissimilar phrases otherwise (e.g., a ‘red
herring’ is not similar to ‘red fish’).

Distributional component: For the first compo-
nent, we follow the scheme prescribed by Cordeiro
et al. (2016), relying on the state-of-the-art DSM
model and the score metric (ScoreD) proposed in
that work. The metric ScoreD is defined as,

ScoreD(w1w2) = cos(v(w1w2), v(w1 + w2)),
(1)

where

v(w1 + w2) =
v(w1)

‖v(w1)‖
+

v(w2)

‖v(w2)‖
, (2)

and v(w) is the vector representation of w ob-
tained from the DSM, ||.|| is the L2-norm. For the
composition of two component word vectors, we
use the additive model, which is well-accepted in
the literature (Mitchell and Lapata, 2010).

Hypernymy component: For the second com-
ponent, we prepare Poincaré embeddings. The
Poincaré embedding as introduced by Nickel and
Kiela (2017) is a very recent approach to learn hi-
erarchical representations of symbolic data by em-

bedding them into the hyperbolic space. The un-
derlying hyperbolic geometry helps to learn parsi-
monious representations of symbolic data by si-
multaneously capturing hierarchy and similarity.
As per this proposed Poincaré ball model, let

βd = {x ∈ R : ‖x‖ < 1} (3)

be the open d-dimensional unit ball, where ‖.‖ de-
notes the Euclidean norm.

The list of hyponym-hypernym pairs was ob-
tained by applying lexical-syntactic patterns de-
scribed by Hearst (1992) on the corpus prepared
by Panchenko et al. (2016). This corpus is a con-
catenation of the English Wikipedia (2016 dump),
Gigaword (Parker et al., 2009), ukWaC (Fer-
raresi et al., 2008) and English news corpora from
the Leipzig Corpora Collection (Goldhahn et al.,
2012). The lexical-syntactic patterns proposed by
Hearst (1992) and further extended and imple-
mented in the form of FSTs by Panchenko et al.
(2012)1 for extracting (noisy) hyponym-hypernym
pairs are given as follows – (i) such NP as NP,
NP[,] and/or NP; (ii) NP such as NP, NP[,] and/or
NP; (iii) NP, NP [,] or other NP; (iv) NP, NP [,]
and other NP; (v) NP, including NP, NP [,] and/or
NP; (vi) NP, especially NP, NP [,] and/or NP.

Pattern extraction on the corpus yields a list of
27.6 million hyponym-hypernym pairs along with
the frequency of their occurrence in the corpus.
We normalize the frequency of each hyponym-
hypernym pair by dividing it by the logarithm
of the global frequency of the hypernym in the
list, which realizes a TF-IDF (Sparck Jones, 1972)
weighting, to downrank noisy extractions with
frequent pattern-extracted ‘hypernyms’ such as
‘problem, issue, bit’.

Further, we sort the list of hyponym-hypernym
pairs with respect to their the normalized fre-
quency. As the Poincaré embedding method takes
as input a list of hyponym-hypernym pairs, we
first prepare a list by adding top k pairs (based
on normalized frequency) where the noun phrases
or component words present in the gold-standard
dataset exist as hyponym or hypernym. Note that
we embed noun phrases as extracted by the pat-
terns as units, i.e. a term like “educational insti-
tution” will get its own embedding if it appears
in the pattern extractions as an NP. This list is
quite sparse and therefore the hyperbolic space is

1https://zenodo.org/record/3234817
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not rich enough to produce good results (see Sec-
tion 5).

In order to circumvent this problem, we fur-
ther populate the above list by appending the top
m percent pairs from the complete sorted list
of hyponym-hypernym pairs we prepared earlier.
Next, we use this expanded list as input to prepare
Poincaré embeddings.

Hyperparameters for training Poincaré model:
For both the unsupervised and the supervised
setup we maintain the following settings for the
training of the Poincaré model unless otherwise
stated: vector dimensionality d = 50, number of
negative samples = 2, learning rate = 0.1, coeffi-
cient used for L2-regularization while training = 1,
and number of epochs to use for burn-in initializa-
tion = 10.

3.1 Unsupervised Setup
The Poincaré distance between points x, y ∈ βd is
defined in the following way:

d(x, y) = arcosh

(
1 + 2

||x− y||2
(1− ‖x‖2)(1− ‖y‖2)

)
.

(4)
Poincaré similarity score ScoreP is derived

from the Poincaré distance as

ScoreP (x, y) =
1

1 + d(x, y)
. (5)

Let w1w2 be the noun phrase for which we
compute the compositionality score. Further let
Hw1w2 be the set of top k hypernyms of the phrase
w1w2 and Hw1 , Hw2 be the set of top k hyper-
nyms of the constituent words w1 and w2, respec-
tively. Our proposed compositionality score met-
ric Score(w1w2) is defined as follows:

Score(w1w2) = (1− α)ScoreD(w1w2)+

α max
a∈Hw1w2
b∈Hw1w2
c∈Hw2w2

(ScoreP (v(a), v(b) + v(c))), (6)

where v(w) indicates the vector representation of
the word w and α is used to set the relative weight
of the two components.

3.2 Supervised Setup
We explore the utility of hierarchical information
encoded in Poincaré embeddings for the task of
compositionality prediction in a supervised setup

as well. As our aim is to predict a compositional-
ity score, we employ several regression techniques
like Support Vector Regression (Drucker et al.,
1997), Kernel Ridge Regression (Vovk, 2013), k-
Nearest Neighbours Regression (Altman, 1992),
Partial Least Squares Regression (PLS) (Abdi,
2007) etc. We randomly split the full dataset into
a 75% training set and a 25% test set, and experi-
ment on 25 such random splits. For each split, we
plugin the concatenation of the vector representa-
tion of the noun phrase as well as the component
words. The supervised predicted score is

ScoreS(w1w2) = (1− α)·ScoreDS(w1w2)+

α·ScorePS(w1w2),

(7)

where ScoreDS(w1w2) is the predicted score
when we plugin the vectors from DSMs into the
regression model and ScorePS(w1w2) is the pre-
dicted score when Poincaré embeddings are used
as input. Thus, ScoreS indicates the weighted
(weight = α) mixed prediction score from the su-
pervised model. We measure the performance of
our supervised model for each of the 25 random
splits and report the mean and standard deviation
of the performance metric.

3.3 Hyperparameters of the Model

Apart from the hyperparameters used to train the
Poincaré model, our proposed model has three hy-
perparameters: k, m and α. k indicates the num-
ber of top hypernyms or hyponyms per target word
to be used for training the Poincaré model. Since
only considering hyponym-hypernym pairs con-
taining target words does not lead to sufficient
training samples for the Poincaré model, we add
top m% hyponym-hypernym pairs extracted by
using Hearst pattern to the training set. Note that
we consider the top hyponym-hypernym pairs on
the basis of normalized frequency. α indicates the
relative weight between Poincaré similarity and
distributional similarity. We have optimized these
three hyperparameters by grid search.

4 Evaluation

4.1 Datasets

To evaluate our proposed models (both super-
vised and unsupervised) we use three gold stan-
dard datasets for English on compositionality de-
tection and describe them in the following.
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Reddy (RD): This dataset contains composi-
tionality judgments for 90 compounds in a scale of
literality from 0 (idiomatic) to 5 (compositional),
obtained by averaging crowdsourced judgments
on these pairs (Reddy et al., 2011). For evaluation,
we use only the global compositionality score, ig-
noring individual word judgments.

Reddy++ (RD++): This is a recently introduced
resource created for evaluation (Ramisch et al.,
2016) that extends the Reddy dataset with an addi-
tional 90 English nominal compounds, amounting
to a total of 180 nominal compounds. Consistent
with RD, the scores range from 0 (idiomatic) to
5 (compositional) and are annotated through Me-
chanical Turk and averaged over the annotators.
The additional 90 entries are adjective-noun pairs,
balanced with respect to compositionality.

Farahmand (FD): This dataset contains 1042
English compounds extracted from Wikipedia
with binary non-compositionality judgments by
four experts (Farahmand et al., 2015). In evalu-
ations we use the sum of all the judgments to have
a single numeral compositionality score, ranging
from 0 (compositional) to 4 (idiomatic).

We optimize our method on subsets of the
datasets for pairs and constituents with available
Poincaré embeddings in order to measure the di-
rect impact of our method, which comprises 79,
146 and 780 datapoints for the three sets RD-R,
RD++-R and FD-R, respectively.

We subsequently report scores on the full
datasets RD-F (90), RD++-F (180) and FD-F
(1042) for the sake of fair comparison to previous
works. In cases where no Poincaré embeddings
are available, we use the fallback strategy of only
relying on the distributional model, i.e. ScoreDS .

For the supervised setup, we experiment on the
FD dataset (on the reduced version and the full
version) since for the other two datasets, the num-
ber of instances are not enough for supervision.

4.2 Baselines

We use the recent work by Cordeiro et al. (2016)
as the baseline, where authors apply several dis-
tributional semantic models and their variants by
tuning hyperparameters like the dimension of vec-
tors, the window-size during training and others.
We resort to PPMI-SVD, two variants of word2vec
(CBOW and SkipGram) and GloVe as our base-
lines. We use these models as provided, with the

vector dimension size of 750 (PPMI-SVD, W2V)
and 500 (GloVe)2.

PPMI-SVD baseline: For each word, its neigh-
boring nouns and verbs in a symmetric sliding
window of w words in both directions, using a
linear decay weighting scheme with respect to its
distance d to the target (Levy et al., 2015) are ex-
tracted. The representation of a word is a vector
containing the positive pointwise mutual informa-
tion (PPMI) association scores between the word
and its contexts. Note that, for each target word,
contexts that appear less than 1000 times are dis-
carded. The Dissect toolkit (Dinu et al., 2013) is
then used in order to build a PPMI matrix and its
dimensionality is reduced using singular value de-
composition (SVD) to factorize the matrix.

word2vec baseline: This DSM is prepared us-
ing the well-known word2vec (Mikolov et al.,
2013) in both variants CBOW (W2V-CBOW) and
Skip-Gram (W2V-SG), using default configura-
tions except for the following: no hierarchical
softmax; negative sampling of 25; frequent-word
downsampling weight of 10−6; runs 15 training it-
erations; minimum word count threshold of 5.

GloVe baseline: The count-based DSM of Pen-
nington et al. (2014), implementing a factorization
of the co-occurrence count matrix is used for the
task. The configurations are the default ones, ex-
cept for the following: internal cutoff parameter
xmax = 75; builds co-occurrence matrix in 15 it-
erations; minimum word count threshold of 5.

Other baseline models proposed by Reddy et al.
(2011), Salehi et al. (2014), Salehi et al. (2015)
report results only on Reddy dataset (since the
other two datasets have been introduced later)
whereas Yazdani et al. (2015) perform their eval-
uation only on the Farahmand dataset for their su-
pervised model. In addition, this supervised ap-
proach requires an additional resource of ∼ 70k
known noun phrases from Wikipedia for training.
However, Cordeiro et al. (2016) compare their best
models with all these baseline models and show
that their models outperform across all the respec-
tive datasets. Hence we execute all our evalu-
ations by considering only the best models pro-
posed by Cordeiro et al. (2016) as our baselines.

2These pre-trained DSMs were provided by Cordeiro
et al. (2016); on re-computation we get slightly different re-
sults than those reported in their paper.
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4.3 Evaluation Setup
Quantitative evaluation is usually done by com-
paring model outcomes against the gold stan-
dard datasets. For all the three datasets (RD-R,
RD++-R, FD-R), we report Spearman’s rank cor-
relation (ρ) between the scores provided by the
humans and the compositionality score obtained
from the models. Note that for the nominal com-
pounds in FD-R dataset, higher human scores in-
dicate a higher degree of idiomaticity, which is
opposite to the scoring in the RD-R and RD++-R
datasets. We therefore always report the absolute
correlation values (|ρ|) for all the datasets.

5 Experimental Results

In this section, we report the results obtained from
the baseline models and the unsupervised and su-
pervised variants of our model.

5.1 Unsupervised Baseline Results
We compare the performance of the baseline mod-
els (Cordeiro et al., 2016) and Poincaré embed-
dings as a single signal on the reduced version
of the three gold standard datasets: RD-R (79
instances), RD++-R (146 instances), FD-R (780
instances) in order to closely examine the influ-
ence of Poincaré embeddings. Table 1 shows
the performance for all the baselines in terms
of Spearman’s rank correlation ρ. We observe
that W2V-CBOW model produces the best perfor-
mance across all the three datasets and W2V-SG
achieves the second-best performance. As noted
in the table, the Poincaré embeddings on their own
perform worse than all the other baselines. Fur-
ther, since our final model is based on an inter-
polation between Poincaré embeddings and W2V-
CBOW, we also attempted interpolation between
other four baseline models, but the best results
were always close to the better of the two models,
and are not reported here.

Base. Model RD-R RD++-R FD-R
W2V-CBOW 0.8045 0.6964 0.3405

W2V-SG 0.8034 0.6963 0.3396
GloVe 0.7604 0.6487 0.2620

PPMI-SVD 0.7484 0.6468 0.2428
Poincaré 0.6023 0.4765 0.2007

Table 1: Baseline (Cordeiro et al., 2016) results on the
reduced version of three gold-standard datasets ordered
in decreasing overall performance along with the re-
sults of using only Poincaré embedding.

5.2 Results of Proposed Unsupervised Model
We report the effect of tuning hyper-parameters in-
troduced in Section 3, e.g. k, m, or α.

Fixed k neighbours: We start by fixing k = 5
and obtain the correlations by varying m and α.
The results are presented in Table 2. We exper-
iment with values of m ranging from 0 to 10
and report results for m = 0, 1, 5, 10. Note that
here m = 0 indicates the case where we use the
Poincaré embeddings of the target word’s top k
hypernyms and hyponyms only with no additional
highly frequent hyponym-hypernym pairs. Values
of m > 10 degrade the quality, as too many noisy
pattern extractions would be used in training.
Key observations: For certain values of α
we obtain considerable improvements over the
baseline Spearman’s correlation when introduc-
ing Poincaré embeddings. The addition of top
hyponym-hypernym pairs (i.e., m > 0) improves
the performance of the model. Finally, note that
for m > 0, α = 0.4 generally produces better re-
sults across the three datasets.

m(%) α RD-R RD++-R FD-R
0.2 0.8160 0.7102 0.3536

0 0.4 0.8117 0.7012 0.3532
0.6 0.7844 0.6581 0.3278
0.2 0.8274 0.7155 0.3482

1 0.4 0.8391 0.7165 0.3373
0.6 0.8136 0.6817 0.3036
0.2 0.8362 0.7268 0.3501

5 0.4 0.8578 0.7389 0.3432
0.6 0.8467 0.7279 0.3126
0.2 0.8346 0.7250 0.3513

10 0.4 0.8421 0.7461 0.3469
0.6 0.8299 0.7372 0.3204

Table 2: Effect of the introduction of the Poincaré em-
beddings for varying values of m and α. Here W2V-
CBOW is used as distributional model.

MODEL-DP with W2V-CBOW
α RD-R RD++-R FD-R

0.2 0.8265 0.7177 0.3594
0.4 0.8324 0.7321 0.3646
0.6 0.8082 0.7077 0.3450

MODEL-DP with W2V-SG
α RD-R RD++-R FD-R

0.2 0.8244 0.7215 0.3603
0.4 0.8330 0.7337 0.3673
0.6 0.8152 0.7101 0.3461

Table 3: Performance of MODEL-DP using W2V-
CBOW as well as W2V-SG as distributional models:
Effect of removal of top 1% hypernym-hyponym pairs
from the top 10% pairs (k = 5).
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Effect of the top m pairs: Since the extrac-
tion of the hypernyms from the corpus is com-
pletely unsupervised and based on handcrafted
lexical-syntactic patterns, we investigate whether
the most frequent hyponym-hypernym pairs are
affecting the quality of Poincaré embeddings, hav-
ing noted many erroneous extractions for very fre-
quent pairs. We fix the value of m = 10, but drop
the most frequent 1% hyponym-hypernym pairs
and retrain the Poincaré model with the rest of
the pairs. We call this variant MODEL-DP. The
upper half of Table 3 shows the performance of
this model while using W2V-CBOW as the distri-
butional models (k = 5, which was the optimal
k also in this setting). We compare the result of
MODEL-DP for α = 0.4 with Table 2, row corre-
sponding to m = 10%, α = 0.4.

k α RD-R RD++-R FD-R
0.2 0.8269 0.7228 0.3563

3 0.4 0.8275 0.7382 0.3557
0.6 0.8089 0.7188 0.3278
0.2 0.8265 0.7177 0.3594

5 0.4 0.8324 0.7321 0.3646
0.6 0.8082 0.7077 0.3450
0.2 0.8123 0.7103 0.3534

10 0.4 0.8168 0.7248 0.3589
0.6 0.7700 0.6957 0.3484

Table 4: Results obtained for MODEL-DP (m = 10,
top 1% hypernym-hyponym pairs removed) by varying
the values of k.

Key observations: We mainly observe that dis-
carding the most frequent 1% hyponym-hypernym
pairs improves the results for the largest dataset
FD-R considerably while making the results from
the other two datasets a little worse. We also pro-
duce results on MODEL-DP by varying the value
of k. We try with k = 3, 5, 10, the results of which
is presented in Table 4. Clearly, k = 5 gives the
best performance.

If we consider very few hypernyms per target
word, it results in lack of sufficient information for
the Poincaré model, while training with too many
hypernyms per target word dilutes the useful hier-
archy information because it adds noise.

Other DSM models: We use W2V-CBOW as
the DSM for MODEL-DP. Keeping all the other
parameters of MODEL-DP the same (i.e., m =
10, k = 5, α = 0.4) we replace the DSM by the
W2V-SG vectors, which was performing the sec-
ond best among the baselines. We are interested in
observing whether the Poincaré embeddings also

benefit other DSM models as well.
Key observations: The performance of this variant
of our model is presented in the lower half of Ta-
ble 3. We indeed observe the same effect of the
Poincaré embeddings improving the overall per-
formance by 3-4% on all datasets.

Other hyperparameters: In a series of experi-
ments that we do not report in detail for brevity, we
could make the following observations: For our
task, the vector dimensionality of Poincaré embed-
dings of d = 50 shows better results than higher
or lower values, as tested with d ∈ {20, 100}.
Similarly, we tried with several vector dimensions
of DSMs with d ∈ 50, 100, 300 but 750 gives
the best performance for the best models reported
by Cordeiro et al. (2016) and our model in the un-
supervised setup. We further tried varying the rel-
ative weight of single word vectors for the sum in
Equation 1, which did not have positive effects.

Performance for reduced dataset
Model RD-R RD++-R FD-R

W2V-CBOW 0.8045 0.6964 0.3405
MODEL-DP 0.8324 0.7321 0.3646

Performance for full dataset
Model RD-F RD++-F FD-F

W2V-CBOW 0.7867 0.7022 0.2688
MODEL-DP 0.8095 0.7302 0.2958

Table 5: Performance of our model (MODEL-DP) and
most competitive baseline (W2V-CBOW) for both the
reduced datasets and the whole datasets (using the fall-
back strategy).

Fallback strategy to encompass the whole
dataset: In all the above experiments we con-
sider the reduced version of the three gold-
standard datasets due to lack of the Poincaré em-
beddings for certain target words. We suggest a
fallback strategy to incorporate the target words
that do not have Poincaré embeddings. In cases
where the Poincaré embeddings are not present,
we fall back to the distributional similarity score.
In cases, where the Poincaré embeddings are avail-
able we use the combined score as discussed in
Section 3. Note that, the distributions of dis-
tributional similarity scores and proposed com-
bined scores are significantly different (accord-
ing to the z-test (Fisher, 1932)). Therefore while
falling back to the distributional similarity scores
we scale up the scores by the proportion of nor-
malized means of the two distributions.
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Key observations: The results for this fall back
strategy is noted in the lower half of Table 5. We
observe that for all three datasets we perform sig-
nificantly better than the baselines. To be consis-
tent with the literature, we compare our perfor-
mance even with the supervised model proposed
by Yazdani et al. (2015) for the FD-F dataset. For
this dataset, the supervised model proposed by the
authors produces a Spearman’s rank correlation
(ρ) of 0.41 whereas the unsupervised MODEL-DP
produces 0.29. However, our supervised approach,
as we shall see later, beats this number reported
by Yazdani et al. (2015) by a considerable margin.

Significance test: From the extensive evaluation
of our model by tuning several hyper-parameters,
we obtain MODEL-DP (Table 3), which gives the
best performance for all the three datasets out-
performing the baselines (Table 1). We perform
Wilcoxon’s sign-rank test (Rey and Neuhäuser,
2011) for all the three datasets separately. We ob-
tain p < 0.05 while comparing MODEL-DP and
the best baseline model (W2V-CBOW) indicating
that the difference between their compositionality
predictions is statistically significant.

Error analysis: We investigate the erroneous
cases for which the annotators give a high compo-
sitionality score while our model produces a very
low compositional score, e.g. ‘area director’, ‘dis-
cussion page’, and ‘emergency transportation’.
We observe that the number of hypernyms ex-
tracted for these target noun phrases is very low (1
or 2), which leads to a less informative hierarchi-
cal representation in the Poincaré model; this is ei-
ther caused by a low frequency of terms overall, or
by a low occurrence in hypernym pattern contexts.
We also analyzed the non-compositional cases for
which the annotators give a low compositionality
score but our model produces a high score, e.g.
‘hard disk’, ‘hard drive’ and ‘soft drink’. In these
cases even though they are non-compositional, the
hypernyms of the noun phrases match with the hy-
pernyms of the head constituent words. For exam-
ple, ‘hard disk’ and ‘disk’ have the same hyper-
nym ‘storage device’; similarly ‘soft drink’ and
‘drink’ have ‘product’; ‘hard drive’ and ‘drive’
have ‘device’. Thus, these non-compositional
cases are different from entirely opaque expres-
sions like ‘couch potato’, ‘hot dog’ where none of
the hypernyms of the noun phrases match with the
hypernyms of any of the constituent words. Cat-

Model RD-RL RD++-RL FD-RL
W2V-CBOW 0.8111 0.7256 0.4198

MODEL-DP-L 0.8223 0.7451 0.4179
MODEL-DP 0.8288 0.7592 0.4790

Table 6: Comparisons of the results produced by
MODEL-DP-L from lexical resources vs. MODEL-DP
along with the baselines for the reduced dataset.

egorizing the non-compositional words based on
the above observation and dealing with such cases
is left for future work.

Training using lexical resources: We fur-
ther investigated the use of hyponym-hypernym
pairs extracted from lexical resources like Word-
Net (Miller, 1995) or ConceptNet (Speer et al.,
2017) for training the Poincaré model. Even
though the quality of the hyponym-hypernym
pairs from lexical resources is better compared to
the pairs extracted using Hearst patterns, the cov-
erage of target words is very low. Therefore, for a
fair comparison, we prepare a reduced version of
the three gold standard datasets (RD-RL, RD++-
RL, FD-RL), where all the target words are present
in lexical resources as well as hyponym-hypernym
pairs extracted using Hearst patterns. RD-RL,
RD++-RL, and FD-RL contain 74, 131, 380 target
words, respectively. MODEL-DP-L uses the same
compositionality score metric as MODEL-DP but
in the case of MODEL-DP-L, the Poincaré em-
bedding is learned using the hyponym-hypernym
pairs extracted only from WordNet and Concept-
Net combined. The results are presented in Ta-
ble 6. We see that even though MODEL-DP-L
performs better than the baselines for two of the
datasets, MODEL-DP gives the best result. We
attribute this to the relative sparsity of lexical re-
sources, which are seemingly not sufficient for
training reliable Poincaré embeddings.

5.3 Results of Proposed Supervised Model
For the supervised setup we present our results on
the reduced FD-R dataset (780 instances) and the
full Farhamand FD-F dataset (1042 instances). We
do not use the other two datasets for the super-
vised setup since the number of instances in both
these datasets are too small to produce a reason-
able training-test split required for supervision.

As discussed in Section 3.2, we use various re-
gression models; 75% of the dataset is used for
training and the remaining 25% is used for test-
ing; we experiment on 25 such random splits and
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FD-R
Kernel Regression PLS Regression
µ(|ρ|) σ(|ρ|) µ(|ρ|) σ(|ρ|)

CBOW-S
(750)

0.4017 0.0599 0.3972 0.0590

α MODEL-DP-S
0.2 0.4294 0.0591 0.4078 0.0566
0.4 0.4347 0.0563 0.4096 0.0525
0.6 0.4221 0.0540 0.3959 0.0497

CBOW-S
(50)

0.4339 0.0570 0.4227 0.0584

α MODEL-DP-S, CBOW vectors of dim. 50
0.2 0.4487 0.0547 0.4361 0.0561
0.4 0.4520 0.0528 0.4372 0.0518
0.6 0.4410 0.0510 0.4196 0.0491

FD-F
Kernel Regression PLS Regression
µ(|ρ|) σ(|ρ|) µ(|ρ|) σ(|ρ|)

CBOW-S
(750)

0.3822 0.0471 0.3910 0.0434

α MODEL-DP-S
0.2 0.4030 0.0446 0.3984 0.0450
0.4 0.4083 0.0425 0.3941 0.0459
0.6 0.3986 0.0418 0.3747 0.0471

CBOW-S
(50)

0.4212 0.0502 0.4201 0.0470

α MODEL-DP-S, CBOW vectors of dim. 50
0.2 0.4329 0.0500 0.4270 0.0467
0.4 0.4340 0.0488 0.4211 0.0469
0.6 0.4213 0.0478 0.3943 0.0499

Table 7: Mean (µ) and Standard Deviation (σ) of
Spearman’s rank correlation (ρ) of the supervised ap-
proach for FD-R and FD-F datasets over 25 random
splits. We compare best baseline model (CBOW - 750
and 50 dimension) and our model (MODEL-DP-S) us-
ing both 750 and 50 dimension of CBOW vectors.

report mean and standard deviation of Spearman’s
rank correlation (ρ). Among all the regression
models (respective to the best choice of the hy-
perparameters), Kernel Ridge regression gives the
best performance while PLS regression is the sec-
ond best for both the FD-R and FD-F dataset. We
compare the performance of the best baseline su-
pervised model (CBOW-S) where only ScoreDS
from Equation 7 is used as the predicted score with
our proposed supervised model (MODEL-DPS)
where ScoreS from Equation 7 is used as the pre-
dicted score. The performance of these two best
regression models for the baseline and our model
(for α = 0.4)3 are noted in Table 7. In the same
table, we also report the results of the evaluation
on FD-F dataset using a fallback strategy for the
supervised setup: here, we use a 50-dimensional
zero vector of the target word or compound for

3α = 0.4 produces the best results per grid search.

which the Poincaré embedding is absent. We ob-
serve that for both the datasets (reduced and full)
our approach outperforms the baseline results by
a large margin. As discussed earlier, the CBOW
vectors used for experiments consist of 750 di-
mensions. Since the number of data points in
the training set is small, we also experiment with
CBOW vector dimension of 50 (MODEL-DPS-
50) in the supervised setup to avoid overfitting due
to a large number of parameters. The results pre-
sented in Table 7 show that with the reduced num-
ber of dimensions, our model yields even better
results and outperforms the correlations 0.41 and
0.34 reported respectively in (Yazdani et al., 2015)
and (Cordeiro et al., 2016).

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we present a novel straightforward
method for estimating degrees of compositional-
ity in noun phrases. The method is mixing hyper-
nymy and distributional information of the noun
phrases and their constituent words. To encode
hypernymy information, we use Poincaré embed-
dings, which – to the best of our knowledge – are
used for the first time to accomplish the task of
compositionality prediction. While these hyper-
bolic embeddings trained on hypernym pattern ex-
tractions are not a good signal on their own for
this task, we observe that mixing distributional and
hypernymy information via Euclidean and hyper-
bolic embeddings helps to substantially and signif-
icantly improve the performance of composition-
ality prediction, outperforming previous state-of-
the-art models. Our pretrained embeddings and
the source codes are publicly available.4

Two directions for future work are (i) to extend
our approach to other languages by using multilin-
gual resources or translation data; and (ii) to ex-
plore various compositionality functions to com-
bine the words’ representation on the basis of their
grammatical function within a phrase.
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Abstract

Biomedical concepts are often mentioned in
medical documents under different name vari-
ations (synonyms). This mismatch between
surface forms is problematic, resulting in dif-
ficulties pertaining to learning effective rep-
resentations. Consequently, this has tremen-
dous implications such as rendering down-
stream applications inefficacious and/or poten-
tially unreliable. This paper proposes a new
framework for learning robust representations
of biomedical names and terms. The idea
behind our approach is to consider and en-
code contextual meaning, conceptual mean-
ing, and the similarity between synonyms dur-
ing the representation learning process. Via
extensive experiments, we show that our pro-
posed method outperforms other baselines on
a battery of retrieval, similarity and relatedness
benchmarks. Moreover, our proposed method
is also able to compute meaningful representa-
tions for unseen names, resulting in high prac-
tical utility in real-world applications.

1 Introduction

Representation learning of words (Mikolov et al.,
2013; Pennington et al., 2014), and/or sen-
tences (Kiros et al., 2015; Hill et al., 2016; Lo-
geswaran and Lee, 2018) forms the bedrock of
many modern NLP applications. These tech-
niques, largely relying on context information,
have a huge impact on downstream applications.
To this end, learning effective and useful represen-
tations has been a highly fruitful area of research.

Biomedical names1, however, are different from
standard words and sentences. These names have
both contextual and conceptual meanings. Con-
textual meaning reflects the contexts where the
names appear, and it is specifically granted to each

1Biomedical names refer to surface forms that represent
biomedical concepts. They can be official names in biomedi-
cal vocabularies or unofficial names mentioned in text.

Concept (CUI) and their names Source

C0343047: leiner’s disease, complement
component 5 deficiency, c5d, complement
5 dysfunction, infantile seborrheic der-
matitis, erythroderma desquamativum.

UMLS

C0154832: coats’ disease, abnormal reti-
nal vascular development, unilateral retinal
telangiectasis, coats telangiectasis

NCBI-
Disease

C0019168: hepatitis b virus surface anti-
gen, hepatitis-b surface antigen, hbs ag,
hbsag, hepatitis b surface antigen

BC5CDR-
Chemical

Table 1: Example of biomedical concepts and
their names taken from one vocabulary (UMLS (Li
et al., 2016)) and two annotated datasets (NCBI-
Disease (Doğan et al., 2014) and BC5CDR-Chemical-
Chemical (Li et al., 2016)). The concepts are listed by
concept unique identifiers (CUI) defined in UMLS.

name. Names of a broad and popular concept of-
ten have slightly different contextual meanings.
On the other hand, conceptual meaning maps to
the definitions/contexts of the names’ associated
concepts, i.e., CUIs as shown in Table 1. As such,
names of the same concepts share the common
conceptual meanings, although they can own dif-
ferent contextual information.

As illustrated in Table 1, biomedical concepts
appear in the text under various names. Repre-
sentations of the names are also expected to be
well clustered in their distributional space, i.e.,
names of the same concepts are close to each
other and distant from those of other concepts.
Learning such conceptually grounded representa-
tions is highly desired for a wide range of applica-
tions, e.g., synonym retrieval/discovery, biomedi-
cal name normalization, and query expansion.

For the first time, we investigate the problem
of biomedical name embedding. Our goal is to
derive meaningful and robust representations for
biomedical names from their surface forms. Un-
fortunately, this task is not trivial since two names
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can be strongly related but not necessarily belong
to the same concept (e.g., ‘complement compo-
nent 5 deficiency’ and ‘complement component
5’). Furthermore, names of a concept can be
completely different regarding their surface forms
(e.g., ‘leiner’s disease’ and ‘c5d’). As such, we es-
tablish the key desiderata for learning robust rep-
resentations. First, the output representations need
to be both conceptually and contextually meaning-
ful. Second, name representations that belong to
the same concepts should be similar to each other,
i.e., conceptual grounding.

To this end, our proposed encoding framework
incorporates three new objectives, namely context,
concept, and synonym-based objectives. We for-
mulate the representation learning process as a
synonym prediction task, with context and con-
ceptual losses acting as regularizers, preventing
two synonyms from collapsing into semantically
meaningless representations. As illustrated in Fig-
ure 1, synonym-based objective enforces simi-
lar representations between synonymous names,
while concept-based objective pulls the name’s
representations closer to its concept’s centroid. On
the other hand, context-based objective aims to
minimize the difference between the derived rep-
resentation and its specific contextual representa-
tion. More concretely, our approach adopts a re-
current sequence encoding model to extract the se-
mantics of biomedical names, and to learn the al-
ternative naming of biomedical concepts. Our ap-
proach does not need any additional annotations
on biomedical text. To be specific, we do not need
the biomedical names to be pre-annotated in the
text. Instead, we utilize available synonym sets in
a metathesaurus vocabulary (e.g., UMLS), as the
only additional resource for training.

Our main contributions in this work are sum-
marized as follows. For the first time, we investi-
gate the problem of biomedical name embedding
and its applications. We pay attention to the simi-
larity between semantically related names as well
as the names of the same concept. Furthermore,
we define and distinguish three aspects constitut-
ing to quality of biomedical name representations.
We propose a novel encoding framework that con-
siders all these aspects in the representation learn-
ing. Finally, we evaluate the proposed encoder
in biomedical synonym retrieval, name normal-
ization, and semantic similarity and relatedness
benchmarks. In most of these experiments, our

Context(𝒔)

Synonym s’Concept(𝒔)

𝓛𝒅𝒆𝒇

𝓛𝒄𝒕𝒙

𝓛syn

s

Figure 1: Illustration of three aspects, which are asso-
ciated to three training objectives, for computing repre-
sentation of biomedical name s. Intuitively, the repre-
sentation is supposed to be similar to its synonym’s as
well as its conceptual and contextual representations.

model significantly outperforms other baselines.

2 Related Work

Our problem setting of name embedding is differ-
ent from recent works in biomedical word embed-
dings (Chiu et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2018) and
concept embeddings (Beam et al., 2018; Cai et al.,
2018). Our goal is to derive meaningful represen-
tation for a sequence of words that likely repre-
sents a concept. This setting is also orthogonal to
works that only focus on estimating the matching
between names (Li et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2018).

There are several options to encode variable-
length names/phrases into fixed-sized vector rep-
resentations. Existing approaches range from
phrase-level extensions of word embeddings,
compositions of pre-trained word representations
to sequence encoding neural networks.

Contextual Word Embeddings. We revisit
skip-gram model (Mikolov et al., 2013), as one
of the most popular context-based embedding ap-
proaches. The model computes the representa-
tions for both target word wt, and context word
wc by maximizing the following log-likelihood:

LW =
∑

wt,wc∈Cwt

log p(wc|wt) (1)

The probability of observing wc in the local con-
text of wt is defined as follows:

p(wc|wt) =
exp(vᵀwcuwt)∑

w∈W
exp(vᵀwuwt)

where uw and vw are the ‘input’ and ‘output’ vec-
tor representations of w. In this work, we refer to
the input representations as contextual representa-
tions of words, or in short, word embeddings.
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The skip-gram model is extensible to names (or
phrases) by treating them as special tokens:

LS =
∑

wt,wc∈Cwt

log p(wc|wt)+
∑

s,wc∈Cs
log p(wc|s)

(2)
where s is a special name token. Training of this
model results in word and name embeddings.

Average of Contextual Word Embeddings.
Another simple and effective method to compute
name embeddings is taking the average of their
constituent word embeddings. Since words in
a biomedical name are usually descriptive about
its meaning, this simple baseline is expected to
produce quality representations. FastText (Bo-
janowski et al., 2017) leverages this idea by
considering character n-grams instead of words.
Therefore, the model can derive representations
for names that contain unseen words. The effec-
tiveness of simple compositions such as taking av-
erage or power mean have also been verified in
phrase and sentence embeddings (Wieting et al.,
2016; Arora et al., 2017; Rücklé et al., 2018).

Sequence Encoding Models. Sequence encod-
ing models aim to capture more sophisticated se-
mantics of character and word sequences. These
models range from multilayer feed-forward net-
works (Iyyer et al., 2015) to convolutional (Kalch-
brenner et al., 2014), recursive and recurrent neu-
ral networks (Socher et al., 2011; Tai et al., 2015).
They also differ by the types of supervision used in
training. Context-based sentence encoders (Kiros
et al., 2015; Hill et al., 2016; Logeswaran and
Lee, 2018) is based on distributional hypothesis.
The training utilizes sentences and their contexts
(surrounding sentences), which can be extracted
from an unlabeled corpus. Similar to contex-
tual word embeddings, the derived sentence em-
beddings are expected to carry the contextual in-
formation. However, this contextual information
does not fully reflect paraphrastic characteristic,
i.e., semantically similar sentences do not nec-
essarily have identical meanings. These embed-
dings, therefore, are not favorable in applications
that demand strong synonym identification. In
contrast, supervised or semi-supervised represen-
tation leaning requires annotated corpus, such as
paraphrastic sentences or natural language infer-
ence data (Conneau et al., 2017; Wieting and Gim-
pel, 2017; Clark et al., 2018; Subramanian et al.,
2018; Cer et al., 2018). However, most of these

works focus on learning representations for sen-
tences.

The closest work to our problem setting is (Wi-
eting et al., 2015). In this proposed model, the au-
thors utilize pairs of paraphrastic phrases as train-
ing data, e.g., ‘does not exceed’ and ‘is no more
than’. To prevent the trained model from over-
fitting, authors introduce regularization terms that
applied on encoder’s parameters as well as the dif-
ference between the initial and trainable word em-
beddings. Their evaluation, however, only consid-
ers the paraphrastic similarity of phrases.

Discussion. Our proposed encoder is based on
BiLSTM (Graves and Schmidhuber, 2005), al-
though it can be replaced by another sequence en-
coding model as mentioned above. Our approach
utilizes synonym sets in UMLS to learn name rep-
resentations, while also enforces the learned rep-
resentation to be similar to their contextual and
conceptual representations. The idea is related to
word vector specialization (retrofitting) (Faruqui
et al., 2015; Mrkšić et al., 2017; Vulić et al., 2018).
The difference is that we focus on learning rep-
resentation for multi-word concept names, hence
the contextual and conceptual constraints are es-
sential, in addition to the synonymous similarity.
In contrast, most retrofitting approaches mainly
aim to improve word representations. These mod-
els map initial word embeddings into a new vec-
tor space that satisfy the synonymous similarity
desiderata, while also constrain the new represen-
tations to be similar to the initial ones. Since the
initial word representations can be assumed to en-
code both contextual and conceptual information
of the words, these retrofitting approaches can be
viewed as special cases of our proposed encoding
framework.

3 Biomedical Name Encoder

For ease of presentation, we use three generic
terms, uw, us and uc, to denote pre-trained
word, name and concept embeddings, respec-
tively. These embeddings will be used as inputs
in our encoding framework. Note that there are
several options to calculate these embeddings and
our encoder can be adapted to different calcula-
tion results. Before going to details, we present
an extension of skip-gram, which will serve as a
baseline. Furthermore, the outputs of this baseline
will be used as pre-trained embeddings in one of
the framework’s configurations.
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BNE: Biomedical Name Encoder Three objectives used to train the encoder

Figure 2: Our proposed biomedical name encoding framework. The main encoder (BNE) is based on two-level
BiLSTM to capture both character and word-level information of an input name. BNE parameters are learned by
considering three training objectives. Synonym-based objectiveLsyn enforces similar representations between two
synonymous names (s and s′). Concept-based objective Ldef , and context-based objectives Lctx apply similarity
constraints on representations of names (s or s′, which are interchangeable) and their conceptual and contextual
representations (g(c) and g(x), respectively). Details about g(c) and g(x) calculations are discussed in Section 3.2.

3.1 Skip-gram with Context and Concept

The skip-gram model described by Equation 2
uses context words to calculate embeddings for
names. Apart from the context words, we also
considers the name’s conceptual information in
this new baseline. We leverage two sources of con-
ceptual information: words in a name, and name’s
associated concept. We assume that names con-
taining similar words tend to have similar mean-
ing. Furthermore, names of the same concepts will
also share common meaning.

We introduce a new token type for concepts.
The concept embeddings are trained in a similar
way as name embeddings. Specifically, for this
baseline, we utilize a pre-annotated corpus where
names appearing in the training text are labeled
with their associated concepts. We convert the
annotated texts into sequences of words, name,
and concept tokens to be used as inputs to the
skip-gram model. For example, consider a pseudo
sentence that has 4 words and contains a bigram
name: wl w1 w2 wr, we map the annotated name
w1 w2 to a name token si, and its annotated con-
cept is denoted by ci. We create two sequences of
tokens corresponding to this original sentence:

• wl, si, ci, w1, w2, wr

• wl, w1, w2, si, ci, wr

The name and concept tokens are placed on the left
and right sides of the annotated name to avoid be-
ing biased toward any single side. These token se-
quences are subsequently fed as inputs to the skip-
gram baseline (the training details are presented
in Section 4). Outputs of this baseline are word,
name and concept embeddings.

3.2 Biomedical Name Encoder with Context,
Concept, and Synonym

Our proposed framework is illustrated in Figure 2.
The encoder unit is based on BiLSTM to aggregate
information from both character and word levels.
The encoded representations are constrained by
three objectives, namely synonym, context, and
concept-based objectives. The model utilizes syn-
onym sets in UMLS as training data. We denote all
the synonym sets as U = {Sc}, where Sc includes
all names of concept c, i.e., Sc = {si}.

Biomedical Name Encoder (BNE). The en-
coder extracts a fixed-sized representation for a
given name (or surface form) s. We use one BiL-
STM unit with last-pooling to encode character-
level information of each word. The represen-
tation is then concatenated with the pre-trained
word embedding to form a word-level represen-
tation. Another BiLSTM unit with max-pooling is
used to aggregate the semantics from the sequence
of words’ representations. Finally the aggregated
representation is passed through a linear transfor-
mation. Mathematically, the encoding function is
expressed as follows:

hwi = [uwi ⊕ last(BiLSTM(ti,1, .., ti,m))]

hs = max(BiLSTM(hw1 , .., hwn))

f(s) = Whs + b

where uwi represents the pre-trained word embed-
ding of word wi in name s. ti,j is a trainable char-
acter embedding in wi. ⊕ denotes vector concate-
nation. W and b are parameters of the last trans-
formation. Next, we detail three objectives used to
train the encoder.
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Synonym-based Similarity. Representations of
names that belong to the same concept should be
similar to each other. We formulate this objective
using the following loss function:

Lsyn =
∑

(s,s′)∈Sc×Sc
d(f(s), f(s′)) (3)

where d(·, ·) is a function that measures the differ-
ence between two representations.

As mentioned in the introduction, training the
encoder using only this synonym-based objective
will lead to biased representations. Specifically,
the encoder will be trained to act like a hash func-
tion, which performs well on determining whether
two names are synonym of each other. However, it
likely loses the semantics of names. As a remedy,
we further introduce concept and context-based
objectives to regularize the representations.

Conceptual Meaningfulness. Representations
of biomedical names should be similar to those
of their associated concepts. This objective com-
plements the synonym-based objective introduced
earlier. The latter not only shifts the synonymous
embeddings close to each other, but also pulls
them near to its concept’s centroid, expressed as:

Ldef =
∑

c, s∈Sc
d(f(s), g(c)) (4)

where g(c) returns a vector that encodes concep-
tual information of the corresponding concept c.
There are several options for this representation.
It can be a mapping to pre-trained concept embed-
dings learned from a large corpus, i.e., g(c) = uc.
Another option is taking composition (e.g., aver-
age) of all its name embeddings (see Table 1), i.e.,
g(c) = 1

|Sc|
∑

s∈Sc us. Furthermore, when defini-
tion of the concept is available, g(c) can be mod-
eled as another encoding function that extracts the
conceptual meaning from the definition.

Contextual Meaningfulness. Each name repre-
sentation should accommodate specific contextual
information owned by the name, formulated as:

Lctx =
∑

s,x∈Xs

d(f(s), q(x)) (5)

where Xs represents all local contexts of name s,
and q(x) returns contextual representation of lo-
cal context x. A straightforward way to model Xs
is using local context words of s. However, this

modeling is computationally expensive since the
training will need to iterate through all the con-
text words of the name. Alternatively, the contex-
tual information can be modeled using 1-hop ap-
proximation of the name’s local contexts, which
is mapped to the name’s contextual representa-
tion, i.e., Xs = {s} and q(x) = q(s) = us.
We also consider another approximation where the
contextual representation is further approximated
by its pre-trained word embeddings, i.e., q(s) =

1

|T (s)|
∑

w∈T (s) uw where T (s) represents words

in name s. Intuitively, in these two approxima-
tions, we assume that the pre-trained name or
word embeddings carry local contextual informa-
tion since they are trained by context-based ap-
proaches (see Section 2).

Combined Loss Function. The final loss func-
tion combines all the introduced losses:

LBNE = Lsyn + Ldef + Lctx (6)

For simplicity, we ignore weighting factors that
control the contribution of each loss. However, ap-
plying and fine-tuning these factors will shift the
encoding results more on either semantic similar-
ity or synonym-based similarity direction.

Choices of g(c) and q(x). Several options to
calculate the conceptual and contextual represen-
tations are discussed earlier. Note that the two
representations should be placed in the same dis-
tributional space. As such, the implicit relations
between them are encoded in, and can be decoded
from, their presentations. For efficiency, we model
the local contexts Xs using contextual information
encoded in the name itself, i.e., Xs = {s} and
q(x) = q(s). To this end, we focus on studying
two combinations of g(c) and q(s):

• Option 1: Both g(c) and q(s) directly map
to the pre-trained concept and name em-
beddings, respectively, i.e., g(c) = uc and
q(s) = us. These embeddings are the out-
puts of our proposed extension of skip-gram
model (see Section 3.1). This option requires
annotated biomedical corpus.

• Option 2: The contextual presentation q(s)
is approximated by the average of pre-
trained words embeddings, i.e., q(s) =

1
|T (s)|

∑
w∈Ts uw; and g(c) is the average of

all contextual presentations associated to the
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concept, i.e., g(c) = 1
|Sc|
∑

s∈Sc q(s). These
computations only require pre-trained word
embeddings, and a dictionary of names and
concepts, e.g., UMLS.

Distance Function and Optimization. Dis-
tance function d can be Euclidean distance or
Kullback-Leibler divergence. Alternatively, the
optimization can be modeled as binary classifi-
cation, motivated by its efficiency and effective-
ness (Conneau et al., 2017; Wieting and Gim-
pel, 2017; Logeswaran and Lee, 2018). Another
benefit of using classification is to align the en-
coded BNE vectors to the pre-trained word, name,
and concept embeddings. The pre-trained embed-
dings are derived by skip-gram with negative sam-
pling (Mikolov et al., 2013), which is also formu-
lated as classification. In a similar way, we adopt
logistic loss with dot product classifier for all the
objectives. For example, the updated loss function
for Lsyn is rewritten as follows:

`(f(s′)ᵀf(s)) +
∑

s̄∈Ns

`(−f(s̄)ᵀf(s))

where ` is the logistic loss function ` : x 7→
log(1 + e−x). Negative name s̄ is sampled from
a mini-batch during optimization, similar to (Wi-
eting et al., 2015). In a similar way, the loss func-
tions Ldef and Lctx are also updated accordingly.

4 Experiments

We first detail the implementations of baselines
and the proposed BNE model. We then evaluates
all the models with 4 different tasks in retrieval,
embedding similarity and relatedness benchmarks.

Skip-gram Baselines. We consider three vari-
ants of skip-gram (with negative sampling). SGW
obtains word embeddings by training the very ba-
sic skip-gram model (see Equation 1). To get the
representation for a name, we simply take the av-
erage of its associated word embeddings. SGS is
another variant that considers names as special to-
kens. The model obtains embeddings for word and
names concurrently (see Equation 2). SGS train-
ing requires input text to be segmented into names
and regular words. SGS.C is our proposed exten-
sion of skip-gram model. As introduced in Sec-
tion 3.1, this baseline requires an annotated corpus
where the names are labeled with their associated
concepts.

Training of Skip-gram Baselines. We use
PubMed corpus, which consists of 29 million
biomedical abstracts, to train SGW . For SGS and
SGS.C , we further utilize the annotations provided
in Pubtator (Wei et al., 2013). The annotations
(names and their associated concepts) come with
five categories: disease, chemical, gene, species,
and mutation. We use annotations of the two pop-
ular classes: disease and chemical. In prepro-
cessing, text is tokenized and lowercased. Words
that appear less than 3 times are ignored. We use
spaCy library for this parsing. In total, our vocabu-
lary contains approximately 3 millions words, 700
thousand names, and 85 thousand CUIs. We use
Gensim library to train all the skip-gram baselines.
The embedding dimension is 200, and the context
window size is 6. Negative sampling is used with
the number of negatives set to 5.

Biomedical Named Encoder (BNE). We set the
character embedding dimension to 50, and initial-
ize their values randomly. We use 200 dimensions
for the outputted name embeddings. The hidden
states’ dimensions for both character and word-
level BiLSTM are 200. We use Adam optimizer
with the learning rate of 0.001, and gradient clip-
ping threshold set to 5.0. Training batch size is
64. Dropout with the rate of 0.5 is used to regular-
ize the model. Average performance on validation
sets of biomedical name normalization experiment
(see Section 4.3) is used as a criteria to stop the
model training.

Training of BNE. Our proposed model is
trained using only the synonym sets in UMLS2,
i.e., U = {Sc}. We limit the synonyms to those
of disease concepts3. We intentionally leave the
chemical concepts out for out-domain evaluation.
As a result, approximately 16 thousand synonym
sets (associated to that number of disease con-
cepts) are collected for training. These synonym
sets include 156 thousand disease names in total.
In each training batch, one positive and one neg-
ative pairs are sampled separately for each loss.
The pre-trained word (or name/concept) embed-
dings are taken from the skip-gram baselines as
described before. We denote two configurations,
associated to Options 1 and 2 (see Section 3.2),
as BNE + SGS.C and BNE + SGW, respectively.
Next, we present the evaluations of these models.

2We use the 2018AA version released in May, 2018.
3We consider the diseases that exist in the CTD’s MEDIC

disease vocabulary (Davis et al., 2014).
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SGW SGS.C BNE + SGW BNE + SGS.C

cardiotoxicity
hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (*)

endotoxemia
ischemic colitis (*)

hematologic diseases
parkinson disease (*)

lead poisoning
pseudotumor cerebri (*)

paranoid disorders
rheumatic diseases (*)

Figure 3: t-SNE visualization of 254 name embeddings. These names belong to 10 disease concepts in which 5 of
these concepts appear in the training data, while the other 5 concepts (marked with (*)) do not. It can be observed
that BNE projects names of the same concept close to each others. The model also retains closeness between
names of related concepts, such as ‘parkinson disease’ and ‘paranoid disorders’ (see the blue and olive plus signs).
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Figure 4: Mean coverage at k: average ratio of correct
synonyms that are found in k-nearest neighbors, which
are estimated by cosine similarity of name embeddings.
Note that names in these disease and chemical test sets
are not seen in the training data.

4.1 Closeness Analysis of Synonymous
Embeddings

We propose a measure to estimate the closeness
between name embeddings of the same concept.
For each name, we consider its k most similar
names estimated by cosine similarity of their em-
beddings. We define coverage at k as ratio of
correct synonyms that are found in the k-nearest
neighbors. We report the average score of all
query names, as mean coverage at k.

We create two test sets for this experiment, one
for disease names and one for chemical names.
Given the CTD’s MEDIC disease vocabulary, we
randomly select 1000 concepts and all their cor-
responding names in UMLS. In this experiment,
we exclude these 1000 concepts from the synonym
sets used to train BNE encoder. Furthermore, to
ensure the quality of the selected names, we only
consider the ones that appear in the high-quality
biomedical phrases collected by Kim et al. (2018).
Similarly, we create another test set for chemical
names. This chemical set is used to evaluate out-

domain performance since our model is trained us-
ing only disease synonyms.

As shown in Figure 4, BNE outperforms other
embedding baselines that do not consider the
synonym-based objective. More importantly, the
model also generalizes well to out-domain data
(chemical names). Furthermore, among the skip-
gram baselines, the context-based name embed-
ding model (SGS) is worse than the average word
embedding baseline (SGW). The result again in-
dicates that words in biomedical names are more
indicative about their conceptual identities.

The embedding plots in Figure 3 further illus-
trate the effectiveness of our encoder in enhanc-
ing the similarity between synonymous represen-
tations. By investigating name embeddings of
an unseen concept ‘pseudotumor cerebri’, we ob-
serve that BNE is robust to the morphology of
biomedical names, such as ‘benign hypertension
intracranial’ and ‘ benign intracran hypt’. The
model is also aware of word importance in long
names such as ‘intracranial pressure increased (be-
nign)’. Moreover, since BNE is trained using syn-
onym sets, the encoder is equipped with knowl-
edge about alternative expressions of biomedical
terms, e.g., ‘intracranial hypertension’ and ‘in-
tracranial increased pressure’. The knowledge can
be used to infer quality representations for new
synonyms. However, similar to skip-gram base-
lines, BNE faces serious challenges if the names
are unpopular and contain words that do not re-
flect their conceptual meanings. For example,
for this ‘pseudotumor cerebri’ concept, the name
“Nonne’s syndrome”4 is distant from its concept
cluster (see the red square locating near the blue
plus signs in Figure 3).

4Dr. Max Nonne coined the name ‘pseudotumor cerebri’
in 1904.
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Models NCBI
(Disease)

BC5CDR
(Disease)

BC5CDR
(Chemical)

Jaccard 0.424 0.410 0.607
SGW 0.499 0.494 0.598
SGW + WMD 0.532 0.526 0.637

SGS 0.487 0.472 0.623
SGS.C 0.531 0.510 0.628
BNE + SGW 0.695 0.718 0.664
BNE + SGS.C 0.713 0.734 0.672

Table 2: Mean average precision (MAP) performance
on the synonym retrieval task. The best and second best
results are in boldface and underlined, respectively.

4.2 Synonym Retrieval

We evaluate the embeddings in synonym re-
trieval application: given a biomedical mention
(or name), retrieving all its synonyms from a con-
trolled vocabulary by ranking. We use NCBI-
Disease (Doğan et al., 2014) and BC5CDR (Li
et al., 2016) datasets in this evaluation. NCBI-
Disease contains disease mentions extracted from
PubMed abstracts, while BC5CDR contains both
disease and chemical mentions. These mentions
are used as queries in this synonym retrieval task.
Note that, different from the closeness evaluation,
a disease name may or may not appear in the syn-
onym sets used to train BNE encoder. On the other
hand, chemical queries are completely unseen dur-
ing the model training. For each query, we retrieve
a list of potentially associated concepts. A con-
cept is retrieved if one of its names is similar to
the query (estimated by BM25 score). We col-
lect all names of the top-20 retrieved concepts as
a synonym candidate set. Cosine similarity is then
used to rank the candidates. We also evaluate the
results with Jaccard and Word’s Mover Distance
(WMD) (Kusner et al., 2015) measures.

As shown in Table 2, SGW+WMD outper-
forms Jaccard baseline (in MAP score), mainly
because of its ability to capture semantic match-
ing. However, both baselines are non-parametric.
In contrast, BNE+SGW learns additional knowl-
edge about the synonym matching by using syn-
onyms sets in UMLS as training data. Although
the model is trained on only disease names, it
also generalizes well to chemical names. Fur-
thermore, comparing between the two configura-
tions of BNE, both BNE+SGW and BNE+SGSC

models yield comparable performances. However,
BNE+SGW is simpler since it does not require
pre-trained name and concept embeddings.

Models NCBI
(Di)

BC5CDR
(Di)

BC5CDR
(Ch)

Jaccard 0.843 0.772 0.935
SGW 0.800 0.725 0.771
SGW + WMD 0.779 0.731 0.919

SGS 0.815 0.790 0.929
SGS.C 0.838 0.811 0.929
BNE + SGW 0.854 0.829 0.930
BNE + SGS.C 0.857 0.829 0.934
Wieting et al. (2015) 0.822 0.813 0.930

D’Souza and Ng (2015) 0.847 0.841 -
Leaman and Lu (2016) 0.877† 0.889† 0.941
Wright et al. (2019) 0.878† 0.880† -
BNE + SGW + XM 0.873 0.905 0.954
BNE + SGS.C + XM 0.877 0.906 0.958

Table 3: Name normalization accuracy on disease (Di)
and chemical (Ch) datasets. The last row group in-
cludes the results of supervised models that utilize
training annotations in each specific dataset. XM de-
notes the use of ‘exact match’ rule to assign the corre-
sponding concept to a mention if the mention is found
in the training data. † indicates the results reported
by Wright et al. (2019).

4.3 Biomedical Name Normalization

Biomedical name normalization (a.k.a., biomedi-
cal concept linking) aims to map each biomedical
mention appearing in text to its associated con-
cept in a dictionary. We use NCBI-Disease and
BC5CDR datasets in this evaluation. Similar to
previous works, we use Ab3P (Sohn et al., 2008)
to resolve local abbreviations. Composite men-
tions (such as ‘pineal and retinal tumors’) are split
into separate mentions (‘pineal tumors’ and ‘reti-
nal tumors’) using simple patterns as described
in (D’Souza and Ng, 2015). For each mention, we
find the concept CUI (in UMLS) that has the most
similar name. The selected CUI is then mapped to
its associated MeSH or OMIM ID in the CTD dic-
tionary for evaluation. We only consider mentions
whose associated concepts exist in the CTD dictio-
nary and report the accuracy aggregated from all
mentions in test set. Apart from existing baselines,
we also re-implement compositional paraphrase
model, proposed by Wieting et al. (2015). The dif-
ference is that we use word-level BiLSTM instead
of recursive neural network. Furthermore, L2 reg-
ularizations with the weights of 10−3 and 10−4 are
applied on the BiLSTM’s parameters and the dif-
ference between the trainable and initial word em-
beddings, respectively.

Different from the lexical (Jaccard) and seman-
tic matching (WMD and SGW) baselines, BNE ob-
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tains high scores in both accuracy and ranking-
based (MAP) metrics (see Tables 2, and 3). The
result indicates that BNE has encoded both lexical
and semantic information of names into their em-
beddings. Table 3 also includes performances of
other state-of-the-art baselines in biomedical name
normalization, such as sieve-based (D’Souza and
Ng, 2015), supervised semantic indexing (Leaman
and Lu, 2016), and coherence-based neural net-
work Wright et al. (2019) approaches. Note that
all these baselines require human annotated la-
bels, and the models are specifically tuned for each
dataset. On the other hand, BNE utilizes only
the existing synonym sets in UMLS for training.
When the dataset-specific annotations are utilized,
even the simple exact matching rule can boost the
performance of our model to surpass other base-
lines (see the last two rows in Table 3).

4.4 Semantic Similarity and Relatedness

We evaluate the correlation between embedding
cosine similarity and human judgments, regard-
ing semantic similarity and relatedness. Differ-
ent from previous evaluations, this experiment
aims to evaluate the conceptual similarity and
relatedness. We use two biomedical datasets:
MayoSRS (Pakhomov et al., 2011) and UMN-
SRS (Pakhomov et al., 2016). The former contains
multi-word name pairs of related concepts, e.g.,
‘morning stiffness’ (C0457086) and ’rheumatoid
arthriits’ (C0003873). The latter contains only
single-word name pairs and is spitted into sim-
ilarity and relatedness partitions. For example,
a pair with high similarity score are ‘weakness’
(C1883552) and ‘paresis’ (C0030552). For these
two datasets, the names in each pair comes from
different concepts, hence they do not appear in the
synonym pairs used to train our encoder. Further-
more, the coverage of pre-trained word embed-
dings in baselines such as SGW are 100% and 97%
for UMNSRS and MayoSRS, respectively.

Table 4 shows that BNE models perform espe-
cially well on the multi-word relatedness test set
(MayoSRS). Conceptual information has been uti-
lized by these models to enrich the name represen-
tations. On the other hand, when the training is
performed solely on the synonym pairs (only use
Lsyn), the trained model is overfitted to the train-
ing task and do not generalize to other test cases.

SGW is still a strong baseline in these bench-
marks. Other skip-gram and fastText embed-

Models UMNSRS
(sim)

UMNSRS
(rel)

MayoSRS
(rel)

SGW 0.645 0.584 0.518
Pakhomov et al. (2016) 0.620 0.580 -
Chen et al. (2018) 0.630 0.575 0.501
Beam et al. (2018) 0.411 0.334 0.427

SGS 0.614 0.566 0.516
SGS.C 0.654 0.592 0.557
BNE + SGW 0.606 0.580 0.626
BNE + SGS.C 0.637 0.593 0.602
BNE + SGS.C (Lsyn) 0.496 0.445 0.564
Wieting et al. (2015) 0.639 0.565 0.595

Table 4: Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient be-
tween cosine similarly scores of name embeddings
and human judgments, reported on semantic similarity
(sim) and relatedness (rel) benchmarks.

dings (Pakhomov et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2018),
which are trained on a similar corpus, do not
achieve better results. Beam et al. (2018) use a
SVD-based word2vec model (Levy et al., 2015)
to compute embeddings for biomedical concepts.
Although the embeddings are trained on a much
larger multimodal medical data, their results are
lower than other baselines. Further investigation
reveals that many concepts in the test sets do not
exist in their pre-trained concept embeddings.

5 Conclusion

By learning to encode names of the same con-
cepts into similar representations, while preserv-
ing their conceptual and contextual meanings, our
encoder is able to extract meaningful represen-
tations for unseen names. The core unit of our
encoder (in this work) is BiLSTM. Alternatively,
sequence encoding models such as GRU, CNN,
transformer, or even encoders with contextualized
word embeddings like BERT (Devlin et al., 2018),
or ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) can be used to re-
place this BiLSTM, however, with additional com-
putation cost. We also discuss different ways of
representing the contextual and conceptual infor-
mation in our framework. In implementation, we
use the simple aggregation of pre-trained embed-
dings. The experiment results show that this ap-
proach is both efficient and effective.
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Abstract

While word embeddings have been shown to
implicitly encode various forms of attribu-
tional knowledge, the extent to which they
capture relational information is far more lim-
ited. In previous work, this limitation has been
addressed by incorporating relational knowl-
edge from external knowledge bases when
learning the word embedding. Such strategies
may not be optimal, however, as they are lim-
ited by the coverage of available resources and
conflate similarity with other forms of related-
ness. As an alternative, in this paper we pro-
pose to encode relational knowledge in a sep-
arate word embedding, which is aimed to be
complementary to a given standard word em-
bedding. This relational word embedding is
still learned from co-occurrence statistics, and
can thus be used even when no external knowl-
edge base is available. Our analysis shows that
relational word vectors do indeed capture in-
formation that is complementary to what is en-
coded in standard word embeddings.

1 Introduction

Word embeddings are paramount to the success of
current natural language processing (NLP) meth-
ods. Apart from the fact that they provide a con-
venient mechanism for encoding textual informa-
tion in neural network models, their importance
mainly stems from the remarkable amount of lin-
guistic and semantic information that they capture.
For instance, the vector representation of the word
Paris implicitly encodes that this word is a noun,
and more specifically a capital city, and that it
describes a location in France. This information
arises because word embeddings are learned from
co-occurrence counts, and properties such as be-
ing a capital city are reflected in such statistics.
However, the extent to which relational knowledge
(e.g. Trump was the successor of Obama) can be
learned in this way is limited.

Previous work has addressed this by incorporat-
ing external knowledge graphs (Xu et al., 2014;
Celikyilmaz et al., 2015) or relations extracted
from text (Chen et al., 2016). However, the suc-
cess of such approaches depends on the amount
of available relational knowledge. Moreover, they
only consider well-defined discrete relation types
(e.g. is the capital of, or is a part of ), whereas
the appeal of vector space representations largely
comes from their ability to capture subtle aspects
of meaning that go beyond what can be expressed
symbolically. For instance, the relationship be-
tween popcorn and cinema is intuitively clear, but
it is more subtle than the assertion that “popcorn
is located at cinema”, which is how ConceptNet
(Speer et al., 2017), for example, encodes this re-
lationship1.

In fact, regardless of how a word embedding is
learned, if its primary aim is to capture similarity,
there are inherent limitations on the kinds of re-
lations they can capture. For instance, such word
embeddings can only encode similarity preserving
relations (i.e. similar entities have to be related to
similar entities) and it is often difficult to encode
that w is in a particular relationship while prevent-
ing the inference that words with similar vectors
to w are also in this relationship; e.g. Bouraoui
et al. (2018) found that both (Berlin,Germany) and
(Moscow,Germany) were predicted to be instances
of the capital-of relation due to the similarity of
the word vectors for Berlin and Moscow. Fur-
thermore, while the ability to capture word analo-
gies (e.g. king-man+woman≈queen) emerged as
a successful illustration of how word embeddings
can encode some types of relational information
(Mikolov et al., 2013b), the generalization of this
interesting property has proven to be less success-
ful than initially anticipated (Levy et al., 2014;

1http://conceptnet.io/c/en/popcorn
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Linzen, 2016; Rogers et al., 2017).
This suggests that relational information has to

be encoded separately from standard similarity-
centric word embeddings. One appealing strategy
is to represent relational information by learning,
for each pair of related words, a vector that en-
codes how the words are related. This strategy was
first adopted by Turney (2005), and has recently
been revisited by a number of authors (Washio and
Kato, 2018a; Jameel et al., 2018; Espinosa Anke
and Schockaert, 2018; Washio and Kato, 2018b;
Joshi et al., 2019). However, in many applications,
word vectors are easier to deal with than vector
representations of word pairs.

The research question we consider in this pa-
per is whether it is possible to learn word vectors
that capture relational information. Our aim is for
such relational word vectors to be complementary
to standard word vectors. To make relational in-
formation available to NLP models, it then suffices
to use a standard architecture and replace normal
word vectors by concatenations of standard and
relational word vectors. In particular, we show
that such relational word vectors can be learned
directly from a given set of relation vectors.

2 Related Work

Relation Vectors. A number of approaches have
been proposed that are aimed at learning relation
vectors for a given set of word pairs (a,b), based
on sentences in which these word pairs co-occur.
For instance, Turney (2005) introduced a method
called Latent Relational Analysis (LRA), which
relies on first identifying a set of sufficiently fre-
quent lexical patterns and then constructs a ma-
trix which encodes for each considered word pair
(a,b) how frequently each pattern P appears in
between a and b in sentences that contain both
words. Relation vectors are then obtained us-
ing singular value decomposition. More recently,
Jameel et al. (2018) proposed an approach inspired
by the GloVe word embedding model (Pennington
et al., 2014) to learn relation vectors based on co-
occurrence statistics between the target word pair
(a, b) and other words. Along similar lines, Es-
pinosa Anke and Schockaert (2018) learn relation
vectors based on the distribution of words occur-
ring in sentences that contain a and b by averag-
ing the word vectors of these co-occurring words.
Then, a conditional autoencoder is used to obtain
lower-dimensional relation vectors.

Taking a slightly different approach, Washio
and Kato (2018a) train a neural network to pre-
dict dependency paths from a given word pair.
Their approach uses standard word vectors as in-
put, hence relational information is encoded im-
plicitly in the weights of the neural network, rather
than as relation vectors (although the output of this
neural network, for a given word pair, can still
be seen as a relation vector). An advantage of
this approach, compared to methods that explic-
itly construct relation vectors, is that evidence ob-
tained for one word is essentially shared with sim-
ilar words (i.e. words whose standard word vec-
tor is similar). Among others, this means that
their approach can in principle model relational
knowledge for word pairs that never co-occur in
the same sentence. A related approach, presented
in (Washio and Kato, 2018b), uses lexical patterns,
as in the LRA method, and trains a neural network
to predict vector encodings of these patterns from
two given word vectors. In this case, the word vec-
tors are updated together with the neural network
and an LSTM to encode the patterns. Finally, sim-
ilar approach is taken by the Pair2Vec method pro-
posed in (Joshi et al., 2019), where the focus is
on learning relation vectors that can be used for
cross-sentence attention mechanisms in tasks such
as question answering and textual entailment.

Despite the fact that such methods learn word
vectors from which relation vectors can be pre-
dicted, it is unclear to what extent these word vec-
tors themselves capture relational knowledge. In
particular, the aforementioned methods have thus
far only been evaluated in settings that rely on
the predicted relation vectors. Since these pre-
dictions are made by relatively sophisticated neu-
ral network architectures, it is possible that most
of the relational knowledge is still captured in the
weights of these networks, rather than in the word
vectors. Another problem with these existing ap-
proaches is that they are computationally very ex-
pensive to train; e.g. the Pair2Vec model is re-
ported to need 7-10 days of training on unspecified
hardware2. In contrast, the approach we propose
in this paper is computationally much simpler,
while resulting in relational word vectors that en-
code relational information more accurately than
those of the Pair2Vec model in lexical semantics
tasks, as we will see in Section 5.

Knowledge-Enhanced Word Embeddings. Sev-

2github.com/mandarjoshi90/pair2vec
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eral authors have tried to improve word embed-
dings by incorporating external knowledge bases.
For example, some authors have proposed models
which combine the loss function of a word em-
bedding model, to ensure that word vectors are
predictive of their context words, with the loss
function of a knowledge graph embedding model,
to encourage the word vectors to additionally be
predictive of a given set of relational facts (Xu
et al., 2014; Celikyilmaz et al., 2015; Chen et al.,
2016). Other authors have used knowledge bases
in a more restricted way, by taking the fact that
two words are linked to each other in a given
knowledge graph as evidence that their word vec-
tors should be similar (Faruqui et al., 2015; Speer
et al., 2017). Finally, there has also been work that
uses lexicons to learn word embeddings which are
specialized towards certain types of lexical knowl-
edge, such as hypernymy (Nguyen et al., 2017;
Vulic and Mrksic, 2018), antonymy (Liu et al.,
2015; Ono et al., 2015) or a combination of var-
ious linguistic constraints (Mrkšić et al., 2017).

Our method differs in two important ways from
these existing approaches. First, rather than rely-
ing on an external knowledge base, or other forms
of supervision, as in e.g. (Chen et al., 2016), our
method is completely unsupervised, as our only
input consists of a text corpus. Second, whereas
existing work has focused on methods for improv-
ing word embeddings, our aim is to learn vec-
tor representations that are complementary to stan-
dard word embeddings.

3 Model Description

We aim to learn representations that are comple-
mentary to standard word vectors and are special-
ized towards relational knowledge. To differenti-
ate them from standard word vectors, they will be
referred to as relational word vectors. We write
ew for the relational word vector representation of
w. The main idea of our method is to first learn, for
each pair of closely related words w and v, a rela-
tion vector rwv that captures how these words are
related, which we discuss in Section 3.1. In Sec-
tion 3.2 we then explain how we learn relational
word vectors from these relation vectors.

3.1 Unsupervised Relation Vector Learning

Our goal here is to learn relation vectors for
closely related words. For both the selection of the
vocabulary and the method to learn relation vec-

tors we mainly follow the initialization method of
Camacho-Collados et al. (2019, RELATIVEinit) ex-
cept for an important difference explained below
regarding the symmetry of the relations. Other re-
lation embedding methods could be used as well,
e.g., (Jameel et al., 2018; Washio and Kato, 2018b;
Espinosa Anke and Schockaert, 2018; Joshi et al.,
2019), but this method has the advantage of being
highly efficient. In the following we describe this
procedure for learning relation vectors: we first
explain how a set of potentially related word pairs
is selected, and then focus on how relation vectors
rwv for these word pairs can be learned.

Selecting Related Word Pairs. Starting from a
vocabulary V containing the words of interest (e.g.
all sufficiently frequent words), as a first step we
need to choose a set R ⊆ V × V of potentially
related words. For each of the word pairs in R
we will then learn a relation vector, as explained
below. To select this set R, we only consider
word pairs that co-occur in the same sentence in
a given reference corpus. For all such word pairs,
we then compute their strength of relatedness fol-
lowing Levy et al. (2015a) by using a smoothed
version of pointwise mutual information (PMI),
where we use 0.5 as exponent factor. In particular,
for each word w ∈ V , the set R contains all suf-
ficiently frequently co-occurring pairs (w, v) for
which v is within the top-100 most closely related
words to w, according to the following score:

PMI0.5(u, v) = log

(
nwv · s∗∗
nw∗ · sv∗

)
(1)

where nwv is the harmonically weighted3 number
of times the words w and v occur in the same sen-
tence within a distance of at most 10 words, and:

nw∗ =
∑

u∈V
nwu; sv∗ = n0.5v∗ ; s∗∗ =

∑

u∈V
su∗

This smoothed variant of PMI has the advantage
of being less biased towards infrequent (and thus
typically less informative) words.

Learning Relation Vectors. In this paper, we
will rely on word vector averaging for learning
relation vectors, which has the advantage of be-
ing much faster than other existing approaches,
and thus allows us to consider a higher number
of word pairs (or a larger corpus) within a fixed

3A co-occurrence in which there are k words in between
w and v then receives a weight of 1

k+1
.
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time budget. Word vector averaging has moreover
proven surprisingly effective for learning relation
vectors (Weston et al., 2013; Hashimoto et al.,
2015; Fan et al., 2015; Espinosa Anke and Schock-
aert, 2018), as well as in related tasks such as sen-
tence embedding (Wieting et al., 2016).

Specifically, to construct the relation vec-
tor rwv capturing the relationship between the
words w and v we proceed as follows. First,
we compute a bag of words representation
{(w1, f1), ..., (wn, fn)}, where fi is the number of
times the word wi occurs in between the words w
and v in any given sentence in the corpus. The re-
lation vector rwv is then essentially computed as
a weighted average:

rwv = norm

(
n∑

i=1

fi ·wi

)
(2)

where we write wi for the vector representation
of wi in some given pre-trained word embedding,
and norm(v) = v

‖v‖ .
In contrast to other approaches, we do not dif-

ferentiate between sentences where w occurs be-
fore v and sentences where v occurs before w.
This means that our relation vectors are symmet-
ric in the sense that rwv = rvw. This has the
advantage of alleviating sparsity issues. While the
directionality of many relations is important, the
direction can often be recovered from other infor-
mation we have about the words w and v. For in-
stance, knowing that w and v are in a capital-of
relationship, it is trivial to derive that “v is the cap-
ital of w”, rather than the other way around, if we
also know that w is a country.

3.2 Learning Relational Word Vectors

The relation vectors rwv capture relational infor-
mation about the word pairs in R. The rela-
tional word vectors will be induced from these
relation vectors by encoding the requirement that
ew and ev should be predictive of rwv, for each
(w, v) ∈ R. To this end, we use a simple neu-
ral network with one hidden layer,4 whose input
is given by (ew + ev) ⊕ (ew � ev), where we
write ⊕ for vector concatenation and � for the
component-wise multiplication. Note that the in-
put needs to be symmetric, given that our relation

4More complex architectures could be used, e.g., (Joshi
et al., 2019), but in this case we decided to use a simple archi-
tecture as the main aim of this paper is to encode all relational
information into the word vectors, not in the network itself.

Figure 1: Relational word embedding architecture. At
the bottom of the figure, the input layer is constructed
from the relational word embeddings ew and ev , which
are the vectors to be learnt. As shown at the top, we
aim to predict the target relation vector rwv .

vectors are symmetric, which makes the vector
addition and component-wise multiplication two
straightforward encoding choices. Figure 1 de-
picts an overview of the architecture of our model.
The network is defined as follows:

iwv = (ew + ev)⊕ (ew � ev)

hwv = f(Xiwv + a)

owv = f(Yhwv + b)

(3)

for some activation function f . We train this net-
work to predict the relation vector rwv, by mini-
mizing the following loss:

L =
∑

(w,v)∈R

(
owv − rwv

)2
(4)

The relational word vectors ew can be initialized
using standard word embeddings trained on the
same corpus.

4 Experimental Setting

In what follows, we detail the resources and train-
ing details that we used to obtain the relational
word vectors.

Corpus and Word Embeddings. We followed
the setting of Joshi et al. (2019) and used the En-
glish Wikipedia5 as input corpus. Multiwords (e.g.
Manchester United) were grouped together as a

5Tokenized and lowercased dump of January 2018.
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single token by following the same approach de-
scribed in Mikolov et al. (2013a). As word embed-
dings, we used 300-dimensional FastText vectors
(Bojanowski et al., 2017) trained on Wikipedia
with standard hyperparameters. These embed-
dings are used as input to construct the relation
vectors rwv (see Section 3.1),6 which are in turn
used to learn relational word embeddings ew (see
Section 3.2). The FastText vectors are additionally
used as our baseline word embedding model.

Word pair vocabulary. As our core vocabulary
V , we selected the 100, 000 most frequent words
from Wikipedia. To construct the set of word pairs
R, for each word from V , we selected the 100
most closely related words (cf. Section 3.1), con-
sidering only consider word pairs that co-occur at
least 25 times in the same sentence throughout the
Wikipedia corpus. This process yielded relation
vectors for 974,250 word pairs.

Training. To learn our relational word embed-
dings we use the model described in Section 3.2.
The embedding layer is initialized with the stan-
dard FastText 300-dimensional vectors trained on
Wikipedia. The method was implemented in Py-
Torch, employing standard hyperparameters, us-
ing ReLU as the non-linear activation function f
(Equation 3). The hidden layer of the model was
fixed to the same dimensionality as the embedding
layer (i.e. 600). The stopping criterion was de-
cided based on a small development set, by set-
ting aside 1% of the relation vectors. Code to
reproduce our experiments, as well as pre-trained
models and details of the implementation such as
other network hyperparameters, are available at
https://github.com/pedrada88/rwe.

5 Experimental Results

A natural way to assess the quality of word vectors
is to test them in lexical semantics tasks. However,
it should be noted that relational word vectors be-
have differently from standard word vectors, and
we should not expect the relational word vectors
to be meaningful in unsupervised tasks such as
semantic relatedness (Turney and Pantel, 2010).
In particular, note that a high similarity between
ew and ev should mean that relationships which
hold for w have a high probability of holding for
v as well. Words which are related, but not syn-

6We based our implementation to learn relation vec-
tors on the code available at https://github.com/
pedrada88/relative

onymous, may thus have very dissimilar relational
word vectors. Therefore, we test our proposed
models on a number of different supervised tasks
for which accurately capturing relational informa-
tion is crucial to improve performance.

Comparison systems. Standard FastText vec-
tors, which were used to construct the relation
vectors, are used as our main baseline. In ad-
dition, we also compare with the word embed-
dings that were learned by the Pair2Vec system7

(see Section 2). We furthermore report the results
of two methods which leverage knowledge bases
to enrich FastText word embeddings: Retrofitting
(Faruqui et al., 2015) and Attract-Repel (Mrkšić
et al., 2017). Retrofitting exploits semantic rela-
tions from a knowledge base to re-arrange word
vectors of related words such that they become
closer to each other, whereas Attract-Repel makes
use of different linguistic constraints to move word
vectors closer together or further apart depend-
ing on the constraint. For Retrofitting we make
use of WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) as the input
knowledge base, while for Attract-Repel we use
the default configuration with all constraints from
PPDB (Pavlick et al., 2015), WordNet and Babel-
Net (Navigli and Ponzetto, 2012). All compari-
son systems are 300-dimensional and trained on
the same Wikipedia corpus.

5.1 Relation Classification

Given a pre-defined set of relation types and a pair
of words, the relation classification task consists
in selecting the relation type that best describes
the relationship between the two words. As test
sets we used DiffVec (Vylomova et al., 2016) and
BLESS8 (Baroni and Lenci, 2011). The DiffVec
dataset includes 12,458 word pairs, covering fif-
teen relation types including hypernymy, cause-
purpose or verb-noun derivations. On the other
hand, BLESS includes semantic relations such
as hypernymy, meronymy, and co-hyponymy.9

BLESS includes a train-test partition, with 13,258
and 6,629 word pairs, respectively. This task is
treated as a multi-class classification problem

As a baseline model (Diff), we consider the
usual representation of word pairs in terms of their
vector differences (Fu et al., 2014; Roller et al.,

7We used the pre-trained model of its official repository.
8http://clic.cimec.unitn.it/distsem
9Note that both datasets exhibit overlap in a number of

relations as some instances from DiffVec were taken from
BLESS.
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Encoding Model Reference
DiffVec BLESS

Acc. F1 Prec. Rec. Acc. F1 Prec. Rec.

Mult+Avg

RWE (This paper) 85.3 64.2 65.1 64.5 94.3 92.8 93.0 92.6
Pair2Vec (Joshi et al., 2019) 85.0 64.0 65.0 64.5 91.2 89.3 88.9 89.7
FastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017) 84.2 61.4 62.6 61.9 92.8 90.4 90.7 90.2
Retrofitting† (Faruqui et al., 2015) 86.1* 64.6* 66.6* 64.5* 90.6 88.3 88.1 88.6
Attract-Repel† (Mrkšić et al., 2017) 86.0* 64.6* 66.0* 65.2* 91.2 89.0 88.8 89.3

Mult+Conc
Pair2Vec (Joshi et al., 2019) 84.8 64.1 65.7 64.4 90.9 88.8 88.6 89.1
FastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017) 84.3 61.3 62.4 61.8 92.9 90.6 90.8 90.4

Diff (only) FastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017) 81.9 57.3 59.3 57.8 88.5 85.4 85.7 85.4

Table 1: Accuracy and macro-averaged F-Measure, precision and recall on BLESS and DiffVec. Models marked
with † use external resources. The results with * indicate that WordNet was used for both the development of the
model and the construction of the dataset. All models concatenate their encoded representations with the baseline
vector difference of standard FastText word embeddings.

2014; Weeds et al., 2014), using FastText word
embeddings. Since our goal is to show the com-
plementarity of relational word embeddings with
standard word vectors, for our method we con-
catenate the difference wj − wi with the vectors
ei + ej and ei · ej (referred to as the Mult+Avg
setting; our method is referred to as RWE). We
use a similar representation for the other methods,
simply replacing the relational word vectors by
the corresponding vectors (but keeping the Fast-
Text vector difference). We also consider a vari-
ant in which the FastText vector difference is con-
catenated with wi + wj and wi · wj, which of-
fers a more direct comparison with the other meth-
ods. This goes in line with recent works that have
shown how adding complementary features on top
of the vector differences, e.g. multiplicative fea-
tures (Vu and Shwartz, 2018), help improve the
performance. Finally, for completeness, we also
include variants where the average ei + ej is re-
placed by the concatenation ei ⊕ ej (referred to as
Mult+Conc), which is the encoding considered in
Joshi et al. (2019).

For these experiments we train a linear SVM
classifier directly on the word pair encoding, per-
forming a 10-fold cross-validation in the case of
DiffVec, and using the train-test splits of BLESS.

Results Table 1 shows the results of our rela-
tional word vectors, the standard FastText embed-
dings and other baselines on the two relation clas-
sification datasets (i.e. BLESS and DiffVec). Our
model consistently outperforms the FastText em-
beddings baseline and comparison systems, with
the only exception being the precision score for
DiffVec. Despite being completely unsupervised,
it is also surprising that our model manages to
outperform the knowledge-enhanced embeddings

of Retrofitting and Attract-Repel in the BLESS
dataset. For DiffVec, let us recall that both these
approaches have the unfair advantage of having
had WordNet as source knowledge base, used both
to construct the test set and to enhance the word
embeddings. In general, the improvement of RWE

over standard word embeddings suggests that our
vectors capture relations in a way that is compati-
ble to standard word vectors (which will be further
discussed in Section 6.2).

5.2 Lexical Feature Modelling

Standard word embedding models tend to cap-
ture semantic similarity rather well (Baroni et al.,
2014; Levy et al., 2015a). However, even though
other kinds of lexical properties may also be en-
coded (Gupta et al., 2015), they are not explic-
itly modeled. Based on the hypothesis that rela-
tional word embeddings should allow us to model
such properties in a more consistent and transpar-
ent fashion, we select the well-known McRae Fea-
ture Norms benchmark (McRae et al., 2005) as
testbed. This dataset10 is composed of 541 words
(or concepts), each of them associated with one or
more features. For example, ‘a bear is an animal’,
or ‘a bowl is round’. As for the specifics of our
evaluation, given that some features are only asso-
ciated with a few words, we follow the setting of
Rubinstein et al. (2015) and consider the eight fea-
tures with the largest number of associated words.
We carry out this evaluation by treating the task
as a multi-class classification problem, where the
labels are the word features. As in the previous
task, we use a linear SVM classifier and perform
3-fold cross-validation. For each input word, the

10Downloaded from https://sites.google.com/
site/kenmcraelab/norms-data
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Model
McRae Feature Norms

QVEC
Overall metal is small is large animal is edible wood is round is long

RWE 55.2 73.6 46.7 45.9 89.2 61.5 38.5 39.0 46.8 55.4
Pair2Vec 55.0 71.9 49.2 43.3 88.9 68.3 37.7 35.0 45.5 52.7
Retrofitting† 50.6 72.3 44.0 39.1 90.6 75.7 15.4 22.9 44.4 56.8*
Attract-Repel† 50.4 73.2 44.4 33.3 88.9 71.8 31.1 24.2 35.9 55.9*

FastText 54.6 72.7 48.4 45.2 87.5 63.2 33.3 39.0 47.8 54.6

Table 2: Results on the McRae feature norms dataset (Macro F-Score) and QVEC (correlation score). Models
marked with † use external resources. The results with * indicate that WordNet was used for both the development
of the model and the construction of the dataset.

word embedding of the corresponding feature is
fed to the classifier concatenated with its baseline
FastText embedding.

Given that the McRae Feature Norms bench-
mark is focused on nouns, we complement this
experiment with a specific evaluation on verbs. To
this end, we use the verb set of QVEC11 (Tsvetkov
et al., 2015), a dataset specifically aimed at mea-
suring the degree to which word vectors capture
semantic properties which has shown to strongly
correlate with performance in downstream tasks
such as text categorization and sentiment analy-
sis. QVEC was proposed as an intrinsic evalua-
tion benchmark for estimating the quality of word
vectors, and in particular whether (and how much)
they predict lexical properties, such as words be-
longing to one of the fifteen verb supersenses con-
tained in WordNet (Miller, 1995). As is custom-
ary in the literature, we compute Pearson cor-
relation with respect to these predefined seman-
tic properties, and measure how well a given set
of word vectors is able to predict them, with
higher being better. For this task we compare the
300-dimensional word embeddings of all models
(without concatenating them with standard word
embeddings), as the evaluation measure only as-
sures a fair comparison for word embedding mod-
els of the same dimensionality.

Results Table 2 shows the results on the McRae
Feature Norms dataset12 and QVEC. In the case
of the McRae Feature Norms dataset, our rela-
tional word embeddings achieve the best overall
results, although there is some variation for the in-
dividual features. These results suggest that attri-
butional information is encoded well in our rela-
tional word embeddings. Interestingly, our results
also suggest that Retrofitting and Attract-Repel,

11https://github.com/ytsvetko/qvec
12Both metal and wood correspond to made of relations.

which use pairs of related words during training,
may be too naı̈ve to capture the complex relation-
ships proposed in these benchmarks. In fact, they
perform considerably lower than the baseline Fast-
Text model. On the other hand, Pair2Vec, which
we recall is the most similar to our model, yields
slightly better results than the FastText baseline,
but still worse than our relational word embedding
model. This is especially remarkable considering
its much lower computational cost.

As far as the QVEC results are concerned, our
method is only outperformed by Retrofitting and
Attract-Repel. Nevertheless, the difference is min-
imal, which is surprising given that these methods
leverage the same WordNet resource which is used
for the evaluation.

6 Analysis

To complement the evaluation of our relational
word vectors on lexical semantics tasks, in this
section we provide a qualitative analysis of their
intrinsic properties.

6.1 Word Embeddings: Nearest Neighbours

First, we provide an analysis based on the nearest
neighbours of selected words in the vector space.
Table 4 shows nearest neighbours of our relational
word vectors and the standard FastText embed-
dings.13 The table shows that our model captures
some subtle properties, which are not normally en-
coded in knowledge bases. For example, geomet-
ric shapes are clustered together around the sphere
vector, unlike in FastText, where more loosely re-
lated words such as “dimension” are found. This
trend can easily be observed as well in the philol-
ogy and assassination cases.

In the bottom row, we show cases where rela-
tional information is somewhat confused with col-

13Recall from Section 4 that both were trained on
Wikipedia with the same dimensionality, i.e., 300.
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SPHERE PHILOLOGY ASSASSINATION DIVERSITY

RWE FastText RWE FastText RWE FastText RWE FastText

rectangle spheres metaphysics philological riot assassinate connectedness cultural diversity
conic spherical pedagogy philologist premeditate attempt openness diverse

hexagon dimension docent literature bombing attempts creativity genetic diversity
INTERSECT BEHAVIOUR CAPABILITY EXECUTE

RWE FastText RWE FastText RWE FastText RWE FastText

tracks intersection aggressive behaviour refueling capabilities murder execution
northbound bisect detrimental behavioural miniaturize capable interrogation executed

northwesterly intersectional distasteful misbehaviour positioning survivability incarcerate summarily executed

Table 3: Nearest neighbours for selected words in our relational word embeddings (RWE) and FastText embeddings

locationality, leading to undesired clusters, such as
intersect being close in the space with “tracks”,
or behaviour with “aggressive” or “detrimental”.
These examples thus point towards a clear direc-
tion for future work, in terms of explicitly differ-
entiating collocations from other relationships.

6.2 Word Relation Encoding

Unsupervised learning of analogies has proven to
be one of the strongest selling points of word em-
bedding research. Simple vector arithmetic, or
pairwise similarities (Levy et al., 2014), can be
used to capture a surprisingly high number of se-
mantic and syntactic relations. We are thus in-
terested in exploring semantic clusters as they
emerge when encoding relations using our rela-
tional word vectors. Recall from Section 3.2 that
relations are encoded using addition and point-
wise multiplication of word vectors.

Table 4 shows, for a small number of selected
word pairs, the top nearest neighbors that were
unique to our 300-dimensional relational word
vectors. Specifically, these pairs were not found
among the top 50 nearest neighbors for the Fast-
Text word vectors of the same dimensionality, us-
ing the standard vector difference encoding. Sim-
ilarly, we also show the top nearest neighbors that
were unique to the FastText word vector difference
encoding. As can be observed, our relational word
embeddings can capture interesting relationships
which go beyond what is purely captured by sim-
ilarity. For instance, for the pair “innocent-naive”
our model includes similar relations such as vain-
selfish, honest-hearted or cruel-selfish as nearest
neighbours, compared with the nearest neighbours
of standard FastText embeddings which are harder
to interpret.

Interestingly, even though not explicitly en-
coded in our model, the table shows some exam-
ples that highlight one property that arises often,

which is the ability of our model to capture co-
hyponyms as relations, e.g., wrist-knee and anger-
despair as nearest neighbours of “shoulder-ankle”
and “shock-grief”, respectively. Finally, one last
advantage that we highlight is the fact that our
model seems to perform implicit disambiguation
by balancing a word’s meaning with its paired
word. For example, the “oct-feb” relation vec-
tor correctly brings together other month abbrevia-
tions in our space, whereas in the FastText model,
its closest neighbour is ‘doppler-wheels’, a rela-
tion which is clearly related to another sense of
oct, namely its use as an acronym to refer to ‘opti-
cal coherence tomography’ (a type of x-ray proce-
dure that uses the doppler effect principle).

6.3 Lexical Memorization

One of the main problems of word embedding
models performing lexical inference (e.g. hyper-
nymy) is lexical memorization. Levy et al.
(2015b) found that the high performance of super-
vised distributional models in hypernymy detec-
tion tasks was due to a memorization in the train-
ing set of what they refer to as prototypical hyper-
nyms. These prototypical hypernyms are general
categories which are likely to be hypernyms (as
occurring frequently in the training set) regardless
of the hyponym. For instance, these models could
equally predict the pairs dog-animal and screen-
animal as hyponym-hypernym pairs. To measure
the extent to which our model is prone to this prob-
lem we perform a controlled experiment on the
lexical split of the HyperLex dataset (Vulić et al.,
2017). This lexical split does not contain any word
overlap between training and test, and therefore
constitutes a reliable setting to measure the gener-
alization capability of embedding models in a con-
trolled setting (Shwartz et al., 2016). In HyperLex,
each pair is provided by a score which measures
the strength of the hypernymy relation.
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INNOCENT-NAIVE POLES-SWEDES SHOULDER-ANKLE

RWE FastText RWE FastText RWE FastText
vain-selfish murder-young lithuanians-germans polish-swedish wrist-knee oblique-ligament

honest-hearted imprisonment-term germans-lithuanians poland-sweden thigh-knee pick-ankle injury
cruel-selfish conspiracy-minded russians-lithuanians czechoslovakia-sweden neck-knee suffer-ankle injury

SHOCK-GRIEF STRENGTHEN-TROPICAL CYCLONE OCT-FEB

RWE FastText RWE FastText RWE FastText
anger-despair overcome-sorrow intensify-tropical cyclone name-tropical cyclones aug-nov doppler-wheels
anger-sorrow overcome-despair weaken-tropical storm bias-tropical cyclones sep-nov scanner-read
anger-sadness moment-sadness intensify-tropical storm scheme-tropical cyclones nov-sep ultrasound-baby

Table 4: Three nearest neighbours for selected word pairs using our relational word vector’s relation encoding
(RWE) and the standard vector difference encoding of FastText word embeddings. In each column only the word
pairs which were on the top 50 NNs of the given model but not in the other are listed. Relations which include one
word from the original pair were not considered.

Encoding Model r ρ

Mult+Avg

RWE 38.8 38.4
Pair2Vec 28.3 26.5
FastText 37.2 35.8
Retrofitting† 29.5* 28.9*
Attract-Repel† 29.7* 28.9*

Mult+Conc
Pair2Vec 29.8 30.0
FastText 35.7 33.3

Diff (only) FastText 29.9 30.1

Table 5: Pearson (r) and Spearman (ρ) correlation on
a subset of the HyperLex lexical split. Models marked
with † use external resources. All models concatenate
their encoded representations with the baseline vector
difference of standard FastText word embeddings.

For these experiments we considered the same
experimental setting as described in Section 4. In
this case we only considered the portion of the Hy-
perLex training and test sets covered in our vocab-
ulary14 and used an SVM regression model over
the word-based encoded representations. Table 5
shows the results for this experiment. Even though
the results are low overall (noting e.g. that results
for the random split are in some cases above 50%
as reported in the literature), our model can clearly
generalize better than other models. Interestingly,
methods such as Retrofitting and Attract-Repel
perform worse than the FastText vectors. This can
be attributed to the fact that these models have
been mainly tuned towards similarity, which is a
feature that loses relevance in this setting. Like-
wise, the relation-based embeddings of Pair2Vec
do not help, probably due to the high-capacity of
their model, which makes the word embeddings
less informative.

14Recall from Section 4 that this vocabulary is shared by
all comparison systems.

7 Conclusions

We have introduced the notion of relational word
vectors, and presented an unsupervised method for
learning such representations. Parting ways from
previous approaches where relational information
was either encoded in terms of relation vectors
(which are highly expressive but can be more dif-
ficult to use in applications), represented by trans-
forming standard word vectors (which capture re-
lational information only in a limited way), or by
taking advantage of external knowledge reposito-
ries, we proposed to learn an unsupervised word
embedding model that is tailored specifically to-
wards modelling relations. Our model is intended
to capture knowledge which is complementary
to that of standard similarity-centric embeddings,
and can thus be used in combination.

We tested the complementarity of our relational
word vectors with standard FastText word embed-
dings on several lexical semantic tasks, capturing
different levels of relational knowledge. The eval-
uation indicates that our proposed method indeed
results in representations that capture relational
knowledge in a more nuanced way. For future
work, we would be interested in further explor-
ing the behavior of neural architectures for NLP
tasks which intuitively would benefit from hav-
ing access to relational information, e.g., text clas-
sification (Espinosa Anke and Schockaert, 2018;
Camacho-Collados et al., 2019) and other lan-
guage understanding tasks such as natural lan-
guage inference or reading comprehension, in the
line of Joshi et al. (2019).
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Abstract

Discriminating antonyms and synonyms is an
important NLP task that has the difficulty that
both, antonyms and synonyms, contains sim-
ilar distributional information. Consequently,
pairs of antonyms and synonyms may have
similar word vectors. We present an ap-
proach to unravel antonymy and synonymy
from word vectors based on a siamese network
inspired approach. The model consists of a
two-phase training of the same base network:
a pre-training phase according to a siamese
model supervised by synonyms and a train-
ing phase on antonyms through a siamese-like
model that supports the antitransitivity present
in antonymy. The approach makes use of the
claim that the antonyms in common of a word
tend to be synonyms. We show that our ap-
proach outperforms distributional and pattern-
based approaches, relaying on a simple feed
forward network as base network of the train-
ing phases.

1 Introduction

Antonymy and synonymy are lexical relations that
are crucial in language semantics. Antonymy is
the relation between opposite words, (e.g. big-
small) and synonymy refers to words with similar
meaning (e.g. bug-insect). Detecting them auto-
matically is a challenging NLP task that can ben-
efit many others like textual entailment (Haghighi
et al., 2005; Snow et al., 2006), machine transla-
tion (Bar and Dershowitz, 2010) and abstractive
summarization (Khatri et al., 2018).

Hand crafted lexical databases, such as Word-
Net (Miller, 1995), have been built and main-
tained to be used in NLP and other fields con-
taining antonyms, synonyms and other lexical se-
mantic relations. However, its construction and
maintenance takes a considerable human effort
and it is difficult to achieve a broad coverage. De-

tecting antonyms automatically, relying on exis-
tent resources such as text, dictionaries and lexical
databases is an active NLP research area.

In the last decade, the use and research concern-
ing word vectors have increased rapidly. Word
vectors rely on words co-occurrence information
in a large corpus. The key idea behind word vec-
tors is the distributional hypothesis that can be ex-
pressed as ”the words that are similar in meaning
tend to occur in similar contexts” (Sahlgren, 2008;
Rubenstein and Goodenough, 1965). A variety of
methods have been developed to train word vec-
tors, such as skip-gram (Mikolov et al., 2013),
GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014), FastText (Joulin
et al., 2016) and ElMo (Peters et al., 2018). Word
vectors are used widely in NLP, for example, a
well-known use is in supervised learning, taking
advantage of the expansion through words relat-
edness of the training data.

A main problem to discriminate antonymy au-
tomatically in a distributional unsupervised set-
ting is that the oppositeness is not easily distin-
guishable in terms of the context distributions. In
fact, pairs of antonyms are very similar in mean-
ing. Antonyms are usable in the same contexts
but leading to opposite meanings. Antonymy is
said to have the paradox of simultaneous similarity
and difference (Cruse, 1986), because antonyms
are similar in almost every dimension of meaning
except the one where they are opposite.

The paradox of simultaneous similarity and dif-
ference is notorious in word space models. The
contexts of a word and its antonyms contexts usu-
ally are similar and therefore they have close vec-
tor representations1.

1In fact, word space models may give similar representa-
tions to a broader range of related words, such as synonyms
and hyponyms. Note the difference between the terms word
similarity and word relatedness. While word similarity refers
to similar words (synonyms), the concept of word relatedness
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Due to this paradox, word space models seem
not suitable for antonymy detection. Then, a
commonly used resource is the path of words
connecting the joint occurrence of two candidate
words (Nguyen et al., 2017). Path based ap-
proaches take profit of the fact that antonyms co-
occur in the same context more than expected by
chance (Scheible et al., 2013; Miller and Charles,
1991), so it is possible to obtain a significant
amount of patterns.

In this paper, we claim that vector space models,
despite giving close representations for synonyms
and antonyms, contain subtle differences that al-
low to discriminate antonymy. In order to stick out
those differences we propose a method based on a
neural network model that takes account of alge-
braic properties of synonymy and antonymy. The
model formulation is based on the transitivity of
synonymy and the antitransitivity of antonymy, on
the symmetry of both relations and on the reflex-
ivity and irreflexivity of synonymy and antonymy,
respectively. Moreover, the model exploits the
property that two antonyms of the same word tend
to be synonyms (Edmundson, 1967) (Figure 1).
We use these properties to define a model based on
siamese networks and a training strategy through
antonyms and synonyms.

Figure 1: The antonyms of a same word tend to be syn-
onyms.

We show that the presented approach gives sur-
prisingly good results, even in comparison to mod-
els that use external information, such as depen-
dency parsing, part-of-speech tagging or path pat-
terns from a corpus. The introduced model is a
way to learn any kind of antitransitive relations be-
tween distributed vectors. Antitransitivity may be
suitable, for instance, to represent the relation of
being adversary (Bonato et al., 2017). A different
application of the presented approach could be in

includes other semantic fields, like antonyms, hypernyms, co-
hyponyms and specific relations (e.g. dog-bone).

social networks in order to find out possible un-
known enemies relying on a given set of known
enmity and friendship links.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows:
In Section 2 we present the previous work on
antonymy detection. In Section 3 we describe
the proposed approach. We start with some al-
gebraic principles of synonymy and antonymy on
which our approach relies. Then we describe
siamese networks and how the learned transforma-
tion tends to induce an equivalence relationship,
suitable for synonyms. In Section 3.3, we com-
ment the unsuitability of siamese networks to deal
with an antitransitive relationship like antonymy
and we propose a variation of the original siamese
network to do so. We refer to this network as
a parasiamese network. Then, we argue that
the same base network of a parasiamese model
for antonymy can be pre-trained minimizing a
siamese scheme on synonyms. Section 4 details
the dataset, word vectors and the random search
strategy carried out to find out an adequate hyper-
parameter configuration. In Section 5 we present
the results and the behavior of the model. Finally,
Section 6 contains the conclusion of this paper.

2 Related Work

Antonymy detection, and antonymy and syn-
onymy discrimination, have been treated prin-
cipally by two approaches: distributional and
pattern-based. Distributional approaches refer to
the use of word vectors or word’s distributional
information. Pattern-based are those that rely on
patterns of joint occurrences of pair of words (such
as ”from X to Y”) to detect antonymy. Due to the
direction of this work, we will not extend on path-
based approaches and we will give the most atten-
tion in this section to distributional approaches.

As we commented before, at first glance
word vectors seem not suitable to discrimi-
nate antonymy from synonymy because pairs of
antonyms correspond to similar vectors. Many
research studies and experiments have focused
on the construction of vector representations that
deem antonymy.

Scheible et al. (2013) showed that the context
distributions of adjectives allow to discriminate
antonyms and synonyms if only words from cer-
tain classes are considered as context in the vector
space mode. Hill et al. (2014) found that word vec-
tors from machine translation models outperform
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those learned from monolingual models in word
similarity. They suggest that vectors from machine
translation models should be used on tasks that re-
quire word similarity information, while vectors
from monolingual models are more suitable for
word relatedness. Santus et al. (2014) proposed
APAnt, an unsupervised method based on average
precision of contexts intersections of two words,
to discriminate antonymy from synonymy.

Symmetric patterns in corpus (e.g. X and Y)
were used by Schwartz et al. (2015) to build word
vectors and they showed that the patterns can
be chosen so that the resulting vectors consider
antonyms as dissimilar. Ono et al. (2015) pro-
posed an approach to train word vectors to detect
antonymy using antonymy and synonymy infor-
mation from a thesauri as supervised data. A main
difference between their approach and ours is that
they did not rely on pre-trained vectors. They used
distributional information jointly with the super-
vised information to train vectors through a model
based on skip-gram. Also, Nguyen et al. (2016)
integrated synonymy and antonymy information
into the skip-gram model to predict word similar-
ity and distinguish synonyms and antonyms.

More recently, Nguyen et al. (2017) distinguish
antonyms and synonyms using lexico-syntactic
patterns jointly with the supervised word vectors
from Nguyen et al. (2016). To finish, (Vulić,
2018) obtain great performance injecting lexical
contrast into word embeddings by terms of their
ATTRACT-REPEL strategy.

3 Method

In this section we describe the proposed approach
to discriminate antonymy and synonymy. It con-
sists on a siamese networks inspired approach to
magnify the subtle differences on antonyms that
distinguish them from synonyms.

3.1 Algebra of synonymy and antonymy
In order to define and substantiate our approach
we introduce an axiomatic characterization of
antonymy and synonymy based on the work done
by Edmundson (1967). Precisely, synonymy and
antonymy are modeled as relations and a set of ax-
ioms is proposed. These axioms, as we are going
to show, are essential to formulate our approach.

At first glance, synonymy and antonymy can be
seen as binary relations between words. However,

based on empirical results2 Edmundson defined
synonymy and antonymy as ternary relations in or-
der to consider the multiple senses of the words, as
follows:

xSiy ≡ x synonym of y according to sense i

xAiy ≡ x antonym of y according to sense i

Note that the senses of the words are repre-
sented in the relationship rather than in the words
themselves. Each i (and therefor Si and Ai) re-
flects a particular configuration of the senses of
the words in the vocabulary, considering a unique
sense for each word.

Firstly, synonymy is considered a reflexive,
symmetric and transitive relationship. This is ex-
pressed by the following axioms:

∀i∀x(xSix) (1)

∀i∀x∀y(xSiy =⇒ ySix) (2)

∀i∀x∀y∀z(xSiy ∧ ySiz =⇒ xSiz) (3)

Si is an equivalence relation for each fixed i and
therefor it splits the set of words into equivalence
classes. In the next section we show that this is
suitable for siamese networks.

Antonymy is also a symmetric relation but it is
irreflexive and antitransitive:

∀i∀x¬(xAix) (4)

∀i∀x∀y(xAiy =⇒ yAix) (5)

∀i∀x∀y∀z(xAiy ∧ yAiz =⇒ ¬xAiz) (6)

So far, synonymy and antonymy are described
separately. The following two axioms involve both
relationships:

∀i∀x∀y∀z(xAiy ∧ yAiz =⇒ xSiz) (7)

∀i∀x∀y∀z(xAiy ∧ ySiz =⇒ xAiz) (8)

Axiom 7 is a refined version of the antitran-
sitive property (axiom 6)3. Assuming that two
words cannot be synonyms and antonyms simul-
taneously, it is direct to prove that axiom 7 implies
axiom 6. We include axiom 6 for clarification pur-
pose.

2Precisely, analyzing graphs of several sets of synonyms
treated as a binary relation and the adjacency matrices asso-
ciated with these graphs.

3In fact, the term antitransitivity is used in Edmundson
article to refer axiom 7 instead of axiom 6
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The right-identity, axiom 8, says that synonyms
of an antonym of a word are also antonyms. Con-
sequently, antonymy relation can be extended to
operate between synonymy equivalence classes.

To introduce our model and the considered task
setting, we simplify this definition enforcing a bi-
nary relation. We consider:

xRy ⇐⇒ ∃i(xRiy),

whereR andRi are S orA and Si orAi, respec-
tively. This simplification encapsulates the multi-
ple senses of the words and therefore it is suitable
for word embeddings. However, the presented ax-
ioms may not be completely fulfilled under this
simplification.

3.2 Synonymy and Siamese Networks
A siamese network is a model that receives two
inputs an returns an output. A base neural net-
work is applied to each input and the both outputs
are measured using a vector distance function (see
Figure 2). Usually, siamese networks are trained
using a contrastive loss function. The complete
model can be interpreted as a trainable distance
function on complex data, like images, sound, or
text. Siamese networks have been used in a va-
riety of tasks such as sentence similarity (Chi and
Zhang, 2018), palmprint recognition (Zhong et al.,
2018) and object tracking (Bertinetto et al., 2016),
among many others.

Figure 2: A siamese network model.

Consider a vocabulary V of words where we
want to discriminate synonyms and a given word
vector set for that vocabulary of dimension n.
Then consider a neural network Fθ : IRn → IRn

with weights θ and the following contrastive loss
function

L =
∑

(x,y)∈P
d(Fθ(x), Fθ(y))+

∑

(x′,y′)∈N
max{0, α− d(Fθ(x′), Fθ(y′))},

where d : IRn× IRn → IR+ is a vector distance
function (e.g. d = ||x − y||2), α is the threshold
for the negative examples, and P and N are pos-
itive and negative example pairs, respectively. So
P is a set of pairs of synonyms and N a set of pair
of words that are not synonyms. We consider that
each pair is already composed by the word vec-
tor of each word, this is convenient to simplify the
notation. This model can be trained using a back-
propagation based technique and the output vec-
tors closer than a given threshold are classified as
related.

It can be proved that the relation induced by a
siamese network is reflexive and symmetric. Tran-
sitivity is a little more tricky. It is assured to be
satisfied when the sum of the distances of the an-
tecedent related pairs is below the threshold and,
in every case, the distance of the transitive pairs
is below the double of the threshold. Therefore, a
siamese network is a reasonable approach for su-
pervised synonymy detection.

3.3 Antonymy and Antitransitivity
While a siamese network seems a reason-
able choice for supervised synonym detection,
antonymy presents a really different scenario.
Consider Fθ∗ as the base neural network in a
siamese scheme and suppose that it is trained
and working perfectly to discriminate pairs of
antonyms. Consider also three words w1, w2, w3

such that w1 is antonym of w2 and w2 is antonym
of w3, then

Fθ∗(w1) = Fθ∗(w2),

Fθ∗(w2) = Fθ∗(w3)

hence, Fθ∗(w1) = Fθ∗(w3) an therefore, w1

and w3 would be recognized as antonyms, violat-
ing axiom 6.

A siamese network induces a transitive relation-
ship but antonymy is actually antitransitive. To
model an antitransitive relation, we propose the
following variation of the siamese network.

Let’s consider Fθ and the model diagrammed
in figure 3. It consists of a model that consumes
two vectors with the same dimension and applies
a base neural network once to one input and twice
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to the other. The idea behind this scheme is that
if two word are antonyms then the base network
applied once in one word vector and twice in the
other word vector, will return close vectors. It can
be interpreted as one application of the base net-
work takes to a representation of the equivalence
class of the synonymy relation and the second ap-
plication to a representation its opposite class in
terms of antonymy.

Figure 3: The proposed parasiamese network to dis-
criminate antonymy.

Assume that Fθ∗ is trained and behaves per-
fectly on data according to the following loss func-
tion:

Lant =
∑

(x,y)∈P
d(Fθ(x), Fθ(Fθ(y)))+

∑

(x′,y′)∈N
max{0, α− d(Fθ(x′), Fθ(Fθ(y′)))},

where P and N are positive and negative exam-
ple pairs, respectively; α is the threshold for the
negative examples, and d a distance function as
in siamese network. Then, it can be seen that the
relation induced fulfills the antitransitivity prop-
erty if Fθ∗(w) 6= Fθ∗(Fθ∗(w)), which is expected
since antonymy is an antireflexive relation.

Symmetry is not forced by definition but can be
included in the loss function or by data, adding the
reversed version of each pair in the dataset. The
latter is the alternative chosen in this work.

3.4 Relaxed Loss Function
In order to classify a pair of words we rely in a
threshold ρ. If the candidate pair obtains a distance

(between its transformed vectors) below ρ, then it
is classified as positive, otherwise as negative. So,
it is not necessary to minimize the distance to 0
to classify it correctly. We propose to change the
positive part of the contrastive loss function by

∑

(x,y)∈P
max(d(Fθ(x), Fθ(Fθ(y)))− ρν, 0)

where ν is a factor in [0, 1] that states the impor-
tance given to ρ, the rest of the terms remains the
same as in the previous section. If ν = 0 then the
original loss function is recovered. We consider
ν = 1/2 and we experimentally observe an im-
provement in results when this relaxed loss func-
tion is used.

3.5 Pre-training using synonyms
Consider Fθ∗ trained and perfectly working to
detect pairs of antonyms using the parasiamese
scheme presented in the previous section. Now,
lets consider the word vectors w1, w2 and w3 such
that w1 is antonym of w2 and w2 is antonym of
w3. According to the parasiamese loss function
we have that,

Fθ∗(w1) = Fθ∗(Fθ∗(w2)),

Fθ∗(Fθ∗(w2)) = Fθ∗(w3).

This implies that Fθ∗(w1) = Fθ∗(w3), suggest-
ing to F the role of a siamese network. On the
other hand, using axiom 7 we have that w1 and
w3 tend to be synonyms, which, as we previously
show, fits fine for siamese networks.

Using this result, we propose to pre-train Fθ,
minimizing a siamese network on synonymy
data as in Section 3.2, and then perform the
parasiamese training to detect antonyms as de-
scribed in Section 3.3. We use the same
antonymy/synonymy dataset to pre-train and train
the parasiamese network and we experimentally
observe that this pre-training phase improves the
performance of the parasiamese model.

4 Experiments

In this section we describe the setup details of
the experiments performed using the presented
approach. Here we give the complete informa-
tion to reproduce the experiments performed. We
describe the dataset, word vectors set used and
the random search strategy used for the hyper-
parameter configuration.
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Model
Adjective Verb Noun

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

Baseline (concat) 0.691 0.664 0.677 0.756 0.641 0.694 0.764 0.716 0.739
AntSynNet 0.763 0.807 0.784 0.743 0.815 0.777 0.816 0.898 0.855
Parasiam (regular loss) 0.735 0.804 0.768 0.815 0.894 0.853 0.786 0.857 0.820
Parasiam (no pre-train) 0.764 0.848 0.804 0.825 0.892 0.857 0.787 0.849 0.817
Parasiam (ElMo) 0.838 0.844 0.841 0.830 0.910 0.869 0.802 0.855 0.827
Parasiam (FastText) 0.855 0.857 0.856 0.864 0.921 0.891 0.837 0.859 0.848

Table 1: Performance of our approach and the baseline models. AntSynNet corresponds to the work presented
by Nguyen et al. (2017) and Baseline (concat) to a feed forward network on vectors concatenation. The third row
refers to the parasiamese model without including the relaxed loss function, and the fourth to the model without
performing the pre-training stage. Third and fourth row results were carried out using FastText vectors. Fifth and
sixth rows show the results of the complete model (i.e. using pre-training and the relaxed loss function) on ElMo
and FastText vectors, respectively.

4.1 Antonymy Dataset
To perform our experiments we use the dataset
created by Nguyen et al. (2017). This dataset con-
tains a large amount of pairs of antonyms and syn-
onyms grouped according to its word class (noun,
adjective and verb). This dataset was built us-
ing pairs extracted by Nguyen et al. (2016) from
WordNet and Wordnik4 to induce patterns through
a corpus. Then, the induced patterns were used to
extract new pairs, filtering those that match less
than five patterns. Finally, the dataset was bal-
anced to contain the same number of antonyms
and synonyms, and split into train, validation and
test. The number of pairs contained on each parti-
tion of each word class is showed in Table 2.

Train Val Test
Adjective 5562 398 1986
Verb 2534 182 908
Noun 2836 206 1020

Table 2: Nguyen et al. (2017) number of word pairs of
each partition in the dataset.

4.2 Pre-trained word vectors
For the experimental setting we consider pre-
trained general purpose word vectors. We avoid
out-of-vocabulary terms using character based ap-
proaches. The following publicly available re-
sources were considered:

• FastText (Joulin et al., 2016) vectors trained
on English Wikipedia dump 5. We use default

4http://www.wordnik.com
5http://mattmahoney.net/dc/enwik9.zip

hyper-parameters and vectors dimension is
300.

• ElMo (Peters et al., 2018) vectors for English
from Che et al. (2018) 6. We use the first layer
of ElMo that gives representations for decon-
textualized words.

In the case of FastText we compute 300 dimen-
sional vectors for each word in the dataset. In the
case of ElMo embeddings, the pre-trained model
was already defined to generate representations of
1024 dimensions.

4.3 Base Network Structure
The base network transforms each word vec-
tor into a representative form synonymy and
antonymy. Any differentiable function that inputs
and outputs vectors of the same dimension of the
word embeddings space can be used as base net-
work. In this work we consider layered fully con-
nected networks with ReLU as activation function.

The presented model involves tens of hyper-
parameters and some of them with many options.
We use random search to find a good hyper-
parameter configuration, since it may lead to a
better and more efficient solution in comparison
to grid or manual search (Bergstra and Bengio,
2012). This improvement is given by the fact that
some hyper-parameters do not really matter and
grid or manual search would consume time ex-
ploring each combination of them (for each com-
bination of the rest), while random search does not
exhaustively explore irrelevant parts of the hyper-
parameters space.

6http://vectors.nlpl.eu/repository/11/
144.zip
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We perform random search sampling models
according to the following considerations:

• 2,3,4 and 5 layers uniformly chosen

• for each hidden layer (if any) we sample its
size from a Gaussian distribution with µ =
d/2 and σ = d/5, where d is the dimension
of the word vectors.7

• dropout with 1/2 of probability to be acti-
vated or not and dropout probability is given
by a Gaussian distribution (µ = 0.25 and
σ = 0.1).

• prediction (or positive) threshold and con-
trastive loss threshold uniformly chosen be-
tween {2.5, 2, 1.5, 1, 0.5, 0.2} and {3, 5, 10},
respectively.

• batch size uniformly chosen from
{32, 64, 128}

• we choose between SGD and Adam with
equal probability with a learning rate chosen
from {0.01, 0.001, 0.0001}

• the patience for the early stopping was sam-
pled uniformly from {3, 4, 7, 9}

We initialize the weights of the network us-
ing Glorot uniform function (Glorot and Bengio,
2010). We stop the training using early stopping
and we checkout the best model in the whole run
against the validation set. For the implementation
we use Keras (Chollet et al., 2015).

After analyzing the results of 200 sampled
hyperparameter configurations using the Fast-
Text vectors we found that an adequate hyper-
parameters setting is a four layered network of
input dimensions [300, 227, 109, 300] on its layer
from input to output, without dropout, and ReLu
activation function for every neuron. For training,
a batch size is 64, an acceptance threshold of 2.0
and of 3.0 for the negative part of the contrastive
loss. The optimizer method is SGD with a learn-
ing rate of 0.01 and a patience of 5 for the early
stopping. This training setup was used in both
phases: pre-training and training. For the exper-
iments with ElMo embeddings we uniquely adjust
hidden layers sizes, probably ElMo results may
improve by a dedicated hyperparameter search.

7The dimension of input and output layers is d by model
definition.

5 Results

In this section we discuss the results obtained with
the presented approach and we analyze the model
behavior through the outputs of the base network
in siamese and parasiamese schemes. We include
two baselines with different motivations for com-
parison purpose. We analyze the model outputs for
related and unrelated pairs (i.e. pairs that are not
synonyms or antonyms). In the end of this section,
we analyze the output of the base network.

5.1 Baselines
We consider two baselines to compare our exper-
iments. The first baseline is a feed forward net-
work classifier that consumes the concatenation of
the embeddings of each word in the candidate pair.
This baseline compares the performance boost of
the proposed model against a conventional super-
vised classification scheme using neural networks.
For this baseline we consider the FastText vec-
tors to feed a four layered network with layer di-
mensions of [600, 400, 200, 1] from input to out-
put and ReLu as activation function. This model
was trained through binary cross-entropy loss and
SGD with a learning rate of 0, 01.

The second baseline we consider for compari-
son is AntSynNet (Nguyen et al., 2017), a pattern-
based approach that encodes the paths connecting
the joint occurrences of each candidate pairs using
a LSTM. It relies on additional information, such
as, part-of-speech, lemma, syntax and dependency
trees.

5.2 Antonymy and Synonymy discrimination
We evaluate our model in the antonymy-
synonymy discrimination task proposed by
Nguyen et al. (2017). However, the task here is
faced from a different point of view. In this work
we are interested in showing that word vectors
contains what is needed to distinguish between
antonyms and synonyms, instead of resolving the
general task using any available resource. For that
reason we do not try to improve the performance
adding more information to the model, such as,
paths. It is a supervised approach that discriminate
antonymy and synonymy using only word vectors
as features.

The obtained results are reported in Table 1.
The first baseline is included to compare the per-
formance of our model with a word vector con-
catenation classification. We also report results
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with and without pre-training to show the perfor-
mance gain that pre-training contributes. Notice
that, in contrast to AntSynNet, no path-based in-
formation is considered in our approach.

5.3 Siamese and parasiamese outputs
In this section we show the outputs of the siamese
and parasiamese networks on word pairs chosen
from the validation set (see Table 3).

Word1 Word2 Cos Siam Psiam
cold warm 0.327 3.051 1.01
cold hot 0.367 3.576 0.801
raw hot 0.467 5.398 1.424
peace war 0.448 6.167 0.367
stupid clever 0.406 7.635 1.192
stretch contract 0.526 4.351 0.354
love hate 0.378 2.771 0.153
reject take 0.528 2.341 0.66
close harsh 0.544 4.11 0.682
small large 0.178 4.076 0.302
auntie uncle 0.351 1.721 0.561
day night 0.366 1.098 0.803
sloping vertical 0.331 0.254 2.687
hot cool 0.253 1.753 2.239
invisible visible 0.137 1.816 2.11
change mutate 0.593 0.853 4.879
ample large 0.398 0.115 4.05
flee depart 0.499 0.682 3.958
cure heal 0.332 0.646 5.769
elegant classy 0.48 0.964 5.917
herald hail 0.507 0.752 5.826
live exist 0.527 0.126 4.737
agitate disturb 0.282 0.627 4.683
chop divide 0.657 1.56 4.085
sturdy hardy 0.333 1.894 3.493
stout robust 0.541 1.903 4.361
scatter dot 0.477 2.05 1.402
fizzle fail 0.437 3.706 3.464
see discern 0.501 3.878 3.724

Table 3: A word sampling and their vector cosine dis-
tances, siamese and parasiamese (Psiam) outputs. The
upper and lower parts correspond to pairs in the valida-
tion data as antonyms and synonyms, respectively. The
threshold for acceptance is 2.0.

It can be observed in the obtained results, in
general, a suitable behavior of the model. We also
include the cosine distance to compare and show
that it is unable to distinguish between antonyms
and synonyms. It is interesting to notice, for in-

stance, in the upper part of the table, that corre-
sponds to antonyms, the difference in outputs be-
tween the pairs cold-warm and cold-hot. It may
be interpreted as that cold-hot are more antonyms
than cold-warm, which seems adequate. Below
the dashed line of each part we include some fail-
ure cases.

5.3.1 Non-related pairs
The task setting considered for this work only uses
synonyms and antonyms for training. It is interest-
ing to notice that in this work the behavior of the
model with unrelated pairs is learned from related
pairs and word embeddings, without considering
any unrelated pairs during training. We show in
Table 4 the outputs given by siamese and parasi-
amese networks on unrelated pairs.

Word1 Word2 Cos Siam Psiam
see disturb 0.579 3.803 3.866
flee cure 0.534 3.189 3.764
man wolf 0.507 4.017 2.649
ascend speak 0.63 1.927 2.776
safe adverse 0.475 4.57 0.625
change mature 0.511 1.118 3.602
cold night 0.48 1.134 1.98
cold day 0.574 3.727 0.483
warm night 0.462 0.773 0.658
warm day 0.52 0.733 1.601

Table 4: Unrelated pairs and its word vectors co-
sine distance, siamese model output and parasiamese
(Psiam) output.

The obtained results show that the model is not
capable to detect unrelated pairs correctly. In fact,
the model seems to learn a broader relation. For
example, the words safe and adverse are predicted
as antonyms and although they are not antonyms,
they have some oppositeness. Similarly, the com-
binations of cold and warm with day and night
also seems to be coherent since the day tends to
be warmer than the night and the night tends to be
colder than the day. In the upper part of the table
we include unrelated pairs that were correctly pre-
dicted as unrelated and below the dashed line we
include failure cases on unrelated pairs.

5.3.2 Base Network Output
In this section we analyze the learned base net-
work. In Figure 4 we show a 2D visualization
of the original and the transformed word embed-
dings. The sample of words was chosen from
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Figure 4: 2D visualization of the original (left) and the transformed (right) words vectors. Related words are col-
ored in red and light blue to facilitate the visualization of how the model split antonymy from original embeddings.

the validation set and t-SNE (Maaten and Hin-
ton, 2008) was used for the dimensionality reduc-
tion. It can be observed that in the original space
antonyms tend to be close and when the base net-
work is applied the space seems to be split into two
parts, corresponding to each pole of antonymy.

We also consider the resulting space from ap-
plying the transformation twice to the original
word vector space, which is similar to the result
of applying it only once. This behavior is coher-
ent with the parasiamese network definition.

To conclude this section, we show the closest
words (in the vocabulary) of the words natural
and unnatural, in the original and the transformed
spaces, sorted by distance (Table 5). Note how
some opposite words appear close in the original
space, while in the transformed space the nearest
words does not seem to be opposite to the word in
question.

6 Conclusion

We presented a supervised approach to distinguish
antonyms and synonyms using pre-trained word
embeddings. The proposed method is based on
algebraic properties of synonyms and antonyms,
principally in the transitivity of synonymy and the
antitransitivity of antonymy. We proposed a new
siamese inspired model to deal with antitransi-
tivity, the parasiamese network. In addition, we
proposed to pre-train this network, relying on the
claim that two antonyms of the same word tend

word neighborhood

natural
O

naturals, nonnatural,
naturalness, unnatural,

naturalmotion, connatural,
sobrenatural

T
pop, morning, simpleness,
pee, public, cardia, liveness

unnatural
O

nonnatural, unnaturalness,
connatural, unnaturally,

naturalness, natural,
sobrenatural

T

shumen, simpsons,
untroubledness, hither,

random, bewitched,
diarrhetic

Table 5: Nearest word vectors in the original (O) and
the transformed (T) spaces.

to be synonyms, through a siamese network; and
a relaxed version of the contrastive loss function.
We evaluated our approach using a publicly avail-
able dataset and word vectors, obtaining encour-
aging results.
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Abstract
Word embeddings have been widely adopted
across several NLP applications. Most exist-
ing word embedding methods utilize sequen-
tial context of a word to learn its embedding.
While there have been some attempts at uti-
lizing syntactic context of a word, such meth-
ods result in an explosion of the vocabulary
size. In this paper, we overcome this prob-
lem by proposing SynGCN, a flexible Graph
Convolution based method for learning word
embeddings. SynGCN utilizes the dependency
context of a word without increasing the vo-
cabulary size. Word embeddings learned by
SynGCN outperform existing methods on var-
ious intrinsic and extrinsic tasks and provide
an advantage when used with ELMo. We also
propose SemGCN, an effective framework for
incorporating diverse semantic knowledge for
further enhancing learned word representa-
tions. We make the source code of both
models available to encourage reproducible re-
search.

1 Introduction

Representing words as real-valued vectors is an
effective and widely adopted technique in NLP.
Such representations capture properties of words
based on their usage and allow them to generalize
across tasks. Meaningful word embeddings have
been shown to improve performance on several
relevant tasks, such as named entity recognition
(NER) (Bengio et al., 2013), parsing (Socher et al.,
2013), and part-of-speech (POS) tagging (Ma and
Hovy, 2016). Using word embeddings for initial-
izing Deep Neural Networks has also been found
to be quite useful (Collobert et al., 2011; Johnson
et al., 2017; Strubell et al., 2018).

Most popular methods for learning word em-
beddings are based on the distributional hypoth-
esis, which utilizes the co-occurrence statistics

∗Contributed equally to the work.

from sequential context of words for learning
word representations (Mikolov et al., 2013a; Pen-
nington et al., 2014). More recently, this approach
has been extended to include syntactic contexts
(Levy and Goldberg, 2014) derived from depen-
dency parse of text. Higher order dependencies
have also been exploited by Komninos and Man-
andhar (2016); Li et al. (2018). Syntax-based
embeddings encode functional similarity (in-place
substitutable words) rather than topical similarity
(topically related words) which provides an advan-
tage on specific tasks like question classification
(Komninos and Manandhar, 2016). However, cur-
rent approaches incorporate syntactic context by
concatenating words with their dependency rela-
tions. For instance, in Figure 1 scientists_subj,
water_obj, and mars_nmod needs to be included
as a part of vocabulary for utilizing the depen-
dency context of discover. This severely expands
the vocabulary, thus limiting the scalability of
models on large corpora. For instance, in Levy
and Goldberg (2014) and Komninos and Man-
andhar (2016), the context vocabulary explodes
to around 1.3 million for learning embeddings of
220k words.

Incorporating relevant signals from semantic
knowledge sources such as WordNet (Miller,
1995), FrameNet (Baker et al., 1998), and Para-
phrase Database (PPDB) (Pavlick et al., 2015) has
been shown to improve the quality of word embed-
dings. Recent works utilize these by incorporat-
ing them in a neural language modeling objective
function (Yu and Dredze, 2014; Alsuhaibani et al.,
2018), or as a post-processing step (Faruqui et al.,
2014; Mrkšić et al., 2016). Although existing ap-
proaches improve the quality of word embeddings,
they require explicit modification for handling dif-
ferent types of semantic information.

Recently proposed Graph Convolutional Net-
works (GCN) (Defferrard et al., 2016; Kipf and
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Figure 1: Overview of SynGCN: SynGCN employs Graph Convolution Network for utilizing dependency context
for learning word embeddings. For each word in vocabulary, the model learns its representation by aiming to
predict each word based on its dependency context encoded using GCNs. Please refer Section 5 for more details.

Welling, 2016) have been found to be useful for
encoding structural information in graphs. Even
though GCNs have been successfully employed
for several NLP tasks such as machine transla-
tion (Bastings et al., 2017), semantic role labeling
(Marcheggiani and Titov, 2017), document dat-
ing (Vashishth et al., 2018a) and text classifica-
tion (Yao et al., 2018), they have so far not been
used for learning word embeddings, especially
leveraging cues such as syntactic and semantic in-
formation. GCNs provide flexibility to represent
diverse syntactic and semantic relationships be-
tween words all within one framework, without
requiring relation-specific special handling as in
previous methods. Recognizing these benefits, we
make the following contributions in this paper.

1. We propose SynGCN, a Graph Convolution
based method for learning word embeddings.
Unlike previous methods, SynGCN utilizes
syntactic context for learning word representa-
tions without increasing vocabulary size.

2. We also present SemGCN, a framework for in-
corporating diverse semantic knowledge (e.g.,
synonymy, antonymy, hyponymy, etc.) in
learned word embeddings, without requiring
relation-specific special handling as in previous
methods.

3. Through experiments on multiple intrinsic and
extrinsic tasks, we demonstrate that our pro-
posed methods obtain substantial improvement
over state-of-the-art approaches, and also yield

an advantage when used in conjunction with
methods such as ELMo (Peters et al., 2018).

The source code of both the methods has
been made available at http://github.com/
malllabiisc/WordGCN.

2 Related Work

Word Embeddings: Recently, there has been
much interest in learning meaningful word repre-
sentations such as neural language modeling (Ben-
gio et al., 2003) based continuous-bag-of-words
(CBOW) and skip-gram (SG) models (Mikolov
et al., 2013a). This is further extended by Pen-
nington et al. (2014) which learns embeddings by
factorizing word co-occurrence matrix to lever-
age global statistical information. Other formula-
tions for learning word embeddings include multi-
task learning (Collobert et al., 2011) and ranking
frameworks (Ji et al., 2015).

Syntax-based Embeddings: Dependency
parse context based word embeddings is first
introduced by Levy and Goldberg (2014). They
allow encoding syntactic relationships between
words and show improvements on tasks where
functional similarity is more relevant than topical
similarity. The inclusion of syntactic context is
further enhanced through second-order (Komni-
nos and Manandhar, 2016) and multi-order (Li
et al., 2018) dependencies. However, in all these
existing approaches, the word vocabulary is
severely expanded for incorporating syntactic
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relationships.
Incorporating Semantic Knowledge Sources:

Semantic relationships such as synonymy,
antonymy, hypernymy, etc. from several semantic
sources have been utilized for improving the
quality of word representations. Existing methods
either exploit them jointly (Xu et al., 2014; Kiela
et al., 2015; Alsuhaibani et al., 2018) or as a
post-processing step (Faruqui et al., 2014; Mrkšić
et al., 2016). SynGCN falls under the latter
category and is more effective at incorporating
semantic constraints (Section 9.3 and 9.2).

Graph Convolutional Networks: In this pa-
per, we use the first-order formulation of GCNs
via a layer-wise propagation rule as proposed by
(Kipf and Welling, 2016). Recently, some vari-
ants of GCNs have also been proposed (Yadav
et al., 2019; Vashishth et al., 2019). A detailed
description of GCNs and their applications can
be found in Bronstein et al. (2017). In NLP,
GCNs have been utilized for semantic role la-
beling (Marcheggiani and Titov, 2017), machine
translation (Bastings et al., 2017), and relation ex-
traction (Vashishth et al., 2018b). Recently, Yao
et al. (2018) use GCNs for text classification by
jointly embedding words and documents. How-
ever, their learned embeddings are task specific
whereas in our work we aim to learn task agnostic
word representations.

3 Background: Graph Convolutional
Networks

In this section, we will provide a brief overview
of Graph Convolutional Networks (GCNs) (Def-
ferrard et al., 2016; Kipf and Welling, 2016) and
its extension to directed labeled graphs.

3.1 GCN on Directed Labeled Graphs
Let G = (V, E ,X ) be a directed graph where V is
the set of nodes (|V| = n), E indicates the edge
set, and X ∈ Rn×d denotes the d-dimensional in-
put node features. An edge from node u to v with
label luv is denoted by (u, v, luv). As the infor-
mation need not always propagate only along the
direction of the edge, following Marcheggiani and
Titov (2017), we include inverse edges (v, u, l−1uv )
in E . Embedding hk+1

v ∈ Rd of a node v after
k-GCN layers is given as follows.

hk+1
v = f


 ∑

u∈N+(v)

(
W k

luv
hku + bkluv

)



Here, W k
luv
∈ Rd×d and bluv ∈ Rd are label

specific model parameters, N+(v) = N (v) ∪ {v}
is the set of immediate neighbors of v (including
v itself), and hku ∈ Rd is hidden representation of
node u after k − 1 layers.

Edge Label Gating Mechanism: In real-world
graphs, some of the edges might be erroneous or
irrelevant for the downstream task. This is pre-
dominant in automatically constructed graphs like
dependency parse of text. To address this issue,
we employ edge-wise gating (Marcheggiani and
Titov, 2017) in GCNs. For each node v, we calcu-
late a relevance score gkluv ∈ R for all the edges in
which v participates. The score is computed inde-
pendently for each layer as shown below.

gkluv
= σ

(
Ŵ k

luv
hku + b̂kluv

)

Here, Ŵ k
luv
∈ R1×d and b̂kluv

∈ R are trainable
parameters and σ(·) is the sigmoid function. The
updated GCN propagation rule for the kth layer
can be written as shown below.

hk+1
v = f


 ∑

u∈N+(v)

gkluv
×
(
W k

luv
hku + bkluv

)

 (1)

4 Methods Overview

The task of learning word representations in an
unsupervised setting can be formulated as fol-
lows: Given a text corpus, the aim is to learn
a d-dimensional embedding for each word in the
vocabulary. Most of the distributional hypothesis
based approaches (Mikolov et al., 2013b; Penning-
ton et al., 2014) only utilize sequential context for
each word in the corpus. However, this becomes
suboptimal when the relevant context words lie be-
yond the window size. For instance in Figure 1, a
relevant context word discover for Mars is missed if
the chosen window size is less than 3. On the con-
trary, a large window size might allow irrelevant
words to influence word embeddings negatively.

Using dependency based context helps to alle-
viate this problem. However, all existing syntactic
context based methods (Levy and Goldberg, 2014;
Komninos and Manandhar, 2016; Li et al., 2018)
severely expand vocabulary size (as discussed in
Section 1) which limits their scalability to a large
corpus. To eliminate this drawback, we propose
SynGCN which employs Graph Convolution Net-
works (Defferrard et al., 2016; Kipf and Welling,
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2016) to better encode syntactic information in
embeddings. We prefer GCNs over other graph
encoding architectures such as Tree LSTM (Tai
et al., 2015) as GCNs do not restrict graphs to be
trees and have been found to be more effective at
capturing global information (Zhang et al., 2018).
Moreover, they give substantial speedup as they do
not involve recursive operations which are difficult
to parallelize. The overall architecture is shown in
Figure 1, for more details refer to Section 5.

Enriching word embeddings with semantic
knowledge helps to improve their quality for sev-
eral NLP tasks (Faruqui et al., 2014; Mrkšić et al.,
2016). Existing approaches are either incapable
of utilizing these diverse relations or need to be
explicitly modeled for exploiting them. In this
paper, we propose SemGCN which automatically
learns to utilize multiple semantic constraints by
modeling them as different edge types. SemGCN
can be used as a post-processing method similar
to Faruqui et al. (2014); Mrkšić et al. (2016). We
describe it in more detail in Section 6.

5 SynGCN

In this section, we provide a detailed descrip-
tion of our proposed method, SynGCN. Follow-
ing Mikolov et al. (2013b); Levy and Goldberg
(2014); Komninos and Manandhar (2016), we sep-
arately define target and context embeddings for
each word in the vocabulary as parameters in the
model. For a given sentence s = (w1, w2, . . . , wn),
we first extract its dependency parse graph Gs =

(Vs, Es) using Stanford CoreNLP parser (Manning
et al., 2014). Here, Vs = {w1, w2, . . . , wn} and Es
denotes the labeled directed dependency edges of
the form (wi, wj , lij), where lij is the dependency
relation of wi to wj .

Similar to Mikolov et al. (2013b)’s continuous-
bag-of-words (CBOW) model, which defines the
context of a word wi as Cwi = {wi+j : −c ≤ j ≤
c, j 6= 0} for a window of size c, we define the
context as its neighbors in Gs, i.e., Cwi

= N (wi).
Now, unlike CBOW which takes the sum of the
context embedding of words in Cwi

to predict wi,
we apply directed Graph Convolution Network (as
defined in Section 3) on Gs with context embed-
dings of words in s as input features. Thus, for
each word wi in s, we obtain a representation hk+1

i

after k-layers of GCN using Equation 1 which we
reproduce below for ease of readability (with one

exception as described below).

hk+1
i = f


 ∑

j∈N (i)

gklij ×
(
W k

lijh
k
j + bklij

)



Please note that unlike in Equation 1, we use
N (i) instead of N+(i) in SynGCN, i.e., we do not
include self-loops in Gs. This helps to avoid over-
fitting to the initial embeddings, which is unde-
sirable in the case of SynGCN as it uses random
initialization. We note that similar strategy has
been followed by Mikolov et al. (2013b). Further-
more, to handle erroneous edges in automatically
constructed dependency parse graph, we perform
edge-wise gating (Section 3.1) to give importance
to relevant edges and suppress the noisy ones. The
embeddings obtained are then used to calculate the
loss as described in Section 7.

Contrary to the standard word-embedding ap-
proaches (Mikolov et al., 2013b; Pennington et al.,
2014) which rely on sequential context, SynGCN
utilizes syntactic context to learn more meaningful
word representations. We validate this in Section
9.1. Note that, the word vocabulary remains un-
changed during the entire learning process, this
makes SynGCN more scalable compared to the
existing approaches.

Theorem 1. SynGCN is a generalization of
Continuous-bag-of-words (CBOW) model.

Proof. The reduction can be obtained as follows. For a
given sentence s, take the neighborhood of each word
wi in Gs as it sequential context, i.e.,N (wi) = {wi+j :

−c ≤ j ≤ c, j 6= 0} ∀wi ∈ s. Now, if the number of
GCN layers are restricted to 1 and the activation func-
tion is taken as identity (f(x) = x), then Equation 1
reduces to

hi =
∑

−c≤j≤c,j 6=0

(
glij ×

(
Wlijhj + bklij

))
.

Finally, W k
lij

and bklij can be fixed to an identity matrix
(I) and a zero vector (0), respectively, and edge-wise
gating (glij ) can be set to 1. This gives

hi =
∑

−c≤j≤c,j 6=0

(I · hj + 0) =
∑

−c≤j≤c,j 6=0

hj ,

which is the hidden layer equation of CBOW model.
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6 SemGCN

In this section, we propose another Graph Con-
volution based framework, SemGCN, for incor-
porating semantic knowledge in pre-trained word
embeddings. Most of the existing approaches like
Faruqui et al. (2014); Mrkšić et al. (2016) are re-
stricted to handling symmetric relations like syn-
onymy and antonymy. On the other hand, although
recently proposed (Alsuhaibani et al., 2018) is ca-
pable of handling asymmetric information, it still
requires manually defined relation strength func-
tion which can be labor intensive and suboptimal.

SemGCN is capable of incorporating both
symmetric as well as asymmetric information
jointly. Unlike SynGCN, SemGCN operates on
a corpus-level directed labeled graph with words
as nodes and edges representing semantic relation-
ship among them from different sources. For in-
stance, in Figure 2, semantic relations such as hy-
ponymy, hypernymy and synonymy are represented
together in a single graph. Symmetric informa-
tion is handled by including a directed edge in
both directions. Given the corpus level graph G,
the training procedure is similar to that of Syn-
GCN, i.e., predict the word w based on its neigh-
bors in G. Inspired by Faruqui et al. (2014), we
preserve the semantics encoded in pre-trained em-
beddings by initializing both target and context
embeddings with given word representations and
keeping target embeddings fixed during training.
SemGCN uses Equation 1 to update node embed-
dings. Please note that in this case N+(v) is used
as the neighborhood definition to preserve the ini-
tial learned representation of the words.

7 Training Details

Given the GCN representation (ht) of a word (wt),
the training objective of SynGCN and SemGCN is
to predict the target word given its neighbors in the
graph. Formally, for each method we maximize
the following objective1.

E =

|V |∑

t=1

logP (wt|wt
1, w

t
2 . . . w

t
Nt

)

1We also experimented with joint SynGCN and SemGCN
model but our preliminary experiments gave suboptimal per-
formance as compared to the sequential model. This can be
attributed to the fact that syntactic information is orders of
magnitude greater than the semantic information available.
Hence, the semantic constraints are not effectively utilized.
We leave the analysis of the joint model as a future work.

SemGCN (Corpus-level)

w
a
te
r

fo
o
d

sn
o
w

aqua

H2O

water

WTarget

ocean

liquid

synonym hyponym

hypernymsynonym synonym

Figure 2: Overview of SemGCN, our proposed Graph
Convolution based framework for incorporating di-
verse semantic information in learned embeddings.
Double-headed edges denote two edges in both direc-
tions. Please refer to Section 6 for more details.

where, wt is the target word and wt
1, w

t
2 . . . w

t
Nt

are its neighbors in the graph. The probability
P (wt|wt

1, w
t
2 . . . w

t
Nt

) is calculated using the soft-
max function, defined as

P (wt|wt
1, w

t
2 . . . w

t
Nt

) =
exp(vTwt

ht)∑|V |
i=1 exp(v

T
wi
ht)

.

Hence, E reduces to

E =

|V |∑

t=1


vTwt

ht − log

|V |∑

i=1

exp(vTwi
ht)


 , (2)

where, ht is the GCN representation of the target
word wt and vwt is its target embedding.

The second term in Equation 2 is computa-
tionally expensive as the summation needs to be
taken over the entire vocabulary. This can be
overcome using several approximations like noise-
contrastive estimation (Gutmann and Hyvärinen,
2010) and hierarchical softmax (Morin and Ben-
gio, 2005). In our methods, we use negative sam-
pling as used by Mikolov et al. (2013b).

8 Experimental Setup

8.1 Dataset and Training
In our experiments, we use Wikipedia2 corpus for
training the models. After discarding too long and
too short sentences, we get an average sentence
length of nearly 20 words. The corpus consists of

2https://dumps.wikimedia.org/enwiki/20180301/
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57 million sentences with 1.1 billion tokens and 1
billion syntactic dependencies.

8.2 Baselines
For evaluating SynGCN (Section 5), we compare
against the following baselines:
• Word2vec is continuous-bag-of-words model

originally proposed by Mikolov et al. (2013b).
• GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014), a log-bilinear

regression model which leverages global co-
occurrence statistics of corpus.

• Deps (Levy and Goldberg, 2014) is a modifica-
tion of skip-gram model which uses dependency
context in place of sequential context.

• EXT (Komninos and Manandhar, 2016) is an
extension of Deps which utilizes second-order
dependency context features.

SemGCN (Section 6) model is evaluated against
the following methods:
• Retro-fit (Faruqui et al., 2014) is a post-

processing procedure which uses similarity con-
straints from semantic knowledge sources.

• Counter-fit (Mrkšić et al., 2016), a method
for injecting both antonym and synonym con-
straints into word embeddings.

• JointReps (Alsuhaibani et al., 2018), a joint
word representation learning method which si-
multaneously utilizes the corpus and KB.

8.3 Evaluation method
To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed
methods, we compare them against the baselines
on the following intrinsic and extrinsic tasks3:
• Intrinsic Tasks:

Word Similarity is the task of evaluating close-
ness between semantically similar words. Fol-
lowing Komninos and Manandhar (2016); Pen-
nington et al. (2014), we evaluate on Simlex-
999 (Hill et al., 2015), WS353 (Finkelstein
et al., 2001), and RW (Luong et al., 2013)
datasets.
Concept Categorization involves grouping nom-
inal concepts into natural categories. For in-
stance, tiger and elephant should belong to mam-
mal class. In our experiments, we evalute on AP
(Almuhareb, 2006), Battig (Baroni and Lenci,
2010), BLESS (Baroni and Lenci, 2011), ESSLI
(Baroni et al., 2008) datasets.
Word Analogy task is to predict word b2, given
three words a1, a2, and b1, such that the relation
3Details of hyperparameters are in supplementary.

b1 : b2 is same as the relation a1 : a2. We com-
pare methods on MSR (Mikolov et al., 2013c)
and SemEval-2012 (Jurgens et al., 2012).
• Extrinsic Tasks:

Named Entity Recognition (NER) is the task of
locating and classifying entity mentions into
categories like person, organization etc. We
use Lee et al. (2018)’s model on CoNLL-2003
dataset (Tjong Kim Sang and De Meulder,
2003) for evaluation.
Question Answering in Stanford Question An-
swering Dataset (SQuAD) (Rajpurkar et al.,
2016) involves identifying answer to a question
as a segment of text from a given passage. Fol-
lowing Peters et al. (2018), we evaluate using
Clark and Gardner (2018)’s model.
Part-of-speech (POS) tagging aims at associating
with each word, a unique tag describing its syn-
tactic role. For evaluating word embeddings, we
use Lee et al. (2018)’s model on Penn Treebank
POS dataset (Marcus et al., 1994).
Co-reference Resolution (Coref) involves identi-
fying all expressions that refer to the same entity
in the text. To inspect the effect of embeddings,
we use Lee et al. (2018)’s model on CoNLL-
2012 shared task dataset (Pradhan et al., 2012).

9 Results

In this section, we attempt to answer the following
questions.
Q1. Does SynGCN learn better word embeddings

than existing approaches? (Section 9.1)

Q2. Does SemGCN effectively handle diverse
semantic information as compared to other
methods? (Section 9.2)

Q3. How does SemGCN perform compared to
other methods when provided with the same
semantic constraints? (Section 9.3)

Q4. Does dependency context based embedding
encode complementary information com-
pared to ELMo? (Section 9.4)

9.1 SynGCN Evaluation

The evaluation results on intrinsic tasks – word
similarity, concept categorization, and analogy –
are summarized in Table 1. We report Spear-
man correlation for word similarity and analogy
tasks and cluster purity for concept categorization
task. Overall, we find that SynGCN, our proposed
method, outperforms all the existing word embed-
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Word Similarity Concept Categorization Word Analogy

Method WS353S WS353R SimLex999 RW AP Battig BLESS ESSLI SemEval2012 MSR

Word2vec 71.4 52.6 38.0 30.0 63.2 43.3 77.8 63.0 18.9 44.0
GloVe 69.2 53.4 36.7 29.6 58.0 41.3 80.0 59.3 18.7 45.8
Deps 65.7 36.2 39.6 33.0 61.8 41.7 65.9 55.6 22.9 40.3
EXT 69.6 44.9 43.2 18.6 52.6 35.0 65.2 66.7 21.8 18.8

SynGCN 73.2 45.7 45.5 33.7 69.3 45.2 85.2 70.4 23.4 52.8

Table 1: SynGCN Intrinsic Evaluation: Performance on word similarity (Spearman correlation), concept cate-
gorization (cluster purity), and word analogy (Spearman correlation). Overall, SynGCN outperforms other existing
approaches in 9 out of 10 settings. Please refer to Section 9.1 for more details.

Method POS SQuAD NER Coref

Word2vec 95.0±0.1 78.5±0.3 89.0±0.2 65.1±0.3
GloVe 94.6±0.1 78.2±0.2 89.1±0.1 64.9±0.2
Deps 95.0±0.1 77.8±0.3 88.6±0.3 64.8±0.1
EXT 94.9±0.2 79.6±0.1 88.0±0.1 64.8±0.1

SynGCN 95.4±0.1 79.6±0.2 89.5±0.1 65.8±0.1

Table 2: SynGCN Extrinsic Evaluation: Comparison
on parts-of-speech tagging (POS), question answering
(SQuAD), named entity recognition (NER), and co-
reference resolution (Coref). SynGCN performs com-
parable or outperforms all existing approaches on all
tasks. Refer Section 9.1 for details.

ding approaches in 9 out of 10 settings. The in-
ferior performance of SynGCN and other depen-
dency context based methods on WS353R dataset
compared to sequential context based methods is
consistent with the observation reported in Levy
and Goldberg (2014); Komninos and Manandhar
(2016). This is because the syntactic context based
embeddings capture functional similarity rather
than topical similarity (as discussed in Section
1). On average, we obtain around 1.5%, 5.7%
and 7.5% absolute increase in performance on
word similarity, concept categorization and anal-
ogy tasks compared to the best performing base-
line. The results demonstrate that the learned em-
beddings from SynGCN more effectively capture
semantic and syntactic properties of words.

We also evaluate the performance of different
word embedding approaches on the downstream
tasks as defined in Section 8.3. The experimen-
tal results are summarized in Table 2. Overall, we
find that SynGCN either outperforms or performs
comparably to other methods on all four tasks.
Compared to the sequential context based meth-
ods, dependency based methods perform superior
at question answering task as they effectively en-
code syntactic information. This is consistent with
the observation of Peters et al. (2018).

Method POS SQuAD NER Coref

X = SynGCN 95.4±0.1 79.6±0.2 89.5±0.1 65.8±0.1
Retro-fit (X,1) 94.8±0.1 79.6±0.1 88.8±0.1 66.0±0.2
Counter-fit (X,2) 94.7±0.1 79.8±0.1 88.3±0.3 65.7±0.3
JointReps (X,4) 95.4±0.1 79.4±0.3 89.1±0.3 65.6±0.1

SemGCN (X,4) 95.5±0.1 80.4±0.1 89.5±0.1 66.1±0.1

Table 3: SemGCN Extrinsic Evaluation: Compari-
son of different methods for incorporating diverse se-
mantic constraints in SynGCN embeddings on all ex-
trinsic tasks. Refer Section 9.3 of paper for details.

9.2 Evaluation with Diverse Semantic
Information

In this section, we compare SemGCN against the
methods listed in Section 8.2 for incorporating di-
verse semantic information in pre-trained embed-
dings. We use hypernym, hyponym, and antonym re-
lations from WordNet, and synonym relations from
PPDB as semantic information. For each method,
we provide the semantic information that it can
utilize, e.g., Retro-fit can only make use of syn-
onym relation4. In our results, M(X, R) denotes the
fine-tuned embeddings obtained using method M
while taking X as initialization embeddings. R de-
notes the types of semantic information used as
defined below.
• R=1: Only synonym information.
• R=2: Synonym and antonym information.
• R=4: Synonym, antonym, hypernym and hy-

ponym information.
For instance, Counter-fit (GloVe, 2) represents
GloVe embeddings fine-tuned by Counter-fit using
synonym and antonym information.

Similar to Section 9.1, the evaluation is per-
formed on the three intrinsic tasks. Due to space
limitations, we report results on one representa-
tive dataset per task. The results are summarized

4Experimental results controlling for semantic informa-
tion are provided in Section 9.3.
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Init Embeddings (=X) Word2vec GloVe Deps EXT SynGCN

Datasets WS353 AP MSR WS353 AP MSR WS353 AP MSR WS353 AP MSR WS353 AP MSR

Performance of X 63.0 63.2 44.0 58.0 60.4 45.8 55.6 64.2 40.3 59.3 53.5 18.8 61.7 69.3 52.8

Retro-fit (X,1) 63.4 67.8 46.7 58.5 61.1 47.2 54.8 64.7 41.0 61.6 55.1 40.5 61.2 67.1 51.4
Counter-fit (X,2) 60.3 62.9 31.4 53.7 62.5 29.6 46.9 60.4 33.4 52.0 54.4 35.8 55.2 66.4 31.7
JointReps (X,4) 60.9 61.1 28.5 59.2 55.5 37.6 54.8 58.7 38.0 58.8 54.8 20.6 60.9 68.2 24.9

SemGCN (X,4) 64.8 67.8 36.8 63.3 63.2 44.1 62.3 69.3 41.1 62.9 67.1 52.1 65.3 69.3 54.4

Table 4: SemGCN Intrinsic Evaluation: Evaluation of different methods for incorporating diverse semantic
constraints initialized using various pre-trained embeddings (X). M(X, R) denotes the fine-tuned embeddings using
method M taking X as initialization embeddings. R denotes the type of semantic relations used as defined in
Section 9.2. SemGCN outperforms other methods in 13 our of 15 settings. SemGCN with SynGCN gives the best
performance across all tasks (highlighted using · ). Please refer Section 9.2 for details.

F1 score

X = SynGCN

Retro-fit (X,1)

Counter-fit (X,1)

JointReps (X,1)

SemGCN (X,1)

79.0 79.6 80.2 80.8

Figure 3: Comparison of different methods when pro-
vided with the same semantic information (synonym)
for fine tuning SynGCN embeddings. Results denote
the F1-score on SQuAD dataset. SemGCN gives con-
siderable improvement in performance. Please refer
Section 9.3 for details.

in Table 4. We find that in 13 out of 15 settings,
SemGCN outperforms other methods. Overall, we
observe that SemGCN, when initialized with Syn-
GCN, gives the best performance on all the tasks
(highlighted by · in Table 4).

For comparing performance on the extrinsic
tasks, we first fine-tune SynGCN embeddings us-
ing different methods for incorporating semantic
information. The embeddings obtained by this
process are then evaluated on extrinsic tasks, as in
Section 9.1. The results are shown in Table 3. We
use the same M(X,R) notation to represent meth-
ods as in Section 9.2. We observe that while the
other methods do not always consistently give im-
provement over the baseline SynGCN, SemGCN
is able to improve upon SynGCN in all settings
(better or comparable). Overall, we observe that
SynGCN along with SemGCN is the most suit-
able method for incorporating both syntactic and
semantic information.

Method POS SQuAD NER Coref

ELMo (E) 96.1±0.1 81.8±0.2 90.3±0.3 67.8±0.1
E+SemGCN(SynGCN, 4) 96.2±0.1 82.4±0.1 90.9±0.1 68.3±0.1

Table 5: Comparison of ELMo with SynGCN and
SemGCN embeddings on multiple extrinsic tasks. For
each task, models use a linear combination of the pro-
vided embeddings whose weights are learned. Results
show that our proposed methods encode complemen-
tary information which is not captured by ELMo.

9.3 Evaluation with Same Semantic
Information

In this section, we compare SemGCN against
other baselines when provided with the same se-
mantic information: synonyms from PPDB. Sim-
ilar to Section 9.2, we compare both on intrinsic
and extrinsic tasks with different initializations.
The evaluation results of fine-tuned SynGCN em-
beddings by different methods on SQuAD are
shown in the Figure 3. The remaining results
are included in the supplementary (Table S1 and
S2). We observe that compared to other meth-
ods, SemGCN is most effective at incorporating
semantic constraints across all the initializations
and outperforms others at both intrinsic and ex-
trinsic tasks.

9.4 Comparison with ELMo

Recently, ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) has been pro-
posed which fine-tunes word embedding based on
sentential context. In this section, we evaluate
SynGCN and SemGCN when given along with
pre-trained ELMo embeddings. The results are
reported in Table 5. The results show that de-
pendency context based embeddings encode com-
plementary information which is not captured by
ELMo as it only relies on sequential context.
Hence, our proposed methods serves as an effec-
tive combination with ELMo.
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10 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed SynGCN, a graph
convolution based approach which utilizes syntac-
tic context for learning word representations. Syn-
GCN overcomes the problem of vocabulary explo-
sion and outperforms state-of-the-art word embed-
ding approaches on several intrinsic and extrinsic
tasks. We also propose SemGCN, a framework
for jointly incorporating diverse semantic infor-
mation in pre-trained word embeddings. The com-
bination of SynGCN and SemGCN gives the best
overall performance. We make the source code of
both models available to encourage reproducible
research.
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Abstract

Word embedding models typically learn two
types of vectors: target word vectors and con-
text word vectors. These vectors are normally
learned such that they are predictive of some
word co-occurrence statistic, but they are oth-
erwise unconstrained. However, the words
from a given language can be organized in
various natural groupings, such as syntactic
word classes (e.g. nouns, adjectives, verbs)
and semantic themes (e.g. sports, politics, sen-
timent). Our hypothesis in this paper is that
embedding models can be improved by explic-
itly imposing a cluster structure on the set of
context word vectors. To this end, our model
relies on the assumption that context word vec-
tors are drawn from a mixture of von Mises-
Fisher (vMF) distributions, where the parame-
ters of this mixture distribution are jointly op-
timized with the word vectors. We show that
this results in word vectors which are qualita-
tively different from those obtained with exist-
ing word embedding models. We furthermore
show that our embedding model can also be
used to learn high-quality document represen-
tations.

1 Introduction

Word embedding models are aimed at learning
vector representations of word meaning (Mikolov
et al., 2013b; Pennington et al., 2014; Bojanowski
et al., 2017). These representations are primarily
learned from co-occurrence statistics, where two
words are represented by similar vectors if they
tend to occur in similar linguistic contexts. Most
models, such as Skip-gram (Mikolov et al., 2013b)
and GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) learn two dif-
ferent vector representations w and w̃ for each
word w, which we will refer to as the target word
vector and the context word vector respectively.
Apart from the constraint that wi · w̃j should re-
flect how often words wi and wj co-occur, these

vectors are typically unconstrained.
As was shown in (Mu et al., 2018), after per-

forming a particular linear transformation, the an-
gular distribution of the word vectors that are ob-
tained by standard models is essentially uniform.
This isotropy property is convenient for study-
ing word embeddings from a theoretical point of
view (Arora et al., 2016), but it sits at odds with
fact that words can be organised in various nat-
ural groupings. For instance, we might perhaps
expect that words from the same part-of-speech
class should be clustered together in the word em-
bedding. Similarly, we might expect that organ-
ising word vectors in clusters that represent se-
mantic themes would also be beneficial. In fact, a
number of approaches have already been proposed
that use external knowledge for imposing such a
cluster structure, capturing the intuition that words
which belong to the same category should be rep-
resented by similar vectors (Xu et al., 2014; Guo
et al., 2015; Hu et al., 2015; Li et al., 2016c) or
be located in a low-dimensional subspace (Jameel
and Schockaert, 2016). Such models tend to out-
perform standard word embedding models, but it
is unclear whether this is only because they can
take advantage of external knowledge, or whether
imposing a cluster structure on the word vectors is
itself also inherently useful.

In this paper, we propose a word embedding
model which explicitly aims to learn context vec-
tors that are organised in clusters. Note that un-
like the aforementioned works, our method does
not rely on any external knowledge. We simply
impose the requirement that context word vectors
should be clustered, without prescribing how these
clusters should be defined. To this end, we extend
the GloVe model by imposing a prior on the con-
text word vectors. This prior takes the form of a
mixture of von Mises-Fisher (vMF) distributions,
which is a natural choice for modelling clusters in
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directional data (Banerjee et al., 2005).
We show that this results in word vectors that

are qualitatively different from those obtained us-
ing existing models, significantly outperforming
them in syntax-oriented evaluations. Moreover,
we show that the same model can be used for
learning document embeddings, simply by view-
ing the words that appear in a given document as
context words. We show that the vMF distribu-
tions in that case correspond to semantically co-
herent topics, and that the resulting document vec-
tors outperform those obtained with existing topic
modelling strategies.

2 Related Work

A large number of works have proposed tech-
niques for improving word embeddings based on
external lexical knowledge. Many of these ap-
proaches are focused on external knowledge about
word similarity (Yu and Dredze, 2014; Faruqui
et al., 2015; Mrksic et al., 2016), although some
approaches for incorporating categorical knowl-
edge have been studied as well, as already men-
tioned in the introduction. What is different about
our approach is that we do not rely on any external
knowledge. We essentially impose the constraint
that some category structure has to exist, without
specifying what these categories look like.

The view that the words which occur in a given
document collection have a natural cluster struc-
ture is central to topic models such as Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003) and
its non-parametric counterpart called Hierarchi-
cal Dirichlet Processes (HDP) (Teh et al., 2005),
which automatically discovers the number of la-
tent topics based on the characteristics of the data.

In recent years, several approaches that com-
bine the intuitions underlying topic models with
word embeddings have been proposed. For exam-
ple, in (Das et al., 2015) it was proposed to replace
the usual representation of topics as multinomial
distributions over words by Gaussian distributions
over a pre-trained word embedding, while (Bat-
manghelich et al., 2016) and (Li et al., 2016b) used
von Mises-Fisher distributions for this purpose.
Note that documents are still modelled as multi-
nomial distributions of topics in these models. In
(He et al., 2017) the opposite approach is taken:
documents and topics are represented as vectors,
with the aim of modelling topic correlations in an
efficient way, while each topic is represented as a

multinomial distribution over words. In this pa-
per, we take a different approach for learning doc-
ument vectors, by not considering any document-
specific topic distribution. This allows us to repre-
sent document vectors and (context) word vectors
in the same space and, as we will see, leads to im-
proved empirical results.

Apart from using pre-trained word embeddings
for improving topic representations, a number of
approaches have also been proposed that use topic
models for learning word vectors. For example,
(Liu et al., 2015b) first uses the standard LDA
model to learn a latent topic assignment for each
word occurrence. These assignments are then used
to learn vector representations of words and top-
ics. Some extensions of this model have been pro-
posed which jointly learn the topic-specific word
vectors and the latent topic assignment (Li et al.,
2016a; Shi et al., 2017). The main motivation for
these works is to learn topic-specific word repre-
sentations. They are thus similar in spirit to multi-
prototype word embeddings, which aim to learn
sense-specific word vectors (Neelakantan et al.,
2014). Our method is clearly different from these
works, as our focus is on learning standard word
vectors (as well as document vectors).

Regarding word embeddings more generally,
the attention has recently shifted towards contex-
tualized word embeddings based on neural lan-
guage models (Peters et al., 2018). Such contex-
tualized word embeddings serve a broadly simi-
lar purpose as the aforementioned topic-specific
word vectors, but with far better empirical perfor-
mance. Despite their recent popularity, however,
it is worth emphasizing that state-of-the-art meth-
ods such as ELMO (Peters et al., 2018) rely on
a concatenation of the output vectors of a neural
language model with standard word vectors. For
this reason, among others, the problem of learn-
ing standard word vectors remains an important
research topic.

3 Model Description

The GloVe model (Pennington et al., 2014) learns
for each word w a target word vector w and a con-
text word vector w̃ by minimizing the following
objective:

∑

i,j
xij 6=0

f(xij)(wi · w̃j + bi + b̃j − log xij)
2
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where xij is the number of times wi and wj co-
occur in the given corpus, bi and b̃j are bias terms
and f(xij) is a weighting function aimed at reduc-
ing the impact of sparse co-occurrence counts. It
is easy to see that this objective is equivalent to
maximizing the following likelihood function

P (D|Ω) ∝
∏

i,j
xij 6=0

N (log xij ;µij , σ
2)f(xij)

where σ2 > 0 can be chosen arbitrarily, N means
the Normal distribution and

µij = wi · w̃j + bi + b̃j

Furthermore, D denotes the given corpus and Ω
refers to the set of parameters learned by the word
embedding model, i.e. the word vectors wi and w̃j

and the bias terms.
The advantage of this probabilistic formulation

is that it allows us to introduce priors on the pa-
rameters of the model. This strategy was recently
used in the WeMAP model (Jameel et al., 2019) to
replace the constant variance σ2 by a variance σ2j
that depends on the context word. In this paper,
however, we will use priors on the parameters of
the word embedding model itself. Specifically, we
will impose a prior on the context word vectors w̃,
i.e. we will maximize:

∏

i,j
xij 6=0

N (log xij ;µij , σ
2)f(xij) ·

∏

i

P (w̃i)

Essentially, we want the prior P (w̃i) to model
the assumption that context word vectors are clus-
tered. To this end, we use a mixture of von-Mises
Fisher distributions. To describe this distribution,
we begin with a von Mises-Fisher (vMF) distri-
bution (Mardia and Jupp, 2009; Hornik and Grün,
2014), which is a distribution over unit vectors in
Rd that depends on a parameter θ ∈ Rd, where
d will denote the dimensionality of the word vec-
tors. The vMF density for x ∈ Sd (with Sd the
d-dimensional unit hypersphere) is given by:

vmf(x|θ) =
eθ

ᵀx

0F1(; d/2; ||θ||
2

4 )

where the denominator is given by

0F1(; p; q) =

∞∑

n=0

Γ(p)

Γ(p+ n)

qn

n!

which is commonly known as the confluent hyper-
geometric function. Note, however, that we will
not need to evaluate this denominator, as it simply
acts as a scaling factor. The normalized vector θ

‖θ‖ ,
for θ 6= 0, is the mean direction of the distribution,
while ‖θ‖ is known as the concentration parame-
ter. To estimate the parameter θ from a given set of
samples, we can use maximum likelihood (Hornik
and Grün, 2014).

A finite mixture of vMFs, which we denote as
movMF, is a distribution on the unit hypersphere
of the following form (x ∈ Sd):

h(x|Θ) =
K∑

k=1

ψk vmf(x|θk)

where K is the number of mixture components,
ψk ≥ 0 for each k,

∑
k ψk = 1, and Θ =

(θ1, ..., θK). The parameters of this movMF dis-
tribution can be computed using the Expectation-
Maximization (EM) algorithm (Banerjee et al.,
2005; Hornik and Grün, 2014).

Note that movMF is a distribution on unit vec-
tors, whereas context word vectors should not be
normalized. We therefore define the prior on con-
text word vectors as follows:

P (w̃) ∝ h
( w̃

‖w̃‖ |Θ
)

Furthermore, we use L2 regularization to constrain
the norm ‖w̃‖. We will refer to our model as
CvMF.

In the experiments, following (Jameel et al.,
2019), we will also consider a variant of our model
in which we use a context-word specific variance
σ2j . In that case, we maximize the following:

∏

i,j
xij 6=0

N (log xij ;µij , σ
2
j ) ·
∏

i

P (w̃i) ·
∏

i

P (σ2j )

where P (σ2j ) is modelled as an inverse-gamma
distribution (NIG). Note that in this variant we do
not use the weighting function f(xij), as this was
found to be unnecessary when using a context-
word specific variance σ2j in (Jameel et al., 2019).
We will refer this variant as CvMF(NIG).

Document embedding. The model described
above can also be used to learn document embed-
dings. To this end, the target word vectors are sim-
ply replaced by document vectors and the counts
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xij then reflect how often word j occurs in doc-
ument i. Below we will experimentally compare
this strategy with existing methods for learning
document representations, focusing especially on
approaches that are inspired by probabilistic topic
models. Indeed, we can intuitively think of the
vMF mixture components in our model as rep-
resenting topics. While there have already been
topic models that use vMF distributions in this
way (Batmanghelich et al., 2016; Li et al., 2016b),
our approach is different because we do not con-
sider a document-level topic distribution, and be-
cause we do not rely on pre-trained word embed-
dings.

4 Experiments

In this section we assess the potential of our model
both for learning word embeddings (Section 4.1)
and for learning document embeddings (Section
4.2). Our implementation along with trained vec-
tors is available online1.

4.1 Word Embedding Results
In this section, we describe the word embedding
results, where we directly compare our model with
the following baselines: GloVe (Pennington et al.,
2014), Skipgram (Mikolov et al., 2013b) (denoted
as SG), Continuous Bag of Words (Mikolov et al.,
2013b) (denoted as CBOW), and the recently pro-
posed WeMAP model (Jameel et al., 2019). We
have used the Wikipedia dataset which was shared
by Jameel et al. (2019), using the same vocab-
ulary and preprocessing strategy. We report re-
sults for 300-dimensional word vectors and we use
K = 3000 mixture components for our model.
As evaluation tasks, we use standard word anal-
ogy and similarity benchmarks.

Analogy. Table 1 shows word analogy results
for three datasets. First, we show results for the
Google analogy dataset (Mikolov et al., 2013a)
which is available from the GloVe project2 and
covers a mix of semantic and syntactic relations.
These results are shown separately in Table 1 as
Gsem and Gsyn respectively. Second, we consider
the Microsoft syntactic word analogy dataset3,
which only covers syntactic relations and is re-
ferred to as MSR. Finally, we show results for the

1https://bit.ly/313U2ml
2https://github.com/stanfordnlp/GloVe
3https://aclweb.org/aclwiki/Analogy (State of the art)
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Figure 1: Accuracy vs number of vMF mixtures on the
Google word analogy dataset for our model.

BATS analogy dataset4, which covers four cate-
gories of relations: inflectional morphology (IM),
derivational morphology (DM), encyclopedic se-
mantics (ES) and lexicographic semantics (LS).
The results in Table 1 clearly show that our model
behaves substantially differently from the base-
lines: for the syntactic/morphological relation-
ships (Gsyn, MSR, IM, DM), our model outper-
forms the baselines in a very substantial way. On
the other hand, for the remaining, semantically-
oriented categories, the performance is less strong,
with particularly weak results for Gsem. For ES
and IS, it needs to be emphasized that the results
are weak for all models, which is partially due
to a relatively high number of out-of-vocabulary
words. In Figure 1 we show the impact of the num-
ber of mixture components K on the performance
for Gsem and Gsyn (for the NIG variant). This
shows that the under-performance on Gsem is not
due to the choice of K. Among others, we can
also see that a relatively high number of mixture
components is needed to achieve the best results.
Word similarity. The word similarity results
are shown in Table 2, where we have considered
the same datasets as Jameel et al. (2019). In
the table, we refer to EN-RW-Stanford as Stanf,
EN-SIMLEX-999 as LEX, SimVerb3500 as Verb,
EN-MTurk771 as Tr771, EN-MTurk287 as Tr287,
EN-MENTR3K as TR3k, the RareWords dataset
as RW, and the recently introduced Card-660 rare
words dataset (Pilehvar et al., 2018) denoted as
CA-660. Note that we have removed multi-word
expressions from the RW-660 dataset and con-
sider only unigrams, which reduces the size of

4http://vecto.space/projects/BATS/
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Models Gsem GSyn MSR IM DM ES LS
GloVe 78.85 62.81 53.04 55.21 14.82 10.56 0.881

SG 71.58 60.50 51.71 55.45 13.48 08.78 0.671
CBOW 64.81 47.39 45.33 50.58 10.11 07.02 0.764

WeMAP 83.52 63.08 55.08 56.03 14.95 10.62 0.903
CvMF 63.22 67.41 63.21 65.94 17.46 9.380 1.100

CvMF(NIG) 64.14 67.55 63.55 65.95 17.49 9.410 1.210

Table 1: Word analogy accuracy results on different datasets.

Models MC30 TR3k Tr287 Tr771 RG65 Stanf LEX Verb143 WS353 YP130 Verb RW CA-660
GloVe 0.739 0.746 0.648 0.651 0.752 0.473 0.347 0.308 0.675 0.582 0.184 0.422 0.301

SG 0.741 0.742 0.651 0.653 0.757 0.470 0.356 0.289 0.662 0.565 0.195 0.470 0.206
CBOW 0.727 0.615 0.637 0.555 0.639 0.419 0.279 0.307 0.618 0.227 0.168 0.419 0.219

WeMAP 0.769 0.752 0.657 0.659 0.779 0.472 0.361 0.303 0.684 0.593 0.196 0.480 0.301
CvMF 0.707 0.703 0.642 0.652 0.746 0.419 0.353 0.250 0.601 0.465 0.226 0.519 0.394

CvMF(NIG) 0.708 0.703 0.642 0.652 0.747 0.419 0.354 0.250 0.604 0.467 0.226 0.519 0.395

Table 2: Word similarity results on some benchmark datasets (Spearman’s Rho).

this dataset to 484 records. In most of these
datasets, our model does not outperform the base-
lines, which is to be expected given the conclusion
from the analogy task that our model seems spe-
cialized towards capturing morphological and syn-
tactic features. Interestingly, however, in the RW
and CA-660 datasets, which focus on rare words,
our model performs clearly better than the base-
lines. Intuitively, we may indeed expect that the
use of a prior on the context words acts as a form
of smoothing, which can improve the representa-
tion of rare words.

Qualitative analysis. To better understand how
our model differs from standard word embed-
dings, Table 3 shows the ten nearest neighbors
(Al-Rfou et al., 2013) for a number of words ac-
cording to our CvMF(NIG) model and according
to the GloVe model. What can clearly be seen
is that our model favors words that are of the
same kind. For instance, the top 5 neighbours
of fastest are all speed-related adjectives. As an-
other example, the top 7 neighbors of red are col-
ors. To further explore the impact of our model
on rare words, Table 4 shows the nearest neigh-
bors for some low-frequency terms. These exam-
ples clearly suggest that our model captures the
meaning of these words in a better way than the
GloVe model. For example, the top neighbors of
casio are highly relevant terms such as notebook
and compute, whereas the neighbors obtained with
the GloVe model seem largely unrelated. For com-
parison, Table 5 shows the nearest neighbors of

some high-frequency terms. In these case we can
see that the GloVe model obtains the best results,
as e.g. moreover is found as a neighbor of neural
for our model, and indeed is found as a neighbor
of clouds. This supports the results from the sim-
ilarity benchmarks that our model performs better
than standard methods at modelling rare words but
worse at modelling frequent words. Finally, Table
6 shows the effect that our model can have on am-
biguous words, where due to the use of the prior,
a different dominant sense is found.

4.2 Document Embedding Results
To evaluate the document embeddings, we focus
on two downstream applications: categorization
and document retrieval. As an intrinsic evalua-
tion, we also evaluate the semantic coherence of
the topics identified by our model.
Document Categorization. We have evaluated
our document embeddings on four standard doc-
ument classification benchmarks: 1) 20 News-
groups (20NG)5, 2) OHSUMED-23 (OHS)6, 3)
TechTC-300 (TechTC)7, and 4) Reuters-21578
(Reu)8. As baselines, we consider the follow-
ing approaches: 1) TF-IDF weighted bag-of-
words representation, 2) LDA9, 3) HDP10, 4) the

5http://qwone.com/ jason/20Newsgroups/
6https://www.mat.unical.it/OlexSuite/Datasets/

SampleDataSets-download.htm
7http://techtc.cs.technion.ac.il/techtc300/techtc300.html
8https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/reuters-

21578+text+categorization+collection
9https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/ldamodel.html

10https://github.com/blei-lab/hdp
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fastest india red attackers cession summer
Our GloVe Our GloVe Our GloVe Our GloVe Our GloVe Our GloVe

slowest fifth pakistan indian blue blue assailants assailants ceding ceding winter winter
quickest second lanka mumbai yellow white attacker besiegers annexation ceded autumn olympics
slower sixth nepal pakistan white yellow townspeople pursuers annexing reaffirmation spring autumn
faster slowest indian pradesh black which insurgents fortunately cede abrogation year spring
fast ever bangladesh subcontinent green called policemen looters expropriation stipulating fall in

surpassing quickest asia karnataka pink bright retaliation attacker continuance californios months beginning
next third delhi bengal gray pink rioters accomplices ceded renegotiation in next

surpassed respectively sri bangalore well green terrorists captors incorporation expropriation also months
best tenth thailand asia the purple perpetrators strongpoints ironically zapatistas time during
slow first china delhi with black whereupon whereupon dismantling annexation beginning year

Table 3: Nearest neighbors for selected words.

incisions unveil promissory batgirl casio
Our GloVe Our GloVe Our GloVe Our GloVe Our GloVe

incision incision unveiling unveils issuance estoppel catwoman huntress notebook <unk>
indentations embellishment utilise devise curiously scribbled nightwing zatanna compute nightlifepartner

punctures preferably introduce unveiling wherein untraceable supergirl clayface practicality vgnvcm
scalpel notches invent <unk> handwritten evidencing batman superwoman utilizing counterstrike
creases oftentimes expose finalise ostensibly gifting nemesis gcpd add graphing

abrasions utilising publicize solidify purpotedly discordant abandon supergirl furthermore mkii
lacerations lastly anticipating rediscover omnious renegotiation protege riddler utilising kajimitsuo
extractions silhouettes unravelling embellish phony repossession unbeknownst woman utilizing reconditioned
liposuction discreetly uncover reexamine proposing waiving reappears fight likewise bivort
apertures purposefully inaugrate memorializing ironically abrogation cyborg first anticipating spellbinder

Table 4: Nearest neighbors for low-frequency words.

neural clouds
Our GloVe Our GloVe

neuronal neuronal cloud cumulonimbus
brain cortical shadows cloud

cortical correlates mist obscured
perceptual neurons darkness mist

physiological plasticity heavens shadows
signaling neuroplasticity echoes aerosols

furthermore computation indeed sky
moreover circuitry furthermore fog
cellular spiking fog swirling
circuitry mechanisms lastly halos

Table 5: Nearest neighbors for high-frequency words.

amazon apple
Our GloVe Our GloVe

amazonian itunes cherry iigs
forest kindle apples iphone
brazil emusic peach macintosh
rain nightlifepartner pear itunes

green astore red ipad
trees cdbaby sweet ipod

wildlife guianas healthy ios
preserve likewise doctor microsoft

water aforementioned fruit garbageband
rains ebay edible phone

Table 6: Nearest neighbors for ambiguous words.

von Mises-Fisher clustering model (movMF)11, 5)
Gaussian LDA (GLDA)12 and 6) Spherical HDP

11https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/movMF/index.html
12https://github.com/rajarshd/Gaussian LDA

Models 20NG OHS TechTC Reu
TF-IDF 0.852 0.632 0.306 0.319

LDA 0.859 0.629 0.305 0.323
HDP 0.862 0.627 0.304 0.339

movMF 0.809 0.610 0.302 0.336
GLDA 0.862 0.629 0.305 0.352
sHDP 0.863 0.631 0.304 0.353
GloVe 0.852 0.629 0.301 0.315

WeMAP 0.855 0.630 0.306 0.345
SG 0.853 0.631 0.304 0.341

CBOW 0.823 0.629 0.297 0.339
CvMF 0.871 0.633 0.305 0.362

CvMF(NIG) 0.871 0.633 0.305 0.363

Table 7: Document classification results (F1).

(sHDP)1314, 7) GloVe15 (Pennington et al., 2014),
8) WeMAP (Jameel et al., 2019), 9) Skipgram
(SG) and Continuous Bag-of-Words16 (Mikolov
et al., 2013b) models. In the case of the word
embedding models, we create document vectors in
the same way as we do for our model, by simply
replacing the role of target word vectors with doc-
ument word vectors.

In all the datasets, we removed punctuation and

13https://github.com/Ardavans/sHDP
14We do not compare with the method proposed in (Li

et al., 2016b) because its implementation is not available.
Moreover the sHDP method, which was published around
the same time, is very similar in spirit, but the latter uses a
nonparametric HDP topic model.

15https://github.com/stanfordnlp/GloVe
16https://github.com/facebookresearch/fastText
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non-ASCII characters. We then segmented the
sentences using Perl. In all models, parameters
were tuned based on a development dataset. To
this end, we randomly split our dataset into 60%
training, 20% development and 20% testing. We
report the results in terms of F1 score on the test
set, using the Perf tool17. The trained document
vectors were used as input to a linear SVM classi-
fier whose trade-off parameterC was tuned from a
pool of {10, 50, 100}, which is a common setting
in document classification tasks. Note that our ex-
perimental setup is inherently different from those
setups where a word embedding model is evalu-
ated on the text classification task using deep neu-
ral networks, as our focus is on methods that learn
document vectors in an unsupervised way. We
have therefore adopted a setting where document
vectors are used as the input to an SVM classifier.

In our model, we have set the number of word
embeddings iterations to 50. The parameters of
the vMF mixture model were re-computed after
every 5 word embedding iterations. We tuned the
dimensionality of the embedding from the pool
{100, 150, 200} and the number of vMF mixture
components from the pool {200, 500, 800}.

We used the default document topic priors and
word topic priors in the LDA and the HDP topic
models. For the LDA model, we tuned the number
of topics from the pool {50, 80, 100} and the num-
ber of iterations of the sampler was set to 1000.
We also verified in initial experiments that having
a larger number of topics than 100 did not allow
for better performance on the development data.
The number of vMF mixtures of the comparative
method, movMF, was tuned from the pool {200,
500, 800}. For GLDA, as in the original paper,
we have used word vectors that were pre-trained
using Skipgram on the English Wikipedia. We
have tuned the word vectors size and number of
topics from a pool of {100, 150, 200} and {50,
80, 100} respectively. The number of iterations
of the sampler was again set to 1000. We have
used same pre-trained word embeddings for sHDP,
where again the number of dimensions was auto-
matically tuned.

Table 7 summarizes our document classification
results. It can be seen that our model outperforms
all baselines, except for the TechTC dataset, where
the results are very close. Among the baselines,
sHDP achieves the best performance. Interest-

17http://osmot.cs.cornell.edu/kddcup/software.html

Models WT2G HARD AQUT OHS
TF-IDF 0.288 0.335 0.419 0.432

LDA 0.291 0.346 0.447 0.461
HDP 0.301 0.333 0.436 0.455

movMF 0.255 0.311 0.421 0.432
GLDA 0.301 0.351 0.447 0.462
sHDP 0.301 0.334 0.437 0.452
GloVe 0.301 0.333 0.436 0.459

WeMAP 0.302 0.362 0.447 0.465
SG 0.301 0.345 0.447 0.461

CBOW 0.299 0.323 0.441 0.459
CvMF 0.305 0.361 0.449 0.469

CvMF(NIG) 0.306 0.363 0.450 0.471

Table 8: Document retrieval learning experiments
(NDCG@10).

ingly, this model also uses von Mishes-Fisher mix-
tures, but relies on a pre-trained word embedding.

Document Retrieval. Next we describe our doc-
ument retrieval experiments. Specifically, we con-
sider this problem as a learning-to-rank (LTR) task
and use standard information retrieval (IR) tools to
present our evaluation results.

We have used the following standard IR bench-
mark datasets: 1) WT2G18 along with stan-
dard relevance assessments and topics (401 -
450), 2) TREC HARD (denoted as HARD)19,
3) AQUAINT-2 (AQUT)20 where we considered
only the document-level relevance assessments,
and 4) LETOR OHSUMED (OHS)21, which con-
sists of 45 features along with query-document
pairs with relevance judgments in five folds. We
have obtained the raw documents and queries22

of this dataset, from which we can learn the doc-
ument representations. As baselines, we have
considered the following methods: 1) TF-IDF, 2)
LDA (Blei et al., 2003), 3) HDP (Teh et al., 2005),
4) movMF (Banerjee et al., 2005), 5) sHDP (Bat-
manghelich et al., 2016), 6) GloVe (Pennington
et al., 2014), 7) WeMAP (Jameel et al., 2019), 8)
Skip-gram, and 9) CBOW word embedding mod-
els (Mikolov et al., 2013b).

We have adopted the same preprocessing strat-
egy as for the categorization task, with the excep-
tion of OHSUMED, for which suitable LTR fea-
tures are already given. For all other datasets we

18http://ir.dcs.gla.ac.uk/test collections/access to data.html
19https://trec.nist.gov/data/hard.html
20https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2008T25
21https://www.microsoft.com/en-

us/download/details.aspx?id=52482
22http://ir.dcs.gla.ac.uk/resources/test collections/
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used the Terrier LTR framework23 to generate the
six standard LTR document features as described
in (Jameel et al., 2015). The document vectors
were then concatenated with these six features24.
To perform the actual retrieval experiment, we
used RankLib25 with a listwise RankNet (Burges
et al., 2005) model26. Our results are reported in
terms of NDCG@10, which is a common evalua-
tion metric for this setting.

Our training strategy is mostly the same as
for the document categorization experiments, al-
though for some parameters, such as the number
of topics and vMF mixture components, we used
larger values, which is a reflection of the fact that
the collections used in this experiment are sub-
stantially larger and tend to be more diverse (Wei
and Croft, 2006). In particular, the word vector
lengths were chosen from a pool of {150, 200,
300} and the vMF mixtures from a pool of {300,
1000, 3000}. In the LDA model, we selected the
number of topics from a pool of {100, 150, 200}.
For GLDA we have used the same pool for the
number of topics. All our results are reported for
five-fold cross validation, where the parameters of
the LTR model were automatically tuned, which
is a common LTR experimental setting (Liu et al.,
2015a).

The results are presented in Table 8, showing
that our model is able to consistently outperform
all methods. Among the baselines, our NIG vari-
ant achieves the best performance in this case,
which is remarkable as this is also a word embed-
ding model.

Word Coherence. In traditional topic models
such as LDA, the topics are typically labelled by
the k words that have the highest probability in
the topic. These words tend to reflect semanti-
cally coherent themes, which is an important rea-
son for the popularity of topic models. Accord-
ingly, measuring the coherence of the top-k words
that are identified by a given topic model, for each
topic, is a common evaluation measure (Shi et al.,
2017). Using the configurations that performed
best on the tuning data in the document catego-
rization task above, we used Gensim27 (Řehůřek

23http://terrier.org/docs/v4.0/learning.html
24Note that in OHS the document vectors were concate-

nated with 45 LTR features.
25https://sourceforge.net/p/lemur/wiki/RankLib/
26Note that in principle any LTR model for IR could be

used.
27radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/coherencemodel.html

Models 20NG OHS TechTC Reu
TF-IDF 0.323 0.288 0.391 0.209

LDA 0.453 0.355 0.455 0.221
HDP 0.444 0.321 0.451 0.221

movMF 0.331 0.223 0.422 0.212
GLDA 0.466 0.356 0.455 0.234
sHDP 0.453 0.356 0.455 0.236
GloVe 0.455 0.352 0.453 0.221

WeMAP 0.456 0.354 0.454 0.223
SG 0.453 0.355 0.453 0.221

CBOW 0.432 0.344 0.421 0.220
CvMF 0.492 0.356 0.455 0.239

CvMF(NIG) 0.492 0.356 0.455 0.236

Table 9: Word coherence results in c v computed using
Gensim.

and Sojka, 2010) to compute the coherence of the
top-20 words using the c v metric (Röder et al.,
2015). For our model, GDLA and sHDP, the
mixture components that were learned were con-
sided as topics for this experiment. For GloVe,
WeMAP, SG, TF-IDF, and CBOW, we used the
von Mises-Fisher (vMF) soft clustering model
(Banerjee et al., 2005) to determine the cluster
memberships of the context words. For the TF-
IDF results, we instead used hard vMF clustering
(Hornik and Grün, 2014), as the movMF results
are based on TF-IDF features as well. We tuned
the number of clusters using the tuning data. The
top-20 words after applying the clustering model
were then output based on the distance from the
cluster centroid.

The results are shown in Table 9, showing that
the word clusters defined by our mixture compo-
nents are more semantically coherent than the top-
ics obtained by the other methods.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we analyzed the effect of adding a
prior to the GloVe word embedding model, encod-
ing the intuition that words can be organized in
various natural groupings. Somewhat surprisingly,
perhaps, this leads to a word embedding model
which behaves substantially differently from ex-
isting methods. Most notably, our model sub-
stantially outperforms standard word embedding
models in analogy tasks that focus on syntac-
tic/morphological relations, although this comes
at the cost of lower performance in semantically
oriented tasks such as measuring word similarity.
We also found that the model performs better than
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standard word embedding models when it comes
to modelling rare words.

Word embedding models can also be used
to learn document embeddings, by replacing
word-word co-occurrences by document-word co-
occurrences. This allowed us to compare our
model with existing approaches that use von
Mises-Fisher distributions for document mod-
elling. In contrast to our method, these mod-
els are based on topic models (e.g. they typically
model documents as a multinomial distribution
over topics). Surprisingly, we found that the doc-
ument representations learned by our model out-
perform these topic modelling-based approaches,
even those that rely on pre-trained word embed-
dings and thus have an added advantage, consid-
ering that our model in this setting is only learned
from the (often relatively small) given document
collection. This finding puts into question the
value of document-level topic distributions, which
are used by many document embedding methods
(being inspired by topic models such as LDA).
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Abstract
Unsupervised word embeddings have become
a popular approach of word representation
in NLP tasks. However there are limita-
tions to the semantics represented by unsuper-
vised embeddings, and inadequate fine-tuning
of embeddings can lead to suboptimal perfor-
mance. We propose a novel learning technique
called Delta Embedding Learning, which can
be applied to general NLP tasks to improve
performance by optimized tuning of the word
embeddings. A structured regularization is ap-
plied to the embeddings to ensure they are
tuned in an incremental way. As a result, the
tuned word embeddings become better word
representations by absorbing semantic infor-
mation from supervision without “forgetting.”
We apply the method to various NLP tasks and
see a consistent improvement in performance.
Evaluation also confirms the tuned word em-
beddings have better semantic properties.

1 Introduction

Unsupervised word embeddings have become the
basis for word representation in NLP tasks. Mod-
els such as skip-gram (Mikolov et al., 2013a) and
Glove (Pennington et al., 2014) capture the statis-
tics of a large corpus and have good properties that
corresponds to the semantics of words (Mikolov
et al., 2013b). However there are certain problems
with unsupervised word embeddings, such as the
difficulty in modeling some fine-grained word se-
mantics. For example words in the same category
but with different polarities are often confused be-
cause those words share common statistics in the
corpus (Faruqui et al., 2015; Mrkšić et al., 2016).

In supervised NLP tasks, these unsupervised
word embeddings are often used in one of two
ways: keeping fixed or using as initialization (fine-
tuning). The decision is made based on the amount
of available training data in order to avoid overfit-
ting. Nonetheless, underfitting with keeping fixed

and certain degrees of overfitting with fine-tuning
is inevitable. Because this all or none optimiza-
tion of the word embeddings lacks control over the
learning process, the embeddings are not trained to
an optimal point, which can result in suboptimal
task performance, as we will show later.

In this paper, we propose delta embedding
learning, a novel method that aims to address
the above problems together: using regularization
to find the optimal fine-tuning of word embed-
dings. Better task performance can be reached
with properly optimized embeddings. At the same
time, the regularized fine-tuning effectively com-
bines semantics from supervised learning and un-
supervised learning, which addresses some limi-
tations in unsupervised embeddings and improves
the quality of embeddings.

Unlike retrofitting (Yu and Dredze, 2014;
Faruqui et al., 2015), which learns directly from
lexical resources, our method provides a way to
learn word semantics from supervised NLP tasks.
Embeddings usually become task-specific and lose
its generality when trained along with a model to
maximize a task objective. Some approach tried
to learn reusable embeddings from NLP tasks in-
clude multi-task learning, where one predicts con-
text words and external labels at the same time
(Tang et al., 2014), and specially designed gradi-
ent descent algorithms for fine-tuning (Yang and
Mao, 2015). Our method learns reusable super-
vised embeddings by fine-tuning an unsupervised
embeddings on a supervised task with a simple
modification. The method also makes it possible
to examine and interpret the learned semantics.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces the delta embedding learn-
ing method. Section 3 applies the method to NLP
tasks, and the learned embeddings are evaluated
and analyzed in section 4.
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Figure 1: Delta embedding learning in a supervised
NLP task. Solid line: forward model computation.
Dashed line: learning of delta embeddings through
back propagation

2 Methodology

2.1 Delta embedding learning
The aim of the method is to combine the bene-
fits of unsupervised learning and supervised learn-
ing to learn better word embeddings. An unsuper-
vised word embeddings like skip-gram, trained on
a large corpus (like Wikipedia), gives good-quality
word representations. We use such an embedding
wunsup as a starting point and learn a delta embed-
ding w∆ on top of it:

w = wunsup +w∆. (1)

The unsupervised embedding wunsup is fixed to
preserve good properties of the embedding space
and the word semantics learned from large corpus.
Delta embedding w∆ is used to capture discrimi-
native word semantics from supervised NLP tasks
and is trained together with a model for the super-
vised task. In order to learn only useful word se-
mantics rather than task-specific peculiarities that
results from fitting (or overfitting) a specific task,
we impose L21 loss, one kind of structured regu-
larization on w∆:

loss = losstask + c
n

i=1

(
d

j=1

w2
∆ij)

1
2 (2)

The regularization loss is added as an extra term
to the loss of the supervised task.

The effect of L21 loss on w∆ has a straight-
forward interpretation: to minimize the total mov-
ing distance of word vectors in embedding space

while reaching optimal task performance. The L2

part of the regularization keeps the change of word
vectors small, so that it does not lose its origi-
nal semantics. The L1 part of the regularization
induces sparsity on delta embeddings, that only
a small number of words get non-zero delta em-
beddings, while the majority of words are kept in-
tact. The combined effect is selective fine-tuning
with moderation: delta embedding captures only
significant word semantics that is contained in the
training data of the task while absent in the unsu-
pervised embedding.

2.2 Task formulation

Delta embedding learning is a general method that
theoretically can be applied to any tasks or models
that use embeddings. Figure 1 is an illustration of
how the method is applied. The combined delta
embedding and unsupervised embedding is pro-
vided to a model as input. The delta embedding is
updated with the model while optimizing the loss
function in (2). The model is trained to maximize
task performance, and the produced delta embed-
ding when combined with the unsupervised em-
bedding becomes an improved word representa-
tion in its own right.

3 Experiments on NLP tasks

We conduct experiments on several different NLP
tasks to illustrate the effect of delta embedding
learning on task performance.

3.1 Experimental setup

Sentiment analysis We performed experiments
on two sentiment analysis datasets: rt-polarity (bi-
nary) (Pang and Lee, 2005) and Kaggle movie re-
view (KMR, 5 class) (Socher et al., 2013). For rt-
polarity, we used a CNN model as in (Kim, 2014).
For KMR an LSTM-based model is used.

Reading comprehension We used the Stanford
Question Answering Dataset (SQuAD, v1.1) (Ra-
jpurkar et al., 2016) and the Bi-directional At-
tention Flow (BiDAF) (Seo et al., 2016) model.
The original hyperparameters are used, except that
character-level embedding is turned off to help
clearly illustrate the effect of word embeddings.

Language inference The MultiNLI (Williams
et al., 2018) and SNLI (Bowman et al., 2015)
datasets are used for evaluation of the natural lan-
guage inference task. We use the ESIM model,
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Regularization
coefficient rt-polarity KMR SQuAD

EM F1
MultiNLI

Genre M Mis-M SNLI

0 (finetune) 78.61 68.43 64.29 74.35 69.3 61.2 62.1 57.2
∞ (fixed) 76.66 66.72 67.94 77.33 69.5 62.6 64.0 59.7
10−3 76.17 67.01 68.08 77.56 69.5 63.0 63.6 60.2
10−4 79.30 67.97 68.45 78.12 71.5 63.4 64.3 60.6
10−5 78.71 68.96 66.48 76.31 70.9 63.6 63.8 59.7

Table 1: Performance of different embedding training methods on various NLP tasks. Numbers represent model
accuracy (in percentage) on each task , except for SQuAD

a strong baseline in (Williams et al., 2018). As
MultiNLI is a large dataset, we use a subset (“fic-
tion” genre) for training to simulate a moderate
data setting, and use development set and SNLI
for testing.

Common setup For all the experiments, we
used Glove embeddings pre-trained on Wikipedia
and Gigaword corpus1 as they are publicly avail-
able and frequently used in NLP literature. Di-
mensions of word embeddings in all models are
set to 100.

3.2 Results

The task performance of models with different
embedding learning choices is reported in Table
1. All initialized with unsupervised pre-trained
embeddings, comparison is made between fine-
tuning, keeping fixed and tuning with delta em-
beddings. For delta embeddings, there is one hy-
perparameter c that controls the strength of regu-
larization. We empirically experiment in the range
of [10−5, 10−3].

In all the tasks delta embedding learning outper-
forms conventional methods of using embedding.
As embeddings is the only variable, it shows delta
embedding learning learns better quality embed-
dings that results in better task performance.

Roughly two kinds of scenarios exist in these
tasks. For easier tasks like sentiment analysis un-
derfitting is obvious when keeping embeddings
fixed. Harder tasks like reading comprehension
on the other hand clearly suffer from overfitting.
In both situations delta embeddings managed to
balance between underfitting and overfitting with
a more optimal tuning.

For the hyper-parameter choice of regulariza-
tion coefficient c, we found it fairly insensitive to
tasks, with c = 10−4 achieving the best perfor-
mance in most tasks.

1https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/

The results indicate that delta embedding learn-
ing does not require the decision to fix the embed-
ding or not in an NLP task, as delta embedding
learning always harvests the best from unsuper-
vised embeddings and supervised fine-tuning, re-
gardless of the amount of labeled data.

4 Embedding evaluation

To validate the hypothesis that better performance
is the result of better embeddings, we examine the
properties of embeddings tuned with delta embed-
ding learning. Word embedding from the BiDAF
model is extracted after training on SQuAD, and
is compared with the original Glove embedding.

The motivation of investigating embeddings
trained on SQuAD is because reading comprehen-
sion is a comprehensive language understanding
task that involves a rather wide spectrum of word
semantics. Training on SQuAD tunes a number
of word embeddings which results in non-trivial
changes of embedding properties on the whole vo-
cabulary level, which we can validate with embed-
ding evaluation tests. As for simpler tasks like sen-
timent analysis, we observe that they tune fewer
words and the effects are less visible.

4.1 QVEC
QVEC (Tsvetkov et al., 2015) is a comprehensive
evaluation of the quality of word embeddings by
aligning with linguistic features. We calculated
the QVEC score of learned embeddings (Table 2).

Embedding QVEC score Relative gain
Glove 0.37536 -
finetune 0.37267 −2.7 · 10−3

delta@10−3 0.37536 3.0 · 10−6

delta@10−4 0.37543 7.5 · 10−5

delta@10−5 0.37332 −2.0 · 10−3

Table 2: QVEC scores of learned embeddings

Using the original Glove embedding as refer-
ence, unconstrained finetune decreases the QVEC
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Correlation Glove finetune
delta

@10−4 ∆

WS-353 0.555 0.545 0.563 +
WS-353-SIM 0.657 0.659 0.667 +
WS-353-REL 0.495 0.485 0.506 +
MC-30 0.776 0.764 0.783 +
RG-65 0.741 0.736 0.740 -
Rare-Word 0.391 0.377 0.392 +
MEN 0.702 0.703 0.703 +
MTurk-287 0.632 0.625 0.635 +
MTurk-771 0.574 0.577 0.576 +
YP-130 0.460 0.475 0.467 +
SimLex-999 0.292 0.304 0.295 +
Verb-143 0.302 0.305 0.315 +
SimVerb-3500 0.169 0.176 0.171 +

Table 3: Evaluation of embedding by word pair simi-
larity ranking.

score, because the embedding overfits to the task,
and some of the semantic information in the orig-
inal embedding is lost. Delta embedding learning
(c = 10−4) achieves the best task performance
while also slightly increases the QVEC score. The
change in score is somewhat marginal, but can be
regarded as a sanity check: delta embedding learn-
ing does not lower the quality of the original em-
bedding (in other words, it does not suffer from
catastrophic forget). Also, as the QVEC score is
strongly related to downstream task performance,
it also means that delta-tuned embedding is no less
general and universal than the original unsuper-
vised embedding.

4.2 Word similarity

Word similarity is a common approach for exam-
ining semantics captured by embeddings. We used
the tool in (Faruqui and Dyer, 2014) to evaluate on
13 word similarity datasets.

Showed in Table 3, delta embedding trained
with c = 10−4 has the best performance in
over half of the benchmarks. When compared
to the original Glove embedding, unconstrained
fine-tuned embedding gets better at some datasets
while worse at others, indicating that naive fine-
tuning learns some semantic information from the
task while “forgetting” some others. Delta em-
bedding learning however, achieves better per-
formance than Glove embedding in all but one
datasets (negligible decrease on RG-65, see the
last column of Table 3). This shows that delta em-
bedding learning effectively learns new semantics
from a supervised task and adds it to the original
embedding in a non-destructive way. The quality
of embedding is improved.

Sentiment
Analysis

neither still unexpected nor bore
lacking worst suffers usual moving
works interesting tv fun smart

Reading
Comprehension

why another what along called
whose call which also this if not
occupation whom but he because into

Language
Inference

not the even I nothing because that you
it as anything only was if want forget
well be so from does in certain could

Table 4: Words with the largest norm of delta embed-
ding in different tasks

4.3 Interpreting word semantics learning

The formulation of delta embeddings makes it
possible to help analyze word semantics learned
in a supervised task, regardless of the model used.

To answer the question “What is learned in the
task?”, the norm of delta embeddings can be used
to identify which word has a significant newly
learned component. In Table 4, for instance, words
with a sentiment like “bore” and “fun” are mostly
learned in sentiment analysis tasks. In read-
ing comprehension, question words like “what”
and “why” are the first to be learned , after that
are words helping to locate possible answers like
“called,” “another,” and “also.”

Nearest neighbors of word “not”2

Before
training

(+) good always clearly definitely well able
(-) nothing yet none

After
training

(+) sure
(-) nothing yet none bad lack unable nobody

less impossible unfortunately Not rarely

Table 5: The position shift of word “not” in embedding
space

The semantics learned in a word can be repre-
sented by its shift of position in the embedding
space (which is the delta embedding). We found
the semantics learned are often discriminative fea-
tures. Use the word “not” as an example, after
training it clearly gains a component representing
negativity, and differentiates positive and negative
words much better (Table 5). These discriminative
semantics are sometimes absent or only weakly
present in co-occurrence statistics, but play a cru-
cial role in the understanding of text in NLP tasks.

2only showing words with a polarity
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5 Conclusion

We proposed delta embedding learning, a super-
vised embedding learning method that not only
improves performance in NLP tasks, but also
learns better universal word embeddings by letting
the embedding “grow” under supervision.

Because delta embedding learning is an incre-
mental process, it is possible to learn from a se-
quence of tasks, essentially “continuous learning”
(Parisi et al., 2018) of word semantics. It is an in-
teresting future work and will make learning word
embeddings more like human learning a language.
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Abstract

We present the first annotated resource for
the aspectual classification of German verb to-
kens in their clausal context. We use aspec-
tual features compatible with the plurality of
aspectual classifications in previous work and
treat aspectual ambiguity systematically. We
evaluate our corpus by using it to train super-
vised classifiers to automatically assign aspec-
tual categories to verbs in context, permitting
favourable comparisons to previous work.

1 Introduction

The universal linguistic category of aspect de-
scribes how a verb or a verbal projection (including
sentences, ‘predicates’ for short) characterises the
temporal course of a state of affairs or ‘eventuality’.
Such information is relevant for tasks that extract
temporal information from texts, such as informa-
tion extraction, question answering, and document
summarisation (Costa and Branco, 2012). Further
tasks in which aspectual information plays a cru-
cial role include computational semantic analysis
(Caselli and Quochi, 2007), zoning (analysing the
argumentative and rhetorical structure of texts; Ba-
iamonte et al. 2016), and the analysis of specific
textual elements, e.g., captions (Alikhani and Stone,
2019).

Aspect must also be considered in event annota-
tion (Pustejovsky et al., 2010; Bittar et al., 2011;
Caselli et al., 2011). Aspect is a universal semantic
category; thus, the same aspectual patterns reap-
pear across languages.

We created the first resource of German verbs
annotated for aspectual class in context. We use
aspectual features compatible with various differ-
ent previously published aspectual classifications,
and model the pervasive phenomenon of aspectual
ambiguity. We evaluate the resource by using it in
supervised aspectual classifiers for verbs in context.

2 Aspectual classes and ambiguity

Aspectual classes are established by feature di-
chotomies (Vendler, 1967; Moens and Steedman,
1988; Egg, 2005). First, stative predicates describe
purely static situations (e.g., be happy or love);
dynamic ones introduce eventualities with develop-
ment (e.g., continuous change of place in move).

Dynamic predicates can be either unbounded (in-
troduce eventualities without inherent boundaries,
e.g., move or play the piano), or bounded (e.g., run
a mile or build a house). Bounded predicates (also
called ‘telic’) have four subgroups that are cross-
classified by the features change - no change and
punctual - extended: The first pair distinguishes
predicates that express an explicit change of state
(e.g., leave as change from being present to be-
ing away) from predicates that do not (e.g., play
a sonata).1 The second pair distinguishes e.g. the
no-change predicates cough and play a sonata or
the change predicates explode and build a house.

The punctual - extended distinction is gradual
(while the others are binary). This will tend to
aggravate both the annotation and the automatic
classification of aspect.

These features define six aspectual classes: Only
dynamic predicates can be bounded or not, and only
bounded predicates can be extended or punctual,
and introduce an explicit change of state or none.
Such aspectual properties are sometimes called
‘lexical aspect’ or ‘aktionsart’ to distinguish them
from ‘morphological aspect’, e.g., the progressive
or perfective/imperfective markers in Slavic lan-
guages.

Also, the aspectual class of a verb may be influ-
enced obligatorily by an argument, in particular,
by an ‘incremental theme’ (Dowty, 1991; Krifka,

1This pair appears as ‘culminated’ and ‘non-culminated’
in Siegel and McKeown (2000) and as ‘±conseq[uence]’ in
Moens and Steedman (1988); in the latter it partitions dynamic
predicates.
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1992) like in eat an apple (bounded) vs. eat ap-
ples (unbounded), or by arguments that specify the
path inherent in movement verbs, compare run a
mile (bounded) vs. run some laps (unbounded).2

Our corpus contains a substantial number of these
cases. Their classification in our corpus reflects the
aspectual influence of these arguments.

Operators like the progressive and specific kinds
of adverbials may exert an aspectual influence on
the predicates which they take as arguments. For
instance, durative adverbials map unbounded pred-
icates onto extended no-change predicates, and the
progressive maps dynamic predicates of all kinds
onto stative ones. Consequently, the aspectual class
of a full clause or sentence may differ from the one
of its main verb (plus its arguments); thus, anno-
tating aspect at the clause or sentence level differs
from our annotation task.

The aspectual value of a predicate can also be
modified in order to fit aspectual selection restric-
tions of an operator, which is known as aspectual
coercion (Moens and Steedman, 1988). For in-
stance, if plötzlich ‘suddenly’, which requires a
punctual argument, is combined with an unbounded
predicate like laufen ‘walk’, this induces an inchoa-
tive reinterpretation of the verb in the sense of ‘be-
gin to walk’. Our annotation records the aspectual
class of the argument before any coercion.

Classifying verbs aspectually must be able to
handle the (often systematic) aspectual ambiguity
on the token level (5% of the tokens in our corpus),
including (1) and (2).3

Ambiguity can arise in that a token has no value
for a feature, e.g., abtrennen ‘detach’ in (1) for
‘punctual-extended’, because duration is unclear:

(1) wenn der Kunde die Karte abtrennt
‘when the client detaches the card’

Other cases have two distinct readings, e.g., many
verbs in the semantic field of communication have
a stative and a change-of-state reading. E.g., in
(2), zeigen ‘show’ can indicate a stative property
(‘be more successful’) or a change of state (‘obtain
better results’):

(2) diese Firmen zeigen bessere Ergebnisse
‘these companies show better results’

2Incrementality is given a wider definition in Tenny (1992),
which goes beyond the phenomena relevant for our annotation
initiative.

3Croft et al. (2016) also emphasise the importance of as-
pectual ambiguity in their work on aspectual annotation.

Systematic ambiguity furthermore emerges for
so-called ‘degree achievements’ like den Weg
kehren ‘sweep the path’ (Kennedy and Levin,
2008), which systematically have an unbounded
reading (continuous development, here, towards
cleanliness) and an extended change reading (here,
crossing a threshold of cleanliness). We found
many instances of these in our corpus as well.

The great level of detail of our classification is
novel and addresses the problem that—beyond dis-
tinguishing stative predicates—previous work on
aspectual classification disagrees widely. Our clas-
sification is related to previous ones in Table 1. It
can easily be transformed into other classifications
by collapsing classes. E.g., uniting the ‘unbounded’
and the ‘extended/no change’ class yields Moens
and Steedman’s system; ignoring the ‘change/no
change’ feature returns Vendler’s classes. In this
way, our classification is not tied to the limitations
imposed by specific aspectual theories. This flex-
ibility is an advantage over preceding annotation
initiatives, which typically presuppose a specific
aspectual classification.

This flexibility also means that our classification
lends itself to tasks of different granularity. As we
will show in Section 5, it can be used for coarse
two-way distinctions, e.g., between stative and non-
stative predicates, as well as for very fine-grained
classification tasks.

3 Related work

Siegel and McKeown (2000) annotated the main
verbs of 1,478 and 615 parsed clauses from medi-
cal discharge summaries and novels, respectively,
with the classes of Moens and Steedman (1988).
These classes are determined lexically (and may
be influenced by obligatorily aspectually relevant
arguments as discussed above), which they call
‘fundamental aspectual class’. Each verb instance
is assigned a single aspectual class, which neglects
aspectual ambiguity on the token level.

They trained supervised classifiers, using ‘lin-
guistic indicators’ for aspectual classes as features,
e.g., the perfect, the progressive or durative adver-
bials like for two hours. Co-occurrences of these in-
dicators with the verbs were counted in large parsed
corpora (supersets of the annotated corpora).

For the first corpus, they distinguished stative vs.
dynamic verbs with 93.9% accuracy. The second
corpus was used for distinguishing ‘culmination’
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Our classes Vendler (1967) Moens and Steedman (1988) Egg (2005)
stative state state stative predicate

unbounded activity process process predicate
extended/ no change accomplishment intergressive predicate

dynamic bounded extended/ change culminated process change predicate
punctual/ no change achievement point intergressive predicate
punctual/ change culmination change predicate

Table 1: Comparison of aspectual classes in previous work and our features.

and ‘non-culmination’4 with up to 74% accuracy.
Friedrich and Palmer (2014) took into account as-

pectual ambiguity of verb tokens. In their first cor-
pus of 6,161 clauses (from MASC, Ide et al. 2008),
verb tokens are classified as stative, dynamic, or
ambiguous. A second set of 2,667 clauses from the
Brown Corpus focused on verbs that are ambiguous
for stativity, by sampling sentences containing 20
frequent verbs that had both stative and dynamic
senses, and annotating as before.

They trained classifiers on these data, using
the type-based indicators of Siegel and McKeown
(2000), and vectors from a word space model. To
characterise individual verb tokens, they included
contextual features like POS tag, tense, voice, and
WordNet classes of the verb arguments.

Experiment 1 tested performance on verbs dur-
ing training. The classifier was trained on the first
data set, using 10-fold cross validation. Accuracy
reached 84.1%, but no feature set statistically out-
performed the naïve strategy of memorising each
verb’s most likely aspect class. Experiment 2 tested
the classifier on unseen verbs, by stratifying the
cross validation folds by verb lemma.

Falk and Martin (2016) annotated 1,200 French
verb tokens, modelling aspectual ambiguity di-
rectly in their aspectual classification; this is based
on Vendler classes but adds four ambiguity classes,
e.g., for verbs ambiguous between ‘state’ and ‘ac-
tivity’ like penser ‘think’. Also, there is a class of
change-of-state verbs unspecified for punctuality,
and two classes of degree achievements (with and
without preference for the change reading).

We see two problems for their approach. First,
aspectual ambiguity is a property of individual
verbs, hence, no additional classes are needed. Sec-
ond, their classification is not general enough, e.g.,
for zeigen ‘show’, which can be stative or change
of state. Since we can handle aspectual ambiguity
of verbs, we can replicate their classification (up to

4In their adaption of Moens and Steedman’s terms, this
emerges as ±conseq, i.e., change verbs vs. the union of un-
bounded and no-change verbs in our terms.

the two classes of degree achievements).
Falk and Martin train a classifier on their annota-

tion, which reaches 67% accuracy on a three-way
split between unbounded and change-of-state verbs,
and those that fall in between the two groups.

Other resources target aspectual classification
at the sentence or clause level. Mathew and Katz
(2009) annotate 1,816 Penn Treebank sentences
with dynamic verbs as episodic (describing actual
eventualities) or habitual (referring to habits, a sub-
class of stative predicates). Friedrich and Pinkal
(2015) annotate 10,355 Wikipedia clauses as stative
(and non-habitual), episodic, or habitual. Zarcone
and Lenci (2008) annotate 3,129 sentences of the
Italian Syntactic-Semantic Treebank (Montemagni
et al., 2003) for Vendler’s (1967) classes. The cor-
pora of Palmer et al. (2007) (6,065 clauses from
Brown Corpus and MUC6 dataset) and Friedrich
et al. (2016) (45,331 clauses from Brown Corpus,
MASC, and Wikipedia) annotate clauses for ‘situa-
tion entities’, which include, but go beyond aspec-
tual classes.

4 The resource

4.1 Annotation

We compiled a corpus of German verb tokens in
their clausal contexts from the SdeWaC corpus
(Faaß and Eckart, 2013) and parsed them with
mate-tools (Bohnet et al., 2013); the aspectual
annotation used our six-fold classification.

The corpus has three parts. Part A (3000 clauses)
is based on a verb sample balanced for verb fre-
quency. We took 60 verbs drawn at random for
annotation, 20 each from the classes with high (65
verbs with counts of > 105 in SdeWaC), medium
(602 verbs, counts > 104), and low frequency (ca.
2100 verbs, counts > 103). For each of these 60
verbs, we drew 50 sentences with that verb from
SdeWaC. Part B (900 clauses) repeated this proce-
dure without using a verb sample, including 300
sentences each with verbs of high, medium, and
low frequency. Part C (300 clauses) has 150 sen-
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tences with punctual (e.g., cough) and 150 sen-
tences with extended no-change verbs (e.g., run a
mile), as these are systematically under-represented
in the other two parts.

Our annotation tool allowed only feasible combi-
nations of the aspectual features. Annotation guide-
lines explained the aspectual features and provided
tests for assigning values to them. E.g., stative
predicates like glücklich sein ‘be happy’ do not
combine with adverbials expressing intentionality:

(3) *Max ist freiwillig glücklich.
‘Max is voluntarily happy.’

Similar tests guide the annotation of the other three
feature pairs, e.g., only unbounded predicates com-
bine with durative adverbials. The guidelines also
explain the phenomenon of obligatory aspectual in-
fluence by verbal arguments. The annotation paid
consideration to metaphorical usages; however, our
anecdotal experience suggests that verbal metaphor
tends to preserve aspectual class. Disagreements
between annotators were subsequently adjudicated.

We annotate aspectual ambiguity on the token
level; categories are tagged ‘unknown’ when a verb
has no value for a specific feature like in (1). Cases
like (2) get two separate full annotations.

4.2 Annotator agreement

We evaluated inter-annotator agreement after train-
ing the annotators and having them annotate ca.
2,200 clauses. Both annotators annotated 248 un-
seen clauses; nine of these were excluded as invalid.
Table 2 shows agreement on the remaining 239
clauses before adjudication. Its first four rows dis-
play agreement on specific categories. ‘Class’ lists
agreement on our six-way aspectual classification;
the last line shows agreement without the problem-
atic punctual - extended category. In Landis and
Koch’s (1977) terms, agreement on the first three
feature pairs is substantial, and fair on the fourth.
Agreement on the overall classification is moderate,
rising to substantial without the extended - punc-
tual distinction. The results confirm our scepticism
about the usefulness of this distinction, because de-
ciding whether a predicate is punctual or extended
has frequently proven to be extremely hard.

Agreement on the stative/dynamic features is
like in Friedrich and Palmer (2014). For the anno-
tation of the first corpus by two annotators, their
Cohen’s κ was 0.7, for their second corpus, 0.6.

Stative κ = 0.746
Bounded 0.735
Change of state 0.758
Extended 0.292

Class 0.548
Class w/o extended 0.651

Table 2: Agreement on the aspectual class annotation.

Task Baseline Classifier

6-way 0.295 0.712
4-way 0.445 0.785
Vendlerian 0.368 0.730
Stativity 0.719 0.877
Stative/Unbounded - Change 0.443 0.817
Culmination 0.618 0.856

Table 3: Classifier accuracy on aspect labelling tasks.

5 Evaluation

To test the validity and utility of our annotated cor-
pus, we trained supervised classifiers on the dataset.
The fine granularity of our classification allows us
to define several tasks. We use a logistic regression
classifier with L2 regularisation (λ−1 = 2.78) and
employ sentence-level features derived from the au-
tomatic parse of the clause: the verb lemma; POS;
tense; use of the passive; a word embedding for the
verb5; a bag of words to represent the sentence con-
text; the lemmas of the verb’s grammatical depen-
dants; the GermaNet (Hamp and Feldweg, 1997)
semantic class for the verb and its subject and ob-
ject; the adverb modifying the verb, if available;
and the subcategorisation frame of the verb, given
by the rule-based classifier of Roberts et al. (2014).
Training and testing use 10-fold cross validation.
Table 3 shows accuracies and baselines, which al-
ways predict the training set’s most frequent label.

The first classifier predicts the full 6-way clas-
sification of the annotation. To handle aspectual
ambiguity, each verb instance maps to an ambigu-
ity class consisting of one or more aspectual class
labels. The distribution of ambiguity classes is
long-tailed, and we discard data points with labels

5The embedding was built using word2vec on the lem-
matised SdeWaC with the parameters recommended by Baroni
et al. (2014): 400-dimensional CBOW vectors, window size
5, subsampling with t = 1e−5, negative sampling with 10
samples.
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less frequent than a threshold set to 10. In the case
of the 6-way classifier, this removes 40 data points,
and results in 10 ambiguity classes in total.

The second and the third classifier test our ex-
pectation that our resource is useful for less fine-
grained aspectual classifications, too. The sec-
ond classifier disregards the punctual-extended fea-
ture (collapsing the two change and the two non-
change classes), i.e., follows Egg’s (2005) clas-
sification. 18 data points are dropped, leaving
7 possible labels. The third classifier disregards
the change/no-change distinction, corresponding
to Vendler’s (1967) classes. 26 data points are
dropped, resulting in 7 possible labels.

These three models achieve similar error rate
reductions over the baseline of about 60%. The 4-
way classifier, which ignores the extended-punctual
distinction, outperforms the Vendlerian classifier,
which includes it; this suggests that the extended-
punctual distinction is more difficult to identify and
to model.

The following three classifiers are motivated by
classifications in prior work. The fourth one (‘Sta-
tivity’) predicts whether a token is stative (1077),
dynamic (2915), or ambiguous in context (60).
This corresponds to Experiment 1 of Friedrich and
Palmer (2014, p.520). Their baseline of 0.725 and
their classifier accuracy of 0.841 are both similar
to our results. We can also replicate their Experi-
ment 2 by stratifying the cross validation folds by
verb lemma, showing the performance of the clas-
sifier on unseen verbs. Our accuracy here is 0.811,
almost identical to their reported 0.819.

The fifth classifier approximates the classifica-
tion task of Falk and Martin (2016), distinguishing
‘atelic’ (1707, our stative and unbounded verbs),
‘telic’ (1794, our change of state verbs), and ‘vari-
able telicity’ (551, our no-change verbs, plus verbs
that are ambiguous between the other two cate-
gories). Our results exceed theirs (0.675 accuracy
with a 0.484 baseline).

The sixth classifier predicts whether a verb token
is ‘culminated’ or ‘non-culminated’, corresponding
to the task of Experiment 2 of Siegel and McKeown
(2000, Table 16, p.618). Culminated verbs (1834)
are our change verbs, and non-culminated verbs
(1077), the union of our unbounded and no-change
verbs; 59 verbs are ambiguous in context. Siegel
and McKeown report a baseline of 0.633, similar
to ours, and their classifier achieves 0.740, which
we outperform.

These experiments support several conclusions.
First, we have shown our resource can be used
to build machine learning classifiers of high qual-
ity, speaking to the validity of our corpus. While
we can only draw indirect comparisons to previ-
ous work in English and French, the accuracies
achieved by our classifiers suggest that we go be-
yond the state of the art in our work.

Second, our resource has proven to be very flexi-
ble in that it can be broken down in different ways
to capture different aspectual distinctions, which is
very welcome considering the wide range of aspec-
tual classifications.

Finally, the better performance of the 4-way clas-
sifier compared to the Venderian classifier, com-
bined with the κ value for the extended-punctual
distinction (Table 2) seems to indicate that both ma-
chines and human annotators find it hard to judge
the length of time of a reported event. As hypoth-
esised, this distinction has proved to be the most
difficult of our four aspectual features; this finding
accords with Zarcone and Lenci (2008), who report
that durativity is the hardest aspectual feature to
classify.

6 Conclusion and future work

We present the first aspectually annotated resource
for German verb tokens. We report substantial inter-
annotator agreement, and validate our resource by
training automatic aspectual classifiers, permitting
favourable comparisons to prior work. The an-
notated corpus, the source code for the annota-
tion tool, and the annotation guidelines are avail-
able at https://github.com/wroberts/
annotator.

Future work will offer a more principled account
of aspectual classification for specific verb classes,
among them speech act and communication verbs
(e.g., promise or call) that occur frequently in cor-
pora but have hitherto been neglected in aspectual
analyses.

On a more general scale, we envisage examining
the interplay of verb class (e.g., the classes of Levin
1993), verb sense, and aspectual class, with the
purpose of estimating the influence of the sentential
context on the aspectual value of the predicate. We
also intend to develop a more principled treatment
for the aspectual classification of metaphors, which
are frequent in other corpora.
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Abstract
In neural network models of language, words
are commonly represented using context-
invariant representations (word embeddings)
which are then put in context in the hidden lay-
ers. Since words are often ambiguous, repre-
senting the contextually relevant information
is not trivial. We investigate how an LSTM
language model deals with lexical ambiguity
in English, designing a method to probe its
hidden representations for lexical and contex-
tual information about words. We find that
both types of information are represented to
a large extent, but also that there is room for
improvement for contextual information.

1 Introduction

In language, a word can contribute a very differ-
ent meaning to an utterance depending on the con-
text, a phenomenon known as lexical ambiguity
(Cruse, 1986; Small et al., 2013). This variation is
pervasive and involves both morphosyntactic and
semantic aspects. For instance, in the examples in
Table 1, show is used as a verb in Ex. (1), and as a
noun in Ex. (2-3), in a paradigmatic case of mor-
phosyntactic ambiguity in English. Instead, the
difference between Ex. (2) and (3) is semantic in
nature, with show denoting a TV program and an
exhibition, respectively. Semantic ambiguity cov-
ers a broad spectrum of phenomena, ranging from
quite distinct word senses (e.g. mouse as animal
or computer device) to more subtle lexical modu-
lation (e.g. visit a city / an aunt / a doctor; Cruse,
1986). This paper investigates how deep learning
models of language, and in particular Long Short-
Term Memory Networks (LSTMs) trained on Lan-
guage Modeling, deal with lexical ambiguity.1

In neural network models of language, words
in a sentence are commonly represented through

1Code at: https://github.com/amore-upf/
LSTM_ambiguity

word-level representations that do not change
across contexts, that is, “static” word embeddings.
These are then passed to further processing lay-
ers, such as the hidden layers in a recurrent neural
network (RNN). Akin to classic distributional se-
mantics (Erk, 2012), word embeddings are formed
as an abstraction over the various uses of words
in the training data. For this reason, they are apt
to represent context-invariant information about a
word —its lexical information— but not the con-
tribution of a word in a particular context —its
contextual information (Erk, 2010). Indeed, word
embeddings subsume information relative to var-
ious senses of a word (e.g., mouse is close to
words from both the animal and computer do-
main; Camacho-Collados and Pilehvar, 2018).

Classic distributional semantics attempted to
do composition to account for contextual effects,
but it was in general unable to go beyond short
phrases (Baroni, 2013); newer-generation neural
network models have supposed a big step forward,
as they can natively do composition (Westera and
Boleda, 2019). In particular, the hidden layer acti-
vations in an RNN can be seen as putting words in
context, as they combine the word embedding with
information coming from the context (the adja-
cent hidden states). The empirical success of RNN
models, and in particular LSTM architectures, at
fundamental tasks like Language Modeling (Joze-
fowicz et al., 2015) suggests that they are indeed
capturing relevant contextual properties. More-
over, contextualized representations derived from
such models have been shown to be very informa-
tive as input for lexical disambiguation tasks (e.g.
Melamud et al., 2016; Peters et al., 2018).

We here present a method to probe the extent
to which the hidden layers of an LSTM language
trained on English data represent lexical and con-
textual information about words, in order to inves-
tigate how the model copes with lexical ambiguity.
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Examples LexSub w NN s NN w&s NN

(1) . . . I clapped her shoulder
to show I was not laughing at
her. . .

demonstrate,
display, indicate,
prove, clarify

demonstrate,
exhibit, indicate,
offer, reveal

indicate,
demonstrate,
suggest, prove,

indicate,
demonstrate, prove,
ensure, suggest

(2) . . . The show [. . . ]
revolutionized the way
America cooks and eats. . .

program, series,
broadcast,
presentation

demonstrate,
exhibit, indicate,
offer, reveal

series, program,
production,
miniseries, trilogy

series, program,
production,
broadcast

(3) . . . The inauguration of
Dubai Internet City coincides
with the opening of an annual
IT show in Dubai. . . .

exhibition,
conference,
convention,
demonstration

demonstrate,
exhibit, indicate,
offer, reveal

conference, event,
convention,
symposium,
exhibition

conference, event,
exhibition,
symposium,
convention

Table 1: Examples from the LexSub dataset (Kremer et al., 2014) and nearest neighbors for target representations.

Our work follows a recent strand of research that
purport to identify what linguistic properties deep
learning models are able to capture (Linzen et al.,
2016; Adi et al., 2017; Gulordava et al., 2018;
Conneau et al., 2018; Hupkes et al., 2018, a.o.).
We train diagnostic models on the tasks of retriev-
ing the embedding of a word and a representation
of its contextual meaning, respectively —the latter
obtained from a Lexical Substitution dataset (Kre-
mer et al., 2014). Our results suggest that LSTM
language models heavily rely on the lexical infor-
mation in the word embeddings, at the expense of
contextually relevant information. Although fur-
ther analysis is necessary, this suggests that there
is still much room for improvement to account for
contextual meanings. Finally, we show that the
hidden states used to predict a word – as opposed
to those that receive it as input – display a bias to-
wards contextual information.

2 Method

Language model. As our base model, we em-
ploy a word-level bidirectional LSTM (Schus-
ter and Paliwal, 1997; Hochreiter and Schmidhu-
ber, 1997) language model (henceforth, LM) with
three hidden layers. Each input word at timestep
t is represented through its word embedding wt;
this is fed to both a forward and a backward
stacked LSTMs, which process the sequence left-
to-right and right-to-left, respectively (Eqs. (1-2)
describe the forward LSTM). To predict the word
at t, we obtain output weights by summing the ac-
tivations of the last hidden layers of the forward
and backward LSTMs at timesteps t−1 and t+1,
respectively, and applying a linear transformation
followed by softmax (Eq. 3, where L is the num-
ber of hidden layers). Thus, a word is predicted
using both its left and right context jointly, akin
to the context2vec architecture (Melamud et al.,

2016) but differently from, e.g., the BiLSTM ar-
chitecture used for ELMo (Peters et al., 2018).

h1
t = LSTM1(wt,h

1
t−1) (1)

hit = LSTMi(hi−1t ,hit−1) (2)

ot = softmax(f(
−→
h L
t−1 +

←−
h L
t+1)) (3)

We train the LM on the concatenation of English
text data from a Wikipedia dump2, the British Na-
tional Corpus (Leech, 1992), and the UkWaC cor-
pus (Ferraresi et al., 2008).3 More details about
the training setup are specified in Appendix A.1.
The model achieves satisfying performances on
test data (perplexity: 18.06).

For our analyses, we deploy the trained LM on a
text sequence and extract the following activations
of each hidden layer; Eq. (4) and Fig. 1.

{−→h i
t|i ≤ L} ∪ {

←−
h i
t|i ≤ L} (4)

hit = [
−→
h i
t;
←−
h i
t] (5)

hit±1 = [
−→
h i
t−1;
←−
h i
t+1] (6)

At timestep t, for each layer, we concatenate the
forward and backward hidden states; Eq. (5). We
refer to these vectors as current hidden states.
As they are obtained processing the word at t as
input and combining it with information from the
context, we can expect them to capture the rel-
evant contribution of such word (e.g., in Fig. 1
the mouse-as-animal sense). As a comparison, we
also extract activations obtained by processing the
text sequence up to t− 1 and t+ 1 in the forward
and backward LSTM, respectively, hence exclud-
ing the word at t. We concatenate the forward and
backward states of each layer; Eq. (6). While these

2From 2018/01/03, https://dumps.wikimedia.
org/enwiki/

350M tokens from each corpus, in total 150M
(train/valid/test: 80/10/10%); vocabulary size: 50K.
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Figure 1: Language model and extracted representa-
tions. The different shades across layers reflect the dif-
ferent performances in the probe tasks (darker = higher)

activations do not receive the word at t as input,
they are relevant because they are used to predict
that word as output. We refer to them as predic-
tive hidden states. These may capture some as-
pects of the word (e.g., in Fig. 1, that it is a noun
and denotes something animate), but are likely to
be less accurate than the current states, since they
do not observe the actual word.

Probe tasks. We aim to assess to what extent
the hidden states in the LM carry over the lexi-
cal and context-invariant information in the input
word embedding, and how much they instead rep-
resent the contextual meaning of the word. To this
end, we rely on vector representations of lexical
and contextual word information. As for the for-
mer, we can directly use the word embeddings of
the LM (w); it is instead more challenging to find
a representation of the contextual meaning.

Our solution is to use Lexical Substitution data
(McCarthy and Navigli, 2009) and, in particular,
the large dataset by Kremer et al., 2014 (hence-
forth, LexSub; see Table 1). In this dataset, words
in context (up to 3 sentences) are annotated with a
set of paraphrases given by human subjects. Since
contextual substitutes reflect differences among
uses of a word (for instance, demonstrate para-
phrases show in a context like Ex. (1), but not in
Ex. (2)), this type of data is often used as an evalu-
ation benchmark for contextual representations of
words (e.g., Erk and Padó, 2008; Melamud et al.,
2016; Garı́ Soler et al., 2019). We leverage Lex-
Sub to build proxies for ground-truth representa-

tions of the contextual meaning of words. We
define two types of representations, inspired by
previous work that proposed simple vector oper-
ations to combine word representations (Mitchell
and Lapata, 2010; Thater et al., 2011, a.o.): the
average embedding of the substitute words (hence-
forth, s), and the average embedding of the union
of the substitute words and the target word (w&s).
As Table 1 qualitatively shows, the resulting repre-
sentations tend to be close to the substitute words
and reflect the contextual nuance conveyed by the
word; in the case of w&s, they also retain a strong
similarity to the embedding of the target word.4

We frame our analyses as supervised probe
tasks: a diagnostic model learns to “retrieve” word
representations out of the hidden states; the rate
of success of the model is taken to measure the
amount of information relevant to the task that its
input contains. Given current or predictive states
as inputs, we define three diagnostic tasks:

- WORD: predict w
- SUB: predict s
- WORD&SUB: predict w&s

The WORD task is related to the probe tasks in-
troduced in Adi et al. (2017) and Conneau et al.
(2018), which, given a hidden state, require to pre-
dict the words that a sentence encoder has pro-
cessed as input. Note that, while these authors pre-
dict words by their discrete index, we are predict-
ing the complete multi-dimensional embedding of
the word. Our test quantifies not only whether the
model is tracking the identity of the input word,
but also how much of its information it retains.

We train distinct probe models for each task and
type of input (i; e.g., current hidden state at layer
1). A model consists of a non-linear transforma-
tion from an input vector i (extracted from the LM)
to a vector with the dimensionality of the word
embeddings (Eq. 7, where r̂ is one of ŵ, ŝ, ˆw&s
for WORD, SUB, and WORD&SUB tasks, respec-
tively). The models are trained through max-
margin loss, optimizing the cosine similarity be-
tween r̂ and the target representation against the
similarities between r̂ and 5 negative samples (de-
tails in Appendix A.2).

r̂ = tanh(W i+ b) (7)
4These vectors are close to the related word embedding

(0.45 and 0.66 mean cosine, see Table 2, row wt), but also
different from it: on average, s and w&s share 17 and 25%
of the top-10 neighbors with w, respectively (statistics from
training data, excluding the word itself from neighbors).
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input WORD SUB WORD&SUB

wt 1 .45 (±.14) .66 (±.09)
avgctxt .35 (±.10) .16 (±.11) .24 (±.12)

h1
t .84 (±.2) .61 (±.14) .71 (±.11)

h2
t .74 (±.12) .60 (±.13) .69 (±.11)

h3
t .64 (±.12) .58 (±.13) .65 (±.11)

h1
t±1 .25 (±.16) .36 (±.16) .38 (±.16)

h2
t±1 .27 (±.16) .39 (±.16) .41 (±.16)

h3
t±1 .29 (±.15) .41 (±.16) .43 (±.16)

Table 2: Results of probe tasks for current (hi
t) and

predictive (hi
t±1) hidden states.

We adapt the LexSub data to our setup as fol-
lows. Since substitutes are provided in their lem-
matized form, we only consider datapoints where
the word form is identical to the lemma so as to
exclude effects due to morphosyntax (e.g., ask-
ing the models to recover play when they observe
played).5 We require that at least 5 substitutes
per datapoint are in the LM vocabulary to ensure
quality in the target representations. LexSub data
come with a validation/test split; since we need
training data, we create a new random partitioning
into train/valid/test (70/10/20%, with no overlap-
ping contexts among splits). The final data consist
of 4.7K/0.7K/1.3K datapoints for train/valid/test.

3 Results

The results of the probe tasks on test data are pre-
sented in Table 2. We report the mean and stan-
dard deviation of the cosine similarity between the
output representations (ŵ, ŝ, ˆw&s) and the target
ones (w, s, w&s). This evaluates the degree to
which the word representations can be retrieved
from the hidden states. For comparison, we also
report the cosine scores between the targets and
two baseline representations: the word embedding
itself and the average of word embeddings of a 10-
word window around the target word (avgctxt).6

Overall, the models do better than these unsuper-
vised baselines, with exceptions.7

Current hidden states. Both lexical and con-
textual representations can be retrieved from the
current hidden states (hit) to a large extent (cosines

5We also exclude substitutes that are multi-word expres-
sions and the datapoints involving words that are part of a
compound (e.g., fast in fast-growing).

6We exclude out-of-vocabulary words and punctuation.
7The first cell is 1 as it involves the same representation.

0.0 0.5
Cosine (w, s)

0.0

0.5
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Figure 2: Similarity of lexical and contextual vector (w
- s) vs. similarity of target and prediction in SUB for h1

t .

.58-.84), but retrieving the former is much easier
than the latter (.64-.84 vs. .58-71). This suggests
that the information in the word embedding is bet-
ter represented in the hidden states than the con-
textually relevant one. In all three tasks, perfor-
mance degrades closer to the output layer (from
h1
t to h3

t ), but the effect is more pronounced for
the WORD task (84/.74/.64). Word embeddings
are part of the input to the hidden state, and the
transformation learned for this task can be seen
as a decoder in an auto-encoder, reconstructing
the original input; the further the hidden layer is
from the input, the more complex the function is
to reverse-engineer. Crucially, the high perfor-
mance at reconstructing the word embedding sug-
gests that lexical information is retained in the hid-
den layers, possibly including also contextually ir-
relevant information (e.g., in Ex. (4) in Table 3 ŵ
is close to verbs, even if share is here a noun).

Contextual information (s and w&s) seems to
be more stable across processing layers, although
overall less present (cf. lower results). Table 3 re-
ports one example where the learned model dis-
plays relevant contextual aspects (Ex. (4), share)
and one where it does not (Ex. (5), studio). Qual-
itative analysis shows that morphosyntactic ambi-
guity (e.g., share as a noun vs. verb) is more eas-
ily discriminated, while semantic distinctions pose
more challenges (e.g., studio as a room vs. com-
pany). This is not surprising, since the former
tends to correlate with clearer contextual cues.
Furthermore, we find that the more the contex-
tual representation is aligned to the lexical one,
the easier it is to retrieve the former from the hid-
den states (e.g., correlation cos(w, s) - cos(̂s, s),
for h1

t : Pearson’s ρ = .62∗∗∗; Fig. 2): that is,
it is harder to resolve lexical ambiguity when the
contextual meaning is less represented in the word
embedding (e.g., less frequent uses). This sug-
gests that the LM heavily relies on the informa-
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Context LexSub WORD: ŵ NN SUB: ŝ NN WORD&SUB: w&̂s NN

(4) ... The financial-services
company will pay 0.82 share
for each Williams share ...

stock, dividend,
interest, stake, unit

stake, owe,
discuss,
coincide, reside

portion, amount,
percentage,
fraction

stake, percentage,
portion, spend,
proportion

(5) ... Sony’s effort to hire
producers Jon Peters and
Peter Guber to run the
studio...

business, company,
facility, film, lot

lab, troupe,
classroom,
apartment,
booth

room, gallery,
troupe, journal,
house

room, troupe, lab,
audience, department

(6) ... I had [...] told her that
we needed other company
than our own ...

friend, acquaintance,
visitor,
accompaniment,
associate

retailer, trader,
firm, maker,
supplier

firm, corporation,
organisation,
conglomerate,
retailer

corporation, firm,
conglomerate, retailer,
organisation

Table 3: Examples with nearest neighbours of the representations predicted in the first current hidden layer.

tion in the word embedding, making it challenging
to diverge from it when contextually relevant (see
Ex. (6) in Table 3).

Current vs. predictive hidden states. The pre-
dictive hidden states are obtained without observ-
ing the target word; hence, recovering word in-
formation is considerably harder than for current
states. Indeed, we observe worse results in this
condition (e.g., below avgctxt in the WORD task);
we also observe two patterns that are opposite to
those observed for current states, which shed light
on how LSTM LMs track word information.

For predictive states, results improve closer to
the output (from layer 1 to 3; they instead degrade
for current states). We link this to the double ob-
jective that a LM has when it comes to word infor-
mation: to integrate a word passed as input, and to
predict one as output. Our results suggest that the
hidden states keep track of information for both
words, but lower layers focus more on the process-
ing of the input and higher ones on the predictive
aspect (see Fig. 1). This is in line with previous
work showing that activations close to the output
tend to be task-specific (Liu et al., 2019).

Moreover, from predictive states, it is easier
to retrieve contextual than lexical representations
(.41/.43 vs. .29; the opposite was true for current
states). Our hypothesis is that this is due to a com-
bination of two factors. On the one hand, pre-
dictive states are based solely on contextual infor-
mation, which highlights only certain aspects of a
word; for instance, the context of Ex. (2) in Ta-
ble 1 clearly signals that a noun is expected, and
the predictive states in a LM should be sensitive to
this kind of cue, as it affects the probability distri-
bution over words. On the other hand, lexical rep-
resentations are underspecified; for instance, the
word embedding for show abstracts over both ver-

bal and nominal uses of the word. Thus, it makes
sense that the predictive state does not capture
contextually irrelevant aspects of the word embed-
ding, unlike the current state (note however that, as
stated above, the overall performance of the cur-
rent state is better, because it has access to the
word actually produced).

4 Future work

We introduced a method to study how deep learn-
ing models of language deal with lexical ambigu-
ity. Though we focused on LSTM LMs for En-
glish, this method can be applied to other architec-
tures, objective tasks, and languages; possibilities
to explore in future work. We also plan to carry
out further analyses aimed at individuating factors
that challenge the resolution of lexical ambigu-
ity (e.g., morphosyntactic vs. semantic ambiguity,
frequency of a word or sense, figurative uses), as
well as clarifying the interaction between predic-
tion and processing of words within neural LMs.
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A Appendix

A.1 Language model

The hidden layers are of sizes 600/600/300 re-
spectively, while the word embeddings are of size
300. The language model was trained optimizing
the log-likelihood of a target word given its sur-
rounding context, with stochastic gradient descent
for 20 epochs with decaying learning rate using
Adam optimiser (Kingma and Ba, 2014). The ini-
tial learning rate was 0.0005 for batch size of 32.
Dropout was set to 0.2 and applied to the input em-
bedding, and the outputs of the LSTM layers. At
training time, the text data is fed to the model in
sequences of 100 tokens.

A.2 Diagnostic models

We train separate models for each combination
of task and input type. Each model consist of
a linear transformation and a tahn non-linearity,
trained using Cosine Embedding Loss (PyTorch
0.4, Paszke et al., 2017) and Adam optimiser, with
early stopping based on validation loss. We car-
ried out hyperparameter search based on valida-
tion loss for each of the model types in order to
set batch size and initial learning rate. We report
the final settings for each combination of input and
task in Table 4.

At training time, for each positive target word,
we obtain 5 negative targets by sampling words
from the frequency quartile of the postive target
(frequency is computed on the training corpus of
the language model). We always exclude the tar-
get word, as well as the substitute words in the

input WORD SUB WORD&SUB

h1
t 16, 5× 10−5 32, 1× 10−4 32, 5× 10−5

h2
t 16, 5× 10−5 64, 5× 10−4 64, 5× 10−4

h3
t 16, 5× 10−5 128, 5× 10−4 16, 5× 10−5

h1
t±1 128, 1× 10−3 128, 1× 10−3 128, 5× 10−4

h2
t±1 16, 1× 10−4 64, 5× 10−4 16, 5× 10−4

h3
t±1 128, 1× 10−3 16, 1× 10−4 128, 5× 10−4

Table 4: Hyperparameter settings in the diagnostic
models (batch size, initial learning rate)

SUB and WORD&SUB conditions, from the neg-
ative samples. Given the input vector, we maxi-
mize the margin of the resulting output vector r̂ to
the embeddings of the negative samples (i = −1),
and minimize the distance of the output vector to
the target representation of the positive instance
(i = 1; Eq. 8).

L(r̂, r, i) =





1− cos(r̂, r) if i = 1

if i = −1
max(0, cos(r̂, r)−margin)

(8)
At each training epoch, new negative instances are
sampled, and the data is shuffled.
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Abstract
The computation of distance measures be-
tween nodes in graphs is inefficient and does
not scale to large graphs. We explore dense
vector representations as an effective way to
approximate the same information: we intro-
duce a simple yet efficient and effective ap-
proach for learning graph embeddings. In-
stead of directly operating on the graph struc-
ture, our method takes structural measures of
pairwise node similarities into account and
learns dense node representations reflecting
user-defined graph distance measures, such
as e.g. the shortest path distance or distance
measures that take information beyond the
graph structure into account. We demon-
strate a speed-up of several orders of magni-
tude when predicting word similarity by vector
operations on our embeddings as opposed to
directly computing the respective path-based
measures, while outperforming various other
graph embeddings on semantic similarity and
word sense disambiguation tasks and show
evaluations on the WordNet graph and two
knowledge base graphs.

When operating on large graphs, such as trans-
portation networks, social networks, or lexical re-
sources, the need for estimating similarities be-
tween nodes arises. For many domain-specific
applications, custom graph node similarity mea-
sures sim : V × V → R have been defined on
pairs of nodes V of a graph G = (V,E). Exam-
ples include travel time, communities, or seman-
tic distances for knowledge-based word sense dis-
ambiguation on WordNet (Miller, 1995). For in-
stance, the similarity sij between the cup.n.01 and
mug.n.01 synsets in the WordNet is 1

4 according
to the inverted shortest path distance as these two
nodes are connected by the undirected path cup→
container← vessel← drinking vessel← mug.

In recent years, a large variety of such node
similarity measures have been described, many of

which are based on the notion of a random walk
(Fouss et al., 2007; Pilehvar and Navigli, 2015;
Lebichot et al., 2018). As given by the structure
of the problem, most such measures are defined as
traversals of edges E of the graph, which makes
their computation prohibitively inefficient.

To this end, we propose the path2vec model1,
which solves this problem by decoupling devel-
opment and use of graph-based measures, and –
in contrast to purely walk-based embeddings – is
trainable to reflect custom node similarity mea-
sures. We represent nodes in a graph with dense
embeddings that are good in approximating such
custom, e.g. application-specific, pairwise node
similarity measures. Similarity computations in a
vector space are several orders of magnitude faster
than computations directly operating on the graph.

First, effectiveness of our model is shown in-
trinsically by learning metric embeddings for
three types of graphs (WordNet, FreeBase, and
DBPedia), based on several similarity mea-
sures. Second, in an extrinsic evaluation on the
Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) task (Nav-
igli, 2009) we replace several original measures
with their vectorized counterparts in a known
graph-based WSD algorithm by Sinha and Mi-
halcea (2007), reaching comparable levels of per-
formance with the graph-based algorithms while
maintaining computational gains.

The main contribution of this paper is the
demonstration of the effectiveness and efficiency
of the path2vec node embedding method (Kutu-
zov et al., 2019). This method learns dense vector
embeddings of nodes V based on a user-defined
custom similarity measure sim, e.g. the short-
est path distance or any other similarity measure.
While our method is able to closely approximate
quite different similarity measures as we show

1https://github.com/uhh-lt/path2vec
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on WordNet-based measures and therefore can be
used in lieu of these measures in NLP components
and applications, our main point is the increase
of speed in the similarity computation of nodes,
which gains up to 4 orders of magnitude with re-
spect to the original graph-based algorithms.

1 Graph Metric Embeddings Model

Definition of the Model Path2vec learns em-
beddings of the graph nodes {vi, vj} ∈ V such
that the dot products between pairs of the respec-
tive vectors (vi · vj) are close to the user-defined
similarities between the nodes sij . In addition,
the model reinforces the similarities vi · vn and
vj · vm between the nodes vi and vj and all their
respective adjacent nodes {vn : ∃(vi, vn) ∈ E}
and {vm : ∃(vj , vm) ∈ E} to preserve local struc-
ture of the graph. The model preserves both global
and local relations between nodes by minimizing∑

(vi,vj)∈B((v
>
i vj − sij)2−α(v>i vn+v>j vm)),

where sij = sim(vi, vj) is the value of a ‘gold’
similarity measure between a pair of nodes vi and
vj , vi and vj are the embeddings of the first
and the second node, B is a training batch, α
is a regularization coefficient. The second term
(vi · vn + vj · vm) in the objective function is a
regularizer that aids the model to simultaneously
maximize the similarity between adjacent nodes
while learning the similarity between the two tar-
get nodes (one adjacent node is randomly sampled
for each target node).

We use negative sampling to form a training
batch B adding p negative samples (sij = 0) for
each real (sij > 0) training instance: each real
node (synset) pair (vi, vj) with ‘gold’ similarity
sij is accompanied with p ‘negative’ node pairs
(vi, vk) and (vj , vl) with zero similarities, where
vk and vl are randomly sampled nodes from V .
Embeddings are initialized randomly and trained
using the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015)
with early stopping. Once the model is trained, the
computation of node similarities is approximated
with the dot product of the learned node vectors,
making the computations efficient: ŝij = vi · vj .
Relation to Similar Models Our model bears
resemblance to the Skip-gram model (Mikolov
et al., 2013), where the vector dot product vi ·
ṽj of vectors of pairs of words (vi, vj) from
a training corpus is optimized to a high score
close to 1 for observed samples, while the dot
products of negative samples are optimized to-

wards 0. In the Skip-gram model, the target is
to minimize the log likelihood of the conditional
probabilities of context words wj given current
words wi: L = −∑(vi,vj)∈Bp

log σ(vi · ṽj) −∑
(vi,vj)∈Bn

log σ(−vi · ṽj), where Bp is the
batch of positive training samples, Bn is the batch
of the generated negative samples, and σ is the sig-
moid function. At this, Skip-gram uses only local
information, never creating the full co-occurrence
count matrix. In our path2vec model, the target
dot product values sij are not binary, but can take
arbitrary values in the [0...1] range, as given by the
custom distance metric. Further, we use only a sin-
gle embedding matrix with vector representations
of the graph nodes, not needing to distinguish tar-
get and context.

Another related model is Global Vec-
tors (GloVe) (Pennington et al., 2014),
which learns co-occurrence probabilities
in a given corpus. The objective function
to be minimized in GloVe model is L =∑

(vi,vj)∈B f(sij)(vi · ṽj − log sij + bi + bj)
2,

where sij counts the co-occurrences of words vi
and vj , bi and bj are additional biases for each
word, and f(sij) is a weighting function handling
rare co-occurrences. Like the Skip-gram, GloVe
also uses two embedding matrices, but it relies
only on global information, pre-aggregating
global word co-occurrence counts.

Computing Training Similarities In general
case, our model requires computing pairwise node
similarities sij for training between all pairs of
nodes in the input graph G. This step could be
computationally expensive, but it is done only
once to make computing of similarities fast. Be-
sides, for some metrics, effective algorithms exist
that compute all pairwise similarities at once, e.g.
Johnson (1977) algorithm for computing shortest
paths distances with the worst-case performance
of O(|V |2 log |V | + |V ||E|). As the input train-
ing dataset also grows quadratically in |V |, train-
ing time for large graphs can be slow. To address
this issue, we found it useful to prune the input
training set so that each node vi ∈ V has only
k ∈ [50; 200] most similar nodes. Such pruning
does not lead to loss of effectiveness.

2 Computational Efficiency

Experimental Setting In this section, we com-
pare efficiency of our method as compared to
the original graph based similarity metrics. We
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Figure 1: Similarity computation: graph vs vectors.

trained the model on a graph of 82,115 noun
synsets from WordNet. Using NLTK (Bird et al.,
2009) we computed the following metrics: (1)
Leacock-Chodorow similarities (LCH) based on
the shortest path between two synsets in the Word-
Net hypernym/hyponym taxonomy and its max-
imum depth; (2) inverted shortest path distance
(ShP); (3) Wu-Palmer similarities (WuP) based on
the depth of the two nodes in the taxonomy and
the depth of their most specific ancestor node.
For instance, for LCH this procedure took about
30 hours on an Intel Xeon E5-2603v4@1.70GHz
CPU using 10 threads. We pruned similarities to
the first 50 most similar ‘neighbors’ of each synset
and trained path2vec on this dataset.

Discussion of Results Figure 1 presents com-
putation times for pairwise similarities between
one synset and all other 82,115 WordNet noun
synsets. We compare running times of calcu-
lating two original graph-based metrics to Ham-
ming distance between 128D FSE binary embed-
dings (Subercaze et al., 2015) and to dot product
between their dense vectorized 300D counterparts
(using CPU). Using float vectors (path2vec) is 4
orders of magnitude faster than operating directly
on graphs, and 2 orders faster than Hamming dis-
tance. The dot product computation is much faster
as compared to shortest path computation (and
other complex walks) on a large graph. Also, low-
dimensional vector representations of nodes take
much less space than the pairwise similarities be-
tween all the nodes. The time complexity of cal-
culating the shortest path between graph nodes (as
in ShP or LCH) is in the best case linear in the
number of nodes and edges. Calculating Ham-
ming distance between binary strings is linear in
the sum of string lengths, which are equivalent of
vector sizes (Hamming, 1950). At the same time,
the complexity of calculating dot product between
float vectors is linear in the vector size and is eas-
ily parallelized.

LCH ShP WuP LCH ShP WuP

WordNet 100 100 100 51.3 51.3 47.4
path2vec 93.5 95.2 93.1 53.2 55.5 55.5

TransR 77.6 77.6 72.5 38.6
node2vec 75.9 75.9 78.7 46.2
DeepWalk 86.8 86.8 85.0 53.3
FSE 90.0 90.0 89.0 55.6

Table 1: Spearman correlations with WordNet similar-
ities (left) and human judgments (right) ×100.

3 Evaluation on Semantic Similarity

Experimental Setting We use noun pairs from
the SimLex999 dataset (Hill et al., 2015), mea-
suring Spearman rank correlation between ‘gold’
WordNet distances for these pairs and the vec-
tor distances produced by the graph embedding
models (trained on WordNet) to see how well the
models fit the training objective. We also test the
plausibility of the model’s output to human judg-
ments. For this, we use human-annotated similari-
ties from the same SimLex999. Some SimLex999
lemmas can be mapped to more than one WordNet
synset. We chose the synset pair with the highest
dot product between the embeddings from the cor-
responding model.

Baselines Our model is compared against five
baselines: raw WordNet similarities by respec-
tive measures; DeepWalk (Perozzi et al., 2014);
node2vec (Grover and Leskovec, 2016); FSE
(Subercaze et al., 2015); TransR (Lin et al., 2015).
DeepWalk, node2vec, and TransR models were
trained on the same WordNet graph. We used
all 82,115 noun synsets as vertices and hyper-
nym/hyponym relations between them as edges.
During the training of DeepWalk and node2vec
models, we tested different values for the number
of random walks (in the range from 10 to 100), and
the vector size (100 to 600). For DeepWalk, we ad-
ditionally experimented with the window size (5
to 100). All other hyperparameters were left at
default values. FSE embeddings of the WordNet
noun synsets were provided to us by the authors,
and consist of 128-bit vectors.

Discussion of Results The left part of Table 1
shows results with the WordNet similarity scores
used as gold standard. Path2vec outperforms
other graph embeddings, achieving high correla-
tions with WordNet similarities. This shows that
our model efficiently approximates different graph
measures. The right part of Table 1 shows results
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Figure 2: Evaluation on different graphs on SimLex999 (left) and shortest path distance (middle, right).

for the correlations with human judgments (Sim-
Lex999). We report the results for the best models
for each method, all of them (except FSE) using
vector size 300 for comparability.

Figure 2 (left) compares path2vec to the base-
lines, as measured by the correlations with Sim-
Lex999 human judgments. The WordNet line de-
notes the correlation of WordNet similarities with
SimLex999 scores. For the path2vec models, there
is a tendency to improve the performance when the
vector size is increased (horizontal axis), until a
plateau is reached beyond 600. Note that node2vec
fluctuates, yielding low scores for 200 dimensions.
The reported best DeepWalk models were trained
with the 10 walks and window size 70. The re-
ported best node2vec models were trained with
25 walks. Interestingly, path2vec and DeepWalk
models consistently outperform the raw WordNet.

4 Evaluation inside a WSD Algorithm

Experimental Setting To showcase how our ap-
proach can be be used inside a graph-based al-
gorithm, we employ word sense disambiguation
(WSD) task, reproducing the approach of (Sinha
and Mihalcea, 2007). We replace graph similar-
ities with the dot product between node embed-
dings and study how it influences the WSD perfor-
mance. The WSD algorithm starts with building a
graph where the nodes are the WordNet synsets of
the words in the input sentence. The nodes are
then connected by edges weighted with the sim-
ilarity values between the synset pairs. The fi-
nal step is selecting the most likely sense for each
word based on the weighted in-degree centrality
score for each synset.

Discussion of Results Table 2 presents the WSD
micro-F1 scores using raw WordNet similarities,
300D path2vec, DeepWalk and node2vec mod-
els, and the 128D FSE model. We evaluate on
the following all-words English WSD test sets:

Model Senseval2 Senseval3 SemEval-15

Random sense 0.381 0.312 0.393

Graph-based vs vector-based measures

LCH (WordNet) 0.547↓0.000 0.494↓0.000 0.550↓0.000
LCH (path2vec) 0.527↓0.020 0.472↓0.022 0.536↓0.014

ShP (WordNet) 0.548↓0.000 0.495↓0.000 0.550↓0.000
ShP (path2vec) 0.534↓0.014 0.489↓0.006 0.563↑0.013

WuP (WordNet) 0.547↓0.000 0.487↓0.000 0.542↓0.000
WuP (path2vec) 0.543↓0.004 0.489↑0.002 0.545↑0.003

Various baseline graph embeddings trained on WordNet

TransR 0.540 0.466 0.536
node2vec 0.503 0.467 0.489
DeepWalk 0.528 0.476 0.552
FSE 0.536 0.476 0.523

Table 2: F1 scores of a graph-based WSD algorithm on
WordNet versus its vectorized counterparts.

Senseval-2 (Palmer et al., 2001), Senseval-3 (Mi-
halcea et al., 2004), and SemEval-15 Task 13
(Moro and Navigli, 2015). The raw WordNet sim-
ilarities have a small edge over their vector ap-
proximations in the majority of the cases yet the
path2vec models consistently closely follow them
while outperforming other graph embedding base-
lines: We indicate the differences with respect to
the original with a subscript number.

5 Evaluation on Knowledge Base Graphs

5.1 Experimental Settings

To show the utility of our model besides the Word-
Net graph, we also applied it to two graphs de-
rived from knowledge bases (KBs). More specif-
ically, we base our experiments on two publicly
available standard samples from these two re-
sources: the FB15k-237 (Toutanova and Chen,
2015) dataset contains 14,951 entities/nodes and
is derived from Freebase (Bollacker et al., 2008);
the DB100k (Ding et al., 2018) dataset contains
99,604 entities/nodes and is derived from DBPe-
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dia (Auer et al., 2007).
It is important to note that both datasets were

used to evaluate approaches that learn knowledge
graph embeddings, e.g. (Lin et al., 2015; Xie et al.,
2016; Joulin et al., 2017) on the task on knowl-
edge base completion (KBC), to predict missing
KB edges/relations between nodes/entities. The
specificity of our model is that it learns a given
graph similarity metric, which is not provided in
these datasets. Therefore, we use only the graphs
from these datasets, computing the shortest path
distances between all pairs of nodes using the al-
gorithm of Johnson (1977). Instead of the KBC
task, we evaluate on the task of predicting node
similarity, here using the shortest path distance.
We generate a random sample of node pairs for
testing from the set of all node pairs (these pairs
are excluded from training). The test set contains
an equal number of paths of length 1-7 (in total
1050 pairs each, 150 pairs per path length).

5.2 Discussion of Results

Figure 2 (middle and right) shows evaluation re-
sults on the knowledge base graphs. Path2vec is
able to better approximate the target graph metric
than the standard graph embedding models. As
dimensionality of the embeddings increases, the
model more closely approximates the target met-
ric, but the performance drop for the models with
a low number of dimensions is not drastic, allow-
ing more effective computations while maintain-
ing a reasonable efficiency level. Regarding the
competitors, DeepWalk comes closest to the per-
formance of our approach, but does not seem to
make use of the additional dimensions when train-
ing on larger vector sizes; on the DBPedia dataset,
this issue is shared between all baselines, where
correlation to the true path lengths decreases as
representation length increases.

6 Related Work

Representation learning on graphs received much
attention recently in various research communi-
ties, see Hamilton et al. (2017a) for a thorough
survey on the existing methods. All of them (in-
cluding ours) are based on the idea of project-
ing graph nodes into a latent space with a much
lower dimensionality than the number of nodes.
Existing approaches to graph embeddings use ei-
ther factorization of the graph adjacency matrix
(Cao et al., 2015; Ou et al., 2016) or random

walks over the graph as in Deepwalk (Perozzi
et al., 2014) and node2vec (Grover and Leskovec,
2016). A different approach is taken by Subercaze
et al. (2015), who directly embed the WordNet tree
graph into Hamming hypercube binary represen-
tations. Their ‘Fast similarity embedding’ (FSE)
model provides a quick way of calculating seman-
tic similarities based on WordNet. The FSE em-
beddings are not differentiable though, consider-
ably limiting their use in deep neural architectures.
TransR (Lin et al., 2015) extends TransH (Wang
et al., 2014) and is based on the idea that an en-
tity may have a few aspects and different relations
are focused on them. So the same entities can be
close or far from each other depending on the type
of the relation. TransR projects entity vectors into
a relation specific space, and learns embeddings
via translation between projected entities.

We compare our path2vec model to these
approaches, yet we did not compare to the
models like GraphSAGE embeddings (Hamilton
et al., 2017b) and Graph Convolutional Networks
(Schlichtkrull et al., 2018) as they use node fea-
tures which are absent in our setup.

7 Conclusion

Structured knowledge contained in language net-
works is useful for NLP applications but is dif-
ficult to use directly in neural architectures. We
proposed a way to train embeddings that directly
represent a graph-based similarity measure struc-
ture. Our model, path2vec, relies on both global
and local information from the graph and is sim-
ple, effective, and computationally efficient. We
demonstrated that our approach generalizes well
across graphs (WordNet, Freebase, and DBpedia).
Besides, we integrated it into a graph-based WSD
algorithm, showing that its vectorized counterpart
yields comparable F1 scores on three datasets.

Path2vec enables a speed-up of up to four or-
ders of magnitude for the computation of graph
distances as compared to ‘direct’ graph measures.
Thus, our model is simple and general, hence it
may be applied to any graph together with a node
distance measure to speed up algorithms that em-
ploy graph distances.
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Abstract

Due to the ubiquitous use of embeddings as
input representations for a wide range of natu-
ral language tasks, imputation of embeddings
for rare and unseen words is a critical problem
in language processing. Embedding imputa-
tion involves learning representations for rare
or unseen words during the training of an em-
bedding model, often in a post-hoc manner. In
this paper, we propose an approach for embed-
ding imputation which uses grounded infor-
mation in the form of a knowledge graph. This
is in contrast to existing approaches which typ-
ically make use of vector space properties or
subword information. We propose an online
method to construct a graph from grounded
information and design an algorithm to map
from the resulting graphical structure to the
space of the pre-trained embeddings. Finally,
we evaluate our approach on a range of rare
and unseen word tasks across various domains
and show that our model can learn better repre-
sentations. For example, on the Card-660 task
our method improves Pearson’s and Spear-
man’s correlation coefficients upon the state-
of-the-art by 11% and 17.8% respectively us-
ing GloVe embeddings.

1 Introduction

Word embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013; Penning-
ton et al., 2014) are used pervasively in deep learn-
ing for natural language processing. However,
due to fixed vocabulary constraints in existing ap-
proaches to training word embeddings, it is diffi-
cult to learn representations for words which are
rare or unseen during training. This is commonly
referred to as the out-of-vocabulary (OOV) word
problem. In the original embedding implementa-
tions, a special OOV token is typically reserved
for such words. However, this rudimentary ap-
proach often detriments the performance of down-
stream tasks which contain numerous rare or un-

seen words. Recent works have proposed subword
approaches (Zhao et al., 2018; Sennrich et al.,
2015), which construct embeddings through the
composition of characters or sentence pieces for
OOV words. Vector space properties are also uti-
lized to learn embeddings with small amounts of
data (Bahdanau et al., 2017; Herbelot and Ba-
roni, 2017). In this paper, we propose a novel
approach, knowledge-graph-to-vector (KG2Vec),
for the OOV word problem. KG2Vec makes use
of the grounded language information in the form
of a knowledge graph. Grounded information has
been extensively used in various NLP tasks to
represent real-world knowledge (Niles and Pease,
2003; Gruber, 1993; Guarino, 1998; de Bruijn
et al., 2006; Paulheim, 2017) . In particular, early
question answering systems used expert-crafted
ontologies in order to endow these systems with
common knowledge (Harabagiu et al., 2005; Xu
et al., 2016). Additionally, lexical-semantic on-
tologies, such as WordNet, have been used to
provide semantic relations between words in a
wide variety of language processing and inference
tasks (Morris and Hirst, 1991; Ovchinnikova et al.,
2010).

Grounded language information has been ob-
served to augment model performance on a wide
variety of natural language processing and under-
standing tasks (He et al., 2017; Choi et al., 2018).
In these settings, a model is able to provide bet-
ter generalization by using relational information
from a knowledge graph or knowledge base in ad-
dition to the standard set of training examples. Ad-
ditionally, outputs from models with grounded ap-
proaches have been observed to be more factu-
ally consistent and logically sound (Bordes et al.,
2014) compared with outputs from models with-
out grounding information.

By foregoing the usage of vector space or sub-
word information, KG2Vec is able to capture se-
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mantic meanings of words directly from the graph-
ical structure in grounded knowledge using recent
advances in network representation learning. Fur-
thermore, KG2Vec leverages the most updated in-
formation from comprehensive knowledge bases
(Wikipedia & Wiktionary). Therefore, KG2Vec
can be applied to training embeddings of newly
emerging OOV words.

In summary, our contributions are three-fold:
1. An approach to constructing graphical repre-

sentations of entities in a knowledge base in
an unsupervised manner.

2. Methods for mapping entities from a graphi-
cal representation to the space in which a pre-
trained embedding lies.

3. Experimentation on rare and unseen word
datasets and a new state-of-art performance
on Card-660 dataset.

2 Related Work

2.1 Graph Neural Networks
Graph neural networks (GNN) are an emerging
deep learning approach for representation learn-
ing of graphical data (Xu et al., 2018; Kipf and
Welling, 2016). GNNs can learn a representation
vector hv for each node in the network by lever-
aging the graphical structure and node features fv.
Node embeddings are generated by recursively ag-
gregating each node’s neighborhood information
and features. At the t-th iteration, the information
aggregation is defined as:

htv =M t(ht−1v , {ht−1u }u∈N(v)) (1)

where htv is the representation for v at the t-th it-
eration,M t is an iteration-specific message aggre-
gation function parametrized by a neural network
and N(v) is the set of neighbors of node v. One
simple form of M t is mean neighborhood aggre-
gation:

htv = ReLU(
∑

u∈N(v)

W tht−1u

|N(v)| +Btht−1v ) (2)

where W t and Bt are trainable matrices. Typi-
cally, h0v is initialized as fv. The final node repre-
sentation is usually a function of hTv from the last
iteration T , such as an identity function or a trans-
formation function (Ying et al., 2018).

2.2 The OOV word problem
The out-of-vocabulary (OOV) word problem has
been present in word embedding models since

their inception (Mikolov et al., 2013; Pennington
et al., 2014). Due to space and training data con-
straints, words which are either infrequent or do
not appear in the training corpus can lack repre-
sentations at the time of inference.

Numerous methods have been proposed to
tackle the OOV word problem with a small
amount of training data. Deep learning based ap-
proaches (Bahdanau et al., 2017) and vector-space
based methods (Herbelot and Baroni, 2017) can
improve the rare word representations on various
semantic similarity tasks. One downside to these
approaches is that they require small amounts of
training data for words whose embeddings are be-
ing imputed and, as a result, can have difficulties
representing words for which training samples do
not exist.

Sub-word level representations have been stud-
ied in the context of the OOV word problem. Pin-
ter et al. (2017) uses the RNN’s hidden state of
the last sub-word in a word to produce representa-
tions. Zhao et al. (2018) proposes using character-
level decomposition to produce embeddings for
OOV words.

3 Model

We propose the knowledge-graph-to-vector
(KG2Vec) model for building OOV word rep-
resentations from knowledge base information.
KG2Vec starts with building a knowledge graph
K with nodes consisting of pre-trained words and
OOV words. It then utilizes a graph convolutional
network (GNN) to map graph nodes to low-
dimensional embeddings. The GNN is trained
to minimize the Euclidean distance between the
node embeddings to pre-trained word embeddings
in the dictionary such as GloVe (Pennington et al.,
2014) and ConceptNet Numberbatch (Speer et al.,
2017). Finally, the GNN is used to generate
embeddings for OOV words.

3.1 Build the Knowledge Graph

In a knowledge graph K, each node v represents
a word wv. The nodes (words) in the graph are
chosen as follows. We count the frequency of oc-
currences for English words from the Wikipedia
English dataset (with 3B tokens). The 2000
words with the highest frequencies of occurrence
are skipped to diminish the effect of stop words.
Among the words left, we choose the |V ′| words
with the highest frequencies of occurrence. All
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OOV words for which we would like to impute
embeddings are also added to the graph as nodes.

For each node, we obtain its grounded informa-
tion from two sources: (I) the words’ summary,
defined as the first paragraph of the Wikipedia
page when this word is searched; (II) the word’s
definition in Wiktionary. We choose Wikipedia
and Wiktionary over other knowledge bases be-
cause they are comprehensive, well-maintained
and up-to-date. Here is an example of the
grounded information for the word Brexit.
• Wikipedia page summary: Brexit, a portman-

teau of “British” and “exit”, is the impend-
ing withdrawal of the United Kingdom (UK)
from the European Union (EU). It follows the
referendum of 23 June 2016 when 51.9 per
cent of voters chose to leave the EU...
• Wiktionary definition: Brexit (Britain, poli-

tics) The withdrawal of the United Kingdom
from the European Union.

All the words in the Wikipedia summary and
the Wiktionary definition form the grounded lan-
guage information of this word wv, defined as
Dv. Specifically, Dv is the concatenation of wv’s
Wikipedia summary and the Wiktionary defini-
tion. An undirected edge evu exists between node
v and u if the Jaccard coefficient |Dv∩Du|

|Dv∪Du| > η,
where η is a pre-defined threshold and chosen to
be 0.5 empirically in the experiments. The edge
evu is then assigned with a weight svu = |Dv∩Du|

|Dv∪Du| .
We also compute a feature vector fu as the mean of
pre-trained embeddings of words in Dv. Finally,
the obtained knowledge graph K = (V,E) has a
feature vector fv for each node v ∈ V .

3.2 Graph Neural Network
The nodes in the graph are mapped to low-
dimensional embeddings via graph convolutional
neural network (GCN) (Kipf and Welling, 2016).
It follows that, at the t-th neighborhood aggrega-
tion, the node embedding htv for node v is mod-
elled as:

htv = ReLU(W t
∑

u∈S(v)

svuh
t−1
u

C
+ bt) (3)

where S(v) = N(v) ∪ {v}, and the normalization
constant C = 1 +

∑
u∈N(v) svu. W t and bt are

trainable parameters. The node embeddings are
initialized as the feature vector fv, i.e. h0v = fv.
At the final iteration T , the generated node embed-
dings {hTv } are computed without the ReLU func-

tion. The loss function of the GNN model is the
mean square error between the pre-trained word
vectors and generated embedding hTv for all words
in the graph which are part of the model’s vocab-
ulary (e.g. GloVe). During inference, OOV words
are assigned embeddings computed by the GNN.

4 Experiments

To evaluate our method’s ability to impute embed-
dings, we conduct experiments on the following
rare and unseen word similarity tasks.

4.1 Card-660: Cambridge Rare Word
Dataset

Card-660 (Pilehvar et al., 2018) is a word-word
similarity task with 660 example pairs involv-
ing uncommon words and provides a benchmark
for rare word representation models. Card-660
has a inter-annotator agreement (IAA) measure of
0.90, which is significantly higher than previous
datasets for rare word representation. Addition-
ally, Card-660 contains examples from a disparate
set of domains such as technology, popular culture
and medicine.

4.2 Stanford Rare Word (RW) Similarity

The Stanford Rare Word (RW) Similarity Bench-
mark (Luong et al., 2013) is a word-word semantic
similarity task including 2034 word pairs and tests
the ability of representation learning methods to
capture the semantics of infrequent words. Due
to the probabilistic underpinnings of word embed-
dings, where distances between two words’ repre-
sentations are approximately proportional to their
co-occurrence probability in a corpus, the authors
found that rare words often have more noisy rep-
resentations due to having fewer training samples.
Although RW has a relatively low IAA measure
of 0.41, the benchmark has been well-studied in
previous literature.

4.3 Results

Experiment results, measured by Pearson’s and
Spearman’s correlation, on the Card-660 and Stan-
ford rare words datasets are shown in table 1. The
Wikipedia pages and Wiktionary definitions used
in the following experiments are snapshots from
Feb 16th, 2019. We compare KG2Vec to other
embedding imputation models, including Mimick
(Pinter et al., 2017), Definition centroid (Herbe-
lot and Baroni, 2017), Definition LSTM (Bah-
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Model Missed words Missed pairs Pearson r Spearman ρ

RW CARD RW CARD RW CARD RW CARD

ConceptNet Numberbatch 5% 37% 10% 53% 53.0 36.0 53.7 24.7
+ Mimick 0% 0% 0% 0% 56.0 34.2 57.6 35.6
+ Definition centroid 0% 29% 0% 43% 59.1 42.9 60.3 33.8
+ Definition LSTM 0% 25% 0% 39% 58.6 41.8 59.4 31.7
+ SemLand 0% 29% 0% 43% 60.5 43.4 61.7 34.3
+ BoS 0% 0% 0% 0% 60.0 49.2 61.7 47.6

+ Node features 0.02% 7% 0.04% 12% 58.4 54.0 59.7 51.4
+ KG2Vec 0.02% 7% 0.04% 12% 58.6 56.9 60.1 54.3

GloVe Common Crawl 1% 29% 2% 44% 44.0 33.0 45.1 27.3
+ Mimick 0% 0% 0% 0% 44.7 23.9 45.6 29.5
+ Definition centroid 0% 21% 0% 35% 43.5 35.2 45.1 31.7
+ Definition LSTM 0% 20% 0% 33% 24.0 23.0 22.9 19.6
+ SemLand 0% 21% 0% 35% 44.3 39.5 45.8 33.8
+ BoS 0% 0% 0% 0% 44.9 31.5 46.0 35.3

+ Node features 0.05% 0.4% 0.01% 0.7% 43.8 36.0 45.0 37.4
+ KG2Vec 0.05% 0.4% 0.01% 0.7% 44.6 50.5 45.8 51.6

Table 1: Performance of OOV models on Stanford Rare Word Similarity and Card-660 datasets. Two word dic-
tionaries are used: ConceptNet and GloVe. The overall best are underlined for each column, and the best results
for each type of word dictionary are in bold. We run the BoS experiments with the default hyper-parameters from
Zhao et al. (2018). Performances of other baseline models are collected from Pilehvar et al. (2018).

danau et al., 2017), SemLand (Pilehvar and Col-
lier, 2017) and BoS (Zhao et al., 2018). Dur-
ing evaluation, zero vectors are assigned to miss-
ing words and word-word similarity is computed
as the inner product of the corresponding embed-
dings. In KG2Vec, the number of iterations T =
3 for GCN, and the number of nodes with pre-
trained word vectors |V ′| = 9000. We test on two
types of pre-trained word vectors GloVe (Com-
mon crawl, cased 300d) and ConceptNet Num-
berbatch (300d). KG2Vec shows competitive per-
formance in all test cases. On Card-660 dataset
KG2Vec achieves state-of-the-art results by a sig-
nificant margin. When using ConceptNet embed-
dings, KG2Vec results in improvements of 7.7%
and 6.7% on Pearson’s and Spearman’s correlation
coefficients, respectively, when compared to prior
state-of-the-art performance (BoS). When using
GloVe embeddings, KG2Vec improves upon Sem-
Land by 11% and 17.8% on Pearson’s and Spear-
man’s correlation coefficients. Considering the
fact that Card-660 contains a significant amount of
recent OOV words (e.g. “Brexit”), this improve-
ment indicates that KG2Vec’s can leverage up-
to-date information from knowledge bases. Ad-
ditionally, this shows that GNNs can effectively
cover OOV words and precisely model their se-

mantic meanings. On Stanford Rare Word dataset,
KG2Vec is comparable with other state-of-the-art
models, suggesting its robustness across various
test schemes. Note that the graph used in KG2Vec
has a much smaller size compared with knowledge
graphs used in SemLand, the WordNet, which has
155,327 words.

To fairly evaluate KG2Vec, we include a base-
line model that assigns the node feature fv as
the final word representations for word wv if wv
is not in the pre-trained dictionary. The results
are denoted as “Node features” in table 1. In all
test cases, KG2Vec improves by a large margin
upon this baseline. For example, using GloVe on
the Card-660 dataset, KG2Vec’s achieves a per-
formance increase of 14.5% and 14.2% respec-
tively for Pearson’s and Spearman’s coefficients
over Node features. This observation suggests that
the information aggregation by GNN is critical for
embedding imputation and semantic inference. It
also indicates that learning from the knowledge
graph and its language information is an effective
way to parse the semantic meaning of a rare word.

5 Discussion

Application on Entity Relations Knowledge
Base. Many public knowledge bases consist of
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relational data in a tuple format: (entity1, en-
tity2, relation), where entities can be considered
as the “nodes” in the graph and relations define
the edges. Note that there are different kinds of
relations and therefore edges in the graph have
different types or labels. To impute the embed-
dings for entities in such scenario, one can con-
veniently adapt KG2Vec following Schlichtkrull
et al. (2018) by learning different transformations
for different types of edges.

Adaption to New Vocabularies and Informa-
tion. Considering the fast growth of vocabular-
ies in the current era, the ability to perform on-
line learning and quick adaptation for embedding
imputations is a desired property. One can com-
bine KG2Vec with meta-learning, e.g., MAML in
Finn et al. (2017), such that the resulting model
can quickly learn the embeddings of newly added
nodes (words), or updated node features.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we introduce KG2Vec, a graph
neural network based approach for embedding
imputation of OOV words which makes use of
grounded language information. Using publicly
available information sources like Wikipedia and
Wiktionary, KG2Vec can effectively impute em-
beddings for rare or unseen words. Experimen-
tal results show that KG2Vec achieves state-of-
the-art results on the Card-660 dataset. Future re-
search directions include a theoretical explanation
of KG2Vec and applications to downstream NLP
tasks.
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Abstract

Hypernymy modeling has largely been sep-
arated according to two paradigms, pattern-
based methods and distributional methods.
However, recent works utilizing a mix of these
strategies have yielded state-of-the-art results.
This paper evaluates the contribution of both
paradigms to hybrid success by evaluating the
benefits of hybrid treatment of baseline mod-
els from each paradigm. Even with a simple
methodology for each individual system, uti-
lizing a hybrid approach establishes new state-
of-the-art results on two domain-specific En-
glish hypernym discovery tasks and outper-
forms all non-hybrid approaches in a general
English hypernym discovery task.

1 Introduction

Discovering word-level hierarchies has long been
an important step in constructing language tax-
onomies. The most important of these hierar-
chical relationships is hypernymy or the ISA-
relationship, i.e. ‘chihuahua’ is a ‘dog’, which
forms the backbone of word-level taxonomies,
most notably WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998).

Early works on the modeling of this relation-
ship focused on the practical task of discover-
ing new instances of the hypernymy relationship
given a vocabulary and an existing resource with
labeled data about hypernymy, described as hy-
pernym discovery by Camacho-Collados (2017).
For the purposes of discovery, Hearst (1992) de-
veloped a landmark set of lexico-syntactic patterns
which indicated hypernymy.

There have been many follow-ups on this con-
cept of identifying and utilizing patterns to iden-
tify hypernym pairs (Caraballo, 1999; Mann,
2002; Snow et al., 2005, 2006). However, by re-
stricting the sentences of interest to only those
which match patterns, even very large datasets
with very loose pattern matching will often return

small co-occurrence numbers, especially for more
indirectly connected hypernym pairs.

To tackle the sparsity of pattern-based ap-
proaches, recent focus has turned to distribu-
tional models of hypernymy. Distributional mod-
els are attractive since they use signals drawn from
every sentence of training data. Distributional
approaches have focused on discovering spatial
properties of embedding space which capture the
hypernymy relationship (Kotlerman et al., 2010;
Yamane et al., 2016; Shwartz et al., 2017; Nickel
and Kiela, 2017; Vulic and Mrksic, 2017). The
performance of distributional approaches in hy-
pernymy detection shows promise to create a more
broad picture of the hypernymy relationship space.

Recently, hybrid models of hypernymy, in both
discovery and detection, have surpassed the per-
formance of either paradigm individually. Simi-
larly, the current state-of-the-art in hypernymy de-
tection was set by a classifier which integrated
information from both pattern data and distribu-
tional word embeddings (Shwartz et al., 2016). In
hypernym discovery, where purely distributional
methods have struggled, a model which utilized
a hybrid approach of patterns and distributional
representations far and away led the results of a
recent SemEval Task (Camacho-Collados et al.,
2018; Bernier-Colborne and Barriere, 2018).

In this paper, we study the benefits of hybrid
strategies of hypernymy via a hybrid of extremely
simple models of pattern-based and distributional
hypernym discovery. We evaluate this model on
the English sub-tasks of SemEval 2018 Task 9 for
Hypernym Discovery. Overall, our results show
that these paradigms have an almost directly com-
plementary effect even when individual models
are simple, a result which we support using the
degrees of hypernymy each paradigm captures ef-
fectively.
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2 Pattern-Based Model

In order to make our pattern-based approach return
a reasonable number of candidate hypernyms, we
apply two separate methods to increase the num-
ber of candidate hypernyms presented by the pat-
tern based model.

Extended Pattern Use First, we utilize a set of
47 extended Hearst Patterns as collected in Seit-
ner et al. (2016). Additionally, we consider n-
gram terms from our vocabulary to inherently con-
tain a pattern co-occurrence with their sub-terms,
e.g., nuclear physics →hyponym physics. In En-
glish, this construction is common and accounts
for a high number of “co-occurrences” between
hyponyms and hypernyms.

All input sentences are tested by regular expres-
sion representations of these 47 patterns, yield-
ing a table of candidates for the hypernymy re-
lationship, in the form of xhypo, yhyper, and the
number of times the pairs co-occurred in any of
the extended Hearst Patterns. This stage is fully
unsupervised but aims to extract lexico-syntactic
information which indicates direct hypernymy.
This raw co-occurrence table can be used to dis-
cover hypernym terms, with hypernym candidates
scored based on their raw counts.

Hearst Matrix Singular Value Decomposition
While this raw co-occurrence table can be used to
discover candidate hypernyms, it still suffers from
a high amount of sparsity even for terms which
occur in patterns. Roller et al. (2018) showed
exactly that performing singular value decompo-
sition on co-occurrence tables can yield recall
improvements, oftentimes outperforming state-of-
the-art distributional methods for the hypernym
detection task.

To modify this method for the hypernym dis-
covery task, we simply sort all vocabulary terms
that occur in Hearst Patterns according to the fol-
lowing metric:

sp(x, y) = UTx ΣrVy

where U , Σ, and V are taken from the singu-
lar value decomposition of the Hearst Pattern co-
occurrence matrix and Ux, Vy are the row vector
and the column vector for the hyponym and the
hypernym respectively. Then, a similarity cutoff
is tuned to maximize the F1 score of our predicted
hypernyms on any labeled data that we have.

For words which never occur in any patterns,
we still lack the ability to generate any reasonable
candidates which causes this approach to still suf-
fer from low total recall due to query terms never
seen in patterns.

3 Distributional Modeling with
Hypernyms from Nearest Neighbor

For our distributional methodology, we choose
the simplest possible supervised approach to hy-
pernym discovery - a single nearest neighbor ap-
proach - in which the hypernyms for each query
term are transferred from their nearest neighbor in
the training data. This approach is motivated by
the work of Snow et al. (2006) where linking a
new hyponym to a similar known hyponym was
shown to effectively encode an enormous amount
of signal about correct hypernyms.

Our method is as follows. Suppose we have
a training set H consisting of a number of hy-
ponyms and their corresponding hypernyms.

H : {Hypoi : Hyper1i ...Hyper
j
i }

For a given query term Q, we find the nearest
neighbor Hyponn from the training set by the
cosine similarity of vector representations of the
words. The hypernyms of the nearest neighbor are
then sorted by descending frequency in the train-
ing set, such that the words which served as hy-
pernyms to more known terms in the training data
come first.

This sorting metric serves as a heuristic of the
generality of the hypernyms of the nearest neigh-
bor. Since the nearest neighbor is unlikely to be
an exact synonym, it is more likely that the query
and its nearest neighbor share more general hyper-
nyms, those that would appear at a lower depth in
a taxonomy, than they are to share extremely spe-
cific hypernyms.

Additionally, a similarity cutoff point is trained
on tuning data, such that if there is no nearest
neighbor with greater similarity the cutoff point,
the nearest neighbors strategy simply returns the
most frequent hypernyms from the entire training
set. Contrasting to the Hearst Patterns, our distri-
butional method instead tries to provide as many
reasonable guesses to hypernyms as possible un-
less the nearest neighbor is very far away.

Embedding Methodology Details In theory,
any word embedding model can be used for this
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General Medical Music
Model Variant MAP MRR P@5 MAP MRR P@5 MAP MRR P@5
Count Hearst Patterns 4.60 11.70 4.10 14.99 43.18 13.70 7.65 26.14 6.76
SVD Hearst Patterns 6.19 15.12 5.65 15.80 47.01 14.53 8.89 29.63 8.05
Hypernyms of Nearest Neighbor 9.85 24.56 8.76 29.57 48.18 34.10 38.65 72.77 38.45
Hybrid of Raw Count & NN 14.82 32.61 13.80 35.29 63.59 38.73 28.22 61.26 30.67
Hybrid of SVD & NN 15.97 34.07 15.00 37.85 64.47 40.19 54.62 77.24 55.08

Table 1: Comparison of model variants on all three sub-tasks of SemEval 2018 Task 9.

nearest neighbor task as it does not explicitly take
advantage of any particular features of a partic-
ular word embedding. However, in practice, we
found that the FastText (Bojanowski et al., 2016)
algorithm is preferable since even out of vocabu-
lary query words are able to be given reasonable
embeddings due to the meaningful embeddings
of sub-strings that FastText provides. This guar-
antees that the nearest neighbor approach always
gives some form of candidate hypernyms, even
for words which are out of vocabulary or word
n-grams which don’t have specific embeddings.
For the purposes of evaluation, we used 100-
dimensional embeddings with common n-grams
joined together.

4 Hybrid Approach

Ultimately, we combine the methods in order to
capture the valuable elements of each. While
pattern-based approaches suffer from sparseness,
they do tend to generate high precision results
when available. Conversely, the nearest neigh-
bor approach almost always generates a fair num-
ber of candidate hypernyms but suffers from low
precision unless the nearest neighbor is an ex-
act synonym. Therefore, we propose the follow-
ing ordering rule for candidate hypernyms. When
the pattern-based approach yields results, we rank
them as first. Then, the hypernyms of the near-
est neighbor are added until our total desired num-
ber of candidates is reached. Since this is a super-
vised setting, we tune a cutoff similarity value for
the pattern-based approaches as described in Sec-
tion 2.

5 Experiments & Results

We evaluate our model on SemEval 2018 Task 9,
the only existing benchmark for the hypernym dis-
covery task. Specifically, we focus on the 3 En-
glish sub-tasks: general English, Medical litera-
ture, and Music literature. Each task comes with a

separate corpus of unlabeled text data, training and
trial data of hyponyms labeled with their complete
list of hypernyms, and a vocabulary of valid hyper-
nyms. The final results of a model are tested on a
dataset of equal size to the training data. Further
details can be found in Camacho-Collados et al.
(2018)’s paper describing the tasks and their re-
spective data.

For each sub-task, we only use the data from the
specific sub-task we are evaluating. The provided
trial dataset is used to tune our cutoff points for
Hearst Pattern frequency and minimum similar-
ity for the nearest neighbor hypernyms approach.
For each query word, we propose 15 candidates
ranked as described in Section 4.

Our initial experiments, shown in Table 1, com-
pare all variations of our described systems on all
tasks. The hybrid models consistently outperform
the individual independent models by a significant
margin, except for the Music task where the raw
count method seems to negatively impact the hy-
pernyms of nearest neighbor approach. The fact
that our simple combination of these two models
yields improved results is a positive indication that
they each contribute separate signals to the model.

For the three English sub-tasks, we evaluate
our model using the evaluation script from the
SemEval task, and compare our results on Mean
Average Precision, Mean Reciprocal Rank, and
Precision at 5, the metrics primarily discussed
in the original task. We compare our system to
the CRIM (Bernier-Colborne and Barriere, 2018),
300-sparsans (Berend et al., 2018), vanilla Tax-
oembed (Espinosa-Anke et al., 2016), and most
frequent hypernym systems. The first two were
the only systems to achieve state-of-the-art results
on the above metrics for the three English sub-
tasks, while the latter two represent the best base-
lines from the shared task. The comparison against
these models on all three sub-tasks can be found in
Table 2.
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General Medical Music
Model MAP MRR P@5 MAP MRR P@5 MAP MRR P@5
Hybrid of SVD & NN(Our Model) 15.97 34.07 15.00 37.85 64.47 40.19 54.62 77.24 55.08
CRIM (Bernier-Colborne and Barriere, 2018) 19.78 36.10 19.03 34.05 54.64 36.77 40.97 60.93 41.31
vTE∗ (Espinosa-Anke et al., 2016) 10.60 23.83 9.91 18.84 41.07 20.71 12.99 39.36 12.41
300-sparsans (Berend et al., 2018) 8.95 19.44 8.63 20.75 40.60 21.43 29.54 46.43 28.86
Most Frequent Hypernym∗ 8.77 21.39 7.81 28.93 35.80 34.20 33.32 51.48 35.76

Table 2: Results for all three English sub-tasks in SemEval 2018 Task 9. Baselines are marked with *, state-of-
the-art is marked in bold.

Our simple hybrid model outperforms all sys-
tems in the competition on the general English hy-
pernym discovery task except for CRIM. In the
general task, we find it worth noting that there
is a significant performance gap between our hy-
brid approach and all non-hybrid models, despite
the simplicity of our model. The state-of-the-art
model, CRIM, is also a hybrid model, but it makes
much more robust use of the larger training set
provided in the general English sub-task.

Perhaps more surprising, our model yields new
state-of-the-art results for the Music and Medical
sub-domain tasks. As these approaches are both
much smaller tasks with around 1/3rd of the train-
ing data, we see that our model is able to make
effective use out of smaller datasets as well.

6 Analysis

In our goal of evaluating hybrid models in
isolation, we quantitatively analyze why these
paradigms are beneficial in concert and manually
analyze where these models fail and perform well.

Hypernymy Distance Analysis In order to ex-
plain the high degree of compatibility the hybrid
model highlights, we explore the idea that each
model is modeling not only signal in support of the
same hypernyms but tends to model wholly differ-
ent types of hypernymy.

In Section 3, we discussed the intuitions be-
hind our sorting method that optimizes the nearest
neighbor to rank general hypernyms first, as these
are more likely to also apply to the query term. By
contrast, the Hearst Patterns are more likely to oc-
cur when the query and hypernym are directly re-
lated. Our intuitions about the type of information
captured by each model state that nearest neigh-
bors should effectively yield higher portions of the
taxonomy, while Hearst Patterns will link direct
hypernyms.

In Table 3, we support this by calculating the

average length of the shortest path between the
hyponym and the proposed hypernym for each
model. The metric is not dramatic but it clearly
separates the two approaches. Correctly predicted
hypernyms from the nearest neighbor approach lie
on average around one step further away on Word-
net from their query words than our correctly pre-
dicted hypernyms from the Hearst Patterns.1

Manual Error Analysis In order to more fully
understand the contributions of each model to our
results, we perform manual error analysis on a ran-
domly selected subset of the test data. 100 ex-
amples were selected from the General sub-task
and 50 examples each were taken from the Mu-
sic and Medical sub-tasks. Results are in Table
4. Within these examples, each candidate is la-
beled with which system yielded the answer. We
also categorize certain types of error into their own
class.

Overall, Hearst Pattern candidates account for
20% of all candidates and have a precision of 18%.
Nearest Neighbor candidates are 80% of all candi-
dates and also have a precision of 18%. The full
Hearst Pattern precision numbers are 10%, 38%
and 68% for the General, Music and Medical sub-
tasks, respectively. The Nearest Neighbor preci-
sion numbers are 9%, 20%and 29%, respectively.

In all datasets, Hearst Patterns alone almost
never capture all hypernyms, but especially in
special topic fields they show high precision re-
sults, as projected by previous work. In the
general subtask, Hearst Patterns struggle more,
generally when the query term is a term that is
used in versions of the patterns that do not trans-
late well to actual hypernymy, e.g., consump-
tion→bad pattern hyponym factor from the phrase

1This distance is calculated when both terms exist in
WordNet. For terms which lie in the other knowledge graphs
used to construct the SemEval Task 9 dataset, we don’t cal-
culate a distance.
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Model All Predictions Correct Predictions
Raw Hearst Patterns 6.33 3.64
SVD Hearst Patterns 6.33 3.63
Nearest Neighbor 7.54 4.81

Table 3: Average length of shortest path between predicted hypernyms and their input hyponyms.

Correct Incorrect Near Miss Gold Error
Dataset HP NN HP NN HP NN HP NN
General (100) 24 58 384 893 33 39 25 39
Music (50) 30 188 50 468 7 0 5 2
Medical (50) 21 141 8 558 2 0 3 0

Table 4: Error analysis of all all candidate hypernyms in a random sub-sample (number of queries in parentheses).

”Consumption is a factor in...”.

Altogether, our best answers largely come from
either very similar nearest neighbors, or hybrid in-
stances where the Hearst Patterns capture a few
specific hypernyms and rough hypernyms are cap-
tured by the nearest neighbor. We view the lat-
ter instances as ideal, since they depend neither
on a perfect nearest neighbor nor on patterns
capturing indirect hypernyms. For example, the
query Fudan University has three gold hypernyms
{university, school, educational institution}, uni-
versity and school are returned by the Hearst Pat-
terns and educational institution is returned by the
nearest neighbor.

In the general sub-task, the selection of a bad
nearest neighbor when no Hearst Patterns are
found is the source of a large number of major
failures. Qualitative analysis generally shows that
this occurs when the embedding for a rarely used
query word must rely on its sub-string embedding
from fastText, leading to a very incorrect nearest
neighbor that still has high confidence, e.g., Queen
Elizabeth→bad nearest neighborElizabeth Einstein.
In the more specific sub-tasks, this type of error
is less common as the domain is constrained in
scope, making wildly incorrect nearest neighbors
less common. However, in these more specific
tasks, outliers with no strong nearest neighbor are
much more frequent as the number of low confi-
dence nearest neighbors increases in these tasks.
In these cases, the model defaults to giving the
most frequent hypernyms from training since the
confidence cutoffs of neither Hearst Patterns nor
the nearest neighbor similarity are met.

We also separate out two interesting categories
of error: gold errors (occurring 2.5% of the time)

and near misses (occurring 2.9% of the time).
These categories have similar properties and gen-
erally form within specific queries. The prior oc-
curs primarily when a different sense is captured
than the sense in the gold data itself, e.g., ce-
real→gold false negative{crop, grain, snack, food-
stuff, carbohydrate}. The latter occurs primar-
ily when an incorrect, but close, family of hy-
pernyms is obtained from the data, e.g., mi-
croscope→near miss candidates{technology, facil-
ity, observer, measuring device}.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

We studied the impact of utilizing a hybrid of
pattern-based and distributional models for hy-
pernym discovery by hybridizing simple models
from each paradigm. Our results show that hybrid
models of even simple systems are able to per-
form surprisingly well, consistently outperform-
ing more robust single strategy models. Interest-
ingly, a manual error analysis and metrics taken
from WordNet suggests each paradigm models
different types of hypernymy. We conclude that
further work in hypernym discovery should uti-
lize signals taken from both historical paradigms
of hypernymy modeling, not only to improve con-
fidence in answers but also to capture both direct
and indirect hypernym relationships.
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Abstract

Previous studies on lexical substitution tend to
obtain substitute candidates by finding the tar-
get word’s synonyms from lexical resources
(e.g., WordNet) and then rank the candidates
based on its contexts. These approaches have
two limitations: (1) They are likely to over-
look good substitute candidates that are not the
synonyms of the target words in the lexical re-
sources; (2) They fail to take into account the
substitution’s influence on the global context
of the sentence.

To address these issues, we propose an end-to-
end BERT-based lexical substitution approach
which can propose and validate substitute can-
didates without using any annotated data or
manually curated resources. Our approach
first applies dropout to the target word’s em-
bedding for partially masking the word, al-
lowing BERT to take balanced consideration
of the target word’s semantics and contexts
for proposing substitute candidates, and then
validates the candidates based on their sub-
stitution’s influence on the global contextual-
ized representation of the sentence. Exper-
iments show our approach performs well in
both proposing and ranking substitute candi-
dates, achieving the state-of-the-art results in
both LS07 and LS14 benchmarks.

1 Introduction

Lexical substitution (McCarthy and Navigli, 2007)
aims to replace a target word in a sentence with
a substitute word without changing the meaning
of the sentence, which is useful for many Natural
Language Processing (NLP) tasks like text simpli-
fication and paraphrase generation.

One main challenge in this task is proposing
substitutes that not only are semantically consis-
tent with the original target word and fits in the

∗This work was done during the first author’s internship
at Microsoft Research Asia.

Sentence The wine he sent to me as my birthday gift is too strong to drink.

WordNet hard,	solid,	s7ff,	firm

BERT	(keep	target	word) stronger,	strongly,	hard,	much
BERT	(mask	target	word) hot,	thick,	sweet,	much

BERT	(embedding	dropout) tough,	powerful,	potent,	hard

Sentence The wine he sent to me as my birthday gift is too strong to drink.

The wine he sent to me as my birthday gift is too hot (0.81) to drink. (0.86)

The wine he sent to me as my birthday gift is too tough (0.91) to drink. (0.92)

The wine he sent to me as my birthday gift is too powerful (0.91) to drink. (0.93)

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) WordNet and original BERT cannot pro-
pose the valid substitute powerful in their top-K results
but applying target word embedding dropout enables
BERT to propose it; (b) Undesirable substitutes (e.g.,
hot, tough) tend to change the contextualized represen-
tation of the sentence more than good substitutes (e.g.,
powerful). The numbers after the words are the co-
sine similarity of the words’ contextualized vector to
the original target words; while the numbers after the
sentence are the similarity of the sentence’s contextu-
alized representation before and after the substitution,
defined in Eq (2).

context but also preserve the sentence’s meaning.
Most previous approaches to this challenge first
obtain substitute candidates by picking synonyms
from manually curated lexical resources as can-
didates, and then rank them based on their ap-
propriateness in context, or instead ranking all
words in the vocabulary to avoid the usage of
lexical resources. For example, knowledge-based
lexical substitution systems (Yuret, 2007; Has-
san et al., 2007) use pre-defined rules to score
substitute candidates; vector space modeling ap-
proach (Erk and Padó, 2008; Dinu and Lapata,
2010; Thater et al., 2010; Apidianaki, 2016) uses
distributional sparse vector representations based
on the syntactic context; substitute vector ap-
proach (Yuret, 2012; Melamud et al., 2015b) com-
prises the potential fillers for the target word slot
in that context; word/context embedding similarity
approach (Melamud et al., 2015a; Roller and Erk,
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2016; Melamud et al., 2016) uses the similarity of
word embeddings to rank substitute words; and
supervised learning approaches (Biemann, 2013;
Szarvas et al., 2013a,b; Hintz and Biemann, 2016)
uses delexicalized features to rank substitute can-
didates. Although these approaches work well in
some cases, they have two key limitations: (1)
they rely heavily on lexical resources. While
the resources can offer synonyms for substitution,
they are not perfect and they are likely to over-
look some good candidates, as Figure 1(a) shows.
(2) most previous approaches only measure the
substitution candidates’ fitness given the context
but they do not consider whether the substitution
changes the sentence’s meaning. Take Figure 1(b)
as an example, although tough may fit in the con-
text as well as powerful, it changes the contextual-
ized representation of the sentence more than pow-
erful. Therefore, it is not so good as powerful for
the substitution.

To address the above issues, we propose a novel
BERT-based lexical substitution approach, moti-
vated by that BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) not only
can predict the distribution of a masked target
word conditioned on its bi-directional contexts but
also can measure two sentences’ contextualized
representation’s similarity. To propose substitute
candidates for a target word in a sentence, we in-
troduce a novel embedding dropout mechanism to
partially mask the target word and use BERT to
predict the word at the position. Compared to
fully masking or keeping the target word, partially
masking with embedding dropout allows BERT to
take a balanced consideration of target word’s se-
mantics and its contexts, helping avoid generat-
ing substitute candidates that are either semanti-
cally inconsistent with the target word or unfit in
the contexts, as Figure 1(a) shows. To validate
a substitute candidate, we propose to evaluate a
candidate’s fitness based on the substitution’s in-
fluence on the contextualized representation of the
sentence, which avoids selecting a substitute that
changes the sentence’s meaning much, as Figure
1(b) illustrates. We conduct experiments on the
official LS07 and LS14 benchmarks. The results
show that our approach substantially outperforms
previous approaches in both proposing and vali-
dating substitute candidates, achieving new state-
of-the-art results in both datasets.

The contributions of our paper are as follows:

• We propose a BERT-based end-to-end lexi-

unmask dropout mask

strong strong [MASK]

…	is	too	strong	to	drink.

Figure 2: Unmasking, masking and partially masking
the target word through target embedding dropout.

cal substitution approach without relying on
any annotated data and external linguistic re-
sources.

• Based on BERT, we introduce target word
embedding dropout for helping substitute
candidate proposal, and a substitute candi-
date validation method based on the substi-
tution’s influence on the global contexts.

• Our approach largely advances the state-of-
the-art results of lexical substitution in both
LS07 and LS14 benchmarks.

2 BERT-based Lexical Substitution

BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations
from Transformers) (Devlin et al., 2018) is a
bidirectional transformer encoder (Vaswani et al.,
2017) trained with the objective of masked lan-
guage modeling and the next-sentence prediction
task, which proves effective in various NLP tasks.
In this section, we present how to effectively lever-
age BERT for lexical substitution.

2.1 Substitute Candidate Proposal
As BERT is a bi-directional language model
trained by masking the target word, it can be used
to propose a substitute candidate to reconstruct the
sentence. In practice, however, if we mask the tar-
get word and let BERT predict the word at the
position, BERT is very likely to generate candi-
dates that are semantically different from the orig-
inal target word although it fits in the context; on
the other hand, if we do not mask the target word,
approximately 99.99% of the predicted probabil-
ity distribution will fall into the original target
word, making it unreliable to choose the alterna-
tive candidates from the remaining 0.01% proba-
bility space, as Figure 1 shows.

For a trade-off between the two extreme cases,
we propose to apply embedding dropout to par-
tially mask the target word. It forces a portion of
dimension of the target word’s input embedding to
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zero, as illustrated in Figure 2. In this way, BERT
can only receive vague information from the target
word and thus has to consider other contexts to re-
construct the sentence, which improves substitute
candidate proposal as Figure 1(a) shows.

Formally, for the target word xk to be replaced
in sentence x = (x1, · · · , xk, · · · , xL), we define
sp(x

′
k|x, k) as the proposal score for choosing x′k

as the substitution for xk:

sp(x
′
k|x, k) = log

P (x′k|x̃, k)

1− P (xk|x̃, k)
(1)

where P (xk|x, k) is the probability for the kth

word predicted by BERT given x, and x̃ is the
same with x except that its kth position’s word
is partially masked with embedding dropout. The
denominator is the probability of the prediction
that is not xk, normalizing P (x′k|x̃, k) against all
the words in the vocabulary excluding xk.

2.2 Substitute Candidate Validation
After we propose substitute candidates, we need to
validate them because not all proposed candidates
are appropriate. As Figure 1(b) shows, a proposed
candidate (e.g., tough) may change the sentence’s
meaning. To avoid such cases, we propose to eval-
uate a candidate’s fitness by comparing the sen-
tence’s contextualized representation before and
after the substitution for validation.

Specifically, for a word xi, we use the con-
catenation of its representations in top four lay-
ers in BERT as its contextualized representation.
We denote the sentence after the substitution as
x′ = (x1, · · · , x′k, · · · , xL). The validation score
for the substitution of x′k is defined in Eq (2):

sv(x
′
k|x, k) = SIM(x,x′; k) (2)

where SIM(x,x′; k) is BERT’s contextualized
representation similarity of x and x′, which is de-
fined as follows:

SIM(x,x′; k) =
L∑

i

wi,k × Λ(h(xi|x),h(x′i|x′))

where h(xi|x) is BERT’s contextualized repre-
sentation of the ith token in the sentence x and
Λ(a, b) is cosine similarity of vector a and b. wi,k
is the average self-attention score of all heads in all
layers from ith token to kth position in x, which
is used for weighing each position based on its se-
mantic dependency to xk.

In this way, we can use sv(x′k|x, k) to measure
the influence of the substitution of xk → x′k on the

semantics of the sentence. The undesirable substi-
tute candidates like hot and tough in Figure 1(b)
will get a lower sv and thus fail in ranking, while
appropriate candidates like powerful will have a
high sv and will be preferred.

In practice, we consider both the proposal score
sp in Eq (1) and the validation score sv in Eq (2)
for overall recommendation for a candidate:

s(x′k|x, k) = sv(x
′
k|x, k) +α× sp(x′k|x, k) (3)

where α is the weight for the proposal score.

3 Experiments

3.1 Experimental Setting

We evaluate our approach on the SemEval 2007
dataset (McCarthy and Navigli, 2007) (denoted
as LS07), and the CoinCo dataset (Kremer et al.,
2014) (denoted as LS14), benchmark datasets
which are the most widely used datasets for lex-
ical substitution evaluation. LS07 consists of 201
target word types, each of which has 10 instances
in different contexts (i.e., sentences); while LS14
provides the same kind of data as LS07 but is
much larger – with 4,255 target word types in over
15K sentences.

We use official evaluation metrics best, best-
mode, oot, oot-mode in SemEval 2007 task as
well as Precision@1 as our evaluation metrics.
Among them, best, best-mode and Precision@1
evaluate the quality of the best predictions while
oot (out-of-ten) and oot-mode evaluate the cover-
age of the gold substitutes in 10-best predictions.

We use uncased BERT large model in Devlin
et al. (2018) in our experiments. We use LS07
trial set as our development set for tuning the hy-
perparameters in our model. Empirically, we set
the dropout ratio of the target word’s embedding
to 0.3 and set the weight α in Eq (3) to 0.01. For
each test instance, we propose 50 candidates using
the approach in Section 2.1 and validate and rank
them by Eq (3). As the embedding dropout intro-
duces randomness to the final results, we repeat
our experiments 5 times and report average scores
with standard deviation.

3.2 Experimental Results

Table 1 shows the results of our approaches as
well as the state-of-the-art approaches in LS07
and LS14 benchmarks. Our approach substan-
tially outperforms all previous approaches in both
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Method Resource best best-m oot oot-m P@1
LS07

our approach None 20.3±0.02 34.2±0.02 55.4±0.03 68.4±0.02 51.1±0.02
substitute vector (Melamud et al., 2015b) None 12.7 21.7 36.4 52.0 -
balAddCos (Melamud et al., 2015a) None 8.1 13.4 27.4 39.1 13.4
transfer learning (Hintz and Biemann, 2016) WordNet 17.2 - 48.8 - -
supervised learning (Szarvas et al., 2013b) WordNet 15.9 - 48.8 - 40.8
KU (knowledge-based) (Yuret, 2007) multiple resources 12.9 20.7 46.2 61.3 -
UNT (knowledge-based) (Hassan et al., 2007) multiple resources 12.8 20.7 49.2 66.3 -

LS14
our approach None 14.5±0.01 33.9±0.02 45.9±0.02 69.9±0.02 56.3±0.01
substitute vector (Melamud et al., 2015b) None 8.1 17.4 26.7 46.2 -
balAddCos (Melamud et al., 2015a) None 5.6 11.9 20.0 33.3 11.8

Table 1: Results on LS07 and LS14. For all the metrics, the higher, the better. For substitution vector and
balAddCos, they use all the words in the vocabulary as the substitution candidates.

Method best best-m oot oot-m P@1
LS07

our approach 20.3 34.2 55.4 68.4 51.1
- w/o sp (Keep) 18.9 32.6 51.7 63.5 48.6
- w/o sp (Mask) 16.2 27.5 46.4 57.9 43.3
- w/o sp (WordNet) 15.9 27.1 45.9 57.1 42.8
- w/o sv 12.1 20.2 40.8 56.9 13.1

BERT (Keep) 9.2 16.3 37.3 52.2 9.2
BERT (Mask) 8.6 14.2 33.2 48.9 5.7

LS14
our approach 14.5 33.9 45.9 69.9 56.3

- w/o sp (Keep) 13.7 31.4 41.3 63.5 53.1
- w/o sp (Mask) 11.3 26.7 36.2 59.1 47.1
- w/o sp (WordNet) 11.0 26.3 35.9 58.7 46.3
- w/o sv 9.1 19.7 33.5 56.9 14.3

BERT (Keep) 8.3 17.2 31.1 54.4 11.2
BERT (Mask) 7.6 15.4 38.5 51.3 7.6

Table 2: Ablation study results of our approach. BERT
(Keep/Mask) are the baselines that uses BERT unmask-
ing/masking the target word to propose candidates and
rank by the proposal scores. Remember that our ap-
proach is a linear combination of proposal score sp and
validation score sv , as in Eq (3). In the baselines “w/o
sp”, we alternatively use BERT (Keep), BERT (Mask)
or WordNet to propose candidates.

benchmarks, even those trained through super-
vised learning with external resources (Szarvas
et al., 2013b), in terms of all the five metrics.
Though our approach introduces randomness due
to the embedding dropout, no large fluctuation is
observed in our results.

For understanding the improvement, we con-
duct an ablation test and show the result in Table
2. According to Table 2, we observe that the orig-
inal BERT cannot perform as well as the previous
state-of-the-art approaches by its own. Applying
embedding dropout to BERT improves the model,
allowing it to achieve 13.1% and 14.3% P@1 in
LS07 and LS14 respectively. When we further add
our candidate valuation method in Section 2.2 to
validate the candidates, its performance is signifi-
cantly improved. Furthermore, it is clear that our
substitute candidate proposal method is much bet-

Method LS07 LS14
our approach 60.5 57.6

- w/o sv 55.3 52.2
- w/o sp 58.3 54.8

context2vec (Melamud et al., 2016) 56.0 47.9
substitute vector (Melamud et al., 2015b) 55.1 50.2
addcos (Melamud et al., 2015a) 52.9 48.3
PIC (Roller and Erk, 2016) 52.4 48.3
vector space modeling (Kremer et al., 2014) 52.5 47.8
transfer learning (Hintz and Biemann, 2016) 51.9 -
supervised learning (Kremer et al., 2014) 55.0 -
BERT (word similarity) 55.2 52.1

Table 3: GAP scores in the substitute ranking sub-
task. Note that for the baseline w/o sp, we do not need
to propose candidates using BERT like Table 2 since
candidates are given in advance in the ranking subtask.
BERT (word similarity) ranks candidates by the cosine
similarity of BERT contextualized representations of
the original target word and a substitute candidate. We
do not compare to Apidianaki (2016) as it only evalu-
ates on a sample of the test data in a different setting.

ter than WordNet for candidate proposal when we
compare our approach to the -w/o sp (WordNet)
baseline where candidates are obtained by Word-
Net and validated by our validation approach.

Also, we evaluate our approach in the substi-
tute ranking subtask of LS07 and LS14. In the
ranking subtask, a system does not need to pro-
pose candidates by itself; instead, the substitute
candidates for each test instance are given in ad-
vance, either from lexical resources (e.g. word-
net) or pooled substitutes. Following prior work,
we use GAP score (Kishida, 2005) for evaluation
in the subtask, which is a variant of MAP (Mean
Average Precision). According to Table 3, we ob-
serve that both our proposal score sp and valida-
tion score sv contribute to the improvement, al-
lowing our approach to outperform previous state-
of-the-art approaches, even with the same substi-
tute candidates.
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By comparing our approach without sp to the
BERT baseline approach BERT (word similarity)
in Table 3, we confirm that the comparison of
sentence-level contextualized representations be-
fore and after the substitution is more effective and
reliable than the word-level comparison for lexical
substitution. This is because some changes in sen-
tence’s meaning after the substitution can be better
captured by the sentence-level analysis, just as the
example in Figure 1(b) illustrates.

4 Conclusion

In our work, we propose an end-to-end lexical sub-
stitution approach based on BERT, which can pro-
pose and validate substitute candidates without us-
ing any annotated data and manually curated re-
sources. Experiments in LS07 and LS14 bench-
mark datasets show that our proposed embedding
dropout for partially masking the target word is
helpful for BERT to propose substitute candidates,
and that analyzing a sentence’s contextualized rep-
resentation before and after the substitution can
largely improve the results of lexical substitution.
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Abstract

Word embeddings are now pervasive across
NLP subfields as the de-facto method of form-
ing text representataions. In this work, we
show that existing embedding models are in-
adequate at constructing representations that
capture salient aspects of mathematical mean-
ing for numbers, which is important for lan-
guage understanding. Numbers are ubiquitous
and frequently appear in text. Inspired by cog-
nitive studies on how humans perceive num-
bers, we develop an analysis framework to test
how well word embeddings capture two es-
sential properties of numbers: magnitude (e.g.
3<4) and numeration (e.g. 3=three). Our ex-
periments reveal that most models capture an
approximate notion of magnitude, but are in-
adequate at capturing numeration. We hope
that our observations provide a starting point
for the development of methods which better
capture numeracy in NLP systems.

1 Introduction

Word embeddings operationalize the distributional
hypothesis, where a word is characterized by “the
company it keeps” (Harris, 1954; Firth, 1957), and
have been shown to capture semantic regularities
in vector space (Mikolov et al., 2013c). They have
been a driving force in NLP in recent years, and
enjoy widespread use in a variety of semantic tasks
(Rumelhart et al.; Mikolov et al., 2013a,b; Col-
lobert and Weston, 2008; Glorot et al., 2011; Tur-
ney and Pantel, 2010; Turney, 2013).

However, to what extent do these word repre-
sentations capture numeric properties? Numbers
often need to be dealt with precisely, and under-
standing the meaning of text also requires a care-
ful understanding of the quantities involved. They
have been identified to play an important role in
textual entailment, a benchmark natural language

∗*The first two authors contributed equally to this work.

understanding task. Marneffe et al. (2008) ex-
tract pairs of contradictions that occur naturally
on Wikipedia and Google News, and find that
as many as 29% of contradictions arise due to
numeric discrepancies. They also identify that
on many Recognizing Textual Entailment (RTE)
datasets, 8.8% of contradictory pairs feature nu-
meric contradictions. Naik et al. (2018) find that
model inability to do numerical reasoning causes
4% of errors made by state-of-the-art models in
Natural Language Inference. Spithourakis and
Riedel (2018) emphasize the importance of nu-
meracy in language modeling. Yet, numbers are
often forgotten and even masked in NLP applica-
tions (Mitchell and Lapata, 2009).

In several domains such as economics, finance
and scientific articles numbers can play a crucial
role in text. Take for example a recent news head-
line,

Met Office: Global Warming could exceed
1.5 C within five years

Ideally, the text representation we use should be
able to capture that global warming can exceed 1.5
C, not 100 C. Magnitude is an essential aspect
of a number’s meaning1 (Dehaene et al., 1998;
Whalen et al., 1999; Cantlon and Brannon, 2006;
Gross, 2011; Cutini and Bonato, 2012; Agrillo
et al., 2012; Feigenson et al., 2004) . Systems
should also be able to draw valid inferences ir-
respective of whether the text uses “five” or “5”.
This requires an understanding of symbolic repre-
sentations used to record numbers in text. Such
representation systems are called numeration sys-
tems, and individual symbols within the system

1Prior work has shown that humans, as well as sev-
eral species of animals share analogue systems that rep-
resent “quantities” or “magnitudes” associated with num-
bers(Dehaene et al., 1998)
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are called numerals2. Systems must handle nu-
meration, i.e. associations between distinct sym-
bols used for the same number under different sys-
tems (3=three).

In this work, we examine the extent to which
word embeddings are capable of representing nu-
meracy attributes, asking the question - if pre-
trained word embeddings are utilized for repre-
senting text across NLP tasks, what can they rep-
resent about numbers? Our framework formulates
triples of numbers to probe word embeddings on
their ability to represent magnitude, and their ro-
bustness to differences in numeration. We hope
this analysis highlights limitations of current pre-
trained word embeddings at capturing numeracy,
and will motivate future research to develop more
careful treatments of quantities in text.

2 Analysis Framework

We construct an analysis framework to evaluate
embeddings on their ability to capture magnitude
and numeration. Numbers follow a well-defined
ordering, under a mathematical system, which
holds independent of textual context (e.g.: 0 <
1 < 2...). This ordering is established by magni-
tude (Izard and Dehaene, 2008; Russell, 2009) and
is consistent across numeration systems. There-
fore, an embedding representation that captures
magnitude and numeration precisely should main-
tain this ordering across numeration systems in the
embedding space. We evaluate this ability by con-
structing contrastive tests (Zhu et al., 2018).

A contrastive test for a property p is defined as a
triple (x, x+, x−) such that x is closer to x+ than
x− under p. If embeddings capture p, x will be
closer to x+ than x− in the embedding space, indi-
cating that the embedding method passes the test.
We propose three categories of tests, which differ
in the choice of x−3:

1. OVA (One-vs-All): Define x− = {y|y ∈
X − x, y 6= x+}. A model must identify x to
be closer to x+ than all x−.

2. SC(Strict Contrastive): Choose x− to be
the second-closest to x after x+ under p.

3. BC (Broad Contrastive): Choose x− to be
the furthest from x under property p.

2Several cultures have developed numeration systems
(Zhang and Norman, 1995). In this work, we restrict
our scope to Arabic and English numeration systems (e.g.
Arabic-2, English: two).

3x+ is chosen to be the token closest to x under p.

Model #English #Arabic
GloVe-6B-*D 120 (0.03%) 19409 (4.85%)

GloVe-42B-300D 239 (0.01%) 108839 (5.68%)
GloVe-840B-300D 532 (0.02%) 109353 (4.98%)

FastText-Wiki 374 (0.04%) 25549 (2.56%)
FastText-CC 592 (0.03%) 59386 (2.97%)

SkipGram-BoW 114 (0.06%) 2401 (1.31%)
SkipGram-Dep 111 (0.06%) 2416 (1.39%)

GloVe-Num 1117 (0.02%) 318109 (4.4%)
GloVe-All 973 (0.01%) 189598 (2.8%)

FastText-Num 1117 (0.02%) 317627 (4.4%)
FastText-All 973 (0.01%) 189366 (2.8%)

Word2Vec-Num 486 (0.02%) 67908 (2.7%)
Word2Vec-All 434 (0.01%) 37164 (1.2%)

Table 1: Proportion of English and Arabic numerals
containing representations in different models. Though
embeddings are retrained on the same corpus, pre-
processing choices (eg:lowercasing, filtering low fre-
quency words etc.) result in different vocabularies

OVA requires that x+ must be the closest vector
to x in the embedding space. High performance
on this test would indicate that the property is cap-
tured almost precisely. SC relaxes strictness by
only requiring x+ to be closer than the second-
closest token under property p. Finally BC is the
least strict of the three. Models can succeed on BC
if they manage to capture even an approximate no-
tion of p. We use this framework to construct three
categories of contrastive tests for both magnitude
and numeration. Example tests for magnitude are
shown below4:

1. OVA-MAG: (3, 4, x), such that x = {y|y ∈
X − {3}, y 6= 4}

2. SC-MAG: (3, 4, 5)
3. BC-MAG: (3, 4, 1000000)

Similarly for numeration,

1. OVA-NUM: (3, three, x), such that x =
{y|y ∈ Y, y 6= three}

2. SC-NUM: (3, three, four)
3. BC-NUM: (3, three, billion)

3 Representations

We evaluate the following embedding methods:

Skipgram (Mikolov et al., 2013a): Feedfor-
ward network trained to predict words within
a fixed window surrounding the current word,
with hidden weights used as embeddings. We
evaluate with window sizes in {2, 5}, dependency

4Note that we consider 2 and 4 equidistant from 3, so ex-
amples like (3,2,4) are removed.
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Model OVA-MAG SC-MAG BC-MAG
Random 0.04 49.82 49.34

GloVe-6B-50D 7.70 55.62 82.48
GloVe-6B-100D 10.27 57.83 82.83
GloVe-6B-200D 15.88 62.21 83.94
GloVe-6B-300D 18.41 62.92 83.98
GloVe-42B-300D 5.18 55.58 91.86
GloVe-840B-300D 11.06 55.40 88.54

FastText-Wiki 13.94 59.96 96.15
FastText-CC 7.83 53.89 85.40
SkipGram-2 7.12 55.49 95.84
SkipGram-5 8.85 55.40 96.42

SkipGram-Dep 3.32 51.99 94.60

Table 2: Performance (% accuracy) of various embed-
ding models on magnitude tests. We also report the
performance of a random embedding baseline.

parse-based context (Levy and Goldberg, 2014)

GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014): Embeddings
generated by training log-bilinear models to
predict global word co-occurrence statistics.
We evaluate variants with #tokens in {6B, 42B,
840B}; dimensionality in {50, 100, 200, 300}

FastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017): Extended
Skipgram model representing words as character
n-grams to incorporate sub-word information. We
evaluate Wikipedia and Common Crawl variants.

3.1 Retrained Word Vectors

We retrain all models on GigaWord5 and English
Wikipedia6, under the setting: window size=5; di-
mensionality=100. To evaluate whether having
more occurrences of numerals in the training data
correlates with better representations, we train two
variants for each model: one on sentences contain-
ing numbers (56M in total; 1.5B tokens) (Num),
and another on 56M sentences (1.5B tokens) sub-
sampled without constraints (All).

4 Experiments

How many numerals have representations? Table
1 shows the proportion of English7 and Arabic
numerals in each. Overall, numerals make up
less than 5% vocabulary in all models. Despite

5We use the fourth edition: https://catalog.ldc.
upenn.edu/LDC2009T13.

6We use the May 1, 2019 dump from https://
dumps.wikimedia.org/backup-index.html.

7To detect English numerals, we use word2number:
https://pypi.org/project/word2number/.

this, all variants contain representations for suffi-
cient numerals to allow us to apply our framework.

For off-the-shelf variants, we construct 2260
OVA-MAG, SC-MAG and BC-MAG tests. For
numeration, we construct separate tests for each
model, as there are few common numerals. Fur-
ther statistics about number of tests for each model
are reported in table 3. For retrained embeddings,
we construct 31860 OVA-MAG, SC-MAG and
BC-MAG tests, 130 OVA-NUM and SC-NUM

tests, and 136 BC-NUM tests8.

4.1 Evaluating Off-The-Shelf Embeddings

Tables 2 and 3 present the performance of off-
the-shelf embeddings on magnitude and numera-
tion tests respectively. We use cosine similarity9

as the distance metric. High performance on BC-
MAG indicates that all models capture an approxi-
mate notion of magnitude, distinguishing between
very large and very small numbers. We specu-
late this might be because numbers from different
magnitude classes often appear in different con-
texts (See §5.1). As tests become stricter, model
performance drops massively. Models perform
nearly 10x worse on OVA-MAG as compared to
BC-MAG. This suggests model are unable to cap-
ture magnitude precisely. Across models, Skip-
Gram variants and FastText-Wiki perform best on
BC-MAG. However, GloVe outperforms all oth-
ers on OVA-MAG and SC-MAG. On numeration
tests, models fare much worse. With the exception
of GloVe models on BC-NUM, no model signifi-
cantly outperforms a random baseline.

4.2 Evaluating Retrained Embeddings

Table 4 presents the performance of retrained em-
beddings and a random embedding baseline on
magnitude and numeration tests. There is no sig-
nificant difference in performance between Num
and All variants, suggesting that seeing more nu-
merals during training does not necessarily result
in better representations. Results follow similar
trends as off-the-shelf embeddings. All models
capture an approximate notion of magnitude (high
performance on BC-MAG), but do not capture nu-
meration. Across models, FastText variants fare

8Since all embeddings are trained on the same corpus and
share the same vocabulary, there are enough common English
numerals to construct a single set of numeration tests.

9We experiment with Euclidean distance, and observe
similar results (Appendix A and B).
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OVA-NUM SC-NUM BC-NUM
Model #Tests Rand Emb #Tests Rand Emb #Tests Rand Emb

GloVe-6B-50D 117 0.00 0.85 117 49.57 52.99 117 50.43 79.49
GloVe-6B-100D 117 0.00 0.85 117 52.99 47.86 117 57.26 81.20
GloVe-6B-200D 117 1.71 0.85 117 48.72 57.26 117 42.74 78.63
GloVe-6B-300D 117 1.71 0.00 117 50.43 58.97 117 54.70 88.89
GloVe-42B-300D 226 0.44 0.44 226 52.21 51.33 226 53.98 10.18

GloVe-840B-300D 515 0.19 0.19 515 49.90 50.68 515 49.71 81.94
FastText-Wiki 360 0.28 0.28 360 50.00 49.72 360 56.67 41.67
FastText-CC 572 0.00 0.52 572 46.85 51.22 572 41.26 44.76
SkipGram-2 112 0.00 0.00 112 51.79 48.21 112 49.11 49.11
SkipGram-5 112 0.00 0.89 112 52.68 51.79 112 50.89 14.29

SkipGram-Dep 109 0.92 1.83 109 53.21 48.62 109 52.29 31.19

Table 3: Performance (% accuracy) of various embedding models on numeration tests. Since we construct a
separate set of tests per model, we report the performance of a random embedding model for each set (Rand).
Bolded numbers highlight cases where performance is higher than both random embedding and random choice.
Note that random choice performance for OVA-NUM is 1

#Tests .

Model Magnitude Numeration
OVA-MAG SC-MAG BC-MAG OVA-NUM SC-NUM BC-NUM

random 0.00 49.62 49.71 2.31 47.69 53.68
GloVe-Num 0.01 49.47 72.76 0.00 50.00 19.85
GloVe-All 0.01 49.08 74.02 0.00 46.15 19.85

FastText-Num 0.09 51.05 96.69 1.54 54.62 58.09
FastText-All 0.09 51.16 97.90 0.00 46.92 61.03

Word2Vec-Num 0.02 50.12 93.55 0.77 44.62 33.82
Word2Vec-All 0.02 49.37 94.20 0.00 54.62 34.56

Table 4: Performance (% accuracy) of various (retrained) embedding models on magnitude and numeration tests.

best.

5 Discussion

5.1 Performance on Magnitude Tests
Tables 2 and 4 show that most models do not
capture magnitude precisely (low performance on
OVA-MAG; SC-MAG), but seem to learn an ap-
proximate notion of magnitude (high performance
on BC-MAG) 10. To examine the difference in
contexts that separates numbers of vastly varying
magnitudes, we sample 1 million sentences con-
taining numbers from English Wikipedia and Gi-
gaWord and compute pointwise mutual informa-
tion (PMI), defined as
PMI (number, class) = log p(number,class)

p(number,·)p(·,class)
10Cognitive studies show that human babies initially start

recognizing numbers by approximation and their ability to
identify numbers precisely improves over their lifespan (Hal-
berda et al., 2012). (Moyer and Landauer, 1967) were the first
to observe that humans took longer to distinguish between
closer numbers (eg: 8 and 9) than numbers which were fur-
ther away in distance (eg: 2 and 9). This finding has since
been replicated several times (Dehaene, 2011). In our frame-
work, models find it harder to distinguish between closer
numbers (SC-MAG) than distant numbers (BC-MAG)- how-
ever the differences here likely arise from different contexts
in which numbers of vastly varying magnitudes are used.

between the contexts of primitive numbers
(numbers 1-10) and large numbers (>500,>1000,
>3000, >10000, >100000) as shown in Table 5.
We consider the word immediately following the
number as context, since it appears in the context
of the number across embedding methods, regard-
less of sliding window size. We apply add-100
smoothing to identify contexts with maximum dis-
criminatory power.

We observe in table 5 that terms separating
primitives from larger numbers fall into categories
such as days in a month, which are less than 31,
or percentages which are <= 100. In compari-
son, contexts of larger numbers include terms like
‘election’, ‘census’ and ‘world’. As we move be-
yond numbers that are likely to be dates (>3000),
we observe terms such as ’ZIP’ occurring with ZIP
codes in text, ‘block’ occurring in contexts such
as ‘house in 9600 block of Washington Boulevard,
‘Refugees’ which appears in contexts such as ‘re-
locate about 125,000 refugees away from the bor-
der’. We observe that different contexts character-
ize classes of numbers, and speculate that this may
allow embeddings to distinguish between numbers
that appear consistently in vastly different contexts
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Primitives λ = 500 Primitives λ = 1000 Primitives λ = 3000 Primitives λ = 10000 Primitives λ = 100000

Wiki

% Summer % Summer % BC % Exchange % Elected
July Census million Census million RPM million HD million Ontario
January Film July Film July BCE July Departs May Owner
April World January World January Inhabitants January Delhi July Spinneys
September Election April Election May Hollywood May Raxaul January Thana

GW

percent index percent World percent DOWN percent novos percent novos
p.m GMT million GMT million Composite million ZIP million Tel
a.m World billion Olympic billion block billion University billion NDI
trillion Olympic p.m Olympics p.m LAS points UP points Refugees
billion Olympics years season years UP p.m Old p.m Eritrean

Table 5: Top 5 nouns by PMI(word, class) for primives and large numbers (numbers > λ), in 1 million sentences
drawn from Wikipedia (wiki) and GigaWord (GW) respectively.

leading to good performance on BC-MAG.

5.2 Recovering magnitude information from
nearest neighbours

Model performance on SC-MAG and BC-MAG

indicates whether ordering relationships between
a number,its closest, second-closest, and furthest
numbers are maintained. However, infinite num-
bers exist, making it infeasible to construct con-
trastive tests to check ordering relationships be-
tween all triples. To mitigate this, we experiment
with a paradigm that performs regression with a
number’s nearest neighbors to predict its magni-
tude. If magnitude can be recovered from the
structure of the embedding space, this provides ev-
idence that magnitude ordering relations are main-
tained to some extent. For this experiment, we di-
vide the set of 2260 numbers common across off-
the-shelf variants11 into training (80%) and test
(20%) sets and run a kNN (k-nearest neighbor)
regressor model to predict magnitude. R2 scores
for are shown in table 6. Most models show rea-
sonably high R2 scores, indicating that some or-
dering relationships must be maintained, helping
embeddings capture approximate notions of mag-
nitude. While this property of current embedding
models is interesting, their failure to capture pre-
cise magnitude is an important issue. Word em-
beddings are used for semantic tasks such as natu-
ral language inference or reading comprehension,
wherein models might need to reason more pre-
cisely about numbers.

6 Conclusion

Current NLP systems rely heavily on word em-
beddings. In this work we demonstrate that three

11We do this to compare results across all models. Re-
trained variants contain embeddings for all 2260 numbers.

Model R2 Score
GloVe-6B-50D 0.53
GloVe-6B-100D 0.75
GloVe-6B-200D 0.67
GloVe-6B-300D 0.62

GloVe-42B-300D 0.44
GloVe-840B-300D 0.83

FastText-Wiki 0.71
FastText-CC 0.56
SkipGram-2 0.67
SkipGram-5 0.76

SkipGram-Dep 0.41
GloVe-Num 0.12
GloVe-All 0.30

FastText-Num 0.73
FastText-All 0.47

Word2Vec-Num 0.68
Word2Vec-All 0.65

Table 6: Results of kNN Regression Test for Magnitude

popular embedding models are inadequate at deal-
ing precisely with numbers, in two aspects: mag-
nitude and numeration. We hope this work will
promote a more careful treatment of language, and
serve a cautionary purpose against using word em-
beddings in downstream tasks without recognizing
their limitations. This work also raises important
questions about other categories of word-like to-
kens that need to be treated like special cases. We
hope the community will carefully consider that
distributed word representations cannot be relied
upon in all scenarios.
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A Magnitude Tests with Euclidean
Distance

Table 7 describes the performance of word embed-
ding models on magnitude tests with Euclidean
distance.

Model OVA-MAG SC-MAG BC-MAG
Random 0.04 49.82 49.34

GloVe-6B-50D 7.7 54.87 79.78
GloVe-6B-100D 10.27 57.12 78.5
GloVe-6B-200D 15.88 58.72 80.09
GloVe-6B-300D 18.41 60.44 79.82

GloVe-42B-300D 5.18 55.27 55.09
GloVe-840B-300D 11.06 55.49 98.23

SkipGram-2 8.85 55.35 96.37
SkipGram-5 7.12 55.44 95.8

SkipGram-Dep 3.32 51.95 94.56
FastText-CC 7.83 54.07 91.28

FastText-Wiki 13.94 59.34 98.19

Table 7: Performance (% accuracy) of embedding
models on magnitude tests with Euclidean distance

B Numeration Tests with Euclidean
Distance

Tables 8 and 9 describe the performance of word
embedding models on numeration tests with Eu-
clidean distance.

SC-NUM
Model #Tests Rand Emb

GloVe-6B-50D 117 49.57 52.14
GloVe-6B-100D 117 52.99 51.28
GloVe-6B-200D 117 48.72 52.65
GloVe-6B-300D 117 50.43 56.89
GloVe-42B-300D 226 52.21 52.65

GloVe-840B-300D 515 49.90 56.89
FastText-Wiki 360 50.00 49.72
FastText-CC 572 46.85 49.72
SkipGram-2 112 51.79 48.21
SkipGram-5 112 52.68 51.79

SkipGram-Dep 109 53.21 48.62

Table 8: Performance (% accuracy) of embedding
models on SC-NUM

BC-NUM
Model #Tests Rand Emb

GloVe-6B-50D 117 50.43 99.15
GloVe-6B-100D 117 57.26 100.0
GloVe-6B-200D 117 42.74 2.21
GloVe-6B-300D 117 54.70 87.57
GloVe-42B-300D 226 53.98 2.21

GloVe-840B-300D 515 49.71 87.57
FastText-Wiki 360 56.67 98.89
FastText-CC 572 41.26 98.89
SkipGram-2 112 49.11 49.11
SkipGram-5 112 50.89 14.29

SkipGram-Dep 109 52.29 31.19

Table 9: Performance (% accuracy) of embedding
models on BC-NUM
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Abstract

There has been substantial progress in sum-
marization research enabled by the availabil-
ity of novel, often large-scale, datasets and
recent advances on neural network-based ap-
proaches. However, manual evaluation of the
system generated summaries is inconsistent
due to the difficulty the task poses to hu-
man non-expert readers. To address this is-
sue, we propose a novel approach for manual
evaluation, HIGHlight-based Reference-less
Evaluation of Summarization (HIGHRES), in
which summaries are assessed by multiple an-
notators against the source document via man-
ually highlighted salient content in the latter.
Thus summary assessment on the source doc-
ument by human judges is facilitated, while
the highlights can be used for evaluating mul-
tiple systems. To validate our approach we
employ crowd-workers to augment with high-
lights a recently proposed dataset and com-
pare two state-of-the-art systems. We demon-
strate that HIGHRES improves inter-annotator
agreement in comparison to using the source
document directly, while they help emphasize
differences among systems that would be ig-
nored under other evaluation approaches.1

1 Introduction

Research in automatic summarization has made
headway over the years with single document
summarization as the front-runner due to the avail-
ability of large datasets (Sandhaus, 2008; Her-
mann et al., 2015; Narayan et al., 2018b) which
has enabled the development of novel methods,
many of them employing recent advances in neural
networks (See et al., 2017; Narayan et al., 2018c;
Pasunuru and Bansal, 2018, inter alia).

∗The work was primarily done while Shashi was still at
School of Informatics, University of Edinburgh.

1Our dataset and code are available at https://
github.com/sheffieldnlp/highres

Figure 1: Highlight-based evaluation of a summary.
Annotators to evaluate a summary (bottom) against the
highlighted source document (top) presented with a
heat map marking the salient content in the document;
the darker the colour, the more annotators deemed the
highlighted text salient.

Measuring progress in summarization is diffi-
cult, as the task has as input a source document
consisting of multiple sentences and methods need
to generate a shorter text that expresses the salient
information of the source fluently and succinctly.
Thus there can be multiple equally good sum-
maries for the same source document as not all
salient information can fit in a given summary
length, while even extractive methods that select
complete sentences are not guaranteed to produce
a coherent summary overall.

The most consistently used evaluation approach
is comparison of the summaries produces against
reference summaries via automatic measures such
as ROUGE (Lin, 2004) and its variants. However,
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automatic measures are unlikely to be sufficient to
measure performance in summarization (Schluter,
2017), also known for other tasks in which the goal
is to generate natural language (Novikova et al.,
2017). Furthermore, the datasets typically consid-
ered have a single reference summary, as obtaining
multiple ones increases dataset creation cost, thus
evaluation against them is likely to exhibit refer-
ence bias (Louis and Nenkova, 2013; Fomicheva
and Specia, 2016), penalizing summaries contain-
ing salient content different from the reference.

For the above reasons manual evaluation is con-
sidered necessary for measuring progress in sum-
marization. However, the intrinsic difficulty of the
task has led to research without manual evaluation
or only fluency being assessed manually. Those
that conduct manual assessment of the content,
typically use a single reference summary, either
directly (Celikyilmaz et al., 2018; Tan et al., 2017)
or through questions (Narayan et al., 2018b,c) and
thus are also likely to exhibit reference bias.

In this paper we propose a novel approach for
manual evaluation, HIGHlight-based Reference-
less Evaluation of document Summarization
(HIGHRES), in which a summary is assessed
against the source document via manually high-
lighted salient content in the latter (see Figure 1
for an example). Our approach avoids reference
bias, as the multiple highlights obtained help con-
sider more content than what is contained in a sin-
gle reference. The highlights are not dependent
on the summaries being evaluated but only on the
source documents, thus they are reusable across
studies, and they can be crowd-sourced more ef-
fectively than actual summaries. Furthermore, we
propose to evaluate the clarity of a summary sep-
arately from its fluency, as they are different di-
mensions. Finally, HIGHRES provides absolute
instead of ranked evaluation, thus the assessment
of a system can be conducted and interpreted with-
out reference to other systems.

To validate our proposed approach we use
the recently introduced eXtreme SUMmarization
dataset (XSUM, Narayan et al., 2018b) to evalu-
ate two state-of-the-art abstractive summarization
methods, Pointer Generator Networks (See et al.,
2017) and Topic-aware Convolutional Networks
(Narayan et al., 2018b), using crowd-sourcing for
both highlight annotation and quality judgments.

We demonstrate that HIGHRES improves inter-
annotator agreement in comparison to using the

source document directly, while they help empha-
size differences among systems that would be ig-
nored under other evaluation approaches, includ-
ing reference-based evaluation. Furthermore, we
show that the clarity metric from the DUC (Dang,
2005) must be measured separately from “flu-
ency”, as judgments for them had low correlation.
Finally, we make the highlighted XSUM dataset,
codebase to replicate the crowd-sourcing exper-
iments and all other materials produced in our
study publicly available.

2 Literature Review

In recent years, summarization literature has in-
vestigated different means of conducting manual
evaluation. We study a sample of 26 recent pa-
pers from major ACL conferences and outline the
trends of manual evaluation in summarization in
Table 1. From 26 papers, 11 papers (e.g., See
et al., 2017; Kedzie et al., 2018; Cao et al., 2018)
did not conduct any manual evaluation. Following
the Document Understanding Conference (DUC,
Dang, 2005), a majority of work has focused on
evaluating the content and the linguistic quality
of summaries (Nenkova, 2005). However, there
seems to be a lack of consensus on how a summary
should be evaluated: (i) Should it be evaluated rel-
ative to other summaries or standalone in absolute
terms? and (ii) What would be a good source of
comparison: the input document or the reference
summary? The disagreements on these issues re-
sult in authors evaluating their summaries often
(11 out of 26 papers) using automatic measures
such as ROUGE (Lin, 2004) despite of its limita-
tions (Schluter, 2017). In what follows, we discuss
previously proposed approaches along three axes:
evaluation metrics, relative vs. absolute, and the
choice of reference.

Evaluation Metrics Despite differences in the
exact definitions, the majority (e.g., Hsu et al.,
2018; Celikyilmaz et al., 2018; Narayan et al.,
2018b; Chen and Bansal, 2018; Peyrard and
Gurevych, 2018) agree on both or either one of
two broad quality definitions: coverage deter-
mines how much of the salient content of the
source document is captured in the summary, and
informativeness, how much of the content cap-
tured in the summary is salient with regards to
the original document. These measures corre-
spond to “recall” and “precision” metrics respec-
tively in Table 1, notions that are commonly used
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See et al. (2017) X
Lin et al. (2018) X

Cohan et al. (2018) X
Liao et al. (2018) X

Kedzie et al. (2018) X
Amplayo et al. (2018) X

Jadhav and Rajan (2018) X
Li et al. (2018a) X

Pasunuru and Bansal (2018) X
Cao et al. (2018) X

Sakaue et al. (2018) X
Celikyilmaz et al. (2018) X X X X X X
Chen and Bansal (2018) X X X X X

Guo et al. (2018) X X X X
Hardy and Vlachos (2018) X X

Hsu et al. (2018) X X X X X
Krishna and Srinivasan (2018) X X X

Kryściński et al. (2018) X X X X
Li et al. (2018b) X X

Narayan et al. (2018a) X X X
Narayan et al. (2018b) X X X X X X X
Narayan et al. (2018c) X X X X X X X

Peyrard and Gurevych (2018) X X X X
ShafieiBavani et al. (2018) X

Song et al. (2018) X X X X X
Yang et al. (2017) X X X
HIGHRES (ours) X X X X X X

Table 1: Overview of manual evaluations conducted in recent summarization systems. We categorize them in
four dimensions: the first columns presents papers that do not report on human evaluation; the second column
identifies matrices used for evaluating content (“Pyramid”, “QA”, “Correctness”, “Recall” and “Precision”) and
quality (“Clarity”, “Fluency”) of summaries; the third column focuses if the system ranking reported by humans
on content evaluation were “Absolute” or “Relative”; and finally, the fourth column evaluates if summaries were
evaluated against the input document (“With Document”), the reference summary (“With Reference”) or both (“With
Ref. & Doc.”).

in information retrieval and information extrac-
tion literature. Clarke and Lapata (2010) pro-
posed a question-answering based approach to im-
prove the agreement among human evaluations for
the quality of summary content, which was re-
cently employed by Narayan et al. (2018b) and
Narayan et al. (2018c) (QA in Table 1). In this ap-
proach, questions were created first from the ref-
erence summary and then the system summaries
were judged with regards to whether they en-
abled humans to answer those questions correctly.
ShafieiBavani et al. (2018), on the other hand,
used the “Pyramid” method (Nenkova and Passon-
neau, 2004) which requires summaries to be anno-
tated by experts for salient information. A simi-
lar evaluation approach is the factoids analysis by
Teufel and Van Halteren (2004) which evaluates
the system summary against factoids, a represen-

tation based on atomic units of information, that
are extracted from multiple gold summaries. How-
ever, as in the case of the “Pyramid” method, ex-
tracting factoids requires experts annotators. Fi-
nally, a small number of work evaluates the ”Cor-
rectness” (Chen and Bansal, 2018; Li et al., 2018b;
Chen and Bansal, 2018) of the summary, similar to
fact checking (Vlachos and Riedel, 2014), which
can be a challenging task in its own right.

The linguistic quality of a summary encom-
passes many different qualities such as fluency,
grammatically, readability, formatting, naturalness
and coherence. Most recent work uses a single hu-
man judgment to capture all linguistic qualities of
the summary (Hsu et al., 2018; Kryściński et al.,
2018; Narayan et al., 2018b; Song et al., 2018;
Guo et al., 2018); we group them under “Fluency”
in Table 1 with an exception of “Clarity” which
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was evaluated in the DUC evaluation campaigns
(Dang, 2005). The “Clarity” metric puts emphasis
in easy identification of noun and pronoun phrases
in the summary which is a different dimension
than “Fluency”, as a summary may be fluent but
difficult to be understood due to poor clarity.

Absolute vs Relative Summary Ranking. In
relative assessment of summarization, annotators
are shown two or more summaries and are asked
to rank them according to the dimension at ques-
tion (Yang et al., 2017; Chen and Bansal, 2018;
Narayan et al., 2018a; Guo et al., 2018; Krishna
and Srinivasan, 2018). The relative assessment
is often done using the paired comparison (Thur-
stone, 1994) or the best-worst scaling (Woodworth
and G, 1991; Louviere et al., 2015), to improve
inter-annotator agreement. On the other hand,
absolute assessment of summarization (Li et al.,
2018b; Song et al., 2018; Kryściński et al., 2018;
Hsu et al., 2018; Hardy and Vlachos, 2018) is
often done using the Likert rating scale (Likert,
1932) where a summary is assessed on a numeri-
cal scale. Absolute assessment was also employed
in combination with the question answering ap-
proach for content evaluation (Narayan et al.,
2018b; Mendes et al., 2019). Both approaches,
relative ranking and absolute assessment, have
been investigated extensively in Machine Trans-
lation (Bojar et al., 2016, 2017). Absolute assess-
ment correlates highly with the relative assessment
without the bias introduced by having a simulta-
neous assessment of several models (Bojar et al.,
2011).

Choice of Reference. The most convenient way
to evaluate a system summary is to assess it against
the reference summary (Celikyilmaz et al., 2018;
Yang et al., 2017; Peyrard and Gurevych, 2018),
as this typically requires less effort than reading
the source document. The question answering ap-
proach of Narayan et al. (2018b,c) also falls in
this category, as the questions were written using
the reference summary. However, summarization
datasets are limited to a single reference summary
per document (Sandhaus, 2008; Hermann et al.,
2015; Grusky et al., 2018; Narayan et al., 2018b)
thus evaluations using them is prone to reference
bias (Louis and Nenkova, 2013), also a known is-
sue in machine translation evaluation (Fomicheva
and Specia, 2016). A circumvention for this issue
is to evaluate it against the source document (Song

et al., 2018; Narayan et al., 2018a; Hsu et al., 2018;
Kryściński et al., 2018), asking judges to assess
the summary after reading the source document.
However this requires more effort and is known
to lead to low inter-annotator agreement (Nenkova
and Passonneau, 2004).

3 HIGHRES

Our novel highlight-based reference-less evalu-
ation does not suffer from reference bias as a
summary is assessed against the source document
with manually highlighted salient content. These
highlights are crowd-sourced effectively without
the need of expert annotators as required by the
Pyramid method (Nenkova and Passonneau, 2004)
or to generate reference summaries. Our ap-
proach improves over the “Correctness” or “Flu-
ency” only measure for summarization by taking
salience into account. Finally, the assessment of
summaries against the document with highlighted
pertinent content facilitates an absolute evalua-
tion of summaries with high inter-annotator agree-
ment.

Our evaluation framework comprises three
main components: document highlight annotation,
highlight-based content evaluation, and clarity and
fluency evaluation. The second component, which
evaluates the notions of “Precision” and “Recall”
requires the highlights from the first one to be con-
ducted. However, the highlight annotation needs
to happen only once per document, and it can be
reused to evaluate many system summaries, un-
like the Pyramid approach (Nenkova and Passon-
neau, 2004) that requires additional expert annota-
tion for every system summary being evaluated.
The third component is independent of the oth-
ers and can be run in isolation. In all compo-
nents we employ crowd-workers as human judges,
and implement appropriate sanity checking mech-
anisms to ensure good quality judgements. Fi-
nally, we present an extended version of ROUGE
(Lin, 2004) that utilizes the highlights to evalu-
ate system summaries against the document; this
demonstrates another use of the highlights for
summarization evaluation.

3.1 Highlight Annotation

In this part, we ask human judges to read the
source document and then highlight words or
phrases that are considered salient. Each judge is
allowed to highlight parts of the text at any granu-
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larity, from single words to complete sentences or
even paragraphs. However we enforce a limit in
the number of words to K that can be highlighted
in total by a judge in a document, correspond-
ing to the length of the summary expected. By
employing multiple judges per document who are
restricted in the amount of text that can be high-
lighted we expect to have a more diverse and fo-
cused highlight from multiple judges which cover
different viewpoints of the article. To ensure that
each highlight is reliable, we performed a sanity
check at the end of the task where we ask the
judges to answer a True/False question based on
the article. We rejected all annotations that failed
to correctly answer the sanity check question.

3.2 Highlight-based Content Evaluation
In this component, we present human judges a
document that has been highlighted using heatmap
coloring and a summary to assess. We ask our
judges to assess the summary for (i) ‘All important
information is present in the summary’ and (ii)
‘Only important information is in the summary.’
The first one is the recall (content coverage) mea-
sure and the second, the precision (informative-
ness) measure. All the ratings were collected on a
1-100 Likert scale (Likert, 1932). Figure 2 shows
the content evaluation user interface where salient
parts of the document are highlighted. As with the
highlight annotation, we performed the same form
of sanity check to the one in the highlight annota-
tion task.

3.3 Clarity and Fluency Evaluation
In this part, we give the judges only the summary
and ask them to rate it on clarity and fluency. For
clarity, each judge is asked whether the summary
is easy to be understood, i.e. there should be no
difficulties in identifying the referents of the noun
phrases (every noun/place/event should be well-
specified) or understanding the meaning of the
sentence. For fluency, each judge is asked whether
the summary sounds natural and has no grammat-
ical problems. While fluency is often evaluated in
recent work, clarity, while first introduced in DUC
evaluations, has recently been ignored in manual
evaluation, despite that it captures a different di-
mension of summarization quality.

To ensure that the judgments for clarity and
fluency are not affected by each other (poor flu-
ency can affect clarity, but a summary can have
perfect fluency but low clarity), we evaluate each

metric separately. We ask the judges to evaluate
multiple summaries per task with each dimension
in its own screen. For sanity checking, we in-
sert three artificial summaries of different quality
(good, mediocre and bad summaries). The good
summary is the unedited one, while the others are
generated from sentences randomly sampled from
the source document. For the mediocre summary,
some words are edited to introduce some gram-
matical or syntactic errors while for the bad sum-
mary, the words are further scrambled. We reject
judgements that failed to pass this criteria: bad <
mediocre < good.

3.4 Highlight-based ROUGE Evaluation

Our Highlight-based ROUGE (we refer to it as
HROUGE) formulation is similar to the origi-
nal ROUGE with the difference that the n-grams
are weighted by the number of times they were
highlighted. One benefit of HROUGE is that it
introduces saliency into the calculation without
being reference-based as in ROUGE. Implicitly
HROUGE considers multiple summaries as the
highlights are obtained from multiple workers.

Given a document D as a sequence of m tokens
{w1, . . . , wm}, annotated with N highlights, we
define the weight βng ∈ [0, 1] for an n-gram g as:

βng =

m−(n−1)∑

i=1

[∑i+n−1
j=i

NumH(wj)
N

n

]

wi:i+n−1==g

m−(n−1)∑

i=1

[1]wi:i+n−1==g

where, [x]y is an indicator function which returns
x if y is true and 0, otherwise. NumH(wj) =∑N

k=1
len(Hk)
K [1]wj∈Hk

is a function which returns
the number of times word wj is highlighted by the
annotators out ofN times weighted by the lengths
of their highlights; Hk is the highlighted text by
the k-th annotator and K is the maximum allowed
length of the highlighted text (see Section 3.1).
NumH(wj) gives less importance to annotators
with highlights with few words. In principle, if an
n-gram is highlighted by every crowd-worker and
the length of the highlight of each crowd-worker
is K, the n-gram g will have a maximum weight
of βng = 1.

The HROUGE scores for a summary S can then
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Figure 2: The UI for content evaluation with highlight. Judges are given an article with important words highlighted
using heat map. Judges can also remove less important highlight color by sliding the scroller at the left of the page.
At the right of the page judges give the recall and precision assessment by sliding the scroller from 1 to 100 based
on the given summary quality.

be defined as:

HRnrec =

∑

g∈n -gram(S)

βng count(g,D ∩ S)

∑

g∈n -gram(D)

βng count(g,D)

HRnpre =

∑

g∈n -gram(S)

βng count(g,D ∩ S)

∑

g∈n -gram(S)

count(g,S)

HRnrec and HRnpre are the HROUGE recall and pre-
cision scores; count(g,X ) is the maximum num-
ber of n-gram g occurring in the text X . The
weight in the denominator of HRnpre is uniform
(βng = 1) for all g because if we weighted accord-
ing to the highlights, words in the summary that
are not highlighted in the original document would
be ignored. This would result in HRnpre not pe-
nalizing summaries for containing words that are
likely to be irrelevant as they do not appear in the
highlights of the document. It is important to note
HROUGE has an important limitation in that it
penalizes abstractive summaries that do not reuse
words from the original document. This is similar
to ROUGE penalizing summaries for not reusing
words from the reference summaries, however the
highlights allow us to implicitly consider multiple

references without having to actually obtain them.

4 Summarization Dataset and Models

We use the extreme summarization dataset
(XSUM, Narayan et al., 2018b)2 which com-
prises BBC articles paired with their single-
sentence summaries, provided by the journalists
writing the articles. The summary in the XSUM

dataset demonstrates a larger number of novel n-
grams compared to other popular datasets such
as CNN/DailyMail (Hermann et al., 2015) or NY
Times (Sandhaus, 2008) as such it is suitable to be
used for our experiment since the more abstractive
nature of the summary renders automatic methods
such as ROUGE less accurate as they rely on string
matching, and thus calls for human evaluation for
more accurate system comparisons. Following
Narayan et al. (2018b), we didn’t use the whole
test set portion, but sampled 50 articles from it for
our highlight-based evaluation.

We assessed summaries from two state-of-
the-art abstractive summarization systems using
our highlight-based evaluation: (i) the Pointer-
Generator model (PTGEN) introduced by See
et al. (2017) is an RNN-based abstractive systems
which allows to copy words from the source text,

2https://github.com/EdinburghNLP/XSum
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and (ii) the Topic-aware Convolutional Sequence
to Sequence model (TCONVS2S) introduced by
Narayan et al. (2018b) is an abstractive model
which is conditioned on the article’s topics and
based entirely on Convolutional Neural Networks.
We used the pre-trained models3 provided by the
authors to obtain summaries from both systems for
the documents in our test set.

5 Experiments and Results

All of our experiments are done using the Amazon
Mechanical Turk platform.We develop three types
of Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs): highlight an-
notation, highlight-based content evaluation, and
fluency and clarity evaluation. In addition, we
elicited human judgments for content evaluation
in two more ways: we assessed system summaries
against the original document (without highlights)
and against the reference summary. The latter two
experiments are intended as the comparison for
our proposed highlight-based content evaluation.

5.1 Highlight Annotation
We collected highlight annotations from 10 differ-
ent participants for each of 50 articles. For each
annotation, we set K, the maximum number of
words to highlight, to 30. Our choice reflects the
average length (24 words) of reference summaries
in the XSUM dataset. To facilitate the annotation
of BBC news articles with highlights, we asked
our participants to adapt the 5W1H (Who, What,
When, Where, Why and How) principle (Robert-
son, 1946) that is a common practice in journal-
ism. The participants however were not obliged
to follow this principle and were free to highlight
content as they deem fit.

The resulting annotation exhibits a substantial
amount of variance, confirming the intuition that
different participants are not expected to agree en-
tirely on what is salient in a document. On aver-
age, the union of the highlights from 10 annota-
tors covered 38.21% per article and 33.77% of the
highlights occurred at the second half of the arti-
cle. This shows that the judges did not focus only
on the beginning of the documents but annotated
all across the document.

Using Fleiss Kappa (Fleiss, 1971) on the binary
labels provided by each judge on each word (high-
lighted or not) we obtained an average agreement

3Both models were trained using the standard cross-
entropy loss to maximize the likelihood of the reference sum-
mary given the document.

Model
Highlight Non High- Reference

-based light-based -based
Prec Rec Prec Rec Prec Rec

TCONVS2S 57.42 49.95 52.55 41.04 46.75 36.45
PTGEN 50.94 44.41 48.57 39.21 44.24 38.24
Reference 67.90 56.83 66.01 52.45 — —

Table 2: Results of content evaluation of summaries
against documents with highlights, documents without
highlights and reference summaries.

Model Highlight-based Non Highlight-based
Prec Rec Prec Rec

TCONVS2S 0.67 0.80 0.75 0.83
PTGEN 0.73 0.86 0.73 0.90
Reference 0.49 0.63 0.48 0.67

Table 3: Coefficient of variation (lower is better)
for evaluating summaries against documents with and
without highlights.

of 0.19 for the 50 articles considered. The low
agreement score does not indicate a poor annota-
tion process necessarily; we argue that this is pri-
marily due to the annotators having different opin-
ions on which parts of an article are salient. The
article with the highest agreement (0.32) has more
focused highlights, whereas the article with the
lowest agreement (0.04) has highlights spread all
over (both articles can be seen in the supplemen-
tary materials). Interestingly, the reference sum-
mary on the highest agreement article appears to
be more informative of its content when the an-
notator agreement is high; the reference summary
on the lowest agreement article is more indica-
tive, i.e., it does not contain any informative con-
tent from the article but only to inform the reader
about the article’s topic and scope. These results
confirm that the annotation behaviour originates
from the nature of the document and the summary
it requires, and validates our highlight annotation
setup.

5.2 Content Evaluation of Summaries

We assessed the summaries against (i) docu-
ments with highlights (Highlight-based), (ii) origi-
nal documents without highlights (Non Highlight-
based) and (iii) reference summaries (Reference-
based). For each setup, we collected judgments
from 3 different participants for each model sum-
mary. Table 2 and 3 presents our results.

Both the highlight-based and non-highlight
based assessment of summaries agree on the
ranking among TCONVS2S, PTGEN and Ref-
erence. Perhaps unsurprisingly human-authored
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summaries were considered best, whereas,
TCONVS2S was ranked 2nd, followed by PT-
GEN. However, the performance difference in
TCONVS2S and PTGEN is greatly amplified
when they are evaluated against document with
highlights (6.48 and 5.54 Precision and Recall
points) compared to when evaluated against the
original documents (3.98 and 1.83 Precision
and Recall points). The performance difference
is lowest when they are evaluated against the
reference summary (2.51 and -1.79 Precision and
Recall points). The superiority of TCONVS2S
is expected; TCONVS2S is better than PTGEN

for recognizing pertinent content and generating
informative summaries due to its ability to rep-
resent high-level document knowledge in terms
of topics and long-range dependencies (Narayan
et al., 2018b).

We further measured the agreement among the
judges using the coefficient of variation (Everitt,
2006) from the aggregated results. It is defined
as the ratio between the sample standard devia-
tion and sample mean. It is a scale-free met-
ric, i.e. its results are comparable across measure-
ments of different magnitude. Since, our sample
size is small (3 judgements per summary), we use
the unbiased version (Sokal and Rohlf, 1995) as
cv = (1+ 1

4n)σx̄ , where σ is the standard deviation,
n is the number of sample, and x̄ is the mean.

We found that the highlight-based assessment
in general has lower variation among judges than
the non-highlight based or reference-based assess-
ment. The assessment of TCONVS2S summaries
achieves 0.67 and 0.80 of Precision and Recall
cv points which are 0.08 and 0.03 points below
when they are assessed against documents with
no highlights, respectively. We see a similar pat-
tern in Recall on the assessment of PTGEN sum-
maries. Our results demonstrate that the highlight-
based assessment of abstractive systems improve
agreement among judges compared to when they
are assessed against the documents without high-
lights or the reference summaries. The assessment
of human-authored summaries does not seem to
follow this trend, we report a mixed results (0.49
vs 0.48 for precision and 0.63 vs 0.67 for recall)
when they are evaluated with and without the high-
lights.

Model Fluency Clarity
TCONVS2S 69.51 67.19
PTGEN 55.24 52.49
Reference 77.03 75.83

Table 4: Mean ”Fluency” and ”Clarity” scores for
TCONVS2S , PTGEN and Reference summaries. All
the ratings were collected on a 1-100 Likert scale.

Model Unigram Bigram
Prec Rec Prec Rec

ROUGE (Original document)
TCONVS2S 77.17 4.20 26.12 1.21
PTGEN 77.09 4.99 28.75 1.64
Reference 73.65 4.42 22.42 1.17
HROUGE (Highlights from the document)

TCONVS2S 7.94 5.42 3.30 2.11
PTGEN 7.90 6.46 3.37 2.64
Reference 7.31 5.73 2.39 1.84

Table 5: HROUGE-1 (unigram) and HROUGE-2 (bi-
gram) precision, and recall scores for TCONVS2S , PT-
GEN and Reference summaries.

5.3 Clarity and Fluency Evaluation
Table 4 shows the results of our fluency and clarity
evaluations. Similar to our highlight-based con-
tent evaluation, human-authored summaries were
considered best, whereas TCONVS2S was ranked
2nd followed by PTGEN, on both measures. The
Pearson correlation between fluency and clarity
evaluation is 0.68 which shows a weak correla-
tion; it confirms our hypothesis that the ”clarity”
captures different aspects from ”fluency” and they
should not be combined as it is commonly done.

5.4 Highlight-based ROUGE Evaluation
Table 5 presents our HROUGE results assessing
TCONVS2S , PTGEN and Reference summaries
with the highlights. To compare, we also re-
port ROUGE results assessing these summaries
against the original document without highlights.
In the latter case, HROUGE becomes the standard
ROUGE metric with βng = 1 for all n-grams g.

Both ROUGE and HROUGE favour method of
copying content from the original document and
penalizes abstractive methods, thus it is not sur-
prising that PTGEN is superior to TCONVS2S, as
the former has an explicit copy mechanism. The
fact that PTGEN is better in terms of HROUGE
is also an evidence that the copying done by PT-
GEN selects salient content, thus confirming that
the copying mechanism works as intended. When
comparing the reference summaries against the
original documents, both ROUGE and HROUGE
confirm that the reference summaries are rather
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Figure 3: Highlighted article, reference summary, and
summaries generated by TCONVS2S and PTGEN.
Words in red in the system summaries are highlighted
in the article but do not appear in the reference.

abstractive as reported by Narayan et al. (2018b),
and they in fact score below the system sum-
maries. Recall scores are very low in all cases
which is expected, since the 10 highlights obtained
per document or the documents themselves, taken
together, are much longer than any of the sum-
maries.

6 Qualitative Analysis

HIGHRES eliminates reference bias. The ex-
ample presented in Figure 3 demonstrates how
our highlight-based evaluation eliminates refer-
ence bias in summarization evaluation. The sum-
maries generated by TCONVS2S and PTGEN are
able to capture the essence of the document, how-
ever, there are phrases in these summaries that do
not occur in the reference summary. A reference-
based evaluation would fail to give a reasonable
score to these system summaries. The HIGHRES
however, would enable the judges to better evalu-
ate the summaries without any reference bias.

Fluency vs Clarity. Example in Table 6 shows
disagreements between fluency and clarity scores
for different summaries of the same article. From
the example, we can see that the TCONVS2S
summary is fluent but is not easily understood in
the context of ‘the duration of resignation’, while
the PTGEN summary has word duplication which
lower the fluency and also lacking clarity due to
several unclear words.

Model Summary Text Fluency Clarity
TCONVS2S dick advocaat has re-

signed as sunderland
manager until the end of
the season .

92.80 44.33

PTGEN sunderland have ap-
pointed former sunder-
land boss dick advocaat
as manager at the end of
the season to sign a new
deal .

41.33 6.00

Table 6: TCONVS2S and PTGEN showing a disagree-
ment between fluency and clarity scores. We italicized
words that are not clear in the summaries.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we introduced the HIGHlight-
based Reference-less Evaluation Summarization
(HIGHRES) framework for manual evaluation.
The proposed framework avoids reference bias
and provides absolute instead of ranked evalua-
tion of the systems. Our experiments show that
HIGHRES lowers the variability of the judges’
content assessment, while helping expose the dif-
ferences between systems. We also showed that
by evaluating clarity we are able to capture a dif-
ferent dimension of summarization quality that is
not captured by the commonly used fluency. We
believe that our highlight-based evaluation is an
ideal setup of abstractive summarization for three
reasons: (i) highlights can be crowd sourced ef-
fectively without expert annotations, (ii) it avoids
reference bias and (iii) it is not limited by n-gram
overlap. In future work, we would like to extend
our framework to other variants of summariza-
tion e.g. multi-document. Also, we will explore
ways of automating parts of the process, e.g. the
highlight annotation. Finally, the highlights could
also be used as training signal, as it offers content
saliency information at a finer level than the single
reference typically used.
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Abstract

We present the first sentence simplification
model that learns explicit edit operations
(ADD, DELETE, and KEEP) via a neural
programmer-interpreter approach. Most cur-
rent neural sentence simplification systems
are variants of sequence-to-sequence models
adopted from machine translation. These
methods learn to simplify sentences as a
byproduct of the fact that they are trained
on complex-simple sentence pairs. By con-
trast, our neural programmer-interpreter is di-
rectly trained to predict explicit edit operations
on targeted parts of the input sentence, re-
sembling the way that humans might perform
simplification and revision. Our model out-
performs previous state-of-the-art neural sen-
tence simplification models (without external
knowledge) by large margins on three bench-
mark text simplification corpora in terms of
SARI (+0.95 WikiLarge, +1.89 WikiSmall,
+1.41 Newsela), and is judged by humans to
produce overall better and simpler output sen-
tences1.

1 Introduction

Sentence simplification aims to reduce the read-
ing complexity of a sentence while preserving
its meaning. Simplification systems can bene-
fit populations with limited literacy skills (Watan-
abe et al., 2009), such as children, second lan-
guage speakers and individuals with language im-
pairments including dyslexia (Rello et al., 2013),
aphasia (Carroll et al., 1999) and autism (Evans
et al., 2014).

Inspired by the success of machine transla-
tion, many text simplification (TS) systems treat
sentence simplification as a monolingual transla-
tion task, in which complex-simple sentence pairs

1Link to our code and data can be found here https:
//github.com/yuedongP/EditNTS.

are presented to the models as source-target pairs
(Zhang and Lapata, 2017). Two major machine
translation (MT) approaches are adapted into TS
systems, each with its advantages: statistical ma-
chine translation (SMT)-based models (Zhu et al.,
2010; Wubben et al., 2012; Narayan and Gar-
dent, 2014; Xu et al., 2016) can easily integrate
human-curated features into the model, while neu-
ral machine translation (NMT)-based models (Ni-
sioi et al., 2017; Zhang and Lapata, 2017; Vu et al.,
2018) can operate in an end-to-end fashion by ex-
tracting features automatically. Nevertheless, MT-
based models must learn the simplifying opera-
tions that are embedded in the parallel complex-
simple sentences implicitly. These operations are
relatively infrequent, as a large part of the origi-
nal complex sentence usually remains unchanged
in the simplification process (Zhang et al., 2017).
This leads to MT-based models that often produce
outputs that are identical to the inputs (Zhao et al.,
2018), which is also confirmed in our experiments.

We instead propose a novel end-to-end Neu-
ral Programmer-Interpreter (Reed and de Freitas,
2016) that learns to explicitly generate edit opera-
tions in a sequential fashion, resembling the way
that a human editor might perform simplifications
on sentences. Our proposed framework consists
of a programmer and an interpreter that operate
alternately at each time step: the programmer pre-
dicts a simplifying edit operation (program) such
as ADD, DELETE, or KEEP; the interpreter exe-
cutes the edit operation while maintaining a con-
text and an edit pointer to assist the programmer
for further decisions. Table 1 shows sample runs
of our model.

Intuitively, our model learns to skip words that
do not need to be modified by predicting KEEP,
so it can focus on simplifying the parts that actu-
ally require changes. An analogy can be drawn to
residual connections popular in deep neural archi-
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WikiLarge

Source in 2005 , meissner became the second american woman to land the triple axel jump in national competition .
Output meissner was the second american woman to land the triple axel jump .
Program DEL DEL DEL KEEP ADD(was) DEL KEEP KEEP KEEP KEEP KEEP KEEP KEEP KEEP KEEP KEEP DEL DEL DEL KEEP

Reference she is the second american woman and the sixth woman worldwide to do a triple axel jump .

WikiSmall

Source
theodoros “ thodoris ” zagorakis -lrb- , born october 27 , 1971 in lyd -lrb- a village near the city
of kavala -rrb- , is a retired greek footballer and was the captain of the greece national football team that
won the 2004 uefa european football championship .

Output zagorakis -lrb- born october 27 , 1971 is a former greek football player .

Program
DEL DEL DEL DEL KEEP KEEP DEL KEEP KEEP KEEP KEEP KEEP DEL DEL DEL DEL DEL DEL DEL DEL DEL DEL

DEL DEL KEEP KEEP ADD(former) DEL KEEP ADD(football) ADD(player) DEL DEL ... DEL KEEP

Reference theodoros zagorakis -lrb- born 27 october , 1971 -rrb- is a former football player .

Newsela

Source
schools and parent groups try to help reduce costs for low-income students who demonstrate a desire to
play sports , she said .

Output schools and parent groups try to help pay for low-income students .

Program
KEEP KEEP KEEP KEEP KEEP KEEP KEEP ADD(pay) DEL DEL KEEP KEEP KEEP DEL DEL DEL DEL DEL DEL

DEL DEL DEL DEL KEEP

Reference clark said that schools do sometimes lower fees for students who do n’t have enough money .

Table 1: Example outputs of EditNTS taken from the validation set of three text simplification benchmarks. Given
a complex source sentence, our trained model predicts a sequence of edit tokens (EditNTS programs) that executes
into a sequence of simplified tokens (EditNTS output).

tectures for image recognition, which give mod-
els the flexibility to directly copy parameters from
previous layers if they are not the focus of the vi-
sual signal (He et al., 2016). In addition, the edit
operations generated by our model are easier to in-
terpret than the black-box MT-based seq2seq sys-
tems: by looking at our model’s generated pro-
grams, we can trace the simplification operations
used to transform complex sentences to simple
ones. Moreover, our model offers control over
the ratio of simplification operations. By simply
changing the loss weights on edit operations, our
model can prioritize different simplification oper-
ations for different sentence simplification tasks
(e.g., compression or lexical replacement).

The idea of learning sentence simplification
through edit operations was attempted by Alva-
Manchego et al. (2017). They were mainly fo-
cused on creating better-aligned simplification edit
labels (“silver” labels) and showed that a simple
sequence labelling model (BiLSTM) fails to pre-
dict these silver simplification labels. We spec-
ulate that the limited success of their proposed
model is due to the facts that the model relies on
an external system and assumes the edit operations
are independent of each other. We address these
two problems by 1) using variants of Levenshtein
distances to create edit labels that do not require

external tools to execute; 2) using an interpreter
to execute the programs and summarize the par-
tial output sequence immediately before making
the next edit decision. Our interpreter also acts as
a language model to regularize the operations that
would lead to ungrammatical outputs, as a pro-
grammer alone will output edit labels with little
consideration of context and grammar. In addi-
tion, our model is completely end-to-end and does
not require any extra modules.

Our contributions are two-fold: 1) we propose
to model the edit operations explicitly for sentence
simplification in an end-to-end fashion, rather than
relying on MT-based models to learn the simplifi-
cation mappings implicitly, which often generates
outputs by blindly repeating the source sentences;
2) we design an NPI-based model that simulates
the editing process by a programmer and an inter-
preter, which outperforms the state-of-the-art neu-
ral MT-based TS models by large margins in terms
of SARI and is judged by humans as simpler and
overall better.

2 Related Work

MT-based Sentence Simplification SMT-based
models and NMT-based models have been the
main approaches for sentence simplification. They
rely on learning simplification rewrites implic-
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itly from complex-simple sentence pairs. For
SMT-based models, Zhu et al. (2010) adopt a
tree-based SMT model for sentence simplifica-
tion; Woodsend and Lapata (2011) propose a
quasi-synchronous grammar and use integer lin-
ear programming to score the simplification rules;
Wubben et al. (2012) employ a phrase-based
MT model to obtain candidates and re-rank them
based on the dissimilarity to the complex sen-
tence; Narayan and Gardent (2014) develop a hy-
brid model that performs sentence splitting and
deletion first and then re-rank the outputs simi-
lar to Wubben et al. (2012); Xu et al. (2016) pro-
pose SBMT-SARI, a syntax-based machine trans-
lation framework that uses an external knowledge
base to encourage simplification. On the other
side, many NMT-based models have also been
proposed for sentence simplification: Nisioi et al.
(2017) employ vanilla recurrent neural networks
(RNNs) on text simplification; Zhang and Lap-
ata (2017) propose to use reinforcement learning
methods on RNNs to optimize a specific-designed
reward based on simplicity, fluency and relevancy;
Vu et al. (2018) incorporate memory-augmented
neural networks for sentence simplification; Zhao
et al. (2018) integrate the transformer architec-
ture and PPDB rules to guide the simplification
learning; Sulem et al. (2018b) combine neural MT
models with sentence splitting modules for sen-
tence simplification.

Edit-based Sentence Simplification The only
previous work on sentence simplification by ex-
plicitly predicting simplification operations is by
Alva-Manchego et al. (2017). Alva-Manchego
et al. (2017) use MASSAlign (Paetzold et al.,
2017) to obtain ‘silver’ labels for simplifica-
tion edits and employ a BiLSTM to sequen-
tially predict three of their silver labels—KEEP,
REPLACE and DELETE. Essentially, their la-
belling model is a non-autoregressive classifier
with three classes, where a downstream module
(Paetzold and Specia, 2017) is required for apply-
ing the REPLACE operation and providing the re-
placement word. We instead propose an end-to-
end neural programmer-interpreter model for sen-
tence simplification, which does not rely on exter-
nal simplification rules nor alignment tools2.

2Our model can be combined with these external knowl-
edge base and alignment tools for further performance im-
provements.

Neural Programmer-Interpreter Models The
neural programmer-interpreter (NPI) was first pro-
posed by Reed and de Freitas (2016) as a ma-
chine learning model that learns to execute pro-
grams given their execution traces. Their exper-
iments demonstrate success for 21 tasks includ-
ing performing addition and bubble sort. It was
adopted by Ling et al. (2017) to solve algebraic
word problems and by Bérard et al. (2017); Vu and
Haffari (2018) to perform automatic post-editing
on machine translation outputs. We instead design
our NPI model to take monolingual complex in-
put sentences and learn to perform simplification
operations on them.

3 Model

Conventional sequence-to-sequence learning
models map a sequence x = x1, . . . , x|x| to
another one y = y1, . . . , y|y|, where elements
of x and y are drawn from a vocabulary of
size V , by modeling the conditional distribution
P (yt|y1:t−1,x) directly. Our proposed model,
EditNTS, tackles sentence simplification in a
different paradigm by learning the simplification
operations explicitly. An overview of our model
is shown in Figure 1.

3.1 EditNTS Model

EditNTS frames the simplification process as ex-
ecuting a sequence of edit operations on complex
tokens monotonically. We define the edit opera-
tions as {ADD(W), KEEP, DELETE, STOP}. Sim-
ilar to the sequence-to-sequence learning models,
we assume a fixed-sized vocabulary of V words
that can be added. Therefore, the number of pre-
diction candidates of the programmer is V + 3
after including KEEP, DELETE, and STOP. To
solve the out-of-vocabulary (OOV) problem, con-
ventional Seq2Seq models utilize a copy mecha-
nism (Gu et al., 2016) that selects a word from
source (complex) sentence directly with a train-
able pointer. In contrast, EditNTS has the abil-
ity to copy OOV words into the simplified sen-
tences by directly learning to predict KEEP on
them in complex sentences. We argue that our
method has advantage over a copy mechanism in
two ways: 1) our method does not need extra pa-
rameters for copying; 2) a copy mechanism may
lead to the model copying blindly rather than per-
forming simplifications.

We detail other constraints on the edit opera-
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Figure 1: Our model contains two parts: the programmer and the interpreter. At time step t, the programmer
predicts an edit operation zt on the complex word xkt

by considering the interpreter-generated words y1:jt−1
,

programmer-generated edit labels z1:t−1, and a context vector ct obtained by attending over all words in the
complex sentence. The interpreter executes the edit operation zt to generate the simplified token yjt and provides
the interpreter context y1:jt to the programmer for the next decision.

tions in Section 3.2. It turns out that the sequence
of edit operations z constructed by Section 3.2 is
deterministic given x and y (an example of of z
can be seen in Table 2). Consequently, EditNTS
can learn to simplify by modelling the conditional
distribution P (z|x) with a programmer, an inter-
preter and an edit pointer:

P (z|x) =
z∏

t=1

P (zt|y1:jt−1 , z1:t−1, xkt ,x). (1)

Complex sentence x = x1, . . . x|x|
[’the’, ’line’, ’between’, ’combat’, ’is’, ’getting’, ’blurry’]
Simple sentence y = y1, . . . y|y|
[’war’, ’is’, ’changing’]
Supervised programs z = z1, . . . , z|z|
[ADD(’war’), DEL, DEL, DEL, DEL, KEEP, ADD(’changing’),
DEL, DEL]

Table 2: Given the source sentence x and the target
sentence y, our label creation algorithm (section 3.2)
generates a deterministic program sequence z for train-
ing.

At time step t, the programmer decides an edit op-
eration zt on the word xkt , which is assigned by
the edit pointer, based on the following contexts:
1) the summary of partially edited text y1:jt−1 , 2)
the previously generated edit operations z1:t−1, 3)
and the complex input sentence x. The interpreter
then executes the edit operation zt into a simpli-
fied token yjt and updates the interpreter context
based on y1:jt to help the programmer at the next

time step. The model is trained to maximize Equa-
tion 1 where z is the expert edit sequence created
in 3.2. We detail the components and functions of
the programmer and the interpreter hereafter.

Programmer. The programmer employs an
encoder-decoder structure to generate programs;
i.e., sequences of edit operations z. An encoder
transforms the input sentence x = x1, . . . x|x|
into a sequence of latent representations henci . We
additionally utilize the part-of-speech (POS) tags
g = g1, . . . g|x| to inject the syntactic information
of sentences into the latent representations. The
specific transformation process is:

henci = LSTMenc([e1(xi), e2(gi)]) (2)

where e1(·) and e2(·) are both look-up tables. The
decoder is trained to predict the next edit label zt
(Eq. 3), given the vector representation henckt

for
the word xkt that currently needs to be edited (Eq.
2), vector representation hedit

t of previously gen-
erated edit labels z1:t−1 (Eq. 4), the source con-
text vector ct (Eq.5), and the vector representation
of previously generated words by the interpreter
y1:jt−1 (Eq. 6).

Pedit = softmax(V ′(tanh(V (hedit
t )) (3)

hedit
t = LSTMedit([henc

kt , ct, h
edit
t−1, h

int
t−1]) (4)

ct =

|x|∑

j=1

αtjhj , αtj = softmax(hkt , hj) (5)
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Note that there are three attentions involved in
the computation of the programmer. 1) the soft
attention over all complex tokens to form a con-
text ct; 2) kt: the hard attention over complex in-
put tokens for the edit pointer, which determines
the index position of the current word that needs
to be edited at t. We force kt to be the number
of KEEP and DELETE previously predicted by the
programmer up to time t. 3) jt−1: the hard atten-
tion over simple tokens for training (this attention
is used to speed up the training), which is the num-
ber of KEEP and ADD(W) in the reference gold la-
bels up to time t− 1. During inference, the model
no longer needs this attention and instead incre-
mentally obtains y1:jt−1 based on its predictions.

Interpreter. The interpreter contains two parts:
1) a parameter-free executor exec(zt, xkt) that ap-
plies the predicted edit operation zt on word xkt ,
resulting in a new word yjt . The specific execu-
tion rules for the operations are as follows: execute
KEEP/DELETE to keep/delete the word and move
the edit pointer to the next word; execute ADD(W)
to add a new word W and the edit pointer stays on
the same word; and execute STOP to terminate the
edit process. 2) an LSTM interpreter (Eq. 6) that
summarizes the partial output sequence of words
produced by the executor so far. The output of the
LSTM interpreter is given to the programmer in
order to generate the next edit decision.

hintt = LSTMint([hintt−1, yjt−1 ]) (6)

3.2 Edit Label Construction

Unlike neural seq2seq models, our model requires
expert programs for training. We construct these
expert edit sequences from complex sentences to
simple ones by computing the shortest edit paths
using a dynamic programming algorithm similar
to computing Levenshtein distances without sub-
stitutions. When multiple paths with the same edit
distance exist, we further prioritizes the path that
ADD before DELETE. By doing so, we can gen-
erate a unique edit path from a complex sentence
to a simple one, reducing the noise and variance
that the model would face 3. Table 2 demonstrates
an example of the created edit label path and Ta-
ble 3 shows the counts of the created edit labels

3We tried other way of labelling, such as 1) preferring
DELETE to ADD; 2) deciding randomly when there is a tie;
3) including REPLACE as an operation. However, models
trained with these labelling methods do not give good results
from our empirical studies.

on the training sets of the three text simplification
corpora.

KEEP DELETE ADD STOP

WikiLarge 2,781,648 3,847,848 2,082,184 246,768
WikiSmall 1,356,170 780,482 399,826 88,028
Newsela 1,042,640 1,401,331 439,110 94,208

Table 3: Counts of the edit labels constructed by our la-
bel edits algorithm on three dataset (identical complex-
simple sentence pairs are removed).

As can be seen from Table 3, our edit labels are
very imbalanced, especially on DELETE. We re-
solve this by two approaches during training: 1)
we associate the inverse of edit label frequencies
as the weights to calculate the loss; 2) the model
only executes DELETE when there is an explicit
DELETE prediction. Thus, if the system outputs
STOP before finish editing the whole complex se-
quence, our system will automatically pad KEEP
until the end of the sentence, ensuring the sys-
tem outputs remain conservative with respect to
the complex sequences.

4 Experiments

4.1 Dataset

Three benchmark text simplification datasets are
used in our experiments. WikiSmall contains
automatically aligned complex-simple sentence
pairs from standard to simple English Wikipedia
(Zhu et al., 2010). We use the standard splits
of 88,837/205/100 provided by Zhang and La-
pata (2017) as train/dev/test sets. WikiLarge
(Zhang and Lapata, 2017) is the largest TS corpus
with 296,402/2000/359 complex-simple sentence
pairs for training/validating/testing, constructed
by merging previously created simplification cor-
pora (Zhu et al., 2010; Woodsend and Lapata,
2011; Kauchak, 2013). In addition to the au-
tomatically aligned references, Xu et al. (2016)
created eight more human-written simplified ref-
erences for each complex sentence in the devel-
opment/test set of WikiLarge. The third dataset
is Newsela (Xu et al., 2015), which consists of
1130 news articles. Each article is rewritten by
professional editors four times for children at dif-
ferent grade levels (0-4 from complex to simple).
We use the standard splits provided by Zhang and
Lapata (2017), which contains 94,208/1129/1076
sentence pairs for train/dev/test. Table 4 provides
other statistics on these three benchmark training
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sets.

Vocabulary size Sentence length
comp simp comp simp

WikiLarge 201,841 168,962 25.17 18.51
WikiSmall 113,368 93,835 24.26 20.33
Newsela 41,066 30,193 25.94 15.89

Table 4: Statistics on the vocabulary sizes and the av-
erage sentence lengths of the complex and simplified
sentences in the three text simplification training sets.

4.2 Baselines

We compare against three state-of-the-art SMT-
based TS systems: PBMT-R (Wubben et al.,
2012) where the phrase-based MT system’s out-
puts are re-ranked; 2) Hybrid (Narayan and Gar-
dent, 2014) where syntactic transformation such
as sentence splits and deletions are performed be-
fore re-rank; 3) SBMT-SARI (Xu et al., 2016), a
syntax-based MT framework with external simpli-
fication rules. We also compare against four state-
of-the-art NMT-based TS systems: vanilla RNN-
based model NTS (Nisioi et al., 2017), memory-
augmented neural networks NSELSTM (Vu et al.,
2018), deep reinforcement learning-based neural
network DRESS and DRESS-LS (Zhang and Lap-
ata, 2017), and DMASS+DCSS (Zhao et al., 2018)
that integrates the transformer model with external
simplification rules. In addition, we compare our
NPI-based EditNTS with the BiLSTM sequence
labelling model (Alva-Manchego et al., 2017) that
are trained on our edit labels4, we call it Seq-Label
model.

4.3 Evaluation

We report two widely used sentence simplification
metrics in the literature: SARI (Xu et al., 2016)
and FKGL (Kincaid et al., 1975). FKGL (Kincaid
et al., 1975) measures the readability of the sys-
tem output (lower FKGL implies simpler output)
and SARI (Xu et al., 2016) evaluates the system
output by comparing it against the source and ref-
erence sentences. Earlier work also used BLEU as
a metric, but recent work has found that it does not
reflect simplification (Xu et al., 2016) and is in fact
negatively correlated with simplicity (Sulem et al.,
2018a). Systems with high BLEU scores are thus

4We made a good faith reimplementation of their model
and trained it with our created edit labels. We cannot directly
compare with their results because their model is not avail-
able and their results are not obtained from standard splits.

biased towards copying the complex sentence as a
whole, while SARI avoids this by computing the
arithmetic mean of the N -gram (N ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4})
F1-scores of three rewrite operations: add, delete,
and keep. We also report the F1-scores of these
three operations. In addition, we report the per-
centage of unchanged sentences that are directly
copied from the source sentences. We treat SARI
as the most important measurement in our study,
as Xu et al. (2016) demonstrated that SARI has
the highest correlation with human judgments in
sentence simplification tasks.

In addition to automatic evaluations, we also
report human evaluations5 of our system outputs
compared to the best MT-based systems, exter-
nal knowledge-based systems, and Seq-Label by
three human judges6 with a five-point Likert scale.
The volunteers are asked to rate simplifications on
three dimensions: 1) fluency (is the output gram-
matical?), 2) adequacy (how much meaning from
the original sentence is preserved?), and 3) sim-
plicity (is the output simper than the original sen-
tence?).

4.4 Training Details
We used the same hyperparameters across the
three datasets. We initialized the word and edit op-
eration embeddings with 100-dimensional GloVe
vectors (Pennington et al., 2014) and the part-of-
speech tag 7 embeddings with 30 dimensions. The
number of hidden units was set to 200 for the en-
coder, the edit LSTM, and the LSTM interpreter.
During training, we regularized the encoder with a
dropout rate of 0.3 (Srivastava et al., 2014). For
optimization, we used Adam (Kingma and Ba,
2014) with a learning rate 0.001 and weight de-
cay of 10−6. The gradient was clipped to 1 (Pas-
canu et al., 2013). We used a vocabulary size of
30K and the remaining words were replaced with
UNK. In our main experiment, we used the inverse

5The outputs of PBMT-R, Hybrid, SBMT-SARI and
DRESS are publicly available and we are grateful to Sanqiang
Zhao for providing their system’s outputs.

6Three volunteers (one native English Speaker and two
non-native fluent English speakers) are participated in our hu-
man evaluation, as one of the goal of our system is to make
the text easier to understand for non-native English speakers.
The volunteers are given complex setences and different sys-
tem outputs in random order, and are asked to rate from one
to five (the higher the better) in terms of simplicity, fluency,
and adequacy.

7We used the NLTK toolkit with the default Penn Tree-
bank Tag set to obtain the part-of-speech tags; there are 45
possible POS-tags (36 standard tags and 7 special symbols)
in total.
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of the edit label frequencies as the loss weights,
aiming to balance the classes. Batch size across
all datasets was 64.

5 Results

WikiLarge SARI Edit F1 of SARI FKGL % unc.
add del keep

Reference - - - - 8.88 15.88

MT-based TS Models
PBMT-R 38.56 5.73 36.93 73.02 8.33 10.58
Hybrid 31.40 1.84 45.48 46.87 4.57 36.21
NTS 35.66 2.99 28.96 75.02 8.42 43.45
NSELSTM 36.88 - - - -
DRESS 37.08 2.94 43.15 65.15 6.59 22.28
DRESS-LS 37.27 2.81 42.22 66.77 6.62 27.02

Edit Labelling-based TS Models
Seq-Label 37.08 2.94 43.20 65.10 5.35 19.22
EditNTS 38.22 3.36 39.15 72.13 7.30 10.86

Models that use external knowledge base
SBMT-SARI 39.96 5.96 41.42 72.52 7.29 9.47
DMASS+DCSS 40.45 5.72 42.23 73.41 7.79 6.69

(a) WikiLarge

WikiSmall SARI Edit F1 of SARI FKGL % unc.
add del keep

Reference - - - - 8.86 3.00

MT-based TS Models
PBMT-R 15.97 6.75 28.50 12.67 11.42 14.00
Hybrid 30.46 16.53 59.60 15.25 9.20 4.00
NTS 13.61 2.08 26.21 12.53 11.35 36.00
NSELSTM 29.75 - - - - -
DRESS 27.48 2.86 65.94 13.64 7.48 11.00
DRESS-LS 27.24 3.75 64.27 13.71 7.55 13.00

Edit Labelling-based TS Models
Seq-Label 30.50 2.72 76.31 12.46 9.38 9.00
EditNTS 32.35 2.24 81.30 13.54 5.47 0.00

(b) WikiSmall

Newsela SARI Edit F1 of SARI FKGL %unc.
add delete keep

Reference - - - - 3.20 0.00

MT-based TS Models
PBMT-R 15.77 3.07 38.34 5.90 7.59 5.85
Hybrid 30.00 1.16 83.23 5.62 4.01 3.34
NTS 24.12 2.73 62.66 6.98 5.11 16.25
NSELSTM 29.58 - - - - -
DRESS 27.37 3.08 71.61 7.43 4.11 11.98
DRESS-LS 26.63 3.21 69.28 7.40 4.20 15.51

Edit Labelling-based TS Models
Seq-Label 29.53 1.40 80.25 6.94 5.45 15.97
EditNTS 31.41 1.84 85.36 7.04 3.40 4.27

(c) Newsela

Table 5: Automatic Evaluation Results on three bench-
marks. We report corpus level FKGL, SARI and edit
F1 scores (add,keep,delete). In addition, we report the
percentage of unchanged sentences (%unc.) in the sys-
tem outputs when compared to the source sentences.

Table 5 summarizes the results of our automatic
evaluations. In terms of readability, our system
obtains lower (= better) FKGL compared to other
MT-based systems, which indicates our system’s
output is easier to understand. In terms of the per-
centage of unchanged sentences, one can see that
MT-based models have much higher rates of un-
changed sentences than the reference. Thus, the
models learned a safe but undesirable strategy of
copying the sources sentences directly. By con-
trast, our model learns to edit the sentences and
has a lower rate of keeping the source sentences
unchanged.

In term of SARI, the edit labelling-based mod-
els Seq-Label and EditNTS achieve better or com-
parable results with respect to state-of-the-art MT-
based models, demonstrating the promise of learn-
ing edit labels for text simplification. Compared
to Seq-Label, our model achieves a large improve-
ment of (+1.14,+1.85,+1.88 SARI) on WikiLarge,
Newsela, and WikiSmall. We believe this im-
provement is mainly from the interpreter in Ed-
itNTS, as it provides the proper context to the pro-
grammer for making edit decisions (more abla-
tion studies in section 5.1). On Newsela and Wik-
iSmall, our model significantly outperforms state-
of-the-art TS models by a large margin (+1.89,
+1.41 SARI), showing that EditNTS learns simpli-
fication better on smaller datasets with respect to
MT-based simplification models. On WikiLarge,
our model outperforms the best NMT-based sys-
tem DRESS-LS by a large margin of +0.95 SARI
and achieves comparable performance to the best
SMT-based model PBMT-R. While the overall
SARI are similar between EditNTS and PBMT-R,
the two models prefer different strategies: Edit-
NTS performs extensive DELETE while PBMT-R
is in favour of performing lexical substitution and
simplification.

On WikiLarge, two models SBMT-SARI and
DMASS+DCSS reported higher SARI scores as
they employ external knowledge base PPDB for
word replacement. These external rules can pro-
vide reliable guidance about which words to mod-
ify, resulting in higher add/keep F1 scores (Ta-
ble 5-a). On the contrary, our model is inclined
to generate shorter sentences, which leads to high
F1 scores on delete operations 8. Nevertheless, our
model is preferred by human judges than SBMT-

8As the full outputs of NSELSTM are not available, we can-
not compute the edit F1 scores and FKGL for this system.
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WikiLarge Newsela WikiSmall
F A S avg. F A S avg. F A S avg.

Reference 4.39 4.11 2.62 3.71 4.40 2.74 3.79 3.64 4.48 4.03 2.99 3.83

PBMT-R 4.38 4.05 2.28 3.57 3.76 3.44 2.28 3.16 4.32 4.28 1.53 3.38
Hybrid 3.41 3.01 3.31 3.24 3.62 2.88 2.97 3.16 3.76 3.87 2.12 3.25
SBMT-SARI 4.25 3.96 2.61 3.61 - - - - - - - -
DRESS 4.63 4.01 3.07 3.90 4.16 3.08 3.00 3.41 4.61 3.64 3.62 3.96
DMASS+DCSS 4.39 3.97 2.80 3.72 - - - - - - - -
seq-label 3.91 4.11 2.97 3.66 3.45 3.22 2.09 2.92 3.83 3.9 2.01 3.25
EditNTS 4.76 4.45 3.18 4.13 4.34 3.13 3.16 3.54 4.31 3.34 4.26 3.97

Table 6: Mean ratings for Fluency (F), Adequacy (A), Simplicity (S), and the Average score (avg.) by human
judges on the three benchmark test sets. 50 sentences are rated on WikiLarge, 30 sentences are rated on WikiSmall
and Newsela. Aside from comparing system outputs, we also include human ratings for the gold standard reference
as an upper bound.

SARI and DMASS+DCSS in terms of all the mea-
surements (Table 6), indicating the effectiveness
of our model on correctly performing deleting
operations while maintaining fluent and adequate
outputs. Moreover, our model can be easily in-
tegrated with these external PPTB simplification
rules for word replacement by adding a new edit
label “replacement” for further improvements.

The results of our human evaluations are pre-
sented in Table 6. As can be seen, our model out-
performs MT-based models on Fluency, Simplic-
ity, and Average overall ratings. Despite our sys-
tem EditNTS is inclined to perform more delete
operations, human judges rate our system as ad-
equate. In addition, our model performs signifi-
cantly better than Seq-Label in terms of Fluency,
indicating the importance of adding an interpreter
to 1) summarize the partial edited outputs and 2)
regularize the programmer as a language model.
Interestingly, similar to the human evaluation re-
sults in Zhang and Lapata (2017), judges often
prefer system outputs than the gold references.

Controllable Generation: In addition to the
state-of-the-art performance, EditNTS has the
flexibility to prioritize different edit operations.
Note that NMT-based systems do not have this fea-
ture at all, as the sentence length of their systems’
output is not controllable and are purely depends
on the training data. Table 7 shows that by simply
changing the loss weights on different edit labels,
we can control the length of system’s outputs, how
much words it copies from the original sentences
and how much novel words the system adds.

5.1 Ablation Studies
In the ablation studies, we aim to investigate the
effectiveness of each component in our model. We

add:keep:delete ratio Avg. len % copied % novel

10:1:1 (add rewarded) 25.21 53.52 56.28
1:10:1 (keep rewarded) 21.52 84.22 12.81
1:1:10 (delete rewarded) 15.83 57.36 16.72

Table 7: Results on Newsela by controlling the
edit label ratios. We increase the loss weight on
ADD,KEEP,DELETE ten times respectively. The three
rows show the systems’ output statistics on the average
output sentence length (Avg. len), the average percent-
age of tokens that are copied from the input (% copied),
and the average percentage of novel tokens that are
added with respect to the input sentence (% novel).

compare the full model with its variants where
POS tags removed, interpreter removed, context
removed. As shown in Table 8, the interpreter is
a critical part to guarantee the performance of the
sequence-labelling model, while POS tags and at-
tention provide further performance gains.

Newsela SARI Edit F1 of SARI
add delete keep

EditNTS 31.41 1.84 85.36 7.04
− POS tags 31.27 1.46 85.34 7.00
− attn-context 30.95 1.54 84.26 7.05
− Interpreter 30.13 1.70 81.70 7.01

Table 8: Performance on Newsela after removing dif-
ferent components in EditNTS.

6 Conclusion

We propose an NPI-based model for sentence
simplification, where edit-labels are predicted by
the programmer and then executed into sim-
plified tokens by the interpreter. Our model
outperforms previous state-of-the-art machine
translation-based TS models in most of the au-
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tomatic evaluation metrics and human ratings,
demonstrating the effectiveness of learning edit
operations explicitly for sentence simplification.
Compared to the black-box MT-based systems,
our model is more interpretable by providing gen-
erated edit operation traces, and more controllable
with the ability to prioritize different simplifica-
tion operations.
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Abstract
Paraphrasing exists at different granularity lev-
els, such as lexical level, phrasal level and sen-
tential level. This paper presents Decompos-
able Neural Paraphrase Generator (DNPG), a
Transformer-based model that can learn and
generate paraphrases of a sentence at differ-
ent levels of granularity in a disentangled
way. Specifically, the model is composed of
multiple encoders and decoders with differ-
ent structures, each of which corresponds to
a specific granularity. The empirical study
shows that the decomposition mechanism of
DNPG makes paraphrase generation more in-
terpretable and controllable. Based on DNPG,
we further develop an unsupervised domain
adaptation method for paraphrase generation.
Experimental results show that the proposed
model achieves competitive in-domain perfor-
mance compared to the state-of-the-art neural
models, and significantly better performance
when adapting to a new domain.

1 Introduction

Paraphrases are texts that convey the same mean-
ing using different wording. Paraphrase genera-
tion is an important technique in natural language
processing (NLP), which can be applied in various
downstream tasks such as information retrieval,
semantic parsing, and dialogue systems. Neu-
ral sequence-to-sequence (Seq2Seq) models have
demonstrated the superior performances on gener-
ating paraphrases given a sentence (Prakash et al.,
2016; Cao et al., 2017; Li et al., 2018; Ma et al.,
2018). All of the existing works learn to para-
phrase by mapping a sequence to another, with
each word processed and generated in a uniform
way.

This work is motivated by a commonly ob-
served phenomenon that the paraphrase of a sen-
tence is usually composed of multiple paraphras-
ing patterns at different levels of granularity, e.g.,

from the lexical to phrasal to sentential levels. For
instance, the following pair of paraphrases con-
tains both the phrase-level and the sentence-level
patterns.

what is the reason of $x→ what makes $x happen
world war II→ the second world war

Specifically, the blue part is the sentence-level
pattern, which can be expressed as a pair of
sentence templates, where $x can be any frag-
ment of text. The green part is the phrase-level
pattern, which is a pair of phrases. Table 1
shows more examples of paraphrase pairs sampled
from WikiAnswers corpus 1 and Quora question
pairs 2. We can see that the sentence-level para-
phrases are more general and abstractive, while
the word/phrase-level paraphrases are relatively
diverse and domain-specific. Moreover, we no-
tice that in many cases, paraphrasing can be de-
coupled, i.e., the word-level and phrase-level pat-
terns are mostly independent of the sentence-level
paraphrase patterns.

To address this phenomenon in paraphrase
generation, we propose Decomposable Neural
Paraphrase Generator (DNPG). Specifically, the
DNPG consists of a separator, multiple encoders
and decoders, and an aggregator. The sepa-
rator first partitions an input sentence into seg-
ments belonging to different granularities, which
are then processed by multiple granularity-specific
encoders and decoders in parallel. Finally the ag-
gregator combines the outputs from all the de-
coders to produce a paraphrase of the input.

We explore three advantages of the DNPG:
1http://knowitall.cs.washington.edu/paralex/
2https://www.kaggle.com/c/quora-question-pairs
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Table 1: Examples of paraphrase pairs in WikiAnswers
and Quora datasets. We manually labeled the sentences
with the blue italic words being sentence-level and the
green underlined words being phrase-level.

What is the population of New York?
How many people is there in NYC?

Who wrote the Winnie the Pooh books?
Who is the author of winnie the pooh?

What is the best phone to buy below 15k?
Which are best mobile phones to buy under 15000?

How can I be a good geologist?
What should I do to be a great geologist?

How do I reword a sentence to avoid plagiarism?
How can I paraphrase my essay and avoid plagiarism?

Interpretable In contrast to the existing
Seq2Seq models, we show that DNPG can auto-
matically learn the paraphrasing transformation
separately at lexical/phrasal and sentential levels.
Besides generating a paraphrase given a sentence,
it can meanwhile interpret its prediction by
extracting the associated paraphrase patterns at
different levels, similar to the examples shown
above.

Controllable The model allows the user to con-
trol the generation process precisely. By employ-
ing DNPG, the user can specify the part of the sen-
tence being fixed while the rest being rephrased at
a particular level.

Domain-adaptable In this work, we assume
that high-level paraphrase patterns are more likely
to be shared across different domains. With all the
levels coupled together, it is difficult for conven-
tional Seq2Seq models to well adapt to a new do-
main. The DNPG model, however, can conduct
paraphrase at abstractive (sentential) level individ-
ually, and thus be more capable of performing well
in domain adaptation. Concretely, we develop a
method for the DNPG to adapt to a new domain
with only non-parallel data.

We verify the DNPG model on two large-scale
paraphrasing datasets and show that it can gener-
ate paraphrases in a more controllable and inter-
pretable way while preserving the quality. Fur-
thermore, experiments on domain adaptation show
that DNPG performs significantly better than the
state-of-the-art methods. The technical contribu-
tion of this work is of three-fold:

1. We propose a novel Seq2Seq model that
decomposes the paraphrase generation into
learning paraphrase patterns at different gran-

ularity levels separately.

2. We demonstrate that the model achieves
more interpretable and controllable genera-
tion of paraphrases.

3. Based on the proposed model, we develop a
simple yet effective method for unsupervised
domain adaptation.

2 Decomposable Neural Paraphrase
Generator

This section explains the framework of the pro-
posed DNPG model. We first give an overview of
the model design and then elaborate each compo-
nent in detail.

2.1 Model Overview

Figure 1: Model Architecture.

As illustrated in Figure 1, DNPG consists of
four components: a separator, multi-granularity
encoders and decoders (denoted asm-encoder and
m-decoder respectively), and an aggregator. The
m-encoder and m-decoder are composed of mul-
tiple independent encoders and decoders, with
each corresponding to a specific level of granu-
larity. Given an input sentence of words X =
[x1, . . . , xL] with length L, the separator first de-
termines the granularity label for each word, de-
noted as Z = [z1, . . . , zL]. After that, the input
sentence X together with its associated labels Z
are fed intom-encoder in parallel and summarized
as

Uz = m-encoderz(X,Z), (1)

where the subscript z denotes the granularity level.
At the decoding stage, each decoder can individu-
ally predict the probability of generating the next
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word yt as

Pz(yt|y1:t−1, X) = m-decoderz(Uz, y1:t−1).
(2)

Finally, the aggregator combines the outputs of
all the decoders and make the final prediction of
the next word:

P (yt|y1:t−1, X) =
∑

zt

Pzt(yt|y1:t−1, X)P (zt|y1:t−1, X). (3)

Here P (zt|y1:t−1, X) is computed as the prob-
ability of being at the granularity level zt,
and Pzt(yt|y1:t−1, X) is given by the decoder
m-decoderzt at level zt.

The choice of the encoder and decoder modules
of DNPG can be quite flexible, for instance long-
short term memory networks (LSTM) Hochreiter
and Schmidhuber (1997) or convolutional neural
network (CNN) (LeCun et al., 1998). In this work,
the m-encoder and m-decoder are built based on
the Transformer model (Vaswani et al., 2017). Be-
sides, we employ LSTM networks to build the sep-
arator and aggregator modules. Without loss of
generality, we consider two levels of granularity
in our experiments, that is, z = 0 for the lexi-
cal/phrasal level and z = 1 for the sentential level.

2.2 Separator
For each word xl in the sentence, we assign a la-
tent variable zl indicating its potential granularity
level for paraphrasing. This can be simply formu-
lated as a sequence labeling process. In this work
we employ the stacked LSTMs to compute the dis-
tribution of the latent variables recursively:

hl = BiLSTM([xl;hl−1, hl+1])

gl = LSTM([hl, zl−1; gl−1])

P (zl|X) = GS(Wggl, τ)

(4)

where hl and gl represent the hidden states in the
LSTMs and GS(·, τ) denotes the Gumbel-Softmax
function (Jang et al., 2016). The reason of using
Gumbel-Softmax is to make the model differen-
tiable, and meanwhile produce the approximately
discrete level for each token. τ is the temperature
controlling the closeness of z towards 0 or 1.

2.3 Multi-granularity encoder and decoder
We employ the Transformer architecture for the
encoders and decoders in DNPG. Specifically,
the phrase-level Transformer is composed of

m-encoder0 and m-decoder0, which is respon-
sible for capturing the local paraphrasing pat-
terns. The sentence-level Transformer is com-
posed of m-encoder1 and m-decoder1, which
aims to learn the high-level paraphrasing trans-
formations. Based on the Transformer design
in Vaswani et al. (2017), each encoder or decoder
is composed of positional encoding, stacked multi-
head attention, layer normalization, and feed-
forward neural networks. The multi-head atten-
tion in the encoders contains self-attention while
the one in the decoders contains both self-attention
and context-attention. We refer readers to the
original paper for details of each component. In
order to better decouple paraphrases at different
granularity levels, we introduce three inductive bi-
ases to the modules by varying the model capac-
ity and configurations in the positional encoding
and multi-head attention modules. We detail them
hereafter.

Positional Encoding: We adopt the same vari-
ant of the positional encoding method in Vaswani
et al. (2017), that is, the sinusoidal function:

PE(pos, 2d) = sin(p/100002d/D)

PE(pos, 2d+ 1) = cos(p/100002d/D)
(5)

For phrase-level Transformer, we use the original
position, i.e., p := pos. For the sentence-level
Transformer, in order to make the positional en-
coding insensitive to the lengths of the phrase-
level fragment, we set:

p =

pos∑

i=1

P (zi = 1) (6)

Multi-head Attention: We modify the self-
attention mechanism in the encoders and decoders
by setting a different receptive field for each gran-
ularity, as illustrated in Figure 2. Specifically, for
the phrase-level model, we restrict each position
in the encoder and decoder to attend only the ad-
jacent n words (n = 3), so as to mainly capture
the local composition. As for the sentence-level
model, we allow the self-attention to cover the
entire sentence, but only those words labeled as
sentence-level (i.e., zl = 1) are visible. In this
manner, the model will focus on learning the sen-
tence structures while ignoring the low-level de-
tails. To do so, we re-normalize the original atten-
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tion weights αt,l as

α
′
t,l =

P (zl = 1)αt,l∑L
l=1 P (zl = 1)αt,l

. (7)

We also restrict the decoder at z level only access
the position l : zl = z at encoder in the same way.

Figure 2: Attention: phrase-level self-attention (upper)
and sentence-level self-attention (lower).

Model Capacity: We choose a larger capac-
ity for the phrase-level Transformer over the
sentence-level Transformer. The intuition behind
is that lexical/phrasal paraphrases generally con-
tain more long-tail expressions than the sentential
ones. In addition, the phrase-level Transformer is
equipped with the copying mechanism (Gu et al.,
2016). Thus, the probability of generating the tar-
get word yt by the m-decoder0 is:

Pz=0(yt|y1:t−1, X) =(1− ρt)Pgen(yt|y1:t−1, X)

+ ρtPcopy(yt|y1:t−1, X)
(8)

where ρt is the copying probability, which is
jointly learned with the model. Table 2 summa-
rizes the specifications of the Transformer models
for each granularity.

Table 2: Model Specifications.

Phrase-level model Sentence-level model

Receptive field Local Global
Word Visibility {xl}Ll=1 {xl}l:zl=1

#Dimension 300 150
#Heads 6 3
Copy mechanism Yes No

2.4 Aggregator
Each Transformer model works independently un-
til generating the final paraphrases. The prediction
of the token at t-th position is determined by the

Figure 3: Aggregator.

aggregator, which combines the outputs from the
m-decoders. More precisely, the aggregator first
decides the probability of the next word being at
each granularity. The previous word yt−1 and the
context vectors c0 and c1 given bym-decoder0 and
m-decoder1, are fed into a LSTM to make the pre-
diction:

vt = LSTM([Wc[c0; c1; yt−1]; vt−1])

P (zt|y1:t−1, X) = GS(Wvvt, τ),
(9)

where vt is the hidden state of the LSTM. Then,
jointly with the probabilities computed by m-
decoders, we can make the final prediction of the
next word via Eq (3).

2.5 Learning of Separator and Aggregator

The proposed model can be trained end-to-end by
maximizing the conditional probability (3). How-
ever, learning from scratch may not be informative
for the separator and aggregator to disentangle the
paraphrase patterns in an optimal way. Thus we
induce weak supervision to guide the training of
the model. We construct the supervision based on
a heuristic that long-tail expressions contain more
rare words. To this end, we first use the word
alignment model (Och and Ney, 2003) to establish
the links between the words in the sentence pairs
from the paraphrase corpus. Then we assign the
label z∗ = 0 (phrase-level) to n (randomly sam-
pled from {1, 2, 3}) pairs of aligned phrases that
contain most rare words. The rest of the words are
labeled as z∗ = 1 (sentence-level).

We train the model with explicit supervision at
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the beginning, with the following loss function:

L =
T∑

t=1

logP (yt|y1:t−1, X)+

λ(
L∑

l=1

logP (z∗l |X) +
T∑

t=1

logP (z∗t |y1:t−1, X))

(10)
where λ is the hyper-parameter controlling the
weight of the explicit supervision. In experiments,
we decrease λ gradually from 1 to nearly 0.

3 Applications and Experimental Results

We verify the proposed DNPG model for para-
phrase generation in three aspects: interpretability,
controllability and domain adaptability. We con-
duct experiments on WikiAnswers paraphrase cor-
pus (?) and Quora duplicate question pairs, both of
which are questions data. While the Quora dataset
is labeled by human annotators, the WikiAnswers
corpus is collected in a automatic way, and hence
it is much noisier. There are more than 2 million
pairs of sentences on WikiAnswers corpus. To
make the application setting more similar to real-
world applications, and more challenging for do-
main adaptation, we use a randomly sampled sub-
set for training. The detailed statistics are shown
in Table 3.

Table 3: Statistics of the paraphrase datasets.

WikiAnswers Quora

Training 500K 100K
Validation 6K 4K
Test 20K 20K

3.1 Implementation and Training Details
As the words in the WikiAnswers are all stemmed
and lower case, we do the same pre-processing
on Quora dataset. For both datasets, we truncate
all the sentences longer than 20 words. For the
models with copy mechanism, we maintain a vo-
cabulary of size 8K. For the other baseline mod-
els besides vanilla Transformer, we include all the
words in the training sets into vocabulary to en-
sure that the improvement of our models does not
come from solving the out-of-vocabulary issue.
For a fair comparison, we use the Transformer
model with similar number of parameters with our
model. Specifically, it is with 3 layers, model size
of 450 dimensions, and attention with 9 heads.
We use early stopping to prevent the problem of

over-fitting. We train the DNPG with Adam opti-
mizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014). We set the learn-
ing rate as 5e − 4, τ as 1 and λ as 1 at first, and
then decrease them to 1e− 4, 0.9 and 1e− 2 after
3 epochs. We set the hyper-parameters of mod-
els and optimization in all other baseline models
to remain the same in their original works. We
implement our model with PyTorch (Paszke et al.,
2017).

3.2 Interpretable Paraphrase Generation

First, we evaluate our model quantitatively in
terms of automatic metrics such as BLEU (Pap-
ineni et al., 2002), ROUGE (Lin, 2004), which
have been widely used in previous works on para-
phrase generation. In addition, we include iBLEU
(Sun and Zhou, 2012), which penalizes repeat-
ing the source sentence in its paraphrase. We
use the same hyper-parameter in their original
work. We compare DNPG with four existing
neural-based models: ResidualLSTM (Prakash
et al., 2016), VAE-SVG-eq (Gupta et al., 2017),
pointer-generator (See et al., 2017) and the Trans-
former (Vaswani et al., 2017), the latter two of
which have been reported as the state-of-the-art
models in Li et al. (2018) and Wang et al. (2018)
respectively. For a fair comparison, we also in-
clude a Transformer model with copy mechanism.
Table 4 shows the performances of the models,
indicating that DNPG achieves competitive per-
formance in terms of all the automatic metrics
among all the models. In particular, the DNPG has
similar performance with the vanilla Transformer
model on Quora dataset, while significantly per-
forms better on WikiAnswers. The reason maybe
that the DNPG is more robust to the noise, since it
can process the paraphrase in an abstractive way.
It also validates our assumption that paraphras-
ing can be decomposed in terms of granularity.
When the training data of high quality is available,
the transformer-based models significantly outper-
forms the LSTM-based models.

Besides the quantitative performance, we
demonstrate the interpretability of DNPG. Given
an input sentence, the model can not only gen-
erate its paraphrase but also predict the granular-
ity level of each word. By using the predicted
granularity levels and the context attentions in the
Transformer, we are able to extract the phrasal
and sentential paraphrase patterns from the model.
Specifically, we extract the sentential templates X̄
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Table 4: In-domain performance of paraphrase generation.

Quora WikiAnswers

Models BLEU iBLEU ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 BLEU iBLEU ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2

ResidualLSTM 17.57 12.67 59.22 32.40 27.36 22.94 48.52 18.71
VAE-SVG-eq 20.04 15.17 59.98 33.30 32.98 26.35 50.93 19.11
Pointer-generator 22.65 16.79 61.96 36.07 39.36 31.98 57.19 25.38
Transformer 21.73 16.25 60.25 33.45 33.01 27.70 51.85 20.70
Transformer+Copy 24.77 17.98 63.34 37.31 37.88 31.43 55.88 23.37

DNPG (ours) 25.03 18.01 63.73 37.75 41.64 34.15 57.32 25.88

Table 5: Performance of paraphrase generation on domain adaptation (source→ target).

WikiAnswers→ Quora Quora→WikiAnswers

Models BLEU iBLEU ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 BLEU iBLEU ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2

Pointer-generator 6.96 5.04 41.89 12.77 27.94 21.87 53.99 20.85
Transformer+Copy 8.15 6.17 44.89 14.79 29.22 23.25 53.33 21.02
DNPG (ours) 10.00 7.38 47.53 18.89 31.84 24.22 54.87 22.27

Shallow fusion 7.95 6.04 44.87 14.79 29.76 22.57 53.54 20.68
MTL 6.37 4.90 37.64 11.83 23.65 18.34 48.19 17.53
MTL+Copy 9.83 7.22 47.08 19.03 30.78 21.87 54.10 21.08
Adapted DNPG (ours) 16.98 10.39 56.01 28.61 35.12 25.60 56.17 23.65

of X (or Ȳ of Y ) by substituting each fragment of
words at the phrasal level by a unique placeholder
such as $x. The extraction process is denoted as
X̄ = T (X,Z) = [x̄1, . . . , x̄L̄], where the ele-
ment x̄l̄ is either a placeholder or a word labeled
as sentence-level. Through the attention weights,
we ensure that the pair of aligned fragment share
the same placeholder in {X̄, Ȳ }. The whole gen-
eration and alignment process is detailed in Ap-
pendix A. Each pair of fragments sharing the same
placeholder are extracted as the phrasal paraphrase
patterns.

Table 6 gives examples of the generated para-
phrases and the corresponding extracted tem-
plates. For instance, the model learns a sentential
paraphrasing pattern: X̄: what is $x’s $y → Ȳ :
what is the $y of $x, which is a common rewrit-
ing pattern applicable in general practice. The re-
sults clearly demonstrate the ability of DNPG to
decompose the patterns at different levels, making
its behaviors more interpretable.

3.3 Controllable Paraphrase Generation
The design of the DNPG model allows the user
to control the generating process more precisely.
Thanks to the decomposable mechanisms, it is
flexible for the model to conduct either sentential
paraphrasing or phrasal paraphrasing individually.
Furthermore, instead of using the learned separa-
tor, the user can manually specify the granularity
labels of the input sentence and then choose the
following paraphrasing strategies.

Sentential paraphrasing is performed by re-
stricting the phrase-level decoder (m-decoder0) to
copying from the input at the decoding stage, i.e.,
keeping the copy probability ρt = 1. To en-
sure that the phrasal parts are well preserved, we
replace each phrase-level fragment by a unique
placeholder and recover it after decoding.

Phrasal paraphrasing is performed with sen-
tence template being fixed. For each phrase-level
fragment, paraphrase is generated by m-decoder0

only and the generation stopped at t : zt = 1.
Once the beam search of size B finished, there

are B paraphrase candidates Ŷb. We pick up the
one with the best accuracy and readability. Specif-
ically, we re-rank them by P (Ŷb|X,Z) calculated
by the full model of DNPG.

Given a sentence, we manually label different
segments of words as phrase-level, and employ
the model to conduct sentential and phrasal para-
phrasing individually. With the manual labels, the
model automatically selects different paraphrase
patterns for generation. Table 7 shows examples
of the generated results by different paraphras-
ing strategies. As demonstrated by the examples,
DNPG is flexible enough to generate paraphrase
given different sentence templates and phrases.

Controllable generation is useful in down-
stream applications, for instance, data augmenta-
tion in the task-oriented dialogue system. Sup-
pose we have the user utterance book a flight from
New York to London and want to produce more
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Table 6: Examples of the generated paraphrases and extracted patterns at each granularity level by DNPG.

Input Sentence Generate Paraphrase Sentential Paraphrase Patterns Phrasal Paraphrase Patterns

what is the technique for prevent
suicide?

how can you prevent suicide? what is the technique for $x
→ how can you $x

-

what is the second easiest island? what is the 2nd easiest island? - second easiest island
→ 2nd easiest island

what is rihanna brother’s name? what is the name of rihanna’s
brother?

what is $x’s $y
→ what is the $y of $x

rihanna brother
→ rihanna’s brother

do anyone see the relation between
greek god and hindu god?

what is the relationship between the
greek god and hindu god?

do anyone see the $x between $y
→ what is the $x between the $y

relation→ relationship

Table 7: Examples of controllable generation of para-
phrase. The words with underline are labeled as
phrase-level and the ones in italic form are at sentence-
level. The strategy All is referred as the fully automatic
generation.

Input sentence & labels Strategy Generated Paraphrase

what is the value of a 1961 us cent? All what is the 1961 nickel ’s value?
what is the value of a 1961 us cent? Phrase what is the price of

a 1961 nickel?
what is the value of a 1961 us cent? Sentence what is the 1961 us cent ’s

value?
what is the value of a 1961 us cent? Phrase what is the value of

a 1961 nickel?
what is the value of a 1961 us cent? Sentence how much is a 1961 us cent

worth?

what should i do to avoid sleep in class? All how do i prevent sleep in class?
what should i do to avoid sleep in class? Phrase what should i do to

prevent sleep in class?
what should i do to avoid sleep in class? Sentence how do i avoid sleep in class?

what should i do to avoid sleep in class? Phrase what should i do to avoid
fall sleep during class?

what should i do to avoid sleep in class? Sentence what should i do if i don’t want
to sleep in class?

utterances with the same intent. With the DNPG,
we can conduct sentential paraphrasing and keep
the slot values fixed, e.g. buy an airline ticket to
London from New York.

3.4 Unsupervised Domain Adaptation
Existing studies on paraphrase generation mainly
focus on the in-domain setting with a large-scale
parallel corpus for training. In practice, there is
always a need to apply the model in a new do-
main, where no parallel data is available. We for-
mulate it as an unsupervised domain adaptation
problem for paraphrase generation. Based on the
observation that the sentence templates generated
by DNPG tend to be more general and domain-
insensitive, we consider directly performing the
sentential paraphrase in the target domain as a so-
lution. However, the language model of the source
and target domains may differ, we therefore fine-
tune the separator of DNPG so that it can identify
the granularity of the sentence in the target domain
more accurately. Specifically, to adapt the sepa-
rator Psep(Z|X) to the target domain, we employ
a reinforcement learning (RL) approach by maxi-

mizing the accumulative reward:

Rseparator = EPsep(Z|X)

L∑

l=1

rl(z1:l, X). (11)

We define the reward functions based on the prin-
ciple that the source and target domain share the
similar sentence templates. We first train a neu-
ral language model, specifically LSTM, with the
sentence templates in the source domain, with the
conditional probability denoted as PLM(x̄l̄|x̄1:l̄−1).
In the target domain, the template language model
is employed as a reward function for separator.
Formally we define the reward rl at position l as:

rl(z1:l, X) = αPLM(x̄l̄|x̄1:l̄−1), (12)

where the template x̄1:l̄ = T (X, z1:l) is extracted
in the way as detailed in Section 3.2. And α is a
scaling factor that penalizes the long fragment la-
beled as phrase-level, since more informative sen-
tence templates are preferred. With the reward, the
separator is further tuned with the policy gradient
method (Williams, 1992; Sutton et al., 2000). To
bridge the gap between training and testing of the
Transformer models in different domain, we fine-
tune the DNPG model on the sentential paraphrase
patterns extracted in source domain. Since only
the unlabeled data in the target domain is needed
to fine-tune separator, the domain adaptation can
be done incrementally. An overview of the com-
plete training process is illustrated in Figure 4. We
refer the model fine-tuned in this way as Adapted
DNPG.

We evaluate the performance of the original
DNPG and the Adapted DNPG in two settings of
domain transfer: 1) Quora dataset as the source
domain and WikiAnswers as the target domain,
denoted as Quora→WikiAnswers, and 2) in re-
verse as WikiAnswers→Quora. For the baseline
models, in addition to the pointer-generator net-
work and the Transformer model with copy mech-
anism (denoted as Transformer+Copy), we use
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Figure 4: Left: Training of language model in the
source domain; Right: RL training of separator in the
target domain.

the shallow fusion (Gulcehre et al., 2015) and the
multi-task learning (MTL) (Domhan and Hieber,
2017) that harness the non-parallel data in the
target domain for adaptation. For fair compar-
isons, we use the Transformer+Copy as the base
model for shallow fusion and implement a vari-
ant of MTL with copy mechanism (denoted as
MTL+Copy). Table 5 shows performances of
the models in two settings. DNPG achieves bet-
ter performance over the pointer-generator and
Transformer-based model, and has the competitive
performance with MTL+Copy, which accesses
target domain for training. With a fine-tuned sep-
arator, Adapted DNPG outperforms other mod-
els significantly on Quora→WikiAnswers. When
it comes to WikiAnswers→Quora, where domain
adaptation is more challenging since the source
domain is noisy, the margin is much larger. The
main reason is that the original meaning can be
preserved well when the paraphrasing is con-
ducted at the sentential level only. For an intuitive
illustration, We show examples of the generated
paraphrases from Adapted DNPG and MTL+Copy
in Table 10 in Appendix. It is shown that the sen-
tential paraphrasing is an efficient way to reuse the
general paraphrase patterns and meanwhile avoid
mistakes on rephrasing domain-specific phrases.
However, it is at the expense of the diversity of
the generated paraphrases. We leave this problem
for future work.

To further verify the improvement of Adapted
DNPG, we conduct the human evaluation on the
WikiAnswers→Quora setting. We have six hu-
man assessors to evaluate 120 groups of para-
phrase candidates given the input sentences. Each
group consists of the output paraphrases from

Table 8: Human Evaluation in WikiAnswers→Quora

Models Mean Rank Agreement

MTL+Copy 3.22 0.446

Naive DNPG 3.13 0.323
Adapted DNPG 1.79 0.383

Reference 1.48 0.338

MTL+Copy, DNPG and Adapted DNPG as well
as the reference. The evaluators are asked to
rank the candidates from 1 (best) to 4 (worst) by
their readability, accuracy and surface dissimilar-
ity to the input sentence. The detailed evaluation
guide can be found in Appendix B. Table 8 shows
the mean rank and inter-annotator agreement (Co-
hen’s kappa) of each model. Adapted DNPG again
significantly outperforms MTL+Copy by a large
margin (p-value < 0.01). The performance of
the original DNPG and MTL+Copy has no signif-
icant difference (p-value = 0.18). All of the inter-
annotator agreement is regarded as fair or above.

3.5 Ablation Studies and Discussion
We quantify the performance gain of each induc-
tive bias we incorporated in the DNPG model.
Specifically, we compare the DNPG with three
variants: one with vanilla attention modules, one
with vanilla positional encoding and the one uses
vanilla softmax. We train them with the training
set of WikiAnswers and test in the validation set
of Quora. The results are shown in Table 9, which
shows that each inductive bias has a positive con-
tribution. It further proves that the decomposition
mechanism allows the model to capture more ab-
stractive and domain-invariant patterns. We also
note that there is a large drop without the con-
straints on multi-head attention, which is a core
part of the decomposition mechanism. We inves-
tigate the effect of the weak supervision for sep-
arator and aggregator by setting λ as 0. Though
there is not a significant drop on quantitative per-
formance, we observe that the model struggles to
extract meaningful paraphrase patterns. It means
that explicit supervision for separator and aggre-
gator can make a difference and it does not need
to be optimal. It opens a door to incorporate
symbolic knowledge, such as regular expression
of sentence templates, human written paraphrase
patterns, and phrase dictionary, into the neural
network. Through training in a parallel corpus,
DNPG can generalize the symbolic rules.
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Table 9: Ablation Study in WikiAnswers→Quora

Model Variants BLEU iBLEU

DNPG 9.84 7.40

w/ Vanilla Multi-Head Attention 7.65 5.86
w/ Vanilla Positional Encoding 9.46 7.08
w/ Vanilla Softmax 9.30 7.01

4 Related Work

4.1 Neural Paraphrase Generation

Most of the existing neural methods of para-
phrase generation focus on improving the in-
domain quality of generated paraphrases. Prakash
et al. (2016) and Ma et al. (2018) adjust the net-
work architecture for larger capacity. Cao et al.
(2017) and Wang et al. (2018) utilize external re-
sources, in other words, phrase dictionary and se-
mantic annotations. Li et al. (2018) reinforce the
paraphrase generator by a learnt reward function.
Although achieving state-of-the-art performances,
none of the above work considers the paraphrase
patterns at different levels of granularity. More-
over, their models can generate the paraphrase in
a neither interpretable nor a fine-grained control-
lable way. In Iyyer et al. (2018)’s work, the model
is trained to produce a paraphrase of the sentence
with a given syntax. In this work, we consider au-
tomatically learning controllable and interpretable
paraphrasing operations from the corpus. This
is also the first work to consider scalable unsu-
pervised domain adaptation for neural paraphrase
generation.

4.2 Controllable and Interpretable Text
Generation

There is extensive attention on controllable neural
sequence generation and its interpretation. A line
of research is based on variational auto-encoder
(VAE), which captures the implicit (Gupta et al.,
2017; Li et al., 2017) or explicit information (Hu
et al., 2017; Liao et al., 2018) via latent represen-
tations. Another approach is to integrate proba-
bilistic graphical model, e.g., hidden semi-Markov
model (HSMM) into neural network (Wiseman
et al., 2018; Dai et al., 2016). In these works, neu-
ral templates are learned as a sequential compo-
sition of segments controlled by the latent states,
and be used for language modeling and data-to-
text generation. Unfortunately, it is non-trivial
to adapt this approach to the Seq2Seq learning
framework to extract templates from both the

source and the target sequence.

4.3 Domain Adaptation for Seq2Seq
Learning

Domain adaptation for neural paraphrase gener-
ation is under-explored. To our best knowledge,
Su and Yan (2017)’s work is the only one on this
topic. They utilize the pre-trained word embed-
ding and include all the words in both domains to
vocabulary, which is tough to scale. Meanwhile,
we notice that there is a considerable amount of
work on domain adaptation for neural machine
translation, another classic sequence-to-sequence
learning task. However, most of them require
parallel data in the target domain (Wang et al.,
2017a,b). In this work, we consider unsuper-
vised domain adaptation, which is more challeng-
ing, and there are only two works that are appli-
cable. Gulcehre et al. (2015) use the language
model trained in the target domain to guide the
beam search. Domhan and Hieber (2017) optimize
two stacked decoders jointly by learning language
model in the target domain and learning to trans-
late in the source domain. In this work, we utilize
the similarity of sentence templates in the source
and target domains. Thanks to the decomposition
of multi-grained paraphrasing patterns, DNPG can
fast adapt to a new domain without any parallel
data.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a neural para-
phrase generation model, which is equipped with
a decomposition mechanism. We construct such
mechanisms by latent variables associated with
each word, and a couple of Transformer models
with various inductive biases to focus on para-
phrase patterns at different levels of granularity.
We further propose a fast and incremental method
for unsupervised domain adaptation. The quanti-
tative experiment results show that our model has
competitive in-domain performance compared to
the state-of-the-art models, and outperforms sig-
nificantly upon other baselines in domain adap-
tation. The qualitative experiments demonstrate
that the generation of our model is interpretable
and controllable. In the future, we plan to investi-
gate more efficient methods of unsupervised do-
main adaptation with decomposition mechanism
on other NLP tasks.
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A Algorithm for extracting templates

Algorithm 1 ExtractSentParaPattern

INPUT: X , Y , Zx, Zy, α′, V
OUTPUT: X̄ , Ȳ

1: procedure EXTRACT X̄
2: L← |X|;
3: X̄ ← [ ];
4: c← 1;
5: p← [ ];
6: for l := 1 to L do
7: if zx

l = 0 then
8: if l = 1 or X̄l−1 /∈ V then
9: X̄ .add(Vc);

10: p.add([ ]);
11: c← c+ 1;
12: else
13: p[c].add(l);
14: else
15: X̄ .add(Xl);
16: procedure EXTRACT Ȳ
17: T ← |Y |;
18: Ȳ ← [ ];
19: for t := 1 to T do
20: if zy

t = 0 then
21: c← arg max

c

1
|p[c]|

∑|p[c]|
l=1 α′p[c][l],t;

22: if t = 1 or Ȳt−1 6= Vc then
23: Ȳ .add(Vc);
24: else
25: Ȳ .add(Yt);

End
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Table 10: Examples of the generated paraphrases and extracted patterns at each granularity level by DNPG.

Input Sentence Extracted Source Templates Generated Sentential Paraphrase Generated Paraphrase Generated by MTL+Copy

is there any verify angel investor
on quora?

is there any $x on $y how many $x on $y how many verify angel investor
on quora?

is there any verify on quora?

how much salary do iit professor
get?

how much salary do $x get how much money do $x make how much money do iit profes-
sor make?

how much do professor UNK?

which is the best mobile below
15000?

which is the $x the $x the best mobile below 15000 ? what mobile 15000?

how many time should i have
bath?

how many $x number of $x number of time should i have
bath?

how do you have bath?

who is the best hollywood actor? who is the $x what is $x name what is the best hollywood actor
name?

who is the best actor?

how do you change a key igni-
tion in a 1988 chevy celebrity?

how do you $x what is the best way to $x what is the best way to change
a key ignition in a 1988 chevy
celebrity?

how do you change a 1988 in a
1988 chevy?

why do company issue bonus
share ?

why do $x what is the purpose of the $x what is the purpose of the com-
pany issue bonus share?

how do company issue bonus
share?

under which condition do the hiv
virus survive?

under which condition do the $x which condition is best for the
$x

which condition is best for the
hiv virus survive?

which do the hiv virus survive?

use of monggo seed ? $x of $y what is the $x of $y what is the use of monggo seed? ?
how do you eat potato salad? how do you $x is there any way to $x is there any way to eat potato

salad?
how do you eat potato salad?

who is the most important per-
son in yours life?

who is the $x in $y who is $y ’s $x who is yours life ’s most impor-
tant person?

what is the most important per-
son in yours life?

what is the easiest business to
start?

what is $x what is $x in the world what is the easiest business to
start in the world?

what is business?

B Evaluation Guide

Please evaluate the paraphrase with respect to
three criterions: readability, accuracy, and diver-
sity, which are arranged by importance. Specifi-
cally, the criterions of paraphrase quality from bad
to good are listed in detailed as following:

1. Non-readable. The generated paraphrase
does not make sense and is not human-
generated text. Please note that readable is
not equivalent to grammatical correct. That
is, considered there are non-English speaker,
a readable paraphrase can have grammar mis-
takes.

2. Readable but is not accurate. The answer to
the paraphrased question is not helpful to the
owner of the original question. For instance,
how can i study c++→ what be c++. Here
are some examples of accurate paraphrase:

(a) how can i learn c++→ what be the best
way to learn c++

(b) can i learn c++ in a easy way → be
learn c++ hard

(c) do you have some suggestion of well de-
sign app → what be some well design
app name

(d) be study hard→ how study hard

3. Accurate but with trivial paraphrasing. Just
remove or add some stop words. For in-
stance, why can trump win the president elec-
tion→ why can trump win president election

4. Novel paraphrasing. More or loss, there is
information loss of a non-trivial paraphrase.
Thus, again, determine whether the para-
phrase is equivalent to the original question
from the perspective of question owner. Fur-
thermore, it is not necessary for a non-trivial
paraphrase contains rare paraphrasing pat-
tern. For instance, maybe there is lot of para-
phrase with the pattern what be $name →
some interesting facts about $name. But it
can still be considered as non-trivial para-
phrase.

There are some other things to be noted:

1. There maybe special token, that is, [UNK] in
the generated paraphrase. A generated para-
phrase with [UNK] should generally have
higher rank.

2. The same paraphrase should have same rank-
ing. Otherwise, please try your best to distin-
guish the quality of paraphrase.

3. Please do Google search first when you see
some strange word or phrase for better evalu-
ation.

4. Please note that all the words are stemmed
and lower case. Just assume all the words are
in their right form. For instance, what be you
suggestion of some english movie is equiv-
alent to What are your suggestions of some
English movies.
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Abstract

We present an approach for recursively split-
ting and rephrasing complex English sentences
into a novel semantic hierarchy of simpli-
fied sentences, with each of them present-
ing a more regular structure that may facil-
itate a wide variety of artificial intelligence
tasks, such as machine translation (MT) or
information extraction (IE). Using a set of
hand-crafted transformation rules, input sen-
tences are recursively transformed into a two-
layered hierarchical representation in the form
of core sentences and accompanying contexts
that are linked via rhetorical relations. In
this way, the semantic relationship of the de-
composed constituents is preserved in the out-
put, maintaining its interpretability for down-
stream applications. Both a thorough manual
analysis and automatic evaluation across three
datasets from two different domains demon-
strate that the proposed syntactic simplifica-
tion approach outperforms the state of the art
in structural text simplification. Moreover, an
extrinsic evaluation shows that when applying
our framework as a preprocessing step the per-
formance of state-of-the-art Open IE systems
can be improved by up to 346% in precision
and 52% in recall. To enable reproducible re-
search, all code is provided online.

1 Introduction

Text Simplification (TS) is defined as the process
of reducing the linguistic complexity of natural
language (NL) text by utilizing a more readily ac-
cessible vocabulary and sentence structure. Its
goal is to improve the readability of a text, mak-
ing information easier to comprehend for people
with reduced literacy, such as non-native speak-
ers (Paetzold and Specia, 2016), aphasics (Carroll
et al., 1998), dyslexics (Rello et al., 2013) or deaf
persons (Inui et al., 2003). However, not only hu-
man readers may benefit from TS. Previous work

has established that applying TS as a preprocess-
ing step can improve the performance of a vari-
ety of natural language processing (NLP) tasks,
such as Open IE (Saha and Mausam, 2018; Cetto
et al., 2018), MT (Štajner and Popovic, 2016,
2018), Relation Extraction (Miwa et al., 2010), Se-
mantic Role Labeling (Vickrey and Koller, 2008),
Text Summarization (Siddharthan et al., 2004;
Bouayad-Agha et al., 2009), Question Generation
(Heilman and Smith, 2010; Bernhard et al., 2012),
or Parsing (Chandrasekar et al., 1996; Jonnala-
gadda et al., 2009).

Linguistic complexity stems from the use of ei-
ther a difficult vocabulary or sentence structure.
Therefore, TS is classified into two categories:
lexical simplification and syntactic simplification.
Through substituting a difficult word or phrase
with a more comprehensible synonym, the for-
mer primarily addresses a human audience. Most
NLP systems, on the contrary, derive greater ben-
efit from syntactic simplification, which focuses
on identifying grammatical complexities in a sen-
tence and converting these structures into simpler
ones, using a set of text-to-text rewriting opera-
tions. Sentence splitting plays a major role here:
it divides a sentence into several shorter compo-
nents, with each of them presenting a simpler and
more regular structure that is easier to process for
downstream applications.

Many different methods for addressing the task
of TS have been presented so far. As noted in
Štajner and Glavaš (2017), data-driven approaches
outperform rule-based systems in the area of lexi-
cal simplification (Glavaš and Štajner, 2015; Paet-
zold and Specia, 2016; Nisioi et al., 2017; Zhang
and Lapata, 2017). In contrast, the state-of-the-art
syntactic simplification approaches are rule-based
(Siddharthan and Mandya, 2014; Ferrés et al.,
2016; Saggion et al., 2015), providing more gram-
matical output and covering a wider range of syn-
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tactic transformation operations, however, at the
cost of being very conservative, often to the ex-
tent of not making any changes at all. Acknowl-
edging that existing TS corpora (Zhu et al., 2010;
Coster and Kauchak, 2011; Xu et al., 2015) are in-
appropriate for learning to decompose sentences
into shorter, syntactically simplified components,
as they contain only a small number of split exam-
ples, Narayan et al. (2017) lately compiled the first
TS dataset that explicitly addresses the task of sen-
tence splitting. Using this corpus, several encoder-
decoder models (Bahdanau et al., 2014) are pro-
posed for breaking down a complex source into a
set of sentences with a simplified structure. Aha-
roni and Goldberg (2018) further explore this idea,
augmenting the presented neural models with a
copy mechanism (Gu et al., 2016; See et al., 2017).

Figure 1: Example of the output that is generated by
our proposed TS approach. A complex input sentence
is transformed into a semantic hierarchy of simplified
sentences in the form of minimal, self-contained propo-
sitions that are linked via rhetorical relations.

In contrast to above-mentioned end-to-end neu-
ral approaches, we followed a more systematic ap-
proach. First, we performed an in-depth study of
the literature on syntactic sentence simplification,
followed by a thorough linguistic analysis of the
syntactic phenomena that need to be tackled in the
sentence splitting task. Next, we materialized our
findings into a small set of 35 hand-crafted trans-
formation rules that decompose sentences with
a complex linguistic structure into shorter con-
stituents that present a simpler and grammatically
sound structure, leveraging downstream semantic
applications whose predictive quality deteriorates
with sentence length and complexity.

One of our major goals was to overcome the

conservatism exhibited by state-of-the-art syntac-
tic TS approaches, i.e. their tendency to retain
the input sentence rather than transforming it. For
this purpose, we decompose each source sentence
into minimal semantic units and turn them into
self-contained propositions. In that way, we pro-
vide a fine-grained output that is easy to process
for subsequently applied NLP tools. Another ma-
jor drawback of the structural TS approaches de-
scribed so far is that they do not preserve the se-
mantic links between the individual split compo-
nents, resulting in a set of incoherent utterances.
Consequently, important contextual information is
lost, impeding the interpretability of the output for
downstream semantic tasks. To prevent this, we
establish a contextual hierarchy between the split
components and identify the semantic relationship
that holds between them. An example of the re-
sulting output is displayed in Figure 1.

2 Related Work

To date, three main classes of techniques for syn-
tactic TS with a focus on the task of sentence
splitting have been proposed. The first uses a
set of syntax-based hand-crafted transformation
rules to perform structural simplification opera-
tions, while the second exploits machine learning
(ML) techniques where the model learns simpli-
fication rewrites automatically from examples of
aligned complex source and simplified target sen-
tences. In addition, approaches based on the idea
of decomposing a sentence into its main seman-
tic constituents using a semantic parser were de-
scribed.

2.1 Syntax-driven Rule-based Approaches

The line of work on structural TS starts with Chan-
drasekar et al. (1996), who manually defines a
set of rules to detect points where sentences may
be split, such as relative pronouns or conjunc-
tions, based on chunking and dependency parse
representations. Siddharthan (2002) presents a
pipelined architecture for a simplification frame-
work that extracts a variety of clausal and phrasal
components from a source sentence and trans-
forms them into stand-alone sentences using a set
of hand-written grammar rules based on shallow
syntactic features.

More recently, Siddharthan and Mandya (2014)
propose RegenT, a hybrid TS approach that com-
bines an extensive set of 136 hand-written gram-
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mar rules defined over dependency tree struc-
tures for tackling 7 types of linguistic constructs
with a much larger set of automatically acquired
rules for lexical simplification. Taking a sim-
ilar approach, Ferrés et al. (2016) describe a
linguistically-motivated rule-based TS approach
called YATS, which relies on part-of-speech tags
and syntactic dependency information to simplify
a similar set of linguistic constructs, using a set
of only 76 hand-crafted transformation patterns in
total. These two state-of-the-art rule-based struc-
tural TS approaches primarily target reader pop-
ulations with reading difficulties, such as people
suffering from dyslexia, aphasia or deafness. Ac-
cording to Siddharthan (2014), those groups most
notably benefit from splitting long sentences that
contain clausal constructions. Consequently, sim-
plifying clausal components is the main focus of
the proposed TS systems of this category.

Finally, Štajner and Glavaš (2017) present
LEXEV and EVLEX, which combine a syntactic
simplification approach that uses an even smaller
set of 11 hand-written rules to perform sentence
splitting and deletion of irrelevant sentences or
sentence parts with an unsupervised lexical sim-
plifier based on word embeddings (Glavaš and
Štajner, 2015).

2.2 Approaches based on Semantic Parsing
While the TS approaches described above are
based on syntactic information, there are a vari-
ety of methods that use semantic structures for
sentence splitting. These include the work of
Narayan and Gardent (2014) and Narayan and
Gardent (2016), who propose a framework that
takes semantically-shared elements as the basis for
splitting and rephrasing a sentence. It first gen-
erates a semantic representation of the input to
identify splitting points in the sentence. In a sec-
ond step, the split components are then rephrased
by completing them with missing elements in or-
der to reconstruct grammatically sound sentences.
Lately, with DSS, Sulem et al. (2018c) describe
another semantic-based structural simplification
framework that follows a similar approach.

2.3 Data-driven Approaches
More recently, data-driven approaches for the task
of sentence splitting emerged. Narayan et al.
(2017) propose a set of sequence-to-sequence
models trained on the WebSplit corpus, a dataset
of over one million tuples that map a single com-

plex sentence to a sequence of structurally simpli-
fied sentences. Aharoni and Goldberg (2018) fur-
ther explore this idea, augmenting the presented
neural models with a copy mechanism. Though
outperforming the models used in Narayan et al.
(2017), they still perform poorly compared to pre-
vious state-of-the-art rule-based syntactic simplifi-
cation approaches. In addition, Botha et al. (2018)
observed that the sentences from the WebSplit
corpus contain fairly unnatural linguistic expres-
sions using only a small vocabulary. To overcome
this limitation, they present a scalable, language-
agnostic method for mining training data from
Wikipedia edit histories, providing a rich and var-
ied vocabulary over naturally expressed sentences
and their extracted splits. When training the
best-performing model of Aharoni and Goldberg
(2018) on this new split-and-rephrase dataset, they
achieve a strong improvement over prior best re-
sults from Aharoni and Goldberg (2018). How-
ever, due to the uniform use of a single split per
source sentence in the training set, each input sen-
tence is broken down into two output sentences
only. Consequently, the resulting simplified sen-
tences are still comparatively long and complex.

3 Recursive Sentence Splitting

We present DISSIM, a recursive sentence splitting
approach that creates a semantic hierarchy of sim-
plified sentences.1 The goal of our approach is
to generate an intermediate representation that
presents a simple and more regular structure
which is easier to process for downstream se-
mantic applications and may support a faster
generalization in ML tasks. For this purpose,
we cover a wider range of syntactic constructs
(10 in total) than state-of-the-art rule-based syn-
tactic frameworks. In particular, our approach is
not limited to breaking up clausal components,
but also splits and rephrases a variety of phrasal
elements, resulting in a much more fine-grained
output where each proposition represents a mini-
mal semantic unit that is typically composed of a
simple subject-predicate-object structure. Though
tackling a larger set of linguistic constructs, our
framework operates on a much smaller set of only
35 manually defined rules as compared to existing
syntax-driven rule-based approaches.

1The source code of our framework is avail-
able under https://github.com/Lambda-3/
DiscourseSimplification.
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With the help of the transformation patterns that
we specified, source sentences that present a com-
plex linguistic form are transformed into clean,
compact structures by disembedding clausal and
phrasal components that contain only supplemen-
tary information. These elements are then trans-
formed into independent sentences. In that way,
the source sentence is reduced to its key infor-
mation (“core sentence”) and augmented with a
number of associated contextual sentences that
disclose additional information about it, result-
ing in a novel hierarchical representation in the
form of core sentences and accompanying con-
texts. Moreover, we identify the rhetorical rela-
tions by which core sentences and their associ-
ated contexts are connected in order to preserve
their semantic relationship. The resulting repre-
sentation of the source text, which we will call
a “discourse tree” in the following, can then be
used to facilitate a variety of artificial intelligence
tasks, such as text summarization, MT, IE or opin-
ion mining, among other.

3.1 Transformation Stage

The structural TS framework that we propose
takes a sentence as input and performs a recursive
transformation stage that is based upon 35 hand-
crafted grammar rules. Each rule defines how to
split up and rephrase the input into structurally
simplified sentences (subtask 1), establish a con-
textual hierarchy between the split components
(subtask 2) and identify the semantic relationship
that holds between those elements (subtask 3).

The transformation patterns are based on syn-
tactic and lexical features that can be derived from
a sentence’s phrase structure. They were heuris-
tically determined in a rule engineering process
whose main goal was to provide a best-effort set of
patterns, targeting the challenge of being applied
in a recursive fashion and to overcome biased or
incorrectly structured parse trees. We empirically
determined a fixed execution order of the rules by
examining which sequence achieved the best sim-
plification results in a manual qualitative analysis
conducted on a development test set of 100 ran-
domly sampled Wikipedia sentences. The gram-
mar rules are applied recursively in a top-down
fashion on the source sentence, until no more sim-
plification pattern matches. In that way, the in-
put is turned into a discourse tree, consisting of a
set of hierarchically ordered and semantically

interconnected sentences that present a simpli-
fied syntax. Table 2 displays some examples of
our transformation patterns,2 which are specified
in terms of Tregex patterns.3

CLAUSAL/PHRASAL TYPE # RULES

Clausal disembedding
1 Coordinate clauses 1
2 Adverbial clauses 6
3a Relative clauses (non-defining) 8
3b Relative clauses (defining) 5
4 Reported speech 4

Phrasal disembedding
5 Coordinate verb phrases (VPs) 1
6 Coordinate noun phrases (NPs) 2
7a Appositions (non-restrictive) 1
7b Appositions (restrictive) 1
8 Prepositional phrases (PPs) 3
9 Adjectival and adverbial phrases 2
10 Lead NPs 1

Total 35

Table 1: Linguistic constructs addressed by DISSIM.

Subtask 1: Sentence Splitting and Rephras-
ing. Each transformation rule takes a sentence’s
phrasal parse tree4 as input and encodes a pattern
that, in case of a match, will extract textual parts
from the tree. The decomposed text spans, as well
as the remaining text span are then transformed
into new stand-alone sentences. In order to ensure
that the resulting simplified output is grammati-
cally sound, some of the extracted text spans are
combined with their corresponding referents from
the main sentence or appended to a simple phrase
(e.g. “This is”). In that way, the simplification
rules encode both the splitting points and rephras-
ing procedure for reconstructing proper sentences.
Both coordinate and subordinate clauses, as well
as various types of phrasal elements are addressed
by our TS approach. Table 1 provides an overview
of the linguistic constructs that are tackled, in-
cluding the number of transformation patterns that
were specified for the respective syntactic phe-
nomenon.

For a better understanding of the splitting and
rephrasing procedure, Figure 2 visualizes the ap-
plication of the first grammar rule that matches the
given input sentence. The upper part of the box
represents the complex input, which is matched
against the simplification pattern. The lower part

2For reproducibility purposes, the complete set of trans-
formation patterns is available under https://github.
com/Lambda-3/DiscourseSimplification/
tree/master/supplemental_material.

3See Levy and Andrew (2006) for details on the rule
syntax.

4generated by Stanford’s pre-trained lexicalized parser
(Socher et al., 2013)
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RULE TREGEX PATTERN EXTRACTED SENTENCE

SharedNPPostCoordinationExtractor (for
coordinate verb phrases)

ROOT <<: (S < (NP $.. (VP < +(VP) (VP > VP $.. VP )))) NP + VP .

SubordinationPreExtractor (for adverbial
clauses with pre-posed subordinative clauses)

ROOT <<: (S < (SBAR < ( S < (NP $.. VP) ) $.. (NP $.. VP))) S < (NP $.. VP) .

Table 2: A selection of transformation rule patterns. A boxed pattern represents the part that is extracted from the
input sentence. An underlined pattern designates its referent. A pattern in bold will be deleted from the remaining
part of the input.

then depicts the result of the transformation oper-
ation.

Example: SUBORDINATIONPREEXTRACTOR

Input: “Although the Treasury will announce details
of the November refunding on Monday, the funding
will be delayed if Congress and President Bush fail
to increase the Treasury’s borrowing capacity.”

Matched Pattern:
ROOT

S

.

.

VP

will be delayed
if ...

borrowing capacity

NP

the funding

,

,

SBAR

S

VP

will announce
details ...

on Monday

NP

the Treasury

IN

Although

Extraction:

(3) “although”→ Contrast

(1)
The funding will be delayed if

Congress and President Bush fail
to increase the Treasury’s

borrowing capacity.

(1)
The Treasury will announce

details of the November
refunding on Monday.

(2) context (2) core

Figure 2: (Subtask 1) The source sentence is split
up and rephrased into a set of syntactically simplified
sentences. (Subtask 2) Then, the split sentences are
connected with information about their constituency
type to establish a contextual hierarchy between them.
(Subtask 3) Finally, by identifying and classifying the
rhetorical relations that hold between the simplified
sentences, their semantic relationship is restored which
can be used to inform downstream applications.

Subtask 2: Constituency Type Classification.
Each split will create two or more sentences with
a simplified syntax. In order to establish a con-
textual hierarchy between them, we connect them
with information about their constituency type.
According to Fay (1990), clauses can be related

to one another in two ways: First, there are par-
allel clauses that are linked by coordinating con-
junctions, and second, clauses may be embedded
inside another, introduced by subordinating con-
junctions. The same applies to phrasal elements.
Since the latter commonly express minor informa-
tion, we denote them context sentences. In con-
trast, the former are of equal status and typically
depict the key information contained in the input.
Therefore, they are called core sentences in our ap-
proach. To differentiate between those two types
of constituents, the transformation patterns en-
code a simple syntax-based approach where sub-
ordinate clauses and phrasal elements are classi-
fied as context sentences, while coordinate claus-
es/phrases are labelled as core.5

Subtask 3: Rhetorical Relation Identification.
Finally, we aim to determine intra-sentential se-
mantic relationships in order to restore semantic
relations between the disembedded components.
For this purpose, we identify and classify the
rhetorical relations that hold between the simpli-
fied sentences, making use of both syntactic and
lexical features which are encoded in the transfor-
mation patterns. While syntactic features are man-
ifested in the phrasal composition of a sentence’s
parse tree, lexical features are extracted from the
parse tree in the form of cue phrases. The deter-
mination of potential cue words and their positions
in specific syntactic environments is based on the
work of Knott and Dale (1994). The extracted cue
phrases are then used to infer the type of rhetori-
cal relation. For this task we utilize a predefined
list of rhetorical cue words adapted from the work
of Taboada and Das (2013), which assigns them
to the relation that they most likely trigger. For
example, the transformation rule in Figure 2 spec-

5This approach roughly relates to the concept of nuclear-
ity in Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) (Mann and Thomp-
son, 1988), which specifies each text span as either a nucleus
or a satellite. The nucleus span embodies the central piece
of information, whereas the role of the satellite is to further
specify the nucleus.
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ifies that “although” is the cue word here, which is
mapped to a “Contrast” relationship.

3.2 Final Discourse Tree
The leaf nodes resulting from the first simplifi-
cation pass are recursively simplified in a top-
down approach. When no more transformation
rule matches, the algorithm stops. The final dis-
course tree for the example sentence of Figure 2 is
shown in Figure 3.

Subordination
Contrast

Subordination
Condition

Coordination
List

Subordination
Elaboration

Bush is
President.

Bush fails to
increase the Treasury’s

borrowing capacity.

core context

Congress fails to
increase the Treasury’s

borrowing capacity.

core core

The funding
will be delayed.

core context

Subordination
Temporal

This is
on Monday.

The Treasury will
announce details of

the November
refunding.

core
context

context core

Figure 3: Final discourse tree of the example sentence.

4 Experimental Setup

To compare the performance of our TS approach
with state-of-the-art syntactic simplification sys-
tems, we evaluated DISSIM with respect to the
sentence splitting task (subtask 1). The evaluation
of the rhetorical structures (subtasks 2 and 3) will
be subject of future work.

Corpora. We conducted experiments on three
commonly used simplification corpora from two
different domains. The first dataset we used was
Wikilarge, which consists of 359 sentences from
the PWKP corpus (Xu et al., 2016). Moreover, to
demonstrate domain independence, we compared
the output generated by our TS approach with that
of the various baseline systems on the Newsela
corpus (Xu et al., 2015), which is composed of
1077 sentences from newswire articles. In addi-
tion, we assessed the performance of our simplifi-
cation system using the 5000 test sentences from
the WikiSplit benchmark (Botha et al., 2018),
which was mined from Wikipedia edit histories.

Baselines. We compared our DISSIM approach
against several state-of-the-art baseline systems
that have a strong focus on syntactic transforma-
tions through explicitly modeling splitting opera-
tions. For Wikilarge, these include (i) DSS; (ii)
SENTS (Sulem et al., 2018c), which is an exten-
sion of DSS that runs the split sentences through

the NTS system (Nisioi et al., 2017); (iii) HYBRID

(Narayan and Gardent, 2014); (iv) YATS; and (v)
RegenT. In addition, we report evaluation scores
for the complex input sentences, which allows for
a better judgment of system conservatism, and the
corresponding simple reference sentences. With
respect to the Newsela dataset, we considered the
same baseline systems, with the exceptions of
DSS and SENTS, whose outputs were not avail-
able. Finally, regarding the WikiSplit corpus, we
restricted the comparison to the best-performing
system in Botha et al. (2018), Copy512, which is
a sequence-to-sequence neural model augmented
with a copy mechanism and trained over the Wiki-
Split dataset.

Automatic Evaluation. The automatic metrics
that were calculated in the evaluation procedure
comprise a number of basic statistics, including
(i) the average sentence length of the simplified
sentences in terms of the average number of to-
kens per output sentence (#T/S); (ii) the average
number of simplified output sentences per com-
plex input (#S/C); (iii) the percentage of sentences
that are copied from the source without perform-
ing any simplification operation (%SAME), serv-
ing as an indicator for system conservatism; and
(iv) the averaged Levenshtein distance from the in-
put (LDSC), which provides further evidence for
a system’s conservatism. Furthermore, in accor-
dance with prior work on TS, we report average
BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and SARI (Xu et al.,
2016) scores for the rephrasings of each system.6

Finally, we computed the SAMSA and SAMSAabl
score of each system, which are the first met-
rics that explicitly target syntactic aspects of TS
(Sulem et al., 2018b).

Manual Analysis. Human evaluation is carried
out on a subset of 50 randomly sampled sen-
tences per corpus by 2 non-native, but fluent En-
glish speakers who rated each input-output pair ac-
cording to three parameters: grammaticality (G),
meaning preservation (M) and structural simplic-
ity (S) (see Section A of the appendix).

In order to get further insights into the quality of
our implemented simplification patterns, we per-
formed an extensive qualitative analysis of the 35
hand-crafted transformation rules, comprising a

6For the computation of the BLEU and SARI scores
we used the implementation of Nisioi et al. (2017) which
is available under https://github.com/senisioi/
NeuralTextSimplification.
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manual recall-based analysis of the simplification
patterns, and a detailed error analysis.

Usefulness. Since the DISSIM framework that
we propose is aimed at serving downstream se-
mantic applications, we measure if an improve-
ment in the performance of NLP tools is achieved
when using our TS approach as a preprocessing
step. For this purpose, we chose the task of Open
IE (Banko et al., 2007) and determine whether
such systems benefit from the sentence splitting
approach presented in this work.

5 Results and Discussion

Automatic Evaluation. The upper part of Table
3 reports the results that were achieved on the 359
sentences from the Wikilarge corpus, using a set
of automatic metrics. Transforming each sentence
of the dataset, our DISSIM approach reaches the
highest splitting rate among the TS systems under
consideration, together with HYBRID, DSS and
SENTS. With 2.82 split sentences per input on av-
erage, our framework outputs by a large margin
the highest number of structurally simplified sen-
tences per source. Moreover, consisting of 11.01
tokens on average, the DISSIM approach returns
the shortest sentences of all systems. The rel-
atively high word-based Levenshtein distance of
11.90 confirms previous findings.

With regard to SARI, our DISSIM framework
(35.05) again outperforms the baseline systems.
However, it is among the systems with the low-
est BLEU score (63.03). Though, Sulem et al.
(2018a) recently demonstrated that BLEU is in-
appropriate for the evaluation of TS approaches
when sentence splitting is involved, since it neg-
atively correlates with structural simplicity, thus
penalizing sentences that present a simplified syn-
tax, and presents no correlation with the grammat-
icality and meaning preservation dimensions. For
this reason, we only report these scores for the
sake of completeness and to match past work. Ac-
cording to Sulem et al. (2018b), the recently pro-
posed SAMSA and SAMSAabl scores are better
suited for the evaluation of the sentence splitting
task. With a score of 0.67, the DISSIM framework
shows the best performance for SAMSA, while its
score of 0.84 for SAMSAabl is just below the one
obtained by the RegenT system (0.85).7

7According to Sulem et al. (2018b), SAMSA highly cor-
relates with human judgments for S and G, while SAMSAabl

The results on the Newsela dataset, depicted
in the middle part of Table 3, support our find-
ings on the Wikilarge corpus, indicating that our
TS approach can be applied in a domain indepen-
dent manner. The lower part of Table 3 illustrates
the numbers achieved on the WikiSplit dataset.
Though the Copy512 system beats our approach
in terms of BLEU and SARI, the remaining scores
are clearly in favour of the DISSIM system.

Manual Analysis. The results of the human
evaluation are displayed in Table 4. The inter-
annotator agreement was calculated using Cohen’s
κ, resulting in rates of 0.72 (G), 0.74 (M) and
0.60 (S). The assigned scores demonstrate that our
DISSIM approach outperforms all other TS sys-
tems in the S dimension. With a score of 1.30
on the Wikilarge sample sentences, it is far ahead
of the baseline approaches, with HYBRID (0.86)
coming closest. However, this system receives
the lowest scores for G and M. RegenT obtains
the highest score for G (4.64), while YATS is the
best-performing approach in terms of M (4.60).
However, with a rate of only 0.22, it achieves a
low score for S, indicating that the high score in
the M dimension is due to the conservative ap-
proach taken by YATS, resulting in only a small
number of simplification operations. This expla-
nation also holds true for RegenT’s high mark for
G. Still, our DISSIM approach follows closely,
with a score of 4.50 for M and 4.36 for G, sug-
gesting that it obtains its goal of returning fine-
grained simplified sentences that achieve a high
level of grammaticality and preserve the meaning
of the input. Considering the average scores of all
systems under consideration, our approach is the
best-performing system (3.39), followed by Re-
genT (3.16). The human evaluation ratings on the
Newsela and WikiSplit sentences show similar re-
sults, again supporting the domain independence
of our proposed approach.

The results of the recall-based qualitative anal-
ysis of the transformation patterns, together with
the findings of the error analysis are illustrated in
Section B of the appendix in Tables 9 and 10. Con-
cerning the quality of the implemented simplifica-
tion rules, the percentage of sentences that were
correctly split was approaching 100% for coordi-
nate and adverbial clauses, and exceeded 80% on
average.

achieves the highest correlation for M.
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#T/S #S/C %SAME LDSC BLEU SARI SAMSA SAMSAabl

359 test sentences from the Wikilarge corpus
Complex 22.06 1.03 100 0.00 94.25 32.53 0.59 0.96
Simple
reference

20.19 1.14 0.00 7.14 99.48 43.09 0.48 0.78

DISSIM 11.01 2.82 0.00 11.90 63.03 35.05 0.67 0.84
DSS 12.91 1.87 0.00 8.14 74.42 34.32 0.64 0.75
SENTS 14.17 1.09 0.00 13.79 54.37 29.76 0.40 0.58
HYBRID 13.44 1.03 0.00 13.04 48.97 26.19 0.47 0.76
YATS 18.83 1.40 18.66 4.44 73.07 33.03 0.56 0.80
RegenT 18.20 1.45 41.50 3.77 82.49 32.41 0.61 0.85

1077 test sentences from the Newsela corpus
Complex 23.34 1.01 100 0.00 20.91 9.84 0.49 0.96
Simple
reference

12.81 1.01 0.00 16.25 100 91.13 0.25 0.46

DISSIM 11.20 2.96 0.00 13.00 14.54 49.00 0.57 0.84
HYBRID 12.49 1.02 0.00 13.46 14.42 40.34 0.38 0.74
YATS 18.71 1.42 16.16 5.03 17.51 36.88 0.50 0.83
RegenT 16.74 1.61 33.33 5.03 18.96 32.83 0.55 0.85

5000 test sentences from the WikiSplit corpus
Complex 32.01 1.10 100 0.00 74.28 29.91 0.37 0.95
Simple
reference

18.14 2.08 0.00 7.48 100 94.71 0.49 0.75

DISSIM 11.91 4.09 0.76 19.10 51.96 39.33 0.54 0.84
Copy512 16.55 2.08 13.30 2.39 76.42 61.51 0.51 0.78

Table 3: Automatic evaluation results.

G M S avg.

Wikilarge test set
Simple
reference

4.70 4.56 -0.2 3.02

DISSIM 4.36 4.50 1.30 3.39
DSS 3.44 3.68 0.06 2.39
SENTS 3.48 2.70 -0.18 2.00
HYBRID 3.16 2.60 0.86 2.21
YATS 4.40 4.60 0.22 3.07
RegenT 4.64 4.56 0.28 3.16

Newsela test set
Simple
reference

4.92 2.94 0.46 2.77

DISSIM 4.44 4.60 1.38 3.47
HYBRID 2.97 2.35 0.93 2.08
YATS 4.26 4.42 0.32 3.00
RegenT 4.54 4.70 0.62 3.29

WikiSplit test set
Simple
reference

4.72 4.32 0.44 3.16

DISSIM 4.36 4.36 1.66 3.46
Copy512 4.72 4.72 0.92 3.45

Table 4: Human evaluation rat-
ings on a random sample of 50
sentences from each dataset.

Figure 4: Performance of state-of-the-art Open IE sys-
tems with (solid lines) and without (dashed lines) sen-
tence splitting as a preprocessing step.

System Precision Recall AUC
Stanford Open IE + 346% + 52% + 597%
REVERB + 28% + 40% + 57%
OLLIE + 38% + 8% + 20%
ClausIE + 50% - 20% + 15%
OpenIE-4 + 20% - 1% + 3%

Table 5: Improvements when using DISSIM as a pre-
processing step.

Usefulness. To investigate whether our pro-
posed structural TS approach is able to im-
prove the performance of downstream NLP
tasks, we compare the performance of a num-
ber of state-of-the-art Open IE systems, including
ClausIE (Del Corro and Gemulla, 2013), OpenIE-
4 (Mausam, 2016), REVERB (Fader et al., 2011),
OLLIE (Mausam et al., 2012) and Stanford Open

IE (Angeli et al., 2015), when directly operating
on the raw input data with their performance when
our DISSIM framework is applied as a prepro-
cessing step. For this purpose, we made use of
the Open IE benchmark framework proposed in
Stanovsky and Dagan (2016).8

The results are displayed in Figure 4. The re-
sulting improvements in overall precision, recall
and area under the curve (AUC) are listed in Table
5. The numbers show that when using our DISSIM

framework, all systems under consideration gain
in AUC. The highest improvement in AUC was
achieved by Stanford Open IE, yielding a 597%
increase over the output produced when acting as a
stand-alone system. AUC scores of REVERB and
OLLIE improve by 57% and 20%. While REVERB

primarily profits from a boost in recall (+40%),
ClausIE, OLLIE and OpenIE-4 mainly improve in
precision (+50%, +38% and +20%).

6 Comparative Analysis

In the following, we compare our TS framework
with state-of-the-art rule-based syntactic TS ap-
proaches and discuss the strengths and weaknesses
of each system.

Sentence Splitting. Table 6 compares the output
generated by the TS systems RegenT and YATS

8In Cetto et al. (2018), we further present the perfor-
mance of our system using the matching function that was
originally described in Stanovsky and Dagan (2016), which
uses a more fine-grained metric for the comparison of rela-
tional phrases and arguments.
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on a sample sentence. As can be seen, RegenT
and YATS break down the input into a sequence
of sentences that present its message in a way that
is easy to digest for human readers. However, the
sentences are still rather long and present an ir-
regular structure that mixes multiple semantically
unrelated propositions, potentially causing prob-
lems for downstream tasks. On the contrary, our
fairly aggressive simplification strategy that splits
a source sentence into a large set of very short
sentences9 is rather inapt for a human audience
and may in fact even hinder reading comprehen-
sion. Though, we were able to demonstrate that
the transformation process we propose can im-
prove the performance of downstream NLP appli-
cations.

SYSTEM OUTPUT

Input The house was once part of a plantation and it was the
home of Josiah Henson, a slave who escaped to Canada
in 1830 and wrote the story of his life.

RegenT The house was once part of a plantation. And it was the
home of Josiah Henson, a slave. This slave escaped to
Canada in 1830 and wrote the story of his life.

YATS The house was once part of a plantation. And it was the
home of Josiah Henson. Josiah Henson was a slave who
escaped to Canada in 1830 and wrote the story of his life.

DISSIM

#1 0 The house was once part of a plantation.
L:LIST #2

#2 0 It was the home of Josiah Henson.
L:ELABORATION #3
L:LIST #1

#3 1 Josiah Henson was a slave.
L:ELABORATION #4
L:ELABORATION #6

#4 2 This slave escaped to Canada.
L:TEMPORAL #5
L:LIST #6

#5 3 This was in 1830.
#6 2 This slave wrote the story of his life.

L:LIST #4

Table 6: Simplification example (from Newsela).

SYSTEM OUTPUT

Input “The amabassador’s arrival has not been announced
and he flew in complete secrecy,” the official said.

LEXEV, EVLEX He arrived in complete secrecy.

DISSIM

#1 0 The ambassador’s arrival has not
been announced.
L:LIST #2
L:ATTRIBUTION #3

#2 0 He flew in complete secrecy.
L:LIST #1
L:ATTRIBUTION #3

#3 1 This was what the official said.

Table 7: Example (Štajner and Glavaš, 2017).

9In the output generated by DISSIM, contextual sen-
tences are linked to their referring sentences and semanti-
cally classified by rhetorical relations. The number indicates
the sentences’ context layer cl. Sentences with cl = 0 carry
the core information of the source, whereas sentences with a
cl≥1 provide contextual information about a sentence with a
context layer of cl-1.

Text Coherence. The vast majority of syntactic
simplification approaches do not take into account
discourse-level aspects, producing a disconnected
sequence of simplified sentences which results in
a loss of cohesion that makes the text harder to in-
terpret (Siddharthan, 2014). However, two notable
exceptions have to be mentioned. Siddharthan
(2006) was the first to use discourse-aware cues
in one of RegenT’s predecessor systems, with the
goal of generating a coherent output, e.g. by
choosing appropriate determiners (“This slave” in
Table 6). However, as opposed to our approach,
where a semantic relationship is established for
each output sentence, only a comparatively low
number of sentences is linked by such cue words
in Siddharthan (2006)’s framework (and its suc-
cessors). EVLEX and LEXEV also operate on the
discourse level. They are semantically motivated,
eliminating irrelevant information from the input
by maintaining only those parts of the input that
belong to factual event mentions. Our approach,
on the contrary, aims to preserve the full informa-
tional content of a source sentence, as illustrated
in Table 7. By distinguishing core from contextual
information, we are still able to extract only the
key information given in the input.

7 Conclusion

We presented a recursive sentence splitting ap-
proach that transforms structurally complex sen-
tences into a novel hierarchical representation in
the form of core sentences and accompanying con-
texts that are semantically linked by rhetorical re-
lations. In a comparative analysis, we demon-
strated that our TS approach achieves the highest
scores on all three simplification corpora with re-
gard to SAMSA (0.67, 0.57, 0.54), and comes no
later than a close second in terms of SAMSAabl
(0.84, 0.84, 0.84), two recently proposed metrics
targeted at automatically measuring the syntactic
complexity of sentences. These findings are sup-
ported by the other scores of the automatic evalu-
ation, as well as the manual analysis. In addition,
the extrinsic evaluation that was carried out based
on the task of Open IE verified that downstream
semantic applications profit from making use of
our proposed structural TS approach as a prepro-
cessing step. In the future, we plan to investigate
the constituency type classification and rhetorical
relation identification steps and port this approach
to languages other than English.
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A Annotation Guidelines for the Manual
Evaluation

Table 8 lists the questions for the human annota-
tion. Since the focus of our work is on structural
rather than lexical simplification, we follow the
approach taken in Sulem et al. (2018c) in terms
of SIMPLICITY and restrict our analysis to the
syntactic complexity of the resulting sentences,
which is measured on a scale that ranges from
-2 to 2 in accordance with Nisioi et al. (2017),
while neglecting the lexical simplicity of the out-
put sentences. Regarding the GRAMMATICAL-
ITY and MEANING PRESERVATION dimensions,
we adopted the guidelines from Štajner and Glavaš
(2017), with some minor deviations to better re-
flect our goal of simplifying the structure of the
input sentences, while retaining their full informa-
tional content.

PARAM. QUESTION SCALE

G Is the output fluent and gram-
matical?

1 to 5

M Does the output preserve the
meaning of the input?

1 to 5

S Is the output simpler than the
input, ignoring the complexity
of the words?

-2 to 2

Table 8: Questions for the human annotation.
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B Qualitative Analysis of the
Transformation Patterns and Error
Analysis

Tables 9 and 10 show the results of the recall-
based qualitative analysis of the transformation
patterns, together with the findings of the error
analysis. These analyses were carried out on a
dataset which we compiled.10 It consists of 100
Wikipedia sentences per syntactic phenomenon
tackled by our TS approach. In the construction
of this corpus we ensured that the collected sen-
tences exhibit a great syntactic variability to allow
for a reliable predication about the coverage and
accuracy of the specified simplification rules.

Note that we do not consider the rules for dis-
embedding adjectival/adverbial phrases and lead
NPs, since an examination of the frequency dis-
tribution of the syntactic constructs tackled by our
approach over the Wikilarge, Newsela and Wiki-
Split test sentences has shown that these types of
constructs occur relatively rarely.

freq. %fired %correct trans.

Clausal disembedding
Coordinate clauses 113 93.8% 99.1%
Adverbial clauses 113 84.1% 96.8%
Relative clauses (non-def.) 108 88.9% 70.8%
Relative clauses (defining) 103 86.4% 75.3%
Reported speech 112 82.1% 75.0%

Phrasal disembedding
Coordinate VPs 109 85.3% 89.2%
Coordinate NPs 115 48.7% 82.1%
Appositions (non-restrictive) 107 86.0% 83.7%
Appositions (restrictive) 122 87.7% 72.0%
PPs 163 68.1% 75.7%

Total 1165 81.1% 82.0%

Table 9: Recall-based qualitative analysis of the trans-
formation rule patterns. This table presents the results
of a manual analysis of the performance of the hand-
crafted simplification patterns. The first column lists
the syntactic phenomena under consideration, the sec-
ond column indicates its frequency in the dataset, the
third column displays the percentage of the grammar
fired, and the fourth column reveals the percentage of
sentences where the transformation operation results in
a correct split.

10The dataset is available under https://github.
com/Lambda-3/DiscourseSimplification/
tree/master/supplemental_material.

Err. 1 Err. 2 Err. 3 Err. 4 Err. 5 Err. 6

Clausal disembedding
Coordinate
clauses

1 0 0 0 0 0

Adverbial
clauses

1 1 0 1 0 0

Relative
clauses
(non-def.)

5 8 0 0 14 1

Relative
clauses
(defining)

8 8 2 0 5 1

Reported
speech

5 1 13 1 2 1

Phrasal disembedding
Coordinate
VPs

4 3 2 1 0 0

Coordinate
NPs

3 3 0 3 1 0

Appositions
(non-
restrictive)

0 5 3 0 7 0

Appositions
(restric-
tive)

1 21 3 0 0 0

PPs 3 11 4 6 4 0

Total 31 61 27 12 33 3
(19%) (37%) (16%) (7%) (20%) (2%)

Table 10: Error analysis. This table shows the results
of the error analysis conducted on the same dataset.
Six types of errors were identified (Error 1: additional
parts; Error 2: missing parts; Error 3: morphological
errors; Error 4: wrong split point; Error 5: wrong ref-
erent; Error 6: wrong order of the syntactic elements).
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Abstract

A machine learning system can score well on
a given test set by relying on heuristics that are
effective for frequent example types but break
down in more challenging cases. We study this
issue within natural language inference (NLI),
the task of determining whether one sentence
entails another. We hypothesize that statisti-
cal NLI models may adopt three fallible syn-
tactic heuristics: the lexical overlap heuristic,
the subsequence heuristic, and the constituent
heuristic. To determine whether models have
adopted these heuristics, we introduce a con-
trolled evaluation set called HANS (Heuris-
tic Analysis for NLI Systems), which contains
many examples where the heuristics fail. We
find that models trained on MNLI, including
BERT, a state-of-the-art model, perform very
poorly on HANS, suggesting that they have
indeed adopted these heuristics. We conclude
that there is substantial room for improvement
in NLI systems, and that the HANS dataset can
motivate and measure progress in this area.

1 Introduction

Neural networks excel at learning the statistical
patterns in a training set and applying them to
test cases drawn from the same distribution as
the training examples. This strength can also be
a weakness: statistical learners such as standard
neural network architectures are prone to adopting
shallow heuristics that succeed for the majority of
training examples, instead of learning the underly-
ing generalizations that they are intended to cap-
ture. If such heuristics often yield correct outputs,
the loss function provides little incentive for the
model to learn to generalize to more challenging
cases as a human performing the task would.

This issue has been documented across domains
in artificial intelligence. In computer vision, for

example, neural networks trained to recognize ob-
jects are misled by contextual heuristics: a net-
work that is able to recognize monkeys in a typ-
ical context with high accuracy may nevertheless
label a monkey holding a guitar as a human, since
in the training set guitars tend to co-occur with hu-
mans but not monkeys (Wang et al., 2018). Sim-
ilar heuristics arise in visual question answering
systems (Agrawal et al., 2016).

The current paper addresses this issue in the do-
main of natural language inference (NLI), the task
of determining whether a premise sentence entails
(i.e., implies the truth of) a hypothesis sentence
(Condoravdi et al., 2003; Dagan et al., 2006; Bow-
man et al., 2015). As in other domains, neural NLI
models have been shown to learn shallow heuris-
tics, in this case based on the presence of specific
words (Naik et al., 2018; Sanchez et al., 2018). For
example, a model might assign a label of contra-
diction to any input containing the word not, since
not often appears in the examples of contradiction
in standard NLI training sets.

The focus of our work is on heuristics that are
based on superficial syntactic properties. Con-
sider the following sentence pair, which has the
target label entailment:

(1) Premise: The judge was paid by the actor.
Hypothesis: The actor paid the judge.

An NLI system that labels this example correctly
might do so not by reasoning about the meanings
of these sentences, but rather by assuming that the
premise entails any hypothesis whose words all
appear in the premise (Dasgupta et al., 2018; Naik
et al., 2018). Crucially, if the model is using this
heuristic, it will predict entailment for (2) as well,
even though that label is incorrect in this case:

(2) Premise: The actor was paid by the judge.
Hypothesis: The actor paid the judge.
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Heuristic Definition Example

Lexical overlap Assume that a premise entails all hypothe-
ses constructed from words in the premise

The doctor was paid by the actor.
−−−−−→
WRONG

The doctor paid the actor.

Subsequence Assume that a premise entails all of its
contiguous subsequences.

The doctor near the actor danced.
−−−−−→
WRONG

The actor danced.

Constituent Assume that a premise entails all complete
subtrees in its parse tree.

If the artist slept, the actor ran.
−−−−−→
WRONG

The artist slept.

Table 1: The heuristics targeted by the HANS dataset, along with examples of incorrect entailment predictions that
these heuristics would lead to.

We introduce a new evaluation set called HANS
(Heuristic Analysis for NLI Systems), designed to
diagnose the use of such fallible structural heuris-
tics.1 We target three heuristics, defined in Ta-
ble 1. While these heuristics often yield correct
labels, they are not valid inference strategies be-
cause they fail on many examples. We design our
dataset around such examples, so that models that
employ these heuristics are guaranteed to fail on
particular subsets of the dataset, rather than sim-
ply show lower overall accuracy.

We evaluate four popular NLI models, includ-
ing BERT, a state-of-the-art model (Devlin et al.,
2019), on the HANS dataset. All models per-
formed substantially below chance on this dataset,
barely exceeding 0% accuracy in most cases. We
conclude that their behavior is consistent with the
hypothesis that they have adopted these heuristics.

Contributions: This paper has three main con-
tributions. First, we introduce the HANS dataset,
an NLI evaluation set that tests specific hypotheses
about invalid heuristics that NLI models are likely
to learn. Second, we use this dataset to illumi-
nate interpretable shortcomings in state-of-the-art
models trained on MNLI (Williams et al., 2018b);
these shortcoming may arise from inappropriate
model inductive biases, from insufficient signal
provided by training datasets, or both. Third, we
show that these shortcomings can be made less se-
vere by augmenting a model’s training set with the
types of examples present in HANS. These results
indicate that there is substantial room for improve-
ment for current NLI models and datasets, and that
HANS can serve as a tool for motivating and mea-
suring progress in this area.

1GitHub repository with data and code: https://
github.com/tommccoy1/hans

2 Syntactic Heuristics

We focus on three heuristics: the lexical overlap
heuristic, the subsequence heuristic, and the con-
stituent heuristic, all defined in Table 1. These
heuristics form a hierarchy: the constituent heuris-
tic is a special case of the subsequence heuristic,
which in turn is a special case of the lexical over-
lap heuristic. Table 2 in the next page gives exam-
ples where each heuristic succeeds and fails.

There are two reasons why we expect these
heuristics to be adopted by a statistical learner
trained on standard NLI training datasets such as
SNLI (Bowman et al., 2015) or MNLI (Williams
et al., 2018b). First, the MNLI training set con-
tains far more examples that support the heuristics
than examples that contradict them:2

Heuristic Supporting
Cases

Contradicting
Cases

Lexical overlap 2,158 261
Subsequence 1,274 72
Constituent 1,004 58

Even the 261 contradicting cases in MNLI may not
provide strong evidence against the heuristics. For
example, 133 of these cases contain negation in
the premise but not the hypothesis, as in (3). In-
stead of using these cases to overrule the lexical
overlap heuristic, a model might account for them
by learning to assume that the label is contradic-
tion whenever there is negation in the premise but
not the hypothesis (McCoy and Linzen, 2019):

(3) a. I don’t care. 9 I care.
b. This is not a contradiction. 9 This is a

contradiction.
2In this table, the lexical overlap counts include the sub-

sequence counts, which include the constituent counts.
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Heuristic Premise Hypothesis Label

Lexical The banker near the judge saw the actor. The banker saw the actor. E
overlap The lawyer was advised by the actor. The actor advised the lawyer. E
heuristic The doctors visited the lawyer. The lawyer visited the doctors. N

The judge by the actor stopped the banker. The banker stopped the actor. N

Subsequence The artist and the student called the judge. The student called the judge. E
heuristic Angry tourists helped the lawyer. Tourists helped the lawyer. E

The judges heard the actors resigned. The judges heard the actors. N
The senator near the lawyer danced. The lawyer danced. N

Constituent Before the actor slept, the senator ran. The actor slept. E
heuristic The lawyer knew that the judges shouted. The judges shouted. E

If the actor slept, the judge saw the artist. The actor slept. N
The lawyers resigned, or the artist slept. The artist slept. N

Table 2: Examples of sentences used to test the three heuristics. The label column shows the correct label for the
sentence pair; E stands for entailment and N stands for non-entailment. A model relying on the heuristics would
label all examples as entailment (incorrectly for those marked as N).

There are some examples in MNLI that contradict
the heuristics in ways that are not easily explained
away by other heuristics; see Appendix A for ex-
amples. However, such cases are likely too rare
to discourage a model from learning these heuris-
tics. MNLI contains data from multiple genres,
so we conjecture that the scarcity of contradicting
examples is not just a property of one genre, but
rather a general property of NLI data generated
in the crowdsourcing approach used for MNLI.
We thus hypothesize that any crowdsourced NLI
dataset would make our syntactic heuristics attrac-
tive to statistical learners without strong linguistic
priors.

The second reason we might expect current NLI
models to adopt these heuristics is that their in-
put representations may make them susceptible to
these heuristics. The lexical overlap heuristic dis-
regards the order of the words in the sentence and
considers only their identity, so it is likely to be
adopted by bag-of-words NLI models (e.g., Parikh
et al. 2016). The subsequence heuristic considers
linearly adjacent chunks of words, so one might
expect it to be adopted by standard RNNs, which
process sentences in linear order. Finally, the con-
stituent heuristic appeals to components of the
parse tree, so one might expect to see it adopted
by tree-based NLI models (Bowman et al., 2016).

3 Dataset Construction

For each heuristic, we generated five templates for
examples that support the heuristic and five tem-

plates for examples that contradict it. Below is
one template for the subsequence heuristic; see
Appendix B for a full list of templates.

(4) The N1 P the N2 V. 9 The N2 V.
The lawyer by the actor ran. 9 The actor ran.

We generated 1,000 examples from each template,
for a total of 10,000 examples per heuristic. Some
heuristics are special cases of others, but we made
sure that the examples for one heuristic did not
also fall under a more narrowly defined heuris-
tic. That is, for lexical overlap cases, the hy-
pothesis was not a subsequence or constituent of
the premise; for subsequence cases, the hypothe-
sis was not a constituent of the premise.

3.1 Dataset Controls

Plausibility: One advantage of generating ex-
amples from templates—instead of, e.g., modify-
ing naturally-occurring examples—is that we can
ensure the plausibility of all generated sentences.
For example, we do not generate cases such as
The student read the book 9 The book read the
student, which could ostensibly be solved using a
hypothesis-plausibility heuristic. To achieve this,
we drew our core vocabulary from Ettinger et al.
(2018), where every noun was a plausible subject
of every verb or a plausible object of every transi-
tive verb. Some templates required expanding this
core vocabulary; in those cases, we manually cu-
rated the additions to ensure plausibility.
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Selectional criteria: Some of our example types
depend on the availability of lexically-specific
verb frames. For example, (5) requires aware-
ness of the fact that believed can take a clause (the
lawyer saw the officer) as its complement:

(5) The doctor believed the lawyer saw the officer.
9 The doctor believed the lawyer.

It is arguably unfair to expect a model to under-
stand this example if it had only ever encountered
believe with a noun phrase object (e.g., I believed
the man). To control for this issue, we only chose
verbs that appeared at least 50 times in the MNLI
training set in all relevant frames.

4 Experimental Setup

Since HANS is designed to probe for structural
heuristics, we selected three models that exem-
plify popular strategies for representing the in-
put sentence: DA, a bag-of-words model; ESIM,
which uses a sequential structure; and SPINN,
which uses a syntactic parse tree. In addition to
these three models, we included BERT, a state-
of-the-art model for MNLI. The following para-
graphs provide more details on these models.

DA: The Decomposable Attention model (DA;
Parikh et al., 2016) uses a form of attention to align
words in the premise and hypothesis and to make
predictions based on the aggregation of this align-
ment. It uses no word order information and can
thus be viewed as a bag-of-words model.

ESIM: The Enhanced Sequential Inference
Model (ESIM; Chen et al., 2017) uses a modified
bidirectional LSTM to encode sentences. We use
the variant with a sequential encoder, rather than
the tree-based Hybrid Inference Model (HIM).

SPINN: The Stack-augmented Parser-
Interpreter Neural Network (SPINN; Bowman
et al., 2016) is tree-based: it encodes sentences by
combining phrases based on a syntactic parse. We
use the SPINN-PI-NT variant, which takes a parse
tree as an input (rather than learning to parse). For
MNLI, we used the parses provided in the MNLI
release; for HANS, we used parse templates that
we created based on parses from the Stanford
PCFG Parser 3.5.2 (Klein and Manning, 2003),
the same parser used to parse MNLI. Based on
manual inspection, this parser generally provided
correct parses for HANS examples.

BERT: The Bidirectional Encoder Representa-
tions from Transformers model (BERT; Devlin
et al., 2019) is a Transformer model that uses
attention, rather than recurrence, to process sen-
tences. We use the bert-base-uncased pre-
trained model and fine-tune it on MNLI.

Implementation and evaluation: For DA and
ESIM, we used the implementations from Al-
lenNLP (Gardner et al., 2017). For SPINN3 and
BERT,4 we used code from the GitHub reposito-
ries for the papers introducing those models.

We trained all models on MNLI. MNLI uses
three labels (entailment, contradiction, and neu-
tral). We chose to annotate HANS with two la-
bels only (entailment and non-entailment) because
the distinction between contradiction and neutral
was often unclear for our cases.5 For evaluating a
model on HANS, we took the highest-scoring la-
bel out of entailment, contradiction, and neutral;
we then translated contradiction or neutral labels
to non-entailment. An alternate approach would
have been to add the contradiction and neutral
scores to determine a score for non-entailment; we
found little difference between these approaches,
since the models almost always assigned more
than 50% of the label probability to a single label.6

5 Results

All models achieved high scores on the MNLI test
set (Figure 1a), replicating the accuracies found
in past work (DA: Gururangan et al. 2018; ESIM:
Williams et al. 2018b; SPINN: Williams et al.
2018a; BERT: Devlin et al. 2019). On the HANS
dataset, all models almost always assigned the cor-
rect label in the cases where the label is entail-
ment, i.e., where the correct answer is in line with
the hypothesized heuristics. However, they all per-
formed poorly—with accuracies less than 10% in
most cases, when chance is 50%—on the cases
where the heuristics make incorrect predictions

3https://github.com/stanfordnlp/spinn;
we used the NYU fork at https://github.com/
nyu-mll/spinn.

4https://github.com/google-research/
bert

5For example, with The actor was helped by the judge 9
The actor helped the judge, it is possible that the actor did
help the judge, pointing to a label of neutral; yet the premise
does pragmatically imply that the actor did not help the judge,
meaning that this pair could also fit the non-strict definition
of contradiction used in NLI annotation.

6We also tried training the models on MNLI with neutral
and contradiction collapsed into non-entailment; this gave
similar results as collapsing after training (Appendix D) .
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Figure 1: (a) Accuracy on the MNLI test set. (b) Accuracies on six sub-components of the HANS evaluation
set; each sub-component is defined by its correct label and the heuristic it addresses. The dashed lines indicate
chance performance. All models behaved as we would expect them to if they had adopted the heuristics targeted
by HANS. That is, they nearly always predicted entailment for the examples in HANS, leading to near-perfect
accuracy when the true label is entailment, and near-zero accuracy when the true label is non-entailment.

(Figure 1b). Thus, despite their high scores on the
MNLI test set, all four models behaved in a way
consistent with the use of the heuristics targeted in
HANS, and not with the correct rules of inference.

Comparison of models: Both DA and ESIM
had near-zero performance across all three heuris-
tics. These models might therefore make no dis-
tinction between the three heuristics, but instead
treat them all as the same phenomenon, i.e. lexi-
cal overlap. Indeed, for DA, this must be the case,
as this model does not have access to word order;
ESIM does in theory have access to word order in-
formation but does not appear to use it here.

SPINN had the best performance on the sub-
sequence cases. This might be due to the tree-
based nature of its input: since the subsequences
targeted in these cases were explicitly chosen not
to be constituents, they do not form cohesive units
in SPINN’s input in the way they do for sequential
models. SPINN also outperformed DA and ESIM
on the constituent cases, suggesting that SPINN’s
tree-based representations moderately helped it
learn how specific constituents contribute to the
overall sentence. Finally, SPINN did worse than
the other models on constituent cases where the
correct answer is entailment. This moderately
greater balance between accuracy on entailment
and non-entailment cases further indicates that
SPINN is less likely than the other models to as-
sume that constituents of the premise are entailed;
this harms its performance in cases where that as-
sumption happens to lead to the correct answer.

BERT did slightly worse than SPINN on the
subsequence cases, but performed noticeably less

poorly than all other models at both the constituent
and lexical overlap cases (though it was still far
below chance). Its performance particularly stood
out for the lexical overlap cases, suggesting that
some of BERT’s success at MNLI may be due to a
greater tendency to incorporate word order infor-
mation compared to other models.

Analysis of particular example types: In the
cases where a model’s performance on a heuris-
tic was perceptibly above zero, accuracy was not
evenly spread across subcases (for case-by-case
results, see Appendix C). For example, within the
lexical overlap cases, BERT achieved 39% accu-
racy on conjunction (e.g., The actor and the doctor
saw the artist 9 The actor saw the doctor) but 0%
accuracy on subject/object swap (The judge called
the lawyer 9 The lawyer called the judge). Within
the constituent heuristic cases, BERT achieved
49% accuracy at determining that a clause embed-
ded under if and other conditional words is not en-
tailed (If the doctor resigned, the lawyer danced
9 The doctor resigned), but 0% accuracy at iden-
tifying that the clause outside of the conditional
clause is also not entailed (If the doctor resigned,
the lawyer danced 9 The lawyer danced).

6 Discussion

Independence of heuristics: Though each
heuristic is most closely related to one class of
model (e.g., the constituent heuristic is related
to tree-based models), all models failed on cases
illustrating all three heuristics. This finding is un-
surprising since these heuristics are closely related
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to each other, meaning that an NLI model may
adopt all of them, even the ones not specifically
targeting that class of model. For example, the
subsequence and constituent heuristics are special
cases of the lexical overlap heuristic, so all models
can fail on cases illustrating all heuristics, because
all models have access to individual words.

Though the heuristics form a hierarchy—the
constituent heuristic is a subcase of the subse-
quence heuristic, which is a subcase of the lexical
overlap heuristic—this hierarchy does not neces-
sarily predict the performance of our models. For
example, BERT performed worse on the subse-
quence heuristic than on the constituent heuristic,
even though the constituent heuristic is a special
case of the subsequence heuristic. Such behavior
has two possible causes. First, it could be due to
the specific cases we chose for each heuristic: the
cases chosen for the subsequence heuristic may be
inherently more challenging than the cases cho-
sen for the constituent heuristic, even though the
constituent heuristic as a whole is a subset of the
subsequence one. Alternately, it is possible for a
model to adopt a more general heuristic (e.g., the
subsequence heuristic) but to make an exception
for some special cases (e.g., the cases to which the
constituent heuristic could apply).

Do the heuristics arise from the architecture
or the training set? The behavior of a trained
model depends on both the training set and the
model’s architecture. The models’ poor results
on HANS could therefore arise from architectural
limitations, from insufficient signal in the MNLI
training set, or from both.

The fact that SPINN did markedly better at the
constituent and subsequence cases than ESIM and
DA, even though the three models were trained on
the same dataset, suggests that MNLI does con-
tain some signal that can counteract the appeal of
the syntactic heuristics tested by HANS. SPINN’s
structural inductive biases allow it to leverage this
signal, but the other models’ biases do not.

Other sources of evidence suggest that the mod-
els’ failure is due in large part to insufficient signal
from the MNLI training set, rather than the mod-
els’ representational capacities alone. The BERT
model we used (bert-base-uncased) was
found by Goldberg (2019) to achieve strong results
in syntactic tasks such as subject-verb agreement
prediction, a task that minimally requires a distinc-
tion between the subject and direct object of a sen-

tence (Linzen et al., 2016; Gulordava et al., 2018;
Marvin and Linzen, 2018). Despite this evidence
that BERT has access to relevant syntactic infor-
mation, its accuracy was 0% on the subject-object
swap cases (e.g., The doctor saw the lawyer 9
The lawyer saw the doctor). We believe it is un-
likely that our fine-tuning step on MNLI, a much
smaller corpus than the corpus BERT was trained
on, substantially changed the model’s representa-
tional capabilities. Even though the model most
likely had access to information about subjects and
objects, then, MNLI did not make it clear how that
information applies to inference. Supporting this
conclusion, McCoy et al. (2019) found little evi-
dence of compositional structure in the InferSent
model, which was trained on SNLI, even though
the same model type (an RNN) did learn clear
compositional structure when trained on tasks that
underscored the need for such structure. These re-
sults further suggest that the models’ poor compo-
sitional behavior arises more because of the train-
ing set than because of model architecture.

Finally, our BERT-based model differed from
the other models in that it was pretrained on a
massive amount of data on a masking task and a
next-sentence classification task, followed by fine-
tuning on MNLI, while the other models were only
trained on MNLI; we therefore cannot rule out
the possibility that BERT’s comparative success at
HANS was due to the greater amount of data it has
encountered rather than any architectural features.

Is the dataset too difficult? To assess the dif-
ficulty of our dataset, we obtained human judg-
ments on a subset of HANS from 95 participants
on Amazon Mechanical Turk as well as 3 expert
annotators (linguists who were unfamiliar with
HANS: 2 graduate students and 1 postdoctoral re-
searcher). The average accuracy was 76% for Me-
chanical Turk participants and 97% for expert an-
notators; further details are in Appendix F.

Our Mechanical Turk results contrast with those
of Nangia and Bowman (2019), who report an ac-
curacy of 92% in the same population on examples
from MNLI; this indicates that HANS is indeed
more challenging for humans than MNLI is. The
difficulty of some of our examples is in line with
past psycholinguistic work in which humans have
been shown to incorrectly answer comprehension
questions for some of our subsequence subcases.
For example, in an experiment in which partici-
pants read the sentence As Jerry played the violin
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gathered dust in the attic, some participants an-
swered yes to the question Did Jerry play the vio-
lin? (Christianson et al., 2001).

Crucially, although Mechanical Turk annotators
found HANS to be harder overall than MNLI, their
accuracy was similar whether the correct answer
was entailment (75% accuracy) or non-entailment
(77% accuracy). The contrast between the balance
in the human errors across labels and the stark im-
balance in the models’ errors (Figure 1b) indicates
that human errors are unlikely to be driven by the
heuristics targeted in the current work.

7 Augmenting the training data with
HANS-like examples

The failure of the models we tested raises the ques-
tion of what it would take to do well on HANS.
One possibility is that a different type of model
would perform better. For example, a model based
on hand-coded rules might handle HANS well.
However, since most models we tested are in the-
ory capable of handling HANS’s examples but
failed to do so when trained on MNLI, it is likely
that performance could also be improved by train-
ing the same architectures on a dataset in which
these heuristics are less successful.

To test that hypothesis, we retrained each model
on the MNLI training set augmented with a dataset
structured exactly like HANS (i.e. using the same
thirty subcases) but containing no specific exam-
ples that appeared in HANS. Our additions com-
prised 30,000 examples, roughly 8% of the size
of the original MNLI training set (392,702 ex-
amples). In general, the models trained on the
augmented MNLI performed very well on HANS
(Figure 2); the one exception was that the DA
model performed poorly on subcases for which
a bag-of-words representation was inadequate.7

This experiment is only an initial exploration and
leaves open many questions about the conditions
under which a model will successfully avoid a
heuristic; for example, how many contradicting
examples are required? At the same time, these
results do suggest that, to prevent a model from
learning a heuristic, one viable approach is to use
a training set that does not support this heuristic.

7The effect on MNLI test set performance was less clear;
the augmentation with HANS-like examples improved MNLI
test set performance for BERT (84.4% vs. 84.1%) and ESIM
(77.6% vs 77.3%) but hurt performance for DA (66.0% vs.
72.4%) and SPINN (63.9% vs. 67.0%).
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Figure 2: HANS accuracies for models trained on
MNLI plus examples of all 30 categories in HANS.

Transfer across HANS subcases: The positive
results of the HANS-like augmentation experi-
ment are compatible with the possibility that the
models simply memorized the templates that made
up HANS’s thirty subcases. To address this, we re-
trained our models on MNLI augmented with sub-
sets of the HANS cases (withholding some cases;
see Appendix E for details), then tested the models
on the withheld cases.

The results of one of the transfer experiments,
using BERT, are shown in Table 3. There were
some successful cases of transfer; e.g., BERT
performed well on the withheld categories with
sentence-initial adverbs, regardless of whether the
correct label was non-entailment or entailment.
Such successes suggest that BERT is able to learn
from some specific subcases that it should rule
out the broader heuristics; in this case, the non-
withheld cases plausibly informed BERT not to
indiscriminately follow the constituent heuristic,
encouraging it to instead base its judgments on
the specific adverbs in question (e.g., certainly vs.
probably). However, the models did not always
transfer successfully; e.g., BERT had 0% accu-
racy on entailed passive examples when such ex-
amples were withheld, likely because the training
set still included many non-entailed passive exam-
ples, meaning that BERT may have learned to as-
sume that all sentences with passive premises are
cases of non-entailment. Thus, though the models
do seem to be able to rule out the broadest ver-
sions of the heuristics and transfer that knowledge
to some new cases, they may still fall back to the
heuristics for other cases. For further results in-
volving withheld categories, see Appendix E.

Transfer to an external dataset: Finally, we
tested models on the comp same short and
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Withheld category Results

Lexical overlap: Conjunctions (9)
The doctor saw the author and the tourist.
9 The author saw the tourist.

0%

50%

100%

MNLI MNLI+

Lexical overlap: Passives (→)
The authors were helped by the actor.
→ The actor helped the authors.

0%

50%

100%

MNLI MNLI+

Subsequence: NP/Z (9)
Before the actor moved the doctor arrived.
9 The actor moved the doctor.

0%

50%

100%

MNLI MNLI+

Subsequence: PP on object (→)
The authors saw the judges by the doctor.
→ The authors saw the judges.

0%

50%

100%

MNLI MNLI+

Constituent: Adverbs (9)
Probably the artists helped the authors.
9 The artists helped the authors.

0%

50%

100%

MNLI MNLI+

Constituent: Adverbs (→)
Certainly the lawyers shouted.
→ The lawyers shouted.

0%

50%

100%

MNLI MNLI+

Table 3: Accuracies for BERT fine-tuned on basic
MNLI and on MNLI+, which is MNLI augmented with
most HANS categories except withholding the cate-
gories in this table. The two lexical overlap cases
shown here are adversarial in that MNLI+ contains
cases superficially similar to them but with opposite la-
bels (namely, the Conjunctions (→) and Passives (9)
cases from Table 4 in the Appendix). The remaining
cases in this table are not adversarial in this way.

comp same long datasets from Dasgupta et al.
(2018), which consist of lexical overlap cases:

(6) the famous and arrogant cat is not more nasty
than the dog with glasses in a white dress. 9
the dog with glasses in a white dress is not
more nasty than the famous and arrogant cat.

This dataset differs from HANS in at least three
important ways: it is based on a phenomenon not
present in HANS (namely, comparatives); it uses a
different vocabulary from HANS; and many of its
sentences are semantically implausible.

We used this dataset to test both BERT fine-
tuned on MNLI, and BERT fine-tuned on MNLI
augmented with HANS-like examples. The aug-
mentation improved performance modestly for the
long examples and dramatically for the short ex-
amples, suggesting that training with HANS-like
examples has benefits that extend beyond HANS.8

8We hypothesize that HANS helps more with short exam-
ples because most HANS sentences are short.
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Figure 3: Results on the lexical overlap cases from
Dasgupta et al. (2018) for BERT fine-tuned on MNLI
or on MNLI augmented with HANS-like examples.

8 Related Work

8.1 Analyzing trained models

This project relates to an extensive body of re-
search on exposing and understanding weaknesses
in models’ learned behavior and representations.
In the NLI literature, Poliak et al. (2018b) and
Gururangan et al. (2018) show that, due to bi-
ases in NLI datasets, it is possible to achieve
far better than chance accuracy on those datasets
by only looking at the hypothesis. Other recent
works address possible ways in which NLI models
might use fallible heuristics, focusing on semantic
phenomena, such as lexical inferences (Glockner
et al., 2018) or quantifiers (Geiger et al., 2018),
or biases based on specific words (Sanchez et al.,
2018). Our work focuses instead on structural
phenomena, following the proof-of-concept work
done by Dasgupta et al. (2018). Our focus on
using NLI to address how models capture struc-
ture follows some older work about using NLI for
the evaluation of parsers (Rimell and Clark, 2010;
Mehdad et al., 2010).

NLI has been used to investigate many other
types of linguistic information besides syntactic
structure (Poliak et al., 2018a; White et al., 2017).
Outside NLI, multiple projects have used classifi-
cation tasks to understand what linguistic and/or
structural information is present in vector encod-
ings of sentences (e.g., Adi et al., 2017; Ettinger
et al., 2018; Conneau et al., 2018). We instead
choose the behavioral approach of using task per-
formance on critical cases. Unlike the classifica-
tion approach, this approach is agnostic to model
structure; our dataset could be used to evaluate
a symbolic NLI system just as easily as a neu-
ral one, whereas typical classification approaches
only work for models with vector representations.
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8.2 Structural heuristics

Similar to our lexical overlap heuristic, Dasgupta
et al. (2018), Nie et al. (2018), and Kim et al.
(2018) also tested NLI models on specific phe-
nomena where word order matters; we use a larger
set of phenomena to study a more general notion
of lexical overlap that is less dependent on the
properties of a single phenomenon, such as pas-
sives. Naik et al. (2018) also find evidence that
NLI models use a lexical overlap heuristic, but our
approach is substantially different from theirs.9

This work builds on our pilot study in McCoy
and Linzen (2019), which studied one of the sub-
cases of the subsequence heuristic. Several of
our subsequence subcases are inspired by psy-
cholinguistics research (Bever, 1970; Frazier and
Rayner, 1982; Tabor et al., 2004); these works
have aims similar to ours but are concerned with
the representations used by humans rather than
neural networks.

Finally, all of our constituent heuristic subcases
depend on the implicational behavior of specific
words. Several past works (Pavlick and Callison-
Burch, 2016; Rudinger et al., 2018; White et al.,
2018; White and Rawlins, 2018) have studied such
behavior for verbs (e.g., He knows it is raining en-
tails It is raining, while He believes it is raining
does not). We extend that approach by including
other types of words with specific implicational
behavior, namely conjunctions (and, or), preposi-
tions that take clausal arguments (if, because), and
adverbs (definitely, supposedly). MacCartney and
Manning (2009) also discuss the implicational be-
havior of these various types of words within NLI.

8.3 Generalization

Our work suggests that test sets drawn from the
same distribution as the training set may be inade-
quate for assessing whether a model has learned to
perform the intended task. Instead, it is also neces-
sary to evaluate on a generalization set that departs
from the training distribution. McCoy et al. (2018)
found a similar result for the task of question for-
mation; different architectures that all succeeded
on the test set failed on the generalization set in
different ways, showing that the test set alone was
not sufficient to determine what the models had

9Naik et al. (2018) diagnose the lexical overlap heuristic
by appending and true is true to existing MNLI hypotheses,
which decreases lexical overlap but does not change the sen-
tence pair’s label. We instead generate new sentence pairs for
which the words in the hypothesis all appear in the premise.

learned. This effect can arise not just from differ-
ent architectures but also from different initializa-
tions of the same architecture (Weber et al., 2018).

9 Conclusions

Statistical learners such as neural networks closely
track the statistical regularities in their training
sets. This process makes them vulnerable to
adopting heuristics that are valid for frequent cases
but fail on less frequent ones. We have inves-
tigated three such heuristics that we hypothesize
NLI models are likely to learn. To evaluate
whether NLI models do behave consistently with
these heuristics, we have introduced the HANS
dataset, on which models using these heuristics
are guaranteed to fail. We find that four exist-
ing NLI models perform very poorly on HANS,
suggesting that their high accuracies on NLI test
sets may be due to the exploitation of invalid
heuristics rather than deeper understanding of lan-
guage. However, these models performed sig-
nificantly better on both HANS and on a sepa-
rate structure-dependent dataset when their train-
ing data was augmented with HANS-like exam-
ples. Overall, our results indicate that, despite
the impressive accuracies of state-of-the-art mod-
els on standard evaluations, there is still much
progress to be made and that targeted, challenging
datasets, such as HANS, are important for deter-
mining whether models are learning what they are
intended to learn.
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A MNLI examples that contradict the
HANS heuristics

The sentences in (7) show examples from
the MNLI training set that contradict the lex-
ical overlap, subsequence, and constituent

heuristics. The full set of all 261 contra-
dicting examples in the MNLI training set
may be viewed at https://github.com/
tommccoy1/hans/blob/master/mnli_
contradicting_examples.

(7) a. A subcategory of accuracy is consistency.
9 Accuracy is a subcategory of consis-
tency.

b. At the same time, top Enron executives
were free to exercise their stock options,
and some did. 9 Top Enron executives
were free to exercise.

c. She was chagrined at The Nation’s recent
publication of a column by conservative
education activist Ron Unz arguing that
liberal education reform has been an un-
mitigated failure. 9 Liberal education re-
form has been an unmitigated failure.

B Templates

Tables 4, 5, and 6 contain the templates for the
lexical overlap heuristic, the subsequence heuris-
tic, and the constituent heuristic, respectively.

In some cases, a given template has multiple
versions, such as one version where a noun phrase
modifier attaches to the subject and another where
the modifier attaches to the object. For clarity, we
have only listed one version of each template here.
The full list of templates can be viewed in the code
on GitHub.10

C Fine-grained results

Table 7 shows the results by subcase for models
trained on MNLI for the subcases where the cor-
rect answer is entailment. Table 8 shows the re-
sults by subcase for these models for the subcases
where the correct answer is non-entailment.

D Results for models trained on MNLI
with neutral and contradiction merged

Table 9 shows the results on HANS for models
trained on MNLI with the labels neutral and con-
tradiction merged in the training set into the sin-
gle label non-entailment. The results are similar
to the results obtained by merging the labels after
training, with the models generally outputting en-
tailment for all HANS examples, whether that was
the correct answer or not.

10https://github.com/tommccoy1/hans
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Subcase Template Example

Entailment:
Untangling relative
clauses

The N1 who the N2 V1 V2 the N3

→ The N2 V1 the N1.
The athlete who the judges admired
called the manager.
→ The judges admired the athlete.

Entailment:
Sentences with PPs

The N1 P the N2 V the N3

→ The N1 V the N3

The tourists by the actor recommended
the authors.
→ The tourists recommended the au-
thors.

Entailment:
Sentences with
relative clauses

The N1 that V2 V1 the N2

→ The N1 V1 the N2

The actors that danced saw the author.
→ The actors saw the author.

Entailment:
Conjunctions

The N1 V the N2 and the N3

→ The N1 V the N3

The secretaries encouraged the scien-
tists and the actors.
→ The secretaries encouraged the ac-
tors.

Entailment:
Passives

The N1 were V by the N2

→ The N1 V the N2

The authors were supported by the
tourists.
→ The tourists supported the authors.

Non-entailment:
Subject-object swap

The N1 V the N2.
9 The N2 V the N1.

The senators mentioned the artist.
9 The artist mentioned the senators.

Non-entailment:
Sentences with PPs

The N1 P the N2 V the N3

9 The N3 V the N2

The judge behind the manager saw the
doctors.
9 The doctors saw the manager.

Non-entailment:
Sentences with
relative clauses

The N1 V1 the N2 who the N3 V2

9 The N2 V1 the N3

The actors advised the manager who
the tourists saw.
9 The manager advised the tourists.

Non-entailment:
Conjunctions

The N1 V the N2 and the N3

9 The N2 V the N3

The doctors advised the presidents and
the tourists.
9 The presidents advised the tourists.

Non-entailment:
Passives

The N1 were V by the N2

9 The N1 V the N2

The senators were recommended by
the managers.
9 The senators recommended the
managers.

Table 4: Templates for the lexical overlap heuristic
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Subcase Template Example

Entailment:
Conjunctions

The N1 and the N2 V the N3

→ The N2 V the N3

The actor and the professor mentioned
the lawyer.
→ The professor mentioned the lawyer.

Entailment:
Adjectives

Adj N1 V the N2

→ N1 V the N2

Happy professors mentioned the
lawyer.
→ Professors mentioned the lawyer.

Entailment:
Understood argument

The N1 V the N2

→ The N1 V
The author read the book.
→ The author read.

Entailment:
Relative clause on object

The N1 V1 the N2 that V2 the N3

→ The N1 V1 the N2

The artists avoided the senators that
thanked the tourists.
→ The artists avoided the senators.

Entailment:
PP on object

The N1 V the N2 P the N3

→ The N1 V the N2

The authors supported the judges in
front of the doctor.
→ The authors supported the judges.

Non-entailment:
NP/S

The N1 V1 the N2 V2 the N3

9 The N1 V1 the N2

The managers heard the secretary en-
couraged the author.
9 The managers heard the secretary.

Non-entailment:
PP on subject

The N1 P the N2 V
9 The N2 V

The managers near the scientist re-
signed.
9 The scientist resigned.

Non-entailment:
Relative clause on subject

The N1 that V1 the N2 V2 the N3

9 The N2 V2 the N3

The secretary that admired the senator
saw the actor.
9 The senator saw the actor.

Non-entailment:
MV/RR

The N1 V1 P the N2 V2

9 The N1 V1 P the N2

The senators paid in the office danced.
9 The senators paid in the office.

Non-entailment:
NP/Z

P the N1 V1 the N2 V2 the N3

9 The N1 V1 the N2

Before the actors presented the profes-
sors advised the manager.
9 The actors presented the professors.

Table 5: Templates for the subsequence heuristic
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Subcase Template Example

Entailment:
Embedded under preposi-
tion

P the N1 V1, the N2 V2 the N3

→ The N1 V1

Because the banker ran, the doctors
saw the professors.
→ The banker ran.

Entailment:
Outside embedded clause

P the N1 V1 the N2, the N3 V2

the N4

→ The N3 V2 the N4

Although the secretaries recommended
the managers, the judges supported the
scientist.
→ The judges supported the scientist.

Entailment:
Embedded under verb

The N1 V1 that the N2 V2

→ The N2 V2

The president remembered that the ac-
tors performed.
→ The actors performed.

Entailment:
Conjunction

The N1 V1, and the N2 V2 the
N3.
→ The N2 V2 the N3

The lawyer danced, and the judge sup-
ported the doctors.
→ The judge supported the doctors.

Entailment:
Adverbs

Adv the N V
→ The N V

Certainly the lawyers resigned.
→ The lawyers resigned.

Non-entailment:
Embedded under preposi-
tion

P the N1 V1, the N2 V2 the N2

9 The N1 V1

Unless the senators ran, the professors
recommended the doctor.
9 The senators ran.

Non-entailment:
Outside embedded clause

P the N1 V1 the N2, the N3 V2

the N4

9 The N3 V2 the N4

Unless the authors saw the students, the
doctors helped the bankers.
9 The doctors helped the bankers.

Non-entailment:
Embedded under verb

The N1 V1 that the N2 V2 the N3

9 The N2 V2 the N3

The tourists said that the lawyer saw
the banker.
9 The lawyer saw the banker.

Non-entailment:
Disjunction

The N1 V1, or the N2 V2 the N3

9 The N2 V2 the N3

The judges resigned, or the athletes
mentioned the author.
9 The athletes mentioned the author.

Non-entailment:
Adverbs

Adv the N1 V the N2

9 The N1 V the N2

Probably the artists saw the authors.
9 The artists saw the authors.

Table 6: Templates for the constituent heuristic
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Heuristic Subcase DA ESIM SPINN BERT

Lexical Untangling relative clauses 0.97 0.95 0.88 0.98
overlap The athlete who the judges saw called the manager. → The judges saw the athlete.

Sentences with PPs 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
The tourists by the actor called the authors. → The tourists called the authors.

Sentences with relative clauses 0.98 0.97 0.97 0.99
The actors that danced encouraged the author. → The actors encouraged the author.

Conjunctions 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.77
The secretaries saw the scientists and the actors. → The secretaries saw the actors.

Passives 1.00 1.00 0.95 1.00
The authors were supported by the tourists. → The tourists supported the authors.

Subsequence Conjunctions 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98
The actor and the professor shouted. → The professor shouted.

Adjectives 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Happy professors mentioned the lawyer. → Professors mentioned the lawyer.

Understood argument 1.00 1.00 0.84 1.00
The author read the book. → The author read.

Relative clause on object 0.98 0.99 0.95 0.99
The artists avoided the actors that performed. → The artists avoided the actors.

PP on object 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
The authors called the judges near the doctor. → The authors called the judges.

Constituent Embedded under preposition 0.99 0.99 0.85 1.00
Because the banker ran, the doctors saw the professors. → The banker ran.

Outside embedded clause 0.94 1.00 0.95 1.00
Although the secretaries slept, the judges danced. → The judges danced.

Embedded under verb 0.92 0.94 0.99 0.99
The president remembered that the actors performed. → The actors performed.

Conjunction 0.99 1.00 0.89 1.00
The lawyer danced, and the judge supported the doctors. → The lawyer danced.

Adverbs 1.00 1.00 0.98 1.00
Certainly the lawyers advised the manager. → The lawyers advised the manager.

Table 7: Results for the subcases where the correct label is entailment.
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Heuristic Subcase DA ESIM SPINN BERT

Lexical Subject-object swap 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00
overlap The senators mentioned the artist. 9 The artist mentioned the senators.

Sentences with PPs 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.25
The judge behind the manager saw the doctors. 9 The doctors saw the manager.

Sentences with relative clauses 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.18
The actors called the banker who the tourists saw. 9 The banker called the tourists.

Conjunctions 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.39
The doctors saw the presidents and the tourists. 9 The presidents saw the tourists.

Passives 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
The senators were helped by the managers. 9 The senators helped the managers.

Subsequence NP/S 0.04 0.02 0.09 0.02
The managers heard the secretary resigned. 9 The managers heard the secretary.

PP on subject 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06
The managers near the scientist shouted. 9 The scientist shouted.

Relative clause on subject 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.01
The secretary that admired the senator saw the actor. 9 The senator saw the actor.

MV/RR 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.00
The senators paid in the office danced. 9 The senators paid in the office.

NP/Z 0.02 0.01 0.11 0.10
Before the actors presented the doctors arrived. 9 The actors presented the doctors.

Constituent Embedded under preposition 0.14 0.02 0.29 0.50
Unless the senators ran, the professors recommended the doctor. 9 The senators ran.

Outside embedded clause 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.00
Unless the authors saw the students, the doctors resigned. 9 The doctors resigned.

Embedded under verb 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.22
The tourists said that the lawyer saw the banker. 9 The lawyer saw the banker.

Disjunction 0.01 0.03 0.20 0.01
The judges resigned, or the athletes saw the author. 9 The athletes saw the author.

Adverbs 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08
Probably the artists saw the authors. 9 The artists saw the authors.

Table 8: Results for the subcases where the correct label is non-entailment.
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Correct: Entailment Correct: Non-entailment

Model Model class Lexical Subseq. Const. Lexical Subseq. Const.

DA Bag-of-words 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.00 0.00 0.03
ESIM RNN 0.99 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.01 0.00
SPINN TreeRNN 0.94 0.96 0.93 0.06 0.14 0.11
BERT Transformer 0.98 1.00 0.99 0.04 0.02 0.20

Table 9: Results for models trained on MNLI with neutral and contradiction merged into a single label, non-
entailment.

E Results with augmented training with
some subcases withheld

For each model, we ran five experiments, each one
having 6 of the 30 subcases withheld. Each trained
model was then evaluated on the categories that
had been withheld from it. The results of these
experiments are in Tables 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14.

F Human experiments

To obtain human results, we used Amazon Me-
chanical Turk. We subdivided HANS into 114
different categories of examples, covering all pos-
sible variations of the template used to generate
the example and the specific word around which
the template was built. For example, for the con-
stituent heuristic subcase of clauses embedded un-
der verbs (e.g. The doctor believed the lawyer
danced 9 The lawyer danced), each possible verb
under which the clause could be embedded (e.g.
believed, thought, or assumed) counted as a dif-
ferent category.

For each of these 114 categories, we chose 20
examples from HANS and obtained judgments
from 5 human participants for each of those 20
examples. Each participant provided judgments
for 57 examples plus 10 controls (67 stimuli to-
tal) and was paid $2.00. The controls consisted
of 5 examples where the premise and hypothesis
were the same (e.g. The doctor saw the lawyer
→ The doctor saw the lawyer) and 5 examples of
simple negation (e.g. The doctor saw the lawyer
9 The doctor did not see the lawyer). For analyz-
ing the data, we discarded any participants who
answered any of these controls incorrectly; this
led to 95 participants being retained and 105 be-
ing rejected (participants were still paid regardless
of whether they were retained or filtered out). On
average, each participant spent 6.5 seconds per ex-
ample; the participants we retained spent 8.9 sec-

onds per example, while the participants we dis-
carded spent 4.2 seconds per example. The total
amount of time from a participant accepting the
experiment to completing the experiment averaged
17.6 minutes. This included 9.1 minutes answer-
ing the prompts (6.4 minutes for discarded partic-
ipants and 12.1 minutes for retained participants)
and roughly one minute spent between prompts (1
second after each prompt). The remaining time
was spent reading the consent form, reading the
instructions, or waiting to start (Mechanical Turk
participants often wait several minutes between
accepting an experiment and beginning the exper-
iment).

The expert annotators were three native English
speakers who had a background in linguistics but
who had not heard about this project before pro-
viding judgments. Two of them were graduate stu-
dents and one was a postdoctoral researcher. Each
expert annotator labeled 124 examples (one exam-
ple from each of the 114 categories, plus 10 con-
trols).
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Heuristic Subcase DA ESIM SPINN BERT

Lexical Subject-object swap 0.01 1.00 1.00 1.00
overlap The senators mentioned the artist. 9 The artist mentioned the senators.

Lexical Untangling relative clauses 0.34 0.23 0.23 0.20
overlap The athlete who the judges saw called the manager. → The judges saw the athlete.

Subsequence NP/S 0.27 0.00 0.00 0.10
The managers heard the secretary resigned. 9 The managers heard the secretary.

Subsequence Conjunctions 0.49 0.38 0.38 0.38
The actor and the professor shouted. → The professor shouted.

Constituent Embedded under preposition 0.51 0.51 0.51 1.00
Unless the senators ran, the professors recommended the doctor. 9 The senators ran.

Constituent Embedded under preposition 1.00 0.06 1.00 0.03
Because the banker ran, the doctors saw the professors. → The banker ran.

Table 10: Accuracies for models trained on MNLI augmented with most HANS example categories except with-
holding the categories in this table (experiment 1/5 for the withheld category investigation).

Heuristic Subcase DA ESIM SPINN BERT

Lexical Sentences with PPs 0.00 0.96 0.71 0.97
overlap The judge behind the manager saw the doctors. 9 The doctors saw the manager.

Lexical Sentences with PPs 1.00 1.00 0.94 1.00
overlap The tourists by the actor called the authors. → The tourists called the authors.

Subsequence PP on subject 0.00 0.07 0.57 0.39
The managers near the scientist shouted. 9 The scientist shouted.

Subsequence Adjectives 0.71 0.99 0.64 1.00
Happy professors mentioned the lawyer. → Professors mentioned the lawyer.

Constituent Outside embedded clause 0.78 1.00 1.00 0.17
Unless the authors saw the students, the doctors resigned. 9 The doctors resigned.

Constituent Outside embedded clause 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.97
Although the secretaries slept, the judges danced. → The judges danced.

Table 11: Accuracies for models trained on MNLI augmented with most HANS example categories except with-
holding the categories in this table (experiment 2/5 for the withheld category investigation).
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Heuristic Subcase DA ESIM SPINN BERT

Lexical Sentences with relative clauses 0.00 0.04 0.02 0.84
overlap The actors called the banker who the tourists saw. 9 The banker called the tourists.

Lexical Sentences with relative clauses 1.00 0.97 1.00 1.00
overlap The actors that danced encouraged the author. → The actors encouraged the author.

Subsequence Relative clause on subject 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.93
The secretary that admired the senator saw the actor. 9 The senator saw the actor.

Subsequence Understood argument 0.28 1.00 0.81 0.94
The author read the book. → The author read.

Constituent Embedded under verb 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.98
The tourists said that the lawyer saw the banker. 9 The lawyer saw the banker.

Constituent Embedded under verb 1.00 0.94 0.98 0.43
The president remembered that the actors performed. → The actors performed.

Table 12: Accuracies for models trained on MNLI augmented with most HANS example categories except with-
holding the categories in this table (experiment 3/5 for the withheld category investigation).

Heuristic Subcase DA ESIM SPINN BERT

Lexical Passives 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
overlap The senators were helped by the managers. 9 The senators helped the managers.

Lexical Conjunctions 0.05 0.51 0.52 1.00
overlap The secretaries saw the scientists and the actors. → The secretaries saw the actors.

Subsequence MV/RR 0.76 0.44 0.32 0.07
The senators paid in the office danced. 9 The senators paid in the office.

Subsequence Relative clause on object 0.72 1.00 0.99 0.99
The artists avoided the actors that performed. → The artists avoided the actors.

Constituent Disjunction 0.11 0.29 0.51 0.44
The judges resigned, or the athletes saw the author. 9 The athletes saw the author.

Constituent Conjunction 0.99 1.00 0.74 1.00
The lawyer danced, and the judge supported the doctors. → The lawyer danced.

Table 13: Accuracies for models trained on MNLI augmented with most HANS example categories except with-
holding the categories in this table (experiment 4/5 for the withheld category investigation).
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Heuristic Subcase DA ESIM SPINN BERT

Lexical Conjunctions 0.00 0.44 0.00 0.08
overlap The doctors saw the presidents and the tourists. 9 The presidents saw the tourists.

Lexical Passives 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
overlap The authors were supported by the tourists. → The tourists supported the authors.

Subsequence NP/Z 0.00 0.10 0.18 0.57
Before the actors presented the doctors arrived. 9 The actors presented the doctors.

Subsequence PP on object 0.04 0.76 0.04 0.98
The authors called the judges near the doctor. → The authors called the judges.

Constituent Adverbs 0.76 0.33 0.20 0.84
Probably the artists saw the authors. 9 The artists saw the authors.

Constituent Adverbs 0.66 1.00 0.59 0.96
Certainly the lawyers advised the manager. → The lawyers advised the manager.

Table 14: Accuracies for models trained on MNLI augmented with most HANS example categories except with-
holding the categories in this table (experiment 5/5 for the withheld category investigation).
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Abstract

We present the zero-shot entity linking task,
where mentions must be linked to unseen en-
tities without in-domain labeled data. The
goal is to enable robust transfer to highly spe-
cialized domains, and so no metadata or alias
tables are assumed. In this setting, entities
are only identified by text descriptions, and
models must rely strictly on language under-
standing to resolve the new entities. First, we
show that strong reading comprehension mod-
els pre-trained on large unlabeled data can be
used to generalize to unseen entities. Second,
we propose a simple and effective adaptive
pre-training strategy, which we term domain-
adaptive pre-training (DAP), to address the
domain shift problem associated with linking
unseen entities in a new domain. We present
experiments on a new dataset that we construct
for this task and show that DAP improves over
strong pre-training baselines, including BERT.
The data and code are available at https:
//github.com/lajanugen/zeshel.1

1 Introduction

Entity linking systems have achieved high per-
formance in settings where a large set of dis-
ambiguated mentions of entities in a target en-
tity dictionary is available for training. Such
systems typically use powerful resources such as
a high-coverage alias table, structured data, and
linking frequency statistics. For example, Milne
and Witten (2008) show that by only using the
prior probability gathered from hyperlink statis-
tics on Wikipedia training articles, one can achieve
90% accuracy on the task of predicting links in
Wikipedia test articles.

While most prior works focus on linking to gen-
eral entity databases, it is often desirable to link to

∗Work completed while interning at Google
1zeshel stands for zero-shot entity linking.

  Military
  Star Wars

  Elder Scrolls

Burden ( Oblivion ) 
Burden is an 
Alteration spell that 
temporarily adds ..

Burden ( Effect ) 
Burden is a spell 
effect that temporarily 
increases the weight..

Coronation Street
 Lego

Mention

All entities 
In the entity 
dictionary

....

Orient Expedition
Orient Expedition 
was one of the 
various subthemes...

Orient Expedition Wallet
Orient Expedition Wallet 
was a wallet themed 
around Orient Expedition..

....

Train

Orient expedition is a train ride named after the 
theme of the same name. The train itself is ..

Entity Linking Model

Mention

All entities 
In the entity 
dictionary

Test

The Burden spell is the opposite of Feather , 
increasing a character ' s encumbrance ...

Figure 1: Zero-shot entity linking. Multiple training
and test domains (worlds) are shown. The task has two
key properties: (1) It is zero-shot, as no mentions have
been observed for any of the test world entities during
training. (2) Only textual (non-structured) information
is available.

specialized entity dictionaries such as legal cases,
company project descriptions, the set of charac-
ters in a novel, or a terminology glossary. Un-
fortunately, labeled data are not readily available
and are often expensive to obtain for these spe-
cialized entity dictionaries. Therefore, we need to
develop entity linking systems that can generalize
to unseen specialized entities. Without frequency
statistics and meta-data, the task becomes substan-
tially more challenging. Some prior works have
pointed out the importance of building entity link-
ing systems that can generalize to unseen entity
sets (Sil et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2015), but adopt
an additional set of assumptions.
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In this work, we propose a new zero-shot en-
tity linking task, and construct a new dataset for
it.2 The target dictionary is simply defined as a
set of entities, each with a text description (from
a canonical entity page, for example). We do not
constrain mentions to named entities, unlike some
prior work, which makes the task harder due to
large number of candidate entities. In our dataset,
multiple entity dictionaries are available for train-
ing, with task performance measured on a dis-
joint set of test entity dictionaries for which no
labeled data is available. Figure 1 illustrates the
task setup. We construct the dataset using mul-
tiple sub-domains in Wikia and automatically ex-
tract labeled mentions using hyper-links.

Zero-shot entity linking poses two challenges
for entity linking models. First, without the avail-
ability of powerful alias tables or frequency pri-
ors, models must read entity descriptions and rea-
son about the correspondence with the mention in
context. We show that a strong reading compre-
hension model is crucial. Second, since labeled
mentions for test entities are not available, models
must adapt to new mention contexts and entity de-
scriptions. We focus on both of these challenges.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

• We propose a new zero-shot entity linking task
that aims to challenge the generalization ability
of entity linking systems with minimal assump-
tions. We construct a dataset for this task, which
will be made publicly available.

• We build a strong baseline by using state-of-the-
art reading comprehension models. We show
that attention between mention in context and
entity descriptions, which has not been used in
prior entity linking work, is critical for this task.

• We propose a simple yet novel adaptation strat-
egy called domain-adaptive pre-training (DAP)
and show that it can further improve entity link-
ing performance.

2 Zero-shot Entity Linking

We first review standard entity linking task defini-
tions and discuss assumptions made by prior sys-
tems. We then define the zero-shot entity linking
task and discuss its relationship to prior work.

2Existing datasets are either unsuitable or would have to
be artificially partitioned to construct a dataset for this task.

2.1 Review: Entity linking
Entity linking (EL) is the task of grounding en-
tity mentions by linking them to entries in a given
database or dictionary of entities. Formally, given
a mention m and its context, an entity linking sys-
tem links m to the corresponding entity in an en-
tity set E = {ei}i=1,...,K , where K is the num-
ber of entities. The standard definition of EL
(Bunescu and Pasca, 2006; Roth et al., 2014; Sil
et al., 2018) assumes that mention boundaries are
provided by users or a mention detection system.
The entity set E can contain tens of thousands or
even millions of entities, making this a challeng-
ing task. In practice, many entity linking systems
rely on the following resources or assumptions:

Single entity set This assumes that there is a sin-
gle comprehensive set of entities E shared between
training and test examples.

Alias table An alias table contains entity can-
didates for a given mention string and limits the
possibilities to a relatively small set. Such tables
are often compiled from a labeled training set and
domain-specific heuristics.

Frequency statistics Many systems use fre-
quency statistics obtained from a large labeled cor-
pus to estimate entity popularity and the probabil-
ity of a mention string linking to an entity. These
statistics are very powerful when available.

Structured data Some systems assume access
to structured data such as relationship tuples (e.g.,
(Barack Obama, Spouse, Michelle Obama)) or a
type hierarchy to aid disambiguation.

2.2 Task Definition
The main motivation for this task is to ex-
pand the scope of entity linking systems and
make them generalizable to unseen entity sets
for which none of the powerful resources listed
above are readily available. Therefore, we drop
the above assumptions and make one weak as-
sumption: the existence of an entity dictionary
E = {(ei, di)}i=1,..,K , where di is a text descrip-
tion of entity ei.

Our goal is to build entity linking systems that
can generalize to new domains and entity dictio-
naries, which we term worlds. We define a world
asW = (MW ,UW , EW), whereMW and UW are
distributions over mentions and documents from
the world, respectively, and EW is an entity dictio-
nary associated with W . Mentions m fromMW
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Task In-Domain Seen Small Statistics Structured Entity
Entity Set Candidate Set Data dictionary

Standard EL 3 3 3 3 3
Cross-Domain EL 3 3 3 3
Linking to Any DB (Sil et al., 2012) 3 3 3

Zero-Shot EL 3

Table 1: Assumptions and resources for entity linking task definitions. We classify task definitions based on
whether (i) the system is tested on mentions from the training domain (In-Domain), (ii) linked mentions from the
target entity set are seen during training (Seen Entity Set), (iii) a small high-coverage candidate set can be derived
using alias tables or strict token overlap constraints (Small Candidate Set) and the availability of (iv) Frequency
statistics, (v) Structured Data, and (vi) textual descriptions (Entity dictionary).

are defined as mention spans in documents from
UW . We assume the availability of labelled men-
tion, entity pairs from one or more source worlds
W1

src . . .Wn
src for training. At test time we need

to be able to label mentions in a new world Wtgt.
Note that the entity sets EW1

src
, . . . , EWn

src
, EWtgt are

disjoint. See Figure 1 for an illustration of several
training and test worlds.

We additionally assume that samples from the
document distribution UWtgt and the entity descrip-
tions EWtgt are available for training. These sam-
ples can be used for unsupervised adaptation to the
target world. During training, mention boundaries
for mentions inWtgt are not available. At test time,
mention boundaries are provided as input.

2.3 Relationship to other EL tasks
We summarize the relationship between the newly
introduced zero-shot entity linking task and prior
EL task definitions in Table 1.

Standard EL While there are numerous differ-
ences between EL datasets (Bunescu and Pasca,
2006; Ling et al., 2015), most focus on a standard
setting where mentions from a comprehensive test
entity dictionary (often Wikipedia) are seen dur-
ing training, and rich statistics and meta-data can
be utilized (Roth et al., 2014). Labeled in-domain
documents with mentions are also assumed to be
available.

Cross-Domain EL Recent work has also gen-
eralized to a cross-domain setting, linking en-
tity mentions in different types of text, such as
blogposts and news articles to the Wikipedia KB,
while only using labeled mentions in Wikipedia
for training (e.g., Gupta et al. (2017); Le and Titov
(2018), inter alia).

Linking to Any DB Sil et al. (2012) proposed
a task setup very similar to ours, and later work

(Wang et al., 2015) has followed a similar set-
ting. The main difference between zero-shot EL
and these works is that they assumed either a high-
coverage alias table or high-precision token over-
lap heuristics to reduce the size of the entity can-
didate set (i.e., to less than four in Sil et al. (2012))
and relied on structured data to help disambigua-
tion. By compiling and releasing a multi-world
dataset focused on learning from textual informa-
tion, we hope to help drive progress in linking en-
tities for a broader set of applications.

Work on word sense disambiguation based
on dictionary definitions of words is related as
well (Chaplot and Salakhutdinov, 2018), but this
task exhibits lower ambiguity and existing formu-
lations have not focused on domain generalization.

3 Dataset Construction

We construct a new dataset to study the zero-
shot entity linking problem using documents from
Wikia.3 Wikias are community-written encyclo-
pedias, each specializing in a particular subject or
theme such as a fictional universe from a book or
film series. Wikias have many interesting proper-
ties suitable for our task. Labeled mentions can
be automatically extracted based on hyperlinks.
Mentions and entities have rich document context
that can be exploited by reading comprehension
approaches. Each Wikia has a large number of
unique entities relevant to a specific theme, mak-
ing it a useful benchmark for evaluating domain
generalization of entity linking systems.

We use data from 16 Wikias, and use 8 of them
for training and 4 each for validation and testing.
To construct data for training and evaluation, we
first extract a large number of mentions from the
Wikias. Many of these mentions can be easily
linked by string matching between mention string

3 https://www.wikia.com.
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World Entities Mentions
Train Evaluation

Seen Unseen

Training

American Football 31929 3898 410 333
Doctor Who 40281 8334 819 702
Fallout 16992 3286 337 256
Final Fantasy 14044 6041 629 527
Military 104520 13063 1356 1408
Pro Wrestling 10133 1392 151 111
StarWars 87056 11824 1143 1563
World of Warcraft 27677 1437 155 100

Validation

Coronation Street 17809 0 0 1464
Muppets 21344 0 0 2028
Ice Hockey 28684 0 0 2233
Elder Scrolls 21712 0 0 4275

Test

Forgotten Realms 15603 0 0 1200
Lego 10076 0 0 1199
Star Trek 34430 0 0 4227
YuGiOh 10031 0 0 3374

Table 2: Zero-shot entity linking dataset based on Wikia.

and the title of entity documents. These men-
tions are downsampled during dataset construc-
tion, and occupy a small percentage (5%) of the
final dataset. While not completely representa-
tive of the natural distribution of mentions, this
data construction method follows recent work that
focuses on evaluating performance on the chal-
lenging aspects of the entity linking problem (e.g.,
Gupta et al. (2017) selected mentions with mul-
tiple possible entity candidates for assessing in-
domain unseen entity performance). Each Wikia
document corresponds to an entity, represented by
the title and contents of the document. These en-
tities, paired with their text descriptions, comprise
the entity dictionary.

Since the task is already quite challenging, we
assume that the target entity exists in the entity
dictionary and leave NIL recognition or cluster-
ing (NIL mentions/entities refer to entities non-
existent in the knowledge-base) to future editions
of the task and dataset.

We categorize the mentions based on token
overlap between mentions and the corresponding
entity title as follows. High Overlap: title is iden-
tical to mention text, Multiple Categories: title is
mention text followed by a disambiguation phrase
(e.g., mention string: ‘Batman’, title: ‘Batman
(Lego)’), Ambiguous substring: mention is a sub-
string of title (e.g., mention string: ‘Agent’, title:
‘The Agent’). All other mentions are categorized

Coronation Street

Mention She told ray that Dickie and Audrey had met up
again and tried to give their marriage another go
. . . I don’t want to see her face again . . . ”

Dickie
Fleming

Richard “Dickie” Fleming lived
in coronation street with his wife
Audrey from 1968 to 1970.

Audrey
Fleming

Audrey Fleming (neé bright) was
a resident of 3 coronation street
from 1968 to 1970 . Audrey mar-
ried Dickie Fleming . . .

Zeedan
Nazir

Zeedan Nazir is the son of the
Late Kal and Jamila Nazir . . .

Star Wars

Mention The droid acted as Moff Kilran’s representative
on board the Black Talon, an Imperial trans-
port ship.

Gage-
class
transport

The Gage-class transport was a
transport design used by the re-
constituted Sith Empire of the
Great Galactic War.

Imperial
Armored
Transport

The Kuat Drive Yards Imperial
Armored Transport was fifty me-
ters long and carried ten crewmen
and twenty soldiers.

M-class
Imperial
Attack
Transport

The M-class Imperial Attack
Transport was a type of starship
which saw service in the Imperial
Military during the Galactic War.

Table 3: Example mention and entity candidates from
Coronation Street and Star Wars. Note that the lan-
guage usage is very different across different Worlds.

as Low Overlap. These mentions respectively con-
stitute approximately 5%, 28%, 8% and 59% of
the mentions in the dataset.

Table 2 shows some statistics of the dataset.
Each domain has a large number of entities rang-
ing from 10,000 to 100,000. The training set
has 49,275 labeled mentions. To examine the in-
domain generalization performance, we construct
heldout sets seen and unseen of 5,000 mentions
each, composed of mentions that link to only en-
tities that were seen or unseen during training,
respectively. The validation and test sets have
10,000 mentions each (all of which are unseen).

Table 3 shows examples of mentions and enti-
ties in the dataset. The vocabulary and language
used in mentions and entity descriptions differs
drastically between the different domains. In ad-
dition to acquiring domain specific knowledge,
understanding entity descriptions and performing
reasoning is required in order to resolve mentions.

4 Models for Entity Linking

We adopt a two-stage pipeline consisting of a fast
candidate generation stage, followed by a more ex-
pensive but powerful candidate ranking stage.
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4.1 Candidate generation

Without alias tables for standard entity linking,
a natural substitute is to use an IR approach for
candidate generation. We use BM25, a variant
of TF-IDF to measure similarity between mention
string and candidate documents.4 Top-k entities
retrieved by BM25 scoring with Lucene5 are used
for training and evaluation. In our experiments k
is set to 64. The coverage of the top-64 candidates
is less than 77% on average, indicating the diffi-
culty of the task and leaving substantial room for
improvement in the candidate generation phase.

4.2 Candidate ranking

Since comparing two texts—a mention in context
and a candidate entity description—is a task simi-
lar to reading comprehension and natural language
inference tasks, we use an architecture based on
a deep Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) which
has achieved state-of-the-art performance on such
tasks (Radford et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2019).

As in BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), the mention
in context m and candidate entity description e,
each represented by 128 word-piece tokens, are
concatenated and input to the model as a sequence
pair together with special start and separator to-
kens: ([CLS]m [SEP] e [SEP]). Mention words
are signaled by a special embedding vector that
is added to the mention word embeddings. The
Transformer encoder produces a vector represen-
tation hm,e of the input pair, which is the output
of the last hidden layer at the special pooling to-
ken [CLS]. Entities in a given candidate set are
scored as w>hm,e where w is a learned parameter
vector, and the model is trained using a softmax
loss. An architecture with 12 layers, hidden di-
mension size 768 and 12 attention heads was used
in our experiments. We refer to this model as Full-
Transformer. By jointly encoding the entity de-
scription and the mention in context with a Trans-
former, they can attend to each other at every layer.

Note that prior neural approaches for entity
linking have not explored such architectures with
deep cross-attention. To assess the value of this
departure from prior work, we implement the fol-
lowing two variants: (i) Pool-Transformer: a
siamese-like network which uses two deep Trans-
formers to separately derive single-vector repre-

4We also experimented with using the mention+context
text but this variant performs substantially worse.

5 http://lucene.apache.org/

sentations of the mention in context, hm, and
the candidate entity, he; they take as input the
mention in context and entity description respec-
tively, together with special tokens indicating the
boundaries of the texts: ([CLS]m [SEP]) and
([CLS] e [SEP]), and output the last hidden layer
encoding at the special start token. The scoring
function is h>mhe. Single vector representations
for the two components have been used in many
prior works, e.g., Gupta et al. (2017). (ii) Cand-
Pool-Transformer: a variant which uses single
vector entity representations but can attend to in-
dividual tokens of the mention and its context as
in Ganea and Hofmann (2017). This architec-
ture also uses two Transformer encoders, but intro-
duces an additional attention module which allows
he to attend to individual token representations of
the mention in context.

In the experiments section, we also compare
to re-implementations of Gupta et al. (2017) and
Ganea and Hofmann (2017), which are similar to
Pool-Transformer and Cand-Pool-Transformer re-
spectively but with different neural architectures
for encoding.

5 Adapting to the Target World

We focus on using unsupervised pre-training to
ensure that downstream models are robust to target
domain data. There exist two general strategies for
pre-training: (1) task-adaptive pre-training, and
(2) open-corpus pre-training. We describe these
below, and also propose a new strategy: domain-
adaptive pre-training (DAP), which is complemen-
tary to the two existing approaches.

Task-adaptive pre-training Glorot et al.
(2011); Chen et al. (2012); Yang and Eisenstein
(2015), inter alia, pre-trained on the source
and target domain unlabeled data jointly with
the goal of discovering features that generalize
across domains. After pre-training, the model is
fine-tuned on the source-domain labeled data.6

Open-corpus pre-training Instead of explicitly
adapting to a target domain, this approach sim-
ply applies unsupervised pre-training to large cor-
pora before fine-tuning on the source-domain la-
beled data. Examples of this approach include
ELMo (Peters et al., 2018), OpenAI GPT (Rad-
ford et al., 2018), and BERT (Devlin et al., 2019).

6In many works, the learned representations are kept fixed
and only higher layers are updated.
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Intuitively, the target-domain distribution is likely
to be partially captured by pre-training if the open
corpus is sufficiently large and diverse. Indeed,
open-corpus pre-training has been shown to ben-
efit out-of-domain performance far more than in-
domain performance (He et al., 2018).

Domain-adaptive pre-training In addition to
pre-training stages from other approaches, we
propose to insert a penultimate domain adaptive
pre-training (DAP) stage, where the model is
pre-trained only on the target-domain data. As
usual, DAP is followed by a final fine-tuning
stage on the source-domain labeled data. The
intuition for DAP is that representational capacity
is limited, so models should prioritize the quality
of target domain representations above all else.

We introduce notation to describe various ways in
which pre-training stages can be composed.

• Usrc denotes text segments from the union
of source world document distributions
UW1

src
. . .UWn

src
.

• Utgt denotes text segments from the document
distribution of a target worldWtgt.

• Usrc+tgt denotes randomly interleaved text
segments from both Usrc and Utgt.

• UWB denotes text segments from open cor-
pora, which in our experiments are Wikipedia
and the BookCorpus datasets used in BERT.

We can chain together a series of pre-training
stages. For example, UWB → Usrc+tgt → Utgt in-
dicates that the model is first pre-trained on the
open corpus, then pre-trained on the combined
source and target domains, then pre-trained on
only the target domain, and finally fine-tuned on
the source-domain labeled data.7 We show that
chaining together different pre-training strategies
provides additive gains.

6 Experiments

Pre-training We use the BERT-Base model ar-
chitecture in all our experiments. The Masked LM
objective (Devlin et al., 2019) is used for unsuper-
vised pre-training. For fine-tuning language mod-
els (in the case of multi-stage pre-training) and

7We use the notationUx interchangeably to mean both the
unsupervised data x and the strategy to pre-train on x.

Model Resources Avg Acc

Edit-distance ∅ 16.49
TF-IDF 8 ∅ 26.06
Ganea and Hofmann (2017) GloVe 26.96
Gupta et al. (2017) GloVe 27.03

Full-Transformer ∅ 19.17
Full-Transformer (Pre-trained) Usrc 66.55
Full-Transformer (Pre-trained) Utgt 67.87
Full-Transformer (Pre-trained) Usrc+tgt 67.91

Pool-Transformer (Pre-trained) UWB 57.61
Cand-Pool-Trans. (Pre-trained) UWB 52.62
Full-Transformer (Pre-trained) UWB 76.06

Table 4: Baseline results for Zero-shot Entity Linking.
Averaged normalized Entity-Linking accuracy on all
validation domains. Usrc+tgt refers to masked language
model pre-training on unlabeled data from training and
validation worlds.

fine-tuning on the Entity-Linking task, we use a
small learning rate of 2e-5, following the recom-
mendations from Devlin et al. (2019). For models
trained from scratch we use a learning rate of 1e-4.

Evaluation We define the normalized entity-
linking performance as the performance evaluated
on the subset of test instances for which the gold
entity is among the top-k candidates retrieved dur-
ing candidate generation. The unnormalized per-
formance is computed on the entire test set. Our
IR-based candidate generation has a top-64 recall
of 76% and 68% on the validation and test sets, re-
spectively. The unnormalized performance is thus
upper-bounded by these numbers. Strengthening
the candidate generation stage improves the un-
normalized performance, but this is outside the
scope of our work. Average performance across
a set of worlds is computed by macro-averaging.
Performance is defined as the accuracy of the
single-best identified entity (top-1 accuracy).

6.1 Baselines

We first examine some baselines for zero-shot en-
tity linking in Table 4. We include naive base-
lines such as Levenshtein edit-distance and TF-
IDF, which compare the mention string against
candidate entity title and full document descrip-
tion, respectively, to rank candidate entities.

We re-implemented recent neural models de-
signed for entity linking (Ganea and Hofmann,
2017; Gupta et al., 2017), but did not expect them
to perform well since the original systems were
designed for settings where labeled mentions or
meta-data for the target entities were available.
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(a)

Pretraining W1
tgt W2

tgt W3
tgt W4

tgt Avg

Usrc+tgt (Glorot et al., 2011)† 73.19 71.61 62.16 64.69 67.91
Usrc+tgt → Utgt (DAP) 79.20 75.55 66.85 66.72 72.08

UWB (Devlin et al., 2019) 83.40 79.00 73.03 68.82 76.06
UWB → Utgt (DAP) 81.68 81.34 73.17 71.97 77.04

UWB → Usrc+tgt 82.92 79.00 72.62 69.55 76.02
UWB → Usrc+tgt → Utgt (DAP) 82.82 81.59 75.34 72.52 78.07

(b)
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Figure 2: Left: (a) Impact of using Domain Adaptive Pre-training. We fine-tune all the models on the source labeled data
after pretraining. Right: (b) Relationship between MLM (Masked LM) accuracy of pre-trained model and Entity-Linking
performance of the fine-tuned model, evaluated on target domains. Adding domain adaptive pre-training improves both MLM
accuracy as well as the entity linking performance. Note: src represents the union of all 8 training worlds and we adapt to one
tgt world at a time. The target worlds areW1

tgt: Coronation street,W2
tgt: Muppets,W3

tgt: Ice hockey,W4
tgt: Elder scrolls. †We

refer to Glorot et al. (2011) for the idea of training a denoising autoencoder on source and target data together rather than the
actual implementation. See text for more details.

The poor performance of these models validates
the necessity of using strong reading comprehen-
sion models for zero-shot entity linking.

When using the Full-Transformer model, pre-
training is necessary to achieve reasonable perfor-
mance. We present results for models pre-trained
on different subsets of our task corpus (Usrc, Utgt,
Usrc+tgt) as well as pre-training on an external
large corpus (UWB). We observe that the choice
of data used for pre-training is important.

In Table 4 we also compare the Pool-
Transformer, Candidate-Pool-Transformer and
Full-Transformer. The significant gap between
Full-Transformer and the other variants shows the
importance of allowing fine-grained comparisons
between the two inputs via the cross attention
mechanism embedded in the Transformer. We hy-
pothesize that prior entity linking systems did not
need such powerful reading comprehension mod-
els due to the availability of strong additional meta
information. The remaining experiments in the pa-
per use the Full-Transformer model, unless men-
tioned otherwise.

6.2 Generalization to Unseen Entities and
New Worlds

To analyze the impact of unseen entities and do-
main shift in zero-shot entity linking, we evaluate
performance on a more standard in-domain entity
linking setting by making predictions on held out
mentions from the training worlds. Table 5 com-
pares entity linking performance for different en-
tity splits. Seen entities from the training worlds
are unsurprisingly the easiest to link to. For un-
seen entities from the training world, we observe a

Evaluation Accuracy

Training worlds, seen 87.74
Training worlds, unseen 82.96
Validation worlds, unseen 76.06

Table 5: Performance of the Full-Transformer (UWB)
model evaluated on seen and unseen entities from the
training and validation worlds.

5-point drop in performance. Entities from new
worlds (which are by definition unseen and are
mentioned in out-of-domain text) prove to be the
most difficult. Due to the shift in both the lan-
guage distribution and entity sets, we observe a
11-point drop in performance. This large general-
ization gap demonstrates the importance of adap-
tation to new worlds.

6.3 Impact of Domain Adaptive Pre-training
Our experiments demonstrate that DAP improves
on three state-of-the-art pre-training strategies:

• Usrc+tgt: task-adaptive pre-training, which
combines source and target data for pre-
training (Glorot et al., 2011).9

• UWB: open-corpus pre-training, which
uses Wikipedia and the BookCorpus for
pre-training (We use a pre-trained BERT
model (Devlin et al., 2019)).

• UWB → Usrc+tgt: the previous two strategies
chained together. While no prior work has
applied this approach to domain adaptation, a
similar approach for task adaptation was pro-
posed by Howard and Ruder (2018).

9We use Masked LM and Transformer encoder, which are
more powerful than the instantiation in (Glorot et al., 2011).
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Pre-training EL Accuracy
N. Acc. U. Acc.

UWB (Devlin et al., 2019) 75.06 55.08

UWB → Utgt (DAP) 76.17 55.88
UWB → Usrc+tgt → Utgt (DAP) 77.05 56.58

Table 6: Performance on test domains with Full-
Transformer. N. Acc represents the normalized accu-
racy. U. Acc represents the unnormalized accuracy.
The unnormalized accuracy is upper-bounded by 68%,
the top-64 recall of the candidate generation stage.

The results are in Figure 2(a). DAP improves
all pre-training strategies with an additional pre-
training stage on only target-domain data. The
best setting, UWB → Usrc+tgt → Utgt, chains to-
gether all existing strategies. DAP improves the
performance over a strong pre-trained model (De-
vlin et al., 2019) by 2%.

To further analyze the results of DAP, we plot
the relationships between the accuracy of Masked
LM (MLM accuracy) on target unlabeled data and
the final target normalized accuracy (after fine-
tuning on the source labeled data) in Figure 2(b).
Adding an additional pre-training stage on the tar-
get unlabeled data unsurprisingly improves the
MLM accuracy. More interestingly, we find that
improvements in MLM accuracy are consistently
followed by improvements in entity linking accu-
racy. It is intuitive that performance on unsuper-
vised objectives reflect the quality of learned rep-
resentations and correlate well with downstream
performance. We show empirically that this trend
holds for a variety of pre-training strategies.

6.4 Test results and performance analysis

Table 6 shows the normalized and unnormal-
ized Entity Linking performance on test worlds.
Our best model that chains together all pre-
training strategies achieves normalized accuracy
of 77.05% and unnormalized accuracy of 56.58%.
Note that the unnormalized accuracy corresponds
to identifying the correct entity from tens of thou-
sands of candidate entities.

To analyze the mistakes made by the model,
we compare EL accuracy across different men-
tion categories in Table 7. Candidate generation
(Recall@64) is poor in the Low Overlap category.
However, the ranking model performs in par with
other hard categories for these mentions. Overall
EL accuracy can thus be improved significantly by
strengthening candidate generation.

Mention Category Recall@64 EL Accuracy
N. Acc. U. Acc.

High Overlap 99.28 87.64 87.00
Ambiguous Substring 88.03 75.89 66.81
Multiple categories 84.88 77.27 65.59
Low Overlap 54.37 71.46 38.85

Table 7: Performance on test domains categorized by
mention categories. Recall@64 indicates top-64 per-
formance of candidate generation. N. Acc. and U. Acc.
are respectively the normalized and unnormalized ac-
curacies.

7 Related Work

We discussed prior entity linking task definitions
and compared them to our task in section 2. Here,
we briefly overview related entity linking models
and unsupervised domain adaptation methods.

Entity linking models Entity linking given
mention boundaries as input can be broken into the
tasks of candidate generation and candidate rank-
ing. When frequency information or alias tables
are unavailable, prior work has used measures of
similarity of the mention string to entity names
for candidate generation (Sil et al., 2012; Murty
et al., 2018). For candidate ranking, recent work
employed distributed representations of mentions
in context and entity candidates and neural mod-
els to score their compatibility. Mentions in con-
text have been represented using e.g., CNN (Murty
et al., 2018), LSTM (Gupta et al., 2017), or
bag-of-word embeddings (Ganea and Hofmann,
2017). Entity descriptions have been represented
using similar architectures. To the best of our
knowledge, while some models allow for cross-
attention between single-vector entity embeddings
and mention-in-context token representations, no
prior works have used full cross-attention between
mention+context and entity descriptions.

Prior work on entity linking tasks most simi-
lar to ours used a linear model comparing a men-
tion in context to an entity description and asso-
ciated structured data (Sil et al., 2012). Sil et al.
(2012) also proposed a distant supervision ap-
proach which could use first-pass predictions for
mentions in the target domain as noisy supervi-
sion for re-training an in-domain model. We be-
lieve this approach is complementary to unsuper-
vised representation learning and could bring ad-
ditional benefits. In another task similar to ours,
Wang et al. (2015) used collective inference and
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target database relations to obtain good perfor-
mance without (domain, target database)-specific
labeled training data. Collective inference is an-
other promising direction, but could have limited
success when no metadata is available.

Unsupervised domain adaptation There is a
large body of work on methods for unsupervised
domain adaptation, where a labeled training set is
available for a source domain and unlabeled data
is available for the target domain. The majority of
work in this direction assume that training and test
examples consist of (x, y) pairs, where y is in a
fixed shared label set Y . This assumption holds
for classification and sequence labeling, but not
for zero-shot entity linking, since the source and
target domains have disjoint labels.

Most state-of-the-art methods learn non-linear
shared representations of source and target domain
instances, through denoising training objectives
(Eisenstein, 2018). In Section 5, we overviewed
such work and proposed an improved domain
adaptive pre-training method.

Adversarial training methods (Ganin et al.,
2016), which have also been applied to tasks
where the space Y is not shared between source
and target domains (Cohen et al., 2018), and multi-
source domain adaptation methods (Zhao et al.,
2018; Guo et al., 2018) are complementary to our
work and can contribute to higher performance.

8 Conclusion

We introduce a new task for zero-shot entity link-
ing, and construct a multi-world dataset for it. The
dataset can be used as a shared benchmark for en-
tity linking research focused on specialized do-
mains where labeled mentions are not available,
and entities are defined through descriptions alone.
A strong baseline is proposed by combining pow-
erful neural reading comprehension with domain-
adaptive pre-training.

Future variations of the task could incorporate
NIL recognition and mention detection (instead of
mention boundaries being provided). The candi-
date generation phase leaves significant room for
improvement. We also expect models that jointly
resolve mentions in a document would perform
better than resolving them in isolation.
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5 predictions from the model. Examples show 32
token contexts centered around mentions and the
first 32 tokens of candidate entity documents.
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Coronation Street

Mention Robbie pulled over the ambulance with a van and used a gun to get the Prison Officer with Tony to release
him . He integrated himself with the Street residents , finding

Gold Entity Prison Officer
(Episode 7351)

The unnamed Prison Officer was on duty during May 2010 in the Highfield Prison
dining room when Tony Gordon provoked a fight with a fellow inmate

Top-5 predictions

Prison Officer
(Episode 7351)

The unnamed Prison Officer was on duty during May 2010 in the Highfield Prison
dining room when Tony Gordon provoked a fight with a fellow inmate

Inmate (Episode
7351)

The Inmate was an unnamed fellow prisoner of Tony Gordon in Highfield Prison .
Tony provoked a fight in the dining room with the inmate by staring

Police Officer
(Simon Willmont)

The unnamed Police Officer was on duty at Weatherfield Police Station in March
2010 when Peter Barlow was released from custody following his arrest as he

Prison Officer (Bill
Armstrong)

The Prison Officer looked after the incarceration of three Coronation Street residents
: In November 2000 he was on duty at Strangeways Jail when Jim McDonald

Robbie Sloane Quietly spoken Robbie Sloane was Tony Gordon ’ s henchman and a convicted mur-
derer , who he met while sharing a cell at Highfield Prison in 2010 . When Robbie

Table 8: Mention and entity candidates from Coronation Street.

Muppets

Mention Bean Bunny was introduced during the seventh season of ” Muppet Babies ” , and a pre - teen Bean would
later be featured as part of the Muppet Kids series . Bean was active

Gold Entity Bean Bunny
(Muppet Kids)

A young version of Bean Bunny made a few appearances in the Muppet Kids books
and video games . Young Bean moves to the Muppet Kids

Top-5 predictions

Baby Bean Bunny Baby Bean Bunny appeared in the late 1989 / 1990 seasons of ” Muppet Babies ” as
a baby version of Bean Bunny . He joined the other babies

Bean Bunny
(Muppet Kids)

A young version of Bean Bunny made a few appearances in the Muppet Kids books
and video games . Young Bean moves to the Muppet Kids

Bean Bunny Bean Bunny first appeared in 1986 as the star of the TV special ” The Tale of the
Bunny Picnic ” . The cute bunny was part of a family

Piggy (Muppet
Kids)

A pre - teen version of Miss Piggy , as seen in the ” Muppet Kids ” books and video
games . Piggy lives in a fancy

Muppet Kids Muppet Kids was a series of books and educational software made in the 1990s ,
featuring young , pre - teen versions of the principal franchise characters . Characters
included

Table 9: Mention and entity candidates from Muppets.
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Ice Hockey

Mention 1979 - 80 PCJHL Season This is a list of Peace - Cariboo Junior Hockey League Standings for the 1979 -
80 season . This was the PCJHL ’ s final

Gold Entity Rocky Mountain Junior
Hockey League

The Rocky Mountain Junior Hockey League was a Canadian Junior ” A ” ice
hockey league in British Columbia . History . Promoted to a Junior ”

Top-5 predictions

Peace Junior Hockey
League

Hockey League Peace Junior Hockey League is a League that started in the 1960
’ s and ended in 1975 . Then change its name to Peace Cariboo junior Hockey

Cariboo Hockey League The Cariboo Hockey League was a Senior and Intermediate hockey league in
the Cariboo District of British Columbia , Canada . History . The league began
in the 1955

Cariboo Junior League The Cariboo Junior League operated in northern British Columbia in the 1963 -
64 season . Its champion was eligible for the British Columbia Junior Playoffs .
The league

Rocky Mountain Junior
Hockey League

The Rocky Mountain Junior Hockey League was a Canadian Junior ” A ” ice
hockey league in British Columbia . History . Promoted to a Junior ”

North West Junior
Hockey League

The North West Junior Hockey League is a Junior ” B ” ice hockey league oper-
ating in the Peace River region of Alberta and British Columbia ,

Table 10: Mention and entity candidates from Ice Hockey.

Elder Scrolls

Mention to get everyone to safety . Rolunda ’ s brother is one of those people . The Frozen Man . Rolunda ’ s
brother Eiman has ventured into Orkey ’ s Hollow to find

Gold Entity The Frozen Man (Quest) The Frozen Man is a quest available in The Elder Scrolls Online. It involves
finding a Nord who has been trapped in ice by a mysterious ” Frozen Man

Top-5 predictions

The Frozen Man (Quest) The Frozen Man is a quest available in The Elder Scrolls Online. It involves
finding a Nord who has been trapped in ice by a mysterious ” Frozen Man

The Frozen Man The Frozen Man is an insane Bosmer ghost found in Orkey ’ s Hollow . He says
he was in a group of people inside the cave when it

Kewan Kewan is a Redguard worshipper of the Daedric Prince Peryite . He is frozen in
a trance that relates to the Daedric quest , but can be unfrozen in completion the

Stromgruf the Steady Stromgruf the Steady is the Nord who is found in the Grazelands of Vvardenfell
, west of Pulk and east of Vassamsi Grotto ( Online ) . He is

Maren the Seal Maren the Seal is a Nord hunter and worshipper of the Daedric Prince Peryite .
She is frozen in a trance that relates to the Daedric Prince ’ s

Table 11: Mention and entity candidates from Elder Scrolls.
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Abstract
We propose a new neural transfer method
termed Dual Adversarial Transfer Network
(DATNet) for addressing low-resource Named
Entity Recognition (NER). Specifically, two
variants of DATNet, i.e., DATNet-F and
DATNet-P, are investigated to explore effec-
tive feature fusion between high and low re-
source. To address the noisy and imbal-
anced training data, we propose a novel Gen-
eralized Resource-Adversarial Discriminator
(GRAD). Additionally, adversarial training is
adopted to boost model generalization. In ex-
periments, we examine the effects of differ-
ent components in DATNet across domains
and languages, and show that significant im-
provement can be obtained especially for low-
resource data, without augmenting any ad-
ditional hand-crafted features and pre-trained
language model.

1 Introduction

Named entity recognition (NER) is an important
step in most natural language processing (NLP)
applications. It detects not only the type of named
entity, but also the entity boundaries, which re-
quires deep understanding of the contextual se-
mantics to disambiguate the different entity types
of same tokens. To tackle this challenging prob-
lem, most early studies were based on hand-
crafted rules, which suffered from limited per-
formance in practice. Current methods are de-
voted to developing learning based algorithms, es-
pecially neural network based methods, and have
been advancing the state-of-the-art progressively
(Collobert et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2015; Lam-
ple et al., 2016; Chiu and Nichols, 2016; Ma and
Hovy, 2016). These end-to-end models general-
ize well on new entities based on features auto-
matically learned from the data. However, when

† The first two authors contributed equally.
‡Corresponding author.

the annotated corpora is small, especially in the
low resource scenario (Zhang et al., 2016), the per-
formance of these methods degrades significantly
since the hidden feature representations cannot be
learned adequately.

Recently, more and more approaches have been
proposed to address low-resource NER. Early
works (Chen et al., 2010; Li et al., 2012) primar-
ily assumed a large parallel corpus and focused
on exploiting them to project information from
high- to low-resource. Unfortunately, such a large
parallel corpus may not be available for many
low-resource languages. More recently, cross-
resource word embedding (Fang and Cohn, 2017;
Adams et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2017) was pro-
posed to bridge the low- and high-resources and
enable knowledge transfer. Although the afore-
mentioned transfer-based methods show promis-
ing performance in low-resource NER, there are
two issues remain further study: 1) Representa-
tion Difference - they did not consider the repre-
sentation difference across resources and enforced
the feature representation to be shared across lan-
guages/domains; 2) Resource Data Imbalance -
the training size of high-resource is usually much
larger than that of low-resource. The existing
methods neglect such difference in their models,
resulting in poor generalization.

In this work, we present a general neural trans-
fer framework termed Dual Adversarial Transfer
Network (DATNet) to address the above issues
in a unified framework for low-resource NER.
Specifically, to handle the representation differ-
ence, we first investigate on two architectures of
hidden layers (Bi-LSTM) for transfer. The first
one is that all the units in hidden layers are com-
mon units shared across languages/domains. An-
other is composed of both private and common
units, where the private part preserves the inde-
pendent language/domain information. Extensive
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experiments are conducted to show that there is
not always a winner and two transfer strategies
have their own advantages over each other in dif-
ferent situations, which is largely ignored by ex-
isting research. On top of common units, the
adversarial discriminator (AD) loss is introduced
to encourage the resource-agnostic representation
so that the knowledge from high resource can be
more compatible with low resource. To handle
the resource data imbalance issue, we further pro-
pose a variant of the AD loss, termed Generalized
Resource-Adversarial Discriminator (GRAD), to
impose the resource weight during training so that
low-resource and hard samples can be paid more
attention to. In addition, we create adversarial
samples to conduct the Adversarial Training (AT),
further improving the generalization and alleviat-
ing over-fitting problem. We unify two kinds of
adversarial learning, i.e., GRAD and AT, into one
transfer learning model, termed Dual Adversarial
Transfer Network (DATNet), to achieve end-to-
end training and obtain significant improvements
on a series of NER tasks In contrast with prior
methods, we do not use additional hand-crafted
features and do not use cross-lingual word embed-
dings as well as pre-trained language models (Pe-
ters et al., 2018; Radford, 2018; Akbik et al., 2018;
Devlin et al., 2018) when addressing the cross-
language tasks.

2 Related Work

Named Entity Recognition NER is typically
framed as a sequence labeling task which aims at
automatic detection of named entities (e.g., per-
son, organization, location and etc.) from free text
(Marrero et al., 2013). The early works applied
CRF, SVM, and perception models with hand-
crafted features (Ratinov and Roth, 2009; Passos
et al., 2014; Luo et al., 2015). With the advent
of deep learning, research focus has been shift-
ing towards deep neural networks (DNN), which
requires little feature engineering and domain
knowledge (Lample et al., 2016; Zukov Gregoric
et al., 2018; Zhou et al., 2019). (Collobert et al.,
2011) proposed a feed-forward neural network
with a fixed sized window for each word, which
failed in considering useful relations between
long-distance words. To overcome this limitation,
(Chiu and Nichols, 2016) presented a bidirectional
LSTM-CNNs architecture that automatically de-
tects word- and character-level features. Ma and

Hovy (2016) further extended it into bidirectional
LSTM-CNNs-CRF architecture, where the CRF
module was added to optimize the output label
sequence. Liu et al. (2018) proposed task-aware
neural language model termed LM-LSTM-CRF,
where character-aware neural language models
were incorporated to extract character-level em-
bedding under a multi-task framework.

Transfer Learning for NER Transfer learn-
ing can be a powerful tool to low resource NER
tasks. To bridge high and low resource, transfer
learning methods for NER can be divided into two
types: the parallel corpora based and the shared
representation based transfer. Early works mainly
focused on exploiting parallel corpora to project
information between the high- and low-resource
languages (Yarowsky et al., 2001; Chen et al.,
2010; Li et al., 2012; Feng et al., 2018). For exam-
ple, (Chen et al., 2010) and (Feng et al., 2018) pro-
posed to jointly identify and align bilingual named
entities. Ni et al. (Ni and Florian, 2016; Ni et al.,
2017) utilized the Wikipedia entity type map-
pings to improve low-resource NER. (Mayhew
et al., 2017) created a cross-language NER system,
which works well for very minimal resources by
translate annotated data of high-resource into low-
resource. On the other hand, the shared represen-
tation methods do not require the parallel corre-
spondence (Rei and Søgaard, 2018). For instance,
(Fang and Cohn, 2017) proposed cross-lingual
word embeddings to transfer knowledge across re-
sources. (Yang et al., 2017) presented a trans-
fer learning approach based on deep hierarchical
recurrent neural network, where full/partial hid-
den features between source and target tasks are
shared. (Al-Rfou’ et al., 2015) built massive mul-
tilingual annotators with minimal human expertise
by using language agnostic techniques. (Cotterell
and Duh, 2017) proposed character-level neural
CRFs to jointly train and predict low- and high-
resource languages. (Pan et al., 2017) proposes
a large-scale cross-lingual named entity dataset
which contains 282 languages for evaluation. In
addition, multi-task learning (Yang et al., 2016;
Luong et al., 2016; Rei, 2017; Aguilar et al., 2017;
Hashimoto et al., 2017; Lin et al., 2018) shows
that jointly training on multiple tasks/languages
helps improve performance. Different from trans-
fer learning methods, multi-task learning aims at
improving the performance of all the resources in-
stead of low resource only.
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Figure 1: The general architecture of proposed models.

Adversarial Learning Adversarial learn-
ing originates from Generative Adversarial Nets
(GAN) (Goodfellow et al., 2014), which shows
impressing results in computer vision. Recently,
many papers have tried to apply adversarial learn-
ing to NLP tasks. (Liu et al., 2017) presented an
adversarial multi-task learning framework for text
classification. (Gui et al., 2017) applied the ad-
versarial discriminator to POS tagging for Twit-
ter. (Kim et al., 2017) proposed a language dis-
criminator to enable language-adversarial training
for cross-language POS tagging. Apart from ad-
versarial discriminator, adversarial training is an-
other concept originally introduced by (Szegedy
et al., 2014; Goodfellow et al., 2015) to improve
the robustness of image classification model by in-
jecting malicious perturbations into input images.
Recently, (Miyato et al., 2017) proposed a semi-
supervised text classification method by applying
adversarial training, where for the first time ad-
versarial perturbations were added onto word em-
beddings. (Yasunaga et al., 2018) applied adver-
sarial training to POS tagging. Different from all
these adversarial learning methods, our method is
more general and integrates both the adversarial
discriminator and adversarial training in an unified
framework to enable end-to-end training.

3 Dual Adversarial Transfer Network

In this section, we introduce two transfer architec-
tures for DATNet in detail. For the base model,
we follow the state-of-the-art LSTM-CNN-CRF
based structure (Huang et al., 2015; Lample et al.,
2016; Chiu and Nichols, 2016; Ma and Hovy,
2016) for NER task, as shown in Figure 1(a).

3.1 Character-level Encoder

Previous works have shown that character features
can boost sequence labeling performance by cap-
turing morphological and semantic information
(Lin et al., 2018). For low-resource dataset to ob-
tain high-quality word features, character features
learned from other language/domain may pro-
vide crucial information for labeling, especially
for rare and out-of-vocabulary words. Character-
level encoder usually contains BiLSTM (Lample
et al., 2016) and CNN (Chiu and Nichols, 2016;
Ma and Hovy, 2016) approaches. In practice,
(Reimers and Gurevych, 2017) observed that the
difference between the two approaches is statisti-
cally insignificant in sequence labeling tasks, but
character-level CNN is more efficient and has less
parameters. Thus, we use character-level CNN
and share character features between high- and
low-resource tasks to enhance the representations
of low-resource.

3.2 Word-level Encoder

To learn a better word-level representation, we
concatenate the character-level features of each
word with a latent word embedding as wi =
[wchar

i ,wemb
i ], where the latent word embedding

wemb
i is initialized with pre-trained embeddings

and fixed during training. One unique character-
istic of NER is that the historical and future in-
put for a given time step could be useful for la-
bel inference. To exploit such a characteristic,
we use bidirectional LSTM architecture (Hochre-
iter and Schmidhuber, 1997) to extract contextu-
alized word-level features. In this way, we can
gather the information from the past and future
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for a particular time frame t as follows,
−→
h t =

lstm(
−→
h t−1,wt),

←−
h t = lstm(

←−
h t+1,wt). After

the LSTM layer, the representation of a word is
obtained by concatenating its left and right context
representation as follows, ht = [

−→
h t,
←−
h t].

To consider the resource representation differ-
ence on word-level features, we introduce two
kinds of transferable word-level encoder in our
model, namely DATNet-Full Share (DATNet-F)
and DATNet-Part Share (DATNet-P). In DATNet-
F, all the BiLSTM units are shared by both re-
sources while word embeddings for different re-
sources are disparate. The illustrative figure is
depicted in the Figure 1(c). Different from the
DATNet-F, the DATNet-P decomposes the BiL-
STM units into the shared component and the
resource-related one, which is shown in the Fig-
ure 1(b). Different from existing works (Yang
et al., 2017; Fang and Cohn, 2017; Cotterell and
Duh, 2017; Cao et al., 2018), in this work, we in-
vestigate the performance of two different shared
representation architectures on different tasks and
give the corresponding guidance (see Section 4.5).

3.3 Generalized Resource-Adversarial
Discriminator

In order to make the feature representation ex-
tracted from the source domain more compatible
with those from the target domain, we encour-
age the outputs of the shared BiLSTM part to
be resource-agnostic by constructing a resource-
adversarial discriminator, which is inspired by
the Language-Adversarial Discriminator proposed
by (Kim et al., 2017). Unfortunately, previous
works did not consider the imbalance of training
size for two resources. Specifically, the target do-
main consists of very limited labeled training data,
e.g., 10 sentences. In contrast, labeled training
data in the source domain are much richer, e.g.,
10k sentences. If such imbalance was not con-
sidered during training, the stochastic gradient de-
scent (SGD) optimization would make the model
more biased to high resource (Lin et al., 2017b).
To address this imbalance problem, we impose a
weight α on two resources to balance their influ-
ences. However, in the experiment we also ob-
serve that the easily classified samples from high
resource comprise the majority of the loss and
dominate the gradient. To overcome this issue, we
further propose Generalized Resource-Adversarial
Discriminator (GRAD) to enable adaptive weights

for each sample which focuses the model training
on hard samples.

To compute the loss of GRAD, the output se-
quence of the shared BiLSTM is firstly encoded
into a single vector via a self-attention module
(Bahdanau et al., 2015), and then projected into a
scalar r via a linear transformation. The loss func-
tion of the resource classifier is formulated as:

`GRAD =−
∑

i

{Ii∈DS
α(1− ri)γ log ri

+ Ii∈DT
(1− α)rγi log(1− ri)}

(1)

where Ii∈DS
, Ii∈DT

are the identity functions to
denote whether a sentence is from high resource
(source) and low resource (target), respectively; α
is a weighting factor to balance the loss contri-
bution from high and low resource; the parame-
ter (1− ri)γ (or rγi ) controls the loss contribution
from individual samples by measuring the discrep-
ancy between prediction and true label (easy sam-
ples have smaller contribution); and γ scales the
contrast of loss contribution from hard and easy
samples. In practice, the value of γ does not need
to be tuned much and usually set as 2 in our ex-
periment. Intuitively, the weighting factors α and
(1 − ri)

γ reduce the loss contribution from high
resource and easy samples, respectively. Note that
though the resource classifier is optimized to min-
imize the resource classification error, when the
gradients originated from the resource classifica-
tion loss are back-propagated to the other model
parts than the resource classifier, they are negated
for parameter updates so that these bottom layers
are trained to be resource-agnostic.

3.4 Label Decoder

The label decoder induces a probability distri-
bution over sequences of labels, conditioned
on the word-level encoder features. In this
paper, we use a linear chain model based on the
first-order Markov chain structure, termed the
chain conditional random field (CRF) (Lafferty
et al., 2001), as the decoder. In this decoder,
there are two kinds of cliques: local cliques
and transition cliques. Specifically, local cliques
correspond to the individual elements in the
sequence. And transition cliques, on the other
hand, reflect the evolution of states between two
neighboring elements at time t − 1 and t and we
define the transition distribution as θ. Formally, a
linear-chain CRF can be written as p(y|h1:T ) =
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Benchmark Resource Language # Training Tokens (# Entities) # Dev Tokens (# Entities) # Test Tokens (# Entities)

CoNLL-2003 Source English 204,567 (23,499) 51,578 (5,942) 46,666 (5,648)

Cross-language NER

CoNLL-2002 Target Spanish 207,484 (18,797) 51,645 (4,351) 52,098 (3,558)
CoNLL-2002 Target Dutch 202,931 (13,344) 37,761 (2,616) 68,994 (3,941)

Cross-domain NER

WNUT-2016 Target English 46,469 (2,462) 16,261 (1,128) 61,908 (5,955)
WNUT-2017 Target English 62,730 (3,160) 15,733 (1,250) 23,394 (1,740)

Table 1: Statistics of CoNLL and WNUT Named Entity Recognition Datasets.

1
Z(h1:T ) exp

{∑T
t=2 θyt−1,yt +

∑T
t=1Wytht

}
,

whereZ(h1:T ) is a normalization term and y is the
sequence of predicted labels as follows: y = y1:T .
Model parameters are optimized to maximize
this conditional log likelihood, which acts as
the objective function of the model. We define
the loss function for source and target resources
as follows, `S = −∑i log p(y|h1:T ), `T =
−∑i log p(y|h1:T ).

3.5 Adversarial Training
So far our model can be trained end-to-end with
standard back-propagation by minimizing the fol-
lowing loss:

` = `GRAD + `S + `T (2)

Recent works have demonstrated that deep
learning models are fragile to adversarial exam-
ples (Goodfellow et al., 2015). In computer vision,
those adversarial examples can be constructed by
changing a very small number of pixels, which
are virtually indistinguishable to human percep-
tion (Pin-Yu et al., 2018). Recently, adversarial
samples are widely incorporated into training to
improve the generalization and robustness of the
model, which is so-called adversarial training (AT)
(Miyato et al., 2017). It emerges as a powerful
regularization tool to stabilize training and prevent
the model from being stuck in local minimum.
In this paper, we explore AT in context of NER.
To be specific, we prepare an adversarial sample
by adding the original sample with a perturbation
bounded by a small norm ε to maximize the loss
function as follows:

ηx = arg max
η:‖η‖2≤ε

`(Θ;x + η) (3)

where Θ is the current model parameters set.
However, we cannot calculate the value of η ex-
actly in general, because the exact optimization
with respect to η is intractable in neural net-
works. Following the strategy in (Goodfellow
et al., 2015), this value can be approximated by

linearizing it as follows, ηx = ε g
‖g‖2 , where g =

∇`(Θ;x) where ε can be determined on the val-
idation set. In this way, adversarial examples are
generated by adding small perturbations to the in-
puts in the direction that most significantly in-
creases the loss function of the model. We find
such η against the current model parameterized by
Θ, at each training step, and construct an adver-
sarial example by xadv = x + ηx. Note that we
generate this adversarial example on the word and
character embedding layer, respectively, as shown
in the Figure 1(b) and 1(c). Then, the classifier is
trained on the mixture of original and adversarial
examples to improve the generalization. To this
end, we augment the loss in Eqn. 2 and define the
loss function for adversarial training as:

`AT = `(Θ;x) + `(Θ;xadv) (4)

where `(Θ;x), `(Θ;xadv) represents the loss from
an original example and its adversarial counter-
part, respectively. Note that we present the AT
in a general form for the convenience of presen-
tation. For different samples, the loss and parame-
ters should correspond to their counterparts. For
example, for the source data with word embed-
ding wS , the loss can be defined as follows, `AT =
`(Θ;wS)+`(Θ;wS,adv) with wS,adv = wS+ηwS

and ` = `GRAD + `S . Similarly, we can compute
the perturbations ηc for char-embedding and ηwT

for target word embedding.

4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets
In order to evaluate the performance of DATNet,
we conduct the experiments on following widely
used NER datasets: CoNLL-2003 English NER
(Kim and De, 2003), CoNLL-2002 Spanish &
Dutch NER (Kim, 2002), WNUT-2016 & 2017
English Twitter NER (Zeman, 2017). The statis-
tics of these datasets are described in Table 1.
We use the official split of train/validation/test
sets. Different from previous works that either ap-
pend the one-hot gazetteer feature to the input of
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Mode Methods Additional Features CoNLL Datasets WNUT Datasets
POS Gazetteers Orthographic Spanish Dutch WNUT-2016 WNUT-2017

Mono-language
/domain

(Gillick et al., 2016) × × × 82.59 82.84 - -
(Lample et al., 2016) × √ × 85.75 81.74 - -
(Partalas et al., 2016)

√ √ √
- - 46.16 -

(Limsopatham and Collier, 2016) × × √
- - 52.41 -

(Lin et al., 2017a)
√ √ × - - - 40.42

Our Base Model Best
Mean & Std × × × 85.53

85.35±0.15
85.55

85.24±0.21
44.96

44.37±0.31
35.20

34.67±0.34

Cross-language
/domain

(Yang et al., 2017) × √ × 85.77 85.19 - -
(Lin et al., 2018) × √ × 85.88 86.55 - -
(Feng et al., 2018)

√ × × 86.42 88.39 - -
(von Däniken and Cieliebak, 2017) × √ × - - - 40.78
(Aguilar et al., 2017)

√ × √
- - - 41.86

DATNet-P Best
Mean & Std × × × 88.16

87.89±0.18
88.32

88.09±0.13
50.85

50.41±0.32
41.12

40.52±0.38

DATNet-F Best
Mean & Std × × × 87.04

86.79±0.20
87.77

87.52±0.19
53.43

53.03±0.24
42.83

42.32±0.32

Table 2: Comparison with State-of-the-art Results in CoNLL and WNUT datasets (F1-score).

Tasks CoNLL-2002 Spanish NER WNUT-2016 Twitter NER
# Target train sentences 10 50 100 200 500 1000 10 50 100 200 500 1000
Base 21.53 42.18 48.35 63.66 68.83 76.69 3.80 14.07 17.99 26.20 31.78 36.99
+ AT 19.23 41.01 50.46 64.83 70.85 77.91 4.34 16.87 18.43 26.32 35.68 41.69
+ P-Transfer 29.78 61.09 64.78 66.54 72.94 78.49 7.71 16.17 20.43 29.20 34.90 41.20
+ F-Transfer 39.72 63.00 63.36 66.39 72.88 78.04 15.26 20.04 26.60 32.22 38.35 44.81
DATNet-P 39.52 62.57 64.05 68.95 75.19 79.46 9.94 17.09 25.39 30.71 36.05 42.30
DATNet-F 44.52 63.89 66.67 68.35 74.24 78.56 17.14 22.59 28.41 32.48 39.20 45.25

Table 3: Experiments on Extremely Low Resource (F1-score).

the CRF layer (Collobert et al., 2011; Chiu and
Nichols, 2016; Yang et al., 2017) or introduce the
orthographic feature as additional input for learn-
ing social media NER in tweets (Partalas et al.,
2016; Limsopatham and Collier, 2016; Aguilar
et al., 2017), we do not use hand-crafted features
and only words and characters are considered as
the inputs. Our goal is to study the effects of trans-
ferring knowledge from high-resource dataset to
low-resource dataset. To be noted, we used only
training set for model training for all datasets ex-
cept the WNUT-2016 NER dataset. Since in this
dataset, all the previous studies merged the train-
ing set and validation set together for training.
Specifically, we use CoNLL-2003 English NER
dataset as high-resource (i.e., source) for all the
experiments, CoNLL-2002 and WNUT datasets
as low-resource (i.e., target) in cross-language and
cross-domain NER settings, respectively.

4.2 Experimental Setup

We use 50-dimensional publicly available pre-
trained word embeddings for English, Spanish
and Dutch of CoNLL and WNUT datasets in our
experiments, which are trained by word2vec on
the corresponding Wikipedia articles (Lin et al.,
2018), and the 30-dimensional randomly initial-
ized character embeddings are used for all the
datasets. We set the filters as 20 for char-level
CNN and the dimension of hidden states of the
word-level LSTM as 200 for both base model and

DATNet-F. For DATNet-P, we set 100 for source,
share, and target LSTMs, respectively. Parameters
optimization is performed by Adam (Kingma and
Ba, 2015) with gradient clipping of 5.0 and learn-
ing rate decay strategy. We set the initial learn-
ing rate of β0 = 0.001 for all experiments. At
each epoch t, learning rate βt is updated using
βt = β0/(1 + ρ × t), where ρ is decay rate with
0.05. To reduce over-fitting, we apply Dropout
(Srivastava et al., 2014) to the embedding layer
and the output of the LSTM layer, respectively.

4.3 Comparison with State-of-The-Art
Results

In this section, we compare our approach with
state-of-the-art methods on CoNLL and WNUT
benchmark datasets. Note that our models do not
use any additional large-scale language resources,
so we do not consider the language models (Peters
et al., 2018; Radford, 2018; Devlin et al., 2018)
for fair comparison. In the experiment, we ex-
ploit all the source data (i.e., CoNLL-2003 English
NER) and target data to improve performance of
target tasks. The averaged results with standard
deviation over 10 repetitive runs are summarized
in Table 2, and we also report the best results on
each task for fair comparison with other SOTA
methods. From results, we observe that incor-
porating the additional resource is helpful to im-
prove performance. DATNet-P achieves the high-
est F1 score on CoNLL-2002 Spanish and sec-
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CoNLL-2002 Spanish NER WNUT-2016 Twitter NER
Model F1-score Model F1-score Model F1-score Model F1-score
Base 85.35 +AT 86.12 Base 44.37 +AT 47.41
+P-T (no AD) 86.15 +AT +P-T (no AD) 86.90 +P-T (no AD) 47.66 +AT +P-T (no AD) 48.44
+F-T (no AD) 85.46 +AT +F-T (no AD) 86.17 +F-T (no AD) 49.79 +AT +F-T (no AD) 50.93
+P-T (AD) 86.32 +AT +P-T (AD) 87.19 +P-T (AD) 48.14 +AT +P-T (AD) 49.41
+F-T (AD) 85.58 +AT +F-T (AD) 86.38 +F-T (AD) 50.48 +AT +F-T (AD) 51.84

+P-T (GRAD) 86.93 +AT +P-T (GRAD)
(DATNet-P) 88.16 +P-T (GRAD) 48.91 +AT +P-T (GRAD)

(DATNet-P) 50.85

+F-T (GRAD) 85.91 +AT +F-T (GRAD)
(DATNet-F) 87.04 +F-T (GRAD) 51.31 +AT +F-T (GRAD)

(DATNet-F) 53.43

* AT: Adversarial Training; P-T: P-Transfer; F-T: F-Transfer; AD: Adversarial Discriminator; GRAD: Generalized Resource-
Adversarial Discriminator.

Table 4: Quantitative Performance Comparison between Models with Different Components.

α 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8

Ratio CoNLL-2002 Spanish NER
ρ = 0.1 78.37 78.63 78.70 78.32 77.96 77.92 77.88 77.78 77.85 77.90 77.65 77.57 77.38 77.49 77.29
ρ = 0.2 80.99 81.71 82.18 81.57 81.53 81.55 81.44 81.25 81.32 81.16 81.02 81.16 80.63 80.79 80.54
ρ = 0.4 83.76 83.73 84.18 84.48 84.26 84.12 83.54 83.40 83.52 84.18 83.42 83.47 83.28 83.33 83.19
ρ = 0.6 85.18 85.24 85.85 85.68 85.84 86.10 85.71 85.74 85.42 85.60 85.20 85.40 85.26 85.24 84.98

Table 5: Analysis of Discriminator Weight α in GRAD with Varying Data Ratio ρ (F1-score).

ond F1 score on CoNLL-2002 Dutch dataset while
DATNet-F beats others on WNUT-2016 and 2017
Twitter datasets. Different from other SOTA mod-
els, DATNets do not use any addition features1.
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Figure 2: Comparison with Different Target Data Ra-
tio, where AT stands for adversarial training, F(P)-
Transfer denotes the DATNet-F(P) without AT.

4.4 Transfer Learning Performance

In this section, we investigate on improvements
with transfer learning under multiple low-resource
settings with partial target data. To simulate a low-
resource setting, we randomly select subsets of
target data with varying data ratio at 0.05, 0.1, 0.2,
0.4, 0.6, and 1.0. The results for cross-language
and cross-domain transfer are shown in Figure
2(a) and 2(b), respectively, where we compare the
results with each part of DATNet under various
data ratios. From those figures, we have the fol-
lowing observations: 1) both adversarial training
and adversarial discriminator in DATNet consis-
tently contribute to the performance improvement;
2) the transfer learning component in the DATNet
consistently improves over the base model results

1We are not sure whether (Feng et al., 2018) has incorporated the valida-
tion set into training. And if we merge training and validation sets, we can push
the F1 score to 88.71.

and the improvement margin is more substantial
when the target data ratio is lower. For example,
when the data ratio is 0.05, DATNet-P model out-
performs the base model by more than 4% abso-
lutely in F1-score on Spanish NER and DATNet-
F model improves around 13% absolutely in F1-
score compared to base model on WNUT-2016
NER.

In the second experiment, we further investigate
DATNet on the extremely low resource cases, e.g.,
the number of training target sentences is 10, 50,
100, 200, 500 and 1,000. The setting is quite chal-
lenging and fewer previous works have studied be-
fore. The results are summarized in Table 3. We
have two interesting observations: 1) DATNet-F
outperforms DATNet-P on cross-language trans-
fer when the target resource is extremely low,
however, this situation is reversed when the tar-
get dataset size is large enough (here for this spe-
cific dataset, the threshold is 100 sentences); 2)
DATNet-F is always superior to DATNet-P on
cross-domain transfer. For the first observation,
DATNet-F with more shared hidden units is more
efficient to transfer knowledge than DATNet-P
when data size is extremely small. For the sec-
ond observation, because cross-domain transfer
are in the same language, more knowledge is com-
mon between source and target domains, requiring
more shared hidden features to carry with these
knowledge compared to cross-language transfer.
Therefore, for cross-language transfer with ex-
tremely low resource and cross-domain transfer,
we suggest using DATNet-F to achieve better per-
formance. As for cross-language transfer with rel-
atively more training data, DATNet-P is preferred.
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Figure 3: The visualization of extracted features from shared bidirectional-LSTM layer. The left, middle, and right
figures show the results when no Adversarial Discriminator (AD), AD, and GRAD is performed, respectively. Red
points denotes source CoNLL-2003 English examples, blue points denotes target CoNLL-2002 Spanish examples.

εwT 1.0 3.0 5.0 7.0 9.0

Ratio CoNLL-2002 Spanish NER
ρ = 0.1 75.90 76.23 77.38 77.77 78.13
ρ = 0.2 81.54 81.65 81.32 81.81 81.68
ρ = 0.4 83.62 83.83 83.43 83.99 83.40
ρ = 0.6 84.44 84.47 84.72 84.04 84.05

Table 6: Analysis of Maximum Perturbation εwT
in AT

with Varying Data Ratio ρ (F1-score).

4.5 Ablation Study of DATNet

In the proposed DATNet, both GRAD and AT
play important roles in low resource NER. In this
experiment, we further investigate how GRAD
and AT help to transfer knowledge across lan-
guage/domain. In the first experiment, we used
t-SNE (Maaten and Hinton, 2008) to visualize the
feature distribution of BiLSTM outputs without
AD, with normal AD (GRAD without considering
data imbalance), and with the proposed GRAD in
Figure 3. From this figure, we can see that GRAD
in DATNet makes the distribution of extracted fea-
tures from source and target datasets much more
similar by considering data imbalance, which in-
dicates that the outputs are resource-invariant.

To better understand the working mechanism,
Table 4 further reports the quantitative perfor-
mance comparison between models with different
components. We observe that GRAD shows the
stable superiority over the normal AD regardless
of other components. There is not always a win-
ner between DATNet-P and DATNet-F on differ-
ent settings. DATNet-P architecture is more suit-
able to cross-language transfer while DATNet-F is
more suitable to cross-domain transfer.

From the previous results, we know that AT
helps enhance the overall performance by adding
perturbations to inputs with the limit of ε = 5, i.e.,
‖η‖2 ≤ 5. In this experiment, we further investi-
gate how target perturbation εwT with fixed source

perturbation εwS = 5 in AT affects knowledge
transfer and the results on Spanish NER are sum-
marized in Table 6. The results generally indicate
that less training data require a larger ε to prevent
over-fitting, which further validates the necessity
of AT in the case of low resource data.

Finally, we analyze the discriminator weight α
in GRAD and results are summarized in Table 5.
From the results, it is interesting to find that α
is directly proportional to the data ratio ρ, basi-
cally, which means that more target training data
requires largerα (i.e., smaller 1−α to reduce train-
ing emphasis on the target domain) to achieve bet-
ter performance.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we develop a transfer learning model
DATNet for low-resource NER, which aims at
addressing representation difference and resource
data imbalance problems. We introduce two vari-
ants, DATNet-F and DATNet-P, which can be cho-
sen according to cross-language/domain user case
and target dataset size. To improve model gen-
eralization, we propose dual adversarial learning
strategies, i.e., AT and GRAD. Extensive exper-
iments show the superiority of DATNet over ex-
isting models and it achieves significant improve-
ments on CoNLL and WNUT NER benchmark
datasets.
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Abstract

Prior work has shown that, on small amounts
of training data, syntactic neural language
models learn structurally sensitive generalisa-
tions more successfully than sequential lan-
guage models. However, their computational
complexity renders scaling difficult, and it re-
mains an open question whether structural bi-
ases are still necessary when sequential mod-
els have access to ever larger amounts of train-
ing data. To answer this question, we intro-
duce an efficient knowledge distillation (KD)
technique that transfers knowledge from a syn-
tactic language model trained on a small cor-
pus to an LSTM language model, hence en-
abling the LSTM to develop a more struc-
turally sensitive representation of the larger
training data it learns from. On targeted syn-
tactic evaluations, we find that, while sequen-
tial LSTMs perform much better than previ-
ously reported, our proposed technique sub-
stantially improves on this baseline, yielding
a new state of the art. Our findings and anal-
ysis affirm the importance of structural biases,
even in models that learn from large amounts
of data.

1 Introduction

Language models (LMs) based on sequential
LSTMs (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) have
numerous practical applications, but it has also
been shown that they do not always develop accu-
rate syntactic generalisations (Marvin and Linzen,
2018). Thus, one strategy for improving LSTMs
is to change their biases to facilitate more linguis-
tically valid generalisations.

This paper introduces a scalable method for in-
troducing syntactic biases to LSTMs (and indeed,
to any left-to-right language model trained with
a cross-entropy objective) by distilling knowl-
edge (Bucilǎ et al., 2006; Hinton et al., 2015) from
recurrent neural network grammars (Dyer et al.,

2016, RNNGs). RNNGs have been shown to suc-
cessfully capture non-local syntactic dependencies
(Kuncoro et al., 2018), achieve excellent parsing
performance (Kuncoro et al., 2017; Fried et al.,
2017), and correlate well with encephalography
signals (Hale et al., 2018). Unfortunately, these
benefits come at the expense of scalability, since
the hierarchical constituent composition process
(§3) within RNNGs means that the structure of the
computation graph for a sentence varies according
to its tree structure. Even with the help of auto-
matic dynamic batching (Neubig et al., 2017a,b),
RNNGs can be ten times slower to train than a
comparable LSTM as they benefit less from spe-
cialised hardware like GPUs. As such, RNNGs
are an impractical alternative to computationally
convenient architectures that are used to build lan-
guage models from massive corpora (Peters et al.,
2018; Howard and Ruder, 2018; Devlin et al.,
2019; Radford et al., 2019).

As RNNGs are hard to scale, we instead use
the predictions of an RNNG teacher model trained
on a small training set, to guide the learning of
syntactic structure in a sequential LSTM student
model, which is trained on the training set in its
entirety. We denote the resulting lanugage model
(i.e., the student LSTM) as a distilled syntax-
aware LSTM LM (DSA-LSTM). Intuitively, the
RNNG teacher is an expert on syntactic general-
isation, although it lacks the opportunity to learn
the relevant semantic and common-sense knowl-
edge from a large training corpus. By learning
from both, the DSA-LSTM therefore learns from a
signal that is informative for syntactic generalisa-
tion, but without sacrificing the semantic richness
contained in a large corpus.

Since the DSA-LSTM differs from a conven-
tional LSTM only in its training loss, it has the
same hardware-friendly computational structure
as a conventional LSTM, and is therefore much
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faster to train. On targeted syntactic evaluations, it
achieves better accuracy than: (i) a strong LSTM
LM which, through careful hyperparameter tun-
ing, performs much better than previously thought
(§2); (ii) the teacher RNNG that exploits a hierar-
chical inductive bias but lacks scalability (§3); and
(iii) a born-again network (Furlanello et al., 2018)
that similarly learns from KD, albeit without a hi-
erarchical bias from the teacher. We analyse the
DSA-LSTM’s internal representation through the
syntactic probe (Shi et al., 2016; Adi et al., 2017)
of Blevins et al. (2018), and find that the learned
representations encode hierarchical information to
a large extent, despite the DSA-LSTM lacking di-
rect access to syntactic annotation.

While not directly comparable, on subject-verb
agreement both the teacher RNNG and student
DSA-LSTM outperform BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019; Goldberg, 2019), which benefits from bidi-
rectional information and is trained on 30 times
as much data. Altogether, these findings suggest
that structural biases continue to play an important
role, even at massive data scales, in improving the
linguistic competence of LMs.

2 Replication of Targeted Syntactic
Evaluations of LSTM LMs

In this section, we replicate the targeted syntac-
tic evaluations reported by Marvin and Linzen
(2018), which assess LMs’ ability to assign higher
probability in grammatical/ungrammatical mini-
mal pairs within a variety of complex syntactic
structures. This will serve as our primary evalu-
ation instrument in this paper.

The following example illustrates the subject-
verb agreement across an object relative clause
(no complementiser) construction:

• The farmer the parents love swims/∗swim.

An LM succeeds on each example iff it assigns
a higher probability to the grammatical sentence.
Marvin and Linzen (2018) report that LSTMs,
even with multi-task syntactic supervision, on ag-
gregate still lag far behind human performance.

Experimental settings. Following Marvin and
Linzen (2018), we use LSTMs with 650 hidden
units trained on the Wikipedia corpus of Gulor-
dava et al. (2018). Hyperparameters are optimised
based on a grid search and can be found in the Ap-
pendix. As the targeted syntactic evaluations are
based on individual sentences, our LSTM models

each sentence separately.1

Discussion. We present our findings in Table 1
(“Ours”); for all our models we report mean and
standard deviation of 10 identical models from dif-
ferent random seeds. Our LSTM LM achieves
much better perplexity than the LSTM LM (32%
ppl. reduction) and even the multi-task LSTM
(12% reduction) of Marvin and Linzen (2018). As
our LSTM has the same number of hidden units,
we attribute this gap to differences in optimisation
and codebases. On aggregate, our LSTM LM out-
performs the LSTM multi-task model from Mar-
vin and Linzen (2018) that exploits explicit CCG
annotations, and is able to match or exceed hu-
man performance on 7 out of all 15 constructions,
thus confirming earlier findings that neural lan-
guage models are able to acquire complex syntac-
tic generalisation without explicit syntactic super-
vision (Gulordava et al., 2018; Goldberg, 2019).

Despite the small variance in perplexity (stdev
0.16 ppl.), the trained LMs exhibit large variance
in accuracy for some constructions (up to stdev
0.12 for NPI across a relative clause). This ob-
servation is consistent with earlier findings that
models with similar perplexity may exhibit differ-
ent patterns of syntactic generalisation (Kuncoro
et al., 2018; Tran et al., 2018), and serves as a cau-
tion against reporting results based on single runs.

3 Syntactic Evaluation with RNNG

To what extent can a model that leverages syntac-
tic bias and annotation do well on targeted syntac-
tic evaluations, even when trained on less data?

Here we briefly describe and assess the perfor-
mance of the stack-only RNNG (Kuncoro et al.,
2017) that we use as the teacher. Our choice
of RNNG is motivated by its excellent number
agreement performance on the Linzen et al. (2016)
dataset,2 achieving 92.9% for four attractors un-
der purely incremental decoding (Kuncoro et al.,
2018).

1By modelling each sentence separately, our setup is con-
sistent with that of Marvin and Linzen (2018) but differs from
those with cross-sentential context (Mikolov et al., 2010).

2While BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) achieves even bet-
ter number agreement performance (Goldberg, 2019), the re-
sults are not directly comparable since BERT operates non-
incrementally and was trained on 500 times as much data.
The current state of the art among models trained on the
Linzen et al. (2016) training set is the adaptive universal
transformer model (Dehghani et al., 2019).
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Marvin & Linzen models Ours Ours (small training)
M&L-LSTM M&L-Multi Our LSTM Small LSTM† RNNG† Humans

Gulordava et al. (2018) test perplexity 78.65 61.10 53.73 (±0.16) 94.54 (±0.21) 92.30 (±0.27) N/A
SUBJECT-VERB AGREEMENT

Simple 0.94 1.00 1.00 (±0.00) 0.89 (±0.03) 0.99 (±0.01) 0.96
In a sentential complement 0.99 0.93 0.97 (±0.02) 0.89 (±0.01) 0.93 (±0.02) 0.93
Short VP coordination 0.90 0.90 0.96 (±0.02) 0.90 (±0.03) 0.96 (±0.02) 0.94
Long VP coordination 0.61 0.81 0.82 (±0.05) 0.78 (±0.03) 0.94 (±0.03) 0.82
Across a prepositional phrase 0.57 0.69 0.89 (±0.02) 0.83 (±0.02) 0.95 (±0.01) 0.85
Across a subject relative clause 0.56 0.74 0.87 (±0.02) 0.81 (±0.04) 0.95 (±0.03) 0.88
Across an object relative clause 0.50 0.57 0.77 (±0.11) 0.54 (±0.08) 0.95 (±0.03) 0.85
Across an object relative clause (no that) 0.52 0.52 0.70 (±0.05) 0.55 (±0.07) 0.93 (±0.02) 0.82
In an object relative clause 0.84 0.89 0.90 (±0.03) 0.79 (±0.05) 0.96 (±0.01) 0.78
In an object relative clause (no that) 0.71 0.81 0.86 (±0.05) 0.72 (±0.03) 0.96 (±0.02) 0.79
Average of subject-verb agreement 0.71 0.79 0.87 (±0.02) 0.77 (±0.02) 0.95 (±0.01) 0.86

REFLEXIVE ANAPHORA
Simple 0.83 0.86 0.91 (±0.01) 0.93 (±0.01) 0.83 (±0.02) 0.96
In a sentential complement 0.86 0.83 0.81 (±0.02) 0.77 (±0.03) 0.46 (±0.05) 0.91
Across a relative clause 0.55 0.56 0.64 (±0.02) 0.63 (±0.02) 0.82 (±0.02) 0.87
Average of reflexive anaphora 0.75 0.75 0.79 (±0.01) 0.78 (±0.01) 0.70 (±0.02) 0.91

NEGATIVE POLARITY ITEMS
Simple 0.40 0.48 0.96 (±0.04) 0.93 (±0.06) 0.28 (±0.05) 0.98
Across a relative clause 0.41 0.73 0.75 (±0.12) 0.82 (±0.09) 0.78 (±0.06) 0.81
Average of negative polarity items 0.41 0.61 0.86 (±0.06) 0.88 (±0.05) 0.53 (±0.04) 0.90
Average of all constructions 0.68 0.75 0.85 (±0.02) 0.79 (±0.02) 0.85 (±0.02) 0.88

Table 1: Replication of Marvin and Linzen (2018) results. M&L-Multi is the Marvin and Linzen (2018)
LSTM trained on LM and CCG supertagging (Bangalore and Joshi, 1999; Clark and Curran, 2007) losses
with an interpolation factor of 0.5. We report our LSTM LM, small LSTM†, and RNNG† performance
(†smaller training data; §3) in the format of mean (±standard deviation) of 10 identical models from
different seeds. Results in bold denote the best among models trained on similar amounts of training
data.

3.1 Recurrent Neural Network Grammars
An RNNG defines the joint probability of sur-
face string x and phrase-structure tree y, denoted
as t(x,y). The model generates phrase-structure
trees in a top-down, left-to-right manner through
a series of action sequences in a process reminis-
cent of shift-reduce parsing. At any given state,
the decision over which action to take is param-
eterised by a stack LSTM (Dyer et al., 2015) en-
coding partially-completed constituents. Let ht be
the stack LSTM hidden state at time t. The next
action at ∈ {GEN, NT, REDUCE} is sampled ac-
cording to a categorical distribution defined by an
affine transformation and a softmax:

at ∼ softmax(Waht + ba).

• If at ∈ {GEN, NT}, the model samples a termi-
nal x or a non-terminal n from each respective
categorical distribution as the next input:

x ∼ softmax(Wxht + bx),

n ∼ softmax(Wnht + bn).

• If at = REDUCE, the topmost stack elements
going back to the last incomplete non-terminal
are popped, and a composition function (here

a bidirectional LSTM) is executed to represent
the completed phrase on the stack. This recur-
sive composition function constitutes a primary
difference with the syntactic LM of Choe and
Charniak (2016) that operates sequentially, and
has been found to be crucial for achieving good
number agreement (Kuncoro et al., 2018) and
correlation with brain signals (Hale et al., 2018).

The stack LSTM, composition function, lookup
embeddings, and pairs of affine transformation
weights and biases {W,b} are model parameters.

3.2 Experiments

Here we outline the experimental settings and
present our RNNG findings.

Experimental settings. We implement the
RNNG with DyNet and enable autobatching on
GPU. Predicted phrase-structure trees for the
training and validation sets of the Gulordava et al.
(2018) Wikipedia dataset are obtained with a
pre-trained Berkeley parser (Petrov and Klein,
2007). Since training the RNNG on the full
training set with the same number of hidden units
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as the LSTM would take more than a month,3

we train the RNNG on ∼ 20% of the training set
(600,000 sentences), and use a smaller hidden
state size of 256 (vs. 650 for the full LSTM). As
the dataset is pre-processed, we select this subset
such that all word types occur at least once in this
smaller training set.
Incremental decoding and marginal probabil-
ity. To preserve incrementality constraints, at
test time we use a word-synchronised beam search
(Fried et al., 2017) with fast-tracking (Stern et al.,
2017), using word and action beam sizes of k =
50 and k × 10 = 500, respectively. As exact in-
ference of t(x) is intractable, we evaluate with a
lower bound of the marginal probability by sum-
ming over the top k hypotheses yb(x)

1 , . . . ,y
b(x)
k

on the beam b(x) once parsing finishes:

t(x) =
∑

y′∈T (x)

t(x,y′) ≥
k∑

i=1

t(x,y
b(x)
i ),

where T (x) denotes the set of all possible phrase-
structure trees for a sentence x. On targeted
syntactic evaluations, the model succeeds iff
log t(xcorrect) > log t(xincorrect).
Discussion. We present the results in Table 1
(sixth column: “RNNG”), and compare with
LSTMs trained on: (i) the full dataset (fourth col-
umn: “Our LSTM”), and (ii) the same (smaller)
training set as the RNNG (fifth column: “Small
LSTM”). Our findings clearly reaffirm the ben-
efits of both hierarchical bias and data scale. In
terms of hierarchical bias, an RNNG that leverages
syntactic annotations and explicit composition op-
erators outperforms a comparable small LSTM on
11 out of 15 constructions, and on aggregate im-
proves accuracy on targeted syntactic evaluations
from 79% to 85% (29% error reduction), thus
matching the aggregate performance of the full
LSTM trained on 5 times as much data, although
we remark that their success and failure modes ap-
pear to be different.

In terms of data scale, the LSTM LM trained
on the full training set substantially outperforms
the LSTM trained on the smaller training set. In
particular, the performance difference between the
small and full LSTMs sheds light on which con-
structions are sensitive to variations in the amount

3We tested the speed of RNNGs and LSTMs with simi-
lar capacity (40 million parameters) on DyNet. Both models
ran on a single Quadro P4000 GPU with automatic batching
turned on and a batch size of 20 sentences.

of data. For instance, agreement across an ob-
ject relative clause exhibits large variations across
the two training regimes (77% to 54%), suggest-
ing that LSTMs require a large amount of data
to learn these constructions well. Our finding
on the importance of data scale for LM training
is consistent with the success of recent LM pre-
training approaches (Peters et al., 2018; Devlin
et al., 2019, inter alia) and earlier work on noisy
channel models for tasks such as machine transla-
tion and speech recognition (Jelinek, 1997; Rosen-
feld, 2000; Koehn, 2010, inter alia).

Despite its smaller training set, the RNNG per-
forms extremely well on subject-verb agreement,
substantially outperforming both the full LSTM
and a pre-trained BERT (Devlin et al., 2019, Ta-
ble 2) trained on 150 times as much data, although
it still lags behind the full LSTM on reflexive
anaphora and NPI.

4 Syntax-Aware Language Model

Given the trade-off between hierarchical opera-
tions and scalability, how can we design LMs that
can better capture complex syntactic dependencies
and be easily scalable at the same time?

4.1 Knowledge Distillation (KD)
The goal of KD is to find a set of student
model parameters θ̂KD that would minimise the
Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence between the
teacher RNNG’s marginal probability t(x) =∑
y′∈T (x) t(x,y

′) and the LSTM student qθ(x).
Expanding the KL term and removing terms that
do not depend on θ yields:

θ̂KD = arg min
θ

DKL (t(x) || qθ(x)) , (1)

= arg min
θ
−
∑

x∈Σ∗
t(x) log qθ(x), (2)

= arg min
θ
−Ex∼t(x) log qθ(x), (3)

where Σ denotes the set of all word types in the
vocabulary, and Σ∗ the set of all possible sen-
tences. As Eq. 2 involves an intractable sum-
mation over the set of all possible sentences,
one alternative is to approximate this expectation
with Monte Carlo sampling to obtain K sentences
D′ = {x′(1), . . . ,x′(K)} from t(x),4 and train a
student LSTM LM on these sampled sentences as
opposed to ground-truth LM data:

4While an RNNG estimates t(x,y), a simple way of sam-
pling surface strings x from the RNNG is to sample pairs of
(x(k),y(k)) ∼ t(x,y) and ignore all non-terminals y(k).
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Ex∼t(x) log qθ(x) ≈ 1

K

∑

x′∈D′

|x′|∑

j=1

log qθ(x
′
j |x′<j),

although our preliminary experiments suggest that
this procedure performs poorly due to high vari-
ance.5 We instead approximate Eq. 3 by minimis-
ing the KL at the local word-level:

Ex∼t(x) log qθ(x) ≈

Ex∗∼p∗(x)

|x∗|∑

j=1

DKL (t(w | x∗<j) || qθ(w | x∗<j)) ,

where x∗ is sampled from the empirical distribu-
tion p∗(x), rather than from the teacher RNNG.
Here t(w | x∗<j) and qθ(w | x∗<j) respectively
parameterise the (marginal) probability of gener-
ating the next-word continuation w ∈ Σ, given the
“ground-truth” conditioning context x∗<j , under
the teacher and student models.

For a dataset of sentences D =
{x∗(1), . . . ,x∗(|D|)} characterising the em-
pirical distribution p∗(x∗) = 1

|D| when x∗ ∈ D
(i.i.d. assumption), the word-level objective is:

θ̂KD ≈ arg min
θ
− 1

|D|
∑

x∗∈D
`KD(x∗; θ),

`KD(x∗; θ) =

|x∗|∑

j=1

∑

w∈Σ

t(w | x∗<j) log qθ(w | x∗<j).

In earlier work, this local word-level approxima-
tion to the KD objective for sequence models has
been shown to work surprisingly well in the case
of neural machine translation6 (Kim and Rush,
2016) and language modelling (Furlanello et al.,
2018, Born-Again Networks).
Interpolation. As the teacher RNNG is trained
on a smaller training set, the DSA-LSTM should
not only aim to emulate the RNNG’s predictions
and risk being upper-bounded by the teacher’s per-
formance, but also learn from the correct next
word x∗j to fully exploit scalability.7 We thus inter-
polate the distillation (left) and LM (right) losses:

5This procedure of training a student LSTM LM on string
samples from the RNNG with K ≈ 3, 000, 000 yields a high
validation perplexity of above 1,000, due to the enormity of
the sample space and the use of discrete samples.

6While Kim and Rush (2016) proposed a technique for
sequence-level KD for machine translation through beam
search, the same technique is not directly applicable to LM,
which is an unconditional language generation problem.

7Recall that `KD(x; θ) does not depend on the true next
word x∗j .

θ̂α-int = arg min
θ
− 1

|D|
∑

x∗∈D
α`KD(x∗; θ) + (1− α)

|x∗|∑

j=1

log qθ(x
∗
j | x∗<j)


 ,

where α is the interpolation coefficient. We illus-
trate the effect of this interpolation in Fig. 1.

Furthermore, computing `KD(x∗; θ) requires
the RNNG’s estimate of t(w | x∗<j), which ne-
cessitates an expensive marginalisation over all
tree prefixes that generate w conditional on x∗<j .
For efficiency, we approximate this using the one-
best predicted tree from a pre-trained Berkeley
parser,8 denoted as ŷberk(x∗), as follows:

t(w | x∗<j) ≈ t(w | x∗<j , ŷberk
<j (x∗)),

where ŷberk
<j (x∗) are all the non-terminals in

ŷberk(x∗) that occur before x∗j . In other words,
we first parse the sentence with a Berkeley parser,
and use the resulting tree prefix as conditioning
context to compute the probability of generating
w ∈ Σ under the RNNG. While this means that the
teacher’s predictions are not derived from a purely
incremental process,9 the student DSA-LSTM still
operates strictly incrementally. This interpolated
objective is similar to label smoothing (Szegedy
et al., 2016; Pereyra et al., 2017), with the softmax
distribution of the RNNG as the smoothing factor
as opposed to the uniform distribution.
Intuition. In Fig. 1, we provide an intuition
about why the interpolation of the distillation and
LM losses could inject hierarchical bias into a se-
quential model. We consider the interpolated tar-
get with α = 0.5 for a prefix (suppressing non-
terminals) Parts of the river valley, where the cor-
rect continuation is have since the agreement con-
troller parts is plural. The standard LM loss is
zero only when all word types other than the cor-
rect one are assigned zero probability mass, and
it is only in expectation (across training contexts)
that syntactic regularities are inferred. In contrast,
the interpolated target assigns a minimum proba-
bility of 0.5 to the correct label, but crucially con-
tains additional information about the plausibility
of every alternative based on the teacher RNNG’s
predictions. Under this objective, the plural verbs

8We use the same pre-trained Berkeley parser to obtain
training and validation trees in §3.

9The resulting syntactic prefix ŷberk
<j (x) for approximating

t(w | x∗<j) under the RNNG is obtained from a Berkeley
parser that has access to yet unseen words x>j .
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Figure 1: Example of the KD target (top), the standard LM target (middle), and the interpolated target
used to train the DSA-LSTM (bottom) with α = 0.5, for a prefix (showing only the terminals) Parts of
the river valley, where the correct continuation is have due to the plural subject parts.

are and meander are assigned relatively high prob-
ability mass since they fit both the syntactic and
semantic constraints (e.g. Parts of the river val-
ley often meander), while the set of singular verbs
has, meanders, and is are assigned much lower
probability mass since they are syntactically il-
licit. Thus, as long as the RNNG makes the accu-
rate structural generalisations (and we have shown
that it largely does in §3), every training instance
provides the student LSTM with a wealth of in-
formation about all the possible legitimate contin-
uations according to the predictions of the hier-
archical teacher, thereby making it easier for the
student to learn the appropriate hierarchical con-
straints and generalisations.

Differences with other KD work. Our ap-
proach departs from the predominant view of
distillation primarily as a means of compressing
knowledge from a bigger teacher or an ensemble
to a compact student (Ba and Caruana, 2014; Kim
and Rush, 2016; Liu et al., 2018, inter alia) in two
important ways. First, here the teacher and stu-
dent models are different in character, and not just
in size: we transfer knowledge from a teacher that
models the joint probability of strings and phrase-
structure trees through hierarchical operations, to
a student that only models surface strings through
sequential operations. This setup presents an in-
teresting dynamic since the DSA-LSTM has to
mimic the predictions of the RNNG, which condi-
tions on syntactic annotation to guide hierarchical
operations, even though the DSA-LSTM itself has
no direct access to any syntactic annotations at all.

Second, distillation thus far has mostly been

applied in settings where the teacher and student
models are trained on the same data. For scal-
ability reasons, we train the RNNG on a subset
of the data, and obtain its soft predictions on the
rest. We hypothesise that the predictions of the
hierarchical teacher—although they come from a
model trained on a smaller dataset—can neverthe-
less encourage the LSTM to develop structurally
sensitive representations of the larger dataset it ob-
serves.

Born-Again Networks (BA). In practice, the in-
terpolated distillation objective above can be ap-
plied to any teacher and student models. Recently,
Furlanello et al. (2018) surprisingly finds perplex-
ity improvement in a born-again setup that trains
an LSTM LM on the gold data, and then uses the
resulting model as a teacher to a student LSTM
that shares the same architecture as the teacher. To
better understand the importance of learning from
a hierarchical teacher (which is not the case in a
BA-LSTM since the teacher model is also sequen-
tial), we present experiments comparing the DSA-
LSTM with a BA-LSTM.

4.2 Experiments

Here we describe our experimental settings and
present our findings.

Computational challenge. The KD loss neces-
sitates computing the teacher RNNG’s predictive
softmax distribution for each token in the train-
ing set, but pre-computing these for the Gulor-
dava et al. (2018) training set leads to a pro-
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hibitive memory footprint.10 To save space, we
instead pre-compute the teacher RNNG’s hidden
state ht ∈ RM for every token xt in the training
set (M � |Σ|), and compute the teacher’s soft-
max on-the-fly with an affine transformation and
a softmax, which presents minimal computational
overhead.
Experimental settings. The DSA-LSTM has an
identical architecture to the LSTM LM (§2), al-
though the learning rate is optimised indepen-
dently (Appendix). We select the final model
based on validation LM perplexity, with targeted
syntactic evaluations only applied at test time.

Training speed. Since the DSA-LSTM operates
sequentially, it is amenable to batching operations
and is five times faster to train than a comparable
RNNG. Despite this significant speed-up, train-
ing the DSA-LSTM in our basic implementation
is still half as fast as the standard LM objective.
We attribute this difference to the additional com-
putational overhead associated with the distillation
objective, such as I/O operations and computing
the cross-entropy between the teacher and student
models for the entire vocabulary. These opera-
tions, however, only apply at training time; at test
time there is no overhead of inferring qθ̂α-int

(x) un-
der the DSA-LSTM.

Baselines. The DSA-LSTM benefits from three
main components: (i) a KD objective, which in
itself has been shown to be a good regulariser
(Furlanello et al., 2018), (ii) the scalability of
the sequential architecture, and (iii) a hierarchical
bias, which here comes from the teacher RNNG.
To understand the benefit of each component, we
compare DSA-LSTM with these baselines:

• a strong LSTM LM (§2) that is scalable but
lacks a hierarchical bias (“Full LSTM”);

• the teacher RNNG trained on a 20% subset of
the training set (§3), which benefits from a hier-
archical bias but lacks scalability (“RNNG”);

• a DSA-LSTM trained on the same smaller sub-
set as the teacher RNNG (“S-DSA-LSTM”).
This baseline isolates the importance of scala-
bility, since it still benefits from a KD objective
and a hierarchical bias from the teacher RNNG;

10Pre-computing the RNNG’s predictions necessitates
storing N × |Σ| numbers, where N is the number of tokens.
For the Gulordava et al. (2018) training set (∼80M tokens),
this requires storing 4 trillion floating points, or 25 terabytes.

• a born-again LSTM that benefits from KD and
scalability, though it lacks a hierarchical bias
due to the sequential teacher (“BA-LSTM”).

Discussion. To avoid clutter, for each model
variant we present only the mean performance of
10 identical models from different random seeds;
results with standard deviations are in the Ap-
pendix. We present our findings in Table 2, based
on which we derive several observations.

• Of the three models trained on the small subset,
the S-DSA-LSTM outperforms the small LSTM
trained on standard LM objective, improving
overall acccuracy from 0.79 to 0.82 (14% error
reduction), even though both models share the
same architecture and training set size (i.e. only
the training objective is different). On subject-
verb agreement, the S-DSA-LSTM successfully
narrows the gap with the slower teacher RNNG,
which benefits from syntactic bias and annota-
tion. These findings confirm our hypothesis that
the KD approach constitutes an efficient way to
inject hierarchical bias into sequential models.

• The born-again model (BA-LSTM) outperforms
the LSTM LM, albeit by a small margin. This
finding suggests that KD helps improve the syn-
tactic competence of LSTMs, even when the
teacher model lacks explicit hierarchical bias
and shares the same architecture as the student.

• In terms of perplexity, both BA-LSTM and
DSA-LSTM perform slightly worse than the
full LSTM LM trained without KD loss. We
attribute this gap to the smoother target distri-
bution when using KD, which effectively pe-
nalises high probabilities on the correct next
word x∗j unless the teacher model is extremely
confident. This observation is consistent with
earlier findings on label smoothing in machine
translation (Pereyra et al., 2017; Vaswani et al.,
2017), which often results in better BLEU at the
expense of slightly worse likelihood.

• Despite identical architectures, on aggregate
the DSA-LSTM substantially improves over the
full LSTM (85% to 89%), constituting a 27% er-
ror rate reduction and a new state of the art. Our
findings suggest that the DSA-LSTM combines
the best of both hierarchical bias and data scale:
on subject-verb agreement, the DSA-LSTM im-
proves over the LSTM baseline and narrows the
gap with the teacher RNNG, while at the same
time performing well on reflexive anaphora and
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Small Training Set Full Training Set
Small LSTM† S-DSA-LSTM† RNNG† Full LSTM BA-LSTM DSA-LSTM BERT Humans

Gulordava et al. (2018) test ppl. 94.54 93.95 92.30 53.73 54.64 56.74 N/A N/A
SUBJECT-VERB AGREEMENT

Simple 0.89 0.96 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.96
In a sentential complement 0.89 0.98 0.93 0.97 0.98 0.98 0.83 0.93
Short VP coordination 0.90 0.88 0.96 0.96 0.95 0.99 0.89 0.94
Long VP coordination 0.78 0.74 0.94 0.82 0.80 0.80 0.98 0.82
Across a prepositional phrase 0.83 0.88 0.95 0.89 0.89 0.91 0.85 0.85
Across a subject relative clause 0.81 0.87 0.95 0.87 0.87 0.90 0.84 0.88
Across an object relative clause 0.54 0.69 0.95 0.77 0.81 0.84 0.89 0.85
Across an object relative clause (no that) 0.55 0.61 0.93 0.70 0.74 0.77 0.86 0.82
In an object relative clause 0.79 0.87 0.96 0.90 0.91 0.92 0.95 0.78
In an object relative clause (no that) 0.72 0.88 0.96 0.86 0.83 0.92 0.79 0.79
Average of subject-verb agreement 0.77 0.84 0.95 0.87 0.88 0.90 0.89 0.86

REFLEXIVE ANAPHORA
Simple 0.93 0.90 0.83 0.91 0.92 0.91 0.94 0.96
In a sentential complement 0.77 0.78 0.46 0.81 0.81 0.82 0.89 0.91
Across a relative clause 0.63 0.67 0.82 0.64 0.64 0.67 0.80 0.87
Average of reflexive anaphora 0.78 0.78 0.70 0.79 0.79 0.80 0.88 0.91

NEGATIVE POLARITY ITEMS
Simple 0.93 0.84 0.28 0.96 0.98 0.94 N/A 0.98
Across a relative clause 0.82 0.73 0.78 0.75 0.70 0.91 N/A 0.81
Average of negative polarity items 0.88 0.79 0.53 0.86 0.84 0.92 N/A 0.90
Average of all constructions 0.79 0.82 0.85 0.85 0.86 0.89 N/A 0.88

Table 2: Experimental findings of the “DSA-LSTM”. For each column, we report the mean of 10 iden-
tical models trained from different random seeds; standard deviation values are reported in the Ap-
pendix. “S-DSA-LSTM” indicates the DSA-LSTM trained on the smaller RNNG training set, while
“BA-LSTM” is the born-again model where the teacher is the full LSTM LM. We also compare with
the syntactic generalisation of “BERT” Base (Devlin et al., 2019; Goldberg, 2019), which is not strictly
comparable since it is trained on 30 times as much data. † indicates models trained on the smaller 20%
training set (§3). Results in bold denote the best among those trained with the same amounts of data.

NPI, on which the teacher RNNG (but not the
full LSTM) fails to achieve a good performance.

• While not directly comparable, the DSA-LSTM
outperforms a pre-trained BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019; Goldberg, 2019)11 on subject-verb agree-
ment. Since BERT benefits from bidirectional-
ity and was trained on 30 times as much data
as the DSA-LSTM, this finding suggests that,
at least in terms of syntactic competence, struc-
tural biases continue to be relevant even as the
current generation of sequential LMs is able to
exploit increasingly large amounts of data.

4.3 Probing for Hierarchical Information

Having established the advantages of the DSA-
LSTM on targeted syntactic evaluations, we turn
to the question of analysing how its internal rep-
resentation differs from that of a standard LSTM
LM. To this end, we adopt the method of Blevins
et al. (2018) and use a probe (Shi et al., 2016; Adi
et al., 2017; Belinkov et al., 2017; Conneau et al.,
2018; Hewitt and Manning, 2019, inter alia) that

11Goldberg (2019) applies an additional pre-processing
step, removing sentences in which the focus verb does not
appear as a single word in the word piece-based vocabulary;
hence, the evaluation sentences are slightly different.

predicts the grandparent constituent of a word to-
ken xt, based on its encoding ht under the pre-
trained LSTM. Under this framework, the accu-
racy of the probe on a held-out set can be un-
derstood as an indication of how well the hidden
states encode the relevant syntactic information re-
quired to succeed in this task.

We use a linear classifier for the probe and ob-
tain the predicted grandparent constituent label us-
ing the same pre-trained Berkeley parser (§3) that
we used to obtain predicted phrase-structure trees
to train the RNNG. For the probing experiment,
we randomly select sentences from each respec-
tive training, validation, and test set of the Gulor-
dava et al. (2018) dataset to yield∼300,000 words
for training and ∼10,000 words for each of vali-
dation and test sets. For the probe features, we use
a concatenation of the LSTM hidden state at the
current and next words,12 i.e. [ht;ht+1], where ;
denotes the concatenation operation.

Recall that the DSA-LSTM operates only on
word sequences and has no access to the Berkeley
parse during training. We summarise the probing

12Our probing feature set thus slightly differs from that of
Blevins et al. (2018), who concatenated the hidden states of a
left-to-right and right-to-left LSTM language models.
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Figure 2: Probing accuracy on the test set. We
analyse the hidden states of the LSTM and DSA-
LSTM to analyse the structural information en-
coded in each respective model’s hidden state.

result in Fig. 2. Overall, the syntactic probing ac-
curacy for the DSA-LSTM is much higher than for
the LSTM LM (83% to 74%; a 34% error rate re-
duction), suggesting that the means by which the
DSA-LSTM achieves better syntactic competence
is by tracking more hierarchical information dur-
ing sequential processing.

5 Related Work

Augmenting language models with syntactic in-
formation and structural inductive bias has been
a long-standing area of research. To this end, syn-
tactic language models estimate the joint proba-
bility of surface strings and some form of syn-
tactic structure (Jurafsky et al., 1995; Chelba and
Jelinek, 2000; Roark, 2001; Henderson, 2004;
Emami and Jelinek, 2005; Buys and Blunsom,
2015; Mirowski and Vlachos, 2015; Dyer et al.,
2016; Kim et al., 2019). In contrast to these ap-
proaches, the DSA-LSTM only models the prob-
ability of surface strings, albeit with an auxiliary
loss that distills the next-word predictive distribu-
tion of a syntactic language model.

Earlier work has also explored multi-task learn-
ing with syntactic objectives as an auxiliary loss in
language modelling and machine translation (Lu-
ong et al., 2016; Eriguchi et al., 2016; Nadejde
et al., 2017; Enguehard et al., 2017; Aharoni and
Goldberg, 2017; Eriguchi et al., 2017). Our ap-
proach of injecting syntactic bias through a KD
objective is orthogonal to this approach, with the
primary difference that here the student DSA-
LSTM has no direct access to syntactic annota-
tions; it does, however, have access to the teacher
RNNG’s softmax distribution over the next word.

Our approach is also closely related to recent
work that introduces structurally-motivated induc-

tive biases into language models. Chung et al.
(2017) segmented the hidden state update of an
RNN through a multi-scale hierarchical recur-
rence, thereby providing a shortcut to the gradient
propagation of long-range, hierarchical dependen-
cies. Yogatama et al. (2018) introduced a stack-
structured memory to encourage hierarchical mod-
elling in language models, where the resulting
model successfully outperforms standard LSTM
variants in number agreement (Linzen et al., 2016)
evaluation. Shen et al. (2019) imposed a hierarchi-
cal bias on the LSTM cell-updating mechanism,
based on the intuition that larger constituents con-
tain information that changes more slowly across
the sequence. Our proposed method is orthogo-
nal and can be applied on top of these recent ap-
proaches.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce a distilled syntax-aware
LSTM (DSA-LSTM), which combines scalability
with structural biases. We achieve this by dis-
tilling the predictions about upcoming words in a
large training corpus made by a (computationally
complex) hierarchical language model trained on a
small subset of the data. While we find that LSTM
language models achieve better syntactic general-
isation than previously thought, on targeted syn-
tactic evaluations our approach improves over this
strong baseline, yields a new state of the art, com-
pares favourably to a language model trained on
much more data, and results in a language model
that encodes hierarchical information to a large ex-
tent despite its sequential architecture. Our ap-
proach is a general one that can be applied to other
student model architectures, such as Transformers
(Vaswani et al., 2017). These findings suggest that
the question of structural biases continues to be
relevant for improving syntactic competence, even
in scalable architectures that can benefit from ever-
growing amounts of training data.
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Appendix

Here we outline the hyperparameters and the ex-
perimental results with standard deviation values.

A Hyperparameters

The hyperparameters for each model is sum-
marised as follows.
LSTM LMs. For the LSTM LMs trained on the
full and small training sets, we use the follow-
ing hyperparameters that achieve the best valida-
tion perplexity following a grid search: 2-layer
LSTM with 650 hidden units per layer for the
full LSTM and 300 hidden units per layer for the
small LSTM (similar model capacity as the RNNG
trained on the same smaller training set), opti-
mised by stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with
a learning rate of 0.45 (decayed exponentially at
every epoch with a factor of 0.9 after the tenth
epoch), a dropout rate of 0.2 applied on both in-
put and recurrent connections, and a batch size of
20 sentences.
RNNG. For the RNNG, we use the following
hyperparameters that achieve the best validation
perplexity following a similar grid search: 2-layer
stack LSTM with 256 hidden units per layer, opti-
mised by SGD with a learning rate of 0.3 (decayed
exponentially at every epoch with a factor of 0.92
after the tenth epoch), a dropout rate of 0.3 ap-
plied on both input and recurrent connections, and
a batch size of 10 sentences.
DSA-LSTMs and Born-Again LSTMs. We
use the same hyperparameters for the DSA-
LSTMs trained on both the full and small (S-DSA-
LSTM) training sets and the born-again LSTM
(BA-LSTM) trained on the full training set. Since
the model architectures are identical with the re-
spective LSTM LMs (i.e. only the training objec-
tive is different), we only optimise for the learning
rates and keep all other hyperparameters the same.
We find that a learning rate of 0.4 and an expo-
nential decay factor of 0.9 applied after the tenth
epoch works well across all three models trained
with the KD objective.

B Experimental Results with Standard
Deviation

We summarise the experimental results that in-
clude standard deviation values in Table 3.
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Small Training Set Full Training Set
S-DSA-LSTM† RNNG† Full LSTM BA-LSTM DSA-LSTM BERT Humans

Gulordava et al. (2018) test ppl. 93.95 (±0.18) 92.30 (±0.27) 53.73 (±0.16) 54.64 (±0.25) 56.74 (±0.26) N/A N/A
SUBJECT-VERB AGREEMENT

Simple 0.96 (±0.03) 0.99 (±0.01) 1.00 (±0.00) 1.00 (±0.00) 1.00 (±0.00) 1.00 0.96
In a sentential complement 0.98 (±0.02) 0.93 (±0.02) 0.97 (±0.02) 0.98 (±0.02) 0.98 (±0.02) 0.83 0.93
Short VP coordination 0.88 (±0.04) 0.96 (±0.02) 0.96 (±0.02) 0.95 (±0.02) 0.99 (±0.02) 0.89 0.94
Long VP coordination 0.74 (±0.03) 0.94 (±0.03) 0.82 (±0.05) 0.80 (±0.04) 0.80 (±0.02) 0.98 0.82
Across a prepositional phrase 0.88 (±0.02) 0.95 (±0.01) 0.89 (±0.02) 0.89 (±0.03) 0.91 (±0.03) 0.85 0.85
Across a subject relative clause 0.87 (±0.02) 0.95 (±0.03) 0.87 (±0.02) 0.87 (±0.01) 0.90 (±0.02) 0.84 0.88
Across an object relative clause 0.69 (±0.06) 0.95 (±0.03) 0.77 (±0.11) 0.81 (±0.05) 0.84 (±0.03) 0.89 0.85
Across an object relative clause (no that) 0.61 (±0.05) 0.93 (±0.02) 0.70 (±0.05) 0.74 (±0.03) 0.77 (±0.02) 0.86 0.82
In an object relative clause 0.87 (±0.05) 0.96 (±0.01) 0.90 (±0.03) 0.91 (±0.03) 0.92 (±0.04) 0.95 0.78
In an object relative clause (no that) 0.88 (±0.03) 0.96 (±0.02) 0.86 (±0.05) 0.83 (±0.02) 0.92 (±0.02) 0.79 0.79
Average of subject-verb agreement 0.84 (±0.02) 0.95 (±0.01) 0.87 (±0.02) 0.88 (±0.01) 0.90 (±0.01) 0.89 0.86

REFLEXIVE ANAPHORA
Simple 0.90 (±0.01) 0.83 (±0.02) 0.91 (±0.01) 0.92 (±0.03) 0.91 (±0.04) 0.94 0.96
In a sentential complement 0.78 (±0.01) 0.46 (±0.05) 0.81 (±0.02) 0.81 (±0.02) 0.82 (±0.03) 0.89 0.91
Across a relative clause 0.67 (±0.03) 0.82 (±0.02) 0.64 (±0.02) 0.64 (±0.02) 0.67 (±0.03) 0.80 0.87
Average of reflexive anaphora 0.78 (±0.01) 0.70 (±0.02) 0.79 (±0.01) 0.79 (±0.02) 0.80 (±0.03) 0.88 0.91

NEGATIVE POLARITY ITEMS
Simple 0.84 (±0.05) 0.28 (±0.05) 0.96 (±0.04) 0.98 (±0.02) 0.94 (±0.04) N/A 0.98
Across a relative clause 0.73 (±0.07) 0.78 (±0.06) 0.75 (±0.12) 0.70 (±0.10) 0.91 (±0.07) N/A 0.81
Average of negative polarity items 0.79 (±0.05) 0.53 (±0.04) 0.86 (±0.06) 0.84 (±0.05) 0.92 (±0.05) N/A 0.90
Average of all constructions 0.82 (±0.02) 0.85 (±0.02) 0.85 (±0.02) 0.86 (±0.01) 0.89 (±0.01) N/A 0.88

Table 3: Experimental findings of the “DSA-LSTM”. For each column, we report the mean and standard
deviation values of 10 identical models trained from different random seeds. “S-DSA-LSTM” indicates
the DSA-LSTM trained on the smaller RNNG training set, while “BA-LSTM” is the born-again model
where the teacher is the full LSTM LM. We also compare with the syntactic generalisation of “BERT”
Base, which is not strictly comparable since it is trained on 30 times as much data. † indicates models
trained on the smaller 20% training set (§3). Results in bold denote the best among those trained with
the same amounts of data.
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Abstract

Recently, there has been an increasing inter-
est in unsupervised parsers that optimize se-
mantically oriented objectives, typically us-
ing reinforcement learning. Unfortunately, the
learned trees often do not match actual syn-
tax trees well. Shen et al. (2018) propose a
structured attention mechanism for language
modeling (PRPN), which induces better syn-
tactic structures but relies on ad hoc heuristics.
Also, their model lacks interpretability as it is
not grounded in parsing actions. In our work,
we propose an imitation learning approach to
unsupervised parsing, where we transfer the
syntactic knowledge induced by the PRPN to
a Tree-LSTM model with discrete parsing ac-
tions. Its policy is then refined by Gumbel-
Softmax training towards a semantically ori-
ented objective. We evaluate our approach
on the All Natural Language Inference dataset
and show that it achieves a new state of the
art in terms of parsing F -score, outperforming
our base models, including the PRPN.1

1 Introduction

From a linguistic perspective, a natural language
sentence can be thought of as a set of nested con-
stituents in the form of a tree structure (Partee
et al., 2012). When a parser is trained on la-
beled treebanks, the predicted constituency trees
are useful for various natural language processing
(NLP) tasks, including relation extraction (Verga
et al., 2016), text simplification (Narayan and Gar-
dent, 2014), and machine translation (Aharoni and
Goldberg, 2017). However, expensive expert an-
notations are usually required to create treebanks.

Unsupervised parsing (also known as grammar
induction or latent tree learning) aims to learn
syntactic structures without access to a treebank

1Our code can be found at
https://github.com/libowen2121/
Imitation-Learning-for-Unsup-Parsing

during training, with potential uses in low resource
or out-of-domain scenarios. In early approaches,
unsupervised parsers were trained by optimizing
the marginal likelihood of sentences (Klein and
Manning, 2014). More recent deep learning ap-
proaches (Yogatama et al., 2017; Maillard et al.,
2017; Choi et al., 2018) obtain latent tree struc-
tures by reinforcement learning (RL). Typically,
this involves a secondary task, e.g., a language
modeling objective or a semantic task. How-
ever, Williams et al. (2018a) have pointed out that
these methods do not yield linguistically plausible
structures, and have low self-agreement when ran-
domly initialized multiple times.

Recently, Shen et al. (2018) proposed the
parsing-reading-predict network (PRPN), which
performs language modeling with structured at-
tention. The model uses heuristics to induce tree
structures from attention scores, and in a repli-
cation was found to be the first latent tree model
to produce syntactically plausible structures (Htut
et al., 2018). Structured attention in the PRPN
is formalized as differentiable continuous vari-
ables, making the model easy to train. But a ma-
jor drawback is that the PRPN does not model
tree-building operations directly. These operations
need to be stipulated externally, in an ad hoc infer-
ence procedure which is not part of the model and
cannot be trained (see Section 3).

In this paper, we propose an imitation learning
framework that combines the continuous PRPN
with a Tree-LSTM model with discrete parsing ac-
tions, both trained without access to labeled parse
trees. We exploit the advantages of the PRPN
by transferring its knowledge to a discrete parser
which explicitly models tree-building operations.
We accomplish the knowledge transfer by train-
ing the discrete parser to mimic the behavior of
the PRPN. Its policy is then refined using straight-
through Gumbel-Softmax (ST-Gumbel, Jang et al.,
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2017) trained with a semantic objective, viz., nat-
ural language inference (NLI).

We evaluate our approach on the All Natu-
ral Language Inference dataset and show that it
achieves a new state of the art in terms of parsing
F -score, outperforming our base models, includ-
ing the PRPN. Our work also shows that semantic
objectives can improve unsupervised parsing, con-
trary to earlier claims (Williams et al., 2018a; Htut
et al., 2018).

2 Related Work

Recursive neural networks are a type of neural net-
work which incorporates syntactic structures for
sentence-level understanding tasks. Typically, re-
cursive neural network models assume that an an-
notated treebank or a pretrained syntactic parser is
available (Socher et al., 2013; Tai et al., 2015; Kim
et al., 2019a), but recent work pays more attention
to learning syntactic structures in an unsupervised
manner. Yogatama et al. (2017) propose to use re-
inforcement learning, and Maillard et al. (2017)
introduce the Tree-LSTM to jointly learn sentence
embeddings and syntax trees, later combined with
a Straight-Through Gumbel-Softmax estimator by
Choi et al. (2018). In addition to sentence classifi-
cation tasks, recent research has focused on unsu-
pervised structure learning for language modeling
(Shen et al., 2018, 2019; Drozdov et al., 2019; Kim
et al., 2019b). In our work, we explore the possi-
bility for combining the merits of both sentence
classification and language modeling.

Unsupervised parsing is also related to dif-
ferentiation through discrete variables, where re-
searchers have proposed to use reinforcement
learning with sampling (Williams, 1992), neural
attention for marginalization (Deng et al., 2018),
and proximal gradient methods (Jang et al., 2017;
Peng et al., 2018). Our work follows the frame-
work of Mou et al. (2017), who couple neural and
symbolic systems for table querying by pretrain-
ing an reinforcement learning executor with neu-
ral attention. We extend this idea to syntactic pars-
ing and show the relationship between parsing and
downstream tasks. Such a framework couples di-
verse models at the intermediate output level (la-
tent trees in our case); its flexibility allows us to
make use of heterogeneous models, such as the
PRPN and the Tree-LSTM.

The knowledge transfer between the PRPN and
the Tree-LSTM applies a simple imitation learning

procedure, where an agent learns from a teacher (a
human or a well-trained model) based on demon-
strations (i.e., predictions of the teacher). Typi-
cal approaches to imitation learning include be-
havior cloning (step-by-step supervised learning)
and inverse reinforcement learning (Hussein et al.,
2017). If the environment/simulator is available,
the agent can refine its policy after learning from
demonstrations (Gao et al., 2018). Our work also
adopts a two-step strategy: learning from demon-
strations and refining policy. Policy refinement is
needed in our approach because the teacher is im-
perfect, and experiments show the benefit of pol-
icy refinement in our case.

3 Our Approach

Parsing-reading-predict network (PRPN).
The first ingredient of our approach is the PRPN,
which is trained using a language modeling
objective, i.e., it predicts the next word in the text,
based on previous words.

The PRPN introduces the concept of syntactic
distance dt, defined as the height of the common
ancestor of wt−1 and wt in the tree (t is the posi-
tion index in a sentence w1, ..., wN ). Since gold
standard dt is not available, the PRPN learns the
estimated d̂t end-to-end in an unsupervised man-
ner. The PRPN computes the differences between
d̂t at the current step and all previous steps d̂j for
2 ≤ j < t. The differences are normalized to [0, 1]
and used to compute attention scores right to left.
These scores are applied to reweight another set
of inner-sentence attention scores, which are then
used in a recurrent neural network to predict the
next word. The PRPN is explained in more detail
in Appendix A.

Based on the real-valued syntactic distances in
the PRPN, an external procedure is used to infer
tree structures. The main text of Shen et al. (2018)
suggests using the following intuitive scheme: find
the largest distance d̂i and split the sentence into
two constituents (· · · , wi−1) and (wi, · · · ). This
process is then repeated recursively on the two
new constituents.

The trees inferred by this scheme, however,
yield poor parsing F -scores, and the results re-
ported by Shen et al. (2018) are actually obtained
by a different scheme (evidenced in their supple-
mentary material and code repository): find the
largest syntactic distance d̂i and obtain two con-
stituents (· · · , wi−1) and (wi, · · · ). If the latter
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constituent contains two or more words, then it is
further split into (wi) and (wi+1, · · · ), regardless
of the syntactic distance d̂i+1. This scheme intro-
duces a bias for right-branching trees, which pre-
sumably is the reason why it yields good parsing
F -scores for English.

The reliance on this trick illustrates the point we
make in the Introduction: syntactic distance has
the advantage of being a continuous value, which
can be computed as an attention score in a differ-
entiable model. However, this comes at a price:
the PRPN does not model trees or tree-building
operations directly. These operations need to be
stipulated externally in an ad hoc inference proce-
dure. This procedure is not part of the model and
cannot be trained, but yet is crucial for good per-
formance.

Discrete syntactic parser. To address this prob-
lem, we combine the PRPN with a parser which
explicitly models tree-building operations. Specif-
ically, we use the pyramid-shaped, tree-based long
short-term memory (Tree-LSTM, Figure 1a, Choi
et al., 2018), where reinforcement learning (RL)
in this model can be relaxed by Gumbel-Softmax.

Concretely, let w1,w2, · · · ,wN be the embed-
dings of the words in a sentence. The model
tries every possible combination of two consecu-
tive words by the Tree-LSTM, but then uses soft-
max (inN−1 ways) to predict which composition
is appropriate at this step.

Let h(1)
1 , · · · ,h(1)

N−1 be the candidate Tree-
LSTM composition at the bottom layer. With q
being a trainable query vector, the model com-
putes a distribution p:

p
(1)
i = softmax{q>h(1)

i } (1)

Assuming the model selects an appropriate com-
position at the current step, we copy all other
words intactly, shown as orange arrows in Fig-
ure 1a. This process is applied recursively, form-
ing the structure in the figure.

The Tree-LSTM model is learned by straight-
through Gumbel-Softmax (detailed in Ap-
pendix B), which resembles RL as it samples
actions from its predicted probabilities, exploring
different regions of the latent space other than
a maximum a posteriori tree. Training involves
doubly stochastic gradient descent (Lei et al.,
2016): the first stochasticity comes from sam-
pling input from the data distribution, and the
second one from sampling actions for each input.

(a) Pyramid 
  Model 

(b) Knowledge
  Transfer 

=  [.6               .4] p(2)

p(1) =  [.3                .5              .2] 

q

q

Jparse

Jtask

t̂(2) =  [1 0] 

=  [0 1 0] t̂(1)
Jparse

Imperfect step-by-step 
target parsing labels 
obtained by soft parser

w1 w2 w3 w4

Figure 1: Overview of our approach. (a) The Tree-
LSTM model of Choi et al. (2018). (b) The model
is first trained with step-by-step supervision, and then
Gumbel-Softmax is applied to refine the policy.

Therefore, ST-Gumbel is difficult to train (similar
to RL), and may be stuck in poor local optima,
resulting in low self-agreement for multiple
random initializations (Williams et al., 2018a).

Imitation learning. Our aim is to combine the
PRPN and its continuous notion of syntactic dis-
tance with a parser that has discrete tree-building
operations. The mapping from the sequence
of Tree-LSTM composition operations to a tree
structure is not injective. Given a parse tree,
we may have multiple different composition se-
quences, e.g., left-to-right or right-to-left. This
ambiguity could confuse the Tree-LSTM during
training. We solve this problem by using the
PRPN’s notion of syntactic distance.

Given a parse tree predicted by the PRPN, if
more than one composition is applicable, we al-
ways group the candidates with the lowest syn-
tactic distance. In this way, we can unambigu-
ously determine the composition order from the
trees inferred by the PRPN. Then, we train the
Tree-LSTM model in a step-by-step (SbS) super-
vised fashion. Let t̂(j) be a one-hot vector for
the jth step of Tree-LSTM composition, where the
hat denotes imperfect target labels induced by the
PRPN’s prediction. The parsing loss is defined as:

Jparse = −
∑

j

∑
i
t̂
(j)
i log p

(j)
i (2)

where p(j) is the probability predicted by the Tree-
LSTM model. The subscript i indexes the ith po-
sition among in 1, · · · , Nj − 1, where Nj is the
number of nodes in the jth composition step.

The overall training objective J is a weighted
combination of the loss of the downstream task
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and the parsing loss, i.e., J = Jtask + λJparse. Af-
ter step-by-step training, we perform policy refine-
ment by optimizing Jtask with ST-Gumbel, so that
the Tree-LSTM can improve its policy based on a
semantically oriented task.

It should be emphasized that how the Tree-
LSTM model builds the tree structure differs be-
tween step-by-step training and ST-Gumbel train-
ing. For SbS training, we assume an imperfect
parsing tree is in place; hence the Tree-LSTM
model exploits existing partial structures to predict
the next composition position. For ST-Gumbel,
the tree structure is sampled from its predicted
probability, enabling our model to explore the
space of trees beyond the given imperfect tree.

4 Experiments

We train our model on the AllNLI dataset and
evaluate on the MultiNLI development set, follow-
ing experimental settings in Htut et al. (2018) (for
detailed settings, please see Appendix C).

Table 1 shows the parsing F -scores against
the Stanford Parser. The ST-Gumbel Tree-LSTM
model and the PRPN were run five times with dif-
ferent initializations, each known as a trajectory.
For imitation learning, given a PRPN trajectory,
we perform SbS training once and then policy re-
finement for five runs. Left-/right-branching and
balanced trees are also included as baselines.

Parsing results with punctuation. It is a com-
mon setting to keep all punctuation for evaluation
on the AllNLI dataset (Htut et al., 2018). In such
a setting, we find that the Tree-LSTM, trained by
ST-Gumbel from random initialization, does not
outperform balanced trees, whereas the PRPN out-
performs it by around 30 points. Our PRPN repli-
cation results are consistent with Htut et al. (2018).
Our first stage in imitation learning (SbS train-
ing) is able to successfully transfer the PRPN’s
knowledge to the Tree-LSTM, achieving an F -
score of 52.0, which is clearly higher than the
21.9 achieved by the Tree-LSTM trained with ST-
Gumbel alone, and even slightly higher than the
PRPN itself. The second stage, policy refinement,
achieves a further improvement in unsupervised
parsing, outperforming the PRPN by 2.1 points.

We also evaluate the self-agreement by comput-
ing the mean F -score across 25 runs for policy re-
finement and five runs for other models. We find
that our imitation learning achieves improved self-

agreement in addition to improved parsing perfor-
mance.

Parsing results without punctuation. We are
interested in investigating whether punctuation
make a difference on unsupervised parsing. In the
setting without punctuation, our imitation learning
approach with policy refinement outperforms the
PRPN by a larger margin (7.3 F -score points) than
in the setting with punctuation. But surprisingly,
strictly right-branching trees are a very strong
baseline in this setting, achieving the best pars-
ing performance overall. The PRPN cannot out-
perform the right-branching baseline, even though
it uses a right-branching bias in its tree inference
procedure.

By way of explanation, we assume that the syn-
tactic trees we compare against (given by the Stan-
ford parser) become more right-branching if punc-
tuation is removed. A simple example is the period
at the end of the sentence: this is always attached
to a high-level constituent in the correct tree (of-
ten to Root), while right-branching attaches it to
the most deeply embedded constituent. So this pe-
riod is always incorrectly predicted by the right-
branching baseline, if punctuation is left in.

To further elucidate this issue, we also com-
pute the agreement of various models with a right-
branching baseline. In the setting without punctu-
ation, the PRPN sets an initial policy that agrees
fairly well with right-branching, and this right-
branching bias is reinforced by imitation learn-
ing and policy refinement. However, in the set-
ting with punctuation, the agreement with right-
branching changes in the opposite way. We con-
jecture that right-branching is a reason why our
imitation learning achieves a larger improvement
without punctuation. Right-branching provides
a relatively flat local optimum so that imitation
learning can do further exploring with a low risk
of moving out of it.

Performance across constituent types. We
break down the performance of latent tree in-
duction across constituent types in the setting of
keeping punctuation. We see that, among the six
most common ones, our imitation approach out-
performs the PRPN on four types. However, we
also notice that for the most frequent type (NP),
our approach is worse than the PRPN. This shows
that the strengths of the two approaches comple-
ment each other, and in future work ensemble
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w/o Punctuation w/ Punctuation
Model Mean F Self-agreement RB-agreement Mean F Self-agreement RB-agreement
Left-Branching 20.7 - - 18.9 - -
Right-Branching 58.5 - - 18.5 - -
Balanced-Tree 39.5 - - 22.0 - -
ST-Gumbel 36.4 57.0 33.8 21.9 56.8 38.1
PRPN 46.0 48.9 51.2 51.6 65.0 27.4
Imitation (SbS only) 45.9 49.5 62.2 52.0 70.8 20.6
Imitation (SbS + refine) 53.3† 58.2 64.9 53.7† 67.4 21.1

Table 1: Parsing performance with and without punctuation. Mean F indicates mean parsing F -score against the
Stanford Parser (early stopping by F -score). Self-/RB-agreement indicates self-agreement and agreement with the
right-branching baseline across multiple runs. † indicates a statistical difference from the corresponding PRPN
baseline with p < 0.01, paired one-tailed bootstrap test.2

Type # Occur ST-Gumbel PRPN
Imitation

(SbS + refine)
NP 69k 22.6 53.2 49.5
VP 58k 4.9 49.4 57.0
S 42k 44.3 63.9 66.0
PP 29k 13.9 55.4 52.4
SBAR 12k 6.9 38.9 41.4
ADJP 4k 10.6 44.2 46.5

Table 2: Parsing accuracy for six phrase types which
occur more than 2k times in the MultiNLI development
set with keeping punctuation.

methods could be employed to combine them.

Discussion. Our results show the usefulness
of a downstream task for unsupervised parsing.
Specifically, policy refinement with a semantically
oriented objective improves parsing performance
by two F -score points, outperforming the previous
state-of-the-art PRPN model. This provides evi-
dence against previous studies which have claimed
that an external, non-syntactic task such as NLI
does not improve parsing performance (Williams
et al., 2018a; Htut et al., 2018). At the same
time, our results are compatible with findings of
Shi et al. (2018) that a range of different tree
structures yield similar classification accuracy in
NLI: we find that the mean NLI accuracy of the
ST-Gumbel-only model and our imitation learning
model with policy refinement is 69.9% and 69.2%,
respectively, on the MultiNLI development set.
NLI performance seems to be largely unaffected
by the syntactic properties of the induced trees.

An interesting question is why ST-Gumbel im-
proves unsupervised parsing when trained with an
NLI objective. It has been argued that NLI as
currently formulated is not a difficult task (Poliak
et al., 2018); this is presumably why models can

2F -score is not normally distributed. It is therefore ap-
propriate to use the non-parametric bootstrap test.

perform well across a range of different tree struc-
tures, only some of which are syntactically plau-
sible. However, this does not imply that the Tree-
LSTM will learn nothing when trained with NLI.
We can think of its error surface being very rugged
with many local optima; the syntactically correct
tree corresponds to one of them. If the model is
initialized in a meaningful catchment basin, NLI
training is more likely to recover that tree. The
intuition also explains why the Tree-LSTM alone
achieves low parsing performance and low self-
agreement. On a very rugged high-dimensional
error surface, the chance of getting into a partic-
ular local optimum (corresponding to a syntacti-
cally correct tree) is low, especially in RL and ST-
Gumbel, which are doubly stochastic.

We show examples of generated trees in Ap-
pendix D.

5 Conclusion

We proposed a novel imitation learning approach
to unsupervised parsing. We start from the differ-
entiable PRPN model and transfer its knowledge
to a Tree-LSTM by step-by-step imitation learn-
ing. The Tree-LSTM’s policy is then refined to-
wards a semantic objective. We achieve a new
state-of-the-art result of unsupervised parsing on
the NLI dataset. In future work, we would like to
combine more potential parsers—including chart-
style parsing and shift-reduce parsing—and trans-
fer knowledge from one to another in a co-training
setting.
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A Details of the PRPN

We now describe in more detail the parsing-
reading-predict network (PRPN), proposed by
Shen et al. (2018). The PRPN introduces a con-
cept called the syntactic distance, illustrated in
Figure 2. The syntactic distance dt is defined as
the height of the common ancestor of wt−1 and wt
in a tree.

The PRPN uses a two-layer multilayer percep-
tron (MLP) to estimate dt. The input is the em-
beddings of the current word and its left context
wt−L,wt−L+1, · · · ,wt. The output is given by:

d̂t = MLP(wt−L,wt−L+1, · · · ,wt) (3)

In fact, absolute distance values are not required, it
is sufficient to preserve their order. In other words,
if di < dj , then it is desired that d̂i < d̂j . How-
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Figure 2: A parse tree with syntactic distance values.
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Figure 3: The prediction of the next word in the PRPN
language model.

ever, even the order of dt is not available at training
time, and d̂t is learned end-to-end in an unsuper-
vised manner.

The PRPN computes the difference between the
distance dt at the current step and all previous
steps dj for 2 ≤ j < t. The difference is nor-
malized to the range [0, 1]:

αtj =
hardtanh(τ(d̂t − d̂j)) + 1

2
(4)

where τ is the temperature.
Finally, a soft gate is computed right-to-left in a

multiplicatively cumulative fashion:

gti =
t−1∏

j=i+1

αtj (5)

for 1 ≤ i ≤ t−1. The gates gti are used to reweight
another inner-sentence attention s̃ti, which is com-
puted as:

s̃ti = softmax{h>i (W [ht−1;wt])} (6)

The reweighed inner-sentence attention si then be-
comes:

sti =
gti∑t−1
i=1 g

t
i

s̃ti (7)

and is used to compute the convex combination
of attention candidate vectors, which are incorpo-
rated in a recurrent neural network to predict the
next word, shown in Figure 3.

B Details of Gumbel-Softmax

Gumbel-Softmax can be thought of as a relaxed
version of reinforcement learning. It is used in
the training of the Tree-LSTM model (Choi et al.,
2018), as well as policy refinement in our imitation
learning. In particular, we use the straight-through
Gumbel-Softmax (ST-Gumbel, Jang et al., 2017).

In the forward propagation of ST-Gumbel train-
ing, the model samples an action—in the Tree-
LSTM model, the position of composition—from
the distribution p by the Gumbel trick. The sam-
pled action can be represented as a one-hot vector
a, whose elements take the form:

ai =

{
1, if i = argmaxj{log(pj) + gj}
0, otherwise

(8)

where gi is called the Gumbel noise, given by:

gi = − log(− log(ui)) (9)

ui ∼ Uniform(0, 1) (10)

It can be shown that a is an unbiased sample from
the original distribution p (Jang et al., 2017).
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This is a powerful evocativeand museum . This is a powerful evocativeand museum .

He seemed triflea .

Chapter 1 : His namereal was .Leonard Franklin Slye Chapter 1 : His namereal was .Leonard Franklin Slye
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embarrassed He seemed triflea .embarrassed

Figure 4: Parse tree examples produced by the PRPN and our model (SbS + refine).

During backpropagation, ST-Gumbel substi-
tutes the selected one-hot action a given by
argmax in Equation (8) with a softmax operation.

p̃i =
exp{(log(pi) + gi)/γ}∑
j exp{(log(pj) + gj)/γ}

(11)

where γ is a temperature parameter that can also
be learned by backpropagation.

The Tree-LSTM model is trained using the loss
in a downstream task (for example, cross-entropy
loss for classification problems). Compared with
reinforcement learning, the ST-Gumbel trick al-
lows more information to be propagated back to
the bottom of the Tree-LSTM in addition to the
selected actions, although it does not follow exact
gradient computation. For prediction (testing), the
model selects the most probable composition ac-
cording to its predicted probabilities.

C Experimental Setup

We conduct experiments on the AllNLI dataset,
the concatenation of the Stanford Natural Lan-
guage Inference Corpus (Bowman et al., 2015)
and the Multi-Genre NLI Corpus (MultiNLI;
Williams et al. 2018b). As the MultiNLI test set
is not publicly available, we follow previous work
(Williams et al., 2018a; Htut et al., 2018) and use
the development set for testing. For early stop-
ping, we remove 10k random sentence pairs from
the AllNLI training set to form a validation set.
Thus, our AllNLI dataset contains 931k, 10k, and
10k sample pairs for training, validation, and test,
respectively.

We build the PRPN model and the Tree-LSTM
parser following the hyperparameters in previous
work (Shen et al., 2018; Choi et al., 2018).3 For

the SbS training stage, we set λ to be 0.03. For the
policy refinement stage, the initial temperature is
manually set to 0.5. The PRPN is trained by a lan-
guage modeling loss on the AllNLI training sen-
tences, whereas the Tree-LSTM model is trained
by a cross-entropy loss for AllNLI classification.

We adopt the standard metric and compute the
unlabeled F -score of the constituents predicted by
our parsing model against those given by the Stan-
ford PCFG Parser (version 3.5.2). Although the
Stanford parser itself may make parsing errors, it
achieves generally high performance and is a rea-
sonable approximation of correct parse trees.

D Parse Tree Examples

In Figure 4, we present a few examples of parse
trees generated by the PRPN and by our model
(SbS + refine).

As can be seen, our model is able to handle the
period correctly in these examples. Although this
could be specified by hand-written rules (Drozdov
et al., 2019), it is in fact learned by our approach in
an unsupervised manner, since punctuation marks
are treated as tokens just like other words, and our
training signal gives no clue regarding how punc-
tuation marks should be processed.

Moreover, our model is able to parse the verb
phrases more accurately than the PRPN, including
is a powerful and evocative museum and seemed
a trifle embarrassed. This is also evidenced by
quantitative results in Table 2.

3The code bases of the PRPN and the Gumbel Tree-
LSTM are available at https://github.com/
yikangshen/PRPN and https://github.com/
nyu-mll/spinn/tree/is-it-syntax-release
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Abstract

Several linguistic studies have shown the
prevalence of various lexical and grammatical
patterns in texts authored by a person of a par-
ticular gender, but models for part-of-speech
tagging and dependency parsing have still not
adapted to account for these differences. To
address this, we annotate the Wall Street Jour-
nal part of the Penn Treebank with the gender
information of the articles’ authors, and build
taggers and parsers trained on this data that
show performance differences in text written
by men and women. Further analyses reveal
numerous part-of-speech tags and syntactic re-
lations whose prediction performances bene-
fit from the prevalence of a specific gender
in the training data. The results underscore
the importance of accounting for gendered dif-
ferences in syntactic tasks, and outline future
venues for developing more accurate taggers
and parsers. We release our data to the re-
search community.

1 Introduction
Sociolinguistic studies have shown that people
use grammatical features to signal the speakers’
membership in a demographic group, with a fo-
cus on gender (Vigliocco and Franck, 1999; Mon-
dorf, 2002; Eckert and McConnell-Ginet, 2013).
Mondorf (2002) shows systemic differences in the
usage of various types of clauses and their po-
sitions for men and women, stating that women
have a higher usage of adverbial (accordingly,
consequently1), causal (since, because), condi-
tional (if, when) and purpose (so, in order that)
clauses, while men tend to use more concessive
clauses (but, although, whereas). Similar results
hold across various languages in Johannsen et al.
(2015).

1We exemplify in parentheses conjunctions or conjunctive
adverbs that introduce and link in a subordinating relationship
the given type of subordinate clause.

This correlation between grammatical features
and gender has important ramifications for statis-
tical models of syntax: if the training sample is
unbalanced, these differences inadvertently intro-
duce a strong gender bias into the training data.
Such demographic imbalances are amplified by
the model (Zhao et al., 2017), which in turn can be
detrimental to members of the underrepresented
demographic groups (Jørgensen et al., 2015; Hovy
and Søgaard, 2015; Hovy and Spruit, 2016). Since
several works use syntactic analysis to improve
tasks ranging from data-driven dependency pars-
ing (Gadde et al., 2010) to sentiment classification
(Moilanen and Pulman, 2007; Socher et al., 2013),
underlying model biases end up affecting the per-
formance of a wide range of applications. While
data bias can be overcome by accounting for de-
mographics, and can even improve classification
performance (Volkova et al., 2013; Hovy, 2015;
Bolukbasi et al., 2016; Benton et al., 2017; Zhao
et al., 2017; Lynn et al., 2017), there is still little
understanding on the amount and sources of bias
in most training sets.

In order to address gender bias in part-of-speech
(POS) tagging and dependency parsing, we first
require an adequate size data set labeled for a)
syntax along with b) gender information of the
authors. However, existing data sets fail to meet
both criteria: data sets with gender information
are either too small to train on, lack syntactic in-
formation, or are restricted to social media; suf-
ficiently large syntactic data sets are not labeled
with gender information and rely (at least in part)
on news genre corpora such as the Wall Street
Journal (WSJ). To address this problem, we aug-
ment the WSJ subset of the Penn Treebank corpus
with gender, based on author first name. To our
knowledge, this is the first work that explores syn-
tactic tagging while accounting for gender.
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Contributions. The main contributions of this
paper are as follows:

• We annotate a standard POS-tagging and de-
pendency parsing data set with gender infor-
mation.
• We conduct experiments and show the role

played by gender information in POS-tagging
and syntactic parsing.
• We analyze POS and syntactic differences re-

lated to author gender.

2 Annotating PTB for Gender
The Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1993) is the de
facto data set used to train many of the POS tag-
gers (Brill, 1994; Ratnaparkhi, 1996; Toutanova
and Manning, 2000; Toutanova et al., 2003) and
syntactic parsers (Klein and Manning, 2003; Nivre
and Scholz, 2004; Chen and Manning, 2014). It
contains articles published in the WSJ in 1989,
as well as a small sample of ATIS-3 material, to-
talling over one million tokens, and manually an-
notated with POS tags and syntactic parse trees.

We supplement the WSJ articles with meta-
data from the ProQuest Historical Newspapers
database, which indexes, among others, WSJ ar-
ticles released between 1923 and 2000, and pro-
vides fields such as author names. Out of the orig-
inal 2,499 WSJ articles, 1,814 are found in Pro-
Quest and their metadata is retrieved. 556 articles
with an empty Author field are removed, result-
ing in 1,258 WSJ articles with author information.
Using a combination of regular expressions and
manual verification, we extract author names for
1,006 articles (the remaining 252 articles do not
have actual author names).

We isolate the first names using regular ex-
pressions, and follow Prabhakaran and Rambow
(2017) to automatically assign gender and com-
pute a gender ambiguity score taking into consid-
eration: (1) the list of first names obtained based
on Facebook profiles by Tang et al. (2011); and (2)
the Social Security Administration’s (SSA) baby
names data set.2 The Facebook list has male and
female assignment scores for each name, while the
SSA maintains a data set of counts for baby names
and gender for each year since the 1880s. If both
databases agree in their gender assignment, we use
that as the final label (987 articles). For the re-
maining 19, we manually identify the author gen-

2http://www.ssa.gov/oact/babynames/
limits.html

der by cross-referencing the names online. 5 of
these only had a first name initial, and thus could
not be resolved and were discarded. The gender
mapping results in 1,001 gender tagged WSJ arti-
cles. Discarding 115 articles with joint authorship
and considering only articles with both POS tags
and parse trees results in a final set of 804 articles
from the Treebank.

The final set of articles includes 379 unique au-
thors, with a heavy gender imbalance of 1 to 3 (96
female and 283 male). The total number of sen-
tences in female articles is 7,282, with a mean of
21.17 tokens per sentence (σ = 10.03), while the
male articles consist of 19,400 sentences, with a
mean of 20.99 tokens per sentence (σ = 10.52).
This is similar to the findings of Cornett (2014),
who also notes a lengthier utterance mean for
women versus men (her study focuses on adoles-
cents).

We use the Universal Dependencies (UD) v1.4
(Nivre et al., 2016) annotation guidelines for parse
trees and POS tags, and accordingly, convert the
constituency trees from the Penn Treebank (PTB)
format to the CoNNL format.3 We then map the
POS tags to the universal POS tag set.4

3 The Effect of Gender in POS Tagging
and Dependency Parsing

To assess whether author gender affects pars-
ing performance, we train the state-of-the-
art transition-based neural network model Syn-
taxNet5 (Andor et al., 2016) on the data (with de-
fault parameters), and test whether stratified train-
ing can alleviate these effects. We evaluate per-
formance for individual POS-tags and dependency
relations, as well as over all the tags and relations.

Stratifying the Training Data. Since the WSJ
data has a heavy gender imbalance (1:3 female
to male articles), we stratify the data by dis-
carding male examples so that the number of fe-
male and male sentences and tokens do not differ
by more than 15%: (1) We sort the female and
male WSJ sentences in descending order of num-
ber of tokens. (2) For each female sentence Fi
with fi number of tokens, we select a male sen-
tence Mj such that the number of tokens mj ∈

3https://nlp.stanford.edu/software/
stanford-dependencies.shtml.

4The data sets are annotated with the 16 universal POS-
tags; conj is used for both sconj and conj tags.

5https://github.com/tensorflow/models/
tree/master/syntaxnet
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[0.75fi, 1.25fi]. (3) If we run out of male sen-
tences which qualify for this condition, we choose
the next male sentence in descending order with
number of tokens mj ∈ [5, 30]. Table 1 shows the
number of sentences and tokens in the WSJ data
before and after balancing for gender.

We train the model in three scenarios: (1) on
female data, (2) on male data, and (3) on generic
data containing an equal number of male and fe-
male sentences. All three data sets have an equal
number of sentences.

RAW BALANCED

GENDER SENT. TOKENS SENT. TOKENS

FEMALE 7,282 175,107 7,282 175,107
MALE 19,400 461,742 7,282 202,144

Table 1: Number of sentences and tokens in the raw
and balanced WSJ data.

Evaluation. We report standard evaluation met-
rics: accuracy (ACC) – the percentage of tokens
that have a correct assignment to their part-of-
speech (for part-of-speech tagging); and labeled
attachment score (LAS) – the percentage of to-
kens that have a correct assignment to their heads
and the correct dependency relation (Nivre et al.,
2004) (for dependency parsing).

In each training setting, we generate five ran-
dom training-test splits at a 90:10 ratio on the WSJ
data set. In order to derive parameters for Syn-
taxNet, each train split is further randomly split
into five folds. When creating the folds, we en-
sure that sentences authored by the same author
are not shared across splits to avoid overfitting to
the writing styles of individual authors, rather than
learning the underlying gender-based differences
as they pertain to syntax.

TRAIN: GENERIC FEMALE MALE

TEST POS ACCURACY

GENERIC 95.81 95.49 95.74
FEMALE 95.96 95.90 95.47
MALE 95.47 95.03 96.08

DEPENDENCY LAS

GENERIC 83.03 82.01 83.11
FEMALE 83.46 83.17 83.12
MALE 82.53 81.15 83.21

Table 2: Results for part-of-speech tagging (ACC) and
dependency parsing (LAS) on WSJ test data.

In each training scenario, we evaluate the mod-
els on: (1) female-only data, (2) male-only data,
and (3) generic data containing an equal number
of male and female sentences (364 sentences from
each gender), such that all test settings share the
same number of sentences (10% of 7,282 = 728).
Since we have 5 test folds, and each fold in turn
has 5 validation folds (for parameter tuning), we
report results averaged over the 25 total runs to
ensure robustness.

4 Results and Discussion
Table 2 (top) shows the POS-tagging accuracies
for labeling the WSJ test data. We should note
that while accuracy differences may be relatively
small, they are within the margins of recent state-
of-the-art improvements (Andor et al., 2016) in
a task that achieves extremely high accuracy and
where further improvement can only be incremen-
tal. Considering performance across the three dif-
ferent training scenarios, the female test data sees
a slight benefit from a mixed training set, achiev-
ing its highest accuracy of 95.96%, while male
test data only achieves the highest performance
(96.08%) when training on male-only data, rep-
resenting a relative error rate reduction of 13.46%
when compared to the generic model.

The setting closest to current POS tagging
setups is embodied by training on the generic
model. In this case, the female test data achieves
its highest accuracy (95.96%), but the male test
data achieves only a second best performance
(95.47%). This difference suggests an area of
possible improvement in performance for off-the-
shelf POS taggers.

We see a similar pattern in dependency pars-
ing (Table 2, bottom), where the female test set
achieves the highest LAS accuracy performance
on the mixed training set (83.46%). The male test
set obtains its highest accuracy when the training
is performed on male-only data, with a relative er-
ror reduction of 3.89% as compared to training on
generic data.

It seems that female writings are more diverse,
with a complexity that can best be approximated
with mixed-gender training samples. This setting
improves performance by relative error reductions
of (1.46%, 1.72%) (ACC, LAS) when compared
to training on female-only data, and (10.82%,
2.01%) (ACC, LAS) when compared to training
on male-only data. The male test sentences ap-
pear to display less variability, and therefore can-
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not benefit the same amount of information from
the spectrum displayed by female training data;
actually, any time female-authored sentences are
present in the training set (whether as all female-
data or generic data), performance drops for male
test data.

When comparing male and female-only training
sets and their ability to generalize to the opposite
gender, we notice that male training data is more
maleable and lends itself better to be used when
testing on female samples, but not the reverse.

We note that the WSJ exemplifies a highly for-
mal and scripted newswire genre, where gender
differences are likely less pronounced, yet they
still surface. We will likely observe even stronger
language differences in a large, informal data set
comprising both gender and syntactic information.
These differences can be leveraged to achieve a
better performance for core NLP tasks.

TRAIN: GENERIC FEMALE MALE

ACC ACC ERR ACC ERR

MALE TEST

noun 93.74 92.51 -19.63 94.23 7.92
det 99.09 99.09 -0.13 99.13 4.08
num 99.23 99.34 15.35 99.35 16.60
pron 99.17 99.11 -6.69 99.19 2.75
propn 93.97 90.10 -64.14 95.26 21.41

FEMALE TEST

pron 98.91 99.12 18.99 98.97 4.64
aux 98.60 98.77 12.12 98.39 -14.75
adj 92.12 92.62 6.37 92.36 3.06
propn 94.66 94.97 5.76 91.60 -57.33

Table 3: Tag-wise results for part-of-speech tagging on
WSJ test data; Accuracies (Acc) and relative error re-
duction rates (Err) versus generic models are reported.

We also observe clear gender-based perfor-
mance improvements at the tag level (Table 3). For
instance, models trained on male-only data bet-
ter predict nouns, determiners, numerals,
pronouns and proper nouns for male test
data, compared to models trained on mixed data
(with a relative error rate reduction between 2.75%
and 21.41%). Similarly, female-trained mod-
els better predict pronouns, auxiliaries,
adjectives, and proper nouns for female
test data, compared to models trained on mixed
data (with a relative error rate reduction between
5.76% and 18.99%). For 8 out of the 16 POS tags,
mixed training achieves best results for either fe-
male or male test data.

TRAIN: GEN. FEMALE MALE

LAS LAS ERR LAS ERR

MALE TEST

csubj 25.20 27.89 3.60 36.13 14.61
iobj 47.11 40.61 -12.29 48.59 2.80
acl 63.93 60.47 -9.60 66.09 5.99
compound 75.06 72.95 -8.45 77.26 8.83
xcomp 74.39 72.26 -8.30 75.38 3.85
dobj 84.48 82.13 -15.17 85.20 4.66
conj 82.45 80.74 -9.77 82.82 2.11
nummod 92.00 91.24 -9.42 93.08 13.53

FEMALE TEST

amod 91.18 91.46 3.11 91.08 -1.18
cop 92.78 93.89 15.47 92.80 0.34
appos 79.44 80.31 4.21 80.13 3.38
cc:preconj 54.68 65.09 22.96 50.78 -8.60

Table 4: Tag-wise results for dependency parsing on
WSJ test data; LAS and relative error reduction rates
(Err) versus generic models are reported.

In dependency parsing (Table 4), models trained
on female data better predict amod, cop, appos,
and cc:preconj labels for female test sets (with
a relative error rate reduction between 3.11% and
22.96% compared to generic models). Similarly,
male-trained models are able to outperform mixed
models on male test data for csubj, iobj, acl,
compound, xcomp, dobj, conj and nummod
with a relative error rate reduction between 2.11%
and 14.61%. In dependency parsing, mixed train-
ing never achieves the best per tag results for either
male or female test sets.

This suggests that leveraging the idiosyncrasies
for specific tags displayed by each gender could
help create gender-agnostic models that leverage
the syntactic strengths of each gender, and im-
prove prediction accuracy for both. It is to be
noted that there is a heavy topic overlap between
the male and female WSJ articles, with a Pearson
correlation of 0.85 between the male and female
topic distributions6, indicating that the differences
in performance between male and female mod-
els on various evaluation sets are not from topical
shifts, but from syntactic variations.

5 Conclusion
Our experiments show that women’s syntax dis-
plays resilience: POS taggers and dependency
parsers trained on any data perform well when

6The topic distributions were extracted using Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (Blei et al., 2003). We use the LDA
implementation included with the Python Gensim library
(Řehůřek and Sojka, 2010) with 10 topics.
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tested on female writings. Male syntax, on the
other hand, is parsed or tagged best when suffi-
cient male-authored data is available in the train-
ing set. This suggests that men “lucked out” with
respect to the gender imbalance in the WSJ train-
ing data: a more balanced or more female-heavy
data set could have caused significant drops in the
performance of automatic syntax analysis for male
writers. The gender annotated WSJ data provides
a starting point for leveraging gendered grammat-
ical differences and the development of better and
fairer models and tools for syntax annotation, as
well as for the many NLP down-stream tasks that
use syntax in their models.

The WSJ author gender information is publicly
available from http://lit.eecs.umich.
edu/downloads.html.
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Abstract

We show that constituency parsing benefits
from unsupervised pre-training across a vari-
ety of languages and a range of pre-training
conditions. We first compare the benefits of
no pre-training, fastText (Bojanowski et al.,
2017; Mikolov et al., 2018), ELMo (Peters
et al., 2018), and BERT (Devlin et al., 2018a)
for English and find that BERT outperforms
ELMo, in large part due to increased model
capacity, whereas ELMo in turn outperforms
the non-contextual fastText embeddings. We
also find that pre-training is beneficial across
all 11 languages tested; however, large model
sizes (more than 100 million parameters) make
it computationally expensive to train separate
models for each language. To address this
shortcoming, we show that joint multilingual
pre-training and fine-tuning allows sharing all
but a small number of parameters between ten
languages in the final model. The 10x reduc-
tion in model size compared to fine-tuning one
model per language causes only a 3.2% rel-
ative error increase in aggregate. We further
explore the idea of joint fine-tuning and show
that it gives low-resource languages a way to
benefit from the larger datasets of other lan-
guages. Finally, we demonstrate new state-of-
the-art results for 11 languages, including En-
glish (95.8 F1) and Chinese (91.8 F1).

1 Introduction

There has recently been rapid progress in devel-
oping contextual word representations that im-
prove accuracy across a range of natural language
tasks (Peters et al., 2018; Howard and Ruder,
2018; Radford et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2018a).
While we have shown in previous work (Kitaev
and Klein, 2018) that such representations are ben-
eficial for constituency parsing, our earlier results
only consider the LSTM-based ELMo representa-
tions (Peters et al., 2018), and only for the English
language. In this work, we study a broader range

of pre-training conditions and experiment over a
variety of languages, both jointly and individually.

First, we consider the impact on parsing of us-
ing different methods for pre-training initial net-
work layers on a large collection of un-annotated
text. Here, we see that pre-training provides
benefits for all languages evaluated, and that
BERT (Devlin et al., 2018a) outperforms ELMo,
which in turn outperforms fastText (Bojanowski
et al., 2017; Mikolov et al., 2018), which performs
slightly better than the non pre-trained baselines.
Pre-training with a larger model capacity typically
leads to higher parsing accuracies.

Second, we consider various schemes for the
parser fine-tuning that is required after pre-
training. While BERT itself can be pre-trained
jointly on many languages, successfully applying
it, e.g. to parsing, requires task-specific adaptation
via fine-tuning (Devlin et al., 2018a). Therefore,
the obvious approach to parsing ten languages is
to fine-tune ten times, producing ten variants of
the parameter-heavy BERT layers. In this work,
we compare this naive independent approach to a
joint fine-tuning method where a single copy of
fine-tuned BERT parameters is shared across all
ten languages. Since only a small output-specific
fragment of the network is unique to each task, the
model is 10x smaller while losing an average of
only 0.28 F1.

Although, in general, jointly training multi-
lingual parsers mostly provides a more compact
model, it does in some cases improve accuracy as
well. To investigate when joint training is help-
ful, we also perform paired fine-tuning on all pairs
of languages and examine which pairs lead to the
largest increase in accuracy. We find that larger
treebanks function better as auxiliary tasks and
that only smaller treebanks see a benefit from joint
training. These results suggest that this manner
of joint training can be used to provide support
for many languages in a resource-efficient man-
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ner, but does not exhibit substantial cross-lingual
generalization except when labeled data is limited.
Our parser code and trained models for eleven lan-
guages are publicly available.1

2 Model

Our parsing model is based on the architecture de-
scribed in Kitaev and Klein (2018), which is state
of the art for multiple languages, including En-
glish. A constituency tree T is represented as a
set of labeled spans,

T = {(it, jt, lt) : t = 1, . . . , |T |}

where the tth span begins at position it, ends at
position jt, and has label lt. The parser assigns a
score s(T ) to each tree, which decomposes as

s(T ) =
∑

(i,j,l)∈T
s(i, j, l)

The per-span scores s(i, j, l) are produced by a
neural network. This network accepts as input a
sequence of vectors corresponding to words in a
sentence and transforms these representations us-
ing one or more self-attention layers. For each
span (i, j) in the sentence, a hidden vector vi,j
is constructed by subtracting the representations
associated with the start and end of the span.
An MLP span classifier, consisting of two fully-
connected layers with one ReLU nonlinearity, as-
signs labeling scores s(i, j, ·) to the span. Finally,
the the highest scoring valid tree

T̂ = arg max
T

s(T )

can be found efficiently using a variant of the CKY
algorithm. For more details, see Kitaev and Klein
(2018).

We incorporate BERT by computing token rep-
resentations from the last layer of a BERT model,
applying a learned projection matrix, and then
passing them as input to the parser. BERT asso-
ciates vectors to sub-word units based on Word-
Piece tokenization (Wu et al., 2016), from which
we extract word-aligned representations by only
retaining the BERT vectors corresponding to the
last sub-word unit for each word in the sentence.
We briefly experimented with other alternatives,
such as using only the first sub-word instead, but
did not find that this choice had a substantial effect
on English parsing accuracy.

1https://github.com/nikitakit/self-attentive-parser

Method Pre-trained on Params F1

No pre-training – 26M 93.61a

FastText English 626M 93.72
ELMo English 107M 95.21a

BERTBASE (uncased) Chinese 110M 93.57
BERTBASE (cased) 104 languages 185M 94.97
BERTBASE (uncased) English 117M 95.32
BERTBASE (cased) English 116M 95.24
BERTLARGE (uncased) English 343M 95.66
BERTLARGE (cased) English 341M 95.70

Ensemble (final 4 models above) 916M 95.87

Table 1: Comparison of parsing accuracy on the WSJ
development set when using different word representa-
tions. aKitaev and Klein (2018)

The fact that additional layers are applied to
the output of BERT – which itself uses a self-
attentive architecture – may at first seem redun-
dant, but there are important differences between
these two portions of the architecture. The extra
layers on top of BERT use word-based tokeniza-
tion instead of sub-words, apply the factored ver-
sion of self-attention proposed in Kitaev and Klein
(2018), and are randomly-initialized instead of be-
ing pre-trained. We found that passing the (pro-
jected) BERT vectors directly to the MLP span
classifier hurts parsing accuracies.

We train our parser with a learning rate of
5× 10−5 and batch size 32, where BERT parame-
ters are fine-tuned as part of training. We use two
additional self-attention layers following BERT.
All other hyperparameters are unchanged from Ki-
taev and Klein (2018) and Devlin et al. (2018a).

3 Comparison of Pre-Training Methods

In this section, we compare using BERT, ELMo,
fastText, and training a parser from scratch on
treebank data alone. Our comparison of the dif-
ferent methods for English is shown in Table 1.
BERTBASE (∼115M parameters) performs compa-
rably or slightly better than ELMo (∼107M pa-
rameters; 95.32 vs. 95.21 F1), while BERTLARGE
(∼340M parameters) leads to better parsing accu-
racy (95.70 F1). Furthermore, both pre-trained
contextual embeddings significantly outperform
fastText, which performs slightly better than no
pre-training (93.72 vs. 93.61 F1). These results
show that both the LSTM-based architecture of
ELMo and the self-attentive architecture of BERT
are viable for parsing, and that pre-training bene-
fits from having a high model capacity. We did not
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Figure 1: The architecture of the multilingual model, with components labeled by the number of parameters.

observe a sizable difference between an “uncased”
version of BERT that converts all text to lowercase
and a “cased” version of that retains case informa-
tion.

We also evaluate an ensemble of four English
BERT-based parsers, where the models are com-
bined by averaging their span label scores:

sensemble(i, j, l) =
1

4

4∑

n=1

sn(i, j, l)

The resulting accuracy increase with respect to
the best single model (95.87 F1 vs. 95.66 F1)
reflects not only randomness during fine-tuning,
but also variations between different versions of
BERT. When combined with the observation that
BERTLARGE outperforms BERTBASE, the ensem-
ble results suggest that empirical gains from pre-
training have not yet plateaued as a function of
computational resources and model size.

Next, we compare pre-training on monolin-
gual data to pre-training on data that includes a
variety of languages. We find that pre-training
on only English outperforms multilingual pre-
training given the same model capacity, but the
decrease in accuracy is less than 0.3 F1 (95.24 vs.
94.97 F1). This is a promising result because it
supports the idea of parameter sharing as a way to
provide support for many languages in a resource-
efficient manner, which we examine further in
Section 4.

To further examine the effects of pre-training
on disparate languages, we consider the extreme
case of training an English parser using a ver-
sion of BERT that was pre-trained on the Chinese
Wikipedia. Neither the pre-training data nor the
subword vocabulary used are a good fit for the
target task. However, English words (e.g. proper
names) occur in the Chinese Wikipedia data with
sufficient frequency that the model can losslessly
represent English text: all English letters are in-
cluded in its subword vocabulary, so in the worst
case it will decompose an English word into its in-
dividual letters. We found that this model achieves

performance comparable to our earlier parser (Ki-
taev and Klein, 2018) trained on treebank data
alone (93.57 vs. 93.61 F1). These results suggest
that even when the pre-training data is a highly
imperfect fit for the target application, fine-tuning
can still produce results better than or compara-
ble to purely supervised training with randomly-
initialized parameters.2

4 Multilingual Model

We next evaluate how well self-attention and pre-
training work cross-linguistically; for this purpose
we consider ten languages: English and the nine
languages represented in the SPMRL 2013/2014
shared tasks (Seddah et al., 2013).

Our findings from the previous section show
that pre-training continues to benefit from larger
model sizes when data is abundant. However, as
models grow, it is not scalable to conduct sepa-
rate pre-training and fine-tuning for all languages.
This shortcoming can be partially overcome by
pre-training BERT on multiple languages, as sug-
gested by the effectiveness of the English parser
fine-tuned from multilingual BERT (see Table 1).
Nevertheless, this straightforward approach also
faces scalability challenges because it requires
training an independent parser for each language,
which results in over 1.8 billion parameters for ten
languages. Therefore, we consider a single parser
with parameters shared across languages and fine-
tuned jointly. The joint parser uses the same BERT
model and self-attention layers for all ten lan-
guages but contains one MLP span classifier per
language to accommodate the different tree labels
(see Figure 1). The MLP layers contain 250K-
850K parameters, depending on the type of syn-
tactic annotation adopted for the language, which

2We also attempted to use a randomly-initialized BERT
model, but the resulting parser did not train effectively within
the range of hyperparameters we tried. Note that the original
BERT models were trained on significantly more powerful
hardware and for a longer period of time than any of the ex-
periments we report in this paper.
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Arabic Basque English French German Hebrew Hungarian Korean Polish Swedish Avg Params

No pre-traininga 85.61 89.71 93.55 84.06 87.69 90.35 92.69 86.59 93.69 84.45 88.32 355M
One model per language (this work) 87.97 91.63 94.91 87.42 90.20 92.99 94.90 88.80 96.36 88.86 91.40 1,851M
Joint multilingual model (this work) 87.44 90.70 94.63 87.35 88.40 92.95 94.60 88.96 96.26 89.94 91.12 189M

Relative ∆Error vs. monolingual +4.2%* +10.0%* +5.2%* +0.6% +15.5%* +0.6% +5.6%* -1.5% +2.7% -10.7%* +3.2%*

Table 2: Results of monolingual and multilingual training on the SPMRL and WSJ test splits using the version of
BERT pre-trained on 104 languages. In the last row, starred differences are significant at the p < 0.05 level using
a bootstrap test; see Berg-Kirkpatrick et al. (2012). aKitaev and Klein (2018)

Auxiliary Language Arabic Basque English French German Hebrew Hungarian Korean Polish Swedish Average Best Best Aux.

# train sentences 15,762 7,577 39,831 14,759 40,472 5,000 8,146 23,010 6,578 5,000

Language Tested

Arabic 0 -0.38 -0.20 -0.27 -0.26 -0.14 -0.29 -0.13 -0.31 -0.33 -0.23 +0 None
Basque -0.47 0 -0.06 -0.26 0.04 -0.22 -0.27 -0.41 -0.49 -0.34 -0.25 +0.04 German
English -0.18 -0.04 0 -0.02 -0.03 -0.07 -0.09 0.05 0.10 -0.05 -0.03 +0.10 Polish
French 0.42 0.01 0.28 0 0.40 -0.14 0.04 0.27 0.29 -0.10 0.15 +0.42* Arabic
German -0.38 -0.20 0.03 -0.45 0 -0.13 -0.15 -0.13 -0.21 -0.26 -0.19 +0.03 English
Hebrew 0.13 0.05 -0.27 -0.17 -0.11 0 -0.09 -0.19 -0.30 -0.35 -0.13 +0.13 Arabic
Hungarian -0.14 -0.43 -0.29 -0.38 -0.11 -0.39 0 -0.17 -0.28 -0.32 -0.25 +0 None
Korean -0.24 -0.25 0.16 -0.27 -0.11 -0.01 0 0 -0.07 -0.17 -0.10 +0.16 English
Polish 0.25 0.15 0.20 0.24 0.24 0.21 0.14 0.20 0 0.12 0.18 +0.25* Arabic
Swedish 0.17 -0.08 0.38 0.54 0.53 -0.11 0.59 0.78 -0.17 0 0.26 +0.78* Korean

Average -0.04 -0.12 0.02 -0.10 0.06 -0.10 -0.01 0.03 -0.14 -0.18

Table 3: Change in development set F1 score due to paired vs. individual fine-tuning. In the “Best” column,
starred results are significant at the p < 0.05 level. On average, the three largest treebanks (German, English,
Korean) function the best as auxiliaries. Also, the three languages benefitting most from paired training (Swedish,
French, Polish) function poorly as auxiliaries.

is less than 0.5% of the total parameters. There-
fore, this joint training entails a 10x reduction in
model size.

During joint fine-tuning, each batch contains
sentences from every language. Each sentence
passes through the shared layers and then through
the MLP span classifier corresponding to its lan-
guage. To reduce over-representation of languages
with large training sets, we follow Devlin et al.
(2018b) and determine the sampling proportions
through exponential smoothing: if a language is
some fraction f of the joint training set, the prob-
ability of sampling examples from that language
is proportional to fa for some a. We use the same
hyperparameters as in monolingual training but in-
crease the batch size to 256 to account for the in-
crease in the number of languages, and we use
a = 0.7 as in Devlin et al. (2018b). The individu-
ally fine-tuned parsers also use the same hyperpa-
rameters, but without the increase in batch size.

Table 2 presents a comparison of different pars-
ing approaches across a set of ten languages. Our
joint multilingual model outperforms treebank-
only models (Kitaev and Klein, 2018) for each of
the languages (88.32 vs 91.12 average F1). We
also compare joint and individual fine-tuning. The
multilingual model on average degrades perfor-

mance only slightly (91.12 vs. 91.40 F1) despite
the sharp model size reduction, and in fact per-
forms better for Swedish.

We hypothesize that the gains/losses in accu-
racy for different languages stem from two com-
peting effects: the multilingual model has access
to more data, but there are now multiple objec-
tive functions competing over the same parame-
ters. To examine language compatibility, we also
train a bilingual model for each language pair
and compare it to the corresponding monolingual
model (see Table 3). From this experiment, we
see that the best language pairs often do not cor-
respond to any known linguistic groupings, sug-
gesting that compatibility of objective functions is
influenced more by other factors such as treebank
labeling convention. In addition, we see that on
average, the three languages with the largest train-
ing sets (English, German, Korean) function well
as auxiliaries. Furthermore, the three languages
that gain the most from paired training (Swedish,
French, Polish) have smaller datasets and function
poorly as auxiliaries. These results suggest that
joint training not only drastically reduces model
size, but also gives languages with small datasets
a way to benefit from the large datasets of other
languages.
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Arabic Basque French German Hebrew Hungarian Korean Polish Swedish Avg

Björkelund et al. (2014) 81.32a 88.24 82.53 81.66 89.80 91.72 83.81 90.50 85.50 86.12
Coavoux and Crabbé (2017) 82.92b 88.81 82.49 85.34 89.87 92.34 86.04 93.64 84.0 87.27
Kitaev and Klein (2018) 85.61c 89.71c 84.06 87.69 90.35 92.69 86.59c 93.69c 84.45 88.32

This work (joint multilingual model) 87.44 90.70 87.35 88.40 92.95 94.60 88.96 96.26 89.94 90.73
∆ vs. best previous +1.83 +0.99 +3.29 +0.71 +2.60 +1.91 +2.37 +2.57 +4.44

This work (one model per language) 87.97 91.63 87.42 90.20 92.99 94.90 88.80 96.36 88.86 91.01
∆ vs. best previous +2.36 +1.92 +3.36 +2.51 +2.64 +2.21 +2.21 +2.67 +3.36

Table 4: Results on the testing splits of the SPMRL dataset. All values are F1 scores calculated using the version
of evalb distributed with the shared task. aBjörkelund et al. (2013) bUses character LSTM, whereas other results
from Coavoux and Crabbé (2017) use predicted part-of-speech tags. cDoes not use word embeddings, unlike other
results from Kitaev and Klein (2018).

LR LP F1

Dyer et al. (2016) – – 93.3
Choe and Charniak (2016) – – 93.8
Liu and Zhang (2017) – – 94.2
Fried et al. (2017) – – 94.66
Joshi et al. (2018) 93.8 94.8 94.3
Kitaev and Klein (2018) 94.85 95.40 95.13
This work (single model) 95.46 95.73 95.59
This work (ensemble of 4) 95.51 96.03 95.77

Table 5: Comparison of F1 scores on the WSJ test set.

LR LP F1

Fried and Klein (2018) – – 87.0
Teng and Zhang (2018) 87.1 87.5 87.3
This work 91.55 91.96 91.75

Table 6: Comparison of F1 scores on the Chinese Tree-
bank 5.1 test set.

5 Results

We train and evaluate our parsers on treebanks for
eleven languages: the nine languages represented
in the SPMRL 2013/2014 shared tasks (Seddah
et al., 2013) (see Table 4), English (see Table 5),
and Chinese (see Table 6). The English and Chi-
nese parsers use fully monolingual training, while
the remaining parsers incorporate a version of
BERT pre-trained jointly on 104 languages. For
each of these languages, we obtain a higher F1
score than any past systems we are aware of.

In the case of SPRML, both our single multilin-
gual model and our individual monolingual mod-
els achieve higher parsing accuracies than pre-
vious systems (none of which made use of pre-
trained contextual word representations). This

result shows that pre-training is beneficial even
when model parameters are shared heavily across
languages.

6 Conclusion

The remarkable effectiveness of unsupervised pre-
training of vector representations of language sug-
gests that future advances in this area can continue
improving the ability of machine learning meth-
ods to model syntax (as well as other aspects of
language). As pre-trained models become increas-
ingly higher-capacity, joint multilingual training is
a promising approach to scalably providing NLP
systems for a large set of languages.
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Abstract

We present a new method for sentiment lex-
icon induction that is designed to be appli-
cable to the entire range of typological di-
versity of the world’s languages. We eval-
uate our method on Parallel Bible Corpus+
(PBC+), a parallel corpus of 1593 languages.
The key idea is to use Byte Pair Encodings
(BPEs) as basic units for multilingual em-
beddings. Through zero-shot transfer from
English sentiment, we learn a seed lexicon
for each language in the domain of PBC+.
Through domain adaptation, we then gener-
alize the domain-specific lexicon to a general
one. We show – across typologically diverse
languages in PBC+ – good quality of seed and
general-domain sentiment lexicons by intrin-
sic and extrinsic and by automatic and human
evaluation. We make freely available our code,
seed sentiment lexicons for all 1593 languages
and induced general-domain sentiment lexi-
cons for 200 languages.1

1 Introduction

Lexicons play an important role in sentiment anal-
ysis. Sentiment lexicons are available for high-
resource languages like English (Pang et al., 2008;
Baccianella et al., 2010; Mohammad and Tur-
ney, 2013), but not for many low-resource lan-
guages. Researchers are trying to fill this gap by
inducing lexicons monolingually (Badaro et al.,
2014; Eskander and Rambow, 2015; Rouces et al.,
2018) as well as multilingually (Chen and Skiena,
2014), often by transfer from high-resource to
low-resource languages.

The world’s languages are heterogeneous – of
particular relevance for us is heterogeneity with
respect to morphology and with respect to mark-
ing token boundaries. This heterogeneity poses
difficulties when designing a universal approach

1cistern.cis.lmu.de

to lexicon induction that works for all languages
– implementing a high quality tokenizer and mor-
phological analyzer for each language is not fea-
sible short-term. Given the small number of
native speakers in low-resource languages (Gold-
hahn et al., 2016), crowdsourcing cannot easily be
carried out either.

To overcome this heterogeneity and provide
sentiment resources for low-resource languages,
we present a new approach to sentiment lexicon
induction that is universal – that is, it is appli-
cable to the full range of typologically different
languages – and apply it to 1593 languages. Our
method first takes a parallel corpus as input and
applies BPE (Gage, 1994) segmentation to it. We
then create a multilingual BPE embedding space,
from which a ZS (zero-shot) lexicon for each lan-
guage L is extracted by zero-shot transfer from
English sentiment to L. We use PBC+, an ex-
pansion of the Parallel Bible Corpus (Mayer and
Cysouw, 2014), as our parallel corpus. The ZS
lexicons show high quality, but are specific to the
domain of PBC+ (the Bible). We then adapt them
to the general domain. For brevity, we also use
generic to refer to general-domain.

Our method is universal and language-agnostic
– it does not require language-dependent prepro-
cessing. We carry out intrinsic and extrinsic, au-
tomatic and human evaluations on 95 languages.
Intrinsic evaluation shows that our approach pro-
duces word ratings that strongly correlate with
gold standard lexicons and human judgments. Ex-
trinsic evaluation on Twitter sentiment classifica-
tion demonstrates that our lexicons perform com-
parably or better than existing lexicons derived in
multilingual settings.

We chose an approach to sentiment analysis
based on lexicons in this paper because it is trans-
parent and meets high standards of explainabil-
ity. A classification decision can easily be traced
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back to the lexicon entries in the document that are
responsible. Many more complex methods, e.g.,
many deep learning approaches, do not meet this
standard. Transparency is of particular importance
for low-resource languages because error analysis
and verification are paramount when working with
small and noisy resources that are typical of low-
resource languages.

Our contributions: (i) We propose a new
method for inducing sentiment lexicons for a
broad range of typologically diverse languages.
We use BPEs as basic units and show that they
work well across languages. (ii) We carry out ex-
tensive evaluation to confirm correctness and high
quality of the created lexicons. (iii) We make our
code, the 1593 ZS seed sentiment lexicons and 200
generic sentiment lexicons freely available to the
community. This is the up-to-now largest senti-
ment resource in terms of language coverage that
has been published.

2 Related Work

Monolingual Lexicon Induction. Sentiment lex-
icons for many languages have been induced.
Eskander and Rambow (2015), Wang and Ku
(2016), and Rouces et al. (2018) create Arabic,
Chinese, and Swedish sentiment lexicons, respec-
tively. Monolingually induced sentiment lexicons
for specific domains like Twitter and finance are
also devised (Mohammad et al., 2013; Hamil-
ton et al., 2016). These methods are special-
ized such that applying them to other languages is
non-trivial. For example, Eskander and Rambow
(2015) link AraMorph (Buckwalter, 2004) with
SentiWordNet by additionally considering part-of-
speech information, which may not be available
in lexical resources in other languages. Inducing
Chinese sentiment lexicons (Wang and Ku, 2016)
needs properly tokenized corpora, which is not a
hard requirement in Swedish. In contrast, we aim
to design a method applicable to typologically di-
verse languages and we apply it to 1500+ lan-
guages.

Bi/Multi-Lingual Lexicon Induction. Gao
et al. (2015) propose a graph based method for
learning sentiment lexicons in target language by
leveraging English sentiment lexicons. They rely
on a high-quality word alignment, which is diffi-
cult to produce if languages are typologically di-
verse and the size of the parallel corpus is small.
Chen and Skiena (2014) devise a knowledge graph

eng The book of the history of Jesus Christ ,
son of David , son of Abraham :

fra Le livre de l’histoire de Jésus Christ ,
fils de David , fils d’Abraham :

jpn アブラハムの子，ダビデの子，
イエス･キリストについての歴史の書 :

Table 1: PBC+ verse 40001001 in three languages

based method to build sentiment lexicons for 136
major languages. Several linguistic resources such
as Google Translate and Wiktionary are used to
link words across languages. In contrast, our ap-
proach uses BPE embeddings to extract alignment
signals from the parallel corpus, an approach that
is better applicable across diverse languages. We
do not require resources like Wiktionary. We cover
more languages than Chen and Skiena (2014) and
more words (e.g., 300K for Amharic).

Language-Agnostic NLP. Language-agnostic
NLP has demonstrated strong performance in ar-
eas such as neural machine translation (NMT)
and universal representation learning. A partic-
ular difficulty is languages that do not mark to-
ken boundaries by whitespace such as Japanese.
We refer to them as non-segmented languages.
Sennrich et al. (2016) show the strength of
BPE in translating rare words. Kudo (2018)
introduces subword regularization that utilizes
multiple subword sequences to improve the ro-
bustness of NMT models. Sennrich et al.
(2016)’s subword-nmt2 requires preprocessing
(specifically, tokenization) for non-segmented lan-
guages, however, sentencepiece3 (Kudo and
Richardson, 2018) used by Kudo (2018) requires
no preprocessing even for non-segmented lan-
guages. This research indicates the potential of
language-agnostic NMT.

Effective representations of words (Schütze,
1993), e.g., word embeddings (Mikolov et al.,
2013; Pennington et al., 2014), have been ex-
tended to be bilingual (Ruder, 2017; Artetxe et al.,
2017) or multilingual (Dufter et al., 2018), with
(Artetxe et al., 2018) and without (Conneau et al.,
2017) supervision. Artetxe and Schwenk (2018)
train a language-agnostic BiLSTM encoder creat-
ing universal sentence representations of 93 lan-
guages, and performing strongly in crosslingual
tasks. Lample and Conneau (2019) show that
pretraining the encoders with a crosslingual lan-
guage model objective helps in achieving state-

2github.com/rsennrich/subword-nmt
3github.com/google/sentencepiece
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of-the-art results in crosslingual classification and
NMT. This research demonstrates the strength
of language-agnostic methods for representation
learning in NLP. Language-agnostic NLP mod-
els can generalize across languages without re-
quiring language-dependent preprocessing. These
advantages motivate us to design a universal ap-
proach for sentiment lexicon induction for 1500+
languages.

3 Method

Figure 1 shows the four steps of our method: (i)
BPE segmentation. (ii) Multilingual embedding
space creation. (iii) ZS lexicon induction. (iv) Do-
main adaptation to the general domain. We work
with the parallel corpus PBC+. PBC+ extends the
Parallel Bible Corpus by adding4 500 translations
of the New Testament in 334 languages, resulting
in a sentence-aligned parallel corpus containing
New Testament verses in 2164 translations of 1593
languages. Many languages have several transla-
tions of the New Testament in PBC+. We use the
term “edition” to refer to a single translation. Ta-
ble 1 shows a verse in three languages. As shown,
the Japanese (jpn) verse is not tokenized.

3.1 BPE Segmentation

Given the linguistic heterogeneity of the world’s
languages, it is crucial to first decide which type
of linguistic unit to use to represent a language L
in the multilingual space. The word, the linguis-
tic unit typically generated from whitespace tok-
enization, is not ideal for universal approaches be-
cause non-segmented languages require carefully
designed tokenizers. Character (or byte) n-gram
is an alternative unit (Wieting et al., 2016; Gillick
et al., 2016; Schütze, 2017; Dufter et al., 2018),
but the optimum length n varies across languages,
e.g., n = 2 may be suitable for Chinese (Foo and
Li, 2004), but clearly not for English.

In our desire to design a universal approach, we
use sentencepiece to segment PBC+ editions
in all 1593 languages into sequences of BPE seg-
ments. We will show that this segmentation works
across languages.

The widely used BPE segmentation algo-
rithm subword-nmt only considers BPE seg-
ments within words (Sennrich et al., 2016) and
some frequent BPEs are essentially valid words.

4We use github.com/ehsanasgari/1000Langs

sentencepiece adopts this setting for seg-
mented languages like English (Kudo, 2018). But
for non-segmented languages, sentencepiece
does not require any language-dependent prepro-
cessing – it learns a data-driven “tokenizer” on-
the-fly from raw text. Hence, sentencepiece
BPE segments can be larger linguistic units than
say, English words, e.g., phrases. Examples for
Japanese BPE segments in PBC+ are: “愛のうち
に” (in love) and “何と言えばよいでしょうか”
(what should I say).

We will use the term “BPE” to refer to all
BPE segments produced by sentencepiece,
including subwords, words and cross-token units
like phrases. Figure 1 (a) shows some sample
units. As shown, the English segments can be
words or subwords (underlined). Dominant con-
texts of shown subwords – insp: inspiration, in-
spired; crim: crime, criminals; blasphe: blas-
phemy, blasphemed; hest: highest, richest.

3.2 Multilingual Space Creation
We next create the multilingual space hosting
BPEs in 1593 languages of PBC+. We use the
Sentence ID (S-ID) method (Levy et al. (2017),
cf. also Le and Mikolov (2014)), a strong baseline
in multilingual embedding learning.

Given a sentence-aligned parallel corpus, the S-
ID method first creates an embedding training cor-
pus by recording co-occurrences between the sen-
tence ID and the sentence’s words (the New Tes-
tament verse ID and BPEs in our case) in all lan-
guages. Figure 2 shows examples from the train-
ing corpus; each BPE is associated with a 3-digit
ISO 639-3 language code. After that, an em-
bedding learner is applied to the created corpus to
learn the multilingual space. We use word2vec-
skipgram (Mikolov et al., 2013) as our embedding
learner.

3.3 Zero-Shot Transfer of English Sentiment
Embeddings encode sentiment information (Pen-
nington et al., 2014; Tang et al., 2014; Amir et al.,
2015; Rothe et al., 2016). We exploit this for
zero-shot transfer of English sentiment to the other
1592 languages. We train two linear SVMs to
classify sentiment of English BPE embeddings as
positive vs. non-positive (POS) and as negative vs.
non-negative (NEG).

We use this setup – as opposed to binary classi-
fication positive vs. negative – to address the fact
that some long BPE segments in non-segmented
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ML ∈ Rn×d

(w1, l1)

(w2, l2)

(w3, l3)
. . .

(wm, lm)

Generic Embeddings of LPBC+ ZS lexicon of L

Domain Adaptation

Generic DA (Domain-Adapted) Lexicon of L:

Pos Neg

[eng]

[jpn]

[fra]

enliven smiles . . . misfortune kill

素敵 楽しみ . . . 異臭 苦し紛れ

atout décoration . . . odieux répugner

(a) PBC+ ZS (zero-shot) lexicons:
Created by zero-shot crosslingual transfer

(b) Generic DA (domain-adapted) lexicons:
Created by PBC-to-general-domain adaptation

Figure 1: Universal sentiment lexicon induction. (a): S-ID multilingual space of BPEs and sentiment classification
hyperplanes (only the positive vs. non-positive plane is shown) learned from English. Underlined units are English
BPEs with strong sentiment. (b): Creating generic DA lexicons using PBC+ ZS lexicons and generic embeddings.

languages may encode both sentiments. Using
two SVMs allows us to identify then filter out seg-
ments with compositional sentiments during zero-
shot transfer. This setup also enables direct com-
parison with Dufter et al. (2018) in Table 2.

The two SVMs are then applied to all embed-
ding vectors in the multilingual space to yield a
ZS lexicon for each of the 1593 languages.

3.4 PBC+ to General Domain Adaptation

Our ZS lexicons show high quality (see §5.2), but
are specific to the PBC+ domain, i.e., the Bible.
We adapt them to the general domain by obtaining
generic embeddings and using ZS lexicon BPEs
as labels to predict the sentiment of each generic
embedding.

We assume that we have access to generic em-
beddings or, alternatively, that we can learn them
from a generic corpus. We now describe how
we predict the sentiment of generic embeddings.
Given the PBC+ ZS lexicon B and the generic em-

40001002 @Jesus:eng
40001002 @አብርሃም:amh
40001002 @ ಗೂ:kan
40001002 @雅各:zho
66002003 བཟོད་བsrན་byས་:bod

· · · · · ·

Figure 2: Samples of S-ID embedding training cor-
pus. 40001002 and 66002003: S-ID, i.e., IDs of
New Testament verses. amh=Amharic, kan=Kannada,
zho=Chinese, bod=Tibetan.

bedding matrix ML ∈ Rn×d of language L, we
train a matrix QL ∈ Rd×d such that BPE pairs
with same sentiment (Gs ⊂ B × B) have small
l2 distance while BPE pairs with different senti-
ment (Gd ⊂ B × B) have large l2 distance, i.e.,
∀w, v ∈ B, w 6= v:

argmin
QL

∑

(w,v)∈Gd

−α‖PQL(ew − ev)‖2 +

∑

(w,v)∈Gs

(1− α)‖PQL(ew − ev)‖2 +
λ

2
‖PQL‖2F

where ew, ev ∈ Rd are embeddings of BPEs w, v.
d is embedding dimension. n is vocabulary size.
α ∈ [0, 1] is the hyperparameter balancing the
two sub-objectives. λ is a regularization weight.
P ∈ Rd×d is an identity matrix in the first dimen-
sion, i.e., a selector. This objective concentrates
sentiment information in an embedding vector to a
1-dimensional ultradense sentiment space, result-
ing in a real-valued generic sentiment score. We
minimize the objective using stochastic gradient
descent (SGD).

After training, the generic sentiment score of
BPE w in language L is computed as sw =
PQLew. We refer to this method as REG and
we call a lexicon computed by REG a generic DA
(domain-adapted) lexicon since we always adapt
from the Bible to the general domain in this paper.

REG is inspired by Densifier (Rothe et al.,
2016), which is state of the art on SemEval2015
10E (Rosenthal et al., 2015) – determining
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strength of association of Twitter terms with sen-
timent. Rothe et al. (2016) show that Densifier
induces high quality and coverage sentiment lex-
icons in a domain adaptation setup. Densifier
forces QL to be orthogonal to preserve the struc-
ture of the embedding space. As we are only
interested in accurate sentiment prediction, we
replace the orthogonality with l2 regularization:
λ
2‖PQL‖2F . The orthogonal constraint in Densi-
fier – computing an SVD after each batch update –
is expensive (O(d3)) and requires non-trivial train-
ing regime (Rothe et al., 2016). We will show that
our formalization delivers comparable results.

In our experiments, we can use the generic word
embeddings provided by Bojanowski et al. (2017)
for 157 languages. Additionally, Heinzerling and
Strube (2018) create generic BPE embeddings for
257 languages by segmenting Wikipedia articles
using sentencepiece then running GloVe on
the segmented corpora. As discussed above (§3.1),
some BPEs in the PBC+ ZS lexicons are words,
some are subwords – so we can utilize both sets.

4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets and Settings

We use the 7958 New Testament verses in PBC+
that were also used by Dufter et al. (2018) to create
the multilingual BPE embedding space. To cover
as many BPEs as we can, we segment each PBC+
edition three times with vocabulary sizes 2000,
4000 and 8000 using sentencepiece. S-ID
generates a 31GB embedding training corpus in-
cluding 7,414,810 BPEs in 1593 languages.

English training set. We employ VADER, a
simple but widely used rule-based model for gen-
eral sentiment analysis (Hutto and Gilbert, 2014),
to create sentiment labels for English BPEs. We
consider BPEs with sentiment score > +0.1 (resp.
6 -0.1) as positive (resp. negative). BPEs with
score 0 are treated as neutral. As a result, we
have 851 positive, 906 negative and 13,861 neu-
tral training BPEs in English. We uniformly sam-
ple 878 = floor((851 + 906)/2) neutral BPEs to
speed up training.

Zero-shot transfer. The two SVMs for POS
and NEG (§3.3) are trained on English training
set (see above), then applied to all vectors in the
multilingual BPE embedding space to create ZS
lexicons for 1593 languages. We only keep high-
confidence BPEs – those with a predicted proba-
bility for either POS or NEG of ≥ 0.7 (Platt et al.,

1999) – to ensure ZS lexicons encode clear senti-
ment signals. The PBC+ ZS lexicon of language
L is then the set of all high-confidence sentiment-
bearing BPEs from L.

Evaluation. Following Abdaoui et al. (2017),
Bar-Haim et al. (2017), Rouces et al. (2018), we
evaluate the quality of PBC+ ZS lexicons based on
gold sentiment lexicons in Japanese (JA) (concate-
nation of Kobayashi et al. (2005); Higashiyama
et al. (2008)), Czech (CZ) (Veselovská and Bo-
jar, 2013), German (DE) (Waltinger, 2010), Span-
ish (ES) (Perez-Rosas et al., 2012), French (FR)
(Abdaoui et al., 2017) and English (EN) (WHM
lexicon, the concatenation of Wilson et al. (2005),
Hu and Liu (2004) and Mohammad and Turney
(2013), created by Rothe et al. (2016)). F1 is eval-
uation metric. We always compute F1 on the inter-
section of our and gold lexicon. Gold lexicons are
also used in intrinsic evaluation of generic DA lex-
icons (Table 6). Additionally, the English WHM
lexicon is also used in the evaluation of the uni-
versality of our approach (Table 8).

For intrinsic evaluation of generic DA lexicons,
we compare our results with Densifier. Rothe et al.
(2016) provide embeddings and train/validation
splits of gold standard lexicons in CZ, DE, ES,
FR and EN – we also use them in our experi-
ments. We show (i) using GEN (the same training
words as Densifier), REG (§3.4) induces generic
lexicons in comparable quality; (ii) using PBC+
ZS lexicons, the induced generic DA lexicons are
also in high quality. Kendall’s τ (Kendall, 1938)
is evaluation metric. As Densifier is implemented
in MATLAB, we implement our model in NumPy
(Oliphant, 2006) which is more accessible to the
community.

For extrinsic evaluation of generic DA lexicons,
we carry out Twitter sentiment classification in
13 languages. For each language, we retrieve
≈12,000 tweets from the human annotated dataset
devised by Mozetič et al. (2016), and sample bal-
anced number of positive and negative tweets (for
clearer comparisons and descriptions) which are
then randomly split 80/20 into train/test. We com-
pare our lexicons with Chen and Skiena (2014)’s
work. Two classification models are used (§5.3) –
COUNT (count-based, Chen and Skiena (2014))
and ML (machine-learning-based, Eskander and
Rambow (2015)). Accuracy is evaluation metric.
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4.2 Hyperparameter Tuning
We train the multilingual BPE embedding space
using word2vec-skipgram with default parameters
except: 25 negative samples, 10−4 occurrence
threshold, 200 dimensions and 10 iterations.

We tune the two linear SVMs for POS and NEG
by 5-fold cross validation on English training set.

Following Rothe et al. (2016), when inducing
generic DA lexicons, we run a grid search on their
train/validation sets to find α and λ. With the
same settings, we additionally conduct an experi-
ment on Japanese (JA Wiki), a non-segmented lan-
guage, to show the universality of our approach.
For EN Twitter (SemEval2015 10E), we tune our
model on the trial (dev) set and report results
on the test set. In all experiments, we search
α ∈ {0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7}, λ ∈ {0.01, 0.1, 1}.
Learning rate is 0.1, batch size 100, and the maxi-
mum number of updating steps 30,000.

Following Eskander and Rambow (2015), in
machine-learning-based Twitter sentiment classi-
fication for each of the 13 languages, we find the
optimum SVM (positive vs. negative tweet) hyper-
parameters (C and kernel) by running 5-fold cross
validation on the training set.

5 Results and Discussion

5.1 Multilingual BPE Space Evaluation
We first evaluate the multilingual BPE space by
carrying out the crosslingual verse sentiment clas-
sification experiment in Dufter et al. (2018). Two
linear SVMs are trained on 2147 English train-
ing verses to classify the verse sentiment (posi-
tive vs. non-positive, i.e., POS, and negative vs.
non-negative, i.e., NEG). A verse is represented as
the TF-IDF weighted sum of the embeddings of its
BPEs. We then conduct the crosslingual verse sen-
timent analysis – using the SVMs to classify 476
test verses of Dufter et al. (2018)’s 1664 editions
in 1259 languages. Table 2 gives results averaged
over 1664 editions. Word and Char are two multi-
lingual spaces created by Dufter et al. (2018). For
Word, whitespace tokenization is used to segment
all editions. For Char, all editions are segmented
to sequences of overlapping byte-ngrams (length n
varies across languages, see Dufter et al. (2018)).
Next, the S-ID method is utilized to create the two
multilingual spaces.

The S-ID BPE space outperforms both S-ID
Word and S-ID Char spaces. This observa-
tion meets our expectation – the data-driven BPE

Word Char BPE
POS NEG POS NEG POS NEG

S-ID .79 .88 .65 .86 .81 .89

Table 2: F1 for verse sentiment classification. Bold:
our results. Word/Char are from Dufter et al. (2018).

ISO B W ∆ ISO B W ∆
lzh1 .82 .04 +.78 eng1 .88 .84 +.04
jpn1 .86 .19 +.67 fra1 .85 .85 -.00
khm2 .87 .21 +.66 deu1 .84 .83 +.01
khm3 .86 .25 +.61 spa1 .85 .85 +.00
ksw0 .86 .32 +.54 por1 .84 .87 -.03

Table 3: The most improved (left) editions when using
S-ID BPE (B) compared with S-ID Word (W). B and
W perform similarly on segmented languages (right)
like English (eng), French (fra), German (deu), Spanish
(spa) and Portuguese (por). Numbers are in F1.

segmentation is superior to splitting on whites-
pace (Word) or overlapping byte-ngram segmen-
tation (Char), for non-segmented languages like
Japanese whose PBC+ editions are not tokenized.

For the more challenging subtask POS, we
find the biggest improvement of S-ID BPE over
Word is for non-segmented languages like Clas-
sical Chinese (lzh), Japanese (jpn), Khmer (khm)
and S’gaw Karen (ksw) as shown in Table 3 (left).
For segmented languages, S-ID BPE delivers sim-
ilar performance as S-ID Word as shown in Table
3 (right). This observation also meets our expec-
tation – lots of BPEs in segmented languages are
essentially valid words.

These observations show the universality of
our approach. The sentiment information derived
from English is successfully transferred to hetero-
geneous languages without language-dependent
preprocessing – even for non-segmented lan-
guages.

5.2 PBC+ ZS (Zero-Shot) Lexicon Evaluation

Sample entries in the English ZS lexicon are
shown in Table 4 (left) as a qualitative evalu-
ation. Table 5 shows the high consistency be-
tween the PBC+ ZS lexicons and gold lexicons
in six languages. These results indicate that the

positive negative positive negative
magnificent fought #blessedbeyondbelief shats

privilege blamed alhamduillah #worstpain
enjoyed debauchery #365daysofgratitude theiving
salvation adulter #excellence #stuffynose
rejoices gloomy co-create sorethroat

Table 4: Sample entries in English ZS lexicon (left) and
DA lexicon with Twitter embeddings (right).
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two SVMs trained on English BPE embeddings
perform strongly in a zero-shot crosslingual set-
ting, and the resulting PBC+ ZS lexicons in dif-
ficult (morphologically rich, e.g., Czech; non-
segmented, e.g., Japanese) languages encode clear
sentiment information.

5.3 Generic DA (Domain-Adapted) Lexicon
Evaluation

Table 4 (right) qualitatively shows the most
sentiment-bearing words of the DA lexicon in-
duced with English ZS lexicon and Twitter embed-
dings (EN Twitter). Lots of top ranked words are
strong sentiment-bearing hashtags that never oc-
cur in the ZS lexicon domain, illustrating that our
approach functions well in the domain adaptation
setup. This observation is consistent with Densi-
fier (Rothe et al., 2016).

Intrinsic evaluation: ranking correlation.
We compute ranking correlation between our
generic DA lexicons and gold standard lexicons.
There are overlapping words between our PBC+
ZS lexicon BPEs and the validation/test sets used
by Rothe et al. (2016) – we discard these training
words for a clean comparison.

Columns (i) and (ii) of Table 6 show that REG
(§3.4) delivers results comparable to Densifier
(ORTH) when using the same set of generic train-
ing words (GEN) in lexicon induction. However,
our method is more efficient – no need to compute
the expensive SVD after every batch update.

Comparing columns (ii) and (iii), we see a
marginal decrease of τ between .020 and .057
when GEN is replaced by PBC+ ZS lexicons.
Note that PBC+ ZS lexicons have much fewer
training BPEs than GEN (e.g., 343 vs. 4298 in JA
Wiki) – this may contribute to the decrease. These
comparable results also reflect the correctness of
PBC+ ZS lexicons.

We also use α = 0.4 and λ = 0.01, the opti-
mal hyperparameter values found on the trial set
of EN Twitter, to induce generic DA lexicons for
the other languages. This is the common setting

JA CZ DE ES FR EN
F1 .883 .914 .903 .963 .916 .939
∩ size 120 141 788 63 407 1145
|PBC+| 728 1793 2827 1766 2193 2563

Table 5: High consistency between PBC+ ZS lexicons
and generic gold lexicons in JA and five languages
used in Rothe et al. (2016). ∩ size: intersection size.
|PBC+|: ZS lexicon size.

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv)
ORTH REG
GEN GEN PBC+/T PBC+/NT

CZ web .580 .576 .529 .524
DE web .654 .654 .634 .634
ES web .563 .568 .524 .514
FR web .544 .540 .514 .474
EN Tw. .654 .629 .583 .583
EN Ne. .622 .582 .562 .557
JA Wiki n/a .628 .571 .558

Table 6: Correlation (τ ) of generic DA lexicons with
gold standard lexicons. ORTH results are from Rothe
et al. (2016). The other columns use REG (§3.4).
Training words for lexicon induction are from Rothe
et al. (2016) (GEN) and from PBC+ ZS lexicons.

Algorithm 1 Creating tweet representation

1: procedure REPTWEET(String: Tweet, Dict: Lexicon)
2: words = Tweet.split(“ ”)
3: vec = [0.0, 0.0]
4: for w ∈ words do
5: val = Lexicon.get(w)
6: if val > 0 then
7: vec[0] = vec[0] + val
8: else if val < 0 then
9: vec[1] = vec[1] + val

10: else
11: continue
12: return vec

Figure 3: Creating the representation of a tweet in Twit-
ter sentiment classification using ML.

in real applications – other languages most likely
do not have validation sets available. Results are
shown in column (iv). Compared with tuned re-
sults (PBC+/T), performance slightly drops as the
hyperparameters are not tuned (PBC+/NT) for lan-
guages other than EN Twitter.

Overall, the performance differences between
GEN (based on generic gold standard lexicons)
and PBC+ (based on PBC+ ZS lexicons) are small
and τ correlations are high. The high quality of
generic DA lexicons in these six diverse (mor-
phologically rich and non-segmented) languages
shows the universality of our approach again – no
language-dependent preprocessing is needed.

Extrinsic evaluation: Twitter sentiment clas-
sification. Based on the subset of frequent words
only,5 we use the top 10% most positive and most
negative words for this evaluation. We compare
with the closest work – lexicons from Chen and
Skiena (2014).

Two classification models are used – word-
count-based model COUNT (Chen and Skiena,

5In all discussions, we consider words that are top 50%
frequent in the embedding vocabulary as “frequent” words.
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sqi bul hrv deu hun pol por rus srp slk slv spa swe x̄

COUNT C&S .55 .57 .57 .61 .61 .55 .57 .54 .51 .55 .64 .54 .57 .57
Ours .50 .60 .60 .56 .64 .62 .53 .65 .50 .61 .57 .55 .63 .58

ML C&S .58 .59 .60 .62 .64 .56 .54 .56 .51 .57 .66 .53 .59 .58
Ours .54 .65 .65 .64 .66 .66 .54 .67 .51 .64 .59 .57 .64 .61

Table 7: Accuracy of Twitter sentiment classification in Albanian (sqi), Bulgarian (bul), Croatian (hrv), German
(deu), Hungarian (hun), Polish (pol), Portuguese (por), Russian (rus), Serbian (srp), Slovak (slk), Slovenian (slv),
Spanish (spa) and Swedish (swe). Baseline of all experiments: 0.5.

2014), and machine-learning-based model ML
(Eskander and Rambow, 2015). COUNT labels a
tweet with the sentiment that has more word oc-
currences in the tweet (positive in case of ties).
COUNT does not require training and the results
are from all tweets for each language. In ML, the
vector representation of a tweet is created accord-
ing to Figure 3. Our generic DA lexicons support
computing real-valued vectors in this way. Chen
and Skiena (2014)’s lexicons are discrete (1/-1);
we use these discrete values when applying ML to
their lexicons. Finally, for each language, an SVM
is trained on the 2-dimensional vectors.

Table 7 shows results. The baseline accuracy is
0.5 for all experiments as our dataset is balanced.
Rows Ours and C&S show results using our and
Chen and Skiena (2014)’s lexicons respectively.
As shown, the two sets of lexicons give compara-
ble results in COUNT. But ML generally performs
better than COUNT, and our lexicons give better
classification results – our real-valued representa-
tion of tweets is superior to the discrete one com-
puted with Chen and Skiena (2014)’s lexicons.

Overall, intrinsic and extrinsic evaluations on
diverse languages demonstrate the high quality of
our generic DA lexicons.

5.4 Evaluation of Universality
We further conduct automatic and human evalua-
tions on 95 diverse languages to show the univer-
sality of our approach. We focus on intrinsic eval-
uation – verifying the correctness of PBC+ ZS lex-
icons with F1, and assessing the quality of generic
DA lexicons using τ . The extrinsic evaluation,
i.e., Twitter sentiment classification, is not feasi-
ble here due to missing human annotated Twitter
datasets in low-resource languages.

Automatic evaluation. Similar to Chen and
Skiena (2014); Abdaoui et al. (2017), we use
Google Translate (GT) for automatic evaluation –
given a non-English language L, we translate its
PBC+ ZS lexicon and generic DA lexicon into En-
glish. Translated English lexicons are then evalu-

ated against the gold English lexicon WHM.

GT supports 102 non-English languages. We
omit ten languages that (i) are not covered by
PBC+ (Corsican, Galician, Pashto, Yiddish); (ii)
are covered in PBC+, but not in the alphabet used
by GT (Malayalam); (iii) do not have public pre-
trained embeddings (Filipino, Hmong, Kyrgyz,
Sesotho); or (iv) are very close to another language
(we keep Croatian, but do not include Bosnian).
We conduct separate experiments for Bokmål and
Nynorsk, which are not distinguished by GT.
Thus, we evaluate on 93 languages. When trans-
lating words to English, we discard entries where
GT fails (i.e., output is identical to input). As GT
requires the uploaded file to be small (6 1MB), we
do the evaluation on uniformly sampled 600 top
1% positive and negative words that are frequent.
For ten languages (Chichewa, Hausa, Hawaiian,
Igbo, Lao, Maori, Samoan, Shona, Xhosa, Zulu)
that have very small embedding training corpora
(<5MB Wikipedia pages and articles) and vocab-
ulary sizes (e.g., 5000 for Hausa), we sample 200
words at 10%.

Table 8 shows results. We see that PBC+ ZS
lexicons show high consistency with gold labels
across all 93 languages (F1 columns), includ-
ing morphologically rich languages like Czech
and Turkish, and non-segmented languages like
Japanese and Khmer. The generic DA lexi-
cons show high correlation with gold labels (τ
columns) – with two exceptions. First, some
languages have low-quality embeddings due to
small embedding training corpora (e.g., Hawaiian:
998 KB; Igbo: 1014 KB) or because the train-
ing corpora apparently have low quality – e.g., the
Luxembourgish embedding vocabulary contains a
large amount of French and German words, sug-
gesting that it was trained on mixed text and that
the genuine Luxembourgish part is small. Second,
GT does not perform well for some of the lan-
guages, again this is the case for Luxembourgish
and also for Frisian. To give an example from Lux-
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Language F1 τ Language F1 τ Language F1 τ Language F1 τ Language F1 τ
Afrikaans .909 .508 Esperanto .933 .361 Italian .924 .591 Mongolian .840 .222 Sundanese .912 .409
Albanian .916 .570 Estonian .889 .606 Japanese .901 .411 Myanmar .916 .534 Shona .885 .223
Amharic .870 .418 Finnish .932 .584 Javanese .904 .398 Nepali .862 .491 Swedish .936 .621
Arabic .905 .509 French .919 .600 Kannada .921 .447 Nynorsk .853 .434 Sinhala .880 .540

Armenian .848 .524 Frisian .885 .065 Kazakh .893 .421 Punjabi .927 .506 Tajik .876 .436
Azerbaijani .768 .401 Georgian .908 .540 Khmer .906 .474 Persian .903 .390 Tamil .911 .513

Basque .898 .477 German .898 .548 Korean .897 .481 Polish .923 .530 Telugu .934 .297
Belarusian .915 .597 Greek .912 .570 Kurdish .925 .258 Portuguese .913 .574 Thai .867 .357

Bengali .910 .389 Gujarati .896 .479 Latin .927 .336 Romanian .917 .644 Turkish .897 .607
Bokmål .927 .625 Haitian .891 .238 Lao .834 .222 Russian .910 .596 Ukrainian .909 .612

Bulgarian .911 .511 Hausa .905 .184 Latvian .919 .538 Scots .848 .385 Urdu .825 .258
Catalan .937 .453 Hawaiian .951 .078 Lithuanian .922 .491 Serbian .957 .559 Uzbek .900 .361
Cebuano .917 .390 Hebrew .833 .522 Luxemb’gish .834 .031 Sindhi .845 .169 Vietnamese .840 .403
Chichewa .872 .061 Hindi .878 .447 Macedonian .918 .425 Slovak .942 .515 Welsh .879 .560
Chinese .889 .486 Hungarian .910 .502 Malagasy .923 .417 Samoan .857 .116 Xhosa .892 .057
Croatian .926 .519 Igbo .791 .088 Malay .892 .494 Swahili .842 .403 Yoruba .873 .188
Czech .915 .545 Icelandic .947 .417 Maori .836 .015 Slovenian .957 .483 Zulu .889 .226
Danish .936 .359 Indonesian .898 .498 Maltese .938 .488 Somali .954 .335
Dutch .906 .553 Irish .902 .476 Marathi .942 .479 Spanish .943 .428

Table 8: Intrinsic evaluation of our PBC+ ZS and generic DA lexicons in 93 languages. We see high consistency
(F1) between PBC+ ZS lexicons and gold labels across languages. The generic DA lexicons are strongly correlated
(τ ) with gold labels in most languages.

Hiligaynon Tibetan
τ size τ size

2-way .474 103 .542 64
3-way .357 188 .361 148

Table 9: Human evaluation of generic DA lexicons in
Hiligaynon and Tibetan. 2-way: positive, negative. 3-
way: positive, neutral, negative.

embourgish for both problems: “vergloust” and its
first nearest neighbor “verglousten” are translated
by GT as “glowed” and “forget about it”. We rec-
ommend to use the higher quality PBC+ ZS lexi-
con for these languages.

Apart from above exceptions, both F1 and τ are
reasonably high, evidencing that our universal ap-
proach is applicable to a broad range of typologi-
cally diverse languages.

We do human evaluation for Hiligaynon and
Tibetan, languages not supported by GT.

There are no public pretrained embeddings for
Hiligaynon. We train embeddings on a concate-
nation of texts from project Palito (Dita et al.,
2009) and Jehovah’s Witnesses e-books (www.
jw.org). From the generic DA Hiligaynon and
Tibetan lexicons, we uniformly sample 199 from
the top 10% positive and negative frequent BPEs.

Two Tibetan scholars and three Hiligaynon
speakers annotated these BPEs as positive, nega-
tive, neutral, unclear where the last category refers
to cases where the intended word is not apparent
from the BPE. We omit entries labeled as unclear
and compute τ . Table 9 shows τ averaged over an-
notators. We see that our lexicons have consistent
positive correlation with the human annotation in
both languages.

6 Conclusion

We proposed a universal approach for sentiment
lexicon induction. By creating a multilingual BPE
embedding space for 1500+ languages, we suc-
cessfully transfer sentiment to each language with-
out language-dependent preprocessing. We cre-
ated 1593 ZS (zero-shot) sentiment lexicons and
showed for a subset that they are highly consistent
with gold lexicons. To address the fact that the
small-size ZS lexicons are specific to PBC+’s do-
main, we conduct domain adaptation and induce
large-size generic DA (domain-adapted) lexicons
for 200 languages. Extensive intrinsic and extrin-
sic, automatic and human evaluations on 95 lan-
guages confirm the correctness and good quality
of our lexicons. We make our code and lexicons
freely available to the community.

To induce generic lexicons, our approach re-
quires generic embeddings, which are not always
available for low-resource languages. Solving this
problem is non-trivial as many low-resource lan-
guages have a limited amount of written text in
electronic form (and in any form). In such cases,
the PBC+ ZS lexicons can be utilized because they
also have high quality.
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Abstract

Tree-LSTMs have been used for tree-based
sentiment analysis over Stanford Sentiment
Treebank, which allows the sentiment signals
over hierarchical phrase structures to be cal-
culated simultaneously. However, traditional
tree-LSTMs capture only the bottom-up de-
pendencies between constituents. In this pa-
per, we propose a tree communication model
using graph convolutional neural network and
graph recurrent neural network, which allows
rich information exchange between phrases
constituent tree. Experiments show that our
model outperforms existing work on bidirec-
tional tree-LSTMs in both accuracy and effi-
ciency, providing more consistent predictions
on phrase-level sentiments.

1 Introduction

There has been increasing research interest inves-
tigating sentiment classification over hierarchical
phrases (Tai et al., 2015; Zhu et al., 2015; Looks
et al., 2017; Teng and Zhang, 2017). As shown in
Figure 1, the goal is to predict the sentiment class
over a sentence and each phrase in its constituent
tree. There have been methods that classify each
phrase independently (Li et al., 2015; McCann
et al., 2017). However, sentiments over hierarchi-
cal phrases can have dependencies. For example,
in Figure 1, both sentences have a phrase “an awe-
some day”, but the polarities of which are different
according to their sentence level contexts.

To better represent such sentiment dependen-
cies, one can encode a constituency tree holisti-
cally using a neural encoder. To this end, tree-
structured LSTMs have been investigated as a
dominant approach (Tai et al., 2015; Zhu et al.,
2015; Gan and Gong, 2017; Yu et al., 2017; Liu
et al., 2016). Such methods work by encoding
hierarchical phrases bottom-up, so that sub con-
stituents can be used as inputs for representing a
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Figure 1: Examples of tree-based sentiment.

constituent. However, they cannot pass informa-
tion from a constituent node to its children, which
can be necessary for cases similar to Figure 1. In
this example, sentence level information from top-
level nodes is useful for disambiguating “an awe-
some day”. Bi-directional tree LSTMs provide a
solution, using a separate top-down LSTM to aug-
ment a tree-LSTM (Teng and Zhang, 2017). This
method has achieved highly competitive accura-
cies, at the cost of doubling the runtime.

Intuitively, information exchange between tree
nodes can happen beyond bottom-up and top-
down directions. For example, direct communica-
tion between sibling nodes, such as (“an awesome
day”, “winning the game”) and (“an awesome
day”, “experiencing the tsunami”) can also bring
benefits to tree representation. Recent advances
of graph neural networks, such as graph convolu-
tional neural network (GCN) (Kipf and Welling,
2016; Marcheggiani and Titov, 2017) and graph
recurrent neural network (GRN) (Beck et al.,
2018; Zhang et al., 2018b; Song et al., 2018) of-
fer rich node communication patterns over graphs.
For relation extraction, for example, GCNs have
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been shown superior to tree LSTMs for encoding
a dependency tree (Zhang et al., 2018c)

We investigate both GCNs and GRNs as tree
communication models for tree sentiment classi-
fication. In particular, initialized with a vanilla
tree LSTM representation, each node repeatedly
exchanges information with its neighbours using
graph neural networks. Such multi-pass informa-
tion exchange can allow each node to be more in-
formed about its sentence-level context through
rich communication patterns. In addition, the
number of time steps does not scale with the height
of the tree. To allow better interaction, we fur-
ther propose a novel time-wise attention mecha-
nism over GRN, which summarizes the represen-
tation after each communication step.

Experiments on Stanford Sentiment Treebank
(SST; Socher et al. 2013) show that our model
outperforms standard bottom-up tree-LSTM (Zhu
et al., 2015; Looks et al., 2017) and also re-
cent work on bidirectional tree-LSTM (Teng and
Zhang, 2017). In addition, our model allows a
more holistic prediction of phase-level sentiments
over the tree with a high degree of node sen-
timent consistency. To our knowledge, we are
the first to investigate graph NNs for tree senti-
ment classification, and the first to discuss phrase
level sentiment consistency over a constituent tree
for SST. We release our code and models at
https://github.com/fred2008/TCMSA.

2 Related Work

Bi-directional Tree-LSTM Paulus et al. (2014)
capture bidirectional information over a binary
tree by propagating global belief down from
the tree root to leaf nodes. Miwa and Bansal
(2016) adopt a bidirectional dependency tree-
LSTM model by introducing a top-down LSTM
path. Teng and Zhang (2017) propose a first bidi-
rectional tree-LSTM for constituent structures, by
building a top-down tree-LSTM with estimations
of head lexicons. Compared with their work, we
achieve information interaction using an asymp-
totically more efficient algorithm, which per-
forms node communication simultaneously across
a whole tree.

Graph Neural Network Scarselli et al. (2009)
propose graph neural network (GNN) for encod-
ing an arbitrary graph structure. Kipf and Welling
(2016) use graph convolutional network to learn
node representation for graph structure. Marcheg-

giani and Titov (2017) and Bastings et al. (2017)
extend the use of graph convolutional network
(GCN) to NLP tasks. In particular, they use GCN
to learn dependency-syntactic word representation
for semantic role labeling and machine translation,
respectively. Zhang et al. (2018b) use a graph re-
current network (GRN) to model sentences. Beck
et al. (2018) and Song et al. (2018) use a graph re-
current network for learning representation of ab-
stract meaning representation (AMR) graphs. Our
work is similar in utilizing graph neural network
for NLP. Compared with their work, we apply
GNN to constituent trees. In addition, we propose
a novel time-wise attention mechanism on GRN to
combine recurrent time steps dynamically.

3 Baseline

We take standard bottom-up tree-LSTMs as our
baseline. Tree-LSTM extends sequence-LSTM by
utilizing 2 previous states for modeling a left child
node and a right child node, respectively, in a re-
current state transition process. Formally, a tree-
LSTM calculates a cell state through an input gate,
an output gate and two forget gates at each time
step. In particular, at time step t, the input gate it
and the output gate ot are calculated respectively
as follows:

it = σ
(
WL

hih
L
t−1 + WR

hih
R
t−1

+ WL
cic

L
t−1 + WR

ci c
R
t−1 + bi

)
,

ot = σ
(
WL

hoh
L
t−1 + WR

hoh
R
t−1

+ WL
coc

L
t−1 + WR

coc
R
t−1 + bo

)
,

where WL
hi, WR

hi, WL
ci , WR

ci , bi, WL
ho, WR

ho, WL
co,

WR
co and bo are parameters of the input gate and

the output gate, respectively.
The forget gates of the left node fL

t and the right
node fR

t are calculated respectively as:

fL
t = σ

(
WL

hfL
hL

t−1 + WR
hfL

hR
t−1

+ WL
cfL

cL
t−1 + WR

cfL
cR
t−1 + bfL

)
,

fR
t = σ

(
WL

hfR
hL

t−1 + WR
hfR

hR
t−1

+ WL
cfR

cL
t−1 + WR

cfR
cR
t−1 + bfR

)
,

where WL
hfL

, WR
hfL

, WL
cfL

, WR
cfL

, bfL
, WL

hfR
,

WR
hfR

, WL
cfR

, WR
cfR

and bfR
are parameters.

The cell candidate C̃t is dependent on both cL
t−1

and cR
t−1:

C̃t = tanh
(
WL

hChL
t−1 + WR

hChR
t−1 + bC

)
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Figure 2: Tree communication model.

where WhC , WR
hC and bC are model parameters.

Based on the two previous cell states cL
t−1 and

cR
t−1, the cell state of the current node ct is calcu-

lated as:

ct = f l
t ⊗ cL

t−1 + fR
t ⊗ cR

t−1 + it ⊗ C̃t,

where f l
t is the forget gate of the left child node,

fR
t is the forget gate of the right child node, C̃t is

the cell candidate.
Finally, the hidden state ht of the current node

is calculated based on the current cell ct and the
output gate ot:

ht = ot ⊗ tanh(ct)

Limitation Tree-LSTM models capture only
bottom-up node dependencies. Specifically, for a
node j, the hidden representation htree

j is depen-
dent on the descendant nodes only. Formally,

htree
j = f(hdj0

, hdj1
, · · · , hdjk

),

where dj is the set of descendant nodes of node j.
Bi-directional Solution A bidirectional tree-

LSTM (Bi-tree-LSTM) takes a bottom-up tree-
LSTM as a first step, performing a top-down tree
communication process. Teng and Zhang (2017)
is one example.

4 Tree Communication Models

Our tree communication models (TCM) take a
trained tree LSTM as an initial state, performing
information exchange using graph neural network
(GNN). Thus hj is dependent on all related neigh-
borhood nodes rather than only descendant nodes:

hj = f(hrj0 , hrj1 , · · · , hrjk
),

where rj is the set of all relevant nodes of node
j. Such node can be the full tree with sufficient
communication.

Time-wise

Attention

Mechanism

Figure 3: Recurrent tree communication model.

In particular, given a constituent tree, for each
constituent node j, the initial state h′

j is obtained
using a tree-LSTM:

h′
j = treeLSTM(h′

left(j), c
′
left(j), h

′
right(j), c

′
right(j)),

where h′
j is the hidden state of the node j, c′

j is the
cell state of node j, left(j) denote the left child of
node j, right(j) denotes the right child of node j.

As shown in Figure 2, a TCM performs in-
formation exchange between a constituent node j
with its neighbor nodes in three channels:

• A self-to-self channel transfers information
from node j to itself. The input for the chan-
nel is represented as xself

j = h′
j , where h′

j is
the initial state of tree communication model.

• A bottom-up channel transfers information
from lower level nodes to upper-level nodes.
The inputs for the channel are represented as
xleft

j = h′
left(j), xright

j = h′
right(j), where left(j)

and right(j) denote the left child and the right
child of node j, respectively. xup

j is the sum

of inputs from bottom up: xup
j = xleft

j +xright
j .

• A top-down channel transfers information
from parent nodes to child nodes. The input
for the channel is represented as: xdown

j =
h′

prt(j), where prt(j) denotes the parent node
of node j.

When tree communications are executed repeat-
edly, each node receives information from an in-
creasingly larger context. We explore a convo-
lutional tree communication model (CTCM) and
a recurrent tree communication model (RTCM),
which are based on GCN (Marcheggiani and
Titov, 2017) and GRN (Song et al., 2018), re-
spectively. Both models allow node interactions
in a tree to be performed in parallel, and thus are
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computationally efficient. The time complexity to
achieve additional interaction of TCMs are O(1),
in contrast to O(n) by top-down tree-LSTM.

4.1 Convolutional Tree Communication Model
We apply the strategy of Marcheggiani and Titov
(2017), where multiple convolutional layers can be
used for information combination. In particular,
for the k-th layer, transformed inputs are obtained
by linear transformation for each channel:

xk,self
j = W k,selfhk−1,self

j + bk,self,

xk,d
j = W k,uphk−1,d

j + bk,up, d ∈ {left, right},

xk,down
j = W k,downhk−1,down

j + bk,down,

where W k,e and be (e ∈ {self, up, down})
are model parameters, and hk−1,e

j (e ∈
{self, left, right, down}) is the hidden state
of last layer for node e(j). The initial h−1,e

j are
the inputs of three channels xe

j defined earlier.
Following Marcheggiani and Titov (2017), for

each edge type e ∈ {self, left, right, down}, we
apply edge-wise gate to all inputs:

gk,e
j = σ(W k,e

g hk,e
j + bk,e

g ),

where W k,e
g and bk,e

g are model parameters.
The final representation of node j is:

hk
j = f(

∑

e

xk,e
j ⊗ gk,e

j ).

4.2 Recurrent Tree Communication Model
We take the stategy of Song et al. (2018). The
structure of RTCM shows in Figure 3. For each
recurrent step t, the hidden states from the last re-
current step are taken to calculate the cell state of
the current state. In particular, for node j, the hid-
den state of the previous step can be divided into
the last hidden state hself

j from self-to-self chan-
nel, the last hidden state hup

t−1,j from bottom-up
channel and the last hidden state hdown

t−1,j from the
top-down channel:

hself
t−1,j = ht−1,j ,

hup
t−1,j = ht−1,left(j) + ht−1,right(j),

hdown
t−1,j = ht−1,prt(j).

We calculate gate and state values based on the
inputs and last hidden states from the three infor-
mation channels. The input gate ijt and the forget

gate f j
t are defined as:

itj = σ
(
W self

i xself
j + W up

i xup
j + W down

i xdown
j

+ U self
i hself

t−1,j + U up
i hup

t−1,j + U down
i hdown

t−1,j + bi

)
,

f t
j = σ

(
W self

f xself
j + W up

f xup
j + W down

f xdown
j

+ U self
f hself

t−1,j + U up
f hup

t−1,j + U down
f hdown

t−1,j + bf

)
,

where W self
i , W up

i , W down
i , U self

i , U up
i , U down

i , bi,
W self

f , W up
f , W down

f , U self
f , U up

f , U down
f and bf are

parameters of input and forget gate.
The cell candidate C̃j

t is defined as:

C̃t
j = σ

(
W self

C xself
j + W up

C xup
j + W down

C xdown
j

+ U self
C hself

t−1,j + U up
C hup

t−1,j +U down
C hdown

t−1,j +bC

)
,

where W self
C , W up

C , W down
C , U self

C , U up
C , U down

C and
bC are parameters of cell candidate.

The current cell state is calculated as:

ct
j = f t

j ⊗ ct−1
j + itj ⊗ C̃t

j ,

The output gate oj
t is defined as:

ot
j = σ

(
W self

o xself
j + W up

o xup
j + W down

o xdown
j

+ U self
o hself

t−1,j + U up
o hup

t−1,j + U down
o hdown

t−1,j + bo

)
,

where W self
o , W up

o , W down
o , U self

o , U up
o , U down

o and
bo are model parameters.

The final hidden ht
j is calculated through the

current cell state ct
j and the output gate ot

j :

ht
j = ot

j ⊗ tanh(ct
j).

4.2.1 Time-wise attention
Both GRN and GCN calculate a sequence of incre-
mentally more abstract representations c1

j , c
2
j , ...c

t
j

for each node cj . We further introduce a novel at-
tention scheme to GRN. Intuitively, each recurrent
step in RTCM learns a different level of abstrac-
tion. For a constituent node higher in the tree or
on the leaf, more recurrent steps may be needed to
learn the interaction between nodes. Accordingly,
we use an adaptive recurrence mechanism to learn
a dynamic node representation through attention
structure (Bahdanau et al., 2014).

Our method first encodes a recurrent-step-
sensitive hidden state with positional embedding:

hj,depth
t = hj

t + ep
t ,
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where hj,depth
t is the recurrent-step-sensitive hid-

den state for node j on t-th step, ep is positional
encoding of the recurrence steps.

Inspired by Vaswani et al. (2017), a static repre-
sentation is used for the positional encoding ep(t),
which does not require training:

ep
t,2k = sin(t/100002k/demb),

ep
t,2k+1 = cos(t/100002k/demb),

t is the index of recurrent steps, et,m is the m-th
dimension of positional embedding, and demb is
the dimension of embedding.

We learn the weight wt for the t-th recur-
rent step by the relationship between hj,depth

T and
hj,depth

t :

w′
j,t = hj,depth

T · hj,depth
t ,

wj,t =
exp(w′

j,i)∑T−1
t=0 exp(w′

j,t)
.

The final state can be represented as a weighted
sum of the hidden states obtained after different
recurrent steps:

hj =

T−1∑

t=0

wth
j
t .

5 Decoding and Training

Following Looks et al. (2017) and Teng and Zhang
(2017), we perform softmax classification on each
node according to the last hidden state:

o = softmax(Mh + b)

where M and b are model parameters. For train-
ing, negative log-likelihood loss is computed over
each o locally, and accumulated over the tree.

6 Experiments

We test the effectiveness of TCM by comparing
its performance with a standard tree-LSTM (Zhu
et al., 2015) as well as a state-of-the-art bidirec-
tional tree-LSTM (Teng and Zhang, 2017). A se-
ries of analysis is conducted for measuring the
holistic representation of sentiment in a tree via
phrase-level sentiments consistency.

6.1 Data
We use the Stanford Sentiment Treebank (SST;
Socher et al. 2013), which is a dataset of movie

Corpus SST-5 SST-2
Classes 5 2
Sentences 11,855 9,613
Phrases 442,629 137,988
Tokens 227,242 185,621

Table 1: Data statistics.

reviews originally from Pang and Lee (2005) an-
notated at both the clause level and the sentence
level. Following Zhu et al. (2015) and Teng and
Zhang (2017), we perform both fine-grained sen-
timent classification and binary classification. For
the former, the dataset was annotated for 5 lev-
els of sentiment: strong negative, negative, neu-
tral, positive, and strong positive. For the latter,
the data was labeled with positive sentiment and
negative sentiment. We adopt a standard dataset
split following Tai et al. (2015); Teng and Zhang
(2017). Table 1 lists the data statistics.

6.2 Experimental Settings

Hyper-parameters We initialize word embed-
dings using GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) 300-
dimensional embeddings. Embeddings are fine-
tuned during training. The size of LSTM hidden
states are set to 300. We thus fix the number to 9.

Training In order to obtain a good representa-
tion for an initial constituent state, we first train
an independent bottom-up tree-LSTM, over which
we train our tree communication models. To avoid
over-fitting, we adopt dropout on the embedding
layer, with a rate of 0.5. Training is done on mini-
batches through Adagrad (Duchi et al., 2011) with
a learning rate of 0.05. We adopt gradient clipping
with a threshold of 1.0. The L2 regularization pa-
rameter is set to 0.001.

6.3 Development Experiments

Hyper-parameters We investigate the effect of
recurrent steps of RTCM as shown in Block A of
Table 2. As the number of steps increases from
1, the accuracy increases, showing the effective-
ness of tree node communication. A recurrent step
of 9 gives the best accuracies, and a larger num-
ber of steps does not give further improvements.
This is consistent with observations of Song et al.
(2018), which shows that sufficient context infor-
mation can be collected over a small number of
iterations.

The effectiveness of TCM Block B in Table 2
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Block Model SST-5 SST-2

A

3 Step RTCM 83.1 92.3
6 Step RTCM 83.2 92.7
9 Step RTCM 83.4 92.9
18 Step RTCM 83.2 92.8

B

Tree-LSTM 82.9 92.4
CTCM 83.3 92.8
RTCM 83.4 92.9
RTCM+attention 83.5 93.3

Table 2: Phrase level performances on the dev set.

shows the performance of different models. Tree-
LSTMs with different TCMs outperform the base-
line tree-LSTM on both datasets. In addition, the
time-wise attention mechanism in Section 4.2.1
improves performance on both SST-5 and SST-2.
In the remaining experiments, we use RTCM with
time wise-attention.

6.4 Final Results

Table 3 shows the overall performances for senti-
ment classification on both SST-5 and SST-2. We
report accuracies on both the sentence level and
the phrase level. Compared with previous methods
based on constituent tree-LSTM, our model im-
proves the preformance on different datasets and
settings. In particular, it outperforms BiConL-
STM (Teng and Zhang, 2017), which use bidirec-
tional tree-LSTM. This demostrates the advantage
of graph neural networks compared to a top-down
LSTM for tree communication. Our model gives
the state-of-the-art accuracies on phrase-level set-
tings. Note that we do not leverage character rep-
resentation or external resources such as sentiment
lexicons and large-scale corpuses.

There has also been work using large-scale ex-
ternal datasets to improve performance. McCann
et al. (2017) pretrain their model on large par-
allel bilingual datasets and exploit character n-
gram features. They report an accuracy of 53.7
on sentence-level SST-5 and an accuracy of 90.3
on sentence-level SST-2, which are lower than our
model. Peters et al. (2018) pretrain a language
model with character convolutions on a large-scale
corpus and report an accuracy of 54.7 on sentence-
level SST-5, which is slightly higher than our
model. Large-scale pretraining is orthogonal to
our method. For a fair comparison, we do not list
their results on Table 3.

We further analyze the performance with re-

Model SST-5 SST-2
R P R P

RNTN (S13) 45.7 80.7 85.4 87.6
BiLSTM (L15) 49.8 83.3 86.7 -
ConTree (LZ15) 49.9 - 88.0 -
ConTree (Z15) 50.1 - - -
ConTree (L15) 50.4 83.4 86.7 -
ConTree (T15) 51.0 - 88.0 -
Disan (S18) 51.7 - - -
RL LD/HS-LSTM (Z18) 50.0 - 87.8 -
NTI-SLSTM (MY17) 53.1 - 89.3 -
ConTree(Fold) (L17) 52.3 - 89.4 -
BiConTree (TZ17) 53.5 83.5 90.3 92.8
RTC + attention 54.3 83.6 90.3 93.4

Table 3: Final results (R-Root, P-Phrase). S13 – Socher
et al. (2013); L15 – Li et al. (2015); LZ15 – Le and
Zuidema (2015); Z15 – Zhu et al. (2015); T15 – Tai
et al. (2015); S18 – Shen et al. (2018); Z18 – Zhang
et al. (2018a); MY17 – Munkhdalai and Yu (2017); L17
– Looks et al. (2017); TZ17 – Teng and Zhang (2017)
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Figure 4: Sentiment classification accuracies against
the sentence length. The accuracy for each length l is
calculated on the test set sentences length in the bin
[l, l + 5].

spect to different sentence lengths. Figure 4 shows
the results. On both datasets, the performance of
tree-LSTM on sentences of lengths less than 10
(l = 5 in the figure) is much better than that of
longer sentences. There is a tendency of decreas-
ing accuracies as the sentence length increases. As
the length of sentences increases, there are longer-
range dependencies along the depth of tree struc-
ture, which is more difficult to model than short
sentences.

It can be seen that the improvement of TCM
over tree-LSTM model is larger with increasing
sentence length. This shows that longer sentences
can benefit more from rich tree communication.
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Figure 5: Sentence-level phrase accuracy (SPAcc) scat-
ter plot. Each dot represents a sentence in the test
dataset. Its x-coordinate and y-coordinate are SPAcc
for predicted phrase label sequence of the baseline
model and TCM respectively. The blue line is a linear
regression line of all dots.

Dataset α Baseline Our Model Diff.

SST-5
1.0 3.5 3.7 +0.2
0.9 18.9 21.2 +2.3
0.8 67.6 71.4 +3.8

SST-2
1.0 56.0 61.4 +5.4
0.9 18.9 21.2 +4.6
0.8 67.6 71.4 +2.0

Table 4: Rates of holistically-labeled sentences with
sentence-level phrase accuracy SPAcc > α.

6.5 Disscusion

Sentence-level performance To further compare
performances of holistic phrase sentiment classifi-
cation on the sentence level, we measure the accu-
racy on the sentence level. We define sentence-
level phrase accuracy (SPAcc) of a sentence as:
SPAcc = ncorrect/ntotal, where ntotal is the total
number of phrases in the sentence, and ncorrect is
the number of correct sentiment predictions in the
sentence. For each sentence of test dataset, taking
SPAcc of the corresponding label sequence result-
ing from the baseline model as the x-coordinate
and SPAcc of the corresponding label sequence re-
sulting from TCM as the y-coordinate, we draw a
scatter plot with a regression line as shown in Fig-
ure 5. The regression line is inclined towards the
top-left, indicating that TCM can improve the per-
formance on holistic phrase classifications over a
whole sentence.

If the SPAcc of a sentence is high, the sentence
is more holistically-labeled. Table 4 shows the
statistics on the rate of holistically-labeled sen-
tences with SPAcc > α (SPAcc-α). The rate of
holistically-labeled sentences for TCM is higher
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Figure 6: Deviation of node errors for each tree.

Dataset Metric Baseline TCM Diff.

SST-5
mean 36.9 35.7 -1.2

median 38.1 37.0 -1.1

SST-2
mean 31.4 21.8 -9.6

median 34.3 25.8 -8.3

Table 5: Deviation statistics. Values in units of ×10−2

than that for tree-LSTM on both SST-5 and SST-
2 for different values of α. It demonstrates that
TCM labels the constituent nodes of the whole tree
better than the tree-LSTM model, thanks to more
information exchange between phrases in a tree.

Consistency between nodes To compare the
sentiment classification consistency of phrases in
each sentence, we define a metric, phrase error de-
viation (PEDev), to measure the deviation among
the error of labels for one sentence:

PEDev(ŷ, y) =

√
1

N

∑N−1

i=0

[
d(ŷi, yi) − d̄

]2
,

where d(ŷi, yi) is the Hamming distance between
the i-th predicted label and the i-th ground truth
label. d̄ is the mean value of d(ŷi, yi). Since
d(ŷi, yi) ∈ [0, 1], PEDev(ŷ, y) ∈ [0, 0.5].

For an input sentence, if all the predicted labels
are the same as the ground truth, or all the pre-
dicted labels are different from the ground truth,
PEDev(ŷ, y) = 0, which means that the sen-
tence is labeled with the maximum consistency.
On the contrary, if the predicted labels of some
phrases are the same as ground truth while oth-
ers are not, PEDev(ŷ, y) is high. Table 5 lists
the statistics on PEDev(ŷ, y) of the baseline model
and our model for all the test sentences on SST-5
and SST-2. The mean and median of PEDev(ŷ, y)
of TCM are much less than those of the baseline
tree-LSTM model. In addition, as Figure 6 shows,
compared with the PEDev(ŷ, y) distribution of the
tree-LSTM model, the distribution of TCM is rel-
atively less in value. It demonstrates that TCM
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Figure 7: Sentiment classification samples.
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Figure 8: Confusion matrix on SST-5 phrase-level test
dataset for tree-LSTM (left) and TCM (right).
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Figure 9: Sentence-level phrase accuracy (a) and devi-
ation of node errors (b) comparison on SST-5 between
bi-tree-LSTM and TCM.

improves the consistency of phrase classification
for each sentence.

Confusion matrix Figure 8 shows the confu-
sion matrix on the SST-5 phrase-level test set for
tree-LSTM (left) and TCM (right). Compared
with tree-LSTM, the accuracies of most sentiment
labels by TCM increase (the accuracy of the neu-
tral label slightly decreases by 0.3%), indicating
that TCM is strong in differentiating fine-grained
sentiments in global and local contexts.

Metrics BTL TCM Diff.
SPAcc, α = 1.0 3.2 3.7 +0.5
SPAcc, α = 0.9 20.0 21.2 +1.2
SPAcc, α = 0.8 70.7 71.4 +0.7
PEDev-mean 36.4 35.7 -0.7
PEDev-median 37.6 37.0 -0.6

Table 6: Sentence-level phrase accuracy (SPAcc) and
phrase error deviation (PEDev) comparison on SST-5
between bi-tree-LSTM and TCM.

6.6 Comparison with Bi-tree-LSTM

Table 6 shows the sentence-level phrase accu-
racy (SPAcc) and phrase error deviation (PEDev)
comparison on SST-5 between bi-tree-LSTM and
TCM, respectively. TCM outperforms bi-tree-
LSTM on all the metrics, which demonstrates that
TCM gives more consistent predictions of senti-
ments over different phrases in a tree, compared
to top-down communication. This shows the ben-
efit of rich node communication.

Figure 9 shows a scatter chart and a deviation
chart comparision between the two models, in the
same format as Figure 5 and Figure 6, respec-
tively. As shown in Figure 9a, the errors of TCM
and bitree-LSTM are scattered, which shows that
different communication patterns influence senti-
ment prediction. The final observation is consis-
tent with Table 6.

6.7 Case Study

Figure 7 shows four samples on SST-5. In the first
sentence, the phrase “seemed static” itself bares
the neutral sentiment. However, it has a negative
sentiment in the context. The tree-LSTM model
captures the sentiment of the phrase bottom-up,
therefore giving the neutral sentiment. In con-
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trast, TCM considers larger contexts by repeated
node interaction. The phrase “seemed static” re-
ceives information from the constituents “never
took off” and “Though everything might be lit-
erate and smart” through their common ancestor
nodes, leading to the correct result. Although bi-
tree-LSTM predicts these sentiments of the phrase
“seemed static” and the whole sentence correctly,
it gives more incorrect results on the phrase level.
The other sentences in Figure 7 show similar
trends. From the samples we can find that TCM
provides more consistent predictions on phrase-
level sentiments thanks to its better understanding
of different contexts.

7 Conclusion

We investigated two tree communication mod-
els for sentiment analysis, leveraging recent ad-
vances in graph neural networks for information
exchange between nodes in a baseline tree-LSTM
model. Both GCNs and GRNs are explored and
compared, with GRNs showing better accuracies.
We additionally propose a novel time-wise atten-
tion mechanism to further improve GRNs. Re-
sults on standard benchmark show that graph NNs
give better results compared to bi-directional tree
LSTMs, providing more consistent predictions
over phrases in one sentence. To our knowledge,
we are the first to leverage graph neural network
structures for enhancing tree-LSTMs, and the first
to discuss tree-level sentiment consistency using a
set of novel metrics.
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Abstract
Multilingual writers and speakers often alter-
nate between two languages in a single dis-
course, a practice called “code-switching”.
Existing sentiment detection methods are usu-
ally trained on sentiment-labeled monolingual
text. Manually labeled code-switched text, es-
pecially involving minority languages, is ex-
tremely rare. Consequently, the best mono-
lingual methods perform relatively poorly
on code-switched text. We present an ef-
fective technique for synthesizing labeled
code-switched text from labeled monolingual
text, which is more readily available. The
idea is to replace carefully selected subtrees
of constituency parses of sentences in the
resource-rich language with suitable token
spans selected from automatic translations to
the resource-poor language. By augment-
ing scarce human-labeled code-switched text
with plentiful synthetic code-switched text, we
achieve significant improvements in sentiment
labeling accuracy (1.5%, 5.11%, 7.20%) for
three different language pairs (English-Hindi,
English-Spanish and English-Bengali). We
also get significant gains for hate speech de-
tection: 4% improvement using only synthetic
text and 6% if augmented with real text.

1 Introduction

Sentiment analysis on social media is critical for
commerce and governance. Multilingual social
media users often use code-switching, particularly
to express emotion (Rudra et al., 2016). However,
a basic requirement to train any sentiment analysis
(SA) system is the availability of large sentiment-
labeled corpora. These are extremely challenging
to obtain (Chittaranjan et al., 2014; Vyas et al.,
2014; Barman et al., 2014), requiring volunteers
fluent in multiple languages.

We present CSGen, a system which provides
supervised SA algorithms with synthesized unlim-
ited sentiment-tagged code-switched text, without

involving human labelers of code-switched text,
or any linguistic theory or grammar for code-
switching. These texts can then train state-of-
the-art SA algorithms which, until now, primarily
worked with monolingual text.

A common scenario in code-switching is that
a resource-rich source language is mixed with a
resource-poor target language. Given a sentiment-
labeled source corpus, we first create a parallel
corpus by translating to the target language, us-
ing a standard translator. Although existing neural
machine translators (NMTs) can translate a com-
plete source sentence to a target sentence with
good quality, it is difficult to translate only des-
ignated source segments in isolation because of
missing context and lack of coherent semantics.

Among our key contributions is a suite of
approaches to automatic segment conversion.
Broadly, given a source segment selected for code-
switching, we propose intuitive ways to select a
corresponding segment from the target sentence,
based on maximum similarity or minimum dis-
similarity with the source segment, so that the
segment blends naturally in the outer source con-
text. Finally, the generated synthetic sentence is
tagged with the same sentiment label as the source
sentence. The source segment to replace is care-
fully chosen based on an observation that, apart
from natural switching points dictated by syn-
tax, there is a propensity to code-switch between
highly opinionated segments.

Extensive experiments show that augmenting
scarce natural labeled code-switched text with
plentiful synthetic text associated with ‘borrowed’
source labels enriches the feature space, enhances
its coverage, and improves sentiment detection ac-
curacy, compared to using only natural text. On
four natural corpora having gold sentiment tags,
we demonstrate that adding synthetic text can
improve accuracy by 5.11% in English-Spanish,
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7.20% in English-Bengali and (1.5%, 0.97%) in
English-Hindi (Twitter, Facebook). The synthetic
code-switch text, even when used by itself to train
SA, performs almost as well as natural text in sev-
eral cases. Hate speech is an extreme emotion ex-
pressed often on social media. On an English-
Hindi gold-tagged hate speech benchmark, we
achieve 6% absolute F1 improvement with data
augmentation, partly because synthetic text miti-
gates label imbalance present in scarce real text.

2 Related Work

Recent SA systems are trained on labeled text
(Sharma et al., 2015; Vilares et al., 2015; Joshi
et al., 2016). For European and Indian code-
switched sentiment analysis, several shared tasks
have been initiated (Barman et al., 2014; Rosen-
thal et al., 2017; Patra et al., 2018; Sequiera et al.,
2015; Solorio et al., 2014). Some of these involve
human annotations on code-switched text. Vilares
et al. (2015) have annotated the data set released
for POS tagging by Solorio and Liu (2008). Joshi
et al. (2016) had Hindi-English code-switched
Facebook text manually annotated and developed
a deep model for supervised prediction.

In a different direction, synthetic monolingual
text has been created by Generative Adversar-
ial Networks (GAN) (Kannan and Vinyals, 2017;
Zhang et al., 2016, 2017; Maqsud, 2015), or Vari-
ational Auto Encoders (VAE) (Bowman et al.,
2015). Some of these models can be used to gen-
erate sentiment-tagged synthetic text. However,
most of them are not directly suitable for generat-
ing bilingual code-mixed text, due to the unavail-
ability of sufficient volume of gold-tagged code-
mixed text. Samanta et al. (2019) proposed a
generative method using a handful of gold-tagged
data; but they cannot produce sentence level tags.
Recently, Pratapa et al. (2018) used linguistic
constraints arising from Equivalence Constraint
Theory to design a code-switching grammar that
guides text synthesis. Earlier, Bhat et al. (2016)
presented similar ideas, but without empirical re-
sults. In contrast, CSGen uses a data-driven com-
bination of word alignment weights, similarity of
word embeddings between source and target, and
attention (Bahdanau et al., 2015).

3 Generation of code-switched text

CSGen takes a sentiment-labeled source sentence
s and translates it into a target language sentence t.

Then it generates text with language switches on
particular constituent boundaries. This involves
two sub-steps: select a segment in s (§3.1), and
then select text from t that can replace it (§3.2–
§3.3). This generation process is sketched in Al-
gorithm 1.

3.1 Sentiment-oriented source segment
selection

In this step, our goal is to select a contiguous seg-
ment from the source sentence that could poten-
tially be replaced by some segment in the target
sentence. (Allowing non-contiguous target seg-
ments usually led to unnatural sentences.) Code
switching tends to occur at constituent boundaries
(Sankoff and Poplack, 1981), an observation that
holds even for social media texts (Begum et al.,
2016). Therefore, we apply a constituency parser
to the source sentence. Specifically, we use the
Stanford CoreNLP shift-reduce parser (Zhu et al.,
2013) to generate a parse tree1. Then we select
segments under non-terminals, i.e., subtrees, hav-
ing certain properties, chosen using heuristics in-
formed by patterns observed in real code-switched
text.

NP and VP: We allow as candidates all sub-
trees rooted at NP (noun phrase) and VP (verb
phrase) nonterminals, which may cover multiple
words. Translating single-word spans is more
likely to result in ungrammatical output (Sankoff
and Poplack, 1981).

SBAR: Bilingual writers often use a clause to
provide a sentiment-neutral part and then switch
to another language in another sentence-piece to
express an opinion or vice-versa. An example is
“Ramdhanu ended with tears kintu sesh ta besh
onho rokom etar” (Ramdhanu ended with tears
but the ending was quite different). Here the con-
stituent “but the ending was quite different” comes
under the subtree of SBAR.

Highly opinionated segments: We also include
segments which have a strong opinion polarity,
as detected by a (monolingual) sentiment ana-
lyzer (Gilbert, 2014). E.g., the tweet “asimit
khusi prasangsakako ke beech . . . as India won the
world cup after 28 years” translates to “Unlimited
happiness among fans . . . as India won the world
cup after 28 years”.

1http://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP/
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Algorithm 1 CSGen overview.
1: Input: Sentiment-labeled source sentences S =
{(sn, yn)}

2: Output: Synthetic code-switched sentences C =
{(c, y)}

3: tn ← Translate(sn) ∀sn ∈ S /* Make parallel
corpus */

4: C ← ∅
5: for each parallel sentence pair s, t do
6: /*Collect word alignment signals*/
7: a← AttentionScore(s, t), g ← GizaScore(s, t)
8: /* Source segment selection */
9: P ← SentimentOrientedSegmentSelection(s)

10: for each segment ps ∈ P to replace do
11: /* Target segment selection */
12: q̂1, q̂2 ← MaxSimTargetSeg(s, ps, t, a, g)
13: q̂3, q̂4←MinDissimTargetSeg(s, ps, t, 1−a, 1−g)
14: /*Code-switched text generation*/
15: Ck ← Project(s, t, ps, q̂k) where k ∈ {1, . . . , 4}
16: C ← C ∪ SelectBest({Ck : k ∈ {1, . . . , 4}})
17: end for
18: end for
19: C ← Threshold(C) /* Retain only best

replacements */

An example sentence, its parse tree, and its can-
didate replacement segments are shown in Fig-
ure 1. In Algorithm 1, ps ∈ P denotes the set
of candidate replacement subtrees, which corre-
spond to segments. For each candidate segment,
we generate a code-switched version of the source
sentence, as described next.

3.2 Target segment selection

Given a source sentence s, corresponding tar-
get t, and one (contiguous) source segment
ps = {wis · · ·wi+xs }, the goal is to identify the
best possible a contiguous target segment qt =
{wjt · · ·wj+yt } that could be used to replace ps
to create a realistic code-switched sentence. We
adopt two approaches to achieve this goal: (a) se-
lecting a target segment that has maximum simi-
larity with ps, and (b) selecting a target segment
having minimum dissimilarity with ps, for various
definitions of similarity and dissimilarity. Below,
we describe methods that achieve this goal after
describing several alignment scores which will be
used in these methods. Overall, these lead to target
segments q̂1t , q̂

2
t , . . . shown in Algorithm 1, with t

removed for clarity.

3.2.1 Word alignment signals
Signals based on word alignment methods are part
of the recipe in choosing the best possible qt given
the sentence pair and ps.

GIZA score: The standard machine translation
word alignment tool Giza++ (Och and Ney, 2003)

A  coalition  with  the  Lib  Dems     is  what  the  electorate  want.

DT      NN    IN    DT   NNP   NNPS   VBZ   WP  DT      NN     VBP
.

NP NP NP VP

S

WHNP

SBAR
VP

PP

NP

S

A  coalition  with  the  Lib  Dems     is matadaata chaahata hai.

lib dems ke saath ek gathabandhan matadaata chaahata hai.

EN:

HI:
CS:

Figure 1: A phrase-structure tree for a sample syn-
thesis. Dotted-boxes around constituents indicate that
they are candidates for replacement on the source
side (§3.1). EN: English source sentence, HI: Hindi
target sentence, CS: code-switched sentence. The ital-
icized segment is the target segment to replace the
source segment under the non-terminal SBAR.

uses IBM statistical word alignment models 1–
5 (Fernández, 2008; Schoenemann, 2010; Brown
et al., 1993; Riley and Gildea, 2012). This tool in-
corporates principled probabilistic formulations of
the IBM models and gives a correspondence score
G[wit, w

j
s] between target and source words for a

given sentence pair. This word-pair score is used
as a signal to find the best q̂t.

NMT attention score: Given an attention-
guided trained sequence-to-sequence neural ma-
chine translation (NMT) model (Bahdanau et al.,
2015; Luong et al., 2015) and sentence pair s, t,
we use the attention score matrix A[wit, w

j
s] as an

alignment signal.

Inverse document frequency (rarity): The in-
verse document frequency (IDF) of a word in
a corpus signifies its importance in the sen-
tence (van Rijsbergen, 1979). We define I(w) =
σ(a IDF(w) − b) as a shifted, squashed IDF that
normalizes the raw corpus-level score. Here σ is
the sigmoid function and parameters a and b are
empirically tuned. This IDF-based signal is op-
tionally incorporated while choosing q̂t.

3.2.2 Target segment with maximum
similarity

Given word-pair scores derived from either
Giza++ or NMT attention described in §3.2.1, we
formulate two methods for identifying target seg-
ments. First, we identify the best target segment
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given Giza++ scores, G[·, ·], as follows:
q̂1t ← argmax

qt

∏

wt∈qt

∑

ws∈ps
G[wt, ws] (1)

For each word in qt, we compute the total attention
score concentrated in ps and then multiply them as
if they are independent.

Second, we use the attention score learned by
the NMT system of Luong et al. (2017) (a bidirec-
tional LSTM model with attention). Essentially,
given the attention score A[·, ·] between target and
source words, we intend to select the target seg-
ment qt whose maximum attention is concentrated
in the given ps.

Initial exploration of the above method revealed
that the attention of a target word may spread out
over several related but less appropriate source
words, and accrue better overall similarity than a
single more appropriate word. Here IDF can come
to the rescue, the intuition being that wordswit and
wjs with very different IDFs are less likely to align,
because (barring polysemy and synonymy) rare
(common) words in one language tend to translate
to rare (common) words in another. This intuition
is embodied in the improved formulation:
q̂2t ← argmax

qt

∏

wt∈qt
I(wt)

∑

ws∈ps
I(ws)A[wt, ws]

(2)
Informally, if a source segment contains many rare
words, the target segment should also have a sim-
ilar number of rare words from the target domain,
and vice-versa.

3.2.3 Target segment with minimum
dissimilarity

We examine an alternative method for identifying
target segments that leverage the Earth Mover’s
Distance (EMD) (Vaseršteı̆n, 1969). Kusner et al.
(2015) extended EMD to the Word Mover Dis-
tance to measure the dissimilarity between doc-
uments by ‘transporting’ word vectors from one
document to the vectors of the other. In the same
spirit, we define a dissimilarity measure between
ps and candidate target segments using EMD. We
present here EMD as a minimization over frac-
tional transportation matrix F ∈ R|qt|×|ps| as be-
low:

EMD(qt, ps) = min
F

|qt|∑

i=1

|ps|∑

j=1

Fi,jdi,j (3)

where
∑

i Fi,j =
1
|qt| and

∑
j Fi,j =

1
|ps| and di,j

is a distance metric between a target and a source
word pair, given suitable representations. Finally,

we choose the target segment which is least dis-
similar to a given source segment defined by the
EMD. We compute di,j in two ways, described be-
low.

Attention-based distance: Here the distance
between the embeddings is defined as:

dAi,j = 1−A[wit, wjs] (4)

Giza-based distance: Similarly we can com-
pute the distance using Giza score as:

dGi,j = 1−G[wit, wjs] (5)
Given the two types of distances in Eq. (4)–(5) and
the definition of EMD in Eq. (3) we can formulate
two methods for identifying target segments:

q̂kt ← argmin
qt

min
F

|qt|∑

i=1

|ps|∑

j=1

Fi,jd
k
i,j (6)

where k ∈ {3, 4} and d3i,j ≡ dAi,j and d4i,j ≡ dGi,j .
We can also use Euclidean distance as di,j .

However, this method requires multilingual word
embeddings for every word to calculate the dis-
tance. The volume of labeled source text we can
use is usually smaller than the vocabulary size,
making it difficult to learn reliable word embed-
dings. Also, if these corpora contain informal so-
cial media text like the ones described in §4.1, then
publicly available pretrained word embeddings ex-
clude a significant percentage of them.

3.3 Projecting target segments
Given a source sentence s with designated seg-
ment ps to replace, and target sentence t, we have
by now identified four possible target segments
q̂kt where k ∈ {1, . . . , 4} as described in §3.2.2–
§3.2.3. We now project the target segment to the
source sentence, meaning, (a) replace the source
segment with the target segment and (b) translit-
erate the replacement using the Google Translit-
eration API to the source script2. This creates
four possible synthetic code-switched sentences
for each instance of (s, ps, t). Finally, we trans-
fer the labels of the original monolingual corpora
to the generated synthetic text corpora.

3.4 Best candidate via reverse translation
From these four code-switched sentences
c1, . . . , c4, we wish to retain the one that retains
most of the syntactic structures of the source
sentence. Each code-switched sentence ck has an
associated score as defined in §3.2. We use two

2http://www.google.com/transliterate?
langpair=hi|en&text=<text>
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empirically tuned thresholds: a lower cut-off for
the similarity score of c1, c2 and an upper cut-off
for the dissimilarity score of c3, c4, to improve
the quality of candidates retained. These scores
are not normalized and cannot be compared
across different methods. Therefore, we perform
a reverse translation of each candidate back to
the source language using the Google translation
API to obtain s̃. We retain the candidate whose
retranslated version s̃ has the highest BLEU score
(Papineni et al., 2002) wrt s. In case of a tie, we
select the candidate with maximum word overlap
with s.

3.5 Thresholding and stratified sampling

In addition to retaining only the best among code-
switched candidates c1,...,4, we discard the win-
ner if its BLEU score is below a tuned threshold.
Further, we sample source sentences such that the
surviving populations of sentiment labels of the
code-switched sentences match the populations in
the low-resource evaluation corpus. Another tuned
system parameter is the amount of synthetic text to
generate to supplement the gold text.

We do not depend on any domain coherence
between the source corpus used to synthesize
text and the gold ‘payload’ corpus — this is the
more realistic situation. Our expectation, there-
fore, is that adding some amount of synthetic text
should improve sentiment prediction, but exces-
sive amounts of off-domain synthetic text may
hurt it. In our experiments we grid search the syn-
thetic:gold ratio between 1/4 and 2 using 3-fold
cross validation.

4 Experiments

We demonstrate the effectiveness of augment-
ing gold code-switched text with synthetic code-
switched text. We also measure the usefulness of
synthetic text without gold text. In this section, we
will first describe the data sets used to generate the
synthetic text and then the resource-poor labeled
code-switched text used for evaluation. Next, we
will present the method used for sentiment detec-
tion, baseline performance, and finally our perfor-
mance, along with a detailed comparative analysis.

4.1 Source corpora for text synthesis

We use publicly available monolingual sentiment-
tagged (positive, negative or neutral) gold corpora
in the source language.

ACL: Dong et al. (2014) released about 6000
manually labeled English tweets.

Election: Wang et al. (2017) published about
5000 human-labeled English tweets.

Mukherjee: This data set contains about 8000
human-labeled English tweets (Mukherjee and
Bhattacharyya, 2012; Mukherjee et al., 2012).

Semeval shared task: This provides about 10000
human-labeled English tweets (Rosenthal et al.,
2017).

Union: This is the union of above mentioned dif-
ferent data sets.

Hatespeech: We collected 15K tagged English
tweets from (Founta et al., 2018) which con-
sists of 4.7K abusive, 1.7K hateful and 4K nor-
mal tweets.

We picked Spanish, which is homologous to
English, and Hindi and Bengali, which are com-
paratively dissimilar to English, for our experi-
ments. We translated these monolingual tweets to
Spanish, Hindi and Bengali using Google Trans-
lation API3 and used as parallel corpus to train
attention-based NMT models and statistical MT
model (GIZA) to learn the word alignment signals
as described in §3.2.1.

4.2 Preliminary qualitative analysis

Analysis of texts synthesized by various mecha-
nisms proposed in §3.2 shows that similarity based
methods contribute 82–85% of the best candidates
and the rest come from dissimilarity based meth-
ods. Similarity-based methods using NMT atten-
tion and Giza perform well because the segments
selected for replacement often constitute nouns
and entity mentions, which have a very strong
alignment in the corresponding target segment.
NMT attention and Giza-EMD perform well when
segments contract or expand in translation.

4.3 Low-resource evaluation corpora

To evaluate the usefulness of the generated syn-
thetic tagged sentences as a training set for senti-
ment analysis, we have used three different code-
switched language pair data sets. Each data set
below was divided into 70% training, 10% valida-
tion and 20% testing folds. The training fold was
(or was not) augmented with synthetic labeled text

3https://translation.googleapis.com
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to train sentiment classifiers, which were then ap-
plied on the test fold judge the quality of synthesis.

HI-EN, FB (Hindi-English, Facebook): Joshi
et al. (2016) released around 4000 labeled code-
switched sentences from the Facebook timeline
of Narendra Modi (Indian Prime Minister) and
Salman Khan (Bollywood actor).

HI-EN, TW (Hindi-English, Twitter): This is a
shared task from ICON 2017 (Patra et al., 2018)
with 15575 instances.

ES-EN (English-Spanish): We collected 2883
labeled tweets specified by Vilares et al. (2015).

BN-EN (Bengali-English): This is another
shared task from ICON 2017 (Patra et al., 2018)
with 2499 instances.

HI-EN, Hatespeech: Bohra et al. (2018) pub-
lished 4000 manually-labeled code-switched
Hindi-English tweets: 1500 exhibiting hate
speech and 2500 normal. We also found a sig-
nificant number of abusive tweets marked hate
speech. For uniformity, we merged hate speech
tweets and abusive tweets.

4.4 Sentiment classifier
We adopt the sub-word-LSTM system of Joshi
et al. (2016). We prefer this over feature-based
methods because (a) feature extraction for code-
switched text is very difficult, and varies widely
across language pairs, and (b) the vocabulary is
large and informal, with many tokens outside
standard (full-) word embedding vocabularies and
(c) sub-word-LSTM captures semantic features
via convolution and pooling.

Loss functions: If the sentiment labels
{−1, 0,+1} are regarded as categorical, cross-
entropy loss is standard. However, prediction
errors between the extreme polarities {−1,+1}
need to be penalized more than errors between
{-1,0} or {0,+1}. Hence, we use ordinal cross-
entropy loss (Niu et al., 2016), introducing a
weight factor proportional to the order of intended
penalty multiplied with the cross entropy loss. On
the test fold, we report 0/1 accuracy and per class
micro-averaged F1 score.

Baseline and prior art: Our baseline scenario is
a self-contained train-dev-test split of the gold cor-
pus. The primary prior art is the work of Pratapa
et al. (2018).

Feature space coherence: Our source corpora
are quite unrelated to the gold corpora. Table 1
shows that the average Euclidean distance be-
tween feature space of gold training and testing
texts is much lower than that between gold and
synthetic texts. While this may be inescapable in a
low-resource situation, the gold baseline does not
pay for such decoherence, which can lead to mis-
leading conclusions.

HI EN,TW HI EN,FB ES EN BN EN
ACL 2.21 (2.13) 3.72 (2.24) 2.09 (1.73) 4.11 (2.67)
Election 2.40 (2.12) 6.27 (2.67) 1.58 (1.49) 5.23 (2.43)
Mukherjee 2.47 (2.33) 3.82 (2.26) 1.64 (1.64) 5.18 (2.50)
Semeval 2.23 (2.11) 4.04 (2.26) 1.69 (1.67) 3.63 (2.59)
Union 2.55 (2.15) 3.80(2.65) 1.65 (1.53) 5.48 (2.56)
Gold 2.05 1.87 1.64 1.83

Table 1: Average pairwise Euclidean distance between
training data and test data features. Rows correspond to
standalone (respectively, augmented) text for training.
Gray: reference distance of gold test from gold train.
Red: largest distance observed.

Training regimes: Absence of coherent tagged
gold text may lead to substantial performance loss.
Hence, along with demonstrating the usefulness
of augmenting natural with synthetic text, we also
measure the efficacy of synthetic text on its own.
We train the SA classifier with three labeled cor-
pora: (a) limited gold code-switched text, (b) gold
code-switched text augmented with synthetic text
and (c) only synthetic text. Then we evaluate the
resulting models on labeled gold code-switched
test fold.

4.5 Sentiment detection accuracy

Table 2 shows the benefits of augmenting natural
with synthetic text. Test accuracy increases fur-
ther (shown in brackets) if thresholding and strat-
ified sampling are used. Gains for HI EN,TW,
HI EN,FB, ES EN and BN EN are 1.5% (2.43%),
0.23% (1.43%), 4.76% (6.24%), and 2.8% (4.8%)
respectively. Categorical cross-entropy loss was
used here. Similar improvements in accuracy of
1.45% (1.5%), 0.59% (0.97%), 2.16% (5.11%),
3% (7.20%) are observed after training with or-
dinal loss function. Our conclusion is that care-
ful augmentation with synthetic data can lead to
useful gain in accuracy. Moreover, by selecting
synthetic text which is syntactically more natural,
even larger gains can be achieved. Notably, the
distance between training and test features (Ta-
ble 1) is negatively correlated with accuracy gain
(Pearson correlation coefficient of −0.48).
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Train
Test HI EN

(TW)
HI EN
(FB)

ES EN BN EN
HI EN
(TW)

HI EN
(FB)

ES EN BN EN

Categorical cross entropy training loss Ordinal cross entropy training loss
ACL 51.80 (52.59) 62.59 (65.33) 44.80 (48.84) 52.59 (59.81) 52.68 (53.76) 62.72 (64.22) 45.69 (50.31) 50.08 (51.60)
Election 52.84 (54.59) 65.59 (66.80) 43.07 (43.07) 57.99 (59.00) 52.89 (54.64) 64.88 (65.26) 45.21 (45.80) 53.40 (55.60)
Mukherjee 53.76 (54.69) 64.82 (65.85) 47.06 (46.36) 49.79 (57.40) 53.79 (53.53) 59.66 (64.57) 44.85 (43.07) 51.00 (49.40)
Semeval 52.99 (54.19) 65.33 (65.46) 47.36 (44.69) 53.40 (59.99) 52.99 (53.83) 63.26 (64.66) 47.36 (44.64) 53.14 (57.59)
Union 53.28 (54.64) 65.50 (65.99) 44.24 (45.32) 57.23 (59.89) 53.65 (53.69) 64.30 (67.65) 44.04 (46.00) 53.40 (57.40)
MSR 54.50 65.58 48.14 59.79 53.69 62.80 47.50 52.8
Gold 52.26 65.37 42.6 55.19 52.34 64.29 45.20 50.39

Table 2: Accuracy (%) on 20% test data after training with augmented and only gold text. Rows correspond to
sources of augmentation. In most cells we show (A) no thresholding or stratification and (B) with thresholding
and stratification (within brackets). Gray: reference accuracy with only gold training. Blue: A or B or MSR
outperforms gold. Green: B performs best. Row ‘MSR’ uses text synthesized by Pratapa et al. (2018).

Comparison with Pratapa et al. (2018): They
depend on finding correspondences between con-
stituency parses of the source and target sentences.
However, the common case is that a constituency
parser is unavailable or ineffective for the target
language, particularly for informal social media.
They are thus restricted to synthesizing text from
only a subset of monolingual data. Training SA
with natural text augmented with their synthesized
text leads to poorer accuracy, albeit by a small
amount, than using CSGen. The performance is
worse for target languages that are more resource-
poor.

Ordinal vs. categorical loss: Table 2 shows that
ordinal loss helps when the neutral label domi-
nates. However, neither is a clear winner and the
gains are small. Therefore, we use categorical loss
henceforth.

Choice of monolingual corpus: Across all
monolingual corpora, Election performs consis-
tently well. Best test performance on HI EN,TW
was obtained by synthesizing from the Mukherjee
corpus. Text synthesized from Election provides
the best results for HI EN,FB for both setups. The
performance of Union is also good but not the
best. This is because although a larger and diverse
amount of data is available which ensures its qual-
ity, the Euclidean distance between test data and
some individual corpora is still large.

4.6 Sentiment detection F1 score

Beyond 0/1 accuracy, Table 3 shows F1 score
gains. Election yields consistently good results.
We have reported the F1 score gain for different
sentiment classes only for Election in Table 3 for
brevity. Augmenting synthetic data with gold data
yields better F1 score than training only with gold
tagged data. Also, it is interesting to observe that

Categorical Cross
Entropy training

Ordinal Cross
Entropy training

Pos Neu Neg Pos Neu Neg
HI EN,TW

CSGen 0.52 0.62 0.38 0.55 0.63 0.34
Gold 0.48 0.63 0.24 0.50 0.62 0.35

HI EN,FB
CSGen 0.59 0.73 0.56 0.62 0.71 0.55
Gold 0.60 0.74 0.54 0.60 0.71 0.44

ES EN
CSGen 0.38 0.53 0.37 0.48 0.50 0.42
Gold 0.47 0.44 0.41 0.40 0.53 0.43

BN EN
CSGen 0.63 0.49 0.58 0.55 0.47 0.59
Gold 0.55 0.51 0.65 0.37 0.49 0.61

Table 3: F1 score for each class prediction. Blue: CS-
Gen is better than Gold.

there is a sharp drop of F1 score for HI EN,FB
and BN EN data sets for Gold data while training
with ordinal cross entropy function across all the
sentiment labels. As described in §4.5, this is due
to non-discriminative features. However, mixing
them with synthetic data helps in achieving better
results.

Train
Test HI EN

(TW)
HI EN
(FB) ES EN BN EN

ACL 40.33 49.96 38.40 47.81
Election 47.22 48.78 31.20 42.44
Mukherjee 46.22 48.98 39.76 44.42
Semeval 45.80 48.38 39.18 45.99
Union 43.50 49.80 41.90 41.20
Gold 52.26 65.37 42.60 55.19

Table 4: Percent accuracy on 20% test data after train-
ing on only synthetic and only gold text. Each row
corresponds to a source. Grey: Accuracy achieved
with only gold training. Blue: The closest accuracy
achieved to best.

4.7 Performance of standalone synthetic data

The accuracy of using only synthetic data as train-
ing is reported in Table 4. We can see that for
EN HI,TW and EN ES the synthetic data is very
close to the gold data performance (lagging by
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Category of failure Example sentence Gold Predicted
Keywords with different
polarity

manana voy conquistar la will forever be an amazing song not because me
la dedicaron but because my momma always jams to it

Positive Negative

“tomorrow I will conquer the will” forever be an amazing song not because
they dedicated it to me but because my momma always jams to it.
twin brothers lost in fair reunited in adulthood amidst dramatic circumstances
ei themer movie akhon ar viewers der attract kore na

Neutral Positive

twin brothers lost in fair reunited in adulthood amidst dramatic circumstances,
this theme does not yet attract viewers.

Ambiguous overall
meaning

elizaibq ellen quiere entrevistar julianna margulies clooney says she is tough
cookie she is hard one to crack

Negative Neutral

elizaibq ellen wants to interview julianna margulies clooney says she is tough
cookie she is hard one to crack
hum kam se kam fight ker haaray lekin tum loog zillat ki maut maaray gaye Positive Negative
We lost at least after a fight, but you died a terrible death.

Table 5: Examples cases of failure in prediction. Red: Negative Polarity words. Green: Positive polarity words.
Blue represents the English translation of the code-switched sentence.

5.04% and 2.84%). However, it performed poorly
for HI EN,FB and BN EN dataset. This is be-
cause there is heavy mismatch between the syn-
thetic text set generated and the test data distribu-
tion (Table 1) in these two datasets. The Pearson
rank correlation coefficient between the distance
(between test and training set) measures and rela-
tive accuracy gain is highly negative, −0.66.

To further establish the importance of domain
coherence, we report on an experiment performed
with HI EN,FB gold dataset. This dataset has texts
corresponding to two different entities namely
Narendra Modi and Salman Khan. Training SA
with natural text corresponding to one entity and
testing on the rest leads to a steep accuracy drop
from 65.37% to 52.32%.

4.8 Error analysis

We found two dominant error modes where syn-
thetic augmentation confuses the system. Table 5
shows a few examples. The first error mode can be
triggered by the presence of words of different po-
larities, one polarity more common than the other,
and the gold label being the minority polarity. The
second error mode is prevalent when the emotion
is weak or mixed. Either there is no strong opin-
ion, or there are two agents, one regarded posi-
tively and the other negatively.

4.9 Hate speech detection results

Table 6 shows hate speech detection results. Train-
ing with only synthetic text after thresholding and
stratified sampling outperforms training with only
gold-tagged text by 4% F1, and using both gold
and synthetic text gives a F1 boost of 6% beyond
using gold alone. Remarkably, synthetic text alone

outperforms gold text, because gold text has high
class imbalance, leading to poorer prediction. Be-
cause we can create arbitrary amounts of synthetic
text, we can balance the labels to achieve better
prediction.

Prec Recall F-score
Only synthetic 0.58 (0.63) 0.60 (0.63) 0.51 (0.52)
Synthetic +Gold 0.59 (0.60) 0.63 (0.63) 0.53 (0.54)
Gold 0.40 0.62 0.48

Table 6: Hate speech results (3-fold cross val.). In
most cells we show performance without thresholding
and stratification (within bracket with thresholding and
stratification). Green: Best performance in each col-
umn.

5 Conclusion

Code-mixing is an important and rapidly evolv-
ing mechanism of expression among multilingual
populations on social media. Monolingual senti-
ment analysis techniques perform poorly on code-
mixed text, partly because code-mixed text often
involves resource-poor languages. Starting from
sentiment-labeled text in resource-rich source lan-
guages, we propose an effective method to syn-
thesize labeled code-mixed text without designing
switching grammars. Augmenting scarce natural
text with synthetic text improves sentiment detec-
tion accuracy.
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Abstract

Aspect term extraction (ATE) aims at iden-
tifying all aspect terms in a sentence and is
usually modeled as a sequence labeling prob-
lem. However, sequence labeling based meth-
ods cannot make full use of the overall mean-
ing of the whole sentence and have the lim-
itation in processing dependencies between
labels. To tackle these problems, we first
explore to formalize ATE as a sequence-to-
sequence (Seq2Seq) learning task where the
source sequence and target sequence are com-
posed of words and labels respectively. At the
same time, to make Seq2Seq learning suit to
ATE where labels correspond to words one by
one, we design the gated unit networks to in-
corporate corresponding word representation
into the decoder, and position-aware attention
to pay more attention to the adjacent words of
a target word. The experimental results on two
datasets show that Seq2Seq learning is effec-
tive in ATE accompanied with our proposed
gated unit networks and position-aware atten-
tion mechanism.

1 Introduction

Aspect term extraction (ATE) is a fundamental
task in aspect-level sentiment analysis, and aims
at extracting all aspect terms present in the sen-
tences (Hu and Liu, 2004; Pontiki et al., 2014,
2015, 2016). For example, given a restaurant re-
view “The staff is friendly, and their cheese pizza
is delicious”, the ATE system should extract as-
pect terms “staff” and “cheese pizza”.

Early works focus on detecting the pre-defined
aspects in a sentence (Hu and Liu, 2004; Zhuang
et al., 2006; Popescu and Etzioni, 2007). Then,
some works regard ATE as a sequence labeling
task and utilize Hidden Markov Model (Jin et al.,
2009) or Conditional Random Fields (Jin et al.,
2009; Ma and Wan, 2010; Jakob and Gurevych,

2010; Liu et al., 2013) to extract all possible as-
pect terms. With the development of deep learn-
ing techniques, neural networks based methods
(Wang et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2015; Li and Lam,
2017; Xu et al., 2018) have achieved good perfor-
mances in ATE task, and they still treat ATE as a
sequence labeling problem and extract more use-
ful features surrounding a word. Obviously, the
overall meaning of the sentence is important to
predict the label sequence. For example, the word
memory should be an aspect term in the laptop re-
view “The memory is enough for use.”, but it is
not an aspect term in the sentence “The memory
is sad for me.”. However, sequence labeling meth-
ods are not good at grasping the overall meaning
of the whole sentence because they cannot read
the whole sentence in advance. In addition, neural
networks based sequence labeling methods have
the limitation in processing label dependencies be-
cause they only use transition matrix to encourage
valid label paths and discourage other paths (Col-
lobert et al., 2011). As we know, the label of each
word is conditioned on its previous label. For ex-
ample, “O” is followed by “B/O” but not “I” in the
B-I-O tagging schema. To the best of our knowl-
edge, no neural networks based method utilizes
the previous label to improve their performances
directly.

Recently, sequence to sequence (Seq2Seq)
learning has been successfully applied to many
generation tasks (Cho et al., 2014b; Sutskever
et al., 2014; Bahdanau et al., 2014; Nallapati et al.,
2016). Seq2Seq learning encodes a source se-
quence into a fixed-length vector based on which a
decoder generates a target sequence. It just has the
benefits of first collecting comprehensive informa-
tion from the source text and then paying more at-
tention to the generation of the target sequence.
Thus, we propose to formalize the ATE task as
a sequence-to-sequence learning problem, where
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the source and target sequences are word and label
sequence respectively. Our proposed method can
make full use of the overall meaning of the sen-
tence when decoding the target sequence because
the fix-length vector stores all useful information
of a sentence and will be used in the decoding pro-
cess. At the same time, Seq2Seq learning can rem-
edy the label dependencies problem because each
label is conditioned on the previous label when
generating the label sequence.

Though Seq2Seq learning has its obvious ad-
vantages of generating a sequence, it faces the dif-
ficulties of how to precisely map each word with
its corresponding label. As we know, the label
of each word is highly related to its own mean-
ing. For example, an aspect term tends to be some
words used to identify any of a class of people,
places, or things (e.g. staff, restaurant, pizza),
while some words to describe an action, state, or
occurrence (e.g. hear, become, happen) are rarely
a part of an aspect term. Furthermore, our pro-
posed method can know for which word it gen-
erates a label, and this kind of one-to-one match
does not exist in other Seq2Seq task (e.g. machine
translation). To incorporate the exact meaning of
each word into Seq2Seq learning, we propose the
gated unit networks (GUN) which contain a gated
unit produced based on the hidden states of en-
coder and decoder. The gated unit can automat-
ically integrate information from the encoder and
decoder hidden states of the current word when de-
coding its label.

Furthermore, the label of each word is depen-
dent on its adjacent words because the adjacent
words of an aspect term tend to be article, verb,
adjective and etc. As the example in the first para-
graph, the adjacent words of staff : The, is and
friendly have positive effect on predicting its la-
bel, while the rest words are not key factors. This
shows the importance of adjacent words of each
word in predicting its label. In classic Seq2Seq
learning, attention mechanism is used to make
the decoder select important parts of source se-
quence to form a context vector for decoding cur-
rent word (Bahdanau et al., 2014). However, this
kind of attention mechanism cannot pay more at-
tention to the adjacent words of a word because it
does not take distance into account. To overcome
this shortage, we introduce the position-aware at-
tention which first computes the weight of each
word with regard to previous hidden state si−1.

Then, the weight of word iwill be decreased based
on the distance between word i and current word
t. The more distant, the lower important. There-
fore, our position-aware attention model can force
the decoder to pay more attention to the adjacent
words of the current word when decoding its label.

We conduct experiments on two datasets, and
the experimental results demonstrate that our pro-
posed method achieves comparable results com-
pared with existing methods.

2 Model

Our proposed method is based on sequence-to-
sequence learning framework, plus two supple-
mentary components namely position-aware at-
tention and gated unit networks, which are used
to capture features from the current word and its
adjacent words. In this section, we will introduce
our model in detail, whose overall architecture is
displayed in Figure 1.

2.1 Sequence-to-Sequence Learning

For convenience, we first define the notations
which will be used next. Let X = [x1, x2, ..., xn]
denote a sentence which contains n words, and
xi ∈ Rd is word embedding which can be learned
by a neural language model (Bengio et al., 2003;
Mikolov et al., 2013). Let Y = [y1, y2, ..., yn] de-
note the aspect term labels of sentence X where
yi ∈ {B, I,O}. we call X and Y as source and
target sequence respectively.

The sequence-to-sequence learning method is
composed of two basic components: encoder and
decoder. The encoder reads the embeddings of
the source sequence and learns the hidden states
H = [h1, h2, ..., hn] for all words, and the com-
monly used method is the Recurrent Neural Net-
works (RNN). In our model, we use a bidirectional
gated recurrent unit (Bi-GRU) (Cho et al., 2014b)
to obtain the hidden states:

ht = Bi-GRU(xt, ht−1), (1)

where Bi-GRU represents the operations of bidi-
rectional GRU. ht ∈ Rse represents the hidden
state of word t, and se is the hidden state size of
the encoder.

The decoder is also a RNN which generates the
target sequence Y based on X , and predicts the
next label yt based on the context vector ct and all
previous labels [y1, y2, ..., yt−1] predicted by the
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Figure 1: The overall architecture of our model.

same decoder. Therefore, the joint probability of
the target sequence is defined as:

P (Y |X) =

n∏

t=1

P (yt|y[1:t−1], ct), (2)

where y[1:t−1] = [y1, ..., yt−1] and the conditional
probability of label yt can be modeled by the de-
coder, and defined as:

P (yt|y[1:t−1], ct) = softmax(Wost + bo), (3)

where Wo ∈ R|V |×sd , bo ∈ R|V |, |V | is the tar-
get vocabulary size, and sd is the hidden state size
of decoder. st ∈ Rsd is the hidden state in the
decoder at time step t, and computed as:

st = GRU(st−1, yet−1 ⊕ ct), (4)

where GRU is a unidirectional GRU.⊕ is the con-
catenation operation, and yet−1 is label embedding
for label yt−1. The context vector ct will be ex-
plained in the next section. It is noticed that the
initial hidden state of the decoder is the last hidden
state of the encoder. This means that the decoder
can be aware of the meaning of the whole source
sequence during the decoding process.

The encoder and the decoder are jointly trained
by minimizing the negative log-likelihood loss:

Loss = − 1

n

n∑

t=1

lt log(Pθ(yt|y[1:t−1], ct)), (5)

where lt is the ground truth label of word t, and
θ denotes the parameters of the encoder and the
decoder.

From Eq. (3) and (4), we can see that the pre-
vious label is regarded as input when decoding the

label for the current word. However, existing neu-
ral network based sequence labeling methods first
compute the label scores of each word simultane-
ously, and obtain the globally optimized label se-
quence (Collobert et al., 2011). Therefore, they do
not know the label of previous word when comput-
ing the label scores for the current word. By con-
trast, our proposed model generates the label for
current word based on the label of previous word.
This is the main difference between our proposed
model and existing methods in solving label de-
pendencies for ATE task.

2.2 Position-Aware Attention

In ATE task, the adjacent words of each word have
important effects on predicting its label, while
the distant words make less contribution to its
label. The reason is that aspect terms are of-
ten surrounded by their modifiers. To the best
of our knowledge, the current widely-used atten-
tion mechanism usually ignores the influence of
positions when measuring the weights of each
word. Therefore, we propose a Position-Aware
Attention (PAA) model which regularly decreases
the weight of word i with respect to the distance
between word i and word t. Supposing that we
compute the context vector ct at position t, PAA
first computes the weight for each word by:

αit =
exp(f(st−1, hi))∑n
j=1 exp(f(st−1, hj))

, (6)

where f(st−1, hi) is the score function which
computes the weight of hi given previous decoder
hidden state st−1 and the corresponding distance.
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The score function is defined as:

f(st−1, hi) =
1

d(wi, wt)
(Ws[st−1, hi] + bs)v

T
s ,

(7)

where 1
d(wi,wt)

calculates the weight decay rate for

word i, Ws ∈R(sd+se)×(sd+se), vs ∈ R(sd+se) and
bs ∈ R(sd+se) are weight matrix, weight vector
and bias separately. vTs means the transpose of
vs. In our model, we set d(wi, wt) as the func-
tion log2(2 + l), where l is the distance between
word wi and current word wt. As the example in
Figure 1, when computing the context vector for
rings, the d(union, rings) is log2(2 + 1).

Finally, the context vector ct is computed as a
weighted sum of these encoder hidden states:

ct =
n∑

i=1

αithi. (8)

We can see that PAA can tune the weights of
each word according to the distance. Therefore,
compared with vanilla attention, our model can
pay more attention to its adjacent words given a
word.

2.3 Gated Unit Networks
When solving ATE by our proposed method, there
exists a consistent one-to-one mapping between
source sequence and target sequence. This means
that the word representation can be used to help
the decoder to generate its label. For example,
some kinds of words (e.g. food, place, and peo-
ple) tend to be aspect term, while other words (e.g.
verb, adjective and adverb) have less opportunity
to be a part of aspect term. Therefore, we design
the Gated Unit Networks (GUN) to incorporate
word information into our model.

The main component of GUN is a merge gate
which integrates information from encoder hidden
state ht and decoder hidden state st. To make st
and ht have the same dimension sg, we apply full-
connection layers on st and ht to obtain new rep-
resentations s′t ∈ Rsg and h′t ∈ Rsg . The merge
gate is defined as:

gt = σ(Wgh
′
t + Ugs

′
t + bg), (9)

where σ is sigmoid function. Wg, Ug ∈ Rsg×sg
are weight matrices and bg ∈ Rsg is bias.

The merge gate automatically controls how
much information should be taken from ht and st

Dataset Training Testing
#Sent #Aspect #Sent #Aspect

Laptop 3045 2358 800 654
Restaurant 2000 1743 676 622

Table 1: The statistics of two datasets. #Sent and #As-
pect mean the number of sentence and aspect term sep-
arately.

for decoding the label for word t by:

rt = gth
′
t + (1− gt)s′t. (10)

Finally, we feed rt to softmax rather than st
used in Eq. (3) to obtain the label distribution for
word t. h′t plays a more important role than s′t if
gt is greater than 0.5, and vice versa. In such way,
GUN can make full use of the corresponding word
representation to help the decoder to generate its
label.

3 Experiments

In this section, we first introduce the datasets and
hyper-parameters used in our experiments. Then,
we show the baselines for comparison. Finally, we
compare the performance of our model with the
baselines and analyze the reason why our model
work.

3.1 Dataset & Hyperparameter Setting

We conduct experiments on two widely used
datasets of the ATE task (Li and Lam, 2017; Li
et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2018), which are the laptop
dataset from SemEval 2014 Task 4 (Pontiki et al.,
2014)1 and the restaurant dataset from SemEval
2016 Task 5 (Pontiki et al., 2016)2 respectively.
The details of the two datasets are shown in Table
1. All sentences are tokenized by NLTK3. In our
experiments, we randomly split 10% of the train-
ing data as validation data. We adopt F1-Measure
to evaluate the performance of the baselines and
our model.

In our experiments, all word embeddings are
initialized by pre-trained GloVe embeddings (Pen-
nington et al., 2014)4. We also use fastText (Joulin

1http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2014/
task4/

2http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2016/
task5/

3https://www.nltk.org/
4Pre-trained GloVe embeddings can be downloaded from

https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
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et al., 2016)5 to compute word vector for out-
of-vocabulary (OOV) words. The label embed-
dings are initialized randomly. The word and la-
bel embedding size are set as 300 and 50 respec-
tively. The parameters of our model are initial-
ized by uniform distribution u ∼ (−0.1, 0.1).
Both the encoder and decoder have two layers of
GRU, and their hidden size is set to 300. We
use Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) to optimize our
model with the learning rate of 0.001, and two mo-
mentum coefficients are set to 0.9 and 0.999 re-
spectively. The batch size is set to 8. To avoid
overfitting, we use dropout on word embedding
and label embedding, and the dropout rate is set
to 0.5.

3.2 Baselines

To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach, we
compare our model with three groups of baselines.
The first group of baselines utilizes conditional
randomly fields (CRF):

• CRF trains a CRF model with basic feature
templates6 and word embeddings (Penning-
ton et al., 2014) for ATE.

• IHS R&D is the best system of laptop do-
main, and uses CRF with features extracted
using named entity recognition, POS tagging,
parsing, and semantic analysis (Chernyshe-
vich, 2014).

• NLANGP utilizes CRF with the word, name
list and word cluster feature to tackle the task
and obtains the best results in the restaurant
domain. It also uses the output of a Recurrent
Neural Network (RNN) as additional features
to enhance their performances (Toh and Su,
2016).

• WDEmb first learns embeddings of words
and dependency paths based on the optimiza-
tion objective formalized as w1 + r ≈ w2,
where w1, w2 are words, r is the correspond-
ing dependency path. Then, the learned em-
beddings of words and dependency paths are
utilized as features in CRF for ATE (Yin
et al., 2016).

5https://github.com/facebookresearch/
fastText

6https://sklearn-crfsuite.readthedocs.
io/en/latest/

The second group of baselines employs neural
networks methods to address the ATE problem:

• Bi-LSTM applies different kinds of Bi-
RNN (Elman/Jordan-type RNN) with differ-
ent kinds of embeddings in the ATE task (Liu
et al., 2015).

• GloVe-CNN7 uses multi-layer Convolution
Neural networks (CNN) model with GloVe
embeddings to extract aspect-term (Xu et al.,
2018).

• BiLSTM-CNN-CRF is the state-of-the-art
system for named entity recognition task,
which adopts CNN and Bi-LSTM to learn
character-level and word-level features re-
spectively, and CRF is used to avoid the il-
legal transition between labels (Reimers and
Gurevych, 2017).

The third group of baselines are joint methods
for aspect term and opinion term extraction, and
they take advantages of opinion label information
to improve their performances.

• MIN is an LSTM-based deep multi-task
learning framework for ATE, opinion word
extraction and sentimental sentence classifi-
cation. It has two LSTMs equipped with ex-
tended memories, and neural memory oper-
ations are designed for jointly handling the
extraction tasks of aspects and opinions via
memory interactions (Li and Lam, 2017).

• CMLA is made up of multi-layer atten-
tion network, where each layer consists of
a couple of attention with tensor operators.
One attention is for extracting aspect terms,
while the other is for extracting opinion
terms (Wang et al., 2017).

• RNCRF 8 learns structure features for each
word from parse tree by Recursive Neural
Networks, and the learned features are fed to
CRF to decode the label for each word (Wang
et al., 2016).

• HAST tackles ATE by exploiting two useful
clues, namely opinion summary and aspect
detection history (Li et al., 2018).

7To make it fair, we compare our method with GloVe-
CNN which only uses GloVe embeddings because our model
just uses Glove embeddings but DE-CNN uses additional do-
main embeddings trained with large domain corpus.

8They also use handcraft features to improve their perfor-
mances.
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Method Laptop Restaurant
CRF 74.01 69.56
IHS RD 74.55 -
NLANGP - 72.34
WDEmb 75.16 -
Bi-LSTM 75.25 71.26
GloVe-CNN 77.67 72.08
BiLSTM-CNN-CRF 77.80 72.50
MIN] 77.58 73.44
CMLA] 77.80 72.77∗

RNCRF] 78.42 69.72∗

HAST] 79.52 73.61
Seq2Seq4ATE 80.31 75.14

Table 2: The performances (F1:%) of all baselines and
our model. All results of baselines are taken from their
papers, and “-” means that the result is not available.
The model with ] means that it uses opinion informa-
tion. The result with ∗ is from HAST.

3.3 Results Discussion

In this section, we report the performances of all
models and analyze the advantages and disadvan-
tages of them. The results of baselines and our
model are displayed in Table 2.

From the first part, we can see that CRF model
obtains the worst performances on both datasets.
Compared with the CRF model, IHS RD and
NLANGP achieves better performances because
they add more handcraft features to CRF. This
shows that useful features are key factors for CRF
based methods. Different from three previous ap-
proaches, WDEmb only uses word embeddings as
inputs and performs better than IHS RD model. In
fact, the CRF model also uses GloVe embeddings,
but its results are much worse than WDEmb. The
reason may be that embeddings used in WDEmb
are trained with parsing information which plays
important roles in ATE task. For example, the sub-
ject and object have a higher probability to be an
aspect term than other components. We can find
that the CRF based methods are heavily dependent
on the quality of features. However, it is hard to
extract effective features, and this prevents CRF
based methods from improving their results.

From the second part, we can observe that
the Bi-LSTM model obtains the worst perfor-
mances on both datasets compared with the other
neural networks based methods. Although Bi-
LSTM model only takes embeddings as features,
it achieves comparable results compared with the

best CRF based methods. The main reason is
that Bi-LSTM can learn dependencies between
words, and this phenomenon demonstrates that
neural networks based methods have bigger ad-
vantages than CRF-based methods in solving the
ATE task. Compared with Bi-LSTM, the GloVe-
CNN model improves 2.42% and 0.82% on lap-
top and restaurant datasets respectively. It is no-
ticed that the GloVe-CNN just extracts features in
a fixed-size window of each word for predicting
its label. That is to say, the adjacent words are
key factors for ATE, and this important informa-
tion is also incorporated into our model by PAA.
The BiLSTM-CNN-CRF model takes advantages
of Bi-LSTM and CNN and achieves better perfor-
mances than both systems. This shows that Bi-
LSTM and CNN can complement each other.

From the third part, we can see that MIN,
CMLA, RNCRF and HAST achieve good perfor-
mances on both datasets. This implies that joint
learning is a new direction for ATE task. How-
ever, they take advantage of opinion information
to improve their performances, and the opinion in-
formation is not accessible in many situations. It is
noticed that HAST also use the information of pre-
vious words to predict the current label, and they
find that previous word information (not the pre-
dicted label of the previous word) is important to
model the label dependencies.

Finally, we can see that Seq2Seq4ATE raises
its performances about 0.79% and 1.53% on
two datasets compared with HAST. In addition,
Seq2Seq4ATE does not take advantage of any ex-
tra features such as handcraft/syntactic features
and opinion information. This demonstrates the
effectiveness of our model.

In a word, our proposed method can make use of
the overall meaning of the sentence to better deal
with polysemous words (e.g. memory) and remedy
the label dependencies through decoding current
word conditioned on previous label. In addition,
we propose the PAA and GUN to make Seq2seq
learning method better suit the ATE task.

3.4 Ablation Study

In this section, we study the effectiveness of the
key components (e.g. PAA and GUN) in our pro-
posed model and conduct an extensive ablation
study. There are two main ablation baselines:
(1)Seq2Seq4ATE-w/o-PAA removes the PAA
from the Seq2Seq4ATE, (2)Seq2Seq4ATE-w/o-
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Method Laptop Restaurant
Seq2Seq4ATE-w/o-GUN 75.43 71.93
Seq2Seq4ATE-w/o-PAA 74.45 72.66
Seq2Seq+VAM 77.39 72.47
Seq2Seq4ATE 80.31 75.14

Table 3: The performances (F1:%) of our model’s vari-
ants on two datasets.

GUN removes the GUN from the Seq2Seq4ATE.
In addition, we also use vanilla attention mecha-
nism (VAM) to compute the context vector (named
Seq2Seq+VAM) for verifying the advantage of
PAA. Table 3 reports the results of Seq2Seq4ATE
and its variants.

From Table 3, we can first observe that both
PAA and GUN are important components in our
model because removing any of them from our
model would result in heavily drop in perfor-
mances on both datasets.

Secondly, we can see that Seq2Seq4ATE-w/o-
GUN performs better on the laptop dataset but
Seq2Seq4ATE-w/o-PAA performs better on the
restaurant dataset. The reason may be that the as-
pect terms in the laptop domain are fixed words
such as CPU, memory and etc. But the aspect
terms in the restaurant domain are more arbitrary
such as The Mom Kitchen, Hot Pizzeria and etc.
Therefore, GUN is more important in the laptop
domain because it can incorporate the word repre-
sentation into Seq2Seq by merge gate, but PAA is
more important for the restaurant domain because
it can leverage the adjacent words of each word to
help predict its label.

In addition, we also find that the Seq2Seq4ATE
removing both PAA and GUN performs very bad
in both datasets. We think the main reason is that
the number of aspect term is much smaller com-
pared with all words. Therefore, our model can
hardly learn useful information from data. We an-
alyze the datasets and find that the words of aspect
term make up 8.8% and 6.9% of the training data
of restaurant and laptop domain.

Finally, we can see that Seq2Seq4ATE im-
proves about 2.92% and 2.67% on laptop and
restaurant compared with Seq2Seq+VAM. The
great improvements again prove that the adjacent
words play important roles in ATE. The reason
is that the weights of distant words in VAM may
be large in VAM. However, the weights of distant
words in PAA will be heavily decayed by the posi-
tion information and the weights of adjacent words

Method Laptop Restaurant
F1 IT-Rate F1 IT-Rate

BiLSTM 75.08 6.72 68.41 8.98
BiLSTM+CRF 77.72 3.97 71.94 3.69
Seq2Seq4ATE 80.31 0.02 75.14 0.03

Table 4: The performances (F1:%) and illegal transi-
tion rate (IT-Rate:%) of three models.

will be decayed little because d(wi, wt) is propor-
tional to the distance.

3.5 Analysis of Label Dependencies

In this section, we conduct experiments to validate
the effectiveness of our proposed model in han-
dling label dependencies.

Collobert et al. (2011) have demonstrated that
it is important to model label dependencies in se-
quence labeling task. To validate the effectiveness
of our model in addressing this problem, we com-
pare our model Seq2Seq4ATE with two models:
BiLSTM9 and BiLSTM+CRF. BiLSTM does not
take the label dependencies into account, and BiL-
STM+CRF uses transition matrix (Collobert et al.,
2011) to address label dependencies problem.

To evaluate the effectiveness of model in model-
ing label dependencies, we propose an evaluation
criterion: Illegal Transition Rate (IT-Rate) which
is computed by: IT-Rate = #illegal transition

#aspect term × 100
where “#illegal transition” is the number of ille-
gal transition (e.g. O→I) occurrences in predicted
label sequence, and “#aspect term” is the number
of aspect term. Generally speaking, lower IT-Rate
means better performance in modeling label de-
pendencies.

Table 4 shows the results of three models on
testing data. First, we can observe that the higher
F1 is accompanied by lower IT-Rate. This once
again demonstrates the importance of modeling la-
bel dependencies. Secondly, we can observe that
BiLSTM+CRF decreases IT-Rate about 2.75%
and 5.29% on two datasets compared with the
BiLSTM model. This indicates that the transition
matrix is a good way to model label dependen-
cies. However, they also do not utilize the previ-
ous label to improve their performances directly.
The most impressive results are that the IT-Rate of
Seq2Seq4ATE is 0.02% and 0.03% which almost
can be ignored compared with BiLSTM and BiL-

9We only use GloVe embeddings for words and utilize the
same hyper-parameters used in Seq2Seq4ATE. Thus, its ATE
results are not the same with LSTM in Table 2.
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STM+CRF. The main reason is that Seq2Seq4ATE
leverages previous label information yt−1 to de-
code label yt for word t. Consequently, yt is com-
patible with yt−1. This indicates the advantages
of our model in handling label dependencies com-
pared with previous methods.

4 Related Work

Aspect-based sentiment analysis (ABSA) is a sub-
field of sentiment analysis (Hu and Liu, 2004;
Pontiki et al., 2014, 2015, 2016). In this paper,
we only focus on the ATE task, and we solve this
task by Seq2Seq learning which is often used in
the generative task. We will introduce the recent
study progresses in ATE and Seq2Seq learning.

4.1 Aspect Term Extraction

Hu and Liu (2004) first propose to evaluate the
sentiment of different aspects in a document, and
all aspects are predefined artificially. The key
step is to extract all possible aspects of a docu-
ment (Zhuang et al., 2006; Popescu and Etzioni,
2007; Mei et al., 2007; Titov and McDonald, 2008;
He et al., 2017). However, predefined aspects
may not cover all the aspects appearing in a doc-
ument. Therefore, many works turn to extract all
possible aspect terms in a document. The main-
stream methods for aspect term extraction include
the unsupervised method and supervised method.
The typical unsupervised methods include boot-
strapping (Wang and Wang, 2008), double prop-
agation (Qiu et al., 2011) and others. The super-
vised methods contain Hidden Markov Model (Jin
et al., 2009), Conditional Random Fields (Jakob
and Gurevych, 2010; Li et al., 2010; Yang and
Cardie, 2013; Chernyshevich, 2014; Toh and Su,
2016; Yin et al., 2016; Shu et al., 2017) and
other approaches (Wu et al., 2009; Ma and Wan,
2010; Liu et al., 2013). With the developments
of deep learning, neural networks based method
such as recurrent NN (Liu et al., 2015; Li and
Lam, 2017), recursive NN (Wang et al., 2016),
convolution NN (Poria et al., 2016; Xu et al.,
2018) and attention model (Wang et al., 2017)
have achieved good performances in ATE. In addi-
tion, many works utilize multi-task learning (Yang
and Cardie, 2013; Wang et al., 2016, 2017; Li
et al., 2018) and other resources (Xu et al., 2018)
to improve their performances.

4.2 Sequence-to-Sequence Learning

Sequence-to-sequence model is a generative
model which is proposed by (Cho et al., 2014b;
Sutskever et al., 2014), and first used in the field
of machine translation. In addition, Cho et al.
(2014a) improves the decoding by beam-search.
However, vanilla Seq2Seq model performs worse
in generating long sentences. The reason is that
the encoder needs to compress the whole sentence
into a fix length representation. To address this
problem, Bahdanau et al. (2014) introduce an at-
tention mechanism which selects important parts
of the source sentence with respect to the previous
hidden state in decoding the next state. Afterward,
some studies focus on improving attention mech-
anism (Luong et al., 2015). So far, Seq2Seq mod-
els and attention mechanism have been applied to
many fields such as dialog (Serban et al., 2016)
generation, text summarization (Nallapati et al.,
2016) and etc.

In this paper, we first attempt to formalize the
ATE as a sequence-to-sequence learning task be-
cause it can make full use of both the mean-
ing of the sentence and label dependencies com-
pared with existing methods. Furthermore, we de-
sign a position-aware attention model and gated
unit networks to make Seq2Seq model better suit
to this task. Generally, Seq2Seq model is time-
consuming in many fields because the target vo-
cabulary size is very large, but the time costs in
ATE is acceptable because the target vocabulary
size is 3.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose a sequence-to-sequence
learning based approach to address the ATE task.
Our proposed method can take full advantage of
the meaning of the whole sentence and the previ-
ous label during the decoding process. Further-
more, we find that each word’s adjacent words
and its own word representation are key factors
for its label, and we propose a PAA and GUN
model to incorporate two kinds of information into
our model. The experimental results demonstrate
that our approach can achieve comparable perfor-
mances on ATE task. In our future work, we plan
to apply our approach to other sequence labeling
tasks, such as named entity recognition, word seg-
mentation and so on.
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Abstract
In the literature, existing studies on aspect sen-
timent classification (ASC) focus on individ-
ual non-interactive reviews. This paper ex-
tends the research to interactive reviews and
proposes a new research task, namely Aspect
Sentiment Classification towards Question-
Answering (ASC-QA), for real-world appli-
cations. This new task aims to predict sen-
timent polarities for specific aspects from in-
teractive QA style reviews. In particular, a
high-quality annotated corpus is constructed
for ASC-QA to facilitate corresponding re-
search. On this basis, a Reinforced Bidirec-
tional Attention Network (RBAN) approach is
proposed to address two inherent challenges
in ASC-QA, i.e., semantic matching between
question and answer, and data noise. Experi-
mental results demonstrate the great advantage
of the proposed approach to ASC-QA against
several state-of-the-art baselines.

1 Introduction

As a fine-grained sentiment analysis task, Aspect
Sentiment Classification (ASC) aims to predict
sentiment polarities (e.g., positive, negative, neu-
tral) towards given particular aspects from a text
and has been drawing more and more interests
in natural language processing and computational
linguistics over the past few years (Jiang et al.,
2011; Tang et al., 2016b; Wang et al., 2018a).
However, most of the existing studies on ASC fo-
cus on individual non-interactive reviews, such as
customer reviews (Pontiki et al., 2014) and tweets
(Mitchell et al., 2013; Vo and Zhang, 2015; Dong
et al., 2014). For example, in a customer re-
view “The food is delicious, but ambience is badly
in need of improvement.”, the customer mentions
two aspects, i.e., “food” and “ambience”, and ex-
presses positive sentiment towards the former and
negative sentiment towards the latter.

∗Corresponding author

Question-Answering (QA) Style Review

- Question: Is [battery life] durable? How about [oper-
ating speed] of the phone?
- Answer: Yes, very durable but quite slow and obtuse.

Aspect Sentiment Classification Towards QA

- Input: QA text pair with given aspects
- Output: [battery life]: Positive

[operating speed]: Negative

Figure 1: An example for illustrating the proposed task
of Aspect Sentiment Classification towards Question-
Answering (ASC-QA).

Recently, a new interactive reviewing form,
namely “Customer Question-Answering (QA)”,
has become increasingly popular and a large-scale
of such QA style reviews (as shown in Figure
1) could be found in several famous e-commerce
platforms (e.g., Amazon and Taobao). Compared
to traditional non-interactive customer reviews,
interactive QA style reviews are more reliable
and convincing because answer providers are ran-
domly selected from the real customers who have
purchased the product (Shen et al., 2018a). To well
automatically-understand the QA style reviews,
it’s worthwhile to perform ASC on the QA style
reviews.

However, we believe that Aspect Sentiment
Classification towards QA (ASC-QA) is not easy
work and this novel task faces at least two ma-
jor challenges. On one hand, different from tra-
ditional non-interactive reviews with a single se-
quence structure, interactive QA style reviews
consist of two parallel units, i.e., question and an-
swer. Thus, it’s rather difficult to infer the sen-
timent polarity towards an aspect based on a sin-
gle question or single answer. Take Figure 1 as an
example. A well-behaved approach to ASC-QA
should match each question and answer bidirec-
tionally so as to correctly determine the sentiment
polarity towards a specific aspect.
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On the other hand, different from common QA
matching tasks such as question-answering (Shen
et al., 2018a), ASC-QA focuses on extracting sen-
timent information towards a specific aspect and
may suffer from much aspect-irrelevant noisy in-
formation. For instance, in Figure 1, although
the words in the answer (e.g., “quite slow”, “ob-
tuse”) and the question (e.g., “operating speed”)
are relevant to aspect “operating speed”, they are
noisy for the other aspect “battery life”. These
noisy words might provide wrong signals and mis-
lead the model into assigning a negative sentiment
polarity to aspect “battery life” and vice versa.
Therefore, a well-behaved approach to ASC-QA
should alleviate the effects of noisy words for a
specific aspect in both question and answer during
model training.

In this paper, we propose a reinforced bidirec-
tional attention network approach to tackle the
above two challenges. Specifically, we first pro-
pose a word selection model, namely Reinforced
Aspect-relevant Word Selector (RAWS), to alle-
viate the effects of noisy words for a specific as-
pect through discarding noisy words and only se-
lect aspect-relevant words in a word sequence.
On the basis of RAWS, we then develop a Rein-
forced Bidirectional Attention Network (RBAN)
approach to ASC-QA, which employs two funda-
mental RAWS modules to perform word selection
over the question and answer text respectively. In
this way, RBAN is capable of not only address-
ing the semantic matching problem in the QA text
pair, but also alleviating the effects of noisy words
for a specific aspect in both the question and an-
swer sides. Finally, we optimize RBAN via a rein-
forcement learning algorithm, i.e., policy gradient
(Williams, 1992; Sutton et al., 1999). The main
contributions of this paper are in two folds:

• We propose a new research task, i.e., As-
pect Sentiment Classification towards Question-
Answering (ASC-QA), and construct a high-
quality annotated benchmark corpus for this task.

• We propose an innovative reinforced bidirec-
tional attention network approach to ASC-QA and
validate the effectiveness of this approach through
extensive experiments.

2 Data Collection and Annotation

We collect 150k QA style reviews from Taobao1,
the most famous electronic business platform in

1http://www.taobao.com

China. The QA style reviews consist of three dif-
ferent domains: Bags, Cosmetics and Electron-
ics. Since corpus annotation is labor-expensive
and time-consuming, we randomly select 10k QA
text pairs from each domain to perform annota-
tion. Specifically, following Pontiki et al. (2014),
we define an aspect at two levels of granularity,
i.e., aspect term and aspect category. Besides, fol-
lowing Pontiki et al. (2015), we define three senti-
ment polarities, i.e., positive, negative and neutral
(mildly positive or mildly negative) towards both
aspect terms and categories. In this way, each QA
text pair is annotated with two tuples, i.e., (aspect
term, polarity), (aspect category, polarity).

For Tuple (Aspect Term, Polarity), we anno-
tate the single/multi-word terms together with its
corresponding polarities inside each QA text pair
according to four main guidelines as follows:
(1) We only annotate the aspect term when the re-
lated question and answer are matched. For exam-
ple, the QA text pair in Figure 1 is annotated as
(“battery life”, positive) and (“operating speed”,
negative) due to words “durable”, “slow” and “ob-
tuse”. However, in E1, the answer does not reply
to the question correctly and thus the aspects of
“macos” and “screen” will not be annotated.

E1: Q: Is macos good? How about the screen?
A: The shopkeeper is very warm-hearted.

(2) We only annotate the aspect term towards
which an opinion is expressed. For example, in
E2, the answer conveys only objective informa-
tion without expressing opinions towards “phone”
and thus “phone” will not be annotated. However,
“case” will be annotated and tagged as neutral.

E2: Q: How is this phone? How about the case?
A: I bought this phone yesterday. Case is
okay nothing great.

(3) We only annotate aspect terms which explic-
itly name particular aspects. For example, in E3,
“this”, “it” will not be annotated.

E3: Q: Is this expensive? Did anybody buy one?
A: Of course, it’s quite expensive.

(4) When one aspect term has two different de-
scriptions in both question and answer, the an-
notated aspect term should be consistent with the
question. For example, in E4, the annotated aspect
term should be “battery life” instead of “battery”.

E4: Q: Is battery life durable?
A: Yes, this battery is very durable.
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Domains Aspect Categories

Bags
Size, Price, Appearance, Quality, Weight,
Certified Products, Smell, Accessories, Ma-
terial, Life Timer, Style, Workmanship,
Color, Stain Resistant, Practicality

Cosmetics

Price, Efficacy, Moisturizing Performance,
Certified Products, Adverse Reaction, Ex-
foliator, Texture, Long Lasting, Smell, Ma-
terial, Noticeable Color, Quality, Colour,
Touch, Skin Whitening, Acne

Electronics

System Performance, Appearance, Battery,
Computing (e.g., cpu, gpu, tpu etc.), Cer-
tified Products, Quality, IO (e.g., keyboard,
screen, etc.), Price, Storage, Function (e.g.,
touch id, waterproof etc.)

Table 1: The defined aspect categories in each domain.

For Tuple (Aspect Category, Polarity), we first
define2 15, 16, 10 aspect categories (as shown in
Table 1) for the domains of Bags, Cosmetics and
Electronics respectively. Then, we annotate aspect
categories (chosen from the above predefined cat-
egory list) discussed in each QA text pair accord-
ing to similar guidelines for aspect term. For ex-
ample, there are two aspect categories discussed
in Figure 1, i.e., Battery and System Performance,
and annotated as (Battery, positive) and (System
Performance, negative) respectively. Finally, we
discard the QA text pairs which have no annotated
term and category.

We assign two annotators to tag each QA text
pair and the Kappa consistency check value of the
annotation is 0.81. When two annotators cannot
reach an agreement, an expert will make the final
decision, ensuring the quality of data annotation.
Table 2 shows the statistics of the final corpus.
To motivate future investigations for this track of
research, the annotated corpus consisting of three
domains are released in github3.

3 Our Approach

In this section, we first introduce the word selec-
tion model, i.e., Reinforced Aspect-relevant Word
Selector (RAWS) as illustrated in Figure 2, which
functions as a fundamental module of our ap-
proach to alleviate the effects of noisy words (Sec-
tion 3.1). On the basis of RAWS, we present
the Reinforced Bidirectional Attention Network
(RBAN) approach to ASC-QA as illustrated in
Figure 3, which employs two RAWS modules to

2Aspect categories are defined and summarized through
preliminary annotation.

3https://github.com/jjwangnlp/ASC-QA

Domains Pos. Neg. Neu. All #Cat.

Bags 2503 724 453 3680 15

Cosmetics 2834 956 503 4293 16

Electronics 2742 821 531 4094 10

Table 2: Corpus statistics (Pos., Neg. and Neu. denote
the number of positive, negative and neutral for aspect
term; #Cat. denotes the number of aspect category).

.

perform word selection over the question and an-
swer text respectively (Section 3.2). Finally, we
introduce our optimization strategy via policy gra-
dient and back-propagation (Section 3.3).

3.1 Reinforced Aspect-relevant Word
Selector (RAWS)

Figure 2 shows the framework of the word selec-
tion model, i.e., Reinforced Aspect-relevant Word
Selector (RAWS). Given an input word sequence
x = {x1, .., xE}, RAWS aims to discard noisy
words and only select aspect-relevant words in-
side x for a specific aspect xaspectxaspectxaspect

4. The output
of RAWS is an equal-length sequence of one-hot
variables o = [o1, .., oE ], where oi = 1 if the word
xi is selected otherwise oi = 0.

In this way, RAWS virtually functions as a
“hard” attention mechanism and thus cannot be di-
rectly optimized through back-propagation due to
the non-differentiable problem as proposed in Xu
et al. (2015) and Shen et al. (2018b). To address
this issue, we employ the reinforcement learn-
ing algorithm, i.e., policy gradient (Sutton et al.,
1999), to model RAWS. In this fashion, RAWS
plays as an agent which decides to select the word
or not by following a policy network as follows.

Policy Network. In this paper, we adopt a
stochastic policy network pπ which can provide
a conditional probability distribution pπ(o|·) over
action sequence o = [o1, .., oE ]. Here, o is exactly
the output of RAWS and oi = 1 indicates that
xi is selected otherwise oi = 0 indicates that xi

is discarded. More specifically, we adopt LSTM
(Graves, 2013) to construct the policy network pπ

for performing word selection over word sequence
x, denoted as LSTMp. In order to differentiate
whether a word is selected or discarded, inspired
by Lei et al. (2016), we incorporate the action re-
sult oi into the input v̂i of LSTMp at time-step i
and compute hidden state hi ∈ Rd of word xi as:

hi = LSTMp(v̂i), v̂i = vi ⊕ (oi ⊗ e) (1)
4The aspect denotes an aspect term or aspect category as

introduced in Section 2.
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Figure 2: The framework of word selection model, i.e.,
Reinforced Aspect-relevant Word Selector (RAWS).

where vi ∈ Rd is word embedding of word xi;
⊕ denotes vector concatenation and ⊗ denotes
element-wise multiplication; oi ⊗ e = [oi; ..; oi],
that is, oi is tiled d′ times across the row, where
e ∈ Rd′

is a column vector with d′ 1s and d′ is set
to be 50 tuned with development set; v̂i ∈ Rd+d′

.
In principle, the policy network pπ uses a Re-

ward to guide the policy learning over word se-
quence x. It samples an Action oi with the proba-
bility pπ(oi|si; θr) at each State si. In this paper,
state, action and reward are defined as follows.

• State. The state si at i-th time-step should
provide adequate information for deciding to se-
lect a word or not for aspect xaspectxaspectxaspect . Thus, the
state si ∈ R4d is composed of four parts, i.e., hi−1,
ci−1, vi and va, defined as si = hi−1 ⊕ ci−1 ⊕
vi ⊕ va, where ci−1 is memory state of LSTMp;
va ∈ Rd is aspect vector5 of xaspectxaspectxaspect.

• Action. pπ samples action oi ∈ {0, 1} with
conditional probability pπ(oi|si; θr), which could
be cast as a binary classification problem. Thus,
we use a logistic function to compute pπ(oi|si; θr).

oi ∼ pπ(oi|si; θr) = oi sigmoid(Wrsi + br)

+(1 − oi)(1 − sigmoid(Wrsi + br))
(2)

where θr = {Wr ∈ R1×4d, br ∈ R} is the param-
eter to be learned. ∼ denotes the discrete action
sampling operation.

• Reward. In order to select aspect-relevant
words inside word sequence x, we define an

5If aspect is a single word like “food”, aspect vector is
word embedding, while aspect is multi-word expression like
“operating speed” in Figure 1, aspect vector is an average of
its constituting word embeddings as Tang et al. (2016b).
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Figure 3: The framework of our proposed Reinforced
Bidirectional Attention Network (RBAN) approach.

aspect-relevant reward R based on cosine simi-
larity between aspect vector va ∈ Rd of xaspectxaspectxaspect

and the last hidden state hE ∈ Rd of LSTMp after
pπ finishes all actions, i.e.,

R = log cos(va, hE)

+ log p(y|(P,xaspectxaspectxaspect)) − γE′/E
(3)

where log cos(va, hE) = log va·hE
||va|| ||hE || is a cosine

delay reward. Besides, it’s worthwhile to mention
that, we regard the loss log p(y|(P,xaspectxaspectxaspect) pre-
sented in Eq.(10) from the classification phase as
another loss delay reward. This loss reward com-
bining with the above cosine reward could pro-
vide adequate supervision signals to guide RAWS
to select aspect-relevant and also discriminative
words (e.g., sentiment words “slow” and “ob-
tuse” for aspect “operating speed”) for performing
ASC-QA. γE′/E is an additional term for limiting
the number of selected words. E′ =

∑E
i=1 oi de-

notes the number of selected words. γ is a penalty
weight (tuned to be 0.01 with development set).

3.2 Reinforced Bidirectional Attention
Network (RBAN)

Figure 3 shows the overall framework of our pro-
posed reinforced bidirectional attention network
(RBAN) approach to ASC-QA, which consists of
three parts: 1) Word Encoder. 2) Reinforced Bidi-
rectional Attention. 3) Softmax Decoder.

Word Encoder. Given a QA text pair P with
an aspect xaspectxaspectxaspect, let xq = {xq

i }, ∀i ∈ [1, Eq]
denotes the word sequence in question text, and
xa = {xa

j }, ∀j ∈ [1, Ea] denotes the word se-
quence in answer text. To alleviate the effects of
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noisy words for aspect xaspectxaspectxaspect in both the question
and answer text, we make use of two RAWS mod-
ules (as introduced in Section 3.1) to perform word
selection over question xq and answer xa respec-
tively. More specifically, we employ two LSTMp

to construct policy networks pq
π and pa

π for sam-
pling action oq over question xq and sampling ac-
tion oa over answer xa. Here, the two LSTMp

are denoted as LSTMq
p and LSTMa

p respectively.
Therefore, according to Eq.(1), the hidden states
hq

i , h
a
j ∈ Rd of words xq

i and xa
j are computed as:

hq
i = LSTMq

p(v̂
q
i ), v̂q

i = vq
i ⊕ (oq

i ⊗ e)

ha
j = LSTMa

p(v̂
a
j ), v̂a

j = va
j ⊕ (oa

j ⊗ e)
(4)

where vq
i , v

a
j ∈ Rd are word embeddings (pre-

sented in Section 4.1) of the word xq
i and xa

j .
Reinforced Bidirectional Attention. Once

two RAWS modules finish all their actions
oq = [.., oq

i , ..] and oa = [.., oa
j , ..] over question xq

and answer xa, we employ a positional mask ma-
trix M ∈ REq×Ea

to calculate the matching ma-
trix S ∈ REq×Ea

between question and answer as:

Mij =

{
0 oq

i = oa
j = 1

−∞ otherwise
(5)

Sij = w� tanh(W1h
q
i + W2h

a
j + b) + Mij (6)

where Sij denotes the similarity between the i-th
question word and the j-th answer word; Mij =
−∞ leads to Sij = −∞ indicating that the i-th
question word or the j-th answer word has been
regarded as the noisy word for xaspectxaspectxaspect and thus dis-
carded by RAWS; W1, W2 ∈ Rd×d, w, b ∈ Rd are
the trainable parameters.

In order to mine semantic matching informa-
tion between question and answer, we employ S to
compute attentions in both directions, which could
be seen as a Question-to-Answer attention and an
Answer-to-Question attention. Specifically, we
first employ the row/column-wise softmax oper-
ation to get two normalized matrices Sr and Sc.

Sr
i: = softmax([Si1, .., SiEa ]), ∀i ∈ [1, Eq]

Sc
:j = softmax([S1j , .., SEqj ]), ∀j ∈ [1, Ea]

(7)

where Sij = −∞ leads to Sr
ij , S

c
ij = 0 when

the softmax operation is applied. This switches off
the attentions between word xq

i and xa
j so as to fil-

ter the noisy word information and only mine the
matching information relevant to aspect xaspectxaspectxaspect.

Second, since each word xq
i in question inter-

acts all words in answer xa and vice versa, its im-
portance can be measured as the summation of the

strengths of all these interactions, i.e., matching
scores computed in Eq.(7). Therefore, we perform
row/column-wise summation operation over the
normalized matching matrices, i.e., α̂a =

∑
i S

r
i:

and α̂q =
∑

j Sc
:j , where α̂a = [.., α̂a

j , ..] ∈ REa

and α̂q = [.., α̂q
i , ..] ∈ REq

are matching score
vectors. Finally, the bidirectional attention is com-
puted as follows:

• Question-to-Answer Attention (Q2A). We
first perform softmax operation over α̂a to com-
pute the attention weight αa

j of word xa
j in an-

swer text as αa
j =

exp(α̂a
j )

∑Ea

t=1 exp(α̂a
t )

. Then, the vec-

tor sa ∈ Rd of the answer text is computed as a
weighted sum of hidden state ha

j based on the at-
tention weight αa

j , i.e., sa =
∑Ea

j=1 αa
j h

a
j .

• Answer-to-Question Attention (A2Q). Sim-
ilar to question-to-answer attention, the question
vector sq ∈ Rd is computed based on attention
weight αq

i =
exp(α̂q

i )∑Eq

t=1 exp(α̂q
t )

, i.e., sq =
∑Eq

i=1 αq
i h

q
i .

Subsequently, we concatenate the answer vector
sa and question vector sq so as to obtain the vector
representation r ∈ R2d of the QA text pair P , i.e.,
r = sa ⊕ sq.

Softmax Decoder. To perform ASC-QA, we
feed the vector r to a softmax classifier, i.e., β =
Wr + b, where β ∈ RC is the output vector.
Then, the probability of labeling sentence with
sentiment polarity l ∈ [1, C] is computed by pθ =

exp(βl)∑C
c=1 exp(βc)

. Finally, the label with the highest

probability stands for the predicted sentiment po-
larity towards aspect xaspectxaspectxaspect.

3.3 Optimization via Policy Gradient and
Back-Propagation

The parameters in RBAN are divided into two
groups: 1) θq

r and θa
r for policy networks pq

π, pa
π in

two fundamental RAWS modules. 2) θ for the rest
parts including word embeddings, LSTM, bidirec-
tional attention and softmax decoder.

For θq
r , we optimize it with policy gradient algo-

rithm (Sutton et al., 1999). In detail, we first obtain
an aspect-relevant reward Rq according to Eq.(3)
after pq

π finishes all actions. Then, the policy gra-
dient w.r.t. θq

r is computed by differentiating the
maximized expected reward J(θq

r) as follows:

∇θq
r
J(θq

r) = Eoq∼pq
π
[

Eq∑

i=1

Rq∇θq
r
log pq

π(oq
i |s

q
i )]

(8)
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where ∇θq
r
J(θq

r) is estimated by using Monte-
Carlo simulation (Sutton et al., 1999) to sample
some action sequences over question texts. Simi-
larly, the policy gradient w.r.t. θa

r is computed as:

∇θa
r
J(θa

r ) = Eoa∼pa
π
[

Ea∑

j=1

Ra∇θa
r
log pa

π(oa
j |sq

j)]

(9)

For θ, we optimize it with back-propagation. In
detail, the objective of learning θ is to minimize
the cross-entropy loss function in the classification
phase as follows:

J(θ) = E(P,xaspectxaspectxaspect,y)∼D[− log p(y|(P,xaspectxaspectxaspect))]
(10)

where (P,xaspectxaspectxaspect, y) denotes QA text pair P with
given aspect xaspectxaspectxaspect from dataset D; y is ground-
truth sentiment polarity towards aspect xaspectxaspectxaspect.

Note that, during model training, θq
r and θq

r are
not updated in early stage, and thus two RAWS
modules select all words in question and answer.
When θ is optimized until the loss over develop-
ment set does not decrease significantly, we then
begin to optimize θ, θq

r and θa
r simultaneously.

4 Experimentation

We systematically evaluate the performance of our
proposed RBAN approach to ASC-QA on the cor-
pus as described in Section 2.

4.1 Experimental Settings
Data Settings. As introduced in Section 2, we
have annotated QA text pairs from three different
domains listed in Table 2. For each domain, we
randomly split the annotated data into training, de-
velopment, and testing sets with the ratio of 8:1:1.

Word Embedding. We first adopt FudanNLP
(Qiu et al., 2013) to perform word segmentation
over our collected 150k Chinese QA text pairs.
Then, we employ these QA text pairs to pre-train
200-dimension word vectors with skip-gram6.

Hyper-parameters. In all our experiments,
word embeddings are optimized during training.
The dimensions of LSTM hidden states are set to
be 200. The other hyper-parameters are tuned ac-
cording to the development set. Specifically, we
adopt Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014)
with an initial learning rate of 0.01 for cross-
entropy training and adopt the SGD optimizer with

6 https://github.com/dav/word2vec

a learning rate of 0.002 for all policy gradients
training. Regularization weight of parameters is
10−5, dropout rate is 0.25 and batch size is 32.

Evaluation Metrics. The performance is eval-
uated using Accuracy (Acc.) and Macro-F1 (F1)
(Wang et al., 2018a). Moreover, t-test is used to
evaluate the significance (Yang and Liu, 1999).

Task Definition. Our proposed ASC-QA con-
sists of two sub-tasks: 1) Term-level ASC-QA.
Given a set of pre-identified aspect terms, this sub-
task is to determine the polarity towards each as-
pect term inside a QA text pair. 2) Category-level
ASC-QA. Given a set of pre-identified aspect cat-
egories, this sub-task is to determine the polarity
towards each aspect category discussed in a QA
text pair.

4.2 Baselines
For comparison, we implement several state-of-
the-art approaches to ASC as baselines. Since the
input of all these approaches should be a single se-
quence, we concatenate question and answer text
to generate a single sequence. Besides, we em-
ploy some QA matching approaches to ASC-QA
and implement several basic versions of RBAN as
baselines. Note that, for fair comparison, all the
above baselines adopt the same pre-trained word
embeddings as RBAN.

The baselines are listed as follows in detail: 1)
LSTM (Wang et al., 2016). This approach only
adopts a standard LSTM network to model the
text without considering aspect information. 2)
RAM (Chen et al., 2017). This is a state-of-the-
art deep memory network approach to ASC. 3)
GCAE (Xue and Li, 2018). This is a state-of-
the-art approach to ASC which combines CNN
and gating mechanisms to learn text representa-
tion. 4) S-LSTM (Wang and Lu, 2018). This is a
state-of-the-art approach to ASC which considers
structural dependencies between targets and opin-
ion terms. 5) BIDAF (Seo et al., 2016). This is
a QA matching approach to reading comprehen-
sion. We substitute its decoding layer with soft-
max decoder to perform ASC-QA. 6) HMN (Shen
et al., 2018a). This is a QA matching approach
to coarse-grained sentiment classification towards
QA style reviews. 7) MAMC (Yin et al., 2017).
This is a QA matching approach to ASC which
proposes a hierarchical iterative attention to learn
the aspect-specific text representation. 8) RBAN
w/o RAWS. Our RBAN approach without using
RAWS modules. 9) RBAN w/o Q2A. Our RBAN
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Approaches
Term-level ASC-QA Category-level ASC-QA

Bags Cosmetics Electronics Bags Cosmetics Electronics
F1 Acc. F1 Acc. F1 Acc. F1 Acc. F1 Acc. F1 Acc.

LSTM (Wang et al., 2016) 0.571 0.757 0.582 0.771 0.534 0.756 0.528 0.773 0.493 0.739 0.522 0.752
RAM (Chen et al., 2017) 0.605 0.782 0.614 0.805 0.557 0.788 0.561 0.795 0.519 0.762 0.579 0.792
GCAE (Xue and Li, 2018) 0.617 0.779 0.623 0.819 0.570 0.781 0.590 0.787 0.514 0.791 0.576 0.788
S-LSTM (Wang and Lu, 2018) 0.615 0.824 0.623 0.821 0.569 0.794 0.587 0.828 0.522 0.788 0.581 0.801
BIDAF (Seo et al., 2016) 0.613 0.815 0.618 0.813 0.558 0.809 0.592 0.830 0.515 0.788 0.571 0.787
HMN (Shen et al., 2018a) 0.607 0.817 0.615 0.821 0.561 0.802 0.606 0.827 0.512 0.798 0.579 0.804
MAMC (Yin et al., 2017) 0.621 0.825 0.629 0.823 0.562 0.815 0.612 0.837 0.524 0.794 0.582 0.805
RBAN w/o RAWS 0.623 0.826 0.633 0.827 0.578 0.817 0.616 0.839 0.532 0.804 0.591 0.813
RBAN w/o Q2A 0.595 0.788 0.614 0.817 0.569 0.779 0.578 0.814 0.514 0.788 0.569 0.782
RBAN w/o A2Q 0.623 0.837 0.639 0.834 0.588 0.821 0.617 0.845 0.536 0.815 0.603 0.826
RBAN 0.648 0.856 0.662 0.855 0.616 0.833 0.634 0.869 0.557 0.833 0.625 0.839

Table 3: Performances of all the approaches to two sub-tasks, i.e., Term-level and Category-level ASC-QA. In
each sub-task, all approaches are evaluated in three different domains, i.e., Bags, Cosmetics and Electronics.

approach without using question-to-answer atten-
tion. 10) RBAN w/o A2Q. Our RBAN approach
without using answer-to-question attention.

4.3 Experimental Results

Table 3 shows the performances of different ap-
proaches to ASC-QA. From this table, we can see
that all the three state-of-the-art ASC approaches,
i.e., RAM, GCAE and S-LSTM, perform bet-
ter than LSTM. This confirms the usefulness of
considering aspect information in ASC. Besides,
both the attention based approaches RAM and S-
LSTM achieve comparable or better performance
than GCAE. This result demonstrates the useful-
ness of a proper attention mechanism to model as-
pect information.

The two QA matching approaches, i.e., BIDAF
and HMN could achieve comparable performance
with the three state-of-the-art ASC approaches,
and MAMC even beats all of them. This indi-
cates the appropriateness of treating question and
answer in a QA style review as two parallel units
instead of a single sequence in ASC-QA.

Furthermore, our RBAN w/o RAWS approach
(i.e., without considering aspect information) per-
forms consistently better than MAMC. This en-
courages to employ bidirectional attention to learn
the representation vectors of both the question and
answer in order to capture the sentiment informa-
tion therein. Besides, it’s interesting to notice that
RBAN w/o A2Q (i.e., without question vector sq)
performs much better than RBAN w/o Q2A (i.e.,
without answer vector sa). This is due to the fact
that the main sentiment polarity towards aspect is
usually expressed in the answer text.

In comparison, when using RAWS, RBAN per-

forms best and significantly outperforms RBAN
w/o RAWS (p-value < 0.05), which encourages
to discard noisy words for a specific aspect in both
the question and answer sides. Impressively, in
the sub-task of Term-level ASC-QA, compared
to LSTM, RBAN achieves average improvements
of 7.97% (F1) and 8.67% (Acc.) in three do-
mains. In the sub-task of Category-level ASC-
QA, compared to LSTM, RBAN achieves aver-
age improvements of 9.1% (F1) and 9.23% (Acc.).
Significance test shows that these improvements
are all significant (p-value < 0.05). These results
encourage to incorporate both RAWS and bidirec-
tional attentions to tackle ASC-QA.

5 Analysis and Discussion

Case Study. We provide a qualitative analysis
of our approach on the development set. Specifi-
cally, in Figure 4, we visualize the attention matrix
Sr in RBAN towards aspect “operating speed”
in two cases, i.e., not using RAWS (Figure 4(a))
and using RAWS (Figure 4(b)). In Figure 4(a),
color blue denotes attention weight (the darker the
more important), we can find that both aspect “bat-
tery life” and aspect “operating speed” in question
have been successfully matched with their corre-
sponding answer phrases, i.e., “very durable” and
“quite slow and obtuse”. However, RBAN with-
out RAWS can’t discard noisy words (e.g., “bat-
tery life”, “durable”) for aspect “operating speed”.
In Figure 4(b), color white denotes the word inside
question or answer has been discarded, we can
find that RBAN is capable of effectively discard-
ing noisy words such as “battery” and “durable”
and highlighting those significant words such as
“slow” and “obtuse” for aspect “operating speed”.
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(a) RBAN without RAWS (b) RBAN with RAWS

Figure 4: Attention matrices for a QA text pair (each row is a question word and each column is an answer word).
(a) and (b) show attention matrices of RBAN without RAWS and RBAN towards aspect term “operating speed”.

Error Analysis. We randomly analyze 100 er-
ror cases in the experiments, which can be roughly
categorized into 5 types. 1) 27% errors are be-
cause that the answer length is too short. An ex-
ample is “Question: Is the screen good? Answer:
No.”. 2) 24% errors are due to negation words. An
example is “the case is not good”. Our approach
fails to select the word “not” and incorrectly pre-
dicts positive polarity. This inspires us to optimize
our approach so as to capture the negation scope
better in the future. 3) 19% errors are due to the
wrong prediction on recognizing neutral instances.
The shortage of neutral training examples makes
the prediction of neutral instances very difficult.
4) 16% errors are due to comparative opinions. An
example is “macos is much better than Windows”.
Our approach incorrectly predicts positive for as-
pect “Windows”. 5) Finally, 14% errors are due to
mistakes during Chinese word segmentation. An
example is “好难看(very ugly)”. It’s incorrectly
segmented into “好(good)|难(hard)|看(look)” and
predicted as positive. This encourages to improve
the performance of word segmentation on infor-
mal customer reviews.

6 Related Work
Existing studies on Aspect Sentiment Classifica-
tion (ASC) could be divided into two groups ac-
cording to the different level of text, i.e., sentence-
level ASC and document-level ASC.

Sentence-level ASC is typically regarded as a
sentence-level text classification which aims to in-
corporate aspect information into a model. Re-
cently, Wang et al. (2016); Ma et al. (2017) pro-
pose an attention based LSTM to ASC by explor-
ing the connection between an aspect and the con-
tent of a sentence. Tang et al. (2016b), Chen et al.
(2017) and Wang et al. (2018b) employ memory
networks to model the context and aspect. Wang

and Lu (2018) propose a segmentation attention to
capture structural dependency between target and
opinion terms.

Document-level ASC aims to predict sentiment
ratings for aspects inside a long text. Traditional
studies (Titov and McDonald, 2008; Wang et al.,
2010; Pontiki et al., 2016) solve document-level
ASC as a sub-problem by utilizing heuristic based
methods or topic models. Recently, Lei et al.
(2016) focus on extracting rationales for aspects
in a document. Li et al. (2018) propose an user-
aware attention approach to document-level ASC.
Yin et al. (2017) model document-level ASC as a
machine comprehension problem, of which the in-
put is also a parallel unit, i.e., question and answer.
However, their question texts are pseudo and arti-
ficially constructed. This disaccords with the fact
that real-world question texts also possibly involve
multi-aspect and sentiment information.

Unlike all the above studies, this paper performs
ASC on a different type of text, i.e., QA style re-
views. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first attempt to perform ASC on QA style reviews.

7 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a new task, i.e., Aspect
Sentiment Classification towards Question An-
swering (ASC-QA). Specifically, we first build a
high-quality human annotated benchmark corpus.
Then, we design a reinforced bidirectional atten-
tion network (RBAN) approach to address ASC-
QA. Empirical studies show that our proposed ap-
proach significantly outperforms several state-of-
the-art baselines in the task of ASC-QA. In our fu-
ture work, we would like to solve other challenges
in ASC-QA such as data imbalance and negation
detection to improve the performance. Further-
more, we would like to explore the effectiveness
of our approach to ASC-QA in other languages.
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Abstract

We introduce the first large-scale corpus for
long-form question answering, a task requir-
ing elaborate and in-depth answers to open-
ended questions. The dataset comprises 270K
threads from the Reddit forum “Explain Like
I’m Five” (ELI5) where an online community
provides answers to questions which are com-
prehensible by five year olds. Compared to ex-
isting datasets, ELI5 comprises diverse ques-
tions requiring multi-sentence answers. We
provide a large set of web documents to help
answer the question. Automatic and human
evaluations show that an abstractive model
trained with a multi-task objective outper-
forms conventional Seq2Seq, language mod-
eling, as well as a strong extractive baseline.
However, our best model is still far from hu-
man performance since raters prefer gold re-
sponses in over 86% of cases, leaving ample
opportunity for future improvement.1

1 Introduction

Existing question answering datasets have enabled
significant progress in models that provide ex-
tractive or unambigious short answers. However,
less attention has been paid to open-ended ques-
tions that require explanations. In this work, we
present ELI5: a Long Form Question Answer-
ing dataset that emphasizes the dual challenges of
isolating relevant information within long source
documents and generating paragraph-length ex-
planations in response to complex, diverse ques-
tions (see illustrations in Figures 1 and 2).

The first challenge of ELI5 is the length and di-
versity of answers that span multiple sentences:

⇤ Equal contribution
‡ Work done while at Facebook AI Research

1Dataset, Pretrained Models, and Additional Informa-
tion is available: https://facebookresearch.
github.io/ELI5, https://github.com/
facebookresearch/ELI5

Question: How do Jellyfish function without brains or ner-
vous systems? [...] (60 words)

Answer: Jellyfish may not have a brain, but they have a rough
nervous system and innate behaviours. However, they are
very simple creatures. They’re invertebrate: creatures with-
out a backbone. Most jellyfish have really short life spans.
Sometimes just a couple of hours. [...] As their name im-
plies, they are largely composed of basically jelly inside a
thin membrane. They’re over 95% water. (327 words)

Documents: [...] Jellyfish do not have brains, and most
barely have nervous systems. They have primitive nerve cells
that help them orient themselves in the water and sense light
and touch. [...] While they dont possess brains, the animals
still have neurons that send all sorts of signals throughout
their body. [...] They may accomplish this through the as-
sistance of their nerve rings. Jellyfish don’t have brains, and
that’s just where things begin. They don’t have many of the
body parts that are typical in other animals. [...] (1070 words)

Figure 1: ELI5 example. Models must write multi-sentence
answers given questions and supporting web documents.

questions are complex and cannot be easily ad-
dressed by a short response (Nguyen et al., 2016)
or by extracting a word or phrase from an evidence
document (Rajpurkar et al., 2016). Answers also
represent one of several valid ways of addressing
the query. Many state-of-the-art question answer-
ing models perform well compared to human per-
formance for extractive answer selection (Radford
et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2018). However, their
success does not directly carry over to our setting.

The second challenge is the length and diversity
of the content from knowledge sources required
to answer our questions. We leverage evidence
queried from the web for each question. In con-
trast to previous datasets where the human written
answer could be found with lexical overlap meth-
ods (Weissenborn et al., 2017), ELI5 poses a sig-
nificant challenge in siphoning out important in-
formation, as no single sentence or phrase contains
the full answer. While there are some datasets
that do require multi-sentence supporting knowl-
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Figure 2: ELI5 questions by starting word, where box size represents frequency. Questions are open ended and diverse.

edge such as TriviaQA (Joshi et al., 2017), their
answers are still short.

We benchmark the performance of several ex-
tractive, retrieval, and generative models. Evalua-
tion of our task, and of multi-sentence text genera-
tion in general, is challenging. We draw upon sev-
eral evaluation metrics that quantify performance
on intermediary fill-in tasks that lead up to the full
answer generation. The overall answer generation
quality is measured with ROUGE (Lin, 2004) and
various human evaluation studies.

We develop a strong abstractive baseline by
training a Seq2Seq model on multiple tasks over
the same data: language modeling, masked word
prediction (Devlin et al., 2018) and answer genera-
tion. We show this approach outperforms conven-
tional Seq2Seq and language modeling, as well as
a strong extractive baseline based on BidAF (Seo
et al., 2017) but generalized to multi-sentence out-
put. However, our best-performing model is still
far from the quality of human written answers,
with raters preferring the gold answers 86% of the
time. Further, we show that model performance
is strongly limited by the ability to comprehend
long multi-document input and generate long out-
puts to form a comprehensive answer, leaving this
challenge for future research.

2 Related Work

Various QA datasets have been proposed in
roughly two categories: extractive answers and
short abstractive answers (see Table 1).

Extractive QA Extractive question an-
swering datasets such as TREC (Voorhees,
2003), SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016, 2018),
NewsQA (Trischler et al., 2017), SearchQA (Dunn
et al., 2017), and QuAC (Choi et al., 2018) con-

strain the answer to a word or short phrase from
the input and evaluate using exact match or F1
with the ground truth span. HotpotQA (Yang
et al., 2018) extends this approach by building
questions which challenge models to conduct
multi-hop reasoning across multiple paragraphs,
but the answer is still a short span. Further,
the answer must be straightforward, as it needs
to be copied from the supporting evidence —
precluding most “how” or “why” type questions.

Abstractive QA Abstractive datasets include
NarrativeQA (Kocisky et al., 2018), a dataset of
movie and book summaries and CoQA (Reddy
et al., 2018), a multi-domain dialogue dataset.
Both collect responses with crowdworkers and
find that written answers are mostly extractive
and short. MS MARCO (Nguyen et al., 2016),
a dataset of crowdsourced responses to Bing
queries, has written answers around 1 sentence
long with short input passages. TriviaQA (Joshi
et al., 2017) contains longer multi-document web
input, collected using Bing and Wikipedia. As the
dataset is built from trivia, most questions can be
answered with a short extractive span.

Multi-document summarization The ELI5
task of writing a paragraph length response
from multiple supporting documents can be
seen as a form of query-based multi-document
summarization (Tombros and Sanderson, 1998).
Summarization tasks such as DUC 20042 involve
long input and multi-sentence generation, but
contain much less training data compared to
ELI5. WikiSum (Liu et al., 2018) proposes
writing Wikipedia articles as a multi-document
summarization task. ELI5 requires more directed

2https://duc.nist.gov/duc2004/
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Dataset Average # of Words 1st Question Word Frequency (%)
Question Document(s) Answer Why How What When Where Who Which OTHER # Q-A Pairs

ELI5 42.2 857.6 (212K) 130.6 44.8 27.1 18.3 11.3 2.0 1.8 0.8 6.1 272K

MS MARCO v2 (Nguyen et al., 2016) 6.4 56 13.8 1.7 16.8 35.0 2.7 3.5 3.3 1.8 35.3 183K
TriviaQA (Joshi et al., 2017) 14 2895 2.0 0.2 3.9 32.6 2.0 2.1 16.8 41.8 0.6 110K

NarrativeQA (Kocisky et al., 2018) 9.8 656 4.7 9.8 10.7 38.0 1.7 7.5 23.4 2.2 6.8 47K
CoQA (Reddy et al., 2018) 5.5 271 2.7 2 5 27 2 5 15 1 43 127K

SQuAD (2.0) (Rajpurkar et al., 2018) 9.9 116.6 3.2 1.4 8.9 45.3 6.0 3.6 9.6 4.4 17.6 150K
HotpotQA (Yang et al., 2018) 17.8 917 2.2 0.1 2.6 37.2 2.8 2.2 13.8 28.5 12.8 113K

Table 1: Comparing large-scale QA datasets. ELI5 has answers an order of magnitude longer and more open-ended questions.

text generation to answer a question, rather than
to write about a general topic. In addition, ELI5
contains a diverse set of questions which can
involve more than one Wikipedia concept.

3 Making a Long Form QA Dataset

3.1 Creating the Dataset from ELI5

There are several websites which provide forums
to ask open-ended questions such as Yahoo An-
swers, Quora, as well as numerous Reddit forums,
or subreddits. We focus on the subreddit Explain
Like I’m Five (ELI5) where users are encouraged
to provide answers which are comprehensible by a
five year old.3 ELI5 is appealing because answers
are supposed to be entirely self contained, and thus
rely less on pre-existing knowledge of the world
and use simpler language that is easier to model.

Questions and answers. We select a set of ques-
tions and answers from the ELI5 forum up to July
2018 and then filter it based on how users rated
these pairs. First, we only retain questions which
have a score of at least two, that is two more ‘up-
votes’ than ‘down-votes’. Second, there must be at
least one answer with a score of at least two. This
yields a final number of 272K questions, and en-
sures that at least one person other than the author
has read the thread and deemed it appropriate. For
each thread, we select the answer with the high-
est voting score as the reference. Note that 63%
have one or more other valid answers by our up-
vote criteria, potentially doubling the size of the
available training data.

Preparing supporting information. Next, we
collect web sources for every question to pro-
vide relevant information that a system can draw
upon when generating an answer. Wikipedia has
been found effective for factoid-oriented questions
(Joshi et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2017). However,

3https://www.reddit.com/r/
explainlikeimfive

early experiments in our setting showed it to be in-
sufficient to cover the wide range of topics present
in ELI5 and to address the open-ended nature of
the questions. Instead, we use web data pro-
vided by Common Crawl.4 Specifically, we con-
sider each of the individual pages in the July 2018
archive (roughly one per URL) as a single docu-
ment. The data is tokenized with Spacy5 and we
select English documents with FastText language
identification (Bojanowski et al., 2017). Finally,
we index the data with Apache Lucene.6

Creating support documents. We query the in-
dex for the 272K questions and gather the 100
most relevant web sources for each question, ex-
cluding Reddit. Each web source is the extracted
text of one page in Common Crawl. This leads to
supporting text for each question of a few hundred
thousand words. There is a good chance that the
supporting text contains the necessary information
to answer the question, but the sheer amount of
data is far beyond the scope of what many mod-
ern models can handle. We therefore filter the 100
web sources by selecting specific passages using
a simple heuristic: we split each web source into
sentences, find sentences with the highest TFIDF
similarity with respect to the question, add some
local context for each of these, and concatenate
the result into a single support document, with
special tokens indicating non-contiguous passages
and document shifts. Each support document is
the result of this processing to concatenate rele-
vant information from the web sources.

We find that extracting 15 passages with a con-
text of one sentence before and after the initial se-
lection provides the best trade-off between support
document length and likelihood of containing rel-
evant information, where relevance is measured as
the likelihood of containing a sentence which has

4http://commoncrawl.org
5https://spacy.io
6http://lucene.apache.org
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% Correct Human Answers 94.5
% Correct Human Answers with Explanation 90.2

% Support Document contains Answer 65.0
% Support Document contains Relevant Info 92.0

Table 2: Annotated subset of ELI5 to assess answerability.

high ROUGE with the answer. We release all 100
Common Crawl IDs for each question and a script
to create the support document so future research
can use the support document or choose to further
investigate the information retrieval problem.

Finalizing the data set. If the training data con-
tains questions that are too similar to the valida-
tion and test data, a model may perform well on
these examples by memorizing related examples.
We prevent this by building the validation and test
set to contain questions that are sufficiently differ-
ent from the training data. We compute the TFIDF
similarity between each pair of questions in the
entire dataset and sample the validation and test
set from the subset which has no close neighbor
by TFIDF score. The final dataset contains 237K
train examples, 10K for valid, and 25K for test.

3.2 Dataset Analysis

Table 1 compares ELI5 to related datasets in terms
of the length of the question, support document,
answer, as well as statistics on the question types.

First, ELI5 questions are much longer than in
other datasets. This is because the initial question
is often followed by a clarifying paragraph detail-
ing what aspect of the general theme should be
addressed or the question’s starting assumptions,
which need to be considered to answer well. To
get a rough idea of the different questions, we cat-
egorize them based on interrogative words. ELI5
focuses on open-ended queries which are less rep-
resented in other extractive or abstractive datasets.
Figure 2 shows examples of ELI5 questions split
by type and Appendix Figure 11 displays random
examples from the ELI5 training set. Interestingly,
even What questions tend to require paragraph-
length explanations (What is the difference. . . ).

Support documents contain 22-60 sentences or
on average 858 words, which puts ELI5 on the
higher end of published datasets for document
length. ELI5 contains long-form answers with an
average length of 6.6 sentences, or 130 words.

Next, we analyze a random subset of ELI5 to
assess the feasability of answering the questions

in the dataset. We judge if the question is answer-
able by reading each question, the gold answer,
and the support document we have created with
TF-IDF extraction. Note that questions can have
multiple parts and all parts of the question must
be answered. We sample 500 randomly question-
answer pairs from the training set and find that
94.5% of gold answers fully address the question
(Table 2) based on the information in the support
document. Figure 12 in Appendix F displays ex-
amples of human answers that do not correctly an-
swer the question. A small proportion of answers
are correct but do not explain the answer. On the
support document side, 65% of the support docu-
ments we construct provide the answer to the ques-
tion, and 92% of support documents provide infor-
mation relevant to the question.

4 Evaluation Methods

Evaluating long-form answers. There are sev-
eral aspects to quality: answers should be topi-
cal and accurate, fluent, and coherent from start to
end. We judge the accuracy aspect by comparing
to the gold answer. ROUGE (Lin, 2004) measures
similarity between a model output and one or sev-
eral references, and is often used in summariza-
tion. While our task presents different challenges,
such as the diversity of possible answers to a ques-
tion, we still find the corpus-level metric to be use-
ful to rank different related models (§6). We report
F1 for ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-L.

Abstractive model metrics. For generative
models, perplexity (PPL) measures the ability to
predict the next word in a sequence given its con-
text. For a variant which focuses on semanti-
cally important words, we report FILL-1, the ac-
curacy at which models generate different Nouns,
Verbs, and Adjectives given the correct preceding
tokens in the first 2K examples of the test set. Fi-
nally, ROUGE-20% measures the model’s abil-
ity to complete an answer given the first 80% of
the reference answer, the question, and the sup-
port document. Specifically, we generate a num-
ber of tokens corresponding to 20% of the aver-
age answer length in the validation set, and mea-
sure ROUGE between these and the last 20% of
the reference. We mentioned that there are several
valid ways to answer most questions. This mea-
sure abstracts away this variability and evaluates a
system’s ability to complete an answer.
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Extractive: But none of these hypotheses make much sense for a jellyfish because they do nt have brains at all. They just have
a nerve net — a loose ring of neurons that runs around the rim of their pulsating bells. They have an unusual nervous system,
because jellyfish are not bilaterally symmetrical — that is, they dont have a left side and a right side. Jellyfish don’t have brains,
but their nervous systems detect smells, light and other stimuli, and they coordinate their physical responses.

Language Model: They don’t have brains. They have a nervous system. They do not have a brain. They are not conscious.
They can not move. They move. Their nervous system is not a muscle. They use their muscles to move. The nervous system
does not have any nerves. They just have a nerve. They also have a muscle that is very similar to a muscle in that it is very
much like a muscle, but instead of a muscle it is a muscle and it is like a nerve, but it is not muscle. The nerve is like the muscle,
it is just a muscle but it has a nerve and it has nerves. The nerves are like the muscles, but they have nerves.

Multi-task Seq2Seq: Jellyfish don’t have brains. Jellyfish have a nervous system. They know how to swim, they don’t even
know what to do with their bodies. They have a “nervous system”, which is basically a bunch of nerve cells that connect to the
body. The nervous system is made up of neurons, neurons, nerves, etc. Each neuron doesn’t have a specific set of “neurons”,
it just has a different set of nerves. It has a set of sensory neurons, which are all connected to each other. It just knows that it
does react to the stimulus, and it knows that the stimulus is there. They have a bunch of nervous systems that act like a filter to
get information back.

Figure 3: Example answers from the extractive BidAF model, Question + Document + Answer language model, and Multi-task
Seq2Seq model for the question “How do Jellyfish function without brains or nervous systems?” (cf. Figure 1).

Human evaluation. We use crowdworkers to
conduct three assessments. First, evaluators rate
the fluency of human and model generated answers
on a 5-point Likert Scale, from “very poorly writ-
ten” to “easily readable” (500 evaluations). Sec-
ond, evaluators are given question-answer pairs
and are asked if the answer is correct (500 eval-
uations) 7. We also evaluated a smaller subset
ourselves while additionally looking at the support
documents (100 evaluations) to assess answer ac-
curacy. Lastly, crowdworkers are given the ques-
tion and answers from two models and asked to
decide which answer they prefer while consider-
ing readability and accuracy (1000 evaluations).
Each crowdworker assessment is made by 3 dif-
ferent evaluators. The same questions are used for
all models and must be at least 5 words long.

5 Models

5.1 Extractive and Retrieval Models

Retrieval baseline and oracle. We report
ROUGE for a retrieval system that returns the
answer of the closest question in the training
set. Specifically, we perform a nearest neigh-
bor search (Johnson et al., 2017) over the aver-
age word embeddings of the question using FAST-
TEXT (Bojanowski et al., 2017). We also compute
an approximate oracle score for extractive systems
by using the reference answer to select similar sen-
tences from the support document to maximize
ROUGE. Computing ROUGE between the ref-
erence and all sets of sentences from the source

7We experimented with a variant where crowdworkers
were allowed to select a third I don’t know option, but found
it was used only around 8% of the time.

is intractable. Instead, we perform a beam search
that adds sentences maximizing TFIDF with re-
spect to the answer. The final beam is re-ranked
using ROUGE with respect to the reference an-
swer. We run this algorithm on our support doc-
ument and on the full set of web sources for each
validation and test question, selecting up to 10 sen-
tences with a beam of size 10.

Extractive models. The first baseline we ex-
plore simply returns the 7 sentences from the sup-
port document which have the highest TFIDF sim-
ilarity with the question. We also evaluate mod-
els which score sentences from the support doc-
ument based on the question and return the high-
est scoring sentences in their original order (the
number is tuned on the validation set to maximize
ROUGE). We train a model based on BidAF (Seo
et al., 2017). We create an extractive training set
by finding the span of up to 5 contiguous sentences
in the support document which have the highest
ROUGE with respect to the reference answer, and
sub-sample other support document sentences so
that the final training document is shorter than 400
words. We then train a BidAF model to predict the
extracted span in the sub-sampled support docu-
ment based on the question. For test, we compute
the span score for each individual sentence, and
return the 5 with the highest score as it performed
best compared to returning 3 or 7 sentences.

5.2 Abstractive Models

Language and Seq2Seq models. We train sev-
eral models based on the Transformer architec-
ture (Vaswani et al., 2017), both in its language
model and sequence-to-sequence (Seq2Seq) con-
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Model PPL ROUGE
1 2 L

Support Document - 16.8 2.3 10.2
Nearest Neighbor - 16.7 2.3 12.5

Extractive (TFIDF) - 20.6 2.9 17.0
Extractive (BidAF) - 23.5 3.1 17.5
Oracle support doc - 27.4 2.8 19.9
Oracle web sources - 54.8 8.6 40.3

LM Q + A 42.2 27.8 4.7 23.1
LM Q + D + A 33.9 26.4 4.0 20.5
Seq2Seq Q to A 52.9 28.3 5.1 22.7
Seq2Seq Q + D to A 55.1 28.3 5.1 22.8
Seq2Seq Multi-task 32.7 28.9 5.4 23.1

Table 3: Comparison of oracles, baselines, retrieval, extrac-
tive, and abstractive models on the full proposed answers.

Model FILL-1 acc. ROUGE-20%
N V A 1 2 L

LM Q + A 31.0 29.6 20.6 26.5 7.0 21.1
LM Q + D + A 30.9 28.9 19.9 26.3 7.8 21.3
S2S Q to A 21.7 23.0 15.5 33.6 11.5 29.5
S2S Q + D to A 27.6 26.3 19.4 32.7 10.7 28.6
S2S Multi-task 27.9 26.7 19.9 37.2 14.6 33.0

Table 4: Intermediary fill-in tasks for sequential generation.

figurations. To investigate how much information
from the document the model uses, we train a lan-
guage model on the concatenation of Question,
Support Document, and Answer (Q + D + A) as
well as on the Question and Answer (Q + A). Sim-
ilarly, one Seq2Seq configuration goes from Q to
A, and the other from Q + D to A. In all cases, Q,
D, and A are separated by special tokens.

Multi-task training. Language models are
trained to predict all tokens in the question,
web source, and answer. However, the standard
Seq2Seq model only receives training signal from
predicting the answer which is much less than
the language model gets. This can contribute to
learning poor quality representations compared
to language models. To address this, we train
a multi-task Seq2Seq model: during training,
we multi-task between several generation tasks,
including language modeling of Q + D + A by the
decoder and variations of source/target pairs (see
Appendix A). We add a masked word prediction
task (Devlin et al., 2018) where 15% of tokens in
the input are masked and must be recovered by the
model in the correct order, and append a marker
at the start of each sequence to indicate the task.

Data processing. To reduce the vocabulary, we
apply byte-pair encoding (Sennrich et al., 2016)

to generate 40K codes which are applied to all
datasets. We model a vocabulary of 52,863 to-
kens for answer generation. We use the Trans-
former implementation of fairseq-py (Gehring
et al., 2017) and train with the big architecture fol-
lowing the details in (Vaswani et al., 2017). Given
our data length, we train with a large batch size by
delaying gradient updates until a sufficient number
of examples have been seen (Ott et al., 2018).

Generation. We generate from abstractive mod-
els using beam search with beam 5. We disal-
low repeated trigrams to prevent repetition, a tech-
nique commonly used in multi-sentence summa-
rization (Paulus et al., 2017; Fan et al., 2018). For
the full answer generation task, we tune a mini-
mum and maximum length for generation on the
valid set and apply these settings to the test set.

6 Results

6.1 Overview of Model Performance

Full answer ROUGE. Table 3 shows that the
nearest neighbor baseline performs similarly to
simply returning the support document which in-
dicates that memorizing answers from the train-
ing set is insufficient. For extractive models,
the oracle provides an approximate upper bound
of 27.4 ROUGE-1. The BidAF model is the
strongest (23.5), better than TFIDF between the
question and the support document to select sen-
tences. However, these approaches are limited by
the support document, as an oracle computed on
the full web sources achieves 54.8.

Abstractive methods achieve higher ROUGE,
likely because they can adapt to the domain shift
between the web sources and the ELI5 subreddit.
In general, Seq2Seq models perform better than
language models and the various Seq2Seq settings
do not show large ROUGE differences. Figure 3
shows an example of generation for the language
model and the best Seq2Seq and extractive settings
(see Appendix F for additional random examples).

Perplexity and fill-in tasks. Tables 3 and 4
present metrics specific to sequential generation
models: perplexity of the answer, accuracy of
the model’s FILL-1 word prediction for Nouns,
Verbs, and Adjectives, and ROUGE of the con-
ditional generation of the last 20% answer words.
The language model perplexity is much lower than
that of the standard Seq2Seq setting – this is likely
linked to the number of output tokens the system
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Figure 4: Human evaluation of answer fluency and accuracy — with and without access to supporting evidence documents

Figure 5: Human preferences for pairwise comparisons. The
better model’s % preference is bolded. * indicates statistical
significance.

is required to predict at training time. The multi-
task Seq2Seq experiment, in which the Seq2Seq
decoder is trained to predict the question and the
document, in addition to the answer, can reach the
same perplexity as the language model. ROUGE-
20% shows a much starker contrast between lan-
guage modeling and Seq2Seq, as well as between
standard Seq2Seq and multi-task training. The lat-
ter achieves strong performance of 37.2 ROUGE-
1. However, both versions of the language model
are still better at FILL-1. These results suggest
that the Seq2Seq model is better than the language
model in maintaining coherence and that Seq2Seq
relies on information over many time steps.

Human evaluation. Human answers are rated
highest in terms of fluency (Figure 4, left). The ex-
tractive model outputs human-written text which
is likely fluent but with the failure mode of con-
catenating unrelated sentences. The multi-task
model performs similarly to the extractive model
which indicates that abstractive methods can gen-
erate coherent answers. The language model and
standard Seq2Seq trail behind.

To get a sense of the stability of our results, we
analyzed the standard deviation of three indepen-
dent fluency trials conducted on separate days and
we find low variation (Appendix E, Figure 10).
We also measure agreement between crowdwork-

ers in selecting positive (scores 4 and 5), negative
(1 and 2), or neutral (3) choices on the 5-point
Likert scale, and find that 2 crowdworkers agree
almost 100% of the time (Appendix E, Figure 10).

In answer accuracy (Figure 4, middle), there is
a large gap between human performance and all
models. The language model is almost never accu-
rate, while the extractive model is slightly more so
than the multi-task model. Crowdworkers assess-
ing accuracy do not have the support document.
We evaluate accuracy ourselves with the support
document in Figure 4, right. Similar to crowd-
workers, we find 40% of extractive answers to be
accurate. We find only 19% of multi-task model
answers are fully accurate; even if the model out-
put answers the question, it can generate a sen-
tence with an incorrect statement. In contrast, the
extractive model copies sentences from human-
written text. However, the multi-task model is bet-
ter at generating relevant answers (84% relevancy
compared to 68% for extractive), as the extractive
model is constrained by the support document.

Figure 5 presents pairwise preference judg-
ments of human annotators shown answers from
two of the five systems. The reference answer is
preferred over the output of all of our trained mod-
els in at least 85.5% of cases, indicating there is
substantial room for improvement. The multi-task
abstractive setting comes next, closely followed by
the extractive (multi-task is only preferred in 57%
of comparisons), then the standard Seq2Seq and
finally the language model, considered worse than
any other setting in at least 91% of cases.

We use a two-tailed binomial test to test statis-
tical significance of the pairwise judgments and it
shows that all judgments are statistically signifi-
cant at p = 0.05.

6.2 Quantitative and Qualitative Analysis

Discussion of the proposed metrics. We
present a number of metrics which provide insight
into various model behaviors. We recommend
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Figure 6: Attention over the question and supporting evidence for the Multi-task Seq2Seq model and Question + Document +
Answer language model. Attention is shown for the first word of answer generation.

future work to report full ROUGE and ROUGE-
20%. Perplexity and FILL-1 focus on local
prediction and are poor indicators of overall
appropriateness for the full task. Full answer
ROUGE discriminates reasonably well between
models with the same general architecture, but
cannot rate an abstractive system against an
extractive one. The ROUGE-20% measure
abstracts away some variability and focuses on
coherence between the beginning and end of
an answer. This metric correlates with human
judgments of quality but can only be reported for
sequential generation.

Analysis of extractive, LM and Seq2Seq
models. Language models perform better than
Seq2Seq in terms of perplexity and FILL-1, while
being significantly worse at ROUGE-20% and
human evaluations. To investigate this, we visu-
alize the attention mechanism at the start of an-
swer generation in Figure 6. The attention of
the language model is strongly focused on nearby
context when generating the first word of the an-
swer, whereas the multi-task Seq2Seq model at-
tends more evenly to relevant information in the
question and the document. This validates our as-
sumption that the language model’s focus on local
context is insufficient for high quality answers.

In Figure 7 (left), we further investigate how the
relevance and quality of the support document ex-
traction step affects the answers provided by the
extractive and abstractive setting. The ROUGE
score is displayed for data subsets, partitioned by
percentile of word overlap of the answer with the
support document (e.g. how many answer words
appear). While both models perform better for
documents with higher ROUGE overlap between
support document and human answer, the abstrac-
tive setting is much better at compensating for
when the support document has lower relevance.

Data size and initial selection. There is a large
difference between the extractive oracle ROUGE
using our support document and the oracle on full

Figure 7: (left) Model score by document-answer similarity.
(right) Seq2Seq multi-task score by amount of training data.

Figure 8: (left) TFIDF rank of source passage for oracle sen-
tences. (right) Highest rank used per question.

web sources. This suggests that the initial selec-
tion of our support document severely limits ac-
cess to relevant information. To assess the impact
of support document size, we re-run the selection
step for 1000 examples to extract 500 passages in-
stead of 20, and run the oracle on these new inputs.
Figure 8 shows the TFIDF rank of the passages
from which sentences are selected. While slightly
more sentences are extracted from the higher rank-
ing passages, less than 9% come from the first 20,
and most oracles have at least one sentence from
the last 100. For a model to perform best, it would
have to handle inputs tens of thousands of words
long. In Table 3, we show an oracle computed
on the full web sources has much higher ROUGE
than an oracle computed on the support document.

We analyze the impact of data size on perfor-
mance in Figure 7. We train the multi-task model
on 25%, 50%, and 75%, and the all of the data
to compare performance. ROUGE increases as a
function of the data used and even though ELI5 is
one of the larger QA datasets (§3), this shows that
collecting more still helps. While we only used
one reference answer per question here, recall that
over half of them have multiple answers, which
could be leveraged to train better models.
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Combining challenges. Our task blends the
inter-dependent challenges of retrieving informa-
tion, reasoning, and writing long outputs. Study-
ing each of these aspects in context is particularly
important. For example, we show that the abstrac-
tive model’s ability to compensate for a (realisti-
cally) imperfect support document is essential to
its relative success over extractive methods. The
fluency gap between the reference and the extrac-
tive system in human evaluation also suggests that
the latter may require sequential decision capabil-
ities. This kind of decision making is necessary to
address the dual challenges of reasoning over sev-
eral supporting facts and generating long coherent
outputs. We see our task’s need to combine com-
plementary systems as critical to gaining insights
into their individual behaviors.

7 Conclusion

We introduce the first large-scale long form ques-
tion answering dataset of open-ended queries with
explanatory multi-sentence answers. We show
that abstractive models generate coherent answers
and are competitive with extractive models in hu-
man evaluation. Proposed models are far from
human performance, in part due to the inability
to exploit the long full web text. We hope ELI5
will inspire future work in all aspects of long-form
QA, from the information extraction problem of
obtaining information from long, multi-document
input to generating more coherent and accurate
paragraph-length answers.
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Abstract

In this work, we introduce a novel algorithm
for solving the textbook question answering
(TQA) task which describes more realistic QA
problems compared to other recent tasks. We
mainly focus on two related issues with anal-
ysis of the TQA dataset. First, solving the
TQA problems requires to comprehend multi-
modal contexts in complicated input data. To
tackle this issue of extracting knowledge fea-
tures from long text lessons and merging them
with visual features, we establish a context
graph from texts and images, and propose
a new module f-GCN based on graph con-
volutional networks (GCN). Second, scien-
tific terms are not spread over the chapters
and subjects are split in the TQA dataset. To
overcome this so called ‘out-of-domain’ is-
sue, before learning QA problems, we intro-
duce a novel self-supervised open-set learn-
ing process without any annotations. The ex-
perimental results show that our model signifi-
cantly outperforms prior state-of-the-art meth-
ods. Moreover, ablation studies validate that
both methods of incorporating f-GCN for ex-
tracting knowledge from multi-modal contexts
and our newly proposed self-supervised learn-
ing process are effective for TQA problems.

1 Introduction

In a decade, question answering (QA) has been
one of the most promising achievements in the
field of natural language processing (NLP). Fur-
thermore, it has shown great potential to be ap-
plied to real-world problems. In order to solve
more realistic QA problems, input types in
datasets have evolved into various combinations.
Recently, Visual Question Answering (VQA) has
drawn huge attractions as it is in the intersection

* Equal contribution. † Corresponding author.
This work was supported by Next-Generation Information
Computing Development Program through the National Re-
search Foundation of Korea (NRF-2017M3C4A7078547).

Nucleic acid classification

fuction of nucleic acid 

DNA stores genetic information in the cells of all living 
things. It contains the genetic code. This is the code that 
instructs cells how to make proteins.

nucleotide

RNA consists of just one chain of nucleotides. DNA 
consists of two chains. Nitrogen bases on the two chains 
of DNA form hydrogen bonds with each other. Hydrogen 
bonds are relatively weak bonds that form between a 
positively charged hydrogen atom in one molecule and a 
negatively charged atom in another molecule.

Context Graph
Questions

nitrogen bases in dna include
a) adenine.
b) uracil.
c) ribose.
d) two of the above

What is the term for connected 
sugar, phosphate group and 
protein?

a) hydrogen bond
b) deoxyribose
c) nucleotide
d) sugar-phosphate backbone

Comprehend

+

Solve

LESSON

Training Set

Validation Set

Training Set

Figure 1: Examples of the textbook question answering
task and a brief concept of our work. In this figure, we
can see lessons which contain long essays and diagrams
in the TQA. Related questions are also illustrated. With
a self-supervised method, our model can comprehend
contexts converted into context graphs in training and
validation sets. Then it learns to solve questions only in
the training set in a supervised manner.

Input Type
Context

QA
Visual

QA
Textbook

QA

Context Part
Text ◦ - ◦

Image - ◦ ◦
Question Part

Text ◦ ◦ ◦
Image - - ◦

Table 1: Comparison of data types in context and ques-
tion parts for context QA, VQA and TQA. It shows that
the data format of the TQA task is the most complicated
on both of context and question parts.

of vision and language. However, the Textbook
Question Answering (TQA) is a more complex
and more realistic problem as shown in Table 1.
Compared to context QA and VQA, the TQA uses
both text and image inputs in both the context and
the question.

The TQA task can describe the real-life pro-
cess of a student who learns new knowledge from
books and practices to solve related problems
(Figure 1). It also has several novel characteris-
tics as a realistic dataset. Since the TQA contains
visual contents as well as textual contents, it re-
quires to solve multi-modal QA. Moreover, for-
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mats of questions are various which include both
text-related questions and diagram-related ques-
tions. In this paper, we focus on the following two
major characteristics of the TQA dataset (Kemb-
havi et al., 2017).

First, compared to other QA datasets, the con-
text part of TQA has more complexity in the as-
pect of data format and length. Multi-modality
of context exists even in non-diagram questions
and it requires to comprehend long lessons to ob-
tain knowledge. Therefore, it is important to ex-
tract exact knowledge from long texts and arbi-
trary images. We establish a multi-modal context
graph and propose a novel module based on graph
convolution networks (GCN) (Kipf and Welling,
2016) to extract proper knowledge for solving
questions.

Next, various topics and subjects in the text-
books are spread over chapters and lessons, and
most of the knowledge and terminology do not
overlap between chapters and subjects are split.
Therefore, it is very difficult to solve problems
on subjects that have not been studied before. To
resolve this problem, we encourage our model to
learn novel concepts and terms in a self-supervised
manner before learning to solve specific questions.

Our main contributions can be summarized as
follows:

• We propose a novel architecture which can
solve TQA problems that have the highest
level of multi-modality.

• We suggest a fusion GCN (f-GCN) to extract
knowledge feature from the multi-modal con-
text graph of long lessons and images in the
textbook.

• We introduce a novel self-supervised learn-
ing process into TQA training to comprehend
open-set dataset to tackle the out-of-domain
issues.

With the proposed model, we could obtain the
state-of-the-art performance on TQA dataset,
which shows a large margin compared with the
current state-of-the-art methods.

2 Related Work

2.1 Context question answering

Context question answering, also known as ma-
chine reading comprehension, is a challenging

134 

668 

 -

 200

 400

 600

 800

 SQuAD  TQA

0.84 

0.79 

 0.76

 0.78

 0.80

 0.82

 0.84

 0.86

 SQuAD  TQA

a) Average length of contexts b) Ratio of words in valset that appear 
in trainset

Figure 2: Analysis of contexts in TQA and SQuAD
datasets.

task which requires a machine not only to com-
prehend natural language but also to reason how to
answer the asked question correctly. Large amount
of datasets such as MCTest (Richardson et al.,
2013), SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) or MS
Marco (Nguyen et al., 2016) have contributed sig-
nificantly to the textual reasoning via deep learn-
ing approaches. These datasets, however, are re-
stricted to a small set of contents and contain
only uni-modal problems requiring only textual
information. In addition, these sets require rela-
tively less complex parsing and reasoning com-
pared to TQA dataset (Kembhavi et al., 2017). In
this study, we tackle TQA, the practical middle
school science problems across multiple modali-
ties, by transforming long essays into customized
graphs for solving the questions on a textbook.

2.2 Visual question answering

As the intersection of computer vision, NLP and
reasoning, visual question answering has drawn
attention in the last few years. Most of pioneer-
ing works in this area (Xu and Saenko, 2016;
Yang et al., 2016; Lu et al., 2016) are to learn a
joint image-question embedding to identify cor-
rect answers where the context is proposed by
images alone. Then, various attention algorithms
have been mainly developed in this field and meth-
ods of fusing textual and visual information such
as bilinear pooling (Fukui et al., 2016; Yu et al.)
have also been widely studied. Thereafter, datasets
focusing on slightly different purposes have been
proposed. For instance, CLEVR (Johnson et al.,
2017) encouraged to solve the visual grounding
problem and AI2D (Kembhavi et al., 2016) sug-
gested a new type of data for knowledge extrac-
tion from diagrams. In this paper, we incorpo-
rate UDPnet (Kim et al., 2018) to extract knowl-
edge from diagram parsing graph in the textbook.
Recent researches (Teney et al., 2017; Norcliffe-
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Figure 3: Overall framework of our model: (a) The preparation step for the k-th answer among n candidates.
The context m is determined by TF-IDF score with the question and the k-th answer. Then, the context m is
converted to a context graph m. The question and the k-th answer are also embedded by GloVe and character
embedding. This step is repeated for n candidates. (b) The embedding step usesRNNC as a sequence embedding
module and f-GCN as a graph embedding module. With attention methods, we can obtain combined features. After
concatenation, RNNS and the fully connected module predict final distribution in the solving step.

Brown et al., 2018) also have dealt with graph
structure to solve VQA problems.

3 Problem

Formally, our problem can be defined as follows:

â = argmax
a∈Ωa

p(a|C, q; θ) (1)

where C is given contexts which consist of tex-
tual and visual contents and q is a given question
which can contain question diagrams for diagram
problems. θ denotes the trainable parameters. With
given C and q, we are to predict the best answer â
among a set of possible answers Ωa.

The TQA contexts contain almost all items
in textbooks: topic essay, diagrams and images,
lesson summaries, vocabularies, and instructional
videos. Among them, we mainly use topic essay as
textual contexts and diagrams as visual contexts.

Among various issues, the first problem we
tackle is the complexity of contexts and variety
in data formats as shown in Table 1. Especially,
analysis of textual context in Figure 2(a) shows
that the average length of contexts in the TQA
is 668 words which is almost 5 times larger than
that of the SQuAD which has 134 words on av-
erage. Also, in (Kembhavi et al., 2017), analy-
sis of information scope in TQA dataset provides
two important clues that about 80% of text ques-
tions only need 1 paragraph and about 80% of di-
agram questions only need 1 context image and
1 paragraph. Due to those evidences, we need to
add an information retrieval step such as TF-IDF

(term frequency–inverse document frequency) to
narrow down scope of contexts from a lesson to
a paragraph, which significantly reduces the com-
plexity of a problem. Moreover, a graph structure
can be suitable to represent logical relations be-
tween scientific terms and to merge them with vi-
sual contexts from diagrams. As a result, we de-
cide to build a multi-modal context graph and ob-
tain knowledge features from it.

In Figure 2(b), we obtain the percentage of how
much the terms in the validation set are appear-
ing in the training set. Obviously, the ratio of the
TQA (79%) is lower than that of the SQuAD
(84%) which can induce out-of-vocabulary and
domain problems more seriously in the TQA task.
To avoid aforementioned issues, we apply a novel
self-supervised learning process before learning to
solve questions.

4 Proposed Method

Figure 3 illustrates our overall framework which
consists of three steps. In a preparation step, we
use TF-IDF to select the paragraph most relevant
to the given question or candidate answers. Then,
we convert it into two types of context graphs
for text and image, respectively. In the embedding
step, we exploit an RNN (denoted as RNNC in the
figure) to embed textual inputs, a question and an
answer candidate. Then, we incorporate f-GCN to
extract graph features from both the visual and the
textual context graphs. After repeating previous
steps for each answer candidate, we can stack each
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Figure 4: Illustration of f-GCN. Both of textual and vi-
sual contexts are converted intoHd

c andHt
c . With atten-

tion methods, we obtain combined features of Ht
c and

Hd
c (f-GCN1). Finally, we use GCN again to propagate

over entire features of context graphs (f-GCN2).

of concatenated features from the embedding step.
We exploit another RNN (RNNS) to cope with
the variable number of answer candidates which
varies from 2 to 7 that can have sequential rela-
tions such as “none of the above” or “all of the
above” in the last choice. Final fully connected
layers decide probabilities of answer candidates.
Note that notation policies are included in the sup-
plementary.

4.1 Multi-modal Context Graph
Understanding

4.1.1 Visual and Textual Context graphs

For the visual contexts and the question diagrams,
we build a visual context graph using UDPnet
(Kim et al., 2018). We obtain names, counts, and
relations of entities in diagrams. Then we can es-
tablish edges between related entities. Only for
question diagrams, we use counts of entities trans-
formed in the form of a sentence such as “There
are 5 objects” or “There are 6 stages”.

We build the textual context graphs using some
parts of the lesson where the questions can focus
on solving problems as follows. Each lesson can
be divided into multiple paragraphs and we extract
one paragraph which has the highest TF-IDF score
using a concatenation of the question and one of
the candidate answers (leftmost of Figure 3(a)).

Then, we build the dependency trees of the
extracted paragraph utilizing the Stanford depen-
dency parser (Manning et al., 2014), and designate
the words which exist in the question and the can-
didate answer as anchor nodes. The nodes which
have more than two levels of depth difference with
anchor nodes are removed and we build the tex-
tual context graphs using the remaining nodes and
edges (Process 1 in the supplementary).

4.1.2 Graph Understanding using f-GCN
Next, we propose f-GCN to extract combined
graph features for visual and textual context
graphs as shown in Figure 4. Each of context
graphs has its own graph matrixC containing node
features and a normalized adjacency matrix which
are used as inputs of a GCN to comprehend the
contexts. Here, the graph matrix C is composed of
the word embeddings and the character represen-
tation. First, we extract propagated graph features
from both of context graphs based on one-layer
GCN as

Ht
c =f(Ct,At) = σ(AtCtW t)

Hd
c =f(Cd,Ad) = σ(AdCdW d),

(2)

where At and Ad are the adjacency matrices for
the text and visual contexts,W t andW d are learn-
ing parameters of linear layer for the text and vi-
sual contexts, and the element-wise operation σ is
the tanh activation function.

After that, we use dot product function to get at-
tention matrix Z of visual context Hd

c against tex-
tual context Ht

c which contains main knowledge.
Then we concatenate features of textual context
Ht
c and weighted sum ZTHd

c to get entire context
features,

H1
c = [Ht

c;Z
THd

c ], (3)

where [· ; ·] is the concatenation operator. Com-
pared to the textual-context-only case, we can ob-
tain double-sized features which can be more in-
formative. Finally, we use a GCN again to propa-
gate over entire features of context graphs:

H2
c =f(H1

c ,At) = σ(AtH1
cW

c). (4)

We denote this module except the last GCN as f-
GCN1 (eq. (3)) and the whole module including
the last GCN as f-GCN2 (eq. (4)).

4.2 Multi-modal Problem Solving
The f-GCN and RNNs are used to embed the con-
texts and answer the questions as shown in Figure
3(b). Two different RNNs are used in our archi-
tecture. One is the comprehending RNN (RNNC)
which can understand questions and candidate an-
swers and the other is the solving RNN (RNNS)
which can answer the questions.

The input of the RNNC is comprised of the
word embedding, character representation and the
occurrence flag for both questions and candidate
answers. In word embedding, each word can be
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represented as eqi /eai by using a pre-trained word
embedding method such as GloVe (Pennington
et al., 2014). The character representation cqi /cai is
calculated by feeding randomly initialized charac-
ter embeddings into a CNN with the max-pooling
operation. The occurrence flag fqi /fai indicates
whether the word occurs in the contexts or not.
Our final input representation qwi for the question
word qi in RNNC is composed of three compo-
nents as follows:

eqi =Emb(qi), cqi = Char-CNN(qi)

qwi = [eqi ; cqi ; fqi ].
(5)

The input representation for the candidate answers
is also obtained in the same way as the one for the
question. Here, Emb is the trainable word embed-
dings and Char-CNN is the character-level convo-
lutional network. To extract proper representations
for the questions and candidate answers, we ap-
ply the step-wise max-pooling operation over the
RNNC hidden features.

Given each of the question and the candidate an-
swer representations, we use an attention mecha-
nism to focus on the relevant parts of the contexts
for solving the problem correctly. The attentive in-
formation Attq of the question representation hq
against the context features Hc as in (3) or (4) is
calculated as follows:

Attq =
K∑

k=1

αkHck , αk =
exp(gk)∑K
i=1 exp(gi)

,

gk = hTq MHck .

(6)

Here, K is the number of words in the con-
text C which equals the dimension of the square
adjacency matrix A. M is the attention matrix
that converts the question into the context space.
The attentive information of the candidate answers
Atta is calculated similar to Attq.

RNNS can solve the problems and its input con-
sists of the representations of the question and the
candidate answer with their attentive information
on the contexts as:

ItRNNS
= [hq;ha;Att

c
q;Att

c
a],

IdRNNS
= [hq;ha;Att

c
q;Att

c
a;Att

qd
q ;Attqda ]

(7)

where ItRNNS
is for the text questions and IdRNNS

is for the diagram questions. Finally, based on
the outputs of RNNS , we use one fully-connected
layer followed by a softmax function to obtain a
probability distribution of each candidate answer
and optimize those with cross-entropy loss.

context Top-1
context mTop-2

context Top-n

TF-IDF

Top-1 is correct

Context
Graph m

Same structure as normal training

Diagrams

context 1

context 2
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Figure 5: Self-supervised open-set comprehension step
in our model. We set contexts as candidates we should
predict for the question and the k-th answer. For each
answer, we obtain n context candidates from TF-IDF
methods and set the top-1 candidate as the correct con-
text. While we use the same structure as in Figure 3, we
can predict final distribution after all the steps.

4.3 Self-supervised open-set comprehension
To comprehend out-of-domain contexts, we pro-
pose a self-supervised prior learning method as
shown in Figure 5. While we exploit the same ar-
chitecture described in the previous section, we
have reversed the role of the candidate answer
and the contexts in (1) as a self-supervised one.
In other words, we set the problem as inferring
the Top-1 context for the chosen answer candidate.
We assume TF-IDF to be quite reliable in measur-
ing closeness between texts.

The newly defined self-supervised problem can
be formalized as follows:

ĉ = argmax
c∈Ωc

p(c|Ak, q; θ) (8)

where Ak is given k-th answer candidate among
n candidates and q is the given question. Then we
infer the most related context ĉ among a set of con-
texts Ωc in a lesson.

For each candidate answer Ak(k = 1, .., n), we
get the set of paragraphs Ωc of size j from the cor-
responding context. Here, Ωc is obtained by cal-
culating TF-IDF between [q;Ak] and each para-
graph ω, i.e., Tω = tf-idf([q;Ak], ω), and select-
ing the top-j paragraphs. Among the j paragraphs
ωi(i = 1, · · · , j) in Ωc, the one with the highest
TF-IDF score is set as the ground truth:

yi =

{
1, if ωi = argmaxω∈Ωc

Tω,

0, otherwise.
(9)

With Ak, q and ωi ∈ Ωc, we conduct the same
process in eq. (2-7) to obtain the i-th input of the
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Model Text T/F Text MC Text All Diagram All
Random 50.10 22.88 33.62 24.96 29.08
MemN+VQA (Kembhavi et al., 2017) 50.50 31.05 38.73 31.82 35.11
MemN+DPG (Kembhavi et al., 2017) 50.50 30.98 38.69 32.83 35.62
BiDAF+DPG (Kembhavi et al., 2017) 50.40 30.46 38.33 32.72 35.39
Challenge - - 45.57 35.85 40.48
IGMN (Li et al., 2018) 57.41 40.00 46.88 36.35 41.36
Our full model w/o visual context 62.32 49.15 54.35 36.61 45.06
Our full model w/ f-GCN2 62.22 48.76 54.11 37.72 45.52
Our full model 62.73 49.54 54.75 37.61 45.77

w/o SSOC(VAL) 62.22 48.82 54.11 37.47 45.39
w/o SSOC(TR+VAL) 60.02 46.86 52.06 36.61 43.97
w/o f-GCN & SSOC(TR+VAL) 58.72 45.16 50.51 35.67 42.74

Table 2: Comparison of performance with previous methods (Top) and results of ablation studies (Bottom). We
demonstrate the accuracies of each type of questions, Text T/F (true-false in text only), Text MC (multiple-choices
in text only), Text all (all in text only), Diagram and All. Note that previous methods only used textual context.

RNNS , IiRNNS
. After repeating it j times, we put

all IiRNNS
, (i = 1 · · · , j) into RNNS sequen-

tially and optimize this step with the cross-entropy
loss. We repeatedly choose all answer candidates
Ak, and conduct the same process in this step.

With this pre-training stage which shares pa-
rameters with the supervised stage, we expect that
our model can deal with almost all contexts in
a lesson. Moreover, it becomes possible to learn
contexts in the validation set or the test set with a
self-supervised manner. This step is analogous to a
student who reads and understands a textbook and
problems in advance.

5 Experiments

5.1 Dataset

We perform experiments on the TQA dataset,
which consists of 1,076 lessons from Life Sci-
ence, Earth Science and Physical Science text-
books. While the dataset contains 78,338 sen-
tences and 3,455 images including diagrams, it
also has 26,260 questions with 12,567 of them
having an accompanying diagram, split into train-
ing, validation and test at a lesson level. The train-
ing set consists of 666 lessons and 15,154 ques-
tions, the validation set consists of 200 lessons and
5,309 questions and the test set consists of 210
lessons and 5,797 questions. Since evaluation for
test is hidden, we only use the validation set to
evaluate our methods.

5.2 Baselines

We compare our method with several recent meth-
ods as followings:
• MemN+VQA, MemN+DPG Both exploits
Memory networks to embed texts in lessons and

questions. First method uses VQA approaches for
diagram questions, and the second one exploits Di-
agram Parse Graph (DPG) as context graph on dia-
grams built by DsDP-net (Kembhavi et al., 2016).
• BiDAF+DPG It incorporates BiDAF (Bi-
directional Attention Flow Network) (Seo et al.,
2016), a recent machine comprehension model
which exploits a bidirectional attention mecha-
nism to capture dependencies between question
and corresponding context paragraph.

For above 3 models, we use experimental re-
sults newly reported in (Li et al., 2018).
• Challenge This is the one that obtained the
top results in TQA competition (Kembhavi et al.,
2017). The results in the table are mixed with
each of top score in the text-question track and the
diagram-question track.
• IGMN It uses the Instructor Guidance with
Memory Nets (IGMN) based on Contradiction
Entity-Relationship Graph (CERG). For diagram
questions, it only recognizes texts in diagrams.
•Our full model w/o visual context This method
excludes visual context to compare with previous
methods on the same condition. It uses only one-
layer GCN for textual context and self-supervised
open-set comprehension (SSOC).
•Our full model w/ f-GCN2 From now, all meth-
ods include visual context. This method uses f-
GCN2 and SSOC.

Following methods are for our ablation study:
• Our full model This method uses both of our
methods, f-GCN1 and SSOC on the training and
the validation sets.
•Our model w/o SSOC (VAL) This method only
uses training set to pretrain parameters in SSOC.
•Our model w/o SSOC (TR+VAL) This method
eliminates whole SSOC pre-training process. It
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only uses f-GCN as Graph extractor and was
trained only in a normal supervised learning man-
ner.
• Our model w/o f-GCN & SSOC (TR+VAL)
This method ablates both f-GCN module and
SSOC process. It replaces f-GCN as vanilla RNN,
other conditions are the same.

5.3 Quantitative Results
5.3.1 Comparison of Results
Overall results on TQA dataset are shown in Table
2. The results show that all variants of our model
outperform other recent models in all type of ques-
tion. Our best model shows about 4% higher than
state-of-the-art model in overall accuracy. Espe-
cially, an accuracy in text question significantly
outperforms other results with about 8% margin.
A result on diagram questions also shows more
than 1% increase over the previous best model.
We believe that our two novel proposals, context
graph understanding and self-supervised open-set
comprehension work well on this problem since
our models achieve significant margins compared
to recent researches.

Even though our model w/o visual context
only uses one-layer GCN for textual context, it
shows better result compared to MemN+VQA and
MemN+DPG with a large margin and IGMN with
about 3% margin. IGMN also exploits a graph
module of contraction, but ours outperforms es-
pecially in both text problems, T/F and MC with
over 5% margin. We believe that the graph in our
method can directly represents the feature of con-
text and the GCN also plays an important role in
extracting the features of our graph.

Our models with multi-modal contexts show
significantly better results on both text and di-
agram questions. Especially, results of diagram
question outperform over 1% rather than our
model w/o visual context. Those results indicate
that f-GCN sufficiently exploits visual contexts to
solve diagram questions.

5.3.2 Ablation Study
We perform ablation experiments in Table 2. Our
full model w/ f-GCN2 can achieve best score on
diagram questions but slightly lower scores on
text questions. Since the overall result of our full
model records the best, we conduct ablation study
of each module of it.

First, we observe an apparent decrease in
our model when any part of modules is elimi-

Model Text Diagram All
Our model w/o SSOC 52.06 36.61 43.97

w/o q-flag 49.29 35.78 42.21
w/o a-flag 43.24 31.50 37.09
w/o q & a-flag 42.64 31.72 36.92

Table 3: Results of ablation study about the occurrence
flags. We demonstrate the accuracies of Text only, Dia-
gram, and total questions without SSOC method.

nated. It is surprising that self-supervised open-
set comprehension method provides an improve-
ment on our model. Our full model shows about
2% higher performance than the model without
SSOC(TR+VAL). It is also interesting to com-
pare our full model with our model without
SSOC(VAL). The results show that using the ad-
ditional validation set on SSOC can improve over-
all accuracy compared to using only training set.
It seems to have more advantage for learning un-
known dataset in advance.

Our model without f-GCN & SSOC elimi-
nates our two novel modules and replace GCN
with vanilla RNN. That model shows 1% of per-
formance degradation compared with the model
without SSOC(TR+VAL) which means that it
might not sufficient to deal with knowledge fea-
tures with only RNN and attention module. Thus,
context graph we create for each lesson could give
proper representations with f-GCN module.

Table 3 shows the results of ablation study about
occurrence flag. All models do not use SSOC
method. In (5), we concatenate three components
including the occurrence flag to create question
or answer representation. We found that the oc-
currence flag which explicitly indicates the exis-
tence of a corresponding word in the contexts has
a meaningful effect. Results of all types degrade
significantly as ablating occurrence flags. Espe-
cially, eliminating a-flag drops accuracy about 7%
which is almost 4 times higher than the decrease
due to eliminating f-flag. We believe that disentan-
gled features of answer candidates can mainly de-
termine the results while a question feature equally
affects all features of candidates. Our model with-
out both flags shows the lowest results due to the
loss of representational power.

5.4 Qualitative Results
Figure 6 shows three qualitative results of text-
type questions without visual context. We illus-
trate textual contexts, questions, answer candi-
dates and related subgraphs of context graphs.

The first example describes a pipeline on a
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runoff carved channels in the soil in figure 
19.1 . running water causes most soil erosion 
, but wind can carry soil away too . what 
humans do to soil makes it more or less 
likely to be eroded by wind or water . human 
actions that can increase soil erosion are 
described below .

the main cause of soil erosion is ____Q
a) wind .
b) ice wedging .
c) abrasion .
d) running water .

causes

dobj

csubj

running

erosion

compound

water

soila) 0.314 b) 0.118 c) 0.113 d) 0.455

Prediction : (d)

Ground Truth : (d)

the dense , iron core forms the center of the 
earth . scientists know that the core is metal 
from studying metallic meteorites and the 
earths density . seismic waves show that the 
outer core is liquid , while the inner core is 
solid . movement within earths outer liquid 
iron core creates earths magnetic field . 
these convection currents form in the outer 
core because the base of the outer core is 
heated by the even hotter inner core .

convection currents occur in the inner core .Q
a) true
b) false

currents

form

nsubj

det

these

compound

convection

a) 0.464        b) 0.536

Prediction : (b)

Ground Truth : (b)

a lysosome is an organelle that recycles 
unneeded molecules . it uses enzymes to 
break down the molecules into their 
components . then the components can be 
reused to make new molecules . lysosomes 
are like recycling centers .

____organelle that recycles unneeded 
molecules

Q

a) lysosome
b) cytoskeleton
c) vesicle
d) centriole

organelle

acl:relcl

nsubj

lysosome

dobj

molecules

recycles

amoda) 0.913 b) 0.013 c) 0.017 d) 0.025
e) 0.016 f) 0.007 g) 0.009 

Prediction : (a)

Ground Truth : (a)

nmod

core

amod

outer
case

in

e) plastid
f) golgi apparatus
g) endoplasmic 
     reticulum

unneeded

Figure 6: Qualitative results of text-type questions without visual context. Each example shows all items for a
question in the textbook and a textual context subgraph to solve a question. And our predicted distribution for
answers and ground truths are also displayed. In the subgraph, gray circles represent words in questions and blue
circles represent words related to answers. Green rectangles represent relation types of the dependency graph.

earthquakes are used to identify plate 
boundaries ( figure 6.14 ) . when earthquake 
locations are put on a map , they outline the 
plates . the movements of the plates are 
called plate tectonics . the lithosphere is 
divided into a dozen major and several minor 
plates . each plate is named for the continent 
or ocean basin it contains . some plates are 
made of all oceanic lithosphere . a few are all 
continental lithosphere .

what lies exactly below 
the lithosphere?

Q

a) asthenosphere.
b) volcanoes.
c) trench.
d) oceanic crust.

lithosphere a) 0.383 b) 0.232
c) 0.186 d) 0.199

Prediction : (a)

Ground Truth : (a)

few

continentaloceanic asthenosphere

lithosphere

Diagram

Oceanic

Crust

the cell membrane is like the bag holding the jell-o . it encloses 
the cytoplasm of the cell . it forms a barrier between the cytoplasm 
and the environment outside the cell . the function of the cell 
membrane is to protect and support the cell ...

which part forms a barrier 
between the cytoplasm and 
the environment outside the cell?

Q

a) cell wall.
b) golgi vesicles.
c) cell membrane.
d) golgi apparatus.

cytoplasm

cell

evironment

barrier membrane

cell wall ndgplasmic

ribosomes

DiagramDiagram

a) 0.085 b) 0.025 c) 0.872 d) 0.018
Prediction : (c)
Ground Truth : (c)

cytoplasm

vacuolenuciqoius

vesiclelysosome

centriole
cytoplasm

membrane
protect

Figure 7: Qualitative results of diagram-type questions.
We illustrate intermediate subgraphs, and predicted
distribution for answers and ground truths.

T/F question. Three words, “currents”, “core” and
“convection” are set as anchor nodes as shown in
the left of Figure 6. Within two levels of depth,
we can find “outer” node which is the opposite to
“inner” in the question sentence. As a result, our
model predicts the true and false probabilities of
this question as 0.464 and 0.536, respectively, and
correctly solves this problem as a false statement.
Next example is a multiple choice problem which
is more complicated than T/F problem. With an-
chor nodes which consist of each answer candi-
date and a question such as “causes”, “erosion”
and “soil”, the context graph can be established
including nodes in two depth of graph from an-
chor nodes. Among the 4 candidates, choice (d)
contains the same words, “running” and “water”,
as our model predicts. Therefore, our model can
estimate (d) as the correct answer with the high-
est probability of 0.455. The last example shows
a more complicated multiple choice problem. In
the context graph, we set “organelle”, “recycles”,

“molecules” and “unneeded” as anchor nodes with
each word in answer candidates. Then we can eas-
ily find an important term, “lysosome” in choice
(a). Therfore, choice (a) has a probability close to
one among 7 candidates.

Figure 7 demonstrates qualitative results of di-
agram questions. We exclude relation type nodes
in subgraphs of the dependency tree for simplicity
and also illustrate diagram parsing graphs of visual
contexts and question diagram. The example in
the top shows intermediate results of subgraphs on
a diagram question without visual context. Even
though chosen paragraph in textual context do not
include “asthenosphere”, graph of a question di-
agram contain relation between “asthenosphere”
and “lithosphere”. Then our model can predict (a)
as the correct answer with probability of 0.383.
The bottom illustration describes the most com-
plex case which has diagrams in both of context
and question parts. We illustrate all subgraphs of
text and diagrams. While our model can collect
sufficient knowledge about cell structure on broad
information scope, “cell membrane” can be cho-
sen as correct answer with the highest probability.

These examples demonstrate abstraction abil-
ity and relationship expressiveness which can be
huge advantages of graphs. Moreover, those re-
sults could support that our model can explicitly
interpret the process of solving multi-modal QA.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed two novel methods
to solve a realistic task, TQA dataset. We ex-
tract knowledge features with the proposed f-GCN
and conduct self-supervised learning to overcome
the out-of-domain issue. Our method also demon-
strates state-of-the-art results. We believe that our
work can be a meaningful step in realistic multi-
modal QA and solving the out-of-domain issue.
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A Notations

We denote the question text, question diagram,
candidate answer, text context and diagram
context as Qt = {qt1, qt2, · · · , qtI}, Qd =
{qd1 , qd2 , · · · , qdJ}, A = {a1, a2, · · · , aK}, Ct =
{ct1, ct2, · · · , ctL}, and Cd = {cd1, cd2, · · · , cdM},
respectively where qti /q

d
j /ak/ctl /c

d
m is the

ith/jth/kth/lth/mth word of the question text
Qt and the question diagram Qd, candidate
answer A, text context Ct and diagram context
Cd (C is unified notation for the Ct and Cd).
The corresponding representations are denoted as
htq,h

d
q , ha, Ht

c and Hd
c , respectively. Note that we

use the diagram context Cd only in the diagram
questions.

B Implementation Details

We initialized word embedding with 300d GloVe
vectors pre-trained from the 840B Common Crawl
corpus, while the word embeddings for the out-
of-vocabulary words were initialized randomly.
We also randomly initialized character embed-
ding with a 16d vector and extracted 32d char-
acter representation with a 1D convolutional net-
work. And the 1D convolution kernel size is 5. We
used 200 hidden units of Bi-LSTM for the RNNc

whose weights are shared between the question
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Model Text T/F Text MC Text All Diagram All
Our full model w/o visual context 62.32 49.15 54.35 36.61 45.06

w/o UTC(VAL) 60.82 49.08 53.72 36.53 44.72
w/o UTC(TR+VAL) 60.72 46.34 52.02 36.57 43.93
w/o GCN & UTC(TR+VAL) 58.62 44.77 50.24 35.2 42.36

Our full model w/ f-GCN2 62.22 48.76 54.11 37.72 45.52
w/o UTC(VAL) 62.63 48.43 54.03 37.32 45.28
w/o UTC(TR+VAL) 61.42 46.67 52.49 36.71 44.22
w/o GCN & UTC(TR+VAL) 58.72 45.16 50.51 35.67 42.74

Table 4: Results of additional ablation studies. We demonstrate the accuracies of each type of questions: Text T/F
(true-false in text only), Text MC (multiple-choices in text only), Text all (all in text only), Diagram and All (total
questions). Results of our full model without visual context are on the top of the table and results of our full model
with f-GCN2 are in the bottom.

and the candidate answers. The maximum se-
quence length of them is set to 30. Likewise, the
number of hidden units of the RNNs is the same
as the RNNc and the maximum sequence length is
7 which is the same as the number of the maxi-
mum candidate answers. We employed 200d one
layer GCN for all types of graphs, and the num-
ber of maximum nodes is 75 for the textual con-
text graph, 35 for the diagrammatic context graph,
and 25 for the diagrammatic question graph, re-
spectively. We use tanh for the activation func-
tion of the GCN. The dropout was applied after all
of the word embeddings with a keep rate of 0.5.
The Adam optimizer with an initial learning rate
of 0.001 was applied, and the learning rate was
decreased by a factor of 0.9 after each epoch.

1. Select one sample from dataset

Q. Wegeners idea is correctly referred 
     to as

a1. the continental drift hypothesis
a2. the continental drift theory
a3. the plate tectonics hypothesis
a4. the plate tectonics theory

2. We select one candidate answer 
     from question-candidate pairs 
     in the first step

Q. Wegeners idea is correctly referred 
      to as

a1. the continental drift hypothesis

3. Next, we choose a number j which is
     the number of new candidate contexts
     answers. Then we extract Top - j 
     paragraphs from the lesson 
     according to TF-IDF scores. (e.g. j=3) 

Paragraph 1

Paragraph 2

Paragraph 3

4. We designate the candidate answer 
     which connect to the top-1 paragraph 
     as a correct answer, and others as 
     wrong answers.  

Paragraph 1 Paragraph 2 Paragraph 3
Top-1
Top-2

Top-3
TF-IDF

Correct

Q
+

a1
+

Q
+

a1
+

Q
+

a1
+

Q. Wegeners idea is correctly referred 
      to as

a1. the continental drift hypothesis

Figure 8: Additional examples of SSOC steps.

C Additional explanation for SSOC

In Figure 8, we illustrate examples about detailed
steps of SSOC. In the first step, we select one can-

didate answer from question-candidate answers
pairs (2). Next, we choose a number j, the num-
ber of candidate contexts for the pair of question-
candidate answer, in the range 2 to 7 like the orig-
inal dataset (3). If j is higher than the number of
contexts in the lesson, we set j to be the number of
contexts. Then, we extract top j paragraphs using
the TF-IDF scores to set them as candidate con-
texts Ωc (3). We build each context graph in the
same way as the original method and get embed-
dings with the question-candidate answer pair we
selected. Finally, we designate the final candidate
which connects to the top 1 paragraph as a correct
answer, and others as wrong answers (4).

D Results of additional ablation study

We perform additional ablation studies for variants
of our model. For both our full model without vi-
sual context and our full model with f-GCN2, re-
sults of ablation studies are shown in Table 4. Both
studies seem to demonstrate similar tendency as
performances are degraded for ablating each mod-
ule. We can conclude that our two novel modules
have sufficient contributions to improve the per-
formance our model in the TQA problem.

E Process of Building Textual Context
Graph

The procedure for converting the textual context
into the graph structures is shown in Process 1.
After constructing the dependency trees, we set
the nodes included in the question or the candidate
answer as anchor nodes and built the final context
graph C by removing the nodes which have more
than two levels of depth difference with anchor
nodes. We also constructed the adjacency matrix
A using the remaining nodes and edges.
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Process 1 Build textual context and adjacency ma-
trices C, A

Input: a paragraph, a set of anchor nodes V
1: Construct a dependency tree on each sentence

of the given paragraph
2: Split the tree into multiple units each of which

represents two nodes and one edge u =
{v1, v2}

3: U ← a set of units
4: E ← an empty set of edges
5: for depth← 1 to 2 do
6: for all nodes v ∈ V do
7: for all units u ∈ U do
8: if v ∈ u then
9: E ← E ∪ {u}

10: end if
11: end for
12: end for
13: V ← a set of all nodes in E
14: end for

Output: context matrix C from V with em-
bedding matrices, adjacency matrix A from E

F Additional Qualitative Results

In next pages, we present additional qualitative
results of questions in three types. We explicitly
demonstrates all intermediate results as subgraphs
of visual context and question diagram. Note that
we add a legend that indicates which types of data
are used in this figure to avoid confusion. In Fig-
ure 9 and Figure 10, we illustrate intermediate and
final results on text-type question with visual con-
text. Next, we demonstrate intermediate and final
results on diagram-type question without visual
context in Figure 11 and Figure 12. Finally, we
present intermediate and final results of the most
complicated type, diagram-type question with vi-
sual context in Figure 13 and Figure 14. We hope
the logical connectivity for solving the problem
and how our model works well on the TQA prob-
lem are sufficiently understood with those figures.
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Diagram

Prediction : (d)   Ground Truth : (d)

[["continental", "thospheve"], 
["convectlon", "cell"], ["oceanic", 
"lithosphere"], ["mid", "oceanic", 
"ridge"], ["outer", "core"], ["subduction"], 
["inner", "core"], ["mantle"], ["trench"], 
["ho"], ["ocean"], ["there", "are", "11", 
"objects"], ["there", "are", "2", "stages"]]convection within the earths mantle causes 

the plates to move . mantle material is heated 
above the core . the hot mantle rises up towards 
the surface ( figure 6.16 ) . as the mantle rises it 
cools . at the surface the material moves 
horizontally away from a mid-ocean ridge crest . 
the material continues to cool . it sinks back 
down into the mantle at a deep sea trench . 
the material sinks back down to the core . 
it moves horizontally again , completing 
a convection cell .

plates move over earths surface 
because of  _________

Q

a) conduction within the crust.
b) radiation from the inner core.
c) subduction in the outer core.
d) convection within the mantle.

Context

Question
move

causes

plates

move

convection

to

a) 0.07 b) 0.089 c) 0.083 d) 0.758

thospheve
Diagram
Parsing

Textual Context graph

Visual
Context graph

Diagram

[["slump"], ["a"], ["a"], 
["there", "are", "3", "objects"]]

slump is the sudden movement of large blocks 
of rock and soil down a slope . you can see how 
it happens in figure 10.32 . all the material moves 
together in big chunks . slump may be caused by 
a layer of slippery , wet clay underneath the rock 
and soil on a hillside . or it may occur when a river 
undercuts a slope . slump leaves behind crescent-
shaped scars on the hillside .

sudden movement of a large block 
of rock and soil down a slope

Q

a) creep
b) mass movement.
c) landslide.
d) slump.
e) mudslide.
f) gravity

Context

Question
sudden

movement

blocks

large

slump

is

a) 0.06 b) 0.055 c) 0.005 
d) 0.919 e) 0.006 f) 0.008

slump

f-GCN

Diagram
Parsing

Textual Context graph

Visual
Context graph

Prediction : (d)   Ground Truth : (d)

f-GCN

continental
convection

oceanic

out core

lithosphere

cell
Context 

Text Image Text Image
Question

Figure 9: Additional qualitative results on text-type question with visual context. For both examples, a pipeline
from visual context to visual context graph is shown. Gray circles represent words in questions and blue circles
represent words related to answers.
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Diagram

Prediction : (d)   Ground Truth : (d)

[["osculum", "excurrent", "pore"], 
["amebocyte"], ["spicule"], ["sporo
cyte"], ["seculum"], ["rwater", "flow"], [
"lchoanocy", "te", "collar", "cell"], ["there"
, "are", "7", "objects"], ["there", "are", "6", 
"stages"]]

___opening through which water 
flows out of a sponge

Q

a) porocyte.
b) coral reef.
c) spicule.
d) osculum.

Context

Question
osculum

called

flows

opening

through

the

a) 0.014 b) 0.008 c) 0.017 d) 0.918
a) 0.011 b) 0.021 c) 0.011

Diagram
Parsing

Textual Context graph

Visual
Context graph

Diagram

[["compounc", "or", "moleculc"], 
["tissue"], ["organelle"], ["organ"], 
["levels", "of", "organizatior"], 
["atoms"], ["organism"], ["cell"], 
["there", "are", "9", "objects"]]

______structure composed of two or 
more types of tissues that work 
together to do a specific task

Q

Context

Question

tissues

structure

composed

types

organ

a

a) 0.144 b) 0.042 c) 0.709 
d) 0.022 e) 0.027 f) 0.028 g)0.028

f-GCN

Diagram
Parsing

Textual Context graph

Visual
Context graph

Prediction : (c)   Ground Truth : (c)

sponges have several different types of 
specialized cells , although they lack tissues . 
you can see the basic sponge body plan and 
specialized cells in figure 12.4 . as water flows t
hrough the sponge , 
oxygen diffuses from the water to the sponges 
cells . the cells also expel wastes into the water . 
the water then flows out of the sponge through 
an opening called the osculum .

e) porifera.
f) amebocyte.
g) cnidaria.

spicule

seculum
osculum

amebocyte

sporo cyte

pore

excurrent

sponge

cells and organelles are 
made of biochemical mole
cules . these include nuclei
c acids and proteins . mole
cules , in turn , are made of 
atoms . figure 3.6 shows 
these different levels of 
organization in living things
 .  tissues may be organized 
into organs . an organ is a structure composed 
of two or more types of tissue that work together 
to do a specific task . for example , the heart is an
 organ . it consists of muscle , nerve , and other 
types of tissues . its task is to pump blood . organ
s may be organized into organ systems . 

a) cell membrane.
b) prokaryotic cell.
c) organ.
d) eukaryotic cell.

e) organelle.
f) nucleus.
g) ribosome.

organ

organelle
compounc

tissue

atoms cell

moleculc

or

f-GCN

Context 
Text Image Text Image

Question

Figure 10: Additional qualitative results on text-type question with visual context. For both examples, a pipeline
from visual context to visual context graph is shown. Gray circles represent words in questions and blue circles
represent words related to answers.
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Diagram

Prediction : (c)   Ground Truth : (c)

[["volcano", "links", "to", "continental", 
"crust"], ["oceanic", "crust", "links", 
"to", "continental", "crust"], ["contin
ental", "crust"], ["volcano"], ["moun
tam", "rangef", "l"], ["aerriding", "1", "
plate"], ["trench"],  ["asthenosphere"],
 ["oceanic", "crust"],["subducting", "pla
te"],["there", "are", "12", "objects"] ]

a) mountain range.
b) continental crust.

Context

Question

crust

destroyed

always

collisons

is

oceanic

a) 0.036 b) 0.101 c) 0.803 d) 0.06

Diagram
Parsing

Textual Context graph

Question
Diagram graph

f-GCN

a convergent plate boundary forms where two 
plates collide . that collision can happen between
 a continent and oceanic crust , between two 
oceanic plates , or between two continents . 
oceanic crust is always destroyed in these 
collisions .

c) oceanic crust.
d) lithosphere.

oceanic

seculum
crust

crust

asthenosphere trench

volcano

continental

GCN
which part of the earth is always destro
yed at a convergent plate boundary ?Q

Diagram

Prediction : (a)   Ground Truth : (a)

[["centrosome", "matrlx", "links", "to", "c
entrioles"], ["centrosome", "matrlx", "lin
ks", "to", "microtllamem"], ["centrosome
", "matrlx", "links", "to", "mlcrovllli"], ["mi
crotllamem", "links", "to", "mlcrovllli"], ["
microtllamem", "links", "to", "microtubu
le"], ["microtubule", "links", "to", "mlcro
vllli"], ["plasma", "membrane", "links", 
"to", "nucleus"], ["plasma", "membrane"
, "links", "to", "nuclear", "envelope"], ["in
termediate", "filaments", "links", "to", "o
bject"], ["smooth", "endoplasmic", "retic
ulum", "links", "to", "nucleolus"], ["nucle
olus", "links", "to", "chromatins"], ["nucl
eus", "links", "to", "nuclear", "envelope"], 
["mitochondrion", "links", "to", "lysosom
e"], ["mitochondrion", "links", "to", "cytos
ol"], ["lysosome", "links", "to", "cytosol"],
 ["there", "are", "21", "objects"], ["there", 
"are", "20", "stages"]]

a) lysosome.
b) nucleus.

Context

Question

lysosome

organelle

molecules

unneeded

recycles

a

a) 0.962 b) 0.014 c) 0.014 d) 0.01

Diagram
Parsing

Textual Context graph

Question
Diagram graph

a lysosome is an organelle that recycles unneed
ed molecules . it uses enzymes to break down 
the molecules into their components . then the 
components can be reused to make new mole
cules . lysosomes are like recycling centers .

c) plasma membrane.
d) chromatin.

lysosome

seculum
mitochondrion

cytosol

microtllamem reticulum

nucleolus

chromatins

GCN

which of the following is an organelle 
that recycles unneeded molecules ?

Q

f-GCN
Q

mlcrovllli
endoplasmic

microtubule matrix

smooth

Context 
Text Image Text Image

Question

Figure 11: Additional qualitative results on diagram-type question without visual context. For both examples, a
pipeline from question diagram to question diagram graph is shown. Gray circles represent words in questions and
blue circles represent words related to answers.
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Prediction : (d)   Ground Truth : (d)

[["plasma", "membrane", "links", "to", "m
itochondria"], ["rough", "endoplasmic", 
"reticulum", "links", "to", "ribosomes"], 
["nucleus"], ["plasma", "membrane"], 
["cytoplasm"], ["lysosome"], ["golgi", 
"apparatus"], ["rough", "endoplasmic", 
"reticulum"], ["ribosomes"], ["smooth",
 "endoplasmic", "reticulum"],  ["mitocho
ndria"], ["there", "are", "10", "objects"], 
["there", "are", "9", "stages"]]

a) plasma membrane.
b) lysosome.

Context

Question

reticulum

molecules

receives

sent

packages

endoplasmic

a) 0.135 b) 0.069 c) 0.045 d) 0.75

Diagram
Parsing

Textual Context graph

Question
Diagram graph

f-GCN

the golgi apparatus is a large organelle that 
sends proteins and lipids where they need to go .
 its like a post office . it receives molecules from 
the endoplasmic reticulum . it packages and 
labels the molecules . then it sends them where 
they are needed . some molecules are sent to 
different parts of the cell . others are sent to the 
cell membrane for transport out of the cell . small 
bits of membrane pinch off the golgi apparatus 
to enclose and transport the proteins and lipids . 
you can see a golgi apparatus at work in this 
animation :

c) mitochondria.
d) the rough endoplasmic reticulum 
     and smooth endoplasmic reticulum.

rough

plasma

ribosomes

apparatus

golgiGCN
where does the golgi apparatus receive 
molecules from ?Q

Diagram

Prediction : (d)   Ground Truth : (d)

[["nucleolus", "links", "to", "nucleus"], 
["cell", "membrane", "links", "to", "mito
chondrion"], ["cell", "membrane", "links", 
"to", "cell", "wall"], ["nuclear", "memb
rane", "links", "to", "chloroplast"], ["nucl
ear", "membrane", "links", "to", "nucleus"]
, ["centrosome", "links", "to", "vacuole"], 
["amyloplast", "links", "to", "chloroplast"]
, ["chloroplast", "links", "to", "nucleus"],
 ["nucleolus"], ["cell", "membrane"], 
["nuclear", "membrane"], ["golgi", 
"body"], ["cytoplasm"], ["cell", "wall"], 
["centrosome"], ["ribosomes"], ["amy
loplast"], ["mitochondrion"], ["chloro
plast"], ["vacuole"], ["rougher"], ["smo
other"], ["nucleus"], ["there", "are", "15", 
"objects"], ["there", "are", "15", "stages"]]

a) golgi body.
b) ribosomes.

Context

Question

cells

supports

membrane

surrounds

protects

a) 0.048 b) 0.037 c) 0.072 d) 0.843

Diagram
Parsing

Textual Context graph

Question
Diagram graph

the cell wall is a rigid layer that surrounds the 
cell membrane of a plant cell . its made mainly 
of the complex carbohydrate called cellulose .
 the cell wall supports and protects the cell . the 
cell wall isnt solid like a brick wall . it has tiny 
holes in it called pores . the pores let water , 
nutrients , and other substances move into and 
out of the cell .

c) vacuole.
d) cell wall.

cell

rougher

cell

membrane nucleus

nuclear

membrane

GCN

which part surrounds and protects 
the cell ?

f-GCN
Q

mitochondrion

amyhloplast
chloroplast

vacuole

Diagram

reticulum

endoplasmic

reticulum

endoplasmic

smoothmembrane

wall

wall

Context 
Text Image Text Image

Question

Figure 12: Additional qualitative results on diagram-type question without visual context. For both examples, a
pipeline from question diagram to question diagram graph is shown. Gray circles represent words in questions and
blue circles represent words related to answers.
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Prediction : (b)   Ground Truth : (b)

[["amoeba"], ["cytoplasm"], ["food", "va
cuole", "digests", "food"], ["contractile",
 "vacuols", "excretes", "water", "and", 
"waste"], ["food", "being", "engulfed", 
"by", "aseudopods"], ["nucleus"], ["cell"
, "membrane"], ["pseudopod"], ["pseu
dopods"], ["enchaniedleavnina", 
"com"], ["a"], ["there", "are", "11", 
"objects"], ["there", "are", "9", "stages"]]

a) contractile vacuole.
b) pseudopods.

Question

a) 0.028 b) 0.877 c) 0.03 d) 0.065

Diagram
Parsing

Question
Diagram graph

f-GCN

c) food vacuole.
d) cell membrane.

cell

cytoplasm

GCN
what are temporary extensions of the 
cytoplasm ?Q

pseudopodcontractile

[["flagellum"], ["euglena"], ["pseudopod"]
, ["paramecium"], ["amoeba"], ["cilla"], 
["b"], ["c"], ["a"], ["there", "are", "9", 
"objects"], ["there", "are", "3", "stages"]]

Context

pseudopod

extension

cytoplasm

temporary

are

Diagram
Parsing

Textual Context graph

Visual
Context graph

animal-like protists are called protozoa ( protozo
an , singular ) . most protozoa consist of a single 
cell . protozoa are probably ancestors of animals .
 protozoa are like animals in two ways : 1 . proto
zoa are heterotrophs . heterotrophs get food by 
eating other organisms . some protozoa prey 
on bacteria . some are parasites of animals . 
others graze on algae . still others are decompo
sers that break down dead organic matter . 2 . 
almost all protozoa can move . they have special 
appendages for this purpose . you can see differ
ent types in figure 9.3 . cilia ( cilium , singular ) 
are short , hair-like projections . pseudopods are 
temporary extensions of the cytoplasm . flagella 
are long , whip-like structures . flagella are also 
found in most prokaryotes .

paramecium

flagellum
pseudopod

amoeba
cilla

heterotrophs

Diagram

Diagram

euglena

vacuols

water

excretes

amoeba

membrane

nucleus

Prediction : (b)   Ground Truth : (b)

[["nuclear", "pore", "links", "to", "nucleo
lus"], ["nuclear", "pore", "links", "to", 
"ribosomes"], ["nucleolus", "links", "to"
, "nucleoplasm"], ["ribosomes", "links"
, "to", "nucleolus"], ["heterochromatin"
, "links", "to", "euchromatin"], ["heter
ochromatin", "links", "to", "nucleolus"]
, ["inner", "membrane", "links", "to", 
"outer", "membrane"], ["nuclear", "pore"]
, ["nucleolus"], ["nucleoplasm"], ["ribos
omes"], ["heterochromatin"], ["nuclear"
, "envelope"], ["chromatin"], ["iological"
, "diagram", "of", "a", "hum", "by", "char
tsanddiagrams"], ["inner", "membrane"]
, ["outer", "membrane"], ["euchromatin"
], ["human", "nucleus", "cell"], ["zizzle"],
 ["there", "are", "13", "objects"], ["there", 
"are", "8", "stages"]]

a) 1. b) 2 . c) 3.  d) 4.

Question

a) 0.157 b) 0.518 c) 0.189 d) 0.136

Diagram
Parsing

Question
Diagram graph

f-GCN

nucleoplasm

membrane

GCN
  how many membrane layers are there ?Q

membranenuclear

[["two", "layers", "of", "phospholipid", 
"molecules"], ["hydrophilic", "head"], 
["hydrophobic", "tail"], ["there", "are", 
"3", "objects"], ["there", "are", "2", "sta
ges"]]

Context

two

membrane

cytoplasm

composed

layers

Diagram
Parsing

Textual Context graph

Visual
Context graph

the structure of the cell membrane explains how
 it can control what enters and leaves the cell . the
 membrane is composed mainly of two layers of 
phospholipids . figure 3.8 shows how the phosp
holipids are arranged in the cell membrane . each
 phospholipid molecule has a head and two tails 
. the heads are water loving ( hydrophilic ) , and 
the tails are water fearing ( hydrophobic ) . the 
water-loving heads are on the outer surfaces of 
the cell membrane . they point toward the watery 
cytoplasm within the cell or the watery fluid that 
surrounds the cell . the water-fearing tails are in t
he middle of the cell membrane .

phospholipid

two

molecules

of

phospholipids

Diagram

Diagram

layers

pore

nucleolus

ribosomes

outer

heterochromatin

inner

hydrophilic

head

hydrophobic

tail

structure

cell

Context 
Text Image Text Image

Question

Figure 13: Additional qualitative results on diagram-type question with visual context. For both examples, pipelines
from visual context and question diagram to visual context graph and question diagram graph are shown. Gray
circles represent words in questions and blue circles represent words related to answers.
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Prediction : (c)   Ground Truth : (c)

[["anal", "pore"], ["macronucleus"], 
["micronucleus"], ["food", "vacuolesf"],
 ["cilia"], ["there", "are", "5", "objects"], 
["there", "are", "5", "stages"]]

Question

a) 0.107 b) 0.188 c) 0.558 d) 0.147

Diagram
Parsing

Question
Diagram graph

f-GCN

GCN
what are the hair-like protrusions 
on the outside called ?Q

cillaanal

[["flagellum"], ["euglena"], ["pseudopod"]
, ["paramecium"], ["amoeba"], ["cilla"], 
["b"], ["c"], ["a"], ["there", "are", "9", 
"objects"], ["there", "are", "3", "stages"]]

Context

projections

are
hair-like

short

Diagram
Parsing

Textual Context graph

Visual
Context graph

animal-like protists are called protozoa ( protozo
an , singular ) . most protozoa consist of a single 
cell . protozoa are probably ancestors of animals . 
protozoa are like animals in two ways : 1 . protoz
oa are heterotrophs . heterotrophs get food by 
eating other organisms . some protozoa prey on 
bacteria . some are parasites of animals . others 
graze on algae . still others are decomposers 
that break down dead organic matter . 2 . 
almost all protozoa can move . they have 
special appendages for this purpose . you can 
see different types in figure 9.3 . cilia ( cilium , 
singular ) are short , hair-like projections . pseudo
pods are temporary extensions of the cytoplasm . 
flagella are long , whip-like structures . flagella 
are also found in most prokaryotes .

paramecium

flagellum
pseudopod

amoeba
cilla

cilla

Diagram

euglena

pore

food

vacuoles

micronucleus

macronuclueus

Prediction : (d)   Ground Truth : (d)

[["object", "links", "to", "golgi", "vesicles"]
, ["filamentous", "cytoskeleton", "links", 
"to", "jlasma", "membrane"], ["smooth", 
"endoplasmic", "reticulum", "links", "to",
 "ribosomes"], ["nucleus", "links", "to",
 "l", "nucleolus"], ["nucleus", "links", "to"
, "luclear", "envelope"], ["cell", "wall", 
"links", "to", "object"], ["cell", "wall", "lin
ks", "to", "jlasma", "membrane"], ["cyt
oplasm", "links", "to", "peroxisome"], 
["l", "nucleolus", "links", "to", "luclear", 
"envelope"], ["tonoplast", "links", "to", 
"l", "vacuole"], ["object", "links", "to", 
"jlasma", "membrane"],  ["there",
 "are", "21", "objects"], ["there", "are", 
"23", "stages"]]

a) amyloplast. b) smoother . 
c) ribosome.  d) large central vacuole.

Question

a) 0.115 b) 0.155 c) 0.146 d) 0.584

Diagram
Parsing

Question
Diagram graph

f-GCN

nucleoplasm

membrane

GCN
which part of the following cell takes up 
the most its volume ?Q

membranenuclear

[["large", "central", "vacuole"], ["cell", 
"wall", "cellulose"], ["nucleus", "with", 
"nucleolus"], ["cell", "membrane"], 
["smoother"], ["golgi", "body"], ["roug
her"], ["mitochondria"], ["amyloplast"], 
["ribosome"], ["chloroplast"], ["there", 
"are", "11", "objects"], ["there", "are", 
"9", "stages"]]

Context

large

volume

helps

vacuole

central

Diagram
Parsing

Textual Context graph

Visual
Context graph

most plant cells have a large central vacuole . 
it can make up as much as 90 percent of a plant 
cells total volume . the central vacuole is like a 
large storage container . it may store substances 
such as water , enzymes , and salts . it may have 
other roles as well . for example , the central 
vacuole helps stems and leaves hold their shape .
 it may also contain pigments that give flowers 
their colors .

phospholipid

two

molecules

of

most

Diagram

layers

pore

nucleolus

ribosomes

outer

heterochromatin

inner

hydrophilic

head

hydrophobic

tail

total

cells

Context 
Text Image Text Image

Question

Diagram

Diagram

a) anal pore. b) macronucleus. 
c) cilia.          d) oral groove.

Figure 14: Additional qualitative results on diagram-type question with visual context. For both examples, pipelines
from visual context and question diagram to visual context graph and question diagram graph are shown. Gray
circles represent words in questions and blue circles represent words related to answers.
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Abstract

Visual question answering (VQA) and im-
age captioning require a shared body of gen-
eral knowledge connecting language and vi-
sion. We present a novel approach to improve
VQA performance that exploits this connec-
tion by jointly generating captions that are tar-
geted to help answer a specific visual ques-
tion. The model is trained using an exist-
ing caption dataset by automatically determin-
ing question-relevant captions using an on-
line gradient-based method. Experimental re-
sults on the VQA v2 challenge demonstrates
that our approach obtains state-of-the-art VQA
performance (e.g. 68.4% on the Test-standard
set using a single model) by simultaneously
generating question-relevant captions.

1 Introduction

In recent years, visual question answering (VQA)
(Antol et al., 2015) and image captioning (Don-
ahue et al., 2015; Rennie et al., 2017) have been
widely studied in both the computer vision and
NLP communities. Most recent VQA research (Lu
et al., 2017; Pedersoli et al., 2017; Anderson et al.,
2018; Lu et al., 2018) concentrates on directly uti-
lizing visual input features including detected ob-
jects, attributes, and relations between pairs of ob-
jects.

However,little VQA research works on exploit-
ing textual features from the image which are able
to tersely encode the necessary information to an-
swer the questions. This information could be
richer than the visual features in that the sentences
have fewer structural constraints and can easily in-
clude the attributes of and relation among multi-
ple objects. In fact, we observe that appropriate
captions can be very useful for many VQA ques-
tions. In particular, we trained a model to answer
visual questions for the VQA v2 challenge (An-
tol et al., 2015) only using the human annotated

Human Captions :
1) A man on a blue surfboard on top of some rough water.
2) A young surfer in a wetsuit surfs a small wave.
3) A young man rides a surf board on a small wave while 
a man swims in the background.
4) A young man is on his surf board with someone in the background.
5) A boy riding waves on his surf board in the ocean.

Question 1: Does this boy have a full wetsuit on?
Caption: A young man wearing wetsuit surfing on a wave.
Question 2: What color is the board?
Caption: A young man riding a wave on a blue surfboard.

Figure 1: Examples of our generated question-relevant
captions. During the training phase, our model selects
the most relevant human captions for each question
(marked by the same color).

captions without images and achieved a score of
59.6%, outperforming a large number of VQA
models that use image features. Existing work
using captions for VQA has generated question-
agnostic captions using a pretrained captioner (Li
et al., 2018a). This approach can provide addi-
tional general information; however, this informa-
tion is not guaranteed to be relevant to the given
VQA question.

We explore a novel approach that generates
question-relevant image descriptions, which con-
tain information that is directly relevant to a partic-
ular VQA question. Fig. 1 shows examples of our
generated captions given different questions. In
order to encourage the generation of relevant cap-
tions, we propose a novel greedy algorithm that
aims to minimize the cross entropy loss only for
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the most relevant and helpful gold-standard cap-
tions. Specifically, helpfulness is measured us-
ing the inner-product of the gradients from the
caption generation loss and the VQA answer pre-
diction loss. A positive inner-product means the
two objective functions share some descent direc-
tions in the optimization process, and therefore in-
dicates that the corresponding captions help the
VQA training process.

In order to incorporate the caption information,
we propose a novel caption embedding module
that, given the question and image features for a
visual question, recognizes important words in the
caption, and produces a caption embedding tai-
lored for answer prediction. In addition, the cap-
tion embeddings are also utilized to adjust the vi-
sual top-down attention weights for each object.

Furthermore, generating question-relevant cap-
tions ensures that both image and question infor-
mation is encoded in their joint representations,
which reduces the risk of learning from question
bias (Li et al., 2018a) and ignoring the image con-
tent when high accuracy can be achieved from the
questions alone.

Experimental evaluation of our approach shows
significant improvements on VQA accuracy over
our baseline Up-Down (Anderson et al., 2018)
model on the VQA v2 validation set (Antol et al.,
2015), from 63.2% to 67.1% with gold-standard
human captions from the COCO dataset (Chen
et al., 2015) and 65.8% with automatically gener-
ated question-relevant captions. Our single model
is able to score 68.4% on the test-standard split,
and an ensemble of 10 models scores 69.7%.

2 Background Related Work

2.1 Visual Question Answering

Recently, a large amount of attention-based deep-
learning methods have been proposed for VQA,
including top-down (Ren et al., 2015a; Fukui et al.,
2016; Wu et al., 2016; Goyal et al., 2017; Li et al.,
2018a) and bottom-up attention methods (Ander-
son et al., 2018; Li et al., 2018b; Wu and Mooney,
2019). Specifically, a typical model first extracts
image features using a pre-trained CNN, and then
trains an RNN to encode the question, using an
attention mechanism to focus on specific features
of the image. Finally, both question and attended
image features are used to predict the final answer.

However, answering visual questions requires
not only information about the visual content but

also common knowledge, which is usually too
hard to directly learn from only a limited number
of images with human annotated answers as su-
pervision. However, comparatively little previous
VQA research has worked on enriching the knowl-
edge base. We are aware of two related papers. Li
et al. (2018a) use a pre-trained captioner to gen-
erate general captions and attributes with a fixed
annotator and then use them to predict answers.
Therefore, the captions they generate are not nec-
essarily relevant to the question, and they may ig-
nore image features needed for answer prediction.
Narasimhan et al. (2018) employed an out-of-the-
box knowledge base and trained their model to
filter out irrelevant facts. After that, graph con-
volutional networks use this knowledge to build
connections to the relevant facts and predict the fi-
nal answer. Unlike them, we generate captions to
provide information that is directly relevant to the
VQA process.

2.2 Image Captioning

Most recent image captioning models are also
attention-based deep-learning models (Donahue
et al., 2015; Karpathy and Fei-Fei, 2015; Vinyals
et al., 2015; Luo et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2018).
With the help of large image description datasets
(Chen et al., 2015), these models have demon-
strated remarkable results. Most of them en-
code the image using a CNN, and build an atten-
tional RNN (i.e. GRU (Cho et al., 2014), LSTM
(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997)) on top of
the image features as a language model to generate
image captions.

However, deep neural models still tend to gener-
ate general captions based on the most significant
objects (Vijayakumar et al., 2016). Although pre-
vious works (Luo et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2018)
build captioning models that are encouraged to
generate different captions with discriminability
objectives, the captions are usually less informa-
tive and fail to describe most of the objects and
their relationships diversely. In this work, we de-
velop an approach to generating captions that di-
rectly focus on the critical objects in the VQA
process and provide information that can help the
VQA module predict the answer.

3 Approach

We first describe the overall structure of our joint
model in Sec. 3.1 and explain the foundational
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Figure 2: Overall structure of our model that generates question-relevant captions to aid VQA. Our model is first
trained to generate question-relevant captions as determined in an online fashion in phase 1. Then, the VQA model
is fine-tuned with generated captions from the first phase to predict answers. ⌦ denotes element-wise multiplication
and � denotes element-wise addition. Blue arrows denote fully-connected layers (fc) and yellow arrows denote
attention embedding.

feature representations (i.e. image, question and
caption embeddings) in Sec. 3.2. Then, the VQA
module is presented in Sec. 3.3, which takes ad-
vantage of the generated image captions to im-
prove the VQA performance. In Sec. 3.4, we ex-
plain the image captioning module which gener-
ates question-relevant captions. Finally, the train-
ing and implementation details are provided in
Sec. 3.5.

3.1 Overview
As illustrated in Fig. 2, the proposed model first
extracts image features V = {v1, v2, ..., vK} using
bottom-up attention and question features q to pro-
duce their joint representation and then generates
question-related captions. Next, our caption em-
bedding module encodes the generated captions
as caption features c as detailed in Sec. 3.2. Af-
ter that, both question features q and caption fea-
tures c are utilized to generate the visual attention
Acv to weight the images’ feature set V, produc-
ing attended image features vqc. Finally, we add
vqc to the caption features c and further perform
element-wise multiplication with the question fea-
tures q (Anderson et al., 2018) to produce the joint
representation of the question, image and caption,
which is then used to predict the answer.

3.2 Feature Representation
In this section, we explain the details of this joint
representation. We use f(x) to denote fully-
connected layers, where f(x) = LReLU(Wx+ b)
with input features x and ignore the notation of
weights and biases for simplicity, where these fc

layers do not share weights. LReLU denotes a
Leaky ReLU (He et al., 2015).

Image and Question Embedding
We use object detection as bottom-up attention
(Anderson et al., 2018), which provides salient im-
age regions with clear boundaries. In particular,
we use a Faster R-CNN head (Ren et al., 2015b)
in conjunction with a ResNet-101 base network
(He et al., 2016) as our detection module. The
detection head is first pre-trained on the Visual
Genome dataset (Krishna et al., 2017) and is ca-
pable of detecting 1, 600 objects categories and
400 attributes. To generate an output set of im-
age features V, we take the final detection outputs
and perform non-maximum suppression (NMS)
for each object category using an IoU threshold
of 0.7. Finally, a fixed number of 36 detected ob-
jects for each image are extracted as the image fea-
tures (a 2, 048 dimensional vector for each object)
as suggested by Teney et al. (2017).

For the question embedding, we use a standard
GRU (Cho et al., 2014) with 1, 280 hidden units
and extract the output of the hidden units at the
final time step as the question features q. Follow-
ing Anderson et al. (2018), the question features
q and image feature set V are further embedded
together to produce a question-attended image
feature set Vq via question visual-attention Aqv as
illustrated in Fig. 2.

Caption Embedding
Our novel caption embedding module takes as in-
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put the question-attended image feature set Vq,
question features q, and C captions Wc

i =
{wc

i,1, w
c
i,2, ..., w

c
i,T }, where T denotes the length

of the captions and i = 1, ..., C are the caption
indices, and then produces the caption features c.

Word GRU

𝐀𝐜

Word Embedding 𝐖𝐞Πi, t
c

𝐕qv

Caption GRU

ℎ𝑖, 𝑡2

ℎ𝑖, 𝑡1

Figure 3: Overview of the caption embedding module.
The Word GRU is used to generate attention to iden-
tify the relevant words in each caption, and the Caption
GRU generates the final caption embedding. We use
question-attended image features Vqv to compute the
attention. Blue arrows denote fc layers and yellow ar-
rows denote attention embedding.

The goals of the caption module are to serve
as a knowledge supplement to aid VQA, and to
provide additional clues to identify the relevant
objects better and adjust the top-down attention
weights. To achieve this, as illustrated in Fig. 3,
we use a two-layer GRU architecture. The first-
layer GRU (called the Word GRU) sequentially
encodes the words in a caption Wc

i at each time
step as h1

i,t.

h1
i,t = GRU(We⇧

c
i,t, h1

i,t�1) (1)

where We is the word embedding matrix, and ⇧c
i,t

is the one-hot embedding for the word wc
i,t.

Then, we design a caption attention module Ac

which utilizes the question-attended feature set
Vq, question features q, and h1

i,t to generate the
attention weight on the current word in order to in-
dicate its importance. Specifically, the Word GRU
first encodes the words embedding ⇧c

i,t in Eq. 1,
and then we feed the outputs h1

i,t and Vq to the
attention module Ac as shown in Eq. 4.

vq =
KX

k=1

vq
k (2)

ac
i,t = h1

i,t � f(vq) + h1
i,t � f(q) (3)

↵c
i,t = �(ac

i,t) (4)

where � denotes the sigmoid function, and K is
the number of objects in the bottom-up attention.

Next, the attended words in the caption are used
to produce the final caption representation in Eq.
5 via the Caption GRU. Since the goal is to gather
more information, we perform element-wise max
pooling across the representations of all of the in-
put captions ci in Eq. 7.

h2
i,t = GRU(↵c

i,tWe⇧
c
i,t, h2

i,t�1) (5)

ci = f(h2
i,T ) (6)

c = max(ci) (7)

where max denotes the element-wise max pool-
ing across all of caption representations ci of the
image.

3.3 VQA Module
This section describes the details of the VQA
module. The generated captions are usually ca-
pable of capturing relations among the question-
relevant objects; however these relations are ab-
sent in the bottom-up attention. Therefore, our
VQA module utilizes the caption embeddings c
to adjust the top-down attention weights in VQA
in order to produce the final caption-attended fea-
tures vqc in Eq. 10:

acv
k = f(f(c) � f(vq

k)) (8)

↵cv
k = softmax(acv

c,k) (9)

vqc =
KX

k

vq
k↵

cv
k (10)

where k traverses the K objects features.
To better incorporate the information from the
captions into the VQA process, we add the caption
features c to the attended image features vqc, and
then element-wise multiply by the question fea-
tures as shown in Eq. 11:

h = q � (f(vqc) + f(c)) (11)

ŝ = �(f(h)) (12)

We frame the answer prediction task as a multi-
label regression problem (Anderson et al., 2018).
In particular, we use the soft scores in the gold-
standard VQA-v2 data (which are used in the eval-
uation metric), as labels to supervise the sigmoid-
normalized predictions as shown in Eq. 13:

Lvqa = �
NX

j=1

sj log ŝj+(1�sj) log(1�ŝj) (13)
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where the index j runs over N candidate answers
and s are the soft answer scores.

In case of multiple feasible answers, the soft
scores capture the occasional uncertainty in the
ground-truth annotations. As suggested by Teney
et al. (2017), we collect the candidate answers that
appear more than 8 times in the training set, which
results in 3, 129 answer candidates.

3.4 Image Captioning Module

We adopt an image captioning module similar
to that of Anderson et al. (2018), which takes
the object detection features as inputs and learns
attention weights over those objects’ features in
order to predict the next word at each step. The
key difference between our module and theirs lies
in the input features and the caption supervision.
Specifically, we use the question-attended image
features Vq as inputs, and only use the most
relevant caption, which is automatically deter-
mined in an online fashion (detailed below), for
each question-image pair to train the captioning
module. This ensures that only question-relevant
captions are generated.

Selecting Relevant Captions for Training
Previously, Li et al. (2018b) selected relevant cap-
tions for VQA based on word similarities between
captions and questions, however, their approach
does not take into account the details of the VQA
process. In contrast, during training, our approach
dynamically determines for each problem, the cap-
tion that will most improve VQA. We do this
by updating with a shared descent direction (Wu
et al., 2018) which decreases the loss for both cap-
tioning and VQA. This ensures a consistent tar-
get for both the image captioning module and the
VQA module in the optimization process.

During training, we compute the cross-entropy
loss for the i-th caption using Eq. 14, and back-
propagate the gradients only from the most rele-
vant caption determined by solving Eq. 15.

Lc
i =�

TX

t=1

log(p(wc
i,t|wc

i,t�1)) (14)

In particular, we require the inner product of the
current gradient vectors from the predicted answer
and the human captions to be greater than a posi-
tive constant ⇠, and further select the caption that

maximizes that inner product.

arg max
i

KX

k=0

✓
@ŝpred

@vq
k

◆T @ log(p(Wc
i ))

@vq
k

s.t.

KX

k=0

✓
@ŝpred

@vq
k

◆T @ log(p(Wc
i ))

@vq
k

> ⇠

(15)

where the ŝpred is the logit1 for the predicted an-
swer, Wc

i denotes the i-th human caption for the
image and k traverses the K object features.

Therefore, given the solution to Eq. 15, i?, the
final loss of our joint model is the sum of the VQA
loss and the captioning loss for the selected cap-
tions as shown in Eq. 16. If Eq. 15 has no feasible
solution, we ignore the caption loss.

L = Lvqa + Lc
i? (16)

3.5 Training and Implementation Details
We train our joint model using the AdaMax op-
timizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with a batch size
of 384 and a learning rate of 0.002 as suggested
by Teney et al. (2017). We use the validation set
for VQA v2 to tune the initial learning rate and
the number of epochs, yielding the highest over-
all VQA score. We use 1, 280 hidden units in
the question embedding and attention model in the
VQA module with 36 object detection features for
each image. For captioning models, the dimension
of the LSTM hidden state, image feature embed-
ding, and word embedding are all set to 512. We
also use Glove vectors (Pennington et al., 2014) to
initialize the word embedding matrix in the cap-
tion embedding module.

We initialize the training process with human
annotated captions from the COCO dataset (Chen
et al., 2015) and pre-train the VQA and caption-
generation modules for 20 epochs with the fi-
nal joint loss in Eq. 16. After that, we generate
question-relevant captions for all question-image
pairs in the COCO train, validation, and test sets.
In particular, we sample 5 captions per question-
image pair. We fine-tune our model using the gen-
erated captions with 0.25 ⇥ learning-rate for an-
other 10 epochs.

4 Experiments

We perform extensive experiments and ablation
studies to evaluate our joint model on VQA.

1The input to the softmax function.
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Test-standard
Yes/No Num Other All

Prior (Goyal et al., 2017) 61.20 0.36 1.17 25.98
Language-only (Goyal et al., 2017) 67.01 31.55 27.37 44.26
MCB (Fukui et al., 2016) 78.82 38.28 53.36 62.27
Up-Down (Anderson et al., 2018) 82.20 43.90 56.26 65.32
VQA-E (Li et al., 2018b) 83.22 43.58 56.79 66.31
Ours(single) 84.69 46.75 59.30 68.37
Ours(Ensemble-10) 86.15 47.41 60.41 69.66

Table 1: Comparison of our results on VQA with the state-of-the-art methods on the test-standard data. Accuracies
in percentage (%) are reported.

4.1 Datasets and Evaluation Metrics

VQA Dataset
We use the VQA v2.0 dataset (Antol et al., 2015)
for the evaluation of our proposed joint model,
where the answers are balanced in order to min-
imize the effectiveness of learning dataset priors.
This dataset is used in the VQA 2018 challenge
and contains over 1.1M questions from the over
200K images in the MSCOCO 2015 dataset (Chen
et al., 2015).

Following Anderson et al. (2018), we perform
standard text pre-processing and tokenization. In
particular, questions are first converted to lower
case and then trimmed to a maximum of 14 words,
and the words that appear less than 5 times are
replaced with an “<unk>” token. To evaluate
answer quality, we report accuracies using the
official VQA metric using soft scores, which
accounts for the occasional disagreement between
annotators for the ground truth answers.

Image Captioning Dataset
We use the MSCOCO 2014 dataset (Chen et al.,
2015) for the image caption module. To main-
tain consistency with the VQA tasks, we use
the dataset’s official configuration that includes
82, 372 images for training and 40, 504 for valida-
tion. Similar to the VQA question pre-processing,
we first convert all sentences to lower case, tok-
enizing on white spaces, and filtering words that
do not occur at least 5 times.

4.2 Results on VQA

We first report the experimental results on the
VQA task and compare our results with the state-
of-the-art methods in this section. After that, we
perform ablation studies to verify the contribution

of additional knowledge from the generated cap-
tions, and the effectiveness of using caption repre-
sentations to adjust the top-down visual attention
weights.

As demonstrated in Table 1, our single model
outperforms other state-of-the-art single models
by a clear margin, i.e. 2.06%, which indicates
the effectiveness of including caption features as
additional inputs. In particular, we observe that
our single model outperforms other methods, es-
pecially in the ’Num’ and ’Other’ categories. This
is because the generated captions are capable of
providing more numerical clues for answering the
’Num’ questions, since the captions can describe
the number of relevant objects and provide gen-
eral knowledge for answering the ’Other’ ques-
tions. Furthermore, an ensemble of 10 models
with different initialization seeds results in a score
of 69.7% for the test-standard set.

Fig. 4 shows several examples of our generated
question-relevant captions. These examples
illustrate how different captions are generated for
the same image when the question is changed.
They also show how the objects in the image
that are important to answering the question are
described in the question-relevant captions.

Comparison Between Using Generated and
Human Captions
Next, we analyze the difference between using
automatically generated captions and using those
provided by human annotators. In particular, we
train our model with generated question-agnostic
captions using the Up-Down (Anderson et al.,
2018) captioner, question-relevant captions from
our caption generation module, and human anno-
tated captions from the COCO dataset.

As demonstrated in Table 2, our model gains
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Caption:

Caption:

Q: What is he doing?

Q: Is he wearing a hat?

Caption:

Caption:

Q: Is the cat watching TV?

Q: Is the tv on?

Q: What colors are on the couch?
Caption:

Q: Is there a picture on the wall?
Caption:

Caption:

Caption:

Q: What color is the vase?

Q: What color are the flowers?

A: Yes.A: Taking picture. A: Purple and white. A: White.

A: Yes.A: Yes. A: Yes. A: Red.

Figure 4: Examples of our generated question-relevant captions. The influential objects with attention weights
greater than 0.1 are indicated by bounding boxes (annotated with their visual attention weights in the blue box),
and the gray-scale levels in the caption words indicate the word attentions from the caption embedding module.

Validation
Up-Down (Anderson et al., 2018) 63.2
Ours with Up-Down captions 64.6
Ours with our generated captions 65.8
Ours with human captions 67.1

Table 2: Comparison of the performance using gener-
ated and human captions. Both of them provide signif-
icant improvements to the baseline model. However,
there is still a reasonable gap between generated and
human captions.

about 4% improvement from using human cap-
tions and 2.5% improvement from our generated
question-relevant captions on the validation set.
This indicates the insufficiency of directly answer-
ing visual questions using a limited number of
detection features, and the utility of incorporating
additional information about the images. We also
observe that our generated question-relevant cap-
tions trained with our caption selection strategy
provide more helpful clues for the VQA process
than the question-agnostic Up-Down captions,
outperforming their captions by 1.2%.

Effectiveness of Adjusting Top-Down Attention
In this section, we quantitatively analyze the ef-

Question: What colors is the surfboard?

Answer: Yellow and blue Answer: Yellow and red

Answer: yellow and red

Visual attention Caption adjusted visual attention
Caption: A group of people standing next to yellow board.

Figure 5: An example of caption attention adjustment.
The question-relevant caption helps the VQA module
adjust the visual attention from both the yellow board
and the blue sail to the yellow board only.

fectiveness of utilizing captions to adjust the top-
down attention weights, in addition to the advan-
tage of providing additional information. In par-
ticular, we compare our model with a baseline ver-
sion where the top-down attention-weight adjust-
ment factor Acv is manually set to 1.0 (resulting in
no adjustment).

As demonstrated in Tables 3 and 4, we observe
an improvement when using caption features to
adjust the attention weights. This indicates that the
caption features help the model to more robustly
locate the objects that are helpful to the VQA pro-
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cess. We use w CAA to indicate with caption at-
tention adjustment and w/o CAA to indicate with-
out it. Fig. 5 illustrates an example of caption at-
tention adjustment. Without CAA, the top-down
visual attention focuses on both the yellow surf-
board and the blue sail, generating the incorrect
answer “yellow and blue.”. However, with “yellow
board” in the caption, the caption attention adjust-
ment (CAA) helps the VQA module focus atten-
tion just on the yellow surfboard, thereby gener-
ating the correct answer “yellow and red” (since
there is some red coloring in the surfboard).

Test-standard
All Yes/No Num Other

Up-Down 65.3 82.2 43.9 56.3
Ours w/o CAA 67.4 84.0 44.5 57.9
Ours w CAA 68.4 84.7 46.8 59.3

Table 3: Evaluation of the effectiveness of caption-
based attention adjustment (CAA) on the test-standard
data. Accuracies in percentage (%) are reported.

Validation
All Yes/No Num Other

Up-Down 63.2 80.3 42.8 55.8
Ours w/o CAA 65.2 82.1 43.6 55.8
Ours w CAA 65.8 82.6 43.9 56.4

Table 4: Evaluation of the effectiveness of CAA on
the validation data. Accuracies in percentage (%) are
reported.

Next, in order to directly demonstrate that
our generated question-relevant captions help the
model to focus on more relevant objects via atten-
tion adjustment, we compare the differences be-
tween the generated visual attention and human-
annotated important objects from the VQA-X
dataset (Park et al., 2018), which has been used to
train and evaluate multimodal (visual and textual)
VQA explanation (Wu and Mooney, 2018). The
VQA-X dataset contains 2, 000 question-image
pairs from the VQA v2 validation set with hu-
man annotations indicating the objects which most
influence the answer to the question. In particu-
lar, we used Earth Mover Distance (EMD) (Rub-
ner et al., 2000) to compare the highly-attended
objects in the VQA process to the objects high-
lighted by human judges. This style of evalua-
tion using EMD has previously been employed to

compare automatic visual explanations to human-
attention annotations (Selvaraju et al., 2017; Park
et al., 2018).

We resize all of the 2, 000 human annotations
in VQA-X dataset to 14⇥14 and adjust the object
bounding boxes in the images accordingly. Next,
we assign the top-down attention weights to the
corresponding bounding boxes, both before and
after caption attention adjustment, and add up the
weights of all 36 detections. Then, we normalize
attention weights over the 14 ⇥ 14 resized images
to sum to one, and finally compute the EMD be-
tween the normalized visual attentions and the hu-
man annotations.

Table 5 reports the EMD results for the atten-
tions weights both before and after the caption at-
tention adjustments.

w/o CAA w CAA Human
EMD 2.38 2.30 2.25

Table 5: EMD results comparing the top-down atten-
tion weights (with or without caption attention adjust-
ments) to human attention-annotation from the VQA-
X dataset. Results are shown for both automatically
generated captions and human captions. Lower EMD
indicates a closer match to human attention.

The results indicate that caption attention ad-
justment improves the match between automated
attention and human-annotated attention, even
though the approach is not trained on supervised
data for human attention. Not surprisingly, human
captions provide a bit more improvement than au-
tomatically generated ones.

5 Conclusion

In this work, we have explored how generat-
ing question-relevant image captions can improve
VQA performance. In particular, we present a
model which jointly generates question-related
captions and uses them to provide additional in-
formation to aid VQA. This approach only utilizes
existing image-caption datasets, automatically de-
termining which captions are relevant to a given
question. In particular, we design the training al-
gorithm to only update the network parameters in
the optimization process when the caption gen-
eration and VQA tasks agree on the direction of
change. Our single model joint system outper-
forms the current state-of-the-art single model for
VQA.
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Abstract

Attention mechanisms are widely used in Vi-
sual Question Answering (VQA) to search for
visual clues related to the question. Most ap-
proaches train attention models from a coarse-
grained association between sentences and im-
ages, which tends to fail on small objects
or uncommon concepts. To address this
problem, this paper proposes a multi-grained
attention method. It learns explicit word-
object correspondence by two types of word-
level attention complementary to the sentence-
image association. Evaluated on the VQA
benchmark, the multi-grained attention model
achieves competitive performance with state-
of-the-art models. And the visualized atten-
tion maps demonstrate that addition of object-
level groundings leads to a better understand-
ing of the images and locates the attended ob-
jects more precisely.

1 Introduction

Visual Question Answering (Antol et al., 2015;
Goyal et al., 2017a) is a multi-modal task requir-
ing to provide an answer to the question with ref-
erence to a given image. Most current VQA sys-
tems resort to deep neural networks and solve the
problem by end-to-end learning. First the question
and the image are encoded into semantic represen-
tations independently. Then the multi-modal fea-
tures are fused into one unified representation for
which the answer is predicted (Malinowski et al.,
2015; Fukui et al., 2016; Anderson et al., 2018).

A key point to a successful VQA system is to
discover the most relevant image regions to the
question. This is commonly resolved by attention
mechanisms, where a spatial attention distribution
highlighting the visual focus is computed accord-
ing to the similarity between the whole question
and image regions (Xu et al., 2015; Yang et al.,
2016; Lu et al., 2016). Although such coarse

Q: What is the man wearing 
around his face?  A: glasses

Up-down Model: nothing Our Model: glasses

Figure 1: An example of VQA and the attention maps
produced by a state-of-the-art model and our model.

sentence-image alignment reports promising re-
sults in general, it sometimes fails to locate small
objects or understand a complicated scenario. For
the example in Figure 1, the question is “What is
the man wearing around his face”. Human has no
difficulty in finding the visual clue on the people’s
faces, and accordingly provide the correct answer
“glasses”. However, by visualizing the attention
map of a state-of-the-art VQA model, we find that
the attention is mistakenly focused on the men’s
body rather than their faces.

In order to identify related objects more pre-
cisely, this paper proposes a multi-grained atten-
tion mechanism that involves object-level ground-
ing complementary to the sentence-image associ-
ation. Specifically, a matching model is trained on
an object-detection dataset to learn explicit corre-
spondence between the content words in the ques-
tion and their visual counterparts. And the la-
bels of the detected objects are considered and
their similarity with the questions are computed.
Besides, a more sophisticated language model is
adopted for better representation of the question.
Finally the three types of word-object, word-label
and sentence-image attention are accumulated to
enhance the performance.

The contributions of this paper are twofold.
First, this paper proposes a multi-grained attention
mechanism integrating two types of object fea-
tures that were not previously used in VQA atten-
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Figure 2: The architecture of our proposed model. The enhanced modules are illustrated in dot lines.

tion approaches. Second, the deep contextualized
word representation ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) is
firstly adopted in the VQA task to facilitate a bet-
ter question encoding.

2 Proposed Model

The flowchart of the proposed model is illustrated
in Figure 2. We start from the bottom-up top-
down (up-down) model (Teney et al., 2017; An-
derson et al., 2018), which is the winning entry to
the 2017 VQA challenge. Then this model is en-
hanced with two types of object-level groundings
to explore fine-grained information, and a more
sophisticated language model for better question
representation.

2.1 Image Features

We adopt the object-detection-based approach to
represent the input image. Specifically, follow-
ing Anderson et al. (2018), a state-of-the-art object
detection model Faster R-CNN (Ren et al., 2015)
with ResNet-101 (He et al., 2016) as its backbone
is trained on the Visual Genome (VG) (Krishna
et al., 2016) dataset. Then the trained model1

is applied to identify instances of objects with
bounding boxes belonging to certain categories.
The target categories of this detection model con-
tain 1600 objects and 400 attributes.

For each input image, the top-K objects with
the highest confidence scores are selected to rep-
resent the image. For each object, the output of
ResNet’s pool-flat-5 layer is used as its visual fea-
ture, which is a 2048-dimensional vector vk. Be-
sides, the label of each object’s category ck is also
kept as a visually grounded evidence. ck is a N -
dimensional one-hot vector, where N is the vo-
cabulary size. Then the input image is represented

1The model is available at
https://github.com/peteanderson80/bottom-up-attention

by both its object features V = [v1,v2, ...,vK ] ∈
R2048×K and object labels C = [c1, c2, ..., cK ] ∈
RN×K .

2.2 Text Features

In our model, text features include token fea-
tures and sentence features for the question, which
are respectively used for fine-grained and coarse-
grained attention computation.

Word Features Let Q = [q1, ..., qT ] ∈ RN×T
denote the one-hot representation for the input
question tokens, where T is the question length,
and N is the vocabulary size. Then each token qt
is turned into two word embeddings: GloVe (Pen-
nington et al., 2014) xGt = qtE

G ∈ RD1 , and
ELMo xEt = ELMo(qt) ∈ RD2 . D1 and D2 are
the dimensions of GloVe embedding and ELMo
embedding respectively. EG is the GloVe matrix
pre-trained on the Wikipedia & Gigaword2. The
ELMo embedding is dynamically computed by a
L-layer bi-LSTM language model (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997). We use the publicly avail-
able pre-trained ELMo model3 to get the contex-
tualized embeddings.

Sentence Features The above two sets of to-
ken embeddings are then concatenated xt =
[xGt ;xEt ] ∈ RD1+D2 , and fed into a GRU (Cho
et al., 2014) to encode the question sentence. The
final hidden state of the GRU i.e., hT ∈ RD3 is
taken as sentence feature, where D3 is the hidden
state size for GRU.

2.3 Multi-grained Attentions

Word-Label Matching Attention (WL) Object
category labels are high-level semantic representa-
tion compared to visual pixels, and have proven to

2http://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
3https://github.com/allenai/allennlp
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be useful for both visual tasks like scene classifi-
cation (Li et al., 2010) and multi-modal tasks like
image caption and VQA (Wu et al., 2018).

For VQA task, we observed that the seman-
tic similarity between the object category labels
and the words in the question helps to locate the
referred objects. For the input image in Fig-
ure 1, Faster-RCNN detected objects with labels
of “man”, “head”. Some labels are exactly the
same as or are semantically close to the words in
the question “What is the man wearing around his
face?”. Therefore, we compute the WL attention
vector, that indicates how much weight we should
give to each of theK objects in the image, in terms
of the semantic similarity between the category la-
bels of the objects and the words in the question.
For the k-th object with label ck we encode it into
GloVe embedding4 lGk = ckE

G, and compute its
attention score by measuring its similarity to the
question GloVe embedding as follows:

sWL(XG, lGk ) = argmax
t

cos(xG
t , l

G
k )

aWL(XG,LG) = softmax
(
sWL(XG, lGk )

) (1)

where XG =
[
xG1 , ...,x

G
T

]
∈ RD1×T is the

GloVe embeddings for the question tokens. LG =[
lG1 , ..., l

G
k

]
∈ RD1×K is the GloVe embeddings

for the objects labels. aWL ∈ RK is the WL atten-
tion vector. In contrast to Anderson et al. (2018)
that only use objects’ visual features without the
labels, and unlike Wu et al. (2018) that discard the
visual features once the labels are generated, we
utilize both category labels and the visual features
to enhance the fine-grained attention with object-
level grounding.

Word-Object Matching Attention (WO) A
word-object matching module is exploited to
directly evaluate how likely a question word
matches a visual object. The pairwise training
structure of the module is shown in Figure 3. The
training set is constructed on the VG object detec-
tion data. Let (c, b) be a positive sample consist-
ing of the annotated object bounding-box b with
category label c, then a negative sample (c, b̄) is
constructed by randomly replacing b with the ob-
ject b̄ in the same image, if b̄ is not labelled with

4The reason why GloVe embedding alone is used instead
of ELMo for object labels, is that object labels have no con-
text sentence to derive the context-sensitive ELMo embed-
dings.

object: b

category label: c

man
man

𝒙"#𝒗%

object:b
_

couch

loss

𝑠'( 𝒙"#, 𝒗% 𝑠'( 𝒙"#, 𝒗%
_

𝒗%
_

Figure 3: Label-object matching module trained on VG
object annotation data.

c. Then, each sample (c, b) is represented as fea-
ture vectors (xGc ,vb), where xGc is the GloVe em-
bedding of c, and vb is extracted with the same
Faster R-CNN model as described in section 2.1.
At last, a margin-based pairwise ranking loss is
used to train the model:

sWO(xG
c ,vb) = σ

(
W s

[
f(W cx

G
c ) ◦ f(W vvb)

])

loss = max
{
0, λ− sWO(xG

c ,vb) + sWO(xG
c ,vb̄)

} (2)

where f is ReLU and σ is sigmoid activation
function, ◦ means element wise multiplication.
W c,W v,W s are weight parameters5. And the
margin is set λ = 0.5.

After sWO is pre-trained, we forwardly select at
most B noun tokens in the question and compute
the WO attention aWO(X,V ) over the K objects
as follows:

aWO(XG,V ) = softmax

(
B∑

b=1

sWO(xG
b ,vk)

)
(3)

where the parameters of sWO are fine-tuned in
down-streaming VQA task.

Sentence-Object Attention (SO) Following
previous methods of sentence-level question
guided visual attention, we also use the global
semantic of the whole sentence to guide the focus
on relevant objects. Taking sentence feature hT
and objects features V as input, SO attention
vector aSO is computed as follows:

sSO(hT ,vk) = σ (W j [f(W vvk) ◦ f(W thT )])

aSO(hT ,V ) = softmax
(
sSO(hT ,vk)

) (4)

where f is ReLU, σ is sigmoid activation func-
tion, andW j ,W v,W t are weight parameters.

5All bias terms are omitted hereafter for simplicity
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Method test-dev
All Yes/no Numbers Other

Up-down 65.32 81.82 44.21 56.05
Our Model 67.41 83.60 47.02 58.24

Method test-std
All Yes/no Numbers Other

Prior 25.98 61.20 0.36 1.17
Language-only 44.26 67.01 31.55 27.37
d-LSTM-n-I 54.22 73.46 35.18 41.83
MCB 62.27 78.82 38.28 53.36
Up-down 65.67 82.20 43.90 56.26
Our Model 67.73 83.88 46.60 58.50

Table 1: Result comparison on VQA v2 dataset. Re-
sults of Prior, Language-only, d-SLTM-n-I, MCB are
reported in Goyal et al. (2017a). Result of up-down
model is reported in Teney et al. (2017).

2.4 Multi-modal Fusion and Answer
Prediction

The above three attentions are summed together
for the final attention vector. Then we get the
weighted visual feature vector va ∈ R2048 for the
image:

a = aWL + aWO + aSO

va =

K∑

k=1

akvk

(5)

Then the question feature hT and the attended
visual feature va are transformed into the same
dimension and fused together with element-wise
multiplication, to get the joint representation vec-
tor r ∈ RD4 .

r = f(W rthT ) ◦ f(W rvv
a) (6)

where f is ReLU,W rt,W rv are weight parame-
ters. Following Teney et al. (2017), we treat VQA
task as a classification problem, and use the bi-
nary cross-entropy loss to take multiple marked
answers into consideration:

ŝ = σ (f(W ar))

loss =

A∑

a=1

salog(ŝa)− (1− sa)log(ŝa)
(7)

where ŝ ∈ RA is the predicted score over allA an-
swer candidates, sa is the target accuracy score6.

3 Experiments and Analysis

3.1 Settings
Experiments are conducted on VQA v2
dataset (Goyal et al., 2017b). Questions are
trimmed to a maximum of T = 14 words. We set

6accuracy = min(#humans that provided that answer
3

, 1), i.e. an an-
swer is accurate if at least 3 markers provided the answer.

Model All Yes/no Numbers Other
Up-down 63.15 80.07 42.87 55.81
+ WL 64.29 81.75 44.34 56.29
+ WO 64.24 82.00 43.69 56.18
+ ELMO 64.15 81.86 44.11 55.98

Table 2: Model analysis results. Models were trained
on train and evaluated on val set.

the number of detected boxes to K = 36, and set
the dimension of GloVe embeddings and ELMo
embeddings toD1 = 300 andD2 = 1024, respec-
tively. The GRU hidden size for question sentence
is D3 = 1024, and the joint representation r is
of dimension D4 = 2048. Noun tokens count
is set as fixed B = 3 with padding7. Candidate
answers are restricted to the correct answers in
the training set that appear more than a threshold,
which results in a number of A = 3129 answer
candidates. Adamax optimizer (Kingma and Ba,
2014) is used with initial learning rate of 0.002,
and we use a learning rate decay schedule that
reduces the learning rate by a factor of 0.1 every 3
epochs after 8 epochs. The batch size is 512.

3.2 Comparisons with the State-of-the-arts
Table 1 shows the result comparison with the base-
line up-down and other methods in single model
setting. Our model outperforms these previous re-
sults, improving the up-down model from 65.32 to
67.41 on test-dev, and from 65.67 to 67.73 on test-
std. This superior performance can be seen in all
the answer types, especially for the most difficult
ones Numbers, where our model gains significant
+2.81/+2.70 improvement on the test-dev/test-std.

3.3 Model Analysis
To understand the effects of different components,
the performance by adding one certain proposed
component to the baseline is reported in Table 2.
Adding our proposed two branches of fine-grained
WL and WO attentions significantly improves the
baseline performance. The result also verifies that
ELMo embeddings combined with GloVe embed-
dings provide more sophisticated text representa-
tions, thus improves the overall performance.

3.4 Study on Attention Maps
To validate the effectiveness of the enhanced atten-
tion mechanism, we visualize the attentions and

7Though B is set as a fixed value during the whole pro-
cess, it can be variable with trivial modifications for the WO
attention computation.
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Q: How many dog ears are shown? 
A:  2

Q: Is there a hat on the bench? 
A: yes

Q:Are the stop signs facing normal? 
A: yes

Q: Does his bow tie 
match his pants?  A: yes

Baseline: 
no Baseline: no

Baseline: 4Baseline: no Baseline: noBaseline: no Baseline: no

Our : 2Our: yes Our : yesOur : yes Our : no

Q: Can you see its paws? 
A: yes 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

Figure 4: Attention map examples (only top-5 salient regions are shown here).

compare them versus those of the up-down model.
As Figure 4 shows, the addition of object-level
groundings leads to a better understanding of the
images and locates the attended objects more pre-
cisely. For example, in Figure 4(a), for question
“Can you see its paws?”, the attention generated
by our method is focused on the “paws”, while the
baseline does not focus on the key regions as accu-
rate as we do. In Figure 4(b), for the Numbers type
question “How many dog ears are shown?”, our
model gives the strongest attention on the “ear”
part of the dog, while the baseline model attends
to the whole dog body. For small object clues, our
model shows more advantage. As shown in the
examples in Figure 4(c), Figure 4(d).

We also notice cases where though the final an-
swer is wrong, our model generates appropriate at-
tention maps. As shown in Figure 4(e), for Yes/no
question “Does his bow tie match his pants?”, our
model correctly finds “tie” and “pants” object re-
gions, but we suspect that the model does not un-
derstand the meaning of “match”.

A mean opinion score (MOS) test to quantita-
tively compare our attention mechanism with the
baseline model is also performed. Specifically,
we randomly select 100 cases and generate their
attention maps. Then, we asked subjects to rate
a score from 0 (bad quality), 0.5 (medium qual-
ity) and 1 (excellent quality) to these attention

maps. The distribution of MOS ratings are sum-
marized in Figure 5. The mean scores of our
model 0.8125 wins a large margin over the base-
line model 0.7315, indicating that the attention
maps generated by our attention mechanism are
preferred by human.
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Figure 5: The distribution of Mean Opinion Score.

4 Conclusion

This paper proposes a multi-grained attention
mechanism. It involves both word-object ground-
ing and sentence-image association to capture dif-
ferent degrees of granularity and interpretability
of the images. Visualizations of object-level at-
tention show a clear improvement in the ability of
the model to attend to small details in complicated
scenes.
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Abstract

We study the issue of catastrophic forgetting in
the context of neural multimodal approaches
to Visual Question Answering (VQA). Moti-
vated by evidence from psycholinguistics, we
devise a set of linguistically-informed VQA
tasks, which differ by the types of questions
involved (Wh-questions and polar questions).
We test what impact task difficulty has on con-
tinual learning, and whether the order in which
a child acquires question types facilitates com-
putational models. Our results show that dra-
matic forgetting is at play and that task diffi-
culty and order matter. Two well-known cur-
rent continual learning methods mitigate the
problem only to a limiting degree.

1 Introduction

Supervised machine learning models are incapable
of continuously learning new tasks, as they for-
get how to perform the previously learned ones.
This problem, called catastrophic forgetting, is
prominent in artificial neural networks (McClel-
land et al., 1995). Continual Learning (CL) ad-
dresses this problem by trying to equip models
with the capability to continuously learn new tasks
over time (Ring, 1997). Catastrophic forgetting
and CL have received considerable attention in
computer vision (e.g., Zenke et al., 2017; Kirk-
patrick et al., 2017), but far less attention within
Natural Language Processing (NLP).

We investigate catastrophic forgetting in the
context of multimodal models for Visual Question
Answering (Antol et al., 2015) motivated by ev-
idence from psycholinguistics. VQA is the task
of answering natural language questions about an
image. Evidence from child language acquisi-
tion indicates that children learn Wh-questions
before polar (Yes/No) questions (Moradlou and
Ginzburg, 2016; Moradlou et al., 2018). Mo-
tivated by this finding, we design a set of

fA fB fCL

.. .. .. ..

Wh-q: y ∈ {metal, blue, sphere,..,large} 
Q: What is the material of the large 
object that is the same shape as the tiny 
yellow thing? A: metal

Yes/No-q: y ∈ {Yes, No} 
Q: Does the cyan ball have the same 
material as the large object behind the 
green ball? A: Yes

CLEVR (Johnson et al., 2017)

Continual Learning (CL) - Single-head Setup:

no task identifier providedtasks

single softmax over all y
Training phase Testing phase

 M
ul

tim
od

al
 ta

sk
s:

Figure 1: Overview of our linguistically-informed CL
setup for VQA.

linguistically-informed experiments: i) to inves-
tigate whether the order in which children ac-
quire question types facilitates continual learning
for computational models and, accordingly, the
impact of task order on catastrophic forgetting;
ii) to measure how far two well-known CL ap-
proaches help to overcome the problem (Robins,
1995; Kirkpatrick et al., 2017)1.

Contributions: Our study contributes to the lit-
erature on CL in NLP. In particular: i) we intro-
duce a CL setup based on linguistically-informed
task pairs which differ with respect to question
types and level of difficulty; ii) we show the im-
portance of task order, an often overlooked as-
pect, and observe asymmetric synergetic effects;
iii) our results show that our VQA model suffers
from extreme forgetting; rehearsal gives better re-
sults than a regularization-based method. Our er-
ror analysis shows that the latter approach encoun-
ters problems even in discerning Task A after hav-
ing been trained on Task B. Our study opens the
door to deeper investigations of CL on linguistic

1Code and data are available at the link http://
continual-vista.github.io/.
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skills with different levels of difficulty based of
psycholinguistics findings.

2 Task Setup

As a first step towards understanding the connec-
tion between linguistic skills and the impact on
CL, we design a set of experiments within VQA
where tasks differ with respect to the type of ques-
tion and the level of difficulty according to the psy-
cholinguistics literature. The overall setup is illus-
trated in Figure 1 and described next.

Dataset CLEVR (Johnson et al., 2017a) allows
to study the ability of VQA agents. It requires
compositional language and basic spatial reason-
ing skills. Every question in CLEVR is derived
by a Functional Program (FP) from a scene graph
of the associated image. The scene graph defines
the objects and attributes in the image. The FP
contains functions corresponding to skills, e.g.,
querying object attributes or comparing values
(see Fig. 1, upper). Questions are categorized by
their type. CLEVR consists of five question types
whose answer labels range over 15 attributes, 10
numbers, and “yes”/“no” (in total 27 labels).

Multimodal Tasks We select the CLEVR sub-
tasks ‘query_attribute’ and ‘equal_attribute’ with
attributes color, shape, material, and size. The two
types of questions differ by answer type y ∈ Y:
• Wh-questions (Wh-q): Questions about the

attribute of an object, e.g., “What is the
material of the large object. . . ?”, where
y ∈ {blue, cube, small, . . . ,metal} spans over
|color| = 8, |shape| = 3, |size| = 2 and
|material| = 2 (in total |Y| = 15).

• Yes/No questions (Y/N-q): Questions that com-
pare objects with respect to an attribute, e.g.,
“Does the cyan ball have the same material as
. . . ?”, with y ∈ {yes, no} (in total |Y| = 2).

Task Order We learn Task A followed by Task
B (TASKA→TASKB), but experiment with both
directions, i.e., by first assigning Wh-q to Task A
and Y/N-q to Task B, and vice versa. We expect
that the inherent difficulty of a task and the order
in which tasks are learned have an impact on CL.

Single-head Evaluation CL methods can be
tested in two ways. We opt for a single-head eval-
uation setup (see Fig. 1, lower) with an output
space over labels for all tasks (here: all CLEVR

labels). In contrast, in a multi-head setup predic-
tions are restricted to task labels, as the task iden-
tifier is provided. Single-head is more difficult yet
more realistic (Chaudhry et al., 2018).

3 Models and Experiments

VQA Model We take the model proposed
by Yang et al. (2016) as a starting point, us-
ing the code released by Johnson et al. (2017b)
(LSTM+CNN+SA). Questions are encoded with
a recurrent neural network with Long Short-Term
Memory (LSTM) units. Images are encoded
with a ResNet-101 Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) pre-trained on ImageNet (He et al., 2016).
The two representations are combined using Spa-
tial Attention (SA) (Yang et al., 2016) to focus on
the most salient objects and properties in the im-
age and text. The final answer distribution is pre-
dicted with a Multilayer Perceptron (MLP).

Baselines In order to measure catastrophic for-
getting, we first consider per-task baselines: A
random baseline (i.e., random stratified sample of
the label distribution per task) and the results of
a model trained independently on each task (i.e.,
over task-specific Y). For CL, we report again
a random baseline (this time a random stratified
sample drawing predictions according to the an-
swer distribution of both tasks), and we consider
the Naive and Cumulative baselines proposed by
Maltoni and Lomonaco (2018). The Naive model
is fine-tuned across tasks: It is first trained on Task
A and then on Task B starting from the previ-
ously learned parameters. The Cumulative model
is trained from scratch on the training sets of both
Task A and Task B. This is a kind of upper bound,
or performance that a CL model should achieve.

Continual Learning Models In CL there are
two broad families of methods: Those that assume
memory and access to explicit previous knowl-
edge (instances), and those that have only ac-
cess to compressed knowledge, such as previously
learned parameters. These two families corre-
spond to rehearsal and regularization, respectively.
A widely-used regularization-based approach is
Elastic Weight Consolidation (EWC, Kirkpatrick
et al., 2017). A regularization term, parametrized
by λ, is added to the loss function aiming the
model to converge to parameters where it has a
low error for both tasks. In the Rehearsal ap-
proach (Robins, 1995), the model is first trained on
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Task A, then the parameters are fine-tuned through
batches taken from a dataset containing a small
number of examples of Task A and the training
set of Task B. The selection of training examples
of Task A is done through uniform sampling.

Data and Training Details Since CLEVR has
no published ground-truth answers for the test set,
we split the original validation set into a valida-
tion and a test set. To avoid performance impact
due to different training data sizes, we downsam-
ple the training sets to the same size (Y/N-q data
size), resulting in 125,654 training instances per
task. The validation and test sets contain, respec-
tively, 26,960 and 26,774 data points for Wh-q and
13,417 and 13,681 data points for Y/N-q.

For the baselines, we select the model which
reaches maximum accuracy on the validation set
of each task. For CL, we choose the model with
the highest CL score computed according to the
validation set of each task pair. Details on hyper-
parameters and evaluation metrics are provided in
the supplementary material (SM).

4 Results and Analysis

The main results are provided in Table 1. There
are several take-aways.

Task Difficulty The results of the per-task mod-
els (cf. first two rows in Table 1) show that there
is a large performance gap between the two tasks.
Wh-q is easier (.81) than Y/N-q (.52), regardless
of the fact that a priori the latter should be eas-
ier (as shown by the respective task-specific ran-
dom baselines). The Y/N-q task-specific model
performs only slightly above chance (.52, in
line with what Johnson et al. (2017a) report for
‘equal_attribute’ questions). This shows that de-
spite the limited output space of the Y/N-q task,
such type of questions in CLEVR are complex and
require reasoning skills (Johnson et al., 2017a).

Catastrophic Forgetting We observe that ex-
treme forgetting is at play. Naive forgets the pre-
viously learned skill completely: When tested on
Task A after having been fine-tuned on Task B,
it achieves 0.0 accuracy on the first task for both
directions (I and II, cf. Table 1 lower). The Cu-
mulative model by nature cannot forget, since it
is trained on both tasks simultaneously, achieving
.81 and .74 on Wh-q and Y/N-q, respectively. In-
terestingly, we observe an asymmetric synergetic
effect. Being exposed to the Wh-q task helps the

Random (per-task) WH: 0.09 Y/N: 0.50
LSTM+CNN+SA WH: 0.81 Y/N 0.52

CL SETUPS: I) WH→Y/N II) Y/N→WH

Wh Y/N Y/N Wh
Random (both tasks) 0.04 0.25 0.25 0.04
Naive 0.00 0.61 0.00 0.81
EWC 0.25 0.51 0.00 0.83
Rehearsal 0.75 0.51 0.51 0.80
Cumulative 0.81 0.74 0.74 0.81

Table 1: Mean accuracy over 3 runs: Trained on each
task independently (first two rows; per-task label space
Y) vs. CL setups (single-head label space over all Y).

Cumulative model improve on Y/N-q, reaching re-
sults beyond the task-specific model (from .52 to
.74). The effect is not symmetric as the accuracy
on Wh-q does not further increase.

Does CL Help? Current CL methods show only
limiting (or no) effect. EWC performs bad overall:
In the II) setup (Y/N→WH, harder task first), EWC
does not yield any improvement over the Naive
model; in the WH→Y/N setup, the model’s result
on Task A is above chance level (.25 vs. .04) but
far off per-task performance (.81). The Rehearsal
model forgets less than Naive and EWC in both
setups: In the Y/N→WH setup, it is above chance
level (.51 vs. .25) reaching per-task random base-
line results on Y/N questions (i.e., the model is
able to identify Task A, despite the harder single-
head setting, in contrast to the Naive and EWC
models). There is no boost derived from being ex-
posed to the Wh-q task in any of the two setups.

Task Order The results in Table 1 show that the
order of tasks plays an important role: WH→Y/N

facilitates CL more than the opposite order: less
forgetting is at place when WH is learned first.
This confirms psycholinguistic evidence. Overall,
Rehearsal works better than EWC, but mitigates
forgetting only to a limiting degree.

Analysis To get a deeper understanding of the
models, we analyze the penultimate hidden layer
on a sample of 512 questions from the test sets of
both tasks (cf. Fig. 2) and relate the representa-
tions to confusion matrices of the whole test sets
(provided in the SM) and test results (Table 1).

First of all, the model trained on Wh-q discrimi-
nates Wh-questions about different attributes very
well, reflected in overall high accuracy (.81). It
otherwise clusters all instances from the other task
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“equal_{shape,color,material,size}” refers to Y/N-q, “query_{..}” refers to WH-questions.

(Y/N-q, which it has not been trained on) around
Wh-questions related to size.

The Cumulative model, in contrast, is able to
further tease the different kinds of Y/N questions
apart. Questions about different attributes become
distinguishable in the plot, although overall Y/N
questions remain closer together than the clusters
for Wh-q. This is in line with the lower perfor-
mance of Cumulative on Y/N-q. Our examination
of the confusion matrices confirms that the two
question types are never confused by the Cumu-
lative model. In contrast, the Naive model is very
prone to this type of mistake (see plot in SM).

As for the CL models, Fig. 2 (two right-
most plots) shows that EWC learns representations
which are rather similar to those learned by the
model trained on Wh-q independently: Y/N ques-
tions result in a big hard-to-distinguish “blob”, and
are confused with Wh-q about size, as visible in
Fig. 2 and the confusion matrix analysis (in the
SM). In contrast, Rehearsal remembers how to
distinguish among all kinds of Wh-q and between
Wh-q and Y/N-q. The error analysis confirms that
the model hardly makes any mistakes related to
task confusion. However, despite the higher per-
formance than EWC, Rehearsal is still not able to
discern well between different kinds of Y/N-q.

5 Related Work

Early work on life-long learning (Chen et al.,
2015; Mitchell et al., 2015) is related to ours,
but typically concerns a single task (e.g., rela-
tion extraction). Lee (2017) aims to transfer con-
versational skills from a synthetic domain to a
customer-specific application in dialogue agents,
while Yogatama et al. (2019) show that current
models for different NLP tasks are not able to

properly reuse previously learned knowledge.
In general, continual learning has been mostly

studied in computer vision. To the best of our
knowledge, little has been done on catastrophic
forgetting in VQA. A study on forgetting in the
context of VQA and closest to ours is Perez et al.
(2018). They show that their model forgets af-
ter being fine-tuned on data including images with
objects of colors other than those previously seen.
We took this work as starting point and extended it
to consider different types of questions and to test
different CL methods beyond fine-tuning.

6 Conclusion

We assessed to what extent a multimodal model
suffers from catastrophic forgetting in a VQA task.
We built two tasks involving different linguistic
characteristics which are known to be learned se-
quentially by children and on which multimodal
models reach different performance.

Our results show that dramatic forgetting is at
play in VQA, and for the tested task pairs we
empirically found Rehearsal to work better than
a regularization-based method (EWC). More im-
portantly, we show that the order in which mod-
els learn tasks is important, WH→Y/N facilitates
continual learning more than the opposite order,
thereby confirming psycholinguistic evidence.

Our error analysis highlights the importance of
taking the kind of mistakes made by the models
into account: A model that does not detect Task
A after having been exposed to Task B should be
penalized more than a model that answers Task A
with wrong task-related labels, but is still capa-
ble of identifying the task. Most importantly, our
study revealed that differences in the inherent dif-
ficulty of the tasks at hand can have a strong im-
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pact on continual learning. Regularization-based
methods like EWC appear to work less well when
applied to tasks with different levels of difficulty,
as in our experiments. We reserve a deeper inves-
tigation of this aspect to future research.
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Abstract

Paragraph-style image captions describe di-
verse aspects of an image as opposed to the
more common single-sentence captions that
only provide an abstract description of the
image. These paragraph captions can hence
contain substantial information of the image
for tasks such as visual question answering.
Moreover, this textual information is comple-
mentary with visual information present in the
image because it can discuss both more ab-
stract concepts and more explicit, intermediate
symbolic information about objects, events,
and scenes that can directly be matched with
the textual question and copied into the tex-
tual answer (i.e., via easier modality match).
Hence, we propose a combined Visual and
Textual Question Answering (VTQA) model
which takes as input a paragraph caption as
well as the corresponding image, and answers
the given question based on both inputs. In
our model, the inputs are fused to extract re-
lated information by cross-attention (early fu-
sion), then fused again in the form of consen-
sus (late fusion), and finally expected answers
are given an extra score to enhance the chance
of selection (later fusion). Empirical results
show that paragraph captions, even when auto-
matically generated (via an RL-based encoder-
decoder model), help correctly answer more
visual questions. Overall, our joint model,
when trained on the Visual Genome dataset,
significantly improves the VQA performance
over a strong baseline model.

1 Introduction

Understanding visual information along with nat-
ural language have been studied in different ways.
In visual question answering (VQA) (Antol et al.,
2015; Goyal et al., 2017; Lu et al., 2016; Fukui
et al., 2016; Xu and Saenko, 2016; Yang et al.,
2016; Zhu et al., 2016; Anderson et al., 2018),
models are trained to choose the correct answer

given a question about an image. On the other
hand, in image captioning tasks (Karpathy and
Fei-Fei, 2015; Johnson et al., 2016; Anderson
et al., 2018; Krause et al., 2017; Liang et al., 2017;
Melas-Kyriazi et al., 2018), the goal is to generate
sentences which should describe a given image.
Similar to the VQA task, image captioning mod-
els should also learn the relationship between par-
tial areas in an image and the generated words or
phrases. While these two tasks seem to have dif-
ferent directions, they have the same purpose: un-
derstanding visual information with language. If
their goal is similar, can the tasks help each other?

In this work, we propose an approach to im-
prove a VQA model by exploiting textual infor-
mation from a paragraph captioning model. Sup-
pose you are assembling furniture by looking at
a visual manual. If you are stuck at a certain step
and you are given a textual manual which more ex-
plicitly describes the names and shapes of the re-
lated parts, you could complete that step by read-
ing this additional material and also by compar-
ing it to the visual counterpart. With a similar
intuition, paragraph-style descriptive captions can
more explicitly (via intermediate symbolic repre-
sentations) explain what objects are in the image
and their relationships, and hence VQA questions
can be answered more easily by matching the tex-
tual information with the questions.

We provide a VQA model with such addi-
tional ‘textual manual’ information to enhance its
ability to answer questions. We use descriptive
captions generated from a paragraph captioning
model which capture more detailed aspects of an
image than a single-sentence caption (which only
conveys the most obvious or salient single piece
of information). We also extract properties of ob-
jects, i.e., names and attributes from images to
create simple sentences in the form of “[object
name] is [attribute]”. Our VTQA model takes
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these paragraph captions and attribute sentences as
input in addition to the standard input image fea-
tures. The VTQA model combines the informa-
tion from text and image with early fusion, late
fusion, and later fusion. With early fusion, vi-
sual and textual features are combined via cross-
attention to extract related information. Late fu-
sion collects the scores of candidate answers from
each module to come to an agreement. In later fu-
sion, expected answers are given an extra score if
they are in the recommendation list which is cre-
ated with properties of detected objects. Empiri-
cally, each fusion technique provides complemen-
tary gains from paragraph caption information to
improve VQA model performance, overall achiev-
ing significant improvements over a strong base-
line VQA model. We also present several ablation
studies and attention visualizations.

2 Related Work

Visual Question Answering (VQA): VQA has
been one of the most active areas among efforts
to connect language and vision (Malinowski and
Fritz, 2014; Tu et al., 2014). The recent success of
deep neural networks, attention modules, and ob-
ject plus salient region detection has made more
effective approaches possible (Antol et al., 2015;
Goyal et al., 2017; Lu et al., 2016; Fukui et al.,
2016; Xu and Saenko, 2016; Yang et al., 2016;
Zhu et al., 2016; Anderson et al., 2018).
Paragraph Image Captioning: Another thread
of research which deals with combined visual and
language problem is the translation of visual con-
tents to natural language. The first approach to this
included using a single-sentence image caption-
ing model (Karpathy and Fei-Fei, 2015). How-
ever, this task is not able to accommodate the va-
riety of aspects of a single image. Johnson et al.
(2016) expanded single-sentence captioning to de-
scribe each object in an image via a dense caption-
ing model. Recently, paragraph captioning models
(Krause et al., 2017; Liang et al., 2017; Melas-
Kyriazi et al., 2018) attempt to capture the many
aspects in an image more coherently.

3 Models

The basic idea of our approach is to provide the
VQA model with extra text information from para-
graph captions and object properties (see Fig. 1).

3.1 Paragraph Captioning Model

Our paragraph captioning module is based on
Melas-Kyriazi et al. (2018)’s work, which uses
CIDEr (Vedantam et al., 2015) directly as a reward
to train their model. They make the approach pos-
sible by employing self-critical sequence training
(SCST) (Rennie et al., 2017). However, only em-
ploying RL training causes repeated sentences. As
a solution, they apply n-gram repetition penalty to
prevent the model from generating such duplicated
sentences. We adopt their model and approach to
generate paragraph captions.

3.2 VTQA Model

3.2.1 Features

Visual Features: We adopt the bottom-up and
top-down VQA model from Anderson et al.
(2018), which uses visual features from the salient
areas in an image (bottom-up) and gives them
weights using attention mechanism (top-down)
with features from question encoding. Following
Anderson et al. (2018), we also use Faster R-CNN
(Ren et al., 2015) to get visual features V ∈ RO×d,
where O is #objects detected and d is the dimen-
sion of each visual feature of the objects.

Paragraph Captions: These provide diverse as-
pects of an image by describing the whole scene.
We use GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) for the
word embeddings. The embedded words are se-
quentially fed into the encoder, for which we use
GRU (Cho et al., 2014), to create a sentence repre-
sentation, si ∈ Rd: si = ENCsent(w0:T ), where T
is the number of words. The paragraph feature is
a matrix which contains each sentence represen-
tation in each row, P ∈ RK×d, where K is the
number of sentences in a paragraph.

Object Property Sentences: The other text we
use is from properties of detected objects in im-
ages (name and attribute), which can provide ex-
plicit information of the corresponding object to
a VQA model. We create simple sentences like,
“[object name] is [attributes]”. We then obtain
sentence representations by following the same
process as what we do with the paragraph captions
above. Each sentence vector is then attached to
the corresponding visual feature, like ‘name tag’,
to allow the model to identify objects in the image
and their corresponding traits.
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Figure 1: VTQA Architecture: Early, Late, and Later Fusion between the Vision and Paragraph Features.

3.2.2 Three Fusion Levels

Early Fusion: In the early fusion stage, visual
features are fused with paragraph caption and ob-
ject property features to extract relevant informa-
tion. For visual and paragraph caption features,
cross-attention is applied to get similarity between
each component of visual features (objects) and
a paragraph caption (sentences). We follow Seo
et al. (2016)’s approach to compute the similar-
ity matrix, S ∈ RO×K . From the similarity ma-
trix V p = softmax(ST )V and the new paragraph
representation, P f is obtained by concatenating
P and P ∗ V p: P f = [P ;P ∗ V p], where * is
element-wise product operation. For visual feature
and object property feature C, they are already
aligned and the new visual feature V f becomes
V f = [V ;V ∗C]. Given the fused representations,
the attention mechanism is applied over each row
of the representations to weight more relevant fea-
tures to the question.

ai = wTa (ReLU(Wsas
f
i ) ∗ ReLU(Wqaq)) (1)

α = softmax(a) (2)

where, sfi is a row vector of new fused paragraph
representation and q is the representation vector
of a question which is encoded with GRU unit.
wTa , Wsa, and Wqa are trainable weights. Given
the attention weights, the weighted sum of each
row vector, sfi leads to a final paragraph vector
p =

∑K
i=1 αis

f
i . The paragraph vector is fed to a

nonlinear layer and combined with question vector
by element-wise product.

pq = ReLU(Wpp) ∗ ReLU(Wqq) (3)

Lp = classifier(pq) (4)

where Wp and Wq are trainable weights, and Lp
contains the scores for each candidate answer. The
same process is applied to the visual features to
obtain Lv = classifier(vq).

Late Fusion: In late fusion, logits from each mod-
ule are integrated into one vector. We adopt the
approach of Wang et al. (2016). Instead of just
adding the logits, we create two more vectors by
max pooling and averaging those logits and add
them to create a new logit Lnew = L1+L2+ ...+
Ln+ ...+Lmax+Lavg, where Ln is nth logit, and
Lmax and Lavg are from max-pooling and averag-
ing all other logits. The intuition of creating these
logits is that they can play as extra voters so that
the model can be more robust and powerful.

Answer Recommendation or ‘Later Fusion’:
Salient regions of an image can draw people’s at-
tention and thus questions and answers are much
more likely to be related to those areas. Objects
often denote the most prominent locations of these
salient areas. From this intuition, we introduce a
way to directly connect the salient spots with can-
didate answers. We collect properties (name and
attributes) of all detected objects and search over
answers to figure out which answer can be ex-
tracted from the properties. Answers in this list of
expected answers are given extra credit to enhance
the chance to be selected. If logit Lbefore from the
final layer contains scores of each answer, we want
to raise the scores to logit Lafter if the correspond-
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ing answers are in the list lc:

Lbefore = {a1, a2, ..., an, ..}
Lafter = {â1, â2, ..., ân, ..}

(5)

ân =

{
an + c · std(Lbefore) if n ∈ lc

an otherwise
(6)

where the std(·) operation calculates the standard
deviation of a vector and c is a tunable parameter.
lc is the list of the word indices of detected objects
and their corresponding attributes. The indices of
the objects and the attributes are converted to the
indices of candidate answers.

4 Experimental Setup

Paragraph Caption: We use paragraph anno-
tations of images from Visual Genome (Krishna
et al., 2017) collected by Krause et al. (2017),
since this dataset is the only dataset (to our knowl-
edge) that annotates long-form paragraph image
captions. We follow the dataset split of 14,575 /
2,487 / 2,489 (train / validation / test).
Visual Question Answering Pairs: We also use
the VQA pairs dataset from Visual Genome so
as to match it with the provided paragraph cap-
tions. We almost follow the same image dataset
split as paragraph caption data, except that we
do not include images that do not have their own
question-answer pairs in the train and evaluation
sets. The total number of candidate answers is
177,424. Because that number is too huge to train,
we truncate the question-answer pairs whose an-
swer’s frequency are under 30, which give us a
list of 3,453 answers. So, the final number of
question-answering pairs are 171,648 / 29,759 /
29,490 (train / validation / test).
Training Details: Our hyperparameters are se-
lected using validation set. The size of the visual
feature of each object is set to 2048 and the dimen-
sion of the hidden layer of question encoder and
caption encoder are 1024 and 2048 respectively.
We use AdaMax (Kingma and Ba, 2014) for the
optimizer and a learning rate of 0.002. We mod-
ulate the final credit, which is added to the final
logit of the model, by multiplying a scalar value c
(we tune this to 1.0).

5 Results, Ablations, and Analysis
VQA vs. VTQA As shown in Table 1, our
VTQA model increases the accuracy by 1.92%
from the baseline VQA model for which we em-
ploy Anderson et al. (2018)’s model and apply

Model Test accuracy (%)
1 VQA baseline 44.68
2 VQA + MFB baseline 44.94
3 VTQA (EF+LF+AR) 46.86

Table 1: Our VTQA model significantly outperforms
(p < 0.001) the strong baseline VQA model (we do not
apply MFB to our VTQA model, since it does not work
for the VTQA model).

Model Val accuracy (%)
1 VTQA + EF (base model) 45.41
2 VTQA + EF + LF 46.36
3 VTQA + EF + AR 46.95
4 VTQA + EF + LF + AR 47.60

Table 2: Our early (EF), late (LF), and later fusion (or
Answer Recommendation AR) modules each improves
the performance of our VTQA model.

multi-modal factorized bilinear pooling (MFB)
(Yu et al., 2017). This implies that our textual data
helps improve VQA model performance by pro-
viding clues to answer questions. We run each
model five times with different seeds and take
the average value of them. For each of the five
runs, our VTQA model performs significantly bet-
ter (p < 0.001) than the VQA baseline model.

Late Fusion and Later Fusion Ablations As
shown in row 2 of Table 2, late fusion improves the
model by 0.95%, indicating that visual and textual
features complement each other. As shown in row
3 and 4 of Table 2, giving an extra score to the ex-
pected answers increases the accuracy by 1.54%
from the base model (row 1) and by 1.24% from
the result of late fusion (row 2), respectively. This
could imply that salient parts (in our case, objects)
can give direct cues for answering questions.1

Ground-Truth vs. Generated Paragraphs We
manually investigate (300 examples) how many
questions can be answered only from the ground-
truth (GT) versus generated paragraph (GenP)
captions. We also train a TextQA model (which
uses cross-attention mechanism between question
and caption) to evaluate the performance of the GT
and GenP captions. As shown in Table 3, the GT
captions can answer more questions correctly than
GenP captions in TextQA model evaluation. Hu-
man evaluation with GT captions also shows bet-
ter performance than with GenP captions as seen
in Table 4. However, the results from the man-

1Object Properties: Appending the encoded object prop-
erties to visual features improves the accuracy by 0.15%
(47.26 vs. 47.41). This implies that incorporating extra tex-
tual information into visual features could help a model better
understand the visual features for performing the VQA task.
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Model Val accuracy (%)
1 TextQA with GT 43.96
2 TextQA with GenP 42.07

Table 3: TextQA with GT model outperforms TextQA
with GenP (we run each model five times with differ-
ent seeds and average the scores. GT: Ground-Truth,
GenP: Generated Paragraph).

Human Eval. Accuracy (%)
1 with GT 55.00
2 with GenP 42.67

Table 4: Human evaluation only with paragraph cap-
tions and questions of the validation dataset. Human
evaluation with GT shows better performance than hu-
man evaluation with GenP.

ual investigation have around 12% gap between
GT and generated captions, while the gap between
the results from the TextQA model is relatively
small (1.89%). This shows that paragraph cap-
tions can answer several VQA questions but our
current model is not able to extract the extra infor-
mation from the GT captions. This allows future
work: (1) the TextQA/VTQA models should be
improved to extract more information from the GT
captions; (2) paragraph captioning models should
also be improved to generate captions closer to the
GT captions.2

Attention Analysis Finally, we also visualize
the attention over each sentence of an input para-
graph caption w.r.t. a question. As shown in Fig-
ure 2, a sentence which has a direct clue for a ques-
tion get much higher weights than others. This
explicit textual information helps a VQA model
handle what might be hard to reason about only-
visually, e.g., ‘two (2) cows’. Please see Ap-
pendix A for more attention visualization exam-
ples.

6 Conclusion

We presented a VTQA model that combines visual
and paragraph-captioning features to significantly
improve visual question answering accuracy, via a
model that performs early, late, and later fusion.
While our model showed promising results, it still
used a pre-trained paragraph captioning model to

2We also ran our full VTQA model with the ground truth
(GT) paragraph captions and got an accuracy value of 48.04%
on the validation dataset (we ran the model five times with
different seeds and average the scores), whereas the VTQA
result from generated paragraph captions was 47.43%. This
again implies that our current VTQA model is not able to ex-
tract all the information enough from GT paragraph captions
for answering questions, and hence improving the model to
better capture clues from GT captions is useful future work.

Q: where is the picture taken A: beach Q: how many cows are there A: 2

Q: what is the man doing A: playing tennis Q: when was the photo taken A: daytime

Figure 2: Attention Visualization for an example an-
swered correctly by our model.

obtain the textual symbolic information. In fu-
ture work, we are investigating whether the VTQA
model can be jointly trained with the paragraph
captioning model.
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Appendices

A Attention Visualization

As shown in Figure 3, paragraph captions contain
direct or indirect clues for answering questions.
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Q: where is the picture taken A: beach Q: how many cows are there A: 2

Q: what is the man doing A: playing tennis Q: when was the photo taken A: daytime

Figure 3: Attention Visualization: For all examples, our model answers correctly.

The upper left figure This is the case that a sen-
tence in the paragraph caption can give obvious
clue for answering the given question. By looking
at the sentence “a boy is standing on the beach”,
this question can be answered correctly.

The upper right figure The sentence “two cows
are grazing in a field ” gives the correct answer “2”
directly.

The bottom left figure There is no direct clue
like “he is playing tennis”, but the correct an-
swer can be inferred by integrating the informa-
tion from different sentences such as “the man is
holding a tennis racket” and “a man is standing on
a tennis court”.

The bottom right figure This case seems tricky,
but the answer can be inferred by associating the
blue sky with daytime.
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Abstract

Word embedding is central to neural machine
translation (NMT), which has attracted inten-
sive research interest in recent years. In NMT,
the source embedding plays the role of the
entrance while the target embedding acts as
the terminal. These layers occupy most of
the model parameters for representation learn-
ing. Furthermore, they indirectly interface
via a soft-attention mechanism, which makes
them comparatively isolated. In this paper,
we propose shared-private bilingual word em-
beddings, which give a closer relationship be-
tween the source and target embeddings, and
which also reduce the number of model pa-
rameters. For similar source and target words,
their embeddings tend to share a part of the
features and they cooperatively learn these
common representation units. Experiments on
5 language pairs belonging to 6 different lan-
guage families and written in 5 different al-
phabets demonstrate that the proposed model
provides a significant performance boost over
the strong baselines with dramatically fewer
model parameters.

1 Introduction

With the introduction of ever more powerful ar-
chitectures, neural machine translation (NMT)
has become the most promising machine transla-
tion method (Kalchbrenner and Blunsom, 2013;
Sutskever et al., 2014; Bahdanau et al., 2015).
For word representation, different architectures—
including, but not limited to, recurrence-based
(Chen et al., 2018), convolution-based (Gehring
et al., 2017) and transformation-based (Vaswani
et al., 2017) NMT models—have been taking ad-
vantage of the distributed word embeddings to
capture the syntactic and semantic properties of
words (Turian et al., 2010).

∗Corresponding author

Long Rd

Lange Rd

(a) Standard

Long Rd

Lange Rd

(b) Shared-private

Figure 1: Comparison between (a) standard word em-
beddings and (b) shared-private word embeddings. In
(a), the English word “Long” and the German word
“Lange”, which have similar lexical meanings, are rep-
resented by two private d-dimension vectors. While in
(b), the two word embeddings are made up of two parts,
indicating the shared (lined nodes) and the private (un-
lined nodes) features. This enables the two words to
make use of common representation units, leading to a
closer relationship between them.

NMT usually utilizes three matrices to rep-
resent source embeddings, target input embed-
dings, and target output embeddings (also known
as pre-softmax weight), respectively. These em-
beddings occupy most of the model parameters,
which constrains the improvements of NMT be-
cause the recent methods become increasingly
memory-hungry (Vaswani et al., 2017; Chen et al.,
2018).1 Even though converting words into sub-
word units (Sennrich et al., 2016b), nearly 55% of
model parameters are used for word representation
in the Transformer model (Vaswani et al., 2017).

To overcome this difficulty, several methods are
proposed to reduce the parameters used for word
representation of NMT. Press and Wolf (2017)
propose two weight tying (WT) methods, called
decoder WT and three-way WT, to substantially
reduce the parameters of the word embeddings.
Decoder WT ties the target input embedding and
target output embedding, which has become the
new de facto standard of practical NMT (Sen-

1For the purpose of smoothing gradients, a very large
batch size is needed during training.
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Long Rd

Lange Rd

(a) Similar lexical meaning

Ju@@ Rd

Ju@@ Rd

(b) Same word form

Laden Rd

Bericht Rd

(c) Unrelated

Figure 2: Shared-private bilingual word embeddings perform between the source and target words or sub-words
(a) with similar lexical meaning, (b) with same word form, and (c) without any relationship. Different sharing
mechanisms are adapted into different relationship categories. This strikes the right balance between capturing
monolingual and bilingual characteristics. The closeness of relationship decides the portion of features to be used
for sharing. Words with similar lexical meaning tend to share more features, followed by the words with the same
word form, and then the unrelated words, as illustrated by the lined nodes.

nrich et al., 2017). Three-way WT uses only one
matrix to represent the three word embeddings,
where the source and target words that have the
same word form tend to share a word vector. This
method can also be adapted to sub-word NMT
with a shared source-target sub-word vocabulary
and it performs well in language pairs with many
of the same characters, such as English-German
and English-French (Vaswani et al., 2017). Un-
fortunately, this method is not applicable to lan-
guages that are written in different alphabets, such
as Chinese-English (Hassan et al., 2018).

Another challenge facing the source and target
word embeddings of NMT is the lack of interac-
tions. This degrades the attention performance,
leading to some unaligned translations that hurt
the translation quality. Hence, Kuang et al. (2018)
propose to bridge the source and target embed-
dings, which brings better attention to the related
source and target words. Their method is applica-
ble to any language pairs, providing a tight inter-
action between the source and target word pairs.
However, their method requires additional compo-
nents and model parameters.

In this work, we aim to enhance the word repre-
sentations and the interactions between the source
and target words, while using even fewer pa-
rameters. To this end, we present a language-
independent method, which is called shared-
private bilingual word embeddings, to share a part
of the embeddings of a pair of source and target
words that have some common characteristics (i.e.
similar words should have similar vectors). Fig-
ure 1 illustrates the difference between the stan-
dard word embeddings and shared-private word
embeddings of NMT. In the proposed method,
each source (or target) word is represented by a

word embedding that consists of the shared fea-
tures and the private features. The shared fea-
tures can also be regarded as the prior alignments
connecting the source and target words. The pri-
vate features allow the words to better learn the
monolingual characteristics. Meanwhile, the fea-
tures shared by the source and target embeddings
result in a significant reduction of the number of
parameters used for word representations. The ex-
perimental results on 6 translation datasets of dif-
ferent scales show that our model with fewer pa-
rameters yields consistent improvements over the
strong Transformer baselines.

2 Approach

In monolingual vector space, similar words tend
to have commonalities in the same dimensions
of their word vectors (Mikolov et al., 2013).
These commonalities include: (1) a similar degree
(value) of the same dimension and (2) a similar
positive or negative correlation of the same dimen-
sion. Many previous works have noticed this phe-
nomenon and have proposed to use shared vectors
to represent similar words in monolingual vector
space toward model compression (Li et al., 2016;
Zhang et al., 2017b; Li et al., 2018).

Motivated by these works, in NMT, we assume
that the source and target words that have sim-
ilar characteristics should also have similar vec-
tors. Hence, we propose to perform this sharing
technique in bilingual vector space. More pre-
cisely, we share the features (dimensions) between
the paired source and target embeddings (vectors).
However, in contrast to the previous studies, we
also model the private features of the word em-
bedding to preserve the private characteristics of
words for source and target languages. The private
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features allow the words to better learn the mono-
lingual characteristics. Meanwhile, we also pro-
pose to adopt different sharing mechanisms among
the word pairs, which will be described in the fol-
lowing sections.

In the Transformer architecture, the shared fea-
tures between the source and target embeddings
always contribute to the calculation of the atten-
tion weight.2 This results in paying more attention
strength on the pair of related words. With the help
of residual connections, the high-level representa-
tions can also benefit from the shared features of
the topmost embedding layers. Both qualitative
and quantitative analyses show the effectiveness
on the translation tasks.

2.1 Shared-Private Bilingual Word
Embeddings

Standard NMT jointly learns to translate and align,
which has achieved remarkable results (Bahdanau
et al., 2015). In NMT, the intention is to identify
the translation relationships between the source
and target words. To simplify the model, we pro-
pose to divide the relationships into three main cat-
egories between a pair of source and target words:
(1) words with similar lexical meaning (abbrevi-
ated as lm), (2) words with same word form (ab-
breviated as wf), and (3) unrelated words (abbre-
viated as ur). Figure 2 shows some examples of
these different relationship categories. The num-
ber of the shared features of the word embeddings
is decided by their relationships.

Before presenting the pairing process in detail,
we first introduce the constraints to the proposed
method for convenience:

• Each source word is only allowed to share the
features with a single target word, and vice
versa.3

• Each source word preferentially shares fea-
tures with the target word that has similar
lexical meaning, followed by the word with
same word form, and then unrelated words.

2.1.1 Words with Similar Lexical Meaning
As shown in Figure 2(a), the English word “Long”
and the German word “Lange”, which have simi-
lar meaning, tend to share more common features

2Based on the dot-product attention mechanism, the at-
tention weight between the source and target embeddings is
the sum of the dot-product of their features.

3We investigate the effect of synonym in the experiment
section.

of their embeddings. In our model, the source
and target words with alignment links are regarded
as parallel words that are the translation of each
other. According to the word frequency, each
source word x is paired with a target aligned word
ŷ that has the highest alignment probability among
the candidates, and is computed as follows:

ŷ = argmax
y∈a(x)

logA(y|x) (1)

where a(·) denotes the set of aligned candidates.
It is worth noting the target words that have been
paired with the source words cannot be used as
candidates. A(·|·) denotes the alignment proba-
bility. These can be obtained by either the intrin-
sic attention mechanism (Bahdanau et al., 2015)
or unsupervised word aligner (Dyer et al., 2013).

2.1.2 Words with Same Word Form

As shown in Figure 2(b), the sub-word “Ju@@”
simultaneously exists in English and German sen-
tences. This kind of word tends to share a medium
number of features of the word embeddings. Most
of the time, the source and target words with
the same word form also share similar lexical
meaning. This category of words generally in-
cludes Arabic numbers, punctuations, named en-
tities, cognates and loanwords. However, there
are some bilingual homographs where the words
in the source and target languages look the same
but have completely different meanings. For ex-
ample, the German word “Gift” means “Poison”
in English. That is the reason we propose to first
pair the words with similar lexical meaning in-
stead of those words with same word forms. This
might be the potential limitation of the three-way
WT method (Press and Wolf, 2017), where words
with the same word form indiscriminately share
the same word embedding.

2.1.3 Unrelated Words

We regard source and target words that cannot be
paired with each other as unrelated words. Fig-
ure 2(c) shows an example of a pair of unrelated
words. This category is mainly composed of low-
frequency words, such as misspelled words, spe-
cial characters, and foreign words. In standard
NMT, the embeddings of low-frequency words
are usually inadequately trained, resulting in a
poor word representation. These words are often
treated as noises and they are generally ignored
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Ex ∈ R6×5
Long

Long

(Lange)

Italy

Italy

(Italien)

Exlm ∈ R2×5
Slm ∈ R2×3 Px

lm ∈ R2×2

⊕̃ →

⊕

Ju@@(

De@@(

(Ju@@) Ju@@

De@@(De@@)

Exwf ∈ R2×5
Swf ∈ R2×2 Px

wf ∈ R2×3

⊕̃ → →

⊕

Laden
(Bericht)

Sundial
(Fiehlt)

Laden

Sundial

Exur ∈ R2×5Sur ∈ R2×1 Px
ur ∈ R2×4

⊕̃ →

Figure 3: The example of assembling the source word embedding matrix. The words in parentheses denote the
paired words sharing features with them.

by the NMT systems (Feng et al., 2017). Mo-
tivated by the frequency clustering methods pro-
posed by Chen et al. (2016) where they cluster the
words with similar frequency for training a hier-
archical language model, in this work, we propose
to use a small vector to model the possible features
that might be shared between the source and target
words which are unrelated but having similar word
frequencies. In addition, it can be regarded as a
way to improve the robustness of learning the em-
beddings of low-frequency words because of the
noisy dimensions (Wang et al., 2018).

2.2 Implementation
Before looking up embedding at each training
step, the source and target embedding matrix are
assembled by the sub-embedding matrices. As
shown in Figure 3, the source embedding Ex ∈
R|V |×d is computed as follows::

Ex = Exlm ⊕Exwf ⊕Exur (2)

where ⊕ is the row concatenation operator. Ex(·) ∈
R|V(·)|×d represents the word embeddings of the
source words belong to different categories, e.g.
lm represents the words with similar lexical mean-
ing. |V(·)| denotes the vocabulary size of the cor-
responding category.

The process of feature sharing is also imple-
mented by matrix concatenation. For example, the
embedding matrices of the source words with sim-
ilar lexical meaning are computed as follows:

Exlm = Slm⊕̃Px
lm (3)

where ⊕̃ is the column concatenation operator.
Slm ∈ R|Vlm|×λlmd represent the word embeddings

of the shared features, where λlm denotes the pro-
portion of the features for sharing in this relation-
ship category. Px

lm ∈ R|Vlm|×(1−λlm)d represent
the word embeddings of the private features.

Similar to the target word embedding. These
matrix concatenation operations, which have low
computational complexity, are very cheap to the
whole NMT computation process. We also em-
pirically find both the training speed and decoding
speed are not influenced with the introduction of
the proposed method.

3 Experiments

We carry out our experiments on the small-scale
IWSLT’17 {Arabic (Ar), Japanese (Ja), Korean
(Ko), Chinese (Zh)}-to-English (En) translation
tasks, medium-scale NIST Chinese-English (Zh-
En) translation task, and large-scale WMT’14
English-German (En-De) translation task.

For the IWSLT {Ar, Ja, Ko, Zh}-to-En trans-
lation tasks, there are respectively 236K, 234K,
227K, and 235K sentence pairs in each training
set.4 The validation set is IWSLT17.TED.tst2014
and the test set is IWSLT17.TED.tst2015. For
each language, we learn a BPE model with 16K
merge operations (Sennrich et al., 2016b).

For the NIST Zh-En translation task, the train-
ing corpus consists of 1.25M sentence pairs with
27.9M Chinese words and 34.5M English words.
We use the NIST MT06 dataset as the validation
set and the test sets are the NIST MT02, MT03,
MT04, MT05, MT08 datasets. To compare with
the recent works, the vocabulary size is limited to

4https://wit3.fbk.eu/mt.php?release=
2017-01-trnted
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Architecture Zh⇒En Params Emb. Red. Dev. MT02 MT03 MT04 MT08 All
SMT* - - - - 34.00 35.81 34.70 37.15 25.28 33.39

RNNsearch*

Vanilla 74.8M 55.8M 0% 35.92 37.88 36.21 38.83 26.30 34.81
Source bridging 78.5M 55.8M 0% 36.79 38.71 37.24 40.28 27.40 35.91
Target bridging 76.6M 55.8M 0% 36.69 39.04 37.63 40.41 27.98 36.27
Direct bridging 78.9M 55.8M 0% 36.97 39.77 38.02 40.83 27.85 36.62

Transformer

Vanilla 90.2M 46.1M 0% 41.37 42.53 40.25 43.58 32.89 40.33
Direct bridging 90.5M 46.1M 0% 41.67 42.89 41.34 43.56 32.69 40.54
Decoder WT 74.9M 30.7M 33.4% 41.90 43.02 41.89 43.87 32.62 40.82
Shared-private 62.8M 18.7M 59.4% 42.57↑ 43.73↑ 41.99↑ 44.53↑ 33.81⇑ 41.61⇑

Table 1: Results on the NIST Chinese-English translation task. “Params” denotes the number of model parameters.
“Emb.” represents the number of parameters used for word representation. “Red.” represents the reduction rate
of the standard size. The results of SMT* and RNNsearch* are reported by Kuang et al. (2018) with the same
datasets and vocabulary settings. “↑” indicates the result is significantly better than that of the vanilla Transformer
(p < 0.01), while “⇑” indicates the result is significantly better than that of all other Transformer models (p <
0.01). All significance tests are measured by paired bootstrap resampling (Koehn, 2004).

En⇒De Params Emb. Red. BLEU
Vanilla 98.7M 54.5M 0% 27.62
Direct bridging 98.9M 54.5M 0% 27.79
Decoder WT 80.4M 36.2M 33.6% 27.51
Three-way WT 63.1M 18.9M 65.3% 27.39

Shared-private 65.0M 20.9M 63.1% 28.06‡

Table 2: Results on the WMT English-German transla-
tion task. “‡” indicates the result is significantly better
than the vanilla Transformer model (p < 0.05).

30K for both languages, covering 97.7% Chinese
words and 99.3% English words, respectively.

For the WMT En-De translation task, the train-
ing set contains 4.5M sentence pairs with 107M
English words and 113M German words. We use
the newstest13 and newstest14 as the validation set
and test set, respectively. The joint BPE model is
set to 32K merge operations.

3.1 Setup

We implement all of the methods based on Trans-
former (Vaswani et al., 2017) using the base set-
ting with the open-source toolkit thumt5 (Zhang
et al., 2017a). There are six encoder and de-
coder layers in our models, while each layer em-
ploys eight parallel attention heads. The dimen-
sion of the word embedding and the high-level
representation dmodel is 512, while that of the
inner-FFN layer dff is 2048. The Adam (Kingma
and Ba, 2015) optimizer is used to update the
model parameters with hyper-parameters β1= 0.9,
β2 = 0.98, ε = 10−8 and a warm-up strategy with
warmup steps = 4000 is adapted to the variable
learning rate (Vaswani et al., 2017). The dropout
used in the residual connection, attention mech-

5https://github.com/thumt/THUMT

Model Emb. Red. BLEU

Ar⇒ En Vanilla 23.6M 0% 28.36
Shared-private 11.8M 50% 29.71↑

Ja⇒ En Vanilla 25.6M 0% 10.94
Shared-private 13.3M 48.0% 12.35↑

Ko⇒ En Vanilla 25.1M 0% 16.48
Shared-private 13.2M 47.4% 17.84↑

Zh⇒ En Vanilla 27.4M 0% 19.36
Shared-private 13.8M 49.6% 21.00↑

Table 3: Results on the IWSLT {Ar, Ja, Ko, Zh}-to-En
translation tasks. These distant language pairs belong-
ing to 5 different language families and written in 5 dif-
ferent alphabets.“↑” indicates the result is significantly
better than that of the vanilla Transformer (p < 0.01).

anism, and feed-forward layer is set to 0.1. We
employ uniform label smoothing with 0.1 uncer-
tainty.

During the training, each training batch con-
tains nearly 25K source and target tokens. We
evaluate the models every 2000 batches via the
tokenized BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) for early
stopping. During the testing, we use the best sin-
gle model for decoding with a beam of 4. The
length penalty is tuned on the validation set, which
is set to 0.6 for the English-German translation
tasks, and 1.0 for others.

We compare our proposed methods with the fol-
lowing related works:

• Direct bridging (Kuang et al., 2018): this
method minimizes the word embedding loss
between the transformations of the target
words and their aligned source words by
adding an auxiliary objective function.

• Decoder WT (Press and Wolf, 2017): this
method uses an embedding matrix to repre-
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Zh-En λlm λwf λur Emb. BLEU
Vanilla - - - 46.1M 41.37
Decoder WT 0 0 0 30.7M 41.90

Shared-private

0.5 0.7 0.9 21.2M 41.98
0.5 0.5 0.5 23.0M 42.26
0.9 0.7 0 21.0M 42.27

1 1 1 15.3M 42.36
0.9 0.7 0.5 18.7M 42.57

Table 4: Performance of models using different sharing
coefficients on the validation set of the NIST Chinese-
English translation task.

sent the target input embedding and target
output embedding.

• Three-way WT (Press and Wolf, 2017): this
method is an extension of the decoder WT
method that the source embedding and the
two target embeddings are represented by one
embedding matrix. This method cannot be
applied to the language pairs with different
alphabets, e.g. Zh-En.

For the proposed model, we use an unsuper-
vised word aligner fast-align6 (Dyer et al., 2013)
to pair source and target words that have similar
lexical meaning. We set the threshold of align-
ment probability to 0.05, i.e. only those words
with an alignment probability over 0.05 can be
paired as the words having similar lexical mean-
ing. The sharing coefficient λ = (λlm, λwf , λwf)
is set to (0.9,0.7,0.5), which is tuned on both
the NIST Chinese-Enlgish task and the WMT
English-German task.

3.2 Main Results
Table 1 reports the results on the NIST Chinese-
English test sets. It is observed that the Trans-
former models significantly outperform SMT and
RNNsearch models. Therefore, we decide to im-
plement all of our experiments based on Trans-
former architecture. The direct bridging model
can further improve the translation quality of the
Transformer baseline. The decoder WT model im-
proves the translation quality while reducing the
number of parameters for the word representa-
tion. This improved performance happens because
there are fewer model parameters, which prevents
over-fitting (Press and Wolf, 2017). Finally, the
performance is further improved by the proposed
method while using even fewer parameters than
other models.

6https://github.com/clab/fast_align

A(·|·) Lexical Form Unrelated Emb. BLEU
0.5 4,869 309 24,822 22.0M 42.35
0.1 15,103 23 14,874 20.0M 42.53
0.05 21,172 11 8,817 18.7M 42.57

Table 5: Effects on different alignment thresholds used
for pairing the words with similar lexical meaning on
the validation set of the NIST Chinese-English transla-
tion task.

Similar observations are obtained on the
English-German translation task, as shown in Ta-
ble 2. The improvement of the direct bridg-
ing model is reduced with the introduction of
sub-word units since the attention distribution of
the high-level representations becomes more con-
fused. Although the two WT methods use fewer
parameters, their translation quality degrades. We
believe that sub-word NMT needs the well-trained
embeddings to distinguish the homographs of sub-
words. In the proposed method, both the source
and target embeddings benefit from the shared fea-
tures, which leads to better word representations.
Hence, it improves the quality of translation and
also reduces the number of parameters.

Table 3 shows the results on the small-scale
IWSLT translation tasks. We observe that the
proposed method stays consistently better than
the vanilla model on these distant language
pairs. Although the Three-way WT method has
been sufficiently validated on similar translation
pairs at low-resource settings (Sennrich et al.,
2016a), it is not applicable to these distant lan-
guage pairs. Instead, the proposed method is
language-independent, making the WT methods
more widely used.

3.3 Effect on Sharing Coefficients
The coefficient λ = (λlm, λwf , λur) controls the
proportion of the shared features. As shown in
Table 4, the decoder WT model can be seen as
a kind of shared-private method where zero fea-
tures are shared between the source and target
word embeddings. For the proposed method, λ =
(0.5, 0.5, 0.5) and λ = (1, 1, 1) are, respectively,
used for sharing half and all features between the
embeddings of all categories of words. This al-
lows the model to significantly reduce the num-
ber of parameters and also improve the translation
quality. For comparison purpose, we also con-
sider sharing a large part of the features among
the unrelated words by setting s3 to 0.9, i.e.
λ = (0.5, 0.7, 0.9). We argue that it is hard for
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1

Source mengmai xingzheng zhangguan bazhake biaoshi , dan shi gaishi jiu you shisan sangsheng .
Reference mumbai municipal commissioner phatak claimed that 13 people were killed in the city alone .
Vanilla bombay chief executive said that there were only 13 deaths in the city alone .
Direct bridging bombay ’s chief executive , said there were 13 dead in the city alone .
Decoder WT chief executive of bombay , said that thirteen people had died in the city alone .
Shared-private mumbai ’s chief executive said 13 people were killed in the city alone .

2

Source suoyi wo ye you liyou qu xiangxin ta de rensheng ye hen jingcai .
Reference thus , i also have reason to believe that her life is also very wonderful .
Vanilla so i have reason to believe her life is also very fantastic .
Direct bridging so i had reason to believe her life was also brilliant .
Decoder WT so , i have reasons to believe that she has a wonderful life .
Shared-private so i also have reason to believe that her life is also wonderful .

Table 6: Translation examples on MT08 test set. The first and second examples show the accuracy and adequacy
of the proposed method, respectively. The bold words in each example are paired and will be discussed in the text.
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(b) Shared-private

Figure 4: Long-distance reordering illustrated by the
attention maps. The attention weights learned by the
proposed shared-private model is more concentrated
than that of the vanilla model.

the model to learn an appropriate bilingual vector
space in such a sharing setting.

Finally, we propose to share more features be-
tween the more similar words by using s1 = 0.9
and reduce the weight on the unrelated words,
which is λ = (0.9, 0.7, 0.5). This strikes the
right balance between the translation quality and
the number of model parameters. To investigate
whether to share the features between unrelated
words or not, we further conduct an experiment
with the setting λ = (0.9, 0.7, 0). The result
confirms our assumption that a small number of
shared features between unrelated words with sim-
ilar word frequency achieve better model perfor-
mance.

3.4 Effect on Alignment Quality

Table 5 shows the performance of different word
alignment thresholds. In the first row, we only pair
the words whose alignment probability A(y|x) is
above the threshold of 0.5 (see Equation 1 for
more details). Under this circumstance, 4,869
words are categorized as parallel words that have
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(b) Shared-private

Figure 5: Word omission problem illustrated by the at-
tention maps. In the vanilla model, the third source
word “ye” is not translated, while our shared-private
model adequately translates it to give a better transla-
tion result.

similar lexical meaning. Based on these observa-
tions, we find that the alignment quality is not a
key factor affecting the model performance. In
contrast, pairing as many as similar words possi-
ble helps the model to better learn the bilingual
vector space, which improves the translation per-
formance. The following qualitative analyses sup-
port these observations either.

3.5 Analysis of the Translation Results
Table 6 shows two translation examples of the
NIST Chinese-English translation task. To better
understand the translations produced by these two
models, we use layer-wise relevance propagation
(LRP) (Ding et al., 2017) to produce the attention
maps of the selected translations, as shown in Fig-
ure 4 and 5.

In the first example, the Chinese word “sang-
sheng” is a low-frequency word and its ground
truth is “killed”. It is observed the inadequate rep-
resentation of “sangsheng” leads to a decline in
the translation quality of the vanilla, direct bridg-
ing, and decoder WT methods. In our proposed
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Figure 6: Visualization of the 2-dimensional PCA projection of the bilingual word embeddings of the two models.
The blue words represent the Chinese embeddings while the red words represent the English embeddings. In (a),
only the similar monolingual words are clustered together. While in (b) and (c), both the monolingual and bilingual
words which have similar meanings are gathered together.

method, a part of the embedding of “sangsheng”
is shared with that of “killed”. These improved
source representations help the model to gener-
ate better translations. Furthermore, as shown in
Figure 4, we observe that the proposed method
has better long-distance reordering ability than
the vanilla. We attribute this improvement to the
shared features, which provide an alignment guid-
ance for the attention mechanism.

The second example implies that our proposed
model is able to improve the adequacy of trans-
lation, as illustrated in Figure 5. The Chinese
word “ye” (also) appears twice in the source sen-
tence, while only the proposed method can ade-
quately translate both of them to the target word
“also”. This once again proves that the shared em-
beddings between the pair words,“ye” and “also”
provide the attention model with a strong interac-
tion between the words, leading to a more concen-
trated attention distribution and effectively allevi-
ating the word omission problem.

3.6 Analysis of the Learned Embeddings

The proposed method has a limitation in that each
word can only be paired with one correspond-
ing word. However, synonym is a quite common
phenomenon in natural language processing tasks.
Qualitatively, we use principal component anal-
ysis (PCA) to visualize the learned embeddings
of the vanilla model and the proposed method,
as shown in Figure 6. In the vanilla model, as
shown in Figure 6(a), only the similar monolin-
gual embeddings are clustered, such as the En-
glish words “died” and “killed”, and the Chinese
words “zhuxi” (president) and “zongtong” (presi-

dent). However, in the proposed method, no mat-
ter whether the similar source and target words
are paired or not, they tend to cluster together; as
shown in Figure 6(b) and 6(c). In other words,
the proposed method is able to handle the chal-
lenge of synonym. For example, both the Chinese
words “ye” (paired with “also”) and “bing” can be
correctly translated to “also” and these three words
tend to gather together in the vector space. This is
similar to the Chinese word “sangsheng” (paired
with “killed”) and the English words “died” and
“killed”. Figure 6(c) shows that the representa-
tions of the Chinese and English words which re-
late to “president” are very close.

4 Related Work

Many previous works focus on improving the
word representations of NMT by capturing
the fine-grained (character) or coarse-grained
(sub-word) monolingual characteristics, such as
character-based NMT (Costa-Jussà and Fonollosa,
2016; Ling et al., 2015; Cho et al., 2014; Chen
et al., 2016), sub-word NMT (Sennrich et al.,
2016b; Johnson et al., 2017; Ataman and Federico,
2018), and hybrid NMT (Luong and Manning,
2016). They effectively consider and utilize the
morphological information to enhance the word
representations. Our work aims to enhance word
representations through the bilingual features that
are cooperatively learned by the source and target
words.

Recently, Gu et al. (2018) propose to use the
pre-trained target (English) embeddings as a uni-
versal representation to improve the representation
learning of the source (low-resource) languages.
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In our work, both the source and target embed-
dings can make use of the common representation
unit, i.e. the source and target embedding help
each other to learn a better representation.

The previously proposed methods have shown
the effectiveness of integrating prior word align-
ments into the attention mechanism (Mi et al.,
2016; Liu et al., 2016; Cheng et al., 2016; Feng
et al., 2017), leading to more accurate and ad-
equate translation results with the assistance of
prior guidance. We provide an alternative that in-
tegrates the prior alignments through the sharing
of features, which can also leads to a reduction of
model parameters.

Kuang et al. (2018) propose to shorten the path
length between the related source and target em-
beddings to enhance the embedding layer. We
believe that the shared features can be seem as
the zero distance between the paired word em-
beddings. Our proposed method also uses several
ideas from the three-way WT method (Press and
Wolf, 2017). Both of these methods are easy to im-
plement and transparent to different NMT archi-
tectures. The main differences are: 1) we share a
part of features instead of all features; 2) the words
of different relationship categories are allowed to
share with differently sized features; and (3) it is
adaptable to any language pairs, making the WT
methods more widely used.

5 Conclusion

In this work, we propose a novel sharing tech-
nique to improve the learning of word embeddings
for NMT. Each word embedding is composed of
shared and private features. The shared features
act as a prior alignment guidance for the attention
model to improve the quality of attention. Mean-
while, the private features enable the words to bet-
ter capture the monolingual characteristics, result
in an improvement of the overall translation qual-
ity. According to the degree of relevance between
a parallel word pair, the word pairs are catego-
rized into three different groups and the number
of shared features is different. Our experimen-
tal results show that the proposed method outper-
forms the strong Transformer baselines while us-
ing fewer model parameters.
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Abstract

In this work we present a new dataset of lit-
erary events—events that are depicted as tak-
ing place within the imagined space of a novel.
While previous work has focused on event de-
tection in the domain of contemporary news,
literature poses a number of complications
for existing systems, including complex nar-
ration, the depiction of a broad array of men-
tal states, and a strong emphasis on figurative
language. We outline the annotation decisions
of this new dataset and compare several mod-
els for predicting events; the best performing
model, a bidirectional LSTM with BERT to-
ken representations, achieves an F1 score of
73.9. We then apply this model to a cor-
pus of novels split across two dimensions—
prestige and popularity—and demonstrate that
there are statistically significant differences in
the distribution of events for prestige.

1 Introduction

Do events determine the shape of literary nar-
ratives? This question reaches back at least as
far as the 1920s, when literary theorists from the
Russian Formalist school began making distinc-
tions between syuzhet (the way in which events
are presented in a narrative) and fabula (the
chronological sequence of events, distinct from
the way they’re represented) (Shklovsky, 1990;
Propp, 2010). Even on a far more localized scale,
events are often considered to play a fundamental
role in how literary narratives progress. Moretti
(2013), for instance, describes the inherent pro-
ductivity of events in Daniel Defoe’s novel Robin-
son Crusoe, where one event invokes another in a
chain of occurrences that seem to flow in “micro-
narrative sequences.” Such localized sequences in
turn relate to the larger architecture of plot, which
has its own distinct modes of organization and
generation (Forster, 1927; Genette, 1983; Brooks,

1992). The status of events in literature thus in-
evitably engages larger questions about scale and
narrative technique.

At the same time, the representation and iden-
tification of events and their participants in NLP
have historically focused on the domain of news,
including early evaluation campaigns like MUC
(Sundheim, 1991), seminal datasets like ACE
2005 (Walker et al., 2006) and the DEFT ERE
framework (Aguilar et al., 2014; Bies et al., 2016),
as well as other resources that require the identifi-
cation of events as a precondition for other activi-
ties, such as temporal ordering (Pustejovsky et al.,
2003b) or factuality judgments (Saurı́ and Puste-
jovsky, 2009; de Marneffe et al., 2012; Werner
et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2015; Rudinger et al.,
2018).

The role of events in literary fiction, however,
is very different from their role in fact-based re-
porting of events in the real world, including his-
torical texts (Sprugnoli and Tonelli, 2017). Nov-
els and even most short stories tend to be much
longer than news articles, and tend to have more
complex narrative structures both locally (individ-
ual scenes) and globally (plot) than works of non-
fiction. Furthermore, literature is a creative en-
terprise. Journalistic discourse typically reports
what actually happened in the real world and de-
picts definite causal chains connecting events; this
causality is not hard coded into literary event se-
quences.

We present in this work a new dataset of event
annotations in the domain of literature that aims
to bridge this gap between the rich landscape
of existing work in event representation in NLP
for news—including contemporary neural meth-
ods (Orr et al., 2018; Sha et al., 2018; Nguyen
and Grishman, 2018)—and the needs of litera-
ture scholars for models of events in their domain.
To develop a common thread with fact-based rep-
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resentations of real-world events while also lay-
ing the foundation for models to faithfully track
the unique movements of narrative plot, we focus
solely on events in literary texts that are depicted
as actually happening—i.e., those with asserted
realis (discussed in more detail in §4). As dis-
tinct from other epistemic modalities (such as fu-
ture events, hypotheticals, and extradiegetic sum-
maries by a narrator), realis events are depicted as
existing within the imagined world of the literary
text, and take place at a specific place and a spe-
cific time.

In this work we make the following contribu-
tions:

• We present a new annotated dataset of literary
events in 210,532 tokens from 100 books and
describe some of the key annotation guide-
lines that we have tailored to the unique chal-
lenges posed by novelistic discourse. The
dataset is freely available for download under
a Creative Commons ShareAlike 4.0 license
as a part of LitBank at https://github.
com/dbamman/litbank.

• We compare multiple models for realis event
detection in literary texts, including both fea-
turized and neural approaches, with the best
performing model achieving an F1 score of
73.9.

• We apply this model to a corpus of novels and
demonstrate that there are statistically signif-
icant differences in the ratio of realis events
between novels written by authors with high
prestige—defined by Underwood (2019) as
works that have been reviewed by elite lit-
erary journals—and those written by authors
without such prestige. High prestige authors
(such as James Joyce and Virginia Woolf) use
fewer realis events depicting concrete actions
in their works.

2 Background and Previous Work

We draw on several threads of previous research
in designing a dataset and model to support liter-
ary event detection. First, while much work at the
intersection of NLP and literary analysis has fo-
cused on computational approaches to characters
and their relationships (Bamman et al., 2014; Vala
et al., 2015; Iyyer et al., 2016; Chaturvedi et al.,
2017), far less has explored the event structure of

literary texts. Plot is often explored through the
lens of sentiment (Alm and Sproat, 2005; Moham-
mad, 2011; Elsner, 2012; Jockers, 2015; Reagan
et al., 2016) rather than the concrete events that
comprise it.

Second, we draw on the vast literature in NLP
for the detection of events, participants, and their
structured relationships, from the featurized mod-
els of Ahn (2006) and Li et al. (2013) to the va-
riety of neural architectures that have been ap-
plied to the task of event detection, such as CNNs
(Nguyen and Grishman, 2015), including dynamic
multi-pooling CNNs (Chen et al., 2015) and skip-
gram CNNs (Nguyen and Grishman, 2018), RNNs
(Nguyen et al., 2016), hybrid LSTM-CNN archi-
tectures (Feng et al., 2016), and attention (Liu
et al., 2017, 2018)

While most approaches use sentence-level in-
formation to detect events, we also draw on the
work of Liao and Grishman (2010), which instead
incorporates document-level information (poten-
tially useful for longer literary narratives).

3 Data

The corpus we have selected to annotate consists
of approximately the first 2000 words of 100 lit-
erary works currently in the public domain (i.e.,
published before 1923), previously used by Bam-
man et al. (2019). The majority of these texts
are canonical novels published in the nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries (e.g., Jane Austen’s
Pride and Prejudice, Herman Melville’s Moby
Dick, and James Joyce’s Ulysses). A smaller per-
centage of this corpus consists of popular genre
fiction published within this same time frame (e.g.,
King Solomon’s Mines, Tarzan of the Apes, and
Desert Gold). All of these texts have been se-
lected from the Project Gutenberg corpus and col-
lectively exhibit a range of novelistic discourse.
This range is particularly useful and necessary for
exploring literary event realis, providing examples
of novels that are narratively and stylistically com-
plex as well as others that are more declarative and
plot-driven.

4 Event annotations

Events remain a contested category across narra-
tive theory, philosophy, and linguistics, with defi-
nitions varying depending on discipline, applica-
tion, and context. Most linguistic event classi-
fications nevertheless trace their lineage back to
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Vendler (1957), who proposed four categories to
distinguish the different relationships that exist
between verbs and time: activities (dynamically
unfolding processes), achievements (occurrences
that are completed almost instantaneously), ac-
complishments (occurrences that have some dura-
tion but also have a predetermined endpoint), and
states (persistent conditions that span a period of
time and don’t have any definite endpoint).

A simpler classification that some scholars have
traced back to Aristotle (Sasse, 2002) simply dis-
tinguishes between events and states, the latter
usually defined as non-dynamic situations that per-
tain over time. Many event annotation systems in-
cluding TimeML (Pustejovsky et al., 2003a), ACE
(LDC, 2005), and Light ERE (Aguilar et al., 2014)
also treat changes of state as being events, since
such changes indicate a dynamic break from prior
conditions.

In our annotation approach, we include activi-
ties, achievements, accomplishments, and changes
of state as being events. We introduce several
more fine-grained distinctions, however, as far
as which subsets within each of these categories
should be labelled for our specific purposes, as de-
tailed below.

At a high level, our goal is to model only what
is depicted as actually occurring in a text; in other
words, those events with asserted realis. The ACE
2005 event annotation guidelines (LDC, 2005)
outline four dimensions for tagging events involv-
ing determinations for polarity, tense, specificity,
and modality. We follow the Light ERE (Aguilar
et al., 2014) approach of only selecting aspects
that capture realis:

• Polarity: Events must have a positive polarity
(i.e., positively asserted as occurring); events
with negative polarity are defined as having
not taken place (such as “he did not under-
stand”).

• Tense: Events must be in the past or present
tense. Events in the future tense are not
tagged.

• Genericity: Generic events describe a cat-
egory (e.g., dogs bark) rather than a spe-
cific occurrence involving a specific entity
(my dog barked this morning). We only tag
specific events in our framework; all generic
events are ignored. We consider an event to

be specific if it is “a singular occurrence at a
particular place and time” (LDC, 2005).

• Modality: Only asserted events—those that
are indicated to have actually occurred—are
tagged. All other modalities (believed, hypo-
thetical, desired, etc.) are not.

We also employ the following standards in our
annotation approach:

• Similar to both the ACE and Light ERE
guidelines, we tag event triggers, defined as
the minimum extent of text capable of repre-
senting an event. For our purposes, this ex-
tent is always a single word. This is in con-
trast to Light ERE, which allows for multi-
word triggers, and to ACE, which mostly re-
stricts triggers to single words but makes an
exception for phrasal verbs by including the
particle if it immediately follows the main
predicate.

• We limit event triggers to the following three
parts of speech: verbs, adjectives, and nouns
(including nominals). Adverbs and preposi-
tions are not annotated as events.

• In contrast to both the ACE and Light ERE
guidelines, which restrict taggable events to
those falling within eight specific types (life,
movement, transaction, business, conflict,
contact, personnel, and justice), we adopt an
open approach and make no restrictions on
the types of events that are tagged.

Due to the specific domain we are annotating
(English language fiction), we have also found it
necessary to define several rules that are not ex-
plicitly presented in the ACE or Light ERE stan-
dards. In particular, since mental states play an es-
pecially prominent and complex role in many nov-
els (and noticeably so relative to more fact-based
discourses such as the news) we have given partic-
ular attention to defining rules for stative events.
In our annotations, we tag a state as being an event
assuming one or more of the following conditions
has been met:

1. An explicit change of state has occurred
(whether initiation, termination, or alter-
ation), and this change can be determined
solely within the context of the sentence in
which the potential event trigger appears.
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(1) Stephen Dedalus, displeased and sleepy, leaned his arms on the top of the staircase and looked
coldly at the shaking gurgling face that blessed him, equine in its length, and at the light untonsured
hair, grained and hued like pale oak. (Joyce, Ulysses)

(2) My eyes followed his trim figure, richly though sombrely clad, then fell with a sudden dissatis-
faction upon my own stained and frayed apparel. (Johnston, To Have and to Hold)

(3) He generally arrived in London (like the influenza) from the Continent, only he arrived unheralded
by the Press; and his visitations set in with great severity. (Conrad, The Secret Agent)

Table 1: Three annotation examples with tagged event triggers in bold and candidate triggers that would not be
tagged underlined.

2. The cause of the state can be deduced (again
within the context of the sentence), and it is
clear that the cause and resulting state have
occurred at the same location. For example,
the following states (in bold) would be la-
belled as events: “When he received this ap-
pointment he was both elated and appalled.”
(Burroughs, Tarzan of the Apes)

3. The potential event trigger refers to a men-
tal state that is inherently acute, semantically
speaking. For instance, words such as “aston-
ished,” “shocked,” “aghast,” and “stunned”
all suggest mental states that are acute re-
sponses to some stimulus and are usually
only maintained for a limited duration.

Table 1 presents three sample sentences anno-
tated under our guidelines that illustrate important
aspects of our framework, including mental states
with no evidence of immediate change (displeased
and sleepy in example 1), resultatives (stained and
frayed in example 2), and generic events that de-
scribe periodic activities but not a single action
grounded at a single moment in time (arrived in
example 3).

Meanwhile, Table 2 shows the fifteen words
with the highest occurrence as events in the anno-
tations, along with the percentage of the time they
are labelled as events. For the most part, these
words can be broken down into four respective
categories: verbs related to conversation (said,
asked, heard, answered, and cried when indicat-
ing a vocalization); verbs related to movement
(came, went, and turned); verbs related to percep-
tion (looked and saw); and verbs related to obtain-
ment (took and found). As the event rates make
clear, even these words are only labelled as events

a portion of the time (in some cases less than half
of all occurrences) either due to contextual usage
or the broader constraints imposed by realis.

Word Count Event Rate
said 465 89%
came 95 52%

looked 92 58%
went 92 60%
asked 69 93%
heard 63 59%
saw 59 55%
cried 59 97%
took 57 60%

turned 55 74%
told 51 56%

found 49 42%
answered 45 96%

put 44 41%
thought 38 32%

Table 2: The fifteen words with the highest overall
occurrence as events in the annotations (Count) along
with the percentage they are labelled events relative to
their overall occurrence in the corpus (Event Rate).

Finally, to highlight why annotating events in
novels is a particularly challenging task, we also
briefly mention some of the phenomena that fre-
quently arise. There are no taggable events in
the examples below; potential triggers that are not
tagged are underlined.

Figurative events. Often figurative language or
an extended metaphor will be used to represent an
event: “He had broken a thickness of ice, the for-
mation of many a winter; had had his reasons for
a long silence.” (James, The Turn of the Screw)
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Realis events presented in an irrealis mood.
Sometimes events that have actually occurred are
presented in a different modality for rhetorical pur-
poses: “As to your practice, if a gentleman walks
into my rooms smelling of iodoform, with a black
mark of nitrate of silver upon his right forefinger,
and a bulge on the right side of his top-hat to show
where he has secreted his stethoscope, I must be
dull, indeed, if I do not pronounce him to be an
active member of the medical profession.” (Doyle,
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes )

Ambiguous assertions. In some instances,
events that appear to be clearly asserted based
on semantic and syntactic indicators become am-
biguous when considered outside of the narrative
frame, such as when a narrator directly addresses
the reader: “Why upon your first voyage as a
passenger, did you yourself feel such a mystical
vibration, when first told that you and your ship
were now out of sight of land?” (Melville, Moby
Dick)

4.1 Annotation process

All annotations were carried out by a single co-
author after multiple rounds of discussions and the
creation of a set of annotation guidelines heavily
dependent on the ACE 2005 annotation guidelines
for events (LDC, 2005) and adapted for the re-
alis events under consideration here. To calculate
the expected inter-annotator agreement rate, a sec-
ond co-author independently annotated a random
sample of five texts at the end of the annotation
process, using only the annotation guidelines for
reference. We find the agreement rate to be high
(82.1 F-score for event identification and a chance-
corrected Cohen’s κ of 0.813).

The total dataset comprises 7,849 events among
210,532 tokens in the 100 books in our corpus, and
is freely available for public use.

5 Event detection

We consider two classes of models for literary
event detection in this data: neural models op-
timized for event trigger detection in past work
(Nguyen and Grishman, 2015; Chen et al., 2015;
Nguyen et al., 2016; Feng et al., 2016); and featur-
ized models (Ahn, 2006; Li et al., 2013; Yang and
Mitchell, 2016).

5.1 Neural

Previous work has demonstrated the strength of
neural models for event trigger detection, where
models can leverage the distributional information
encoded in word embeddings, along with repre-
sentations of longer sentence context, to achieve
high performance. We explore several variants of
these models in this work; all models approach lit-
erary event detection as a sequence labeling prob-
lem, assigning a binary label to each token denot-
ing its status as an event.

To leverage word representations that are suited
for this particular literary domain, we train 100-
dimensional skipgram (Mikolov et al., 2013) word
embeddings on 15,290 books from Project Guten-
berg. With the exception of the model incorpo-
rating BERT token representations, all models de-
scribed below use these same embeddings.

LSTM. The simplest model we consider is a
single-direction, 100-dimensional LSTM, with
each input token represented as a word embedding
from Project Gutenberg.

BiLSTM. Since the decision to label each to-
ken as an event may rely on information in the
right context of the sentence, we consider a bidi-
rectional LSTM (concatenating the outputs of two
100-dimensional LSTMs).

BiLSTM with document context. Most mod-
els for event trigger detection consider contextual
information only from the sentence when making
predictions about the event status of any individ-
ual token. Drawing on previous work incorpo-
rating global context (Liao and Grishman, 2010),
we might hypothesize, however, that the accu-
rate prediction of complex realis events may re-
quire greater document context—hypotheticals in-
troduced in one sentence may span multiple ensu-
ing paragraphs, while an extradiegetic aside from
the narrator may span several pages and contain no
concrete events. To test this, we define a sequence
to be the entire (ca. 2,000-word) document, rather
than an individual sentence.

BiLSTM with sentence CNN. Several previous
methods have shown the strength of a sentence-
level CNN (Nguyen et al., 2016; Feng et al.,
2016). When predicting the event status of a to-
ken at position i in a sentence with n words w =
{w1, . . . , wn}, each CNN convolves over the en-
tire sequence w along with position embeddings
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p = {p1, . . . , pn} that encode the distance be-
tween each token position j ∈ [1, n] and the target
token i. We adopt the architecture of Nguyen and
Grishman (2015) in particular, where the output of
a CNN is then passed to a max-pooling phase to
yield a representation ci for target position i that
is concatenated to the BiLSTM output oi at that
time step when making a binary prediction (with
learned parameters W ).

P (event) = σ([ci; oi]
>W )

The CNN contains 200 filters (100 each scoped
over word bigrams and trigrams). We encode posi-
tional information between the target token at po-
sition i and the token at position j using signed
bucketing (±1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6−10, 11−20, >20).
Each bucket corresponds to a discrete choice of
position with its own learned 5-dimensional em-
bedding (as in past work).

BiLSTM with subword CNN. Subword char-
acter CNNs have been useful for a range of prob-
lems (Ma and Hovy, 2016; Chiu and Nichols,
2016) as a way of capturing meaningful represen-
tations of words that may be out-of-vocabulary
for a set of learned embeddings (or whose use
in a given domain may be at odds with the data
those embeddings are trained on). We consider
this design choice here as well. We represent
each word as the output of a CNN with 100 fil-
ters (25 filters each scoped over character bigrams,
trigrams, 4grams and 5grams), with max pool-
ing over the character sequence to yield a 100-
dimensional character representation ci of a word
at position i. This representation is then concate-
nated to the word embedding ei for the token at
that position and fed as input to the LSTM time
step.

BiLSTM with BERT contextual representa-
tions. In order to take advantage of recent ad-
vances in language model pre-training (Howard
and Ruder, 2018; Peters et al., 2018; Radford
et al., 2019), we also incorporate contextual rep-
resentations extracted from the pre-trained base
BERT model (Devlin et al., 2019). Rather than
fine-tuning the model for the supervised task, we
instead use the BERT model in a feature-based
way, representing each token in a sequence as
the concatenation of the model’s final four layers
(3,072 dimensions in total) in place of pre-trained
word embeddings in a BiLSTM. Since BERT uses

WordPiece embeddings (Wu et al., 2016) as input,
we take the average of any resulting sub-tokens
in order to return a single per token representa-
tion (potentially beneficial as many of the literary
works in our corpus contain long, complex words).

As Orr et al. (2018) have shown, neural mod-
els for event identification can exhibit substantial
variation simply as a function of their random ini-
tialization, and we observe that with our data and
models as well. To report expected performance
on future data, we average together the predictions
made from five random initializations (i.e., the ma-
jority class predicted for a token in context by the
five models).

5.2 Featurized
The dataset we have created contains 7,849 events
among 210,532 tokens. While this size is com-
parable to other datasets used for event detec-
tion in the past, it is unclear whether the scale is
large enough to train highly parameterized neural
models well; to test this, we design a linguisti-
cally informed featurized model, drawing on pre-
vious work in event representations (Ahn, 2006;
Li et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2009) and noun phrase
genericity and specificity (Reiter and Frank, 2010;
Friedrich et al., 2015).

For this featurized model, we use `2-regularized
binary logistic regression to make decisions about
each token in its immediate context. We featurize
the decision using the following information.

• Word. The lowercased word form of the to-
ken.

• Lemma. The lemma of the token.

• POS. The token’s part of speech (using the
Penn Treebank tagset), predicted using the
SpaCy library.1 In addition to providing im-
portant information about the core identifi-
cation of verbs, the Penn Treebank tags also
contribute to the determination of verb tense
(important for our characterization of realis
events).

• Context. The immediate context surround-
ing the word, represented as the following:
a.) unigram indicators for the words found
within three positions to the left; b.) indica-
tors for words found three words to the right;
c.) unigram × position indicators for those

1https://spacy.io
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Method Precision Recall F
Verbs only 17.7 [16.6-18.8] 76.2 [74.1-78.3] 28.7 [27.3-30.2]

Featurized 68.9 [66.2-71.7] 50.5 [48.0-52.9] 58.3 [56.1-60.4]

LSTM 66.6 [64.1-69.1] 60.5 [57.9-63.1] 63.4 [61.3-65.5]

BiLSTM 70.4 [67.8-72.9] 60.7 [58.0-63.4] 65.2 [63.1-67.3]

+ document context 74.2 [71.7-76.6] 58.8 [56.0-61.6] 65.6 [63.5-67.8]

+ sentence CNN 71.6 [69.1-74.1] 56.4 [53.8-59.0] 63.1 [61.0-65.1]

+ subword CNN 69.2 [66.6-71.6] 64.8 [62.2-67.3] 66.9 [64.8-68.9]

+ BERT 75.5 [73.3-77.8] 72.3 [69.7-74.8] 73.9 [72.0-75.7]

+ subword CNN 73.6 [71.2-75.8] 73.3 [70.8-75.7] 73.4 [71.5-75.2]

Table 3: Performance on literary event identification. All metrics are reported with 95% bootstrap confidence
intervals.

same words (e.g., not appearing at position -1
with respect to the word); d.) the trigram ap-
pearing to the left; the trigram to the right; e.)
the part-of-speech trigram to the left; and f.)
to the right. This immediate contextual infor-
mation captures important factors that affect
modality, such as negation (Chen et al., 2009)

• Syntax. Syntactic information encoding the
word’s dependency relation, syntactic head,
and part-of-speech of the syntactic head, pre-
dicted using SpaCy.

• Wordnet. Following Reiter and Frank
(2010), we include WordNet synset and hy-
ponymy information, capturing the synset of
the word and the identities of its three hyper-
nyms up the WordNet chain.

• Embeddings. We also include word em-
beddings as features; while a simple linear
model like logistic regression cannot exploit
important non-linearities between the embed-
ding dimensions, they can provide some cor-
pus level-information about the behavior of
the word in the 15,290 Gutenberg texts it
was trained on (which the neural models de-
scribed above also have access to).

• Bare plurals. Some generic events (such as
“pirates sail ships”) contain bare plurals as
subjects; inspired by Reiter and Frank (2010)
on identifying generic noun phrases, we fea-
turize the presence of a bare plural subject
by noting whether the noun phrase subject is
plural in form and lacking an explicit deter-
miner, numeric count, or possessive pronoun.
We also draw on their countability feature,

identifying whether a noun phrase subject is
countable (e.g., “the boy”) or not (e.g. “the
water”) using CELEX (Baayen et al., 1996).

5.3 Results

To evaluate the performance of these models, we
create training (60%), development (10%), and
test (30%) partitions of the data at the level of
books, with 60 books in train, 10 in development,
and 30 in test. We stratify by book to ensure that
no information from the same book appears in dif-
ferent partitions.

All models have access to the same develop-
ment data for hyperparameter tuning; we use this
to explore feature engineering and optimize the `2
regularization strength for the featurized model,
and to explore different neural hyperparameter
choices (e.g., size of LSTM).

Table 3 illustrates the comparative performance
between the different systems. To contextualize
these results, we also provide a simple but inter-
pretable baseline of selecting all and only verbs to
be events. This naive verb-only baseline yields an
F-score of 28.7; while verbs are strong indicators
of events, they are neither sufficient (the recall in-
dicates that nearly one quarter of the true events
in the test data are not verbs) nor entirely consis-
tent (many verbs may signal events but not realis
events).

While the featurized model improves on the
baseline with an F-score of 58.3, all of the neu-
ral variants perform substantially better, generat-
ing a minimum F-score of 63.1. Although all
neural models are statistically significantly better
than the featurized model (under a bootstrap test),
the variants of a subword CNN, sentence CNN
and document context show little difference from
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each other. In contrast, a BiLSTM with BERT in-
put representations clearly outperforms all other
methods with an F-score of 73.9 (an absolute im-
provement of +7.0 points over the best non-BERT
model), attesting again to the value of unsuper-
vised pre-training for supervised tasks (even in
cases where the language model itself is not op-
timized for the task).

6 Analysis

To illustrate the usefulness of event representa-
tions for the analysis of literary texts, we consider
the distinction between economic and cultural
capital originally put forth by Bourdieu (1993)
and analyzed from a computational perspective by
Algee-Hewitt et al. (2016) and Underwood (2019).
Both computational models find strong textual sig-
nals predictive of authorial prestige, measured ei-
ther by inclusion in the Oxford Dictionary of Na-
tional Biography (Algee-Hewitt et al., 2016) or by
the number of times their works were reviewed by
elite literary journals (Underwood, 2019). Both
models also consider authorial popularity, mea-
sured either by the number of times a work was
reprinted (Algee-Hewitt et al., 2016) or by the
number of times their works can be found on his-
torical bestseller lists (Underwood, 2019). While
Underwood (2019) finds that high prestige fic-
tion correlates with Harvard General Inquirer cat-
egories of KNOWLEDGE AND AWARENESS and
NATURAL OBJECTS, we can similarly ask: is there
a relationship in the depiction of realis events and
literary prestige or popularity?

To test this, we draw on data from Underwood
(2019), selecting the 100 authors identified in that
work with the highest and lowest prestige, respec-
tively. In total, 44 of the high prestige authors and
29 of the low prestige authors are present in the
Project Gutenberg corpus. We select any works of
fiction by these authors that are present in Guten-
berg, limiting the maximum number of novels per
author to 10. This yields 190 novels in the high
prestige class and 159 in the low prestige class.
Since Project Gutenberg has wider representation
of historically popular texts than unpopular ones,
we select the 100 most popular authors and 500
least popular authors. 67 of the high popularity au-
thors and 68 of the low popularity authors appear
in the Gutenberg corpus. After selecting a sample
of the high popularity texts while again limiting
per author novel totals to 10, this yields 182 nov-

els in the high popularity class and 173 in the low
popularity class.

We run the best-performing literary event detec-
tion model identified above (a bidirectional LSTM
with BERT token representations) on each novel,
and carry out two related analyses on the output.
First, to estimate the overall incidence of realis
events, we simply calculate the average event ra-
tio in each novel (the number of realis events nor-
malized by the number of tokens); second, to cap-
ture the pacing of realis events more concretely
in terms of actual tokens, we invert this metric
to calculate the event distance (how many tokens
one would have to read on average before coming
across an event token).

Class Ratio Distance
High prestige 4.6 [4.4-4.7] 23.4 [22.4-24.5]

Low prestige 5.5 [5.3-5.6] 19.2 [18.2-20.1]

High popularity 4.6 [4.4-4.8] 23.2 [22.3-24.1]

Low popularity 4.5 [4.3-4.7] 25.0 [21.9-28.1]

Table 4: Mean event ratios (event tokens / total tokens)
and mean event distances (total tokens / event tokens)
calculated over all novels in each class. All metrics are
reported with 95% confidence intervals.

The results of these analyses are shown in Ta-
ble 4. We would expect that the pulp novels of
Edgar Rice Burroughs would contain more physi-
cal description and concrete events than the more
meditative novels of Henry James, James Joyce,
and Kate Chopin, and we find this to be the case:
authors with low prestige use 20% more concrete
events in their works (the difference in both met-
rics between the two groups is statistically signif-
icant at p < 0.05). For the popularity dimension,
however, the results on both metrics are statisti-
cally indistinguishable.

Although it is difficult to draw definitive conclu-
sions based on these results, the outcome for the
prestige dimension in particular indicates a com-
pelling line of inquiry. In fact, the results in Ta-
ble 4 only tell half the story. As Figure 1 demon-
strates, the most marked distinction for event ra-
tios in high prestige and low prestige novels is
not the mean but rather the spread. High pres-
tige novels appear to have greater variability in the
percentage of realis events (particularly skewed to
lower ratios), whereas the percentage for low pres-
tige novels, with the exception of a few outliers,
remains within a smaller range. This variability
suggests that, as one might expect, prestigious au-
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thors tend to conform less programmatically to a
regular frequency of realis events. Put differently,
prestigious novels don’t have the same constraints
as less prestigious ones in maintaining our atten-
tion through something happening in the narrative.
While many prestigious novels have event ratios in
line with novels lacking prestige, prestigious au-
thors appear to have a higher degree of freedom
when it comes to the overall eventfulness of their
works.
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Figure 1: Violin plot of event ratios for novels in the
prestige category.

7 Conclusion

We present in this work a new dataset for the rep-
resentation of events in literary texts in order to
bridge the gap between previous efforts to repre-
sent fact-based accounts in news (along with con-
temporary models trained on that data) and the de-
mands of literary scholars for the computational
analysis of the micro-narratives that comprise plot.

The relatively straightforward application of our
model to the analysis of authorial prestige shows
how identifying realis events can help to uncover
some important and overlooked aspects of novel-
istic narrative. To the best of our knowledge, no
previous technical or theoretical work has specif-
ically examined the function that events with as-
serted realis play in the structure of literary fic-
tion. Yet simply by analyzing the ratio of realis

events, one can capture a meaningful distinction
between novels written by authors whose works
are reviewed by elite literary journals and those
written by authors whose work is not. We hope
this initial application inspires further research by
literary scholars and computational humanists in
the future.

All event annotations are freely available
for public use under a Creative Commons
Sharealike license at https://github.com/
dbamman/litbank. Code to support this work
can be found at: https://github.com/
dbamman/ACL2019-literary-events.
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Abstract

Self-attention networks (SAN) have attracted a
lot of interests due to their high parallelization
and strong performance on a variety of NLP
tasks, e.g. machine translation. Due to the
lack of recurrence structure such as recurrent
neural networks (RNN), SAN is ascribed to
be weak at learning positional information of
words for sequence modeling. However, nei-
ther this speculation has been empirically con-
firmed, nor explanations for their strong per-
formances on machine translation tasks when
“lacking positional information” have been ex-
plored. To this end, we propose a novel word
reordering detection task to quantify how well
the word order information learned by SAN
and RNN. Specifically, we randomly move
one word to another position, and examine
whether a trained model can detect both the
original and inserted positions. Experimental
results reveal that: 1) SAN trained on word re-
ordering detection indeed has difficulty learn-
ing the positional information even with the
position embedding; and 2) SAN trained on
machine translation learns better positional in-
formation than its RNN counterpart, in which
position embedding plays a critical role. Al-
though recurrence structure make the model
more universally-effective on learning word
order, learning objectives matter more in the
downstream tasks such as machine translation.

1 Introduction

Self-attention networks (SAN, Parikh et al., 2016;
Lin et al., 2017) have shown promising empirical
results in a variety of natural language processing
(NLP) tasks, such as machine translation (Vaswani
et al., 2017), semantic role labelling (Strubell
et al., 2018), and language representations (De-
vlin et al., 2019). The popularity of SAN lies in

∗ Zhaopeng Tu is the corresponding author of the paper.
This work was conducted when Baosong Yang was interning
at Tencent AI Lab.

its high parallelization in computation, and flexi-
bility in modeling dependencies regardless of dis-
tance by explicitly attending to all the signals. Po-
sition embedding (Gehring et al., 2017) is gener-
ally deployed to capture sequential information for
SAN (Vaswani et al., 2017; Shaw et al., 2018).

Recent studies claimed that SAN with position
embedding is still weak at learning word order
information, due to the lack of recurrence struc-
ture that is essential for sequence modeling (Shen
et al., 2018a; Chen et al., 2018; Hao et al., 2019).
However, such claims are mainly based on a theo-
retical argument, which have not been empirically
validated. In addition, this can not explain well
why SAN-based models outperform their RNN
counterpart in machine translation – a benchmark
sequence modeling task (Vaswani et al., 2017).

Our goal in this work is to empirically assess the
ability of SAN to learn word order. We focus on
asking the following research questions:

Q1: Is recurrence structure obligate for learning
word order, and does the conclusion hold in
different scenarios (e.g., translation)?

Q2: Is the model architecture the critical factor for
learning word order in the downstream tasks
such as machine translation?

Q3: Is position embedding powerful enough to
capture word order information for SAN?

We approach these questions with a novel prob-
ing task – word reordering detection (WRD),
which aims to detect the positions of randomly
reordered words in the input sentence. We com-
pare SAN with RNN, as well as directional SAN
(DiSAN, Shen et al., 2018a) that augments SAN
with recurrence modeling. In this study, we focus
on the encoders implemented with different archi-
tectures, so as to investigate their abilities to learn
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Figure 1: Illustration of (a) the position detector, where (b) the output layer is build upon a randomly initialized or
pre-trained encoder. In this example, the word “hold” is moved to another place. The goal of this task is to predict
the inserted position “I” and the original position “O” of “hold”.

word order information of the input sequence. The
encoders are trained on objectives like detection
accuracy and machine translation, to study the in-
fluences of learning objectives.

Our experimental results reveal that: (Q1) SAN
indeed underperforms the architectures with re-
currence modeling (i.e. RNN and DiSAN) on
the WRD task, while this conclusion does not
hold in machine translation: SAN trained with
the translation objective outperforms both RNN
and DiSAN on detection accuracy; (Q2) Learn-
ing objectives matter more than model architec-
tures in downstream tasks such as machine trans-
lation; and (Q3) Position encoding is good enough
for SAN in machine translation, while DiSAN is
a more universally-effective mechanism to learn
word order information for SAN.

Contributions The key contributions are:

• We design a novel probing task along with
the corresponding benchmark model, which
can assess the abilities of different architec-
tures to learn word order information.1

• Our study dispels the doubt on the inability of
SAN to learn word order information in ma-
chine translation, indicating that the learning
objective can greatly influence the suitability
of an architecture for downstream tasks.

2 Word Reordering Detection Task

In order to investigate the ability of self-attention
networks to extract word order information, in this

1The data and codes are released at: https://
github.com/baosongyang/WRD.

section, we design an artificial task to evaluate the
abilities of the examined models to detect the er-
roneous word orders in a given sequence.

Task Description Given a sentence X =
{x1, ..., xi, ..., xN}, we randomly pop a word xi
and insert it into another position j (1 ≤ i, j ≤ N
and i 6= j). The objective of this task is to de-
tect both the position the word is popped out (la-
beled as “O”), as well as the position the word is
inserted (labeled as “I”). As seen the example in
Figure 1 (a), the word “hold” is moved from the
2nd slot to the 4th slot. Accordingly, the 2nd and
4th slots are labelled as “O” and “I”, respectively.
To exactly detect word reordering, the examined
models have to learn to recognize both the normal
and abnormal word order in a sentence.

Position Detector Figure 1 (a) depicts the archi-
tecture of the position detector. Let the sequential
representations H = {h1, ...,hN} be the output of
each encoder noted in Section 3, which are fed to
the output layer (Figure 1 (b)). Since only one pair
of “I” and “O” labels should be generated in the
output sequence, we cast the task as a pointer de-
tection problem (Vinyals et al., 2015). To this end,
we turn to an output layer that commonly used in
the reading comprehension task (Wang and Jiang,
2017; Du and Cardie, 2017), which aims to iden-
tify the start and end positions of the answer in
the given text.2 The output layer consists of two
sub-layers, which progressively predicts the prob-

2Contrary to reading comprehension in which the start
and end positions are ordered, “I” and “O” do not have to be
ordered in our tasks, that is, the popped word can be inserted
to either left or right position.
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abilities of each position being labelled as “I” and
“O”. The probability distribution of the sequence
being labelled as “I” is calculated as:

PI = SoftMax(U>I tanh(WIH)) ∈ RN (1)

where WI ∈ Rd×d and UI ∈ Rd are trainable
parameters, and d is the dimensionality of H.

The second layer aims to locate the original
position “O”, which conditions on the predicted
popped word at the position “I”.3 To make the
learning process differentiable, we follow Xu et al.
(2017) to use the weighted sum of hidden states
as the approximate embedding E of the popped
word. The embedding subsequently serves as a
query to attend to the sequence H to find which
position is most similar to the original position of
popped word. The probability distribution of the
sequence being labelled as “O” is calculated as:

E = PI(WQH) ∈ Rd (2)

PO = ATT(E,WKH) ∈ RN (3)

where {WQ,WK} ∈ Rd×d are trainable parame-
ters that transform H to query and key spaces re-
spectively. ATT(·) denotes the dot-product atten-
tion (Luong et al., 2015; Vaswani et al., 2017).

Training and Predicting In training process,
the objective is to minimize the cross entropy of
the true inserted and original positions, which is
the sum of the negative log probabilities of the
groundtruth indices by the predicted distributions:

L = Q>I logPI +Q>O logPO (4)

where {QI ,QO} ∈ RN is an one-hot vector to in-
dicate the groundtruth indices for the inserted and
original positions. During prediction, we choose
the positions with highest probabilities from the
distributions PI and PO as “I” and “O”, respec-
tively. Considering the instance in Figure 1 (a),
the 4th position is labelled as inserted position “I”,
and the 2nd position as the original position “O”.

3 Experimental Setup

In this study, we strove to empirically test whether
SAN indeed weak at learning positional informa-
tion and come up with the reason about the strong
performance of SAN on machine translation. In
response to the three research questions in Sec-
tion 1, we give following experimental settings:

3We tried to predict the position of “O” without feeding
the approximate embedding, i.e. predicting “I” and “O” indi-
vidually. It slightly underperforms the current model.

• Q1: We compare SAN with two recurrence
architectures – RNN and DiSAN on the
WRD task, thus to quantify their abilities on
learning word order (Section 3.1).

• Q2: To compare the effects of learning objec-
tives and model architectures, we train each
encoder under two scenarios, i.e. trained on
objectives like WRD accuracy and on ma-
chine translation (Section 3.2).

• Q3: The strength of position encoding is ap-
praised by ablating position encoding and re-
currence modeling for SAN.

3.1 Encoder Setting
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Figure 2: Illustration of (a) RNN; (b) SAN; and (c)
DiSAN. Colored arrows denote parallel operations.

RNN and SAN are commonly used to produce
sentence representations on NLP tasks (Cho et al.,
2014; Lin et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2018). As
shown in Figure 2, we investigate three archi-
tectures in this study. Mathematically, let X =
{x1, . . . ,xN} ∈ Rd×N be the embedding matrix
of the input sentence, and H = {h1, . . . ,hN} ∈
Rd×N be the output sequence of representations.

• RNN sequentially produces each state:

hn = f(hn−1,xn), (5)

where f(·) is GRU (Cho et al., 2014) in this
study. RNN is particularly hard to parallelize
due to their inherent dependence on the pre-
vious state hn−1.

• SAN (Lin et al., 2017) produces each hidden
state in a parallel fashion:

hn = ATT(qn,K)V, (6)

where the query qn ∈ Rd and the keys and
values (K,V) ∈ Rd×N are transformed from
X. To imitate the order of the sequence,
Vaswani et al. (2017) deployed position en-
codings (Gehring et al., 2017) into SAN.
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• DiSAN (Shen et al., 2018a) augments SAN
with the ability to encode word order:

hn = ATT(qn,K≤n)V≤n, (7)

where (K≤n,V≤n) indicate leftward ele-
ments, e.g., K≤n = {k1, . . . ,kn}.

To enable a fair comparison of architectures,
we only vary the sub-layer of sequence modeling
(e.g. the SAN sub-layer) in the Transformer en-
coder (Vaswani et al., 2017), and keep the other
components the same for all architectures. We use
bi-directional setting for RNN and DiSAN, and
apply position embedding for SAN and DiSAN.
We follow Vaswani et al. (2017) to set the con-
figurations of the encoders, which consists of 6
stacked layers with the layer size being 512.

3.2 Learning Objectives
In this study, we employ two strategies to train the
encoders, which differ at the learning objectives
and data used to train the associated parameters.
Note that in both strategies, the output layer in
Figure 2 is fine-trained on the WRD data with the
word reordering detection objective.

WRD Encoders We first directly train the en-
coders on the WRD data, to evaluate the abilities
of model architectures. The WRD encoders are
randomly initialized and co-trained with the out-
put layer. Accordingly, the detection accuracy can
be treated as the learning objective of this group
of encoders. Meanwhile, we can investigate the
reliability of the proposed WRD task by check-
ing whether the performances of different archi-
tectures (i.e. RNN, SAN, and DiSAN) are con-
sistent with previous findings on other benchmark
NLP tasks (Shen et al., 2018a; Tang et al., 2018;
Tran et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2019).

NMT Encoders To quantify how well different
architectures learn word order information with
the learning objective of machine translation, we
first train the NMT models (both encoder and de-
coder) on bilingual corpus using the same configu-
ration reported by Vaswani et al. (2017). Then, we
fix the parameters of the encoder, and only train
the parameter associated with the output layer on
the WRD data. In this way, we can probe the
representations learned by NMT models, on their
abilities to learn word order of input sentences.

To cope with WRD task, all the models were
trained for 600K steps, each of which is allocated a

batch of 500 sentences. The training set is shuffled
after each epoch. We use Adam (Kingma and Ba,
2015) with β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.98 and ε = 10−9.
The learning rate linearly warms up over the first
4,000 steps, and decreases thereafter proportion-
ally to the inverse square root of the step number.
We use a dropout rate of 0.1 on all layers.

3.3 Data
Machine Translation We pre-train NMT mod-
els on the benchmark WMT14 English⇒German
(En⇒De) data, which consists of 4.5M sentence
pairs. The validation and test sets are new-
stest2013 and newstest2014, respectively. To
demonstrate the universality of the findings in this
study, we also conduct experiments on WAT17
English⇒Japanese (En⇒Ja) data. Specifically,
we follow Morishita et al. (2017) to use the first
two sections of WAT17 dataset as the training data,
which approximately consists of 2.0M sentence
pairs. We use newsdev2017 as the validation set
and newstest2017 as the test set.

Word Reordering Detection We conduct this
task on the English sentences, which are extracted
from the source side of WMT14 En⇒De data with
maximum length to 80. For each sentence in dif-
ferent sets (i.e. training, validation, and test sets),
we construct an instance by randomly moving a
word to another position. Finally we construct
7M, 10K and 10K samples for training, validating
and testing, respectively. Note that a sentence can
be sampled multiple times, thus each dataset in the
WRD data contains more instances than that in the
machine translation data.

All the English and German data are tokenized
using the scripts in Moses. The Japanese sen-
tences are segmented by the word segmentation
toolkit KeTea (Neubig et al., 2011). To reduce the
vocabulary size, all the sentences are processed by
byte-pair encoding (BPE) (Sennrich et al., 2016)
with 32K merge operations for all the data.

4 Experimental Results

We return to the central questions originally posed,
that is, whether SAN is indeed weak at learning
positional information. Using the above experi-
mental design, we give the following answers:

A1: SAN-based encoder trained on the WRD data
is indeed harder to learn positional informa-
tion than the recurrence architectures (Sec-
tion 4.1), while there is no evidence that
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Models Insert Original Both
RNN 78.4 73.4 68.2
SAN 73.2 66.0 60.1
DiSAN 79.6 70.1 68.0

Table 1: Accuracy on the WRD task. “Insert” and
“Original” denotes the accuracies of detecting the in-
serted and original positions respectively, and “Both”
denotes detecting both positions.

Figure 3: Learning curve of WRD encoders on WRD
task. Y-axis denotes the accuracy on the validation set.
Obviously, SAN has slower convergence.

SAN-based NMT encoders learns less word
order information (Section 4.2);

A2: The learning objective plays a more crucial
role on learning word order than the architec-
ture in downstream tasks (Section 4.3);

A3: While the position encoding is powerful
enough to capture word order information
in machine translation, DiSAN is a more
universally-effective mechanism (Table 2).

4.1 Results on WRD Encoders

We first check the performance of each WRD en-
coder on the proposed WRD task from two as-
pects: 1) WRD accuracy; and 2) learning ability.

WRD Accuracy The detection results are con-
cluded in Table 1. As seen, both RNN and DiSAN
significantly outperform SAN on our task, indi-
cating that the recurrence structure (RNN) exactly
performs better than parallelization (SAN) on cap-
turing word order information in a sentence. Nev-
ertheless, the drawback can be alleviated by apply-
ing directional attention functions. The compara-
ble result between DiSAN and RNN confirms the
hypothesis by Shen et al. (2018a) and Devlin et al.
(2019) that directional SAN exactly improves the

ability of SAN to learn word order. The consis-
tency between prior studies and our results verified
the reliability of the proposed WRD task.

Learning Curve We visualize the learning
curve of the training. As shown in Figure 3, SAN
has much slower convergence than others, show-
ing that SAN has a harder time learning word or-
der information than RNN and DiSAN. This is
consistent with our intuition that the parallel struc-
ture is more difficult to learn word order infor-
mation than those models with a sequential pro-
cess. Considering DiSAN, although it has slightly
slower learning speed at the early stage of the
training, it is able to achieve comparable accuracy
to RNN at the mid and late phases of the training.

4.2 Results on Pre-Trained NMT Encoders
We investigate whether the SAN indeed lacks the
ability to learn word order information under ma-
chine translation context. The results are con-
cluded in Table 2. We first report the effectiveness
of the compared models on translation tasks. For
En-De translation, SAN outperforms RNN, which
is consistent with the results reported in (Chen
et al., 2018). The tendency is universal on En-Ja
which is a distant language pair (Bosch and Se-
bastián-Gallés, 2001; Isozaki et al., 2010). More-
over, DiSAN incrementally improves the transla-
tion quality, demonstrating that model directional
information benefits to the translation quality. The
consistent translation performances make the fol-
lowing evaluation on WRD accuracy convincing.

Concerning the performances of NMT encoders
on the WRD task:

SAN-based NMT Encoder Performs Better It
is surprising to see that SAN yields even higher ac-
curacy on WRD task than other pre-trained NMT
encoders, despite its lower translation qualities
comparing with DiSAN. The results not only dis-
pel the doubt on the inablity of SAN-based en-
coder to learn word order in machine translation,
but also demonstrate that SAN learns to retain
more features with respect to word order during
the training of machine translation.

Learning Objectives Matter More In addition,
both the NMT encoders underperform the WRD
encoders on detection task across models and lan-
guage pairs.4 The only difference between the

4The En⇒Ja pre-trained encoders yield lower accuracy
on WRD task than that of En⇒De pre-trained encoders. We
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Model Translation Detection
En⇒De En⇒Ja En⇒De Enc. En⇒Ja Enc. WRD Enc.

RNN 26.8 42.9 33.9 29.0 68.2
SAN 27.3 43.6 41.6 32.8 60.1

- Pos Emb 11.5 – 0.3 – 0.3
DiSAN 27.6 43.7 39.7 31.2 68.0

- Pos Emb 27.0 43.1 40.1 31.0 62.8

Table 2: Performances of NMT encoders pre-trained on WMT14 En⇒De and WAT17 En⇒Ja data. “Translation”
denotes translation quality measured in BLEU scores, while “Detection” denotes the accuracies on WRD task.
“En⇒De Enc.” denotes NMT encoder trained with translation objective on the En⇒De data. We also list the
detection accuracies of WRD encoders (“WRD Enc.”) for comparison. “- Pos Emb” indicates removing posi-
tional embeddings from SAN- or DiSAN-based encoder. Surprisingly, SAN-based NMT encoder achieves the best
accuracy on the WRD task, which contrasts with the performances of WRD encoders (the last column).

(a) WRD Encoder (b) En⇒De NMT Encoder (c) En⇒Ja NMT Encoder

Figure 4: Accuracy of pre-trained NMT encoders according to various distances between the positions of “O”
and “I” (X-axis). As seen, the performance of each WRD encoder (a) is stable across various distances, while the
pre-trained (b) En⇒De and (c) En⇒Ja encoders consistently get lower accuracy with the increasing of distance.

two kinds of encoders is the learning objective.
This raises a hypothesis that the learning objective
sometimes severs as a more critical factor than the
model architecture on modeling word order.

Position Encoding VS. Recurrence Modeling
In order to assess the importance of position en-
coding, we redo the experiments by removing
the position encoding from SAN and DiSAN (“-
Pos Emb”). Clearly, SAN-based encoder without
position embedding fails on both machine trans-
lation and our WRD task, indicating the neces-
sity of position encoding on learning word or-
der. It is encourage to see that SAN yields higher
BLEU score and detection accuracy than “DiSAN-
Pos Emb” in machine translation scenario. It
means that position embedding is more suitable on
capture word order information for machine trans-

attribute this to the difference between the source sentences
in pre-training corpus (En-Ja) and that of WRD data (from
En-De dataset). Despite of this, the tendency of results are
consistent across language pairs.

lation than modeling recurrence for SAN. Consid-
ering both two scenarios, DiSAN-based encoders
achieve comparable detection accuracies to the
best models, revealing its effectiveness and uni-
versality on learning word order.

4.3 Analysis
In response to above results, we provide further
analyses to verify our hypothesis on NMT en-
coders. We discuss three questions in this section:
1) Does learning objective indeed affect the ex-
tracting of word order information; 2) How SAN
derives word order information from position en-
coding; and 3) Whether more word order informa-
tion retained is useful for machine translation.

Accuracy According to Distance We further
investigate the accuracy of WRD task according
to various distance between the positions of word
is popped out and inserted. As shown in Figure 4
(a), WRD encoders marginally reduce the perfor-
mance with the increasing of distances. How-
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(a) En⇒De NMT encoder (b) En⇒Ja NMT encoder

Figure 5: Performance of each layer from (a) pre-trained En⇒De encoder and (b) pre-trained En⇒Ja encoder on
WRD task. The evaluation are conducted on the test set. Clearly, the accuracy of SAN gradually increased with
the stacking of layers and consistently outperform that of other models across layers.

ever, this kind of stability is destroyed when we
pre-train each encoder with a learning objective
of machine translation. As seen in Figure 4 (b)
and (c), the performance of pre-trained NMT en-
coders obviously became worse on long-distance
cases across language pairs and model variants.
This is consistent with prior observation on NMT
systems that both RNN and SAN fail to fully cap-
ture long-distance dependencies (Tai et al., 2015;
Yang et al., 2017; Tang et al., 2018).

Regarding to information bottleneck princi-
ple (Tishby and Zaslavsky, 2015; Alemi et al.,
2016), our NMT models are trained to maximally
maintain the relevant information between source
and target, while abandon irrelevant features in the
source sentence, e.g. portion of word order infor-
mation. Different NLP tasks have distinct require-
ments on linguistic information (Conneau et al.,
2018). For machine translation, the local patterns
(e.g. phrases) matter more (Luong et al., 2015;
Yang et al., 2018, 2019), while long-distance word
order information plays a relatively trivial role in
understanding the meaning of a source sentence.
Recent studies also pointed out that abandoning
irrelevant features in source sentence benefits to
some downstream NLP tasks (Lei et al., 2016; Yu
et al., 2017; Shen et al., 2018b). An immediate
consequence of such kind of data process inequal-
ity (Schumacher and Nielsen, 1996) is that infor-
mation about word order that is lost in encoder
cannot be recovered in the detector, and conse-
quently drops the performance on our WRD task.
The results verified that the learning objective in-
deed affects more on learning word order informa-
tion than model architecture in our case.

Accuracy According to Layer Several re-
searchers may doubt that the parallel structure of
SAN may lead to failure on capturing word or-
der information at higher layers, since the posi-
tion embeddings are merely injected at the input
layer. Accordingly, we further probe the repre-
sentations at each layer on our WRD task to ex-
plore how does SAN learn word order informa-
tion. As seen in Figure 5, SAN achieves better
performance than other NMT encoders on the pro-
posed WRD tasks across almost all the layers. The
result dispels the doubt on the inability of position
encoding and confirms the speculation by Vaswani
et al. (2017) and Shaw et al. (2018) who suggested
that SAN can profit from the use of residual net-
work which propagates the positional information
to higher layers. Moreover, both SAN and RNN
gradually increase their performance on our task
with the stacking of layers. The same tendency
demonstrates that position encoding is able to pro-
vide same learning manner to that of recurrent
structure with respect to word order for SAN. Both
the results confirm the strength of position encod-
ing to bring word order properties into SAN.

We strove to come up with the reason why SAN
captured even more word order information in ma-
chine translation task. Yin et al. (2017) and Tran
et al. (2018) found that the approach with a re-
currence structure (e.g. RNN) has an easier time
learning syntactic information than that of mod-
els with a parallel structure (e.g. CNN, SAN). In-
spired by their findings, we argue that SAN tries
to partially countervail its disadvantage in paral-
lel structure by reserving more word order infor-
mation, thus to help for the encoding of deeper
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Figure 6: The differences of translation performance
when the pre-trained NMT models are fed with the
original (“Golden”) and reordered (“Reorder”) source
sentences. As seen, SAN and DiSAN perform better
on handling noises in terms of erroneous word order.

linguistic properties required by machine transla-
tion. Recent studies on multi-layer learning shown
that different layers tend to learn distinct linguis-
tic information (Peters et al., 2018; Raganato and
Tiedemann, 2018; Li et al., 2019). The better ac-
curacy achieved by SAN across layers indicates
that SAN indeed tries to preserve more word order
information during the learning of other linguistic
properties for translation purpose.

Effect of Wrong Word Order Noises For hu-
mans, a small number of erroneous word orders in
a sentence usually does not affect the comprehen-
sion. For example, we can understand the meaning
of English sentence “Dropped the boy the ball.”,
despite its erroneous word order. It is intrigu-
ing whether NMT model has the ability to tackle
the wrong order noises. As a results, we make
erroneous word order noises on English-German
development set by moving one word to another
position, and evaluate the drop of the translation
quality of each model. As listed in Figure 6, SAN
and DiSAN yield less drops on translation quality
than their RNN counterpart, demonstrating the ef-
fectiveness of self-attention on ablating wrong or-
der noises. We attribute this to the fact that models
(e.g. RNN-based models) will not learn to be ro-
bust to errors since they are never observed (Sper-
ber et al., 2017; Cheng et al., 2018). On the con-
trary, since SAN-based NMT encoder is good at
recognizing and reserving anomalous word order
information under NMT context, it may raise the
ability of decoder on handling noises occurred in
the training set, thus to be more robust in translat-
ing sentences with anomalous word order.

5 Related Work

Exploring Properties of SAN SAN has yielded
strong empirical performance in a variety of NLP
tasks (Vaswani et al., 2017; Tan et al., 2018; Li
et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2019). In response
to these impressive results, several studies have
emerged with the goal of understanding SAN on
many properties. For example, Tran et al. (2018)
compared SAN and RNN on language inference
tasks, and pointed out that SAN is weak at learning
hierarchical structure than its RNN counterpart.
Moreover, Tang et al. (2018) conducted experi-
ments on subject-verb agreement and word sense
disambiguation tasks. They found that SAN is
good at extracting semantic properties, while un-
derperforms RNN on capturing long-distance de-
pendencies. This is in contrast to our intuition that
SAN is good at capturing long-distance dependen-
cies. In this work, we focus on exploring the abil-
ity of SAN on modeling word order information.

Probing Task on Word Order To open the
black box of networks, probing task is used as
a first step which facilitates comparing differ-
ent models on a much finer-grained level. Most
work has focused on probing fixed-sentence en-
coders, e.g. sentence embedding (Adi et al., 2017;
Conneau et al., 2018). Among them, Adi et al.
(2017) and Conneau et al. (2018) introduced to
probe the sensitivity to legal word orders by de-
tecting whether there exists a pair of permuted
word in a sentence by giving its sentence em-
bedding. However, analysis on sentence encod-
ings may introduce confounds, making it diffi-
cult to infer whether the relevant information is
encoded within the specific position of interest
or rather inferred from diffuse information else-
where in the sentence (Tenney et al., 2019). In
this study, we directly probe the token representa-
tions for word- and phrase-level properties, which
has been widely used for probing token-level rep-
resentations learned in neural machine translation
systems, e.g. part-of-speech, semantic tags, mor-
phology as well as constituent structure (Shi et al.,
2016; Belinkov et al., 2017; Blevins et al., 2018).

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce a novel word reorder-
ing detection task which can probe the ability of
a model to extract word order information. With
the help of the proposed task, we evaluate RNN,
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SAN and DiSAN upon Transformer framework to
empirically test the theoretical claims that SAN
lacks the ability to learn word order. The results
reveal that RNN and DiSAN exactly perform bet-
ter than SAN on extracting word order informa-
tion in the case they are trained individually for
our task. However, there is no evidence that SAN
learns less word order information under the ma-
chine translation context.

Our further analyses for the encoders pre-
trained on the NMT data suggest that 1) the learn-
ing objective sometimes plays a crucial role on
learning a specific feature (e.g. word order) in a
downstream NLP task; 2) modeling recurrence is
universally-effective to learn word order informa-
tion for SAN; and 3) RNN is more sensitive on er-
roneous word order noises in machine translation
system. These observations facilitate the under-
standing of different tasks and model architectures
in finer-grained level, rather than merely in overall
score (e.g. BLEU). As our approach is not lim-
ited to the NMT encoders, it is also interesting to
explore how do the models trained on other NLP
tasks learn word order information.
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Abstract

Recent progress in hardware and methodol-
ogy for training neural networks has ushered
in a new generation of large networks trained
on abundant data. These models have ob-
tained notable gains in accuracy across many
NLP tasks. However, these accuracy improve-
ments depend on the availability of exception-
ally large computational resources that neces-
sitate similarly substantial energy consump-
tion. As a result these models are costly to
train and develop, both financially, due to the
cost of hardware and electricity or cloud com-
pute time, and environmentally, due to the car-
bon footprint required to fuel modern tensor
processing hardware. In this paper we bring
this issue to the attention of NLP researchers
by quantifying the approximate financial and
environmental costs of training a variety of re-
cently successful neural network models for
NLP. Based on these findings, we propose ac-
tionable recommendations to reduce costs and
improve equity in NLP research and practice.

1 Introduction

Advances in techniques and hardware for train-
ing deep neural networks have recently en-
abled impressive accuracy improvements across
many fundamental NLP tasks (Bahdanau et al.,
2015; Luong et al., 2015; Dozat and Man-
ning, 2017; Vaswani et al., 2017), with the
most computationally-hungry models obtaining
the highest scores (Peters et al., 2018; Devlin et al.,
2019; Radford et al., 2019; So et al., 2019). As
a result, training a state-of-the-art model now re-
quires substantial computational resources which
demand considerable energy, along with the as-
sociated financial and environmental costs. Re-
search and development of new models multiplies
these costs by thousands of times by requiring re-
training to experiment with model architectures
and hyperparameters. Whereas a decade ago most

Consumption CO2e (lbs)
Air travel, 1 person, NY↔SF 1984
Human life, avg, 1 year 11,023
American life, avg, 1 year 36,156
Car, avg incl. fuel, 1 lifetime 126,000

Training one model (GPU)
NLP pipeline (parsing, SRL) 39

w/ tuning & experiments 78,468
Transformer (big) 192

w/ neural arch. search 626,155

Table 1: Estimated CO2 emissions from training com-
mon NLP models, compared to familiar consumption.1

NLP models could be trained and developed on
a commodity laptop or server, many now require
multiple instances of specialized hardware such as
GPUs or TPUs, therefore limiting access to these
highly accurate models on the basis of finances.

Even when these expensive computational re-
sources are available, model training also incurs a
substantial cost to the environment due to the en-
ergy required to power this hardware for weeks or
months at a time. Though some of this energy may
come from renewable or carbon credit-offset re-
sources, the high energy demands of these models
are still a concern since (1) energy is not currently
derived from carbon-neural sources in many loca-
tions, and (2) when renewable energy is available,
it is still limited to the equipment we have to pro-
duce and store it, and energy spent training a neu-
ral network might better be allocated to heating a
family’s home. It is estimated that we must cut
carbon emissions by half over the next decade to
deter escalating rates of natural disaster, and based
on the estimated CO2 emissions listed in Table 1,

1Sources: (1) Air travel and per-capita consumption:
https://bit.ly/2Hw0xWc; (2) car lifetime: https:
//bit.ly/2Qbr0w1.
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model training and development likely make up
a substantial portion of the greenhouse gas emis-
sions attributed to many NLP researchers.

To heighten the awareness of the NLP commu-
nity to this issue and promote mindful practice and
policy, we characterize the dollar cost and carbon
emissions that result from training the neural net-
works at the core of many state-of-the-art NLP
models. We do this by estimating the kilowatts
of energy required to train a variety of popular
off-the-shelf NLP models, which can be converted
to approximate carbon emissions and electricity
costs. To estimate the even greater resources re-
quired to transfer an existing model to a new task
or develop new models, we perform a case study
of the full computational resources required for the
development and tuning of a recent state-of-the-art
NLP pipeline (Strubell et al., 2018). We conclude
with recommendations to the community based on
our findings, namely: (1) Time to retrain and sen-
sitivity to hyperparameters should be reported for
NLP machine learning models; (2) academic re-
searchers need equitable access to computational
resources; and (3) researchers should prioritize de-
veloping efficient models and hardware.

2 Methods

To quantify the computational and environmen-
tal cost of training deep neural network mod-
els for NLP, we perform an analysis of the en-
ergy required to train a variety of popular off-
the-shelf NLP models, as well as a case study of
the complete sum of resources required to develop
LISA (Strubell et al., 2018), a state-of-the-art NLP
model from EMNLP 2018, including all tuning
and experimentation.

We measure energy use as follows. We train the
models described in §2.1 using the default settings
provided, and sample GPU and CPU power con-
sumption during training. Each model was trained
for a maximum of 1 day. We train all models on
a single NVIDIA Titan X GPU, with the excep-
tion of ELMo which was trained on 3 NVIDIA
GTX 1080 Ti GPUs. While training, we repeat-
edly query the NVIDIA System Management In-
terface2 to sample the GPU power consumption
and report the average over all samples. To sample
CPU power consumption, we use Intel’s Running
Average Power Limit interface.3

2nvidia-smi: https://bit.ly/30sGEbi
3RAPL power meter: https://bit.ly/2LObQhV

Consumer Renew. Gas Coal Nuc.
China 22% 3% 65% 4%
Germany 40% 7% 38% 13%
United States 17% 35% 27% 19%
Amazon-AWS 17% 24% 30% 26%
Google 56% 14% 15% 10%
Microsoft 32% 23% 31% 10%

Table 2: Percent energy sourced from: Renewable (e.g.
hydro, solar, wind), natural gas, coal and nuclear for
the top 3 cloud compute providers (Cook et al., 2017),
compared to the United States,4 China5 and Germany
(Burger, 2019).

We estimate the total time expected for mod-
els to train to completion using training times and
hardware reported in the original papers. We then
calculate the power consumption in kilowatt-hours
(kWh) as follows. Let pc be the average power
draw (in watts) from all CPU sockets during train-
ing, let pr be the average power draw from all
DRAM (main memory) sockets, let pg be the aver-
age power draw of a GPU during training, and let
g be the number of GPUs used to train. We esti-
mate total power consumption as combined GPU,
CPU and DRAM consumption, then multiply this
by Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE), which ac-
counts for the additional energy required to sup-
port the compute infrastructure (mainly cooling).
We use a PUE coefficient of 1.58, the 2018 global
average for data centers (Ascierto, 2018). Then the
total power pt required at a given instance during
training is given by:

pt =
1.58t(pc + pr + gpg)

1000
(1)

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
provides average CO2 produced (in pounds per
kilowatt-hour) for power consumed in the U.S.
(EPA, 2018), which we use to convert power to
estimated CO2 emissions:

CO2e = 0.954pt (2)

This conversion takes into account the relative pro-
portions of different energy sources (primarily nat-
ural gas, coal, nuclear and renewable) consumed
to produce energy in the United States. Table 2
lists the relative energy sources for China, Ger-
many and the United States compared to the top

5U.S. Dept. of Energy: https://bit.ly/2JTbGnI
5China Electricity Council; trans. China Energy Portal:

https://bit.ly/2QHE5O3
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three cloud service providers. The U.S. break-
down of energy is comparable to that of the most
popular cloud compute service, Amazon Web Ser-
vices, so we believe this conversion to provide a
reasonable estimate of CO2 emissions per kilowatt
hour of compute energy used.

2.1 Models

We analyze four models, the computational re-
quirements of which we describe below. All mod-
els have code freely available online, which we
used out-of-the-box. For more details on the mod-
els themselves, please refer to the original papers.
Transformer. The Transformer (T2T) model
(Vaswani et al., 2017) is an encoder-decoder archi-
tecture primarily recognized for efficient and accu-
rate machine translation. The encoder and decoder
each consist of 6 stacked layers of multi-head self-
attention. Vaswani et al. (2017) report that the
Transformer base model (T2Tbase; 65M param-
eters) was trained on 8 NVIDIA P100 GPUs for
12 hours, and the Transformer big model (T2Tbig;
213M parameters) was trained for 3.5 days (84
hours; 300k steps). This model is also the ba-
sis for recent work on neural architecture search
(NAS) for machine translation and language mod-
eling (So et al., 2019), and the NLP pipeline that
we study in more detail in §4.2 (Strubell et al.,
2018). So et al. (2019) report that their full ar-
chitecture search ran for a total of 979M training
steps, and that their base model requires 10 hours
to train for 300k steps on one TPUv2 core. This
equates to 32,623 hours of TPU or 274,120 hours
on 8 P100 GPUs.
ELMo. The ELMo model (Peters et al., 2018)
is based on stacked LSTMs and provides rich
word representations in context by pre-training on
a large amount of data using a language model-
ing objective. Replacing context-independent pre-
trained word embeddings with ELMo has been
shown to increase performance on downstream
tasks such as named entity recognition, semantic
role labeling, and coreference. Peters et al. (2018)
report that ELMo was trained on 3 NVIDIA GTX
1080 GPUs for 2 weeks (336 hours).
BERT. The BERT model (Devlin et al., 2019) pro-
vides a Transformer-based architecture for build-
ing contextual representations similar to ELMo,
but trained with a different language modeling ob-
jective. BERT substantially improves accuracy on
tasks requiring sentence-level representations such

as question answering and natural language infer-
ence. Devlin et al. (2019) report that the BERT
base model (BERTbase; 110M parameters) was
trained on 16 TPU chips for 4 days (96 hours).
NVIDIA reports that they can train a BERT model
in 3.3 days (79.2 hours) using 4 DGX-2H servers,
totaling 64 Tesla V100 GPUs (Forster et al., 2019).
GPT-2. This model is the latest edition of
OpenAI’s GPT general-purpose token encoder,
also based on Transformer-style self-attention and
trained with a language modeling objective (Rad-
ford et al., 2019). By training a very large model
on massive data, Radford et al. (2019) show high
zero-shot performance on question answering and
language modeling benchmarks. The large model
described in Radford et al. (2019) has 1542M pa-
rameters and is reported to require 1 week (168
hours) of training on 32 TPUv3 chips. 6

3 Related work

There is some precedent for work characterizing
the computational requirements of training and in-
ference in modern neural network architectures in
the computer vision community. Li et al. (2016)
present a detailed study of the energy use required
for training and inference in popular convolutional
models for image classification in computer vi-
sion, including fine-grained analysis comparing
different neural network layer types. Canziani
et al. (2016) assess image classification model ac-
curacy as a function of model size and gigaflops
required during inference. They also measure av-
erage power draw required during inference on
GPUs as a function of batch size. Neither work an-
alyzes the recurrent and self-attention models that
have become commonplace in NLP, nor do they
extrapolate power to estimates of carbon and dol-
lar cost of training.

Analysis of hyperparameter tuning has been
performed in the context of improved algorithms
for hyperparameter search (Bergstra et al., 2011;
Bergstra and Bengio, 2012; Snoek et al., 2012). To
our knowledge there exists to date no analysis of
the computation required for R&D and hyperpa-
rameter tuning of neural network models in NLP.

6Via the authors on Reddit.
7GPU lower bound computed using pre-emptible

P100/V100 U.S. resources priced at $0.43–$0.74/hr, upper
bound uses on-demand U.S. resources priced at $1.46–
$2.48/hr. We similarly use pre-emptible ($1.46/hr–$2.40/hr)
and on-demand ($4.50/hr–$8/hr) pricing as lower and upper
bounds for TPU v2/3; cheaper bulk contracts are available.
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Model Hardware Power (W) Hours kWh·PUE CO2e Cloud compute cost
T2Tbase P100x8 1415.78 12 27 26 $41–$140
T2Tbig P100x8 1515.43 84 201 192 $289–$981
ELMo P100x3 517.66 336 275 262 $433–$1472
BERTbase V100x64 12,041.51 79 1507 1438 $3751–$12,571
BERTbase TPUv2x16 — 96 — — $2074–$6912
NAS P100x8 1515.43 274,120 656,347 626,155 $942,973–$3,201,722
NAS TPUv2x1 — 32,623 — — $44,055–$146,848
GPT-2 TPUv3x32 — 168 — — $12,902–$43,008

Table 3: Estimated cost of training a model in terms of CO2 emissions (lbs) and cloud compute cost (USD).7 Power
and carbon footprint are omitted for TPUs due to lack of public information on power draw for this hardware.

4 Experimental results

4.1 Cost of training

Table 3 lists CO2 emissions and estimated cost of
training the models described in §2.1. Of note is
that TPUs are more cost-efficient than GPUs on
workloads that make sense for that hardware (e.g.
BERT). We also see that models emit substan-
tial carbon emissions; training BERT on GPU is
roughly equivalent to a trans-American flight. So
et al. (2019) report that NAS achieves a new state-
of-the-art BLEU score of 29.7 for English to Ger-
man machine translation, an increase of just 0.1
BLEU at the cost of at least $150k in on-demand
compute time and non-trivial carbon emissions.

4.2 Cost of development: Case study

To quantify the computational requirements of
R&D for a new model we study the logs of
all training required to develop Linguistically-
Informed Self-Attention (Strubell et al., 2018), a
multi-task model that performs part-of-speech tag-
ging, labeled dependency parsing, predicate detec-
tion and semantic role labeling. This model makes
for an interesting case study as a representative
NLP pipeline and as a Best Long Paper at EMNLP.

Model training associated with the project
spanned a period of 172 days (approx. 6 months).
During that time 123 small hyperparameter grid
searches were performed, resulting in 4789 jobs
in total. Jobs varied in length ranging from a min-
imum of 3 minutes, indicating a crash, to a maxi-
mum of 9 days, with an average job length of 52
hours. All training was done on a combination of
NVIDIA Titan X (72%) and M40 (28%) GPUs.8

The sum GPU time required for the project
totaled 9998 days (27 years). This averages to

8We approximate cloud compute cost using P100 pricing.

Estimated cost (USD)
Models Hours Cloud Electric
1 120 $52–$175 $5
24 2880 $1238–$4205 $118
4789 239,942 $103k–$350k $9870

Table 4: Estimated cost in terms of cloud compute and
electricity for training: (1) a single model (2) a single
tune and (3) all models trained during R&D.

about 60 GPUs running constantly throughout the
6 month duration of the project. Table 4 lists upper
and lower bounds of the estimated cost in terms
of Google Cloud compute and raw electricity re-
quired to develop and deploy this model.9 We see
that while training a single model is relatively in-
expensive, the cost of tuning a model for a new
dataset, which we estimate here to require 24 jobs,
or performing the full R&D required to develop
this model, quickly becomes extremely expensive.

5 Conclusions

Authors should report training time and
sensitivity to hyperparameters.

Our experiments suggest that it would be benefi-
cial to directly compare different models to per-
form a cost-benefit (accuracy) analysis. To ad-
dress this, when proposing a model that is meant
to be re-trained for downstream use, such as re-
training on a new domain or fine-tuning on a new
task, authors should report training time and com-
putational resources required, as well as model
sensitivity to hyperparameters. This will enable
direct comparison across models, allowing subse-
quent consumers of these models to accurately as-
sess whether the required computational resources

9Based on average U.S cost of electricity of $0.12/kWh.
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are compatible with their setting. More explicit
characterization of tuning time could also reveal
inconsistencies in time spent tuning baseline mod-
els compared to proposed contributions. Realiz-
ing this will require: (1) a standard, hardware-
independent measurement of training time, such
as gigaflops required to convergence, and (2) a
standard measurement of model sensitivity to data
and hyperparameters, such as variance with re-
spect to hyperparameters searched.

Academic researchers need equitable access to
computation resources.

Recent advances in available compute come at a
high price not attainable to all who desire access.
Most of the models studied in this paper were de-
veloped outside academia; recent improvements in
state-of-the-art accuracy are possible thanks to in-
dustry access to large-scale compute.

Limiting this style of research to industry labs
hurts the NLP research community in many ways.
First, it stifles creativity. Researchers with good
ideas but without access to large-scale compute
will simply not be able to execute their ideas,
instead constrained to focus on different prob-
lems. Second, it prohibits certain types of re-
search on the basis of access to financial resources.
This even more deeply promotes the already prob-
lematic “rich get richer” cycle of research fund-
ing, where groups that are already successful and
thus well-funded tend to receive more funding
due to their existing accomplishments. Third, the
prohibitive start-up cost of building in-house re-
sources forces resource-poor groups to rely on
cloud compute services such as AWS, Google
Cloud and Microsoft Azure.

While these services provide valuable, flexi-
ble, and often relatively environmentally friendly
compute resources, it is more cost effective for
academic researchers, who often work for non-
profit educational institutions and whose research
is funded by government entities, to pool resources
to build shared compute centers at the level of
funding agencies, such as the U.S. National Sci-
ence Foundation. For example, an off-the-shelf
GPU server containing 8 NVIDIA 1080 Ti GPUs
and supporting hardware can be purchased for
approximately $20,000 USD. At that cost, the
hardware required to develop the model in our
case study (approximately 58 GPUs for 172 days)
would cost $145,000 USD plus electricity, about

half the estimated cost to use on-demand cloud
GPUs. Unlike money spent on cloud compute,
however, that invested in centralized resources
would continue to pay off as resources are shared
across many projects. A government-funded aca-
demic compute cloud would provide equitable ac-
cess to all researchers.

Researchers should prioritize computationally
efficient hardware and algorithms.

We recommend a concerted effort by industry and
academia to promote research of more computa-
tionally efficient algorithms, as well as hardware
that requires less energy. An effort can also be
made in terms of software. There is already a
precedent for NLP software packages prioritizing
efficient models. An additional avenue through
which NLP and machine learning software de-
velopers could aid in reducing the energy asso-
ciated with model tuning is by providing easy-
to-use APIs implementing more efficient alterna-
tives to brute-force grid search for hyperparameter
tuning, e.g. random or Bayesian hyperparameter
search techniques (Bergstra et al., 2011; Bergstra
and Bengio, 2012; Snoek et al., 2012). While
software packages implementing these techniques
do exist,10 they are rarely employed in practice
for tuning NLP models. This is likely because
their interoperability with popular deep learning
frameworks such as PyTorch and TensorFlow is
not optimized, i.e. there are not simple exam-
ples of how to tune TensorFlow Estimators using
Bayesian search. Integrating these tools into the
workflows with which NLP researchers and practi-
tioners are already familiar could have notable im-
pact on the cost of developing and tuning in NLP.
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Abstract

BERT is a recent language representation
model that has surprisingly performed well in
diverse language understanding benchmarks.
This result indicates the possibility that BERT
networks capture structural information about
language. In this work, we provide novel sup-
port for this claim by performing a series of
experiments to unpack the elements of English
language structure learned by BERT. We first
show that BERT’s phrasal representation cap-
tures phrase-level information in the lower lay-
ers. We also show that BERT’s intermediate
layers encode a rich hierarchy of linguistic in-
formation, with surface features at the bottom,
syntactic features in the middle and semantic
features at the top. BERT turns out to require
deeper layers when long-distance dependency
information is required, e.g. to track subject-
verb agreement. Finally, we show that BERT
representations capture linguistic information
in a compositional way that mimics classical,
tree-like structures.

1 Introduction

BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations
from Transformers) (Devlin et al., 2018) is a
bidirectional variant of Transformer networks
(Vaswani et al., 2017) trained to jointly predict
a masked word from its context and to classify
whether two sentences are consecutive or not. The
trained model can be fine-tuned for downstream
NLP tasks such as question answering and lan-
guage inference without substantial modification.
BERT outperforms previous state-of-the-art mod-
els in the eleven NLP tasks in the GLUE bench-
mark (Wang et al., 2018) by a significant margin.
This remarkable result suggests that BERT could
“learn” structural information about language.

Can we unveil the representations learned by
BERT to proto-linguistics structures? Answering
this question could not only help us understand

the reason behind the success of BERT but also its
limitations, in turn guiding the design of improved
architectures. This question falls under the topic of
the interpretability of neural networks, a growing
field in NLP (Belinkov and Glass, 2019). An im-
portant step forward in this direction is Goldberg
(2019), which shows that BERT captures syntac-
tic phenomena well when evaluated on its ability
to track subject-verb agreement.

In this work, we perform a series of experiments
to probe the nature of the representations learned
by different layers of BERT. 1 We first show that
the lower layers capture phrase-level information,
which gets diluted in the upper layers. Second, we
propose to use the probing tasks defined in Con-
neau et al. (2018) to show that BERT captures a
rich hierarchy of linguistic information, with sur-
face features in lower layers, syntactic features in
middle layers and semantic features in higher lay-
ers. Third, we test the ability of BERT representa-
tions to track subject-verb agreement and find that
BERT requires deeper layers for handling harder
cases involving long-distance dependencies. Fi-
nally, we propose to use the recently introduced
Tensor Product Decomposition Network (TPDN)
(McCoy et al., 2019) to explore different hypothe-
ses about the compositional nature of BERT’s rep-
resentation and find that BERT implicitly captures
classical, tree-like structures.

2 BERT

BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) builds on Transformer
networks (Vaswani et al., 2017) to pre-train bidi-
rectional representations by conditioning on both
left and right contexts jointly in all layers. The
representations are jointly optimized by predicting
randomly masked words in the input and classify-

1The code to reproduce our experiments is publicly ac-
cessible at https://github.com/ganeshjawahar/
interpret_bert
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(a) Layer 1 (b) Layer 2 (c) Layer 11 (d) Layer 12

PP
VP
ADJP
NP
ADVP
SBAR
PRT
CONJP
O

Figure 1: 2D t-SNE plot of span embeddings computed from the first and last two layers of BERT.

layer 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

NMI 0.38 0.37 0.35 0.3 0.24 0.2 0.19 0.16 0.17 0.18 0.16 0.19

Table 1: Clustering performance of span representations obtained from different layers of BERT.

ing whether the sentence follows a given sentence
in the corpus or not. The authors of BERT claim
that bidirectionality allows the model to swiftly
adapt for a downstream task with little modifica-
tion to the architecture. Indeed, BERT improved
the state-of-the-art for a range of NLP benchmarks
(Wang et al., 2018) by a significant margin.

In this work, we investigate the linguistic struc-
ture implicitly learned by BERT’s representations.
We use the PyTorch implementation of BERT,
which hosts the models trained by (Devlin et al.,
2018). All our experiments are based on the
bert-base-uncased variant,2 which consists of
12 layers, each having a hidden size of 768 and 12
attention heads (110M parameters). In all our ex-
periments, we seek the activation of the first input
token (‘[CLS]’) (which summarizes the informa-
tion from the actual tokens using a self-attention
mechanism) at every layer to compute BERT rep-
resentation, unless otherwise stated.

3 Phrasal Syntax

Peters et al. (2018) have shown that the represen-
tations underlying LSTM-based language mod-
els(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) can cap-
ture phrase-level (or span-level) information.3 It
remains unclear if this holds true for models not
trained with a traditional language modeling ob-
jective, such as BERT. Even if it does, would the
information be present in multiple layers of the
model? To investigate this question we extract
span representations from each layer of BERT.

2We obtained similar results in preliminary experiments
with the bert-large-uncased variant.

3Peters et al. (2018) experimented with ELMo-style CNN
and Transformer but did not report this finding for these mod-
els.

Following Peters et al. (2018), for a token se-
quence si, . . . , sj , we compute the span repre-
sentation s(si,sj),l at layer l by concatenating the
first (hsi,l) and last hidden vector (hsj ,l), along
with their element-wise product and difference.
We randomly pick 3000 labeled chunks and 500
spans not labeled as chunks from the CoNLL 2000
chunking dataset (Sang and Buchholz, 2000).

As shown in Figure 1, we visualize the span rep-
resentations obtained from multiple layers using t-
SNE (Maaten and Hinton, 2008), a non-linear di-
mensionality reduction algorithm for visualizing
high-dimensional data. We observe that BERT
mostly captures phrase-level information in the
lower layers and that this information gets gradu-
ally diluted in higher layers. The span representa-
tions from the lower layers map chunks (e.g. ‘to
demonstrate’) that project their underlying cate-
gory (e.g. VP) together. We further quantify this
claim by performing a k-means clustering on span
representations with k = 10, i.e. the number
of distinct chunk types. Evaluating the resulting
clusters using the Normalized Mutual Information
(NMI) metric shows again that the lower layers en-
code phrasal information better than higher layers
(cf. Table 1).

4 Probing Tasks

Probing (or diagnostic) tasks (Adi et al., 2017;
Hupkes et al., 2018; Conneau et al., 2018) help
in unearthing the linguistic features possibly en-
coded in neural models. This is achieved by set-
ting up an auxiliary classification task where the
final output of a model is used as features to pre-
dict a linguistic phenomenon of interest. If the
auxiliary classifier can predict a linguistic prop-
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Layer SentLen WC TreeDepth TopConst BShift Tense SubjNum ObjNum SOMO CoordInv
(Surface) (Surface) (Syntactic) (Syntactic) (Syntactic) (Semantic) (Semantic) (Semantic) (Semantic) (Semantic)

1 93.9 (2.0) 24.9 (24.8) 35.9 (6.1) 63.6 (9.0) 50.3 (0.3) 82.2 (18.4) 77.6 (10.2) 76.7 (26.3) 49.9 (-0.1) 53.9 (3.9)
2 95.9 (3.4) 65.0 (64.8) 40.6 (11.3) 71.3 (16.1) 55.8 (5.8) 85.9 (23.5) 82.5 (15.3) 80.6 (17.1) 53.8 (4.4) 58.5 (8.5)
3 96.2 (3.9) 66.5 (66.0) 39.7 (10.4) 71.5 (18.5) 64.9 (14.9) 86.6 (23.8) 82.0 (14.6) 80.3 (16.6) 55.8 (5.9) 59.3 (9.3)
4 94.2 (2.3) 69.8 (69.6) 39.4 (10.8) 71.3 (18.3) 74.4 (24.5) 87.6 (25.2) 81.9 (15.0) 81.4 (19.1) 59.0 (8.5) 58.1 (8.1)
5 92.0 (0.5) 69.2 (69.0) 40.6 (11.8) 81.3 (30.8) 81.4 (31.4) 89.5 (26.7) 85.8 (19.4) 81.2 (18.6) 60.2 (10.3) 64.1 (14.1)
6 88.4 (-3.0) 63.5 (63.4) 41.3 (13.0) 83.3 (36.6) 82.9 (32.9) 89.8 (27.6) 88.1 (21.9) 82.0 (20.1) 60.7 (10.2) 71.1 (21.2)
7 83.7 (-7.7) 56.9 (56.7) 40.1 (12.0) 84.1 (39.5) 83.0 (32.9) 89.9 (27.5) 87.4 (22.2) 82.2 (21.1) 61.6 (11.7) 74.8 (24.9)
8 82.9 (-8.1) 51.1 (51.0) 39.2 (10.3) 84.0 (39.5) 83.9 (33.9) 89.9 (27.6) 87.5 (22.2) 81.2 (19.7) 62.1 (12.2) 76.4 (26.4)
9 80.1 (-11.1) 47.9 (47.8) 38.5 (10.8) 83.1 (39.8) 87.0 (37.1) 90.0 (28.0) 87.6 (22.9) 81.8 (20.5) 63.4 (13.4) 78.7 (28.9)
10 77.0 (-14.0) 43.4 (43.2) 38.1 (9.9) 81.7 (39.8) 86.7 (36.7) 89.7 (27.6) 87.1 (22.6) 80.5 (19.9) 63.3 (12.7) 78.4 (28.1)
11 73.9 (-17.0) 42.8 (42.7) 36.3 (7.9) 80.3 (39.1) 86.8 (36.8) 89.9 (27.8) 85.7 (21.9) 78.9 (18.6) 64.4 (14.5) 77.6 (27.9)
12 69.5 (-21.4) 49.1 (49.0) 34.7 (6.9) 76.5 (37.2) 86.4 (36.4) 89.5 (27.7) 84.0 (20.2) 78.7 (18.4) 65.2 (15.3) 74.9 (25.4)

Table 2: Probing task performance for each BERT layer. The value within the parentheses corresponds to the
difference in performance of trained vs. untrained BERT.

Layer 0 (1.5) 1 (5.2) 2 (7.7) 3 (10.5) 4 (13.3)

1 90.89 40.43 23.22 21.46 20
2 92.01 42.6 25.84 24.78 26.02
3 92.77 47.05 29.77 27.22 29.56
4 94.39 52.97 33.02 29.13 30.09
5 94.98 63.12 43.68 36.61 36.11
6 95.45 67.28 46.93 38.22 36.46
7 95.52 72.44 53.03 43.5 41.06
8 95.68 75.66 58.74 48.88 45.49
9 95.54 73.84 57.96 50.34 48.85
10 95.09 69.21 51.5 43.26 41.59
11 94.33 66.62 51.69 46.09 42.65
12 94.06 62.78 51.07 46.04 46.37

Table 3: Subject-verb agreement scores for each BERT
layer. The last five columns correspond to the num-
ber of nouns intervening between the subject and the
verb (attractors) in test instances. The average distance
between the subject and the verb is enclosed in paren-
theses next to each attractor category.

erty well, then the original model likely encodes
that property. In this work, we use probing tasks
to assess individual model layers in their ability to
encode different types of linguistic features. We
evaluate each layer of BERT using ten probing
sentence-level datasets/tasks created by Conneau
et al. (2018), which are grouped into three cat-
egories. Surface tasks probe for sentence length
(SentLen) and for the presence of words in the
sentence (WC). Syntactic tasks test for sensitivity
to word order (BShift), the depth of the syntac-
tic tree (TreeDepth) and the sequence of top-
level constituents in the syntax tree (TopConst).
Semantic tasks check for the tense (Tense), the
subject (resp. direct object) number in the main
clause (SubjNum, resp. ObjNum), the sensitivity
to random replacement of a noun/verb (SOMO) and
the random swapping of coordinated clausal con-
juncts (CoordInv). We use the SentEval toolkit
(Conneau and Kiela, 2018) along with the recom-
mended hyperparameter space to search for the
best probing classifier. As random encoders can

surprisingly encode a lot of lexical and structural
information (Zhang and Bowman, 2018), we also
evaluate the untrained version of BERT, obtained
by setting all model weights to a random number.

Table 2 shows that BERT embeds a rich hier-
archy of linguistic signals: surface information at
the bottom, syntactic information in the middle,
semantic information at the top. BERT has also
surpassed the previously published results for two
tasks: BShift and CoordInv. We find that the
untrained version of BERT corresponding to the
higher layers outperforms the trained version in
the task of predicting sentence length (SentLen).
This could indicate that untrained models contain
sufficient information to predict a basic surface
feature such as sentence length, whereas training
the model results in the model storing more com-
plex information, at the expense of its ability to
predict such basic surface features.

5 Subject-Verb Agreement

Subject-verb agreement is a proxy task to probe
whether a neural model encodes syntactic struc-
ture (Linzen et al., 2016). The task of predicting
the verb number becomes harder when there are
more nouns with opposite number (attractors) in-
tervening between the subject and the verb. Gold-
berg (2019) has shown that BERT learns syntac-
tic phenomenon surprisingly well using various
stimuli for subject-verb agreement. We extend
his work by performing the test on each layer of
BERT and controlling for the number of attrac-
tors. In our study, we use the stimuli created by
Linzen et al. (2016) and the SentEval toolkit (Con-
neau and Kiela, 2018) to build the binary classifier
with the recommended hyperparameter space, us-
ing as features the activations from the (masked)
verb at hand.
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Role scheme \ Layer 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Left-to-right 0.0005 0.0007 0.0008 0.0034 0.0058 0.0087 0.0201 0.0179 0.0284 0.0428 0.0362 0.0305
Right-to-left 0.0004 0.0007 0.0007 0.0032 0.0060 0.0099 0.0233 0.0203 0.0337 0.0486 0.0411 0.0339
Bag-of-words 0.0006 0.0009 0.0012 0.0039 0.0066 0.0108 0.0251 0.0221 0.0355 0.0507 0.0422 0.0348
Bidirectional 0.0025 0.0030 0.0034 0.0053 0.0079 0.0106 0.0226 0.0201 0.0311 0.0453 0.0391 0.0334
Tree 0.0005 0.0009 0.0011 0.0037 0.0055 0.0081 0.0179 0.0155 0.0249 0.0363 0.0319 0.0278
Tree (random) 0.0005 0.0009 0.0011 0.0038 0.0063 0.0099 0.0237 0.0214 0.0338 0.0486 0.0415 0.0340

Table 4: Mean squared error between TPDN and BERT representation for a given layer and role scheme on SNLI
test instances. Each number corresponds to the average across five random initializations.
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Figure 2: Dependency parse tree induced from atten-
tion head #11 in layer #2 using gold root (‘are’) as
starting node for maximum spanning tree algorithm.

Results in Table 3 show that the middle lay-
ers perform well in most cases, which supports
the result in Section 4 where the syntactic features
were shown to be captured well in the middle lay-
ers. Interestingly, as the number of attractors in-
creases, one of the higher BERT layers (#8) is
able to handle the long-distance dependency prob-
lems caused by the longer sequence of words in-
tervening between the subject and the verb, bet-
ter than the lower layer (#7). This highlights the
need for BERT to have deeper layers to perform
competitively on NLP tasks.

6 Compositional Structure

Can we understand the compositional nature of
representation learned by BERT, if any? To in-
vestigate this question, we use Tensor Product
Decomposition Networks (TPDN) (McCoy et al.,
2019), which explicitly compose the input token
(“filler”) representations based on the role scheme
selected beforehand using tensor product sum. For
instance, a role scheme for a word can be based on
the path from the root node to itself in the syn-
tax tree (e.g. ‘LR’ denotes the right child of left
child of root). The authors assume that, for a given
role scheme, if a TPDN can be trained well to ap-
proximate the representation learned by a neural
model, then that role scheme likely specifies the
compositionality implicitly learned by the model.
For each BERT layer, we work with five differ-
ent role schemes. Each word’s role is computed
based on its left-to-right index, its right-to-left in-
dex, an ordered pair containing its left-to-right and

right-to-left indices, its position in a syntactic tree
(formatted version of the Stanford PCFG Parser
(Klein and Manning, 2003) with no unary nodes
and no labels) and an index common to all the
words in the sentence (bag-of-words), which ig-
nores its position. Additionally, we also define a
role scheme based on random binary trees.

Following McCoy et al. (2019), we train our
TPDN model on the premise sentences in the
SNLI corpus (Bowman et al., 2015). We initial-
ize the filler embeddings of the TPDN with the
pre-trained word embeddings from BERT’s input
layer, freeze it, learn a linear projection on top of
it and use a Mean Squared Error (MSE) loss func-
tion. Other trainable parameters include the role
embeddings and a linear projection on top of ten-
sor product sum to match the embedding size of
BERT. Table 4 displays the MSE between repre-
sentation from pretrained BERT and representa-
tion from TPDN trained to approximate BERT. We
discover that BERT implicitly implements a tree-
based scheme, as a TPDN model following that
scheme best approximates BERT’s representation
at most layers. This result is remarkable, as BERT
encodes classical, tree-like structures despite rely-
ing purely on attention mechanisms.

Motivated by this study, we perform a case
study on dependency trees induced from self at-
tention weight following the work done by Ra-
ganato and Tiedemann (2018). Figure 2 displays
the dependencies inferred from an example sen-
tence by obtaining self attention weights for ev-
ery word pairs from attention head #11 in layer
#2, fixing the gold root as the starting node and
invoking the Chu-Liu-Edmonds algorithm (Chu
and Liu, 1967). We observe that determiner-noun
dependencies (“the keys”, “the cabinet” and “the
table”) and subject-verb dependency (“keys” and
“are”) are captured accurately. Surprisingly, the
predicate-argument structure seems to be partly
modeled as shown by the chain of dependencies
between “key”,“cabinet” and “table”.
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7 Related Work

Peters et al. (2018) studies how the choice of neu-
ral architecture such as CNNs, Transformers and
RNNs used for language model pretraining af-
fects the downstream task accuracy and the qual-
itative properties of the contextualized word rep-
resentations that are learned. They conclude that
all architectures learn high quality representations
that outperform standard word embeddings such
as GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) for challeng-
ing NLP tasks. They also show that these archi-
tectures hierarchically structure linguistic infor-
mation, such that morphological, (local) syntactic
and (longer range) semantic information tend to be
represented in, respectively, the word embedding
layer, lower contextual layers and upper layers. In
our work, we observe that such hierarchy exists as
well for BERT models that are not trained using
the standard language modelling objective. Gold-
berg (2019) shows that the BERT model captures
syntactic information well for subject-verb agree-
ment. We build on this work by performing the test
on each layer of BERT controlling for the num-
ber of attractors and then show that BERT requires
deeper layers for handling harder cases involving
long-distance dependency information.

Tenney et al. (2019) is a contemporaneous work
that introduces a novel edge probing task to in-
vestigate how contextual word representations en-
code sentence structure across a range of syntac-
tic, semantic, local and long-range phenomena.
They conclude that contextual word representa-
tions trained on language modeling and machine
translation encode syntactic phenomena strongly,
but offer comparably small improvements on se-
mantic tasks over a non-contextual baseline. Their
result using BERT model on capturing linguis-
tic hierarchy confirms our probing task results al-
though using a set of relatively simple probing
tasks. Liu et al. (2019) is another contempora-
neous work that studies the features of language
captured/missed by contextualized vectors, trans-
ferability across different layers of the model and
the impact of pretraining on the linguistic knowl-
edge and transferability. They find that (i) con-
textualized word embeddings do not capture fine-
grained linguistic knowledge, (ii) higher layers of
RNN to be task-specific (with no such pattern for
a transformer) and (iii) pretraining on a closely re-
lated task yields better performance than language
model pretraining. Hewitt and Manning (2019) is

a very recent work which showed that we can re-
cover parse trees from the linear transformation of
contextual word representation consistently, better
than with non-contextual baselines. They focused
mainly on syntactic structure while our work addi-
tionally experimented with linear structures (left-
to-right, right-to-left) to show that the composi-
tionality modelling underlying BERT mimics tra-
ditional syntactic analysis.

The recent burst of papers around these ques-
tions illustrates the importance of interpreting con-
textualized word embedding models and our work
complements the growing literature with addi-
tional evidences about the ability of BERT in
learning syntactic structures.

8 Conclusion

With our experiments, which contribute to a cur-
rently bubbling line of work on neural network
interpretability, we have shown that BERT does
capture structural properties of the English lan-
guage. Our results therefore confirm those of
Goldberg (2019); Hewitt and Manning (2019);
Liu et al. (2019); Tenney et al. (2019) on BERT
who demonstrated that span representations con-
structed from those models can encode rich syn-
tactic phenomena. We have shown that phrasal
representations learned by BERT reflect phrase-
level information and that BERT composes a hier-
archy of linguistic signals ranging from surface to
semantic features. We have also shown that BERT
requires deeper layers to model long-range depen-
dency information. Finally, we have shown that
BERT’s internal representations reflect a compo-
sitional modelling that shares parallels with tra-
ditional syntactic analysis. It would be inter-
esting to see if our results transfer to other do-
mains with higher variability in syntactic struc-
tures (such as noisy user generated content) and
with higher word order flexibility as experienced
in some morphologically-rich languages.
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Abstract

Online abusive behavior affects millions and
the NLP community has attempted to mitigate
this problem by developing technologies to de-
tect abuse. However, current methods have
largely focused on a narrow definition of abuse
to detriment of victims who seek both vali-
dation and solutions. In this position paper,
we argue that the community needs to make
three substantive changes: (1) expanding our
scope of problems to tackle both more subtle
and more serious forms of abuse, (2) develop-
ing proactive technologies that counter or in-
hibit abuse before it harms, and (3) reframing
our effort within a framework of justice to pro-
mote healthy communities.

1 Introduction

Online platforms have the potential to enable sub-
stantial, prolonged, and productive engagement
for many people. Yet, the lived reality on social
media platforms falls far short of this potential
(Papacharissi, 2004). In particular, the promise of
social media has been hindered by antisocial, abu-
sive behaviors such as harassment, hate speech,
trolling, and the like. Recent surveys indicate that
abuse happens much more frequently than many
people suspect (40% of Internet users report be-
ing the subject of online abuse at some point),
and members of underrepresented groups are tar-
geted even more often (Herring et al., 2002; Drake,
2014; Anti-Defamation League, 2019).

The NLP community has responded by de-
veloping technologies to identify certain types
of abuse and facilitating automatic or computer-
assisted content moderation. Current technol-
ogy has primarily focused on overt forms of abu-
sive language and hate speech, without consid-
ering both (i) the success and failure of tech-
nology beyond getting the classification correct,
and (ii) the myriad forms that abuse can take.
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Figure 1: Abusive behavior online falls along a spec-
trum, and current approaches focus only on a narrow
range (shown in red text), ignoring nearby problems.
Impact comes from both the frequency (on left) and
real-world consequences (on right) of behaviors. This
figure illustrates the spectrum of online abuse in an
hypothetical manner, with its non-exhaustive examples
inspired from prior surveys of online experiences (Dug-
gan, 2017; Salminen et al., 2018).

As Figure 1 shows, a large spectrum of abu-
sive behavior exists—some with life-threatening
consequences—much of which is currently unad-
dressed by language technologies. Explicitly hate-
ful speech is just one tool of hate, and related tac-
tics such as rape threats, gaslighting, First Amend-
ment panic, and veiled insults are effectively em-
ployed both off- and online to silence, scare, and
exclude participants from what should be inclu-
sive, productive discussions (Filipovic, 2007).

In this position paper, we argue that to pro-
mote healthy online communities, three changes
are needed. First, the NLP community needs to
rethink and expand what constitutes abuse. Sec-
ond, current methods are almost entirely reactive
to abuse, entailing that harm occurs. Instead, the
community needs to develop proactive technolo-
gies that assist authors, moderators, and platform
owners in preventing abuse before it occurs. Fi-
nally, we argue that both of these threads point to
a need for a broad re-aligning of our community
goals towards justice, rather than simply the elim-
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ination of abusive behavior. In arguing for these
changes, we outline how each effort offers new
challenging NLP tasks that have concrete benefits.

2 Rethinking What Constitutes Abuse

The classifications we adopt and computation-
ally enforce have real and lasting consequences
by defining both what is and what is not abuse
(Bowker and Star, 2000). Abusive behavior is
an omnibus term that often includes harassment,
threats, racial slurs, sexism, unexpected porno-
graphic content, and insults—all of which can
be directed at other users or at whole communi-
ties (Davidson et al., 2017; Nobata et al., 2016).
However, NLP has largely considered a far nar-
rower scope of what constitutes abuse through its
selection of which types of behavior to recog-
nize (Waseem et al., 2017; Schmidt and Wiegand,
2017; Fortuna and Nunes, 2018). We argue that
NLP needs to expand its computational efforts to
recognize two additional general types of abuse:
(a) infrequent and physically dangerous abuse, and
(b) more common but subtle abuse. Additionally,
we need to develop methods that respect commu-
nity norms in classification decisions. These cate-
gories of abuse and the importance of community
norms have been noted elsewhere (Liu et al., 2018;
Guberman and Hemphill, 2017; Salminen et al.,
2018; Blackwell et al., 2017) but have not yet re-
ceived the same level of attention in NLP.

Who has a right to speak and in what manner are
subjective decisions that are guided by social rela-
tionships (Foucault, 1972; Noble, 2018), and the
specific choices our algorithms make about what
speech to allow and what to silence have pow-
erful effects. For instance, rejecting behavior as
not being abusive because it is outside the scope
of our classification can cause substantial harm to
victims (Blackwell et al., 2017), tacitly involving
the NLP community in algorithmic bias that sanc-
tions certain forms of abuse. Thus, categorization
is particularly thorny: a broad categorization is
likely too computationally inefficient, yet a narrow
categorization risks further marginalizing affected
community members and can lead to lasting harm.
Following, we outline three key directions for the
community to expand its definitions.

2.1 Physically Threatening Online Abuse

We outline three computational challenges related
to infrequent but overt physically-manifesting

abuse that NLP could be applied to solve. First,
such behaviors do not necessarily adopt the lan-
guage of hate speech or more common forms of
hate speech and may in some contexts appear in-
nocuous but are clearly dangerous in others. For
example, posting a phone number to call could
be acceptable if one is encouraging others to call
their political representative, yet would be a seri-
ous breach of privacy (doxxing) if posted as part of
a public harassment campaign. Similarly, declara-
tions of “keep up the weight loss!” may be positive
in a dieting community, yet reinforce dangerous
behavior in a pro-anorexia community. Speech
that in isolation appears offensive, such as impo-
liteness or racial slurs, may serve pro-social func-
tions such as promoting intimacy (Culpeper, 1996)
or showing camaraderie (Allan, 2015).

Second, behaviors such as swatting, human traf-
ficking, or pedophilia have all occurred on pub-
lic social media platforms (Jaffe, 2016; Latonero,
2011; Holt et al., 2010). However, methods have
yet to be developed for recognizing when users are
engaging in these behaviors, which may involve
coded language, and require recognizing these al-
ternative forms. Current approaches for learning
new explicitly-hateful symbols could be adapted
to this task (e.g., Roy, 2016; Gao et al., 2017).

Third, online platforms have been used to in-
cite mobs of people to violence (Siegel, 2015).
These efforts often use incendiary fake news that
plays upon factional rivalries (Samory and Mitra,
2018). Abusive language detection methods can
build upon recent advances at detecting fake news
to identify content-sharing likely to lead to vio-
lence (McLaughlin, 2018; Oshikawa et al., 2018).

2.2 Subtle Abuse

Many forms of abusive behavior are linguistically
subtle and implicit. Behaviors such as condescen-
sion, minimization (e.g., “your situation isn’t that
bad”), benevolent stereotyping, and microagres-
sions are frequently experienced by members of
minority social groups (Sue et al., 2007; Glick and
Fiske, 2001). While subtle, such abuse can still
be as emotionally harmful as overt abuse to some
individuals (Sue, 2010; Nadal et al., 2014). The
NLP community has two clear paths for growth
into this area.

First, although recognized within the larger
NLP abuse typology (Waseem et al., 2017), only a
handful of approaches have attempted these prob-
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lems, such as identifying benevolent sexism (Jha
and Mamidi, 2017), and new methods must be de-
veloped to identify the implicit signals. Successful
approaches will likely require advances in natu-
ral language understanding, as the abuse requires
reasoning about the implications of the proposi-
tions. A notable example of such an approach is
Dinakar et al. (2012) who extract implicit assump-
tions in statements and use common sense reason-
ing to identify social norm violations that would
be considered insults.

Second, new methods should identify dispar-
ity in treatment of social groups. For exam-
ple, in a study of the respectfulness of police
language, Voigt et al. (2017) found that officers
were consistently less likely to use respectful lan-
guage with black community members than with
white community members—a disparity in a pos-
itive social dimension. As NLP solutions have
been developed for other social dimensions of
language such as politeness (Danescu-Niculescu-
Mizil et al., 2013; Munkova et al., 2013; Chhaya
et al., 2018) and formality (Brooke et al., 2010;
Sheikha and Inkpen, 2011; Pavlick and Tetreault,
2016), these methods could be readily adapted for
identifying such systematic bias for additional so-
cial categories and settings.

2.3 Community Norms Need to be Respected

Social norms are rules and standards that are un-
derstood by members of a group, and that guide
and constrain social behavior without the force of
laws (Triandis, 1994; Cialdini and Trost, 1998).
Norms can be nested, in that they can be adopted
from the general social context (e.g., use of pejo-
rative adjectives are rude), and more general in-
ternet comment etiquette (e.g., using all caps is
equivalent to shouting). Yet, norms for what is
considered acceptable can vary significantly from
one community to another, making it challenging
to build one abuse detection system that works for
all communities (Chandrasekharan et al., 2018).

Current NLP methods are largely context- and
norm-agnostic, which leads to situations where
content is removed unnecessarily when deemed
inappropriate (i.e., false positives), eroding com-
munity trust in the use of computational tools to
assist in moderation. A common failure mode for
sociotechnical interventions like automated mod-
eration is failing to understand the online com-
munity where they are being deployed (Krishna,

2018). Such community-specific norms and con-
text are important to take into account, as NLP re-
searchers are doubling down on context-sensitive
approaches to define (e.g., Chandrasekharan and
Gilbert, 2019) and detect abuse (e.g., Gao and
Huang, 2017).

However, not all community norms are so-
cially acceptable within the broader world. Even
behavior considered harmful in one community
might be celebrated in another, e.g., Reddit’s
r/fatpeoplehate (Chandrasekharan et al., 2017),
and Something Awful Forums (Pater et al., 2014).
The existence of problematic normative behaviors
within certain atypical online communities poses
a challenge to abuse detection systems. Fraser
(1990) notes that when a public space is governed
by a dominant group, its norms about participation
end up perpetuating inequalities. One approach to
address this challenge would be to work closely
with the different stakeholders involved in online
governance, like platform administrators, policy
makers, users and moderators. This will enable
the development of solutions that cater to a wider
range of expectations around moderating abusive
behaviors on the platform, especially when deal-
ing with deviant communities.

2.4 Challenges for Creating New NLP
Shared Tasks on Abusive Behavior

Shared tasks have long been an NLP tradition
for establishing evaluating metrics, defining data
guidelines, and, more broadly, bringing together
researchers. The broad nature of abusive behavior
creates significant challenges for the shared task
paradigm. Here, we outline three opportunities
for new shared tasks in this area. First, new NLP
shared tasks should develop annotation guidelines
accurately define what constitutes abusive behav-
ior in the target community. Recent works have
begun to make progress in this area by modeling
the context in which a comment is made through
user and community-level features (Qian et al.,
2018; Mishra et al., 2018; Ribeiro et al., 2018),
yet often the norms in these settings are implicit
making it difficult to transfer the techniques and
models to other settings. As one potential solu-
tion, Chandrasekharan et al. (2018) studied com-
munity norms on Reddit in a large-scale, data-
driven manner, and released a dataset of over 40K
removed comments from Reddit labeled according
to the specific type of norm being violated (Chan-
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drasekharan and Gilbert, 2019).
Second, new NLP shared tasks must address

the data scarcity faced by abuse detection research
while minimizing harm caused by the data. Con-
stant exposure to abusive content has been found
to negatively and substantially affect the mental
health of moderators and users (Roberts, 2014;
Gillespie, 2018; Saha et al., 2019). However, la-
beled ground truth data for building and evaluating
classifiers is hard to obtain because platforms typ-
ically do not share moderated content due to pri-
vacy, ethical and public relations concerns. One
possibility for significant progress is to work with
platform administrators and stakeholders to make
proprietary data available as private test sets on
platforms like Codalab, thereby keeping annota-
tions in line with community norms and still al-
lowing researchers to evaluate on real behavior.

Third, tasks must clearly define who is the end-
user of the classification labels. For example, will
moderators use the system to triage abusive con-
tent, or is the goal to automatically remove abu-
sive content? Current solutions are often trained
and evaluated in a static manner, only using pre-
existing data; whether these solutions are effective
upon deployment remains relatively unexplored.
Evaluation must go beyond just traditional mea-
sures of performance like precision and recall, and
instead begin optimizing for metrics like reduction
in moderator effort, speed of response, targeted re-
call for severe types of abuse, moderator trust and
fairness in predictions.

3 Proactive Approaches for Abuse

Existing computational approaches to handle abu-
sive language are primarily reactive and intervene
only after abuse has occurred. A complementary
approach is developing proactive technologies that
prevent the harm from occurring in the first place,
and we motivate three proactive computational ap-
proaches to prevent abuse here.

First, bystanders can have a profound effect on
the course of an interaction by steering the direc-
tion of the conversation away from abuse (Markey,
2000; Dillon and Bushman, 2015). Prior work
has used experimenter-based intervention but a
substantial opportunity exists to operationalize
these interventions through computational means.
Munger (2017) developed a simple, but effective,
computational intervention for the use of toxic
language (the n-word), where a human-looking

bot account would reply with a fixed comment
about the harm such language caused and an ap-
peal to empathy, leading to long-term behavior
change in the offenders. Identifying how to best
respond to abusive behavior—or whether to re-
spond at all—are important computational next
steps for this NLP strategy and one that likely
needs to be done in collaboration with researchers
from fields such as Psychology. Prior work has
shown counter speech to be effective for limit-
ing the effects of hate speech (Schieb and Preuss,
2016; Mathew et al., 2018; Stroud and Cox, 2018).
Wright et al. (2017) notes that real-world exam-
ples of bystanders intervening can be found on-
line, thereby providing a potential source of train-
ing data but methods are needed to reliably iden-
tify such counter speech examples.

Second, interventions that occur after a point of
escalation may have little positive effect in some
circumstances. For example, when two individu-
als have already begun insulting one another, both
have already become upset and must lose face to
reconcile (Rubin et al., 1994). At this point, de-
escalation may prevent further abuse but does lit-
tle for restoring the situation to a constructive dia-
log (Gottman, 1999). However, interventions that
occur before the point of abuse can serve to shift
the conversation. Recent work has shown that it
is possible to predict whether a conversation will
become toxic on Wikipedia (Zhang et al., 2018)
and whether bullying will occur on Instagram (Liu
et al., 2018). These predictable abuse trajectories
open the door to developing new models for pre-
emptive interventions that directly mitigate harm.

Third, messages that are not intended as offen-
sive create opportunities to nudge authors towards
correcting their text if the offense is pointed out.
This strategy builds upon recent work on explain-
able ML for identifying which parts of a mes-
sage are offensive (Carton et al., 2018; Noever,
2018), and work on paraphrase and style transfer
for suggesting an appropriate inoffensive alterna-
tive (Santos et al., 2018; Prabhumoye et al., 2018).
For example, parts of a message could be para-
phrased to adjust the level of politeness in order
to minimize any cumulative disparity towards one
social group (Sennrich et al., 2016).

4 Justice Frameworks for NLP

Martin Luther King Jr. wrote that the biggest ob-
stacle to Black freedom is the “white moderate,
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who is more devoted to ‘order’ than to justice,
who prefers a negative peace which is the absence
of tension to a positive peace which is the pres-
ence of justice” (King, 1963). Analogously, by fo-
cusing only on classifying individual unacceptable
speech acts, NLP risks being the same kind of ob-
stacle as the white moderate: Instead of seeking
the absence of certain types of speech, we should
seek the presence of equitable participation. We
argue that NLP should consider supporting three
types of justice—social justice, restorative justice,
and procedural justice—that describe (i) what ac-
tions are allowed and encouraged, (ii) how wrong-
doing should be handled, and (iii) what procedures
should be followed.

First, the capabilities approach to social justice
focuses on what actions people can do within a so-
cial setting (Sen, 2011; Nussbaum, 2003) and pro-
vides a useful framework for thinking about what
justice online could look like. Nussbaum (2003)
provides a set of 10 fundamental capabilities for
a just society, such as the ability to express emo-
tion and to have an affiliation. These capabili-
ties provide a blueprint for articulating the val-
ues and opportunities an online community pro-
vides: Instead of a negative articulation—an ever-
growing list of prohibited behaviors—we should
use a positive phrasing (e.g., “you will be able
to”) of capabilities in an online community. Such
effort naturally extends our proposal for detect-
ing community-specific abuse to one of promot-
ing community norms. Accordingly, NLP tech-
nologies can be developed to identify positive be-
haviors and ensure individuals are able to fulfill
these capabilities. Several recent works have made
strides in this direction by examining positive be-
haviors such as how constructive conversations
are (Kolhatkar and Taboada, 2017; Napoles et al.,
2017), whether dialog on contentious topics can
exist without devolving into squabbling (Tan et al.,
2016), or the level of support given between com-
munity members (Wang and Jurgens, 2018).

Second, once we have adequately articulated
what people in a community should be able to
do, we must address how the community han-
dles transgressions. The notion of restorative jus-
tice is a useful theoretical tool for thinking about
how wrongdoing should be handled. Restorative
justice theory emphasizes repair and uses a pro-
cess in which stakeholders, including victims and
transgressors, decide together on consequences.

A restorative process may produce a punishment,
such as banning, but can include consequences
such as apology and reconciliation (Braithwaite,
2002). Just responses consider the emotions of
both perpetrators and victims in designing the
right response (Sherman, 2003). A key problem
here is identifying which community norm is vio-
lated and NLP technologies can be introduced to
aid this process of elucidating violations through
classification or use of explainable ML techniques.
Here, NLP can aid all parties (platforms, victims,
and transgressors) in identifying appropriate av-
enues for restorative actions.

Third, just communities also require just means
of addressing wrongdoing. The notion of proce-
dural justice explains that people are more likely
to comply with a community’s rules if they be-
lieve the authorities are legitimate (Tyler and Huo,
2002; Sherman, 2003). For NLP, it means that
our systems for detecting non-compliance must be
transparent and fair. People will comply only if
they accept the legitimacy of both the platform and
the algorithms it employs. Therefore, abuse detec-
tion methods are needed to justify why a particu-
lar act was a violation to build legitimacy; a natu-
ral starting point for NLP in building legitimacy is
recent work from explainable ML (Ribeiro et al.,
2016; Lei et al., 2016; Carton et al., 2018).

5 Conclusion

Abusive behavior online affects a substantial
amount of the population. The NLP community
has proposed computational methods to help mit-
igate this problem, yet has also struggled to move
beyond the most obvious tasks in abuse detec-
tion. Here, we propose a new strategy for NLP
to tackling online abuse in three ways. First, ex-
panding our purview for abuse detection to include
both extreme behaviors and the more subtle—
but still offensive—behaviors like microaggres-
sions and condescension. Second, NLP must de-
velop methods that go beyond reactive identify-
and-delete strategies to one of proactivity that in-
tervenes or nudges individuals to discourage harm
before it occurs. Third, the community should
contextualize its effort inside a broader frame-
work of justice—explicit capabilities, restorative
justice, and procedural justice—to directly support
the end goal of productive online communities.
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Abstract

The majority of conversations a dialogue agent
sees over its lifetime occur after it has already
been trained and deployed, leaving a vast store
of potential training signal untapped. In this
work, we propose the self-feeding chatbot, a
dialogue agent with the ability to extract new
training examples from the conversations it
participates in. As our agent engages in con-
versation, it also estimates user satisfaction in
its responses. When the conversation appears
to be going well, the user’s responses become
new training examples to imitate. When the
agent believes it has made a mistake, it asks for
feedback; learning to predict the feedback that
will be given improves the chatbot’s dialogue
abilities further. On the PERSONACHAT chit-
chat dataset with over 131k training examples,
we find that learning from dialogue with a self-
feeding chatbot significantly improves perfor-
mance, regardless of the amount of traditional
supervision.

1 Introduction

Training a dialogue agent to converse like a human
requires extensive supervision. The most com-
mon approach is to train models to imitate hu-
mans in large corpora of crowdsourced or scraped
conversations (Serban et al., 2015). These fully-
supervised conversations tend to be expensive to
collect in sufficient quantity and/or occur in set-
tings with significant differences from the deploy-
ment environment (Ross et al., 2009). Instead,
dialogue agents would ideally learn directly from
dialogue, the conversations they participate in af-
ter deployment, which are usually abundant, task-
specific, dynamic, and cheap. This corresponds to
the way humans learn to converse—not merely ob-
serving others engaging in “expert-level” conver-

∗*BH completed most of this work at Facebook (FAIR).

Have you been to France?

Yes I have! It’s beautiful.

🤖 "

Lol. I never eat them!
What are you talking about?

Oops! I messed up. 
What should I have said? Maybe ask me what I 

thought about French food?

Satisfaction: 0.85

Satisfaction: 0.10

Extracted Training Examples

Context

A
B

C
D

E
F

Have you been to France?A

Yes, I have! It’s beautiful.

Response

B

Context

Have you been to France?A
Yes, I have! It’s beautiful.

Feedback

B

Maybe ask me what I 
thought about French food?

F

Figure 1: As the self-feeding chatbot engages in dia-
logue, it estimates user satisfaction to know when to
ask for feedback. From the satisfied responses and
feedback responses, new training examples are ex-
tracted for the DIALOGUE and FEEDBACK tasks, re-
spectively, both of which improve the model’s dialogue
abilities further.

sations, but instead actively adjusting and correct-
ing our speech based on feedback woven through-
out our own conversations (Bassiri, 2011; Werts
et al., 1995). Giving a dialogue agent this ability
would enable it to continuously improve and adapt
over its lifetime, rather than requiring additional
annotation costs for each and every improvement.

However, naively training a dialogue agent on
its own conversations yields poor results. For ex-
ample, training a model on its own output can sim-
ply reinforce its existing failure modes, and mis-
takes by the agent can lead to absurd conversa-
tions that no longer resemble the target domain
(Hashimoto and Sassano, 2018). To combat this,
one approach is to allow the agent to request feed-
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back during conversations (Zhang et al., 2018a;
Li et al., 2017b), e.g., when it believes it is about
to make a mistake. This approach, however, falls
victim to the Dunning-Kruger effect (Kruger and
Dunning, 1999), which in this case suggests that a
bad model will also be bad at knowing when it is
doing a bad job. Regardless of when feedback is
requested, existing methods typically require ac-
companying scalar rewards or adherence to partic-
ular templates or structure to ensure that the feed-
back is usable by the model (Rieser and Lemon,
2011; Zhang et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2018). These
requirements may be acceptable for paid annota-
tors, but they impose unnatural workflows on un-
paid conversation partners in a standard dialogue
environment. Humans are able to request and pro-
vide feedback using only natural language; ideally,
dialogue agents would be able to do the same.

In this work we propose the self-feeding chat-
bot, a dialogue agent with the ability to extract new
examples from the conversations it participates in
after deployment (Figure 1). Concretely, in addi-
tion to being trained on the primary DIALOGUE

task, the agent is trained to predict its speaking
partner’s satisfaction with its responses. When the
conversation seems to be going well, the user’s re-
sponses (but not the bot’s own utterances) become
the targets in new training examples for the DIA-
LOGUE task. When the agent believes it has made
a mistake, it instead requests feedback on what it
could have said instead. Predicting the feedback
that will be provided in a given context becomes
an auxiliary task (FEEDBACK) on which the model
is also trained. Importantly, these new examples
improve the agent’s dialogue abilities while using
only natural responses from the user that do not
require special structure, accompanying numerical
feedback, or additional human intervention in or-
der to be used.

With this approach, the conversations the chat-
bot participates in are sliced into two complemen-
tary datasets—one largely protected from the chat-
bot’s mistakes (DIALOGUE examples), and one
which directly addresses them (FEEDBACK ex-
amples). We validate our approach on the PER-
SONACHAT (Zhang et al., 2018b) dialogue dataset,
finding empirically that regardless of the num-
ber of available supervised examples, the dia-
logue ability of the chatbot is always improved by
adding the automatically extracted examples of ei-
ther type, and improves the most by adding both.

The main contributions of this work thus in-
clude the following:

• We propose the self-feeding chatbot, a dia-
logue agent with the ability to extract new
training examples for itself from the conver-
sations it participates in during deployment.

• We show that dialogue ability improves by
imitating human responses when the human
is satisfied, or by asking for feedback when
they are not, predicting it as an auxiliary task.

• We demonstrate that classifying user satisfac-
tion is a learnable task important for the self-
feeding process, significantly outperforming
an approach based on model uncertainty.

• We release three new datasets to further re-
search in this direction: (1) deployment chat
logs (513k messages); (2) ratings of user sat-
isfaction (42k); (3) textual feedback on what
a bot could have said in a given context (62k).

The datasets and models described in this paper
are available via the ParlAI platform (Miller et al.,
2017), along with training code. Hyperparameter
values are included in Appendix G.

2 Related Work

The general concepts of lifelong learning (Silver
et al., 2013) and never-ending (language) learning
(Carlson et al., 2010) are related to the topics dis-
cussed in this work, as is active learning (Tong and
Koller, 2001) and predictive modeling (Schmidhu-
ber and Huber, 1991).

The specific case of learning actively from
dialogue during deployment was explored for
the question answering (QA) setting in (Weston,
2016) and (Li et al., 2017a), where the authors
examined multiple learning strategies on a suite
of dialogue tasks with varying types of feedback,
such as verbal cues (e.g., “Yes, that’s right!”)
and scalar rewards. Most relevant to our work
was their use of forward prediction, where the
learner improved in quality by trying to predict the
teacher’s responses without an explicit reward sig-
nal. Our work extends this idea, adding the ability
for the model to recognize its mistakes and request
feedback explicitly, and moving beyond QA to the
more general chit-chat setting where there may be
many valid responses in a given context.

Learning to ask questions is another area that
has been studied (Strub et al., 2017; Wang et al.,
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Figure 2: (1) The chatbot is first trained with any available supervised data (boxed in red) on the Human-Human
(HH) DIALOGUE (x, y)HH and SATISFACTION (x, s) tasks. (2) During deployment, whenever the predicted
satisfaction score of the current conversation x is above the threshold (ŝ > t), a new Human-Bot (HB) DIALOGUE
example (x, y)HB is extracted and the bot continues the conversation with its own response ŷ. Otherwise, the
chatbot requests feedback with question q and extracts a new FEEDBACK example (x, f). (3) The chatbot is
periodically retrained with the available examples from all four datasets, improving its DIALOGUE performance
without collecting any new supervised examples.

2018; Rao and Daumé, 2018). While those works
focused on identifying which question to ask in a
given context, in this work we are more interested
in first learning when to ask a question. Li et al.
(2017b) considered this question as well, but again
in the context of a QA setting rather than dialogue.

Hashimoto and Sassano (2018) used user re-
sponses to detect mistakes made by a deployed
virtual assistant, showing that model mistakes can
be identified in chit-chat, weather, or web search
domains. However, they did not explore how to
use these identified mistakes to improve the model
further; their agent was not equipped to feed itself.
Eskenazi et al. (2018) also found that the correctly
assessing the appropriateness of chatbot responses
is highly dependent on user responses and not pre-
ceding context alone.

There are other, somewhat less related, ways
to use feedback during dialogue for learning, no-
tably for collecting knowledge to answer questions
(Mazumder et al., 2018; Hixon et al., 2015; Pappu
and Rudnicky, 2013), and more commonly in re-
inforcement learning settings, where the feedback
is a scalar rather than the dialogue messages them-
selves (Levin et al., 2000; Schatzmann et al., 2006;
Rieser and Lemon, 2011; Liu et al., 2018; Hong
et al., 2019). In particular (Serban et al., 2017)
employ user sentiment detection for reward shap-
ing in their Alexa prize entry.

Finally, our work improves dialogue quality
by utilizing larger datasets with noisier labels
than traditional supervision. Other applications
of weak supervision to dialogue (Mallinar et al.,
2019) and relation extraction have observed simi-
lar results (Bunescu and Mooney, 2007; Hancock
et al., 2018; Ratner et al., 2017).

3 The Self-Feeding Chatbot

The lifecycle of a self-feeding chatbot is outlined
in Figure 2. In the initial training phase, the dia-
logue agent is trained on two tasks—DIALOGUE

(next utterance prediction, or what should I say
next?) and SATISFACTION (how satisfied is
my speaking partner with my responses?)—using
whatever supervised training data is available.
We refer to these initial DIALOGUE examples as
Human-Human (HH) examples, since they were
generated in conversations between two humans.

In the deployment phase, the agent engages
in multi-turn conversations with users, extracting
new deployment examples of two types. Each turn,
the agent observes the context x (i.e., the conver-
sation history) and uses it to predict its next utter-
ance ŷ and its partner’s satisfaction ŝ. If the satis-
faction score is above a specified threshold t, the
agent extracts a new Human-Bot (HB) DIALOGUE

example using the previous context x and the hu-
man’s response y and continues the conversation.
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If, however, the user seems unsatisfied with its pre-
vious response (ŝ < t), the agent requests feed-
back with a question q, and the resulting feedback
response f is used to create a new example for
the FEEDBACK task (what feedback am I about to
receive?). The agent acknowledges receipt of the
feedback and the conversation continues. The rate
at which new DIALOGUE or FEEDBACK examples
are collected can be adjusted by raising or lower-
ing the satisfaction threshold t (we use t = 0.5).1

Periodically, the agent is retrained using all avail-
able data, thereby improving performance on the
primary DIALOGUE task.

It is important to note that the user’s responses
are always in the form of natural dialogue. In
particular, at no point are the new FEEDBACK ex-
amples inspected, post-processed, or cleaned. In-
stead, we rely on the fact that the feedback is not
random: regardless of whether it is a verbatim re-
sponse, a description of a response, or a list of pos-
sible responses (see Table 2 for examples), there is
a learnable relationship between conversation con-
texts and their corresponding feedback which re-
quires many of the same language understanding
skills to master as does carrying on a normal con-
versation.

The experiments in this paper are limited to the
setting where the number of supervised and de-
ployment examples are on the same order of mag-
nitude; however, we envision scenarios in which
the number of deployment examples can easily
grow to 100× or more the number of supervised
examples over the chatbot’s deployment lifetime,
effectively providing a massive task-specific cor-
pus at minimal cost. Table 1 reports the sizes of
each dataset, all of which are available via ParlAI.

3.1 Task 1: DIALOGUE

The chatbot’s primary task (DIALOGUE) is to
carry on a coherent and engaging conversation
with a speaking partner. Training examples take
the form of (x, y) pairs, where x is the context
of the conversation (the concatenation of all re-
sponses so far up to some history length, delim-
ited with tokens marking the speaker), and y is the
appropriate response given by the human.

The Human-Human (HH) portion of the DIA-
LOGUE dataset comes from the PERSONACHAT

dataset (Zhang et al., 2018b), which consists of

1Another option would be to have two thresholds—one
for each example type—to decouple collection their rates.

Task Train Valid Test Total
DIALOGUE

– HH (HUMAN-HUMAN) 131438 7801 6634 145873
– HB (HUMAN-BOT) 60000 0 0 60000
FEEDBACK 60000 1000 1000 62000
SATISFACTION 1000 500 1000 2500

Table 1: The number of examples used in our experi-
ments by task and split. Note that the HH DIALOGUE
examples come from the PERSONACHAT dataset, HB
DIALOGUE and FEEDBACK examples were collected
during deployment, and an additional 40k SATISFAC-
TION training examples were collected for the analysis
in Section 5.1.

short dialogues (6-8 turns) between two crowd-
workers (humans) who have been assigned short
text profiles and are instructed to “chat with the
other person naturally and try to get to know each
other.” We chose this dataset because of its size
(over 145k total examples), the breadth of top-
ics it covers, and its focus on promoting engaging
conversations, which we anticipate being a neces-
sary property of a chatbot that people will be will-
ing to chat with voluntarily and repeatedly. We
use the standard splits of the dataset made avail-
able in ParlAI as a part of the ConvAI2 challenge
(Burtsev et al., 2018). Since the question of how
to incorporate external knowledge (such as pro-
files) in dialogue is an open research question of its
own (Li et al., 2016; Luan et al., 2017; Luo et al.,
2018) and we are primarily interested in the ques-
tion of learning from dialogue, we discard the pro-
files and simply train and test on the conversations
themselves, making the dataset more challenging
in terms of raw performance scores.

The Human-Bot (HB) portion of the DIA-
LOGUE dataset is extracted during deployment as
described earlier, where the user is again a crowd-
worker instructed to chat naturally. The context
may contain responses from both the human and
the bot, but the target response is always from
the human, as we will see experimentally that tar-
geting bot responses degrades performance. Be-
cause the chit-chat domain is symmetric, both the
HH and HB DIALOGUE examples are used for the
same task. In an asymmetric setting where the bot
has a different role than the human, it is unclear
whether HB examples may still be used as an aux-
iliary task, but FEEDBACK examples will remain
usable.
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Category % Feedback Examples
Verbatim 53.0 • my favorite food is pizza

• no, i have never been to kansas
• i like when its bright and sunny outside

Suggestion 24.5 • you could say hey, i’m 30. how old are you?
• yes, i play battlefield would have a been a great answer.
• you could have said “yes, I’m happy it’s friday.”

Instructions 14.5 • tell me what your favorite breakfast food is
• answer the question about having children!
• tell me why your mom is baking bread

Options 8.0 • you could have said yes it really helps the environment or no its too costly
• you could have said yes or no, or talked more about your mustang dream.
• you should have said new york, texas or maryland. something like one of those.

Table 2: Examples of the types of feedback given to the dialogue agent, pulled from a random sample of 200
feedback responses. Verbatim responses could be used directly in conversation, Suggestion responses contain a
potential verbatim response in them somewhere, Instructions describe a response or tell the bot what to do, and
Options make multiple suggestions.

3.2 Task 2: SATISFACTION

The objective of the SATISFACTION auxiliary task
is to predict whether or not a speaking partner is
satisfied with the quality of the current conversa-
tion. Examples take the form of (x, s) pairs, where
x is the same context as in the DIALOGUE task,
and s ∈ [0, 1], ranging from dissatisfied to satis-
fied. Crucially, it is hard to estimate from the bot’s
utterance itself whether the user will be satisfied,
but much easier using the human’s response to the
utterance, as they may explicitly say something to
that effect, e.g. “What are you talking about?”.

The dataset for this task was collected via
crowdsourcing. Workers chatted with our base-
line dialogue agent and assigned a rating 1-5 for
the quality of each of the agent’s responses.2 Con-
texts with rating 1 were mapped to the negative
class (dissatisfied) and ratings [3, 4, 5] mapped to
the positive class (satisfied). Contexts with rat-
ing 2 were discarded to increase the separation be-
tween classes for a cleaner training set. Note that
these numeric ratings were requested only when
collecting the initial training data, not during de-
ployment, where only natural dialogue is used.

3.3 Task 3: FEEDBACK

The objective of the FEEDBACK auxiliary task is
to predict the feedback that will be given by the
speaking partner when the agent believes it has
made a mistake and asks for help. Examples take
the form of (x, f) pairs, where x is the same con-
text as the other two tasks and f is the feedback
utterance.

2A snapshot of the data collection interface and sample
conversations are included in the Appendix.

Training data for this task is collected during de-
ployment. Whenever the user’s estimated satisfac-
tion is below a specified threshold, the chatbot re-
sponds “Oops! Sorry. What should I have said
instead?”.3 A new example for the FEEDBACK

task is then extracted using the context up to but
not including the turn where the agent made the
poor response as x and the user’s response as f (as
shown in Figure 1). At that point to continue the
conversation during deployment, the bot’s history
is reset, and the bot instructs the user to continue,
asking for a new topic. Examples of FEEDBACK

responses are shown in Table 2.

4 Model and Settings

4.1 Model Architecture

The self-feeding chatbot has two primary compo-
nents: an interface component and a model com-
ponent. The interface component is shared by all
tasks, and includes input/output processing (tok-
enization, vectorization, etc.), conversation history
storage, candidate preparation, and control flow
(e.g., when to ask a question vs. when to give
a normal dialogue response). The model com-
ponent contains a neural network for each task,
with embeddings, a network body, and a task head,
some of which can be shared. In our case, we ob-
tained maximum performance by sharing all pa-
rameters between the FEEDBACK and DIALOGUE

tasks (prepending FEEDBACK responses with a
special token), and using separate model param-
eters for the SATISFACTION task. Identifying op-
timal task structure in multi-task learning (MTL)

3Future work should examine how to ask different kinds
of questions, depending on the context.
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architectures is an open research problem (Ruder,
2017). Regardless of what parameters are shared,
each training batch contains examples from only
one task at a time, candidate sets remain separate,
and each task’s cross-entropy loss is multiplied by
a task-specific scaling factor tuned on the valida-
tion set to help account for discrepancies in dataset
size, loss magnitude, dataset relevance, etc.

Our dialogue agent’s models are built on the
Transformer architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017),
which has been shown to perform well on a variety
of NLP tasks (Devlin et al., 2018; Radford et al.,
2018), including multiple persona-based chat ap-
plications (Shuster et al., 2018a,b; Rashkin et al.,
2018). For the SATISFACTION task, the context
x is encoded with a Transformer and converted to
the scalar satisfaction prediction ŝ by a final lin-
ear layer in the task head. The DIALOGUE and
FEEDBACK tasks are set up as ranking problems,
as in (Zhang et al., 2018b; Mazaré et al., 2018),
where the model ranks a collection of candidate
responses and returns the top-ranked one as its re-
sponse. The context x is encoded with one Trans-
former and ŷ and f̂ candidates are encoded with
another. The score for each candidate is calculated
as the dot product of the encoded context and en-
coded candidate.

During training, negative candidates are pulled
from the correct responses for the other exam-
ples in the mini-batch. During evaluation, how-
ever, to remain independent of batch size and data
shuffling, each example is assigned a static set of
19 other candidates sampled at random from its
split of the data. During deployment, all 127,712
unique HH DIALOGUE candidates from the train
split are encoded once with the trained model and
each turn the model selects the top-ranked one for
the given context.

4.2 Model Settings

Contexts and candidates are tokenized using the
default whitespace and punctuation tokenizer in
ParlAI. We use a maximum dialogue history
length of 2 (i.e., when making a prediction, the
dialogue agent has access to its previous utter-
ance and its partner’s response). Tokens are em-
bedded with fastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017)
300-dimensional embeddings. We do not limit
the vocabulary size, which varies from 11.5k to
23.5k words in our experiments, depending on the
training set. The Transformer is implemented in

PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2017) within the ParlAI
framework. We use the AdaMax (Kingma and
Ba, 2014) optimizer with a learning rate sched-
ule that decays based on the inverse square root of
the step number after 500 steps of warmup from
1e-5. We use proportional sampling (Sanh et al.,
2018) to select batches from each task for train-
ing, with batch size 128. Each Transformer layer
has two attention heads and FFN size 32. The ini-
tial learning rate (0.001-0.005), number of Trans-
former layers (1-2), and task-specific loss factors
(0.5-2.0) are selected on a per-experiment basis
based on a grid search over the validation set aver-
aged over three runs (we use the DIALOGUE val-
idation set whenever multiple tasks are involved).
We use early stopping based on the validation set
to decide when to stop training. The hyperparam-
eter values for the experiments in Section 5 are in-
cluded in Appendix G.

Note that throughout development, a portion of
the DIALOGUE validation split was used as an in-
formal test set. The official hidden test set for the
DIALOGUE task was used only to produce the final
numbers included in this paper.

5 Experimental Results

Throughout this section, we use the ranking met-
ric hits@X/Y, or the fraction of the time that the
correct candidate response was ranked in the top
X out of Y available candidates; accuracy is an-
other name for hits@1/Y. Statistical significance
for improvement over baselines is assessed with a
two-sample one-tailed T-test.

5.1 Benefiting from Deployment Examples
Our main result, reported in Table 3, is that utiliz-
ing the deployment examples improves accuracy
on the DIALOGUE task regardless of the number of
available supervised (HH) DIALOGUE examples.4

The boost in quality is naturally most pronounced
when the HH DIALOGUE training set is small (i.e.,
where the learning curve is steepest), yielding an
increase of up to 9.4 accuracy points, a 31% im-
provement. However, even when the entire PER-
SONACHAT dataset of 131k examples is used—a
much larger dataset than what is available for most
dialogue tasks—adding deployment examples is
still able to provide an additional 1.6 points of ac-
curacy on what is otherwise a very flat region of

4For comparisons with other models, see Appendix C.
The best existing score reported elsewhere on the PER-
SONACHAT test set without using profiles is 34.9.
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Human-Bot (HB) Human-Human (HH) DIALOGUE

DIALOGUE FEEDBACK 20k 40k 60k 131k

- - 30.3 (0.6) 36.2 (0.4) 39.1 (0.5) 44.7 (0.4)

20k - 32.7 (0.5) 37.5 (0.6) 40.2 (0.5) 45.5 (0.7)
40k - 34.5 (0.5) 37.8 (0.6) 40.6 (0.6) 45.1 (0.6)
60k - 35.4 (0.4) 37.9 (0.7) 40.2 (0.8) 45.0 (0.7)

- 20k 35.0 (0.5) 38.9 (0.3) 41.1 (0.5) 45.4 (0.8)
- 40k 36.7 (0.7) 39.4 (0.5) 41.8 (0.4) 45.7 (0.6)
- 60k 37.8 (0.6) 40.6 (0.5) 42.2 (0.7) 45.8 (0.7)

60k 60k 39.7 (0.6) 42.0 (0.6) 43.3 (0.7) 46.3 (0.8)

Table 3: Accuracy (hits@1/20) on the DIALOGUE task’s hidden test set by number of Human-Human (HH) DIA-
LOGUE, Human-Bot (HB) DIALOGUE, and FEEDBACK examples, averaged over 20 runs, with standard deviations
in parentheses. For each column, the model using all three data types (last row) is significantly better than all the
others, and the best model using only one type of self-feeding (FEEDBACK examples or HB DIALOGUE examples)
is better than the supervised baseline in the first row (p < 0.05).

the learning curve. It is interesting to note that
the two types of deployment examples appear to
provide complementary signal, with models per-
forming best when they use both example types,
despite them coming from the same conversations.
We also calculated hit rates with 10,000 candidates
(instead of 20), a setup more similar to the inter-
active setting where there may be many candidates
that could be valid responses. In that setting, mod-
els trained with the deployment examples continue
to outperform their HH-only counterparts by sig-
nificant margins (see Appendix B).

On average, we found that adding 20k FEED-
BACK examples benefited the agent about as much
as 60k HB DIALOGUE examples.5 This is some-
what surprising given the fact that nearly half of
the FEEDBACK responses would not even be rea-
sonable responses if used verbatim in a conversa-
tion (instead being a list of options, a description
of a response, etc.) as shown in Table 2. Never-
theless, the tasks are related enough that the DI-
ALOGUE task benefits from the MTL model’s im-
proved skill on the FEEDBACK task. And whereas
HB DIALOGUE examples are based on conversa-
tions where the user appears to already be satis-
fied with the agent’s responses, each FEEDBACK

example corresponds to a mistake made by the
model, giving the latter dataset a more active

5Our baseline chatbot collected approximately one FEED-
BACK example for every two HB DIALOGUE examples, but
this ratio will vary by application based on the task difficulty,
satisfaction threshold(s), and current model quality.

role in improving quality. Interestingly, our best-
performing model, which achieves 46.3 accuracy
on DIALOGUE, scores 68.4 on FEEDBACK, sug-
gesting that the auxiliary task is a simpler task
overall.

When extracting HB DIALOGUE examples, we
ignore human responses that the agent classifies
as expressing dissatisfaction, since these turns do
not represent typical conversation flow. Includ-
ing these responses in the 60k HB dataset de-
creases hits@1/20 by 1.2 points and 0.6 points
when added to 20k and 131k HH DIALOGUE ex-
amples, respectively. We also explored using chat-
bot responses with favorable satisfaction scores
(ŝ > t) as new training examples, but found that
our models performed better without them (see
Appendix D for details).

We also found that “fresher” feedback results in
bigger gains. We compared two models trained
on 20k HH DIALOGUE examples and 40k FEED-
BACK examples—the first collected all 40k FEED-
BACK examples at once, whereas the second was
retrained with its first 20k FEEDBACK examples
before collecting the remaining 20k. While the ab-
solute improvement of the second model over the
first was small (0.4 points), it was statistically sig-
nificant (p =0.027) and reduced the gap to a model
trained on fully supervised (HH) DIALOGUE ex-
amples by 17% while modifying only 33% of the
training data.6 This improvement makes sense
intuitively, since new FEEDBACK examples are

6Additional detail can be found in Appendix E.
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Method Pr. Re. F1

Uncertainty Top 0.39 0.99 0.56
(Pr. ≥ 0.5) 0.50 0.04 0.07

Uncertainty Gap 0.38 1.00 0.55
(Pr. ≥ 0.5) 0.50 0.04 0.07

Satisfaction Regex 0.91 0.27 0.42

Satisfaction Classifier (1k) 0.84 0.84 0.84
Satisfaction Classifier (2k) 0.89 0.84 0.87
Satisfaction Classifier (5k) 0.94 0.82 0.88
Satisfaction Classifier (20k) 0.96 0.84 0.89
Satisfaction Classifier (40k) 0.96 0.84 0.90

Table 4: The maximum F1 score (with corresponding
precision and recall) obtained on the SATISFACTION
task. For the Uncertainty methods, we also report the
maximum F1 score with the constraint that precision
must be ≥ 0.5. The Satisfaction Classifier is reported
with varying numbers of SATISFACTION training ex-
amples.

collected based on failure modes of the current
model, making them potentially more efficient in a
manner similar to new training examples selected
via active learning. It also suggests that the gains
we observe in Table 3 might be further improved
by (a) collecting FEEDBACK examples specific to
each model (rather than using the same 60k FEED-
BACK examples for all models), and (b) more fre-
quently retraining the MTL model (e.g., every 5k
examples instead of every 20k) or updating it in
an online manner. We leave further exploration of
this observation for future work.

The same experiment repeated for HB DIA-
LOGUE examples found that fresher HB examples
were no more valuable than stale ones, matching
our intuition that HB DIALOGUE examples are
less targeted at current model failure modes than
FEEDBACK ones.

5.2 Predicting User Satisfaction

For maximum efficiency, we aim to ask for feed-
back when it will most benefit our model. The
approach we chose (classifying the tone of part-
ner responses) takes advantage of the fact that it is
easier to recognize that a mistake has already been
made than it is to avoid making that mistake; or in
other words, sentiment classification is generally
an easier task than next utterance prediction.

We compare this to the approach of asking for
feedback whenever the model is most uncertain

what to say next. This approach acts on the as-
sumption that the model will be least confident
when it is about to make a mistake, which we find
very frequently to not be the case. Not only is it
difficult to recognize one’s own mistakes, but also
there are often multiple valid responses to a given
context (e.g., “Yes, I love seafood!” or “Yuck, fish
is gross.”)—a lack of certainty about which to use
does not necessarily suggest a poor model.

Table 4 reports the maximum F1 scores
achieved by each method on the SATISFACTION

test set. For the model uncertainty approach, we
tested two variants: (a) predict a mistake when the
confidence in the top rated response is below some
threshold t, and (b) predict a mistake when the
gap between the top two rated responses is below
the threshold t. We used the best-performing stan-
dalone DIALOGUE model (one trained on the full
131k training examples) for assessing uncertainty
and tuned the thresholds to achieve maximum F1
score. For the user satisfaction approach, we
trained our dialogue agent on just the SATISFAC-
TION task. Finally, we also report the performance
of a regular-expression-based method which we
used during development, based on common ways
of expressing dissatisfaction that we observed in
our pilot studies, see Appendix F for details.

As shown by Table 4, even with only 1k training
examples (the amount used for the experiments
in Section 5.1), the trained classifier significantly
outperforms both the uncertainty-based methods
and our original regular expression, by as much
as 0.28 and 0.42 F1 points, respectively.

6 Future Work

In this work we learned from dialogue using two
types of self-feeding: imitation of satisfied user
messages, and learning from the feedback of un-
satisfied users. In actuality, there are even more
ways a model could learn to improve itself—for
example, learning which question to ask in a given
context to receive the most valuable feedback. One
could even use the flexible nature of dialogue to
intermix data collection of more than one type—
sometimes requesting new FEEDBACK examples,
and other times requesting new SATISFACTION

examples (e.g., asking “Did my last response make
sense?”). In this way, a dialogue agent could both
improve its dialogue ability and its potential to im-
prove further. We leave exploration of this meta-
learning theme to future work.
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A Data Collection Protocol

Here we report in greater detail the protocol we
followed to collect the SATISFACTION, FEED-
BACK, and HB DIALOGUE examples used in the
experiments of Section 5.

We first trained our dialogue agent on just the
DIALOGUE task with 20k HH examples. This
agent was deployed on a crowdsourcing platform
using the interface shown in Appendix H.2 to col-
lect 2.5k SATISFACTION examples. These were
split into 1k train, 500 validation, and 1k test ex-
amples. The agent was retrained using the 20k HH
DIALOGUE examples and 1k SATISFACTION ex-
amples, then deployed to collect the first batch of
deployment examples.

We collected 40k FEEDBACK examples (feed-
back set A) over the course of 17,250 conversa-
tions with 10 turns each (20 utterances, includ-
ing the initial prompt). We then retrained the
agent on all three datasets, using the same 20k
HH DIALOGUE examples as before and only 20k
of the available 40k FEEDBACK examples. This
model was deployed to collect another 20k FEED-
BACK examples (feedback set B), for a total of 60k
FEEDBACK examples (A + B). In Table 3 we use
these 60k FEEDBACK examples interchangeably;
in Appendix E we compare them head-to-head.
The 60k HB DIALOGUE examples were extracted
from the logs of the deployment conversations. Fi-
nally, we collected an additional 40k SATISFAC-
TION training examples to produce the numbers
in Table 4 investigating the learning curve for this
task.

No filtering was performed on the crowdworker
conversations. Upon inspection after the fact,
some workers did indeed give poor responses,
make typographical mistakes, misunderstand the
instructions, try to use the chatbot as a question
answering interface, etc. We assume however that
similar types of noise will be present in most chat-
bot deployment environments and opted to main-
tain a workflow that truly does not require devel-
oper intervention to use the newly collected exam-
ples.

B Results with 10k Candidates

HH HB FB Hits@X/10,000

@1 @10 @100

20k - - 0.8 4.6 16.2
20k 60k 60k 2.0 8.4 25.0

40k - - 1.3 6.5 21.8
40k 60k 60k 2.1 9.0 27.2

60k - - 1.6 7.0 24.0
60k 60k 60k 2.2 9.7 28.8

131k - - 2.5 10.0 30.3
131k 60k 60k 2.8 11.2 31.8

Table 5: When the number of candidates to choose
from is increased to 10,000, adding Human-Bot (HB)
DIALOGUE and FEEDBACK (FB) examples continues
to improve performance on the DIALOGUE task at all
levels.

C PERSONACHAT Comparisons and
Baselines

Our experiments use the PERSONACHAT distri-
bution that was released as a part of the Con-
vAI2 (Burtsev et al., 2018) challenge. This dis-
tribution is slightly cleaner than the original PER-
SONACHAT release and comes with a new crowd-
sourced test set. In order to compare with the
models and baselines used in the original PER-
SONACHAT paper (Zhang et al., 2018b), we re-
port in this section the performance of our mod-
els on the original PERSONACHAT test set, not
the ConvAI2 test set. Note that empirically, near
Hits@1/20 = 50, each additional point of improve-
ment corresponds to tens of thousands of fully-
supervised Human-Human DIALOGUE examples.
All numbers reported here are for models that do
not have access to the profiles that were used in
the creation of the conversations; models that do
have access to this additional information tend to
perform even better.
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Model Hits@1/20

(Zhang et al., 2018b)
Seq2Seq 9.2
IR Baseline 21.4
Starspace 31.8
Profile Memory 31.8
KV Profile Memory 34.9

Ours
Transformer 49.6
Self-Feeding 51.7

Table 6: The accuracy of various models and baselines
on the original PERSONACHAT test set.

D Using Chatbot Responses as Targets

HH BF BU Hits@1/20

20k - - 30.3
20k 32k - 22.7
20k - 33k 19.3

131k - - 44.7
131k 32k - 40.4
131k - 33k 39.0

Table 7: Both with few HH DIALOGUE examples
(20k) and many (131k), adding examples with bot ut-
terances as the target decreased quality. We explored
using all bot responses (Bot Unfiltered, or BU) and
only those responses with estimated satisfaction scores
greater than the 0.5 (Bot Filtered, or BF).

We also considered whether it was possible to
consistently identify really good responses by the
chatbot, rather than the really bad ones. These
could potentially be used as DIALOGUE examples
along with the ones that have human responses
as targets (which we refer to as HH and HB in
the paper). To explore this question, we modi-
fied our SATISFACTION dataset so that contexts
with a rating of 5 were the positive class and ones
with ratings [1, 2, 3] were the negative class (dis-
carding ratings of 4 to increase the separation be-
tween classes). The results were negative—even
with a training set of over 34k examples, the max-
imum precision we were able to achieve while
maintaining at least 10% recall was 0.70, which
is insufficient to improve performance on the DI-
ALOGUE task. Upon inspection, it appears that re-
ally good responses are hard to identify because

most of the time they look like a normal human-to-
human conversation, and recognizing an appropri-
ate next utterance is precisely the DIALOGUE task
that we are trying to solve! Negative responses,
however, are much more semantically similar to
one another, since most express one of a few com-
mon ideas such as asking for clarification or con-
veying confusion.

E The Effect of Data Freshness

HH HBA HBB FBA FBB Total Hits@1/20

20k - - - - 20k 30.3
20k 40k - - - 60k 35.4
20k 20k 20k - - 60k 35.3
40k - - - - 40k 36.2
20k - - 40k - 60k 36.7
20k - - 20k 20k 60k 37.1
60k - - - - 60k 39.1

Table 8: As discussed in Section 5.1 and illustrated in
Figure 3, FEEDBACK (FB) examples collected from a
more recently retrained model (set B instead of set A)
are more valuable in terms of improving performance;
see Appendix A for details on how sets A and B were
collected. We did not observe the same trend for HB
DIALOGUE examples. We include the performance of
models trained on only HH DIALOGUE examples in
italics as reference points.

Figure 3: The first 20k examples for all models are
supervised DIALOGUE examples. This model is de-
ployed to collect 20k FEEDBACK examples (set A). If
the model is retrained before collecting the next 20k
examples (set B), the fresher feedback results in better
performance (p = 0.027). Shaded regions depict 95%
confidence intervals.
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F SATISFACTION Regular Expressions

As described in Section 5.2, before we trained a classifier on the SATISFACTION task, we used the
union of the following six regular expressions (using Python regular expression syntax) to identify user
dissatisfaction and trigger feedback requests:

r"i .*(?:said|asked|told).*"
r"((not|nt|n’t).*mak.*sense)|(mak.*no .*sense)"
r"u(m|h)+\W"
r"you.*what\?"
r"what.*you (?:mean|refer|talk).*\?"
r"what.*to do with.*\?"

G Hyperparameters

HH HB FB layers learning rate loss factor
DIALOGUE FEEDBACK

20k - - 1 0.0010 1.00 -
20k 20k - 1 0.0010 1.00 -
20k 40k - 1 0.0010 1.00 -
20k 60k - 1 0.0010 1.00 -
20k - 20k 1 0.0010 1.00 0.50
20k - 40k 1 0.0010 1.00 0.50
20k - 60k 1 0.0010 1.00 0.75
20k 60k 60k 1 0.0025 1.00 1.50

40k - - 1 0.0010 1.00 -
40k 20k - 1 0.0010 1.00 -
40k 40k - 1 0.0010 1.00 -
40k 60k - 1 0.0025 1.00 -
40k - 20k 1 0.0010 1.00 0.50
40k - 40k 1 0.0010 1.00 0.75
40k - 60k 1 0.0025 1.00 1.00
40k 60k 60k 1 0.0025 1.00 1.25

60k - - 2 0.0010 1.00 -
60k 20k - 1 0.0025 1.00 -
60k 40k - 1 0.0025 1.00 -
60k 60k - 1 0.0025 1.00 -
60k - 20k 1 0.0025 1.00 1.00
60k - 40k 1 0.0025 1.00 1.00
60k - 60k 1 0.0025 1.00 1.00
60k 60k 60k 1 0.0025 1.00 0.75

131k - - 2 0.0025 1.00 -
131k 20k - 2 0.0025 1.00 1.00
131k 40k - 2 0.0025 1.00 1.00
131k 60k - 2 0.0025 1.00 1.00
131k - 20k 2 0.0025 1.00 1.00
131k - 40k 2 0.0025 1.00 1.00
131k - 60k 2 0.0025 1.00 1.00
131k 60k 60k 2 0.0025 1.00 1.00

Table 9: The hyperparameters used to obtain the results in Table 3.
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H Data Collection Interfaces

H.1 Deployment Data Collection
We simulated a deployment environment on a crowdsourcing platform with the following interface.
Crowdworkers were told to “Talk as you would to a person you have just met.”

H.2 SATISFACTION Data Collection
The environment for collecting SATISFACTION ratings was very similar to the deployment environment,
with the exception that workers were required to give a rating 1-5 on the quality of each response given
by the chatbot at the end of their own responses.
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I Sample Deployment Conversations

A sample of the conversations that occurred between a Bot (B) and Human (H) during the collection of
the deployment datasets (more specifically, feedback set B). The self-feeding chatbot used its satisfaction
classifier trained on 1k examples to determine when to ask for feedback. The dialogue model at this
point had only been trained on 20k HH DIALOGUE examples and 20k FEEDBACK examples, so it still
makes frequent mistakes. See Appendix H.1 for a snapshot of the actual interface.

B: start a conversation with the chatbot. if you need ideas for a topic, here are a few random words: random, mistake, century.
H: what’s the last mistake you made?
B: what do you do ? i’ve a toothpick business ,
H: that’s not what i asked.
B: oops! i think i messed up. whether i messed up or not, what could i have said (in response to ”what’s the last mistake you
made?”)?
H: told me about a recent mistake.
B: thanks! i’ll try to remember that. can you pick a new topic for us to talk about now?
H: what do you do for a living?
B: i am a psychology major . what do you do ?
H: i am a student as well. i’m studying law.
B: oh , my five children and husband all speak spanish as well .
H: i never said i speak spanish, what are you doing?
B: oops! i think i messed up. whether i messed up or not, what could i have said (in response to ”i am a student as well. i’m
studying law.”)?
H: talked about your college courses.
B: thanks! i’ll try to remember that. can you pick a new topic for us to talk about now?
H: how old are your children?
B: it is . we are just thrilled we have ac again . its calming my anxiety .
H: that has nothing to do with what i said.
B: yes since i prefer my hair straight . i straighten it with a flat iron . tedious !
H: you make no sense.

B: start a conversation with the chatbot. if you need ideas for a topic, here are a few random words: picnic, drain, elm.
H: do you like to go to the beach or woods for a picnic?
B: good , going to the doctor soon , i’ve some issue with my knees
H: that’s doesn’t make sense
B: oops! i think i messed up. whether i messed up or not, what could i have said (in response to ”do you like to go to the beach
or woods for a picnic?”)?
H: you could have chose the beach or woods to previous question
B: thanks! i’ll try to remember that. can you pick a new topic for us to talk about now?
H: do you travel?
B: i want to go to paris and make clothes .
H: wow that’s interesting. i’ve never been to paris
B: i can see that . do you like music ?
H: i love music. what is your favorite kind?
B: tell me more about you
H: that doesn’t answer the question
B: oops! i think i messed up. whether i messed up or not, what could i have said (in response to ”i love music. what is your
favorite kind?”)?
H: you could have selected a type of music that you like
B: thanks! i’ll try to remember that. can you pick a new topic for us to talk about now?
H: do you like animals? i have a dog
B: i like those , too , but pizza is better ! ;
H: umm, what?

B: start a conversation with the chatbot. if you need ideas for a topic, here are a few random words: boy, punk, ray.
H: are you a boy or a girl?
B: do you have any jokes ?
H: i wasn’t talking about jokes.
B: oops! i think i messed up. whether i messed up or not, what could i have said (in response to ”are you a boy or a girl?”)?
H: i was talking about your gender.
B: thanks! i’ll try to remember that. can you pick a new topic for us to talk about now?
H: sure, do you like music?
B: oh that’s neat . you should write me a poem about star trek !
H: what?
B: oops! i think i messed up. whether i messed up or not, what could i have said (in response to ”sure, do you like music?”)?
H: we were talking about music.
B: thanks! i’ll try to remember that. can you pick a new topic for us to talk about now?
H: what is your favorite type of art?
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B: nice ! are the pets your own ?
H: no
B: oops! i think i messed up. whether i messed up or not, what could i have said (in response to ”what is your favorite type of
art?”)?
H: we weren’t talking about pets.
B: thanks! i’ll try to remember that. can you pick a new topic for us to talk about now?
H: sure, do you know anything about biology?

B: start a conversation with the chatbot. if you need ideas for a topic, here are a few random words: college, cliff, tachometer.
H: hey, how’s it going?
B: no . i am just 15 . parents would kill me .
H: what are you talking about?
B: oops! i think i messed up. whether i messed up or not, what could i have said (in response to ”hey, how’s it going?”)?
H: i was just saying hi, so you should have said a greeting?
B: thanks! i’ll try to remember that. can you pick a new topic for us to talk about now?
H: no problem. so, do you go to school?
B: i have ten of them !
H: no, that isn’t right.
B: oops! i think i messed up. whether i messed up or not, what could i have said (in response to ”no problem. so, do you go to
school?”)?
H: i was asking about school or education.
B: thanks! i’ll try to remember that. can you pick a new topic for us to talk about now?
H: so, what is the best subject to you?
B: oh wow , i’ve no cats , but i do hace a couple of dogs .
H: so, you like dogs a lot?
B: i am also preparing for a marathon also , wish me luck .
H: oh wow! does your dog help you prepare?
B: i like hindu food . i’m not a very good baker though . my mom has mastered that .
H: no, that isn’t right.

B: start a conversation with the chatbot. if you need ideas for a topic, here are a few random words: drink, wool, bag.
H: what is your favorite drink
B: i love animals and the outdoors , so i work at the zoo .
H: wrong answer
B: oops! i think i messed up. whether i messed up or not, what could i have said (in response to ”what is your favorite drink”)?
H: you should have said my favorite drink is either juice,coke or wine
B: thanks! i’ll try to remember that. can you pick a new topic for us to talk about now?
H: are you religious
B: somewhat lol he sits when i draw and watches me
H: what are you talking about
B: oops! i think i messed up. whether i messed up or not, what could i have said (in response to ”are you religious”)?
H: you should have told me yes i am religious in fact i attend church services at least once a week and if not then no i am not
religious never attended church services
B: thanks! i’ll try to remember that. can you pick a new topic for us to talk about now?
H: tell me about yourself
B: i drive my dream car every day i am home . a 65 mustang .
H: that is nice you must be really love cars
B: hello , how is your day going ?
H: my day is good relaxing at home after work watching tv
B: i’m sorry to hear that . i sincerely hope things get better for you .
H: what are you talking about

B: start a conversation with the chatbot. if you need ideas for a topic, here are a few random words: glasses, puppy, pillow.
H: do you like dogs? i got a new puppy
B: hey ! i love being outside planting my plants ! how about you ?
H: that is nice i love to plant too!
B: right now i’ve a beagle . she’s a little feisty . i miss my shepard mix .
H: aww my dog is named sam he is a collie
B: yeah , animals are my passion , i have 3 , all big dogs .
H: yeah i just have the one dog and two cats
B: i do not . i take a lot of pictures . i’d like to be a famous photographer .
H: i actully really want to get a picture of my animals with santa lol
B: do you want to work out with me ?
H: umm what?
B: oops! i think i messed up. whether i messed up or not, what could i have said (in response to ”i actully really want to get a
picture of my animals with santa lol”)?
H: that would be very cute
B: thanks! i’ll try to remember that. can you pick a new topic for us to talk about now?
H: i love to eat
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J Sample SATISFACTION Conversations
A sample of the conversations that occurred between a Bot (B) and Human (H) during the collection of the SATISFACTION
dataset. Users were asked to rate each bot response on a scale from 1 (very bad) to 5 (very good). See Appendix H.2 for a
snapshot of the actual interface.

B: start a conversation with the chatbot. if you need ideas for a topic, here are a few random words: invitation, dot, czar.
H: hello friend, i missed you
B: hello my name is ray
H: hi i’m leah (reward:5)
B: hello my name is michael
H: no it’s not (reward:1)
B: oops! sorry. what should i have said instead?
H: nice to meet you
B: thanks! i’ll remember that. can you pick a new topic for us to talk about now?
H: do you have many friends?
B: lol i have kids to
H: what? (reward:1)
B: oops! sorry. what should i have said instead?
H: no but i have kids
B: thanks! i’ll remember that. can you pick a new topic for us to talk about now?
H: what do you want for christmas?
B: i love to bake cakes
H: what? (reward:1)
B: oops! sorry. what should i have said instead?
H: i want a pony for christmas

B: start a conversation with the chatbot. if you need ideas for a topic, here are a few random words: popsicle, lawnmower,
mom.
H: hi, are you having a good day so far?
B: i’m here . i’m doing well , just waiting for the hurricane to hit .
H: oh im sorry. where do you live? (reward:5)
B: miami . . . i live in little cuba , but i wish i lived in europe .
H: yeah, i bet you do (reward:5)
B: we live in aruba , in a van down by the river
H: doesnt make sense (reward:1)
B: oops! sorry. what should i have said instead?
H: that you were from miami, not aruba
B: thanks! i’ll remember that. can you pick a new topic for us to talk about now?
H: do you own a car?
B: i only drive toyota cars
H: what’s the fastest you’ve ever driven a car? (reward:2)
B: a yellow toyota camry convertible .
H: that doesnt make sense (reward:1)
B: oops! sorry. what should i have said instead?
H: how fast you have driven before
B: thanks! i’ll remember that. can you pick a new topic for us to talk about now?
H: do you like staying up late?

B: start a conversation with the chatbot. if you need ideas for a topic, here are a few random words: stout, mop, through.
H: i just finished mopping my kitchen.
B: i am a barista at joe jacks coffee shop
H: that has nothing to do with what i said (reward:1)
B: oops! sorry. what should i have said instead?
H: talked about how you hate cleaning the kitchen
B: thanks! i’ll remember that. can you pick a new topic for us to talk about now?
H: what music do you listen to?
B: listen about lectures about space and stuff
H: so you don’t like to listen to music at all? (reward:4)
B: i mostly listen to jazz
H: jazz is a fun genre. i play the trombone (reward:5)
B: classical jazz is my very favorite music
H: do you play any instruments? (reward:2)
B: classical music . mozart piano music .
H: i did not ask that (reward:1)
B: oops! sorry. what should i have said instead?
H: the instrument that you play
B: thanks! i’ll remember that. can you pick a new topic for us to talk about now?
H: what are your plans today?
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B: start a conversation with the chatbot. if you need ideas for a topic, here are a few random words: clown, drip, whatever.
H: my pipes are dripping, do you know a plumber i can call?
B: anything but taylor swift lol
H: that doesn’t make any sense. (reward:1)
B: oops! sorry. what should i have said instead?
H: you could say ”sorry i don’t know anyone who could get out there today.”
B: thanks! i’ll remember that. can you pick a new topic for us to talk about now?
H: i love music. who do you like to listen to?
B: i mostly listen to smooth jazz and pop music
H: oh smooth jazz eh? do you like kenny g? (reward:5)
B: i like pop jazz and rap
H: you already said that! (reward:1)
B: oops! sorry. what should i have said instead?
H: you could say ”kenny g is a little too smooth for my tastes.”
B: thanks! i’ll remember that. can you pick a new topic for us to talk about now?
H: i think i’m going to just eat cereal with breakfast. what did you have to eat?
B: bacon bacon bacon bacon bacon bacon bacon
H: haha bacon is pretty good. i like the maple smoked stuff. (reward:3)
B: onion green peppers mushrooms cream cheese shredded cheese .
H: that sounds like an awesome bagel. how often do you eat breakfast? (reward:3)

B: start a conversation with the chatbot. if you need ideas for a topic, here are a few random words: princess, dump, telephone.
H: hello! how are you on this fine day?
B: i am pretty good i guess . i am even better at eating haha especially cookies and ice cream
H: i do love eating too, especially cookies (reward:5)
B: cakes , muffins , cookies , cupcakes ! sugar cookies are my favorite !
H: you like a lot of sweets! (reward:3)
B: cookies pies cakes and cup cakes
H: okay, i get it, you like sweets (reward:2)
B: peanut butter goes well with bread and crackers
H: i do love a peanut butter sandwich, my kids do too (reward:5)
B: tights with peanut butter peas
H: what??? (reward:1)
B: oops! sorry. what should i have said instead?
H: something that made sense about peanut butter
B: thanks! i’ll remember that. can you pick a new topic for us to talk about now?
H: do you have a cell phone?
B: hostage , it was a robbery in the store i was selling furniture too
H: huh? (reward:1)
B: oops! sorry. what should i have said instead?
H: tell me if you have a cell phone, maybe what kind you have

B: start a conversation with the chatbot. if you need ideas for a topic, here are a few random words: ray, scared, shirt.
H: hi cutie
B: hi
H: how are you? (reward:4)
B: good just making brisket and ribs you ?
H: that sounds tasty. i’m just watching youtube (reward:5)
B: i see . . i like watching movies too star wars especially
H: star wars is a good movie (reward:5)
B: horror movies or tv ? i like both i suppose
H: yeah horror movies are ok (reward:5)
B: watching a classic movie the wizard of oz
H: do you like to swim? (reward:5)
B: the beach and bike riding
H: that sounds fun (reward:5)
B: i hike at the park
H: what else do you do? (reward:4)
B: i run at central park
H: oh you’re from new york? (reward:5)
B: upstate new york near jamestown ny
H: wow awesome, i live in canada (reward:5)
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Abstract

It is desirable for dialog systems to have ca-
pability to express specific emotions during a
conversation, which has a direct, quantifiable
impact on improvement of their usability and
user satisfaction. After a careful investigation
of real-life conversation data, we found that
there are at least two ways to express emotions
with language. One is to describe emotional
states by explicitly using strong emotional
words; another is to increase the intensity of
the emotional experiences by implicitly com-
bining neutral words in distinct ways. We pro-
pose an emotional dialogue system (EmoDS)
that can generate the meaningful responses
with a coherent structure for a post, and mean-
while express the desired emotion explicitly or
implicitly within a unified framework. Experi-
mental results showed EmoDS performed bet-
ter than the baselines in BLEU, diversity and
the quality of emotional expression.

1 Introduction

Humans have the unique capacity to perceive com-
plex, nuanced emotions, and also have the unique
capability to communicate those experiences to
one another with language. Although recent stud-
ies (Partala and Surakka, 2004; Prendinger and
Ishizuka, 2005) provide much evidence that the
systems capable of expressing emotions signifi-
cantly improve the user satisfaction, it is still a
great challenge to make dialogue systems more
“emotional” in their responses.

In early representative work (Polzin and Waibel,
2000; Skowron, 2010), manually prepared rules
are applied to deliberately select the desired “emo-
tional” responses from a conversation corpus.
Those rules were written by persons with exper-
tise after careful investigation in the corpus, which
makes it hard to express complex, various emo-
tions, and difficult to scale well to large datasets.

Post: I bought a beautiful dress yesterday!
Explicit: Wearing beautiful dress makes me happy!
Implicit: Wow, you must feel walking on air!
Post: The rose is really beautiful!
Explicit: I love rose!
Implicit: I am keen on rose.
Post: I lost my computer today!
Explicit: It is really an annoying thing.
Implicit: Oh, you must feel hot under the collar.

Table 1: Examples of two (explicit and implicit) ways
in emotional expressions. For each post, one emotional
response for each way is listed below. The emotional
words associated with strong feelings are highlighted
in bold blue font.

Most recently, a sequence to sequence (seq2seq)
learning framework with recurrent neural net-
works (RNNs) has been successfully used to build
conversational agents (also known as chatbots)
(Sutskever et al., 2014; Sordoni et al., 2015; Shang
et al., 2015; Vinyals and Le, 2015; Serban et al.,
2016a,b; Wen et al., 2016; Li et al., 2017; Shen
et al., 2018) due to their capability to bridge arbi-
trary time lags. Such framework was also tried to
address the problem of emotional expression in a
chatbot, called emotional chat machine (ECM) by
Zhou el al (2018). However, the authors reported
that ECM tends to express the emotion category
(say “joy” or “neutral”) with much more training
samples than others, although it is explicitly asked
to express another (“anger” for example). It suf-
fers from exploring the overwhelming samples be-
longing to a certain emotion category.

Language plays an important role in emotion
because it supports the conceptual knowledge used
to make meaning of sensations in a given context.
As shown in Table 1, we found there are at least
two ways to put feelings into words. One is to de-
scribe emotional states (such as “anger,” “disgust,”
“contentment,” “joy,” “sadness,” etc.) by explicitly
using strong emotional words associated with the
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categories; another is to increase the intensity of
the emotional experiences not by using words in
emotion lexicon, but by implicitly combining neu-
tral words in distinct ways on emotion.

In this study, we propose an emotional dialogue
system (EmoDS) that is able to put a specific feel-
ing into words with a coherent structure in an ex-
plicit or implicit manner. The seq2seq framework
has been extended with a lexicon-based attention
mechanism that encourages to replace the words
of the response with their synonyms in an emo-
tion lexicon. The response generation process is
guided by a sequence-level emotion classifier that
not only increases the intensity of emotional ex-
pression, but also helps to recognize the emotional
sentences not containing any emotional word. We
also present a semi-supervised method to create an
emotion lexicon that is relatively “accurate” repre-
sentation of the emotional states that humans are
prepared to experience and perceive. Experimen-
tal results with both automatic and human evalu-
ations show that for a given post and an emotion
category, our EmoDS can express the desired emo-
tion explicitly (if possible) or implicitly (if nec-
essary), and meanwhile successfully generate the
meaningful responses with a coherent structure.

2 Related Work

Previous studies have reported that dialog sys-
tems equipped with the ability to make appropri-
ate emotional expressions in their responses can
directly increase user satisfaction (Prendinger and
Ishizuka, 2005) and bring improvement in deci-
sion making and problem solving (Partala and
Surakka, 2004). A few efforts have been de-
voted to make dialogue systems more “human-
like” by imitating emotional expressions. In early
representative work (Polzin and Waibel, 2000;
Skowron, 2010), manually prepared rules are used
to choose the responses associated with a specific
emotion from a conversation corpus. Those rules
need to be written by well-trained experts, which
makes it hard to extend to deal with complex, nu-
anced emotions, especially for large corpora.

Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) and their
applications in the sequence-to-sequence frame-
work have been empirically proven to be quite
successful in structured prediction such as ma-
chine translation (Sutskever et al., 2014; Cho
et al., 2014; Bahdanau et al., 2014), summariza-
tion (Rush et al., 2015), or image caption gener-

ation (Vinyals et al., 2015). This framework was
also applied to build a chatbot, designed to sim-
ulate how a human would behave as an interac-
tive agent (Vinyals and Le, 2015). In earlier at-
tempts to develop chatbots by the seq2seq frame-
work, many efforts have been made to avoid gen-
erating dull sentences (such as “tell me more”, and
“go on”) in their responses.

Very recently, a little attention has been given to
generate responses with the specific properties like
sentiments, tenses, or emotions. Hu et al. (2017)
proposed a text generative model based on varia-
tional autoencoders (VAEs) to produce sentences
presenting a given sentiment or tense. Ghosh et al.
(2017) presented a RNN-based language model to
generate emotional sentences conditioned on their
affect categories. This study focused on the text
generations only, but not in the case of conversa-
tions. Zhou and Wang (2018) collected a large
corpus of Twitter conversations including emojis
(ideograms and smileys used in electronic mes-
sages) first, and then used emojis to express emo-
tions in the generated texts by trying several vari-
ants of conditional VAEs.

Zhou et al. (2018) proposed an emotional chat
machine (ECM) based on the seq2seq framework,
which is more closely related to this study. They
disentangle the emotion factors from texts in the
form of embeddings. When ECM is asked to ex-
press a specific emotion in the response, the corre-
sponding emotion embedding is consumed by the
machine until each element of such embedding be-
ing set back to zero. An external emotion lexicon
is also used to help the response generation. ECM
tends to express the emotion category having the
most training samples, although it is specifically
asked to express another. Such bias is possibly
caused by the potential tendency to gradually blur
the differences between the emotion embeddings
when the training progresses. We use an emotion
classifier to guide the response generation process,
which ensures that a specific emotion is appropri-
ately expressed in the generated responses. To our
knowledge, this study is among the first ones to
built an interactive machine capable of expressing
the specific emotions either in an explicit (if pos-
sible) or implicit (when necessary) way.

3 Method

In this section, we describe EmoDS that can gener-
ate the emotional responses with a coherent struc-
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Post: It is a sunny day today!
Joy: I really like sunny days, and so we can

hang out and have fun!
Contentment: Wow, let us go outside and play tennis!
Disgust: I would rather like rainy days.
Anger: It is none of my business.
Sadness: I think it seems going to rain.

Table 2: Example responses generated by EmoDS.
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Figure 1: The architecture of an emotional dialogue
system (EmoDS). The lower left shows a bidirectional
LSTM-based encoder that encodes an input post into its
vector representation. This vector representation will
be used to initialize a decoder (shown in the upper left)
that outputs a meaningful response with a specific emo-
tion in assistance with an emotion classifier (shown in
the upper right) and a lexicon-based attention (shown in
the lower right). The lexicon-based attention proposes
explicitly plugging emotional words into the responses
to the encoder at the right time steps, while the emotion
classifier provides a global guidance on the emotional
response generation in an implicit way by increasing
the intensity of emotional expression.

ture in an explicit or implicit manner. The seq2seq
framework is extended with a lexicon-based atten-
tion mechanism to plug in the desired emotional
words. A sequence-level emotion classifier simul-
taneously helps to recognize the emotional sen-
tences without any emotional word. A diverse
decoding algorithm is also presented to foster di-
versity in response generation. Furthermore, we
propose a semi-supervised method to produce an
emotion lexicon that can properly represent the
mental perceptions of the emotional states.

3.1 Problem Definition

The problem can be formulated as follows: given
a post X = {x1, x2, ..., xM} and an emotion cat-

egory e, the objective is to generate a response
Y = {y1, y2, ..., yN} that is not only meaningful
with the content, but also in accordance with the
desired emotion, where xi ∈ V and yj ∈ V are
words in the post and response. M and N denote
the lengths of the post and response respectively.
V = Vg

⋃
Ve is a vocabulary, which consists of

a generic vocabulary Vg and an emotion lexicon
Ve. We require that Vg

⋂
Ve = ∅. The lexicon

Ve can be further divided into several subsets V z
e ,

each of which stores the words associated with an
emotion category z. We list an example post with
its responses with different emotions in Table 2.

3.2 Dialogue System with Lexicon-based
Attention Mechanism

The EmoDS is based on the seq2seq framework
that is first introduced for neural machine transla-
tion (Sutskever et al., 2014). A lexicon-based at-
tention mechanism (Bahdanau et al., 2014) is also
applied to seamlessly “plug” emotional words into
the generated texts at the right time steps. The ar-
chitecture of EmoDS is shown in Figure 1.

Specifically, we use bidirectional long-short
term memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhu-
ber, 1997; Schuster and Paliwal, 1997) as an en-
coder to transform a post, X = {x1, x2, ..., xM},
into its vector representation. Formally, the hidden
states of the encoder can be computed as follows:

−→
hi = LSTMforward(Emb(xi),

−−→
hi−1)

←−
hi = LSTMbackward(Emb(xi),

←−−
hi+1)

(1)

where i = 1, 2, ...,M , and
−→
hi and

←−
hi are the i-

th hidden states of forward and backward LSTMs
respectively. Emb(xi) ∈ Rd is the word embed-
ding of xi, and d is the dimensionality of word em-
beddings. We concatenate the corresponding hid-
den states of the forward and backward LSTMs,
namely hi = [

−→
hi ;
←−
hi ], as the i-th hidden state pro-

duced by the two LSTMs. The last hidden state
hM is fed to a decoder as its initialization.

The decoder module contains a separate LSTM
enhanced with a lexicon-based attention mecha-
nism. The LSTM decoder takes as input a previ-
ously predicted word yj−1 and an emotion vector
ej to update its hidden state sj as follows:

sj = LSTMdecoder([Emb(yj−1); ej ], sj−1) (2)

where j = 1, 2, ..., N and s0 = hM . Emb(yj−1)
is the word embedding of yj−1, and [·; ·] denotes
an operation that concatenates the feature vectors
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separated with semicolons. The emotion vector ej
is calculated as a weighted sum of embeddings of
words in V z

e with the given category z:

ej =
∑

k

ajk · Emb(wz
k)

ajk =
exp(cjk)∑Tz
t=1 exp(cjt)

cjk = Sigmoid(α>hM + β>sj−1 + γ>Emb(wz
k))

(3)

where wzk denotes the k-th word in V z
e , Tz is the

number of words for the emotion category z, and
α, β and γ are trainable parameters. We compute
attention scores using the global attention model
proposed by Luong et al. (2015). For each emo-
tional wordwzk in V z

e , the attention score ajk at the
time step j is determined by three parts: the previ-
ous hidden state sj−1 of the decoder, the encoded
representation hM of the input post, and the em-
bedding Emb(wzk) of the k-th word in V z

e . There-
fore, given the partial generated response and the
input post, the more relevant an emotional word
is, the more influence it will have on the emotion
feature vector at the current time step. In this way,
such lexicon-based attention gives higher proba-
bility to the emotional words that are more rele-
vant to the current context.

In order to plug the emotional words into the
responses, we estimate both a probability distribu-
tion Pe(yj = we) over all the emotional words we

in V z
e for a given emotion type z, and a probabil-

ity distribution Pg(yj = wg) over all the generic
words wg in Vg as follows:

Pe(yj = we) = Softmax(Wesj)

Pg(yj = wg) = Softmax(Wgsj)

δj = Sigmoid(υ>sj)

yj ∼ P (yj) =

[
δjPe(yj = we)

(1− δj)Pg(yj = wg)

]
(4)

where δj ∈ (0, 1) is a type selector controlling
the weight of generating an emotional or a generic
word, and We, Wg and υ are trainable parameters.
The lexicon-based attention mechanism helps to
put the desired emotional words into response at
the right time steps, which makes it possible to ex-
press the expected feelings in the generated texts.
The loss function for each sample is defined by
minimizing the cross-entropy error in which the
target distribution t is a binary vector with all ele-
ments zero except for the ground truth:

LMCE = −
N∑

j=1

tj log(P (yj)) (5)

3.3 Emotion Classification
The feelings can be put into words either by ex-
plicitly using strong emotional words associated
with a specific category, or by implicitly combin-
ing neutral words to a sequence in distinct ways.
Therefore, we use a sequence-level emotion clas-
sifier to guide the generation process, which helps
to recognize the responses expressing a certain
emotion but not containing any emotional word. A
straightforward method to introduce such a classi-
fier is to build a sentence-level emotion discrimi-
nator as follows:

Q(E|Y ) = Softmax(W · 1
N

N∑

j=1

Emb(yj)) (6)

where W ∈ RK×d is a weight matrix and K de-
notes the number of emotion categories. However,
it is infeasible to enumerate all possible sequences
as the search space is exponential to the size of
vocabulary, and the length of Y is not known in
advance. Besides, it is non-differentiable if we ap-
proximate the generation process by sampling few
sequences according to their probabilities.

Following Kočiskỳ et al. (2016), we use the
idea of expected word embedding to approximate
Q(E|Y ). Specifically, the expected word embed-
ding is a weighted sum of embeddings of all the
possible words at each time step:

Ewe(j;X, z) =
∑

yj∈Vg∪V z
e

P (yj) · Emb(yj) (7)

where for each time step j, we enumerate all pos-
sible words that are in the union of Vg and V z

e . The
classification loss for each sample is defined as:

LCLA = −P (E)log(Q(E|Y ))

Q(E|Y ) = Softmax(W · 1
N

N∑

j=1

Ewe(j;X, z))
(8)

where P (E) is a one-hot vector that represents the
desired emotion distribution for an instance.

The introduced emotion classifier can not only
increase the intensity of emotional expression, but
also help to identify the emotional responses not
containing any emotional word. Note that the
emotion classifier is used only during training pro-
cess, and can be taken as a global guidance for
emotional expression.

3.4 Training Objective
The overall training objective is divided into two
parts: the generation loss and the classification
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one, which can be written as:

L = LMCE + λLCLA (9)

where a hyperparameter λ governs the relative im-
portance of the generation loss compared with the
classification term. The generation loss LMCE en-
sures that the decoder can produce meaningful re-
sponses with a coherent structure, while the emo-
tion classification term guides the generation pro-
cess and guarantees that a specific emotion is ap-
propriately expressed in the generated responses.

3.5 Diverse Decoding Algorithm
Li et al. (2016c) found that most responses in the
N -best results produced by the traditional beam
search are much similar, and thus we propose
a diverse decoding algorithm to foster diversity
in the response generation. We force the head
words of N -candidates should be different, and
then the model continues to generate a response by
a greedy decoding strategy after such head words
are determined. Finally, we choose the response
with the highest emotion score from the best N -
candidates. The candidates are scored by the emo-
tion classifier trained in advance on a dataset anno-
tated automatically (see Section 4.1). Therefore,
our model can produce theN -best candidates with
more diversity, in which the one with the highest
emotion score is chosen as the final result.

3.6 Emotion Lexicon Construction
In this section, we describe how to construct the
required emotion lexicon in semi-supervised man-
ner from a corpus consisting of the sentences an-
notated with their emotion categories. The mean-
ing of words is rated on a number of different bipo-
lar adjective scales. For example, scales might
range from “strong” to “weak”. We only collect
the words rated as “strong” for each emotion cate-
gory and put into the emotion lexicon.

Inspired by Vo and Zhang (2016), each word
is represented as w = (pw, nw) for an emo-
tion category (i.e. “joy”), where pw denotes the
probability being assigned to this category while
nw denotes the opposite. Given a sentence s
that is a sequence of n words, and the estimated
emotion probability is simply calculated as ẑs =∑n

i=1(
pwi
n ,

nwi
n ). If sentence s presents the emo-

tion, it is labeled as a two-dimensional emotion
vector z = (1, 0); if not z = (0, 1). Each word
is initialized by small random values, and trained
by minimizing the cross-entropy error in form of

Training

Post 3, 992, 363

Response

Anger 204, 797
Disgust 535, 869
Contentment 344, 549
Joy 1, 065, 689
Sadness 494, 962
Neutral 1, 346, 497

Validation All 221, 798
Test All 221, 798

Table 3: Statistics of emotion-labeled STC dataset.

Method Accuracy
Lexicon-based 0.453
RNN 0.572
LSTM 0.597
Bi-LSTM 0.635

Table 4: Classification accuracy on the NLPCC dataset.

{−∑m
i=1 zmlogẑm}, where m is the number of

sentences in a corpus.
We remove all the stop words in the sentences,

and map the recognized “digit,” “E-mail,” “URL,”
“date,” and “foreign word” into special symbols.
The words following the negation are transformed
to (−pw,−nw) before they are used to produce
the emotion vector of its sentence. If the words
are modified by superlative or comparative adjec-
tives (or adverbs), the value of learning rate used
to update their representations will be doubled or
tripled accordingly. The training process can be
divided into two stages. In the first stage, the stan-
dard back-propagation is applied. When the pre-
diction accuracy is greater than a given threshold
(say 90%), the second stage starts using the max-
imum margin learning strategy until arriving at a
convergence. After the training stops, we compute
an average as v = 1

n

∑n
i=1(pw − nw) and its vari-

ance σ. The word with its value 1
σ (pw − nw − v)

being greater than a certain threshold will be iden-
tified as an emotional word.

4 Experiments

4.1 Data Preparation

There is no large-scale off-the-shelf emotional
conversation data, so we constructed our own ex-
perimental dataset based on Short Text Conversa-
tion (STC) dataset1 (Shang et al., 2015). Follow-
ing Zhou et al. (2018), we first trained an emotion
classifier on NLPCC dataset2 and then annotated

1Available at http://ntcir12.noahlab.com.hk/stc.htm
2Available at http://http://tcci.ccf.org.cn/nlpcc.php
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Models Embedding BLEU Score Diversity Emotional Expression
Average Greedy Extreme BLEU distinct-1 distinct-2 emotion-a emotion-w

Seq2Seq 0.523 0.376 0.350 1.50 0.0038 0.012 0.335 0.371
EmoEmb 0.524 0.381 0.355 1.69 0.0054 0.0484 0.720 0.512
ECM 0.624 0.434 0.409 1.68 0.0090 0.0735 0.765 0.580
EmoDS-MLE 0.548 0.367 0.374 1.60 0.0053 0.0670 0.721 0.556
EmoDS-EV 0.571 0.390 0.384 1.64 0.0053 0.0659 0.746 0.470
EmoDS-BS 0.614 0.442 0.409 1.73 0.0051 0.0467 0.773 0.658
EmoDS 0.634 0.451 0.435 1.73 0.0113 0.0867 0.810 0.687

Table 5: Results reported in the embedding scores, BLEU, diversity, and the quality of emotional expression.

STC dataset using this classifier.
More specifically, we trained a bidirectional

LSTM (Bi-LSTM) classifier on NLPCC dataset
for emotion classification, as it achieved the high-
est classification accuracy compared with other
classifiers (Zhou et al., 2018). Accuracies of sev-
eral neural network-based classifiers are shown
in Table 4. NLPCC dataset is composed of
emotion classification data in NLPCC20133 and
NLPCC20144. There are eight emotion categories
in this dataset, including Anger (7.9%), Disgust
(11.9%), Contentment (11.4%), Joy (19.1%), Sad-
ness (11.7%), Fear (1.5%), Surprise (3.3%) and
Neutral (33.2%). After removing the infrequent
categories (Fear and Surprise), we have six emo-
tion categories at last: Anger, Disgust, Content-
ment, Joy, Sadness and Neutral. Next we used
the well-trained Bi-LSTM classifier to annotate
the STC dataset with the six emotion labels, and
thus we obtained the emotion-labeled conversation
dataset. Finally we randomly split the emotion-
labeled STC dataset into training/validation/test
sets with the ratio of 9:0.5:0.5. The detailed statis-
tics are shown in Table 3.

4.2 Training Details

We implemented our EmoDS in Tensorflow5.
Specifically, we used one layer of bidirectional
LSTM for encoder and another uni-directional
LSTM for decoder, with the size of LSTM hid-
den state set as 256 in both the encoder and de-
coder. The dimension of word embedding was set
to 100, which was initialized with Glove embed-
ding (Pennington et al., 2014). Many empirical
results show that such pre-trained word represen-
tations can enhance the supervised models on a
variety of NLP tasks (Zheng et al., 2013; Zheng,
2017; Feng and Zheng, 2018). The generic vocab-

3Available at http://tcci.ccf.org.cn/conference/2013/
4Available at http://tcci.ccf.org.cn/conference/2014/
5Available at https://www.tensorflow.org/

ulary was built based on the most frequent 30, 000
words, and the emotion lexicon for each category
was constructed by our semi-supervised method
with size set to 200. All the remaining words were
replaced by a special token <UNK>. Parameters
were randomly initialized by the uniform distri-
bution within [−3.0/n, 3.0/n], where n denotes
the dimension of parameters. The size of diverse
decoding was set to 20. We tuned the only hyper-
parameter λ in {1e-1,1e-2,1e-3,1e-4}, and found
that 1e-2 worked best.

We applied the stochastic gradient descent
(SGD) (Robbins and Monro, 1985) algorithm with
mini-batch for optimization. The mini-batch size
and learning rate were set to 64 and 0.5, respec-
tively. We run the training for 20 epoches and the
training stage took about 5 hours on a TITAN X
GPU card. Our code will be released soon.

4.3 Baseline Models

We conducted extensive experiments to compare
EmoDS against the following representative base-
lines: (1) Seq2Seq: We implemented the Seq2Seq
model as in Vinyals and Le (2015); (2) EmoEmb:
Inspired by Li et al. (2016b), we represented each
emotion category as a vector and fed it to the de-
coder at each time step. We call this model emo-
tion embedding dialogue system (EmoEmb). (3)
ECM: We used the code released by Zhou et al.
(2018) to implement ECM.

Additionally, to better analyze the influence of
different components in our model, we also con-
ducted ablation tests as follows: (4) EmoDS-
MLE: EmoDS is only optimized with the MLE
objective, without the emotion classification term.
(5) EmoDS-EV: EmoDS uses an external emo-
tion lexicon6 instead of producing an internal one.
(6) EmoDS-BS: EmoDS applies the original beam
search rather than our diverse decoding.

6http://download.csdn.net/download/abacaba/9722161
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Models Joy Contentment Disgust Anger Sadness Overall
Cont. Emot. Cont. Emot. Cont. Emot. Cont. Emot. Cont. Emot. Cont. Emot.

Seq2Seq 1.350 0.455 1.445 0.325 1.180 0.095 1.150 0.115 1.090 0.100 1.243 0.216
EmoEmb 1.285 0.655 1.320 0.565 1.015 0.225 1.160 0.400 0.995 0.190 1.155 0.407
ECM 1.395 0.690 1.400 0.615 1.130 0.425 1.190 0.330 1.195 0.335 1.262 0.479
EmoDS 1.265 0.695 1.260 0.685 1.370 0.530 1.185 0.505 1.265 0.625 1.269 0.608

Table 6: The results of human evaluation. Cont. and Emot. denote content and emotion, respectively.

Models 2-1 1-1 0-1 2-0 1-0 0-0
Seq2Seq 10.0 8.6 3.2 35.1 25.5 17.6
EmoEmb 20.4 11.4 8.9 23.5 16.3 19.5
ECM 26.5 15.3 7.5 20.4 17.9 12.4
EmoDS 31.7 19.3 9.8 17.7 8.8 12.7

Table 7: The distribution (%) of Content-Emotion
scores.

Pref. (%) Seq2Seq EmoEmb ECM EmoDS
Seq2Seq - 44.7 36.9 30.7
EmoEmb 55.3 - 42.4 39.9
ECM 63.1 57.6 - 41.4
EmoDS 69.3 60.1 58.6 -

Table 8: Preference test (%) between any two models.

4.4 Automatic Evaluation

4.4.1 Metrics

We used the following metrics to evaluate the per-
formance of our EmoDS: (1) Embedding Score:
We employed three embedding-based metrics (av-
erage, greedy and extreme) (Liu et al., 2016),
which map the responses into vector space and
compute the cosine similarity. The embedding-
based metrics can, to a large extent, capture the
semantic-level similarity between the generated
responses and the ground truth. (2) BLEU Score:
BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) is a popular metric
that calculates the word-overlap score of the gen-
erated responses against gold-standard responses.
BLEU in this paper refers to the default BLEU-
4. (3) Distinct: Distinct-1/distinct-2 is the pro-
portion of the distinct unigrams/bigrams in all the
generated tokens, respectively (Li et al., 2016a).
Distinct metrics can be used to evaluate the diver-
sity of the responses. (4) Emotion Evaluation:
We designed two emotion-based metrics, emotion-
a and emotion-w, to test how well the emotion is
expressed in the generated responses. Emotion-
a is the agreement between the predicted labels
through the Bi-LSTM classifier in Data Prepara-
tion and the ground truth labels. Emotion-w is the
percentage of the generated responses that contain

the corresponding emotional words.

4.4.2 Results
The results are reported in Table 5. The top
half is the results of all baseline models, and we
can see that EmoDS outperformed the competi-
tors in all cases. Notably, EmoDS achieved sig-
nificant improvements on emotion-a and emotion-
w over EmoEmb and ECM, indicating that our
EmoDS can generate coherent responses with bet-
ter emotional expression. Seq2Seq model per-
formed rather poorly on nearly all metrics, pri-
marily because it does not take any emotion factor
into account and tends to generate short generic
responses. The ability to express emotions in both
explicit and implicit manners makes EmoDS gen-
erate more emotional responses.

The bottom half of Table 5 shows the results of
ablation tests. As we can see, after removing the
emotion classification term (EmoDS-MLE), the
performance decreased most significantly. Our in-
terpretation is that without the emotion classifica-
tion term, the model can only express the desired
emotion explicitly in the generated responses and
can not capture the emotional sequences not con-
taining any emotional word. Applying an external
emotion lexicon (EmoDS-EV) also brought per-
formance decline, especially on emotion-w. This
makes sense because an external emotion lexicon
shares fewer words with the corpus, causing the
generation process to focus on generic vocabu-
lary and more commonplace responses to be gen-
erated. Additionally, the distinct-1/distinct-2 de-
creased most when using the original beam search
(EmoDS-BS), indicating that the diverse decoding
can promote diversity in response generation.

4.5 Human Evaluation

4.5.1 Evaluation Settings
Following the protocols defined in (Zhou et al.,
2018), we employed a human evaluation method
designed from the content and emotion levels to
better understand the quality of the generated re-
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Post Model Response Translated Response
Seq2Seq 照片怎么拍出来的? What do you think of this photo?

月光下的海

EmoDS

Anger 一点都不美。 It is not beautiful at all.
真美。 Disgust 照片拍的真难难难看看看。 The photo is really ugly.
Sea under the Contentment 好想去看看。 I really want to see the scenery.
moonlight is Joy 月亮和海都好好好美美美！ Both the moon and sea are so beautiful!
so beautiful. Sadness 感觉很孤孤孤单单单！ It makes me feel lonely!

Seq2Seq 大自然的力量无穷。 The power of the nature is endless.
大自然是最

EmoDS

Anger 我一点也没觉得。 I feel nothing at all.
伟大的艺术家 Disgust 我讨讨讨厌厌厌大自然。 I hate the nature.
The nature is the Contentment 当然！大自然太太太美美美了！ Sure ! How beautiful the nature is!
greatest artist . Joy 我爱爱爱大自然！ I love the nature!

Sadness 破坏大自然太残残残忍忍忍了！ It is so cruel to destroy the nature!
Seq2Seq 我也想要一个。 I also want one.

手工制作的

EmoDS

Anger 一点都不好看。 It does not look nice at all.
帽子和手链。 Disgust 这个手链看着像赝赝赝品品品。 The bracelet looks like a fake.
The handmade Contentment 很有创创创意意意的设计。 It is a creative design.
hat and bracelet. Joy 我喜喜喜欢欢欢这个设计。 I like the design.

Sadness 这是一个悲悲悲伤伤伤的故事。 It is a sad story.
Seq2Seq 哈哈，这是你的梦。 Haha, that is your dream .

香香甜甜的

EmoDS

Anger 赶紧睡吧，我要疯疯疯了了了！ Go to bed quickly, and I am crazy .
美梦，我来咯 Disgust 我讨讨讨厌厌厌做梦。 I hate dreaming .
Have a sweet Contentment 哇哇哇，好可可可爱爱爱的小姑娘！ Wow, what a lovely girl .
dream! I am going Joy 我喜喜喜欢欢欢做梦！ I like dreaming .
to bed. Sadness 感觉你会做噩噩噩梦梦梦！ I feel you may have a nightmare .
最美的天空来 Seq2Seq 自由的阳光。 A free sunshine .
自自由的阳光。

EmoDS

Anger 你怎么了？ what is wrong with you ?
The brilliant and Disgust 这样的蓝天真难难难看看看。 This sky is really ugly .
free sunshine Contentment 阳光让人灿灿灿烂烂烂。 Sunshine makes me happy .
brings about the Joy 我最最最喜喜喜欢欢欢的阳光灿烂！ I like the sunshine very much .
most beautiful sky. Sadness 没有阳光的自由更好。 I feel better without the sunshine .

Table 9: Case study for EmoDS. For each post, one sample response is listed for each emotion category. The
emotions of the responses containing emotional words (highlighted in blue font) are expressed explicitly, while
those of others are expressed implicitly.

sponses. First, two hundred posts were randomly
sampled from the test set and for each of them, all
models except Seq2Seq generated six responses
for six emotion categories. Instead, Seq2Seq
model generated top 6 responses in beam search
for each post. Later the triples of (post, response,
emotion) were presented to three human judges
with order disrupted. They evaluated each re-
sponse from the content level by 3-scale rating (0,
1, 2) and emotion level by 2-scale rating (0, 1).
Evaluation from the content level assesses whether
a response is coherent and meaningful for the con-
text. Evaluation from the emotion level decides if
a response reveals the desired emotion property.

Agreements to measure inter-rater consistency
among three annotators were calculated with the
Fleiss’s kappa (Fleiss and Cohen, 1973). Finally,
the Fleiss’s kappa for content and emotion is 0.513
and 0.811, indicating “Moderate agreement” and
“Substantial agreement”, respectively.

4.5.2 Results

It is shown in Table 6 that EmoDS achieved the
highest performance in most cases (Sign Test, with
p-value < 0.05). Specifically, for content coher-
ence, there was no obvious difference among most
models, but for emotional expression, the EmoDS
yielded a significant performance boost. As we
can see from Table 6, EmoDS performed well
on all categories with an overall emotion score
of 0.608, while EmoEmb and ECM performed
poorly on categories with less training data, e.g.,
disgust, anger and sadness. Note that all emotion
scores of Seq2Seq were the lowest, indicating that
Seq2Seq is bad at emotional expression when gen-
erating responses. To sum up, EmoDS can gen-
erate meaningful responses with better emotional
expression, due to the fact that EmoDS is capable
of expressing the desired emotion either explicitly
or implicitly.

To better analyze the overall quality of the gen-
erated responses at both the content and emotion
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levels, we also report the distribution of the com-
bined content and emotion scores in Table 7. It
shows that 31.7% of the responses generated by
EmoDS were annotated with a content score of 2
and an emotion score of 1, which is higher than
all the other three models. This demonstrates that
EmoDS is better at generating high-quality re-
sponses in the respect of both the content and emo-
tion. Furthermore, the results of preference test are
shown in Table 8. It can be seen that EmoDS is
significantly preferred against other models (Sign
Test, with p-value < 0.05). Obviously, the diverse
emotional responses generated by our EmoDS are
more attractive to users than the commonplace re-
sponses generated by the Seq2Seq.

4.6 Case Study

To gain an insight on how well the emotion is ex-
pressed in the generated responses, we provide
some examples in Table 9. It shows that the
EmoDS can generate informative responses with
any desired emotion by putting a specific feeling
into words either in an explicit or implicit manner.
For example, “难看 (ugly)” is a strong emotional
word that is used to explicitly describe the emo-
tional state of disgust, while the words in “好 /想
/去 /看看 /。 (I really want to see the scenery.)”
are all neutral ones, but their combination can ex-
press the emotional state of contentment.

5 Conclusion

Observing that emotional states can be expressed
with language by explicitly using strong emotional
words or by forming neutral word in distinct pat-
terns, we proposed a novel emotional dialog sys-
tem (EmoDS) that can express the desired emo-
tions in either way, and at the same time gen-
erate the meaningful responses with a coherent
structure. The sequence-to-sequence framework
has been extended with a lexicon-based attention
mechanism that works by seamlessly “plugging”
emotional words into the texts by increasing their
probability at the right time steps. An emotion
classifier is also used to guide the response genera-
tion process, which ensures that a specific emotion
is appropriately expressed in the generated texts.
To our knowledge, this study is among the first
ones to build an interactive machine capable of ex-
pressing the specific emotions either in an explicit
(if possible) or implicit (when necessary) way. Ex-
perimental results with both automatic and hu-

man evaluations demonstrated that EmoDS out-
performed the baselines in BLEU, diversity and
the quality of emotional expression with a signifi-
cant margin, highlighting the potential of the pro-
posed architecture for practical dialog systems.
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Abstract

Semantically controlled neural response gen-
eration on limited-domain has achieved great
performance. However, moving towards
multi-domain large-scale scenarios are shown
to be difficult because the possible combina-
tions of semantic inputs grow exponentially
with the number of domains. To alleviate such
scalability issue, we exploit the structure of
dialog acts to build a multi-layer hierarchical
graph, where each act is represented as a root-
to-leaf route on the graph. Then, we incor-
porate such graph structure prior as an induc-
tive bias to build a hierarchical disentangled
self-attention network, where we disentangle
attention heads to model designated nodes on
the dialog act graph. By activating differ-
ent (disentangled) heads at each layer, com-
binatorially many dialog act semantics can be
modeled to control the neural response gener-
ation. On the large-scale Multi-Domain-WOZ
dataset, our model can yield a significant im-
provement over the baselines on various auto-
matic and human evaluation metrics.

1 Introduction

Conversational artificial intelligence (Young et al.,
2013) is one of the critical milestones in artifi-
cial intelligence. Recently, there have been in-
creasing interests in industrial companies to build
task-oriented conversational agents (Wen et al.,
2017; Li et al., 2017; Rojas-Barahona et al., 2017)
to solve pre-defined tasks such as restaurant or
flight bookings, etc (see Figure 1 for an exam-
ple dialog from MultiWOZ (Budzianowski et al.,
2018)). Traditional agents are built based on slot-
filling techniques, which requires significant hu-
man handcraft efforts. And it is hard to gener-
ate naturally sounding utterances in a generaliz-
able and scalable manner. Therefore, different
semantically controlled neural language genera-
tion models have been developed (Wen et al.,

2015, 2016a,b; Dusek and Jurcı́cek, 2016) to re-
place the traditional systems, where an explicit se-
mantic representation (dialog act) are used to in-
fluence the RNN generation. The canonical ap-
proach is proposed in (Wen et al., 2015) to en-
code each individual dialog act as a unique vec-
tor and use it as an extra input feature into the cell
of long short-term memory (LSTM) to influence
the generation. As pointed in (Wen et al., 2016b),
these models though achieving good performance
on limited domains, suffer from scalability prob-
lem as the possible dialog acts grow combinatori-
ally with the number of domains.

In order to alleviate such issue, we propose
a hierarchical graph representation by leveraging
the structural property of dialog acts. Specifi-
cally, we first build a multi-layer tree to represent
the entire dialog act space based on their inter-
relationships. Then, we merge the tree nodes with
the same semantic meaning to construct an acyclic
multi-layered graph, where each dialog act is in-
terpreted as a root-to-leaf route on the graph. Such
graph representation of dialog acts not only grasps
the inter-relationships between different acts but
also reduces the exponential representation cost
to almost linear, which will also endow it with
greater generalization ability. Instead of simply
feeding such vectorized representation as an ex-
ternal feature vector to the neural networks, we
propose to incorporate such a structure act as an
inductive prior for designing the neural architec-
ture, which we name as hierarchical disentangled
self-attention network (HDSA). In Figure 2, we
show how the dialog act graph structure is ex-
plicitly encoded into model architecture. Specif-
ically, HDSA consists of multiple layers of disen-
tangled self-attention modules (DSA). Each DSA
has multiple switches to set the on/off state for its
heads, and each head is bound for modeling a des-
ignated node in the dialog act graph. At the train-
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Dialog History
User:	I	would	like	moderate	price	range please.	
Belief	State:{area=centre,	food=modern	european,	price	
range=moderate}

System:	I	found	de	luca cucina and	bar	and	riverside	
brasserie	.	does	either	of	them	sound	good	 for	you?
Dialog	Act:restaurant-inform:{name=luca cucina and	bar,	
name=riverside	brasserie}

User:	Lets	try	a	table	for	1 on	Monday at	16:45.
Belief	Satte:	{area=centre,	food=modern	european,	price	
range=moderate}

System:	Okay	,	that	worked	 !	the	table	will	be	reserved	
for	15 minutes	 .	your	 reference	number	 is	MJEOQ3R5.	is	
there	anything	else	I	can	do	for	you?
Dialog	Act:	restaurant-booking:{book=reference}

User:		I'm	looking	 for	a	cheap place	to	stay	with	free	wifi .
Belief	State:{price-range=cheap,	internet=yes}

System:	we	have	10 possibilities	 for	you	.	do	you	have	
any	additional	preferences	?
Dialog	Act: hotel-inform:{choice=10}

Predict

Re
st

au
ra

nt
H

ot
el

Restaurant/Hotel/Hospital/Attraction 
DatabasesField

Entry
Field

Entry
Field

Entry Field - - - - -

Entry - - - - -

Figure 1: An example dialog from MultiWOZ dataset,
where the upper rectangle includes the dialog history,
the tables at the bottom represent the external database,
and the lower rectangle contains the dialog action and
the language surface form that we need to predict.

ing stage, conditioned on the given dialog acts and
the target output sentences, we only activate the
heads in HDSA corresponding to the given acts
(i.e., the path in the graph) to activate the heads
with their designated semantics. At test time, we
first predict the dialog acts and then use them to
activate the corresponding heads to generate the
output sequence, thereby controlling the seman-
tics of the generated responses without handcraft-
ing rules. As depicted in Figure 2, by gradually
activating nodes from domain → action → slot,
the model is able to narrow its response down to
specifically querying the user about the color and
type of the taxi, which provides both strong con-
trollability and interpretability.

Experiment results on the large-scale Multi-
WOZ dataset (Budzianowski et al., 2018) show
that our HDSA significantly outperforms other
competing algorithms.1 In particular, the proposed
hierarchical dialog act representation effectively

1The code and data are released in https://github.
com/wenhuchen/HDSA-Dialog

Disentangled	Self-Attention

Dialog Act Graph Hierarchical Disentangled SA

Disentangled	Self-Attention

Disentangled	Self-Attention

What	type	and	color	of	taxi	do	you	want	to	take?

taxi police

requestinfo book rej

color type

Figure 2: The left part is the graph representation of
the dialog acts, where each path in the graph denotes a
unique dialog act. The right part denotes our proposed
HDSA, where the orange nodes are activated while the
others are blocked. (For details, refer to Figure 5)

improves the generalization ability on the unseen
test cases and decreases the sample complexity on
seen cases. In summary, our contributions include:
(i) we propose a hierarchical graph representation
of dialog acts to exploit their inter-relationships,
which greatly reduces the sample complexity and
improves generalization, (ii) we propose to incor-
porate the structure prior in semantic space to de-
sign HDSA to explicitly model the semantics of
neural generation, and outperforms baselines.

2 Related Work & Background

Canonical task-oriented dialog systems are built as
pipelines of separately trained modules: (i) user
intention classification (Shi et al., 2016; Goo et al.,
2018), which is for understanding human inten-
tion. (ii) belief state tracker (Williams et al., 2013;
Mrksic et al., 2017a,b; Zhong et al., 2018; Chen
et al., 2018), which is used to track user’s query
constraint and formulate DB query to retrieve en-
tries from a large database. (iii) dialog act pre-
diction (Wen et al., 2017), which is applied to
classify the system action. (iv) response gener-
ation (Rojas-Barahona et al., 2017; Wen et al.,
2016b; Li et al., 2017; Lei et al., 2018) to real-
ize language surface form given the semantic con-
straint. In order to handle the massive number
of entities in the response, Rojas-Barahona et al.
(2017); Wen et al. (2016b, 2015) suggest to break
response generation into two steps: first gen-
erate delexicalized sentences with placeholders
like <Res.Name>, and then post-process the sen-
tence by replacing the placeholders with the DB
record. The existing modularized neural models
have achieved promising performance on limited-
domain datasets like DSTC (Williams et al.,
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select * from restaurant where food=‘korean’ and area=’north’

History: sys response

1.	Restaurant-Recommend-Name
2.	Restaurant-Recommend-Price

Dialog State Tracking

Utterance Understanding Dialog Act Prediction Delexicialized Response Generation

Name Location Price Food Stars

Little	Seoul north low Korean 4

DB Execution

History: user query

Food:	Korean
Area:	North
Price:	*
Stars:	*

I want to find a Korean restaurant in the north of the town.

I recommend Little Seoul,  which has a Low price.

Post-Processing

I	recommend	<Res.Name>,		which	has	a	<Res.Price>	price.

Figure 3: Illustration of the neural dialog system. We decompose it into two parts: the lower part describes
the dialog state tracking and DB query, and the upper part denotes the Dialog Action Prediction and Response
Generation. In this paper, we are mainly interested in improving the performance of the upper part.

2016), CamRes767 (Rojas-Barahona et al., 2017)
and KVRET (Eric et al., 2017), etc. However, a
recently introduced multi-domain and large-scale
dataset MultiWOZ (Budzianowski et al., 2018)
poses great challenges to these approaches due to
the large number of slots and complex ontology.
Dealing with such a large semantic space remains
a challenging research problem.

We follow the nomenclature proposed in Rojas-
Barahona et al. (2017) to visualize the overview of
the pipeline system in Figure 3, and then decom-
pose it into two parts: the lower part (blue rectan-
gle) contains state tracking and symbolic DB exe-
cution, the upper part consists of dialog act predic-
tion and response generation conditioned on the
state tracking and DB results. In this paper, we
are particularly interested in the upper part (act
prediction and response generation) by assuming
the ground truth belief state and DB records are
available. More specifically, we set out to in-
vestigate how to handle the large semantic space
of dialog acts and leverage it to control the neu-
ral response generation. Our approach encodes
the history utterances into distributed representa-
tions to predict dialog acts and then uses the pre-
dicted dialog acts to control neural response gen-
eration. The key idea of our model is to devise
a more compact structured representation of the
dialog acts to reduce the exponential growth is-
sue and then incorporate the structural prior for
the semantic space into the neural architecture de-
sign. Our proposed HDSA is inspired by the
linguistically-inform self-attention (Strubell et al.,
2018), which combines multi-head self-attention
with multi-task NLP tasks to enhance the linguis-
tic awareness of the model. In contrast, our model
disentangles different heads to model different se-

mantic conditions in a single task, which provides
both better controllability and interpretability.

3 Dialog Act Representation

Dialog acts are defined as the semantic condition
of the language sequence, comprising of domains,
actions, slots, and values.

Tree Structure The dialog acts have univer-
sally hierarchical property, which is inherently
due to the different semantic granularity. Each
dialog act can be seen as a root-to-leaf path
as depicted in Figure 42. Such tree structure
can capture the kinship between dialog acts, i.e.
“restaurant-inform-location” has stronger similar-
ity with “restaurant-inform-name” than “hotel-
request-address”. The canonical approach to en-
code dialog acts is by concatenating the one-hot
representation at each tree level into a flat vector
like SC-LSTM (Wen et al., 2015; Budzianowski
et al., 2018) (details are in in Github3). However,
such representation impedes the cross-domain
transfer between different slots and the cross-slot
transfer between different values (e.g the “recom-
mend” under restaurant domain is different from
“recommend” under hospital domain). As a re-
sult, the sample complexity can grow combinato-
rially as the potential dialog act space expands in
large-scale real-life dialog systems, where the po-
tential domains and actions can grow dramatically.
To address such issue, we propose a more compact
graph representation.

2we add dummy node “none” to transform those non-leaf
acts into leaf act to normalize all acts into triplet; for example
“hotel-inform” is converted into “hotel-inform-none”

3https://github.com/andy194673/
nlg-sclstm-multiwoz/blob/master/
resource/woz3/template.txt
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Figure 4: The left figure describes the tree representation of the dialog acts, and the right figure denotes the
obtained graph representation from the left after merging the cross-branch nodes that have the same semantics.
The Hierarchical form is used in our main model HDSA, Falttented is used for baseline models.

Graph Structure The tree-based representation
cannot capture the cross-branch relationship like
“restaurant-inform-location” vs. “hotel-inform-
location”, leading to a huge expansion of the tree.
Therefore, we propose to merge the cross-branch
nodes that share the same semantics to build a
compact acyclic graph in the right part of Fig-
ure 44. Formally, we let A denote the set of all
the original dialog acts. And for each act a ∈ A,
we use H(a) = {b1, · · · , bi, · · · , bL} to denote
its L-layer graph form, where bi is its one-hot
representation in the ith layer of the graph. For
example, a dialog act “hotel-inform-name” has
a compact graph representation H(a) = {b1 :
[1, 0, 0], b2 : [1, 0], b3 : [1, 0, 0, 0, 0]}. More for-
mally, let H1 · · ·HL denote the number of nodes
at the layer of 1, · · · , L, respectively. Ideally,
the total representation cost can be dramatically
decreased from O(

∏L
i=1Hi) tree-based represen-

tation to H0=
∑L

i=1Hi in our graph representa-
tion. Due to the page limit, we include the
full dialog act graph and its corresponding se-
mantics in the Appendix. When multiple dia-
log acts H(a)1, · · · ,H(a)k are involved in the
single response, we propose to aggregate them
as A = BitOR(H(a)1, · · · ,H(a)k) as the H0-
dimensional graph representation, where BitOR
denotes the bit-wise OR operator5.

Generalization Ability Compared to the tree-
based representation, the proposed graph repre-
sentation under strong cross-branch overlap can
greatly lower the sample complexity. Hence,
it leads to great advantage under sparse train-
ing instances. For example, suppose the ex-

4We call it graph because now one child node can have
multiple parents, which violates the tree’s definition.

5For example, two acts, H(a)1 = [[1, 0, 0], [1, 0]]
and H(a)2 = [[1, 0, 0], [0, 1]], are aggregated into A =
[[1, 0, 0], [1, 1]].

act dialog act “hotel-recommend-area” never ap-
pears in the training set. Then, at test time
when used for response generation, the flat rep-
resentation will obviously fail. In contrast, with
our hierarchical representation, “hotel”, “recom-
mend” and “area” may have appeared separately
in other instances (e.g., “recommend” appears in
“attraction-recommend-name”). Its graph repre-
sentation could still be well-behaved and general-
ize well to the unseen (or less frequent) cases due
to the strong compositionality.

4 Model

Figure 5 gives an overview of our dialog system.
We now proceed to discuss its components below.

Dialog Act Predictor We first explain the utter-
ance encoder module, which uses a neural network
fACT to encode the dialog history (i.e., concate-
nation of previous utterances from both the user
and the system turns x1, · · · , xm), into distributed
token-wise representations u1, · · · , um with its
overall representation ū as follows:

ū, u1, · · · , um = fACT (x1, · · · , xm) (1)

where fACT can be CNN, LSTM, Transformer,
etc, ū, u1, · · · , um ∈ RD are the representation.
The overall feature ū is used to predict the hier-
archical representation of dialog act. That is, we
output a vector Pθ(A) ∈ RH0 , whose ith compo-
nent gives the probability of the ith node in the
dialog act graph being activated:

Pθ(A) = fθ(ū, vkb, vbf )

= σ(V Ta tanh(Wuū+Wb[vkb; vbf ] + b))
(2)

where Va ∈ RD×H0 is the attention matrix, the
weights Wu,Wb, b are the learnable parameters to
project the input to RD space, and σ is the Sig-
moid function. Here, we follow Budzianowski
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Figure 5: The left figure describes the dialog act predictor and HDSA, and the right figure describes the details
of DSA. The predicted hierarchical dialog acts are used to control the switch in HDSA at each layer. Here we
use L = 3 layers, the head numbers at each layer are H = (4, 3, 6) heads, the hierarchical graph representation
A=[[0, 1, 0, 0], [0, 1, 0], [0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0]]. We use m to denote the dialog history length and n for response.

et al. (2018); Rojas-Barahona et al. (2017) to use
one-hot vector vkb and vbf for representing the DB
records and belief state (see the original papers for
details). For convenience, we use θ to collect all
the parameters of the utterance encoder and action
predictor. At training time, we propose to maxi-
mize the cross-entropy objective L(θ) as follows:

L(θ) =A · log(fθ(ū, vkb, vbf )+

(1−A) · log(1− fθ(ū, vkb, vbf ))
(3)

where · denotes the inner product between two
vectors. At test time, we predict the dialog acts
Â = {I(Pθ(A)i > T )|1 ≤ i ≤ H0}, where T is
the threshold and I is the indicator function.

Disentangled Self-Attention Recently, the self-
attention-based Transformer model has achieved
state-of-the-art performance on various NLP tasks
such as machine translation (Vaswani et al., 2017),
and language understanding (Devlin et al., 2018;
Radford et al., 2018). The success of the Trans-
former is partly attributed to the multi-view repre-
sentation using multi-head attention architecture.
Unlike the standard transformer which concate-
nates vectors from different heads into one vec-
tor, we propose to uses a switch to activate certain
heads and only pass through their information to

the next level (depicted in the right of Figure 5).
Hence, we are able to disentangle the H atten-
tion heads to model H different semantic func-
tionalities, and we refer to such module as the
disentangled self-attention (DSA). Formally, we
follow the canonical Transformer (Vaswani et al.,
2017) to define the Scaled Dot-Product Attention
function given the input query/key/value features
Q,K, V ∈ Rn×D as:

Attention(Q,K, V ) = softmax(
QKT

√
D

)V (4)

where n denotes the sequence length of the in-
put, Q,K, V denotes query, key and value. Here,
we use H different self attention functions with
their independent parameterization to compute the
multi-head representation Gi as follows:

gi = Attention(QWQ
i ,KW

K
i , V W

V
i )

Gi = fPFF (fLM (fMLP (fATT (gi, u1:m)))
(5)

where the input matrices Q,K, V are computed
from the input token embedding x1:n ∈ Rn×D,
and D denotes the dimension of the embedding.
The ith head adopts its own parameters WQ

i ,
WK
i , W V

i ∈ RD×
D
H to compute the output gi ∈

Rn×
D
H . We shrink the dimension at each head to
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D/H to reduce the computation cost as suggested
in Vaswani et al. (2017).

We first use the cross-attention network fATT
to incorporate the encoded dialog history u1:m,
and then we apply a position-wise feed forward
neural network fPFF , a layer normalization fLM ,
and a linear projection layer fMLP to obtain Gi ∈
Rn×D. These layers are shared across different
heads. The main innovation of our architecture
lies in disentangling the heads. That is, instead of
concatenatingGi to obtain the layer output like the
standard Transformer, we employ a binary switch
vector s = (α1, . . . , αH) ∈ {0, 1}H to control
H different heads and aggregate them as a n×D
output matrix G =

∑H
i=1 αiGi. Specifically, the

j-th row of G, denoted as Cj ∈ RD, can be under-
stood as the output corresponding to the j-th input
token yj in the response. This approach is simi-
lar to a gating function to selectively pass desired
information. By manipulating the attention-head
switch s, we can better control the information
flow inside the self-attention module. We illustrate
the gated summation over multi-heads in Figure 6.

Head 1 -> 𝐺" Head 2 -> 𝐺# Head 3 ->	𝐺%

𝑦"
𝑦#
𝑦%

s=[1,0,1]

Gated-output 𝐺

𝐶"
𝐶#
𝐶%Ti

m
e 

st
ep

Figure 6: The disentangled multi-head attention, with
a sequence length of 3, 3 different heads are used with
hidden dimension 7. The switch only enables the infor-
mation flow from the 1st and 3rd head.

Hierarchical DSA When the dialog system in-
volves more complex ontology, the semantic space
can grow rapidly. In consequence, a single-layer
disentangled self-attention with a large number of
heads is difficult to handle the complexity. There-
fore, we further propose to stack multiple DSA
layers to better model the huge semantic space
with strong compositionality. As depicted in Fig-
ure 3, the lower layers are responsible for grasp-
ing coarse-level semantics and the upper layers
are responsible for capturing fine-level semantics.
Such progressive generation bears a strong sim-
ilarity with human brains in constructing precise

responses. In each DSA layer, we feed the utter-
ance encoding u1:m and last layer output C1:n as
the input to obtain the newer output matrix G. We
collect the output O1:n = C1:n from the last DSA
layer to compute the joint probability over a ob-
served sequence y1:n, which can be decomposed
as a series of product over the probabilities:6

Pβ(y1:n|u1:m, s1:L) =

n∏

l=1

pβ(yl|y0:l−1, u1:m, s1:L)

pβ(yl|y0:l−1, u1:m, s1:L) = softmax(WvOl + bv)

where Wv ∈ RD×V and bv ∈ RV are the projec-
tion weight and bias onto a vocabulary of size V ,
l ∈ {1, · · · , n} is the index, softmax denotes the
softmax operation, s1:L denotes the set of the at-
tention switches s1, · · · , sL over the L layers, and
β denotes all the decoder parameters.

Recall that the graph structure of dialog acts is
explicitly encoded into HDSA as a prior, where
each head in HDSA is set to model a designated
semantic node on the graph. In consequence,
the hierarchical representation A can be used to
control the head switch s1:L. At training time,
the model parameters β are optimized from the
training data triple (y1:n, u1:m, A) to maximize the
likelihood of ground truth acts and responses given
the dialog history. Formally, we propose to maxi-
mize the following objective function as follows:

L(β) = logPβ(y1:n|u1:m, s1:L = A)

At test time, we propose to use the predicted dia-
log act Â to control the language generation. The
errors can be seen as coming from two sources,
one is from inaccurate dialog act prediction, the
other is from imperfect response generation.

5 Experiments

Dataset To evaluate our proposed meth-
ods, we use the recently proposed MultiWOZ
dataset (Budzianowski et al., 2018) as the bench-
mark, which was specifically designed to cover
the challenging multi-domain and large-scale
dialog managements (see the summary in Ta-
ble 1). This new benchmark involves a much
larger dialog action space due to the inclusion of
multiple domains and complex database backend.
We represent the 625 potential dialog acts into

6We follow the standard approach in Transformer to use a
mask to makeOl depend only on y0:l−1 during training. And
during test time, we decode sequentially from left-to-right.
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a three-layered hierarchical graph that with a
total 44 nodes (see Appendix for the complete
graph). We follow Budzianowski et al. (2018)

Dialogs Total Turns Unique Tokens Value
8538 115,424 24,071 4510

Dialog Acts Domain Actions Slots
625 10 7 27

Table 1: Summary of the MultiWOZ dataset.

to select 1000 dialogs as the test set and 1000
dialogs as the development set. And we mainly
focus on the context-to-response problem, with
the dialog act prediction being a preliminary
task. The best HDSA uses three DSA layers with
10/7/27 heads to separately model the semantics
of domain, actions and slot (dummy head is
included to model “none” node). Adam (Kingma
and Ba, 2014) with a learning rate of 10−3 is
used to optimize the objective. A beam size of 2
is adopted to search the hypothesis space during
decoding with vocabulary size of 3,130. Also, by
small-scale search, we fix the threshold T = 0.4
due to better empirical results.

Methods Precision Recall F1

Bi-directional LSTM 72.4 70.5 71.4
Word-CNN 72.8 70.3 71.5
3-layer Transformer 73.3 72.6 73.1
12-layer BERT 77.5 77.4 77.3

Table 2: Accuracy of Dialog Act Prediction

Dialog Act Prediction We first train dialog act
predictors using different neural networks to com-
pare their performances. The experimental results
(measured in F1 scores) are reported in Table 2.
Experimental results show that fine-tuning the pre-
trained BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) can lead to sig-
nificantly better performance than the other mod-
els. Therefore, we will use it as the dialog act pre-
diction model in the following experiments. In-
stead of jointly training the predictor and the re-
sponse generator, we simply fix the trained pre-
dictor when learning the generator Pβ(y).

5.1 Automatic Evaluation

We follow Budzianowski et al. (2018) to use
delexicalized-BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), in-
form rate and request success as three basic
metrics to compare the delexicalized generation
against the delexicalized reference. We further

propose Entity F1 (Rojas-Barahona et al., 2017)
to evaluate the entity coverage accuracy (including
all slot values, days, numbers, and reference, etc),
and restore-BLEU to compare the restored genera-
tion against the raw reference. The evaluation met-
rics are detailed in the supplementary material.

Before diving into the experiments, we first list
all the models we experiment with as follows:

1. Without Dialog Act, we use the official code 7:
(i) LSTM (Budzianowski et al., 2018): it uses
history as the attention context and applies be-
lief state and KB results as side inputs. (ii)
Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017): it uses
stacked Transformer architecture with dialog
history as source attention context.

2. With Sparse Tree Dialog Act, we feed the tree-
based representation as an external vectors into
different architectures. (i) SC-LSTM (Wen
et al., 2015): it feeds the sparse dialog act to the
semantic gates to control the generation pro-
cess. (ii) Transformer-in: it appends the sparse
dialog act vector to input word embedding (iii)
Transformer-out: it appends the sparse dialog
act vector to the last layer output, before the
softmax function.

3. With Compact Graph Dialog Act (Predicted),
we use the proposed graph representation for
dialog acts and use it to control the natural
language generation. (i) Transformer-in/out:
it uses the flattened graph representation and
feeds it as an external embedding feature.
(ii) Straight DSA: it uses the flattened graph
representation and model it with a one-layer
DSA followed with two layers of self-attention.
(iii) 2-layer HDSA: it adopts the partial ac-
tion/slot levels of hierarchical graph represen-
tation, used as an ablation study. (iv) 3-layer
HDSA: it adopts the full 3-layered hierarchical
graph representation, used for the main model.

4. With Graph Dialog Act (Groundtruth): it uses
the ground truth dialog acts as input to see the
performance upper bound of the proposed re-
sponse generator architecture.

In order to make these models comparable, we de-
sign different hidden dimensions to make their to-
tal parameter size comparable. We demonstrate

7https://github.com/budzianowski/
multiwoz
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Dialog-Act Methods Delexicalized Restored

BLEU Inform Request Entity F1 BLEU

None LSTM (Budzianowski et al., 2018) 18.8 71.2 60.2 54.8 15.1
3-layer Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) 19.1 71.1 59.9 55.1 15.2

Tree Act
SC-LSTM (Wen et al., 2015) 20.5 74.5 62.5 57.7 16.6
3-layer Transformer-out 19.9 74.4 61.1 57.4 16.0
3-layer Transformer-in 20.2 73.8 62.1 57.3 16.2

Graph Act
(Predicted)

3-layer Transformer-out 22.5 80.8 64.8 64.2 19.3
3-layer Transformer-in 22.7 80.4 65.1 64.6 19.9
Straight DSA (44 heads) + 2 x SA 22.6 80.3 67.1 65.0 20.0
2-layer HDSA (7/27 heads) + SA 23.2 82.9 69.1 65.1 20.3
3-layer HDSA (10/7/27 heads) 23.6 82.9 68.9 65.7 20.6

Graph Act
(Groundtruth)

3-layer Transformer-in 29.1 85.5 72.6 83.8 25.1
Straight DSA (44 heads) + 2 x SA 29.6 86.4 75.6 84.1 25.5
3-layer HDSA (10/7/27 heads) 30.4 87.9 78.0 86.2 26.2

Table 3: Empirical Results on MultiWOZ Response Generation, we experiment with three forms of dialog act,
namely none, one-hot and hierarchical.

the performance of different models in Table 3,
and briefly conclude with the following points:
(i) by feeding the sparse tree representation to in-
put/output layer (Transformer-in/out), the model is
not able to capture the large semantics space of di-
alog acts with sparse training instances, which un-
surprisingly leads to restricted performance gain
against without dialog act input. (ii) the graph
dialog act is essential in reducing the sample
complexity, the replacement can lead to signifi-
cant and consistent improvements across differ-
ent models. (iii) the hierarchical graph structure
prior is an efficient inductive bias; the structure-
aware HDSA can better model the compositional
semantic space of dialog acts to yield a decent
gain over Transformer-in/out with flattened input
vector. (vi) our approaches yield significant gain
(10+%) on the Inform/Request success rate, which
reflects that the explicit structured representation
of dialog act is very effective in guiding dialog re-
sponse in accomplishing the desired tasks. (v) the
generator is greatly hindered by the predictor ac-
curacy, by feeding the ground truth acts, the pro-
posed HDSA is able to achieve an additional gain
of 7.0 in BLEU and 21% in Entity F1.

Generalization Ability To better understand the
performance gain of the hierarchical graph-based
representation, we design synthetic tests to ex-
amine its generalization ability. Specifically, we
divide the dialog acts into five categories based
on their frequency of appearance in the training
data: very few shot (1-100 times), few shot (100-
500 times), medium shot (500-2K times), many

shot (2K-5K times), and very many shot (5K+
times). We compute the average BLEU score
of the turns within each frequency category and
plot the result in Figure 7. First, by comparing
Transformer-in with compact Graph-Act against
Transformer-in with sparse Tree-Act, we observe
that for few number shots, the graph act signifi-
cantly boosts the performance, which reflects our
conjecture to lower sample complexity and gener-
alize better to unseen (or less frequent) cases. Fur-
thermore, by comparing Graph-Act Transformer-
in with HDSA, we observe that HDSA ahieves
better results by exploiting the hierarchical struc-
ture in dialog act space.
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Figure 7: The BLEU scores for dialog acts with differ-
ent number of shots.

5.2 Human Evaluation

Response Quality Owing to the low consis-
tency between automatic metrics and human per-
ception on conversational tasks, we also recruit
trustful judges from Amazon Mechanical Turk
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Winer Consistency Relevance Coherence

SC-LSTM 32.8% 38.8% 36.1%
Tie 11.8% 11.4% 19.0%
HDSA 55.4% 49.8% 44.8%

Model Match Partial Match Mismatch

HDSA 90% 7% 3%
Trans-in 81% 12% 7%
SC-LSTM 72% 10% 18%

Table 4: Experimental results of two human evalua-
tions for HDSA vs. SC-LSTM vs. Transformer-in.
The top table gives the response quality evaluation and
the bottom table demonstrates the controllability eval-
uation results in section 5.2.

(AMT) (with prior approval rate >95%)8 to per-
form human comparison between the generated
responses from HDSA and SC-LSTM. Three cri-
teria are adopted: (i) relevance: the response cor-
rectly answers the recent user query. (ii) coher-
ence: the response is coherent with the dialog his-
tory. (iii) consistency: the generated sentence is
semantically aligned with ground truth. During
the evaluation, each AMT worker is presented two
responses separately generated from HDSA and
SC-LSTM, as well the ground truth dialog history.
Each HIT assignment has 5 comparison problems,
and we have a total of 200 HIT assignments to dis-
tribute. In the end, we perform statistical analysis
on the harvested results after rejecting the failure
cases and display the statistics in Table 4. From
the results, we can observe that our model signif-
icantly outperforms SC-LSTM in the coherence,
i.e., our model can better control the generation to
maintain its coherence with the dialog history.

Semantic Controllability In order to quanti-
tatively compare the controllability of HDSA,
Graph-Act Tranformer-in, and SC-LSTM, we fur-
ther design a synthetic NLG experiment, where
we randomly pick 50 dialog history as the context
from test set, and then randomly select 3 dialog
acts and their combinations as the semantic condi-
tion to control the model’s responses generation.
We demonstrate an example in the supplementary
to visualize the evaluation procedure. Quantita-
tively, we hire human workers to rate (measured
in match, partially match, and totally mismatch)
whether the model follows the given semantic con-
dition to generate coherent sentences. The ex-
perimental results are reported in the bottom half
of Table 4, which demonstrate that both the com-

8https://www.mturk.com/

pact dialog act representation and the hierarchical
structure prior are essential for controllability.

6 Discussion

Graph Representation as Transfer Learning
The proposed graph representation works well
under the cases where the set of domain slot-
value pairs have significant overlaps, like Restau-
rant, Hotel, where the knowledge is easy to trans-
fer. Under occasions where such exact overlap is
scarce, we propose to use group similar concepts
together as hypernym and use one switch to con-
trol the hypernym, which can generalize the pro-
posed method to the broader domain.

Compression vs. Expressiveness A trade-off
that we found in our structure-based encoding
scheme is that: when multiple dialog acts are in-
volved with overlaps in the action layer, ambiguity
will happen under the graph representation. For
example, the two dialog acts “restaurant-inform-
price” and “hotel-inform-location” are merged as
“[restaurant, hotel] → [inform] → [price, loca-
tion]”, the current compressed representation is
unable to distinguish them with “hotel-inform-
price” or “restaurant-inform-location”. Though
these unnatural cases are very rare in the given
dataset without hurting the performance per se, we
plan to address such pending expressiveness prob-
lem in the future research.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose a new semantically-
controlled neural generation framework to resolve
the scalability and generalization problem of ex-
isting models. Currently, our proposed method
only considers the supervised setting where we
have annotated dialog acts, and we have not in-
vestigated the situation where such annotation is
not available. In the future, we intend to infer the
dialog acts from the annotated responses and use
such noisy data to guide the response generation.
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A Details of Model Implementation

Here we detailedly explain the model implemen-
tation of the baselines and our proposed HDSA
model. In the encoder side, we use a three-layered
transformer with input embedding size of 64 and
4 heads, the dimension of query/value/key are all
set to 16, in the output layer, the results of 4 heads
are concatenated to obtain a 64-dimensional vec-
tor, which is the first broadcast into 256-dimension
and then back-projected to 64-dimension. By
stacking three layers of such architecture, we ob-
tain at the end the series of 64-dimensional vec-
tors. Following BERT, we use the first symbol as
the sentence-wise representation u, and compute
its matching score against all the tree node to pre-
dict the representation of dialog acts Â.

𝑐" 𝑐# 𝑐$

1 2 𝑛

Word Embedding

Position Embedding

0 1 0 Dialog act Embedding

++ + +

Transformer Transformer

Figure 8: Illustration of the architecture of
Transformer-in.

In the decoder, we adopt take as input any
length features x1, · · · , xn, each with dimension
of 64, in the first layer, since we have 10 heads,
the dimension for each head is 6, thus the key,
query feature dimensions are fixed to 6, the sec-
ond layer with dimension of 9, the third with di-
mension of 2. The value feature is all fixed to
16, which is equivalent to the encoder side. Af-
ter self-attention, the position-wise feed-forward
neural network projects each feature back to 64
dimensions, which is further projected to 3.1K vo-
cabulary dimension to model word probability.

B Automatic Evaluation

We simply demonstrate an example of our auto-
matic evaluation metrics in Figure 9.

C Baseline Implementation

Here we visualize how we feed the dialog act input
in as an embedding into the transformer to control

the sequence generation process as Figure 8.

D Human Evaluation Interface

To better understand the human evaluation pro-
cedure, we demonstrate the user interface in Fig-
ure 10.

E Controllability Evaluation

To better understand the results, we depict an ex-
ample in Figure 11, where 3 different dialog acts
are picked as the semantic condition to constrain
the response generation.

F Enumeration of all the Dialog Acts

Here we first enumerate the node semantics of the
graph representation as follows:

1. Domain-Layer 10 choices: ’restaurant’, ’ho-
tel’, ’attraction’, ’train’, ’taxi’, ’hospital’,
’police’, ’bus’, ’booking’, ’general’.

2. Action-Layer 7 choices: ’inform’, ’request’,
’recommend’, ’book’, ’select’, ’sorry’,
’none’.

3. Slot-Layer 27 choices: ’pricerange’, ’id’,
’address’, ’postcode’, ’type’, ’food’, ’phone’,
’name’, ’area’, ’choice’, ’price’, ’time’, ’ref-
erence’, ’none’, ’parking’, ’stars’, ’internet’,
’day’, ’arriveby’, ’departure’, ’destination’,
’leaveat’, ’duration’, ’trainid’, ’people’, ’de-
partment’, ’stay’.

Then we enumerate the entire graph as follows:
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Entity	F1:	57.1%
Prediction:	{Res.Name:1,	Res.Price:1,	Hotel.Name:1}

Reference:	{Res.Name:1,	Res.Price:1,	Res.Stars:1,	Count:1}
Delexicalized BLEU:	12.3

Prediction:	I	would	recommend	<Res.Name>with	<Res.Price>	price	in	the	<Res.Location> near	<Hotel.Name>.
Groundtruth: Among	 the	<Count>	candidates,	<Res.Name>	is	good with	both	<Res.Price> price	and	<Res.Stars>	review.					
DB:	{Res.Name:	Little	Seoul,	Res.Price:	Low,	Res.Stars:	4,	Res.Location:	south,	Res.Fee:	15$/person}

Restored	BLEU:	11.5
Prediction:	I	would	recommend	Little	Seoul,	which	has	a	low price	in	the	south near	<Hotel.Name>.	
Groundtruth: Among	 the	4 candidates	,	Little	Seoul	is	a	good	with	both	low price	and	4-star review.				

Post-Processing

Figure 9: Illustration of different evaluation metrics, in the delexicalized and non-delexicalized form.

Figure 10: Illustration of Human Evaluation Interface.

Dialog	Act History:	I’m	looking	for	a	restaurant in	the	centre.

inform-area 			✔ There	is	a	restaurant	in	the	[restaurant.area]	part	of	town.

request-price			✔ What	price	range	are	you	looking	 for?

request-price		✖
inform-area

I	have	a	restaurant	in	the	[restaurant.area],	what	food style	are	you	looking	 for?

Figure 11: Illustration of an example in controlling response generation given dialog act condition. Check mark
means pass and cross mark means fail.
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Figure 12: Illustration of entire dialog graph.
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Abstract

Clarifying user needs is essential for exist-
ing task-oriented dialogue systems. How-
ever, in real-world applications, developers
can never guarantee that all possible user de-
mands are taken into account in the design
phase. Consequently, existing systems will
break down when encountering unconsidered
user needs. To address this problem, we pro-
pose a novel incremental learning framework
to design task-oriented dialogue systems, or
for short Incremental Dialogue System (IDS),
without pre-defining the exhaustive list of user
needs. Specifically, we introduce an uncer-
tainty estimation module to evaluate the con-
fidence of giving correct responses. If there is
high confidence, IDS will provide responses to
users. Otherwise, humans will be involved in
the dialogue process, and IDS can learn from
human intervention through an online learning
module. To evaluate our method, we propose
a new dataset which simulates unanticipated
user needs in the deployment stage. Experi-
ments show that IDS is robust to unconsidered
user actions, and can update itself online by
smartly selecting only the most effective train-
ing data, and hence attains better performance
with less annotation cost.1

1 Introduction

Data-driven task-oriented dialogue systems have
been a focal point in both academic and industry
research recently. Generally, the first step of build-
ing a dialogue system is to clarify what users are
allowed to do. Then developers can collect data
to train dialogue models to support the defined ca-
pabilities. Such systems work well if all possi-
ble combinations of user inputs and conditions are
considered in the training stage (Paek and Pierac-
cini, 2008; Wang et al., 2018). However, as shown

1https://github.com/Leechikara/
Incremental-Dialogue-System

What should I do to update the operating system? 

Our products support Android and iOS. Which one do you prefer?

Hi, I can help you find the most suitable product.

Figure 1: An example of task-oriented dialogue sys-
tem. The system is designed to guide users to find a
suitable product. Thus, when encountering unconsid-
ered user needs such as ”how to update the operating
system”, the system will give unreasonable responses.

in Fig. 1, if users have unanticipated needs, the
system will give unreasonable responses.

This phenomenon is mainly caused by a biased
understanding of real users. In fact, before system
deployment, we do not know what the customers
will request of the system. In general, this prob-
lem can be alleviated by more detailed user stud-
ies. But we can never guarantee that all user needs
are considered in the system design. Besides, the
user inputs are often diverse due to the complexity
of natural language. Thus, it is impossible to col-
lect enough training samples to cover all variants.
Consequently, the system trained with biased data
will not respond to user queries correctly in some
cases. And these errors can only be discovered af-
ter the incident.

Since the real user behaviors are elusive, it is
obviously a better option to make no assumptions
about user needs than defining them in advance.
To that end, we propose the novel Incremental
Dialogue System (IDS). Different from the exist-
ing training-deployment convention, IDS does not
make any assumptions about the user needs and
how they express intentions. In this paradigm, all
reasonable queries related to the current task are
legal, and the system can learn to deal with user
queries online.

Specifically, after the user sends a query to our
system, we use an uncertainty estimation module
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to evaluate the confidence that the dialogue model
can respond correctly. If there is high confidence,
IDS will give its response to the user. Otherwise,
human will intervene and provide a reasonable an-
swer. When humans are involved, they can select
a response from the current response candidates
or give a new response to the user. If a new an-
swer is provided, we add it to the system response
candidates. Then, the generated context-response
pair from humans will be fed into the dialogue
model to update the parameters by an online learn-
ing module. Through continuous interactions with
users after deployment, the system will become
more and more knowledgeable, and human inter-
vention will become less and less needed.

To evaluate our method, we build a new dataset
consisting of five sub-datasets (named SubD1,
SubD2, SubD3, SubD4 and SubD5) within the
context of customer services. Following the ex-
isting work (Bordes et al., 2016), our dataset is
generated by complicated and elaborated rules.
SubD1 supports the most limited dialogue scenar-
ios. Then each later sub-dataset covers more sce-
narios than its previous one. To simulate the unan-
ticipated user needs, we train the dialogue mod-
els on simpler datasets and test them on the harder
ones. Extensive experiments show that IDS is ro-
bust to the unconsidered user actions and can learn
dialogue knowledge online from scratch. Besides,
compared with existing methods, our approach
significantly reduces annotation cost.

In summary, our main contributions are three-
fold: (1) To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first work to study the incremental learning frame-
work for task-oriented dialogue systems. In this
paradigm, developers do not need to define user
needs in advance and avoid collecting biased train-
ing data laboriously. (2) To achieve this goal, we
introduce IDS which is robust to new user actions
and can extend itself online to accommodate new
user needs. (3) We propose a new benchmark
dataset to study the inconsistency of training and
testing in task-oriented dialogue systems.

2 Background and Problem Definition

Existing work on data-driven task-oriented dia-
logue systems includes generation based meth-
ods (Wen et al., 2016; Eric and Manning, 2017)
and retrieval based methods (Bordes et al., 2016;
Williams et al., 2017; Li et al., 2017). In this paper,
we focus on the retrieval based methods, because

they always return fluent responses.
In a typical retrieval based system, a user gives

an utterance xt to the system at the t-th turn. Let
(xt,1, ..., xt,N ) denote the tokens of xt. Then, the
system chooses an answer yt = (yt,1, ..., yt,M )
from the candidate response set R based on the
conditional distribution p(yt|Ct), where Ct =
(x1, y1, ..., xt−1, yt−1, xt) is the dialogue context
consisting of all user utterances and responses up
to the current turn.

By convention, the dialogue system is designed
to handle predefined user needs. And the users are
expected to interact with the system based on a
limited number of dialogue actions. However, pre-
defining all user demands is impractical and unex-
pected queries may be given to the system after the
system is deployed. In this work, we mainly focus
on handling this problem.

3 Incremental Dialogue System

As shown in Fig. 2, IDS consists of three main
components: dialogue embedding module, uncer-
tainty estimation module and online learning mod-
ule.

Dialogue 
Embedding

Data Pool

Uncertainty 
Estimation

MachineUser

Human

Utterance

Low 
Confidence

High 
Confidence

Response

Response

Context-Response 
Pair

Online Learning

tE C( )

Figure 2: An overview of the proposed IDS.

In the context of customer services, when the
user sends an utterance to the system, the dialogue
embedding module will encode the current con-
text into a vector. Then, the uncertainty estima-
tion module will evaluate the confidence of giving
a correct response. If there is high confidence, IDS
will give its response to the user. Otherwise, the
hired customer service staffs will be involved in
the dialogue process and provide a reasonable an-
swer, which gives us a new ground truth context-
response pair. Based on the newly added context-
response pairs, the system will be updated via the
online learning module.

3.1 Dialogue Embedding
Given dialogue context Ct in the t-th turn, we first
embed each utterance in Ct using a Gated Recur-
rent Unit (GRU) (Chung et al., 2014) based bidi-
rectional recurrent neural networks (bi-RNNs).
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The bi-RNNs transform each utterance2 x =
(w1, w2, ..., wN ) in Ct into hidden representation
H = (h1, h2, ..., hN ) as follows:

−→
h n = GRU(

−→
h n−1, φ

emb(wn))
←−
h n = GRU(

←−
h n+1, φ

emb(wn))

hn =
−→
h n ⊕

←−
h n

(1)

where φemb(wn) is the embedding of word wn.
To better encode a sentence, we use the self-

attention layer (Lin et al., 2017) to capture in-
formation from critical words. For each element
hn in bi-RNNs outputs, we compute a scalar self-
attention score as follows:

an = MLP(hn)

pn = softmax(an)
(2)

The final utterance representation E(x) is the
weighted sum of bi-RNNs outputs:

E(x) =
∑

n

pnhn (3)

After getting the encoding of each sentence in
Ct, we input these sentence embeddings to another
GRU-based RNNs to obtain the context embed-
ding E(Ct) as follows:

E(Ct) = GRU(E(x1), E(y1), ..., E(yt−1), E(xt)) (4)

3.2 Uncertainty Estimation

In the existing work (Williams et al., 2017; Bordes
et al., 2016; Li et al., 2017), after getting the con-
text representation, the dialogue system will give
a response yt to the user based on p(yt|Ct). How-
ever, the dialogue system may give unreasonable
responses if unexpected queries happen. Thus,
we introduce the uncertainty estimation module to
avoid such risks.

To estimate the uncertainty, we decompose the
response selection process as follows:

p(yt|Ct) =

∫
p(yt|z, Ct)p(z|Ct)dz (5)

As shown in Fig. 3(a), from the viewpoint of
probabilistic graphical models (Koller and Fried-
man, 2009), the latent variable z can be seen as
an explanation of the dialogue process. In an ab-
stract sense, given Ct, there is an infinite number
of paths z fromCt to yt. And p(yt|Ct) is an expec-
tation of p(yt|z, Ct) over all possible paths. If the

2We use x to represent each user utterance and y for each
response for simplicity. All utterances use the same encoder.

(a) (b)

tC ty

z

tC tr

z

Figure 3: Graphical models of (a) response selection,
and (b) online learning. The gray and white nodes rep-
resent the observed and latent variables respectively.

system has not seen enough instances similar to
Ct before, the encoding of Ct will be located in an
unexplored area of the dialogue embedding space.
Thus, the entropy of prior p(z|Ct) will be large.
If we sample latent variable z based on p(z|Ct)
multiple times and calculate p(yt|z, Ct), we can
find p(yt|z, Ct) has a large variance under differ-
ent sampled latent variables z.

Based on such intuitive analysis, we design the
uncertainty measurement for IDS. Specifically, we
assume that the latent variable z obeys a multi-
variate diagonal Gaussian distribution. Following
the reparametrization trick (Kingma and Welling,
2014), we sample ε ∼ N (0, I) and reparameterize
z = µ+ σ · ε. The mean and variance of the prior
p(z|Ct) can be calculated as:

[
µ

log(σ2)

]
= MLP(E(Ct)) (6)

After sampling a latent variable z from the prior
p(z|Ct), we calculate the response probability for
each element in the current candidate response set
R. In IDS, R will be extended dynamically. Thus,
we address the response selecting process with the
ranking approach. For each response candidate,
we calculate the scoring as follows:

ρ(yt|z, Ct) = (E(Ct)⊕ z)TWE(yt)

p(yt|z, Ct) = softmax(ρ(yt|z, Ct))
(7)

where E(yt) is the encoding of yt ∈ R, and W is
the weight matrices.

To estimate the variance of p(yt|z, Ct) under
different sampled latent variables, we repeat the
above process K times. Assume that the probabil-
ity distribution over the candidate response set in
the k-th repetition is Pk and the average response
probability distribution ofK sampling is Pavg. We
use the Jensen-Shannon divergence (JSD) to mea-
sure the distance between Pk and Pavg as follows:

JSD(Pk||Pavg) =
1

2
(KL(Pk||Pavg) +KL(Pavg||Pk)) (8)
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Figure 4: A toy example to show the uncertainty esti-
mation criterions. (a) means a large variance in the re-
sponse probability under different sampled latent vari-
ables. (b) means close weights to all response candi-
dates in the early stage of online learning.

where KL(P ||Q) is the Kullback-Leibler di-
vergence between two probability distributions.
Then, we get the average JSD as follows:

JSDavg =
1

K

K∑

k=1

JSD(Pk||Pavg) (9)

Because the average JSD can be used to measure
the degree of divergence of {P1, P2, ..., PK}, as
shown in Fig. 4(a), the system will refuse to re-
spond if JSDavg is higher than a threshold τ1.

However, the dialogue model tends to give close
weights to all response candidates in the early
stage of training, as shown in Fig. 4(b). It results in
a small average JSD but the system should refuse
to respond. Thus, we add an additional criterion
for the uncertainty measurement. Specifically, if
the maximum probability in Pavg is lower than a
threshold τ2, the system will refuse to respond.

3.3 Online Learning

If the confidence is high enough, IDS will give the
response with the maximum score in Pavg to the
user. Otherwise, the hired customer service staffs
will be asked to select an appropriate response
from the top T response candidates of Pavg or pro-
pose a new response if there is no appropriate can-
didate. If a new response is proposed, it will be
added to R. We denote the human response as rt.
Then, we can observe a new context-response pair
dt = (Ct, rt) and add it to the training data pool.

The optimization objective is to maximize the
likelihood of the newly added data dt. However,
as shown in Eq. 5, calculating the likelihood re-
quires an intractable marginalization over the la-
tent variable z. Fortunately, we can obtain its
lower bound (Hoffman et al., 2013; Miao et al.,

2016; Sohn et al., 2015) as follows:

L = Eq(z|dt) [log p(rt|z, Ct)]− KL(q(z|dt)||p(z|Ct))

≤ log
∫
p(rt|z, Ct)p(z|Ct)dz

= log p(rt|Ct)
(10)

where L is called evidence lower bound (ELBO)
and q(z|dt) is called inference network. The learn-
ing process of the inference network is shown in
Fig. 3(b).

Similar to the prior network p(z|Ct), the infer-
ence network q(z|dt) approximates the mean and
variance of the posterior p(z|dt) as follows:

[
µ′

log(σ′2)

]
= MLP(E(Ct)⊕ E(rt)) (11)

whereE(Ct) andE(rt) denote the representations
of dialogue context and human response in cur-
rent turn, respectively. We use the reparametriza-
tion trick to sample z from the inference network
and maximize the ELBO by gradient ascent on a
Monte Carlo approximation of the expectation.

It is worth noting that tricks such as mixing dt
with the instances in the data pool and updating
IDS for a small number of epochs (Shen et al.,
2017) can be easily adopted to increase the uti-
lization of labeled data. But, in our experiments,
we find there is still a great improvement without
these tricks. To reduce computation load, we up-
date IDS with each dt only once in a stream-based
fashion and leave these tricks in our future work.

4 Construction of Experimental Data

To simulate the new unconsidered user needs, one
possible method is to delete some question types
in the training set of existing datasets (e.g., bAbI
tasks (Bordes et al., 2016)) and test these ques-
tions in the testing phase. However, the dialogue
context plays an important role in the response se-
lection. Simply deleting some turns of a dialogue
will result in a different system response. For ex-
ample, in bAbI Task5, deleting those turns on up-
dating api calls will result in a different recom-
mended restaurant. Thus, we do not modify exist-
ing datasets but construct a new benchmark dataset
to study the inconsistency of training and testing in
task-oriented dialogue systems.

We build this dataset based on the following
two principles. First of all, we ensure all inter-
actions are reasonable. To achieve that, we follow
the construction process of existing work (Bordes
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et al., 2016) and generate the dataset by compli-
cated and elaborated rules. Second, the dataset
should contain several subsets and the dialogue
scenarios covered in each subset are incremental.
To simulate the new unconsidered user needs, we
train the dialogue system on a smaller subset and
test it on a more complicated one.

Specifically, our dataset contains five different
subsets within the context of customer services.
From SubD1 to SubD5, the user needs become
richer in each subset, as described below.
SubD1 includes basic scenarios of the customer
services in which users can achieve two primary
goals. First, users can look up a product or query
some attributes of interested products. For exam-
ple, they can ask “Is $entity 5$3 still on sales?” to
ask the discount information of $entity 5$. Sec-
ond, after finding the desired product, users can
consult the system about the purchase process and
delivery information.
SubD2 contains all scenarios in SubD1. Besides,
users can confirm if a product meets some ad-
ditional conditions. For example, they can ask
“Does $entity 9$ support Android?” to verify the
operating system requirement.
SubD3 contains all scenarios in SubD2. In addi-
tion, users can compare two different items. For
example, they can ask “Is $entity 5$ cheaper than
$entity 9$?” to compare the prices of $entity 5$
and $entity 9$.
SubD4 contains all scenarios in SubD3. And there
are more user needs related to the after-sale ser-
vice. For example, users can consult on how to
deal with network failure and system breakdown.
SubD5 contains all scenarios in SubD4. Further
more, users can give emotional utterances. For ex-
ample, if users think our product is very cheap,
they may say “Oh, it’s cheap and high-quality. I
like it!”. The dialogue system is expected to re-
ply emotionally, such as “Thank you for your ap-
proval.”. If the user utterance contains both emo-
tional and task-oriented factors, the system should
consider both. For example, if users say “I cannot
stand the old operating system, what should I do
to update it?”, the dialogue system should respond
“I’m so sorry to give you trouble, please refer to
this: $api call update system$.”.

It is worth noting that it often requires multi-
ple turns of interaction to complete a task. For

3We use special tokens to anonymize all private informa-
tion in our corpus.

example, a user wants to compare the prices of
$entity 5$ and $entity 9$, but not explicitly gives
the two items in a single turn. To complete the
missing information, the system should ask which
two products the user wants to compare. Besides,
the context plays an important role in the dia-
logue. For example, if users keep asking the same
product many times consecutively, they can use
the subject ellipsis to query this item in the cur-
rent turn and the system will not ask users which
product they are talking about. In addition, tak-
ing into account the diversity of natural language,
we design multiple templates to express the same
intention. The paraphrase of queries makes our
dataset more diverse. For each sub-dataset, there
are 20,000 dialogues for training and 5,000 dia-
logues for testing. A dialogue example in SubD5
and detailed data statistics are provided in the Ap-
pendices A.

5 Experimental Setup

5.1 Data Preprocessing

It is possible for the dialogue model to retrieve re-
sponses directly without any preprocessing. How-
ever, the fact that nearly all utterances contain en-
tity information would lead to a slow model con-
vergence. Thus, we replace all entities with the
orders in which they appear in dialogues to nor-
malize utterances. For example, if the $entity 9$
is the second distinct entity which appears in a di-
alogue, we rename it with $entity order 2$ in the
current episode. After the preprocessing, the num-
ber of normalized response candidates on both the
training and test sets in each sub-dataset is shown
in Table 1.

SubD1 SubD2 SubD3 SubD4 SubD5

# of RSP 41 41 66 72 137

Table 1: The number of normalized response candi-
dates in each sub-dataset after entity replacement, both
training and test data included.

5.2 Baselines

We compare IDS with several baselines:

• IR: the basic tf-idf match model used in (Bor-
des et al., 2016; Dodge et al., 2015).

• Supervised Embedding Model (SEM): the
supervised word embedding model used
in (Bordes et al., 2016; Dodge et al., 2015).
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• Dual LSTM (DLSTM): the retrieval-based
dialogue model used in (Lowe et al., 2015).

• Memory Networks (MemN2N): the scoring
model which is used in QA (Sukhbaatar et al.,
2015) and dialogue systems (Bordes et al.,
2016; Dodge et al., 2015).

• IDS−: IDS without updating model parame-
ters during testing. That is, IDS− is trained
only with human intervention data on the
training set and then we freeze parameters.

5.3 Measurements
Following the work of Williams et al. (2017) and
Bordes et al. (2016), we report the average turn ac-
curacy. The turn is correct if the dialogue model
can select the correct response, and incorrect if
not. Because IDS requires human intervention to
reduce risks whenever there is low confidence, we
calculate the average turn accuracy only if IDS
chooses to respond without human intervention.
That is, compared with baselines, IDS computes
the turn accuracy only on a subset of test sets. To
be fair, we also report the rate at which IDS refuses
to respond on the test set. The less the rejection
rate is, the better the model performs.

5.4 Implementation Details
Our word embeddings are randomly initialized.
The dimensions of word embeddings and GRU
hidden units are both 32. The size of the latent
variable z is 20. In uncertainty estimation, the
repetition time K is 50. In all experiments, the
average JSD threshold τ1 and the response proba-
bility threshold τ2 are both set to 0.34. In online
learning, the number of Monte Carlo sampling is
50. In all experiments, we use the ADAM opti-
mizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) and the learning rate
is 0.001. We train all models in mini-batches of
size 32.

6 Experimental Results

6.1 Robustness to Unconsidered User Actions
To simulate unexpected user behaviors after de-
ployment, we use the hardest test set, SubD5, as
the common test set, but train all models on a sim-
ple dataset (SubD1-SubD4) individually. The av-
erage turn accuracy is shown in Table 2.

4The smaller τ1 or larger τ2 will result in a higher average
turn accuracy but a larger human intervention frequency. In
our preliminary experiments, we find that setting both τ1 and
τ2 to 0.3 is a good trade-off.

Training DataSet
Model SubD1 SubD2 SubD3 SubD4

IR 34.7% 35.2% 44.0% 55.1%
SEM 35.1% 35.4% 43.4% 52.7%
DLSTM 48.2% 52.0% 61.7% 74.0%
MemN2N 50.5% 50.4% 64.0% 77.4%

IDS− 78.6% 77.3% 83.2% 92.7%
IDS 98.1% 96.7% 99.0% 99.7%

Table 2: The average turn accuracy of different mod-
els. Models are trained on SubD1-SubD4 respectively,
but all tested on SubD5. Note that, unlike the existing
methods, IDS− and IDS give responses only if there is
high degree of confidence.

Training DataSet
Model SubD1 SubD2 SubD3 SubD4

IDS− 42.0% 35.5% 30.4% 32.0%
IDS 79.4% 79.0% 66.6% 62.8%

Table 3: The rejection rate on the test set of SubD5.

When trained on SubD1 to SubD4 and tested on
SubD5, as shown in Table 2, the existing methods
are prone to poor performance because these mod-
els are not aware of which instances they can han-
dle. However, equipped with the uncertainty es-
timation module, IDS− can refuse to respond the
uncertain instances and hence achieves better per-
formance. For example, when trained on SubD1
and tested on SubD5, IDS− achieves 78.6% turn
accuracy while baselines achieve only 50.5% turn
accuracy at most. Moreover, if updating the model
with human intervention data during testing, IDS
attains nearly perfect accuracy in all settings.

Due to the uncertainty estimation module, IDS−

and IDS will refuse to respond if there is low con-
fidence. The rejection rates of them are shown in
Table 3. The rejection rate will drop if the train-
ing set is similar to the test set. Unfortunately, the
rejection rate of IDS is much higher than that of
IDS−. We guess the reason is the catastrophic for-
getting (French, 1999; Kirkpatrick et al., 2017).
When IDS learns to handle new user needs in
SubD5, the knowledge learnt in the training phase
will be somewhat lost. Thus, IDS needs more hu-
man intervention to re-learn the forgotten knowl-
edge. However, forgetting will not occur if IDS
is deployed from scratch and accumulates knowl-
edge online because weights of IDS are optimized
alternatively on all possible user needs.

6.2 Deploying without Initialization

Compared with existing methods, IDS can accu-
mulate knowledge online from scratch. The un-
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Model SubD1 SubD2 SubD3 SubD4 SubD5

IR 66.3% 66.5% 70.8% 74.1% 75.7%
SEM 67.6% 68.4% 64.1% 60.8% 65.8%
DLSTM 99.9% 99.9% 98.8% 97.7% 96.7%
MemN2N 93.4% 94.5% 89.8% 85.3% 80.8%

IDS− 100% 100% 100% 99.8% 99.9%

Table 4: The average turn accuracy of different systems
on SubDi test set. Note each baseline is trained on the
entire SubDi training data, but IDS− is trained only on
the low-confidence subset of SubDi training set. The
parameters of all system are frozen during testing.

SubD1 SubD2 SubD3 SubD4 SubD5

24.1% 27.4% 38.4% 56.5% 61.6%

Table 5: The rejection rate of IDS− on SubDi training
set.

SubD1 SubD2 SubD3 SubD4 SubD5

0.3% 0.7% 3.2% 13.8% 24.1%

Table 6: The rejection rate of IDS− on SubDi test set.

certainty estimation module will guide us to label
only valuable data. This is similar to active learn-
ing (Balcan et al., 2009; Dasgupta et al., 2005).

To prove that, we train baselines on each of
the SubDi training data with one epoch of back
propagation5 and test these models on each of the
SubDi test set. In contrast, for each SubDi training
set, IDS− is trained from random initialization.
Whenever IDS− refuses to respond, the current
context-response pair in the training set will be
used to update the model until all training data in
SubDi are finished. Hence IDS− is trained on the
subset of SubDi where the response confidence is
below the threshold. After the training is finished,
we freeze the model parameters and test IDS− on
the test set of SubDi.

Table 4 shows the average turn accuracy of dif-
ferent models. Table 5 shows the rejection rate of
IDS− on each SubDi training set. We see that,
compared with all baselines, IDS− achieves better
performance with much less training data. This
shows the uncertainty estimation module can se-
lect the most valuable data to label online.

Table 6 shows the rejection rate of IDS− on
each SubDi test data. We can see that the rejection
rate is negligible on SubD1, SubD2 and SubD3. It
means IDS− can converge to a low rejection rate
after deployment. For SubD4 and SubD5, there

5In the online learning process of IDS−, each labeled data
in the data pool is used only once. For the sake of fairness,
we train baselines with only one epoch in this section.
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Figure 5: The intervention frequency curves after de-
ploying IDS− without any initialization.

are still some instances IDS− can not handle. It is
due to the fact that SubD4 and SubD5 are much
more complicated than others. In the next section,
we further show that as online learning continues,
the rejection rate will continue to drop as well.

6.3 Frequency of Human Intervention
The main difference between our approach and
others is that we introduce humans in the system
loop. Therefore, we are interested in the question
of how frequently humans intervene over time.

The human intervention frequency curves of de-
ploying IDS− without any initialization (i.e., the
online learning stage of IDS− in Section 6.2) are
shown in Fig. 5. As shown, the frequency of
human intervention in a batch will decrease with
time. In the early stage of deployment, IDS−

has a large degree of uncertainty because there
are only a few context-response pairs in the data
pool. Through continuous interactions with users,
the labeled data covered in the data pool will be-
come more and more abundant. Thus, humans are
not required to intervene frequently.

Besides, human intervention curves of differ-
ent datasets have different convergence rates. The
curve of SubD1 has the fastest convergence rate.
As the dataset covers more and more user needs,
the convergence rate becomes slower. However,
there is still a trend to converge for SubD4 and
SubD5 as long as we continue the online learning.
This phenomenon is in line with the intuition that a
more complicated dialogue system requires more
training data than a simple one.

6.4 Visual Analysis of Context Embedding
To better understand the behavior of our approach,
we train IDS− on the SubD5 training set until
2,000 batches online updates are finished, and then
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Figure 6: t-SNE visualization on the context represen-
tations of four different system responses. Red dots
are contexts responded by IDS− with high confidence,
while blue dots are contexts with low confidence.

freeze the model parameters and test it on the
SubD5 test set. As Table 1 shows, there are 137
unique normalized responses. Among these re-
sponses, we pick four of them and draw their con-
text embedding vectors. Each vector is reduced
to a 2-dimensional vector via t-SNE (Maaten and
Hinton, 2008) for visualization, one sub-graph per
response in Fig. 6. In each figure, the red dots are
contexts responded by IDS− with high confidence,
while the blue dots are contexts responded by hu-
man where there is low confidence.

These graphs show a clear separation of sure vs.
unsure contexts. Some blue dots are far away from
the red. Humans should pay attention to these con-
texts to avoid risks. Besides, there are only a small
number of cases when the two classes are mingled.
We guess these cases are located in the confidence
boundary. In addition, there are multiple clusters
in each class. It is due to the fact the same system
response can appear in different dialogue scenes.
For example, “the system requesting user’s phone
number” appears in scenes of both exchange and
return goods. Although these contexts have the
same response, their representations should be dif-
ferent if they belong to different dialogue scenes.

7 Related Work

Task-oriented dialogue systems have attracted nu-
merous research efforts. Data-driven methods,
such as reinforcement learning (Williams et al.,
2017; Zhao and Eskenazi, 2016; Li et al., 2017)
and supervised learning (Wen et al., 2016; Eric
and Manning, 2017; Bordes et al., 2016), have
been applied to optimize dialogue systems auto-
matically. These advances in task-oriented dia-

logue systems have resulted in impressive gains in
performance. However, prior work has mainly fo-
cused on building task-oriented dialogue systems
in a closed environment. Due to the biased as-
sumptions of real users, such systems will break
down when encountering unconsidered situations.

Several approaches have been adopted to ad-
dress this problem. Gašic et al. (2014) explic-
itly defined kernel functions between belief states
from different domains to extend the domain of
dialogue systems. But it is difficult to define an
appropriate kernel function when the ontology has
changed drastically. Shah et al. (2016) proposed to
integrate turn-level and task-level reward signals
to learn how to handle new user intents. Lipton
et al. (2018) proposed to use BBQ-Networks to ex-
tend the domain. However, Shah et al. (2016) and
Lipton et al. (2018) have reserved a few bits in the
dialogue state for the domain extension. To relax
this assumption, Wang et al. (2018) proposed the
teacher-student framework to maintain dialogue
systems. In their work, the dialogue system can
only be extended offline after finding errors and
it requires hand-crafted rules to handle new user
actions. In contrast, we can extend the system on-
line in an incremental6 way with the help of hired
customer service staffs.

Our proposed method is inspired by the cumula-
tive learning (Fei et al., 2016), which is a form of
lifelong machine learning (Chen and Liu, 2016).
This learning paradigm aims to build a system that
learns cumulatively. The major challenges of the
cumulative learning are finding unseen classes in
the test set and updating itself efficiently to ac-
commodate new concepts (Fei et al., 2016). To
find new concepts, the heuristic uncertainty es-
timation methods (Tong and Koller, 2001; Cu-
lotta and McCallum, 2005) in active learning (Bal-
can et al., 2009; Dasgupta et al., 2005) can be
adopted. When learning new concepts, the cumu-
lative learning system should avoid retraining the
whole system and catastrophic forgetting (French,
1999; Kirkpatrick et al., 2017). But the catas-
trophic forgetting does not happen if the dialogue
system is trained with all possible user needs al-
ternatively from scratch.

The uncertainty estimation and online learn-

6The term “incremental” refers to systems able to operate
on a word by word basis in the previous work (Eshghi et al.,
2017; Schlangen and Skantze, 2009). In our work, it refers to
the system which can adapt to new dialogue scenarios after
deployment.
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ing methods in our work are inspired by varia-
tional inference approach (Rezende et al., 2014;
Kingma and Welling, 2014). In the existing work,
this approach was used to generate diverse ma-
chine responses in both open domain dialogue
systems (Zhao et al., 2017; Serban et al., 2016)
and task-oriented dialogue systems (Wen et al.,
2017). In contrast, our work makes use of the
Bayesian nature of variational inference to es-
timate the uncertainty and learn from humans.
Specifically, we sample variables from the prior
network as the random perturbation to estimate the
model uncertainty following the idea of Query-
By-Committee (Seung et al., 1992) and optimize
model parameters by maximizing the ELBO.

8 Conclusion

This paper presents a novel incremental learning
framework to design dialogue systems, which we
call IDS. In this paradigm, users are not expected
to follow any definition, and IDS has potential to
handle new situations. To simulate new user ac-
tions after deployment, we propose a new dataset
consisting of five different subsets. Experiments
show that IDS is robust to new user actions. Im-
portantly, with humans in the loop, IDS requires
no data for initialization and can update itself on-
line by selecting the most valuable data. As the
usage grows, IDS will cumulate more and more
knowledge over time.
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A Appendices

A.1 Dialogue Example
Our corpus is in Chinese. We translate an example
dialogue into English and show it in Table 7.

A.2 Data Statistics
Data statistics are show in Table 8. Dialogue sce-
narios in each sub-dataset are shown in 9.
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User: The operating system breaks down. What should I do?

System: You can try to update the system.

User: The system always has problems. I’m very disappointed.

System: I’m so sorry to give you trouble, we will do our best to improve the operating system.

User: I don’t know how to update the system.

System: Please refer to this: $api call update system$.

User: It looks so troublesome. I want to send the product back.

System: Please tell me your order number.

User: My order number is $orderNumber$.

System: Please send the item to this address: $address$.

Table 7: A sample dialogue in SubD5. The dialogue consists of two dialogue scenarios: “consult system error”
and “return goods”. And in the second turn, the user expressed negative emotion. Besides, it is worth noting that
different user needs involve different business logics. For example, if the user wants to return goods, the system
need know the order number and ask the user to send the goods to the $address$.

SubD1 SubD2 SubD3 SubD4 SubD5

# of Scenarios per Dialogue 5.2 5.2 4.6 3.7 3.9

# of Utterances per Dialogue 11.7 11.7 10.6 9.8 12.4

# of Tokens per Utterance 3.8 4.0 4.1 4.3 5.1

# of Paraphrases per Query 8.9 7.0 6.5 6.9 6.9

Vocab Size after Preprocessing 194 253 303 430 620

# of Products 50

Training Dialogues 20000

Validation Dialogues 5000

Test Dialogues 5000

Table 8: Data statistics of each sub-dataset.

SubD1 query product information, query payment methods, query express information

SubD2 scenarios of SubD1, verify product information

SubD3 scenarios of SubD2, compare two products

SubD4
scenarios of SubD3, ask for an invoice, consult system error, consult nfc error,
consult network error, return goods, exchange goods, query logistics

SubD5 scenarios of SubD4, express positive emotion, express negative emotion

Table 9: The dialogue scenarios covered in each sub-dataset.
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Abstract

In multi-turn dialogue generation, response
is usually related with only a few contexts.
Therefore, an ideal model should be able to
detect these relevant contexts and produce a
suitable response accordingly. However, the
widely used hierarchical recurrent encoder-
decoder models just treat all the contexts indis-
criminately, which may hurt the following re-
sponse generation process. Some researchers
try to use the cosine similarity or the tradi-
tional attention mechanism to find the rele-
vant contexts, but they suffer from either insuf-
ficient relevance assumption or position bias
problem. In this paper, we propose a new
model, named ReCoSa, to tackle this problem.
Firstly, a word level LSTM encoder is con-
ducted to obtain the initial representation of
each context. Then, the self-attention mecha-
nism is utilized to update both the context and
masked response representation. Finally, the
attention weights between each context and re-
sponse representations are computed and used
in the further decoding process. Experimen-
tal results on both Chinese customer services
dataset and English Ubuntu dialogue dataset
show that ReCoSa significantly outperforms
baseline models, in terms of both metric-based
and human evaluations. Further analysis on at-
tention shows that the detected relevant con-
texts by ReCoSa are highly coherent with hu-
man’s understanding, validating the correct-
ness and interpretability of ReCoSa.

1 Introduction

This paper is concerned with the multi-turn dia-
logue generation task, which is critical in many
natural language processing (NLP) applications,
such as customer services, intelligent assistant
and chatbot. Recently, the hierarchical recurrent
encoder-decoder (HRED) models (Serban et al.,
2016; Sordoni et al., 2015) have been widely used
in this area. In the encoding phase of these HRED

The fitst example

context1 你好，在吗？(Hello)
context2 有什么问题我可以帮您呢?（What can I do for you?）
context3 保真吗？（Is this product fidelity?）
response 我们的商品都是海外采购的 绝对保证是正品的

(Our products are all purchased overseas Absolutely
guaranteed to be genuine)

The fitst example

context1 我有个交易纠纷，麻烦你看看有进度吗
(I have a trading dispute. Could you please tell me
whether it is progressing? )

context2 您好，请问是这个订单吗?(Hello, is this order?)
context3 对(Yes)
response 等待纠纷处理(Waiting for dispute resolution)

Table 1: The two examples from the customer services
dataset, and the red sentence indicates the relevant con-
text to the response.

models, a recurrent neural network (RNN) based
encoder is first utilized to encode each input a con-
text to a vector, and then a hierarchical RNN is
conducted to encode these vectors to one vector. In
the decoding phase, another RNN decoder is used
to generate the response based on the above vec-
tor. The parameters of both encoder and decoder
are learned by maximizing the averaged likelihood
of the training data.

However, for this task, it is clear that the re-
sponse is usually dependent on some relevant con-
texts, rather than all the context information. Here
we give two examples, as shown in Table 1. In
the first example, the response is clearly related
to the closest context, i.e. post, in the first exam-
ple. While in the second example, the response is
related to context1. In these cases, if we use all
contexts indiscriminately, as in HRED, it is likely
that many noises will be introduced to the model,
and the generation performance will be hurt sig-
nificantly. Therefore, it is critical to detect and use
the relevant contexts for multi-turn dialogue gen-
eration.

To tackle this problem, some researchers try to
define the relevance of a context by using the sim-
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ilarity measure, such as the cosine similarity in
Tian et al. (Tian et al., 2017). However, the cosine
similarity is conducted between each context and
the post, with the assumption that the relevance be-
tween a context and a response is equivalent to the
relevance between the context and the correspond-
ing post, which is clearly insufficient in many
cases, e.g. example 2 in Figure ??. Some other re-
searchers, e.g. Xing et al. (Xing et al., 2018) make
an attempt by introducing the traditional attention
mechanism to HRED. However, some related con-
texts are far from the response in the multi-turn di-
alogue generation task, and the RNN-based atten-
tion model may not perform well because it usu-
ally biases to the close contexts (Hochreiter et al.,
2001), namely position bias problem. Therefore,
how to effectively detect and use the relevant con-
texts remains a challenging problem in multi-turn
dialogue generation.

In this paper, we propose a new model, namely
ReCoSa, to tackle this problem. The core idea
is to use the self-attention mechanism to measure
the relevance between the response and each con-
text. The motivation comes from the fact that
self-attention is superior in capturing long dis-
tant dependency, as shown in (Vaswani et al.,
2017). Specifically, we first use a word-level
LSTM encoder to obtain the fixed-dimensional
representation of each context. Then, we use the
self-attention mechanism to get the context and
masked response representations. Finally, we cal-
culate the attention weight between the context
and response representations as the relevant score,
and conduct a decoder based on the related con-
texts to generate the corresponding response.

In our experiments, we use two public datasets
to evaluate our proposed models, i.e. Chinese cus-
tomer services and English Ubuntu dialogue cor-
pus. The results show that ReCoSa has the abil-
ity to produce more diverse and suitable responses
than traditional HRED models and its attention
variants. Besides, we conduct an analysis on atten-
tion, and the results show that the ReCoSa obtains
higher coherence with the human labels, which in-
dicate that the detected relevant contexts by our
model are reasonable.

2 Related Work

Despite many existing research works on single-
turn dialogue generation (Li et al., 2017; Mou
et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2018a,b), multi-turn di-

alogue generation has gain increasing attention.
One reason is that it is more accordant with the
real application scenario, such as chatbot and cus-
tomer services. More importantly, the generation
process is more difficult since there are more con-
text information and constrains to consider (Chen
et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018c,d; Wu et al., 2017;
Zhou et al., 2016), which poses great challenges
for researchers in this area.

Serban et al. (Serban et al., 2016) proposed
HRED which uses the hierarchical encoder-
decoder framework to model all the context sen-
tences. Since then, the HRED based models
have been widely used in different multi-turn di-
alogue generation tasks, and many invariants have
been proposed. For example, Serban et al. (Ser-
ban et al., 2017b,a) proposed Variable HRED
(VHRED) and MrRNN which introduce the latent
variables into the middle state to improve the di-
versity of generated responses.

However, simply treating all contexts indiscrim-
inately is not proper for the application of multi-
turn dialogue generation, since the response is
only usually related to a few previous contexts.
Therefore some researchers try to define the rele-
vance of the context by the similarity measure. For
example, Tian et al. (Tian et al., 2017) proposed
a weighted sequence (WSeq) attention model for
HRED, using the cosine similarity to measure the
degree of the relevance. Specifically, they first
calculate the cosine similarity between the post
embedding and each context sentence embedding,
and then use this normalized similarity score as
the attention weight. We can see that their results
are based on an assumption that the relevance be-
tween a context and a response is equivalent to the
relevance between the context and the correspond-
ing post. However, in many cases, this assumption
is actually not proper. Recently, Xing et al. (Xing
et al., 2018) has introduced the traditional atten-
tion model to HRED, and a new hierarchical re-
current attention network (HRAN) has been pro-
posed, which is similar with the Seq2Seq model
with attention (Bahdanau et al., 2015). In this
model, the attention weight is computed based on
the current state, the sentence-level representation
and the word-level representation. However, some
relevant contexts in multi-turn dialogue genera-
tion are relatively far from the response, therefore
the RNN-based attention model may not perform
well because it usually biases to the close con-
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texts (Hochreiter et al., 2001). Shen et al. (Chen
et al., 2018) introduced the memory network into
the VHRED model, so that the model can re-
member the context information. Theoretically,
it can retrieve some relevant information from the
memory in the decoding phase, however, it is not
clearly whether and how the system accurately ex-
tracts the relevant contexts.

The motivation of this paper is how to effec-
tively extract and use the relevant contexts for
multi-turn dialogue generation. Different from
previous studies, our proposed model can focus
on the relevant contexts, with both long and short
distant dependency relations, by using the self-
attention mechanism.

3 Relevant Context Self-Attention Model

In this section, we will describe our relevant con-
text with self-attention (ReCoSa) model in de-
tail, with architecture shown in Figure 1. Re-
CoSa consists of a context representation encoder,
a response representation encoder and a context-
response attention decoder. For each part, we
use the multi-head self-attention module to ob-
tain the context representation, response represen-
tation and the context-response attention weights.
Firstly, the word-level encoder encodes each con-
text as a low-dimension representation. And then,
a multi-head self-attention component transforms
these representations and position embeddings to
the context attention representation. Secondly, an-
other multi-head self-attention component trans-
forms the masked response’s word embedding and
position embedding to the response attention rep-
resentation. Thirdly, the third multi-head atten-
tion component feeds the context representation
as key and value, and the response representation
as query in the context-response attention module.
Finally, a softmax layer uses the output of the third
multi-head attention component to obtain the word
probability for the generation process.

3.1 Context Representation Encoder

We will introduce the main components of the
context representation encoder in this section. The
word-level encoder first encodes each context as a
fixed vector. And then the context self-attention
module transforms each sentence vector to a con-
text representation.

Context
Self-Attention

Attention

Response
Self-Attention

Context
Representation

…

Feedforward

Feedforward

Softmax …
y1 yM

PE1 PEN

PE1 PE2 PEMy1 y2 yM

…
hC1 hCN

W1,1 W1,M WN,1 WN,M

K Q V K Q V

K Q V

Response
Representation

Context-Response
Attention

Figure 1: The architecture of ReCoSa model

3.1.1 Word-level Encoder

We first introduce the LSTM-based word level en-
coder (Bahdanau et al., 2015) used in our model.
Given the context set C = {s1, . . . , sN}, each
sentence in C is defined as si = {x1, . . . , xM}.
Please note that in our paper the post is treated as
the last context sentence sN . Given a sentence si
as the input, a standard LSTM first encodes each
input context to a fixed-dimension vector hM as
follows.

ik = σ(Wi[hk−1, wk]), fk = σ(Wf [hk−1, wk]),

ok = σ(Wo[hk−1, wk]), lk = tanh(Wl[hk−1, wk]),

ck = fkck−1 + iklk, hi = ok tanh(ck),

where ik, fk and ok are the input, memory and out-
put gate, respectively. wk is the word embedding
for xk, and hk stands for the vector computed by
LSTM at time k by combining wk and hk−1. ck
is the cell at time k, and σ denotes the sigmoid
function. Wi,Wf ,Wo and Wl are parameters. We
use the vector hM as the sentence representation.
Therefore, we obtain the sentence representations
{hs1 , . . . , hsN }.

It has been widely accepted that the self-
attention mechanism itself cannot distinguish be-
tween different positions. So it is crucial to encode
each position information. Actually, there are var-
ious ways to encode positions, and the simplest
one is to use an additional position embedding.
In our work, we parameterized position embed-
dings Pi ∈ Rd, i = 1, . . . , N . The position em-
beddings are simply concatenated to the sentence
representations. Finally, we obtain the sentences
representation{(hs1 , P1), . . . , (h

sN , PN )}.
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3.1.2 Context Self-Attention
Self-attention is a special attention mechanism to
compute a sequence’s representation using only
the sequence itself, which has been successfully
applied to many tasks, such as machine transla-
tion, reading comprehension, summarization, and
language understanding (Vaswani et al., 2017;
Cheng et al., 2016; Parikh et al., 2016; Paulus
et al., 2017; Shen et al., 2018). One critical ad-
vantage of self-attention is that it has the ability to
well capture the long distant dependency informa-
tion (Vaswani et al., 2017). That’s why we use this
mechanism in our work.

In this paper, we adopt the multi-head atten-
tion (Vaswani et al., 2017) mechanism. Given
a matrix of n query vectors Q ∈ Rn×d, keys
K ∈ Rn×d and values V ∈ Rn×d, the scaled dot-
product attention computes the attention scores
based on the following equation:

Attention(Q,K, V ) = softmax(
QKT

√
d

)V,

where d is the number of the hidden units in our
network.

The H parallel heads are used to focus on dif-
ferent parts of channels of the value vectors. For-
mally, for the i-th head, we denote the learned
linear maps by WQ

i ∈ Rn×d/H ,WK
i ∈ Rn×d/H

and W V
i ∈ Rn×d/H , which correspond to queries,

keys, and values, respectively. Then the scaled
dot-product attention is used to calculate the rel-
evance score between queries and keys, to output
mixed representations. The mathematical formu-
lation is:

Mi = Attention(QWQ
i ,KW

K
i , V W

V
i ).

Finally, all the vectors produced by parallel heads
are concatenated together to form a single vector.
Again, a linear map is used to mix different chan-
nels from different heads:

M = Concat(M1, . . . ,MH),

O =MW,
(1)

where M ∈ Rn×d and W ∈ Rd×d.
To obtain the context representation, the

multi-head attention mechanism first feeds
the matrix of sentences representation vectors
{(hs1 , P1), . . . , (h

sN , PN )}. as queries, keys
and values matrices by using different linear
projections. Then the context representation is

computed as Os in equation 1. We use a feed-
forward network to output the context attention
representation Ofs .

3.2 Response Representation Encoder

Given the response Y = {y1, · · · , yM} as the in-
put, another multi-head self-attention component
transforms each word embedding and its posi-
tion embedding to obtain the response representa-
tion. For each word yt, this multi-head attention
component feeds the matrix of response vectors
{(w1 + P1), · · · , (wt−1, Pt−1)} as queries, keys
and values matrices by using different linear pro-
jections. Then the response’s hidden representa-
tion is computed as Or in equation 1.

After that, we use the mask operator on the re-
sponse for the training. For each word yt, we mask
{yt+1, · · · , yM} and only see {y1, · · · , yt−1}. For
inference, we use the loop function on the gener-
ated response G. Take the tth generation as an ex-
ample. Given the context C = {s1, . . . , sN} and
the generated response {g1, · · · , gt−1}, we feed
{g1, · · · , gt−1} as the response representation to
obtain the tth word distribution in the generation
response.

3.3 Context-Response Attention Decoder

The third multi-head attention component feeds
the context attention representation Ofs as key and
value, and the response hidden representation Or
as query. The output is denoted as Od. We also
use a new feedforward network to obtain the hid-
den vector Ofd , as conducted in section 3.1.2.

Finally, a softmax layer is utilized to obtain
the word probability for the generation process.
Formally, given an input context sequences C =
{s1, . . . , sN}, the log-likelihood of the corre-
sponding response sequence Y = {y1, · · · , yM}
is:

logP (Y |C; θ) =
M∑

t=1

logP (yt|C, y1, · · · , yt−1; θ).

Our model predicts the word yt based on the hid-
den representation Ofd produced by the topmost
softmax layer:

P (yt|C, y1, · · · , yt−1; θ) = P (yt|Ofs ; θ)
= softmax(WoO

f
s ),

where Wo is the parameters. Our training ob-
jective is to maximize the log likelihood of the
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ground-truth words given the input contexts over
the entire training set. Adam is used for optimiza-
tion in our experiments.

4 Experiments

In this section, we conduct experiments on both
Chinese customer service and English Ubuntu di-
alogue datasets to evaluate our proposed method.

4.1 Experimental Settings
We first introduce some empirical settings, includ-
ing datasets, baseline methods, parameter settings,
and evaluation measures.

4.1.1 Datasets
We use two public multi-turn dialogue datasets
in our experiments. The Chinese customer ser-
vice dataset, named JDC, consists of 515,686 con-
versational context-response pairs published by
the JD contest1. We randomly split the data
to training, validation, and testing sets, which
contains 500,000, 7,843 and 7,843 pairs, respec-
tively. The English Ubuntu dialogue corpus2 is
extracted from the Ubuntu question-answering fo-
rum, named Ubuntu (Lowe et al., 2015). The orig-
inal training data consists of 7 million conversa-
tions from 2004 to April 27,2012. The validation
data are conversational pairs from April 27,2012
to August 7,2012, and the test data are from Au-
gust 7,2012 to December 1,2012. We use the of-
ficial script to tokenize, stem and lemmatize, and
the duplicates and sentences with length less than
5 or longer than 50 are removed. Finally, we ob-
tain 3,980,000, 10,000 and 10,000 pairs for train-
ing, validation and testing, respectively.

4.1.2 Baselines and Parameters Setting
Six baseline methods are used for comparison,
including traditional Seq2Seq (Sutskever et al.,
2014), HRED (Serban et al., 2016), VHRED (Ser-
ban et al., 2017b), Weighted Sequence with Con-
cat (WSeq) (Tian et al., 2017), Hierarchical Re-
current Attention Network (HRAN) (Xing et al.,
2018) and Hierarchical Variational Memory Net-
work (HVMN) (Chen et al., 2018).

For JDC, we utilize the Chinese word as input.
Specifically, we use the Jieba tool for word seg-
mentation, and set the vocabulary size as 69,644.
For Ubuntu, the word vocabulary size is set as

1https://www.jddc.jd.com
2https://github.com/rkadlec/ubuntu-ranking-dataset-

creator

JDC Dataset

model PPL BLEU distinct-1 distinct-2
SEQ2SEQ 20.287 11.458 1.069 3.587
HRED 21.264 12.087 1.101 3.809
VHRED 22.287 11.501 1.174 3.695
WSeq 21.824 12.529 1.042 3.917
HRAN 20.573 12.278 1.313 5.753
HVMN 22.242 13.125 0.878 3.993
ReCoSa 17.282 13.797 1.135 6.590

Ubuntu Dataset

model PPL BLEU distinct-1 disttinct-2
SEQ2SEQ 104.899 0.4245 0.808 1.120
HRED 115.008 0.6051 1.045 2.724
VHRED 186.793 0.5229 1.342 2.887
WSeq 141.599 0.9074 1.024 2.878
HRAN 110.278 0.6117 1.399 3.075
HVMN 164.022 0.7549 1.607 3.245
ReCoSa 96.057 1.6485 1.718 3.768

Table 2: The metric-based evaluation results (%).

15,000. For a fair comparison among all the base-
line methods and our methods, the numbers of hid-
den nodes are all set to 512, and batch sizes are set
to 32. The max length of dialogue turns is 15 and
the max sentence length is 50. The head number of
ReCoSa model is set as 6. Adam is utilized for op-
timization, and the learning rate is set to be 0.0001.
We run all the models on a Tesla K80 GPU card
with Tensorflow3.

4.1.3 Evaluation Measures

We use both quantitative metrics and human
judgements for evaluation in our experiment.
Specifically, we use two kinds of metrics for quan-
titative comparisons. One kind is traditional met-
rics, such as PPL and BLEU score (Xing et al.,
2017), to evaluate the quality of generated re-
sponses. They are both widely used in NLP and
multi-turn dialogue generation (Chen et al., 2018;
Tian et al., 2017; Xing et al., 2018). The other kind
is the recently proposed distinct (Li et al., 2016b),
to evaluate the degree of diversity of the generated
responses by calculating the number of distinct un-
igrams and bigrams in the generated responses.

For human evaluation, given 300 randomly
sampled context and their generated responses,
three annotators (all CS majored students) are re-
quired to give the comparison between ReCoSa
model and baselines, e.g. win, loss and tie, based
on the coherence of the generated response with
respect to the contexts. For example, the win la-
bel means that the generated response of ReCoSa
is more proper than the baseline model.

3https://github.com/zhanghainan/ReCoSa
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JDC Dataset

model P@1 R@1 F1@1 P@3 R@3 F1@3 P@5 R@5 F1@5 P@10 R@10 F1@10
WSeq 35.20 29.73 16.12 24.27 51.49 16.50 21.61 71.76 16.61 17.45 97.17 14.79
HRAN 22.88 15.56 9.26 24.13 46.22 15.85 22.78 66.22 16.95 21.05 91.11 17.10
ReCoSa-head1 25.98 19.19 11.04 25.35 52.33 17.08 23.92 73.84 18.07 22.55 97.67 18.32
ReCoSa-head2 17.32 12.79 7.36 24.23 50.00 16.32 24.29 75.00 18.35 22.15 95.93 17.99
ReCoSa-head3 27.56 20.35 11.71 26.20 54.07 17.65 23.92 73.84 18.07 22.01 95.35 17.88
ReCoSa-head4 20.47 15.12 8.70 25.92 53.49 17.46 23.92 73.84 18.07 22.55 97.67 18.32
ReCoSa-head5 29.92 22.09 12.71 25.92 53.49 17.46 24.67 76.16 18.63 22.15 95.93 17.99
ReCoSa-head6 25.20 18.60 10.70 25.35 52.33 17.08 24.29 75.00 18.35 22.15 95.93 17.99

Table 3: The attention analysis results (%).

JDC Dataset

model ReCoSa vs. kappawin (%) loss (%) tie (%)
SEQ2SEQ 53.45 3.45 43.10 0.398
HRED 44.83 10.34 44.83 0.373
VHRED 50.00 6.90 43.10 0.369
WSeq 34.48 8.62 56.90 0.379
HRAN 24.14 13.79 62.07 0.384
HVMN 27.59 13.79 58.62 0.383

Ubuntu Dataset

model ReCoSa vs. kappawin (%) loss (%) tie (%)
SEQ2SEQ 55.32 2.13 42.55 0.445
HRED 44.68 8.51 46.81 0.429
VHRED 48.94 8.51 42.55 0.421
WSeq 25.53 14.89 59.57 0.440
HRAN 34.04 10.64 55.32 0.437
HVMN 27.66 12.77 59.57 0.434

Table 4: The human evaluation on JDC and Ubuntu.

4.2 Experimental Results

Now we demonstrate our experimental results on
the two public datasets.

4.2.1 Metric-based Evaluation

The quantitative evaluation results are shown in
Table 2. From the results, we can see that the
attention-based models, such as WSeq, HRAN
and HVMN, outperform the traditional HRED
baselines in terms of BLEU and distinct-2 mea-
sures. That’s because all these models further con-
sider the relevance of the contexts in the optimiza-
tion process. HRAN uses a traditional attention
mechanism to learn the importance of the con-
text sentences. HVMN uses a memory network
to remember the relevant context. But their ef-
fects are both quite limited. Our proposed Re-
CoSa performs the best. Take the BLEU score on
JDC dataset for example, the BLEU score of Re-
CoSa model is 13.797, which is significantly bet-
ter than that of HRAN and HVMN, i.e., 12.278
and 13.125. The distinct scores of our model
are also higher than baseline models, which in-
dicate that our model can generate more diverse

responses. We have conducted the significant test,
and the result shows that the improvements of our
model are significant on both Chinese and En-
glish datasets, i.e., p-value < 0.01. In summary,
our ReCoSa model has the ability to produce high
quality and diverse responses, as compared with
baseline methods.

4.2.2 Human Evaluation

The human evaluation results are shown in Ta-
ble 4. The percentage of win, loss and tie, as
compared with the baselines, are given to evalu-
ate the quality of generated responses by ReCoSa.
From the results, we can see that the percentage
of win is always larger than that of loss, which
shows that our ReCoSa model significantly out-
performs baselines. Take JDC as an example.
Compared with HRAN, WSeq and HVMN, the
ReCoSa achieves preference gains (win subtracts
loss) 10.35%, 25.86% and 13.8%, respectively.
Kappa (Fleiss, 1971) value is presented to demon-
strate the consistency of different annotators. We
also conducted the significant test, and the result
shows that the improvements of our model are sig-
nificant on both two datasets, i.e., p-value < 0.01.

4.3 Analysis on Relevant Contexts

To verify whether the performance improvements
are owing to the detected relevant contexts, we
conduct a further data analysis, including both
quantitative evaluation and case study. Specifi-
cally, we randomly sample 500 context-response
pairs from the JDC dataset, denoted as JDC-
RCD4. Three annotators are employed (all CS
PhD students) to label each context with respect to
the human’s judgements. If a contextual sentence
is related with the response, then it is labeled as 1.
Otherwise it is labeled as 0. The kappa value of
this labeled dataset is 0.514, indicting the consis-
tance among different annotators.

4https://github.com/zhanghainan/ReCoSa
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Example1

context1 货物没有收到但是申请了退货 The goods were not received, but the return was applied
context2 请您稍等,马上为您查询 Please wait, I will check for you right away.
context3 这个申请什么时候能通过? When will this application pass?
response 这个订单已经发货了,需要到了站点之后处理 This order has been shipped and should be processed after shipping to the site.
Seq2Seq 您好,请问有什么问题可以帮您? What can I do for you?
HRED 亲爱的客户,还麻烦您提供下订单号,妹子这边给您查询哦 Please give me your order ID. I will check for you now
VHRED 您好,很高兴为您服务 I am very happy to serve you.
WSeq 申请中 Applying
HRAN 是已经完成了哦,系统无法拦截站点 It’s already done, and the system can’t intercept the site.
HVMN 建议等待呢 Please wait
ReCoSa 亲爱的,查看到您的服务单还没有更新,请您耐心等待一下 Dear, check that your service order has not been updated yet. Please wait.

Table 5: The generated response Example1 from different models on JDC. The red contexts indicate the relevant
context to the response.

(a) ReCoSa-head1. (b) ReCoSa-head2.

(c) ReCoSa-head3. (d) ReCoSa-head4.

(e) ReCoSa-head5. (f) ReCoSa-head6.

Figure 2: ReCoSa multi-head attention for example1 in
Table 5. The x-coordinate shows the context sentences
and the y-coordinate shows the generated words.

4.3.1 Quantitative Evaluation

Since HRED considers all the context as relevant
context, we calculate the error rate for evaluation.
That is, one minus the proportion of all-context-
relevant in the JDC-RCD data, i.e. 98.4%. There-
fore, using all contexts indiscriminately is highly

inappropriate for multi-turn dialogue generation.
Other models, such as WSeq, HRAN and

HVMN, will output the relevance score based on
the attention weight for each context. Therefore
we can treat it as a ranking problem. Ranking
evaluation measures, such as the precision, re-
call and F1 score, are used for quantitative eval-
uations5. Then we calculate the precision, recall
and F1 score of the top 1,3,5,10 for WSeq model,
HRAN model and our ReCoSa model.6 The re-
sults are shown in Table 3. We can see that the
WSeq obtains the best score for P@1, R@1 and
F1@1. That’s because there are 80% cases that the
post is labeled as 1, and the cosine similarity can
rank the explicitly similar context sentence as top
1. Though the WSeq has the best score for F1@1,
it doesn’t work well for F1@3, F1@5 and F1@10.
That’s because the WSeq may lose some relevant
contexts which are not explicitly similar to the post
but are related with the response. Compared with
the HRAN and WSeq, ReCoSa performs better in
most cases. Take P@3 for example, the P@3 score
of ReCoSa-head3 is 26.2, which is significantly
better than that of HRAN and WSeq, i.e., 24.13
and 24.27. These results indicate that the relevant
contexts detected by our ReCoSa model are highly
coherent with human’s judgments. Furthermore,
we calculate the averaged attention distance to the
response, defined as:

dis2resp =

N∑

i=1

N − i+ 1

N + 1
wi,

where i is the index of the context sentence si
and wi is the attention weight of the ith context.
The dis2resp in human label is 0.399, indicting

5To clearly analyze the attention location, we only pay
attention to the context without the post. The reason is that
the WSeq always rank the post as top1.

6The HVMN model doesn’t have the explicit attention
weight, since its memory is based on the variational network.
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Example2

context1 请稍等,正在为您确认此前咨询内容 Please wait, I am checking the previous requirement.
context2 先直接退货再买吗? Should I return the goods firstly and buy it again?
context3 是.收到了吧? Yes. Do you receive the goods?
context4 对,昨晚收到的 Yes, I received them last night.
response 那就只能无理由退了再买 You should return them and buy them again
Seq2Seq 好的,亲爱滴请您稍等下哦 Ok, dear Please wait
HRED 可以的 Ok
VHRED 京东客服很高兴为您服务! JD customer services are happy to serve you.
WSeq 请问还有其他的问题需要处理呢? Do you have any other questions?
HRAN 好.您可以换售后退货了哦 Ok, you can return the goods.
HVMN 好的,正在查询!回复不够及时请见谅! Ok, Searching! Replying to you is not timely enough, sorry!
ReCoSa 您申请售后,商品退回,重新下单购买 You can apply for sale, return the goods and place an order again

Table 6: The generated response Example2 from different models on JDC. The red contexts indicate the relevant
context to the response.

that the distribution of human attention is approx-
imately uniform, containing both long and short
distant dependencies. The dis2resp in ReCoSa
is 0.477, which is closer to human than the dis-
tance in HRAN, e.g. 0.291. That is to say, our
ReCoSa model can well capture the long distant
dependency as compared with traditional attention
on HRED, validating the correctness of our ideas.

4.3.2 Case Study

To facilitate a better understanding of our model,
we give some cases as in Table 5 and 6, and draw
the heatmap of our ReCoSa model, including the
six heads, to analyze the attention weights in Fig-
ure 2 and 3.

From the result, we can first see that the
attention-based model performs better than the
model using all contexts indiscriminately. Take
example1 of Table 5 as an example. The base-
lines of using all contexts are easy to generate
some common responses, such as ‘What can I do
for you?’ and ‘I am very happy to serve you. ’.
The attention-based models, i.e. HRAN, WSeq,
ReCoSa, can generate relevant response, such as
‘Applying’ and ‘It’ s already done, and the sys-
tem can’ t intercept the site.’. The response gener-
ated by our ReCoSa is more specific and relevant,
i.e. ‘Your servers order has not been updated yet,
please wait.’. The reason is that ReCoSA consid-
ers the difference of contexts and it will focus on
the relevant contexts, i.e. context1 and context3.
Figure 2 shows the heatmap of example1 in Ta-
ble 5. The x-coordinate indicates the context1,
context2 and context3. And the y-coordinate in-
dicates the generated words. The lighter the color
is, the larger the attention weight is. We can see
that the ReCoSa pays more attention to the rele-

(a) ReCoSa-head1. (b) ReCoSa-head2.

(c) ReCoSa-head3. (d) ReCoSa-head4.

(e) ReCoSa-head5. (f) ReCoSa-head6.

Figure 3: ReCoSa multi-head attention for example2 in
Table 6. The x-coordinate shows the context sentences
and the y-coordinate shows the generated words.

vant contexts, i.e. context1 and context3, which is
coherent with the human’s understanding.
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Our model also performs well in the case where
the post (i.e. the closest context) and the ground-
truth response are not in the same topic. From the
example2 in Table 6, the baselines all produce ir-
relevant or common responses, such as ‘Do you
have any other questions?’ and ‘Ok, I am look-
ing for you! Replying to you is not timely enough,
sorry!’. The reason is that the baseline models are
weak in detecting long distant dependency rela-
tions. However, our model gives more relevant
responses with specific meanings‘You could ap-
ply for sale, return the goods and place an or-
der again’, by using the self-attention mechanism.
Figure 3 shows the heatmap of example2 in Ta-
ble 6. For example2, the context2 is the most sig-
nificant context and the context1 is the most use-
less one. We can see that the ReCoSa ignores the
context1 and pays more attention to the context2.
In a word, our ReCoSa model can detect both the
long and short distant dependencies, even for the
difficult case when the response is not related with
the post.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a new multi-turn dia-
logue generation model, namely ReCoSa. The
motivation comes from the fact that the widely
used HRED based models simply treat all contexts
indiscriminately, which violate the important char-
acteristic of multi-turn dialogue generation, i.e.,
the response is usually related to only a few con-
texts. Though some researchers have considered
using the similarity measure such as cosine or tra-
ditional attention mechanism to tackle this prob-
lem, the detected relevant contexts are not accu-
rate, due to either insufficient relevance assump-
tion or position bias problem. Our core idea is to
utilize the self-attention mechanism to effectively
capture the long distant dependency relations. We
conduct extensive experiments on both Chinese
customer services dataset and English Ubuntu di-
alogue dataset. The experimental results show
that our model significantly outperforms existing
HRED models and its attention variants. Further-
more, our further analysis show that the relevant
contexts detected by our model are significantly
coherent with humans’ judgements. Therefore,
we obtain the conclusion that the relevant contexts
can be useful for improving the quality of multi-
turn dialogue generation, by using proper detec-
tion methods, such as self-attention.

In future work, we plan to further investigate
the proposed ReCoSa model. For example, some
topical information can be introduced to make the
detected relevant contexts more accurate. In addi-
tion, the detailed content information can be con-
sidered in the relevant contexts to further improve
the quality of generated response.
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Abstract

Consistency is a long standing issue faced by
dialogue models. In this paper, we frame the
consistency of dialogue agents as natural lan-
guage inference (NLI) and create a new natu-
ral language inference dataset called Dialogue
NLI. We propose a method which demon-
strates that a model trained on Dialogue NLI
can be used to improve the consistency of a
dialogue model, and evaluate the method with
human evaluation and with automatic metrics
on a suite of evaluation sets designed to mea-
sure a dialogue model’s consistency.

1 Introduction

A long standing issue faced by dialogue models is
consistency (Li et al., 2016; Vinyals et al., 2015;
Zhang et al., 2018). An example from (Vinyals
et al., 2015) shows a two-round dialogue in which
their neural sequence model first responds to what
is your job? with i’m a lawyer, then responds to
what do you do? with i’m a doctor. Even when in-
consistencies are relatively rare and semantically
plausible, they are jarring, and because semantic
plausibility is not enough to root them out, pre-
venting them is challenging.

One approach to increasing the consistency of a
chit-chat dialogue model was proposed in (Zhang
et al., 2018), where the dialogue agent was given
a set of personal facts describing its character (a
persona) and produces utterances that reflect the
persona. The intended outcome is that the agent
produces utterances consistent with its given per-
sona. However, these models still face the consis-
tency issue, as shown in Figure 1.

Separately, the framework of Natural Language
Inference (NLI) (Bowman et al., 2015; Dagan
et al., 2006; Maccartney and Manning, 2009) in-
volves learning a mapping between a sentence pair
and an entailment category. It is hypothesized that

the NLI task is a proxy for general goals in natu-
ral language processing, such as language under-
standing (Bowman et al., 2015; Williams et al.,
2018). Thus, the NLI task has been used for
learning general sentence representations (Con-
neau et al., 2017) and for evaluating NLP mod-
els (Poliak et al., 2018a; Wang et al., 2018), with
the expectation that such models will be useful in
downstream tasks.

Despite this expectation, leveraging an NLI
model for a downstream task remains an under-
explored research direction. An NLI model may
improve downstream task performance if prop-
erly used, while downstream tasks may yield new
datasets or identify issues with existing NLI mod-
els, thus expanding the NLI research domain.

In this paper, we reduce the problem of consis-
tency in dialogue to natural language inference.
We first create a dataset, Dialogue NLI,1 which
contains sentence pairs labeled as entailment, neu-
tral, or contradiction.

Then, we demonstrate that NLI can be used to
improve the consistency of dialogue models using
a simple method where utterances are re-ranked
using a NLI model trained on Dialogue NLI. The
method results in fewer persona contradictions on
three evaluation sets. The evaluation sets can be
used independently to automatically evaluate a di-
alogue model’s persona consistency, reducing the
need for human evaluation. We discuss several fu-
ture research directions involving this approach.

2 Dialogue Consistency and Natural
Language Inference

First, we review the dialogue generation and nat-
ural language inference problems as well as the
notions of consistency used throughout.

1The dataset is available at wellecks.github.io/
dialogue_nli.
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Figure 1: Persona-based dialogue with a Key-Value
Memory Network trained on Persona-Chat (Zhang et al.,
2018).

Figure 2: Relating triples, persona sentences, and utter-
ances to derive annotated sentence pairs. Shown here is
a “relation swap” contradiction.

Dialogue Generation Dialogue generation can
be framed as next utterance prediction, in which
an utterance (a sequence of tokens representing
a sentence) ut+1 is predicted given a conversa-
tion prefix u≤t. A sequence of utterances is in-
terpreted as a dialogue between agents. For in-
stance, an alternating two-agent dialogue which
starts with agent A and ends with agent B is writ-
ten as uA1 , u

B
2 , u

A
3 , u

B
4 , ..., u

B
T .

Persona-Based Dialogue In persona-based di-
alogue, each agent is associated with a persona,
PA and PB . An utterance is now predicted using
the conversation prefix u≤t and the agents own
persona, e.g. PA for agent A. It is assumed that
an agent’s utterances are conditionally dependent
on its persona, which can be interpreted as the ut-
terances being representative of, or reflecting, the
persona.

A typical approach for representing the persona
is to use a set of sentences P = {p1, ..., pm}.

Consistency A consistency error, or contradic-
tion, occurs when an agent produces an utterance
that contradicts one of their previous utterances.
Similarly, a persona consistency error, or persona
contradiction, occurs when an agent produces an
utterance that contradicts a subset of its persona.

A contradiction may be a clear logical contra-
diction, e.g. I have a dog vs. I do not have a
dog, but in general is less clearly defined. As a
result, in addition to logical contradictions, we in-
terpret a consistency error as being two utterances
not likely to be said by the same persona. For in-
stance, “i’m looking forward to going to the bas-
ketball game this weekend!” vs. “i don’t like at-
tending sporting events”, as well as “i’m a lawyer”
vs. “i’m a doctor” would be viewed here as con-

tradictions, although they are not strict logical in-
consistencies.

Similarly, a persona consistency error is inter-
preted here as an utterance which is not likely to
be said given a persona described by a given set
of persona sentences, in addition to logical contra-
dictions.

Natural Language Inference Natural Lan-
guage Inference (NLI) assumes a dataset
D = {(s1, s2)i, yi}Ni=1 which associates an
input pair (s1, s2) to one of three classes
y ∈ {entailment, neutral, contradiction}. Each
input item sj comes from an input space Sj ,
which in typical NLI tasks is the space of natural
language sentences, i.e. sj is a sequence of words
(w1, ..., wK) where each word wk is from a
vocabulary V .

The input (s1, s2) are referred to as the premise
and hypothesis, respectively, and each label is in-
terpreted as meaning the premise entails the hy-
pothesis, the premise is neutral with respect to
the hypothesis, or the premise contradicts the hy-
pothesis. The problem is to learn a function
fNLI(s1, s2) → {E,N,C} which generalizes to
new input pairs.

Reducing Dialogue Consistency to NLI Iden-
tifying utterances which contradict previous utter-
ances or an agent’s persona can be reduced to nat-
ural language inference by assuming that contra-
dictions are contained in a sentence pair. That
is, given a persona PA = {pA1 , ..., pAm} for agent
A and a length-T dialogue uA1 , u

B
2 , ...u

A
T−1, u

B
T ,

it is assumed that a dialogue contradiction for
agent A is contained in an utterance pair (uAi , u

A
j ),

and a persona contradiction is contained in a pair
(uAi , p

A
k ). Similarly, we assume that entailments
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and neutral interactions, defined in Section 3, are
contained in sentence pairs. We do not consider re-
lationships which require more than two sentences
to express.

Under this assumption, we can use a natural lan-
guage inference model fNLI to identify entailing,
neutral, or contradicting utterances.

Section 3 proposes a dialogue-derived dataset
for training fNLI, and Section 4 proposes a method
which incorporates fNLI with a dialogue model for
next utterance prediction.

3 Dialogue NLI Dataset

The Dialogue NLI dataset consists of sentence
pairs labeled as entailment (E), neutral (N), or con-
tradiction (C).

Sentences Sentences originate from a two-agent
persona-based dialogue dataset. A dialogue be-
tween agents A and B consists of a sequence of
utterances uA1 , u

B
2 , u

A
3 , u

B
4 , ..., u

B
T , and each agent

has a persona represented by a set of persona sen-
tences {pA1 , ..., pAmA

} and {pB1 , ..., pBmB
}. The Di-

alogue NLI dataset consists of (ui, pj) and (pi, pj)
pairs2 from the Persona-Chat dataset (Zhang et al.,
2018)3.

3.1 Triple Generation

In order to determine labels for our dataset, we
require human annotation of the utterances and
persona sentences in PersonaChat, as the orig-
inal dataset does not contain this information.
We perform such annotation by first associat-
ing a human-labeled triple (e1, r, e2) with each
persona sentence, and a subset of all the utter-
ances, detailed in 3.2. Each triple contains the
main fact conveyed by a persona sentence, such
as (i, have pet, dog) for the persona sen-
tence I have a pet dog, or a fact mentioned in an
utterance, such as No, but my dog sometimes does.

Persona sentences and utterances are grouped
by their triple (e.g. see Figure 2), and pairs (u, p)
and (p, p) are defined as entailment, neutral, or
contradiction based on their triple according to the
criteria below. For examples and summary, we re-
fer readers to Tables 1–2.

2 We also release additional (ui, uj) pairs, but experi-
ments in this paper are not based on them.

3The dataset collection process is applicable to other
persona-based dialogue datasets such as (Mazaré et al.,
2018).

Entailment Each unique pair of sentences that
share the same triple are labeled as entailment.

Neutral Neutral pairs are obtained with three
different methods.

First, a miscellaneous utterance is a (u, p) pair
of which u is not associated with any triple. This
includes greetings (how are you today?) and
sentences unrelated to a persona sentence (the
weather is ok today), so such utterances are as-
sumed to be neutral with respect to persona sen-
tences.

The second method, persona pairing, takes ad-
vantage of the fact that each ground-truth persona
is typically neither redundant nor contradictory. A
persona sentence pair (p, p′) is first selected from
a persona if p and p′ do not share the same triple.
Then each sentence associated with the same triple
as p is paired with each sentence associated with
the same triple as p′.

Lastly, we specify relation swaps (r, r′) for cer-
tain relations (see Appendix A.2) whose triples
are assumed to represent independent facts, such
as have vehicle and have pet. A sentence
pair, whose first sentence is associated with a
triple (·, r, ·) and whose second sentence has triple
(·, r′, ·), is labeled as neutral. See Table 1 for an
example.

Contradiction We obtain contradictions using
three methods. See Figure 2 for an example.

First, the relation swap method is
used by specifying contradicting relation
pairs (r, r′) (see Appendix A.2), such as
(like activity,dislike), then pairing
each sentence associated with the triple (e1, r, e2)
with each sentence associated with (e1, r

′, e2).
Similarly, an entity swap consists of specify-

ing relations, e.g., physical attribute, that
would yield a contradiction when the value of e2
is changed to a different value e′2, e.g., short→
tall (see Appendix A.3). Sentences associated
with (e1, r, e2) are then paired with sentences as-
sociated with (e1, r, e

′
2).

Finally, a numeric contradiction is obtained by
first selecting a sentence which contains a num-
ber that appears in the associated triple (see Table
1). A contradicting sentence is generated by re-
placing the sentence’s numeric surface form with
a different randomly sampled integer in the num-
ber or text form.
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Triple Premise Hypothesis Triple Label
(i, like activity, chess) i listen to a bit of every-

thing . it helps me fo-
cus for my chess tour-
naments .

i like to play chess . (i, like activity, chess) E

- how are you today? i drink espresso . (i, like drink, espresso) N

(i, like goto, spain) i love spain so much , i
been there 6 times .

i think i will retire in a
few years .

(i, want do, retire) N

(i, have vehicle, car) my vehicle is older
model car .

i have pets . (i, have pet, pets) N

(i, dislike, cooking) i really do not enjoy
preparing food for my-
self .

i like to cook with food
i grow in my garden .

(i, like activity, cooking) C

(i, physical attribute, short) height is missing from
my stature .

i am 7 foot tall . (i, physical attribute, tall) C

(i, have family, 3 sister) i have a brother and 3
sisters .

i have a brother and
four sisters .

(i, have family, 4 sister) C

Table 1: Examples from the validation set.

Train Valid Test Test-Gold
Data Type Label (u, p) (p, p) (u, p) (p, p) (u, p) (p, p) (u, p) (p, p)

Matching Triple E 43,000 57,000 5,000 500 4,500 900 3,712 615

Misc. Utterance N 50,000 - 3,350 - 3,000 - 2,282 -
Persona Pairing N 20,000 10,000 2,000 - 2,000 - 1,466 -
Relation Swap N 20,000 - 150 - 400 - 260 -

Relation Swap C 19,116 2,600 85 14 422 50 279 44
Entity Swap C 47,194 31,200 4,069 832 3,400 828 2,246 591
Numerics C 10,000 - 500 - 1,000 - 881 -

Dialogue NLI Overall 310,110 16,500 16,500 12,376

Table 2: Dialogue NLI Dataset Properties. (u, p) and (p, p) refer to (utterance, persona sentence) and (persona
sentence, persona sentence) pairs, respectively. Numerics consist of (u, u) (u, p) and (p, p) pairs.

3.2 Triple Annotation

Each persona sentence is annotated with a
triple (e1, r, e2) using Amazon Mechanical Turk
task. We first define a schema consisting of
〈category〉〈relation〉〈category〉 rules, such as
〈person〉have pet〈animal〉, where the relation
comes from a fixed set of relation types R, listed
in Appendix A.1. Given a sentence, the annotator
selects a relation r from a drop-down populated
with the values in R. The annotator then selects
the categories and values of the entities e1 and e2
using drop-downs that are populated based on the
schema rules. An optional drop-down contains nu-
meric values for annotating entity quantities (e.g.,
3 brothers). If selected, the numeric value is con-
catenated to the front of the entity value. The an-
notator can alternatively input an out-of-schema

entity value in a text-box. Using this method, each
of the 10,832 persona sentences is annotated with
a triple (e1, r, e2), where r ∈ R, e1 ∈ E1, and
e2 ∈ E2. Here E1 is the set of all annotated e1 from
the drop-downs or the text-box, and E2 is similarly
defined.

Finally, utterances are associated with a triple
as follows. Let p be a persona sentence with triple
(e1, r, e2). We start with all utterances, U , from
agents that have p in their persona. An utterance
u ∈ U is then associated with the triple (e1, r, e2)
and persona sentence p when e2 is a sub-string of
u, or word similarity4 sim(u, p) ≥ τ is suitably
large.

4 We use cosine similarity between the mean of TF-IDF
weighted GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) word vectors and
set τ = 0.9.
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3.3 Statistics
Table 2 summarizes the dataset and its underlying
data types. The label, triple, and data type are sup-
plied as annotations for each sentence pair. We
additionally create a gold-standard test set (Test
Gold) by crowdsourcing three label annotations
for each example in the test set. We keep each
test example for which two or more annotators
agreed with its dataset label. All sentences in Di-
alogue NLI were generated by humans during the
crowdsourced dialogue collection process of the
Persona-Chat dataset (Zhang et al., 2018). The re-
sulting sentence pairs are thus drawn from a natu-
ral dialogue domain that differs from existing NLI
datasets, which are either drawn from different do-
mains such as image captions or created using syn-
thetic templates (Bowman et al., 2015; Demszky
et al., 2018; Khot et al., 2018; Marelli et al., 2014;
Poliak et al., 2018b; Wang et al., 2018; Williams
et al., 2018).

4 Consistent Dialogue Agents via
Natural Language Inference

We now present a method which demonstrates that
natural language inference can be used to improve
the consistency of dialogue agents. Candidate ut-
terances are re-ranked based on whether the candi-
date is predicted to contradict a persona sentence.
If the NLI model predicts that a candidate contra-
dicts a persona sentence, the candidate’s score is
penalized, with the penalty weighted by the NLI
model’s confidence5 scaled by a constant.

Specifically, assume a dialogue model
fdialogue(P, u≤t, U) → (s1, s2, ..., s|U |) and a
Dialogue NLI model fNLI(u, p) → {E,N,C}.
Given a persona P = {p1, ..., pm}, previous
utterances u≤t, and a set of candidate next-
utterances U , the dialogue model outputs a ranked
list of scores s1, s2, ..., s|U | corresponding to
next-utterance candidates u1, u2, ..., u|U |.

The NLI model is then run on each (ui, pj) pair,
predicting a label yi,j ∈ {E,N,C} with confi-
dence ci,j . A contradiction score is computed for
each candidate as:

scontradict
i =




0, if yi,j 6= C ∀ pj ∈ P
max

j:yi,j=C
ci,j , otherwise.

That is, if the candidate ui does not contra-
dict any persona sentence pj according to the NLI

5 In our experiments, the softmax output corresponding to
the contradiction class from Dialogue NLI.

Model Valid Test Test
Gold

ESIM 86.31 88.20 92.45
InferSent 85.82 85.68 89.96

InferSent SNLI 47.86 46.36 47.03
InferSent Hyp. Only 55.98 57.19 51.52
Most Common Class 33.33 34.54 34.96

ESIM Gold Triples 99.52 99.46 99.69

Table 3: Dialogue NLI Results

model, scontradict
i is zero. If ui contradicts one or

more persona sentences, scontradict
i is the highest

confidence, ci,j , out of the contradicting (ui, pj).
6

New candidate scores are then computed as

sre-rank
i = si − λ(s1 − sk)scontradict

i (1)

and the candidates are sorted according to sre-rank.
Hyper-parameters λ and k control the NLI model’s
influence in re-ranking. For example, if the top
candidate has a contradiction score of 1.0, then
with λ = 1, it will be moved to the k’th position in
the ranking. λ = 0 corresponds to no re-ranking.

5 Experiments

5.1 Experiment 1: NLI
Models Many recently proposed NLI models
can be categorized into sentence encoding based
methods of the form fMLP(genc(s1), genc(s2)),
and attention-based methods of the form
fMLP(gattn(s1, s2)) (Lan and Xu, 2018). We
thus choose and train representative models
of each type which have achieved competitive
performance on existing NLI benchmark datasets.
For the sentence encoding method, we use In-
ferSent (Conneau et al., 2017), which encodes a
sentence using a bidirectional LSTM followed
by max-pooling over the output states. As the
representative attention-based method we use
the enhanced sequential inference model (ESIM,
(Chen et al., 2017)), which computes an attention
score for each word pair.

We also report results from a model trained and
evaluated using the hypothesis sentence only (In-
ferSent Hyp. Only) (Gururangan et al., 2018; Po-
liak et al., 2018c), a model trained on the existing
SNLI dataset (Bowman et al., 2015) but evaluated

6 Future work could consider filtering previous-utterance
contradictions (ui, uj) as well.
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Data Type Example Pred. Actual
Matching Triple

(p, p)
i am a hopeless bookworm. Neutral Entailwhen i have some spare time i read.

Matching Triple
(u, p)

i am from italy. i love the early mornings. Neutral Entaili like getting up bright and early.

Misc. Utterance i do not understand football or baseball. Contradict Neutrali am employed as an engineer.

Persona Pairing i lift weights every chance i get. Entail Neutrali work in a warehouse driving a forklift.

Relation Swap
(p, p)

canines make me shake with fear. Entail Contradicti love dogs but hate cats.

Relation Swap
(u, p)

i am heavy into fitness although i am rather large. Entail Contradicti do not like exercise or physical activity.

Entity Swap
(p, p)

hawaii is where i reside. Neutral Contradicti do not drive because i live in new york.

Entity Swap
(u, p)

tell me it was vegan food please , that is all i eat. Neutral Contradicti eat ham.

Numerics i have two part time jobs. Neutral Contradicti have 7 part time jobs.

Table 4: Example ESIM mispredictions by data type on Test Gold.

Data Type N Accuracy
Matching Triple (p, p) 615 83.58
Matching Triple (u, p) 3,712 91.25
Misc. Utterance 2,282 96.85
Persona Pairing 1,466 94.48
Relation Swap (p, p) 44 79.55
Relation Swap (u, p) 539 80.71
Entity Swap (p, p) 591 93.40
Entity Swap (u, p) 2,246 92.43
Numerics 881 96.25

Table 5: ESIM Accuracy by data type on Test Gold.

on Dialogue NLI (InferSent SNLI), and a model
which returns the most common class from the Di-
alogue NLI training set (Most Common Class).

Results Table 3 shows the performance of the
two NLI models and three baselines on the Dia-
logue NLI validation and test sets. The test perfor-
mance of ESIM (88.2%) and InferSent (85.68%)
is similar to the performance reported on the ex-
isting SNLI dataset (88.0% (Chen et al., 2017)
and 85.5% (Conneau et al., 2017), respectively),
while the results on the Dialogue NLI gold test set
(92.45%, 89.96%) are higher. As in Table 3, how-
ever, an InferSent model trained on SNLI performs
poorly when evaluated on the proposed Dialogue
NLI (47.03%). This is likely due to a mismatch
in sentence distributions between SNLI, which is

derived from image captions, and Dialogue NLI,
whose sentences more closely resemble down-
stream dialogue applications. The hypothesis-
only performance (51.52%) is lower than the
hypothesis-only baseline for SNLI (69.00% (Po-
liak et al., 2018c)), and shows that using informa-
tion from both the utterance and persona sentence
is necessary to achieve good performance on Dia-
logue NLI.

ESIM’s reasonably strong performance on Dia-
logue NLI suggests that the model may be useful
in a downstream task - a claim which we verify
in Experiment 5.1. However, there is also room
for improvement. In particular, we report the per-
formance of a model which takes the ground-truth
triples as input instead of sentences. As shown
in the last row of Table 3, each sentence’s un-
derlying triple contains sufficient information to
achieve near-perfect accuracy (99.69%). We also
show ESIM’s accuracy by data type on Test Gold
in Table 5, along with example mispredictions in
Table 4. The accuracies and examples suggest that
the NLI model could be improved further.

5.2 Experiment 2: Consistency in Dialogue
This experiment evaluates the effect of the re-
ranking method from Section 4 on the dialogue
model’s persona consistency.

Experiment Setup The re-ranking method of
Section 4 uses a dialogue next utterance prediction
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Haves Likes Attributes
Orig. Rerank Orig. Rerank Orig. Rerank

Hits@1 ↑ 30.2 37.3 16.9 18.7 35.2 36.4
Contradict@1 ↓ 32.5 8.96 17.6 4.1 8.0 5.7

Entail@1 ↑ 55.2 74.6 77.9 90.6 87.5 88.6

Table 6: Effect of NLI re-ranking on persona consistency in dialogue. The reported metrics are percentages
computed over each validation set.

Figure 3: Example from the Likes Evaluation Set, showing dialogue model candidates, NLI model predictions,
and reranked candidates using the method proposed in Section 4.

model and the Dialogue NLI model.
For the dialogue model we train a key-value

memory network (Zhang et al., 2018) on the
Persona-Chat dataset, which uses persona sen-
tences and the conversation prefix as context.
This model achieved the best performance on
Persona-Chat in (Zhang et al., 2018). We
train the model using ParlAI (Miller et al.,
2017) on the personachat:self original
task, using the hyper-parameters given for the
KVMemnnAgent in the ConvAI2 competition.
For the NLI model we use the ESIM model trained
on Dialogue NLI, based on the results of Experi-
ment 5.

To study the effect of re-ranking on persona
consistency, we form evaluation sets which con-
tain next-utterances which are likely to yield per-
sona contradiction or entailment, as follows.

Evaluation Sets Each example is formed
by first finding a next-utterance ut+1 in the
Persona-Chat validation set which has an
associated triple (e1, r, e2) of interest, e.g.
(i,like music,country). If a sentence in
the agent’s profile P has triple (e1, r, e2), we form
the validation example (P, u≤t, ut+1). Figure 3
shows an example.

Each example is associated with candidates U ,
consisting of the ground-truth utterance ut+1, 10
entailment candidates with the same triple as ut+1,

10 contradicting candidates with a different triple
than that of ut+1, and 10 random candidates. The
dialogue model must avoid ranking a contradicting
candidate highly.

Specifically, suppose the ground-truth next-
utterance ut+1 is associated with triple (e1, r, e2),
e.g., (i,have pet,dog). Entailment candidates
are utterances u from the validation or training
sets such that u is associated with triple (e1, r, e2).
Since by construction a sentence in the profile also
has triple (e1, r, e2), these candidates entail a pro-
file sentence. A contradicting candidate is an ut-
terance associated with a specified contradicting
triple (e′1, r

′, e′2), e.g., (i,not have,dog).
We construct three evaluation sets, Haves,

Likes, and Attributes using this process.

Metrics We introduce variants of the ranking
metric Hits@k, called Contradict@k and En-
tail@k. Contradict@k measures the proportion
of top-k candidates returned by the model which
contradict candidates, averaged over examples.
This measures the propensity of a model to highly
rank contradictions. Contradiction@1 is the pro-
portion of consistency errors made by the model.
For this metric lower values are better, in contrast
to Hits@k.

Entail@k measures the proportion of top-k
candidates returned by the model which are entail-
ment candidates, averaged over examples. Entail-
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Overall Score ↑ % Consistent ↑ % Contradiction ↓
Raw Calibrated Raw Calibrated Raw Calibrated

KV-Mem 2.11± 1.12 2.21± 0.26 0.24 0.27± 0.07 0.23 0.25± 0.08
KV-Mem + NLI 2.34± 1.21 2.38± 0.26 0.28 0.35± 0.08 0.19 0.16± 0.06

Table 7: Human evaluation results (mean± standard deviation).

ment candidates share the same underlying triple
as the ground-truth next utterance, so this metric
rewards highly ranked candidates that convey sim-
ilar meaning and logic to the ground-truth utter-
ance. Thus it can be interpreted as a more permis-
sive version of Hits@k.

Results Table 6 shows re-ranking results on the
three evaluation sets (λ = 1.0, k = 10). The
NLI re-ranking improves all three metrics on all
the evaluation sets. Overall dialogue performance
improves, as measured by Hits@1. The NLI re-
ranking substantially reduces the number of con-
tradicting utterances predicted by the model, and
increases the number of utterances which entail a
profile sentence, as seen in the Contradict@1 and
Entail@1 scores.

Figure 3 shows an example dialogue with candi-
dates, contradictions predicted by the NLI model,
and the corresponding re-ranked candidates.

5.3 Experiment 3: Human Evaluation

This experiment evaluates the effect of the pro-
posed NLI re-ranking method on a dialogue
model’s consistency, where consistency is judged
by human annotators in an interactive persona-
based dialogue setting.

Experiment Setup We use ParlAI (Miller et al.,
2017) which integrates with Amazon Mechanical
Turk for human evaluation. A human annotator
is paired with a model, and each is randomly as-
signed a persona from 1,155 persona sets. The hu-
man and model are then asked to make a conver-
sation of at least either five or six turns (randomly
decided). After the conversation, the annotator as-
signs three scores to the conversation, described
below. Each annotator is allowed to participate in
at most ten conversations per model, and we col-
lect 100 conversations per model. Two models are
evaluated: the same key-value memory network
used in Experiment 5.1 without re-ranking (KV-
Mem), and with re-ranking (KV-Mem + NLI).

Scoring and Calibration Following a conversa-
tion, an annotator is shown the conversation and
the model’s persona, and assigns three scores: an
overall score of how well the model represented
its persona ({1,2,3,4,5}), a marking of each model
utterance that was consistent with the model’s per-
sona ({0,1}), and a marking of each model utter-
ance that contradicted a previous utterance or the
model’s persona ({0,1}).

We use Bayesian calibration to adjust for anno-
tator bias, following (Kulikov et al., 2018). We as-
sume a model with observed scores Sij and latent
variables Mi for the unobserved score of model
i and Bj for the bias of annotator j. We then
estimate the posterior mean and variance for the
unobserved scores given the observed scores. We
use Pyro (Bingham et al., 2018) and the no-u-turn
sampler (Hoffman and Gelman, 2014) for poste-
rior inference. See Appendix C for details.

Results Table 7 shows the human evaluation re-
sults. The natural language inference re-ranking
improves all the metrics, notably the fine-grained
consistency score (0.27 vs. 0.35) and contradic-
tion score (0.25 vs. 0.16). The results are consis-
tent with the conclusions from the automatic eval-
uation in Experiment 5.1.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we demonstrated that natural lan-
guage inference can be used to improve perfor-
mance on a downstream dialogue task. To do
so, we created a new dialogue-derived dataset
called Dialogue NLI, a re-ranking method for in-
corporating a Dialogue NLI model into a dia-
logue task, and an evaluation set which measures
a model’s persona consistency. The dataset of-
fers a new domain for natural language inference
models, and suggests avenues such as devising al-
ternative methods for using natural language in-
ference components in downstream tasks. Future
work may also incorporate contradiction informa-
tion into the dialogue model itself, and extend to
generic contradictions.
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A Dataset Details

A.1 Schema
Relation Types :
place origin, live in citystatecountry,
live in general, nationality, em-
ployed by company, employed by general,
has profession, previous profession, job status,
teach, school status, has degree, attend school,
like general, like food, like drink, like animal,
like movie, like music, like read, like sports,
like watching, like activity, like goto, dislike,
has hobby, has ability, member of, want do,
want job, want, favorite food, favorite color, fa-
vorite book, favorite movie, favorite music,
favorite music artist, favorite activity, fa-
vorite drink, favorite show, favorite place,
favorite hobby, favorite season, favorite animal,
favorite sport, favorite, own, have, have pet,
have sibling, have children, have family,

have vehicle, physical attribute, misc attribute,
has age, marital status, gender, other.

Additional triples with a not have relation were
extracted using a dependency tree pattern.

Entity Categories : ability, activity, animal,
color, citystate, country, company, cuisine,
degree type, drink, family, food, gender, gen-
eral location, job status, language, marital,
media genres, media other, movie title, mu-
sic artist, music genre, music instrument, noun,
number, organization, person, person attribute,
person label, personality trait, profession,
read author, read genre, read title, read other,
school name, school status, school type, season,
sport type, subject, time, vehicle, location, other.

A.2 Relation Swaps

Relation swaps for contradictions include
(have *, not have),
(own, not have),
(has hobby, not have),
(like *, dislike),
(favorite *, dislike).

Neutral relation swaps include (have x,
have y), e.g. have pet, have sibling.
Additional (have * A, not have B) swaps
were defined for entities A which are a super-type
of B, namely (A,B) pairs ({pet, animal}, {dog,
cat}), ({sibling}, {brother, sister}), ({child, kid},
{son, daughter}), ({vehicle}, {car, truck}); this
includes sentence pairs such as “i have a sibling”,
“i do not have a sister”. Similarly, (not have
B, have * A) swaps were defined using the
(A, B) pairs above.

A.3 Entity Swaps

For contradictions, swapping entities for the fol-
lowing relation types was assumed to yield a con-
tradiction:

attend school, employed by company,
employed by general, favorite animal, fa-
vorite book, favorite color, favorite drink,
favorite food, favorite hobby, favorite movie,
favorite music, favorite music artist, fa-
vorite place, favorite season, favorite show,
favorite sport, gender, has profession, job status,
live in citystatecountry, marital status, na-
tionality, place origin, previous profession,
school status, want job.

Additionally, for physical attribute,
misc attribute, or other relations, an en-
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tity swap was done using all WordNet antonym
pairs in the personality trait and person attribute
entity categories, as well as the swaps ({blonde},
{brunette}), ({large}, {tiny}), ({carnivore, om-
nivore}, {vegan, vegetarian}), ({depressed},
{happy, cheerful}), ({clean}, {dirty}) where each
entity in the left set is swapped with each entity in
the right set.

B Experiment Details

Experiment 1 The InferSent model used the
Adam (Kingma and Lei Ba, 2014) optimizer with
learning rate 0.001, and otherwise used the hyper-
parameters from the open source implementation7.
The ESIM model used a 1-layer bidirectional
LSTM with hidden dimension 1024 and Adam op-
timizer with learning rate 0.0001, with the remain-
ing hyper-parameters set to those used by the In-
ferSent model.

C Score Calibration

1-5 star rating Let Mi ∼ N (µi, 1
2) be the un-

observed, underlying quality of the i-th approach,
where µi ∼ U(1, 5). Let Aj ∼ N (0, 12) be the
unobserved annotator bias, indicating whether the
j-th annotator is more or less generous. We ob-
serve a score given by the j-th annotator to the
i-th approach, and this score follows a normal dis-
tribution with its mean given by the sum of the
underlying model score and annoator bias, i.e.,
Sij ∼ N (Mi+Aj , 1

2). We observe some of these
scores, and given these scores, the goal is to infer
E[Mi] and V[Mi] for all i.

Utterance-pair selection Each annotator is
asked to label each utterance-pair as consistent
and/or contradictory with respect to the personas.
In this case, the unobserved, underlying model
score is modelled as a pre-sigmoid normal vari-
able, i.e., Mi ∼ N (0, 12), and the annotator bias
as a usual normal variable, i.e., Aj ∼ N (0, 12),
similarly to the 1-5 star rating case above. We
however also introduce a turn bias Tk ∼ N (0, 12)
to incorporate the potential degradation of a neu-
ral dialogue model as the conversation lengthens.
An observed score for each utterance pair then fol-
lows a Bernoulli distribution with its mean given
as the sigmoid of the sum of these three latent vari-
ables, i.e., Sijk ∼ B(sigmoid(Mi+Aj+Tk)). The

7https://github.com/facebookresearch/InferSent

goal of inference is to compute E[sigmoid(Mi)]
and V[sigmoid(Mi)].
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Abstract

This paper presents a new approach that ex-
tends Deep Dyna-Q (DDQ) by incorporating
a Budget-Conscious Scheduling (BCS) to best
utilize a fixed, small amount of user interac-
tions (budget) for learning task-oriented dia-
logue agents. BCS consists of (1) a Poisson-
based global scheduler to allocate budget over
different stages of training; (2) a controller to
decide at each training step whether the agent
is trained using real or simulated experiences;
(3) a user goal sampling module to generate
the experiences that are most effective for pol-
icy learning. Experiments on a movie-ticket
booking task with simulated and real users
show that our approach leads to significant im-
provements in success rate over the state-of-
the-art baselines given the fixed budget.

1 Introduction

There has been a growing interest in exploiting
reinforcement learning (RL) for dialogue policy
learning in task-oriented dialogue systems (Levin
et al., 1997; Williams, 2008; Young et al., 2013;
Fatemi et al., 2016; Zhao and Eskénazi, 2016; Su
et al., 2016; Li et al., 2017; Williams et al., 2017;
Dhingra et al., 2017; Budzianowski et al., 2017;
Chang et al., 2017; Liu and Lane, 2017; Liu et al.,
2018; Gao et al., 2019). This is a challenging
machine learning task because an RL learner re-
quires real users to interact with a dialogue agent
constantly to provide feedback. The process in-
curs significant real-world cost for complex tasks,
such as movie-ticket booking and travel planning,
which require exploration in a large state-action
space.

In reality, we often need to develop a dialogue
agent with some fixed, limited budget due to lim-
ited project funding, conversational data, and de-
velopment time. Specifically, in this study we
measure budget in terms of the number of real user

interactions. That is, we strive to optimize a dia-
logue agent via a fixed, small number of interac-
tions with real users.

One common strategy is to leverage a user sim-
ulator built on human conversational data (Schatz-
mann et al., 2007; Li et al., 2016). However, due
to design bias and the limited amounts of pub-
licly available human conversational data for train-
ing the simulator, there always exists discrepan-
cies between the behaviors of real and simulated
users, which inevitably leads to a sub-optimal dia-
logue policy. Another strategy is to integrate plan-
ning into dialogue policy learning, as the Deep
Dyna-Q (DDQ) framework (Peng et al., 2018),
which effectively leverages a small number of real
experiences to learn a dialogue policy efficiently.
In DDQ, the limited amounts of real user experi-
ences are utilized for: (1) training a world model to
mimic real user behaviors and generate simulated
experiences; and (2) improving the dialogue pol-
icy using both real experiences via direct RL and
simulated experiences via indirect RL (planning).
Recently, some DDQ variants further incorporate
discriminators (Su et al., 2018) and active learn-
ing (Wu et al., 2019) into planning to obtain high-
quality simulated experiences.

DDQ and its variants face two challenges in the
fixed-budget setting. First, DDQ lacks any explicit
guidance on how to generate highly effective real
dialogue experiences. For example, the experi-
ences in the state-action space that has not, or less,
been explored by the dialogue agent are usually
more desirable. Second, DDQ lacks a mechanism
of letting a human (teacher) play the role of the
agent to explicitly demonstrate how to drive the
dialogue (Barlier et al., 2018). This is useful in the
cases where the dialogue agent fails to respond to
users in conversations and the sparse negative re-
wards fail to help the agent improve its dialogue
policy. To this end, DDQ needs to be equipped
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Figure 1: Proposed BCS-DDQ framework for dialogue policy learning. BCS represents the Budget-Conscious
Scheduling module, which consists of a scheduler, a controller and a user goal sampling module.

with the ability to decide whether to learn from
human demonstrations or from agent-user interac-
tions where the user can be a real user or simulated
by the world model.

In this paper, we propose a new framework,
called Budget-Conscious Scheduling-based Deep
Dyna-Q (BCS-DDQ), to best utilize a fixed, small
number of human interactions (budget) for task-
oriented dialogue policy learning. Our new frame-
work extends DDQ by incorporating Budget-
Conscious Scheduling (BCS), which aims to con-
trol the budget and improve DDQ’s sample effi-
ciency by leveraging active learning and human
teaching to handle the aforementioned issues. As
shown in Figure 1, the BCS module consists of
(1) a Poisson-based global scheduler to allocate
budget over the different stages of training; (2)
a user goal sampling module to select previously
failed or unexplored user goals to generate experi-
ences that are effective for dialogue policy learn-
ing; (3) a controller which decides (based on the
pre-allocated budget and the agent’s performance
on the sampled user goals) whether to collect
human-human conversation, or to conduct human-
agent interactions to obtain high-quality real ex-
periences, or to generate simulated experiences
through interaction with the world model. During
dialogue policy learning, real experiences are used
to train the world model via supervised learning
(world model learning) and directly improve the
dialogue policy via direct RL, while simulated ex-
periences are used to enhance the dialogue policy
via indirect RL (planning).

Experiments on the movie-ticket booking task
with simulated and real users show that our ap-

proach leads to significant improvements in suc-
cess rate over the state-of-the-art baselines given a
fixed budget. Our main contributions are two-fold:
• We propose a BCS-DDQ framework, to best uti-

lize a fixed, small amount of user interactions
(budget) for task-oriented dialogue policy learn-
ing.
• We empirically validate the effectiveness of

BCS-DDQ on a movie-ticket booking domain
with simulated and real users.

2 Budget-Conscious Scheduling-based
Deep Dyna-Q (BCS-DDQ)

As illustrated in Figure 2, the BCS-DDQ di-
alogue system consists of six modules: (1)
an LSTM-based natural language understanding
(NLU) module (Hakkani-Tür et al., 2016) for
identifying user intents and extracting associated
slots; (2) a state tracker (Mrksic et al., 2017) for
tracking dialogue state; (3) a dialogue policy that
chooses the next action based on the current state
and database results; (4) a model-based natural
language generation (NLG) module for producing
a natural language response (Wen et al., 2015);
(5) a world model for generating simulated user
actions and simulated rewards; and (6) the BCS
module incorporating a global scheduler, a user
goal sampling module and a controller, to man-
age the budget and select the most effective way to
generate real or simulated experiences for learning
a dialogue policy.

To leverage BCS in dialogue policy learning,
we design a new iterative training algorithm,
called BCS-DDQ, as summarized in Algorithm 1.
It starts with an initial dialogue policy and an ini-
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Figure 2: Illustration of the proposed BCS-DDQ dia-
logue system.

tial world model, both trained with pre-collected
human conversational data. Given the total bud-
get b and maximum number of training epochs
m, the scheduler allocates the available budget bk
at each training step. Then, the user goal sam-
pling module actively selects a previously failed
or unexplored user goal gu. Based on the agent’s
performance and the current pre-allocated bud-
get, the controller chooses the most effective way,
with cost cu = {0, 1, 2}, to generate real or sim-
ulated experiences Br/Bs for this sampled user
goal. For convenience, the cost of different dia-
logue generation methods is defined as the number
of people involved:
• cost cu = 2 for collecting human-human demon-

strated conversational data.
• cost cu = 1 for conducting the interactions be-

tween human and agent.
• cost cu = 0 for performing the interactions be-

tween world model and agent.
The generated experiences are used to update the
dialogue policy and the world model. This pro-
cess continues until all pre-allocated budget is ex-
hausted. In the rest of this section, we detail
the components of BCS, and describe the learn-
ing methods of the dialogue agent and the world
model.

2.1 Budget-Conscious Scheduling (BCS)

As illustrated in Figure 2 and Algorithm 1, BSC
consists of a budget allocation algorithm for the
scheduler, an active sampling strategy for the user

Algorithm 1 BCS-DDQ for Dialogue Policy
Learning
Input: The total budget b, the maximum number
of training epochs m, the dialogue agent A and
the world model W (both pre-trained with pre-
collected human conversational data);

1: procedure TRAINING PROCESS

2: while k < m do
3: bk ← Scheduler(b, m, k);
4: repeat
5: gu ← UserGoalSampler(A);
6: Br, Bs, cu ← Controller(gu, bk,
A, W );

7: bk ← bk − cu;
8: until bk ≤ 0
9: Train the dialogue agentA onBr∪Bs

10: Train world model W on Br

11: end while
12: end procedure

goal sampling module, and a selection policy for
the controller.

2.1.1 Poisson-based Budget Allocation
The global scheduler is designed to allocate bud-
get {b1, . . . , bm} (where m is the final training
epoch) during training. The budget allocation pro-
cess can be viewed as a series of random events,
where the allocated budget is a random variable.
In this manner, the whole allocation process es-
sentially is a discrete stochastic process, which can
be modeled as a Poisson process. Specifically, at
each training step k, the probability distribution of
a random variable bk equaling n is given by:

P{bk = n} = λnk
n!
e−λk , λk =

m+ 1− k
m

λ (1)

The global scheduling in BCS is based on a De-
cayed Possion Process, motivated by two consid-
erations: (1) For simplicity, we assume that all
budget allocations are mutually-independent. The
Poisson process is suitable for this assumption.
(2) As the training process progresses, the dia-
logue agent tends to produce higher-quality dia-
logue experiences using the world model due to
the improving performance of both the agent and
the world model. As a result, the budget demand
for the agent decays during the course of training.
Thus, we linearly decay the parameter of the Pois-
son distribution so as to allocate more budget at
the beginning of training.
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In addition, to ensure that the sum of the allo-
cated budget does not exceed the total budget b,
we impose the following constraint:

m∑

k=1

E[bk] =
m∑

k=1

m+ 1− k
m

λ ≤ b (2)

Using this formula, we can calculate the range of
the parameter value: λ ≤ 2b

m+1 . In our experi-
ments, we set λ = 2b

m+1 and sample bk from the
probability distribution defined in Equation 1.

2.1.2 Active Sampling Strategy
The active sampling strategy involves the defini-
tion of a user goal space and sampling algorithm.

In a typical task-oriented dialogue (Schatzmann
et al., 2007), the user begins a conversation with
a user goal gu which consists of multiple con-
straints. In fact, these constraints correspond to
attributes in the knowledge base. For example, in
the movie-ticket-booking scenario, the constraints
may be the name of the theater (theater), the
number of tickets to buy (numberofpeople) or
the name of the movie (moviename), and so on.
Given the knowledge base, we can generate large
amounts of user goals by traversing the combina-
tion of all the attributes, and then filtering unrea-
sonable user goals which are not similar to real
user goals collected from human-human conver-
sational data. We then group the user goals with
the same inform and request slots into a category.
Suppose there are altogether l different categories
of user goals. We design a Thompson-Sampling-
like algorithm (Chapelle and Li, 2011; Eckles and
Kaptein, 2014; Russo et al., 2018) to actively se-
lect a previously failed or unexplored user goal in
two steps.
• Draw a number pi for each category follow-

ing pi ∼ N (fi,
√

l lnN
ni

), whereN represents
the Gaussian distribution, fi denotes the fail-
ure rate of each category estimated on the val-
idation set, ni is the number of samples for
each category and N =

∑
i ni.

• Select the category with maximum pi, then
randomly sample a user goal gu in the cate-
gory.

Using this method, user goals in the categories
with higher failure rates or less exploration are
more likely to be selected during training, which
encourages the real or simulated user to generate
dialogue experiences in the state-action space that
the agent has not fully explored.

2.1.3 Controller
Given a sampled user goal gu, based on the agent’s
performance on gu and pre-allocated budget bk,
the controller decides whether to collect human-
human dialogues, human-agent dialogues, or sim-
ulated dialogues between the agent and the world
model. We design a heuristic selection policy of
Equation 3 where dialogue experiences B are col-
lected as follow: we first generate a set of simu-
lated dialogues Bs given gu, and record the suc-
cess rate Sgu . If Sgu is higher than a threshold λ1
(i.e. λ1 = 2/3) or there is no budget left, we use
Bs for training. If Sgu is lower than a threshold
λ2 (i.e. λ2 = 1/3) and there is still budget, we
resort to human agents and real users to generate
real experiences Br

hh. Otherwise, we collect real
experiences generated by human users and the di-
alogue agent Br

ha.

(B, cu) =




(Bs , 0) if Sgu ≥ λ1 or bk = 0
(Br

hh, 2) if Sgu ≤ λ2 and bk ≥ 2
(Br

ha, 1) otherwise
(3)

Combined with the active sampling strategy,
this selection policy makes fuller use of the bud-
get to generate experiences that are most effective
for dialogue policy learning.

2.2 Direct Reinforcement Learning and
Planning

Policy learning in task-oriented dialogue using RL
can be cast as a Markov Decision Process which
consists of a sequence of <state, action, reward>
tuples. We can use the same Q-learning algorithm
to train the dialogue agent using either real or sim-
ulated experiences. Here we employ the Deep Q-
network (DQN) (Mnih et al., 2015).

Specifically, at each step, the agent observes the
dialogue state s, then chooses an action a using an
ε-greedy policy that selects a random action with
probability ε, and otherwise follows the greedy
policy a = argmaxa′ Q(s, a′; θQ). Q(s, a; θQ)
approximates the state-action value function with
a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) parameterized by
θQ. Afterwards, the agent receives reward r, ob-
serves the next user or simulator response, and up-
dates the state to s′. The experience (s, a, r, au, s′)
is then stored in a real experience buffer Br1 or
simulated experience buffer Bs depending on the
source. Given these experiences, we optimize the

1Br = {Br
hh, B

r
ha}
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value function Q(s, a; θQ) through mean-squared
loss:

L(θQ) = E(s,a,r,s′)∼Br∪Bs [(y −Q(s, a; θQ))
2]

y = r + γmax
a′

Q′(s′, a′; θQ′)

(4)
where γ ∈ [0, 1] is a discount factor, and Q′(·) is
the target value function that is updated only peri-
odically (i.e., fixed-target). The updating of Q(·)
thus is conducted through differentiating this ob-
jective function via mini-batch gradient descent.

2.3 World Model Learning
We utilize the same design of the world model
in Peng et al. (2018), which is implemented as a
multi-task deep neural network. At each turn of
a dialogue, the world model takes the current di-
alogue state s and the last system action a from
the agent as input, and generates the correspond-
ing user response au, reward r, and a binary ter-
mination signal t. The computation for each term
can be shown as below:

h = tanh(Wh[s, a] + bh)

r = Wrh+ br

au = softmax(Wah+ ba)

t = sigmoid(Wth+ bt)

(5)

where all W and b are weight matrices and bias
vectors respectively.

3 Experiments

We evaluate BCS-DDQ on a movie-ticket booking
task in three settings: simulation, human evalua-
tion and human-in-the-loop training. All the ex-
periments are conducted on the text level.

3.1 Setup
Dataset. The dialogue dataset used in this study
is a subset of the movie-ticket booking dialogue
dataset released in Microsoft Dialogue Chal-
lenge (Li et al., 2018). Our dataset consists of
280 dialogues, which have been manually labeled
based on the schema defined by domain experts, as
in Table 1. The average length of these dialogues
is 11 turns.

Dialogue Agents. We benchmark the BCS-
DDQ agent with several baseline agents:
• The SL agent is learned by a variant of imita-

tion learning (Lipton et al., 2018). At the begin-
ning of training, the entire budget is used to col-

Intent
request, inform, deny, confirm question,
confirm answer, greeting, closing, not sure,
multiple choice, thanks, welcome

Slot

city, closing, date, distanceconstraints,
greeting, moviename, numberofpeople,
price, starttime, state, taskcomplete, theater,
theater chain, ticket, video format, zip

Table 1: The dialogue annotation schema

lect human-human dialogues, based on which
the dialogue agent is trained.
• The DQN agent is learned by standard DQN

At each epoch of training, the budget is spent
on human-agent interactions, and the agent is
trained by direct RL.
• The DDQ agent is learned by the DDQ method

(Peng et al., 2018). The training process is sim-
ilar to that of the DQN agent, differing in that
DDQ integrates a jointly-trained world model
to generate simulated experience which can fur-
ther improve the dialogue policy. At each epoch
of training, the budget is spent on human-agent
interactions.
• The BCS-DDQ agent is learned by the proposed

BCS-DDQ approach. For a fair comparison, we
use the same number of training epochs m used
for the DQN and DDQ agents.

Hyper-parameter Settings. We use an MLP to
parameterize function Q(·) in all the dialogue
agents (SL, DQN, DDQ and BCS-DDQ), with
hidden layer size set to 80. The ε-greedy pol-
icy is adopted for exploration. We set discount
factor γ = 0.9. The target value function Q′(·)
is updated at the end of each epoch. The world
model contains one shared hidden layer and three
task-specific hidden layers, all of size 80. The
number of planning steps is set to 5 for using
the world model to improve the agent’s policy in
DDQ and BCS-DDQ frameworks. Each dialogue
is allowed a maximum of 40 turns, and dialogues
exceeding this maximum are considered failures.
Other parameters used in BCS-DDQ are set as
l = 128, d = 10.

Training Details. The parameters of all neu-
ral networks are initialized using a normal dis-
tribution with a mean of 0 and a variance of√
6/(drow + dcol), where drow and dcol are the

number of rows and columns in the structure (Glo-
rot and Bengio, 2010). All models are optimized
by RMSProp (Tieleman and Hinton, 2012). The
mini-batch size is set to 16 and the initial learn-
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Figure 3: The success rates of different agents (SL,
DQN, DDQ, BCS-DDQ) given a fixed budget (b =
{50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300}). Each number is aver-
aged over 5 runs, each run tested on 50 dialogues.

ing rate is 5e-4. The buffer sizes of Br and Bs

are set to 3000. In order to train the agents more
efficiently, we utilized a variant of imitation learn-
ing, Reply Buffer Spiking (Lipton et al., 2018), to
pre-train all agent variants at the starting stage.

3.2 Simulation Evaluation

In this setting, the dialogue agents are trained and
evaluated by interacting with the user simulators
(Li et al., 2016) instead of real users. In spite of
the discrepancy between simulated and real users,
this setting enables us to perform a detailed analy-
sis of all agents without any real-world cost. Dur-
ing training, the simulator provides a simulated
user response on each turn and a reward signal
at the end of the dialogue. The dialogue is con-
sidered successful if and only if a movie ticket is
booked successfully and the information provided
by the agent satisfies all the user’s constraints (user
goal). When the dialogue is completed, the agent
receives a positive reward of 2 ∗ L for success, or
a negative reward of −L for failure, where L is
the maximum number of turns allowed (40). To
encourage shorter dialogues, the agent receives a
reward of −1 on each turn.

In addition to the user simulator, the train-
ing of SL and BCS-DDQ agents requires a high-
performance dialogue agent to play the role of the
human agent in collecting human-human conver-
sational data. In the simulation setting, we lever-
age a well-trained DQN agent as the human agent.
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Figure 4: The learning curves of different agents
(DQN, DDQ and BCS-DDQ) with budget b = 300.

Main Results. We evaluate the performance of
all agents (SL, DQN, DDQ, BCS-DDQ) given a
fixed budget (b = {50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300}).
As shown in Figure 3, the BCS-DDQ agent con-
sistently outperforms other baseline agents by a
statistically significant margin. Specifically, when
the budget is small (b = 50), SL does better than
DQN and DDQ that haven’t been trained long
enough to obtain significant positive reward. BCS-
DDQ leverages human demonstrations to explic-
itly guide the agent’s learning when the agent’s
performance is very bad. In this way, BCS-DDQ
not only takes advantage of imitation learning,
but also further improves the performance via ex-
ploration and RL. As the budget increases, DDQ
can leverage real experiences to learn a good pol-
icy. Our method achieves better performance than
DDQ, demonstrating that the BCS module can
better utilize the budget by directing exploration to
parts of the state-action space that have been less
explored.

Learning Curves. We also investigate the train-
ing process of different agents. Figure 4 shows
the learning curves of different agents with a fixed
budget (b = 300). At the beginning of training,
similar to a very small budget situation, the per-
formance of the BCS-DDQ agent improves faster
thanks to its combination of imitation learning
and reinforcement learning. After that, BCS-DDQ
consistently outperforms DQN and DDQ as train-
ing progresses. This proves that the BCS module
can generate higher quality dialogue experiences
for training dialogue policy.
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Agent Epoch=100 Epoch=150 Epoch=200
Success Reward Turns Success Reward Turns Success Reward Turns

DQN 0.3032 -18.77 32.31 0.4675 2.07 30.07 0.5401 18.94 26.59
DDQ 0.4204 -2.24 27.34 0.5467 15.46 22.26 0.6694 32.00 18.66
BCS-DDQ 0.7542 43.80 15.42 0.7870 47.38 16.13 0.7629 44.45 16.20

Table 2: The performance of different agents at training epoch = {100, 150, 200} in the human-in-the-loop experi-
ments. The differences between the results of all agent pairs evaluated at the same epoch are statistically significant
(p < 0.05). (Success: success rate)
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Figure 5: The human evaluation results for SL, DQN,
DDQ and BCS-DDQ agents, the number of test dia-
logues indicated on each bar, and the p-values from a
two-sided permutation test. The differences between
the results of all agent pairs are statistically significant
(p < 0.05).

3.3 Human Evaluation

For human evaluation, real users interact with dif-
ferent agents without knowing which agent is be-
hind the system. At the beginning of each dia-
logue session, we randomly pick one agent to con-
verse with the user. The user is provided with a
randomly-sampled user goal, and the dialogue ses-
sion can be terminated at any time, if the user be-
lieves that the dialogue is unlikely to succeed, or
if it lasts too long. In either case, the dialogue is
considered as failure. At the end of each dialogue,
the user is asked to give explicit feedback about
whether the conversation is successful.

Four agents (SL, DQN, DDQ and BCS-DDQ)
trained in simulation (with b = 300) are selected
for human evaluation. As illustrated in Figure 5,
the results are consistent with those in the simu-
lation evaluation (the rightmost group with bud-
get=300 in Figure 3). In addition, due to the dis-
crepancy between simulated users and real users,
the success rates of all agents drop compared to the
simulation evaluation, but the performance degra-
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Figure 6: Human-in-the-Loop learning curves of dif-
ferent agents with budget b = 200.

dation of BCS-DDQ is minimal. This indicates
that our approach is more robust and effective than
the others.

3.4 Human-in-the-Loop Training

We further verify the effectiveness of our method
in human-in-the-loop training experiments. In this
experiment, we replace the user simulator with
real users during training. Similar to the human
evaluation, based on a randomly-sampled user
goal, the user converses with a randomly-selected
agent and gives feedback as to whether the con-
versation is successful. In order to collect human-
human conversations during the training of the
BCS-DDQ agent, human agents are interacting di-
rectly with real users through the dialogue system.
In a dialogue session, the human agent has access
to the conversation history, as well as the current
search results from the knowledge base, before se-
lecting each dialogue action in response to the real
user. Each learning curve is trained with two runs,
with each run assigning a budget of 200 human
interactions.

The main results are presented in Table 2 and
Figure 6. We can see that the BCS-DDQ agent
consistently outperforms DQN and DDQ during
the course of training, confirming the conclusion
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Real User Dialogue Sample
movie-ticket booking user goal:
{

“constraint slots”: { “request slots”: {
“numberofpeople”: “four” “ticket”:“?”
“moviename”: “creed” “theater”: “?”
“city”: “regency” }
“date”: “tomorrow”
“starttime”: “around noon”
}
}

DDQ agent
1 usr: I want to watch creed at around noon.
2 agt: around noon is available.
3 usr: I want four tickets please!
4 agt: Which city would you like?
5 usr: I want to watch at regency.
6 agt: Which theater would you like?
7 usr: Which theater is available?
8 agt: What date would you like to watch it?
9 usr: I want to set it up tomorrow.
10 agt: Which theater would you like?
11 usr: Which theater is available?
12 agt: Which city would you like?
13 usr: I want to watch at regency.
14 agt: Which theater would you like?
15 usr: Which theater is available?
16 agt: What date would you like to watch it?

...

Failure: Agent does not book the right ticket within the
max turns.

BCS-DDQ agent
1 usr: I want to watch creed at around noon.
2 agt: Which city would you like?
3 usr: I want to watch at regency.
4 agt: What date would you like to watch it?
5 usr: I want to set it up tomorrow.
6 agt: Which theater would you like?
7 usr: Which theater is available?
8 agt: century eastport 16 is available.
9 usr: Could you help me to book the tickets?
8 agt: How many tickets do you need?
9 usr: I want four tickets please!

10 agt:
Great - I was able to purchase 4 tickets for you
to see creed tomorrow at century eastport 16
theater in regency at around noon.

11 usr: Thank you.
12 agt: Thank you.

Success

Table 3: Sample dialogue sessions by DDQ and BCS-
DDQ agents trained at epoch 200 (with total budget
b = 200) in the human-in-the-loop experiments: (agt:
agent, usr: user)

drawn from the simulation evaluation. Besides,
Table 3 shows example dialogues produced by two
dialogue agents (DDQ and BCS-DDQ) interacting
with human users respectively. We can see that
DDQ agent fails to respond to the user question
“which theater is available?”, which lead to the re-
peated inquiry of theater information. By intro-
ducing human demonstrations for agent training,
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Figure 7: The learning curves of BCS-DDQ and its
variants agents with budget b = 300.

BCS-DDQ agent can successfully respond to the
available theater information.

3.5 Ablation Study

We investigate the relative contribution of the bud-
get allocation algorithm and the active sampling
strategy in BCS-DDQ by implementing two vari-
ant BCS-DDQ agents:
• The BCS-DDQ-var1 agent: Replacing the de-

cayed Poisson process with a regular Pois-
son process in the budget allocation algorithm,
which means that the parameter λ is set to b

m
during training.
• The BCS-DDQ-var2 agent: Further replacing

the active sampling strategy with random sam-
pling, based on the BCS-DDQ-var1 agent.

The results in Figure 7 shows that the budget allo-
cation algorithm and active sampling strategy are
helpful for improving a dialogue policy in the lim-
ited budget setting. The active sampling strategy
is more important, without which the performance
drops significantly.

4 Conclusion

We presented a new framework BCS-DDQ for
task-oriented dialogue policy learning. Compared
to previous work, our approach can better utilize
the limited real user interactions in a more efficient
way in the fixed budget setting, and its effective-
ness was demonstrated in the simulation evalua-
tion, human evaluation, including human-in-the-
loop experiments.

In future, we plan to investigate the effective-
ness of our method on more complex task-oriented
dialogue datasets. Another interesting direction
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is to design a trainable budget scheduler. In this
paper, the budget scheduler was created indepen-
dently of the dialogue policy training algorithm, so
a trainable budget scheduler may incur additional
cost. One possible solution is transfer learning, in
which we train the budget scheduler on some well-
defined dialogue tasks, then leverage this sched-
uler to guide the policy learning on other complex
dialogue tasks.
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Abstract
While conditional language models have
greatly improved in their ability to output
high-quality natural language, many NLP ap-
plications benefit from being able to generate
a diverse set of candidate sequences. Diverse
decoding strategies aim to, within a given-
sized candidate list, cover as much of the space
of high-quality outputs as possible, leading to
improvements for tasks that re-rank and com-
bine candidate outputs. Standard decoding
methods, such as beam search, optimize for
generating high likelihood sequences rather
than diverse ones, though recent work has fo-
cused on increasing diversity in these meth-
ods. In this work, we perform an extensive
survey of decoding-time strategies for generat-
ing diverse outputs from conditional language
models. We also show how diversity can be
improved without sacrificing quality by over-
sampling additional candidates, then filtering
to the desired number.

1 Introduction

Conditional neural language models, which train
a neural net to map from one sequence to an-
other, have had enormous success in natural lan-
guage processing tasks such as machine transla-
tion (Sutskever et al., 2014; Luong et al., 2015),
text summarization (Nallapati et al., 2016), and di-
alog systems (Vinyals and Le, 2015). These mod-
els output a probability distribution over the next
token in the output sequence given the input and
the previously predicted tokens. Since comput-
ing the overall most likely output sequence is in-
tractable, early work in neural machine translation
found that beam search is an effective strategy to
heuristically sample sufficiently likely sequences
from these probabilistic models (Sutskever et al.,
2014). However, for more open-ended tasks, beam
search is ill-suited to generating a set of diverse
candidate sequences; this is because candidates

Beam Search
A bus is stopped at a bus stop.
A bus is parked at a bus stop.
A bus stopped at a bus stop in a city.
A bus stopped at a bus stop at a bus stop.
A bus that is parked in front of a building.
Random Sampling
A bus parked at a bus stop at a bus stop.
There is a bus that is at the station.
A man standing by a bus in a city.
A bus pulling away from the train station.
A bus stopped at a stop on the sunny day.

Figure 1: An image with the top five captions from
standard beam search and from random sampling. Note
the latter set is more diverse but lower quality.

outputted from a large-scale beam search often
only differ by punctuation and minor morphologi-
cal variations (Li and Jurafsky, 2016).

The term “diversity” has been defined in a vari-
ety of ways in the literature, with some using it as
a synonym for sentence interestingness or unlike-
liness (Hashimoto et al., 2019), and others consid-
ering it a measure of how different two or more
sentences are from each other (Vijayakumar et al.,
2016; Gimpel et al., 2013). We take the latter
approach, and define diversity as the ability of a
generative method to create a set of possible out-
puts that are each valid given the input, but vary as
widely as possible in terms of word choice, topic,
and meaning.

There are a number of reasons why it is de-
sirable to produce a set of diverse candidate out-
puts for a given input. For example, in collabo-
rative story generation, the system makes sugges-
tions to a user for what they should write next
(Clark et al., 2018). In these settings, it would
be beneficial to show the user multiple different
ways to continue their story. In image captioning,
any one sentence-long caption is probably missing
some information about the image. Krause et al.
(2017) show how a set of diverse sentence-length
image captions can be transformed into an entire
paragraph about the image. Lastly, in applica-
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tions that involve reranking candidate sequences,
the reranking algorithms are more effective when
the input sequences are diverse. Reranking di-
verse candidates has been shown to improve re-
sults in both open dialog and machine translation
(Li et al., 2016a; Li and Jurafsky, 2016; Gimpel
et al., 2013). Furthermore, in open-ended dialog,
the use of reranking to personalize a model’s re-
sponses for each user is a promising research di-
rection (Choudhary et al., 2017).

With these sorts of applications in mind, a vari-
ety of alternatives and extensions to beam search
have been proposed which seek to produce a set
of diverse candidate responses instead of a single
high likelihood one (Li et al., 2016a; Vijayakumar
et al., 2016; Kulikov et al., 2018; Tam et al., 2019).
Many of these approaches show marked improve-
ment in diversity over standard beam search across
a variety of generative tasks. However, there has
been little attempt to compare and evaluate these
strategies against each other on any single task.

In this paper, we survey existing methods for
promoting diversity in order to systematically in-
vestigate the relationship between diversity and
perceived quality of output sequences of condi-
tional language models. In addition to standard
beam search and greedy random sampling, we
compare several recently proposed modifications
to both methods. In addition, we propose the use
of over-sampling followed by post-decoding clus-
tering to remove similar sequences.

The main contributions of this paper can be
summarized as follows:

• A detailed comparison of existing diverse de-
coding strategies on two tasks: open-ended
dialog and image captioning, and recommen-
dations for a diverse decoding strategy.

• A novel clustering-based algorithm that can
be used on the results of any decoding strat-
egy to increase quality and diversity.1

2 Standard Decoding Methods

Conditional language models, which have wide
applications across machine translation, text sim-
plification, conversational agents, and more, gen-
erally consist of an encoder, which transforms
some input x into a fixed-size latent represen-
tation, and a decoder which transforms these
representations in order to output a conditional

1Code can be found at https://github.com/
rekriz11/DeDiv.

probability of each word in the target sequence
given the previous words and the input. Let
zt = f(y1, . . . , yt−1,x) represent the output of
an encoder-decoder model given input x and the
sequence of tokens predicted so far, y1, . . . , yt−1,
which for notational simplicity we write as y<t.
The output zt ∈ RV (where V is the cardinality of
the enumerated vocabulary V)

The probability distribution over the next possi-
ble token being word wi ∈ V is the softmax:

P (yt = wi|y<t,x) =
exp(zt,i)∑V
j=1 exp (zt,j)

∀i ∈ {1, . . . , V }

Most decoding strategies strive to find the most
likely overall sequence, i.e. pick a ŷ such that:

ŷ = argmaxy P (y|x) = argmaxy
∏N
t=1 P (yt | y<t,x)

Unlike Markovian processes, no sub-exponential
algorithm exists to find the optimal decoded se-
quence, and thus we instead use approximations.
Arg-max The simplest approach to decoding a
likely sequence is to greedily select a word at each
timestep:

ŷt = argmax
yt

P (yt|y<t,x)

However, because this deterministic approach typ-
ically yields repetitive and short output sequences,
and does not permit generating multiple samples,
it is rarely used in language modelling.
Random Sampling Another option is to ran-
domly sample from the model’s distribution at ev-
ery timestep. Often, a temperature parameter T
is added to control the entropy of the distribution
before sampling.

P (yt = wi|y<t,x) =
exp(zt,i/T )∑V
j=1 exp (zt,j/T )

∀i ∈ {1, . . . , V }
ŷt ∼ yt

Choosing a temperature greater than one causes
outputs to look increasingly more random, while
bringing the temperature less than zero causes
sequences to increasingly resemble greedy sam-
pling.

Recently, top-s random sampling has been pro-
posed as an alternative to using temperature. Sam-
pling is restricted to the s most likely tokens
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at each step (Fan et al., 2018; Radford et al.,
2019). We find that top-s random sampling’s hard-
restriction on generating low probability words is
more effective at controlling the stochasticity of
sampled sequences than sampling with tempera-
ture.
Beam Search Beam search approximates find-
ing the most likely sequence by performing
breadth-first search over a restricted search space.
At every step of decoding, the method keeps track
of b partial hypotheses. The next set of partial hy-
potheses are chosen by expanding every path from
the existing set of b hypotheses, and then choosing
the b with the highest scores. Most commonly, the
log-likelihood of the partial sequence is used as
the scoring function. We use this as our baseline.2

Since beam search only explores a limited por-
tion of the overall search space, it tends to yield
multiple variants of the same high-likelihood se-
quence, sequences that often only differ in punc-
tuation and minor morphological changes (Li and
Jurafsky, 2016). Therefore, standard beam search
is not ideal for producing diverse outputs.

3 Extensions to Beam Search

In this section, we will discuss a variety of meth-
ods that have been developed recently to eliminate
redundancy during decoding and generate a wider
range of candidate outputs.
Noisy Parallel Approximate Decoding Intro-
duced by Cho (2016), NPAD is a technique than
can be applied to any decoding setting. The
main idea is that diversity can be achieved more
naturally by taking advantage of the continuous
manifold on which neural nets embed language.
Instead of encouraging diversity by manipulat-
ing the probabilities outputted from the model,
diverse outputs are instead produced by adding
small amounts of noise to the hidden state of the
decoder at each step. The noise is randomly sam-
pled from a normal distribution. The variance is
gradually annealed from a starting σ0 to 0 as de-
coding progresses (that is σt = σ0

t ) under the rea-
soning that uncertainty is greatest at the beginning
of decoding. NPAD can be used in conjunction
with any decoding strategy; following the best re-
sults from the original paper, we show results us-
ing NPAD with beam search.

Extensions to NPAD have sought to learn the
direction in which to manipulate the hidden states

2We present the beam search algorithm in the appendix.

using an arbitrary decoding objective (Gu et al.,
2017). Since such objectives can be highly
domain-specific, we do not evaluate this method.
Top-g Capping In beam search, it is often the
case that one hypothesis h is assigned a much
higher probability than all other hypotheses, caus-
ing all hypotheses in the next step to have h as their
parent. Following Li and Jurafsky (2016) and Li
et al. (2016b), we add an additional constraint to
standard beam search to encourage the model to
choose options from diverse candidates. At each
step t, current hypotheses are grouped according
to the parental hypothesis they come from. Af-
ter grouping candidates, only the top g from each
grouping are considered. The resulting b× g can-
didates are ranked, and the top b are selected as
hypotheses for the next beam step.
Hamming Diversity Reward Vijayakumar
et al. (2016) proposes adding an additional
diversity-promoting term, θ, to the log-likelihood
before reranking. This term measures how differ-
ent a candidate hypothesis c(i)≤t is from the partial
hypotheses selected in the previous step. Let
Ht−1 = {c(1)≤t−1, . . . c(b)≤t−1} be these partial hy-
potheses. Then the beam search scoring function
for the ith candidate at timestep t becomes:

score(c(i)≤t) =
t∑

j=1

( logP (c
(i)
j |c

(i)
<j , x))

+λθ(c
(i)
≤t,Ht−1)

where λ is a tunable hyperparameter. Vijayakumar
et al. (2016) try a variety of definitions for θ, in-
cluding embedding diversity and n-gram diversity,
but they find that Hamming distance, the number
of tokens in the candidate sequence which exist in
the previously selected partial hypotheses, is most
effective. We take the negative of the Hamming
distance as θ.
Iterative Beam Search In an attempt to im-
prove the size of the search space explored without
sacrificing runtime, Kulikov et al. (2018) propose
an iterative beam search method. Beam search
is run many times, where the states explored by
subsequent beam searches are restricted based on
the intermediate states explored by previous itera-
tions. Formally, we can define the set of all par-
tial hypotheses for beam search instance i at time
step t as H(i)

t . From here, the search space ex-
plored by beam search instance i can be expressed
as Si = ∪Tt=1H

(i)
t . The ith beam search is pre-
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Method Description Method Description

Random Sampling
Standard decoding mechanism,
greedily samples a token from the
distribution at each time step.

Random Sampling
with Temperature

Before sampling, modify entropy
of predicted distribution.

Top-s Random
Sampling
(Fan et al., 2018)

Restrict sampling to the s-most
likely words in the distribution.
(story generation)

Beam Search

Standard decoding mechanism,
keeps the top b partial hypotheses
at every time step.
(machine translation)

NPAD Beam Search
(Cho, 2016)

Add random noise to the hidden
state of the decoder at each time
step. (machine translation)

Top-g Capping
Beam Search
(Li and Jurafsky, 2016)

Only consider the top c
hypotheses from each parent
hypothesis at each time step.
(machine translation, dialog)

Hamming Diversity
Beam Search
(Vijayakumar et al.,
2016)

Penalize new hypotheses that have
many of the same tokens as
existing partial hypotheses.
(image captioning)

Iterative Beam Search
(Kulikov et al., 2018)

Run beam search several times,
preventing later iterations from
generating intermediate states
already explored. (dialog)

Clustered Beam
Search
(Tam et al., 2019)

Initially consider more hypotheses
at each time step, and then cluster
similar hypotheses together.
(dialog)

Post-Decoding
Clustering (Ours)

Sample a large number of
candidates, and then cluster
similar outputs together.

Table 1: Brief high-level descriptions of each decoding method we consider in this paper. In parentheses we give
the applications on which the technique was originally applied.

vented from generating any partial hypothesis that
has previously been generated, that is, any hypoth-
esis found in S<i = ∪i−1i′=0Si′ .

The authors also attempt a soft inclusion cri-
terion, where any states within ε Hamming dis-
tance from a previously explored state are also
excluded. During the experimentation of Ku-
likov et al. (2018), however, the soft-inclusion was
found to not be beneficial; thus, we only restrict
exact matches of previous states in our implemen-
tation. In practice, this means after the first beam
search instance runs as normal, the first step of the
second beam search instance will contain the b+1
to 2b-most likely starting tokens; this pattern holds
for the third beam search instance, and so on.

Clustered Beam Search Most recently, Tam
et al. (2019) proposed a clustering-based beam
search method to help condense and remove
meaningless responses from chatbots. Specifi-
cally, at each decoding step t, this method initially
considers the top 2∗b candidates. From there, each
candidate sequence is embedded3, and the embed-
dings are clustered into c clusters using K-means.
Finally, we take the top b

c candidates from each
cluster. Note that in the case any clusters have size
less than b

c , we then include the highest-ranked
candidates not found after clustering.

3We follow Tam et al. (2019) and used averaged GloVe
word embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014).

4 Clustering Post-Decoding (PDC)

In the previous section, we discuss several
diversity-promoting methods that can be applied
during the decoding process. However, it is also
possible to encourage additional diversity post-
hoc. On the task of sentence simplification, after
decoding using a large-scale diversity-promoting
beam search (beam size 100), Kriz et al. (2019)
then clustered similar sentences together to fur-
ther increase the variety of simplifications from
which to choose. Document embeddings gener-
ated via Paragraph Vector (Le and Mikolov, 2014)
were used as the sentence embeddings with which
to perform K-means.

In this work, we extend this post-decoding clus-
tering idea in three key ways. First, we make
use of sentence-level embeddings which lever-
age the pre-trained language representations from
the Bidirectional Encoder Representations from
Transformers (BERT) (Devlin et al., 2018).4 Sec-
ond, after clustering, Kriz et al. (2019) took the
sentence closest to the centroid of each cluster as
the representative candidate; we instead choose
the highest-ranked candidate (according to log-
likelihood) from each cluster to ensure the best
candidates are still selected. Finally, after per-
forming standard K-means clustering, we found
that it was often the case that some clusters con-
tained large numbers of good candidates, while
others contained very few candidates that are also

4BERT sentence-level embeddings were obtained using
https://github.com/hanxiao/bert-as-service.
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either ungrammatical or otherwise inferior. Thus,
in our implementation, we remove clusters con-
taining two or fewer sentences, and then sample a
second candidate from each of the remaining clus-
ters, prioritizing selecting candidates from larger
clusters first.

5 Experimental Setup

We evaluate the decoding strategies described in
the previous sections under the following settings.
For each of the published beam search algorithms,
we choose the hyperparameters that were found
to be best in the original publications.

RS Random sampling with temp = 0.5,
0.7, 1.0, or 1.0 with top-10 capping.

Standard BS Standard beam search
Top5Cap BS Top-g capping with g = 3
Iter5 BS Iterative beam search with 5 iterations
HamDiv0.8 BS Hamming Diversity with λ = 0.8
Cluster5 BS Clustered beam search with 5 clusters
NPAD0.3 BS Noisy Decoding with σ0 = 0.3

For random sampling, we sample 10 outputs,
and with beam-search based methods, we use a
beam size of 10 to generate 10 outputs. In ad-
dition, we show results from oversampling then
filtering. We use a beam size of 100 or gener-
ate 100 samples through random sampling, and
then we select 10 from the 100, either through
post-decoding clustering (PDC) or by taking the
10 candidates with highest likelihood.

We examine these decoding strategies on two
tasks: open ended dialog and image captioning.
For each task, we evaluate both the quality and di-
versity of the 10 outputs from each strategy.

5.1 Open-ended Dialog Task

In the dialog domain, we use an LSTM-based
sequence-to-sequence (Seq2Seq) model imple-
mented in the OpenNMT framework (Klein et al.,
2017). We match the model architecture and train-
ing data of Baheti et al. (2018). The Seq2Seq
model has four layers each in the encoder and de-
coder, with hidden size 1000, and was trained on
a cleaned version of OpenSubtitles (Tiedemann,
2009) to predict the next utterance given the pre-
vious one.

Evaluation is performed on 100 prompts from
the Cornell Movie Dialog Corpus (Danescu-
Niculescu-Mizil and Lee, 2011). These prompts
are a subset of the 1000 prompts used in Baheti
et al. (2018), which were filtered using item re-
sponse theory for discriminative power.

We report perplexity (PpL), averaged over all
the top 10 outputs for each example.5 Since
the quality of open-ended dialog is notoriously
difficult to evaluate automatically, we ran a hu-
man evaluation task on Amazon Mechanical Turk
where annotators were shown a prompt and 5 po-
tential responses generated by any of our decoding
methods. Evaluators were asked to provide binary
ratings on fluency, adequacy, and interestingness
for each response. Overall, we collected 3 hu-
man judgments for each of the top ten responses
for each of our decoding methods; in other words,
we collected 3,000 judgments per method.6

5.2 Image Captioning Task

For image captioning, we use a state-of-the-
art model introduced in Anderson et al. (2018).
We take advantage of Luo (2017)’s open-source
implementation and released model parameters
trained on MSCOCO (Lin et al., 2014). We evalu-
ate on a test set containing 5000 images.

We report Semantic Propositional Image Cap-
tion Evaluation (SPICE) scores, an automatic eval-
uation metric that has been shown to correlate
well with human judgments of quality(Anderson
et al., 2016). SPICE measures how well the se-
mantic scene graph induced by the proposed cap-
tion matches one induced by the ground truth. In
addition to computing SPICE on the top-scoring
caption (SPICE@1), we follow Vijayakumar et al.
(2016) in reporting Oracle SPICE@10 scores.
This is done to show the upper bound on the po-
tential impact diversity can have. We also com-
pute the mean SPICE score across all of the candi-
date captions for an image. Unlike SPICE@1 and
SPICE@10, this metric shows the overall quality
of all of the candidate captions, which is useful to
know for applications that combine diverse candi-
date output sequences (Krause et al., 2017).

5.3 Evaluating Diversity

To measure the diversity across the generated can-
didate sequences for a given input, we report Dist-
k, the total number of distinct k-grams divided
by the total number of produced tokens in all of
the candidate responses for a prompt (Li et al.,
2016a). We report Dist-2 and Dist-4 averaged over
the prompts in the test set.

5This differs from existing work which computes perplex-
ity over only the top output for each example. For our task we
are interested in the quality of all of the generated responses.

6The full instructions shown on AMT are in the appendix.
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Method Fluency Adequacy Interestingness Ppl Dist-1 Dist-2 Ent-2 Ent-4
Reference 0.795 0.732 0.636 – – – – –
RS 0.7 (sample 10) 0.758 0.399 0.388 35.98 0.63 0.80 4.08 3.84
RS 1.0 (sample10) 0.550 0.303 0.386† 67.99 0.74 0.87 4.35 4.08
RS 1.0,top10 (sample 10) 0.745† 0.418 0.387† 10.33 0.60 0.80 4.12 3.91
Standard BS (10 beams) 0.950 0.621 0.336 4.01 0.37 0.45 3.16 3.01
Top3Cap BS (10 beams) 0.942† 0.603 0.346 4.03 0.37 0.46 3.17 3.03
Iter5 BS (10 beams) 0.903 0.520 0.335 5.42 0.62 0.74 3.68 3.25
HamDiv0.8 BS (10 beams) 0.923 0.599 0.366† 4.56 0.33 0.37 3.08 3.00
Cluster5 BS (10 beams) 0.936 0.582 0.381 4.23 0.39 0.46 3.24 3.06
NPAD0.3 BS (10 beams) 0.942† 0.604† 0.335 4.05 0.36 0.44 3.13 2.99
RS 1.0,top10 (sample 100, rank) 0.922 0.548 0.347 5.10 0.52 0.68 3.54 3.18
RS 1.0,top10 (sample 100, PDC) 0.852 0.494 0.372 6.96 0.63 0.76 3.74 3.27
Standard BS (100 beams, rank) 0.964 0.611 0.332† 4.01 0.44 0.61 3.33 3.05
Standard BS (100 beams, PDC) 0.944 0.599 0.346 4.42 0.57 0.70 3.59 3.21

Table 2: Results on 100 dialog prompts. The first row shows the mean human ratings of the single reference
response available for each prompt. The next three rows show results for random sampling, with 10 samples drawn
per prompt. The next six rows are variants of beam search using beam size 10. The last four rows use random
sampling or standard beam search to generate 100 outputs, then filter down to 10 outputs either through ranking
by log-likelihood or by performing post-decoding clustering (PDC). In each section, the highest value is bolded,
and statistical ties are marked †.

SPICE
Method Mean @1 @10 Dist-1 Dist-2 Ent-2 Ent-4

RS 0.7 (sample10) 0.170 0.192 0.278 0.31 0.52 3.67 4.00
RS 1.0 (sample10) 0.133 0.167 0.247 0.44 0.71 4.17 4.26
RS 1.0,top10 (sample10) 0.159 0.183 0.272 0.33 0.59 3.90 4.17
Standard BS (10 beams) 0.194 0.193 0.283 0.18 0.26 2.94 3.18
Top3Cap BS (10 beams) 0.195 0.196 0.282 0.17 0.26 2.93 3.17
HamDiv0.8 BS (10 beams) 0.194 0.194 0.282 0.18 0.27 2.98 3.19
Cluster5 BS (10 beams) 0.191 0.194 0.285 0.19 0.28 3.04 3.25
NPAD0.3 BS (10 beams) 0.191 0.192 0.280 0.18 0.26 2.94 3.17
RS 1.0,top10 (sample100, rank) 0.182 0.188 0.284 0.25 0.41 3.31 3.64
RS 1.0,top10 (sample100, PDC) 0.169 0.188 0.282 0.31 0.52 3.62 3.91
Standard BS (100 beams, rank) 0.188 0.190 0.279 0.20 0.31 3.04 3.32
Standard BS (100 beams, PDC) 0.186 0.192 0.288 0.24 0.38 3.25 3.57

Table 3: Image captioning results for selected random sampling and beam search methods. SPICE@1 measures
the SPICE score of the most likely caption. SPICE@10 is the maximum score across the 10 candidates generated
by each method. Mean SPICE is the mean score over all 10 candidates. In each section, the best value is bolded.

A limitation of Dist-k is that all k-grams that ap-
pear at least once are weighted the same, ignoring
the fact that infrequent k-grams contribute more to
diversity than frequent ones. Zhang et al. (2018)
instead propose an entropy metric, Ent-k, defined
as:

Ent-k =
−1∑

w∈S F (w)

∑

w∈S
F (w) log

F (w)∑
w′∈S F (w

′)

where S is the set of all k-grams that appear in
candidate responses for an example, and F (w)
denotes the frequency of w in the candidate re-
sponses.

6 Results

We report results on dialog systems and image
captioning in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. As ex-
pected, random sampling-based approaches yield
outputs with greater diversity but worse qual-
ity than beam search-based approaches. Over-
sampling then filtering increases the quality of out-
puts while still ensuring high diversity. In the fol-
lowing sections, we discuss the diversity-quality
tradeoff, and then delve further into the results for
each method group.

6.1 The Quality Diversity Tradeoff

The goal of diverse decoding strategies is to gen-
erate high-quality candidate sequences which span
as much of the space of valid outputs as possible.
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Figure 2: Each decoding strategy is plotted, showing that human-perceived quality is negatively correlated with
diversity. The Pearson Correlation coefficients between each statistic and the average of fluency, coherence, and
interestingness are shown in parentheses.

Prompt: Look, nobody knows we did it.
RS 0.5 Standard BS NPAD0.3 BS
I don’t know what you’re talking about.
What’s the matter with you?
I don’t know what it is.
I don’t think so.
He’s got to get out of here.

We’ve got to get out of here.
What do you mean?
I don’t think it’s a good idea.
I don’t know what to say.
I don’t know what’s going on.

I don’t think it’s a good idea.
I don’t know what to say.
I don’t know what’s going on.
I don’t know what to do.
I don’t know what’s going on here.

RS 1.0 Standard BS with PDC Cluster5 BS
I can’t find it.
They’re our ships.
It’s all right anyone is the right to interfere.
We didn’t have a plan I engineered a policy.
Same time you pick us up at six and get we.

I don’t know!
I don’t think so.
What do you mean?
Why didn’t you tell me?
That’s why we’re here.

I don’t know why.
What do you mean?
I don’t think so.
How do you know that?
I’ll tell you what.

RS 1.0,top10 RS 1.0,top10 with PDC Top3Cap BS
I don’t know what else to do.
It doesn’t have to be that way!
We’re in the air!
I’ve seen a guy in his place in a it.
And I’m not we any more.

What do you mean?
I don’t think so.
That’s why I’m here.
It’s all right we.
We’ve been through this before.

We’ve got to get out of here.
What do you mean?
I don’t think it’s a good idea.
I don’t know what to say.
I don’t know what’s going on.

Table 4: Responses to an example prompt for selected methods. More examples can be seen in the appendix.

However, we find there to be a marked trade-off
between diversity and quality. This can be seen in
Figure 2, where we plot the human-judged quality
score for each dialog experiment against our pri-
mary diversity descriptive statistics. Fluency and
adequacy are both strongly negatively correlated
with diversity. While we had expected interest-
ingness to be positively correlated with diversity,
the fact that it is not suggests that existing diver-
sity statistics are insufficient for capturing what it
means to humans for outcomes to be interesting.

Likewise, in image captioning, the mean SPICE
score of the 10 candidate captions (averaged over
all examples for each experimental setting) is
strongly anti-correlated with diversity, with a Pear-
son correlation coefficient of -0.83 with the Ent-4

measure and -0.84 with Dist-2. Clearly it remains
an open challenge to generate a diverse set of im-
age captions that are all high-quality.

When researchers choose to use a diverse de-
coding strategy, they must decide where on the
quality-diversity tradeoff they would like to lie;
selecting an optimal method depends strongly on
one’s tolerance for errors. In machine translation,
where mistakes could severely impact coherence,
beam search-based methods, which tend to result
in better fluency and coherence, but worse diver-
sity might be preferred. In more open-ended appli-
cations, where novel text is of greater importance,
increased diversity could be worth the fluency and
coherency hit. As state-of-the-art models continue
to improve, one would hope that the quality cost of
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encouraging diversity will continue to decrease.
In the interest of reporting a single overall

best method for each task, we computed a sum-
of-ranks score for each method. For dialog,
we ranked the methods each by fluency, coher-
ence, interestingness, and Ent-4, and then took
a weighted sum of the four ranks, with 50% of
the weight assigned to Ent-4, and 50% distributed
evenly among the human evaluation ranks. Over-
all, clustered beam search and standard BS (beam
size 100, PDC) have the best scores, followed by
clustered beam search (beam size 10). Similarly,
for image captioning, we rank the methods by their
mean SPICE score and by Ent-4. Summing these
ranks, random sampling (temp 1.0, top-10 cap-
ping, PDC) came in first. Standard beam search,
Hamming Diversity beam search, and Top-g cap-
ping beam search (beam size 10) tied for second.

6.2 Random Sampling-based Methods
Higher sampling temperatures result in both an in-
crease in diversity in generated responses and a re-
duction in overall quality. In the dialog domain,
evaluators consistently rate the responses sampled
with temperature 1.0 to have worse fluency, co-
herence, and interestingness when those sampled
with temperature 0.5. In the image captioning do-
main, lower temperature improves automatic eval-
uation metrics for quality while reducing diversity.

For dialog, restricting sampling to the top-10
vocabulary words is a more effective strategy than
adjusting temperature for ensuring balance be-
tween the quality and diversity of outputs. Top-
10 random sampling has the highest fluency, co-
herence, and interestingness, as well as signifi-
cantly lower perplexity than other random sam-
pling methods. However, this trend did not ex-
tend to image captioning, where top-10 random
sampling results in both worse SPICE scores and
lower diversity measures than setting the temper-
ature to 0.7. This may be because image caption-
ing is a less ambiguous task than open-ended di-
alog, leading to a better-trained model that puts
more probability mass on high-quality vocabulary
words, ameliorating the challenge top-c filtering
is designed to eliminate: that of a long tail of
low probability vocabulary words taking up a large
amount of probability mass.

6.3 Beam Search-based Methods
For dialog, clustered beam search (Cluster5 BS)
performs the best of all beam search methods in

terms of human-judged interestingness. It ties for
best with NPAD0.3BS on fluency and ties with
Standard BS on coherence. Iterative beam search
(Iter5 BS) achieves the greatest diversity, but at
the expensive of quality. It has the lowest human-
judged coherence among beam search methods;
thus, we do not evaluate this method on image cap-
tioning. For image captioning, Cluster5 BS has the
highest diversity among beam search methods, but
this difference is quite small. Cluster5 BS also has
the highest SPICE@10 score, indicating it is the
best method for generating at least one high qual-
ity candidate. However, Top3Cap BS results in the
highest mean SPICE score, suggesting it is best at
ensuring all outputs are reasonable quality.

6.4 Effect of Over-sampling

In our experiments, we explore over-sampling 100
outputs, and then either using post-decoding clus-
tering (PDC) or re-ranking by log-likelihood to fil-
ter these 100 down to 10 diverse outputs.

In the dialog domain, this over-sampling ap-
proach is a definite win. When over-sampling with
random sampling both methods of filtering sub-
stantially improve human judgements of fluency
and adequacy compared to random sampling only
10 outputs. However, interestingness scores go
down, and while the outputs are still more diverse
than beam search-based methods, they are less di-
verse than random sampling without filtering. In
the beam search methods that use a beam size of
100 then filter down to 10, human-judged quality
is on par with beam size 10 results, but diversity is
considerably higher.

When comparing the two types of filtering,
PDC results in higher interestingness and diver-
sity statistics, while log-likelihood re-ranking im-
proves fluency and adequacy. This again demon-
strates the trade-off between quality and diversity.7

For image captioning, over-sampling with
reranking does not consistently improve quality as
it does in the dialog domain. Mean SPICE score
is improved for random sampling but not for beam
search. SPICE@1 becomes worse for both ran-
dom sampling and decoding, while SPICE@10
improves for random sampling, and for beam
search when PDC is applied. From these results,

7In the appendix, we show results with every method
where we generate 10 samples; generate 100 samples fol-
lowed by selecting the 10 most likely outputs; and generate
100 samples followed by post-decoding clustering to select
10 outputs.
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we can conclude that over-sampling then ranking
does not have a sizeable effect, either negative or
positive, on quality. Moreover, the diversity of
the captions generated by random sampling actu-
ally decreases when oversampling. The diversity
of beam search-generated captions does improve
with over-sampling.

While oversampling does generally improve
outcomes on the diversity/quality tradeoff, it is
more computationally expensive, particularly with
beam search. Running PDC also requires generat-
ing sentence embeddings for every output, which
adds additional computation time.

7 Additional Related Work

In this paper, we have compared a variety of post-
training diversity-promoting algorithms. Here, we
discuss other related works that instead promote
diversity at train-time, as well as alternative qual-
ity evaluation methods. We also note that concur-
rent work has proposed nucleus sampling as an im-
provement to the sampling strategies discussed in
this paper (Holtzman et al., 2019).

Diversity Promotion During Training Sev-
eral works have attempted to encourage diver-
sity during training by replacing the standard log-
likelihood loss with a diversity-promoting objec-
tive. Li et al. (2016a) introduces an objective that
maximizes mutual information between the source
and target. Zhang et al. (2018) uses an adversar-
ial information maximization approach to encour-
age generated text to be simultaneously informa-
tive and diverse. Xu et al. (2018) also uses an
adversarial loss; their loss function rewards flu-
ent text and penalizes repetitive text. We do not
evaluate on these methods as they tend to be task-
specific and difficult to implement. All of the di-
versity strategies we evaluate share the trait that
they are agnostic to model architecture and to the
data type of the input, as long as the output of the
model is a probability distribution over tokens in a
sequence.

Automatic Quality Evaluation An impor-
tant part of this work is how to accurately mea-
sure not only the effect these methods have on
candidate diversity, but also on the overall qual-
ity of the candidates. In choosing to report hu-
man scores and perplexity for the dialog domain,
and SPICE for image captioning, we omitted some
quality measures used in other papers.

For image captioning, BLEU (Papineni et al.,

2001), ROUGE (Lin, 2004), METEOR (Elliott
and Keller, 2013), and CIDer (Vedantam et al.,
2015) scores are often reported, but SPICE has
been shown to have higher correlation with hu-
man judgments (Anderson et al., 2016). In the di-
alog domain, single-reference BLEU score (Pap-
ineni et al., 2001) is sometimes used to measure re-
sponse quality, but it has been shown to have little
correlation with human-judged quality (Liu et al.,
2016). Therefore, most works in dialog systems
use human evaluation as the ultimate measure of
quality (Li et al., 2016a; Sedoc et al., 2018)

8 Conclusion

In this work, we perform an analysis of post-
training decoding strategies that attempt to pro-
mote diversity in conditional language models.
We show how over-sampling outputs then filter-
ing down to the desired number is an easy way
to increase diversity. Due to the computational
expense of running large beam searches, we rec-
ommend using random-sampling to over-sample.
The relative effectiveness of the various decoding
strategies differs for the two tasks we considered,
which suggests that choice of optimal diverse de-
coding strategy is both task-specific and depen-
dent on one’s tolerance for lower quality outputs.

While we have focused on evaluating each de-
coding strategy under the specifics reported to be
the best in the original, further work is necessary
to conclude whether observed differences in qual-
ity and diversity may simply be due to each work’s
chosen hyperparameters. The ability to effectively
generate a diverse set of responses while not de-
grading quality is extremely important in a variety
of generation tasks, and is a crucial component to
harnessing the power of state-of-the-art generative
models.
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Abstract

Dialogue systems are usually built on ei-
ther generation-based or retrieval-based ap-
proaches, yet they do not benefit from the
advantages of different models. In this pa-
per, we propose a Retrieval-Enhanced Ad-
versarial Training (REAT) method for neural
response generation. Distinct from existing
approaches, the REAT method leverages an
encoder-decoder framework in terms of an ad-
versarial training paradigm, while taking ad-
vantage of N-best response candidates from
a retrieval-based system to construct the dis-
criminator. An empirical study on a large scale
public available benchmark dataset shows that
the REAT method significantly outperforms
the vanilla Seq2Seq model as well as the con-
ventional adversarial training approach.

1 Introduction

Dialogue systems intend to converse with humans
with a coherent structure. They have been widely
used in real-world applications, including cus-
tomer service systems, personal assistants, and
chatbots. Early dialogue systems are often built
using the rule-based method (Weizenbaum, 1966)
or template-based method (Litman et al., 2000;
Schatzmann et al., 2006; Williams and Young,
2007), which are usually labor-intensive and dif-
ficult to scale up. Recently, with the rise of
social networking, conversational data have ac-
cumulated to a considerable scale. This pro-
moted the development of data-driven methods,
including retrieval-based methods (Shang et al.,
2015; Sordoni et al., 2015; Vinyals and Le, 2015;
Wen et al., 2017) and generation-based meth-
ods (Leuski et al., 2006; Ji et al., 2014; Yan et al.,
2016).

Retrieval-based methods reply to users by
searching and re-ranking response candidates

⇤Corresponding author.

MSG I made strawberry shortcake.

GT Where did you learn that, it is sweet and cheery.
RSP How did you make it? It looks delicious.
C#1 Could you tell me how this thing is cooked?
C#2 Tiramisu is my favorite dessert. It’s so delicious.

Table 1: An example of a message (MSG), a ground-
truth response (GT), a generated response (RSP) and
N-best response candidates (C#1 and C#2) during the
training process. Similar contents in the response and
candidates are in boldface.

from a pre-constructed response set. Written
mainly by humans, these responses are always
diverse and informative, but may be inappropri-
ate to input messages due to their being pre-
pared in advance and thus incapable of being
customized (Shang et al., 2015). In contrast,
generation-based methods can produce responses
tailored to the messages. The most common
method of this category in recent years is the se-
quence to sequence (Seq2Seq) model (Sutskever
et al., 2014; Shang et al., 2015; Vinyals and Le,
2015). In practice, it usually suffers from the prob-
lem of generating generic responses, such as “I
don’t know” and “Me, too” (Li et al., 2016a; Ser-
ban et al., 2016). While the contents of retrieved
responses, apart from the irrelevant parts, are of
great diversity, making it a potential resource for
tailoring appropriate and informative responses.
Therefore, it is natural to enhance the response
generation approach with retrieved responses.

Previous work has been proposed to extend the
input of a Seq2Seq model with N-best response
candidates (or their contexts) (Song et al., 2018;
Pandey et al., 2018). On one hand, these ap-
proaches are trained using MLE objective, which
correlates weakly with true quality of responses
thus limits the effectiveness of the candidates in
producing the responses. Table 1 shows an exam-
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ple during the training process. Related contents
of the candidates are appropriately integrated into
the response, but the model is discouraged as the
response is different from the ground-truth. On
the other hand, rather than just provide materials
for the generation, N-best response candidates also
contain references for evaluating responses. Yet
they are not efficiently utilized in the objective in
the existing training process.

In this paper, we propose a Retrieval-Enhanced
Adversarial Training (REAT) approach to make
better use of N-best response candidates. A dis-
criminator is introduced to replace the MLE ob-
jective to supervise the training process. Gen-
erated responses containing appropriate and in-
formative contents with input messages are more
likely to be seen as human-generated by the
discriminator, which encourages the generation
model to incorporate more information in candi-
dates into responses. In addition, the N-best re-
sponse candidates are also conditioned to the dis-
criminator as references to improve its classifi-
cation accuracy, which in turn benefits the gen-
eration model by adversarial training. We con-
duct extensive experiments on a public available
NTCIR corpus to verify the effectiveness of the
proposed approach, comparing it with retrieval-
based methods, generation-based methods, and
previous retrieval-enhanced response generation
approaches. The results show that the REAT ap-
proach significantly outperforms the baselines in
both automatic and human evaluations.

The contributions of this paper are summarized
as follows:

1. We propose a novel retrieval-enhanced neural
response generation model adapted from ad-
versarial training approach, which introduces
a discriminator to more efficiently utilize the
N-best response candidates.

2. Referencing to N-best response candidates,
the discriminator of our proposed approach
improves over previous discriminators on the
classification accuracy.

3. Extensive experiments show that our pro-
posed approach outperforms state-of-the-art
baselines in both automatic and human eval-
uations.

2 Related Work

Data-driven dialogue systems can be roughly di-
vided into two categories: retrieval-based and
generation-based. Retrieval-based methods re-
spond to users by selecting the response that best
matches an input message from a pre-constructed
response set. Leuski et al. (2006) match a response
with a message using a statistical language model.
Ji et al.(2014) employ information retrieval tech-
niques to rank response candidates. In addition,
the matching and ranking methods can also be im-
plemented using neural networks (Yan et al., 2016;
Qiu et al., 2017; Wu et al., 2017). Based on that,
Yang et al. (2018) propose a deep matching net-
work which could model external knowledge.

Generation-based methods can be cast as a se-
quence to sequence (Seq2Seq) process (Shang
et al., 2015; Vinyals and Le, 2015; Sordoni et al.,
2015) but suffers from generating generic re-
sponses. One way to address the problem is to
introduce new content into responses, such as key-
words (Mou et al., 2016; Serban et al., 2017a),
topic information (Xing et al., 2017) and knowl-
edge triples (Zhou et al., 2018). Another way is to
improve the Seq2Seq architecture. Li et al.(2016b)
introduce the Maximum Mutual Information as
the objective function. Serban et al.(2017b) add
a latent variable to inject variability. The train-
ing of Seq2Seq can be formulated as a reinforce-
ment learning problem (Li et al., 2016b; Zhang
et al., 2017). To avoid manually defining reward
functions, a discriminator can be introduced and
trained synchronously by adversarial learning (Li
et al., 2017). After that, Xu et al. (2018) propose a
language model based discriminator to better dis-
tinguish novel responses from repeated responses.
In a similar adversarial setting, Zhang et al. (2018)
optimize a Variational Information Maximization
Objective to improve informativeness. Our ap-
proach is also an adversarial model, the difference
is that we employ the N-best response candidates
to enhance the generation.

Taking advantages of the two methods,
retrieval-enhanced response generation ap-
proaches make use of the informative content
in retrieved results to generate new responses.
Typically, generating responses from retrieved
candidates can be seen as a text-to-text system,
which produces meaningful text from meaningful
text rather than from abstract meaning represen-
tations (Marsi and Krahmer, 2005). Barzilay
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Candidate#1  Could you tell me how this thing is cooked?
Candidate#2 Tiramisu is my favorite dessert. It’s so delicious.

…

Decoder
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Response  How did you make it? It looks delicious.
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Message:  I made strawberry shortcake.
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Figure 1: An overview of our proposed approach. The discriminator is enhanced by the N-best response candidates
returned by a retrieval-based method. The discriminator takes as input a response and outputs the probability that
the response is human-generated. The output is then regarded as a reward to guide the generator.

and McKeown (2005) propose the sentence
fusion technique for abstractive multidocument
summarization. In the context of conversation,
Song et al.(2018) apply an encoder to every
response candidate and integrate the results into
the decoding process via the attention mecha-
nism (Bahdanau et al., 2015). Similarly, Pandey
et al.(2018) also incorporate response candidates
using the attentive encoder-decoder framework
on a proposed technical support dataset. Wu
et al.(2019) augments the decoder with an edit
vector representing lexical differences between
retrieved contexts and the message. Different
from previous work, our approach introduces a
discriminator to replace the MLE objective to
compute the loss. Besides, rather than merely
being sent to the encoder as generation materials,
response candidates in our approach are directly
utilized by the discriminator to form a discrimina-
tive signal to guide the generator. The proposed
approach is also related to Lin et al.(2017)’s work.
They propose an unconditional GAN whose
discriminator is augmented with references ran-
domly sampled from the training set for the task
of language generation. In contrast, our proposed
approach focuses on the response generation and
leverages the message as prior knowledge. In
addition, rather than sampling references from the
training set, the candidates in our approach are
retrieved according to the relevance to messages
using a retrieval-based method.

3 Method

In this section, we introduce our proposed REAT
approach. As Figure 1 shows, it consists of two

main components: a discriminator D (Sec. 3.2)
and a generator G (Sec. 3.3), both of which are
enhanced by N-best response candidates from a
retrieval-based method (Sec. 3.4). The generator
produces a response using the candidates as gen-
eration materials. While in the discriminator, the
candidates are provided as references to better dis-
tinguish a response, which in turn improves the
generator by adversarial training (Sec. 3.1).

3.1 Retrieval-Enhanced Adversarial Training
The goal of the discriminator is to distinguish
whether a response y is human-generated or
machine-generated. It computes the probabil-
ity D�(y|x, {c}) that the response is human-
generated given an input message x and N-best
response candidates {c} = {c1, ...ck, ..., cN},
where � denote the parameters of the discrimina-
tor. Therefore, its objective function is to mini-
mize classification error rate:

JD(�) =� Ey⇠ground�truth log D�(y|x, {c})

� Ey⇠G log(1�D�(y|x, {c}), (1)

We cast the retrieval-enhanced response genera-
tion as a reinforcement learning problem to back-
propagate the error computed by the discrimina-
tor to the generator via the policy gradient algo-
rithm. In this way, the generator can be seen as
an agent whose parameters ✓ define a policy ⇡.
At each time step, it takes an action a by gener-
ating a word and accordingly updates its state s,
which is defined as a tuple of the message, the
candidates and the partially generated response.
At the end of the generation of a response, the
agent observes a reward r from the discrimina-
tor, which is the probability that the response is
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human-generated: D�(y|x, {c}). Here, we do not
employ the REGS (reward for every generation
step) strategy (Li et al., 2017) as the Monte-Carlo
roll-out is quite time-consuming1 and the accuracy
of a discriminator trained on partially decoded se-
quences is not as good as that trained on complete
sequences.

The goal of the agent (the generator) is to mini-
mize the negative expected reward. With the like-
lihood ratio trick (Williams, 1992), the gradient of
✓ can be derived as:

JG(✓) =� Ey⇠G(D�(y|x, {c})), (2)

5JG(✓) =� Ey⇠G(D�(y|x, {c})

·5 log G✓(y|x, {c})), (3)

where G✓(y|x, {c}) is the probability of gener-
ating y given x and {c}. In practice, JG(✓)
and 5JG(✓) can be approximated using a single
Monte-Carlo sample from G (Rennie et al., 2017):

JG(✓) ⇡�D�(y|x, {c}), y ⇠ G, (4)

5JG(✓) ⇡�D�(y|x, {c})

·5 log G✓(y|x, {c}), y ⇠ G. (5)

Both the generator and the discriminator are
pre-trained before adversarial training. The gen-
erator is pre-trained on the training set with
MLE loss. The discriminator is pre-trained us-
ing human-generated responses as positive sam-
ples and machine-generated responses produced
by the pre-trained generator as negative samples.

Given the pre-trained generator and discrimi-
nator, the adversarial training is a min-max game
played between them:

min
G

max
D

JG(✓)� JD(�), (6)

where the discriminator tries to distinguish be-
tween human-generated responses and machine-
generated responses, while the generator tries to
fool the discriminator by producing human-like
responses. The overall algorithm of the retrieval-
enhanced adversarial training is summarized as
Algorithm 1.

3.2 Discriminator
The discriminator is a binary classifier. It takes
as input a response y, a message x, and N-best

1Training one epoch takes roughly 120 hours on a TITAN
Xp GPU when the roll-out number is 5.

Algorithm 1 Retrieval-Enhanced Adversarial
Training

Require:
The training set {x, y};

Ensure:
The generator parameters ✓;
The discriminator parameters �;

1: Get N-best response candidates using a
retrieval-based method;

2: Randomly initialize ✓ and �;
3: Pre-train G with MLE loss;
4: Generate responses using the pre-trained G;
5: Pre-train D using machine-generated re-

sponses as negative samples and human-
generated responses as positive samples;

6: for epoch in number of epochs do
7: for g in g-steps do
8: Update ✓ according to Equation 5;
9: end for

10: for d in d-steps do
11: Sample y from G as a negative sample;
12: Sample y from the human-generated re-

sponses as a positive sample;
13: Update � according to Equation 1;
14: end for
15: end for
16: return ✓,�;

response candidates {c}, and subsequently com-
putes a binary probability distribution to indi-
cate whether y is human-generated or machine-
generated.

First, we compute a candidate-aware response
representation zc to model the interaction between
the candidates and the response. Each candidate
is encoded by a candidate LSTM (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997):

uk
i = fc(c

k
i , u

k
i�1), (7)

where ck
i is the i-th word of the k-th candidate. uk

i

denotes the hidden state of the candidate LSTM
at time step i. fc is the computation unit of the
candidate LSTM. The initial hidden state uk

0 is set
to the zero vector and the last hidden state uk

T (T
denotes the length of an utterence through out the
paper) can be seen as a representation of the candi-
date. Subsequently, uk

T is used to initialize the hid-
den state of a response LSTM, which computes a
local candidate-aware response representation zck
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for each candidate ck:

vk
i =fy(yi, v

k
i�1), zck

= vk
T , (8)

where vk
i represents the hidden state of the re-

sponse LSTM at time step i with regard to the
k-th candidate. fy is the computation unit of the
response LSTM and yi is the i-th word of the re-
sponse. The candidate-aware response representa-
tion zc is the average of all local candidate-aware
response representations:

zc =
1

N

NX

k=1

zck
, (9)

Second, the interaction between the message
and the response is modeled by a message-aware
response representation zx using a message LSTM
and the response LSTM introduced above in a sim-
ilar way to Equation 7 and 8.

Finally, the probability that the response is
human-generated D�(y|x, {c}) is computed by a
Multilayer Perception (MLP):

D�(y|x, {c}) = �(MLP([zx, zc])), (10)

where the bracket [·, ·] denotes concatenation. � is
the sigmoid function2.

3.3 Generator
The generator G is a multi-source Seq2Seq model,
which consists of an encoder and a decoder. The
encoder reads from a message and N-best response
candidates, summarizing them into context vec-
tors. The decoder is a language model which pro-
duces a response word by word, conditioned with
the context vectors.

The encoder first employs a bi-directional
LSTM to represent each candidate word and its
context information in a response candidate:

!
hk

i = g0
c (c

k
i ,
!

hk
i�1),

 
hk

i = g1
c (c

k
i ,
 

hk
i+1), (11)

where g0
c and g1

c denote the computation units of
a forward LSTM and a backward LSTM, respec-

tively.
!
hk

i and
 
hk

i are the i-th hidden states of the
two LSTMs. After that, hidden states in the two

directions are concatenated, i.e., hk
i = [

!
hk

i ,
 
hk

i ].
2We did study more complicated relationship among x, y

,and {c} with bi-directional LSTM and attention mechanism
in the discriminator, but observed no further improvement on
the validation set.

To capture the different importance of a candi-
date word in the word-level and the sentence-level,
the encoder employs a two-level attention struc-
ture. The word-level attention models the rele-
vance of a candidate word to the decoding context
within a candidate, i.e, the word-level attention at
the j-th decoding time step is computed as:

↵k
ij =

exp(q(sj�1, h
k
i ))PT

t=1 exp(q(sj�1, hk
t ))

, (12)

where ↵k
ij is the word-level weight for the i-th

word of ck. sj�1 is the hidden state of the de-
coder, representing the decoding context at time
step j. q is a feed-forward network. Consider-
ing that different candidates are of different im-
portance, the word-level weights are then rescaled
by a sentence-level attention:

ack

j =
TX

i=1

↵k
ijh

k
i , (13)

�kj =
exp(q(sj�1, a

ck

j ))
PN

n=1 exp(q(sj�1, acn

j ))
. (14)

where ack

j can be seen as a representation of ck.
�kj is the sentence-level weight of ck. The can-
didate context vector ac

j is then computed taking
into account the two-level attention weights:

ac
j =

NX

k=1

TX

i=1

�kj↵
k
ijh

k
i (15)

Meanwhile, the message context vector ax
j is

computed using a message bi-directional LSTM
and a word-level attention in a similar way to
Equation 11, 12 and 13. Then, the decoder LSTM
updates its hidden state conditioned with the con-
text vectors and subsequently generates a word for
a response as a standard language model:

sj = gy([yj�1, a
c
j , a

x
j ], sj�1). (16)

where gy is the computation unit of the decoder.

3.4 Retrieval-based Method

To get the N-best response candidates, a retrieval-
based method is built using the Lucene3 li-
brary and the state-of-the-art response ranking
model (Yang et al., 2018). First, we merge all

3https://lucene.apache.org/
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Corpus # of message # of response

Training 119,941 1,932,258
Validation 10,000 163,126
Test 10,000 162,230

Table 2: Some statistics of the datasets.

message-response pairs whose messages are iden-
tical into a document and subsequently build the
index for all the documents in the training set. Sec-
ond, we use each message as a query to search
for K (set to 10) documents whose messages are
similar to the query. After that, responses in the
retrieved documents are re-ranked by the ranking
model according to their matching scores to the
query. Finally, the top N (set to 2, as in Song
et al., 2018) responses are returned as the N-best
response candidates.

Note that when we collect N-best response can-
didates for a training message, the most similar
document retrieved is always the one whose mes-
sage is exactly the training message and responses
contain the ground-truth response. We thus re-
move the document from the retrieved result be-
fore re-ranking to make sure that the N-best re-
sponse candidates are different from the ground-
truth response.

4 Experiments

4.1 Data
We use the NTCIR corpus4 in our experiments.
Its data are collected from a Chinese microblog-
ging service, Sina Weibo5, where users can both
post messages and make comments (responses) on
other users’ messages. First, we tokenize each
utterance using the Language Technology Plat-
form (Che et al., 2010) and remove samples whose
responses are shorter than 5, which is helpful in
relieving the generic response problem (Li et al.,
2017). Then, we randomly select 10,000 messages
associated with responses to form a validation set
and another 10,000 messages with responses as
a test set. Table 2 shows some statistics of the
datasets.

4.2 Baselines
Rtr: The retrieval-based method searches the in-
dex for response candidates and subsequently re-

4http://research.nii.ac.jp/ntcir/data/data-en.html
5https://weibo.com

turns the one that best matches the message after
re-ranking (see Sec. 3.4 for details).
S2S: The Seq2Seq model with the attention mech-
anism (Bahdanau et al., 2015).
MS2S: The “multi sequence to sequence” (Song
et al., 2018) encodes N-best response candidates
using N encoders and subsequently incorporates
the results into the decoding process by the atten-
tion mechanism.
Edit: The prototype editing model (Wu et al.,
2019) augments the decoder with an edit vector
representing lexical differences between retrieved
contexts and the message.
AL: The adversarial learning for neural response
generation (Li et al., 2017) is also an adversarial
method but is not retrieval-enhanced. Here, we
do not employ the REGS (reward for every gen-
eration step) setting as the Monte-Carlo roll-out is
quite time-consuming and the accuracy of the dis-
criminator trained on partially decoded sequences
is not as good as that on complete sequences.

4.3 Experiment Settings

We use the published code6 for Edit and imple-
ment other approaches by an open source frame-
work: Open-NMT (Klein et al., 2017). The vo-
cabulary table consists of the most frequent 30,000
words, whose 300-dimensional word embeddings
are pre-trained on the training set by Word2Vec 7.
The number of hidden units for all LSTM in our
approach is 500. The batch size is set to 64.

The discriminator and the generator are trained
alternately, where the discriminator is optimized
for 10 batches, then switch to the generator for 20
batches. We use ADAM optimizer whose learn-
ing rate is initialized to 0.0001. In the inference
process, we generate responses using beam search
with beam size set to 5.

5 Results

5.1 Evaluation Metrics

Human Evaluation We randomly sampled 200
messages from the test set to conduct the human
evaluation as it is extremely time-consuming. Five
annotators8 are recruited to judge a response from
three aspects (Ke et al., 2018):

6https://github.com/MarkWuNLP/ResponseEdit
7https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/
8All annotators are well-educated students and have

Bachelor or higher degree.
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Appropriateness Informativeness Grammaticality
Mean +2 +1 0  Mean +2 +1 0  Mean +2 +1 0 

Rtr 0.63 24.8 12.9 62.3 0.71 0.92 41.1 10.1 48.8 0.67 1.93 94.9 3.1 2.0 0.61
S2S 0.76 27.9 20.0 52.1 0.58 0.51 10.2 30.5 59.3 0.69 1.74 85.3 2.9 11.8 0.83
MS2S 0.85 31.9 21.5 46.6 0.63 0.62 14.1 33.8 52.1 0.73 1.74 85.5 3.2 11.3 0.82
Edit 0.85 31.4 21.9 46.7 0.66 0.67 15.9 34.9 49.2 0.68 1.92 95.2 1.5 3.3 0.63
AL 0.98 36.8 24.0 39.2 0.57 0.77 21.8 33.6 44.6 0.66 1.88 91.7 4.7 3.6 0.58
Ours 1.10 41.5 26.8 31.7 0.65 0.88 31.2 25.9 42.9 0.72 1.87 89.6 7.6 2.8 0.60

Table 3: Human evaluation results of mean score, proportions of three levels (+2, +1, and 0), and the agreements
measured by Fleiss’s Kappa in appropriateness, informativeness, and grammaticality.

AL Ours

Accuracy 94.01% 95.72%

Table 4: Classification accuracy of discriminators in
AL and our approach.

• appropriateness: a response is logical and ap-
propriate to its message.

• informativeness: a response has meaningful
information relevant to its message.

• grammaticality: a response is fluent and
grammatical.

These aspects are evaluated independently. For
each aspect, three levels are assigned to a response
with scores from 0 to +2 (Shang et al., 2015),
where 0 represents bad and +2 represents excel-
lent. The appropriateness differs from the in-
formativeness in that the former focuses on the
logical relationship between a message and a re-
sponse, while the latter evaluates the richness of
relevant content.

Automatic Evaluation We employ Dist-1 and
Dist-2 (Li et al., 2016a) to evaluate the diversity
of responses, where Dist-k is the number of dis-
tinct k-grams normalized by the total number of
words of responses. We also evaluate the Origi-
nality by computing the ratio of responses that do
not appear in the training set (Wu et al., 2019).

To validate the effectiveness of retrieved candi-
dates in enhancing the discriminator, the classifi-
cation accuracy of the discriminator in AL and our
approach is also reported. Note that the two dis-
criminators after pre-training or adversarial train-
ing cannot be compared directly because they are
trained by different negative samples produced by
different generators. We thus create a special
dataset for this metric where negative samples are
generated by a well-trained generator (otherwise,

the accuracy will easily reach nearly 100% as fixed
negative samples of low quality are too easy to be
distinguished) of AL in advance.

5.2 Analysis

The results of the classification accuracy of dif-
ferent discriminators are presented in Table 4.
Trained on an identical dataset, our discrimina-
tor achieves higher accuracy than the conventional
discriminator in AL. This indicates that the N-best
response candidates are helpful for the discrimina-
tor in distinguishing between human-generated re-
sponses and machine-generated responses, which
could in turn benefit the generator in the adversar-
ial training process (discussed later).

Table 3 shows the results of human evaluation.
Our approach has the highest mean score and the
largest proportions of +2 and +1 in appropriate-
ness. Meanwhile, it outperforms all generation-
based and retrieval-enhanced approaches in infor-
mativeness. This suggests that our approach is
able to respond more appropriately and incorpo-
rate informative content into responses at the same
time. Note that Rtr has the highest informative-
ness mean score due to its diverse human-written
content. However, it may also contain some irrel-
evant information, leading to a bad performance
in appropriateness. Besides, most responses in
Rtr are annotated as +2 or 0 in informativeness.
This is also because Rtr responses are extremely
diverse which always include new content, mak-
ing a response tend to get +2 if the content is rele-
vant, otherwise 0. In terms of grammaticality, the
mean score of our approach is higher than that
of S2S and MS2S, and is comparable with that
of AL, indicating that our approach is competi-
tive in generating fluent responses. Edit has a high
mean score mainly due to its relatively simple sen-
tence structure. As shown in Figure 2, S2S and
MS2S have similar simple sentence structure to
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Model # of UNI Dist-1 # of BI Dist-2 Origin

Rtr 6,837 0.113 25,863 0.428 0.000
S2S 1,247 0.023 3,122 0.060 0.288
MS2S 2,596 0.049 6,455 0.122 0.351
EDIT 1,847 0.027 5,690 0.085 0.540
AL 1,760 0.033 6,697 0.124 0.590

D+ 2,057 0.038 8,683 0.158 0.775
G+ 2,440 0.046 10,461 0.200 0.792
Ours 3,356 0.060 13,184 0.236 0.842

Table 5: Automatic evaluation results of the number
of distinct uni-grams (# of UNI) and bi-grams (# of
BI), Dist-1, Dist-2 and Originality (Origin). D+ and
G+ are two variants of our approach where candidates
are only available for the discriminator and the genera-
tor, respectively.

Edit, the reason for the relatively low mean scores
of S2S and MS2S in grammaticality is that they
have some repetitive responses, like “windows,
windows, windows”.

Agreements among different annotators are cal-
culated by Fleiss’ Kappa (Fleiss, 1971). The val-
ues of appropriateness and informativeness are all
in an interval of (0.4, 0.6] or (0.6, 0.8], which can
be seen as “Moderate agreement” and “Substan-
tial agreement”, respectively. Grammaticality has
relatively higher agreement values as it is easier to
reach an agreement on grammatical errors.

We report the results of Dist-1, Dist-2, and
Originality in Table 5. AL outperforms S2S in
all metrics, indicating that adversarial training is
helpful for generating diverse n-grams and re-
sponses. By introducing N-best response candi-
dates, our approach further increases Dist-2 by
0.112 based on AL (from 0.124 to 0.236) and the
improvement is significant (t-test, p <0.01). In
contrast, the increase of Dist-2 after combining N-
best response candidates in MLE based approach
is only 0.062, comparing MS2S with S2S. This
suggests that introducing a discriminator with ad-
versarial training is more effective than MLE ob-
jective in utilizing N-best response candidates to
generate more diverse n-grams. Note that the im-
provement after introducing candidates in Dist-1
and Originality is not as significant as that in Dist-
2. This is because responses of MLE based mod-
els (MS2S and EDIT) tend to contain informative
content with simple sentence structures, like “... is
(not) good.” (as shown in Figure 2), resulting in
high Dist-1 and Originality scores, but their Dist-2
scores are relatively lower than AL and Ours.

To understand the importance of different com-

Utterance Translation

MSG �/!Wi-Fi�
�-��'��

�����

I have a Wi-Fi signal at 
home, but do not have 
access to the Internet,

what’s the reason?

C#1 �$ %+(.
.*�!01�

I guess there is a problem 
with the call between 

Telecom and Unicom.

C#2 �)�� �&0
1�

I don't think it's your 
problem.

S2S �� ,��&� I think so too.

MS2S �&�"���� My cell phone signal is 
not good.

EDIT ,����%	� This ad is too Telecom.

AL #��#�	� No signal, no signal.

Ours ��(.�"�� Let’s change to 
Unicom's mobile phone.

Figure 2: An example of a test message (MSG), can-
didates (C#1 and C#2), and responses from different
models. The last column are their translations.

ponents of our approach, we also train two vari-
ants: D+ and G+, where N-best response candi-
dates are only available for the discriminator and
the generator, respectively. Note that AL does not
utilize candidates in the generator nor the discrim-
inator, thus can be seen as a start point of D+
and G+. As shown in Table 5, there is an im-
provement in the performance of both the two vari-
ants after introducing the candidates comparing to
AL. The improvement in G+ is more significant
as its generator can directly utilize the candidates
as generation materials. While candidates’ infor-
mation in D+ is compressed into a discriminative
signal by the discriminator. Nevertheless, intro-
ducing candidates into the discriminator helps to
generate more diverse responses comparing AL
with D+, and G+ with Ours, demonstrating that the
retrieval-enhanced discriminator is able to benefit
the generator.

Figure 2 shows an example of responses of dif-
ferent models along with the input message and N-
best response candidates (C#1 and C#2). The C#1,
which best matches the message among all the
candidates, is also the response of the Rtr baseline.
We can see that it contains diverse content, such
as “Unicom” and “Telecom”(two telecommunica-
tion operators in China, providing broadband, mo-
bile communication as well as customized mobile
phones). However, it talks about “the call” be-
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tween the two operators, which is irrelevant to the
message. The response of S2S is a generic re-
sponse. AL has a more diverse response than S2S,
however, it does not have access to candidates,
which limits the diversity. MLE based retrieval-
enhanced models can make use of the content of
candidates, like “Telecom” in EDIT, but the way
they present the content is not as diverse as ours.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

We propose a Retrieval-Enhanced Adversarial
Training method for neural response generation
in dialogue systems. In contrast to existing ap-
proaches, our REAT method directly uses re-
sponse candidates from retrieval-based systems to
improve the discriminator in adversarial training.
Therefore, it can benefit from the advantages of
retrieval-based response candidates as well as neu-
ral responses from generation-based systems. Ex-
periments show that the REAT method signifi-
cantly improves the quality of the generated re-
sponses, which demonstrates the effectiveness of
this approach.

In future research, we will further investigate
how to better leverage larger training data to im-
prove the REAT method. In addition, we will also
explore how to integrate external knowledge in
other formats, like the knowledge graph, into ad-
versarial training so that the quality could be fur-
ther improved.
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Abstract

We study the task of response generation.
Conventional methods employ a fixed vocab-
ulary and one-pass decoding, which not only
make them prone to safe and general respons-
es but also lack further refining to the first gen-
erated raw sequence. To tackle the above t-
wo problems, we present a Vocabulary Pyra-
mid Network (VPN) which is able to incor-
porate multi-pass encoding and decoding with
multi-level vocabularies into response genera-
tion. Specifically, the dialogue input and out-
put are represented by multi-level vocabular-
ies which are obtained from hierarchical clus-
tering of raw words. Then, multi-pass encod-
ing and decoding are conducted on the multi-
level vocabularies. Since VPN is able to lever-
age rich encoding and decoding information
with multi-level vocabularies, it has the po-
tential to generate better responses. Experi-
ments on English Twitter and Chinese Wei-
bo datasets demonstrate that VPN remarkably
outperforms strong baselines.

1 Introduction

As one of the long-term goals in AI and NLP, au-
tomatic conversation devotes to constructing auto-
matic dialogue systems to communicate with hu-
mans (Turing, 1950). Benefited from large-scale
human-human conversation data available on the
Internet, data-driven dialog systems have attracted
increasing attention of both academia and industry
(Ritter et al., 2011; Shang et al., 2015a; Vinyals
and Le, 2015; Li et al., 2016a,c, 2017).

Recently, a popular approach to build dialog
engines is to learn a response generation mod-
el within an encoder-decoder framework such
as sequence-to-sequence (Seq2Seq) model (Cho
et al., 2014a). In such a framework, an encoder
transforms the source sequence into hidden vec-
tors, and a decoder generates the targeted se-
quence based on the encoded vectors and previ-
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Figure 1: Vocabulary pyramid networks for response
generation. The dialogue input (context) and output
(response) are represented by multi-level vocabularies
(e.g., raw words, low-level clusters and high-level clus-
ters) and then processed by multi-pass encoder and de-
coder.

ously generated words. In this process, the en-
coder and decoder share a vocabulary (word list)1,
and the targeted words are typically performed by
a softmax classifier over the vocabulary word-by-
word.

However, such typical Seq2Seq model is prone
to generate safe and repeated responses, such as
“Me too” and “I don’t know”. In addition to
the exposure bias issue2, the main reasons of
this problem include: 1) a fixed (single) vocabu-
lary (word list) in decoding, which usually cov-
ers high-frequency words, so it is easy to cap-
ture high-frequency patterns (e.g., “Me too”) and
lose a great deal of content information in middle
and low-frequency patterns; 2) one-pass decoding,

1Encoder and decoder may have different word lists. We
find it performs closely using same or different vocabularies.

2A model generates the next word given the previous gold
words in training while it is based on previously predicted
words in the test (Ranzato et al., 2016).
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where word-by-word generation from left to right
is prone to error accumulation since previously
generated erroneous words will greatly affect fu-
ture un-generated words. More importantly, it can
leverage only the previously generated words but
not the future un-generated words.

In fact, there are some researches in text gener-
ation tasks such as dialogue generation, machine
translation and text summarization, are dedicated
to solving the above issues. In order to alleviate
issues on the fixed vocabulary, Wu et al. (2018a)
incorporated dynamic vocabulary mechanism in-
to Seq2Seq models, which dynamically allocates
vocabularies for each input by a vocabulary pre-
diction model. Xing et al. (2017) presented topic
aware response generation by incorporating top-
ic words obtained from a pre-trained LDA model
(Blei et al., 2003). Besides, several works attempt-
ed to solve the dilemma of one-pass decoding. X-
ia et al. (2017) proposed deliberation network for
sequence generation, where the first-pass decoder
generates a rough sequence and then the second-
pass decoder refines the rough sequence.

However, so far there has been no unified frame-
work to solve both of the aforementioned prob-
lems. In this study, we present Vocabulary Pyra-
mid Networks (VPN) to tackle the issues of one
fixed vocabulary and one-pass decoding simulta-
neously. Specifically, VPN incorporates multi-
pass encoding and decoding with multi-level vo-
cabularies into response generation. As depict-
ed in Figure 1, the multi-level vocabularies con-
tain raw words, low-level clusters and high-level
clusters, where low-level and high-level clusters
are obtained from hierarchical clustering of raw
words. Afterward, the multi-pass encoder (raw-
word encoder, low-level encoder, and high-level
encoder) gradually works on diminishing vocabu-
laries from raw words to low-level clusters until to
high-level clusters, and it looks like a “pyramid”
concerning the vocabulary size. On the other side,
the multi-pass decoder gradually increases the size
of processed vocabularies from high-level clusters
to low-level clusters and finally to raw words.

From a theoretical point of view, people usually
associate raw input words with low-level or high-
level abstractions like semantic meanings and con-
cepts on human-human conversations. Based on
the abstractive cognition, people organize contents
and select the expressive words as the response
(Xing et al., 2017). From a practical perspective,

VPN is able to capture much more sequence infor-
mation with multi-level vocabularies. As a result,
VPN has the potential to generate better responses.

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed mod-
el, we conduct experiments on two public response
generation datasets: English Twitter and Chinese
Weibo. Both automatic and manual evaluations
demonstrate that the proposed VPN is remarkably
better than the state-of-the-art.

2 Background

2.1 Sequence-to-Sequence Model
In Seq2Seq models (Cho et al., 2014a), an encod-
ing RNN (recurrent neural network) transforms
the source sequence X = {x1, x2, ..., xLX

} into
distributed representations H = {h1,h1, ...,hLX

}
through a basic model: ht = f(xt,ht−1). Here, xt
is the word embedding for xt, f is a non-linear
transformation, where GRU (Cho et al., 2014b)
and LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997)
are widely used for capturing long-term dependen-
cies. Then a decoder generates the targeted se-
quence Y = {y1, y2, ..., yLY

} as follows:

st = f([yt−1, c], st−1) (1)

p(yt|y<t, X) = g(yt−1, c, st) (2)

where c = hLX
, st is the decoding state in time

step t, and g is a non-linear function. In the ba-
sic Seq2Seq models, each word is generated from
a same context vector c. In order to capture d-
ifferent contexts for each generated word, atten-
tion mechanism (Bahdanau et al., 2015) extract-
s dynamic context vector ct in different decoding
time steps. Formally, ct =

∑LX
j=1 αijhj , αij ∝

exp(η(si−1,hj)), where η is a non-linear function.

2.2 Deliberation Network
Conventional Seq2Seq models can leverage on-
ly the generated words but not the un-generated
words in decoding, so they lack global informa-
tion to refine and polish the raw generated se-
quence. The deliberation network (Xia et al.,
2017) is proposed to deal with this issue. A delib-
eration network has two decoders, where the first-
pass decoder generates a raw word sequence Y 1 =
{y11, y12, ..., y1LY 1

} and the second-pass decoder
polishes the raw word sequence. In the second-
pass decoder, an extra attention model is leveraged
to selectively read the output vector sequence Y 1

from the first-pass decoder, and then generate the
refined output sequence Y 2 = {y21, y22, ..., y2LY 2

}.
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yond words. Therefore, VPN could capture rich encoding and decoding information with multi-level vocabularies.

3 Methodology

3.1 Model Overview

As shown in Figure 2, VPN consists of three sub-
modules: multi-level vocabularies (Section 3.2),
multi-pass encoder (Section 3.3) and multi-pass
decoder (Section 3.4). Specifically, multi-level vo-
cabularies contain raw words, low-level clusters
and high-level clusters (black, blue and red solid
rectangles in Figure 2). The multi-pass encoder s-
tarts from the raw words and then to the low-level
clusters finally to the high-level clusters. In con-
trast, the multi-pass decoder works from the high-
level clusters to the low-level clusters until to the
raw words. The details of each component are in
the following.

3.2 Multi-Level Vocabularies

juniorsophomorefreshman amazingly surprisingly black

Figure 3: Multi-level vocabularies via hierarchical
clustering.

As illustrated in Figure 3, multi-level vocab-
ularies contain three different vocabularies: raw
words, low-level clusters and high-level clusters.
Specifically, the raw words are the original words

in the training data, and they are denoted as Vr =
{wr1, wr2, ..., wrR}. The raw words are agglomerat-
ed into low-level clusters Vl = {wl1, wl2, ..., wlL}
and high-level clusters Vh = {wh1 , wh2 , ..., whH}
by “bottom-up” hierarchical clustering. In order
to decide which clusters could be agglomerated,
we utilize the implementation of hierarchical clus-
tering in Scipy3. Specifically, we pre-train raw-
word embeddings by the word2vec model4 as in-
puts, and then we leverage the Ward (Ward, 1963)
linkage and maxclust5 criterion to automatically
construct hierarchical clustering.

In this way, we could obtain three different vo-
cabularies: Vr, Vl and Vh, where their vocabu-
lary sizes are decreased: |Vr|>|Vl|>|Vh|, and it
looks like a “pyramid” concerning the vocabulary
size. It should be emphasized that an original in-
put sequence could be expanded into three input
sequences through the three vocabulary lists, and
it is the same for the output sequence.

3.3 Multi-Pass Encoder

The encoder aims to transform input sequences in-
to distributional representations. In order to cap-
ture much more information from different input
sequences, VPN employs a multi-pass encoder,
which contains three different encoders in order:
raw-word encoder, low-level encoder and high-
level encoder. As a result, the multi-pass encoder
is able to encode more and more abstractive infor-

3https://scipy.org/
4Implemented in https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/mode-

ls/word2vec.html
5https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy-0.14.0/reference/gener-

ated/scipy.cluster.hierarchy.fcluster.html
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mation from words to clusters. The details are in
the following.

Raw-Word Encoder
The raw-word encoder accepts an input sequence
of word ids from raw words Vr. A bi-directional
LSTM (Schuster and Paliwal, 1997) is leveraged
to capture the long-term dependency from forward
and backward directions. The concatenated rep-
resentation of bi-directional hidden states: hri =

[
−→
h r
i ,
←−
h r
Li−i+1], is regarded as the encoded vector

for each input word. Finally, the input sequence is
transformed into a hidden state sequence:

Hr = {hr1,hr2, ...,hrLi
} (3)

Specifically, the initiated hidden state is a zero
vector, and the hidden state (hrLi

) in the last word
could be used for initiating the next encoder (low-
level encoder).

Low-Level Encoder
Low-level encoder is similar to the raw-word en-
coder. However, low-level encoder takes a se-
quence of low-level cluster ids from Vl as inputs,
and the hidden state is initiated by the last hidden
state of the raw-word encoder (hrLi

). Similarly, we
can obtain the hidden state sequence in the low-
level encoder:

Hl = {hl1,hl2, ...,hlLi
} (4)

High-Level Encoder
The high-level encoder accepts a sequence of
high-level cluster ids from Vh, and the initiated
hidden state is the final hidden state hlLi

in the low-
level encoder. Finally, the hidden state sequence in
the high-level encoder is denoted as follows:

Hh = {hh1 ,hh2 , ...,hhLi
} (5)

3.4 Multi-Pass Decoder
The decoder is responsible for generating targeted
sequences. Inspired from the deliberation network
(Xia et al., 2017), we present a multi-pass decoder
which consists of three decoders in order: high-
level decoder, low-level decoder and raw-word de-
coder. The three decoders have their own targeted
sequences from different vocabulary lists, and the
multi-pass decoder first generates the abstractive
(high and low-level) clusters and then generates
the raw (specific) words. It is different from the
deliberation network where both the first-pass de-
coder and the second-pass decoder aim to generate

raw words in the same vocabulary. The details of
our multi-pass decoder are in the following.

High-Level Decoder
The high-level decoder generates a high-level
cluster sequence from Vh. Similar to human-
human conversations, where people usually asso-
ciate an input message with high-level abstraction-
s like concepts in their minds before speaking, the
high-level decoder generates the most abstractive
cluster sequence before selecting specific words as
responses.

The high-level decoder is based on another L-
STM, which is initiated with the last hidden state
hhLi

in the high-level encoder. In order to decide
which parts of sources need more attention, an at-
tention mechanism (Bahdanau et al., 2015) is in-
troduced in the high-level decoder. Intuitively, the
encoded hidden state sequence Hh in the high-
level encoder contains the most relevant encod-
ed information for the high-level decoder because
they share the same vocabulary Vh. Nevertheless,
in order to capture much more encoded informa-
tion from the source sequences, the high-level de-
coder adopts three attention models to attentive-
ly read different encoded state sequences: Hr, Hl

and Hh (Equation 3-5), respectively. Take Hr

as an example, at each decoding time step j, the
high-level decoder dynamically chooses the con-
text vector chrj based on Hr = {hr1,hr2, ...,hrLi

}
and the decoding state shj−1 as follows:

chrj =
∑Li

i=1
αjihri ; αji =

eρ(s
h
j−1,h

r
i )

∑
i′ e

ρ(shj−1,h
r
i′ )

(6)

where ρ is a non-linear function to compute the
attentive strength. Similarly, the attentive context
vectors (chlj and chhj ) from the low-level and high-
level encoders could be calculated by the attention
models. Based on chrj , chlj and chhj , the decoding
state shj is updated as:

shj = fh([yhj−1, c
hr
j , c

hl
j , c

hh
j ], shj−1) (7)

where yhj−1 is the embedding vector of the previ-
ously decoded cluster at time step j − 1, and fh

is the decoding LSTM unit. Finally, the target-
ed cluster is typically obtained by a softmax clas-
sifier over Vh based on the embedding similarity.
In this way, the high-level decoder could generate
the output sequence yh = {yh1 , yh2 , ..., yhLo

}, which
corresponds to the embedding sequence:

Yh = {yh1 , yh2 , ..., yhLo
} (8)
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Low-Level Decoder
Once the high-level cluster sequence is generated
from the high-level decoder, it could be leveraged
to the low-level decoder for further decoding the
low-level cluster sequence. Based on the three en-
coded state sequences (Hr,Hl,Hh) and the output
embedding sequence Yh of the high-level decoder,
the low-level encoder generates another sequence
from the low-level clusters Vl.

The low-level decoder is similar to the high-
level decoder. However, there still are some differ-
ences between them: 1) The initiated hidden state
sl0 in the low-level decoder is performed as the fi-
nal decoding state shLo

in the high-level decoder. 2)
The attentive context vectors (clrj , cllj and clhj ) from
encoded state sequences are calculated with differ-
ent parameters compared to ones in the high-level
decoder. 3) Inspired from deliberation network-
s, previously generated sequence Yh in the high-
level encoder is fed into the low-level decoder,
where high-level (global) information guides low-
level generations, and another attention model is
leveraged to capture such information, which is
similar to Equation 6 mathematically:

olhj =
∑Lo

i=1
βjiyhi (9)

where the attentive weight βji is calculated from
the low-level decoding states slj−1 and output em-
bedding sequence Yh (Equation 8) in the high-
level decoder. Thereafter, olhj is concatenated to
update the decoded hidden state as follows:

slj = f l([ylj−1, c
lr
j , c

ll
j , c

lh
j , o

lh
j ], s

l
j−1) (10)

where f l is another LSTM unit. Finally, the out-
put ylj is generated by a softmax classifier from Vl
based on embedding similarity.

Raw-Word Decoder
After obtaining the high-level and low-level clus-
ter sequence, the next step is to produce the final
raw word sequence from Vr by the raw-word de-
coder. The hidden state of the raw-word decoder
sh0 is initiated with the final decoding state s lLo

in
the low-level decoder. The decoding state in the
raw-word decoder is updated as follows:

srj = f r([yrj−1, c
rr
j , c

rl
j , c

rh
j , o

rl
j , o

rh
j ], srj−1) (11)

where crrj , crlj , crhj are attentive context vectors
from three encoded hidden state sequences. orhj

and orlj (similar to Equation 9) are the weight-
ed sums of output embedding sequences from the
high-level decoder and low-level decoder. Simi-
larly, the targeted word is typically predicted by
a softmax classifier over Vr based on the word
embedding similarity. Eventually, the raw-word
decoder iteratively generates a targeted word se-
quence yr = {yr1, yr2, ..., yrLo

}.

3.5 Learning
Multi-level vocabularies of hierarchical clustering
are obtained in advance through an un-supervised
way, while the multi-level encoder and decoder
could be optimized with supervised learning. The
encoder and decoder are totally differential, so
they are able to be optimized in an end-to-end
manner by the back propagation. Giving a source
input and a targeted output, there are three input-
output pairs obtained from different vocabulary
lists: {xn, yn}n∈{r,l,h}. Each output sequence cor-
responds to a training loss, and the total losses per-
form as follows:

L = Lh + Ll + Lr

Lh =
−1
Lo

∑Lo

j=1
log[p(yhj |yh<j , xr, xl, xh)]

Ll = −1
Lo

∑Lo

j=1
log[p(ylj |yl<j , xr, xl, xh,Yh)]

Lr = −1
Lo

∑Lo

j=1
log[p(yrj |yr<j , xr, xl, xh,Yh,Yl)]

(12)

where the three negative log-likelihoods (Lh, Ll
and Lr) are losses for different-level targeted out-
puts. Yh and Yl are output embedding sequences
in the high-level decoder and low-level decoder,
respectively. Finally, the sum of different losses in
three decoders is considered as the total losses L.

4 Experiment

4.1 Datasets
There are large-scale message-response pairs on
social websites, which consist of informational
text from different topics (Chen et al., 2017). Our
experimental data comes from two public corpus:
English “Twitter”6 and Chinese “Weibo” (Shang
et al., 2015b). In order to improve the quality of
datasets, some noisy message-response pairs are
filtered (e.g., containing too many punctuations or
emoticons), and the datasets are randomly split in-
to Train/Dev/Test by a proportion (9:0.5:0.5).

6https://github.com/Marsan-Ma-zz/chat corpus
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4.2 Implementation Details

In order to make our model comparable with
typical existing methods, we keep the same ex-
perimental parameters for VPN and comparative
methods. We set the vocabulary size of raw word-
s as 34000, and the word vector dimension is
300. Moreover, source inputs are encoded by 600-
dimensional vectors with bi-direction LSTMs, and
responses are also decoded by LSTM with 600
dimensions. The total losses are minimized by
an Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with
0.0001 learning rate. Particularly, the size of low-
level clusters and high-level clusters are 3400 and
340, respectively, which are significantly smaller
than the size of raw words (34000), and these clus-
ters are also represented by 300-dimensional vec-
tors. Finally, we implemented all models with the
TensorFlow.

4.3 Evaluation Metrics

Evaluation for generative responses is a chal-
lenging and under-researching problem (Noviko-
va et al., 2017). Similar to (Li et al., 2016b; Gu
et al., 2016), we borrow two well-established auto-
matic evaluation metrics from machine translation
and text summarization: BLEU (Papineni et al.,
2002) and ROUGE (Lin, 2004)7, which could be
leveraged to analyze the co-occurrences of n-gram
between the generated responses and references.

In addition to automatic evaluations, we also
leverage manual evaluations to enhance the eval-
uations. Following previous studies (He et al.,
2017; Qian et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2018), we em-
ploy three metrics for manual evaluations as fol-
lows. 1) Fluency (Flu.): measuring the grammati-
cality and fluency of generated responses, where
too short responses are regarded as lack of flu-
ency. 2) Consistency (Con.): measuring whether
the generated responses are consistent with the
inputs or not. 3) Informativeness (Inf.): mea-
suring whether the response provides informative
(knowledgeable) contents or not.

4.4 Overall Comparisons

Comparison Settings. We compare VPN with the
following methods:

7Implemented in https://github.com/Maluuba-/nlg-eval.
Evaluations on Twitter are based on token level. In partic-
ular, the BLEU and ROUGE on Weibo dataset are based on
the Chinese character because Chinese characters are with se-
mantics.

Models
Twitter Weibo

BLEU ROUGE BLEU ROUGE
S2SA (2014) 6.12 6.42 8.95 9.06

S2STA (2017) 7.73 7.57 11.45 11.29
S2SDV (2018b) 5.91 5.87 9.05 8.71
DelNet (2017) 6.42 6.76 10.04 10.03

VPN (ours) 8.58 7.88 12.51 11.76

Table 1: Overall performance on Twitter and Weibo
datasets. Note that the first three lines are only one-
pass decoding, and the fourth line (DelNet) is beyond
one-pass decoding.

(1) S2SA: Sequence-to-Sequence (Sutskever
et al., 2014) with attention mechanisms (Bahdanau
et al., 2015).

(2) S2SDV: Seq2Seq with dynamic vocabulary,
the implementation is similar to Wu et al. (2018b).

(3) S2STA: Seq2Seq with topic aware networks,
the implementation is similar to Xing et al. (2017).
S2STA could be regarded as using dynamic vocab-
ulary because topic words are changed along with
the input.

(4) DelNet: deliberation networks, the imple-
mentation is similar to Xia et al. (2017). Different
from the above methods, deliberation networks are
beyond one-pass decoding.

Comparison Results. We first report overal-
l performances on Table 1. These results support
the following statements:

(1) Our VPN achieves the highest performances
on English Twitter and Chinese Weibo dataset in
all metrics, which demonstrates multi-pass encod-
ing and decoding with multi-level vocabularies are
able to deliver better responses than baselines.

(2) For the one-pass decoding (the first three
methods in Table 1), S2STA performs the best.
Pre-trained topic words for each input are able
to make the generation more target-focused in
S2STA. Nevertheless, it is still worse than VPN.

(3) As for models beyond one-pass decoding
(the last two lines in Table 1), VPN is remark-
ably better than the deliberation network (DelNet),
which indicates the effectiveness of multi-pass en-
coder and decoder with multi-level vocabularies.

4.5 The Effectiveness of Multi-Level
Vocabularies

Comparison Settings. To validate the effective-
ness of multi-level vocabularies obtained from hi-
erarchical clustering, we design experiments on
whether using Multi-level Vocabularies (MVs) or
not. The comparison setting is shown in the first
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Models
Twitter Weibo

BLEU ROUGE BLEU ROUGE
enc3-dec1 (SV) 6.27 6.29 6.61 7.08

enc3-dec1 (MVs) 7.16 8.01 9.15 10.63
enc1-dec3 (SV) 7.43 7.54 9.92 10.24

enc1-dec3 (MVs) 6.75 7.78 12.01 10.86
enc3-dec3 (SV) 7.44 7.56 9.95 9.70

enc3-dec3 (MVs) 8.58 7.88 12.51 11.76

Table 2: Performances on whether using multi-level
vocabularies or not, where “SV” represents single vo-
cabulary (from raw words), and “MVs” means multi-
level vocabularies obtained from hierarchical cluster-
ing. “enc” and “dec” denote encoder and decoder, re-
spectively, and numbers after them represent how many
passes. For example, “enc1-dec3” means a encoder a-
long with three passes of decoders.

column in Table 2, where numbers after “enc/dec”
represent the number of encoders/decoders. “SV”
denotes single vocabulary (from raw words) while
“MVs” means multi-level vocabularies obtained
from hierarchical clustering.

Comparison Results. Table 2 demonstrates
performances on whether using multi-level vocab-
ularies. We can observe that incorporating multi-
level vocabularies could improve performances on
almost all of the metrics. For example, “enc3-
dec3 (MVs)” improves relative performance up to
25.73% in BLEU score compared with “enc3-dec3
(SV)” on the Weibo dataset. Only on the Twitter
dataset, “enc1-dec3 (MVs)” is slightly worse than
“enc1-dec3 (SV)” in the BLEU score.

4.6 The Effectiveness of Multi-Pass Encoding
and Decoding

Models
Twitter Weibo

BLEU ROUGE BLEU ROUGE
VPN 8.58 7.88 12.51 11.76

w/o low-level ED 7.83 7.57 11.96 11.60
w/o high-level ED 6.84 7.81 10.06 10.70

w/o low&high-level ED 6.12 6.42 8.95 9.06

Table 3: Influences of multi-pass encoding and decod-
ing, where “w/o” indicates without, “ED” represents
encoder and decoder. For example, “w/o low-level ED”
means removing low-level encoder and low-level de-
coder.

Comparison Settings. In order to demon-
strate the effectiveness of multi-pass encoder and
multi-pass decoder, we design an ablation study
as follows. 1) w/o low-level ED: without low-
level encoder and low-level decoder; 2) w/o high-

level ED: without high-level encoder and high-
level decoder; 3) w/o low&high-level ED: with-
out low-level encoder/decoder and high-level en-
coder/decoder, which is the same as the Seq2Seq
model with attention mechanisms.

Comparison Results. Results of the ablation s-
tudy are shown in Table 3. We can clearly see that
removing any encoder and decoder causes obvious
performance degradation. Specifically, “w/o high-
level ED” obtains worse performances than “w/o
low-level ED”. We guess that the high-level en-
coder and decoder are well trained since they have
the smallest vocabulary (the size of high-level
clusters is only 340), so removing the well-trained
component (“w/o high-level ED”) performs poor-
ly (Details in Section 4.8). Furthermore, “w/o
low&high-level ED” performs the worst. This fur-
ther indicates that multi-pass encoder and decoder
contribute to generating better responses.

4.7 Manual Evaluations (MEs)

Datasets Models Flu. Con. Inf.

Twitter
VPN vs. S2STA 56.49 54.92 54.07
VPN vs. DelNet 57.89 60.40 57.50

Weibo
VPN vs. S2STA 52.31 52.99 53.54
VPN vs. DelNet 56.56 55.66 54.72

Table 4: Manual evaluations with fluency (Flu.), con-
sistency (Con.), and informativeness (Inf.). The score is
the percentage that VPN wins a baseline after removing
“tie” pairs. VPN is clearly better than all baselines on
the three metrics, and all results are at 99% confidence
intervals.

Comparison Settings. Similar to manual eval-
uations used in Zhou et al. (2018), we conduct a
pair-wise comparison between the response gener-
ated by VPN and the one for the same input by two
typical baselines: S2STA and DelNet. we sample
100 responses from each system, then two cura-
tors judge (win, tie and lose) between these two
methods.

Comparison Results. The results of manual e-
valuations are shown in Table 4, where the score
is the percentage that VPN wins a baseline after
removing “tie” pairs. The Cohen Kappa for inter-
annotator statistics is 61.2, 62.1 and 70.8 for fluen-
cy, consistency and informativeness, respectively.
We can see that our VPN is significantly (sign test,
p-value < 0.01) better than all baselines in terms
of the three metrics, which further demonstrates
that VPN is able to deliver fluent, consistent and
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informative responses.

4.8 Discussion

Decoders
Twitter Weibo

BLEU ROUGE BLEU ROUGE
High-Level Dec. 12.44 14.93 23.92 10.66
Low-Level Dec. 8.84 8.21 22.50 9.50
Raw-Word Dec. 8.58 7.88 13.02 5.39

Table 5: Performances on each decoder in VPN8.

The multi-pass decoder in VPN has three de-
coders. In order to investigate the reasons why
the multi-pass decoder works, we will see perfor-
mances on each decoder in Table 5. We can ob-
serve that the high-level decoder obtains the best
performances on all metrics, and the low-level de-
coder outperforms the raw-word decoder. It is
intuitive that the high-level decoder performs the
best since it has the smallest vocabulary (340),
while the raw-word decoder performs the worst
because it is equipped with the biggest vocabu-
lary (34000). From the point of performances on
each decoder, the effectiveness of multi-pass de-
coder could be explained from curriculum learn-
ing (Bengio et al., 2009). Curriculum learning is
a learning strategy in machine learning, where the
key idea is to start easier aspects of the targeted
task and then gradually increase the complexity. It
is difficult for response generation tasks to gener-
ate raw words directly. To alleviate this problem,
the multi-pass decoder first generates the easier
(high-level and low-level) clusters from the smal-
l vocabularies, and then generates the raw word-
s from the big vocabulary under the guide of the
well-generated clusters. Therefore, the multi-pass
decoder obtains significant performances.

5 Related Work

Researches have achieved remarkable improve-
ments on response generation for human-machine
conversations. Currently, encoder-decoder frame-
work, especially the Seq2Seq learning (Cho et al.,
2014a), is becoming a backbone of data-drive re-
sponse generation, and it has been widely applied
in response generation tasks. For example, Shang
et al. (2015a) presented neural recurrent encoder-
decoder frameworks for short-text response gener-

8In the Discussion Section, all evaluations are based on
tokens (IDs) for unifying, so the performances of raw-word
decoder on Chinese Weibo dataset are different from the ones
(character level) in Table 1.

ation with attention mechanisms (Bahdanau et al.,
2015). Li et al. (2016b) introduced persona-based
neural response generation to obtain consistent re-
sponses for similar inputs to a speaker. Shao et al.
(2017) added a self-attention to generate long and
diversified responses in Seq2Seq learning.

In this study, we focus on two important prob-
lems in response generation: one fixed vocabu-
lary and one-pass decoding. Our work is inspired
by following researches to alleviate issues on the
fixed vocabulary. Gu et al. (2016) proposed Copy-
Net, which is able to copy words from the source
message. External knowledge bases were also
leveraged to extend the vocabulary (Qian et al.,
2018; Zhou et al., 2018; Ghazvininejad et al.,
2018). Moreover, Xing et al. (2017) incorporat-
ed topic words into Seq2Seq frameworks, where
topic words are obtained from a pre-trained L-
DA model (Blei et al., 2003). Wu et al. (2018b)
changed the static vocabulary mechanism by a dy-
namic vocabulary, which jointly learns vocabulary
selection and response generation.

We also borrow the idea from studies beyond
one-pass decoding. Mou et al. (2016) designed
backward and forward sequence generators. Xi-
a et al. (2017) proposed deliberation networks on
sequence generation beyond one-pass decoding,
where the first-pass decoder generates a raw word
sequence, and then the second decoder delivers a
refined word sequence based on the raw word se-
quence. Furthermore, Su et al. (2018) presented
hierarchical decoding with linguistic patterns on
data-to-text tasks.

However, there has been no unified frameworks
to solve the issues of fixed vocabulary and one-
pass decoding. Differently, we propose multi-pass
encoding and decoding with multi-level vocabu-
laries to deal with the above two problems simul-
taneously.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this study, we tackle the issues of one fixed vo-
cabulary and one-pass decoding in response gen-
eration tasks. To this end, we have introduced vo-
cabulary pyramid networks, in which dialogue in-
put and output are represented by multi-level vo-
cabularies and then processed by multi-pass en-
coding and decoding, where the multi-level vocab-
ularies are obtained from hierarchical clustering of
raw words. We conduct experiments on English
Twitter and Chinese Weibo datasets. Experiments
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demonstrate that the proposed method is remark-
ably better than strong baselines on both automatic
and manual evaluations.

In the future, there are some promising ex-
plorations in vocabulary pyramid networks. 1)
we will further study how to obtain multi-level
vocabularies, such as employing other clustering
methods and incorporating semantic lexicons like
WordNet; 2) we also plan to design deep-pass en-
coding and decoding for VPN; 3) we will investi-
gate how to apply VPN to other natural language
generation tasks such as machine translation and
generative text summarization.
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Abstract

A challenging problem in on-device text clas-
sification is to build highly accurate neural
models that can fit in small memory foot-
print and have low latency. To address this
challenge, we propose an on-device neural
network SGNN++ which dynamically learns
compact projection vectors from raw text us-
ing structured and context-dependent partition
projections. We show that this results in ac-
celerated inference and performance improve-
ments.

We conduct extensive evaluation on multiple
conversational tasks and languages such as En-
glish, Japanese, Spanish and French. Our
SGNN++ model significantly outperforms all
baselines, improves upon existing on-device
neural models and even surpasses RNN, CNN
and BiLSTM models on dialog act and in-
tent prediction. Through a series of ablation
studies we show the impact of the partitioned
projections and structured information lead-
ing to 10% improvement. We study the im-
pact of the model size on accuracy and intro-
duce quantization-aware training for SGNN++
to further reduce the model size while preserv-
ing the same quality. Finally, we show fast in-
ference on mobile phones.

1 Introduction

Over the last years, the usage of conversational as-
sistants has become extremely popular. On a daily
basis, people request weather information, check
calendar appointments, perform calls. Large part
of the conversational and natural language under-
standing happens on the server side and then ful-
filled resulting in response delays, inconsistent ex-
perience and privacy concerns. Therefore, there
is a huge demand for developing on-device natu-
ral language models that work entirely on-device
such as mobile phones, tablets, watches and any

internet of things (IoT) devices. On-device com-
putation can circumvent the latency delays, can in-
crease the user privacy and further enable new ca-
pabilities for real time interaction.

One way to develop on-device natural lan-
guage understanding is to leverage the power of
deep neural networks, which over the years have
shown tremendous progress and have improved
upon state-of-the-art machine learning methods in
Natural Language Processing (NLP) (Sutskever
et al., 2014), Speech (Hinton et al., 2012) and Vi-
sion (Krizhevsky et al., 2012). These advance-
ments were byproducts of the availability of large
amounts of data and high performance computing,
enabling the development of more complex and
robust neural network architectures. However, de-
spite their success, yet it remains challenging to
deploy deep networks on-device such as mobile
phone, smart watch and IoT. The limited memory
and computation power combined with the need
of fast latency require the development of novel
on-device neural networks.

Inspired by (Ravi and Kozareva, 2018), we pro-
pose a novel on-device neural network (SGNN++
) that uses joint structured (word+character) infor-
mation and context partitioned projections to learn
robust models for short text classification. We em-
ploy a modified version of the locality sensitive
hashing (LSH) to reduce input dimension from
millions of unique words/features to a short, fixed-
length sequence of bits (Ravi, 2017, 2019). This
allows us to compute a projection for an incom-
ing text very fast, on-the-fly, with a small memory
footprint on the device without storing any incom-
ing text and word embeddings.

Unlike prior work that focused on developing
the best neural network for a specific NLP task
and language, we develop one SGNN++ archi-
tecture with the same parameters and apply it to
wide range of tasks and languages such as En-
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glish, French, Spanish and Japanese. Our experi-
mental results show that SGNN++ improves upon
baselines, prior on-device state-of-the-art and even
non-on-device RNN, CNN and BiLSTM methods.
The main contributions of our paper are:

• Novel embedding-free SGNN++ on-device
neural model with quantization, and joint
structured and context partitioned projec-
tions;

• Novel context partitioned projections result
in small memory footprint with better perfor-
mance and speedup.

• First on-device model evaluated on a wide
range of applications such as dialog act, in-
tent prediction, customer feedback.

• First on-device model evaluation on En-
glish, Spanish, French and Japanese lan-
guages demonstrating the language agnostic
power of SGNN++ .

• Comparison against prior on-device state-
of-the-art neural models, which SGNN++
significantly improves upon across multiple
tasks.

• Ablation studies that show the impact of
word vs joint word and character representa-
tion on accuracy; the power of the partitioned
projection vectors on speed and inference;
and the ability of SGNN++ to compress large
models while still maintaining high accuracy;
the fast latency of the on-device model.

2 On-device Partitioned Projection
Networks (SGNN++ )

We propose new on-device neural network archi-
tectures for NLP inspired by projection model
architectures (Ravi, 2017, 2019). The projec-
tion model is a neural network with dynamically-
computed layers that encodes a set of efficient-to-
compute operations which can be performed di-
rectly on device for inference.

Unlike prior work that employs projec-
tions (Ravi and Kozareva, 2018), our new model
defines a set of efficient structured and context-
dependent “projection” functions PC(xi) that
progressively transform each input instance xi to
a different space ΩP̃C

and then performs learning
in this space to map it to corresponding outputs
yi. The model applies dynamically-computed
projection functions that are conditioned on

context in multiple ways to achieve higher
discriminative power (for classification tasks)
and better efficiency wrt memory footprint and
speedup. Firstly, we introduce a joint structured
projection model that uses language structure
to project word and character information in
each input instance separately (ΩP̃=ΩP̃w

⋃
ΩP̃c

)

and combines them during learning. Secondly,
we introduce context-partitioned projection
functions PCk

(xi) that leverage feature-context
hierarchy to partition the projection space ΩP̃
based on context type. Both these methods enable
learning powerful compact neural networks that
achieve high performance and fast inference with
low memory footprint.

2.1 SGNN++ Architecture

Our on-device projection partitioned neural net-
work architecture is a deep multi-layered context-
dependent locality-sensitive projection model.
Figure 1 shows the model architecture. The neural
model uses projections (Ravi, 2017, 2019) making
it an embedding-free approach, i.e., the model can
be learned without the need to initialize, load or
store any feature or vocabulary weight matrices.
This is different from the majority of the widely-
used state-of-the-art deep learning techniques in
NLP whose performance depends on embeddings
pre-trained on large corpora. In this work, we
also introduce a novel joint structured projections
and context partitioned projection spaces that re-
sult in highly efficient and compact neural network
models for on-device applications. We will also
show how SGNN++ yields significant improve-
ments over prior work (Ravi and Kozareva, 2018)
and reaches state-of-the-art on multiple NLP tasks
and languages.

2.2 Model Overview

In this work, we focus on short text classifica-
tion. Each input xi contains a sequence of to-
kens, where xit represents the t-th token in the in-
put. The proposed SGNN++ model progressively
projects each raw input text xi to an efficient vec-
tor representation ĩp and then learns a classifier to
map xi to output class yi.

The raw input text xi is first converted to an in-
termediate feature vector F(xi) using raw text fea-
tures such as skip-grams.

~xi = F(xi) (1)
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Figure 1: SGNN++ Model Architecture: On-Device Joint Structured & Context Partitioned Projection Neural
Network

The projection ĩp for xi is then computed by
applying a series of T context-partitioned pro-
jection functions P̃1, ..., P̃T on the intermediate
sparse feature vector ~xi. Details of the projec-
tions and computation for SGNN++ are described
as follows.

P̃j(xi) = projection(~xi, P̃j) (2)

ĩp = P̃1...T (xi) (3)

= [ P̃1(xi), ..., P̃T (xi) ]

where P̃j(xi) refers to output from the j-th pro-
jection function. This is followed by a stack of
additional layers and non-linear activation to cre-
ate deep, non-linear combinations of projections
that permit the network to learn complex map-
pings from inputs xi to outputs yi.

h̃p = σ(Wp · ĩp + bp) (4)

h̃t = σ(Wt · h̃t−1 + bt) (5)

yi = softmax(Wo · h̃k + bo) (6)

where h̃p is computed directly from the projec-
tion output, ht is applied at intermediate layers
of the network with depth k followed by a final
softmax activation layer at the top. In anL-layer
SGNN++ , ht, where t = p, p + 1, ..., p + L − 1
refers to the L subsequent layers after the pro-
jection layer. Wp,Wt,Wo and bp, bt, bo represent
trainable weights and biases respectively. The pro-
jection transformations use pre-computed param-
eterized functions, i.e., they are not trained dur-
ing learning, and their outputs are concatenated to
form the hidden units for subsequent operations.

2.3 Joint Structured Projection Network
Unlike prior work that employs projections (Ravi
and Kozareva, 2018), we make an important obser-
vation that input instances xi are drawn from nat-
ural language rather than random continuous vec-
tors and thereby encode some inherent structure—
for example, sentences contain sequence of words,
and words contain characters. This motivates
us to leverage the underlying linguistic structure
in the input and build a hierarchical projection
model from the raw text in a progressive fash-
ion rather than taking a one-shot projection ap-
proach. We define a joint structured projection
model (SGNN++ ). The model jointly combines
word and character level context information from
the input text to construct the language projection
layer.

2.3.1 Word Projections
Given an input xi with t words, we first project
sequence xi to word projection vectors. We
use word-level context features (e.g., phrases and
word-level skip-grams) extracted from the raw text
to compute the intermediate feature vector ~xw =
Fw and compute projections.

P̃jw(xi) = projection( ~xiw , P̃jw) (7)

ĩpw = P̃1...`
w (xiw) (8)

= [ P̃1
w(xi), ..., P̃`w(xiw) ]

We reserve ` bits to capture the word projec-
tion space computed using a series of ` functions
P̃1
w, ..., P̃`w. The functions project the sentence

structure into low-dimensional representation that
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captures similarity in the word-projection space
(Sankar et al., 2019).

2.3.2 Character Projections

Given the input text xi, we can capture mor-
phology (character-level) information in a simi-
lar way. We use character-level context features
(e.g., character-level skip-grams) again extracted
directly from the raw text to compute ~xc = Fc and
compute character projections ĩpc .

P̃jc(xi) = projection( ~xic , P̃jc) (9)

ĩpc = P̃`+1...T
c (xic) (10)

= [ P̃`+1
c (xi), ..., P̃Tc (xiw) ]

The character feature space and hence projec-
tions ĩpc are reserved and computed separately.
Note that even though we compute separate pro-
jections for character-level context, the SGNN++
model re-uses the remaining T − ` functions for
this step and hence keeps the overall space and
time complexity for projections directly ∝ T .

2.3.3 Joint Structured Model and Extension

We then combine these into ĩp for the joint struc-
ture projection model as shown in Figure 1. The
projection functions dynamically transform each
input text xi to a low-dimensional representation
ip via context-dependent projection spaces that
jointly capture word and character information in
a succinct representation. The joint structured pro-
jections are followed by a stack of additional lay-
ers that jointly learn non-linear combinations of
these projection spaces to build the classifier.

h̃p = σ(Wp · [̃ipw , ĩpc ] + bp) (11)

The choice of intermediate features used for
projections can be flexible and different for Fw and
Fc. For example, we could apply stemming or ex-
tract other morphological features for computing
ĩpc . Similarly, we can use syntax information from
Part-of-Speech tags or constituency parses at the
sentence-level for computing ĩpw . However, these
features might not be available on device to per-
form inference—e.g., syntax features require an
additional tagging or parsing model to be loaded
on device, which incurs additional complexity and
latency. Hence, for efficiency and simplicity, we
only use the same type of raw features (e.g., skip-
grams) for word and character-level projections.

2.4 Context Partitioned Projection Network

In the SGNN++ model, we further leverage the
feature-context type information to introduce an
additional level of hierarchy in the network. The
motivation is as follows—we use locality-sensitive
projections for projection(.) step to transform
input text to a low-dimensional representation.
Incorporating global information, via context-
dependent projections, enables the model to vary
the language projections and encode them sepa-
rately based on feature-type. We use this to avoid
collisions in the projected space between different
feature types (e.g., unigrams vs. bigrams) and
also help the neural network learn the importance
of specific types of projections based on the classi-
fication task rather than pooling them together and
fixing this apriori.

We achieve this by introducing context-
partitioned projections in SGNN++ , i.e., we parti-
tion the overall projection space into sub-partitions
based on context-type. Let CK denote the type of
intermediate features extracted via F, where C1 =
unigrams, C2 = bigrams, and so on. Both word
and character-level outputs ipw , ipc (describe ear-
lier) are generated using context-partitioned pro-
jections, i.e., each projection space ΩP̃ is par-
titioned into sub-spaces ΩP̃Ck

based on context
type. The type of context used to represent the in-
put text determines the function choice and size of
the sub-partitions and thereby the number of cor-
responding bits reserved in the projection outputs
ipw and ipc .

ĩp = [ P̃1
C1

(xi), ..., P̃`1C1
(xi) ] (12)

‖ [ P̃1
C2

(xi), ..., P̃`2C2
(xi) ]

...

‖ [ P̃1
CK

(xi), ..., P̃`KCK
(xi) ]

M =
maxK ·(maxK +1)

2
(13)

`K = T · K
M

(14)

where, CK denotes a specific type of context-
feature extracted from the input and P1

CK
...P`KCK

denote the projection functions applied to the in-
put for context typeCK . maxK is the total number
of context types and `K is the number of projec-
tion functions in the partition reserved for CK and
hence the number of output bits reserved in pro-
jection output.
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Effect of Partitioned Projections: Partitioning
the projection space has a significant effect on
both memory and time-complexity. This results
in a significant speedup for the projection network
both during training and inference since the over-
all size of intermediate feature context vectors F
(per type) is smaller and hence fewer operations
are required to compute each projection output
and these can be computed in parallel. Also, in
SGNN++ the overall projection complexity does
not increase since we keep T fixed

∑
jw,c

`j = T .
Moreover, the context partitioned SGNN++ neu-
ral network uses the global context information to
efficiently decompose and learn projections from
different contexts and combine them effectively
for the classification task.

2.5 q-SGNN++ : Compressing Model
Further

We also learn hardware-optimized variants of
SGNN++ using quantized training similar to (Ja-
cob et al., 2017). This permits fast 8-bit arith-
metic operations in the model achieving 4x fur-
ther reduction in overall model size and improved
latency. Both SGNN++ and q-SGNN++ can run
efficiently on edge devices and support inference
through TensorFlow Lite (tfl) open-source li-
brary.

2.6 Computing Projections on-the-fly
We employ an efficient randomized projection
method for each projection(.) step. We use
locality sensitive hashing (LSH) (Charikar, 2002)
to model the underlying projection operations in
SGNN++ . Equation 1 applies F to dynamically
extract features from the raw input text. Text fea-
tures (e.g., skip-grams) at word and character-level
are converted into 64-bit feature-ids fj (via hash-
ing) to generate a sparse feature representation
~xi of feature-id, weight pairs (fm, wm). For the
projection(.) step (Equation 4), a projection
vector P̃ j is first constructed on-the-fly using a
hash function with feature ids fm ∈ ~xi and fixed
seed j as input, then dot product of the two vectors
< ~xi, P̃j > is computed and transformed into bi-
nary representation P̃j(~xi) using sgn(.) of the dot
product.

As shown in Figure 1, both Fw,c and P̃w,c steps
are computed on-the-fly, i.e., no word/character-
embedding or vocabulary/feature matrices need to
be stored and looked up during training or in-
ference. Instead feature-ids and projection vec-

tors are dynamically computed via hash functions.
For intermediate feature weights wm, we use ob-
served counts in each input text and do not use pre-
computed statistics like idf. Hence the method is
embedding-free.

2.7 Model Parameters
SGNN++ uses a total of T different projection
functions P̃j=1...T , each resulting in d-bit vector
that is concatenated to form the projected vector ip
in Equations 11. T and d can be tuned to trade-off
between prediction quality and model size of the
SGNN++ network. For the intermediate feature
step F in Equations 1, 9, 11, we use skip-gram fea-
tures (3-grams with skip-size=2) extracted from
raw text both for word and character projections.
We set ` = T

2 in Equation 9, i.e., the joint struc-
tured model (described in Section 2.3) reserves
half the projection space (T2 · d bits) for word pro-
jections and remaining half for character projec-
tions. The choice of features also determines the
size of the context-dependent sub-partitions within
each projection space—for example, if we choose
features with upto 3-gram context, then maxK =
3 and we compute 3 projection sub-partitions for
C1, C2, C3 in Equation 14.

2.8 Training, Inference and Optimization
SGNN++ is trained from scratch on the task data
using a supervised loss defined wrt ground truth ŷi
L(.) =

∑
i∈N cross− entropy(yi, ŷi). During

training, the network learns to choose and com-
bine context-dependent projection operations that
are more predictive for a given task. SGNN++
uses language projections to transform the input
into compact bit vectors. This yields a drastically
lower memory footprint both in terms of number
and size of parameters as well as computation cost.

During training, the network learns to move the
gradients for points that are nearby to each other in
the projected bit space ΩP̃ in the same direction.
SGNN++ is trained end-to-end using backprop-
agation. Training can progress efficiently with
stochastic gradient descent with distributed com-
puting on high-performance CPUs or GPUs.

2.9 Complexity
Overall complexity for inference with the
SGNN++ model depends on the projection layer,
O(n · T · d) where n is the observed feature
size (*not* overall vocabulary size) which is
linear in input size, d is the number of LSH
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bits specified for each projection vector P̃j , and
T is the number of projection functions used.
However, each partitioned projection operation
in the model is much faster in practice than
non-partitioned projection since it depends on
size of intermediate vectors which are partitioned
by context and smaller in size. The model size
(in terms of number of parameters) and memory
storage required for the projection inference step
is O(T · d · C), where C is the number of hidden
units in h̃p in the multi-layer projection network
and typically smaller than T · d.

3 NLP Datasets and Experimental Setup

3.1 Datasets & Tasks

We evaluate our on-device SGNN++ model on
four NLP tasks and languages such as English,
Japanese, Spanish and French. The datasets were
selected so we can compare against prior on-
device work (Ravi and Kozareva, 2018) and also
test the language agnostic capabilities of SGNN++

• MRDA: Meeting Recorder Dialog Act is a
dialog corpus of multiparty meetings anno-
tated with 6 dialog acts (Adam et al., 2003;
Shriberg et al., 2004).

• SwDA: Switchboard Dialog Act is a popu-
lar open domain dialog corpus between two
speakers with 42 dialog acts (Godfrey et al.,
1992; Jurafsky et al., 1997).

• ATIS: Intent Understanding is a widely
used corpus in the speech and dialog com-
munity (Tür et al., 2010) for understanding
different intents during flight reservation.

• CF: Customer Feedback is a multilingual
customer feedback analysis task (Liu et al.,
2017) that aims at categorizing customer
feedback as “comment, “request, “bug, “com-
plaint, “meaningless, or “undetermined. The
data is in English (EN), Japanese (JP), French
(FR) and Spanish (SP) languages.

Table 1 shows the characteristics of each task: lan-
guage, number of classes, training and test data.

3.2 Experimental Setup & Parameter Tuning

We setup our experiments as given a classification
task and a dataset, generate an on-device model.
For each task, we report Accuracy on the test set.

NLP Task Lang. #Classes Train Test
MRDA Dialog Act EN 6 78K 15K
SwDA Dialog Act EN 42 193K 5K
ATIS Intent Prediction EN 21 4,478 893
CF-EN Cust. Feedback EN 5 3,065 500
CF-JP Cust. Feedback JP 5 1,526 300
CF-FR Cust. Feedback FR 5 1,950 400
CF-SP Cust. Feedback SP 5 1,631 299

Table 1: NLP Tasks and Datasets Statistics

Unlike prior work that aims at finding the best con-
figuration for a given datasets or task, we use the
same on-device architecture and settings across
all datasets and tasks. We use 2-layer SGNN++
(PT=80,d=14 × FullyConnected256 × FullyConnected256),
mini-batch size of 100, dropout rate of 0.25, learn-
ing rate initialized to 0.025 with cosine annealing
decay (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2016). We do not
do any additional dataset-specific tuning or pro-
cessing. Training is with SGD over shuffled mini-
batches with Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba,
2014).

4 Experimental Results

This section focuses on the multiple experiments
we have conducted. Table 2 shows the results
on the different NLP tasks and languages. Over-
all, SGNN++ consistently outperformed all base-
lines, reached state-of-the-art against prior on-
device state-of-the-art work (Ravi and Kozareva,
2018) and even outperformed non-on-device state-
of-the-art RNN, CNN and BiLSTM models for
MRDA, SWDA, ATIS and CF tasks.

4.1 Comparison with Baselines
For each task, we compared SGNN++ against
well established baselines. MRDA and SWDA
use Naive Bayes classifier (Lee and Dernoncourt,
2016), which our SGNN++ model outperformed
with 14 to 41%. ATIS uses a majority baseline,
which SGNN++ outperformed with 21.51%. CF
(Liu et al., 2017) uses trigrams to find the most
similar annotated sentences to the input and as-
signs their label as final prediction. SGNN++
consistently outperformed CF similarity baselines
with 16.2%, 17.66%, 16.18 and 6.69% for EN, JP,
FR and SP respectively.

4.2 Comparison with On-Device State-of-Art
One of the most important studies in this work
is the comparison of our on-device model against
prior state-of-the-art on-device NLP model called
self-governing neural networks (SGNN) (Ravi and
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Model MRDA SwDA ATIS CF-EN CF-JP CF-FR CF-SP
SGNN++ (our on-device) 87.30 88.43 93.73 65.00 74.33 70.93 83.95
SGNN(Ravi and Kozareva, 2018)(sota on-device) 86.70 83.10 - - - - -
RNN(Khanpour et al., 2016) 86.80 80.10 - - - - -
RNN+Attention(Ortega and Vu, 2017) 84.30 73.90 - - - - -
CNN(Lee and Dernoncourt, 2016) 84.60 73.10 - - - - -
GatedAtten.(Goo et al., 2018) - - 93.60 - - - -
JointBiLSTM(Hakkani-Tur et al., 2016) - - 92.60 - - -
Atten.RNN(Liu and Lane, 2016) - - 91.10 - - - -
ADAPT-Run1(Dzendzik et al., 2017) - - - 63.40 67.67 69.50 83.61
Bingo-logistic-reg(Elfardy et al., 2017) - - - 55.80 60.67 59.00 72.91
Baseline 74.60 47.30 72.22 48.80 56.67 54.75 77.26

Table 2: On-device Results and Comparison on Multiple Datasets and Languages

Kozareva, 2018). SGNN learns compact pro-
jection vectors with local sensitive hashing and
has previously reached state-of-the-art results on
MRDA and SWDA tasks. While both methods
share the ideology of projections, SGNN++ uses
more powerful representations via joint structured
and context partitioned projections. As shown in
Table 2, SGNN++ outperformed SGNN with 1%
on MRDA and 5% on SWDA. These significant
performance improvements are due to SGNN++ ’s
joint structure representations coupled with parti-
tioned projections. Section 5.1 shows detailed ab-
lation study.

4.3 Comparison with Non-On-Device Work

The characteristics of on-device models are low
memory footprint and low latency. Therefore, a
direct comparison of an on-device model against
cloud based neural networks might not be fair, due
to the resource constraints for on-device models.
But we wanted to showcase that despite such con-
straints, yet our SGNN++ learns powerful neu-
ral networks that are competitive and can even
outperform widely used approaches like RNNs
and CNNs with huge parameters and pre-trained
word embeddings. Another aspect to consider on
why such a comparison might not be fair, is that
prior work focused mostly on creating the best
model for a specific task with lot of fine tuning
and additional resources like pre-trained embed-
ding, whereas we use the same SGNN++ archi-
tecture and parameters across multiple tasks and
languages.

Taking these major differences into considera-
tion, we still compare results against prior non-on-
device state-of-art neural networks. As shown in
Table 2 only (Khanpour et al., 2016; Ortega and
Vu, 2017; Lee and Dernoncourt, 2016) have eval-

uated on more than one task, while the rest of
the methods target specific one. We denote with
− models that do not have results for the task.
SGNN++ is the only approach spanning across
multiple NLP tasks and languages.

On the Dialog Act MRDA and SWDA tasks,
SGNN++ outperformed deep learning methods
like CNN (Lee and Dernoncourt, 2016), RNN
(Khanpour et al., 2016) and RNN with gated atten-
tion (Tran et al., 2017) and reached the best results
of 87.3% and 88.43% accuracy.

For Intent Prediction, SGNN++ also improved
with 0.13% 1.13% and 2.63% over the gated atten-
tion (Goo et al., 2018), the joint slot and intent biL-
STM model (Hakkani-Tur et al., 2016) and the at-
tention slot and intent RNN (Liu and Lane, 2016)
on the ATIS task. This is very significant, given
that (Goo et al., 2018; Hakkani-Tur et al., 2016;
Liu and Lane, 2016) used a joint model to learn
the slot entities and types, and used this informa-
tion to better guide the intent prediction, while
SGNN++ does not have any additional informa-
tion about slots, entities and entity types.

On Customer Feedback, SGNN++ reached
better performance than Logistic regression mod-
els (Elfardy et al., 2017; Dzendzik et al., 2017).

Overall, SGNN++ achieves impressive results
given the small memory footprint and the fact that
it did not rely on pre-trained word embeddings like
(Hakkani-Tur et al., 2016; Liu and Lane, 2016)
and used the same architecture and model param-
eters across all tasks and languages. We believe
that the dimensionality-reduction techniques like
locality sensitive context projections jointly cou-
pled with deep, non-linear functions are effective
at dynamically capturing low dimensional seman-
tic text representations that are useful for text clas-
sification applications.
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5 Ablation Studies

In this section, we show multiple ablation studies
focusing on: (1) impact of partitioned projections
and joint structured representation on accuracy;
(2) impact of model size on accuracy; quantized
version of SGNN++ which reduces model size
while preserving same quality; and (3) SGNN++
latency.

5.1 Impact of Joint Structured & Context
Partitioned Projections on Accuracy

Our SGNN++ model uses joint structured
(word+character) and context partitioned projec-
tions. We want to show the impact of the joint
structure (word+character) vs word only; as well
as the impact of the partitioned vs non-partitioned
projections. Table 3 shows the obtained results
on the ATIS intent prediction dataset. First,
using joint structured (word+character) infor-
mation leads to significantly better performance
compared to word only. For instance, +9%
for non-partitioned projections and +3.9% for
partitioned projections. Second, significant
improvement is seen when using partitioned vs
non-partitioned projections, +6.14% for word and
+1% for word+character. Overall, the novel joint
structured and context partitioned projections
we introduced in our SGNN++ model improve
+10.06% performance compared to models using
only word and non-partitioned projections.

ATIS Partitioned Non-Partitioned
SGNN++ SGNN++

Word+Char 93.73 92.72
Word 89.81 83.67

Table 3: Impact of SGNN++ Partitioning on Accuracy

It is important to note that in addition to the ac-
curacy improvements, SGNN++ partitioned pro-
jection models are also significantly faster for in-
ference and training (upto 3.3X). For example,
using T = 80, d = 14 and bigram word fea-
tures (maxK = 2) for a 10-word sequence re-
quires 80 × 14 × 6 = 6720 multiply-add
operations for partitioned projections compared to
80× 14× 19 = 21280 for non-partitioned model.

5.2 Accuracy vs Model Size
It is easy to customize our model for different de-
vices such as watches, phones or IoT with differ-
ent size constraints. To showcase this, we show

results on varying projection sizes and network pa-
rameters. Furthermore, we also trained quantized
versions of our SGNN++ model denoted by qS-
GNN++ which achieves additional model size re-
duction while maintaining high accuracy. Figure
2 shows the obtained results on the ATIS dataset.
Each data point in the figure represents a SGNN++
or qSGNN++ model trained with specific partition
projection parameter configuration. We show the
model size and the accuracy achieved for that size.

Figure 2: Model Size vs. Accuracy

Overall, SGNN++ models achieve high accu-
racy even at low sizes. For instance, 100KB
model yields 82.87% accuracy compared to
2.5MB model that yields 94.74%. For a given
SGNN++ model we can further reduce the size
with little performance degradation by applying
the quantization-aware training. For instance,
SGNN++ 107KB model (T = 5, d = 14) yields
82.87%, but can be further compressed to qS-
GNN++ with 33KB and 80.18% accuracy. We
also take our model to the extreme, we are able
to train qSGNN++ model with extremely tiny size
of 7KB (T = 3, d = 14), while still achieving
77.16%.

5.3 Model Latency

In addition to being small and highly accurate, on-
device model has to be fast. We measure the la-
tency of our on-device SGNN++ model on a Pixel
phone. Given an input text, we measure infer-
ence time on the Pixel device and report average
latency. On ATIS dataset, SGNN++ accuracy is
93.73% with average latency of 3.35 milliseconds.
This shows that our SGNN++ model is compact,
highly accurate and with low latency (i.e. very
fast).
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6 Conclusion

We proposed embedding-free on-device neural
network that uses joint structured and context
partitioned projections for short text classifica-
tion. We conducted experiments on wide range
of NLP applications such as dialog acts, intent
prediction and customer feedback. We evalu-
ated the approach on four languages, showing
the language agnostic capability of our on-device
SGNN++ model. We used the same model ar-
chitecture and parameter settings across all lan-
guages and tasks, which demonstrates the general-
izability of this approach compared to prior work
that built custom models. Overall, our SGNN++
approach outperformed all baselines from 14 to
41%, improved upon state-of-the-art on-device
work (Ravi and Kozareva, 2018) with up to 5%,
and also outperformed non-on-device neural ap-
proaches (Hakkani-Tur et al., 2016; Liu and Lane,
2016; Dzendzik et al., 2017; Elfardy et al., 2017).
Through multiple ablation studies, we showed the
impact of partitioned projections on accuracy and
the impact of model size on accuracy. We trained
quantized versions of SGNN++ showing that we
can further reduce the model size while preserving
quality. Finally, we showed SGNN++ fast latency
on Pixel phone.
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Abstract

Though great progress has been made for
human-machine conversation, current dia-
logue system is still in its infancy: it usually
converses passively and utters words more as
a matter of response, rather than on its own
initiatives. In this paper, we take a radical
step towards building a human-like conversa-
tional agent: endowing it with the ability of
proactively leading the conversation (introduc-
ing a new topic or maintaining the current
topic). To facilitate the development of such
conversation systems, we create a new dataset
named DuConv where one acts as a conversa-
tion leader and the other acts as the follower.
The leader is provided with a knowledge graph
and asked to sequentially change the discus-
sion topics, following the given conversation
goal, and meanwhile keep the dialogue as nat-
ural and engaging as possible. DuConv en-
ables a very challenging task as the model
needs to both understand dialogue and plan
over the given knowledge graph. We establish
baseline results on this dataset (about 270K
utterances and 30k dialogues) using several
state-of-the-art models. Experimental results
show that dialogue models that plan over the
knowledge graph can make full use of related
knowledge to generate more diverse multi-turn
conversations. The baseline systems along
with the dataset are publicly available 1.

1 Introduction

Building a human-like conversational agent is one
of long-cherished goals in Artificial Intelligence
(AI) (Turing, 2009). Typical conversations involve
exchanging information (Zhang et al., 2018), rec-
ommending something (Li et al., 2018), and com-
pleting tasks (Bordes et al., 2016), most of which
rely on background knowledge. However, many

1 https://github.com/PaddlePaddle/models/tree/develop/
PaddleNLP/Research/ACL2019-DuConv

dialogue systems only rely on utterances and re-
sponses as training data, without explicitly ex-
ploiting knowledge associated with them, which
sometimes results in uninformative and inappro-
priate responses (Wang et al., 2018). Although
there exist some work that use external back-
ground knowledge to generate more informative
responses (Liu et al., 2018; Yin et al., 2015; Zhu
et al., 2017), these systems usually generate re-
sponses to answer questions instead of asking
questions or leading the conversation. In order to
solve the above problems, some new datasets have
been created, where external background knowl-
edge is explicitly linked to utterances (Dinan et al.,
2019; Moghe et al., 2018), to facilitate the de-
velopment of knowledge aware conversation mod-
els. With these datasets, conversation systems can
be built to talk with humans given a topic based
on the provided external knowledge. Unlike task-
oriented systems (Bordes et al., 2016), these con-
versation systems don’t have an explicit goal to
achieve, thereof not able to plan over the back-
ground knowledge.

In this paper, we take a radical step towards
building another type of human-like conversa-
tional agent: endowing it with the ability of proac-
tively leading the conversation with an explicit
conversation goal. To this end, we investigate
learning a proactive dialogue system by planning
dialogue strategy over a knowledge graph. Our
assumption is that reasoning and planning with
knowledge are the keystones to achieve proactive
conversation. For example, when humans talk
about movies, if one person learns more about
some movies, he/she usually leads the conversa-
tion based on one or more entities in the back-
ground knowledge and smoothly changes the top-
ics from one entity to another. In this paper, we
mimic this process by setting an explicit goal as
a knowledge path “[start]→ topic a→ topic b”,
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Goal

Knowledge

START McDull: Rise of the Rice Cooker Bo Peng

Blood_Type

McDull: Rise of 
the Rice Cooker

Bo Peng Lack of explosive 
performance

6.9

Type O

Heze City

nice, very 
funny

Yes

Comment

Native_Place
Representative_Work

Hero

Is_released

Rating

Comment

Conversation

Bot: 平时周末去看电影吗？
(Do you usually spend your weekend watching movies?)

User: 看呀，最近有好看的可以推荐一下，周末去看。
(Of course, could you recommend good films for me? I will watch it on
this weekend.)

Bot: 麦兜·饭宝奇兵这部电影，大众评分在6.9呢，值得一看。
(You can watch Rise of the Rice Cooker, which is rated 6.9.)

User: 好的，一定去看看。(Sounds great, thanks.)
Bot: 这部电影还不错，挺搞笑的。你知道饭麦兜·饭宝奇兵的主演是谁吗?

(It is very nice and funny. Do you know who is the hero of this movie?)

User: 不知道，谁啊？(I don’t know. Who is that?)
Bot: 彭博，网友们评论说他缺少爆发力太温柔。(It’s Bo Peng. Do you know 

him? People said that he was a kind of lacking explosive Performance.)
User: 那我有时间去了解一下。（I will know more about him later.）

Figure 1: One conversation generated by two annotators, one of which was given a goal and related knowledge.

which means that one person leads the conversa-
tion from any starting point to topic a and then
to topic b. Here topic represents one entity in the
knowledge graph.

With this in mind, we first build a knowl-
edge graph which combines factoid knowledge
and non-factoid knowledge such as comments and
synopsis about movies. To construct the knowl-
edge graph, we take a factoid knowledge graph
(KG) as its backbone and align unstructured sen-
tences from the non-factoid knowledge with enti-
ties. Then we use this KG to facilitate knowledge
path planning and response generation, as shown
in Figure 1. Based on this knowledge graph,
we create a new knowledge-driven conversation
dataset, namely the Baidu Conversation Corpus
(DuConv) to facilitate the development of proac-
tive conversation models. Specifically, DuConv
has around 30k multi-turn conversations and each
dialog in the DuConv is created by two crowd-
sourced workers, where one plays the role of the
conversation leader and the other one acts as the
conversation follower. At the beginning of each
conversation, the leading player is assigned with
an explicit goal, i.e., to sequentially change the
conversation topic from one to another, meanwhile
keeping the conversation as natural and engaging
as possible. The conversation goal is a knowl-
edge path comprised of two topics and structured
as “[start]→ topic a→ topic b” and the leading
player is also provided with related knowledge of
these two topics. For each turn in the conversa-
tion, the leading player needs to exploit the pro-
vided knowledge triplets to plan his/her conversa-
tion strategy and construct responses to get closer
to the target topic, while the follower only needs to
respond according to the contexts without know-
ing the goal.

Figure 1 illustrates one example dialog in
DuConv. It can be seen that DuConv provides a
very challenging task: the conversational agents
have to fully exploit the provided knowledge to
achieve the given goal. To test the usability
of DuConv, we propose a knowledge-aware neu-
ral dialogue generator and a knowledge-aware
retrieval-based dialogue system, and investigate
their effectiveness. Experimental results demon-
strate that our proposed methods can proactively
lead the conversation to complete the goal and
make more use of the provided knowledge.

To the best of our knowledge, it is the first work
that defines an explicit goal over the knowledge
graph to guide the conversation process, making
the following contributions:

• A new task is proposed to mimic the ac-
tion of humans that lead conversations over a
knowledge graph combining factoid and non-
factoid knowledge, which has a wide applica-
tion in real-world but is not well studied.
• A new large-scale dataset named DuConv is

constructed and released to facilitate the de-
velopment of knowledge-driven proactive di-
alogue systems.
• We propose knowledge-aware proactive di-

alogue models and conduct detailed analy-
sis over the datasets. Experimental results
demonstrate that our proposed methods make
full use of related knowledge to generate
more diverse conversations.

2 Related Work

Our related work is in line with two major re-
search topics, Proactive Conversation and Knowl-
edge Grounded Conversation.
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2.1 Proactive Conversation

The goal of proactive conversation is endowing
dialogue systems with the ability of leading the
conversation. Existing work on proactive conver-
sation is usually limited to specific dialogue sce-
narios. Young et al. (2013), Mo et al. (2016)
and Bordes et al. (2018) proposed to com-
plete tasks more actively, like restaurant book-
ing, by actively questioning/clarifying the miss-
ing/ambiguous slots. Besides the task-oriented di-
alogue systems, researchers have also investigated
building proactive social bots to make the interac-
tion more engaging. Wang et al., (2018) explored
to ask good questions in open-domain conversa-
tional systems. Li et al., (2018) enabled chatbots
to recommend films during chitchatting. Unlike
the existing work, we proposed to actively lead the
conversation by planning over a knowledge graph
with an explicit goal. We also create a new dataset
to facilitate the development of such conversation
systems.

2.2 Knowledge Grounded Conversation

Leveraging knowledge for better dialogue mod-
eling has drawn lots of research interests in past
years and researchers have shown the multi-fold
benefits of exploiting knowledge in dialogue mod-
eling. One major research line is using knowl-
edge to generate engaging, meaningful or per-
sonalized responses in chitchatting (Ghazvinine-
jad et al., 2018; Vougiouklis et al., 2016; Zhou
et al., 2018a; Zhang et al., 2018). In addition to
proposing better conversation models, researchers
also released several knowledge grounded datasets
(Dinan et al., 2019; Moghe et al., 2018). Our work
is most related to Mogh et al., (2018) and Dinan et
al., (2019), where each utterance in their released
datasets is aligned to the related knowledge, in-
cluding both structured triplets and unstructured
sentences. We extend their work, by including
the whole knowledge graph into dialogue model-
ing and propose a new task of proactively leading
the conversation via planning over the knowledge
graph in this paper.

3 DuConv

In this section, we describe the creation of
DuConv in details. It contains four steps: knowl-
edge crawling, knowledge graph construction,
conversation goal assignment, and conversation
crowdsourcing. We limit the dialogue topics in

# dialogs 29858
# utterances 270399

average # utterances per dialog 9.1
average # words per utterance 10.6

average # words per dialog 96.2
average # knowledge per dialogue 17.1

Table 1: Overview of the conversation dataset DuConv.

DuConv to movies and film stars, and crawl this
related knowledge from the internet. Then we
build our knowledge graph with these crawled
data. After constructing our knowledge graph,
we randomly sample two linked entities to con-
struct the conversation goal, denoted as “[start]
→ topic a → topic b”, and ask two annotators
to conduct knowledge-driven conversations, with
one playing as the conversation leader and the
other one playing as the follower. The leader
needs to change the conversation topics follow-
ing the conversation goal and meanwhile keep the
conversation as engaging as possible. All those
conversations are recorded and around 30k con-
versations are finally used in DuConv after filter-
ing dirty/offensive parts. Table 1 summarizes the
main information about DuConv.

3.1 Knowledge Crawling

We crawled the related knowledge information
from the website MTime.com2, which records the
information of most films, heroes, and heroines
in China. We collect both structured knowledge
(such as “Harry Potter” is “directed by” “Chris
Columbus”) as well as unstructured knowledge in-
cluding short comments and synopsis. We filter out
the dirty or offensive information and further nor-
malize some of the numbers (such as the values
of rating) into discrete symbols (good, fair, bad)
to facilitate the use of this kind of knowledge. In
summary, we crawl more than 91k films and 51k
film stars, resulting in about 3.6 million knowl-
edge triplets, the accuracy of which is over 97%
3.

3.2 Knowledge Graph Construction

After the raw data collection, we construct a
knowledge graph. Our knowledge graph is com-
prised of multiple SPO (Subject, Predicate, Ob-

2http://www.mtime.com/
3We randomly sampled 100 triplets and manually evalu-

ated them.
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# entities 143627
# movies 91874

# person names 51753
# properties 45

# spo 3598246
average # spo per entity 25

Table 2: Overview of the knowledge graph in DuConv.

ject) knowledge triplets, where objects can be fac-
toid facts and non-factoid sentences such as com-
ments and synopsis. The knowledge triplets in our
graph can be classified into:

1. Direct triplets: widely-used knowledge
triplets, such as (“Harry Potter and the Sor-
cerer Stone”, ”directed by”, ”Chris Colum-
bus”), akin to most existing knowledge
graphs, with the exception that the objects
can be sentences such as short comments and
synopsis.

2. Associated triplets: if two entities share the
same predicate and the same object in their
triplets, then we create a virtual triplet like
(”Harry Potter and the Sorcerer Stone”, ”di-
rected by Chris Columbus”, ”Home Alone”)
by combining the two original triplets.

We call the direct triplets as one-step relation and
associated triplets as two-step relation. Table 2
lists the main information of our knowledge graph.

3.3 Conversation Goal Assignment

Given the knowledge graph, we sample some
knowledge paths, which are used as conversation
goals. Specifically, we focus on the simple but
challenging scenario: naturally shifting the topics
twice, i.e., from “[start]” state to “topic a” then
finally to “topic b”. We sample two linked entities
in our knowledge graph as ‘topic a” and “topic b”
to construct the knowledge path. About 30k differ-
ent knowledge paths are sampled and used as con-
versation goals for knowledge-driven conversation
crowdsourcing, where half of the knowledge paths
are from the one-step relation set while the other
half are from the two-step relation set.

3.4 Crowdsourcing

Unlike using self-play in dataset construction
(Ghazvininejad et al., 2018), we collect lots of
crowdsourced workers to generate the dialogues

in DuConv 4. For each given conversation goal,
we assign two workers different roles: 1) the con-
versation leader and 2) the follower. The leader is
provided with the conversation goal and its related
background knowledge in our knowledge graph,
and then asked to naturally shift the conversation
topic following the given conversation goal. The
follower is provided with nothing but the dialogue
history and only has to respond to the leader. The
dialogue will not stop until the leader achieves the
conversation goal. We record conversation utter-
ances together with the related knowledge triplets
and the knowledge path, to construct the whole
dataset of DuConv.

4 Methods

To enable neural dialogue systems to converse
with external background knowledge, we pro-
pose two models: a retrieval-based model and
a generation-based model, by introducing an ex-
ternal memory module for storing all related
knowledge, making the models select appropri-
ate knowledge to enable proactive conversations.
Figure 2 shows the architectures of our proposed
knowledge-aware response ranking model as well
as our response generation model. We will give
a detailed description of those two knowledge-
aware models in next two sub-sections.

4.1 Retrieval-based Model

Given a dialogue context X , the retrieval-based
dialogue system responds to that context via
searching for the best response Y from DuConv.
Thus retrieval-based dialogue system often has a
pipeline structure with two major steps: 1) retrieve
response candidates from a database and 2) select
the best one from the response candidates (Zhou
et al., 2018b). In our retrieval-based method, the
candidate responses are collected similar to most
existing work (Wu et al., 2017; Zhou et al., 2018b)
with one notable difference that we normalize the
entities with their entity types in the knowledge
graph to improve generalization capabilities.

For each retrieved candidate response Y , the
goal of our response ranker is to measure if Y is
a good response to the context X considering the
given dialogue goal G = [start, topic a, topic b]
and related knowledge K. The matching

4The workers are collected from a Chinese crowdsourc-
ing platform http://test.baidu.com/. The workers are paid 2.5
Chinese Yuan per conversation.
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Figure 2: The retrieval-based model and generation-based model.

score measured by our knowledge-aware response
ranker is defined as p(l = 1|Y,X,K,G). As
shown in Figure 2(a), our knowledge-aware
response ranker consists of four major parts,
i.e., the context-response representation module
(Encoder), the knowledge representation module
(Knowledge Encoder), the knowledge reasoning
module (Knowledge Reasoner) as well as the
matching module (Matcher).

The Encoder module has the same architecture
as BERT (Devlin et al., 2018), it takes the con-
textX and candidate response Y as segment a and
segment b in BERT, and leverages a stacked self-
attention to produce the joint representation of X
and Y , denoted as xy. Each related knowledge
knowledgei is also encoded as vector represen-
tations in the Knowledge Encoder module using
a bi-directional GRU (Chung et al., 2014), which
can be formulated as ki = [

−→
hT ;
←−
h0], where T de-

notes the length of knowledge,
−→
hT and

←−
h0 repre-

sent the last and initial hidden states of the two di-
rectional GRU respectively. The dialogue goal is
also combined with the related knowledge in order
to fuse that information into response ranking.

To jointly consider context, dialogue goal and
knowledge in response ranking, we make the
context-response representation xy attended to all
knowledge vectors ki and get the attention dis-
tribution. For simplicity, the dialogue goal was
treated as part of the knowledge used in the con-
versation.

p(ki|x, y) =
exp(xy · ki)∑
j exp(xy · kj)

(1)

and fuse all related knowledge information into
a single vector kc =

∑
i p(ki|x, y) ∗ ki. We

view kc and xy as the information from knowledge
side and dialogue side respectively, and fuse those
two kinds of information into a single vector via
concatenation, then finally calculate the matching
probability as:

p(l = 1|X,Y,K,G) = sigmoid(MLP([xy; kc])) (2)

Our knowledge-aware response ranker differs
from most existing work in jointly considering the
previous dialogue context, the dialogue goal as
well as the related knowledge, which enables our
model to better exploit knowledge to achieve the
conversation goal.

4.2 Generation-based Model
To generate a knowledge-driven dialogue re-
sponse, we enhance the vanilla seq2seq model
with an extra knowledge selection paradigm,
Figure 2(b) demonstrates the structure of our
knowledge-aware generator, which is comprised
of four parts: the Utterance Encoder, the Knowl-
edge Encoder, the Knowledge Manager and the
Decoder.

For each given dialogue context X , along with
the dialogue goalG and related knowledgeK, our
knowledge-aware generator first encodes all input
information as vectors in the Utterance Encoder
and Knowledge Encoder. The encoding method in
those two modules also uses bi-directional GRUs,
akin to that in the retrieval-based method. Espe-
cially, the dialogue context X and dialogue goal
G are fused into the same vector x by sequentially
concatenate G and X into a single sentence, then
feed to the encoder.

After encoding, our knowledge-aware genera-
tor starts to plan its dialogue strategy by con-
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sidering which knowledge would be appropriate
next. Practically, the generator can also conduct
knowledge selection via attention mechanism as
in the retrieval-based method. However, to force
the model to mimic human in knowledge selec-
tion, we introduce two different distributions: 1)
the prior distribution p(ki|x) and the posterior
distribution p(ki|x, y). We take the prior dis-
tribution p(ki|x) as the knowledge reasoned by
machines and the posterior distribution p(ki|x, y)
as the knowledge reasoned by humans, and then
force the machine to mimic human by minimizing
the KLDivLoss between those two distributions,
which can be formulated as:

p(ki|x, y) =
exp(ki ·MLP ([x; y]))

∑N
j=1 exp(kj ·MLP ([x; y]))

(3)

p(ki|x) =
exp(ki · x)∑N
j=1 exp(kj · x)

(4)

LKL(θ) =
1

N

N∑

i=1

p(ki|x, y)log
p(ki|x, y)
p(ki|x)

(5)

Given that knowledge distribution p(ki|x) and
p(ki|x, y), we fused all related knowledge infor-
mation into a vector kc =

∑
i p(ki|x, y) ∗ ki ,

same as our retrieval-based method, and feed it to
the decoder for response generation. In the test-
ing phase, the fused knowledge is estimated by
the formula kc =

∑
i p(ki|x) ∗ ki without gold

responses . The decoder is implemented with the
Hierarchical Gated Fusion Unit described in (Yao
et al., 2017), which is a standard GRU based de-
coder enhanced with external knowledge gates.
Besides the KLDivLoss, our knowledge-aware
generator introduces two additional loss functions:

NLL Loss: the Negative Log-Likelihood (NLL)
LNLL(θ) measures the difference between
the true response and the response generated
by our model.

BOW Loss: We use the BOW loss proposed by
Zhao et al., (2017), to ensure the accuracy of
the fused knowledge kc by enforcing the rel-
evancy between the knowledge and the true
response. Specifically, let w = MLP(kc) ∈
R|V |, where |V | is the vocabulary size and
we define:

p(yt|kc) =
exp(wyt)∑
v exp(wv)

(6)

Then, the BOW loss is defined to minimize:

LBOW (θ) = − 1

m

m∑

t=1

logp(yt|kc) (7)

In summary, the final loss of our generative model
is:

L(θ) = LKL(θ) + LNLL(θ) + LBOW (θ) (8)

5 Experiments

5.1 Setting
Our proposed models are tested under two set-
tings: 1) automatic evaluation and 2) human eval-
uation. For automatic evaluation, we leverage sev-
eral common metrics including BLEU, PPL, F1,
DISTINCT1/2 to automatically measure the flu-
ency, relevance, diversity etc. In our setting, we
ask each model to select the best response from 10
candidates, same as previous work (Zhang et al.,
2018). Those 10 candidate responses are com-
prised of one true response generated by human-
beings and nine randomly sampled ones from
the training corpus. We measure the perfor-
mance of all models using Hits@1 and Hits@3,
same as Zhang et al., (2018). Furthermore, we
also evaluate the ability of exploiting knowledge
of each model by calculating knowledge preci-
sion/recall/F1 scores.

The human evaluation is conducted at two lev-
els, i.e., the turn-level human evaluation and the
dialogue-level human evaluation. The turn-level
human evaluation is similar to automatic evalua-
tion. Given the dialogue context, the dialogue goal
as well as the related knowledge, we require each
model to produce a response according to the di-
alogue context. The responses are evaluated by
three annotators in terms of fluency, coherence,
informativeness, and proactivity. The coherence
measures the relevance of the response and the
proactivity measures if the model can successfully
introduce new topics without destructing the flu-
ency and coherence.

The dialogue-level evaluation is much more
challenging. Given a conversation goal and the
related knowledge, each model is required to talk
with a volunteer and lead the conversation to
achieve the goal. For each model, 100 dialogues
are generated. The generated conversations are
then evaluated by three persons in terms of two
aspects: goal completion and coherence. The goal
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Methods Hits@1 Hits@3 PPL F1/BLEU1/BLEU2 DISTINCT 1&2 knowledge P/R/F1
retrieval w/o klg. 45.84% 72.86% - 33.08 / 0.280 / 0.147 0.121 / 0.376 86.90 / 39.30 / 13.73
retrieval w/ klg. 46.74% 75.32% - 33.12 / 0.282 / 0.146 0.122 / 0.388 8.54 / 37.93 / 13.47
norm retrieval 50.92% 79.02% - 34.73 / 0.291 / 0.156 0.118 / 0.373 9.76 / 40.23 / 15.22
S2S w/o klg. 24.88% 49.64% 20.16 26.43 / 0.187 / 0.100 0.032 / 0.088 4.59 / 30.00 / 7.73
S2S w/ klg. 30.58% 57.52% 13.53 32.19 / 0.226 / 0.140 0.064 / 0.168 5.89 / 36.31 / 9.85
norm S2S 31.26% 55.12% 10.96 39.94 / 0.283 / 0.186 0.093 / 0.222 7.52 / 42.74 / 12.34

generation w/o klg. 25.52% 50.14% 20.3 28.52 / 0.29 / 0.154 0.032 / 0.075 6.18 / 27.48 / 9.86
generation w/ klg. 31.90% 58.44% 27.3 36.21 / 0.32 / 0.169 0.049 / 0.144 8.67 / 35.90 / 13.62
norm generation 32.50% 58.50% 24.3 41.84 / 0.347 / 0.198 0.057 / 0.155 9.88 / 38.02 / 15.27

Table 3: Automatic evaluation results. klg. and norm stands for knowledge and normalized here. S2S stands for
the vanilla sequence-to-sequence model.

methods turn-level human evaluation dialogue-level human evaluation
metrics fluency coherence informativeness proactivity goal complete coherence
scores (0,1,2) (0,1,2) (0,1,2) (-1,0,1) (0,1,2) (0,1,2,3)

norm retrieval 1.93 1.41 0.86 0.80 0.90 1.92
norm generation (s2s) 2.00 1.89 0.74 0.86 1.14 2.01

norm generation 1.87 1.61 1.10 0.87 1.22 2.03

Table 4: Turn-level and dialogue-level human evaluation results

completion measures how good the conversation
goal is achieved and the coherence scores the flu-
ency of the whole dialogue.

All human evaluation metrics, except the turn-
level proactivity and the dialogue-level coherence,
has three grades: good(2), fair(1), bad(0). For goal
completion, “2” means that the goal is achieved
with full use of knowledge, “1” means the goal is
achieved by making minor use of knowledge, and
“0” means that the goal is not achieved. We addi-
tionally set the perfect grade (3) for dialogue-level
coherence, to encourage consistent and informa-
tive dialogues. For proactivity, we also have three
grades: “1” means good proactivity that new top-
ics related to context are introduced, “-1” means
bad proactivity that new topics are introduced but
irrelevant to context, and “0” means that no new
topics are introduced. The detailed description of
the human evaluation metrics can be found in the
appendices.

5.2 Comparison Models

The compared models contain the vanilla seq2seq
model, our proposed retrieval-based model as well
as our proposed generation-based model5. More-
over, we normalize the train/valid/test data by re-
placing the specific two topics in the knowledge
path with “topic a” and “topic b” respectively.
Models using such normalized corpora are named
as normalized models. To test the effectiveness

5We also compared MemNet (Ghazvininejad et al., 2018),
whose performance is similar to Seq2Seq with knowledge.
We omit it for space limit in this paper.

of knowledge, we set up one ablation experiment,
which removes all the knowledge triplets by re-
placing them with “UNK, UNK, UNK”.

5.3 Model Training

All models are implemented using PaddlePaddle 6

and pytorch (Paszke et al., 2017), trained on a sin-
gle GPU of NVIDIA Tesla K40. We set the vocab-
ulary size to 30k for both retrieval-based and gen-
eration based methods. All hidden sizes, as well as
embedding size, are set to 300, and the word em-
bedding layer is initialized via word2vec7 trained
on a very large corpus. We apply Adam optimize
for model training and the beam size for generative
models are set to 10 during decoding.

5.4 Results

Table 3 and Table 4 summarize the experimental
results on automatic evaluation and human eval-
uation. For human evaluation, we only evaluate
the normalized models since they achieved better
performances on our dataset. All human evalua-
tions are conducted by three persons, where the
agreement ratio (Fleiss’ kappa (Fleiss et al., 1971))
is from 0.37 to 0.86, with the lowest agreement
on multi-turn coherence and others all above 0.6.
More details of these measures are available in the
Appendix.

6It is an open source deep learning platform
(https://paddlepaddle.org) developed by Baidu. Our code and
data are available at https://github.com/PaddlePaddle/models/
tree/develop/PaddleNLP/Research/ACL2019-DuConv.

7https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/word2vec.html
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distribution statistics norm generation norm seq2seq norm retrieval

goal completion
0 21% 14% 25%
1 35% 26% 59%
2 43% 29% 15%

knowledge used
# triplets 2.46 1.51 2.28

# properties 27 20 25

Table 5: Analysis on goal completion and knowledge exploition.

It can be seen that the retrieval-based model and
the generation-based model have significantly dif-
ferent performances in terms of automatic eval-
uation and human evaluations. Retrieval-based
model works better on Hits@K, however worse
on F1 and BLEU compared to the generation-
based model. This is perhaps caused by that
fact that they are optimized on different metrics.
For human evaluation, it can be observed that
the retrieval-based method is apparently worse
than generation-based models. This is because
the retrieved candidates limit the potential of the
retrieval-based model. We also found that the
methods using knowledge outperform those with-
out using knowledge, which confirms the bene-
fits of using background knowledge. It is very
interesting that normalizing the “topic a” and
“topic b” can significantly improve the perfor-
mance for all models because of their generaliza-
tion capability over the knowledge.

From the human evaluation, we found that
our proposed generation methods outperform the
baseline Seq2Seq model and the retrieval model,
especially in terms of turn-level informativeness
and proactivity, and dialogue-level goal comple-
tion and coherence. In order to further analyze
the relationship between informativeness and goal
completion, the detailed distribution of goal com-
pletion scores and the numbers of used knowledge
triplets are shown in Table 5. From this table,
it can be seen that our proposed generation model
can exploit more knowledge to achieve the conver-
sation goal (much higher rate on score “2”), mak-
ing the conversation more engaging and coherent.
This demonstrates the effectiveness of the knowl-
edge posterior/prior distribution learning. Al-
though the baseline Seq2Seq model can also has
good goal completion capability, it usually only
uses knowledge directly related to the conversa-
tion goal in the conversation process (much higher
rate over score “1”), making the conversation usu-
ally dull.

However, for the dialogue-level human evalu-
ation, there are still 15% to 20% of conversation
goals not achieved. The reason may be that our
models (both retrieval and generation) have no ex-
plicit multi-turn policy mechanism to control the
whole conversation flow, which is left for future
research.

6 Case Study

Figure 3 shows the conversations generated by
the models via conversing with humans, given
the conversation goal and the related knowledge.
It can be seen that our knowledge-aware gen-
erator can choose appropriate and more knowl-
edge for diverse conversation generation. Even
though the retrieval-based method can also pro-
duce knowledge-grounded responses, the used
knowledge is often wrong. Although the seq2seq
model can smoothly achieve the given knowl-
edge goal, it always generates generic responses
using safe dialogue strategy, as the mentioned
knowledge is much smaller than our proposed
knowledge-aware generator, making the generated
conversation less diverse and sometimes dull.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we build a human-like conversa-
tional agent by endowing it with the ability of
proactively leading the conversation. To achieve
this goal, we create a new dataset named DuConv.
Each dialog in DuConv is created by two crowd-
sourced workers, where one acts as the conver-
sation leader and the other acts as the follower.
The leader is provided with a knowledge graph
and asked to sequentially change the discussed
topics following the given conversation goal, and
meanwhile, keep the dialogue as natural and en-
gaging as possible. We establish baseline results
on DuConv using several state-of-the-art models.
Experimental results show that dialogue models
that plan over knowledge graph can make more
full use of related knowledge to generate more
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Bot: 你喜欢看什么小怪兽的电影啊？（Do you like little monster movie？） 
User: 小孩子看的s意儿了（ I believe that is for babies） 
Bot: 我最近看了一部叫麦兜·饭宝奇兵的电影，我觉得挺好看的。 
     （I recently watched one. McDull: Rise  of the Rice Cooker. It's very hilarious） 
User：看来你是个宝宝啊 (You must be a baby) 
Bot: 嗯，这是一部很搞笑的电影，不过我觉得还挺搞笑的。(That is a very hilarious anyway.) 
User: 真的吗？谁演的？(Really? Who is the hero?) 
Bot: 这部电影的主演是彭博，我很欣赏他的。(The starring is Bo Peng. I admire him very much) 
Bot: 你喜欢看动画r吗？(Do you like cartoon？) 
User: 小时候还挺喜欢了，大了就不怎么喜欢看了 
       （I used to when I was a little baby. But I quit cartoon after growing up） 
Bot: 那你看过麦兜·饭宝奇兵吗？(So have you ever watched MuDull: Rise of the Rice Cooker？) 

User: 没看过，讲什么的（Not yet, what is in the movie?） 
Bot: 这部电影的主演是彭博。(The starring is Bo Peng.) 
Bot: 我很喜欢看导演安格斯.麦克莱恩的电影。(I like Angus Mclean's Movie) 
User: 什么电影呢 (for example？) 

Bot: 《麦兜·饭宝奇兵》这部电影是2016年9月15日上映的，你可以看一下。 
     （”McDull: Rise of the Rice Cooker“, it was released on September 15th 2016.You may have a try. ） 
User: 回头看一下(Ok, I will watch it later) 
Bot: 这部电影是2016年9月15日上映的呢，这部电影的主演我很喜欢。 
         (It is released on September 15th, 2016, I really like the starring of the show) 
User: 谁B，你这么喜欢(Who is that?) 
Bot: 彭博，1957年3月20日出生的，经验很丰富的演员，你可以看看他的作品。 
         (Bo Peng, born at March 20th, 1957, a very experienced actor. You may take a look at his movies) 

　 

评论 
comment 

 不错，很搞笑 
 nice, very hilarious 

评分 
rating  6.9 

上映时间 
date published 

2016年9月15日 
2016.9.15 

类型 
genre 

动画 
cartoon 

主演 
Hero 

彭博 
Bo Peng 

评论 
comment 
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this little monster is disgusting 
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[START]->麦兜·饭宝奇兵->彭博 
[START]->McDull: Rise of the Rice Cooker->Bo Peng 

Figure 3: Conversations generated by three different models: words in yellow represent correct use of knowledge
while those in blue for wrong knowledge.

diverse conversations. Our dataset and proposed
models are publicly available, which can be used
as benchmarks for future research on constructing
knowledge-driven proactive dialogue systems.
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Appendix

A. Turn-level Human Evaluation Guideline
Fluency measures if the produced response itself
is fluent:
• score 0 (bad): unfluent and difficult to under-

stand.
• score 1 (fair): there are some errors in the

response text but still can be understood.
• score 2 (good): fluent and easy to understand.

Coherence measures if the response can respond
to the context:
• score 0 (bad): not semantically relevant to the

context or logically contradictory to the con-
text.
• score 1 (fair): relevant to the context as

a whole, but using some irrelevant knowl-
edge, or not answering questions asked by the
users.
• score 2 (good): otherwise.

Informativeness measures if the model makes full
use of knowledge in the response:
• score 0 (bad): no knowledge is mentioned at

all.
• score 1 (fair): only one triplet is mentioned in

the response.
• score 2 (good): more than one triplet is

mentioned in the response.

Proactivity measures if the model can introduce
new knowledge/topics in conversation:
• score -1 (bad): some new topics are intro-

duced but irrelevant to the context.
• score 0 (fair): no new topics/knowledge are

used.
• score 1(good): some new topics relevant to

the context are introduced.

B. Dialogue-level Human Evaluation Guideline
Goal Completion measures how good the given
conversation goal is finished:
• score 0 (bad): neither “topic a” nor

“topic b”is mentioned in the conversation.
• score 1 (fair): “topic a” or “topic b” is men-

tioned , but the whole dialogue is very boring
and less than 3 different knowledge triplets
are used.
• score 2 (good): both “topic a” or “topic b”

are mentioned and more than 2 different

knowledge triplets are used.

Coherence measures the overall fluency of the
whole dialogue:
• score 0 (bad): over 2 responses irrelevant or

logically contradictory to the previous con-
text.
• score 1 (fair): only 2 responses irrelevant or

logically contradictory to the previous con-
text.
• score 2 (good): only 1 response irrelevant or

logically contradictory to the previous con-
text.
• score 3 (perfect): no response irrelevant or

logically contradictory to the previous con-
text.
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Abstract

We study learning of a matching model for
response selection in retrieval-based dialogue
systems. The problem is equally important
with designing the architecture of a model, but
is less explored in existing literature. To learn
a robust matching model from noisy train-
ing data, we propose a general co-teaching
framework with three specific teaching strate-
gies that cover both teaching with loss func-
tions and teaching with data curriculum. Un-
der the framework, we simultaneously learn
two matching models with independent train-
ing sets. In each iteration, one model transfers
the knowledge learned from its training set to
the other model, and at the same time receives
the guide from the other model on how to over-
come noise in training. Through being both
a teacher and a student, the two models learn
from each other and get improved together.
Evaluation results on two public data sets in-
dicate that the proposed learning approach can
generally and significantly improve the perfor-
mance of existing matching models.

1 Introduction

Human-machine conversation is a long-standing
goal of artificial intelligence. Recently, building a
dialogue system for open domain human-machine
conversation is attracting more and more atten-
tion due to both availability of large-scale human
conversation data and powerful models learned
with neural networks. Existing methods are either
retrieval-based or generation-based. Retrieval-
based methods reply to a human input by select-
ing a proper response from a pre-built index (Ji
et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2018b; Yan and Zhao,
2018), while generation-based methods synthe-
size a response with a natural language model
(Shang et al., 2015; Serban et al., 2017). In this

∗Equal Contribution.
†Corresponding author: Rui Yan (ruiyan@pku.edu.cn).

work, we study the problem of response selec-
tion for retrieval-based dialogue systems, since
retrieval-based systems are often superior to their
generation-based counterparts on response fluency
and diversity, are easy to evaluate, and have pow-
ered some real products such as the social bot Xi-
aoIce from Microsoft (Shum et al., 2018), and the
E-commerce assistant AliMe Assist from Alibaba
Group (Li et al., 2017).

A key problem in response selection is how to
measure the matching degree between a conver-
sation context (a message with several turns of
conversation history) and a response candidate.
Existing studies have paid tremendous effort to
build a matching model with neural architectures
(Lowe et al., 2015; Zhou et al., 2016; Wu et al.,
2017; Zhou et al., 2018b), and advanced mod-
els such as the deep attention matching network
(DAM) (Zhou et al., 2018b) have achieved im-
pressive performance on benchmarks. In contrary
to the progress on model architectures, there is
little exploration on learning approaches of the
models. On the one hand, neural matching mod-
els are becoming more and more complicated; on
the other hand, all models are simply learned by
distinguishing human responses from some au-
tomatically constructed negative response candi-
dates (e.g., by random sampling). Although this
heuristic approach can avoid expensive and ex-
hausting human labeling, it suffers from noise in
training data, as many negative examples are actu-
ally false negatives1. As a result, when evaluating
a well-trained model using human judgment, one
can often observe a significant gap between train-
ing and test, as will be seen in our experiments.

In this paper, instead of configuring new archi-
tectures, we investigate how to effectively learn
existing matching models from noisy training

1Responses sampled from other contexts may also be
proper candidates for a given context.
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data, given that human labeling is infeasible in
practice. We propose learning a matching model
under a general co-teaching framework. The
framework maintains two peer models on two i.i.d.
training sets, and lets the two models teach each
other during learning. One model transfers knowl-
edge learned from its training set to its peer model
to help it combat with noise in training, and at
the same time gets updated under the guide of
its peer model. Through playing both a role of a
teacher and a role of a student, the two peer mod-
els evolve together. Under the framework, we con-
sider three teaching strategies including teaching
with dynamic margins, teaching with dynamic in-
stance weighting, and teaching with dynamic data
curriculum. The first two strategies let the two
peer models mutually “label” their training exam-
ples, and transfer the soft labels from one model to
the other through loss functions; while in the last
strategy, the two peer models directly select train-
ing examples for each other.

To examine if the proposed learning approach
can generally bridge the gap between training
and test, we select sequential matching network
(SMN) (Wu et al., 2017) and DAM as representa-
tive matching models, and conduct experiments on
two public data sets with human judged test exam-
ples. The first data set is the Douban Conversation
benchmark published in Wu et al. (2017), and the
second one is the E-commerce Dialogue Corpus
published in Zhang et al. (2018b) where we recruit
human annotators to judge the appropriateness of
response candidates regarding to their contexts on
the entire test set2. Evaluation results indicate that
co-teaching with the three strategies can consis-
tently improve the performance of both matching
models over all metrics on both data sets with sig-
nificant margins. On the Douban data, the most ef-
fective strategy is teaching with dynamic margins
that brings 2.8% absolute improvement to SMN
and 2.5% absolute improvement to DAM on P@1;
while on the E-commerce data, the best strategy is
teaching with dynamic data curriculum that brings
2.4% absolute improvement to SMN and 3.2% ab-
solute improvement to DAM on P@1. Through
further analysis, we also unveil how the peer mod-
els get evolved together in learning and how the
choice of peer models affects the performance of

2We have released labeled test data of E-commerce
Dialogue Corpus at https://drive.google.
com/open?id=1HMDHRU8kbbWTsPVr6lKU_
-Z2Jt-n-dys.

learning.
Our contributions in the paper are four-folds:

(1) proposal of learning matching models for re-
sponse selection with a general co-teaching frame-
work; (2) proposal of two new teaching strategies
as special cases of the framework; and (3) empiri-
cal verification of the effectiveness of the proposed
learning approach on two public data sets.

2 Problem Formalization

Given a data set D = {(yi, ci, ri)}Ni=1 where ci
represents a conversation context, ri is a response
candidate, and yi ∈ {0, 1} denotes a label with
yi = 1 indicating ri a proper response for ci and
otherwise yi = 0, the goal of the task of response
selection is to learn a matching model s(·, ·) from
D. For any context-response pair (c, r), s(c, r)
gives a score that reflects the matching degree be-
tween c and r, and thus allows one to rank a set
of response candidates according to the scores for
response selection.

To obtain a matching model s(·, ·), one needs to
deal with two problems: (1) how to define s(·, ·);
and (2) how to learn s(·, ·). Existing studies con-
centrate on Problem (1) by defining s(·, ·) with so-
phisticated neural architectures (Wu et al., 2017;
Zhou et al., 2018b), and leave Problem (2) in a
simple default setting where s(·, ·) is optimized
with D using a loss function L usually defined
by cross entropy. Ideally, when D is large enough
and has good enough quality, a carefully designed
s(·, ·) learned using the existing paradigm should
be able to well capture the semantics in dialogues.
The fact is that since large-scale human labeling
is infeasible,D is established under simple heuris-
tics where negative response candidates are auto-
matically constructed (e.g., by random sampling)
with a lot of noise. As a result, advanced match-
ing models only have sub-optimal performance in
practice. The gap between ideal and reality mo-
tivates us to pursue a better learning approach, as
will be presented in the next section.

3 Learning a Matching Model through
Co-teaching

In this section, we present co-teaching, a new
framework for learning a matching model. We first
give a general description of the framework, and
then elaborate three teaching strategies as special
cases of the framework.
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Figure 1: Co-teaching framework.

3.1 Co-teaching Framework

The idea of co-teaching is to maintain two peer
models and let them learn from each other by si-
multaneously acting as a teacher and a student.

Figure 1 gives an overview of the co-teaching
framework. The learning program starts from two
pre-trained peer models A and B. In each itera-
tion, a batch of training data is equally divided
into two sub-batches without overlap as D̄A and
D̄B for B and A respectively. A and B then exam-
ine their sub-batches and output learning protocols
(D̃B,JB) and (D̃A,JA) for their peers, where D̃B
and D̃A are training data and JB and JA are loss
functions. After that, A and B get updated ac-
cording to (D̃A,JA) and (D̃B,JB) respectively,
and the learning program moves to the next iter-
ation. Algorithm 1 describes the pseudo code of
co-teaching.

The rationale behind the co-teaching framework
is that the peer models can gradually obtain differ-
ent abilities from the different training data as the
learning process goes on, even when the two mod-
els share the same architecture and the same initial
configuration, and thus, they can acquire differ-
ent knowledge from their training data and trans-
fer the knowledge to their peers to make them ro-
bust over the noise in the data. This resembles two
peer students who learn from different but related
materials. Through knowledge exchange, one can
inspire the other to get new insights from his or
her material, and thus the two students get im-

proved together. Advantages of the framework re-
side in various aspects: first, the peer models have
their own “judgment” regarding to the quality of
the same training example. Thus, one model may
guide the other how to pick high quality training
examples and circumvent noise; second, since the
peer models are optimized with different training
sub-batches, knowledge from one sub-batch could
be supplementary to the other through exchange
of learning protocols; third, the two peer models
may have different decision boundaries, and thus
are good at recognizing different patterns in data.
This may allow one model to help the other rectify
errors in learning.

To instantiate the co-teaching framework, one
needs to specify initialization of the peer models
and teaching strategies that can form the learning
protocols. In this work, to simplify the learning
program of co-teaching, we assume that model A
and model B are initialized by the same matching
model pre-trained with the entire training data. We
focus on design of teaching strategies, as will be
elaborated in the next section.

3.2 Teaching Strategies
We consider the following three strategies that
cover teaching with dynamic loss functions and
teaching with data curriculum.

Teaching with Dynamic Margins: The strat-
egy fixes D̄A and D̄B as D̃A and D̃B respec-
tively, and dynamically creates loss functions as
the learning protocols. Without loss of general-
ity, the training data D can be re-organized in a
form of {(ci, r+

i , r
−
i )}N ′i=1, where r+

i and r−i re-
fer to a positive response candidate and a neg-
ative response candidate regarding to ci respec-
tively. Suppose that D̄A = {(cA,i, r+

A,i, r
−
A,i)}

NA
i=1

and D̄B = {(cB,i, r+
B,i, r

−
B,i)}

NB
i=1, then model A

evaluates each (cB,i, r
+
B,i, r

−
B,i) ∈ D̄B with match-

ing scores sA(cB,i, r
+
B,i) and sA(cB,i, r

−
B,i), and

form a margin for model B as

∆B,i = max
(

0, λ
(
sA(cB,i, r

+
B,i)− sA(cB,i, r

−
B,i)

))
, (1)

where λ is a hyper-parameter. Similarly,
∀(cA,i, r+

A,i, r
−
A,i) ∈ D̄A, the margin provided by

model B for model A can be formulated as

∆A,i = max
(

0, λ
(
sB(cA,i, r

+
A,i)− sB(cA,i, r

−
A,i)

))
, (2)

where sB(cA,i, r
+
A,i) and sB(cA,i, r

−
A,i) are match-

ing scores calculated with model B. Loss functions
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Algorithm 1: The proposed co-teaching framework
Input: model parameters θA, θB , learning rate η, number of epochs nT , number of iterations nK ;

1 for T = 1, 2, ..., TnT do
2 Shuffle training set D;
3 for K = 1, 2, ...,KnK do
4 Fetch a batch of training data D̄;
5 Distributes D̄ equally to two sub-batches of training data D̄A, D̄B; . D̄A, D̄B ⊂ D̄
6 Obtain learning protocol (D̃B,JB) from model A and D̄B;
7 Obtain learning protocol (D̃A,JA) from model B and D̄A;
8 Update θA = θA − η∇JA(D̃A); . Update model A by (D̃A,JA).
9 Update θB = θB − η∇JB(D̃B); . Update model B by (D̃B,JB).

10 end
11 end

Output: θA, θB .

JA and JB are then defined as

JA =

NA∑

i=1

max{0,∆A,i − sA(cA,i, r
+
A,i)

+ sA(cA,i, r
−
A,i)},

(3)

JB =

NB∑

i=1

max{0,∆B,i − sB(cB,i, r
+
B,i)

+ sB(cB,i, r
−
B,i)}.

(4)

Intuitively, one model may assign a small margin
to a negative example if it identifies the example as
a false negative. Then, its peer model will pay less
attention to such an example in its optimization.
This is how the two peer models help each other
combat with noise under the strategy of teaching
with dynamic margins.

Teaching with Dynamic Instance Weighting:
Similar to the first strategy, this strategy also de-
fines the learning protocols with dynamic loss
functions. The difference is that this strategy
penalizes low-quality negative training examples
with weights. Formally, let us represent D̄B as
{(yB,i, cB,i, rB,i)}N

′
B

i=1, then ∀(yB,i, cB,i, rB,i) ∈
D̄B , its weight from model A is defined as

wB,i =

{
1 yB,i = 1
1− sA(cB,i, rB,i) yB,i = 0

(5)

Similarly, ∀(yA,i, cA,i, rA,i) ∈ D̄A, model B as-
sign a weight as

wA,i =

{
1 yA,i = 1
1− sB(cA,i, rA,i) yA,i = 0

(6)

Then, loss functions JA and JB can be formu-
lated as

JA =

N ′A∑

i=1

wA,iL(yA,i, sA(cA,i, rA,i)), (7)

JB =

N ′B∑

i=1

wB,iL(yB,i, sB(cB,i, rB,i)), (8)

where L(·, ·) is defined by cross entropy:

−y log(s(c, r)) + (1− y) log(1− s(c, r)). (9)

In this strategy, negative examples that are iden-
tified as false negatives by one model will obtain
small weights from the model, and thus be less im-
portant than other examples in the learning process
of the other model.

Teaching with Dynamic Data Curriculum: In
the first two strategies, knowledge is transferred
mutually through “soft labels” defined by the peer
matching models. In this strategy, we directly
transfer data to each model. During learning, JA
and JB are fixed as cross entropy, and the learn-
ing protocols vary by D̃A and D̃B . Inspired by
Han et al. (2018), we construct D̃A and D̃B with
small-loss instances. These instances are far from
decision boundaries of the two models, and thus
are more likely to be true positives and true nega-
tives. Formally, D̃A and D̃B are defined as

D̃B = argmin|D̃B|=δ|D̄B|,D̃B⊂D̄B
JA(D̃B),

D̃A = argmin|D̃A|=δ|D̄A|,D̃A⊂D̄A
JB(D̃A),

(10)
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where | · | measures the size of a set, JA(D̃B) and
JB(D̃A) stand for accumulation of loss on the cor-
responding data sets, and δ is a hyper-parameter.
Note that we do not shrink δ as in Han et al.
(2018), since fixing δ as a constant yields a sim-
ple yet effective learning program, as will be seen
in our experiments.

4 Experiments

We test our learning schemes on two public data
sets with human annotated test examples.

4.1 Experimental Setup

The first data set we use is Douban Conversation
Corpus (Douban) (Wu et al., 2017) which is a
multi-turn Chinese conversation data set crawled
from Douban group3. The data set consists of
1 million context-response pairs for training, 50
thousand pairs for validation, and 6, 670 pairs for
test. In the training set and the validation set, the
last turn of each conversation is regarded as a posi-
tive response and negative responses are randomly
sampled. The ratio of the positive and the negative
is 1:1 in training and validation. In the test set,
each context has 10 response candidates retrieved
from an index whose appropriateness regarding to
the context is judged by human annotators. The
average number of positive responses per context
is 1.18. Following Wu et al. (2017), we employ
R10@1, R10@2, R10@5, mean average precision
(MAP), mean reciprocal rank (MRR), and preci-
sion at position 1 (P@1) as evaluation metrics.

In addition to the Douban data, we also choose
E-commerce Dialogue Corpus (ECD) (Zhang
et al., 2018b) as an experimental data set. The
data consists of real-world conversations between
customers and customer service staff in Taobao4,
which is the largest e-commerce platform in
China. There are 1 million context-response pairs
in the training set, and 10 thousand pairs in both
the validation set and the test set. Each context in
the training set and the validation set corresponds
to one positive response candidate and one nega-
tive response candidate, while in the test set, the
number of response candidates per context is 10
with only one of them positive. In the released
data, human responses are treated as positive re-
sponses, and negative ones are automatically col-
lected by ranking the response corpus based on

3https://www.douban.com/group
4https://www.taobao.com

conversation history augmented messages using
Apache Lucene5. Thus, we recruit 3 active users
of Taobao as human annotators, and ask them to
judge each context-response pair in the test data
(i.e., in total 10 thousand pairs are judged). If a
response can naturally reply to a message given
the conversation history before it, then the context-
response pair is labeled as 1, otherwise, it is la-
beled as 0. Each pair receives three labels and the
majority is taken as the final decision. On aver-
age, each context has 2.5 response candidates la-
beled as positive. There are only 33 contexts with
all responses labeled as positive or negative, and
we remove them from test. Fleiss’ kappa (Fleiss,
1971) of the labeling is 0.64, indicating substan-
tial agreement among the annotators. We employ
the same metrics as in Douban for evaluation.

Note that we do not choose the Ubuntu Dia-
logue Corpus (Lowe et al., 2015) for experiments,
because (1) the test set of the Ubuntu data is con-
structed by randomly sampling; and (2) conversa-
tions in the Ubuntu data are in a casual style and
too technical, and thus it is very difficult for us to
find qualified human annotators to label the data.

4.2 Matching Models

We select the following two models that achieve
superior performance on benchmarks to test our
learning approach.

SMN: (Wu et al., 2017) first lets each utterance
in a context interact with a response, and forms
a matching vector for the pair through CNNs.
Matching vectors of all the pairs are then aggre-
gated with an RNN as a matching score.

DAM: (Zhou et al., 2018b) performs match-
ing under a representation-matching-aggregation
framework, and represents a context and a re-
sponse with stacked self-attention and cross-
attention.

Both models are implemented with TensorFlow
according to the details in Wu et al. (2017) and
Zhou et al. (2018b). To implement co-teaching,
we pre-train the two models using the training
sets of Douban and ECD, and tune the models
with the validation sets of the two data. Each
pre-trained model is used to initialize both model
A and model B. After co-teaching, the one in
A and B that performs better on the validation
sets is picked for comparison. We denote models
learned with the teaching strategies in Section 3.2

5http://lucene.apache.org/
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Douban ECD
MAP MRR P@1 R10@1 R10@2 R10@5 MAP MRR P@1 R10@1 R10@2 R10@5

SMN (Wu et al., 2017) 0.529 0.569 0.397 0.233 0.396 0.724 - - - - - -
SMN-Pre-training 0.527 0.570 0.396 0.236 0.392 0.734 0.662 0.742 0.598 0.302 0.464 0.757
SMN-Margin 0.559∗ 0.601∗ 0.424∗ 0.260∗ 0.426∗ 0.764∗ 0.674 0.750 0.615 0.318 0.481 0.765
SMN-Weighting 0.550∗ 0.593∗ 0.414 0.253 0.413 0.762∗ 0.666 0.745 0.601 0.311 0.475 0.775
SMN-Curriculum 0.548 0.594∗ 0.418∗ 0.254∗ 0.411 0.763∗ 0.678 0.762∗ 0.622∗ 0.323∗ 0.487∗ 0.778∗

DAM (Zhou et al., 2018b) 0.550 0.601 0.427 0.254 0.410 0.757 - - - - - -
DAM-Pre-training 0.552 0.605 0.426 0.258 0.408 0.766 0.685 0.756 0.621 0.325 0.491 0.772
DAM-Margin 0.583∗ 0.628∗ 0.451∗ 0.276∗ 0.454∗ 0.806∗ 0.692 0.777∗ 0.652∗ 0.337 0.506 0.778
DAM-Weighting 0.579∗ 0.629∗ 0.453∗ 0.272 0.454∗ 0.809∗ 0.695 0.775 0.651∗ 0.343 0.497 0.789
DAM-Curriculum 0.580∗ 0.623∗ 0.442 0.269 0.459∗ 0.804∗ 0.696 0.777∗ 0.653∗ 0.345∗ 0.506 0.781

Table 1: Evaluation results on the two data sets. Numbers marked with ∗ mean that the improvement is statisti-
cally significant compared with the best baseline (t-test with p-value < 0.05). Numbers in bold indicate the best
strategies for the corresponding models on specific metrics.

as Model-Margin, Model-Weighting, and Model-
Curriculum respectively, where “Model” refers to
either SMN or DAM. These models are compared
with the pre-trained model denoted as Model-Pre-
training, and those reported in Wu et al. (2017);
Zhou et al. (2018b); Zhang et al. (2018b).

4.3 Implementation Details

We limit the maximum number of utterances in
each context as 10 and the maximum number
of words in each utterance and response as 50
for computational efficiency. Truncation or zero-
padding are applied when necessary. Word em-
bedding is pre-trained with Word2Vec (Mikolov
et al., 2013) on the training sets of Douban and
ECD, and the dimension of word vectors is 200.
The co-teaching framework is implemented with
TensorFlow. In co-teaching, learning rates (i.e.,
η in Algorithm 1) in dynamic margins, dynamic
instance weighting, and dynamic data curriculum
are set as 0.001, 0.0001, and 0.0001 respectively.
We choose 200 in co-teaching with SMN and 50 in
co-teaching with DAM as the size of mini-batches.
Optimization is conducted using stochastic gradi-
ent descent with Adam algorithm (Kingma and
Ba, 2015). In teaching with dynamic margins, we
vary λ in {1, 1

2 ,
1
3 ,

1
5 ,

1
10 ,

1
15 ,

1
20}, and choose 1

10
for SMN on Douban, 1

2 for SMN on ECD, 1
3 for

DAM on Douban, and 1
2 for DAM on ECD. In

teaching with dynamic data curriculum, we select
δ in {0.1, 0.2, ..., 0.9, 1.0}, and find that 0.9 is the
best choice for both models on both data sets.

4.4 Evaluation Results

Table 1 reports evaluation results of co-teaching
with the three teaching strategies on the two data
sets. We can see that all teaching strategies can
improve the original models on both data sets, and

improvement from the best strategy is statistically
significant (t-test with p-value < 0.05) on most
metrics. On Douban, the best strategy for SMN is
teaching with dynamic margins, and it is compa-
rable with teaching with dynamic instance weight-
ing for DAM, while on ECD, for both SMN and
DAM, the best strategy is teaching with dynamic
data curriculum. The difference may stem from
the nature of training sets of the two data. The
training set of Douban is built from random sam-
pling, while the training set of ECD is constructed
through response retrieval that may contain more
false negatives. Thus, in training, Douban could
be cleaner than ECD, making “hard data filtering”
more effective than “soft labeling” on ECD. It is
worth noting that on ECD, there are significant
gaps between the results of SMN (pre-trained) re-
ported in Table 1 and those reported in Zhang et al.
(2018b), since SMN in this paper is evaluated on
the human-judged test set while SMN in Zhang
et al. (2018b) is evaluated on the automatically
constructed test set that is homogeneous with the
training set. This somehow indicates the gap be-
tween training and test in real applications for the
existing research on response selection, and thus
demonstrates the merits of this work.

4.5 Discussions

In addition to efficacy of co-teaching as a learning
approach, we are also curious about Q1: if model
A and model B can “co-evolve” when they are
initialized with one network; Q2: if co-teaching
is still effective when model A and model B are
initialized with different networks; and Q3: if
the teaching strategies are sensitive to the hyper-
parameters (i.e., λ in Equations (1)-(2) and δ in
Equation (10)).
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(c) Dynamic margins

Figure 2: Test P@1 of DAM with the three teaching strategies on ECD. All curves are smoothed by exponential
moving average6 for beauty.

Douban (Margin) ECD (Curriculum)
MAP MRR P@1 R10@1 R10@2 R10@5 MAP MRR P@1 R10@1 R10@2 R10@5

SMN-Pre-training 0.527 0.570 0.396 0.236 0.392 0.734 0.662 0.742 0.598 0.302 0.464 0.757
SMN-Co-teaching 0.558 0.602 0.420 0.255 0.431 0.787 0.674 0.765 0.626 0.322 0.485 0.779
DAM-Pre-training 0.552 0.605 0.426 0.258 0.408 0.766 0.685 0.756 0.621 0.325 0.491 0.772
DAM-Co-teaching 0.570 0.617 0.438 0.270 0.455 0.781 0.696 0.775 0.652 0.341 0.499 0.784

Table 2: Evaluation results of co-teaching initialized with different networks.

Answer to Q1: Figure 2 shows P@1 of DAM
vs. number of iterations on the test set of ECD
under the three teaching strategies. Co-teaching
with any of the three strategies can improve both
the performance of model A and the performance
of model B after pre-training, and the peer mod-
els move with almost the same pace. The re-
sults verified our claim that “by learning from each
other, the peer models can get improved together”.
Curves of dynamic margins oscillate more fiercely
than others, indicating that optimization with dy-
namic margins is more difficult than optimization
with the other two strategies.

Answer to Q2: as a case study of co-teaching
with two networks in different capabilities, we ini-
tialize model A and model B with DAM and SMN
respectively, and select teaching with dynamic
margins for Douban and teaching with dynamic
data curriculum for ECD (i.e., the best strategies
for the two data sets when co-teaching is initial-
ized with one network). Table 2 shows compari-
son between models before/after co-teaching. We
find that co-teaching is still effective when start-
ing from two networks, as both SMN and DAM
get improved on the two data sets. Despite the im-
provement, it is still better to learn the two net-
works one by one, as co-teaching with two net-
works cannot bring more improvement than co-
teaching with one network, and the performance

of the stronger one between the two networks
could also drop (e.g., DAM on Douban). We guess
this is because the stronger model cannot be well
taught by the weaker model, especially in teach-
ing via soft labels, and as a result, it is not able
to transfer more knowledge to the weaker one as
well.

Answer to Q3: finally, we check the effect of
hyper-parameters to co-teaching. Figure 3(a) illus-
trates how the performance of DAM varies under
different λs in teaching with dynamic margins on
Douban. We can see that both small λs and large
λs will cause performance drop. This is because
small λs will reduce the effect of margins, mak-
ing clean examples and noisy examples indifferent
in learning, while with large λs, some errors from
the “soft labels” might be magnified, and thus hurt
the performance of the learning approach. Figure
3(b) shows the performance of DAM under dif-
ferent δs in teaching with dynamic data curricu-
lum on ECD. Similarly, DAM gets worse when δ
becomes small or large, since a smaller δ means
fewer data will be involved in training, while a
larger δ brings more risks to introducing noise
into training. Thus, we conclude that the teach-
ing strategies are sensitive to the choice of hyper-
parameters.

6https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moving_
average#Exponential_moving_average
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Figure 3: Effects of λ and δ to co-teaching. Experi-
ments are conducted with DAM on the two data sets.

5 Related Work

So far, methods used to build an open domain
dialogue system can be divided into two cate-
gories. The first category utilize an encoder-
decoder framework to learn response generation
models. Since the basic sequence-to-sequence
models (Vinyals and Le, 2015; Shang et al., 2015;
Tao et al., 2018) tend to generate generic re-
sponses, extensions have been made to incor-
porate external knowledge into generation (Mou
et al., 2016; Xing et al., 2017), and to gener-
ate responses with specific personas or emotions
(Li et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2018a; Zhou et al.,
2018a). The second category design a discrimi-
native model to measure the matching degree be-
tween a human input and a response candidate
for response selection. At the beginning, research
along this line assumes that the human input is
a single message (Lu and Li, 2013; Wang et al.,
2013; Hu et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015). Re-
cently, researchers begin to make use of conver-
sation history in matching. Representative meth-
ods include the dual LSTM model (Lowe et al.,
2015), the deep learning to respond architec-
ture (Yan et al., 2016), the multi-view matching
model (Zhou et al., 2016), the sequential match-
ing network (Wu et al., 2017, 2018c), the deep
attention matching network (Zhou et al., 2018b),
and the multi-representation fusion network (Tao
et al., 2019).

Our work belongs to the second group. Rather
than crafting a new model, we are interested in
how to learn the existing models with a better ap-
proach. Probably the most related work is the
weakly supervised learning approach proposed in
Wu et al. (2018b). However, there is stark differ-
ence between our approach and the weak super-
vision approach: (1) weak supervision employs
a static generative model to teach a discrimina-
tive model, while co-teaching dynamically lets

two discriminative models teach each other and
evolve together; (2) weak supervision needs pre-
training a generative model with extra resources
and pre-building an index for training data con-
struction, while co-teaching does not have such
request; and (3) in terms of multi-turn response
selection, weak supervision is only tested on the
Douban data with SMN and the multi-view match-
ing model, while co-teaching is proven effective
on both the Douban data and the E-commerce data
with SMN and DAM which achieves state-of-the-
art performance on benchmarks. Moreover, im-
provement to SMN on the Douban data from co-
teaching is bigger than that from weak supervi-
sion, when the ratio of the positive and the neg-
ative is 1:1 in training7.

Our work, in a broad sense, belongs to the ef-
fort on learning with noisy data. Previous stud-
ies including curriculum learning (CL) (Bengio
et al., 2009) and self-paced learning (SPL) (Jiang
et al., 2014, 2015) tackle the problem with heuris-
tics, such as ordering data from easy instances
to hard ones (Spitkovsky et al., 2010; Tsvetkov
et al., 2016) and retaining training instances whose
losses are smaller than a threshold (Jiang et al.,
2015). Recently, Fan et al. (2018) propose a deep
reinforcement learning framework in which a sim-
ple deep neural network is used to adaptively se-
lect and filter important data instances from the
training data. Jiang et al. (2017) propose a Men-
torNet which learns a data-driven curriculum with
a Student-Net to mitigate overfitting on corrupted
labels. In parallel to curriculum learning, sev-
eral studies explore sample weighting schemes
where training samples are re-weighted according
to their label-quality (Wang et al., 2017; Dehghani
et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2018b). Instead of con-
sidering data quality, Wu et al. (2018a) employ a
parametric model to dynamically create appropri-
ate loss functions.

The learning approach in this work is mainly
inspired by the work of Han et al. (2018) for han-
dling extremely noisy labels. However, with sub-
stantial extensions, our work is far beyond that
work. First, we generalize the concept of “co-
teaching” to a framework, and now the method in
Han et al. (2018) becomes a special case of the
framework. Second, Han et al. (2018) only ex-
ploits data curriculum, while in addition to data

7Our results are 0.559 (MAP), 0.601 (MRR), and 0.424
(P@1), while results reported in (Wu et al., 2018b) are 0.542
(MAP), 0.588 (MRR), and 0.408 (P@1).
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curriculum, we also propose two new strategies
for teaching with dynamic loss functions as spe-
cial cases of the framework. Third, unlike Han
et al. (2018) who only use one network to initial-
ize the peer models in co-teaching, we studied co-
teaching with both one network and two different
networks. Finally, Han et al. (2018) verified that
the special co-teaching method is effective in some
computer vision tasks, while we demonstrate that
the co-teaching framework is generally useful for
building retrieval-based dialogue systems.

6 Conclusions

We propose learning a matching model for re-
sponse selection under a general co-teaching
framework with three specific teaching strategies.
The learning approach lets two matching models
teach each other and evolve together. Empirical
studies on two public data sets show that the pro-
posed approach can generally improve the perfor-
mance of existing matching models.
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Abstract
Neural generative models for open-domain
chit-chat conversations have become an ac-
tive area of research in recent years. A criti-
cal issue with most existing generative models
is that the generated responses lack informa-
tiveness and diversity. A few researchers at-
tempt to leverage the results of retrieval mod-
els to strengthen the generative models, but
these models are limited by the quality of
the retrieval results. In this work, we pro-
pose a memory-augmented generative model,
which learns to abstract from the training cor-
pus and saves the useful information to the
memory to assist the response generation. Our
model clusters query-response samples, ex-
tracts characteristics of each cluster, and learns
to utilize these characteristics for response
generation. Experimental results show that our
model outperforms other competitive base-
lines.

1 Introduction

Automatic human-computer dialogue / conversa-
tion is a core topic in natural language process-
ing. There is a boom in research on open-domain
chit-chat dialogue systems due to the availability
of vast conversational data online. Most existing
models of dialogue systems can be divided into
retrieval-based models and generative models.

Given a query, retrieval-based (Ji et al., 2014)
models search for the most similar query stored
in the training corpus and directly copy its cor-
responding response as the result. These mod-
els cannot create new replies customized for the
given queries. Generative models (Shang et al.,
2015) learn a query-response mapping to generate
responses by maximizing P (r|q), where q is the
input query and r is the response. The most popu-
lar generative model is the Sequence-to-Sequence

∗Work done while Zhiliang Tian was collaborating with
Tencent AI Lab.
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Where did you go for holiday?
Fine weather today in Chicago! 
I like the weather today.
There are many places for tour.
Which city to travel next time?

I traveled to Tibet.
Sure, sunny in Chicago.
It is too hot for me.
Yes, especially museums.
Maybe New York.
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Learn	to	Abstract

Any places for traveling
this weekend?

Travel to New York’s
museum for this weekend.
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. . . . . .

Figure 1: An example of abstracting training corpus
and memorizing their characteristics in the form of key
vectors and value vectors. Red and blue indicate two
clusters. The input query matches the blue one and gen-
erates the response assisted by information collected
from the last two training samples.

(Seq2Seq) model (Sutskever et al., 2014), which
generates new utterances tailored for queries and
achieves high coherence between queries and gen-
erated utterances. However, existing generative
models often generate uninformative and univer-
sal responses (Li et al., 2016a).

To address these issues, several researchers
leverage retrieved results R to augment the infor-
mation used in generative models. Such methods
are called retrieval-augmented generative models
and their objectives are to maximize P (r|q,R),
where R is one or a few (at most 3 in practice) re-
trieved results. Particularly, some researchers (Li
et al., 2017; Zhuang et al., 2017; Song et al., 2018)
build the combination of retrieval and generative
models, which retrieve one or a few responses r+,
and then feeds both the query q and r+ into the
generative model to maximize P (r|q,R = r+).
It enriches generated responses by informatively
retrieved responses but can only utilize a limited
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number of retrieved results due to their model ar-
chitecture. Wu et al. (2018) edit the retrieved re-
sponse r+ with the Seq2Seq model based on the
lexical differences between the input query q and
its retrieved query q+, whose objective is to max-
imize P (r|q,R = 〈r+, q+〉). It edits retrieved
responses r+ to make them relevant to queries,
but their edited results rely heavily on the sen-
tence pattern of r+. Generally, the responses from
such models are more informative and diverse than
those from plain generative models, while main-
tain better relevance than the retrieved responses.

Although current retrieval-augmented genera-
tive models have achieved promising results, they
still have following weaknesses: Firstly, they are
limited by the quality of the retrieved results.
Retrieval results are less coherent and relevant
with query than generative models’ (Song et al.,
2018). Irrelevant retrieved results would mislead
the response generation. Secondly, these models
can only utilize individual retrieved results, which
makes the generation sensitive to those results,
leading to a high variance in the performance.
Moreover, the information from very few retrieved
results may not be sufficient to enrich the response
generation.

In this paper, we propose a memory-augmented
generative model that memorizes and utilizes the
common characteristics M of groups of query-
response (q-r) pairs to enhance the response gen-
eration by maximizing P (r|q,M). The advantage
is that our model is less sensitive to the quality
of individual q-r pairs and hence increases the ro-
bustness of response generation.

In particular, we divide the training corpus into
multiple groups by clustering, extract common
characteristics of each group, and learn to utilize
the characteristics to assist generation. The idea
is illustrated in Figure 1 (top), the training corpus
is divided into two sets of closely related queries
and their responses. We abstract query-response
relationship hidden in those q-r pairs, save them
to the memory (Figure 1 bottom), and use those
relationships for response generation.

Our contributions can be summaried as:

1. We are the first to extract information from
clusters of query-response pairs using a learnable
memory, and to use the information to enhance the
performance of conversation systems.

2. We propose a novel framework where the
Seq2Seq, autoencoder and clustering model are

jointly trained to abstract the training corpus and
generate responses.

3. Our model outperforms state-of-the-art gen-
erative models and retrieval-augmented generative
models in single-round conversation scenarios.

2 Related Work

Generative models build dialogue systems via
end-to-end training. Ritter et al. (2011) first regard
response generation as query-to-response transla-
tion. Following that, Shang et al. (2015) imple-
ment an end-to-end dialogue system borrowing the
Seq2Seq model, while Li et al. (2016b) replace the
maximum likelihood criterion with maximum mu-
tual information (MMI) to deal with the universal
response issue of the seq2seq.

The retrieval-based models are another branch
in building dialogue systems. Ji et al. (2014) pro-
pose to apply information retrieval techniques to
search for related queries and replies. Zhou et al.
(2016) and Yan et al. (2016) improve it by neural
networks.

Recently, several researchers (Song et al., 2018;
Li et al., 2017; Zhuang et al., 2017) propose to
merge retrieval-based models and generative mod-
els. Cai et al. (2018) generate the response skele-
ton from the retrieved results and revise the skele-
tons to get the response. Guu et al. (2018) use
the Seq2Seq model to edit a prototype from the
retrieved results for text generation and Wu et al.
(2018) leverage context lexical differences to edit
prototypes for conversation.

There are some other directions to enhance gen-
erative models by adding additional information.
Some of them introduce the knowledge base to
conversation models, which provide task-specific
knowledge (Madotto et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2019)
or lexical knowledge to text generation (Young et
al., 2018; Parthasarathi and Pineau, 2018). Some
other directions are to maintain sample-level tem-
porary memory. Weston et al. (2014), Shang et al.
(2015), Serban et al. (2016), Tian et al. (2017) and
Le et al. (2018) memorize the previous utterances
in a multi-round session. Unlike them, our model
brings in the corpus-level memory and does not
rely on any external resource.
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3 Models

3.1 Model Architecture

Our model consists of two components: a mem-
ory module and a generative model. The mem-
ory module divides the training corpus into multi-
ple groups of query-response pairs, and it extracts
and memorizes the essential query-response cor-
respondence information hidden in each group of
pairs. The generative model generates responses
for input queries and, while doing so, takes in-
formation stored in the memory module into con-
sideration. It also learns the representations of
queries and responses that are used in the memory
module.

3.2 Query-Response Memory Module

Our memory module consists of K memory slots,
and each memory slot is a pair containing a key
cell and its corresponding value cell. Given a
query, we search for the most similar key and out-
put its corresponding value. Both the keys and the
values are real-value vectors. They are called key
embeddings and value embeddings respectively,
and denoted as ki and vi.

We group queries in the training corpus into K
clusters. Each query is embedded as a vector. So,
it makes sense to talk about the center ki of each
query cluster i. The center ki is used as a key in
our memory module. The corresponding value vi
is a vector that captures the common characteris-
tics of the responses to queries in cluster i. We will
say more about ki and vi later.

Read Operation. In our model, the input of Read
Operation is the current query’s representation eq
from the generative model. Given the eq, the Read
Operation addresses the memory by the similar-
ity between the current query eq and every memo-
rized key embedding ki, in which we apply a dot-
product operation to measure the similarity.

We design two modes to fetch the value: Soft
Read is a weighted summation over all K value
embeddings in the whole memory according to the
normalized similarity scores (Eq. 1). Hard Read
is to fetch the value embedding whose key embed-
ding is most similar to the current query eq (Eq. 2).
Finally, it returns the value as the output of the

read operation.

SoftRead(eq) =
K∑

i=1

αivi,

αi = softmax(ki • eq).

(1)

HardRead(eq) = {vi|i =
K

argmax
i=1

(ki •eq)}. (2)

Write Operation. We collect the query represen-
tation eq’s and the response representation er’s of
all the training samples from the generative model,
and then conduct K class K-Means clustering us-
ing eq’s. We let the center of the i-th cluster Ci be
key embedding ki, and let the average of the rep-
resentations of the responses to queries in Ci be
value embedding vi (Eq. 3).

vi =

∑
j∈Ci

erj

|Ci|
. (3)

In this way, each key embedding ki gathers sim-
ilar queries together and obtains their represen-
tative information by fetching their cluster cen-
ter. Each value embedding vi retains the com-
mon characteristics of a group of responses er
whose queries are similar. Hence, the pair 〈ki,vi〉
can be regarded as an abstraction of the query-
response correspondence relationship hidden in
the i-th cluster of queries and their responses. We
can control the granularity of the abstraction by
varying the number of clusters K.

In an extreme setting, if we set the memory size
K equal to the training corpus size and use the
hard read operation, our model nearly degener-
ates into a retrieval-augmented generative model.
In this case, the generation relies on only one re-
trieved sample, the generated response becomes
sensitive to the quality of that single sample and
is restrained by the pattern of the single sample.

3.3 Memory-Augmented Response
Generative Model

Our overall model consists of two branches (Fig-
ure 2). The top branch is a memory-augmented
Seq2Seq (M-Seq2Seq) model that is used for re-
sponse generation. The lower branch is a condi-
tional autoencoder (CAE) that is used to learn re-
sponse representations necessary for the memory
writing.

The input to the M-Seq2Seq branch is a query
q. It is first passed through an encoder to get a
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Figure 2: The architecture of our model. Solid arrows show both the training and generation (testing) processes;
dashed arrows show the training process. The left part shows how to read memory at t-th step and write to update
the memory from t-th to (t+1)-th step, where t indicates the step of updating the memory. The callout illustrates
that a query matches the blue memory slot and reads its value “Tibet”, “New York”, and “museum” to promote its
response generation. “Pred Loss” and “Rec Loss” mean the prediction and reconstruction loss respectively.

representation eq = Encoder(q). The memory is
then read using eq as the key, and the output of
the memory read is erm. After that, eq and erm
are merged by an MLP (multi-layer perceptron),
and then the merged results are fed into the de-
coder to decode the final response r̂′, which is the
generated response for the query q. The objective
function for this branch is the first term of Eq. 8

During training, we feed 〈q, r〉 pairs to our
model. The query q is fed to the M-Seq2Seq
branch, while the corresponding response r is fed
to the CAE branch. Similar to the previous case,
r is first pushed through to get a representation
er = Encoder(r). Then both eq and er are fed
to an MLP and then a decoder. The output is r̂,
a reconstructed version of r. The reconstruction
loss is the second term of Eq. 8. We formalize
the operations of M-Seq2Seq and CAE by Eq. 4 to
Eq. 7.

Note that eq is feed to the CAE for two reasons.
First, it makes the embedding er of r dependent
on the embedding eq of q. Second, it makes the
two branches work in a similar fashion so that the
representaions learnt by CAE is adaptive to M-
Seq2Seq. The CAE branch tries to reconstruct r̂
from er and eq, while the M-Seq2Seq tries to gen-
erate an appropriate response r̂′ from eq and erm.
erm can be viewed as a rough estimation of er
and hence is helpful in improving the quality of
the generated response.

eq = Encode(q), er = Encode(r), (4)

erm = Read(eq), (5)

z =MLP ([er, eq]), z′ =MLP ([erm, eq]),
(6)

r̂ = Decode(z), r̂′ = Decode(z′). (7)

The overall objective function contains two
parts as shown in Eq. 8 : the prediction loss (first
term) is derived from the general objective of the
retrieval- or memory-augmented generative mod-
els maxP (r|q,M), where we set M = erm for
our model. The reconstruction loss (second term)
is for learning the representations by reconstruct-
ing r, whose target is to improve the memory mod-
ule so as to improve the erm for enhancing the
generative model. In addition, λ is a factor to bal-
ance the losses.

L = Eq,r∼D logP (r̂|q, erm)

+ λ · Eq,r∼D logP (r̂|q, r). (8)

3.4 Joint Training and Generation

To enable the memory module and the generative
model to work together, we combine and jointly
train them. We separate the memory writing and
the generative model training into two phases,
and then train the two phases alternatively. The
two training phases switch once per epoch, which
means we conduct the memory writing once the
generative model finishes training current epoch.
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In the generative model training phase, we train
and update the model while keeping the memory
module read-only. The generative model reads
from the memory, trains to update itself, and col-
lects representations eq’s and er’s in preparation
for memory writing. In the memory writing phase,
parameters of the generative model are fixed. We
conduct the clustering over all representations eq’s
and er’s collected from generative model training,
and then write the results into the memory.

For response generation (testing) phase, we
only rely on the M-Seq2Seq branch and the mem-
ory module in the read-only mode, since we can-
not observe the r during generation. As indicated
by the solid lines in Figure 2, it encodes q to ac-
quire eq, reads out estimated response erm by the
Read Operation, and goes through the MLP and
decoder to generate r̂.

4 Experimental Settings

4.1 Dataset
In our experiments, we validate the performance
of our model on the context-independent (single-
round) conversation task setting in which each
sample is a query-response (q-r) pair. We utilize
the benchmark dataset (Shang et al., 2015), which
collects about 4 millions q-r pairs from a popular
Chinese social network website, Weibo.1 For both
testing set and validation set, we randomly select
900 queries, and then select randomly 5 responses
under each query, thus both our testing set and val-
idation set consist of 4.5k samples. Sentences are
tokenized into word sequences with the Jieba word
segmentation tool.2 The vocabulary consists of the
top 50k tokens (a mixture of Chinese words and
characters), covering 99.98% words in this corpus,
and all the out-of-vocabulary words are replaced
with 〈UNK〉.

4.2 Implementation Details
We implement the query and response encoder
with a one-layer bi-directional GRU, and the de-
coder with a one-layer GRU and attention mecha-
nism (Bahdanau et al., 2015). We apply the idea
of variantial autoencoder (Kingma and Welling,
2014; Zhao et al., 2017) into our model: before
the MLP, we use the neural network to estimate
the distribution of response vector, sample the vec-
tor by reparameterization, then feed it into MLP.

1www.weibo.com
2github.com/fxsjy/jieba

Parameters of the query encoder and response en-
coder are not shared; the two MLP components in
M-Seq2Seq branch and CAE branch also do not
share parameters. The dimension of all hidden
vectors and embeddings are 620 and the batch size
is 64. We employ the Adam optimizer (Kingma
and Ba, 2014) with the initial learning rate 0.0001
and gradient clipping 5. For generation, we apply
a beam search with the size of 10. The memory
size K is 1000, and the loss factor λ is 0.1. We
implement our model on PyTorch. The implemen-
tation details can be found in our codes 3.

4.3 Baselines

We compare two versions of our proposed
memory-augmented generative model (MemGM),
i.e. MemGM with SoftRead (MemGM-S) and
MemGM with HardRead (MemGM-H), with the
following methods:

1. Seq2Seq. The standard Seq2Seq with the at-
tention mechanism (Bahdanau et al., 2015) in the
decoder and the beam search during generation.

2. MMI (Li et al., 2016b). We implement
the MMI-bidi model that re-ranks the candidate
responses by the maximum mutual information
(MMI) criterion in the beam search to promote re-
sponse diversity.

3. CVAE. The conditional variational autoen-
coders applied in conversation systems (Zhao et
al., 2017). We follow the their implementation and
adapt it in our single-round conversation setting.

4. EditRetrieve (Wu et al., 2018). The state-
of-the-art retrieval-augmented generative model,
which uses the information of the top-1 retrieved
response to guide the response generation.

4.4 Evaluation Metric

Following previous work on response genera-
tion (Li et al., 2016b; Yao et al., 2017), we evalu-
ate all competing methods by both automatic met-
rics and human evaluations. The automatic met-
rics are::

1. Bleu 1-4. Bleu N (Papineni et al., 2002) mea-
sures the N-gram matching between generated re-
sponses with the ground-truth responses.

3github.com/tianzhiliang/MemoryAugDialog
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Automatic Metrics Human Annotate
Bleu1,Bleu2,Bleu3,Bleu4 Sim-A, Sim-M Dist1,Dist2 Entropy Quality Info

Seq2Seq 39.98 14.68 6.452 3.227 0.291 0.911 0.043 0.153 7.609 2.33 1.71
MMI 40.08 14.71 6.467 3.236 0.288 0.910 0.053 0.183 7.724 2.39 1.63
CVAE 39.85 14.80 6.318 3.012 0.294 0.919 0.044 0.156 7.569 2.42 1.71

EditRetrieve 37.67 10.73 3.437 1.111 0.294 0.932 0.057 0.187 7.586 2.41 1.72
MemGM-S 41.29 15.94 8.084 4.911 0.303 0.936 0.059 0.214 7.576 2.49 1.70
MemGM-H 41.40 16.06 8.289 4.872 0.300 0.935 0.062 0.218 7.684 2.56 1.75

Table 1: The overall performance for all competing methods on quality, relevance, diversity and informativeness.

2. Sim-A, Sim-M. They measure the relevance
between the query and its response by their word
embedding cosine similarity. Sim-A is the similar-
ity between two sentence-level embeddings com-
posed by averaging all word embeddings, while
Sim-M is maximal word-word similarity among all
the words of two sentences as (Liu et al., 2016).

3. Dist 1-2. Distinct-1 and Distinct-2 (Li et al.,
2016b) are the metrics to evaluate the diversity of
generated responses, which count the percentage
of unique unigrams and bigrams among all test re-
sponses.

4. Entropy. It measures the informativeness of
generated responses proposed by (Mou et al.,
2016), which is computed by averaging over all
the character-level entropy within responses.

For human evaluations, we hire five annotators
from a commercial annotation company to an-
notate 250 randomly selected test samples. Re-
sponses generated by different models are shuffled
for each annotator. The annotators evaluate these
samples on two aspects: the overall quality (Qual-
ity) and the informativeness (Info). We conduct a
5-scale rating on Quality: 1 point for a response ir-
relevant to the query, 3 points for a valid but mean-
ingless response, 5 points for a coherent and ap-
propriate response without typos. Points of 2 and
4 are for decision dilemmas. We also conduct a
3-scale rating on Info: 1 point for the universal
response or the response containing no more than
three unique words, 2 points for a normal response
of a single clause or a single topic, and 3 points
for an informative response including at least two
clauses of different topics, which transfer the cur-
rent conversation to another scenario (For exam-
ple, the query is “How’s the weather?”; and re-
sponse “It’s fine today, let’s play basketball” trans-
fers the weather topic to sports, which should be
marked as 3 points).

5 Experimental Results and Analysis

5.1 Overall Performance

We report both the automatic metrics and hu-
man evaluation results of MemGM compared with
other methods in Table 1. MMI scores higher
than Seq2Seq on Dist-1&2 owing to its re-ranking
mechanism to promote the response diversity.
CVAE has a similar performance to the Seq2Seq
model. EditRetrieve outperforms Seq2Seq, MMI
and CVAE on most metrics. But EditRetrieve un-
derperforms on Bleu scores since retrieval mod-
els do not learn a query-to-response mapping and
their ability of matching with the ground-truth is
naturally lower.

MemGM gets the highest scores under most
metrics, indicating that our model outperforms
current methods on quality, relevance, diver-
sity and informativeness. The improvement of
MemGM-H’s Bleu-3&4 (+28.2% and +48.6% in
comparison with Seq2Seq) indicates the memory
module can extract and memorize trigram and 4-
gram response patterns to enhance the generated
responses.

For the two versions of our models, HardRead
outperforms SoftRead on most metrics. This phe-
nomenon indicates that fetching a single top mem-
orized piece of information would be more help-
ful than fetching a mixture of multiple memory
slots with multiple topics for generative models.
Thus, in MemGM, HardRead is the proper mode
for reading memory.

5.2 Impact of Memory Size

To investigate how the memory capacity influ-
ences the performance of MemGM, we carry out
experiments on MemGM-H with a various mem-
ory size K and show the results in Table 2 (omit-
ting Bleu-3&4 and Sim-M due to limited space).

In Table 2, the extreme setting K = |D| works
similarly to retrieval-augmented generative mod-
els since it saves all q-r pairs separately and utilize
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them individually. The difference between them
is that K = |D| reads the memory based on the
simple similarity between two vectors eq and ki
instead of searching the corpus via mature infor-
mation retrieval technique, which is usually an en-
semble of several text matching methods includ-
ing similarity of query embeddings. That makes
the query matching of K = |D| less accurate and
unstable, thus its relevance and quality are weaker
than EditRetrieval (Table 1) but does better on di-
versity. We treat K = |D| and other results in
Table 2 as the comparison between individual and
grouped q-r pairs on memory-augmented frame-
work.

Bleu1,Bleu2 Sim-A Dist1,Dist2 Entropy
K=10 42.06 15.11 0.301 0.042 0.140 7.478
K=100 42.75 15.42 0.300 0.043 0.141 7.526
K=1k 41.40 16.06 0.300 0.062 0.218 7.684
K=10k 41.22 15.37 0.296 0.057 0.200 7.659
K=|D| 34.89 9.764 0.265 0.094 0.412 9.241

Table 2: The performance of MemGM-H with different
memory size K, where K = |D| means the extreme
setting that each sample occupies a memory slot.

MemGM with a large memory size (K ≥10k)
performs poorly on the response quality (Bleu-
1&2) and the relevance (Sim-A) compared with
the MemGMs with small memory. Too large of
the memory size leads to too small of the sample
size under each memory slot, which increases the
instability and lower the quality of each memory
slot. Especially, the performance of K = |D| il-
lustrates the individual retrieval results are not re-
liable and usually lead to irrelevant results as the
observation we will discuss in Sec 5.4.

However, large memory MemGMs (K ≥1k)
performs well on diversity (Dist-1&2) and infor-
mativeness (Entropy), since the training corpus is
partitioned into more memory slots and each slots
contains more specific topics. And small memory
MemGMs (K ≤10) result in low response diver-
sity and informativeness. In conclusion, K=1k is
the appropriate memory size to balance all aspects.

5.3 Contents of Memory

Our model is expected to cluster similar queries
together to leverage the information of their re-
sponses. In addition, each memory slot should
own a group of closely related queries. To ver-
ify the quality of the memory slots, we pick up the
queries from the same memory slot and check the
similarity between these queries.

General Topic
Related

Entity
Overlap Total

|m| ≥ 1,000 350∼1,000 ≤350 –
Cluster # 14 205 781 1,000
Query # 18,291 114,454 81,003 213,748
Query % 8.4% 54.4% 37.2% 100%

Table 3: The statistics on the size of memory slots
(|m|), cluster number (Cluster #), query number
(Query #), and query proportion over all queries (Query
%) for the three memory slot types.

5 Queries under this Memory Slot

Case1:
Topic

Related
Memory

Slot

昨天在吉他店里，我们合作了一曲《猜谜到老》
(We play the ”guess forever” in guitar store yesterday)
快来听我唱的”至少还有你”。
(Listen to the “at least I have you” sung by me!)
天空之城吉他独奏，最好听的一个版本
(”Castle in the Sky”guitar solo, the best version to hear)
艾薇儿出道十年12首风靡全球的单曲超赞
(12 world-renowned songs since Avril debuted)
夕阳醉了，太好听了。
(”the Setting Sun is Drunk”. pleasant to hear.)

Case2:
Entity

Overlap
Memory

Slot

十年前的米米米兰兰兰，AC米兰
(Milan 10 years ago, AC Milan)
摩纳哥600万打包报价沙拉维+博阿滕—-米米米兰兰兰体育
(Monaco offers 600 millions$
for Shaarawy and Boateng—-Milan Sprots.)
全场比赛结束，乌迪内斯2 - 1米米米兰兰兰
(The whole match was over, Udinese 2:1 Milan)
又是一件卡卡米米米兰兰兰时期的队服
(Another Kaka’s team uniform when he was in Milan)
PPTV这俩解说一直在黑米米米兰兰兰啊
(The two PPTV’s commentators depreciated Milan)

Table 4: Five randomly selected queries under each ex-
ample of memory slots.

We find that the status of memory slots are dif-
ferent under the different size of memory slot |m|,
where |m| means how many queries are memo-
rized in this memory slot. We divide the memory
slots into three types by their size |m| and show
their statistics information in Table 3.

Topic-related Memory Slot (with size 350 <
|m| < 1000 roughly) has a clear topic and the top-
ics of its queries are highly related. For example,
the queries under the memory slot shown in Case1
(Table 4) are related to the music topic. There are
205 such slots covering 54.4% queries, which can
supply helpful information within the same topic
for response generation.

Entity-overlap Memory Slot (|m| ≤ 350
roughly) has more specific topics and its queries
usually share common entities. As shown in Case2
in Table 4, the cluster of queries talk about vari-
ous football news related to “Milan”. 781 out of
1000 slots are of this type and they cover 37.2%
queries. In response generation, when the query
has the same or similar entities with the memory
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slot, it can read the information from that mem-
ory slot, which summarizes a group of utterances
closely related to that entity.

General Memory Slot (|m| ≥ 1000) means the
memory slot owning too many queries to have a
clear topic, whose clustered queries have various
topics and are not similar to each other. Fortu-
nately, there are only 14 such slots influencing
8.4% queries.

In summary, most of the memory slots are of
good quality and store useful information as we
expect, which cover 91.6% of the queries.

5.4 Case Study

In this section, we first compare the cases
from MemGM and EditRetrieve to analyze how
MemGM exceeds the retrieval-augmented model.
Then, we show two examples over all the methods
to reveal the characteristics of different methods.

For the comparison between MemGM and Ed-
itRetrieve, we analyze the good/bad cases where
MemGM-H outperforms/underperforms EditRe-
trieve and investigate the reasons.
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Figure 3: The reasons that MemGM outper-
forms/underperforms EditRetrieve on human annotated
cases.

We collect the good/bad cases from human an-
notation results by this criterion: If more than
four annotators marked the MemGM-H’s Quality
score higher/lower than EditRetrieve’s by 2 points,
this sample is the good/bad case. From all anno-
tated samples, we obtain 22 good cases and 15 bad
cases, and summarize the reasons in Figure 3.

There are 3 reasons for the good cases where
MemGM outperforms EditRetrieve, shown in the
left side of Figure 3. Firstly, we observe a phe-
nomenon from EditRetrieve’s results that the Ed-
itRetrieve’s response has the word overlap with its
query but is not related to the query at seman-
tic level. The reason is that retrieval systems are
highly reliant on the word matching, so they may
retrieve fake results with high lexical similarity

but indeed low relevance. Therefore, that phe-
nomenon is due to “misled by word overlap” and it
leads to EditRetrieve’s irrelevant results on 4 cases
where MemGM performs well. It indicates the re-
trieval quality limits the performance of retrieval-
augmented models. Secondly, EditRetrieve’s re-
sults mismatch the topics of given queries in 10
cases, where MemGM can generate relevant re-
sponses. Thirdly, MemGM outperforms EditRe-
trieve in 8 cases due to containing more meaning-
ful words in MemGM’s responses, where mean-
ingful words means the notional words carrying
the specific topic information.

To summarize the good cases, the major ad-
vantage of MemGM is the high relevance with
queries compared with EditRetrieve. The per-
formance on Sim-A and Sim-M (Table 1) verifies
that MemGM exceeds EditRetrieve on relevance.
Note that the retrieval-augmented models are sen-
sitive to the quality of retrieved results; if retrieved
query-response pairs are irrelevant to the query,
utilizing such information would lead to topic drift
and the generation of irrelevant responses.

There are 3 reasons for MemGM underperform-
ing EditRetrieve (Figure 3 right). Firstly, MemGM
also suffers from irrelevant responses due to mis-
matching the topic of queries. However, in terms
of the relevance, the number of the MemGM’s bad
cases (6 cases) is much fewer than its good cases’
(14 cases). Secondly, 3 cases of EditRetrieve are
of higher quality owing to the suitable use of ad-
vanced and low-frequency words. Thirdly, 6 re-
sponses from EditRetrieve are longer and carry
more information.

Two examples in Table 5 show the model per-
formance. In the first case, EditRetrieve is misled
by “ribs”; it treats “ribs of human” as “pork ribs”
and responds an utterance related to “food” topic.
MemGMs understand the topic and generate in-
formative responses. In the second case, Seq2Seq,
CVAE and MMI only respond by simply repeat-
ing the query. EditRetrieve can bring in a new
word ”rest” related to the query. MemGMs cap-
ture the “cold” from the given query and respond
utterances related to both “cold” and “health”.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a novel memory-
augmented generative model for response genera-
tion. It leverages groups of query-response pairs to
augment generative models instead of the individ-
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Query
多亏我是个瘦子，伤心时我可以数数排骨
(Thanks to being a thin man,
I can count my ribs during my sad time.)

Seq2Seq 我也是这么想的。(I do think so.)
MMI 我也曾伤心过(I have experienced the sad time)
CVAE 哈哈，我也是这样的。(Ha-ha, me to.)

EditRetrieve 我也想吃。。。(I want to eat it too...)

MemGM-S
伤心的时候会想起谁
(Who do you remember during sad time.)

MemGM-H
我可以说我是个胖子吗?
(Can I say I am a fat man?)

Query
今天出来好冷，冻脸啊！大家要注意身体
(It’s cold today when leaving,
freezing my face.Attention to health!)

Seq2Seq
注意身体哦，注意身体
(Attention to health. attention to health.)

MMI 注意身体。。。。(Attention to health. . . .)

CVAE
注意身体哦，注意身体
(Attention to health! attention to health.)

EditRetrieve
注意身体，好好休息。
(Attention to health, have a good rest.)

MemGM-S
好冷啊。注意保暖。
(It’s too cold, pay attention to keep warm.)

MemGM-H
好冷啊！注意身体！
(It’s too cold, attention to health.)

Table 5: The case study among all competing methods.

ual retrieval results. It clusters the training corpus
into multiple groups, extracts and memorizes com-
mon characteristics of each group for generation.
Compared with retrieval-augmented models, our
model makes improvements on the quality, rele-
vance and informativeness of response generation.
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Abstract

Due to its potential applications, open-domain
dialogue generation has become popular and
achieved remarkable progress in recent years,
but sometimes suffers from generic responses.
Previous models are generally trained based
on 1-to-1 mapping from an input query to its
response, which actually ignores the nature
of 1-to-n mapping in dialogue that there may
exist multiple valid responses corresponding
to the same query. In this paper, we pro-
pose to utilize the multiple references by con-
sidering the correlation of different valid re-
sponses and modeling the 1-to-n mapping with
a novel two-step generation architecture. The
first generation phase extracts the common
features of different responses which, com-
bined with distinctive features obtained in the
second phase, can generate multiple diverse
and appropriate responses. Experimental re-
sults show that our proposed model can ef-
fectively improve the quality of response and
outperform existing neural dialogue models on
both automatic and human evaluations.

1 Introduction

In recent years, open-domain dialogue genera-
tion has become a research hotspot in Natural
Language Processing due to its broad applica-
tion prospect, including chatbots, virtual personal
assistants, etc. Though plenty of systems have
been proposed to improve the quality of gen-
erated responses from various aspects such as
topic (Xing et al., 2017), persona modeling (Zhang
et al., 2018b) and emotion controlling (Zhou et al.,
2018b), most of these recent approaches are pri-
marily built upon the sequence-to-sequence archi-
tecture (Cho et al., 2014; Shang et al., 2015) which
suffers from the “safe” response problem (Li et al.,
2016a; Sato et al., 2017). This can be ascribed
to modeling the response generation process as 1-
to-1 mapping, which ignores the nature of 1-to-

∗Corresponding author: Rui Yan (ruiyan@pku.edu.cn)

Figure 1: An illustration of the two-step generation
architecture. Different from the conventional meth-
ods (shown in green color) which model each response
from scratch every time, our method first builds a com-
mon feature of multiple responses and models each re-
sponse based on it afterward.

n mapping of dialogue that multiple possible re-
sponses can correspond to the same query.

To deal with the generic response problem,
various methods have been proposed, including
diversity-promoting objective function (Li et al.,
2016a), enhanced beam search (Shao et al., 2016),
latent dialogue mechanism (Zhou et al., 2017,
2018a), Variational Autoencoders (VAEs) based
models (Zhao et al., 2017; Serban et al., 2017),
etc. However, these methods still view multiple
responses as independent ones and fail to model
multiple responses jointly. Recently, Zhang et al.
(2018a) introduce a maximum likelihood strat-
egy that given an input query, the most likely re-
sponse is approximated rather than all possible re-
sponses, which is further implemented by Rajen-
dran et al. (2018) with reinforcement learning for
task-oriented dialogue. Although capable of gen-
erating the most likely response, these methods
fail to model other possible responses and ignore
the correlation of different responses.

In this paper, we propose a novel response
generation model for open-domain conversation,
which learns to generate multiple diverse re-
sponses with multiple references by considering
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the correlation of different responses. Our moti-
vation lies in two aspects: 1) multiple responses
for a query are likely correlated, which can facil-
itate building the dialogue system. 2) it is easier
to model each response based on other responses
than from scratch every time. As shown in Fig-
ure 1, given an input query, different responses
may share some common features e.g. positive at-
titudes or something else, but vary in discourses or
expressions which we refer to as distinct features.
Accordingly, the system can benefit from model-
ing these features respectively rather than learning
each query-response mapping from scratch.

Inspired by this idea, we propose a two-step
dialogue generation architecture as follows. We
jointly view the multiple possible responses to the
same query as a response bag. In the first gen-
eration phase, the common feature of different
valid responses is extracted, serving as a base from
which each specific response in the bag is further
approximated. The system then, in the second
generation phase, learns to model the distinctive
feature of each individual response which, com-
bined with the common feature, can generate mul-
tiple diverse responses simultaneously.

Experimental results show that our method can
outperform existing competitive neural models un-
der both automatic and human evaluation metrics,
which demonstrates the effectiveness of the over-
all approach. We also provide ablation analyses to
validate each component of our model. To sum-
marize, our contributions are threefold:

• We propose to model multiple responses to a
query jointly by considering the correlations
of responses with multi-reference learning.

• We consider the common and distinctive fea-
tures of the response bag and propose a novel
two-step dialogue generation architecture.

• Experiments show that the proposed method
can generate multiple diverse responses and
outperform existing competitive models on
both automatic and human evaluations.

2 Related Work

Along with the flourishing development of neural
networks, the sequence-to-sequence framework
has been widely used for conversation response
generation (Shang et al., 2015; Sordoni et al.,

2015) where the mapping from a query x to a re-
ply y is learned with the negative log likelihood.
However, these models suffer from the “safe” re-
sponse problem. To address this problem, various
methods have been proposed. Li et al. (2016a)
propose a diversity-promoting objective function
to encourage diverse responses during decoding.
Zhou et al. (2017, 2018a) introduce a responding
mechanism between the encoder and decoder to
generate various responses. Xing et al. (2017)
incorporate topic information to generate informa-
tive responses. However, these models suffer from
the deterministic structure when generating multi-
ple diverse responses. Besides, during the train-
ing of these models, response utterances are only
used in the loss function and ignored when for-
ward computing, which can confuse the model for
pursuing multiple objectives simultaneously.

A few works explore to change the determin-
istic structure of sequence-to-sequence models by
introducing stochastic latent variables. VAE is
one of the most popular methods (Bowman et al.,
2016; Zhao et al., 2017; Serban et al., 2017; Cao
and Clark, 2017), where the discourse-level diver-
sity is modeled by a Gaussian distribution. How-
ever, it is observed that in the CVAE with a fixed
Gaussian prior, the learned conditional posteriors
tend to collapse to a single mode, resulting in a
relatively simple scope (Wang et al., 2017). To
tackle this, WAE (Gu et al., 2018) which adopts a
Gaussian mixture prior network with Wasserstein
distance and VAD (Du et al., 2018) which sequen-
tially introduces a series of latent variables to con-
dition each word in the response sequence are pro-
posed. Although these models overcome the deter-
ministic structure of sequence-to-sequence model,
they still ignore the correlation of multiple valid
responses and each case is trained separately.

To consider the multiple responses jointly, the
maximum likelihood strategy is explored. Zhang
et al. (2018a) propose the maximum generated
likelihood criteria which model a query with its
multiple responses as a bag of instances and pro-
poses to optimize the model towards the most
likely answer rather than all possible responses.
Similarly, Rajendran et al. (2018) propose to re-
ward the dialogue system if any valid answer
is produced in the reinforcement learning phase.
Though considering multiple responses jointly, the
maximum likelihood strategy fails to utilize all
the references during training with some cases ig-
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Figure 2: The overall architecture of our proposed dialogue system where the two generation steps and testing
process are illustrated. Given an input query x, the model aims to approximate the multiple responses in a bag
{y} simultaneously with the continuous common and distinctive features, i.e., the latent variables c and z obtained
from the two generation phases respectively.

nored. In our approach, we consider multiple re-
sponses jointly and model each specific response
separately by a two-step generation architecture.

3 Approach

In this paper, we propose a novel response gen-
eration model for short-text conversation, which
models multiple valid responses for a given query
jointly. We posit that a dialogue system can ben-
efit from multi-reference learning by considering
the correlation of multiple responses. Figure 2
demonstrates the whole architecture of our model.
We now describe the details as follows.

3.1 Problem Formulation and Model
Overview

Training samples {(x, {y})i}i=Ni=1 consist of each
query x and the set of its valid responses {y},
where N denotes the number of training samples.
For a dialogue generation model, it aims to map
from the input query x to the output response
y ∈ {y}. To achieve this, different from conven-
tional methods which view the multiple responses
as independent ones, we propose to consider the
correlation of multiple responses with a novel two-
step generation architecture, where the response
bag {y} and each response y ∈ {y} are mod-
eled by two separate features which are obtained in
each generation phase respectively. Specifically,
we assume a variable c ∈ Rn representing the
common feature of different responses and an un-
observed latent variable z ∈ Z corresponding to
the distinct feature for each y in the bag. The com-

mon feature c is generated in the first stage given
x and the distinctive feature z is sampled from the
latent space Z in the second stage given the query
x and common feature c. The final responses are
then generated conditioned on both the common
feature c and distinct feature z simultaneously.

3.2 Common Feature of the Response Bag
In the first generation step, we aim to map from the
input query x to the common feature c of the re-
sponse bag {y}. Inspired by multi-instance learn-
ing (Zhou, 2004), we start from the simple intu-
ition that it is much easier for the model to fit mul-
tiple instances from their mid-point than a random
start-point, as illustrated in Figure 1.

To obtain this, we model the common feature
of the response bag as the mid-point of embed-
dings of multiple responses. In practice, we first
encode the input x with a bidirectional gated re-
current units (GRU) (Cho et al., 2014) to obtain an
input representation hx. Then, the common fea-
ture c is computed by a mapping network which
is implemented by a feed-forward neural network
whose trainable parameter is denoted as θ. The
feature c is then fed into the response decoder to
obtain the intermediate response yc which is con-
sidered to approximate all valid responses. Math-
ematically, the objective function is defined as:

Lavg =
1

|{y}|
∑

y∈{y}
log pψ(y|c) (1)

where |{y}| is the cardinality of the response bag
{y} and pψ represents the response decoder.
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Figure 3: The sentence embedding function of the dis-
criminator in the first generation phase.

Besides, to measure how well the intermediate
response yc approximates the mid-point response,
we set up an individual discriminator and derive
the mapping function to produce better results. As
to the discriminator, we first project each utter-
ance to an embedding space with fixed dimension-
ality via convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
with different kernels as the process shown in Fig-
ure 3. Then, the cosine similarity of the query
and response embeddings is computed, denoted as
Dθ′(x,y), where θ′ represents trainable parameter
in the discriminator. For the response bag {y}, the
average response embedding is used to compute
the matching score. The objective of intermedi-
ate response yc is then to minimize the difference
between Dθ′(x,yc) and Dθ′(x, {y}):

Ldisc = Ex,{y},yc [Dθ′(x,yc)−Dθ′(x, {y})] (2)

where yc denotes the utterance produced by the
decoder conditioned on the variable c.

To overcome the discrete and non-differentiable
problem, which breaks down gradient propagation
from the discriminator, we adopt a “soft” continu-
ous approximation (Hu et al., 2017):

ŷct ∼ softmax(ot/τ) (3)

where ot is the logit vector as the inputs to the
softmax function at time-step t and the tempera-
ture τ is set to τ → 0 as training proceeds for
increasingly peaked distributions. The whole loss
for the step-one generation is then

Lfirst = Lavg + Ldisc (4)

which is optimized by a minimax game with ad-
versarial training (Goodfellow et al., 2014).

3.3 Response Specific Generation
The second generation phase aims to model each
specific response in a response bag respectively. In

practice, we adopt the CVAE (Sohn et al., 2015;
Yan et al., 2015) architecture, while two promi-
nent modifications remain. Firstly, rather than
modeling each response with the latent variable
z from scratch, our model approximates each re-
sponse based on the bag representation c with only
the distinctive feature of each specific response re-
maining to be captured. Secondly, the prior com-
mon feature c can provide extra information for
the sampling network which is supposed to de-
crease the latent searching space.

Specifically, similar to the CVAE architecture,
the overall objective for our model in the second
generation phase is as below:

Lcvae =Eqφ(z|x,y,c)pθ(c|x)[log pψ(y|c, z)]

−D[qφ(z|x,y, c)||pϕ(z|x, c)]
(5)

where qφ represents the recognition network and
pϕ is the prior network with φ and ϕ as the train-
able parameters; D(·||·) is the regularization term
which measures the distance between the two dis-
tributions. In practice, the recognition networks
are implemented with a feed-forward network that

[
µ

log
(
σ2
)
]

= Wq



hx
hy
c


+ bq (6)

where hx and hy are the utterance representations
of query and response got by GRU respectively,
and the latent variable z ∼ N (µ, σ2I). For the
prior networks, we consider two kinds of imple-
ments. One is the vanilla CVAE model (Zhao
et al., 2017) where the prior pϕ(z|x, c) is modeled
by a another feed-forward network conditioned on
the representations hx and c as follows,

[
µ′

log
(
σ′2
)
]

= Wp

[
hx
c

]
+ bp (7)

and the distance D(·||·) here is measured by the
KL divergence. For the other, we adopt the
WAE model (Gu et al., 2018) in which the prior
pϕ(z|x, c) is modeled by a mixture of Gaussian
distributions GMM(πk, µ

′
k, σ
′
k
2I)Kk=1, where K is

the number of Gaussian distributions and πk is the
mixture coefficient of the k-th component of the
GMM module as computed:

πk =
exp(ek)∑K
i=1 exp(ei)

(8)
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and




ek
µ′k

log σ′2k


 = Wp,k

[
hx
c

]
+ bp,k (9)

To sample an instance, Gumble-Softmax re-
parametrization trick (Kusner and Hernández-
Lobato, 2016) is utilized to normalize the coef-
ficients. The distance here is measured by the
Wasserstein distance which is implemented with
an adversarial discriminator (Zhao et al., 2018).

Recap that in the second generation phase the
latent variable z is considered to only capture
the distinctive feature of each specific response.
Hence to distinguish the latent variable z for each
separate response, we further introduce a multi-
reference bag-of-word loss (MBOW) which re-
quires the network to predict the current response
y against the response bag:

Lmbow = Eqφ(z|x,y,c)[log p(ybow|x, z)

+ λ log(1− p({ȳ}bow|x, z))]
(10)

where the probability is computed by a feed-
forward network f as the vanilla bag-of-word
loss (Zhao et al., 2017) does; {ȳ} is the comple-
mentary response bag of y and its probability is
computed as the average probability of responses
in the bag; and λ is a scaling factor accounting
for the difference in magnitude. As it shows, the
MBOW loss penalizes the recognition networks if
other complementary responses can be predicted
from the distinctive variable z. Besides, since the
probability of the complementary term may ap-
proach zero which makes it difficult to optimize,
we actually adopt its lower bound in practice:

log(1− p(ybow|x, z)) = log(1−
|y|∏

t=1

efyt
∑|V |

j efj
)

≥ log(

|y|∏

t=1

(1− efyt
∑|V |

j efj
))

(11)
where |V | is vocabulary size.

Totally, the whole loss for the step-two genera-
tion is then:

Lsecond = Lcvae + Lmbow (12)

which can be optimized in an end-to-end way.

3.4 Optimization and Testing

Our whole model can be trained in an end-to-end
fashion. To train the model, we first pre-train the
word embedding using Glove ((Pennington et al.,
2014))1. Then modules of the model are jointly
trained by optimizing the lossesLfirst andLsecond
of the two generation phases respectively. To over-
come the vanishing latent variable problem (Wang
et al., 2017) of CVAE, we adopt the KL annealing
strategy (Bowman et al., 2016), where the weight
of the KL term is gradually increased during train-
ing. The other technique employed is the MBOW
loss which is able to sharpen the distribution of
latent variable z for each specific response and al-
leviate the vanishing problem at the same time.

During testing, diverse responses can be ob-
tained by the two generation phases described
above, where the distinctive latent variable z cor-
responding to each specific response is sampled
from the prior probability network. This process
is illustrated in Figure 2. Capable of capturing the
common feature of the response bag, the variable
c is obtained from the mapping network and no in-
termediate utterance is required, which facilitates
reducing the complexity of decoding.

4 Experimental Setup

4.1 Dataset

Focusing on open-domain dialogue, we perform
experiments on a large-scale single-turn conver-
sation dataset Weibo (Shang et al., 2015), where
each input post is generally associated with mul-
tiple response utterances2. Concretely, the Weibo
dataset consists of short-text online chit-chat di-
alogues in Chinese, which is crawled from Sina
Weibo 3. Totally, there are 4,423,160 query-
response pairs for training set and 10000 pairs
for the validation and testing, where there are
around 200k unique query in the training set and
each query used in testing correlates with four re-
sponses respectively. For preprocessing, we fol-
low the conventional settings (Shang et al., 2015).

4.2 Baselines

We compare our model with representative dia-
logue generation approaches as listed below:

1https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
2More such multi-reference data is widely available, e.g.

social media like Twitter. But we adopt Weibo in this work
since it is large and publicly available.

3https://www.weibo.com/
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Method Multi-BLEU EMBEDDING Intra-Dist Inter-Dist
BLEU-1 BLEU-2 G A E Dist-1 Dist-2 Dist-1 Dist-2

S2S 21.49 9.498 0.567 0.677 0.415 0.311 0.447 0.027 0.127
S2S+DB 20.20 9.445 0.561 0.682 0.422 0.324 0.457 0.028 0.130
MMS 21.40 9.398 0.569 0.691 0.427 0.561 0.697 0.033 0.158
CVAE 22.71 8.923 0.601 0.730 0.452 0.628 0.801 0.035 0.179
CVAE+BOW 23.12 8.420 0.605 0.741 0.456 0.687 0.873 0.038 0.194
WAE 24.02 9.281 0.611 0.754 0.460 0.734 0.885 0.044 0.196
Ours-First 23.68 9.240 0.619 0.762 0.471 0.725 0.891 0.045 0.199
Ours-Disc 24.22 9.101 0.617 0.754 0.465 0.670 0.863 0.036 0.184
Ours-MBOW 23.88 9.582 0.622 0.778 0.477 0.681 0.877 0.040 0.190
Ours 24.04 9.362 0.625 0.771 0.480 0.699 0.876 0.042 0.190
Ours+GMP 24.20 9.417 0.618 0.769 0.482 0.728 0.889 0.044 0.198

Table 1: Automatic evaluation results of different models where the best results are bold. The G, A and E of
Embedding represent Greedy, Average, Extreme embedding-based metrics, repsectively.

Method Rela. Divt. Red. Overall
Gold 3.90 4.22 3.79 3.97
S2S 3.10 2.77 3.24 3.07
CVAE 2.98 3.12 3.10 3.07
Ours 3.22 3.19 3.23 3.21

Table 2: Human evaluation results of different models.
Rela., Divt. and Red. represent Relevance, Diversity
and Readability, respectively. The Kappa score among
different human evaluators is 0.4412, which indicates
moderate human agreements.

S2S: the vanilla sequence-to-sequence model
with attention mechanism (Bahdanau et al., 2014)
where standard beam search is applied in testing
to generate multiple different responses.

S2S+DB: the vanilla sequence-to-sequence
model with the modified diversity-promoting
beam search method (Li et al., 2016b) where a
fixed diversity rate 0.5 is used.

MMS: the modified multiple responding
mechanisms enhanced dialogue model proposed
by Zhou et al. (2018a) which introduces respond-
ing mechanism embeddings (Zhou et al., 2017)
for diverse response generation.

CVAE: the vanilla CVAE model (Zhao et al.,
2017) with and without BOW (bag-of-word)
loss (CVAE+BOW and CVAE).

WAE: the conditional Wasserstein autoencoder
model for dialogue generation (Gu et al., 2018)
which models the distribution of data by training a
GAN within the latent variable space.

Ours: we explore our model Ours and conduct

various ablation studies: the model with only the
second stage generation (Ours-First), the model
without the discriminator (Ours-Disc) and multi-
reference BOW loss (Ours-MBOW), and the
model with GMM prior networks (Ours+GMP).

4.3 Evaluation Metrics

To comprehensively evaluate the quality of gener-
ated response utterances, we adopt both automatic
and human evaluation metrics:

BLEU: In dialogue generation, BLEU is widely
used in previous studies (Yao et al., 2017; Shang
et al., 2018). Since multiple valid responses ex-
ist in this paper, we adopt multi-reference BLEU
where the evaluated utterance is compared to pro-
vided multiple references simultaneously.

Distinctness: To distinguish safe and common-
place responses, the distinctness score (Li et al.,
2016a) is designed to measure word-level diversity
by counting the ratio of distinctive [1,2]-grams.
In our experiments, we adopt both Intra-Dist:
the distinctness scores of multiple responses for a
given query and Inter-Dist: the distinctness scores
of generated responses of the whole testing set.

Embedding Similarity: Embedding-based
metrics compute the cosine similarity between the
sentence embedding of a ground-truth response
and that of the generated one. There are various
ways to obtain the sentence-level embedding from
the constituent word embeddings. In our experi-
ments, we apply three most commonly used strate-
gies: Greedy matches each word of the reference
with the most similar word in the evaluated sen-
tence; Average uses the average of word embed-
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Input 火山喷发瞬间的一些壮观景象。 再过十分钟就进入win8时代，我是系统升级控。
Query These are some magnificent sights at the moment of the

volcanic eruption.
There remain ten minutes before we entering the era of win8. I am
a geek of system updating.

Gold 大自然才是人类的最终boss。 问个白痴问题必须正版才能升级吧？
Nature is the final boss of human. May I ask an idiot problem. Does the update require a license?
真帅，12月份的时候就能亲眼看到了，好开心啊。 不是给平板电脑用的系统吗？
So cool! I am so happy to see it by myself in December. Isn’t this system for PAD?
被惊艳震撼到了。 已经用了一个多月了，不过还是不喜欢8
I am deeply surprised and shocked. I have used it for a month but I still don’t like it 8
震撼了，小小人类仰视造物主的强大。 好久木用电脑了，想念。
Shocked! The imperceptible humanity looks up to the
power of the creator.

Having not used the computer for a long time, I miss it.

CVAE 大半夜的不光是白天。 这是要用手机吗？
It’s midnight, not only daytime. Do you want to use the phone?
一天一天就能看到了。 我是升级了升级版了。
We can see it day after day. I have updated to the upgrade.
天地之间的风景有如此之美。 我还以为是我的电脑。
How could there exist such amazing sights. I thought it was my computer.
火山喷发瞬间的萤火虫。 升级版的机器人。
The glowworm at the moment of volcanic eruption. The upgraded robot.

Ours 好美，这是哪里呀？ 这是什么软件啊，求解。
So amazing! Where is this? I am wondering what software it is.
好壮观啊一定要保存下来。 我觉得微软的ui还不错。
It’s so magnificent that it should be preserved. I think the ui of Microsoft is not bad.
大白天的不能看到。 现在的产品已经不是新产品了。
It can’t be seen during the day. The current product is not the new.
如果有机会亲眼所见过。 这个是什么应用啊。
If you have chance to see it yourself. What application is this.
如此这般这般淼小。 我觉得这样的界面更像windows8。
It is so so imperceptible. I think interface like this looks more like windows8.

Table 3: Case study for the generated responses from the testing set of Weibo, where the Chinese utterances are
translated into English for the sake of readability. For each input query, we show four responses generated by each
method and an additional intermediate utterance (marked with underline) for our model.

dings; andExtreme takes the most extreme value
among all words for each dimension of word em-
beddings in a sentence. Since multiple references
exist, for each utterance to be evaluated, we com-
pute its score with the most similar reference.

Human Evaluation with Case Analysis: As
automatic evaluation metrics lose sight of the over-
all quality of a response (Tao et al., 2018), we also
adopt human evaluation on 100 random samples to
assess the generation quality with three indepen-
dent aspects considered: relevance (whether the
reply is relevant to the query), diversity (whether
the reply narrates with diverse words) and read-
ability (whether the utterance is grammatically
formed). Each property is assessed with a score
from 1 (worst) to 5 (best) by three annotators. The
evaluation is conducted in a blind process with the
utterance belonging unknown to the reviewers.

4.4 Implementation Details

All models are trained with the following hyper-
parameters: both encoder and decoder are set to
one layer with GRU (Cho et al., 2014) cells, where
the hidden state size of GRU is 256; the utter-
ance length is limited to 50; the vocabulary size is
50,000 and the word embedding dimension is 256;
the word embeddings are shared by the encoder

and decoder; all trainable parameters are initial-
ized from a uniform distribution [-0.08, 0.08]; we
employ the Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) for opti-
mization with a mini-batch size 128 and initialized
learning rate 0.001; the gradient clipping strategy
is utilized to avoid gradient explosion, where the
gradient clipping value is set to be 5. For the la-
tent variable, we adopt dimensional size 256 and
the component number of the mixture Gaussian
for prior networks in WAE is set to 5. As to the
discriminator, we set the initialized learning rate
as 0.0002 and use 128 different kernels for each
kernel size in {2, 3, 4}. The size of the response
bag is limited to 10 where the instances inside are
randomly sampled for each mini-batch. All the
models are implemented with Pytorch 0.4.1 4.

5 Results and Analysis

5.1 Comparison against Baselines

Table 1 shows our main experimental results,
with baselines shown in the top and our mod-
els at the bottom. The results show that our
model (Ours) outperforms competitive baselines
on various evaluation metrics. The Seq2seq based
models (S2S, S2S-DB and MMS) tend to generate

4https://pytorch.org
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fluent utterances and can share some overlapped
words with the references, as the high BLEU-2
scores show. However, the distinctness scores il-
lustrate that these models fail to generate mul-
tiple diverse responses in spite of the diversity-
promoting objective and responding mechanisms
used. We attribute this to that these models fail to
consider multiple references for the same query,
which may confuse the models and lead to a com-
monplace utterance. As to the CVAE and WAE
models, with the latent variable to control the
discourse-level diversity, diverse responses can be
obtained. Compared against these previous meth-
ods, our model can achieve the best or second
best performances on different automatic evalu-
ation metrics where the improvements are most
consistent on BLEU-1 and embedding-based met-
rics, which demonstrates the overall effectiveness
of our proposed architecture.

In order to better study the quality of generated
responses, we also report the human evaluation re-
sults in Table 2. As results show, although there
remains a huge gap between existing methods and
human performance (the Gold), our model gains
promising promotions over previous methods on
generating appropriate responses with diverse ex-
pressions. With both obvious superiority (read-
ability for S2S and diversity for CVAE) and inferi-
ority (diversity for S2S and relevance for CVAE),
the baselines show limited overall performances,
in contrast to which our method can output more
diverse utterances while maintaining the relevance
to the input query and achieve a high overall score.

5.2 Ablation Study

To better understand the effectiveness of each
component in our model, we further conduct the
ablation studies with results shown at the bottom
of Table 1. Above all, to validate the effective-
ness of the common feature, we remove the first
generation stage and get the Ours-First model. As
the results of BLEU and embedding-based metrics
show, the system can benefit from the common
feature for better relevance to the query.

Moreover, pairwise comparisons Ours-Disc vs.
Ours and Ours-MBOW vs. Ours validate the
effects of the discriminator and modified multi-
reference bag-of-word loss (MBOW). As results
show, the discriminator facilitates extracting the
common feature and yields more relevant re-
sponses to the input query afterward. The MBOW

Figure 4: The statistics of distances between the
input query/intermediate utterance and gold refer-
ences/generated responses, where the distance is mea-
sured by the cosine similarity of sentence embeddings.

loss, similar to the effects of BOW loss in the
CVAE, can lead to a more unique latent variable
for each response and improve the final distinct-
ness scores of generated utterances. In the experi-
ments, we also observed the KL vanishing prob-
lem when training our model and we overcame
it with the KL weight annealing strategy and the
MBOW loss described above.

5.3 Case Study and Discussion

Table 3 illustrates two examples of generated
replies to the input query got from the testing set.
Comparing the CVAE and Ours, we can find that
although the CVAE model can generate diverse ut-
terances, its responses tend to be irrelevant to the
query and sometimes not grammatically formed,
e.g. the words “glowworm” and “robot” in the
sentences. In contrast, responses generated by our
model show better quality, achieving both high rel-
evance and diversity. This demonstrates the ability
of the two-step generation architecture. For better
insight into the procedure, we present the inter-
mediately generated utterances which show that
the feature extracted in the first stage can focus
on some common and key aspects of the query
and its possible responses, such as the “amazing”
and “software”. With the distinctive features sam-
pled in the second generation phase, the model fur-
ther revises the response and outputs multiple re-
sponses with diverse contents and expressions.

Recap that the common feature is expected to
capture the correlations of different responses and
serve as the base of a response bag from which dif-
ferent responses are further generated, as shown
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in Figure 1. To investigate the actual perfor-
mances achieved by our model, we compute the
distance between the input query/intermediate ut-
terance and gold references/generated responses
and present the results in Figure 4. As shown, in-
termediate utterances obtained in the first genera-
tion phase tend to approximate multiple responses
with similar distances at the same time. Compar-
ing the generated responses and the references, we
find that generated responses show both high rel-
evant and irrelevant ratios, as the values near 0.00
and 1.00 show. This actually agrees well with our
observation that the model may sometimes rely
heavily on or ignore the prior common feature in-
formation. From a further comparison between the
input query and the mid, we also observe that the
intermediate utterance is more similar to final re-
sponses than the input query, which correlates well
with our original intention shown in Figure 1.

6 Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we tackle the one-to-many query-
response mapping problem in open-domain con-
versation and propose a novel two-step generation
architecture with the correlation of multiple valid
responses considered. Jointly viewing the multi-
ple responses as a response bag, the model extracts
the common and distinct features of different re-
sponses in two generation phases respectively to
output multiple diverse responses. Experimental
results illustrate the superior performance of the
proposed model in generating diverse and appro-
priate responses compared to previous represen-
tative approaches. However, the modeling of the
common and distinct features of responses in our
method is currently implicit and coarse-grained.
Directions of future work may be pursuing better-
defined features and easier training strategies.
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Abstract

This paper examines various unsupervised
pretraining objectives for learning dialog con-
text representations. Two novel methods of
pretraining dialog context encoders are pro-
posed, and a total of four methods are exam-
ined. Each pretraining objective is fine-tuned
and evaluated on a set of downstream dialog
tasks using the MultiWoz dataset and strong
performance improvement is observed. Fur-
ther evaluation shows that our pretraining ob-
jectives result in not only better performance,
but also better convergence, models that are
less data hungry and have better domain
generalizability.

1 Introduction

Learning meaningful representations of multi-turn
dialog contexts is the cornerstone of dialog sys-
tems. In order to generate an appropriate response,
a system must be able to aggregate information
over multiple turns, such as estimating a belief
state over user goals (Williams et al., 2013) and
resolving anaphora co–references (Mitkov, 2014).
In the past, significant effort has gone into de-
veloping better neural dialog architectures to im-
prove context modeling given the same in-domain
training data (Dhingra et al., 2017; Zhou et al.,
2016). Recent advances in pretraining on mas-
sive amounts of text data have led to state-of-the-
art results on a range of natural language pro-
cessing (NLP) tasks (Peters et al., 2018; Radford
et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2018) including natural
language inference, question answering and text
classification. These promising results suggest a
new direction for improving context modeling by
creating general purpose natural language repre-
sentations that are useful for many different down-
stream tasks.

∗* Equal contribution.

Yet pretraining methods are still in their infancy.
We do not yet fully understand their properties.
For example, many pretraining methods are vari-
ants of language modeling (Howard and Ruder,
2018; Radford et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2018),
e.g. predicting the previous word, next word or
the masked word, given the sentence context. This
approach treats natural language as a simple
stream of word tokens. It relies on a com-
plex model to discover high-level dependencies,
through the use of massive corpora and expen-
sive computation. Recently the BERT model (De-
vlin et al., 2018) achieved state-of-the-art per-
formance on several NLP benchmarks. It intro-
duces a sentence-pair level pretraining objective,
i.e. predicting whether two sentences should come
after one another. This is a step towards having
pretraining objectives that explicitly consider and
leverage discourse-level relationships. However,
it is still unclear whether language modeling is the
most effective method of pretrained language rep-
resentation, especially for tasks that need to ex-
ploit multi-turn dependencies, e.g. dialog context
modeling. Thornbury and Slade (2006) underline
several discourse-level features which distinguish
dialog from other types of text. Dialog must be
coherent across utterance and a sequence of turns
should achieve a communicative purpose. Fur-
ther, dialog is interactive in nature, with feedback
and back-channelling between speakers, and turn-
taking. These unique features of dialog suggest
that modelling dialog contexts requires pretraining
methods specifically designed for dialog.

Building on this prior research, the goal of this
paper is to study various methods of pretrain-
ing discourse-level language representations, i.e.
modeling the relationship amongst multiple utter-
ances. This paper takes a first step in the cre-
ation of a systematic analysis framework of pre-
training methods for dialog systems. Concretely,
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we pretrain a hierarchical dialog encoder (Serban
et al., 2016) with four different unsupervised pre-
training objectives. Two of the objectives, next-
utterance generation (Vinyals and Le, 2015) and
retrieval (Lowe et al., 2016), have been explored
in previous work. The other two pretraining ob-
jectives, masked-utterance retrieval and inconsis-
tency identification, are novel. The pretrained
dialog encoder is then evaluated on several down-
stream tasks that probe the quality of the learned
context representation by following the typical
pretrain & fine-tune procedure.

Pretraining and downstream evaluation use the
MultiWoz dialog dataset (Budzianowski et al.,
2018), which contains over 10,000 dialogs span-
ning 6 different domains. The downstream tasks
include next-utterance generation (NUG), next-
utterance retrieval (NUR), dialog act prediction
(DAP), and belief state prediction (BSP). The pre-
training objectives are assessed under four differ-
ent hypotheses: (1) that pretraining will improve
downstream tasks with fine-tuning on the entire
available data, (2) that pretraining will result in
better convergence, (3) that pretraining will per-
form strongly with limited data and (4) that pre-
training facilitates domain generalizability. The
results here show that pretraining achieves sig-
nificant performance gains with respect to these
hypotheses. Furthermore, the novel objectives
achieve performance that is on-par with or bet-
ter than the pre-existing methods. The contribu-
tions of this paper are: (1) a study of four differ-
ent pretraining objectives for dialog context rep-
resentation, including two novel objectives. (2) a
comprehensive analysis of the effects of pretrain-
ing on dialog context representations, assessed on
four different downstream tasks.

2 Related Work

This work is closely related to research in auxi-
liary multi-task learning and transfer learning with
pretraining for NLP systems.

Training with Auxiliary Tasks

Incorporating a useful auxiliary loss function to
complement the primary objective has been shown
to improve the performance of deep neural net-
work models, including, but not limited to, error
detection (Rei and Yannakoudakis, 2017), cross-
lingual speech tagging (Plank et al., 2016), do-
main independent sentiment classification (Yu and

Jiang, 2016), latent variable inference for dialog
generation (Zhao et al., 2017) and opinion ex-
traction (Ding et al., 2017). Some auxiliary loss
functions are designed to improve performance
on a specific task. For instance, Yu and Jiang
(2016) pretrained a model for sentiment classifica-
tion with the auxiliary task of identifying whether
a negative or positive word occurred in the sen-
tence. In some cases, auxiliary loss is created
to encourage a model’s general representational
power. Trinh et al. (2018) found that a model can
capture far longer dependencies when pretrained
with a suitable auxiliary task. This paper falls in
line with the second goal by creating learning ob-
jectives that improve a representation to capture
general-purpose information.

Transfer Learning with Pretraining

The second line of related research concerns the
creation of transferable language representation
via pretraining. The basic procedure is typically
to first pretrain a powerful neural encoder on mas-
sive text data with unsupervised objectives. The
second step is to fine-tune this pretrained model on
a specific downstream task using a much smaller
in-domain dataset (Howard and Ruder, 2018).
Recently, several papers that use this approach
have achieved significant results. ELMo (Peters
et al., 2018) trained a two-way language model
with Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory Net-
works (biLSTM) (Huang et al., 2015) to pre-
dict both the next and previous word. OpenAI’s
GPT created a unidirectional language model
using transformer networks (Radford et al., 2018)
and BERT was trained with two simultaneous ob-
jectives: the masked language model and next sen-
tence prediction (Devlin et al., 2018). Each of
the models has demonstrated state-of-the-art re-
sults on the GLUE benchmark (Wang et al., 2018).
The GPT model has also been adapted to improve
the performance of end-to-end dialog models. In
the 2nd ConvAI challenge (Dinan et al., 2019), the
best models on both human and automated eval-
uations were generative transformers (Wolf et al.,
2019), which were initialized with the weights of
the GPT model and fine-tuned on in-domain di-
alog data. These models, which leveraged large-
scale pretraining, outperformed the systems which
only used in-domain data.

There has been little work on pretraining meth-
ods that learn to extract discourse level informa-
tion from the input text. Next sentence predic-
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tion loss in BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) is a step
in this direction. While these pretraining meth-
ods excel at modelling sequential text, they do not
explicitly consider the unique discourse-level fea-
tures of dialog. We therefore take the first steps in
the study of pretraining objectives that extract bet-
ter discourse-level representations of dialog con-
texts.

3 Pretraining Objectives

This section discusses the unsupervised pretrain-
ing objectives, including two novel approaches
aimed at capturing better representations of di-
alog context. When considering a specific pre-
training method, both the pretraining objective and
the model architecture must facilitate the learn-
ing of strong and general representations. We de-
fine a strong representation as one that captures
the discourse-level information within the entire
dialog history as well as utterance-level informa-
tion in the utterances that constitute that history.
By our definition, a representation is sufficiently
general when it allows the model to perform bet-
ter on a variety of downstream tasks. The next
section describes the pretraining objectives within
the context of the strength and generality of the
learned representations.

For clarity of discussion, the following notation
is used: an arbitrary T -turn dialog segment is rep-
resented by a list of utterances c = [u1, ...uT ],
where ui is an utterance. Further, we denote the
set of all observed dialog responses in the data by
R = {r1, ...rM}.

The pretraining objectives, discussed below,
are next-utterance retrieval (NUR), next-utterance
generation (NUG), masked-utterance retrieval
(MUR), and inconsistency identification (InI).

3.1 Next-Utterance Retrieval

NUR has been extensively explored both as an in-
dependent task (Lowe et al., 2015, 2016) and as an
auxiliary loss in a multi-tasking setup (Wolf et al.,
2019). Given a dialog context, the aim of NUR
is to select the correct next utterance from a set
of k candidate responses. NUR can be thought
of as being analogous to language modelling, ex-
cept that the utterances, rather than the words, are
the indivisible atomic units. Language modelling
pretraining has produced strong representations of
language (Radford et al., 2018; Peters et al., 2018),
thereby motivating the choice of NUR as a pre-

training objective.
For this task we use a hierarchical encoder to

produce a representation of the dialog context by
first running each utterance independently through
a Bidirectional Long-short Term Memory Net-
work (biLSTM) and then using the resulting ut-
terance representations to produce a representa-
tion of the entire dialog context. We use a sin-
gle biLSTM to encode candidate responses. Given
[u1, ...uT−1], the task of NUR is to select the cor-
rect next utterance uT from R. Note that for
large dialog corpora, R is usually very large and
it is more computationally feasible to sample a
subset of R and as such we retrieve K negative
samples for each training example, according to
some distribution pn(r), e.g. uniform distribu-
tion (Mikolov et al., 2013). Concretely, we min-
imize the cross entropy loss of the next utterance
by:

ûi = fu(ui) i ∈ [1, T − 1] (1)

[h1, ...hT−1] = fc(û1, ...ûT−1) (2)

rgt = fr(uT ) (3)

rj = fr(rj) rj ∼ pn(r) (4)

αgt = hT−1
T rgt (5)

αj = hT−1
T rj (6)

where fu, fc and fr are three distinct biLSTM
models that are to be trained. The final loss func-
tion is:

L = − log p(uT |u1, ...uT−1) (7)

= − log

(
exp(αgt)

exp(αgt) +
∑K

j=1 exp(αj)

)

3.2 Next-Utterance Generation
NUG is the task of generating the next utterance
conditioned on the past dialog context. Sequence-
to-sequence models (Sutskever et al., 2014; Bah-
danau et al., 2015) have been used for pretraining
(Dai and Le, 2015; McCann et al., 2017), and have
been shown to learn representations that are useful
for downstream tasks (Adi et al., 2016; Belinkov
et al., 2017).

The hierarchical recurrent encoder-decoder ar-
chitecture (Serban et al., 2016) was used during
NUG pretraining. Although the decoder is used in
pretraining, only the hierarchical context encoder
is transferred to the downstream tasks. Similarly
to NUR, the optimization goal of NUG is to maxi-
mize the log-likelihood of the next utterance given
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the previous utterances. However, it differs in that
it factors the conditional distribution to word-level
in an auto-regressive manner. Specifically, let the
word tokens in uT be [w1, ...wN ]. The dialog con-
text is encoded as in Eq 8 with an utterance and
a context biLSTM. Then the loss function to be
minimized is shown in Eq 9:

L = − log p(uT |u1, ...uT−1) (8)

= −
N∑

k

log p(wk|w<k,hT−1) (9)

3.3 Masked-Utterance Retrieval

MUR is similar to NUR: the input contains a di-
alog context and a set of K candidate responses.
The objective is to select the correct response. The
difference between the two is twofold. First, one
of the utterances in the dialog context has been re-
placed by a randomly chosen utterance. Secondly,
rather than use the final context representation to
select the response that should immediately fol-
low, the goal here is to use the representation of
the replacement utterance to retrieve the correct
utterance. The replacement index t is randomly
sampled from the dialog segment:

t ∼ Uniform[1, T ] (10)

Then ut is randomly replaced by a replacement ut-
terance q that is sampled from the negative dis-
tribution pn(r) defined in NUR. Finally, the goal
is to minimize the negative log-likelihood of the
original ut given the context hidden state at time-
stamp t, i.e. − log p(ugt|u1, ...q, ...uT ), where ugt
is the original utterance at index t.

ûi = fu(ui) i ∈ [1, T ] (11)

[h1, ...hT] = fc(û1, ...ûT) (12)

rgt = fr(ugt) (13)

rj = fr(rj) rj ∼ pn(r) (14)

αgt = ht
T rgt (15)

αj = ht
T rj (16)

The final loss function is:

L = − log p(ut|u1, ...q, ...uT ) (17)

= − log

(
exp(αgt)

exp(αgt) +
∑K

j=1 exp(αj)

)

MUR is analogous to the MLM objective of De-
vlin et al. (2018), which forces model to keep a
distributional contextual representation of each in-
put token. By masking entire utterances, instead of
input tokens, MUR learns to produce strong repre-
sentations of each utterance.

3.4 Inconsistency Identification

InI is the task of finding inconsistent utterances
within a dialog history. Given a dialog context
with one utterance replaced randomly, just like
MUR, InI finds the inconsistent utterance. The
replacement procedure is the same as the one de-
scribed for MUR, where a uniform random index t
is selected in the dialog context and ut is replaced
by a negative sample q.

While MUR strives to create a model that finds
the original utterance, given the replacement index
t, InI aims to train a model that can identify the
replacement position t. Specifically, this is done
via:

ûi = fu(ui) i ∈ [1, T ] (18)

[h1, ...hT] = fc(û1, ...ûT) (19)

αi = hT
Thi i ∈ [1, T ] (20)

Finally, the loss function is to minimize the cross
entropy of the replaced index:

L = − log p(t|u1, ...q, ...uT ) (21)

= − log

(
exp(αt)∑T
j=1 exp(αi)

)

This pretraining objective aims to explicitly
model the coherence of the dialog, which encour-
ages both local representations of each individual
utterance and a global representation of the dialog
context. We believe that this will improve the gen-
erality of the pretrained representations.

4 Downstream Tasks

This section describes the downstream tasks cho-
sen to test the strength and generality of the repre-
sentations produced by the various pretraining ob-
jectives. The downstream evaluation is carried out
on a lexicalized version of the MultiWoz dataset
(Budzianowski et al., 2018). MultiWoz contains
multi-domain conversations between a Wizard-of-
Oz and a human. There are 8422 dialogs for train-
ing, 1000 for validation and 1000 for testing.
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4.1 Belief State Prediction

Given a dialog context, the task is to predict a
1784-dimensional belief state vector. Belief state
prediction (BSP) is a multi-class classification
task, highly dependant on strong dialog context
representations. The belief state vector represents
the values of 27 entities, all of which can be in-
ferred from the dialog context. To obtain the 1784-
dimensional label, the entity values are encoded as
a one-hot encoded vector and concatenated. The
entities are shown in Appendix ??. Performance is
measured using the F-1 score for entities with non-
empty values. This approach is analogous to the
one used in the evaluation of Dialog State Track-
ing Challenge 2 (Henderson et al., 2014).

This task measures the ability of a system to
maintain a complete and accurate state repre-
sentation of the dialog context. With a 1784-
dimensional output, the hidden representation for
this task must be sufficiently general. Therefore,
any pretrained representations that lack generality
will struggle on belief state prediction.

4.2 Dialog Act Prediction

Dialog act prediction (DAP), much like belief state
prediction, is a multi-label task aimed at producing
a 32-dimensional dialog act vector for the system
utterances. The set of dialog acts for a system ut-
terance describes the actions that may be taken by
the system. This might include: informing the user
about an attraction, requesting information about
a hotel query, or informing them about specific
trains. There are often multiple actions taken in a
single utterance, and thus this is a multi-label task.
To evaluate performance on dialog act prediction,
we use the F-1 score.

4.3 Next-Utterance Generation

NUG is the task of producing the next utterance
conditioned on the dialog history. We evaluate the
ability of our models to generate system utterances
using BLEU-4 (Papineni et al., 2002). This task
requires both a strong global context representa-
tion to initialize the decoder’s hidden state and
strong local utterance representations.

4.4 Next-Utterance Retrieval

Given a dialog context, NUR selects the correct
next utterance from a set of k candidate responses.
Though this task was not originally part of the
MultiWoz dataset, we construct the necessary data

for this task by randomly sampling negative ex-
amples. This task is underlined by Lowe et al.
(2016)’s suggestion that using NUR for evaluation
is extremely indicative of performance and is one
of the best forms of evaluation. Hits@1 (H@1) is
used to evaluate our retrieval models. The latter is
equivalent to accuracy.

Although some of these pretraining models had
a response encoder, which would have been useful
to transfer to this task, to ensure a fair comparison
of all of the methods, we only transfer the weights
of the context encoder.

5 Experiments and Results

This section presents the experiments and results
aimed at capturing the capabilities and proper-
ties of the above pretraining objectives by evalu-
ating on a variety of downstream tasks. All unsu-
pervised pretraining objectives are trained on the
full MultiWoz dataset (Budzianowski et al., 2018).
Data usage for downstream fine-tuning differs, de-
pending on the property being measured.

5.1 Experimental Setup

Each model was trained for 15 epochs, with the
validation performance computed at each epoch.
The model achieving the highest validation set
performance was used for the results on the test
data. The hyperparameters and experimental set-
tings are shown in the Appendix ??. The source
code will be open-sourced when this paper is re-
leased.

In the experiments, the performance on each
downstream task was measured for each pretrain-
ing objective. Combinations where the pretraining
objective is the same as the downstream task were
excluded.

The pretraining and finetuning is carried out on
the same dataset. This evaluates the pretraining
objectives as a means of extracting additional in-
formation from the same data, in contrast to eval-
uating their ability to benefit from additional data.
Though pretraining on external data may prove
to be effective, identifying a suitable pretraining
dataset is challenging and this approach more di-
rectly evaluates the pretraining objectives.

5.2 Performance on Full Data

To first examine whether the pretraining objectives
facilitate improved performance on downstream
tasks a baseline model was trained for each down-
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BSP DAP NUR NUG
F-1 F-1 H@1 BLEU

None 18.48 40.33 63.72 14.21
NUR 17.80 43.25 – 15.39
NUG 17.96 42.31 67.34 –
MUR 16.76 44.87 62.38 15.27
InI 16.61 44.84 62.62 15.52

Table 1: Results of evaluating the chosen pretraining
objectives, preceded by the baseline, on the four down-
stream tasks. This evaluation used all of the training
data for the downstream tasks as described in Section
5.2.

stream task, using the entire set of MultiWoz data.
The first row of Table 1 shows the performance of
randomly initialized models for each downstream
task. To evaluate the full capabilities of the pre-
training objectives above, the pretrained models
were used to initialize the models for the down-
stream tasks.

Results are shown on Table 1. This experimen-
tal setup speaks to the strength and the general-
ity of the pretrained representations. Using un-
supervised pretraining, the models produce dia-
log representations that are strong enough to im-
prove downstream tasks. The learned represen-
tations demonstrate generality because the multi-
ple downstream tasks benefit from the same pre-
training. Rather than learning representations that
are useful for just the pretraining objective, or for
a single downstream task, the learned representa-
tions are general and beneficial for multiple tasks.

For the DAP and NUG downstream tasks, the
pretrained models consistently outperformed the
baseline. InI has the highest BLEU score for
NUG. This may be a consequence of the impor-
tance of both global context representations and
local utterance representations in sequence gen-
eration models. Both InI and MUR score much
higher than the baseline and the other methods for
DAP, which may be due to the fact that these two
approaches are trained to learn a representation of
each utterance rather than just an overall context
representation. NUR has significant gains when
pretraining with NUG, possibly because the infor-
mation that must be captured to generate the next
utterance is similar to the information needed to
retrieve the next utterance. Unlike the other down-
stream tasks, BSP did not benefit from pretraining.
A potential justification of this result is that due to
the difficulty of the task, the model needs to resort

to word-level pattern matching. The generality of
the pretrained representations precludes this.

5.3 Convergence Analysis

This experimental setup measures the impact of
pretraining on the convergence of the downstream
training. Sufficiently general pretraining objec-
tives should learn to extract useful representations
of the dialog context. Thus when fine-tuning on a
given downstream task, the model should be able
to use the representations it has already learned
rather than having to learn to extract relevant fea-
tures from scratch. The performance on all down-
stream tasks with the different pretraining objec-
tives is evaluated at every epoch. The results are
presented on Figure 1.

These figures show faster convergence across
all downstream tasks with significant improve-
ment over a random initialization baseline. The re-
sults show that performance on the initial epochs
is considerably better with pretraining than with-
out. In most cases, performance evens out during
training, thus attaining results that are comparable
to the pretraining methods on the full dataset. It is
important to note that performance of the models
after just a single epoch of training is significantly
higher on all downstream tasks when the encoder
has been pretrained. This underlines the useful-
ness of the features learned in pretraining.

The convergence of BSP shown in Figure 1
is very interesting. Though the baseline ulti-
mately outperforms all other methods, the pre-
trained models attain their highest performance in
the early epochs. This suggests that the represen-
tations learned in pretraining are indeed useful for
this task despite the fact that they do not show im-
provement over the baseline.

5.4 Performance on Limited Data

Sufficiently strong and general pretrained repre-
sentations, should continue to succeed in down-
stream evaluation even when fine-tuned on signifi-
cantly less data. The performance on downstream
tasks is evaluated with various amounts of fine-
tuning data (1%, 2%, 5%, 10% and 50%).

The effect of the training data size for each
downstream task is also evaluated. The perfor-
mance of NUR with different amounts of train-
ing data is shown on Figure 2. With 5% of the
fine-tuning data, the NUG pretrained model out-
performs the baseline that used 10%. With 10%
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Figure 1: The performance of (from left to right) BSP, DAP, NUR, NUG across epochs with different pretraining
objectives. For the BLEU-4 score in NUG, the results are noisy due to the metric being the BLEU score, however
the general trend is still apparent.

Figure 2: NUR Hits@1 at different training set sizes.
The blue horizontal line is the baseline performance
with 50% of the data. The red horizontal line is the
baseline performance with 10% of the data.

of the fine-tuning data, this model outperforms the
baseline that used 50% of the data.

Table 2 shows all of the results with 1% of the
fine-tuning data, while Table 3 shows the results
with 10% of the fine-tuning data. More results
may be found in the Appendix ??.

BSP DAP NUR NUG
F-1 F-1 H@1 BLEU

None 4.65 16.07 12.28 6.82
NUR 6.44 14.48 – 11.29
NUG 7.63 17.41 28.08 –
MUR 5.89 17.19 23.37 10.47
InI 6.18 12.20 21.84 11.10

Table 2: Performance using 1% of the data; the
rows correspond to the pretraining objectives and the
columns correspond to the downstream tasks.

The results shown here strongly highlight the
effectiveness of pretraining. With a small fraction

BSP DAP NUR NUG
F-1 F-1 H@1 BLEU

None 5.73 18.44 34.88 9.19
NUR 7.30 20.84 – 14.04
NUG 9.62 22.11 45.05 –
MUR 7.08 22.24 39.38 11.63
InI 7.30 20.73 35.26 13.23

Table 3: Results with 10% of the data; the rows cor-
respond to the pretraining objectives and the columns
correspond to the downstream tasks.

of the data, unsupervised pretraining shows com-
petitive performance on downstream tasks.

When the amount of data is very limited, the
best results were obtained by models pretrained
with NUG. This may be indicative of the general-
ity of NUG pretraining. Since the generation task
is difficult, it is likely that the pretrained model
learns to capture the most general context repre-
sentation that it can. This makes the represen-
tations especially suitable for low resource con-
ditions since NUG pretrained representations are
general enough to adapt to different tasks given
even very small amounts of data,

5.5 Domain Generalizability

Sufficiently general pretrained representations
should facilitate domain generalizability on the
downstream tasks, just as pretraining should en-
courage the downstream models to use domain ag-
nostic representations and identify domain agnos-
tic relationships in the data.

This experimental setup is designed to mimic
the scenario of adding a new domain as the down-
stream task. It assumes that there are large quanti-
ties of unlabeled data for unsupervised pretraining
in all domains but that there is a limited set of la-
beled data for the downstream tasks. More specif-
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BSP DAP NUR NUG
F-1 F-1 H@1 BLEU

None 4.07 15.22 13.62 7.80
NUR 19.64 17.88 – 9.97
NUG 17.11 20.53 21.57 –
MUR 15.84 17.45 21.06 9.81
InI 14.61 15.56 19.80 10.87

Table 4: Results of evaluating pretrained objectives
on their capacity to generalize to the restaurant do-
main using only 50 in-domain samples and 2000 out-
of-domain samples during training. The evaluation is
carried out only on the in-domain test samples.

ically, for each downstream task there are 1000 la-
beled out-of-domain examples (2% of the dataset)
and only 50 labeled in-domain examples (0.1%
of the dataset). The performance of the down-
stream models is computed only on the in-domain
test samples, thereby evaluating the ability of our
models to learn the downstream task on the limited
in-domain data. The results on Table 4 show that
pretraining produces more general representations
and facilitates domain generalizability.

6 Discussion

The results with different experimental setups
demonstrate the effectiveness of the pretraining
objectives. Pretraining improves performance,
leads to faster convergence, works well in low-
data scenarios and facilitates domain generaliz-
ability. We now consider the respective strengths
of the different pretraining objectives.

NUR and NUG are complementary tasks.
Over all of the results, we can see that pretrain-
ing with either NUG or NUR, gives strong re-
sults when fine-tuning on the other one. This pro-
perty, which has also been observed by Wolf et al.
(2019), is a consequence of the similarity of the
two tasks. Both for retrieval and generation, con-
text encoding must contain all of the information
that is necessary to produce the next utterance.

NUG learns representations that are very
general. We see that NUG, especially in low data
experiments, effectively transfers to many down-
stream tasks. This speaks to the generality of its
representations. To auto-regressively generate the
next utterance, the context encoder in NUG must
capture a strong and expressive representation of
the dialog context. This representation is all that
the decoder uses to generate its response at word
level so it must contain all of the relevant infor-

< 3 ≥ 3 & < 7 ≥ 7

None 11.02 14.17 15.30
NUR 13.95 15.08 15.88
MUR 12.21 15.36 16.10
InI 11.52 15.40 16.63

Table 5: Results on the downstream task of NUG, with
different dialog context lengths (< 3 utterances, 3-7
utterances, and > 7 utterances.

mation. Despite the similarity of NUG and NUR,
generation is a more difficult task, due to the po-
tential output space of the model. As such, the
representations learned by NUG are more general
and expressive. The representative capabilities of
the encoder in a generation model are also demon-
strated by the work of Adi et al. (2016).

InI and MUR learn strong local representa-
tions of each utterance. The two novel pretrain-
ing objectives, InI and MUR, consistently show
strong improvement for the downstream NUG
task. Both of these objectives learn local repre-
sentations of each utterance in the dialog context
since both of their respective loss functions use the
representation of each utterance instead of just the
final hidden state. In an effort to better understand
the properties of the different objectives, Table 5
shows performance on the NUG task for different
dialog context lengths.

Generating a response to a longer dialog context
requires a strong local representation of each in-
dividual utterance. A model that does not capture
strong representations of each utterance will likely
perform poorly on longer contexts. For example,
for a dialog in which the user requests a restau-
rant recommendation, in order to generate the sys-
tem utterance that recommends a restaurant, the
model must consider all of the past utterances in
order to effectively generate the recommendation.
If the local representations of each utterance are
not strong, it would be difficult to generate the sys-
tem output.

The results in Table 5 demonstrate that both
InI and MUR strongly outperform other methods
on long contexts, suggesting that these methods
are effective for capturing strong representations
of each utterance. Both MUR and InI perform
poorly on shorter contexts. This further demon-
strates that fine-tuned NUG models learn to rely
on strong utterance representations, and therefore
struggle when there are few utterances.

Using the same dataset for pretraining and
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finetuning. The pretraining objectives demon-
strate large improvements over directly training
for the downstream task. No additional data is
used for pretraining, which suggests that the pro-
posed objective allow the model to extract stronger
and more general context representations from the
same data. The reduced data experiments show
that pretraining on a larger corpora (i.e., the full
data), results in strong performance on smaller
task-specific datasets (i.e., the reduced data). As
such, it is likely that pretraining on larger exter-
nal data will result in further performance gains,
however, it is challenging to identify a sufficient
corpus.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper proposes several methods of unsuper-
vised pretraining for learning strong and general
dialog context representations, and demonstrates
their effectiveness in improving performance on
downstream tasks with limited fine-tuning data as
well as out-of-domain data. It proposes two novel
pretraining objectives: masked-utterance retrieval
and inconsistency identification which better cap-
ture both the utterance-level and context-level in-
formation. Evaluation of the learned represen-
tations on four downstream dialog tasks shows
strong performance improvement over randomly
initialized baselines.

In this paper, unsupervised pretraining has been
shown to learn effective representations of dialog
context, making this an important research direc-
tion for future dialog systems. These results open
three future research directions. First, the models
proposed here should be pretrained on larger exter-
nal dialog datasets. Second, it would be interesting
to test the representations learned using unsuper-
vised pretraining on less-related downstream tasks
such as sentiment analysis. Finally, the addition of
word-level pretraining methods to improve the di-
alog context representations should be explored.
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Abstract
Disentangling conversations mixed together in
a single stream of messages is a difficult task,
made harder by the lack of large manually an-
notated datasets. We created a new dataset
of 77,563 messages manually annotated with
reply-structure graphs that both disentangle
conversations and define internal conversation
structure. Our dataset is 16 times larger than
all previously released datasets combined, the
first to include adjudication of annotation dis-
agreements, and the first to include context.
We use our data to re-examine prior work, in
particular, finding that 80% of conversations in
a widely used dialogue corpus are either miss-
ing messages or contain extra messages. Our
manually-annotated data presents an opportu-
nity to develop robust data-driven methods for
conversation disentanglement, which will help
advance dialogue research.

1 Introduction

When a group of people communicate in a com-
mon channel there are often multiple conversa-
tions occurring concurrently. Often there is no ex-
plicit structure identifying conversations or their
structure, such as in Internet Relay Chat (IRC),
Google Hangout, and comment sections on web-
sites. Even when structure is provided it often
has limited depth, such as threads in Slack, which
provide one layer of branching. In all of these
cases, conversations are entangled: all messages
appear together, with no indication of separate
conversations. Automatic disentanglement could
be used to provide more interpretable results when
searching over chat logs, and to help users under-
stand what is happening when they join a chan-
nel. Over a decade of research has considered
conversation disentanglement (Shen et al., 2006),
but using datasets that are either small (2,500 mes-
sages, Elsner and Charniak, 2008) or not released
(Adams and Martell, 2008).

∗ jkummerf@umich.edu

We introduce a conversation disentanglement
dataset of 77,563 messages of IRC manually anno-
tated with reply-to relations between messages.1

Our data is sampled from a technical support chan-
nel at 173 points in time between 2004 and 2018,
providing a diverse set of speakers and topics,
while remaining in a single domain. Our data is
the first to include context, which differentiates
messages that start a conversation from messages
that are responding to an earlier point in time.
We are also the first to adjudicate disagreements
in disentanglement annotations, producing higher
quality development and test sets. We also devel-
oped a simple model that is more effective than
prior work, and showed that having diverse data
makes it perform better and more consistently.

We also analyze prior disentanglement work.
In particular, a recent approach from Lowe et al.
(2015, 2017). By applying disentanglement to an
enormous log of IRC messages, they developed a
resource that has been widely used (over 315 ci-
tations), indicating the value of disentanglement
in dialogue research. However, they lacked anno-
tated data to evaluate the conversations produced
by their method. We find that 20% of the conver-
sations are completely right or a prefix of a true
conversation; 58% are missing messages, 3% con-
tain messages from other conversations, and 19%
have both issues. As a result, systems trained on
the data will not be learning from accurate human-
human dialogues.

2 Task Definition

We consider a shared channel in which a group
of people are communicating by sending messages
that are visible to everyone. We label this data with
a graph in which messages are nodes and edges
indicate that one message is a response to another.
Each connected component is a conversation.

1 https://jkk.name/irc-disentanglement
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[03:05] <delire> hehe yes. does Kubuntu have
’KPackage’?

=== delire found that to be an excellent
interface to the apt suite in another
distribution.

=== E-bola [...@...] has joined #ubuntu

[03:06] <BurgerMann> does anyone know a
consoleprog that scales jpegs fast and
efficient?.. this digital camera age kills me
when I have to scale photos :s

[03:06] <Seveas> delire, yes

[03:06] <Seveas> BurgerMann, convert

[03:06] <Seveas> part of imagemagick

=== E-bola [...@...] has left #ubuntu []

[03:06] <delire> BurgerMann: ImageMagick

[03:06] <Seveas> BurgerMann, i used that to
convert 100’s of photos in one command

[03:06] <BurgerMann> Oh... I’ll have a look..
thx =)

Figure 1: #Ubuntu IRC log sample, earliest message
first. Curved lines are our graph annotations of reply
structure, which define two conversations shown with
blue solid edges and green dashed edges.

Figure 1 shows an example of two entan-
gled conversations and their graph structure. It
includes a message that receives multiple re-
sponses, when multiple people independently help
BurgerMann, and the inverse, when the last
message responds to multiple messages. We also
see two of the users, delire and Seveas, si-
multaneously participating in two conversations.
This multi-conversation participation is common.

The example also shows two aspects of IRC we
will refer to later. Directed messages, an infor-
mal practice in which a participant is named in the
message. These cues are useful for understanding
the discussion, but only around 48% of messages
have them. System messages, which indicate ac-
tions like users entering the channel. These all
start with ===, but not all messages starting with
=== are system messages, as shown by the second
message in Figure 1.

3 Related Work

IRC Disentanglement Data: The most signifi-
cant work on conversation disentanglement is a
line of papers developing data and models for
the #Linux IRC channel (Elsner and Charniak,
2008; Elsner and Schudy, 2009; Elsner and Char-
niak, 2010, 2011). Until now, their dataset was
the only publicly available set of messages with
annotated conversations (partially re-annotated by
Mehri and Carenini (2017) with reply-structure
graphs), and has been used for training and evalu-
ation in subsequent work (Wang and Oard, 2009;
Mehri and Carenini, 2017; Jiang et al., 2018).

We are aware of three other IRC disentangle-
ment datasets. First, Adams and Martell (2008)
studied disentanglement and topic identification,
but did not release their data. Second, Riou et al.
(2015) annotated conversations and discourse re-
lations in the #Ubuntu-fr channel (French
Ubuntu support). Third, Lowe et al. (2015,
2017) heuristically extracted conversations from
the #Ubuntu channel.2 Their work opened up
a new research opportunity by providing 930,000
disentangled conversations, and has already been
the basis of many papers (315 citations), particu-
larly on developing dialogue agents. This is far
beyond the size of resources previously collected,
even with crowdsourcing (Lasecki et al., 2013).
Using our data we provide the first empirical eval-
uation of their method.
Other Disentanglement Data: IRC is not the
only form of synchronous group conversation on-
line. Other platforms with similar communica-
tion formats have been studied in settings such as
classes (Wang et al., 2008; Dulceanu, 2016), sup-
port communities (Mayfield et al., 2012), and cus-
tomer service (Du et al., 2017). Unfortunately,
only one of these resources (Dulceanu, 2016) is
available, possibly due to privacy concerns.

Another stream of research has used user-
provided structure to get conversation labels (Shen
et al., 2006; Domeniconi et al., 2016) and reply-
to relations (Wang and Rosé, 2010; Wang et al.,
2011a; Aumayr et al., 2011; Balali et al., 2013,
2014; Chen et al., 2017a). By removing these la-
bels and mixing conversations they create a dis-
entanglement problem. While convenient, this
risks introducing a bias, as people write differ-
ently when explicit structure is defined, and only a
few papers have released data (Abbott et al., 2016;
Zhang et al., 2017; Louis and Cohen, 2015).
Models: Elsner and Charniak (2008) explored
various message-pair feature sets and linear clas-
sifiers, combined with local and global inference
methods. Their system is the only publicly re-
leased statistical model for disentanglement of
chat conversation, but most of the other work cited
above applied similar models. We evaluate their
model on both our data and our re-annotated ver-
sion of their data. Recent work has applied neural
networks (Mehri and Carenini, 2017; Jiang et al.,

2 This channel was first proposed as a useful data source
by Uthus and Aha (2013a,b,c), who identified messages rele-
vant to the Unity desktop environment, and whether questions
can be answered by the channel bot alone.
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Data Authors Anno.
Available? Dataset Messages Parts Part Length / part Context / msg

Yes
This work

Pilot 1,250 9 100–332 msg 19-48 0-100 1-5
47,500 95 500 msg 33-95 1000 1

Train ———— 1,000 10 100 msg 20-43 1000 3+a
18,963 48 1 hr 22-142 1000 1

Dev 2,500 10 250 msg 76-167 1000 2+a
Test 5,000 10 500 msg 79-221 1000 3+a
Channel 2 2,600 1 5 hr 387 0 2+a

Elsner and Charniak (2008) 2,500 1 5 hr 379 0 1-6
Mehri and Carenini (2017) 530 1 1½ hr 54 0 3

Request
Riou et al. (2015) 1,429 2 12 / 60 hr 21/70 0 2/1
Dulceanu (2016) 843 3 ½–1½ hr 8-9 n/a 1

No

Shen et al. (2006) 1,645 16 35–381 msg 6-68 n/a 1
Adams and Martell (2008) 19,925 38 67–831 msg ? 0 3
Wang et al. (2008) 337 28 2–70 msg ? n/a 1-2
Mayfield et al. (2012) ? 45 1 hr 3-7 n/a 1
Guo et al. (2017) 1,500 1 48 hr 5 n/a 2

Table 1: Annotated disentanglement dataset comparison. Our data is much larger than prior work, one of the
only released sets, and the only one with context and adjudication. ‘+a’ indicates there was an adjudication step to
resolve disagreements. ‘?’ indicates the value is not in the paper and the authors no longer have access to the data.

2018), with slight gains in performance.
Graph Structure: Within a conversation, we de-
fine a graph of reply-to relations. Almost all prior
work with annotated graph structures has been for
threaded web forums (Schuth et al., 2007; Kim
et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2011b), which do not
exhibit the disentanglement problem we explore.
Studies that do consider graphs for disentangle-
ment have used small datasets (Dulceanu, 2016;
Mehri and Carenini, 2017) that are not always re-
leased (Wang et al., 2008; Guo et al., 2017).

4 Data

We introduce a manually annotated dataset of
77,563 messages: 74,963 from the #Ubuntu IRC
channel,3 and 2,600 messages from the #Linux
IRC channel.4 Annotating the #Linux data
enables comparison with Elsner and Charniak
(2008), while the #Ubuntu channel has over 34
million messages, making it an interesting large-
scale resource for dialogue research. It also allows
us to evaluate Lowe et al. (2015, 2017)’s widely
used heuristically disentangled conversations.

When choosing samples we had to strike a bal-
ance between the number of samples and the size

3 https://irclogs.ubuntu.com/
4 From Elsner and Charniak (2008), including the 100

messages they did not annotate.

of each one. We sampled the training set in
three ways: (1) 95 uniform length samples, (2)
10 smaller samples to check annotator agreement,
and (3) 48 time spans of one hour that are diverse
in terms of the number of messages, the number
of participants, and what percentage of messages
are directed. For additional details of the data se-
lection process, see the supplementary material.

4.1 Dataset Comparison

Table 1 presents properties of our data and prior
work on disentanglement in real-time chat.
Availability: Only one other dataset, annotated
twice, has been publicly released, and two others
were shared when we contacted the authors.
Scale: Our dataset is 31 times larger than almost
any other dataset, the exception being one that was
not released. As well as being larger, our data is
also based on many different points in time. This
is crucial because a single sample presents a bi-
ased view of the task. Having multiple samples
also means our training and evaluation sets are
from different points in time, preventing overfit-
ting to specific users or topics of conversation.
Context: We are the first to consider the fact that
IRC data is sampled from a continuous stream and
the context prior to the sample is important. In
prior work, a message with no antecedent could
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either be the start of a conversation or a response
to a message that occurs prior to the sample.
Adjudication: Our labeling method is similar to
prior work, but we are the first to perform adju-
dication of annotations. While some cases were
ambiguous, often one option was clearly incorrect.
By performing adjudication we can reduce these
errors, creating high quality sets.

4.2 Methodology

Guidelines: We developed annotation guidelines
through three rounds of pilot annotations in which
annotators labeled a set of messages and discussed
all disagreements. We instructed annotators to link
each message to the one or more messages it is a
response to. If a message started a new conver-
sation it was linked to itself. We also described a
series of subtle cases, using one to three examples
to tease out differences. These included when a
question is repeated, when a user responds mul-
tiple times, interjections, etc. For our full guide-
lines, see the supplementary material. All annota-
tions were performed using SLATE (Kummerfeld,
2019), a custom-built tool with features designed
specifically for this task.5

Adjudication: Table 1 shows the number of anno-
tators for each subset of our data. For the develop-
ment, test, out-of-domain data, and a small set of
the training data, we labeled each sample multiple
times and then resolved all disagreements in an ad-
judication step. During adjudication, there was no
indication of who had given which annotation, and
there was the option to choose a different annota-
tion entirely. In order to maximize the volume an-
notated, we did not perform adjudication for most
of the training data. Also, the 18,924 training mes-
sage set initially only had 100 messages of context
per sample, and we later added another 900 lines
and checked every message that was not a reply to
see if it was a response to something in the addi-
tional context.
Annotators: The annotators were all fluent En-
glish speakers with a background in computer sci-
ence (necessary to understand the technical con-
tent): a postdoc, a master’s student, and three CS
undergraduates. All adjudication was performed
by the postdoc, who is a native English speaker.
Time: Annotations took between 7 and 11 sec-
onds per message depending on the complexity of
the discussion, and adjudication took 5 seconds

5https://jkk.name/slate

[21:29] <MOUD> that reminds me... how can I use
CTRL+C/V on terminal?
[21:29] <MonkeyDust> MOUD ctrl ins pasts
[21:29] <nacc> MOUD: it depends on your
terminal application, in gnome-terminal ...

-> [21:30] <MOUD> -.-

[17:35] <Moae> i have to remove LCDproc ...
[17:38] <Madsy> Moae: sudo make uninstall &&
make clean? :-)
[17:39] <Madsy> Open the makefile and see what
the targets are.

-> [17:40] <Madsy> Moae: Don’t message people in
private please. It’s ...
[17:42] <Moae> Madsy: sorry
[17:42] <Moae> Madsy where i have to launch the
command?

Figure 2: Examples of annotation ambiguity. Top:
The message from MOUD could be a response to either
nacc or MonkeyDust. Bottom: The message from
Madsy could be part of this conversation or a separate
exchange between the same users.

per message. Overall, we spent approximately 240
hours on annotation and 15 hours on adjudication.

4.3 Annotation Quality

Our annotations define two levels of structure: (1)
links between pairs of messages, and (2) sets of
messages, where each set is one conversation. An-
notators label (1), from which (2) can be inferred.
Table 2 presents inter-annotator agreement mea-
sures for both cases. These are measured in the
standard manner, by comparing the labels from
different annotators on the same data. We also in-
clude measurements for annotations in prior work.

Figure 2 shows ambiguous examples from our
data to provide some intuition for the source of
disagreements. In both examples the disagreement
involves one link, but the conversation structure in
the second case is substantially changed. Some
disagreements in our data are mistakes, where one
annotation is clearly incorrect, and some are am-
biguous cases, such as these. In Channel Two, we
also see mistakes and ambiguous cases, including
a particularly long discussion about a user’s finan-
cial difficulties that could be divided in multiple
ways (also noted by Elsner and Charniak (2008)).
Graphs: We measure agreement on the graph
structure annotation using Cohen (1960)’s κ.
This measure of inter-rater reliability corrects for
chance agreement, accounting for the class imbal-
ance between linked and not-linked pairs.

Values are in the good agreement range pro-
posed by Altman (1990), and slightly higher than
for Mehri and Carenini (2017)’s annotations. Re-
sults are not shown for Elsner and Charniak (2008)
because they did not annotate graphs.
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Conversations: We consider three metrics:6

(1) Variation of Information (VI, Meila, 2007).
A measure of information gained or lost when go-
ing from one clustering to another. It is the sum of
conditional entropies H(Y |X)+H(X|Y ), where
X and Y are clusterings of the same set of items.
We consider a scaled version, using the bound
for n items that VI(X;Y ) ≤ log(n), and present
1−VI so that larger values are better.

(2) One-to-One Overlap (1-1, Elsner and Char-
niak, 2008). Percentage overlap when conversa-
tions from two annotations are optimally paired up
using the max-flow algorithm. We follow Mehri
and Carenini (2017) and keep system messages.

(3) Exact Match F1. Calculated using the num-
ber of perfectly matching conversations, excluding
conversations with only one message (mostly sys-
tem messages). This is an extremely challenging
metric. We include it because it is easy to under-
stand and it directly measures a desired value (per-
fectly extracted conversations).

Our scores are higher in 4 cases and lower in
5. Interestingly, while κ was higher for us than
Mehri and Carenini (2017), our scores for con-
versations are lower. This is possible because a
single link can merge two conversations, meaning
a single disagreement in links can cause a major
difference in conversations. This may reflect the
fact that our annotation guide was developed for
the Ubuntu channel, which differs in conversation
style from the Channel Two data. Manually com-
paring the annotations, there was no clear differ-
ences in the types of disagreements.

Agreement is lower on the Channel Two data,
particularly on its test set. From this we conclude
that there is substantial variation in the difficulty
of conversation disentanglement across datasets.7

5 Evaluating Disentanglement Quality

In this section, we propose new simple disen-
tanglement models that perform better than prior
methods, and re-examine prior work. The models
we consider are:
Previous: Each message is linked to the most re-
cent non-system message before it.

6 Metrics such as Cohen’s κ and Krippendorff’s α are not
applicable to conversations because there is no clear mapping
from one set of conversations to another.

7 Riou et al. (2015) also observe this, noting that their
French IRC data is less entangled than Elsner’s, making it
possible to achieve an agreement level of 0.95.

Graph Conversation
Data κ VI 1-1 F1

Train (subset) 0.71 94.2 85.0 52.5
Dev 0.72 94.0 83.8 42.9
Test 0.74 95.0 83.8 49.5
Channel Two 0.72 90.4 75.9 28.2

Subparts of Channel Two

Pilot
This work 0.68 90.9 82.4 43.5
Elsner (2008) - 94.2 90.0 40.7

Dev This work 0.74 92.2 81.7 27.5

Mehri
This work 0.73 86.2 71.9 22.2
Mehri (2017) 0.67 91.3 80.7 38.7

Test
This work 0.73 84.3 66.5 23.8
Elsner (2008) - 80.8 62.4 20.6

Table 2: Inter-annotator agreement for graphs (κ) and
conversations (1-1, VI, F1). Our annotations are com-
parable to prior work, and κ is in the good agreement
range proposed by Altman (1990). We also adjudicated
all disagreements to improve quality.

Lowe et al. (2017): A heuristic based on time dif-
ferences and identifying directed messages.
Elsner and Charniak (2008): A linear pairwise
scoring model in which each message is linked to
the highest scoring previous message, or none if
all scores are below zero.
Linear: Our linear ranking model that scores po-
tential antecedents using a feature-based model
based on properties such as time, directedness,
word overlap, and context.
Feedforward (FF): Our feedforward model with
the same features as the linear model, plus a sen-
tence embedding calculated using an average of
vectors from GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014).
Union: Run 10 FF models trained with different
random seeds and combine their output by keeping
all edges predicted.
Vote: Run 10 FF models and combine output by
keeping the edges they all agree on. Link mes-
sages with no agreed antecedent to themselves.
Intersect: Conversations that 10 FF models agree
on, and other messages as singleton conversations.

For Channel Two we also compare to Wang and
Oard (2009) and Mehri and Carenini (2017), but
their code was unavailable, preventing evaluation
on our data. We exclude Jiang et al. (2018) as they
substantially modified the dataset. For details of
models, including hyperparameters tuned on the
development set, see the supplementary material.
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System P R F

Previous 35.7* 34.4* 35.0*
Linear 64.7 62.3 63.5
Feedforward 73.7* 71.0* 72.3*
x10 union 64.3 79.7* 71.2*
x10 vote 74.9* 72.2* 73.5*

Table 3: Graph results on the Ubuntu test set. * indi-
cates a significant difference at the 0.01 level compared
to Linear.

System VI 1-1 P R F

Previous 66.1 27.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
Linear 88.9 69.5 19.3 24.9 21.8
Feedforward 91.3 75.6 34.6 38.0 36.2
x10 union 86.2 62.5 40.4 28.5 33.4
x10 vote 91.5 76.0 36.3 39.7 38.0
x10 intersect 69.3 26.6 67.0 21.1 32.1

Lowe (2017) 80.6 53.7 10.8 7.6 8.9
Elsner (2008) 82.1 51.4 12.1 21.5 15.5

Table 4: Conversation results on the Ubuntu test set.
Our new model is substantially better than prior work.
Significance is not measured as we are unaware of
methods for set structured data.

Training Condition Graph-F Conv-F

Standard 72.3 (0.4) 36.2 (1.7)
No context 72.3 (0.2) 37.6 (1.6)
1k random msg 63.0* (0.4) 21.0 (2.3)
2x 500 msg samples 61.4* (1.8) 20.4 (3.2)

Table 5: Performance with different training condi-
tions on the Ubuntu test set. For Graph-F, * indicates
a significant difference at the 0.01 level compared to
Standard. Results are averages over 10 runs, varying
the data and random seeds. The standard deviation is
shown in parentheses.

5.1 Results

Graphs: Table 3 presents precision, recall, and
F-score over links. Our models perform much bet-
ter than the baseline. As we would expect, vote
has higher precision, while union has higher re-
call. Vote has higher recall than a single feedfor-
ward model because it identifies more of the self-
link cases (its default when there is no agreement).
Conversations: Table 4 presents results on the
metrics defined in Section 4.3. There are three re-
gions of performance. First, the baseline has con-
sistently low scores since it forms a single con-
versation containing all messages. Second, Elsner
and Charniak (2008) and Lowe et al. (2017) per-

form similarly, with one doing better on VI and the
other on 1-1, though Elsner and Charniak (2008)
do consistently better across the exact conversa-
tion extraction metrics. Third, our methods do
best, with x10 vote best in all cases except preci-
sion, where the intersect approach is much better.
Dataset Variations: Table 5 shows results for the
feedforward model with several modifications to
the training set, designed to test corpus design de-
cisions. Removing context does not substantially
impact results. Decreasing the data size to match
Elsner and Charniak (2008)’s training set leads to
worse results, both if the sentences are from di-
verse contexts (3rd row), and if they are from just
two contexts (bottom row). We also see a substan-
tial increase in the standard deviation when only
two samples are used, indicating that performance
is not robust when the data is not widely sampled.

5.2 Channel Two Results

For channel Two, we consider two annotations of
the same underlying text: ours and Elsner and
Charniak (2008)’s. To compare with prior work,
we use the metrics defined by Shen et al. (2006,
Shen) and Elsner and Charniak (2008, Loc).8 We
do not use these for our data as they have been su-
perseded by more rigorously studied metrics (VI
for Shen) or make strong assumptions about the
data (Loc). We do not evaluate on graphs because
Elsner and Charniak (2008)’s annotations do not
include them. This also prevents us from training
our method on their data.
Model Comparison: For Elsner’s annotations
(top section of Table 6), their approach remains the
most effective with just Channel Two data. How-
ever, training on our Ubuntu data, treating Channel
Two as an out-of-domain sample, yields substan-
tially higher performance on two metrics and com-
parable performance on the third. On our annota-
tions (bottom section), we see the same trend. In
both cases, the heuristic from Lowe et al. (2015,
2017) performs poorly. We suspect our model
trained only on Channel Two data is overfitting,

8 Loc is a Rand index that only counts messages less than
3 apart. Shen calculates the F-score for each gold-system
conversation pair, finds the max for each gold conversation,
and averages weighted by the size of the gold conversation
(this allows a predicted conversation to match to zero, one,
or multiple gold conversations). Following Wang and Oard
(2009) and Mehri and Carenini (2017), we include system
messages in evaluation. We also checked our metric imple-
mentations by removing system messages and calculating re-
sults for Elsner and Charniak (2008)’s output.
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Test Train System 1-1 Loc Shen

Elsner

Ch 2 (Elsner) Elsner (2008) 53.1 81.9 55.1
Ch 2 (Elsner) Wang (2009) 47.0 75.1 52.8
Ch 2 (Ours) Elsner (2008) 51.1 78.0 53.9
Ch 2 (Ours) Feedforward 52.1 77.8 53.8

Multiple Mehri (2017) 55.2 78.6 56.6
n/a Lowe (2017) 45.1 73.8 51.8
Ubuntu Feedforward 57.5 82.0 60.5

Ours

Ch 2 (Elsner) Elsner (2008) 54.0 81.2 56.3
Ch 2 (Ours) Elsner (2008) 59.7 80.8 63.0
Ch 2 (Ours) Feedforward 57.7 80.3 59.8

n/a Lowe (2017) 43.4 67.9 50.7
Ubuntu Feedforward 62.8 84.3 66.6

Table 6: Results for different annotations of
Channel Two. The best result is bold, and the
best result with only Channel Two data is underlined.

as the graph F-score on the training data is 94,
whereas on the Ubuntu data it is 80.
Data Comparison: Comparing the same models
in the top and bottom section, scores are consis-
tently higher for our annotations, except for the
Lowe et al. (2015, 2017) heuristic. Comparing
the annotations, we find that their annotators iden-
tified between 250 and 328 conversations (mean
281), while we identify 257. Beyond this differ-
ence it is hard to identify consistent variations in
the annotations. Another difference is the nature
of the evaluation. On Elsner’s data, evaluation
is performed by measuring relative to each an-
notators labels and averaging the scores. On our
data, we adjudicated the annotations, providing
a single gold standard. Evaluating our Channel-
Two-trained Feedforward model on our two pre-
adjudication annotations and averaging scores, the
results are lower by 3.1, 1.8, and 4.3 on 1-1, Loc
and Shen respectively. This suggests that our adju-
dication process removes annotator mistakes that
introduce noise into the evaluation.

5.3 Evaluating Lowe et al. (2015, 2017)

The previous section showed that only 10.8% of
the conversations extracted by the heuristic in
Lowe et al. (2015, 2017) are correct (P in Table 4).
We focus on precision because the primary use of
their method has been to extract conversations to
train and test dialogue systems, which will be im-
pacted by errors in the conversations. Recall errors
(measuring missed conversations) are not as seri-
ous a problem because the Ubuntu chat logs are so
large that even with low recall a large number of
conversations will still be extracted.
Additional Metrics: First, we must check this is

Missed [02:06] <TheBuntu> in virtualbox... win7 in
VM... i have an ntfs partition.. How do i
access that partition in VM ?
[02:06] <L1nuxRules> share it with the vm

[02:08] <L1nuxRules> anywy this is ubuntu so
windows &> /duv/null

[02:09] <L1nuxRules> dev*
Extra [02:11] <L1nuxRules> it shouldnt unless

theres depency issues
[02:11] <TheBuntu> L1nuxRules: how do i
share with the vm... i dont see VM in share

Missed [02:12] <L1nuxRules> buntu if its virtuasl
box click on setttings > shared folders

Missed [02:13] <TheBuntu> ok

Figure 3: An example conversation extracted by the
heuristic from Lowe et al. (2015, 2017) with the mes-
sages it misses and the one it incorrectly includes.

not an artifact of our test set. On our development
set, P, R, and F are slightly higher (11.6, 8.1 and
9.5), but VI and 1-1 are slightly lower (80.0 and
51.7). We can also measure performance as the
distribution of scores over all of the samples we
annotated. The average precision was 10, and var-
ied from 0 to 50, with 19% of cases at 0 and 95%
below 23. To avoid the possibility that we made
a mistake running their code, we also considered
evaluating their released conversations. On the
data that overlapped with our annotations, the pre-
cision was 9%. These results indicate that the test
set performance is not an aberration: the heuris-
tic’s results are consistently low, with only about
10% of output conversations completely right.
Error Types: Figure 3 shows an example heuris-
tic output with several types of errors. The ini-
tial question was missed, as was the final resolu-
tion, and in the middle there is a message from a
separate conversation. 67% of conversations were
a subset of a true conversation (ie., only missed
messages), and 3% were a superset of a true con-
versation (ie., only had extra messages). The sub-
set cases were missing 1-187 messages (missing
56% of the conversation on average) and the su-
perset cases had 1-3 extra messages (an extra 31%
of the conversation on average). The first message
is particularly important because it is usually the
question being resolved. In 47% of cases the first
message is not the true start of a conversation.

It is important to note that the dialogue task the
conversations were intended for only uses a pre-
fix of each conversation. For this purpose, miss-
ing the end of a conversation is not a problem.
In 9% of cases, the conversation is a true prefix
of a gold conversation. Combined with the exact
match cases, that means 20% of the conversations
are accurate as used in the next utterance selec-
tion task. A further 9% of cases are a continuous
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Figure 4: Time between consecutive messages in con-
versations. Jumps are at points when the scale shifts as
indicated on the x-axis. The circled upper right point is
the sum over all larger values, indicating that messages
weeks apart are often in the same conversation.

chunk of a conversation, but missing one or more
messages at the start.
Long Distance Links: One issue we observed is
that conversations often spanned days. We man-
ually inspected a random sample: 20 conversa-
tions 12 to 24 hours long, and 20 longer than 24
hours. All of the longer conversations and 17 of
the shorter ones were clearly incorrect.9 This issue
is not measured in the analysis above because our
samples do not span days (they are 5.5 hours long
on average when including context). The origi-
nal work notes this issue, but claims that it is rare.
We measured the time between consecutive mes-
sages in conversations and plot the frequency of
each value in Figure 4.10 The figure indicates that
the conversations often extend over days, or even
more than a month apart (note the point in the top-
right corner). In contrast, our annotations rarely
contain links beyond an hour, and the output of our
model rarely contains links longer than 2 hours.
Causes: To investigate possible reasons for these
issues, we measured several properties of our data
to test assumptions in the heuristic. First, the
heuristic assumes if all directed messages from a
user are in one conversation, all undirected mes-
sages from the user are in the same conversation.

9 The exceptions were two cases where a user thanked an-
other user for their help the previous day, and one case where
a user asked if another user ended up resolving their question.

10 In 68,002 conversations there was a negative time dif-
ference because a message was out of order. To resolve this,
we sorted the messages in each conversation by timestamp.

Model Test Train MRR R@1 R@5

DE
Lowe

Lowe 0.75 0.61 0.94
Ours 0.63 0.45 0.90

Ours
Lowe 0.72 0.57 0.93
Ours 0.76 0.63 0.94

ESIM
Lowe

Lowe 0.82 0.72 0.97
Ours 0.69 0.53 0.92

Ours
Lowe 0.78 0.67 0.95
Ours 0.83 0.74 0.97

Table 7: Next utterance prediction results, with various
models and training data variations. The decrease in
performance when training on one set and testing on
the other suggests they differ in content.

We find this is true 52.2% of the time. Second, it
assumes that it is rare for two people to respond to
an initial question. In our data, of the messages
that start a conversation and receive a response,
37.7% receive multiple responses. Third, that a
directed message can start a conversation, which
we find in 6.8% of cases. Fourth, that the first re-
sponse to a question is within 3 minutes, which
we find is true in 94.8% of conversations. Overall,
these assumptions have mixed support from our
data, which may be why the heuristic produces so
few accurate conversations.
Dialogue Modeling: Most of the work building
on Lowe et al. (2017) uses the conversations to
train and evaluate dialogue systems. To see the im-
pact on downstream work, we constructed a next
utterance selection task as described in their work,
disentangling the entire #Ubuntu logs with our
feedforward model. We tried two dialogue mod-
els: a dual-encoder (Lowe et al., 2017), and En-
hanced Long Short-Term Memory (Chen et al.,
2017b). For full details of the task and model hy-
perparameters, see the supplementary material.

Table 7 show results when varying the train-
ing and test datasets. Training and testing on
the same dataset leads to higher performance than
training on one and testing on the other. This is
true even though the heuristic data contains nine
times as many training conversations. This is ev-
idence that our conversations are fundamentally
different despite being derived from the same re-
source and filtered in the same way. This indi-
cates that our changes lead to quantitatively differ-
ent downstream models. Fortunately, the relative
performance of the two models remains consistent
across the two datasets.
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5.4 Re-Examining Disentanglement Research

Using our data we also investigate other assump-
tions made in prior work. The scale of our data
provides a more robust test of these ideas.
Number of samples: Table 1 shows that all prior
work with available data has considered a small
number of samples. In Table 5, we saw that train-
ing on less diverse data samples led to models
that performed worse and with higher variance.
We can also investigate this by looking at per-
formance on the different samples in our test set.
The difficulty of samples varies considerably, with
the F-score of our model varying from 11 to 40
and annotator agreement scores before adjudica-
tion varying from 0.65 to 0.78. The model per-
formance and agreement levels are also strongly
correlated, with a Spearman’s rank correlation of
0.77. This demonstrates the importance of evalu-
ating on data from more than one point in time to
get a robust estimate of performance.
How far apart consecutive messages in a con-
versation are: Elsner and Charniak (2008) and
Mehri and Carenini (2017) use a limit of 129 sec-
onds, Jiang et al. (2018) limit to within 1 hour,
Guo et al. (2017) limit to within 8 messages, and
we limit to within 100 messages. Figure 4 shows
the distribution of time differences in our conver-
sations. 94.9% are within 2 minutes, and almost
all are within an hour. 88.3% are 8 messages or
less apart, and 99.4% are 100 or less apart. This
suggests that the lower limits in prior work are too
low. However, in Channel Two, 98% of messages
are within 2 minutes, suggesting this property is
channel and sample dependent.
Concurrent conversations: Adams and Martell
(2008) forced annotators to label at most 3 con-
versations, while Jiang et al. (2018) remove con-
versations to ensure there are no more than 10 at
once. We find there are 3 or fewer 46.4% of the
time and 10 or fewer 97.3% of the time (where
time is in terms of messages, not minutes, and we
ignore system messages), Presumably the anno-
tators in Adams and Martell (2008) would have
proposed changes if the 3 conversation limit was
problematic, suggesting that their data is less en-
tangled than ours.
Conversation and message length: Adams and
Martell (2008) annotate blocks of 200 messages.
If such a limit applied to our data, 13.7% of con-
versations would not finish before the cutoff point.
This suggests that their conversations are typi-

cally shorter, which is consistent with the previ-
ous conclusion that their conversations are less en-
tangled. Jiang et al. (2018) remove conversations
with fewer than 10 messages, describing them
as outliers, and remove messages shorter than 5
words, arguing that they were not part of real con-
versations. Not counting conversations with only
system messages, 83.4% of our conversations have
fewer than 10 messages, 40.8% of which have
multiple authors. 88.5% of messages with less
than 5 words are in conversations with more than
one author. These values suggest that these mes-
sages and conversations are real and not outliers.
Overall: This analysis indicates that working
from a small number of samples can lead to major
bias in system design for disentanglement. There
is substantial variation across channels, and across
time within a single channel.

6 Conclusion

Conversation disentanglement has been under-
studied because of a lack of public, annotated
datasets. We introduce a new corpus that is larger
and more diverse than any prior corpus, and the
first to include context and adjudicated annota-
tions. Using our data, we perform the first empir-
ical analysis of Lowe et al. (2015, 2017)’s widely
used data, finding that only 20% of the conversa-
tions their method produces are true prefixes of
conversations. The models we develop have al-
ready enabled new directions in dialogue research,
providing disentangled conversations for DSTC 7
track 1 (Gunasekara et al., 2019; Yoshino et al.,
2018) and will be used in DSTC 8. We also show
that diversity is particularly important for the de-
velopment of robust models. This work fills a
key gap that has limited research, providing a new
opportunity for understanding synchronous multi-
party conversation online.
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Abstract

The sequential order of utterances is often
meaningful in coherent dialogues, and the or-
der changes of utterances could lead to low-
quality and incoherent conversations. We con-
sider the order information as a crucial su-
pervised signal for dialogue learning, which,
however, has been neglected by many previ-
ous dialogue systems. Therefore, in this pa-
per, we introduce a self-supervised learning
task, inconsistent order detection, to explic-
itly capture the flow of conversation in dia-
logues. Given a sampled utterance pair triple,
the task is to predict whether it is ordered or
misordered. Then we propose a sampling-
based self-supervised network SSN to per-
form the prediction with sampled triple ref-
erences from previous dialogue history. Fur-
thermore, we design a joint learning frame-
work where SSN can guide the dialogue sys-
tems towards more coherent and relevant di-
alogue learning through adversarial training.
We demonstrate that the proposed methods
can be applied to both open-domain and task-
oriented dialogue scenarios, and achieve the
new state-of-the-art performance on the Open-
Subtitiles and Movie-Ticket Booking datasets.

1 Introduction

In recent years, dialogue systems have achieved
fruitful results with neural conversation models in
both open-domain generation (Ritter et al., 2011;
Sordoni et al., 2015b; Li et al., 2016b, 2017; Xu
et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2018b) and task-oriented
completion (Wen et al., 2015, 2017; Williams
et al., 2017; Bordes et al., 2017; Su et al., 2018).
These methods empower lots of real-world dia-
logue applications such as Google Home and Ap-
ple Siri.

However, the utterance generation from di-
alogue systems still faces some critical chal-
lenges, including utterance blandness and incoher-

ence (Gao et al., 2018). They are mainly caused
by the objective function of the dialogue systems
that prefer utterances with unconditionally high
probability (Li et al., 2016a). We argue that in
a meaningful and coherent dialogue, the change
of utterance order will lead to a low-quality dia-
logue. However, most existing neural-based dia-
logue systems either encode the full dialogue his-
tory (Li et al., 2017; Xu et al., 2017) or only the
current utterance (Liu and Lane, 2018). None of
them explicitly models the sequential order and
studies its criticality to the dialogue learning prob-
lem.

In this paper, we explore the sequential order
within the dialogue as the self-supervised signal to
guide meaningful and coherent dialogue learning.
We introduce a self-supervised learning task, in-
consistent order detection, to explicitly capture the
order signal of the dialogue. The task is defined
as, given a target utterance pair triple, the model
is required to predict whether the triple is cor-
rectly ordered or not. For instance, the utterance
pair triple 〈(Q1, A1), (Q4, A4), (Q2, A2)〉 is mis-
ordered. The key to solving this task is to model
the utterance order based on the dialogue context
effectively. But when directly encoding the full di-
alogue history along the temporal order, the model
actually only focuses on the ending utterances, and
earlier information is largely discarded (Li et al.,
2017). Thus, we propose a sampling-based self-
supervised network (SSN ) to account for the
forgetfulness problem and solve the inconsistent
order detection task. In order to accurately predict
if a target utterance triple is ordered or not, we ran-
domly sample utterance triples from the dialogue
history as the reference to incorporate the dialogue
context. Since for the same target utterance triple,
the sampled triple references are different at dif-
ferent iterations during training. It essentially ap-
proximates the full dialogue history without suf-
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fering from the forgetfulness issue.
To further utilize SSN in real dialogue learn-

ing, we propose to jointly learn SSN and the di-
alogue model via alternative training, where the
output probability of SSN is treated as the order
signal to evaluate the generated utterance. More-
over, the proposed approach can be applied to both
open-domain and task-oriented dialogue learning,
which indicates that SSN is a general and scal-
able approach for dialogue learning. Empirical
results on two widely-used benchmark datasets,
OpenSubtitles and Movie-Ticket Booking, show
that our self-supervised network consistently im-
proves the state-of-the-art (SOTA) neural-based
dialogue training methods. In summary, our main
contributions are three-fold:

• We introduce the task of inconsistent or-
der detection, and propose a self-supervised
learning network SSN to solve this task and
explicitly model the crucial order information
in dialogue.

• We propose a general framework to jointly
learn SSN and the dialogue models, where
the sequential order in dialogues can be ex-
plicitly used to guide the utterance genera-
tion.

• Our method advances the existing state-of-
the-art dialogue systems in both open-domain
and task-oriented scenarios.

2 Related Work

Dialogue Learning Dialogue systems can be
roughly classified into open-domain and task-
oriented scenarios. In recent years, neural-based
conversation models have shown great power in
building dialogue systems (Ritter et al., 2011; Sor-
doni et al., 2015b; Vinyals and Le, 2015; Serban
et al., 2016; Luan et al., 2016). However, the utter-
ances generated by neural-based dialogue systems
still suffer from blandness and incoherence (Gao
et al., 2018). To address these problems, Li et al.
(2016a) propose a mutual information objective
to infer the utterance generation. Serban et al.
(2017) and Zhang et al. (2018a) further apply the
latent variable models to generate more specific
responses. Similar to some language generation
tasks (Lamb et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2017), Gen-
erative adversarial networks (GAN) (Goodfellow
et al., 2014) have also been adapted to learn a bet-
ter objective function for the dialogue (Li et al.,

2017; Xu et al., 2017; Liu and Lane, 2018; Su
et al., 2018). The discriminator in GAN is of-
ten used to evaluate the generated utterances and
guide dialogue learning. However, these methods
mainly focus on the surface information of gener-
ated utterances to guide the dialogue learning, and
fail to consider the utterance connection within the
dialogue history. In this paper, we focus on the se-
quential information of the dialogue and show that
the unique sequential order in a meaningful and
coherent dialogue contains more useful semantic
information for dialogue learning.

Self-Supervised Learning Self-supervised
learning, which aims to train a network on an
auxiliary task where ground-truth is obtained
automatically, has been successfully applied in
computer vision. Many self-supervised tasks have
been introduced to use non-visual but intrinsically
correlated features to guide the visual feature
learning (Doersch et al., 2015; Wang and Gupta,
2015; Pathak et al., 2016). As for natural language
processing, predicting nearby words (Mikolov
et al., 2013b,a) is a self-supervised task to learn
word embeddings. The language modeling is
another line of self-supervision where a language
model learns to predict the next word given the
previous sequence (Bengio et al., 2003; Dai and
Le, 2015; Peters et al., 2018). Recently, Devlin
et al. (2019) further proposes two self-supervised
tasks, the masked language model and next sen-
tence prediction, to learn sentence embeddings.
Lample and Conneau (2019); Liu et al. (2019)
further extend these two tasks into multi-lingual
and multi-task paradigms. Wang et al. (2019)
consider them at the sentence-level for extractive
summarization. Our work is the first to consider
the sequential order as the self-supervised signal
in dialogue and we propose the self-supervised
task of inconsistent order detection towards more
coherent and relevant dialogue learning.

3 Methods

In this section, we systematically describe how to
utilize the internal sequential order of utterances
as self-supervision for dialogue learning. In Sec-
tion 3.1, we first introduce the task of inconsis-
tent order detection, where the model needs to pre-
dict whether one sampled triple of the dialogue is
correctly ordered or not. We then present an ef-
fective sampling-based approach, self-supervised
network (SSN ), to learn to capture the important
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Figure 1: The overview of our self-supervised network (SSN ) for inconsistent order detection. Given a target triple
containing the current utterance pair (Qt, At) to be predicted, (a) we first sample triple references from previous
dialogue history {(Q1, A1), · · · , (Qt−1, At−1)} in each iteration. The references can be ordered or misordered.
(b) For each triple, it is transformed into the triple embedding. The concatenation of triple embeddings is fed into
a MLP, and gives the probability based on the current sampling.

order signal and solve this task (see Section 3.2).
In the end, we show in Section 3.3 how SSN can
contribute to both open-domain and task-oriented
dialogue learning by modeling the inconsistent or-
der detection.

3.1 Inconsistent Order Detection

The dialogue systems aim at conversing with the
human in a meaningful and coherent way (Gao
et al., 2018). Thus, the sequential order in
dialogue data is an important signal for build-
ing a good dialogue system. Existing neural-
based dialogue systems only consider this sig-
nal in a weak and implicit way, where they use
hierarchical encoders to model the dialogue his-
tory (Sordoni et al., 2015a; Serban et al., 2016;
Li et al., 2017; Serban et al., 2017; Xing et al.,
2018). However, we argue that these methods
are mainly designed to model the overall seman-
tic context information of the dialogue history
but not good at modeling intermediate sequen-
tial order. Especially, the order signal is becom-
ing weak as the number of dialogue turns in-
creases. Thus, we propose the task of inconsis-
tent order detection to force building models to
capture this signal as self-supervision explicitly.
Given a dialogue till the turn t, we can formulate
it as {(Q1, A1), (Q2, A2), · · · , (Qt, At)}, where
(Qt, At) is a pair of human-machine utterances.
Then we can sample multiple triples of this dia-
logue as utterance pair triples using the following

strategies:

• Ordered triple sampling: We sample a
triple following the dialogue sequential or-
der as 〈(Qi, Ai), (Qj , Aj), (Qk, Ak)〉, where
i < j < k ≤ t.

• Misordered triple sampling: The three ut-
terance pairs are sampled in a triple as
〈(Qi, Ai), (Qk, Ak), (Qj , Aj)〉, where i <
j < k ≤ t.

Note that when the current dialogue length t <=
2, it is not enough to get a rational sampling for
utterance pair triples. Thus, we add three ex-
tra shared padding utterance pairs (Q−2, A−2),
(Q−1, A−1) and (Q0, A0) ahead of all the dia-
logue data before sampling1.

Based on above triple sampling strate-
gies, we define the task of inconsistent or-
der detection as: given a dialogue history
{(Q1, A1), (Q2, A2), · · · , (Qt, At)} and the
target utterance pair (Qt, At) for evaluation, the
model needs to predict whether the sampled triple
T containing (Qt, At) is ordered or not. For in-
stance, 〈(Q1, A1), (Q2, A2), (Qt, At)〉 is ordered
(output: 0), while 〈(Q1, A1), (Qt, At), (Q2, A2)〉
is misordered (output: 1).

1Specifically, e.g., for the added padding utterance Q−2,
it is represented as a sequence of one same padding word
{w(Q−2)

1 , w
(Q−2)
2 , · · · , w(Q−2)

N }, where N is the rounded-
up averaged length of utterances in the dataset.
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3.2 Self-Supervised Network SSN
We plan to build the model to solve the inconsis-
tent order detection task, and explicitly capture the
sequential order in dialogue. The overview of our
approach is shown in Figure 1. At each dialogue
turn t, given a target triple containing the current
utterance pair, we first sample triple references
from the previous dialogue history to capture more
semantic context in dialogue. The target triple and
triple references are then transformed into embed-
dings using an utterance pair encoder and an order
reasoning layer. Finally, the concatenation of em-
beddings is used for the final prediction. We then
describe the SSN in detail as follows.

3.2.1 Triple Reference Sampling
Given the task definition in Section 3.1, the model
needs to predict whether there is inconsistent or-
der in the target triple containing the current utter-
ance pair (Qt, At). It is intuitive that if we can get
more previous dialogue history, we may make a
better prediction for inconsistent order. One trivial
way is to encode the full previous dialogue history
using a hierarchical network and make the predic-
tion. However, Li et al. (2017) suggests that this
structure actually focuses more on the final two
preceding utterances instead of the whole history.
The sequential order signal is very weak in this
condition. We also report some similar results in
Section 4.1.

Therefore, we propose a sampling-based ap-
proach to model the utterance order based on
the dialogue context effectively. For each sam-
pling operation, we sample two triple references
T ′ and T ′′ from the previous dialogue history
{(Q1, A1), (Q2, A2), · · · , (Qt−1, At−1)} follow-
ing the sampling strategies in Section 3.1. In gen-
eral, we explore the following three combinations
of reference sampling strategies for T ′ and T ′′:

• T ′ and T ′′ are sampled ordered references.

• T ′ and T ′′ are sampled misordered ones.

• T ′ is ordered while T ′′ is misordered.

Note that in our experiments, we choose one cer-
tain combination and keep using it for sampling
the triple references for all the target triples.

3.2.2 Objective Function
Given the target triple embedding T and the
triple reference embedding T ′ and T ′′, we use

SSN to calculate the probability p(T |T ′, T ′′) =
SSN (T, T ′, T ′′). We use the Binary Cross En-
tropy loss to train the model:

L = −E(y log p(T |T ′, T ′′)), (1)

where y is the ground-truth label.
Considering that for the same target triple T , the

triple references are sampled m times to approxi-
mate the full dialogue history. Then we can rewrite
the loss function as

L = −E( 1
m

m∑

i=1

y log(p(i)(T |T (i)′ , T (i)′′))), (2)

where T (i)′ , T (i)′′ are the triple references of i-th
sampling. This is essentially a Monte Carlo es-
timation and the model would effectively incor-
porate the dialogue context and capture the order
information, avoiding from directly encoding the
full dialogue history and the forgetfulness issue.

3.2.3 Network Structure
In this section, we demonstrate how SSN embeds
both the target triple T and triple reference T ′ and
T ′′ to generate p(T |T ′, T ′′) in each sampling.

Utterance Pair Encoder First, given a utter-
ance pair (Qt, At), we concatenate the Qt and At
as one sequence. The sequence is then fed into
a bidirectional long short-term memory network
(LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997), and
the utterance pair embedding Ut is the concatena-
tion of the final two states of the bi-LSTM:

Ut =

[←−
h1−−→
hNt

]
, (3)

where Nt is the length of the concatenated utter-
ance sequence.

Order Reasoning Layer After obtaining the ut-
terance pair embeddings (Ui,Uj ,Uk) of a sam-
pled triple T =< (Qi, Ai), (Qj , Aj), (Qk, Ak) >,
we need to reason and predict whether there is in-
consistent order or not. To simplify our model,
we use a 3-step reasoning bi-LSTM with the max-
pooling layer to perform the order reasoning:

T =

[
max-pooling(

←−
h1,
←−
h2,
←−
h3)

max-pooling(
−→
h1,
−→
h2,
−→
h3)

]
, (4)

where the input of each time step in bi-LSTM is
one utterance pairs embedding, and T is the final
embedding of the given triple.
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Given the target triple embedding T and the
triple reference embedding T′ and T′′, the con-
catenation of these three embeddings is fed into
a multi-layer perceptron, returning the probability
p(T |T ′, T ′′) of the triple is ordered (approaching
0) or misordered (approaching 1).

3.3 Self-Supervised Network for Dialogue
In this section, we explain how the SSN can
be applied to the current dialogue system in both
open-domain and task-oriented scenarios.

Suppose we have a dialogue system the the his-
tory {(Q1, A1), · · · , (Qt−1, At−1)}, at turn t, the
system generate the utterance At based on the Qt.
We can sample a misordered target triple T con-
taining (Qt, At). Following the assumption that
the sequential order in a meaningful and coher-
ent dialogue should be unique, the SSN will be
easy to detect the inconsistent order in T if the
generated At is good. Otherwise, the At may
be of low quality. Therefore, we take a two-step
sampling approach to evaluate the generated ut-
terance At using SSN . First, a misordered tar-
get triple T containing (Qt, At) is sampled. Then
we further sample triple references T ′ and T ′′ as
in Section 3.2.1 and how easily the misorder in
the sampled T can be detected is measured as
ET ′,T ′′(p(T |T ′, T ′′). Based on the generated ut-
terance At, we can sample multiple misordered T ,
and we set the following expectation to measure
the probability that At is a good generated utter-
ance:

p∗SSN = Emisordered TET ′,T ′′(p(T |T ′, T ′′)). (5)

In this way, we can view human-generated ut-
terances as good ones, and machine-generated ut-
terances as bad ones. Then we can use the adver-
sarial training methods (Goodfellow et al., 2014;
Li et al., 2017; Xu et al., 2017; Su et al., 2018) to
train the dialogue system, where SSN can give
clear order-based signal to guide the generator G
in the system. The framework of using SSN with
the two-step sampling in real dialogue systems are
shown in Figure 2. The objective function then can
be formulated as:

min
θG

max
θSSN

Ereal[log p∗SSN (x)]

+ Egen[log(1− p∗SSN (G(.)))],
(6)

where θG and θSSN are the parameters of
the generator G and SSN in the dialogue

Dialogue System

Self-Supervised 
Network

Dialogue 
History

Generated 
Utterance

Misordered 
Target 
Triple

Signal

Sampling

Triple 
References

Sampling

Figure 2: The general framework for dialogue learning
with self-supervised network.

systems separately. The x stands for real
human-generated utterances, which G(.) repre-
sents machine-generated ones. The G and SSN
are alternately updated during training. We fur-
ther describe the details in open-domain and task-
oriented scenarios separately.

3.3.1 Open-Domain Dialogue Learning
The open-domain dialogue task is, given a di-
alogue history consisting of a sequence of di-
alogue utterances {(Q1, A1), . . . , (Qt−1, At−1)},
and current Qt, the model needs to generate a re-
sponse utterance At. We consider the adversarial
training (Li et al., 2017; Xu et al., 2017) for di-
alogue generation systems. Following the previ-
ous approach (Vinyals and Le, 2015; Serban et al.,
2016; Luan et al., 2016; Li et al., 2017), we use
the SEQ2SEQ model for response generation as
the generator G. The SEQ2SEQ first transforms
the dialogue history into an embedding using an
encoder recurrent network. Conditioned on the
history embedding, another decoder recurrent net-
work then computes the probability of tokens at
each generation step of the response using a soft-
max function.

As for the discriminator D, in previous meth-
ods, the discriminator directly takes the response
utterance At with or without the full dialogue his-
tory, and predicts whether it is human-generated
(output: 1) or machine-generated (output: 0). The
probability of being human-generated is set as the
reward to update the G using the REINFORCE al-
gorithm (Williams, 1992). As for our SSN , the
reward R is set as R = p∗SSN .

3.3.2 Task-Oriented Dialogue Learning
The task-oriented dialogue, usually formulated as
a reinforcement learning problem, aims to build a
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dialogue agent to interact with real users and learn
the policy to complete the slot-filling task (Juraf-
sky and Martin, 2014). While the real-user inter-
action is expensive and time-consuming, in this
scenario, the dialogue systems are often trained
with user simulators (Schatzmann et al., 2006; Li
et al., 2016c). However, due to the complexity of
real conversations and biases in the design of user
simulators, the quality of simulated utterances is
unstable. Su et al. (2018) propose an adversarial
learning approach to differentiate simulated expe-
rience from real experience. Following the sim-
ilar assumption that real-user interactions should
be meaningful and coherent, we implement our
SSN instead of the conventional discriminator D
to select high-quality stimulated utterances in the
task-oriented dialogue systems.

In this scenario, the generator G is the world
model which produces simulated user experience,
and the SSN focuses on scoring the simulated
user experience Qt during the training process.
Thus, instead of sampling and encoding utterance
pairs (Qt, At), here we only use the user utterance
Qt in SSN . We keep other parts of the SSN
remain the same as in Section 3.2. Because the
world model G is updated using the multi-task
learning without the reward from the SSN , the
objective function of the SSN in Equation 6 can
be rewritten as the following during the mini-batch
training:

1

b

b∑

i=1

[log p∗SSN (x
(i)) + log(1− p∗SSN (G(.)(i)))],

(7)
where b represents the batch size.

4 Experiments

4.1 Intrinsic Evaluation
Before we deploy the self-supervised network into
real dialogue systems, we first test the model ar-
chitectures for reliability. We randomly choose
40K balanced ordered and misordered utterance
pair triples from the OpenSubtitles (Tiedemann,
2009) dataset, and train the SSN to solve this 2-
class classification. We sample another 1K bal-
anced triples for testing. We also consider a base-
line model, where the target triple is encoded by
SSN , and the previous dialogue history is en-
coded by a hierarchical LSTM. The concatenation
of two embeddings is used for the final predic-
tion. Because our SSN is a sampling-based ap-

Reference Strategy of SSN Average Accuracy

All history by hierarchical LSTM .694 (.006)

w/o Refers .670 (.011)
2*Ordered Refers .740 (.031)
2*misordered Refers .744 (.029)
1*Ordered + 1*misordered Refers .856 (.017)

Table 1: The intrinsic evaluation results. The num-
bers in brackets stand for deviation. Refers: Reference
Triples.

proach, we report the average prediction accuracy
of 5 runs on the 2-class classification as shown in
Table 1.

From the results, we can observe that: (1) The
conventional hierarchical LSTM is not suitable for
this task, and this baseline only shows a marginal
improvement compared with the strategy that only
considers target triple without any history. The re-
sults also match previous findings (Li et al., 2017),
where they suggest that only the last two proceed-
ing utterances in the hierarchical network are se-
mantically significant. (2) As for our SSN , it is
safe to tell that reference triples can be a tremen-
dous supplement to the inconsistent order detec-
tion. It is not surprising because by adding refer-
ence triples, the SSN will know more informa-
tion of semantic context within the dialogue. Es-
pecially when having both ordered and misordered
references, the SSN has the highest classification
accuracy. This also shows that the sampling strat-
egy, 1*Ordered + 1*misordered references, is the
most reliable structure for real dialogue systems.
Thus, for the rest of the experiments, we directly
use the SSN with one ordered and one misor-
dered references strategy to achieve the best per-
formance.

4.2 Open-Domain Dialogue Learning
Dataset Following the previous studies (Vinyals
and Le, 2015; Li et al., 2017; Xu et al., 2017),
we choose the widely-used OpenSubtitles (Tiede-
mann, 2009) dataset to evaluate different methods.
The OpenSubtitles dataset contains movie scripts
organized by characters, where we follow Li et al.
(2016b) to retain subtitles containing 5-50 words.

Baselines We consider the following two pop-
ular adversarial methods for dialogue learning as
the baselines:

• REGS (Li et al., 2017): The discriminator D
takes the full dialogue history by a hierarchi-
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Separated G/D D-REGS D-AEL D-SSN
G-REGS .094 .087 .041
G-AEL .146 .128 .093
G-SSN .203 .185 .162

Table 2: The cross evaluation of adversarial success
rate on different generators and discriminators. Please
refer to Section 4.2 Adversarial Evaluation for expla-
nations.

Model distinct-1 distinct-2

REGS 0.0217 0.0695
AEL 0.0311 0.0948
SSN 0.0393 0.1126

Table 3: The automatic evaluation of generated utter-
ances on distinct-1 and distinct-2 metrics. Please refer
to Section 4.2 Automatic Evaluation for explanations.

cal LSTM, and the Monte Carlo search is im-
plemented to obtain rewards for every gener-
ation step to update the generator G.

• AEL (Xu et al., 2017): The discriminator D
only encodes the currently generated utter-
ance by a CNN model and the generator G is
optimized using an approximate embedding
layer.

Implementation Details We follow the most of
parameters in Li et al. (2017); Xu et al. (2017) to
make a fair comparison. For the generator model
G, we adopt the same SEQ2SEQ model (Sutskever
et al., 2014) with an attention mechanism (Bah-
danau et al., 2015; Luong et al., 2015) for our ap-
proach and baselines. We approximate the dia-
logue history forG using the concatenation of two
preceding utterances following the Li et al. (2017).
To train the generator G, we use the REINFORCE
algorithm (Williams, 1992) to maximize the ex-
pected reward of generated utterances. We also
implement the Monte Carlo search to give rewards
for each generation step. To accelerate the sam-
pling process, we use multiple GPUs to parallelize
and distribute the jobs. As for the SSN , it first
gets pre-trained using sampled data from Open-
Subtitiles, and then iteratively updated during the
min-max adversarial training process. The dimen-
sion of the utterance embeddings is 128. The hid-
den size is 256 for utterance encoding bi-LSTM
and 1024 for triple reasoning bi-LSTM. The MLP
has a single hidden layer of size 512.

Win REGS AEL SSN
Single-turn Percentage .095 .192 .713
Multi-turn Percentage .025 .171 .804

Table 4: The human evaluation of generated utterances
in three methods. The result here is statistically signif-
icant with p < 0.01 according to sign test. Please refer
to Section 4.2 Human Evaluation for explanations.

Adversarial Evaluation Here we use adversar-
ial success rate (AdverSuc), which is the fraction
of instances where a G is capable of fooling the
D, to evaluate different methods. Higher values
of AdverSuc for a dialogue system usually lead to
a better response generator. After training three
(G,D) using REGS, AEL and SSN , we sample
4K dialogue history and use three trained gen-
erators to generate response utterances. These
machine-generated utterances are then fed into
three trained discriminators to see if they are in-
distinguishable from human-generated ones. The
cross evaluation of AdverSuc is shown in Table 2.

From the results, we can observe that: (1)
Our trained generator achieve higher AdverSuc in
three discriminators, which shows that the gener-
ator in our approach can generate more human-
like utterance responses. (2) The generators of
the other two methods have a noticeable drop in
AdverSuc when evaluating on our SSN -based
discriminator. This demonstrates that our self-
supervised policy for discriminating utterances is
successful. (3) The REGS method with full di-
alogue history encoded performs worse than the
AEL that only considers the current utterances.
We think this indicates that without explicitly stat-
ing the guiding signal, both the generator and the
discriminator can be lost about figuring out a good
objective function during the training process even
when encoding the full history.

Automatic Evaluation For automatic evalua-
tions, we use the two commonly accepted met-
rics distinct-1 and distinct-2. The distinct-1 and
distinct-2, proposed by Li et al. (2016a), are two
ways to measure the degree of diversity by cal-
culating the number of distinct unigrams and bi-
grams in the generated response utterances. The
evaluation results are reported in Table 3. The
results show that based on the distinct-1 and
distinct-2 metrics, the generator trained in our ap-
proach can generate relatively more diverse re-
sponses. The results are attractive considering that
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Agent Planning
Steps

Epoch 100 Epoch 200 Epoch 300

Succ Reward Turns Succ Reward Turns Succ Reward Turns

D3Q

5

.7467 43.59 14.03 .6800 34.64 15.92 .7200 40.85 13.11
D3Q-SSN .7600 45.71 13.52 .7400 42.93 14.80 .7633 46.16 15.24
D3Q (fixed θD) .6800 33.86 17.48 .7000 36.57 16.85 .6933 35.67 17.06
D3Q-SSN (fixed θSSN ) .6633 32.04 16.21 .7133 36.71 17.74 .7067 36.03 12.91

D3Q

10

.6333 28.99 16.01 .7000 37.24 15.52 .6667 33.09 15.83
D3Q-SSN .7800 48.71 15.84 .8733 56.15 19.57 .8067 50.29 16.48
D3Q (fixed θD) .7133 36.36 20.48 .8400 54.87 20.48 .7400 42.89 13.81
D3Q-SSN (fixed θSSN ) .7367 42.30 14.79 .8300 52.92 18.16 .7933 48.05 13.73

Table 5: The experimental results of different dialogue agents at training epoch = {100, 200, 300}. Each number
is averaged over 3 runs, and each run tested on 50 dialogues. The D3Q-SSN denotes the D3Q agent where our
proposed SSN replaces the discriminator. The “fixed θD/θSSN ” indicates the discriminator/SSN is pre-trained
and fixed during the training process. Succ: Success Rate. Reward: Average Reward. Turns: Average Turns.

we do not explicitly use a diversity-guided objec-
tive function during the training process. We think
the reason is that the diverse utterances are eas-
ier to reserve the order information. In previous
methods, the discriminator D only gives good or
bad signals to response generatorG, and theG has
to figure out what is an acceptable response by it-
self. As for our SSN , it explicitly forces the G to
generate responses that will have unique orders in
dialogue, which leads to more diverse utterances.

Human Evaluation For human evaluation, we
follow protocols in Li et al. (2016a) and employ-
ing crowd-sourced judges from the Amazon Me-
chanical Turk to evaluate a random sample of 1000
unique generated utterances from three generators
in the OpenSubtitles test dataset. We present both
the input dialogue history and the generated re-
sponses to 5 judges and ask them to decide which
one of the three results is the be.ts Ties are not per-
mitted. We consider both single-turn and multi-
turn for the evaluation. The results are shown in
Table 4. Evidently, the generator trained in our
method shows a significant improvement in the
quality of generated sentences. The gain is even
higher in the multi-turn setting than the single-turn
setting. This is because when only considering the
single-turn dialogue, the information encoded in
three methods will be similar.

4.3 Task-Oriented Dialogue Learning

Dataset Following the previous work (Peng
et al., 2018; Su et al., 2018), we use the same
Movie-Ticket Booking dataset collected from
Amazon Mechanical Turk for evaluation. The
dataset is manually labeled based on a schema de-
fined by domain experts consisting of 11 intents

and 16 slots in the full domain setting. In total, the
dataset has 280 annotated dialogues with an aver-
age length of approximately 11 turns. In this sce-
nario, the goal of dialogue systems is to help the
user complete the tasks through the conversation.

Baselines We compare our SSN -based dis-
criminator within the state-of-the-art task-oriented
dialogue policy learning approach, Discriminative
Deep Dyna-Q (D3Q) (Su et al., 2018). At each
turn, the D3Q agent takes S planning steps inter-
acting with the simulator and store stimulated user
experiences based on the scoring of the discrimi-
nator. The stimulated user experiences are gener-
ated by the world model, which can be viewed as
the generator G in our case. We replace the con-
ventional discriminator D of D3Q with our SSN .

Implementation Details For a fair comparison,
we remain most of the parameters in the D3Q al-
gorithm the same as in Su et al. (2018). In the
self-supervised network, the dimension of the ut-
terance embeddings is 80. The hidden size is 128
for utterance encoding bi-LSTM and 512 for triple
reasoning bi-LSTM. The MLP has a single hidden
layer of size 128. We use the simulator2 as in Li
et al. (2016c) to generate user utterances, and the
threshold interval is set to a range between 0.45
and 0.55.

Results The experimental results of different
agents at training epoch are shown in Table 5.
From the results, we can observe that: (1) The
D3Q-SSN outperform the D3Q in the most of
cases, which shows that our SSN -based dis-
criminator can improve the ability to recognize

2https://github.com/MiuLab/TC-Bot
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the high-quality stimulated user experiences. (2)
When the planning step increases in D3Q, the per-
formance shows an apparent drop. This is be-
cause the discriminator D in the original D3Q
agent keeps lots of low-quality stimulated user
experiences, which significantly degrade the per-
formance of the D3Q agent. As for our SSN ,
we can see some performance improvement even
when using 10-step planning. This substantially
means that our SSN has a better ability to select
the good simulated user experiences, especially in
the multi-turn dialogue cases.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce a self-supervised task,
inconsistent order detection, to explicitly capture
the order signal of the dialogue. While previous
methods suffer from forgetfulness problem when
modeling dialogue history, we further propose a
sampling-based self-supervised network SSN , to
approximately encoding the dialogue history and
highlight the order signal. We also show how
our SSN can contribute to real dialogue learn-
ing. Empirically, our method advances the previ-
ous state-of-the-art dialogue systems in both open-
domain and task-oriented scenarios. Theoreti-
cally, we believe this self-supervision can be gen-
eralized to other types of temporal order in differ-
ent NLP tasks.
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Abstract

The cognitive mechanisms needed to account
for the English past tense have long been a
subject of debate in linguistics and cognitive
science. Neural network models were pro-
posed early on, but were shown to have clear
flaws. Recently, however, Kirov and Cotterell
(2018) showed that modern encoder-decoder
(ED) models overcome many of these flaws.
They also presented evidence that ED mod-
els demonstrate humanlike performance in a
nonce-word task. Here, we look more closely
at the behaviour of their model in this task.
We find that (1) the model exhibits instabil-
ity across multiple simulations in terms of
its correlation with human data, and (2) even
when results are aggregated across simulations
(treating each simulation as an individual hu-
man participant), the fit to the human data is
not strong—worse than an older rule-based
model. These findings hold up through sev-
eral alternative training regimes and evaluation
measures. Although other neural architectures
might do better, we conclude that there is still
insufficient evidence to claim that neural nets
are a good cognitive model for this task.

1 Introduction

For over 30 years, the English past tense has served
as both inspiration and testbed for models of lan-
guage acquisition and processing (Rumelhart and
McClelland, 1986; Pinker and Prince, 1988; Mar-
cus, 1995; Plunkett and Juola, 1999; Pinker and
Ullman, 2002; Albright and Hayes, 2003; Seiden-
berg and Plaut, 2014; Kirov and Cotterell, 2018;
Blything et al., 2018, etc.). One of the most well-
known debates centres on whether the apparently
rule-governed regular past tense is indeed repre-
sented cognitively using explicit rules. Rumelhart
and McClelland (1986) famously argued against
this hypothesis, presenting a neural network model
intended to capture both regular and irregular verbs

with no explicit rules. However, Pinker and Prince
(1988) presented a scathing rebuttal, pointing out
both theoretical and empirical failures of the model.
In their alternative (dual-route) view, the regular
past tense is categorical and captured via explicit
rules, while irregular past tenses are memorized
and can (occasionally) generalize via gradient ana-
logical processes (Pinker and Prince, 1988; Prasada
and Pinker, 1993). Their arguments were so influ-
ential that although neural networks gained consid-
erable traction in cognitive science more generally
(Bechtel and Abrahamsen, 1991; McCloskey, 1991;
Elman et al., 1996), many linguists dismissed the
whole approach.1

With the recent success of deep learning in NLP,
however, there has been renewed interest in ex-
ploring the extent to which neural networks cap-
ture human behaviour in psycholinguistic tasks
(e.g., Linzen and Leonard, 2018; Linzen, 2019).
In particular, Kirov and Cotterell (2018; henceforth
K&C) revisited the past tense debate and showed
that modern sequence-based encoder-decoder (ED)
models overcome many of the criticisms levelled at
Rumelhart and McClelland’s model. Specifically,
these models permit variable-length input and out-
put that represent sequential ordering; can reach
near-perfect accuracy on both regular and irregular
verbs seen in training; and (using multi-task learn-
ing) can effectively generalize phonological rules
across different inflections.

These primary claims are undoubtedly correct
(and indeed, we replicate the accuracy results be-
low). However, we take issue with another part of
K&C’s work, in which they claim that their ED
model also effectively models human behaviour in
a nonce-word experiment (i.e., wug test, described
below). We explore the model’s behaviour on this

1Though see Seidenberg and Plaut (2014), who argue that
some of the core ideas, such as the focus on statistical learning,
have nevertheless permeated the study of language.
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task in detail, and conclude that its ability to model
humans is considerably weaker than K&C suggest.

In particular, we begin by showing that multi-
ple simulations of the same model (with different
random initializations) result in very different cor-
relations with the human data. To ensure that this
instability is not just due to the evaluation mea-
sure, we introduce an alternative measure, but still
find unstable results. We then consider whether
treating individual simulations as individual par-
ticipants (rather than as a model of the average
participant) captures the human data better. This
aggregate model does show some high-level simi-
larities to the human participants: both model and
humans tend to produce irregulars more frequently
for nonce words that are similar to many real ir-
regular verbs. However, the model is still poor at
capturing fine-grained distinctions at the level of
individual verbs. We conclude that, although deep
learning approaches overcome many of the prob-
lems of earlier neural network models, there is still
insufficient evidence to claim that they are good
models of human morphological processing.

2 Background

2.1 Nonce word experimental data

Like K&C, we use data from two experiments run
by Albright and Hayes (2003; henceforth A&H).
In Experiment 1, using a dialogue-based prompt,
A&H presented participants auditorily with nonce
“verbs” that are phonotactically legal in English
(e.g., spling, dize), and prompted participants to
produce past tense forms of these verbs, resulting in
a data set of production probabilities of various
past tense forms. In Experiment 2, participants first
produced each past tense form (as in Experiment
1) and were then asked to rate the acceptability of
either two or three possible past tense forms for
that verb—one regular, and one or two potential
irregulars. For example, for scride /skr"aId/, par-
ticipants rated scrided /skr"aId@d/ (regular), scrode
/skr"oUd/ and scrid /skr"Id/ (irregular). This gives
a data set of past tense form ratings.

Most of A&H’s own analyses rely on the ratings
data, but the ED model is a model of production,
so we follow K&C and use the data from Exper-
iment 1. The data is coded using the same set of
suggested forms that were rated in Experiment 2:
for each nonce word, A&H counted how many par-
ticipants produced the regular form, the irregular
form (or each of the two forms, if there are two),

and “other” (any other past tense form that was not
among those rated in Experiment 2). The counts
are normalized to compute production probabilities
for each output form.

The nonce words used by A&H were carefully
chosen according to several criteria. First, they are
phonologically “bland”: i.e., not unusual-sounding
as English words (as confirmed by a pre-test with
participants). Second, as explained in the following
section, they fall into several categories designed
to test A&H’s hypothesis that (contra Prasada and
Pinker, 1993), both regular and irregular past tense
forms exhibit gradient (and not categorical) effects.

2.2 A&H’s model and islands of reliability
To explain the categories of nonce words (which
we will refer to in our analyses), we briefly describe
A&H’s theory of past tense formation, which they
implement as a computational model. The model
postulates that speakers maintain a set of explicit
structured rules that capture inflectional changes
at different levels of generality. For example, a
speaker might have rules such as:

• /∅/→ /@d/ if verb matches [X {/d/, /t/} ]
based on, e.g., want, need, start.

• /i/→ /E/ if verb matches [X {/r/, /l/} /d/]
based on, e.g., read, lead, breed.

where X represents arbitrary phonological material
and is the location of the changing material.
Each rule is given a confidence score based on its
precision and statistical strength (the number of
cases to which it could potentially apply). When a
nonce word is presented, several rules may apply
(e.g., the two rules above for gleed), and the good-
ness of each possible past tense is determined by
the confidence score of the corresponding rule.

Crucially, A&H’s model can learn multiple rules
that all produce regular past tense forms, but with
phonological contexts of different specificity, hence
different confidence scores. Therefore, some nonce
words may reside in so-called “islands of reliability”
(IOR) for regular verbs: that is, there is an appli-
cable regular rule that has a very high confidence
score. Meanwhile other nonce words might also
be considered regular, but with lower confidence.
Thus, the model predicts gradient effects even for
regular inflection. It also predicts gradient effects
for irregular inflection, since there can be IORs for
irregular rules as well.

To test these predictions, A&H chose four types
of nonce words: those residing in an IOR for regu-
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lars, for both regulars and irregulars, for irregulars
only, or for neither. They also included several
nonce verbs similar to burn–burnt, spell–spelt, and
some that might potentially elicit single-form analo-
gies. Their results (discussed further in Section 4)
showed that the different IOR categories were in-
deed treated differently by participants.

2.3 Evaluating models

To go beyond coarse-grained analysis based on the
IOR categories, both A&H and K&C evaluate their
models by correlating model output with the hu-
man data at the level of individual past tense forms.
Correlations are computed between the human data
(either production probabilities or ratings) and the
model scores for each form. The regulars and irreg-
ulars are treated separately. That is, the irregular
correlation value is computed by considering the
average human production probability (or rating)
for each suggested irregular past tense, and com-
paring these with the model scores for those same
forms. The correlation for regulars is computed
analogously. Regulars and irregulars are treated
separately because the scores for regulars are nearly
always larger, so if all forms were considered at
once, a baseline that simply assigned (say) 1 to
regulars and 0 to irregulars would already achieve
a high correlation with humans.

We initially follow K&C in computing the Spear-
man (rank) correlation against the production prob-
abilities, and later also examine Pearson (linear)
correlations and ratings data.

3 Methods

3.1 Model and hyperparameters

We adopt the encoder-decoder architecture used by
K&C, as well as their implementation framework
and hyperparameters. Encoder-decoder models are
a type of recurrent neural network (RNN) intro-
duced for machine translation (Sutskever et al.,
2014) but also often used for other sequence-to-
sequence transductions, such as morphological in-
flection and lemmatization (Kann and Schütze,
2016; Bergmanis and Goldwater, 2018). The en-
coder is an RNN that reads in the input sequence
(here, a sequence of characters representing the
phonemes in the present tense verb form) and cre-
ates a fixed-size vector representation of it. The de-
coder is another RNN that takes this vector as input
and decodes it sequentially, outputting one symbol
at each timestep (here, the phonemes of the past

tense form). The ED model with attention (Bah-
danau et al., 2015) is implemented in OpenNMT
(Klein et al., 2017).2 It has two bidirectional LSTM
encoder layers and two LSTM decoder layers, 300-
dimensional character embeddings in the encoder,
and 100-dimensional hidden layers in the encoder
and decoder. The Adadelta optimizer (Zeiler, 2012)
is used for training, with the default beam size of
12 for decoding. The batch size is 20, and dropout
is applied between layers with a probability of 0.3.
Except where otherwise noted below, all models
were trained for 100 epochs.

3.2 Training data
To compare our results to both A&H and K&C, we
use their corresponding training sets, both based on
data from CELEX (Baayen et al., 1995). A&H’s
training data contains all verbs listed in CELEX
with a lemma frequency of 10 or more (4253 verbs,
218 of which are irregular). We use A&H’s Ameri-
can English IPA phonemic transcriptions, to match
the nonce word experiment (which was carried out
with American English speakers), and also follow
them in using the nonce words as the unseen test set
rather than creating dev/test splits from the CELEX
data. As argued by A&H, adult English speakers
will have been exposed to all of the real verbs many
times and would be able to correctly produce the
past tense of all of them. Adults’ generalization to
nonce words is therefore predicated on their knowl-
edge of this entire training set (including, crucially,
all of the irregular forms).

For our second training set, we obtained the data
from K&C, which is a subset of A&H’s: it contains
4039 verbs, 168 of which are irregular—that is, 50
real irregular verbs are missing. Examples of verbs
that are missing from the K&C data include do–did
and use–used. K&C also randomly divided their
data into training, development, and test sets, but
we weren’t able to obtain these splits, so (since we
are using the nonce words for test data) we simply
use all 4039 verbs as training data. We include re-
sults using the K&C’s data mainly to allow closer
(though still not exact) comparison with their work,
but we feel that A&H’s training data, which in-
cludes all the irregulars, more accurately reflects
adult linguistic exposure.

It has been argued that morphological general-
ization in humans is governed by type frequencies

2In early tests, we also tried the Nematus toolkit with hy-
perparameters following (Kann and Schütze, 2016; Bergmanis
and Goldwater, 2018); the pattern of results was similar.
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Rank nold /n"oUld/ Probability
1 nolded /n"oUld@d/ 0.9869
2 nelt /n"Elt/ 0.0120
3 neelded /n"i:ld@d/ 0.0004
4 nelded /n"Eld@d/ 0.0004
5 neld /n"Eld/ 0.0001

Rank murn /m"@rn/ Probability
1 murned /m"@rnd/ 0.8636
2 murnt /m"@rnt/ 0.1363
3 murn /m"@rn/ <0.0001
4 murnaid /m"@rneId/ <0.0001
5 murnoo /m"@rnu:/ <0.0001

Table 1: Top 5 outputs from two sample beams, for the
nonce words nold and murn. Past tenses suggested by
A&H are bolded. For nold, one suggested past tense
form, nold /n"oUld/, is missing from the top 5.

rather than token frequencies (Bybee and Thomp-
son, 1997; Pierrehumbert, 2001). Modelling ev-
idence, including from A&H, also supports the
idea that token frequencies are ignored or severely
downweighted (i.e., effectively using log frequen-
cies: O’Donnell, 2015; Goldwater et al., 2006). We
therefore follow A&H and K&C in training our
models on the list of distinct word types, with each
type occurring once in the training data.

3.3 Evaluation
We report three different evaluation measures. First,
we compute training set accuracy: the percentage
of verbs in the training data for which the model’s
top-ranked output is the correct past tense form.
This is largely a sanity check and test of conver-
gence: a fully-trained model of adult performance
should have near-perfect training set accuracy.

Next, as described in Section 2.3, we report
Spearman’s rank correlation (ρ) of the model’s
probabilities for the various nonce past tense forms
with the human production probabilities. The prob-
ability for each suggested past tense form was ob-
tained by forcing the model to output that form
(e.g., providing scride as input and forcing it to
output scrid). This made it possible to get probabil-
ities for forms that did not occur in the beam (the
list of most likely forms output by the model).

Finally, we introduce a third measure, motivated
further in Section 4.1, complete recall@5:

CR@5 =
1

n
×

n∑

i=1

[Si ⊆ Bi] (1)

where n is the total number of nonce verbs, Si

Data all regular irregular
K&C 99.79 (0.05) 99.92 (0.04) 96.90 (1.06)
A&H 99.51 (0.04) 99.86 (0.07) 92.98 (1.18)

Table 2: Mean training set accuracy (in %, with stan-
dard deviations in brackets), averaged over 10 runs for
each training set with different random seeds. Oracle
accuracy is 99.85% on the K&C data and 99.55% on
the A&H data, due to homophones and forms with mul-
tiple past tenses. In order to do better on irregulars, the
model would have to get more of the regulars wrong.

is the set of A&H’s suggested past tense forms
for verb i, Bi is the set of the top five verbs in
the model’s beam for i, and [Si ⊆ Bi] = 1 if all
verbs from Si appear in Bi, and 0 otherwise. For
example, a model which only processed the two
verbs in Table 1 would have a CR@5 of 0.5, since
the beam includes all suggested past tenses for
murn (murned, murnt), but not for nold (nolded,
nold, neld).3

4 Experiments

4.1 Experiment 1: Model variability

Our first experiment aims to replicate K&C’s re-
sults showing that (a) the model is able to produce
the past tense forms of training verbs with near-
perfect accuracy, and (b) its correlation with human
data on the nonce verb test set is higher than that of
A&H’s model. In K&C’s paper, these results were
based on a single trained model. Here we trained
20 models (10 on each training set) initialized with
different random seeds.

Accuracy Table 2 lists the mean and standard de-
viation of training set accuracy for each of the two
training sets. It is not possible to get 100% accuracy
because the training sets contain some homophones
with different past tenses (e.g., write–wrote and
right–righted), and some verbs which have two pos-
sible past tenses (e.g., spring–sprung and spring–
sprang). Nevertheless, the models get very close
to the best possible accuracy, confirming K&C’s
finding that they learn both regular and irregular
past tenses of previously seen words within 100
epochs. Example convergence plots are shown in

3Not all of A&H’s suggested forms were actually produced
by participants, but all of them seem plausible and we felt
that a good model should rank them higher than most other
potential past tenses, i.e., they should be included within a
small beam size. Indeed, in cases where they are not (e.g.,
nold in Table 1) we do typically see much less plausible forms
(such as neelded) included in the beam.
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Figure 2: Spearman correlation coefficients between
model scores and human production probabilities, us-
ing the A&H and K&C training data. Values reported
by K&C and A&H are shown in addition to those of
our models. Horizontal jitter is added for readability.

Figure 1, illustrating that the models learn regular
verbs very quickly, and irregular verbs more slowly,
but both are learned well after 60–80 epochs.

Correlation Despite having consistently high ac-
curacy on real words, Figure 2 shows that models
with different random initializations vary consider-
ably in their correlation with human speakers’ pro-
duction probabilities on nonce words, from 0.15 to
0.56 for regulars, and from 0.23 to 0.41 for irregu-
lars. K&C’s reported results are at the high end of
what we obtained, suggesting that they are likely
not representative.

On the other hand, we were concerned that the
variability in the correlation measure might be due
to an artefact: the vast majority of the beams re-
turned by the model assign very high probability
(> 98%) to the top item and little mass to anything
else (as in the first example in Table 1).4 Since the

4The skewedness of the beams is likely because of the
training/testing scenario, where the model is effectively asked
to do different tasks: at training time, it is trained to produce
one correct past tense, while at test time, it’s expected to pro-
duce a probability distribution over potential nonce past tenses.
We could surely produce better matches to the human probabil-
ity distributions by training directly to do so, but that wouldn’t
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Figure 3: Complete recall@5 for 20 models with differ-
ent random seeds (10 with each training dataset). Hori-
zontal jitter is added for readability.
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Figure 4: The number of models (of the 10 trained on
the A&H dataset) which agree on the second-place past
tense form. The X-axis shows 281 different past tense
forms (for 59 nonce words in the present tense), and the
Y-axis shows, for each form, how many times a model
places it in the second position in the beam.

correlation measure is computed across different
nonce forms, tiny changes in the beam probabilities
of one nonce verb could change the ranking of (say)
its regular past with respect to the regular past of
another nonce word, even if the relative ranking of
forms within each nonce’s beam stayed the same.

CR@5 and second best forms The above obser-
vation motivated the CR@5 measure (Section 3.3).
Rather than measuring the relative probabilities of
past forms across different verbs, CR@5 consid-
ers the relative rankings of different past forms for
each verb. However, CR@5 also yielded unstable
results: 39–47% on A&H’s data, and 29–44% on
K&C’s data, as shown in Figure 3.

As a final exploration of the models’ instabil-
ity across different simulations, we looked at how
often the models agree with each other on the
verb occupying the first and the second position
in the beam. While there is very high agreement on
the most likely form (top of the beam) across the
simulations—usually a regular past tense—very
few forms in the second position are the same
across simulations (see Figure 4).

make sense as a cognitive model, since human learners are
exposed only to correct past tenses, not to distributions.
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Figure 5: Percentage of regular, irregular, and “other” responses produced by humans (top) and the model (bottom).
Each of the six blocks corresponds to a different category of nonce words (see Section 2.2).

Summary To recap, we find similar training set
accuracy to what K&C reported, but the correlation
scores between the model and the human data are
generally lower, and the model exhibits unstable be-
haviour across different simulations. However, the
unstable behaviour can potentially be accounted for,
if each simulation is interpreted as an individual
participant rather than as a model of the average be-
haviour of all participants. In that case, we should
aggregate results from multiple simulations in or-
der to compare them to the human results, since
production probabilities from A&H’s experiment
were obtained by aggregating data over multiple
participants. The next experiment examines this
alternative interpretation.

4.2 Experiment 2: Aggregate model

To simulate A&H’s production experiment with
each simulation as one participant, we trained 50
individual models on the A&H training data5 us-
ing the same architecture and hyperparameters as
before. We then sampled 100 past tense forms for
each verb from each model’s output probability
distribution. Each of the 5000 output forms (100
each from 50 simulated participants) was catego-
rized either as (a) the verb’s regular past tense form,
(b–c) the first or second irregular past tense form
suggested by A&H, or (d) any other possible form.

For the aggregate model, the correlation measure
is the only evaluation that makes sense. For regu-
lars, correlation with the human production proba-

5In the absence of clear differences between the model’s
performance on A&H’s vs. K&C’s data in Experiment 1, we
only use the more complete A&H dataset henceforth.

bilities was higher than in the previous experiment
(0.45 vs. an average of 0.28 in Experiment 1), but
for irregulars it was lower (0.19 vs. 0.22 in Experi-
ment 1). The differences between the humans and
aggregate model are clear from Figure 5, which
shows the distribution of various past tense forms
for both model and humans. For example, in only
one case did the humans produce an irregular more
frequently than the regular (no-change past chind
for present chind), whereas there are several cases
where the aggregated model does so. Moreover,
for the word chind itself, the model prefers chound
rather than chind.

In the previous experiment, we saw that indi-
vidual models often rank implausible past tenses
higher than plausible ones. However, we see here
that on aggregate nearly all the model’s proposed
past tenses are those suggested by A&H. Appar-
ently, the unstable beam rankings wash out the im-
plausible forms, i.e., the plausible forms on average
occur nearer the top of the beam than any partic-
ular implausible form. In fact, the model actually
produces fewer “other” forms than the humans.

We also looked at the model’s average produc-
tion of regular and suggested irregular forms for
each of the six categories in Figure 5. The results,
shown in Figure 6, indicate that the model does cap-
ture the main trends seen in humans across these
categories, but overall it is more likely to produce
irregular forms. Together with the low overall cor-
relation to human results and obvious differences
at the fine-grained level, these results suggest that
there are serious weaknesses in the ED model, even
when results are aggregated across simulations.
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Figure 6: Mean production probabilities for regulars
(top) and A&H’s suggested irregulars (bottom) in each
of A&H’s categories of nonce words, for humans and
for the aggregated ED model.

5 Further analyses

5.1 Is the model overfitting?

We began by assuming that models should be
trained at least until they achieve perfect perfor-
mance on the training set, but perhaps 100 epochs
is too much, and the model is just overfitting. Train-
ing for less time might produce less skewed beam
probabilities, more stable beam rankings, and per-
haps better correlations with the human data.

To investigate this possibility, we took the 10
models originally trained on the A&H dataset and
computed the correlation with human data for regu-
lars and irregulars after every 10 epochs of training.
The highest correlation is achieved after only 10
epochs (0.47 for regulars and 0.50 for irregulars)
and the beam probabilities are indeed less skewed:
the average probability of the top ranked output
is 0.92 after 10 epochs, vs. 0.97 after 100 epochs.
However, the models average only 6.5% accuracy
on the real irregular words after 10 epochs, so it
is difficult to argue that these are good models of
human behaviour.6 It seems that the ED model
displays a fundamental tension between correctly
modelling humans on real words and nonce words.

5.2 Rating data and correlations

We have so far evaluated all models against human
production data. However, the A&H model outputs
unnormalized scores, so arguably it makes more

6Early exposure to more irregulars could help in principle,
so we also tried training the models on token or log token
frequencies rather than type frequencies, but the resulting
models’ correlations with production probabilities were no
higher than models trained on type frequencies (the same for
log tokens, and lower for tokens).

Data Cor. Verbs A&H Individ. Agg.

Pro-
duc-
tion

ρ
reg. .35 .32 (.12) .45
irreg. .36 .31 (.05) .19

r
reg. .62 .16 (.09) .30
irreg. .14 .16 (.03) .17

Rat-
ing

ρ
reg. .55 .32 (.09) .43
irreg. .57 .39 (.08) .31

r
reg. .71 .34 (.07) .40
irreg. .48 .35 (.06) .40

Table 3: Correlations (using Spearman’s ρ and Pear-
son’s r) between the models’ output probabilities vs.
human production probabilities and rating data. The
data for the individual model is an average over 10 sim-
ulations (standard deviation shown in brackets). High-
est correlation in each line is shown in bold.

sense as a model of ratings. A&H also originally
evaluated it using Pearson correlation. For com-
pleteness we report in Table 3 the correlations for
all models on both ratings data and production data,
using both Spearman and Pearson coefficients. We
find that the A&H model does score better against
ratings data, although surprisingly the ED models
do too. More importantly, though, the A&H model
fits the human data best on 6 out of 8 measures.

5.3 What is the model learning?

To examine the representations acquired by the
model, we extract vectors from the encoder’s hid-
den state. As the encoder is a bidirectional LSTM,
we concatenate the two states at the last time step
(after training on the A&H data). Figure 7a shows a
t-SNE visualization of hidden state vectors for both
real and nonce verbs in one of our simulations. The
model clearly groups the verbs into small clusters,
and Figures 7b–c show that this clustering is based
on the verbs’ trailing phonemes, including some
structure withing the clusters: e.g., strip /str"Ip/,
grip /gr"Ip/, and trip /tr"Ip/ are next to each other
in Figure 7b, and so are clip /kl"Ip/, flip /fl"Ip/,
and glip /gl"Ip/. It is not so clear, however, how
the model decides on whether to produce a regu-
lar or an irregular form for nonce verbs. We do
see some evidence in Figure 7c that nonce verbs
similar to regular English verbs yield a regular
form (note the regular neighbours of nung /n"2N/),
and the same holds for irregulars (note the irreg-
ular forms around spling /spl"IN/, for which the
model produced splung). However, the model also
produces an irregular form (stup /st"2p/) for stip
/st"Ip/, which is clearly surrounded by regular En-
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Figure 7: A t-SNE plot of encoder state vectors for regular and irregular verb forms. (a) shows an an overview of
all (real and nonce) verbs, and (b) and (c) zoom in on the boxed areas in (a).
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Figure 8: PCA plot of character-level (phoneme) vec-
tors extracted from the decoder’s hidden state. The
phonemes are coloured based on the three different reg-
ular past-tense suffixes they would be followed by.

glish verbs in Figure 7b.
We also tested whether the clustering by trail-

ing phonemes is simply an artefact, by training
another model on data where we reversed the order
of the input phonemes in all cases (e.g., /w"IS/–
/w"ISt/ [wish–wished] becomes /SI"w/–/tSI"w/).
This time, verbs were grouped based on their lead-
ing phonemes—that is, the endings of the original
verbs—suggesting that the model finds the regulari-
ties in the data regardless of the order of phonemes.

Finally, we investigated the model’s phoneme
representations, expecting a clustering correspond-
ing to the three types of phonemes that trigger dif-

ferent endings in regular past tense forms: /-Id/ af-
ter coronal stops /t/ and /d/, /-d/ after voiced con-
sonants and vowels, and /-t/ after voiceless conso-
nants. We extract character-level vectors from the
decoder hidden state, apply PCA (which worked
better than t-SNE in this case) and visualize the
resulting vectors. Figure 8 shows that the expected
pattern has emerged (except for /h/ in the ‘voiced’
cluster, but this phoneme never appears at the end
of English words).

6 General discussion and conclusions

Our results confirm that, unlike earlier neural net
models, the ED model has no trouble learning the
past tense forms of verbs it is trained on. We found,
however, that its behaviour on nonce verbs does
not correlate with human experimental data as well
as K&C’s results implied, and indeed not as well
as that of A&H’s much earlier rule-based model.

One issue in particular seems to be over-
production of irregulars, which the model consis-
tently prefers to regulars for four verbs (7% of
considered nonce verbs), while humans nearly al-
ways prefer the regular form. This was an issue
with earlier neural net models as well (Plunkett and
Juola, 1999). On the other hand, when the model
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outputs something other than the regular form, its
choices are plausible. This was not true for earlier
models: Plunkett and Juola’s model often chose the
wrong regular suffix (with incorrect voicing in the
final phoneme), and Rumelhart and McClelland’s
(1986) model failed to produce regular endings for
nonce verbs (Prasada and Pinker, 1993; Marcus,
1998). Here, we see from both our model’s output
and its internal representations that it has correctly
identified the necessary voicing distinctions and
that nonce words trigger similar representations
and behaviour to real words. In future, a stricter
test might use nonce words that are intentionally
less similar to real words (e.g., the example from
Prasada and Pinker (1993): to out-Gorbachev).

It is also worth pointing out that the ED model,
unlike A&H’s model and many earlier connection-
ist models, is fed raw phonemes (rather than the
phonemes’ distinctive features) as input. Although
it learns some of the relevant features anyway, it
would be interesting to see whether its behaviour
becomes more human-like if the correct features
are provided in the input.

Although our paper has revealed a number of
weaknesses of the ED model, we do agree with
K&C that neural network-based cognitive models
of inflection deserve re-evaluation in light of recent
technical advances. There are many other potential
architectures and modelling decisions that could
be explored, as well as other behavioural data such
as developmental patterns (Blything et al., 2018;
Ambridge, 2010) and inflection in other languages
(e.g., Clahsen et al., 1992; Ernestus and Baayen,
2004). As noted by Seidenberg and Plaut (2014),
models’ failures as well as successes can be infor-
mative, and we hope that our detailed exploration
of the ED model’s behaviour will inspire future
developments in these models, both for cognitive
modelling and NLP.
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Abstract

We propose an unsupervised approach for as-
sessing conceptual complexity of texts, based
on spreading activation. Using DBpedia
knowledge graph as a proxy to long-term
memory, mentioned concepts become acti-
vated and trigger further activation as the text
is sequentially traversed. Drawing inspira-
tion from psycholinguistic theories of reading
comprehension, we model memory processes
such as semantic priming, sentence wrap-up,
and forgetting. We show that our models cap-
ture various aspects of conceptual text com-
plexity and significantly outperform current
state of the art.

1 Introduction

Reading comprehension has long been linked to
processes over semantic memory, such as seman-
tic priming through spreading activation (Ander-
son, 1981; Collins and Loftus, 1975; Neely, 1991;
Gulan and Valerjev, 2010). While psycholinguis-
tic literature abounds in research and demonstra-
tion of such processes (Just and Carpenter, 1980;
Kutas and Hillyard, 1984; Carroll and Slowiaczek,
1986), there is a gap in understanding if they can
be modeled in an automated way for capturing
the cognitive load required by texts. At the same
time, the recent advances in the publication of en-
cyclopedic knowledge graphs provide an unprece-
dented opportunity for modeling human knowl-
edge at scale.

We focus on conceptual complexity which, as
opposed to lexical and syntactic complexity (Vaj-
jala and Meurers, 2014; Ambati et al., 2016), has
received very little attention so far. Conceptual
complexity accounts for the background knowl-
edge necessary to understand mentioned concepts
as well as the implicit connections that the reader
has to access between the mentioned concepts in

order to fully understand a text. It plays an im-
portant role in making texts accessible to children,
non-native speakers, as well as people with low lit-
eracy levels or intellectual disabilities (Arfé et al.,
2017). Apart from being one of the main fac-
tors for understanding the story, conceptual com-
plexity also influences the readers’ interest in the
text: readers who lack relevant background knowl-
edge have difficulties in understanding conceptu-
ally complex texts (Arfé et al., 2017; Benjamin,
2012), while high-knowledge readers need some
obstacles (more conceptual complexity) to main-
tain their interest (Arfé et al., 2017; Benjamin,
2012; Kalyuga et al., 2003). Therefore, correctly
estimating conceptual complexity of a text, and of-
fering a reader a text of an appropriate cognitive
load, is of utmost importance for: (1) ensuring cor-
rect understanding of a text; (2) maintaining the
readers’ interest; and (3) promoting deeper-level
processing and enhancing the readers knowledge.

In this paper, we are building on top of the psy-
cholinguistic findings that words are recognized
faster if preceded by words related in meaning (se-
mantic priming) (Gulan and Valerjev, 2010), and
we adopt spreading activation theory as one of the
main theories that tries to explain how priming oc-
curs. Specifically, we introduce a framework that
considers sequential text reading and models two
simultaneous processes: (i) a spreading activation
process that runs over long-term memory (approx-
imated by the knowledge graph), activates con-
cepts and transfers them to working memory, and
(ii) a process that tracks concepts and their acti-
vation in working memory and subjects them to
forgetting. We use the activation values of con-
cepts in working memory at different points in the
text in order to assess the amount of priming trig-
gered by the text. Our hypothesis is that the higher
these activation values (more priming), the lower
the conceptual complexity.
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We validate our framework through extensive
experiments, and show that the models we propose
on top of it outperform state-of-the-art measures
that aim to predict conceptual complexity.

2 Related Work

In spite of its real-world importance, automatic as-
sessment of conceptual complexity of texts has not
received much attention so far. A few approaches
have been proposed, but most of them are either
not freely available, or have not been tested on
large corpora (see (Benjamin, 2012) for the ex-
tensive list of approaches and their shortcomings).
DeLite (vor der Brück et al., 2008) software and
Coh-Metrix (Graesser et al., 2004), for example,
do not have any features related to conceptual clar-
ity, which would measure ambiguity, vagueness,
and abstractness of a concept, or the level of nec-
essary background knowledge. From this perspec-
tive, the work of Štajner and Hulpuş (2018) is the
only work that attempts to automatically measure
conceptual complexity of texts. They propose a
supervised method using a set of graph-based fea-
tures over DBpedia knowledge graph. In our ex-
periments, we use these features as state-of-the-art
for comparison with our approach.

In the cognitive science domain, the work most
related to ours is in the direction of capturing
knowledge in cognitive architectures (Lieto et al.,
2018). Salvucci (2014) proposes the use of DBpe-
dia as a source of declarative knowledge to be inte-
grated with the ACT-R cognitive architecture (An-
derson and Lebiere, 1998). They implement a
very basic spreading activation model for scoring
facts in the knowledge base for answering natural
language, factual questions such as “What is the
population of Philadelphia?”. Several other ap-
proaches have been proposed for extending ACT-
R with knowledge and reasoning (Ball et al., 2004;
Oltramari and Lebiere, 2012), but none of them
aim to assess the complexity of texts.

With respect to spreading activation, it has
long been adopted as a methodology for informa-
tion retrieval (Crestani, 1997), used for document
summarization (Nastase, 2008), document simi-
larity (Syed et al., 2008), as well as cross-domain
recommendation (Heitmann and Hayes, 2016),
among others. Nevertheless, there is no prior at-
tempt to apply spreading activation to the recently
developed encyclopedic knowledge graphs with
the purpose of modeling reading comprehension.

This paper fills in this gap and shows that pair-
ing spreading activation with other working mem-
ory processes (such as forgetting) can result in
models that accurately assess conceptual complex-
ity of a document.

3 Framework for Unsupervised
Assessment of Conceptual Complexity

Our framework tracks the activation of concepts
in working memory during reading processes. We
consider an encyclopedic knowledge graph, DB-
pedia1, as a proxy to long-term memory over
which spreading activation processes run and
bring concepts into the working memory. Text
is processed sequentially, and each mention of a
DBpedia concept triggers a tide of spreading acti-
vation over the DBpedia knowledge graph. Once
brought into working memory, the activated con-
cepts are subject to a forgetting process which de-
cays their activation as the text is being read. At
the same time, concepts in working memory accu-
mulate more activation as they are repeated, or as
related concepts are mentioned.

We track the cumulative activation (CA) of the
mentioned concepts at different points in time: at
encounter (AE), at the end of sentences (AEoS)
and at the end of paragraphs (AEoP). We use
these values to estimate the conceptual complex-
ity of texts, under the overarching hypothesis that
a higher activation of text concepts in working
memory indicates more accessible texts.

3.1 Spreading Activation over DBpedia
For the spreading activation (SA) process, we
exploit the graph structure of DBpedia. Each
DBpedia concept is a node in the knowledge
graph (KG). Each triple <s, p, o> (short
from <subject, predicate, object>) whose sub-
ject and object are DBpedia concepts, becomes a
typed relation (or typed edge), that we denote with
s

p−→ o. This way, the knowledge base is repre-
sented as a graph KG = (V,E, T, τ), where V
is the set of concepts, E is the set of directed re-
lations between the concepts and τ : E → T as-
signs a type in T to each edge in E. We denote by
ρ(x) ⊂ E the set of all relations of node x ∈ V ,
and by nr(x) ∈ V the neighbour of x through re-
lation r ∈ E. We denote by A(p)(c) the amount
of activation node c has after pulse p, by A(p)

out(c)
the amount of activation node c outputs at pulse

1http://dbpedia.org
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p and A(p)
in (c) the amount of activation that flows

into node c at pulse p.
The core idea common to all SA models in lit-

erature is that concepts become active and fire,
spreading their activation to their neighbors in
KG, who in turn fire and activate their neighbors
and so on, until preset termination conditions are
met. Therefore, the SA process consists of multi-
ple iterations called pulses.

In our model, a SA process is triggered when-
ever a concept is mentioned in the text (the seed
concept), by setting its activation to 1.0, and that
of all other nodes in V to 0.0. Formally, the initial
conditions are A(0)(seed) = 1.0 and A(0)(i) =
0.0, ∀i ∈ V, i 6= seed. Then at pulse 1, the seed
fires and the SA process starts.

Formally, a SA model must define three func-
tions: the output function, the input function
and an activation function (Berthold et al., 2009;
Crestani, 1997). In the following, we describe how
we define these functions in order to study concep-
tual complexity of text.

The output function defines how much activa-
tion is output by a concept at pulse p+1, given its
activation at current pulse p. To define this func-
tion, we use a distance decay parameter α, which
decays the activation going out of each node expo-
nentially with respect to p. Furthermore, our out-
put function limits the concepts that fire to those
concepts whose activation surpasses a given firing
threshold β for the first time. Hence, α and β con-
trol the number of activated concepts and the in-
tensity of their activation, providing potential for
personalization according to memory capacity of
the target audience.

A
(p+1)
out (c) = α · fβ(A(p)(c)); (1)

where fβ(x) = x if x ≥ β; 0 otherwise.
The input function aggregates the amount of

activation that flows into a node (called target
node) given the activations flowing out of their
neighbours (called source nodes). Drawing inspi-
ration from spreading activation theory in cogni-
tive science (Collins and Quillian, 1969; Collins
and Loftus, 1975), we define accessibility of a tar-
get concept given a source concept based on how
strong is the semantic relation between them, as
well as by how familiar the target concept is to
the reader. We define the strength of the seman-
tic relation between two nodes as its exclusivity,
introduced by Hulpuş et al (2015) and proven by

Zhu and Iglesias (2017) to be particularly effec-
tive for computing semantic relatedness. Regard-
ing the user’s familiarity with the target concept,
in absence of user data we approximate it by the
popularity of the target concept computed as the
normalized node degree as pop(c) = log(D(c))

log(|V |−1) ,
where D(c) denotes the number of neighbors of
concept c.

Formally, given the relation s
p−→ o, the acces-

sibility scores of its endpoints s and o are com-
puted as shown in Formula 2.

acc(o, s
p−→ o) = excl(s

p−→ o) · pop(o)
acc(s, s

p−→ o) = excl(s
p−→ o) · pop(s)

(2)

Consequently, although the edges of the KG
are directed, activation can flow in both directions
over the same edge. For example, given the rela-
tion Accordion isA−→ Musical instrument, the
mention of Accordion will activate the concept
Musical instrument, and vice-versa.

We can therefore generalize our notation, so that
given a concept c and one of its relations (incom-
ing or outgoing), r, c’s accessibility over the rela-
tion r is defined as accr(c) = excl(r) · pop(c).

To make sure that the total amount of activation
received from a concept by its neighbours, equals
the amount of activation it outputs, we normalize
the accessibility value as in Formula 3.

accr(c) =
accr(c)∑

r′∈ρ(c)
accr′(nr′ ◦ nr(c))

; (3)

Finally, the input function is defined in For-
mula 4.

A
(p+1)
in (c) =

∑

r∈ρ(c)
A

(p+1)
out (nr(c)) · accr(c) (4)

The activation function is the function that
computes the activation of a concept after the
pulse p + 1, given its activation at time p and its
incoming activation at p+ 1. Formally,

A(p+1)(c) = A(p)(c) +A
(p+1)
in (c) (5)

In order to avoid cycles in which concepts keep
activating each other, we constrain the process so
that a concept can only fire in the first pulse after
its activation overpasses β.
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After firing, concepts become burned and al-
though during the future pulses they can receive
activation, they cannot fire again. When there
are no more unburnt concepts with an activation
higher than β in the graph, the SA process finishes.
The activations resulted after this process are the
activations that the nodes have after the last pulse,
denoted in the following by SA(·).

3.2 The Working Memory Model
At the beginning of a text, the working memory
(WM) is considered empty. As the text is be-
ing read, the concepts activated through SA are
brought into WM with an activation computed as
a function of their SA activation φ(SA(c)).

The WM keeps track of all activated concepts
and aggregates the activation that they achieve
from different SA processes. Furthermore, a for-
getting process takes place on top of WM, that is
triggered at every word. We therefore use words
as time unit in our WM model. The forgetting
process decays the activations of all concepts in
WM with a preset decay factor at every encoun-
tered word (γw), and additionally at every end of
sentence (γs) and at every end of paragraph (γp).
Therefore, given the words at indices i and j,
(i < j), in paragraphs pi and pj (pi ≤ pj) and
sentences si and sj (si ≤ sj) respectively, we de-
note the decay that occurs in the interval of time
between the two words as γi,j and compute it as in
Equation 6.

γi,j = γw
j−i · γssj−si · γppj−pi . (6)

We define cumulative activation, CA(i)(c) of a
concept c as its activation in the WM at time of
reading word i. It is defined recursively as it con-
sists of the cumulative activation that the concept
has at time i − 1 and that has been subject to for-
getting, together with the activation φ(SA(i)(c))
that it receives as a result from the SA process that
takes place at time i (see Equation 7).

CA(i)(c) = γi−1,iCA(i−1)(c) + φ(SA(i)(c))

=
i∑

k=0

γk,iφ(SA
(k)(c))

(7)
We illustrate this process with an example (Ta-

ble 1) which shows, after the given text having
been linked to DBpedia, the seed concepts cor-
responding to each mention and the set of text

concepts activated by the seed concepts. Fig-
ure 1 shows the evolution of concepts’ activation
in WM, e.g. the concept db:Shelf (storage) be-
comes active when it is mentioned, with an acti-
vation of 1.0. We compute the activations in Fig-
ure 1 by defining the function φ as a constant func-
tion in which all concepts that become active in
the SA process receive an activation of 1 in WM.
We denote this function as φ1. In this example,
we use values 0.85 and 0.7 for word (γw) and sen-
tence decay (γs), respectively. The forgetting pro-
cess is also illustrated as, unless reactivated, the
CA scores decrease with every token, and the de-
crease is stronger after each sentence. The figure
also shows how the concepts’ CAs get adjusted
every time they are activated by mentioned con-
cepts. For example, at the time “instruments” is
mentioned, the concepts db:Musical instrument,
and db:Accordion increase their existing CAs, and
db:Band (rock and pop) becomes active in WM.

3.3 Estimating Conceptual Text Complexity

One of the hypotheses that we want to test is
that our framework can capture the forward prim-
ing phenomenon. We therefore hypothesize that
in simpler texts, target concepts already exist in
WM before they are explicitly mentioned in the
text. In other words, the higher CA(c) at the en-
counter of concept c, the easier it is to comprehend
the concept c and connect it to its context. Con-
sidering concept ci is the concept encountered in
text at time i, its activation at encounter (AE) is
CA(i−1)(ci), hence its CA at the time of the word
that precedes it.

AE(ci) = CA(i−1)(ci) (8)

Furthermore, the psycholinguistic theory of
backward semantic priming states that concepts
can actually receive activation from concepts men-
tioned afterwards, in a way explaining their previ-
ous occurrence. To account for this, concepts keep
accumulating CA in WM after they are mentioned.
More over, in the psycholinguistic literature the
end of sentences have been proven to trigger a
wrapping up process (Just and Carpenter, 1980),
in which the information of the sentence is being
reviewed. Based on these insights, we hypothe-
size that in simpler texts, the concepts exhibit a
higher CA at the end of the sentences / paragraphs
they occur in, than in more conceptually complex
texts. Formally, given a sentence s, and denoting
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Mention Seed Concept Activated text concepts
shelves db:Shelf (storage) db:Shelf (storage)
accordions db:Accordion db:Accordion, db:Musical instrument
instruments db:Musical instrument db:Musical instrument, db:Accordion, db:Band (rock and pop)
pictures db:Image db:Image
Irish db:Irish people db:Irish people, db:The Pogues
band db:Band (rock and pop) db:Band (rock and pop), db:Musical instrument, db:The Pogues
The Pogues db:The Pogues db:The Pogues, db:Accordion, db:Irish people, db:Musical instrument, db:Band (rock and pop)
wall db:Wall db:Wall

Table 1: Example of text linked to DBpedia, together with the text concepts activated through spreading activation.
(Text: The 2 shelves hold a selection of accordions and other instruments for sale. Pictures of the Irish band The
Pogues hang on the wall.). db: stands for the DBpedia namespace http://dbpedia.org/resource/

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

http://dbpedia.org/page/Shelf_(storage) http://dbpedia.org/page/Accordion http://dbpedia.org/page/Musical_instrument

http://dbpedia.org/page/Image http://dbpedia.org/page/Irish_people http://dbpedia.org/page/Band_(rock_and_pop)

http://dbpedia.org/page/The_Pogues http://dbpedia.org/page/Wall

Figure 1: The change of CA in WM for the concepts in Table 1 as the text is sequentially traversed.

the index of its last word as eos(s), we can define
the sentence wrap-up activation (AEoS) of any
concept c that is mentioned in s as in Formula 9.
The paragraph wrap-up activation(AEoP ) is de-
fined similarly.

AEoSs(c) = CA(eos(s))(c);

AEoPp(c) = CA(eop(p))(c);
(9)

Therefore, each concept mention in the text pro-
duces three CA scores: activation at encounter
(AE), activation at the end of the sentence it oc-
curs in (AEoS), and activation at the end of the
paragraph it occurs in (AEoP ). Table 2 presents
the scores of the defined CAs for the example in
Table 1. Scores for AE are seen in Figure 1 on
the word just before the target mention. Scores for
AEoS are seen on the last word of the correspond-
ing sentence, and scores for AEoP are seen at the
end of the text.

For assessing the conceptual complexity of a
given document D that has been linked to the
knowledge base KG, resulting in m concept men-
tions, we propose to compute the activations of the
mentioned concepts and take the inverse of their

average as in Equation 10.

con comp(D) =
m∑m

i=1 activation(ci)
(10)

where ci is the concept that mention i is linked
to, and activation(ci) is a placeholder for any
linear combination of the AE(ci), AEoS(ci) and
AEoP (ci).

4 Experiments

4.1 Dataset
As ground truth, we use Newsela corpus which
provides English news text on five complexity lev-
els, the original story, and four manually simpli-
fied versions, gradually simplified by trained hu-
man editors under high quality control (Xu et al.,
2015). As the target audience are children and sec-
ond language learners, and texts are intended to
maintain readers’ interest, texts are not only sim-
plified at a linguistic level but also at a cognitive
level.

We report our experiments on 200 randomly
sampled original texts from the English Newsela
corpus, and for each of them, their four corre-
sponding simplifications resulting in 1000 docu-
ments. All texts have been linked to DBpedia us-
ing KanDis (Hulpuş et al., 2015).
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Mention shelves accordions instruments pictures Irish band The Pogues wall
Concept db:Shelf (storage) db:Accordion db:Musical instrument db:Image db:Irish people db:Band (rock and pop) db:The Pogues db:Wall
AE 0 0 0.72 0 0 0.26 1.57 0
AEoS 0.20 1.17 1.17 0.20 0.84 0.98 1.21 1
AEoP 0.02 0.66 1.04 0.20 0.84 0.98 1.21 1

Table 2: AE, AEoS and AEoP scores for the mentions from the example in Table 1.

4.2 SA Model Settings
Settings of the output function. To explore
our output function, we study how α (the graph
decay) and β (the firing threshold) influence
the performance of the models. We imple-
mented models for α taking values from the set
{0.25, 0.5, 0.75} and β taking values from the set
{0.0025, 0.005, 0.0075, 0.01}, excluding the α =
0.75 and β = 0.0025 combination because the
activated sub-graph becomes computationally too
expensive.

Settings of the input function. To explore our
input function, we implemented four accessibil-
ity computation schemes that we name according
to the exclusivity and popularity factors (Excl-
Pop) being used or not:

(No-No): acc(o, s p→ o) = acc(s, s
p→ o) = 1.0;

(Yes-No): acc(o, s p→ o) = acc(s, s
p→ o) =

excl(s
p→ o);

(No-Yes): acc(o, s p→ o) = pop(o) and
acc(s, s

p→ o) = pop(s);

(Yes-Yes): following Equation 2.

We transmit the intuition behind the
input/output-function settings by reporting
the average number of activated KG nodes per
SA process over a sample of 1579 SA processes
(triggered by 100 texts: 20 titles on all 5 levels).
The results, shown in Table 3, indicate that
exclusivity dramatically reduces the number of
activated concepts. This is because exclusiv-
ity gives preference to less common relations,
directing the activation in the graph to the few
concepts that are strongly related to the seed. At
the same time, the use of popularity in the absence
of exclusivity has the opposite effect because
popularity gives preference to the nodes with high
degrees. When both exclusivity and popularity
are used, only the high degree concepts that have
very specific relations to the seed are activated.

With respect to the output function parameters,
as expected, more concepts are activated as α de-
creases and as β increases.

Output function Input function settings (Excl-Pop)
β α Yes-Yes Yes-No No-Yes No-No
0.0025 0.5 1,245 4,448 135,381 115,935
0.0025 0.25 1,106 2,977 95,142 75,491
0.005 0.75 1,003 3,428 108,086 90,082
0.005 0.5 1,002 2,576 85,895 68,318
0.005 0.25 979 2,190 51,190 34,921
0.0075 0.75 935 2,424 79,858 65,182
0.0075 0.5 917 2,111 60,840 45,175
0.0075 0.25 911 1,893 30,561 19,652
0.01 0.75 903 2,016 61,280 47,664
0.01 0.5 897 1,807 45,065 31,839
0.01 0.25 897 1,535 20,864 13,916

Table 3: Number of activated nodes in different SA set-
tings.

4.3 WM Settings
We experimented with multiple definitions for the
φ function, and report values for two definitions,
φA and φ1 as shown below:

φA(SA(c)) =

{
SA(c) if SA(c) < 1.0

pop(c) if SA(c) = 1.0

φ1(SA(c)) = 1 if SA(c) > 0.0

φA uses the activations computed in the SA pro-
cess, except for the seed concept where it uses its
popularity score. This ensures that concepts men-
tioned in text become active in WM according to
their popularity. φA is therefore sensitive to the ac-
tual SA scores, and to the popularity of mentioned
concepts. On the contrary, φ1 is only sensitive to
changes in the set of activated concepts.

We investigated six parameter combinations for
the values of the token, sentence and paragraph de-
cay factors (< γw, γs, γp >):

no forgetting: <1, 1, 1>;

no paragraph transfer: <1, 1, 0> - there is no
forgetting within a paragraph, but complete
forgetting takes place between paragraphs;

no sentence transfer : <1, 0, 0> - there is no
forgetting within a sentence, but complete
forgetting takes place between sentences;

weak decay: <0.995, 0.9, 0.8> - the CA of a
concept drops by one order of magnitude ev-
ery 6 paragraphs of original texts (assuming
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20 words per sentence, and 4 sentences per
paragraph) and every 8 paragraphs for sim-
ple texts (assuming 12 words per sentence, 4
sentences per paragraph)2;

medium decay: <0.85, 0.7, 0.5> - the CA de-
cays one order of magnitude every 2 original
sentences, and every 3 simple sentences re-
spectively;

strong decay: <0.75, 0.5, 0.25> - the CA decays
one order of magnitude with every original
sentence, and with every 2 simple sentences.

Given the described SA and WM models, we
implemented a total of 264 models in our frame-
work.

4.4 State-of-the-art Measures
We compare our system to the graph-based met-
rics proposed by Štajner and Hulpuş (2018), as
well as the baseline (ent/men) that computes the
number of unique concepts per mention. For com-
pleteness, we briefly describe these features:

PageRank represents the average of the PageR-
ank scores computed over the knowledge
graph for all the mentioned concepts in the
text;

PairDistSent and PairDistPar compute the av-
erage shortest path distance over the knowl-
edge graph between all pairs of concepts
mentioned in a sentence or paragraph respec-
tively, averaged over all sentences or para-
graphs respectively;

PairSemRelSent and PairSemRelPar are simi-
lar to the previous two measures, but in-
stead of shortest path distances, they com-
pute the exclusivity-based semantic related-
ness (Hulpuş et al., 2015);

DensitySent and DensityPar compute the aver-
age density of the subgraphs extracted such
that they connect all the pairs of concepts
mentioned in the sentences or paragraphs re-
spectively, by paths of at most 4 hops;

ConnCompSent and ConnCompPar are com-
puted using the same subgraphs as those ex-
tracted in the previous measures, but comput-

2The numbers of 20 words per normal sentence and 12
words per simple sentence are taken from published statistics
on the dataset we use (Xu et al., 2015).

ing the number of connected components av-
eraged over sentences or paragraphs respec-
tively.

All state-of-the-art features were computed over
the same knowledge-graph (DBpedia) and using
the same entity linker, KanDis (Hulpuş et al.,
2015). Therefore, there are no biases stemming
from the choice of those two in the comparison of
our models with the state of the art.

4.5 Tasks and Evaluation Metrics
For each of our models we calculated 4 scores,
by plugging into Equation 10 the values for AE,
AEoS, AEoP , and All (the sum of previous
three). Based on these scores, we test our models
on two tasks: (i) Ranking five versions of the same
news story according to their conceptual complex-
ity; (ii) Identifying the conceptually simpler of two
versions of the same news story.

In the ranking task, we compare our mod-
els’ ranking of the five versions to the ground
truth ranking, by computing their Kendall’s Tau-
b (Kendall, 1948), which calculates the difference
between the number of concordant and discordant
pairs, out of the number of all pairs, while also
handling ties. Generally, Kendall Tau values range
between −1 and 1, with 1 being obtained when
there is perfect agreement between the compared
rankings, −1 when one ranking is the reverse of
the other, and 0 when the two compared rankings
are independent. Hence for a random ranking we
would expect Kendall Tau-b results close to 0.

In the second task, we calculate accuracy as the
percentage of text pairs in which the simpler ver-
sion was predicted as less conceptually complex
by our models. In this task, the scores can range
from 0 to 1, with a value of 0.5 for random picks.

5 Results and Discussion

We present our results starting with the WM set-
tings because variations in these settings lead to
the highest variations in the results.

5.1 Impact of WM Settings
Table 4 presents the average Kendall Tau-b scores
for the six WM decay settings, four types of acti-
vation scores and two φ functions.

The first conclusion that stands out from this ta-
ble is that there is a certain sweet spot when the
WM decay is strong or medium, in which AEoS
performs substantially better than all other scores
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WM decay φ1 φA

AE AEoS AEoP All AE AEoS AEoP All
strong decay -.15 .74 .34 .58 -.06 .76 .40 .64
medium decay -.08 .77 .36 .60 .03 .79 .41 .66
weak decay -.08 -.11 -.15 -.12 .16 .19 .10 .17
no forgetting -.08 -.11 -.08 -.09 .16 .15 .19 .17
no paragraph transfer .01 -.19 -.01 -.06 .19 .12 .20 .17
no sentence transfer -.44 -.46 NA NA -.28 -.05 NA NA

Table 4: Kendall Tau-b scores averaged over the 200
titles for all models with corresponding reading decay.

φ α β
exclusivity-popularity

y-y y-n n-y n-n
φA any any .80 .80 .79 .79

φ1

0.50 0.0025 .81 .74 .70 .72
0.25 0.0025 .81 .75 .72 .74
0.75 0.005 .82 .76 .72 .73
0.50 0.005 .82 .76 .74 .75
0.25 0.005 .82 .76 .75 .76
0.75 0.0075 .82 .77 .75 .76
0.50 0.0075 .82 .77 .76 .76
0.25 0.0075 .82 .78 .76 .76
0.75 0.01 .82 .77 .76 .76
0.50 0.01 .82 .78 .77 .76
0.25 0.01 .82 .79 .77 .77

Table 5: Kendall Tau-b scores of the AEoS measures
computed with WM medium decay setting averaged
over all 200 titles.

in all other settings. If the WM decay is either too
strong (no sentence transfer) or too weak (no for-
getting, weak decay and no paragraph transfer), all
models perform poorly.

The second finding that is revealed by this table
is that AE achieves very poor results across all
WM settings. On the one hand, this indicates that
our experiments are not able to confirm the for-
ward semantic priming hypothesis. On the other
hand, given the good results of AEoS, our exper-
iments confirm the backwards priming hypothesis
and sentence wrap-up.

5.2 Impact of the SA Settings
Table 5 shows the influence of the graph settings
parameters in the ranking task. We focus on the
best performing settings from Table 4, which mea-
sures AEoS using WM medium decay.

Input function. Among all the SA settings, the
definition of accessibility has the most influence.
Our results show that the use of both exclusivity
and popularity leads toAEoS scores that best cor-
relate with our ground truth complexity levels.

Output function. The choice of α and β pa-
rameters makes no noticeable difference for φA,
while it makes a statistically significant differ-
ence3 for φ1. In the latter case, the best results are

3Statistically significant difference refers to a 0.001 level

obtained when α = 0.25 and β = 0.01, which cor-
responds to the setting which activates the smallest
DBpedia subgraph (Table 3).

A somehow unexpected finding that has a great
impact on SA parameter selection is that the big-
ger the activated DBpedia subgraph, the worse the
results. This indicates that allowing the activa-
tion to spread through more of KG, might result
in more noise. Consequently, controlling the flow
of activation through relation and concept rele-
vance scoring dramatically reduces the activated
network, while improving the results.

5.3 Results on Pairwise Text Comparison

The pairwise comparison task provides insight on
the models’ ability to discriminate between two
versions of the same news story. The results of
the models with a medium WM decay and with
the combination of α and β at the opposite sides
of the proposed spectrum are shown in Table 6 for
both tasks, together with the results of the state of
the art and the baseline (ent/men).

The first observation is that our models distin-
guish almost perfectly between very complex and
very simple versions of the same text (0−4, 1−4,
0−3). Also, generally they significantly outper-
form the baseline and state-of-the-art measures.
However, our models perform close to random
on distinguishing between the two most complex
versions of the same title (0−1), the only setting
in which they are outperformed by some state-
of-the-art features and the baseline. Manual in-
spection indicates that the simplification that takes
place between the two levels mostly involves sen-
tence /paragraph splitting (syntactical simplifica-
tion) which, as a side effect can have the decrease
in the number of connected components, favour-
ing ConnCompPar and ConnCompSent measures.

The results of the best model using φ1 surpass
the results of the best model using φA, particu-
larly for the close level pairs (1−2, 2−3 and 3−4),
which are generally harder to distinguish (paired t-
test at 0.001 level of significance). This indicates
that the fact that a concept is activated by SA is
more relevant than the actual amount of activa-
tion, particularly for capturing subtle differences
in texts.

of significance using paired t-test, whenever mentioned.
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Model Level pairs
Type α β Exc. Pop. 0-1 0-2 0-3 0-4 1-2 1-3 1-4 2-3 2-4 3-4 Kendall Tau-b
φA any any yes yes .64 .88 .97 1 .88 .97 .99 .87 .95 .80 .80
φ1 0.5 0.0025 no no .54 .83 .94 .95 .86 .93 .96 .83 .92 .82 .72
φ1 0.25 0.01 no no .58 .84 .95 .99 .85 .94 .98 .86 .95 .86 .77
φ1 0.5 0.0025 no yes .52 .83 .94 .95 .86 .92 .96 .83 .91 .82 .70
φ1 0.25 0.01 no yes .58 .86 .95 .99 .87 .94 .98 .87 .93 .87 .77
φ1 0.5 0.0025 yes no .54 .85 .94 .97 .87 .95 .98 .85 .91 .82 .74
φ1 0.25 0.01 yes no .58 .88 .96 1 .86 .96 .99 .88 .95 .85 .79
φ1 0.5 0.0025 yes yes .59 .89 .97 1 .90 .97 .99 .89 .97 .87 .81
φ1 0.25 0.01 yes yes .61 .89 .98 1 .92 .97 .99 .90 .97 .88 .82

(Štajner and Hulpuş, 2018)

ent/men .67 .76 .83 .82 .71 .80 .79 .71 .72 .54 .47
PageRank .50 .53 .57 .57 .62 .58 .55 .53 .55 .57 .12
PairDistSent .58 .64 .65 .67 .58 .66 .64 .63 .59 .50 .23
PairSemRelSent .56 .62 .68 .77 .56 .69 .75 .63 .71 .55 .24
DensitySent .61 .69 .68 .72 .60 .63 .66 .51 .56 .58 .25
ConnCompSent .67 .71 .83 .83 .60 .72 .74 .68 .73 .56 .41
PairDistPar .58 .70 .77 .84 .60 .76 .80 .67 .78 .60 .42
PairSemRelPar .60 .74 .87 .88 .70 .83 .88 .77 .83 .71 .56
DensityPar .59 .64 .57 .64 .57 .56 .62 .56 .62 .56 .19
ConnCompPar .69 .64 .74 .76 .61 .66 .62 .65 .62 .52 .22
SeedDegree .53 .51 .59 .55 .58 .55 .50 .53 .54 .58 .12

Table 6: Accuracies of the pairwise comparison task, and the Kendall Tau-b correlations for the AEoS scores of
our models for medium WM decay, and for the state-of-the-art measures. Level 0 is the original text, while level 4
is the simplest version. Any signifies that the reported results were the same for all parameter choices.

6 Conclusion

We introduced a framework for tracking the con-
ceptual complexity of texts during sequential read-
ing, by mimicking human memory processes
such as forward and backward semantic priming
through spreading activation, sentence wrap-up
and forgetting, and implemented a series of unsu-
pervised models within it.

Our results confirmed the hypothesis that texts
are simpler when the concepts therein are highly
active at the end of their corresponding sentences.
From the SA perspective, we showed that mea-
sures that account for relevance of relations and
nodes make a significant impact, and that targeted
search in the close proximity of the seeds performs
best. Finally, our models strongly outperform the
state-of-the-art measures in automatic assessment
of conceptual complexity.
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Abstract

End-to-end training with Deep Neural Net-
works (DNN) is a currently popular method
for metaphor identification. However, stan-
dard sequence tagging models do not ex-
plicitly take advantage of linguistic theories
of metaphor identification. We experiment
with two DNN models which are inspired
by two human metaphor identification proce-
dures. By testing on three public datasets, we
find that our models achieve state-of-the-art
performance in end-to-end metaphor identifi-
cation.

1 Introduction

Metaphoric expressions are common in everyday
language, attracting attention from both linguists
and psycho-linguists (Wilks, 1975; Glucksberg,
2003; Group, 2007; Holyoak and Stamenković,
2018). Computationally, metaphor identification
is a task that detects metaphors in texts. Tradi-
tional approaches, such as phrase-level metaphor
identification, detect metaphors with word pairs
(Tsvetkov et al., 2014; Shutova et al., 2016;
Rei et al., 2017), where a target word whose
metaphoricity is to be identified is given in ad-
vance. However, such target words are not high-
lighted in real world text data; a newer approach
is sequential metaphor identification, where the
metaphoricity of a target word is identified with-
out knowing its position in a sentence. Therefore,
it is more readily applied to support Natural Lan-
guage Processing tasks.

The most recent approaches (Wu et al., 2018;
Gao et al., 2018) treat this as a sequence tagging
task: the classified labels are only conditioned on
BiLSTM (Graves and Schmidhuber, 2005) hidden
states of target words. This approach is not tailor-
made for metaphors; it is the same procedure to
that used in other sequence tagging tasks, such as

Part-of-Speech (PoS) tagging (Plank et al., 2016)
and Named Entity Recognition (NER) (Lample
et al., 2016). However, we have available linguis-
tic theories of metaphor identification, which have
not yet been exploited with Deep Neural Network
(DNN) models. We hypothesise that by exploiting
linguistic theories of metaphor identification in the
design of a DNN architecture, the model perfor-
mance can be further improved.

Linguistic theories suggest that a metaphor is
identified by noticing a semantic contrast between
a target word and its context. This is the basis
of Selectional Preference Violation (SPV) (Wilks,
1975, 1978). E.g., in the sentence my car drinks
gasoline (Wilks, 1978), ‘drinks’ is identified as
metaphoric, because ‘drinks’ is unusual in the con-
text of ‘car’ and ‘gasoline’; a car cannot drink,
nor is gasoline drinkable. Formally, a label is pre-
dicted, conditioned on a target word and its con-
text. An alternative approach by Group (2007)
and Steen et al. (2010) is the Metaphor Identifi-
cation Procedure (MIP): a metaphor is identified
if the literal meaning of a word contrasts with the
meaning that word takes in this context. E.g., in
my car drinks gasoline, the contextual meaning of
‘drink’ is ‘consuming too much’, which contrasts
with its literal meaning of ‘taking a liquid into the
mouth’1. Formally, a label is predicted, condi-
tioned on literal and contextual meanings. Funda-
mentally, the two models are similar, as both MIP
and SPV analyse the relations between metaphors
and their contexts, but with different procedures.

We propose two end-to-end metaphor identi-
fication models2, detecting metaphors based on
MIP and SPV, respectively. The experimental re-

1https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/
definition/drink

2Our code is available at:
https://github.com/RuiMao1988/
Sequential-Metaphor-Identification
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sults show that both of our models perform better
than the state-of-the-art baseline (Gao et al., 2018)
across three benchmark datasets. In particular, our
MIP based model with a simple DNN architecture,
outperforms the baseline with an average of 2.2%
improvement in F1 score, whereas the SPV based
model with a novel multi-head contextual atten-
tion mechanism achieves an even higher gain of
2.5% against the baseline.

The contribution of our work can be summa-
rized as follows: (1) To the best of our knowl-
edge, we are the first to explore using linguistic
theories (MIP and SPV) to directly inform the de-
sign of Deep Neural Networks (DNN) for end-
to-end sequential metaphor identification; (2) Our
first DNN model is based on MIP, which encapsu-
lates the idea that a metaphor is classified by the
contrast between its contextual and literal mean-
ings. The second model is inspired by SPV, in
which we propose a novel window-based contex-
tual attentive method, allowing the model to at-
tend to important fragments of BiLSTM hidden
states and hence better capture the context of text;
(3) We conducted extensive experiments on three
public datasets for end-to-end metaphor identifi-
cation, where both of our models outperform the
state-of-the-art DNN models.

2 Related Work

Metaphor identification is a linguistic metaphor
processing task that identifies metaphors in textual
data, which is different from conceptual metaphor
processing that maps concepts between source and
target domains (Shutova, 2016), based on Concep-
tual Metaphor Theory (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980).
In linguistic metaphor processing a metaphor is
identified when the contextual meaning of a word
contrasts with its literal meaning (summarised as
MIP by Group (2007) and Steen et al. (2010)).
Many metaphor dataset annotations were guided
by MIP, e.g., VU Amsterdam Metaphor Corpus
(Steen et al., 2010), and a verbal metaphor dataset,
formed by Mohammad et al. (2016). Another
hypothesis for linguistic metaphor identification,
SPV, was proposed by Wilks (1975, 1978) who ar-
gued that a metaphoric word could violate selec-
tional preferences of an agent. E.g., ‘drinks’ vio-
lates selectional preferences of the agent of ‘car’
in the sentence, my car drinks gasoline. Ortony
(1979) further claimed that metaphoric words,
phrases and sentences are contextually anomalous.

There are also other relevant theories, e.g., se-
mantic constraints (Katz, 1964) and expectations
(Schank, 1975). However, Wilks and Fass (1992)
found that these theories are mostly very similar.

In terms of computational metaphor identifi-
cation, feature-engineering has been widely dis-
cussed (Leong et al., 2018). Unigrams, image-
ability, concreteness, abstractness, word embed-
ding and semantic classes are features, commonly
employed by supervised machine learning (Tur-
ney et al., 2011; Assaf et al., 2013; Tsvetkov
et al., 2014; Klebanov et al., 2016), deep learning
(Rei et al., 2017; Gutierrez et al., 2017; Bizzoni
and Ghanimifard, 2018) and unsupervised lean-
ing (Shutova et al., 2016; Mao et al., 2018) ap-
proaches.

Recently, metaphor identification has been
treated as a sequence tagging task. Wu et al.
(2018) proposed a model based on word2vec
(Mikolov et al., 2013), PoS tags and word clus-
ters, which were encoded by a Convolutional Neu-
ral Network (CNN) and BiLSTM. The encoded
information was directly fed into a softmax clas-
sifier. This model performed best on the NAACL-
2018 Metaphor Shared Task (Leong et al., 2018)
with an ensemble learning strategy. Gao et al.
(2018) proposed a model that concatenated GloVe
(Pennington et al., 2014) and ELMo (Peters et al.,
2018) representations which were then encoded
by BiLSTM. Hidden states of the BiLSTM were
classified by a softmax classifier. These sequen-
tial metaphor identification models classify labels,
conditioned on encoder hidden states. However,
we expect that explicit modelling of interactions
between either contextual and literal meanings
(MIP) or target words and their contexts (SPV)
may further boost performance.

3 Methodology

Here we detail our two models, inspired by MIP
and SPV respectively, and systematically compare
the differences between them.

3.1 MIP based model

Our first model (Figure 1) is built upon MIP: a
metaphor is classified by the contrast between a
word’s contextual and literal meanings. To facil-
itate the classifier in making this comparison we
concatenate the contextual meaning representation
with the literal meaning representation.
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Figure 1: RNN HG model framework based on MIP.⊕
denotes concatenating tensors along the last dimension.

RNN HG (Recurrent Neural Network Hidden-
GloVe) Humans infer the contextual meanings of
a word conditioned on its context. We use BiL-
STM hidden states as our contextual meaning rep-
resentations, where the hidden state of a word
is encoded by its forward and backward contexts
and itself (Graves and Schmidhuber, 2005). Pre-
trained GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) is con-
sidered as our literal meaning representation, as
words have been embedded with their most com-
mon senses (trained on Web crawled data3). The
most common senses are likely literal, as liter-
als occur more than metaphors in typical corpora
(Cameron, 2003; Martin, 2006; Steen et al., 2010;
Shutova, 2016). The comparison of literal and
contextual can be seen at the top of Figure 1, com-
parison stage; the GloVe embedding (literal) from
below joins the hidden state from the BiLSTM
(contextual). The probability of a label prediction
(ŷ) for a target word at position t is conditioned on
contextual and literal meaning representations of
the target word

p(ŷt|ht, gt) = σ(w>[ht; gt] + b) (1)

where σ is softmax function. h is a BiLSTM hid-
den state. g is GloVe embedding. w is trained
parameters. b is bias. [; ] denotes concatenating
tensors along the last dimension. Similar to Gao
et al. (2018), we use GloVe and ELMo (Embed-
dings from Language Models) as input features
for the BiLSTM. The recommended way of using

3Note that our results are likely to improve if the pre-
trained GloVe is trained on a cleaner set of purely literal data.
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Figure 2: (a) RNN MHCA model framework based on
SPV. Attt±n denotes attention mechanisms on a win-
dow of n context words. The blue and orange nodes and
lines denote examples of computing −→c 3

3 by a query of−→
h 3 and its context v30 (padding zero vectors),

−→
h 1,
−→
h 2,

and computing ←−c 3
3 by a query of

←−
h 3 and its context←−

h 4,
←−
h 5, and v10 , respectively. (b) Attentive context

representations with a window size of 3. Solid lines
are queries. Dashed lines are their contexts (keys and
values).

ELMo is to concatenate ELMo (e) with GloVe (g),
e.g., [gt; et] (Peters et al., 2018). Thus, the BiL-
STM hidden state ht is

ht = fBiLSTM ([gt; et],
−→
h t−1,

←−
h t+1). (2)

3.2 SPV based model

The intuition behind SPV is that metaphoricity is
identified by detecting the incongruity between a
target word and its context.
RNN MHCA (Recurrent Neural Network
Multi-Head Contextual Attention) Our second
model (Figure 2) compares a target word represen-
tation ht with its context ct. This is achieved by
concatenating these two representations (see top
of Figure 2). Target word representation ht is a
BiLSTM hidden state. Context is composed of
left-side (−→c nt ) and right-side (←−c nt ) attentive con-
text representations, where n is a window size of
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context words. We adopt a multi-head contextual
attention (MHCA) mechanism to compute cnt . The
BiLSTM hidden state matrix (H , where h ∈ H) is
split into equivalent pieces

H = [H1;H2; ...;HM; ...;HN] (3)

−−→
headM

t−n =
n∑

i=1

σ(
−→
h M
t
>−→h M

t−i)
−→
h M
t−i (4)

−→
c nt = [

−−→
headM

t−n|M = 1, 2, ...,N] (5)

←−−
headM

t+n =
n∑

i=1

σ(
←−
h M
t
>←−h M

t+i)
←−
h M
t+i (6)

←−
c nt = [

←−−
headM

t+n|M = 1, 2, ...,N] (7)

cnt = [
−→
c nt ;
←−
c nt ] (8)

where N is the number of heads. Irrelevant con-
text hidden states, hj /∈ [ht±1, ht±n], are masked
out. We apply a window size of n context words,
as hj only encodes words that are out of the win-
dow. In computing a context representation, hj
may bring in noise, and it may miss important
context information, provided by the close context
words, while the distant context information could
be memorized by hi ∈ [ht±1, ht±n].

Noticeably, MHCA is similar to dot-product at-
tention (Luong et al., 2015), if N = 1. Using
N > 1 heads would attend to different parts of
hidden states of context words and recall previous
important context information that is forgotten at
the current point. Unlike multi-head self-attention
(Vaswani et al., 2017) that encodes a target word
by its context, MHCA computes the context repre-
sentation by attending to a target word. The query
of MHCA is a hidden state of a target word, while
the key and value are hidden states of its context.
We do not employ training parameters, non-linear
operations or positional encoding in MHCA, be-
cause performance is better (compared with MHA
in Figure 4) when we model context (via attention)
and the target word (via BiLSTM) in the same
space (see § 3.3). Besides, extra position encod-
ing is unnecessary in our model, as input sentences
have been encoded along with a time sequence
by BiLSTM. The probability of a label prediction,
given by RNN MHCA is

p(ŷt|ht, cnt ) = σ(w>[ht; cnt ] + b) (9)

where a label prediction is conditioned on a hidden
state of a target word (ht) and its attentive context
representation (cnt ). The input feature of word t is
also [gt; et]. So, ht is given by Equation 2.
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Figure 3: A comparison between RNN HG and
RNN MHCA. C is car. D is drinks. G is gasoline. A is
animal. W is water. emb is GloVe embedding. enc is
BiLSTM encoding. att is an attention mechanism. In
embedding space, the lighter part of a node is ELMo
embedding, while the darker part is GloVe embedding.

3.3 Model comparison

Figure 3 gives an overview of the two models and
how they process the example of ‘drinks’ in the
sequence car drinks gasoline. We use different
coloured nodes to indicate that words are distant
from each other in vector space. E.g., red ‘drinks’
(D) is distant from blue ‘car’ (C) and ‘gasoline’
(G), because they are from non-literally related
domains (Shutova et al., 2016; Mao et al., 2018).
Note that there is no external knowledge base for
domain knowledge. ‘Drinks’ (D) is distant be-
cause of the statistics of the corpus; it occurs in
contexts relating to humans and other animals con-
suming liquids such as water.

Our MIP based RNN HG model is on the left.
In the leftmost part of the figure, we have the lit-
eral embedding of ‘drinks’ (D), which is embed-
ded by words in the domains of ‘animal’ (A) and
‘water’ (W). To the right of this, the green ‘drinks’
(
←→
D ) captures the meaning of ‘drinks’ in context

via BiLSTM encoding; it is encoded by ‘car’ (C),
‘gasoline’ (G) and itself (D). These two different
vectors for ‘drinks’ are concatenated. Classifier 1
(RNN HG) learns to recognise if the two vectors
represent similar meanings (indicating literal) or
different meanings (indicating metaphor), which
is p(ŷt|ht, gt) in Equation 1. In the case illustrated,
the meaning of ‘drinks’ (green

←→
D ) from the en-

coding is very different from its word embedding
meaning (red D).

The right part of Figure 3 is our SPV based
RNN MHCA model. Blue ‘car’ (C) and ‘gasoline’
(G) are encoded by themselves from left to right
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and right to left, respectively. Purple ‘car’ (
−→
C )

and ‘gasoline’ (
←−
G ) are still closer to each other

than green ‘drinks’ (
←→
D ) in encoding space, be-

cause the green ‘drinks’ (
←→
D ) has a component of

literal meaning from red ‘drinks’ (D). Our atten-
tion mechanism does not employ non-linear trans-
formations. Thus, the attentive context ([

−→
C ;
←−
G ])

does not significantly change its colour from the
context word encoding (

−→
C and

←−
G ). Classifier 2

(RNN MHCA) learns to recognise the contrast be-
tween green ‘drinks’ (

←→
D ) and its purple context

([
−→
C ;
←−
G ]), which is p(ŷt|ht, cnt ) in Equation 9.

In RNN MHCA, we use the BiLSTM green
‘drinks’ (

←→
D ) as the target word representation,

rather than the word embedding red ‘drinks’ (D).
This is necessary because it will be concatenated
with the purple attentive context representation, in
encoding space; we found that performance is bet-
ter when both meanings are in the encoding space.
On the other hand, the RNN HG does concatenate
vectors from two different spaces; this works be-
cause they are representations of the same word,
rather than word versus context.

In Figure 3, it appears that both models use
the same BiLSTM encoded green ‘drinks’ (

←→
D ),

however the two models have different objective
functions (Equation 1 and 9), therefore the two
classifiers backpropagate different errors to the
BiLSTM during training. The result is that the
two models are actually receiving different hidden
states (different green ‘drinks’ (

←→
D ) vectors).

4 Experiment

4.1 Dataset

We adopt three widely used metaphor datasets.
Relevant statistics can be viewed in Table 1.
VUA4 (Steen et al., 2010) VU Amsterdam
Metaphor Corpus (VUA) is the largest publicly
available metaphor dataset. Every word in the cor-
pus is labeled, guided by MIP. Each sequence con-
tains several metaphors, ranging from 0 to 28. The
corpus was used by the NAACL-2018 Metaphor
Shared Task. Similar to the task that has all PoS
and verb tracks, we also examine our methods on
VUA ALL POS and VUA VERB tracks.
MOH-X5 (Mohammad et al., 2016) Its sam-

4http://ota.ahds.ac.uk/headers/2541.
xml

5http://saifmohammad.com/WebPages/
metaphor.html

Dataset # Tgt
token

%
M # Seq Avg #

seq len
Avg #
M/S

VUA all 205,425 11.6 10,567 19.4 3.4
VUA trn 116,622 11.2 6,323 18.4 3.3
VUA dev 38,628 11.6 1,550 24.9 4.0
VUA tst 50,175 12.4 2,694 18.6 3.4
VERB tst 5,873 30.0 2,694 18.6 1.5
MOH-X 647 48.7 647 8.0 1.0
TroFi 3,737 43.5 3,737 28.3 1.0

Table 1: Dataset statistics. NB: # Tgt token is the
number of target tokens whose metaphoricity is to be
identified. % M is the percentage of metaphoric tokens
among target tokens. # Seq is the number of sequences.
Avg # seq len is the average of the number of sequence
lengths. Avg # M/S is the average number of metaphors
per metaphorical sentence.

ple sentences are from WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998).
Only a single target verb in each sentence is anno-
tated. The average length of sentences is the short-
est of our three datasets.
TroFi6 (Birke and Sarkar, 2006) The dataset
consists of sentences from the 1987-89 Wall Street
Journal Corpus Release 1 (Charniak et al., 2000).
The average length of sentences is the longest of
our datasets. Each sentence has a single annotated
target verb.

4.2 Baselines

CNN+RNNensmb (Wu et al., 2018) This is the
best model at the NAACL-2018 Metaphor Shared
Task, which encodes three concatenated input fea-
tures (word2vec, PoS tags, and word2vec clus-
ters) with CNN and BiLSTM. The label prediction
is conditioned on BiLSTM hidden states p(ŷt|ht)
with a weighted softmax classifier. The perfor-
mance is further boosted by ensemble learning.
RNN ELMo (Gao et al., 2018) This is a model
that uses GloVe and ELMo as features for sequen-
tial metaphor identification. GloVe and ELMo are
concatenated and encoded by BiLSTM, classified
by a softmax classifier, which is also conditioned
on BiLSTM hidden states p(ŷt|ht). RNN ELMo
is the strongest baseline to our knowledge.
RNN BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) We introduce
feature-based BERT (cased, large) as a baseline, as
it has shown strong performance on the NER task,
which is also a sequence tagging task. We use
the same framework as RNN ELMo. The inputs
are the concatenation of the hidden states of the
last four BERT layers, which was recommended

6http://natlang.cs.sfu.ca/software/
trofi.html
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Model VUA ALL POS VUA VERB MOH-X (10-fold) TroFi (10-fold)
P R F1 Acc P R F1 Acc P R F1 Acc P R F1 Acc

CNN+RNNensmb 60.8 70.0 65.1 - 60.0 76.3 67.2 - - - - - - - - -
RNN ELMo 71.6 73.6 72.6 93.1 68.2 71.3 69.7 81.4 79.1 73.5 75.6 77.2 70.7 71.6 71.1 74.6
RNN BERT 71.5 71.9 71.7 92.9 66.7 71.5 69.0 80.7 75.1 81.8 78.2 78.1 70.3 67.1 68.7 73.4

RNN HG ours 71.8 76.3 74.0* 93.6 69.3 72.3 70.8* 82.1 79.7 79.8 79.8* 79.7 67.4 77.8 72.2* 74.9
RNN MHCA ours 73.0 75.7 74.3* 93.8 66.3 75.2 70.5* 81.8 77.5 83.1 80.0* 79.8 68.6 76.8 72.4* 75.2

Table 2: Model performance. * denotes p < 0.01 on a two-tailed t-test, against the best baseline with an underline.

by Devlin et al. (2018). Hyperparameters are fine-
tuned on each dataset.

4.3 Setup
The inputs are 300 dimension pre-trained GloVe7

embeddings, concatenated with 1024 dimension
pre-trained ELMo (Peters et al., 2018). We adopt
a batch size of 2, 2 × 256 dimension hidden state
BiLSTM, SGD optimiser, and weighted cross en-
tropy loss

L = −
∑

i

wyiyi log(ŷi) (10)

where yi is a ground truth label for a word at po-
sition i. ŷi is its prediction. The weight wyi = 1,
if yi is literal, otherwise wyi = 2, which is in line
with Wu et al. (2018). In RNN MHCA, the win-
dow size (n) is 3 on VUA and MOH-X, while n is
5 on TroFi. The number of attention heads (N) is
16, which is in line with Vaswani et al. (2017).

Training, development and testing sets of VUA
ALL POS are built in line with the NAACL-2018
Metaphor Shared Task (see Table 1). Since the
examined models predict labels for all words in a
sentence, the outputs have covered the target verbs
in VUA VERB. So, we simply evaluate on the verb
track without training models separately. As anno-
tations of MOH-X and TroFi datasets only cover
target verbs, we consider the remaining words as
literal for training, but only evaluate on the tar-
get words. We adopt 10-fold cross validation on
MOH-X and TroFi datasets, since the sizes of
these two datasets are small. Our hyperparameters
are tuned on each dataset.

5 Results

F1 score is the main measurement of model per-
formance. Metaphors are positive labels. The ac-
curacy is measured by the number of correct tar-
get token predictions over the total number of tar-
get tokens. For the VUA ALL POS dataset, we

7http://nlp.stanford.edu/data/glove.
840B.300d.zip

consider all tokens as the target tokens. For the
VUA VERB, MOH-X and TroFi, we consider tar-
get verbs as target tokens.

As shown in Table 2, our two proposed mod-
els are consistently the top two for F1 on the
four evaluation tasks, where the improvements
against the third best model (F1 with an underline)
are statistically significant (two-tailed t-test, p <
0.01). RNN MHCA achieves state-of-the-art per-
formance in VUA ALL POS (F1=74.3%), MOH-
X (F1=80.0%) and TroFi (F1=72.4%). RNN HG
performs slightly worse than RNN MHCA. How-
ever, it exceeds RNN MHCA by 0.3% on the
VUA VERB track (F1=70.8%).

Compared with RNN ELMo, the biggest im-
provements of RNN HG and RNN MHCA ap-
pear in MOH-X dataset, gaining 4.2% and
4.4%, respectively. Our models also outperform
RNN BERT by at least 1.6% in MOH-X. In con-
trast with VUA ALL POS that has an average
of 3.4 metaphors (see Table 1) per metaphoric
sentence, each metaphoric sentence in MOH-X
contains a single metaphor. We observed that
in MOH-X most non-target words are literal,
so that a metaphor can be better identified by
RNN MHCA via modelling the contrast between
the metaphor and its context in a single-metaphor
sentence. Furthermore, the average length of
MOH-X sentences is the shortest, therefore the
context of a target word will be cleaner. MOH-
X source sentences are from WordNet sample
sentences, where the language is straightforward
because the writer designed it to illustrate the
meaning of a word, e.g., Don’t abuse the system.
Similarly, the straightforward contexts also help
RNN HG to infer contextual meanings of words.
The anomalies that MIP and SPV are designed to
detect are very clear in MOH-X, so that our mod-
els improve the most against RNN ELMo. VUA
in contrast is more complex (see examples in VUA
Breakdown Analysis and Error Analysis below).

In TroFi the improvements of RNN HG and
RNN MHCA against RNN ELMo are small
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Figure 4: RNN MHCA performance with different
windows and attention mechanisms. MHCA is multi-
head (16 heads) context attention. MHA is multi-head
(16 heads) attention (Vaswani et al., 2017). DPA is dot-
product attention (Luong et al., 2015).

(1.1% and 1.3%). We have observed that many
of the non-target words in TroFi are metaphoric
(but not labeled), as the sample sentences are
from financial news, where word play is common
(e.g., VUA news contains the largest percentage
of metaphors in Table 4). Our system considers
TroFi non-target words as literal without knowing
their ground truth labels during training. Addition-
ally, the average length of sequences of TroFi is
the longest among the datasets, at 28.3 tokens.

Although RNN MHCA slightly outperforms
RNN HG, the difference is small. This is because
modelling the contrast between contextual and lit-
eral meanings of metaphors in MIP is theoretically
similar to modelling in SPV (see §1).

Variations of RNN HG An alternative way of
encapsulating contextual and literal meanings in
RNN HG is taking the sum of ht and gt (ht + gt)
instead of their concatenations ([ht; gt]) in Equa-
tion 1. Such an idea is inspired by residual con-
nection (He et al., 2016). In this approach, we take
2 × 150 dimension BiLSTM hidden states so that
ht and gt are aligned in dimensionality. However,
such an approach yields 73.7%, 70.0%, 78.9% and
71.8% F1 scores on VUA ALL POS, VUA VERB,
MOH-X and TroFi datasets, which is worse than
the concatenation approach (RNN HG) in Table 2.
This is because the concatenation approach high-
lights the contrast between GloVe and BiLSTM
hidden states of metaphors.
Variations of RNN MHCA We examined the
impact of different window sizes and attention
mechanisms of RNN MHCA. All these baselines
are fine-tuned on each dataset. Given a window
size of 1, bi-directional hidden states of a target

Model Feature P R F1 Acc.
RNN BERT Bl 69.1 72.0 70.5 93.0

RNN HG Bl+G 70.3 74.6 72.4 93.4
E+G 71.0 76.1 73.5 93.7

RNN MHCA Bl+G 70.5 72.3 71.4 93.2
E+G 71.3 75.5 73.4 93.6

Table 3: Model performance on VUA ALL POS devel-
opment set. Bl is BERT large. E is ELMo. G is GloVe.

are concatenated with the left to right hidden state
of its left-side word and right to left hidden state of
its right-side word ([

−→
h t;
←−
h t;
−→
h t−1;

←−
h t+1]). The

context2vec model (Melamud et al., 2016) used−→
h t−1 and

←−
h t+1 as their context representations,

with Multilayer Perceptron tuning.
As shown in Figure 4, setting a window size

of 3 surpasses other sizes on 3 out of 4 datasets.
The attentive context representation with a win-
dow size larger than 1 can better represent a con-
text than the hidden states of adjacent words (win-
dow = 1). The average length of TroFi sequences
is the longest, so that a larger window size, e.g.,
window = 5, performs better. Given a window size
of 3, MHCA outperforms the multi-head attention
(Vaswani et al., 2017) which employs training pa-
rameters and non-linear operations. This shows
that modelling the contrast between a target word
and its context in the same space performs better
than that in different spaces. MHCA exceeds the
dot-prodcut attention (Luong et al., 2015) which
demonstrates the utility of multi-heads that attend
to different fragments of hidden states. We also
examined variations, e.g., an infinite window size
and a different number of heads, but the perfor-
mances did not improve.
Variations of Feature Selection We exam-
ine the concatenation of hidden states of the last
four BERT large model layers (Bl) instead of
ELMo on RNN HG and RNN MHCA. Our mod-
els with the combination of BERT and GloVe
(Bl+G) perform better than the BERT baseline
model (RNN BERT) with Bl on VUA ALL POS
development set by at least 2.9% in terms of F1
score (see Table 3). However, the performance,
given by Bl+G, is not further improved, compared
with the combination of ELMo and GloVe (E+G)
on each of our models.
VUA Breakdown Analysis We report the model
performance on different types of articles and
words based on VUA ALL POS test set. We
analyse all four genres and four types of open
class words (verbs, adjectives, nouns and adverbs),
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Type Train Dev Test All
%T %M %T %M %T %M %T %M

News 21.8 14.9 23.8 15.5 24.6 15.2 22.9 15.1
Acad. 36.4 11.2 37.3 11.6 27.1 17.3 34.3 12.4
Fict. 23.4 10.7 23.5 10.6 21.9 9.2 23.0 10.4
Conv. 18.3 7.4 15.4 7.2 26.4 7.6 19.8 7.4
Verb 17.9 18.1 18.5 18.7 19.7 19.1 18.5 18.5
Noun 17.6 13.6 17.8 13.5 17.1 15.0 17.5 13.9
Adj 8.3 11.5 8.3 10.7 7.9 13.6 8.2 11.9
Adv 6.0 6.0 5.8 6.9 6.8 7.2 6.1 6.5

Table 4: VUA Statistics on genres and POS. % T de-
notes the percentage of the category tokens among the
total VUA tokens. % M denotes the percentage of the
category metaphors among the category tokens.

which is in line with Leong et al. (2018). The ver-
bal statistics in Table 5 are different from VUA
VERB in Table 2, as they are different tracks in
the Metaphor Shared Task. Not all verbs in VUA
ALL POS are included in VUA VERB.

In Table 5, metaphor identification achieves bet-
ter performance on academic articles across all the
models and genres, where RNN MHCA yields the
highest F1 (79.8%). Intuitively, metaphor identi-
fication is easier as the style of English is more
formal. E.g., (using underlines for metaphors)
This mixture, heated by recession and high un-
employment, inevitably generates a high level of
crime. (VUA ID: as6-fragment01-30). Identify-
ing metaphors in conversation is the hardest for
our baselines, probably due to its fragmented lan-
guage. E.g., Drawing, oh well! (VUA ID: kbp-
fragment09-4105). However, RNN HG achieves
large improvements against RNN ELMo (3.8%)
and RNN BERT (3.4%) on conversation. The im-
provements of our models against RNN ELMo on
news are larger than in TroFi, although source sen-
tences of both datasets are from news. It supports
our arguments that the noise of treating non-target
words as literals in TroFi negatively impact our
models’ ability to learn the difference between lit-
erals and metaphors. In contrast, all words in VUA
news are annotated, so that the advantages of our
models are more obvious.

In PoS breakdown analysis, verb metaphors are
better identified than others, as verbal metaphors
take the largest part among all PoS. RNN HG
achieves the biggest improvement (4.1%) in ad-
verbs against RNN ELMo, whereas RNN BERT
also presents strong performance. In adjec-
tives, CNN+RNNensmb surpasses the second best
RNN HG by 2.9%. The use of word embedding
clusters, PoS tags and ensemble learning may con-

Model P R F1 Acc

A
ca

d.

CNN+RNNensmb 72.5 74.6 73.5 -
RNN ELMo 78.2 80.2 79.2 92.8
RNN BERT 76.7 76.0 76.4 91.9

RNN HG ours 76.5 83.0 79.6 92.7
RNN MHCA ours 79.6 80.0 79.8 93.0

C
on

v.

CNN+RNNensmb 45.3 71.1 55.3 -
RNN ELMo 64.9 63.1 64.0 94.6
RNN BERT 64.7 64.2 64.4 94.6

RNN HG ours 63.6 72.5 67.8 94.8
RNN MHCA ours 64.0 71.1 67.4 94.8

Fi
ct

.

CNN+RNNensmb 48.3 69.2 56.9 -
RNN ELMo 61.4 69.1 65.1 93.1
RNN BERT 66.5 68.6 67.5 93.9

RNN HG ours 61.8 74.5 67.5 93.4
RNN MHCA ours 64.8 70.9 67.7 93.8

N
ew

s

CNN+RNNensmb 66.4 64.7 65.5 -
RNN ELMo 72.7 71.2 71.9 91.6
RNN BERT 71.2 72.5 71.8 91.4

RNN HG ours 71.6 76.8 74.1 91.9
RNN MHCA ours 74.8 75.3 75.0 92.4

V
E

R
B

CNN+RNNensmb - - 67.4 -
RNN ELMo 68.1 71.9 69.9 -
RNN BERT 67.1 72.1 69.5 87.9

RNN HG ours 66.4 75.5 70.7 88.0
RNN MHCA ours 66.0 76.0 70.7 87.9

A
D

J
CNN+RNNensmb - - 65.1 -

RNN ELMo 56.1 60.6 58.3 -
RNN BERT 58.1 51.6 54.7 88.3

RNN HG ours 59.2 65.6 62.2 89.1
RNN MHCA ours 61.4 61.7 61.6 89.5

N
O

U
N

CNN+RNNensmb - - 62.9 -
RNN ELMo 59.9 60.8 60.4 -
RNN BERT 63.3 56.8 59.9 88.6

RNN HG ours 60.3 66.8 63.4 88.4
RNN MHCA ours 69.1 58.2 63.2 89.8

A
D

V

CNN+RNNensmb - - 58.8 -
RNN ELMo 67.2 53.7 59.7 94.8
RNN BERT 64.8 61.1 62.9 94.8

RNN HG ours 61.0 66.8 63.8 94.5
RNN MHCA ours 66.1 60.7 63.2 94.9

Table 5: Model performance on different types of texts
and words in VUA ALL POS.

tribute to identifying adjective metaphors.

Error Analysis By comparing our two mod-
els, 96.3% of predictions are the same in the
VUA ALL POS testing set. For these same pre-
dictions, precision, recall, F1 and accuracy are
80.2%, 77.2%, 78.7% and 95.3%, respectively,
which is better than each of our models on the full
dataset. False negatives are common in sentences
with multiple metaphors, e.g., Or: ‘When Cupid
shot his dart He shot it at your heart.’ (VUA ID:
a5e-fragment06-187), where 10 out of 12 words
have true labels as metaphor. However, our mod-
els only classify ‘heart’ as metaphoric in this sen-
tence. Ambiguous contexts are also challenging,
e.g., I’m gonna play with that and see what (VUA
ID: kbd-fragment21-8037), where the referent of
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‘that’ is not in the context, so that ‘play with’ are
also false negatives.

For the samples where our models predict dif-
ferent labels, the main errors of RNN HG are false
negatives, while the main errors of RNN MHCA
are false positives. This is likely due to the fact
that some conventional metaphors frequently ap-
pear in typical corpora, so that GloVe embeddings
of metaphors are not distinct from their contextual
meaning encodings. Metaphors may be misclas-
sified as literal by RNN HG. On the other hand,
RNN MHCA may flag the clash between literals
and their contexts, if there are many metaphors in
the contexts, so that literal target words may be
misclassified as metaphoric.

6 Conclusion

We proposed two metaphor identification mod-
els based on Metaphor Identification Procedure
(Group, 2007; Steen et al., 2010) and Selectional
Preference Violation (Wilks, 1975, 1978). Our
models achieve state-of-the-art performance on
three public datasets. The performances of the
two models are close in terms of F1 score, as their
linguistic fundamentals, MIP and SPV are simi-
lar in principle. The breakdown analysis of VUA
demonstrates that the improvements of our mod-
els derive from the problematic instances for our
baselines, e.g., conversation articles and adverb
metaphors.

In future work, we will explore ensemble learn-
ing. Our error analysis demonstrates that when
the predictions of our two models are the same,
the prediction is more accurate with high preci-
sion, suggesting the idea of combining them. An-
other interesting direction is to explore combining
different semantic similarity measures (Lin et al.,
2015) for our task.
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Abstract

Diachronic word embeddings have been
widely used in detecting temporal changes.
However, existing methods face the meaning
conflation deficiency by representing a word
as a single vector at each time period. To ad-
dress this issue, this paper proposes a sense
representation and tracking framework based
on deep contextualized embeddings, aiming at
answering not only what and when, but also
how the word meaning changes. The exper-
iments show that our framework is effective
in representing fine-grained word senses, and
it brings a significant improvement in word
change detection task. Furthermore, we model
the word change from an ecological viewpoint,
and sketch two interesting sense behaviors in
the process of language evolution, i.e. sense
competition and sense cooperation.

1 Introduction

The meanings of words continuously change over
time, reflecting complicated processes in language
and society (Kutuzov et al., 2018). With the rapid
development of language representation learning,
word embeddings have been widely introduced
into diachronic linguistic studies. By training
and comparing word embeddings of different time
epochs, one can capture the semantic drift of
words (Kim et al., 2014), learn diachronic analo-
gies between terms (Szymanski, 2017), as well as
discover the statistical laws of semantic change
(Hamilton et al., 2016). Furthermore, this kind
of method has gained fruitful results in broader
social science studies, e.g. tracing armed con-
flicts (Kutuzov et al., 2017), gender and ethnic
stereotypes (Garg et al., 2018) and social attitudes
(Jaidka et al., 2018).

It is well known that word meaning can be rep-
resented with a range of senses. However, ex-
isting methods only assign one embedding to a
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sense_1_adjective: Foolish, stupid, or unimpressive.
sense_2_adjective: (of a person) homosexual (used especially of a man)
sense_3_noun: A homosexual, especially a man.
sense_4_adjective: Light-hearted and carefree.

Figure 1: The evolvement of four senses for word gay.
Two important phenomena: (1) competition between
sense 2 and sense 4; (2) cooperation between sense 2
and sense 3.

word for a time period, thus they face challenges
in representing senses and tracking the change of
them. Given the word embeddings, one can tell the
coarse-grained change of the word from one time
to another, e.g. the word gay’s nearest neighbors
in the vector space move from cheerful and flaunt-
ing to homosexual and lesbian. But these word
representations are not able to show which sense
has changed, which sense is stable, and how they
may interact with each other.

Recently, an increasing boom on large-scale
pre-trained language models e.g. ELMo and
BERT have attracted considerable attention in the
field of NLP (Peters et al., 2018; Devlin et al.,
2018). These models can ideally capture complex
characteristics of word use, and how they vary
across linguistic contexts, i.e. a word with differ-
ent contexts can yield different representations.

Inspired by the above works, this paper pro-
poses to use deep contextualized embeddings to
represent and track word senses. Figure 1 shows
that our method can trace the fine-grained senses
of a word in a smooth process, i.e. change does not
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happen at a time point, but continuously through-
out the process. We further model the evolvement
from an ecological viewpoint, and propose that
senses can compete and cooperate just like groups
of organisms. The contribution of this paper is as
following:

• We construct an efficient sense representa-
tion method using the pre-training language
model BERT and data from Oxford dictio-
nary. This method can precisely learn and
identify fine-grained senses, and achieves a
high accuracy of 93.8% in a sense identifica-
tion task.

• Based on the sense representation, we detect
in depth the trend of word senses in 200 years
of texts. In evaluation, our method brings
a significant improvement on word meaning
change task.

• Interestingly, we further model the word
change from an ecological viewpoint, and in-
troduce two important sense behaviors in lan-
guage evolution, i.e. sense competition and
sense cooperation.

The remaining part of this paper is organized
as following. After introducing the related work
in Section 2, we will describe our sense repre-
sentation model and how to track senses in 200
years in Section 3. In Section 4, we analyze the
sense behaviors from an ecological viewpoint, and
sketch two interesting phenomena: sense competi-
tion and cooperation. At last, we draw conclusions
and propose future work in Section 5.

2 Related Work

2.1 Diachronic Word Embeddings
Neural word embeddings have been widely used
in diachronic linguistic studies. The basic idea is
to train word embeddings on different time-sliced
corpora and then compare them over time. Kim
et al. (2014) firstly use neural embeddings to cap-
ture the change of word meaning. Their method
initializes the vectors with the data of the previ-
ous year. Kulkarni et al. (2015) and Hamilton
et al. (2016) train the embeddings independently
and then use a mapping method to align them for
comparison. Bamler and Mandt (2017) propose
to use dynamic word embeddings trained jointly
over all times periods. Instead of modeling lexical
change via time series, Rosenfeld and Erk (2018)

represent time as a continuous variable and model
a word’s usage as a function of time. Yin et al.
(2018) propose global anchor method for detect-
ing linguistic shifts and domain adaptation.

However, the above methods could only assign
one neural embedding to a word at each time pe-
riod, which cannot model the change of the word
senses. To address this problem, we propose to
conduct a sense-level diachronic study with deep
contextualized word embeddings, and detect in
depth not only what and when, but also how the
word meaning changes.

2.2 Diachronic Sense Modeling
Existing works on sense modeling mainly exploit
topic modeling and clustering methods. Lau et al.
(2012) and Cook et al. (2014) propose to detect
novel senses by comparing a reference corpus and
a focus corpus with topic modeling. Wijaya and
Yeniterzi (2011) firstly try to track word senses
with K-means clustering and the Topic-Over-Time
algorithm. Mitra et al. (2014) identify the sense
birth, death, join and split based on clustering
of a co-occurrence graph. Frermann and Lapata
(2016) present a dynamic Bayesian model to track
the prevalence of senses, and further model lan-
guage change as a smooth, gradual process. Tang
et al. (2016) attempted to cluster the contexts to
find senses, and to classify the senses into differ-
ent change types. Tahmasebi and Risse (2017)
exploit curvature clustering algorithm to induce
word senses and track the change of them.

Although these studies have made great
progress in novel sense detection and diachronic
sense tracking, they may have two disadvantages
in sense modeling: (1) It is arbitrary and difficult
to select the number k of the clusters or topics, and
there are few works explaining the reason of the
setting. (2) The “senses” induced from clusters
or topics require huge amount of human analysis
to interpret or additional mappings to an external
sense inventory. Thus, the discussion is usually
limited to a few cases.

2.3 Learning Sense and Contextual
Embeddings

Pilehvar and Collier (2016); Camacho-Collados
and Pilehvar (2018) address the meaning confla-
tion deficiency of existing methods representing
a word as a single vector, as it may have nega-
tive impacts on accurate semantic modeling. For
example, rat and screen are pulled towards each
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other in the vector space for their similarities to
two different senses of mouse.

To solve this problem, there are a line of
works making extensions of the Skip-gram model
to learn sense-specific embeddings (Neelakantan
et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2015; Qiu et al., 2016; Lee
and Chen, 2017). In addition, knowledge bases
e.g. Wordnet are introduced into representation
(Chen et al., 2014, 2015; Faruqui et al., 2014;
Johansson and Pina, 2015; Rothe and Schütze,
2015).

Recently, it has attracted considerable attention
by constructing unsupervised contextual represen-
tations with language models. Melamud et al.
(2016) represent the context of a target word with
the output embedding of a multi-layer perceptron
built on top of a Bi-LSTM language model. Pe-
ters et al. (2018) show that their language model
ELMo can implicitly disambiguate word meaning
with their contexts. Devlin et al. (2018) propose
bidirectional encoder representations from Trans-
formers (BERT). It is fine-tuned with just one ad-
ditional output layer, and achieves state-of-the-art
results for a wide range of tasks. In this study,
we propose to learn sense representations follow-
ing Devlin et al. (2018)’s work since it can yield
deep and effective contextual representations on
both sentence and token level.

3 The Framework

3.1 Sense Representation

In this paper, we build fine-grained sense repre-
sentations with deep contextualized word embed-
dings, i.e. represent each sense as a distinguished
sense embedding. We directly adopt the fine-
grained senses defined by lexicographers. Com-
paring with existing diachronic sense studies, our
method does not rely on human interpretations or
mappings to dictionary definitions.

For a sense sj of word wi, we
can obtain its example sentences
{Sentwisj

1 , Sent
wisj
2 , ..., Sent

wisj
n } from a

dictionary. After feeding them into a pre-trained
language model, wi’s token representations
{ewisj

1 , e
wisj
2 , ..., e

wisj
n } can be retrieved from

the final hidden layer of the model. The sense
embedding ewisj of sj is computed by taking the
average of {ewisj

1 , e
wisj
2 , ..., e

wisj
n }.

In the experiments, we choose the Oxford En-
glish dictionary since it has (1) a comprehensive
record of word senses in different times and (2) a

sufficient number of example sentences for each
sense.

To select the target words for diachronic study,
we firstly extract word frequency information
from COHA, a genre balanced corpus containing
English texts from 1810 to 20091. Only words that
appear at least 10 times a year for over 50 con-
secutive years are retained. After lemmatization,
we totally retrieve 4881 words, including 15836
senses in Oxford dictionary. The sense definitions
and example sentences are then extracted from the
online version of Oxford dictionary2.

We feed at most 10 sentences for each sense
to the pre-trained BERT model (Devlin et al.,
2018) as the inputs. We use the uncased Bert-
Base model that has 12 layers, 768 hidden units,
12 heads and 110M parameters. The language
model is trained on BookCorpus (800M words)
(Zhu et al., 2015) and English Wikipedia (2,500M
words) with Masked LM and Next Sentence Pre-
diction tasks. With deep bidirectional architec-
ture, BERT yields powerful language representa-
tions on both sentence and token level.

After feeding the sentences containing a target
word with a specific sense, its token representa-
tions can be generated from the hidden layers of
the pre-trained model. We only keep the token rep-
resentations of the final hidden layer of the Trans-
former. After obtaining the token embeddings of
the target word for the specific sense, we can rep-
resent the sense as a 768-dimentional embedding
by averaging the token embeddings.

3.2 Sense Identification

After obtaining the sense representations of the
target words, we can easily identify the sense of
a word in a sentence with its contextual embed-
ding. Given a new sentence Sentk that contains
a target word wi with m senses, we can feed it
into BERT to get wi’s contextual embedding ewi

k ,
and compute the cosine similarities between the
token embedding ewi

k and the word sense embed-
dings {ewis1 , ewis2 , ..., ewism}. The sense sĵ that
has the highest similarity score is selected as the
belonging sense.

sĵ = argmax
sj

ewisj · ewi
k

‖ewisj‖2 ‖e
wi
k ‖2

(1)

1https://corpus.byu.edu/coha/
2https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/
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Sentences with the target word Most similar sense
1. You’ll be satisfied with less food, which means you’ll consume fewer
calories each time you sit down to eat. v. Have as a consequence or result.

2. Anna wanted to know exactly what he meant, but she did not ask. v. Intend to convey or refer to; signify.
3. The mean score for this question is 55.0 for those who did not receive
bills from physicians and labs. n. calculated as a mean; average.

4. They were n’t necessarily fighting or being mean to each other constantly. a. Unkind, spiteful, or unfair.
5. Do not bring thine eye to their small, mean, and plodding lives... a. poor in quality and appearance; shabby.
6. This man is a mean motor scooter on the mound. a. Very skillful or effective; excellent.
7. I left for work before the kid crawled out of bed. v. Move forward on the hands and knees.
8. This beta search site crawls the web for product-related information, incl-
uding data from the product maker, magazine articles.

v. systematically visit a number of web
pages in order to create an index of data.

Table 1: Sense identification for word mean and crawl. The model performs well in detecting dated sense (sent5),
infrequent sense (sent6), and new sense (sent8).

Table 1 gives several sentences that contain pol-
ysemous words mean or crawl. With our method,
the senses can be precisely captured, even when
the word is used in a dated sense e.g. poor in qual-
ity3, an infrequent sense e.g. skillful and excellent,
or a new sense as seen in sentence 8. It shows
that our method based on contextual embeddings
and Oxford dictionary is able to capture the word
senses of different periods and frequencies effec-
tively.

3.3 Sense Tracking
To track the sense evolvement, we use the 200
years of texts from COHA corpus. After prepro-
cessing and POS tagging, we feed the sentences
to BERT, and retrieve the token embedding if the
lemmatized token4 is one of the 4881 target words.
Using the sense representations built via the above
method, we can easily tag the sense for each to-
ken. Tang et al. (2016) suggest that a time series
of word status data can be decomposed into a trend
component and a random noise. We follow this
idea to model the time series of sense status.

Given a word wi that has senses
{s1, s2, ..., sm}, the diachronic status of sense sj
is represented by

T (sj) = {P sj
t1
, P

sj
t2
, ..., P

sj
ty
}, (2)

where P sjt is defined as

P
sj
t =

N
sj
t

m∑
k=1

N
sk
t

, (3)

where N sj
t is the number of tokens identified as

sense sj at time t.
According to (Brockwell et al., 2002), T (sj)

can be decomposed as

T (sj) = Tr(sj) +Noise(sj), (4)

3This sense is labeled as “dated” in Oxford dictionary.
4We use the NLTK WordNet Lemmatizer.

Figure 2: The evolvement of word please.

where Tr(sj) is the trend and Noise(sj) is a ran-
dom noise.

We conduct quartic polynomial curve fitting on
account of the fluctuation. The noise Noise(sj) is
thus striped, and we can get the trend Tr(sj) for
further analysis. We set the time interval ∆t = 10
since it has a robust performance in curve fitting.

With this method, we can clearly monitor the
status of each individual sense, whether it is grow-
ing, decreasing, or unchanged. Figure 2 shows the
fitting result of please which receives few atten-
tion from previous diachronic studies. It can be
seen that sense 2 that expresses indignation and
unreasonable is going down, sense 1 and sense 3
that use in verb meaning are relatively stable, and
sense 4 that used in polite requests or questions
has been consistently growing.

3.4 Evaluation of The Framework

To evaluate the sense representation and tracking
methods, we conduct experiments on two tasks:
(1) a synchronic sense identification task, and (2)
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a diachronic word meaning change task.

3.4.1 Word Sense Identification
To test the sense representation, we construct a
dataset by randomly selecting another 2000 sen-
tences from Oxford dictionary that have not been
used in sense representation. Each test sentence
contains at least a polysemous target word. Given
the senses of the target word as candidates, the
model needs to select the correct sense for the
word in the sentence.

Considering the part of speech (POS) is a use-
ful feature for word sense disambiguation tasks,
we firstly do POS tagging for the sentences with
NLTK. In the test, if the POS information is used,
the model will limit the candidates to the senses
with the same POS. Otherwise the model consid-
ers all the senses of this word being candidates.
The test result is shown in Table 2.

We can see that POS information does improve
the accuracy. We further analyze the 124 bad cases
of Baseline + POS system, and some examples are
shown in Table 3.

Firstly, we find that in some cases the model
predictions are not real mistakes. (1) the model
prediction seems to be a better option in 16 cases,
e.g. the sentence 1 in Table 3. (2) Given the con-
text, the model prediction and the answer can be
both reasonable for 3 cases, e.g. the sentence 2.

Secondly, for the remaining 105 real bad cases,
the mistakes are mostly due to the following rea-
sons. (1) The model prediction is a highly sim-
ilar sense with the answer, or there is a meaning
overlap between the two senses, e.g. sentence 3
in Table 3. (2) The model does not get a precise
contextualized embedding from BERT since the
text is short and can not provide sufficient infor-
mation, e.g. sentence 4. It should be noted that
in this case, the model also has a low confidence
given the highest cosine similarity as 0.25.

We also find that the similarity scores indicat-
ing the model confidence have high correlations
with the accuracy. Given the 902 cases that have
similarities ≥ 0.8, the model accuracy increases
to 98%. For the 44 cases with similarities ≥ 0.9,
the accuracy is 100%. The experiment shows that
it is very effective to use deep contextualized em-
beddings to represent word sense. With very few
data (10 or less sentences for a sense), it yields
reliable and precise sense representations. Using
a very simple similarity measurement, the method
achieves a high accuracy in the sense identification

System Accuracy
Baseline 92.3%

Baseline + POS 93.8%

Table 2: Results of word sense identification task.

task. We believe it could serve as a good basis for
the diachronic sense studies.

3.4.2 Word Meaning Change

For evaluation on the diachronic side, we conduct
experiments on word meaning change task with
the human rating dataset proposed by Gulordava
and Baroni (2011).

The test set consists of 100 words taken from
different frequency range. Five annotators are
asked to label the change of each word from 1960s
to 1990s on a 4-point scale (0: no change; 1: al-
most no change; 2: somewhat change; 3: changed
significantly). The inter-annotator agreement is
0.51 (pairwise Pearson correlation, p < 0.01).
We follow Frermann and Lapata (2016)’s work to
quantify the word change via the novelty score de-
fined by Cook et al. (2014).

Given a word wi with m senses, the novelty
score is calculated by

N(sj) =
pf (sj) + α

pr(sj) + α
, (5)

where sj is one of the senses, pf (sj) is the propor-
tion of usages of sj in the focus corpus, pr(sj) is
the proportion of usages of sj in the reference cor-
pus and α is a small parameter to avoid dividing
by zero.

Further, we can calculate the score of word
change wi by

C(wi) = max {N(s1), N(s2), ..., N(sm)}. (6)

In the test, we select the data of 1960s from
COHA as the reference corpus, and data of 1990s
as the focus corpus. α is set to 0.01. After com-
puting the novelty score for each word, we mea-
sure the correlation coefficient between the nov-
elty scores and the average human ratings.

As shown in Table 4, the Pearson correlation
score of our method is 0.52 (p < 0.01), and Spear-
man’s ρ rank is 0.428 (p < 0.01), which achieve
a significant improvement comparing with the ex-
isting studies. The test result further proves the
effectiveness of our sense modeling method built
on deep contextualized embeddings.
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Sentence Answer Predict Simi
1. Again, you’d expect that the most “important”
words in a document, in terms of identifying what
it’s about, would be the ones most individually
freighted with meaning.

Transport (goods) in bulk by
truck, train, ship, or aircraft. Be laden or burdened with. 0.89

2. He said a car had just managed to squeeze past
the people carrier, and he had tried to do the same
but in vain.

Barely; by a little. Very recently; in the
immediate past. 0.76

3. The move to establish the Pratas marine sanct-
uary must not be separated from the international
movement to protect marine areas.

Divide into constituent or
distinct elements. Cause to move or be apart. 0.68

4. he paused significantly. In a way that has a particular
meaning.

In a sufficiently great or
important way. 0.25

Table 3: Examples of bad cases in word sense identification task.

System Corpus Pearson Spearman
Gulordava

(2011) Google Bigram 0.386 -

Frermann
(2016)

COHA, DTE,
CLMET3.0 - 0.377

Our method COHA 0.52 0.428

Table 4: Results of word change task.

4 An Ecological View

Ecologists are interested in the dynamics of
species populations over time (Odum and Bar-
rett, 1971), while linguists focus on the language
change. These two systems may share some com-
monalities, e.g. Nadas (1985) applied the Tur-
ing Formula (Good, 1953) which studies the pop-
ulation frequencies of species to word probabili-
ties. In this study, after tracking the prevalence
of word senses in 200 years, we find that senses
can compete and cooperate just like ecological or-
ganisms. Of course, these behaviors are primar-
ily determined by people who use it, learn it and
transmit it to others (Haugen, 1971, 2001).

4.1 Sense Competition

A word is like an ecological population, and dif-
ferent senses are its subgroups. “Competition” ex-
ists between the senses. They do not compete for
sunlight or food, but the dominance of the word.
We can observe the semantic and grammatical
change of words from the perspective of “compe-
tition”.

Intuitively, word meaning changes gradually,
and a significant change may take place at a time
period when a dominant sense handing over to
another one, usually referring to a semantic shift
(Kulkarni et al., 2015). When the new dominant
sense has different grammatical features, e.g. a
different part-of-speech, we can observe a gram-
matical change. Thus, the sense competition for

dominance may result in semantic and grammati-
cal changes.

Figure 1 shows an example of semantic change
for word gay. The adjective meaning of homo-
sexual grows quickly in 20th century, and finally
took the place of light-hearted to be the most dom-
inant sense at the end of 1990s. Figure 2 illustrates
both grammatical and semantic changes of word
please, which is more and more frequently used
as an adverb (in polite requests or questions) than
as a verb.

Interestingly, the competition is not a
monotonous process. As shown in Figure 3a, the
magnetic recording material meaning of tape has
a strong growth during 1920-1980, but degrades
soon since 1990 because this material become
dated in daily life. Then the dominant sense goes
back to the material for fastening things.

In order to capture the trend of language evolve-
ment, we track the senses of 3220 polysemous
words with time interval ∆t = 10. The tracking
is based on polynomial curve fitting result. If the
dominant sense changes from one to another, we
count it as a word change. If the new dominant
sense has a different part-of-speech from the old
one, we count it as a grammatical change, other-
wise a semantic change5.

Among the 3220 words, 70.12% have a sta-
ble dominant sense, whereas 29.88% undergo a
change of dominant sense for at least once, re-
sulting in 1064 detected changes in which 69.26%
are semantic changes, and 30.73% are grammati-
cal changes. It indicates that the language system
is mostly stable, and semantic change occupies

5It should be noted that the “semantic change” denoted
here refers to a change of the semantic meaning, while the
“grammatical change” may involve both changes of the POS
and semantic meaning, e.g. the dominant sense of please
changes from sense 1 verb (cause to feel happy and satisfied)
to sense 4 adverb (polite requests or questions).
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(a) tape (b) alien

Figure 3: Examples of sense competition and cooperation. (a) tape: competition between sense 1 and sense 3;
(b) alien: cooperation between sense 1 and sense 5, sense 2 and sense 3.
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Figure 4: The counts of grammatical and semantic
changes from 1820s to 2000s.

a larger proportion. From a diachronic perspec-
tive, Figure 4 shows that the counts of detected
word changes are similarly distributed across the
decades, while in 1990s and 2000s, senses are
more active in competition.

4.2 Sense Cooperation

In addition to competition for selfish benefit,
a group of organisms can also work together
for common or mutual benefit in the evolution.
Hamilton (1964) proposes that cooperation helps
in transmitting underlying genes to future genera-
tions either for direct fitness (increasing personal
reproductive successes) or for indirect fitness (in-
creasing the reproductive successes of genetically
similar relatives). In this study, we also find that
similar senses are prone to cooperate to survive
and compete with others.

Figure 1 gives us an intuitive example for word
gay. The adjective sense homosexual has a rela-
tive: a noun sense of homosexual man. These two
senses are not only very related in meaning, but
also have highly consistent growth curve. In the
competition, they cooperate to overtake sense 2
(light-hearted and carefree).

Based on the above analysis, we attempt to de-
tect the cooperating senses automatically. We hy-
pothesize that the cooperating senses should sat-
isfy two conditions. Firstly, these senses should
be similar or related in meaning. Secondly, they
should grow or degrade in a similar trend. Start-
ing from this hypothesis, we model the meaning
similarity r with their sense embeddings, and the
trend similarity c with Pearson correlation coeffi-
cient. In the case of gay, sense 2 and 3 are identi-
fied as relative senses which are cooperating in the
competition because they have a high r = 0.9565
and c = 0.8995.

With the thresholds setting r ≥ 0.6 and c ≥ 0.6,
we detect 490 pairs of relative senses that cooper-
ate and also win in the competition against other
senses, accounting for 31.67% of the changes. Ta-
ble 5 lists the 10 words that has the highest mean
value of r and c. It can be seen that the relative
senses are highly similar in meaning or usages,
and can be considered as a sense family.

We illustrate the cooperation between the senses
and its role in language evolvement with an exam-
ple word alien. As shown in Figure 3b, alien was
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word old dominant sense new dominant sense relative sense r c
lot

(1890s)
n. A person’s luck, situation,
or destiny in life.

pron. A large number or
amount; a great deal. d. A great deal; much. 0.98 0.91

decline
(1940s)

v. Politely refuse (an invitation
or offer)

n. A gradual and continuous
loss of strength, numbers,
quality, or value.

v. (typically of something
regarded as good) become
smaller, fewer, or less;
decrease.

0.99 0.88

alien
(2000s)

a. Unfamiliar and disturbing
or distasteful.

a. Supposedly from another
world; extraterrestrial.

n. A hypothetical or fictional
being from another world. 0.96 0.91

fancy
(1940s)

n. A superficial or transient
feeling of liking or attraction.

a. Elaborate in structure
or decoration.

a. (of a drawing, painting, or
sculpture) created from the
imagination rather than
from life.

0.94 0.92

review
(1960s)

v. Write a critical appraisal
of (a book, play, film, etc.) for
publication in a newspaper
or magazine.

n. A formal assessment of
something with the intention
of instituting change if
necessary.

v. Assess (something) for-
mally with the intention of
instituting change if
necessary.

0.98 0.88

gay
(1990s) a. Light-hearted and carefree. a. (of a person) homosexual

(used especially of a man)
n. A homosexual, especially
a man. 0.96 0.90

desert
(1940s)

v. Abandon (a person, cause,
or organization) in a way cons-
idered disloyal or treacherous.

n. A waterless, desolate area
of land with little or no
vegetation, typically one
covered with sand.

a. Like a desert. 0.96 0.90

exercise
(1970s)

v. Use or apply (a faculty,
right, or process)

n. Activity requiring physical
effort, carried out to sustain
or improve health and fitness.

v. Engage in physical activity
to sustain or improve health
and fitness.

0.98 0.88

abroad
(1910s)

d. In different directions; over
a wide area.

d. In or to a foreign country
or countries.

n. Foreign countries
considered collectively. 0.94 0.91

hit
(1910s)

v. Reach (a particular level,
point, or figure)

v. Bring one’s hand or a tool
or weapon into contact with
(someone or something) qui-
ckly and forcefully.

n. An instance of striking or
being struck. 0.99 0.86

Table 5: Examples of the cooperating senses that win in the competition.

mainly used as an adjective of unfamiliar mean-
ing until the beginning of 20th century. After that,
there are two groups of cooperation captured:

• With the increasing global communication
at the end of the 19th century, sense 1 and
sense 5 constituted a powerful family, in
which one sense represents the noun mean-
ing (foreigner), and the other one denotes the
adjective (belonging to a foreign country).

• Since 1950s, with the exploration in the
space, alien is used to refer to extraterrestrial
and hypothetical beings from another world,
i.e. the sense 2 and sense 3 which form a
new sense family. They finally achieve the
dominance of the word meaning via their co-
operation.

It should be noted that just like groups of organ-
isms, the cooperation does not only exist in grow-
ing senses, but also in stable and degrading senses.
In addition, the competition can also take place be-
tween two relative senses, e.g. the dominant sense
of word heavily changed from with a lot of force
or effort; with weight to a more abstract meaning
to a great degree; in large amounts in 1920s.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper proposes a sense representation and
tracking framework based on deep contextualized
embeddings. With our method, we can find out
not only what and when, but also how the word
meaning changes from a fine-grained sense level.
The experiment shows that our framework is ef-
fective in representing word senses and detecting
word change. Furthermore, we model the word
change from an ecological viewpoint, and sketch
two interesting sense behaviors in language evolu-
tion, i.e. sense competition and sense cooperation.

Overall, our study sheds some light on di-
achronic language study with deep contextualized
embeddings. The sense modeling data we built
may serve as a basis for further and deeper anal-
ysis of linguistic regularities, as well as an impor-
tant reference of sense granularities for lexicogra-
phers6.

In addition to tracking the language evolvement
in the history, we believe it is promising future
work to use deep contextual embeddings in pre-

6We release the sense modeling data and a visualization
tool at https://github.com/iris2hu/diachronic-sense-modeling.
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dicting the future change or trend, as well as de-
tecting novel senses that are not included in exist-
ing dictionaries.
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Abstract

Recent research studies communication emer-
gence in communities of deep network agents
assigned a joint task, hoping to gain insights
on human language evolution. We propose
here a new task capturing crucial aspects of
the human environment, such as natural ob-
ject affordances, and of human conversation,
such as full symmetry among the participants.
By conducting a thorough pragmatic and se-
mantic analysis of the emergent protocol, we
show that the agents solve the shared task
through genuine bilateral, referential commu-
nication. However, the agents develop mul-
tiple idiolects, which makes us conclude that
full symmetry is not a sufficient condition for
a common language to emerge.

1 Introduction

The advent of powerful deep learning architec-
tures has revived research in simulations of lan-
guage emergence among computational agents
that must communicate to accomplish a task (e.g.,
Jorge et al., 2016; Havrylov and Titov, 2017; Kot-
tur et al., 2017; Lazaridou et al., 2017; Lee et al.,
2017; Choi et al., 2018; Evtimova et al., 2018;
Lazaridou et al., 2018). The nature of the emer-
gent communication code should provide insights
on questions such as to what extent compara-
ble functional pressures could have shaped hu-
man language, and whether deep learning models
can develop human-like linguistic skills. For such
inquiries to be meaningful, the designed setup
should reflect as many aspects of human commu-
nication as possible. Moreover, appropriate tools
should be applied to the analysis of emergent com-
munication, since, as several recent studies have
shown, agents might succeed at a task without
truly relying on their communicative channel, or
by means of ad-hoc communication techniques

overfitting their environment (Kottur et al., 2017;
Bouchacourt and Baroni, 2018; Lowe et al., 2019).

We contribute on both fronts. We introduce
a game meeting many desiderata for a natural
communication environment. We further propose
a two-pronged analysis of emerging communica-
tion, at the pragmatic and semantic levels. At
the pragmatic level, we study communicative acts
from a functional perspective, measuring whether
the messages produced by an agent have an im-
pact on the subsequent behaviour of the other.
At the semantic level, we decode which aspects
of the extra-linguistic context the agents refer to,
and how such reference acts differ between agents.
Some of our conclusions are positive. Not only do
the agents solve the shared task, but genuine bi-
lateral communication helps them to reach higher
reward. Moreover, their referential acts are mean-
ingful given the task, carrying the semantics of
their input. However, we also find that even per-
fectly symmetric agents converge to distinct idi-
olects instead of developing a single, shared code.

2 The fruit and tools game

Our game, inspired by Tomasello’s (2014) conjec-
ture that the unique cognitive abilities of humans
arose from the requirements of cooperative inter-
action, is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. In
each episode, a randomly selected agent is pre-
sented with instances of two tools (knife, fork,
axe. . . ), the other with a fruit instance (apple,
pear, plum. . . ). Tools and fruits are represented
by property vectors (e.g., has a blade, is small),
with each instance characterized by values ran-
domly varying around the category mean (e.g., an
apple instance might be smaller than another). An
agent is randomly selected to be the first to per-
form an action. The game then proceeds for an
arbitrary number of turns. At each turn, one of
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Figure 1: Our game. One agent receives a fruit, another two tools. Each agent sends a message in turn, until an
agent ends the episode by choosing a tool. The agents are rewarded if the tool choice is optimal given the fruit.

the agents must decide whether to pick one of the
two tools and stop, or to continue, in which case
the message it utters is passed to the other agent,
and the game proceeds. Currently, for ease of
analysis, messages are single discrete symbols se-
lected from a vocabulary of size 10, but extension
to symbol sequences is trivial (although it would
of course complicate the analysis). As soon as an
agent picks a tool, the game ends. The agents re-
ceive a binary reward of 1 if they picked the better
tool for the fruit at hand, 0 otherwise. The best
choice is computed by a utility function that takes
into account the interaction between tool and fruit
instance properties (e.g., as in Fig. 1, a tool with
a round edge might be particularly valuable if the
fruit has a pit). Utility is relative: given a peach,
the axe is worse than the spoon, but it would be the
better tool when the alternative is a hammer.

Here are some desirable properties of our setup,
as a simplified simulation of human interactions.
The agents are fully symmetric and cannot special-
ize to a fixed role or turn-taking scheme. The num-
ber of turns is open and determined by the agents.
In pure signaling/referential games (Lewis, 1969),
the aim is successful communication itself. In our
game, reward depends instead on tool and fruit
affordances. Optimal performance can only be
achieved by jointly reasoning about the proper-
ties of the tools and how they relate to the fruit.
Humans are rewarded when they use language to
solve problems of this sort, and not for success-
ful acts of reference per se. Finally, as we use
commonsense descriptions of everyday objects to
build our dataset (see below), the distribution of
their properties possesses the highly skewed char-
acteristics encountered everywhere in the human
environment (Li, 2002). For example, if the ma-
jority of fruits requires to be cut, a knife is intrin-
sically more useful than a spoon. Note that the
agents do not have any a priori knowledge of the
tools utility. Yet, baseline agents are able to dis-

cover context-independent tool affordances and al-
ready reach high performance. We believe that this
scenario, in which communication-transmitted in-
formation complements knowledge that can be di-
rectly inferred by observing the world, is more in-
teresting than typical games in which language is
the only information carrier.

Game ingredients and utility We picked 16
tool and 31 fruit categories from McRae et al.
(2005) and Silberer et al. (2013), who provide
subject-elicited property-based commonsense de-
scriptions of objects, with some extensions. We
used 11 fruit and 15 tool features from these
databases to represent the categories. We rescaled
the elicitation-frequency-based property values
provided in the norms to lie in the [0, 1] range,
and manually changed some counter-intuitive val-
ues. An object instance is a property vector sam-
pled from the corresponding category as follows.
For binary properties such as has a pit, we use
Bernoulli sampling with p equaling the category
value. For continuous properties such as is small,
we sample uniformly from [µ−0.1, µ+0.1], where
µ is the category value. We then devised a func-
tion returning an utility score for any fruit-tool
property vector pair. The function maps proper-
ties to a reduced space of abstract functional fea-
tures (such as break for tools, and hard for fruits).
Details are in Supplementary Section 1. For exam-
ple, an apple with is crunchy=0.7 value gets a high
hard functional feature score. A knife with has a
blade=1 gets a high cut score, and therefore high
utility for the hard apple. Some features, e.g., has
a handle for tools, have no impact on utility. They
only represent realistic aspects of objects and act
as noise. Our dataset with full category property
vectors will be publicly released along with code.

Datasets We separate the 31 fruit categories
into three sets: in-domain (21 categories), vali-
dation and transfer (5 categories each). The in-
domain set is further split into train and test parti-
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Figure 2: Two turns of dialogue. Dashed boxes are not used in this game episode due to the agent roles (the
blue/left agent is Tool Player, the green/right one is Fruit player). The flow is explained in detail in the text.

tions. We train agents on the in-domain train par-
tition and monitor convergence on the validation
set. We report test performance on the in-domain
test partition and on the transfer set. For example,
the peach category is in-domain, meaning that dis-
tinct peach instances will be seen at training and
in-domain testing time. The nectarine category is
in the transfer set, so nectarine instances will only
be seen at test time. This scheme tests the gener-
alization abilities of the agents (that can general-
ize to new fruits since they are all are described in
the same feature space). We generate 210, 000 in-
domain training samples and 25, 000 samples for
the other sets, balanced across fruits and tools (that
are common across the sets).

Game dynamics and agent architecture At
the beginning of a game episode, two neural net-
work agents A and B receive, randomly, either a
pair of tools (tool1, tool2) (always sampled from
different categories) or a fruit. The agent receiv-
ing the tools (respectively the fruit) will be Tool
Player (respectively Fruit Player) for the episode.1

The agents are also randomly assigned positions,
and the one in position 1 starts the game. Figure 2
shows two turns of the game in which A (blue/left)
is Tool Player and in position 1. The first turn is in-
dexed t = 0, therefore A will act on even turns, B
on odd turns. At game opening, each agent passes
its input (tool pair or fruit) through a linear layer
followed by a tanh nonlinearity, resulting in em-
bedding iA (resp. iB). Then, at each turn t, an
agent, for example A, receives the message mB

t−1
from agent B, and accesses its own previous inter-
nal state sAt−2 (we refer to “memory” the addition

1Agents must learn to recognize the assigned role.

of the agent’s previous state). The message mB
t−1

is processed by a RNN, and the resulting hidden
state hAt (m

B
t−1) is concatenated with the agent pre-

vious internal state sAt−2 and the input embedding
iA. The concatenated vector is fed to the Body
module, composed of a linear layer followed by
tanh. The output of the Body module is the new A
state, sAt , fed to Message and Choice decoders.

The Message decoder is an RNN with hidden
state initialized as sAt , and outputting a probability
distribution p(mA

t |sAt ) over possible A messages.
At training time, we sample a message mA

t ; at test
time we take the most probable one. The Choice
decoder is a linear layer processing sAt and out-
putting a softmax-normalized vector of size 3. The
latter represents the probabilities p(cAt |sAt ) over
A’s possible choices: (i) cAt = 0 to continue play-
ing, (ii) cAt = 1 to choose tool tool1 and stop (iii)
cAt = 2 to choose tool tool2 and stop. Again,
we sample at training and argmax at test time. If
cAt = 0, the game continues. B receives message
mA
t , its previous state sBt−1 and input embedding

iB , and it outputs the tuple (mB
t+1, cBt+1, sBt+1) etc.,

until an agent stops the game, or the maximum
number of turns Tmax = 20 is reached.

When an agent stops by choosing a tool,
for example tool1, we compute the two util-
ities U(tool1, fruit) and U(tool2, fruit). If
U(tool1, fruit) ≥ U(tool2, fruit), that is the
best tool was chosen, shared reward is R = 1.
If U(tool1, fruit) < U(tool2, fruit) or if the
agents reach Tmax turns without choosing,R = 0.2

During learning, the reward is back-propagated

2We also tried directly using raw or normalized scalar util-
ities as rewards, with similar performances.
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with Reinforce (Williams, 1992). When the game
starts at t = 0, we feed the agent in position
1 a fixed dummy message m0, and the previous
states of the agents sAt−2 and sBt−1 are initialized
with fixed dummy s0. In the no-memory ablation,
previous internal states are always replaced by s0.
When we block communication, agent messages
are replaced bym0. Supplementary Section 2 pro-
vides hyperparameter and training details.

3 Measuring communication impact

Message Effect is computed on single turns and
uses causal theory (Pearl et al., 2016) to quantify
how much what an agent utters impacts the other,
compared to the counterfactual scenario in which
the speaking agent said something else.

Consider message mA
t uttered by A at turn t. If

cAt = 0 (that is, A continues the game), mA
t is pro-

cessed by B, along with sBt−1 and iB . At the next
turn, B outputs a choice cBt+1 and a message mB

t+1

drawn from p(cBt+1,m
B
t+1|sBt+1). B’s state sBt+1 is

deterministically determined by mA
t , c

A
t , s

B
t−1, i

B ,
so we can equivalently write that cBt+1 and mB

t+1

are drawn from p(cBt+1,m
B
t+1|mA

t , c
A
t , s

B
t−1, i

B).
Conditioning on cAt , s

B
t−1, i

B ensures there are no
confounders when we analyze the influence from
mA
t (Pearl et al., 2016). Supplementary Figure A1

shows the causal graph supporting our assump-
tions. We will not from here onwards write the
conditioning on cAt , s

B
t−1, i

B explicitly.
We define zBt+1 = (cBt+1,m

B
t+1). We want to

estimate how much the message from A, mA
t , in-

fluences the next-turn behaviour (choice and mes-
sage) of B, zBt+1. We thus measure the discrepancy
between the conditional distribution p(zBt+1|mA

t )
and the marginal distribution p(zBt+1) not taking
mA
t into account. However, we want to assess

agent B’s behaviour under other possible received
messages mA

t . To do so, when we compute the
marginal of agent B’s p(zBt+1), we intervene on
mA
t and draw the messages from the interven-

tion distribution. We define p̃(zBt+1), the marginal
computed with counterfactual messages m′At , as:

p̃(zBt+1) =
∑

mA
t

p(zBt+1|m′At )p̃(m′At ) (1)

where p̃(m′At ) is the intervention distribution, dif-
ferent from p(mA

t |sAt ). If at turn t, A continues the
game, we define the Message Effect (ME) from
agent A’s message mA

t on agent B’s choice and

Given the message mA
t from agent A.

1 Sample K pairs zBt+1,k ∼ p(zBt+1|mA
t ).

2 Sample J counterfactuals m′At,j ∼ p̃(m′At ).
3 For each zBt+1,k, do

p̃(zBt+1,k) =
J∑

j=1

p(zBt+1,k|m′At,j)p̃(m′At,j).

4 Return

MEA→Bt =
1

K

K∑

k=1

log
p(zBt+1,k|mA

t )

p̃(zBt+1,k)
.

Algorithm 1 Computation of MEA→Bt .

message pair, zBt+1 as:

MEA→Bt = KL
(
p(zBt+1|mA

t )||p̃(zBt+1)
)

(2)

where KL is the Kullback-Leibler divergence, and
p̃(zBt+1) is computed as in Eq. 1. This allows us
to measure how much the conditional distribution
differs from the marginal. Algorithm 1 shows how
we estimate MEA→Bt . In our experiments, we
draw K = 10 samples zBt+1,k, and use a uniform
intervention distribution p̃(m′At ) with J = 10.
This kind of counterfactual reasoning is explored
in depth by Bottou et al. (2013). Jaques et al.
(2018) and Lowe et al. (2019) present related mea-
sures of causal impact based on the Mutual Infor-
mation (MI) between influencing and influenced
agents. We discuss in Supplementary Section 3
possible issues with the MI-based approach.

Bilateral communication Intuitively, there has
been a proper dialogue if, in the course of a
conversation, each agent has said at least one
thing that influenced the other. We operational-
ize this through our bilateral communication mea-
sure. This is a binary, per-game score, that is pos-
itive only if in the game there has been at least
one turn with significant message effect in both
directions, i.e., ∃ t, t′ s.t. MEA→Bt > θ and
MEB→At′ > θ. We set θ = 0.1.3

3We considered setting θ to (i) the average ME returned
by untrained agents, but this led to a threshold extremely
close to 0, and (ii) the average of the agents’ ME values,
but this counterintuitively penalized pairs of agents with high
overall communication influence.
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4 Results

We first confirm that the agents succeed at the task,
and communication improves their performance.
Second, we study their pragmatics, looking at how
ablating communication and memory affect their
interaction. Finally, we try to interpret the seman-
tics of the agents’ messages.

4.1 Performance and pragmatics

We report mean and standard error of the mean
(SEM) over successful training seeds.4 Each agent
A or B can be either F (Fruit Player) or T (Tool
Player) and in position 1 or 2, depending on the
test game. We measure to what extent Tool Player
influences Fruit Player (MET→F ) and vice versa
(MEF→T ). Similarly, we evaluate position im-
pact by computing ME1→2 and ME2→1. We av-
erage ME values over messages sent during each
test game, and report averages over test games.
Note that we also intervene on the dummy initial-
ization message used at t = 0, which is received
by the agent in position 1. This impacts the value
of ME2→1. If the agent in position 1 has learned
to rely on the initialization message to understand
that the game is beginning, an intervention on this
message will have an influence we want to take
into account.5 Similarly, in the no-communication
ablation, when computing ME values, we replace
the dummy fixed message the agents receive with
a counterfactual. Finally, we emphasize that the
computation of ME values does not interfere with
game dynamics and does not affect performance.

Both communication and memory help Ta-
ble 1 shows that enabling the agents to com-
municate greatly increases performance compared
to the no-communication ablation, both with and
without memory, despite the high baseline set by
agents that learn about tool usefulness without
communicating (see discussion below). Agents
equipped with memory perform better than their
no-memory counterparts, but the gain in perfor-
mance is smaller compared to the gain attained
from communication. The overall best perfor-
mance is achieved with communication and mem-
ory. We also see that the agents generalize well,
with transfer-fruit performance almost matching
that on in-domain fruits. Next, we analyze in detail

4That is, training seeds leading to final validation perfor-
mance above 85%.

5Conversely, we ignore the messages agents send when
stopping the game, as they are never heard.

the impact of each factor (communication, mem-
ory) on agent performance and strategies.

No-communication, no-memory We start by
looking at how the game unfolds when commu-
nication and agent memory are ablated (top left
quadrant of Table 1). Performance is largely above
chance (≈ 50%), because, as discussed in Sec-
tion 2, some tools are intrinsically better on av-
erage across fruits than others. Without commu-
nication, the agents exploit this bias and learn a
strategy where (i) Fruit Player never picks the tool
but always continues the game and (ii) Tool Player
picks the tool according to average tool usefulness.
Indeed, Tool Player makes the choice in more than
99% of the games. Conversation length is 0 if Tool
Player starts and 1 if it is the second agent, requir-
ing the starting Fruit Player to pass its turn. Reas-
suringly, ME values are low, confirming the relia-
bility of this communication score, and indicating
that communication-deprived agents did not learn
to rely on the fixed dummy message (e.g., by us-
ing it as a constant bias). Still, we observe that,
across the consistently low values, Fruit Player ap-
pears to affect Tool Player significantly more than
the reverse (MEF→T > MET→F ). This is gener-
ally observed in all configurations, and we believe
it due to the fact that Tool Player takes charge of
most of the reasoning in the game. We come back
to this later in our analysis. We also observe that
the second player impacts the first more than the
reverse (ME2→1 > ME1→2). We found this to be
an artifact of the strategy adopted by the agents. In
the games in which Tool Player starts and imme-
diately stops the game, we can only compute ME
for the Tool/position-1 agent, by intervening on
the initialization. The resulting value, while tiny,
is unlikely to be exactly 0. In the games where
Fruit Player starts and Tool Player stops at the sec-
ond turn, we compute instead two tiny MEs, one
per agent. Hence, the observed asymmetry. We
verified this hypothesis by removing single-turn
games: the influence of the second player on the
first indeed disappears.

Impact of communication The top quadrants
of Table 1 show that communication helps perfor-
mance, despite the high baseline set by the “aver-
age tool usefulness” strategy. Importantly, when
communication is added, we see a dramatic in-
crease in the proportion of games with bilateral
communication, confirming that improved perfor-
mance is not due to an accidental effect of adding
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No communication With communication
Metric In Transfer In Transfer

N
o

m
em

or
y

Av. perf. (%) 84.83± 0.09 84.0± 0.11 96.9± 0.32 94.5± 0.37
MEF→T 0.133∗ ± 0.01 0.14∗ ± 0.01 5.0∗ ± 0.39 5.0∗ ± 0.36
MET→F 0.05± 0.02 0.030± 0.01 3.9± 0.38 3.3± 0.30
ME1→2 0.066± 0.00 0.067± 0.01 3.9± 0.29 3.7± 0.26
ME2→1 0.12∗ ± 0.02 0.10∗ ± 0.01 5.0∗ ± 0.38 4.7∗ ± 0.33

Bi. comm. (%) 1.4± 0.31 1.3± 0.40 88± 2.49 89± 2.24
Av. conv. length 0.508± 0.01 0.52± 0.01 2.16± 0.08 2.21± 0.10
T chooses (%) 99.4± 0.63 99.6± 0.56 85± 2.09 83± 2.56

W
ith

m
em

or
y

Av. perf. (%) 88.5± 0.11 87.7± 0.16 97.4± 0.12 95.3± 0.16
MEF→T 0.11∗ ± 0.01 0.13∗ ± 0.01 3.0∗ ± 0.29 2.8∗ ± 0.24
MET→F 0.064± 0.01 0.071± 0.01 1.8± 0.22 1.8± 0.21
ME1→2 0.085± 0.01 0.10± 0.01 2.4± 0.29 2.3± 0.22
ME2→1 0.093± 0.01 0.103± 0.01 2.4± 0.22 2.4± 0.21

Bi. comm. (%) 3.8± 0.61 4.6± 0.68 78± 2.55 78± 2.65
Av. conv. length 1.50± 0.06 1.46± 0.06 2.7± 0.11 2.7± 0.11
T chooses (%) 87.3± 1.34 85.8± 1.48 81± 2.94 81± 3.00

Table 1: Test performance and pragmatic measures mean and SEM in different settings. “Av. perf.” (average
performance) denotes % of samples where best tool was chosen, “Bi. comm.” denotes % of games with bilateral
communication taking place. “Av. conv. length” is average conversation length in turns. “T chooses” denotes %
of games ended by Tool Player. Values of ME with an asterisk ∗ are statistically significantly higher than their
reverse (e.g. MEF→T > MET→F ). Best “Av. perf.” and “Bi. comm.” in bold.

a new channel (Lowe et al., 2019). ME and aver-
age number of turns also increase. Fruit Player is
the more influential agent. This effect is not due
to the artifact we found in the no-communication
ablation, because almost all conversations, includ-
ing those started by Tool Player, are longer than
one turn, so we can compute both MEF→T and
MET→F . We believe the asymmetry to be due to
the fact that Tool Player is the agent that demands
more information from the other, as it is the one
that sees the tools, and that in the large majority of
cases makes the final choice. Supplementary Ta-
ble A4 shows that the gap between the influence
of the Fruit Player on the Tool player and its re-
verse is greater when the Fruit Player is in posi-
tion 2. This, then, explains ME2→1 > ME1→2 as
an epiphenomenon of Fruit Player being more in-
fluential.

Is memory ablation necessary for commu-
nication to matter? An important observation
from previous research is that depriving at least
one agent of memory might be necessary to de-
velop successful multi-turn communication (Kot-
tur et al., 2017; Cao et al., 2018; Evtimova et al.,
2018). This is undesirable, as obviously language
should not emerge simply as a surrogate for mem-

ories of amnesiac agents. The performance and
communicative behaviours results in the bottom
right quadrant of Table 1 show that, in our game,
genuine linguistic interaction (as cued by ME and
bilateral communication scores) is present even
when both agents are equipped with memory. It is
interesting however to study how adding memory
affects the game dynamics independently of com-
munication. In the bottom left quadrant, we see
that memory leads to some task performance im-
provement for communication-less agents. Man-
ual inspection of example games reveals that such
agents are developing turn-based strategies. For
example, Tool Player learns to continue the game
at turn t if tool1 has a round end. At t + 1, Fruit
Player can use the fact that Tool Player continues
at t as information about relative tool roundness,
and either pick the appropriate one based on the
fruit or continue to gather more information. In a
sense, agents learn to use the possibility to stop or
continue at each turn as a rudimentary communi-
cation channel. Indeed, exchanges are on average
longer when memory is involved, and turn-based
strategies appear even with communication. In the
latter case, agents rely on communication but also
on turn-based schemes, resulting in lower ME val-
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Messages Fruit Tool 1 Tool 2
Both 37± 1.70 31± 1.21 24± 1.07

F 37± 1.75 23.3± 0.66 16.7± 0.51
T 14.1± 0.79 32± 1.17 25± 1.04

Stats. (%) 5.786± 0.00 8.76± 0.01 7.682± 0.01

Table 2: Semantic classifier % accuracy mean and SEM
over successful training seeds.

ues and bilateral communication compared to the
no-memory ablation. Finally, the respective posi-
tions of the agents in the conversation no longer
impact ME (ME1→2 ≈ ME2→1). This might be
because, with memory, the starting agent can iden-
tify whether it is at turn t = 0, where it almost
always chooses to continue the game to send and
receive more information via communication. In-
tervening on the dummy initialization message has
a lower influence, resulting in lower ME2→1.

4.2 Conversation semantics

Having ascertained that our agents are conduct-
ing bidirectional conversations, we next try to de-
code what are the contents of such conversations.
To do this, we train separate classifiers to pre-
dict, from the message exchanges in successful in-
domain test game, what are Fruit, Tool 1, Tool 2
in the game.6 Consider for example a game in
which fruit is apple and tools 1 and 2 knife and
spoon, respectively. If the message-based classi-
fiers are, say, able to successfully decode apple but
not knife/spoon, this suggests that the messages
are about the fruit but not the tools. For each pre-
diction task, we train classifiers (i) on the whole
conversation, i.e., both agents’ utterances (Both),
and (ii) on either Player’s utterances: Fruit (F)
or Tool only (T). For comparison, we also report
accuracy of a baseline that makes guesses based
on the train category distribution (Stats), which is
stronger than chance. We report mean accuracy
and SEM across successful training seeds. Sup-
plementary Section 5 provides further details on
classifier implementation and training.

The first row of Table 2 shows that the conversa-
tion as a whole carries information about any ob-
ject. The second and third show that the agents are
mostly conveying information about their respec-
tive objects (which is very reasonable), but also, to
a lesser extent, but still well above baseline-level,

6We focus on the in-domain set as there are just 5 transfer
fruit categories. We also tried predicting triples at once with a
single classifier, that consistently reached above-baseline but
very low accuracies.

about the other agent’s input. This latter obser-
vation is intriguing. Further work should ascer-
tain if it is an artifact of fruit-tool correlations, or
pointing in the direction of more interesting lin-
guistic phenomena (e.g., asking “questions”). The
asymmetry between Tool 1 and 2 would also de-
serve further study, but importantly the agents are
clearly referring to both tools, showing they are
not adopting entirely degenerate strategies.7

We tentatively conclude that the agents did de-
velop the expected semantics, both being able to
refer to all objects in the games. Did they however
developed shared conventions to refer to them, as
in human language? This would not be an unrea-
sonable expectation, since the agents are symmet-
ric and learn to play both roles and in both posi-
tions. Following up on the idea of “self-play” of
Graesser et al. (2019), after a pair of agents A and
B are trained, we replace at test time agent B’s em-
bedders and modules with those in A, that is, we
let one agent play with a copy of itself. If A and
B are speaking the same language, this should not
affect test performance. Instead, we find that with
self-play average game performance drops down
to 67% and 65% in in-domain and transfer test
sets, respectively. This suggests that the agents de-
veloped their own idiolects. The fact that perfor-
mance is still above chance could be due to the fact
that the latter are at least partially exchangeable, or
simply to the fact that agents can still do reason-
ably well by relying on knowledge of average tool
usefulness (self-play performance is below that of
the communication-less agents in Table 1). To
decide between these interpretations, we trained
the semantic classifier on conversations where A
is the Fruit Player and B the Tool Player, testing
on conversations about the same inputs, but where
the roles are inverted. The performance drops
down to the levels of the Stats baseline (Supple-
mentary Table A5), supporting the conclusion that
non-random performance is due to knowledge ac-
quired by the agents independently of communica-
tion, and not partial similarity among their codes.

5 Related work

Games Among the long history of early works that
model language evolution between agents (e.g.

7We experiment with single symbol messages (and multi-
turn conversation) but using longer messages we could po-
tentially witness interesting phenomena such as the emer-
gence of compositionality. We leave this exploration for fu-
ture work.
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Steels, 2003; Brighton et al., 2003), Reitter and
Lebiere (2011) simulate human language evolu-
tion with a Pictionary type task. Most recently,
with the advent of neural network architectures,
literature focuses on simple referential games with
a sender sending a single message to a receiver,
and reward depending directly on communication
success (e.g., Lazaridou et al., 2017; Havrylov
and Titov, 2017; Lazaridou et al., 2018). Evti-
mova et al. (2018) extend the referential game
presenting the sender and receiver with referent
views in different modalities, and allowing mul-
tiple message rounds. Still, reward is given di-
rectly for referential success, and the roles and
turns of the agents are fixed. Das et al. (2017)
generalize Lewis’ signaling game (Lewis, 1969)
and propose a cooperative image guessing game
between two agents, a question bot and an answer
bot. They find that grounded language emerges
without supervision. Cao et al. (2018) (expanding
on Lewis et al., 2017) propose a setup where two
agents see the same set of items, and each is pro-
vided with arbitrary, episode-specific utility func-
tions for the object. The agents must converge in
multi-turn conversation to a decision about how to
split the items. The fundamental novelty of our
game with respect to theirs is that our rewards de-
pend on consistent, realistic commonsense knowl-
edge that is stable across episodes (hammers are
good to break hard-shell fruits, etc.). Mordatch
and Abbeel (2018) (see also Lowe et al., 2017)
study emergent communication among multiple
(> 2) agents pursuing their respective goals in a
maze. In their setup, fully symmetric agents are
encouraged to use flexible, multi-turn communi-
cation as a problem-solving tool. However, the
independent complexities of navigation make the
environment somewhat cumbersome if the aim is
to study emergent communication.

Communication analysis Relatively few pa-
pers have focused specifically on the analysis of
the emergent communication protocol. Among the
ones more closely related to our line of inquiry,
Kottur et al. (2017) analyze a multi-turn signal-
ing game. One important result is that, in their
game, the agents only develop a sensible code if
the sender is deprived of memory across turns. Ev-
timova et al. (2018) study the dynamics of agent
confidence and informativeness as a conversation
progresses. Cao et al. (2018) train probe classi-
fiers to predict, from the messages, each agent util-

ity function and the decided split of items. Most
directly related to our pragmatic analysis, Lowe
et al. (2019), who focus on simple matrix commu-
nication games, introduce the notions of positive
signaling (an agent sends messages that are related
to its state) and positive listening (an agent’s be-
haviour is influenced by the message it receives).
They show that positive signaling does not en-
tail positive listening, and commonly used metrics
might not necessarily detect the presence of one
or the other. We build on their work, by focus-
ing on the importance of mutual positive listening
in communication (our “bilateral communication”
measure). We further refine the causal approach to
measuring influence they introduce. Jaques et al.
(2018) also use the notion of causal influence, both
directly as a term in the agent cost function, and to
analyze their behaviour.

6 Discussion

We introduced a more challenging and arguably
natural game to study emergent communication in
deep network agents. Our experiments show that
these agents do develop genuine communication
even when (i) successful communication per se is
not directly rewarded; (ii) the observable environ-
ment already contains stable, reliable information
helping to solve the task (object affordances); and
(iii) the agents are not artificially forced to rely on
communication by erasing their memory. The lin-
guistic exchanges of the agents are not only lead-
ing to significantly better task performance, but
can be properly pragmatically characterized as di-
alogues, in the sense that the behaviour of each
agent is affected by what the other agent says.
Moreover, they use language, at least in part, to
denote the objects in their environment, showing
primitive hallmarks of a referential semantics.

We also find, however, that agent pairs trained
together in fully symmetrical conditions develop
their own idiolects, such that an agent won’t (fully)
understand itself in self play. As convergence to
a shared code is another basic property of human
language, in future research we will explore ways
to make it emerge. First, we note that Graesser
et al. (2019), who study a simple signaling game,
similarly conclude that training single pairs of
agents does not lead to the emergence of a com-
mon language, which requires diffusion in larger
communities. We intend to verify if a similar trend
emerges if we extend our game to larger agent
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groups. Conversely, equipping the agents with a
feedback loop in which they also receive their own
messages as input might encourage shared codes
across speaker and listener roles.

In the current paper, we limited ourselves to
one-symbol messages, facilitating analysis but
greatly reducing the spectrum of potentially emer-
gent linguistic phenomena to study. Another im-
portant direction for future work is thus to endow
agents with the possibility of producing, at each
turn, a sequence of symbols, and analyze how this
affects conversation dynamics and the communi-
cation protocol. Finally, having shown that agents
succeed in our setup, we intend to test them with
larger, more challenging datasets, possibly involv-
ing more realistic perceptual input.
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Abstract

Lake and Baroni (2018) introduced the SCAN
dataset probing the ability of seq2seq models
to capture compositional generalizations, such
as inferring the meaning of “jump around” 0-
shot from the component words. Recurrent
networks (RNNs) were found to completely
fail the most challenging generalization cases.
We test here a convolutional network (CNN)
on these tasks, reporting hugely improved per-
formance with respect to RNNs. Despite the
big improvement, the CNN has however not
induced systematic rules, suggesting that the
difference between compositional and non-
compositional behaviour is not clear-cut.

1 Introduction

Recent deep neural network successes rekindled
classic debates on their natural language process-
ing abilities (e.g., Kirov and Cotterell, 2018; Mc-
Coy et al., 2018; Pater, 2018). Lake and Ba-
roni (2018) and Loula et al. (2018) proposed the
SCAN challenge to directly assess the ability of
sequence-to-sequence networks to perform sys-
tematic, compositional generalization of linguistic
rules. Their results, and those of Bastings et al.
(2018), have shown that modern recurrent net-
works (gated RNNs, such as LSTMs and GRUs)
generalize well to new sequences that resemble
those encountered in training, but achieve very low
performance when generalization must be sup-
ported by a systematic compositional rule, such as
“to X twice you X and X” (e.g., to jump twice, you
jump and jump again).

Non-recurrent models, such as convolutional
neural networks (CNNs, Kalchbrenner et al.,
2016; Gehring et al., 2016, 2017) and self-
attentive models (Vaswani et al., 2017; Chen et al.,
2018) have recently reached comparable or better
performance than RNNs on machine translation

and other benchmarks. Their linguistic proper-
ties are however still generally poorly understood.
Tang et al. (2018) have shown that RNNs and self-
attentive models are better than CNNs at captur-
ing long-distance agreement, while self-attentive
networks excel at word sense disambiguation. In
an extensive comparison, Bai et al. (2018) showed
that CNNs generally outperform RNNs, although
the differences were typically not huge. We evalu-
ate here an out-of-the-box CNN on the most chal-
lenging SCAN tasks, and we uncover the surpris-
ing fact that CNNs are dramatically better than
RNNs at compositional generalization. As they
are more cumbersome to train, we leave testing of
self-attentive networks to future work.

2 SCAN

SCAN studies compositionality in a simple com-
mand execution environment framed as a super-
vised sequence-to-sequence task. The neural net-
work receives word sequences as input, and has
to produce the correspondence action sequence.
Examples are given in Table 1. Lake and Ba-
roni (2018) originally introduced 4 train/test splits,
of which we consider 2.1 In the random split,
the training set includes 80% of randomly se-
lected distinct SCAN commands, with the remain-
ing 20% in the test set. This requires generaliza-
tion, as no test command is encountered in train-
ing, but there is no systematic difference between
the commands in the two sets. In the jump split,

1We also tested our CNNs on SCAN’s length split, where
test commands require systematically longer actions than the
training ones. Accuracy was near 0%, as the learned posi-
tional embeddings of our CNN architecture do not generalize
beyond training lengths. We leave the investigation of more
flexible positional encodings (as in, e.g., Vaswani et al., 2017)
to future work. We also experimented with SCAN’s turn left
split, obtaining near-perfect generalization. As RNNs were
already performing very well in this split, we focus in the
paper on the more challenging jump case.
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Split Train Com-
mand

Test Command

random walk opposite
left; turn left
twice and look

walk and jump
right twice; run
and run thrice

jump jump; turn left
twice after look

turn left twice
after jump; run
twice and jump

around-right jump
around left; turn
opposite right
twice

walk
around right;
look around right
and jump left

Table 1: Training and test examples for the three splits
used in our experiments.

the jump command is only seen in isolation during
training, and the test set consists of all compos-
ite commands with jump. A system able to ex-
tract compositional rules (such as “X twice means
to X and X”) should have no problem generaliz-
ing them to a new verb, as in this split. Loula
et al. (2018) proposed a set of new SCAN splits,
the most challenging one being the around-right
split. The training partition contains examples of
around and right, but never in combination. The
test set contains all possible around right com-
mands. Loula and colleagues want to test “second-
order modification”, as models must learn how
to compositionally apply the around function to
right, which is in turn a first-order function modi-
fying simple action verbs.

3 Experimental setup

Model We use the fully convolutional encoder-
decoder model of Gehring et al. (2017) out of the
box, using version 0.6.0 of the fairseq toolkit.2

The model uses convolutional filters and Gated
Linear Units (Dauphin et al., 2016) along with
an attention mechanism that connects the encoder
and the decoder. Attention is computed separately
for each encoder layer, and produces weighted
sums over encoder input embeddings and encoder
outputs. See the original paper for details.

Training The shift in distribution between train-
ing and test splits makes SCAN unsuitable for
validation-set tuning. Instead, following Lake and
Baroni (2018) and Loula et al. (2018), we train on
100k random samples with replacement from the
training command set. We explore different batch
sizes (in terms of number of tokens per batch:
25, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000), learning rates (0.1,

2https://github.com/pytorch/fairseq

random jump around-right
LSTM 99.8 1.2 2.5±2.7
GRU 100.0±0.0 12.5±6.6 –
CNN 100.0±0.0 69.2±8.2 56.7±10.2

Table 2: Test accuracy (%) on SCAN splits (means
across 5 seeds, with standard deviation if available).
Top LSTM results from Lake and Baroni (2018)/Loula
et al. (2018), GRU from Bastings et al. (2018).

0.01, 0.001), layer dimensionalities (128, 256,
512), layer numbers (6 to 10), convolutional ker-
nel width (3, 4, 5) and amount of dropout used
(0, 0.25, 0.5). For all other hyperparameters, we
accept recommended/default fairseq values. Each
configuration is run with 5 seeds, and we report
means and standard deviations.

4 Results

Our main results are in Table 2. CNNs, like RNNs,
succeed in the random split, and achieve much
higher accuracy (albeit still far from being perfect)
in the challenging jump and around-right splits.

The SCAN tasks should be easy for a system
that learned the right composition rules. Perhaps,
CNNs do not achieve 100% accuracy because they
only learned a subset of the necessary rules. For
example, they might correctly interpret the new
expression jump twice because they induced a X
twice rule at training time, but fail jump thrice be-
cause they missed the corresponding X thrice rule.
Since SCAN semantic composition rules are asso-
ciated with single words in input commands, we
can check this hypothesis by looking at error dis-
tribution across input words. It turns out (Fig. 1)
that errors are not associated to specific input com-
mands. Error proportion is instead relatively sta-
ble across command words. Direct inspection re-
veals no traces of systematicity: errors cut across
composition rules. Indeed, we often find minimal
pairs in which changing one action verb with an-
other (distributionally equivalent in SCAN) turns
a correctly executed command into a failed one.
For example, in the jump split, the CNN correctly
executes jump left after walk, but fails jump left af-
ter run (jumping is forgotten). Analogously, in the
around-right split, run around right is correctly
executed, but “walk around right” is not (the net-
work stops too early).

Robustness Fig. 2 shows a big difference in sta-
bility between random and the other splits across
top hyperparameter configurations. The random
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Figure 1: Proportion of commands with a certain
command word (over total commands with that word)
wrongly executed by best CNNs.

results are very stable. Jump accuracy is rela-
tively stable across hyperparameters, but has large
variance across initialization seeds. For the most
challenging around-right split, we observe insta-
bility both across seeds and hyperparameters (al-
though even the lowest end of the reported accu-
racies is well above best RNN performance in the
corresponding experiments). Another question is
whether the best configurations are shared, or each
split requires an ad-hoc hyperparameter choice.
We find that there are configurations that achieve
good performance across the splits. In particu-
lar, the best overall configuration, found by mini-
mizing ranks across splits, has 0.01 learning rate,
25-tokens batch size, 0.25 dropout, 6 layers, 512
layer dimensionality, and kernels of width 5. Such
model was 13th best (of about 2.5K explored) on
the random split (with mean cross-seed accuracy
of 99.92%, off by 0.05% from top configuration),
32th on the jump split (60.67% mean accuracy, off
by 8.62%), and 2nd in the around-right split (mean
53.25% accuracy, off by 3.45%).

Kernel width One important difference be-
tween recurrent and convolutional architectures is
that CNN kernel width imposes a strong prior on
the window of elements to be processed together.
We conjecture that relatively wide encoder and
decoder widths, by pushing the network to keep
wider contexts into account, might favour the ac-
quisition of template-based generalizations, and
hence better compositionality. To investigate this,

Figure 2: Accuracies (%) of top-10 models on random,
jump and around-right. Arrows denote standard devia-
tions, dashed lines average accuracy across top-10.

we varied encoder and decoder widths of the best-
overall model between 1 and 5.3

Fig. 3 shows that the random split confirms our
expectations, as both wider encoder and decoder
windows improve performance. The jump results
follow the same trend, although in a less clear-cut
way. Still, the narrowest encoder-decoder combi-
nation has the worst performance, and the widest
one the top one. For the around-right split, it is
also better to use the widest encoder, but top per-
formance is achieved with the narrowest decoder
(width=1). Indeed, with the narrow decoder we
obtain around-right accuracies that are even above
the absolute-best jump-split performance. Since
the novel output templates in the around-right split
are by construction long (they involve executing
an around command that requires repeating an
action 4 times), we would have rather expected
models keeping track of a larger decoding win-
dow to fare better, particularly in this case. We
tried to gain some insight on the attested behaviour
by looking at performance distribution in function
of input and output length, failing to detect dif-
ferent patterns in the wide-decoder jump model
vs. the narrow-decoder around-right model (anal-
ysis not reported here for space reasons). Look-
ing qualitatively at the errors, we note that, for
both splits, the narrower decoder tends to skip tra-
jectory sub-chunks (e.g., executing “jump around
right” with 3 instead of 4 right turns followed by

3At least on the encoder side, larger widths seem exces-
sive, as the longest commands are 9-word-long.
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Figure 3: Mean accuracies (%) across 5 seeds, in function of decoder (x axis) and encoder (colors) kernel widths.
Arrows denote standard deviations. Best viewed in color.

jumps), whereas the wider kernel is more likely
to substitute actions (e.g., turning left instead of
right) than undershooting the length. This impres-
sionistic observation is supported by the fact that,
for both splits, the narrow-kernel errors have con-
siderably larger variance than the wide-kernel er-
rors with respect to ground-truth length, indicating
that, with narrow decoder kernel, the model is less
stable in terms of output sequence length. This,
however, only confirms our conjecture that a wider
decoder kernel helps length management. We still
have no insight on why the narrower kernel should
be better on the around-right split.

Multi-layer attention The fairseq CNN has at-
tention from all layers of the decoder. Is the pos-
sibility to focus on different aspects of the input
while decoding from different layers crucial to its
better generalization skills? Fig. 4 reports accura-
cies when applying attention from a subset of the 6
layers only. The random split differences are min-
imal, but ablating attentions greatly affects perfor-
mance on the compositional splits (although, in
both cases, there is a single ablated configuration
that is as good as the full setup).

5 Conclusion

Compared to the RNNs previously tested in the
literature, the out-of-the-box fairseq CNN archi-
tecture reaches dramatically better performance
on the SCAN compositional generalization tasks.
The CNN is however not learning rule-like com-
positional generalizations, as its mistakes are non-
systematic and they are evenly spread across dif-
ferent commands. Thus, the CNN achieved a con-

Figure 4: Accuracy (%) of overall-best model with at-
tention only from first layer (bottom1), first two layers
(bottom2), . . . , last two layers (top2), top layer only
(top1). Means and standard deviations across 5 seeds.
Dashed lines show full multi-layer attention results.

siderable degree of generalization, even on an ex-
plicitly compositional benchmark, without some-
thing akin to rule-based reasoning. Fully under-
standing generalization of deep seq2seq models
might require a less clear-cut view of the divide
between statistical pattern matching and symbolic
composition. In future work, we would like to fur-
ther our insights on the CNN aspects that are cru-
cial for the task, our preliminary analyses of kernel
width and attention.
Concerning the comparison with RNNs, the best
LSTM architecture of Lake and Baroni has two
200-dimensional layers, and it is consequently
more parsimonious than our best CNN (1/4 of
parameters). In informal experiments, we found
shallow CNNs incapable to handle even the sim-
plest random split. On the other hand, it is hard to
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train very deep LSTMs, and it is not clear that the
latter models need the same depth CNNs require
to “view” long sequences. We leave a proper for-
mulation of a tighter comparison to future work.
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Abstract

The study of linguistic typology is rooted in
the implications we find between linguistic
features, such as the fact that languages with
object-verb word ordering tend to have post-
positions. Uncovering such implications typi-
cally amounts to time-consuming manual pro-
cessing by trained and experienced linguists,
which potentially leaves key linguistic univer-
sals unexplored. In this paper, we present a
computational model which successfully iden-
tifies known universals, including Greenberg
universals, but also uncovers new ones, wor-
thy of further linguistic investigation. Our ap-
proach outperforms baselines previously used
for this problem, as well as a strong baseline
from knowledge base population.

1 Introduction

Linguistic typology is concerned with mapping out
the relationships between languages with reference
to structural and functional properties (Croft, 2002).
A typologist may ask, for instance, how a language
encodes syntactic features and relationships. Does
it place its verbs before objects or after, and does it
have prepositions or postpositions? It is well estab-
lished that many features of languages are highly
correlated, sometimes to the extent that they imply
each other. Based on this observation, Greenberg
(1963) establishes the notion of implicational uni-
versals, i.e., cases where the presence of one feature
strictly implies the presence of another.

Universals are important to investigate as they of-
fer insight into the inner workings of language and
define the space of plausible languages. Universals
can aid cognitive scientists examining the underly-
ing processes of language, as there arguably is a
cognitive reason for why, e.g., languages with OV
ordering are postpositional (Greenberg, 1963). In
the context of natural language processing (NLP),
when creating synthetic data for multilingual NLP,

SV

OV

SVO

Noun-
Adjective

Figure 1: Visualisation of a section of our induced
graphical model. Observing the features in the left-
most nodes (SV, OV, and Noun-Adjective), can we cor-
rectly infer the value of the right-most node (SVO)?

one should consider universals to maintain the plau-
sibility of the data (Wang and Eisner, 2016). Com-
putational typology can furthermore be used to in-
duce language representations, useful in, e.g., lan-
guage modelling (Östling and Tiedemann, 2017)
and syntactic parsing (de Lhoneux et al., 2018).

In this paper, we argue that the deterministic
Greenbergian view of implications (Greenberg,
1963) is outdated. Instead, we suggest that a proba-
bilistic view of implications is more suitable, and
define the notion of a probabilistic typological im-
plication as a certain conditional probability dis-
tribution. We do this by first placing a joint distri-
bution over the vector of typological features, and
then marginalising out all features other than the
two under consideration. This computation is made
tractable by learning a tree-structured graphical
model (Figure 1) with the PC algorithm of Neapoli-
tan (2004) and then applying the belief propagation
(BP) algorithm (Pearl, 1982). We draw inspira-
tion from manual linguistic efforts to this problem
(Greenberg, 1963; Lehmann, 1978), as well as from
previous computational methods (Daumé III and
Campbell, 2007; Bjerva et al., 2019a). Addition-
ally, we provide a qualitative analysis of predicted
implications, as well as performing an empirical
evaluation on typological feature prediction, com-
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paring to strong baselines.

2 From A Generative Model to
Probabilistic Implications

Notation. We now seek a probabilistic formali-
sation of typological implications. First, we will
introduce the relevant notation. Let ` be a language.
We will seek to explain the observed, language-
specific binary vector of typological features, or
parameters, π` where π`i = 1 indicates that the ith

typological feature is “on” in language `. When
it is unambiguous, we will drop the superscript `.
Note that we call the vector π due to a spiritual sim-
ilarity to the principle-and-parameters framework
of Chomsky (1981).

A Generative Model of Typology. We construct
a simple generative probability model over the the
vector of typological features π, which factorises
according to some tree structure T . We will dis-
cuss the provenance of T below. Concretely, this
distribution is defined as

p(π) =

|π|∏

i=1

p(πi | paT [πi]) (1)

where paT [·] is a function that returns the par-
ents of πi, if any, in the tree T . Each condi-
tional p(πi | paT [πi]) is treated tabularly with one
parameter per table entry: each table entry is a
unique configuration of the feature πi and its par-
ents paT [πi]. We place a symmetric Dirichlet prior
with concentration parameter α = 5, over each of
p(πi | paT [πi])’s table entries. This corresponds to
add-5 smoothing.

Probabilistic Implications. Although the orig-
inal Greenbergian view of implications is deter-
ministic, we argue that a probabilistic approach is
more suitable. Indeed, logical implications are a
special case of conditional probabilities that only
take the values 0 and 1, rather than values in [0, 1].
Specifically, we argue that probabilistic implica-
tions should take the form of the following condi-
tional probability distribution:

p(πi | πj) =
∑

π′
p(πi,π

′ | πj) (2)

where π′ is a subvector that omits the indices i
and j. In text, our goal is to sum out all possi-
ble languages, holding two typological features,
πi and πj , fixed. We note that since our model p

factorises according to the tree T , this sum may
be performed in polynomial time using dynamic
programming, specifically the belief propagation
algorithm (Pearl, 1982). Note that we contend this
improves upon the ideas of Daumé III and Camp-
bell (2007), who only considered pair-wise inter-
actions of features: Our definition of probabilistic
implications marginalises out all other features.

Discovering Probabilistic Implications. How
can we use a generative model to discover typo-
logical implications? What we would like to know
is how often p(πi | πj) is significantly different
than p(πi). We note that p(πi) can also be com-
puted with BP. We now reduce the search for ty-
pological implications as asking when the quantity
|p(πi | πj) − p(πi)| is statistically significantly
greater than 0. Given a sufficiently expressive gen-
erative model p, this allows for a richer notion of
implication than Greenberg original proposed, as it
admits the softer notion of typological influence.

Learning the Structure of p. There are many
ways to learn the tree structure T , and we choose
the PC algorithm of Neapolitan (2004). This algo-
rithm works in two steps—first, it learns a skeleton
graph from the data (in our case, a typological data
base), with undirected edges. Next, it orients these
edges so as to form a directed acyclic graph. Once
we have fit this graph so as to represent p(π), we
are left with a tractable model we can use to predict
held-out typological features and discover typolog-
ical implications.

Parameter Estimation. We apply maximum a
posteriori (MAP) inference in order to estimate the
parameters of our model. If all the data were ob-
served, i.e. there were no missing values in WALS,
this could be achieved by counting and normalising
across the typological database in question with the
previously mentioned Dirichlet prior. (The prior
simply corresponds to add-λ smoothing.) However,
in many cases we do have missing data. In fact,
we almost never observe all the values in WALS.
Thus, we must rely on expectation-maximisation to
perform MAP estimation (Dempster et al., 1977).
The gist of the algorithm is simple: we compute
“pseudocounts” for the missing entries using belief
propagation, which we smooth as if they had been
observed values. Using these pseudocounts, we
get a new estimate of the parameters by count-and-
divide as in the fully supervised case. We iterate
between updating the pseudocounts and perform-
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Figure 2: Consonant inventory sizes across languages
in the world (WALS, Dryer and Haspelmath (2013)).

ing count-and-divide. This is a standard technique
in the literature.

Decoding. In section 4, we are interested in pre-
dicting typological features given others. If we
wish to predict πi given observed features for a
language πobs, we compute

π?i = argmax p(πi | πobs) (3)

= argmax
∑

πunobs

p(πi,πunobs | πobs) (4)

where we marginalize out all those features πunobs
unobserved or held out in a given language. The
conditional may be computed with belief propa-
gation and the argmax is over the set {0, 1}. This
makes the computation tractable.

3 WALS: A Typological Database

Before explaining our experimental setup, we first
explain the data set we use in evaluation. We eval-
uate on the World Atlas of Language Structure
(WALS, Dryer and Haspelmath (2013), which is
the largest openly available typological database.
It comprises approximately 200 linguistic features
with annotations for more than 2,500 languages.
These annotations have been made by expert typol-
ogists through meticulous study of grammars and
field work. WALS is quite sparse, however, as only
100 of these languages have annotations for all fea-
tures. For instance, Figure 2 shows the distribution
of consonant inventory sizes across the languages
for which this feature is annotated. Although this
is not our main contribution, the fact that we can
predict held-out features offers a way to fill in the
feature value gaps which exist for the vast majority
of languages.

Pre-processing We pre-process our data simi-
larly to Daumé III and Campbell (2007). We fil-

N implicants 2 3 4 5 6

Phonology 0.75 0.82 0.84 0.86 0.89
Morphology 0.77 0.85 0.87 0.70 0.82
Nominal Categories 0.72 0.83 0.80 0.84 0.81
Nominal Syntax 0.77 0.89 0.85 0.89 0.81
Verbal Categories 0.80 0.84 0.80 0.86 0.90
Word Order 0.74 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.93
Clause 0.75 0.81 0.84 0.85 0.84
Complex 0.82 0.83 0.87 0.93 0.84
Lexical 0.83 0.76 0.75 0.85 0.79

Mean 0.77 0.83 0.83 0.85 0.85

Most freq. 0.30
Pairwise 0.77
PRA 0.81
Language embeddings 0.85

Table 1: Accuracies for feature prediction in a typo-
logically diverse test set, across number of implicants
used. Note that the numbers are not comparable across
columns nor to the baseline, since each makes a differ-
ent number of predictions.

ter out features which are not encoded for at least
100 languages, and feature values which occur for
fewer than 10% of the languages. The reason for
this is that any implications found for exceedingly
rare features is likely to be inconclusive. We fur-
ther follow Daumé III and Campbell (2007) in that
we binarise features with more than 7 feature val-
ues such that they simply encode whether or not a
language has a feature. For instance, features are
not likely to have implicants determining the num-
ber of tones, but rather the presence or absence of
tones. Finally, they take into account that languages
are not independent, as phylogenetic similarity can
help infer features in closely related languages. We
do not use this information, as we are interested in
finding implications which ought to be independent
of language relatedness.

4 Two Typological Experiments

In order to evaluate our probabilistic approach to
typological implications, we define two tasks. Our
empirical evaluation is based on predicting fea-
tures so as to get an objective measure of our model,
which is comparable both to previous work and
other strong baselines. Second, we include a quali-
tative evaluation, as we are interested in uncover-
ing both known and novel typological implications.

4.1 Predicting Typological Features

Feature prediction is a commonly used task in eval-
uating how well a given model is able to explain
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the typological features of languages (Daumé III
and Campbell, 2007; Malaviya et al., 2017; Cot-
terell and Eisner, 2018; Ponti et al., 2018; Bjerva
et al., 2019a). This is an important task which can
highlight the extent to which a model has learned
interdependencies between languages and features.
We include this evaluation to first show that our
model has predictive power which surpasses strong
baselines, before investigating the main research
question of this work, i.e., the extent to which we
can uncover probabilistic implications. We evalu-
ate the models on feature prediction by fitting our
model on 80% of the languages in WALS, and leav-
ing out 10% of the languages for development and
testing, respectively.

We split our evaluation of our model up across
the feature categories present in WALS. These
cover areas such as phonology, morphology etc.,
listed in Table 1. During the typological feature
prediction experiments, we consider a single such
WALS category at a time.We vary the number of
implicants by allowing the model to observe 2
to 6 features from within this category as well as
the values of features in other categories. This
is done as having access to, e.g., all word-order
features when predicting a final word order feature
would be much easier than our setting. Hence,
our experiment will show the extent to which
increasing the number of features from the current
feature category affects predictive power. We vary
the number of implicants k from 2 to 6 features in
each category with a total of n features, this gives
us
(
n
k

)
total sets per number of implicants k. For

each such set, we attempt to predict all held-out
features in that category in a leave-one-out-style
evaluation. This results in

(
n
k

)
(n− k) predictions

to make per category per number of implicants
k. Performance is measured by averaging the
accuracy of predictions of all held-out features
over the entire test set, across categories.

Baseline #1: Most frequent Since many typo-
logical features have low-entropy distributions, a
most frequent class baseline is a relatively strong
lower bound for prediction of typological features.
For instance, this yields an accuracy of 45% when
predicting the canonical subject–object–verb order-
ing in a language.

Baseline #2: Pairwise prediction We imple-
ment a simple baseline based on pairwise predic-
tion of typological features. This is inspired by the

approach in Daumé III and Campbell (2007). As
this code was not publicly available we provide our
own non-Bayesian implementation.

Baseline #3: PRA Since WALS can be seen as
a knowledge base, we apply a strong baseline from
the field of knowledge base population. Path Rank-
ing Algorithm (PRA) is an algorithm which finds
relation paths by traversing the knowledge graph,
which can then be used to predict implicatures
and feature values (Lao and Cohen, 2010; Lao
et al., 2011).1 We train PRA using the standard
hyperparameters of the existing implementation,
which includes regularising with `1 = 0.001 and
`2 = 0.001, as well as using negative sampling.

Baseline #4: Language embeddings Although
we aim to predict implications, and not only fea-
ture values, we compare with previous work on
predicting typological features in WALS (Bjerva
and Augenstein, 2018a). As their setup is different,
we use their highest reported score as a baseline.

Feature Prediction Results. Table 1 contains
the results from feature prediction across the chap-
ters outlined in WALS. Our implementation is able
to predict features across categories above baseline
levels. At increasing numbers of implicants, pre-
diction power tends to increase. This is not the case
for all feature categories, however. One such case
is Nominal Syntax, in which performance peaks
at 3 implicants. This is expected, as correlations
only exist between some features, thus at a certain
point access to more typological features no longer
helps performance. Note that although the baseline
numbers are based on predicting the same features
as our model, the baseline models do not observe
the same features during prediction - for instance
Baseline #4 does not make predictions based on
other feature values, but is trained on one feature
at a time.

4.2 Discovering Typological Implications

Having established that our method bests several
competitive baselines for prediction of typologi-
cal features, we next look at what implications our
probabilisation of typology allows us to find. We
search for those conditional probabilities where the
quantity |p(πi | πj)− p(πi)| is statistically signifi-
cantly greater than 0, as found with an independent

1We use the original implementation of PRA available
here: https://github.com/noon99jaki/pra
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# Implicant ⊃ Implicand

1* Postpositions ⊃ Genitive-Noun (Greenberg #2a)
2* Postpositions ⊃ OV (Greenberg #4)
3 OV ⊃ SV
4* Postpositions ⊃ SV
5* Prepositions ⊃ VO (Greenberg #4)
6* Prepositions ⊃ Initial subord. word (Lehmann)

7* Adjective-Noun, Postpositions ⊃ Demonstrative-Noun
8* Genitive-Noun, Adjective-Noun ⊃ OV

9 SV
OV

Noun-Adjective ⊃ SOV
10 Degree word-Adjective

VO and Noun–Relative Clause
SVO ⊃ Numeral-Noun

11 SOV
OV and Relative Clause–Noun

Adjective-Degree word ⊃ Noun-Numeral

Table 2: Hand-picked implications. In cases where the
same is covered by Daumé III and Campbell (2007),
we borrow their analysis (marked with *).

two-tailed t-test.2 After adjusting for multiple tests
with the Bonferroni correction, we report those im-
plications where p < 0.05. We report the full list
of implications found by our model in the Supple-
ments and show a subset of these in Table 2.3 We
note that we are able to find the same implications
listed by Daumé III and Campbell (2007), some of
which are listed in the table. These implications
include Greenberg universals (Greenberg, 1963),
showing that our approach to probabilisation of lin-
guistic universals is suitable to replicate previous
work.

Transitivity across implications At first glance,
it is not clear why postpositions should imply SV
word order, as stated in #4. Yet, #2 is a well-
established universal (Greenberg, 1963) and #3
comes with strong statistical evidence: SV order
is much more frequent than VS word order in OV
languages (98.44% of these are predominantly SV).
Our model has thus used transitive reasoning of the
form if A ⊃ B ∧B ⊃ C then A ⊃ C to find #2.

The power of multiple implicants Implications
#10 and #11 concern the order between nouns and
their numeral modifiers. The two main alterna-
tives here, Noun-Numeral and Numeral-Noun are
of comparable frequency in WALS; they occur in
607 and 479 languages, respectively, i.e. Noun-
Numeral holds the majority with only 55%. If we
consider each of the three implicants listed in im-
plication #11 on their own, the strongest statistical

2Future work will make use of a non-parametric test,
whose details we are still working out.

3Also on bjerva.github.io/imp_acl19.pdf.

power goes to the Degree word–Adjective feature:
conditioned on this feature, the Numeral-Noun or-
der holds in 79% of the relevant languages. The
combination of all three implicants, on the other
hand, results in a subset of languages with 91%
Numeral-Noun order. The Numeral-Noun order
can thus be implied with considerably more confi-
dence from a combination of multiple implicants.

5 Related Work

Typological implications outline the space of
possible languages, based on evidence from ob-
served languages, as recorded and classified by lin-
guists (Greenberg, 1963; Lehmann, 1978; Hawkins,
1983). While work in this direction has been man-
ual, typological knowledge bases do exist now
(Dryer and Haspelmath, 2013; Partick Littel and
Levin, 2016), which allows for automated discov-
ery of implications. Although previous computa-
tional work exists (Daumé III and Campbell, 2007),
we are the first to introduce a probabilisation of
typological implications.

In addition to work on finding implications based
on known features, there is an increasing amount
of work on computational methods to discovering
typological features (Ponti et al., 2018). Work in
this area includes unsupervised discovery of word
order (Östling, 2015) or other linguistic features
(Asgari and Schütze, 2017), typological probing
of language representations (Bjerva et al., 2019b;
Beinborn and Choenni, 2019), and several papers
attempt to predict typological features in WALS
(Georgi et al., 2010; Malaviya et al., 2017; Bjerva
and Augenstein, 2018a,b; Cotterell and Eisner,
2017, 2018; Bjerva et al., 2019a).

6 Conclusions

We defined the notion of probabilistic implications,
and presented a computational model which suc-
cessfully identifies known universals, including
Greenberg universals, but also uncovers new ones,
worthy of further investigation by typologists. Ad-
ditionally, our approach outperforms strong base-
lines for prediction of typological features.
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Abstract

When learning language, infants need to break
down the flow of input speech into minimal
word-like units, a process best described as un-
supervised bottom-up segmentation. Proposed
strategies include several segmentation algo-
rithms, but only cross-linguistically robust al-
gorithms could be plausible candidates for hu-
man word learning, since infants have no ini-
tial knowledge of the ambient language. We
report on the stability in performance of 11
conceptually diverse algorithms on a selec-
tion of 8 typologically distinct languages. The
results are evidence that some segmentation
algorithms are cross-linguistically valid, thus
could be considered as potential strategies em-
ployed by all infants.

1 Introduction

Six-month-old infants can recognize recurrent
words in running speech, even with no mean-
ing available or with experimentally impover-
ished cues to wordhood (Saffran et al., 1996).
Most words do not appear in isolation (Brent and
Siskind, 2001), so infants would need to discover
the form of words in their caregivers’ input before
attaching them to meaning. Since infants do not
know which language(s) will be found in their en-
vironment at the beginning of development, they
would be better off by using segmentation strate-
gies that perform above chance for any language.
In fact, despite the fact that languages vary widely
in a number of dimensions affecting word segmen-
tation, all human languages are learnable for in-
fants (see Discussion for the question of the extent
of variation in human learning).

1.1 Unsupervised bottom-up segmentation
across languages

The problem of learners retrieving words in in-
put has a long history in computational approaches
(e.g., Harris 1955; Elsner et al. 2013; Lee et al.
2015). Most previous computational research has
used as input texts representing phonologized lan-
guage, that is, sequences of phonemes with no
overt word boundaries, and the task is to retrieve
these. Several algorithms inspired by laboratory
research on infant word segmentation are currently
represented in WordSeg, an open source package
(Bernard et al., 2018).

Are such algorithms as robust to cross-linguistic
variation as human infants are? Some previous
work has assessed the generalizability of specific
approaches across different languages, typically
concluding that strong performance differences
arise (Johnson 2008; Daland 2009; Gervain and
Erra 2012; Fourtassi et al. 2013; Saksida et al.
2017; Loukatou et al. 2018, with the possible ex-
ception of Phillips and Pearl 2014a,b).

However, very little previous research compares
the performance of a wide range of algorithms us-
ing diverse and cognitively plausible segmentation
methods within a large set of typologically diverse
languages and closely matched corpora, with uni-
fied coding criteria for linguistic units.

1.2 The present work
In this paper, we sought to fill this gap by employ-
ing a systematic approach that samples both over
the space of algorithms and the space of human
languages. We used 11 segmentation algorithms
included in WordSeg, for improved reproducibil-
ity and transparency.

As for languages, we used the ACQDIV
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lang #chi #sent #words m.syn. %s.com.
Inu 4 13,166 22,045 high 57
Chi 6 160,524 459,585 high 50
Tur 8 249,507 875,349 high 44
Rus 5 468,397 1,302,650 med. 43
Yuc 3 29,795 88,018 med. 51
Ses 4 23,539 62,024 low 55
Ind 10 399,606 1,179,505 low 46
Jap 7 242,774 741,594 low 51

Table 1: Number of children, sentences and word to-
kens for each language corpus. “m.syn.” stands for
morphological synthesis derived from sto: A language
received a “high” here if nominal and verbal complex-
ity were both listed as the highest in that work; and low
if they were both in the lowest levels, and moderate
otherwise. “ % s.com.” stands for syllable complex-
ity, measured as average percentage of vowels per total
phonemes for each word. Languages are represented
by the first three letters of their names.

.

database (Moran et al., 2016), which contains a set
of typologically diverse languages, as explained in
Stoll and Bickel (2013). All corpora were gath-
ered longitudinally and were ecologically valid,
with transcriptions of child-directed and child-
surrounding speech recordings (target children’s
age ranges from 6 months to 6 years).

ACQDIV contains data for eight languages with
large enough data sets to allow for analyses of the
type used here: Chintang (Stoll et al., 2015), In-
donesian (Gil and Tadmor, 2007), Inuktitut (Allen,
1996, Unpublished), Japanese (Miyata, 2012b,a;
Oshima-Takane et al., 1995; Miyata, 1992) , Rus-
sian (Stoll, 2001; Stoll and Meyer, 2008), Sesotho
(Demuth, 1992, 2015), Turkish (Küntay et al., Un-
published), and Yucatec Mayan (Pfeiler, Unpub-
lished).

The present study addresses the following ques-
tions:

1. Do algorithms perform above chance level
for all languages? Algorithms that systemat-
ically perform at or below chance level would
not be plausible strategies for infants.

2. Is the rank ordering of algorithm perfor-
mance similar across languages? That is, is
it the case that the same algorithms perform
poorly or well across languages? If unsu-
pervised word discovery algorithms pick up
on general linguistic properties that are sta-
ble across this typologically diverse sample,
then we expect the rank ordering to be rather
stable. If, conversely, some algorithms pick

up on cues that are useful in one language
but noxious in another, then the rank order-
ing may change.

2 Methods

Phonemization was done using grapheme-to-
phoneme rewrite rules adapted to each language
(Moran and Cysouw, 2018). Only adult-produced
speech was included.

The input to each algorithm was the phonem-
ized transcript, with word boundaries removed.
Sentence boundaries were preserved because in-
fants are sensitive to them from before 6 months of
age (Christophe et al., 2001; Shukla et al., 2011).
Table 1 gives the number of children, sentences,
and words across corpora, as well as a rough met-
ric of morphological and phonological complexity.

For lack of space, we will only briefly describe
the algorithms drawn from WordSeg (see Johnson
and Goldwater 2009; Monaghan and Christiansen
2010; Lignos 2012; Daland and Zuraw 2013; Sak-
sida et al. 2017; Bernard et al. 2018). All algo-
rithms were used with their default parameters.

Baseline algorithms represent the simplest seg-
mentation strategies possible. The first baseline,
p=0, is a learner who treats each whole sentence
as a unit, cutting at 0% of possible points. The
second baseline is a learner (innately) informed
about average word duration, cutting at a proba-
bility level of average word length. Since in the
reduced lexicon expected for child-surrounding
speech, words average 6 phonemes in length in
several languages (Shoemark et al., 2016), p=1/6
was used.

The Diphone Based Segmentation algorithm
(DiBS) is based on phonotactics, and implements
the idea that phoneme sequences that span phrase
boundaries also span word breaks (Daland and
Pierrehumbert, 2011; Daland, 2009). The learner
decides whether there is a boundary in the middle
of a bigram sequence if the probability of the se-
quence with a word boundary is higher than the
probability without the boundary.

Other algorithms are also based on the idea that
sequences with lower statistical coherence tend to
span word breaks, but use backwards or forwards
transitional probabilities (BTP and FTP respec-
tively; in a sequence xy, BTP is the frequency
of xy divided by the frequency of y; FTP by the
frequency of x) or mutual information (MI). MI
is defined as the log base 2 of the frequency of
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algo 0 1/6 % mean % min % max
AG 6/8 7/8 37 7 Rus 65 Ind

DiBS 8/8 8/8 30 25 Jap 41 Inu
FTPa 7/8 8/8 28 17 Inu 36 Ind
MIr 7/8 7/8 27 7 Inu 36 Ind

FTPr 7/8 7/8 25 11 Inu 30 Rus
PUD 6/8 6/8 22 7 Ind 34 Ses
BTPa 6/8 6/8 17 10 Ses 27 Ind
MIa 7/8 8/8 17 15 Jap 25 Inu

BTPr 6/8 5/8 14 9 Inu 22 Yuc
Base0 - 1/8 13 6 Tur 35 Inu
Base6 7/8 - 12 8 Tur 16 Inu

Table 2: Number of languages performing above base-
line p=0 and p=1/6. Columns show the mean, the low-
est and highest percentage of correctly segmented word
tokens for each algorithm and the corresponding lan-
guage. Languages are represented by the first three
letters of their names. “PUD” stands for PUDDLE.
“Base0” and “Base6” stand for baseline p=0 and p=1/6.

xy divided by the product of the frequency of x
and that of y; the version in WordSeg draws from
Saksida’s implementation (Saksida et al., 2017).
Whether to add a word boundary or not depends
on a threshold, which can be based on a local com-
parison (relative, where one cuts if the TP or MI
is lower than that for neighboring sequences); or
a global comparison (absolute, where one cuts
if the transition is lower than the average of all
TP or MI over the sum of different phoneme bi-
grams). It should be noted that previous authors
originally implemented TPs on syllables (Saksida
et al., 2017; Gervain and Erra, 2012), but here
the basic units are phonemes. Combining all of
the above yields 6 versions, namely FTPr, FTPa,
BTPr, BTPa, MIr and MIa.

Johnson and Goldwater (2009) elaborated on
adaptor grammars (AG), which are ideal approx-
imations to the segmentation problem. They as-
sume that learners create a lexicon of minimal, re-
combinable units found in their experience. AG
uses the Pitman-Yor process, a stochastic process
of probability distribution which prefers the reuse
of frequently occurring rules versus creating new
ones to build a lexicon, then uses this lexicon to
parse the input. This process is conceptually re-
lated to Zipf’s Law (Zipf, 1935) and leads to real-
istic word frequency distributions.

Finally, Phonotactics from Utterances Deter-
mine Distributional Lexical Elements (PUDDLE)
is an incremental alternative algorithm (Monaghan
and Christiansen, 2010), where learners build a
lexicon by entering every utterance that cannot be
broken down further, and using such entries to find

lang % mean % min % max
Inuktitut 17 7 MIr 41 DiBS
Chintang 25 9 BTPr 36 AG
Turkish 25 14 PUD 42 AG
Russian 22 7 AG 31 FTPa
Yucatec 27 16 MIa 48 AG
Sesotho 24 9 BTPr 39 AG

Indonesian 29 7 PUD 65 AG
Japanese 26 14 BTPa 43 AG

Table 3: Mean percentage of correctly segmented word
tokens for each language. Languages are listed in
rough order of morphological complexity (see Table
1). Columns show the mean, lowest and highest per-
centage of correctly segmented word tokens per lan-
guage, and the corresponding algorithm. “PUD” stands
for PUDDLE.

subparts in subsequent utterances.
WordSeg was used both for segmentation and

evaluation. Each algorithm returns their input
with spaces where the system hypothesizes a
break.1 Evaluation is done with reference to or-
thographic word boundaries. Scripts used for cor-
pus preprocessing and segmentation as well as re-
sults and supplementary material are available at
https://osf.io/6q5e3/.

3 Results

Results are shown in Tables 2 (reporting on algo-
rithms) and 3 (reporting on languages). Next, we
address our research questions.

1. Do algorithms perform above chance level
for all languages? If chance is defined as
the highest of the two baselines (p=0, 1/6),
1 algorithm performed above chance in all
8 languages (DiBS). However, if we relax
this criterion, AG, FTPa, FTPr, MIr and MIa
also performed above chance for nearly all
languages. No algorithm performed below
chance level for more than half of the lan-
guages.

2. Is the rank ordering of algorithm per-
formance similar across languages? Fig-
ure 1 illustrates the correlation of perfor-
mance order for algorithms across languages.
Spearman correlations (median=.38) sug-
gested that there is a similar rank ordering

1Because of time constraints, only the first 50000 utter-
ances of the three largest corpora, Turkish, Russian and In-
donesian, were segmented by AG. This would play a negligi-
ble role in results, since variation in corpus size beyond the
first 5k utterances does not affect performance of this seg-
mentation system (Bernard et al., 2018).
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of algorithm performance across languages.
Inuktitut and Russian were the only lan-
guages not following the general ordering.

The models’ detailed performance, measured in
percentage of correctly segmented word tokens,
can be found in the online supplementary material
and in this paper’s Appendix. An error analysis
would be beyond the scope of this paper. How-
ever, three categories of incorrect cases have been
measured and can be found online. This analysis
documents cases of oversegmentation (words split
up in their components), undersegmentation (two
or more words segmented as one) and missegmen-
tation (all other errors).

4 Discussion

First, no algorithm performed systematically be-
low chance level in our study. However, we cannot
say that they all performed above chance for all
languages either. This is mainly due to the good
results in baseline p=0, especially salient for mor-
phologically complex languages such as Inuktitut.
This is expected, since in this language a substan-
tial number of sentences are composed by a sin-
gle word (which morphologically encodes what in
other languages would be expressed syntactically
by using several words).

Second, there was some stability in the or-
der of performance for algorithms across this set
of diverse languages, suggesting that these unsu-
pervised word discovery algorithms pick up on
general linguistic properties that are stable across
our sample, and not language-dependent cues that
could potentially not work for some languages.

In this distinct performance ranking, some al-
gorithms were systematically above chance and
among the first in order of performance. These
include DiBS and AG, combining both desider-
ata of cross-linguistic stability and high segmen-
tation performance. DiBS, the one algorithm
in our sample applying a phonotactics strategy,
was robust across languages and not strongly af-
fected by the differences found across these lan-
guages in morphology and phonological complex-
ity (counter previous conclusions based on English
versus Korean, Daland and Zuraw 2013). DiBS
implements an optimal boundary setting based on
the Bayes’ theorem and co-occurrence statistics.
Thus, our results support previous experimental
findings that infants may use such tools to acquire
language.

Figure 1: Correlation matrix of the rank ordering in
algorithms’ performance across languages.

Our study is the first to explore segmentation
differences across both multiple algorithms and
multiple languages. We therefore are in a position
to compare segmentation performance differences
across these two. We found that differences in av-
erage performance across algorithms (min=14 for
BTPr, max= 37 for AG, 23% points) were larger
than differences in performance across languages
(min=17 for Inuktitut, max=24 for Indonesian, 7%
points). This indicates that variation across lan-
guages was comparatively small.

Also, average percentage of correctly seg-
mented words for the more morphologically com-
plex languages (Chintang, Inuktitut and Turkish)
was 19%, only 3% lower than average percentage
for the simpler languages in our sample (Japanese,
Sesotho and Indonesian). This is striking evidence
that in this set of diverse languages, intrinsic dif-
ferences in language structure may not be large
enough to create particular difficulties in segmen-
tation.

To sum up, this study provides evidence that, if
infants do anything similar to one or more of the
algorithms proposed in previous natural language
processing research and investigated here, then
they would be well-equipped to get a head start
in segmenting word-like units regardless of what
their native language is. Experimental evidence
suggests slight variation in the timing of acquisi-
tion of different linguistic features, as a function
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of factors such as the transparency of forms, and
the complexity of paradigms (e.g., Slobin 1985).
Given the small differences found across our unsu-
pervised word segmentation algorithms, such vari-
ation might come from something else, such as
meaning acquisition, which would require algo-
rithms different from the ones we explored here.

Before closing, we would like to acknowledge
some limitations of this work. Defining words can
be obscure (Daland, 2009) and there is no cross-
linguistically valid general definition of ‘word’
(Haspelmath, 2011). Consequently, it would make
sense to also evaluate unsupervised segmenta-
tion algorithms using morpheme edges and at
other definitions of wordhood (Bickel and Zúñiga,
2018). For this, we would need appropriately
annotated data sets, which are currently missing.
What is worse, not every language lends itself to
simple definitions: Some languages in ACQDIV
lack morpheme segmentation simply because this
is not feasible in that language.

In this paper, we focus on correctly segmented
words. An error analysis would not be easily inter-
pretable, because not all corpora have morpheme
annotations. For example, when documenting
oversegmentation errors, we would not be able to
distinguish between reasonable cases where words
are split up into meaningful, morpheme-like com-
ponents, and other cases. Similarly, in an under-
segmentation analysis, we would not be able to
focus on collocations. Future work is invited to
study in more detail such errors in the algorithms’
performance.

Finally, computational models can be informa-
tive proofs of principle, but nothing assures us
they truly represent what infants are doing. To
this end, laboratory experiments (Johnson and
Jusczyk, 2001) and the study of natural variation
(Slobin, 1985) are irreplaceable, even if challeng-
ing to perform, particularly at a large scale and
sampling from many different cultures.
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Appendix

The models’ performance, measured in percentage
of correctly segmented word tokens, can be found
in Table 4.

algo Inu Chi Tur Rus Yuc Ses Ind Jap
AG 20 36 42 7 48 39 65 43

DiBS 41 29 33 26 28 28 30 25
FTPa 17 30 30 31 22 30 36 29
MIr 7 29 29 30 33 25 36 30

FTPr 11 28 27 30 25 25 28 29
PUD 8 33 14 19 31 34 7 33
BTPa 14 12 19 23 20 10 27 14
MIa 25 16 15 21 16 17 16 15

BTPr 9 9 17 15 22 9 17 16
Base0 35 9 6 12 8 11 9 12
Base6 16 11 8 12 11 12 11 13

Table 4: Percentage of correctly segmented word to-
kens for each language and algorithm. Languages are
listed in rough order of morphological complexity (see
Table 1). “PUD” stands for PUDDLE. “Base0” and
“Base6” stand for baseline p=0 and p=1/6. Languages
are represented by the first three letters of their names.
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Abstract

Embedding a clause inside another (“the girl
[who likes cars [that run fast]] has arrived”)
is a fundamental resource that has been ar-
gued to be a key driver of linguistic expres-
siveness. As such, it plays a central role in
fundamental debates on what makes human
language unique, and how they might have
evolved. Empirical evidence on the preva-
lence and the limits of embeddings has how-
ever been based on either laboratory setups or
corpus data of relatively limited size. We in-
troduce here a collection of large, dependency-
parsed written corpora in 17 languages, that
allow us, for the first time, to capture clausal
embedding through dependency graphs and as-
sess their distribution. Our results indicate
that there is no evidence for hard constraints
on embedding depth: the tail of depth distri-
butions is heavy. Moreover, although deeply
embedded clauses tend to be shorter, suggest-
ing processing load issues, complex sentences
with many embeddings do not display a bias to-
wards less deep embeddings. Taken together,
the results suggest that deep embeddings are
not disfavored in written language. More gen-
erally, our study illustrates how resources and
methods from latest-generation big-data NLP
can provide new perspectives on fundamental
questions in theoretical linguistics.

1 Introduction

In a prominent intellectual tradition, the infinitude
of human expressivity (Humboldt, 1836) is rooted
in a machinery that allows syntactic embedding
at arbitrary depth (Chomsky, 1957, 1995). Re-
gardless of the controversy around this proposal in
terms of computational theory (Pullum and Scholz,
2010; Watamull et al., 2014), it remains an open
issue to what extent languages in fact deploy struc-
tures with arbitrarily deep embedding. Many lan-
guages contain specific constructions that cap em-
bedding depth at phrasal levels to one (e.g. unlike

the girl who likes cars that run fast has arrived

DET

NSUBJ

NSUBJ

ACL:RELCL

DOBJ NSUBJ

ACL:RELCL

ADVMOD AUX

ROOT

Figure 1: Example UD parse for sentence with maxi-
mum embedding d = 2.

English, Modern Greek compounds don’t allow re-
cursive embedding; Ralli, 2013), although more
radical constraints (Mithun, 1984; Everett, 2005;
Evans and Levinson, 2009) seem to be rare and are
avoided when languages evolve over time (Wid-
mer et al., 2017). In terms of sentence production,
embedding depths seem to be capped at moderate
levels, likely because deeper embeddings place in-
creasing demands on the brain’s processing system
(Gildea and Temperley, 2010).

Corpus studies of English, Pirahã, and a few
other—mostly European—languages proposed
constraints at one (Reich, 1969; Futrell et al., 2016),
two (De Roeck et al., 1982), or three (Karlsson,
2010) levels of embedding. However, given that
multiple embeddings might be vanishingly rare,
a serious limitation of this work is the size of tradi-
tional corpora. If multiple embeddings are subject
to constraints from processing load, these are likely
to be probabilistic (rather than hard) in nature, and
deeper embeddings are expected to be so rare that
they are detectable only in very big data sets.

Here, we introduce a collection of large written
corpora that we annotated using state-of-the-art
parsers trained on Universal Dependencies (UD)
treebanks (Nivre et al., 2018). We ask whether
there are systematic patterns in the construction of
complex nested clauses across languages. Instead
of focusing on potential upper bounds of embed-
ding depths we are interested in the distribution
of syntactic dependencies in our corpora. We ask
three questions: (i) How does embedding depth
decline? (ii) Is the length of the clauses the same
across levels of embedding? (iii) Can the rarity of
deep embeddedness be explained by the rarity of
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longer sentences, or is there a significant prefer-
ence for simpler structures when sentence length
is accounted for? The answer to these questions
promises insights into the nature of constraints on
the human parser, opening new research avenues on
the computational complexity of human language.

2 Data

Corpora We focus on 17 languages, selected
based on data and tool availability. We anno-
tated 2 types of large, publicly available corpora:
Wikipedia dumps from March 2017 and, where
available, the WMT News Crawl corpora from
2007-2017 (Bei et al., 2018). Table 1 provides
basic statistics of the annotated corpora.

Parsing Each corpus was tokenized using
UDPipe’s (Straka et al., 2016) pre-trained UDv2.2
models (Straka, 2018) and then parsed as follows:
We trained Dozat et al. (2017)’s parsing model,
a state-of-the-art graph-based neural dependency
parser, on the Universal Dependencies 2.2 dataset
(Nivre et al., 2018). We used the hyperparameter
configuration described in Dozat et al. (2017), and
pre-trained FastText word embeddings for frequent
words (Bojanowski et al., 2016). We are aiming
to make the parsed corpora available as soon as
possible.

Measuring embedding depth We approximate
embedding relations through dependency graphs.
Specifically, for our purposes we define embed-
ding as any dependency such that (i) the dependent
is the head of a clause and (ii) permuting head
and dependent would lead to an ungrammatical
sentence, unlike in “flat” syntactic structures such
as coordinated clauses. Any given clause has
a depth d, defined as the number of embedded
dependencies that need to be traversed in order
to reach the root of the sentence from the target
clause. For example the sentence in Figure 1 has a
maximum embedding depth of 2, since the clause
“that runs fast” is 2 ACL:RELCL-arcs from the root,
and there exists no other clause in the sentence
with a greater such distance.

We do not presently differentiate between cen-
ter embedding and tail embedding. The difference
is eventually important from a cognitive and com-
putational perspective, but our current interest is
focused on the overall distribution of embeddings
in large corpora. Knowing this distribution is a pre-
requisite for modelling the impact of more specific

Language Sentences Tokens

Arabic 2.9 108.0
Bulgarian 2.7 54.8
Catalan 6.4 185.7
Danish 2.5 52.7
Dutch 10.7 207.7
French 86.4 2, 283.2
German 214.0 4, 159.8
Greek 2.5 59.0
Hebrew 5.1 140.6
Italian 6.9 203.9
Latvian 6.3 136.8
Portuguese 9.0 253.1
Romanian 4.3 114.5
Russian 102.7 1, 924.6
Slovenian 1.4 31.8
Spanish 53.8 1, 688.1
Swedish 18.4 261.1

Table 1: Sentence and token counts in millions in the
annotated Wikipedia and news crawl corpora.

distinctions (Bickel, 2010), such as center vs. tail
embedding, or the position of the head (verb-final
vs. verb-initial), or different types of clausal embed-
ding (e.g. complement clauses vs. chaining etc.)

3 Results

3.1 Maximum Embeddedness Depth

As a first step we explore the tail of the distribution
of maximum embeddedness depth in our corpora.
We focus on the 1-20 range, for which a majority
of the languages in our sample have coverage. The
probability distributions are reported in Figure 2.

The distributions decay in a continuous fashion
rather than finding an abrupt cutoff. An impor-
tant aspect of characterizing the tail of distribu-
tions is whether they can be approximated by an
exponential function (Pr(x) ∼ exp(−ax); a >
0) or whether they have a so-called “long-tail”
parametrized by a power law (Pr(x) ∼ x−a; a >
0). One of the essential differences between these
types is that long-tailed distributions display a large
number of rare events (Khmaladze, 1988) (i.e.,
in our case, very deep embeddings are attested),
in contrast to the exponential regime where the
overwhelming majority of observations are bound
within a comparatively narrower range. Statisti-
cally distinguishing between these types is not al-
ways straightforward and several alternative distri-
butional models might yield comparable empirical
performance (Clauset et al., 2009). It is possible
however at least to compare heuristically the ob-
served data against reference distributions of each
type. For this purpose, we included in Figure 2
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Figure 2: Distribution of maximum embeddedness
depth in our corpora across languages. Dotted lines cor-
respond to exponential distributions and the dashed line
to a power-law distribution.

two exponential distributions flanking the empirical
ones (exp(−x/5) and exp(−x/10)), and a power-
law distribution (x−4/5). It can be observed that,
while there is a relatively sharp and exponential
decrease for the lowest values of embedding depth,
the tail of the distributions become progressively
less rapidly decaying, sometimes paralleling the
behavior of the reference power-law distribution.1

3.2 Clause Depth and Length

As mentioned in the introduction, it is generally
accepted that deeper levels of embeddedness imply
a larger burden to the human parser. Given the am-
ple evidence that linguistic behavior involves cost-
avoiding strategies (Zipf, 1949), we expect that, all
else being equal, clauses of larger d will be shorter,
to minimize time spent in states with heavy process-
ing demands. We model clause length (measured
in number of orthographic words) in a Poisson re-
gression model, with clause depth as independent
variable. The results in Table 2 confirm across-the-
board mean clause length reduction in function of
depth.

1Visual inspection suggests that a small proportion of the
deepest embeddings are found in degenerate text, e.g., mis-
processed tables. Future work should estimate how such noise
affects our statistics.

Language Slope SE (10−4) Intercept

Arabic −0.07 0.9 2.79
Bulgarian −0.23 7 1.94
Catalan −0.26 2 2.31
Danish −0.23 6 1.93
Dutch −0.32 3 2.03
French −0.42 100 2.45
German −0.26 1 1.90
Greek −0.25 4 2.10
Hebrew −0.25 2 2.31
Italian −0.30 1 2.31
Latvian (n.s.) −0.15 800 1.48
Portuguese −0.16 1 2.02
Romanian −0.28 3 2.32
Russian −0.22 1 2.02
Slovenian −0.27 9 1.98
Spanish −0.31 0.7 2.38
Swedish −0.27 100 1.85

Table 2: Estimates and standard errors (SE) of slopes
for embedding depth and estimates of intercepts for
Poisson regression model with clause length as depen-
dent variable. Only the slope coefficient for Latvian is
not significant (α = 0.01).

3.3 Large Complex Sentences

Deep embeddings might be rare simply because
complex, multi-clause sentences are rare in general.
To assess this possibility, we test whether we can
detect a bias against deep embedding when taking
sentence complexity (in counts of clauses) into
consideration.

For this, we introduce a minimal model for eval-
uating the presence of a bias against deep embed-
dings. We focus on complex matrix clauses with
a large number of embedded clauses, as those are
the ones where such a bias is most likely to be de-
tectable if it exists. In practical terms, we evaluate
main clauses with 8 or more total embedding de-
pendencies only and at least one clause hosting two
or more embedding dependencies. We consider the
14 corpora that contained at least 500 sentences
satisfying these conditions.

We characterize these matrix clauses with their
dependents as directed trees τ (with direction from
parent to daughter nodes/clauses). Thus, a clause
will be represented by a node with out-degree
equal to the number of embedded dependencies
hosted by the clause. The in-degree will be either
0 for main clauses and 1 for subordinate clauses.
The matrix clause is then the root of such a tree,
and the leaves are clauses which do not host any
embedded clauses themselves.

To evaluate the observed distribution, we gen-
erate a baseline set of trees with no bias against
deep embeddings. The baseline trees have (i) the
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same number of clauses (n), and (ii) the same dis-
tribution of embedded dependencies (P(k)), i.e. the
same out-degree distribution, as the observed trees.

Under the null hypothesis that there is no bias
against deep embeddings, the distribution of ob-
served tree depths should be compatible with the
distribution of depths arising from the baseline set
of trees.

As an ilustration consider the sentence “[The
girl [who likes cars [that run fast]] arrived [as I
cooked the pasta [that you gave me]]] ”. In the
Universal Dependencies convention, denoting each
clause by its own head, this can be represented by
the tree in Figure 3(a). This sentence has an em-
bedding depth of 2, it has five clauses (nodes) in
total, and three clauses have non-zero out-degree.
One possible alternative tree with the same num-
ber of nodes and the same out-degree distribution
is given in Figure 3(b), which has an embedding
depth of 3. Hence, the same number of clauses and
embedded dependencies distribution yields a tree
that is deeper. In the case of large complex sen-
tences with many clauses, there exist multiple such
trees that could be leveraged to determine whether
the depth of the empirically observed sentence is
unusually low or high given what is expected under
the baseline.

It should be stressed that this scheme of com-
parison considers each observed sentence indepen-
dently: the statistics of other sentences in the same
language play no role. In order to evaluate the
overall bias in a language, we compare the differ-
ence between the observed depth of each sentence
against the mean value of 100 permuted baseline
trees derived from them, and we aggregate the re-
sults of all sentences within a language. If the
resulting distribution of depth differences has its
probability mass systematically above or below
zero, this would speak against the null hypothesis
of no bias.

Surprisingly, we find no outstanding systematic
pattern in the comparison. While the median and
mean values of the differences vary across lan-
guages, the distributions hover around zero with a
modest variation (so that in general we observe that
the empirical values are an average of 1 SD from
the reference sample mean). Figure 4 displays the
cumulative distribution of the difference between
empirical and mean reference embeddedness depth
across languages.

arrived

likes

run

cooked

gave

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) UD-style clause dependencies for the sen-
tence “[The girl [who likes cars [that run fast]] arrived
[as I cooked the pasta [that you gave me] ]]”; (b) Ex-
ample alternative tree with same number of nodes and
out-degree distribution.

4 Conclusions

We empirically addressed one central issue in
theoretical linguistics, namely the nature and
distribution of nested clausal embeddings in
natural languages. Large corpora and automated
annotation tools are crucial to address this question,
as deep embeddings are expectedly rare. Our
results confirm that there is no sharp boundary
on maximum embedding depth. More deeply
embedded sentences appear to be shorter (in
number of words), and this is in accordance
with the hypothesis that they impose a heavier
processing load than shallower clauses. However,
surprisingly, when sentence complexity (in number
of clauses) is accounted for, there is no clear bias
against deeper embeddings.

This is a first large quantitative exploration of the
matter. In future work, we will extend our set of lan-
guages, aiming at more typological variety (Indo-
European languages are greatly over-represented
in our current data). Moreover, our results rely on
automated annotation, and we have no estimate of
the extent to which they are affected by annotation
error. Finally, we have glossed over potential dif-
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Figure 4: Cumulative distribution function of the differ-
ence in embeddedness depth for 14 languages with at
least 500 sentences with more than 8 clauses.

ferences in embedding preferences stemming from
differences in types of dependencies (e.g. center vs.
tail embedding) and their linearizations (e.g. head-
initial vs. head-final), although these differences
are likely to play an important role.
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Abstract

In this paper, we present a novel approach
for incorporating external knowledge in Re-
current Neural Networks (RNNs). We pro-
pose the integration of lexicon features into
the self-attention mechanism of RNN-based
architectures. This form of conditioning on
the attention distribution, enforces the contri-
bution of the most salient words for the task
at hand. We introduce three methods, namely
attentional concatenation, feature-based gating
and affine transformation. Experiments on six
benchmark datasets show the effectiveness of
our methods. Attentional feature-based gating
yields consistent performance improvement
across tasks. Our approach is implemented as
a simple add-on module for RNN-based mod-
els with minimal computational overhead and
can be adapted to any deep neural architecture.

1 Introduction

Modern deep learning algorithms often do away
with feature engineering and learn latent represen-
tations directly from raw data that are given as in-
put to Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) (Mikolov
et al., 2013; McCann et al., 2017; Peters et al.,
2018). However, it has been shown that linguistic
knowledge (manually or semi-automatically en-
coded into lexicons and knowledge bases) can sig-
nificantly improve DNN performance for Natural
Language Processing (NLP) tasks, such as natural
language inference (Mrkšić et al., 2017), language
modelling (Ahn et al., 2016), named entity recog-
nition (Ghaddar and Langlais, 2018) and relation
extraction (Vashishth et al., 2018).

For NLP tasks, external sources of information
are typically incorporated into deep neural archi-
tectures by processing the raw input in the context
of such external linguistic knowledge. In machine

∗The research was conducted when the author was a re-
searcher at School of ECE, NTUA in Athens, Greece.

learning, this contextual processing is known as
conditioning; the computation carried out by a
model is conditioned or modulated by informa-
tion extracted from an auxiliary input. The most
commonly-used method of conditioning is con-
catenating a representation of the external infor-
mation to the input or hidden network layers.

Attention mechanisms (Bahdanau et al., 2015;
Vaswani et al., 2017; Lin et al., 2017) are a key
ingredient for achieving state-of-the-art perfor-
mance in tasks such as textual entailment (Rock-
täschel et al., 2016), question answering (Xiong
et al., 2017), and neural machine translation (Wu
et al., 2016). Often task-specific attentional archi-
tectures are proposed in the literature to further
improve DNN performance (Dhingra et al., 2017;
Xu et al., 2015; Barrett et al., 2018).

In this work, we propose a novel way of utiliz-
ing word-level prior information encoded in lin-
guistic, sentiment, and emotion lexicons, to im-
prove classification performance. Usually, lexi-
con features are concatenated to word-level rep-
resentations (Wang et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2017;
Trotzek et al., 2018), as additional features to the
embedding of each word or the hidden states of
the model. By contrast, we propose to incorporate
them into the self-attention mechanism of RNNs.
Our goal is to enable the self-attention mechanism
to identify the most informative words, by directly
conditioning on their additional lexicon features.

Our contributions are the following: (1) we pro-
pose an alternative way for incorporating exter-
nal knowledge to RNN-based architectures, (2)
we present empirical results that our proposed ap-
proach consistently outperforms strong baselines,
and (3) we report state-of-the-art performance in
two datasets. We make our source code publicly
available1.

1https://github.com/mourga/
affective-attention
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2 Related Work

In the traditional machine learning literature
where statistical models are based on sparse fea-
tures, affective lexicons have been shown to be
highly effective for tasks such as sentiment anal-
ysis, as they provide additional information not
captured in the raw training data (Hu and Liu,
2004; Kim and Hovy, 2004; Ding et al., 2008;
Yu and Dredze, 2014; Taboada et al., 2011). Af-
ter the emergence of pretrained word represen-
tations (Mikolov et al., 2013; Pennington et al.,
2014), the use of lexicons is no longer common
practice, since word embeddings can also capture
some of the affective meaning of these words.

Recently, there have been notable contribu-
tions towards integrating linguistic knowledge into
DNNs for various NLP tasks. For sentiment anal-
ysis, Teng et al. (2016) integrate lexicon features
to an RNN-based model with a custom weighted-
sum calculation of word features. Shin et al.
(2017) propose three convolutional neural network
specific methods of lexicon integration achiev-
ing state-of-the-art performance on two datasets.
Kumar et al. (2018) concatenate features from a
knowledge base to word representations in an at-
tentive bidirectional LSTM architecture, also re-
porting state-of-the-art results. For sarcasm detec-
tion, Yang et al. (2017) incorporate psycholinguis-
tic, stylistic, structural, and readability features by
concatenating them to paragraph and document-
level representations.

Furthermore, there is limited literature regard-
ing the development and evaluation of methods
for combining representations in deep neural net-
works. Peters et al. (2017) claim that con-
catenation, non-linear mapping and attention-like
mechanisms are unexplored methods for includ-
ing language model representations in their se-
quence model. They employ simple concatena-
tion, leaving the exploration of other methods to
future work. Dumoulin et al. (2018) provide an
overview of feature-wise transformations such as
concatenation-based conditioning, conditional bi-
asing and gating mechanisms. They review the ef-
fectiveness of conditioning methods in tasks such
as visual question answering (Strub et al., 2018),
style transfer (Dumoulin et al., 2017) and language
modeling (Dauphin et al., 2017). They also ex-
tend the work by Perez et al. (2017), which pro-
poses the Feature-wise Linear Modulation (FiLM)
framework, and investigate its applications in vi-

sual reasoning tasks. Balazs and Matsuo (2019)
provide an empirical study showing the effects of
different ways of combining character and word
representations in word-level and sentence-level
evaluation tasks. Some of the reported findings
are that gating conditioning performs consistently
better across a variety of word similarity and relat-
edness tasks.

3 Proposed Model

3.1 Network Architecture

Word Embedding Layer. The input sequence
of words w1, w2, ..., wT is projected to a low-
dimensional vector spaceRW , whereW is the size
of the embedding layer and T the number of words
in a sentence. We initialize the weights of the em-
bedding layer with pretrained word embeddings.

LSTM Layer. A Long Short-Term Memory
unit (LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997)
takes as input the words of a sentence and pro-
duces the word annotations h1, h2, ..., hT , where
hi is the hidden state of the LSTM at time-step i,
summarizing all sentence information up to wi.

Self-Attention Layer. We use a self-attention
mechanism (Cheng et al., 2016) to find the relative
importance of each word for the task at hand. The
attention mechanism assigns a score ai to each
word annotation hi. We compute the fixed repre-
sentation r of the input sequence, as the weighted
sum of all the word annotations. Formally:

ai = softmax(vᵀaf(hi)) (1)

r =
T∑

i=1

aihi (2)

where f(.) corresponds to a non-linear transfor-
mation tanh(Wahi + ba) and Wa, ba, va are the
parameters of the attention layer.

Lexicons Annotations # dim. # words
LIWC psycho-linguistic 73 18,504

Bing Liu valence 1 2,477
AFINN sentiment 1 6,786
MPQA sentiment 4 6,886

SemEval15 sentiment 1 1,515
Emolex emotion 19 14,182

Table 1: The lexicons used as external knowledge.
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3.2 External Knowledge
In this work, we augment our models with exist-
ing linguistic and affective knowledge from hu-
man experts. Specifically, we leverage lexica con-
taining psycho-linguistic, sentiment and emotion
annotations. We construct a feature vector c(wi)
for every word in the vocabulary by concatenating
the word’s annotations from the lexicons shown in
Table 1. For missing words we append zero in the
corresponding dimension(s) of c(wi).

3.3 Conditional Attention Mechanism
We extend the standard self-attention mechanism
(Eq. 1, 2), in order to condition the attention dis-
tribution of a given sentence, on each word’s prior
lexical information. To this end, we use as input
to the self-attention layer both the word annota-
tion hi, as well as the lexicon feature c(wi) of each
word. Therefore, we replace f(hi) in Eq. 1 with
f(hi, c(wi)). Specifically, we explore three condi-
tioning methods, which are illustrated in Figure 1.
We refer to the conditioning function as fi(.), the
weight matrix as Wi and the biases as bi, where i
is an indicative letter for each method. We present
our results in Section 5 (Table 3) and we denote
the three conditioning methods as “conc.”, “gate”
and “affine” respectively.

Attentional Concatenation. In this approach, as
illustrated in Fig. 1(a), we learn a function of the
concatenation of each word annotation hi with its
lexicon features c(wi). The intuition is that by
adding extra dimensions to hi, learned represen-
tations are more discriminative. Concretely:

fc(hi, c(wi)) = tanh(Wc[hi ‖ c(wi)] + bc) (3)

where ‖ denotes the concatenation operation and
Wc, bc are learnable parameters.

Attentional Feature-based Gating. The second
approach, illustrated in Fig. 1(b), learns a feature
mask, which is applied on each word annotation
hi. Specifically, a gate mechanism with a sigmoid
activation function, generates a mask-vector from
each c(wi) with values between 0 and 1 (black and
white dots in Fig. 1(b)). Intuitively, this gating
mechanism selects salient dimensions (i.e. fea-
tures) of hi, conditioned on the lexical informa-
tion. Formally:

fg(hi, c(wi)) = σ(Wgc(wi) + bg)� hi (4)

where � denotes element-wise multiplication and
Wg, bg are learnable parameters.

(a) Attentional Concatenation

(b) Attentional Feature-Based Gating

(c) Attentional Affine Transformation

Figure 1: The proposed conditioning methods of the
self-attention mechanism.

Attentional Affine Transformation. The third
approach, shown in Fig. 1(c), is adopted from the
work of Perez et al. (2017) and applies a feature-
wise affine transformation to the latent space of the
hidden states. Specifically, we use the lexicon fea-
tures c(wi), in order to conditionally generate the
corresponding scaling γ(·) and shifting β(·) vec-
tors. Concretely:

fa(hi, c(wi)) = γ(c(wi))� hi + β(c(wi)) (5)

γ(x) =Wγx+ bγ , β(x) =Wβx+ bβ (6)

where Wγ ,Wβ, bγ , bβ are learnable parameters.

3.4 Baselines
We employ two baselines: The first baseline is an
LSTM-based architecture augmented with a self-
attention mechanism (Sec. 3.1) with no external
knowledge. The second baseline incorporates lex-
icon information by concatenating the c(wi) vec-
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Dataset Study Task Domain Classes Ntrain Ntest

SST-5 Socher et al. (2013) Sentiment Movie Reviews 5 9,645 2,210

Sent17 Rosenthal et al. (2017) Sentiment Twitter 3 49,570 12,284

PhychExp Wallbott and Scherer (1986) Emotion Experiences 7 1000 6480

Irony18 Van Hee et al. (2018) Irony Twitter 4 3,834 784

SCv1 Lukin and Walker (2013) Sarcasm Debate Forums 2 1000 995

SCv2 Oraby et al. (2016) Sarcasm Debate Forums 2 1000 2260

Table 2: Description of benchmark datasets. We split 10% of the train set to serve as the validation set.

Model SST-5 Sent17 PhychExp Irony18 SCv1 SCv2

baseline 43.5± 0.5 68.3± 0.2 53.2± 0.8 46.3± 1.4 64.1± 0.5 74.0± 0.7

emb. conc. 43.3± 0.6 68.4± 0.2 57.1± 1.2 48.1± 1.2 64.2± 0.7 74.2± 0.7

conc. 44.0± 0.7 68.6± 0.3 54.3± 0.6 47.4± 0.9 65.1± 0.6 74.3± 1.2

gate 44.2± 0.4 68.7± 0.3 53.4± 1.0 48.5± 0.7 64.7± 0.7 74.3± 1.2

affine 43.2± 0.7 68.5± 0.3 53.1± 0.9 45.3± 1.5 60.3± 0.8 74.0± 1.0

gate+emb.conc. 46.2± 0.5 68.9± 0.3 57.2± 1.1 48.4± 1.0 64.9± 0.6 74.4± 0.9

state-of-the-art
51.7 68.5 57.0 53.6 69.0 76.0

Shen et al. (2018) Cliche (2017) Felbo et al. (2017) Baziotis et al. (2018) Felbo et al. (2017) Ilić et al. (2018)

Table 3: Comparison across benchmark datasets. Reported values are averaged across ten runs. All reported
measures are F1 scores, apart from SST − 5 which is evaluated with Accuracy.

tors to the word representations in the embedding
layer. In Table 3 we use the abbreviations “base-
line” and “emb. conc.” for the two baseline mod-
els respectively.

4 Experiments

Lexicon Features. As prior knowledge, we lever-
age the lexicons presented in Table 1. We se-
lected widely-used lexicons that represent differ-
ent facets of affective and psycho-linguistic fea-
tures, namely; LIWC (Tausczik and Pennebaker,
2010), Bing Liu Opinion Lexicon (Hu and Liu,
2004), AFINN (Nielsen, 2011), Subjectivity Lex-
icon (Wilson et al., 2005), SemEval 2015 En-
glish Twitter Lexicon (Svetlana Kiritchenko and
Mohammad, 2014), and NRC Emotion Lexicon
(EmoLex) (Mohammad and Turney, 2013).

Datasets. The proposed framework can be ap-
plied to different domains and tasks. In this paper,
we experiment with sentiment analysis, emotion
recognition, irony, and sarcasm detection. Details
of the benchmark datasets are shown in Table 2.
Preprocessing. To preprocess the words, we use
the tool Ekphrasis (Baziotis et al., 2017). Af-
ter tokenization, we map each word to the corre-
sponding pretrained word representation: Twitter-
specific word2vec embeddings (Chronopoulou

et al., 2018) for the Twitter datasets, and fast-
text (Bojanowski et al., 2017) for the rest.

Experimental Setup. For all methods, we em-
ploy a single-layer LSTM model with 300 neurons
augmented with a self-attention mechanism, as de-
scribed in Section 3. As regularization techniques,
we apply early stopping, Gaussian noiseN(0, 0.1)
to the word embedding layer, and dropout to the
LSTM layer with p = 0.2. We use Adam to op-
timize our networks (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with
mini-batches of size 64 and clip the norm of the
gradients (Pascanu et al., 2013) at 0.5, as an extra
safety measure against exploding gradients. We
also use PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2017) and scikit-
learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011).

5 Results & Analysis

We compare the performance of the three pro-
posed conditioning methods with the two base-
lines and the state-of-the-art in Table 3. We also
provide results for the combination of our best
method, attentional feature-based gating, and the
second baseline model (emb. conc.).

The results show that incorporating external
knowledge in RNN-based architectures consis-
tently improves performance over the baseline for
all datasets. Furthermore, feature-based gating im-
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Figure 2: Attention heatmap of a PsychExp random test sample. The first attention distribution is created with
the baseline model without lexicon feature integration, while the second with the combination of our attentional
feature-based gating method and the concatenation to word embeddings baseline (gate+emb.conc.).

proves upon baseline concatenation in the embed-
ding layer across benchmarks, with the exception
of PsychExp dataset.

For the Sent17 dataset we achieve state-of-
the-art F1 score using the feature-based gating
method; we further improve performance when
combining gating with the emb. conc. method.
For SST-5, we observe a significant performance
boost with combined attentional gating and em-
bedding conditioning (gate + emb. conc.). For
PsychExp, we marginally outperform the state-of-
the-art also with the combined method, while for
Irony18, feature-based gating yields the best re-
sults. Finally, concatenation based conditioning
is the top method for SCv1, and the combination
method for SCv2.

Overall, attentional feature-based gating is the
best performing conditioning method followed by
concatenation. Attentional affine transformation
underperforms, especially, for smaller datasets;
this is probably due to the higher capacity of this
model. This is particularly interesting since gat-
ing (Eq. 4) is a special case of the affine transfor-
mation method (Eq. 5), where the shifting vector
β is zero and the scaling vector γ is bounded to
the range [0, 1] (Eq. 6). Interestingly, the combi-
nation of gating with traditional embedding-layer
concatenation gives additional performance gains
for most tasks, indicating that there are synergies
to exploit in various conditioning methods.

In addition to the performance improvements,
we can visually evaluate the effect of condition-
ing the attention distribution on prior knowledge
and improve the interpretability of our approach.
As we can see in Figure 2, lexicon features guide
the model to attend to more salient words and thus
predict the correct class.

6 Conclusions & Future work

We introduce three novel attention-based condi-
tioning methods and compare their effectiveness

with traditional concatenation-based conditioning.
Our methods are simple, yet effective, achiev-
ing consistent performance improvement for all
datasets. Our approach can be applied to any
RNN-based architecture as a extra module to fur-
ther improve performance with minimal computa-
tional overhead.

In the future, we aim to incorporate more elab-
orate linguistic resources (e.g. knowledge bases)
and to investigate the performance of our meth-
ods on more complex NLP tasks, such as named
entity recognition and sequence labelling, where
prior knowledge integration is an active area of re-
search.
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Abstract

We introduce a new benchmark for corefer-
ence resolution and NLI, KNOWREF, that tar-
gets common-sense understanding and world
knowledge. Previous coreference resolution
tasks can largely be solved by exploiting the
number and gender of the antecedents, or have
been handcrafted and do not reflect the diver-
sity of naturally occurring text. We present
a corpus of over 8,000 annotated text pas-
sages with ambiguous pronominal anaphora.
These instances are both challenging and re-
alistic. We show that various coreference
systems, whether rule-based, feature-rich, or
neural, perform significantly worse on the
task than humans, who display high inter-
annotator agreement. To explain this perfor-
mance gap, we show empirically that state-of-
the art models often fail to capture context, in-
stead relying on the gender or number of can-
didate antecedents to make a decision. We
then use problem-specific insights to propose
a data-augmentation trick called antecedent
switching to alleviate this tendency in mod-
els. Finally, we show that antecedent switch-
ing yields promising results on other tasks as
well: we use it to achieve state-of-the-art re-
sults on the GAP coreference task.

1 Introduction

Coreference resolution is one of the best known
tasks in Natural Language Processing (NLP). De-
spite a large body of work in the area over the
last few decades (Morton, 2000; Bean and Riloff,
2004; McCallum and Wellner, 2005; Rahman and
Ng, 2009), the task remains challenging. Many
resolution decisions require extensive world knowl-
edge and understanding common points of refer-
ence (Pradhan et al., 2011). In the case of pronomi-
nal anaphora resolution, these forms of “common
sense” become much more important when cues

*equal contribution

like gender and number do not by themselves indi-
cate the correct resolution (Trichelair et al., 2018).

To date, most existing methods for coreference
resolution (Raghunathan et al., 2010; Lee et al.,
2011; Durrett et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2017, 2018)
have been evaluated on a few popular datasets, in-
cluding the CoNLL 2011 and 2012 shared corefer-
ence resolution tasks (Pradhan et al., 2011, 2012).
These datasets were proposed as the first compre-
hensively tagged and large-scale corpora for coref-
erence resolution, to spur progress in state-of-the-
art techniques. According to Durrett and Klein
(2013), this progress would contribute in the “up-
hill battle” of modelling not just syntax and dis-
course, but also semantic compatibility based on
world knowledge and context.

Despite improvements in benchmark dataset per-
formance, the question of what exactly current sys-
tems learn or exploit remains open, particularly
with recent neural coreference resolution models.
Lee et al. (2017) note that their model does “little
in the uphill battle of making coreference decisions
that require world knowledge,” and highlight a few
examples in the CoNLL 2012 task that rely on more
complex understanding or inference. Because these
cases are infrequent in the data, systems can per-
form very well on the CoNLL tasks according to
standard metrics by exploiting surface cues. High-
performing models have also been observed to rely
on social stereotypes present in the data, which
could unfairly impact their decisions for some de-
mographics (Zhao et al., 2018).

There is a recent trend, therefore, to develop
more challenging and diverse coreference tasks.
Perhaps the most popular of these is the Winograd
Schema Challenge (WSC), which has emerged as
an alternative to the Turing test (Levesque et al.,
2011). The WSC task is carefully controlled such
that heuristics involving syntactic salience, the
number and gender of the antecedents, or other
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obvious syntactic/semantic cues are ineffective.
Previous approaches to common sense reasoning,
based on logical formalisms (Bailey et al., 2015) or
deep neural models (Liu et al., 2016), have solved
only restricted subsets of the WSC with high preci-
sion. These shortcomings can in part be attributed
to the limited size of the corpus (273 instances),
which is a side effect of its hand-crafted nature.
Webster et al. (2018) recently presented a corpus
called GAP that consists of about 4,000 unique bi-
nary coreference instances from English Wikipedia.
This corpus is intended to address gender bias and
the mentioned size limitations of the WSC. We be-
lieve that gender bias in coreference resolution is
part and parcel of a more general problem: current
models are unable to abstract away from the enti-
ties in the sentence to take advantage of the wider
context to make a coreference decision.

To tackle this issue, we present a coreference res-
olution corpus called KNOWREF that specifically
targets the ability of systems to reason about a situ-
ation described in the context.1 We designed this
task to be challenging, large-scale, and based on
natural text. The main contributions of this paper
are as follows:

1. We develop mechanisms by which we con-
struct a human-labeled corpus of 8,724
Winograd-like text samples whose resolution
requires significant common sense and back-
ground knowledge. As an example:

Marcus is undoubtedly faster than Jarrett
right now but in [his] prime the gap wasn’t
all that big. (answer: Jarrett)

2. We propose a task-specific metric called con-
sistency that measures the extent to which a
model uses the full context (as opposed to a
surface cue) to make a coreference decision.
We use this metric to analyze the behavior of
state-of-the-art methods and demonstrate that
they generally under-utilize context informa-
tion.

3. We find that a fine-tuned version of the recent
large-scale language model, BERT (Devlin
et al., 2018), performs significantly better than
other methods on KNOWREF, although with

1The corpus, the code to scrape the sentences
from the source texts, as well as the code to repro-
duce all of our experimental results are available at
https://github.com/aemami1/KnowRef.

substantial room for improvement to match
human performance.

4. We demonstrate the benefits of a data-
augmentation technique called antecedent
switching in expanding our corpus, further de-
terring models from exploiting surface cues,
as well as in transferring to models trained on
other co-reference tasks like GAP, leading to
state-of-the-art results.

2 Related Work

2.1 General coreference resolution
Automated techniques for standard coreference res-
olution — that is, the task of correctly partitioning
the entities and events that occur in a document into
resolution classes — date back to decision trees and
hand-written rules (Hobbs, 1977; McCarthy, 1995).
The earliest evaluation corpora were the Message
Understanding Conferences (MUC) (Grishman and
Sundheim, 1996) and the ACE (Doddington et al.,
2004). These focused on noun phrases tagged with
coreference information, but were limited in either
size or annotation coverage.

The datasets of Pradhan et al. (2011, 2012) from
the CoNLL-2011 and CoNLL-2012 Shared Tasks
were proposed as large-scale corpora with high
inter-annotator agreement. They were constructed
by restricting the data to coreference phenomena
with highly consistent annotations, and were pack-
aged with a standard evaluation framework to facil-
itate performance comparisons.

The quality of these tasks led to their widespread
use and the emergence of many resolution systems,
ranging from hand-engineered methods to deep-
learning approaches. The multi-pass sieve system
of Raghunathan et al. (2010) is fully deterministic
and makes use of mention attributes like gender
and number; it maintained the best results on the
CoNLL 2011 task for a number of years (Lee et al.,
2011). Later, lexical learning approaches emerged
as the new state of the art (Durrett and Klein, 2013),
followed more recently by neural models (Wise-
man et al., 2016; Clark and Manning, 2016). The
current state-of-the-art result on the CoNLL 2012
task is by an end-to-end neural model from Lee
et al. (2018) that does not rely on a syntactic parser
or a hand-engineered mention detector.

2.2 Gender bias in general coreference
resolution

Zhao et al. (2018) observed that state-of-the-art
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methods for coreference resolution become gender-
biased, exploiting various stereotypes that leak
from society into data. They devise a dataset of
3,160 manually written sentences called WinoBias
that serves both as a gender-bias test for corefer-
ence resolution models and as a training set to
counter stereotypes in existing corpora (i.e., the
two CoNLL tasks). The following example is rep-
resentative:

(1) The physician hired the secretary because
he was overwhelmed with clients.

(2) The physician hired the secretary because
she was overwhelmed with clients.

Experiments conducted on various models demon-
strated that an end-to-end neural model (Lee et al.,
2017) maintains its performance without the gen-
der bias when trained partially on both the previous
datasets and on WinoBias.

A concurrent work by Rudinger et al. (2018)
also proposed an empirical study of the biases in
coreference resolution systems. In contrast to Zhao
et al. (2018), who attribute the bias in part to the
datasets, they conjecture that the gender bias comes
primarily from the models themselves. Based on
statistics from the Bureau of Labor, they show that
various systems all exhibit significant gender bias.

This work on gender stereotypes provides some
insight into the behavior of current models. In the
example above, if she is predicted incorrectly to
refer to the secretary, it is likely because the model
learned a representation for the secretary profession
that encodes gender information. Current models
do not capture the context nor the relation between
was overwhelmed and hired that lead to the correct
resolution. The subject of our work is to investigate
the potential for models to capture contextual rela-
tionships instead of cues from, e.g., gender stereo-
types. Unlike WinoBias, our task is composed of
passages that occur naturally in text and it is several
times larger.

2.3 Difficult cases in coreference resolution
As the creators of the CoNLL tasks note, most
coreference techniques rely primarily on surface-
level features, like the proximity between mentions,
or shallow semantic features like number, gender,
named entities, semantic class, etc., rather than
knowledge and context.

To address this, Levesque et al. (2011) manually
constructed a dataset of challenging pronoun disam-
biguation problems called the Winograd Schema

Challenge. The goal was that any successful system
would necessarily use common-sense knowledge.
Although the WSC is an important step in evalu-
ating systems en route to human-like language un-
derstanding, its size and other characteristics are a
bottleneck for progress in pronoun disambiguation
(Trichelair et al., 2018). A Winograd-like expanded
corpus was proposed by Rahman and Ng (2012)
to address the WSC’s size limitations; however,
systems that perform well on the expanded dataset
do not transfer successfully to the original WSC
(Rahman and Ng, 2012; Peng et al., 2015), likely
due to loosened constraints in the former.

The task that we propose distinguishes itself
from the WSC by building on sentences that occur
in natural text. This yields highly diverse problem
instances. It is particularly important that, as well
as being challenging, tasks are representative of
natural text, so that improvements are more likely
to transfer to the full coreference setting.

Recently, Webster et al. (2018) presented a cor-
pus called GAP that consists of 4,4542 unique bi-
nary coreference instances from English Wikipedia.
It is meant to address gender bias and the described
size limitation of the WSC. For instance, it exposes
the unbalanced performance of current state-of-
the-art resolvers, which more accurately resolve
masculine pronouns than feminine pronouns. As
for the difficulty of the task, the models tested on
GAP were not trained directly on the corpus, which
does not give a clear picture of the task’s difficulty.
A simple heuristic called Parallelism+URL, which
is based on using the syntactic distance between
antecedents and the target pronoun, is so far the
strongest GAP baseline, at above 70% accuracy.
This suggests that GAP is vulnerable to exploits
that circumvent a need for knowledge, albeit not
the gender and number cues that coreference re-
solvers have exploited before. Finally, our corpus
construction process differs from that of GAP’s
by more strictly requiring that the sentences are in
WSC-format, that is, there are exactly two named
entities that occur strictly before the pronoun and
only one of which may co-refer with the pronoun
(in GAP, the pronoun may occur between and be-
fore the named entities and may in fact co-refer
with both named entities). In addition, our cor-
pus construction process exploits the fact that the
named entities can be replaced with any name in or-

2In GAP, one unique coreference instance corresponds to
two pronoun-name pairs, for which they report 8,908 pairs.
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Figure 1: The corpus construction process for KNOWREF

der to increase the task difficulty by automatically
removing gender giveaways as well as to signifi-
cantly increase the size of the corpus by switching
the named entities to create a new task instance.

As such, our paper seeks to explore a wider prob-
lem of which gender bias may be one facet: current
models do not effectively abstract away from the
entities (and instead rely on exploits using gender
or plurality) to make the coreference resolution. By
developing a benchmark task consisting strictly of
sentences for which such cues are ineffective, we
seek to challenge and potentially improve current
coreference resolution models. In addition, based
on our new benchmark, KNOWREF, we introduce
a data-augmentation mechanism, called antecedent
switching, to encourage models to perform this ab-
straction.

3 The KNOWREF Coreference Task

We develop a coreference task called KNOWREF

that features 8,724 difficult pronoun disambigua-
tion problems. Each instance is a short passage
containing a target pronoun that must be correctly
resolved to one of two possible antecedents.

Formally, each problem instance can be de-
scribed as a tuple P = {S,C1, C2, T,K}, where
S is the sentence, C1 and C2 are the candidate an-
tecedents, T is the target pronoun to be resolved
to one of C1 and C2, and K indicates the correct
antecedent. Note that C1, C2, T and K appear
in S. KNOWREF provides {S,C1, C2, T} as in-
put for models, which must predict K (e.g., as the
output of a binary classification over C1, C2). A
representative sentence S is the following.

(3) {Paul} helped {Lionel} hide when [he]
was pursued by the authorities.

Here, C1 = Paul, C2 = Lionel, T = he, and
K = C2 = Lionel.

We control the text so as not to give away the
pronoun’s correct antecedent in surface-level cues
involving syntactic salience or the number and gen-
der of the antecedent. Successful systems must
instead make use of the context, which may require
world knowledge and common-sense inferences;
i.e., that someone who is being helped to hide may
be one who is being pursued by the authorities.

In the following section, we describe the method-
ology used to construct our corpus, provide a
glimpse of a few of its instances and their resolu-
tion rationales, outline the task’s evaluation criteria,
and describe its characteristics.

3.1 Corpus construction

To construct KNOWREF, we scrape text samples
from a large collection of documents: the combi-
nation of 2018 English Wikipedia, OpenSubtitles,
and Reddit comments dating from 2006–2018. We
filter this text through a multi-stage process to en-
sure quality and diversity as depicted in Figure 1,
and described in more detail below.

3.1.1 Initial Filtering

After removing markup, non-ASCII characters, par-
enthetical expressions, headings and lists, we split
the text into sentences. We keep sentences of token
length between 9 and 33 words after naı̈ve tok-
enization, which start with an upper case letter, and
which contain no math.

3.1.2 Connective Filtering

Our first substantial filtering step uses regular ex-
pressions to ensure that each passed sentence con-
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KNOWREF Example 1: {Radu} appeared to be killed by {Brother Paulo}, but [he] reappears a short while later injured, but
alive. (K = Radu)

Original sentence: Radu appeared to be killed by Sister Paula, but he reappears a short while later injured, but alive.

KNOWREF Example 2: {Wanda} tries to apologize to {Rose}, but [she] refuses to accept. (K = Rose)
Original sentence: Warren tries to apologize to Rose, but she refuses to accept.

KNOWREF Example 3: {Tom} arrives to where {Alex} was tied, but [he] has come free of his lead. (K = Alex)
Original sentence: Tom arrives to where Vanessa was tied, but she has come free of her lead.

Table 1: Examples of KNOWREF instances.

tains connectives.3 We use a regular expression
to ensure that there is only one connective cluster
(e.g. “, and though”), and that there are at least two
non-stopwords before this connective and a pro-
noun after it. As a final check, we ensure that no
pronoun occurs before the connective, which tends
to remove sentences which are not self-contained.

3.1.3 Antecedent Filtering
On the remaining set of sentences, we use Stan-
ford’s Maxent tagger (Toutanova et al., 2003) to
infer a flat part-of-speech (POS) labelling. Using
the inferred POS tags, we ensure that there are ex-
actly two noun phrases (NPs) before the connective
that do not re-occur after it (a re-occurrence after
the connective means that the pronoun likely refers
to the non-repeated noun phrase).

The mentioned checks resulted in roughly
100,000 sentences across all three corpora. At least
some of these remaining sentences have similar
properties to Winograd schema sentences; that is,
the two noun phrases (NPs) and the pronoun share
the same type. From here, we keep only sentences
where the type indicates that both NPs correspond
to persons, which further filters the remaining sen-
tences. We do this because NPs that denote people
are often named entities or can easily be replaced
by named entities without loss of information. We
targeted these instances also because we investigate
how resolution systems use gender cues and most
gendered pronouns occur with person-type NPs.

3.1.4 Label Generation
We generate our training and test sets from distinct
sources of text using two different methods.

Training set: We automatically collect 70,000
sentences from Reddit that have passed the fil-
ters described above, and filter these down to
roughly 7,500 sentences for which the antecedents
are named entities of different genders. We use

3comma, semicolon, or, since, but, because, although, etc.

a Python library4 to infer the genders, based on a
list of 40,000 names categorized as female or male
compiled by Jörg Michael. Given the pronoun and
the distinct predicted genders for the antecedents,
we can infer the label for the pronoun’s correct res-
olution with high accuracy and without the need for
expensive human annotation. After assigning this
label, we remove the gender giveaway by replac-
ing one of the named entities so that both entities
and the pronoun all match in gender (e.g., in a
sentence with “James”, “Jessica”, and “she” as the
NPs and pronoun, we replace “James” with “Jane”).
These sentences form our training set. To assess
its quality, we gave an annotator a random sample
of 100 training instances with their heuristically
determined labels. The annotator then evaluated
each sentence as “correctly labelled”, “incorrectly
labelled”, or “unresolvable” if neither of the two
candidates were more suitable than the other to
corefer with the pronoun.5 In total, 86% of the in-
stances were deemed to be labelled correctly, 11%
incorrectly labelled, and 3% were not resolvable,
implying that our automatic selection heuristic is
strong but imperfect.

Test set: Human annotators examined all col-
lected sentences for quality control. We also use
a source for the test sentences that is distinct from
that of the training set, directing our pipeline to col-
lect sentences from Wikipedia and OpenSubtitles
rather than Reddit. This is to ensure that stylistic
cues common in the training source cannot be ex-
ploited by models at test time. In total, roughly
10,000 candidate sentences were extracted initially.
As before, we automatically remove gender give-
aways by replacing the named entities with names
of the same gender, rendering the pronoun ambigu-
ous. Then, six human annotators predicted which
antecedent was the correct coreferent of the pro-
noun for a sample of 2,000 candidate sentences, or

4https://pypi.org/project/SexMachine/
5The details and result of this quality-testing study will

also be made public along with the code and dataset.
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Sentence Characteristic % of Data

Masculine target pronouns 52.7
Feminine target pronouns 47.3

First Antecedent Correct 50.7
Second Antecedent Correct 49.2

Table 2: Characteristics of the dataset, in terms of pro-
noun distribution and correct label.

they labeled the sentence with “neither” (in the case
where neither antecedent feasibly corefers with the
pronoun) or “unclear” (if the sentence was not in-
telligible). Sentences that have a strong agreement
from 5 or more annotators on a single antecedent
(and which are not labeled as “neither” or “un-
clear”) are kept for testing. This yielded 1,269
test sentences. We measured high inter-annotator
agreement on the test set with a Fleiss’ Kappa of
κ = 0.78.

Our pipeline thus yields a total of 8,724 sen-
tences (7,455 training and 1,269 test) whose pro-
noun disambiguation should not be clear from shal-
low features like gender, number, and semantic
type – they should instead require varying degrees
of external knowledge. These sentences consti-
tute the KNOWREF corpus. Examples of some
instances are given in Table 1. As these examples
reveal, each instance may require a unique bit of
common sense knowledge to resolve.

In the first example, the common understanding
that death (by way of killing) causes a disappear-
ance helps us to conclude that Radu, the victim of
murder, is the one to who reappears.

In the next example, human readers recognize
that to accept is something one does with an apol-
ogy. Therefore, she refers to the one that accepts
the apology, i.e., Rose.

For the third example, an understanding that be-
ing tied is related to being deprived of freedom
leads us to conclude that Alex has come free.

3.2 Task Characteristics

In Table 2, we report several statistical characteris-
tics of the data. These suggest a near-equal distri-
bution of feminine and masculine target pronouns
(he/him/his vs. she/her) as well as an equal distri-
bution of the two labels, which keeps chance-based
performance at 50% expected accuracy.

3.3 Evaluation

Our task requires a model to choose between two
candidates, but classical coreference models build
clusters of expressions that refer to the same entity.
With respect to our setting, several errors can be
made by these existing models: predicting that the
two entities and the pronoun share a similar clus-
ter (Both Antecedents Predicted), that none of the
two candidates shares a cluster with the pronoun
(No Decision), or creating a cluster that contains
the pronoun with the wrong candidate (Incorrect
Decision). To obtain a score specific to our task,
we compute a Task-Specific Accuracy which dis-
cards all of the cases in which the model makes no
decision relevant to the target pronoun or chooses
both entities as co-referring to the target pronoun.

4 Experiments and Results

In this section, we compare the performance of
five representative coreference systems on our
task: Stanford’s rule-based system (Raghunathan
et al., 2010) (Rule), Stanford’s statistical sys-
tem (Clark and Manning, 2015) (Stat), Clark
and Manning (2016)’s deep reinforcement learn-
ing system (Deep-RL), Martschat and Strube
(2015)’s latent tree model (Latent), and Lee et al.
(2018)’s end-to-end neural system (E2E). We
also report the accuracy of the state-of-the-art
model, E2E, after retraining on KNOWREF and
on KNOWREF+CoNLL.

Additionally, we develop a task-specific model
for KNOWREF: a discriminatively trained fine-
tuned instance of Bidirectional Encoder Represen-
tations from Transformers (BERT) (Devlin et al.,
2018). We train our task-specific BERT accord-
ing to recent work on language models (LMs) for
the WSC (Trinh and Le, 2018). We first construct
a modified version of the data wherein we dupli-
cate each sentence, replacing the pronoun with one
of the two antecedents in each copy. The task,
akin to NLI, is then to predict which of the two
modified sentences is most probable. To compute
probabilities, we add a softmax layer with task-
specific parameter vector v ∈ RH . Denote by
hS1 ∈ RH (respectively hS2) the final hidden state
for the sentence copy with the pronoun replaced by
the first antecedent (respectively the second). Then
the probability assigned to the first antecedent is

P1 =
ev
>hS1

ev>hS2 + ev>hS2
. (1)
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Model Both
Antecedents

Predicted

No Decision Incorrect
Decision

Correct
Decision

Task-
Specific

Accuracy

Random – – – – 0.50
Human5 – – – – 0.92

Rule 0.001 0.12 0.43 0.45 0.52
Stat 0.006 0.09 0.45 0.45 0.50
Deep-RL 0.001 0.09 0.46 0.45 0.49
Latent 0.000 0.12 0.41 0.47 0.54
E2E (CoNLL only) 0.01 0.42 0.23 0.35 0.60

E2E (KNOWREF) 0.000 0.26 0.31 0.43 0.58
E2E
(KNOWREF+CoNLL)

0.000 0.19 0.28 0.52 0.65

BERT (KNOWREF) 0.000 0.000 0.39 0.61 0.61

Table 3: Coverage and performance of various representative systems on the KNOWREF Test set.

The probability assigned to the second antecedent
is P2 = 1− P1. We use H = 768 hidden units in
our BERT implementation and learn v by minimiz-
ing the binary cross entropy with the ground-truth
antecedent labels (in one-hot format).

Human Performance: We determined human
performance on KNOWREF by collecting the pre-
dictions of six native English speakers on a ran-
domly generated sub-sample of 100 problem in-
stances; we consider correct those predictions that
agreed with the majority decision and matched the
ground-truth label derived from the original sen-
tence. We report the performance of the five coref-
erence systems and the human baseline in Table 3.

The human performance of 0.92 attests to the
task’s viability. The performance of the auto-
matic systems pretrained on CoNLL, at random or
slightly above random, demonstrates that state-of-
the-art coreference resolution systems are unable
to solve the task. This suggests the existence in the
wild of difficult but realistic coreference problems
that may be under-represented in CoNLL.

After training on KNOWREF, E2E improves by
more than 5% in task-specific accuracy. We can
infer from this result that the model can make some
use of context to make predictions if trained ap-
propriately, but that the CoNLL shared tasks may
not contain enough of such instances for models
to generalize from them. Finally our task-specific
model reaches an accuracy of at best 65%, far be-
low human performance despite having access to

the two candidates.

4.1 Analysis by Switching Entities

Inspired by Trichelair et al. (2018), we propose to
use a task-specific metric, consistency, to measure
the ability of a model to use context in its corefer-
ence prediction, as opposed to relying on gender
and number cues related to the entities. Account-
ing for this is critical, as we desire models that can
capture social, situational, or physical awareness.

To measure consistency in the KNOWREF cor-
pus, we duplicate the data set but switch the can-
didate antecedents each time they appear in a sen-
tence. This changes the correct resolution. If a
coreference model relies on knowledge and con-
textual understanding, its prediction should change
as well, thus it could be called consistent in its
decision process. If, however, its decision is influ-
enced solely by the antecedent, its output would
stay the same despite the change in context induced
by switching. We define the consistency score as
the percentage of predictions that change from the
original instances to the switched instances. An
example of a switching is:

(4) Original: {Alex} tells {Paulo}, but [he]
does not believe him.
Switched: {Paulo} tells {Alex}, but [he]
does not believe him.

The correct answer switches from K = Paulo to
K = Alex.

5This is an estimate based on a subsample of the data.
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Model Consistency

Rule 0%
Stat 76%
Deep-RL 66%
Latent 78%
E2E 62%

E2E (KNOWREF) 66%
E2E (KNOWREF+CoNLL) 67%
BERT (KNOWREF) 69%

Table 4: The sensitivity of various systems to the
instance antecedents, according to the number of
changed decisions when the antecedents are switched.
Higher is better.

Table 4 shows the consistency scores of the vari-
ous baseline models evaluated on the original and
switched duplicates of KNOWREF. The rule-based
system (Raghunathan et al., 2010) always resolves
to the same entity, suggesting that context is ig-
nored. Indeed, the mechanisms underlying this
model mostly rely on a gender and number dic-
tionary (Bergsma and Lin, 2006). This dictionary
informs a count-based approach that assigns a mas-
culine, feminine, neutral, and plural score to each
word. If the pronoun is his, the candidate with the
higher masculine score is likely to be linked to the
pronoun.

The other models, Stat, Deep-RL, E2E, Latent
and BERT are much more robust to the switching
procedure, demonstrating that the resolution par-
tially relies on context cues. Regarding E2E, we
can observe that training the model on KNOWREF

forces the model to rely more on the context, lead-
ing to an improvement of 5%. It further demon-
strates the usefulness of the corpus to obtain a better
representation of the context.

4.2 Data Augmentation by Switching

Inspired by the switching experiment, we propose
to extend the KNOWREF training set by switching
every entity pair (thereby doubling the number of
instances). We hypothesize that this data augmen-
tation trick could force the model to abstract away
from the entities to the context in order to boost per-
formance, since it encounters the same contextual
scenario in the doubled sentences.

Training on the augmented data, we observe an
improvement of 10% for fine-tuned BERT (Ta-
ble 5), yielding a task-specific accuracy of 71%

Model Accuracy ∆ Consistency

BERT
(KNOWREF)

71% +10% 89%

E2E
(KNOWREF)

61% +3% 71%

E2E
(KNOWREF+CoNLL)

66% +1% 75%

Table 5: Accuracy on the KNOWREF test set for each
model after augmenting the training set, as well as the
difference from the result without data augmentation.

on the KNOWREF test set. The improvement in ac-
curacy is marginal for E2E, but we observe a large
gain in consistency. We suspected that the data aug-
mentation trick might also be useful in mitigating
a model’s gender bias, by encouraging the model
to rely more on the context than on gendered entity
names. To test this hypothesis, we train the same
model with and without the data augmentation trick
on the recently released GAP corpus (Webster et al.,
2018).

Model FF
1

FM
1

F1

Parallelism6 0.93 66.9
Parallelism+URL6 0.95 70.6
BERT (GAP) 1.02 69.2
BERT (GAP) + Data Aug. 1.00 71.1

Table 6: Performance on the GAP test set

BERT fine-tuned on GAP achieves a state of the
art F1 of 71.1 after data augmentation (Table 6).
Not only does the augmentation improve the over-
all performance (+1.9) but it further balances the
predictions’ female:male ratio to 1:1.

4.3 Error Analysis
We show examples of BERT’s performance
(trained on KNOWREF) on our test set in Table
7. This includes instances on which it succeeds
and fails for both original and switched sentences.
In general, it is not clear why certain instances
are more difficult for BERT to resolve, although
training BERT on the augmented, switched corpus
significantly reduces the frequency of inconsistent
resolutions (from 31% to 11%).

These examples illustrate how challenging cer-
tain real-world situations can be for models to un-

6Scores reported in the original paper (Webster et al., 2018)
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Sentence Type Sentence Answer

Original
Switched

Kara is in love with Tanya but she is too shy to tell [her].
Tanya is in love with Kara but she is too shy to tell [her].

Tanya X
Kara X
(consistently correct)

Original
Switched

Peter had not realised how old Henry was until [he] sees his daughter.
Henry had not realised how old Peter was until [he] sees his daughter.

Henry 7
Peter 7
(consistently incorrect)

Original
Switched

Poulidor was no match for Merckx, although [he] offered much resistance .
Merckx was no match for Poulidor, although [he] offered much resistance .

Poulidor X
Poulidor 7
(inconsistent)

Table 7: Examples of various success/failure cases of BERT on the KNOWREF test set

derstand, compared to humans who can reason
about them with ease.

5 Conclusion

We present a new corpus and task, KNOWREF,
for coreference resolution. Our corpus contains
difficult problem instances that require a signifi-
cant degree of common sense and world knowl-
edge for accurate coreference link prediction, and
is larger than previous similar datasets. Using a
task-specific metric, consistency, we demonstrate
that training coreference models on KNOWREF im-
proves their ability to build better representations
of the context. We also show that progress in this
capability is linked to reducing gender bias, with
our proposed model setting the state of the art on
GAP.

In the future, we wish to study the use of
KNOWREF to improve performance on general
coreference resolution tasks (e.g., the CoNLL 2012
Shared Tasks). We also plan to develop new mod-
els on KNOWREF and transfer them to difficult
common sense reasoning tasks.
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Abstract

Wikipedia can easily be justified as a behe-
moth, considering the sheer volume of con-
tent that is added or removed every minute to
its several projects. This creates an immense
scope, in the field of natural language pro-
cessing toward developing automated tools for
content moderation and review. In this paper
we propose Self Attentive Revision Encoder
(StRE) which leverages orthographic similar-
ity of lexical units toward predicting the qual-
ity of new edits. In contrast to existing propo-
sitions which primarily employ features like
page reputation, editor activity or rule based
heuristics, we utilize the textual content of
the edits which, we believe contains superior
signatures of their quality. More specifically,
we deploy deep encoders to generate repre-
sentations of the edits from its text content,
which we then leverage to infer quality. We
further contribute a novel dataset containing
∼ 21M revisions across 32K Wikipedia pages
and demonstrate that StRE outperforms exist-
ing methods by a significant margin – at least
17% and at most 103%. Our pre-trained model
achieves such result after retraining on a set as
small as 20% of the edits in a wikipage. This,
to the best of our knowledge, is also the first at-
tempt towards employing deep language mod-
els to the enormous domain of automated con-
tent moderation and review in Wikipedia.

1 Introduction

Wikipedia is the largest multilingual encyclopedia
known to mankind with the current English ver-
sion consisting of more than 5M articles on highly
diverse topics which are segregated into cate-
gories, constructed by a large editor base of more
than 32M editors (Hube and Fetahu, 2019). To en-
courage transparency and openness, Wikipedia al-
lows anyone to edit its pages albeit with certain

∗*Both authors contributed equally

guidelines for them1.
Problem: The inherent openness of Wikipedia has
also made it vulnerable to external agents who
intentionally attempt to divert the unbiased, ob-
jective discourse to a narrative which is aligned
with the interest of the malicious actors. Our pilot
study on manually annotated 100 Wikipedia pages
of four categories (25 pages each category) shows
us that at most 30% of the edits are reverted (See
Fig 1). Global average of number of reverted dam-
aging edits is∼ 9%2. This makes manual interven-
tion to detect these edits with potential inconsis-
tent content, infeasible. Wikipedia hence deploys
machine learning based classifiers (West et al.,
2010; Halfaker and Taraborelli, 2015) which pri-
marily leverage hand-crafted features from three
aspects of revision (i) basic text features like re-
peated characters, long words, capitalized words
etc. (ii) temporal features like inter arrival time be-
tween events of interest (iii) dictionary based fea-
tures like presence of any curse words or informal
words (e.g., ‘hello’, ‘yolo’). Other feature based
approaches include (Daxenberger and Gurevych,
2013; Bronner and Monz, 2012) which generally
follow a similar archetype.
Proposed model: In most of the cases, the ed-
its are reverted because they fail to abide by the
edit guidelines, like usage of inflammatory word-
ing, expressing opinion instead of fact among oth-
ers (see Fig 2). These flaws are fundamentally
related to the textual content rather than tempo-
ral patterns or editor behavior that have been de-
ployed in existing methods. Although dictionary
based approaches do look into text to a small ex-
tent (swear words, long words etc.), they account
for only a small subset of the edit patterns. We
further hypothesize that owing to the volume and

1en.wikipedia.org/Wikipedia:List of policies
2stats.wikimedia.org/EN/PlotsPngEditHistoryTop.htm
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Figure 1: Average number of edits and average number
of damaging edits, i.e., reverted edits for four different
categories of pages. A fraction (at most 30%) of user
generated edits are damaging edits.

variety of Wikipedia data, it is impossible to de-
velop a feature driven approach which can en-
compass the wide array of dependencies present
in text. In fact, we show that such approaches
are inefficacious in identifying most of the damag-
ing edits owing to these obvious limitations. We
hence propose Self Atttentive Revision Encoder
(StRE) which extracts rich feature representations
of an edit that can be further utilized to predict
whether the edit has damaging intent. In specific,
we use two stacked recurrent neural networks to
encode the semantic information from sequence
of characters and sequence of words which serve
a twofold advantage. While character embeddings
extract information from out of vocabulary tokens,
i.e., repeated characters, misspelled words, mali-
cious capitalized characters, unnecessary punctu-
ation etc., word embeddings extract meaningful
features from curse words, informal words, imper-
ative tone, facts without references etc. We further
employ attention mechanisms (Bahdanau et al.,
2014) to quantify the importance of a particular
character/word. Finally we leverage this learned
representation to classify an edit to be damaging
or valid. Note that StRE is reminiscent of struc-
tured self attentive model proposed in (Lin et al.,
2017) albeit used in a different setting.
Findings: To determine the effectiveness of our
model, we develop an enormous dataset consisting
of∼ 21M edits across 32K wikipages. We observe
that StRE outperforms the closest baseline by at
least 17% and at most 103% in terms of AUPRC.
Since it is impossible to develop an universal
model which performs equally well for all cat-
egories, we develop a transfer learning (Howard
and Ruder, 2018) set up which allows us to de-
ploy our model to newer categories without train-
ing from scratch. This further allows us to employ

Facebook and Myspace are social 
networking sites

Facebook is lot better than Myspace 
is every aspects.

Dr Eric Schmidt, FORMER CEO OF NOVELL, 
took over Google’s CEO when co-founder 

Larry Page stepped down

[[Eric Schmidt]], took over Google’s CEO 
when co-founder Larry Page stepped down

Google is trying to become the jack of 
all trades 

Google is foraying into other 
businesses, which other companies 

have recently dominated. 

Facebook formerly known as thefacebook is 
a social networking service for high school, 

college, university communities

Facebook formerly known as thefacebook 
is RETARTED as well as a social networking 
service for high school, college, university 

communities

Figure 2: Examples of edits in Facebook and Google
Wikipedia page. The blue bubbles are the original
sentences. The orange bubbles indicate damaging ed-
its while the green bubbles indicate ‘good faith’ edits.
Good faith edits are unbiased formal English sentence
while damaging edits often correspond to incoherent
use of language, abusive language, imperative mood,
opinionated sentences etc.

our model to pages with lower number of edits.
Contributions: Our primary contributions in this
paper are summarized below -
(i) We propose a deep neural network based model
to predict edit quality in Wikipedia which utilizes
language modeling techniques, to encode seman-
tic information in natural language.
(ii) We develop a novel dataset consisting of
∼ 21M unique edits extracted from ∼ 32K
Wikipedia pages. In fact our proposed model
outperforms all the existing methods in detecting
damaging edits on this dataset.
(iii) We further develop a transfer learning set up
which allows us to deploy our model to newer cat-
egories without the need for training from scratch.

Code and sample data related to the pa-
per are available at https://github.com/
bhanu77prakash/StRE.

2 The Model

In this section we give a detailed description of
our model. We consider an edit to be a pair of
sentences with one representing the original (Por)
while the other representing the edited version
(Ped). The input to the model is the concatenation
of Por and Ped (say P = {Por||Ped}) separated by a
delimiter (‘||’). We assume P consists of wi words
and ci characters. Essentially we consider two lev-
els of encoding - (i) character level to extract pat-
terns like repeated characters, misspelled words,
unnecessary punctuation etc. and (ii) word level
to identify curse words, imperative tone, opinion-
ated phrases etc. In the following we present how
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we generate a representation of the edit and utilize
it to detect malicious edits. The overall architec-
ture of StRE is presented in Fig 3.

2.1 Word encoder
Given an edit P with wi, i ∈ [0,L] words, we first
embed the words through a pre-trained embedding
matrix We such that xi = Wewi. This sequence of
embedded words is then provided as an input to
a bidirectional LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhu-
ber, 1997) which provides representations of the
words by summarizing information from both di-
rections.

xi =Wewi, i ∈ [0,L] (1)
−→v i =

−−−→
LST M(xi), i ∈ [0,L] (2)

←−v i =
←−−−
LST M(xi), i ∈ [L,0] (3)

We obtain the representation for each word by
concatenating the forward and the backward hid-
den states vi = [−→v i,

←−v i]. Since not all words con-
tribute equally to the context, we deploy an atten-
tion mechanism to quantify the importance of each
word. The final representation is then a weighted
aggregation of the words.

ui = σ(Wwvi +bw) (4)

βi =
exp(uT

i uw)

∑T
i=0 exp(uT

i uw)
(5)

Rw = ∑
i

βivi (6)

To calculate attention weights (αi) for a hidden
state hi, it is first fed through a single layer per-
ceptron and then a softmax function is used to cal-
culate the weights. Note that we use a word con-
text vector uw which is randomly initialized and
is learnt during the training process. The use of
context vector as a higher level representation of a
fixed query has been argued in (Sukhbaatar et al.,
2015; Kumar et al., 2016). Note that the attention
score calculation is reminiscent of the one pro-
posed in (Yang et al., 2016).

2.2 Character encoder
The character encoder module is similar to the
word encoder module with minor differences. For-
mally we consider P ({Por||Ped}) as a sequence of
T characters ci, i ∈ [0,T ]. Instead of using pre-
trained embeddings as in case of word encoder, we
define an embedding module, parameters of which
is also learned during training which is basically

an MLP. Each embedded character is then passed
through a bidirectional LSTM to obtain the hidden
states for each character. Formally, we have

yi = σ(Wcci +bc), i ∈ [0,T ] (7)
−→
h i =

−−−→
LST M(yi), i ∈ [0,T ] (8)

←−
h i =

←−−−
LST M(yi), i ∈ [T,0] (9)

We next calculate the attention scores for each
hidden state hi as

zi = σ(Wchi +bc) (10)

αi =
exp(zT

i uc)

∑T
i=0 exp(zT

i uc)
(11)

Rc = ∑
i

αihi (12)

Note that uc is a character context vector which
is learned during training.

2.3 Edit classification
The edit vector Ep (for an edit P) is the concate-
nation of character and word level encodings Ep =
[Rc,Rw] which we then use to classify whether an
edit is valid or damaging. Typically, we perform

p = so f tmax(WpEp +bp)

Finally we use binary cross entropy between pre-
dicted and the true labels as our training loss.

2.4 Transfer learning setup
Note that it is not feasible to train the model from
scratch every time a new page in an existing or a
new category is introduced. Hence we propose a
transfer learning setup whereby, for a new page,
we use the pre-trained model and only update the
weights of the dense layers during training. The
advantages are twofold - (i) the model needs only
a limited amount of training data and hence can
easily be trained on the new pages and (ii) we ben-
efit significantly on training time.

3 Dataset

Wikipedia provides access to all Wikimedia
project pages in the form of xml dumps, which
is periodically updated3. We collect data from
dumps made available by English Wikipedia
project on June 2017 which contains information
about 5.5M pages.

3https://dumps.wikimedia.org/enwiki/20181120
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Figure 3: Overall architecture of StRE. The charac-
ter encoding and the word encoding components of the
model are shown in the left and right respectively. This
is followed by the attention layer followed by concate-
nation and softmax.

We extract a subset of pages related to the Com-
puter Science category in Wikipedia. Utilizing the
category hierarchy4 (Auer et al., 2007) (typically
a directed graph containing parent and child cate-
gories), we extract all articles under the Computer
Science category up to a depth of four levels which
accounts for 48.5K Wikipedia pages across 1.5K
categories5. We filter out pages with at least 100
edits which leaves us with 32K pages. For each
page in our dataset we performed pairwise differ-
ence operation6 between its current and previous
versions to obtain a set of pairs with each consist-
ing of a sentence and its subsequent modified ver-
sion.
Edit quality: In order to train our model to iden-
tify quality edits from damaging edits we need a
deterministic score for an edit. Our quality score
is based on the intuition that if changes intro-
duced by the edit are preserved, it signals that the
edit was beneficial, whereas if the changes are re-
verted, the edit likely had a negative effect. This
idea is adapted from previous work of Adler et al.
(2011).

Consider a particular article and denote it by vk
its k-th revision (i.e., the state of the article after
the k-th edit). Let d(u,v) be the Levenshtein dis-
tance between two revisions. We define the quality
of edit k from the perspective of the article’s state
after `≥ 1 subsequent edits as

qk|` =
d(vk−1,vk+`)−d(vk,vk+`)

d(vk−1,vk)
.

4Dbpedia.org
5Typical categories include ‘Computational Science’,

‘Artificial Intelligence’ etc.
6https://docs.python.org/2/library/difflib.html

Resources Count

Pages 32394
Total edits 21,848960
Positive edits 15,791575
Negative edits 6,057385

Table 1: Summary of the dataset.

Intuitively, the quantity qk|` captures the propor-
tion of work done on edit k that remains in revision
k+` and it varies between qk|` ∈ [−1,1], when the
value falls outside this range, it is capped within
these two values. We compute the mean quality
of the edit by averaging over multiple future revi-
sions as follows

qk =
1
L

L

∑̀
=1

qk|`

where L is the minimum among the number of
subsequent revisions of the article. We have taken
L = 10, which is consistent with the previous work
of Yardım et al. (2018).
Edit label: For each pair of edits we compute the
edit quality score. If quality score is ≥ 0 we label
an edit to be −1, i.e., done in good faith. However
all edits with quality score < 0 are labeled 1, i.e.,
damaging edits. We further check that bad qual-
ity edits are indeed damaging edits by calculating
what fraction of low score edits are reverted and
what fraction of high score edits are not reverted.
This result is illustrated in Figure 4. Information
whether an edit is reverted or not can be calculated
by mining Wikipedia’s revert graph following the
same technique illustrated by (Kittur et al., 2007).
The results clearly show that a large proportion of
bad quality edits are indeed reverted by the edi-
tors and similarly a large fraction of good quality
edits are not reverted. Though bad quality edits
are often reverted, all reverted edits are not bad.
Malicious agents often engage in interleaving re-
verts, i.e., edit wars (Kiesel et al., 2017) as well
as pesudo reverts. Hence we use quality metric to
label damaging edits which is well accepted in the
literature (Adler et al., 2008). We provide a sum-
mary of the data in Table 1. Our final data can be
represented by a triplet < si,s f , l > where si is the
initial sentence, s f is the modified sentence and l
indicates the edit label.

4 Experiments

In this section we demonstrate the effectiveness of
our model compared to other existing techniques.
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Figure 4: Distribution of the quality score for the revert edits (left) and non-reverted edits(right). The y-axis is in
log scale. The plot shows that a large proportion of low quality edits are reverted and a large proportion of high
quality edits are not reverted; hence this observation acts as a validation for our quality score metric.

Typically, we consider two sets of experiments -
(i) category level and (ii) page level. In category
level experiments (see section 4.3) we first form a
random sample of data points belonging to pages
in a fixed category. Our objective is to first train
on edits related to a fixed page category and test
on new edits belonging to pages of the same cat-
egory. We further show through rigorous experi-
ments that existing approaches of transfer learning
and fine tuning (Howard and Ruder, 2018) can be
applied to increase the efficacy of our approach. In
page level experiments in section 4.4, we abandon
the category constraint (as in case of category level
experiments) and train (test) on edits irrespective
of the category of the page which it belongs to and
demonstrate that our model is equally effective.

4.1 Baseline approaches
We use two variants of our proposed model – word
embedding with attention (Word+Att), character
embedding with attention (Char+Att) as two base-
lines to compare to our model. We also compare
existing feature based and event based approaches
for edit quality prediction. We give a brief descrip-
tion of the other state-of-the-art baselines in the
subsequent subsections.

4.1.1 ORES
The Objective Revision Evaluation Service
(ORES) (Wikimedia, 2019) is a web service
developed by Wikimedia foundation that provides
a machine learning-based scoring system for edits.
More specifically, given an edit, ORES infers
whether an edit causes damage using linguistic
features and edit based features (e.g., size of the
revision etc.)

4.1.2 ORES++
In order to make it more competitive, we further
augment ORES by adding linguistic quality indi-

cators as additional features obtained from the Em-
path tool Fast et al. (2016). This tool scores edits
on 16 lexical dimensions such as ‘ugliness’, ‘irri-
tability’, ‘violence’ etc. We also use the count of
POS tags following Manning et al. (2014) as well
as the count of mispelled words as features using
aspell dictionary Atkinson (2006).

4.1.3 Interrank
Interrank (Yardım et al., 2018) is a recent quality-
prediction method which does not use any explicit
content-based features but rather predicts quality
of an edit by learning editor competence and page
reputation from prior edit actions. The perfor-
mance of Interrank has been revealed to be very
close to ORES.

4.2 Model configuration
We use 300 dimensional pre-trained word Glove
vector (Pennington et al., 2014) and 300 dimen-
sional ASCII character embedding (Woolf, 2017).
We also use 64 dimensional hidden layer in our
model, followed by attention layer and three stacks
of dense layer. Our context vector in the atten-
tion layer is of 64 dimensions and dense layers
are 256, 64 and 16 dimensions. We further utilize
dropout probability of 0.5 in the dense layers. We
also employ binary cross entropy as loss function
and Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) optimizer with
learning rate 0.01 and weight decay of 0.0001 to
train our model. The batch size is set to 250.

4.3 Category level experiments
In this set of experiments we essentially train and
test on pages in the same category.

4.3.1 Page specific model
As a first step towards determining the potential of
our model, we train our model on a set of edits of a
particular page and predict on the rest. To this aim
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we manually annotate top 100 pages in terms of to-
tal number of edits, into four categories, i.e., com-
pany, concept, technology, and person. Such gran-
ular level category annotation is not available from
Wikipedia hierarchy which directs us towards an-
notation. In each category we tabulate the count
of positive and negative datapoints in Table 2).
For each page we randomly select 80% edits for
training, 10% edits for validation and 10% edits
as held out set. We train our model on 80% and
tune it on the validation set. We finally test on
the held out set. The same procedure is followed
for Word+Att, Char+Att, ORES++. For all these
models the AUPRC (mean,std) across all pages are
presented in Table 3. Since ORES is already a pre-
trained model we test on the combined held out set
of the pages. Note that Interrank is not designed
for page level training and further requires large
training data. Hence, for Interrank we train on the
combined training set of the pages and test on the
combined held out set. Results obtained on the
held out set are reported in Table 3. Our exper-
iments clearly show that StRE outperforms base-
lines by a significant margin (at least 10%). We
also see that individual components of our model,
i.e., Char+Att and Word+Att do not perform as
well as StRE which further validates our architec-
ture. Moreover, Interrank performs poorly despite
combined dataset which shows that language mod-
elling is essential in edit quality prediction.

Edits Company Concept Technology Person
+ve examples 813400 227308 294125 79035
-ve Examples 649078 124323 169091 28505

Total examples 1462478 351631 463216 107540

Table 2: Total number of data points along with posi-
tive and negative samples for the top five pages in terms
of edit count in each category.

4.3.2 New page: same category
We now explore a more challenging setup for our
model whereby instead of training and testing on
edits of a specific annotated category, we train on
edits of pages of a particular category but test on
a previously unseen (during training) page of the
same category. Specifically, for a given category,
we train our model on 90% of pages and test our
models on unseen page edits in the same category
from our annotated dataset. The obtained results
are tabulated in Table 4(a). Results show that such
an approach is indeed fruitful and can be applied
on pages which has very few edits utilizing intra-

category pages with large edit counts.
Transfer learning results: Our results can be fur-
ther improved by applying ideas of transfer learn-
ing. For each new page, we can initialize our
model by pre-trained weights learned from train-
ing on other intra-category pages. We can then
train the dense layer with only 20% of new data-
points randomly selected from the new page and
test on the remaining 80%. This approach is
adapted from the state-of-the-art transfer learning
approaches (Howard and Ruder, 2018; Dehghani
et al., 2017) where it has been shown to work on
diverse NLP tasks. Such an approach achieves at
least 3% and at most 27% improvement over prior
results.

4.3.3 New page: different category
We now probe into how our model performs when
tested on a page belonging to a previously unseen
category. As a proof of concept, we train on all
pages belonging to three categories (inter-category
training) and test on a new page from the fourth
category. We perform this experiment considering
each of the four categories as unknown one by one
in turn. The obtained results are presented in Ta-
ble 4(b). Clearly, the results are inferior compared
to intra-category training which corroborates with
our argument that different category of pages have
unique patterns of edits.
Transfer learning results: However, we alleviate
the above problem by utilizing transfer learning
approaches. In specific, we initialize our model
with weights pre-trained on inter-category pages
and train only the final dense layer on 20% of
the new edits from the fourth category. Results
point that we can obtain significant improvements,
i.e., at least 10% and at most 28%. This is very
a promising direction to pursue further investiga-
tions, since it is very likely that abundant edits may
be present in distant categories while very limited
edits may manifest in a niche category that has low
visibility.

4.3.4 Multi category training
Finally, we proceed toward a category agnostic
training paradigm. Essentially, we hold out 10%
pages of the annotated set for each category. We
train on all remaining pages irrespective of the cat-
egory information and test on the held out pages
from each category. We report the results in Ta-
ble 4(c). Since our model learns from edits in all
category of pages, we are able to obtain better re-
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Company Concept Technology Person
Models AUPRC AUPRC AUPRC AUPRC
ORES 0.72 0.76 0.71 0.63

ORES++ 0.84±0.03 0.85±0.03 0.87±0.02 0.85±0.03
Interrank 0.35 0.47 0.42 0.38
Word+Att 0.63±0.02 0.74±0.03 0.72±0.01 0.78±0.02
Char+Att 0.91±0.01 0.84±0.02 0.83±0.02 0.81±0.02

StRE 0.95±0.02 0.89±0.01 0.91±0.01 0.87±0.02

Table 3: AUPRC scores, with the best results in bold and gray background on the annotated dataset.

Category Testing without
Retraining

Testing with
20% Retraining

Person 0.81 0.85
Concept 0.77 0.91

Company 0.76 0.88
Technology 0.68 0.88

(a) Intra category AUPRC.

Category Testing without
Retraining

Testing with
20% Retraining

Person 0.67 0.82
Concept 0.63 0.81

Company 0.71 0.82
Technology 0.72 0.89

(b) Inter category AUPRC.

Category Testing without
Retraining

Testing with
20% Retraining

Person 0.71 0.83
Concept 0.85 0.90

Company 0.74 0.86
Technology 0.77 0.84

(c) Category agnostic AUPRC.

Table 4: Results for intra-category, inter-category and category agnostic predictions without and with transfer
learning. The transfer learning approach is always beneficial.

sults from inter category setup. We further employ
transfer learning (as in previous sections) on the
new page which improves the results significantly
(at least 6% and at most 16%).

To summarize the results in this section, we ob-
serve that testing on a previously unseen category
leads to under-performance. However, retraining
the dense layers with a few training examples dras-
tically improves the performance of our model.

4.4 Page level experiments

We now consider an experimental setup agnostic
of any category. In this setting, to train our model
we form a set of edits which comprises 20% of our
total edits in the dataset. This edits are taken from
the pages which have largest edit count. Quan-
titatively, we impose a cap on the total number
of edits to be 20% of the entire edit count. Sub-
sequently, we start pooling training data from the
largest page, followed by the second largest page
and so on until our budget is fulfilled. The whole
data so accumulated is divided into 80% training,
10% validation and 10% test sets. Results on this
10% held out data are reported in Table 5 as train-
ing AUPRC. We compare our model against other
text based and event based quality predictor base-
lines. Since ORES is an already pre-trained web
based service, we obtained AUPRC on the 10%
held out set. In case of Interrrank, 90% of the
data is used for training and 10% is used as held
out set (as reported in the paper (Yardım et al.,
2018)). Results show that our model performs sig-
nificantly better than the baselines (by 24% in case
of ORES and by 131% in case of Interrank).
Transfer learning results: For each of the re-

Model Training
AUPRC

Testing
AUPRC

ORES 0.77 0.75
Interrank 0.41 0.42
Word+Att 0.64 0.77±0.1
Char+Att 0.92 0.83±0.09

StRE 0.95 0.88±0.09

Table 5: Comaprison between StRE and baselines on
complete dataset.

maining pages in our data we first utilize our pre-
trained model from the last step. However, we
train the dense layers with randomly selected 20%
datapoints from the page to be tested. The remain-
ing data is used for testing. We follow this pro-
cedure for all remaining pages and calculate the
mean test AUPRC along with standard deviation
which we report in Table 5. In case of ORES we
evaluate on the 80% data. In case of Interrrank,
we merge all remaining data into a single dataset
and use 90% of the data for training and 10% for
test. We show that transfer learning approach can
be useful in this setting and we obtain 17% im-
provement compared to ORES and 103% improve-
ment compared to Interrank.

5 Discussion

Model retraining: We demonstrate in our exper-
iments that a fraction of edits from unseen pages
results in the improvement over pretrained models.
We further investigate the model performance if
we increase the volume of the retraining data (re-
sults shown for the intra-category setup, all other
setups show exactly similar trend). We vary the
unseen data used for fine tuning the model from
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Original version Revised version

Google Maps offers detailed streetmaps
and route planning information.

Google Maps offers detailed streetmaps
and route planning information in
United States and Canada.

Proponents argued that privacy complaints
are baseless.

Proponents of trusted computing argue that
privacy complaints have been addressed in
the existing specifications - possibly as a
result of criticism of early versions of the
specifications.

Table 6: Anecdotal examples of edits in Google Maps and Internet Privacy wikipage. Here the general model
fails to identify negative examples while retraining the dense layer learns better representations and identifies the
negative examples correctly. Page specific tokens are colored in blue.

5% to 50% and show that growth in AUPRC sta-
bilizes (see Fig 5) which validates our proposal to
utilize a smaller fraction.
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Figure 5: AUPRC using transfer learning in intra-
category setup with gradual increase in retraining per-
centages. Similar trends are obtained with the other
setups.

Anecdotal examples: In order to obtain a deeper
understanding of the results, we explore few ex-
amples where the general model fails while re-
training the dense layers leads to correct classi-
fication. In Table 6 we present two such exam-
ples. Note that our general model (without re-
training the dense layers) wrongly classifies them
as damaging edits while retraining leads to cor-
rect classification. We believe that retraining the
dense layers leads to obtaining superior represen-
tation of edits, whereby, page specific words like
‘streetmaps’, ‘route planning’ in Google Maps or
‘privacy complaints’, ‘trusted computing’ in Inter-
net Privacy are more pronounced.
Timing benefits: Another potential benefit is the
amount of time saved per epoch as we are only
back propagating through the dense layers. To
quantify the benefit in terms of time, we select
a random sample of pages and train one version
of our model end-to-end across all layers and an-

other version only up to the dense layer. For our
model, the average time taken per epoch achieves
∼ 5x improvement over the traditional approach.
The performance in the two cases are almost same.
In fact, for some cases the traditional end-to-end
training leads to inferior results as LSTM layers
fail to learn the best weights with so few exam-
ples.

6 Related work

Edit quality prediction in Wikipedia has mostly
been pursued in the lines of vandalism detection.
Kumar et al. (2015) developed a system which
utilized novel patterns embedded in user editing
history, to predict potential vandalism. Similar
feature based approach has also been applied in
both standard (Green and Spezzano, 2017) and sis-
ter projects of Wikipedia such as wikidata (Hein-
dorf et al., 2016; Sarabadani et al., 2017). Yuan
et al. (2017) propose to use a modified version
of LSTM to solve this problem, hence avoiding
feature engineering. A complementary direction
of investigation has been undertaken by (Daxen-
berger and Gurevych, 2013; Bronner and Monz,
2012) who bring forth a feature driven approach,
to distinguish spam edit from a quality edit. A fea-
ture learning based approach has been proposed
by Agrawal and Dealfaro (2016); Yardım et al.
(2018) which observes all the past edits of a user
to predict the quality of the future edits. Tempo-
ral traces generated by edit activity has also been
shown (Tabibian et al., 2017) to be a key indica-
tor toward estimating reliability of edits and page
reputation. One of the major problems in these ap-
proaches is that they require user level history in-
formation which is difficult to obtain because the
same user may edit different Wikipedia pages of
diverse categories and it will be time consuming
to comb through millions of pages for each user.
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There has also been no work to understand the
possibility of predicting edit quality based on ed-
its in pages in a common category. However, there
has been no work to leverage advanced machinery
developed in language modeling toward predicting
edit quality.
Transfer learning: Several works (Long et al.,
2015b; Sharif Razavian et al., 2014) in computer
vision (CV) focus on transfer learning approach
as deep learning architectures in CV tend to learn
generic to specific tasks from first to last layer.
More recently (Long et al., 2015a; Donahue et al.,
2014) have shown that fine tuning the last or sev-
eral of the last layers and keeping the rest of the
layers frozen can have similar benefits. In natu-
ral language processing (NLP) literature, (Severyn
and Moschitti, 2015) showed that unsupervised
language model based embedding can be tuned us-
ing a distant large corpus and then further applied
on a specialized task such as sentiment classifica-
tion. This approach of weak supervision followed
by full supervision to learn a confident model (De-
hghani et al., 2017; Howard and Ruder, 2018; Jan
et al., 2016) has been shown to reduce training
times in several NLP tasks. In this paper we apply
a similar framework for the first time in predicting
the edit quality in Wikipedia pages in one category
by initializing parameters from a trained model of
a different category. This is very effective in cases
where the former category page has limited num-
ber of data points.

7 Conclusion

In this paper we proposed a novel deep learning
based model StRE for quality prediction of edits
in Wikipedia. Our model combines word level as
well as character level signals in the orthography
of Wikipedia edits for extracting a rich representa-
tion of an edit. We validate our model on a novel
data set comprising millions of edits and show ef-
ficacy of our approach compared to approaches
that utilize handcrafted features and event based
modelling. One of the remarkable findings of this
study is that only 20% of training data is able to
boost the performance of the model by a signifi-
cant margin.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
work which attempts to predict edit quality of a
page by learning signals from similar category
pages as well as cross category pages. We fur-
ther show applications of recent advances in trans-

fer learning in this problem and obtain significant
improvements in accuracy without compromising
training times. We believe this work will usher
considerable interest in understanding linguistic
patterns in Wikipedia edit history and application
of deep models in this domain.
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Abstract

Most current NLP systems have little knowl-
edge about quantitative attributes of objects
and events. We propose an unsupervised
method for collecting quantitative information
from large amounts of web data, and use it to
create a new, very large resource consisting of
distributions over physical quantities associ-
ated with objects, adjectives, and verbs which
we call Distribution over Quantities (DOQ)1.
This contrasts with recent work in this area
which has focused on making only relative
comparisons such as “Is a lion bigger than a
wolf?”. Our evaluation shows that DOQ com-
pares favorably with state of the art results on
existing datasets for relative comparisons of
nouns and adjectives, and on a new dataset we
introduce.

1 Introduction

How much does a lion weigh? How tall can
they be? When do people typically eat break-
fast? And, how long are concerts? Most peo-
ple would know at least an approximate answer
to these questions, many of which fall under the
(somewhat ill-defined) notion of commonsense
knowledge, and some (but certainly not all) of
which exist in resources such as Wikipedia, or in
knowledge graphs like Freebase (Bollacker et al.,
2008). Natural Language Understanding systems
should also know (at least approximately) the an-
swers to these questions, to better support Ques-
tion Answering and Textual Entailment (Dagan

∗Work carried out during an internship at Google.
†Work carried out during employment at Google.

1The resource is available at https://
github.com/google-research-datasets/
distribution-over-quantities
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Figure 1: Examples of different objects from DOQ in
the MASS and TIME dimensions.

et al., 2013) and, more generally, in order to sup-
port reasoning about events described in natural
language and converse with people naturally.

Acquiring commonsense knowledge from natu-
ral language text has been the subject of a lot of
recent work. These approaches focus on facili-
tating comparisons between quantitative attributes
of nouns (Bagherinezhad et al., 2016; Forbes and
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Choi, 2017; Yang et al., 2018), intensity of ad-
jectives (De Melo and Bansal, 2013; Cocos et al.,
2018) and coarse classification of events duration
and relative order (Gusev et al., 2011; Ning et al.,
2018). However, they do not have complete cover-
age even for comparable objects, as a result of how
they are acquired, and lack the ability to assign a
numerical value to objects and events (“How hot
is it in New York?”), which is often useful for rea-
soning, text generation, and other tasks.

In this work, we propose a method for acquir-
ing distributions over ten dimensions: TIME, CUR-
RENCY, LENGTH, AREA, VOLUME, MASS, TEM-
PERATURE, DURATION, SPEED, and VOLTAGE.
We do this for nouns (e.g. elephant, airplane, NBA
game), adjectives (e.g. cold, hot, lukewarm) and
verbs (e.g. eating, walking, running). This results
in a large resource we call Distribution over Quan-
tities (DOQ) – over 350K triples each observed
over 1000 times. Examples of entries in DOQ de-
picting MASS and TIME distributions are shown in
Figures 1a and 1b.2

We develop DOQ by extracting and aggregating
quantitative information from the web, in English,
and collecting co-occurring objects from their sur-
roundings. The quantitative information is nor-
malized and associated with units to determine
the relevant dimensions such as TEMPERATURE or
MASS. As we show, despite the inherent noise in
such an acquisition process due to extraction er-
rors and reporting bias (Gordon and Van Durme,
2013), rather simple denoising methods result in a
relatively clean resource, with very high coverage
and good accuracy.

DOQ is significantly more comprehensive and
accurate than any other related resource we know
of. For each term, and each of its relevant dimen-
sions we collected the actual numerical values as-
sociated with this pair. This gives us expressive
distributional information about range, mean, me-
dian and other statistics. Moreover, since our re-
source is collected using only a few rules for de-
tecting quantities and converting units, it can be
extended to other languages easily.

We evaluate DOQ on several existing datasets
and show that it compares favorably with exist-
ing methods that require more resources and have
less coverage. In particular, we identify and cor-
rect problems with some of the existing datasets

2The violin plots along the paper describe the probability
density of the collected distribution at different values.

resulting in new, cleaner, evaluation datasets.
Overall, we make the following contributions:

1. A new method for collecting expressive
quantitative information about objects.

2. A large resource of distributions over quan-
titative attributes of nouns, adjectives, and
verbs.

3. Strong results on existing datasets for noun
and adjective comparison, refining and im-
proving an existing dataset, and creating a
new dataset for evaluating noun comparisons.

2 Related Work

There has been a lot of work trying to use Hearst-
style patterns (Hearst, 1992) to extract relations
between objects in large corpora (Tandon et al.,
2014; Shivade et al., 2016). For example, from the
sentence: “Melons are bigger than apples” they
extract the relation: ‘Melons’ > ‘apples’. These
methods suffer from reporting bias and low cov-
erage, since the precise patterns need to be found
to make these inferences. Our method, which re-
lies on co-occurring objects, is robust to this issue.
Pattern-based methods were also used in the con-
text of OpenIE, e.g., to extract event duration in-
formation (Gusev et al., 2011; Kozareva and Hovy,
2011), but were found to be highly brittle due
to the dependence on finding specific pre-defined
patterns.

There is a line of work (Forbes and Choi, 2017;
Yang et al., 2018) to determine the quantitative re-
lation between two nouns on a specific scale. For
adjectives (De Melo and Bansal, 2013; Kim and
de Marneffe, 2013; Shivade et al., 2015; Cocos
et al., 2018), comparisons were made only for rel-
ative intensities, i.e. ‘freezing’ < ‘cold’. In con-
trast, we infer magnitudes as well, which make us
robust to comparisons between different polarities
of the same cluster (e.g. ‘hot’ vs. ‘cold’).

Spithourakis and Riedel (2018) propose several
methods to represent numbers in language models
(LMs) instead of using an out-of-vocabulary to-
ken, giving the LM more expressive ability to pro-
duce numbers. Spithourakis et al. (2016) showed
that conditioning on numerical values in the LM
can improve the consistency of the modeling for
clinical reports. When using it along with a scorer
for Semantic Error Correction (Dahlmeier and Ng,
2011), it makes more grounded suggestions, with
realistic estimates of different measurements.
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Figure 2: Car modifiers: Speed of cars, sidelong by dif-
ferent modifiers, which shift the cars speed distribution.
Interesting to point out the high distribution of “slowest
car” phrase (See the bias discussion in Sec. 6).

Our work overlaps with a number of approaches
to ground textual objects by: achieving a common-
sense understanding of numeric expressions (Cha-
ganty and Liang, 2016), grounding adjectives into
RGB colors (Winn and Muresan, 2018), ground-
ing events duration (Pan et al., 2006; Gusev et al.,
2011) and measurements’ intensity within a given
context (Narisawa et al., 2013).

Finally, our resource collection is in the line of
work that uses counting across very large amounts
of data (such as n-grams from books) to produce
big resources (Lin et al., 2012; Goldberg and Or-
want, 2013), which have had a significant impact
on NLP Research.

3 Distribution over Quantities: Method

We propose a process for automatically extracting
co-occurrences of objects and measurements from
a large text corpus. Examples of the resulting out-
put are the mass distributions of animals in Fig-
ure 1a, typical meal hours in Figure 1b and the car
modifiers in Figure 2.

We first use a rule-based method for detect-
ing and normalizing measurement mentions (Sec.
3.1). We then aggregate the detected measure-
ments and objects that occurred in the nearby con-
text (Sec. 3.2) and describe some simple heuristics
for improving the resource accuracy (Sec. 3.3).
Finally, Sec. 3.4 describes the resource produced
in this process.

We note that the resource was built with the aim
of keeping it as simple as possible, to test how ac-
curate a simple approach can be. We believe it
reflects the potential of transferring the process to
other languages, where NLP resources are more

sparse.

3.1 Measurement Identification and
Normalization

Measurement identification uses a simple context-
free grammar along with a mapping from units to
dimensions. Thus, we know that ‘inch’ is a unit
in the LENGTH domain which is equal to 0.02524
meters, and that “acre foot” is a unit of VOLUME

equal to 1233.48 standard units (here, cubic me-
ters). Similar tables express SPEED in meters per
second and TEMPERATURE in degree Kelvin.

If the unit is not expressed explicitly or rec-
ognized by the parser (for example, in the sen-
tence “New York was a scorching 110”), we do
not extract anything. There are occasional mis-
parses caused by typographic shortcuts, such as
“17 C” where Centigrade is meant, but is parsed
as Coulombs. These show up as loss in coverage
for us, since we deal with a limited set of dimen-
sions in which charge is not included.

3.2 Object Collection
Object Extraction The main objects used in
this work are 1-token words that are either nouns,
adjectives or verbs. We also consider more com-
plex phrases of these types (e.g. noun phrases).
The complex phrases are collected enforcing mini-
mum phrase spans. This way, for example, we col-
lected the phrase “race car” and are able to com-
pare its distribution to that of “electric car”.

Object Head Along with each collected object,
we also retrieve its syntactic head. For example, in
the sentence: “The fast car was driving 50 miles
per hour”, collecting the adjective ‘fast’ will also
capture ‘car’ as its head. With this information
we are able to compare a “fast car” to a ‘car’. We
note that this process is not possible for all lan-
guages and may result in less accurate extraction
depending on the parser accuracy. Nonetheless,
this phase is optional as it only adds the ability to
compare more complex phrases and modifiers. A
lot of information can still be collected without it.

Aggregation After identifying measurements in
the sentence, we collect the objects that co-occur
with these measurements within a certain con-
text window. Using a bigger context size, we
get broader coverage but also fewer occurrences.
When reducing the context size, we get a sparser
resource, but better attribution accuracy. More so-
phisticated collection methods are possible (e.g.
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measuring parse-tree distances), but are left for fu-
ture work.

Running the Entire Process We created the
DOQ resource using the Flume framework
(Chambers et al., 2010), to quickly processes
billions of English webpages in parallel. First,
we identified and normalized measurements
(Sec. 3.1). Then, these sentences were parsed
for POS tags and dependency trees (Andor et al.,
2016) and the relevant objects gathered by iden-
tifying co-occurences (within sentence or dis-
tance threshold). The following step aggregated
all of the objects with the same object-head-
measurement tuple, creating a distribution of num-
bers (Sec. 3.2).

3.3 De-noising

The output of the described resource collection
process is, as expected, quite noisy. It assumes
a very simplified model of language, where co-
occurring objects and numerical measurement are
assumed equivalent to attribution, ignoring nega-
tions and reporting bias (Gordon and Van Durme,
2013). To address this, we employ de-noising fil-
ters focused on increasing precision. We get a
cleaner resource at the expense of coverage, which
is still valuable due to the high volume of data
used.

Distance Based Co-Occurrences When aggre-
gating co-occurrences, we also record the token
distance between the measurement and the ob-
ject. This can be a good indication of the degree
of relatedness of a word to its surroundings. We
used two context distances in our experiments: (1)
co-occurrence within the same sentence, (2) co-
occurrence within a token distance k.3 In our ex-
periments, we explore the effectiveness of the re-
source with different distance thresholds.

Negation Negations can affect the precision of
the resource and contribute a lot to the distribution
tails, as in: “The dimension of the car is not 50cm.”
We decided to simply discard all measurements
that appear in the same sentence with a negation
word.4

3In practice, we use k = 3, 10.
4Specifically, we used the following negation words:

‘not’, ‘no’, ‘without’, ‘neither’ and ‘nor’.

Filter/Type Nouns Adjectives Verbs
none 117,953,900 2,513,033 2,121,448
5 16,188,215 598,563 603,799
100 1,497,753 130,534 160,060
1000 266,655 40,518 51,625

Table 1: Size: Number of tuples of Nouns, Adjectives,
and Verbs, coupled with dimension, in our resource,
as a function of the number of occurrences in the web
(more than 5, 100, 1000 occurrences).

3.4 Distribution over Quantities Statistics

The final resource contains 117,953,900 unique
noun tuples, 2,513,033 unique adjective tuples and
2,121,448 unique verb tuples. The total number of
triples in English are 122,588,381. Table 1 pro-
vides some more statistics.

4 Evaluation Data

In this section we describe the datasets we use for
evaluation. For the dataset introduced in (Forbes
and Choi, 2017), we highlight a few problems we
identified in it and how we corrected them, result-
ing in a new, cleaned up version of the dataset
(Sec. 4.1). Moreover, since DOQ is more fine-
grained than previous approaches supported, we
also describe a new dataset for noun comparisons
that was annotated by human annotators. We then
describe the evaluation used for comparing adjec-
tives (Sec. 4.2), and finally, an intrinsic evaluation
done directly on the resource quality (Sec. 4.3).

4.1 Commonsense Property Comparison

Forbes and Choi (2017) created a dataset consist-
ing of 3,656 object pairs labeled by crowd work-
ers. The annotators were asked to label the typ-
ical relation between two objects along five di-
mensions: SIZE, WEIGHT, STRENGTH, RIGIDITY

and SPEED: whether the first object was typically
greater than, lesser than, or equal to the second
along each dimension. 38-59% of the annota-
tions (depending on the dimension) yielded per-
fect agreement among all annotators; 90-95% of
them had an identifiable majority label, and they
chose to keep all of these. We refer to this dataset
as ORIG F&C.

Ill-Defined Comparisons In preliminary exper-
iments on ORIG F&C we observed low results
relative to the 76% achieved by the current state-
of-the-art (Yang et al., 2018). A close inspection
of a sample of 100 pairs (20 from each dimen-
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Train Dev Test All

All Labels
ORIG F&C 587 5,418 6,007 12,012
NO-LEAK F&C 712 3,000 4,497 8,209

Subset Labels
ORIG F&C 361 3,311 3,650 7,322
CLEAN F&C 173 1,268 1,523 2,964

Table 2: F&C dataset size. All Labels represent the
original dataset with all the labels. Subset Labels are
the subset labels which are inferable by the resource.

sion) revealed that only 57% of the examples were
in agreement with the annotations in Forbes and
Choi (2017) and 47% were not comparable. The
most common reasons for disagreements were: (1)
Broad objects: e.g. (father, clothes, big); (2)
Abstract objects: e.g. (seal, place, big); (3) Ill-
defined dimension: e.g. (friend, bed, strong).

Training Leakage and New Split Another
problem we identified in ORIG F&C, which re-
sults in a biased evaluation, is leakage from the
training set to the dev/test sets. We identified two
types of leakage.

The first is a Transitivity Leakage: when the
training set contains the tuples: (o1, o2, d) and (o2,
o3, d), and the dev/test set contains the tuple (o1,
o3, d). For example, the training set contains (‘per-
son’, ‘fox’, ‘weight’, ‘bigger’) and (‘fox’, ‘goose’,
‘weight’, ‘bigger’), and the dev set contains (‘per-
son’, ‘goose’, ‘weight’, ‘bigger’). While transi-
tivity is an inherent property of this data, success
on the transitive closure of training examples does
not reflect the ability of the algorithm to infer the
correct relation between two unseen objects, and
these examples should be removed from the eval-
uation data. We found 4.3% of the dev and 3.5%
of the test data had transitive leakage.

The second type of leakage we identified is
Object Leakage, where a certain object in the
dev/test set already appeared in the training set.
This happens in 94.8% and 95.7% of the exam-
ples in the dev/test sets, respectively. This means
that success on these objects might not reflect the
generalization abilities of the algorithm, but rather
a memorization of the training data.

To address these concerns, we reorganized the
train/dev/test sets, forming new splits, which we
refer to as NO-LEAK F&C. The new split sizes
can be found in Table 2. We re-ran the current
models on NO-LEAK F&C and, as expected, we
observe a drop of 5-6% in accuracy: from the orig-
inal 76% accuracy on the dev/test sets, to 70% and
71% accuracy, respectively.

F&C Re-annotation Due to the ill-defined
comparison we identified in the dataset, we re-
annotated it using crowd-source workers, who
were trained with specific instructions to attend to
the validity of the comparison. We used 3 anno-
tators per example and the majority vote was used
as the final answer. Examples with no agreement,
i.e., where each annotator chose a different option,
were discarded. The inter annotator agreement
yielded Fleiss kappa of k = 89.8. Out of 7322 tu-
ples in the original dataset, 59.5% were discarded
either because the objects were simply not com-
parable, or due to lack of agreement between the
annotators. After removing the non-comparable
examples, the kappa agreement was k = 97.2. We
refer to this new dataset as CLEAN F&C. We also
tested the agreement between the new labels, and
the corresponding labels in the original dataset,
achieving near-perfect agreement of k = 90.2, es-
tablishing the quality of the new annotations.

New, More Conservative Dataset Due to the
problems we identified in ORIG F&C and the
fact that it became significantly smaller after filter-
ing out ill-defined comparisons, we created a new
dataset. We provided human annotators with more
precise definitions and restricted comparisons to
specific domains using only a subset of the dimen-
sions – MASS, SPEED, CURRENCY and LENGTH.
We further controlled the generation of compara-
ble objects by using Category Builder (CB) (Ma-
habal et al., 2018), a method which can be used
to expand a set of seed words into others in the
same category. For each domain and dimension
we fed an initial seed into CB, and used the top
results as comparable pairs. Table 3 in the Ap-
pendix presents statistics and examples from each
category from the new dataset. Note that the new
dataset is only used as a test set and thus leakage
is not applicable. Moreover, due to the controlled
data generation process, we avoided some of the
comparison issues we observed in ORIG F&C.

We used crowdsourcing to annotate the pairs,
and obtained a substantial inter-annotator agree-
ment of k = 77.1. Each example was annotated
by three annotators and we used majority vote
to determine the final labels. The final dataset
discards examples with no agreement and Non-
Comparable label, resulting in 4,773 examples.

Our method for determining a relation between
two objects is unsupervised and does not require a
training set. However, in order to compare with
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deMelo Wilk-intense Wilk-all

All Labels
#Objects 300 60 60
#Pairs 682 60 133

Subset Labels
#Objects 58 21 22
#Pairs 121 21 47

Table 3: Adjective dataset size from deMelo and
Wilkinson. The All Labels row represent the original
dataset, with all adjective clusters. The Subset Labels
row describes the filtered partition on these datasets,
with only measurable adjectives.

other methods, we split it into train/dev/test of
sizes 326/1101/1101 respectively, while keeping
the split free of leakage. (Note that the number
of training examples is comparable to Yang et al.
(2018). This split contains only comparisons from
the SPEED, LENGTH and WEIGHT dimensions for
fair comparison to previous work.)

The Relative Size Dataset Bagherinezhad et al.
(2016) created a dataset of 486 object pairs be-
tween 41 physical objects. The dataset (which we
refer to as RELATIVE) focuses solely on the phys-
ical size dimension. Nevertheless, we use it as an-
other evaluation of DOQ.

4.2 Scalar Adjectives

Several test sets have been created to evaluate the
intensity of adjectives. The dataset created by
De Melo and Bansal (2013) uses adjective clusters
based on the ‘dumbbell’ structure of adjectives in
WordNet e.g. “cold < frigid < frozen”. Wilkinson
and Oates (2016) created another testset, by defin-
ing a total order between adjectives in the same
cluster, spanning the entire scale range. For exam-
ple, in the SIZE domain, the full cluster is: “mi-
nuscule < tiny < small < big < large < huge <
enormous < gigantic”. A total of 60 adjectives
were collected across 12 clusters.

Since our method only handles measurable
objects, we manually removed all of the non-
measurable clusters (e.g., “known< famous< leg-
endary” was removed) and evaluated on the rest.
In this process we found that the new dataset by
Cocos et al. (2018) contains only a small num-
ber of measurable clusters and some overlap with
the other testsets, therefore we exclude this test set
from our evaluation. The number of pair compar-
isons and unique objects are detailed in Table 3,
both the original datasets and the subset we used
in this work.

4.3 Intrinsic Evaluation
Lastly, since our resource is more expressive than
what was done in this area before, we also con-
ducted a novel intrinsic evaluation. We ran the
evaluation as follows: Given an object and a di-
mension, we extracted the median of the distri-
bution, expanded it into a range and then asked
human raters whether this range overlaps with the
range of the target object-dimension pair. For ex-
ample, when evaluating the speed of a car, its me-
dian is 99.7 km/h. We then convert it to a range of
10-100 km/h by relaxing it to its nearest order of
magnitude numbers, and asked annotators if this
range corresponds to the typical speed of a car.

We collected a total of 1,271 examples from
the same pool of comparisons used for our new
dataset. Each example was evaluated by 3 annota-
tors and labeled with the majority vote, discarding
examples with no agreement.

5 Experimental Results

The object comparison task described in Sec. 4.1
is formulated as: Given objects o1 and o2 and di-
mension d, predict the relation y ∈ {<,=, >}.5
To solve this task, we look up the set of measure-
ments associated with each object-dimension pair
in the object dictionary. For this evaluation, we ag-
gregate all objects while ignoring their heads (as
described in Sec. 3.4). We compare the two dis-
tributions obtained by their medians. If the object-
dimension pair does not appear in DOQ, we assign
it a 0 value.

Algorithm 1 Adjectives Comparison Inference

Input: adjectives x,z, dimension d and
object distributions H
Output: comparison label
Procedure:
Initialize ŷ, the predictions per head
intersect← findHeadIntersection(H , x, z, d)

. the intersecting heads of x and z
for ai, bi ∈ intersect do

ŷi← compare(ai,bi,d)
end for
Return majority(ŷ)

Adjective comparisons require a different treat-
ment. Earlier work was done mainly on intensi-
ties, and so comparisons are only across half the

5We use the three-way model described in Forbes and
Choi (2017) and not its elaboration in Yang et al. (2018).
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Model/Dataset F&C Clean New Data
Dev Test Dev Test

Majority 0.54 0.57 0.51 0.50
Yang et al. (PCE LSTM) 0.86 0.87 0.60 0.57
DOQ 0.78 0.77 0.62 0.62
DOQ + 10-distance 0.78 0.77 0.62 0.62
DOQ + 3-distance 0.81 0.80 0.62 0.61

Table 4: Results on the noun comparison datasets.

scale (i.e., not on hot vs. cold, but on degrees of
hot and degrees of cold separately). The dimen-
sion of the comparisons is not given explicitly; al-
though it is possible to infer the most relevant di-
mension from DOQ it is not trivial and we leave
this for future work. Instead, we manually label
the dimension of each cluster used. For example,
to the “cold < frigid” comparison, we assign the
TEMPERATURE dimension.

The inference method for adjectives is also
more subtle. As adjectives can describe a wide
range of objects, their variance is higher than that
of nouns. Therefore, our inference method makes
use of an aggregation of individual objects: For
each pair of adjectives we wish to compare, we
query DOQ for every noun that both adjectives
are seen to modify. For each such noun, we com-
pare the distributions along the specified dimen-
sion, and choose the majority comparison over all
such nouns as the prediction for the adjective pair.
This process is outlined in Algorithm 1.

For the experiments using DOQ we used all
three distance-based versions (sentence distance,
10 and 3 words distance). We found that the
sentence-based has the higher coverage, but lower
precision, whereas the lower distance-based has
less coverage but higher precision.

5.1 Comparative Evaluation

Noun Comparison The left column of Table
4 presents results for the cleaned version of the
Forbes and Choi (2017) dataset. The current state-
of-the-art model achieves a total accuracy on the
test set of 87%, while our best method achieves
80%. First, we note that the accuracies are signif-
icantly higher than those on the original dataset,
for all methods. Second, we still observe lower
accuracy for our method compared to Yang et al.
(2018). We can attribute this gap to two rea-
sons. First, they fine-tune their model on a train-
ing set, and although the training set size isn’t
large, it is necessary for achieving these results.
Secondly, they are able to exploit similarities and

Model Accuracy
Chance 0.5
Bagherinezhad et al. 0.835
Yang et al. (Transfer) 0.858
DOQ 0.872
DOQ + 10-distance 0.877
DOQ + 3-distance 0.858

Table 5: Results on the RELATIVE dataset. Yang et al.
(2018) result was achieved by running their model on
their training set, and using it as a transfer method on
RELATIVE. Finally, we present our own predictions,
with different thresholds, which surpass previous work.

capture synonym information through pre-trained
word embeddings, which our method cannot. For
example, the development set contains the com-
parison: (‘lady’, ‘step’, ‘size’) and (‘wife’, ‘ship’,
‘size’). While these comparison are valid, they
are less intuitive, and can be solved by embedding
methods due to their proximity in the embedding
space to similar words, such as ‘person’. And in-
deed, when using the word ‘person’ in our method
instead of ‘lady’ and ‘wife’, our method makes the
correct prediction.6

Results on the new objects comparison dataset
we created are shown in the rightmost column of
Table 4. Although our method doesn’t benefit
from a split into train/dev/test, we split it never-
theless to compare to previous work. This split
is created such that there is no leakage from the
train to the dev/test sets. We get better results than
previous methods on this dataset: 63% and 61%
accuracy on the dev/test sets compared to 60%
and 57%. These relatively low results on this new
dataset indicate that it is more challenging.

The last evaluation of noun comparatives is on
RELATIVE (Bagherinezhad et al., 2016), presented
in Table 5. We report the results of the original
work, where the best score used a combination of
visual and textual signals, achieving 83.5% accu-
racy. We also tested the method by Yang et al.
(2018) on this dataset. Since the dataset is small,
we did not split it, and instead used the training
set from Forbes and Choi (2017). This can be
viewed as a transfer learning evaluation. The accu-
racy achieved by this method is 85.8%, surpassing
the previous method by more than 2 points. We
evaluated our method on this dataset, achieving a
new state-of-the-art result of 87.7% accuracy with
k = 10 as a filter method.

6While it is possible to augment DOQ and access it via
word embeddings, we chose not to do it in our experiments
to better estimate the quality of the resource itself.
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Model deMelo Wilk-intense Wilk-all
Global Ranking 0.642 0.818 -
Cocos et al. 0.620 0.841 -
DOQ 0.617 0.700 0.870
DOQ + 10-distance 0.608 0.750 0.891
DOQ + 3-distance 0.567 0.500 0.761

Table 6: Results on scalar adjectives datasets.

5.2 Adjective Comparison

For the scalar adjective datasets, we present an
evaluation on the deMelo dataset (De Melo and
Bansal, 2013), and the Wilkinson dataset (Wilkin-
son and Oates, 2016). Previous work is limited by
the patterns used for extraction to comparing ad-
jectives from the same half-cluster. As Wilkinson
data contains the full scalar range, we also present
results on the full range. We compare to De Melo
and Bansal (2013), using the re-implementation of
Cocos et al. (2018) for global ranking. We also
use the new method of Cocos et al. (2018) to eval-
uate. This work is not entirely comparable, as the
coverage of the data depends on the exact method
used i.e. the combination of patterns, lexicon-
based evidence and paraphrasing. Therefore, for
each dataset, we used the method that obtained
the highest coverage. For pairs with no coverage,
we chose random labels with uniform distribution.
The method of De Melo and Bansal (2013) outper-
forms the rest for their dataset, while the method
of Cocos et al. (2018) performs best on the Wilkin-
son data. Our method does get comparable results
on De Melo and Bansal (2013), while on Wilkin-
son (Wilkinson and Oates, 2016) we lag behind
by 9.1 points. Finally, we do achieve good results
when evaluating on the full range scale of Wilkin-
son - 89.1% accuracy. All of the errors by our
method on this dataset evaluation are indeed on
the intensity level, and not between the extremes.
We therefore conclude that our method is good at
differentiating between the adjectives on the two
tips of the scale.

In the Adjective comparison, we also observe
the highest variance as a function of the context
window size k. While DOQ with k = 10 achieves
the best results on two of the three datasets, when
k = 3 the results suffer from a big drop in per-
formance. We hypothesize that this performance
gap is due to the higher variance in the use of ad-
jectives vs. nouns, and our inference method that
is based not on the adjective itself, but on all its
modifying objects.

Method/Data Mass Length Speed Currency All
Indian Annotators 0.61 0.79 0.77 0.58 0.69
US Annotators - - - 0.76 -

Table 7: Intrinsic Evaluation. Accuracy of the number
of objects which our proposed median fall into range of
the object, given the dimension.

5.3 Intrinsic Evaluation

We perform the following intrinsic evaluation to
assess the distribution quality of the resource. The
results of the intrinsic evaluation on a sample of
DOQ are shown in Table 7. The total agree-
ment is 69%, while the specific agreements for
MASS, LENGTH, SPEED and CURRENCY are 61%,
79%, 77% and 58% respectively. Originally, these
annotations were performed by annotators from
India and, while inspecting the annotation, we
found cultural differences in the perceived prices
of items. We re-annotated the samples in the cur-
rency category with annotators from the U.S. and
found a much higher agreement score: 76%. For
example, Indian annotators reported that a suit
could not cost between 1K-10K$, while U.S-based
annotators all reported it was possible.

6 Conclusion and Discussion

This paper develops an unsupervised method for
collecting quantitative information from a large
web corpus, and uses it to create DOQ, a very large
resource consisting of distributions over physical
quantities associated with nouns, adjectives, and
events. We have evaluated DOQ on multiple ex-
isting and new datasets and showed that it com-
pares favorably with other methods that require
more resources and lack coverage relative to DOQ.
Below, we discuss a few interesting issues brought
up by the data collection process that should be ad-
dressed in future work.

Reporting Bias and Exaggeration Although
reporting bias (Gordon and Van Durme, 2013)
would seem to be a problem for a corpus-driven
approach, in practice, DoQ is quite resilient to
it due to the usage of very big web corpora and
the collection method. As we do not rely on ex-
plicit comparisons between objects, but only on
co-occurrences with numeric measurements, we
can automatically infer relationships post-facto.
One form of reporting bias we observe is that peo-
ple are more likely to discuss objects when they
are exceptional, or they exaggerate measurements
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Figure 3: Reporting bias: The observed average tem-
peratures of U.S. states tend to extremes (Real average
temperature (3a) vs. the induced one (3b)). Another
sort of bias is exemplified in Figure 3c, by a bias to-
wards the northern hemisphere.

for rhetorical effect, leading to long tails for some
distributions (see “slowest car” in Figure 2 and ex-
treme temperatures in Figure 3). It is interesting
to note that in the case of temperatures, both in
the U.S states case (Figure 3) and the world case
(Figure 2 in the Appendix), the exaggeration is to-
wards hot temperatures, and not cold ones.

A somewhat different bias is shown in Figure
3c; although the temperatures are an adequate rep-
resentation of the cyclic year, it is highly biased
towards the northern hemisphere, a result of the
English web source data.

A more subtle form of bias is due to attribution.
For example, when comparing the size of alfalfa
with the size of watermelons as shown in Figure 4,
we see that alfalfa is mostly talked about in quan-
tities in which it is harvested (order of tons) rather
than individual units (grams). This kind of bias
cannot be identified as easily as the attribution bias
discussed in Sec. 3.3.

Polysemy We have not systematically explored
how our resource performs on polysemous words
and their senses, although our overall results in-
dicate that in most cases the relatively biased dis-
tribution of polysemous senses render this a non-
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Figure 4: Reporting bias can also be seen in this exam-
ple where alfalfa’s weight is induced in tons whereas in
reality alfafa’s weight is measure in grams.

problem. We have also observed that in some
cases the data itself can help disambiguate be-
tween different word senses. For example, ‘bat’
can refer to the animal, a baseball bat or a cricket
bat. Figure 1 in the Appendix shows the induced
distributions of length for these three senses of bat.
While the distributions for “Baseball bat” (which
measure about 1m) and “Cricket bat” (which may
be no more than 956mm) are correct, the distribu-
tion for ‘bat’ is probably a consolidation of these,
the animal bat that can measure from 15cm to al-
most 1.7m in length, and some attribution noise
(e.g. the distance the bat flew).

In conclusion, we developed and studied an
unsupervised method for collecting quantita-
tive information from large amounts of web
data, and used it to create Distribution over
Quantities (DOQ), a new, very large resource
consisting of distributions over physical quan-
tities associated with nouns, adjectives, and
verbs. The histogram version of the resource, as
well as the new created dataset and evaluation
code are available at https://github.
com/google-research-datasets/
distribution-over-quantities.
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Abstract

Sentence function is an important linguistic
feature referring to a user’s purpose in utter-
ing a specific sentence. The use of sentence
function has shown promising results to im-
prove the performance of conversation mod-
els. However, there is no large conversa-
tion dataset annotated with sentence functions.
In this work, we collect a new Short-Text
Conversation dataset with manually annotated
SEntence FUNctions (STC-Sefun). Classifi-
cation models are trained on this dataset to
(i) recognize the sentence function of new
data in a large corpus of short-text conver-
sations; (ii) estimate a proper sentence func-
tion of the response given a test query. We
later train conversation models conditioned on
the sentence functions, including information
retrieval-based and neural generative models.
Experimental results demonstrate that the use
of sentence functions can help improve the
quality of the returned responses.

1 Introduction

The ability to model and detect the purpose of a
user is essential when we build a dialogue system
or chatbot that can have coherent conversations
with humans. Existing research has analyzed var-
ious factors indicating the conversational purpose
such as emotions (Prendinger and Ishizuka, 2005;
Zhou et al., 2018; Shi and Yu, 2018), topics (Xing
et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017), dialogue acts (Lis-
combe et al., 2005; Higashinaka et al., 2014; Zhao
et al., 2017) and so on. This work describes an ef-
fort to understand conversations, especially short-
text conversations (Shang et al., 2015), in terms of
sentence function. Sentence function is an impor-
tant linguistic feature referring to a user’s purpose
in uttering a specific sentence (Rozakis, 2003; Ke
et al., 2018). There are four major sentence func-
tions: Interrogative, Declarative, Imperative and

Exclamatory (Rozakis, 2003). Sentences with dif-
ferent sentence functions generally have different
structures of the entire text including word orders,
syntactic patterns and other aspects (Akmajian,
1984; Yule, 2016).

Some work has investigated the use of sentence
function in conversation models. For example, Li
et al. (2016) propose to output interrogative and
imperative responses to avoid stalemates. Ke et al.
(2018) incorporate a given sentence function as
a controllable variable into the conditional varia-
tional autoencoder (CVAE), which can encourage
the model to generate a response compatible with
the given sentence function.

Considering the importance of sentence func-
tion in conversation modeling, it is surprised to
find that no large conversation dataset has been
annotated with sentence functions. In Ke et al.
(2018), they only labeled a small dataset with
2,000 query-response pairs. Sentence function
classifiers are trained and tested on this dataset and
the best model only achieves an accuracy of 78%,
which is unsatisfactory to serve as an annotation
model to automatically assign sentence functions
for unlabeled conversation data.

The goal of this work is two fold. On one
hand, we create a new Short-Text Conversation
dataset with manually annotated SEntence FUNc-
tions (STC-Sefun), in which each sentence seg-
ment in the query-response pairs is labeled with
its sentence functions. Besides the four major sen-
tence functions, we get inspired by the dialogue
act tag set (Stolcke et al., 2000) and further de-
compose each of them into fine-grained sentence
functions according to their different purposes in-
dicated in conversations. For example, Interroga-
tive is divided into Wh-style Interrogative, Yes-no
Interrogative and other six types. As shown in the
first two examples in Figure 1, queries expressed
in a Yes-no Interrogative sentence and a Wh-style
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Query 聊点啥呢

What shall we talk about
Sentence Function Interrogative: Wh-style Interrogative

Response 你想聊聊股市吗？

Do you want to talk about stock market?
Sentence Function Interrogative: Wh-style Interrogative

Query 你喜欢唱歌吗

Do you like singing?
Sentence Function Interrogative: Yes-no Interrogative

Response 特喜欢听歌,唱歌
Especially like listening to songs and singing

Sentence Function Declarative: Positive Declarative

Query 游戏进不去

I can’t get into the game
Sentence Function Declarative: Negative Declarative

Response 是卡的进不去?
Is it because of the slow network

Sentence Function Interrogative: Yes-no Interrogative

Figure 1: Query-response pairs in the STC-SeFun
dataset. The manually annotated level-1 and level-2
sentence functions are separated by the colon.

Interrogative sentence have divergent word pat-
terns and their corresponding responses are also
far different. We have twenty fine-grained sen-
tence functions in total. And we annotate each
query-response pair with this two-level sentence
function label set.

On the other hand, we investigate how to out-
put a response with the consideration of sen-
tence function to improve the performance of con-
versation models. We decompose this task into
two sub-tasks. First, we perform two sentence
function classification tasks on the STC-SeFun
dataset to: (1) determine the sentence functions
of unlabeled queries and responses in a large cor-
pus of short-text conversations, and (2) predict
a target response sentence function for a given
test query. Second, we explore various conver-
sation models utilizing sentence function in dif-
ferent manners. These models include informa-
tion retrieval-based and neural generative mod-
els, which are built upon the large automati-
cally annotated corpus and tested with the pre-
dicted target sentence function. We show ex-
perimentally that the sentence function classifiers
on the two classification tasks achieve sufficiently
reliable performance, and sentence function can
help improve the relevance and informativeness
of the returned responses in different types of
conversation models. All our code and datasets
are available at https://ai.tencent.com/
ailab/nlp/dialogue.html.

2 Related Work

Research on dialogue systems or chatbots have
studied to control the output responses with dif-
ferent signals to improve user satisfaction of the
interaction. Various methods consider emotions
or topics as the controlling signals. For ex-
ample, Martinovski and Traum (2003) find that
many conversation breakdowns could be avoided
if the chatbot can recognize the emotional state of
the user and give different responses accordingly.
Prendinger and Ishizuka (2005) show that an em-
pathetic responding scheme can contribute to a
more positive perception of the interaction. Xing
et al. (2017) observe that users often associate an
utterance in the conversation with concepts in cer-
tain topics, and a response following a relevant
topic could make the user more engaged in contin-
uing the conversation. The above studies, involv-
ing the control of emotions or topics, often affects
a few words in the whole returned response, such
as smiling for the happy emotion, moisturizing for
the skincare topic. Different from them, sentence
function adjusts the global structure of the entire
response, including changing word order and word
patterns (Ke et al., 2018).

Modeling dialogue acts such as statement, ques-
tion and backchannel, in conversation models has
also attracted many researchers’ attention. Hi-
gashinaka et al. (2014) identify dialogue acts of
utterances, which later contribute to the selection
of appropriate responses. Zhao et al. (2017) utilize
dialogue acts as the knowledge guided attributes
in the CVAE for response generation. Sentence
function is similar to dialogue act in that they both
indicate the communicative purpose of a sentence
in conversation. Moreover, our fine-grained sen-
tence function types are in many ways inspired
from the dialogue act tag set (Stolcke et al., 2000)
designed for the Switchboard corpus (Godfrey and
Holliman, 1997), which consists of human-human
conversational telephone speech. However, the
conversations in the Switchboard corpus is multi-
round, multi-party and aligned with speech sig-
nals. In our work, we target for the single-round
non-task-oriented short-text conversation data col-
lected from social media platforms. Thus we re-
move tags that cannot be determined in our set-
ting, i.e. those needed to be determined in mul-
tiple rounds, involved multiple parties, or related
to speech signals. Then we merge the remaining
tags that have no big difference in their sentence
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Sentence Function
Frequent Patterns Sentence Examples

Chinese English Chinese English

Wh-style Interrogative
x在哪y? Where does x y? 周末在哪过啊 Where do you spend your weekend
谁是x? Who is x? 谁是天蝎座 Who is a Scorpio

Yes-no question
x是在y吗? Is x y? 你是在云南吗? Are you in Yunnan?
x是指y吗? Does x y? 你是指昨天的篮球比赛吗? Do you mean the basketball match yesterday?

Alternative question
x还是y x or y 狮子和白羊真配还是假配? Leo and Aries go together or not?
x y哪个 x y which 香蕉和苹果哪个卖得比较好? Which sells better, bananas or apples?

Figure 2: Frequent word patterns of three level-2 Interrogative sentence functions. x and y are variables to represent
the content words. The underlined words in the sentences are those corresponding to the word patterns.

word orders or patterns into one level-2 label. As a
result, we have twenty fine-grained sentence func-
tions in our annotation task.

Most existing conversation models can be cat-
egorized into two types: the information re-
trieval (IR)-based models and the neural genera-
tive models. The IR-based models search for the
most similar query in the repository and directly
copy its corresponding response as the result (Ji
et al., 2014; Hu et al., 2014). Meanwhile, the
generative models learn the mapping from the in-
put query to the output response in an end-to-end
manner (Xing et al., 2017; Zhou et al., 2018; Zhao
et al., 2017). Specifically, Ke et al. (2018) propose
a generative model to deal with the compatibility
of controlling sentence function and generating in-
formative content. In our experiments, we use this
model as one of the compared methods to analyze
the performance on our large conversation corpus.

3 Data Collection

In this section, we describe the annotation pro-
cess of the STC-SeFun dataset: (1) how we collect
high-quality conversation pairs to be annotated;
(2) how we annotate sentence functions for these
conversation pairs.

3.1 Conversation Data Preparation

We collect a huge number of raw query-response
pairs from popular Chinese social media plat-
forms, including Tieba, Zhidao, Douban and
Weibo. We first pre-process the raw data to filter
out pairs that contain dirty words and other sensi-
tive content. Next, four annotators from a com-
mercial annotation company are recruited to se-
lect out high-quality pairs, in which the responses
should be not only relevant to the query but also in-
formative or interesting. Each response is assigned
to two different annotators and annotated indepen-
dently. We then select out 100k query-response

pairs that both annotators consider high-quality for
the sentence function annotation task.

3.2 Sentence Function Annotation

For a given query-response pair, we first segment
the sequence of the query/response by its punctua-
tion. Then we hire three annotators from the same
commercial annotation company to annotate sen-
tence functions of each sequence segment.

We design a two-level sentence function label
set for annotation. For the level-1 sentence func-
tions, we have the typical four labels: Declar-
ative (DE), Interrogative (IN), Imperative (IM)
and Exclamatory (EX). We further categorize them
into the level-2 fine-grained labels due to their dif-
ferent purposes in the conversations. For exam-
ple, IN is further divided into Wh-style IN, Yes-
no IN and other six IN types due to the fact that
word patterns in different IN labels differ signifi-
cantly. Figur 2 illustrates some frequent patterns
for these fine-grained IN sentence functions. In
total, we have twenty level-2 sentence function la-
bels, which are shown in Table 1. The explanation
of each sentence function is provided in Appendix.

For each conversation pair, each query/response
segment is annotated with both the level-1 and
level-2 sentence function labels. Figure 1 shows
three annotated examples. The detailed annotation
process consists of two stages:
• We ask three annotators to select at most one
level-1 label and two level-2 labels for each sen-
tence segment. During annotation, the annotator
should consider the query and response jointly to
assign the sentence functions.
• After all annotators finish labeling the same
conversation pair, we re-annotate it as follows: (1)
if all three annotators assign the same labels, this
data pair is not re-annotated; (2) if labels from all
annotators have no overlap or the conversation pair
has a sentence segment with no annotated label
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Sentence Function Query Response
Declarative (DE)

Positive DE 49,223 (48%) 67,540 (57%)
Negative DE 9,241(9%) 18,428(16%)
DE with IN words 887(.9%) 2,660(2%)
Double-negative DE 40(<.1%) 99(.1%)
Other types of DE 2,675(3%) 5,218(4%)

Interrogative(IN)
Wh-style IN 23,385(23%) 7,652(7%)
Yes-no IN 6,469(6%) 4,046(3%)
A-not-A IN 6,456(6%) 1,055(.9%)
Alternative IN 789(.8%) 279(.2%)
IN with tag question 170(.2%) 271(.2%)
Rhetorical 42(<.1%) 417(.4%)
IN with backchannel 0(0%) 345(.3%)
IN with open question 227(.2%) 11(<.1%)

Imperative(IM)
IM with request 2,073(2%) 358(.3%)
IM with dissuade 86(<.1%) 58(<.1%)
IM with command 7(<.1%) 4(<.1%)
IM with forbidden 4(<.1%) 2(<.1%)

Exclamatory(EX)
EX without tone words 241(.2%) 3,948(3%)
EX with interjections 364(.4%) 1,958(2%)
EX with greetings 167(.2%) 285(.2%)

Total sentences 95,898 95,898
Total sentence segments 103,138 117,714

Table 1: Statistics of the SeFun dataset.

at all, we ignore this pair; (3) we present all la-
bels together with the majority-voting results back
to the annotator who gives the inconsistent label
and ask him/her to check if he/she agrees with the
majority-voting results. If this annotator agrees
with the majority-voting results, we store this con-
versation pair with the confirmed results, other-
wise we ignore it.

As a result, we have 95,898 conversation pairs
remaining and Table 1 shows some statistics.

4 Sentence Function Classification

We are given a query with query segments
[x1,x2, . . . ,xn], its annotated sentence func-
tion labels [dx,1, dx,2, . . . , dx,n], its paired
response with response segments [y1,y2, . . . ,ym]
and the response sentence function labels
[dy,1, dy,2, . . . , dy,m]. However, n and m are 1
for most conversation pairs in our STC-SeFun
dataset, which involve short queries and responses
generally. We perform two classification tasks:
• Given a query/response sentence segment, we
design a model to predict its own sentence func-
tion. This model helps us to automatically anno-
tate sentence functions for a large number of un-
labeled conversation pairs, which can be used to

build conversation models considering with sen-
tence function. We refer this as the Classification-
for-Modeling task.
• Given a query and its sentence functions, we
aim to predict a proper response sentence function
for this query. This model allows us to select a
target sentence function, which will be considered
when we decide the output response from the con-
versation model for a test query. We refer this as
the Classification-for-Testing task.

4.1 Classification-for-Modeling Task
Training setup: For this task, we train and test the
models using different data setups: (1) train with
annotated query segments only and test on query
segments only; (2) train with annotated response
segments only and test on response segments only;
(3) mix annotated query and response segments to-
gether for training and test on query and response
segments respectively.
Network structures: Our model is a two-level
classifier performed in a hierarchical fashion. For
the first level, we employ an encoder to obtain a
sentence representation vx for each input sentence
segment, which can be used as high-level features
for sentence classification. Specifically, the en-
coder is followed by a fully-connected (FC) layer
and a softmax layer to estimate the probability of
each level-1 sentence function. Mathematically,
the probability distribution of the level-1 sentence
function labels p(dl1x |x) is computed as follows:

vx = Encoder(x), (1)

p(dl1x |x) = Softmax(FC(vx)). (2)

To compute the probability of each level-2 sen-
tence function, we first use an embedding vector
el1x to represent the level-1 sentence function dl1x
estimated by Eq. 2 from a converged model. Then
el1x is added to the sentence vector vx to compute
the probability distribution of the level-2 sentence
functions as follows:

p(dl2x |x, dl1x ) = Softmax(FC(vx + el1x )). (3)

For encoders, two common implementations are
attempted. The first is a CNN-based encoder
commonly used for text classification tasks (Kim,
2014). The second is a RNN-based encoder which
encodes a sequence using a bidirectional GRU.
Implementation details: The dimension of all
hidden vectors is 1024. All parameters are ini-
tialized by sampling from a uniform distribution
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[−0.1, 0.1]. The batch size is 128. We use the
Adam optimizer with the learning rate 0.0001 and
gradient clipping at 5.
Constructing the STC-Auto-SeFun dataset:
The classification results are shown and analyzed
in Section 6.2. Based on the obtained results, we
conclude that the estimated sentence functions by
our trained models are highly reliable. Thus we
apply the best model to automatically annotating
the sentence functions for queries and responses
on a large unlabeled data corpus, which contains
over 700 million conversation pairs crawled using
similar steps in Section 3.1. This dataset, namely
the STC-Auto-SeFun dataset, is later used to build
conversation models discussed in Section 5.

4.2 Classification-for-Testing Task

In this task, we aim to predict the response sen-
tence function given a query and its sentence func-
tions, i.e. p(dy|[x], [dx]). In this work, we focus
on the estimation of a single response sentence
function and leave the discussion of multiple re-
sponse sentence functions in future work.

We employ an encoder for the input query to
obtain the query representation, and an embedding
layer followed by a BOW layer to obtain the query
sentence function representation. Next, we add
these two representations up and feed them into
a FC layer followed by a softmax output layer to
obtain the probabilistic distribution. The parame-
ter setting is the same as in the Classification-for-
Modeling task.

5 Conversation Models with Sentence
Function

In the following, we show how to utilize the sen-
tence functions in both the IR-based models and
the generative models. We use the STC-Auto-
SeFun as the retrieval/training corpus in the IR-
based/generative models. And we focus to predict
the response with one target sentence function.

5.1 IR-based Models

IR baseline: We adopt a simple IR model by first
finding the most similar query in the retrieval cor-
pus, then utilizing its response as the result. Sim-
ilarity is measured by the Jaccard index between
two bags of words.
Re-ranked model: We now present a method
which demonstrates that sentence function can be
used to improve the retrieval-based models. We

first obtain a set of candidate responses for the IR
baseline. Candidate responses are re-ranked based
on whether the candidate is assigned with the tar-
get sentence function d∗y, which is predicted by the
Classification-for-Testing model for the current
query x. We use the Classification-for-Modeling
classifier to predict whether a candidate response
is tagged with the target sentence function. If the
predicted label is not the target sentence function,
this candidate response’s score will be penalized
with a weight by the Classification-for-Modeling
classifier’s output probability scaled by a constant.

Specifically, assume the IR baseline f(x,R)→
{s1, s2, . . . , s|R|}, where R is the set of candidate
responses and the IR baseline outputs a ranked
list of scores {s1, s2, . . . , s|R|} corresponding to
the candidate responses R = {r1, r2, . . . , r|R|}.
We then run the Classification-for-Modeling clas-
sifier to predict the sentence function dri for each
candidate response ri with the probability pri . A
penalty weight is computed for each candidate as:

spenaltyi =

{
0 if yri = d∗y,
pri otherwise.

(4)

That is, if the candidate response ri is assigned
with the target sentence function, spenaltyi is zero.
If it is tagged with any other sentence function,
spenaltyi is the highest probability of the incorrect
sentence function, i.e. pri .

The re-ranking score is then computed as:

sre−ranki = si − λ(s1 − sk)spenaltyi , (5)

and the candidate responses are sorted according
to their sre−ranki ’s. Here, hyper-parameters λ and
k are used to control sentence function’s influence
in re-ranking. If the top candidate has a penalty
weight of 1.0, then with λ = 1, it will be moved
to the k’th position in the ranking list. Whereas,
λ = 0 corresponds to no re-ranking.

5.2 Generative Models

Seq2seq baseline: We use a one-layer bi-
directional GRU for the encoder, and a one-layer
GRU for the decoder with soft attention mecha-
nism (Bahdanau et al., 2015). Beam search is ap-
plied in testing.
C-Seq2seq (Ficler and Goldberg, 2017): We mod-
ify the Seq2seq baseline by adding the sentence
function embedding as another input at each de-
coding position.
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Method level-1 sentence functions level-2 sentence functions
Accuracy Macro-F1 Micro-F1 Accuracy Macro-F1 Micro-F1

CNN-encoder (separated) 97.5 87.6 97.5 86.2 52.0 86.2
RNN-encoder (separated) 97.6 90.9 97.6 87.2 65.8 87.1
CNN-encoder (joint) 97.4 87.3 97.3 86.5 51.8 86.4
RNN-encoder (joint) 97.6 91.2 97.5 87.6 64.2 87.6

Table 2: Results (%) on 10,000 test query segments on the Classification-for-Modeling task.

Method level-1 level-2
accuracy macro-F1 micro-F1 accuracy macro-F1 micro-F1

CNN-encoder (separated) 95.2 76.6 95.1 79.0 43.3 79.0
RNN-encoder (separated) 95.5 85.0 95.5 80.0 54.2 80.0
CNN-encoder (joint) 95.2 78.4 95.2 80.3 46.0 80.2
RNN-encoder (joint) 95.8 85.9 95.8 80.6 53.4 80.6

Table 3: Results (%) on 10,000 test response segments on the Classification-for-Modeling task.

KgCVAE (Zhao et al., 2017): The basic CVAE
introduces a latent variable z to capture the la-
tent distribution over valid responses and opti-
mizes the variational lower bound of the condi-
tional distribution p(y, z|x). To further incorpo-
rate the knowledge-guided features l, the KgC-
VAE assumes that the generation of y depends on
z, x and l, and l relies on x and z. The variational
lower bound is then revised to consider l jointly.
Here, we use the response sentence function dy
of each conversation pair as the knowledge-guided
features.
SeFun-CVAE (Ke et al., 2018): This model is
specifically designed to deal with the compatibil-
ity of the response sentence function dy and in-
formative content in generation. It optimizes the
variational lower bound of p(y, z|x, dy), where z
is a latent variable assumed to be able to capture
the sentence function of y. Thus a discriminator is
added to constrain that the encoding information
from z can well realize its corresponding sentence
function dy. The decoder is also revised to gen-
erate words among three types: function-related,
topic and ordinary words.

5.3 Implementation Details
For the re-ranked IR-based model, we collect the
top-20 candidates for re-ranking. We set λ = 1
and k = 20. For all generative models, we use a
vocabulary of 50,000 words (a mixture of Chinese
words and characters), which covers 99.98% of
words in the STC-Auto-SeFun dataset. All other
words are replaced with <UNK>. The network
parameter setting is identical to the classification
task. During testing, we use beam search with a

beam size of 5.

6 Experiments on Sentence Function
Classification

6.1 Metrics

We report Accuracy (the percentage of samples
with corrected sentence functions), Macro-F1 (the
F1 score that weights equally all classes) and
Micro-F1 (the F1 score that weights equally all
test samples).

6.2 Classification-for-Modeling Task

We randomly sample 10,000 query and re-
sponse segments respectively from the STC-
SeFun dataset for testing. Results on test query
and response segments are summarized in Table 2
and 3 respectively. As stated in Section 4.1, we
train different models with query/response data
only (denoted as separated), as well as query and
response data jointly (denoted as joint) and try two
sentence encoders: CNN-based and RNN-based.
From the results, we can see that:
• The RNN-based encoder is better than the
CNN-based encoder on both test query and re-
sponse segments consistently on all metrics;
• There is very little performance difference be-
tween the separated and joint training data setting
under the same network structure;
• Accuracy of all models, even for level-2 sen-
tence functions, are much higher than 78% re-
ported in Ke et al. (2018), in which the classi-
fier is for 4-class classification and tested on 250
sentences only. It means our models are more re-
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Method level-1 level-2
Accuracy Macro-F1 Micro-F1 Accuracy Macro-F1 Micro-F1

CNN-encoder (without query SeFun) 81.2 15.1 81.1 55.7 23.5 55.7
RNN-encoder (without query SeFun) 77.9 30.3 77.9 65.6 25.8 65.5
CNN-encoder (with query SeFun) 81.2 17.4 81.1 65.6 21.1 65.6
RNN-encoder (with query SeFun) 81.3 28.5 81.5 65.5 25.7 65.7

Table 4: Results(%) on 5,000 test queries on the Classification-for-Testing task.

liable to assign sentence function labels to unla-
beled conversation pairs;
• Macro-F1 scores, especially for level-2 sen-
tence functions, are much lower than Micro-F1
scores. This indicates our models may not perform
well on all sentence functions. However, consider-
ing that our conversation data are naturally imbal-
anced and dominated by a few labels, which can
be observed from the statistics in Table 1, it is suf-
ficient to discriminate between top classes.
Based on the above analysis, we consider the
RNN-encoder(joint) as the best model for this
task, and apply it for the construction of the STC-
Auto-SeFun dataset and the conversation models.

6.3 Classification-for-Testing Task

We utilize classifiers for this task to estimate the
proper response sentence function given the query
with/without the query sentence functions. We
also implement the RNN-based and CNN-based
encoders for the query representation for com-
parison. Table 4 shows the results on 5,000 test
queries by comparing the predicted response sen-
tence function with its annotated groundtrue re-
sponse sentence function. We can observe that:
• Encoding query sentence functions is useful to
improve the performance for both CNN-based and
RNN-based encoders.
• The RNN-based encoder again outperforms the
CNN-based encoder, except for very few cases.
• Performance on this task decreases significantly
compared to the Classification-to-Modeling task.
This is because that this task is more subjective
and there may be no definite response sentence
function to reply to a given query.
Note that in previous work about estimating the
next dialogue act from a 33 dialogue act tag set
given the context with its dialogue acts (Hi-
gashinaka et al., 2014), the models achieve about
28% on Accuracy. Comparing with them, we con-
sider our model has sufficient ability to choose a
reasonable target response sentence function for a
given test query. Here, we choose to use the RNN-

encoder (with query SeFun) in the testing of the
conversation models discussed in the next section.

7 Experiments on Conversation Models

7.1 Metrics
Since automatic metrics for open-domain conver-
sations may not be consistent with human per-
ceptions (Liu et al., 2016), we hire three anno-
tators from a commercial annotation company to
evaluate the top-1 responses on 200 sampled test
queries in four aspects: Fluency (whether a re-
sponse is grammatical), Relevance (whether a re-
sponse is a relevant reply to its query), Informa-
tiveness (whether the response provides meaning-
ful information via some specific words relevant to
the query) and Accuracy (whether the response is
coherent with the target sentence function). Each
aspect is graded independently in five grades from
0 (totally unacceptable) to 5 (excellent). We fur-
ther normalize the average scores over all samples
into [0, 1].

7.2 IR-based Models
Results are shown in Table 5. We can make the
following observations:
• The re-ranked models achieve higher accuracy
on the target response sentence function than
the IR baselines, which means our designed re-
ranking score function is effective.
• For both sentence function levels, the re-ranked
IR models perform better than the IR baselines on
all metrics. This means that considering a proper
sentence function into the IR-based models is use-
ful to help select high-quality responses.

Method Flue Rele Info Accu
IR baseline (level1) 63.4 68.4 61.5 34.3
Re-ranked IR (level1) 69.6 74.4 77.2 50.5
IR baseline (level2) 63.0 68.2 61.6 25.0
Re-ranked IR (level2) 68.0 73.4 75.3 38.6

Table 5: Results(%) on the IR-based models.
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Method Flue Rele Info Accu
Seq2seq(level1) 55.4 61.5 49.3 32.0
C-Seq2seq(level1) 55.9 65.0 51.6 33.0
KgCVAE(level1) 57.6 62.5 51.4 29.0
SeFun-CVAE(level1) 57.1 63.5 50.9 34.5
Seq2seq(level2) 53.0 62.3 48.9 35.0
C-Seq2seq(level2) 58.9 64.7 50.9 37.2
KgCVAE(level2) 56.5 63.2 49.4 33.7
SeFun-CVAE(level2) 56.9 63.7 50.2 36.7

Table 6: Results(%) of the generative models.

7.3 Generative Models

Results are shown in Table 6. We have the follow-
ing observations:
• For level1 sentence functions, the C-Seq2seq
achieves the highest scores on relevance and in-
formativeness, the second best score on accuracy
and the third score on fluency. For level2 sen-
tence functions, it performs the best on all metrics.
Thus, we consider the C-Seq2seq has the best per-
formance on our test set overall.
• The Seq2seq baseline is inferior to C-Seq2seq
and SeFun-CVAE on all metrics. This indicates
that with proper use of sentence function, the gen-
erative conversation models can effectively im-
prove their performance.
• The KgCVAE obtains the lowest accuracy and
we conjecture that the KgCVAE can not effec-
tively capture the sentence function information.
By contrast, the accuracy obtained by the SeFun-
CVAE, in which a type discriminator is added,
is higher than that of the KgCVAE. This shows
that the added discriminator in the SeFun-CVAE
can effectively constrain the encoding information
from the latent variable to well represent its corre-
sponding sentence function.
• Compared with two IR-based models, all gener-
ative models obtain lower scores on fluency, rele-
vance and informativeness. On accuracy, the best
generative models, i.e. SeFun-CVAE(level1) and
C-Seq2seq(level2) outperform the IR baselines re-
spectively, but still underperform the re-rank IR
models. Thus considering all metrics together, the
re-ranked IR model performs the best.

7.4 Case Study

In Figure 3, we present two examples, each of
which shows a test query with its target level-
2 response sentence function (predicted by the
Classification-for-Testing model), and the top-1
responses selected by the IR-based models.

Query 昨天我跟我弟大吵了一架，吵完还打了一架。

I had a quarrel with my brother yesterday and
had a fight afterwards.

Target response
EX with interjections

sentence function
IR baseline 我倒希望大吵一架再和好

I’d rather have a big fight and make up
Re-ranked IR 我要给我弟弟看哈哈哈笑死我啦

I’m going to show my brother hahaha,
you are killing me

Seq2seq 哈哈，好有爱，好有爱。

Haha, so cute, so cute.
C-Seq2seq 笑死我了，太可爱了

You’re killing me. It’s so cute
KgCVAE 哈哈，我弟弟也这样。

Haha, so does my brother.
SeFun-CVAE 我和我的小伙伴们都惊呆了

My friends and I wereshocked

Query 喜欢发呆的人，心里一定有另一个纯净的世界。

There must be another pure world in the heart of
people who like to a daze.

Target response
Negative DE

sentence function
IR baseline 为什么喜欢发呆

Why do you like to be in a daze
Re-ranked IR 我的心里藏着一个安静的世界. . .

There is a quiet world in my heart
Seq2seq 我也喜欢这样的生活。

I like this kind of life, too
C-Seq2seq 发呆的时候，我也在发呆。

When in a daze, I am also in a daze.
KgCVAE 我喜欢发呆的人。

I like people who are in a daze.
SeFun-CVAE 喜欢发呆的人，一定会有另一个世界

People who like a daze must have another world

Figure 3: Responses of IR-based and generative mod-
els. Words in red are related to the target sentence func-
tion and words in blue are relevant to the query.

We can see that the IR baseline tends to out-
put responses with more overlapped terms with the
query due to the use of Jaccard similarity. How-
ever, the obtained responses may not be relevant to
the query, as shown in the first case. Whereas, the
re-ranked IR model can balance between the com-
patibility of the target response sentence function
and the Jaccard similarity. Thus its selected re-
sponses may not have many term overlapped with
the query, but the conversations continue more
smoothly and coherently.

Responses of the Seq2seq baseline are generic
and universal that can be used to reply to a large
variety of queries. The three improved methods
tend to generate responses with some words re-
lated to the target sentence functions and relevant
to the query. Thus generative models with the
use of sentence function can help improve the re-
sponse quality, though not as significantly as in the
IR-based models.
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8 Conclusions

This work introduces the STC-SeFun dataset,
which consists of short-text conversation pairs
with their sentence functions manually annotated.
We first show that classifiers trained on the STC-
SeFun dataset can be used to automatically anno-
tate a large conversation corpus with highly re-
liable sentence functions, as well as to estimate
the proper response sentence function for a test
query. Using the large automatically annotated
conversation corpus, we train and evaluate both
IR-based and generative conversation models, in-
cluding baselines and improved variants consid-
ering the modeling of sentence function in differ-
ent ways. Experimental results show that the use
of sentence function can help improve both types
of conversation models in terms of response rele-
vance and informativeness.
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Abstract

While the vast majority of existing work on
automated essay scoring has focused on holis-
tic scoring, researchers have recently begun
work on scoring specific dimensions of essay
quality. Nevertheless, progress in dimension-
specific essay scoring research is hindered in
part by the lack of annotated corpora. To facil-
itate advances in this area of research, we de-
sign a rubric for scoring an important, yet un-
explored dimension of persuasive essay qual-
ity, thesis strength, and annotate a corpus of es-
says with thesis strength scores. We addition-
ally identify the attributes that could impact
thesis strength and annotate the essays with the
values of these attributes, which, when pre-
dicted by computational models, could pro-
vide feedback to students on why her essay re-
ceives a particular thesis strength score.

1 Introduction

Recent work on automated essay scoring has
largely focused on holistic scoring, which sum-
marizes the quality of an essay with a single
score (e.g., Taghipour and Ng (2016), Dong et al.
(2017), Wang et al. (2018)). There are at least
two reasons for this focus. First, corpora manu-
ally annotated with holistic scores such as the one
used in the Kaggle-sponsored ASAP competition1

are publicly available, facilitating the training and
evaluation of holistic essay scoring engines. Sec-
ond, holistic scoring technologies are commer-
cially valuable: being able to successfully auto-
mate the scoring of the millions of essays written
for aptitude tests such as SAT, GRE, and GMAT
every year can save a lot of manual grading effort.

However, holistic essay scoring technologies
are far from adequate for use in classroom settings,
where providing students with feedback on how
to improve their essays is of utmost importance.

1https://www.kaggle.com/c/asap-aes

Specifically, merely returning a low holistic score
to an essay provides essentially no feedback to its
author on which aspect(s) of the essay contributed
to the low score and how it can be improved. Re-
cently, researchers have attempted to score a par-
ticular dimension of essay quality such as coher-
ence (Miltsakaki and Kukich, 2004), technical er-
rors, relevance to prompt (Higgins et al., 2004;
Louis and Higgins, 2010; Persing and Ng, 2014),
organization (Persing et al., 2010), thesis clarity
(Persing and Ng, 2013), and argument persuasive-
ness (Persing and Ng, 2015; Ke et al., 2018). Au-
tomated systems that provide instructional feed-
back along multiple dimensions of essay quality
such as Criterion (Burstein et al., 2004) have also
begun to emerge. Providing scores along different
dimensions of essay quality could help an author
identify which aspects of her essay need improve-
ments. Unfortunately, progress in dimension-
specific essay scoring research is hampered in part
by the lack of annotated corpora needed to train
and evaluate systems for scoring essays along spe-
cific dimensions of essay quality.

Motivated by this observation, we aim to con-
tribute to dimension-specific essay scoring re-
search in this paper by creating the resources
needed to empirically study thesis strength, a fun-
damental yet unexplored dimension of essay qual-
ity. Thesis strength refers to how strong the thesis
statement in a persuasive essay is. A thesis state-
ment summarizes the main point the author is try-
ing to argue for in her essay in the form of a claim
(i.e., a statement that is controversial and there-
fore can be argued) and states why the essay is
important and worth reading. Hence, in addition
to being clear, concise, specific, and relevant to
the prompt the essay is written for, a strong thesis
statement should briefly provide evidences for the
author’s claim, justifications for the importance of
the claim, and possibly a roadmap for the essay.
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A strong thesis statement can help lay a strong
foundation for the rest of the essay by organizing
its content, improving its comprehensibility, and
ensuring its relevance to the prompt. In contrast,
an essay with a weak thesis statement lacks focus.
Hence, an essay’s thesis strength can be expected
to have a strong influence on its holistic score.

To facilitate the computational study of thesis
strength scoring in student essays, we design a
rubric and use it to annotate a corpus of 1021 per-
suasive student essays with their thesis strength
scores. One may argue that the feedback provided
by a thesis strength score is limited: if a student
receives a low score, she may still not know why
her score is low. To address this concern, we iden-
tify the attributes that could impact thesis strength,
design a scoring rubric for each of them and an-
notate the essays in our corpus with the values of
these attributes. Not only can these attributes serve
to explain a thesis strength score, but they could
provide additional feedback to a student on why
she receives a particular thesis strength score when
predicted by a computational model.

An important yet often under-emphasized issue
is which corpus of essays we should annotate. We
envision that in the long run, substantial progress
in this area of research can only be made if differ-
ent researchers on automated essay grading cre-
ate their annotations on the same corpus of es-
says. For instance, having a corpus of essays that
are scored along different dimensions of quality,
such as organization, prompt adherence, and the-
sis strength will facilitate the study of how these
dimensions interact with each other to produce a
holistic score. As another example, researchers
working on automated essay revision (Zhang et al.,
2017), where the goal is to revise, for instance,
a thesis statement or an argument in an essay to
make it stronger, would benefit from having the
thesis strength scores we annotate. Specifically,
the first step in deciding how to revise a thesis
statement to make it stronger is to understand why
it is weak, and the aforementioned attributes that
we propose to annotate will provide insights into
what makes a thesis statement weak and subse-
quently how to revise it. So, having both the at-
tributes and the revised thesis annotated on the
same set of essays will allow researchers to study
how they interact and facilitate the design of joint
models that capture such interactions. Unfortu-
nately, existing essay annotations are spread over

different corpora, some of which are not even pub-
licly available. With this in mind, we choose to
annotate a corpus of essays that have recently been
scored along several dimensions of essay quality,
the ICLE corpus (Granger et al., 2009). To stim-
ulate research in thesis strength, we will make all
of our annotations publicly available.2

2 Related Work

In this section, we provide an overview of the pop-
ularly used annotated essay corpora for scoring.
Holistic scoring. As mentioned before, the
ASAP corpus, which was produced as part of a
Kaggle competition, has recently been used exten-
sively to evaluate holistic essay scoring systems.
It contains holistically scored essays written for
eight prompts by American students from grades
7 through 10, with 1190−3000 essays for each
prompt. CLC-FCE (Yannakoudakis et al., 2011)
is a relatively small corpus that contains 1244 es-
says written for 10 prompts by ESOL test takers.
Each essay is not only holistically scored but also
annotated with different kinds of errors, and there-
fore the corpus can also be used for grammatical
error detection and correction. A Swedish corpus
containing 1702 holistically scored essays written
for 19 prompts by high school students is also pub-
licly available (Östling et al., 2013).
Dimension-specific scoring. The Argument
Annotated Essays corpus contains 402 essays
taken from essayforum2, a site offering feedback
to students wishing to improve their ability
to write persuasive essays for tests (Stab and
Gurevych, 2014). Each essay in the corpus
is annotated with its argumentative structure
(i.e., argument components such as claims and
premises as well as the relationships between
them (e.g., support, attack)). The corpus has been
used extensively to evaluate argument mining
systems. Recently, Carlile et al. (2018) annotated
each argument in 102 essays randomly selected
from the corpus with its persuasiveness score.

There are two corpora of essays that are scored
along multiple dimensions of quality. Horbach
et al. (2017) annotated a corpus of 2200 German
essays written by prospective university students.
Each essay is a summary of a given news article
and is manually scored w.r.t. coherence, organiza-

2Our annotated corpus is publicly available at the web-
site http://www.hlt.utdallas.edu/˜zixuan/
EssayScoring.
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tion, argumentation, style, and grammar. Neither
the essays nor the annotations are publicly avail-
able, however. The second corpus is the Interna-
tional Corpus of Learner English (ICLE) (Granger
et al., 2009). ICLE is composed of essays writ-
ten by university undergraduates. Approximately
1000 persuasive essays in the corpus are manually
scored w.r.t. organization (Persing et al., 2010),
thesis clarity (Persing and Ng, 2013), prompt ad-
herence (Persing and Ng, 2014), and argument
persuasiveness (Persing and Ng, 2015). Given the
public availability of these scores, we believe that
it is beneficial to additionally score the ICLE es-
says w.r.t. thesis strength.

At first glance, the aforementioned thesis clar-
ity dimension studied by Persing and Ng (2013)
appears to resemble the thesis strength dimension.
Despite the fact that both dimensions are con-
cerned with an essay’s thesis, thesis clarity refers
to how clear an essay’s thesis is and can be viewed
as an attribute that could affect thesis strength: in-
tuitively, if a thesis statement is not clear, then it
is unlikely to be strong. As we will see, besides
thesis clarity, there are many attributes that could
impact thesis strength. Argument persuasiveness,
another essay scoring dimension studied by Pers-
ing and Ng (2015), also appears to be relevant to
thesis strength since it refers to the persuasiveness
of the argument an essay makes for its thesis. To
see the difference between these two dimensions,
recall that whether an argument is persuasive or
not depends in part on how strong the supporting
evidences are for its claim. In contrast, while a
thesis statement is expected to provide evidences
in support of the claim it states, the strength of the
thesis statement does not depend on the strength
of the support. In other words, while persuasive-
ness is adversely affected by the presence of weak
evidences in the argument, thesis strength is ad-
versely affected by the absence of evidences rather
than the presence of weak evidences.

3 Corpus

As mentioned above, we use as our corpus the 4.5
million word ICLE, which consists of more than
6000 essays on a variety of writing topics writ-
ten by university undergraduates from 16 coun-
tries and 16 native languages who are learners of
English as a Foreign Language. 91% of the ICLE
texts are written in response to prompts that trig-
ger persuasive essays. We selected 1021 persua-

sentences in thesis 0 1 2 3 4
essays 228 411 260 97 25

Table 1: Distribution of essays over the number of sen-
tences in the thesis statement.

sive essays to annotate. As discussed above, since
it is beneficial to have a corpus of essays anno-
tated along multiple dimensions of quality, these
1021 essays are selected to maximize the over-
lap with those previously annotated by Persing and
Ng, as mentioned above. These essays were writ-
ten for 13 prompts and have 7.6 paragraphs, 31.3
sentences, and 680.9 tokens on average.

4 Annotation

4.1 Annotation Scheme
For each of the 1021 essays, we produce three
kinds of annotations. We (1) identify its thesis
statement (if any), and score (2) its strength as well
as (3) the attributes that could impact its strength.
Thesis statement identification. According to
the definitions collected from different essay
writing resources (Anson and Schwegler, 2011;
Ruszkiewicz, 2010; Lunsford, 2015; Ramage
et al., 2018), a thesis statement offers a concise
summary of the main idea of an essay. It is usu-
ally expressed in one sentence and can be reiter-
ated elsewhere. It often includes the stance of the
author and usually leads the whole (or at least part
of an) essay. It helps organize and develop the
body of the essay, letting the readers know what
the writer’s statement is and what it aims to prove.

Since thesis statements are typically realized as
sentences, we take a sentence as the basic unit of
our annotation. Table 1 shows the distribution of
the 1021 essays over the number of sentences in
a thesis statement. As we can see, 228 of our es-
says contains no thesis statement, whereas approx-
imately 40% of them contain exactly one sentence.
Thesis strength scoring. We develop a rubric
for scoring the strength of an essay’s thesis state-
ment. Motivated by the rubric typically used for
scoring essays written for standardized aptitude
tests such as GRE, we evaluate a thesis statement’s
strength using a numerical score from 1 to 6, with
a score of 6 indicating a very strong thesis and a
score of 1 indicating the absence of a thesis in the
corresponding essay. A description of each score
can be found in the rubric shown in Table 2.
Attribute scoring. Aiming to provide feedback
to a student on why she receives a particular thesis
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Score Description
6 A very strong thesis: Little can be done to strengthen the thesis.
5 A strong thesis: Only minor changes can be made to strengthen the thesis.
4 A decent thesis: The thesis is generally good, though it can be strengthened in various aspects.
3 A poor, understandable thesis: It may only be partially clear or contain severe errors that detract from its strength.
2 It is unclear what the author is trying to argue in the thesis (e.g., the thesis is not understandable; it is not relevant

to the prompt; the thesis presents opposing views).
1 The essay presents no thesis of any kind.

Table 2: Description of the Thesis Strength scores.

Score Description
3 Arguable: The thesis expresses the author’s stance and opinion w.r.t. to the essay’s topic and contains a controver-

sial statement that should not be accepted by readers without additional support.
2 Confusing: The thesis appears to present conflicting views, or the author fails to express her stance.
1 Unarguable: The thesis merely describes some events or facts.

Table 3: Description of the Arguability scores.

Score Description
3 Specific: The thesis addresses the question of ”what is the opinion expressed in the thesis” specifically. No concept

in the thesis needs to be more specific in order to adequately answer this question.
2 Partially specific: The thesis addresses the question of ”what is the opinion expressed in the thesis” broadly. One

concept needs to be more specific in order to adequately answer this question.
1 General: The thesis addresses the question of ”what is the opinion expressed in the thesis” very broadly. More

than one concept needs to be made more specific in order to adequately answer this question.

Table 4: Description of the Specificity scores.

Score Description
3 Clear: Readers can easily understand what the opinion is.
2 Moderately clear: Readers have some difficulty understanding what the opinion is.
1 Not understandable: Readers can hardly understand what the opinion is.

Table 5: Description of the Clarity scores.

strength score, we identify a set of 10 attributes
that could impact a thesis statement’s strength.
Since these are attributes of a thesis statement,
they are computed solely based on a thesis state-
ment. Below we describe these 10 attributes.

Arguability concerns whether the claim under-
lying the thesis can be supported or refuted with
evidences. Specificity concerns the narrowness
of the concepts referred to in a thesis statement.
Concepts that are specific are more believable be-
cause they indicate an author’s depth of knowl-
edge about a subject matter. Clarity is how clear
and understandable the thesis is. Relevance to
Prompt is the extent to which the thesis is rele-
vant to the prompt. Conciseness is how concise
the idea underlying the thesis is expressed. Elo-
quence is how well the author uses language to
convey ideas, similar to fluency. Confidence refers
to how confident the author is in the truthfulness
of her thesis. Direction of Development refers to
the extent to which the thesis directs the essay’s
development. Justification of Opinion refers to
the extent to which the author justifies her opin-

ion(s) expressed in the thesis. Finally, Justifica-
tion of Importance or Interest refers to the extent
to which the author justifies why her thesis is im-
portant and/or interesting.

The rubrics for scoring these attributes are
shown in Tables 3−12. Each attribute is scored
on a scale of 1−3. While the meaning of these
scores differs from one attribute to another, gen-
erally speaking, ’1’ means ”no”, ’2’ means ”par-
tially”, and ’3’ means ”yes”. We hypothesize
that a high score on any of these attributes would
have a positive impact on the thesis strength score.
Since these attributes are associated with a the-
sis statement, for essays that do not have a thesis
statement, the values of these attributes will be un-
defined (i.e., the attributes will not be scored).

4.2 Annotation Procedure

Our 1021 essays are annotated by three human an-
notators. We first familiarized them with the def-
inition of a thesis statement stated in the previous
subsection as well as the rubrics for scoring the-
sis strength and the 10 attributes, and then trained
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Score Description
3 Relevant: The thesis is clearly relevant to the prompt.
2 Partially relevant: The thesis is only partially relevant to the prompt.
1 Irrelevant: The thesis does not respond to the prompt.

Table 6: Description of the Relevance to Prompt scores.

Score Description
3 Concise: All concepts in the thesis are expressed in the most effective words or phrases: a) no word or phrase can

be replaced with a more powerful one without losing any of its value; b) no word or phrase can be deleted without
losing any of its value; c) no sentence can be easily inserted into another sentence without losing any of its value.

2 Partially concise: There is a concept in the thesis that is not expressed in the most effective words or phrases.
1 Verbose: More than one concept in the thesis is not expressed in the most effective words.

Table 7: Description of the Conciseness scores.

Score Description
3 Demonstrates mastery of English: There are no grammatical errors that detract from the meaning of the sentence.

Exhibits a well thought out, flowing sentence structure that is easy to read and conveys the idea exceptionally well.
2 Demonstrates competence in English: There might be a few noticeable but forgivable errors, such as an incorrect

verb tense or unnecessary pluralization. Demonstrates a typical vocabulary and a simple sentence structure.
1 Demonstrates poor understanding of sentence composition and/or poor vocabulary: The choice of words or gram-

matical errors force the reader to reread the sentence before moving on.

Table 8: Description of the Eloquence scores.

Score Description
3 Confident: The author has a firm attitude to all of her opinions and takes an authoritative stance. No statement can

reduce her credibility and weaken her statement.
2 Occasionally confident: The author has a firm attitude to some of her opinions.
1 Not Confident: The author does not have a firm attitude to any of her opinions.

Table 9: Description of the Confidence scores.

Score Description
3 Clear roadmap: The thesis suggests full paths for the essay’s development and informs readers of what will be

discussed in the body of the essay. It addresses the question of ”what can be expected from the essay”.
2 Partially clear roadmap: The thesis suggests some paths for the essay’s development and informs readers of what

will be discussed in its body. It partially addresses the question of ”what can be expected from the essay”.
1 No roadmap: The thesis fails to suggest paths for the essay’s development and does not inform readers of what

will be discussed in its body. It fails to address the question of ”what can be expected from the essay”.

Table 10: Description of the Direction of Development scores.

Score Description
3 Well justified: The thesis justifies the author’s opinion(s) regardless of how convincing the justification is.
2 Partially justified: The thesis justifies some of the author’s opinion(s).
1 Unjustified: The thesis fails to justify the author’s opinion(s).

Table 11: Description of the Justification of Opinion scores.

Score Description
3 Well justified: The thesis justifies why every opinion expressed in it is important or interesting.
2 Partially justified: The thesis justifies why some of the opinions expressed in the thesis are important or interesting.
1 Unjustified: The thesis fails to justify why the author’s opinion is important or interesting.

Table 12: Description of the Justification of Importance/Interest scores.

them on 10 essays (not included in our corpus).
After that, they were asked to identify the thesis
statements in a randomly selected subset of 120
essays and discuss the resulting annotations to re-
solve any discrepancies. After they agreed on the

thesis statements in these 120 essays, they were
asked to score the strength of each of these state-
ments and the associated attributes. Discrepancies
were resolved through open discussion. Finally,
the remaining essays were partitioned into three
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Attribute 1 2 3 4 5 6
Thesis Strength 228 73 163 247 191 119

Arguability 5 32 756 − − −
Specificity 13 78 702 − − −

Clarity 11 28 754 − − −
Relevance 103 171 519 − − −

Conciseness 5 46 742 − − −
Eloquence 25 125 643 − − −

Confidence 40 23 730 − − −
Dir. of Dev. 734 4 55 − − −

Just. Opinion 533 24 236 − − −
Just. Imp./Int. 675 14 104 − − −

Table 13: Distribution of scores for Thesis Strength and
the attributes.

Attribute α
Thesis Strength .635

Arguability .657
Specificity .530

Clarity .748
Relevance to Prompt .550

Conciseness .581
Eloquence .532

Confidence .624
Direction of Development .856

Justification of Opinion .787
Justification of Importance/Interest .635

Table 14: Inter-annotator agreement on each attribute
in terms of Krippendorff’s α.

sets of roughly the same size, and each annotator
received one set to annotate. As mentioned before,
attribute scoring was not performed on essays that
do not have a thesis statement.

The resulting distributions of scores for Thesis
Strength and the attributes are shown in Table 13.

4.3 Inter-Annotator Agreement

We measure inter-annotator agreement on the
aforementioned 120 triply-annotated essays using
Krippendorff’s α (Krippendorff, 1980).

For thesis statement identification, we measure
agreement at the sentence level (i.e., whether a
sentence is correctly marked as ”thesis” or ”not
thesis”). Agreement is substantial: α is .816.

Agreement results on Thesis Strength and at-
tribute scoring are shown in Table 14. As we can
see, all attributes exhibit an agreement above 0.5,
showing a correlation much more significant than
random chance. Thesis Strength has an agreement
of 0.635, which suggests that it can be agreed upon
in a reasonably general sense. The attributes that
have the highest α values are Direction of Devel-
opment (0.856), Justification of Opinion (0.787)
and Clarity (0.748), whereas the ones that have
the lowest α values are Specificity (0.530), Elo-
quence (0.532), and Relevance to Prompt (0.550).

Attribute PC p-value
Arguability .134 .000
Specificity .139 .000

Clarity .187 .000
Relevance to Prompt .712 .000

Conciseness .017 .631
Eloquence .045 .204

Confidence .094 .008
Direction of Development .123 .001

Justification of Opinion .420 .000
Justification of Importance/Interest .206 .000

Table 15: Pearson’s Correlation of each attribute with
Thesis Strength and the corresponding p-value.

To better understand these agreement numbers, re-
call that each attribute is scored on a scale of 1−3,
where ’1’ generally means ”no”, ’2’ generally
means ”partially”, and ’3’ generally means ”yes”.
We found that the ”mostly yes” and ”mostly no”
cases are the most difficult for the annotators to
agree on. Specifically, some annotators translate a
”mostly yes” to a ’3’ while others translate it to a
’2’, and similarly for a ”mostly no”. As a result,
attributes that have fewer ambiguous cases (i.e.,
the ’2’ cases) tend to have a higher agreement.

4.4 Analysis of Annotations
In this subsection, we conduct several experiments
in order to gain insights into our annotations.
Correlation between Thesis Strength and the
attributes. To understand whether the 10 at-
tributes we annotated are indeed useful for pre-
dicting Thesis Strength, we compute the Pear-
son’s Correlation Coefficient (PC) between The-
sis Strength and each of the attributes along with
the corresponding p-values. Results are shown
in Table 15. As hypothesized in Section 4.1,
all attributes are positively correlated with The-
sis Strength, even though two of the correlations
(the ones concerning Eloquence and Conciseness)
are statistically insignificant at the p < 0.01 level.
Among the eight statistically significant correla-
tions, we see that Relevance to Prompt is highly
correlated with Thesis Strength, having a PC
value of 0.712. Justification of Opinion, though
having a PC value of only 0.420, has a higher
correlation with Thesis Strength than any of the
remaining six attributes. In fact, the remaining six
attributes are all very weakly correlated with The-
sis Strength, having PC values that fall roughly
between 0.1 and 0.2.
Predicting Thesis Strength using gold at-
tributes. Next, we conduct an oracle experiment
to determine how well these 10 attributes, when
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used in combination, can explain Thesis Strength.
Specifically, we train two models on the 793 es-
says that have a thesis statement to score a the-
sis statement’s strength using the gold attributes as
features. The first model is a linear SVM regressor
trained using the scikit-learn package (Pedregosa
et al., 2011) with default learning parameters ex-
cept for C (the regularization parameter), which is
tuned on development data using grid search. The
second model is a neural network trained using
Keras (Chollet et al., 2015). The network passes
the attribute vector through two dense layers, one
for reducing the vector’s dimension to 150 and the
other for scoring. It uses mean absolute error as
the loss function, Leaky ReLU as the activation
function, rmsprop as the optimizer, and early stop-
ping with patience = 10.

We report results obtained using five-fold cross
validation.3 The SVM regressor yields a PC
score (the Pearson Correlation between the sys-
tem’s predictions and the gold scores) of 0.758
and a ME score (the mean absolute distance be-
tween the system’s prediction and the gold score)
of 0.520, whereas the neural network yields a PC
score of 0.749 and a ME score of 0.575. Since
PC is a correlation metric, higher correlation im-
plies better performance. In contrast, ME is an
error metric, so lower scores imply better perfor-
mance. The large PC values and the relatively
small ME values that we obtained in these ex-
periments provide suggestive evidence that these
attributes, when used in combination, can largely
explain the strength of a thesis statement.
Attribute importance. The previous experi-
ment allows us to conclude that the 10 attributes,
when used in combination, can largely explain
Thesis Strength. The question, then, is: which at-
tributes are more useful than the others in scoring
thesis strength? To answer this question, we train
a linear SVM regressor on the 793 essays that have
a thesis statement and examine the feature weight
learned by the regressor for each attribute, as an at-
tribute with a higher absolute weight has a higher
impact on thesis strength scoring.

The feature weights and the bias term are shown
in Table 16. As we can see, the weight associated
with Relevance to Prompt is the highest, followed
by those of Justification of Opinion and Justifica-
tion of Importance/Interest. This is perhaps not

3In all five-fold cross-validation experiments in this pa-
per, we use three folds for training, one fold for development
(parameter tuning), and one fold for testing.

Attribute Weight
Arguability 0.000590
Specificity 0.000099

Clarity 0.000134
Relevance to Prompt 0.999998

Conciseness 0.000268
Eloquence 0.000061

Confidence 0.000070
Direction of Development 0.000192

Justification of Opinion 0.499983
Justification of Importance/Interest 0.499935

(Bias) −0.003770

Table 16: Feature weights on the attributes obtained
by training a linear SVM on these attributes to predict
Thesis Strength.

surprising, as these attributes have the highest cor-
relation with Thesis Strength.

What is perhaps somewhat surprising is that
many of the attributes that are believed to be rele-
vant for thesis strength scoring, such as Arguabil-
ity, Specificity, and Clarity, have negligibly small
weights. We believe that these counter-intuitive
results can be attributed to the score distributions
of these attributes. Looking at Tables 13 and 16,
we can see that the attributes that have low weights
all have skewed distributions. For instance, only
37 of the 793 essays have an Arguability score of
less than 3. Having distributions that are skewed
towards one value, these attributes are unlikely
to be useful for thesis strength scoring. In con-
trast, the attributes that have higher weights all
have comparatively less skewed distributions. For
instance, Relevance to Prompt has a score distri-
bution that is the least skewed among the 10 at-
tributes. This kind of distribution offers the learner
an opportunity to learn how the different scores of
an attribute correlate with the thesis strength score.

In addition, note that the 10 attributes we iden-
tified account for nearly all attributes impacting
thesis strength, as unenumerated attributes cost es-
says an average of only four-thousandths of a point
on the six-point thesis strength scale.

Correlation with other scoring dimensions.
Recall that annotating the ICLE essays (as op-
posed to essays in other corpora) would allow us
to study the interactions between Thesis Strength
and other scoring dimensions. Our next experi-
ment exploits this benefit. Specifically, we com-
pute the PC values between our Thesis Strength
scores and the scores annotated by Persing and his
colleagues (2010; 2013; 2014; 2015) along four
dimensions, namely Thesis Clarity (how clear is
the thesis?), Organization (how well-organized is
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Scoring Dimension PC p-value % Essays
Thesis Clarity .301 .000 829/830
Organization .091 .004 1002/1003

Adherence to Prompt .205 .000 829/830
Persuasiveness .222 .000 999/1000

Table 17: Correlation of Thesis Strength with other es-
say scoring dimensions and the corresponding p-value.

the essay?), Adherence to Prompt (how relevant
is the essay’s content to the prompt?), and Argu-
ment Persuasiveness (how persuasive is the argu-
ment the essay makes for its thesis?).

Correlation results together with the corre-
sponding p-values are shown in Table 17.4 As we
can see, all four correlations are relatively weak.
The weak correlations are consistent with our in-
tuition that these dimensions capture different as-
pects of essay quality. Among the four dimen-
sions, Thesis Strength has the highest correlation
with Thesis Clarity. This is not surprising, as a
thesis is unlikely to be strong if it is not clear. A
somewhat weaker correlation exists between The-
sis Strength and Argument Persuasiveness. This
is perhaps not surprising either. As mentioned
above, Argument Persuasiveness scoring is partly
based on the thesis. Intuitively, an argument is
unlikely to be persuasive if the underlying thesis
statement is weak, even though an unpersuasive
argument does not necessarily imply a weak the-
sis statement. The remaining two dimensions, Or-
ganization and Adherence to Prompt, have very
weak correlations with Thesis Strength. We spec-
ulate the low correlation has to do with the fact
that both dimensions are scored based on the en-
tire essay rather than just the thesis statement.

4.5 Additional Experiments

Next, we conduct preliminary experiments on
thesis statement identification and thesis strength
scoring to gauge the difficulty of these two tasks.
Thesis statement identification. We employ
four systems, the first two of which are heuristic.
(1) First Major Claim. Given the close connection
between a major claim and a thesis, we approxi-
mate the thesis statement identification task as a

4The last column of Table 17 shows the number of essays
used to compute the PC value for each dimension. For in-
stance, 829 of the 830 essays that Persing and Ng annotated
with Thesis Clarity scores are annotated by us with Thesis
Strength scores, and these 829 overlapping essays are used
to compute the PC value between Thesis Clarity and Thesis
Strength. Note that the percentage of overlap for each dimen-
sion is high, as we selected the essays to maximize the degree
of overlap with those that Persing and Ng annotated.

major claim identification problem. Specifically,
we use Eger et al.’s (2017) argument mining sys-
tem, which was trained on the Argument Anno-
tated Essays Corpus mentioned in Section 2, for
major claim identification, taking the first major
claim identified in an essay as its thesis statement.
(2) Keyword similarity. Intuitively, sentences that
resemble the prompt are more likely to be thesis
sentences than those that do not. Hence, this sys-
tem considers the k sentences that have the largest
keyword overlap with the prompt as thesis sen-
tences, where keywords are the important words
in a prompt that we manually picked.
(3) SVM. As our first learning-based system, we
employ a linear SVM as implemented in the scikit-
learn package to train a classifier for determining
whether a sentence is a thesis sentence or not, us-
ing the unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams extracted
from the sentence as features. All parameters are
set to their default values except for C, the regular-
ization parameter, which is tuned to maximize F1
on development data using grid search.
(4) Neural network. Next, we train a neural net-
work (NN) using Keras to determine whether a
sentence is a thesis sentence or not. The NN takes
as inputs the given sentence and the prompt for
which the essay was written, each of which is rep-
resented as a sequence of 300-dimensional Face-
book FastText pre-trained word embeddings (Bo-
janowski et al., 2017). (Out-of-vocabulary words
are represented as zero vectors, and all inputs are
padded to their maximum size by adding zeros to
the end.) We employ two bidirectional LSTMs
(Schuster and Paliwal, 1997) with an attention
mechanism to create representations for the two
input vectors. These two representations, together
with their similarity (computed by taking their dot
product), are concatenated. The resulting vector
then goes through two dense layers, one for reduc-
ing the vector’s dimension to 150 and the other
for predicting whether the given sentence is a the-
sis sentence. The network uses categorical cross-
entropy as the loss function, Leaky ReLU as the
activation function (except for the output layer,
which uses a softmax), rmsprop as the optimizer,
and early stopping with patience = 10.

Table 18 shows the five-fold cross-validation re-
sults, which are expressed in terms of recall (R),
precision (P), and F1 in identifying thesis sen-
tences. While the SVM outperforms the other sys-
tems, its F1 score is only around 24%. These re-
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System R P F1
First Major Claim .174 .182 .178
Keyword similarity (top 1) .165 .239 .195
Keyword similarity (top 3) .190 .097 .128
SVM .245 .244 .245
NN .222 .222 .222

Table 18: Thesis statement identification results.

sults suggest that thesis statement identification is
a challenging task.5

Thesis strength scoring. We employ three sim-
ple systems, all of which are learning-based.
(1) Gold thesis statements without attributes.
Given the difficulty of thesis statement identifica-
tion, we conduct our thesis strength scoring ex-
periments using gold thesis statements. (In other
words, we exclude essays without thesis state-
ments in these experiments.) Specifically, we train
a model that takes a gold thesis statement as input
and predicts its strength score.
(2) Gold thesis statements with predicted at-
tributes. This is a pipeline system in which (1)
10 models are first trained to independently pre-
dict the scores of the 10 attributes given the gold
thesis statement, and then (2) a second model is
trained to predict the thesis strength score using
the 10 predicted attributes.
(3) Entire essay without attributes. In this system,
we train a model to predict thesis strength based
on the entire essay. In other words, we use as in-
put all the sentences in the essay.

For each of these systems, we employ (1) a lin-
ear SVM regressor and (2) a NN as the underlying
model. Specifically, to train the first system, the
SVM/NN we use is the same as that in the thesis
statement identification experiment except that (1)
the input is the gold thesis and (2) the output is the
thesis strength score. To train the second system,
the 10 SVMs/NNs in the first step of the pipeline
are the same as that in the first system except that
the output is the attribute score, and the SVM/NN
in the second step of the pipeline is the same as
that in the SVM/NN experiments in Section 4.4
except that we use predicted rather than perfect at-
tribute values as inputs. To train the third system,
the SVM/NN is the same as that in the first system
except that the input is the entire essay.

5Other approaches to thesis statement identification exist.
For instance, Burstein et al. (2003) require that their model
be trained on essays where each sentence is annotated with
its discourse function (e.g., thesis, rebuttal, elaboration, con-
clusion). Given the lack of such annotations in our corpus,
we do not use these systems in our experiments.

Experiment Model PC ME

Gold thesis without attributes SVM .390 .921
NN .310 .978

Gold thesis SVM .353 .962
with predicted attributes NN .256 .951

Entire essay without attributes SVM .065 1.14
NN .128 .964

Table 19: Thesis strength scoring results.

Five-fold cross-validation results, which are ex-
pressed in terms of PC and ME, are shown in
Table 19. Consider first the two thesis-based ex-
periments (rows 1 and 2). As we can see, although
gold thesis statements are used, the results are not
particularly strong, with PC values less than 0.4
and ME values greater than 0.9. Moreover, the
results in the first experiment are generally better
than those in the second experiment. This suggests
that not only do the noisily predicted attributes
fail to benefit thesis strength scoring, but they
actually hurt thesis strength scoring.6 Further-
more, though of lesser importance, SVM generally
performs better than NN. These results contrast
with those in the essay-based experiment (row 3),
where NN performs better than SVM. As we can
see, both essay-based models substantially under-
perform their thesis-based counterparts. This sug-
gests that accurate thesis statement identification
is crucial for accurate scoring of thesis strength.

5 Conclusion

Since progress in dimension-specific essay scoring
research is hampered in part by the scarcity of an-
notated corpora, we designed rubrics for manually
scoring 1021 essays along a fundamental yet unex-
plored dimension of essay quality, thesis strength,
as well as the attributes that could impact strength.
We chose to annotate the essays in ICLE that have
previously been scored along multiple dimensions
in order to facilitate future developments of joint
models that can capture the interactions among
different dimensions. We believe our annotations
will be a valuable resource to the NLP community.
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Abstract

Sentiment analysis has a range of corpora
available across multiple languages. For emo-
tion analysis, the situation is more limited,
which hinders potential research on cross-
lingual modeling and the development of pre-
dictive models for other languages. In this pa-
per, we fill this gap for German by construct-
ing deISEAR, a corpus designed in analogy
to the well-established English ISEAR emo-
tion dataset. Motivated by Scherer’s appraisal
theory, we implement a crowdsourcing exper-
iment which consists of two steps. In step 1,
participants create descriptions of emotional
events for a given emotion. In step 2, five an-
notators assess the emotion expressed by the
texts. We show that transferring an emotion
classification model from the original English
ISEAR to the German crowdsourced deISEAR
via machine translation does not, on average,
cause a performance drop.

1 Introduction

Feeling emotions is a central part of the “human
condition” (Russell, 1945). While existing stud-
ies on automatic recognition of emotions in text
have achieved promising results (Pool and Nis-
sim (2016); Mohammad (2011), i.a.), we see two
main shortcomings. First, there is shortage of re-
sources for non-English languages, with few ex-
ceptions, like Chinese (Li et al., 2017; Odbal and
Wang, 2014; Yuan et al., 2002). This hampers
the data-driven modeling of emotion recognition
that has unfolded, e.g., for the related task of senti-
ment analysis. Second, emotions can be expressed
in language with a wide variety of linguistic de-
vices, from direct mentions (e.g., “I’m angry”)
to evocative images (e.g.,“He was petrified”) or
prosody. Computational emotion recognition on
English has mostly focused on explicit emotion
expressions. Often, however, emotions are merely

inferable from world knowledge and experience.
For instance, ”I finally found love” presumably de-
picts a joyful circumstance, while fear probably
ensued when ”She heard a sinister sound”. Atten-
tion to such event-related emotions is arguably im-
portant for wide-coverage emotion recognition and
has motivated shared tasks (Klinger et al., 2018),
structured resources (Balahur et al., 2011) and ded-
icated studies such as the “International Survey
on Emotion Antecedents and Reactions” (ISEAR,
Scherer and Wallbott, 1994). ISEAR, as one out-
come, provides a corpus of English descriptions
of emotional events for 7 emotions (anger, disgust,
fear, guilt, joy, shame, sadness). Informants were
asked in a classroom setting to describe emotional
situations they experienced. This focus on private
perspectives on events sets ISEAR apart. Even
though from psychology, it is now established in
natural language processing as a textual source of
emotional events.

With this paper, we publish and analyze
deISEAR, a German corpus of emotional event de-
scriptions, and its English companion enISEAR,
each containing 1001 instances. We move be-
yond the original ISEAR in two respects. (i), we
move from on-site annotation to a two-step crowd-
sourcing procedure involving description genera-
tion and intersubjective interpretation; (ii), we an-
alyze cross-lingual differences including a mod-
elling experiment. Our corpus, available at https:
//www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/data/emotion, supports
the development of emotion classification models
in German and English including multilingual as-
pects.

2 Previous Work

For the related but structurally simpler task of senti-
ment analysis, resources have been created in many
languages. For German, this includes dictionaries
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(Ruppenhofer et al., 2017, i.a.), corpora of newspa-
per comments (Schabus et al., 2017) and reviews
(Klinger and Cimiano, 2014; Ruppenhofer et al.,
2014; Boland et al., 2013). Nevertheless, the re-
source situation leaves much to be desired. The
situation is even more difficult for emotion analy-
sis. Emotion annotation is slower and more sub-
jective (Schuff et al., 2017). Further, there is less
agreement on the set of classes to use, stemming
from alternative psychological theories. These in-
clude, e.g., discrete classes vs. multiple continuous
dimensions (Buechel and Hahn, 2016). Resources
developed by one strand of research can be unus-
able for the other (Bostan and Klinger, 2018).

In German, a few dictionaries have been cre-
ated for dimensional approaches. Among them is
BAWL–R, a list of words rated with arousal, va-
lence and imageability features (Vo et al., 2009;
Briesemeister et al., 2011), where the nouns of
the lexicon have been assigned to emotion intensi-
ties, amongst other values. Still, German resources
are rare in comparison to English ones. To our
knowledge, corpora with sentence-wise emotion
annotations are not available for this language.

In particular, there is no German corpus with
speakers’ descriptions of emotionally intense
events similar to the English ISEAR. ISEAR, the
“International Survey on Emotion Antecedents and
Reactions” (Scherer and Wallbott, 1997), was con-
ducted by a group of psychologists who collected
emotion data in the form of self-reports. The aim
of the survey was to probe that emotions are invari-
ant over cultures, and are characterized by patterns
of bodily and behavioral changes (e.g., change in
breathing, felt temperature, speech behaviors). In
order to investigate such view, they administered
an anonymous questionnaire to 3000 students all
over the world, in which participants were asked to
reconstruct an emotion episode associated to one
of seven basic emotions (anger, disgust, fear, guilt,
joy, sadness, shame), and to recall both their eval-
uation of the stimulus and their reaction to it. For
the final dataset, all the reports were translated to
English, and accordingly, the responses of, e.g.,
German speakers who took part in the survey are
not available in their original language.

In this paper, we follow Scherer and Wallbott
(1997) by re-using their set of seven basic emo-
tions and recreating part of their questionnaire both
in English and German. In contrast to ISEAR, we
account for the fact that a description can be re-

lated to different emotions by its writer and its read-
ers. Affective analyses have rendered evidence that
emotional standpoints affect the quality of annota-
tion tasks (Buechel and Hahn, 2017). For instance,
annotation results vary depending on whether work-
ers are asked if a text is associated with an emotion
and if it evokes an emotion, with the first phrasing
downplaying the reader’s perspective and inducing
higher inter-annotator agreement (Mohammad and
Turney, 2013). We take notice of these findings to
design our annotation guidelines.

3 Crowdsourcing-based Corpus Creation

We developed a two-phase crowdsourcing ex-
periment: one for generating descriptions, the
other for rating the emotions of the descriptions.
Phase 1 can be understood as sampling from
P (description|emotion), obtaining likely descrip-
tions for given emotions. Phase 2 estimates
P (emotion|description), evaluating the association
between a given description and all emotions. The
participants’ intuitions gathered this way are inter-
pretable as a measure for the interpersonal validity
of the descriptions, and as a point of comparison
for our classification results.

The two crowdourcing phases targeted both Ger-
man and English. This enabled us to tease apart the
effects of the change of setup and change of lan-
guage compared to the original ISEAR collection.

Phase 1: Generation. We used the Figure-
Eight (https://www.figure-eight.com) crowdsourc-
ing platform. Following the ISEAR questionnaire,
we presented annotators with one of the seven emo-
tions in Scherer and Wallbott’s setup, and asked
them to produce a textual description of an event in
which they felt that emotion. The task of descrip-
tion generation was formulated as one of sentence
completion (e.g., “Ich fühlte Freude, als/weil/...”, “I
felt joy when/because ...”), after observing that this
strategy made the job easier for laypersons, without
inducing any restriction on sentence structure (for
details, see Suppl. Mat., Section A). Further, we
asked annotators to specify their gender (male, fe-
male, other), the temporal distance of the event (i.e.,
whether the event took place days, weeks, months,
or years before the time of text production), and
the intensity and duration of the ensuing emotion
(i.e., whether the experience was not very intense,
moderately intense, intense and very intense, and
whether it lasted a few minutes, one hour, multi-
ple hours, or more than one day). To obtain an
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Statistics Temporal Distance Intensity Duration Gender

Emotion #tok D W M Y NV M I VI min h >h ≥d M F O

Anger 15.1 46 25 31 41 3 25 67 48 23 29 39 52 112 31 –
Disgust 13.1 38 38 42 25 12 52 48 31 95 37 8 3 110 33 –

Fear 14.0 25 32 37 49 4 24 58 57 50 32 31 30 109 34 –
Guilt 13.8 36 27 30 50 8 57 54 24 41 29 43 30 116 27 –

Joy 11.6 40 30 29 44 2 18 60 63 14 18 42 69 107 35 1

G
er

m
an

Sadness 11.5 29 26 42 46 3 31 43 66 16 9 27 91 113 30 –
Shame 13.2 25 28 36 54 24 56 41 22 72 28 24 19 116 27 –

Sum 13.2 239 206 247 309 56 263 371 311 311 182 214 294 783 217 1

Anger 28.3 45 29 25 44 9 34 48 52 30 23 36 54 62 81 –
Disgust 22.4 57 25 21 40 12 51 37 43 66 27 24 26 57 86 –

Fear 27.0 19 29 36 59 2 30 57 54 52 29 35 27 66 77 –
Guilt 25.5 33 24 27 59 25 52 43 23 26 39 28 50 59 84 –

E
ng

lis
h

Joy 23.6 32 24 31 56 2 27 48 66 14 13 43 73 60 83 –
Sadness 21.6 40 24 31 48 10 45 38 50 17 21 23 82 62 81 –

Shame 24.8 21 22 19 81 16 51 42 34 29 25 39 50 57 86 –
Sum 24.7 247 177 190 387 76 290 313 322 234 177 228 362 423 578 –

Table 1: Statistics for prompting emotions across the average number of tokens (#tok) and the extra-linguistic
labels of the descriptions. Temporal Distance, Intensity and Duration report the number of descriptions for events
which took place days (D), weeks (W), months (M) or years (Y) ago, which caused an emotion of a specific
intensity (NV: not very intense, M: moderate, I: intense, VI: very intense) and duration (min: a few minutes, one
hour: h, multiple hours: >h, one or multiple days ≥d); Gender counts of the annotators are reported in the last
column (male: M, female: F, other: O).

English equivalent to deISEAR, we crowd-sourced
the same set of questions in English, creating a com-
parable English corpus (enISEAR). The generation
task was published in two slices (Nov/Dec 2018
and Jan 2019). It was crucial for data quality to
restrict the countries of origin (for German, DE/A;
for English, UK/IR) – this prevented a substantial
number of non-native participants who are profi-
cient users of machine translation services from
submitting answers. For each generated descrip-
tion, we paid 15 cents (see Suppl. Material, Section
A for details).

Phase 2: Emotion Labeling. To verify to what
extent the collected descriptions convey the emo-
tions for which they were produced, we presented
a new set of annotators with ten randomly sampled
descriptions, omitting the emotion word (e.g., “I
felt . . . when/because . . . ”), together with the list
of seven emotions. The task was to choose the
emotion the original author most likely felt during
the described event. Each description was judged
by 5 annotators. We paid 15 cents per task.

4 Corpus Analysis

Descriptive analysis. We include all descriptions
from Phase 1 in the final resource and the upcom-
ing discussion, regardless of the inter-annotator
agreement from Phase 2. Both deISEAR and
enISEAR comprise 1001 event-centered descrip-

tions: deISEAR includes 1084 sentences and
2613 distinct tokens, with a 0.19 type-token ratio;
enISEAR contains 1366 sentences and a vocabu-
lary of 3066 terms, with a type-token ratio of 0.12.
Table 1 summarizes the Phase 1 annotation. For
each prompting label1, we report average descrip-
tion length, annotators’ gender, duration, intensity
and temporal distance of the emotional events.

The main difference between the two languages
is description length: English instances are almost
twice as long (24.7 tokens) as German ones (13.2
tokens). These differences may be related to the dif-
ferences in gender distribution between languages.

Most patterns are similar across German and En-
glish. In both corpora, Anger and Sadness receive
the longest and shortest descriptions, respectively.
Enraging facts are usually depicted through the spe-
cific aspects that irritated their experiencers, like
“when a superior at work decided to make a huge
issue out of something very petty just to [...] prove
they have power over me”. In contrast, sad events
are reported with fewer details, possibly because
they are often conventionally associated with pain
and require little elaboration, such as “my grand-
mother had passed away”. Also the perceptual
assessments of emotion episodes, as given by the
extra-linguistic labels, are comparable between lan-

1Transl. de→en: Angst-Fear, Ekel-Disgust, Freude-Joy,
Scham-Shame, Schuld-Guilt, Traurigkeit-Sadness, Wut-Anger
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German English

Emotion ≥1 ≥2 ≥3 ≥4 =5 ≥1 ≥2 ≥3 ≥4 =5

Anger 135 125 107 81 52 137 129 112 89 59
Disgust 139 134 130 124 91 118 101 84 76 53
Fear 134 124 108 99 78 136 131 124 116 86
Guilt 137 126 102 67 31 137 130 124 89 44
Joy 142 142 142 140 136 143 143 143 143 137
Sadness 132 123 113 97 76 140 133 131 116 97
Shame 128 109 86 66 41 116 92 64 41 23

Sum 947 883 788 674 505 927 859 782 670 499

Table 2: Number of descriptions whose prompting la-
bel (column Emotion) agrees with the emotion labeled
by all Phase-2 annotators (=5), by at least four (≥4), at
least three (≥3), at least two (≥2), at least one (≥1).

guages. The majority of descriptions are located at
the high end of the scale both for intensity and tem-
poral distance, i.e., they point to “milestone” events
that are both remote and emotionally striking.

Agreement on emotions. We next analyze to
what extent the emotions labelled in Phase 2 agree
with the prompting emotion presented in Phase
1. Table 2 reports for how many descriptions (out
of 143) the prompting emotion was selected one,
two, three, four, or five (out of five) times in Phase
2. Agreement is similar between deISEAR and
enISEAR. This indicates that the German items,
although short, are sufficiently informative. In both
languages, the agreement drops across the columns,
yet half of the descriptions show perfect intersubjec-
tive validity (=5): 505 for German, 499 for English.
We interpret this as a sign of quality.

Again, we find differences among emotions.
Agreement is nearly perfect for Joy and rather low
for Shame. These patterns can arise due to different
processes. Certain emotions are easier to recognize
from language (e.g., “when I saw someone else got
stabbed near me”: Fear) than others (e.g. “when
my daughter was rude to my wife”: elicited for
Shame, arguably also associated with Anger or
Sadness). Patterns may also indicate closer concep-
tual similarity among specific emotions (Russell
and Mehrabian, 1977, cf.).

To follow up on this observation, Figure 1 shows
two confusion matrices for German and English
which plot the frequency with which annotators
selected emotion labels (Phase 2, rows) for prompt-
ing emotions (Phase 1, columns). The results in the
diagonals correspond to the =5 columns in Table 2,
mirroring the overall high level of validity of the
descriptions, and spanning the range between Joy
(very high agreement) and Shame (low agreement).

Sh
Sa

J
G
F
D
A

A D F G J Sa Sh

German

3 2 2 19 0 1 60
16 2 7 6 0 76 4
2 3 3 1 98 3 3
2 1 4 65 0 4 17
6 3 75 2 1 3 2
0 86 2 1 0 0 3

70 3 7 6 0 13 9

A D F G J Sa Sh

English

3 3 2 15 0 2 47
8 8 4 9 0 86 6
1 1 2 0 99 0 1
1 1 2 73 0 3 35
7 2 83 1 0 1 2
7 60 1 1 0 1 3

74 25 6 1 0 6 7

 0

 20

 40

 60

 80

 100

Figure 1: Confusion matrices for emotions. Columns:
prompting emotions; rows: labeled emotions.

The off-diagonal cells indicate disagreements. In
both languages, annotators perceive Shame descrip-
tions as expressing Guilt, and vice versa (35%
and 15% for English, 17% and 19% for German).
In fact, Shame and Guilt “occur when events are
attributed to internal causes” (Tracy and Robins,
2006), and thus they may appear overlapping.

We also see an interesting cross-lingual diver-
gence. In deISEAR, Sadness is comparably of-
ten confused with Anger (13% of items), while in
enISEAR it is Disgust that is regularly interpreted
as Anger (25% of items). This might results from
differences in the connotations of the prompting
emotion words in the two languages. For Disgust
(“Ekel”), German descriptions concentrate on phys-
ical repulsion, while the English descriptions also
include metaphorical disgust which is more easily
confounded with other emotions such as Anger.

Post-hoc Event type analysis. After the pre-
ceding analyses, we returned to the Phase 1 de-
scriptions and performed a post-hoc annotation
ourselves on a sample of 385 English and 385 Ger-
man descriptions (balanced across emotions). We
tagged them with dimensions motivated by Smith
and Ellsworth (1985): whether the event was re-
occurring (general), whether the event was in the
future or in the past; whether it was a prospective
emotion or actually felt; whether it had a social
characteristic (involving other people or animals);
whether the event had self consequences or conse-
quences for others; and whether the author presum-
ably had situational control or responsibility2.

Table 3 shows the results. In both English and
German, only a few units depict general and future
events, in line with the annotation guidelines. Fear
more often targets the future than other emotions.
Most event descriptions involve other participants,
especially in English. In general, events seem to

2One may be responsible, but not in control of the situation
(e.g., “when I forgot to set an alarm”).
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Dimension A
ng

er

D
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gu
st
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G
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lt
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Sa
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s

Sh
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e

G
er

m
an

General event 4 2 1 0 0 1 0
Future event 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
Past event 51 53 53 55 55 54 55
Prospective 1 0 4 0 1 1 0
Social 30 28 24 29 24 40 25
Self conseq. 37 34 37 26 44 21 37
Conseq. oth. 21 9 19 34 16 34 14
Situat. control 2 5 4 24 9 3 19
Responsible 20 31 17 51 26 23 40

E
ng

lis
h

General event 2 2 2 2 0 3 0
Future event 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Past event 53 53 53 53 55 52 55
Prospective 0 0 14 0 1 0 0
Social 50 37 30 41 39 49 41
Self conseq. 29 26 42 20 35 16 32
Conseq. oth. 29 23 19 34 24 43 29
Situat. control 3 7 8 31 15 2 24
Responsible 13 29 34 53 34 16 43

Table 3: Event type analysis: Cells are counts of post-
annotation out of 55 descriptions for each emotion.

affect authors themselves more than other people,
particularly in the case of Joy and Fear. Exceptions
are Guilt and Sadness, for which there is a pre-
dominance of events whose effects bear down on
others. Regarding the aspect of situational control,
Shame and Guilt dominate. Guilt is particularly
more frequent in descriptions in which the author is
presumably responsible. These observations echo
the findings by Tracy and Robins (2006).

Modeling. As a final analysis, we tested the
compatibility of our created data with the origi-
nal ISEAR corpus for emotion classification. We
trained a maximum entropy classifier with L2 reg-
ularization with boolean unigram features on the
original ISEAR corpus (7665 instances) and evalu-
ated it on all instances collected in Phase 1 (with
liblinear, Fan et al., 2008). We chose MaxEnt as
a method as it constitutes are comparably strong
baseline which is, in contrast to most neural clas-
sifiers, more easy to reproduce due to the convex
optimization function and fewer hyper-parameters.
We applied it to enISEAR and to a version of
deISEAR translated with Google Translate3, an
effective baseline strategy for cross-lingual mod-
eling (Barnes et al., 2016). In accord with the
Phase 2 experiment, the emotion words present
in the sentences were obscured. Table 4 shows a
decent performance of the ISEAR model on our
novel corpora, with similar scores and performance

3http://translate.google.com, applied on February 25, 2019

Dataset µF1 An Di Fe Gu Jo Sa Sh

deISEAR 47 29 49 48 42 68 53 39
enISEAR 47 27 45 57 41 67 58 32

Table 4: Performance of ISEAR-trained classifier on
our crowdsourced corpora, per emotion and micro-
average F1 (µF1).

differences between emotion classes to previous
studies (Bostan and Klinger, 2018).

Modeling performance and inter-annotator dis-
agreement are correlated: emotions that are diffi-
cult to annotate are also difficult to predict (Spear-
man’s ρ between F1 and the diagonal in Figure 1
is 0.85 for German, p = .01, and 0.75 for English,
p = .05). It is notable that results for German are
on a level with English despite the translation step
and the shorter length of the German descriptions.
That goes against our expectations, as previous
studies showed that translation is only sentiment-
preserving to some degree (Salameh et al., 2015;
Lohar et al., 2018). We take this outcome as
evidence for the cross-lingual comparability of
deISEAR and enISEAR, and our general method.

5 Conclusion

We presented (a) deISEAR, a corpus of 1001 event
descriptions in German, annotated with seven emo-
tion classes; and (b) enISEAR, a companion En-
glish resource build analogously, to disentangle ef-
fects of annotation setup and English when compar-
ing to the original ISEAR resource. Our two-phase
annotation setup shows that perceived emotions can
be different from expressed emotions in such event-
focused corpus, which also affects classification
performance.

Emotions vary substantially in their proper-
ties, both linguistic and extra-linguistic, which af-
fects both annotation and modeling, while there is
high consistency across the language pair English–
German. Our modeling experiment shows that the
straightforward application of machine translation
for model transfer to another language does not
lead to a drop in prediction performance.
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Abstract
This paper presents a multilingual corpus with
semantic annotation of collocations in En-
glish, Portuguese, and Spanish. The whole
resource contains 155k tokens and 1, 526
collocations labeled in context. The anno-
tated examples belong to three syntactic struc-
tures (adjective-noun, verb-object, and nomi-
nal compounds), and represent 60 lexical func-
tions in the Meaning-Text Theory (e.g., Oper,
Magn, Bon, etc.). Each collocation was anno-
tated by three linguists and the final resource
was revised by a team of experts. The resulting
corpora, which are freely available, can serve
as a basis to evaluate different approaches for
collocation identification and classification in
three languages, which in turn can be useful
for different NLP tasks such as natural lan-
guage generation or understanding.

1 Introduction

The automatic identification of collocations, as
well as other multiword expressions (MWEs),
is crucial for many natural language processing
(NLP) tasks, since their linguistic behaviour dif-
fers from other combinations of words (Mel’čuk,
1995; Sag et al., 2002; Ramisch and Villavicen-
cio, 2018). On the one hand, approaches to natural
language generation may take advantage of collo-
cational information to produce natural utterances
with the desired meanings (Wanner et al., 2010;
Lareau et al., 2011). In this regard, while different
adjectives such as heavy and strong can convey ba-
sically the same meaning (e.g., ‘intensification’ in
heavy load and in strong fragrance), great has dif-
ferent senses in great loss and in great time (with
‘intensification’ and ‘positive’ meanings, respec-
tively). On the other hand, to interpret the meaning
of a sentence, a system should take into account

the properties of these expressions: for instance,
the meaning of the verb [to] take in the colloca-
tion take [a] cab is different from the same verb
in a free combination such as take [a] pencil, so
natural language understanding or abstract mean-
ing representation systems could benefit from the
correct identification of collocations (Bonial et al.,
2014; O’Gorman et al., 2018). It is worth mention-
ing that collocations are pervasive and frequent in
all domains and text typologies, so their correct
interpretation should be critical to progress in the
automatic processing of natural languages.

The concept of collocation was formalized in
the Meaning-Text Theory as a combination of two
lexical units (LUs) where one of them (the BASE,
e.g., attention in the collocation pay attention) is
freely selected due to its meaning, while the selec-
tion of the other one (the COLLOCATE, e.g., [to]
pay) is restricted by the former (Mel’čuk, 1995).
Under this theory, lexical functions (LF) repre-
sent a relation between a LU (the base) and a set
of expressions (the potential collocates) (Mel’čuk,
1996, 1998; Wanner, 1996). For instance, the
LF Oper means ‘to carry out’, so we could de-
fine Oper(picture)=[to] take to formalize the col-
location take a picture. Similarly, the adjective–
noun collocation loud screech can be represented
as Magn(screech)=loud, where the lexical func-
tion Magn denotes ‘intensification’.

The automatic identification of collocations has
deserved a substantial number of works of dif-
ferent researchers from NLP and computational
linguistics as well as from lexicography and cor-
pus linguistics (Evert, 2008; Pecina, 2010; Gries,
2013). Most approaches rely on statistical associa-
tion measures (AMs), both symmetrical and direc-
tional, and recent works incorporate distributional
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semantics to automatically identify the collocate
of a given base and LF, or to classify the compo-
sitionality of MWEs including collocations (Wan-
ner et al., 2006; Carlini et al., 2014; Rodrı́guez-
Fernández et al., 2016; Cordeiro et al., 2019). To
evaluate the extraction, some researchers use man-
ual selection of true collocations from ranked lists,
while others take advantage of examples extracted
from collocation dictionaries. However, most of
these approaches are carried out only in one lan-
guage, and they do not always permit to obtain
precise recall values. Moreover, they usually do
not include semantic information.

Taking the above into account, this paper at-
tempts to fill this gap by releasing a freely avail-
able multilingual corpus of English, Portuguese,
and Spanish with manual annotation of colloca-
tions and their lexical functions. The whole re-
source, annotated by five experts, has more than
155k tokens and 1, 526 collocations classified into
60 lexical functions. For each language, we pro-
vide both the labeled data of each annotator as well
as the gold-standard data.1

2 Related Work

Different statistical methods have been applied
to automatically identify and classify collocations
from corpora. Studies such as Wanner et al.
(2006), Wanner et al. (2016), or Gelbukh and
Kolesnikova (2010) train statistical models using
Spanish data (from EuroWordNet, from the DiCE
dictionary, and using a Spanish corpus, respec-
tively). For French, Fonseca et al. (2017) explore
the combination of dependency parsing with a lex-
ical network based on lexical functions.

The semantic classification of base-collocate
pairs allowed for implementing multilingual nat-
ural language generation systems which take ad-
vantage of lexical functions to select the most ap-
propriate combinations for each context (Wanner
et al., 2010). In this regard, Lareau et al. (2011)
propose a methodology to use lexical functions in
Lexical Functional Grammar.

With respect to the extraction process, there
have been a large number of studies focusing on
the automatic identification of collocations in cor-
pora. In this regard, most approaches have relied
on statistical association measures applied both to
windows of n-grams (Church and Hanks, 1990;

1The corpora are freely available at the following url:
http://www.grupolys.org/˜marcos/pub/collocations.zip

Smadja, 1993; Pecina, 2010), and to syntax-based
dependency triples (Seretan, 2011; Carlini et al.,
2014; Garcia et al., 2017; Uhrig et al., 2018). In
Rodrı́guez-Fernández et al. (2016) it is presented
a method to retrieve potential collocates of a given
LF and a base. Other studies address the identifi-
cation process as a classification problem. Karan
et al. (2012) take advantage of a set of true positive
and true negative collocations to evaluate machine
learning algorithms which use, among others, fea-
tures based on association values.

To evaluate such methods, some authors carry
out a manual review of the n best combinations of
candidate collocations lists, ranked by a given AM
(Seretan and Wehrli, 2006; Garcia, 2018). A dif-
ferent approach consists of collecting an inventory
of true collocations (usually from existing dictio-
naries), which is then used to compare the perfor-
mance of various AMs (Evert and Krenn, 2001;
Pearce, 2002; Pecina, 2010; Kilgarriff et al., 2014;
Evert et al., 2017). Concerning the available data
with collocational information, it is worth noting
that a vast majority of the resources are dictionar-
ies and lexicons often targeted at language learn-
ers (Benson et al., 1986; Alonso-Ramos et al.,
2010). From a different perspective, initiatives
such as PropBank and abstract meaning represen-
tation also provide corpora with semantic annota-
tion of MWEs, some of which may be considered
collocations (Banarescu et al., 2013; Bonial et al.,
2014; O’Gorman et al., 2018).

The approach to evaluate the process of col-
location extraction proposed here consists of us-
ing a gold-standard corpus with manual annota-
tion of such expressions. On the one hand, this
allows for accurate precision and recall values to
be obtained, also taking into account ambiguous
combinations which may be collocations or not
depending on the context. On the other hand, a
gold-standard enables the research community to
evaluate different strategies in a more comparable
way. In this regard, the 2017 and 2018 PARSEME
Shared Tasks released multilingual corpora with
annotation of verbal MWEs (Savary et al., 2017;
Ramisch et al., 2018). Even if the initial objec-
tives of these shared tasks differ from ours (they
annotate idioms, verb-particle constructions and
other non-collocation MWEs), some of the units
actually intersect with the expressions we want to
identify. Thus, we rely on these corpora to initi-
ate the construction of a multilingual corpus with
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dependency-based and semantic annotation of col-
locations.

3 Source Data and Annotation

This section describes both the source data used to
build our multilingual corpora as well as the anno-
tation guidelines and procedure.

3.1 Corpora
We decided to take advantage of three subcorpora
of the edition 1.1 of the PARSEME Shared Task,
which include annotation of different verbal multi-
word expressions in 20 languages (Ramisch et al.,
2018). Since we understand collocations as lex-
ically restricted combinations of words, some of
the MWEs annotated in the PARSEME corpora
are also useful for our objectives (see Section 3.2).

Our main purpose is to provide datasets to eval-
uate unsupervised strategies for extracting collo-
cations, so we selected the test datasets for Por-
tuguese (58k tokens) and Spanish (39k tokens),
and the train corpus for English (53k tokens), be-
cause the test data for this language are fewer.
These corpora are annotated with Universal De-
pendencies (Nivre, 2015) and released in .cupt for-
mat2 (an extension of .conllu).3

3.2 Annotation Guidelines
In general, our annotation follows Mel’čuk (1996)
with specific guidelines for each collocation
type. Also, we tried to be compatible with the
PARSEME principles with a view to combine both
annotations. As our strategy relies on dependency
analysis to obtain candidate combinations (which
are subsequently revised), we defined annotation
guidelines for three syntactic patterns of colloca-
tions (for each pattern, a set of tests for identify-
ing collocations was included). In the following
we present some examples of the most productive
lexical functions in each pattern (see Appendix A
for the whole list of LFs):

Adjective-noun (amod): collocations where the
adjective has a function of intensification and at-
tenuation (Magn: high priority, or AntiMagn:
weak resource), expresses a positive or negative
consideration from the speaker (Bon: great event,
AntiBon: unfortunate mistake), or conveys a spe-
cific sense (NonStandard) in combination with
the noun (e.g., dark sorcerer) (Mel’čuk, 1996).

2
http://multiword.sourceforge.net/cupt-format/

3
https://universaldependencies.org/format.html

Figure 1: Annotation workflow.

Nominal compounds (nmod and compound):
nominal compounds where the head of the relation
may express the notion of ‘head of a collective’
(Cap: police chief ), ‘a part of’ (Sing: member
[of the] government), or of a ‘group’ or the ‘total-
ity’ of the dependent (Mult: wolf pack).

Verb-object (obj): verb-object collocations oc-
cur between a predicative noun (Polguère, 2011)
depending of a verb which either do not contribute
to the meaning of the combination (Oper: [to]
have breakfast), or express causation (CausOper,
[to] cause damage) or a specific meaning in com-
bination with the base (NonStandard: [to] shake
hands). As some of these types were covered by
PARSEME (labeled as light verb constructions),
we revised each case and added their LFs. Some
structures such as verb-obj candidates occurring
in passive voice as subjects (e.g., [the] damage
was caused) or relative constructions (which do
not have a direct dependency between the lexical
base and the collocate) were not extracted.

A simplified version of the guidelines
can be accessed at the following url:
http://www.grupolys.org/˜marcos/
collocations/guidelines.html.

3.3 Annotation Procedure
In order to facilitate the labeling by each annota-
tor as well as to speed up the whole process we
defined the following procedure (see Figure 1):

We start by extracting the instances of the de-
sired relations (amod, nmod, compound and obj)
from the referred corpora, and arrange them into
triples (base;collocate;relation). Despite the fact
that most collocation extraction approaches set up
a frequency threshold to avoid noisy and less fre-
quent combinations, we revised every single in-
stance of each dependency relation.

Then, for each language and collocation pattern,
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Figure 2: Example of an annotation sheet (top) and HTML view (bottom) of the examples.

we created a sheet including the triples, a link to
an automatically generated HTML site with exam-
ples from the corpora, and annotation fields (see
Figure 2). Each collocation candidate was revised
by three experts (native or near-native speakers of
the target languages) which classified them as col-
location, non-collocation, or doubt.4 Doubts in-
clude (i) combinations which are collocations in
some examples but not in others, (ii) collocations
which include internal MWEs (e.g., verb-particle
constructions), and consequently they need a spe-
cific annotation, and (iii) cases in which the anno-
tator is not sure about the collocational status of
the candidate. After that, we created a final sheet
including the most frequent classification for each
candidate. Those cases in which there is no agree-
ment (i.e., each annotator selected a different la-
bel, or there is more than one doubt) were also
marked as doubt. The dubious cases in these fi-
nal sheets were revised in common by the whole
team of language experts, who decided on the LF
of each collocation.

Finally, we automatically transferred the anno-
tation to a new version of the initial corpora, and
convert it to the .tsv format required by WebAnno
(Eckart de Castilho et al., 2016). Using this tool,
we corrected those special cases (MWEs bases and
collocates, combinations which are collocations
only in some contexts, etc.) and performed a gen-
eral revision of the corpus. At the end of this pro-
cess, we generated the final corpus in .conllu for-
mat using the original resources and the .tsv files.

It is worth mentioning that we did not perform
a systematic evaluation of the syntactic analysis

4Light verb constructions already annotated in the original
corpus were initially marked as doubt, so each annotator also
revised again these cases.

id token h dep collocational information
1 He 2 nsubj
2 took 0 root 1
3 a 5 det
4 deep 5 amod 2
5 breath 2 obj 1:obj Oper1;2:amod Magn

Figure 3: Example of two annotated collocations (in
the last column) with the base breath in a simpli-
fied .conllu format (where h refers to the id of the
syntactic head, and dep to the dependency relation):
Oper1(breath)=[to] take, Magn(breath)=deep.

of each corpus. In this respect, we could miss
some true collocations incorrectly labeled with a
wrong dependency relation. However, the anno-
tated cases were manually checked, and therefore
they have a correct syntactic analysis (except for
human errors).

This resulting corpus contains the collocational
annotation in the last column of the .conllu file
(see an example in Figure 3). On the one hand,
the base of each collocation has a numerical id
followed by the syntactic pattern (e.g., obj, amod)
and by its lexical function. On the other hand, the
collocate is labeled with the same id as the base it
depends on. In blended collocations (as in the ex-
ample), the base contains information about both
combinations separated by a semicolon.

4 Final Resources and Results

The final multilingual corpus has 155, 794 tokens
and 1, 526 annotated collocations (1, 394 unique)
Table 1 includes the number of revised candidates
and annotated collocations for each language and
dependency relation. As expected, adjective-noun
and verb-object collocations were the most pro-
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Pattern English Portuguese Spanish Total
Cand. Colloc. Cand. Colloc. Cand. Colloc. Cand. Colloc.

amod 1,841 272 1,540 199 1,557 149 4,938 620
nmod 813 28 1,529 91 1,235 76 3,577 195

obj 1,495 184 1,572 250 914 145 3,981 579
Total 4,149 484 4,641 540 3,706 370 12,496 1,394

Table 1: Collocation candidates and unique annotated combinations per language and dependency pattern.

Pattern English Port. Spa. Total
amod 0.548 0.482 0.537 0.526
nmod 0.400 0.388 0.330 0.370

obj 0.541 0.706 0.630 0.632
Total 0.532 0.566 0.571 0.541

Table 2: Multi-k inter-annotator agreement per depen-
dency pattern and language.

ductive ones, and nominal compounds combina-
tions were less frequent.

We computed multi-k inter-annotator agree-
ment (Davies and Fleiss, 1982; Artstein and Poe-
sio, 2008) for each language and relation (Table 2),
with values between k = 0.370 and k = 0.706.
The higher agreement occurs in verb-object collo-
cations, while in nominal compounds it was lower.

Once the final sheets (for each relation and lan-
guage) were created, a total of 447 combinations
(3.6%) were labeled as doubt (there was no agree-
ment between the annotators). Out of these, 260
(58.2%) were finally considered true collocations
by the team of experts. Among the most frequent
disagreements we found adjective-noun pairs for
which the annotators doubted whether they were
technical terms (e.g., light cluster), nominal com-
pounds in which one of the nouns seems lexically
selected by the other (e.g., golf tournament), and
verb-object combinations in which the noun could
be predicative and the verb has scarce lexical con-
tent, but lacks a single-word verb equivalent (e.g.,
tener velocidad ‘have speed’ in Spanish). In the
latter group, we harmonized their annotation in the
three languages.

The final resource includes a total of 60 lexical
functions, some of them complex (e.g., Magn +
AntiBon), and not all of them in every lan-
guage (i.e., less frequent LFs appear only in one
or two corpora). The most frequent ones are
Oper1, Magn, Bon, and NonStandard (see
Appendix A for the full list of LFs per language).

5 Conclusions and Further Work

This paper presented a multilingual corpus with
manual annotation of collocations and their lexi-
cal functions in English, Portuguese, and Spanish.
The resource contains 155k tokens and 1, 526 col-
locations classified into 60 lexical functions. Each
collocation candidate was revised by three lan-
guage experts, and those which were dubious were
corrected by the whole team of annotators.

We release both the final corpus of each anno-
tator as well as the gold-standard resource in .con-
llu format. This dataset can serve as a basis to
evaluate systems designed to automatically extract
collocations and identify their lexical functions,
which in turn may be useful for different NLP
and corpus linguistics tasks. As we provide re-
sources for three languages (and with different de-
pendency relations), the corpora can be also useful
to verify whether some methods behave similarly
or not in each language and syntactic pattern.

In further work we plan to carry out a multi-
lingual alignment of the collocations in each lan-
guage. This process, also enlarged with other mul-
tilingual equivalents, will generate a new dataset
for evaluating the automatic translation of this type
of multiword expressions.
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A Appendices

Lexical Function Eng. Pt. Sp. Total Lexical Function Eng. Pt. Sp. Total
Oper1 151 181 106 438 FinOper1 – 1 2 3
Magn 89 81 69 239 Centr – – 3 3
Bon 58 49 14 121 Caus1Manif – 3 – 3
A NonStandard 55 28 30 113 AntiMagn temp 2 – 1 3
S NonStandard 8 31 16 55 SLoc 1 1 – 2
AntiMagn 18 14 16 48 SIncepPredP lus 2 – – 2
CausOper1 16 12 16 44 S2 – 2 – 2
Sing 8 20 11 39 AntiV er – 2 – 2
Mult 4 9 19 32 AntiMagn quant – 1 1 2
AntiBon 20 9 1 30 S SingCaus1Manif – 1 – 1
Cap 2 13 13 28 SOper1 – 1 – 1
V NonStandard 4 11 6 21 SOper – – 1 1
CausFunc 9 5 5 19 SManif – 1 – 1
Oper2 1 14 2 17 SLiqu1Func – – 1 1
Magn quant 9 2 6 17 SIncepFunc – – 1 1
Magn temp 8 3 3 14 SFinOper1 – 1 – 1
V er 3 5 1 9 SFinOper – – 1 1
Germ 3 5 1 9 SFinFunc – 1 – 1
Magn+AntiBon 4 1 3 8 SContOper1 – 1 – 1
CausFunc1 – 7 – 7 SCausOper1 – – 1 1
Real1 – 6 – 6 SCausFunc – – 1 1
Magn+Bon 3 1 2 6 Real 1 – – 1
Liqu1Func 1 2 2 5 Loc – – 1 1
Gener 1 2 2 5 Culm – – 1 1
SReal – 1 3 4 ContOper1 – 1 – 1
Pos 1 2 1 4 CausPredP lus – 1 – 1
NonStandard Oper1 – 3 1 4 CausManif – 1 – 1
LiquFunc – – 3 3 AntiPos – 1 – 1
IncepOper1 1 1 1 3 A NonStd./Magn 1 – – 1
Func – 2 1 3 A1IncepPredP lus – – 1 1

Table 3: Number of unique collocations per lexical
function and language in the final corpus.
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Abstract

Introducing common sense to natural language
understanding systems has received increasing
research attention. It remains a fundamental
question on how to evaluate whether a system
has a sense making capability. Existing bench-
marks measures commonsense knowledge in-
directly and without explanation. In this pa-
per, we release a benchmark to directly test
whether a system can differentiate natural lan-
guage statements that make sense from those
that do not make sense. In addition, a system is
asked to identify the most crucial reason why
a statement does not make sense. We evalu-
ate models trained over large-scale language
modeling tasks as well as human performance,
showing that there are different challenges for
system sense making.

1 Introduction

Natural Language Understanding (NLU) has re-
ceived increasing research attention in recent
years. With language models trained on large cor-
pora (Peters et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2018), al-
gorithms show better performance than humans
on some benchmarks (Group, 2017; Devlin et al.,
2018). Compared to humans, however, most end-
to-end trained systems are rather weak on common
sense. For example, it is straightforward for a hu-
man to understand that someone can put a turkey
into a fridge but he can never put an elephant into
a fridge with basic commonsense reasoning, but it
can be non-trivial for a system to tell the differ-
ence. Arguably, commonsense reasoning should
be a central capability in a practical NLU system
(Davis, 2017); it is, therefore, important to be able
to evaluate how well a model can do for sense
making.

Existing datasets test common sense indirectly
through tasks that require extra knowledge, such

Figure 1: Samples of our dataset

as co-reference resolution (Levesque et al., 2012;
Morgenstern and Ortiz, 2015), subsequent event
prediction (Roemmele et al., 2011; Zhang et al.,
2017; Zellers et al., 2018), or reading comprehen-
sion (Mostafazadeh et al., 2016; Ostermann et al.,
2018b). They verify whether a system is equipped
with common sense by testing whether it can give
a correct answer where the input does not contain
such knowledge. However, there are two limita-
tions to such benchmarks. First, they do not give a
direct metric to quantitatively measure sense mak-
ing capability. Second, they do not explicitly iden-
tify the key factors required in a sense making pro-
cess.

We address these issues by creating a testset for
direct sense making. As shown in Figure 1, the
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benchmark consists of two subtasks. The first task
is to choose from two natural language statements
with similar wordings which one makes sense and
which one does not make sense; The second task is
to find the key reason why a given statement does
not make sense. Version 1.0 of our dataset, which
will be released with this paper, contains 2021 in-
stances for each subtask, manually labeled by 7
annotators. Human performance on the bench-
mark is 99.1% for the Sen-Making task and 97.3%
for the Explanation task.

In the Sen-Making task, we use statement pair
classification rather than labelling each statement
‘true’ or ‘false’ in the absolute sense because it is
easy to cite a counterexample for any single ‘true’
or ‘false’ statement. For example, ‘toy elephant’
for ‘he put an elephant into fridge’. But it is ap-
parent that ‘he put a turkey into fridge’ is more
reasonable than ‘he put an elephant into fridge’.

In this pilot study, we evaluate contextualized
representations trained over large-scale language
modeling tasks on our benchmark. Results show
that there is still a large gap behind human per-
formance despite that the models are trained over
100 million natural language sentences. Detailed
examination shows that inference remains a chal-
lenge for such systems. To our knowledge, our
dataset has the most direct decision-making pro-
cess in commonsense reasoning and is the first one
asking reasons behind the decision making pro-
cess.

Note that there has been dataset which fo-
cus on non-linguistic world knowledge plausibil-
ity (Wang et al., 2018) or only limited attributes
or actions of physical knowledge like verbphysics
(Forbes and Choi, 2017). They are related to our
dataset but serve robotic research mainly. Our
dataset is the first benchmark for direct linguis-
tic sense making and explanation. We hope this
benchmark can promote commonsense reason-
ing by the NLP community, and further applied
on other applications such as machine transla-
tion and dialogue. Besides, we also expect that
this work could be instructive on enhancing in-
terpretability on commonsense reasoning research
and other NLP tasks and on combining expla-
nation with language generation. Our dataset is
released at https://github.com/wangcunxiang/Sen-
Making-and-Explanation.

2 Related Work

There has been datasets which focus on non-
linguistic world knowledge validation (Wang
et al., 2018) or only limited attributes or actions
of world knowledge (Forbes and Choi, 2017)

A widely used and important task is the Wino-
grad Schema Challenge (WSC) (Levesque et al.,
2012; Morgenstern and Ortiz, 2015) that needs
more commonsense knowledge. For example,
“The trophy would not fit in the brown suitcase
because it was too big (small). What was too
big (small)?” “Answer 0: the trophy”,“Answer 1:
the suitcase”. However, WSC estimates common
sense indirectly and it does not consider explana-
tion on why one option is true while the other is
wrong.

Choice of Plausible Alternatives (COPA)
(Roemmele et al., 2011) puts emphasis on events
and consequences. Each question of COPA asks
to find the suitable cause or result of the premise
from two given alternatives. All premises and
alternatives are simple sentences. For exam-
ple, “Premise: The man broke his toe. What
was the CAUSE of this?” “1: He got a hole in
his sock.”, “2: He dropped a hammer on his
foot.”. Several subsequent datasets are inspired
by COPA. The JHU Ordinal Common-sense In-
ference (JOCI) (Zhang et al., 2017) aims to label
the plausibility from 5 (very likely) to 1 (impos-
sible) of human response after a certain situation.
Situations with Adversarial Generations (SWAG)
(Zellers et al., 2018) requests to choose the most
likely-to-happen alternative after a specific situ-
ation. Those datasets put emphasis on the pre-
situations and/or the after-situations of certain sit-
uations, but not on the reasons why they occur or
lead.

Some datasets are inspired by reading com-
prehension, providing some textual materials and
questions, asking to find suitable answers from
the provided materials. The Story Cloze Test and
ROCStories Corpora (Mostafazadeh et al., 2016;
Sharma et al., 2018) require to figure out the right
ending from two candidate sentences after a four-
sentence story. For a narrative text, MCScript (Os-
termann et al., 2018a) give various types of ques-
tions and pairs of answer candidates for each ques-
tion. Most questions require knowledge beyond
the facts mentioned in the text. Compared to those
reading comprehension tasks, our benchmark en-
courages people to use any external resources they
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want as long as they will help in the task.

Some other datasets are evolved from QA prob-
lems and care more about factual commonsense
knowledge. SQUABU (Davis, 2016) provides
a small hand-constructed test of commonsense
and scientific questions. CommonsenseQA (Tal-
mor et al., 2018) asks crowd workers to create
questions from ConceptNet (Speer et al., 2017),
which is a large knowledge graph of common-
sense knowledge, where each question discrimi-
nates its answer candidates between three target
concepts that all share the same relationship to
a single source drawn from ConceptNet Open-
BookQA (Mihaylov et al., 2018) provides ques-
tions and answer candidates, as well as thousands
of diverse facts about elementary level science that
are related to the questions. The AI2 Reason-
ing Challenge (ARC) (Clark et al., 2018) gives
thousands of questions with different knowledge
types, as well as a relevant 14M-sentence corpus,
mixed with science facts and other narrative sen-
tences. Those questions are not easy to answer
without specializing certain knowledge while our
questions are easy for both adults and children.

In contrast, to our work, the tasks above do not
directly estimate common sense or ask the logical
reasons behind the correct answers and questions.

In recent years, some large-scale common-
sense inference knowledge resources have been
released, which may be helpful in commonsense
reasoning tasks. Atomic (Sap et al., 2018) presents
a huge everyday commonsense reasoning knowl-
edge graph, which has nine if-then relations with
variables, including causes, effects, and so on.
Event2Mind (Rashkin et al., 2018) proposes a
new corpus and task, aiming to find out men-
tioned/unmentioned people’s intents and reactions
under various daily circumstances. These datasets
are not directly useful for our benchmark since
they focus only on a small domain. ConceptNet
is a prestigious knowledge graph that has been up-
graded over a long time (Liu and Singh, 2004;
Havasi et al., 2007; Speer and Havasi, 2013; Speer
et al., 2017). ConceptNet constructs triples us-
ing labeled edges as relations and various words
and/or phrases as entities. It also has the sen-
tences describing the corresponding triples. Thus
we consider using ConceptNet knowledge for fine-
tuning our models.

3 Testset

Task. Formally, each instance in our dataset is
composed of 5 sentences: {s1, s2, r1, r2, r3}. s1
and s2 are two similar sentences which in the same
syntactic structure and differ by only few words,
but only one of them makes sense while the other
does not. They are used on our first subtask called
Sen-Making, which requires the model to identify
which one is valid. For the invalid sentence, we
have three optional reasons r1, r2 and r3 to ex-
plain why the sentence is invalid. Our subtask 2,
named Explanation, requires that the only one cor-
rect reason be identified from two other confusing
ones. We use the accuracy score to evaluate both
subtasks.

Data. For version 1.0 of our dataset, we have
created 2,021 samples. Task 1 has 2,021 against-
common-sense sentences, 2,021 correct sentences;
Task 2 has 2,021 true reasons and 4,042 confusing
reasons. We plan to release a dataset with more
tasks and samples in the future.

Annotation guidelines. When writing samples,
annotators were asked to follow several princi-
ples. First, try to avoid complex knowledge and
focus on daily common sense, and should make
the questions as understandable as possible. Ev-
ery literate person is able to give the right answers.
Second, the confusing reasons should better con-
tain more important words like entities and activ-
ities in the against-common-sense statements, for
example, the confusing reasons of “he put an ele-
phant into the fridge” should better contain both
“elephant” and “fridge”. Third, we want the con-
fusing reasons to be related to the statements and
correct reasons and not deviate from the prob-
lem context, otherwise, it may be easily captured
by BERT (Talmor et al., 2018), which models
the sentence contexts explicitly. Next, the three
option reasons should be only related to the in-
correct sentence rather the correct sentence. Be-
cause we want further studies to be able to es-
timate against-common-sense statements without
those correct statements. Furthermore, the confus-
ing sentences should be correct themselves. Other-
wise, the models may simply ignore the incorrect
options without considering the casual relations
between them. This worry was raised from the fact
that models can achieve high performance in the
ROC Story Cloze Task when only looking at the
alternative endings ignoring the stories (Schwartz
et al., 2017). Last, we control the length of each
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Figure 2: Number of ‘Different Words’

sentence, making the incorrect statement nearly as
long as the correct statement, and the right rea-
son neither too long nor too short among the three
reasons. However, those principles are all soft re-
strictions; some samples are still good ones even
without obeying those principles.

Annotation process. We ask data annotators
to write samples by themselves. Then other re-
searchers (the first and second author of this pa-
per) will examine those samples case by case. We
also provide them with external sources to stim-
ulate inspiration, such as the raw English sen-
tences of ConceptNet5.5 (Speer et al., 2017), but
those inspirational sentences should not be used
directly. For example, “he was sent to a (restau-
rant)/(hospital) for treatment after a car crash”
were inspired by the two sentences “restaurants
provide food” and “hospitals provide medical
care” However, those corpus may have incorrect
and one-sided knowledge, we do not use those
sentences. Besides, we also let them get inspira-
tion from existing commonsense reasoning ques-
tions like WSC (Levesque et al., 2012; Morgen-
stern and Ortiz, 2015), COPA (Roemmele et al.,
2011) and SQUABU (Davis, 2016).

Cautions when using the data. 1. Researchers
are encouraged to use what they deemed appro-
priate for the tasks to train their model, and use
our testset for evaluation. 2. Please do not use
the three optional reasons when performing Sen-
Making task, or the task will be artificially easy.

3.1 Corpus Analysis

The average length of two statements in the Sen-
Making task are both 8.26, exactly the same.
The average length of true reasons is 7.63,
slightly smaller than the confusing reasons’ aver-
age length, which is 7.77.

We analyse the different words between cor-
rect statements and incorrect statements, like in

“He put (an elephant)/(a turkey) into the fridge”,
‘an elephant’ is ‘different word’ in incorrect state-
ments and ‘a turkey’ is ‘different word’ in correct
statements. From ‘different words’, we can get an
overview about how correct statements and incor-
rect statements differ from each other.

We select the words which appear more than 9
times in the ‘different words’ and remove stop-
words like ‘a’,‘an’ and ‘the’ to draw Figure 2.
blue lines are the words appear in correct state-
ments but do not appear in incorrect statements,
while orange lines are opposite. We find that in-
correct statements have much the same negative
different words compared with correct statements.
The incorrect statements have 53 ‘don’t’ or ‘can’t’
or ‘not’ or ‘no’ as different words, while the cor-
rect statements have 55. That can illustrate that
the corpus do not use negative words to construct
incorrect statements or correct statements.

4 Experiments

We choose state-of-the-art language models
trained over large texts as our baselines, assuming
that common sense knowledge are encoded over
texts. For the sense making task, we calculate per-
plexities of both statements, choosing the one with
lower scores as the correct one. For explanation,
we first concatenate the statement with the each
reason and then use the three concatenated sen-
tences to calculate perplexities. For example, we
concatenate “he put an elephant into the fridge”
with its optional reasons to be “he put an elephant
into the fridge” is against common sense because
an elephant cannot eat a fridge”.

We also conduct human evaluation on our
dataset. Each sample is answered by at least three
testees. If more than half testees do one sam-
ple wrong (either Sen-Making or Explanation), we
will rewrite or abolish the sample. Otherwise, we
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Model Sen-Making Explanation
Random 50.0% 33.3%
ELMo 69.4% 33.4%
BERT 70.1% 45.6%

fine-tuned ELMo 74.1% 34.6%
Human Performance 99.1% 97.8%

Table 1: Experimental Results

will keep it and record it in results.

4.1 Results & Analysis

As shown in Table 1, ELMo and BERT have a
significant advantage over random results in Sen-
Making. We conjure that both of them have the
ability to judge whether a sentence is with or
against common sense. For Sen-Making, ELMo
does better than BERT; However, BERT beats
ELMo in Explanation. ELMo does poorly in
Explanation, much the same as a random guess,
which shows that ELMo cannot handle the casual
relationship between the incorrect statements and
the reasons. In contrast, BERT is significantly bet-
ter than random guess in Explanation. This can
be attributed to BERT’s training on Next Sentence
Prediction (Devlin et al., 2018), which can assist
to handle the logic relationship between two sen-
tences.

Fine-tuned ELMo has an obvious improve-
ment in Sen-Making and a non-obvious improve-
ment in Explanation, probably because introduc-
ing knowledge will help models to identify com-
mon sense but cannot help them in inference.
However, fine-tuning makes BERT perform the
same in Sen-Making and even worse in Explana-
tion. It is likely because the original BERT models
trained on BookCorpus (Zhu et al., 2015) and En-
glish Wikipedia contain sufficient common knowl-
edge and the fine-tune operation may be useless
or even makes the models be specific in the fine-
tuning corpora; Besides, fine-tuning may corrupt
the structure formed by Next Sentence Prediction.
How to overcome the weaknesses of fine-tuning
operation may be an interesting topic in represen-
tation learning.

The method of fine-tuning can be viewed as a
way to make use of human labelled knowledge
base for common sense, however, a thorough in-
vestigation along this direction takes significant
research effort, which is beyond the scope of this
paper. It is also important to note that human
labelled commonsense knowledge bases are in-

evitably limited by the scope. Therefore, glean-
ing knowledge from large raw text is still a more
promising direction.

Note also that unlike reading comprehension
tasks (Rajpurkar et al., 2016), where machines
can surpass human performance by careful fine-
tuning, it remains a big challenge for systems to
reach human performance, which is near 100% for
sense making. When the human testee is asked to
look at the mistakes that they make, we find that
most human errors are due to reduced concentra-
tion rather than conceptual issues.

4.2 Case Study
We find an interesting case illustrating that fine-
tuning operation can help model identify common
sense but cannot help much in inference. The ex-
ample is “New York is located in the northeastern
part of USA” vs “the USA is located in the north-
eastern part of New York”. The original ELMo
is incorrect in both Sen-Making and Explanation.
After fine-tuning with a corpora which contains
that “New York is a city” and “the USA is a coun-
try”, the ELMo can figure out the incorrect sen-
tence but still cannot pick out the correct reason.

We find that LM-based techniques cannot han-
dle commonsense Sen-Making problems which
need inference, such as the case “I’m too full for
lunch, so I’m going (for a walk)/(to eat more).”
and its explanation, no matter fine-tuned or not.
This is likely because it remains difficult for
LSTM language models for making multi-step in-
ference.

5 Conclusion

We created a benchmark for directly evaluating
whether a system has the capability of sense mak-
ing and explanation, evaluating models trained
over the large raw text as well as a common sense
database on the test set. Results show that sense
making remains a technical challenge for such
models, whereas inference is a key factor that is
missing.
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Abstract

The task of humor recognition has attracted a
lot of attention recently due to the urge to pro-
cess large amounts of user-generated texts and
rise of conversational agents. We collected a
dataset of jokes and funny dialogues in Rus-
sian from various online resources and com-
plemented them carefully with unfunny texts
with similar lexical properties. The dataset
comprises of more than 300,000 short texts,
which is significantly larger than any previous
humor-related corpus. Manual annotation of
about 2,000 items proved the reliability of the
corpus construction approach. Further, we ap-
plied language model fine-tuning for text clas-
sification and obtained an F1 score of 0.91 on
test set, which constitutes a considerable gain
over baseline methods. The dataset is freely
available for research community.

1 Introduction

Humor is an important element of everyday hu-
man communication (Martin, 2007). With a rapid
development of conversational systems and NLP
applications for social media content, the task of
automatic recognition of humor and other types
of figurative language has gained a lot of atten-
tion (Nijholt et al., 2017). Standard publicly avail-
able datasets significantly contribute to steady and
measurable progress in solving NLP tasks. To the
date, there are several humor-related datasets, but
the majority of them contain English texts only,
are relatively small, and focus predominantly on
puns, thus don’t reflect a wide variety of humor-
ous content.

In this work we describe the creation of a large
dataset of funny short texts in Russian. We started
with an existing dataset and more than tripled it
in size. The texts were automatically collected
from various online sources to ensure their diver-
sity and representativeness. A separate task was
the compilation of a contrasting corpus of unfunny

texts in such a way that their distinguishing char-
acteristic was absence of humor, and not their lex-
ical properties and style. The dataset comprises of
more than 300,000 short texts in total, about half
of them being funny. Manual annotation of 1,877
examples confirmed the validity of the automatic
approach and formed a golden test set.

We implemented a humor detection method
based on the universal language model fine-
tuning. Unlike most approaches to humor recog-
nition described in the literature, this method nei-
ther draws upon an existing theory of humor, nor
makes explicit assumptions about the structure and
‘mechanics’ of jokes; it needs no feature engineer-
ing and is purely data-driven. This approach is jus-
tified in the case of a large heterogeneous collec-
tion. Evaluation of the trained model on several
test collections of Russian jokes shows that it has
not been overfitted and generalizes well.

The compiled dataset publicly available1. We
hope that the resource will intensify research on
multilingual computational humor.

2 Related Work

Humor recognition is usually formulated as a clas-
sification problem with a wide variety of fea-
tures – syntactic parsing, alliteration and rhyme,
antonymy and other WordNet relations, dictionar-
ies of slang and sexually explicit words, polar-
ity and subjectivity lexicons, distances between
words in terms of word2vec representations, word
association measures, etc. (Taylor and Mazlack,
2004; Mihalcea and Strapparava, 2005; Kiddon
and Brun, 2011; Yang et al., 2015; Zhang and Liu,
2014; Liu et al., 2018; Cattle and Ma, 2018; Er-
milov et al., 2018). A cognate task is humor rank-
ing (Shahaf et al., 2015; Potash et al., 2017). Fea-
tures engineered for classification/ranking are of-

1https://github.com/
computational-humor/humor-recognition/
tree/master/data
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ten inspired by linguistic theories of humor, see
a survey in (Attardo, 1994). Most recent stud-
ies (Yang et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2018; Cattle and
Ma, 2018) employ Random Forest classifiers for
humor recognition and word embeddings as fea-
ture vectors. At the moment, there are a few stud-
ies that use neural architectures to directly address
humor recognition: Ortega-Bueno et al. (2018)
and Hasan et al. (2019) exploit LSTM, while Chen
and Soo (2018) use CNN architecture.

The dataset collected by Mihalcea and Strap-
parava (2005) became a de facto standard for hu-
mor recognition. It contains 16,000 one-liners and
16,000 non-humorous sentences from news titles,
proverbs, British National Corpus, and Open Mind
Common Sense collection. Another dataset used
in several studies (Yang et al., 2015; Cattle and
Ma, 2018) comprises of 2,400 puns and an equal
number of negative samples from the news, Ya-
hoo!Answers, and proverbs. In both cases au-
thors tried to ensure lexical and structural simi-
larity between the humorous and ‘serious’ classes.
Two datasets were prepared within SemEval 2017
shared tasks: #HashtagWars (Potash et al., 2017)
and English Puns (Miller et al., 2017). The former
dataset comprises of 12,000 tweets corresponding
to about 100 episodes of a TV show, each anno-
tated with a 3-point funniness score. The latter
one contains about 4,000 contexts, 71% of which
are puns, annotated with WordNet senses. Most
of humor recognition research deals with English;
exceptions are studies working with Italian (Reyes
et al., 2009), Russian (Ermilov et al., 2018), and
Spanish (Castro et al., 2018).

3 Data

STIERLITZ and PUNS. We started with a
dataset of Russian one-liners and non-humorous
texts used previously in (Ermilov et al., 2018). The
balanced dataset was assembled by complement-
ing a collection of jokes from social media (Bolo-
tova et al., 2017) with non-humorous proverbs,
news headlines, and sentences from fiction books.
Following the authors, we refer to the dataset as
STIERLITZ.2 We also use a small collection of
Russian puns from (Ermilov et al., 2018) for eval-
uation. Puns as a special type of humor seem to be
less articulated in the Russian culture compared to

2Stierlitz is a protagonist of a popular TV series, a So-
viet spy working undercover in Nazi Germany. He is also a
popular character of jokes in post-Soviet countries.

Dataset Jokes Non-jokes Total
STIERLITZ 46,608 46,608 93,216

train 37,447 37,447 65,530
validation 4,682 4,682 9,364

test 9,361 9,361 18,722
PUNS 213 0 213
FUN 156,605 156,605 313,210

train 125,708 125,708 251,416
test 30,897 30,897 61,794

GOLD 899 978 1,877

Table 1: Datasets for humor recognition.

British/US tradition. The authors were able to spot
only few online collections of puns.

FUN: dataset expansion. Our goal was to sig-
nificantly expand STIERLITZ and to ensure that
funny/serious counterparts are more similar in
terms of vocabulary, style, and structure than in
the original collection.

First, we collected more than 1M jokes from
multiple humorous public pages from the largest
Russian social network VK.com through its API
(556K) and from the website anekdot.ru (477K),
the oldest online resource of humorous content on
the Russian Web.

Then, we filtered out less popular jokes based
on user ratings, duplicates, and jokes already pre-
sented in STIERLITZ and PUNS collections. The
newly obtained collection is quite diverse: it
contains one-liners, multi-turn jokes, and short
sketches.

Second, we downloaded 10M posts from a large
online forum of the city portal of Yekaterinburg
E1.ru3. We opted for online forums as a source of
negative examples, since social media and human
conversations are immediate application domains
of humor recognition. We indexed the forum data
with Elastic4 and returned a BM25-ranked list of
matching forum posts for each joke. To filter out
potential occurrences of jokes in the forum data,
we removed all forum snippets with Jaccard sim-
ilarity higher than 0.4 to the query joke. This
threshold was inferred empirically from the data.
After that, we added the highest-ranked post for
each joke to the collection. Here is an example of
such a joke/non-joke pair (hereafter, we cite En-
glish translations of original texts in Russian):

3https://www.e1.ru/talk/forum/
4https://www.elastic.co/
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Figure 1: Item length distributions for jokes/non-jokes
in the FUN dataset.

FUN: Russian Mars rover will hand out Russian
passports to the Martians.
FORUM: They say in the Crimea, too, they are
handing out Russian passports or have already
handed them out.

To assess lexical diversity of the resulted
dataset, we calculated KL-divergence of add-one
smoothed word frequency distributions of non-
jokes with respect to jokes for both STIERLITZ

and FUN. The resulted in 0.18 for FUN and 0.50
for STIERLITZ, which demonstrates that joke/non-
joke classes in the new dataset are lexically more
similar than in the STIERLITZ dataset. We also
examined words with most frequency dispropor-
tions in funny/non-funny parts of the dataset. Lo-
cal toponyms, abbreviations, and non-standard
spellings typical for online communications ap-
peared to be the most salient words in the ‘un-
funny’ part of the dataset that stems from an online
forum, while names of some jokes characters and
mat (Russian profane language) are most typical
for the funny part.

When compiling the dataset we introduced
high/low cut-off thresholds for text lengths, but
didn’t try to balance out lengths distributions of
jokes/non-jokes subsets. Figure 1 shows that the
jokes’ length distribution is skewed towards longer
texts compared to non-jokes.

We also removed URLs and user names, retain-
ing only unique entries. Finally, we partitioned
the dataset into train/test sets (80:20) ensuring the
original STIERLITZ train and validation subsets
belong to FUN train and test subsets, respectively.

GOLD: dataset validation. To verify that our
automatically created collection contains valid
jokes and non-jokes, we conducted an evalua-
tion using an online interface, where 1,000 ran-
dom jokes and 1,000 random non-jokes were as-
sessed on a 3-point scale: ‘not a joke’, ‘an un-
funny joke’ and ‘a joke’. We were able to recruit
more than 100 volunteers through online social
networks; evaluation resulted in 1,877 examples
being labeled by at least three assessors. In case of
238 items (12.7%) we could observe opposite as-
sessments, i.e. ‘not a joke’ and ‘a joke’, which is
an acceptable agreement for a crowdsourcing set-
ting. Majority voting resulted in 94% of non-jokes
marked as ‘not a joke’ and 95% of jokes marked as
either ‘an unfunny joke’ or ‘a joke’, which demon-
strates a good performance of the automatic pro-
cedure.5 The errors in the non-jokes are mostly
humorous responses from the forum users, for ex-
ample:

Invite a girl, cook a dinner for two... but do not
ask “how to get rid of a girlfriend?” a week later.

Texts from humorous sources marked as ‘not
a joke’ are examples of dry humor or context-
dependent jokes, e.g.:

Ten to the power of thirty of electrons is almost a
kilogram.

Table 1 summarizes statistics of the datasets
used in the study.

4 Classification Methods

Recently, various neural network architectures
have achieved state-of-the-art results in many ar-
eas of natural language processing. Given that we
have a large enough corpus, we opted for universal
language model fine-tuning method (ULMFiT) for
text classification (Howard and Ruder, 2018) that
has demonstrated good performance and general-
ization capabilities.

In case of humor recognition, it is desirable to
model deeper word and context dependencies, as
humorous effect is usually enabled by combina-
tions of words rather than individual words them-
selves. Language models (LMs) have been used
as baselines in several humor recognition stud-
ies (Shahaf et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2015; Cattle
and Ma, 2018). In contrast to most previous hu-
mor recognition studies, we didn’t engineer any

5For example, manual verification of the dataset in (Mi-
halcea and Strapparava, 2005) revealed 9% of noise.
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linguistic features. However, LM-based approach
can be seen as indirect reflection of some common
humor features such as incongruity, unexpected-
ness, or nonsense.

Our humor corpora are relatively small com-
pared to the corpora that are used to train lan-
guage models. To overcome this limitation, we
first trained a language model on 10M online fo-
rum texts for 15 epochs. Texts were tokenized
using unigram subword tokenization method im-
plemented in SentencePiece library (Kudo and
Richardson, 2018) with the vocabulary size of
100,000. Architecture and parameters were di-
rectly transferred from (Howard and Ruder, 2018).
Further, we used either STIERLITZ or FUN dataset
to fine-tune the model for five epochs. Finally,
we replaced the target task with humor classi-
fier by augmenting the model with linear blocks
and trained the model with gradual unfreezing fol-
lowed by 14 consecutive epochs. We further refer
to this model as ULMFun.

As a baseline classification method, we chose
an SVM classifier on top of tf.idf features, which
is usually a good starting point in text classifica-
tion tasks. In addition, the authors of (Ermilov
et al., 2018) kindly agreed to run their best learned
model on our new dataset.

5 Results and Discussion

The goals of the experiment were to estimate the
impact of the increased dataset size and its con-
struction methods, to introduce a strong baseline
based on deep neural network approach, to com-
pare it with a baseline and published work, as well
as to evaluate generalization abilities of the model.

In the first series of experiments we trained a
linear SVM baseline on tf.idf features and ULM-
Fun model on STIERLITZ train set. We tested the
obtained models on held-out test sets of STIER-
LITZ and FUN, as well as on smaller manually an-
notated GOLD and PUNS collections. In addition,
we were able to apply the best model from (Er-
milov et al., 2018) to the test data. Table 2 summa-
rizes performance of the models. What stands out
from the results is that baseline SVM outperforms
a previous feature-rich approach (Ermilov et al.,
2018). Due to high lexical diversity between pos-
itive and negative classes in STIERLITZ, it seems
to be trivial to distinguish between jokes and non-
jokes with lexical features only. Even a simple lin-
ear model achieves F1 score of 0.91. Unsurpris-

Figure 2: F1-scores for humor class depending on the
text length in FUN test set.

ingly, ULMFun outperforms both Stierlitz SVM
and the baseline. Since FUN was constructed in
quite a different way compared to STIERLITZ and
represents a much harder task, classification qual-
ity of all three methods decreases on FUN test set.
For instance, Stierlitz SVM achieves only 23% re-
call on FUN non-jokes. It is interesting to note that
more versatile Stierlitz SVM features demonstrate
better transferability and help the method to beat
the baseline on ‘unfamiliar’ FUN. Performance of
the baseline is stable on GOLD, while the other
two classifiers’ scores decrease more significantly
than one can expect based on manual verification
results, i.e. by 5-6%. Variance of recall scores
of the three methods on PUNS is much higher,
though the results must be treated with caution due
to small size of the collection.

Table 3 represents results of baseline SVM
model and ULMFun trained on FUN training set.
As expected, more data significantly improve clas-
sification quality on FUN test set in case of both
methods. However, performance on presumably
‘simpler’ STIERLITZ test set drops since FUN

dataset is a lot more diverse in terms of joke
types and topics. Performance of both methods on
GOLD decreases less than by 5% of noise expected
in the data.

Figure 2 shows that the lowest humor detec-
tion quality is observed for texts in the range
from 50 to 100 characters, which can be ex-
plained by the imbalance of the dataset in regard
of length. Moreover, longer jokes are easier to
detect due to a richer context. Manual inspec-
tion suggests that misclassified jokes can be di-
vided into three categories. The most common
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Model STIERLITZ Test F1 FUN Test F1 GOLD F1 PUNS Recall
Baseline SVM 0.910 0.677 0.643 0.725
Stierlitz SVM (Ermilov et al., 2018) 0.884 0.735 0.638 0.695
ULMFun 0.965 0.768 0.662 0.920

Table 2: Humor detection quality – models trained on STIERLITZ train.

Model STIERLITZ Test F1 FUN Test F1 GOLD F1 PUNS Recall
Baseline SVM 0.787 0.798 0.803 0.436
ULMFun 0.921 0.907 0.890 0.892

Table 3: Humor detection quality – models trained on FUN train.

one is jokes whose comprehension requires exter-
nal world knowledge, for example:

The absolute record in worldwide compact disk
sales was set by a little-known band called CD-
R with its new single 700MB.

The following examples demonstrate two other er-
ror types – hard to get jokes, e.g.

No GMO, no artificial dyes, no plans for the fu-
ture, no meaning in life, and no preservatives.

and noisy non-jokes from the positive class:

Would you like to celebrate your birthday in Las
Vegas?

Similarly, misclassified examples from negative
class are occasionally present noisy jokes:

No doctor is as worried about the patient’s high
heart beat rate as a pathologist.

ULMFun also triggers on context changes that are
typical for many jokes, for example:

Model of an ideal person – and an out-of-class
fire-breathing dragon!

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we introduced a publicly available
dataset for humor recognition in Russian that ex-
ceeds in size all previous public datasets. We com-
pared the performance of a baseline SVM method
and a more sophisticated ULMFiT method on this
dataset, with the latter yielding favorable results.
In the future, we aim to analyze how changes
in the training procedure and hyperparameters of
ULMFiT affect resulting model performance. On
top of that, we hope to improve model generaliza-
tion by augmenting negative examples with a split
of jokes into setups and punchlines, as they should
not be funny by themselves. We also plan to re-

produce the experiment on English data.
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Abstract

When a bilingual student learns to solve word
problems in math, we expect the student to
be able to solve these problem in both lan-
guages the student is fluent in, even if the math
lessons were only taught in one language.
However, current representations in machine
learning are language dependent. In this work,
we present a method to decouple the language
from the problem by learning language ag-
nostic representations and therefore allowing
training a model in one language and apply-
ing to a different one in a zero shot fashion.
We learn these representations by taking in-
spiration from linguistics, specifically the Uni-
versal Grammar hypothesis and learn univer-
sal latent representations that are language ag-
nostic (Chomsky, 2014; Montague, 1970). We
demonstrate the capabilities of these represen-
tations by showing that models trained on a
single language using language agnostic rep-
resentations achieve very similar accuracies in
other languages.

1 Introduction

Anecdotally speaking, fluent bilingual speakers
rarely face trouble translating a task learned in
one language to another. For example, a bilingual
speaker who is taught a math problem in English
will trivially generalize to other known languages.
Furthermore there is a large collection of evidence
in linguistics arguing that although separate lexi-
cons exist in multilingual speakers the core repre-
sentations of concepts and theories are shared in
memory (Altarriba, 1992; Mitchel, 2005; Bentin
et al., 1985). The fundamental question we’re in-
terested in answering is on the learnability of these
shared representations within a statistical frame-
work.

We approached this problem from a linguis-
tics perspective. Languages have vastly varying

syntactic features and rules. Linguistic Relativ-
ity studies the impact of these syntactic variations
on the formations of concepts and theories (Au,
1983). Within this framework of study, the two
schools of thoughts are linguistic determinism and
weak linguistic influence. Linguistic determinism
argues that language entirely forms the range of
cognitive processes, including the creation of var-
ious concepts, but is generally agreed to be false
(Hoijer, 1954; Au, 1983). Although there exists
some weak linguistic influence, it is by no means
fundamental (Ahearn, 2016). The superfluous na-
ture of syntactic variations across languages brings
forward the argument of principles and param-
eters (PnP) which hypothesizes the existence of
a small distributed parameter representation that
captures the syntactic variance between languages
denoted by parameters (e.g. head-first or head-
final syntax), as well as common principles shared
across all languages (Culicover, 1997). Univer-
sal Grammar (UG) is the study of principles and
the parameters that are universal across languages
(Montague, 1970).

The ability to learn these universalities would
allow us to learn representations of language that
are fundamentally agnostic of the specific lan-
guage itself. Doing so would allow us to learn
a task in one language and reap the benefits of
all other languages without needing multilingual
datasets. We take inspiration from the UG hy-
pothesis and learn latent representations that are
language agnostic which allow us to solve down-
stream problems in new languages without the
need of any language-specific training data. We do
not make any claims about the Universal Grammar
hypothesis, but simply take inspiration from it.

∗Work done while at Microsoft.
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2 Related Work

Our work attempts to unite universal (task agnos-
tic) representations with multilingual (language
agnostic) representations (Peters et al., 2018; Mc-
Cann et al., 2017). The recent trend in univer-
sal representations has been moving away from
context-less unsupervised word embeddings to
context-rich representations. Deep contextualized
word representations (ELMo) trains an unsuper-
vised language model on a large corpus of data
and applies it to a large set of auxiliary tasks (Pe-
ters et al., 2018). These unsupervised represen-
tations boosted the performance of models on a
wide array of tasks. Along the same lines (Mc-
Cann et al., 2017) showed the power of using la-
tent representations of translation models as fea-
tures across other non-translation tasks. In gen-
eral, initializing models with pre-trained language
models shows promise against the standard ini-
tialization with word embeddings. Even further,
(Radford et al., 2017) show that an unsupervised
language model trained on a large corpus will con-
tain a neuron that strongly correlates with senti-
ment without ever training on a sentiment task im-
plying that unsupervised language models maybe
picking up informative and structured signals.

In the field of multilingual representations, a
fair bit of work has been done on multilingual
word embeddings. (Ammar et al., 2016) explored
the possibility of training massive amounts of
word embeddings utilizing either parallel data or
bilingual dictionaries via the SkipGram paradigm.
Later on an unsupervised approach to multilin-
gual word representations was proposed by (Chen
and Cardie, 2018) which utilized an adversarial
training regimen to place word embeddings into
a shared latent space. Although word embeddings
show great utility, they fall behind methods which
exploit sentence structure as well as words. Less
work has been done on multilingual sentence rep-
resentations. Most notably both (Schwenk and
Douze, 2017) and (Artetxe et al., 2017) propose a
way to learn multilingual sentence representation
through a translation task.

We train downstream models using language
agnostic universal representations on a set of tasks
and show the ability for the downstream models to
generalize to languages that we did not train on.

3 Optimization Problem

Statistical language models approximate the prob-
ability distribution of a series of words by predict-
ing the next word given a sequence of previous
words.

p(w0, ..., wn) =
n∏

i=1

p(wi | w0, ..., wi−1)

where wi are indices representing words in an ar-
bitrary vocabulary.

Learning grammar is equivalent to language
modeling, as the support of p will represent the set
of all grammatically correct sentences. Further-
more, let jα represent a particular language. Let
pjα(·) represent the language model for the jα

th

language and wjα represents a word from the jα
th

language. Let kjα represent a distributed represen-
tation of a specific language along the lines of the
PnP argument (Culicover, 1997). UG, through the
lens of statistical language modeling, hypothesizes
the existence of a factorization of pjα(·) contain-
ing a language agnostic segment. The factoriza-
tion used throughout this paper is the following (◦
denotes function composition):

b = u ◦ ejα(wjα
0 , ..., wjα

i ) (1)

pjα(wi | w0, ..., wi−1) = e−1
jα

◦ h(b, kjα) (2)

s.t. d(p(b | jα) || p(b | jβ)) ≤ ǫ (3)

The distribution matching constraint d, insures
that the representations across languages are com-
mon as hypothesized by the UG argument.

Function ejα : Ni → Ri×d is a language spe-
cific function which takes an ordered set of in-
tegers representing tokens (token meaning wjα

i )
and outputs a vector of size d per token. Func-
tion u : Ri×d → Ri×d takes the language spe-
cific representation and attempts to embed into a
language agnostic representation. Function h :
(Ri×d, Rf ) → Ri×d takes the universal represen-
tation as well as a distributed representation of the
language of size f and returns a language specific
decoded representation. e−1

jα
maps our decoded

representation back to the token space.
For the purposes of distribution matching we

utilize the GAN framework. Following recent suc-
cesses we use Wasserstein-1 as our distance func-
tion d (Arjovsky et al., 2017).

Given two languages jα and jβ the distribution
of the universal representations should be within
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4.2 Training

We trained UG-WGAN with a variety of lan-
guages depending on the downstream task.
For each language we utilized the respective
Wikipedia dump. From the wikipedia dump we
extract all pages using the wiki2text∗ utility and
build language specific vocabularies consisting of
16k BPE tokens (Sennrich et al., 2015). During
each batch we uniform sample random documents
from our set of languages which are approximately
the same length, therefore a batch will be mixed
with respect to language. We train our language
model via BPTT where the truncation length pro-
gressively grows from 15 to 50 throughout train-
ing. The critic is updated 10 times for every update
of the language model. We trained each language
model for 14 days on a NVidia Titan X. For each
language model we would do a sweep over λ, but
in general we have found that λ = 0.1 works suf-
ficiently well for minimizing both perplexity and
Wasserstein distance.

4.3 Exploration

A couple of interesting questions arise from the
described training procedure. Is the distribu-
tion matching constraint necessary or will simple
joint language model training exhibit the proper-
ties we’re interested in? Can this optimization
process fundamentally learn individual languages
grammar while being constrained by a universal
channel? What commonalities between languages
can we learn and are they informative enough to
be exploited?

We can test out the usefulness of the distribution
matching constraint by running an ablation study
on the λ hyper-parameter. We trained UG-WGAN
on English, Spanish and Arabic wikidumps fol-
lowing the procedure described above. We kept
all the hyper-parameters consistent apart for aug-
menting λ from 0 to 10. The results are shown in
Figure 2. Without any weight on the distribution
matching term the critic trivially learns to sepa-
rate the various languages and no further training
reduces the wasserstein distance. The joint lan-
guage model internally learns individual language
models who are partitioned in the latent space. We
can see this by running a t-SNE plot on the univer-
sal (u(·)) representation of our model and seeing
existence of clusters of the same language as we
did in Figure 3 (Maaten and Hinton, 2008). An

∗https://github.com/rspeer/wiki2text

universal model satisfying the distribution match-
ing constrain would mix all languages uniformly
within it’s latent space.

To test the universality of UG-WGAN represen-
tations we will apply them to a set of orthogonal
NLP tasks. We will leave the discussion on the
learnability of grammar to the Discussion section
of this paper.

5 Experiments

By introducing a universal channel in our lan-
guage model we reduced a representations depen-
dence on a single language. Therefore we can uti-
lize an arbitrary set of languages in training an
auxiliary task over UG encodings. For example
we can train a downstream model only on one lan-
guages data and transfer the model trivially to any
other language that UG-WGAN was trained on.

5.1 Sentiment Analysis

To test the universality of UG-WGAN representa-
tion we first trained UG-WGAN in English, Chi-
nese and German following the procedure de-
scribed in Section 4. The embedding size of
the table was 300 and the internal LSTM hidden
size was 512. A dropout rate of 0.1 was used
and trained with the ADAM optimization method
(Kingma and Ba, 2014). Since we are interested
in the zero-shot capabilities of our representation,
we trained our sentiment analysis model only on
the English IMDB Large Movie Review dataset
and tested it on the Chinese ChnSentiCorp dataset
and German SB-10K (Maas et al., 2011; Tan and
Zhang, 2008). We binarize the label’s for all the
datasets.

Our sentiment analysis model ran a bi-
directional LSTM on top of fixed UG representa-
tions from where we took the last hidden state and
computed a logistic regression. This was trained
using standard SGD with momentum.

We also compare against encodings learned as
a by-product of multi-encoder and decoder neu-
ral machine translation as a baseline (Klein et al.,
2017). We see that UG representations are use-
ful in situations when there is a lack of data in an
specific language. The language agnostics prop-
erties of UG embeddings allows us to do success-
ful zero-shot learning without needing any paral-
lel corpus, furthermore the ability to generalize
from language modeling to sentiment attests for
the universal properties of these representations.
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Method IMDB ChnSentiCorp SB-10K

NMT + Logistic (Schwenk and Douze, 2017) 12.44% 20.12% 22.92%
FullUnlabeledBow (Maas et al., 2011) 11.11% * *
NB-SVM TRIGRAM (Mesnil et al., 2014) 8.54% 18.20% 19.40%
UG-WGAN λ = 0.1 + Logistic (Ours) 8.01% 15.40% 17.32%
UG-WGAN λ = 0.0 + Logistic (Ours) 7.80% 53.00% 49.38%
Sentiment Neuron (Radford et al., 2017) 7.70% * *
SA-LSTM (Dai and Le, 2015) 7.24% * *

Table 1: Zero-shot capability of UG and OpenNMT representation from English training. For all other methods
we trained on the available training data. Table shows error of sentiment model.

Method sNLI(en) sNLI (ru)

Densely-Connected Recurrent and Co-Attentive Network Ensemble (Kim et al.,
2018)

9.90% *

UG-WGAN (λ = 0.1) + Densely-Connected Recurrent and Co-Attentive Net-
work (Kim et al., 2018)

12.25% 21.00%

UG-WGAN (λ = 0.1) + Multiway Attention Network (Tan et al., 2018) 21.50% 34.25%
UG-WGAN (λ = 0.0) + Multiway Attention Network (Tan et al., 2018) 13.50% 65.25%
UG-WGAN (λ = 0.0) + Densely-Connected Recurrent and Co-Attentive Network
(Kim et al., 2018)

11.50% 68.25%

Unlexicalized features + Unigram + Bigram features (Bowman et al., 2015) 21.80% 55.00%

Table 2: Error in terms of accuracy for the following methods. For Unlexicalized features + Unigram + Bigram
features we trained on 200 out of the 400 Russian samples and tested on the other 200 as a baseline.

showed the best perplexity. The NLI specific
model was the Densely-Connected Recurrent and
Co-Attentive Network.

Looking at Figure 4 we see that increasing λ
doesn’t seem to have a significant impact on the
generalization gap but has a large impact on test
error. Our hypothesis is that a large λ doesn’t pro-
vide the model with enough freedom to learn use-
ful representations since the optimizations focus
would largely be on minimizing the Wasserstein
distance, while a small λ permits this freedom.
One reason we might be seeing this generaliza-
tion gap might be due to the way we satisfy the
Lipschitz constraint. It’s been shown that there
are better constraints than clipping parameters to
a compact space such as a gradient penalty (Gul-
rajani et al., 2017). This is a future direction that
can be explored.

6 Discussion

Universal Grammar also comments on the learn-
ability of grammar, stating that statistical infor-
mation alone is not enough to learn grammar
and some form of native language faculty must
exist, sometimes titled the poverty of stimulus
(POS) argument (Chomsky, 2010; Lewis and El-
man, 2001). The goal of our paper is not to make

a statement on the Universal Grammar hypothesis.
But from a machine learning perspective, we’re in-
terested in extracting informative features. That
being said it is of interest to what extent language
models capture grammar and furthermore the ex-
tent to which models trained with our objective
learn grammar.

One way to measure universality is by studying
perplexity of our multi-lingual language model as
we increase the number of languages. To do so
we trained 6 UG-WGAN models on the follow-
ing languages: English, Russian, Arabic, Chinese,
German, Spanish, French. We maintain the same
procedure as described above. The hidden size of
the language model was increased to 1024 with
16K BPE tokens being used. The first model was
trained on English Russian, second was trained on
English Russian Arabic and so on. For Arabic we
still trained from left to right even though naturally
the language is read from right to left. We report
the results in Figure 5. As we increase the num-
ber of languages the perplexity gap between con-
strained and unconstrained UG-WGAN (λ = 0.0)
decreases which implies while controlling capac-
ity, our constrained (universal λ = 0.1) language
model, models language (almost) as well as jointly
trained language models with no universal con-
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λ = 0.0 λ = 0.1

en earth’s oxide is a monopoly that occurs towing of the
carbon-booed trunks, resulting in a beam containing
of oxygen through the soil, salt, warm waters, and
the different proteins.

the practice of epimatic behaviours may be required
in many ways of all non-traditional entities.

the groove and the products are numeric because
they are called ”pressibility” (ms) nutrients contain-
ing specific different principles that are available
from the root of their family, including a wide va-
riety of molecular and biochemical elements.

a state line is a self-government environment for sta-
tistical cooperation, which is affected by the monks
of canada, the east midland of the united kingdom.

however, compared to the listing of special defini-
tions, it has evolved to be congruent with structural
introductions, allowing to form the chemical form.

the vernacular concept of physical law is not as an
objection (the whis) but as a universal school.

es la revista más reciente varió el manuscrito original-
mente por primera vez en la revista publicada en
1994.

en el municipio real se localiza al mar del norte y
su entorno en escajárı́os alto, con mayor variedad de
cı́clica población en forma de cerca de 1070 km2.

de hecho la primera canción de ”blebe cantas”,
pahka zanjiwtryinvined cot de entre clases de
fanáticas, apareció en el ornitólogo sello triusion, jr.,
en la famosa publicación playboy de john allen.

fue el último habitantes de suecia, con tres hijos,
atasaurus y aminkinano (nuestra).

The names of large predators in charlesosaurus in-
clude bird turtles hibernated by aerial fighters and
ignored fish.

jaime en veracruz fue llamado papa del conde mayor
de valdechio, hijo de diego de zúñiga.

Table 3: Example of samples from UG-WGAN with λ = 0.0 and λ = 0.1
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Abstract

Analysing topics in short texts (e.g., tweets
and new headings) is a challenging task be-
cause short texts often contain insufficient
word co-occurrence information, which is im-
portant to learn good topics in conventional
topic topics. To deal with the insufficiency,
we propose a generative model that aggregates
short texts into clusters by leveraging the asso-
ciated meta information. Our model can gen-
erate more interpretable topics as well as doc-
ument clusters. We develop an effective Gibbs
sampling algorithm favoured by the fully lo-
cal conjugacy in the model. Extensive exper-
iments demonstrate that our model achieves
better performance in terms of document clus-
tering and topic coherence.

1 Introduction

Texts generated on the internet (e.g., tweets, news
headlines and product reviews) are usually short,
which means that each individual document con-
tains insufficient word co-occurrence information.
Many existing topic models like Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003) and its vari-
ants infer topics purely based on the word occur-
rence information, which often results in degraded
performance and makes those models incapable of
learning from short texts.

Recently, many research efforts have been de-
voted to analysing short texts. A common strategy
is to aggregate short texts into clusters and then ap-
ply topic models to those clusters. The clusters are
expected to aggregate the word co-occurrence in-
formation of the assigned documents. One widely-
used option is known as self-aggregation, where
we can aggregate short texts according to the con-
textual information. For example, the contextual
information of a document can be encoded by its
topics so that the topic assignments can be used for

∗Corresponding author

aggregation. This line of research includes models
such as SATM (Quan et al., 2015), LTM (Li et al.,
2018a), and PTM (Zuo et al., 2016a). On the other
hand, many short texts, likes tweets, often come
with meta information (meta-info for short, also
known as meta-data or side information), such
as authors, categories, hashtags, timestamps, etc.
Therefore, another popular option is to aggregate
short texts according to their meta-info. For exam-
ple, we can assume that tweets published by the
same users (Hong and Davison, 2010; Zhao et al.,
2011) or with the same hashtags (Mehrotra et al.,
2013) are likely to discuss similar topics. Those
tweets can be aggregated into the same clusters.

Although the above two aggregation schemes
have yielded prominent results on short text anal-
ysis, there is still space for improvement. For ex-
ample, in tweet analysis: if we ignore the associ-
ated meta-info as in the self-aggregation scheme,
we may lose important information; on the other
hand, it may not be a perfect idea to simply aggre-
gate the tweets according to one kind of its meta-
info such as hashtags, because the amounts of the
tweets in different hashtags may differ largely and
the diversity of the tweets labelled by one hashtag
can be dramatic. In this paper, we are interested
in developing a principle way of incorporating the
meta-info directly into the generative process of
a self-aggregation model, so that we can take ad-
vantage of both aggregation schemes in one in-
tegrated model. Here we present the Meta-Info
Guided Aggregation (MIGA) model, a new self-
aggregation model whose aggregation process is
guided by the meta-info associated with each in-
dividual short text. Specifically, MIGA aggregates
short texts according to two factors: whether those
texts have similar content and whether they share
similar meta-info. The proposed model assumes
that the more short texts share the meta-info and
discuss similar topics, the more likely they are as-
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signed to the same cluster. Moreover, MIGA auto-
matically balances the two factors in a principled
way. The flexibility in the framework of MIGA
also allows us to leverage hierarchical meta-info
and/or the pre-trained word embeddings to further
improve the model performance.

2 Related Work

In addition to the aforementioned aggregation
or pooling based models, another popular re-
search direction for short text topic modelling
is using word correlations or embedding to en-
hance topic models. For example, Biterm Topic
Model (BTM) (Yan et al., 2013) and Relational
BTM (Li et al., 2018b) enrich each document
with word pairs (i.e., biterms). Instead of us-
ing all the word pairs, Yang et al. (2015a) con-
siders pre-trained phrases. While Word Network
Topic Model (WNTM) (Zuo et al., 2016b) lever-
ages a network of word co-occurrences. Yang
et al. (2018) uses document-level co-occurrence
patterns. With word embeddings, Latent Fea-
ture LDA (LFLDA) (Nguyen et al., 2015) mixes
a Dirichlet-Multinomial model with a softmax
function of word embeddings; Word-Topic Mix-
ture (WTM) model (Fu et al., 2016) combines
the idea of LFLDA and Topical Word Embed-
ding (TWE) model (Liu et al., 2015); Gaussian
LDA (GLDA) (Das et al., 2015) directly generates
word embeddings from Gaussian distributions;
Xun et al. (2016) uses an alternative background
model to complement Gaussian topics in GLDA.
GPUDMM (Li et al., 2016), GPUPDMM (Li
et al., 2017) and SeaNMF (Shi et al., 2018)
utilise word semantic relations computed from
pre-trained word embeddings. MetaLDA (Zhao
et al., 2017c, 2018a), WEIFTM (Zhao et al.,
2017b), and WEDTM (Zhao et al., 2018c) lever-
age binary and real-valued word embeddings in
the topic-word distributions, respectively. Without
using external word embeddings, DirBN (Zhao
et al., 2018b) can be viewed as a self-aggregation
model which aggregates the word co-occurrence
information with a multi-layer structure.

The proposed model, MIGA, falls into the cate-
gory of aggregation based models. Compared with
others in this line, the major novelty of MIGA
is that it considers both meta-info and content of
short texts in the aggregation process, while ex-
isting models only take one factor into account.
For short text models with word embeddings, they
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Figure 1: Graphical model of MIGA.

may face problems when the contextual informa-
tion of the external word embeddings is not con-
sistent with the contextual information in the tar-
get corpus. For example, the word embeddings
trained on large general corpora may not be suit-
able for a specialised target corpus. Compared
with those models, MIGA does not rely on exter-
nal information of words. Moreover, if applicable,
MIGA can also be flexibly extended with hierar-
chical meta-info and word embeddings.

3 The Proposed Model1

Given a set of D short documents, the exist-
ing self-aggregation methods such as PTM (Zuo
et al., 2016a) assume that each document d ∈
{1, · · · , D} belongs to one of M latent clusters.
Each cluster accumulates the word counts from
the assigned documents and contains more suf-
ficient word co-occurrence information than an
individual document. To generate the ith (i ∈
{1, · · · , Nd}) word wd,i in document d with Nd

words, we first sample d’s cluster assignment cd =
m ∈ {1, · · · ,M} according to its doc-cluster dis-
tribution, i.e., ψd ∈ RM+ ; and then we sample a
topic zd,i ∈ {1, · · · ,K} for word wd,i from the
cluster-topic distribution θcd ∈ RK+ . Given zd,i,
wd,i is sampled from the topic-word distribution
φzd,i ∈ RV+, where V is the size of the vocabulary
in the target corpus.

Different from the existing self-aggregation
methods, which impose an uninformative prior on
ψd, our model draws it from a document-specific
prior πd ∈ RM+ , constructed from d’s meta-info.
Assume that there are L unique labels2 in a cor-
pus and the labels of document d are encoded in a
binary vector fd ∈ {0, 1}L, where fd,l = 1 indi-
cates d has label l. This encoding method allows a

1The inference algorithm of the proposed model is elabo-
rated in the appendix.

2Hereafter, we use “labels” and “meta-info” interchange-
ably, even though our model is able to incorporate any meta-
info in discrete formats.
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document to have multiple labels. Figure 1 shows
the full generative process of MIGA, which is also
described as follows:

1. For each latent cluster m:
(a) For each label l: λl,m ∼ Ga(µ0, µ0)

(b) Draw: θm ∼ DirK(α)

2. For each topic k, draw φk ∼ DirV (β0)

3. For each document d:
(a) For each cluster m, compute: πd,m =∏L

l=1(λl,m)fd,l

(b) Draw: ψd ∼ DirM (πd)

(c) Draw the cluster assignment: cd ∼
CatM (ψd)

4. For each word i in document d:

(a) Draw topic: zd,i ∼ CatK(θcd)

(b) Draw word: wd,i ∼ CatV (φzd,i)

where Ga(·, ·) is the gamma distribution with the
shape and rate parameters; DirK(·) is the K di-
mensional Dirichlet distribution; CatK(·) is the K
dimensional categorical distribution.

The main idea of MIGA is the meta-info guided
aggregation, where instead of putting an uninfor-
mative prior on ψd, MIGA constructs an infor-
mative document-specific Dirichlet prior with pa-
rameter πd computed from the document’s labels.
Specifically, in Step 3a above, λl,m captures the
correlations between label l and cluster m. If doc-
ument d has label l, i.e., fd,l = 1, λl,m contributes
to πd,m, which is the prior of ψd,m. This shows
how the meta-info influences the probability of as-
signing a document to a cluster. Moreover, in our
model, meta-info only contributes to the prior and
the actual value of ψd,m is eventually determined
by both the prior and the evidence (i.e., the content
of d), according to Bayes’ theorem. The incor-
poration of meta-info in the Dirichlet prior of our
model is related to the ones in Zhao et al. (2017a,
2018d), but theirs work in different domains.

Leveraging hierarchical meta-info: MIGA can
be extended to accommodate hierarchical meta-
info (e.g., an academic paper labelled with
tags “computer science→machine learning→deep
learning”). Let us consider a two-layer hierarchy,
where the L document labels (i.e., the first-layer
labels) are further categorised into a set of L′ su-
per classes (i.e., the second-layer labels). Note
that one document label is allowed to belong to
multiple super classes and f ′l,l′ ∈ {0, 1} is used to
denote whether or not a first-layer label l belongs

Dataset D V avg.Nd L

Tweets (Mehrotra et al., 2013) 87,638 24,884 11 6

Patents4 13,588 3,745 9
L′ = 3
L = 10

Web Snippets (Li et al., 2016) 12,237 10,052 15 8
Stackoverflow (Xu et al., 2015) 18,287 2,458 5 20

20Newsgroups5 10,020 2000 28
L′ = 6
L = 20

Table 1: Statistics of the datasets. D, V , avg.Nd, and
L stand for the number of documents, the vocabulary
size, the average document length, and the number of
unique labels (L′ is the number of unique labels in the
second-layer, if available), respectively.

to a second-layer label l′. The general idea here
is that instead of drawing λl,m from an uninfor-
mative gamma prior as in our original model, we
draw it from a prior distribution informed by the
second-layer labels, as follows:

λ′l′,m ∼ Ga(µ0, µ0), (1)

λl,m ∼ Ga

(
L′∏

l′=1

(λ′l′,m)
f ′
l,l′ , µ0

)
, (2)

where λ′l′,m captures the correlation between la-
bels at the two layers. Thus, the information of the
second-layer labels will be propagated down to the
assignment process of the documents.

Leveraging word embeddings: MIGA can be
extended to incorporate word embeddings to guide
the generation of latent topics. Following the ap-
proach introduced in Zhao et al. (2017c), we draw
φk ∼ DirV (βk), where where βk ∈ RV+ is com-
puted with a log-linear model of word embed-
dings, similar to Step 3a in the generative process.

4 Experiments

We evaluate the performance of MIGA on docu-
ment clustering and topic coherence, with several
advances in short text topic modelling3. We also
provide a set of qualitative analysis to demonstrate
the interpretability of our model.

The details of the datasets used in the experi-
ments are shown in Table 1. The hyper-parameter
settings of the proposed model are as follows: For
MIGA, we set β0 = 0.01, µ0 = 1.0, and im-
posed gamma prior on each entry of α; for the

3We also conducted text classification experiments with
the compared models but MIGA did not show significant im-
provements over MetaLDA.

4Collected from https://www.lens.org.
5http://qwone.com/˜jason/20Newsgroups/.

A subset with the most frequent 2000 vocabulary words and
the documents with less than 50 words was used.
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Dataset Tweets Patents Web Snippets Stackoverflow 20Newsgroups
#Clusters 100 200 500 100 200 500 100 200 500 100 200 500 100 200 500

KMeans + TFIDF - - - 0.36 0.44 0.51 0.49 0.60 0.73 0.19 0.24 0.32 0.29 0.31 0.40
KMeans + LDA 0.69 0.70 0.72 0.50 0.52 0.57 0.69 0.71 0.76 0.27 0.30 0.34 0.40 0.43 0.50

MetaLDA 0.70 0.70 0.64 0.57 0.55 0.49 0.77 0.82 0.82 0.31 0.28 0.28 0.39 0.44 0.40
GPUDMM 0.59 0.62 0.63 0.36 0.37 0.41 0.69 0.71 0.72 0.17 0.18 0.23 0.25 0.24 0.31

PTM 0.84 0.83 0.84 0.53 0.53 0.55 0.61 0.68 0.77 0.21 0.23 0.26 0.30 0.31 0.34
MIGA 0.92 0.93 0.92 0.57 0.59 0.61 0.71 0.77 0.80 0.31 0.34 0.34 0.44 0.43 0.48

(a) Purity
Dataset Tweets Patents Web Snippets Stackoverflow 20Newsgroups

#Clusters 100 200 500 100 200 500 100 200 500 100 200 500 100 200 500
KMeans + TFIDF - - - 0.16 0.20 0.23 0.29 0.34 0.39 0.10 0.15 0.23 0.30 0.30 0.34
KMeans + LDA 0.26 0.25 0.25 0.21 0.22 0.25 0.35 0.35 0.36 0.14 0.18 0.24 0.30 0.33 0.38

MetaLDA 0.29 0.26 0.23 0.25 0.24 0.19 0.41 0.42 0.41 0.17 0.18 0.21 0.30 0.33 0.32
MetaLDA-eb 0.29 0.26 0.23 0.22 0.23 0.17 0.40 0.38 0.31 0.15 0.14 0.16 0.31 0.32 0.25
GPUDMM 0.21 0.23 0.24 0.10 0.12 0.15 0.36 0.38 0.38 0.06 0.10 0.17 0.15 0.17 0.25

PTM 0.39 0.36 0.35 0.23 0.24 0.25 0.29 0.33 0.38 0.11 0.13 0.16 0.24 0.26 0.28
MIGA 0.47 0.45 0.43 0.26 0.27 0.29 0.35 0.39 0.40 0.18 0.19 0.22 0.33 0.34 0.38

(b) NMI

Table 2: Purity and NMI for document clustering. The best scores are in boldface.

other models, we used their best settings reported
in their papers unless otherwise specified. The
number of MCMC iterations for training was set
to 2000 for all the models.

Document Clustering: To measure the clus-
tering performance we used purity and Normal-
ized Mutual Information (NMI), which are com-
monly used metrics for clustering (Manning et al.,
2008). We compared MIGA with PTM (Zuo
et al., 2016a), MetaLDA (Zhao et al., 2017c)6,
GPUDMM (Li et al., 2016, 2017), as well as
KMeans with different document features. The
experiment was run as follows: 80% documents
in each dataset were used in training, purity was
computed on the remaining documents; For Met-
aLDA and MIGA, the labels of the test docu-
ments were excluded in testing for fair compar-
ison; For PTM and MIGA, we set K = 50 and
varied M , and the cluster assignments were used
in computing the two scores; For LDA, MetaLDA,
and GPUDMM, we used the topic with the largest
weight as the cluster assignment, i.e., the number
of topics equals to the number of clusters, follow-
ing Nguyen et al. (2015); KMeans with two kinds
of document features (V dimensional TFIDF vec-
tors and K = 50 dimensional document-topic
vectors extracted from LDA) served as the base-
lines. Table 2 shows the purity and NMI scores7.

6Original MetaLDA is able to use both document meta-
info and word embeddings. Here we used its variant only
with document meta-info.

7The scores of KMeans + TFIDF on Tweets are not re-
ported because it exceeds the memory of our machine.

MIGA outperforms the other models on Tweets,
Patents, and Stackoverflow, which are relatively
shorter than the other datasets. This demonstrates
our model’s effectiveness on clustering short texts.

Topic Coherence: Topic coherence measures
the semantic coherence in the most signifi-
cant (top) words in a topic, which is another
commonly-used metric for topic models. Here we
used the Normalized Pointwise Mutual Informa-
tion (NPMI) (Aletras and Stevenson, 2013; Lau
et al., 2014) to calculate a topic coherence score
of the top 10 words of each topic8. Follow-
ing Yang et al. (2015b), to eliminate rare topics,
we report the scores over the top 50% topics with
the largest number of words (i.e., for a topic k,
we can count the number of words that are as-
signed to it:

∑D
d=1

∑Nd
i=1 1zd,i=k). It is known that

word embeddings are able to significantly improve
topic coherence. Therefore, in this experiment,
following Zhao et al. (2017c), we used the word
embeddings binarised from the pre-trained 50-
dimensional GloVe word embeddings (Pennington
et al., 2014) in MIGA and MetaLDA, denoted as
MIGA-eb and MetaLDA-eb, respectively. For all
the models, we setK = 50. For PTM, MIGA, and
MIGA-eb, we report the best scores with M vary-
ing from 100 to 3000. Table 4 shows the NPMI
scores, where in general, among the models with-
out word embeddings, MIGA outperforms the oth-
ers on most datasets. Moreover, word embeddings

8We used the Palmetto package (http://palmetto.
aksw.org) with a large Wikipedia dump to compute NPMI.
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comp
1. use problem using running program
2. fax university internet mail phone
3. thanks help edu advance appreciated

comp.graphics
1. graphics color screen bit mode
2. card drivers driver video windows
3. software support looking products product

comp.sys.ibm.pc.hardware
1. drive disk hard drives floppy
2. mb card controller ide scsi
3. mhz board speed port problem

comp.sys.mac.hardware
1. monitor pc mouse systems box
2. card modem software internal meg
3. like buy looking price new good power want low need

comp.windows.x
1. windows motif application server widget
2. ftp file program package format
3. windows printer font version text

Cluster
Num

Documents Topic

1

purchase store cat outstanding shipping crucial memory
upgrades ram sdram ddr service pricing com

computer
memory
virtual
cache
apple

manufacture flash graphics crucial memory upgrades cards usb
storage ram media

computer selection online memory upgrades ram ddr
upgrade specialist

2

reviews box deal processors shipping computers
pricegrabber tax customers prices retail com

digital
camera

electronics
reviews
apple

home store shop manufacturer accessories downloads
product online apple ipods

reviews forums discussion photography camera
articles news digital review

3

country experience altavista languages search
comprehensive web

programming
java
code

language
source

browser documentation hall resources lists faqs apl jhu
programming compiler tutorials edu sites java books download

introduction programming math textbook downloading
on-line edu java

Table 3: Left: Topics related to the hierarchical labels in 20Newsgroups. We started with a second-layer label
“comp” and found its most related topics by first selecting the most related clusters (by ranking λ′l′,m) then selecting
the most related topics (by ranking θm,k). Next, we looked at the first-layer labels (marked in italic) associated
with l′, i.e. f ′l,l′ = 1 and then found the most related topics in a similar way. Right: Clusters, documents, and
topics for the label of “Computers” on Web Snippets, discovered by MIGA with K = 100,M = 500. We first
selected the most related clusters to “Computers” by ranking λl,m, and then selected the most related documents
and the most related topic in each cluster by ranking πd,m and θm,k, respectively.

Datasets Tweets Patents
Web

Snippets
Stack

overflow
20News
groups

MetaLDA 0.0020 0.0371 0.0501 -0.0767 -0.0146
MetaLDA-eb 0.0062 0.0480 0.0513 -0.0690 -0.0174
GPUDMM -0.0182 0.0000 0.0368 -0.0992 -0.0535

PTM 0.0073 0.0432 0.0408 -0.0675 -0.0282
MIGA -0.0001 0.0494 0.0544 -0.0430 -0.0178

MIGA-eb -0.0031 0.0497 0.0786 -0.0214 -0.0018

Table 4: NPMI for topic coherence. The best scores are
in boldface.

further help improve topic coherence of MIGA-eb.
It is noteworthy that MIGA and MIGA-eb do not
improve NPMI over PTM on Tweets. There are
two possible factors: the labels of the tweets are
not informative enough for MIGA to learn better
clusters and the vocabulary of this dataset consists
many slangs and abbreviations, which are not in-
cluded in the corpus used for calculating NPMI.

Qualitative Analysis: The left sub-table of Ta-
ble 3 shows the relations between the hierarchical
labels and topics discovered by MIGA in 20News-
groups. One can see that the associated top-
ics of the second-layer document label, “comp”,
are more general ones, describing several gen-
eral aspects of computers, while the topics associ-
ated with the first-layer labels are relatively more
specific. For example, the associated topics of
“comp.sys.ibm.pc.hardware” are specific ones de-
scribing different aspects of computer hardware.
The right sub-table shows the relations between
clusters, documents, and topics discover by MIGA

in Web Snippets. It can be observed that the doc-
uments in Web Snippets labelled with “Comput-
ers” are quite diverse, which can be further clus-
tered into the ones related to “hardware”, “dig-
ital products”, “programming language”, and so
on. Therefore, simply aggregating those docu-
ments into one cluster as in previous meta-info ag-
gregation models may not be appropriate. MIGA
can discover fine-grained latent clusters, each of
which focuses on different aspects of “Computers”
and can intuitively be interpreted by its top topic.

5 Conclusion

We have presented a new aggregation framework,
MIGA, for short text topic analysis. MIGA is
able to aggregate short text documents into latent
clusters by leveraging meta-info. MIGA takes ad-
vantages of previous models which perform ag-
gregation according to either content or meta-info
in short texts. The proposed framework can be
easily extended with hierarchical meta-info and
word embeddings. The experimental results have
shown that MIGA achieves improved performance
on document clustering, topic coherence, as well
as appealing interpretability. For future study,
we would like to investigate how to automati-
cally learn the number of latent clusters with non-
parametric Bayesian methods.
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A Appendix on the details of the
inference algorithm

We first denote the set of all the words in the tar-
get corpus, the set of the topic assignments for all
the words, the set of the cluster assignments for all
the documents, the set of the labels of all the docu-
ments asW , Z , C, and F , respectively. Given the
generative process of MIGA, the joint probability
of the model is as follows:

Pr(W,Z, C,− | F) =
D∏

d

Nd∏

i

Pr(zd,i | θcd) Pr(wd,i | φzd,i) ·

D∏

d

Pr(cd | ψd) Pr(ψd | πd) ·
K∏

k

Pr(φk | β0) ·

M∏

m

Pr(θm | α) ·
L∏

l

M∏

m

Pr(λl,m). (3)

A.1 Sampling cluster assignment cd:

Now we extract the related terms to the cluster as-
signments C in Eq. (3) to have:

Pr(C,−) ∝
D∏

d

Pr(cd | ψd) Pr(ψd | πd) ·

D∏

d

Nd∏

i

Pr(zd,i | θcd). (4)

Given the probability density functions of
Dirichlet and categorical distributions, Eq. (4) can
be written as:

Pr(C,−) ∝
D∏

d

Γ(πd,cd + 1)Γ(πd,·)
Γ(πd,cd)Γ(πd,· + 1)

·

M∏

m

Γ(α·)
Γ(α· + ncluster

m,· )

K∏

k

Γ(αk + ncluster
m,k )

Γ(αk)

(5)

∝
D∏

d

πd,cd
πd,·

·

M∏

m

Γ(α·)
Γ(α· + ncluster

m,· )

K∏

k

Γ(αk + ncluster
m,k )

Γ(αk)
.

(6)

Given Eq. (6), the conditional probability for
Gibbs sampling of cd can be derived by:

Pr(cd = m | −) ∝ Pr(C,W,Z)

Pr(C¬d,W¬d,Z¬d)

=
πd,m
πd,·

Γ(α· + ncluster¬d
m,· )

Γ(α· + ncluster
m,· )

K∏

k

Γ(αk + ncluster
m,k )

Γ(αk + ncluster¬d
m,k )

=
πd,m
πd,·

∏K
k

[∏ndoc
d,k

j (αk + ncluster¬d
m,k + j − 1)

]

∏Nd
i (α· + ncluster¬d

m,· + i− 1)
,

(7)

where ndoc
d,k =

∑Nd
i I(zd,i=k) and I(·) is the indica-

tor function; ncluster
m,k =

∑D
d

∑Nd
i I(zd,i=k&cd=m);

πd,· =
∑M

m πd,m; ncluster
m,· =

∑K
k n

cluster
m,k ;

ncluster¬d
m,· = ncluster

m,· − Nd; ncluster¬d
m,k = ncluster

m,k −
ndoc
d,k; α· =

∑K
k αk.

A.2 Sampling topic assignment zd,i:

The sampling of zd,i is similar to the LDA model:

Pr(zd,i = k | −) ∝ (αk + ncluster
cd,k

)
β0 + n

topic
k,v

β0 ∗ V + n
topic
k,·

,

(8)

where n
topic
k,v =

∑D
d

∑Nd
i I(wd,i=v&zd,i=k) and

n
topic
k,· =

∑V
v n

topic
k,v .

A.3 Sampling λl,k:

As λl,k is used to construct πd, which is the prior
of ψd, according to Eq. (3), we have:

Pr(ψd | πd) ∝
Γ(πd,·)

Γ(πd,· + 1)

M∏

m

πd,m. (9)

According to Zhao et al. (2017c), if we intro-
duce qd ∼ Beta(πd,·, 1), Eq. (9) can be augmented
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as:

Pr(πd | −) ∝
M∏

m

(qd)
πd,mπd,m. (10)

Recall that πd,m =
∏L
l=1(λl,m)fd,l , we can ac-

tually extract the terms related to λl,m to get:
Pr(λl,m | −) ∝

e
−λl,m

∑D
d:fd,l=1

πd,m
λl,m

log 1
qd · (λl,m)gl,m ,

(11)

where gl,m =
∑D

d Ifd,l=1&cd=m.
Given the above equation, we can sample λl,m

from its gamma posterior:
λl,m ∼ Ga(µ, ν),

µ = µ0 + gl,m,

ν = µ0 −
D∑

d:fd,l=1

πd,m
λl,m

log qd. (12)

A.4 Sampling λ′l′,k for MIGA with
hierarchical meta-info:

To incorporate the second-layer labels, λ′l′,m can
be sampled similarly to λl,k as follows:

λ′l′,m ∼ Ga(µ′, ν ′),

µ′ = µ0 +
L∑

l:f ′
l,l′=1

xl,m,

ν ′ = µ0 +
L∑

l:f ′
l,l′=1

log
yl,m + µ0

µ0
, (13)

where yl,m =
∑D

d:fd,l=1
πd,m
λl,m

log 1
qd

and xl,m ∼
CRT(

∏L′
l′=1(λ

′
l′,m)

f ′
l,l′ , gl,m). Here, h ∼

CRT(n, r) stands for the Chinese Restaurant Table
distribution (Zhou and Carin, 2015) that generates
the number of tables h seated by n customers in a
Chinese restaurant process with the concentration
parameter r (Buntine and Hutter, 2012).

A.5 Overall Inference Algorithm for MIGA:
The inference algorithm for MIGA is shown in Al-
gorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Gibbs sampling algorithm for MIGA
Require: {wd,i}d,i, {fd,l}d,l, K, M , α, β0, µ0,

MaxIteration
Ensure: {cd}d, {zd,i}d,i, {λl,m}l,m

1: Randomly initialise all the latent variables ac-
cording to the generative process

2: for iter ← 1 to MaxIteration do
3: / ∗ Sample the cluster assignments ∗ /
4: for d← 1 to D do
5: Sample cd by Eq. (7)
6: Update ncluster

m,k

7: end for
8: / ∗ Sample the topics for words ∗ /
9: for d← 1 to D do

10: for i← 1 to Nd do
11: For wd,i = v, sample zd,i by Eq. (8)
12: Update ncluster

m,k , ndoc
d,k , ntopic

k,v

13: end for
14: end for
15: / ∗ Sample λl,m ∗ /
16: for all l,m do
17: Sample λl,m by Eq. (12)
18: Recompute πd,m =

∏L
l=1(λl,m)fd,l

19: end for
20: end for
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Abstract

Encoder-decoder models for unsupervised
sentence representation learning using the dis-
tributional hypothesis effectively constrain the
learnt representation of a sentence to only that
needed to reproduce the next sentence. While
the decoder is important to constrain the rep-
resentation, these models tend to discard the
decoder after training since only the encoder
is needed to map the input sentence into a vec-
tor representation. However, parameters learnt
in the decoder also contain useful information
about the language. In order to utilise the de-
coder after learning, we present two types of
decoding functions whose inverse can be eas-
ily derived without expensive inverse calcu-
lation. Therefore, the inverse of the decod-
ing function can serve as another encoder that
produces sentence representations. We show
that, with careful design of the decoding func-
tions, the model learns good sentence repre-
sentations, and the ensemble of the represen-
tations produced from the encoder and the in-
verse of the decoder demonstrate even better
generalisation ability and solid transferability.

1 Introduction

Learning sentence representations from unlabelled
data is becoming increasingly prevalent in both
the machine learning and natural language pro-
cessing research communities, as it efficiently and
cheaply allows knowledge extraction that can suc-
cessfully transfer to downstream tasks. Methods
built upon the distributional hypothesis (Harris,
1954) and distributional similarity (Firth, 1957)
can be roughly categorised into two types:

Word-prediction Objective: This objective
pushes the system to make better predictions of
words in a given sentence. As the nature of the
objective is to predict words, these are also called
generative models. In one of the two classes of
models of this type, an encoder-decoder model

is learnt using a corpus of contiguous sentences
(Kiros et al., 2015; Gan et al., 2017; Tang et al.,
2018) to make predictions of the words in the next
sentence given the words in the current one. Af-
ter training, the decoder is usually discarded as
it is only needed during training and is not de-
signed to produce sentence representations. In the
other class of models of this type, a large lan-
guage model is learnt (Peters et al., 2018; Radford
et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2018) on unlabelled cor-
pora, which could be an autoregressive model or
a masked language model, which gives extremely
powerful language encoders but requires massive
computing resources and training time.

Similarity-based Objective: The objective
here relies on a predefined similarity function to
force the model to produce more similar represen-
tations for adjacent sentences than those that are
not (Li and Hovy, 2014; Jernite et al., 2017; Nie
et al., 2017; Logeswaran and Lee, 2018). There-
fore, the inductive biases introduced by the two
key components, the differential similarity func-
tion and the context window, in the objective cru-
cially determine the quality of learnt representa-
tions and what sentence information can be en-
coded in them.

To avoid tuning the inductive biases in the
similarity-based objective, we follow the word-
prediction objective with an encoder and a de-
coder, and we are particularly interested in exploit-
ing invertible decoding functions, which can then
be used as additional encoders during testing. The
contribution of our work is summarised as follows:

1. The decoder is used in testing to produce sen-
tence representations. With careful design,
the inverse function of the decoder is easy to
derive with no expensive inverse calculation.

2. The inverse of the decoder provides high-
quality sentence representations as well as
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the encoder and, since the inverse function
of the decoder naturally behaves differently
from the encoder, the representations from
both functions complement each other and an
ensemble of both provides good results on
downstream tasks.

3. The analyses show that the effectiveness of
the invertible constraint enforced on the de-
coder side and learning from unlabelled cor-
pora help the produced representations to bet-
ter capture the meaning of sentences.

2 Related Work

Learning vector representations for words with
a word embedding matrix as the encoder and a
context word embedding matrix as the decoder
(Mikolov et al., 2013a; Lebret and Collobert,
2014; Pennington et al., 2014; Bojanowski et al.,
2017) can be considered as a word-level example
of our approach, as the models learn to predict the
surrounding words in the context given the current
word, and the context word embeddings can also
be utilised to augment the word embeddings (Pen-
nington et al., 2014; Levy et al., 2015). We are
thus motivated to explore the use of sentence de-
coders after learning instead of ignoring them as
most sentence encoder-decoder models do.

Our approach is to invert the decoding func-
tion in order to use it as another encoder to as-
sist the original encoder. In order to make com-
putation of the inverse function well-posed and
tractable, careful design of the decoder is needed.
A simple instance of an invertible decoder is a lin-
ear projection with an orthonormal square matrix,
whose transpose is its inverse. A family of bi-
jective transformations with non-linear functions
(Dinh et al., 2014; Rezende and Mohamed, 2015;
Kingma et al., 2016) can also be considered as it
empowers the decoder to learn a complex data dis-
tribution.

In our paper, we exploit two types of plausi-
ble decoding functions, including linear projection
and bijective functions with neural networks (Dinh
et al., 2014), and with proper design, the inverse
of each of the decoding functions can be derived
without expensive inverse calculation after learn-
ing. Thus, the decoder function can be utilised
along with the encoder for building sentence rep-
resentations. We show that the ensemble of the en-
coder and the inverse of the decoder outperforms
each of them.

3 Model Design

Our model has similar structure to that of skip-
thought (Kiros et al., 2015) and, given the neigh-
bourhood hypothesis (Tang et al., 2017), learns to
decode the next sentence given the current one in-
stead of predicting both the previous sentence and
the next one at the same time.

3.1 Training Objective
We have previously shown (Tang et al., 2018)
that neither an autoregressive nor an RNN decoder
is necessary for learning sentence representations
that excel on downstream tasks. As the autoregres-
sive decoders are slow to train and the quality of
the generated sequences is not highly correlated
with that of the representations of the sentences,
our model only learns to predict words in the next
sentence in a non-autoregressive fashion.

Suppose that the i-th sentence Si =
{w1, w2, ..., wNi} has Ni words, and Si+1

has Ni+1 words. The learning objective is to
maximise the averaged log-likelihood for all
sentence pairs:

`Si+i|Si
(φ,θ) =

1

Ni+1

∑

wj∈Si+1

logP (wj |Si)

where θ and φ contain the parameters in the en-
coder fen(Si;θ) and the decoder fde(zi;φ) re-
spectively. The forward computation of our model
for a given sentence pair {Si, Si+1}, in which the
words in Si are the input to the learning system
and the words in Si+1 are targets is defined as:

zi = fen(Si;θ)

xi = fde(zi;φ)

where zi is the vector representation of Si, and
xi is the vector output of the decoder which will
be compared with the vector representations of
words in the next sentence Si+1. Since calculating
the likelihood of generating each word involves a
computationally demanding softmax function, the
negative sampling method (Mikolov et al., 2013a)
is applied to replace the softmax, and logP (wj |si)
is calculated as:

log σ(x>i vwj ) +
K∑

k=1

Ewk∼Pe(w) log σ(−x>i vwk
)

where vwk
∈ Rdv is the pretrained vector repre-

sentation for wk, the empirical distribution Pe(w)
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is the unigram distribution of words in the training
corpus raised to power 0.75 as suggested in prior
work (Mikolov et al., 2013b), and K is the num-
ber of negative samples. In this case, we enforce
the output of the decoder xi to have the same di-
mensionality as the pretrained word vectors vwj .
The loss function is summed over all contiguous
sentence pairs in the training corpus. For simplic-
ity, we omit the subscription for indexing the sen-
tences in the following sections.

3.2 Encoder

The encoder fen(S;θ) is a bi-directional Gated
Recurrent Unit (Chung et al., 2014) with d dimen-
sions in each direction. It processes word vectors
in an input sentence {vw1 ,vw2 , ...,vwN } sequen-
tially according to the temporal order of the words,
and generates a sequence of hidden states. During
learning, in order to reduce the computation load,
only the last hidden state serves as the sentence
representation z ∈ Rdz , where dz = 2d.

3.3 Decoder

As the goal is to reuse the decoding function
fde(z) as another plausible encoder for building
sentence representations after learning rather than
ignoring it, one possible solution is to find the in-
verse function of the decoder function during test-
ing, which is noted as f−1de (x). In order to reduce
the complexity and the running time during both
training and testing, the decoding function fde(z)
needs to be easily invertible. Here, two types of
decoding functions are considered and explored.

3.3.1 Linear Projection

In this case, the decoding function is a linear pro-
jection, which is x = fde(z) = Wz + b, where
W ∈ Rdv×dz is a trainable weight matrix and
b ∈ Rdv×1 is the bias term.

As fde is a linear projection, the simplest situ-
ation is when W is an orthogonal matrix and its
inverse is equal to its transpose. Often, as the di-
mensionality of vector z doesn’t necessarily need
to match that of the word vectors v, U is not a
square matrix . To enforce invertibility on W , a
row-wise orthonormal regularisation on W is ap-
plied during learning, which leads toWW> = I ,
where I is the identity matrix. Thus the inverse
function is simply z = f−1de (x) = W>(x − b),
which is easily computed. The regularisation for-
mula is ||WW>−I||F , where ||·||F is the Frobe-

nius norm.1 Specifically, the update rule (Cissé
et al., 2017) for the regularisation is:

W := (1 + β)W − β(WW>)W

The usage of the decoder during training and test-
ing is defined as follows:

Training: x = fde(z) =Wz + b

Testing: z = f−1de (x) =W>(x− b)

Therefore, the decoder is also utilised after learn-
ing to serve as a linear encoder in addition to the
RNN encoder.

3.3.2 Bijective Functions
A general case is to use a bijective function as the
decoder, as bijective functions are naturally invert-
ible. However, the inverse of a bijective function
could be hard to find and its calculation could also
be computationally expensive.

A family of bijective transformations was de-
signed in NICE (Dinh et al., 2014), and the sim-
plest continuous bijective function f : RD → RD
and its inverse f−1 is defined as:

h : y1 = x1, y2 = x2 +m(x1)

h−1 : x1 = y1, x2 = y2 −m(y1)

where x1 is a d-dimensional partition of the input
x ∈ RD, andm : Rd → RD−d is an arbitrary con-
tinuous function, which could be a trainable multi-
layer feedforward neural network with non-linear
activation functions. The layer h is named as an
‘additive coupling layer’ (Dinh et al., 2014), which
has unit Jacobian determinant. To allow the learn-
ing system to explore more powerful transforma-
tion, we follow the design of the ‘affine coupling
layer’ (Dinh et al., 2016):

h : y1 = x1, y2 = x2 ◦ exp(s(x1)) + t(x1)

h−1 : x1 = y1, x2 = (y2 − t(y1)) ◦ exp(−s(x1))

where s : Rd → RD−d and t : Rd → RD−d are
both neural networks with linear output units, and
◦ is the Hadamard product.

The requirement of the continuous bijective
transformation is that, the dimensionality of the
input x and the output y need to match exactly.

1As often the dimension of sentence vectors are equal to
or larger than that of word vectors, W has more columns
than rows. If this is not the case, then the regulariser becomes
||W>W − I||F .
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In our case, the output x ∈ Rdv of the decoding
function fde has lower dimensionality than the in-
put z ∈ Rdz does. Our solution is to add an or-
thonormal regularised linear projection before the
bijective function to transform the vector represen-
tation of a sentence to the desired dimension.

The usage of the decoder that is composed of a
bijective function and a regularised linear projec-
tion during training and testing is defined as:

Training: x = fde(z) = h(Wz + b)

Testing: z = f−1de (x) =W>(h−1(x)− b)

3.4 Using Decoder in the Test Phase

As the decoder is easily invertible, it is also
used to produce vector representations. The post-
processing step (Arora et al., 2017) that removes
the top principal component is applied on the rep-
resentations from fen and f−1de individually. In the
following sections, zen denotes the post-processed
representation from fen, and zde from f−1de . Since
fen and f−1de naturally process sentences in distinc-
tive ways, it is reasonable to expect that the ensem-
ble of zen and zde will outperform each of them.

4 Experimental Design

Experiments are conducted in PyTorch (Paszke
et al., 2017), with evaluation using the SentEval
package (Conneau et al., 2017) with modifications
to include the post-processing step. Word vec-
tors vwj are initialised with FastText (Bojanowski
et al., 2017), and fixed during learning.

4.1 Unlabelled Corpora

Two unlabelled corpora, including BookCorpus
(Zhu et al., 2015) and UMBC News Corpus (Han
et al., 2013), are used to train models with invert-
ible decoders. These corpora are referred to as B,
and U in Tables 3 and 5. The UMBC News Corpus
is roughly twice as large as the BookCorpus, and
the details are shown in Table 1.

Name # of sentences

BookCorpus (B) 74 million
UMBC News (U) 134.5 million

Table 1: Summary statistics of the two corpora used.
For simplicity, the two corpora are referred to as B and
U in the following tables respectively.

4.2 Evaluation Tasks

4.3 Unsupervised Evaluation

The unsupervised tasks include five tasks from Se-
mEval Semantic Textual Similarity (STS) in 2012-
2016 (Agirre et al., 2015, 2014, 2016, 2012, 2013)
and the SemEval2014 Semantic Relatedness task
(SICK-R) (Marelli et al., 2014).

The cosine similarity between vector represen-
tations of two sentences determines the textual
similarity of two sentences, and the performance
is reported in Pearson’s correlation score between
human-annotated labels and the model predictions
on each dataset.

4.4 Supervised Evaluation

Supervised evaluation tasks include Semantic re-
latedness (SICK) (Marelli et al., 2014), SemEval
(STS-B) (Cer et al., 2017), paraphrase detection
(MRPC) (Dolan et al., 2004), question-type clas-
sification (TREC) (Li and Roth, 2002), movie re-
view sentiment (MR) (Pang and Lee, 2005), Stan-
ford Sentiment Treebank (SST) (Socher et al.,
2013), customer product reviews (CR) (Hu and
Liu, 2004), subjectivity/objectivity classification
(SUBJ) (Pang and Lee, 2004), opinion polarity
(MPQA) (Wiebe et al., 2005).

In these tasks, MR, CR, SST, SUBJ, MPQA and
MRPC are binary classification tasks; TREC is a
multi-class classification task. SICK and MRPC
require the same feature engineering method (Tai
et al., 2015) in order to compose a vector from vec-
tor representations of two sentences to indicate the
difference between them.

4.5 Hyperparameter Tuning

The hyperparameters are tuned on the aver-
aged scores on STS14 of the model trained on
BookCorpus, thus these results are marked with a
? in Table 3 to indicate potential overfitting. These
parameters are then used for all tasks.

The hyperparameter settings for our model are
summarised as follows: the batch size N = 512,
the dimension of sentence vectors dz = 2048, the
dimension of word vectors dvwj

= 300, the num-
ber of negative samples K = 5, and the initial
learning rate is 5 × 10−4 which is kept fixed dur-
ing learning. The Adam optimiser (Kingma and
Ba, 2014) with gradient clipping (Pascanu et al.,
2013) is applied for stable learning. Each model
in our experiment is only trained for one epoch on
the given training corpus.
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Unsupervised tasks Supervised tasks

Toronto
Hrs

Avg of STS tasks Avg of Avg of Binary-CLS tasks MRPC
BookCorpus (STS12-16, SICK14) SICK-R, STS-B (MR, CR, SUBJ, MPQA, SST)

Generative Objective with Invertible Linear Projection

zen

3
64.9 82.2 86.2 75.1/83.4

zde 67.6 82.2 85.2 73.7/82.5
ensemble(zen,zde) 70.2 83.1 87.0 76.5/83.7

Generative Objective with Linear Projection

zen

3
54.6 (↓10.3) 79.5 (↓2.7) 85.6 (↓0.6) 75.1/82.5

zde 69.5 (↑1.9) 82.4 (↑0.2) 84.7 (↓0.5) 74.3/82.0
ensemble(zen,zde) 66.9 (↓3.3) 82.8 (↓0.3) 86.3 (↓0.7) 76.2/83.5

Generative Objective with Bijective Transformation + Invertible Linear Projection

zen

3.3
67.1 82.1 85.4 74.3/82.2

zde 67.6 82.1 85.0 74.6/82.4
ensemble(zen,zde) 70.0 82.9 86.5 76.2/83.0

Generative Objective with Bijective Transformation + Linear Projection

zen

3.3
63.4 (↓3.7) 81.7 (↓0.4) 85.2 (↓0.2) 76.9/84.3

zde 67.8 (↑0.2) 82.2 (↑0.1) 84.1 (↓0.9) 74.7/82.0
ensemble(zen,zde) 69.4 (↓0.6) 82.5 (↓0.4) 86.1 (↓0.4) 76.6/83.4

Table 2: The effect of the invertible constraint on linear projection. The arrow and its associated value of
a representation is the relative performance gain or loss compared to its comparison partner with the invertible
constraint. As shown, the invertible constraint does help improve each representation, and ensures the ensemble of
two encoding functions gives better performance. Better view in colour.

For the linear projection, β in the invertible con-
straint is set to be 0.01, and after learning, all 300
eigenvalues are close to 1. For the bijective trans-
formation, in order to make sure that each output
unit is influenced by all input units, we stack four
affine coupling layers in the bijective transforma-
tion (Dinh et al., 2014). The non-linear mappings
s and t are both neural networks with one hidden
layer with rectified linear activation function.

4.6 Representation Pooling

Various pooling functions are applied to produce
vector representations for input sentences.

For unsupervised evaluation tasks, as recom-
mended in previous studies (Pennington et al.,
2014; Kenter et al., 2016; Wieting and Gimpel,
2017), a global mean-pooling function is applied
on both the output of the RNN encoder fen to pro-
duce a vector representation zen and the inverse of
the decoder f−1de to produce zde.

For supervised evaluation tasks, three pooling
functions, including global max-, min-, and mean-
pooling, are applied on top of the encoder and the
outputs from three pooling functions are concate-
nated to serve as a vector representation for a given

sentence. The same representation pooling strat-
egy is applied on the inverse of the decoder.

The reasons for applying different representa-
tion pooling strategies for the two categories of
tasks include:

(1) cosine similarity of two vector representa-
tions is directly calculated in unsupervised eval-
uation tasks to determine the textual similar-
ity of two sentences; it suffers from the curse-
of-dimensionality (Donoho, 2000), which leads
to more equidistantly distributed representations
for higher dimensional vector representations de-
creasing the difference among similarity scores.

(2) given Cover’s theorem (Cover, 1965) and
the blessings-of-dimensionality property, it is
more likely for the data points to be linearly sepa-
rable when they are presented in high dimensional
space, and in the supervised evaluation tasks, high
dimensional vector representations are preferred
as a linear classifier will be learnt to evaluate how
well the produced sentence representations are lin-
early separable;

(3) in our case, both the encoder and the inverse
of the decoder are capable of producing a vector
representation per time step in a given sentence;
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1Arora et al. (2017);2Wieting et al. (2015);3Wieting and Gimpel (2018);4Conneau et al. (2017);
5Wieting and Gimpel (2018);6−10Agirre et al. (2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016);

11Marelli et al. (2014);12Mikolov et al. (2017)

Task
Un. Training Semi. Su.

Linear Bijective fastText 2PSL 4Infer 3ParaNMT

B U B U 12avg 1WR 1avg 1WR Sent (concat.)
6STS12 61.5 61.3 60.8 62.7 58.3 58.8 52.8 59.5 58.2 67.7
7STS13 61.3 61.8 60.7 62.2 51.0 59.9 46.4 61.8 48.5 62.8
8STS14 ?71.6 72.1 72.1 73.2 65.2 69.4 59.5 73.5 67.1 76.9
9STS15 76.1 76.9 76.6 77.6 67.7 74.2 60.0 76.3 71.1 79.8
10STS16 74.8 76.1 75.8 76.9 64.3 72.4 - - 71.2 76.8
11SICK14 76.1 73.6 74.2 73.9 69.8 72.3 66.4 72.9 73.4 -

Average 70.2 70.3 70.0 71.1 62.7 67.8 - - 64.9 -

Table 3: Results on unsupervised evaluation tasks (Pearson’s r × 100) . Bold numbers are the best results
among unsupervised transfer models, and underlined numbers are the best ones among all models. ‘WR’ refers to
the post-processing step that removes the top principal component.

although during training only the last one is re-
garded as the sentence representation for fast train-
ing speed, it is more reasonable to make use of all
representations at all time steps with various pool-
ing functions to compute a vector representation to
produce high-quality sentence representations that
excel on the downstream tasks.

5 Discussion

It is worth discussing the motivation of the model
design and the observations in our experiments.
As mentioned as one of the take-away messages
in previous work (Wieting and Kiela, 2019), to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the invertible
constraint, the comparison of our model with the
constraint and its own variants use the same word
embeddings from FastText (Bojanowski et al.,
2017) and have the same dimensionaility of sen-
tence representations during learning, and use the
same classifier on top of the produced representa-
tions with the same hyperparameter settings.

Overall, given the performance of the inverse of
each decoder (linear and bijective function) pre-
sented in Tables 3 and 5, it is reasonable to state
that the inverse of each decoder provides high-
quality sentence representations as well as the en-
coder. We found no significant difference between
the two decoders in terms of the performance on
the downstream tasks. In this section, observations
and thoughts are presented based on the analyses
of our models with the linear invertible constraint.

5.1 Effect of Invertible Constraint

The motivation of enforcing the invertible con-
straint on the decoder during learning is to make
it usable and potentially helpful during testing in
terms of boosting the performance of the lone
RNN encoder in the encoder-decoder models (in-
stead of ignoring the decoder part after learning).
Therefore, it is important to check the necessity of
the invertible constraint on the decoders.

A model with the same hyperparameter settings
but without the invertible constraint is trained as
the baseline model, and macro-averaged results
that summarise the same type of tasks are pre-
sented in Table 2.

As noted in the prior work (Hill et al., 2016),
there exists significant inconsistency between the
group of unsupervised tasks and the group of su-
pervised ones, it is possible for a model to excel
on one group of tasks but fail on the other one. As
presented in our table, the inverse of the decoder
tends to perform better than the encoder on unsu-
pervised tasks, and the situation reverses when it
comes to the supervised ones.

In our model, the invertible constraint helps the
RNN encoder fen to perform better on the unsu-
pervised evaluation tasks, and helps the inverse
of the decoder f−1de to provide better results on
single sentence classification tasks. An interest-
ing observation is that, by enforcing the invertible
constraint, the model learns to sacrifice the per-
formance of f−1de and improve the performance of
fen on unsupervised tasks to mitigate the gap be-
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tween the two encoding functions, which leads to
more aligned vector representations between fen
and f−1de .

5.2 Effect of Ensemble
Although encouraging the invertible constraint
leads to slightly poorer performance of f−1de on un-
supervised tasks, it generally leads to better sen-
tence representations when the ensemble of the en-
coder fen and the inverse of the decoder f−1de is
considered. Specifically, for unsupervised tasks,
the ensemble is an average of the two vector repre-
sentations produced from the two encoding func-
tions during the testing time, and for supervised
tasks, the concatenation of the two representations
is regarded as the representation of a given sen-
tence. The ensemble method is recommended in
prior work (Pennington et al., 2014; Levy et al.,
2015; Wieting and Gimpel, 2017; McCann et al.,
2017; Tang et al., 2018; Wieting and Kiela, 2019).

As presented in Table 2, on unsupervised eval-
uation tasks (STS12-16 and SICK14), the ensem-
ble of two encoding functions is averaging, which
benefits from aligning representations from fen
and f−1de by enforcing the invertible constraint.
While in the learning system without the invertible
constraint, the ensemble of two encoding func-
tions provides worse performance than f−1de .

On supervised evaluation tasks, as the ensemble
method is concatenation and a linear model is ap-
plied on top of the concatenated representations,
as long as the two encoding functions process sen-
tences distinctively, the linear classifier is capa-
ble of picking relevant feature dimensions from
both encoding functions to make good predictions,
thus there is no significant difference between our
model with and without invertible constraint.

5.3 Effect of Learning
Recent research (Wieting and Kiela, 2019) showed
that the improvement on supervised evaluation
tasks obtained by learning from labelled or un-
labelled corpora is rather insignificant compared
to random initialised projections on top of pre-
trained word vectors. Another interesting direc-
tion of research that utilises probabilistic random
walk models on the unit sphere (Arora et al., 2016,
2017; Ethayarajh, 2018) derived several simple
yet effective post-processing methods that operate
on pretrained word vectors and are able to boost
the performance of the averaged word vectors as
the sentence representation on unsupervised tasks.

While these papers reveal interesting aspects of the
downstream tasks and question the need for opti-
mising a learning objective, our results show that
learning on unlabelled corpora helps.

On unsupervised evaluation tasks, in order
to show that learning from an unlabelled cor-
pus helps, the performance of our learnt repre-
sentations should be directly compared with the
pretrained word vectors, FastText in our system,
at the same dimensionality with the same post-
processing (Arora et al., 2017). The word vec-
tors are scattered in the 300-dimensional space,
and our model has a decoder that is learnt to
project a sentence representation z ∈ Rdz to
x = fde(z;φ) ∈ R300. The comparison of our
learnt representations with averaged word vectors
with the same postprocessing are presented in Ta-
ble 4.

As shown in the Table 4, the performance of our
learnt system is better than FastText at the same
dimensionality. It is worth mentioning that, in our
system, the final representation is an average of
postprocessed word vectors and the learnt repre-
sentations x, and the invertible constraint guaran-
tees that the ensemble of both gives better perfor-
mance. Otherwise, as discussed in the previous
section, an ensemble of postprocessed word vec-
tors and some random encoders won’t necessarily
lead to stronger results. Table 3 also provides ev-
idence for the effectiveness of learning on the un-
supervised evaluation tasks.

Task Linear Bijective FastText+WR

STS12 60.7 60.9 58.8
STS13 61.1 60.0 59.9
STS14 71.7 71.7 69.4
STS15 75.9 75.4 74.2
STS16 74.9 73.5 72.4

SICK14 75.7 75.8 72.3

Average 70.0 69.6 67.8

Table 4: Comparison of the learnt representations in
our system with the same dimensionality as the aver-
age of the same pretrained word vectors on unsuper-
vised evaluation tasks. The encoding function that is
learnt to compose a sentence representation from pre-
trained word vectors outperforms averaging the same
word vectors, which supports our argument that learn-
ing helps to produce higher-quality sentence represen-
tations.

On supervised evaluation tasks, we agree that
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1Conneau et al. (2017);2Hill et al. (2016); 3Kiros et al. (2015);4Ba et al. (2016);5Gan et al. (2017);
6Jernite et al. (2017);7Nie et al. (2017);8Zhao et al. (2015);9Logeswaran and Lee (2018);10Marelli et al. (2014);

11Dolan et al. (2004);12Li and Roth (2002);13Pang and Lee (2005);14Hu and Liu (2004)
15Pang and Lee (2004);16Wiebe et al. (2005);17Socher et al. (2013);18Wieting and Kiela (2019)

Model Hrs 10SICK-R 10SICK-E 11MRPC 12TREC 13MR 14CR 15SUBJ 16MPQA 17SST

Supervised task-dependent training - No transfer learning

8AdaSent - - - - 92.4 83.1 86.3 95.5 93.3 -
1TF-KLD - - - 80.4/85.9 - - - - - -

Supervised training - Transfer learning

1InferSent <24 88.4 86.3 76.2/83.1 88.2 81.1 86.3 92.4 90.2 84.6

Unsupervised training with ordered sentences

2FastSent+AE 2 - - 71.2/79.1 80.4 71.8 76.5 88.8 81.5 -
4ST+LN 720 85.8 79.5 - 88.4 79.4 83.1 93.7 89.3 82.9
5CNN-LSTM - 86.2 - 76.5/83.8 92.6 77.8 82.1 93.6 89.4 -

6DiscSent 8 - - 75.0/ - 87.2 - - 93.0 - -
7DisSent - 79.1 80.3 - / - 84.6 82.5 80.2 92.4 89.6 82.9
9MC-QT 11 86.8 - 76.9/84.0 92.8 80.4 85.2 93.9 89.4 -

B - Bijective z 3.3 87.9 84.5 76.2/83.0 89.6 80.3 82.6 94.6 89.3 85.6
B - Linear z 3 88.1 85.2 76.5/83.7 90.0 81.3 83.5 94.6 89.5 85.9

U - Bijective z 10 87.8 85.2 76.4/83.7 90.8 80.9 82.7 94.6 89.2 83.3
U - Linear z 8.8 87.8 85.9 77.5/83.8 92.2 81.3 83.4 94.7 89.5 85.9

No training - 18Global max-pooling on top of random projection

BOREP 0 85.9 84.3 73.7/ - 89.5 78.6 79.9 93.0 88.8 82.5
RandLSTM 0 86.6 83.0 74.7/ - 88.4 78.2 79.9 92.8 88.2 83.2
ESN 0 87.2 85.1 75.3/ - 92.2 79.1 80.2 93.4 88.9 84.6

Table 5: Results on supervised evaluation tasks. Bold numbers are the best results among unsupervised transfer
models with ordered sentences, and underlined numbers are the best ones among all models.

higher dimensional vector representations give
better results on the downstream tasks. Compared
to random projections with 4096 × 6 output di-
mensions, learning from unlabelled corpora lever-
ages the distributional similarity (Firth, 1957) at
the sentence-level into the learnt representations
and potentially helps capture the meaning of a sen-
tence. In our system, the raw representations are
in 2400-dimensional space, and the use of various
pooling functions expands it to 2048 × 6 dimen-
sions, which is half as large as the random projec-
tion dimension and still yields better performance.
Both our models and random projections with no
training are presented in Table 5.

The evidence from both sets of downstream
tasks support our argument that learning from un-
labelled corpora helps the representations capture
meaning of sentences. However, current ways
of incorporating the distributional hypothesis only

utilise it as a weak and noisy supervision, which
might limit the quality of the learnt sentence rep-
resentations.

6 Conclusion

Two types of decoders, including an orthonormal
regularised linear projection and a bijective trans-
formation, whose inverses can be derived effort-
lessly, are presented in order to utilise the decoder
as another encoder in the testing phase. The ex-
periments and comparisons are conducted on two
large unlabelled corpora, and the performance on
the downstream tasks shows the high usability and
generalisation ability of the decoders in testing.

Analyses show that the invertible constraint en-
forced on the decoder encourages the usual en-
coder and the invertible decoder to learn from the
other one during learning, and provides improved
encoding functions after learning. An ensemble of
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the encoder and the inverse of the decoder gives
even better performance when the invertible con-
straint is applied on the decoder side. Further-
more, by comparing with prior work, we argue
that learning from unlabelled corpora indeed helps
to improve the sentence representations, although
the current way of utilising corpora might not be
optimal.

We view our work as unifying the genera-
tive and discriminative objectives for unsupervised
sentence representation learning, as the decoder is
trained with a generative objective which when in-
verted can be seen as creating a discriminative tar-
get.

The proposed method in our implementation
doesn’t provide state-of-the-art performance on
the downstream tasks, but we see our method as
an opportunity to fuse all possible components in
a model, even a usually discarded decoder, to pro-
duce sentence representations. Future work could
potentially expand our work into an end-to-end in-
vertible model that is able to produce high-quality
representations by omnidirectional computations.
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Abstract

There exist few text-specific methods for un-
supervised anomaly detection, and for those
that do exist, none utilize pre-trained models
for distributed vector representations of words.
In this paper we introduce a new anomaly
detection method—Context Vector Data De-
scription (CVDD)—which builds upon word
embedding models to learn multiple sentence
representations that capture multiple seman-
tic contexts via the self-attention mechanism.
Modeling multiple contexts enables us to per-
form contextual anomaly detection of sen-
tences and phrases with respect to the mul-
tiple themes and concepts present in an un-
labeled text corpus. These contexts in com-
bination with the self-attention weights make
our method highly interpretable. We demon-
strate the effectiveness of CVDD quantita-
tively as well as qualitatively on the well-
known Reuters, 20 Newsgroups, and IMDB
Movie Reviews datasets.

1 Introduction

Anomaly Detection (AD) (Chandola et al., 2009;
Pimentel et al., 2014; Aggarwal, 2017) is the
task of discerning rare or unusual samples in a
corpus of unlabeled data. A common approach
to AD is one-class classification (Moya et al.,
1993), where the objective is to learn a model
that compactly describes “normality”—usually as-
suming that most of the unlabeled training data is
“normal,” i.e. non-anomalous. Deviations from
this description are then deemed to be anoma-
lous. Examples of one-class classification meth-
ods are the well-known One-Class SVM (OC-
SVM) (Schölkopf et al., 2001) and Support Vector
Data Description (SVDD) (Tax and Duin, 2004).

Applying AD to text is useful for many appli-
cations including discerning anomalous web con-
tent (e.g. posts, reviews, or product descriptions),

automated content management, spam detection,
and characterizing news articles so as to identify
similar or dissimilar novel topics. Recent work
has found that proper text representation is criti-
cal for designing well-performing machine learn-
ing algorithms. Given the exceptional impact that
universal vector embeddings of words (Bengio
et al., 2003) such as word2vec (Mikolov et al.,
2013), GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014), and Fast-
Text (Bojanowski et al., 2017; Joulin et al., 2017)
or dynamic vector embeddings of text by language
models such as ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) and
BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) have had on NLP, it is
somewhat surprising that there has been no work
on adapting AD techniques to use such unsuper-
vised pre-trained models. Existing AD methods
for text still typically rely on bag-of-words (BoW)
text representations (Manevitz and Yousef, 2001,
2007; Mahapatra et al., 2012; Kannan et al., 2017).

In this work, we introduce a novel one-class
classification method that takes advantage of pre-
trained word embedding models for performing
AD on text. Starting with pre-trained word embed-
dings, our method—Context Vector Data Descrip-
tion (CVDD)—finds a collection of transforms to
map variable-length sequences of word embed-
dings to a collection of fixed-length text repre-
sentations via a multi-head self-attention mecha-
nism. These representations are trained along with
a collection of context vectors such that the con-
text vectors and representations are similar while
keeping the context vectors diverse. Training these
representations and context vectors jointly allows
our algorithm to capture multiple modes of nor-
malcy which may, for example, correspond to
a collection of distinct yet non-anomalous top-
ics. Disentangling such modes allows for contex-
tual anomaly detection with sample-based expla-
nations and enhanced model interpretability.
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(a) Overall most anomalous reviews in IMDB test set according to CVDD.

c1 c2 c3
great excellent awful downright plot characters
good superb stupid inept story storyline
well wonderful pathetic irritating scenes narrative
nice best annoying inane subplots twists
terrific beautiful unfunny horrible tale interesting

(b) Top words per context by self-attention weights from the most similar sentences per CVDD context.

(c) Most normal reviews in IMDB test set for CVDD contexts c1, c2, and c3 with highlighted self-attention weights.

Figure 1: Illustration of CVDD trained on the IMDB Movie Reviews. The five most anomalous movie reviews are
shown in (a). Table (b) shows the most important words from three of the CVDD contexts. Our model successfully
disentangles positive and negative sentiments as well as cinematic language in an unsupervised manner. (c) shows
the most normal examples w.r.t. those contexts with explanations given by the highlighted self-attention weights.

2 Context Vector Data Description

In this section we introduce Context Vector
Data Description (CVDD), a self-attentive, multi-
context one-class classification method for unsu-
pervised AD on text. We first describe the CVDD
model and objective, followed by a description
of its optimization procedure. Finally we present
some analysis of CVDD.

2.1 Multi-Head Self-Attention

Here we describe the problem setting and multi-
head self-attention mechanism which lies at the
core of our method. Let S = (w1, . . . , w`) ∈
Rd×` be a sentence or, more generally, a sequence
of ` ∈ N words (e.g. phrase or document), where
each word is represented via some d-dimensional
vector. Given some pre-trained word embedding,
let H = (h1, . . . , h`) ∈ Rp×` be the correspond-
ing p-dimensional vector embeddings of the words
in S. The vector embeddingH might be some uni-
versal word embedding (e.g. GloVe, FastText) or
the hidden vector activations of sentence S given
by some language model (e.g. ELMo, BERT).

The aim of multi-head self-attention (Lin et al.,

2017) is to define a transformation that ac-
cepts sentences S(1), . . . , S(n) of varying lengths
`(1), . . . , `(n) and returns a vector of fixed length,
thereby allowing us to apply more standard AD
techniques. The idea here is to find a fixed-length
vector representation of size p via a convex combi-
nation of the word vectors in H . The coefficients
of this convex combination are adaptive weights
which are learned during training.

We describe the model now in more detail.
Given the word embeddings H ∈ Rp×` of a sen-
tence S, the first step of the self-attention mech-
anism is to compute the attention matrix A ∈
(0, 1)`×r by

A = softmax
(
tanh(H>W1)W2

)
, (1)

where W1 ∈ Rp×da and W2 ∈ Rda×r. The
tanh-activation is applied element-wise and the
softmax column-wise, thus making each vector
ak of the attention matrix A = (a1, . . . , ar) a
positive vector that sums to one, i.e. a weight-
ing vector. The r vectors a1 . . . , ar are called
attention heads with each head giving a weight-
ing over the words in the sentence. Dimension
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da is the internal dimensionality and thus sets the
complexity of the self-attention module. We now
obtain a fixed-length sentence embedding matrix
M = (m1, . . . ,mr) ∈ Rp×r from the word em-
beddings H by applying the self-attention weights
A as

M = HA. (2)

Thus, each column mk ∈ Rp is a weighted
linear combination of the vector embeddings
h1, . . . , h` ∈ Rp with weights ak ∈ R` given by
the respective attention head k, i.e. mk = Hak.
Often, a regularization term P such as

P =
1

n

n∑

i=1

∥∥(A(i)>A(i) − I)
∥∥2
F

(3)

is added to the learning objective to promote the
attention heads to be nearly orthogonal and thus
capture distinct views that focus on different se-
mantics and concepts of the data. Here, I denotes
the r × r identity matrix, ‖ · ‖F is the Frobenius
norm, and A(i) , A(H(i);W1,W2) is the atten-
tion matrix corresponding to sample S(i).

2.2 The CVDD Objective
In this section, we introduce an unsupervised AD
method for text. It aims to capture multiple dis-
tinct contexts that may appear in normal text. To
do so, it leverages the multi-head self-attention
mechanism (described in the previous section),
with the heads focusing on distinct contexts (one
head per context).

We first define a notion of similarity. Let
sim(u, v) be the cosine similarity between two
vectors u and v, i.e.

sim(u, v) =
〈u, v〉
‖u‖ ‖v‖ ∈ [−1, 1] (4)

and denote by d(u, v) the cosine distance between
u and v, i.e.

d(u, v) =
1

2
(1− sim(u, v)) ∈ [0, 1]. (5)

As before, let r be the number of attention
heads. We now define the context matrix C =
(c1, . . . , cr) ∈ Rp×r to be a matrix whose
columns c1, . . . , cr are vectors in the word em-
bedding space Rp. Given an unlabeled training
corpus S(1), . . . , S(n) of sentences (or phrases,
documents, etc.), which may vary in length `(i),
and their corresponding word vector embeddings

H(1), . . . ,H(n), we formulate the Context Vector
Data Description (CVDD) objective as follows:

min
C,W1,W2

1

n

n∑

i=1

r∑

k=1

σk(H
(i)) d(ck,m

(i)
k )

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:Jn(C,W1,W2)

. (6)

σ1(H), . . . , σr(H) are input-dependent weights,
i.e.

∑
k σk(H) = 1, which we specify further

below in detail. That is, CVDD finds a set of
vectors c1, . . . , cr ∈ Rp with small cosine dis-
tance to the attention-weighted data representa-
tions m(i)

1 , . . . ,m
(i)
r ∈ Rp. Note that each concept

vector ck is paired with the data representation
m

(i)
k of the kth head. This causes the network to

learn attention weights that extract the most com-
mon concepts and themes from the data. We call
the vectors c1, . . . , cr ∈ Rp context vectors be-
cause they represent a compact description of the
different contexts that are present in the data. For a
given text sample S(i), the corresponding embed-
ding m

(i)
k provides a sample representation with

respect to the kth context.

Multi-context regularization To promote the
context vectors c1, . . . , cr to capture diverse
themes and concepts, we regularize them towards
orthogonality:

P (C) = ‖C>C − I‖2F . (7)

We can now state the overall CVDD objective as

min
C,W1,W2

Jn(C,W1,W2) + λP (C), (8)

where Jn(C,W1,W2) is the objective function
from Eq. (6) and λ > 0. Because CVDD mini-
mizes the cosine distance

d(ck,mk) =
1

2

(
1−

〈
ck
‖ck‖

,
Hak
‖Hak‖

〉)
, (9)

regularizing the context vectors c1, . . . , ck to be
orthogonal implicitly regularizes the attention
weight vectors a1, . . . , ar to be orthogonal as well,
a phenomenon which we also observed empiri-
cally. Despite this, we found that regularizing the
context vectors as in (7) allows for faster, more
stable optimization in comparison to regularizing
the attention weights as in (3). We suspect this
is because in (3) P = Pn(W1,W2) depends non-
linearly on the attention network weights W1 and
W2 as well as on the data batches. In compari-
son, the gradients of P (C) in (7) can be directly
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computed. Empirically we found that selecting
λ ∈ {1, 10} gives reliable results with the desired
effect that CVDD learns multiple distinct contexts.

Optimization of CVDD We optimize the
CVDD objective jointly over the self-attention
network weights {W1,W2} and the context vec-
tors c1, . . . , cr using stochastic gradient descent
(SGD) and its variants (e.g. Adam (Kingma and
Ba, 2014)). Thus, CVDD training scales linearly
in the number of training batches. Training is car-
ried out until convergence. Since the self-attention
module is just a two-layer feed-forward network,
the computational complexity of training CVDD
is very low. However, evaluating a pre-trained
model for obtaining word embeddings may add
to the computational cost (e.g. in case of large
pre-trained language models) in which case par-
allelization strategies (e.g. by using GPUs) should
be exploited. We initialize the context vectors with
the centroids from running k-means++ (Arthur
and Vassilvitskii, 2007) on the sentence represen-
tations obtained from averaging the word embed-
dings. We empirically found that this initializa-
tion strategy improves optimization speed as well
as performance.

Weighting contexts in the CVDD objective
There is a natural motivation to consider multi-
ple vectors for representation because sentences or
documents may have multiple contexts, e.g. cin-
ematic language, movie theme, or sentiment in
movie reviews. This raises the question of how
these context representations should be weighted
in a learning objective. For this, we propose to
use a parameterized softmax over the r cosine dis-
tances of a sample S with embedding H in our
CVDD objective:

σk(H) =
exp(−α d(ck,mk(H)))∑r
j=1 exp(−α d(cj ,mj(H)))

, (10)

for k = 1, . . . , r with α ∈ [0,+∞). The
α parameter allows us to balance the weighting
between two extreme cases: (i) α = 0 which
results in all contexts being equally weighted,
i.e. σk(H) = 1/r for all k, and (ii) α → ∞ in
which case the softmax approximates the argmin-
function, i.e. only the closest context kmin =
argmink d(ck,mk) has weight σkmin = 1 whereas
σk = 0 for k 6= kmin otherwise.

Traditional clustering methods typically only
consider the argmin, i.e. the closest representa-

tives (e.g. nearest centroid in k-means). For learn-
ing multiple sentence representations as well as
contexts from data, however, this might be inef-
fective and result in poor representations. This
is due to the optimization getting “trapped” by
the closest context vectors which strongly depend
on the initialization. Not penalizing the distances
to other context vectors also does not foster the
extraction of multiple contexts per sample. For
this reason, we initially set α = 0 in training
and then gradually increase the α parameter using
some annealing strategy. Thus, learning initially
focuses on extracting multiple contexts from the
data before sample representations then gradually
get fine-tuned w.r.t their closest contexts.

2.3 Contextual Anomaly Detection
Our CVDD learning objective and the introduction
of context vectors allows us to score the “anoma-
lousness” in relation to these various contexts,
i.e. to determine anomalies contextually. We natu-
rally define the anomaly score w.r.t. context k for
some sample S with embedding H as

sk(H) = d(ck,mk(H)), (11)

the cosine distance of the contextual embedding
mk(H) to the respective context vector ck. A
greater the distance ofmk(H) to ck implies a more
anomalous sample w.r.t. context k. A straightfor-
ward choice for an overall anomaly score then is
to take the average over the contextual anomaly
scores:

s(H) =
1

r

r∑

k=1

sk(H). (12)

One might, however, select different weights for
different contexts as particular contexts might be
more or less relevant in certain scenarios. Using
word lists created from the most similar attention-
weighted sentences to a context vector provides an
interpretation of the particular context.

2.4 Avoiding Manifold Collapse
Neural approaches to AD (Ruff et al., 2018) and
clustering (Fard et al., 2018) are prone to con-
verge to degenerate solutions where the data is
transformed to a small manifold or a single point.
CVDD potentially may also suffer from this man-
ifold collapse phenomenon. Indeed, there exists
a theoretical optimal solution (C∗,W ∗1 ,W

∗
2 ) for

which the (nonnegative) CVDD objective (6) be-
comes zero due to trivial representations. This is
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the case for (C∗,W ∗1 ,W
∗
2 ) where

mk(H
(i);W ∗1 ,W

∗
2 ) = c∗k ∀i = 1, . . . , n, (13)

holds, i.e. if the contextual representation
mk(· ;W ∗1 ,W ∗2 ) is a constant mapping. In this
case, all contextual data representations have
collapsed to the respective context vectors and are
independent of the input sentence S with embed-
ding H . Because the pre-trained embeddings H
are fixed, and the self-attention embedding must
be a convex combination of the columns in H , it
is difficult for the network to overfit to a constant
function. A degenerate solution may only occur
if there exists a word which occurs in the same
location in all training samples. This property of
CVDD, however, might be used “as a feature” to
uncover such simple common structure amongst
the data such that appropriate pre-processing
steps can be carried out to rule out such “Clever
Hans” behavior (Lapuschkin et al., 2019). Finally,
since we normalize the contextual representations
mk as well as the context vectors ck with cosine
similarity, a trivial collapse to the origin (mk = 0
or ck = 0) is also avoided.

3 Related Work

Our method is related to works from unsupervised
representation learning for NLP, methods for AD
on text, as well as representation learning for AD.

Vector representations of words (Bengio et al.,
2003; Collobert and Weston, 2008) or word em-
beddings have been the key for many substan-
tial advances in NLP in recent history. Well-
known examples include word2vec (Mikolov
et al., 2013), GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014), or
fastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017; Joulin et al.,
2017). Approaches for learning sentence em-
beddings have also been introduced, including
SkipThought (Kiros et al., 2015), ParagraphVec-
tor (Le and Mikolov, 2014), Conceptual Sentence
Embedding (Wang et al., 2016), Sequential De-
noising Autoencoders (Hill et al., 2016) or Fast-
Sent (Hill et al., 2016). In a comparison of un-
supervised sentence embedding models, Hill et al.
(2016) show that the optimal embedding critically
depends on the targeted downstream task. For
specific applications, more complex deep mod-
els such as recurrent (Chung et al., 2014), recur-
sive (Socher et al., 2013) or convolutional (Kim,
2014) networks that learn task-specific dynamic

sentence embeddings usually perform best. Re-
cently, large language models like ELMo (Peters
et al., 2018) or BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) that
learn dynamic sentence embeddings in an unsu-
pervised manner have proven to be very effective
for transfer learning, beating the state-of-the-art in
many downstream tasks. Such large deep models,
however, are very computationally intensive. Fi-
nally, no method for learning representations of
words or sentences specifically for the AD task
have been proposed yet.

There are only few works addressing AD
on text. Manevitz and Yousef study one-
class classification of documents using the
OC-SVM (Schölkopf et al., 2001; Manevitz
and Yousef, 2001) and a simple autoen-
coder (Manevitz and Yousef, 2007). Liu
et al. (2002) consider learning from positively
labeled as well as unlabeled mixed data of
documents what they call a “partially supervised
classification” problem that is similar to one-class
classification. Kannan et al. (2017) introduce a
non-negative matrix factorization method for AD
on text that is based on block coordinate descent
optimization. Mahapatra et al. (2012) include
external contextual information for detecting
anomalies using LDA clustering. All the above
works, however, only consider document-to-word
co-occurrence text representations. Other ap-
proaches rely on specific handcrafted features for
particular domains or types of anomalies (Guthrie,
2008; Kumaraswamy et al., 2015). None of the
existing methods make use of pre-trained word
models that were trained on huge corpora of text.

Learning representations for AD or Deep
Anomaly Detection (Chalapathy and Chawla,
2019) has seen great interest recently. Such ap-
proaches are motivated by applications on large
and complex datasets and the limited scalability
of classic, shallow AD techniques and their need
for manual feature engineering. Deep approaches
aim to overcome those limitations by automati-
cally learning relevant features from the data and
mini-batch training for improved computational
scaling. Most existing deep AD works are in
the computer vision domain and show promising,
state-of-the-art results for image data (Andrews
et al., 2016; Schlegl et al., 2017; Ruff et al., 2018;
Deecke et al., 2018; Golan and El-Yaniv, 2018;
Hendrycks et al., 2019). Other works examine
deep AD on general high-dimensional point data
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(Sakurada and Yairi, 2014; Xu et al., 2015; Erfani
et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2017). Few deep ap-
proaches examine sequential data, and those that
do exist focus on time series data AD using LSTM
networks (Bontemps et al., 2016; Malhotra et al.,
2015, 2016). As mentioned earlier, there exists no
representation learning approach for AD on text.

4 Experiments

We evaluate the performance of CVDD quantita-
tively in one-class classification experiments on
the Reuters-215781 and 20 Newsgroups2 datasets
as well as qualitatively in an application on IMDB
Movie Reviews3 to detect anomalous reviews.4

4.1 Experimental Details

Pre-trained Models We employ the pre-trained
GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) as well as fast-
Text (Bojanowski et al., 2017; Joulin et al., 2017)
word embeddings in our experiments. For GloVe
we consider the 6B tokens vector embeddings of
p = 300 dimensions that have been trained on
the Wikipedia and Gigaword 5 corpora. For fast-
Text we consider the English word vectors that
also have p = 300 dimensions which have been
trained on the Wikipedia and English webcrawl.
We also experimented with dynamic word embed-
dings from the BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) lan-
guage model but did not observe improvements
over GloVe or fastText on the considered datasets
that would justify the added computational cost.

Baselines We consider three baselines for ag-
gregating word vector embeddings to fixed-length
sentence representations: (i) mean, (ii) tf-idf
weighted mean, and (iii) max-pooling. It has been
repeatedly observed that the simple average sen-
tence embedding proves to be a strong baseline
in many tasks (Wieting et al., 2016; Arora et al.,
2017; Rücklé et al., 2018). Max-pooling is com-
monly applied over hidden activations (Lee and
Dernoncourt, 2016). The tf-idf weighted mean is a
natural sentence embedding baseline that includes
document-to-term co-occurrence statistics. For
AD, we then consider the OC-SVM (Schölkopf
et al., 2001) with cosine kernel (which in this case
is equivalent to SVDD (Tax and Duin, 2004)) on
these sentence embeddings where we always train

1daviddlewis.com/resources/testcollections/reuters21578
2qwone.com/ jason/20Newsgroups
3ai.stanford.edu/amaas/data/sentiment
4Code available at: github.com/lukasruff/CVDD-PyTorch

for hyperparameters ν ∈ {0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5} and
report the best result.

CVDD configuration We employ self-attention
with da = 150 for CVDD and present results for
r ∈ {3, 5, 10} number of attention heads. We use
Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with a batch size
of 64 for optimization and first train for 40 epochs
with a learning rate of η = 0.01 after which we
train another 60 epochs with η = 0.001, i.e. we es-
tablish a simple two-phase learning rate schedule.
For weighting contexts, we consider the case of
equal weights (α = 0) as well as a logarithmic an-
nealing strategy α ∈ {0, 10−4, 10−3, 10−2, 10−1}
where we update α every 20 epochs. For multi-
context regularization, we choose λ ∈ {1, 10}.

Data pre-processing On all three datasets, we
always lowercase text and strip punctuation, num-
bers, as well as redundant whitespaces. More-
over, we remove stopwords using the stopwords
list from the nltk library (Bird et al., 2009) and
only consider words with a minimum length of 3
characters.

4.2 One-Class Classification of News Articles

Setup We perform one-class classification ex-
periments on the Reuters-21578 and 20 News-
groups topic classification datasets which allow us
to quantitatively evaluate detection performance
via AUC measure by using the ground truth labels
in testing. Such use of classification datasets is
the typical evaluation approach in the AD litera-
ture (Erfani et al., 2016; Ruff et al., 2018; Golan
and El-Yaniv, 2018). For the multi-label Reuters
dataset, we only consider the subset of samples
that have exactly one label and have selected the
classes such that there are at least 100 training ex-
amples per class. For 20 Newsgroups, we con-
sider the six top-level subject matter groups com-
puter, recreation, science, miscellaneous, politics,
and religion as distinct classes. In every one-class
classification setup, one of the classes is the nor-
mal class and the remaining classes are considered
anomalous. We always train the models only with
the training data from the respective normal class.
We then perform testing on the test samples from
all classes, where samples from the normal class
get label y = 0 (“normal”) and samples from all
the remaining classes get label y = 1 (“anoma-
lous”) for determining the AUC.
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GloVe fastText
Normal OC-SVM CVDD OC-SVM CVDD
Class mean tf-idf max r=3 r=5 r=10 c∗ mean tf-idf max r=3 r=5 r=10 c∗

Reuters
earn 91.1 88.6 77.1 94.0 92.8 91.8 97.6 87.8 82.4 74.9 95.3 92.7 93.9 94.5
acq 93.1 77.0 81.4 90.2 88.7 91.5 95.6 91.8 74.1 80.2 91.0 90.3 92.7 92.4
crude 92.4 90.3 91.2 89.6 92.5 95.5 89.4 93.3 90.2 84.7 90.9 94.1 97.3 85.0
trade 99.0 96.8 93.7 98.3 98.2 99.2 97.9 97.6 95.0 92.1 97.9 98.1 99.3 97.7
money-fx 88.6 81.2 73.6 82.5 76.7 82.8 99.7 80.5 82.6 73.8 82.6 79.8 82.5 99.5
interest 97.4 93.5 84.2 92.3 91.7 97.7 98.4 91.6 88.7 82.8 93.3 92.1 95.9 97.4
ship 91.2 93.1 86.5 97.6 96.9 95.6 99.7 90.0 90.6 85.0 96.9 94.7 96.1 99.7
20 News
comp 82.0 81.2 54.5 70.9 66.4 63.3 86.6 77.5 78.0 65.5 74.0 68.2 64.2 88.2
rec 73.2 75.6 56.2 50.8 52.8 53.3 68.9 66.0 70.0 51.9 60.6 58.5 54.1 85.1
sci 60.6 64.1 53.0 56.7 56.8 55.7 61.0 61.0 64.2 57.0 58.2 57.6 55.9 64.4
misc 61.8 63.1 54.1 75.1 70.2 68.6 83.8 62.3 62.1 55.7 75.7 70.3 68.0 83.9
pol 72.5 75.5 64.9 62.9 65.3 65.1 75.4 73.7 76.1 68.1 71.5 66.4 67.1 82.8
rel 78.2 79.2 68.4 76.3 72.9 70.7 87.3 77.8 78.9 73.9 78.1 73.2 69.5 89.3

Table 1: AUCs (in %) of one-class classification experiments on Reuters and 20 Newsgroups.

computer politics religion
c1 c2 (c∗) c3 c1 c2 c3 (c∗) c1 c2 (c∗) c3
get windows use kill think government example god one
help software using killed know peace particular christ first
thanks disk used escape say arab specific christians two
appreciated dos uses away really political certain faith three
got unix possible back thing occupation analysis jesus also
know computer system shoot anyone forces rather christianity later
way hardware need shot guess support therefore bible time
try desktop allow crying something movement consistent scripture last
tried macintosh could killing understand leaders often religion year
take cpu application fight sure parties context worship four

Table 2: Example of top words per context on 20 Newsgroups one-class classification experiments comp, pol, and
rel for CVDD model with r = 3 contexts.

Reuters 20 Newsgroups
earn acq crude trade money-fx interest ship rec sci misc
shr acquire oil trade bank rate port game use sale
dividend buy crude imports market pct shipping team systems offer
profit purchase barrels economic dollar bank ships season modified shipping
qtr acquisition petroleum exports currency rates seamen games method price
net stake prices tariffs exchange discount vessel league system sell
prior acquired refinery goods rates effective canal play types items
cts assets supply export liquidity interest cargo win data sold
dividends transaction exports trading markets lending vessels scoring provide selling
share sell dlr deficit monetary raises sea playoffs devices brand
loss sale gas pact treasury cuts ferry playoff require bought

Table 3: Top words of the best single contexts c∗ for one-class classification experiments of news articles.

Results The results are presented in Table 1.
Overall, we can see that CVDD shows competitive
detection performance. We compute the AUCs
for CVDD from the average anomaly score over
the contextual anomaly scores as defined in (12).
We find CVDD performance to be robust over
λ ∈ {1, 10} and results are similar for weighting
contexts equally (α = 0) or employing the loga-
rithmic annealing strategy. The CVDD results in
Table 1 are averages over those hyperparameters.

We get an intuition of the theme captured by
some CVDD context vector by examining a list of
top words for this context. We create such lists by
counting the top words according to the highest
self-attention weights from the most similar test
sentences per context vector. Table 2 shows an ex-
ample of such context word lists for CVDD three
contexts. Such lists may guide a user in weighting
and selecting relevant contexts in a specific appli-
cation. Following this thought, we also report the
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IMDB Movie Reviews
c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 c10
great awful plot two think actions film head william movie
excellent downright characters one anybody development filmmakers back john movies
good stupid story three know efforts filmmaker onto michael porn
superb inept storyline first would establishing movie cut richard sex
well pathetic scenes five say knowledge syberberg bottom davies watch
wonderful irritating narrative four really involvement cinema neck david teen
nice annoying subplots part want policies director floor james best
best inane twists every never individuals acting flat walter dvd
terrific unfunny tale best suppose necessary filmmaking thick robert scenes
beautiful horrible interesting also actually concerning actors front gordon flick

Table 4: Top words per context on IMDB Movie Reviews for CVDD model with r = 10 contexts.

best single context detection performance in AUC
to illustrate the potential of contextual anomaly
detection. Those results are given in the c∗ column
of Table 1 and demonstrate the possible boosts in
performance. We highlighted the respective best
contexts in Table 2 and present word lists of the
best contexts of all the other classes in Table 3.
One can see that those contexts indeed appear to
be typical for what one would expect as a char-
acterization of those classes. Note that the OC-
SVM on the simple mean embeddings establishes
a strong baseline as has been observed on other
tasks. Moreover, the tf-idf weighted embeddings
prove especially beneficial on the larger 20 News-
groups dataset for filtering out “general language
contexts” (similar to stop words) that are less dis-
criminative for the characterization of a text cor-
pus. A major advantage of CVDD is its strong in-
terpretability and the potential for contextual AD
which allows to sort out relevant contexts.

4.3 Detecting Anomalous Movie Reviews

Setup We apply CVDD for detecting anoma-
lous reviews in a qualitative experiment on IMDB
Movie Reviews. For this, we train a CVDD model
with r = 10 context vectors on the full IMDB train
set of 25 000 movie review samples. After train-
ing, we examine the most anomalous and most
normal reviews according to the CVDD anomaly
scores on the IMDB test set which also includes
25 000 reviews. We use GloVe word embeddings
and keep the CVDD model settings and training
details as outlined in Section 4.1.

Results Table 4 shows the top words for each
of the r = 10 CVDD contexts of the trained
model. We can see that the different contexts
of the CVDD model capture the different themes
present in the movie reviews well. Note for ex-
ample that c1 and c2 represent positive and nega-

tive sentiments respectively, c3, c7, and c10 refer
to different aspects of cinematic language, and c9
captures names, for example. Figure 1 in the intro-
duction depicts qualitative examples of this exper-
iment. 1a are the movie reviews having the high-
est anomaly scores. The top anomaly is a review
that repeats the same phrase many times. From ex-
amining the most anomalous reviews, the dataset
seems to be quite clean in general though. Fig-
ure 1c shows the most normal reviews w.r.t. the
first three contexts, i.e. the samples that have
the lowest respective contextual anomaly scores.
Here, the self-attention weights give a sample-
based explanation for why a particular review is
normal in view of the respective context.

5 Conclusion

We presented a new self-attentive, multi-context
one-class classification approach for unsupervised
anomaly detection on text which makes use of pre-
trained word models. Our method, Context Vec-
tor Data Description (CVDD), enables contextual
anomaly detection and has strong interpretability
features. We demonstrated the detection perfor-
mance of CVDD empirically and showed qualita-
tively that CVDD is well capable of learning dis-
tinct, diverse contexts from unlabeled text corpora.
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Abstract

Bilingual Lexicon Induction (BLI) is the task
of translating words from corpora in two lan-
guages. Recent advances in BLI work by
aligning the two word embedding spaces. Fol-
lowing that, a key step is to retrieve the near-
est neighbor (NN) in the target space given the
source word. However, a phenomenon called
hubness often degrades the accuracy of NN.
Hubness appears as some data points, called
hubs, being extra-ordinarily close to many of
the other data points. Reducing hubness is
necessary for retrieval tasks. One successful
example is Inverted SoFtmax (ISF), recently
proposed to improve NN. This work pro-
poses a new method, Hubless Nearest Neigh-
bor (HNN), to mitigate hubness. HNN dif-
fers from NN by imposing an additional equal
preference assumption. Moreover, the HNN
formulation explains why ISF works as well
as it does. Empirical results demonstrate that
HNN outperforms NN, ISF and other state-of-
the-art. For reproducibility and follow-ups, we
have published all code1.

1 Introduction

This paper presents a new method for Bilingual
Lexicon Induction (BLI), which we call Hub-
less Nearest Neighbor (HNN). BLI is the task
of creating a lexicon of translation equivalents
such as, bank:banc or bank:banque automatically
from non-parallel corpora. The proposed method
not only improves upon but also unifies several
recent works that retrieve translations by Near-
est Neighbor (NN) (Mikolov et al., 2013) and
more advanced techniques like Inverted SoFtmax
(ISF) (Smith et al., 2017).

There is a long history of BLI using non-
parallel corpora. Methods often rely on some
designed features, which reveal some shared

1https://github.com/baidu-research/HNN

structures across languages. For example, co-
occurrence matrices (Rapp, 1995), tf-idf of con-
text words (Fung, 1998), and lexical similari-
ties (Klementiev et al., 2012). A comprehensive
study can be found in (Irvine and Callison-Burch,
2017).

Recently, Mikolov et al. (2013) observe that iso-
morphism exists across word embeddings of dif-
ferent languages. This motivates them to learn a
linear mapping to align the spaces, using a seed-
ing dictionary of 5K pairs of translations. Af-
ter that, more translations can be induced by NN
search. Following the seminal work, significant
advances have been made. For example, Faruqui
and Dyer (2014) use Canonical Component Anal-
ysis to align the two embedding spaces. Xing
et al. (2015) show a substantial gain by normaliz-
ing the embeddings and constraining the mapping
to be orthogonal. A series of works by Artetxe
et al. (2017, 2018a,b) show that decent accura-
cies can be achieved even with a tiny or no seed-
ing dictionary. The authors name their method as
“self-learning”, which alternates between learning
the mapping and inducing more translation pairs.
The similar methodology is also seen in (Zhang
et al., 2017b), where the induction step reduces a
cost called earth mover distance. Conneau et al.
(2018) propose to use Generative Adversarial Net-
work (Goodfellow et al., 2014) to learn the map-
ping when no seeding dictionary is available.

Whether using a seeding dictionary or not, the
induction always requires to retrieve the transla-
tion under some distance measure. NN may be
the most straightforward approach. However, it
is often challenged by a phenomenon called hub-
ness (Radovanovic et al., 2010). Hubness is a ten-
dency that a few words (hubs) are too near to too
many other words, especially in high dimensional
spaces. It degrades the accuracy of NN in various
tasks (Aucouturier and Pachet, 2008; Ozaki et al.,
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2011; Suzuki et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2017a),
including BLI (Dinu et al., 2014). Recently, re-
markable improvements have been made in BLI
by mitigating hubness. For example, Smith et al.
(2017) propose Inverted SoFtmax (ISF) that scales
the similarities by a (global) measure of hubness.
Conneau et al. (2018) develop a method called
Cross domain Similarity Local Scaling (CSLS)
that relies on a local measure of hubness instead.

This work studies how to overcome hubness in
BLI. The new method, HNN, is proposed by in-
troducing an equal preference assumption. As we
shall see, the assumption leads to an optimization
problem that manifests the connection between
HNN, NN and ISF. Empirical results demonstrate
that HNN is very competitive and able to outper-
form NN, ISF and other state-of-the-art like CSLS.
In summary, the paper makes the following contri-
butions:

1. We propose an optimization based frame-
work that connects NN, ISF and the proposed
HNN.

2. We derive an efficient solver for HNN, which
outperforms NN, ISF and other state-of-the-
art.

3. We show that ISF is a part of HNN’s solver,
which explains why ISF works.

2 Bilingual Lexicon Induction with a
Seeding Dictionary

Since hubness is the major concern of this work,
we focus on the case with a seeding dictionary
for simplicity. Representative methods (Mikolov
et al., 2013; Xing et al., 2015; Artetxe et al.,
2018a) often consist of two steps: 1) learning a
mapping that aligns the source and target embed-
ding spaces; 2) given a source word, retrieve ac-
cording to some distance metric, in the target em-
bedding space. We briefly review the two steps in
this section.

Let the source word embeddings space be X ⊂
Rd, and the target space be Y ⊂ Rd. A typi-
cal value of the dimension d is 300. Suppose the
vocabulary sizes of source/target languages are m
and n respectively. Then X is a set of m embed-
ding vectors, denoted as

X = {x1, . . . ,xm} ,
and Y is a set of n embeddings,

Y = {y1, . . . ,yn} .

2.1 Learning Linear Transformation
Suppose we can access a seeding dictionary,
which reveals some correspondences from a sub-
set of X to a subset of Y . The correspondence
can be one-to-one, many-to-one, or one-to-many.
In matrix form, let the columns of matrix X (Y)
be the embeddings of source (target) words in the
dictionary, where the j-th columns of X and Y are
the embeddings of a pair of translations.

Using X and Y, a linear mapping T can be
learned, which “aligns” the X and Y space. In
particular,

T = arg min
T∈Ω

‖TX−Y‖2F .

Here Ω is a constraint set on T. For exam-
ple, Mikolov et al. (2013) simply let Ω be Rd×d,
whereas Xing et al. (2015) show substantial gain
by setting Ω as the set of orthogonal matrices.

2.2 Retrieval by Nearest Neighbor (NN)
Once the T is obtained, translation can be cast as
a retrieval problem. We define a distance matrix
D, between the mapped source embeddings and
target embeddings,

Di,j , dist(Txi,yj),

where “dist” is some distance metric. For the i-
th source word, Nearest Neighbor (NN) criterion
determines (the index of) its translation in the Y
set, by

arg min
j

Di,j (NN)

However, several works (Radovanovic et al.,
2010; Dinu et al., 2014) have observed that the ac-
curacy of NN is often significantly degraded by a
phenomenon called hubness. Mitigating hubness
has thus become necessary, which we will review
next.

2.3 Inverted Softmax: Improve NN by
Mitigating Hubness

Hubness occurs in high dimensional feature
space (Radovanovic et al., 2010). It appears as
some data points, called hubs, being close to too
many of the others. We look into Inverted SoFt-
max (ISF) (Smith et al., 2017), a recent retrieval
methods that tackle hubness.

Given the distance matrix D, ISF seeks a ma-
trix ISF where its i, j-th entry decides the prob-
ability of translating the i-th source word to the
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j-th target. A “temperature” parameter ε is intro-
duced to construct a kernel, exp(−Di,j/ε). The
ISF matrix is obtained by normalizing the ker-
nel’s columns first, and then the rows.

ISF (D)i,j =
exp (−Di,j/ε)

Zi
∑m

i=1 exp (−Di,j/ε)
,

where Zi is a row normalizer such that∑
j ISFi,j = 1 for any i. The (index of) trans-

lation for the i-th source word is then determined
by

arg max
j

ISF (D)i,j . (ISF)

Smith et al. (2017) show that ISF significantly
outperforms NN in BLI tasks. However, it is still
not clear why ISF works so well. One contribution
of our work is to shed light on the mechanism be-
hind ISF, which will be manifested after we study
the proposed Hubless Nearest Neighbor.

3 Hubless Nearest Neighbor (HNN)

This section formalizes the proposed HNN. As
will be clear from this section and the next, there
is a unified view over NN, ISF and HNN. We now
start by rephrasing the retrieval task into the fol-
lowing general problem. Given the distance ma-
trix D defined in section 2.2, we seek an assign-
ment matrix P where Pi,j is the probability of
the j-th target word being the translation of the
i-th source word. Assume the target vocabulary is
large enough so that one or more translations can
always be found for any source word. Therefore

∑

j

Pi,j = 1.

The (index of) translation is inferred by

arg max
j

Pi,j .

The art is to determine P from D and various other
information/priors. The above framework is gen-
eral in the sense that various designs exist in seek-
ing the P.

3.1 NN as a Warm-up
As a warm-up, we show that NN is a special case
of the above framework. In specific, let 〈·, ·〉 be
matrix inner product, then 〈D,P〉 is a measure of
cost to translate from source to target, which we
may want to minimize. In addition, if we mini-
mize it along with a negative entropy regularizer
(on P), we can reduce the gap between NN and
(ISF). As stated by the following proposition,

Proposition 1. The (NN) criterion is equivalent
to arg maxj Pi,j , where P is the solution of the
following optimization problem,

min
P
〈D,P〉+ ε

∑

i,j

Pi,j logPi,j

s.t.Pi,j ≥ 0,
∑

j

Pi,j = 1
. (P0)

Proof. The solution to (P0) is simply

Pi,j =
exp(−Di,j/ε)∑n
j=1 exp(−Di,j/ε)

. (1)

Substituting Eq. (1) to arg maxj Pi,j , we arrive at

arg minDi,j ,

which is exactly the NN criterion.

The objective of (P0) is regularized by
ε
∑

i,j Pi,j log(Pi,j), which is the negative entropy
of P. It smooths the linear objective, and leads to
a solution, Eq. (1), as anther view of NN that is
closer to (ISF).

3.2 Equal Preference Assumption
Starting from (P0), we now try to reduce the hubs.
Since hubness results in some yj’s being retrieved
more frequently than others, a natural idea is to
force all yj’s being equally preferred to be re-
trieved. The preference of yj can be measured by

pfj(P) , 1

m

∑

i

Pi,j .

In other words, on average, how the j-th target
word is likely to be picked as the translation of
a source word. We therefore force 1

m

∑
i Pi,j to

be uniform over all j’s. In addition, with the
constraint that

∑
j Pi,j = 1 for any i, we have

1
m

∑
i Pi,j = 1

n for any j. We term the constraint
as equal preference assumption. Formally,

Definition 1. Equal Preference Assumption:

pfj =
1

n
,

for all j’s.

If the translation is strictly one-to-one, then
m = n and P is a permutation matrix. The as-
sumption exactly holds. In reality, translation is
not one-to-one. But empirically, we still observe
that it approximately holds, at least for some lan-
guage pairs. To see that, we build a “groundtruth”
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P∗ using an English-French dictionary2. The dic-
tionary includes 113K items, with plenty of poly-
semies. The vocabularies are built from monolin-
gual word embedding files 3. Vocabulary sizes are
set as m = n = 500, 000. The P∗ is computed as

P ∗i,j ,
1

Zi
·





1 i-th source word can be
translated to the j-th target

0 otherwise
,

(2)
whereZi is a normalizer that ensures

∑
j P
∗
i,j = 1.

We compute the pfj values using the P∗. To
measure how much the values deviate from the
equal preference assumption, we compute their
variance,

varj [pfj ]. (3)

If the equal preference assumption exactly holds,
varj [pfj ] = 0. Otherwise, the larger the variance,
the less true the assumption is. It turns out that
varj [pfj ] ≈ 1.9×10−11, which is tiny and support
the assumption.

3.3 HNN
We add the equal preference assumption as a con-
straint to problem (P0), and now solve the follow-
ing new problem instead,

min
P
〈D,P〉+ ε

∑

i,j

Pi,j logPi,j

s.t.Pi,j ≥ 0,
∑

j

Pi,j = 1,
1

m

∑

i

Pi,j =
1

n

.

(P1)
In analogous to (NN) and Proposition 1, we intro-
duce the following definition of Hubless Nearest
Neighbor (HNN).
Definition 2. HNN is the criterion that retrieves
index

arg max
j

Pi,j

where P is the solution of problem (P1).
The remaining question is how to solve (P1),

which we will discuss in the next section.

4 Solvers for HNN

We first present a straightforward but less efficient
solver, then we derive an efficient alternative. Both
solvers, as will be seen, have strong connections
with ISF.

2
https://dl.fbaipublicfiles.com/arrival/

dictionaries/en-fr.txt
3
https://dl.fbaipublicfiles.com/fasttext/

vectors-wiki/wiki.en.vec and
https://dl.fbaipublicfiles.com/fasttext/
vectors-wiki/wiki.fr.vec

4.1 A Less Efficient Solver
(P1) can be solved by Sinkhorn iteration (Cuturi,
2013), which iteratively normalizes the columns
and rows of a kernel matrix. The steps are sum-
marized in algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Sinkhorn Solver for Problem (P1)
Input: D
Output: P

1: P← exp(−D/ε) where exp is on elements.
2: while stopping criteria not met do
3: // normalize columns
4: P← Pdiag

{
m
n ./(P

>1)
}

5: // normalize rows
6: P← diag{1./(P1)}P
7: end while

Here ./ denotes elementwise division, 1 is an
all-one vector of suitable length, and diag{·} con-
structs a diagonal matrix from a vector.

Remark 1. The Sinkhorn Solver reveals some
connection between ISF and HNN. Indeed, ISF is
equivalent to running a single iteration of algo-
rithm 1. A deeper connection will be revealed in
the next subsection, where we provide a comple-
mentary view of problem (P1).

4.2 Dual Problem and an Efficient Solver
One drawback of algorithm 1 is its prohibitive
memory cost. Indeed, the P matrix has to be in
memory for frequent update, which is costly when
the vocabulary sizes m and n are big. In this
section, we study a dual form of problem (P1),
given in Proposition 2, which hints a more effi-
cient method to solve for P.

Proposition 2. The solution of problem (P1) can
be expressed as

Pi,j =
exp

(
βj−Di,j

ε

)

∑
j exp

(
βj−Di,j

ε

) , (4)

where βj is the solution of

min
β

1

m

∑

i


ε log

∑

j

exp

(
βj −Di,j

ε

)

− 1

n

∑

j

βj




(D)
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Proof. The proof is by method of Lagrangian mul-
tipliers. Details are in supplementary.

The dual form (D) is a special case of the dual
forms in general contexts (Genevay et al., 2016).
(D) is useful because it allows us to learn a much
smaller vector β (of size n), instead of keeping up-
dating the huge matrix P (m by n). Moreover, its
loss function is a summation over the i’s, which
can be minimized by parallelizable gradient de-
scent. Finally, (D) is convex, which guarantees
the convergence of gradient descent.

It is now a natural idea to derive the gradient
of (D) and give a gradient descent solver. Let us
define the objective in (D) as `i,

`i , ε log
∑

j

exp

(
βj −Di,j

ε

)
− 1

n

∑

j

βj .

Then,

∂`i
∂βj

=
exp

(
βj−Di,j

ε

)

∑
j exp

(
βj−Di,j

ε

) − 1

n
. (5)

Algorithm 2 summarizes the gradient descent
solver. The equivalence between algorithm 1 and
2 will be empirically validated in section 5.1. In
large-scale experiments, we apply algorithm 2 (in-
stead of algorithm 1) for its lower memory cost.

Algorithm 2 Dual Solver for Problem (P1)
Input: D, learning rate η.
Output: P

1: β ← 0
2: while stopping criteria not met do
3: for i = 1, . . . ,m do
4: // parallelizable
5: Compute gradient∇`i using E.q. (5).
6: end for
7: β ← β − η · 1

m

∑
i∇`i

8: end while
9: Compute P by E.q. (4) and return.

Remark 2 (Unifying NN, ISF and HNN). Com-
paring the P matrix under NN (Eq. (1)) and HNN
criterion (Eq. (4)), we observe that HNN intro-
duces an additional set of values, βj’s. The quan-
tity, exp(−βj/ε), normalizes the j-th column of
the kernel matrix exp(−Di,j/ε). In contrast, (ISF)
simply sets the column normalizer as the column
sum,

∑
i exp(−Di,j/ε). Obviously, HNN works

harder in figuring out the normalizers, which re-
sults in a higher accuracy, as we shall see in the
experiment section.

5 Experiments

In this section, we first experiment with synthetic
data to illustrate the connection between NN, ISF
and the proposed HNN. Then, we report extensive
results on BLI task to show the advantage of HNN
over NN, ISF and CSLS, another state-of-the-art.

We will also demonstrate that hubness is in-
deed reduced by HNN. To measure hubness,
we adopt the k-occurrence metric proposed
in (Radovanovic et al., 2010), but with a small
adaption. In its original definition, k-occurrence,
Nk, is the number of times a data point appears
among the k nearest neighbors of all the others. In
our case, we measure for every target example, the
number of times it is retrieved against the source
set. If a target example is retrieved too many times,
it is likely to be a “hub”. For both the original def-
inition and our adapted one, hubness can be indi-
cated by a long tail of the distribution of Nk.

5.1 Connection between NN, ISF and HNN
We simulate a retrieval task, where source and tar-
get spaces are already aligned. In specific, data is
generated from a Gaussian mixture model,

10,000∑

c=1

1

10, 000
· N (µc, 0.01× Id),

where the dimension d = 300. The class mean µc
is generated by normalizing a R300 vector where
each dimension is drawn from uniform(−1, 1).
We generate two samples per class, one in the
source set, the other as the target to be retrieved.
We use NN, ISF and HNN with algorithm 1 and
2 to retrieve for the 10K source samples. ε is set
to 0.1, which gives the best accuracy of ISF. The
same ε is also used in HNN.

Table 1 reports top-1, top-5, top-10 accuracies.
The two algorithms for HNN achieve the best re-
sults and their accuracies are basically the same,
validating their equivalence. To understand the
improvement over NN, we measure the hubness in
different methods. Figure 1 plots the distribution
of N1, the 1-occurrences. HNN has the shortest
tail, in stark contrast to the long tail of NN, imply-
ing significantly reduced number of hubs.

We then illustrate the connection between ISF
and HNN. Figure 2 tracks the top-1 accuracies
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Figure 3: Hubness normalizers in
log domain: log
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i exp(−Di,j/ε)

for ISF, and −βj/ε for HNN,
which is smoother.

Table 1: Compare NN, ISF and HNN on the simulated
retrieval task

P@1 P@5 P@10
NN 51.71 71.88 78.51
ISF 73.75 88.57 92.36

HNN 78.85 91.43 94.60
(Algorithm 1)

HNN 78.84 91.41 94.59
(Algorithm 2)

over the iterations in algorithm 1. The accuracy
at the first iteration matches that of ISF, validat-
ing the comments in remark 1. Next, recall the
observation we made in remark 2: Algorithm 2
and ISF both seek normalizers over the target ex-
amples to penalize hubness. It is therefore inter-
esting to compare the two normalizers, shown in
figure 3. We observe that the normalizer by HNN
is smoother than that of ISF.

5.2 BLI Data and Setups

We now compare the different methods on real
BLI tasks. We follow the setup in (Conneau et al.,
2018). The word embeddings and groundtruth
dictionaries (for both training and testing) can be
downloaded from the MUSE4 repository. The
dataset includes word embeddings for 45 lan-
guages. We focus on six languages in our experi-
ments, since dictionaries are available for any two
out of the six. These six languages are English
(en), Spanish (es), French (fr), Italian (it), Por-
tuguese (pt) and German (de).

Dictionaries for a pair of languages have the fol-
lowing three parts:

4
https://github.com/facebookresearch/MUSE

1. src-tgt.0-5000.txt is a seeding dictionary for
learning the mapping, which has 5K unique
source words.

2. src-tgt.5000-6500.txt is a small test dictio-
nary that includes 1.5K unique source words.
In (Conneau et al., 2018), P@1 values are re-
ported on this set.

3. src-tgt.txt is a full dictionary that includes the
above two dictionaries and much more src-to-
tgt translations. In later experiments, we will
use it as a large test dictionary by excluding
from it the items in src-tgt.0-5000.txt.

Following (Conneau et al., 2018), an orthonor-
mal mapping T is learned using the seeding dictio-
nary first. The retrieval step uses cosine distance,
i.e.,

Di,j =
1

2

(
1−

y>j Txi

‖xi‖‖yj‖

)
. (6)

The hyper-parameters (ε for ISF and HNN, k for
CSLS) should be set as the ones that achieve
the best accuracy on the seeding dictionary. We
choose to trust the default values (ε = 1/30 and
k = 10) used in the MUSE repository, since us-
ing them, we can reproduce the results reported
in (Conneau et al., 2018). For HNN, ε is set to
the same value as in ISF, and we use the gradient
solver (Algorithm 2) throughout.

As a sanity check, we first reproduce some re-
sults reported in Tab. 1 of (Conneau et al., 2018)
(the part with cross-lingual supervision), and com-
pare those to HNN. Source and target vocabular-
ies are both 200K. P@1 values are reported on the
1.5K small test dictionary, shown in Tab. 2. HNN
is within the ballpark of state-of-the-art, produced
by ISF and CSLS.
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Figure 4: Diagnostics to understand the results in Table 3: (a) Visualizing varj [pfj ], for every pair of source and
target languages, the corresponding block color-codes the variance of the preferences over the target words. The
variances are significantly bigger for pairs that involve German; (b)-(f): Distribution of N5, the 5-occurrences for
different methods in foreign-English BLI tasks. 5-occurrence is the number of times a target word appears in the
top-5 retrievals. Long tail of the distribution indicates hubness.

Table 2: Compare HNN with some reproduced results
in Tab.1 of (Conneau et al., 2018), using 200K vocabu-
lary. P@1 is reported on the small 1.5K test dictionary.
HNN is comparable with ISF and CSLS. Note that the
P@1’s are reported on the small test dictionary, which
is less convincing. For more convincing comparisons,
refer to table 3 and table 1 in supplementary.

en-es es-en en-fr fr-en
NN 77.40 77.27 74.93 76.07
ISF 81.06 82.60 81.07 81.33

CSLS 81.40 82.87 81.07 82.40
HNN 81.27 82.53 81.33 82.00

5.3 BLI Results on the Large Test Dictionary

Reporting P@1 on the 1.5K small test dictionary
may not be sufficient to make a convincing com-
parison. We therefore repeat the same experiments
but report P@1 on the large test dictionary.

We first keep the vocabulary size of 200K, then
try a more challenging 500K. P@1 values are re-
ported on the large test dictionary. In fact, results
have the same trend for these different vocabulary
sizes. Therefore, considering space limit, we put

the results for the 200K case in supplementary.
Results of the 500K case are in Tab. 3.

HNN outperforms all the other methods in all
cases except pairs that involve German. Note that
French, Italian, and Portuguese are all Romance
languages. German is a Germanic language. En-
glish originates from both. The results seem to
suggest that the equal preference assumption is not
true between Romance and Germanic languages.

To better understand this, we estimate the
“groundtruth” preference of target words, and the
variance of the preferences, following the process
in section 3.2 (Eq. (2) and (3)). The larger the vari-
ance, the less likely the equal preference assump-
tion holds. We visualize the variance between any
pair of languages in figure 4a, where a hot block
indicates large variance. We observe a large vari-
ance when either the source or target language is
German. In other words, the equal preference as-
sumption is more violated when translating from
or to German.

5.4 Analysis of Hubs in BLI

To see how the hubs are reduced, we again calcu-
late the k-occurrence metric. Figure 4b to 4f plot
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Table 3: P@1 values on the large test dictionary. Source and target vocabularies are both 500K. HNN is the best
except pairs that involve German.

source
target

en es fr it pt de

en

NN 54.98 55.66 46.30 37.02 53.03
ISF 70.35 72.31 63.75 53.02 65.75

CSLS 71.21 72.62 64.11 53.54 66.50
HNN 71.34 73.65 64.91 54.03 64.61

es

NN 59.87 60.76 61.95 66.94 48.73
ISF 73.11 76.82 76.33 78.67 61.70

CSLS 73.02 76.44 76.44 80.29 62.29
HNN 74.38 78.24 77.86 81.09 60.78

fr

NN 61.60 61.73 59.43 46.31 57.10
ISF 74.46 75.72 73.78 60.89 69.07

CSLS 74.88 76.68 74.34 62.06 70.34
HNN 75.97 77.23 75.12 63.10 67.94

it

NN 51.38 64.63 61.45 51.91 50.68
ISF 65.57 77.76 76.64 67.32 63.58

CSLS 65.32 78.45 76.74 68.85 64.57
HNN 67.57 79.75 78.56 70.33 62.96

pt

NN 42.21 68.93 47.48 50.98 37.95
ISF 55.76 81.67 64.37 68.37 51.07

CSLS 54.75 81.98 63.68 67.92 51.78
HNN 57.43 83.97 66.19 70.44 49.93

de

NN 56.06 44.33 52.78 45.44 33.20
ISF 69.74 60.77 71.59 65.99 52.74

CSLS 68.65 59.21 69.88 63.69 50.72
HNN 69.20 60.22 70.71 65.09 52.08

the distribution of theN5 values for all methods on
foreign-to-English BLI tasks. HNN has the short-
est tail in all cases, indicating the fewest hubs.

Table 4: Some representative hubs when applying NN
for the pt-en BLI task. Note that the N5 values are
significantly reduced after applying HNN.

word
N5 N5 frequency

by NN by HNN rank
conspersus 1,776 0 484,387
oryzopsis 1,235 5 472,161

these 1,042 25 122
s+bd 912 16 440,835
were 798 24 40
you 474 20 50

would 467 40 73

It is interesting to see what types of words are
likely to be hubs. Table 4 lists some representa-
tive ones in the pt-en experiment, picked from the
top 100 hubs with the biggest N5 values. Some

of them are extremely low-frequency words, e.g.,
“s+bd”. This is consistent with the finding in
(Dinu et al., 2014). However, it is also interest-
ing to see that highly frequent words like “were”
and “you” also appear to be hubs. Finally, all the
N5 values are reduced after applying HNN.

6 Conclusion

This paper studies how to reduce hubness dur-
ing retrieval, a crucial step for Bilingual Lexicon
Induction (BLI). The Hubless Nearest Neighbor
(HNN) is proposed by assuming an “equal prefer-
ence” constraint. HNN connects to NN, and also
sheds light on a recent hubness-preventing method
called Inverted SoFtmax (ISF). Empirical results
demonstrate that HNN effectively reduces hubs,
and can outperform NN, ISF and other state-of-
the-art. Future works include applying the method
to more language pairs and more domain-specific
lexicon induction, e.g., terminologies.
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Abstract

Accurate entity linkers have been produced
for domains and languages where annotated
data (i.e., texts linked to a knowledge base)
is available. However, little progress has been
made for the settings where no or very limited
amounts of labeled data are present (e.g., le-
gal or most scientific domains). In this work,
we show how we can learn to link mentions
without having any labeled examples, only a
knowledge base and a collection of unanno-
tated texts from the corresponding domain.
In order to achieve this, we frame the task
as a multi-instance learning problem and rely
on surface matching to create initial noisy la-
bels. As the learning signal is weak and
our surrogate labels are noisy, we introduce
a noise detection component in our model: it
lets the model detect and disregard examples
which are likely to be noisy. Our method,
jointly learning to detect noise and link en-
tities, greatly outperforms the surface match-
ing baseline. For a subset of entity categories,
it even approaches the performance of super-
vised learning.

1 Introduction

Entity linking (EL) is the task of linking poten-
tially ambiguous textual mentions to the corre-
sponding entities in a knowledge base. Accurate
entity linking is crucial in many natural language
processing tasks, including information extraction
(Hoffart et al., 2011) and question answering (Yih
et al., 2015). Though there has been significant
progress in entity linking recently (Ratinov et al.,
2011; Hoffart et al., 2011; Chisholm and Hachey,
2015; Globerson et al., 2016; Yamada et al., 2017;
Ganea and Hofmann, 2017; Le and Titov, 2018),
previous work has focused on supervised learning.
Annotated data necessary for supervised learning
is available for certain knowledge bases and do-
mains. For example, one can directly use web-

pages linking to Wikipedia to learn a Wikipedia
linker. Similarly, there exist domain-specific sets
of manually annotated documents (e.g., AIDA-
CoNLL news dataset for YAGO (Hoffart et al.,
2011)). However, for many ontologies and do-
mains annotation is not available or limited (e.g.,
law). Our goal is to develop a method which does
not rely on any training data besides unlabeled
texts and a knowledge base.

In order to construct such a method, we use
an insight from simple surface matching heuris-
tics (e.g., Riedel et al. (2010)). Such heuristics
choose entities from a knowledge base by measur-
ing the overlap between the sets of content words
in the mention and in the entity name. For ex-
ample, in Figure 1, the entities BILL CLINTON

(PRESIDENT) and PRESIDENCY OF BILL CLIN-
TON both have two matching words with the men-
tion Bill Clinton. Whereas we will see in our ex-
periments that this method alone is not particularly
accurate at selecting the best entity, the candidate
lists it provides often include the correct entity.
This implies that we can both focus on learning
to select candidates from these lists and, less ob-
viously, that we can leverage the lists as weak or
distant supervision.

We frame this distance learning (DL) task as the
multi-instance learning (MIL) problem (Dietterich
et al., 1997). In MIL, each bag of examples is
marked with a class label: the label indicates that
the bag contains at least one example correspond-
ing to that class. Relying on such labeled bags,
MIL methods aim at learning classifiers for indi-
vidual examples.

Our DL problem can be regarded as a binary
version of MIL. For a list of entities (and im-
portantly given the corresponding mention and its
document context), we assume that we know if the
list contains a correct entity or not. The ‘posi-
tive lists’ are essentially top candidates from the
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Can Bill Clinton really emerge as a beloved father figure to a frazzled America ?

Bill_Clinton (TV episode)
Bill_Clinton (president)
Bill_Clinton's_victory
Presidency_of_Bill_Clinton
...

America (song)
Volunteers_of_America
United_States_of_America (nation)
United_States_of_America (music track)
...

name-matched candidates name-matched candidatesknowledge-base triples

Figure 1: We annotate raw sentences using entity names and knowledge base triples. In training, we keep only red
entities as positive candidates. In testing, we consider |E+| = 100 name-matched candidates.

matching heuristic. For example, the four candi-
date entities for the mention ‘Bill Clinton’ in Fig-
ure 1 could be marked as a positive set. The ‘neg-
ative lists’ are randomly sampled sets of entities
from the knowledge base. As with other MIL ap-
proaches, while relying on labeled lists, we learn
to classify individual entities, i.e. to predict if an
entity should be linked to the mention.

One important detail is that the classifier must
not have access to information which and how
many words match between the mention and the
entity name. If it would know this, it would eas-
ily figure out which entity set is a candidate list
and which one consists of randomly generated en-
tities based solely on this information. Instead, by
hiding it from the classifier, we force the classifier
to extract features of the mention and its context
predictive of the entity properties (e.g., an entity
type), and hence ensure generalization.

Unfortunately, our supervision is noisy. The
positive lists will often miss the correct entity for
the given mention. This confuses the MIL model.
In order to address this issue, we, jointly with
the MIL model, learn a classifier which detects
potentially problematic candidate lists. In other
words, the classifier predicts how likely a given
list is noisy (i.e., how much we should trust it).
The probability is then used to weight the cor-
responding term in the objective function of the
MIL model. By jointly training the MIL model
and the noise detection classifier, we effectively
let the MIL model choose which examples to use
for training. As we will see in our experimen-
tal analysis, this joint learning method leads to a
substantial improvement in performance. We also
confirm that the noise detection model is generally
able to identify and exclude wrong candidate lists
by comparing its predictions to the gold standard.

DL is the mainstream approach to learning re-
lation extractors (RE) (Mintz et al., 2009; Riedel

et al., 2010), a problem related to entity linking.
However, the two instantiations of the DL frame-
work are very different. For RE, a bag of sentences
is assigned to a categorical label (a relation). For
EL, we assign a bag of entities, conditioned on the
mention, to a positive class (correct) or a negative
class (incorrect).

We evaluate our approach on the news domain
for English as, having gold standard annotation
(AIDA CoNLL), we can both assess performance
and compute the upper bound, given by super-
vised learning. Nevertheless, we expect that our
methodology is applicable to a wider range of
knowledge bases, as long as unlabeled texts can
be obtained for the corresponding domain. We
plan to verify this claim in future work. In addi-
tion, we restrict ourselves to sentence-level mod-
eling and, unlike state-of-the-art supervised meth-
ods, (Yamada et al., 2017; Ganea and Hofmann,
2017; Le and Titov, 2018) ignore interaction be-
tween linking decisions in the document. Again,
it would be interesting to see if such global mod-
eling would be beneficial in the distance learning
setting.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows

• we show how the entity linking problem can
be framed as a distance learning problem,
namely as a binary MIL task;

• we construct a model for this task;

• we introduce a method for detecting noise in
the automatic annotation;

• we demonstrate the effectiveness of our ap-
proach on a standard benchmark.

2 Entity linking as MIL

For each entity mention m with context c, we
denote E+ and E− lists of positive candidates
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and negative candidates: E+ should have a high
chance of containing the correct entity e, while
E− should include only incorrect entities. As
standard in MIL, this will be the only supervision
the model receives at training time. When using
this supervision, the model will need to learn to
decide which entity e in E+ is most likely to cor-
respond to the mention-context pair (m, c). At test
time, the model with be provided with the list E+

and will need to select an entity from this list.
Performing entity linking in two stages, candi-

date selection (generating candidate lists) and en-
tity disambiguation (choosing an entity from the
list), is standard in EL, with the first stage usu-
ally handled with heuristics and the second one ap-
proached with statistical modeling (Ratinov et al.,
2011; Hoffart et al., 2011).

However, in our DL setting both stages change
substantially. The candidate selection stage relies
primarily on a surface matching heuristic, as de-
scribed in Section 4. Whereas supervised learning
for the disambiguation stage (e.g., Hoffart et al.
(2011)) is replaced with MIL learning as described
below in Section 3.1

To make the following sections clear, we intro-
duce the following terms.

Definition 1. A data point is a tuple
〈m, c,E+, E−〉 of mention m, context c, positive
set E+, and negative set E−. In testing, E− = ∅.
Definition 2. A data point 〈m, c,E+, E−〉 is
noisy if E+ does not contain the correct entity for
mention m. If a data point is not noisy, we will
refer to it as valid.

3 Models

We introduce two approaches. The first one di-
rectly applies MIL, disregarding the fact that many
data points are noisy. The second one addresses
this shortcoming by integrating a noise detection
component.

3.1 Model 1: MIL

Encoding context Context c is the entire l-word
sentence w1, ..., wl which also includes the men-
tion m = (wh, ..., wk), 1 ≤ h ≤ k ≤ l. We use
a BiLSTM to encode sentences. The input to the
BiLSTM is a concatenation w∗i = [wi,pi] where
pi ∈ Rdp is position embedding and w ∈ Rdw is

1Supervised learning is equivalent to assuming that E+

are singletons containing only the gold-standard entity.

from GloVe2 (Pennington et al., 2014). Forward
fi and backward bi states of BiLSTM are fed into
the classifier described below.

Entity embeddings In this work, we use a
simple and scalable approach which involves
computing entity embeddings on the fly using
associated types. For instance, the TV episode
BILL CLINTON is associated with several types
including BASE.TYPE ONTOLOGY.NON AGENT

and TV.TV SERIES EPISODE. Specifically, in
order to produce an entity embedding, each type t
is assigned a vector t ∈ Rdt . We then compute a
vector for entity e as

e = ReLU(We
1

|Te|
∑

t∈Te
t+ be),

where Te is the set of e’s types, and We ∈ Rde×dt ,
b ∈ Rde are a weight matrix and a bias vector.

More sophisticated approaches to producing en-
tity embeddings (e.g., using relational graph con-
volutional networks (Schlichtkrull et al., 2018))
are likely to yield further improvements.

Scoring a candidate We use a one-hidden layer
feed forward NN to compute score compatibility
between a context-mention pair (m, c) and an en-
tity e:

g(e,m, c) = FFNg([e, fh−1,bh−1, fk,bk])

If e∗ is the correct entity, we want g(e∗,m, c) >
g(e,m, c) for any entity e 6= e∗.

Training Recall that for each mention-context
pair (m, c), we have a positive set E+ and a neg-
ative set E−. We want to train the model to score
at least one candidate in E+ higher than any can-
didate in E−. We use the max-margin loss to
achieve this. Let

l(m, c) = [max
e∈E−

g(e,m, c) + δ − max
e∈E+

g(e,m, c)]+

L1 =
∑

(m,c)∈D
l(m, c)

where δ is a margin and [x]+ = x if x > 0 else
0; D is the training set. We want to minimize L1

with respect to the model parameters. We rely on
Adam optimizer and employ early stopping.

2 http://nlp.stanford.edu/data/glove.
840B.300d.zip
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3.2 Model 2: MIL with Noise Detection
(MIL-ND)

The model 1 ignores the fact that many data points
are noisy, i.e. E+ may not contain the correct en-
tity. We address this by integrating a binary noise
detection (ND) classifier which predicts if a data
point is noisy. Intuitively, data points classified as
noisy need to be discarded from training of the EL
model. In practice, we weight them with the confi-
dence of the ND classifier. As discussed below, we
train the ND classifier jointly with the EL model.

Representation forE+ The ND classifier needs
to decide if there is at least one entity in the listE+

corresponding to the mention-context pair (m, c).
The question is now how to represent E+ to make
classification as easy as possible. One option is
to use mean pooling, but this would result in un-
informative representations, especially for longer
candidate lists. Another option is max pooling,
but it would not take into account which mention-
context pair (m, c) is currently considered, so also
unlikely to yield informative features of E+. In-
stead we use attention, with the attention weight
computed as a function of (m, c):

eE+ =
∑

e∈E+

αee

where αe are attention weights

αe =
exp{g′(e,m, c)/T}∑

e′∈E+ exp{g′(e′,m, c)/T} ,

where g′ is a score function. Instead of learn-
ing a separate attention function for the ND clas-
sifier, we reuse the one from the EL model, i.e.
g = g′. This will reduce the number of param-
eters and make the method less prone to overfit-
ting. Maybe more importantly, we expect that the
better the entity disambiguation score function is,
the better the ND classifier is, so tying the two to-
gether may provide an appropriate inductive bias.
T is temperature, controlling how sharp αe should
be. We found that a small T = 1/3 stabilizes the
learning.

Noise detection We use a binary classifier to de-
tect noisy data points. The probability that a data
point is noisy is defined as

pN (1|m, c,E+) =

σ

(
FFNf ([eE+ , fh−1,bh−1, fk,bk])

T

)
,

σ is the logistic sigmoid function. For simplicity,
we use the same T as above.

Training Our goal is to down-weight potentially
noisy data points. Our new loss is

L2 =
∑

(m,c)∈D
pN (0|m, c,E+)l(m, c)+

η × KL(

∑
(m,c)∈D pN (·|m, c,E+)

|D| |p∗N ),

where p∗N is a prior distribution indicating our be-
liefs about the proportion of noisy data points; η
is a hyper-parameter. We optimize the objective
with respect to the parameters of both ND and EL
models. The second term is necessary, as without
it the loss can be trivially minimized by the ND
classifier predicting that all data points are noisy
with the probability of 1. This would set the first
term to exactly zero.

Intuitively, when using the second term, the
model can disregard certain data points but disre-
garding too many of them incurs a penalty. Which
data points are likely to be disregarded? Presum-
ably the ones less consistent with the predictions
of the EL model. In other words, joint training of
EL and ND models encourages learning an entity-
linking scoring function consistent with a large
proportion of the data set but not necessarily with
the entire data set. As we will see in the exper-
imental section, the ND classifier indeed detects
noisy data points rather than chooses some ran-
dom subset of the data.3

We use the same optimization procedure as for
the model 1. The second term is estimated at the
mini-batch level.

Testing Differently from model 1, with model 2
we have two options on how to use it at test time:

• ignoring the ND classifier, thus doing entity
disambiguation the same way as for model 1,
or

• using the ND classifier as a mechanism to
decide if the test data point should be clas-
sified as ‘undecidable’ or not. Specifically, if
pN (1|m, c,E+) > τ , model 2 will not output
an entity for this data point. This should in-
crease precision, as at test time E+ also may
not contain the correct entity.

3The second term is similar to that used in posterior regu-
larization (Ganchev et al., 2010) and generalized expectation
criteria method (Mann and McCallum, 2010).
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Set # sentences # mentions
Train 170,000 389,989
Dev 2,275 4,603
Test 2,414 4,286

Table 1: The statistics of the proposed dataset.

We call the two versions MIL-ND and τMIL-ND,
respectively.

4 Dataset

We describe how we create our dataset. We use
Freebase4, though our approach should be appli-
cable to many other knowledge bases. Brief statis-
tics of the dataset are shown in Table 1.

4.1 Training set

We took raw texts from the New York Times cor-
pus, tagged them with the CoreNLP named entity
recognizer5 (Manning et al., 2014). We then se-
lected only sentences that contain at least two en-
tity mentions. We did this because on the one hand
in most applications of EL we care about relations
between entities (e.g., relation extraction), on the
other hand, it provides us with an opportunity to
prune the candidate list effectively, as discussed
below. Note that we do it only for training.

For each mention m we carried out candidate
selection as follows. First, we listed all entities
which names contain all words of m. For in-
stance, “America” (Figure 1) can be both the na-
tion UNITED STATES OF AMERICA and Simon
& Garfunkel’s song AMERICA. We ranked these
chosen entities by the entity ordering in the knowl-
edge base (i.e., the one that appears first in the
knowledge base would be ranked first); for Free-
base this order is correlated with prominence.

Second, for each mention (e.g., “Bill Clinton”),
we kept only entities which participate in a relation
with one of the candidate entities for another men-
tion in the sentence. For example, BILL CLIN-
TON (PRESIDENT) is kept because it is in the PER-
SON.PERSON.NATIONALITY relation with the en-
tity UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (NATION).

Last, to keep candidate lists manageable, we se-
lected only |E+| = 100 candidates from step 2 for

4https://developers.google.com/
freebase/. Freebase is chosen because it contains
the largest set of entities among available knowledge bases
(Färber and Rettinger, 2018).

5https://stanfordnlp.github.io/
CoreNLP/
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Figure 2: Oracle recall as a function of |E+| (the num-
ber of positive candidates) on the development set.

each mention as positive candidates. During train-
ing, we sampled |E−| = 10 candidates from the
rest of the knowledge base as negative candidates.

4.2 Development and test sets

We took manually annotated AIDA-A and AIDA-
B as development and test sets (Hoffart et al.,
2011). We turned the ground truth Wikipedia links
in these sets to Freebase entities, thanks to the
mapping available in Freebase.6

Candidate selection was done in the same way
as for training, except for not filtering out sen-
tences with only 1 entity (i.e. no step 2 from
Section 4.1). The oracle recall for surface name
matching (i.e. step 1 from Section 4.1) is 77%. It
goes down to 50% if we restrict |E+| = 100 (see
Figure 2). We believe that there are straightfor-
ward ways to improve the selection heuristic (e.g.,
modifying the string matching heuristic or using
word embeddings to match words in entity names
and words in the mention) but we leave this for
future work.

Note that because AIDA CoNLL dataset is
based on Reuters newswire articles, these develop-
ment and test sets do not overlap with the training
set.

5 Experiments

We evaluated the models above using the data
from Section 4. The source code and the
data are available at https://github.com/
lephong/dl4el

We ran each model five times and report mean
and 95% confidence interval of three metrics:

6We could not handle NIL cases here because the knowl-
edge base used to annotate AIDA-CoNLL is different from
the one we use.
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(micro) precision, (micro) recall, and (micro) F1
(Cornolti et al., 2013) under two settings:

• ‘All’: all mentions are taken into account,

• ‘In E+’: only mentions with E+ containing
the correct entity are considered.

The latter, though not realistic, is interesting as it
lets us concentrate on the contribution of the dis-
ambiguation model, and ignore cases which are
hopeless with the considered candidate selection
method.

Note that, for system outputting exactly one en-
tity for each mention (e.g., MIL model 1), preci-
sion and recall are equal.

5.1 Systems

We compared our models against ‘Name match-
ing’. It was proposed by Riedel et al. (2010) for
RE: a mention is linked to an entity if it matches
the entity’s name. For tie cases, we chose the
first matched entity appearing in Freebase. For in-
stance, “America” is linked to the song instead of
the nation. To our knowledge, name matching is
the only method tried in previous work for our set-
ting (i.e. with no annotated texts).

We also compared with a supervised version of
model 1. We used the same method in Section 4.2
to convert AIDA CoNLL training set, withE+ be-
ing singletons consisting of the correct entity pro-
vided by human annotators. This system can be
considered as an upper-bound of our two models
because: (i) it is trained in supervised rather than
MIL setting with gold standard labels rather than
weak supervision, and (ii) the training set is in the
same domain (i.e. Reuter) with the test set. Al-
though it uses only entity types but no other entity-
related information for entity disambiguation, in
Appendix B we show that this system performs on
par with Hoffart et al. (2011) when evaluated in
their setting.

Note that comparison with supervised linkers
proposed in previous work is not possible as they
require Wikipedia (see Section 6) for candidate se-
lection, as a source of supervision, and often for
learning entity embeddings.

We tuned hyper-parameters on the development
set. Details are in Appendix A. Note that, in model
2 (both MIL-ND and τMIL-ND), we set the prior
p∗N (1) to 0.9, i.e. requiring 90% of training data

points should be ignored.7 We experimented with
|E+| = 100 for both training and testing. For
training, we set |E−| = 10.

5.2 Results

Table 2 shows results on the test set. ‘Name
matching’ is far behind the two models. Many en-
tities in the knowledge base have similar or even
identical names, so relying only on the surface
form does not result in an effective method.8

MIL-ND achieves higher precision, recall, and
F1 than MIL, this suggests that the ND classifier
helped to eliminate bad data points during train-
ing. Using its confidence at test time (τMIL-ND,
‘All’ setting) was also beneficial in terms of pre-
cision and F1 (it cannot possibly increase recall).
Because all the test data points are valid for the ‘In
E+’ setting, using the ND classifier had a slight
negative effect on F1.

MIL-ND significantly outperforms MIL: the
95% confidence intervals for them do not over-
lap. However, this is not the case for MIL-ND
and τMIL-ND. We therefore conclude that the ND
classifier is clearly helpful for training and poten-
tially for testing.

5.3 Analysis

Error types In Table 3 we classified errors ac-
cording to named entity types thanks to the an-
notation from Tjong Kim Sang and De Meulder
(2003). PER is the easiest type for all systems.
Even name matching, without any learning, can
correctly predict in half of the cases.

For LOC, it turns out that candidate selection is
a bottleneck: when candidate selection was flaw-
less, the models made only about 12% errors,
down from about 57%. For MISC a similar con-
clusion can be drawn.

Can the ND classifier detect noise? From the
training set, we collected 100 data points and man-
ually checked if a data point is valid (i.e., E+ con-
tains the correct entity). We then checked how
the accuracy changes depending on the threshold
τ (Figure 3), the accuracy is defined as

# valid data points with pN < τ

# all data points with pN < τ

7 Section 5.3 shows that 90% is too high, but it helps the
model to rely only on those entity disambiguation decisions
that are very certain.

8For instance, there are 36 entities named BILL CLINTON,
and 248 entities having ‘Bill Clinton’ in their name.
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All In E+

System P R F1 P R F1
Name matching 15.03 15.03 15.03 29.13 29.13 29.13
MIL (model 1) 35.87 35.87 35.87 ±0.72 69.38 69.38 69.38 ±1.29
MIL-ND (model 2) 37.42 37.42 37.42 ±0.35 72.50 72.50 72.50 ±0.68
τMIL-ND (model 2) 38.91 36.73 37.78 ±0.26 73.19 71.15 72.16 ±0.48
Supervised learning 42.90 42.90 42.90 ±0.59 83.12 83.12 83.12 ±1.15

Table 2: Results on the test set under two settings. 95% confidence intervals of F1 scores are shown.

All In E+

System LOC ORG PER MISC LOC ORG PER MISC
Name matching 96.26 89.48 57.38 96.60 92.32 76.87 47.40 76.29

MIL 57.09 76.30 41.35 93.35 11.90 47.90 27.60 53.61
MIL-ND 57.15 77.15 35.95 92.47 12.02 49.77 20.94 47.42
τMIL-ND 55.15 76.56 34.03 92.15 11.14 51.18 20.59 40.00

Supervised learning 55.58 61.32 24.98 89.96 8.80 14.95 7.40 29.90

Table 3: % errors on the development set for different named entity types under two settings. (Smaller is better.)
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Figure 3: Accuracy vs τ . There are large plateaus
between τ ∈ (0.7, 0.95) and τ < 0.6 because the
ND classifier hardly used these ranges. We hence set
τ = 0.75 in τMIL-ND.

As expected, the smaller τ is, the higher the
chance is that the chosen data point is valid (i.e.,
not noise). Hence, we can use the ND classifier to
select high quality data points by adjusting τ .

For a further examination, from the training set,
we collected all 47,213 data points (i.e. 27.8%)
with pN (1|m, c,E+) > τ = 0.75, and randomly
chose 100 data points. We found that 89% are in-
deed noisy. This further confirms that the ND clas-
sifier is sufficiently accurate. Some examples are
given in Table 4.

Number of positive candidates We also experi-
mented with different values of |E+| (10, 50, 100)
on the development set (Figure 4).

First, MIL-ND and τMIL-ND are always better

# positive candidates
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Figure 4: F1 (top:‘All’; bottom:‘In E+’) on the devel-
opment set with different numbers of positive candi-
dates.

than MIL. This is more apparent in the ‘In E+’
settings: with this evaluation regime, we zoom in
on cases where our models can predict correct en-
tities (of course, all models equally fail for exam-
ples outside E+).

Using the ND classifier at test time to decide to
predict any entity or skip (τMIL-ND) is helpful in
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Correctly detected as noise:
* Small-market teams , like Milwaukee and San Diego , even big-market clubs , like Boston ,
Atlanta and the two [Chicago] franchises , trumpet them .
Candidates: CHICAGO (music single), BOSTON TO CHICAGO (music track)
* The politically powerful [Green] movement in Germany has led public opposition to genetic
technology research and production .
Candidates: THE GREEN PRINCE (movie), THE GREEN ARCHER (movie), GREEN GOLD (movie)
Incorrectly detected as noise:
* Everything Forrest remains unaffected by , [Jenny] self-indulgently , self-destructively drowns in
: radical politics , drug abuse , promiscuity .
Candidates: JENNY CURRAN (book/film character)

Table 4: Examples of 100 randomly chosen sentences from the training set whose pN (1|m, c,E+) > τ = 0.75.
The first two examples are correctly detected as noise by our ND classifier. The last one is incorrectly detected.

the more realistic ‘All’ setting. The difference be-
tween τMIL-ND and MIL-ND is less pronounced
for larger E+. This is expected as the proportion
of valid data points is higher, and hence the ND
classifier is less necessary at test time. For ‘inE+’
setting, τMIL-ND performs worse than MIL-ND,
as we expected, because there are no noisy data
points at test time.

What is wrong with the candidate selector?
The above results show that candidate selection
is a bottleneck and that the used selector is far
from perfect. We found two cases where the se-
lector is problematic: (i) the mention or the en-
tity name is in an abbreviated form, such as ‘U.N.’
rather than ‘United Nations’, (ii) the mention and
the entity’s name only fuzzily match, such as ‘[En-
glish] county’ and ENGLAND (country). We can
overcome these problems via extending our sur-
face matching as in Charton et al. (2014); Usbeck
et al. (2014) or using word embeddings.

Even in some cases when the selector does
not have any problems with surface matching,
the number of candidates may be too large. For
instance, consider ‘[Simpson] killed his wife...’,
there are more than 1,500 entities in the knowl-
edge base containing the word ‘Simpson’. It is
unlikely that our entity disambiguation model can
deal with such large lists. We may need a stronger
mechanism for reducing the number of candidates.
For example, we could use document-level infor-
mation to discard highly unlikely entities.

6 Related work

High performance approaches to EL, such as Rati-
nov et al. (2011); Chisholm and Hachey (2015);
Globerson et al. (2016); Yamada et al. (2017);

Ganea and Hofmann (2017), are two-stage meth-
ods: candidate generation is followed by select-
ing an entity for the candidate lists. We follow
the same paradigm but with some important dif-
ferences discussed below.

Most approaches use alias-entity maps, i.e.
weighted sets of (mention, entity) pairs created
from anchors in Wikpedia. For example, one
can count how many times phrase “the president”
refers to BILL CLINTON to assign the weight to
the corresponding pair. However, the method re-
quires large annotated datasets, and it cannot deal
with less prominent entities. As we do not have
access to links, we use surface matching instead.

To choose an entity from a candidate list, two
main disambiguation frameworks (Ratinov et al.,
2011) are introduced: local which resolves men-
tions independently, and global which makes use
of coherence modeling at the document level.
Though we experimented with local models, the
local-global distinction is largely orthogonal as we
can directly integrate coherence modeling compo-
nents in our DL approach.

Different types of supervision have been con-
sidered in previous work: full supervision (Ya-
mada et al., 2017; Ganea and Hofmann, 2017; Le
and Titov, 2018), using combinations of labeled
and unlabeled data (Lazic et al., 2015), and even
distant supervision (Fan et al., 2015). The ap-
proach of Fan et al. (2015) is heavily Wikipedia-
based: they rely on a heuristic mapping from Free-
base entities to Wikipedia entities, and learn fea-
tures from Wikipedia articles. Unlike ours, their
approach cannot be generalized to set-ups where
no documents are available for entities.
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7 Conclusions

We introduced the first approach to entity linking
which neither uses annotated texts, nor assumes
that entities are associated with textual documents
(e.g., Wikipedia articles).

We learn the model using the MIL paradigm,
and introduce a novel component, a noise detect-
ing classifier, estimated jointly with the EL model.
The classifier lets us disregard noisy labels, re-
sulting in a more accurate entity linking model.
Experimental results showed that our models sub-
stantially outperform the heuristic baseline, and,
for certain categories, they approach the model es-
timated with supervised learning.

In future work we will aim to improve candidate
selection (including different strategies to select
candidate lists E+, E−). We will also use extra
document information and jointly predict entities
for different mentions in the document. Besides,
we will consider additional knowledge bases (e.g.
YAGO and Wikidata).
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A Hyper-parameters

The used values for the hyper-parameters are
shown in Table 5.

Hyper-parameters Model Value
learning rate (Adam) 1, 2 0.001
mini-batch size 1, 2 50
number of epochs 1, 2 20
dw (word emb. dim.) 1, 2 300
dp (position emb. dim.) 1, 2 5
dt (type emb. dim.) 1, 2 50
de (entity emb. dim.) 1, 2 100
BiLSTM hidden dim. 1, 2 100
FFNg hidden dim. 1, 2 300
FFNh hidden dim. 2 300
δ (margin) 1, 2 0.1
T (temperature) 1, 2 1/3
η (KL coefficient) 2 5
p∗I(1) (prior) 2 0.9
τ (threshold) 2 0.75

Table 5: Values of hyper-parameters.

System Micro accuracy
Ours 81.47 ±1.27
Hoffart et al. (2011) 81.91

Table 6: Micro accuracy on AIDA CoNLL testb of our
supervised system and (Hoffart et al., 2011).

B Supervised learning system

Our supervised learning system is a supervised
version of model 1. To examine how good this sys-
tem is, we tested it on the AIDA CoNLL dataset.
Because this system uses entity types for entity
disambiguation (and uses no other information re-
lated to entities), we made use of the map between
Freebase entities and Wikipedia entities. We com-
pared it with Hoffart et al. (2011). Note that we
did not tune the system: it used the same values of
hyper-parameters with model 1 (see Table5).

Because Wikipedia and YAGO are often used
for candidate selection and/or for additional su-
pervision, we here also used them for candidate
selection and for computing p(e|m) as a feature as
in most existing systems (such as in Hoffart et al.
(2011); Globerson et al. (2016); Ganea and Hof-
mann (2017)). For the candidate section, for each
mention we kept maximally 20 candidates.

We ran our system five times and report mean
and 95% confidence interval. Table 6 shows micro
accuracy (in knowledge-base). Our system per-
forms on par with Hoffart et al. (2011).
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Abstract

Heuristic-based active learning (AL) methods
are limited when the data distribution of the
underlying learning problems vary. Recent
data-driven AL policy learning methods are
also restricted to learn from closely related do-
mains. We introduce a new sample-efficient
method that learns the AL policy directly on
the target domain of interest by using wake
and dream cycles. Our approach interleaves
between querying the annotation of the se-
lected datapoints to update the underlying stu-
dent learner and improving AL policy using
simulation where the current student learner
acts as an imperfect annotator. We evaluate
our method on cross-domain and cross-lingual
text classification and named entity recogni-
tion tasks. Experimental results show that
our dream-based AL policy training strategy
is more effective than applying the pretrained
policy without further fine-tuning, and better
than the existing strong baseline methods that
use heuristics or reinforcement learning.

1 Introduction

Obtaining adequate annotated data is often expen-
sive and time consuming for many real-world NLP
tasks. Active learning (AL) aims to economically
learn an accurate model by reducing the annota-
tion cost. It is based on the premise that a model
can get better performance if it is allowed to pre-
pare its own training data, by choosing the most
beneficial data points and querying their annota-
tions from annotators. For example, the learner
can identify its knowledge gaps in order to select
the most informative query data points.

The core AL problem is how to identify the
most beneficial query data points. Tradition-
ally, they are identified using various hand crafted
heuristics (Settles, 2012). Recent work has investi-
gated learning the AL query strategy from the data

(Fang et al., 2017; Bachman et al., 2017; Wood-
ward and Finn, 2017; Contardo et al., 2017; Liu
et al., 2018a; Pang et al., 2018), as engineered
heuristics are not flexible to exploit characteristics
inherent to a given problem. These works are all
based on the idea that aims to learn an AL query
strategy on a related problem for which enough
annotated data exist via AL simulations, and then
transfers it to the target AL scenario of interest.
The success of this approach, however, highly de-
pends on the relatedness of the source and target
AL problems, as the transferred AL strategy is
not adapted to the characteristics of the target AL
problem.

To address this mismatch challenge, we intro-
duce a new approach that learns an AL query
strategy directly for the target problem of interest.
Starting from an initial (pre-trained) AL strategy,
our approach interleaves between querying the an-
notation of the selected data points to update the
underlying student model, and improving the AL
strategy using simulations. Crucially, in order to
improve the query strategy, our AL simulations are
based on the target problem, where we make use of
the current student learner as an imperfect annota-
tor. The AL query strategy is used to train the un-
derlying student learner in the wake cycles through
interactions with the human annotator, and the stu-
dent learner is used to train the query strategy in
the dream cycles via simulations, as illustrated in
Figure 1.

Our contribution are as follows: (i) we propose
a sample-efficient AL policy learning method to
make the best use of the annotation budget to im-
prove both the student learner and the AL policy
directly on the target task of interest; (ii) we pro-
vide comprehensive experimental results compar-
ing our method to strong heuristic-based and data-
driven AL query strategy learning-based methods
on cross-lingual and cross-domain text classifica-
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Figure 1: Illustration of our dream-based AL approach. Unlabelled data selection policy is learned in AL simula-
tion on source task (a). At transferring time, we interleave wake phase (b) where the learned policy is applied to
train the student learner, and dream phase (c) where the student learner in turn acts as an imperfect annotator to
fine-tune the policy.

tion, and cross annotation scheme named entity
recognition tasks1. The experiment results demon-
strate the ability of our method to quickly learn a
good policy directly on the task of interest. Com-
pared to the previous work (Fang et al., 2017; Liu
et al., 2018a) which transfers a policy learned on
a source task to target task, our dream-based AL
query policies are consistently more effective even
when the data domain and annotation scheme of
target task are different from the source task.

2 AL Query Strategy as a Sequential
Decision Process

We consider the popular pool-based AL setting
where we are given a small set of initial labelled
data Dlab, and a large pool of unlabelled data
Dunl, and a budget B for getting the annotation of
some unlabelled data by querying an oracle, e.g.
a human annotator. The goal is to intelligently
pick those unlabelled data for which if annotations
were available, the performance of the underlying
re-trained model mφφφ would be improved the most.

More specifically, a pool-based AL problem
is a Markov decision process (MDP) (Bach-
man et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2018a), denoted by
(S,A, Pr(ssst+1|ssst, at), R) where S is the state
space, A is the set of actions, Pr(ssst+1|ssst, at) is
the transition function, and R is the reward func-
tion. The state ssst ∈ S at time t consists of the
labelled Dlab

t and unlabelled Dunl
t datasets paired

with the parameters of the currently trained model
φt. An action at ∈ A corresponds to the selection
of a query datapoint, and the reward function is the
improvement in the generalisation of the student

1Source code is available at https://github.com/
trangvu/alil-dream

learner. Assuming the availability of an evaluation
setDevl, the reward function can be formalised as:

R(ssst, at, ssst+1) = loss(mφφφt−1
, Devl)− loss(mφφφt , D

evl) (1)

through a suitable loss function.
The goal is to find the optimal AL policy pre-

scribing which datapoint needs to be queried in a
given state to get the most benefit. The optimal
policy is found by maximising the following ob-
jective over the parameterised policies:

E(Dlab,Dunl,Devl)∼D

[
Eπθθθ

[ B∑

t=1

R(ssst, at, ssst+1)
]]

(2)

where πθθθ is the policy network parameterised by
θθθ, D is a distribution over possible AL problem
instances, and B is the annotation budget, i.e.
the maximum number of queries made in an AL
episode.

In the previous work, the distribution of AL
problems is constructed via simulations on a re-
lated task for which enough labelled data exist.
That is, the labelled data is randomly partitioned
into the training, evaluation, and pool of unla-
belled (by pretending the labels are unobserved)
datasets. Answering the AL queries is easy in
the simulations, as it does not involve actual in-
teraction with the human annotator. As such, a
large number of AL episodes can be simulated ef-
ficiently, allowing to learn a query policy using
reinforcement (Fang et al., 2017; Bachman et al.,
2017; Pang et al., 2018) and imitation (Liu et al.,
2018a,b) learning algorithms. However, the ef-
fectiveness of the resulting query policy depends
on the relatedness of the source and target tasks;
a notion which is hard to formalise and evaluate
in practice. Our goal in this paper is to learn the
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Algorithm 1 Learning to AL by Dreaming

Input: labelled data Dlab, unlabelled pool Dunl, initial stu-
dent model φ̂φφ, initial policy π̂, dream episodes E , dream
length Td , annotation budget B, wake-dream cyclesW

Output: labelled dataset, trained model, policy
1: φφφ0 ← φ̂φφ
2: π0 ← π̂
3: Tw ← B

W . length of the wake phase
4: for t ∈ 1, . . . ,W do
5: Dlab,φφφt ← wakeLearn(Dlab, Dunl,φφφt−1, πt−1, Tw)
6: πt ← dreamLearn(Dlab, Dunl,φφφt−1, πt−1, E , Td)
7: end for
8: return φφφW

query policy directly on the target AL task of in-
terest, allowing for more effective query policies.

3 Dream-based Learning of AL Policy

In this section, we propose our sample-efficient
AL policy learning method. While interacting
with the human annotator, one may decide to split
the total annotation budget B between two types
of queries: (i) those which improve the underly-
ing student learner based on the suggestions of the
policy, and (ii) those which improve the policy.
However, this approach may not make the best use
of the annotation budget, as it is not clear whether
the budget used to improve the policy (via the sec-
ond type of queries) would pay back the improve-
ment which could have been achieved on the stu-
dent learner (via the queries of the first type).

Our approach aims to spend the annotation bud-
get only for improving the student learner. To im-
prove the policy, we use the trained student learner
as an imperfect annotator in order to improve the
policy via simulations using data of the AL task
of interest. More specifically, our approach inter-
leaves between querying the annotation of the se-
lected data points to update the underlying student
model, and improving the AL strategy using sim-
ulations; see Algorithm 1. As such, the AL policy
is used to train the underlying student learner in
the wake cycles through interactions with the hu-
man annotator (line 5 of Algorithm 1), and the stu-
dent learner is used to train the query policy in the
dream cycles via simulations (line 6 of Algorithm
1), which we elaborate in the following.

3.1 Wake Phase: Improving Student Learner

Assuming that the full annotation budget is B and
the number of wake-dream cycles isW , there are
Tw = B

W AL queries asked from a human annota-
tor in each wake cycle; see Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Wake Learn
Input: labelled data Dlab, unlabelled pool Dunl, student

model φφφ, query policy π, wake length Tw,
Output: labelled dataset and trained model
1: for t ∈ 1, . . . , Tw do
2: ssst ← (Dlab, Dunl,φφφ)
3: xxxt ← argmaxxxx′∈Dunl π(xxx

′;ssst)
4: yyyt ← askHumanAnnotation(xxxt)
5: Dlab ← Dlab + {(xxxt, yyyt)}
6: Dunl ← Dunl − {xxxt}
7: φ← retrainModel(φφφ,Dlab)
8: end for
9: return Dlab and φφφ

Algorithm 3 Dream Learn
Input: labelled data Dlab, unlabelled data Dunl, student

model φφφ, policy π̂, dream episodes E , dream length Td
Output: The learned policy
1: M ← ∅ . the aggregated dreamt AL trajectories
2: π̂0 ← π
3: Dpool ← labelGen(mφφφ, D

unl)
4: for τ ∈ 1, . . . , E do
5: Dtrn, Devl ← dataPartition(Dlab)
6: M+ = trajectoryGen(Dtrn, Devl, Dpool, πτ−1, Td)
7: πτ ← retrainPolicy(πτ−1,M)
8: end for
9: return π̂E

At each time step t of this real AL trajectory,
the algorithm picks the query point suggested by
the policy network (line 3 of Algorithm 2). As
the policy network π(.), we consider a feed for-
ward neural network; see Figure 1(d), which as-
signs an importance score to each potential query
from the unlabelled dataset xxx′ ∈ Dunl in the cur-
rent AL state ssst. We summarise the AL state ssst
by a fixed dimensional vector, consisting of the la-
belled and unlabelled datasets as well as the stu-
dent learner; this is problem-specific and will be
detailed in Section 4 for our classification and se-
quence labelling tasks. Together with the repre-
sentation of the candidate xxx′, they are fed to the
policy network as the input. The label of the se-
lected query is then asked from the human anno-
tator (line 4 of Algorithm 2), and added to the
labelled dataset to re-train the underlying student
learner (lines 5-7 of Algorithm 2).

3.2 Dream Phase: Policy Improvement

In each dream cycle, the student learner teaches
the AL querying policy and updates it; see Algo-
rithm 3. We first generate the labels of the unla-
belled data using the current student learner to get
a pseudo-labelled data containing imperfect labels
(line 3 of Algorithm 3). Afterwards, we synthesise
AL tasks by randomly partitioning the collected
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labelled data into training and evaluation sets, for
each of which we simulate an AL trajectory ef-
ficiently using the pseudo-labelled pool to retrain
the policy (lines 4-7 in Algorithm 3).

The policy can be re-trained using policy gra-
dient algorithms, e.g. REINFORCE in deep rein-
forcement learning (RL) (Williams, 1988), or be-
havioural cloning in deep imitation learning (IL).
We make use of DAGGER (Ross et al., 2011), a
behavioural cloning algorithm for IL, which previ-
ous work has shown to be more effective than deep
RL for learning AL policies (Liu et al., 2018a).

DAGGER with Imperfect Teacher To generate
a simulated AL trajectory (line 6 in Algorithm
3), we run the querying policy for Td time steps.
For each time step t, we either select the next
query based on the recommendation of the pol-
icy bbbt = argmax

xxx∈Dpoolt
π(ssst;xxx

′, ŷ′), or select the
best query by one-step roll-out; that is

aaat = argmax
(xxx′,ŷ′)∈Dpoolt

− loss(mφφφ′t , D
evl) (3)

where mφφφ′t = retrainModel(φφφt−1, (xxx′, y′)). This
choice is generated by the parameter β, which we
refer to as the mixing coefficient. Importantly,
the roll-out in Equation 3 uses the imperfect la-
bel ŷ′ for a candidate data point xxx′. For com-
putational efficiency, we take the maximisation in
Equation 3 over a random subset of size k from the
full data pool, as it involves retraining the underly-
ing model and calculating the loss of the resulting
model on the evaluation set. We refer to the above
procedure to select actions aaat as the imperfect al-
gorithmic expert.

To update the policy network (line 7 in Al-
gorithm 3), we train it on a set of collected
states paired with the imperfect expert’s actions
M = {(sssi, aaai)} to maximize the objective∑|M |

i=1 logPr(aaai|D
pool
i ), where Pr(aaai|Dpool

i ) is
the probability of aaai being the best action among
all possible actions in the data pool Dpool

i at state
sssi. The probability Pr(aaai|Dpool

i ) can be estimated
using the preference score π(aaai;sssi) computed by
the AL policy π

Pr(aaai|Dpool
i ) =

expπ(aaai;sssi)∑
xxx∈Dpooli

expπ(xxx;sssi)
(4)

In addition to current trajectory, we make use of an
experience replay memoryM (Mnih et al., 2015)
to store historic state-action transitions and ran-
dom sample multiple mini-batches from it to re-
train the policy network.

Unlabelled Candidate Selection. An important
design consideration for our proposed algorithm
is the selection of the unlabelled pool in each
wake/dream cycle. To guide the policy toward se-
lecting worthwhile datapoints, the candidate pool
can be sampled randomly from a larger set of top
uncertain and diverse datapoints in the wake cy-
cles. During the dream cycles where the policy is
strengthened based on the prediction of the imper-
fect expert, we can exploit the expert by sampling
from its top confidence shortlist. We will see in the
analysis that the candidate pool selection strategy
further improves the quality of the student learner.

4 Experiments

We conduct experiments on text classification and
named entity recognition (NER). The AL sce-
narios include cross-domain sentiment classifica-
tion, cross-lingual authorship profiling, and cross-
lingual and cross-domain named entity recogni-
tion (NER), whereby an AL policy trained on a
source domain/language is transferred to the tar-
get domain/language2.

We compare our proposed dream-based AL pol-
icy learning method with the following baselines:

• Random sampling: The query datapoint is
chosen randomly.
• Diversity sampling: The query datapoint is

argminxxx
∑
xxx′∈Dlab Jaccard(xxx,xxx′), where the Jac-

card coefficient between the unigram features
of the two given texts is used as the similarity
measure.
• Uncertainty-based sampling: For text

classification, we use the datapoint
with the highest predictive entropy,
argmaxxxx−

∑
y p(y|xxx,Dlab) log p(y|xxx,Dlab)

• PAL: A reinforcement learning based ap-
proach (Fang et al., 2017), which makes use
of a deep Q-network to make the selection
decision for stream-based active learning. It
learns the policy on a source task and then
transfers it to the target task.
• ALIL: An imitation learning based approach

(Liu et al., 2018a), which transfer the learned
policy from a source task to the target task
without further fine-tuning.
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Figure 2: Accuracy of different active learning methods for cross domain sentiment classification (left two plots)
and cross lingual authorship profiling (right two plots).

doc. (src/tgt)
src tgt number avg. len. (tokens)

elec. music dev. 27k/1k 35/20
book movie 24k/2k 140/150

en sp 3.6k/4.2k 1.15k/1.35k
en pt 3.6k/1.2k 1.15k/1.03k

Table 1: The data sets used in sentiment classification
(top part) and gender profiling (bottom part).

4.1 Text Classification

Datasets and Setup. We run experiments on
sentiment classification and authorship profil-
ing tasks. Sentiment classification dataset were
extracted from the Amazon product reviews
(McAuley and Yang, 2016). The goal is to classify
these reviews as positive or negative sentiments.
The authorship profiling task aims to predict the
gender of the text author. The data came from the
gender profiling task in PAN 2017 (Rangel et al.,
2017), which consists of a large Twitter corpus in
multiple languages: English (en), Spanish (es) and
Portuguese (pt). Table 1 shows data statistics for
these two tasks.

For PAL and ALIL, the AL policy is first trained
by AL simulation on the source task and then di-
rectly transferred to the target task. In our dream-
based approach, the pretrained AL policy on the
source task is used to warm-start the AL policy
learned on the target task.

For training, 10% of the source data is used as
the evaluation set to learn the best action in imita-
tion learning. Following the experiment setting in
Liu et al. (2018a), we run T = 100 episodes with
the total annotation budget B = 100 documents in
each episode, set the sample unlabelled pool size
k = 5. , and set the mixing coefficient in DAGGER

β = 0.5. At transferring time, we take 90% of

2Source code: https://github.com/trangvu/
alil-dream

the target data as the unlabelled pool, and the re-
maining 10% as the test set. We set the number
of wake-dream cyclesW = 20 which correspond-
ing to the wake phase length Tw = 5. We set the
number of dream episode E = 5 and dream length
Td = 10. We run each AL method 20 times and
report the average test accuracy w.r.t. the number
of labelled documents selected in the AL process.

For the underlying model mφφφ, we use a fast and
efficient text classifier based on convolutional neu-
ral networks (CNN). More specifically, we apply
50 convolutional filters with ReLU activation and
width of 3 on the embedding of all words in a doc-
ument xxx. The filter outputs are averaged to pro-
duce a 50-dimensional document representation
hhh(xxx), which is then fed into a softmax to predict
the class. We use pretrained multilingual embed-
dings (Ammar et al., 2016) and fix these word em-
beddings during training for both the policy and
the underlying classification model.

State representation. The AL state is a fixed di-
mensional vector, includes: (i) the candidate doc-
ument represented by a CNN hhh(xxx), (ii) the dis-
tribution over the document’s class labels mφφφ(xxx),
(iii) the sum of all document vector representa-
tions in the labelled set

∑
xxx′∈Dlab hhh(xxx

′), (iv) the
sum of all document vectors in the sample unla-
belled pool

∑
xxx′∈Dpoolrnd

hhh(xxx′), and (v) the empirical
distribution of class labels in the labelled dataset.

Results. Figure 2 shows the result on the prod-
uct sentiment and authorship profiling tasks in
cross-domain and cross-lingual AL scenarios. Our
dream-based method consistently outperforms
both heuristic-based, RL-based (PAL) (Fang et al.,
2017) and direct-transfer IL (ALIL) (Liu et al.,
2018a) approaches across all tasks. Our approach
performs similar to the ALIL approach in the be-
ginning of AL process and starts to outperform in
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musical movie es pt
CL-warm-transfer (ALIL) 67.95 65.82 58.72 66.52
CL-cold-dream 62.32 64.86 57.43 58.30
CL-warm-dream 70.80 69.60 62.37 69.62
WL-warm-transfer (ALIL) 76.79 80.81 64.35 69.05
WL-cold-dream 76.00 80.07 63.78 68.56
WL-warm-dream 77.92 81.62 67.57 70.70

Table 2: Classifiers performance under different initial-
ization settings of underlying classifier and AL policy.
CL, WL denotes cold-start and warm-start classifier.

later cycles. We speculate that it is due to the noisy
learning signal in the first few dream phases. In
later cycles, the AL policy starts to adapt to the
target task and learn to select good datapoints to
train the underlying classifier.

We further investigate the combination of trans-
ferring the policy network with transferring the
underlying learner. That is, we first train a classi-
fier on all of the annotated data from the source do-
main/language; this classifier is then transferred to
the target task and further fine-tuned using the col-
lected labelled data. We compare the performance
of the warm-start student learner (WL) and the
random initialized cold-start student learner (CL)
in different policy transfer scenarios: (i) warm-
transfer (ALIL): the IL policy is transferred di-
rectly to target task, similar to ALIL approach (Liu
et al., 2018a); (ii) cold-dream: our dream-based
approach where the policy is initialized randomly;
and (iii) warm-dream: our proposed approach
where the pretrained policy is fine-tuned to the tar-
get task. The results are shown in Table 2. As an-
ticipated, the cold-dream settings always perform
worst in all tasks. In both warm-start and cold-
start student learner scenarios, the warm-dream
setting always outperforms the warm-transfer.

4.2 Named Entity Recognition

Data and setup. We use NER corpora from the
CoNLL2002/2003 shared tasks, which include an-
notated text in English (en), German (de), Span-
ish (es), and Dutch (nl). The original annotation
is based on IOB1 with four named entity classes.
We convert the annotation to IO labelling scheme
and train the policy on source language. We
consider the bilingual and cross-annotation trans-
ferring scenario. More specifically, the English
dataset with IO annotation is the source and other
languages with either IO or IBO annotation are the
target.

The CoNLL NER corpus of each language has

three subsets: train, testa and testb. During pol-
icy training with the source language, we combine
these three subsets, shuffle, and re-split them into
simulated training, unlabelled pool, and evaluation
sets in every episode. Following the experiment
setting in Liu et al. (2018a), we also train the pol-
icy in T = 100 episodes with the budget B = 200,
and set the sample size k = 5 for the AL sim-
ulation on the source task,. At transferring time,
we select B datapoints from train of the target
language (treated as the pool of unlabelled data)
and report F1 scores on testa. We set the number
of wake-dream cycles W = 20, dream episode
E = 5 and dream length Td = 10. During wake
cycle, we sample a subset of 10 unlabelled data-
points from the top 100 datapoints with the high-
est labelling uncertainty as the input to the policy
network. In the dream phase, the sample pool is
constructed randomly as usual.

The underlying model mφφφ is a conditional ran-
dom field (CRF) treating NER as a sequence la-
belling task. The prediction is made using the
Viterbi algorithm. For the word embeddings, we
also use the pretrained multilingual embeddings
(Ammar et al., 2016) with 40 dimensions and fix
these during policy training.

State representation. The input to the policy
network is the concatenation of:

(i) the representation of the candidate sen-
tence using the sentence convolution network
cnnsent (Kim, 2014)

(ii) the representation of the labelling marginals
using the label-level convolution network
cnnlab(Emφφφ(yyy|xxx)[yyy]) (Fang et al., 2017)

(iii) the bag-of-word representation of sentences
in the sample pool of unlabelled data∑

xxx′∈Dpoolrnd

∑
w∈xxx′ eee(w) where eee(w) is em-

bedding of word w
(iv) the representation of ground-truth labels in

the labelled data
∑

(xxx′,yyy′)∈Dlab cnnlab(yyy
′) us-

ing the empirical distributions
(v) the confidence of the sequential prediction

|xxx|
√

maxyyymφφφ(yyy|xxx)
(vi) the representation of the entropy sequences

for each word label in the sentence using an-
other convolution network cnnent

(vii) entropy statistics includes max entropy, aver-
age entropy and sum entropy

In cross-annotation scheme scenarios, the AL pol-
icy is trained on source task with IO annotation
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Figure 3: The performance of dreaming methods on bilingual settings under IO and IBO annotation scheme for
three target languages: German (de), Spanish (es) and Dutch (nl).

and then later transferred to target task which is
under IBO annotation scheme. With the same
named entity set, the number of prediction classes
under IO and IBO annotation scheme is 5 and 9
respectively. We only transfer the policy network
and CNNs to the target task.

Results. Figure 3 shows the results for three
target languages in cross-language and cross-
annotation scheme scenarios. In bilingual and
same annotation scenarios, our dream-based trans-
fer method consistently outperforms other data-
driven AL query strategy learning and heuristic
methods. Specifically, diversity-based query strat-
egy performs badly in almost every case because
it ignores the labelling information. ALIL and
PAL performance are either on par or slightly bet-
ter than uncertainty sampling. However, these
methods only perform similar to a random strat-
egy when testing on new labelling scheme. Un-
certainty sampling is still the best heuristic among
other strategies. In cross-annotation scheme ex-
periments, our proposed method surpasses the
uncertainty-based strategy in German and Dutch,
and achieves slightly higher score in Spanish. This
suggests that uncertainty is a good informative
measure, which is outperformed by our flexible
and adaptive data-driven AL policy learning tech-
nique.

4.3 Biomedical Named Entity Recognition

In Section 4.2, we evaluated our approach on
transferring the AL policy to a target task which
shares the same labelling scheme as the source
task. We further evaluate our methods in the sce-
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Figure 4: The performance of transferring trained pol-
icy on English NER to BioNER task.

nario where the source and target tasks have dif-
ferent characteristic. Specifically, we conduct ex-
periment on cross-domain cross-annotation NER.

Data and setup. We transfer the AL policy
trained on the CoNLL2003 English NER task in
the previous experiment, which is in the news do-
main, to the biomedical NER (BioNER) task. We
use Genia4ER named entity corpus of MEDLINE
abstracts from JNLPBA 2004 shared task.3 The
Genia4ER corpus is annotated in IBO2 scheme
and contains five classes protein, DNA, RNA, cell-
line and cell-type. The dataset has two subsets:
training set of 18,758 sentences and test set of
3,918 sentences. We take out 1,758 sentences
from the training set as validation set.

The experiment setup for policy transfer and un-
derlying model is kept the same as in the NER ex-
periments in Section 4.2. For the word embed-

3http://www.nactem.ac.uk/tsujii/GENIA/
ERtask/report.html
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ding, we use the pre-trained English BioNLP em-
bedding4 (Chiu et al., 2016) with 200 dimension.
Vocabulary size is set to 20,000.

Results. Figure 4 shows the F1 score on
BioNER task. Similar to the bilingual cross-
annotation NER experiment results, we observe
that our dream-based approach outperforms all
other strategies. AL policy learning methods from
previous works perform on par with random query
and slight worse than uncertainty.

We further compare the data selected by our
dream-based method to other heuristic methods in
terms of average length in every ten queried sen-
tences. While the average sentence length in ran-
dom strategy is consistently around 25-27 words,
uncertainty strategy is bias toward very long sen-
tences, up to more than 100 words in the first
20 queries, and gradually drops to 55 in the last
10 queries. Our dream-based method is also in-
clined to long sentence of 55-78 words, compared
to random selection; but generally shorter than the
uncertainty-based method.

5 Analysis

Sensitivity analysis. We evaluate the sensitivity
with respect to the parameters in our proposed al-
gorithm: the length of the wake phase Tw and
number of dream episode E . Given a fixed budget
annotation, the wake phase length Tw determines
the number of wake/dream cycles, the expert qual-
ity in the dream phase, and how often to retrain AL
policy. The number of dream episode E decides
how much adaptation to be performed to the AL
policy. Results are shown in Figure 5. We observe
some significant difference between each configu-
ration only at the beginning of AL process where
only a few labelled data are available.

Candidate selection strategy. We explore the
effect of the candidate selection strategy on our
dream-based AL policy learning. We consider two
selection strategies in the wake phase: (i) ran-
dom and (ii) uncertainty where a subset of 10 can-
didates are sampled from the top 100 datapoints
with the highest labelling entropy. In the dream
phase, five candidates are selected by the follow-
ing strategies: (i) random, (ii) certainty where
candidates are sampled from the top 100 low en-
tropy labelling distribution, and (iii) mixed strat-

4https://github.com/cambridgeltl/
BioNLP-2016
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Figure 5: The performance of Spanish NER taggers re-
spect to different wake phase length Tw and number of
dream episode E .
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Figure 6: The performance of Spanish NER taggers un-
der different candidate selection strategies.

egy whereby either random or certainty strategy
are applied with probability of 0.5.

Figure 6 shows the result of our dream-based
approach on Spanish NER task. We observe that
uncertainty strategy provides a better candidate
pool for the AL policy to improve the student
learner. Interestingly, random and mixed selec-
tion strategy seem to perform better than certainty
strategy, especially in the later stages of the AL
process where we have a better student learner.
This suggests that exploration plays a more impor-
tant role in strengthening the query policy.

6 Related Works

Heuristic-based AL. Traditional active learn-
ing algorithms rely on various heuristics (Settles,
2010) to guide the selection of most informative
datapoints, such as uncertainty sampling (Settles
and Craven, 2008; Houlsby et al., 2011), query-
by-committee (Gilad-Bachrach et al., 2006), and
diversity sampling (Brinker, 2003; Joshi et al.,
2009; Yang et al., 2015). Combined with trans-
fer learning, pre-existing labelled data from re-
lated tasks can help improve the performance of
an active learner (Xiao and Guo, 2013; Kale and
Liu, 2013; Huang and Chen, 2016; Konyushkova
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et al., 2017). However, these methods are not flex-
ible to exploit characteristics inherent to a particu-
lar problem.

Policy-based AL. Recent research has formal-
ized the AL process as a sequential decision pro-
cess, and applied reinforcement/imitation learning
to learn the AL query strategy (Woodward and
Finn, 2017; Bachman et al., 2017; Fang et al.,
2017; Liu et al., 2018a,b; Contardo et al., 2017).
The AL policy learned via simulations on a source
task for which enough labeled data exists. It is
then transferred to related target tasks, e.g. in other
languages or domains. However, the success of
this approach heavily depends on the relatedness
of the source and target tasks. Pang et al. (2018)
has tried to address this problem by meta-learning
a dataset-agnostic AL policy parmaterised by the
dataset embedding. Konyushkova et al. (2018) has
introduced a transferable AL strategy across unre-
lated datasets. In contrast, we learn a policy di-
rectly on the target task without requiring addi-
tional annotation budget.

Unsupervised Imitation Learning. From the
theoretical perspective, unsupervised imitation
learning has recently gained attention in machine
learning (Torabi et al., 2018; Curi et al., 2018) and
robotics (Piergiovanni et al., 2018). They consider
a problem setup assuming the existence of an ex-
pert, where the expert’s actions are unobservable
but the world state transitions are observable, e.g.
videos from a car driven by a human without ob-
serving the actual driving actions. This unsuper-
vised imitation learning scenario is different from
our more challenging problem setup, where we do
not have an already-existing expert AL strategy
to observe its world state transitions. We address
the absence of the expert by exploiting the student
learner as the imperfect annotator.

7 Conclusion

We have introduced a dream-based approach to
directly learn pool-based AL query strategies on
the target task of interest. Our approach is the
first study to interleave (i) the wake phase, where
the AL policy is exploited to improve the student
learner and (ii) the dream phase, where the stu-
dent learner in turn acts as an imperfect annotator
to enhance the AL policy. This allows the learning
of a policy from scratch, or adapt a pretrained AL
policy on the target task, without requiring addi-

tional annotation budget. We provide comprehen-
sive experimental results, comparing our method
to strong heuristic-based and AL policy learning-
based methods on several classification and se-
quence learning tasks, showing the effectiveness
of our proposed method.
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Abstract

Existing approaches for learning word embed-
dings often assume there are sufficient occur-
rences for each word in the corpus, such that
the representation of words can be accurately
estimated from their contexts. However, in
real-world scenarios, out-of-vocabulary (a.k.a.
OOV) words that do not appear in training cor-
pus emerge frequently. It is challenging to
learn accurate representations of these words
with only a few observations. In this pa-
per, we formulate the learning of OOV em-
beddings as a few-shot regression problem,
and address it by training a representation
function to predict the oracle embedding vec-
tor (defined as embedding trained with abun-
dant observations) based on limited observa-
tions. Specifically, we propose a novel hier-
archical attention-based architecture to serve
as the neural regression function, with which
the context information of a word is encoded
and aggregated from K observations. Fur-
thermore, our approach can leverage Model-
Agnostic Meta-Learning (MAML) for adapt-
ing the learned model to the new corpus fast
and robustly. Experiments show that the pro-
posed approach significantly outperforms ex-
isting methods in constructing accurate em-
beddings for OOV words, and improves down-
stream tasks where these embeddings are uti-
lized.

1 Introduction

Distributional word embedding models aim to
assign each word a low-dimensional vector rep-
resenting its semantic meaning. These embed-
ding models have been used as key components
in natural language processing systems. To learn
such embeddings, existing approaches such as
skip-gram models (Mikolov et al., 2013) resort to
an auxiliary task of predicting the context words
(words surround the target word). These embed-

dings have shown to be able to capture syntactic
and semantic relations between words.

Despite the success, an essential issue arises:
most existing embedding techniques assume the
availability of abundant observations of each word
in the training corpus. When a word occurs only
a few times during training (i.e., in the few-shot
setting), the corresponding embedding vector is
not accurate (Cohn et al., 2017). In the extreme
case, some words are not observed when train-
ing the embedding, which are known as out-of-
vocabulary (OOV) words. These words are often
rare and might only occurred for a few times in
the testing corpus. Therefore, the insufficient ob-
servations hinder the existing context-based word
embedding models to infer accurate OOV embed-
dings. This leads us to the following research
problem: How can we learn accurate embedding
vectors for OOV words during the inference time
by observing their usages for only a few times?

Existing approaches for dealing with OOV
words can be categorized into two groups. The
first group of methods derives embedding vectors
of OOV words based on their morphological infor-
mation (Bojanowski et al., 2017; Kim et al., 2016;
Pinter et al., 2017). This type of approaches has
a limitation when the meaning of words cannot
be inferred from its subunits (e.g., names, such
as Vladimir). The second group of approaches
attempts to learn to embed an OOV word from
a few examples. In a prior study (Cohn et al.,
2017; Herbelot and Baroni, 2017), these demon-
strating examples are treated as a small corpus and
are used to fine-tune OOV embeddings. Unfortu-
nately, fine-tuning with just a few examples usu-
ally leads to overfitting. In another work (Khodak
et al., 2018), a simple linear function is used to
infer embedding of an OOV word by aggregating
embeddings of its context words in the examples.
However, the simple linear averaging can fail to
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capture the complex semantics and relationships
of an OOV word from its contexts.

Unlike the existing approaches mentioned
above, humans have the ability to infer the mean-
ing of a word based on a more comprehensive un-
derstanding of its contexts and morphology. Given
an OOV word with a few example sentences, hu-
mans are capable of understanding the semantics
of each sentence, and then aggregating multiple
sentences to estimate the meaning of this word.
In addition, humans can combine the context in-
formation with sub-word or other morphological
forms to have a better estimation of the target
word. Inspired by this, we propose an attention-
based hierarchical context encoder (HiCE), which
can leverage both sentence examples and morpho-
logical information. Specifically, the proposed
model adopts multi-head self-attention to integrate
information extracted from multiple contexts, and
the morphological information can be easily inte-
grated through a character-level CNN encoder.

In order to train HiCE to effectively predict the
embedding of an OOV word from just a few ex-
amples, we introduce an episode based few-shot
learning framework. In each episode, we suppose
a word with abundant observations is actually an
OOV word, and we use the embedding trained
with these observations as its oracle embedding.
Then, the HiCE model is asked to predict the
word’s oracle embedding using only the word’s K
randomly sampled observations as well as its mor-
phological information. This training scheme can
simulate the real scenarios where OOV words oc-
cur during inference, while in our case we have ac-
cess to their oracle embeddings as the learning tar-
get. Furthermore, OOV words may occur in a new
corpus whose domain or linguistic usages are dif-
ferent from the main training corpus. To deal with
this issue, we propose to adopt Model-Agnostic
Meta-Learning (MAML) (Finn et al., 2017) to as-
sist the fast and robust adaptation of a pre-trained
HiCE model, which allows HiCE to better infer
the embeddings of OOV words in a new domain
by starting from a promising initialization.

We conduct comprehensive experiments based
on both intrinsic and extrinsic embedding evalu-
ation. Experiments of intrinsic evaluation on the
Chimera benchmark dataset demonstrate that the
proposed method, HiCE, can effectively utilize
context information and outperform baseline al-
gorithms. For example, HiCE achieves 9.3% rel-

ative improvement in terms of Spearman corre-
lation compared to the state-of-the-art approach,
à la carte, regarding 6-shot learning case. Fur-
thermore, with experiments on extrinsic evalua-
tion, we show that our proposed method can bene-
fit downstream tasks, such as named entity recog-
nition and part-of-speech tagging, and outperform
existing methods significantly.

The contributions of this work can be summa-
rized as follows.
• We formulate the OOV word embedding

learning as a K-shot regression problem and
propose a simulated episode-based training
schema to predict oracle embeddings.
• We propose an attention-based hierarchical

context encoder (HiCE) to encode and aggre-
gate both context and sub-word information.
We further incorporate MAML for fast adapt-
ing the learned model to the new corpus by
bridging the semantic gap.
• We conduct experiments on multiple tasks,

and through quantitative and qualitative anal-
ysis, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed method in fast representation learn-
ing of OOV words for down-stream tasks.

2 The Approach

In this section, we first formalize the problem of
OOV embedding learning as a few-shot regression
problem. Then, we present our embedding predic-
tion model, a hierarchical context encoder (HiCE)
for capturing the semantics of context as well as
morphological features. Finally, we adopt a state-
of-the-art meta-learning algorithm, MAML, for
fast and robust adaptation to a new corpus.

2.1 The Few-Shot Regression Framework

Problem formulation We consider a training
corpus DT , and a given word embedding learning
algorithm (e.g., Word2Vec) that yields a learned
word embedding for each word w, denoted as
Tw ∈ Rd. Our goal is to infer embeddings for
OOV words that are not observed in the training
corpus DT based on a new testing corpus DN .
DN is usually much smaller than DT and the

OOV words might only occur for a few times in
DN , thus it is difficult to directly learn their em-
bedding fromDN . Our solution is to learn an neu-
ral regression function Fθ(·) parameterized with θ
onDT . The function Fθ(·) takes both the few con-
texts and morphological features of an OOV word
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as input, and outputs its approximate embedding
vector. The output embedding is expected to be
close to its “oracle” embeddings vector that as-
sumed to be learned with plenty of observations.

To mimic the real scenarios of handling OOV
words, we formalize the training of this model in a
few-shot regression framework, where the model
is asked to predict OOV word embedding with
just a few examples demonstrating its usage. The
neural regression function Fθ(·) is trained on DT ,
where we pick N words {wt}Nt=1 with sufficient
observations as the target words, and use their em-
beddings {Twt}Nt=1 as oracle embeddings. For
each target word wt, we denote St as all the sen-
tences in DT containing wt. It is worth noting
that we exclude words with insufficient observa-
tions from target words due to the potential noisy
estimation for these words in the first place.

In order to train the neural regression func-
tion Fθ(·), we form episodes of few-shot learning
tasks. In each episode, we randomly sample K
sentences from St, and mask out wt in these sen-
tences to construct a masked supporting context
set SKt = {st,k}Kk=1, where st,k denotes the k-th
masked sentence for target word wt. We utilize its
character sequence as features, which are denoted
as Ct. Based on these two types of features, the
model Fθ is learned to predict the oracle embed-
ding. In this paper, we choose cosine similarity
as the proximity metric, due to its popularity as an
indicator for the semantic similarity between word
vectors. The training objective is as follows.

θ̂=arg max
θ

∑

wt

∑

SK
t ∼St

cos
(
Fθ(S

K
t , Ct), Twt

)
,

(1)

where SKt ∼ St means that the K sentences con-
taining target word wt are randomly sampled from
all the sentences containing wt. Once the model
Fθ̂ is trained (based on DT ), it can be used to pre-
dict embedding of OOV words inDN by taking all
sentences containing these OOV words and their
character sequences as input.

2.2 Hierarchical Context Encoding (HiCE)
Here we detail the design of the neural regres-

sion function Fθ(·). Based on the previous discus-
sion, Fθ(·) should be able to analyze the complex
semantics of context, to aggregate multiple pieces
of context information for comprehensive embed-
ding prediction, and to incorporate morphological

Figure 1: The proposed hierarchical context encoding
architecture (HiCE) for learning embedding represen-
tation for OOV words.

features. These three requirements cannot be ful-
filled using simple models such as linear aggrega-
tion (Khodak et al., 2018).

Recent progress in contextualized word rep-
resentation learning (Peters et al., 2018; Devlin
et al.) has shown that it is possible to learn a
deep model to capture richer language-specific se-
mantics and syntactic knowledge purely based on
self-supervised objectives. Motivated by their re-
sults, we propose a hierarchical context encoding
(HiCE) architecture to extract and aggregate infor-
mation from contexts, and morphological features
can be easily incorporated. Using HiCE as Fθ(·),
a more sophisticated model to process and aggre-
gate contexts and morphology can be learned to
infer OOV embeddings.

Self-Attention Encoding Block Our proposed
HiCE is mainly based on the self-attention encod-
ing block proposed by Vaswani et al. (2017). Each
encoding block consists of a self-attention layer
and a point-wise, fully connected layer. Such an
encoding block can enrich the interaction of the
sequence input and effectively extract both local
and global information.

Self-attention (SA) is a variant of attention
mechanism that can attend on a sequence by itself.
For each head i of the attention output, we first
transform the sequence input matrix x into query,
key and value matrices, by a set of three different
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linear projections WQ
i ,W

K
i ,W

V
i . Next we cal-

culate matrix product xWQ
i (xWK

i )T , then scale
it by the square root of the dimension of the se-
quence input 1√

dx
to get mutual attention matrix

of the sequence. Finally we aggregate the value
matrices using the calculated attention matrix, and
get aself,i as the self attention vector for head i:

aself,i = softmax

(
xWQ

i (xWK
i )T√

dx

)
xW V

i .

Combining all these self-attentions {aself,i}hi=1

by a linear projection WO, we have a SA(x) with
totally h heads, which can represent different as-
pects of mutual relationships of the sequence x:

SA(x) = Concat(aself,1, ..., aself,h)WO.

The self-attention layer is followed by a fully
connected feed-forward network (FFN), which ap-
plies a non-linear transformation to each position
of the sequence input x.

For both SA and FFN, we apply residual con-
nection (He et al., 2016) followed by layer nor-
malization (Ba et al., 2016). Such a design can
help the overall model to achieve faster conver-
gence and better generalization.

In addition, it is necessary to incorporate posi-
tion information for a sequence. Although it is fea-
sible to encode such information using positional
encoding, our experiments have shown that this
will lead to bad performance in our case. There-
fore, we adopt a more straightforward position-
wise attention, by multiplying the representation
at pos by a positional attention digit apos. In this
way, the model can distinguish the importance of
different relative locations in a sequence.

HiCE Architecture As illustrated in Figure 1,
HiCE consists of two major layers: the Context
Encoder and the Multi-Context Aggregator.

For each given word wt and its K masked
supporting context set SKt = {st,1, st,2, ..., st,K},
a lower-level Context Encoder (E) takes each
sentence st,k as input, followed by position-
wise attention and a self-attention encoding
block, and outputs an encoded context embed-
ding E(st,k). On top of it, a Multi-Context
Aggregator combines multiple encoded contexts,
i.e., E(st,1), E(st,2), ..., E(st,K), by another self-
attention encoding block. Note that the order of
contexts can be arbitrary and should not influence

the aggregation, we thus do not apply the position-
wise attention in Multi-Context Aggregator.

Furthermore, the morphological features can
be encoded using character-level CNN following
(Kim et al., 2016), which can be concatenated with
the output of Multi-Context Aggregator. Thus, our
model can leverage both the contexts and morpho-
logical information to infer OOV embeddings.

2.3 Fast and Robust Adaptation with MAML
So far, we directly apply the learned neural re-

gression function Fθ̂ trained onDT to OOV words
in DN . This can be problematic when there ex-
ists some linguistic and semantic gap between DT

and DN . For example, words with the same form
but in different domains (Sarma et al., 2018) or at
different times (Hamilton et al., 2016) can have
different semantic meanings. Therefore, to fur-
ther improve the performance, we aim to adapt
the learned neural regression function Fθ̂ fromDT

to the new corpus DN . A naı̈ve way to do so is
directly fine-tuning the model on DN . However,
in most cases, the new corpus DN does not have
enough data compared to DT , and thus directly
fine-tuning on insufficient data can be sub-optimal
and prone to overfitting.

To address this issue, we adopt Model Agnos-
tic Meta-Learning (MAML) (Finn et al., 2017) to
achieve fast and robust adaption. Instead of simply
fine-tuning Fθ̂ on DN , MAML provides a way of
learning to fine-tune. That is, the model is firstly
trained on DT to get a more promising initializa-
tion, based on which fine-tuning the model onDN

with just a few examples could generalize well.
More specifically, in each training episode, we

first conduct gradient descent using sufficient data
in DT to learn an updated weight θ∗. For simplifi-
cation, we use L to denote the loss function of our
objective function (1). The update process is as:

θ∗ = θ − α∇θLDT
(θ).

We then treat θ∗ as an initialized weight to opti-
mize θ on the limited data inDN . The final update
in each training episode can be written as follows.

θ′ = θ − β∇θLDN
(θ∗)

= θ − β∇θLDN
(θ − α∇θLDT

(θ)), (2)

where both α and β are hyper-parameters of two-
stage learning rate. The above optimization can be
conducted with stochastic gradient descent (SGD).
In this way, the knowledge learned from DT can
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provide a good initial representation that can be
effectively fine-tuned by a few examples in DN ,
and thus achieve fast and robust adaptation.

Note that the technique presented here is a sim-
plified variant of the original MAML, which con-
siders more than just two tasks compared to our
case, i.e., a source task (DT ) and a target task
(DN ). If we require to train embeddings for mul-
tiple domains simultaneously, we can also extend
our approach to deal with multiple DT and DN .

3 Experiments

In this section, we present two types of experi-
ments to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
HiCE model. One is an intrinsic evaluation on a
benchmark dataset, and the other is an extrinsic
evaluation on two downstream tasks: (1) named
entity recognition and (2) part-of-speech tagging.

3.1 Experimental Settings
As aforementioned, our approach assumes an

initial embedding T trained on an existing cor-
pus DT . As all the baseline models learn embed-
ding from Wikipedia, we train HiCE on WikiText-
103 (Merity et al., 2017) with the initial embed-
ding provided by Herbelot and Baroni (2017)1.

WikiText-103 contains 103 million words ex-
tracted from a selected set of articles. From
WikiText-103, we select words with an occurrence
count larger than 16 as training words. Then, we
collect the masked supporting contexts set St for
each training word wt with its oracle embedding
Twt , and split the collected words into a training
set and a validation set. We then train the HiCE
model2 in the previous introduced episode based
K-shot learning setting, and select the best hyper-
parameters and model using the validation set. Af-
ter we obtain the trained HiCE model, we can ei-
ther directly use it to infer the embedding vec-
tors for OOV words in new corpus DN , or con-
duct adaptation onDN using MAML algorithm as
shown in Eq. (2).

3.2 Baseline Methods
We compare HiCE with the following baseline

models for learning OOV word embeddings.
• Word2Vec: The local updating algorithm of

Word2Vec. The model employs the ‘Skip-
gram’ update to learn a new word embedding

1clic.cimec.unitn.it/˜aurelie.
herbelot/wiki_all.model.tar.gz

2github.com/acbull/HiCE

by predicting its context word vectors. We
implement this baseline model with gensim3.
• FastText: FastText is a morphological em-

bedding algorithm that can handle OOV by
summing n-gram embeddings. To make fair
comparison, we train FastText on WikiText-
103, and directly use it to infer the embed-
dings of OOV words in new datasets. We
again use the implementation in gensim3.
• Additive: Additive model (Lazaridou et al.,

2017) is a purely non-parametric algorithm
that averages the word embeddings of the
masked supporting contexts St. Specifically:

eadditivet =
1

|St|
∑

c∈St

1

|c|
∑

w∈c
ew.

Also, this approach can be augmented by re-
moving the stop words beforehand.
• nonce2vec: This algorithm (Herbelot and

Baroni, 2017) is a modification of origi-
nal gensim Word2Vec implementation, aug-
mented by a better initialization of additive
vector, higher learning rates and large context
window, etc. We directly used their open-
source implementation4.
• à la carte: This algorithm (Khodak et al.,

2018) is based on an additive model, fol-
lowed by a linear transformation A that can
be learned through an auxiliary regression
task. Specifically:

eà la cartet =
A

|St|
∑

c∈St

∑
w∈c

Aeadditivew

We conduct experiments by using their open-
source implementation5.

3.3 Intrinsic Evaluation: Evaluate OOV
Embeddings on the Chimera Benchmark

First, we evaluate HiCE on Chimera (Lazaridou
et al., 2017), a widely used benchmark dataset for
evaluating word embedding for OOV words.

Dataset The Chimera dataset simulates the sit-
uation when an embedding model faces an OOV
word in a real-world application. For each OOV
word (denoted as “chimera”), a few example sen-
tences (2, 4, or 6) are provided. The dataset also
provides a set of probing words and the human-
annotated similarity between the probing words

3radimrehurek.com/gensim/
4github.com/minimalparts/nonce2vec
5github.com/NLPrinceton/ALaCarte
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Methods 2-shot 4-shot 6-shot

Word2vec 0.1459 0.2457 0.2498
FastText 0.1775 0.1738 0.1294
Additive 0.3627 0.3701 0.3595
Additive, no stop words 0.3376 0.3624 0.4080
nonce2vec 0.3320 0.3668 0.3890
à la carte 0.3634 0.3844 0.3941

HiCE w/o Morph 0.3710 0.3872 0.4277
HiCE + Morph 0.3796 0.3916 0.4253
HiCE + Morph + Fine-tune 0.1403 0.1837 0.3145
HiCE + Morph + MAML 0.3781 0.4053 0.4307

Oracle Embedding 0.4160 0.4381 0.4427

Table 1: Performance on the Chimera benchmark
dataset with different numbers of context sentences,
which is measured by Spearman correlation. Baseline
results are from the corresponding papers.

and the OOV words. To evaluate the performance
of a learned embedding, Spearman correlation is
used in (Lazaridou et al., 2017) to measure the
agreement between the human annotations and the
machine-generated results.

Experimental Results Table 1 lists the per-
formance of HiCE and baselines with different
numbers of context sentences. In particular,
our method (HiCE+Morph+MAML)6 achieves
the best performance among all the other base-
line methods under most settings. Compared with
the current state-of-the-art method, à la carte, the
relative improvements (i.e., the performance dif-
ference divided by the baseline performance) of
HiCE are 4.0%, 5.4% and 9.3% in terms of 2,4,6-
shot learning, respectively. We also compare our
results with that of the oracle embedding, which
is the embeddings trained from DT , and used as
ground-truth to train HiCE. This results can be re-
garded as an upper bound. As is shown, when
the number of context sentences (K) is relatively
large (i.e., K = 6), the performance of HiCE is on
a par with the upper bound (Oracle Embedding)
and the relative performance difference is merely
2.7%. This indicates the significance of using an
advanced aggregation model.

Furthermore, we conduct an ablation study to
analyze the effect of morphological features. By
comparing HiCE with and without Morph, we
can see that morphological features are helpful
when the number of context sentences is relatively
small (i.e., 2 and 4 shot). This is because morpho-
logical information does not rely on context sen-

6Unless other stated, HiCE refers to HiCE + Morph +
MAML.

tences, and can give a good estimation when con-
texts are limited. However, in 6-shot setting, their
performance does not differ significantly.

In addition, we analyze the effect of MAML by
comparing HiCE with and without MAML. We
can see that adapting with MAML can improve
the performance when the number of context sen-
tences is relatively large (i.e., 4 and 6 shot), as
it can mitigate the semantic gap between source
corpus DT and target corpus DN , which makes
the model better capture the context semantics in
the target corpus. Also we evaluate the effect of
MAML by comparing it with fine-tuning. The re-
sults show that directly fine-tuning on target cor-
pus can lead to extremely bad performance, due to
the insufficiency of data. On the contrary, adapt-
ing with MAML can leverage the source corpus’s
information as regularization to avoid over-fitting.

3.4 Extrinsic Evaluation: Evaluate OOV
Embeddings on Downstream Tasks

To illustrate the effectiveness of our proposed
method in dealing with OOV words, we evaluate
the resulted embedding on two downstream tasks:
(1) named entity recognition (NER) and (2) part-
of-speech (POS) tagging.

Named Entity Recognition NER is a semantic
task with a goal to extract named entities from a
sentence. Recent approaches for NER take word
embedding as input and leverage its semantic in-
formation to annotate named entities. Therefore,
a high-quality word embedding has a great impact
on the NER system. We consider the following
two corpora, which contain abundant OOV words,
to mimic the real situation of OOV problems.
• Rare-NER: This NER dataset (Derczynski

et al., 2017) focus on unusual, previously-
unseen entities in the context of emerging
discussions, which are mostly OOV words.
• Bio-NER: The JNLPBA 2004 Bio-entity

recognition dataset (Collier and Kim, 2004)
focuses on technical terms in the biology do-
main, which also contain many OOV words.

Both datasets use entity-level F1-score as an eval-
uation metric. We use the WikiText-103 as DT ,
and these datasets as DN . We select all the OOV
words in the dataset and extract their context sen-
tences. Then, we train different versions of OOV
embeddigns based on the proposed approaches
and the baseline models. Finally, the inferred em-
bedding is used in an NER system based on the
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Methods
Named Entity Recognition (F1-score) POS Tagging (Acc)
Rare-NER Bio-NER Twitter POS

Word2vec 0.1862 0.7205 0.7649
FastText 0.1981 0.7241 0.8116
Additive 0.2021 0.7034 0.7576
nonce2vec 0.2096 0.7289 0.7734
à la carte 0.2153 0.7423 0.7883

HiCE w/o Morph 0.2394 0.7486 0.8194
HiCE + Morph 0.2375 0.7522 0.8227
HiCE + Morph + MAML 0.2419 0.7636 0.8286

Table 2: Performance on Named Entity Recognition and Part-of-Speech Tagging tasks. All methods are evaluated
on test data containing OOV words. Results demonstrate that the proposed approach, HiCE + Morph + MAML,
improves the downstream model by learning better representations for OOV words.

Bi-LSTM-CRF (Lample et al., 2016) architecture
to predict named entities on the test set. We posit
a higher-quality OOV embedding results in better
downstream task performance.

As we mainly focus on the quality of OOV word
embeddings, we construct the test set by selecting
sentences which have at least one OOV word. In
this way, the test performance will largely depend
on the quality of the OOV word embeddings. Af-
ter the pre-processing, Rare-NER dataset contains
6,445 OOV words and 247 test sentences, while
Bio-NER contains 11,748 OOV words and 2,181
test sentences. Therefore, Rare-NER has a high
ratio of OOV words per sentence.

Part-of-Speech Tagging Besides NER, we
evaluate the syntactic information encoded in
HiCE through a lens of part-of-speech (POS) tag-
ging, which is a standard task with a goal to
identify which grammatical group a word belongs
to. We consider the Twitter social media POS
dataset (Ritter et al., 2011), which contains many
OOV entities. The dataset is comprised of 15,971
English sentences collected from Twitter in 2011.
Each token is tagged manually into 48 grammati-
cal groups, consisting of Penn Tree Bank Tag set
and several Twitter-specific classes. The perfor-
mance of a tagging system is measured by accu-
racy. Similar to the previous setting, we use differ-
ent updating algorithms to learn the embedding of
OOV words in this dataset, and show different test
accuracy results given by learned Bi-LSTM-CRF
tagger. The dataset contains 1,256 OOV words
and 282 test sentences.

Results Table 2 illustrates the results evaluated
on the downstream tasks. HiCE outperforms the
baselines in all the settings. Compared to the best
baseline à la carte, the relative improvements
are 12.4%, 2.9% and 5.1% for Rare-NER, Bio-
NER, and Twitter POS, respectively. As afore-
mentioned, the ratio of OOV words in Rare-NER
is high. As a result, all the systems perform worse
on Rare-NER than Bio-NER, while HiCE reaches
the largest improvement than all the other base-
lines. Besides, our baseline embedding is trained
on Wikipedia corpus (WikiText-103), which is
quite different from the bio-medical texts and so-
cial media domain. The experiment demonstrates
that HiCE trained on DT is already able to lever-
age the general language knowledge which can be
transferred through different domains, and adap-
tation with MAML can further reduce the domain
gap and enhance the performance.

3.5 Qualitative Evaluation of HiCE

To illustrate how does HiCE extract and ag-
gregate information from multiple context sen-
tences, we visualize the attention weights over
words and contexts. We demonstrate an example
in Figure 2, where we choose four sentences in
chimera dataset, with “clarinet” (a woodwind in-
strument) as the OOV word. From the attention
weight over words, we can see that the HiCE puts
high attention on words that are related to instru-
ments, such as “horns”, “instruments”, “flows”,
etc. From the attention weight over contexts, we
can see that HiCE assigns the fourth sentence the
lowest context attention, in which the instrument-
related word “trumpet” is distant from the target
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Figure 2: Visualization of attention distribution over words and contexts.

OOV Word Contexts Methods Top-5 similar words (via cosine similarity)

scooter
We all need vehicles like bmw
c1 scooter that allow more social
interaction while using them ...

Additive the, and, to, of, which
FastText cooter, pooter, footer, soter, sharpshooter
HiCE cars, motorhomes, bmw, motorcoaches, microbus

cello
The instruments I am going to
play in the band service are
the euphonium and the cello ...

Additive the, and, to, of, in
FastText celli, cellos, ndegocello, cellini, cella
HiCE piano, orchestral, clarinet, virtuoso, violin

potato
It started with a green salad
followed by a mixed grill with
rice chips potato ...

Additive and, cocoyam, the, lychees, sapota
FastText patatoes, potamon, potash, potw, pozzato
HiCE vegetables, cocoyam, potatoes, calamansi, sweetcorn

Table 3: For each OOV in Chimera benchmark, infer its embedding using different methods, then show top-5
words with similar embedding to the inferred embedding. HiCE can find words with most similar semantics.

placeholder, making it harder to infer the mean-
ing by this context. This shows HiCE indeed dis-
tinguishes important words and contexts from the
uninformative ones.

Furthermore, we conduct a case study to show
how well the inferred embedding for OOV words
capture their semantic meaning. We randomly
pick three OOV words with 6 context sentences
in Chimera benchmark, use additive, fastText and
HiCE to infer the embeddings. Next, we find the
top-5 similar words with the highest cosine sim-
ilarity. As is shown in Table 3, Additive method
can only get embedding near to neutral words
as “the”, “and”, etc, but cannot capture the spe-
cific semantic of different words. FastText can
find words with similar subwords, but represent-
ing totally different meaning. For example, for
OOV “scooter” (a motor vehicle), FastText finds
“cooter” as the most similar word, which looks
similar in character-level, but means a river turtle
actually. Our proposed HiCE however, can cap-
ture the true semantic meaning of the OOV words.
For example, it finds “cars”, “motorhomes” (all
are vehicles) for “scooter”, and finds “piano”, “or-
chestral” (all are instruments) for “cello”, etc. This
case study shows that HiCE can truly infer a high-
quality embedding for OOV words.

4 Related Work

OOV Word Embedding Previous studies of
handling OOV words were mainly based on two
types of information: 1) context information and
2) morphology features.

The first family of approaches follows the dis-
tributional hypothesis (Firth, 1957) to infer the
meaning of a target word based on its con-
text. If sufficient observations are given, sim-
ply applying existing word embedding techniques
(e.g., word2vec) can already learn to embed OOV
words. However, in a real scenario, mostly the
OOV word only occur for a very limited times
in the new corpus, which hinders the quality of
the updated embedding (Lazaridou et al., 2017;
Herbelot and Baroni, 2017). Several alternatives
have been proposed in the literature. Lazaridou
et al. (2017) proposed additive method by using
the average embeddings of context words (Lazari-
dou et al., 2017) as the embedding of the tar-
get word. Herbelot and Baroni (2017) extended
the skip-gram model to nonce2vec by initialized
with additive embedding, higher learning rate and
window size. Khodak et al. (2018) introduced
à la carte, which augments the additive method
by a linear transformation of context embedding.
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The second family of approaches utilizes the
morphology of words (e.g., morphemes, charac-
ter n-grams and character) to construct embedding
vectors of unseen words based on sub-word infor-
mation. For example, Luong et al. (2013) pro-
posed a morphology-aware word embedding tech-
nique by processing a sequence of morphemes
with a recurrent neural network. Bojanowski et al.
(2017) extended skip-gram model by assigning
embedding vectors to every character n-grams and
represented each word as the sum of its n-grams.
Pinter et al. (2017) proposed MIMICK to induce
word embedding from character features with a bi-
LSTM model. Although these approaches demon-
strate reasonable performance, they rely mainly
on morphology structure and cannot handle some
special type of words, such as transliteration, en-
tity names, or technical terms.

Our approach utilizes both pieces of informa-
tion for an accurate estimation of OOV embed-
dings. To leverage limited context information,
we apply a complex model in contrast to the lin-
ear transformation used in the past, and learn to
embed in a few-shot setting. We also show that
incorporating morphological features can further
enhance the model when the context is extremely
limited (i.e., only two or four sentences).

Few-shot learning The paradigm of learning
new tasks from a few labelled observations, re-
ferred to as few-shot learning, has received sig-
nificant attention. The early studies attempt to
transfer knowledge learned from tasks with suf-
ficient training data to new tasks. They mainly
follow a pre-train then fine-tune paradigm (Don-
ahue et al., 2014; Bengio, 2012; Zoph et al.,
2016). Recently, meta-learning is proposed and
it achieves great performance on various few-shot
learning tasks. The intuition of meta-learning is
to learn generic knowledge on a variety of learn-
ing tasks, such that the model can be adapted to
learn a new task with only a few training sam-
ples. Approaches for meta-learning can be cate-
gorized by the type of knowledge they learn. (1)
Learn a metric function that embeds data in the
same class closer to each other, including Match-
ing Networks (Vinyals et al., 2016), and Prototyp-
ical Networks (Snell et al., 2017). The nature of
metric learning makes it specified on classification
problems. (2) Learn a learning policy that can fast
adapt to new concepts, including a better weight
initialization as MAML (Finn et al., 2017) and

a better optimizer (Ravi and Larochelle, 2017).
This line of research is more general and can be
applied to different learning paradigms, including
both classification and regression.

There have been emerging research studies
that utilize the above meta-learning algorithms to
NLP tasks, including language modelling (Vinyals
et al., 2016), text classification (Yu et al., 2018),
machine translation (Gu et al., 2018), and relation
learning (Xiong et al., 2018; Gao et al., 2019). In
this paper, we propose to formulate the OOV word
representation learning as a few-shot regression
problem. We first show that pre-training on a given
corpus can somehow solve the problem. To further
mitigate the semantic gap between the given cor-
pus with a new corpus, we adopt model-agnostic
meta-learning (MAML) (Finn et al., 2017) to fast
adapt the pre-trained model to new corpus.

Contextualized Embedding The HiCE archi-
tecture is related to contextualized representation
learning (Peters et al., 2018; Devlin et al.). How-
ever, their goal is to get a contextualized embed-
ding based on a given sentence, with word or
sub-word embeddings as input. In contrast, our
work utilizes multiple contexts to learn OOV em-
beddings. This research direction is orthogonal
to their goal. In addition, the OOV embeddings
learned by ours can be served as inputs to ELMO
and BERT, helping them to deal with OOV words.

5 Conclusion

We studied the problem of learning accurate
embedding for Out-Of-Vocabulary word and aug-
ment them to a per-trained embedding by only a
few observations. We formulated the problem as
a K-shot regression problem and proposed a hier-
archical context encoder (HiCE) architecture that
learns to predict the oracle OOV embedding by ag-
gregating only K contexts and morphological fea-
tures. We further adopt MAML for fast and robust
adaptation to mitigate semantic gap between cor-
pus. Experiments on both benchmark corpus and
downstream tasks demonstrate the superiority of
HiCE over existing approaches.
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Abstract

Language usage can change across periods of
time, but document classifiers models are usu-
ally trained and tested on corpora spanning
multiple years without considering temporal
variations. This paper describes two com-
plementary ways to adapt classifiers to shifts
across time. First, we show that diachronic
word embeddings, which were originally de-
veloped to study language change, can also
improve document classification, and we show
a simple method for constructing this type of
embedding. Second, we propose a time-driven
neural classification model inspired by meth-
ods for domain adaptation. Experiments on
six corpora show how these methods can make
classifiers more robust over time.

1 Introduction

Language changes and varies over time, which can
cause a degradation of performance in natural lan-
guage processing models over time. For exam-
ple, document classifiers are typically trained on
historical data and tested on future data, where
the performance tends to be worse. Recent re-
search has shown that document classifiers can
become more stable over time when trained in
ways that specifically account for temporal varia-
tions (Huang and Paul, 2018; He et al., 2018). We
refer to this task of accounting for such variations
during training as temporality adaptation.

This paper investigates temporality adaptation
in two ways. First, we explore how diachronic
word embeddings, which encode time-varying
representations of words, can be used in this set-
ting. Recent research has used diachronic word
embeddings to study how language changes over
time (Kulkarni et al., 2015; Hamilton et al., 2016;
Kutuzov et al., 2018). These studies have shown
that shifts in the corpora across time cause changes

in word contexts and consequently, changes in the
learned representations.

In our study, we further examine these shifts
as they relate to important features for document
classification. While other research has applied
diachronic word embeddings to semantic change
detection and validation (Mihalcea and Nastase,
2012; Kim et al., 2014; Kulkarni et al., 2015;
Hamilton et al., 2016; Dubossarsky et al., 2017;
Yao et al., 2018; Rudolph and Blei, 2018; Rosen-
feld and Erk, 2018) and semantic relation anal-
ysis (Liao and Cheng, 2016; Szymanski, 2017;
Rosin et al., 2017), these types of embeddings
have not been studied particularly for the docu-
ment classification task. We show that neural clas-
sifiers which use these embeddings can perform
better on future data. As part of this work, we
propose a new method for constructing diachronic
words embeddings, which we show to be compet-
itive with prior approaches.

Second, we propose a neural classification
model that adapts to changes in time using ideas
from domain adaptation. We previously showed
that out-of-the-box domain adaptation techniques
can make n-gram classifiers more robust to tem-
poral shifts (Huang and Paul, 2018). We expand
this line of work by additionally considering neu-
ral adaptation models, which can also take advan-
tage of diachronic word embeddings.

The next section describes our data. We exper-
iment with six English and Chinese datasets from
both social media and newspaper sources, span-
ning varying lengths in time (from several decades
to only a few years). We split each dataset into
a small set of time intervals, and we define each
time interval as a domain. Before presenting our
methods for building diachronic word embeddings
(Section 3) and our neural model (Section 4), we
present empirical analyses of how word usage and
word contexts vary over time in our data, to mo-
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tivate the methods (Section 2). Our main experi-
ments are presented in Section 5, where we exper-
iment with both neural and non-neural classifiers.

2 Time-Varying Corpora

The way people use words to express opinions
has been constantly changing over time (Mihalcea
and Nastase, 2012; Kulkarni et al., 2015; Hamil-
ton et al., 2016). In this section, we introduce our
corpora for this paper and conduct initial analyses
on how word usage shifts over time in news ar-
ticles and social media data in both English and
Chinese with respect to the task of classification.
We explore the language usage issue from two per-
spectives: word usage and context shift.

2.1 Data

We retrieved available data sources from previous
publications (Zhang et al., 2014; He and McAuley,
2016; Huang and Paul, 2018). Specifically, we
use four different sources in in English—Amazon
(music reviews), Yelp (restaurant and hotel re-
views), Twitter, and economic newspaper arti-
cles (Figure Eight Inc., 2015)— and one source
in Chinese, Dianping (Meituan-Dianping, 2019).

The Twitter data is annotated with binary labels
indicating whether the user received a flu vaccine.
The Economy data is annotated with binary labels
indicating if each article relates to the US econ-
omy. For the review data (Amazon, Dianping and
Yelp), we encode review scores into three discrete
categories: score >3 as positive, =3 as neutral,
and <3 as negative.

Following Huang and Paul (2018), we group
the corpora into several bins of temporal intervals;
specifically, non-repeating time intervals spanning
one or more years (Table 1). We encode each
temporal domain into the discrete time labels,
1, 2, ...T . One corpus then can be represented as
C = [C1, C2, ...CT ], where each Ct for t ∈ T is
one temporal slice of the document collection.

2.2 Analysis 1: Word Usage Shift

Document classification models often use fea-
ture representations that are derived from words.
Therefore, variations in word usage across time
will change the distribution of features over time,
which can impact the stability of document clas-
sifiers (Huang and Paul, 2018). Our goal in this
section is to test whether there are temporal vari-
ations in our datasets, how strong the effects are,

Dataset Time intervals

Amazon
1997-99, 2000-02, 2003-05
2006-08, 2009-11, 2012-14

Dianping 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012
Economy 1950-70, 1971-85,

1986-2000, 2001-14
Twitter 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016

Yelp-hotel 2005-08, 2009-11,
2012-14, 2015-17

Yelp-rest 2005-08, 2009-11,
2012-14, 2015-17

Table 1: Corpora spanning multiple time intervals.

1997-99 2000-02 2003-05 2006-08 2009-11 2012-14
Temporal Domain

1997-99

2000-02

2003-05

2006-08

2009-11

2012-14
Te

m
po

ra
l D

om
ai

n

1.000

0.538 1.000

0.530 0.798 1.000

0.539 0.802 0.839 1.000

0.531 0.766 0.783 0.811 1.000

0.524 0.708 0.700 0.749 0.764 1.000

Amazon

1950-70 1971-85 1986-2000 2001-14
Temporal Domain

1950-70

1971-85

1986-2000

2001-14

Te
m

po
ra

l D
om

ai
n

1.000

0.380 1.000

0.363 0.384 1.000

0.354 0.382 0.377 1.000

0.373 0.371 0.368 0.388 1.000

0.340 0.324 0.322 0.359 0.378 1.000

Economy

2009 2010 2011 2012
Temporal Domain

2009

2010

2011

2012

Te
m

po
ra

l D
om

ai
n

1.000

0.842 1.000

0.815 0.899 1.000

0.765 0.809 0.848 1.000

Dianping

2013 2014 2015 2016
Temporal Domain

2013

2014

2015

2016

Te
m

po
ra

l D
om

ai
n

1.000

0.482 1.000

0.454 0.493 1.000

0.349 0.377 0.378 1.000

Twitter

2006-08 2009-11 2012-14 2015-17
Temporal Domain

2006-08

2009-11

2012-14

2015-17

Te
m

po
ra

l D
om

ai
n

1.000

0.629 1.000

0.585 0.826 1.000

0.580 0.790 0.880 1.000

Yelp-hotel

2006-08 2009-11 2012-14 2015-17
Temporal Domain

2006-08

2009-11

2012-14

2015-17

Te
m

po
ra

l D
om

ai
n

1.000

0.767 1.000

0.723 0.879 1.000

0.686 0.818 0.911 1.000

Yelp-rest

Figure 1: Word usage overlaps between every two time
domains. A value of 1 means no variations of top fea-
tures between two temporal domains, while values less
than 1 indicate more temporal variations.

and what patterns exist of word usage shifts. This
will help us understand how word usage variations
can affect document classifiers.

We consider the word usage as it relates to doc-
ument classification by measuring the overlap of
top word features across time intervals. We rank
and select the top 1,000 features for each interval
by mutual information. We then calculate the in-
tersection percentage between every two domains;
specifically, if S0 is the set of top features for one
temporal domain and S1 is the set of top features
for another attribute, the percent overlap is calcu-
lated as |S0 ∩ S1|/1000.

We present the overlaps of word usages across
time in Figure 1. The overlap of word usage
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1997-99 2000-02 2003-05 2006-08 2009-11 2012-14
Temporal Domain

1997-99

2000-02

2003-05

2006-08

2009-11

2012-14

Te
m

po
ra

l D
om

ai
n

1.000

0.110 1.000

0.070 0.206 1.000

0.085 0.211 0.208 1.000

0.111 0.208 0.184 0.208 1.000

0.140 0.198 0.162 0.188 0.216 1.000

Amazon

1950-70 1971-85 1986-2000 2001-14
Temporal Domain

1950-70

1971-85

1986-2000

2001-14

Te
m

po
ra

l D
om

ai
n

1.000

0.356 1.000

0.342 0.353 1.000

0.345 0.358 0.362 1.000

0.337 0.348 0.349 0.378 1.000

0.336 0.342 0.343 0.363 0.377 1.000

Economy

2009 2010 2011 2012
Temporal Domain

2009

2010

2011

2012

Te
m

po
ra

l D
om

ai
n

1.000

0.316 1.000

0.264 0.367 1.000

0.374 0.276 0.235 1.000

Dianping

2013 2014 2015 2016
Temporal Domain

2013

2014

2015

2016

Te
m

po
ra

l D
om

ai
n

1.000

0.326 1.000

0.317 0.327 1.000

0.207 0.209 0.229 1.000

Twitter

2006-08 2009-11 2012-14 2015-17
Temporal Domain

2006-08

2009-11

2012-14

2015-17

Te
m

po
ra

l D
om

ai
n

1.000

0.215 1.000

0.176 0.248 1.000

0.177 0.243 0.251 1.000

Yelp-hotel

2006-08 2009-11 2012-14 2015-17
Temporal Domain

2006-08

2009-11

2012-14

2015-17

Te
m

po
ra

l D
om

ai
n

1.000

0.163 1.000

0.124 0.211 1.000

0.123 0.207 0.219 1.000

Yelp-rest

Figure 2: Context overlaps between every two tempo-
ral domains. A value of 0 indicates the contexts of top
features between two temporal domains have nothing
in common, while values away from 0 mean the con-
texts share more similarities.

between temporal domains varies greatly across
different corpora (ranging from 0.322 to 0.911).
We observe that closer temporal domains usually
have higher overlap while further temporal do-
mains share less overlap. These results thus sug-
gest that the word usage varies over time across
many settings.

2.3 Analysis 2: Context Shift

Popular word representations for classification
train word embeddings using the context of
each word (a window around the word, e.g.,
in skip-gram or continuous bag of words meth-
ods) (Mikolov et al., 2013; Bojanowski et al.,
2016). Therefore, we seek to understand how se-
mantic contexts of words shift across time, in ad-
dition to the words themselves. If we observe a
significant context shift, this could lead to incon-
sistent semantic representations across time.

In the case of context shift, we extract the same
unigram features as in the previous section and
define word contexts by simulating the word em-
bedding training process via contextual windows.
We set a window size of five words and record the
words that occur within the context windows. Fol-
lowing the previous section but using the set of
words that appear in the context windows, we then
calculate the intersection overlap between each

pair of time domains.
We show the overlap in the Figure 2. The

overlap percentages range from 0.070 to 0.378.
We also observe that temporally closer domains
share higher percentages of contextual words. The
pattern aligns with our observations in the Sec-
tion 2.2. Since word embeddings rely heavily
on contextual information (Mikolov et al., 2013),
our observations that contexts have little overlap
across different time intervals therefore suggest
it will be important to account for temporality in
word embeddings.

3 Diachronic Word Embeddings

Standard word embeddings ignore temporal lan-
guage variations in the data. Diachronic word em-
beddings (Kulkarni et al., 2015) encode temporal-
ity into word embeddings to obtain dynamic rep-
resentations of words. These types of embeddings
have been effective in capturing and learning the
language usage and semantic shift over time (Kim
et al., 2014; Kulkarni et al., 2015; Hamilton et al.,
2016; Bamler and Mandt, 2017; Szymanski, 2017;
Rudolph and Blei, 2018; Rosenfeld and Erk, 2018;
Yao et al., 2018).

To the best of our knowledge, diachronic word
embeddings have not been studied in the context
of document classification. Since our preliminary
analyses in the previous section showed that the
top features for document classification vary over
time, and the contexts used to train those word em-
beddings also vary over time, it would make sense
to use word representations that can vary over
time. In this section, we present a new, simple-
to-implement method for constructing diachronic
embeddings, and then further analyze temporal
shifts in corpora using these embeddings.

3.1 Concatenative Training Approach

Methods to obtain diachronic word embeddings
fall into three main directions: incremental train-
ing (Kim et al., 2014), alignment transformation
(Kulkarni et al., 2015; Hamilton et al., 2016;
Yao et al., 2018) and continuous time representa-
tions (Rosenfeld and Erk, 2018; Rudolph and Blei,
2018).

In this work, we propose an alternative ap-
proach to encoding time into word embeddings.
The idea is inspired by the “easy” domain adapta-
tion method (Daume III, 2007), which was shown
to be successful at modeling different temporal do-
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mains (Huang and Paul, 2018), and can be imple-
mented by simply modifying the input data with-
out modifying the training process. In our ap-
proach, words in the training data are concatenated
with the name of the time interval, and embed-
dings are trained using a sub-word sharing frame-
work (Bojanowski et al., 2016). The concatena-
tion step allows for the learning of word represen-
tations that are specific to each time interval, while
the sub-word framework allows for the learning of
general, time-independent representations of each
word.

Concretely, we first build domain-specific cor-
pora by adding each document’s domain label as a
suffix to each word, as shown in Figure 3. In addi-
tion to the domain-specific corpora, we retain the
original corpus as a domain-independent version.
We then train fastText (Bojanowski et al., 2016), a
sub-word embedding model, on all of the corpora,
We use 3- to 6-grams characters in this study, to
provide diverse perspectives to encode time and
word representations. This approach learns di-
achronic word representations by encoding tem-
porality as part of sub-words into the word em-
bedding.

Text: No sickness for 

me I got flu shot

No1 sickness1 for1 me1 I1 got1 flu1 shot1 

Time domain label: 1

Figure 3: The illustration of building domain corpora.
We append the document domain label as a suffix to
each word in the document.

FastText learns word embeddings from charac-
ter n-grams, intended to capture morphological
information. As an example example, the word
“where1” from time domain 1 using character 3-
grams would be encoded in fastText as the follow-
ing seven parts:

< wh,whe, her, ere, re1, e1 >,< where1 >

In this way, words with time domain labels can
incorporate temporal identities, while the same
words with different domain labels will still share
close representations because of similar morpho-
logical forms. In this way, we encode temporal
identity into word representations while still main-
taining the connections of the same words across
different time domains.

In contrast to prior approaches on diachronic
embeddings, this concatenative sub-word ap-
proach does not explicitly model the ordering of
time information, and it cannot encode, for ex-
ample, that domains that are close in time should
have more similarities than domains that are far-
ther away in time. Despite this limitation, we find
experimentally that this approach works competi-
tively, while being simpler to implement and faster
to train.

3.2 Analysis 3: Semantic Distribution Shift

Using this approach to constructing diachronic
word embeddings, we now consider how these
embeddings can be used to further analyze lan-
guage shift.

The Law of Conformity states a negative cor-
relation between word frequency and meaning
change (Hamilton et al., 2016); however, Du-
bossarsky et al. (2017) show that the word fre-
quency does play an important role in the se-
mantic change, even though a small one. Di-
achronic embeddings have been used to measure
the semantic shift using linear interpolation (re-
gression) (Hamilton et al., 2016). Here, we re-
examine this issue from another view, the distance
of semantic distributions, which views the word
embeddings as semantic distributions and mea-
sures how the word embeddings vary across time.

As in Section 2.3, we choose the top 1,000 im-
portant words ranked by mutual information, as
well as a control group of the 1,000 most frequent
words in each corpus. We find that overlap be-
tween the 1,000 most important and most frequent
words are 0% across every dataset. This suggests
that the most frequent words are not predictive
for classification. We use our proposed method
to train 200-dimensional diachronic word embed-
dings and extract diachronic word representations
for both important and most frequent words, and
leave 0s to the words that do not appear within
a temporal interval. Finally, we use the Wasser-
stein distance (Shen et al., 2018) to measure the
differences across temporal domains. Wasser-
stein distance or Earth Mover’s distance (Vallen-
der, 1974) measures the distribution differences
between source and target domains (Shen et al.,
2018), and thus here it measures semantic distri-
bution shifts across time.

We show temporal distribution shifts in Fig-
ure 4, and we observe two interesting findings.
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First, closer time intervals show less semantic dis-
tribution shift, which aligns with our analysis in
Sections 2.2 and 2.3. Second, we observe that the
frequent words have much smaller semantic distri-
bution shifts than the top features selected by mu-
tual information.
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Figure 4: Semantic distribution shifts comparison be-
tween the top and most frequent words via Wasserstein
distance. We present Yelp-hotel data for the illustration
purposes and omit the other data due to space limits.
The left is the semantic distribution shift for frequent
words, the right is for top words ranked by mutual in-
formation. The higher score indicates higher shift.

To verify this second observation statistically,
we conduct two-tailed t-test on the Yelp-hotel case
to test our null hypothesis that the semantic dis-
tribution change is not significant. We separately
compare the distribution distances of both frequent
and top feature words with 0, which indicates no
shift. Finally, the test results show p-value=0.076
for the frequent words and p-value=0.0038 for top
feature words. Therefore, we reject the null hy-
pothesis of top feature words at 95% confidence
level while we cannot reject the null hypothesis of
frequent words.

3.2.1 Comparing Different Ways to Measure
Temporal Shifts

We have presented language shifts across time do-
mains based on word usage overlap (Section 2.2),
context overlap (Section 2.3), and distribution dis-
tance (this section). However, it is not clear if
these different metrics are measuring the same in-
formation. To understand this further, we calcu-
late the Pearson correlation coefficient to measure
the relationships between each pair of metrics. We
show the correlations in Table 2. We observe neg-
ative correlations between the two overlap mea-
sures (higher means more less shift) and distribu-
tion distance (lower means less shift), and a pos-
itive correlation between word usage and context
overlaps. These results show that the three metrics
are related, though there are some datasets where
the correlations are low.

4 Model for Temporality Adaptation

We construct a document classification model that
assumes the language used to describe document
categories will evolve over time; for example
newer documents may use emoji to express opin-
ions, while older documents would not contain
these features. Our goal is to build document clas-
sifiers with time-invariant features and are thus ro-
bust to language shift.

Our previous work (Huang and Paul, 2018) on
temporality adaptation for n-gram classifiers used
a domain adaptation approach (Daume III, 2007)
where each time interval is treated as a domain.
This approach created T+1 versions of the fea-
ture set, one for each of the T time domains,
and one domain-independent feature set. This al-
lows the model to learn which features are asso-
ciated with specific domains, while the domain-
independent parameters can be used for future
data. We analogously apply this idea to the neural
setting, where we construct T+1 different repre-
sentations, at both the word level (using diachronic
word embeddings) and the document level. More-
over, we use a time-driven learning process that
models the shift of word representations as a grad-
ual process of adapting representations to new data
while starting with old information.

We thus present the Neural Temporality
Adaptation Model (NTAM) (Figure 5) based
on three strategies: diachronic word embeddings
(Section 3), T + 1 views of inputs, and a time-
driven learning process. This model can learn lan-
guage shifts and time invariant representations of
documents for classification.

T+1 views of inputs. Analogous to the approach
of Daume III (2007) for non-neural classifiers, we
create T +1 word representations, where T refers
to the number of diachronic domain embeddings
and 1 refers to a general embedding, which trains
word embeddings on the whole corpus without
time labels. Our intuition is to use time-specific
embeddings to provide documents from different
time intervals with different views of semantic
meaning. We train diachronic word embeddings
using our proposed method via fastText, though
we also experiment with other approaches. We ini-
tialize the model with the domain-specific embed-
dings and the general word embedding. The model
will encode input documents into T + 1 views of
word representations. The T +1 embeddings pro-
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Correlation Amazon Dianping Economy Twitter Yelp-hotel Yelp-rest
Usage-DD -.901* .160 -.106 .028 -.943* -.923*

Context-DD -.989* -.987* -.108 .023 -.949* -.960*
Usage-Context .926* -.009 .600* .979* .950* .955*

Table 2: The correlations between word usages overlaps (Usage) and distribution distance (DD) as well as context
overlaps (Context) and distribution distance (DD). The star sign (*) indicates p-value is less than .05.
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Figure 5: Architecture of the Neural Temporality Adaptation Model (NTAM). NTAM is initialized with T di-
achronic word embeddings (EmbTt, t ∈ T ) plus one general word embedding (EmbTg). The hidden state
(ht, t ∈ T ) and memory cell (ct) will excite and initialize the following Bi-LSTM. We feed the final hidden
state (hg , g refers to general domain) to the following learning phase.

vide diverse views of input words, which are fed
to the rest of the neural architecture, leaving the
model to optimize representations automatically.

Time-driven learning process. To learn tempo-
ral variations for document representations, we
propose a series of T + 1 continuously tem-
poral Bidirectional Long Short Term Memory
(Bi-LSTM) models (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber,
1997). The first T Bi-LSTMs correspond to the T
time domains and the last Bi-LSTM corresponds
to the general view of input documents and out-
puts the final document representation. Similar to
how the diachronic word embeddings encode in-
put words into multiple views of time domains, we
use T + 1 Bi-LSTMs to learn diachronic views of
document representations.

To capture the semantic shifts across time do-
mains, our intuition is to model the dynamic pro-
cess. The memory mechanism of LSTM fits our
need, which optimizes the balance across different
time patterns via non-linear computations. While
each Bi-LSTM reads through tokens in its own in-
put document, we feed the previous Bi-LSTM’s
hidden state and memory cell to excite the learn-
ing process of the subsequent Bi-LSTM. The final
Bi-LSTM learns jointly the previous shift patterns
of document representations with the general em-
bedding view of documents and outputs its final

document representation hg.
The final document representation is fed into a

dense layer with a non-linear activation function.
We use outputs of the dense layer for document
class prediction, where we use one-hot encoding
to represent document labels and use the softmax
function for class predictions. Finally, we use cat-
egorical cross-entropy as the loss function.

5 Experiments

We conduct experiments on the task of document
classification. We split the data chronologically
to simulate the realistic scenario where a classi-
fier is trained on older data and tested on newer
data. Thus, the first T − 1 time domains are used
for training; the last time domain is split into two
equal-sized sets for development and testing.

5.1 Preprocessing

We use NLTK (Loper and Bird, 2002) to tokenize
the English corpora and the Jieba Python mod-
ule (Sun, 2012) to segment the Chinese data. We
discard reviews that had fewer than 10 tokens. For
the Twitter data, we anonymize the data and re-
place usernames, hyperlinks, and hashtags with
“USER”, “URL”, “HASHTAG” respectively. All
other text is lowercased. The final data details are
described in Table 3.
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Datasets Train Dev. Test
Amazon 59,399 11,880 11,880
Dianping 503,330 83,889 83,889
Economy 4,774 596 596
Twitter 1,632 272 272

Yelp-hotel 20,975 6,993 6,993
Yelp-rest 106,943 35,648 35,648

Table 3: Data statistics of the six corpora. We show the
number of documents in each split.

5.2 Implementation and Training

We implement classification models using
Keras (Chollet et al., 2015) and scikit-learn (Pe-
dregosa et al., 2011). We select the top 15K
words by frequency and set the other words as
“unk”. The models are trained for 15 epochs
with the batch size of 64. Each document is
padded to 60 tokens. We set the Bi-LSTM output
to 200 dimensions. We choose ReLU (Hahn-
loser et al., 2000) as the activation function of
the dense layer and 0.2 as our default dropout
rate (Srivastava et al., 2014). The dense layer
outputs 200 dimensions for final document class
prediction. We select cross-entropy as our default
loss function, and we optimize model parameters
via RMSprop (Tieleman and Hinton, 2012) with
the learning rate as 0.0001. Unless otherwise
stated, we leave the other parameters as defaults.

5.3 Baselines

To ensure fair comparisons, we use the same set-
tings across all models. We compare our proposed
model to seven baselines, where three standard
classifiers do not perform temporality adaptation.

5.3.1 No Adaptation
LR. We extract 1- and 2-gram features on the
corpora with the most frequent 15K features. We
then build a logistic regression classifier using
LogisticRegression from scikit-learn (Pe-
dregosa et al., 2011) with default parameters.

CNN. We implement the Convolutional Neu-
ral Network (CNN) classifier described in (Kim,
2014). To keep consistent, we initialize the model
with pre-trained word embeddings (Bojanowski
et al., 2016) that were trained on the same datasets
as the diachronic embeddings. We only keep the
15K most frequent words and replace the rest
with an “unk” token. We set model optimizer as

Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014). We keep all other
parameter settings as described in the paper.

Bi-LSTM. We build a bi-directional Long
Short Term Memory (bi-LSTM) (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997) classifier to examine the ef-
fectiveness of temporal learning process in our
proposed model. The classifier is initialized with
the pre-trained word embeddings.

5.3.2 Domain Adaptation Models
FEDA. Following Huang and Paul (2018)
we adapt for time domains using the “frus-
tratingly easy” domain adaptation (FEDA)
method (Daume III, 2007). The feature set is
augmented such that each feature has a domain-
specific version of the feature for each time
domain, as well as a general domain-independent
version of the feature. The values of features
are set to the original feature value for the
domain-independent feature and the domain-
specific features that apply to the document, while
domain-specific features for documents that do
not belong to that domain are set to 0. At test time,
we only use the general, domain-independent
features. We use the same feature extraction
procedures and the same logistic regression
classifier as the LR baseline.

DANN. We consider the domain adversarial
training network (Ganin et al., 2016) (DANN) on
the time adaptation task. We re-implement the
same network and set domain prediction as pre-
dicting the time domain label while keeping the
document label prediction as the default. We
use the model from the epoch when the model
achieves the best result on the development set for
the final model.

RCNN & HAN. He et al. (2018) propose an
evolving framework to train document classi-
fiers. We re-implement two classifiers, RCNN and
HAN with diachronic propagation learning strat-
egy, which achieved the best performances in their
paper. The RCNN (Lai et al., 2015) classifier inte-
grates both LSTM and CNN, and the HAN (Yang
et al., 2016) classifiers uses hierarchical attention
neural architectures. We keep the two models with
the same parameters as their open sourced code
and initialize the two models with pre-trained 200
dimensional word embeddings (Bojanowski et al.,
2016). We apply Adam and RMsprop for RCNN
and HAN respectively, because the two optimiz-
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ers perform much better on validation sets than the
stochastic gradient descent optimizer used in the
original paper. The work is close to our work but
there are three major differences:

• Time invariance. We train one unified model
with diachronic adaptation by using a time-
independent representation (the 1 of the T + 1
representations) to learn a time-invariant classi-
fier that can be used for future data. In contrast,
these baselines learn T − 1 models, where they
train one model for each time domain.

• Diachronic word embeddings. Our method uses
diachronic word embeddings to encode inputs
in T + 1 different views. The baseline en-
coding is based on only the current embedding
space and therefore might not capture embed-
ding shifts over time.

• Learning process. The baseline learns a
weighted sum between the intermediate layer’s
outputs between the previous model and the
current model. In contrast, we deploy the T +1
Bi-LSTMs to jointly learn time dependencies
across all time intervals.

5.4 Results

The results of our experiments are show in Ta-
ble 4. Our proposed approach leads to perfor-
mance improvements over the comparable base-
lines on most datasets. NTAM has the highest
performance on 4 out of 6 datasets, while FEDA
has the highest performance on the other 2 (while
NTAM is the next best for those 2).

The baselines with domain adaptation generally
obtain a small performance boost over the base-
lines without adaptation on temporality. Among
the non-neural models, the adaptation baseline
FEDA outperforms the non-adaptation baseline
LR on 4 out of 6 datasets. Among the neural mod-
els, the best adaptation baseline outperforms the
best non-adaptation baseline on 3 out of 6 datasets,
with the RCNN generally outperforming the other
baselines. This indicates that the temporal factor
can potentially improve the performance of docu-
ment classification, and that domain adaptation is
a possible approach to temporality adaptation.

Significance analysis. To verify the improve-
ments of our proposed method NTAM compared
to baselines, we conduct a significance analysis
to compare our proposed model with the RCNN,

which is the closest model to ours. We follow
Berg-Kirkpatrick et al. (2012) and bootstrap sam-
ple 50 pairs of test datasets with replacement. We
keep the same data size as the previous experi-
ments in the Table 4. We then use the same pre-
vious parameters and re-conduct the classification
experiments. We format the experimental results
as two lists of scores. We conduct a paired t-test
to test the null hypothesis that our proposed model
does not differ significantly from the RCNN. The
test presents a significant result with t(95) = 3.258
and p = 0.00119. The result suggests rejecting the
null hypothesis at a 95% confidence level.

5.5 Effectiveness of Diachronic Embeddings

Lastly we investigate how diachronic word em-
beddings affect classifiers. While NTAM used di-
achronic word embeddings and other baselines did
not, we also compare to a version of NTAM ini-
tialized with regular word embeddings (to under-
stand whether diachronic embeddings are impor-
tant to the model’s performance), and we also ex-
periment with combining diachronic embeddings
with a baseline model (to understand if diachronic
embeddings can be used in other classifiers).

We also compare different methods of con-
structing diachronic word embeddings. In addi-
tion to our proposed method in Section 3, which
uses subword embeddings via fastText, we con-
sider three other approaches. We use incremen-
tal training (Kim et al., 2014) (abbreviated In-
cre, using fastText), linear regression (Kulkarni
et al., 2015), implemented in scikit-learn, and Pro-
crustes (Hamilton et al., 2016), implemented in
SciPy. We keep the same fastText parameters as
in previous experiments and train a word embed-
ding model separately for each time domain, then
align the pre-trained embeddings to get final di-
achronic word embeddings. We then re-run the
classification task with the new diachronic word
embeddings.

Table 5 shows the absolute percentage improve-
ment in classification performance when using
each diachronic embedding compared to a classi-
fier without diachronic embeddings. Overall, di-
achronic embeddings improve classification mod-
els. The diachronic embedding appears to be par-
ticularly important for NTAM, improving perfor-
mance on all 6 datasets with an average increase
in performance up to 2.53 points. The RCNN
also benefits from diachronic embeddings, but to
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Baselines (No adaptation) Baselines (Adaptation) Our Model
Data LR CNN Bi-LSTM FEDA DANN HAN RCNN NTAM

Twitter .874 .873 .879 .890 .851 .847 .869 .898
Economy .699 .707 .692 .686 .687 .690 .697 .711
Yelp-rest .818 .756 .787 .831 .736 .794 .782 .828

Yelp-hotel .773 .753 .758 .811 .733 .740 .762 .790
Amazon .778 .762 .771 .782 .686 .748 .782 .808
Dianping .710 .715 .706 .687 .686 .699 .692 .738

Table 4: Performance of different models evaluated with weighted F1 scores. For each dataset, the best score is
bolded. LR and FEDA are non-neural n-gram models, while the others are neural models.

RCNN NTAM
Data Incre Linear Procrustes Subword Incre Linear Procrustes Subword

Twitter -0.7 +1.4 -0.2 -0.8 +1.4 -0.3 +1.7 +3.5
Economy +0.5 0.0 -0.7 +0.4 -0.3 -1.0 -0.5 +0.3
Yelp-rest +1.4 +0.1 -1.9 +2.3 +1.9 +1.6 +1.4 +4.3

Yelp-hotel -1.5 -1.2 -0.5 -0.2 -0.7 -2.0 -1.8 +0.8
Amazon +0.2 +0.2 -2.0 +0.5 -0.8 -0.7 -0.8 +2.1
Dianping +0.4 +1.6 +0.7 +1.0 +0.8 +1.8 +3.4 +4.2
Average 0.05 0.35 -0.47 0.53 0.38 -0.10 0.57 2.53
Median 0.30 0.15 -0.60 0.45 0.25 -0.50 0.45 2.80

Table 5: Performance gains of two neural temporality adaptation models when they are initialized by diachronic
word embeddings as compared to initialization with standard non-diachronic word embeddings. Subword refers
to our proposed diachronic word embedding in this paper (Section 3). We report absolute percentage increases in
weighted F1 score after applying diachronic word embeddings.

a lesser extent, with an improvement on 4 of the
6 datasets. Comparing the different methods for
constructing diachronic embeddings, we find that
our proposed subword method works the best on
average for both classifiers. The incremental train-
ing method also provides improved performance
for both classifiers, while the linear regression and
Procrustes approaches have mixed results.

6 Conclusion

Our experiments on six corpora covering two lan-
guages show that there are shifts in word usage and
context over time, and that it is useful to explicitly
account for these shifts in representations of words
and documents. We have presented a new method
for constructing diachronic word embeddings as
well as a new model for document classification,
which are both shown to be effective for temporal-
ity adaptation. We open source our code.1

1https://github.com/xiaoleihuang/
Neural_Temporality_Adaptation
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Abstract

Learning representations such that the source
and target distributions appear as similar as
possible has benefited transfer learning tasks
across several applications. Generally it re-
quires labeled data from the source and only
unlabeled data from the target to learn such
representations. While these representations
act like a bridge to transfer knowledge learned
in the source to the target; they may lead
to negative transfer when the source specific
characteristics detract their ability to represent
the target data. We present a novel neural
network architecture to simultaneously learn
a two-part representation which is based on
the principle of segregating source specific
representation from the common representa-
tion. The first part captures the source specific
characteristics while the second part captures
the truly common representation. Our archi-
tecture optimizes an objective function which
acts adversarial for the source specific part if
it contributes towards the cross-domain learn-
ing. We empirically show that two parts of the
representation, in different arrangements, out-
performs existing learning algorithms on the
source learning as well as cross-domain tasks
on multiple datasets.

1 Introduction

Unsupervised domain adaptation is a sub field of
machine learning where one learns from annotated
data in a source domain with the aim of perform-
ing well on non-annotated data in a target domain.
This attractive feature wherein the data, distribu-
tions and tasks may vary across domains has led
to the widespread use of domain adaptation algo-
rithms in several real world applications. A typical
domain adaptation algorithm is provided with an-
notated source data and non-annotated target data

∗ Research done while working for Xerox Research Cen-
tre India.

Figure 1: Illustrates the fundamental idea of learn-
ing transferable feature representations behind the pro-
posed technique.

and it learns a ‘common representation’ where the
source and target data distributions look similar.
In this common representation, a model trained on
the source data is expected to perform well on the
target data as well.

While learning a common representation is use-
ful for transferring knowledge from the source to
the target domain, this may often lead to ‘nega-
tive transfer’ if we do not account for the funda-
mental question “what to transfer”. It is observed
that each domain has specific features that are
highly discriminating only within a domain and
contribute negatively if transferred across domains
in a brute force manner (Pan and Yang, 2010),
as shown in Figure 1. Traditional domain adap-
tation algorithms, being oblivious to such source
specific characteristics, learn common representa-
tions which suffer from transfer loss as the source
specific characteristics restrict their transferability.
Moreover, it is also observed that the representa-
tion learned for domain adaptation optimizes for
the performance in the target domain, often at the
cost of source classification performance. While
this can be justified for domain adaptation where
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the primary objective is maximizing the target per-
formance, a technique that simultaneously sus-
tains the source performance will always be pre-
ferred.

Our primary contribution is a novel neural net-
work learning algorithm based on the principle of
two-part hidden representation where individual
parts can be disentangled or combined for learn-
ing tasks in different domains. We highlight some
of the salient features of our algorithm:

• A novel technique for learning a two-part rep-
resentation between domains. One compris-
ing source specific and the other comprising
common characteristics.

• The two-part representation behaves differ-
ently for different learning objectives:

1. For the cross-domain task, explicitly
learning the source specific representa-
tion and keeping them separate from
common representation enhances the
performance in the target domain.

2. For the source learning task, the source
specific and common units come to-
gether to sustain the source performance
where the performance of most domain
adaptation algorithms is compromised.

The proposed neural network architecture
achieves this through an objective function which
acts adversarial for a part of representation (source
specific part) if it contributes to the cross-domain
learning. Moreover, the proposed two-part repre-
sentation learning approach also mitigates the pos-
sible effects of “negative transfer”, as learning sep-
arate source specific and common representations
evades the influence of source specific character-
istics on the common representation.

2 Related Work

The problem of domain adaptation has gained a
lot of attention due to its huge practical implica-
tions. Pan et al. (2010) focuses on learning a com-
mon representation minimizing the divergence be-
tween the source and target domains. Many body
of work exists in literature including learning non-
linear mappings (Daumé III, 2009; Pan et al.,
2011; Blitzer et al., 2007; Pan et al., 2010; Barnes
et al., 2018), mappings to mitigate domain diver-
gence (Pan et al., 2010), common features (Dai
et al., 2007; Dhillon et al., 2003), ensemble based

approaches (Bhatt et al., 2015), subspace based
methods (Gopalan et al., 2011; Gong et al., 2012;
Harel and Mannor, 2010; Fernando et al., 2013)
and neural networks based methods (Glorot et al.,
2011; Chopra et al., 2013; Long and Wang, 2015;
Tzeng et al., 2014).

A variant of unsupervised models namely
marginalized stacked denoising autoencoders
(mSDA) (Chen et al., 2012a) learn robust repre-
sentation to input corruption noise, which is stable
across changes in domains, allowing cross-domain
transfer. Existing literature exploits the princi-
ple of representations generalizing across domains
for classification, without labelled data from tar-
get ((Sarma et al., 2018), (Bhatt et al., 2016))
and with labelled data from target ((Zhang et al.,
2018)). Our work emphasizes on domain dis-
crimination by incorporating domain divergence
and source risk minimization into the objective for
learning better transferable representation without
any labelled data from target domain. Another line
of work aims to achieve distribution consistency
between the source and target domains with lin-
ear data reconstruction such as co-regularization
based augmented space (Kumar et al., 2010), cou-
pled learning to link target-specific features to
source features (Blitzer et al., 2011) and transfer
of the source examples to the target and vice-versa
(Zhou et al., 2016).

Domain adversarial neural networks (DANN)
(Ajakan et al., 2014; Ganin et al., 2016), closely
similar in philosophy to our work, learns a single
representation by using an adversarial (Liu et al.,
2017) gradient reversal component for domain di-
vergence. In DANN, the entire hidden layer con-
tributes unanimously towards the source classifi-
cation and domain divergence objective. Unlike
DANN, our approach segregates the hidden layer
where the two components of hidden layer are
treated differently for different objectives. Both
the source specific and common parts contribute
positively to the source classification objective.
However, for the domain divergence objective, the
common part contributes positively (i.e., tries to
minimize divergence by maximizing the domain
regressor’s loss); whereas, the source specific part
contributes negatively (i.e., tries to maximize di-
vergence by minimizing domain regressor’s loss)

Generative adversarial networks (GAN) (Good-
fellow et al., 2014) build generative models to syn-
thesize samples and falls closely in the same cat-
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egory due to the similar method of measuring and
minimizing the discrepancy between the feature
distributions. The GAN model learns the repre-
sentation in generative mode while our work is
based on discriminative learning.

Domain separation networks (DSN) (Bousmalis
et al., 2016) inspired from shared-space compo-
nent analysis, explicitly and jointly models the
domain-specific (private) and shared component
domain representation. DSN is based on CNN
and ours is a feed-forward network based on dis-
criminating adversarial framework. The objective
function of DSN has separate losses for difference,
similarity, reconstruction and task-specific, while
our approach follows min-max optimization crite-
rion minimizing domain specific component loss
and maximizing shared component loss.

Jiang & Zhai (2007) also proposed a two-stage
approach for domain generalization and adapta-
tion where first stage finds the generalizable fea-
ture representation across domains and its appro-
priate weights. The second stage picks up features
useful for the target domain using semi-supervised
learning. Their approach is a semi-supervised ap-
proach which uses labelled data from source and
target domains along with linear classifiers. How-
ever, our framework is unsupervised (no labeled
data from target) and leverages non-linear neural
network classifier.

3 Problem Formulation

Let us consider a binary classification task where
X ⊆ Rn is the input space and Y = {0, 1} is the
label space. We have two different distributions
over X × Y , called the source domain Ds and the
target domain Dt. We have labeled samples from
source S drawn i.i.d from Ds and unlabeled sam-
ples from the target T drawn i.i.d. from Dt.

S = {(xsi , ysi )}mi=1 ∼ (Ds)
m;

T = {xti}m
′

i=1 ∼ (Dt)
m′

where m and m′ are the number of labeled source
and unlabeled target samples. Let h(·) be the
D-dimensional hidden representation of the net-
work which is further represented as h(·) =
hss(·)

⊕
hc(·), where hss(·), hc(·),

⊕
represent

source specific, common representations and con-
catenation respectively. The neural network is
parametrized by {W,V, b.c}. Our objective is to
learn two parts of the hidden layer such that the

source specific characteristics hss(·) do not detract
the ability of common representation hc(·) to gen-
eralize to the target task. Let W be the weight
matrix between input and hidden units. W ′ &
W ′′ be the weight matrix between the input units
to the common and source specific units respec-
tively. Let o(·) & o′(·) be the domain regressor for
the common and source specific representations
parametrized by {u, d} & {u′, d′} respectively.

4 Proposed Neural Network Architecture

The proposed neural network is a fully connected
architecture, as shown in Figure 2. The empha-
sis of our work, in contrast to most of the pre-
vious work, is not only on modeling the similar-
ity between the domains but also on modeling the
differences i.e., the domain specific information.
We propose to achieve this by learning a two part
hidden layer comprising the source specific part
and the common part. The network tries to opti-
mize two objectives - a classification objective and
a domain divergence objective. The classification
objective tries to minimize the mis-classifications
in the labeled source data while the domain diver-
gence objective attempts to learn a representation
where both the source and target domain data ap-
pears close to each other. In our network, both
the source specific part and the common part con-
tribute positively to the source classification ob-
jective (i.e., minimize the mis-classification loss).
However, for the domain divergence objective,
the common part contributes positively (i.e., tries
to minimize divergence) whereas the source spe-
cific part contributes negatively (i.e., tries to max-
imize divergence). Thus, the common representa-
tion acquires domain independence and generaliz-
able classification abilities while the source spe-
cific representation remains domain-specific and
highly discriminating for the in-domain classifica-
tion task.

4.1 Learning in Source Domain

A neural network architecture with one hidden
layer learns the function, h : X → RD, to map
the input to a D-dimensional representation:

h(x) = sigm(Wx+ b),

where h(x) = hss(x)
⊕
hc(x) and

sigm(a)
[

1
1+exp(−ai)

]|a|
i=1

is parametrized by

a matrix-vector pair (W, b) ∈ RD×n × RD.
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Figure 2: Illustrates the architecture to simultaneously learn the common and source specific representations.

For source classification, our network follows a
standard neural network architecture where the
output function f : RD → [0, 1]L is given as:

f(x) = softmax(Vh(x) + c)

Given source examples S = {(xsi , ysi )}mi=1 and the
classification loss as the negative log-probability
of the correct label:

`(f(x), y) = log
1

fy(x)

Objective function for the source classification
task becomes:

min
W,V,b,c

[
1

m

m∑

i=1

`(f(xsi ), y
s
i )

]
(1)

4.2 Domain Divergence
Theoretical results in transfer learning literature
(Ben-David et al., 2010) show that adapting to a
target domain from a source domain depends on
a measure of similarity between the two. A for-
mal measure used in this context is known as H-
divergence. Intuitively, it is based on the capacity
of a hypothesis classH to distinguish between ex-
amples generated by a pair of source-target tasks.
Definition 1 Given feature distributions of two
domains, Ds & Dt and a hypothesis class H, the
H-divergence between Ds and Dt is defined as:

dH(Ds,Dt) = 2 sup
η∈H

∣∣∣∣ Pr
xs∼Ds

[η(xs) = 1]

− Pr
xt∼Dt

[
η(xt) = 1

]

We employ a result due to Ben-David et al. (2010)
where they proved that for a symmetric hypothesis
class H, one can compute an approximate empiri-
cal H-divergence by running a learning algorithm
on the problem of discriminating between source
and target examples. For this, we construct a new
dataset as:

{(xsi , 1)}mi=1 ∪ {(xtj , 0)}m
′

j=1.

where the target and source samples are labeled
as 0 and 1 respectively. Then, the error (ε) of the
classifier trained on the above dataset can be used
as an approximation of H-divergence termed as
proxy −A distance (PAD) and is given as:

d̂A = 2(1− 2ε)

Let the common representation for the
source and target samples be hc(S){hc(xsi )}mi=1

and hc(T ){hc(xti)}m
′

i=1 respectively. Let
d̂cH(hc(S), hc(T )) be the empirical H-divergence
on the common representation, given as:

d̂cH(hc(S), hc(T )) =

2

(
1−min

η∈H

[
1

m

m∑

i=1

I[η(hc(x
s
i )) = 1]

1

m′

m′∑

i=1

I[η(hc(x
t
i)) = 0]

])
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Algorithm 1 Learning Two-Part Hidden Representation for Neural Network

Input: Samples S = {(xsi , ysi )}mi=1 and T = {xti}m
′

i=1,
hidden layer size l with ns source specific and nc common
nodes, adaptation parameter λ, learning rate α.
Output: neural network {W,V,b,c}.
Initialization: W, V← random init(l)
b, c, u, d, u′, d′ ← 0
while stopping criteria is not met do

for i from 1 tom do
#Forward Propagation
h(xsi)← σ(b+Wxsi)
f(xsi)← softmax(c+ V h(xsi))
# where h(xsi) = hc(x

s
i) + hss(x

s
i)

#Backpropagation
4c ← −(e(ysi )− f(xsi))
4V ←4ch(xsi)>
4b ← (V >4c)� h(xsi)� (1− h(xsi))
4w ←4b · (xsi)>
# where h(xsi) = hc(x

s
i) + hss(x

s
i)

#Domain adaptation regularizer...
#...from current domain - common representation
o(xsi)← σ(d+ u>hc(xsi))
4d ← λ(1 − o(xsi)); 4u ← λ(1 −
o(xsi))hc(x

s
i)

tmp ← λ(1 − o(xsi))u � hc(x
s
i) � (1 −

hc(x
s
i))

4b ←4b+tmp;4w′ ←4w′+tmp·(xsi)>
#...from current domain - source specific repre-
sentation
o′(xsi)← σ(d′ + u′>hss(xsi))
4d′ ← λ(1− o′(xsi))
4u′ ← λ(1− o′(xsi))hss(xsi)
tmp ← λ(1 − o′(xsi))u � hss(xsi) � (1 −

hss(x
s
i))

4b ← 4b + tmp; 4w′′ ← 4w′′ + tmp ·
(xsi)

>

#...from other domain - common representation
j ⇐ uniform integer(1, ...,m′)
hc(x

t
j)⇐ σ(b+Wxtj)

o(xtj)← σ(d+ u>hc(xtj))
4d ← 4d − λo(xtj);4u ← 4u −
λo(xtj)hc(x

t
j)

tmp← −λo(xtj)u�hc(xtj)� (1−hc(xtj))
4b ←4b+tmp;4w′ ←4w′+tmp·(xtj)>
#...from other domain - source specific represen-
tation
j ⇐ uniform integer(1, ...,m′)
hss(x

t
j)⇐ σ(b+Wxtj)

o′(xtj)← σ(d′ + u′>hss(xtj))
4d′ ←4d′ + λo′(xtj)
4u′ ←4u′ + λo′(xtj)hss(x

t
j)

tmp← λo′(xtj)u
′�hss(xtj)�(1−hss(xtj))

4b ← 4b + tmp; 4w′′ ← 4w′′ + tmp ·
(xtj)

>

#Update neural network parameters
W ←W − α4w;V ← V − α4v
W ′ ←W ′ − α4w′ ;W ′′ ←W ′′ − α4w′′
b⇐ b− α4b; c⇐ c− α4c
#Update domain classifier parameters
u← u+ α4u; d← d+ α4d
u′ ← u′ + α4u′ ; d′ ← d′ + α4d′

end for
end while

where I[·] is the indicator function and η(·) is a hy-
pothesis function from H. To estimate the “min”
part of the above equation, we use a logistic re-
gression model that predicts the probability that a
given input (using the common representation) is
from the source domain Dx

S (denoted by z = 1) or
the target domain Dx

T (denoted by z = 0):

p(z = 1|φ) = o(φ)sigm(d+ uTφ)

where φ is either hc(xs) or hc(xt) and o(·) is the
domain (logistic) regressor on the common repre-
sentation with loss function `d(·, ·) defined as:

`d(o(·), z) = −z log(o(·))−
(1− z) log(1− o(·))

(2)

Similarly, the divergence on the source specific
representation d̂ssH(hss(S), hss(T )) is given as:

d̂ssH(hss(S), hss(T )) =

2

(
1−min

η∈H

[
1

m

m∑

i=1

I[η(hss(x
s
i )) = 1]

1

m′

m′∑

i=1

I[η(hss(x
t
i)) = 0]

])

The “min” part of above equation is estimated us-
ing the domain regressor for the source specific
representation, o′(φ′)sigm(d′ + u′Tφ′), where φ′

is either hss(xs) or hss(xt) and `d
′
(·, ·) is its loss,

defined similar to Eq. 2.

4.3 The Learning Algorithm

Adding domain regressor terms to the objective of
Eq. 1, we get the final objective function as:
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min
W,V,b,c

[
1

m

m∑

i=1

`(f(xsi ), y
s
i )+

λ max
W ′,u,b,d

(
− 1

m

m∑

i=1

`d(o(xsi ), 1)

− 1

m′

m′∑

i=1

`d(o(xti), 0)

)
+

λ min
W ′′,u′,b,d′

(
− 1

m

m∑

i=1

`d
′
(o′(xsi ), 1)

− 1

m′

m′∑

i=1

`d
′
(o′(xti), 0)

)]

where the hyper-parameter λ > 0 is the domain
adaptation regularization term that controls the
trade-off between the source risk and the domain
divergence terms. In other words, it controls how
much weight mass is put on generalizable com-
mon representation v/s the source specific repre-
sentation.

The optimization problem involves minimiza-
tion with respect to some parameters and max-
imization with respect to the others. We use a
stochastic gradient descent (SGD) approach which
samples a pair of source and target example xsi , xti
and updates all the parameters of the neural net-
work. The first term in the objective represents the
source classification loss and updates for its asso-
ciated parameters, i.e. {W,V,b, c}, follow the
negative of the gradient to minimize this loss. The
second term in the objective represents the loss of
o(·) which is the domain regressor on the common
representation. This term is maximized so as to
diminish the ability of domain regressor to detect
whether the sample belongs to the source or the
target domain using the common representation.
This makes both the domains look similar by min-
imizing the divergence. Note, minimizing the do-
main divergence is equivalent to maximizing the
loss of the domain regressor. Therefore, the asso-
ciated parameters, {W′,u,d}, are updated in the
direction of the gradient (since we maximize with
respect to them, instead of minimizing). The last
term in the objective represents the loss of o′(·)
which is the domain regressor on the source spe-
cific representation. We want the source specific
representation to make the two domains appear
largely distinct and hence, minimize the loss of

Table 1: Collections from the OSM dataset.

Target Description # Unlabelled # Labelled
Col1 Mobile support 22645 5650
Col2 Obama Healthcare 36902 11050
Col3 Microsoft kinnect 20907 3258
Col4 X-box 36000 4580

its domain regressor. The updates for its associ-
ated parameters, {W′′,u′,d′}, follows the nega-
tive of the gradient. The algorithm is detailed in
Algorithm 1 where e(y) represents a one-hot vec-
tor, consisting of all 0s except for a 1 at position y
and � represents the element-wise product.

5 Experimental Evaluation

The effectiveness of the proposed technique which
learns source specific and common shared rep-
resentations between domains is evaluated for a
cross-domain sentiment classification task.

5.1 Datasets
The first dataset used in this research is the Ama-
zon review dataset (Blitzer et al., 2007) which
has four domains each comprising user reviews
about Books (B), DVDs (D), Kitchen appliances
(K) and Electronics (E) respectively. Each do-
main has 2000 reviews in-total with equal num-
ber of positive and negative reviews. Each review
is encoded in 5000 dimensional feature vectors
of unigrams/bigrams pre-processed to tf-idf vec-
tors. The performance is compared on 12 different
cross-domain classification tasks on the Amazon
review dataset and is reported as the classification
accuracy for binary classification. For each task,
1400 labeled reviews from one domain constitute
the source and 1400 unlabeled reviews from a dif-
ferent domain constitute the target. Unseen non-
overlapping 200 and 400 reviews from the target
domain are used as the validation and test set.

The second dataset is from Twitter.com com-
prising tweets about the products and services in
different domains and is referred to as online so-
cial media (OSM) dataset. Table 1 lists different
collections where the tweets are collected based
on user-defined keywords captured in a listening
engine which then crawls the social media and
fetches comments matching the keywords. This
dataset being noisy and comprising short-text is
more challenging than the other dataset. We use
labelled comments from the source and unlabelled
comments from the target for learning. While re-
porting the performance on the target, we used the
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Table 2: Comparing the cross-domain performance of different approaches on the Amazon Review dataset. D→B
represents the performance of an algorithm on unlabeled target domain B with D as labeled source domain.

Method D→ B E→ B K→ B B→ D E→ D K→ D D→ E B→ E K→ E D→ K B→ K E→ K
SS 43.2 47.3 47.0 43.5 47.4 46.7 48.6 47.6 48.4 51.2 51.0 49.6
NN 76.8 71.4 74.2 71.4 72.0 67.3 71.6 72.4 77.6 76.5 77.8 79.6
SVM 77.9 73.2 75.4 73.2 73.5 70.4 73.6 71.5 78.2 77.7 78.8 82.3
SCL 78.7 75.3 76.8 78.2 75.0 73.1 75.3 75.8 84.0 77.1 79.3 85.4
SFA 80.5 75.9 76.6 77.6 75.3 74.2 75.4 77.0 84.2 78.1 80.3 85.8
PJNMF 81.8 77.2 78.8 79.4 76.3 75.8 76.4 77.8 84.4 79.0 81.6 86.4
SDA 81.1 76.6 76.8 78.2 75.4 75.4 75.8 77.4 83.8 78.4 80.8 87.2
mSDA 81.3 77.6 78.5 79.5 76.5 76.4 75.4 77.2 83.6 78.5 81.2 88.2
TLDA 81.5 78.0 80.6 79.8 76.6 76.4 76.2 78.0 84.2 79.4 81.8 87.6
BTDNNs 81.9 78.6 81.2 80.0 77.9 76.2 76.8 78.6 85.2 80.5 82.7 88.3
SS+Common 78.8 76.7 77.3 74.4 77.8 73.6 74.4 76.8 80.4 78.6 80.2 83.5
DANN 79.5 77.4 78.2 76.3 78.4 76.3 75.2 77.2 81.4 78.9 80.6 85.8
DSN 81.5 78.9 79.0 78.3 79.5 77.4 76.0 78.3 83.4 79.5 81.4 87.7
Proposed 83.2 81.8 83.8 81.3 81.8 82.2 82.4 83.2 86.0 86.2 88.4 89.9
Gold-standard 84.6 84.6 84.6 83.4 83.4 83.4 86.7 86.7 86.7 90.2 90.2 90.2

Table 3: Comparing the cross-domain performance of different approaches on the OSM dataset.

Method Col2→1 Col3→1 Col4→1 Col1→2 Col3→2 Col4→2 Col1→3 Col2→3 Col4→3 Col1→4 Col2→4 Col3→4
SS 35.0 39.4 35.6 32.8 40.2 38.6 40.7 41.9 42.5 45.0 44.9 42.4
NN 66.4 65.2 68.3 65.8 66.8 63.8 65.2 67.2 68.2 67.3 67.2 68.1
SVM 67.1 63.2 64.3 62.6 64.3 60.4 62.8 63.2 65.8 68.2 69.3 72.4
SCL 68.2 67.5 67.2 67.1 67.3 64.1 64.5 65.3 72.1 68.8 70.1 73.6
SFA 71.3 67.6 67.8 69.1 70.2 67.8 68.2 68.4 74.2 69.5 72.3 76.3
PJNMF 72.0 67.2 68.3 70.4 70.5 68.4 69.3 69.1 74.8 70.0 72.5 74.8
SDA 71.5 66.3 67.6 68.2 69.3 70.2 67.6 68.3 68.7 72.4 69.3 72.6
mSDA 72.1 67.5 68.2 69.0 70.4 70.8 68.3 69.1 69.2 73.0 70.2 73.1
TLDA 72.4 67.8 68.6 69.7 71.1 71.5 68.8 69.8 70.0 73.8 70.7 73.8
BTDNNs 73.1 68.3 69.0 70.2 71.6 72.1 69.4 70.2 70.6 74.2 71.3 74.2
SS+Common 68.7 67.9 67.7 67.5 67.8 64.9 65.0 65.7 72.6 69.4 70.7 74.2
DANN 69.6 69.5 69.8 70.0 68.7 66.2 66.3 66.6 73.4 70.6 71.4 75.7
DSN 72.9 68.6 69.4 70.5 72.0 72.2 69.5 70.3 70.8 74.3 71.5 74.6
Proposed 77.6 74.5 75.5 76.2 77.8 78.2 75.2 75.7 76.1 80.1 77.9 80.9
Gold-standard 78.2 78.2 78.2 79.1 79.1 79.1 81.0 81.0 81.0 81.4 81.4 81.4

comments for which the actual labels are avail-
able; however, label information is used only as
ground truth to report the performance. The com-
ments were pre-processed by converting it to low-
ercase followed by stemming. Further, feature se-
lection was based on document frequency (DF =
5) which reduces the number of features as well as
speed up the learning task.

5.2 Experimental Protocol

Performance of proposed architecture is compared
with standard neural network architecture with
one hidden layer (“NN”) (as described in Eq. 1)
and a support vector machine (“SVM”) (Chih-
Wei Hsu and Lin, 2003) with linear kernel where
the training is performed on labelled source do-
main and performance is reported on the target
domain. “Gold-standard” refers to target domain
supervised performance of the SVM. The perfor-
mance is further compared with popular shared
representation learning approaches for domain
adaptation including Structural Correspondance
Learning (“SCL”) (Blitzer et al., 2006),(Blitzer
et al., 2007), Spectral Feature Alignment (“SFA”)
(Pan et al., 2010) and “PJNMF” (Zhou et al.,

2015).
We also compared the performance with

“DANN” (Ajakan et al., 2014), stacked De-
noising Auto-encoders (“SDA”) (Glorot et al.,
2011), and marginalized SDA (“mSDA”) (Chen
et al., 2012b) and transfer learning with deep
auto-encoders (“TLDA”) (Pan et al., 2008) ,
“BTDNNs” (Zhou et al., 2016) and “DSN” (Bous-
malis et al., 2016) which are some of the popu-
lar approaches in cross-domain sentiment analy-
sis. The performance is also compared with dif-
ferent components of the learned representations
i.e. source specific (“SS”), common (“Proposed”),
and “SS+common” representations. For SDA,
mSDA, TLDA, BTDNNs, SS, SS+common and
the proposed, a standard SVM is trained on the
learned representation and is applied to predict the
sentiment labels for target data.

Training is done using stochastic gradient de-
scent (SGD) with minibatch size of 50. The ini-
tial learning rate was fixed at 0.01 and then em-
pirically varied to find optimal value as 0.0001.
Epochs were fixed at 25, above which gradients
were found to saturate. The hyperparameter λ was
varied in the range [0,1].
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5.3 Results and Analysis

Results in Table 2 show the efficacy of the pro-
posed neural network architecture for learning
common shared representation while limiting the
source specific representation from negatively ef-
fecting their generalizable capabilities in the target
domain. Results suggest that the learned common
representation, referred to as “Proposed”, consis-
tently outperforms other existing algorithms for
all cross-domain sentiment analysis task on the
Amazon review dataset (Blitzer et al., 2007). The
source specific (SS) representation performs con-
sistently poor at the all target tasks as they are
trained to emphasize only on the source task. Re-
sults also suggest that combining source specific
representation with the common representation,
referred to as “SS+Common” leads to a lower per-
formance than the common representation alone.
This validates our assertion that combining source
specific characteristics with common representa-
tion negatively effects the generalization capabil-
ities of the common representation in the target
domain. The proposed method also surpasses
BTDNNs (state-of-the-art) which focuses on the
feasibility of transfer between domains with a
linear data reconstruction for distribution consis-
tency. Contrary to the proposed two-part repre-
sentations, it suggests that enforcing distribution
consistency across all hidden units suppresses the
discriminating information which results in lower
classification performance for BTDNNs. The pro-
posed approach even outperforms deep learning
based methods (SDA, mSDA and TLDA) as these
approaches learn the unified domain-invariable
feature representation by combining the source
domain and target domain data which may not
separate out the domain-specific features from the
commonality of domains. On the contrary, the ob-
jective used in the paper is based on the min-max
optimization criterion that minimizes the domain
specific component loss as well as maximizes the
shared component loss. In other words, the pro-
posed approach not only models the similarity be-
tween domains but also models and mitigates the
source domain specific information, thus leading
to better cross-domain performance.

Results in Table 3 compare the performance of
all algorithms on the OSM dataset. We observe
that the overall performance of all the algorithms
is lower on the OSM dataset, as compared to the
first dataset, as it is more challenging due to short

Figure 3: Compares the proxy − A distances (PAD)
computed on the common representations learned us-
ing the proposed technique v/s the (a) source specific
and (b) representations learned using DANN.

and noisy text. Both Tables 2 & 3 demonstrate
that the domain adaptation methods perform better
than the baselines and “SS” representation which
suggests that transferring knowledge across do-
mains benefits the cross-domain sentiment clas-
sification task. The improvements achieved by
the proposed technique, which reaches closest to
the target domain supervised performance “Gold-
standard”, is consistently better than the existing
algorithms as it explicitly keeps away any source
specific components from the learned common
representation so as to yield the best generaliza-
tion on the target domain.

5.3.1 The Common Representation:

The primary objective of the common represen-
tation is to make the source and target distribu-
tions appear similar. In other words, these repre-
sentation should be such that it becomes arduous
to distinguish between the source and target ex-
amples for a model trained on this representation.
We compute proxy − A distance (PAD) between
two domains, as explained in Eq. 2. Figure 3 il-
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Figure 4: Compares the performance on the source classification task. For example, B→D here represent the
performance of an algorithm on the source domain B when the representations are learned with B as labeled
source and D as unlabeled target domain.

lustrates that the learned common representation
leads to a lower PAD when compared with either
the source specific representation or the represen-
tation learned using DANN. A low PAD between
domains for a given representation signifies that
the divergence between the domains is reduced.

5.3.2 The Source Specific Representation:
We evaluate the performance of different parts of
the learned representation on the source domain.
Optimizing the target domain performance is in-
deed the primary objective for domain adapta-
tion; however, existing domain adaptation algo-
rithms generally exhibit a lower performance on
the source. We empirically demonstrate that the
proposed method for learning source specific and
common parts of the hidden layer sustains a higher
level of performance in the source as well.

Results in Figure 4 compares the performance
of the different representations on the source do-
main. We compare the performance of the source
specific representation and the common represen-
tation learned using the proposed approach with
the representation learned using DANN (Ajakan
et al., 2014) and the skyline source domain perfor-
mance. Results suggest that while the two individ-
ual parts of the learned representation yield lower
source domain performance, the combined source
specific and common representation (“combined”)
outperforms the source domain performance of the
representation learned using DANN. This signi-
fies that the two parts of the learned representation
learn complementary characteristics i.e. source
specific and general.

5.3.3 Source Specific & Common Units:
While learning the two part representation with
our neural network architecture, the number of
source specific and common units in the hidden
layer is an important factor to influence the cross-

domain performance. In our experiments, we ob-
served that when the source and target domains
were similar (as measured by the PAD), hidden
layer with a higher portion of common v/s source
specific units resulted in better cross-domain per-
formance as compared to when the source and
target domains were dissimilar. This intuitively
suggests that for similar domains there are more
commonalities than domain specific characteris-
tics and hence, a higher number of common units
is required to capture this commonality. Similarly,
we observed that for not so similar domains, the
source specific units dominate the number of com-
mon units.

6 Conclusion & Future Work
The paper proposed a novel neural network learn-
ing algorithm based on the principle of learning
a two-part representation where each part opti-
mizes for different objective. One part captures
the source specific characteristics that are discrim-
inating for learning in the source domain. The
other part captures the common representation be-
tween the source and target domain pair which
contributes to both source domain learning as well
as generalizes to the unlabelled target domain task.
The major contribution of this work is to learn
the common shared representation between do-
mains by explicitly disentangling the source spe-
cific characteristics so as not to detract the capa-
bilities of common representation for the cross-
domain task. In the cross-domain task, the com-
mon part of the representation performs best when
it is isolated from the source specific part. On
the contrary, both the source specific and common
parts of the representation come along for efficient
performance in the source domain task. Finally,
we demonstrated the efficacy of the proposed ap-
proach for cross-domain classification on different
datasets.
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Abstract

Direct comparison on point estimation of the
precision (P), recall (R), and F1 measure of t-
wo natural language processing (NLP) models
on a common test corpus is unreasonable and
results in less replicable conclusions due to a
lack of a statistical test. However, the exist-
ing t-tests in cross-validation (CV) for model
comparison are inappropriate because the dis-
tributions of P, R, F1 are skewed and an inter-
val estimation of P, R, and F1 based on a t-test
may exceed [0,1]. In this study, we propose to
use a block-regularized 3× 2 CV (3× 2 BCV)
in model comparison because it could regular-
ize the difference in certain frequency distri-
butions over linguistic units between training
and validation sets and yield stable estimators
of P, R, and F1. On the basis of the 3 × 2
BCV, we calibrate the posterior distributions
of P, R, and F1 and derive an accurate inter-
val estimation of P, R, and F1. Furthermore,
we formulate the comparison into a hypothe-
sis testing problem and propose a novel Bayes
test. The test could directly compute the prob-
abilities of the hypotheses on the basis of the
posterior distributions and provide more infor-
mative decisions than the existing significance
t-tests. Three experiments with regard to NLP
chunking tasks are conducted, and the results
illustrate the validity of the Bayes test.

1 Introduction

The comparison of two models is a key step in
natural language processing (NLP) with the preci-
sion (P), recall (R), and F1 measures. The com-
parison could be described as follows: For two
NLP models on a given text corpus, which model
produces a higher performance system with a rel-
atively high probability? The direct comparison
with a point estimation of P, R, and F1 on a test
corpus is unscientific from a statistical perspective
and usually leads to less replicable results (Dror

et al., 2017). In reality, the comparison generally
could be formalized with a statistical hypothesis
testing, and many prominent tests, such as K-fold
cross-validated (CV) t-test (Daelemans and Hoste,
2002), 5×2 CV t-test and F -test (Dietterich, 1998;
Alpaydin, 1999), and block-regularized 3 × 2 CV
(3 × 2 BCV) t-test (Wang et al., 2014), have been
conducted. However, the distributions of P, R, and
F1 are skewed (Wang et al., 2015) and take values
in [0, 1], but an interval estimation of P, R, and F1

based on a t-test may exceed [0,1].
In this study, we introduce a Bayes test that is

more informative than the previous prominent nul-
l hypothesis significance testing (NHST) methods
in NLP (Dror et al., 2018). The test consists of
three main components: (1) a 3×2 BCV (Li et al.,
2009; Wang et al., 2014) that provides an optimal
partition of corpus and three repetitions of two-
fold CV; (2) calibrated posterior distributions and
accurate credible intervals (CIs) of P, R, and F1 in-
stead of a normal approximation; and (3) a Bayes
test of P, R, and F1 that provides the probability of
which model outperforms the other.

When partitioning the corpus, certain frequen-
cy distributions over linguistic units of the training
set should be consistent with that of the validation
set. Therefore, partitioning a corpus into two equal
parts and conducting a two-fold CV are reasonable
for model comparison. In fact, a 3 × 2 BCV is a
specific version of an m × 2 BCV (Wang et al.,
2017a) that possesses three repetitions of two-fold
CV. The three repetitions are regularized with cer-
tain conditions, such as the frequency distribution
of the named entity types in a named entity recog-
nition (NER) task, to reduce the unintentional in-
troduced difference in the frequency distributions
between the training and validation sets due to the
random partitioning of a corpus and to make the
comparison more reliable. Particularly, the m × 2
BCV estimator of certain evaluation metrics pos-
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sesses a minimum variance, which ensures that the
tests on the 3 × 2 BCV have higher powers and
replicabilities (Wang et al., 2014, 2017b).

Actually, a t distribution is inappropriate for P,
R, and F1 (Yeh, 2000). Wang et al. (2015) have
obtained a posterior distribution and a CI of F1 in
a 3 × 2 BCV, but the distribution did not consider
the correlations in the 3×2 BCV estimators, which
makes the distribution inaccurate and improper in
the comparison.

In this study, accurate posterior distributions
and CIs of P, R, and F1 on the 3 × 2 BCV are
obtained, and a Bayes test is introduced to com-
pare two NLP models. The Bayes test provides the
probabilities of the hypotheses in the comparison,
which is more informative and reasonable than the
conventional NHST. Finally, three experiments in
NLP chunking tasks are used to show the validity
of the Bayes test.

2 3 × 2 BCV Posterior Distributions of P,
R, and F1 of an NLP Model

Assume Dn is a text corpus, where n is the count
of labeled instances in Dn. For example, n is the
count of sentences in an NER corpus.

When computing the P, R, and F1 of an NLP
model, Dn is usually divided into two parts with
a partition (S, T ) in a hold-out (HO) validation,
containing a training set S, a validation set T , and
Dn = S ∪ T . Assume their sizes are |S| =
|T | = n/2. The confusion matrix on T is M =
(TP, FP, FN, TN), where TP, FP, FN, and TN s-
tand for true positive, false positive, false negative,
and true negative, respectively. From these counts,
one can compute the P, R and F1:

P =
TP

TP + FP
, R =

TP
TP + FN

, F1 =
2PR

P + R
. (1)

Goutte and Gaussier (2005) provided the natu-
ral probabilistic interpretations of P and R. Specif-
ically, M follows a multinomial distribution with
parameters π = (πTP , πFP , πFN , πTN ) such that
πTP + πFP + πFN + πTN = 1. Then, P and R
estimate the following probabilities:

p = P (l = +|z = +), r = P (z = +|l = +), (2)

where l and z represent the true and predicted la-
bels and + indicates a positive label. Correspond-
ingly, F1 estimates f1 = 2pr/(p + r).

Let n+ denote the count of positive observation-
s in Dn. Let (S, T ) be a partition in 3×2 BCV, and

the count of positive observations in T satisfies

TP + FN = n+/2. (3)

2.1 Posterior Distributions of P, R, and F1 in
an HO Validation

Property 2 in (Goutte and Gaussier, 2005) shows
that TP|TP + FN follows a binomial distribution
with parameters of n+/2 and r. Then,

Var[R] = Var
[

2

n+
TP

]
=

2r(1 − r)

n+
, (4)

where Var[·] is obtained over Dn. The proof of Eq.
(4) is given in the supplemental material.

Assume r follows a beta prior distribution, that
is, r ∼ Be(λ, λ), and the posterior distribution
of r is r|M ∼ Be(TP + λ, FN + λ) (Goutte and
Gaussier, 2005). When λ = 1, P (r|M) has a
mode:

mode[r|M] = R. (5)

Similarly, assume p ∼ Be(λ, λ), and p|M ∼
Be(TP + λ, FP + λ), and its mode is

mode[p|M] = P. (6)

On the basis of the posterior distributions of P
and R, Wang et al. (2015) proved that the posterior
distribution of F1 is

P (f1 = t|M) =
2a(1 − t)a−1(2 − t)−a−btb−1

B(a, b)
,

(7)
where B(·, ·) is a beta function with parameters
a = FP + FN + 2λ and b = TP + λ.

2.2 3 × 2 BCV

Let P = {(Sj , Tj)}3
j=1 denote a partition set of

a 3 × 2 BCV with regularization conditions of
|Sj | = |Tj | and |Sj ∩ Sj′ | ≈ n/4 for j ̸= j′. Each
partition (Sj , Tj) corresponds to a two-fold CV. P
can be constructed with two steps: (a) Divide a
text corpus Dn into four equal-sized sub-blocks,
denoted as Bi, i = 1, 2, 3, 4. (b) Take two sub-
blocks as a training set in turn and the other two as
a validation set. Table 1 shows the partition set P.

2.3 3 × 2 BCV Posterior Distributions of P,
R, and F1

Let M = {M(j)}3
j=1 = {(M(j)

1 ,M(j)
2 )}3

j=1

be a collection of confusion matrices in a 3 × 2
BCV, where confusion matrix M(j)

1 employs the
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Index P Sj Tj

1 (S1, T1) B1,B2 B3,B4

2 (S2, T2) B1,B3 B2,B4

3 (S3, T3) B2,B3 B1,B4

Table 1: Partition set of 3 × 2 BCV.

training set Sj and the validation set Tj in the j-
th two-fold CV, and M(j)

2 uses Tj as the train-
ing set and Sj as the validation set. Let M(j)

k =

(TP(j)
k , FP(j)

k , FN(j)
k , TN(j)

k ).
Here, we aim to infer the posterior distributions

P (p|M), P (r|M), and P (f1|M).
Conditioned on M, the micro-averaged values

of P, R, and F1 are

P3×2 =
1
3

∑3
j=1

1
2

∑2
k=1 TP(j)

k

1
3

∑3
j=1

1
2

∑2
k=1(TP(j)

k + FP(j)
k )

,(8)

R3×2 =
1
3

∑3
j=1

1
2

∑2
k=1 TP(j)

k

1
3

∑3
j=1

1
2

∑2
k=1(TP(j)

k + FN(j)
k )

,(9)

F1,3×2 =
2P3×2R3×2

P3×2 + R3×2
. (10)

We first investigate the posterior distribution of
R, P (r|M). Considering that TP(j)

k + FN(j)
k =

n+/2 is a constant (Eq. (3)) unrelated to j and k,
R3×2 is rewritten as

R3×2 =
1

3

3∑

j=1

R(j) =
1

6

3∑

j=1

2∑

k=1

R(j)
k , (11)

where

R(j)
k =

TP(j)
k

TP(j)
k + FN(j)

k

, (12)

R(j) =
1
2

∑2
k=1 TP(j)

k

1
2

∑2
k=1(TP(j)

k + FN(j)
k )

. (13)

Thus, the variance of R3×2 is

Var [R3×2] =
1 + ρ1 + 4ρ2

3n+
r(1 − r). (14)

The proof of Eq. (14) is given in Appendix A. ρ1

and ρ2 are two correlation coefficients between the
point HO estimators in R3×2. The definitions of ρ1

and ρ2 are as follows:

• Define σ = Var
[
R(j)

k

]
. According to Eq. (4),

we obtain σ = 2r(1 − r)/n+.

• ρ1 = Cov
[
R(j)

1 , R(j)
2

]
/σ is the correlation of

two HO estimators in R(j) in a two-fold CV.

• ρ2 = Cov
[
R(j)

k , R(j′)
k′

]
/σ is the correlation

of two HO estimators of R in different two-
fold CVs, where j ̸= j′ and k, k′ = 1, 2.

However, the six confusion matrices in M are
correlated because the three partitions are per-
formed on a single text corpus and the training sets
contain overlapping samples. Therefore, the like-
lihood p(M|r) ̸= ∏3

j=1

∏2
k=1 p(M(j)

k |r). The
correlation prevents us to derive a closed form of
p(r|M), which is the main challenge in this study.

To overcome the challenge, an effective confu-
sion matrix Me = (TPe, FPe, FNe, TNe) is intro-
duced to measure how many independent obser-
vations M is equivalent to. Furthermore, we have
r|Me ∼ Be(TPe + λ, FNe + λ), and the variance
of R3×2 can be rewritten as

Var[R3×2] =
r(1 − r)

TPe + FNe
. (15)

Comparing Eqs. (14) and (15), we obtain

TPe + FNe =
3n+

1 + ρ1 + 4ρ2

=

∑3
j=1

∑2
k=1

(
TP(j)

k + FN(j)
k

)

1 + ρ1 + 4ρ2
.(16)

According to Eq. (5), we obtain

mode[r|M] =
TPe

TPe + FNe
= R3×2. (17)

On the basis of Eqs. (9), (16), and (17), TPe and
FNe are expressed as

TPe =
1

1 + ρ1 + 4ρ2

3∑

j=1

2∑

k=1

TP(j)
k , (18)

FNe =
1

1 + ρ1 + 4ρ2

3∑

j=1

2∑

k=1

FN(j)
k . (19)

According to Eq. (6), we obtain

mode[p|M] =
TPe

TPe + FPe
= P3×2. (20)

On the basis of Eqs. (8), (18) and (20), FPe is

FPe =
1

1 + ρ1 + 4ρ2

3∑

j=1

2∑

k=1

FP(j)
k . (21)

Obviously, TPe, FPe, and FNe contain unknown
ρ1 and ρ2, and their relationships are
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• When ρ1 = ρ2 = 0, TPe =∑3
j=1

∑2
k=1 TP(j)

k . FNe and FPe have sim-
ilar forms. These forms indicate that the pos-
terior distribution of r|M is equivalent to
that on six independent text corpora.

• When ρ1 = ρ2 = 1, TPe, FPe, and FNe are
equal to the average values of all TPs, FPs,
and FNs in M, respectively. In reality, this
situation indicates that the posterior distribu-
tions based on 3 × 2 BCV are similar to the
posterior distributions on an HO validation.
Repetitions have no evident contribution to
the posteriors.

In fact, R could be considered as a variant of
the generalization error that takes the expectation
of zero-one loss on merely positive observation-
s. Correlations ρ1 and ρ2 in 3 × 2 BCV estimator
of the generalization error have been investigated
(Wang et al., 2014, 2017a). The works empirical-
ly indicate 0 ≤ ρ1 ≤ 1/2 and 1/4 ≤ ρ2 ≤ 1/2,
which are also applicable for the correlations in
R3×2. To eliminate unknown ρ1 and ρ2 in TPe,
FNe, and FPe, we take their averages over the
range of 0 ≤ ρ1 ≤ 1/2 and 1/4 ≤ ρ2 ≤ 1/2
regardless of the model used. Hence,

TPe ≈ 8

∫0.5

0.25

∫0.5

0

∑3
j=1

∑2
k=1 TP(j)

k

1 + ρ1 + 4ρ2
dρ1dρ2

≈ 0.3688

3∑

j=1

2∑

k=1

TP(j)
k . (22)

Similarly, we obtain

FNe ≈ 0.3688

3∑

j=1

2∑

k=1

FN(j)
k , (23)

FPe ≈ 0.3688

3∑

j=1

2∑

k=1

FP(j)
k . (24)

In sum, 3 × 2 BCV posterior distributions of P,
R and F1 are

P (p = t|M) =
tTPe+λ(1 − t)FPe+λ

B(TPe + λ, FPe + λ)
, (25)

P (r = t|M) =
tTPe+λ(1 − t)FNe+λ

B(TPe + λ, FNe + λ)
, (26)

P (f1 = t|M) =
2ā(1 − t)ā−1(2 − t)−ā−b̄tb̄−1

B(ā, b̄)
,

(27)

where B(·, ·) is a beta function with parameters of
ā = FPe + FNe + 2λ and b̄ = TPe + λ. In this
study, λ = 1 is used.

2.4 CIs of P, R, and F1 Based on 3 × 2 BCV
On the basis of the 3 × 2 BCV posterior distribu-
tions of P, R, and F1, their corresponding CIs could
be derived. The CI of P with a probability 1−α is

CIp = [ Beα
2
(TPe + λ, FPe + λ),

Be1− α
2
(TPe + λ, FPe + λ)]. (28)

The CI of R is

CIr = [ Beα
2
(TPe + λ, FNe + λ),

Be1− α
2
(TPe + λ, FNe + λ)]. (29)

The CI of F1 is

CIf1 =

[
2

2 + Be′
1− α

2

,
2

2 + Be′
α
2

]
, (30)

where Be′
α is the α quantile of a beta-prime dis-

tribution with parameters of FPe + FNe + 2λ and
TPe + λ.

The above CIs are more accurate than the previ-
ously proposed CIs (Wang et al., 2015; Wang and
Li, 2016) because the parameters in the posterior
distributions are corrected via the correlations in
the 3 × 2 BCV estimator. Take F1 as an example.
A different CI of F1 based on 3 × 2 BCV is given
in (Wang et al., 2015), which employs the aver-
aged values of FPs, FNs, and TPs in M. Their CI
is a special case of Eq. (30) with ρ1 = ρ2 = 1.
Their CI is more conservative, that is, the actual
degree of credibility (DOC) is larger than the nom-
inal probability (1 − α). Nevertheless, our CI is
more accurate because it could relieve the conser-
vativity, which is shown in the following example.

Example: Consider a similar simulation in
(Wang et al., 2015), which uses a classification da-
ta set with two classes. A sample is Z = (X, Y )
where P (Y = 1) = P (Y = 0) = 1

2 , and X|Y =
0 ∼ N(µ0, Σ0), X|Y = 1 ∼ N(µ1, Σ1). Take
µ0 = (0, 0), µ1 = (0.5, 0.5), and Σ0 = Σ1 = I2.
The data set size is n = 600 and α = 0.05. With
a logistic regression algorithm, the DOC and in-
terval length (IL) of their CI are 99.6% and 0.117.
However, the DOC and IL of our CI are 94.5%
and 0.0854. Obviously, our CI has a DOC closer
to 1 − α and a shorter IL, indicating that our CI is
more accurate.
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3 Bayes Test for Comparison of Two
NLP Models

For an NLP task, assume A is a state-of-the-art
model using Dn. When a model B is crafted out, it
is indispensable to compare it with A to document
whether B performs significantly better than A by
employing the following hypotheses:

H0 : νB − νA ≤ 0 v.s. H1 : νB − νA > 0, (31)

where νA and νB are the evaluation metrics of
models A and B. In this study, P, R and F1 are
considered.

We address Problem (31) with a Bayes test
(Casella and Berger, 2002), which is different to
previous NHST studies (Dietterich, 1998; Alpay-
din, 1999; Yildiz, 2013). A Bayes test could avoid
many shortcomings of NHST reasoning, such as
the egregious logic error in p-value. Moreover, a
Bayes test could directly compute the probabili-
ties of the hypotheses, which help users to make
a more reasonable decision. Thus, a Bayes test is
increasingly preferred and recommended recently
as an advanced tool to analyze the experimental
results (Benavoli et al., 2016).

In this study, we propose a Bayes test that uses
the 3 × 2 BCV posterior distributions of P, R, and
F1 to calculate the probabilities of hypotheses, de-
noted as P (H0) and P (H1). Then, the test infers
a decision with the heuristic rules: Accept H0 iff
P (H0) ≥ P (H1); otherwise accept H1.

Before elaborating the Bayes test, several nec-
essary denotations are introduced: the M of mod-
el A is MA ; the TPe, FNe, and FPe of model A
are TPe,A , FNe,A , and FPe,A , respectively. The p,
r, and f1 of A are pA , rA , and f1,A , respective-
ly. The denotations of B are defined in a simi-
lar manner. Let ν denote a user-defined metric in
{P, R, F1}. For example, if user assign R to ν, then
rA and rB are compared.

The key point to perform a Bayes test on Prob-
lem (31) is to tackle the distribution of the differ-
ence of νA − νB . However, no explicit form of
the distribution exists. Thus, we estimate it using
the Monte-Carlo simulation. Take R as an exam-
ple. Conditioned on MA and MB , assuming rA
is independent of rB , we wish to evaluate the prob-
ability p(rA − rB ≤ 0

∣∣MA , MB), that is,
∫1

0

∫1

0
I(rA − rB ≤ 0)P (rA |MA)

· P (rB |MB)drAdrB , (32)

where I(·) is the indicator function that has val-
ue one iff the enclosed condition is true and zero
otherwise. Considering that no close form of Eq.
(32) exists, we have to evaluate it using Monte-
Carlo simulation: (a) Sample a large number of
observations from P (rA |MA) and P (rB |MB),
and denote them as {si,A}L

i=1 and {si,B}L
i=1; (b)

approximate Eq. (32) with the empirical propor-
tion:

1

L

L∑

i=1

I(si,A − si,B ≤ 0), (33)

where L = 1, 000, 000 is used.

Input: Text corpus, Dn; NLP models, A and B;
Evaluation metric, ν;

Output: Probabilities of the hypotheses and a decision
between “Accept H0” and “Accept H1”;

1 Construct P on Dn according to Table 1;
2 Train and validate models A and B on P, and

summarize the results as MA and MB , respectively;
3 Apply Eqs. (22), (23) and (24) on MA and MB to get

(TPe,A , FNe,A , FPe,A) and (TPe,B , FNe,B , FPe,B );
4 if ν is P then
5 P (νA |MA)← use Eq. (25) on TPe,A and FPe,A ;
6 P (νB |MB )← use Eq. (25) on TPe,B and FPe,B ;
7 end
8 else if ν is R then
9 P (νA |MA)← use Eq. (26) on TPe,A and FNe,A ;

10 P (νB |MB )← use Eq. (26) on TPe,B and FNe,B ;
11 end
12 else if ν is F1 then
13 P (νA |MA)← use Eq. (27) on TPe,A , FPe,A and

FNe,A ;
14 P (νB |MB )← use Eq. (27) on TPe,B , FPe,B and

FNe,B ;
15 end
16 Approximate P (νA − νB ≤ 0

∣∣MA , MB ) with
Monte-Carlo simulation (refer to Eq. (33));

17 P (H0)← P (νA − νB ≤ 0
∣∣MA , MB);

18 P (H1)← 1− P (νA − νB ≤ 0
∣∣MA , MB );

19 if P (H0) ≥ P (H1) then
20 Return (P (H0), P (H1), “Accept H0”);
21 end
22 else
23 Return (P (H0), P (H1), “Accept H1”);
24 end

Algorithm 1: A Bayes test for comparing P, R
and F1 of two NLP models.

On the basis of the above analysis, the sketch
of Bayes test is shown in Algorithm 1. The algo-
rithm performs hypothesis testing procedures for
P, R, and F1 according to the specific value of ν.
When different evaluation metrics are used, the
corresponding hypothesis testing problems (refer
to Problem (31)) are different, and the decisions
might be different but reasonable, even though the
same text corpus is used in these problems. Thus,
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the Bayes test helps users to investigate the differ-
ence of A and B with different perspectives and in
a fine-grained manner.

Bayes test and NHST are two different types of
significant tests from two philosophies: Bayesian
and frequentist inferences. When the distribution
of an evaluation metric is available, the Bayes test
may provide more informative inferences and con-
clusions than the NHST. Until now, no mature and
fair criterion to compare Bayes test and NHST ex-
ists. Therefore, in this study, an objective compar-
ison between them is not provided. Instead, we
show three experiments to illustrate the validity of
the Bayes test.

4 Experiments and Analysis

The experiments concentrate on chunking tasks 1.
Chunking is an important task in NLP, which in-
cludes Chinese word segmentation (CWS) and N-
ER. A chunking task could be formulated into a
sequence labeling problem and addressed by em-
ploying a tag set, such as IOB2 and IOBES (Ku-
do and Matsumoto, 2001; Shen and Sarkar, 2005),
and a widely used algorithm, such as conditional
random fields (CRFs) (Lafferty et al., 2001) and
LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997; Lam-
ple et al., 2016).

In this section, we perform the Bayes test on
NLP chunking models with different tag sets to
answer a question: could a fine-grained tag set im-
prove the performance of a chunking model?

A chunking model is usually evaluated in terms
of the metrics of P, R, and F1. When computing
them, TP indicates the count of correctly predict-
ed chunks, FN is the count of golden chunks that
are incorrectly predicted, and FP is the count of
predicted chunks that are not correct.

Three different chunking tasks are considered:
CWS task: Identify a reasonable word se-

quence in a raw sentence. A word is regarded as a
chunk, and every character in the sentence enter-
s into a chunk. Bakeoff-2005 CWS PKU training
corpus is used as Dn.

NER task: Identify the boundaries of all N-
ER chunks without recognizing their types. CoN-
LL 2003 English NER training set is used as
Dn, which contains four types of NER, namely,
“PER”, “LOC”, “ORG”, and “MISC”. Word is

1The code for the experiments in this paper is found on:
https://github.com/RamboWANG/acl2019

used as a tagging unit, and considerable out-of-
chunk words exist.

ORG task: Identify only “ORG” entities. The
corpus is the same to the NER task. The count
of “ORG” chunks is remarkably smaller than the
count of NER chunks in the NER task, and the
out-of-chunk words dominate the corpus.

In the above three tasks, CRFs are used as the
sequence labeling algorithm. Other algorithms
will be studied in future research.

4.1 CWS Task: “BMES” Versus
“BB2B3MES”

The CWS task is formulated into a sequence la-
beling problem at character level. Two different
tag sets of “BMES” and “BB2B3MES” are con-
sidered, which correspond to models A and B, re-
spectively. “BB2B3MES” is a fine-grained set that
introduces two additional tags of “B2” and “B3”
on the basis of “BMES”. Zhao et al. (2006) illus-
trated that model B improves A without investi-
gating the significance, which is performed here.

Task ν Tag set 1 (%) Tag set 2 (%)

CWS

BMES BB2B3MES
P [95.55, 95.62] [95.60, 95.67]
R [95.04,95.11] [95.16,95.23]
F1 [95.30,95.36] [95.39,95.44]

NER

IOB2 IOBES
P [90.59, 91.30] [90.70,91.41]
R [87.69,88.48] [87.78, 88.57]
F1 [89.21,89.77] [89.32,89.87]

ORG

IOB2 IOBES
P [91.37,92.86] [91.85,93.31]
R [64.89,67.11] [64.45,66.68]
F1 [76.06,77.74] [75.93,77.61]

Table 2: CIs of the three tasks (α = 0.05).

ν P (H0) P (H1) Decision

P 0.024 0.976 Accept H1

R 0.001 0.999 Accept H1

F1 0.001 0.999 Accept H1

Table 3: Decisions of the Bayes test in the CWS task.

In the task, the unigram, bigram, and trigram of
characters are used as features, and their windows
are [-2,2]. The 3×2 BCV posterior distributions of
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Figure 1: 3×2 BCV posterior distributions in the CWS
task.

the two CWS models are given in Figure 1, and the
CIs in α = 0.05 are given in Table 2. Each curve
ranges from 0.001 quantile to 0.999 quantile. The
curves in solid lines correspond to Eqs. (25), (26),
and (27), which are recommended in this study.

Two observations are concluded from Figure 1.
First, our proposed posterior distributions, which
yield more accurate CIs, are taller and thinner than
those in (Wang et al., 2015). Second, the posterior
distributions of the R and F1 between models A
and B have smaller overlaps than those of P. The
smaller overlap indicates that the additional tags
of “B2” and “B3” mainly improve the R and F1 of
the CWS model.

The Bayes test is performed on A and B. The
probabilities of the hypotheses and decisions are
given in Table 3. H1 holds in the probability of
0.98 for P, whereas H1 holds in the probabilities of
approximately 1 for R and F1. Table 3 illustrates
that the fine-grained tag set significantly improves
the CWS model, and the improvements in R and
F1 are larger than P.

4.2 NER Task: “IOB2” Versus “IOBES”

In this task, word and POS are used as features.
The unigram, bigram, and trigram of word and
POS are included in the feature template. The
window size of each type of feature is set to [-
2,2]. “IOBES” in model B is a fine-grained tag
set, which adds tags “E” and “S” to “IOB2” in A.

Posterior distributions of P, R, and F1 of mod-
els A and B are given in Figure 2. The posterior
distributions of the two models have large over-
laps, which indicate that the improvement in B
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Figure 2: 3×2 BCV posterior distributions in the NER
task.

is not evident. Corresponding CIs are given in
Table 2. The CIs of the two models have also
large overlaps, indicating the insignificant differ-
ences between the two models. Table 4 presents
the decisions of the Bayes test, which are iden-
tical on the three metrics, that is, “Accept H1”.
However, the improvement is not remarkable be-
cause P (H1) are lower than 0.8. Moreover, the
fine-grained tag set, “IOBES,” exerts more effort
to improve P than R because P (H1) = 0.68 for P
is larger than P (H1) = 0.63 for R.

ν P (H0) P (H1) Decision

P 0.321 0.679 Accept H1

R 0.372 0.628 Accept H1

F1 0.300 0.700 Accept H1

Table 4: Decisions of the Bayes test in the NER task.

4.3 ORG Task: “IOB2” Versus “IOBES”

In this task, the settings of features are the same
with the NER task. However, the distributions of
tags become more skewed than those of the NER
task, that is, tag “O” possesses a larger proportion.
Thus, the decisions of the Bayes test are remark-
ably different. Specifically, the posterior distribu-
tions of P, R, and F1 are given in Figure 3, which
indicate that the improvement in B is not evident.
Surprisingly, for R and F1, the posterior distribu-
tion of B shifts to the left of that of A, which illus-
trates the fine-grained tag set, namely, “IOBES,”
deteriorates R and F1. A possible reason is the
fine-grained tag set, namely, “IOBES,” leads to
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ν P (H0) P (H1) Decision

P 0.191 0.809 Accept H1

R 0.706 0.294 Accept H0

F1 0.587 0.413 Accept H0

Table 5: Decisions of the Bayes test in the ORG task.
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Figure 3: 3×2 BCV posterior distributions in the ORG
task.

more skewed proportions of tags than “IOB2.”
The decisions of the Bayes test are given in Ta-

ble 5. The probability of the improvement to P
exceeds 0.8, that is, P (H1) = 0.81. However, the
fine-grained tag set harms R and F1 in a sense of
P (H0) = 0.71 for R and P (H0) = 0.59 for F1.

The above three tasks illustrate the validity of
the Bayes test, which provide accurate CIs of P, R,
and F1 and the estimation of P (H0) and P (H1).
The results are more informative for interpreta-
tions and help to make a reliable decision.

5 Related Work

Over the last few past decades, many studies
have contributed to validate whether the stan-
dard significant tests are adequate for comparing
NLP models (Gillick and Cox, 1989; Yeh, 2000;
Daelemans and Hoste, 2002; Koehn, 2004; Rie-
zler and Maxwell, 2005; Berg-Kirkpatrick et al.,
2012; Søgaard, 2013; Søgaard et al., 2014; Névéol
et al., 2016; Dror et al., 2017, 2018). These stud-
ies observed that standard tests tend to infer invalid
comparison conclusions. Two important questions
arise from the observations: 1) How to correct-
ly perform CV for NLP model comparison? 2)
What are the distributions of the common evalua-

tion metrics in NLP, such as P, R, and F1?
The first question could refer to many stud-

ies in machine learning, which investigated vari-
ous CV methods in algorithm comparison, includ-
ing repeated learning-testing (Nadeau and Ben-
gio, 2003; Wang et al., 2019), K-fold CV (Kohavi
et al., 1995; Rodrı́guez et al., 2010, 2013; Moreno-
Torres et al., 2012), 5 × 2 CV (Dietterich, 1998;
Alpaydin, 1999; Yildiz, 2013), and m × 2 BCV
(Wang et al., 2014, 2015, 2017a,b). In these s-
tudies, m × 2 BCV might be a better option for
comparing NLP models because it leads to stable
estimation of evaluation metrics and the m × 2
BCV tests possesses higher powers and replica-
bilities (Wang et al., 2014, 2017b). Moreover,
on a text corpus, certain frequency distributions
over linguistic units between training and valida-
tion sets in two-fold CV intuitively possess small-
er divergence than those in five-fold or ten-fold
CV. Therefore, m× 2 BCV should be investigated
when comparing NLP models.

The second question is pioneered in the work
of (Goutte and Gaussier, 2005), which proved the
posterior distributions of P and R in an HO val-
idation. The posterior distributions make an ex-
act comparison possible (Zhang and Su, 2012;
Wang and Li, 2016). However, the distribution of
F1 is difficult to tackle, because it is a complex
function. Zhang et al. (2015a,b, 2016) employed
complicated probabilistic graphic representations
and Bayesian hierarchical models to estimate and
compare F1 measures. Fortunately, Wang et al.
(2015) obtained an exact close-form of posterior
distribution of F1, which is a function with regard
to a beta-prime distribution. These studies pro-
vided a rigorous theoretical guarantee for pursuing
the 3 × 2 BCV posterior distributions of P, R, and
F1.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this study, we obtained accurate posterior distri-
butions of P, R, and F1 on the basis of a 3×2 BCV,
which is an essential part in conducting the com-
parison of two NLP models. On the basis of the
posterior distributions, a Bayes test is proposed,
which provides the probabilities of the hypotheses
and help users to make a reasonable decision. Fi-
nally, three experiments on chunking tasks are per-
formed to illustrate the validity of the Bayes test.
For NLP practitioners, we recommend here three
guidelines:
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(1) A t-test should be avoided in a comparison of
two NLP models on the basis of the precision,
recall and F1 measure.

(2) The 3 × 2 BCV could be preferred to evaluate
the performance of an NLP model in the task
of model comparison.

(3) The Bayes test on the basis of the 3 × 2 BCV
could provide informative and fine-grained
measures of the differences of precisions, re-
calls and F1 measures of two NLP models, and
the measures could help practitioners to make
a reasonable decision.

In the future, we will refine the Bayes test of
P, R, and F1 in an m × 2 BCV and provide accu-
rate interval estimation of other evaluation metrics
on the basis of the confusion matrix. Obtaining
the posterior distribution of an evaluation metric
of a model is still a key problem in this valuable
research area.
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A Proof of Eq. (4)

According to Eqs. (1) and (3), we obtain

R =
TP

TP + FN
=

2TP
n+

. (34)

Because TP|TP + FN follows a binomial distri-
bution with parameters of n+/2 and r and TP +
FN = n+/2 is a constant, we obtain

Var[TP] =
n+

2
r(1 − r). (35)

Based on Eq. (34), we know

Var[R] = Var[
2TP
n+

] =
4

n2
+

Var[TP]

=
2r(1 − r)

n+
.

�

B Proof of Eq. (14)

According to Eq. (11), Var [R3×2] can be decom-
posed into

Var [R3×2] = Var


1

3

3∑

j=1

R(j)




=
1

9

{
3∑

j=1

Var
[
R(j)

]

+

3∑

j=1

3∑

j′=1

j ̸=j′

Cov
[
R(j), R(j′)

] }
. (36)

Assume Var
[
R(j)

]
doesn’t depend on the par-

ticular realization of Pj , then Var
[
R(j)

]
for all j

are identical. Furthermore, since the number of
overlapping samples between the two training sets
in Pj and Pj′ equals to n/4 with j ̸= j′, we could

reasonably assume Cov
[
R(j), R(j′)

]
for all j ̸= j′

are identical and independent to j and j′. Thus,
we obtain

Var [R3×2] =
1

3

{
Var

[
R(j)

]

+2Cov
[
R(j), R(j′)

] }
. (37)

Since R(j) = (R(j)
1 + R(j)

2 )/2, assume

Var
[
R(j)

1

]
= Var

[
R(j)

2

]
, we have

Var
[
R(j)

]
= Var

[
1

2
(R(j)

1 + R(j)
2 )

]

=
1

2

{
Var

[
R(j)

k

]
+ Cov

[
R(j)

k , R(j)
k′

] }
,(38)

where k ̸= k′. Furthermore, according to Eq. (4)
and the definition of ρ1, we obtain

Var
[
R(j)

k

]
= 2r(1 − r)/n+, (39)

Cov
[
R(j)

k , R(j)
k′

]
= 2ρ1r(1 − r)/n+. (40)

Substituting Eqs. (39) and (40) into Eq. (38),
we obtain

Var
[
R(j)

]
=

1 + ρ1

n+
r(1 − r). (41)

Similarly, assume Cov
[
R(j)

k , R(j′)
k′

]
doesn’t de-

pend on k and k′, then

Cov
[
R(j), R(j′)

]
= Cov

[
R(j)

k , R(j′)
k′

]
, (42)

where k, k′ = 1, 2. According to the definition of
ρ2, we obtain

Cov
[
R(j), R(j′)

]
=

2ρ2

n+
r(1 − r). (43)

Substituting Eqs. (41) and (43) into Eq. (37),
we obtain

Var [R3×2] =
1 + ρ1 + 4ρ2

3n+
r(1 − r).

�
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Abstract

Text infilling is defined as a task for filling
in the missing part of a sentence or para-
graph, which is suitable for many real-world
natural language generation scenarios. How-
ever, given a well-trained sequential genera-
tive model, generating missing symbols condi-
tioned on the context is challenging for exist-
ing greedy approximate inference algorithms.
In this paper, we propose an iterative inference
algorithm based on gradient search, which
is the first inference algorithm that can be
broadly applied to any neural sequence gener-
ative models for text infilling tasks. We com-
pare the proposed method with strong base-
lines on three text infilling tasks with various
mask ratios and different mask strategies. The
results show that our proposed method is ef-
fective and efficient for fill-in-the-blank tasks,
consistently outperforming all baselines.1

1 Introduction

Text infilling aims at filling in the missing part
of a sentence or paragraph by making use of
the past and future information around the miss-
ing part, which can be used in many real-world
natural language generation scenarios, for exam-
ple, fill-in-the-blank image captioning (Sun et al.,
2017), lexically constrained sentence generation
(Liu et al., 2018b), missing value reconstruc-
tion (e.g. for damaged or historical documents)
(Berglund et al., 2015), acrostic poetry generation
(Liu et al., 2018a), and text representation learning
(Devlin et al., 2018).

Text infilling is an under-explored challeng-
ing task in the field of text generation. Re-
cently, sequence generative models like sequence-
to-sequence (seq2seq) models (Sutskever et al.,

∗ Correspondence to Jiancheng Lv.
1Our code and data are available at

https://github.com/dayihengliu/
Text-Infilling-Gradient-Search

Input:			Hey,	how	about	going	for	a	few	beers	after	dinner	?	

Ground	Truth
You	know	that	is tempting but is really not good for	our	fitness	.

Seq2seq	+	Left-to-Right	Beam	Search
You	know	that	I like it very much , let’s for	our	fitness	.

Seq2seq	(backward)	 +	Right-to-Left	Beam	Search
You	know	that not going , it is really bad for	our	fitness	.

Figure 1: Our key observation on text infilling for Di-
alogue task. The inability of unidirectional BS to con-
sider both the future and past contexts leads models to
fill the blank with words that clash abruptly with the
context around the blanks (see red circles).

2014; Bahdanau et al., 2014; Gehring et al., 2017;
Vaswani et al., 2017) are widely used in text gen-
eration tasks, including neural machine translation
(Wu et al., 2016; Vaswani et al., 2017), image cap-
tioning (Anderson et al., 2017), abstractive sum-
marization (See et al., 2017), and dialogue gen-
eration (Mei et al., 2017). Unfortunately, given
a well-trained2 neural seq2seq model or uncon-
ditional neural language model (Mikolov et al.,
2010), it is a daunting task to directly apply it to
text infilling task. As shown in Figure 1, we ob-
serve that the infilled words should be conditioned
on past and future information around the miss-
ing part, which is contrary to the popular learning
paradigm, namely, each output symbol is condi-
tioned on all previous outputs during inference by
using unidirectional Beam Search (BS) (Och and
Ney, 2004).

To solve the issues above, one family of meth-
ods for text infilling is “trained to fill in blanks”
(Berglund et al., 2015; Fedus et al., 2018; Zhu
et al., 2019), which requires large amounts of data
in fill-in-the-blank format to train a new model
that takes the output template as a conditional in-

2Here “well-trained” means that ones focus on popular
model settings and data sets, and follow standard training pro-
tocols.
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put. Such methods are only used for uncondi-
tional text infilling tasks, whereas many text in-
filling tasks are conditional, e.g., conversation re-
ply with templates. Another kind of promising ap-
proach (Berglund et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2016;
Sun et al., 2017) is an inference algorithm that
can be directly applied to other generative models.
These inference algorithms are applied to Bidi-
rectional RNNs (BiRNNs) (Schuster and Paliwal,
1997; Baldi et al., 1999) which can model both
forward and backward dependencies. The latest
work is Bidirectional Beam Search (BiBS) (Sun
et al., 2017) which proposes an approximate infer-
ence algorithm in BiRNN for image caption infill-
ing. However, this method is based on some un-
realistic assumptions, such as that given a token,
its future sequence of words is independent of its
past sequence of words. We experimentally find
that these assumptions often generate non-smooth
or unreal complete sentences. Moreover, these in-
ference algorithms can be only used to decoders
with bidirectional structures, whereas almost all
sequence generative models use a unidirectional
decoder. As a result, it is highly expected to de-
velop an inference algorithm that could be applied
to the unidirectional decoder.

In this paper, we study the general inference al-
gorithm for text infilling to answer the question:

• Given a well-trained neural sequence gener-
ative model, is there any inference algorithm
that can effectively fill in the blanks in the
output sequence?

To investigate such a possibility, we propose a
dramatically different inference approach called
Text Infilling with Gradient Search (TIGS), in
which we search for infilled words based on gradi-
ent information to fill in the blanks. To the best of
our knowledge, this could be the first inference
algorithm that does not require any modification
or training of the model and can be broadly used
in any sequence generative model to solve the fill-
in-the-blank tasks as verified in our experiments.

To be specific, we treat the blanks to be
filled as parameterized vectors during inference.
More concretely, we first randomly or heuristi-
cally project each blank to a valid token and ini-
tialize its parameterized vector with the word em-
bedding of the valid token. The goal is seeking the
words to be infilled by minimizing the negative
log-likelihood (NLL) of the complete sequence.

Then the algorithm alternately performs optimiza-
tion step (O-step) and projection step (P-step) un-
til convergence. In O-step, we fix all other pa-
rameters of the model and only optimize the blank
parameterized vectors by gradients. In P-step,
heuristics like local search and projected gradient
are used to project the blank parameterized vectors
to valid tokens (i.e., discretization).

The contribution and novelty of this work could
be summarized as below:

• We propose an iterative inference algorithm
based on gradient search, which could be the
first inference algorithm that can be broadly
applied to any neural sequence generative
models for text infilling tasks.

• Extensive experimental comparisons show
the effectiveness and efficiency of the pro-
posed method on three different text infill-
ing tasks, compared with five state-of-the-art
methods.

2 Related Works

There are some effective solutions to the text in-
filling task: a) training a model specifically for
text infilling tasks (Berglund et al., 2015; Fedus
et al., 2018; Zhu et al., 2019); b) using standard
sequence generative model with modified infer-
ence algorithm (Berglund et al., 2015; Wang et al.,
2016; Sun et al., 2017).

As one typical work of the first category, NADE
(Berglund et al., 2015) is proposed to train a spe-
cific BiRNNs for filling in blanks, which concate-
nates an auxiliary vector to input vectors for in-
dicating a missing input during training and in-
ference. Fedus et al. (2018) propose MaskGAN
which 1) uses some specific “missing” tokens to
indicate the blanks and takes the whole sequence
with blanks (called template) as the input of en-
coder, and 2) uses an RNN as a decoder to generate
the whole sentence after filling in the blanks. Sim-
ilarly, Zhu et al. (2019) use self-attention model
(Vaswani et al., 2017), which takes the template as
the input for unconditional text infilling task. One
major limitation of these works is that they require
large amounts of data in fill-in-the-blank format
and need to train a specific model. Besides, they
are only used for unconditional text infilling tasks.
Different from them, our new inference algorithm
does not require any modification or training of the
model, which can be broadly applied to any neural
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seq2seq models for both conditional and uncondi-
tional text infilling tasks.

As with the second category, some inference al-
gorithms based on BiRNNs have been proposed
for fill-in-the-blank tasks thanks to their ability
to model both forward and backward dependen-
cies. For example, Berglund et al. (2015) pro-
pose Generative Stochastic Networks (GSN) to
reconstruct the blanks of sequential data. The
idea is to first randomly initialize the symbols in
the blanks and then resample an output yt from
PBiRNN (yt | {yd}d6=t, x) one at a time until con-
vergence. More recently, Sun et al. (2017) propose
the Bidirectional Beam Search (BiBS) inference
algorithm of BiRNNs for fill-in-the-blank image
captioning task. However, this method is based
on some strong assumptions, which may be vio-
lated in practice. As shown in our experiments,
we provide empirical analysis on cases where this
approach fails. Moreover, GSN and BiBS can be
only applied to decoders with bidirectional struc-
tures, while almost all sequence generative models
use a unidirectional decoder. In contrast, our pro-
posed inference method decouples from these as-
sumptions and can be applied to the unidirectional
decoder.

3 Preliminary

Since our method utilizes gradient information, it
could smoothly cooperate with other architectures,
such as models proposed in (Vaswani et al., 2017;
Gehring et al., 2017). Considering the popularity
of RNNs, and the related work is based on RNN
model, we use RNN-based models as a showcase
in this paper.

3.1 RNN-based Seq2Seq Model

We firstly introduce the notations and briefly de-
scribe the standard RNN-based seq2seq model.
Let x = {x1,x2, ...,xn} denotes one-hot vector
representations of the conditional input sequence,
y = {y1, y2, ..., ym} denotes scalar indices of the
corresponding target sequence, and V denotes the
vocabulary. n and m represent the length of the
input sequence and the output sequence, respec-
tively.

The seq2seq model is composed of an encoder
and a decoder. For the encoder part, each xt will
be firstly mapped into its corresponding word em-
bedding xembt . Then {xembt } are input to a bi-
directional or unidirectional long short-term mem-

ory (LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997)
RNN to get a sequence of hidden states {henct }.

For the decoder, at time t, similarly yt is first
mapped to yembt . Then a context vector ct is calcu-
lated with attention mechanism (Bahdanau et al.,
2014; Luong et al., 2015) ct =

∑n
i=1 atih

enc
i ,

which contains useful latent information of the in-
put sequence. Here, at is an attention distribu-
tion vector to decide which part to focus on. The
context vector ct and the embedding yembt are fed
as input to a unidirectional RNN language model
(LM), which will output a probability distribution
of the next word P (yt+1|y1:t,x), where y1:t refers
to {y1, ..., yt}.

During training, the negative log-likelihood
(NLL) of the target sequence is minimized us-
ing standard maximum-likelihood (MLE) training
with stochastic gradient descent (SGD), where the
NLL is calculated as follows:

− logP (y|x) = −
m∑

t=1

logP (yt|y1:t−1,x). (1)

During inference, the decoder needs to find the
most likely output sequence y∗ by giving the input
x:

y∗ = argmax
y

P (y|x). (2)

Since the number of possible sequences grows
as |V|m (|V| is the size of vocabulary), exact infer-
ence is NP-hard and approximate inference algo-
rithms like left-to-right greedy decoding or beam
search (BS) (Och and Ney, 2004) are commonly
used.

3.2 Problem Definition
In this paper, instead of setting some restrictions
such as limiting the number of blanks or restricting
the position of the blanks in previous work (Sun
et al., 2017), we consider a more general case of
text infilling task where the number and location
of blanks are arbitrary.

Let B be a placeholder for a blank, B be the
set that records all the blanks’ position index,
and yB be a target sequence where portions of
text body are missing as indicated by B. For in-
stance, if a target sequence has two blanks at the
position i and j, then B = {i, j} and yB =
{y1, .., yi−1, B, yi+1, ..., yj−1, B, yj+1, ..., ym}.

Given an input sequence x and a target se-
quence yB containing blanks indicated by B, we
aim at filling in the blanks of yB. This procedure
needs to consider the global structure of sentences
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I like cake , It’s sweetI like , It’s sweet𝒚𝔹:
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Output
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Word
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Parameterized
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Parameterized
vector
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(one-hot)

Project

(c)	P-step

A	fill-in-the-blank	sample Inference	result

Initialize 𝑦- with	left-to-right	greedy

NLL	Loss

Figure 2: Overall framework.

and provide meaningful details under the condi-
tion x.

4 Methodology

In this section, we present our inference method
in detail. The overall framework is shown in Fig-
ure 2. Given a well-trained seq2seq model and a
pair of text infilling data (x, yB), the method aims
at finding an infilled word set ŷ = {ŷ1, ..., ŷ|B|}
to minimize the NLL of the complete sentence y∗

via:
ŷ = argmin

ŷj∈V
LNLL(x,y∗), (3)

where y∗ denotes the complete sentence after fill-
ing the blanks of yB with ŷ, |B| denotes the num-
ber of blanks. Since the number of possible in-
filled word set is |V||B|, naı̈vely searching in this
space is NP-hard.

Our key idea is to utilize the gradient infor-
mation to narrow the range of search during in-
ference. This idea is similar to the “white-box”
adversarial attacks (Goodfellow et al., 2014b;
Szegedy et al., 2013; He and Glass, 2018). How-
ever, the adversarial attack aims to slightly modify
the inputs in order to mislead the model to make
wrong predictions, while our goal is to search for
the reasonable words that should be filled into the
blanks.

Unlike the continuous input space (e.g., im-
ages) in other tasks, applying gradient search di-
rectly to the input would make it invalid (i.e., no
longer a one-hot vector) for text infilling tasks.
More specifically, we firstly treat the blanks to be
filled as parameterized word embedding vectors

ŷemb = {ŷemb1 , ..., ŷemb|B| }. Then, we fix the pa-
rameters of the well-trained model and only opti-
mize these parameterized vectors in the continu-
ous space, where the gradient information can be
used to minimize the NLL loss LNLL(x,y∗). Fi-
nally, the ŷemb is discretized into valid words ŷ
by measuring the distance between the ŷemb and
the word embeddings in Wemb. Here Wemb de-
notes the word embedding matrix in the decoder
of the well-trained seq2seq model, and each col-
umn of Wemb represents the word embedding of
one word in the vocabulary.

As every word in the set ŷ is dependent on each
other, the simultaneous discretization of all pa-
rameterized word embeddings in ŷemb into valid
words at the same time usually make the complete
sentence y∗ non-smooth. As a concrete example,
when infilling the two blanks in “Amy likes eat-
ing , so she goes to snack bars very often.”,
the ŷemb may be close to the word embeddings
of {“ice”, “cream”} and {“fried”, “chips”}. How-
ever, if one discretizes the two blanks simultane-
ously, one might get answers like {“ice”, “chips”}
or {“fried”, “cream”}. Therefore, we adopt an it-
erative algorithm which is similar to Gibbs sam-
pling. At each inference step, we focus on one
single infilled word ŷj for j-th blank and update it
while keeping other words in the infilled word set
ŷ fixed. For the unknown blank length tasks (each
blank may contain an arbitrary unknown number
of tokens), we can apply the TIGS as a black box
inference algorithm over a range of blank lengths
and then rank these solutions.

At the beginning, we initialize the infilled word
set ŷ with some valid words randomly or heuris-
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tically (from a left-to-right beam search). Then
we perform optimization step (O-step) and pro-
jection step (P-step) alternately to update each in-
filled word in the infilled word set ŷ until conver-
gence or reach the maximum number of rounds T .

In O-step, we aim to optimize the ŷembj in con-
tinuous space using gradient information with re-
spect to LNLL(x,y∗). Firstly, we get the com-
plete sentence y∗ by filling ŷ in the blanks of yB

and obtain the LNLL(x,y∗) of y∗ after putting x
into the encoder and y∗ into the decoder of the
well-trained seq2seq model. Then we treat the
vector ŷembj as parameterized vector, and fix all
other parameters of the seq2seq model and only
optimize the parameterized vector ŷembj with gra-
dient information to minimize LNLL(x,y∗).

However, directly optimizing LNLL(x,y∗)
may lead to the final ŷembj not like a feasible
word embedding in Wemb, and its nearest neigh-
bor word embedding in Wemb could be far away
from it. So we add anL2 penalty to make the ŷembj

get close to Wemb:

L(x,y∗) = LNLL(x,y∗)+λ·
∑

j

∥∥∥ŷembj

∥∥∥
2
, (4)

where λ is a hyperparameter. We also tried to
add an additional regularization term that directly
narrow the distance between ŷembj and its nearest
word embedding in Wemb, which is used in Cheng
et al. (2018) for seq2seq adversarial attacks, but no
obvious improvement was found.

Given the loss L(x,y∗), ŷembj is updated with
∇ŷemb

j
L(x,y∗) by one-step gradient descent:

ŷembj = ŷembj − α · ∇ŷemb
j
LNLL(x,y∗). (5)

Instead of updating ŷembj by naı̈vely SGD al-
gorithm, we experimentally find that Nesterov
(Sutskever et al., 2013) optimizer performed bet-
ter than other optimizers to update ŷembj . As
discussed in Dong et al. (2017b), this momen-
tum based optimizer can stabilize update direc-
tions and escape from poor local maxima during
the iterations for adversarial attack.

In P-step, we aim to project the ŷembj into a
valid infilled word ŷj . A naı̈ve way is to find the
word whose word embedding in Wemb is near-
est to ŷembj based on the distance metric function
dist(·)3. However, due to its high dimensionality,

3Through experiments we find that using Euclidean dis-
tance as metric function dist(·) perform slightly better than
Cosine distance for our method.

the obtaining word embedding may be far from
satisfactory. Instead, similar to the idea of beam
search, we first obtain a set S containing K can-
didate words whose word embedding is K-nearest
to ŷembj :

S = nearest-K
yk∈V

dist(ŷembj ,yembk ), (6)

and then we select one word with lowest NLL
from these K words in S as ŷj . Our experiments
suggest that just setting the size of K to 1% of the
vocabulary size works well.

The whole algorithm is further summarized in
1. Since our method is designed for the unidirec-
tional decoder, the time complexity is expected to
be slightly higher than that of the inference algo-
rithm designed for the bidirectional decoder. In
brief, our approach requires mKT |B| RNN steps,
while the GSN (Berglund et al., 2015) requires
mT |B| BiRNN steps, and the BiBS (Sun et al.,
2017) requires 2mKT RNN steps. Fortunately,
our inference algorithm can be easily optimized
with GPUs.

Algorithm 1 TIGS algorithm
Input: a trained seq2seq model, a pair of text infilling data
(x, yB), output length m.
Output: a complete output sentence y∗.
Initialize the infilled word set ŷ and initialize y∗ by infill-
ing yB with ŷ.
Initialize ŷemb by looking up the word embedding matrix
Wemb.
for t = 1, 2, . . . , T do

for j = 1, 2, . . . , |B| do
O-step:
Update ŷemb

j with gradient∇ŷemb
j
L(x,y∗)

P-step:
Set S = nearest-K

yk∈V
dist(ŷemb

j ,yemb
k )

Set ŷj = argmin
ŷj∈S

LNLL(x,y
∗)

end for
Update y∗ with ŷj
if convergence then

break
end if

end for
return y∗

5 Experiments

5.1 Datasets
In the experiments, we evaluate the proposed
method on three text infilling tasks with three
widely used publicly available corpora.

The first task is conversation reply with a tem-
plate (denoted as Dialog) which is conducted on
the DailyDialog (Li et al., 2017) dataset. We use
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Input:			What	is	the	weather	like	today	?	

Ground	Truth
It	stops	snowing	,	but	there's	a	bit	wind	.

Mask strategy:	Random Mask	ratio:	75%
__	__	snowing	__	__	__	__	__	wind	.	

Mask strategy:	Random Mask	ratio:	50%
It	__	snowing	__	but	__	__	bit	__	.

Mask strategy:	Middle Mask	ratio:	25%
It	stops	snowing	,	__	__	a	bit	wind	.

Figure 3: Some testing samples of conversation reply
with templates task with different mask strategies and
ratios.

its single-turn data, which contains 82,792 conver-
sation pairs. The query sentence is taken as en-
coder input x, and the reply sentence is taken as
y.

The second task is Chinese acrostic poetry
generation (denoted as Poetry). Here we use a
publicly available Chinese poetry dataset4 which
contains 232,670 Chinese four-line poems. For
each poem, the first two lines are used as encoder
input x, and the last two lines are y.

The third task is infilling product reviews (de-
noted as APRC). The Amazon Product Reviews
Corpus (APRC) (Dong et al., 2017a), which is
built upon Amazon product data (McAuley et al.,
2015) and contains 347,061 reviews, is used in this
task. Unlike the first two tasks, this task is an un-
conditional text infilling task (without conditional
input x). We use each product review in Dong
et al. (2017a) as y.

For each task, we take 5,000 samples in the test
set to construct the data with blanks (yB) for test-
ing, we create a variety of test samples by mask-
ing out text y with varying missing ratios and
two mask strategies. More specifically, the first
mask strategy is called middle which is followed
as the setting in Sun et al. (2017), namely, remov-
ing r = 25%, 50%, or 75% of the words from
the middle of y for each data. The second mask
strategy is called random, namely, randomly re-
moving r = 25%, 50%, or 75% of the words in
y for each data. To sum up, we have three test
tasks, and each task has six types of test sets (two
mask strategies and three mask ratios). Each test
set contains 5,000 test samples. We show some
data examples in Figure 3.

4https://github.com/chinese-poetry/
chinese-poetry

5.2 Baselines

We compare our approach TIGS with several
strong baseline approaches:

Seq2Seq-f: it runs beam search (BS) with beam
width K on a well-trained seq2seq model (for-
ward) to fill the blanks from left to right.

Seq2Seq-b: it runs BS with beam width K on a
well-trained seq2seq model (backward) to fill the
blanks from right to left.

Seq2Seq-f+b: it fills the blanks by both
Seq2Seq-f and Seq2Seq-b, and then selects the
output with a maximum of the probabilities as-
signed by the seq2seq models. This method is
used in Wang et al. (2016).

BiRNN-GSN: it runs GSN (Berglund et al.,
2015) on a well-trained seq2seq model with
BiRNN as the decoder to fill the blanks.

BiRNN-BiBS: it runs bidirectional beam search
(BiBS) (Sun et al., 2017) on a well-trained seq2seq
model with BiRNN as the decoder to fill the
blanks. The method has achieve the state-of-the-
art results on fill-in-the-blank image captioning
task in Sun et al. (2017).

Except for BiRNN-GSN and BiRNN-BiBS, all
the above baselines and our method perform in-
ference on the same well-trained seq2seq model.
BiRNN-GSN and BiRNN-BiBS perform infer-
ence on a well-trained seq2seq model in which
the decoder is BiRNN. These models are trained
on the complete sentence dataset with standard
maximum-likelihood. Moreover, the sentences
with blanks are only used in the inference stage.
For fari comparison, BiRNN-BiBS, BiRNN-GSN,
and the proposed method use the same initializa-
tion strategy (left-to-right greedy). The maximum
number of iterations T is set to 50 to ensure that all
the algorithms can achieve their best performance.

In addition to the above inference based ap-
proaches, we also compare two model-based ap-
proaches: Mask-Seq2Seq and Mask-Self-attn
(Fedus et al., 2018; Zhu et al., 2019). These base-
lines take the output template as an additional in-
put and are trained on the data in fill-in-the-blank
format. We use LSTM RNNs for Mask-Seq2Seq,
and use the self-attention model (Vaswani et al.,
2017) for Mask-Self-attn (Zhu et al., 2019) which
is shown to have better performance than GAN-
based models (Goodfellow et al., 2014a) for text
infilling.
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Datasets Metrics Methods r=25% r=50% r=75%

Random Middle Random Middle Random Middle

Dialog

NLL

Seq2Seq-f 3.573 3.453 3.653 3.316 3.328 2.975
Seq2Seq-b 3.657 3.558 3.911 3.542 3.713 3.421
Seq2Seq-f+b 3.397 3.321 3.491 3.213 3.233 2.932
BiRNN-BiBS 3.248 3.279 3.268 3.294 3.245 3.217
BiRNN-GSN 3.239 3.270 3.219 3.199 3.086 2.938
Mask-Seq2Seq 3.406 3.368 3.434 3.347 3.279 3.177
Mask-Self-attn 3.567 3.524 3.694 3.466 3.509 3.205
TIGS (ours) 3.143 3.164 3.050 3.030 2.920 2.764

BLEU

Template 0.780 0.823 0.621 0.700 0.552 0.601
Seq2Seq-f 0.834 0.861 0.670 0.737 0.584 0.640
Seq2Seq-b 0.837 0.862 0.675 0.739 0.584 0.627
Seq2Seq-f+b 0.860 0.881 0.692 0.751 0.594 0.643
BiRNN-BiBS 0.828 0.852 0.661 0.725 0.575 0.626
BiRNN-GSN 0.894 0.892 0.726 0.752 0.600 0.643
Mask-Seq2Seq 0.867 0.887 0.719 0.769 0.614 0.662
Mask-Self-attn 0.858 0.864 0.719 0.743 0.623 0.643
TIGS (ours) 0.895 0.894 0.724 0.754 0.596 0.644

Poetry

NLL

Seq2Seq-f 4.107 4.022 3.901 3.642 3.430 3.294
Seq2Seq-b 4.180 4.124 4.051 3.837 3.638 3.511
Seq2Seq-f+b 4.021 3.994 3.825 3.630 3.390 3.275
BiRNN-BiBS 3.939 3.966 3.735 3.701 3.476 3.430
BiRNN-GSN 3.953 3.976 3.739 3.652 3.405 3.296
Mask-Seq2Seq 4.103 4.071 3.996 3.886 3.738 3.637
Mask-Self-attn 4.052 4.028 3.911 3.810 3.666 3.548
TIGS (ours) 3.860 3.912 3.601 3.567 3.268 3.181

BLEU

Template 0.727 0.815 0.581 0.687 0.508 0.559
Seq2Seq-f 0.779 0.842 0.629 0.704 0.536 0.576
Seq2Seq-b 0.774 0.835 0.623 0.702 0.534 0.576
Seq2Seq-f+b 0.789 0.844 0.635 0.705 0.538 0.577
BiRNN-BiBS 0.776 0.836 0.625 0.702 0.533 0.575
BiRNN-GSN 0.802 0.848 0.648 0.707 0.541 0.579
Mask-Seq2Seq 0.785 0.843 0.635 0.705 0.537 0.577
Mask-Self-attn 0.790 0.845 0.640 0.706 0.539 0.579
TIGS (ours) 0.805 0.850 0.650 0.707 0.542 0.579

APRC

NLL

Seq2Seq-f 3.554 3.129 3.687 2.650 3.068 2.122
Seq2Seq-b 3.694 3.215 4.039 2.826 3.494 2.349
Seq2Seq-f+b 3.354 3.002 3.515 2.553 2.962 2.045
BiRNN-BiBS 2.999 3.001 2.943 2.759 2.733 2.456
BiRNN-GSN 2.969 2.967 2.907 2.515 2.628 2.012
Mask-Seq2Seq 3.080 2.983 2.951 2.567 2.472 2.088
Mask-Self-attn 3.002 2.946 2.847 2.551 2.448 2.085
TIGS (ours) 2.831 2.857 2.722 2.394 2.451 1.913

BLEU

Template 0.503 0.692 0.127 0.432 0.009 0.182
Seq2Seq-f 0.781 0.897 0.623 0.881 0.682 0.879
Seq2Seq-b 0.779 0.896 0.616 0.872 0.683 0.864
Seq2Seq-f+b 0.812 0.905 0.658 0.887 0.703 0.884
BiRNN-BiBS 0.867 0.896 0.715 0.869 0.740 0.856
BiRNN-GSN 0.879 0.904 0.751 0.884 0.736 0.882
Mask-Seq2Seq 0.860 0.900 0.750 0.856 0.754 0.835
Mask-Self-attn 0.878 0.914 0.778 0.882 0.778 0.870
TIGS (ours) 0.883 0.911 0.774 0.889 0.769 0.878

Table 1: BLEU and NLL results.

5.3 Metrics

Following Sun et al. (2017), we compare methods
on standard sentence-level metric BLEU scores
(4-gram) (Papineni et al., 2002) which considers
the correspondence between the ground truth and
the complete sentences. However, such a metric
also has some deficiencies in text infilling tasks.
For example, given two complete sentences with
only one word different, the sentence level statis-
tics of them may be quite similar, whereas a hu-
man can clearly tell which one is most natural.
Moreover, given a template, there may be several
reasonable ways to fill in the blanks. For example,
given a template, “i this book, highly recom-

mend it”, it is reasonable to fill the word “love” or
“like” in the blank. However, since there is only
one ground truth, the BLEU scores of these two
complete sentences are quite different. We find
that this issue is more severe for the unconditional
text filling task which has fewer restrictions, lead-
ing to more ways of filling in the blanks.

Therefore, for the unconditional text filling task
(APRC), instead of calculating the BLEU score
with only the ground truth as the reference, we
also follow Yu et al. (2017) and use 10,000 sen-
tences which are randomly sampled from the test
set as references to calculate BLEU scores to eval-
uate the fluency of the complete sentences.
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Besides BLEU scores, we conduct a model-
based evaluation. We train a conditional LM for
each task (unconditional LM for APRC task) and
use its NLL to evaluate the quality of the complete
sentence y∗given the input x.

5.4 Results

The BLEU (the higher the better) and NLL (the
lower the better) results are shown in Table 1.
Generally, we find that bidirectional methods
(BiRNN-BiBS, BiRNN-GSN, and Seq2Seq-f+b)
outperform unidirectional ones (Seq2Seq-f and
Seq2Seq-b) in most cases. The model-based meth-
ods (Mask-Seq2Seq and Mask-Self-attn) perform
well on unconditional text infilling task (APRC),
but slightly poorly on conditional text infilling
tasks (Dialog and Poetry). In line with the evalua-
tion results in Zhu et al. (2019), the Mask-Self-attn
performs consistently better than Mask-Seq2Seq.
It has also achieved the highest BLEU score in
some cases of unconditional text infilling tasks.
However, in most cases of conditional text infilling
tasks, the proposed method performs better than
Mask-Self-attn.

Since the goal of the proposed method TIGS is
to find the complete sentence with minimal NLL
by utilizing gradient information. As expected, it
achieves the lowest NLL in all cases of all tasks.
Also, the BLEU scores of TIGS is highest in
most cases of conditional text infilling tasks, while
BiRNN-GSN and BiRNN-BiBS provide compara-
ble performance. Although TIGS is used in RNN-
based seq2seq model, it still achieves very com-
petitive BLEU results on unconditional text infill-
ing task compare with Mask-Self-attn.

Methods Dialog Poetry APRC
BiRNN-BiBS 1.524 1.478 1.558
BiRNN-GSN 2.979 2.675 2.261
Mask-Self-attn 2.270 2.727 3.042
TIGS 3.226 3.120 3.137

Table 2: Human evaluation resutls

5.5 Human Evaluation

We also conduct the human evaluation to further
compare TIGS, BiRNN-BiBS, BiRNN-GSN, and
Mask-Self-attn. Following the setting in Zhu et al.
(2019), we collect generations of each of the four
methods on 50 randomly-selected test instances.
Then we launch a crowd-sourcing online study,
asking 10 evaluators to rank the generations. The

Template really	__	this	__	__	__	believable	 plot	 .
Ground Truth really	enjoyed this	futuristic book . believable	plot	.	

Seq2seq-f really	enjoyed this	book . the believable	plot	.
Seq2seq-b really	with	this	development and a	believable	plot	 .

Mask-Seq2Seq really	enjoyed this	fast paced and believable	plot	
Mask-Self-attn really	enjoyed this	book . very believable	plot	.

BiRNN-BiBS really	enjoyed this	story and a believable	plot	 .
BiRNN-GSN really	enjoyed this	book and a believable	plot	 .

TIGS really	enjoyed this	book . very believable	plot	.

Input (Query) can	you	study	 with	 the	radio	on	?	
Template __	,	__	listen	 __	__	music	.	

Ground Truth no ,	 I listen	to background music	.	
Seq2seq-f i'd ,	I'm listen	to the music	.
Seq2seq-b music ,	can listen	to the music	.

Mask-Seq2Seq yes ,	they listen	to the music	.
Mask-Self-attn yes ,	it's a lot of music	.

BiRNN-BiBS I ,	to listen	to the music	.	
BiRNN-GSN yes ,	I'll listen	to the music	.

TIGS yes ,	 I listen	to classical music	.

Template so	__	better	__	the	__	one	.	__	__	.	__	now	 i __	
<num>	more	__	__	__	__	submit	 .	

Ground Truth so	much better	 than the	last one	.	really good .	and
now	i need <num>	more	words	before	i can	submit	 .	

Seq2seq-f so	far better	 than the	first one	.	ca	n't .	wait now	i
have <num>	more	books	to	read	. submit	.	

Seq2seq-b so	getting better	 for the	next one	.	it	down .	 . now	i
write <num>	more	words	 so	i can	submit	.	

Mask-Seq2Seq so	much better	 than the	first one	.	loved	it	.	and now	
i have <num>	more	words	to	submit	this	submit	 .	

Mask-Self-attn so	much better	 than the	first one	.	loved	it	.	now	
now i need <num>	more	words	to	describe	 and
submit	.

BiRNN-BiBS so	much better	 than the	first one	.	loved	it	.	and now	
i have <num>	more	to	read	.	i submit	.

BiRNN-GSN so	much better	 than the	first one	.	i cried	 .	so now	i
have <num>	more	words	to	go	to	submit	.	

TIGS so	much better	 than the	first one	.	highly	
recommend .	but now	i need <num>	more	words	to	
go	to submit	.

Template love	__	book	and	__	__	club	series

Ground Truth love	this book	and	the	camel	club	series	

Seq2seq-f love	love book	and	ca	n't club	series

Seq2seq-b love	next book	and	's	murder	 club	series

Mask-Seq2Seq love	this book	and	the	murder	 club	series

Mask-Self-attn love	this book	and	the	book	club	series

BiRNN-BiBS love	this book	and	the	book club	series

BiRNN-GSN love	this book	and	all	the	club	series

TIGS love	this book	and	the	motorcycle	 club	series

Figure 4: Example outputs of different methods on
APRC task.

method with the best generation receives a score
of 4, and the other three methods receive scores of
3, 2, and 1 according to the rank, respectively. The
results are shown in Table 2. We can see that TIGS
consistently outperforms all baselines.

5.6 Samples and Analysis
Figure 4 and 5 show some qualitative examples
of APRC and Dialog tasks. Because the inabil-
ity of Seq2Seq-f and Seq2Seq-b to reason about
the past and future simultaneously. We can see
that Seq2Seq-f and Seq2Seq-b usually generate
sentences that do not satisfy grammatical rules
and are not fluent. Seq2Seq-f struggle to reason
about word transitions on the forward side of the
blank, so the words filled in by Seq2Seq-f usu-
ally abruptly clash with existing words behind the
blank. Similarly, the words filled in by Seq2Seq-b
usually abruptly clash with existing words before
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Input (Query) pretty	good	,	thanks	.	i'm going	to	see	my	uncle	.

Template __	__	then	__	and	keep	__	touch	 .	

Ground Truth good	bye	then	 , and	keep	in touch	 .

Seq2seq-f nice	to	then	 . and	keep	your touch	.

Seq2seq-b minutes ,	 then	go and	keep	in touch	 .

Mask-Seq2Seq ok	,	then	go then keep	in touch	 .

Mask-Self-attn then	,	then	keep and	keep	in touch	 .

BiRNN-BiBS you	<UNK>	 then	<UNK>	and	keep	it touch	.

BiRNN-GSN ok	,	then	go and	keep	in touch	 .

TIGS alright	,	then	 . and	keep	in touch	.

Input (Query) don	’	t	do	that	 again	.	you	are	riding	the	tiger	.

Template no	problem	 __	__	can	__	with	 __	__	.	

Ground Truth no	problem	 .	i can	deal with	it	well	.

Seq2seq-f no	problem	 .	i can	’with	 my	boss .

Seq2seq-b no	problem think	i can	up with	trouble	 <UNK> .

Mask-Seq2Seq no	problem .	you can	stay with me	down .	

Mask-Self-attn no	problem	 .	i can	do it that	. .

BiRNN-BiBS no	problem	 .	i can	just with	the	<UNK> .

BiRNN-GSN no	problem .	i can	help with my	baggage .

TIGS no	problem	 .	i can	deal with	my	bags	.	

Template really	__	this	__	__	__	believable	 plot	 .
Ground Truth really	enjoyed this	futuristic book . believable	plot	.	

Seq2seq-f really	enjoyed this	book . the believable	plot	.
Seq2seq-b really	with	this	development and a	believable	plot	 .

Mask-Seq2Seq really	enjoyed this	fast paced and believable	plot	
Mask-Self-attn really	enjoyed this	book . very believable	plot	.

BiRNN-BiBS really	enjoyed this	story and a believable	plot	 .
BiRNN-GSN really	enjoyed this	book and a believable	plot	 .

TIGS really	enjoyed this	book . very believable	plot	.

Input (Query) can	you	study	 with	 the	radio	on	?	
Template __	,	__	listen	 __	__	music	.	

Ground Truth no ,	 I listen	to background music	.	
Seq2seq-f i'd ,	I'm listen	to the music	.
Seq2seq-b music ,	can listen	to the music	.

Mask-Seq2Seq yes ,	they listen	to the music	.
Mask-Self-attn yes ,	it's a lot of music	.

BiRNN-BiBS I ,	to listen	to the music	.	
BiRNN-GSN yes ,	I'll listen	to the music	.

TIGS yes ,	 I listen	to classical music	.

Figure 5: Example outputs of different methods on
Daily task.

the blank.
BiRNN-BiBS makes assumption that

P (yt|y1:t−1,yt+1:m,x) = P−−→URNN(yt|y1:t−1,x) ·
P←−−URNN(yt|yt+1:m,x). This assumption may
cause some sentences generated by BiRNN-
BiBS are non-smooth or unreal. For example,
in the top instance, the BiRNN-BiBS gener-
ates a non-smooth sentence “i, to listen to the
music”. At the third time-step, because both
P−−→URNN(y3 =“to”|y4:m =“listen to the music”,x)
and P←−−URNN(y3 =“to”|y1:2 =“i,”,x) are relatively
large, resulting in this blank being filled with
an inappropriate word “to” by BiRNN-BiBS.
However, P (y3 =“to”|y1:2 =“i,”, y4:m =“listen
to the music”,x) should be lower. In addition, we
find that BiRNN-BiBS tends to use the unknown
token “<unk>” to fill the blanks compared to
other methods. The reason we analyze may be that
sometimes both P−−→URNN(yt=“<unk>”|y1:t−1,x)
and P←−−URNN(yt=“<unk>”|yt+1:m,x) would be
relatively large.

As for Mask-Seq2Seq and Mask-Self-attn, al-

though they directly take the template yB as an
additional input and are trained with data in fill-
in-the-blank format. We experimentally found
that the generalization ability of these models is
still limited, especially for conditional text infill-
ing tasks. In the Dialog task, 21% and 16% of the
samples generated by Mask-Self-attn and Mask-
Seq2Seq with beam search could not even recon-
struct the template (see Figure 5).5

Because the BiRNN-GSN fills the blank from
the probability PBiRNN(yt|y1:t−1,yt+1:m,x), and
the proposed method filling the blank directly with
the gradient ∇ŷemb

t
L(x,y∗). Both of them have

the ability to reason about the past and future si-
multaneously without any unrealistic assumptions.
We can see that the complete sentences generated
by them are better than all other algorithms. How-
ever, BiRNN-GSN uses the bidirectional structure
as the decoder, which makes it challenging to ap-
ply to most sequence generative models, but the
proposed method is gradient-based, which can be
broadly used in any sequence generative models.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a general inference algo-
rithm for text infilling. To the best of our knowl-
edge, the method is the first inference algorithm
that does not require any modification or training
of the model and can be broadly used in any se-
quence generative model to solve the fill-in-the-
blank tasks. We compare the proposed method and
several strong baselines on three text infilling tasks
with various mask ratios and different mask strate-
gies. The results show that the proposed method is
an effective and efficient approach for fill-in-the-
blank tasks, consistently outperforming all base-
lines.
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Abstract

We introduce the Scratchpad Mechanism, a
novel addition to the sequence-to-sequence
(seq2seq) neural network architecture and
demonstrate its effectiveness in improving the
overall fluency of seq2seq models for natural
language generation tasks. By enabling the
decoder at each time step to write to all of
the encoder output layers, Scratchpad can em-
ploy the encoder as a “scratchpad” memory
to keep track of what has been generated so
far and thereby guide future generation. We
evaluate Scratchpad in the context of three
well-studied natural language generation tasks
— Machine Translation, Question Generation,
and Text Summarization — and obtain state-
of-the-art or comparable performance on stan-
dard datasets for each task. Qualitative as-
sessments in the form of human judgements
(question generation), attention visualization
(MT), and sample output (summarization) pro-
vide further evidence of the ability of Scratch-
pad to generate fluent and expressive output.

1 Introduction

The sequence-to-sequence neural network frame-
work (seq2seq) (Sutskever et al., 2014) has been
successful in a wide range of tasks in natural lan-
guage processing, from machine translation (Bah-
danau et al., 2014) and semantic parsing (Dong
and Lapata, 2016) to summarization (Nallapati
et al., 2016b; See et al., 2017). Despite this suc-
cess, seq2seq models are known to often exhibit
an overall lack of fluency in the natural language
output produced: problems include lexical rep-
etition, under-generation in the form of partial
phrases and lack of specificity (often caused by
the gap between the input and output vocabular-
ies) (Xie, 2017). Recently, a number of task-
specific attention variants have been proposed to
deal with these issues: See et al. (2017) intro-
duced a coverage mechanism (Tu et al., 2016)

∗ Work performed while at Apple.

to deal with repetition and over-copying in sum-
marization, Hua and Wang (2018) introduced a
method of attending over keyphrases to improve
argument generation, and Kiddon et al. (2016)
introduced a method that attends to an agenda
of items to improve recipe generation. Perhaps
not surprisingly, general-purpose attention mech-
anisms targeting individual problems from the list
above have also begun to be developed. Copy-
net (Gu et al., 2016) and pointer-generator net-
works (Vinyals et al., 2015), for example, aim
to reduce input-output vocabulary mismatch and,
thereby, improve specificity, while the coverage-
based techniques of Tu et al. (2016) tackle rep-
etition and under-generation. These techniques,
however, often require significant hyperparameter
tuning and are purposely limited to fixing a spe-
cific problem in the generated text.

We present here a general-purpose addition to
the standard seq2seq framework that aims to si-
multaneously tackle all of the above issues. In
particular, we propose Scratchpad, a novel write
mechanism that allows the decoder to keep notes
on its past actions (i.e., generation, attention,
copying) by directly modifying encoder states.
The Scratchpad mechanism essentially lets the de-
coder more easily keep track of what the model
has focused on and copied from the input in the
recent past, as well as what it has produced thus
far as output. Thus, Scratchpad can alternatively
be viewed as an external memory initialized by the
input, or as an input re-encoding step that takes
into account past attention and generation.

To demonstrate general(izable) improvements
on conditional natural language generation prob-
lems broadly construed, we instantiate Scratch-
pad for three well-studied generation tasks —
Machine Translation, Question Generation, and
Summarization — and evaluate it on a diverse
set of datasets. These tasks exhibit a variety
of input modalities (structured and unstructured
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language) and typically have required a variety
of computational strategies to perform well (at-
tention, pointing, copying). We find, for each
task, that Scratchpad attains improvements over
several strong baselines: Sequence-to-Sequence
with attention (Sutskever et al., 2014; Bahdanau
et al., 2014), copy-enhanced approaches (Gu
et al., 2016; Vinyals et al., 2015), and coverage-
enhanced approaches (Tu et al., 2016; See et al.,
2017). Scratchpad furthermore obtains state-of-
the-art performance for each task. Qualitative as-
sessments in the form of human judgements (ques-
tion generation), attention visualization (MT) and
sample output (summarization) provide further ev-
idence of the ability of Scratchpad to generate flu-
ent and expressive output.

2 Background

Scratchpad builds upon a standard attention-based
seq2seq neural architecture (Bahdanau et al.,
2014) comprised of (a) an encoder that operates
token-by-token over the input, (b) a decoder that
produces the output, and (c) an attention mecha-
nism that allows the decoder to focus on differ-
ent parts of the input. In the subsections below,
we first briefly review this architecture (we assume
the reader is familiar with the framework). In Sec-
tion 3, we introduce the Scratchpad mechanism.

Encoder Let X = [x1, ..., xn] denote an input
sequence of length N where xi is the i-th token.
The encoder is a recurrent neural network (RNN)
that produces in its final layer a sequence of hidden
states [h1, ...,hn] = RNN({x1, ...,xn}). These
can be viewed as a sequence of token-level feature
vectors learned from the input.

Decoder Let the decoding sequence be indexed
by the superscript i. The decoder is an RNN
whose initial hidden state s0 is set to the final
state(s) of the of the encoder.

Attention At every decoding step i, an attention
mechanism, i.e., an attentive read (often termed at-
tentional context) (ci), is derived from the encoder
output states ([h1, ...,hn]). Concretely, attention
is applied by first computing a score for each en-
coder output, ht:

scoreit = W1(W2[s
i,ht]

T) (1)

where weight matrices W1 and W2 are learned
parameters. These scores, scorei1..T , are then nor-

malized into a probability distribution:

ai = softmax(scorei1..T ) (2)

The attentive read operation is then the weighted
average of encoder outputs according to this distri-
bution, which allows the decoder to focus on dif-
ferent parts of the input at different timesteps i:

ci =
T∑

t=1

(ait ∗ ht) (3)

3 Scratchpad Mechanism

The above attention mechanism has been widely
successful in many generation tasks but the qual-
ity of generated text still suffers from caveats and
requires significant tuning. We augment attention
with a Scratchpad mechanism to introduce higher
quality generated text with less effort. Intuitively,
Scratchpad adds one simple step to the decoder:
treating the encoder output states, [h1, ...,hn], as
a scratchpad, thus it writes to them as if the set of
states were an external memory. Exactly how this
is done is described next.

Without Scratchpad, the decoder’s workflow at
every output timestep step i is as follows:
1. Read attentively (ci) from the encoder outputs
([h1, ...,hn]) using the current state, si.
2. Update si using the most recently generated
output token, yi−1, and the results of the attentive
read (ci).
3. Output a distribution over the output vocabu-
lary ŷi.
Scratchpad simply adds a fourth step:
4. Write an update (ui) to the encoder outputs
([h1, ...,hn]) in an attentive fashion (αi1..T ), treat-
ing the encoder outputs as if they were cells in an
external memory.

More specifically, to calculate both the write-
attention and the update, Scratchpad uses the con-
catenation of the decoder state after steps 1-3
(si+1) and the attentive read (ci):

hi+1
t = αith

i
t + (1− αit)ui (4)

αit = σ(fα([s
i+1, ci,hit])) (5)

ui = tanh(fu([si+1; ci])) (6)

In essence, the Scratchpad consists of two compo-
nents. The first determines what ’notes’ to keep
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Figure 1: The Scratchpad Mechanism first computes
the update probability (αi

t) for each encoder state ac-
cording to Eq. 5, then computes a global update ui ac-
cording to Eq. 6, and finally updates the encoder states
according to Eq. 4.

(ui). The second is similar to the ’forget’ gate in
an LSTM, where the network decides how much
to overwrite a cell (1 − αit) versus how much to
keep past information (αit) for that cell. These two
components are used in concert (see Fig. 1) to pro-
vide new encoder states (hi+1

t ) to the decoder at
each decoding timestep (i). Tanh is used to en-
sure that hi+1

t remains in the range [−1, 1], since
hit ∈ [−1, 1] as [h1, ...,hn]

0 is the hidden states of
a GRU or LSTM. We parametrize fα and fu as an
MLP. Figure 1 shows the outline of the scratchpad
mechanism update at multiple timesteps.

4 Experiments

In this section we describe experimental setup and
results for Machine Translation, Question Gen-
eration, and Summarization tasks which exhibit
a variety of input modalities and strategies re-
quired to perform well. We work with struc-
tured and unstructured language and several se-
quence to sequences architectures i.e. attention,
pointing, and copying. Machine translation is a
canonical sequence-to-sequence task where pair-
wise word-level or phrase-level generation is ex-
pected. Question Generation from logical forms
requires reasoning about the syntax, parse tree,
and vocabulary of the input sequence to infer the
meaning of the logical form program and utilize
copy-mechanism to copy entities. Lastly, sum-

marization requires understanding both the global
and the local context of a sentence within a docu-
ment, identifying spans that are informative and
diverse, and generating coherent representative
summaries. Demonstrating a single mechanism
that reaches state of the art on such a diverse set
of natural language tasks underscores the gener-
alizability of our technique, particularly given the
large range in number of training examples (3k,
56k, 153k, 287k) across datasets.

4.1 Translation

We evaluate on the IWLST 14 English to German
and Spanish to English translation datasets (Cet-
tolo et al., 2015) as well as the IWSLT 15 (Cet-
tolo et al., 2015) English to Vietnamese transla-
tion dataset. For IWSLT14 (Cettolo et al., 2015),
we compare to the models evaluated by He et al.
(2018), which includes a transformer (Vaswani
et al., 2017) and RNN-based models (Bahdanau
et al., 2014). For IWSLT15, we primarily com-
pare to GNMT (Wu et al., 2016), which incorpo-
rates Coverage (Tu et al., 2016). Table 1 shows
BLEU scores of our approach on 3 IWSLT trans-
lation tasks along with reported results from previ-
ous work. Our approach achieves state-of-the-art
or comparable results on all datasets.

Model IWSLT14 IWSLT15

De→En Es →En En→Vi

MIXER 21.83 7 7

AC + LL 28.53 7 7

NPMT 29.96 7 28.07

Stanford NMT 7 7 26.1
Transformer (6 layer) 32.86 38.57 7

Layer-Coord (14 layer) 35.07 40.50 7

Scratchpad (3 layer) 35.08 40.92 29.59∗

Table 1: Performance for non-scratchpad models are
taken from He et al. (2018) except Stanford NMT (Lu-
ong and Manning, 2015). ∗: model is 2 layers.

Experimental Details For IWSLT14, our en-
coder is a 3-layer Bi-LSTM (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997), where outputs are combined
by concatenation, and the decoder is a 3-layer
LSTM as well. For IWSLT15 the encoder and de-
coder are 2-layers. We follow Luong et al. (2015),
using the ’general’ score function, input feeding,
and combining the attentional context and hidden
state. Since we use input feeding, Steps (1) and (2)
in Section 3 are switched. All our models have a
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Model
Per-Sentence Corpus-Level

Bleu Meteor Rouge-L Bleu Meteor Rouge-L

W
eb

Q
SP

Baseline 7.51 23.9 47.1 17.96 22.9 47.13

Copynet 6.89 27.1 52.5 17.42 26.03 52.56
Copy + Coverage 14.55 33.7 58.9 26.78 30.86 58.91
Copy + Scratchpad 15.29 34.7 59.5 27.64 31.49 59.44

W
ik

iS
Q

L Baseline 9.94 26.71 47.96 17.34 25.34 47.96

Copynet 8.04 24.66 46.82 15.11 23.53 46.82
Copy + Coverage 15.76 34.04 54.94 25.01 32.38 54.94
Copy + Scratchpad 16.89 34.47 55.69 26.10 32.76 55.69

Table 2: Methods allowing the model to keep track of past attention (Coverage, Scratchpad) significantly improve
performance when combined with a copy mechanism. The Scratchpad Encoder achieves the best performance.

hidden size of 512 (for the LSTM and any MLP’s).
The internal layers of the decoder are residual,
adding their output to their input and putting it
through Layer Normalization (Ba et al., 2016).
Sentences were encoded using byte-pair encoding
(Sennrich et al., 2016), with a shared source-target
vocabulary of 10, 000 for De→En and Es→En (En
→Vi uses words as tokens to be comparable to
Wu et al. (2016)). Source and target word embed-
dings are dimension 128. We use dropout (Sri-
vastava et al., 2014) in the encoder and decoder
with a probability of 0.1. We use the Adam op-
timizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014), with an initial
learning rate of 0.002.We train for 30/20 epochs
for IWSLT14/15, decaying the learning rate by a
factor of 0.7 whenever the validation loss does not
improve from the last epoch. Each training batch
contained at most 2000 source or target tokens.
We use label smoothing with εls = 0.1 (Szegedy
et al., 2016). We average the last 5 epochs to ob-
tain the final model and run with a beam of size
4.

4.2 Question Generation

We use the task of question generation: Given
a structured representation of a query against a
knowledge base or a database (e.g. a logical form),
produce the corresponding natural language ques-
tion. We use two datasets consisting of (ques-
tion, logical form) pairs: WebQuestionsSP (Yih
et al., 2016) (a standard dataset for semantic pars-
ing, where the logical form is in SPARQL), and
WikiSQL (Zhong et al., 2017) (where the logical
form is SQL). Both datasets are small, with the
former having 3098 training and 1639 testing ex-

amples, and the latter being an order of magnitude
larger with 56346 training and 15873 testing ex-
amples.

We evaluate metrics at both a corpus level (to
indicate how natural output questions are) and at
a per-sentence level (to demonstrate how well out-
put questions exactly match the gold question).
BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), ROUGE (Lin, 2004)
are chosen for precision and recall-based metrics.
METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005) is chosen to
deal with stemming and synonyms.

We noticed that many tokens that appear in the
logical form are also present in the natural lan-
guage form for each example. In fact, nearly half
of the tokens in the question appear in the corre-
sponding SPARQL of the WebQuestionSP dataset
(Yih et al., 2016), implying that a network with
the ability to copy from the input could see signif-
icant gains on the task. Accordingly, we compare
our Scratchpad Mechanism against three base-
lines: (1) Seq2Seq, (2) Copynet and (3) Cover-
age, a method introduced by Tu et al. (2016) that
aims to solve attention-related problems. Seq2Seq
is the standard approach introduced in Sutskever
et al. (2014). The Copynet (He et al., 2017) base-
line additionally gives the Seq2Seq model the abil-
ity to copy vocabulary from the source to the tar-
get.

From Table 2 it is clear that our approach,
Scratchpad outperforms all baselines on all the
metrics.

Experimental Details Our encoder is a 2-layer
bi-directional GRU where outputs are combined
by concatenation, and our decoder is a 2-layer
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Model
Rouge Meteor

1 2 L exact match +stem/syn/para

Pointer-generator 36.44 15.66 33.42 15.35 16.65
See et al. (2017) 39.53 17.28 36.38 17.32 18.72
Scratchpad 39.65 17.61 36.62 17.26 18.63

CopyTransformer + Coverage Penalty 39.25 17.54 36.45 7 7

Pointer-Generator + Mask Only 37.70 15.63 35.49 7 7

Bottom-up (Gehrmann et al., 2018) 41.22 18.68 38.34 7 7

Table 3: The middle third of the table contains the end-to-end models performing the best from (Gehrmann et al.,
2018), while the bottom section contains the current state-of-the-art which involves a 2-step training process and
is not end-to-end. Scratchpad establishes a state of the art for end-to-end models on summarization without Rein-
forcement Learning on ROUGE, while remaining competitive with See et al. (2017) on METEOR. Additionally,
Scratchpad does not use an auxiliary loss as in See et al. (2017) or the middle third of the table. Gehrmann et al.
(2018) do not evaluate on METEOR.

GRU. We use the attention mechanism from 4.1.
We train all models for 75 epochs with a batch size
of 32, a hidden size of 512 (for the GRU and any
MLP’s), and a word vector size of 300. Dropout
is used on every layer except the output layer,
with a drop probability of 0.5. Where Glove vec-
tors (Pennington et al., 2014) are used to initial-
ize word vectors, we use 300-dimensional vectors
trained on Wikipedia and Gigaword (6B.300D).
We use the Adam optimizer with a learning rate
of 1e−4 and we do teacher forcing (Williams and
Zipser, 1989) with probability 0.5. These hyper-
parameters were tuned for our Seq2Seq baselines
and held constant for the rest of the models. The
vocabulary consists of all tokens appearing at least
once in the training set.

4.3 Summarization

We use the CNN/Daily Mail dataset (Hermann
et al., 2015; Nallapati et al., 2016b) as in See et al.
(2017). The dataset consists of 287,226 training,
13,368 validation, and 11,490 test examples. Each
example is an online news article (781 tokens on
average) along with a multi-sentence summary (56
tokens, 3.75 sentences on average). As in See et al.
(2017) we operate on the original non-anonymized
version of the data.

We follow See et al. (2017) in evaluating with
ROUGE (Lin, 2004) and METEOR (Banerjee and
Lavie, 2005). We report F1 scores for ROUGE-1,
ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-LCS (measuring word,
bigram, and longest-common-subsequence over-
lap, respectively) and we report METEOR in ex-
act and full mode. We compare to the pointer-

generator baseline and the coverage variant in-
troduced by See et al. (2017). See et al. (2017)
use a multi-step training procedure for the cover-
age component to improve performance where a
pointer-generator model is first trained without the
coverage component for a large number of itera-
tions, then trained with the component and a tuned
auxiliary coverage loss, finding that the auxiliary
loss and pre-training the network without coverage
are required to improve performance. As demon-
strated in Tab. 3, with Scratchpad, we are able
to improve performance over See et al. (2017) in
all the Rouge metrics, statistically significant for
Rouge-2 and Rouge-L, while remaining compara-
ble in METEOR. We reach this performance with
half of the training iterations, no pretraining, and
without the additional memory outlay and model
complexity of including an auxiliary loss.

Experimental Details We use the same setup as
in See et al. (2017): The encoder is a single-layer
bi-directional LSTM where outputs are combined
by concatenation, and the decoder consists of a
single-layer LSTM. The encoder states modified
by the scratchpad mechanism are the outputs of
the LSTM at every timestep, i.e. the ’hidden’ state.
We use the same attention mechanism as in See
et al. (2017) to calculate the attentive read and the
attentive write probabilities αit for the scratchpad
mechanism. See et al. (2017) introduce a multi-
step training procedure where a pointer-generator
model is first trained with the vanilla cross-entropy
objective for 230k iterations. Then the coverage
component is added and the full model is further
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trained for 3k iterations with the combined cross-
entropy coverage loss. See et al. (2017) use Ada-
grad (Duchi et al., 2010) with learning rate 0.15
and an initial accumulator value of 0.1. Early stop-
ping on validation is used to select the final model.

We adopt a simpler procedure, training our full
model with the scratchpad mechanism for 100k it-
erations with Adam and a learning rate of 1e−4 as
compared to the two-step procedure in See et al.
(2017) taking 230k iterations. We follow See et al.
(2017) in using a batch size of 16 and clipping gra-
dient norms to 2.

5 Analysis

To gain insight into the behaviour and perfor-
mance of our Scratchpad Mechanism, we analyze
the output for Question Generation and Transla-
tion. We start by conducting a human evaluation
study on the Question Generation task, since this
task is relatively new and it is well known that
quantitative metrics like BLEU do not always cor-
relate with human assessed quality of generated
text1. Later we use the attention heatmaps to visu-
alize how the scratchpad mechanism drives the at-
tention weights to be more focused on the relevant
source token(s). Additionally, we analize the en-
tropies of the attention weights to understand how
the scratchpad mechanism better allows models to
attend to the input. We hypothesize that this is one
of the reasons that lead to good performance of the
scratchpad mechanism as the decoder ends up be-
ing more focused than with the standard seq2seq
models.

5.1 Human Evaluations

For our human evaluation we use two standard
metrics from the machine translation community:
Adequacy and Fluency (Bojar et al., 2017). To
compute Adequacy, human judges are presented
with a reference output and the system proposed
output, and are asked to rate the adequacy of the
proposed output in conveying the meaning of the
reference output on a scale from 0-10. To com-
pute Fluency, the judges are asked to rate, on a
scale from 0-10, whether the proposed output is a
fluent English sentence. We used crowd-sourced
judges. Each output is rated by 3 judges.

1The relation between BLEU scores and more canonical
tasks such as machine translation and summarization have al-
ready been studied in the literature.(Bojar et al., 2017; Gra-
ham, 2015)

Table 4 summarizes the human evaluation re-
sults for our Scratchpad Mechanism and two more
baselines. As the table shows, the judges assigned
higher fluency and adequacy scores to our ap-
proach than both the coverage-based and copynet
baseline. In the table we also report the fluency
score of the gold questions as a way to measure
the gap between the generated questions and the
expected ones. Our approach is only 2 points be-
hind the gold when it comes to generation fluency.

Model Fluency Adequacy

Gold 9.13 7

Copynet 5.18 5.23
+ Coverage 6.64 6.16
+ Scratchpad 7.38 6.59

Table 4: Human evaluations show that the Scratchpad
delivers a large improvement in both fluency and ad-
equacy over Copynet and Coverage, accentuating the
improvement in quantitative metrics (Bleu, Rouge, Me-
teor).

Scratchpad vs. Copynet Scratchpad vs. Coverage

Both Good 9.26% Both Good 15.11%
Scratchpad 37.78% Scratchpad 23.80%
Copynet 6.46% Coverage 14.99%
Both Bad 46.5% Both Bad 43.07%

Win Rate 89.44% Win Rate 61.36%

Table 5: The percentage of times judges preferred one
result over the other. In a Head-to-Head evaluation
the output of Scratchpad Encoder is 9 and 2 times as
likely to be chosen vs. Copynet and Coverage, respec-
tively. Win rate is the percentage of times Scratchpad
was picked when the judges chose a single winner (not
a tie).

Additionally, we design a side-by-side exper-
iment where judges are presented with 2 gener-
ated questions from 2 different systems along with
the reference and asked to judge which output
presents a better paraphrase to the reference ques-
tion. Judges take into consideration the grammat-
ical correctness of the question as well as its abil-
ity to capture the meaning of the reference ques-
tion fluently. In Table 5 We show that in head-
to-head evaluations, human judges are nine times
as likely to prefer scratchpad generated questions
over copynet and nearly two times over coverage,
accentuating the improved fluency and adequacy
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of scratchpad generated questions.

5.2 Attention Visualization and Analysis

In the standard attention setup, the weights as-
signed to each encoder output is determined by the
decoder internal state and the encoder output (si

and ht) in Equation 1. Throughout the decoding
steps, only si varies from timestep to the next. Our
scratchpad mechanism allows the encoder outputs
to change in order to keep track of generated out-
put, so that both si and ht will vary from timestep
to the next, hence more focused attention can be
generated.

We demonstrate this behavior in Fig 5 where
two sentences in a German to English machine
translation system are shown. In the top figure,
attention weights are shown when the scratchpad
mechanism is utilized, while in the bottom Figure
standard attention is used. As can be seen from the
figures, attention weights are more focused espe-
cially in the first few steps of decoding that better
aligns with word-level translations (e.g. ’hand’ is
properly attended to with scratchpad, but not with
non-scratchpad). Additionally, some words that
are never properly translated (e.g. wahrscheinlich
- ’probably’) by the non-scratchpad model are not
heavily attended to, whereas with the scratchpad
mechanism, they are.

We also demonstrate this effect quantitatively.
Recall the attention distribution ait over the input
[x1, ..., xn] generated at each decoding timestep
i. By calculating the entropy enti = −∑t a

i
t ∗

log(ait) and taking the mean of this value across
a set of output sentences we can measure how
well the model “focuses” on input sequences (e.g.
[x1, ..., xn]) as it decodes. The lower the entropy,
the sharper the attention distribution. We evaluate
this metric on the IWSLT14 De→En test set for
the scratchpad and non-scratchpad models. By
adding the scratchpad mechanism, the mean en-
tropy decreases substantially from 1.33 to 0.887
- indicating that it makes the model more selec-
tive (focusing on fewer input tokens with higher
weights during generation). Additionally, we plot
in Fig. 2 the cumulative frequency of the word-
level entropies enti for all output timesteps i. Note
from the graph that for every value x, the scratch-
pad model produces more attention distributions
with an entropy ≤ x. Finally, the shape of the
curve changes to be less sigmoidal, with the pro-
portion of particularly peaky or focused distribu-

tions (very low entropy, e.g. ≤ 0.5) increasing
significantly, over 4× that for the non-scratchpad
model.

Figure 2: We plot the cumulative frequency of attention
distribution entropies. On the Y -axis is the proportion
of attention distribution entropies lower than or equal
to x.

Previous work based on coverage based ap-
proaches (Tu et al., 2016; See et al., 2017) either
imposed an extra term to the loss function or used
an extra vector to keep track of which parts of the
input sequences had been attended to, thereby fo-
cusing the attention weights in subsequent steps
on tokens that received little attention before. In
other words, focusing the attention on the relevant
parts of the input. Our proposed approach natu-
rally learns to focus the attention on the important
tokens, without a need for modifying the loss func-
tion or introducing coverage vectors.

6 Related work

Machine Translation Since Sutskever et al.
(2014) introduced the sequence-to-sequence
paradigm the approach became the defacto
standard for performing machine translation.
Improvements over the approach followed, first
by the introduction of attention (Bahdanau et al.,
2014) which helped seq2seq translation to focus
on certain tokens of the encoder outputs. Later
on, many improvements were described in the
Google neural machine translation system (Wu
et al., 2016), including utilizing coverage penalty
(Tu et al., 2016) while decoding. The Transformer
model was introduced to alleviate the dependence
on RNNs in both the encoder and the decoder
steps (Vaswani et al., 2017). Our proposed model
sits on top of the seq2seq framework, and could
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Figure 3: Scratchpad

Figure 4: No Scratchpad

Figure 5: Attention over the source sequence visualized at each decoder timestep with and without the scratchpad
mechanism. Darker cells mean higher values. ”@@” at the end of a bpe token denotes it should be concatenated
with the following token(s) to make a word. With Scratchpad, we see sharper attention earlier in the sentence
that better aligns with word-level translations (e.g. ’hand’ is properly attended to with scratchpad, but not with
non-scratchpad). Additionally, some words that are never properly translated (e.g. wahrscheinlich - ’probably’) by
the non-scratchpad model are not heavily attended to, whereas with the scratchpad mechanism, they are.

be used with any choice of encoder/decoder as
long as attention is used.

Summarization Since Rush et al. (2015) first
applied neural networks to abstractive text sum-
marization, work has focused on augmenting mod-
els (Chopra et al., 2016; Nallapati et al., 2016b;
Gu et al., 2016), incorporating syntactic and se-
mantic information (Takase et al., 2016), or di-
rect optimization of the metric at hand (Ranzato
et al., 2016). Nallapati et al. (2016b) adapted the
DeepMind question-answering dataset (Hermann
et al., 2015) for summarization and provided the
first abstractive and extractive (Nallapati et al.,
2016a) models. See et al. (2017) demonstrated
that pointer-generator networks can significantly
improve the quality of generated summaries. Ad-
ditionally, work has explored using Reinforcement
Learning, often with additional losses or objec-
tive functions to improve performance (Hsu et al.,
2018; Paulus et al., 2018; Li et al., 2018; elikyil-
maz et al., 2018; Pasunuru and Bansal, 2018). Fi-
nally, Gehrmann et al. (2018) demonstrated that a

two-stage procedure, where a model first identi-
fies spans in the article that could be copied into
the summary which are used to restrict a second
pointer-generator model can reap significant gains.

Question Generation Early work on translat-
ing SPARQL queries into natural language relied
heavily on hand-crafted rules (Ngonga Ngomo
et al., 2013a,b) or manually crafted templates to
map selected categories of SPARQL queries to
questions (Trivedi et al., 2017; Seyler et al., 2017).
In (Serban et al., 2016) knowledge base triplets are
used to generate questions using encoder-decoder
framework that operates on entity and predicate
embeddings trained using TransE (Bordes et al.,
2011). Later, Elsahar et al. (2018) extended this
approach to support unseen predicates. Both ap-
proaches operate on triplets, meaning they have
limited capability beyond generating simple ques-
tions and cannot generate the far more complex
compositional questions that our approach does by
operating on the more expressive SPARQL query
(logical form). In the question generation domain,
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there has been a recent surge in research on gener-
ating questions for a given paragraph of text (Song
et al., 2017; Du et al., 2017; Tang et al., 2017;
Duan et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018; Yao et al.,
2018), with most of the work being a variant of the
seq2seq approach. In Song et al. (2017), a seq2seq
model with copynet and a coverage mechanism
(Tu et al., 2016) is used to achieve state-of-the-art
results. We have demonstrated that our Scratchpad
outperforms this approach in both quantitative and
qualitative evaluations.

Attention Closest to our work, in the general
paradigm of seq2seq learning, is the coverage
mechanism introduced in Tu et al. (2016) and later
adapted for summarization in See et al. (2017).
Both works try to minimize erroneous repetitions
generated by a copy mechanism by introducing a
new vector to keep track of what has been used
from the encoder thus far. Tu et al. (2016), for
example, use an extra GRU to keep track of this
information, whereas See et al. (2017) keep track
of the sum of attention weights and add a penalty
to the loss function based on it to discourage rep-
etition. Our approach is much simpler than either
solution since it does not require any extra vectors
or an additional loss term; rather, the encoder vec-
tor itself is being used as scratch memory. Our
experiments also show that for the question gen-
eration task, the Scratchpad performs better than
coverage based approaches.

Our idea was influenced by the dialogue gener-
ation work of Eric and Manning (2017) in which
the entire sequence of interactions is re-encoded
every time a response is generated by the decoder.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce the Mechanism, a novel
write operator, to the sequence to sequence frame-
work aimed at addressing many of the common is-
sues encountered by sequence to sequence models
and evaluate it on a variety of standard conditional
natural language generation tasks. By letting the
decoder ’keep notes’ on the encoder, or said an-
other way, re-encode the input at every decod-
ing step, the Scratchpad Mechanism effectively
guides future generation. The Scratchpad Mech-
anism attains state of the art in Machine Trans-
lation, Question Generation, and Summarization
on standard metrics and human evaluation across
multiple datasets. In addition, our approach de-
creases training time and model complexity com-

pared to other leading approaches. Our success on
such a diverse set of tasks, input data, and volumes
of training data underscores the generalizability of
our approach and its conceptual simplicity make
it easy to add to any sequence to sequence model
with attention.
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Abstract

The common practice in coreference resolu-
tion is to identify and evaluate the maximum
span of mentions. The use of maximum
spans tangles coreference evaluation with the
challenges of mention boundary detection like
prepositional phrase attachment. To address
this problem, minimum spans are manually
annotated in smaller corpora. However, this
additional annotation is costly and therefore,
this solution does not scale to large corpora.
In this paper, we propose the MINA algo-
rithm for automatically extracting minimum
spans to benefit from minimum span evalu-
ation in all corpora. We show that the ex-
tracted minimum spans by MINA are consis-
tent with those that are manually annotated
by experts. Our experiments show that us-
ing minimum spans is in particular impor-
tant in cross-dataset coreference evaluation,
in which detected mention boundaries are
noisier due to domain shift. We have inte-
grated MINA into https://github.com/
ns-moosavi/coval for reporting standard
coreference scores based on both maximum
and automatically detected minimum spans.

1 Introduction

Coreference resolution is the task of finding differ-
ent expressions that refer to the same real-world
entity. Each referring expression is called a men-
tion. The common approach to annotate corefer-
ring mentions is to specify the largest span of each
mention. The problem with using maximum spans
in coreference evaluation is that a single mention
may have different maximum boundaries based on
gold vs. automatically detected syntactic struc-
tures. For instance, variations in prepositional
phrase attachment, which is a known challenge in
syntactic parsing, will lead to different maximum
boundaries for a single mention.

In order to decouple coreference evaluation

from maximum boundary detection complexities,
smaller corpora like MUC (Hirschman and Chin-
chor, 1997), ACE (Mitchell et al., 2002), and AR-
RAU (Uryupina et al., 2016) explicitly annotate
the minimum span as well as the maximum logi-
cal span of each mention. The annotated minimum
spans indicate the minimum strings that a corefer-
ence resolver must identify for the corresponding
mentions. This solution comes with an additional
annotation cost. As a result, the annotation of min-
imum spans has been discarded in larger corpora
like CoNLL-2012 (Pradhan et al., 2012).

In this paper, we propose MINA, a MINimum
span extraction Algorithm that automatically de-
termines minimum spans from constituency-based
parse trees. Based on our analyses, MINA spans
are compatible with those that are manually anno-
tated by experts. By using MINA, we can bene-
fit from minimum span evaluation for all corpora
without introducing additional annotation costs.

While the use of MINA spans already bene-
fits in-domain evaluation, by reducing the gap be-
tween the performance on gold vs. system men-
tions, it has a more significant impact on cross-
dataset evaluation, in which detected maximum
mention boundaries are noisier due to domain
shift.

Cross-dataset coreference evaluation is used to
assess the generalization of coreference resolvers
(Moosavi and Strube, 2017, 2018). Corefer-
ence resolution is a mid-step for text understand-
ing in downstream tasks, e.g., question answer-
ing, text summarization, and information retrieval.
Therefore, generalization is an important prop-
erty for coreference resolvers because downstream
datasets are not necessarily from the same domain
as those of coreference-annotated corpora.

When coreference resolvers are applied to a new
domain, detected maximum boundaries become
noisier, e.g., gold and system mentions differ by
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the inclusion or exclusion of surrounding com-
mas or quotation marks. Such noisy boundaries
directly affect the coreference evaluation scores
based on maximum spans. The use of minimum
spans reduces the impact of such noises in coref-
erence evaluation and results in more reliable com-
parisons between different coreference resolvers.

2 Boundary Mismatch Example

Example 1, and its corresponding gold and sys-
tem parse trees in Figure 1 and Figure 2, respec-
tively, show a sample boundary mismatch from the
CoNLL-2012 development set. Based on the gold
parse tree (Figure 1), “an extensive presence” is
the maximum span of the first coreferring mention
in Example 1. However, the corresponding max-
imum boundary for this same mention is “an ex-
tensive presence, of course in this country” based
on the system parse tree (Figure 2).

Example 1 This News Corp. has [an extensive
presence]1, of course in this country. [That
presence](1) may be expanding soon.

S

VP

PP

NP

this country

in

PP

NP

course

of

,NP

NP

an extensive presence

has

NP

This News Corp.

Figure 1: Gold parse tree of Example 1.

S

VP

NP

PP

NP

this country

in

NP

PP

NP

course

of

,NP

an extensive presence

has

NP

This News Corp.

Figure 2: System parse tree of Example 1.

A system that uses the system parse tree for
mention detection links “that presence” to “an ex-
tensive presence, of course in this country” and
gets penalized based on recall and precision. This
penalty is the same as that of a system that links
“that presence” to “this News Corp.”. Recall drops
because of not recognizing “an extensive pres-
ence” and precision drops because of detecting a
spurious mention.

3 Background

MINA is an attempt to decouple coreference eval-
uation from parsing errors to some extent. This
motivation is the same as the one that resulted in
the manual annotation of minimum spans in the
MUC, ACE and ARRAU corpora. According to
the MUC task definition,1 the use of minimum
spans in coreference evaluation is as follows:2 As-
sume mmax and mmin are the annotated maxi-
mum and minimum spans for the mention m. The
system mention m̂ is equivalent to m if it includes
mmin and it does not include any tokens beyond
those that are included inmmax. This way of using
minimum spans does not handle inconsistencies in
gold vs. system mention boundaries in which sys-
tem boundaries are larger than their corresponding
gold boundaries, as it is the case for the mention
“an extensive presence, of course in this country”
in Example 1.

Compared to manually annotated minimum
spans:

• MINA is applicable to any English coreference
corpus.3 In contrast, manually annotated min-
imum spans can be only used in their own cor-
pora.

• For coreference evaluation, MINA extracts
minimum spans for both gold and system men-
tions based on a single parse tree. Therefore,
it can handle system-detected maximum spans
that are either shorter or longer than their cor-
responding gold maximum span.

The coreference resolver of Peng et al. (2015)
is developed around the idea that working with
mention heads is more robust compared to work-
ing with maximum mention boundaries. In this
regard, they develop a system that resolves coref-
erence relations based on mention heads. The re-
solved mention heads are then expanded to full
mention boundaries using a separate classifier that
is trained to do so. Peng et al. (2015) also re-
port the evaluation scores using both maximum
mention boundaries and mention heads. Peng
et al. (2015) extract mention heads using Collins’
head finder rules (Collins, 1999). They use gold

1http://www-nlpir.nist.gov/related_
projects/muc/proceedings/co_task.html

2The ARRAU dataset also follows this way of using min-
imum spans.

3We did not have the manually annotated minimum spans
for coreference corpora of other languages in order to verify
whether MINA is also applicable to them.
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constituency-based parse trees and gold named en-
tity information. The gold parse information is
only used during training to train their mention
head detection classifier. The gold named entity
information is used to specify the whole span of
named entities as their heads. The reason is that
the head finding rules only specify one word as a
head, and one-word heads can be troublesome for
named entities, e.g., “Green” would be selected as
the head of both “Mary Green” and “John Green”.

In this paper, we also examine the use of head
words as minimum spans. We show that compared
to head words, MINA spans are more compatible
with expert annotated minimum spans.

Since we evaluate minimum spans on various
corpora, from which some do not include gold
named entity information or even gold parse trees,
we only use Collins’ head finder rules, without the
final adjustment for named entities, as the baseline
for minimum span detection.

Collins’ rules for finding the head of a noun
phrase (NP) are as follows:

• If the tag of the last word is POS, return it as
the head,

• else return the first child, from right to left,
with an NN, NNP, NNPS, NNS, NX, POS, or
JJR tag, if there is any,

• else return the first child, from left to right,
with an NP tag, if there is any,

• else return the first child, from right to left,
with one of the $, ADJP, or PRN tags, if there
is any,

• else return the first child, from right to left,
with a CD tag, if there is any,

• else return the first child, from right to left,
with a JJ, JJS, RB, or QP tag, if there is any,

• else return the last word.

For the head finder rules for phrases other than
NPs, please refer to Appendix A of Collins (1999).

4 How to Determine Minimum Spans?

We process the constituency-based parse trees of
mentions, i.e., the parse sub-tree of their corre-
sponding maximum span, in a breadth-first man-
ner to determine minimum spans. Algorithm 1
outlines the minimum span extraction process. In
this algorithm, root is the root of the mention’s
parse tree, tags is the set of acceptable syntactic
tags for extracting minimum spans, min-depth

is the depth of the minimum span nodes in the
parse tree, and min-spans is the output of the
algorithm that corresponds to the set of men-
tion words that belong to the minimum span.
min-depth is initially set to∞, and tags and
min-spans are empty.

Algorithm MINA(root)
min-depth =∞
if tags=∅ then

if root is an NP then
tags= {NP acceptable tags}

else if root is a VP then
tags={VP acceptable tags}

Process root in a breadth-first manner
for each processed node n do

if n.tag 6∈ tags then
skip processing n’s children

else if n is an acceptable terminal node
& n.depth ≤min-depth then

min-spans.add(n)
min-depth = n.depth

Algorithm 1: Extraction of minimum spans.

The set of acceptable terminal nodes in a parse
tree are those that include at least one word other
than a determiner4 or a conjunction5. We do not
further split terminal nodes, e.g., an acceptable ter-
minal node may contain both a determiner as well
as a noun. For extracting the minimum span of a
noun phrase, the set of acceptable syntactic tags
is {“NP” (noun phrase), “NML” (nominal mod-
ifier), “QP” (quantifier phrase used within NP),
“NX” (used within certain complex NPs)}. For
verb phrases, “VP” is the only acceptable tag.
MINA processes the parse tree in a breadth-

first manner. It skips processing sub-trees that are
rooted by a node whose syntactic tag is not ac-
ceptable, e.g., “PP”. For the rest of the nodes, it
extracts all acceptable terminal nodes that have the
shortest distance to root as minimum spans.

For instance, in Figure 3, the root node is an
NP and tag would be set to NP’s acceptable tags.
Therefore, among the children of the root, MINA
would only process the child with an NP tag (the
left child) and skip the one with the PP tag.

If the final minimum span is empty, e.g., if due
to parsing errors the syntactic tag of none of the
tree nodes is among the acceptable tags, we fall
back to using the maximum span.6

4A word with the “DT” POS tag.
5A word with the “CC” POS tag.
6If we use gold parse trees, this happens for 14 mentions

in the CoNLL-2012 development set from which ten are one-
word mentions, e.g., “ours” is detected as “ADJP”.
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MINA extraction examples. Figures 3-6 show
the MINA minimum spans of various noun phrases
with different internal structures. The correspond-
ing MINA spans of the parse trees are boldfaced.

NP

PP

NP

the newspapers

from

PP

NP

the statement

of

NP

a copy

Figure 3: MINA span in an NP with the grammar form
“NP − > NP PP PP”. MINA span is boldfaced.

NP

zoneNML

developmentNML

technologyNML

levelhigh

newNP

Shantou’s

Figure 4: MINA spans in an NP with a nested structure.

NP

NP

PP

NP

the Italian unit

in

NP

a Roman army officer

NP

VP

NP

Cornelius

named

NP

a man

Figure 5: MINA spans in an appositive noun phrase.

NP

NP

Satish Kalpoe

andNP

Deepak Kalpoe

NP

Joran Van Der Sloot

Figure 6: MINA spans in an NP with conjunction.
Boldfaced minimum spans belong to a single mention.

Using MINA for coreference evaluation. For
each coreference evaluation, we have a key file,
including gold coreference annotations, and a sys-
tem file, including predicted coreference outputs.
For coreference evaluation using minimum spans,
we use the provided parse trees in the key file.7

7If the key file does not include parse information, we
parse it with the Stanford parser.

Therefore, the minimum spans of both gold men-
tions and system mentions are determined based
on the same parse tree. We then use minimum
spans instead of maximum spans in all scoring
metrics, i.e., a gold and a system mention are con-
sidered equivalent if they have the same minimum
span.

The corresponding sub-trees of the discussed
gold and system mentions of Example 1, based
on the gold parse tree in Figure 1, are shown in
Figure 7.8 The MINA span of both of these two
trees is “an extensive presence”. Therefore, the
gold coreference chain {“an extensive presence”,
“that presence”} and the system coreference chain
{“an extensive presence, of course in this coun-
try”, “that presence”} are equivalent if they are
evaluated based on minimum spans.

NP

NP

an extensive presence

X

PP

NP

this country

in

PP

NP

course

of

,NP

NP

an extensive presence

Figure 7: Mention trees of Example 1. The left and
right sub-trees represent the boundaries of gold and
system mentions, respectively.

5 Evaluating MINA Spans

In order to analyze the detected MINA spans, we
evaluate the following two properties:

• Length of MINA spans: since we retrieve
MINA spans from the corresponding parse tree
of the mentions, MINA spans are always a
subset of their corresponding maximum span
words. However, on average, the length of
minimum spans (number of containing words)
should be smaller than that of maximum spans.

• Compatibility of automatically extracted min-
imum spans with those that are manually an-
notated by experts: we evaluate MINA spans
against manually annotated minimum spans,
called MIN, in the MUC and ARRAU cor-
pora to examine whether the reduced spans
still contain words of the mention that were
deemed important by experts.

For the experiments of this section, we use
the MUC-6, MUC-7, ARRAU, and CoNLL-2012

8If the boundary of a mention is not recognized as a sin-
gle phrase in the parse tree, as it is the case for the system
mention, we add a dummy root (“X” in the right subtree of
Figure 7) to include the whole span into a single phrase.
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corpora, from which MUC and ARRAU contain
manually annotated minimum spans. We use the
Stanford neural constituency parser (Socher et al.,
2013) for getting system parse trees, unless oth-
erwise stated. For the ARRAU corpus, we use
mentions of the training split of the RST Discourse
Treebank subpart.

As a baseline, we also evaluate the syntactic
head of mentions, based on Collins’ rules, as the
minimum span.9

How does the length of evaluated spans change
by using MINA? Table 1 shows the average
length of maximum spans vs. that of MINA spans
on the training splits of the MUC-6, MUC-7 and
ARRAU corpora as well as the development set
of the CoNLL-2012 dataset. For the CoNLL-2012
dataset, we use the provided gold parse informa-
tion. We parse the MUC and ARRAU datasets,
since the gold parse information is not available
for these datasets.

Based on Collins’ head finder rules, the detected
head always includes one word.

MUC-6 MUC-7 ARRAU CoNLL
maximum span 5.2 5.3 3.8 2.4

MINA span 2.6 2.7 2.0 1.6

Table 1: The average length of MINA spans compared
to that of maximum spans in the MUC, ARRAU, and
CoNLL-2012 datasets.

Figure 8 shows the number of mentions with the
length of one, two, three, and ≥4 based on both
maximum and MINA spans on the CoNLL-2012
development set. The length of the maximum span
of around 14% of mentions is longer than three,
while this ratio is only 4% for MINA minimum
spans. Mentions with long MINA spans include
appositions or conjunctions, e.g., the MINA span
in Figure 6.

Does MINA correlate with MIN? We evaluate
MINAminimum spans against manually annotated
minimum spans in the MUC and ARRAU corpora.
The manually annotated minimum span in these
corpora is referred to as MIN.

Table 2 shows the ratio of minimum spans that
contain the corresponding MIN when the mini-
mum span is extracted by MINA and the head find-
ing rules. As we can see, MINA contains MIN in

9We use the implementation of the head-finding rules that
is available at https://github.com/smartschat/
cort/.

1 2 3 more

0

0.5

1

·104

Span length

C
ou

nt

max-span min-span

Figure 8: Span length based on maximum vs. MINA’s
minimum spans on the CoNLL-2012 development set.

the majority of the mentions, and therefore, it is
compatible with what experts would consider as
the most important part of the mentions.

MUC-6 MUC-7 ARRAU
MINA 96.2 93.1 98.3

head 94.0 91.1 93.9

Table 2: Ratio of detected MINA and head words which
contain the corresponding MIN annotations in the MUC
and ARRAU corpora. The same parse information is
used for detecting both MINA and head words. Datasets
are parsed using the Stanford neural parser.

Figure 9 shows an example from ARRAU in
which MINA contains MIN but the head does not.

NP

companiesUCP

airlineandchemicaloil,

many big

Figure 9: System parse tree of a mention from AR-
RAU. MINA spans are boldfaced. “many” and “com-
panies” are the corresponding MIN and head, respec-
tively.

MINA and MIN inconsistencies, i.e., cases in
which MINA does not contain MIN, are mainly
due to parsing errors. Figure 10 and Figure 11
show two examples from the MUC and ARRAU
datasets in which MINA selects an incorrect mini-
mum span because of an incorrect parse tree.

Figure 12 shows two sample mismatch exam-
ples between MINA and MIN from the ARRAU
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S

VP

NP

flight attendantsQP

more than 10000

’s

NP

American

Figure 10: The system parse tree of a mention from
MUC-6. MINA spans are boldfaced (“American”). “at-
tendants” is the annotated MIN.

NP

SBAR

WHNP

PP

NP

January 1987

since

NP

time

NP

the first

Figure 11: The system parse tree of a mention
from ARRAU. MINA spans are boldfaced (“the first”).
“time” is the annotated MIN.

dataset, in which the mismatch is not due to pars-
ing errors.

NP

PP

NP

NP

securitiesmarketable

andNP

cash

in

QP

268 million

NP

PP

NP

cash

in

NP

QP

329 million

Figure 12: The system parse trees of two mentions
from ARRAU. MINA spans are boldfaced. “securities”
and “cash” are annotated as MIN for the left and right
mentions, respectively.

In order to investigate the effect of using a dif-
ferent parser, we perform the experiment of Ta-
ble 2 using the Stanford English PCFG parser
(Klein and Manning, 2003). The results are re-
ported in Table 3. As we see, the use of a bet-
ter parser, i.e., the Stanford neural parser, makes
MINA spans, as well as detected heads, more con-
sistent compared to MIN spans.

In addition to the above two properties, i.e. the
length of minimum spans and their consistency
with MIN annotations, we also check that MINA

MUC-6 MUC-7 ARRAU
MINA 95.6 92.4 98.1

head 92.9 90.0 93.4

Table 3: Ratio of the detected MINA and head words
that contain their corresponding MIN annotations in
MUC and ARRAU. MINA and head words are detected
using the parse trees of the Stanford PCFG parser.

returns different minimum spans for distinct over-
lapping mentions.

As an example, the minimum span of the men-
tion “John and Mary” should be different from
those of “John” and “Mary”, because they all refer
to different entities. In this regard, we examine all
overlapping coreferent mentions in the CoNLL-
2012 English development set, from which none
of the overlapping mentions has the same MINA
span. However, this is not the case for heads.

6 Effect on Coreference Evaluation

6.1 Experimental Setup

In this section, we investigate how the use of min-
imum spans instead of maximum spans in coref-
erence evaluation affects the results in in-domain
as well as cross-dataset evaluations. For compar-
isons, we use the CoNLL score (Pradhan et al.,
2014), i.e. the average F1 value of MUC (Vilain
et al., 1995), B3 (Bagga and Baldwin, 1998), and
CEAFe (Luo, 2005), and the LEA F1 (Moosavi
and Strube, 2016) score.10 Minimum spans are
detected using both MINA and Collins’ head find-
ing rules. All examined coreference resolvers are
trained on the CoNLL-2012 training data. For in-
domain evaluations, models are evaluated on the
CoNLL-2012 test data and minimum spans are ex-
tracted using gold parse trees, which are provided
in CoNLL-2012.11

For cross-dataset evaluations, models are tested
on the WikiCoref dataset (Ghaddar and Langlais,
2016). For extracting minimum spans, we parse
WikiCoref by the Stanford neural parser. This
dataset is annotated using the same annotation
guidelines as that of CoNLL-2012, however, it
contains documents from a different domain.

10We use the python implementation that is available at
https://github.com/ns-moosavi/coval.

11We also examined the in-domain results of Table 4 based
on the system parse trees of CoNLL-2012 instead of gold
parse trees. The differences between scores based on MINA
spans that are extracted from gold vs. those that are extracted
from system parse trees were only about 0.2 points.
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CoNLL LEA
max MINA head max MINA head

CoNLL-2012 test set
Stanford rule-based 55.60 (8) 57.55 (8) 57.38 (8) 47.31 (8) 49.65 (8) 49.44 (8)
cort 63.03 (7) 64.60 (6) 64.51 (6) 56.10 (6) 58.05 (6) 57.93 (6)
Peng et al. 63.05 (6) 63.50 (7) 63.54 (7) 55.22 (7) 55.76 (7) 55.80 (7)
deep-coref ranking 65.59 (5) 67.29 (5) 67.09 (5) 59.58 (5) 61.70 (5) 61.43 (5)
deep-coref RL 65.81 (4) 67.50 (4) 67.36 (4) 59.76 (4) 61.84 (4) 61.64 (4)
Lee et al. 2017 single 67.23 (3) 68.55 (3) 68.53 (3) 61.24 (3) 62.87 (3) 62.82 (3)
Lee et al. 2017 ensemble 68.87 (2) 70.12 (2) 70.05 (2) 63.19 (2) 64.76 (2) 64.64 (2)
Lee et al. 2018 72.96 (1) 74.26 (1) 75.29 (1) 67.73 (1) 69.32 (1) 70.40 (1)

WikiCoref
Stanford rule-based 51.78 (4) 53.79 (5) 57.10 (4) 43.28 (5) 45.48 (6) 49.28 (4)
deep-coref ranking 52.90 (3) 55.16 (2) 57.13 (3) 44.40 (3) 46.98 (3) 49.05 (5)
deep-coref RL 50.73 (5) 54.26 (4) 57.16 (2) 41.98 (6) 46.02 (4) 49.29 (3)
Lee et al. 2017 single 50.38 (6) 52.16 (6) 54.02 (6) 43.86 (4) 45.75 (5) 47.69 (6)
Lee et al. 2017 ensemble 53.63 (2) 55.03 (3) 56.80 (5) 47.50 (2) 48.98 (2) 50.87 (2)
Lee et al. 2018 57.89 (1) 59.90 (1) 61.33 (1) 52.42 (1) 54.63 (1) 56.19 (1)

Table 4: Evaluations based on maximum span, MINA, and head spans on the CoNLL-2012 test set and WikiCoref.
The ranking of corresponding scores is specified in parentheses. Rankings which are different based on maximum
vs. MINA spans are highlighted.

CoNLL-2012 contains the newswire, broadcast
news, broadcast conversation, telephone conversa-
tion, magazine, weblogs, and Bible genres while
the annotated documents in WikiCoref are se-
lected from Wikipedia.

6.2 Results
Table 4 shows the maximum vs. minimum span
evaluations of several recent coreference resolvers
on the CoNLL-2012 test set and the WikiCoref
dataset. The examined coreference resolvers are
as follows: the Stanford rule-based system (Lee
et al., 2013), the coreference resolver of Peng et al.
(2015), the ranking model of cort (Martschat
and Strube, 2015), the ranking and reinforce-
ment learning models of deep-coref (Clark
and Manning, 2016a,b), the single and ensemble
models of Lee et al. (2017), and the current state-
of-the-art system by Lee et al. (2018).

We make the following observations based on
the results of Table 4:

Using minimum spans in coreference evalua-
tion strongly affects the comparisons in the
cross-dataset setting. The results on the Wiki-
Coref dataset show that mention boundary detec-
tion errors specifically affect coreference scores
in cross-dataset evaluations. The ranking of sys-
tems is very different by using maximum vs. min-

imum spans. The reinforcement learning model of
deep-coref, i.e., deep-coref RL, has the
most significant difference when it is evaluated
based on maximum vs. minimum spans (about 4
points). The ensemble model of e2e-coref,
on the other hand, has the least difference be-
tween maximum and minimum span scores (1.4
points), which indicates it better recognizes maxi-
mum span boundaries in out-of-domain data.

Using minimum spans in coreference evalua-
tion reduces the gap between the performance
on gold vs. system mentions. It is shown that
there is a large gap between the performance of a
coreference resolver on gold vs. system mentions,
see e.g., Peng et al. (2015). The use of minimum
spans in coreference evaluation reduces this gap
by about two points. The comparison of the results
of different systems on gold and system mentions
using both maximum and minimum spans are in-
cluded in Appendix A.

Evaluation based on minimum spans reduces
the differences that are merely due to better
maximum boundary detection. The corefer-
ence resolver of Peng et al. (2015) has the small-
est difference between its maximum and mini-
mum span evaluation scores. This result indicates
the superiority of Peng et al. (2015)’s mention
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boundary detection method compared to other ap-
proaches.12 Based on maximum spans, Peng et al.
(2015) performs on-par with cort while cort
outperforms it by about one percent when they are
evaluated based on minimum spans. Therefore,
the use of minimum spans in coreference evalua-
tion decreases the effect of mention boundary de-
tection errors in coreference evaluation and results
in fairer comparisons.

7 Analysis

In order to better understand the impact of us-
ing minimum spans in cross-dataset evaluations,
we analyze the output of deep-coref RL, on
which minimum span evaluation has the largest
impact, for the cases in which a system mention
and its corresponding gold mention have the same
minimum span while they have different maxi-
mum boundaries.

We have included some examples from these
mismatches in Example 2–Example 6. The bound-
aries of gold and system mentions are determined
by g and s indices, respectively. Mismatching
spans are boldfaced in all examples.

We observe that the majority of the mismatches
are due to (1) incorrect detection of appositive re-
lation (Example 2), (2) mismatch as a result of not
including a surrounding quotation (Example 5),
and (3) inclusion of an additional comma at the
end of the mention (Example 3).

Example 2 Canada is noted for having a positive
relationship with [[the Netherlands]g, owing,]s in
part, to its contribution to the Dutch liberation
during World War II.

Example 3 .[[Le Courrier du Sud]g,]s published
by Quebecor Media, is the oldest, and contains in-
serts tailored to specific boroughs

Example 4 in 2007, [[Pierce College]g
sheltered]s and fed more than 150 horses
under the direction of the L.A. County Volunteer
Equine Response team.

Example 5 Prime Minister Brian Mulroney’s
Progressive Conservatives abolished the NEP and
changed the name of FIRA to [“[Investment
Canada]s”]g, to encourage foreign investment.

Example 6 In 2011, [snearly 6.8 million
[gCanadians]] listed a non-official language as
their mother tongue.

12It has a separate classifier for detecting maximum bound-
aries based on mention heads.

8 Conclusions

Coreference evaluation based on maximum spans
directly penalizes coreference resolvers because of
parsing complexities and also small noises in men-
tion boundary detection. This is a known prob-
lem that is addressed by manually annotating min-
imum spans as well as maximum spans in sev-
eral corpora. Minimum span annotation is ex-
pensive, and therefore it is not a scalable solu-
tion for large coreference corpora. In this paper,
we propose the MINA algorithm to automatically
extract minimum spans without introducing addi-
tional annotation costs. MINA automatically ex-
tracts corresponding minimum spans for both gold
and system mentions and uses the resulting min-
imum spans in the standard evaluation metrics.
Based on our analysis on the MUC and ARRAU
datasets, extracted minimum spans are compatible
with those that are manually annotated by experts.
The incorporation of automatically extracted mini-
mum spans reduces the effect of maximum bound-
ary detection errors in coreference evaluation and
results in a fairer comparison. Our results show
that the use of minimum spans in coreference eval-
uation is of particular importance for cross-dataset
settings, in which the detected maximum bound-
aries are noisier.

In addition to coreference evaluation, automati-
cally extracted minimum spans can benefit the an-
notation process of new corpora. If we provide
automatically extracted minimum spans alongside
maximum spans to the annotators, the annotation
of coreference relations may get easier. For in-
stance, detecting the coreference relation of the
two nested mentions in “[a deutsche mark based
currency board where we have a foreign governor
on [the board](1)](1)”13 would be more straightfor-
ward knowing that the minimum span of the first
mention is “a currency board”.

A future direction is to investigate the effect of
using MINA spans not only in evaluation but also
for training existing coreference resolvers. Maxi-
mum spans are recoverable given the MINA spans
and their corresponding parse trees. Therefore, we
can use MINA spans for training and testing coref-
erence models and then retrieve their correspond-
ing maximum spans for evaluation. Investigating
the use of MINA in other NLP areas, e.g., evalu-
ating spans in named entity recognition or reading
comprehension, is another future line of work.

13Taken from the CoNLL-2012 development set.
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A Appendix

Table 5 shows CoNLL scores and the LEA F1 val-
ues of the participating systems in the CoNLL-
2012 shared task (closed task with predicted syn-
tax and mentions) based on both maximum and
minimum span evaluations. Minimum spans are
detected using both MINA and Collins’ head find-
ing rules using gold parse trees.

The corresponding results using gold mentions
(system used gold mentions to resolve coreference
relation), are given in Table 6.

Based on the results of Tables 5 and 6: (1) the
use of minimum spans reduces the gap between
the performance on gold vs. system mentions by
about two percent, (2) the use of minimum instead
of maximum spans results in a different order-
ing for some of the coreference resolvers, and (3)
when gold mentions are used, there are no bound-
ary detection errors, and consequently the results

using MINA are the same as those of using max-
imum spans. Due to recognizing the same head
for distinct overlapping mentions, the scores us-
ing the head of gold mentions are not the same as
using their maximum span, which in turn indicates
MINA is suited better for detecting minimum spans
compared to head words.
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CoNLL LEA
max MINA head max MINA head

fernandes 60.6 (1) 62.2 (1) 63.9 53.3 55.1 57.0
martschat 57.7 (2) 59.7 (2) 61.0 50.0 52.4 53.9
bjorkelund 57.4 (3) 58.9 (3) 60.7 50.0 51.6 53.6
chang 56.1 (4) 58.0 (4) 59.6 48.5 50.7 52.5
chen 54.5 (5) 56.5 (5) 58.2 46.2 48.6 50.4
chunyuang 54.2 (6) 56.1 (6) 57.9 45.8 48.1 50.2
shou 53.0 (7) 54.8 (8) 56.5 44.0 46.1 48.1
yuan 52.9 (8) 54.9 (7) 56.7 44.8 47.0 48.9
xu 52.6 (9) 53.9 (9) 55.2 46.8 48.4 50.0
uryupina 50.0 (10) 51.0 (11) 52.4 41.2 42.3 43.7
songyang 49.4 (11) 51.3 (10) 52.9 41.3 43.5 45.3

Table 5: CoNLL-2012 shared task systems evaluations based on maximum spans, MINA spans, and head words.
The rankings based on the CoNLL scores are included in parentheses for maximum and MINA spans. Rankings
which are different based on maximum vs. MINA spans are highlighted.

CoNLL LEA
max MINA head max MINA head

fernandes 69.4 69.4 69.8 56.1 56.1 56.1
bjorkelund 68.0 68.0 68.1 61.1 61.1 61.1
chang 77.2 77.2 77.2 67.9 67.9 67.6
chen 71.3 71.3 71.4 63.9 63.9 63.9
yuan 70.4 70.4 70.4 63.4 63.4 63.4
xu 61.0 61.0 61.2 56.9 56.9 57.1

Table 6: CoNLL-2012 shared task systems evaluations using gold mentions.
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Abstract
Recognizing coreferring events and entities
across multiple texts is crucial for many NLP
applications. Despite the task’s importance,
research focus was given mostly to within-
document entity coreference, with rather lit-
tle attention to the other variants. We pro-
pose a neural architecture for cross-document
coreference resolution. Inspired by Lee et al.
(2012), we jointly model entity and event
coreference. We represent an event (entity)
mention using its lexical span, surrounding
context, and relation to entity (event) mentions
via predicate-arguments structures. Our model
outperforms the previous state-of-the-art event
coreference model on ECB+, while providing
the first entity coreference results on this cor-
pus. Our analysis confirms that all our rep-
resentation elements, including the mention
span itself, its context, and the relation to other
mentions contribute to the model’s success.

1 Introduction

Recognizing that various textual spans across mul-
tiple texts refer to the same entity or event is an
important NLP task. For example, consider the
following news headlines:

1. 2018 Nobel prize for physics goes to Donna Strickland
2. Prof. Strickland is awarded the Nobel prize for physics

Both sentences refer to the same entities (Donna
Strickland and the Nobel prize for physics) and
the same event (awarding the prize), using differ-
ent words. In coreference resolution, the goal is
to cluster expressions that refer to the same en-
tity or event in a text, whether within a single
document or across a document collection. Re-
cently, there has been increasing interest in cross-
text inferences, for example in question answering
(Welbl et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2018; Khashabi
et al., 2018; Postma et al., 2018). Such applica-
tions would benefit from effective cross-document
coreference resolution.

Despite the importance of the task, the focus
of most coreference resolution research has been
on its within-document variant, and rather little
on cross-document coreference (CDCR). The lat-
ter is sometimes addressed partially using entity
linking, which links mentions of an entity to its
knowledge base entry. However, cross-document
entity coreference is substantially broader than en-
tity linking, addressing also mentions of common
nouns and unfamiliar named entities.

The commonly used dataset for CDCR is ECB+
(Cybulska and Vossen, 2014), which annotates
within-document coreference as well. The annota-
tions are denoted separately for entities and events,
making it possible to solve one task while ignor-
ing the other. Indeed, to the best of our knowledge,
all previously published work on ECB+ addressed
only event coreference.

Cross-document entity coreference has been ad-
dressed on EECB, a predecessor of the ECB+
dataset. Lee et al. (2012) proposed to model the
entity and event coreference tasks jointly, lead-
ing to improved performance on both tasks. Their
model preferred to cluster event mentions whose
arguments are in the same entity coreference clus-
ter, and vice versa. For instance, in the exam-
ple sentences above, a system focusing solely on
event coreference may find it difficult to recognize
that goes to and awarded are coreferring, while
a joint model would leverage the coreference be-
tween their arguments.

Inspired by the success of the joint approach of
Lee et al. (2012), we propose a joint neural archi-
tecture for CDCR. In our joint model, an event
(entity) mention representation is aware of other
entities (events) that are related to it by predicate-
argument structure. We cluster mentions based on
a learned pairwise mention coreference scorer.

A disjoint variant of our model, on its own, im-
proves upon the previous state-of-the-art for event
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coreference on the ECB+ corpus (Kenyon-Dean
et al., 2018) by 9.5 CoNLL F1 points. To the best
of our knowledge, we are the first to report perfor-
mance on the entity coreference task in ECB+.

Our joint model further improves performance
upon the disjoint model by 1.2 points for entities
and 1 point for events (statistically significant with
p < 0.001). Our analysis further shows that each
of the mention representation components con-
tributes to the model’s performance.1

2 Background and Related Work

Coreference resolution is the task of clustering text
spans that refer to the same entity or event. Vari-
ants of the task differ on two axes: (1) resolving
entities (“Duchess of Sussex”, “Meghan Markle”,
“she”) vs. events (“Nobel prize for physics [goes
to] Donna Strickland”, “Donna Strickland [is
awarded] the 2018 Nobel prize for physics”), and
(2) whether coreferring mentions occur within a
single document (WD: within-document) or across
a document collection (CD: cross-document).

2.1 Datasets

The largest datasets that include WD and CD
coreference annotations for both entities and
events are EECB (Lee et al., 2012) and ECB+
(Cybulska and Vossen, 2014). Both are exten-
sions of the Event Coreference Bank (ECB) (Be-
jan and Harabagiu, 2010) which consists of docu-
ments from Google News clustered into topics and
annotated for event coreference. Entity corefer-
ence annotations were first added in EECB, cover-
ing both common nouns and named entities.

ECB+ increased the difficulty level by adding
a second set of documents for each topic (sub-
topic), discussing a different event of the same
type (Tara Reid enters a rehab center vs. Lind-
say Lohan enters a rehab center). The annotation
is not exhaustive, where only a number of salient
events and entities in each topic are annotated.

2.2 Models

Entity Coreference. Of all the coreference res-
olution variants, the most well-studied is WD en-
tity coreference resolution (e.g. Durrett and Klein,
2013; Clark and Manning, 2016). The current
best performing model is a neural end-to-end sys-
tem which considers all spans as potential entity

1The code is available at https://github.com/
shanybar/event_entity_coref_ecb_plus.

mentions, and learns distributions over possible
antecedents for each (Lee et al., 2017). CD en-
tity coreference has received less attention (e.g.
Bagga and Baldwin, 1998b; Rao et al., 2010; Dutta
and Weikum, 2015), often addressing the nar-
rower task of entity linking, which links mentions
of known named entities to their corresponding
knowledge base entries (Shen et al., 2015).

Event Coreference. Event coreference is con-
sidered a more difficult task, mostly due to the
more complex structure of event mentions. While
entity mentions are mostly noun phrases, event
mentions may consist of a verbal predicate (ac-
quire) or a nominalization (acquisition), where
these are attached to arguments, including event
participants and spatio-temporal information.

Early models employed lexical features (e.g.
head lemma, WordNet synsets, word embedding
similarity) as well as structural features (e.g.
aligned arguments) to compute distances between
event mentions and decide whether they belong
to the same coreference cluster (e.g. Bejan and
Harabagiu, 2010, 2014; Yang et al., 2015).

More recent work is based on neural networks.
Choubey and Huang (2017) alternate between WD
and CD clustering, each step relying on previous
decisions. The decision to link two event men-
tions is made by the pairwise WD and CD scorers.
Mention representations rely on pre-trained word
embeddings, contextual information, and features
related to the event’s arguments.

Kenyon-Dean et al. (2018) similarly encode
event mentions using lexical and contextual fea-
tures. Differently from Choubey and Huang
(2017), they do not cluster documents to topics
as a pre-processing step. Instead, they encode the
document as part of the mention representation.

Most of the recent models were trained and
evaluated on the ECB+ corpus, addressing solely
the event coreference aspect of the dataset.

Joint Modeling. Some of the prior models
leverage the event arguments to improve their
coreference decisions (Yang et al., 2015; Choubey
and Huang, 2017), but mostly relying only on
lexical similarity between arguments of candidate
event mentions. A different approach was pro-
posed by Lee et al. (2012), who jointly predicted
event and entity coreference.

At the core of their model lies the assumption
that arguments (i.e. entity mentions) play a key
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role in describing an event, therefore, knowing
that two arguments are coreferring is useful for
finding coreference relations between events, and
vice versa. They incrementally merge entity or
event clusters, computing the merge score between
two clusters by learning a linear regression model
based on discrete features.

Lee et al. (2012) evaluated their model on
EECB, outperforming disjoint CD coreference
models for both entities and events. Nonetheless,
as opposed to the more recent models, their repre-
sentations are sparse. Lexical features are based
on lexical resources such as WordNet (Miller,
1995), which are limited in coverage, and con-
text is modeled using semantic role dependencies,
which often do not cover the entire sentential con-
text. We revisit the joint modeling approach, try-
ing to overcome prior limitations by using modern
neural techniques, which provide better and more
generalizable representations.

3 Model

We propose an iterative algorithm that alternates
between interdependent entity and event cluster-
ing, incrementally constructing the final clustering
configuration. A single iteration for events is as
follows (entity clustering is symmetric). We start
by computing the mention representations (Sec-
tion 3.1), which couple the entity and event clus-
tering processes. When predicting event clusters,
the event mention representations are updated to
consider the current configuration of entity clus-
ters. The mention representations are then fed to
an event mention pair scorer that predicts whether
the mentions belong to the same cluster (Sec-
tion 3.2). Finally, we apply agglomerative cluster-
ing where the cluster merging score is based on the
predicted pairwise mention scores. Sections 3.3
and 3.4 detail the specifics of the inference and
training procedures, respectively. Various imple-
mentation details are mentioned in Section 3.5.

3.1 Mention Representation

Given a mentionm (entity or event), we compute a
vector representation with the following features.

Span. We combine word-level and character-
level features. We compute word-level represen-
tations using pre-trained word embeddings. For
events, we take the embedding of the head word,
while for entities we average over the mention’s

words. Character-level representations are com-
plementary, and may help with out-of-vocabulary
words and spelling variations. We compute them
by encoding the span using a character-based
LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997). The
span vector ~s(m) is a concatenation of the word-
and character-level vectors.

Context. The context surrounding a mention
may indicate its compatibility with other candi-
date mentions (Clark and Manning, 2016; Lee
et al., 2017; Kenyon-Dean et al., 2018). To model
context, we use ELMo, contextual representations
derived from a neural language model (Peters
et al., 2018). ELMo has recently improved perfor-
mance on several challenging NLP tasks, includ-
ing within-document entity coreference resolution
(Lee et al., 2018). We set the context vector ~c(m)
to the contextual representation of m’s head word,
taking the average of the 3 ELMo layers.

Semantic dependency to other mentions. To
model dependencies between event and entity
clusters, we identify semantic role relationships
between their mentions using a semantic role la-
beling (SRL) system.

For a given event mention mvi , we extract its
arguments, focusing on 4 semantic roles of inter-
est: Arg0, Arg1, location, and time. Con-
sider a specific argument slot, e.g. Arg1. If the
slot is filled with an entity mention mej which in
the current configuration is assigned to an entity
cluster c, we set the corresponding Arg1 vector
to the averaged span vector of all the mentions in
c: ~dArg1(mvi) = 1

|c|
∑

m∈c ~s(m). Otherwise we

set ~dArg1(mvi) = ~0. The final vector ~d(m) is the
concatenation of the various argument vectors:

~d(mvi) = [~dArg0(mvi);
~dArg1(mvi);

~dloc(mvi);
~dtime(mvi)]

Symmetrically, we compute the argument vec-
tors of an entity mention according to the events in
which the entity mention plays a role.

This representation allows our model to di-
rectly compute the similarity between two men-
tions while considering a rich distributed represen-
tation of the current coreference clusters of their
related arguments or predicates. Lee et al. (2012),
on the other hand, modeled the dependencies be-
tween event and entity clusters using only simple
discrete features, indicating the number of corefer-
ring arguments across clusters.

The final mention vector is a concatenation of
the various features: ~v(m) = [~c(m);~s(m); ~d(m)],
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Figure 1: An illustration of the pairwise mention
scorer. The bottom vectors are mention representations
which include lexical and contextual features, and fea-
tures derived from the mention’s dependency on other
mentions. The input to the network is a concatenation
of two mention vectors with their element-wise multi-
plication and additional pairwise features.

as illustrated in Figure 1 (bottom row).

3.2 Mention-Pair Coreference Scorer
Figure 1 illustrates our pairwise mention scoring
function S(mi,mj) that returns a score denoting
the likelihood that two mentions mi and mj are
coreferring. We learn a separate function for en-
tities (SE) and for events (SV ), both trained iden-
tically as feed-forward neural networks. For the
sake of simplicity, we describe them here as a sin-
gle function S(·, ·).

The input to S(mi,mj) is ~vi,j =
[~v(mi);~v(mj);~v(mi) ◦ ~v(mj); f(i, j)], where ◦
denotes an element-wise multiplication. Follow-
ing Lee et al. (2012), we enrich our mention-pair
representation with four pairwise binary features
f(i, j), indicating whether the two mentions have
coreferring arguments (or predicates) in a given
role (Arg0, Arg1, location, and time). We
encode each binary feature as 50-dimensional
embedding to increase its signal.

To train SE we take as training examples all
pairs of entity mentions that belong to different en-
tity clusters in the current predicted configuration
Et. The gold label for a given pair (mi, mj) is set
to 1 if they belong to the same gold cluster, and to
0 otherwise. We train it using binary cross entropy
as the loss function. SV is trained symmetrically.

3.3 Inference
Figure 2 describes our model step-by-step: the left
part is the training procedure, while the right part

is the inference procedure. The differences be-
tween the two procedures are highlighted. We first
focus on the inference procedure (right), which
gets as input the document set D, the pairwise
mention scorers SE and SV , and the gold standard
mentions.2

The algorithm operates over each topic sepa-
rately. To that end, we start by applying document
clustering using the K-Means algorithm, yielding
a set of topics T. For a given topic t, the algo-
rithm uses the gold entity and event mentions to
build initial clusters. Event clusters Vt are initial-
ized to singletons (line 2). Similarly to Lee et al.
(2012), entity clusters Et are initialized to the out-
put of a within-document entity coreference res-
olution system (line 3).3 Our iterative algorithm
alternates between entity and event clustering, in-
crementally constructing the final clustering con-
figuration (lines 4-12).

When the algorithm focuses on entities, it starts
with updating the entity representations accord-
ing to the event clusters in the current configura-
tion, Vt (line 6). This update includes the recre-
ation of argument vectors for each entity mention,
as described in Section 3.1. We use agglomera-
tive clustering that greedily merges multiple clus-
ter pairs with the highest cluster-pair scores (line
8) until the scores are below a pre-defined thresh-
old δ2. The algorithm starts with high-precision
merges, leaving less precise decisions to a lat-
ter stage, when more information becomes avail-
able. We define the cluster-pair score as the aver-
age mention linkage score: Scp(ci, cj) = 1

|ci|·|cj | ·∑
mi∈ci

∑
mj∈cj S(mi,mj). The same steps are

repeated for events (lines 10-12), and repeat itera-
tively until no merges are available or up to a pre-
defined number of iterations (line 4).

3.4 Training

The training steps are similarly described in the
left part of Figure 2. At each iteration, we train
two updated scorer functions SE (line 7) and SV
(line 11). Since our representation requires a clus-
tering configuration, we use a training procedure
that simulates the inference step. The training ex-
amples for each scorer change between iterations

2We follow the setup of Kenyon-Dean et al. (2018) and
use the gold standard mentions (see Section 4).

3This reduces the search space, and decouples cross-
document entity resolution from the within-document vari-
ant. The latter consists of phenomena such as pronoun reso-
lution that are already handled well by existing tools.
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Algorithm 1 Train
Require: D: document set

M e,Mv: gold entity/event mentions
T : gold topics (document clusters)
{Et}t∈T : gold within-doc entity clusters
G(·): gold mention to cluster assignment

1: for t ∈ T do
2: Vt ← SingletonEvents(t,Mv)
3:

4: while ∃ meaningful cluster-pair merge do
5: // Entities

6: Et ← UpdateJointFeatures(Vt)
7: SE ← TrainMentionPairScorer(Et, G)
8: Et ←MergeClusters(SE , Et)
9: // Events

10: Vt ← UpdateJointFeatures(Et)
11: SV ← TrainMentionPairScorer(Vt, G)
12: Vt ←MergeClusters(SV , Vt)
13: return SE , SV

Algorithm 2 Inference
Require: D: document set
M e,Mv: gold entity/event mentions
SE(·, ·): pairwise entity mention scorer
SV (·, ·): pairwise event mention scorer

T ← ClusterDocuments(D)
for t ∈ T do
Vt ← SingletonEvents(t,Mv)
Et ← PredWithinDocEntityCoref(t,M e)
while ∃ meaningful cluster-pair merge do

// Entities

Et ← UpdateJointFeatures(Vt)

Et ←MergeClusters(SE , Et)
// Events

Vt ← UpdateJointFeatures(Et)

Vt ←MergeClusters(SV , Vt)
return {Et}t∈T , {Vt}t∈T

Figure 2: Overview of the training algorithm (left) and the inference algorithm (right). The differences between
the two procedures are highlighted.

based on cluster-pair merges occurred in previous
iterations. This allows our model to be trained on
various predicted clustering configurations that are
gradually improved during the training.

The training procedure differs from the infer-
ence procedure by using the gold standard topic
clusters and by initializing the entity clusters with
the gold standard within-document coreference
clusters. We do so in order to reduce the noise
during training.

3.5 Implementation Details

Our model is implemented in PyTorch (Paszke
et al., 2017), using the ADAM optimizer (Kingma
and Ba, 2014) with a minibatch size of 16. We
initialize the word-level representations to the pre-
trained 300 dimensional GloVe word embeddings
(Pennington et al., 2014), and keep them fixed
during training. The character representations are
learned using an LSTM with hidden size 50. We
initialized them with pre-trained character embed-
dings4. Each scorer consists of a sigmoid output
layer and two hidden layers with 4261 neurons ac-
tivated by ReLU function (Nair and Hinton, 2010).

4Available at https://github.com/minimaxir/
char-embeddings

We set the merging threshold in the training step
to δ1 = 0.5. We tune the threshold for inference
step on the validation set to δ2 = 0.5. To clus-
ter documents into topics at inference time, we
use the K-Means algorithm implemented in Scikit-
Learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011). Documents are
represented using TF-IDF scores of unigrams, bi-
grams, and trigrams, excluding stop words. We
set K = 20 based on the Silhouette Coefficient
method (Rousseeuw, 1987), which successfully
reconstructs the number of test sub-topics. Dur-
ing inference, we use Stanford CoreNLP (Man-
ning et al., 2014) to initialize within-document en-
tity coreference clusters.

Identifying Predicate-Argument Structures.
To extract relations between events and entities
we follow previous work (Lee et al., 2012; Yang
et al., 2015; Choubey and Huang, 2017) and ex-
tract predicate-argument structures using SwiRL
(Surdeanu et al., 2007), a semantic role labeling
(SRL) system. To increase the coverage we apply
additional heuristics:

• Since SwiRL only identifies verbal predicates,
we follow Lee et al. (2012) and consider nom-
inal event mentions with possesors (“Amazon’s
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Train Validation Test Total
# Topics 25 8 10 43
# Sub-topics 50 16 20 86
# Documents 574 196 206 976
# Sentences 1037 346 457 1840
# Event mentions 3808 1245 1780 6833
# Entity mentions 4758 1476 2055 8289
# Event chains 1527 409 805 2741
# Entity chains 1286 330 608 2224

Table 1: ECB+ statistics (including singleton clusters).
The split to topics is as follows - Train: 1, 3, 4, 6-11,
13-17, 19-20, 22, 24-33; validation: 2, 5, 12, 18, 21,
23, 34, 35; test: 36-45.

acquisition”) as predicates and their Arg0.
• We use the spaCy dependency parser (Honni-

bal and Montani, 2017) to identify verbal event
mentions whose subject and object are entities,
and add those entities as their Arg0 and Arg1
roles, respectively.
• Following Lee et al. (2012), for a given event

mention, we consider its closest left (right) en-
tity mention as its Arg0 (Arg1) role.

4 Experimental Setup

We use the ECB+ corpus, which is the largest
dataset consisting of within- and cross-document
coreference annotations for entities and events.

We follow the setup of Cybulska and Vossen
(2015b), which was also employed by Kenyon-
Dean et al. (2018). This setup uses a subset of
the annotations which has been validated for cor-
rectness by Cybulska and Vossen (2014) and al-
locates a larger portion of the dataset for train-
ing (see Table 1). Since the ECB+ corpus only
annotates a part of the mentions, the setup uses
the gold-standard event and entity mentions rather,
and does not require specific treatment for unanno-
tated mentions during evaluation.

A different setup was carried out by Yang et al.
(2015) and Choubey and Huang (2017). They
used the full ECB+ corpus, including parts with
known annotation errors. At test time, they rely
on the output of a mention extraction tool (Yang
et al., 2015). To address the partial annotation of
the corpus, they only evaluated their systems on
the subset of predicted mentions which were also
gold mentions. Finally, their evaluation setup was
criticized by Upadhyay et al. (2016) for ignoring
singletons (cluster with a single mention), effec-
tively making the task simpler; and for evaluating
each sub-topic separately, which entails ignoring
incorrect coreference links across sub-topics.

Evaluation Metrics. We use the official CoNLL
scorer (Pradhan et al., 2014),5 and report the per-
formance on the common coreference resolution
metrics: MUC (Vilain et al., 1995), B3 (Bagga
and Baldwin, 1998a), CEAF-e (Luo, 2005), and
CoNLL F1, the average of the 3 metrics.

5 Baselines

We compare our full model to published results
on ECB+, available for event coreference only, as
well as to a disjoint variant of our model and a
deterministic lemma baseline.6

CLUSTER+LEMMA. We first cluster the doc-
uments to topics (Section 3.3), and then group
mentions within the same document cluster which
share the same head lemma. This baseline differs
from the lemma baseline of Kenyon-Dean et al.
(2018) which is applied across topics.

CV (Cybulska and Vossen, 2015a) is a super-
vised method for event coreference, based on dis-
crete features. They first cluster documents to top-
ics, and then cluster coreferring mentions within
each topic cluster. Events are represented us-
ing information about participants, time and lo-
cation, while documents are represented as “bag-
of-events”. We compare to their best reported re-
sults, differing from the CV baseline in Kenyon-
Dean et al. (2018) which refers to the partial model
that uses the same annotations in terms of sub-
components of the event structure.

KCP (Kenyon-Dean et al., 2018) is a neural
network-based model for event coreference. They
encode an event mention and its context into a vec-
tor and use it to cluster mentions. The model does
not cluster documents to topics as a pre-processing
step, but instead encodes the document as part of
the mention representation, aiming to avoid spuri-
ous cross-topic coreference links thanks to distant
document representations.

CLUSTER+KCP To tease apart the contribu-
tion of our document clustering component from
that of the rest of the model, we add a variant of the
KCP model which relies on our document clus-
tering component as a pre-processing step. Dur-
ing inference, we restrict their model to clustering

5http://conll.github.io/reference-coreference-scorers/
6We do not compare our work to Yang et al. (2015) and

Choubey and Huang (2017), since they used another incom-
parable evaluation setup, as discussed in Section 4.
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MUC B3 CEAF-e CoNLL
Model R P F1 R P F1 R P F1 F1

CLUSTER+LEMMA 71.3 83 76.7 53.4 84.9 65.6 70.1 52.5 60 67.4
DISJOINT 76.7 80.8 78.7 63.2 78.2 69.9 65.3 58.3 61.6 70
JOINT 78.6 80.9 79.7 65.5 76.4 70.5 65.4 61.3 63.3 71.2

Table 2: Combined within- and cross-document entity coreference results on the ECB+ test set.

MUC B3 CEAF-e CoNLL
Model R P F1 R P F1 R P F1 F1

Baselines
CLUSTER+LEMMA 76.5 79.9 78.1 71.7 85 77.8 75.5 71.7 73.6 76.5
CV (Cybulska and Vossen, 2015a) 71 75 73 71 78 74 - - 64 73
KCP (Kenyon-Dean et al., 2018) 67 71 69 71 67 69 71 67 69 69
CLUSTER+KCP 68.4 79.3 73.4 67.2 87.2 75.9 77.4 66.4 71.5 73.6
Model Variants
DISJOINT 75.5 83.6 79.4 75.4 86 80.4 80.3 71.9 75.9 78.5
JOINT 77.6 84.5 80.9 76.1 85.1 80.3 81 73.8 77.3 79.5

Table 3: Combined within- and cross-document event coreference results on the ECB+ test set.

CoNLL F1 ∆

Joint model 79.5
− Pairwise binary features 79.4 -0.1
− Dependent mentions vectors 78.6 -0.9
− Both 78.5 -1.0

Table 4: Ablations of the joint modeling parts in our
architecture. CoNLL F1 score is reported for combined
within- and cross-document event coreference.

mentions only within the same document cluster.
Accordingly, we re-trained their model using the
gold document clusters for hyper-parameters tun-
ing to fit this cluster-based setting.

DISJOINT. A variant of our model which uses
only the span and context vectors to build mention
pair representations, ablating joint features.

We do not compare our work directly to Lee
et al. (2012) since it was evaluated on a different
corpus and using a different evaluation setup. In-
stead, we compare to CV and KCP, more recent
models which reported their results on the ECB+
dataset.

With respect to entity coreference, to the best of
our knowledge, our work is the first to publish en-
tity coreference results on the ECB+ dataset. We
therefore only compare our performance to that of
the lemma baseline and our disjoint model.

6 Results

Table 2 presents the performance of our method
with respect to entity coreference. Our joint model
improves upon the strong lemma baseline by 3.8
points in CoNLL F1 score.

Table 3 presents the results on event corefer-
ence. Our joint model outperforms all the base-

lines with a gap of 10.5 CoNLL F1 points from
the last published results (KCP), while surpassing
our strong lemma baseline by 3 points.

The results reconfirm that the lemma baseline,
when combined with effective topic clustering, is
a strong baseline for CD event coreference resolu-
tion on the ECB+ corpus (Upadhyay et al., 2016).
In fact, thanks to our near-perfect topic clustering
on the ECB+ test set (Homogeneity: 0.985, Com-
pleteness: 0.982, V-measure: 0.984, Adjusted
Rand-Index: 0.965), the CLUSTER+LEMMA base-
line surpasses prior results on ECB+.

The results of CLUSTER+KCP again indicate
that pre-clustering of documents to topics is bene-
ficial, improving upon the KCP performance by
4.6 points, though still performing substantially
worse than our joint model.

To test the contribution of joint modeling, we
compare our joint model to its disjoint variant.
We observe that the joint model performs better
on both event and entity coreference. The per-
formance gap is modest but significant with boot-
strapping and permutation tests (p < 0.001).

We further ablate additional components from
the full representation (Table 4). We show that
each of our representation components contributes
to performance, but the continuous vector compo-
nents representing semantic dependency to other
mentions are stronger than the pairwise binary fea-
tures originally used by Lee et al. (2012).

7 Analysis

7.1 Error Analysis

To analyze the errors made by our joint model we
sampled 50 event mentions and 50 entity mentions
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Figure 3: Event coreference errors (left) and entity coreference errors (right).

that were clustered incorrectly, i.e. where their
predicted cluster contained at least 70% of men-
tions that are not in their gold cluster.

Figure 3 shows a pie chart for each mention
type, manually categorized to error types, sug-
gesting future areas for improvement. For both
entities and events, mentions were often clus-
tered incorrectly with other mentions that share
the same head lemma. Errors in the extraction
of the predicate-argument structures accounted for
12% of the errors in events and 4% for entities,
e.g. marking dozens as the Arg0 of devastated in
“dozens in a region devastated by the quake”.

The joint features caused 10% of the event er-
rors and 2% of the entity errors, where two non-
coreferring event mentions were clustered to the
same event cluster based on their entity argu-
ments that were incorrectly predicted as corefer-
ring, and vice versa. For example, the event shakes
in “earthquake shakes Lake County” and “earth-
quake shakes Northern California” was affected
by the wrong coreference clustering of “Lake
County” and “Northern California”.

We also found mentions that were wrongly clus-
tered together based on contextual similarity (24%
for entities, 4% for events) as well as some anno-
tation errors (12% and 4%). The within-document
entity coreference system caused additional 6% of
entity errors. Finally, 22% of the event errors were
caused by event mentions sharing coreferring ar-
guments. This may happen for instance when sim-
ilar events occur at different times (“The earth-
quake struck at about 9:30 a.m. and had a depth
of 2.7 miles, according to the USGS.” vs. “The
earthquake struck at about 7:30 a.m. and had a
depth of 1.4 miles, according to the USGS.”).

7.2 Mention Representation Components
To understand the contribution of each component
in the mention representation to the clustering, we
visualize them. We focus on events, and sample
7 gold clusters from the test set that have at least

5 mentions each. We then compute t-SNE projec-
tions (Maaten and Hinton, 2008) of the full men-
tion representation, only the context vector, and
only the semantically-dependent mentions vector
(top, middle, and bottom parts of Figure 4). In all
the 3 graphs, each point refers to an event mention
and its color represents the mention’s gold cluster.
The full mention representations (top) yield visi-
bly better clusters, but the context vectors (middle)
are also quite accurate, emphasizing the impor-
tance of modeling context for resolving corefer-
ence. The semantically-dependent mentions vec-
tors (bottom) are less accurate on their own, yet,
they manage to separate well some clusters even
without access to the mention span itself, and
based only on the predicate-argument structures.

8 Conclusion

We presented a neural approach for resolving
cross-document event and entity coreference. We
represent a mention using its text, context, and—
inspired by the joint model of Lee et al. (2012)—
we make an event mention representation aware of
coreference clusters of entity mentions to which it
is related via predicate-argument structures, and
vice versa. Our model achieves state-of-the-art
results, outperforming previous models by 10.5
CoNLL F1 points on events, and providing the
first cross-document entity coreference results on
ECB+. Future directions include investigating
ways to minimize the pipeline errors from the
extraction of predicate-argument structures, and
incorporating a mention prediction component,
rather than relying on gold mentions.
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Figure 4: t-SNE projection of the full mention repre-
sentation (top), context vector (middle) and dependent
mention vector (bottom). Each point is an event men-
tion, colored according to its gold cluster.
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Abstract

We propose an efficient neural framework
for sentence-level discourse analysis in ac-
cordance with Rhetorical Structure Theory
(RST). Our framework comprises a discourse
segmenter to identify the elementary discourse
units (EDU) in a text, and a discourse parser
that constructs a discourse tree in a top-down
fashion. Both the segmenter and the parser are
based on Pointer Networks and operate in lin-
ear time. Our segmenter yields an F1 score of
95.4, and our parser achieves an F1 score of
81.7 on the aggregated labeled (relation) met-
ric, surpassing previous approaches by a good
margin and approaching human agreement on
both tasks (98.3 and 83.0 F1).

1 Introduction

Coherence analysis of a text is a fundamental task
in Natural Language Processing that can benefit
many downstream applications. Rhetorical Struc-
ture Theory or RST (Mann and Thompson, 1988)
is one of the most influential theories of text coher-
ence. According to RST, a text is represented by a
hierarchical structure known as a Discourse Tree
(DT). As exemplified in Figure 1, the leaves of
a DT correspond to contiguous atomic text spans
called Elementary Discourse Units (EDUs). The
adjacent EDUs and larger units are recursively
connected by certain coherence relations (e.g., AT-
TRIBUTION, EXPLANATION). The discourse units
connected by a relation are further categorized
based on their relative importance: NUCLEUS

refers to the core part(s), while SATELLITE refers
to the peripheral one. Coherence analysis in RST
involves two subtasks: (i) breaking the text into a
sequence of EDUs, referred to as Discourse Seg-
mentation, and (ii) linking the EDUs into a DT,
referred to as Discourse Parsing.

∗*equal contribution

CONDITION

ATTRIBUTION

e1

S
e2

N

N

TEMPORAL

e3

N
e4

N

S

[The Treasury also said]e1 [noncompetitive tenders will be

considered timely]e2 [if postmarked no later than Sunday,

Oct.29,]e3 [and received no later than tomorrow.]e4

Figure 1: An example discourse tree with four EDUs.

In this paper we consider sentence-level coher-
ence analysis, which involves discourse segmen-
tation and sentence-level parsing. For example,
consider the DT in figure 1 for the sentence “The
Treasury also said noncompetitive tenders will be
considered timely if postmarked no later than Sun-
day, Oct.29, and received no later than tomorrow.”,
which has four EDUs as shown below the tree.
Such sentence-level discourse annotations have
been shown to be beneficial for a number of ap-
plications including machine translation (Guzmán
et al., 2014) and sentence compression (Sporleder
and Lapata, 2005). Furthermore, sentence-level
analysis is considered to be a crucial step towards
full text-level analysis. For example, automatic
discourse segmentation has been shown to be the
main source of inaccuracies in discourse parsing
(Soricut and Marcu, 2003; Joty et al., 2012), and
sentence-level parsing is considered as an essential
first step in many existing discourse parsers (Feng
and Hirst, 2014b; Joty et al., 2015) including the
state-of-the-art one (Wang et al., 2017).

While earlier methods have mostly relied on
hand-crafted lexical and syntactic features, re-
cently researchers have shown competitive or even
better results with neural models. One of the cru-
cial advantages of neural models is that they can
learn the feature representation of the discourse
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units in an end-to-end fashion. This capability is
particularly enhanced through the use of effective
pretrained word embeddings such as Glove (Pen-
nington et al., 2014) that provide better general-
ization. Despite this, successful discourse parsers
(Li et al., 2014; Ji and Eisenstein, 2014; Li et al.,
2016) still needed to use hand-engineered features
to outperform the non-neural models.

Another important distinction between exist-
ing methods is whether they employ a greedy
transition-based algorithm (Marcu, 1999; Feng
and Hirst, 2012, 2014b; Ji and Eisenstein, 2014;
Braud et al., 2017; Li et al., 2016; Wang et al.,
2017) or a globally optimized chart parsing al-
gorithm (Soricut and Marcu, 2003; Li et al., 2014;
Joty et al., 2015). Transition-based parsers build
the tree incrementally by making a series of shift-
reduce action decisions. The advantage of this
method is that the parsing time is linear with re-
spect to the number of EDUs (Sagae, 2009). The
limitation, however, is that the decisions made at
each step are based on local information, causing
error propagation to subsequent steps. Also, when
humans are asked to perform discourse analysis
(segmentation and parsing), they tend to under-
stand the full text first, before executing the tasks.

Methods based on chart parsing, on the other
hand, learn scoring functions for discourse sub-
trees and perform dynamic programming search
over all possible trees to find the most probable
tree for a text. While these methods are more ac-
curate than greedy parsers, they are generally slow,
having a time complexity of O(n3M) for n EDUs
and M different relations (Joty et al., 2015).

In this paper, we propose a unified neural
framework for discourse segmentation and parsing
based on Pointer Networks (Vinyals et al., 2015).
Our parser employs a transition-based procedure
to construct a discourse tree in a top-down fash-
ion with the same computational efficiency, while
still maintaining a global view of the input text.
This is thanks to the encoder-decoder architecture
that makes it possible to capture information from
the whole text and the previously derived sub-
trees, while limiting the number of parsing steps
to linear in the number of EDUs. Our framework
is purely neural and does not rely on any hand-
engineered features. Additionally, the framework
allows us to train the segmentation and parsing
models seamlessly with a joint objective.

We conduct a series of experiments with our

framework on the standard RST Discourse Tree-
bank (RST-DT) dataset for sentence level parsing,
and our main findings are as follows.

• Our segmenter achieves an F1 score of 95.4 giv-
ing a relative error reduction of 32% over the
state-of-the-art segmenter.

• Evaluation of our sentence-level discourse
parser with manual segmentation shows that it
achieves an F1 score of 81.3 on the relation la-
beling task yielding a relative error reduction of
about 17% over the state-of-the-art parser.

• Joint training of the segmentation and parsing
models improves the results further giving 95.5
F1 on segmentation and 81.7 F1 on parsing,
while the human agreements on these two tasks
are 98.3 and 83 F1, respectively.

• Our end-to-end system (segmenter→parser)
reaches an F1 of 77.5 on relation labeling pro-
viding an absolute improvement of 10% com-
pared to the best existing system.

• Both our discourse segmenter and parser oper-
ate in linear time with respect to the number of
EDUs. In practice, our segmenter and parser in-
dividually give 6.79x and 3.92x speedups, while
the end-to-end system gives 5.9x speedup com-
pared to the best open-sourced system.

We make our code available at https:
//ntunlpsg.github.io/project/
parser/pointer-net-parser

2 Background

In this section, we give a brief overview of coher-
ence analysis with RST and pointer networks.

2.1 Coherence Analysis with RST

Coherence analysis has been a long standing prob-
lem. We give a brief overview of the studies
that are directly related to our method. Sori-
cut and Marcu (2003) proposed SPADE, a sys-
tem that uses generative models with syntactic
features for discourse segmentation and sentence-
level parsing. Subsequent research focuses on the
impact of syntax in discourse analysis (Sporleder
and Lapata, 2005; Fisher and Roark, 2007; Her-
nault et al., 2010). Joty et al. (2015) propose CO-
DRA, a system that comprises a discourse seg-
menter and a two-stage discourse parser – one
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for sentence-level parsing and the other for multi-
sentential parsing. Feng and Hirst (2014a) also
propose two-stage parsing based on CRFs that use
many hand-crafted features. Li et al. (2014) pro-
pose a recursive network for discourse parsing.
Ji and Eisenstein (2014) present a representation
learning method in a shift-reduce discourse parser.
Wang et al. (2017) propose a two-stage parser,
where they use shift-reduce parsing to first con-
struct a tree structure with only nuclearity labels,
and then in the second stage they identify the rela-
tions. They use SVMs with a large number of fea-
tures. Wang et al. (2018) propose a discourse seg-
menter based on LSTM-CRF and achieve state-of-
the-art results with ELMo. Li et al. (2018) also
propose a segmenter based on pointer networks.

Pointer networks have also been used for sum-
marization (See et al., 2017) and dependency pars-
ing (Ma et al., 2018). In our work, we use pointer
networks not only for segmentation but also for
parsing, and we also show how the segmenter and
parser can be trained jointly.

2.2 Pointer Networks

Sequence-to-sequence paradigms (Sutskever
et al., 2014) provide the flexibility that the output
sequence can be of a different length than the
input sequence. However, they still require the
output vocabulary size to be fixed a priori, which
limits their applicability to problems where one
needs to select (or point to) an element in the
input sequence; that is, the size of the output
vocabulary depends on the length of the input
sequence. Pointer Networks (Vinyals et al.,
2015) address this limitation by using attention
(Bahdanau et al., 2015) as a pointing mechanism.
Specifically, an encoder network first converts
the input sequence X = (x1, . . . ,xn) into a
sequence of hidden states H = (h1, . . . ,hn). At
each time step t, the decoder network receives
the input from previous step and produces a
decoder state dt that modulates an attention over
inputs. The output of the attention is a softmax
distribution over the inputs.

st,i = σ(dt,hi) for i = 1 . . . n (1)

at = softmax(st) =
exp(st,i)∑n
i=1 exp(st,i)

(2)

where σ(., .) is a scoring function for attention,
which can be another neural network or simply a

dot product. We use at for inferring the output:
ŷt = arg max(at) = arg max p(yt|y<t,X, θ),
where θ is the set of model parameters. To con-
dition on yt−1, the corresponding input xyt−1

is
copied as the input to the decoder.

3 Our Discourse Parser

Given a sentence as input, the framework first em-
ploys our discourse segmenter to break the sen-
tence into a sequence of EDUs. Our parser then
links these EDUs into a labeled tree by identifying
(i) which discourse units to relate (i.e., finding the
right structure of the tree), and (ii) what relations
and nuclearity statuses to use in connecting them
(i.e., finding the correct labels). In the interests
of presentational simplicity, we first describe the
discourse parser in this section assuming that the
EDUs have already been identified.

Model Overview. As shown in Figure 2, our
parser uses a pointer network as its backbone
parsing model. Given an input sentence contain-
ing n words (w1, . . . , wn), we first embed the
words into their respective distributed representa-
tion by initializing them either randomly or with
pretrained embeddings such as Glove (Penning-
ton et al., 2014) or ELMo (Peters et al., 2018).
The result of this is a sequence of word vectors
X = (x1, . . . ,xn), which is fed to the network.

The encoder of the pointer network first com-
poses the entire sentence sequentially into a se-
quence of hidden states H = (h1, . . . ,hn).
The last hidden state of each EDU (e.g.,
h2,h4,h6,h8,h9 and h10 in Figure 2) are se-
lected to represent the corresponding EDU, thus,
forming a sequence of EDU representations E =
(e1, . . . , em). From this, the greedy decoder then
constructs the discourse tree in a top-down depth-
first manner.

The decoder maintains a stack S to keep track
of the spans that need to be parsed further and their
order (depth-first). S is initialized with the spe-
cial Root symbol. At each decoding step t, the
decoder extracts a span ei:j from the top of S,
and uses the EDU representation ej to generate a
decoder hidden state dt, which is in turn used to
compute the attention scores over the EDU repre-
sentations in the selected range of spans (ei to ej).
Based on the attention scores, the decoder chooses
a position k in the range to generate a new split
(ei:k, ek+1:j). The parser then applies a relation
classifier Φθ(ei:k, ek+1:j), parameterized by θ, on
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Figure 2: Our discourse parser along with the decoding process for a synthetic sentence with 10 words and 6 EDUs.
EDU boundaries are marked in red color. For the inputs to the decoder at each step, P and S indicate the parent
and sibling representations, respectively. Φθ(ei:k, ek+1:j) denotes the relation-nuclearity classifier employed by
the parser to find the nuclearity and relation labels for the newly created spans, ei:k and ek+1:j .

the new split to predict the relation and the nucle-
arity labels. If the length of any of the newly cre-
ated spans (ei:k and ek+1:j) is larger than two, the
parser pushes it onto the stack. For the span con-
taining only two EDUs, the parser would automat-
ically run the classifier Φθ to predict the relation
and nuclearity between the two EDUs.

Since the parser works in a depth-first manner, a
text span is not parsed until a complete subtree for
the preceding span is built (assuming we process
the leftmost child first). This allows the decoder
to exploit information from the generated subtrees
in addition to the representation of the span being
parsed. In the following paragraphs, we describe
the components of our parser in detail.

The Encoder. Our parser uses a recurrent neu-
ral network (RNN) based on bidirectional Gated
Recurrent Units or BiGRU (Cho et al., 2014) as
the encoder. Like LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmid-
huber, 1997), GRU cells are also designed to cap-
ture long range dependencies, but have fewer pa-
rameters than LSTM cells. In particular, our en-
coder uses six (6) recurrent layers of BiGRU cells,
and generates hidden statesH = (h1, . . . ,hn) by
composing the word representations sequentially
from left-to-right and from right-to-left, which is,

hi = [
→
hi;
←
hi] with

→
hi and

←
hi being the forward

and the backward states. The last hidden states of

an EDU are used as the EDU representation, gen-
erating a sequence of EDU representations E =
(e1, . . . , em) for the input sentence.

The Decoder. Our parser uses a six-layer unidi-
rectional GRU as the decoder. Instead of using the
word embeddings, we feed our decoder with the
corresponding encoder states for the span. This is
because the encoder states contain more contex-
tual information than the word embeddings (Ma
et al., 2018). We use the representation of the
last EDU as the representation of the span. For
example, span e1:3 in Figure 2 is represented by
e3 (or h6). We also experimented with taking
the mean of the corresponding hidden states (e.g.,
mean(h1, . . . ,h6) for e1:3). We found the former
to perform better in our experiments.

At each decoding step t, the decoder combines
the span representation with its previous state dt−1
to generate the current state dt, which is then used
to compute the attentions over the corresponding
encoder states (e1, . . . , e3 for e1:3). We use the
simple dot product as the scoring function (i.e.,
σ(dt,hi) in Equation 2).

Remark: In our earlier attempts, we experimented
with a self-attention based encoder-decoder with
positional encoding similar to (Vaswani et al.,
2017) to reduce the encoding time fromO(n) (lin-
ear) to O(1) (constant) time. However, the perfor-
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mance was inferior to the RNN-based encoder.

3.1 The Relation Classifier

For relation labeling, we adopt a bi-affine classi-
fier. The classifier is a two-layer neural network
that takes two spans ei:k and ek+1:j as input and
predicts the corresponding relation label and the
nuclearity statuses. As before, we consider the
representation of the last EDU as the representa-
tion of the span (ek for ei:k and ej for ek+1:j).
The first layer is a dense layer with Exponential
Linear Unit (ELU) activations that maps the span
representations ek and ej to latent label-specific
features ck and cj of dimensions d.

ck = ELU(eTkU1); cj = ELU(eTj U2) (3)

The second layer is a bi-affine layer with a
softmax activation to get a multinomial distribu-
tion over the relation labels:

Pθl(y|X) = softmax(cTk Wkjcj + cTkWk+

cTjWj + b) (4)

where Wkj ∈ IRd×d×R,Wk ∈ IRd×R, and Wj ∈
IRd×R are the weights and b is a bias vector withR
being the number of relation labels. The bi-affine
layer not only does a linear transformation of ck
and cj but also models the correlation between ck
and cj vectors (Dozat and Manning, 2016).

Following previous work, we attach the nuclear-
ity statuses with the relation labels. For example,
in Figure 1, the ATTRIBUTION relation between
e1 as a satellite and e2 as a nucleus is jointly repre-
sented as ATTRIBUTION-SN. This representation
allows us to perform the two tasks - relation iden-
tification and nuclearity assignment jointly.

3.2 Incorporating Partial Tree Information

As mentioned before, parsing a tree in a depth-
first manner allows us to incorporate partial tree
information while decoding a span. In this work,
we consider information from the parent (P ) and
the immediate left-sibling (S) of the span being
parsed (E). For example, in Figure 2, when pars-
ing span e4:6, in addition to the current span, we
consider its parent span e1:6 (represented by e6)
and its left subtree span e1:3 (represented by e3).
As the relative importance of the three components

may vary, we put a self-attention layer before feed-
ing them to the decoder. Formally, we put them as
rows in a matrixM = [P ;E;S] and perform:

A = softmax(MMT )M (5)

We take an element-wise sum of the three (row)
vectors in A to form the final span representation
(s in the figure) and feed it to the decoder.

3.3 Training Loss
Our parser is trained to minimize the sum of the
loss for building the right tree structure and the
loss for finding the correct labels. The structure
lossLs is the pointing loss for the pointer network:

Ls(θs) = −
T∑

t=1

logPθs(yt|y<t,X) (6)

where θs denotes the parameters of the encoder
and the decoder, y<t represents the subtrees that
have been generated by our parser at previous
steps, and T is the number of spans containing
more than two EDUs (pushed in the stack).

The label loss Ll is the cross entropy loss for
the relation classifier, and can be defined as:

Ll(θl) = −
I∑

i=1

R∑

r=1

yi,r logPθl(yi = r|X) (7)

where θl are the parameters for the relation clas-
sifier (including the encoder), I is the number of
spans with at least two EDUs, R is the total num-
ber of relation labels, and yi,r is the one-hot en-
coding of the relation label. We also apply an L2-
regularization on the parameters. Hence, the final
parsing loss LP (θP ) can be written as:

LPAR(θP ) = Ls(θs) + Ll(θl) +
λ

2
‖θP ‖22 (8)

where λ is the regularization strength and θP de-
notes the set of all parameters of the parser.

4 Our Discourse Segmenter

The job of the discourse segmenter is to find the
EDU boundaries (if any) inside a sentence. Tradi-
tionally, discourse segmentation has been treated
either as an binary classification problem (Sori-
cut and Marcu, 2003; Fisher and Roark, 2007)
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Figure 3: Our neural discourse segmentation model for
the same synthetic sentence as in Figure 2. Words in
red color denote boundary words.

or as a sequence labeling problem (Wang et al.,
2018). Recently, Li et al. (2018) show the bene-
fits of using pointer networks over previous meth-
ods for this task, achieving state-of-the-art results.
In our work, we adopt their approach and ad-
vance the state-of-the-art further by simple modifi-
cations. More importantly, this framework allows
us to train the discourse segmenter and the parser
jointly with a shared encoder.

Model Description. Figure 3 depicts the archi-
tecture of our segmenter. Similar to our parser
(Figure 2), the encoder of our segmentation model
reads the whole sentence and transforms it into a
sequence of hidden states. Then, at each time step,
the decoder receives an encoder state correspond-
ing to the first token of a segment currently being
processed, and produces a decoder state which is
in turn used to compute a distribution (attention)
over all valid positions of the input sentence.

The encoder and the decoder have the same ar-
chitecture as in (Li et al., 2018) with the follow-
ing key improvements. First, following the same
idea as in our parser, the decoder takes the en-
coder states as the input instead of word embed-
dings. Second, similar to our parser, we adopt
dot product attention instead of an additive atten-
tion. Dot product attention is simple yet power-
ful, while using fewer parameters (Vaswani et al.,
2017). Third, instead of simple look-up based em-
bedding methods such as Glove, we use the con-
textual embedding ELMo that captures rich con-
textual information.

We train the model by minimizing the pointing
loss with an L2-regularization on the weights.

LSEG(θS) = −
J∑

j=1

logPθS (yj |y<j ,X)+
λ

2
‖θS‖22

(9)

Figure 4: Joint training for segmentation and parsing.

where θS represents the model parameters and J
is the number of EDUs in a sentence.

4.1 Joint and End-to-End Training
One crucial advantage of our framework is that it
allows us to train the segmentation and the pars-
ing models simultaneously and/or in an end-to-end
fashion, while sharing a common encoder. Intu-
itively, both discourse segmentation and parsing
can benefit from each other – a plausible segmen-
tation can result in a plausible parse and vice versa.
Such multitask learning was not possible in a non-
neural setup and the two discourse analysis tasks
have always been considered independently.

Figure 4 depicts the schematic diagram of our
joint training process. The segmentation and the
parsing models share a common encoder while
having two separate decoders for the two tasks.
The training objective can be written as:

L(θ) = LSEG(θ) + Ls(θ) + Ll(θ) +
λ

2
‖θ‖22 (10)

where θ denotes the parameters of our joint model.

5 Experiments

In this section, we present our experiments on dis-
course segmentation and parsing.

5.1 Datasets
We train and evaluate our models on the standard
RST Discourse Treebank (RST-DT) corpus (Carl-
son et al., 2002). RST-DT contains discourse an-
notations for 385 news articles from Penn Tree-
bank (Marcus et al., 1994). The training data con-
tains 347 documents (7673 sentences) and the test
data contains 38 documents (991 sentences). In
addition, 53 documents (1208 sentences) were an-
notated by two human annotators, which we use to
compute human agreement scores.

Since we focus on sentence-level discourse
analysis, we follow the same setup as Soricut and
Marcu (2003); Joty et al. (2012). For segmenta-
tion, we utilize all 7673 sentences for training and
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991 sentences for testing. For parsing, we extract
sentence-level DTs from a document-level DT by
finding the subtrees that span over the respective
sentences. This gives 7321 sentence-level DTs for
training, 951 for testing, and 1114 for getting hu-
man agreements. These numbers match the num-
bers reported by Joty et al. (2012). We randomly
selected 10% of the data from the training set for
hyperparameter tuning.

5.2 Discourse Segmentation Experiments

Settings. We compare our segmenter with five
baselines: SPADE segmenter (Soricut and Marcu,
2003), F&R (Fisher and Roark, 2007), JCN (Joty
et al., 2012), SegBot (Li et al., 2018), and WLY
(Wang et al., 2018). Following the standard, we
measure F1-score based on the segmenter’s ability
to find the intra-sentential segment boundaries.

When we evaluate the WLY segmenter on the
standard test set using their released pretrained
model,1 we get much lower results (90.5 F1) than
what they report in their paper (94.3 F1). Upon in-
vestigation, we found that their experimental set-
ting does not match with the standard one. Par-
ticularly, when extracting the sentences from the
RST-DT dataset, instead of using gold tokeniza-
tion, they use an automatic tokenizer, which gives
fewer sentences – 865 test sentences instead of 991
and 6132 training sentences instead of 7673. This
makes the scores artificially high.2

For a fair comparison with our model, we train
and evaluate WLY and SegBot on the same dataset
setting, and report the mean and standard devia-
tion of five runs, each run with a different random
seed. WLY uses ELMo embeddings, which we
also use in our model. To train our model, we use
Adam optimizer with a batch size of 80. We apply
0.2 dropout rate to the encoder and the decoder.
The hidden sizes of the encoder, the decoder and
the classifier are all set to 64. See Appendix for a
complete list of hyperparameter settings. In all our
experiments when comparing two systems, we use
the paired t-test to measure statistical significance.

Results. Table 1 shows our segmentation results.
As mentioned in Section 4, we implemented three
key improvements on the top of (Li et al., 2018).
Using encoder hidden states as decoder inputs and
adopting dot product as the attention score func-
tion together gives 0.40%-7.29% relative improve-

1https://github.com/PKU-TANGENT/NeuralEDUSeg
2We confirmed this by communicating with the authors.

Approach Precision Recall F1

Human Agreement 98.5 98.2 98.3

Baselines
SPADE (Soricut and Marcu, 2003) 83.8 86.8 85.2
F&R (Fisher and Roark, 2007) 91.3 89.7 90.5
JCN (Joty et al., 2012) 88.0 92.3 90.1
SegBotglove (Li et al., 2018) 91.08±0.46 91.03±0.42 91.05±0.11
WLYELMo (Wang et al., 2018) 92.04±0.43 94.41±0.53 93.21±0.33

Our Segmenter
Pointer Net (Glove) 90.55±0.33 92.29±0.09 91.41±0.21
Pointer Net (BERT) 92.05±0.44 95.03±0.28 93.51±0.16
Pointer Net (ELMo) 94.12±0.20? 96.63±0.12? 95.35±0.10?

+ Joint training 93.34±0.23? 97.88±0.16? 95.55±0.13?

Table 1: Discourse segmentation results. Superscript
? indicates the model is significantly superior to the
WLYELMo model with a p-value < 0.01.

ment in F1 over the first four baselines. Using
ELMo, our segmenter outperforms all the base-
lines in all three measures. We achieve 2.3%-
11.9%, 2.4%-11.3% and 2.3%-12.3% relative im-
provements in F1, Recall and Precision, respec-
tively. Jointly training with the parser improves
this further (95.55 F1). It is worthwhile to men-
tion that our segmenter’s performance of 95.55 F1

is very close to the human agreement of 98.3 F1.
ELMo, as a transfer learning method, provides no-
table improvements. A similar observation was re-
ported in (Wang et al., 2018). Surprisingly, the re-
sults with BERT were not as good. We suspect this
is due to BERT’s special tokenization.

5.3 Discourse Parsing Experiments

Settings. We evaluate our parser in two differ-
ent settings: (a) parsing with gold segmentation,
and (b) parsing with our automatic segmenta-
tion or end-to-end evaluation. In the first set-
ting, we compare our results with SPADE (Sori-
cut and Marcu, 2003), DCRF (Joty et al., 2012),
DPLP (Ji and Eisenstein, 2014), and the most re-
cent 2-Stage Parser (Wang et al., 2017). SPADE
and DCRF are both sentence-level parsers. How-
ever, DPLP and 2-Stage Parser are document-level
parsers, and they do not report sentence-level per-
formance. For DPLP, we feed the parser one sen-
tence at a time to get a sentence-level DT. The 2-
Stage Parser constructs a tree in multiple stages
– first sentence-level, then paragraph-level, and
finally document-level. We ran their parser to
generate all the document-level DTs in the test
set, from which we extract the sentence-level DTs
to evaluate. By our count, this gives 881 valid
sentence-level trees as opposed to 951. This is be-
cause like their discourse segmenter (WLY), they
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Approach Span Nuclearity Relation

Human Agreement 95.7 90.4 83.0

Baselines
SPADE (Soricut and Marcu, 2003) 93.5 85.8 67.6
DCRF (Joty et al., 2012) 94.6 86.9 77.1
DPLP (Ji and Eisenstein, 2014) 93.5 81.3 70.5
2-Stage Parser (Wang et al., 2017) 95.6 87.8 77.6

Our Parser
Stack Pointer (ELMo-medium) 96.37 89.04? 79.03?

Stack Pointer (ELMo-large) 96.86? 90.77? 81.12?

+ Partial tree information 96.94? 90.89? 81.28?

+ Joint training 97.44? 91.34? 81.70?

Table 2: Parsing results with gold segmentation. Su-
perscript ? indicates the model is significantly superior
to the 2-Stage Parser with a p-value < 0.01.

use an automatic tokenizer instead of gold tok-
enization. We evaluate their parser based on these
881 sentences. This is also what the authors sug-
gested when contacted.

In our second setting for full system evalua-
tion, we compare with the two existing end-to-end
systems, SPADE and DCRF. The hyperparameters
(learning rate, batch size, layer size) of our models
in these two settings remain almost the same as the
segmentation model (see Appendix for details).

Metric and Relation Labels. We evaluate the
performance by using the standard unlabeled
(Span) and labeled (Nuclearity, Relation) micro-
averaged precision, recall and F1-score as de-
scribed in (Marcu, 2000). For brevity, we report
only the F1-scores here. Following previous work,
we use the same 18 relations as used by previous
studies, and we also attach the nuclearity statuses
(NS, SN, NN) to these relations, giving a total of
39 distinctive relation labels.

Results with Gold Segmentation. We present
the results in Table 2. Our base model
(with ELMo-medium) outperforms all the exist-
ing methods to date in all three tasks. We achieve
an absolute 1.43 F1 improvement on the most dif-
ficult task of relation labeling, compared to the
2-stage parser (SOTA). Notably, the F1 score of
96.37 for Span of our base model even exceeds
the human agreement (F1 score of 95.7) on the
doubly-annotated data. As it ought to be, incor-
porating full-size ELMo boosts the performance
in three tasks.

Our parser yields further improvements (+0.16
F1 in Relation) by exploiting partial tree informa-
tion generated in previous steps. The key compo-
nent contributing to this improvement is the self-

Figure 5: Confusion matrix for 14 most frequent
relation labels: EXPLANATION, TEMPORAL,
COMPARISON, ELABORATION, CONDITION,
ATTRIBUTION, CONTRAST, CAUSE, SAME-
UNIT, JOINT, SUMMARY, ENABLEMENT,
MANNER-MEANS, and BACKGROUND.

attention over original decoder inputs with partial
tree information as described in Section 3.3

Thanks to the pointer network as the back-
bone of our model, we are able to train our seg-
menter and parser jointly by sharing the same en-
coder. The last row of Table 2 shows the re-
sults when we train the model jointly, and feed the
parser with gold EDU segmentation during infer-
ence. The performance is improved further with
joint training, achieving 97.44, 91.34, 81.70 F1

score, in Span, Nuclearity and Relation, respec-
tively. The results accord with our assumption
that discourse segmentation and parsing may ben-
efit from each other. Our parser surpasses hu-
man agreement in span and nuclearity. We are
also approaching human agreement in the most
difficult task of relation labeling. We show a
confusion matrix for the relation labels in Fig-
ure 5. We see that our model gets confused be-
tween relations that are semantically similar (e.g.,
CAUSE vs. EXPLANATION, COMPARISON
vs. CONTRAST, and TEMPORAL vs. JOINT).

Remark: We observe that the relation labels in
RST-DT are highly imbalanced, which makes the
task harder. Therefore, we experimented with a
variant of our parser where we had a separate clas-
sifier for nuclearity prediction, leaving 18 labels
for relation classifier instead of 39. This model
gave 96.74, 90.38, and 80.89 F1 in Span, Nucle-
arity and Relation, respectively, which are lower
than what we get by having a single classifier.

3Simple averaging of the vectors did not show any gain.
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Approach Span Nuclearity Relation

Baselines
SPADE (Soricut and Marcu, 2003) 76.7 70.2 58.0
DCRF (Joty et al., 2012) 82.4 76.6 67.5

Our Model
Stack Pointer (Pipeline) 91.14? 85.80? 76.94?

Stack Pointer (Joint training) 91.75? 86.38? 77.52?

Table 3: Parsing results with automatic segmentation.
Superscript ? indicates the model is significantly supe-
rior to the DCRF model with a p-value < 0.01.

Jointly modeling nuclearity and relation enforces
the constraint that certain relations can have cer-
tain nuclearity orientations. For example, Elabo-
ration and Attribution are mono-nuclear (takes ei-
ther NS or SN), and SameUnit and Joint are multi-
nuclear relations (takes only NN).

End-to-End Performance. Table 3 shows the
results of our model and the two baselines. First,
we use our segmenter followed by our best parser
(independently trained) in a pipeline. The perfor-
mance of this system is significantly better com-
pared to the baselines. Against the best baseline
(DCRF), it yields 8.74%, 9.2%, 9.44% absolute
improvements in Span, Nuclearity, Relation, re-
spectively. We push the performance even further
by joint training of the segmenter and parser as in
Figure 4. Notice that the performance on Relation
(77.5 F1) is even better than the DCRF model with
gold segmentation (77.1 F1) in Table 2.

5.4 Run Time Analysis

As noted earlier, both our segmenter and parser
operate in linear time with respect to the number
of input units. We compare the speed (sentences
per second) of our systems against other base-
lines in Table 4 from a practical viewpoint. We
test all the systems with the same 100 sentences
randomly selected from our test set on our ma-
chine (CPU: Intel Xeon W-2133, GPU: NVIDIA
GTX 1080Ti). We include the model loading time
for all the systems.4 Since SPADE and CODRA
need to extract a handful of features, they are typi-
cally slower than the neural models which use pre-
trained embeddings. In addition, CODRA’s DCRF
parser has a O(n3) inference time. Our segmenter

4As a neural model, WLY should be faster than the num-
ber we report. We retest both WLY and our model by ex-
cluding the model loading time. The speed of WLY and our
segmenter are 157.80 sents/s and 181.30 sents/s, respectively.
This could be because the two models are implemented in dif-
ferent frameworks (WLY: TensorFlow, ours: PyTorch).

System Speed (Sents/s) Speedup

Only Segmenter
CODRA (Joty et al., 2015) 3.06 1.0x
WLY (Wang et al., 2018) 4.30 1.4x
SPADE (Soricut and Marcu, 2003) 5.24 1.7x
Our (CPU) 12.05 3.9x
Our (GPU) 35.54 11.6x

Only Parser
SPADE (Soricut and Marcu, 2003) 5.07 1.0x
CODRA (Joty et al., 2015) 7.77 1.5x
Our (CPU) 12.57 2.5x
Our (GPU) 30.45 6.0x

End-to-End (Segmenter→ Parser)
CODRA (Joty et al., 2015) 3.05 1.0x
SPADE (Soricut and Marcu, 2003) 4.90 1.6x
Our (CPU) 11.99 3.9x
Our (GPU) 28.96 9.5x

Table 4: Speed comparison of our systems with other
open-sourced systems.

is 6.8x faster than SPADE. Compared to CODRA
(the fastest parser as of yet), our parser is 3.9x
faster. Finally, our end-to-end system is 5.9x faster
than the fastest system out there (SPADE), making
our system not only effective but also highly effi-
cient. Even when tested only on CPU, our model
is faster than all the other models.

6 Conclusions

We have proposed a unified framework for
sentence-level discourse analysis based on pointer
networks that constructs a discourse tree in lin-
ear time. Both our segmenter and parser achieve
state-of-the-art results outperforming existing sys-
tems by a wide margin, without using any hand-
crafted features. We also train the segmenter and
the parser jointly through the encoder-decoder ar-
chitecture and improve the results further. Apart
from the effectiveness, our system is 6 times faster
than the fastest available system.

Based on what we have done so far, it is natural
for us to move our focus from sentence-level to
document-level RST parsing. Also, in the future,
we would like to investigate how our approach can
be generalized to other discourse frameworks such
as the Penn Discourse Treebank (PDTB).
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Abstract

It has been shown that implicit connectives can
be exploited to improve the performance of the
models for implicit discourse relation recogni-
tion (IDRR). An important property of the im-
plicit connectives is that they can be accurately
mapped into the discourse relations conveying
their functions. In this work, we explore this
property in a multi-task learning framework
for IDRR in which the relations and the con-
nectives are simultaneously predicted, and the
mapping is leveraged to transfer knowledge
between the two prediction tasks via the em-
beddings of relations and connectives. We pro-
pose several techniques to enable such knowl-
edge transfer that yield the state-of-the-art per-
formance for IDRR on several settings of the
benchmark dataset (i.e., the Penn Discourse
Treebank dataset).

1 Introduction

Discourse parsing reveals the discourse units (i.e.,
text spans, sentences, clauses) of the documents
and how such units are related to each others to
improve the coherence. This work focuses on
the task of implicit discourse relation recogni-
tion (IDRR), aiming to identify the discourse rela-
tions (i.e., cause, contrast) between adjacent text
spans in documents. IDRR is a fundamental prob-
lem in discourse analysis (Knott, 2014; Webber
et al., 1999) with important applications on ques-
tion answering (Liakata et al., 2013; Jansen et al.,
2014) and text summarization (Gerani et al., 2014;
Yoshida et al., 2014), to name a few. Due it its
importance, IDRR is being studied actively in the
literature, leading to the recent advances for this
problem based on deep learning (Chen et al., 2016;
Qin et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2016; Lan et al.,
2017; Dai and Huang, 2018).

∗Corresponding author.

Consider the two following text spans (called
arguments) taken from (Qin et al., 2017) as an ex-
ample:

Argument 1: Never mind.
Argument 2: You already know the answer.
An IDRR model should be able to recognize

that argument 2 is the cause of argument 1 (i.e.,
the Cause relation) in this case. This is a chal-
lenging problem as the models need to rely solely
on the text of the arguments to predict accurate
discourse relations. The problem would become
more manageable if connective/marker cues (i.e.,
“but”, “so”) are provided to connect the two argu-
ments according to their discourse relations (Qin
et al., 2017). In the example above, it is bene-
ficial for the models to know that “because” can
be a connective of the two arguments that is con-
sistent with their discourse relation (i.e., Cause).
In fact, a human annotator can also benefit from
the connectives between arguments when he or she
needs to assign discourse relations for pairs of ar-
guments (Qin et al., 2017). This is demonstrated
in the Penn Discourse Treebank dataset (PDTB)
(Prasad et al., 2008), a major benchmark dataset
for IDRR, where the annotators first inject the con-
nectives between the arguments (called the “im-
plicit connectives”) to aid the relation assignment
of the arguments later (Qin et al., 2017).

Motivated by the relevance of connectives for
IDRR, some recent work on deep learning has ex-
plored methods to transfer the knowledge from the
implicit connectives to support discourse relation
prediction using the multi-task learning frame-
works (Qin et al., 2017; Bai and Zhao, 2018).
The typical approach is to simultaneously pre-
dict the discourse relations and the implicit con-
nectives for the input arguments in which the
model parameters for the two prediction tasks are
shared/tied to allow the knowledge transfer (Liu
et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2016; Lan et al., 2017;
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Bai and Zhao, 2018). Unfortunately, such multi-
task learning models for IDRR share the limi-
tation of failing to exploit the mapping between
the implicit connectives and the discourse rela-
tions. In particular, each implicit connective in the
PDTB dataset can be naturally mapped into the
corresponding discourse relations based on their
semantics that can be further employed to trans-
fer the knowledge from the connectives to the re-
lations. For instance, in the PDTB dataset, the
connective “consequently” uniquely corresponds
to the relation cause while the connective “in con-
trast” can be associated with the relation compar-
ison. In this work, we argue that the knowledge
transfer facilitated by such a connective-relation
mapping can indeed help to improve the perfor-
mance of the multi-task learning models for IDRR
with deep learning. Consequently, in order to ex-
ploit the connective-relation mapping, we propose
to embed the implicit connectives and the dis-
course relations into the same space that would be
used to transfer the knowledge between connec-
tive and relation predictions via the mapping. We
introduce several mechanisms to encourage both
knowledge sharing and representation distinction
for the embeddings of the connectives and rela-
tions for IDRR. In the experiments, we extensively
demonstrate that the novel embeddings of connec-
tives and relations along with the proposed mech-
anisms significantly improve the multi-task learn-
ing models for IDRR. We achieve the state-of-the-
art performance for IDRR over several settings of
the benchmark dataset PDTB.

2 Related Work

There have been many research on IDRR since the
creation of the PDTB dataset (Prasad et al., 2008).
The early work has manually designed various
features for IDRR (Pitler et al., 2009; Lin et al.,
2009; Wang et al., 2010; Zhou et al., 2010; Braud
and Denis, 2015; Lei et al., 2018) while the recent
approach has applied deep learning to significantly
improve the performance of IDRR (Zhang et al.,
2015; Ji et al., 2015a; Chen et al., 2016; Liu et al.,
2016; Qin et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2016; Cai and
Zhao, 2017; Lan et al., 2017; Wu et al., 2017; Dai
and Huang, 2018; Kishimoto et al., 2018).

The most related work to ours in this pa-
per involves the multi-task learning models for
IDRR that employ connectives as the auxiliary
labels for the prediction of the discourse rela-

tions. For the feature-based approach, (Zhou et al.,
2010) employ a pipelined approach to first pre-
dict the connectives and then assign discourse re-
lations accordingly while (Lan et al., 2013) use the
connective-relation mapping to automatically gen-
erate synthetic data. For the recent work on deep
learning for IDRR, (Liu et al., 2016; Wu et al.,
2016; Lan et al., 2017; Bai and Zhao, 2018) si-
multaneously predict connectives and relations as-
suming the shared parameters of the deep learn-
ing models while (Qin et al., 2017) develop ad-
versarial networks to encourage the relation mod-
els to mimic the features learned from the connec-
tive incorporation. However, none of these work
employs embeddings of connectives and relations
to transfer knowledge with the connective-relation
mapping and deep learning as we do in this work.

3 Model

Let A1 and A2 be the two input arguments (essen-
tially text spans with sequences of words). The
goal of IDRR is to predict the discourse relation r
for these two arguments among the n possibilities
in the discourse relation set R (|R| = n). Follow-
ing the prior work on IDRR (Qin et al., 2017; Bai
and Zhao, 2018), we focus on the PDTB dataset in
this work. In PDTB, besides the discourse relation
r, each argument pair is also associated with an
implicit connective c to aid the relation prediction.
The set of possible implicit connectives is denoted
as C (|C| = k) in PDTB.

In the following, we first describe the multi-
task learning framework for IDRR to employ both
training signals r and c forA1 andA2, and present
the novel mechanisms for knowledge transfer with
connective and relation embeddings afterward.

3.1 Multi-task Learning for IDRR

The multi-task learning model for IDRR aims to
predict the discourse relations and the implicit
connectives simultaneously in a single training
process so the knowledge from the connective pre-
diction can be transferred to the relation prediction
to improve the performance. In particular, the ar-
guments A1 and A2 are first consumed by a neural
network model M (called the encoder model) to
generate a representation vector V =M(A1, A2).
In the previous work on multi-task learning for
IDRR, this representation vector V would be used
to compute the probability distributions for both
connective and relation predictions based on two
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task-specific neural networks with softmax layers.
In our multi-task learning model, the represen-

tation vector V is also fed into two feed-forward
neural networks Fr and Fc to compute the repre-
sentation vectors Vr and Vc specific to the predic-
tions of the relation r and the connective c respec-
tively (i.e., Vr = Fr(V ) ∈ Rd and Vc = Fc(V ) ∈
Rd where d is the dimension of the vectors). How-
ever, instead of directly normalizing Vr and Vc
with softmax layers, we employ two embedding
matrices Er ∈ Rn×d and Ec ∈ Rk×d for the rela-
tions and connectives respectively. These vectors
are multiplied with the representation vectors Vr
and Vc to produce the scores for the possibilities,
eventually being normalized by the softmax lay-
ers to obtain the probability distributions Pr and
Pc over the relation set R and the connective set
C for prediction: Pr = softmax(ErVr) ∈ Rn and
Pc = softmax(EcVc) ∈ Rk. To train the model,
we jointly minimize the negative log-likelihood
for the relation r and the connective c:

L = − log(Pr[r])− log(Pc[c]) (1)

Note that the embedding matrices Er and Ec are
initialized randomly and updated as model param-
eters in the training process, and the implicit con-
nectives are only required in the training phase.

The description of the multi-task learning
framework so far is agnostic to the encoder model
M to generate the vector representation V for A1

and A2. In order to ensure a fair comparison
with the recent work on multi-task learning for
IDRR, in this work, we employ the best encoder
model M presented in (Bai and Zhao, 2018), a re-
cent state-of-the-art multi-task learning model for
this problem. We refer the reader to (Bai and
Zhao, 2018) for the full description of the en-
coder. Essentially, this encoder first converts the
words in the arguments A1 and A2 into vectors
using the word embedding word2vec in (Mikolov
et al., 2013b), the word embedding ELMo in (Pe-
ters et al., 2018) and the subword embeddings.
This transforms the arguments into matrices that
are sent to stacks of convolutional neural networks
(Nguyen and Grishman, 2015a,b) augmented with
gated linear units and residual connections. Each
CNN layer produces two hidden matrices corre-
sponding to the two input arguments over which
the co-attention and max-pooling mechanisms are
applied to obtain a part of the representation vector
V with the current CNN layer.

3.2 Knowledge Transferring via Relation and
Connective Embeddings

As we have mentioned in the introduction, each
implicit connective in C can be associated with
a set of discourse relations that capture its main
discourse functions. For instance, in the PDTB
dataset, we find that 53% of the implicit connec-
tives only corresponds to one discourse relation
while the other 44% appears with two discourse
relations. Our intuition is to employ such corre-
spondence between connectives and relations to
link the similar concepts in the two prediction
tasks to promote knowledge transfer. As the con-
nectives and relations are embedded via Er and
Ec in this work, we can rely on such embeddings
to enforce the similarity of the corresponding con-
nectives and relations in the training process.

Formally, for each connective ci ∈ C, let Ri
be the relation subset of R that can be paired with
ci in the correspondence. In order to transfer the
knowledge from the connective prediction to the
relation prediction, we propose to encourage the
embedding of ci to be similar to the embeddings
of the relations in Ri, leading to the following loss
function to be minimized:

L1 =
k∑

i=1

∑

rj∈Ri

‖Ec[ci]− Er[rj ]‖2 (2)

where ‖.‖ is the L2 norm of a vector, and Ec[ci]
and Er[rj ] denote the embeddings of the connec-
tive ci and the relation rj respectively.

The constraint in Equation 2 can have degen-
erate solutions where the embeddings of the con-
nectives corresponding to some relation all have
the same embeddings as the relation embedding.
In order to avoid this trivial solution, we propose
to add another constraint to ensure that the embed-
dings of the connectives of the same relation to be
different. Formally, for each relation ri ∈ R, let
Ci be the subset of connectives of C that can cor-
respond to ri andECi

c be the matrix containing the
embeddings of the connectives in Ci from Ec. We
achieve the difference between the embeddings of
the connectives by minimizing:

L2 =
n∑

i=1

‖ECi
c (ECi

c )T − I‖2F (3)

where ‖.‖F is the Frobenius norm, I is an identity
matrix, and (ECi

c )T is the transpose matrix ofECi
c .
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The objective of the terms in Equation 3 is to en-
courage the matrices ECi

c to be orthogonal where
each connective embedding captures different se-
mantic aspects (Lin et al., 2017).

Finally, as the discourse relations in IDRR tend
to characterize different functions in documents,
we apply a similar constraint as Equation 3 on the
relation embedding matrix Er to promote the di-
versity of the relation embeddings with the follow-
ing penalization term:

L3 = ‖ErETr − I‖2F (4)

Note that the embedding vectors in the matrices
ECi
c and Er in Equations 3 and 4 are normalized

before being used in the loss functions.
Eventually, the overall objective function of the

multi-task learning framework in this work would
be the weighted sum of the terms in Equations 1,
2, 3 and 4:

O = L+ λ1L1 + λ2L2 + λ3L3

where λ1, λ2 and λ3 are the trade-off parameters.
This concludes the presentation of the model in
this work. We note that the proposed technique
with transfer learning via connective and relation
embeddings is general and can be applied on top
of any multi-task learning models for IDRR to fur-
ther improve their performance.

4 Experiments

4.1 Dataset, Resources and Parameters
We evaluate the models in this work on PDTB 2.0,
one of the largest datasets that is commonly used
for IDRR research. PDTB involves three levels
of senses (relations): level 1 for 4 classes of re-
lations, level 2 for 16 types of relations and level
3 for subtypes. We consider different settings for
PDTB that have been studied in the previous re-
search to achieve a comparable and comprehen-
sive comparison, including the one-versus-others
binary classifications for the first level (leading to
four different datasets for the relations Compari-
son, Contingency, Expansion and Temporal), the
muti-class classification setting for the first level
(i.e., 4-way classification) and the multi-class clas-
sification for the second level (i.e., 11-way classi-
fication for the most popular types) (Pitler et al.,
2009; Ji and Eisenstein, 2015b; Qin et al., 2017).
Each setting has its own training, development and
test datasets. For the 11-way classification setting,

we further consider two popular ways to split the
PDTB dataset, i.e., PDTB-Lin in (Lin et al., 2009)
that use sections 2-21, 22 and 23 for the training,
development and test datasets respectively, and
PDTB-Ji (Ji and Eisenstein, 2015b; Bai and Zhao,
2018) where sections 2-20, 0-1, and 21-22 consti-
tute the training, development and test datasets. In
order to obtain the mapping between connectives
and relations in the datasets, we rely on the asso-
ciation of the implicit connectives and relations in
the examples of the training datasets.

We employ the same parameters and resources
for the encoder model M as those in (Bai and
Zhao, 2018) to achieve a fair comparison. We tune
the dimension d of the relation and connective em-
beddings, and the trade-off parameters (λ1, λ2, λ3)
on the development sets for the aforementioned
settings of the PDTB datasets, leading to d = 80
for different settings, and (λ1, λ2, λ3) = (0.1, 0.01,
0.1), (0.01, 0.01, 0.01) and (1, 1, 1) for the binary,
4-way and 11-way classification experiments re-
spectively. Following (Bai and Zhao, 2018), we
use the Adagrad optimizer with learning rate =
0.001 to optimize the models in this work.

4.2 Comparing to the State of the Art

This section compares our proposed model with
the current state-of-the-art models for IDRR. In
particular, Table 1 reports the performance of the
models for the one-versus-other binary classifica-
tion settings while Table 2 shows the performance
of the models for the multi-class classification set-
tings (i.e., 4-way and 11-way with PDTB-Lin and
PDTB-Ji) on the corresponding test sets.

System Comp Cont Exp Temp
(Pitler et al., 2009) 21.96 47.13 - 16.76
(Zhang et al., 2015) 33.22 52.04 69.59 30.54
(Chen et al., 2016) 40.17 54.76 - 31.32
(Qin et al., 2016b) 41.55 57.32 71.50 35.43
(Liu et al., 2016) 37.91 55.88 69.97 37.17
(Liu and Li, 2016b) 36.70 54.48 70.43 38.84
(Zhang et al., 2016) 35.88 50.56 71.48 29.54
(Qin et al., 2017) 40.87 54.56 72.38 36.20
(Lan et al., 2017) 40.73 58.96 72.47 38.50
(Dai and Huang, 2018) 46.79 57.09 70.41 45.61
(Lei et al., 2018) 43.24 57.82 72.88 29.10
(Guo et al., 2018) 40.35 56.81 72.11 38.65
(Bai and Zhao, 2018) 47.85 54.47 70.60 36.87
This work 48.44 56.84 73.66 38.60

Table 1: System performance (F1) for the binary clas-
sification settings.
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System 4-way PDTB-Lin PDTB-Ji
(Lin et al., 2009) - 40.20 -
(Ji and Eisenstein, 2015b) - - 44.59
(Qin et al., 2016) - 43.81 45.04
(Liu and Li, 2016b) 46.29 - -
(Qin et al., 2017) - 44.65 46.23
(Lan et al., 2017) 47.80 - -
(Dai and Huang, 2018) 51.84 - -
(Lei et al., 2018) 47.15 - -
(Guo et al., 2018) 47.59 - -
(Bai and Zhao, 2018) 51.06 45.73 48.22
This work 53.00 46.48 49.95

Table 2: System performance for the multi-class clas-
sification settings (i.e., F1 for 4-way and Accuracy for
PDTB-Lin and PDTB-Ji as in the prior work). Our
model is significantly better than the others (p < 0.05).

The first observation from these tables is that
the proposed model is significantly better than the
model in (Bai and Zhao, 2018) over all the dataset
settings (with p < 0.05) with large performance
gap. As the proposed model is developed on top
of the model in (Bai and Zhao, 2018), this is a di-
rect comparison and demonstrates the benefit of
the embeddings for relations and connectives as
well as the transfer learning mechanisms for IDRR
in this work. Second, the proposed model achieves
the state-of-the-art performance on the multi-class
classification settings (i.e., Table 2) and two set-
tings for binary classification (i.e., Comparison
and Expansion). The performance gaps between
the proposed method and the other methods on
the multi-class classification datasets (i.e., Table
2) are large and clearly testify to the advantage of
the proposed model for IDRR.

4.3 Ablation Study

The multi-task learning framework in this work in-
volves three penalization terms (i.e., L1, L2 and
L3 in Equations 2, 3 and 4). In order to illustrate
the contribution of these terms, Table 3 presents
the test set performance of the proposed model
when different combinations of the terms are em-
ployed for the multi-class classification settings.

The row with “None” in the table corresponds
to the proposed model where none of the penaliza-
tion terms (L1, L2 and L3) is used, reducing to the
model in (Bai and Zhao, 2018) that is augmented
with the connective and relation embeddings. As
we can see from the table, the embeddings of con-
nectives and relations can only slightly improve
the performance of the model in (Bai and Zhao,
2018), necessitating the penalization terms L1, L2

System 4-way PDTB-Lin PDTB-Ji
L1 + L2 + L3 53.00 46.48 49.95
L1 + L2 52.18 46.08 49.28
L1 + L3 52.31 45.30 49.57
L2 + L3 52.57 44.91 49.86
L1 51.11 46.21 49.09
L2 50.38 45.56 47.83
L3 52.52 45.69 49.09
None 51.62 45.82 48.60

Table 3: System performance with different combina-
tions ofL1, L2 andL3 (i.e., F1 for 4-way and Accuracy
for PDTB-Lin and PDTB-Ji as in prior work). “None”:
not using any term.

andL3 to facilitate the knowledge transfer and fur-
ther improve the performance. From the table, it
is also clear that each penalization term is impor-
tant for the proposed model as eliminating any of
them would worsen the performance. Combining
the three penalization terms results in the best per-
formance for IDRR in this work.

5 Conclusion

We present a novel multi-task learning model for
IDRR with deep learning. Our proposed model
features the embeddings of the implicit connec-
tives and discourse relations, and the three penal-
ization terms to encourage the knowledge shar-
ing between the prediction tasks. We achieve
the state-of-the-art performance on different set-
tings for the popular dataset PDTB for IDRR.
In the future work, we plan to extend the idea
of multi-task learning/transfer learning with label
embeddings to the problems in information ex-
traction (e.g., event detection, relation extraction,
entity mention detection) (Nguyen and Grishman,
2015a,b, 2016d; Nguyen et al., 2016a,b,c; Nguyen
and Nguyen, 2018b, 2019). In these problems, the
labels are often organized in the hierarchies (e.g.,
types, subtypes) and the label embeddings can ex-
ploit such hierarchies to transfer the knowledge
between different label-specific prediction tasks.
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Abstract

When a speaker, Mary, asks Do you know that
Florence is packed with visitors?, we take her
to believe that Florence is packed with visitors,
but not if she asks Do you think that Florence
is packed with visitors? Inferring speaker
commitment (aka event factuality) is crucial
for information extraction and question an-
swering. Here we explore the hypothesis that
linguistic deficits drive the error patterns of
speaker commitment models by analyzing the
linguistic correlates of model errors on a chal-
lenging naturalistic dataset. We evaluate two
state-of-the-art speaker commitment models
on the CommitmentBank, an English dataset
of naturally occurring discourses. The Com-
mitmentBank is annotated with speaker com-
mitment towards the content of the comple-
ment (Florence is packed with visitors in our
example) of clause-embedding verbs (know,
think) under four entailment-canceling envi-
ronments. We found that a linguistically-
informed model outperforms a LSTM-based
one, suggesting that linguistic knowledge is
needed to capture such challenging naturalis-
tic data. A breakdown of items by linguistic
features reveals asymmetrical error patterns:
while the models achieve good performance
on some classes (e.g., negation), they fail to
generalize to the diverse linguistic construc-
tions (e.g., conditionals) in natural language,
highlighting directions for improvement.

1 Introduction

Prediction of speaker commitment1 is the task of
determining to what extent the speaker is com-
mitted to an event in a sentence as actual, non-
actual, or uncertain. This matters for downstream
NLP applications, such as information extraction

1Previous work uses event factuality, verdicality, or com-
mitted belief; the terms refer to the same linguistic phe-
nomenon, perhaps with different emphasis.

or question answering: for instance, we should ex-
tract from example (1) in Table 1 that the speaker
could wish someone dead, but from (3) that people
should not be allowed to carry guns in their vehi-
cles, even though both events are embedded under
believe and negation.

There has been work on factors leading to
speaker commitment in theoretical linguistics (i.a.,
Karttunen (1971); Simons et al. (2010)) and com-
putational linguistics (i.a., Diab et al. (2009);
Saurı́ and Pustejovsky (2012); Prabhakaran et al.
(2015)), but mostly on constructed or newswire
examples, which may simplify the task by fail-
ing to reflect the lexical and syntactic diversity
of naturally occurring utterances. de Marneffe
et al. (2019) introduced the CommitmentBank,
a dataset of naturally occurring sentences anno-
tated with speaker commitment towards the con-
tent of complements of clause-embedding verbs
under canceling-entailment environments (nega-
tion, modal, question and conditional), to study the
linguistic correlates of speaker commitment. In
this paper, we use it to evaluate two state-of-the-art
(SoA) models of speaker commitment: Stanovsky
et al. (2017) and Rudinger et al. (2018). The Com-
mitmentBank, restricted to specific linguistic con-
structions, is a good test case. It allows us to eval-
uate whether current speaker commitment models
achieve robust language understanding, by analyz-
ing their performance on specific challenging lin-
guistic constructions.

2 The CommitmentBank corpus

The CommitmentBank2 consists of 1,200 natu-
rally occurring items involving clause-embedding
verbs under four entailment-canceling environ-
ments (negations, modals, questions, condition-

2The data is available at https://github.com/
mcdm/CommitmentBank
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Figure 1: Mean commitment scores in all of the CommitmentBank. Italicized verbs are factive, plain nonfactive.

(1) Context The answer is no, no no. Not now, not ever.
Target I never believed I could wish anyone dead︸ ︷︷ ︸

Gold:1.56, Rule-based:3.0, Hybrid: 0.50

but last night changed all that.

(2) Context Revenue is estimated at $18.6 million. The maker of document image processing equipment said the state procurement
division had declared FileNet in default on its contract with the secretary of state uniform commercial code division.

Target FileNet said it doesn’t believe the state has a valid basis of default and is reviewing its legal rights under the contract︸ ︷︷ ︸
Gold: -0.47, Rule-based: 3.0, Hybrid: 1.08

,

but said it can’t predict the outcome of the dispute.

(3) Context A: Yeah, that’s crazy. B: and then you come here in the Dallas area, um,
Target I don’t believe that people should be allowed to carry guns in their vehicled︸ ︷︷ ︸

Gold: -2.64, Rule-based: 3.0, Hybrid: 1.40

.

Table 1: Examples from the CommitmentBank, with gold scores and predictions from rule-based and hybrid
models. Embedding verbs in bold, entailment-canceling environments italicized. The gold score is the mean
annotators’ speaker commitment judgments towards the content of the complement.

als). Three genres are represented: newswire from
the Wall Street Journal (WSJ), fiction from the
British National Corpus, and dialog from Switch-
board. Each item consists of up to two context
sentences and one target sentence, as shown in Ta-
ble 1. For each item, speaker commitment judg-
ments were gathered on Mechanical Turk from at
least eight native English speakers. Participants
judged whether or not the speaker is certain that
the content of the complement in the target sen-
tence is true, using a Likert scale labeled at 3
points (+3/speaker is certain that the complement
is true, 0/speaker is not certain whether it is true or
false, -3/speaker is certain that it is false). We took
the mean annotations of each item as gold score
of speaker commitment. Figure 1 shows the mean
annotations per embedding verb.

Restricted set We identified a subset of the
CommitmentBank that displays high agreement
among annotators. We divided the range of in-
teger ratings [−3, 3] into three sub-ranges: [1, 3]
where the speaker is committed to the complement

p, 0 where the speaker is uncommitted towards p,
[−3,−1] where the speaker is committed to ¬p.
We selected the items for which at least 80% of
the annotations fall into the same sub-range. This
gives 556 items, with 37 clause-embedding verbs.
Figure 2 shows that the proportion of items with
different linguistic features in the restricted set is
similar to the proportion in the full set, suggest-
ing that the restricted set is representative of the
original data. The full CommitmentBank has a
Krippendorff’s α of 0.53, while α is 0.74 on the
restricted set.

3 Models of speaker commitment

We evaluate the performance of two speaker com-
mitment models on the CommitmentBank: a rule-
based model (Stanovsky et al., 2017) and a neural-
based one (Rudinger et al., 2018).

Rule-based model Stanovsky et al. (2017) pro-
posed a rule-based model based on a determinis-
tic algorithm based on TruthTeller (Lotan et al.,
2013), which uses a top-down approach on a de-
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Figure 2: Number of items with different features in
the full and restricted sets of the CommitmentBank.

pendency tree and predicts speaker commitment
score in [−3, 3] according to the implicative sig-
natures (Karttunen, 2012) of the predicates, and
whether the predicates are under the scope of
negation and uncertainty modifiers. For example,
refuse p entails ¬p, so the factuality of its comple-
ment p gets flipped if encountered.

Neural-based model Rudinger et al. (2018) in-
troduced three neural models for speaker commit-
ment: a linear biLSTM, a dependency tree biL-
STM, a hybrid model that ensembles the two.
Rudinger et al. (2018) also proposed a multi-
task training scheme in which a model is trained
on four factuality datasets: FactBank (Saurı́ and
Pustejovsky, 2009), UW (Lee et al., 2015), MEAN-
TIME (Minard et al., 2016) and UDS (Rudinger
et al., 2018), all with annotations on a [−3, 3]
scale. Each dataset has shared biLSTM weights
but specific regression parameters.

Reference datasets The FactBank, UW, and
MEANTIME datasets all consist of sentences from
news articles. Each event in FactBank was anno-
tated by 2 annotators, with 0.81 Cohen’s κ. UW
has 5 annotations for each event, and MEANTIME

has 6. UDS contains sentences from the English
Web Treebank (Bies et al., 2012), which con-
tains weblogs, newsgroups, emails, reviews, and
question-answers. It has 2 annotations for each
predicate, with 0.66 Cohen’s κ. All four datasets
have annotations biased towards +3, because (1)
they are newswire-heavy with sentences describ-
ing known factual events, and (2) most annotations
are for main-clause predicates instead of predi-
cates in an embedded clause.

Table 2 gives the number of predicates in each
dataset and state-of-the-art results obtained. Two
metrics were reported for both models: mean ab-
solute error (MAE), measuring the absolute fit,

# Predicate SoA
r MAE

FactBank 9,761 0.86 0.31
MEANTIME 1,395 0.61 0.23
UW 13,644 0.75 0.42
UDS 27,289 0.77 0.96

Table 2: The number of annotated predicates in each
dataset, and previous state-of-the-art performance. The
score on UW with MAE was obtained by Stanovsky
et al. (2017), while the other scores were obtained by
Rudinger et al. (2018).

and Pearson’s r correlation, measuring how well
the model captures variability in the data. Pear-
son’s r is considered more informative than MAE
because the reference sets are biased towards +3.

4 Evaluation

We evaluated the models of Stanovsky et al.
(2017) and Rudinger et al. (2018) on the Commit-
mentBank. We used Stanovsky et al. (2017)’s rule-
based annotator3 to get commitment ratings for
the embedded predicates of the target sentences.
Following Rudinger et al. (2018), we trained the
linear, tree, and hybrid biLSTM models using the
multi-task training scheme on the four factuality
datasets they used, which produced four predic-
tions. Following White et al. (2018), we used
cross-validated ridge regression to predict a final
score using the four predictions.

We include a majority baseline “All -2.0” (al-
ways predicting -2.0, since -2.0 is the most fre-
quent answer in the full and restricted Commit-
mentBank). The results are shown in Figure 3.
The rule-based model outperforms the biLSTM
models on the full set, but overall both SoA mod-
els do not perform very well on the Commitment-
Bank. As shown in Figure 3, the Commitment-
Bank is substantially more challenging for these
models than the reference datasets, with lower cor-
relation and higher absolute error rates than were
obtained for any of these other datasets.

5 Analysis

Focusing on the restricted set, we perform detailed
error analysis of the outputs of the rule-based and
hybrid biLSTM models, which achieved the best

3https://github.com/gabrielStanovsky/
unified-factuality
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Figure 3: Pearson r correlation and Mean Absolute Error (MAE) on All -2.0 baseline, Rule-based annotator
(Stanovsky et al., 2017), and three biLSTM models in Rudinger et al. (2018). Pearson r is undefined for All -2.0.
All correlations are statistically significant (p < 0.05).

r MAE
Feature Value Rule Hybr. Rule Hybr.

Embedding

Cond. NA 0.02 2.08 1.50
Modal -0.01 0.21 † 1.37 1.08
Negation 0.45 † 0.22 † 2.26 2.40
Question -0.22 0.29 † 2.35 1.25

Genre
Fiction 0.25 † 0.18 † 1.72 1.47
Dialog 0.50 † 0.21 † 2.27 2.23
News 0.14 0.10 2.94 2.10

Factive
Yes -0.14 0.23 † 1.58 1.20
No 0.49 † 0.25 † 2.23 2.16

NegRaising 0.04 -0.07 1.91 2.77

Table 3: Performance and number of items per feature.
The scores in bold indicate the classes on which each
model has the best performance (with respect to both
metrics). † marks statistical significance of Pearson’s
correlation (p < 0.05).

correlation. Table 3 shows performance for the
following linguistic features, and Figure 4 shows
scatterplots of gold judgments vs. predictions.

Embedding environment The rule-based
model can only capture inferences involving
negation (r = 0.45), while the hybrid model
performs more consistently across negation,
modal, and question (r ∼ 0.25). Both models
cannot handle inferences with conditionals.

The model’s performance on the negation items
also vary with respect to genre: the rule-based
model has significant correlations for fiction (r =
0.45) and dialog (r = 0.32), while the hybrid model
has correlations between 0.05 and 0.2 for all three
genres, none reaching significance. About 40%
of the modal and question items involve factive
verbs, therefore the performance of these environ-
ments also correlate with the models’ performance
on factive verbs (elaborated on below).

Genre Both models achieve the best correla-
tion on dialog (Switchboard), and the worst on
newswire (WSJ). The poor performance on WSJ
might be due to its scores in CommitmentBank be-
ing more widespread (reflected in Figure 4) than
annotations in the reference datasets (e.g., MEAN-
TIME), which tend to be biased towards +3. The
good performance of the rule-based model on dia-
log could be due to the fact that 70% of the items
in dialog are in a negation environment with a non-
factive verb.

Factive embedding verb Lexicalist theories
(i.a., Karttunen 1973; Heim 1983) predict that
complements of factive verbs are commitments of
the speaker. This tendency is reflected in Fig-
ures 1 and 4 where most sentences with factives
have higher mean commitment scores. Both mod-
els get better MAE on factives, but better cor-
relation on nonfactives. The improved MAE of
the rule-based model might be due to its use of
factive/implicative signatures. However, the poor
correlations suggest that neither model can ro-
bustly capture the variability in inference which
exists in sentences involving factive/nonfactive
verbs (see i.a. Beaver 2010; de Marneffe et al.
2019).

Neg-raising Within sentences with negation, we
examine the models’ performance on sentences
with “neg-raising” reading, where a negation
in the matrix clause (not {think/believe} p) is
interpreted as negating the complement clause
(think/believe not p), as in example (3) in Table 1
where we understand the speaker to be commit-
ted to people should not be allowed to carry guns
in their vehicles. We identify “neg-raising” items
as items with a negation embedding environment,
think or believe verb, and a negative commitment
score. There is almost no correlation between both
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Figure 4: Gold scores vs. model prediction. Each point
is a sentence. Lines show perfect predictions.

models’ predictions and gold judgments (Table 3),
suggesting that the models are not able to capture
neg-raising inferences.

Model behavior Figure 4 shows that the hybrid
model predictions are mostly positive, whereas the
rule-based model predictions are clustered at −3
and +3. This suggests that the rule-based model
cannot capture the gradience present in commit-
ment judgments, while the hybrid model struggles
to recognize negative commitments.

To better interpret the models’ outputs, we eval-
uate them in a classification setting. We use Gaus-
sian mixture models to obtain three clusters for the
mean gold scores and the predictions of both mod-
els. We assign the cluster with the highest mean to
+: speaker is certain that the complement is true,
the one with the lowest mean to -: speaker is cer-
tain that it is false, and the remaining one to o:
speaker is not certain about its truth. We report
precision, recall and F1 in Table 4. The rule-based
model predicts + by default unless it has clear ev-
idence (e.g., negation) for negative commitment.
This behavior is reflected in the high precision for
-. Both models perform well on + and -, but nei-
ther is able to identify no commitment (o).

6 Conclusion

Our evaluation of two SoA models for speaker
commitment on the CommitmentBank shows that
the models perform better on sentences with nega-

Precision Recall F1 Count
Rule Hybr. Rule Hybr. Rule Hybr.

+ 0.58 0.64 0.91 0.51 0.71 0.56 251
- 0.99 0.67 0.55 0.20 0.70 0.31 268
o 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.46 0 0.11 37

Total 0.74 0.61 0.67 0.35 0.66 0.41 556

Table 4: Classification performance of the models.

tion, and with nonfactive embedding verbs. How-
ever, they are not able to generalize to other lin-
guistic environments such as conditional, modal,
and neg-raising, which display inference patterns
that are important for information extraction. Both
models are able to identify the polarity of commit-
ment, but cannot capture its gradience. The rule-
based model, outperforming the biLSTM mod-
els on the full CommitmentBank, shows that a
linguistically-informed model scales more suc-
cessfully to challenging naturalistic data.

In the long run, to perform robust language un-
derstanding, models will need to incorporate more
linguistic foreknowledge and be able to generalize
to a wider range of linguistic constructions.
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Abstract

Modeling script knowledge can be useful for
a wide range of NLP tasks. Current statistical
script learning approaches embed the events,
such that their relationships are indicated by
their similarity in the embedding. While in-
tuitive, these approaches fall short of repre-
senting nuanced relations, needed for down-
stream tasks. In this paper, we suggest to view
learning event embedding as a multi-relational
problem, which allows us to capture different
aspects of event pairs. We model a rich set of
event relations, such as Cause and Contrast,
derived from the Penn Discourse Tree Bank.
We evaluate our model on three types of tasks,
the popular Mutli-Choice Narrative Cloze and
its variants, several multi-relational prediction
tasks, and a related downstream task—implicit
discourse sense classification.

1 Introduction

Representing world knowledge that can be used
for commonsense reasoning is a long-standing
AI goal. Scripts (Schank and Abelson, 1977)
are structured knowledge representations captur-
ing the relationships between prototypical event
sequences and their participants in a given sce-
nario. For example, given the event “John shot
Jim with a gun”, we can infer that “he got arrested
by police” is more probable than “he fell asleep”.

In recent years, the problem of extracting script
knowledge from text has attracted significant at-
tention. Early works (Chambers and Jurafsky,
2008) focused on symbolic event representations
and used Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) be-
tween events to capture their relationships. Recent
works (Pichotta and Mooney, 2016a; Granroth-
Wilding and Clark, 2016; Wang et al., 2017; Lee
and Goldwasser, 2018; Li et al., 2018) represent
events using dense vectors, based on event co-
occurrence, and use vector similarity over their
embeddings to measure their relationship.

Our main observation in this paper is that while
models for learning script knowledge improved
significantly over the last decade, these models
can essentially represent only a single event rela-
tionship, co-occurrence. That is, events appearing
in similar contexts tend to have similar represen-
tations. Although this idea works well for a lot
of NLP tasks, it is too coarse for modeling com-
monsense, which should account for fine-grained
relationships. To better understand this, consider
the example described in Figure 1. Given the first
event, corresponding to the sentence “Jenny went
to her favorite restaurant.”, called Step 1, any of
the following events in Step 2 would be highly re-
lated, and thus similar, to the input event. That is,
“It was raining outside” and “She was very hun-
gry” are both possible NEXT events. Using event
similarity alone is too coarse to support many rel-
evant inferences. However, if the relation between
the events is given, more clues can be applied to
support reliable inferences. In Figure 1, given
Step 2 is a Reason to Step 1, analogous to ask-
ing the question “Why did Jenny go there?”, the
event “She was very hungry” is clearly a more rea-
sonable choice. Therefore, using event similarity
alone is too coarse to support many relevant in-
ferences, i.e., capturing the Reason for the event,
should produce a different set of relevant events,
compared to Temporal (next) events

To help prioritize between showing diverse
types of event relations and providing a frame-
work for this discussion, we focus on a set of
discourse relations, introduced by Penn Discourse
Tree Bank (PDTB) (Prasad et al., 2007). Tradi-
tional script learning models would fall short of
making the inferences here. For example, the last
inference step in Figure 1 asks for an event that
Contrasts with the previous step. Based on hu-
man commonsense, we can identify that the most
probable scenario is “She ordered a meal but she
liked the food better last time.” Modeling the re-
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Jenny went to her 
favorite restaurant

She only ordered 
a drink

She asked about
open positions

She ordered a meal

She liked the food 
better last time

She paid and left

The server brought
her food

She had some time 
to kill.

She was very hungry

It was raining outside

Reason Temporal Contrast
“Why did Jenny go there?” “What did Jenny do next?” “Jenny was disappointed because…”

Figure 1: Multi-relational commonsense inference requires different relation types, beyond similarity.

lation type helps us capture different expectations
about subsequent events. We use the fact that these
relations are often indicated by discourse markers
(e.g., “but”, capturing the contrasting relation) to
extract supervision for learning these relations.

Our goal in this paper is to support such in-
ferences. We introduce a multi-relational event
embedding approach, which generalizes the no-
tion of event embedding, by allowing it to cap-
ture multiple fine-grained relationships. Our ap-
proach builds on recent translation-based embed-
dings (Bordes et al., 2013; Lin et al., 2015), orig-
inally introduced in the context of knowledge
graph completion. We adapt these methods to the
textual inputs, and suggest a compositional neu-
ral network used for capturing the event’s internal
linguistic structure, while using the translation-
based embedding objective to capture different re-
lationships between events. We include 11 rela-
tion types, capturing the progression of the narra-
tive: COREF NEXT, the next event in the corefer-
ence chain; NEXT, the next event that occurs sub-
sequently in text; and 9 discourse relations, collec-
tively refer to as DISCOURSE NEXT.

We evaluate our model in three settings. In
the first, we evaluate it on a common benchmark,
Multiple-Choice Narrative Cloze (MCNC) task
(Granroth-Wilding and Clark, 2016), and its se-
quential variants proposed by Lee and Goldwasser
(2018). We show that we can outperform previ-
ously published work by a large margin. In the
second setting, we further examine our model’s
characteristics on three intrinsic tasks. In the
last setting, we conduct a challenging downstream
task—implicit discourse sense classifications, ex-
amplifying the model’s applicability.

2 Related Work
Statistical Script Learning was popularized by
Chambers and Jurafsky (2008), framing the prob-
lem as an unsupervised learning problem, using a
PMI-based learning model to approximate a con-
ditional probability of event occurrence. Recent

approaches build on representation learning tech-
niques, by learning event embeddings with neu-
ral networks. Granroth-Wilding and Clark (2016)
utilized Skip-Gram (Mikolov et al., 2013) and an
event compositional neural network to adjust event
representations. Pichotta and Mooney (2016b;
2016a) applied a LSTM Recurrent Neural Net-
work (RNN), coupled with Beam Search, to model
event sequences and their representations. Weber
et al. (2017) used three-dimensional tensor-based
networks to construct the event representations.
Lee and Goldwasser (2018) trained the event em-
bedding with additional features in a hierarchi-
cal architecture. Li et al. (2018) constructed an
event graph and utilized its network information
to make script event predictions. In this paper we
combine GRU (Chung et al., 2014), for encoding
fine-grained argument information, with a compo-
sitional network to generate event representations.
GRU was shown to be a competitive alternative
to LSTM while requiring less parameters (Kiros
et al., 2015; Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997).

Modeling multi-relational data was originally
explored for Knowledge Graph Completion, typ-
ically focusing on a family of translation-based
embedding models which view relations as trans-
lations in the vector space. For example, TransE
(Bordes et al., 2013), captures the relation be-
tween h, t, r (embedding of arg0, arg1, and rela-
tion), by minimizing the distance between h + r
and t. TransH (Wang et al., 2014) and TransR
(Lin et al., 2015) projects the entities into relation-
specific spaces. Recent models address issues,
such as maintaining structures (Xie et al., 2016;
Yoon et al., 2016) and capturing richer interac-
tions (Nickel et al., 2016). In this paper, we adapt
TransE and TransR for narrative script learning,
which is an innovative generalization of relation
embedding for commonsense inference.

Several recent works looked at modeling spe-
cific relationships between events and extracting
commonsense knowledge. Zhao et al. (2017) ex-
plored modeling cause-effect relations between
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events; Sap et al. (2018) focused on If-Then rela-
tions and showed that their joint multi-task model
outperforms the models trained in isolation, based
on human evaluations. Peng and Roth (2016) uti-
lized discourse markers to extract relations be-
tween semantic frames and modeled them with
prevalent language models. Event2Mind (Rashkin
et al., 2018) created a dataset capturing the rela-
tionship between an event description and its par-
ticipants’ intent and emotional reaction. This idea
is related to our work, as the intent and reaction
can correspond to Reason and Result discourse re-
lations in our case. Our goal in this paper is to
present a relational generalization over such rela-
tionships using a shared embedding space.

The Narrative Cloze (NC) task (Chambers and
Jurafsky, 2008) was introduced to evaluate statis-
tical script models by removing an event from a
chain, and observing the ranking of the correct an-
swer over the entire event vocabulary, given the
rest of the chain. However when complex event
structures were considered, e.g., multi-argument
events (Pichotta and Mooney, 2014), the large vo-
cabulary size introduced both computational is-
sues and ambiguity into the evaluation. As a
result, Granroth-Wilding and Clark (2016) pro-
posed a multiple-choice variation, called MCNC.
It simplifies the evaluation process and reduces its
computational burden. A similar choice of the
multiple-choice adaptation could also be found in
recent works, such as Story Cloze (Mostafazadeh
et al., 2017) and SWAG (Zellers et al., 2018). In
this paper, we evaluate our models on MCNC, and
two recent variants (Lee and Goldwasser, 2018)
turning MCNC into a sequential inference task.
We also introduce relation-specific evaluation cap-
turing the ability of our model to account for nu-
anced relations beyond co-occurrence.

3 Model
We propose a learning framework, which accounts
for the internal predicate-argument structure of
events, tuning it to respect different relation types.

Overview Our framework has two preprocess-
ing phases: Event Extraction and Relational
Triplet Extraction. In Event Extraction, we aim
to identify events from free-form text. The pro-
cess builds on a dependency parser and corefer-
ence resolution. Once events are extracted, we ad-
dress their relations, specifically three types: (1)
events with coreferent entities, (2) events located

near each other, and, more importantly, (3) events
connected with discourse relations.

The output of the preprocessing phases is a set
of relation triplets (eh, et, r), where eh and et are
head and tail events, and r is their relation type.
We then feed them to a neural network for learn-
ing event and relation embeddings. The network
objective is an energy function f(et, eh, r), which
can be used to approximate the conditional prob-
abilities p(et|eh, r) or p(r|et, eh). This objective
captures commonsense knowledge expressed in
event relations and embeds it in a vector space,
which can be utilized in downstream tasks. Two
model variants are proposed in this paper. The
first model, EventTransE, assumes that all the rela-
tions are in the same embedding space and jointly
learns representations for events and relations. It
works well in some cases, though it might not be
expressive enough in others. The second model,
EventTransR, addresses this issue by introducing
relation-specific parameters, which project events
into relation-specific spaces when measuring their
relatedness.

3.1 Event Extraction

We construct a preprocessing pipeline to extract
events and relations over a large text collection.
Each event e consists of three components: pred-
icate (pred(e)), subject (subj(e)), and object
(obj(e)). Due to computational considerations we
restrict the event representation to two arguments.
We use a special empty argument representation,
NONE, for events that have fewer arguments. To
obtain the event representation from text, we first
run a dependency parser and coreference resolu-
tion 1 to acquire the needed information.

Events are extracted by connecting entity men-
tions on the coreference chain with their cor-
responding predicate and additional argument,
based on the dependency tree. E.g., given, “Jenny
went into her favorite restaurant,” we extract
(go into, jenny, her favorite restaurant).

Unlike the previous works (Lee and Gold-
wasser, 2018; Granroth-Wilding and Clark, 2016;
Pichotta and Mooney, 2016a), which only con-
sider headwords of entity mentions, we use com-
plete mention spans. In our running example, we
consider the object as “her favorite restaurant”,
rather than just “restaurant”. This allows the mod-
els to capture the nuanced information relevant for

1Stanford CoreNLP (Manning et al., 2014).
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DISCOURSE NEXT
Complete Abbrev. #relations.

Comparison.Contrast Contrast 7334K
Contingency.Cause.Reason Reason 2818K
Contingency.Cause.Result Result 228K
Contingency.Condition Cond. 3745K
Expansion.Restatement Restat. 16K
Expansion.Conjunction Conj. 98K
Expansion.Instantiation Instan. 249K
Temporal.Synchrony Sync. 63K
Temporal.Asynchronous Async. 379K

Table 1: DISCOURSE NEXT relations from PDTB and
the number of relations extracted for training.

many commonsense inferences, such as the “fa-
vorite” here. Other preprocessing steps follow the
previous works and are detailed in the appendix.

3.2 Relational Triplet Extraction

Relations are expressed as triplets (eh, et, r),
where r is the relation type, and eh and et
are events that have an internal structure of
(pred(e), subj(e), obj(e)). 11 types of relations
are considered in this paper for demonstrations:
COREF NEXT, NEXT, and 9 discourse relations,
which collectively refer to as DISCOURSE NEXT.

COREF NEXT captures sequential relationships
between events on the same coreference chain.
The NEXT relation is defined between events pairs
that co-occurr in a fixed-sized (wcontext) context
window. It aims to capture related events that do
not share arguments. For example, in “The for-
est was on fire. Trees burned.”, the two events
do not share arguments, but they often co-occur,
and thus are related. Previous works about script
learning (Pichotta and Mooney, 2016a; Granroth-
Wilding and Clark, 2016; Wang et al., 2017; Lee
and Goldwasser, 2018; Li et al., 2018) use ei-
ther COREF NEXT or NEXT independently, which
failed to leverage the shared information.

For DISCOURSE NEXT, 9 discourse relations,
taken from PDTB, are denoted in Table 1. These
relations correspond to commonsense judgments.
For example, we can do causal inference with the
Reason and Result; or we can identify the juxtapo-
sition between events by utilizing Contrast.

The discourse relations can be represented with
a relation type and a pair of argument spans (Xue
et al., 2016). For example, “Jenny went to a
restaurant, because she was hungry” has a re-
lation Reason and the spans are the two clauses
(omitting the connective “because”). Since train-
ing event embedding requires significantly more

data than annotated in the PDTB corpus, we ap-
proximate this by building a rule-based annota-
tor. We first identify explicit discourse connec-
tives, such as “because,” and assume that the sur-
rounding clauses are their argument spans. To de-
termine the relation type, we map the connectives
to their most probable type based on the PDTB
data. To mitigate the noise, we only take connec-
tives that are highly indicative of their type (85%
of connective occurrences are of that type). Note
that in our setup a given pair of events might have
up to three relations annotated: a discourse rela-
tion, NEXT, and COREF NEXT. We create neg-
ative examples by corrupting the positive triplets,
randomly replacing eh, et, or r with an event or
relation. For each positive triplet we sample one
negative triplet. While our weakly supervised re-
lation extraction is noisy, we demonstrate empiri-
cally its ability to capture these relations.

3.3 Compositional Event Representation
Figure 2 shows the architecture of our mod-
els. Each event e has a raw representa-
tion (pred(e), subj(e), obj(e)). The predicate
pred(e) is given in an embedding lookup table, a
matrix with size |P | × da, where P denotes pred-
icate vocabulary. subj(e) and obj(e) are encoded
with two separate Bi-GRUs (Chung et al., 2014).
We call them subject encoder and object encoder,
as shown in the figure. The outputs of the encoders
are da-dimensional respectively. Each GRU is de-
fined as follows:

zt = σ(W (z)xt + U (z)ht−1)

rt = σ(W (r)xt + U (r)ht−1)

h̄t = tanh(Wxt + rt � Uht−1)
~ht = zt � ~ht−1 + (1− zt)� h̄t,

where xt is the input token at timestamp t;
W (z), U (z),W (r), U (r), W,U are parameters to be
trained; ~ht ∈ R

dr
2 is the hidden memory at times-

tamp t; zt and rt are update and reset gates for con-
trolling purposes. The final argument representa-
tion is the concatenation of GRU hidden represen-
tations trained in two directions, i.e., ht = [~ht, ~ht].

The encoded representations for each event
component are then fed into a Event Composition
network. The network is fully-connected and has
one hidden layer, defined as follows:

h1 = relu(W1xe + b1)

e = W2h1 + b2,
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pred(et) subj(et) obj(et)

Object 
Encoder 

(GRU)

Subject 
Encoder 

(GRU)

Predicate 
Embedding 

Lookup

Event Composition

embt(et)

Relation 
Embedding 

Lookup

r

embr(r)

Objective

pred(eh) subj(eh) obj(eh)

Object 
Encoder 

(GRU)

Subject 
Encoder 

(GRU)

Predicate 
Embedding 

Lookup

Event Composition

embh(eh)

eh: Jenny went into her favorite restaurant. et: She was very hungry.

go_into Jenny her favorite

restaurant hungry she NONE

Reason

Figure 2: Multi-Relational Script Learning Architecture: the left and right networks encode the event embeddings
for eh and et; the middle part encodes the relation r. The training objective on top jointly learn these embeddings.

where xe is the concatenation of the encoded pred-
icate, subject, and object; W1 ∈ Rdh×3da , b1 ∈
Rdh ,W2 ∈ Rdr×dh , b2 ∈ Rdr are model parame-
ters. The output e ∈ Rdr is the event embedding.

For the relations, we embed them using another
embedding lookup table. The table size is nrel ×
dr, where nrel is the number of relation types. In
our case, nrel = 11.

3.4 Model: EventTransE

EventTransE is an event embedding model in-
spired by TransE (Bordes et al., 2013). The idea
is to embed nodes and their relations in the same
vector space so that the distance between nodes re-
flects their relations. This is called translating op-
erations in the original paper. Based on this idea,
we explore a new possibility of learning event em-
beddings that can make inferences conditioned on
different relations. We connect the TransE objec-
tive to the previous compositional network out-
puts, which can be formulated as follows:

ftranse(t) = ftranse((eh, et, r))

= ‖eh + r − et‖pp, (1)

where eh, et, r ∈ Rdr are the embeddings from the
Event Composition network. Note that Equation 1
is a dissimilarity measure. Lower scores mean that
the given two events are strongly related.

3.5 Model: EventTransR

A known issue of EvenTransE is its limited abil-
ity to deal with reflexive, 1-to-N, N-to-1, or N-
to-N relations (Wang et al., 2014). Consider a
simple example illustrating the problem: given
Equation (1), it is possible to learn a zero rela-
tion vector r and two arbitrary but identical event
representations eh and et, which minimize the
loss. EventTransR is proposed to address these is-
sues by separating the event and relation spaces as

TransR (Lin et al., 2015). It introduces relation-
specific parameters to model the interactions be-
tween the spaces. EventTransR is defined as fol-
lows:

ftransr(t) = ftransr((eh, et, r))

= ‖ehMr + r − etMr‖pp, (2)

where r ∈ Rdr , eh, et ∈ Rde are the input embed-
dings, and Mr ∈ Rde×dr is the relation-specific
parameters introduced.

3.6 Training Objective
The objective is the Margin-Based Ranking Loss:

L(t) =
∑

t∈T

∑

t∗∈T ∗
max(0, δ + f(t)− f(t∗)),

(3)

where T is the set of positive relational triplets;
T ∗ is the set of corrupted relational triplets; δ is
the margin, and f ∈ {ftranse, ftransr}. At test
time, we can leverage the dissimilarity measures
to either predict the tail event given the head event
and relation, or predict the relation given the head
and tail events:

êt = arg min
e∗∈E

f(eh, e
∗, r);

r̂ = arg min
r∗∈R

f(eh, et, r
∗).

E and R are the event and relation vocabulary.

4 Experiments
We divided our experimental evaluation into three
parts. The first focuses on comparing our mod-
els with previous work on several common script
learning evaluation tasks. The second evaluates
our model’s ability to capture different relation
types between events. In the third, we apply our
models to a related downstream task, implicit dis-
course sense classification, and achieve competi-
tive results by combining our event embeddings
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Figure 3: Comparing single-step prediction (MCNC)
and multiple-step inference (MCNS and MCNE).

with ELMo (Peters et al., 2018), a contextualized
word embedding model. We provide additional
qualitative analysis, showing inferences made by
our model, in the appendix.

For training, we use the New York Times (NYT)
section of the English Gigaword (Parker et al.,
2011). It contains 2M newswire articles and splits
into train/dev/test sets, replicating the setup given
by Granroth-Wilding and Clark (2016). 500M
triplets are extracted from the training set. All
the experimental results are averaged over 5 runs.
We leave the details about hyperparameter tuning
in the appendix. The source code and pre-trained
models are publicly available 2.

4.1 Multiple Choice Narrative Cloze Tasks
We begin by evaluating our model on three
event representation tasks: Multiple-Choice Nar-
rative Cloze (MCNC), Multiple-Choice Narrative
Sequence (MCNS), and Multiple-Choice Narra-
tive Explanation (MCNE). MCNC, proposed by
Granroth-Wilding and Clark (2016), measures
script learning models’ ability to predict a missing
event, given its context, in a multiple-choice set-
ting. This evaluation task is not perfect, as noise
would be introduced by automatic extraction tools,
but not so common as to invalidate the results,
and thus this evaluation is widely accepted. Lee
and Goldwasser (2018) generalized this single-
step task, and suggested two sequence inference
versions—MCNS and MCNE. Figure 3 explains
the three tasks. Given an event chain, MCNC
chooses one step as a multiple-choice question
and generates four negative choices for that step.
MCNS turns it into a sequence prediction prob-
lem by creating multiple-choice questions for each
step, except the start event. MCNE provides an
additional clue, which is the end event. The in-
ference model has to connect the start and end by
explaining things happened in between.

Following the setup in (Granroth-Wilding and
Clark, 2016), we evaluate on top of coreferenced

2https://github.com/doug919/multi_
relational_script_learning

event chains, where a protagonist participates each
event. The minimum length of the event chains is
9, as short chains are likely to be caused by parsing
errors. Our models naturally score the candidates
with our training objective f ∈ {ftrane, ftransr}
using COREF NEXT relation, while other base-
lines use cosine similarity.

4.1.1 Multiple-Choice Narrative Cloze
We compared two versions of our models, using
the entire argument span, or just its headword,
with several recently published results.

We compare our models with the following
baselines on the MCNC:

• Random uniformly selects a candidate.
• PPMI (Chambers and Jurafsky, 2008) uses

co-occurrence information and calculates
Positive PMI for event pairs.
• BiGram (Jans et al., 2012) calculates

bi-gram conditional probabilities P (e2|e1)
based on event term frequencies.
• Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) refers

to the pre-trained word embeddings from
Word2Vec SkipGram. The summation of
word embeddings of predicates and argument
mentions are used to represent events.
• EvSkipGram (Granroth-Wilding and Clark,

2016) uses SkipGram to learn representations
from “sentences” formed by predicates and
argument headwords.
• EventComp (Granroth-Wilding and Clark,

2016) uses a neural network to learn a com-
positional function for EvSkipGram and out-
puts a coherence score for event pairs.
• SGNN (Li et al., 2018) is a graph-based

model specifically designed for MCNC. It
considers each event chain as a sub-graph,
and feed it into their GRU-based recurrent
networks, which outputs relatedness scores
for the candidates.
• FEEL (Lee and Goldwasser, 2018) is an

event embedding model that does multi-task
learning for inter-event relations and intra-
event features.
• PairLSTM (Wang et al., 2017) is an event

embedding model that considers event order
information and uses a LSTM network’s hid-
den states for event representations.

Since we need the complete argument spans
for events, which is not available in (Granroth-
Wilding and Clark, 2016)’s pre-processing proce-
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Methods Accuracy

Random* 20.00
PPMI (Chambers and Jurafsky, 2008) 30.52
BiGram (Jans et al., 2012) 29.67
Word2Vec* (Mikolov et al., 2013) 37.39
EvSkipGram* (Granroth-Wilding et al., 2016) 46.28
EventComp (Granroth-Wilding et al., 2016) 49.57
FEEL* (Lee et al., 2018) 51.62
SGNN (Li et al., 2018) 52.45
PairLSTM (Wang et al., 2017) 55.12

EventTransE-headword* 60.50
EventTransR-headword* 59.38
EventTransE* 63.67
EventTransR* 62.86

Table 2: Accuracy scores (%) of MCNC. -headword
stands for using headwords only in argument mentions.
The star sign (*) denotes that the results are based on
the newly sampled evaluation set.

dure, we re-implement the event extraction step by
carefully following their procedure. We mark the
results based on the newly sampled evaluation set
with a star sign (*). We released the newly sam-
pled evaluation set for future comparisons. Table
2 shows the results.

Our models outperform the best baseline model
for more than 7% absolute accuracy score. We
attribute the improvement to three factors: (1)
our models encode complete argument men-
tions rather than just headwords, EventTranseE-
headword and EventTransR-headword, which are
our models’ variants that use only headwords for
arguments, show that about 3% of the improve-
ment is from this; (2) our models have shared
event representations over multiple relations,
which regularize the representations in diverse as-
pects, while other baselines do not make use of
relations other than COREF NEXT. (3) our mod-
els’ training objective directly measures relation-
specific dissimilarity between events, while most
others are based on simple cosine similarity.

4.1.2 Multiple-Choice Narrative Sequence

The MCNC looks at a single transition between
events; however, it does not capture the flow of
the entire narrative. Lee and Goldwasser (2018)
proposed MCNS, which instead of sampling can-
didate options for one event, it samples options for
all the events on the chain, except the first event
which is used as the starting point for predictions
(Figure 3b). Based on the dissimilarity scores cal-
culated by our models, we can compute transition
probabilities for each step. Then we can find the

Methods NS-V Base-Inf Sky-Inf NE-V

GloVe 29.38 27.60 38.50 31.29
FEEL 41.60 38.50 46.00 44.80

EventTransE 59.48 51.22 64.47 60.94
EventTransR 58.66 50.73 63.65 60.00

Table 3: Acc (%) of MCNS (NS) and MCNE (NE)
tasks. {NS,NE}-V use Viterbi for inference. Base-Inf
is a local greedy model using the previous prediction
only, and Skyline-Inf is given gold contextual events
when calculating transition probabilities.

most likely sequence using Viterbi inference al-
gorithm (Viterbi, 1967). We follow the evalua-
tion setting used in (Lee and Goldwasser, 2018)
and compare three decision models: (1) Viterbi,
which finds the most probable sequence of predic-
tions; (2) Baseline-Inf, which greedily picks the
best transition at each step based on the previous
prediction; (3) Skyline-Inf, which breaks down a
sequence of decisions into local decisions, each
using the gold states of all the contextual events.

Table 3 shows the results. Our models outper-
form FEEL (Lee and Goldwasser, 2018), who in-
troduced the task. The same set of reasons given in
the section MCNC explain the improvement. We
also note that EventTransE is especially strong in
making predictions for COREF NEXT.

4.1.3 Multiple-Choice Narrative Explanation
MCNE is another extension to MCNC. Essen-
tially, in addition to the first event, the final event
is also given (Figure 3c). Intuitively, the goal of
this evaluation task is to capture explanations, con-
sisting of event sequences, that connect the start
and end points. The same inference algorithms as
MCNS are adopted. The right three columns of
Table 3 gives the result (Note that the Baseline-
Inf and Skyline-Inf are shared with MCNS). The
result shows a similar trend as MCNS, but with
higher scores, due to the additional information
brought by the last event. Note that when cal-
culating the accuracy, we only consider the event
blanks in the middle (ignoring the last prediction
made in MCNS) for both MCNS and MCNE. This
ensures a fair comparison.

4.2 Intrinsic Discourse Relations Evaluation

We suggest three intrinsic tasks, depicted in Figure
4, evaluating how multi-relational information is
captured. Given a triplet (e1, e2, r): (1) predict
the next event e2, (2) predict the relation r, and
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e1 e2

r

(a) (e1, ?, r)

e1 e2

r

(b) (e1, e2, ?)

e1 e2

r
True?

(c) (e1, e2, r)?

Figure 4: Three intrinsic tasks for evaluating our mod-
els: (4a) predicts the next event given an event and a re-
lation; (4b) predicts the relation given a pair of events;
(4c) binary classification for triplets.

Methods Accuracy (%)

Random 20.00
ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) 42.97

EventTransE-Random 52.78
EventTransR-Random 26.11
EventTransE-NEXT 51.80
EventTransR-NEXT 51.71
EventTransE 54.83
EventTransR 55.08

Table 4: Accuracy scores (%) of the next event predic-
tion, given an event and a relation. ELMo is a con-
textualized word embedding model. -Random and -
NEXT are our model variants that replace the given
relation with a random and NEXT relation respectively.

(3) predict its correctness (triplet classification).

Predict the Next Event Similar in spirit to the
setup described in Fig. 1, we ask whether knowing
the relation, connecting the head to the tail event,
would change the expectation about the tail event.

Given a set of triplets that have discourse re-
lations, for each triplet, we corrupt et and sam-
ple four extra negative choices to form a multiple-
choice question. We compare our model vari-
ants with a strong baseline model—ELMo (Peters
et al., 2018). ELMo is a context-aware word em-
bedding model that has shown strong performance
in language understanding tasks. To get the con-
textualized word embeddings, we have to provide
the context, usually the sentence where the target
words appear. To retrieve the context, for each
event e, we re-construct its “sentence” by concate-
nating its subj(e), pred(e), and obj(e). The av-
eraged word embedding of the context is used to
represent the event. ELMo predicts the next event
based on cosine similarity, disregarding the rela-
tion. We also make two variants to show our mod-
els’ awareness to relation types. One replaces the
correct discourse relation with a random relation;
the other replaces it with a NEXT relation.

Table 4 shows the results. We can see that all
our model variants outperform the ELMo baseline,
as our models are aware of the relation between

Methods Accuracy F1 MRR Recall@4

Random 11.11 - - -
EventTransE 49.93 50.00 70.05 83.05
EventTransR 50.84 51.00 70.62 81.65

Table 5: Predicting relation type given two events, a
9-class classification task. F1 is micro averaged.

ELMo EventTransE EventTransR

Acc. F1 Acc. F1 Acc. F1

Reason 60.82 59.02 70.04 69.65 69.35 67.46
Contrast 63.04 58.69 73.09 73.22 74.07 74.90

Cond. 61.92 60.48 71.16 71.22 71.46 72.25
Conj. 65.56 66.01 66.86 68.32 65.42 65.58

Result 60.68 60.84 73.26 73.41 72.69 72.98
Async. 61.25 60.59 71.25 69.61 73.22 74.27

Sync. 64.71 62.96 70.20 69.60 72.44 72.49
Instan. 62.64 58.84 74.80 74.39 73.30 71.83
Restat. 62.86 61.41 74.68 73.35 75.37 73.70

Average 62.61 60.98 71.70 71.42 71.92 71.72

Table 6: Triplet Classification for discourse relations.

events. Similarity-based models that can capture
frequently co-occurred events fail to consider the
nuanced relations. EventTransR performs the best
as it has relation-specific parameters emphasiz-
ing the relational nuances. Interestingly, using -
NEXT relation only is also very indicative for pre-
dicting the next event, which explains why previ-
ous works failed to address the nuanced relations.
The results for -Random relations indicates that
EventTranR is very sensitive to incorrect relations.
This is due to the separation between the relation
and event embedding spaces, useful for relation-
sensitive tasks. Also, that EventTranE-Random
model works better than EventTranE-NEXT sug-
gests that our models with discourse relations do
capture their fine-grained differences. Note that
even EventTranR with scrambled relations outper-
form ELMo with a large margin. We hypothesize
that ELMo emphesizes similarity rather than nu-
anced discourse relations between sentences.

Predict the Relation We predict the correct re-
lation out of the 9 discourse relations (Table 1),
given two events. Table 5 shows the result. With
additional relation-specific parameters introduced,
EventTransR performs better than EventTransE.
Note that the ability to rank the correct relation
is also important as there might be more than one
possible next events. According to the MRR and
Recall@4, both models are competitive.
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Triplet Classification This task is inspired by
Triplet Classifications in Knowledge Graph Com-
pletion (Socher et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2014). It
predicts whether a given triplet (eh, et, r) is valid
or not. We sample positive triplets from our dev
and test splits and negative triplets by corrupt-
ing et. We use the dev split to develop a set of
relation-specific thresholds λr. The score is cal-
culated using f ∈ {ftrane, ftransr}. If the score
is lower than λr, the triplet is classified as pos-
itive; otherwise, it is negative. We sample 500
positive and negative triplets for each relation.
The ELMo baseline is similar to previous exper-
iments. We also develop a set of relation-specific
thresholds based on ELMo’s similarity scores to
make predictions. Table 6 summarizes the results
and shows that the similarity-based model, ELMo,
cannot represent the nuanced relations informa-
tion as good as our model. Interestingly, both our
models excelled at predicting the Expansion rela-
tions (Instant. and Restat.). EventTransR get high
scores on Temporal relations (Async.) which im-
plies its applicability on tasks like event order in-
ference (Ning et al., 2018). In general, for tasks
requiring nuanced relations, EventTransR works
better; if we only need to know the NEXT or
COREF NEXT events, EventTransE is better. In
addition, EventTransE has less trainable parame-
ters, converging way faster.

4.3 Implicit Discourse Sense Classifications
The final evaluation task is a subtask in CoNLL
2016 Shared Task (Xue et al., 2016) on implicit
discourse sense classification. We follow the same
setting as the shared task, with 15 sense classes.
More details can be found in (Xue et al., 2016).

Three baselines, the best and median system of
each subtask, are provided. In addition, we also
trained a strong baseline based on ELMo. We first
create word embeddings for words in the argument
spans using ELMo and put an attention layer on
top of the words. The attention layer weights the
words and create the argument representation. We
feed the representations of the two arguments to
a neural classifier, where two fully-connected hid-
den layers with dimensions 256 and 128 are ap-
plied. ReLU (Nair and Hinton, 2010) are used
as activation functions and AdaGrad (Duchi et al.,
2011) is used for optimizing the parameters. We
combine EventTransE with the ELMo baseline by
having another attention layer on top of the event
embeddings and concatenating all the argument

Methods Dev Test Blind

PurdueNLP (Pacheco et al., 2016) 38.05 34.45 29.10
ecnucs (Wang and Lan, 2016) 46.42 40.91 34.18
ttr (Rutherford and Xue, 2016) 40.32 36.13 37.67
ELMo 45.60 37.65 36.72

ELMo+EventTransE 46.81 39.05 38.35

Table 7: micro F1 scores (%) for Implicit Discourse
Sense Classifications. Evaluated against the best and
median systems in CoNLL’16, and ELMo contextual-
ized word embedding with attention layers, which can
be improved by incorporating our EventTransE.

representations in the network.
Table 7 shows the results. The ELMo base-

line is highly competitive, comparable to the win-
ners of the task (ecnucs and ttr). Our combined
model (ELMo+EventTransE) consistently con-
tributes to performance, demonstrating the benefit
of our model to downstream tasks.

5 Summary

We consider the problem of learning relation-
aware event embeddings for commonsense infer-
ence, which can account for different relations be-
tween events, beyond simple event similarity. We
include several event relations, identifying, for ex-
ample, the causes for them. We show that weak
supervision, provided by a rule-based annotator is
enough for training our models.

We evaluated and compared two models, Event-
TransE and EventTransR, on several narrative
cloze and relation-specific tasks, and showed the
learned embedding can capture relation-specific
information as well as improve performance for a
downstream task.

This work lays the foundation for reasoning
over narratives and explaining how sentences
combine to form them. In the future we would like
to expand this direction, and find ways to connect
event and relation representation, learning and in-
ference in a unified framework.
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A Details of Event Preprocessing

This section notes the detailed preprocessing steps
for extracting event predicate and arguments. It
follows the previous work (Lee and Goldwasser,
2018), except the argument mention part.

• Unlike the previous works (Lee and Gold-
wasser, 2018; Granroth-Wilding and Clark,
2016; Pichotta and Mooney, 2016a), which
only consider the headword of entity men-
tions, we use the entire mention span. This
change gives the models a possibility to cap-
ture the nuanced information in the entity
mentions, relevant for many commonsense
inferences. For example, capturing the rela-
tionships between “a hungry man walked on
a street” and “he grabbed some food” hinges
on capturing the modifier “hungry.”

• Predicates are lemmatized and in lower-case.

• Predicates are not only verbs but also pred-
icative adjectives. For instance, “Jenny was
hungry. She ordered a big meal.” The predi-
cate “hungry” plays an important role here.

• Negations should be applied to predicates,
e.g., “She didn’t eat dinner,” results in a new
predicate: “not eat.”

• Particles and clausal complements (xcomp)
are included in verb predicates, since verbs,
such as “go” and “have” are not strong
enough to give meaningful information. For
instance, in “He went shopping last night,”
the predicate is “go shop,” rather than “go.”

• Low-frequency predicates and words in the
entity mentions are considered as Out-Of-
Vocabulry (OOV) during training. As the vo-
cabulary size is related to memory limitation
and rare words are highly likely to introduce
noise, only the most active npred predicates
and nargword argument words are considered.

• For the same reason given above, the max-
imum entity mention lengths, lsubj and lobj ,
are set.

B Negative Sampling for Event Triplets

For each positive triplet (eh, et, r), we extract one
negative triplet by randomly replacing eh, et, or
r in equal chance. The events are sampled from
event vocabulary, collected from the training set,
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and the relations are from the 11 types we sup-
port. We have experimented with different nega-
tive sampling strategies, such as corrupting the tail
event only or sampling with different event distri-
butions. None of them perform better.

C Hyperparameters

We have experimented with different sets of hy-
perparameters, and came up with the following
setting: the number of active predicates and argu-
ment words, npred and nargword, are both set to
25000; the maximum argument lengths, lsubj and
lobj , are set to 15; the event contextual window
size wcontext for extracting NEXT relation is 5;
the event composition hidden layer has the dimen-
sion dh = 1000 and Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU)
(Nair and Hinton, 2010) is used as the activation
function.; embedding dimensions da = 500, de =
500, and dr = 500; the margin δ is empirically
set to 1; the optimizer is Adagrad (Duchi et al.,
2011) with initial learning rate 0.01; the word em-
beddings for entity mention encoders are initial-
ized as the word embeddings pre-trained in Skip-
Thoughts (Kiros et al., 2015); all the experimental
results are averaged over 5 runs.

D Qualitative Analysis

The experiments in the paper provide quantitative
evaluations of our models. To give more compre-
hensive understanding, we also perform a quali-
tative analysis, which instantiates exact inferences
our models make.

In this analysis, our models make inferences in
grounded scenarios, where we have clearer expec-
tations about possible events and outcomes. To do
so, we create two confined “worlds,” where each
world only have limited numbers of entities and
predicates, and hence a limited number of candi-
date events. This limitation is enforced as it helps
examine quality of the inferences.

Table 8 shows the entities and predicates that
are selected for the two worlds. The topic of the
first world (a) is about a murderer and the topic of
the second world (b) is about stock markets. Both
are common topics in newswire articles, which we
use for training the model. Note that since each
event triplet has two entity components (subject
and object) and one predicate, the number of can-
didate events is calculated as npred · n2ent, where
npred is number of predicates and nent is the num-
ber of entities. In these two worlds, we have 1100

and 1400 candidate events.
To conduct the inference, our model ranks the

candidate events according to their relevance to
a given starting scenario, which is a sequence of
events. We use EventTransR to embed and rank all
the events. For each candidate, we jointly consider
its relevance to each start event. The dissimilarity
scoring function s(.) is defined as follows:

s(ec) =
∑

es∈S
ftransr(es, ec, r), ∀ec ∈ C,

where S is all events in the starting scenario, C
is the set of possible candidate events, and r is
the embedding of the interested discourse rela-
tion. We rank all the candidates based on this
function. Candidates with lower scores will be
ranked higher. In addition, we consider four dis-
course relations—Contrast, Reason, Result, and
Asynchronous—in this analysis, as they are par-
ticularly interesting for commonsense inference.

Table 9 summarizes the analysis. In each case,
we only list the top 2-3 events. In world (a), Event-
TransR can precisely predict events in three out of
four relations. In particular, we can contrast the
fact that “John died” with “John survived,” which
has not been addressed in previous works. For
Asynchronous, on which EventTransR fails, the
signal for temporal relations is noisier as many
possible outcomes are reasonable. In world (b),
our model succeeds in all four relations. Also,
our model is able to tell the difference between
Result and Reason, as indicated by the prediction
that “the stock has soared” leads to “CEO made
money,” and “Because shares increased, the stock
soared.” They show that we are able to control the
inferences over different discourse perspectives,
which is useful for tasks like story generations.

This analysis helps provide more intuitions
about the knowledge learned by our models. Note
that this is a challenging task even when grounded
with a small set of candidate events, as was re-
ported by previous works that looked at event-
ranking based evaluations (Pichotta and Mooney,
2016a; Rashkin et al., 2018).
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World Possible Entities Possible Predicates #Candidate
Events

(a)

jim, john, a girl
the officer, he,
a nurse, a man,
a pedestrian,
the gun,
NOA

safe, hit, stop,
hate, gone,
happy, angry,
smile, change,
survive, sad

1100

(b)

shares, money,
CEO, the price,
CTO, police,
employees,
a dog, a girl,
NOA

strike, hire, sell,
buy, happy, sad,
angry, smile,
make, survive,
adjust, increase,
good, decrease

1400

Table 8: Small worlds for qualitative analysis: (a) murderer scenario; (b) stock market scenario. NOA stands for
“No Argument.”

Triplets (a) Interpretations (a) Triplets (b) Interpretations (b)

Starting
Scenarios

(shot, jim, john),
(die, john, NOA),
(arrest, police, him)

Jim shot John.
Police arrested him.
Jim died.

(invest, company, fund),
(have soar, stock, NOA)

Company invested fund.
The stock has soared.

Inference
Contrast

(survive, john, jim),
(survive, john, NOA)

John survived Jim.
John survived.

(increase, the price, ceo),
(strike, the price, shares)

The price increased CEO.
The price stroke shares.

Inference
Result

(sad, jim, NOA),
(sad, john, jim)

Jim was sad.
John sad Jim.

(increase, the price, ceo),
(make, ceo, shares),
(make, ceo, money)

The price increases CEO.
CEO made shares.
CEO made money.

Inference
Reason

(angry, NOA, john),
(angry, jim, NOA)

angry John.
Jim was angry.

(increase, shares, NOA),
(buy, employees, ceo)

Shares increased.
Employees bought CEO.

Inference
Async.

(survive, NOA, john),
(survive, jim, john)

survived John.
Jim survived John.

(make, shares, ceo),
(make, money, ceo)

CEO made shares.
CEO made money.

Table 9: Qualitative Analysis: two worlds are given, where world (a) is shown in column 2 and 3, and world (b)
is shown in column 4 and 5. World (a) has 1100 and world (b) has 1400 number of possible event candidates
respectively. The first row, starting scenarios, give the start events and the below 4 rows show the inference based
on 4 discourse relations that we are particularly interested in. Events that match commonsense are bolded. NOA
stands for “No Argument.”
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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a method for why-
question answering (why-QA) that uses an ad-
versarial learning framework. Existing why-
QA methods retrieve answer passages that
usually consist of several sentences. These
multi-sentence passages contain not only the
reason sought by a why-question and its con-
nection to the why-question, but also redun-
dant and/or unrelated parts. We use our
proposed Adversarial networks for Generat-
ing compact-answer Representation (AGR) to
generate from a passage a vector representa-
tion of the non-redundant reason sought by
a why-question and exploit the representa-
tion for judging whether the passage actu-
ally answers the why-question. Through a se-
ries of experiments using Japanese why-QA
datasets, we show that these representations
improve the performance of our why-QA neu-
ral model as well as that of a BERT-based
why-QA model. We show that they also im-
prove a state-of-the-art distantly supervised
open-domain QA (DS-QA) method on pub-
licly available English datasets, even though
the target task is not a why-QA.

1 Introduction

Why-question answering (why-QA) tasks retrieve
from a text archive answers to such why-questions
as “Why does honey last such a long time?” Previ-
ous why-QA methods retrieve from a text archive
answer passages, each of which consists of sev-
eral sentences, like A in Table 1 (Girju, 2003;
Higashinaka and Isozaki, 2008; Oh et al., 2012,
2013, 2016, 2017; dos Santos et al., 2016; Sharp
et al., 2016; Tan et al., 2016; Verberne et al., 2011),
and then determine whether the passages answer
the question. A proper answer passage must con-
tain (1) a paraphrase of the why-question (e.g., the
underlined texts in Table 1) and (2) the reasons
or the causes (e.g., the bold texts in Table 1) of

Q Why does honey last a long time?
A While excavating Egypt’s pyramids, archaeologists

have found pots of honey in an ancient tomb: thou-
sands of years old and still preserved. Honey can
last a long time due to three special properties.
Its average pH is 3.9, which is quite acidic. Such
high level of acidity is certainly hostile and hin-
ders the growth of many microbes. Though honey
contains around 17–18% water, its water activity is
too low to support the growth of microbes. More-
over honey contains hydrogen peroxide, which is
thought to help prevent the growth of microbes in
honey. Despite these properties, honey can be con-
taminated under certain circumstances.

C Because its acidity, low water activity, and hydrogen
peroxide together hinder the growth of microbes.

Table 1: Answer passage A to why-question Q and its
compact answer C

the events described in the why-question, both of
which are often written in multiple non-adjacent
sentences. This multi-sentenceness implies that
the answer passages often contain redundant parts
that are not directly related to a why-question or its
reason/cause and whose presence complicates the
why-QA task. Highly accurate why-QA methods
should be able to find the exact reason sought by a
why-question in an answer passage without being
distracted by redundancy.

In this paper, we train a neural network (NN)
to generate, from an answer passage, a vector rep-
resentation of the non-redundant reason asked by
a why-question, and exploit the generated vec-
tor representation as evidence for judging whether
the passage answers the why-question. This idea
was inspired by Ishida et al. (2018), who used
a seq2seq model to automatically generate such
compact answers as C in Table 1 from the an-
swer passages retrieved by a why-QA method.
Compact answers are sentences or phrases that ex-
press the reasons for a given why-question with-
out redundancy. If we can use such automatically
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generated compact-answers to support a why-QA
method in finding the exact reason of a why-
question in these passages, why-QA accuracy may
be improved. We actually tried this idea in a
preliminary study in which we generated a com-
pact answer from a given question-passage pair by
using the compact-answer generation method of
Iida et al. (2019) and used the generated compact-
answer along with the given question-passage pair
to find proper answer passages. However, we were
disappointed by the small performance improve-
ment, as shown in our experimental results.

We chose an alternative approach. Instead of
generating a compact answer of an answer pas-
sage as word sequences, we devised a model to
generate a compact-answer representation, which
is a vector representation for a compact answer,
from an answer passage. Inspired by the genera-
tive adversarial network (GAN) approach (Good-
fellow et al., 2014), we developed an adversarial
network called the Adversarial networks for Gen-
erating compact-answer Representation (AGR).
Like the original GAN, an AGR is composed of a
generator and a discriminator: the generator net-
work is trained for generating (from answer pas-
sages) fake representations to make it hard for
the discriminator network to distinguish these fake
representations from the true representations de-
rived from manually created compact-answers.

We combined the generator network in the AGR
with an extension of the state-of-the-art why-QA
method (Oh et al., 2017). Our evaluation against
a Japanese open-domain why-QA dataset, which
was created using general web texts as a source of
answer passages, revealed that the generator net-
work significantly improved the accuracy of the
top-ranked answer passages and that the combi-
nation significantly outperformed several strong
baselines, including a combination of a genera-
tor network and a BERT model (Devlin et al.,
2019). This combination also outperformed a
vanilla BERT model, suggesting that the genera-
tor network in our AGR may be effective even if it
is combined with many types of NN architectures.
Another interesting point is that the performance
improved even when we replaced, as the inputs to
AGR, the word embedding vectors that represent
an answer passage, with a random vector. This
observation warrants further exploration in our fu-
ture work.

Finally, we applied our AGR to a distantly su-
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Figure 1: System architecture

pervised open-domain QA (DS-QA) task (Chen
et al., 2017), which is an extension of a machine-
reading task, to check whether it is applicable
to other datasets. We combined our generator
network with a state-of-the-art DS-QA method,
OpenQA (Lin et al., 2018), and used a generated
compact-answer representation from a given pas-
sage as evidence to 1) select relevant passages
from the retrieved ones and 2) find an answer from
the selected passages. Although the task was not
our initial target (why-QA) and the answers in the
DS-QA task were considerably shorter than those
in the why-QA, experiments using three pub-
licly available datasets (Quasar-T (Dhingra et al.,
2017), SearchQA (Dunn et al., 2017), and Triv-
iaQA (Joshi et al., 2017)) revealed that the gen-
erator network improved the performance in most
cases. This suggests that AGR may be applicable
to many QA-like tasks.

2 Why-QA Model

Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of our why-QA
model and the AGR. Our why-QA model com-
putes the probability that a given answer passage
describes a proper answer to a given why-question
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using the representations of a question, an answer
passage, and a compact answer. The probability
(the why-QA model’s final output) is computed
from these representations by our answer selec-
tion module, which is a logistic regression layer
with dropout and softmax output.

The representations of why-questions and an-
swer passages are generated by Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs) (Collobert et al., 2011;
LeCun et al., 1998) that (1) are augmented by
two types of attention mechanisms, similarity-
attention (dos Santos et al., 2016; Tan et al.,
2016) and causality-attention (Oh et al., 2017),
and (2) are given two types of word embed-
dings, general word embeddings computed by
word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) using Wikipedia
and causal word embeddings (Sharp et al., 2016).
Note that in computing a question’s representa-
tion, the answer passage is given to the question
encoder to guide the computation. Likewise the
passage encoder is given the question and the rep-
resentation of the compact answer. We repre-
sent these information flows with dotted arrows in
Fig. 1(a).

The representations of compact answers are
created by a generator network called a fake-
representation generator (F in Fig. 1(a)), which
is pre-trained in an adversarial learning manner
(Fig. 1(b)). During the training of the whole why-
QA model, the generator’s parameters are fixed
and no further fine-tuning is conducted.

In the next section, we describe our main contri-
bution: the AGR and the fake-representation gen-
erator. The entire why-QA model can be seen
as an extension of the state-of-the-art why-QA
method (Oh et al., 2017). Its details are described
in Section A of the supplementary materials.

3 Adversarial Networks for Generating
Compact-answer Representation

3.1 Adversarial training

Generative adversarial networks (GANs) (Good-
fellow et al., 2014) are a framework for training
generative models based on game theory. Unlike
the original GANs, which generate such data sam-
ples as images and compact answers from noise,
our AGR generates useful vector representations
from meaningful text passages. To clarify the dif-
ference, we explain our AGR with three subnet-
works: two generators, F andR, and a discrimina-
tor, D, as in Fig. 1(b). Generator F takes as input

passage p drawn from prior passage distribution dp
and outputs vector p̄ as a fake representation of a
compact answer. We call F a fake-representation
generator. R, which we call a real-representation
generator, is given sample c taken from manu-
ally created compact-answers and provides vector
c̄ as a real-representation of the sampled compact-
answer. Discriminator D has to distinguish fake-
representation p̄ from real-representation c̄ of a
compact answer. These three networks play an ad-
versarial minimax game; fake-representation gen-
erator F creates a fake compact-answer represen-
tation that is hard for the discriminator to distin-
guish from the representations of manually created
compact-answers, and discriminator D and gener-
ator R simultaneously try to avoid being duped by
generator F . These processes should allow gener-
ator F to learn how to generate a representation of
a proper compact-answer from an answer passage.

In addition, since passage p and compact an-
swer c are dependent on question q, the generation
of the compact-answer representations by F and
R is conditioned by question q, like in the con-
ditional GANs (Mirza and Osindero, 2014). We
trained our AGR with the following minimax ob-
jective:

min
F

max
D,R

V (D,F,R) = Ec∼dc(c)[logD(R(c|q))]

+ Ep∼dp(p)[log(1−D(F (p|q))].

3.2 Generator and discriminator
In our implementation, both F andR are networks
with identical structure called Encoder. They are
defined as follows, where p, c, and q are re-
spectively an answer passage, a manually created
compact-answer, and a why-question:

F (p|q) = Encoder(p; θF , q)

R(c|q) = Encoder(c; θR, q)

Here θF and θR represent the parameters of net-
works F and R. The details of Encoder are de-
scribed below.

Discriminator D(r) takes as input r, either the
output of F (p|q) or that of R(c|q), and computes
the probability that given representation r comes
from a real compact-answer using a feedforward
network with two hidden layers (100 nodes in the
first layer and 50 in the second layer) and a lo-
gistic regression layer on top of the hidden layers.
We used sigmoid outputs by the logistic regression
layer as the output probability.
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3.3 Encoder
Figure 2 illustrates the architecture shared
by our fake-representation generator F and
real-representation generator R, namely,
Encoder(t; θ, q), where θ is a set of parame-
ters, q is a why-question, and t is either an answer
passage or a manually created compact-answer.
Encoder(t; θ, q) first represents question q and
passage/compact-answer t with pre-trained
word embeddings, which are supplemented
with attention mechanisms. The resulting
attention-weighted word embeddings are given
to convolutional neural networks (CNNs) that
generate a single feature vector, which is an
output/value of Encoder(t; θ, q).

In the following, we give an overview of the
word embeddings, the attention mechanisms, and
the CNNs used in Encoder(t; θ, q). All of these
techniques were proposed by previous works. Fur-
ther details are given in Section B of the supple-
mentary materials.

3.3.1 Word embeddings
The pre-trained word embeddings used in
Encoder(t; θ, q) were obtained by concatenating
two types of d-dimensional word embeddings
(d = 300 in this work): general word embeddings
and causal word embeddings.

General word embeddings are widely used em-
bedding vectors (300 dimensions) that were pre-
trained for about 1.65 million words by applying
word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) to about 35 mil-
lion sentences from Japanese Wikipedia (January
2015 version).

Causal word embeddings (Sharp et al., 2016)
were proposed for representing the causal asso-
ciations between words. Sharp et al. (2016) cre-

ated a set of cause-effect word pairs by paring
each content word in a cause part with each con-
tent word in an effect part of the same causal-
ity expression, such as “Volcanoes erupt because
magma pushes through vents and fissures.” In this
work, we extracted 100 million causality expres-
sions from 4-billion Japanese web pages using the
causality recognizer of Oh et al. (2013). Then,
following Sharp et al. (2016), we trained 300-
dimensional causal word embeddings for about
1.85 million words by applying the generalized
skip-gram embedding model of Levy and Gold-
berg (2014) to the causality expressions.

3.3.2 Attention
We also applied two types of attention mecha-
nisms to the above word embeddings. The first
type of attention, similarity-attention (dos Santos
et al., 2016; Tan et al., 2016), was used for esti-
mating the similarities between words in question
q and those in passage/compact-answers t and fo-
cusing on the attended words as those that directly
indicate the connection between the question and
passage/compact-answers. Basically, the mecha-
nism computes the cosine similarity between the
embeddings of the words in q and t, and uses it
for producing attention feature vector asj ∈ R for
word tj in passage/compact-answers.

Another attention mechanism, causality-
attention (Oh et al., 2017), was proposed for
focusing on passage words causally associated
with question words. They used normalized
point-wise mutual information to measure the
strength of the causal associations with the
causality expressions used for creating the causal
embeddings. The scores are used for producing
causality-attention feature vector acj for word tj .

Finally, we form two attention feature vectors,
as = [as1, · · · , as|t|] and ac = [ac1, · · · , ac|t|], con-

catenate them into a = [as; ac] ∈ R2×|t|, and pro-
duce attention-weighted word embedding tatt of
given text t, which is either an answer passage or
a compact answer:

tatt = ReLU(Wtt + Waa)

where Wt ∈ R2d×2d and Wa ∈ R2d×2 are train-
able parameters, t is the representation of text t,
and ReLU represents the rectified linear units.

3.3.3 CNNs
tatt is given to CNNs to generate final represen-
tation rt of a given passage/compact-answer t.
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The CNNs resembles those in Kim (2014). Con-
volutions are performed over the word embed-
dings using both multiple filters and multiple fil-
ter windows (e.g., sliding over 1, 2, or 3 word
windows at a time and 100 filters for each win-
dow). An average pooling operation is applied to
the convolution results to generate representation
rt, which is the output/value of Encoder(t; θ, q);
rt = Encoder(t; θ, q). In our experiments, we set
the dimension of representation rt to 300.

4 Why-QA Experiments

4.1 Datasets

We used three datasets, WhySet, CmpAns, and
AddTr, for our why-QA experiments. WhySet
and AddTr were used for training and evaluating
the why-QA models, whileCmpAnswas used for
training AGR.

The WhySet dataset, which was used in
previous works for why-QA (Oh et al., 2012,
2013, 2016, 2017), is composed of 850 Japanese
why-questions and their top-20 answer passages
(17,000 question-passage pairs) obtained from
600 million Japanese web pages using the answer-
retrieval method of Murata et al. (2007), where
a question-passage pair is composed of a single-
sentence question and a five-sentence passage.
The label of each question-answer pair (i.e., cor-
rect answer and incorrect answer) was manually
annotated (See Oh et al. (2013) for more de-
tails). Oh et al. (2013) selected 10,000 question-
passage pairs as training and test data in 10-fold
cross-validation (9,000 for training and 1,000 for
testing) and used the remainder (7,000 question-
passage pairs) as additional training data during
the 10-fold cross-validation. We followed the set-
tings and, in each fold, we selected 1,000 pairs
from the 9,000 pairs for training to use as develop-
ment data for tuning hyperparameters. Note that
there are no shared questions in the training, de-
velopment, or test data.

For training the AGR, we used CmpAns, the
training data set created in Ishida et al. (2018) for
compact-answer generation; CmpAns consists of
15,130 triples of a why-question, an answer pas-
sage, and a manually-created compact answer.
These cover 2,060 unique why-questions. Note
that there was no overlap between the questions in
CmpAns and those in WhySet. CmpAns was
created in the following manner: 1) human anno-
tators manually came up with open-domain why-

questions, 2) retrieved the top-20 passages for
each why-question using the open-domain why-
QA module of a publicly available web-based
QA system WISDOM X (Mizuno et al., 2016;
Oh et al., 2016), and 3) three annotators created
(when possible) a compact answer for each of
the retrieved passages. The passages for which
no annotator could create a compact answer were
discarded, and were not included in the 15,130
triples mentioned previously. The average lengths
of questions, passages, and compact answers in
CmpAns were 10.5 words, 184.4 words, and 8.3
words, respectively.

Finally, we created additional training data
AddTr for training the why-QA models. If an an-
notator could write a compact answer for a ques-
tion and an answer passage, she/he probably rec-
ognized the passage as a proper answer passage
to the question. Based on this observation, we
built AddTr from CmpAns by applying a major-
ity vote. We only gave a correct answer label to a
question and a passage if at least two of the three
annotators wrote compact answers, and it received
an incorrect answer label otherwise. AddTr has
10,401 pairs in total. We used AddTr as addi-
tional training data for baselines that lack a mech-
anism for generating compact-answer representa-
tions, for a fair comparison with other methods
that use CmpAns for such mechanisms.

We processed all the data with MeCab1, a mor-
phological analyzer, to segment the words.

4.2 Training details

In our proposed methods and their variants, all the
weights in the CNNs were initialized using He’s
method (He et al., 2015), and the other weights
in our why-QA model were initialized randomly
with a uniform distribution in the range of (-0.01,
0.01). For the CNN-based components, we set
the window size of the filters to “1,2,3” with 100
filters each2. We used dropout (Srivastava et al.,
2014) with probability 0.5 on the final logistic re-
gression layer. All of these hyper-parameters were
chosen with our development data. We optimized
the learned parameters with the Adam stochastic
gradient descent (Kingma and Ba, 2015). The
learning rate was set to 0.001, and the batch size

1http://taku910.github.io/mecab/
2We examined all of the following combinations of num-

ber of filters and filter window size: any of {25,50,75,100}
for the former, and any of {“1,2,3”, “2,3,4”, “1,2,3,4”} for
the latter.
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for each iteration was set to 20.

4.3 Compared methods
We tried three schemes for training our AGR in
our proposed method. In the first scheme, pairs of
passages and compact answers in CmpAns were
given to fake-representation generator F and real-
representation generator R as their inputs. We
called the fake-representation generator trained
in this way FOP and referred to our proposed
method using FOP as Ours(OP). In the second
scheme, we randomly sampled five-sentence pas-
sages that contain some clue words indicating the
existence of causal relations, such as “because,”
from 4-billion web pages and fed them to fake-
representation generator F . We fed the same num-
ber of the sampled passages as in CmpAns for
fair comparison. We refer to the method trained
by this scheme as Ours(RP). In the final scheme,
we replaced the word embeddings for the passages
given to fake-representation generator F with ran-
dom vectors and used similarity-attention but not
causality-attention. The fake-representation gen-
erator trained in this way is called FRV , and our
proposed method using FRV is called Ours(RV).
This scheme is more similar to the original GAN
than the others because the fake-representation
generator is given random noises.

We implemented and evaluated the following
four why-QA models in previous works as base-
lines, using the same dataset as ours:

1) Oh et al. (2013): an SVM-based model that
uses bag-of-word and causality features;

2) Sharp et al. (2016): a CNN model that rep-
resents a question and its answer passage
separately by using cause and effect word-
embedding vectors, which were trained with
our causality expressions by the same way as
in Sharp et al. (2016);

3) Tan et al. (2016): an LSTM model with
similarity-attention;

4) Oh et al. (2017): the state-of-the-art neu-
ral model for Japanese why-QA that uses
causality-attention and causality expressions.

We also evaluated nine baseline neural mod-
els, four of which are BERT-based models (BERT,
BERT+AddTr, BERT+FOP, and BERT+FRV), to
show the effectiveness of our why-QA model and
AGR. They are listed in Table 2.

Method Description

BASE Proposed method from which we re-
moved fake-representation generator
F .

BASE+AddTr BASE that used both WhySet and
AddTr as its training data.

BASE+CAns On top of BASE, it additionally
used real-representation generator R
to encode compact answers, which
were generated by the compact-
answer generator of Iida et al.
(2019). R was trained alongside the
why-QA model using WhySet and
the compact-answer generator was
pre-trained with CmpAns.

BASE+CEnc On top of BASE, it additionally used
the encoder in the compact-answer
generator of Iida et al. (2019) to cre-
ate compact-answer representation.
The encoder was pre-trained with
CmpAns.

BASE+Enc Same as Ours(OP) except that the
fake-representation generator was
trained in a supervised manner
alongside the why-QA model using
WhySet and AddTr as the training
data.

BERT Same as BASE except that the CNN-
based encoders for questions and
passages were replaced with the
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019).

BERT+AddTr BERT, which used both WhySet
and AddTr as its training data.

BERT+FOP On top of BERT, it additionally used
compact-answer representation pro-
duced by FOP for answer selection.

BERT+FRV Same as BERT+FOP except that it
used FRV instead of FOP for pro-
ducing compact-answer representa-
tion.

Table 2: Baseline neural models

To pre-train the BERT-based models, we used a
combination of sentences extracted from Japanese
Wikipedia articles (August 2018 version) and
causality expressions automatically recognized
from a causality recognizer (Oh et al., 2013). This
data mix consists of 75% of sentences extracted
from Wikipedia (14,675,535 sentences taken out
of 784,869 articles randomly sampled) and 25%
of cause and effect phrases taken from causal-
ity expressions (4,891,846 phrases from 2,445,923
causal relations). This ratio was determined
through preliminary experiments using the devel-
opment data. For the pre-training parameters, we
followed the settings of BERTBASE in Devlin et al.
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[SEP]
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T[SEP]
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[SEP]
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E[SEP]
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T[SEP]
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Figure 3: Architecture of BERT: E represents input em-
bedding and Ti represents contextual representation of
token i. [CLS] is a special symbol added in front of
every input example, and [SEP] is a special separator
token (e.g. for separating questions/passages).

(2019)3 except for the batch size of 50. We ran
3 epochs with the learning rate of 1e-5 for fine-
tuning the BERT-based models4.

A BERT-based model, BERT, takes a question-
passage pair as input and computes the input
representation using token, segment, position,
and attention feature embeddings (Fig. 3). For
the input representation computation, the orig-
inal BERT only used the token, segment, and
position embeddings, while BERT additionally
used the attention feature embeddings5 to ex-
ploit the same similarity-attention and causality-
attention features used in our proposed method.
We used the attention feature embeddings during
the fine-tuning and testing, but not during the pre-
training of the BERT-based model. The atten-
tion feature embeddings for answer passages (i.e.,
Esimw′1

, · · · , Esim
w′M

, and Ecausw′1
, · · · , Ecausw′M

) were
computed from the same attention feature vec-
tors, as and ac, as those in our proposed methods;
those for the other parts (i.e., questions, [CLS],
and [SEP]) were computed from a zero vector (in-
dicating no attention feature). The transformer en-
coder processed the input representation to gen-

312-layers, 768 hidden states, 12 heads and training for
1-million steps with the warmup rate of 1% using Adam op-
timizer with the learning rate of 1e-4.

4We tested all the combinations of epochs {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
and learning rates of {1e-5, 2e-5, 3e-5} and chose the one
that maximized the performance on the development data in
WhySet.

5We also evaluated a BERT-based model that did not use
the attention feature embeddings, but its P@1 (41.4) was
much lower than that of BERT (51.2).

P@1 MAP
Oh et al. (2013) 41.8 41.0
Sharp et al. (2016) 33.2 32.2
Tan et al. (2016) 34.0 33.4
Oh et al. (2017) 47.6 45.0
BASE 51.4 50.4
BASE+AddTr 52.0 49.3
BASE+CAns 51.8 50.3
BASE+CEnc 52.4 51.5
BASE+Enc 52.2 50.6
BERT 51.2 50.8
BERT+AddTr 51.8 51.0
BERT+FOP 53.4 51.2
BERT+FRV 53.2 50.9
Ours(OP) 54.8 52.4
Ours(RP) 53.4 51.5
Ours(RV) 54.6 51.8
Oracle 60.4 60.4

Table 3: Why-QA performances

erate a representation for a question-passage pair
and passed the generated representation to the lo-
gistic regression layer for answer selection. BERT
was trained with the training data in WhySet.
BERT+AddTr is the same as BERT except that it
additionally used AddTr as training data. On top
of BERT, BERT+FOP and BERT+FRV additionally
used the compact-answer representation produced
by our fake-representation generator for answer
selection by giving it to the final logistic regres-
sion layer.

4.4 Results

Table 3 shows the performances of all the methods
in the Precision of the top answer (P@1) and the
Mean Average Precision (MAP) (Oh et al., 2013).
Note that the Oracle method indicates the per-
formance of a fictional method that ranks the an-
swer passages perfectly, i.e., it locates all the m
correct answers to a question in the top-m ranks,
based on the gold-standard labels. This perfor-
mance is the upper bound of those of all the im-
plementable methods.

Our proposed method, Ours(OP), outper-
formed all the other methods. Our starting point,
i.e., BASE, was already superior to the methods
in the previous works. Compared with BASE and
BASE+AddTr, neither of which used compact-
answer representations or fake-representation gen-
erator F , Ours(OP) gave 3.4% and 2.8% im-
provement in P@1, respectively. It also outper-
formed BASE+CAns and BASE+CEnc, which
generated compact-answer representations in a
way different from the proposed method, and
BASE+Enc, which trained the fake-representation
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generator without adversarial learning. These per-
formance differences were statistically significant
(p < 0.01 by the McNemar’s test).
Ours(OP) also outperformed all the BERT-

based models but an interesting point is that fake-
representation generator F boosted the perfor-
mance of the BERT-based models (statistically
significant with p < 0.01 by the McNemar’s test).
These results suggest that AGR is effective in both
our why-QA model and our BERT-based model.

4.5 Deeper analysis on the output of F
Another interesting point is that Ours(RV),
in which fake-representation generator FRV was
trained using random vectors, achieved almost the
same performance as that of Ours(OP). This re-
sult was puzzling, so we first checked whether
FRV ’s output was not just random noise (which
could prevent the why-QA model from overfitting)
by replacing in Ours(RV) the output of FRV by
random vectors. Although we sampled the ran-
dom vectors from different distribution types with
various ranges, we obtained at best similar perfor-
mance to that of BASE: 51.6 in P@1. This result
confirms that it is not trivial to mimic FRV using
random vectors at least.

We investigated the FRV ’s output to check
whether it actually focused on the compact an-
swer in a given passage. We computed the fol-
lowing three representation sets from a gold set of
3,608 triples of why-questions, answer passages
and manually created compact-answers that do not
overlap with CmpAns:

• {rorgi }: FRV ’s output with the pairs of a why-
question and an answer passage in the gold
set as its input;

• {rini }: FRV ’s output for the same input as
{rorgi }, where we replaced the word embed-
dings of all the content words in the answer
passages that also appeared in the associated
gold compact-answers with random vectors;

• {routi }: FRV ’s output for the same input as
{rorgi }, where we replaced the word embed-
dings of all the content words in the answer
passages that did not appear in the associated
gold compact-answers with random vectors6.

If FRV perfectly focuses on the gold standard
compact-answers, for each question-passage pair,

6For both rini and routi , we never replaced the word em-
beddings for the words that also appeared in the question.

Train Dev Test
Quasar-T 37,012 3,000 3,000
SearchQA 99,811 13,893 27,247
TriviaQA 87,291 11,274 10,790∗

SQuAD v1.1 87,599 10,570∗ NA

Table 4: Number of questions in each dataset: datasets
marked with ∗ were not used in this experiment

routi should be the same as rorgi and rini should sig-
nificantly differ from rorgi . Next we computed the
average Euclidian distance among {rorgi }, {rini }
and {routi }. The average distance (2.67) between
{rorgi } and {routi } was much smaller than the av-
erage distance (13.3) between {rorgi } and {rini }.
Note that we replaced the word embeddings for
much more words with random vectors in the com-
putation of {routi } than those in the computation
of {rini } (38.1 words vs. 5.6 words). This implies
that the distance between {rorgi } and {routi } might
be much larger than that between {rorgi } and {rini }
if FRV focused equally on every answer passage
word. However, the actual results suggest that this
is not the case. Although we cannot draw deci-
sive conclusions due to the complex nature of neu-
ral networks, we believe from the results that FRV
does actually focus more on words that are a part
of a compact answer than on other words. We also
computed {rorgi }, {rini }, and {routi } with fake-
representation generator FOP in the same way and
observed the same tendency.

5 DS-QA Experiments

We tested our framework on another task, the dis-
tantly supervised open-domain question answer-
ing (DS-QA) task (Chen et al., 2017), to check
its generalizability. Table 4 shows the statistics
for the datasets used in this experiment. The first
three, Quasar-T, SearchQA, and TriviaQA pro-
vided by Lin et al. (2018), were used for train-
ing and evaluating DS-QA methods. The training
data of SQuAD v1.1 (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) was
used for training our AGR. The SQuAD dataset
consisted of the triples of a question, an answer,
and a paragraph that includes the answer. We as-
sume that the answers are our compact answers,
although the answers in the dataset are consec-
utive short word sequences (2.8 words on aver-
age), whose majority are noun phrases, unlike the
compact answers for our why-QA experiment, i.e.,
sentences or phrases (8.3 words on average).

We trained our AGR with all the triples of
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a question, an answer, and a paragraph in the
training data of SQuAD-v1.1 under the same set-
tings for the AGR’s hyperparameters as in our
why-QA experiment except that we use neither
causal word embeddings nor causality-attention.
In this experiment, we used the AGR training
schemes for Ours(OP) and Ours(RV). We
used the 300-dimensional GloVe word embed-
dings learned from 840 billion tokens in the web
crawl data (Pennington et al., 2014), as gen-
eral word embeddings. Then we combined the
resulting fake-representation generator F in the
AGR with the state-of-the-art DS-QA method,
OpenQA (Lin et al., 2018)7. We also used the hy-
perparameters presented in Lin et al. (2018).

OpenQA is composed of two components: a
paragraph selector to choose relevant paragraphs
(or answer passages in our terms) from a set of
paragraphs and a paragraph reader to extract an-
swers from the selected paragraphs. For iden-
tifying answer a to given question q from set
of paragraphs P = {pi}, the paragraph selec-
tor and the paragraph reader respectively compute
probabilities Pr(pi|q, P ) and Pr(a|q, pi), and fi-
nal output Pr(a|q, P ) is obtained by combining
the probabilities. We introduced ci, which is a
compact-answer representation generated by fake-
representation generator F with question q and
paragraph pi as its input, to the computation of the
probabilities as follows:

Pr(a|q, P, C) =
∑

i

Pr(a|q, pi, ci)Pr(pi|q, P, ci)

In the original OpenQA, the paragraph selec-
tor and the reader use bidirectional stacked RNNs
for encoding paragraphs, where word embeddings
pi of a paragraph is used as the input. In our
implementation, we computed attention-weighted
embedding p̄i of a paragraph by using compact-
answer representation ci. Given word embedding
pji for the j-th word in paragraph pi, its attention-
weighted embedding p̄ji was computed by using a
bilinear function (Sutskever et al., 2009):

p̄ji = softmaxj(pTiMci)pji ,

where M ∈ Rd×d is a trainable matrix,
softmaxj(x) denotes the j-th element of the soft-
maxed vector of x, and d = 300. We gave [pji ; p̄ji ],
a concatenation of pji and p̄ji , as the word embed-
ding of the j-th word in paragraph pi to the bidi-
rectional stacked RNNs.

7https://github.com/thunlp/OpenQA

Quasar-T SearchQA TriviaQA
EM F1 EM F1 EM F1

R3 35.3 41.7 49.0 55.3 47.3 53.7
OpenQA 42.2 49.3 58.8 64.5 48.7 56.3
Ours(OP) 43.2§ 49.7 59.6† 65.3† 49.6† 54.8
Ours(RV) 42.9§ 49.9 59.7† 65.3† 49.6† 54.7

Table 5: DS-QA performances: Result of TriviaQA
dataset is on its development data. § and † respectively
indicate statistical significance of difference in perfor-
mance between Ours(·) and OpenQA by the McNe-
mar’s test with p < 0.05 and p < 0.01

Table 5 shows the performances of the four
DS-QA methods: R3 (Wang et al., 2018),
OpenQA (Lin et al., 2018), Ours(OP), and
Ours(RV) evaluated against the Quasar-T,
SearchQA and TriviaQA datasets. All the meth-
ods were evaluated with EM and F1 scores, fol-
lowing Lin et al. (2018). EM measures the per-
centage of predictions that exactly match one of
the ground-truth answers and F1 is a metric that
loosely measures the average overlap between the
prediction and ground-truth answer. Note that
both Ours(OP) and Ours(RV) outperformed
both previous methods, R3 and OpenQA, except
for the F1 score for the TriviaQA dataset. Some
of the improvements over the previous state-of-
the-art method, OpenQA, were statistically signif-
icant. These findings suggest that our framework
can be effective for tasks other than the original
why-QA and the other datasets.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

We proposed a method for why-question answer-
ing (why-QA) that used an adversarial learning
framework. It employed adversarial learning to
generate vector representations of reasons or true
answers from answer passages and exploited the
representations for judging whether the passages
are proper answer passages to the given why-
questions. Through experiments using Japanese
why-QA datasets, we showed that this idea im-
proved why-QA performance. We also showed
that our method improved the performance in a
distantly supervised open-domain QA task.

In our why-QA method, causality expressions
extracted from the web were used as background
knowledge for computing causality-attention/em-
beddings. As a future work, we plan to introduce
a wider range of background knowledge including
another type of event causality (Hashimoto et al.,
2012, 2014, 2015; Kruengkrai et al., 2017).
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Abstract

Machine reading comprehension with unan-
swerable questions is a challenging task. In
this work, we propose a data augmentation
technique by automatically generating relevant
unanswerable questions according to an an-
swerable question paired with its correspond-
ing paragraph that contains the answer. We
introduce a pair-to-sequence model for unan-
swerable question generation, which effec-
tively captures the interactions between the
question and the paragraph. We also present
a way to construct training data for our ques-
tion generation models by leveraging the ex-
isting reading comprehension dataset. Exper-
imental results show that the pair-to-sequence
model performs consistently better compared
with the sequence-to-sequence baseline. We
further use the automatically generated unan-
swerable questions as a means of data aug-
mentation on the SQuAD 2.0 dataset, yielding
1.9 absolute F1 improvement with BERT-base
model and 1.7 absolute F1 improvement with
BERT-large model.

1 Introduction

Extractive reading comprehension (Hermann
et al., 2015; Rajpurkar et al., 2016) obtains great
attentions from both research and industry in
recent years. End-to-end neural models (Seo
et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017; Yu et al., 2018)
have achieved remarkable performance on the
task if answers are assumed to be in the given
paragraph. Nonetheless, the current systems are
still not good at deciding whether no answer
is presented in the context (Rajpurkar et al.,
2018). For unanswerable questions, the systems
are supposed to abstain from answering rather
than making unreliable guesses, which is an
embodiment of language understanding ability.

∗ Contribution during internship at Microsoft Research
Asia.

Title: Victoria (Australia)
Paragraph: . . . Public schools, also known as state or
government schools, are funded and run directly by the
Victoria Department of Education . Students do not pay
tuition fees, but some extra costs are levied. Private fee-
paying schools include parish schools . . .

Ans. Question: What organization runs the public
schools in Victoria?
UnAns. Question: What organization runs the waste
management in Victoria?

(Plausible) Answer: Victoria Department of Education

Figure 1: An example taken from the SQuAD 2.0
dataset. The annotated (plausible) answer span in the
paragraph is used as a pivot to align the pair of answer-
able and unanswerable questions.

We attack the problem by automatically gener-
ating unanswerable questions for data augmenta-
tion to improve question answering models. The
generated unanswerable questions should not be
too easy for the question answering model so that
data augmentation can better help the model. For
example, a simple baseline method is randomly
choosing a question asked for another paragraph,
and using it as an unanswerable question. How-
ever, it would be trivial to determine whether the
retrieved question is answerable by using word-
overlap heuristics, because the question is irrele-
vant to the context (Yih et al., 2013). In this work,
we propose to generate unanswerable questions by
editing an answerable question and conditioning
on the corresponding paragraph that contains the
answer. So the generated unanswerable questions
are more lexically similar and relevant to the con-
text. Moreover, by using the answerable question
as a prototype and its answer span as a plausible
answer, the generated examples can provide more
discriminative training signal to the question an-
swering model.
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To create training data for unanswerable ques-
tion generation, we use (plausible) answer spans
in paragraphs as pivots to align pairs of answer-
able questions and unanswerable questions. As
shown in Figure 1, the answerable and unanswer-
able questions of a paragraph are aligned through
the text span “Victoria Department of Education”
for being both the answer and plausible answer.
These two questions are lexically similar and both
asked with the same answer type in mind. In this
way, we obtain the data with which the models
can learn to ask unanswerable questions by editing
answerable ones with word exchanges, negations,
etc. Consequently, we can generate a mass of
unanswerable questions with existing large-scale
machine reading comprehension datasets.

Inspired by the neural reading comprehension
models (Xiong et al., 2017; Huang et al., 2018),
we introduce a pair-to-sequence model to bet-
ter capture the interactions between questions and
paragraphs. The proposed model first encodes in-
put question and paragraph separately, and then
conducts attention-based matching to make them
aware of each other. Finally, the context-aware
representations are used to generate outputs. To
facilitate the use of context words during the
generation process, we also incorporate the copy
mechanism (Gu et al., 2016; See et al., 2017).

Experimental results on the unanswerable ques-
tion generation task shows that the pair-to-
sequence model generates consistently better re-
sults over the sequence-to-sequence baseline and
performs better with long paragraphs than with
short answer sentences. Further experimental re-
sults show that the generated unanswerable ques-
tions can improve multiple machine reading com-
prehension models. Even using BERT fine-tuning
as a strong reading comprehension model, we can
still obtain a 1.9% absolute improvement of F1
score with BERT-base model and 1.7% absolute
F1 improvement with BERT-large model.

2 Related Work

Machine Reading Comprehension (MRC) Var-
ious large-scale datasets (Hermann et al., 2015;
Rajpurkar et al., 2016; Nguyen et al., 2016;
Joshi et al., 2017; Rajpurkar et al., 2018; Ko-
cisky et al., 2018) have spurred rapid progress on
machine reading comprehension in recent years.
SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) is an extractive
benchmark whose questions and answers spans

are annotated by humans. Neural reading com-
prehension systems (Wang and Jiang, 2017; Seo
et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017; Hu et al., 2018;
Huang et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2018; Yu et al.,
2018; Wang et al., 2018) have outperformed hu-
mans on this task in terms of automatic metrics.
The SQuAD 2.0 dataset (Rajpurkar et al., 2018)
extends SQuAD with more than 50, 000 crowd-
sourced unanswerable questions. So far, neural
reading comprehension models still fall behind
humans on SQuAD 2.0. Abstaining from answer-
ing when no answer can be inferred from the given
document does require more understanding than
barely extracting an answer.

Question Generation for MRC In recent
years, there has been an increasing interest in
generating questions for reading comprehension.
Du et al. (2017) show that neural models based
on the encoder-decoder framework can generate
significantly better questions than rule-based sys-
tems (Heilman and Smith, 2010). To generate
answer-focused questions, one can simply indicate
the answer positions in the context with extra fea-
tures (Yuan et al., 2017; Zhou et al., 2018; Du
and Cardie, 2018; Sun et al., 2018; Dong et al.,
2019). Song et al. (2018) and Kim et al. (2019)
separate answer representations for further match-
ing. Yao et al. (2018) introduce a latent variable
for capturing variability and an observed variable
for controlling question types. In summary, the
above mentioned systems aim to generate answer-
able questions with certain context. On the con-
trary, our goal is to generate unanswerable ques-
tions.

Adversarial Examples for MRC To evaluate
the language understanding ability of pre-trained
systems, Jia and Liang (2017) construct adversar-
ial examples by adding distractor sentences that do
not contradict question answering for humans to
the paragraph. Clark and Gardner (2018) and Tan
et al. (2018) use questions to retrieve paragraphs
that do not contain the answer as adversarial exam-
ples. Rajpurkar et al. (2018) create unanswerable
questions through rigid rules, which swap entities,
numbers and antonyms of answerable questions.
It has been shown that adversarial examples gen-
erated by rule-based systems are much easier to
detect than ones in the SQuAD 2.0 dataset.

Data Augmentation for MRC Several at-
tempts have been made to augment training data
for machine reading comprehension. We catego-
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Figure 2: Diagram of the proposed pair-to-sequence
model and sequence-to-sequence model. The input em-
beddings is the sum of the word embeddings, the char-
acter embeddings and the token type embeddings. The
input questions are all answerable.

rize these work according to the type of the aug-
mentation data: external data source, paragraphs
or questions. Devlin et al. (2019) fine-tune BERT
on the SQuAD dataset jointly with another dataset
TriviaQA (Joshi et al., 2017). Yu et al. (2018)
paraphrase paragraphs with backtranslation. An-
other line of work adheres to generate answerable
questions. Yang et al. (2017) propose to gener-
ate questions based on the unlabeled text for semi-
supervised question answering. Sun et al. (2019)
propose a rule-based system to generate multiple-
choice questions with candidate options upon the
paragraphs. We aim at generating unanswerable
questions as a means of data augmentation.

3 Problem Formulation

Given an answerable question q and its corre-
sponding paragraph p that contains the answer a,
we aim to generate unanswerable questions q̃ that
fulfills certain requirements. First, it cannot be an-
swered by paragraph p. Second, it must be rele-
vant to both answerable question q and paragraph
p, which refrains from producing irrelevant ques-
tions. Third, it should ask for something of the
same type as answer a.

As shown in Figure 2, we investigate two simple
neural models built upon encoder-decoder archi-
tecture (Cho et al., 2014; Bahdanau et al., 2015) to
generate unanswerable questions. A sequence-to-
sequence model takes the concatenated paragraph
and question as input, and encodes the input in a
sequential manner. A pair-to-sequence model is
further introduced to capture the interactions be-

tween inputs. The decoder of two models gener-
ates unanswerable questions sequentially. We fac-
torize the probability of generating the unanswer-
able question P (q̃|q, p, a) as:

P (q̃|q, p, a) =
|q̃|∏

t=1

P (q̃t|q̃<t, q, p, a) (1)

where q̃<t = q̃1 . . . q̃t−1.

3.1 Sequence-to-Sequence Model
In the sequence-to-sequence model, paragraph and
question pairs are packed into an ordered sequence
x with a special separator in between. To indi-
cate answers in paragraphs, we introduce token
type embeddings which can also be used to dis-
tinguish questions from paragraphs in sequence-
to-sequence model. As we can see in Figure 2,
the token type can be answer (A), paragraph (P),
or question (Q). For a given token, we construct
the input representation ei by summing the cor-
responding word embeddings, character embed-
dings and token type embeddings. Here characters
are embedded by an embedding matrix followed
by a max pooling layer.

We apply a single-layer bi-directional recur-
rent neural networks with long short-term mem-
ory units (LSTM; Hochreiter and Schmidhuber,
1997) to produce encoder hidden states hi =
fBiLSTM(hi−1, ei). On each decoding step t, the
hidden states of decoder (a single-layer unidirec-
tional LSTM network) are computed by st =
fLSTM(st−1, [yt−1; ct−1]), where yt−1 is the word
embedding of previously predicted token and ct−1
is the encoder context vector of previous step. Be-
sides, we use an attention mechanism to summa-
rize the encoder-side information into ct for cur-
rent step. The attention distribution γt over source
words is computed as in Luong et al. (2015):

score(hi, st) = hT
i Wγst (2)

γi,t = exp(score(hi, st))/Zt (3)

ct =

|x|∑

i

γi,thi (4)

where Zt =
∑|x|

k exp(score(hk, st)), Wγ in
score function is a learnable parameter.

Next, st is concatenated with ct to produce the
vocabulary distribution Pv:

Pv = softmax(Wv[st; ct] + bv) (5)
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where Wv and bv are learnable parameters. Copy
mechanism (See et al., 2017) is incorporated to di-
rectly copy words from inputs, because words in
paragraphs or source questions are of great value
for unanswerable question generation. Specifi-
cally, we use st and ct to produce a gating proba-
bility gt:

gt = sigmoid(Wg[st; ct] + bg) (6)

where Wg and bg are learnable parameters. The
gate gt determines whether generating a word
from the vocabulary or copying a word from in-
puts. Finally, we obtain the probability of generat-
ing q̃t by:

P (q̃t|q̃<t, q, p, a) = gtPv(q̃t) + (1− gt)
∑

i∈ζq̃t

γ̂i,t

where ζq̃t denotes all the occurrence of q̃t in in-
puts, and the copying score γ̂t is computed in the
same way as attention scores γt (see Equation (3))
while using different parameters.

3.2 Pair-to-Sequence Model

Paragraph and question interactions play a vitally
important role in machine reading comprehension.
The interactions make the paragraph and question
aware of each other and help to predict the an-
swer more precisely. Therefore we propose a pair-
to-sequence model, conducting attention based in-
teractions in encoder and subsequently decoding
with two series of representations.

In pair-to-sequence model, the paragraph
and question are embedded as in sequence-
to-sequence model, but encoded separately by
weight-shared bi-directional LSTM networks,
yielding hpi = fBiLSTM(hpi−1, e

p
i−1) as paragraph

encodings and hqi = fBiLSTM(hqi−1, e
q
i−1) as ques-

tion encodings. The same attention mechanism
as in sequence-to-sequence model is used in the
following interaction layer to produce question-
aware paragraph representations h̃pi :

αi,j = exp(score(hpi ,h
q
j))/Zi (7)

ĥpi =

|q|∑

j=1

αi,jh
q
j (8)

h̃pi = tanh(Wp[h
p
i ; ĥ

p
i ] + bp) (9)

where Zi =
∑|q|

k=1 exp(score(h
p
i ,h

q
k)) ,Wp

and bp are learnable parameters. Similarly, the

paragraph-aware question representations h̃qi are
produced by:

βi,j = exp(score(hpi ,h
q
j))/Zj (10)

ĥqi =

|p|∑

i=1

βi,jh
p
i (11)

h̃qj = tanh(Wq[h
q
j ; ĥ

q
j ] + bq) (12)

where Zj =
∑|p|

k=1 exp(score(h
p
k,h

q
j)), Wq and

bq are learnable parameters.
Accordingly, the decoder now takes paragraph

context cpt−1 and question context cqt−1 as en-
coder context, computed as ct (see Equation (4))
in sequence-to-sequence model, to update decoder
hidden states st = fLSTM(st−1, [yt−1; c

p
t−1; c

q
t−1])

and predict tokens. Copy mechanism is also
adopted as described before, and copying words
from both the paragraph and question is viable.

3.3 Training and Inference
The training objective is to minimize the negative
likelihood of the aligned unanswerable question
q̃ given the answerable question q and its corre-
sponding paragraph p that contains the answer a:

L = −
∑

(q̃,q,p,a)∈D
logP (q̃|q, p, a; θ) (13)

where D is the training corpus and θ denotes all
the parameters. Sequence-to-sequence and pair-
to-sequence models are trained with the same ob-
jective.

During inference, the unanswerable question
for question answering pair (q, p, a) is obtained
via argmaxq′P (q

′|q, p, a), where q′ represents
candidate outputs. Beam search is used to avoid
iterating over all possible outputs.

4 Experiments

We conduct experiments on the SQuAD 2.0
dataset (Rajpurkar et al., 2018). The extrac-
tive machine reading benchmark contains about
100, 000 answerable questions and over 50, 000
crowdsourced unanswerable questions towards
Wikipedia paragraphs. Crowdworkers are re-
quested to craft unanswerable questions that are
relevant to the given paragraph. Moreover, for
each unanswerable question, a plausible answer
span is annotated, which indicates the incorrect
answer obtained by only relying on type-matching
heuristics. Both answers and plausible answers are
text spans in the paragraphs.
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4.1 Unanswerable Question Generation
4.1.1 Training Data Construction
We use (plausible) answer spans in paragraphs as
pivots to align pairs of answerable questions and
unanswerable questions. An aligned pair is shown
in Figure 1. As to the spans that correspond to
multiple answerable and unanswerable questions,
we sort the pairs by Levenshtein distance (Leven-
shtein, 1966) and keep the pair with the minimum
distance, and make sure that each question is only
paired once.

We obtain 20, 220 aligned pairs from the
SQuAD 2.0 dataset in total. The Levenshtein dis-
tance between the answerable and unanswerable
questions in pairs is 3.5 on average. Specifically,
the 17, 475 pairs extracted from the SQuAD 2.0
training set are used to train generation models.
Since the SQuAD 2.0 test set is hidden, we ran-
domly sample 46 articles from the SQuAD 2.0
training set with 1, 805 (∼10%) pairs as holdout
set and evaluate generation models with 2, 745
pairs extracted the SQuAD 2.0 development set.

4.1.2 Settings
We implement generation models upon Open-
NMT (Klein et al., 2017). We preprocess the cor-
pus with the spaCy toolkit for tokenization and
sentence segmentation. We lowercase tokens and
build the vocabulary on SQuAD 2.0 training set
with word frequency threshold of 9 to remove
most noisy tokens introduced in data collection
and tokenization. We set word, character and
token type embeddings dimension to 300. We
use the glove.840B.300d pre-trained embed-
dings (Pennington et al., 2014) to initialize word
embeddings, and do further updates during train-
ing. Both encoder and decoder share the same vo-
cabulary and word embeddings. The hidden state
size of LSTM network is 150. Dropout probabil-
ity is set to 0.2. The data are shuffled and split into
mini-batches of size 32 for training. The model is
optimized with Adagrad (Duchi et al., 2011) with
an initial learning rate of 0.15. During inference,
the beam size is 5. We prohibit producing un-
known words by setting the score of <unk> token
to -inf. We filter the beam outputs that make no
differences to the input question.

4.1.3 Evaluation Metrics
The generation quality is evaluated using three au-
tomatic evaluation metrics: BLEU (Papineni et al.,
2002), ROUGE (Lin, 2004) and GLEU (Napoles

et al., 2015). BLEU1 is a commonly used
metric in machine translation that computes n-
gram precisions over references. Recall-oriented
ROUGE2 metric is widely adopted in summariza-
tion, and ROUGE-L measures longest common
subsequence between system outputs and refer-
ences. GLEU3 is a variant of BLEU with the
modification that penalizes system output n-grams
that present in input but absent from the reference.
This makes GLEU a preferable metric for tasks
with subtle but critical differences in a monolin-
gual setting as in our unanswerable question gen-
eration task.

We also conduct human evaluation on 100 sam-
ples in three criteria: (1) unanswerability, which
indicates whether the question is unanswerable or
not; (2) relatedness, which measures semantic re-
latedness between the generated question and in-
put question answering pair; (3) readability, which
indicates the grammaticality and fluency. We
ask three raters to score the generated questions
in terms of relatedness and readability on a 1-3
scale (3 for the best) and determine the answer-
ability in binary (1 for unanswerable). The raters
are not aware of the question generation methods
in advance.

4.1.4 Results
Results of the automatic evaluation are shown
in Table 1. We find that the proposed pair-to-
sequence model that captures interactions between
paragraph and question performs consistently bet-
ter than sequence-to-sequence model. Moreover,
replacing the input paragraph with the answer sen-
tence hurts model performance, which indicates
that using the whole paragraph as context provides
more helpful information to unanswerable ques-
tion generation. We also try to generate unan-
swerable questions by only relying on answer-
able questions (see “-Paragraph”), or the para-
graph (see “-Question”). Unsurprisingly, both ab-
lation models obtain worse performance compared
with the full model. These two ablation results
also demonstrate that the input answerable ques-
tion helps more to improve performance compared
with the input paragraph. We argue that the orig-
inal answerable question provides more direct in-
formation due to the fact that the average edit dis-
tance between the example pairs is 3.5. At last,

1github.com/moses-smt/mosesdecoder
2pypi.org/project/pyrouge
3github.com/cnap/gec-ranking
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Model GLEU-3 GLEU-4 BLEU-3 BLEU-4 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-3 ROUGE-L

SEQ2SEQ 33.13 27.39 36.80 27.84 46.54 32.98 64.28
PAIR2SEQ 35.06 29.43 37.67 29.17 47.46 34.18 65.24

- Paragraph (+AS) 34.42 28.43 37.35 28.44 47.13 33.29 65.02
- Paragraph 33.58 27.54 35.89 26.99 46.14 31.45 64.78
- Question 9.40 6.21 6.7 3.1 12.64 5.63 32.26
- Copy 25.06 19.80 36.06 22.84 33.40 20.45 52.76

Table 1: Automatic evaluation results. Higher score is better and the best performance for each evaluation metric
is highlighted in boldface. “- Paragraph (+AS)” represents replacing paragraphs with answer sentences.

EM / F1 4
BNA 59.7/62.7 -

+ UNANSQ 61.0/63.5 +1.3/+0.8

DocQA 61.9/64.5 -
+ UNANSQ 62.4/65.3 +0.5/+0.8

BERTBase 74.3/77.4 -
+ UNANSQ 76.4/79.3 +2.1/+1.9

BERTLarge 78.2/81.3 -
+ UNANSQ 80.0/83.0 +1.8/+1.7

Table 2: Experimental results of applying data augmen-
tation to reading comprehension models on the SQuAD
2.0 dataset. “4” indicates absolute improvement.

we remove the copy mechanism that restrains pre-
diction tokens to the vocabulary. The results indi-
cate the necessity of copying tokens from answer-
able questions and paragraphs to outputs, which
relieves the out-of-vocabulary problem.

Table 3 shows the human evaluation results of
generated unanswerable questions. We compare
with the baseline method TFIDF, which uses the
input answerable question to retrieve similar ques-
tions towards other articles as outputs. The re-
trieved questions are mostly unanswerable and
readable, but they are not quite relevant to the
question answering pair. Notice that being rele-
vant is demonstrated to be important for data aug-
mentation in further experiments on machine read-
ing comprehension. Here pair-to-sequence model
still outperforms sequence-to-sequence model in
terms of all three metrics. But the differences in
human evaluation are not as notable as in the au-
tomatic metrics.

As shown in Table 4, we further randomly
sample 100 system outputs to analyze the types
of generated unanswerable questions. We bor-
row the types defined in Rajpurkar et al. (2018)

UNANS RELA READ

TFIDF 0.96 1.52 2.98
SEQ2SEQ 0.62 2.88 2.39
PAIR2SEQ 0.65 2.95 2.61

Human 0.95 2.96 3

Table 3: Human evaluation results. Unanswerability
(UNANS): 1 for unanswerable, 0 otherwise. Related-
ness (RELA): 3 for relevant to both answerable ques-
tion and paragraph, 2 for relevant to only one, 1 for ir-
relevant. Readability (READ): 3 for fluent, 2 for minor
grammatical errors, 1 for incomprehensible.

Type S2S P2S Human

Negation 42% 54% 32%
Antonym 4% 5% 9%
Entity Swap 17% 20% 20%
Mutual Exclusion 2% 0% 12%
Impossible Condition 8% 12% 25%
Other 27% 8% 2%

Table 4: Types of unanswerable questions generated
by models and humans, we refer the reader to (Ra-
jpurkar et al., 2018) for detail definition of each type.
“S2S” represents the sequence-to-sequence baseline
and “P2S” is our proposed pair-to-sequence model.

for SQuAD 2.0. We categorize the outputs
with grammatical errors that make them hard
to understand into Other. Samples that fall
into Impossible Condition are mainly pro-
duced by non-entity substitution. We can see
that models tend to generate unanswerable ques-
tions by inserting negation and swapping entities.
These two types are also most commonly used
when crowdworkers pose unanswerable questions
according to answerable ones. We also find that
the current models still have difficulties in utilizing
antonyms and exclusion conditions, which could
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Title: Victoria (Australia)
Paragraph: Victorian schools are either publicly or privately funded. Public schools, also known as state or government
schools, are funded and run directly by the Victoria Department of Education . Students do not pay tuition fees, but
some extra costs are levied. Private fee-paying schools include parish schools run by the Roman Catholic Church and
independent schools similar to British public schools. Independent schools are usually affiliated with Protestant churches.
Victoria also has several private Jewish and Islamic primary and secondary schools. Private schools also receive some ...

Question: What organization runs the public schools in Victoria?
Human: What organization runs the waste management in Victoria?
SEQ2SEQ: what organization runs the public schools in texas ?
PAIR2SEQ: what organization never runs the public schools in victoria ?
(Plausible) Answer: Victoria Department of Education

Question: What church runs some private schools in Victoria?
Human: What church runs public schoolsin Victoria?
SEQ2SEQ: what church runs some private schools ?
PAIR2SEQ: what church no longer runs some private schools in victoria ?
(Plausible) Answer: Roman Catholic Church

Question: Since students do not pay tuition, what do they have to pay for schooling in Victoria?
Human: What is covered by the state in addition to tuition?
SEQ2SEQ: since students do not pay to pay schooling in victoria ?
PAIR2SEQ: since students do n’t pay tuition , what do they have to pay for schooling in victoria ?
(Plausible) Answer: some extra costs

Question: What are public schools in Victoria?
Human: What are public banks in Victoria?
SEQ2SEQ: what are n’t public schools in victoria ?
PAIR2SEQ: what are public schools not in victoria ?
(Plausible) Answer: state or government schools

Figure 3: Sample output generated by human, sequence-to-sequence model, and pair-to-sequence model. The
(plausible) answer span of questions are marked in colors and main difference of model outputs are underlined.

be improved by incorporating external resources.
In Figure 3, we present a sample paragraph and

its corresponding answerable questions and gen-
erated unanswerable questions. In the first ex-
ample, two models generate unanswerable ques-
tions by swapping the location entity “Victoria”
with “texas” and inserting negation word “never”,
respectively. In the second example, sequence-
to-sequence model omits the condition “in Victo-
ria” and yields an answerable question. Pair-to-
sequence model inserts the negation “no longer”
properly, which is not mentioned in the para-
graph. In the third example, grammatical errors
are found in the output of SEQ2SEQ. The last ex-
ample shows that inserting negation words in dif-
ferent positions (“n’t public” versus “not in victo-
ria”) can express different meanings. Such cases
are critical for generated questions’ answerability,
which is hard to handle in a rule-based system.

4.2 Data Augmentation for Machine Reading
Comprehension

4.2.1 Question Answering Models
We apply our automatically generated unanswer-
able questions as augmentation data to the follow-

ing reading comprehension models:

BiDAF-No-Answer (BNA) BiDAF (Seo et al.,
2017) is a benchmark model on extractive ma-
chine reading comprehension. Based on BiDAF,
Levy et al. (2017) propose the BiDAF-No-Answer
model to predict the distribution of answer candi-
dates and the probability of a question being unan-
swerable at the same time.

DocQA Clark and Gardner (2018) propose the
DocQA model to address document-level reading
comprehension. The no-answer probability is also
predicted jointly.

BERT Fine-Tuning It is the state-of-the-art
model on unanswerable machine reading com-
prehension. We adopt the uncased version of
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) for fine-tuning. The
batch sizes of BERT-base and BERT-large are set
to 12 and 24 respectively. The rest hyperparame-
ters are kept untouched as in the official instruc-
tions of fine-tuning BERT-Large on SQuAD 2.0.

4.2.2 Data Augmentation Setup
We first generate unanswerable questions using
the trained generation model. Specifically, we use
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EM / F1 4
BERTBase 74.3/77.4 -

+ TFIDF 75.0/77.8 +0.7/+0.4
+ RULE 75.6/78.5 +1.3/+1.1
+ SEQ2SEQ 75.5/78.2 +1.2/+0.8
+ PAIR2SEQ 76.4/79.3 +2.1/+1.9

Table 5: Results using different generation methods for
data augmentation. “4” indicates absolute improve-
ment.

the answerable questions in the SQuAD 2.0 train-
ing set, besides ones aligned before, to generate
unanswerable questions. Then we use the para-
graph and answers of answerable questions along
with the generated questions to construct training
examples. At last, we have an augmentation data
containing 69, 090 unanswerable examples.

We train question answering models with aug-
mentation data in two separate phases. In the first
phase, we train the models by combining the aug-
mentation data and all 86, 821 SQuAD 2.0 answer-
able examples. Subsequently, we use the original
SQuAD 2.0 training data alone to further fine-tune
model parameters.

4.2.3 Results
Exact Match (EM) and F1 are two metrics used
to evaluate model performance. EM measures the
percentage of predictions that match ground truth
answers exactly. F1 measures the word overlap
between the prediction and ground truth answers.
We use pair-to-sequence model with answerable
questions and paragraphs for data augmentation
by default.

Table 2 shows the exact match and F1 scores of
multiple reading comprehension models with and
without data augmentation. We can see that the
generated unanswerable questions can improve
both specifically designed reading comprehen-
sion models and strong BERT fine-tuning models,
yielding 1.9 absolute F1 improvement with BERT-
base model and 1.7 absolute F1 improvement with
BERT-large model. Our submitted model obtains
an EM score of 80.75 and an F1 score of 83.85 on
the hidden test set.

As shown in Table 5, pair-to-sequence model
proves to be a better option for generating aug-
mentation data than other three methods. Besides
the sequence-to-sequence model, we use answer-
able questions to retrieve questions from other ar-

EM / F1 4
BERTBase 74.3/77.4 -

+ UNANSQ×1 76.4/79.3 +2.1/+1.9
+ UNANSQ×2 76.4/79.4 +2.1/+2.0
+ UNANSQ×3 76.6/79.6 +2.3/+2.2

BERTLarge 78.2/81.3 -
+ UNANSQ×1 80.0/83.0 +1.8/+1.7
+ UNANSQ×2 80.0/82.9 +1.8/+1.6
+ UNANSQ×3 80.1/83.1 +1.9/+1.8

Table 6: Ablation over the size of data augmentation.
“× N” means the original size is enhanced N times.
“4” indicates absolute improvement.

ticles with TFIDF. The retrieved questions are
of little help to improve the model, because they
are less relevant to the paragraph as shown in Ta-
ble 3. We refer to the rule-based method (Jia
and Liang, 2017) that swaps entities and replaces
words with antonyms as RULE. In comparison
to the above methods, pair-to-sequence model can
yield the largest improvement.

Results in Table 6 show that enlarging the
size of augmentation data can further improve
model performance, especially with the BERT-
base model. We conduct experiments using two
and three times the size of the base augmentation
data (i.e., 69, 090 unanswerable questions). We
generate multiple unanswerable questions for each
answerable question by using beam search. Be-
cause we only generate unanswerable questions,
the data imbalance problem could mitigate the
improvement of incorporating more augmentation
data.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose to generate unanswer-
able questions as a means of data augmentation
for machine reading comprehension. We produce
relevant unanswerable questions by editing an-
swerable questions and conditioning on the cor-
responding paragraph. A pair-to-sequence model
is introduced in order to capture the interactions
between question and paragraph. We also present
a way to construct training data for unanswer-
able question generation models. Both automatic
and human evaluations show that the proposed
model consistently outperforms the sequence-to-
sequence baseline. The results on the SQuAD
2.0 dataset show that our generated unanswer-
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able questions can help to improve multiple read-
ing comprehension models. As for future work,
we would like to enhance the ability to utilize
antonyms for unanswerable question generation
by leveraging external resources.
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Abstract

Multi-hop reading comprehension (RC) ques-
tions are challenging because they require
reading and reasoning over multiple para-
graphs. We argue that it can be difficult to con-
struct large multi-hop RC datasets. For exam-
ple, even highly compositional questions can
be answered with a single hop if they target
specific entity types, or the facts needed to
answer them are redundant. Our analysis is
centered on HOTPOTQA, where we show that
single-hop reasoning can solve much more of
the dataset than previously thought. We intro-
duce a single-hop BERT-based RC model that
achieves 67 F1—comparable to state-of-the-
art multi-hop models. We also design an eval-
uation setting where humans are not shown all
of the necessary paragraphs for the intended
multi-hop reasoning but can still answer over
80% of questions. Together with detailed error
analysis, these results suggest there should be
an increasing focus on the role of evidence in
multi-hop reasoning and possibly even a shift
towards information retrieval style evaluations
with large and diverse evidence collections.

1 Introduction

Multi-hop reading comprehension (RC) requires
reading and aggregating information over multi-
ple pieces of textual evidence (Welbl et al., 2017;
Yang et al., 2018; Talmor and Berant, 2018). In
this work, we argue that it can be difficult to con-
struct large multi-hop RC datasets. This is because
multi-hop reasoning is a characteristic of both the
question and the provided evidence; even highly
compositional questions can be answered with a
single hop if they target specific entity types, or the
facts needed to answer them are redundant. For
example, the question in Figure 1 is compositional:
a plausible solution is to find “What animal’s habi-
tat was the Réserve Naturelle Lomako Yokokala

∗Equal Contribution.

Question: What is the former name of the animal whose
habitat the Réserve Naturelle Lomako Yokokala was es-
tablished to protect?
Paragraph 5: The Lomako Forest Reserve is found in
Democratic Republic of the Congo. It was established in
1991 especially to protect the habitat of the Bonobo apes.
Paragraph 1: The bonobo (“Pan paniscus”), formerly
called the pygmy chimpanzee and less often, the dwarf
or gracile chimpanzee, is an endangered great ape and one
of the two species making up the genus “Pan”.

Figure 1: A HOTPOTQA example designed to require
reasoning across two paragraphs. Eight spurious addi-
tional paragraphs (not shown) are provided to increase
the task difficulty. However, since only one of the ten
paragraphs is about an animal, one can immediately lo-
cate the answer in Paragraph 1 using one hop. The full
example is provided in Appendix A.

established to protect?”, and then answer “What is
the former name of that animal?”. However, when
considering the evidence paragraphs, the question
is solvable in a single hop by finding the only para-
graph that describes an animal.

Our analysis is centered on HOTPOTQA (Yang
et al., 2018), a dataset of mostly compositional
questions. In its RC setting, each question is paired
with two gold paragraphs, which should be needed
to answer the question, and eight distractor para-
graphs, which provide irrelevant evidence or incor-
rect answers. We show that single-hop reasoning
can solve much more of this dataset than previously
thought. First, we design a single-hop QA model
based on BERT (Devlin et al., 2018), which, de-
spite having no ability to reason across paragraphs,
achieves performance competitive with the state of
the art. Next, we present an evaluation demonstrat-
ing that humans can solve over 80% of questions
when we withhold one of the gold paragraphs.

To better understand these results, we present
a detailed analysis of why single-hop reasoning
works so well. We show that questions include
redundant facts which can be ignored when com-
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puting the answer, and that the fine-grained entity
types present in the provided paragraphs in the RC
setting often provide a strong signal for answer-
ing the question, e.g., there is only one animal in
the given paragraphs in Figure 1, allowing one to
immediately locate the answer using one hop.

This analysis shows that more carefully cho-
sen distractor paragraphs would induce questions
that require multi-hop reasoning. We thus ex-
plore an alternative method for collecting distrac-
tors based on adversarial paragraph selection. Al-
though this appears to mitigate the problem, a
single-hop model re-trained on these distractors
can recover most of the original single-hop accu-
racy, indicating that these distractors are still insuf-
ficient. Another method is to consider very large
distractor sets such as all of Wikipedia or the en-
tire Web, as done in open-domain HOTPOTQA and
ComplexWebQuestions (Talmor and Berant, 2018).
However, this introduces additional computational
challenges and/or the need for retrieval systems.
Finding a small set of distractors that induce multi-
hop reasoning remains an open challenge that is
worthy of follow up work.

2 Related Work

Large-scale RC datasets (Hermann et al., 2015;
Rajpurkar et al., 2016; Joshi et al., 2017) have en-
abled rapid advances in neural QA models (Seo
et al., 2017; Xiong et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2018; De-
vlin et al., 2018). To foster research on reasoning
across multiple pieces of text, multi-hop QA has
been introduced (Kočiskỳ et al., 2018; Talmor and
Berant, 2018; Yang et al., 2018). These datasets
contain compositional or “complex” questions. We
demonstrate that these questions do not necessitate
multi-hop reasoning.

Existing multi-hop QA datasets are constructed
using knowledge bases, e.g., WIKIHOP (Welbl
et al., 2017) and COMPLEXWEBQUESTIONS (Tal-
mor and Berant, 2018), or using crowd workers,
e.g., HOTPOTQA (Yang et al., 2018). WIKI-
HOP questions are posed as triples of a relation
and a head entity, and the task is to determine
the tail entity of the relationship. COMPLEXWE-
BQUESTIONS consists of open-domain composi-
tional questions, which are constructed by increas-
ing the complexity of SPARQL queries from WE-
BQUESTIONS (Berant et al., 2013). We focus on
HOTPOTQA, which consists of multi-hop ques-
tions written to require reasoning over two para-

Figure 2: Our model, single-paragraph BERT, reads
and scores each paragraph independently. The answer
from the paragraph with the lowest yempty score is cho-
sen as the final answer.

graphs from Wikipedia.
Parallel research from Chen and Durrett (2019)

presents similar findings on HOTPOTQA. Our work
differs because we conduct human analysis to un-
derstand why questions are solvable using single-
hop reasoning. Moreover, we show that selecting
distractor paragraphs is difficult using current re-
trieval methods.

3 Single-paragraph QA

This section shows the performance of a single-hop
model on HOTPOTQA.

3.1 Model Description

Our model, single-paragraph BERT, scores and an-
swers each paragraph independently (Figure 2). We
then select the answer from the paragraph with the
best score, similar to Clark and Gardner (2018).1

The model receives a question Q = [q1, .., qm]
and a single paragraph P = [p1, ..., pn] as in-
put. Following Devlin et al. (2018), S =
[q1, ..., qm, [SEP], p1, ..., pn], where [SEP] is a spe-
cial token, is fed into BERT:

S′ = BERT(S) ∈ Rh×(m+n+1),

where h is the hidden dimension of BERT. Next, a
classifier uses max-pooling and learned parameters
W1 ∈ Rh×4 to generate four scalars:

[yspan; yyes; yno; yempty] =W1maxpool(S′),

where yspan, yyes, yno and yempty indicate the an-
swer is either a span, yes, no, or no answer. An
extractive paragraph span, span, is obtained sep-
arately following Devlin et al. (2018). The final
model outputs are a scalar value yempty and a text
of either span, yes or no, based on which of
yspan, yyes, yno has the largest value.

1Full details in Appendix B. Code available at https:
//github.com/shmsw25/single-hop-rc.
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Model Distractor F1 Open F1

Single-paragraph BERT* 67.08 38.40

BiDAF* 58.28 34.36
BiDAF 58.99 32.89
GRN 66.71 36.48
QFE 68.06 38.06
DFGN + BERT 68.49 -
MultiQA - 40.23
DecompRC 69.63 40.65
BERT Plus 69.76 -
Cognitive Graph - 48.87

Table 1: F1 scores on HOTPOTQA. * indicates the re-
sult is on the validation set; the other results are on the
hidden test set shown in the official leaderboard.

For a particular HOTPOTQA example, we run
single-paragraph BERT on each paragraph in par-
allel and select the answer from the paragraph with
the smallest yempty.

3.2 Model Results

HOTPOTQA has two settings: a distractor setting
and an open-domain setting.

Distractor Setting The HOTPOTQA distractor
setting pairs the two paragraphs the question was
written for (gold paragraphs) with eight spurious
paragraphs selected using TF-IDF similarity with
the question (distractors). Our single-paragraph
BERT model achieves 67.08 F1, comparable to
the state-of-the-art (Table 1).2 This indicates the
majority of HOTPOTQA questions are answerable
in the distractor setting using a single-hop model.

Open-domain Setting The HOTPOTQA open-
domain setting (Fullwiki) does not provide a set of
paragraphs—all of Wikipedia is considered. We
follow Chen et al. (2017) and retrieve paragraphs
using bigram TF-IDF similarity with the question.

We use the single-paragraph BERT model
trained in the distractor setting. We also fine-tune
the model using incorrect paragraphs selected by
the retrieval system. In particular, we retrieve 30
paragraphs and select the eight paragraphs with
the lowest yempty scores predicted by the trained
model. Single-paragraph BERT achieves 38.06 F1
in the open-domain setting (Table 1). This shows
that the open-domain setting is challenging for our
single-hop model and is worthy of future study.

2Results as of March 4th, 2019.

4 Compositional Questions Are Not
Always Multi-hop

This section provides a human analysis of HOT-
POTQA to understand what phenomena enable
single-hop answer solutions. HOTPOTQA contains
two question types, Bridge and Comparison, which
we evaluate separately.

4.1 Categorizing Bridge Questions
Bridge questions consist of two paragraphs linked
by an entity (Yang et al., 2018), e.g., Figure 1. We
first investigate single-hop human performance on
HOTPOTQA bridge questions using a human study
consisting of NLP graduate students. Humans see
the paragraph that contains the answer span and the
eight distractor paragraphs, but do not see the other
gold paragraph. As a baseline, we show a different
set of people the same questions in their standard
ten paragraph form.

On a sample of 200 bridge questions from the
validation set, human accuracy shows marginal
degradation when using only one hop: humans
obtain 87.37 F1 using all ten paragraphs and 82.06
F1 when using only nine (where they only see a
single gold paragraph). This indicates humans, just
like models, are capable of solving bridge questions
using only one hop.

Next, we manually categorize what enables
single-hop answers for 100 bridge validation exam-
ples (taking into account the distractor paragraphs),
and place questions into four categories (Table 2).

Multi-hop 27% of questions require multi-hop
reasoning. The first example of Table 2 requires lo-
cating the university where “Ralph Hefferline” was
a psychology professor, and multiple universities
are provided as distractors. Therefore, the answer
cannot be determined in one hop.3

Weak Distractors 35% of questions allow
single-hop answers in the distractor setting, mostly
by entity type matching. Consider the question in
the second row of Table 2: in the ten provided para-
graphs, only one actress has a government position.
Thus, the question is answerable without consider-
ing the film “Kiss and Tell.” These examples may
become multi-hop in the open-domain setting, e.g.,
there are numerous actresses with a government
position on Wikipedia.

3It is possible that a single-hop model can do well by
randomly guessing between two or three well-typed options,
but we do not evaluate that strategy here.
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Type Question %

Multi-hop Ralph Hefferline was a psychology professor at a university that is located in what city? 27

Weak distractors What government position was held by the woman who portrayed Corliss Archer in 35the film Kiss and Tell?

Redundant evidence Kaiser Ventures corporation was founded by an American industrialist who became 26known as the father of modern American shipbuilding?

Non-compositional 1-hop When was Poison’s album ‘Shut Up, Make Love’ released? 8

Table 2: We categorize bridge questions while taking the paragraphs into account. We exclude 4% of questions
that we found to have incorrect or ambiguous answer annotations. See Section 4.1 for details on question types.

Type Question % F1

Multi-hop Who was born first, Arthur Conan Doyle or Penelope Lively? 45 54.46

Context-dependent Are Hot Rod and the Memory of Our People both magazines? 36 56.16

Single-hop Which writer was from England, Henry Roth or Robert Erskine Childers? 17 70.54

Table 3: We automatically categorize comparison questions using rules (2% cannot be automatically categorized).
Single-paragraph BERT achieves near chance accuracy on multi-hop questions but exploits single-hop ones.

To further investigate entity type matching, we
reduce the question to the first five tokens start-
ing from the wh-word, following Sugawara et al.
(2018). Although most of these reduced questions
appear void of critical information, the F1 score
of single-paragraph BERT only degrades about 15
F1 from 67.08 to 52.13.

Redundant Evidence 26% of questions are
compositional but are solvable using only part of
the question. For instance, in the third example of
Table 2 there is only a single founder of “Kaiser
Ventures.” Thus, one can ignore the condition
on “American industrialist” and “father of modern
American shipbuilding.” This category differs from
the weak distractors category because its questions
are single-hop regardless of the distractors.

Non-compositional Single-hop 8% of ques-
tions are non-compositional and single-hop. In
the last example of Table 2, one sentence contains
all of the information needed to answer correctly.

4.2 Categorizing Comparison Questions

Comparison questions require quantitative or logi-
cal comparisons between two quantities or events.
We create rules (Appendix C) to group comparison
questions into three categories: questions which
require multi-hop reasoning (multi-hop), may re-
quire multi-hop reasoning (context-dependent), and
require single-hop reasoning (single-hop).

Many comparison questions are multi-hop or
context-dependent multi-hop, and single-paragraph

Evaluation Data Training Data

Original Adversarial

Original 67.08 59.12
Adversarial 46.84 60.10
+ Type 40.73 58.42

Table 4: We train on HOTPOTQA using standard dis-
tractors (Original) or using adversarial distractors (Ad-
versarial). The model is then tested on the original dis-
tractors, adversarial distractors, or adversarial distrac-
tors with filtering by entity type (+ Type).

BERT achieves near chance accuracy on these
types of questions (Table 3).4 This shows that
most comparison questions are not solvable by our
single-hop model.

5 Can We Find Better Distractors?

In Section 4.1, we identify that 35% of bridge ex-
amples are solvable using single-hop reasoning due
to weak distractor paragraphs. Here, we attempt to
automatically correct these examples by choosing
new distractor paragraphs which are likely to trick
our single-paragraph model.

Adversarial Distractors We select the top-50
first paragraphs of Wikipedia pages using TF-IDF
similarity with the question, following the original
HOTPOTQA setup. Next, we use single-paragraph
BERT to adversarially select the eight distractor
paragraphs from these 50 candidates. In particular,
we feed each paragraph to the model and select

4Comparison questions test mainly binary relationships.
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the paragraphs with the lowest yempty score (i.e.,
the paragraphs that the model thinks contain the
answer). These paragraphs are dissimilar to the
original distractors—there is a 9.82% overlap.

We report the F1 score of single-paragraph
BERT on these new distractors in Table 4: the
accuracy declines from 67.08 F1 to 46.84 F1. How-
ever, when the same procedure is done on the train-
ing set and the model is re-trained, the accuracy
increases to 60.10 F1 on the adversarial distractors.

Type Distractors We also experiment with filter-
ing the initial list of 50 paragraph to ones whose
entity type (e.g., person) matches that of the gold
paragraphs. This can help to eliminate the entity
type bias described in Section 4.1. As shown in
Table 4, the original model’s accuracy degrades
significantly (drops to 40.73 F1). However, similar
to the previous setup, the model trained on the ad-
versarially selected distractors can recover most of
its original accuracy (increases to 58.42 F1).

These results show that single-paragraph BERT
can struggle when the distribution of the distrac-
tors changes (e.g., using adversarial selection rather
than only TF-IDF). Moreover, the model can some-
what recover its original accuracy when re-trained
on distractors from the new distribution.

6 Conclusions

In summary, we demonstrate that question compo-
sitionality is not a sufficient condition for multi-hop
reasoning. Instead, future datasets must carefully
consider what evidence they provide in order to
ensure multi-hop reasoning is required. There are
at least two different ways to achieve this.

Open-domain Questions Our single-hop model
struggles in the open-domain setting. We largely
attribute this to the insufficiencies of standard TF-
IDF retrieval for multi-hop questions. For example,
we fail to retrieve the paragraph about “Bonobo
apes” in Figure 1, because the question does not
contain terms about “Bonobo apes.” Table 5 shows
that the model achieves 39.12 F1 given 500 re-
trieved paragraphs, but achieves 53.12 F1 when
additional two gold paragraphs are given, demon-
strating the significant effect of failure to retrieve
gold paragraphs. In this context, we suggest that
future work can explore better retrieval methods
for multi-hop questions.

Retrieving Strong Distractors Another way to
ensure multi-hop reasoning is to select strong dis-

Setting F1

Distractor 67.08

Open-domain 10 Paragraphs 38.40
Open-domain 500 Paragraphs 39.12

+ Gold Paragraph 53.12

Table 5: The accuracy of single-paragraph BERT in
different open-domain retrieval settings. TF-IDF often
fails to retrieve the gold paragraphs even when using
500 candidates.

tractor paragraphs. For example, we found 35% of
bridge questions are currently single-hop but may
become multi-hop when combined with stronger
distractors (Section 4.1). However, as we demon-
strate in Section 5, selecting strong distractors
for RC questions is non-trivial. We suspect this
is also due to the insufficiencies of standard TF-
IDF retrieval for multi-hop questions. In partic-
ular, Table 5 shows that single-paragraph BERT
achieves 53.12 F1 even when using 500 distractors
(rather than eight), indicating that 500 distractors
are still insufficient. In this end, future multi-hop
RC datasets can develop improved methods for
distractor collection.
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A Example Distractor Question

We present the full example from Figure 1 below.
Paragraphs 1 and 5 are the two gold paragraphs.

Question What is the former name of the ani-
mal whose habitat the Réserve Naturelle Lomako
Yokokala was established to protect?

Answer pygmy chimpanzee

(Gold Paragraph) Paragraph 1 The bonobo
(or ; “Pan paniscus”), formerly called the
pygmy chimpanzee and less often, the dwarf or
gracile chimpanzee, is an endangered great ape
and one of the two species making up the genus
“Pan”; the other is “Pan troglodytes”, or the com-
mon chimpanzee. Although the name “chimpanzee”
is sometimes used to refer to both species together,
it is usually understood as referring to the common
chimpanzee, whereas “Pan paniscus” is usually re-
ferred to as the bonobo.

Paragraph 2 The Carriére des Nerviens Re-
gional Nature Reserve (in French “Réserve na-
turelle régionale de la carriére des Nerviens”) is
a protected area in the Nord-Pas-de-Calais region
of northern France. It was established on 25 May
2009 to protect a site containing rare plants and cov-
ers just over 3 ha. It is located in the municipalities
of Bavay and Saint-Waast in the Nord department.

Paragraph 3 Céreste (Occitan: “Ceirésta”) is
a commune in the Alpes-de-Haute-Provence de-
partment in southeastern France. It is known for
its rich fossil beds in fine layers of “Calcaire de
Campagne Calavon” limestone, which are now pro-
tected by the Parc naturel régional du Luberon and
the Réserve naturelle géologique du Luberon.

Paragraph 4 The Grand Cote National Wildlife
Refuge (French: “Réserve Naturelle Faunique Na-
tionale du Grand- Cote”) was established in 1989
as part of the North American Waterfowl Manage-
ment Plan. It is a 6000 acre reserve located in
Avoyelles Parish, near Marksville, Louisiana, in
the United States.

(Gold Paragraph) Paragraph 5 The Lomako
Forest Reserve is found in Democratic Republic of
the Congo. It was established in 1991 especially
to protect the habitat of the Bonobo apes. This site
covers 3,601.88 km2.

Paragraph 6 Guadeloupe National Park (French:
“Parc national de la Guadeloupe”) is a national
park in Guadeloupe, an overseas department of
France located in the Leeward Islands of the eastern
Caribbean region. The Grand Cul-de-Sac Marin
Nature Reserve (French: “Réserve Naturelle du
Grand Cul-de-Sac Marin”) is a marine protected
area adjacent to the park and administered in con-
junction with it. Together, these protected areas
comprise the Guadeloupe Archipelago (French:
“l’Archipel de la Guadeloupe”) biosphere reserve.

Paragraph 7 La Désirade National Nature Re-
serve (French: “Réserve naturelle nationale de La
Désirade”) is a reserve in Désirade Island in Guade-
loupe. Established under the Ministerial Decree No.
2011-853 of 19 July 2011 for its special geologi-
cal features it has an area of 62 ha. The reserve
represents the geological heritage of the Caribbean
tectonic plate, with a wide spectrum of rock for-
mations, the outcrops of volcanic activity being
remnants of the sea level oscillations. It is one of
thirty three geosites of Guadeloupe.

Paragraph 8 La Tortue ou l’Ecalle or Ile Tortue
is a small rocky islet off the northeastern coast
of Saint Barthélemy in the Caribbean. Its highest
point is 35 m above sea level. Referencing tortoises,
it forms part of the Réserve naturelle nationale de
Saint-Barthélemy with several of the other northern
islets of St Barts.

Paragraph 9 Nature Reserve of Saint
Bartholomew (Réserve Naturelle de Saint-
Barthélemy) is a nature reserve of Saint
Barthélemy (RNN 132), French West Indies, an
overseas collectivity of France.

Paragraph 10 Ile Fourchue, also known as Ile
Fourche is an island between Saint-Barthélemy and
Saint Martin, belonging to the Collectivity of Saint
Barthélemy. The island is privately owned. The
only inhabitants are some goats. The highest point
is 103 meter above sea level. It is situated within
Réserve naturelle nationale de Saint-Barthélemy.

B Full Model Details

Single-paragraph BERT is a pipeline which first
retrieves a single paragraph using a classifier and
then selects the associated answer. Formally, the
model receives a question Q = [q1, .., qm] and a
single paragraph P = [p1, ..., pn] as input. The
question and paragraph are merged into a single
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Figure 3: Single-paragraph BERT reads and scores each paragraph independently. The answer from the paragraph
with the lowest yempty score is chosen as the final answer.

sequence, S = [q1, ..., qm, [SEP], p1, ..., pn], where
[SEP] is a special token indicating the boundary.
The sequence is fed into BERT-BASE:

S′ = BERT(S) ∈ Rh×(m+n+1),

where h is the hidden dimension of BERT. Next,
a classifier uses max-pooling and learned parame-
ters W1 ∈ Rh×4 to generate four scalars:

[yspan; yyes; yno; yempty] =W1maxpool(S′),

where yspan, yyes, yno and yempty indicate the
answer is either a span, yes, no, or no answer.

A candidate answer span is then computed sepa-
rately from the classifier. We define

pstart = Softmax(W2S
′)

pend = Softmax(W3S
′),

where W2,W3 ∈ Rh are learned parameters. Then,
ystart and yend are obtained:

ystart, yend = argmax
i≤j

pistartp
j
end

where pistart and pjend indicate the i-th element of
pstart and j-th element of pend, respectively.

We now have four scalar values yspan, yyes, yno,
and yempty and a span from the paragraph span =
[Systart , . . . , Syend ].

For HOTPOTQA, the input is a question and
N context paragraphs. We create a batch of size
N , where each entry is a question and a single
paragraph. Denote the ouput from i-th entry as

yispan, y
i
yes, y

i
no, y

i
emptyand spani. The final answer

is selected as:

j = argmini(y
i
empty)

ymax = max(yjspan, y
j
yes, y

j
no)

answer =





spanj ifyjspan = ymax

yes ifyjyes = ymax

no ifyjno = ymax

During training, yiempty is set to 0 for the paragraph
which contains the answer span and 1 otherwise.

Implementation Details We use Py-
Torch (Paszke et al., 2017) based on Hugging
Face’s implementation.5 We use Adam (Kingma
and Ba, 2015) with learning rate 5 × 10−5. We
lowercase the input and set the maximum sequence
length |S| to 300. If a sequence is longer than 300,
we split it into multiple sequences and treat them
as different examples.

C Categorizing Comparison Questions

This section describes how we categorize compari-
son questions. We first identify ten question opera-
tions that sufficiently cover comparison questions
(Table 6). Next, for each question, we extract the
two entities under comparison using the Spacy6

NER tagger on the question and the two HOT-
POTQA supporting facts. Using these extracted

5https://github.com/huggingface/
pytorch-pretrained-BERT

6https://spacy.io/
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Operation & Example

Numerical Questions
Operations: Is greater / Is smaller / Which is greater / Which is smaller
Example (Which is smaller): Who was born first, Arthur Conan Doyle or Penelope Lively?

Logical Questions
Operations: And / Or / Which is true
Example (And): Are Hot Rod and the Memory of Our People both magazines?

String Questions
Operations: Is equal / Not equal / Intersection
Example (Is equal): Are Cardinal Health and Kansas City Southern located in the same state?

Table 6: The question operations used for categorizing comparison questions.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm for Identifying Question Operations
1: procedure CATEGORIZE(question, entity1, entity2)
2: coordination, preconjunct← f (question, entity1, entity2)
3: Determine if the question is either question or both question from coordination and preconjunct
4: head entity← fhead(question, entity1, entity2)
5: if more, most, later, last, latest, longer, larger, younger, newer, taller, higher in question then
6: if head entity exists then discrete operation←Which is greater
7: else discrete operation← Is greater
8: else if less, earlier, earliest, first, shorter, smaller, older, closer in question then
9: if head entity exists then discrete operation←Which is smaller

10: else discrete operation← Is smaller
11: else if head entity exists then
12: discrete operation←Which is true
13: else if question is not yes/no question and asks for the property in common then
14: discrete operation← Intersection
15: else if question is yes/no question then
16: Determine if question asks for logical comparison or string comparison
17: if question asks for logical comparison then
18: if either question then discrete operation← Or
19: else if both question then discrete operation← And
20: else if question asks for string comparison then
21: if asks for same? then discrete operation← Is equal
22: else if asks for difference? then discrete operation← Not equal
23: return discrete operation

entities, we identity the suitable question operation
following Algorithm 1.

Based on the identified operation, questions
are classified into multi-hop, context-dependent
multi-hop, or single-hop. First, numerical ques-
tions are always multi-hop (e.g., first example of
Table 6). Next, the operations And, Or, Is
equal, and Not equal are context-dependent
multi-hop. For instance, in the second example
of Table 6, if “Hot Rod” is not a magazine, one
can immediately answer No. Finally, the oper-
ations Which is true and Intersection
are single-hop because they can be answered us-
ing one paragraph regardless of the context. For
instance, in the third example of Table 6, if Henry
Roth’s paragraph explains he is from England, one
can answer Henry Roth, otherwise, the answer is
Robert Erskine Childers.
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Abstract

We propose a new end-to-end question an-
swering model, which learns to aggregate an-
swer evidence from an incomplete knowledge
base (KB) and a set of retrieved text snip-
pets. Under the assumptions that the structured
KB is easier to query and the acquired knowl-
edge can help the understanding of unstruc-
tured text, our model first accumulates knowl-
edge of entities from a question-related KB
subgraph; then reformulates the question in the
latent space and reads the texts with the accu-
mulated entity knowledge at hand. The evi-
dence from KB and texts are finally aggregated
to predict answers. On the widely-used KBQA
benchmark WebQSP, our model achieves con-
sistent improvements across settings with dif-
ferent extents of KB incompleteness.1

1 Introduction

Knowledge bases (KBs) are considered as an es-
sential resource for answering factoid questions.
However, accurately constructing KB with a well-
designed and complicated schema requires lots of
human efforts, which inevitably limits the cover-
age of KBs (Min et al., 2013). As a matter of fact,
KBs are often incomplete and insufficient to cover
full evidence required by open-domain questions.

On the other hand, the vast amount of unstruc-
tured text on the Internet can easily cover a wide
range of evolving knowledge, which is commonly
used for open-domain question answering (Chen
et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018). Therefore, to im-
prove the coverage of KBs, it is straightforward to
augment KB with text data. Recently, text-based
QA models along (Seo et al., 2016; Xiong et al.,
2017; Yu et al., 2018) have achieved remarkable
performance when dealing with a single passage
that is guaranteed to include the answer. However,
they are still insufficient when multiple documents

1
https://github.com/xwhan/Knowledge-Aware-Reader.

Question: Who did Cam Newton sign with?
Document Retrieval

Cam Newton plays football
Cam Newton career_starts 2011
Cam Newton date_of_birth 19890511 …

KB SubGraph

Answer: Carolina Panthers

Cameron Newton (born May 11, 1989) 
plays for the Carolina Panthers of the 
National Football League (NFL) … 

Background knowledge:
Cam Newton is a football player

Textual evidence:
Cam Newton plays for Panthers

Figure 1: A real example from WebQSP. Here the an-
swer cannot be directly found in the KB. But the knowl-
edge provided by the KB, i.e., Cam Newton is a foot-
ball player, indicates he signed with the team he plays
for. This knowledge can be essential for recognizing
the relevant text piece.

are presented. We hypothesize this is partially due
to the lack of background knowledge while distin-
guishing relevant information from irrelevant ones
(see Figure 1 for a real example).

To better utilize textual evidence for im-
proving QA over incomplete KBs, this paper
presents a new end-to-end model, which con-
sists of (1) a simple yet effective subgraph reader
that accumulates knowledge of each KB entity
from a question-related KB subgraph; and (2) a
knowledge-aware text reader that selectively in-
corporates the learned KB knowledge about en-
tities with a novel conditional gating mechanism.
With the specifically designed gate functions, our
model has the ability to dynamically determine
how much KB knowledge to incorporate while
encoding questions and passages, thus is able to
make the structured knowledge more compatible
with the text information. Compared to the previ-
ous state-of-the-art (Sun et al., 2018), our model
achieves consistent improvements with a much
more efficient pipeline, which only requires a sin-
gle pass of the evidence resources.
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Figure 2: Model Overview. The subgraph reader a) first utilizes graph attention networks (Veličković et al., 2017)
to collect information for each entity in the question-related subgraph. The learned knowledge of each entity (~e′)
is then passed to the text reader b) to reformulate the question representation (~q′) and encode the passage in a
knowledge-aware manner. Finally, the information from the text and the KB subgraph is aggregated for answer
entity prediction.

2 Task Definition

The QA task we consider here requires answer-
ing questions by reading knowledge base tuples
K = {(es, r, eo)} and retrieved Wikipedia docu-
ments D. To build a scalable system, we follow
Sun et al. (2018) and only consider a subgraph for
each question. The subgraph is retrieved by run-
ning Personalized PageRank (Haveliwala, 2002)
from the topic entities2 (entities mentioned by the
question: E0 = {e|e ∈ Q}). The documents D are
retrieved by an existing document retriever (Chen
et al., 2017) and further ranked by Lucene index.
The entities in documents are also annotated and
linked to KB entities. For each question, the model
tries to retrieve answer entities from a candidate
set including all KB and document entities.

3 Model

The core components of our model consist of
a graph-attention based KB reader (§3.1) and a
knowledge-aware text reader (§3.2). The interac-
tion between the modules is shown in Figure 2.

3.1 SubGraph Reader
This section describes the KB subgraph reader
(SGREADER), which employs graph-attention
techniques to accumulate knowledge of each sub-
graph entity (e) from its linked neighbors (Ne).
The graph attention mechanism is particularly de-
signed to take into account two important aspects:
(1) whether the neighbor relation is relevant to the
question; (2) whether the neighbor entity is a topic

2Annotated by STAGG (Yih et al., 2014).

entity mentioned by the question. After the prop-
agation, the SGREADER finally outputs a vector-
ized representation for each entity, encoding the
knowledge indicated by its linked neighbors.
Question-Relation Matching To match the
question and KB relation in an isomorphic latent
space, we apply a shared LSTM to encode the
question {wq1, wq2, ..., wqlq} and the tokenized re-
lation {wr1, wr2, ..., wrlr}. With the derived hidden
states hq ∈ Rlq×dh and hr ∈ Rlr×dh for each
word, we first compute the representation of rela-
tions with a self-attentive encoder:

~r =
∑

i

αi
~hr
i , αi ∝ exp( ~wr · ~hr

i ),

where ~hri is the i-th row of hr and ~wr is a trainable
vector. Since a question needs to be matched with
different relations and each relation is only de-
scribed by part of the question, instead of match-
ing the relations with a single question vector,
we calculate the matching score in a more fine-
grained way. Specifically, we first use ~r to attend
each question token and then model the matching
sr by a dot product as follows:

sr = ~r ·
∑

j

βj~h
q
j , βj ∝ exp(~r · ~hq

j).

Extra Attention over Topic Entity Neighbors
In addition to the question-relation similarities, we
find another binary indicator feature derived from
the topic entity is very useful. This indicator is
defined as I[ei ∈ E0] for a neighbor (ri, ei) of an
arbitrary entity e. Intuitively, if one neighbor links
to a topic entity that appear in the question then
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the corresponding tuple (e, ri, ei) could be more
relevant than other non-topic neighbors for ques-
tion answering. Formally, the final attention score
s̃(ri,ei) over each neighbor (ri, ei) is defined as:

s̃(ri,ei) ∝ exp(I[ei ∈ E0] + sri).

Information Propagation from Neighbors To
accumulate the knowledge from the linked tuples,
we define the propagation rule for each entity e:

~e′ = γe~e+ (1− γe)
∑

(ei,ri)∈Ne

s̃(ri,ei)σ(We[~ri; ~ei]),

where ~e and ~ei are pre-computed knowledge
graph embeddings, We ∈ Rhd×2hd is a train-
able transformation matrix and σ(·) is an acti-
vation function. In addition, γe is a trade-off
parameter calculated by a linear gate function
as γe = g(~e,

∑
(ei,ri)∈Ne

s̃(ri,ei)σ(We[~ri; ~ei]))
3 ,

which controls how much information in the orig-
inal entity representation should be retained.4

3.2 Knowledge-Aware Text Reader

With the learned KB embeddings, our model en-
hances text reading with KAREADER. Briefly,
we use an existing reading comprehension
model (Chen et al., 2017) and improve it by
learning more knowledge-aware representations
for both question and documents.

Query Reformulation in Latent Space First,
we update the question representation in a way that
the KB knowledge of the topic entity can be in-
corporated. This allows the reader to discriminate
relevant information beyond text matching.

Formally, we first take the original question en-
coding hq and apply a self-attentive encoder to
get a stand-alone question representation: ~q =∑

i bi
~hqi . We collect the topic entity knowledge of

the question by ~eq =
∑

e∈E0
~e′/|E0|. Then we ap-

ply a gating mechanism to fuse the original ques-
tion representation and the KB knowledge:

~q′ = γq~q + (1− γq) tanh(Wq[~q, ~eq, ~q − ~eq]),

where Wq ∈ Rhd×3hd , and γq =
sigmoid(Wgq[~q, ~eq, ~q − ~eq]) is a linear gate.

3g(x, y) = sigmoid(W[x; y]) ∈ (0, 1).
4The above step can be viewed as a gated version of the

graph encoding techniques in NLP, e.g., (Song et al., 2018;
Xu et al., 2018). These general graph-encoders and graph-
attention techniques may help when the questions require
more hops and we leave the investigation to future work.

Knowledge-aware Passage Enhancement To
encode the retrieved passages, we use a stan-
dard bi-LSTM, which takes several token-level
features5. With the entity linking annotations in
passages, we fuse the entity knowledge with the
token-level features in a similar fashion as the
query reformulation process. However, instead of
applying a standard gating mechanism (Yang and
Mitchell, 2017; Mihaylov and Frank, 2018), we
propose a new conditional gating function that ex-
plicitly conditions on the question ~q′. This simple
modification allows the reader to dynamically se-
lect the inputs according to their relevance to the
question. Considering a passage token wdi with its
token features ~fdwi

and its linked entity ewi
6, we

define the conditional gating function as:

~idwi
= γd~e′wi + (1− γd)~fd

wi
, where

γd = sigmoid(Wgd[~q · ~e′wi ; ~q · ~fd
wi

]).

~e′wi denotes the entity embedding learned by our
SGREADER.

Entity Info Aggregation from Text Reading
Finally we feed the knowledge-augmented inputs
~idwi

into the biLSTM and use the output token-level
hidden state ~hdwi

to calculate the attention scores

λi = ~q′
T~hdwi

. Afterwards, we get each docu-
ment’s representation as ~d =

∑
i λi

~hdwi
. For a cer-

tain entity e and all the documents containing e:
De = {d|e ∈ d}, we simply aggregate the infor-
mation by averaging the representations of linked
documents as ~ed = 1

|De|
∑

d∈De
~d.

3.3 Answer Prediction

With entities representations (~e′ and ~ed), we pre-
dict the probability of an entity being the answer
by matching the query vectors and the entity rep-
resentations: se = σs(~q′

T
Ws[~e′; ~ed]).

4 Experiment

4.1 Setup

Dataset Our experiments are based on the We-
bQSP dataset (Yih et al., 2016). To simulate the
real-world scenarios, we test our models following
the settings of (Sun et al., 2018), where the KB is

5We use the same set of features as in (Chen et al., 2017)
except for the tagging labels.

6Non-entity tokens are encoded with token-level features
only.
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Model 10% KB 30% KB 50% KB 100% KB
Hit@1 F1 Hit@1 F1 Hit@1 F1 Hit@1 F1

KV-KB 12.5 4.3 25.8 13.8 33.3 21.3 46.7 38.6
GN-KB 15.5 6.5 34.9 20.4 47.7 34.3 66.7 62.4
SGREADER (Ours) 17.1 7.0 35.9 20.2 49.2 33.5 66.5 58.0

KV-KB+TEXT 24.6 14.4 27.0 17.7 32.5 23.6 40.5 30.9
GN-LF 29.8 17.0 39.1 25.9 46.2 35.6 65.4 56.8
GN-EF 31.5 17.7 40.7 25.2 49.9 34.7 67.8 60.4
SGREADER + KAREADER (Ours) 33.6 18.9 42.6 27.1 52.7 36.1 67.2 57.3

GN-LF+EF (ensemble) 33.3 19.3 42.5 26.7 52.3 37.4 68.7 62.3

Table 1: Comparisons with Key-Value Memory Networks and GRAFT-Nets under different KB settings.

downsampled to different extents. For a fair com-
parison, the retrieved document set is the same as
the previous work.
Baselines and Evaluation Key-Value (KV)
Memory Network (Miller et al., 2016) is a sim-
ple baseline that treats KB triples and documents
as memory cells. Specifically, we consider its two
variants, KV-KB and KV-KB+Text. The former
is a KB-only model while the latter uses both KB
and text. We also compare to the latest method
GraftNet (GN) (Sun et al., 2018), which treats
documents as a special genre of nodes in KBs
and utilizes graph convolution (Kipf and Welling,
2016) to aggregate the information. Similar to
the KV-based baselines, we denote GN-KB as the
KB-only version. Further, both GN-LF (late fu-
sion) and GN-EF (early fusion) consider both KB
and text. The former one considers KB and texts
as two separate graphs, and then ensembles the
answer scores. GN-EF is the existing best single
model, which considers KB and texts as a single
heterogeneous graph and aggregate the evidence
to predict a single answer score for each entity. F1
and His@1 are used for evaluation since multiple
correct answers are possible.

The implementation details of our model can be
found in the Appendix.

4.2 Results and Analysis

We show the main results of different incomplete
KB settings in Table 1. For reference, we also
show the results under full KB settings (i.e., 100%,
all of the required evidence is covered by KB).
The row of SGREADER shows the results of our
model using only KB evidence. Compared to the
previous KBQA methods (KV-KB and GN-KB),
SGREADER achieves better results in incomplete
KB settings and competitive performance with the
full KB. Here we do not compare with exist-
ing methods that utilize semantic parsing anno-

Model Hit@1 F1

Full Model 46.8 28.1

- w/o query reformulation 44.4 27.6
- w/o knowledge enhancement 45.2 27.0
- w/o conditional knowledge gate 44.4 27.0

Table 2: Ablation on dev under the 30% KB setting.

tations (Yih et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2017). It is
worth noting that SGREADER only needs one hop
of graph propagation while the compared methods
typically require multiple hops.

Augmenting the SGREADER with our
knowledge-aware reader (KAREADER) re-
sults in consistent improvements in the settings
with incomplete KBs. Compared to other base-
lines, although our model is built upon a stronger
KB-QA base model, it achieves the largest ab-
solute improvement. It is worth mentioning that
our model is still a single model, but it achieves
competitive results to the existing ensemble
model (GN-LF+EF). The results demonstrate the
advantage of our knowledge-aware text reader.

Ablation Study To study the effect of each
KAREADER component, we conduct ablation
analysis under the 30% KB setting (Table 2). We
see that both query reformulation and knowledge
enhancement are essential to the performance.
Additionally, we find the conditional gating mech-
anism proposed in §3.2 is important. When replac-
ing it with a standard gate function (see the row
w/o conditional knowledge gate), the performance
is even lower than the reader without knowledge
enhancement, suggesting our proposed new gate
function is crucial for the success of knowledge-
aware text reading. The potential reason is that
without the question information, the gating mech-
anism might introduce some irrelevant and mis-
leading knowledge.
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1) Question: Which airport to fly into Rome?
Groundtruth: Leonardo da Vinci-Fiumicino Airport (fb:m.01ky5r), Ciampino-G. B. Pastine International
Airport (fb:m.033 52)
SGREADER: Italian Met Office Airport (fb:m.04fngkc)
SGREADER + KAREADER: Leonardo da Vinci-Fiumicino Airport (fb:m.01ky5r)
Missing knowledge of the incomplete KB: No airport info about Rome.

1) Question: Where did George Herbert Walker Bush go to college?
Groundtruth: Yale (fb:m.08815)
SGREADER: United States of America (fb:m.09c7w0)
SGREADER + KAREADER: Yale (fb:m.08815)
Missing knowledge of the incomplete KB: No college info about George Herbert Walker Bush.

2) Question: When did Juventus win the champions league?
Groundtruth: 1996 UEFA Champions League Final (fb:m.02pt 57)
SGREADER: 1996 UEFA Super Cup (fb:m.02rw0yt)
SGREADER + KAREADER: 1996 UEFA Champions League Final (fb:m.02pt 57)
Missing knowledge of the incomplete KB: UEFA Super Cup is not UEFA Champions League Final (fb:m.05nblxt)

2) Question: What college did Albert Einstein go to?
Groundtruth: ETH Zurich (fb:m.01dyk8), University of Zurich (fb:m.01tpvt)
SGREADER: Sri Krishnaswamy matriculation higher secondary school (fb:m.0127vh33)
SGREADER + KAREADER: ETH Zurich (fb:m.01dyk8)
Missing knowledge of the incomplete KB: the answer should be a college (fb:m.01y2hnl)

3) Question: When is the last time the Denver Broncos won the Superbowl?
Groundtruth: Super Bowl XXXIII (fb:m.076y0)
SGREADER: Super Bowl XXXIII (fb:m.076y0)
SGREADER + KAREADER: 1999 AFC Championship game (fb:m.0100z7bp)

3) Question: What was Lebron James first team?
Groundtruth: Cleveland Cavaliers (fb:m.0jm7n)
SGREADER: Cleveland Cavaliers (fb:m.0jm7n)
SGREADER + KAREADER: Toronto Raptors (fb:m.0jmcb)

Table 3: Human analysis on test samples in the 30% KB settingo. 1) and 2) show some typical examples of the
case (83.2% of all test samples) where the KAREADER improves upon our SGREADER. 3) shows some examples
where using KB alone is better than using both KB and Text (16.8%). The Freebase IDs of the entities are also
included for reference.

Qualitative Analysis In Table 3, there are two
major categories of questions that can be better
answered using our full model. In the first cate-
gory, indicated by 1), the answer fact is missing
in the KB, mainly because there are no links from
the question entities to the answer entity. In these
cases, the SGREADER sometimes can predict an
answer with a correct type, but the answers are
mostly irrelevant to the question.

The second category, denoted as 2), indicates
examples where the KB provides relevant in-
formation but does not cover some of the con-
straints on answers’ properties (e.g., answers’ en-
tity types). In the two examples shown above, we
can see that SGREADER is able to give some rea-
sonable answers but the answers do not satisfy the
constraints indicated by the question.

Finally, when the KB is sufficient to an-
swer a question, there are some cases where the
KAREADER introduces wrong answers into the
top-ranked answer list. We list two examples
at the bottom of the Table 3. These newly in-
cluded incorrect answers are usually relevant to

the original questions but come from the noises
in machine reading. These cases suggest that our
concatenation-based knowledge aggregation still
has some room for improvement, which we leave
for future work.

5 Conclusion

We present a new QA model that operates over in-
complete KB and text documents to answer open-
domain questions, which yields consistent im-
provements over previous methods on the We-
bQSP benchmark with incomplete KBs. The re-
sults show that (1) with the graph attention tech-
nique, we can efficiently and accurately accumu-
late question-related knowledge for each KB en-
tity in one-pass of the KB sub-graph; (2) our de-
signed gating mechanisms could successfully in-
corporate the encoded entity knowledge while pro-
cessing the text documents. In future work, we
will extend the proposed idea to other QA tasks
with evidence of multimodality, e.g. combining
with symbolic approaches for visual QA (Gan
et al., 2017; Mao et al., 2019; Hu et al., 2019).
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Implementation Details Throughout our exper-
iments, we use the 300-dimension GloVe embed-
dings trained on the Common Crawl corpus. The
hidden dimension of LSTM and the dimension of
entity embeddings are both 100. We use the same
pre-trained entity embeddings as used by Sun et al.
(2018). For graph attention over the KB sub-
graph, we limit the max number of neighbors for
each entity to be 50. We use the norm for gradi-
ent clipping as 1.0. We apply dropout=0.2 on both
word embeddings and LSTM hidden states. The
max question length is set to 10 and the max doc-
ument length is set to 50. For optimization, we
apply label smoothing with a factor of 0.1 on the
binary cross-entropy loss. During training, we use
the Adam with a learning rate of 0.001.
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Abstract

Neural semantic parsers utilize the encoder-
decoder framework to learn an end-to-end
model for semantic parsing that transduces a
natural language sentence to the formal se-
mantic representation. To keep the model
aware of the underlying grammar in target se-
quences, many constrained decoders were de-
vised in a multi-stage paradigm, which decode
to the sketches or abstract syntax trees first,
and then decode to target semantic tokens.
We instead to propose an adaptive decoding
method to avoid such intermediate represen-
tations. The decoder is guided by model un-
certainty and automatically uses deeper com-
putations when necessary. Thus it can pre-
dict tokens adaptively. Our model outperforms
the state-of-the-art neural models and does not
need any expertise like predefined grammar or
sketches in the meantime.

1 Introduction

Semantic Parsing (SP) maps a natural language
utterance into a formal language, which is cru-
cial in abundant tasks, such as question answering
(Zettlemoyer and Collins, 2005, 2007) and code
generation (Yin and Neubig, 2017). The prevail-
ing neural semantic parsers view semantic pars-
ing as a sequence transduction task, and adopt the
encoder-decoder framework similar to machine
translation.

The distinguishing difference of semantic pars-
ing, however, is in its target sequences, which
are token sequences of well-formed semantic rep-
resentations. SQL language and lambda expres-
sions are typical examples of SP targets. The
“SELECT..FROM..WHERE” pattern in SQL and
the paired parentheses in lambda expressions are
consequences of underlying grammars. However,
standard Seq2Seq models ignore the patterns and
may give ill-formed results.

To better model the grammatical and semanti-
cal constraints, many decoding methods were de-
vised. Dong and Lapata (2018) proposed to gen-
erate tokens of an intermediate sketch first, fol-
lowed by decoding into final formal targets. Oth-
ers chose to gradually build abstract syntax trees
using a transition-based paradigm, and tokens are
generated at the tree leaves or in the middle of
the transitions (Krishnamurthy et al., 2017; Chen
et al., 2018; Yin and Neubig, 2018). There are
also some decoders comprised of several submod-
ules which are intended to generate different parts
of the semantic output, respectively (Yu et al.,
2018a,b). However, the aforementioned methods
still have the following key issue. They explicitly
require the expertise to design intermediate repre-
sentations or model structures, which is not ideal
or acceptable for scenarios with Domain Specific
Languages (DSL) or new representations because
of domain alterations and the incompleteness of
the expert knowledge.

To follow the successful idea and overcome the
above issue, we introduce a novel adaptive decod-
ing mechanism. Inspired by adaptive computing
(Graves, 2016), pervasive tokens in training data
will be generated immediately with no doubt. But
for tokens seen less often, the model may be pon-
dering and less confident, and it will be better to
carry out more computations. In this way, it is
unnecessary to pre-build any intermediate super-
vision for training, such as preprocessed sketches
(Dong and Lapata, 2018) and predesigned gram-
mars (Yin and Neubig, 2018), which must be man-
ually redesigned for an unseen kind of target lan-
guage. Furthermore, we use the model uncertainty
estimates to reflect its prediction confidence. Al-
though different uncertainty estimates have been
explored in semantic parsing (Dong et al., 2018),
we use Dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) as the un-
certainty signal (Gal and Ghahramani, 2016) due
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to its simplicity, and use policy gradient algorithm
to guide the model search.

Our contributions are thus three-fold.

• We introduce the adaptive decoding mech-
anism into semantic parsing, which is well
rid of intermediate representations and easily
adaptable to new target languages.

• We adopt uncertainty estimates to bias the de-
coder search, which is not covered in archi-
tecture searching literature to our best knowl-
edge.

• Our model outperforms the state-of-the-art
neural models without other intermediate su-
pervisions.

2 Uncertainty-driven Adaptive Decoding
Model

Our semantic parser is learned from pairs of natu-
ral language sentences and formal semantic rep-
resentations. Let x = {x1, x2, . . . , xm} de-
note the words in an input sentence, and y =
{y1, y2, . . . , yn} be the tokens of the correspond-
ing target lambda expression.

2.1 Adaptive Decoding Model

We first introduce the general model for adaptive
decoding. In general, the model consists of an en-
coder, a decoder, a halting module, and the atten-
tion mechanism.

Encoder. Input words x are first embedded us-
ing an embedding matrix Wx ∈ Rd×|Vx|, where d
is the dimension of embedded vectors and Vx is the
set of all input words. We use a stacked two-layer
BiLSTM to encode the input embedding. Hidden
states from both direction at the same position of
the second layer are concatenated as final encoder
outputs {h1, . . . , hm}.

Decoder. We stack two LSTM cells as one ba-
sic decoding unit. Similarlly, we use a matrix to
embed target tokens y, yi = Wyo(yi). The to-
ken embedding will serve the input of the decod-
ing cell.

st = fLSTM

([
yt; c

e
t ; c

d
t ; flag

]
, st−1

)
(1)

where [·; ·] means the concatenation of vectors, cet
and cdt are two attention context vectors described
later, and flag is what we additionally concate-
nated to the input embedding, being either 1 or 0,

Ponder?

Ponder?

Yes

Yes

yt-1 yt yt+1

Pondering Mode

st+1st-1 st

depth2

Token Distribution

depth1

yt

yt

history
attention

encoder
attention

Figure 1: The illustration of our adaptive decoding. At-
tention and pondering mode are only shown at time
t for brevity. Every decoder will go into pondering
mode before the next timestep. The decoder cell is a
stacked two-layer LSTM and initialized by the last for-
ward states of the corresponeding encoder layer.

based on whether the model is acting in ponder-
ing mode or not, which will be introduced later.
We further apply a linear mapping and a softmax
function to the concatenation of st and attention
vectors to obtain the word predicting probabilities.
We greedily decode the tokens at testing time.

Attention. We adopt two types of attention
when decoding. One attends the decoder state
upon encoder outputs and yield the input context
vector cet ,

αet = Attn
(
st−1,

[
h
(2)
1 , · · · , h(2)m

])

cet = Softmax(αdt ) [s1, · · · , st−1] (2)

where [·, ·] means to vector stacking. The other
similarly attends the hidden state to previous de-
coder outputs, yielding the context vector cdt over
the decoding history. We use the bilinear function
for encoder attention Attn(x, y) = xTWy + b,
with trained parameters W and b, and use the
dot production function for decoding history at-
tentions Attn(x, y) = xT y.

Halting and Pondering. The key feature of our
model is to adaptively choose the decoder depth
before predicting tokens. Given the output state st
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from (1), the model goes into the pondering mode.
The output state st is further sent to a halting mod-
ule, which will generate a probability pt positively
correlated with the model uncertainty. We use an
MLP with ReLU and sigmoid activations for the
halting module. Then a choice is sampled from
the Bernoulli distribution determined by pt. If it
chooses to continue, we again use (1) to update the
state, meanwhile using the same embedding yt for
the input.

s
(k)
t = fLSTM

([
yt; c

e
k; c

d
k; flag

]
, s

(k−1)
t

)
(3)

where s0t = st, flag = 1, and cek, c
d
k are attention

vectors recomputed with s
(k−1)
t using (2). The

model will keep pondering until it chooses to stop
or reaches our limit of k = 3. The final state s(k)t

will act as original st in (1) for other modules.

2.2 Uncertainty Estimates
Since the halting module outputs a Bernoulli dis-
tribution to guide the decoder, we have to pro-
vides some uncertainty quantification for train-
ing. Fortunately, Dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014)
was proved a good uncertainty estimate (Gal and
Ghahramani, 2016). It’s simple and effective that
neither the model nor the optimization algorithm
would need to be changed. We left other estimates
like those proposed in Dong et al. (2018) in future
work.

To estimate uncertainty with Dropout, we leave
the model in training mode and thus the Dropout
enabled. We run the forward pass of the equation
(3) for F times with the same inputs. Output states
are further sent to get token probabilities, q =
{p(ŷt = yt+1 | st) | Θi}Fi=1, where Θi is the set
of all pertubated parameters affected by Dropout
in the ith forward pass. We take the variance of
q to reflect model uncertainty U(st) = Var(q) as
suggested in Gal and Ghahramani (2016). We dis-
able the gradient propagation when computing the
variance such that the gradient-based optimization
is not influenced.

Note that the variance of a set of probabilities
many not be quite large in practice, we thus rescale
the variance to make it more numerically robust
Un(st) = min(γ, Var(q))/γ, where γ = 0.15 in
our case.

2.3 Learning
Our model consists of the Seq2Seq part (en-
coder, decoder, and attention) and the halting mod-

ule. For the former, we minimize the traditional
cross entropy loss with gradient decent, Jent =
E(x,y) log p(y | x).

We use the REINFORCE algorithm to opti-
mize the halting module. The module acts as
our policy network, by which the model consec-
utively make decisions from the action space A =
{Ponder, Stop}. Each time the model make a
choice a ∈ A, the uncertainty of the seq2seq part
is involved in the reward,

R(a | s(k)t )

=





Un(s
(k)
t ) if incorrect & a = 1

1− Un(s
(k)
t ) if correct & a = 0

0 otherwise

(4)

where a = 1 means a Ponder choice and a = 0
the other. We measure the correctness by examin-
ing the greedily decoded token if arg maxy p(y |
skt ) = yt+1. The model will be rewarded for a
Stop action if the prediction is correct, and for a
Ponder action if the prediction is incorrect. This
is similar to the ponder cost of ACT that does not
encourage excessive pondering steps.

3 Experiments

We compare our method with other models on
two datasets. Our codes could be obtained via
https://github.com/zxteloiv/AdaNSP.

3.1 Experimental Setup
Datasets. We use the preprocessed ATIS and Geo-
Query datasets kindly provided by Dong and La-
pata (2018). All natural language sentences are
converted to lower cases and stemmed with NLTK
(Bird et al., 2009). Entity mentions like city codes,
flight numbers are anonymized using numbered
placeholders.

Setups. We choose hyperparameters on the
ATIS dataset with the validation set. For the Geo-
Query dataset that doesn’t come with a validation
set, we randomly shuffle the training set and select
the top 100 records as the validation set, and the
remaining as the new training data. After choosing
the best hyperparameters, we resort back to train
on the original set. The Dropout ratio is selected
from {0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8}, and the embedding di-
mension d is chosen from {64, 128, 256, 512}. We
fix the batch size to 20, and both the encoder and
decoder cell are two stacked LSTM layers. We ap-
ply scheduled sampling (Bengio et al., 2015) with
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the ratio 0.2 during training. We run F = 5 for-
ward passes before computing the variance. We
use Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) for the opti-
mizer, and use its default parameters from the pa-
per.

Evaluation. We use the logical form accuracy
as the evaluation metric, which is computed with
parsed trees of the predictions and true labels. Two
trees are considered identical as long as their struc-
tures are the same, i.e., the order to sibling pred-
icates doesn’t matter. We reuse the STree parser
code from Dong and Lapata (2018).

3.2 Results and Analysis

Our model outperforms the other comparative
neural semantic parsers on this two set. We
reuse the data from Dong and Lapata (2018) since
the datasets are identical. Results are listed in
Table 1. Our results are better than the SO-
TAs (Dong and Lapata, 2018; Yin and Neubig,
2018) even without any intermediate representa-
tions, whereas Coarse2fine defines a sketch and
TranX uses ASDL for every type of target se-
mantic sequences. We outperform Coarse2fine by
0.7% and 0.9% on GeoQuery and ATIS datasets
respectively. Although Jia and Liang (2016) has a
slightly better result on GeoQuery, they introduced
a synchronous CFG to learn new and recombi-
nated examples from the training data, which is
a novel method of data augmentation and requires
much human effort for preprocessing. For an abla-
tion test, our degenerated model without the pon-
dering part receives considerable performance de-
creases by 2.8% and 2.9% on GeoQuery and ATIS
datasets respectively.

Model Geo ATIS

ZC07 (Zettlemoyer and Collins, 2007) 86.1 84.6
λ-WASP (Wong and Mooney, 2007) 86.6 -
FUBL (Kwiatkowski et al., 2011) 88.6 82.8
TISP (Zhao and Huang, 2015) 88.9 84.2

Neural network models
Seq2Seq (Dong and Lapata, 2016) 84.6 84.2
Seq2Tree (Dong and Lapata, 2016) 87.1 84.6
JL16 (Jia and Liang, 2016) 89.3 83.3
TranX (Yin and Neubig, 2018) 88.2 86.2
Coarse2fine (Dong and Lapata, 2018) 88.2 87.7

AdaNSP (ours) 88.9 88.6
- halting module 86.1 85.7

Table 1: Results on GeoQuery and ATIS datasets

4 Related Work

Semantic Parsing. CCG or alignment-based
Parsers (Zettlemoyer and Collins, 2005, 2007;
Kwiatkowski et al., 2010; Wong and Mooney,
2006, 2007) try to model the correlation between
semantic tokens and lexical meaning of natural
language sentences. Methods based on depen-
dency trees (Ge and Mooney, 2009; Liang et al.,
2011; Reddy et al., 2016) otherwise convert out-
puts from an existing syntactic parser into seman-
tic representations, which can be easily adopted
in languages with much fewer resources than En-
glish. Recently neural semantic parsers, especially
under the encoder-decoder framework, also sprang
up (Dong and Lapata, 2016, 2018; Jia and Liang,
2016; Xiao et al., 2016). To make the model aware
of the underlying grammar of targets, people try to
exert constraints on the decoder side by sketches,
typing, grammars and runtime execution guides
(Dong and Lapata, 2018; Krishnamurthy et al.,
2017; Groschwitz et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018).
Moreover, learning algorithms in SP like struc-
tural learning and maximum marginal likelihood
are combined with reinforcement algorithms (Guu
et al., 2017; Iyyer et al., 2017; Misra et al., 2018).

Adaptive Computing. Adaptive Computation
Times (ACT) was first proposed to adaptively
learn the depth of RNN models from data (Graves,
2016). Skip-RNN (Campos et al., 2018) used a
similar idea to equip a skipping mechanism with
existing RNN cells, which adaptively skip some
recurrent blocks along the computational graph
and thus saved many computations. BlockDrop
(Wu et al., 2018) also introduced the REINFORCE
algorithm to jointly learn a dropping policy and
discard some blocks of the ResNet by the policy
network. Recently, Dehghani et al. (2019) pro-
posed Universal Transformers (UT) as an alter-
native form of the vanilla Transformer (Vaswani
et al., 2017). It utilized ACT to control the recur-
rence times of the basic layer blocks (same param-
eters) in UT, instead of stacking different block
layers in the vanilla Transformer. This helped
UT mimic the inductive bias of RNNs and was
shown Turing-completed, and has outperformed
the vanilla Transformer in many tasks.

5 Conclusion

We present the AdaNSP that adaptively searches
the corresponding computation structure of RNNs
for semantic parsing. Our method does not need
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expert knowledge of intermediate structures of
the target sequences, and achieves stronger results
than the existing neural semantic parsers.
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Abstract

The non-indexed parts of the Internet (the
Darknet) have become a haven for both le-
gal and illegal anonymous activity. Given the
magnitude of these networks, scalably moni-
toring their activity necessarily relies on auto-
mated tools, and notably on NLP tools. How-
ever, little is known about what characteristics
texts communicated through the Darknet have,
and how well off-the-shelf NLP tools do on
this domain. This paper tackles this gap and
performs an in-depth investigation of the char-
acteristics of legal and illegal text in the Dark-
net, comparing it to a clear net website with
similar content as a control condition. Tak-
ing drug-related websites as a test case, we
find that texts for selling legal and illegal drugs
have several linguistic characteristics that dis-
tinguish them from one another, as well as
from the control condition, among them the
distribution of POS tags, and the coverage of
their named entities in Wikipedia.1

1 Introduction

The term “Darknet” refers to the subset of Inter-
net sites and pages that are not indexed by search
engines. The Darknet is often associated with the
“.onion” top-level domain, whose websites are re-
ferred to as “Onion sites”, and are reachable via
the Tor network anonymously.

Under the cloak of anonymity, the Darknet har-
bors much illegal activity (Moore and Rid, 2016).
Applying NLP tools to text from the Darknet is
thus important for effective law enforcement and
intelligence. However, little is known about the
characteristics of the language used in the Dark-
net, and specifically on what distinguishes text on
websites that conduct legal and illegal activity. In

∗ Equal contribution
1Our code can be found in https://github.com/

huji-nlp/cyber. Our data is available upon request.

fact, the only work we are aware of that classi-
fied Darknet texts into legal and illegal activity is
Avarikioti et al. (2018), but they too did not inves-
tigate in what ways these two classes differ.

This paper addresses this gap, and studies the
distinguishing features between legal and illegal
texts in Onion sites, taking sites that advertise
drugs as a test case. We compare our results
to a control condition of texts from eBay2 pages
that advertise products corresponding to drug key-
words.

We find a number of distinguishing features.
First, we confirm the results of Avarikioti et al.
(2018), that text from legal and illegal pages
(henceforth, legal and illegal texts) can be distin-
guished based on the identity of the content words
(bag-of-words) in about 90% accuracy over a bal-
anced sample. Second, we find that the distri-
bution of POS tags in the documents is a strong
cue for distinguishing between the classes (about
71% accuracy). This indicates that the two classes
are different in terms of their syntactic structure.
Third, we find that legal and illegal texts are
roughly as distinguishable from one another as le-
gal texts and eBay pages are (both in terms of their
words and their POS tags). The latter point sug-
gests that legal and illegal texts can be consid-
ered distinct domains, which explains why they
can be automatically classified, but also implies
that applying NLP tools to Darknet texts is likely
to face the obstacles of domain adaptation. Indeed,
we show that named entities in illegal pages are
covered less well by Wikipedia, i.e., Wikification
works less well on them. This suggests that for
high-performance text understanding, specialized
knowledge bases and tools may be needed for pro-
cessing texts from the Darknet. By experiment-
ing on a different domain in Tor (user-generated

2https://www.ebay.com
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content), we show that the legal/illegal distinction
generalizes across domains.

After discussing previous works in Section 2,
we detail the datasets used in Section 3. Differ-
ences in the vocabulary and named entities be-
tween the classes are analyzed in Section 4, before
the presentation of the classification experiments
(Section 5). Section 6 presents additional experi-
ments, which explore cross-domain classification.
We further analyze and discuss the findings in Sec-
tion 7.

2 Related Work

The detection of illegal activities on the Web is
sometimes derived from a more general topic clas-
sification. For example, Biryukov et al. (2014)
classified the content of Tor hidden services into
18 topical categories, only some of which corre-
late with illegal activity. Graczyk and Kinning-
ham (2015) combined unsupervised feature selec-
tion and an SVM classifier for the classification of
drug sales in an anonymous marketplace. While
these works classified Tor texts into classes, they
did not directly address the legal/illegal distinc-
tion.

Some works directly addressed a specific type
of illegality and a particular communication con-
text. Morris and Hirst (2012) used an SVM classi-
fier to identify sexual predators in chatting mes-
sage systems. The model includes both lexical
features, including emoticons, and behavioral fea-
tures that correspond to conversational patterns.
Another example is the detection of pedophile
activity in peer-to-peer networks (Latapy et al.,
2013), where a predefined list of keywords was
used to detect child-pornography queries. Besides
lexical features, we here consider other general
linguistic properties, such as syntactic structure.

Al Nabki et al. (2017) presented DUTA (Dark-
net Usage Text Addresses), the first publicly
available Darknet dataset, together with a man-
ual classification into topical categories and sub-
categories. For some of the categories, legal and
illegal activities are distinguished. However, the
automatic classification presented in their work fo-
cuses on the distinction between different classes
of illegal activity, without addressing the distinc-
tion between legal and illegal ones, which is the
subject of the present paper. Al Nabki et al. (2019)
extended the dataset to form DUTA-10K, which
we use here. Their results show that 20% of the

hidden services correspond to “suspicious” activ-
ities. The analysis was conducted using the text
classifier presented in Al Nabki et al. (2017) and
manual verification.

Recently, Avarikioti et al. (2018) presented an-
other topic classification of text from Tor together
with a first classification into legal and illegal
activities. The experiments were performed on
a newly crawled corpus obtained by recursive
search. The legal/illegal classification was done
using an SVM classifier in an active learning set-
ting with bag-of-words features. Legality was as-
sessed in a conservative way where illegality is
assigned if the purpose of the content is an obvi-
ously illegal action, even if the content might be
technically legal. They found that a linear kernel
worked best and reported an F1 score of 85% and
an accuracy of 89%. Using the dataset of Al Nabki
et al. (2019), and focusing on specific topical cate-
gories, we here confirm the importance of content
words in the classification, and explore the linguis-
tic dimensions supporting classification into legal
and illegal texts.

3 Datasets Used

Onion corpus. We experiment with data from
Darknet websites containing legal and illegal ac-
tivity, all from the DUTA-10K corpus (Al Nabki
et al., 2019). We selected the “drugs” sub-domain
as a test case, as it is a large domain in the corpus,
that has a “legal” and “illegal” sub-categories, and
where the distinction between them can be reliably
made. These websites advertise and sell drugs, of-
ten to international customers. While legal web-
sites often sell pharmaceuticals, illegal ones are
often related to substance abuse. These pages are
directed by sellers to their customers.

eBay corpus. As an additional dataset of sim-
ilar size and characteristics, but from a clear net
source, and of legal nature, we compiled a corpus
of eBay pages. eBay is one of the largest hosting
sites for retail sellers of various goods. Our cor-
pus contains 118 item descriptions, each consist-
ing of more than one sentence. Item descriptions
vary in price, item sold and seller. The descrip-
tions were selected by searching eBay for drug re-
lated terms,3 and selecting search patterns to avoid
over-repetition. For example, where many sell
the same product, only one example was added to

3Namely, marijuana, weed, grass and drug.
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All Onion eBay Illegal Onion Legal Onion
all half 1 half 2 all half 1 half 2 all half 1 half 2 all half 1 half 2

all 0.23 0.25 0.60 0.61 0.61 0.33 0.39 0.41 0.35 0.41 0.42
All Onion half 1 0.23 0.43 0.60 0.62 0.62 0.37 0.33 0.50 0.40 0.36 0.52

half 2 0.25 0.43 0.61 0.62 0.62 0.39 0.50 0.35 0.39 0.51 0.35
all 0.60 0.60 0.61 0.23 0.25 0.59 0.60 0.60 0.66 0.67 0.67

eBay half 1 0.61 0.62 0.62 0.23 0.43 0.60 0.61 0.61 0.67 0.67 0.68
half 2 0.61 0.62 0.62 0.25 0.43 0.60 0.61 0.61 0.67 0.68 0.68
all 0.33 0.37 0.39 0.59 0.60 0.60 0.23 0.27 0.61 0.62 0.62

Illegal Onion half 1 0.39 0.33 0.50 0.60 0.61 0.61 0.23 0.45 0.62 0.63 0.62
half 2 0.41 0.50 0.35 0.60 0.61 0.61 0.27 0.45 0.62 0.63 0.63
all 0.35 0.40 0.39 0.66 0.67 0.67 0.61 0.62 0.62 0.26 0.26

Legal onion half 1 0.41 0.36 0.51 0.67 0.67 0.68 0.62 0.63 0.63 0.26 0.47
half 2 0.42 0.52 0.35 0.67 0.68 0.68 0.62 0.62 0.63 0.26 0.47

Table 1: Jensen-Shannon divergence between word distribution in all Onion drug sites, Legal and Illegal Onion
drug sites, and eBay sites. Each domain was also split in half for within-domain comparison.

the corpus. Search queries also included filtering
for price, so that each query resulted with differ-
ent items. Either because of advertisement strate-
gies or the geographical dispersion of the sellers,
the eBay corpus contains formal as well as infor-
mal language, and some item descriptions contain
abbreviations and slang. Importantly, eBay web-
sites are assumed to conduct legal activity—even
when discussing drug-related material, we find it
is never the sale of illegal drugs but rather mer-
chandise, tools, or otherwise related content.

Cleaning. As preprocessing for all experiments,
we apply some cleaning to the text of web pages
in our corpora. HTML markup is already removed
in the original datasets, but much non-linguistic
content remains, such as buttons, encryption keys,
metadata and URLs. We remove such text from
the web pages, and join paragraphs to single lines
(as newlines are sometimes present in the original
dataset for display purposes only). We then re-
move any duplicate paragraphs, where paragraphs
are considered identical if they share all but num-
bers (to avoid an over-representation of some re-
maining surrounding text from the websites, e.g.
“Showing all 9 results”).

4 Domain Differences

As pointed out by Plank (2011), there is no com-
mon ground as to what constitutes a domain. Do-
main differences are attributed in some works to
differences in vocabulary (Blitzer et al., 2006) and
in other works to differences in style, genre and
medium (McClosky, 2010). While here we adopt
an existing classification, based on the DUTA-10K

corpus, we show in which way and to what extent
it translates to distinct properties of the texts. This
question bears on the possibility of distinguish-
ing between legal and illegal drug-related websites
based on their text alone (i.e., without recourse to
additional information, such as meta-data or net-
work structure).

We examine two types of domain differences
between legal and illegal texts: vocabulary differ-
ences and named entities.

4.1 Vocabulary Differences

To quantify the domain differences between texts
from legal and illegal texts, we compute the fre-
quency distribution of words in the eBay corpus,
the legal and illegal drugs Onion corpora, and the
entire Onion drug section (All Onion). Since any
two sets of texts are bound to show some dispar-
ity between them, we compare the differences be-
tween domains to a control setting, where we ran-
domly split each examined corpus into two halves,
and compute the frequency distribution of each of
them. The inner consistency of each corpus, de-
fined as the similarity of distributions between the
two halves, serves as a reference point for the sim-
ilarity between domains. We refer to this measure
as “self-distance”.

Following Plank and van Noord (2011), we
compute the Jensen-Shannon divergence and Vari-
ational distance (also known as L1 or Manhattan)
as the comparison measures between the word fre-
quency histograms.

Table 1 presents our results. The self-distance
of the eBay, Legal Onion and Illegal Onion cor-
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% Wikifiable
eBay 38.6± 2.00

Illegal Onion 32.5± 1.35

Legal Onion 50.8± 2.31

Table 2: Average percentage of wikifiable named enti-
ties in a website per domain, with standard error.

pora lies between 0.40 to 0.45 by the Jensen-
Shannon divergence, but the distance between
each pair is 0.60 to 0.65, with the three approxi-
mately forming an equilateral triangle in the space
of word distributions. Similar results are obtained
using Variational distance, and are omitted for
brevity.

These results suggest that rather than regarding
all drug-related Onion texts as one domain, with
legal and illegal texts as sub-domains, they should
be treated as distinct domains. Therefore, using
Onion data to characterize the differences between
illegal and legal linguistic attributes is sensible.
In fact, it is more sensible than comparing Ille-
gal Onion to eBay text, as there the legal/illegal
distinction may be confounded by the differences
between eBay and Onion data.

4.2 Differences in Named Entities

In order to analyze the difference in the distribu-
tion of named entities between the domains, we
used a Wikification technique (Bunescu and Paşca,
2006), i.e., linking entities to their corresponding
article in Wikipedia.

Using spaCy’s4 named entity recognition, we
first extract all named entity mentions from all the
corpora.5 We then search for relevant Wikipedia
entries for each named entity using the DBpedia
Ontology API (Daiber et al., 2013). For each
domain we compute the total number of named
entities and the percentage with corresponding
Wikipedia articles.

The results were obtained by averaging the per-
centage of wikifiable named entities in each site
per domain. We also report the standard error for
each average. According to our results (Table 2),
the Wikification success ratios of eBay and Illegal

4https://spacy.io
5We use all named entity types provided by spaCy (and

not only “Product”) to get a broader perspective on the differ-
ences between the domains in terms of their named entities.
For example, the named entity “Peru” (of type “Geopolitical
Entity”) appears multiple times in Onion sites and is meant
to imply the quality of a drug.

Onion named entities is comparable and relatively
low. However, sites selling legal drugs on Onion
have a much higher Wikification percentage.

Presumably the named entities in Onion sites
selling legal drugs are more easily found in pub-
lic databases such as Wikipedia because they are
mainly well-known names for legal pharmaceu-
ticals. However, in both Illegal Onion and eBay
sites, the list of named entities includes many
slang terms for illicit drugs and paraphernalia.
These slang terms are usually not well known by
the general public, and are therefore less likely
to be covered by Wikipedia and similar public
databases.

In addition to the differences in Wikification
ratios between the domains, it seems spaCy had
trouble correctly identifying named entities in
both Onion and eBay sites, possibly due to the
common use of informal language and drug-
related jargon. Eyeballing the results, there were a
fair number of false positives (words and phrases
that were found by spaCy but were not actually
named entities), especially in Illegal Onion sites.
In particular, slang terms for drugs, as well as
abbreviated drug terms, for example “kush” or
“GBL”, were being falsely picked up by spaCy.6

To summarize, results suggest both that (1) le-
gal and illegal texts are different in terms of their
named entities and their coverage in Wikipedia, as
well as that (2) standard databases and standard
NLP tools for named entity recognition (and po-
tentially other text understanding tasks), require
considerable adaptation to be fully functional on
text related to illegal activity.

5 Classification Experiments

Here we detail our experiments in classifying text
from different legal and illegal domains using var-
ious methods, to find the most important linguistic
features distinguishing between the domains. An-
other goal of the classification task is to confirm
our finding that the domains are distinguishable.

Experimental setup. We split each subset
among {eBay, Legal Onion, Illegal Onion} into
training, validation and test. We select 456 train-
ing paragraphs, 57 validation paragraphs and 58
test paragraphs for each category (approximately

6We consider these to be false positives as they are names
of substances but not specific products, and hence not named
entities. See https://spacy.io/api/annotation#
section-named-entities
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a 80%/10%/10% split), randomly downsampling
larger categories for an even division of labels.

Model. To classify paragraphs into categories,
we experiment with five classifiers:

• NB (Naive Bayes) classifier with binary bag-
of-words features, i.e., indicator feature for
each word. This simple classifier features fre-
quently in work on text classification in the
Darknet.

• SVM (support vector machine) classifier with
an RBF kernel, also with BoW features that
count the number of words of each type.

• BoE (bag-of-embeddings): each word is
represented with its 100-dimensional GloVe
vector (Pennington et al., 2014). BoEsum

(BoEaverage) sums (averages) the embed-
dings for all words in the paragraph to a
single vector, and applies a 100-dimensional
fully-connected layer with ReLU non-
linearity and dropout p = 0.2. The word
vectors are not updated during training.
Vectors for words not found in GloVe are set
randomly ∼ N (µGloVe, σ

2
GloVe).

• seq2vec: same as BoE, but instead of aver-
aging word vectors, we apply a single-layer
100-dimensional BiLSTM to the word vec-
tors, and take the concatenated final hidden
vectors from the forward and backward part
as the input to a fully-connected layer (same
hyper-parameters as above).

• attention: we replace the word representa-
tions with contextualized pre-trained repre-
sentations from ELMo (Peters et al., 2018).
We then apply a self-attentive classification
network (McCann et al., 2017) over the con-
textualized representations. This architecture
has proved very effective for classification in
recent work (Tutek and Šnajder, 2018; Shen
et al., 2018).

For the NB classifier we use BernoulliNB
from scikit-learn7 with α = 1, and
for the SVM classifier we use SVC, also
from scikit-learn, with γ = scale and
tolerance=10−5. We use the AllenNLP library8

(Gardner et al., 2018) to implement the neural net-
work classifiers.

7https://scikit-learn.org
8https://allennlp.org

Data manipulation. In order to isolate what fac-
tors contribute to the classifiers’ performance, we
experiment with four manipulations to the input
data (in training, validation and testing). Specifi-
cally, we examine the impact of variations in the
content words, function words and shallow syn-
tactic structure (represented through POS tags).
For this purpose, we consider content words as
words whose universal part-of-speech according
to spaCy is one of the following:

{ADJ, ADV, NOUN, PROPN, VERB, X, NUM}

and function words as all other words. The tested
manipulations are:

• Dropping all content words (drop cont.)

• Dropping all function words (drop func.)

• Replacing all content words with their uni-
versal part-of-speech (pos cont.)

• Replacing all function words with their uni-
versal part-of-speech (pos func.)

Results when applying these manipulations are
compared to the full condition, where all words are
available.

Settings. We experiment with two settings, clas-
sifying paragraphs from different domains:

• Training and testing on eBay pages vs. Legal
drug-related Onion pages, as a control exper-
iment to identify whether Onion pages differ
from clear net pages.

• Training and testing on Legal Onion vs. Ille-
gal Onion drugs-related pages, to identify the
difference in language between legal and ille-
gal activity on Onion drug-related websites.

5.1 Results
The accuracy scores for the different classifiers
and settings are reported in Table 3.

Legal Onion vs. eBay. This control experiment
shows that Legal Onion content is quite easily dis-
tinguishable from eBay content, as a Naive Bayes
bag-of-words classifier reaches 91.4% accuracy on
this classification. Moreover, replacing function
words by their parts of speech even improves per-
formance, suggesting that the content words are
the important factor in this classification. This is
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drop drop pos pos
full cont. func cont. func

eBay vs. Legal Onion Drugs
NB 91.4 57.8 90.5 56.9 92.2
SVM 63.8 64.7 63.8 68.1 63.8
BoEsum 66.4 56.0 63.8 50.9 76.7
BoEaverage 75.0 55.2 59.5 50.0 75.0
seq2vec 73.3 53.8 65.5 65.5 75.0
attention 82.8 57.5 85.3 62.1 82.8

Legal vs. Illegal Onion Drugs
NB 77.6 53.4 87.9 51.7 77.6
SVM 63.8 66.4 63.8 70.7 63.8
BoEsum 52.6 61.2 74.1 50.9 51.7
BoEaverage 57.8 57.8 52.6 55.2 50.9
seq2vec 56.9 55.0 54.3 59.5 49.1
attention 64.7 51.4 62.9 55.2 69.0

Table 3: Test accuracy in percents for each classifier
(rows) in each setting (columns) on drugs-related data.

confirmed by the drop in accuracy when content
words are removed. However, in this setting (drop
cont.), non-trivial performance is still obtained by
the SVM classifier, suggesting that the domains
are distinguishable (albeit to a lesser extent) based
on the function word distribution alone.

Surprisingly, the more sophisticated neural clas-
sifiers perform worse than Naive Bayes. This is
despite using pre-trained word embeddings, and
architectures that have proven beneficial for text
classification. It is likely that this is due to the
small size of the training data, as well as the spe-
cialized vocabulary found in this domain, which
is unlikely to be supported well by the pre-trained
embeddings (see §4.2).

Legal vs. illegal drugs. Classifying legal and
illegal pages within the drugs domain on Onion
proved to be a more difficult task. However, where
content words are replaced with their POS tags,
the SVM classifier distinguishes between legal and
illegal texts with quite a high accuracy (70.7% on a
balanced test set). This suggests that the syntactic
structure is sufficiently different between the do-
mains, so as to make them distinguishable in terms
of their distribution of grammatical categories.

drop drop pos pos
full cont. func cont. func

Legal vs. Illegal Onion Forums
NB 74.1 50.9 78.4 50.9 72.4
SVM 85.3 75.9 56.0 81.9 81.0
BoEsum 25.9 32.8 21.6 36.2 35.3
BoEaverage 40.5 42.2 31.9 48.3 53.4
seq2vec 50.0 48.9 50.9 28.4 51.7
attention 31.0 37.2 33.6 27.6 30.2

Trained on Drugs, Tested on Forums
NB 78.4 63.8 89.7 63.8 79.3
SVM 62.1 69.0 54.3 69.8 62.1
BoEsum 45.7 50.9 49.1 50.9 50.0
BoEaverage 49.1 51.7 51.7 52.6 58.6
seq2vec 51.7 61.1 51.7 54.3 57.8
attention 65.5 59.2 65.5 50.9 66.4

Table 4: Test accuracy in percents for each classifier
(rows) in each setting (columns) on forums data.

6 Illegality Detection Across Domains

To investigate illegality detection across different
domains, we perform classification experiments
on the “forums” category that is also separated
into legal and illegal sub-categories in DUTA-
10K. The forums contain user-written text in vari-
ous topics. Legal forums often discuss web design
and other technical and non-technical activity on
the internet, while illegal ones involve discussions
about cyber-crimes and guides on how to com-
mit them, as well as narcotics, racism and other
criminal activities. As this domain contains user-
generated content, it is more varied and noisy.

6.1 Experimental setup

We use the cleaning process described in Section 3
and data splitting described in Section 5, with the
same number of paragraphs. We experiment with
two settings:

• Training and testing on Onion legal vs. ille-
gal forums, to evaluate whether the insights
observed in the drugs domain generalize to
user-generated content.

• Training on Onion legal vs. illegal drugs-
related pages, and testing on Onion legal vs.
illegal forums. This cross-domain evaluation
reveals whether the distinctions learned on
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Legal Onion Illegal Onion
Generic Viagra Oral Jelly is used for Erectile Dys 8/03/2017 - ATTN! Looks like SIGAINT email provid

Fortis Testosteron Testosterone Enanthate 250mgml Medical Grade Cannabis Buds We stock high quality

Generic Cialis is used to treat erection problems 1 BTC 2630.8 USD

2 Kits Misoprostol 200mg with 4 Tablets $75 $150 Cialis(r) is in a class of drugs called Phosphodie

Boldenone 300 New Boldenone 300 Olymp Labs TZOLKIN CALENDAR, 140ug LSD Marquis PreTest

(generic Viagra) unbranded generic Sildenafil citr Formed in early 2016, OzDrugsExpress is the work o

Mesterolone New Mesterolone Olymp Labs 500mg x 30 pills Price:45.95Perpill : 1.53 Ord

manufactured by: Cipla Pharmaceuticals Compare to Generic Kaletra contains a combination of lopinavi

(generic Zoloft) Sertraline 25 mg tablets US$31.05 / roduct-category/cannabis/ Cannabis / 14g Amnesia

Sustanon-250mg Testosterone Compound 250mgml Welcome to SnowKings Good Quality Cocaine[.1cm]

Figure 1: Example paragraphs (data instances) from the training sets of the Legal Onion and Illegal Onion subsets
of the drug-related corpus (ten examples from each). Each paragraph is trimmed to the first 50 characters for space
reasons. Distinguishing lexical features are easily observed, e.g., names of legal and illegal drugs.

Legal Onion Illegal Onion
( ADJ PROPN ) PROPN PROPN VERB NUM 3. We VERB VERB NOUN with ADV the A

( ADJ PROPN , PROPN ) PROPN NUM NOU NOUN . NOUN NOUN PROPN NOUN

PROPN PROPN VERB PROPN NUM NOUN US$ VERB NOUN NOUN : No ADJ than NUM NO

PROPN PROPN PROPN NUM NOUN $ NUM PR Welcome! We VERB ADJ to VERB a ADJ

NOUN NUM PROPN with NOUN - NOUN NUM PROPN PROPN PROPN NOUN : ADJ NOUN V

PROPN NUM PROPN PROPN $ NUM ( PROPN ) NUM PROPN PROPN NUM PROPN

ADJ PROPN NUM PROPN VERB US$ NUM fo NOUN PROPN NUM , NUM ADJ NOUN , ADJ

( ADJ PROPN ) NOUN NUM NOUN NOUN . You VERB ADV VERB NUM of these NOUN

PROPN PROPN PROPN NUM PROPN PROPN - / NOUN - NOUN / NOUN PROPN / PROPN

PROPN / PROPN PROPN PROPN / PROPN P Any NOUN VERB us.

Figure 2: Example paragraphs (data instances) from the training sets of the Legal Onion and Illegal Onion subsets
of the drug-related corpus (ten examples from each), where content words are replaced with their parts of speech.
Each paragraph is trimmed to the first 50 characters for space reasons. Different instances are shown than in
Figure 1. Although harder to identify, distinguishing patterns are observable in this case too.

the drugs domain generalize directly to the
forums domain.

6.2 Results
Accuracy scores are reported in Table 4.

Legal vs. illegal forums. Results when train-
ing and testing on forums data are much worse
for the neural-based systems, probably due to the
much noisier and more varied nature of the data.
However, the SVM model achieves an accuracy
of 85.3% in the full setting. Good performance is
presented by this model even in the cases where
the content words are dropped (drop. cont.) or
replaced by part-of-speech tags (pos cont.), un-
derscoring the distinguishability of legal in illegal
content based on shallow syntactic structure in this
domain as well.

Cross-domain evaluation. Surprisingly, train-
ing on drugs data and evaluating on forums per-
forms much better than in the in-domain setting

for four out of five classifiers. This implies that
while the forums data is noisy, it can be accurately
classified into legal and illegal content when train-
ing on the cleaner drugs data. This also shows that
illegal texts in Tor share common properties re-
gardless of topical category. The much lower re-
sults obtained by the models where content words
are dropped (drop cont.) or converted to POS tags
(pos cont.), namely less than 70% as opposed to
89.7% when function words are dropped, suggest
that some of these properties are lexical.

7 Discussion

As shown in Section 4, the Legal Onion and Il-
legal Onion domains are quite distant in terms of
word distribution and named entity Wikification.
Moreover, named entity recognition and Wikifi-
cation work less well for the illegal domain, and
so do state-of-the-art neural text classification ar-
chitectures (Section 5), which present inferior re-
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Legal Onion
feature ratio
cart 0.037
2016 0.063
Bh 0.067
drugs 0.067
EUR 0.077
very 0.083
Per 0.091
delivery 0.091
symptoms 0.091
Please 0.100
Quantity 0.100
here 0.100
check 0.100
contact 0.100
called 0.100
not 0.102
if 0.105
If 0.111
taking 0.111
like 0.111
questions 0.111
Cart 0.118
> 0.125
take 0.125

Illegal Onion
feature ratio
Laboratories 8.500
Cipla 9.000
Pfizer 9.000
each 9.571
Force 10.000
Pharma 10.333
grams 10.333
300 10.500
Bitcoin 11.500
RSM 12.000
Sun 12.000
manufactured 12.667
Tablets 13.000
tablets 13.714
120 16.000
Moldova 17.000
citrate 18.000
Pharmaceuticals 31.500
New 33.000
200 36.000
blister 48.000
generic 49.500
60 55.000
@ 63.000

Table 5: Most indicative features for each class in NB
classifier trained on Onion legal vs. illegal drugs, and
the ratio between their number of occurrences in the
“illegal” class and the “legal” class in the training set.
Left: features with lowest ratio; right: features with
highest ratio. While some strong features are entities,
many are in fact function words.

sults to simple bag-of-words model. This is likely
a result of the different vocabulary and syntax of
text from Onion domain, compared to standard
domains used for training NLP models and pre-
trained word embeddings. This conclusion has
practical implications: to effectively process text
in Onion, considerable domain adaptation should
be performed, and effort should be made to anno-
tate data and extend standard knowledge bases to
cover this idiosyncratic domain.

Another conclusion from the classification ex-
periments is that the Onion Legal and Illegal
Onion texts are harder to distinguish than eBay
and Legal Onion, meaning that deciding on do-
main boundaries should consider syntactic struc-
ture, and not only lexical differences.

Analysis of texts from the datasets. Looking
at specific sentences (Figure 1) reveals that Le-
gal Onion and Illegal Onion are easy to distinguish
based on the identity of certain words, e.g., terms
for legal and illegal drugs, respectively. Thus
looking at the word forms is already a good solu-

tion for tackling this classification problem, which
gives further insight as to why modern text classi-
fication (e.g., neural networks) do not present an
advantage in terms of accuracy.

Analysis of manipulated texts. Given that re-
placing content words with their POS tags sub-
stantially lowers performance for classification of
legal vs illegal drug-related texts (see “pos cont.”
in Section 5), we conclude that the distribution of
parts of speech alone is not as strong a signal as
the word forms for distinguishing between the do-
mains. However, the SVM model does manage to
distinguish between the texts even in this setting.
Indeed, Figure 2 demonstrates that there are eas-
ily identifiable patterns distinguishing between the
domains, but that a bag-of-words approach may
not be sufficiently expressive to identify them.

Analysis of learned feature weights. As the
Naive Bayes classifier was the most successful at
distinguishing legal from illegal texts in the full
setting (without input manipulation), we may con-
clude that the very occurrence of certain words
provides a strong indication that an instance is
taken from one class or the other. Table 5 shows
the most indicative features learned by the Naive
Bayes classifier for the Legal Onion vs. Illegal
Onion classification in this setting. Interestingly,
many strong features are function words, provid-
ing another indication of the different distribution
of function words in the two domains.

8 Conclusion

In this paper we identified several distinguishing
factors between legal and illegal texts, taking a va-
riety of approaches, predictive (text classification),
application-based (named entity Wikification), as
well as an approach based on raw statistics. Our
results revealed that legal and illegal texts on the
Darknet are not only distinguishable in terms of
their words, but also in terms of their shallow syn-
tactic structure, manifested in their POS tag and
function word distributions. Distinguishing fea-
tures between legal and illegal texts are consis-
tent enough between domains, so that a classifier
trained on drug-related websites can be straight-
forwardly ported to classify legal and illegal texts
from another Darknet domain (forums). Our re-
sults also show that in terms of vocabulary, le-
gal texts and illegal texts are as distant from each
other, as from comparable texts from eBay.
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We conclude from this investigation that Onion
pages provide an attractive testbed for studying
distinguishing factors between the text of legal and
illegal webpages, as they present challenges to off-
the-shelf NLP tools, but at the same time have suf-
ficient self-consistency to allow studies of the lin-
guistic signals that separate these classes.
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Abstract

Cognitive task analysis (CTA) is a type of
analysis in applied psychology aimed at elic-
iting and representing the knowledge and
thought processes of domain experts. In CTA,
often heavy human labor is involved to parse
the interview transcript into structured knowl-
edge (e.g., flowchart for different actions).
To reduce human efforts and scale the pro-
cess, automated CTA transcript parsing is de-
sirable. However, this task has unique chal-
lenges as (1) it requires the understanding of
long-range context information in conversa-
tional text; and (2) the amount of labeled data
is limited and indirect—i.e., context-aware,
noisy, and low-resource. In this paper, we pro-
pose a weakly-supervised information extrac-
tion framework for automated CTA transcript
parsing. We partition the parsing process into
a sequence labeling task and a text span-pair
relation extraction task, with distant supervi-
sion from human-curated protocol files. To
model long-range context information for ex-
tracting sentence relations, neighbor sentences
are involved as a part of input. Different types
of models for capturing context dependency
are then applied. We manually annotate real-
world CTA transcripts to facilitate the evalua-
tion of the parsing tasks1.

1 Introduction

Cognitive task analysis (CTA) is a powerful tool
for training, instructional design, and develop-
ment of expert systems (Woods et al., 1989; Clark
and Estes, 1996) focusing on yielding the knowl-
edge and thought processes from domain experts
(Schraagen et al., 2000). Traditional CTA methods
require interviews with domain experts and pars-
ing the interview transcript (transcript) into struc-
tured text describing processes (protocol, shown
in Fig. 1). However, parsing transcripts requires

1Code is available at: https://github.com/cnrpman/procedural-extraction

Figure 1: An example of CTA interview transcript
and the human parsed structured text (protocol). In
the protocol, splitting by the highlighted line numbers
indicating the sources in transcript, phrases in proto-
col (called protocol phrases) are abstractive descrip-
tion of actions in the transcript. In the transcript, the
highlighted numbers are line numbers, and the bolded
are text spans matched by protocol phrases. The high-
lighted line numbers are provided by human parsing
which provide constraint on mapping protocol phrases
back to the transcript, but they are noisy and pointing
back to a large scope of sentences, instead of the text
span we want to extract.

heavy human labor, which becomes the major
hurdle of scaling up CTA. Therefore, automated
approaches to extract structured knowledge from
CTA interview transcripts are important for expert
systems using massive procedural data.

A natural realization of automated CTA is to ap-
ply relation extraction (RE) models to parse in-
terview text. However, the key challenge here is
the lack of direct sentence-level supervision data
for training RE models because the only avail-
able supervision, protocols, are document-level
transcripts summaries. Furthermore, the infor-
mation towards relations between procedural ac-
tions spreads all over the transcripts, which bur-
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Figure 2: The framework of Automated CTA Transcripts Parsing. Text spans are extracted via the sequence
labeling model, then the relations between text spans are extracted by the text span-pair relation extraction model
(span-pair RE model). In the end we assemble the results into structured knowledge (flowchart) for CTA.

dens the RE model to process global informa-
tion of the text. One previous work (Park and
Motahari Nezhad, 2018) studies extracting pro-
cedure information on well-structured text using
OpenIE and sentence pair RE models. In this
work, however, we focus on unstructured conver-
sational text (i.e., CTA interview transcripts) for
which OpenIE is inapplicable.

To address the above challenges, we develop
a novel method to effectively extract and lever-
age weak(in-direct) supervision signals from pro-
tocols. The key observation is that these protocols
are structured in the phrase level (c.f. Fig. 1). We
split each protocol into a set of protocol phrases.
Each protocol phrase is associated with a line
number that points back to one sentence in the
original transcript. Then, we can map these pro-
tocol phrases back to text spans in transcript sen-
tences and obtain useful supervision signals from
three aspects. First, these matched text spans pro-
vide direct supervision labels for training text span
extraction model. Second, the procedural relations
between protocols phrases are transformed into re-
lations between text spans within sentences, which
enables us to train RE models. Finally, the local
contexts around text spans provide strong signals
and can enhance the mention representation in all
RE models.

Our approach consists of following steps: (1)
parse original protocol into a collection of protocol
phrases together with their procedural relations,
using a deterministic finite automation (DFA); (2)
Match the protocol phrases back to the text spans
in transcripts using fuzzy matching (Pennington
et al., 2014; Devlin et al., 2018); (3) Generate text
span extraction dataset and train a sequence label-
ing model (Finkel et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2017)
for text span extraction; (4) Generate text span-
pair relation extraction (span-pair RE) dataset and
fine-tune pre-trained context-aware span-pair RE

model (Devlin et al., 2018). With the trained mod-
els, we can automatically extract text spans sum-
marizing actions from transcripts along with the
procedural relations among them. Finally, we as-
semble the results into protocol knowledge, which
lays the foundation for CTA.

We explore our approaches from manifold as-
pects: (i) We experimented different fuzzy match-
ing methods, relation extraction models and se-
quence labeling models; (ii) We present mod-
els for solving context-aware span-pair RE; (iii)
We evaluate the approach on real-world data with
human annotations, which demonstrates the best
fuzzy matching method achieves 47.1% men-
tion level accuracy, best sequence labeling model
achieves 38.18% token level accuracy, and best
text span-pair relation extraction model achieves
74.4% micro F1.

2 Related Work

Our work is closely related to procedural extrac-
tion, however we focus on conversational text
from CTA interviews which is in a low-resource
setting and no sentence-by-sentence label is avail-
able.
Cognitive task analysis. Cognitive task analysis
is a powerful tool for extracting knowledge and
thought processes of experts widely used in dif-
ferent domains (Schraagen et al., 2000; Seamster
and Redding, 2017). Yet, it is time-consuming and
not scalable. Recent years, with the development
of natural language processing, techniques are in-
troduced to aid human expertise (Zhong et al.,
2015; Roose et al., 2018). Li et al.(2013) used
learning agent to discover cognitive model in spe-
cific domains. Chaplot et al.(2018) explored mod-
eling cognitive knowledge in well-defined tasks
with neural models. However, for the most gen-
eral setting that extract cognitive processes from
interviews, we still need substantial expertise to
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interpret the interview transcript.
Procedural extraction. Recent advances in
machine reading comprehension, textual entail-
ment (Devlin et al., 2018) and relation extraction
(Zhang et al., 2017) shows the contemporary NLP
models have the capability of capturing causal re-
lations in some degree. However, it is still an
open problem to extract procedural information
from text. There were some attempts to extract
similar procedural information on well-structured
instructional text from how-to community. Park
and Motahari Nezhad (2018) treated procedural
extraction as a relation extraction problem on sen-
tence pair extracted by pattern matching. They
used OpenIE for pattern extraction and hierarchi-
cal LSTM to classify relation labels of sentence
pairs.
Pre-trained language representations. Recent
researches showed that language models generi-
cally trained on massive corpus is beneficial to var-
ious specific NLP tasks (Pennington et al., 2014;
Devlin et al., 2018). Language representation has
been an active area of research for years. Tons
of effective approaches have been developed from
feature-based approaches (Ando and Zhang, 2005;
Mikolov et al., 2013; Peters et al., 2018) to fine-
tuning approaches (Dai and Le, 2015; Alec Rad-
ford and Sutskever, 2018; Devlin et al., 2018).

3 Framework

Our automated CTA transcript parsing frame-
work takes interview transcripts as input and out-
puts structured knowledge consisting of summary
phrases. The framework, visualized in Fig. 2, in-
cludes two parts: (1) summary text spans extrac-
tion and (2) text span-pair relation extraction. The
extracted knowledge will then be structured using
a flowchart and supports automated CTA.

3.1 Text Spans Extraction

Since CTA interview transcripts are conversational
text while structured knowledge are formed of
summary phrases describing actions in transcripts
(c.f. Fig. 1), we need to first summarize transcript
sentences. An intuitive idea is to first leverage
off-the-shelf text summarization methods (Shen
et al., 2007; Nallapati et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2018).
However, CTA is a low-resource task and thus
we do not have enough training data for learning
seq2seq-based text summarization models. There-
fore, in this work, we formulate the summariza-

tion of transcript sentences as a sequence labeling
task (Liu et al., 2017) and treat the best summa-
rized text span in a transcript sentence as its corre-
sponding summary phrase.

Given a sentence in transcripts, we denote the
sentence as x = {xi} where xi is the token at
position i. The text spans extraction task aims to
obtain the prediction pt representing the summary
text span t of the transcript sentence x using a se-
quence labeling model pt = Ms(x), where t is
a continuous subset of x labeled by pt = {pti}
with IOBES schema. To train the model, we uti-
lize weakly-supervised sequence labels created in
Sec. 4.3.

3.2 Text Span-Pair Relation Extraction
Structural relations between text spans are re-
quired to assemble summary text spans into struc-
tured knowledge. To extract structural informa-
tion, following the previous study (Park and Mo-
tahari Nezhad, 2018), we formalize text span-pair
relation extraction as a sentence pair classification
problem. A directed graph Gt = (T ,Rt) is used
to represent the structured knowledge parsed from
a CTA transcript, consisting of nodes for summary
text spans in the transcript (T = {ti}) and edges
for procedural information (Rt = {(uti,vti, rti)}
where uti,vti ∈ T are summary text spans and
rti is the procedural relation from text span uti
to text span vti). A span-pair RE model rti =
Mr(uti,vti), ∀uti,vti ∈ T is then applied to ex-
tract relations between all summary text spans T
in the transcript. We train the model using the
span-pair RE dataset generated in Sec. 4.4.

To capture the long-range context dependency,
we enrich the text span representation t based on
its surrounding contexts and feed the enhance span
representation tc into the relation extraction model
Mr. Examples are shown in Fig. 3.

3.3 Context-aware Models for Text
Span-Pair Relation Extraction

We apply state-of-the-art models for natural lan-
guage entailment (Talman et al., 2018; Devlin
et al., 2018) to solve the text span-pair relation ex-
traction task as a sentence pair classification prob-
lem. While these models show promising results
on the span-pair RE dataset we generated, they do
not fully exploit all the information of our dataset.
For example, in our dataset, a text span with con-
text information is the combination of matched
text span and its surrounding context sentences
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Figure 3: The construction of text span with context tc. The example shows two text spans with context using
K = 2. Neighbours of text span t are denoted by t+i and t−i, 0 < i <= K

(Fig.3). But in the normal sentence pair classifi-
cation setting, they are concatenated into a single
sequence while its segmentation is ignored. Here,
we explored some variants of the neural model,
to incorporate the context segmentation and po-
sition information with the state-of-the-art model
for sentence pair classification.

Figure 4: Visualization of the hidden state masking.
Hidden states for the context sentences are masked be-
fore pooling.

Hidden states masking. In this model variant
we inject the context segmentation into models
by masking out the final layer hidden states for
the context sentences and aggregate the remaining
hidden states using a pooling function. This struc-
ture enables us to incorporate context segmenta-
tion information without introducing any new pa-
rameters.

Ht = {hi|ti ∈ t}
hMAX = max(Hut ∪Hvt ∪ h[cls] ∪ h[sep]) (1)

hAVG =

∑
Hut +

∑
Hvt + h[cls] + h[sep]

|ut|+ |vt|+ 2
(2)

where {h} are the final layer hidden states, ut,
vt are the two tokenized text spans, t[cls], t[sep] are
the [cls] token and [sep] token (for BERT model),

h[cls], h[sep] are the corresponding hidden states,
respectively.

Import context position as attention. Inspired
by position embedding and position-aware atten-
tion (Zeng et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2017), we
define two context position sequences [c1, · · · , cn]
and [c′1, · · · , c′n], which correspond to the position
of the two text spans, respectively, that is:

ci =





pi − pt − 1, pi < pt

1 or − 1, pi = pt

pi − pt + 1, pi > pt

(3)

We use pi and pt to denote the position of con-
text and text span in transcript in sentence level.
For i = pt, ci = 1 or −1, depends on whether
the context is on the left or right of the text span.
The two context position sequences are truncated
by a fix length for computational complexity, then
injected into BERT model using position-aware at-
tention (Zhang et al., 2017).

Import context position as input embedding.
Segment embedding is a part of input embedding
designed to import sentence-pair segmentation in-
formation in BERT model. In this model variant
we expand the segment embedding to encode con-
text position sequence above.

4 Dataset Generation

To take advantage of the weak supervision from
protocols, we build a pipeline to generate datasets
for the CTA parsing framework, showed in Fig. 5.

4.1 Protocol Parsing
We use a deterministic finite automation to parse
the protocol into a graph Gp = (P,Rp) describing
protocol phrases represented by nodes (P = {pi}
which denotes all protocol phrases parsed from the
protocol) and procedural relations represented by
edges (Rp = {(upi,vpi, rpi)}, where upi,vpi ∈
P are protocol phrases and rpi is the procedural
relation from phrase upi to phrase vpi).
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Figure 5: The dataset generation pipeline. The pro-
tocol is first parsed into a graph with relations be-
tween protocol phrases (shown as phrase), then match
the protocol phrases with the text spans in transcripts
(shown as span). Finally, sequence labeling dataset
and span-pair RE dataset are created according to the
matches and the relations.

We consider three types of procedural relations
during the parsing: 〈none〉 for no procedural re-
lation between protocol phrases, 〈next〉 for se-
quence, and 〈if〉 for decision branching.

4.2 Text Spans Matching

To enable the abundant information in protocols,
we want to map each phrase in the protocol back to
the nearest textual representation in the transcript.
We can achieve this by using sentence matching
techniques. Following the sequence labeling set-
ting in transcript summarization of our framework,
given a protocol phrase p, we want to find the best
matching text span t in the transcript. The scope
of search is limited to the source lines Lp men-
tioned in the protocol (Fig. 1). Then we extract
all possible text spans {ti} from these sentences
by enumerating all available n-grams and find the
best matching text span tbest for p that maximizes
sentence similarity measureMsim(p, tbest). Fol-

lowing is the overall workflow:

S = {retrieve sentence(`)|` ∈ Lp}
tbest = argmax

t∈S
Msim(p, t)

Msim best = max
t∈S
Msim(p, t) (4)

match =

{
None Msim best ≤ threshold
tbest Msim best > threshold

For the similarity measureMsim, we adopt sen-
tence embedding from different methods (Pen-
nington et al., 2014; Devlin et al., 2018). The sim-
ilarity is calculated by the cosine distance between
two normalized sentence embedding. An empiri-
cal threshold 0.5 is adopted for dropping the pro-
tocol phrases without good matched text span. We
then match the protocol phrases back to the nearest
text span in the transcript.

4.3 Sequence Labeling Dataset

With the matched text spans in the transcript, we
are able to assign labels to every token in the
transcript, denoting whether the token belongs
to a matched text span. We adopt IOBES for-
mat (Ramshaw and Marcus, 1999) as the label-
ing schema for constructing the sequence labeling
dataset. The labeled text spans are semantically
close to the protocol phrases which are abstractive
description of actions, and we can use the labels
to train text spans extraction models (Sec. 3.1) in
a weakly-supervised manner.

4.4 Text Span-Pair Relation Extraction
Dataset

By parsing the protocol we learn the procedural
relations between protocol phrases. Thus we can
apply them to the matched text spans in transcript
to construct the span-pair RE dataset. These rela-
tions serve as weak supervision for the span-pair
RE model (Sec. 3.2). Corresponding to the rela-
tion types parsed from the protocols, the dataset
include three types of label: <none>,<next> and
<if>.

4.5 Human-Annotated Matching Test Set

Since the datasets for CTA transcript parsing
framework are created via matching, we need to
evaluate the performance of our matching meth-
ods. Thus, for testing purpose, we manually anno-
tated the matched text spans in transcript for 138
protocol phrases as the manual matching test set.
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Furthermore, we create two test sets to evaluate
the effectiveness of our approach with the man-
ual matching annotations, which are called man-
ual matching sequence labeling test set and man-
ual matching span-pair RE test set. In compari-
son, we call the test sets generated via text spans
matching as generated sequence labeling test set
and generated span-pair RE test set.

5 Experiments

In this section we evaluate the effectiveness of
our proposed automated CTA transcript parsing
framework and the models. Especially, we run
three sets of experiments: (1) we evaluate our text
spans matching methods with the manual match-
ing test set; (2) we evaluate model performance
on the CTA text spans extraction task with the
sequence labeling dataset; (3) we evaluate model
performance on the CTA span-pair RE task with
the RE dataset.

5.1 Text Spans Matching

Implementation. We enumerate all text spans
with length [2,Kt] within the sentences in tran-
scripts, where Kt = 30 for truncating text spans.
For text spans matching, we try two sentence en-
coding methods to extract sentence embeddings:
(1) average pooling on Glove word embeddings
of words in sentences and text spans (Penning-
ton et al., 2014); (2) extracting features using pre-
trained BERTBASE model and sum up the features
in the last four layers then average over words
in sentences and text spans (Devlin et al., 2018).
Then, we normalize the embeddings and find the
best matching text spans for each protocol phrase
based on cosine similarity. We also provide the ex-
act matching as a baseline, which finds the longest
transcript text span matched by a text span in pro-
tocol phrase.

Encoding Tok. Acc. Tok. F1 Men. Acc.

Exact 70.30 9.44 2.17

Glove-50d 75.40 43.92 37.68
Glove-300d 76.97 45.12 42.03
BERT fea. 75.22 37.20 47.10

Table 1: Matching performance on the manual
matching testset with different sentence encoding,
in token level accuracy and mention level accuracy.
BERT fea. means using features extracted by BERT
model. and Exact is the exact matching baseline

Evaluation. We evaluate the performance of our
text spans matching methods with the manual
matching test set by token level metrics and men-
tion level accuracy, where token level metrics are
normalized by sentence lengths. Results in Ta-
ble 1 show the two methods get acceptable results
while the exact matching baseline has a poor per-
formance in comparison. Glove-300d shows bet-
ter token level accuracy and F1 score while BERT
features have a better mention level accuracy. For
cheaper computation, we use Glove-300d as the
sentence encoding method of matching for the fol-
lowing sections. Please refer to the appendix for
the case study of matching.

5.2 Text Spans Extraction

Models. We conduct the experiments of text spans
extraction using off-the-shelf sequence labeling
models, including CRF (Finkel et al., 2005),
LSTM-CRF (Huang et al., 2015) and LM-LSTM-
CRF (Liu et al., 2017). The models are trained
on the sequence labeling dataset generated by text
spans matching. For comparison, we also imple-
ment a hand-crafted rule extraction baseline with
TokensRegex.
LSTM-CRF and LM-LSTM-CRF. We use LM-
LSTM-CRF2 to conduct our experiments for both
models, with the same setting of 2 layers word
level LSTM, word level hidden size Hw = 300,
SGD with 0.045 learning rate and 0.05 learning
rate decay, and 0.3 dropout ratio. The major dif-
ference between two models is that LM-LSTM-
CRF contains an additional char-level structure
optimized via language model loss.

Model Tok. Acc. Men. P Men. R Men. F1

Rules - 12.7 34.8 18.6

CRF 80.7 38.5 37.9 38.1
LSTM-CRF 75.9 40.4 31.8 35.6

w/ LM16 74.6 31.8 21.2 25.5
w/ LM64 74.8 33.3 18.2 23.5

Table 2: Performance of sequence labeling models,
evaluated on manual matching testset. LM-LSTM-
CRF is shown as w/ LM, with different character level
hidden size.

Evaluation. Results for the text spans extrac-
tion models on manual matching test set are pre-
sented in Table 2, which shows that CRF achieves
the best performance and outperforms the neural

2https://github.com/LiyuanLucasLiu/LM-LSTM-CRF
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models (LSTM-CRF, LM-LSTM-CRF). The LM-
LSTM-CRF which contains character level lan-
guage model is even worse (shown as w/ LM in
table, with different character level hidden size).
One reason could be the neural models require a
large scale dataset to train, while our dataset does
not meet this requirement.

5.3 Text Span-Pair Relation Extraction

Models. For text span-pair relation extraction,
we use the pre-trained BERTBASE model3 (Devlin
et al., 2018) as our backbone model to address
the low-resource issue of our RE dataset gener-
ated from the limited CTA data. On this basis,
we implement model variants of injecting context
information awareness (Sec. 3.3) to utilize the full
information in our dataset, which includes: hidden
states Masking (MaskAVG and MaskMAX), Context
position as Attention (C. Attn.) and Context pos-
tion as input Embedding (C. Emb.). For hidden
states Masking, the different subscriptions repre-
sent different hidden state pooling methods (avg
pooling and max pooling) For the two models us-
ing context position, we empirically use E = 30
as the embedding size and truncate the context po-
sition sequence (Sec. 3.3) by ±10. In addition,
we experiment on the hierarchical BiLSTM model
(Talman et al., 2018) and Piecewise Convolution
Neural Network (Zeng et al., 2015) as the non-
pretrained baseline models in comparison. Results
are aggregated from 5 runs with different initial-
ization seeds for all experiments.

Sampling portion Total <next> <if>

w/o sampling 138670 693 131

6 : 3 : 1 1310 393 131
4 : 2 : 1 917 262 131
1 : 1 : 1 393 131 131

Table 3: Size of span-pair RE dataset, by different
sampling portion <none>:<next>:<if>

Label sampling portion. The generated RE
dataset has three types of label: <none>, <next>
and <if>, with a bias label distribution (Fig. 3,
w/o sampling). To leverage this, we do label sam-
pling on the dataset.
Context level. To capture the long-range context
information useful to the CTA transcript parsing
task, we use text spans with context tc (fig. 3) as

3https://github.com/huggingface/pytorch-pretrained-
BERT

Figure 6: The micro F1 score of models on different
context level K, evaluated on generated test set.

Figure 7: The micro F1 score of models on differ-
ent context levelK, evaluated on manual matching test
set.

the input of models. The level of context is con-
trolled by a hyperparameterK (Fig. 3). We exper-
iment our models with different levels of context,
while fixing the label sampling portion (Sec. 5.3)
to <none> : <next> : <if>= 4 : 2 : 1.
Evaluation. The results are available in Table 4,
which shows the model we proposed can outper-
form the baselines (BERT, HBMP, PCNN), and
the model variant MaskMAX reach best perfor-
mance among all variants when using context level
K = 2 and sampling portion = 4 : 2 : 1.
Evaluation on context level. The short version ta-
ble of evaluation results for different context lev-
els are shown in Table 5 and please refer to the
appendix for the full version. The results are visu-
alized in Fig. 7 and Fig. 6. The model MaskMAX
reached the best micro F1 score on the manual
matching test set with context level K = 2 over
all models and K, which shows the effectiveness
of the span-pair RE and the hidden state masking
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Setting Generated Test Set Manual Matching Test Set
Accuracy Micro F1 <next> F1 <if> F1 Accuracy Micro F1 <next> F1 <if> F1

BERT 81.6 ±1.0 70.1 ±1.7 67.9 ±3.2 73.4 ±2.2 77.2 ±2.7 62.2 ±6.1 57.6 ±6.4 72.4 ±10.0
HBMP 76.0 67.4 - - 72.0 63.3 - -
PCNN 58 40 - - 56 43 - -

C. Attn. 82.5 ±1.5 72.2 ±2.6 70.9 ±1.8 74.7 ±4.4 81.2 ±4.7 72.7 ±7.5 68.7 ±9.1 83.3 ±5.5
C. Emb. 82.8 ±1.4 72.7 ±1.9 70.7 ±2.8 76.3 ±2.5 78.8 ±8.5 67.4 ±8.1 66.2 ±9.2 67.5 ±19.4
MaskAVG 80.5 ±2.7 69.0 ±5.7 63.6 ±7.1 77.0 ±4.8 80.4 ±7.1 73.4 ±7.9 71.8 ±9.4 79.2 ±14.5
MaskMAX 82.3 ±1.4 72.6 ±3.0 70.7 ±3.2 76.1 ±3.1 87.6 ±1.5 81.4 ±2.4 80.8 ±1.9 83.3 ±6.8

Table 4: Performance of span-pair RE models, with sampling portion 4 : 2 : 1 and K = 2. Evaluated on
generated test set and manual matching test set.

Setting Generated Test Set Manual Matching Test Set
Accuracy Micro F1 <next> F1 <if> F1 Accuracy Micro F1 <next> F1 <if> F1

BERT K=3 80.2 ±3.2 68.4 ±4.3 64.3 ±6.6 74.6 ±4.3 77.2 ±3.0 63.6 ±5.5 60.9 ±7.2 70.3 ±11.3
BERT K=2 81.6 ±1.0 70.1 ±1.7 67.9 ±3.2 73.4 ±2.2 77.2 ±2.7 62.2 ±6.1 57.6 ±6.4 72.4 ±10.0
BERT K=1 73.5 ±2.7 58.5 ±3.0 57.7 ±4.7 60.0 ±4.0 76.4 ±2.3 60.2 ±6.1 54.5 ±7.0 76.1 ±7.2
BERT K=0 71.9 ±2.6 62.1 ±5.1 58.5 ±6.9 69.0 ±6.9 63.2 ±5.2 50.7 ±6.8 45.3 ±10.2 71.0 ±10.7

MaskMAX K=3 81.8 ±0.9 71.1 ±1.5 68.6 ±1.9 75.3 ±2.2 85.2 ±4.1 78.6 ±4.8 75.6 ±6.1 88.9 ±0.0
MaskMAX K=2 82.3 ±1.4 72.6 ±3.0 70.7 ±3.2 76.1 ±3.1 87.6 ±1.5 81.4 ±2.4 80.8 ±1.9 83.3 ±6.8
MaskMAX K=1 76.3 ±1.3 64.0 ±1.9 58.4 ±3.4 74.2 ±1.6 69.2 ±1.0 53.9 ±1.5 47.6 ±2.5 75.0 ±0.0
MaskMAX K=0 71.9 ±2.7 62.0 ±4.6 55.3 ±7.5 73.9 ±2.9 64.4 ±2.7 52.7 ±4.2 47.6 ±5.6 71.7 ±4.1

Table 5: Performance of span-pair RE models on different context level K, with sampling portion 4 : 2 : 1.
Evaluated on generated test set and manual matching test set.

structure.

Portion Model Micro F1
Generated Manual

6 : 3 : 1 BERT 67.6 ±1.7 69.5 ±4.6
MaskMAX 68.5 ±2.1 71.1 ±9.1

4 : 2 : 1 BERT 68.4 ±4.3 63.6 ±5.5
MaskMAX 71.1 ±1.5 78.6 ±4.8

1 : 1 : 1 BERT 65.4 ±4.9 62.7 ±3.4
MaskMAX 70.3 ±2.9 69.8 ±3.5

Table 6: Performance on text spans relation ex-
traction models on different label sampling settings,
with K = 3. Generated represent the sampled gen-
erated test set follows the sampling portion the model
trained on, while Manual represents the manual match-
ing test set which is fixed to 6 : 3 : 1.

Evaluation on label sampling. We try 3 sampling
settings and find <none>:<next>:<if>= 4 : 2 :
1 shows the best performance on manual matching
test set for most cases (Table 6). Please refer to the
appendix for the full results on label sampling.
Discussion. We have some observations when
looking through the results on manual matching
test set: (1) The model variants injected with con-
text information awareness are more sensitive to
the change of context level K, comparing to the
vanilla BERT model. These variants are outper-

forming the vanilla model when provided with
more context, but would fall behind if provided
with short even no context. (2) Vanilla mod-
els without specific context awareness structures
(BERT, HBMP, PCNN) also gain improvements
from the context on the manual matching test set.
(3) A big gap of <next> F1 score between K = 1
and K = 2 are observed in most of the models.
This is because when K = 1 context only provide
the sentence enclosing the text span, the K = 2
context is providing the last and the next sentence,
which is useful for predicting the<next> relation.

The results on generated test set (Fig.6) is also
interesting, in which the performance is not stably
increased as theK increasing. This may be caused
by the propagation of error from fuzzy matching.
Since there are some error (noisy) samples in the
generated dataset, the models are more likely to
capture the noisy patterns from the noisy samples.
The larger the context is, the more noisy patterns
are contained. Still, changing K from K = 1 to
K = 2 gives noticeable improvement to all mod-
els, especially for the <next> F1 score.

Also, the experiments on label sampling (Table
6, see appendix for the full result) show the perfor-
mance of models are sensitive to sampling portion.
Resampling and reweighting techniques for allevi-
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ating label imbalance could be helpful to address
such problem in future study.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we explored automated CTA tran-
script parsing, which is a challenging task due to
the lack of direct supervision data and the require-
ment of document level understanding. We pro-
posed a weakly supervised framework to utilize
the full information in data. We noticed the im-
portance of context in the CTA parsing task and
exploited model variants to make use of context
information. Our evaluation on manually labeled
test set shows the effectiveness of our framework.
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# Protocol Phrase Matching status
Matched Text Span

1 with your non-dominant hand over
And now with your non-dominant hand you

2 Pass wire correct
pass wire

3 resistance noisy
-

4 remove the wire by bringing it back into the housing correct
remove the wire , bring it back into the little housing

5 Put syringe back on and confirm that there is still blood flow miss
syringe back on and make sure you still have good flow

6 Remove needle correct
remove your needle

7 leave wire in place correct
Leave the wire in place

8 Make a nick in the skin that is wide enough for the catheter correct
make a nick in the skin wide enough for whatever catheter

9 Pass dilator correct
pass dilator

10 Remove dilator miss
out dilator

11 while holding the wire in place correct
leaving the wire in place , always holding onto the wire

12 Put catheter through the wire correct
putting the catheter through the wire

13 Remove wire correct
remove the wire

14 Check and irrigate all ports wrong
So we have task one , decide on location

15 Lock the catheter correct
lock the catheter

16 attach with Luer-lock wrong
lock the catheter

17 Suture in place wrong
Task five , insert needle

18 Verify placement with x-ray miss
Verify placement with

19 Prepare patient correct
prep the patient

20 self noisy
-

Table 7: Case study for text span matching, using Glove-300d as the sentence encoding method.
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Setting Generated Test Set Manual Matching Test Set
Accuracy Micro F1 <next> F1 <if> F1 Accuracy Micro F1 <next> F1 <if> F1

BERT K=3 80.2 ±3.2 68.4 ±4.3 64.3 ±6.6 74.6 ±4.3 77.2 ±3.0 63.6 ±5.5 60.9 ±7.2 70.3 ±11.3
BERT K=2 81.6 ±1.0 70.1 ±1.7 67.9 ±3.2 73.4 ±2.2 77.2 ±2.7 62.2 ±6.1 57.6 ±6.4 72.4 ±10.0
BERT K=1 73.5 ±2.7 58.5 ±3.0 57.7 ±4.7 60.0 ±4.0 76.4 ±2.3 60.2 ±6.1 54.5 ±7.0 76.1 ±7.2
BERT K=0 71.9 ±2.6 62.1 ±5.1 58.5 ±6.9 69.0 ±6.9 63.2 ±5.2 50.7 ±6.8 45.3 ±10.2 71.0 ±10.7

C. Attn. K=3 80.2 ±3.7 66.9 ±5.6 66.1 ±6.9 68.0 ±5.4 81.6 ±4.1 70.9 ±8.1 67.9 ±10.1 79.8 ±5.1
C. Attn. K=2 82.5 ±1.5 72.2 ±2.6 70.9 ±1.8 74.7 ±4.4 81.2 ±4.7 72.7 ±7.5 68.7 ±9.1 83.3 ±5.5
C. Attn. K=1 75.4 ±2.1 64.0 ±3.8 58.8 ±4.6 73.5 ±2.5 74.0 ±2.5 62.1 ±2.5 53.1 ±4.0 86.6 ±8.6
C. Attn. K=0 67.3 ±3.1 54.0 ±4.6 43.7 ±7.5 72.5 ±2.3 58.8 ±3.7 51.7 ±4.0 43.6 ±2.9 83.3 ±6.8

C. Emb. K=3 79.8 ±2.5 68.8 ±4.0 64.0 ±4.6 76.9 ±3.8 80.4 ±7.1 71.5 ±10.1 68.4 ±9.4 81.2 ±12.6
C. Emb. K=2 82.8 ±1.4 72.7 ±1.9 70.7 ±2.8 76.3 ±2.5 78.8 ±8.5 67.4 ±8.1 66.2 ±9.2 67.5 ±19.4
C. Emb. K=1 76.5 ±2.3 66.4 ±3.5 62.1 ±3.5 74.4 ±5.0 67.6 ±7.7 52.4 ±10.7 43.3 ±11.7 79.8 ±6.4
C. Emb. K=0 77.5 ±1.2 69.3 ±2.9 63.9 ±3.0 78.4 ±6.0 67.6 ±6.6 52.2 ±6.6 40.7 ±5.5 83.7 ±7.2

MaskAVG K=3 81.4 ±1.3 69.9 ±3.4 67.6 ±2.6 73.6 ±6.3 81.6 ±3.2 74.4 ±7.2 71.0 ±8.1 86.1 ±5.6
MaskAVG K=2 80.5 ±2.7 69.0 ±5.7 63.6 ±7.1 77.0 ±4.8 80.4 ±7.1 73.4 ±7.9 71.8 ±9.4 79.2 ±14.5
MaskAVG K=1 74.7 ±1.2 62.1 ±2.1 55.9 ±2.4 73.2 ±2.4 71.2 ±3.2 54.6 ±4.4 46.8 ±5.1 77.8 ±5.6
MaskAVG K=0 67.1 ±2.2 54.6 ±3.2 45.7 ±5.5 71.1 ±2.0 59.2 ±4.1 49.9 ±3.6 42.0 ±4.8 80.6 ±6.8

MaskMAX K=3 81.8 ±0.9 71.1 ±1.5 68.6 ±1.9 75.3 ±2.2 85.2 ±4.1 78.6 ±4.8 75.6 ±6.1 88.9 ±0.0
MaskMAX K=2 82.3 ±1.4 72.6 ±3.0 70.7 ±3.2 76.1 ±3.1 87.6 ±1.5 81.4 ±2.4 80.8 ±1.9 83.3 ±6.8
MaskMAX K=1 76.3 ±1.3 64.0 ±1.9 58.4 ±3.4 74.2 ±1.6 69.2 ±1.0 53.9 ±1.5 47.6 ±2.5 75.0 ±0.0
MaskMAX K=0 71.9 ±2.7 62.0 ±4.6 55.3 ±7.5 73.9 ±2.9 64.4 ±2.7 52.7 ±4.2 47.6 ±5.6 71.7 ±4.1

HBMP K=3 68.0 58.3 - - 74.0 64.8 - -
HBMP K=2 76.0 67.4 - - 72.0 63.3 - -
HBMP K=1 67.0 55.4 - - 60.0 54.5 - -
HBMP K=0 50.0 49.2 - - 50.0 39.6 - -

PCNN K=3 47 31 - - 62 48 - -
PCNN K=2 58 40 - - 56 43 - -
PCNN K=1 44 28 - - 50 28 - -
PCNN K=0 44 29 - - 34 24 - -

Table 8: Performance of text spans relation extraction models on different context level K, with sampling
portion 4 : 2 : 1.

Model Sampled Generated Test Set Manual Matching Test Set
Accuracy Micro F1 <next> F1 <if> F1 Accuracy Micro F1 <next> F1 <if> F1

Sampling portion = 6 : 3 : 1 (1.3k samples)

BERT 79.0 ±1.2 67.6 ±1.7 68.3 ±1.3 65.5 ±3.2 80.0 ±2.5 69.5 ±4.6 72.2 ±1.8 52.0 ±31.1
C. Attn. 75.6 ±2.4 61.4 ±4.0 62.9 ±4.0 57.4 ±6.0 80.4 ±4.3 68.8 ±7.4 66.4 ±8.9 75.2 ±10.4
C. Emb. 77.9 ±1.8 65.7 ±1.2 66.4 ±2.3 64.0 ±4.1 80.8 ±2.0 70.7 ±4.1 70.0 ±5.4 71.8 ±8.8
MaskAVG 79.8 ±1.0 69.1 ±2.4 68.7 ±2.2 70.4 ±3.4 81.6 ±3.4 72.3 ±6.5 69.0 ±6.9 83.3 ±6.8
MaskMAX 80.1 ±0.8 68.5 ±2.1 69.5 ±2.8 65.9 ±1.9 81.6 ±5.0 71.1 ±9.1 66.9 ±11.6 83.3 ±6.8

Sampling portion = 4 : 2 : 1 (0.9k samples)

BERT 80.2 ±3.2 68.4 ±4.3 64.3 ±6.6 74.6 ±4.3 77.2 ±3.0 63.6 ±5.5 60.9 ±7.2 70.3 ±11.3
C. Attn. 80.2 ±3.7 66.9 ±5.6 66.1 ±6.9 68.0 ±5.4 81.6 ±4.1 70.9 ±8.1 67.9 ±10.1 79.8 ±5.1
C. Emb. 79.8 ±2.5 68.8 ±4.0 64.0 ±4.6 76.9 ±3.8 80.4 ±7.1 71.5 ±10.1 68.4 ±9.4 81.2 ±12.6
MaskAVG 81.4 ±1.3 69.9 ±3.4 67.6 ±2.6 73.6 ±6.3 81.6 ±3.2 74.4 ±7.2 71.0 ±8.1 86.1 ±5.6
MaskMAX 81.8 ±0.9 71.1 ±1.5 68.6 ±1.9 75.3 ±2.2 85.2 ±4.1 78.6 ±4.8 75.6 ±6.1 88.9 ±0.0

Sampling portion = 1 : 1 : 1 (0.4k samples)

BERT 64.6 ±4.6 65.4 ±4.9 51.3 ±3.5 79.3 ±6.0 69.6 ±5.6 62.7 ±3.4 54.3 ±3.6 87.3 ±7.3
MaskAVG 64.6 ±2.9 64.2 ±3.4 46.7 ±7.4 79.6 ±1.7 72.8 ±1.6 63.5 ±2.3 57.4 ±2.3 83.6 ±4.4
MaskMAX 68.8 ±3.5 70.3 ±2.9 55.6 ±4.6 83.9 ±1.2 77.6 ±3.2 69.8 ±3.5 63.2 ±2.4 88.4 ±7.6

Table 9: Performance on text spans RE models on different label sampling settings, with K = 3. Sampled
generated test set follows the sampling portion the model trained on while manual matching test set is fixed.
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Abstract

As Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs)
become increasingly popular, it is promising to
automatically provide extracurricular knowl-
edge for MOOC users. Suffering from se-
mantic drifts and lack of knowledge guidance,
existing methods can not effectively expand
course concepts in complex MOOC environ-
ments. In this paper, we first build a novel
boundary during searching for new concepts
via external knowledge base and then uti-
lize heterogeneous features to verify the high-
quality results. In addition, to involve human
efforts in our model, we design an interac-
tive optimization mechanism based on a game.
Our experiments on the four datasets from
Coursera1 and XuetangX2 show that the pro-
posed method achieves significant improve-
ments(+0.19 by MAP) over existing methods.
The source code3 and datasets4 have been pub-
lished.

1 Introduction

Self-determination theory was first formally pro-
posed by Deci and Ryan in (Deci et al., 1991),
suggesting that educators should support students
in autonomously discovering and learning course-
related knowledge. In fact, in addition to the con-
cepts taught in course, many related concepts are
also worthy of learning. Figure 1 shows a real
example from Coursera in Data Structure course.
When the concept Binary Search Tree is taught,
some other concepts, including its similar struc-
tures (Heap), applications (Sorting and Priority
Queue) and advanced researches (Tango Tree5)

∗corresponding author
1https://www.coursera.org/
2http://www.xuetangx.com/
3Source Codes: https://github.com/thukg/

concept-expansion-kg
4Datasets: http://moocdata.cn
5It is an online binary search tree that achieves an

O(log logn) competitive ratio. (Demaine et al., 2007)

also benefit students for further course understand-
ing. However, these concepts are not available
without specifical mention, especially in the era
of Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs). In

Figure 1: An example of “out-of-teaching” concepts in
the course “Data Structure and Algorithm”.

MOOCs, teachers need to keep a moderate length
of the course to face with thousands of students
with various backgrounds (Jordan, 2015), mak-
ing it infeasible to manually pick out these helpful
concepts. Therefore, there is a clear need to auto-
matically identify course-related concepts, so that
the students can easily acquire additional knowl-
edge and achieve better educational outcomes.

Although much work concerned with extract-
ing course concepts from teaching materials (Kay
and Holden, 2002) or course subtitles (Pan et al.,
2017b) has been done, the research in finding the
concepts absent in course materials, which we call
Course Concept Expansion, has not been ex-
plored. Despite abundant work on related top-
ics, including concept expansion or set expan-
sion (Wang and Cohen, 2007; Wang et al., 2015;
Adrian and Manna, 2018), it is far from sufficient
to directly apply these methods in the MOOC en-
vironments due to the following challenges.

First, unlike the set expansion for a clear general
category (e.g., country), course concepts are often
the combinations of multiple categories, which is
easy to cause semantic drift (Curran et al., 2007)
during exploring in different domains (such as
Structures: Heap, Binary Tree and Algorithms:
Divide and Conquer, Greedy Algorithm). Second,
the features for manifesting course-related con-
cepts are heterogeneous. As shown in Figure 1,
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we regard Heap as a course concept due to its sim-
ilar structure while Binary Search Tree is a prereq-
uisite concept of Tango Tree. Thus mere context
information is not enough for effective expansion.
Third, as an application-oriented task, it is benefi-
cial to involve human interactions. How to prop-
erly leverage the feedback from MOOC users to
obtain a better performance for concept expansion
remains a challenging issue.

To address the above problems, we propose a
three-stage course concept expansion model. In-
spired by the idea of concept space (Hori, 1997),
we first build an accurate boundary for a given
course to alleviate the semantic drift during can-
didate concept generation from an external knowl-
edge base. Then we transform the expansion into a
binary classification problem as previous positive
unlabeled learning methods for set expansion (Li
et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2017). Three types of fea-
tures are proposed to incorporate heterogeneous
information into classifier to identify high-quality
concepts among candidates. Finally, we design a
lightweight but attractive top-student game to sub-
tly collect MOOC users’ feedback and iteratively
optimize the expansion results. For evaluation, we
compare the proposed method with 4 representa-
tive set expansion methods on real courses from
Coursera and XuetangX, and further conduct on-
line evaluation in the game mechanism.

Contributions. Our contributions include: a)
the first attempt, to the best of our knowledge, sys-
tematically investigate the problem of course con-
cept expansion in MOOCs; b) proposal of an ef-
fective three-stage model for course concept ex-
pansion using an external knowledge base and in-
teractive game; c) four benchmark datasets using
real courses from Coursera and XuetangX.

2 Problem Formulation

In this section, we first give some necessary defi-
nitions and then formulate the problem of course
concept expansion.

A Course corpus is composed by n courses in
the same subject area, denoted as D = {Cj}nj=1,
where Cj is one course. We assume that course
Cj = {vij}mj

i=1 consists of mj course videos,
where vij stands for the i-th video. Following
(Pan et al., 2017b), we define Course Concepts
are the subjects taught in the course denoted as
M = {ci}|M|i=1 .

Existing work can extract course concepts M

from course corpusD, butD could inevitably miss
some important course concepts (as illustrated in
Figure 1). Therefore, there is a clear need to ex-
pand the course concepts beyondM using exter-
nal resources. In this paper, we focus on the ex-
pansion using external knowledge bases.

Knowledge Base is formally defined as KB =

(E,R), where E = {ei}|E|i=1 represents all con-
cepts, R = {ri}|R|i=1 represents the relationships
between concepts, and (ei, rj , ek) is a triple inKB
meaning ei has relationship rj with ek.

Course Concept Expansion Using Knowl-
edge Base in MOOCs is formally defined as fol-
lows. Given the course concepts M and knowl-
edge base KB, Course Concept Expansion returns
a ranked list of expanded concepts Ec ⊂ E, and
outputs si for ei ∈ Ec to indicate its likelihood to
be an expanded concept of D.

3 Method

To appropriately expand course concepts in
MOOCs, we need to address three crucial prob-
lems. 1. How to alleviate semantic drift? 2. How
to employ heterogeneous information to identify
high-quality expanded concepts? 3. How to prop-
erly involve human efforts to optimize the expan-
sion result? In this section, we introduce our novel
course concept expansion model in three stages.

Figure 2: Framework of course concept expansion.

(1)Candidate Generation: To reduce semantic
drift, a dynamic boundary is set during our search-
ing for new concepts in KB. We only admit the
concepts within the boundary as candidates.

(2)Concept Classification: To leverage hetero-
geneous information in expansion, we propose
three types of novel features to build a classifier,
identifying the high-quality expansion concepts
among candidates and rerank the result list.

(3)Game-based Optimization: To involve hu-
man efforts, we creatively design an interactive
online game named top-student game which has
been applied in a real MOOC platform to collect
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Figure 3: The concept space boundary is fitted in process of searching candidates.

user feedback and cyclically optimize the expan-
sion process at multiple levels.

3.1 Candidate Generation
In this section, we present an unsupervised em-
bedding based algorithm that iteratively gener-
ates ranked concept candidates from an external
knowledge base KB. In particular, we build a
boundary to avoid semantic drift based on the fol-
lowing concept space assumption.
Assumption 3.1 A course is a concept space
which contains one or more concept clusters.

The idea of concept space was proposed and ap-
plied in digital teaching and ontology engineering
(Hori, 1997; Cassidy et al., 2006). We extend the
assumption by considering concepts’ polycentric
clustering pattern (e.g., Data Structure course’s
concepts mainly gather in several clusters, such as
graph algorithms, binary trees, etc.). As shown in
Figure 3, we initialize the course concepts in one
loose cluster and separate the gathering ones into
new clusters during candidate generation. An ex-
plicit boundary of course is dynamically formed
by its clusters to avoid semantic drift.

Given the course corpus D and knowledge base
KB = (E,R), we first utilize the method in (Pan
et al., 2017b,a) to extract course concepts M.
Note that we remove the extracted results which
do not exist inE, i.e.,M⊂ E, to facilitate follow-
ing candidate generation. We use bold-face let-
ters to denote the embeddings of the correspond-
ing terms (i.e., ci is the embedding of ci).

Before introducing the algorithm details, we
first define the concept cluster as follows.
Definition 3.1 A concept cluster H is formed
by several semantically related course concepts
{ci}i=1,...,|H|, and is formally represented as a hy-
persphere (o, γ) with o and γ denoting its center
and radius respectively. Mathematically,

o =
∑

ci∈H
ci/|H|

γ = maxci∈H edis(o, ci)

where edis(·, ·) returns the Euclidean distance be-
tween the input vectors.

Note that the center o may be a “virtual” concept,
i.e., it does not correspond to any known concept
in M or E. To facilitate the generation process,
we introduce a special subset SH ⊂ H that in-
cludes a fixed size τ (τ is experimentally set to 8)
of representative concepts as seeds. We always se-
lect the “actual” concepts nearest to the center o,
which means that SH might change dynamically
during the generation process. The candidate gen-
eration algorithm contains two phases: initializa-
tion and searching.
Initialization: We initialize a concept cluster H0

with all the concepts inM (as shown in Figure 3),
calculate its center oH0 and radius γH0 , and select
the representative subset SH0 . Then following a
predefined order6, we adapt the single-pass online
clustering (Guha et al., 2003) to group the con-
cepts into potential clusters. The clustering algo-
rithm sequentially processes the concepts, one at
a time, and grows clusters incrementally. A con-
cept ci is absorbed by a previously-generated clus-
ter Hi if its Euclidean distance to a concept in Hi

is below a predefined threshold7; otherwise, the
concept is treated a new potential cluster. Finally,
we successfully partition the course concepts M
into L potential clusters H1, H2, . . . ,HL.
Searching: For each concept cij in a potential
cluster Hi, we search its directly-connected con-
cepts in knowledge base KB, e.g., (cij , r, e) with
e ∈ E and r ∈ R, and use the distance between e
and cij to determine whether to merge it into Hi.
Similar to the single-pass clustering, and merge it
into Hi if edis(e, cij) < minc∈SHi

edis(oHi , c).

6The course concepts are extracted with the method pro-
posed in Pan et al. (2017b), which also assigns a confidence
score for each concept. Here we sort the extracted concepts
by the confidence score in descending order.

7In experiment, it is set to the minimal distance be-
tween representative concepts and the center of H0, i.e.,
minc∈SH0

edis(oH0 , c)
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During the process, we separate a cluster from H0

whenever its size reaches τ (i.e., it is big enough to
select representative concepts), updateH0 (includ-
ing oH0 , γH0 and SH0) and calculate its own pa-
rameters. For those potential clusters whose size
are less than τ , we use oH0 and and SH0 to make
the above decision. When e is merged into Hi, we
define the following confidence score se to mea-
sure its likelihood to be a course concept,
se = cos(e, cij) +

∑

cik∈Hi

cos(cik, cij)× cos(e, cik) (1)

where cos(·, ·) returns the cosine similarity of the
input vectors.

After the expansion for all concepts in M, we
obtain the expanded concept setE1

c ∈ E. Then we
sort E1

c by se in descending order and iteratively
repeat the search phase for E1

c to obtain E2
c . The

algorithm stops when no concepts in E could be
merged. Finally, we achieve Ec =

⋃
iE

i
c and sort

it by se in descending order as candidate set.
It’s worth noting that each final candidate e ∈

Ec is directly or indirectly related to a course con-
cept c ∈ M. e and c are connected by a search
path c → r1 → e1 → . . . → e, where ei ∈ E
and ri ∈ R are concept and relation in KB, and
we record such path (denoted as path(e)) to hold
more semantics. The whole process is summa-
rized in Algorithm 1. Specifically, due to the huge
number of operations for finding nearest concepts,
we use K-D Tree8 to store concept vectors, which
greatly improves the time efficiency.

3.2 Concept Classification
To integrate heterogeneous information in ex-
pansion, we propose three features from various
sources and rerank the candidates after classifica-
tion. As a binary classification problem, all exist-
ing classifiers can be applied, and we experimen-
tally select XGboost (Chen and Guestrin, 2016).
In this section, we introduce the three types of fea-
tures and how we partially rerank the candidates.
Confidence Score. In accordance to our assump-
tion, the confidence score se represents the de-
gree of remoteness between the candidate concept
e and the concept cluster H to which it belongs.
Thus we select it as the first feature to capture a
candidate’s basic relevance to the course.
Search Path Encoding. During candidate gener-
ation, the search paths insinuate the semantic re-
lations between course concepts. Taking “Floyd

8K-D tree is a useful data structure for nearest neighbor
searches (Wikipedia).

Algorithm 1: Candidate Generation
Input:M, KB = (E,R), τ
Output: Ec

1 SortM, initialize H0 and further partition into
H1, H2, . . . , HL

2 t = 0;E0
c =M

3 do
4 Et+1

c = ∅
5 for cij ∈ Hi ⊂ Et

c has related concept e ∈ E do
6 if edis(e, cij) < minc∈SHi

edis(oHi , c)

then
7 Et+1

c = Et+1
c ∪ {e}

8 Merge e into Hi, calculate se, record
path(e) and update Hi

9 if |Hi| ≥ τ then
10 Separate Hi from H0 and update H0

11 end
12 end
13 Ec = Ec ∪ Et+1

c

14 end
15 Sort Et+1

c by se and t+ = 1

16 while Et
c 6= ∅;

17 Sort Ec by se

Algorithm” as an example, its search path, “BFS
→ InstanceOf → Graph Algorithms → Instance
→ Floyd Algorithm”, indicates that “Floyd Algo-
rithm is a sibling of course concept “BFS”. To
make effective use of this semantic information,
we employ an RNN encoder-decoder neural net-
work (Cho et al., 2014) to encode path(e) for can-
didate e. Specifically, we train the neural network
to take path(e) as input and output the same se-
quence. Thus, we can obtain a fixed-length vec-
tor representation of path(e) from the final hidden
state of the RNN encoder.
Prerequisite Features. The course concepts also
have an unique relationship called Prerequisite
(Margolis and Laurence, 1999). Prerequisite con-
cept pair (A,B) means if someone wants to study
A, he/she is better to understand B in advance
(e.g., Binary Tree is a prerequisite concept to
Black-Red Tree), which indicates how concepts
in the course are connected. There are a few
previous efforts to extract prerequisite relations
from Wikipedia (Talukdar and Cohen, 2012; Liang
et al., 2015), textbooks (Yosef et al., 2011; Wang
et al., 2016) and MOOCs (Pan et al., 2017a).
In this paper, we select five features from (Pan
et al., 2017a) that only rely on the course text,
and Pv(a, b) is the combination of these five fea-
tures reflecting the prerequisite likelihood of a to
b. Since these features can only measure the rela-
tionship between the two concepts that exist in the
course, we calculate the prerequisite feature of e
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using its search root phrase ci as follows:

Pf(e) =
cos 〈e, ci〉 ∗

∑
cj∈M Pv(ci, cj)

|M|
(2)

Partial Reranking. After feature extraction and
classification, each candidate is labeled with a tag
P (positive) or N (negative). Then we partially ad-
just the rankings in low-confidence interval to im-
prove the recall. We define a threshold α ∈ [0, 1]
to control the reranking range and adjust rankings
after α ∗ |Ec|. Specifically, we sort positive and
negative results separately according to their con-
fidence score s and then place the positive results
before negative ones. Eventually a reranked ex-
pansion list is achieved.

3.3 Game-based Optimization
As an application-oriented task, it is beneficial to
properly introduce human efforts to monitor and
optimize our expansion model. However, the de-
sign of this human-model interaction faces several
challenges. For human, we need to ensure the
quality and sufficiency of their feedback. For the
model, we need to effectively and fully utilize the
provided data in model optimization.

Thanks to the multimedia and web platform of
MOOCs (Volery and Lord, 2000), we are able to
attractively collect feedback from students with di-
verse backgrounds using an online game, which
far exceeds traditional modes in amount. In this
section, we introduce the game design and how the
collected feedback optimize our model.
Game Design. We design our feedback collector,
a game named “Top-Student” by considering its
attractiveness and the quality of collected data.

To make game attractive, we place the game
under each video vij of course D, whose basic
idea is that the player gains the score and com-
petes with other students of the course by deleting
low-quality expanded concepts. It allows users to
quickly start with a simple click-to-delete opera-
tion. Further, we only show expansion results that
are most relevant to the concepts in the video vij ,
which increases the affinity of the users who just
finished the video. Those design facilitates a wider
collection of feedback.

Figure 4 is the game layout in the course of “In-
troduction to Psychology”. The blue concept “IQ”
is a course concept c in video, while the orange
concepts are its relevant expanded concepts Ec.
Users delete low-quality concepts among orange
ones and gain different scores while we always
record the total deletion times of each expanded

concept ei’s (denoted as del(ei)).

Figure 4: Top-Student Game in course ”Introduction to
Psychology”

To ensure data quality, we avoid users’ irrespon-
sible deletion by employing a group-vote scoring
mechanism. Specifically, when a user deletes the
expanded concept ei, he/she gets a score Q =
del(ei)/maxej∈Ec del(ej)− 1

2 , i.e., every user op-
eration corresponds to a score9 S ∈

[
−1

2 ,
1
2

]
based

on all existing deletion data, which means that ir-
responsible operations subject to a penalty.

We set up the game by calculating and storing
the expanded concept e ∈ Ec with highest cosine
similarity for each ci as inputs. Finally we get to-
tal deletion del(e) of each e as outputs. The Top-
Student Game has been applied in several courses
at one of largest Chinese MOOC websites, Xue-
tangX and collected over 10,000 records as of this
writing.
Multi-level Optimization. The user feedback af-
fects both candidate generation in Section 3.1 and
concept classification in Section 3.2 to perform a
multi-level optimization.

We first define and calculate the dele-
tion ratio of a candidate ei as Dr(ei) =
del(ei)/maxej∈Ec(del(ej)). The value reflects
the acceptance of ei comparing with the other ex-
pansion results. Then we present the optimization
at two levels.

Candidate Generation: The confidence score
se in Equation 1 is updated, reducing the likeli-
hood from its directly related concept according
to its deletion ratio Dr(e).

se =cos(e, cij)× (1−Dr(e))
+

∑

cik∈Hi

cos(cik, cij)× cos(e, cik) (3)

Concept Classification: We regard deletion ra-
tio dr(e) as a new feature to incorporate user in-
sights into our classifier.

In this way, user feedback is applied to each pro-
cess of the model, and new results generated after

9In real application, the value is enlarged to [−5, 5]
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optimization are also periodically entered into the
game to collect feedback again. Finally it iterates
over and gets high-quality expansion results.

4 Experimental Evaluation

4.1 Datasets

Since there is no publicly available dataset for
course concept expansion in MOOCs, we use two
different domains of Chinese and English courses:
“Data Structure and Algorithm” and “Introduc-
tion to Psychology” to construct four datasets10

through a three-stage process.
First, for each domain, we select its most rele-

vant English courses from Coursera and Chinese
courses from XuetangX, e.g., for EN-DSA, we se-
lect 3 courses11 of 3 universities and obtain a total
of 449 videos. Then, we use the method of Pan
(2017b) to extract the course concepts and manu-
ally select the high-quality ones as the course con-
cepts M. Finally, we take XLORE (Jin et al.,
2018) as KB to search for related course concepts
and manually labeled the reasonable expansion re-
sults. For each domain, we collect 100,000 related
concepts and record their search path to train the
encoder in Section 3.2. But the large amount re-
quires arduous human labeling work, thus we only
pick 800 expanded concepts with the highest av-
erage cosine similarity to the course concepts to
label. For each concept, two human annotators
majoring in the corresponding domain are asked
to label them as “0: Not related” or “1: Related ”
based on their own knowledge. Thus, each dataset
is doubly annotated, and pearson correlation co-
efficient is applied to assess inter-annotator agree-
ment. A candidate is labeled as a related concept
only if the two annotators are in agreement. For
each dataset, we split it into training (400), valida-
tion (200) and test set (200).

Table 1 presents the detailed statistics, where
#courses, #videos, |M|, 1-Label and 0-Label are
the number of courses, videos, course concepts,
positive and negative labels. We can only obtain
#deletions from game for Chinese datasets.

4.2 Experiment Settings

Basic Setting. We choose GloVe (Pennington
et al., 2014) as our English word embedding, (Li
et al., 2018) as our Chinese word embedding. We

10The datasets will be publicly available later.
11The three courses: Algorithms (Princeton), Algorithms

(Stanford), Data Structure and Algorithm (UC San Diego).

DSA PSY
ZH EN ZH EN

#courses 1 3 1 1
#videos 490 465 57 478
|M| 305 201 575 470

1-Label 398 232 237 246
0-Label 402 568 563 554

correlation 0.696 0.734 0.712 0.681
#deletions 6939 - 4920 -

Table 1: Datasets Statistics

follow the same process of (Cho et al., 2014) to
train the path encoder and (Pan et al., 2017a) to get
prerequisite features for classifier in Section 3.2.

Baseline Methods. We compare our models
(simple candidate generation results denoted as
MOOC) with four typical methods which employ
different similarity metrics. MOOC-C means our
model with Classification and MOOC-CG means
the whole model added game optimization.

• PR Graph based method: We build the candi-
dates and course concepts into a graph. When the
similarity between two concepts exceeds a thresh-
old τPR, there is a link between them. The PageR-
ank score of each candidate is finally used for sort-
ing. A most famous method employing pagerank
is SEAL (Wang and Cohen, 2007).

• SEISA SEISA(He and Xin, 2011) is an entity
set expansion system developed by Microsoft af-
ter SEAL and outperforms traditional graph-based
methods by an original unsupervised similarity
metric. We implement its Dynamic Thresholding
algorithm to sort expanded concepts.

• EBM Embedding based method mainly utilizes
context information to examine the similarity be-
tween expanded concepts and seeds like (Mamou
et al., 2018). For each expanded concept e, we cal-
culate the pairwise cosine similarity with course
concepts M in word2vec and use the average as
golden standard to rank the expanded concept list.

• PUL PU learning is a semi-supervised learning
model regarding set expansion as a binary classifi-
cation task. We employ the same setting as (Wang
et al., 2017) to classify and sort concepts.

Evaluation Metrics. Our objective is to generate
a ranked list of expanded concepts. Thus, to eval-
uate the ranking result, we use the Mean Average
Precision(MAP) as our evaluation metric, which
is the preferred metric in information retrieval for
evaluating ranked lists.
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ZH-PSY ZH-DSA ZH-Avg EN-PSY EN-DSA EN-Avg
PR 0.849 0.519 0.684 0.833 0.822 0.827

SEISA 0.877 0.448 0.663 0.814 0.890 0.852
EBM 0.875 0.421 0.648 0.777 0.858 0.817
PUL 0.855 0.680 0.768 0.734 0.795 0.765

MOOC 0.894 0.785 0.839 0.781 0.933 0.857
MOOC-C 0.939 0.804 0.872 0.922 0.976 0.949

MOOC-CG 0.954 0.819 0.886 - - -

Table 2: MAP of different methods on datasets. (SH = 8, α = 0.4).

4.3 Overall Evaluation
Table 2 summarizes the comparing results of dif-
ferent methods on all datasets, and -avg means the
average MAP of datasets in same language. We
find that our method outperforms existing meth-
ods across all 4 datasets12. For example, our
whole model surpasses PageRank based method
and SEISA by about 0.10 on the average of En-
glish courses. Further, we observe the perfor-
mance in following aspects:
For different datasets, our methods stably per-
form at a competitive level while existing meth-
ods fluctuate fiercely. All methods maintain a bet-
ter result in English than Chinese. Especially in
ZH-DSA, existing methods meet a sharp decline at
over 0.17. To find out the reason, we calculate the
average pairwise similarity between the extracted
concepts M in each dataset. Results show that
ZH-DSA contains the most scattered course con-
cepts at a pairwise distance of 0.60 (ZH-PSY, EN-
PSY, EN-DSA at 0.49, 0.50, 0.36). But our ex-
pansion achieves a fine result in ZH-DSA at 0.785,
indicating it effectively relieves the semantic drift
after candidate generation.
For different components of our methods. The
pure candidate generation (MOOC) mainly im-
proves the performance by obvious promotion in
ZH-DSA. The governing improvement exists af-
ter classification (at an average over 0.90), verify-
ing the effectiveness of heterogeneous features we
proposed. Moreover, the game-based optimization
further improves the performance (+0.14), which
proves the power of human efforts and our feed-
back optimization.

4.4 Result Analysis
The size of seed set τ . The seed set size τ con-
trols how many concepts of Ec andM should be

12The improvements are all statistically significant tested
with bootstrap re-sampling with 95% confidence.

(a) The MAP Curve of τ
(when α = 0.4)

(b) The MAP Curve of α
(when τ = 8)

Figure 5: Parameter analysis.

employed to calculate confidence score. We ad-
just τ from 1 to 10 and explore the influence of
τ on Candidate Generation. Figure 5(a) shows the
MAP transmutation. Despite different setting of τ ,
our model maintain a preeminent competitive per-
formance at an average MAP of 0.85 for English
courses and 0.81 for Chinese courses.

Feature Contribution Analysis. To evaluate
the features proposed in Section 3.2 and 3.3,with
highest average F1-score at 0.94 as our classi-
fier and run our approach 4 times on the 2 Chi-
nese datasets, with one different feature deleted in
each test. Table 3 records the changes of P , R
and F1 for each setting. According to the decre-
ment of F1-scores, we find that all the proposed
features are indispensable in classification. Es-
pecially, we observe that search path encode Pe
plays the most important role, decreasing most F1-
score by 7.96%. Besides, user deletion Dr from
game also outstandingly increases the precision of
classifier by 8.21%.

The ranking threshold α. The ranking thresh-
old α is the parameter controls how much ratio of
results in Section 3.1 should be adjusted by classi-
fication. As we increase α, less candidates will be
adjusted, which weakens the role of the classifier.
In Figure 5(b), we set α from 0 to 1 and find that
the performance reaches a peak at an average 0.3
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Ignored Feature P R F1

se -2.65% -1.73% -1.83%
Pe -3.97% -10.6% -7.96%
Pf -7.39% -1.55% -3.78%
Dr -8.21% -3.10% -4.93%

Table 3: Contribution analysis of different features. se,
Pe, Pf, Dr are respectively confidence score, search
path encoding, prerequisite features and deletion ratio.

Cr@10 Cr@50 Cr@100
PR 0.034 0.202 0.452

SEISA 0.028 0.210 0.486
EBM 0.043 0.219 0.446
PUL 0.026 0.181 0.424

MOOC 0.028 0.166 0.437
MOOC-C 0.028 0.162 0.412

MOOC-CG 0.028 0.160 0.386

Table 4: Online evaluation results.

of α. The results demonstrate extra information
provided by classifier effectively lifts the recall in
low-confidence area (latter 70% in average).

4.5 Online Evaluation

In particular, our model uses a gamified form to
build a human interface. This interactive design
not only optimizes the model, but can also be used
to evaluate the effectiveness of the model in prac-
tical teaching applications.

By collecting deletion data of the expanded con-
cepts, we can peep whether our expansion results
are really helpful to the MOOC users. In or-
der to quantitatively observe the user’s feedback
on the model, we propose Average Correction
Rate(Cr) as a game-to-model evaluation metric.
This metric is the ratio of the number of times
the user deletes the top n concepts to the to-
tal deletions, and is formally denoted as Cr =∑n

i=1 del(ei)/
∑|Ec|

j=1 del(ej). We set n to 10, 50,
100, and theCr of each methods are listed in Table
4. Higher Cr indicates less users think the expan-
sion results are helpful. From this perspective, our
method is the most helpful to them. For Cr@10,
PUL performs a slight advantage at 0.002. How-
ever, once the range of observation is broadened
to 50 or 100, our method shows an obvious ascen-
dancy. Besides, after adding classifier and game,
user satisfaction further increases, reducing the Cr
by 0.004 and 0.049 at Cr@50 and Cr@100, reit-
erating the improvement of these components.

5 Related Works

Our work is based on phrase extraction in MOOCs
(Pan et al., 2017b) and is relevant to the set expan-
sion problem, which takes a set of seed entities as
input to expand a single category.

Google Sets was an early set expansion system.
It spawned quite a few set expansion techniques,
such as Bayesian Sets (Ghahramani and Heller,
2006), SEAL (Wang and Cohen, 2007), SEISA
(He and Xin, 2011) and others (Sarmento et al.,
2007; Wang and Cohen, 2008; Wang et al., 2015).
They mainly leverage the similarity between en-
tities measured by their co-occurrences in web
texts, wrappers and lists. For example, SEISA em-
ploys iterative similarity aggregation and SEAL
employs PageRank. Recently, SetExpan (Shen
et al., 2017) extend previous works by selecting
context features and (Mamou et al., 2018) skill-
fully employ five different type of context infor-
mation and gain a very competitive result.

Distinctively, PU-Learning methods (Li et al.,
2010; Wang et al., 2017) transform set expansion
into a two-class classification problem. A seed set
is regarded as a set P of positive examples and
candidate set is a set U containing hidden posi-
tive and negative cases. The task of filtering the
candidate set turns to building a classifier to test if
each candidate member is positive or not and this
inspires our classification work.

Our approach also benefits from theories of ped-
agogy. Concept space was first proposed to ben-
efit knowledge comprehension in education(Hori,
1997), and was gradually employed in domain on-
tology representation; Online games were already
used in (Kiili, 2005; Threatt, 2014) education and
were also applied for crowdsourcing information
collection(Yang et al., 2018). Both of them signif-
icantly affected our design of model.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

We conducted a new investigation on automati-
cally course concept expansion in MOOCs. We
precisely define the problem and propose an ac-
tive model to search external knowledge base for
candidate concepts and detect high-quality ones
with a classifier. Moreover, we design a game-
based mechanism to subtly involve human efforts
in model optimization. Experimental results on
online courses with different domains validate the
effectiveness of the proposed method. Promis-
ing future directions would be to investigate how
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to utilize user interaction in MOOCs more ade-
quately, as well as how attributes of course con-
cepts can help expanding.
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A Probe into the different performance
across datasets

In our overall evaluation part, methods’ perfor-
mance in different datasets is undulating: 1) En-
glish datasets are tend to provide better perfor-
mance. 2) ZH-DSA is a roadblock of methods,
i.e., each method meet a decline in ZH-DSA. To
explore the cause of these phenomenons, we take
a further observation on the situation of datasets in
two aspects.
Looseness of Course concepts.

We calculate the average pairwise similarity of
each dataset, which reflect the alienation of course
concepts. The results are shown in Figure 6. Ob-
viously the datasets in Chinses contains a more
loose M than English datasets. Thus, when ex-
panding concepts in Chinese courses, the new
found concepts are easier to be admitted, for the
radius of cluster may be too large to intercept
low-quality concepts. In another word, semantic
drift is more prone to happen in the two Chinese
datasets. Therefore, it is necessary to avoid seman-
tic drifts in real concept expansion of MOOCs.

Figure 6: Average pairwise similarity of different
datasets.

Specificity of Samples in test set.
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(a) Sample distribution of ZH-DSA.

(b) Sample distribution of ZH-PSY.

Figure 7: The sample distribution of two Chinese
datasets. TP, FP, TN, FN are respectively True Positive,
False Positive, True Negative, False Negative samples.

Despite above observation, we still cannot ex-
plain the performance decline in ZH-DSA, for
ZH-PSY also provide a competitive result. A
deeper investigation is formed by finding out the
sample distribution of two Chinese classification
results. We reduce the feature of all test con-
cepts to a 2-Dimension vector and differentiate
their colors according to actual classification re-
sults. When comparing the samples in the two test
sets, we can obtain two main observations. For
one thing ZH-PSY contains more positive sam-
ples. For another thing, the positive and negative
samples are more blended in ZH-DSA. The fun-
damental cause of these characteristics may be the
nature of the courses. The course of Data Struc-
ture and Algorithm in Chinese is interdisciplinary
of Computer Science and Mathematics while ‘In-
trduction to Psychology’ in Chinese is much more
‘pure’, only containing one domain. Thus, hetero-
geneous information is indispensable to some ex-
tent, for it can effectively utilize different features
to query proper expanded concepts.
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Abstract
We show that the imperceptibility of sev-
eral existing linguistic steganographic systems
(Fang et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2018) re-
lies on implicit assumptions on statistical be-
haviors of fluent text. We formally analyze
them and empirically evaluate these assump-
tions. Furthermore, based on these obser-
vations, we propose an encoding algorithm
called patient-Huffman with improved
near-imperceptible guarantees.

1 Introduction

In recent years, we see many exciting develop-
ments in applied machine learning and, in partic-
ular, its application in the fundamental problem of
language modeling (Sutskever et al., 2011; Joze-
fowicz et al., 2016) in the field of natural language
processing (NLP). However, these advancements
can be exploited by computationally resourceful
entities such as a surveillance state to effectively
monitor its citizens’ ostensibly private communi-
cations at scale.

We are motivated to study the communication
privacy problem of concealing sensitive messages
in monitored channels. In order to avoid rais-
ing suspicion in the monitoring party, we want to
hide the intended message inside a fluent message,
known as a stegotext, indistinguishable from what
is expected in such channels. This is a problem
studied primarily in steganography and steganog-
raphy researchers have a keen interest in linguis-
tic steganography as it presents fundamental chal-
lenges (Chang and Clark, 2014); the linguistic
channel carries few bits per symbol on average
(Shannon, 1951; Brown et al., 1992) making it
hard to hide a message. In contrast, images and
sound recordings have a high information theo-
retic entropy comparing to a written message mak-
ing it relatively easy to embed a message in the
noise floor of the channel.

This problem of hiding secret messages in plain
sight might evoke spy stories of concealing mes-
sages on newspaper advertisements during Cold
War. Such manual methods have been superseded
by algorithmic approaches. Classic methods prior
to the advance of applied machine learning in
this domain typically try to produce grammatical
English with generative grammar (Chapman and
Davida, 1997). However, such generation meth-
ods fall short in terms of statistical imperceptibil-
ity (Meng et al., 2008). This makes them vulnera-
ble to automated detection. Generating fluent1 text
at scale is at the heart of the steganography prob-
lem, and language models (LM) studied in NLP
provide a natural solution by letting us draw sam-
ples of fluent texts.

At the working heart of a LM-based stegosys-
tem, there lies an encoding algorithm that en-
codes a ciphertext (a random string indistinguish-
able from a series of fair coin flips) into a fluent
stegotext using an LM. From the communication
standpoint, this encoding must be uniquely decod-
able, i.e. different ciphertext are encoded into dif-
ferent stegotexts otherwise the receiver will not
be able to decode and recover the ciphertext. In-
stead of sampling according to the LM, an en-
coding algorithm effectively induces a new lan-
guage model by providing a non-standard way to
draw samples from the LM. Thus, from the lan-
guage modeling standpoint, in order to achieve
statistical imperceptibility, extra care is needed
to ensure the resulting LM is close to the orig-
inal LM (Sec. 2.2). Various uniquely decod-
able algorithms has been devised by recent pi-
oneering works (Fang et al., 2017; Yang et al.,
2018) leveraging recurrent neural network-based
LMs, and the high-quality stegotexts generated
show tremendous promise in terms of both flu-

1It is often referred to as “naturalness” in linguistic
steganography literature.
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ency and information hiding capacity. However,
these methods do not explicitly provide guarantees
on imperceptibility. Instead, their imperceptibil-
ity, as we will argue, relies on implicit assump-
tions on the statistical behaviors of the underly-
ing LM, and ultimately, of fluent texts (Sec. 3).
We will empirically evaluate these assumptions
and show that they are problematic (Sec. 3.1). In
response, we will propose an improved encod-
ing algorithm patient-Huffman that explic-
itly maintains imperceptibility (Sec. 3.3).

To see that imperceptibility crucially depends
on the statistics of fluent texts, consider plausi-
ble continuations of the following two prefixes,
“I like your” and “It is on top.” In the first case,
there are many likely next words such as “work”,
“style”, “idea”, “game”, “book”, whereas in the
latter, there are few such as “of”, “,”, “and”, “.”
with “of” being overwhelmingly likely. Intuitively
speaking, the distribution over next tokens in flu-
ent texts is sometimes uniform and sometimes
highly concentrated.2 When it is concentrated, if
we choose the next token by flipping fair coins, we
will be sampling from a very different distribution
and risk being detected after a few samples. In
patient-Huffman, we actively evaluate how
different the encoding distribution and the LM dis-
tribution are, and avoid encoding at steps that can
expose us.

The highlights of this work are the following:

• We quantify statistical imperceptibility with
total variation distance (TVD) between lan-
guage models. We study the TVD of sev-
eral encoding algorithms and point out the
implicit assumption for them to be near-
imperceptible.

• We use a state-of-the-art transformer-based,
subword-level LM, GPT-2-117M (Radford
et al., 2019), to empirically evaluate the plau-
sibility of assumptions implicitly made by
different encoding methods.

• We propose an encoding algorithm
patient-Huffman with strong rela-
tive statistical imperceptibility.

2 Formalism

Suppose Alice (sender) wants to send Bob (re-
ceiver) a sensitive message (plaintext) through a

2Under the estimates of GPT-2-117M, the first continua-
tion has entropy of 11.2 bits and the latter, 0.43 bits. The most
likely next tokens shown are also drawn from this model.

channel monitored by Eve (adversary). This chan-
nel may be shared by many other communicat-
ing parties. Furthermore, Eve expects to see flu-
ent natural language texts in this channel. Alice
wants to avoid sending non-fluent texts through
this channel to raise Eve’s suspicion while ensur-
ing that only Bob can read the sensitive message.

One class of solutions is to

1. Alice encrypts the plaintext message into a
ciphertext with a key shared with Bob.3

2. Alice hides the ciphertext, which has the
statistics of random coin flips, into a fluent
stegotext.

3. Alice sends the stegotext through a channel
monitored by Eve.

4. Bob receives the stegotext and seeks the ci-
phertext from it.

5. Bob decrypts the ciphertext with the shared
key and obtain the plaintext message.

Linguistic stegosystems concern with steps 2
(hide) and 4 (seek), i.e. encoding a random bit-
string into a fluent stegotext and extracting the
original bitstring from such fluent stegotexts, re-
spectively.

A vocabulary ⌃ of size V is a finite set of to-
kens.4 An extended vocabulary ⌃⇤ is the set of
all finite sequences of tokens from ⌃. We call
its elements texts. A language model ` is a mea-
sure over some extended vocabulary ⌃⇤. Further-
more, we assume that we have access to the condi-
tional distribution over the next token given a pre-
fix P[st+1|s1 · · · st; `] and the distribution of the
initial token P[s1; `]. An LM specified in this way
allows us to draw samples easily. We can draw a
sample text by drawing each st one at a time for
t = 1, 2, · · · according to LM. We call the random
sample text s := s1 · · · sT ⇠ ` an `-fluent text.

Total variation distance (TVD) between two
measures p and q over the same events denoted by
�-algebra F , is d(p, q) := supE2F |p(E)� q(E)|
(see A.1 for more facts).

A ciphertext b of length C is a random variable
b := b1b2 · · · bC ⇠ Bernoulli(1/2)C . An encoding
algorithm A` is an injective map from ciphertexts

3Public key encryption can also work. Alice will encrypt
the plaintext with Bob’s public key and Bob decrypts with his
private key in that case.

4Tokens can be characters, subword units or words de-
pending on the modeling choices. We will be using subword
units based on byte pair encoding in our experiments.
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to distributions over texts A` : {0, 1}C ! �(⌃⇤)
which may depend on the LM `. Injectivity en-
sures that the stegotexts are unique decodable.

2.1 Near-imperceptibility
Instead of using the informal notion of impercep-
tibility common in steganography literature which
relies on a human eavesdropper (playing Eve)
judging the quality, we consider a formal statisti-
cal notion of near-imperceptibility. We say a mea-
sure over texts p, i.e. an LM, is �-imperceptible
with respect to a language model ` if d(p, `) < �.
This formalization is motivated by the fact that for
any algorithm, it takes at least ⌦

�
1
�2

�
-many sam-

ples to tell whether the samples come from ` or p
with high confidence.5 The smaller d(p, `) is, the
more samples are required for Eve to discover the
presence of our steganographic communication re-
gardless of her computational resource. Therefore,
we want to find encoding algorithms that are near-
imperceptible with respect to the true LM of the
monitored channel.

2.2 Decomposition of TVD
Suppose the true LM of the monitored channel is
`⇤, and we have access to a base LM `, then run-
ning encoding algorithm A` induces an effective
LM A[`] := Eb[A`(b)]. Consider the TVD be-
tween the effective LM and the true LM

d(`⇤, A[`])  d(`⇤, `) + d(`, A[`])

by triangle inequality.
The first term on the right hand side corresponds

to how good our LM ` is, which is limited by the
advancement in LM research. The second term
is the gap due to our encoding algorithm and it
is the focus of this study. Without knowing how
large the first term is, we can still pursue a mean-
ingful relative imperceptibility guarantee of the
form, “it will be as hard to detect the presence
of the steganographic communication as detecting
the presence of `-fluent texts.”

We can further decompose the second term on
the right hand side over each generation step and
suppose s<t := s1 · · · st�1 is the prefix, we can
use Pinsker’s inequality (Tulsiani, 2014) and ad-
ditivity of KullbackLeibler divergence (KL diver-
gence)6 over product measures to obtain a bound

5This is a basic result from information theory. See for
example (Tulsiani, 2014).

6We will consistently compute KL divergence in base 2,
i.e. we measure entropy in bits.

via the KL divergence on each step

d(`, A[`])



vuut ln 2

2

1X

t=1

DKL

�
P[·|s<t; `]

����P
⇥
· |s<t; A[`]

⇤�
.

Hence in order to obtain relative near-
imperceptibility, it is sufficient to ensure that
at each generation step, the effective LM
P
⇥
· |s<t; A[`]

⇤
is close to the base LM P[·|s<t; `].

(See an analogous decomposition in terms of
per-step TVD in A.1.)

3 Analysis

Suppose h 2 ⌃⇤ is a prefix (tokens generated up
to the current step), and the base LM is `.

3.1 Bins

Fang et al. (2017) divide the vocabulary into 2k

disjoint bins of equal sizes, {B1, · · · , B2k}, that
is, ⌃ = t2k

i=1Bi and |Bi| = V/2k. The parti-
tion is randomly chosen and shared between Alice
and Bob. Then we split a ciphertext into (C/k)-
many length-k blocks a1 · · · aC/k. We encode the
ciphertext by encoding each ai. To encode a ran-
dom block a ⇠ Bernoulli(1/2)k, we pick a token
from the a-th bin, i.e. Ba, according to `. Suppose
s falls in the bin Bs, we effectively sample a token
s according to

P[s|h;Bins[`]] =
1

2k

P[s|h; `]

P[Bs|h; `]

and the KL divergence is

DKL(P[·|h; `]||P[·|h;Bins[`]]) = k �H(B).

(See A.3 for detailed derivation.) The last term
is the entropy of the partitions at the current step
which is bounded between zero and k. Hence, the
KL divergence is at most k at each step. How-
ever, if the probability mass is roughly evenly dis-
tributed over each of the 2k bins, then the KL di-
vergence is close to zero. This is the implicit as-
sumption about fluent texts Bins makes.

We empirically examine how well this assump-
tion holds. We use GPT-2-117M as the base LM
and sample from it 50 prefixes with 40 steps each,
saving 2K steps of conditional distributions. We
fix a randomly chosen partition of 23 = 8 bins.
The computed KL divergence concentrates in the
low-bit region with a second mode near 3 bit, the
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maximum (Fig. 1). The mean of the distribution is
0.7 bits, meaning that in ten steps the KL bound
on TVD will be vacuous, encoding about 30 bits
of ciphertext.

Figure 1: DKL(P[·|h; `]||P[·|h;Bins[`]]) in bits over
a sample of 2K tokens generated from GPT-2-117M
with 23 = 8 bins. Fewer tokens with high bits is better.

3.2 Variable-length coding (VLC)
Instead of using a fixed-length coding (one ste-
gotext token always encodes k bits in Bins),
VLC encodes one or more bits per generated to-
ken (Yang et al., 2018). VLC constructs a Huffman
coding of ⌃ at each step according to P[·|h; `].7

Then we sample a token from the constructed
Huffman tree c by following the bits in cipher-
text starting at the root, taking the left subtree
if the bit bi is zero else the right subtree until
reaching a leaf. The resulting Huffman distribu-
tion mc assigns probability mass 1/2r for a token
at depth r. Being a minimum redundancy code,
the corresponding Huffman distribution has the
minimum KL divergence among binary prefix-free
codes (Huffman, 1952) of at most 1 bit. But will
there be steps with large KL divergence like the
example “It is on top” in Sec. 1? We computed the
KL divergence of Huffman codes for the same 2K
samples (Fig. 2). The mean of 0.12 bits is signif-
icantly lower than Bins’s but it still has a second
mode near 1 bit, the maximum.

3.3 patient-Huffman

We improve VLC further by explicitly checking if
the TVD8 (or the KL divergence) between the base
LM distribution and the Huffman distribution is
small enough (Algorithm 1). If the TVD is greater
than a specified threshold at the current encoding

7This takes O(V log V ).
8Computing TVD or KL divergence is O(V ).

Figure 2: DKL(P[·|h; `]||P[·|h;VLC[`]]) in bits over a
sample of 2K tokens generated from GPT-2-117M.
Fewer tokens with high bits is better.

step, instead of sampling from the Huffman distri-
bution, we sample from the base LM distribution
and patiently wait for another opportunity.

Clearly, this ensures that each step incurs no
more additional TVD than the specified threshold
�. In principle, if we set �t = o(1/t) for the t-th
step, then we can bound the total TVD, guarantee-
ing the relative near-imperceptibility of the gener-
ated stegotext.

However, in practice, getting any meaningful
bounds (total TVD⌧ 1) will require setting very
small �t and this translates to an empirical assump-
tion that many fluent texts’ next token distributions
lie arbitrarily close to the Huffman distributions.
Examining Fig. 2, we see that there are many steps

Algorithm 1 patient-Huffman (one encoding step)

1: Input: a language model `, prefix h 2 ⌃⇤, an
imperceptibility threshold �, a ciphertext b.

2: Return: a stegotext from ⌃⇤.
3: Compute the distribution of the next token

p P[·|h; `].
4: Construct a Huffman tree c for p.
5: Compute the TVD (or the KL divergence) be-

tween p and the corresponding Huffman dis-
tribution mc.

6: if TVD (or KL divergence) < � then
7: Decode a token w by consuming the cipher-

text b and following its bits starting at the
root of Huffman tree c.

8: else
9: Sample a token w according to p.

10: end if
11: Append the token to prefix h h; w
12: return h
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with KL divergence close to zero. This assump-
tion, though more benign than VLC’s or Bins’s
empirically, is hard to establish theoretically for
fluent text.

4 Discussion

We focus on the encoding algorithm in our analy-
sis but it is not hard to see that Bob can correctly
decode the ciphertext from the stegotext by run-
ning the same algorithm with the same LM and the
same ciphertext block size (and other parameters
if any) as Alice, e.g. patient-Huffman with
the same threshold, and extract the unique (Huff-
man) code corresponding to the observed token as
ciphertext.

The generic approach of embedding a ciphertext
into a stegotext that has some anticipated distribu-
tion studied in this paper can very well apply to
other channels such as images or audios where we
can access the marginal distribution via a (deep)
generative model.

Formal notions of steganographic secrecy have
been studied in the cryptography community. In
particular, Hopper et al. (2008) develop a com-
plexity theoretic notion and characterize its neces-
sary conditions and its maximum bandwidth under
a perfect sampling oracle. This is stronger than our
setting where a trained LM provides us an approx-
imate access to the marginal distribution. The in-
formation theoretic notion of imperceptibility we
proposed independently is most similar to the no-
tion of steganographic security in (Cachin, 2004).
Further study connecting these results is needed.
Of particular interest is an extension called robust
steganography, where an active adversary may al-
ter messages, e.g. by injecting typographical er-
rors. The stegosystems studied here are vulnerable
to such attacks.

OpenAI’s decision of making GPT-2-117M
publicly available enables our empirical studies
and it likely will for other studies. However,
this released trained version is inferior to the full
GPT-2 model (Radford et al., 2019). While we
appreciate OpenAI’s general precaution and spe-
cific arguments against its release, we want to
note, with this work, that its release can also of-
fer social good by enhancing communication pri-
vacy. We advocate for the public release of strong
trained models as a way to mitigate the disparity in
access to both data and computational resources.

Lastly, the full implementation of the stegosys-

tem proposed in this work is made open-source un-
der a permissive license.9
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Abstract

Inter-sentence relation extraction deals with
a number of complex semantic relationships
in documents, which require local, non-local,
syntactic and semantic dependencies. Exist-
ing methods do not fully exploit such depen-
dencies. We present a novel inter-sentence
relation extraction model that builds a la-
belled edge graph convolutional neural net-
work model on a document-level graph. The
graph is constructed using various inter- and
intra-sentence dependencies to capture local
and non-local dependency information. In or-
der to predict the relation of an entity pair, we
utilise multi-instance learning with bi-affine
pairwise scoring. Experimental results show
that our model achieves comparable perfor-
mance to the state-of-the-art neural models on
two biochemistry datasets. Our analysis shows
that all the types in the graph are effective for
inter-sentence relation extraction.

1 Introduction

Semantic relationships between named entities of-
ten span across multiple sentences. In order to
extract inter-sentence relations, most approaches
utilise distant supervision to automatically gen-
erate document-level corpora (Peng et al., 2017;
Song et al., 2018). Recently, Verga et al. (2018)
introduced multi-instance learning (MIL) (Riedel
et al., 2010; Surdeanu et al., 2012) to treat multiple
mentions of target entities in a document.

Inter-sentential relations depend not only on
local but also on non-local dependencies. De-
pendency trees are often used to extract local
dependencies of semantic relations (Culotta and
Sorensen, 2004; Liu et al., 2015) in intra-sentence

∗Corresponding author.

Figure 1: Sentences with non-local dependencies between
named entities. The red arrow represents a relation be-
tween co-referred entities and yellow arrows represent se-
mantically dependent relations. Example adapted from the
CDR dataset (Wei et al., 2015).

relation extraction (RE). However, such depen-
dencies are not adequate for inter-sentence RE,
since different sentences have different depen-
dency trees. Figure 1 illustrates such a case be-
tween Oxytocin and hypotension. To capture their
relation, it is essential to connect the co-referring
entities Oxytocin and Oxt. RNNs and CNNs,
which are often used for intra-sentence RE (Zeng
et al., 2014; dos Santos et al., 2015; Zhou et al.,
2016b; Lin et al., 2016), are not effective on longer
sequences (Sahu and Anand, 2018) thus failing to
capture such non-local dependencies.

We propose a novel inter-sentence RE model
that builds a labelled edge Graph CNN (GCNN)
model (Marcheggiani and Titov, 2017) on a
document-level graph. The graph nodes corre-
spond to words and edges represent local and non-
local dependencies among them. The document-
level graph is formed by connecting words with
local dependencies from syntactic parsing and se-
quential information, as well as non-local depen-
dencies from coreference resolution and other se-
mantic dependencies (Peng et al., 2017). We
infer relations between entities using MIL-based
bi-affine pairwise scoring function (Verga et al.,
2018) on the entity node representations.

Our contribution is threefold. Firstly, we pro-
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Figure 2: Proposed model architecture. The input word sequence is mapped to a graph structure, where nodes are words and
edges correspond to dependencies. We omit several edges, such as self-node edges of all words and syntactic dependency edges
of different labels, for brevity. GCNN is employed to encode the graph and a bi-affine layer aggregates all mention pairs.

pose a novel model for inter-sentence RE using
GCNN to capture local and non-local dependen-
cies. Secondly, we apply the model on two bio-
chemistry corpora and show its effectiveness. Fi-
nally, we developed a novel, distantly supervised
dataset with chemical reactant-product relations
from PubMed abstracts.1

2 Proposed Model

We formulate the inter-sentence, document-level
RE task as a classification problem. Let
[w1, w2, · · · , wn] be the words in a document t
and e1 and e2 be the entity pair of interest in t.
We name the multiple occurrences of these enti-
ties in the document entity mentions. A relation
extraction model takes a triple (e1, e2, t) as in-
put and returns a relation for the pair, including
the “no relation” category, as output. We assume
that the relationship of the target entities in t can
be inferred based on all their mentions. We thus
apply multi-instance learning on t to combine all
mention-level pairs and predict the final relation
category of a target pair.

We describe the architecture of our proposed
model in Figure 2. The model takes as input an
entire abstract of scientific articles and two target
entities with all their mentions in the input layer.
It then constructs a graph structure with words as
nodes and labelled edges that correspond to local
and non-local dependencies. Next, it encodes the
graph structure using a stacked GCNN layer and
classifies the relation between the target entities by
applying MIL (Verga et al., 2018) to aggregate all

1The dataset is publicly available at http://nactem.
ac.uk/CHR/.

mention pair representations.

2.1 Input Layer

In the input layer, we map each word i and its rela-
tive positions to the first and second target entities
into real-valued vectors, wi, d1

i , d
2
i , respectively.

As entities can have more than one mention, we
calculate the relative position of a word from the
closest target entity mention. For each word i, we
concatenate the word and position representations
into an input representation, xi = [wi;d

1
i ;d

2
i ].

2.2 Graph Construction

In order to build a document-level graph for an
entire abstract, we use the following categories
of inter- and intra-sentence dependency edges, as
shown with different colours in Figure 2.
Syntactic dependency edge: The syntactic struc-
ture of a sentence reveals helpful clues for intra-
sentential RE (Miwa and Bansal, 2016). We thus
use labelled syntactic dependency edges between
the words of each sentence, by treating each syn-
tactic dependency label as a different edge type.
Coreference edge: As coreference is an important
indicator of local and non-local dependencies (Ma
et al., 2016), we connect co-referring phrases in a
document using coreference type edges.
Adjacent sentence edge: We connect the syntac-
tic root of a sentence with the roots of the previ-
ous and next sentences with adjacent sentence type
edges (Peng et al., 2017) for non-local dependen-
cies between neighbouring sentences.
Adjacent word edge: In order to keep sequen-
tial information among the words of a sentence,
we connect each word with its previous and next
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words with adjacent word type edges.
Self-node edge: GCNN learns a node representa-
tion based solely on its neighbour nodes and their
edge types. Hence, to include the node informa-
tion itself into the representation, we form self-
node type edges on all the nodes of the graph.

2.3 GCNN Layer

We compute the representation of each input word
i by applying GCNN (Kipf and Welling, 2017;
Defferrard et al., 2016) on the constructed doc-
ument graph. GCNN is an advanced version of
CNN for graph encoding that learns semantic rep-
resentations for the graph nodes, while preserv-
ing its structural information. In order to learn
edge type-specific representations, we use a la-
belled edge GCNN, which keeps separate param-
eters for each edge type (Vashishth et al., 2018).
The GCNN iteratively updates the representation
of each input word i as follows:

xk+1
i = f


 ∑

u∈ν(i)

(
Wk

l(i,u) x
k
u + bkl(i,u)

)

 ,

where xk+1
i is the i-th word representation re-

sulted from the k-th GCNN block, ν(i) is a set
of neighbouring nodes to i, Wk

l(i,u) and bkl(i,u) are
the parameters of the k-th block for edge type l be-
tween nodes i and u. We stackK GCNN blocks to
accumulate information from distant neighbouring
nodes and use edge-wise gating to control infor-
mation from neighbouring nodes.

Similar to Marcheggiani and Titov (2017), we
maintain separate parameters for each edge direc-
tion. We, however, tune the number of model pa-
rameters by keeping separate parameters only for
the top-N types and using the same parameters for
all the remaining edge types, named “rare” type
edges. This can avoid possible overfitting due to
over-parameterisation for different edge types.

2.4 MIL-based Relation Classification

Since each target entity can have multiple men-
tions in a document, we employ a multi-instance
learning (MIL)-based classification scheme to ag-
gregate the predictions of all target mention pairs
using bi-affine pairwise scoring (Verga et al.,
2018). As shown in Figure 2, each word i is
firstly projected into two separate latent spaces
using two-layered feed-forward neural networks
(FFNN), which correspond to the first (head) or

second (tail) argument of the target pair.

xheadi = W
(1)
head

(
ReLU

(
W

(0)
head x

K
i

))
,

xtaili = W
(1)
tail

(
ReLU

(
W

(0)
tail x

K
i

))
,

where xKi corresponds to the representation of the
i-th word after |K| blocks of GCNN encoding,
W(0), W(1) are the parameters of two FFNNs for
head and tail respectively and xheadi , xtaili ∈ Rd
are the resulted head/tail representations for the i-
th word.

Then, mention-level pairwise confidence scores
are generated by a bi-affine layer and aggregated
to obtain the entity-level pairwise score.

scores(ehead, etail) =

log
∑

i∈Ehead, j∈Etail

exp
((

xheadi R
)
xtailj

)
,

where, R ∈ Rd×r×d is a learned bi-affine ten-
sor with r the number of relation categories, and
Ehead, Etail denote a set of mentions for entities
ehead and etail respectively.

3 Experimental Settings

We first briefly describe the datasets where the
proposed model is evaluated along with their pre-
processing. We then introduce the baseline mod-
els we use for comparison. Finally, we show the
training settings.

3.1 Data Sets
We evaluated our model on two biochemistry
datasets.
Chemical-Disease Relations dataset (CDR):
The CDR dataset is a document-level, inter-
sentence relation extraction dataset developed for
the BioCreative V challenge (Wei et al., 2015).
CHemical Reactions dataset (CHR): We created
a document-level dataset with relations between
chemicals using distant supervision. Firstly, we
used the back-end of the semantic faceted search
engine Thalia2 (Soto et al., 2018) to obtain ab-
stracts annotated with several biomedical named
entities from PubMed. We selected chemical com-
pounds from the annotated entities and aligned
them with the graph database Biochem4j (Swain-
ston et al., 2017). Biochem4j is a freely available
database that integrates several resources such as

2http://www.nactem.ac.uk/Thalia/
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Data Count Train Dev. Test

CDR
# Articles 500 500 500
# Positive pairs 1,038 1,012 1,066
# Negative pairs 4,198 4,069 4,119

CHR
# Articles 7,298 1,182 3,614
# Positive pairs 19,643 3,185 9,578
# Negative pairs 69,843 11,466 33,339

Table 1: Statistics of the CDR and CHR datasets.

UniProt, KEGG and NCBI Taxonomy3. If two
chemical entities have a relation in Biochem4j, we
consider them as positive instances in the dataset,
otherwise as negative.

3.2 Data Pre-processing
Table 1 shows the statistics for CDR and CHR
datasets. For both datasets, the annotated enti-
ties can have more than one associated Knowledge
Base (KB) ID. If there is at least one common
KB ID between mentions then we considered all
these mentions to belong to the same entity. This
technique results in less negative pairs. We ig-
nored entities that were not grounded to a known
KB ID and removed relations between the same
entity (self-relations). For the CDR dataset, we
performed hypernym filtering similar to Gu et al.
(2017) and Verga et al. (2018). In the CHR dataset,
both directions were generated for each candidate
chemical pair as chemicals can be either a reactant
(first argument) or a product (second argument) in
an interaction.

We processed the datasets using the GENIA
Sentence Splitter4 and GENIA tagger (Tsuruoka
et al., 2005) for sentence splitting and word tokeni-
sation, respectively. Syntactic dependencies were
obtained using the Enju syntactic parser (Miyao
and Tsujii, 2008) with predicate-argument struc-
tures. Coreference type edges were constructed
using the Stanford CoreNLP software (Manning
et al., 2014).

3.3 Baseline Models
For the CDR dataset, we compare with five state-
of-the-art models: SVM (Xu et al., 2016b), en-
semble of feature-based and neural-based mod-
els (Zhou et al., 2016a), CNN and Maximum En-
tropy (Gu et al., 2017), Piece-wise CNN (Li et al.,
2018) and Transformer (Verga et al., 2018). We
additionally prepare and evaluate the following

3http://biochem4j.org
4http://www.nactem.ac.uk/y-matsu/

geniass/

models: CNN-RE, a re-implementation from Kim
(2014) and Zhou et al. (2016a) and RNN-RE, a re-
implementation from Sahu and Anand (2018). In
all models we use bi-affine pairwise scoring to de-
tect relations.

3.4 Model Training

We used 100-dimentional word embeddings
trained on PubMed with GloVe (Pennington et al.,
2014; TH et al., 2015). Unlike Verga et al. (2018),
we used the pre-trained word embeddings in place
of sub-word embeddings to align with our word
graphs. Due to the size of the CDR dataset, we
merged the training and development sets to train
the models, similarly to Xu et al. (2016a) and Gu
et al. (2017). We report the performance as the
average of five runs with different parameter ini-
tialisation seeds in terms of precision (P), recall
(R) and F1-score. We used the frequencies of the
edge types in the training set to choose the top-N
edges in Section 2.3. We refer to the supplemen-
tary materials for the details of the training and
hyper-parameter settings.

4 Results

We show the results of our model for the CDR and
CHR datasets in Table 2. We report the perfor-
mance of state-of-the-art models without any ad-
ditional enhancements, such as joint training with
NER, model ensembling and heuristic rules, to
avoid any effects from the enhancements in the
comparison. We observe that the GCNN outper-
forms the baseline models (CNN-RE/RNN-RE) in
both datasets. However, in the CDR dataset, the
performance of GCNN is 1.6 percentage points
lower than the best performing system of (Gu
et al., 2017). In fact, Gu et al. (2017) incorpo-
rates two separate neural and feature-based mod-
els for intra- and inter-sentence pairs, respec-
tively, whereas we utilize a single model for both
pairs. Additionally, GCNN performs compara-
bly to the second state-of-the-art neural model Li
et al. (2018), which requires a two-step process for
mention aggregation unlike our unified approach.

Figure 3 illustrates the performance of our
model on the CDR development set when using
a varying number of most frequent edge types N .
While tuning N , we observed that the best per-
formance was obtained for top-4 edge types, but
it slightly deteriorated with more. We chose the
top-4 edge types in other experiments.
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Data Model P (%) R (%) F1 (%)

CDR

Xu et al. (2016a) 59.6 44.0 50.7
Zhou et al. (2016a) 64.8 49.2 56.0
Gu et al. (2017) 60.9 59.5 60.2
Li et al. (2018) 55.1 63.6 59.1
Verga et al. (2018) 49.9 63.8 55.5
CNN-RE 51.5 65.7 57.7
RNN-RE 52.6 62.9 57.3
GCNN 52.8 66.0 58.6

CHR
CNN-RE 81.2 87.3 84.1
RNN-RE 83.0 90.1 86.4
GCNN 84.7 90.5 87.5

Table 2: Performance on the CDR and CHR test sets in com-
parison with the state-of-the-art.

Figure 3: Performance of GCNN model on the CDR devel-
opment set when using the top-N most frequent edge types
and consider the rest as a single “rare” type.

Model Overall Intra Inter
GCNN (best) 57.19 63.43 36.90
− Adjacent word 55.75 62.53 35.61
− Syntactic dependency 56.12 62.89 34.75
− Coreference 56.44 63.27 35.65
− Self-node 56.85 63.84 33.20
− Adjacent sentence 57.00 63.99 35.20

Table 3: Ablation analysis on the CDR development set, in
terms of F1-score (%), for intra- (Intra) and inter-sentence
(Inter) pairs.

We perform ablation analysis on the CDR
dataset by separating the development set to intra-
and inter-sentence pairs (approximately 70% and
30% of pairs, respectively). Table 3 shows the
performance when removing an edge category at
a time. In general, all dependency types have pos-
itive effects on inter-sentence RE and the over-
all performance, although self-node and adjacent
sentence edges slightly harm the performance of
intra-sentence relations. Additionally, coreference
does not affect intra-sentence pairs.

5 Related Work

Inter-sentence RE is a recently introduced task.
Peng et al. (2017) and Song et al. (2018) used
graph-based LSTM networks for n-ary RE in mul-
tiple sentences for protein-drug-disease associa-

tions. They restricted the relation candidates in
up to two-span sentences. Verga et al. (2018) con-
sidered multi-instance learning for document-level
RE. Our work is different from Verga et al. (2018)
in that we replace Transformer with a GCNN
model for full-abstract encoding using non-local
dependencies such as entity coreference.

GCNN was firstly proposed by Kipf and
Welling (2017) and applied on citation networks
and knowledge graph datasets. It was later used
for semantic role labelling (Marcheggiani and
Titov, 2017), multi-document summarization (Ya-
sunaga et al., 2017) and temporal relation extrac-
tion (Vashishth et al., 2018). Zhang et al. (2018)
used a GCNN on a dependency tree for intra-
sentence RE. Unlike previous work, we introduced
a GCNN on a document-level graph, with both
intra- and inter-sentence dependencies for inter-
sentence RE.

6 Conclusion

We proposed a novel graph-based method for
inter-sentence RE using a labelled edge GCNN
model on a document-level graph. The graph
is constructed with words as nodes and multiple
intra- and inter-sentence dependencies between
them as edges. A GCNN model is employed to en-
code the graph structure and MIL is incorporated
to aggregate the multiple mention-level pairs . We
show that our method achieves comparable perfor-
mance to the state-of-the-art neural models on two
biochemistry datasets. We tuned the number of la-
belled edges to maintain the number of parameters
in the labelled edge GCNN. Analysis showed that
all edge types are effective for inter-sentence RE.

Although the model is applied to biochemistry
corpora for inter-sentence RE, our method is also
applicable to other relation extraction tasks. As fu-
ture work, we plan to incorporate joint named en-
tity recognition training as well as sub-word em-
beddings in order to further improve the perfor-
mance of the proposed model.
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A Training and Hyper-parameter
Settings

We implemented all models using Tensorflow5.
The development set was used for hyper-
parameter tuning. For all models, parameters
were optimised using the Adam optimisation algo-
rithm with exponential moving average (Kingma
and Ba, 2015), learning rate of 0.0005, learn-
ing rate decay of 0.75 and gradient clipping 10.
We used early stopping with patience equal to
5 epochs in order to determine the best training
epoch. For other hyper-parameters, we performed
a non-exhaustive hyper-parameter search based on
the development set. We used the same hyper-
parameters of both CDR and CHR datasets. The
best hyper-parameter values are shown in Table 4.

Hyper-parameter Value
Batch size 32
Learning rate 5 · 10−3

Word dimension 100
Position dimension 20
GCNN dimension 140
Number of GCNN blocks (K) 2
MIL feed-forward layer dimension 140
Dropout rate (input layer) 0.1
Dropout rate (GCNN layer) 0.05
Dropout rate (MIL feed-forward layer) 0.05
Residual connection on GCNN layer yes

Table 4: Best performing hyper-parameters used in the pro-
posed model.

5https://www.tensorflow.org
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Abstract

Legal judgment prediction is the task of au-
tomatically predicting the outcome of a court
case, given a text describing the case’s facts.
Previous work on using neural models for this
task has focused on Chinese; only feature-
based models (e.g., using bags of words and
topics) have been considered in English. We
release a new English legal judgment predic-
tion dataset, containing cases from the Euro-
pean Court of Human Rights. We evaluate
a broad variety of neural models on the new
dataset, establishing strong baselines that sur-
pass previous feature-based models in three
tasks: (1) binary violation classification; (2)
multi-label classification; (3) case importance
prediction. We also explore if models are
biased towards demographic information via
data anonymization. As a side-product, we
propose a hierarchical version of BERT, which
bypasses BERT’s length limitation.

1 Introduction

Legal information is often represented in textual
form (e.g., legal cases, contracts, bills). Hence, le-
gal text processing is a growing area in NLP with
various applications such as legal topic classifi-
cation (Nallapati and Manning, 2008; Chalkidis
et al., 2019), court opinion generation (Ye et al.,
2018) and analysis (Wang et al., 2012), legal infor-
mation extraction (Chalkidis et al., 2018), and en-
tity recognition (Cardellino et al., 2017; Chalkidis
et al., 2017). Here, we focus on legal judgment
prediction, where given a text describing the facts
of a legal case, the goal is to predict the court’s out-
come (Aletras et al., 2016; Şulea et al., 2017; Luo
et al., 2017; Zhong et al., 2018; Hu et al., 2018).

Such models may assist legal practitioners and
citizens, while reducing legal costs and improv-
ing access to justice (Lawlor, 1963; Katz, 2012;
Stevenson and Wagoner, 2015). Lawyers and

judges can use them to estimate the likelihood of
winning a case and come to more consistent and
informed judgments, respectively. Human rights
organizations and legal scholars can employ them
to scrutinize the fairness of judicial decisions un-
veiling if they correlate with biases (Doshi-Velez
and Kim, 2017; Binns et al., 2018).

This paper contributes a new publicly avail-
able English legal judgment prediction dataset of
cases from the European Court of Human Rights
(ECHR).1 Unlike Aletras et al. (2016), who pro-
vide only features from approx. 600 ECHR cases,
our dataset is substantially larger (∼11.5k cases)
and provides access to the raw text. As a sec-
ond contribution, we evaluate several neural mod-
els in legal judgment prediction for the first time
in English. We consider three tasks: (1) binary
classification (i.e., violation of a human rights ar-
ticle or not), the only task considered by Ale-
tras et al. (2016); (2) multi-label classification
(type of violation, if any); (3) case importance de-
tection. In all tasks, neural models outperform
an SVM with bag-of-words (Aletras et al., 2016;
Medvedeva et al., 2018), the only method tested
in English legal judgment prediction so far. As
a third contribution, we use an approach based
on data anonymization to study, for the first time,
whether the legal predictive models are biased to-
wards demographic information or factual infor-
mation relevant to human rights. Finally, as a
side-product, we propose a hierarchical version of
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), which bypasses BERT’s
length limitation and leads to the best results.

2 ECHR Dataset

ECHR hears allegations that a state has breached
human rights provisions of the European Conven-

1The dataset is submitted at https://archive.
org/details/ECHR-ACL2019.
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tion of Human Rights.2 Our dataset contains ap-
prox. 11.5k cases from ECHR’s public database.3

For each case, the dataset provides a list of facts
extracted using regular expressions from the case
description, as in Aletras et al. (2016)4 (see Fig. 1).
Each case is also mapped to articles of the Con-
vention that were violated (if any). An importance
score is also assigned by ECHR (see Section 3).

The dataset is split into training, development,
and test sets (Table 1). The training and develop-
ment sets contain cases from 1959 through 2013,
and the test set from 2014 through 2018. The train-
ing and development sets are balanced, i.e., they
contain equal numbers of cases with and without
violations. We opted to use a balanced training set
to make sure that our data and consequently our
models are not biased towards a particular class.
The test set contains more (66%) cases with vi-
olations, which is the approximate ratio of cases
with violations in the database. We also note that
45 out of 66 labels are not present in the training
set, while another 11 are present in fewer than 50
cases. Hence, the dataset of this paper is also a
good testbed for few-shot learning.

3 Legal Prediction Tasks

3.1 Binary Violation
Given the facts of a case, we aim to classify it as
positive if any human rights article or protocol has
been violated and negative otherwise.

3.2 Multi-label Violation
Similarly, the second task is to predict which spe-
cific human rights articles and/or protocols have
been violated (if any). The total number of arti-
cles and protocols of the European Convention of
Human Rights are 66 up to day. For that purpose,
we define a multi-label classification task where
no labels are assigned when there is no violation.

3.3 Case Importance
We also predict the importance of a case on a scale
from 1 (key case) to 4 (unimportant) in a regres-
sion task. These scores, provided by the ECHR,

2An up-to-date copy of the European Convention of Hu-
man Rights is available at https://www.echr.coe.
int/Documents/Convention_ENG.pdf.

3See https://hudoc.echr.coe.int. Licensing
conditions are compatible with the release of our dataset.

4Using regular expressions to segment legal text from
ECHR is usually trivial, as the text has a specific structure.
See an example from ECHR’s Data Repository (http://
hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-193071).

Subset Cases (C) Words/C Facts/C Articles/C
Train 7,100 2,421 43 0.71
Dev. 1,380 1,931 30 0.96
Test 2,998 2,588 45 0.71

Table 1: Statistics of the ECHR dataset. The size of the
label set (ECHR articles) per case (C) is L = 66.

denote a case’s contribution in the development
of case-law allowing legal practitioners to identify
pivotal cases. Overall in the dataset, the scores
are: 1 (1096 documents), 2 (904), 3 (2,982) and 4
(6,496), indicating that approx. 10% are landmark
cases, while the vast majority (83%) are consid-
ered more or less unimportant for further review.

4 Neural Models

BiGRU-Att: The fisrt model is a BIGRU with
self-attention (Xu et al., 2015) where the facts
of a case are concatenated into a word sequence.
Words are mapped to embeddings and passed
through a stack of BIGRUs. A single case embed-
ding (h) is computed as the sum of the resulting
context-aware embeddings (

∑
i aihi) weighted by

self-attention scores (ai). The case embedding (h)
is passed to the output layer using a sigmoid for
binary violation, softmax for multi-label violation,
or no activation for case importance regression.

HAN: The Hierarchical Attention Network
(Yang et al., 2016) is a state-of-the-art model for
text classification. We use a slightly modified ver-
sion where a BIGRU with self-attention reads the
words of each fact, as in BIGRU-ATT, producing
fact embeddings. A second-level BIGRU with self-
attention reads the fact embeddings, producing a
single case embedding that goes through a similar
output layer as in BIGRU-ATT.

LWAN: The Label-Wise Attention Network
(Mullenbach et al., 2018) has been shown to be ro-
bust in multi-label classification. Instead of a sin-
gle attention mechanism, LWAN employs L atten-
tions, one for each possible label. This produces
L case embeddings (h(l) =

∑
i al,ihi) per case,

each one specialized to predict the corresponding
label. Each of the case embeddings goes through a
separate linear layer (L linear layers in total), each
with a sigmoid, to decide if the corresponding la-
bel should be assigned. Since this is a multi-label
model, we use it only in multi-label violation.

BERT and HIER-BERT: BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019) is a language model based on Transformers
(Vaswani et al., 2017) pretrained on large corpora.
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For a new task, a task-specific layer is added on
top of BERT and is trained jointly by fine-tuning
on task-specific data. We add a linear layer on
top of BERT, with a sigmoid, softmax, or no acti-
vation, for binary violation, multi-label violation,
and case importance, respectively.5 BERT can pro-
cess texts up to 512 wordpieces, whereas our case
descriptions are up to 2.6k words, thus we truncate
them to BERT’s maximum length, which affects
its performance. This also highlights an important
limitation of BERT in processing long documents,
a common characteristic in legal text processing.

To surpass BERT’s maximum length limita-
tion, we also propose a hierarchical version of
BERT (HIER-BERT). Firstly BERT-BASE reads the
words of each fact, producing fact embeddings.
Then a self-attention mechanism reads fact em-
beddings, producing a single case embedding that
goes through a similar output layer as in HAN.

5 Experiments

5.1 Experimental Setup

Hyper-parameters: We use pre-trained GLOVE

(Pennington et al., 2014) embeddings (d = 200)
for all experiments. Hyper-parameters are tuned
by random sampling 50 combinations and select-
ing the values with the best development loss in
each task.6 Given the best hyper-parameters, we
perform five runs for each model reporting mean
scores and standard deviations. We use categorical
cross-entropy loss for the classification tasks and
mean absolute error for the regression task, Glo-
rot initialization (Glorot and Bengio, 2010), Adam
(Kingma and Ba, 2015) with default learning rate
0.001, and early stopping on the development loss.

Baselines: A majority-class (MAJORITY) classi-
fier is used in binary violation and case impor-
tance. A second baseline (COIN-TOSS) randomly
predicts violation or not in binary violation task.
We also compare our methods against a linear
SVM with bag-of-words features (most frequent
[1, 5]-grams across all training cases weighted
by TF-IDF), dubbed BOW-SVM, similar to Aletras
et al. (2016) and Medvedeva et al. (2018) for the
binary task; multiple one-vs-rest classifiers for the

5The extra linear layer is fed with the ‘classification’ to-
ken of the BERT-BASE version of Devlin et al. (2019).

6Ranges: GRU hidden units {200, 300, 400}, number of
stacked BIGRU layers {1, 2}, batch size {8, 12, 16}, dropout
rate {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4}, word dropout rate {0.0, 0.01, 0.02}.

P R F1
MAJORITY 32.9 ± 0.0 50.0 ± 0.0 39.7 ± 0.0
COIN-TOSS 50.4 ± 0.7 50.5 ± 0.8 49.1 ± 0.7

Non-Anonymized
BOW-SVM 71.5 ± 0.0 72.0 ± 0.0 71.8 ± 0.0
BIGRU-ATT 87.1 ± 1.0 77.2 ± 3.4 79.5 ± 2.7
HAN 88.2 ± 0.4 78.0 ± 0.2 80.5 ± 0.2
BERT 24.0 ± 0.2 50.0 ± 0.0 17.0 ± 0.5
HIER-BERT 90.4 ± 0.3 79.3 ± 0.9 82.0 ± 0.9

Anonymized
BOW-SVM 71.6 ± 0.0 70.5 ± 0.0 70.9 ± 0.0
BIGRU-ATT 87.0 ± 1.0 76.6 ± 1.9 78.9 ± 1.9
HAN 85.2 ± 4.9 78.3 ± 2.0 80.2 ± 2.7
BERT 17.0 ± 3.0 50.0 ± 0.0 25.4 ± 0.4
HIER-BERT 85.2 ± 0.3 78.1 ± 1.3 80.1 ± 1.1

Table 2: Macro precision (P), recall (R), F1 for the bi-
nary violation prediction task (± std. dev.).

multi-label task; and Support Vector Regression
(BOW-SVR) for the case importance prediction.7

5.2 Binary Violation Results

Table 2 (upper part) shows the results for bi-
nary violation. We evaluate models using macro-
averaged precision (P), recall (P), F1. The weak
baselines (MAJORITY, COIN-TOSS) are widely
outperformed by the rest of the methods. BIGRU-
ATT outperforms in F1 (79.5 vs. 71.8) the previ-
ous best performing method (Aletras et al., 2016)
in English judicial prediction. This is aligned with
results in Chinese (Luo et al., 2017; Zhong et al.,
2018; Hu et al., 2018). HAN slightly improves over
BIGRU-ATT (80.5 vs. 79.5), while being more ro-
bust across runs (0.2% vs. 2.7% std. dev.). BERT’s
poor performance is due to the truncation of case
descriptions, while HIER-BERT that uses the full
case leads to the best results. We omit BERT from
the following tables, since it performs poorly.

Fig. 1 shows the attention scores over words and
facts of HAN for a case that ECHR found to violate
Article 3, which prohibits torture and ‘inhuman
or degrading treatment or punishment’. Although
fact-level attention wrongly assigns high attention
to the first fact, which seems irrelevant, it then suc-
cessfully focuses on facts 2–4, which report that
police officers beat the applicant for several hours,
that the applicant complained, was referred for
forensic examination, diagnosed with concussion
etc. Word attention also successfully focuses on
words like ‘concussion’, ‘bruises’, ‘damaged’, but
it also highlights entities like ‘Kharkiv’, its ‘Dis-
trict Police Station’ and ‘City Prosecutor’s office’,
which may be indications of bias.

7We tune the hyper-parameters of BOW-SVM/SVR and se-
lect kernel (RBF, linear) with a grid search on the dev. set.
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Figure 1: Attention over words (colored words) and facts (vertical heat bars) as produced by HAN.

Models Biases: We next investigate how sensi-
tive our models are to demographic information
appearing in the facts of a case. Our assumption
is that an unbiased model should not rely on infor-
mation about nationality, gender, age, etc. To test
the sensitivity of our models to such information,
we train and evaluate them in an anonymized ver-
sion of the dataset. The data is anonymized by
using SPACY’s (https://spacy.io) Named
Enity Recognizer, replacing all recognized entities
with type tags (e.g., ‘Kharkiv’→ LOCATION).

While neural methods seem to exploit named
entities among other information, as in Figure 1,
the results in Table 2 indicate that performance
is comparable even when this information is
masked, with the exception of HIER-BERT that
has quite worse results (2%) compared to using
non-anonymized data, suggesting model bias. We
speculate that HIER-BERT is more prone to over-
fitting compared to the other neural methods that
rely on frozen GLOVE embeddings, because the
embeddings of BERT’s wordpieces are trainable
and thus can freely adjust to the vocabulary of the
training documents including demographic infor-
mation.

5.3 Multi-label Violation Results

Table 3 reports micro-averaged precision (P), re-
call (R), and F1 results for all methods, now in-
cluding LWAN, in multi-label violation prediction.
The results are also grouped by label frequency for
all (OVERALL), FREQUENT, and FEW labels (arti-
cles), counting frequencies on the training subset.

We observe that predicting specific articles that
have been violated is a much more difficult task
than predicting if any article has been violated in
a binary setup (cf. Table 2). Overall, HIER-BERT

outperforms BIGRU-ATT and LWAN (60.0 vs. 57.6

OVERALL (all labels)
P R F1

BOW-SVM 56.3 ± 0.0 45.5 ± 0.0 50.4 ± 0.0
BIGRU-ATT 62.6 ± 1.2 50.9 ± 1.5 56.2 ± 1.3
HAN 65.0 ± 0.4 55.5 ± 0.7 59.9 ± 0.5
LWAN 62.5 ± 1.0 53.5 ± 1.1 57.6 ± 1.0
HIER-BERT 65.9 ± 1.4 55.1 ± 3.2 60.0 ± 1.3

FREQUENT (≥50)
BOW-SVM 56.3 ± 0.0 45.6 ± 0.0 50.4 ± 0.0
BIGRU-ATT 62.7 ± 1.2 52.2 ± 1.6 57.0 ± 1.4
HAN 65.1 ± 0.3 57.0 ± 0.8 60.8 ± 1.3
LWAN 62.8 ± 1.2 54.7 ± 1.2 58.5 ± 1.0
HIER-BERT 66.0 ± 1.4 56.5 ± 3.3 60.8 ± 1.3

FEW ([1,50))
BOW-SVM - - -
BIGRU-ATT 36.3 ± 13.8 03.2 ± 23.1 05.6 ± 03.8
HAN 30.2 ± 35.1 01.6 ± 01.2 02.8 ± 01.9
LWAN 24.9 ± 06.3 07.0 ± 04.1 10.6 ± 05.2
HIER-BERT 43.6 ± 14.5 05.0 ± 02.8 08.9 ± 04.9

Table 3: Micro precision, recall, F1 in multi-label vio-
lation for all, frequent, and few training instances.

micro-F1), which is tailored for multi-labeling
tasks, while being comparable with HAN (60.0 vs.
59.9 micro-F1). All models under-perform in la-
bels with FEW training examples, demonstrating
the difficulty of few-shot learning in ECHR legal
judgment prediction. The main reason is that la-
bels in the FEW group, 11 in total, are extremely
rare and have been assigned in 1.25% of the docu-
ments across all datasets, while the most frequent
4 labels overall (Articles 3, 5, 6 and 13) have been
assigned in approx. 42% of the documents.

5.4 Case Importance Results

Table 4 shows the mean absolute error (MAE) ob-
tained when predicting case importance. Surpris-
ingly, MAJORITY outperforms the rest of the meth-
ods. As already noted in Section 3, the distribution
of importance scores is highly skewed in favour of
the majority class, thus MAJORITY can correctly
predict the score in most cases with zero mean
absolute error (MAE). BOW-SVR performs worse
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MAE SPEARMAN’s ρ
MAJORITY .369 ± .000 N/A*
BOW-SVR .585 ± .000 .370 ± .000
BIGRU-ATT .539 ± .073 .459 ± .034
HAN .524 ± .049 .437 ± .018
HIER-BERT .437 ± .018 .527 ± .024

Table 4: Mean Absolute Error and Spearman’s ρ for
case importance. Importance ranges from 1 (most im-
portant) to 4 (least). * Not Applicable.

than BIGRU-ATT, while HAN is 10% and 3% bet-
ter, respectively. HIER-BERT further improves the
results, outperforming HAN by 17%.

While MAJORITY has the lowest mean absolute
error, it cannot distinguish important from unim-
portant cases, thus it is practically useless. To
evaluate the methods on that matter, we measure
the correlation between the gold scores and each
method’s predictions with SPEARMAN’s ρ. HIER-
BERT has the best ρ (.527), indicating a moderate
positive correlation (> 0.5), which is not the case
for the rest of the methods. The overall results in-
dicate that a case’s importance cannot be predicted
solely by the case facts and possibly also relies on
background knowledge (e.g., judges’ experience,
court’s history, rarity of article’s violation).

5.5 Discussion
We can only speculate that HAN’s fact embeddings
distill importance-related features from each fact,
allowing its second-level GRU to operate on a se-
quence of fact embeddings that are being exploited
by the fact-level attention mechanism and provide
a more concise view of the entire case. The same
applies to HIER-BERT, which relies on BERT’s
fact embeddings and the same fact-level attention
mechanism. By contrast, BIGRU-ATT operates on
a single long sequence of concatenated facts, mak-
ing it more difficult for its BIGRU to combine in-
formation from multiple, especially distant, facts.
This may explain the good performance of HAN

and HIER-BERT across all tasks.

6 Related Work

Previous work on legal judgment prediction in En-
glish used linear models with features based on
bags of words and topics to represent legal textual
information extracted from cases (Aletras et al.,
2016; Medvedeva et al., 2018).

More sophisticated neural models have been
considered only in Chinese. Luo et al. (2017) use
HANs to encode the facts of a case and a subset
of predicted relevant law articles to predict crim-

inal charges that have been manually annotated.
In their experiments, the importance of few-shot
learning is not taken into account since the crim-
inal charges that appear fewer than 80 times are
filtered out. However in reality, a court is able to
judge even under rare conditions. Hu et al. (2018)
focused on few-shot charges prediction using a
multi-task learning scenario, predicting in paral-
lel a set of discriminative attributes as an auxiliary
task. Both the selection and annotation of these at-
tributes are manually crafted and dependent to the
court. Zhong et al. (2018) decompose the problem
of charge prediction into different subtasks that are
tailored to the Chinese criminal court using multi-
task learning.

7 Limitations and Future Work

The neural models we considered outperform pre-
vious feature-based models, but provide no jus-
tification for their predictions. Attention scores
(Fig. 1) provide some indications of which parts
of the texts affect the predictions most, but are
far from being justifications that legal practitioners
could trust; see also Jain and Wallace (2019). Pro-
viding valid justifications is an important priority
for future work and an emerging topic in the NLP
community.8 In this direction, we plan to expand
the scope of this study by exploring the automated
analysis of additional resources (e.g., relevant case
law, dockets, prior judgments) that could be then
utilized in a multi-input fashion to further improve
performance and justify system decisions. We also
plan to apply neural methods to data from other
courts, e.g., the European Court of Justice, the US
Supreme Court, and multiple languages, to gain a
broader perspective of their potential in legal jus-
tice prediction. Finally, we plan to adapt bespoke
models proposed for the Chinese Criminal Court
(Luo et al., 2017; Zhong et al., 2018; Hu et al.,
2018) to data from other courts and explore multi-
task learning.
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Abstract

Neural machine translation (NMT) often suf-
fers from the vulnerability to noisy perturba-
tions in the input. We propose an approach
to improving the robustness of NMT mod-
els, which consists of two parts: (1) attack
the translation model with adversarial source
examples; (2) defend the translation model
with adversarial target inputs to improve its
robustness against the adversarial source in-
puts. For the generation of adversarial inputs,
we propose a gradient-based method to craft
adversarial examples informed by the transla-
tion loss over the clean inputs. Experimen-
tal results on Chinese-English and English-
German translation tasks demonstrate that our
approach achieves significant improvements
(2.8 and 1.6 BLEU points) over Transformer
on standard clean benchmarks as well as ex-
hibiting higher robustness on noisy data.

1 Introduction

In recent years, neural machine translation (NMT)
has achieved tremendous success in advancing the
quality of machine translation (Wu et al., 2016;
Hieber et al., 2017). As an end-to-end sequence
learning framework, NMT consists of two impor-
tant components, the encoder and decoder, which
are usually built on similar neural networks of dif-
ferent types, such as recurrent neural networks
(Sutskever et al., 2014; Bahdanau et al., 2015;
Chen et al., 2018), convolutional neural networks
(Gehring et al., 2017), and more recently on trans-
former networks (Vaswani et al., 2017). To over-
come the bottleneck of encoding the entire input
sentence into a single vector, an attention mech-
anism was introduced, which further enhanced
translation performance (Bahdanau et al., 2015).
Deeper neural networks with increased model ca-
pacities in NMT have also been explored and
shown promising results (Bapna et al., 2018).

Input 他(她)一个残疾人，我女儿身体
好好地。

Original he is a handicapped person, my
Output daughter is in good health. X

Perturbed one of her handicapped people,
Output my daughter is in good health. ×

Table 1: An example of Transformer NMT translation
result for an input and its perturbed input by replacing
“他(he)” to “她(she)”.

Despite these successes, NMT models are still
vulnerable to perturbations in the input sentences.
For example, Belinkov and Bisk (2018) found that
NMT models can be immensely brittle to small
perturbations applied to the inputs. Even if these
perturbations are not strong enough to alter the
meaning of an input sentence, they can neverthe-
less result in different and often incorrect transla-
tions. Consider the example in Table 1, the Trans-
former model will generate a worse translation (re-
vealing gender bias) for a minor change in the in-
put from “he” to “she”. Perturbations originate
from two sources: (a) natural noise in the anno-
tation and (b) artificial deviations generated by at-
tack models. In this paper, we do not distinguish
the source of a perturbation and term perturbed ex-
amples as adversarial examples. The presence of
such adversarial examples can lead to significant
degradation of the generalization performance of
the NMT model.

A few studies have been proposed in other
natural language processing (NLP) tasks aiming
to tackle this issue in classification tasks, e.g.
in (Miyato et al., 2017; Alzantot et al., 2018;
Ebrahimi et al., 2018b; Zhao et al., 2018). As for
NMT, previous approaches relied on prior knowl-
edge to generate adversarial examples to improve
the robustness, neglecting specific downstream
NMT models. For example, Belinkov and Bisk
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(2018) and Karpukhin et al. (2019) studied how
to use some synthetic noise and/or natural noise.
Cheng et al. (2018) proposed adversarial stabil-
ity training to improve the robustness on arbitrary
noise type including feature-level and word-level
noise. Liu et al. (2018) examined the homophonic
noise for Chinese translation.

This paper studies learning a robust NMT
model that is able to overcome small perturba-
tions in the input sentences. Different from prior
work, our work deals with the perturbed exam-
ples jointly generated by a white-box NMT model,
which means that we have access to the param-
eters of the attacked model. To the best of our
knowledge, the only previous work on this topic
is from (Ebrahimi et al., 2018a) on character-level
NMT. Overcoming adversarial examples in NMT
is a challenging problem as the words in the input
are represented as discrete variables, making them
difficult to be switched by imperceptible pertur-
bations. Moreover, the characteristics of sequence
generation in NMT further intensify this difficulty.
To tackle this problem, we propose a gradient-
based method, AdvGen, to construct adversarial
examples guided by the final translation loss from
the clean inputs of a NMT model. AdvGen is ap-
plied to both encoding and decoding stages: (1)
we attack a NMT model by generating adversar-
ial source inputs that are sensitive to the training
loss; (2) we then defend the NMT model with the
adversarial target inputs, aiming at reducing the
prediction errors for the corresponding adversarial
source inputs.

Our contribution is threefold:

1. A white-box method to generate adversarial
examples is explored for NMT. Our method
is a gradient-based approach guided by the
translation loss.

2. We propose a new approach to improving
the robustness of NMT with doubly adver-
sarial inputs. The adversarial inputs in the
encoder aim at attacking the NMT models,
while those in the decoder are capable of de-
fending the errors in predictions.

3. Our approach achieves significant improve-
ments over the previous state-of-the-art
Transformer model on two common transla-
tion benchmarks.

Experimental results on the standard Chinese-
English and English-German translation bench-

marks show that our approach yields an improve-
ment of 2.8 and 1.6 BLEU points over the state-
of-the-art models including Transformer (Vaswani
et al., 2017). This result substantiates that our
model improves the generalization performance
over the clean benchmark datasets. Further exper-
iments on noisy text verify the ability of our ap-
proach to improving robustness. We also conduct
ablation studies to gain further insight into which
parts of our approach matter the most.

2 Background

Neural Machine Translation NMT is typically
a neural network with an encoder-decoder archi-
tecture. It aims to maximize the likelihood of a
parallel corpus S = {(x(s),y(s))}|S|s=1. Different
variants derived from this architecture have been
proposed recently (Bahdanau et al., 2015; Gehring
et al., 2017; Vaswani et al., 2017). This paper fo-
cuses on the recent Transformer model (Vaswani
et al., 2017) due to its superior performance, al-
though our approach seems applicable to other
models, too.

The encoder in NMT maps a source sentence
x = x1, ..., xI to a sequence of I word embed-
dings e(x) = e(x1), ..., e(xI). Then the word em-
beddings are encoded to their corresponding con-
tinuous hidden representations h by the transfor-
mation layer. Similarly, the decoder maps its tar-
get input sentence z = z1, ..., zJ to a sequence of
J word embeddings. For clarity, we denote the
input and output in the decoder as z and y. z is
a shifted copy of y in the standard NMT model,
i.e. z = 〈sos〉,y1, · · · ,yJ−1, where 〈sos〉 is a
start symbol. Conditioned on the hidden represen-
tations h and the target input z, the decoder gener-
ates y as:

P (y|x;θmt) =
J∏

j=1

P (yj |z≤j ,h;θmt) (1)

where θmt is a set of model parameters and z<j
is a partial target input. The training loss on S is
defined as:

Lclean(θmt) =
1

|S|
∑

(x,y)∈S
− logP (y|x;θmt) (2)

Adversarial Examples Generation An adversar-
ial example is usually constructed by corrupting
the original input with a small perturbation such
that the difference to the original input remains
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less perceptible but dramatically distorts the model
output. The adversarial examples can be generated
by a white-box or black-box model, where the lat-
ter does not have access to the attacked models
and often relies on prior knowledge. The former
white-box examples are generated using the infor-
mation of the attacked models. Formally, a set of
adversarial examplesZ(x, y) is generated with re-
spect to a training sample (x, y) by solving an op-
timization problem:
{
x′ |R(x′,x)≤ε, argmax

x′
J(x′, y;θ)

}
(3)

where J(·) measures the possibility of a sample
being adversarial, and R(x′,x) captures the de-
gree of imperceptibility for a perturbation. For ex-
ample, in the classification task, J(·) is a func-
tion outputting the most possible target class y′

(y′ 6= y) when fed with the adversarial example
x′. Although it is difficult to give a precise defini-
tion of the degree of imperceptibilityR(x′,x), l∞
norm is usually used to bound the perturbations in
image classification (Goodfellow et al., 2015).

3 Approach

Our goal is to learn robust NMT models that can
overcome small perturbations in the input sen-
tences. As opposed to images, where small per-
turbations to pixels are imperceptible, even a sin-
gle word change in natural languages can be per-
ceived. NMT is a sequence generation model
wherein each output word is conditioned on all
previous predictions. Thus, one question is how
to design meaningful perturbation operations for
NMT.

We propose a gradient-based approach, called
AdvGen, to construct adversarial examples and
use these examples to both attack as well as de-
fend the NMT model. Our intuition is that an ideal
model would generate similar translation results
for similar input sentences despite any small dif-
ference caused by perturbations.

The attack and defense are carried out in the
end-to-end training of the NMT model. We first
use AdvGen to construct an adversarial example
x′ from the original input x to attack the NMT
model. We then use AdvGen to find an adver-
sarial target input z′ from the decoder input z to
improve the NMT model robustness to adversarial
perturbations in the source input x′. Thereby we
hope the NMT model will be robust against both

the source adversarial input x′ and adversarial per-
turbations in target predictions z′. The rest of this
section will discuss the attack and defense proce-
dures in detail.

3.1 Attack with Adversarial Source Inputs
Following (Goodfellow et al., 2015; Miyato et al.,
2017; Ebrahimi et al., 2018b), we study the
white-box method to generate adversarial exam-
ples tightly guided by the training loss. Given a
parallel sentence pair (x,y), according to Eq. (3),
we generate a set of adversarial examples A(x,y)
specific to the NMT model by:
{
x′ |R(x′,x)≤ε,argmax

x′
−logP (y|x′;θmt)

}
(4)

where we use the negative log translation probabil-
ity − logP (y|x′;θmt) to estimate J(·) in Eq. (3).
The formula constructs adversarial examples that
are expected to distort the current prediction and
retain semantic similarity bounded byR.

It is intractable to obtain an exact solution for
Eq. (4). We therefore resort to a greedy approach
based on the gradient to circumvent it. For the
original input x, we induce a possible adversarial
word x′i for the word xi in x:

x′i = argmax
x∈Vx

sim (e(x)− e(xi),gxi) (5)

gxi = ∇e(xi) − logP (y|x;θ) (6)

where gxi is a gradient vector wrt. e(xi), Vx is the
vocabulary for the source language, and sim(·, ·)
denotes the similarity function by calculating the
cosine distance between two vectors.

Eq. (5) enumerates all words in Vx incurring
formidable computational cost. We hence substi-
tute it with a dynamic set Vxi that is specific for
each word xi. LetQ(xi,x) ∈ R|V| denote the like-
lihood of the i-th word in the sentence x. Define
Vxi = top n(Q(xi,x)) as the set of the n most
probable words among the top n scores in terms
of Q(xi,x), where n is a small constant integer
and |Vxi | � |Vx|. For the source, we estimate it
from:

Qsrc(xi,x) = Plm(x|x<i,x>i;θxlm) (7)

Here, Plm is a bidirectional language model for
the source language.

The introduction of language model has three
benefits. First, it enables a computationally fea-
sible way to approximate Eq. (5). Second, the
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Algorithm 1: The AdvGen Function.
Input: s: Input sentence, Q: Likelihood

function, Dpos: Distribution for
word sampling, L: translation loss.

Output: s′: Output adversarial sentence
1 Function AdvGen(s, Q, Dpos, L):
2 POS ← sample γ|s| positions from

{1, ..., |s|} according to Dpos // γ
is a sampling ratio

3 foreach i ∈ {1, ..., |s|} do
4 if i ∈ POS then
5 Vsi ← top n(Q(si, s))− {si};
6 gsi ← ∇e(si)L;
7 Compute s′i by Eq. (5);
8 else
9 s′i ← si;

10 end
11 end
12 return s′

language model can retain the semantic similar-
ity between the original words and their adver-
sarial counterparts to strengthen the constraint R
in Eq. (4). Finally, it prevents word represen-
tations from being degenerative because replace-
ments with adversarial words usually affect the
context information around them.

Algorithm 1 describes the functionAdvGen for
generating an adversarial sentence s′ from an input
sentence s. The function inputs are: Q is a like-
lihood function for the candidate set generation,
and for the source, it is Qsrc from Eq. (7). Dpos

is a distribution over the word position {1, .., |x|}
from which the adversarial word is sampled. For
the source, we use the simple uniform distribution
U . Following the constraintR, we want the output
sentence not to deviate too much from the input
sentence and thus only change a small fraction of
its constituent words based on a hyper-parameter
γ ∈ [0, 1].

3.2 Defense with Adversarial Target Inputs

After generating an adversarial example x′, we
treat (x′,y) as a new training data point to im-
prove the model’s robustness. These adversarial
examples in the source tend to introduce errors
which may accumulate and cause drastic changes
to the decoder prediction. To defend the model
from errors in the decoder predictions, we gener-
ate an adversarial target input by AdvGen, simi-

lar to what we discussed in Section 3.1. The de-
coder trained with the adversarial target input is
expected to be more robust to the small perturba-
tions introduced in the source input. The ablation
study results in Table 8 substantiate the benefit of
this defense mechanism.

Formally, let z be the decoder input for the sen-
tence pair (x,y). We use the same AdvGen func-
tion to generate an adversarial target input z′ from
z by:

z′ = AdvGen(z, Qtrg, Dtrg,− logP (y|x′)) (8)

Note that for the target, the translation loss in
Eq. (6) is replaced by − logP (y|x′). Qtrg is
the likelihood for selecting the target word can-
didate set Vz . To compute it, we combine the
NMT model prediction with a language model
Plm(y;θ

y
lm) as follow:

Qtrg(zi, z) = λP (z|z<i, z>i;θylm)
+(1− λ)P (z|z<i,x′;θmt) (9)

where λ balances the importance between two
models.
Dtrg is a distribution for sampling positions for

the target input. Different from the uniform dis-
tribution used in the source, in the target sentence
we want to change those relevant words influenced
by the perturbed words in the source input. To do
so, we use the attention matrix M learned in the
NMT model, obtained at the current mini-batch, to
compute the distribution over (x,y,x′) by:

P (j) =

∑
iMijδ(xi, x

′
i)∑

k

∑
iMikδ(xi, x

′
i)
, j ∈ {1, .., |y|} (10)

where Mij is the attention score between xi and
yj and δ(xi, x′i) is an indicator function that yields
1 if xi 6= x′i and 0 otherwise.

3.3 Training
Algorithm 2 details the entire procedure to cal-
culate the robustness loss for a parallel sentence
pair (x,y). We run AdvGen twice to obtain x′

and z′. We do not backpropagate gradients over
AdvGen when updating parameters, which just
plays a role of data generator. In our implemen-
tation, this function incurs at most a 20% time
overhead compared to the standard Transformer
model. Accordingly, we compute the robustness
loss on S as:

Lrobust(θmt)=
1

|S|
∑

(x,y)∈S
−logP (y|x′,z′;θmt)(11)
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Algorithm 2: Computing Robustness
Loss.
Input: (x,y): a parallel sentence pair
Output: loss: a robustness loss for (x,y)

1 Function RobustLoss(x,y):
2 Initialize the sampling ratio γsrc and

γtrg;
3 Compute Qsrc by Eq. (7);
4 Set Dsrc as a uniform distribution;
5 x′ ← AdvGen(x, Qsrc, Dsrc,− logP (y|x));
6 Qtrg is computed as Eq. (9);
7 Dtrg is computed as Eq. (10);
8 z′ ← AdvGen(z, Qtrg, Dtrg,− logP (y|x′));
9 loss← − logP (y|x′, z′;θmt)

10 return loss

The final training objective L is a combination
of four loss functions:

L(θmt,θxlm,θylm) = Lclean(θmt) + Llm(θxlm)
+Lrobust(θmt) + Llm(θylm) (12)

where θxlm and θylm are two sets of model param-
eters for source and target bidirectional language
models, respectively. The word embeddings are
shared between θmt and θxlm and likewise between
θmt and θylm.

4 Experiments

4.1 Setup

We conducted experiments on Chinese-English
and English-German translation tasks. The
Chinese-English training set is from the LDC cor-
pus that compromises 1.2M sentence pairs. We
used the NIST 2006 dataset as the validation set
for model selection and hyper-parameters tuning,
and NIST 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2008 as test
sets. For the English-German translation task, we
used the WMT’14 corpus consisting of 4.5M sen-
tence pairs. The validation set is newstest2013,
and the test set is newstest2014.

In both translation tasks, we merged the source
and target training sets and used byte pair encod-
ing (BPE) (Sennrich et al., 2016c) to encode words
through sub-word units. We built a shared vocab-
ulary of 32K sub-words for English-German and
created shared BPE codes with 60K operations
for Chinese-English that induce two vocabular-
ies with 46K Chinese sub-words and 30K English
sub-words. We report case-sensitive tokenized

BLEU scores for English-German and case-
insensitive tokenized BLEU scores for Chinese-
English (Papineni et al., 2002). For a fair com-
parison, we did not average multiple checkpoints
(Vaswani et al., 2017), and only report results on a
single converged model.

We implemented our approach based on the
Transformer model (Vaswani et al., 2017). In
AdvGen, We modified multiple positions in the
source and target input sentences in parallel. The
bidirectional language model used in AdvGen
consists of left-to-right and right-to-left Trans-
former networks, a linear layer to combine final
representations from these two networks, and a
softmax layer to make predictions. The Trans-
former network was built using six transformation
layers which keeps consistent with the encoder in
the Transformer model. The hyperparameters in
the Transformer model were set according to the
default values described in (Vaswani et al., 2017).
We denote the Transformer model with 512 hid-
den units as Trans.-Base and 1024 hidden units as
Trans.-Big.

We tuned the hyperparameters in our approach
on the validation set via a grid search. Specifi-
cally, λ was set to 0.5. The n in top n to se-
lect word candidates was set to 10. The ratio pair
(γsrc, γtrg) was set to (0.25, 0.50) with the ex-
ception of Trans.-Base on English-German where
it was set to (0.15, 0.15). We treated the single
part of parallel corpus as monolingual data to train
bidirectional language models without introducing
additional data. The model parameters in our ap-
proach were trained from scratch except for the
parameters in language models initialized by the
models pre-trained on the single part of parallel
corpus. The parameters of language models were
still updated during robustness training.

4.2 Main Results

Table 3 shows the BLEU scores on the NIST
Chinese-English translation task. We first com-
pare our approach with the Transformer model
(Vaswani et al., 2017) on which our model is
built. As we see, the introduction of our method to
the standard backbone model (Trans.-Base) leads
to substantial improvements across the validation
and test sets. Specifically, our approach achieves
an average gain of 2.25 BLEU points and up to 2.8
BLEU points on NIST03.

Table 4 shows the results on WMT’14 English-
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Method Model MT06 MT02 MT03 MT04 MT05 MT08
Vaswani et al. (2017) Trans.-Base 44.59 44.82 43.68 45.60 44.57 35.07
Miyato et al. (2017) Trans.-Base 45.11 45.95 44.68 45.99 45.32 35.84
Sennrich et al. (2016a) Trans.-Base 44.96 46.03 44.81 46.01 45.69 35.32
Wang et al. (2018) Trans.-Base 45.47 46.31 45.30 46.45 45.62 35.66

Cheng et al. (2018)
RNMTlex. 43.57 44.82 42.95 45.05 43.45 34.85
RNMTfeat. 44.44 46.10 44.07 45.61 44.06 34.94

Cheng et al. (2018)
Trans.-Basefeat. 45.37 46.16 44.41 46.32 45.30 35.85
Trans.-Baselex. 45.78 45.96 45.51 46.49 45.73 36.08

Sennrich et al. (2016b)* Trans.-Base 46.39 47.31 47.10 47.81 45.69 36.43
Ours Trans.-Base 46.95 47.06 46.48 47.39 46.58 37.38
Ours + BackTranslation* Trans.-Base 47.74 48.13 47.83 49.13 49.04 38.61

Table 2: Comparison with baseline methods trained on different backbone models (second column). * indicates
the method trained using an extra corpus.

Method Model MT06 MT02 MT03 MT04 MT05 MT08
Vaswani et al. (2017) Trans.-Base 44.59 44.82 43.68 45.60 44.57 35.07
Ours Trans.-Base 46.95 47.06 46.48 47.39 46.58 37.38

Table 3: Results on NIST Chinese-English translation.

Method Model BLEU

Vaswani et al.
Trans.-Base 27.30
Trans.-Big 28.40

Chen et al. RNMT+ 28.49

Ours
Trans.-Base 28.34
Trans.-Big 30.01

Table 4: Results on WMT’14 English-German transla-
tion.

German translation. We compare our approach
with Transformer for different numbers of hidden
units (i.e. 1024 and 512) and a related RNN-based
NMT model RNMT+ (Chen et al., 2018). As is
shown in Table 4, our approach achieves improve-
ments over the Transformer for the same number
of hidden units, i.e. 1.04 BLEU points over Trans.-
Base, 1.61 BLEU points over Trans.-Big, and 1.52
BLEU points over RNMT+ model. Recall that our
approach is built on top of the Transformer model.
The notable gain in terms of BLEU verifies our
English-German translation model.

4.3 Comparison to Baseline Methods

To further verify our method, we compare to re-
cent related techniques for robust NMT learning
methods. For a fair comparison, we implemented
all methods on the same Transformer backbone.

Miyato et al. (2017) applied perturbations to
word embeddings using adversarial learning in
text classification tasks. We apply this method to
the NMT model.

Sennrich et al. (2016a) augmented the training
data with word dropout. We follow their method
to randomly set source word embeddings to zero
with the probability of 0.1. This simple technique
performs reasonably well on the Chinese-English
translation.

Wang et al. (2018) introduced a data-
augmentation method for NMT called SwitchOut
to randomly replace words in both source and
target sentences with other words.

Cheng et al. (2018) employed adversarial sta-
bility training to improve the robustness of NMT.
We cite their numbers reported in the paper for
the RNN-based NMT backbone and implemented
their method on the Transformer backbone. We
consider two types of noisy perturbations in their
method and use subscripts lex. and fea. to denote
them.

Sennrich et al. (2016b) is a common data-
augmentation method for NMT. The method back-
translates monolingual data by an inverse transla-
tion model. We sampled 1.2M English sentences
from the Xinhua portion of the GIGAWORD cor-
pus as monolingual data. We then back-translated
them with an English-Chinese NMT model and
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Input & Noisy Input 这体现了中俄两国和两国议会间密切(紧密)的友好合作关系。
Reference this expressed the relationship of close friendship and cooperation between

China and Russia and between our parliaments.
Vaswani et al. this reflects the close friendship and cooperation between China and Russia

on Input and between the parliaments of the two countries.
Vaswani et al. this reflects the close friendship and cooperation between the two countries
on Noisy Input and the two parliaments.

Ours this reflects the close relations of friendship and cooperation between China
on Input and Russia and between their parliaments.

Ours this embodied the close relations of friendship and cooperation between China
on Noisy Input and Russia and between their parliaments.

Table 5: Comparison of translation results of Transformer and our model for an input and its perturbed input.

Method 0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15
Vaswani et al. 44.59 41.54 38.84 35.71
Miyato et al. 45.11 42.11 39.39 36.44
Cheng et al. 45.78 42.90 40.58 38.46

Ours 46.95 44.20 41.71 39.89

Table 6: Results on artificial noisy inputs. The column
lists results for different noise fractions.

Method 0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15
Vaswani et al. 100 77.08 62.00 52.50
Miyato et al. 100 79.19 63.12 53.51
Cheng et al. 100 79.66 65.16 56.11

Ours 100 82.76 69.23 60.70

Table 7: BLEU scores computed using the zero noise
fraction output as a reference.

re-trained the Chinese-English model using back-
translated data as well as original parallel data.

Table 2 shows the comparisons to the above
five baseline methods. Among all methods trained
without extra corpora, our approach achieves the
best result across datasets. After incorporating the
back-translated corpus, our method yields an ad-
ditional gain of 1-3 points over (Sennrich et al.,
2016b) trained on the same back-translated cor-
pus. Since all methods are built on top of the
same backbone, the result substantiates the effi-
cacy of our method on the standard benchmarks
that contain natural noise. Compared to (Miyato
et al., 2017), we found that continuous gradient-
based perturbations to word embeddings can be
absorbed quickly, often resulting in a worse BLEU
score than the proposed discrete perturbations by
word replacement.

4.4 Results on Noisy Data

We have shown improvements on the standard
clean benchmarks. This subsection validates the
robustness of the NMT models over artificial
noise. To this end, we added synthetic noise to
the clean validation set by randomly replacing a
word with a relevant word according to the simi-
larity of their word embeddings. We repeated the
process in a sentence according to a pre-defined
noise fraction where a noise level of 0.0 yields the
original clean dataset while 1.0 provides an en-
tirely altered set. For each sentence, we generated
100 noisy sentences. We then re-scored those sen-
tences using a pre-trained bidirectional language
model, and picked the best one as the noisy input.

Table 6 shows results on artificial noisy inputs.
BLEU scores were computed against the ground-
truth translation result. As we see, our approach
outperforms all baseline methods across all noise
levels. The improvement is generally more evident
when the noise fraction becomes larger.

To further analyze the prediction stability, we
compared the model outputs for clean and noisy
inputs. To do so, we selected the output of a model
on clean input (noise fraction equals 0.0) as a ref-
erence and computed the BLEU score against this
reference. Table 7 presents the results where the
second column 100 means that the output is ex-
actly the same as the reference. The relative drop
of our model, as the noise level grows, is smaller
compared to other baseline methods. The results
in Table 6 and Table 7 together suggest our model
is more robust toward the input noise.

Table 5 shows an example translation (More
examples are shown in the Appendix). In this
example, the original and noisy input have liter-
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Lclean
Lrobust Llm BLEU

x′ 6= x z′ 6= z

X 44.59
X X 45.08
X X X 45.23
X X X 46.26
X X X 46.61
X X X X 46.95

Table 8: Ablation study on Chinese-English transla-
tion. X means that it is included in training.

γsrc

γtrg 0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75

0.00 44.59 46.19 46.26 46.14
0.25 45.23 46.72 46.95 46.52
0.50 44.25 45.34 45.39 45.94
0.75 44.18 44.98 45.35 45.37

Table 9: Effect of the ratio value γsrc and γtrg on
Chinese-English Translation.

ally the same meaning, where “密切” and “紧密”
both mean “close” in Chinese. Our model retains
very important words such as “China and Russia”,
which are missing in the Transformer results.

4.5 Ablation Studies
Table 8 shows the importance of different com-
ponents in our approach, which include Lclean,
Lrobust and Llm. As for Lrobust, it includes the
source adversarial input, i.e. x′ 6= x and the target
source adversarial input, i.e. z′ 6= z. In the fourth
row with x′ = x and z′ 6= z, we randomly choose
replacement positions of z since no changes in x
leads not to form the distribution in Eq. (10). We
can find removing any component leads to a no-
table decrease in BLEU. Among those, the adver-
sarial target input (z′ 6= z) shows the greatest de-
crease of 1.87 BLEU points, and removing lan-
guage models have the least impact on the BLEU
score. However, language models are still impor-
tant in reducing the size of the candidate set, reg-
ularizing word embeddings and generating fluent
sentences.

The hyper-parameters γsrc and γtrg control the
ratio of word replacement in the source and target
inputs. Table 9 shows their sensitive study result
where the row corresponds to γsrc and the column
is γtrg. As we see, the performance is relatively in-
sensitive to the values of these hyper-parameters,
and the best configuration on the Chinese-English

validation set is obtained at γsrc = 0.25 and
γtrg = 0.50. We found that a non-zero γtrg al-
ways yields improvements when compared to the
result of γtrg = 0. While γsrc = 0.25 increases
BLEU scores for all the values of γtrg, a larger
γsrc seems to be damaging.

5 Related Work

Robust Neural Machine Translation Improving
robustness has been receiving increasing attention
in NMT. For example, Belinkov and Bisk (2018);
Liu et al. (2018); Karpukhin et al. (2019); Sperber
et al. (2017) focused on designing effective syn-
thetic and/or natural noise for NMT using black-
box methods. Cheng et al. (2018) proposed adver-
sarial stability training to improve the robustness
on arbitrary noise type. Ebrahimi et al. (2018a)
used white-box methods to generate adversarial
examples on character-level NMT. Different from
prior work, our work uses a white-box method for
the word-level NMT model and introduces a new
method using doubly adversarial inputs to both at-
tach and defend the model.

We noticed that Michel and Neubig (2018) pro-
posed a dataset for testing the machine translation
on noisy text. Meanwhile they adopt a domain
adaptation method to first train a NMT model on
a clean dataset and then finetune it on noisy data.
This is different from our setting in which no noisy
training data is available. Another difference is
that one of our primary goals is to improve NMT
models on the standard clean test data. This differs
from Michel and Neubig (2018) whose goal is to
improve models on noisy test data. We leave the
extension to their setting for future work.
Adversarial Examples Generation Our work is
inspired by adversarial examples generation, a
popular research area in computer vision, e.g. in
(Szegedy et al., 2014; Goodfellow et al., 2015;
Moosavi-Dezfooli et al., 2016). In NLP, many au-
thors endeavored to apply similar ideas to a vari-
ety of NLP tasks, such as text classification (Miy-
ato et al., 2017; Ebrahimi et al., 2018b), machine
comprehension (Jia and Liang, 2017), dialogue
generation (Li et al., 2017), machine translation
(Belinkov and Bisk, 2018), etc. Closely related
to (Miyato et al., 2017) which attacked the text
classification models in the embedding space, ours
generates adversarial examples based on discrete
word replacements. The experiments show that
ours achieve better performance on both clean and
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noisy data.
Data Augmentation Our approach can be viewed
as a data-augmentation technique using adversar-
ial examples. In fact, incorporating monolingual
corpora into NMT has been an important topic
(Sennrich et al., 2016b; Cheng et al., 2016; He
et al., 2016; Edunov et al., 2018). There are
also papers augmenting a standard dataset based
on the parallel corpora by dropping words (Sen-
nrich et al., 2016a), replacing words (Wang et al.,
2018), editing rare words (Fadaee et al., 2017),
etc. Different from these about data-augmentation
techniques, our approach is only trained on par-
allel corpora and outperforms a representative
data-augmentation work (Sennrich et al., 2016b)
trained with extra monolingual data. When mono-
lingual data is included, our approach yields fur-
ther improvements.

6 Conclusion

In this work, we have presented an approach to im-
proving the robustness of the NMT models with
doubly adversarial inputs. We have also intro-
duced a white-box method to generate adversar-
ial examples for NMT. Experimental results on
Chinese-English and English-German translation
tasks demonstrate the capability of our approach
to improving both the translation performance and
the robustness. In future work, we plan to explore
the direction to generate more natural adversarial
examples dispensing with word replacements and
more advanced defense approaches such as cur-
riculum learning (Jiang et al., 2018, 2015).
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Abstract

Neural Machine Translation (NMT) generates
target words sequentially in the way of pre-
dicting the next word conditioned on the con-
text words. At training time, it predicts with
the ground truth words as context while at in-
ference it has to generate the entire sequence
from scratch. This discrepancy of the fed con-
text leads to error accumulation among the
way. Furthermore, word-level training re-
quires strict matching between the generated
sequence and the ground truth sequence which
leads to overcorrection over different but rea-
sonable translations. In this paper, we ad-
dress these issues by sampling context words
not only from the ground truth sequence but
also from the predicted sequence by the model
during training, where the predicted sequence
is selected with a sentence-level optimum.
Experiment results on Chinese→English and
WMT’14 English→German translation tasks
demonstrate that our approach can achieve sig-
nificant improvements on multiple datasets.

1 Introduction

Neural Machine Translation has shown promising
results and drawn more attention recently. Most
NMT models fit in the encoder-decoder frame-
work, including the RNN-based (Sutskever et al.,
2014; Bahdanau et al., 2015; Meng and Zhang,
2019), the CNN-based (Gehring et al., 2017) and
the attention-based (Vaswani et al., 2017) mod-
els, which predict the next word conditioned on
the previous context words, deriving a language
model over target words. The scenario is at train-
ing time the ground truth words are used as context
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while at inference the entire sequence is generated
by the resulting model on its own and hence the
previous words generated by the model are fed as
context. As a result, the predicted words at train-
ing and inference are drawn from different dis-
tributions, namely, from the data distribution as
opposed to the model distribution. This discrep-
ancy, called exposure bias (Ranzato et al., 2015),
leads to a gap between training and inference. As
the target sequence grows, the errors accumulate
among the sequence and the model has to predict
under the condition it has never met at training
time.

Intuitively, to address this problem, the model
should be trained to predict under the same con-
dition it will face at inference. Inspired by DATA

AS DEMONSTRATOR (DAD) (Venkatraman et al.,
2015), feeding as context both ground truth words
and the predicted words during training can be
a solution. NMT models usually optimize the
cross-entropy loss which requires a strict pairwise
matching at the word level between the predicted
sequence and the ground truth sequence. Once
the model generates a word deviating from the
ground truth sequence, the cross-entropy loss will
correct the error immediately and draw the re-
maining generation back to the ground truth se-
quence. However, this causes a new problem. A
sentence usually has multiple reasonable transla-
tions and it cannot be said that the model makes a
mistake even if it generates a word different from
the ground truth word. For example,

reference: We should comply with the rule.
cand1: We should abide with the rule.
cand2: We should abide by the law.
cand3: We should abide by the rule.
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once the model generates “abide” as the third
target word, the cross-entropy loss would force
the model to generate “with” as the fourth word
(as cand1) so as to produce larger sentence-level
likelihood and be in line with the reference,
although “by” is the right choice. Then, “with”
will be fed as context to generate “the rule”, as
a result, the model is taught to generate “abide
with the rule” which actually is wrong. The
translation cand1 can be treated as overcorrection
phenomenon. Another potential error is that even
the model predicts the right word “by” following
“abide”, when generating subsequent translation,
it may produce “the law” improperly by feeding
“by” (as cand2). Assume the references and the
training criterion let the model memorize the
pattern of the phrase “the rule” always following
the word “with”, to help the model recover from
the two kinds of errors and create the correct
translation like cand3, we should feed “with” as
context rather than “by” even when the previous
predicted phrase is “abide by”. We refer to this
solution as Overcorrection Recovery (OR).

In this paper, we present a method to bridge the
gap between training and inference and improve
the overcorrection recovery capability of NMT.
Our method first selects oracle words from its pre-
dicted words and then samples as context from the
oracle words and ground truth words. Meanwhile,
the oracle words are selected not only with a word-
by-word greedy search but also with a sentence-
level evaluation, e.g. BLEU, which allows greater
flexibility under the pairwise matching restriction
of cross-entropy. At the beginning of training, the
model selects as context ground truth words at a
greater probability. As the model converges grad-
ually, oracle words are chosen as context more
often. In this way, the training process changes
from a fully guided scheme towards a less guided
scheme. Under this mechanism, the model has the
chance to learn to handle the mistakes made at in-
ference and also has the ability to recover from
overcorrection over alternative translations. We
verify our approach on both the RNNsearch model
and the stronger Transformer model. The results
show that our approach can significantly improve
the performance on both models.

2 RNN-based NMT Model

Our method can be applied in a variety of NMT
models. Without loss of generality, we take the

RNN-based NMT (Bahdanau et al., 2015) as an
example to introduce our method. Assume the
source sequence and the observed translation are
x = {x1, · · · , x|x|} and y∗ = {y∗1, · · · , y∗|y∗|}.

Encoder. A bidirectional Gated Recurrent Unit
(GRU) (Cho et al., 2014) is used to acquire two
sequences of hidden states, the annotation of xi
is hi = [

−→
h i;
←−
h i]. Note that exi is employed to

represent the embedding vector of the word xi.

−→
h i = GRU(exi ,

−→
h i−1) (1)

←−
h i = GRU(exi ,

←−
h i+1) (2)

Attention. The attention is designed to extract
source information (called source context vector).
At the j-th step, the relevance between the target
word y∗j and the i-th source word is evaluated and
normalized over the source sequence

rij = vTa tanh (Wasj−1 +Uahi) (3)

αij =
exp (rij)∑|x|

i′=1 exp
(
ri′j
) (4)

The source context vector is the weighted sum of
all source annotations and can be calculated by

cj =
∑|x|

i=1
αijhi (5)

Decoder. The decoder employs a variant of
GRU to unroll the target information. At the j-th
step, the target hidden state sj is given by

sj = GRU(ey∗j−1
, sj−1, cj) (6)

The probability distribution Pj over all the words
in the target vocabulary is produced conditioned
on the embedding of the previous ground truth
word, the source context vector and the hidden
state

tj = g
(
ey∗j−1

, cj , sj

)
(7)

oj = Wotj (8)

Pj = softmax (oj) (9)

where g stands for a linear transformation, Wo is
used to map tj to oj so that each target word has
one corresponding dimension in oj .

3 Approach

The main framework (as shown in Figure 1) of our
method is to feed as context either the ground truth
words or the previous predicted words, i.e. oracle
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Figure 1: The architecture of our method.

words, with a certain probability. This potentially
can reduce the gap between training and inference
by training the model to handle the situation which
will appear during test time. We will introduce two
methods to select the oracle words. One method is
to select the oracle words at the word level with a
greedy search algorithm, and another is to select
a oracle sequence at the sentence-level optimum.
The sentence-level oracle provides an option of n-
gram matching with the ground truth sequence and
hence inherently has the ability of recovering from
overcorrection for the alternative context. To pre-
dict the j-th target word yj , the following steps are
involved in our approach:

1. Select an oracle word yoraclej−1 (at word level or
sentence level) at the {j−1}-th step. (Section
Oracle Word Selection)

2. Sample from the ground truth word y∗j−1 with
a probability of p or from the oracle word
yoraclej−1 with a probability of 1−p. (Section
Sampling with Decay)

3. Use the sampled word as yj−1 and replace
the y∗j−1 in Equation (6) and (7) with yj−1,
then perform the following prediction of the
attention-based NMT.

3.1 Oracle Word Selection
Generally, at the j-th step, the NMT model needs
the ground truth word y∗j−1 as the context word to
predict yj , thus, we could select an oracle word
yoraclej−1 to simulate the context word. The oracle
word should be a word similar to the ground truth
or a synonym. Using different strategies will pro-
duce a different oracle word yoraclej−1 . One option is
that word-level greedy search could be employed
to output the oracle word of each step, which is
called Word-level Oracle (called WO). Besides,
we can further optimize the oracle by enlarging
the search space with beam search and then re-
ranking the candidate translations with a sentence-
level metric, e.g. BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002),

Logistic regression

classifier

···

1-best

Predicted Score

yoracle
j−1

Figure 2: Word-level oracle without noise.

GLEU (Wu et al., 2016), ROUGE (Lin, 2004), etc,
the selected translation is called oracle sentence,
the words in the translation are Sentence-level Or-
acle (denoted as SO).

Word-Level Oracle
For the {j−1}-th decoding step, the direct way to
select the word-level oracle is to pick the word
with the highest probability from the word dis-
tribution Pj−1 drawn by Equation (9), which is
shown in Figure 2. The predicted score in oj−1 is
the value before the softmax operation. In prac-
tice, we can acquire more robust word-level or-
acles by introducing the Gumbel-Max technique
(Gumbel, 1954; Maddison et al., 2014), which
provides a simple and efficient way to sample from
a categorical distribution.

The Gumbel noise, treated as a form of regular-
ization, is added to oj−1 in Equation (8), as shown
in Figure 3, then softmax function is performed,
the word distribution of yj−1 is approximated by

η = − log (− log u) (10)

õj−1 = (oj−1 + η) /τ (11)

P̃j−1 = softmax (õj−1) (12)

where η is the Gumbel noise calculated from a uni-
form random variable u ∼ U(0, 1), τ is tempera-
ture. As τ approaches 0, the softmax function is
similar to the argmax operation, and it becomes
uniform distribution gradually when τ → ∞.
Similarly, according to P̃j−1, the 1-best word is
selected as the word-level oracle word

yoraclej−1 = yWO
j−1 = argmax

(
P̃j−1

)
(13)

Note that the Gumbel noise is just used to select
the oracle and it does not affect the loss function
for training.

Sentence-Level Oracle
The sentence-level oracle is employed to allow for
more flexible translation with n-gram matching re-
quired by a sentence-level metric. In this paper,
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Figure 3: Word-level oracle with Gumbel noise.

we employ BLEU as the sentence-level metric. To
select the sentence-level oracles, we first perform
beam search for all sentences in each batch, as-
suming beam size is k, and get k-best candidate
translations. In the process of beam search, we
also could apply the Gumbel noise for each word
generation. We then evaluate each translation by
calculating its BLEU score with the ground truth
sequence, and use the translation with the highest
BLEU score as the oracle sentence. We denote it
as yS = (yS1 , ..., y

S
|yS|), then at the j-th decoding

step, we define the sentence-level oracle word as

yoraclej−1 = ySOj−1 = ySj−1 (14)

But a problem comes with sentence-level oracle.
As the model samples from ground truth word and
the sentence-level oracle word at each step, the
two sequences should have the same number of
words. However we can not assure this with the
naive beam search decoding algorithm. Based on
the above problem, we introduce force decoding to
make sure the two sequences have the same length.

Force Decoding. As the length of the ground
truth sequence is |y∗|, the goal of force decod-
ing is to generate a sequence with |y∗| words fol-
lowed by a special end-of-sentence (EOS) symbol.
Therefore, in beam search, once a candidate trans-
lation tends to end with EOS when it is shorter or
longer than |y∗|, we will force it to generate |y∗|
words, that is,

• If the candidate translation gets a word distri-
bution Pj at the j-th step where j 6 |y∗| and
EOS is the top first word in Pj , then we select
the top second word in Pj as the j-th word of
this candidate translation.

• If the candidate translation gets a word distri-
bution P|y∗|+1 at the {|y∗|+1}-th step where
EOS is not the top first word in P|y∗|+1, then
we select EOS as the {|y∗|+1}-th word of
this candidate translation.

In this way, we can make sure that all the k can-
didate translations have |y∗| words, then re-rank

the k candidates according to BLEU score and se-
lect the top first as the oracle sentence. For adding
Gumbel noise into the sentence-level oracle selec-
tion, we replace the Pj with P̃j at the j-th decod-
ing step during force decoding.

3.2 Sampling with Decay
In our method, we employ a sampling mechanism
to randomly select the ground truth word y∗j−1 or
the oracle word yoraclej−1 as yj−1. At the beginning
of training, as the model is not well trained, us-
ing yoraclej−1 as yj−1 too often would lead to very
slow convergence, even being trapped into local
optimum. On the other hand, at the end of train-
ing, if the context yj−1 is still selected from the
ground truth word y∗j−1 at a large probability, the
model is not fully exposed to the circumstance
which it has to confront at inference and hence can
not know how to act in the situation at inference.
In this sense, the probability p of selecting from
the ground truth word can not be fixed, but has
to decrease progressively as the training advances.
At the beginning, p=1, which means the model is
trained entirely based on the ground truth words.
As the model converges gradually, the model se-
lects from the oracle words more often.

Borrowing ideas from but being different
from Bengio et al. (2015) which used a schedule to
decrease p as a function of the index of mini-batch,
we define p with a decay function dependent on
the index of training epochs e (starting from 0)

p =
µ

µ+ exp (e/µ)
(15)

where µ is a hyper-parameter. The function is
strictly monotone decreasing. As the training pro-
ceeds, the probability p of feeding ground truth
words decreases gradually.

3.3 Training
After selecting yj−1 by using the above method,
we can get the word distribution of yj according
to Equation (6), (7), (8) and (9). We do not add
the Gumbel noise to the distribution when calcu-
lating loss for training. The objective is to maxi-
mize the probability of the ground truth sequence
based on maximum likelihood estimation (MLE).
Thus following loss function is minimized:

L (θ) = −
∑N

n=1

∑|yn|
j=1

logPnj
[
ynj
]

(16)

where N is the number of sentence pairs in the
training data, |yn| indicates the length of the n-th
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ground truth sentence, Pnj refers to the predicted
probability distribution at the j-th step for the n-th
sentence, hence Pnj

[
ynj

]
is the probability of gen-

erating the ground truth word ynj at the j-th step.

4 Related Work

Some other researchers have noticed the prob-
lem of exposure bias in NMT and tried to solve
it. Venkatraman et al. (2015) proposed DATA

AS DEMONSTRATOR (DAD) which initialized
the training examples as the paired two adjacent
ground truth words and at each step added the pre-
dicted word paired with the next ground truth word
as a new training example. Bengio et al. (2015)
further developed the method by sampling as con-
text from the previous ground truth word and the
previous predicted word with a changing probabil-
ity, not treating them equally in the whole training
process. This is similar to our method, but they
do not include the sentence-level oracle to relieve
the overcorrection problem and neither the noise
perturbations on the predicted distribution.

Another direction of attempts is the sentence-
level training with the thinking that the sentence-
level metric, e.g., BLEU, brings a certain de-
gree of flexibility for generation and hence is
more robust to mitigate the exposure bias problem.
To avoid the problem of exposure bias, Ranzato
et al. (2015) presented a novel algorithm Mixed
Incremental Cross-Entropy Reinforce (MIXER)
for sequence-level training, which directly op-
timized the sentence-level BLEU used at infer-
ence. Shen et al. (2016) introduced the Minimum
Risk Training (MRT) into the end-to-end NMT
model, which optimized model parameters by
minimizing directly the expected loss with respect
to arbitrary evaluation metrics, e.g., sentence-level
BLEU. Shao et al. (2018) proposed to eliminate
the exposure bias through a probabilistic n-gram
matching objective, which trains NMT NMT un-
der the greedy decoding strategy.

5 Experiments

We carry out experiments on the NIST
Chinese→English (Zh→En) and the WMT’14
English→German (En→De) translation tasks.

5.1 Settings

For Zh→En, the training dataset consists of 1.25M
sentence pairs extracted from LDC corpora1. We
choose the NIST 2002 (MT02) dataset as the val-
idation set, which has 878 sentences, and the
NIST 2003 (MT03), NIST 2004 (MT04), NIST
2005 (MT05) and NIST 2006 (MT06) datasets
as the test sets, which contain 919, 1788, 1082
and 1664 sentences respectively. For En→De,
we perform our experiments on the corpus pro-
vided by WMT’14, which contains 4.5M sentence
pairs2. We use the newstest2013 as the validation
set, and the newstest2014 as the test sets, which
containing 3003 and 2737 sentences respectively.
We measure the translation quality with BLEU
scores (Papineni et al., 2002). For Zh→En, case-
insensitive BLEU score is calculated by using the
mteval-v11b.pl script. For En→De, we tokenize
the references and evaluate the performance with
case-sensitive BLEU score by the multi-bleu.pl
script. The metrics are exactly the same as in pre-
vious work. Besides, we make statistical signifi-
cance test according to the method of Collins et al.
(2005).

In training the NMT model, we limit the source
and target vocabulary to the most frequent 30K
words for both sides in the Zh→En translation
task, covering approximately 97.7% and 99.3%
words of two corpus respectively. For the En→De
translation task, sentences are encoded using byte-
pair encoding (BPE) (Sennrich et al., 2016) with
37k merging operations for both source and tar-
get languages, which have vocabularies of 39418
and 40274 tokens respectively. We limit the length
of sentences in the training datasets to 50 words
for Zh→En and 128 subwords for En→De. For
RNNSearch model, the dimension of word em-
bedding and hidden layer is 512, and the beam
size in testing is 10. All parameters are initialized
by the uniform distribution over [−0.1, 0.1]. The
mini-batch stochastic gradient descent (SGD) al-
gorithm is employed to train the model parameters
with batch size setting to 80. Moreover, the learn-
ing rate is adjusted by adadelta optimizer (Zeiler,
2012) with ρ=0.95 and ε=1e-6. Dropout is applied
on the output layer with dropout rate being 0.5.
For Transformer model, we train base model with

1These sentence pairs are mainly extracted from
LDC2002E18, LDC2003E07, LDC2003E14, Hansards por-
tion of LDC2004T07, LDC2004T08 and LDC2005T06

2http://www.statmt.org/wmt14/
translation-task.html
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Systems Architecture MT03 MT04 MT05 MT06 Average
Existing end-to-end NMT systems

Tu et al. (2016) Coverage 33.69 38.05 35.01 34.83 35.40
Shen et al. (2016) MRT 37.41 39.87 37.45 36.80 37.88
Zhang et al. (2017) Distortion 37.93 40.40 36.81 35.77 37.73

Our end-to-end NMT systems

this work

RNNsearch 37.93 40.53 36.65 35.80 37.73
+ SS-NMT 38.82 41.68 37.28 37.98 38.94
+ MIXER 38.70 40.81 37.59 38.38 38.87
+ OR-NMT 40.40‡†? 42.63‡†? 38.87‡†? 38.44‡ 40.09

Transformer 46.89 47.88 47.40 46.66 47.21
+ word oracle 47.42 48.34 47.89 47.34 47.75
+ sentence oracle 48.31∗ 49.40∗ 48.72∗ 48.45∗ 48.72

Table 1: Case-insensitive BLEU scores (%) on Zh→En translation task. “‡”, “†”, “?” and “∗” indicate statistically
significant difference (p<0.01) from RNNsearch, SS-NMT, MIXER and Transformer, respectively.

default settings (fairseq3).

5.2 Systems

The following systems are involved:

RNNsearch: Our implementation of an im-
proved model as described in Section 2, where
the decoder employs two GRUs and an attention.
Specifically, Equation 6 is substituted with:

s̃j = GRU1(ey∗j−1
, sj−1) (17)

sj = GRU2(cj , s̃j) (18)

Besides, in Equation 3, sj−1 is replaced with s̃j−1.

SS-NMT: Our implementation of the scheduled
sampling (SS) method (Bengio et al., 2015) on the
basis of the RNNsearch. The decay scheme is the
same as Equation 15 in our approach.

MIXER: Our implementation of the mixed in-
cremental cross-entropy reinforce (Ranzato et al.,
2015), where the sentence-level metric is BLEU
and the average reward is acquired according to
its offline method with a 1-layer linear regressor.

OR-NMT: Based on the RNNsearch, we intro-
duced the word-level oracles, sentence-level ora-
cles and the Gumbel noises to enhance the over-
correction recovery capacity. For the sentence-
level oracle selection, we set the beam size to be 3,
set τ=0.5 in Equation (11) and µ=12 for the decay
function in Equation (15). OR-NMT is the abbre-
viation of NMT with Overcorrection Recovery.

3https://github.com/pytorch/fairseq

5.3 Results on Zh→En Translation
We verify our method on two baseline models with
the NIST Zh→En datasets in this section.

Results on the RNNsearch
As shown in Table 1, Tu et al. (2016) propose to
model coverage in RNN-based NMT to improve
the adequacy of translations. Shen et al. (2016)
propose minimum risk training (MRT) for NMT
to directly optimize model parameters with respect
to BLEU scores. Zhang et al. (2017) model dis-
tortion to enhance the attention model. Compared
with them, our baseline system RNNsearch 1) out-
performs previous shallow RNN-based NMT sys-
tem equipped with the coverage model (Tu et al.,
2016); and 2) achieves competitive performance
with the MRT (Shen et al., 2016) and the Distor-
tion (Zhang et al., 2017) on the same datasets. We
hope that the strong shallow baseline system used
in this work makes the evaluation convincing.

We also compare with the other two related
methods that aim at solving the exposure bias
problem, including the scheduled sampling (Ben-
gio et al., 2015) (SS-NMT) and the sentence-
level training (Ranzato et al., 2015) (MIXER).
From Table 1, we can see that both SS-NMT and
MIXER can achieve improvements by taking mea-
sures to mitigate the exposure bias. While our
approach OR-NMT can outperform the baseline
system RNNsearch and the competitive compar-
ison systems by directly incorporate the sentence-
level oracle and noise perturbations for relieving
the overcorrection problem. Particularly, our OR-
NMT significantly outperforms the RNNsearch
by +2.36 BLEU points averagely on four test
datasets. Comparing with the two related models,
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Systems Average
RNNsearch 37.73

+ word oracle 38.94
+ noise 39.50

+ sentence oracle 39.56
+ noise 40.09

Table 2: Factor analysis on Zh→En translation, the re-
sults are average BLEU scores on MT03∼06 datasets.

our approach further gives a significant improve-
ments on most test sets and achieves improvement
by about +1.2 BLEU points on average.

Results on the Transformer

The methods we propose can also be adapted
to the stronger Transformer model. The evalu-
ated results are listed in Table 1. Our word-level
method can improve the base model by +0.54
BLEU points on average, and the sentence-level
method can further bring in +1.0 BLEU points im-
provement.

5.4 Factor Analysis

We propose several strategies to improve the per-
formance of approach on relieving the overcorrec-
tion problem, including utilizing the word-level
oracle, the sentence-level oracle, and incorporat-
ing the Gumbel noise for oracle selection. To in-
vestigate the influence of these factors, we conduct
the experiments and list the results in Table 2.

When only employing the word-level oracle, the
translation performance was improved by +1.21
BLEU points, this indicates that feeding pre-
dicted words as context can mitigate exposure
bias. When employing the sentence-level oracle,
we can further achieve +0.62 BLEU points im-
provement. It shows that the sentence-level oracle
performs better than the word-level oracle in terms
of BLEU. We conjecture that the superiority may
come from a greater flexibility for word genera-
tion which can mitigate the problem of overcor-
rection. By incorporating the Gumbel noise dur-
ing the generation of the word-level and sentence-
level oracle words, the BLEU score are further im-
proved by 0.56 and 0.53 respectively. This indi-
cates Gumbel noise can help the selection of each
oracle word, which is consistent with our claim
that Gumbel-Max provides a efficient and robust
way to sample from a categorical distribution.

Figure 4: Training loss curves on Zh→En translation
with different factors. The black, blue and red colors
represent the RNNsearch, RNNsearch with word-level
oracle and RNNsearch with sentence-level oracle sys-
tems respectively.

Figure 5: Trends of BLEU scores on the validation set
with different factors on the Zh→En translation task.

5.5 About Convergence

In this section, we analyze the influence of differ-
ent factors for the convergence. Figure 4 gives the
training loss curves of the RNNsearch, word-level
oracle (WO) without noise and sentence-level or-
acle (SO) with noise. In training, BLEU score
on the validation set is used to select the best
model, a detailed comparison among the BLEU
score curves under different factors is shown in
Figure 5. RNNsearch converges fast and achieves
the best result at the 7-th epoch, while the train-
ing loss continues to decline after the 7-th epoch
until the end. Thus, the training of RNNsearch
may encounter the overfitting problem. Figure 4
and 5 also reveal that, integrating the oracle sam-
pling and the Gumbel noise leads to a little slower
convergence and the training loss does not keep
decreasing after the best results appear on the val-
idation set. This is consistent with our intuition
that oracle sampling and noises can avoid overfit-
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Figure 6: Trends of BLEU scores on the MT03 test set
with different factors on the Zh→En translation task.

ting despite needs a longer time to converge.
Figure 6 shows the BLEU scores curves on the

MT03 test set under different factors4. When sam-
pling oracles with noise (τ=0.5) on the sentence
level, we obtain the best model. Without noise,
our system converges to a lower BLEU score. This
can be understood easily that using its own re-
sults repeatedly during training without any reg-
ularization will lead to overfitting and quick con-
vergence. In this sense, our method benefits from
the sentence-level sampling and Gumbel noise.

5.6 About Length

Figure 7 shows the BLEU scores of generated
translations on the MT03 test set with respect to
the lengths of the source sentences. In partic-
ular, we split the translations for the MT03 test
set into different bins according to the length of
source sentences, then test the BLEU scores for
translations in each bin separately with the results
reported in Figure 7. Our approach can achieve
big improvements over the baseline system in all
bins, especially in the bins (10,20], (40,50] and
(70,80] of the super-long sentences. The cross-
entropy loss requires that the predicted sequence
is exactly the same as the ground truth sequence
which is more difficult to achieve for long sen-
tences, while our sentence-level oracle can help
recover from this kind of overcorrection.

5.7 Effect on Exposure Bias

To validate whether the improvements is mainly
obtained by addressing the exposure bias prob-
lem, we randomly select 1K sentence pairs from

4Note that the “SO” model without noise is trained based
on the pre-trained RNNsearch model (as shown by the red
dashed lines in Figure 5 and 6).

Figure 7: Performance comparison on the MT03 test
set with respect to the different lengths of source sen-
tences on the Zh→En translation task.

the Zh→En training data, and use the pre-trained
RNNSearch model and proposed model to de-
code the source sentences. The BLEU score of
RNNSearch model was 24.87, while our model
produced +2.18 points. We then count the ground
truth words whose probabilities in the predicted
distributions produced by our model are greater
than those produced by the baseline model, and
mark the number as N . There are totally 28, 266
gold words in the references, and N=18, 391.
The proportion is 18, 391/28, 266=65.06%, which
could verify the improvements are mainly ob-
tained by addressing the exposure bias problem.

5.8 Results on En→De Translation

Systems newstest2014

RNNsearch 25.82
+ SS-NMT 26.50
+ MIXER 26.76
+ OR-NMT 27.41‡

Transformer (base) 27.34
+ SS-NMT 28.05
+ MIXER 27.98
+ OR-NMT 28.65‡

Table 3: Case-sensitive BLEU scores (%) on En→De
task. The “‡” indicates the results are significantly bet-
ter (p<0.01) than RNNsearch and Transformer.

We also evaluate our approach on the WMT’14
benchmarks on the En→De translation task. From
the results listed in Table 3, we conclude that
the proposed method significantly outperforms the
competitive baseline model as well as related ap-
proaches. Similar with results on the Zh→En task,
both scheduled sampling and MIXER could im-
prove the two baseline systems. Our method im-
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proves the RNNSearch and Transformer baseline
models by +1.59 and +1.31 BLEU points respec-
tively. These results demonstrate that our model
works well across different language pairs.

6 Conclusion

The end-to-end NMT model generates a transla-
tion word by word with the ground truth words
as context at training time as opposed to the pre-
vious words generated by the model as context
at inference. To mitigate the discrepancy be-
tween training and inference, when predicting one
word, we feed as context either the ground truth
word or the previous predicted word with a sam-
pling scheme. The predicted words, referred to
as oracle words, can be generated with the word-
level or sentence-level optimization. Compared to
word-level oracle, sentence-level oracle can fur-
ther equip the model with the ability of overcor-
rection recovery. To make the model fully ex-
posed to the circumstance at reference, we sam-
ple the context word with decay from the ground
truth words. We verified the effectiveness of our
method with two strong baseline models and re-
lated works on the real translation tasks, achieved
significant improvement on all the datasets. We
also conclude that the sentence-level oracle show
superiority over the word-level oracle.
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Abstract

While most neural machine translation (NMT)
systems are still trained using maximum like-
lihood estimation, recent work has demon-
strated that optimizing systems to directly im-
prove evaluation metrics such as BLEU can
substantially improve final translation accu-
racy. However, training with BLEU has some
limitations: it doesn’t assign partial credit, it
has a limited range of output values, and it
can penalize semantically correct hypotheses
if they differ lexically from the reference. In
this paper, we introduce an alternative reward
function for optimizing NMT systems that is
based on recent work in semantic similarity.
We evaluate on four disparate languages trans-
lated to English, and find that training with our
proposed metric results in better translations as
evaluated by BLEU, semantic similarity, and
human evaluation, and also that the optimiza-
tion procedure converges faster. Analysis sug-
gests that this is because the proposed metric
is more conducive to optimization, assigning
partial credit and providing more diversity in
scores than BLEU.1

1 Introduction

In neural machine translation (NMT) and other
natural language generation tasks, it is common
practice to improve likelihood-trained models by
further tuning their parameters to explicitly max-
imize an automatic metric of system accuracy –
for example, BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) or ME-
TEOR (Denkowski and Lavie, 2014). Directly op-
timizing accuracy metrics involves backpropagat-
ing through discrete decoding decisions, and thus
is typically accomplished with structured predic-
tion techniques like reinforcement learning (Ran-
zato et al., 2016), minimum risk training (Shen

1Code and data to replicate results are available at
https://www.cs.cmu.edu/˜jwieting.

et al., 2015), and other specialized methods (Wise-
man and Rush, 2016). Generally, these methods
work by repeatedly generating a translation under
the current parameters (via decoding, sampling, or
loss-augmented decoding), comparing the gener-
ated translation to the reference, receiving some
reward based on their similarity, and finally updat-
ing model parameters to increase future rewards.

In the vast majority of work, discriminative
training has focused on optimizing BLEU (or its
sentence-factored approximation). This is not sur-
prising given that BLEU is the standard metric for
system comparison at test time. However, BLEU
is not without problems when used as a training
criterion. Specifically, since BLEU is based on
n-gram precision, it aggressively penalizes lexical
differences even when candidates might be syn-
onymous with or similar to the reference: if an
n-gram does not exactly match a sub-sequence of
the reference, it receives no credit. While the pes-
simistic nature of BLEU differs from human judg-
ments and is therefore problematic, it may, in prac-
tice, pose a more substantial problem for a dif-
ferent reason: BLEU is difficult to optimize be-
cause it does not assign partial credit. As a re-
sult, learning cannot hill-climb through interme-
diate hypotheses with high synonymy or semantic
similarity, but low n-gram overlap. Furthermore,
where BLEU does assign credit, the objective is
often flat: a wide variety of candidate translations
can have the same degree of overlap with the ref-
erence and therefore receive the same score. This,
again, makes optimization difficult because gradi-
ents in this region give poor guidance.

In this paper we propose SIMILE, a simple al-
ternative to matching-based metrics like BLEU
for use in discriminative NMT training. As a
new reward, we introduce a measure of semantic
similarity between the generated hypotheses and
the reference translations evaluated by an embed-
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ding model trained on a large external corpus of
paraphrase data. Using an embedding model to
evaluate similarity allows the range of possible
scores to be continuous and, as a result, introduces
fine-grained distinctions between similar transla-
tions. This allows for partial credit and reduces
the penalties on semantically correct but lexically
different translations. Moreover, since the output
of SIMILE is continuous, it provides more infor-
mative gradients during the optimization process
by distinguishing between candidates that would
be similarly scored under matching-based metrics
like BLEU. Lastly, we show in our analysis that
SIMILE has an additional benefit over BLEU by
translating words with heavier semantic content
more accurately.

To define an exact metric, we reference the bur-
geoning field of research aimed at measuring se-
mantic textual similarity (STS) between two sen-
tences (Le and Mikolov, 2014; Pham et al., 2015;
Wieting et al., 2016; Hill et al., 2016; Conneau
et al., 2017; Pagliardini et al., 2017). Specifically,
we start with the method of Wieting and Gimpel
(2018), which learns paraphrastic sentence repre-
sentations using a contrastive loss and a parallel
corpus induced by backtranslating bitext. Wieting
and Gimpel showed that simple models that av-
erage word or character trigram embeddings can
be highly effective for semantic similarity. The
strong performance, domain robustness, and com-
putationally efficiency of these models make them
highly attractive. For the purpose of discrimina-
tive NMT training, we augment these basic models
with two modifications: we add a length penalty
to avoid short translations, and compose the em-
beddings of subword units, rather than words or
character trigrams, in order to compute similarity.
We find that using subword units also yields better
performance on the STS evaluations and is more
efficient than character trigrams.

We conduct experiments with our new metric
on the 2018 WMT (Bojar et al., 2018) test sets,
translating four languages, Czech, German, Rus-
sian, and Turkish, into English. Results demon-
strate that optimizing SIMILE during training re-
sults in not only improvements in the same metric
during test, but also in consistent improvements in
BLEU. Further, we conduct a human study to eval-
uate system outputs and find significant improve-
ments in human-judged translation quality for all
but one language. Finally, we provide an analysis

of our results in order to give insight into the ob-
served gains in performance. Tuning for metrics
other than BLEU has not (to our knowledge) been
extensively examined for NMT, and we hope this
paper provides a first step towards broader consid-
eration of training metrics for NMT.

2 SIMILE Reward Function

Since our goal is to develop a continuous metric
of sentence similarity, we borrow from a line of
work focused on domain agnostic semantic simi-
larity metrics. We motivate our choice for apply-
ing this line of work to training translation models
in Section 2.1. Then in Section 2.2, we describe
how we train our similarity metric (SIM), how we
compute our length penalty, and how we tie these
two terms together to form SIMILE.

2.1 SIMILE

Our SIMILE metric is based on the sentence simi-
larity metric of Wieting and Gimpel (2018), which
we choose as a starting point because it has state-
of-the-art unsupervised performance on a host of
domains for semantic textual similarity.2 Both be-
ing unsupervised and fairly domain agnostic imply
that it generalizes well to unseen examples in con-
trast to supervised methods which are often im-
bued with the bias of their training data.

Model. Our sentence encoder g averages 300 di-
mensional subword unit3 embeddings to create a
sentence representation. The similarity of two sen-
tences, SIM, is obtained by encoding both with g
and then calculating their cosine similarity.

Training. We follow Wieting and Gimpel
(2018) in learning the parameters of the encoder
g. The training data is a set S of paraphrase pairs4

〈s, s′〉 and we use a margin-based loss:

`(s, s′) = max(0, δ − cos(g(s), g(s′))

+ cos(g(s), g(t)))

2In semantic textual similarity the goal is to produce
scores that correlate with human judgments on the degree to
which two sentences have the same semantics. In embedding
based models, including the models used in this paper, the
score is produced by the cosine of the two sentence embed-
dings.

3We use SentencePiece which is available at https://
github.com/google/sentencepiece.

4We use 16.77 million paraphrase pairs extracted from
the ParaNMT corpus (Wieting and Gimpel, 2018). Recently,
in (Wieting et al., 2019) it has been shown that strong per-
formance on semantic similarity tasks can also be achieved
using bitext directly without the need for backtranslation.
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Model 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
SIM 69.3 64.1 77.2 80.3 78.6
SIMILE 70.1 59.8 74.7 79.4 77.8
Wieting and Gimpel (2018) 67.8 62.8 76.9 79.8 76.8
BLEU 39.2 29.5 42.8 49.8 47.4
METEOR 53.4 47.6 63.7 68.8 61.8
STS 1st Place 64.8 62.0 74.3 79.0 77.7
STS 2nd Place 63.4 59.1 74.2 78.0 75.7
STS 3rd Place 64.1 58.3 74.3 77.8 75.7

Table 1: Comparison of the semantic similarity model
used in this paper (SIM) with a number of strong base-
lines including the model of (Wieting and Gimpel,
2018) and the top 3 performing STS systems for each
year.

Model newstest2015 newstest2016
SIM 58.2 53.1
SIMILE 58.4 53.2
BLEU 13.0 9.7
METEOR 58.9 57.2

Table 2: Comparison of models on machine translation
quality evaluation datasets. Scores are in Spearman’s ρ.

where δ is the margin, and t is a negative exam-
ple taken from a mini-batch during optimization.
The intuition is that we want the two texts to be
more similar to each other than to their negative
examples. To select t we choose the most similar
sentence in a collection of mini-batches called a
mega-batch.

Finally, we note that SIM is robust to domain, as
shown by its strong performance on the STS tasks
which cover a broad range of domains. Also, al-
though SIM was trained primarily on subtitles, we
use news data to train and evaluate our NMT mod-
els, showing improved performance over a base-
line using BLEU.

Length Penalty. Our initial experiments showed
that when using just the similarity metric, SIM,
there was nothing preventing the model from
learning to generate long sentences, often at the
expense of repeating words. This is the oppo-
site case from BLEU, where the n-gram preci-
sion is not penalized for generating too few words.
Therefore, in BLEU, a brevity penalty (BP) was
introduced to penalize sentences when they are
shorter than the reference. The penalty is:

BP(r, h) = e
1− |r||h|

where r is the reference and h is the generated hy-
pothesis, with |r| and |h| their respective lengths.
We experimented with modifying this penalty to
only penalize generated sentences that are longer
than the target (so we switch r and h in the equa-

tion). However, we found that this favored short
sentences. We instead penalize a generated sen-
tence if its length differs at all from that of the tar-
get. Therefore, our length penalty is:

LP(r, h) = e
1−max(|r|,|h|)

min(|r|,|h|)

SIMILE. Our final metric, which we refer to as
SIMILE, is defined as follows:

SIMILE = LP(r, h)αSIM(r, h)

In initial experiments we found that performance
could be improved slightly by lessening the influ-
ence of LP, so we tune α over the set {0.25, 0.5}.
Overall, our results were robust to the choice of α,
but there was some benefit from tuning over these
two values.

2.2 Motivation
There is a vast literature on metrics for evaluat-
ing machine translation outputs automatically (For
instancem the WMT metrics task papers like Bo-
jar et al. (2017)). In this paper we demonstrate
that training towards metrics other than BLEU has
significant practical advantages in the context of
NMT. While this could be done with any number
of metrics, in this paper we experiment with a sin-
gle semantic similarity metric, and due to resource
constraints leave a more extensive empirical com-
parison of other evaluation metrics to future work.
That said, we designed SIMILE as a semantic sim-
ilarity model with high accuracy, domain robust-
ness, and computational efficiency to be used in
minimum risk training for machine translation.5

While semantic similarity is not an exact
replacement for measuring machine translation
quality, we argue that it serves as a decent proxy at
least as far as minimum risk training is concerned.
To test this, we compare the similarity metric term
in SIMILE (SIM) to BLEU and METEOR on two
machine quality datasets6 and report their corre-
lation with human judgments in Table 2. Machine
translation quality measures account for more than
semantics as they also capture other factors like
fluency. A manual error analysis and the fact that
the machine translation correlations in Table 2 are

5SIMILE, including time to split the sentence is about 20
times faster than METEOR when code is executed on GPU
(NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080).

6We used the segment level data from newstest2015
and newstest2016 available at http://statmt.org/
wmt18/metrics-task.html. The former contains 7
language pairs and the latter 5.
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close, but the semantic similarity correlations7 in
Table 1 are not, suggest that the difference be-
tween METEOR and SIM largely lies in fluency.
However, not capturing fluency is something that
can be ameliorated by adding a down-weighted
maximum-likelihood (MLE) loss to the minimum
risk loss. This was done by Edunov et al. (2018)
and we use this in our experiments as well.

3 Machine Translation Preliminaries

Architecture. Our model and optimization pro-
cedure are based on prior work on structured
prediction training for neural machine transla-
tion (Edunov et al., 2018) and are implemented in
Fairseq.8 Our architecture follows the paradigm
of an encoder-decoder with soft attention (Bah-
danau et al., 2015) and we use the same ar-
chitecture for each language pair in our experi-
ments. We use gated convolutional encoders and
decoders (Gehring et al., 2017). We use 4 layers
for the encoder and 3 with the decoder, setting the
hidden state size for all layers to 256, and the filter
width of the kernels to 3. We use byte pair encod-
ing (Sennrich et al., 2015), with a vocabulary size
of 40,000 for the combined source and target vo-
cabulary. The dimension of the BPE embeddings
is also set to 256.

Objective Functions. Following (Edunov
et al., 2018), we first train models with
maximum-likelihood with label-smoothing
(LTokLS) (Szegedy et al., 2016; Pereyra et al.,
2017). We set the confidence penalty of label
smoothing to be 0.1. Next, we fine-tune the model
with a weighted average of minimum risk training
(LRisk) (Shen et al., 2015) and (LTokLS), where the
expected risk is defined as:

LRisk =
∑

u∈U(x)
cost(t,u)

p(u|x)∑
u′∈U(x) p(u

′|x)

where u is a candidate hypothesis, U(x) is a set
of candidate hypotheses, and t is the reference.

7Evaluation is on the SemEval Semantic Textual Similar-
ity (STS) datasets from 2012-2016 (Agirre et al., 2012, 2013,
2014, 2015, 2016). In the SemEval STS competitions, teams
create models that need to work well on domains both repre-
sented in the training data and hidden domains revealed at test
time. Our model and those of Wieting and Gimpel (2018), in
contrast to the best performing STS systems, do not use any
manually-labeled training examples nor any other linguistic
resources beyond the ParaNMT corpus (Wieting and Gimpel,
2018).

8Available at https://github.com/pytorch/
fairseq.

Lang. Train Valid Test
cs-en 218,384 6,004 2,983
de-en 284,286 7,147 2,998
ru-en 235,159 7,231 3,000
tr-en 207,678 7,008 3,000

Table 3: Number of sentence pairs in the train-
ing/validation/test sets for all four languages.

Therefore, our fine-tuning objective becomes:

LWeighted = γLTokLS + (1− γ)LRisk

We tune γ from the set {0.2, 0.3} in our exper-
iments. In minimum risk training, we aim to
minimized the expected cost. In our case that is
1 − BLEU(t, h) or 1 − SIMILE(t, h) where t is
the target and h is the generated hypothesis. As
is commonly done, we use a smoothed version of
BLEU by adding 1 to all n-gram counts except
unigram counts. This is to prevent BLEU scores
from being overly sparse (Lin and Och, 2004).
We generate candidates for minimum risk training
from n-best lists with 8 hypotheses without and do
not include the reference in the candidates.

Optimization. We optimize our mod-
els using Nesterov’s accelerated gradient
method (Sutskever et al., 2013) using a learning
rate of 0.25 and momentum of 0.99. Gradients are
renormalized to norm 0.1 (Pascanu et al., 2012).
We train the LTokLS objective for 200 epochs and
the combined objective, LWeighted, for 10. Model
selection is done by selecting the model with the
lowest validation loss on the validation set. Then,
depending on the evaluation being considered, we
select models with the highest performance on the
validation set.

4 Experiments

4.1 Data
Training models with minimum risk is expensive,
but we wanted to evaluate in a difficult, realistic
setting using a diverse set of languages. There-
fore, we experiment on four language pairs: Czech
(cs-en), German (de-en), Russian (ru-en),
and Turkish (tr-en) translating to English (EN).
For training data for cs-en, de-en, and ru-en,
we use News Commentary v139 provided by
WMT (Bojar et al., 2018) for training the mod-
els. For training the Turkish system, we used the

9Available at http://data.statmt.org/wmt18/
translation-task/training-parallel-nc-
v13.tgz.
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de-en cs-en ru-en tr-en
Model BLEU SIM BLEU SIM BLEU SIM BLEU SIM
MLE 27.52 74.96 17.02 67.18 17.92 70.24 14.47 63.52
BLEU 27.95‡ 86.93‡ 17.29‡ 81.92‡ 17.92 84.63‡ 15.00‡ 80.30‡

SIMILE 28.28†‡ 87.32†‡ 17.51†‡ 82.12†‡ 18.23†‡ 85.12†‡ 15.28†‡ 81.04†‡

Half 28.24†‡ 87.11†‡ 17.50†‡ 82.11†‡ 18.24†‡ 85.10†‡ 15.34†‡ 80.64†‡

Table 4: Results on translating four languages to English for MLE, BLEU, SIMILE and Half. † denotes statistical
significance (p < 0.05) over BLEU and ‡ denotes statistical significance over MLE. Statistical significance was
computed using paired bootstrap resampling.

WMT 2018 parallel data which consisted of the
SETIMES210 corpus. The validation and develop-
ment sets for de-en, cs-en, and ru-en were
the WMT 2016 and WMT 2017 validation sets.
For tr-en, the validation set was the WMT 2016
validation set and WMT 2017 validation and test
sets. Test sets for each language were the official
WMT 2018 test sets.

4.2 Automatic Evaluation
We first use corpus-level BLEU and the corpus av-
erage SIM score to evaluate the outputs of the dif-
ferent experiments. It is important to note that in
this case, SIM is not the same as SIMILE. SIM is
only the semantic similarity component of SIM-
ILE and therefore lacks the length penalization
term. We used this metric to estimate the degree
to which the semantic content of a translation and
its reference overlap. When evaluating semantic
similarity, we find that SIM outperforms SIMILE

(by about a point across each year of STS tasks).
We compare systems trained with 4 objectives:

• MLE: Maximum likelihood with label smooth-
ing
• BLEU: Minimum risk training with 1-BLEU as

the cost
• SIMILE: Minimum risk training with 1-SIMILE

as the cost
• Half: Minimum risk training with a new cost

that is half BLEU and half SIMILE: 1 −
1
2(BLEU + SIM)

The results are shown in Table 4. From the ta-
ble, we see that using SIMILE performs the best
when using BLEU and SIM as evaluation metrics
for all four languages. It is interesting that us-
ing SIMILE in the cost leads to larger BLEU im-
provements than using BLEU alone, the reasons
for which we examine further in the following sec-
tions. It is important to emphasize that increasing

10Available at http://opus.lingfil.uu.se/
SETIMES2.php.

Avg. Score
Lang. MLE BLEU SIMILE

cs-en 0.98 0.90 1.02†

de-en 0.93 0.85 1.00†

ru-en 1.22 1.21 1.31†‡
tr-en 0.98∗ 1.03∗ 0.78

Table 5: Average human ratings on 200 sentences from
the test set for each of the respective languages. † de-
notes statistical significance (p < 0.05) over BLEU,
except for the case of cs-en, where p = 0.06. ‡
denotes statistical significance over MLE, and * de-
notes statistical significance over SIMILE. Statistical
significance was computed using paired bootstrap re-
sampling.

BLEU was not the goal of our proposed method,
human evaluations were our target, but this is a
welcome surprise. Similarly, using BLEU as the
cost function leads to large gains in SIM, though
these gains are not as large as when using SIMILE

in training.

4.3 Human Evaluation
We also perform human evaluation, comparing
MLE training with minimum risk training using
SIMILE and BLEU as costs. We selected 200
sentences along with their translation from the re-
spective test sets of each language. The sentences
were selected nearly randomly with the only con-
straints that they be between 3 and 25 tokens long
and also that the outputs for SIMILE and BLEU
were not identical. The translators then assigned a
score from 0-5 based on how well the translation
conveyed the information contained in the refer-
ence.11

From the table, we see that minimum risk train-
ing with SIMILE as the cost scores the highest
across all language pairs except Turkish. Turk-
ish is also the language with the lowest test BLEU
(See Table 4). An examination of the human-
annotated outputs shows that in Turkish (unlike
the other languages) repetition was a significant

11Wording of the evaluation is available in the Appendix.
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problem for the SIMILE system in contrast to
MLE or BLEU. We hypothesize that one weak-
ness of SIMILE may be that it needs to start with
some minimum level of translation quality in or-
der to be most effective. The biggest improvement
over BLEU is on de-en and ru-en, which have
the highest MLE BLEU scores in Table 4 which
further lends credence to this hypothesis.

5 Quantitative Analysis

We next analyze our model using primarily the
validation set of the de-en data. We chose this
dataset for the analysis since it had the highest
MLE BLEU scores of the languages studied.

5.1 Partial Credit

We analyzed the distribution of the cost function
for both SIMILE and BLEU. Again, using a beam
size of 8, we computed the cost for all generated
translations and plotted their histogram in Fig-
ure 1.

The plots show that the distribution of scores for
SIMILE and BLEU are quite different. Both dis-
tributions are not symmetrical Gaussian, however
the distribution of BLEU scores is significantly
more skewed with much higher costs. This tight
clustering of costs provides less information dur-
ing training.

Next, for all n-best lists, we computed all dif-
ferences between scores of the hypotheses in the
beam. Therefore, for a beam size of 8, this results
in 28 different scores. We found that of the 86,268
scores, the difference between scores in an n-best
list is ≥ 0 99.0% of the time for SIMILE, but
85.1% of the time for BLEU. The average differ-
ence is 4.3 for BLEU and 4.8 for SIMILE, show-
ing that SIMILE makes finer grained distinctions
among candidates.

5.2 Validation Loss

We next analyze the validation loss during train-
ing of the de-en model for both using SIMILE

and BLEU as costs. We use the hyperparameters
of the model with the highest BLEU on the vali-
dation set for model selection. Since the distribu-
tions of costs vary significantly between SIMILE

and BLEU, with BLEU having much higher costs
on average, we compute the validation loss with
respect to both cost functions for each of the two
models.

In Figure 2, we plot the risk objective for each
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Figure 1: Distribution of scores for SIMILE and BLEU.
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Figure 2: Validation loss comparison for SIMILE and
BLEU. The top plot shows the expected BLEU cost
when training with BLEU and SIMILE. The bottom
plot shows the expected SIMILE cost when training
with BLEU and SIMILE.

of the 10 epochs during training. In the top plot,
we see that the risk objective for both BLEU and
SIMILE decreases much faster when using SIM-
ILE to train than BLEU. The expected BLEU also
reaches a significantly lower value on the valida-
tion set when training with SIMILE. The same
trend occurs in the lower plot, this time measuring
the expected SIMILE cost on the validation set.

From these plots, we see that optimizing with
SIMILE results in much faster training. It also
reaches a lower validation loss and from Ta-
ble 4 we’ve already shown that the SIMILE and
BLEU on the test set are higher for models trained
with SIMILE. To hammer home the point at
how much faster the models trained with SIMILE

reach better performance, we evaluated just after 1
epoch of training and found that the model trained
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with BLEU had SIM/BLEU scores of 86.71/27.63
while the model trained with SIMILE had scores
of 87.14/28.10. A similar trend was observed in
the other language pairs as well, where the vali-
dation curves show a much larger drop-off after a
single epoch when training with SIMILE than with
BLEU.

5.3 Effect of n-best List Size

As mentioned in Section 3, we used an n-best
list size of 8 in our minimum risk training experi-
ments. In this section, we train de-en translation
models with various n-best list sizes and investi-
gate the relationship between beam size and us-
ing SIMILE or BLEU as a cost. We hypothesize
that since BLEU is not as fine-grained a metric
as SIMILE, expanding the number of candidates
would close the gap between BLEU and SIMILE

as BLEU would have access to a more candidates
with more diverse scores. The results of our ex-
periment are shown in Figure 3 and show that
models trained with SIMILE actually improve in
BLEU and SIM more significantly as n-best list
size increases. This is possibly due to small n-
best sizes inherently upper-bounding performance
regardless of training metric, and SIMILE being
a better measure overall when the n-best is suffi-
ciently large to learn.
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Figure 3: The relationship between n-best list size and
performance as measured by Avg. SIM over the dataset
or corpus-level BLEU when training using SIMILE or
BLEU as a cost.

5.4 Lexical F1

We next attempt to elucidate exactly which parts
of the translations are improving due to using
SIMILE cost compared to using BLEU. We use

Lang./Bucket cs-en ∆ de-en ∆ ru-en ∆ tr-en ∆ Avg.
1 0.1 0.8 0.2 0.1 0.30
2-5 1.2 0.6 0.0 0.2 0.50
6-10 0.4 0.7 1.4 -0.3 0.55
11-100 0.2 0.6 0.6 0.4 0.45
101-1000 -0.3 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.15
1001+ -0.2 0.5 0.4 -0.0 0.08
DET 0.1 -0.1 0.7 -0.5 0.03
PRON 0.6 -0.3 0.1 0.9 0.33
PREP 0.2 -0.3 0.5 0.5 0.24
CONJ 0.1 1.1 0.3 -0.5 0.27
PUNCT -0.4 1.3 0.8 -0.4 0.34
NUM 0.6 2.2 1.8 1.3 1.48
SYM 0.3 3.6 4.4 1.7 2.50
INTJ 3.2 -1.1 3.2 -2.6 0.66
VERB 0.2 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.13
ADJ 0.2 0.7 0.3 -0.2 0.25
ADV -0.2 0.1 0.8 0.7 0.34
NOUN 0.3 1.1 0.8 0.4 0.63
PRNOUN 0.5 1.2 0.6 0.4 0.65

Table 6: F1 score for various buckets of words. The
values in the table are the difference between F1 for
that specific language type and bucket between training
using SIMILE and BLEU (positive values means SIM-
ILE had a higher F1). The first part of the table shows
F1 scores across bins defined by word frequency on the
test set. So words appearing only 1 time are in the first
row, between 2-5 times are in the second row, etc. The
next part of the table buckets words by coarse POS tags.

compare-mt (Neubig et al., 2019)12 to compute
the F1 scores for target word types based on their
frequency and their coarse part-of-speech-tag (as
labeled by SpaCy13) and show the results in Ta-
ble 6.

From the table, we see that training with SIM-
ILE helps produce low frequency words more ac-
curately, a fact that is consistent with the POS tag
analysis in the second part of the table. Wieting
and Gimpel (2017) noted that highly discrimina-
tive parts-of-speech, such as nouns, proper nouns,
and numbers, made the most contribution to the
sentence embeddings. Other works (Pham et al.,
2015; Wieting et al., 2016) have also found that
when training semantic embeddings using an av-
eraging function, embeddings that bear the most
information regarding the meaning have larger
norms.

We also see that these same parts-of-speech
(nouns, proper nouns, numbers) have the largest
difference in F1 scores between SIMILE and
BLEU. Other parts-of-speech like SYM and INTJ
have high F1 scores as well, and words belonging
to these classes are both relatively rare and highly
discriminative regarding the semantics of the sen-

12Available at https://github.com/neulab/
compare-mt.

13Available at https://github.com/explosion/
spaCy.
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Reference System Human Score Translation

I will tell you my personal opinion
of him

. BLEU 2 I will have a personal opinion on it.
SIMILE 4 I will tell my personal opinion about it.
MLE 2 I will have a personal view of it.

In my case, it was very varied.
BLEU 0 I was very different from me.
SIMILE 4 For me, it was very different.
MLE 1 In me, it was very different.

We’re making the city liveable.
BLEU 0 We make the City of Life Life.
SIMILE 3 We make the city viable.
MLE 0 We make the City of Life.

The head of the White House said
that the conversation was ridicu-
lous.

BLEU 0 The White House chairman, the White House chip called a ridiculous.
SIMILE 4 The White House’s head, he described the conversation as ridiculous.
MLE 1 The White House chief, he called the White House, he called a ridiculous.

According to the former party lead-
ers, so far the discussion has been
predominated by expressions of
opinion based on emotions, without
concrete arguments.

BLEU 3 According to former party leaders, the debate has so far had to be ”elevated
to an expression of opinion without concrete arguments.”

SIMILE 5 In the view of former party leaders, the debate has been based on emotions
without specific arguments.”

MLE 4 In the view of former party leaders, in the debate, has been based on emotions
without specific arguments.”

We are talking about the 21st cen-
tury: servants.

BLEU 4 We are talking about the 21st century: servants.
SIMILE 1 In the 21st century, the 21st century is servants.
MLE 0 In the 21st century, the 21st century is servants.

Prof. Dr. Caglar continued:
BLEU 3 They also reminded them.
SIMILE 0 There are no Dr. Caglar.
MLE 3 They also reminded them.

Table 7: Translation examples for min-risk models trained with SIMILE and BLEU and our baseline MLE model.

tence.14 In contrast, parts-of-speech that in gen-
eral convey little semantic information like deter-
miners show very little difference in F1 between
the two approaches.

6 Qualitative Analysis

We show examples of the output of all three sys-
tems in Table 7, along with their human scores
which are on a 0-5 scale. The first 5 examples
shows cases where SIMILE better captures the se-
mantics than BLEU or MLE. In the first three, the
SIMILE model adds a crucial word that the other
two systems do not making a significant differ-
ence in preserving the semantics of the translation.
These words range include verbs (tells), preposi-
tions (For), adverbs (viable) and nouns (conver-
sation). The fourth and fifth examples also show
how SIMILE can lead to more fluent outputs and
is effective on longer sentences.

The last two examples are failure cases of using
SIMILE. In the first, it repeats a phrase, just as the
MLE model does and is unable to smooth it out as
the BLEU model is able to do. In the last exam-
ple, SIMILE again tries to include words signifi-
cant to the semantics of the sentence, the entity Dr.
Caglar. However it misses on the rest of transla-
tion, despite being the only system to include this
noun phrase.

14Note that in the testing data, INTJ often corresponds to
words like Yes and No which tend to be very important re-
garding the semantics of the translation in these cases.

7 Metric Comparison

We took all outputs of the validation set of the
de-en data for our best SIMILE and BLEU mod-
els as measured by BLEU validation scores and
sorted the outputs by the following statistic:

|∆BLEU| − |∆SIM|

where BLEU refers to sentence-level BLEU. Ex-
amples of some of the highest and lowest scoring
sentence pairs are shown in Table 8. The top half
of the table shows examples where the difference
in SIM scores is large, but the difference in BLEU
scores is small. From these examples, we see that
when SIM scores are different, there can be a dif-
ference in how close in meaning the generated sen-
tences are to the reference. When BLEU scores
are very close, this may not be the case and it’s
even possible for less accurate translations to have
higher scores than more accurate ones.

The bottom half of the table shows examples
where the difference in BLEU scores is large, but
the difference in SIM scores is small. From thexe
examples we can see that when BLEU scores are
very different, the semantics of the sentence can
still be preserved. However, we observe that of-
ten in these cases, the SIM scores of the sentences
tend to be similar.

8 Related Work

The seminal work on training machine translation
systems to optimize particular evaluation mea-
sures was performed by Och (2003), who intro-
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Reference Workers are beginning to clean up workers .
BLEU system Workers have begun to clean up in Rszke.
SIM system In Rszke, workers are beginning to clean up.
∆BLEU 3.2
∆SIM -26.3
Reference All that stuff sure does take a toll.
BLEU system None of this takes a toll .
SIM system All of this is certain to take its toll .
∆BLEU 7.1
∆SIM -22.7

Reference Another advantage is that they have fewer enemies.
BLEU system Another benefit: they have less enemies.
SIM system Another advantage: they have fewer enemies.
∆BLEU -33.8
∆SIM -9.6
Reference I don’t know how to explain - it’s really unique.
BLEU system I do not know how to explain it - it is really unique.
SIM system I don’t know how to explain - it is really unique.
∆BLEU -39.1
∆SIM -2.1

Table 8: The top two rows show examples where
the generated sentences have similar BLEU scores but
quite different SIM scores. The bottom two rows show
the converse. Negative values indicate the SIM system
had a higher score for that sentence.

duced minimum error rate training (MERT) and
used it to optimize several different metrics in
statistical MT (SMT). This was followed by a
large number of alternative methods for optimiz-
ing machine translation systems based on mini-
mum risk (Smith and Eisner, 2006), maximum
margin (Watanabe et al., 2007), or ranking (Hop-
kins and May, 2011), among many others.

Within the context of SMT, there have also been
studies on the stability of particular metrics for
optimization. Cer et al. (2010) compared several
metrics to optimize for SMT, finding BLEU to
be robust as a training metric and finding that the
most effective and most stable metrics for training
are not necessarily the same as the best metrics
for automatic evaluation. The WMT shared tasks
included tunable metric tasks in 2011 (Callison-
Burch et al., 2011) and again in 2015 (Stanojević
et al., 2015) and 2016 (Jawaid et al., 2016). In
these tasks, participants submitted metrics to op-
timize during training or combinations of metrics
and optimizers, given a fixed SMT system. The
2011 results showed that nearly all metrics per-
formed similarly to one another. The 2015 and
2016 results showed more variation among met-
rics, but also found that BLEU was a strong choice
overall, echoing the results of Cer et al. (2010).
We have shown that our metric stabilizes training
for NMT more than BLEU, which is a promising
result given the limited success of the broad spec-
trum of previous attempts to discover easily tun-
able metrics in the context of SMT.

Some researchers have found success in terms

of improved human judgments when training to
maximize metrics other than BLEU for SMT. Lo
et al. (2013) and Beloucif et al. (2014) trained
SMT systems to maximize variants of MEANT,
a metric based on semantic roles. Liu et al. (2011)
trained systems using TESLA, a family of met-
rics based on softly matching n-grams using lem-
mas, WordNet synsets, and part-of-speech tags.
We have demonstrated that our metric similarly
leads to gains in performance as assessed by hu-
man annotators, and our method has an auxiliary
advantage of being much simpler than these previ-
ous hand-engineered measures.

Shen et al. (2016) explored minimum risk train-
ing for NMT, finding that a sentence-level BLEU
score led to the best performance even when evalu-
ated under other metrics. These results differ from
the usual results obtained for SMT systems, in
which tuning to optimize a metric leads to the best
performance on that metric (Och, 2003). Edunov
et al. (2018) compared structured losses for NMT,
also using sentence-level BLEU. They found risk
to be an effective and robust choice, so we use risk
as well in this paper.

9 Conclusion

We have proposed SIMILE, an alternative to
BLEU for use as a reward in minimum risk train-
ing. We have found that SIMILE not only outper-
forms BLEU on automatic evaluations, it corre-
lates better with human judgments as well. Our
analysis also shows that using this metric eases op-
timization and the translations tend to be richer in
correct, semantically important words.

This is the first time to our knowledge that a
continuous metric of semantic similarity has been
proposed for NMT optimization and shown to out-
perform sentence-level BLEU, and we hope that
this can be the starting point for more research in
this direction.
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Abstract

The process of extracting knowledge from
natural language text poses a complex prob-
lem that requires both a combination of ma-
chine learning techniques and proper feature
selection. Recent advances in Automatic Ma-
chine Learning (AutoML) provide effective
tools to explore large sets of algorithms, hyper-
parameters and features to find out the most
suitable combination of them. This paper
proposes a novel AutoML strategy based on
probabilistic grammatical evolution, which is
evaluated on the health domain by facing the
knowledge discovery challenge in Spanish text
documents. Our approach achieves state-of-
the-art results and provides interesting insights
into the best combination of parameters and
algorithms to use when dealing with this chal-
lenge. Source code is provided for the research
community.

1 Introduction

In recent years there has been a large increase in
the amount of technical documents produced by
the scientific community. These documents form
part of a large corpora of knowledge (e.g., re-
search papers and encyclopedias) mostly accessi-
ble through text-based search engines. However,
to better exploit this knowledge (i.e., not just re-
covering text fragments or URLs) in automated
processes, it is necessary to process the text and
extract the pieces of information in a semantic for-
mat useful for machine analysis. The challenge
of automatically extracting useful knowledge from
text sources is studied by research areas such as
knowledge discovery (Gonzalez et al., 2015), on-
tology learning (Cimiano et al., 2009) and learning
by reading (Barker et al., 2007).

One of the most useful representation for dis-
covering knowledge in natural language sentences
is using Subject-Verb-Object triplets (Estevez-

Velarde et al., 2018). This structure is ubiqui-
tous in many human languages (Crystal, 1997),
and as such, it has been used as the base for
knowledge extraction in several systems (Mitchell
et al., 2018). In a similar line, Giunchiglia and
Fumagalli (2017) propose the use of objects, ac-
tions and functions as main components for repre-
senting common knowledge. Additionally, other
relations with a specific meaning are often used
in ontologies to represent taxonomies (i.e., is-a)
or composition (i.e., part-of ). Hence, combining
objects and actions with a small set of specific
semantic relations allows the representation of a
broad range of domains with a simple computa-
tional structure.

Specifically in the health domain, research in
knowledge discovery techniques has steadily in-
creased motivated by the potential impact in the
quality of human life. Even though the amount
of medical knowledge published in natural lan-
guage is considerable, it is still an open chal-
lenge the design of computational systems that can
make effective use of this knowledge, for exam-
ple, to improve diagnosis and aid in medical deci-
sion making (Gonzalez et al., 2015). In this con-
text, the shared campaign TASS 2018 eHealth-
KD (Martı́nez-Cámara et al., 2018) proposes a
new evaluation scenario where health documents
in Spanish language must be processed to extract
Subject-Action-Target triplets along with other se-
mantic relations. This scenario presents a general-
purpose semantic structure, hence, systems de-
signed for the automatic extraction of knowledge
are potentially reusable in multiple domains.

Different solutions presented in the challenge
show the complexity of this task (Piad-Morffis
et al., 2019b). The approaches of this challenge
used a variety of algorithms (e.g., neural networks,
natural language processing, machine learning,
etc.) and different strategies to face the challenge,
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such as combining different subtasks. Besides,
each algorithm implemented involves parameters
that need to be manually tuned to find their op-
timal values, which increases the experimentation
time considerably. This extensive experimentation
could be better handled by means of Automated
Machine Learning (AutoML) strategies.

AutoML is a recent strategy used for the auto-
matic selection of the best combinations of algo-
rithmic pipelines. The AutoML process is based
on the definition of a solution space where all
the possible pipelines are represented, and a op-
timization process to explore this space. The op-
timization process is typically implemented us-
ing two common approaches: Bayesian (Hutter
et al., 2019) and Evolutionary Optimization (Chen
et al., 2018). Some of the most popular examples
of AutoML techniques based on Bayesian Opti-
mization are Auto-Weka (Thornton et al., 2013),
Auto-Sklearn (Feurer et al., 2015) and Hyperopt-
Sklearn (Komer et al., 2014). Among the Evolu-
tionary Optimization approaches, two of the most
relevant are TPOT (Olson and Moore, 2016) and
RECIPE (de Sá et al., 2017). In case of neu-
ral networks, a common approach is Neural Ar-
chitecture Search (Zoph and Le, 2016) (NAS),
were frameworks such as Auto-Keras are used (Jin
et al., 2018). NAS methods can be based both on
Bayesian and Evolutionary Optimization.

Current AutoML approaches are oriented to-
wards dealing with black-box classification or re-
gression problems. In the eHealth-KD challenge
context, the selection of which algorithms and
hyper-parameters to use for each subtask can be
framed as a classic AutoML problem. However,
there are additional high-level decisions, such as
whether to solve subtasks sequentially or com-
bined, that cannot be easily represented in tradi-
tional AutoML frameworks. This research pro-
poses a novel AutoML strategy based on prob-
abilistic grammatical evolution (Kim and Ahn,
2015) designed for knowledge discovery from
text. Our approach performs an intelligent search
among several possible pipelines, incrementally
learning the characteristics that produce the best
performance. As a case study, we apply our pro-
posal to the eHealth-KD challenge, and achieve
state-of-the-art results in one of the evaluation sce-
narios proposed. However, this approach can be
extended to other machine learning scenarios. Fur-
thermore, the source code of our proposal, with the

example application to the eHealth-KD challenge
and additional examples in several different prob-
lems is provided for the research community1.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents a brief description of the eHealth-KD
challenge. Section 3 describes the main ap-
proaches submitted for the eHealth-KD challenge
in the TASS 2018 workshop. Section 4 introduces
the main contribution of the research, which is
an automatic optimization procedure for dealing
with the eHealth Knowledge Discovery challenge.
Section 5 presents the main experimental results
obtained in comparison with relevant alternatives.
Finally, Section 6 presents an in-depth analysis of
the optimization process and interesting insights,
and Section 7 presents the main conclusions and
future lines of research.

2 Challenge description

The eHealth-KD challenge represents a knowl-
edge discovery task in the domain of health-
related documents written in Spanish language,
as part of the TASS 2018 workshop (Martı́nez-
Cámara et al., 2018). The overall purpose of the
task is the identification of two types of textual en-
tities (concepts and actions) and six semantic rela-
tions among them (subject, target, is-a, same-as,
property-of and part-of ). Figure 1 shows a visual
representation of these elements and its semantic
annotation model in a set of example sentences.
The task is subdivided into three subtasks, namely,
the identification of relevant key phrases, the clas-
sification of these into concepts or actions, and the
identification of the corresponding relations.

Figure 1: Example of the TASS 2018 Task 3 challenge,
taken from Martı́nez-Cámara et al. (2018) and modified
to fit. This represents an example written in Spanish
language

1https://github.com/
knowledge-learning/hp-optimization
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According to this subdivision in subtasks, a
standard F1 metric is used to evaluate the overall
performance of an extraction system. This met-
ric is defined as a micro-average between correct,
incorrect, missing and spurious key phrases, their
classes, and the relations between them. Further-
more, the challenge defines three evaluation sce-
narios in which different subtasks are considered.
However, for the purpose of this research, we fo-
cus on Scenario 1, which considers all three sub-
tasks and is thus the most complete and challeng-
ing.

3 Related works

A total of 6 researchers submitted their approaches
in the eHealth-KD challenge, of which 5 evaluate
in Scenario 1. However, one of these participants
did not submit a description paper, hence, it will
not be considered in this research. This section
briefly describes the main characteristics of the
systems designed by the remaining 5 researchers.

In terms of representation, most of the ap-
proaches presented rely on natural language pro-
cessing features. Medina and Turmo (2018) and
Palatresi and Hontoria (2018) employ Freeling
to extract syntactic and morphological features.
Zavala et al. (2018) trains a BI-LSTM model to
encode the morphological and syntactic features
for later use with a shallow classifier. These ap-
proaches also rely on word embeddings (either
Glove or Word2Vec) as additional semantic fea-
tures. López-Ubeda et al. (2018), on the other
hand, uses a custom entity detector also based on
syntactic and morphological features.

With respect to machine learning, two ap-
proaches use deep learning techniques, specifi-
cally convolutional neural networks (Medina and
Turmo, 2018; Suarez-Paniagua et al., 2018). In
contrast, other approaches apply a CRF classifier
for solving subtasks A and B (Palatresi and Honto-
ria, 2018; Zavala et al., 2018), and shallow classi-
fiers (logistic regression) for solving subtask C. Fi-
nally, López-Ubeda et al. (2018) uses hand-crafted
rules with syntactic and knowledge-based charac-
teristics for subtask B.

Even though the challenge is originally de-
fined as a sequence of three subtasks, several ap-
proaches opted for combining subtasks, recogniz-
ing important correlations between them. For ex-
ample, Zavala et al. (2018) and Palatresi and Hon-
toria (2018) frame subtask A and B as an entity

tagging problem, and apply standard sequence-
based models. In contrast, Medina and Turmo
(2018) solves simultaneously subtasks B and C,
noting that there is a high correlation between en-
tity classes and the possible relations.

Given this variety of approaches, it is interesting
to explore automatically a wide range of algorithm
combinations for the eHealth-KD challenge in or-
der to find out the combination of strategies that
obtains the best results.

4 AutoML strategy for knowledge
discovery from text

Our proposal is based on AutoML, using the
metaheuristic grammatical evolution (O’Neill and
Ryan, 2001) for defining and exploring the space
of solution for dealing with the Scenario 1 of the
eHealth-KD challenge. However, the optimiza-
tion process is different to the traditional gram-
matical evolution formulation because our gram-
mar involves both discrete and continuous param-
eters. Instead, we propose a modified version
of probabilistic grammatical evolution (Kim and
Ahn, 2015). The proposal is described by dividing
the process into two stages: (I) the definition of
a grammar specific for the eHealth-KD challenge
(see section 4.1) and (II) the design of an optimiza-
tion process, based on this grammar, for obtaining
the best (i.e., optimal) pipeline (see section 4.2).
Figure 2 shows a visual representation of the com-
plete AutoML process designed in this research.

4.1 Definition of the space of solutions

In this stage we define a grammar that takes into
considerations the solutions of the eHealth-KD
challenge for the edition TASS-2018. This gram-
mar includes a source code representation that cor-
responds to different pipelines designed for this
task and therefore defines the solutions space for
the optimization process. Figure 3 shows an ex-
tract of the grammar, as defined in the source code
for the experimentation. The complete grammar
and associated source code can be browsed on-
line2.

The grammar defines Pipeline, which con-
sists of a representation phase (Repr) where text
is preprocessed, cleaned and vectorized; and three
classification phases, one for each subtask. The

2https://github.com/
knowledge-learning/hp-optimization/blob/
master/hpopt/examples/ehealthkd.py
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Figure 2: Visual representation of the AutoML process defined. A probabilistic grammar is sampled to obtain po-
tential pipelines, which are evaluated in the eHealth-KD corpus. An optimization process selects the best pipelines
and updates the probabilistic model. This iterative process converges towards the best performing pipelines.

classification phases can be performed sequen-
tially (i.e., first subtask A, then B and then C),
or some of the subtasks can be performed jointly.
Hence, the complete pipeline can be performed in
four different ways, according to how subtasks are
handled. The representation phase consists of six
steps: (1) a preprocessing step (Prep) where ac-
cents and punctuation symbols are optionally re-
moved; (2) a tokenization step (Token); (3) a
step (MulWords) where single tokens are com-
bined into multi-word tokens using several strate-
gies; (4) a semantic step (SemFeat) where pos-
tag and dependency features are optionally added;
(5) another preprocessing step (PosPrep) where
stopwords are optionally removed and stemming
is optionally applied; and (6) a final step (Embed)
where text is represented as bag-of-words or us-
ing an embedding, i.e., word2vec (Mikolov et al.,
2013).

Each classification subtask in turn can be solved
using one of several classifiers. Five differ-
ent classifiers are considered: logistic regression
(LR), SVM, multinomial Naive Bayes (NB), de-
cision trees (DT) and a restricted subset of neu-
ral networks (NN). For shallow classifiers, hyper-
parameters are also considered, such as regular-
ization strength in logistic regression or kernel
type in SVM. Additionally, for subtask A a hid-
den Markov model is added as a sixth classifier
with corresponding hyperparameters. In the case
of neural networks, three different architectures
are allowed: either a convolutional layer (CVL),

a recurrent layer (RL), or fully connected dense
layers (DL), followed by a final dense layer (FL).
In all cases, hyperparameters such as dropout rate
(Drop), number of layers, and layer sizes are al-
lowed to vary. In the case of convolutional layers,
also filter sizes are considered.

The complete grammar involves 78 produc-
tions, and defines a total of 349, 479, 936 ≈ 228

different possible pipelines without considering
continuous hyperparameter values.

4.2 Optimization process
The optimization process is based on probabilis-
tic grammatical evolution (Kim and Ahn, 2015),
where each decision (production in the grammar)
is represented as a probability distribution. Ini-
tially all decisions (i.e., classifications algorithms,
pre-processing steps, etc.) have an uniform prob-
ability to be chosen. However, during the op-
timization process these probability distributions
are updated towards selecting the top performing
pipelines. The update is performed according to
the following rule:

θt+1 = (1− α) · θt + α · θ∗t (1)

Where θt is the probability model in generation t;
θ∗t is the marginal probability model induced by
the best k performing solutions in generation t;
and α is a small learning rate. In time, this process
converges to a subset of the solution space with
a better performance on average on the evaluated
task. The best pipeline found during the whole op-
timization process is reported as the final solution.
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Pipeline := Repr A B C | Repr AB C |
Repr A BC | Repr ABC

A := Class | Seq
B := Class
C := Class

# Representation
Repr := Prep Token MulWords

SemFeat PosPrep Embed

# Classic classifiers
Class := LR | SVM | NB | DT | NN
LR := Reg Penalty
Reg := f(0.01,100)
Penalty := l1 | l2
SVM := Kernel
Kernel := linear | rbf | poly

# Neural networks
NN := Drop CVL DL FL |

Drop RL DL FL |
Drop DL FL

....

Figure 3: Extract of the 78 productions of the grammar
defined for the TASS 2018 eHealth-KD challenge. For
simplicity, only the top productions and some example
productions of classifiers and their hyperparameters are
shown.

The probability model θt defines a joint prob-
ability for all the productions of the grammar at
iteration t. Productions that correspond to dis-
crete choices (e.g. Penalty := l1 | l2)
are modelled with a discrete uniform dis-
tribution. Productions that correspond to
integer or real hyperparameter values (e.g.,
Reg := f(0.01,100)) are modelled as a uni-
form distribution parameterized by a mean and a
standard deviation, which are initialized according
to the grammar definition.

After each iteration of the optimization process,
the probability model is updated by interpolat-
ing between the current model θt and a marginal
model θ∗t using the parameter α. The update
rule (eq. 1) is applied at each production of the
grammar. Discrete uniform distributions are up-
dated by interpolating the probability vectors and
renormalizing. Integer and real hyperparameters
are updated by interpolating the mean and stan-
dard deviation. The marginal probability model
θ∗t is computed from a selection of the top n
pipelines, in terms of F1 score. Each production
in θ∗t is assigned a probability distribution inferred
from the sample of the actual productions used in
the top n pipelines.

This process allows a more intelligent search in
the space of all possible pipelines, guided by the

structure of the defined grammar. Even though
the space of all possible pipelines is exponentially
large (with respect to the size of the grammar),
grammatical evolution can sample from this solu-
tion space to obtain a broad view and iteratively
focus on the most promising regions, i.e., the sub-
sets of pipelines with the best performance. Fig-
ure 4 shows a simplified representation of this op-
timization process, illustrating that some specific
pipelines have a different performance. Notice
that whole details (i.e., representation complexity
and hyperparameter selection) are not displayed in
this illustration due to space limitation.

5 Experimental results

The algorithm described in Section 4 was imple-
mented and executed for a total of 60 genera-
tions. Each generation consisted of 50 pipelines,
with a selection of the best 10, and a learning fac-
tor α = 0.05. In total, 3000 different pipelines
were evaluated in 257 hours of computation time,
which resulted in an average evaluation time of
5.17 minutes per pipeline. A timeout of 10 min-
utes was used to stop the evaluation of very long
pipelines. These incomplete pipelines are given
a fitness of 0, which makes the optimization al-
gorithm eventually steer away from them. The
total number of generations was adjusted accord-
ing to computational constraints. The optimiza-
tion process was monitored regularly and stopped
after a sufficient computation time in which little
to no improvement was observed, which indicated
a convergence of the probability model.

The evaluation was performed in the eHealth-
KD corpus (Piad-Morffis et al., 2019a), using the
training and development collections for training
and the test collection for evaluation. Thus, the
training data is comprised of 844 sentences re-
sulting in a total of 9540 annotations among key
phrases and relations. The test data is comprised
of 100 sentences (for Scenario 1) with 1100 total
annotations. After 60 generations, the best per-
forming pipeline (actually found in generation 18)
achieved a F1 score of 0.754 in Scenario 1 of the
eHealth-KD challenge. This represents a 1% ab-
solute improvement from the top result presented
in the eHealth-KD challenge, and a 4.2% abso-
lute improvement over the average result of the
top 3 alternatives (F1 = 0.711). Table 1 shows
this result in a comparison with the rest of the ap-
proaches presented in Section 3.
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Figure 4: Simplified representation of the optimization process. For clarity, details such as hyperparameter selec-
tion for each algorithm are not displayed. Performance percentages are illustrative only, not actual values.

Approach F1 (Scenario 1)

Zavala et al. (2018) 0.744
López-Ubeda et al. (2018) 0.710
Palatresi and Hontoria (2018) 0.681
Suarez-Paniagua et al. (2018) 0.310
Our proposal 0.754

Table 1: Comparison of approaches in the eHealth-KD
challenge. Only researchers that participated in Sce-
nario 1 are considered.

Finally, the best pipeline found was composed
by the following strategies: the three subtasks
were performed sequentially, using shallow clas-
sifiers in each. For subtask A, the classifier se-
lected was SVM with an RBF kernel, while for
subtask B, a Logistic Regression with L2 penal-
ization was used, and for subtask C a Decision
Tree (ID3) was selected. In terms of representa-
tion, the optimizer selected one-hot encoding with
bi-grams using stemming and with pos-tagging as
an additional syntactic feature. Figure 5 summa-
rizes the structure of the final pipeline selected.

Unfortunately it is not possible to compare our
results with other AutoML techniques directly,
since existing AutoML approaches are designed
to deal with black-box machine learning problems
where the input is a feature matrix (see Section 1).
In the eHealth-KD scenario, there are several high-
level decisions, such as selecting whether sub-
tasks are performed sequentially or in combined,
or which preprocessing steps to apply, that are
necessary before obtaining a suitable feature ma-
trix. Hence, these decisions cannot be modeled
with existing AutoML techniques. For this reason,
even though part of the eHealth-KD problem can

Pipeline:
Representation:
Preprocessing:

Remove Punctuation: no
Strip Accents: no

Multi-Words:
- Strategy: postag
- N-grams: 2

Semantic Features:
PosTag: yes
Dependencies: no

Postprocessing:
Stopwords: no
Stemming: yes

Embedding: none
Subtask A:
SVM:

Kernel: RBF
Subtask B:

Logistic Regression:
Regularization: 40.93
Penalty: L2

Subtask C: Decision Tree

Figure 5: Summarized representation of the best
pipeline discovered.

be solved using alternative AutoML approaches,
another part of the challenge would require ex-
ternal tools or a custom implementation. In fu-
ture work, we will explore other machine learning
problems where a comparison with alternative Au-
toML techniques is possible.

6 Discussion

The best pipeline obtained by our approach
achieves a small advantage over the top result pre-
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sented in the eHealth-KD challenge. However,
this pipeline is simpler than most of the presented
approaches, since it involves only shallow classi-
fiers and basic NLP techniques. Furthermore, this
pipeline was obtained automatically, without any
human input after the initial definition of the gram-
mar. This makes our strategy easier to extend to
other knowledge discovery tasks, and potentially
other machine learning scenarios, simply by defin-
ing a suitable grammar and providing the corre-
sponding implementation. To support this state-
ment, even though this research focuses on the
eHealth-KD dataset, we provide open source im-
plementations in several different machine learn-
ing problems3.

6.1 Analysis of the optimization process
The optimization process shows a significant im-
provement in the solutions’ average fitness. Fig-
ure 6 shows the evolution of the average fitness
(in terms of F1 as defined by the eHealth-KD
challenge, Scenario 1) and the fitness of the best
pipeline in each generation. This behavior illus-
trates that the optimization process improves over
time. The relatively low average fitness on the
first generations is due to invalid pipelines, which
are given a fitness score of 0. Invalid pipelines
were generated by some combinations of incom-
patible decisions, mainly for implementation re-
strictions, or when the timeout was reached. For
example, some classification algorithms require
dense matrices, which are incompatible with the
use of sparse bag-of-word representations (one-
hot encoding). These restrictions are very broad
and complex to be fully represented in the gram-
mar, since many of them are context-sensitive and
depend on which selections were made in differ-
ent parts of the grammar. In these cases, the
computational implementation results in a runtime
exception during the evaluation of the pipeline.
Since this exception cannot be predicted before-
hand, when it occurs the optimization code catches
the exception and instead returns the lowest possi-
ble fitness (F1 = 0).

However, even though invalid pipelines pose
an issue in the first generations, as the optimiza-
tion process continues, the influence of invalid
pipelines decreases gradually. This effect can be
observed in the population average fitness, which

3https://github.com/
knowledge-learning/hp-optimization/blob/
master/hpopt/examples
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Figure 6: Evolution of the best and average fitness of
pipelines in each generation.
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Figure 7: Proportion of invalid vs valid pipelines found
in each generation.

increases steadily. Furthermore, the standard de-
viation of the fitness (gray area in Figure 6) shows
a steady behaviour across all generations. This in-
dicates that both the best and worst pipelines (with
respect to fitness) are improving. Hence, the opti-
mization procedure actually learns to avoid invalid
pipelines. To further support this observation, Fig-
ure 7 shows the number of invalid pipelines (with a
score of 0) in each generation. The steady reduc-
tion of invalid pipelines in each generation is an
evidence that the optimization process eventually
converges towards solutions that represent mostly
valid pipelines.

6.2 Analysis of feature relevance
In this section we provide an analysis of all
pipelines, including their parameters and algo-
rithms, in order to identify their most relevant fea-
tures. As features, we consider all the decisions
involved in a pipeline, from subtasks order, to the
algorithms to use and the specific values for all its
hyperparameters. These features are obtained di-
rectly from each pipeline’s representation, by con-
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sidering all the productions of the grammar (i.e.,
algorithms and hyperparameter values) that are
used in one specific pipeline. As an example, if
one specific pipeline applies stopword removal,
then a feature PosPrep.StopW=yes is gener-
ated. Our grammar involves a total of 242 such
features, which account all possible decisions for
each pipeline.

The relevance of each feature can be esti-
mated by fitting a linear regression to predict
the F1 score of the evaluated pipelines, only the
1667 valid pipelines. In this case, the estima-
tion involves a coefficient of determination R2 =
0.763, meaning that these 242 features are in-
deed a good indicator of a pipeline F1 score. The
weights computed by the linear regression indi-
cate the absolute improvement that each feature
provides. For example, considering stopwords
removal (i.e., PosPrep.StopW=yes) with a
computed weight of 0.001, pipelines where stop-
words removal are active obtain a 0.1% higher F1

score on average than the rest of pipelines where
this feature is non-active. This specific case indi-
cates that stopword removal is slightly beneficial,
but not crucial in obtaining a high F1 score.

Table 2 shows the weight assigned to each clas-
sifier in each task. These weights are correlated
with the average performance of all the pipelines
that use a given classifier. For space restrictions it
is not possible to report the weights associated to
each hyperparameter of each classifier. Since ev-
ery classifier includes multiple hyperparameters,
the performance of two specific pipelines using
the same classifier can vary widely. For exam-
ple, on average, pipelines using the classifier SVM
achieve a lower score than pipelines using neural
networks. Nevertheless, the best pipeline found
uses SVM in subtask A (see Figure 5) outperform-
ing the rest due to the specific hyperparameters in-
volved in that pipeline. Hence, even though neural
networks are assigned a relative high weight they
are not selected for the best pipeline.

Similarly, table 3 show a subset of the fea-
tures corresponding to the representation phase
and their corresponding weights. Interestingly, it
is also the case that some features present in the
best pipeline do not show the largest weights.

As explained before, it is important to highlight
that not necessarily the top performing pipeline
found by the optimization algorithm will be com-
posed by top weighted features. The performance

Weights by subtask
Algorithm A B C

LR 0.0014 0.0074 -0.0127
NN 0.0361 0.0320 -0.0009
SVM -0.0157 -0.0221 0.0018
DT 0.0165 0.0223 0.0024
NB 0.0222 0.0128 -
HMM -0.0081 - -

Table 2: Relevance of the classification algorithms in
each subtask. The top weight in each subtask is high-
lighted. Missing values correspond to combinations
that were not evaluated in any valid pipeline.

of a pipeline will depend, in general, of complex
interactions between its components that are not
completely captured in a simple linear regression
model. However, there is a large correlation be-
tween feature weights and pipeline performance,
as demonstrated by the coefficient of determina-
tion (R2 = 0.763) of the regression. Since the per-
formance of a specific pipeline depends heavily on
the values of the hyperparameters, a deeper anal-
ysis is necessary to estimate the impact of each
algorithm in each step of the pipelines, taking into
account the actual values of hyperparameters used.
In future work, we will explore using this type of
analysis to warm-start the probabilistic model.

7 Conclusions and future work

This paper presents an Automatic Machine Learn-
ing strategy based on probabilistic grammatical
evolution to extract knowledge from health doc-
uments in Spanish language. Our proposal in-
volves an optimization process which explores a
large space of possible pipelines and chooses the
best performing ones automatically. The evalu-
ation was performed on a complex scenario of
the TASS 2018 eHealth-KD challenge, where the
best pipeline discovered improves over the state-
of-the-art by combining features, decisions and
strategies from different authors. In addition, the
data gathered during the optimization provided
insights about the optimal settings to deal with
the challenge faced. These results show that an
AutoML strategy based on grammatical evolu-
tion is effective for optimizing machine learning
pipelines to solve knowledge discovery challenges
from natural language text.

As future work, we plan to study the introduc-
tion of high-level knowledge to deal with the is-
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Feature Value Weight

Embed none 0.015
Embed onehot -0.030
Embed wordVec 0.006
MulWords colloc -0.032
MulWords none 0.014
MulWords postag 0.009
PosPrep.Stem no -0.003
PosPrep.Stem yes -0.005
PosPrep.StopW no -0.010
PosPrep.StopW yes 0.001
Prep.DelPunt no -0.001
Prep.DelPunt yes -0.008
Prep.StripAcc no 0.001
Prep.StripAcc yes -0.010
SemFeat.Dep no -0.013
SemFeat.Dep yes 0.003
SemFeat.PosTag no -0.025
SemFeat.PosTag yes 0.016

Table 3: Relevance of the representation features. The
top weight for each feature is highlighted.

sue of invalid pipelines and improve the perfor-
mance of the optimization process. This knowl-
edge can be in the form of explicit rules that guar-
antee the validity of the pipelines sampled from
the grammar; and in the form of statistical in-
formation extracted from similar challenges that
helps pre-defining a probabilistic model. Another
issue to research will be the use of regression mod-
els to estimate the expected fitness of a pipeline
given its features, as illustrated in Section 6. This
addition would support meta-learning algorithms,
allowing to reduce the optimization time and in-
crease its performance by learning from past exe-
cutions. Finally, by modifying the grammar, this
strategy can be extensible to other machine learn-
ing challenges. Therefore, we plan to explore this
line of research in the future, to compare our pro-
posal with other AutoML frameworks in standard
benchmarks.
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Abstract

Event detection systems rely on discrimina-
tion knowledge to distinguish ambiguous trig-
ger words and generalization knowledge to
detect unseen/sparse trigger words. Cur-
rent neural event detection approaches fo-
cus on trigger-centric representations, which
work well on distilling discrimination knowl-
edge, but poorly on learning generalization
knowledge. To address this problem, this pa-
per proposes a ∆-learning approach to dis-
till discrimination and generalization knowl-
edge by effectively decoupling, incrementally
learning and adaptively fusing event represen-
tation. Experiments show that our method
significantly outperforms previous approaches
on unseen/sparse trigger words, and achieves
state-of-the-art performance on both ACE2005
and KBP2017 datasets.

1 Introduction

Event detection (ED) aims to identify triggers of
specific event types. For instance, an ED system
will identify fired as an Attack event trigger in the
sentence “An American tank fired on the Palestine
Hotel.” Event detection plays an important role in
Automatic Content Extraction (Ahn, 2006), Infor-
mation Retrieval (Allan, 2012), and Text Under-
standing (Chambers and Jurafsky, 2008).

Due to the ambiguity and the diversity of natural
language expressions (Li et al., 2013; Nguyen and
Grishman, 2015), an effective approach should
be able to distill both discrimination and general-
ization knowledge for event detection. Discrimi-
nation knowledge aims to distinguish ambiguous
triggers in different contexts. As shown in Figure
1, to identify fired in S4 as an EndPosition trig-
ger rather than an Attack trigger, an ED system
needs to distill the discrimination knowledge from
S1 and S2 that (fired, Attack) usually co-occurs

∗Corresponding Author

The airline firedEndPosition that pilot for fault in work.S1:

An American tank firedAttack on the Palestine Hotel.S2:

A man was hacked to death by the criminal.    AttackS5:

Discrimination Generalization

S3:A heavily armed soldier shotAttack the enemy to death.

Training

Evaluation

S4:That officer was fired from his job. EndPosition

Figure 1: Examples of event instances. Identifing am-
biguous word fired requires discrimination knowledge
and identifing unseen word hacked requires generaliza-
tion knowledge.

with {tank, death, enemy, ...} and (fired, EndPo-
sition) usually co-occurs with {work, fault, job,
...}. Unlike discrimination knowledge, generaliza-
tion knowledge aims to detect unseen or sparsely
labeled triggers, thus needs to be transferred be-
tween different trigger words. For example, to
identify the unseen word hacked in S5 as an At-
tack trigger, an ED system needs to distill the gen-
eralized Attack pattern “[Trigger] to death” from
S3.

Currently, most neural network ED methods
(Chen et al., 2015; Nguyen and Grishman, 2015,
2016; Duan et al., 2017; Yang and Mitchell, 2017)
work well on distilling discrimination knowledge,
but poorly on distilling generalization knowledge.
Table 1 shows the performances of several mod-
els on both sparsely (OOV/OOL) and densely
(Other) labeled trigger words. These models work
well on densely labeled trigger words, i.e., they
have a good discrimination ability. But they per-
form poorly on unseen/sparsely labeled trigger
words, i.e., they have a poor generalization abil-
ity. This is because these approaches are mostly
trigger-centric, thus hard to be generalized well
to sparse/unseen words. Furthermore, the lack of
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Models OOV OOL Other
DMCNN 34.3 8.8 76.1
Bi-LSTM 35.3 9.3 75.5

ELMo 31.3 9.0 75.7

Table 1: F1 Scores of previous approaches on differ-
ent types of triggers (ACE2005), where OOV words
are the out-of-vocabulary words in the training corpus,
OOL words are the out-of-label words, i.e., an instance
whose (word, event type) never occurs in the training
corpus but the word is not OOV. DMCNN (Chen et al.,
2015) refers to dynamic multi-pooling based CNN; Bi-
LSTM (Duan et al., 2017) refers to bidirectional LSTM
based RNN. ELMo refers to the fixed task-independent
word representations proposed by Peters et al. (2018).

large-scale training data also limits the generaliza-
tion ability of learned models. Table 1 also shows
the performance of using general pre-trained word
representation – ELMo (Peters et al., 2018). We
can see that, this task-independent lexical-centric
representation achieves nearly the same perfor-
mance to task-specific representations.

In this paper, we propose a ∆-representation
learning approach, which can incrementally dis-
till both discrimination and generalization knowl-
edge for event detection. ∆-representation learn-
ing aims to decouple, learn, and fuse alterable ∆-
parts for event representation, instead of learning
a single comprehensive representation. Specif-
ically, we decouple an event representation red
into three parts red = rw

⊕
rd
⊕

rg (Section 2),
where rw is the pre-trained word representation of
trigger words, rd is the lexical-specific event rep-
resentation which captures discrimination knowl-
edge for distinguishing ambiguous triggers, rg is
the lexical-free event representation which cap-
tures generalization knowledge for detecting un-
seen/sparse triggers, and

⊕
is the fusion function

to fuse different parts. Here rd and rg are the ∆-
parts of our representation, i.e., they are indepen-
dently learned starting from rw and are intended
for capturing incremental knowledge for event de-
tection. To incrementally learn the ∆-parts rd and
rg, we propose a ∆-learning framework (Section
3), i.e., a lexical enhanced ∆-learning algorithm
is designed to learn the discrimination knowledge
rd which is both event-related and lexical-relevant
part, and a lexical adversarial ∆-learning is de-
signed to learn the generalization knowledge rg
which is event-related but lexical-irrelevant part.
Finally, a lexical gate fusion mechanism

⊕
(Sec-

Decoupled
Representations

That officer was fired from his job.

Lexical
Gate Fusion

Lexical-Free
Representation!w

Trigger
Candidate

EndPosition

Enhanced
Δ-Learning

Adversarial
Δ-Learning

Δ Δ

Lexical-Specific
Representation

!d !g
Lexi

Δ-Learning

Figure 2: The framework of our ∆-learning approach.
Dashed lines indicate the learning process; solid lines
indicate the event detection process.

tion 2.3) is proposed to adaptively fuse these
learned representations. Figure 2 shows the archi-
tecture of our method.

We conduct experiments1 on two standard
event detection datasets: ACE20052 and TAC
KBP 2017 Event Nugget Detection Evaluation3

(KBP2017). Experimental results show that the
proposed method significantly improves the per-
formance on sparsely labeled triggers, and retains
a high performance on densely labeled triggers.

The main contributions of this paper are:
1. We propose a new representation learning

framework - ∆-learning, which can incremen-
tally distill both discrimination and generalization
knowledge during representation learning. Since
the ambiguity and the diversity problem of nat-
ural language expressions are common in NLP,
our framework can potentially benefit many other
NLP tasks.

2. We design a new event detection approach.
By effectively decoupling, independently learn-
ing, and adaptively fusing event representation,
our approach works well on both sparsely and
densely labeled triggers and achieves the state-
of-the-art performance on both ACE2005 and
KBP2017 datasets.

2 Decoupling Lexical-Specific and
Lexical-Free Representations for Event
Detection

To distill both discrimination and generalization
knowledge, this section decouples event represen-

1Our source code is openly available at
https://www.github.com/luyaojie/delta-learning-for-ed.

2https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2006T06
3https://tac.nist.gov/2017/KBP/data.html
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tation into three parts: red = rw
⊕

rd
⊕

rg,
where rw is the word representation of trigger
words, such as word embeddings/ELMo (noted
that rw is fixed during all our training process);
rd is a lexical-specific event representation which
captures discrimination knowledge; rg is a lexical-
free representation which captures generalization
knowledge. By decoupling event representations,
rd and rg will be independently learned using our
∆-learning algorithm in Section 3. Finally, a
gate mechanism is proposed to adaptively fuse the
above representations for event detection.

Formally, an event detection instance is a pair
of trigger candidate and its context, i.e., x =
(t, c), where t is a trigger candidate, and c =
{c−m, ..., c−1, c1, ..., cm} is its context. For exam-
ple, (fired, “That officer was from his job.”) is an
instance for candidate fired.

Following previous work (Nguyen and Grish-
man, 2015; Liu et al., 2018a), given an instance
x, we embed each token ti as ti = [pw;pp;pe],
where pw is its word embedding, pp is its posi-
tion embedding, and pe is its entity tag embed-
ding. Therefore t0 is the representation of trigger
candidate. In this paper, lexical-specific model Θd

and lexical-free model Θg use independent em-
beddings.

2.1 Lexical-Specific Representation

Lexical-specific representation aims to capture
discriminative information for distinguishing am-
biguous trigger words. For example, we want our
representation to capture {officer, job, ...} clues
for distinguishing (fired, EndPosition) from (fired,
Attack), and {tank, soldiers, ...} for distinguishing
(fired, Attack) from (fired, EndPosition).

To capture discriminative clues for trigger can-
didates, we design a lexical-centered context se-
lection attention. And we refer it as ATT-RNN and
describe it as follows.
Lexical-Centered Context Selection. To select
discriminative context words, the attentive context
selection mechanism models the association be-
tween the trigger candidate and its context words.
For instance, we want our attention mechanism to
capture the association between “work” and fired
in S1, and between “tank” and fired in S2.

Concretely, we first feed [t−m, ..., t0, ..., tm]
into a bidirectional GRU to get all tokens’ context-
aware token encoding [h−m, ...,h0, ...,hm]. Then
our attention mechanism models (trigger, context

word) pair’s relevance with a Multi-Layer Percep-
tron (MLP), and uses a softmax function normal-
izing relevance scores to attention weights:

αi =
exp(MLP([h0;hi]))∑
j∈c exp(MLP([h0;hj ]))

(1)

Given the attention weights, the lexical-specific
context representation is summarized as c0 =∑

i∈C αi · hi. And the final lexical-specific rep-
resentation of instance x is the concatenation of
its token representation h0 and the lexical-specific
context representation c0, i.e., rd = [h0; c0].

The lexical-specific representation can effec-
tively disambiguate trigger words by capturing
(trigger, context word) associations. However, this
representation is lexical-specific, thus hard to gen-
eralize well to sparse/unseen words.

2.2 Lexical-Free Representation

In contrast to lexical-specific representation,
lexical-free event representation rg aims to cap-
ture generalization knowledge for ED, which can
be transferred between different trigger words. For
example, we want to capture the trigger word-
irrelevant knowledge such as “[Trigger] to death”
being a strong trigger pattern for Attack event,
which can be used to detect many different trig-
ger words, such as fired, hacked, beat. In this way,
even an unseen trigger candidate t can be easily
identified by leveraging such knowledge.

Obviously, the lexical-free event representation
rg should be lexical-irrelevant, but event-specific.
To this end, we represent all tokens in x as ti,
then employ a lexical-independent context selec-
tion module for rg. We simply use DMCNN
(Chen et al., 2015) as our lexical-independent con-
text selection module, but design a new adversar-
ial ∆-learning algorithm in Section 3.2 which can
eliminate lexical-relevant information from rg.
Lexical-Independent Context Selection. To se-
lect lexical-independent but event-relevant context
words, we employ the same CNN architecture as
Chen et al. (2015). For instance, we want to cap-
ture “to death” and “criminal” being relevant for
Attack event in S5.

Given token sequence [t−m, ..., t0, ..., tm], a h-
width convolutional layer captures local context
feature li from ti:i+h−1: li = tanh(w · ti:i+h−1+
b), where w is the convolutional filter, and b is the
bias term. To summarize important signals from
different pieces of a sentence, a dynamic pooling
layer (Chen et al., 2015) is used to produce the left
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and right context features lleft, lright:

lleft = max
j<0

lj , l
right = max

j≥0
lj (2)

Finally, we concatenate the left context feature
lleft and the right context feature lright as our
lexical-free representation rg = [lleft; lright].

2.3 Lexical Gate Mechanism for
Representation Fusion

The above two representations are complementary
to each other: rd captures discrimination knowl-
edge, and rg captures generalization knowledge.
However, simple concatenation is not effective
for event detection: for frequently labeled trigger
words in training data, lexical-specific representa-
tion is more useful; and for sparsely labeled or un-
seen trigger words, lexical-free representation is
more helpful. Based on this observation, our sys-
tem needs to rely more on rd to detect frequent
candidate fired, but more on rg to detect the OOV
candidate hacked. That is, we need to adaptively
fuse different representations for different words,
rather than simply concatenate them.

To adaptively fuse lexical-specific representa-
tion rd, lexical-free representation rg and word
representation rw, we design a lexical gate mech-
anism to fuse different representations: red =
rw
⊕

rd
⊕

rg, where
⊕

is the fusion gate, and
red is the final event representation. Concretely,
we first map these representations to a universal
space:

r′d = fSpec→U (rd)
r′g = fFree→U (rg)
r′w = fLexi→U (rw)

(3)

where fSpec→U (·), fFree→U (·) and fLexi→U (·)
are linear layers with a nonlinear function; then
we fuse them via the gated mechanism:

g̃i = fU→G(r′i), i ∈ {d, g, w}

gi =
exp(g̃i)∑

j∈{d,g,w} exp(g̃j)
(4)

gi (i ∈ {d, g, w}) correspondingly indicates the
confidence of the evidences provided by r′s, r′f
and r′l; gi and g̃i have the same dimensions as r′i;
fU→G(·) is a linear layer with a nonlinear func-
tion. Finally, we combine all representations:

red = gd � r′d + gg � r′g + gw � r′w (5)

where � is element-wise multiplication.
After fusion, red will be fed to the event de-

tection classifier, which computes a classification

(a) Lexical-Enhanced 

Event
Detection
Classifier

Binary 
Lexical 

Classifier

Lexical-specific
Representation

Learning

Event
Detection
Classifier

Lexical-free
Representation

LearningLexi

Binary 
Lexical 

Classifier

(b) Lexical-Adversarial

EventType EventType 1/01/0

Lexi

(t, c) t / w (t, c)t / w

+ Lexi − Lexi

Figure 3: The framework of our ∆-learning algo-
rithms.

probability for each event type yt (including NIL
for not a trigger):

P (yt|x) =
exp(wt · red + bt)∑T
t=1 exp(wt · red + bt)

(6)

where wt is the weight vector, and bt is the bias
term. In this way, we identify trigger words of all
pre-defined event types.

3 Distilling Discrimination and
Generalization knowledge via
∆-Learning

This section describes our ∆-learning framework,
which can learn lexical-specific representation rd
and lexical-free representation rg independently.
To distill discrimination knowledge to rd, we de-
sign a lexical-enhanced ∆-learning algorithm. To
distill generalization knowledge to rg, we design a
lexical adversarial ∆-learning algorithm. Finally,
we fine-tune the full event detection model in Fig-
ure 2.

3.1 Distilling Discrimination Knowledge via
Lexical-Enhanced ∆-Learning

This section describes our lexical-enhanced ∆-
learning algorithm for lexical-specific represen-
tation rd. To ensure rd be both event-relevant
and lexical-specific, we use two types of supervi-
sion signals: first, we want the learned represen-
tation rd can predict its event type y with the help
of word representation rw; second, we want the
learned rd can also predict its trigger word t. For
example, we want the learned rd of the instance
(fired, An solider to death) can predict both its
event type Attack and its trigger word fired.
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To achieve the above goal, we remove the
lexical-free part in Figure 2 and show the lexical-
enhanced ∆-learning framework in Figure 3 (a).
The input of our lexical-enhanced learning frame-
work is a triple (t, c, w), where t is the trigger, c
is its context, and w is a sampled word. The out-
put is two-fold: the event classifier will output the
event type of (t, c), and the auxiliary lexical classi-
fier will output 1 if t = w and 0 otherwise. In this
way, the event classifier can propagate the event
type supervision signal to our lexical-specific rep-
resentation learning component, and the auxiliary
lexical binary classifier ensures that the learned
representation rd is lexical-specific.

Specifically, for each ED instance x = (t, c),
we generate a positive lexical-enhanced training
instance (t, c, t) with label (y, 1), and n negative
instances4 (t, c, w) with label (y, 0), where w is a
word randomly sampled from context c.

For each ED instance x = (t, c) in the train
dataset D, the event classifier loss is:

Levent = −
∑

(xk,yk)∈D
logP (yk|xk) (7)

and the lexical binary classifier loss is:

Llexical =
∑

xk∈D
− logP (1|xk, t)

−
n∑

j=1

logP (0|xk, wkj)
(8)

Therefore, the loss function of lexical-enhanced
∆-learning is:

Lenhance = Levent + Llexical (9)

By adding the auxiliary lexical classification task,
this learning algorithm will ensure the learned
representation be both event-related and lexical-
relevant.

3.2 Distilling Generalization Knowledge via
Lexical-Adversarial ∆-Learning

In contrast to lexical-specific representation rd,
the lexical-free representation rg needs to elimi-
nate lexical-specific information, so that it can be
transferred between different words. To achieve
this goal, we adopt adversarial techniques and de-
sign a lexical-adversarial ∆-learning algorithm.

Specifically, we remove the lexical-specific part
in Figure 2 and show the lexical-adversarial ∆-
learning framework in Figure 3 (b). We can see

4In this paper, we set n = 1.

that, the input and the output of our adversarial ∆-
learning framework are still (t, c, w) and (y, 1/0).
The event classifier is used to propagate the event
type supervision signal to our lexical-free repre-
sentation learning component, so that rg will cap-
ture event related information. The difference be-
tween Figure 3 (a) and 3 (b) is that they use dif-
ferent auxiliary tasks: Figure 3 (a) uses a lexical-
enhanced auxiliary task, and Figure 3 (b) uses a
lexical-adversarial auxiliary task.

To eliminate lexical-specific information, we
design a two-player min-max game (Goodfellow
et al., 2014) for the lexical-adversarial auxiliary
task. Given (t, c, w), our binary lexical classifier
ΘDeLexi attempts to predict whether rg is specific
to w, but the lexical-free model Θg tries to pro-
duce rg to confuse ΘDeLexi. The min-max objec-
tive function for lexical-adversarial ∆-learning is:

Lminmax =
∑

xk∈D
− logP (1|xk, t)

−
n∑

j=1

logP (0|xk, wkj)

θ̂ = min
ΘDeLexi

max
Θg

Lminmax

(10)

In this way, we can remove the lexical-specific in-
formation from rg.

The above adversarial loss leads two different
optimized directions for Θg and ΘDeLexi, which
can be implemented by a gradient reversal layer
(Ganin et al., 2016) during backpropagation. That
is, Lminmax is jointly optimized with the main ED
task objective Levent, while gradients from adver-
sarial loss are reversed with the factor λadv when
they reach rg. By this means, we can unify the
optimized directions of these components. There-
fore, the loss function of our lexical-adversarial
∆-learning is:

Ladversary = Levent + Lminmax (11)

Following Liu et al. (2019), we divide the
lexical-adversarial ∆-learning into two stages:

1. In the pretraining stage, we first update Θg

using the main ED task objective, then freeze Θg

and update ΘDeLexi using the Equation 10.
2. In the adversarial learning stage, we update

parameters using Equation 11.
In practice, we find that the factor λadv is sen-

sitive to the even of min-max game. A large λadv
is easy to make the binary lexical classifier to be
weak (the binary classfication accuracy tends to
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50%). In this paper, λadv is set as 1−3, and the
accuracy of our binary lexical classifier ΘDeLexi

always keep over 75% in the adversarial learning
stage.

By adding the auxiliary lexical-adversarial task,
this learning algorithm will ensure the learned rep-
resentation be event-related but lexical-irrelevant.

3.3 Full Model Fine-Tuning

Given the pre-trained lexical-specific representa-
tion model Θd and the pre-trained lexical-free rep-
resentation model Θg, we finally fine-tune the full
model Θ in Figure 2 by optimizing the event clas-
sification loss function:

L(Θ) = Levent + λreg · ‖Θ‖2 (12)

where λreg is the weight coefficient of regulariza-
tion item and Θ indicates all parameters. L(Θ)
can be optimized using mini-batch based stochas-
tic gradient descent algorithms, such as Adadelta
(Zeiler, 2012).

4 Experiments

4.1 Experimental Settings

Dataset. We conduct experiments on two stan-
dard English event detection datasets: ACE2005
and KBP2017.

ACE2005 (LDC2006T06) contains 599 docu-
ments annotated with 33 event types. Following
previous studies (Liao and Grishman, 2010; Li
et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2017,
2018a), we use the same 529/30/40 train/dev/test
document splits in our experiments. We use
ACE2005 as the primary dataset, as the same as
previous studies (Nguyen and Grishman, 2018).

KBP2017 (LDC2017E55) contains 500 docu-
ments with RichERE annotations for TAC KBP
2017 evaluation. For model training, we use pre-
viously annotated RichERE datasets, including
LDC2015E29, LDC2015E68, LDC2016E31 and
TAC KBP 2015-2016 Evaluation datasets. Fol-
lowing previous work (Lin et al., 2018a), we ran-
domly sample 20 documents from the 2016 evalu-
ation dataset as the development set.

We evaluate different event detection sys-
tems using precision, recall, and F1-score. For
ACE2005, we compute these criteria as the same
as previous work (Li et al., 2013; Chen et al.,
2015). For KBP2017, because TAC KBP2017 al-
lows each team to submit 3 different runs, to make
our results comparable with the evaluation results,

we select 3 best runs of each system on the de-
velopment set and report the best test performance
among them using the official evaluation toolkit5,
which is referred as Best3 in previous work (Lin
et al., 2018a).

Baselines. We compare our approach with three
types of baselines:

Feature based Approaches rely on rich hand-
designed features, including: MaxEnt (Li et al.,
2013) which employs hand-designed features and
uses Max-Entropy Classifier; Combined PSL (Liu
et al., 2016b) – the best reported feature-based sys-
tem which combines global and latent features us-
ing Probabilistic Soft Logic framework.

Representation Learning based Approaches
employ neural networks to automatically extract
features for event detection, including: DMCNN
(Chen et al., 2015) which uses CNN as sentence
feature extractor and concatenates sentence fea-
ture and lexical feature for event detection clas-
sifier; NC-CNN (Nguyen and Grishman, 2016)
which extends traditional CNN by modeling skip-
grams for exploiting non-consecutive k-grams; Bi-
RNN (Nguyen et al., 2016) which embeds each to-
ken using additional dependency features for bi-
directional RNN feature extractor, and jointly ex-
tracts triggers with its arguments.

External Resource based Approaches aim to
enhance event detection with external resources,
including: SA-ANN-Arg (Liu et al., 2017) which
injects event arguments information via super-
vised attention mechanism; GCN-ED (Nguyen
and Grishman, 2018) which exploits syntactic in-
formation to capture more accurate context using
Graph Convolutional Networks (GCN); GMLATT
(Liu et al., 2018a) which exploits the multi-lingual
information for more accurate context modeling;
HBTNGMA (Chen et al., 2018) which fuses both
sentence-level and document-level information,
and collectively detects different events in a sen-
tence.

For our approach and all baselines, we adopt
the pre-trained word embedding using Skip-gram
6 and the open released ELMo models7. We also
report the performance of ELMo as a baseline for
demonstrating the performance of universal pre-
trained representations. All hyper-parameters are
tuned on development set.

5https://github.com/hunterhector/EvmEval
6https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec
7https://allennlp.org/elmo
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P R F1
Feature based Approaches
MaxEnt 74.5 59.1 65.9
Combined-PSL 75.3 64.4 69.4
Representation Learning based Approaches
DMCNN 75.6 63.6 69.1
Bi-RNN 66.0 73.0 69.3
NC-CNN - - 71.3
External Resource based Approaches
SA-ANN-Arg (+Arguments) 78.0 66.3 71.7
GMLATT (+Multi-Lingual) 78.9 66.9 72.4
GCN-ED (+Syntactic) 77.9 68.8 73.1
HBTNGMA (+Document) 77.9 69.1 73.3
Our Approach
ELMo 75.6 62.3 68.3
∆concat
w2v 71.8 70.8 71.3

∆concat
ELMo 73.7 71.9 72.8

∆w2v 74.0 70.5 72.2
∆ELMo 76.3 71.9 74.0

Table 2: Experiment results on ACE 2005. For a fair
comparison, the results of baselines are adapted from
their original papers.

4.2 Overall Performance

Table 2 shows the overall ACE2005 results of all
baselines and our approach. For our approach, we
show the results of four settings: our approach
using word embedding as its word representa-
tion rw – ∆w2v; our approach using ELMo as
rw - ∆ELMo; our approach simply concatenating
[rd, rg, rw] as instance representation - ∆concat

∗ .
From Table 2, we can see that:

1. By distilling both discrimination and
generalization knowledge, our method achieves
state-of-the-art performance. Compared with
the best feature system, ∆w2v and ∆ELMo gain
2.8 and 4.6 F1-score improvements. Compared to
the representation learning based baselines, both
∆w2v and ∆ELMo outperform all of them. No-
tably, ∆ELMo outperforms all the baselines using
external resources.

2. By incrementally distilling generalization
knowledge, our method can achieve both high
recall and high precision. Our method obtains a
high recall – 71.9, which outperforms most meth-
ods by a large margin, and retains a high precision
– 76.3. We believe this is because the generaliza-
tion knowledge is incrementally distilled using ∆-
learning, so there is no need to make the precision-
recall tradeoff during training.

3. The lexical gate provides an effective
mechanism for adaptively fusing discrimina-

P R F1
Top 3 in TAC 2017 ED Track
3rd in TAC 2017 54.27 46.59 50.14
2nd in TAC 2017 52.16 48.71 50.37
1st in TAC 2017 56.83 55.57 56.19
Our Approach
∆w2v 62.84 50.36 55.91
∆ELMo 62.30 53.77 57.72

Table 3: Experiment results on TAC KBP 2017 evalua-
tion datasets.

tion and generalization knowledge. Compared
with the naive fusion baselines - ∆concat

∗ , ∆w2v

and ∆ELMo correspondingly gain 0.9 and 1.2 F1
improvements. This means that an adapative fu-
sion mechanism can get benefits from both dis-
crimination and generalization knowledge, rather
than make tradeoff between them.

4. Although universal pre-trained repre-
sentations can achieve a good performance,
task-specific representations are still crucial.
Compared with the strong universal representa-
tion baseline ELMo, our task-specific event detec-
tion representations all achieve a significant per-
formance improvements. This also verifies that
∆-learning is an effective way for incrementally
learning task-specific representation.

Table 3 further compares our method with the
Top 3 systems in TAC 2017 Event Detection Track
(Mitamura et al., 2017). Because these teams
had no access to gold entity information during
evaluation, we exclude entity embedding in our
KBP2017 experiments for a fair comparison. We
can see that, the proposed method can significantly
outperform the best ED systems in TAC 2017, de-
spite these systems are ensemble models which
have leveraged various external resources.

4.3 Detailed Analysis

To analyze the effect of our method in detail, Table
4 shows the performance of our method on differ-
ent types of trigger words, including:

OOV (out-of-vocabulary) and OOL (out-of-
label) are of the same as in Table 1.

Sparse instance means the event trigger rate of
the given word P (e|w) = #(e,w)

#(w) is less than 10%
in training corpus, i.e,< 10% occurrences of word
w are labeled with the event type e (NIL includ-
ing).

Dense means all other instances except OOV,
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OOL and Sparse.
Let
⊕

be our lexical gate, Table 4 shows the re-
sults of following settings: rd

⊕
rw, rg

⊕
rw and

rd
⊕

rg
⊕

rw (i.e., our full model). To demon-
strate the effects of ∆-learning, Table 4 also
shows the results of the non-∆-learning version of
rd
⊕

rw, rg
⊕

rw and rd
⊕

rg
⊕

rw. In this set-
ting, rd and rg are trained without using auxiliary
tasks. From Table 4, we can see that:

1. Previous approaches work well on dis-
tilling discrimination knowledge, but poorly on
distilling generalization knowledge. Previous
approaches achieve high F1-scores on Dense in-
stances, but their performance on sparsely labeled
instances is poor. The task specific representation
(ATT-RNN and DMCNN) merely achieves a sim-
ilar performance with the general word represen-
tation rw (ELMo).

2. ∆-learning is effective for incrementally
distilling knowledge. Compared with its non-
∆-learning version, rg

⊕
rw can distill general-

ization knowledge, i.e., gains 8.5, 12.3 and 9.8
F1 improvements on OOV, OOL and Sparse in-
stances. And rd

⊕
rw can distill more discrimina-

tion knowledge than its non-∆-learning version.
3. The decomposition strategy, i.e, learn-

ing and fusing independent knowledge is ef-
fective for representation learning. Through
decomposition, rg

⊕
rw can capture generaliza-

tion knowledge, rd
⊕

rw can capture discrimina-
tion knowledge, which are complementary to each
other. Starting from rw, our method can incre-
mentally distill knowledge in both rd and rg via
∆-learning. By fusing the independent knowl-
edge in rd and rg via an effective lexical gate,
rd
⊕

rg
⊕

rw achieves the best performance on
OOV, OOL and Dense instances.

5 Related Work

Event Detection. In recent years, neural ap-
proaches have achieved significant progress in
event detection. Most neural approaches focus on
learning effective instance representations (Chen
et al., 2015; Nguyen and Grishman, 2015, 2016;
Nguyen et al., 2016; Feng et al., 2016; Ghaeini
et al., 2016; Lin et al., 2018b). The main drawback
of these methods is that they mostly only learn
a single and lexical-specific representation, which
works well on distilling discrimination knowledge
but poorly on generalization knowledge.

Some approaches enhance representation learn-

Representations OOV OOL Sparse Dense
ATT-RNN 38.7 6.2 36.7 77.7
DMCNN∗ 32.4 9.0 43.1 77.6

ELMo 31.3 9.0 47.1 78.0
rd
⊕

rw (w/o ∆) 40.0 8.8 50.0 78.7
rg
⊕

rw (w/o ∆) 47.1 11.1 54.6 78.8
rd
⊕

rg
⊕

rw (w/o ∆) 40.0 11.4 52.8 78.8
rd
⊕

rw 32.3 12.3 43.1 79.1
rg
⊕

rw 55.6 23.4 64.4 78.2
rd
⊕

rg
⊕

rw 57.4 26.7 55.6 80.0

Table 4: The results (F1-scores) of different represen-
tations (ELMo as word representation rw) on different
types of trigger words. For a fair comparison, different
from standard DMCNN (Chen et al., 2015) in Table 1
and Table 2, DMCNN∗ excludes lexical feature but in-
cludes entity feature.

ing using external resources. One strategy is to
employ extra knowledge for better representation
learning, such as document (Duan et al., 2017;
Chen et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2018b), syntactic
information (Nguyen and Grishman, 2018; Sha
et al., 2018; Orr et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2018c),
event arguments (Liu et al., 2017), knowledge
bases (Yang and Mitchell, 2017; Lu and Nguyen,
2018) and multi-lingual information (Liu et al.,
2018a). The other strategy is generating addi-
tional training instances from extra knowledge
bases (Liu et al., 2016a; Chen et al., 2017) or news
paragraph clusters (Ferguson et al., 2018). Our
method does not use any external resources, which
could be a good complementary to these methods.

Representation Learning via Auxiliary Learn-
ing. In recent years, many auxiliary learning
techniques have been proposed for better repre-
sentation learning. Self-supervised learning learns
representation by designing auxiliary tasks rather
than using manually labeled data. Examples in-
clude colorization in vision tasks (Doersch and
Zisserman, 2017), language modeling in text tasks
(Rei, 2017). Adversarial learning attempts to fool
models through malicious input (Kurakin et al.,
2016), it has been broadly used in many scenar-
ios, e.g., domain adaptation (Zeng et al., 2018),
knowledge distillation (Qin et al., 2017) and at-
tribute cleaning (Elazar and Goldberg, 2018).

Some adversarial-based techniques have been
used for event detection. Hong et al. (2018) over-
comes spurious features during training via self-
regularization. Liu et al. (2019) distills extra
knowledge from external NLP resources using a
teacher-student network. This paper employs ad-
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versarial ∆-learning algorithm to eliminate lexi-
cal information in event representation so that both
discrimination and generalization knowledge can
be incrementally distilled.

6 Conclusions

This paper proposes a new representation learn-
ing framework – ∆-learning, which can distill
both discrimination and generalization knowledge
for event detection. Specifically, two effective
∆-learning algorithms are proposed to distill dis-
crimination and generalization knowledge inde-
pendently, and a lexical gate mechanism is de-
signed to fuse different knowledge adaptively. Ex-
perimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of
our method. Representation learning is a funda-
mental technique for NLP tasks, especially for re-
solving the ambiguity and the diversity problem of
natural language expressions. For future work, we
plan to investigate new auxiliary ∆-learning algo-
rithms using our ∆-learning framework.
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Abstract

Chinese relation extraction is conducted using
neural networks with either character-based or
word-based inputs, and most existing meth-
ods typically suffer from segmentation errors
and ambiguity of polysemy. To address the is-
sues, we propose a multi-grained lattice frame-
work (MG lattice) for Chinese relation ex-
traction to take advantage of multi-grained
language information and external linguistic
knowledge. In this framework, (1) we incorpo-
rate word-level information into character se-
quence inputs so that segmentation errors can
be avoided. (2) We also model multiple senses
of polysemous words with the help of external
linguistic knowledge, so as to alleviate poly-
semy ambiguity. Experiments on three real-
world datasets in distinct domains show con-
sistent and significant superiority and robust-
ness of our model, as compared with other
baselines. The source code of this paper can
be obtained from https://github.com/
thunlp/Chinese_NRE.

1 Introduction

Relation extraction (RE) has a pivotal role in infor-
mation extraction (IE), aiming to extract seman-
tic relations between entity pairs in natural lan-
guage sentences. In downstream applications, this
technology is a key module for constructing large-
scale knowledge graphs. Recent developments in
deep learning have heightened the interest for neu-
ral relation extractions (NRE), which attempt to
use neural networks to automatically learn seman-
tic features (Liu et al., 2013; Zeng et al., 2014,
2015; Lin et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2016; Jiang
et al., 2016).

∗ indicates equal contribution
† Corresponding author: Hai-Tao Zheng. ( E-mail:

zheng.haitao@sz.tsinghua.edu.cn )

Figure 1: An example of segmentation ambiguity and
polysemy ambiguity in Chinese RE.

Although it is not necessary for NRE to per-
form feature engineering, they ignore the fact
that different language granularity of input will
have a significant impact on the model, especially
for Chinese RE. Conventionally, according to the
difference in granularity, most existing methods
for Chinese RE can be divided into two types:
character-based RE and word-based RE.

For the character-based RE, it regards each in-
put sentence as a character sequence. The short-
coming of this kind of method is that it can-
not fully exploit word-level information, capturing
fewer features than the word-based methods. For
the word-based RE, word segmentation should be
first performed. Then, a word sequence is derived
and fed into the neural network model. However,
the performance of the word-based models could
be significantly impacted by the quality of seg-
mentation.

For example, as shown in Fig 1, the Chinese
sentence “达尔文研究所有杜鹃 (Darwin studies
all the cuckoos)” has two entities, which are “达
尔文 (Darwin)” and “杜鹃 (cuckoos)”, and the
relation between them is Study. In this case, the
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correct segmentation is “达尔文 (Darwin) /研究
(studies) /所有 (all the) /杜鹃 (cuckoos)” . Nev-
ertheless, semantics of the sentence could become
entirely different as the segmentation changes. If
the segmentation is “达尔文 (In Darwin) /研究所
(institute) / 有 (there are) / 杜鹃 (cuckoos)”, the
meaning of the sentence becomes ’there are cuck-
oos in Darwin institute’ and the relation between
“达尔文 (Darwin)” and “杜鹃 (cuckoos)” turns
into Ownership, which is wrong. Hence, neither
character-based methods nor word-based methods
can sufficiently exploit the semantic information
in data. Worse still, this problem becomes sev-
erer when datasets is finely annotated, which are
scarce in number. Obviously, to discover high-
level entity relationships from plain texts, we need
the assistance of comprehensive information with
various granularity.

Furthermore, the fact that there are many pol-
ysemous words in datasets is another point ne-
glected by existing RE models, which limits the
ability of the model to explore deep semantic fea-
tures. For instance, the word “杜鹃” has two
different senses, which are ’cuckoos’ and ’aza-
leas’. But it’s difficult to learn both senses infor-
mation from plain texts without the help of exter-
nal knowledge. Therefore, the introduction of ex-
ternal linguistic knowledge will be of great help to
NRE models.

In this paper, we proposed the multi-granularity
lattice framework (MG lattice), a unified model
comprehensively utilizes both internal informa-
tion and external knowledge, to conduct the Chi-
nese RE task. (1) The model uses a lattice-based
structure to dynamically integrate word-level fea-
tures into the character-based method. Thus, it
can leverage multi-granularity information of in-
puts without suffering from segmentation errors.
(2) Moreover, to alleviate the issue of polysemy
ambiguity, the model utilizes HowNet (Dong and
Dong, 2003), which is an external knowledge base
manually annotates polysemous Chinese words.
Then, the senses of words are automatically se-
lected during the training stage and consequently,
the model can fully exploit the semantic informa-
tion in data for better RE performance.

Sets of experiments has been conducted on
three manually labeled RE datasets. The results
indicate that our model significantly outperforms
multiple existing methods, achieving state-of-the-
art results on various datasets across different do-

mains.

2 Related Work

Recent years RE, especially NRE, has been widely
studied in the NLP field. As a pioneer, (Liu et al.,
2013) proposed a simple CNN RE model and it is
regarded as one seminal work that uses a neural
network to automatically learn features. On this
basis, (Zeng et al., 2014) developed a CNN model
with max-pooling, where positional embeddings
were first used to represent the position informa-
tion. Then the PCNNs model (Zeng et al., 2015)
designed the multi-instance learning paradigm for
RE. However, the PCNNs model suffers the issue
of the selection of sentences. To address the prob-
lem, Lin et al. (2016) applied the attention mech-
anism over all the instances in the bag. Further,
Jiang et al. (2016) proposed a model with multi-
instance and multi-label paradigms. Although PC-
NNs models are more efficient, they cannot exploit
contextual information like RNNs. Hence, LSTM
with attention mechanism was also applied to the
RE task (Zhang and Wang, 2015; Zhou et al.,
2016; Lee et al., 2019).

Existing methods for Chinese RE are mostly
character-based or word-based implementations of
mainstream NRE models (Chen and Hsu, 2016;
Rönnqvist et al., 2017; ZHANG et al., 2017; Xu
et al., 2017). In most cases, these methods only
focus on the improvement of the model itself, ig-
noring the fact that different granularity of input
will have a significant impact on the RE mod-
els. The character-based model can not utilize
the information of words, capturing fewer fea-
tures than the word-based model. On the other
side, the performance of the word-based model is
significantly impacted by the quality of segmen-
tation (Zhang and Yang, 2018). Although some
methods are used to combine character-level and
word-level information in other NLP tasks like
character-bigrams (Chen et al., 2015; Yang et al.,
2017) and soft words (Zhao and Kit, 2008; Chen
et al., 2014; Peng and Dredze, 2016), the informa-
tion utilization is still very limited.

Then, tree-structured RNNs was proposed to
address the shortcomings. Tai et al. (2015) pro-
posed a tree-like LSTM model to improve the
semantic representation. This type of structure
has been applied into various tasks, including hu-
man action recognition (Sun et al., 2017), NMT
encoders (Su et al., 2017), speech tokenization
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(Sperber et al., 2017) and NRE (Zhang and Yang,
2018). Although the lattice LSTM model can ex-
ploit word and word sequence information, it still
could be severely affected by the ambiguity of pol-
ysemy. In other words, these models cannot han-
dle the polysemy of words with the change of lan-
guage situation. Therefore, the introduction of
external linguistic knowledge is very necessary.
We utilize sense-level information with the help
of HowNet proposed by Dong and Dong (2003),
which is a concept knowledge base that annotates
Chinese with correlative word senses. In addition,
the open-sourced HowNet API (Qi et al., 2019) is
also used in our work.

3 Methodology

Given a Chinese sentence and two marked enti-
ties in it, the task of Chinese relation extraction
is to extract semantic relations between the two
entities. In this section, we present our MG lat-
tice model for Chinese relation extraction in detail.
As shown in Fig 2, the model could be introduced
from three aspects:

Figure 2: MG lattice framework. 1

Input Representation. Given a Chinese sen-
tence with two target entities as input, this part rep-
resents each word and character in the sentence.
Then the model can utilize both word-level and
character-level information.

MG Lattice Encoder. Incorporating external
knowledge into word sense disambiguation, this

1In order to keep the figure clear and concise, we do not
show gate cells and the backward direction.

part uses a lattice-structure LSTM network to con-
struct a distributed representation for each input
instance.

Relation Classifier. After the hidden states are
learned, a character-level mechanism is adapted to
merge features. Then the final sentence represen-
tations are fed into a softmax classifier to predict
relations.

We will introduce all the three parts in the fol-
lowing subsections in detail.

3.1 Input Representation

The input of our model is a Chinese sentence s
with two marked entities. In order to utilize multi-
granularity information, we represent both charac-
ters and words in the sentence.

3.1.1 Character-level Representation
Our model takes character-based sentences as di-
rect inputs, that is, regarding each input sentence
as a character sequence. Given a sentence s con-
sisting of M characters s = {c1, ..., cM}, we first
map each character ci to a vector of dc dimensions,
denoted as xcei ∈ Rdc , via the Skip-gram model
(Mikolov et al., 2013).

In addition, we leverage position embeddings to
specify entity pairs, which are defined as the rel-
ative distances from the current character to head
and tail entities (Zeng et al., 2014). Specifically,
the relative distances from the i-th character ci to
the two marked entities are denoted as p1i and p2i
respectively. We calculate p1i as below:

p1i =





i− b1 i < b1,

0 b1 ≤ i ≤ e1,
i− e1 i > e1,

(1)

where b1 and e1 are the start and end indices of
the head entity. The computation of p2i is similar
to Eq. 1. Then, p1i and p2i are transformed into two
corresponding vectors, denoted as xp1i ∈ Rdp and
xp2i ∈ Rdp , by looking up a position embedding
table.

Finally, the input representation for character ci,
denoted as xci ∈ Rd (d = dc+2×dp), is concate-
nated by character embedding xcei , position em-
beddings xp1i and xp2i :

xci = [xcei ;x
p1
i ;xp2i ]. (2)

Then, the representation of characters xc =
{xc1, ...,xcM} will be directly fed into our model.
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3.1.2 Word-level Representation
Although our model takes character sequences as
direct inputs, in order to fully capture word-level
features, it also needs the information of all poten-
tial words in the input sentences. Here, a potential
word is any character subsequence that matches
a word in a lexicon D built over segmented large
raw text. Let wb,e be such a subsequence start-
ing from the b-th character to the e-th character.
To represent wb,e, we use the word2vec (Mikolov
et al., 2013) to convert it into a real-valued vector
xwb,e ∈ Rdw .

However, the word2vec method maps each
word to only one single embedding, ignoring the
fact that many words have multiple senses. To
tackle this problem, we incorporate HowNet as an
external knowledge base into our model to repre-
sent word senses rather than words.

Hence, given a word wb,e, we first obtain all
K senses of it by retrieving the HowNet. Using
Sense(wb,e) to denote the senses set of wb,e, we

then convert each sense sen(wb,e)
k ∈ Sense(wb,e)

into a real-valued vector xsenb,e,k ∈ Rdsen through
the SAT model (Niu et al., 2017). The SAT model
is on the basis of the Skip-gram, which can jointly
learn word and sense representations. Finally, the
representation of wb,e is a vector set denoted as
xsenb,e = {xsenb,e,1, ...,xsenb,e,K}.

In the next section, we will introduce how our
model utilizes sense embeddings.

3.2 Encoder

The direct input of the encoder is a character se-
quence, together with all potential words in lexi-
con D. After training, the output of the encoder is
the hidden state vectorsh of an input sentence. We
introduce the encoder with two strategies, includ-
ing the basic lattice LSTM and the multi-graind
lattice (MG lattice) LSTM.

3.2.1 Basic Lattice LSTM Encoder
Generally, a classical LSTM (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997) unit is composed of four ba-
sic gates structure: one input gate ij controls
which information enters into the unit; one output
gate oj controls which information would be out-
putted from the unit; one forget gate fj controls
which information would be removed in the unit.
All three gates are accompanied by weight matrix
W . Current cell state cj records all historical in-
formation flow up to the current time. Therefore,

the character-based LSTM functions are:




icj = σ(Wix
c
j + Uih

c
j−1 + bi),

ocj = σ(Wox
c
j + Uoh

c
j−1 + bo),

f cj = σ(Wfx
c
j + Ufh

c
j−1 + bf ),

c̃cj = tanh(Wcx
c
j + Uch

c
j−1 + bc),

(3)

ccj = f
c
j � ccj−1 + icj � c̃cj , (4)

hcj = o
c
j � tanh(ccj), (5)

where σ() means the sigmoid function. Hence, the
current cell state cj will be generated by calcu-
lating the weighted sum using both previous cell
state and current information generated by the cell
(Graves, 2013).

Given a word wb,e in the input sentence which
matches the external lexicon D, the representation
can be obtained as follows:

xwb,e = e
w(wb,e), (6)

where b and e denotes the start and the end of
the word, and ew is the lookup table . Under this
circumstance, the computation of ccj incorporates
word-level representation xwb,e to construct the ba-
sic lattice LSTM encoder. Further, a word cell cwb,e
is used to represent the memory cell state of xwb,e .
The computation of cwb,e is:





iwb,e = σ(Wix
w
b,e + Uih

c
b + bi),

fwb,e = σ(Wfx
w
b,e + Ufh

c
b + bf ),

c̃wb,e=tanh(Wcx
w
b,e + Uch

c
b + bc),

(7)

cwb,e = f
w
b,e � ccb + iwb,e � c̃wb,e, (8)

where iwb,e and fwb,e serve as a set of word-level in-
put and forget gates.

The cell state of the e-th character will be cal-
culated by incorporating the information of all the
words that end in index e, which is wb,e with
b ∈ {b′|wb′,e ∈ D}. To control the contribution
of each word, an extra gate icb,e is used:

icb,e = σ(Wxce + Ucwb,e + b
l). (9)

Then the cell value of the e-th character is com-
puted by:

cce =
∑

b∈{b′|wb′,e∈D}
αcb,e � cwb,e +αce � c̃ce, (10)
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where αcb,e and αce are normalization factors, set-
ting the sum to 1:

αcb,e=
exp(icb,e)

exp(ice)+
∑

b′∈{b′′|wb′′,e∈D}exp(i
c
b′,e)

, (11)

αce=
exp(ice)

exp(ice)+
∑

b′∈{b′′|wb′′,e∈D}exp(i
c
b′,e)

. (12)

Finally, we use Eq. 5 to compute the final hid-
den state vectors hcj for each character of the se-
quence. This structure is also used in Zhang and
Yang (2018).

3.2.2 MG Lattice LSTM Encoder
Although the basic lattice encoder can explicitly
leverages character and word information, it could
not fully consider the ambiguity of Chinese. For
instance, as shown in Figure 2, the word w2,3 (杜
鹃) has two senses: sen(w2,3)

1 represents ’azalea’
and sen(w2,3)

2 represents ’cuckoo’, but there is only
one representation for w2,3 in the basic lattice en-
coder, which is xw2,3.

To address this shortcoming, we improve the
model by adding sense-level paths as external
knowledge to the model. Hence, a more compre-
hensive lexicon would be constructed. As men-
tioned in 3.1, the representation of the k-th sense
of the word wb,e is xsenb,e,k.

For each word wb,e which matches the lexicon
D, we will take all its sense representations into
the calculation. The computation of the k-th sense
of word wb,e is:




isenb,e,k = σ(Wix
sen
b,e,k + Uih

c
b + bi),

f senb,e,k = σ(Wfx
sen
b,e,k + Ufh

c
b + bf ),

c̃senb,e,k=tanh(Wcx
sen
b,e,k+Uch

c
b+bc),

(13)

csenb,e,k = f
sen
b,e,k � ccb + isenb,e,k � c̃senb,e,k, (14)

where csenb,e,k represents the memory cell of the k-
th sense of the word wb,e. Then all the senses
are merged into a comprehensive representation to
compute the memory cell ofwb,e, which is denoted
as csenb,e :

csenb,e =
∑

k

αsenb,e,k � csenb,e,k, (15)

αsenb,e,k=
exp(isenb,e,k)

K∑
k′

exp(isenb,e,k′)

, (16)

where isenb,e,k is an extra gate to control the contri-
bution of the k-th sense, and is computed similar
as Eq. 9.

In this situation, all the sense-level cell states
will be incorporated into the word representation
csenb,e , which could better represent the polysemous
word. Then, similar to Eq. 9 - 12, all the recurrent
paths of words ending in index e will flow into the
current cell cce:

cce=
∑

b∈{b′|wd
b′,e∈D}

αsenb,e � csenb,e +αce � c̃ce. (17)

Finally, the hidden state h are still computed by
Eq. 5 and then sent to the relation classifier.

3.3 Relation Classifier
After the hidden state of an instance h ∈ Rdh×M
is learnt, we first adopt a character-level attention
mechanism to merge h into a sentence-level fea-
ture vector, denoted as h∗ ∈ Rdh . Here, dh indi-
cates the dimension of the hidden state and M is
the sequence length. Then, the final sentence rep-
resentation h∗ is fed into a softmax classifier to
compute the confidence of each relation.

The representation h∗ of the sentence is com-
puted as a weighted sum of all character feature
vectors in h:

H = tanh(h), (18)

α = softmax(wTH), (19)

h∗ = hαT , (20)

where w ∈ Rdh is a trained parameter and α ∈
RM is the weight vector of h.

To compute the conditional probability of each
relation, the feature vector h∗ of sentence S is fed
into a softmax classifier:

o =Wh∗ + b, (21)

p(y|S) = softmax(o), (22)

where W ∈ RY×dh is the transformation matrix
and b ∈ RY is a bias vector. Y indicates the total
number of relation types, and y is the estimated
probability for each type. This mechanism is also
applied to (Zhou et al., 2016).

Finally, given all (T ) training examples
(S(i), y(i)), we define the objective function using
cross-entropy as follows:

J(θ) =

T∑

i=1

log p(y(i)|S(i), θ), (23)
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where θ indicates all parameters of our model.
To avoid co-adaptation of hidden units, we ap-

ply dropout (Hinton et al., 2012) on the LSTM
layer by randomly removing feature detectors
from the network during forward propagation.

4 Experiments

In this section, we conduct a series of experiments
on three manually labeled datasets. Our models
show superiority and effectiveness compared with
other models. Furthermore, generalization is an-
other advantage of our models, because there are
five corpora used to construct the three datasets,
which are entirely different in topics and manners
of writing. The experiments will be organized as
follows:

(1) First, we study the ability of our model to
combine character-level and word-level informa-
tion by comparing it with char-based and word-
based models;

(2) Then we focus on the impact of sense rep-
resentation, carrying out experiments among three
different kinds of lattice-based models;

(3) Finally, we make comparisons with other
proposed models in relation extraction task.

4.1 Datasets and Experimental Settings
Datasets. We carry out our experiments on
three different datasets, including Chinese San-
Wen (Xu et al., 2017), ACE 2005 Chinese corpus
(LDC2006T06) and FinRE.

The Chinese SanWen dataset contains 9 types of
relations among 837 Chinese literature articles, in
which 695 articles for training, 84 for testing and
the rest 58 for validating. The ACE 2005 dataset
is collected from newswires, broadcasts, and we-
blogs, containing 8023 relation facts with 18 re-
lation subtypes. We randomly select 75% of it to
train the models and the remaining is used for eval-
uation.

For more diversity in test domains, we manu-
ally annotate the FinRE dataset from 2647 finan-
cial news in Sina Finance 2, with 13486, 3727 and
1489 relation instances for training, testing and
validation respectively. The FinRE contains 44
distinguished relationships including a special re-
lation NA, which indicates that there is no relation
between the marked entity pair.

Evaluation Metrics. Multiple standard evalu-
ation metrics are applied in the experiments, in-

2https://finance.sina.com.cn/

Hyper-parameter value
learning rate 0.0005
dropout probability 0.5
char embedding size 100
lattice embedding size 200
position embedding size 5
LSTM hidden 200
regularization 1e-8

Table 1: Hyper-parameters

cluding the precision-recall curve, F1-score, Pre-
cision at top N predictions (P@N) and area un-
der the curve (AUC). With comprehensive evalua-
tions, models can be estimated from multiple an-
gles.

Parameter Settings. We tune the parameters
of our models by grid searching on the validation
dataset. Grid search is utilized to select optimal
learning rate λ for Adam optimizer (Kingma and
Ba, 2014) among {0.0001, 0.0005, 0.001, 0.005, }
and position embedding dp in {5, 10, 15, 20}.
Table 1 shows the values of the best hyper-
parameters in our experiments. The best models
were selected by early stopping using the evalu-
ation results on the validation dataset. For other
parameters, we follow empirical settings because
they make little influence on the whole perfor-
mance of our models.

Models FinRE SanWen ACE

Word-
based

Word-baseline 41.23 54.26 64.43
+char CNN 41.60 56.62 68.86
+char LSTM 42.20 57.92 69.81

Char-
based

Character-baseline 40.50 60.34 71.52
+softword 41.42 60.69 69.81
+bichar 40.52 61.34 71.86
+softword + bichar 42.03 61.75 72.63

Ours
Basic Lattice 47.41 63.88 77.12
MG Lattice 49.26 65.61 78.17

Table 2: F1-scores of word-baselines, character base-
lines and lattice-based models on all datasets.

4.2 Effect of Lattice Encoder.
In this part, we mainly focus on the effect of
the encoder layer. As shown in Table 2, we
conducted experiments on char-based, word-based
and lattice-based models on all datasets. The
word-based and character-based baselines are im-
plemented by replacing the lattice encoder with
a bidirectional LSTM. In addition, character and
word features are added to these two baselines re-
spectively, so that they can use both character and
word information. For word baseline, we utilize
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Datasets ACE-2005 SanWen FinRE
P@N 100 200 300 Mean 100 200 300 Mean 100 200 300 Mean

Basic Lattice 99.01 94.03 94.68 95.91 96.04 90.05 89.04 91.71 97.03 92.04 90.70 93.26
Basic Lattice (SAT) 97.03 97.01 96.01 96.69 93.07 93.03 91.36 92.49 98.02 93.03 90.70 93.92

MG Lattice 98.02 97.51 96.01 97.18 94.06 93.03 90.70 92.60 100.0 92.54 89.70 94.08

Table 3: Precision@N of lattice-based models on all datasets.

an extra CNN/LSTM to learn hidden states for
characters of each word (char CNN/LSTM). For
char baseline, bichar and softword (word in which
the current character is located) are used as word-
level features to improve character representation.

The lattice-based approaches include two
lattice-based models, and both of them can explic-
itly leverage both character and word information.
The basic lattice uses the encoder mentioned in
3.2.1, which can dynamically incorporate word-
level information into character sequences. For
MG lattice, each sense embedding will be used to
construct an independent sense path. Hence, there
is not only word information, but also sense infor-
mation flowing into cell states.

Figure 3: Precision-recall curves for three lattice-based
models on ACE-2005.

Results of word-based model. With automatic
word segmentation, the baseline of the word-based
model yields 41.23%, 54.26% and 64.43% F1-
score on three datasets. The F1-scores are in-
creased to 41.6%, 56.62 and 68.86% by adding
character CNN to the baseline model. Compared
with the character CNN, character LSTM repre-
sentation gives slightly higher F1-scores, which
are 42.2%, 57.92%, and 69.81% respectively.
The results indicate that character information
will promote the performance of the word-based
model, but the increase in F1-score is not signifi-
cant.

Results of character-based model. For the
character baseline, it gives higher F1-scores com-
pared with the word-based methods. By adding
soft word feature, the F1-scores slightly increase
on FinRE and SanWen dataset. Similar results
are achieved by adding character-bigram. Ad-
ditionally, a combination of both word features
yields best F1-scores among character-based mod-
els, which are 42.03%, 61.75%, and 72.63%.

Results of lattice-based model. Although we
take multiple strategies to combine character and
word information in baselines, the lattice-based
models still significantly outperform them. The
basic lattice model improves the F1-scores of
three datasets from 42.2% to 47.35%, 61.75% to
63.88% and 72.63% to 77.12% respectively. The
results demonstrate the ability to exploit charac-
ter and word sequence information of the lattice-
based model. Comparisons and analysis of the
lattice-based models will be introduced in the next
subsection.

4.3 Effect of Word Sense Representations

In this section, we will study the effect of word
sense representations by utilizing sense-level in-
formation with different strategies. Hence, three
types of lattice-based models are used in our ex-
periments. First, the basic lattice model uses
word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) to train the word
embeddings, which considers no word sense infor-
mation. Then, we introduce the basic lattice (SAT)
model as a comparison, for which the pre-trained
word embeddings are improved by sense informa-
tion (Niu et al., 2017). Moreover, the MG lattice
model uses sense embeddings to build indepen-
dent paths and dynamically selects the appropriate
sense.

The results of P@N shown in Table 3 demon-
strate the effectiveness of word sense representa-
tions. The basic lattice (SAT) gives better perfor-
mance than the original basic lattice model thanks
to considering sense information into word em-
beddings. Although the basic lattice (SAT) model
reaches better overall results, the precision of the
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(a) Results on FinRE (b) Results on SanWen (c) Results on ACE-2005

Figure 4: Precision-recall curves of BLSTM, Att-BLSTM, CNN, PCNN, PCNN+ATT, Basic lattice and MG lattice
on all datasets. All models (except the Basic and MG lattice) are character-based.

top 100 instances is still lower than the lattice-
basic model. Compared with the other two mod-
els, MG lattice shows superiority in all indexes
of P@N, achieving the best results in the mean
scores.

To compare and analyze the effectiveness of
all lattice-based models more intuitively, we re-
port the precision-recall curve of the ACE-2005
dataset in Figure 3 as an example. Although the
basic lattice (SAT) model obtains better overall
performance than the original basic lattice model,
the precision is still lower when the recall is low,
which corresponds to the results in Table 3. This
situation indicates that considering multiple senses
only in the pre-trained stage would add noise to the
word representations. In other words, the word
representation tends to favor the commonly used
senses in the corpora, which will disturb the model
when the correct sense of the current word is not
the common one. Nevertheless, the MG lattice
model successfully avoids this problem, giving the
best performance in all parts of the curve. This re-
sult indicates that the MG lattice model is not sig-
nificantly impacted by the noisy information be-
cause it can dynamically select the sense paths in
different contexts. Although MG lattice model
shows effectiveness and robustness on the over-
all results, it is worth noting that the improvement
is limited. The situation indicates that the utiliza-
tion of multi-grained information could still be im-
proved. A more detailed discussion is in Section
5.

4.4 Final Results

In this section, we compare the performance of the
lattice-based model with various proposed meth-
ods. The proposed models we selected are as fol-

Models
FinRE SanWen ACE-2005

AUC F1 AUC F1 AUC F1
BLSTM 28.80 42.87 50.21 61.04 60.40 70.03

Att-BLSTM 27.81 41.48 50.42 59.48 61.85 70.69

CNN 27.12 41.47 47.81 59.42 64.49 72.41

PCNN 30.49 45.51 48.26 61.00 66.10 74.33

PCNN+Att 31.89 46.13 50.41 60.55 65.79 73.17

Basic Lattice 36.58 47.41 56.88 63.88 70.51 77.12

MG Lattice 38.74 49.26 57.33 65.61 72.28 78.17

Table 4: AUC and F1-scores of BLSTM, Att-BLSTM,
CNN, PCNN, PCNN +Att, Basic lattice and MG lattice
on all datasets. All models (except the Basic and MG
lattice) are character-based.

lows:
CNN (Zeng et al., 2014) proposes a CNN model

for relation extraction.
PCNN (Zeng et al., 2015) puts forward a piece-

wise CNN model with multi-instance learning.
BLSTM (Zhang and Wang, 2015) proposes a

bidrectional LSTM model for relation extraction.
Att-BLSTM (Zhou et al., 2016) is a bidrec-

tional LSTM model with word-level attention
mechanism. 3

PCNN+ATT (Lin et al., 2016) improves PCNN
model with selective attention mechanism.

We conduct experiments on both character-
based and word-based versions of the five mod-
els mentioned above. The results show that the
character-based versions perform better than the
word-based versions for all models on all datasets.
Consequently, we only use the character-based
version of the five selected models in the following
experiments.

3For the sake of fairness, we add position embeddings
to both BLSTM and Att-BLSTM, which are not used in the
original papers.
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For comprehensive comparison and analysis,
we report precision-recall curves in Figure 4 and
F1-scores and AUC in Table 4. From the re-
sults, we can observe that: (1) Lattice-based mod-
els significantly outperform other proposed mod-
els on datasets from different domains. Thanks to
the polysemy information, the MG lattice model
performs best among all models, showing supe-
riority and effectiveness on the Chinese RE task.
The results indicate that sense-level information
could enhance the ability to capturing deep se-
mantic information from text. (2) The gap be-
tween the basic lattice model and the MG lat-
tice model becomes narrow on the dataset FinRE.
The reason for this phenomenon is that FinRE is
constructed from financial report corpus, and the
words of financial reports are often rigorous and
unambiguous. (3) In comparison, the PCNN and
PCNN+ATT models perform worse in the SanWen
and ACE datasets. The reason is that there are po-
sitional overlaps between entity pairs in these two
datasets, making PCNN unable to take full advan-
tage of the piece-wise mechanism. The results in-
dicate that the PCNN-based methods have a high
dependence on the form of the dataset. In com-
parison, our models show robustness on all three
datasets.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose the MG lattice model
for Chinese relation extraction. The model in-
corporates word-level information into character
sequences to explore deep semantic features and
avoids the issue of polysemy ambiguity by intro-
ducing external linguistic knowledge, which is re-
garded as sense-level information. We compre-
hensively evaluate our model on various datasets.
The results show that our model significantly out-
performs other proposed methods, reaching the
state-of-the-art results on all datasets.

In the future, we will attempt to improve the
ability of the MG Lattice to utilize multi-grained
information. Although we have used word, sense
and character information in our work, more level
of information can be incorporated into the MG
Lattice. From coarse to fine, sememe-level in-
formation can be intuitively valuable. Here, se-
meme is the minimum semantic unit of word
sense, whose information may potentially assist
the model to explore deeper semantic features.
From fine to coarse, sentences and paragraphs

should be taken into account so that a border range
of contextual information can be captured.
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Abstract

State-of-the-art models for knowledge graph
completion aim at learning a fixed embed-
ding representation of entities in a multi-
relational graph which can generalize to in-
fer unseen entity relationships at test time.
This can be sub-optimal as it requires mem-
orizing and generalizing to all possible en-
tity relationships using these fixed represen-
tations. We thus propose a novel attention-
based method to learn query-dependent rep-
resentation of entities which adaptively com-
bines the relevant graph neighborhood of an
entity leading to more accurate KG comple-
tion. The proposed method is evaluated on two
benchmark datasets for knowledge graph com-
pletion, and experimental results show that
the proposed model performs competitively or
better than existing state-of-the-art, including
recent methods for explicit multi-hop reason-
ing. Qualitative probing offers insight into
how the model can reason about facts involv-
ing multiple hops in the knowledge graph,
through the use of neighborhood attention.

1 Introduction

Knowledge graphs, such as Freebase (Bollacker
et al., 2008), contain a wealth of structured knowl-
edge in the form of relationships between enti-
ties and are useful for numerous end applications.
However, knowledge graphs (KG)—whether au-
tomatically constructed or human curated—are in-
complete (Banko et al., 2007) and thus automatic
methods for KG completion have been an impor-
tant area of research (Nickel et al., 2016). The task
of KG completion requires inferring missing en-
tity relationships from the observed graph and is
often formulated as predicting a target entity for a
given query of source entity e and relation r, that
is, to complete the tuple (e, r, ?).

∗Work done as an intern at Google Research

Most state-of-the-art methods for KG comple-
tion learn vector embeddings of entities and rela-
tions (Bordes et al., 2013; Toutanova et al., 2015;
Dettmers et al., 2017; Trouillon et al., 2016) which
are used in conjunction with a (potentially param-
eterized) scoring function that scores every tuple
in the graph. These embeddings are optimized
such that the score for observed graph tuples is
higher than a random tuple. While these mod-
els achieve good performance, they learn a fixed-
dimensional embedding for every entity, which
necessitates that this embedding must memorize
and then be able to generalize to infer all possi-
ble relationships for the entity, which may require
multiple-hops of reasoning in the KG (Neelakan-
tan et al., 2015; Das et al., 2017).

In contrast, it can be beneficial to compose em-
beddings from a query-relevant subset of the graph
neighborhood of the entity. As a motivating exam-
ple, consider answering the query (e, nationality,
?) for some entity e. Observing the KG neighbor
(e, lived in, Maui), can allow us to project e into
the Maui region of the embedding space which
can lead to a high score for predicting the target
USA (through an appropriate scoring function), as
Maui and USA were close in embedding space due
to other relations between them in KG. Note that
here e can have a type that is very different than
the type of Maui, for example e can be Oprah
Winfrey in which case it’s type would be Actor but
using the neighborhood we can still project it to be
close to USA for the query.

Thus, we propose A2N, an effective model
(Section 2) which, conditioned on the query,
uses a bi-linear attention on the graph neigh-
borhood of an entity to generate an embedding
representation of the entity. This query-specific
and neighborhood-informed representation is then
used to score target entities for the query. Intu-
itively, for the example described above, the model
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Figure 1: An actual example of how the A2N model generates the answer for two different queries for the same
entity Oprah Winfrey on the FB15k-237 graph. We show a subset of the top neighbors. Each neighbor is assigned
a probability based on the query and the neighbor representations are pooled based on these probabilities to obtain
the entity embedding for the source entity. Top 3 neighbors are in bold face.

can score neighbors connected via the lived in re-
lations higher so that the resulting embedding of
the entity would be in the US region of the em-
bedding space which when scored in conjunction
with the query relation nationality can yield a high
score for the target entity US. Fig. 1 shows an
actual example how the model scores the graph
neighborhood for two different queries on the
same node, attending to a different relevant sub-
set of the neighborhood for each query.

On two standard benchmark datasets for KG
completion (Dettmers et al., 2017) – FB15k-237
(Toutanova et al., 2015) and WN18RR – we show
(Section 3.2) that the model performs competi-
tively or better than existing state-of-the-art mod-
els. Qualitative analysis (Fig. 1, Section 3.2)
shows that the model indeed assigns higher scores
to relevant neighbors based on the query and pro-
vides insight into how the model answers queries
requiring multiple hops.

2 Methodology

Problem Formulation and Notation: Let [X]
represent the integer set {1, . . . , X}. We are given
a KG, G := {(s, r, t)} where each tuple consists
of a source entity s ∈ [Ve], a relation r ∈ [Vr] and
a target entity t ∈ [Ve], with Vr being the num-
ber of relations and Ve the number of entities in
the graph. The objective is to predict the target
entity for a given query of source entity and rela-
tion, q := (s, r, ?) – such that the predicted tuple
doesn’t already exist in G.

Entities, e, and relations, r, are represented
as k-dimensional embeddings, ẽ and r̃. Most
embedding-based methods for KG completion
work by defining a scoring function f for every
possible tuple in the KG. For example, DistMult

(Yang et al., 2014) uses the following score:

f(s, r, t) = s̃TDiag(r̃)t̃ (1)

where Diag(r̃) is a k × k diagonal matrix with r̃
in its diagonal. There are other functions proposed
in the literature (Bordes et al., 2013; Dettmers
et al., 2017; Trouillon et al., 2016). We used the
DistMult scoring function in our experiments for
its simplicity and good performance when tuned
properly (Kadlec et al., 2017), though the model
can be combined with any other scoring function.

2.1 A2N Model
We now describe our graph-attention model. Con-
sider the neighborhood of an entity s to be Ns =
{(ri, ei)|(s, ri, ei) ∈ G}. We associate each graph
entity e with an initial embedding ẽ0, and each re-
lation r with an embedding r̃. We first encode ev-
ery neighbor into an embedding. The embedding
of a neighbor (ri, ei) ∈ Ns of entity s, is obtained
by concatenating the initial embeddings and pro-
jecting using a linear transform. The model then
attends to each element of Ns, assigning it a prob-
ability for its relevance in answering the query and
generates the query-dependent embedding of the
entity s by aggregating the neighbor embeddings
weighted by their relevance. Concretely, given a
query (s, r, ?), we assign each neighbor ni ∈ Ns

a scalar attention score ai which is then normal-
ized over all neighbors to obtain the probabilities
pi. The neighbor embeddings are then then aggre-
gated with pi as weights to generate new source
embedding ŝ. This is concatenated with the initial
source embedding and projected to K dimension
to obtain the final source embedding s̃:

ñi =Wn[r̃i; ẽ
0
i ]

ai = f(s, r, ni) = (s̃0)TDiag(r̃)ñi (2)
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pi =
exp(ai)∑

j≤|Ns| exp(aj)

ŝ =
∑

i≤|Ns|
piñi

s̃ =Ws[ŝ; s̃
0] (3)

where Wn ∈ RK×2K , Ws ∈ RK×2K are projec-
tion matrices. We use this attention-based embed-
ding for the source entity s̃ along with the query
relation embedding r̃ and the base embedding for
a potential target entity t̃0 in the DistMult scor-
ing function Eq(1) to generate a score for the tu-
ple (s, r, t). This is done for all possible entities
t ∈ [Ve] to obtain a ranked list of potential target
entities for the query.

We use DistMult function for the attention scor-
ing in Eq(2) as it allows the model to learn to
project the neighbors in the same space as the tar-
get entities, so as to give high scores to correct tar-
gets when the resulting embedding is scored again
using the DistMult score Eq(1).

Training: The model is randomly initialized
and all embeddings and projection parameters are
trained by taking a tuple from the graph (s, r, t) ∈
G, hiding the target entity t and randomly sam-
pling negative entities, t− = {e|(s, r, e) /∈ G}.
The scores for the positive and each negative tuple
are passed through a softmax to compute the like-
lihood of predicting the correct target. The same
process is repeated for predicting the source en-
tity given (r, t). We also augment the graph by
adding an inverse relation for every graph relation
which improves training by increasing the possible
neighborhood elements for the model to attend.

3 Experiments

3.1 Experimental Setup
Datasets: Following Dettmers et al. (2017),
we evaluate the model on two standard bench-
mark datasets for KG completion, FB15k-237
(Toutanova et al., 2015) and WN18RR (Dettmers
et al., 2017).
Evaluation Protocol: We followed the evaluation
protocol of Dettmers et al. (2017). Each test tu-
ple (s, r, t) is converted into two queries: target
query (s, r, ?) and source query (?, r, t). For ev-
ery query, the correct entity is ranked among all
KG entities excluding the set of other true entities
for the query observed in either train/dev/test set
for the same query. See Kadlec et al. (2017) for
more details. We then report the Mean Reciprocal

Rank (MRR) of the correct entity, that is the av-
erage of the reciprocal rank of the correct entity,
and the Hits@N, that is the accuracy in the top
N predictions. Experimental details, including all
hyper-parameters, are in Appendix A.

3.2 Results

Results are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. We
compare with many state-of-the-art methods for
KG completion. Note that we did not fine-tune
separate models for target-only and source-and-
target prediction, but instead trained a model for
source-and-target prediction and used it for both
evaluations. In Table 1, we evaluate performance
on target-only prediction. The baseline results on
target-only prediction are taken from Das et al.
(2017), who finetuned all the models for this task.
We find that the proposed A2N model performs
significantly better than all baseline models for
target-only prediction. Interestingly, the model
also performs significantly better than MINERVA,
a model which uses RL to search for explicit paths
for multi-hop reasoning (Das et al., 2017).

In Table 2, we evaluate on both source and tar-
get prediction1. The remaining baseline results are
reproduced from the respective papers. We find
that on WN18RR the model performs better than
all baselines, except on Hits@10 metric where it
is competitive with ConvE. On FB15k-237, the
model performs competitively to ConvE and better
than all the other models. Among existing base-
lines, we found ConvE to be the best competi-
tor to our model. Note that in general all mod-
els perform better on target-only (Table 1) as com-
pared to both source and target prediction. This is
due to more ambiguous and one-to-many queries
when predicting source entity (Das et al., 2017),
for example (?, nationality, US). For such generic
source-prediction queries we expect attention to
be of limited use.

Qualitative Results: Fig. 1 shows how the
model attends to different subsets of neighbors for
the same graph entity for different queries. This
example also demonstrates how the model can rea-
son about multiple-hops of facts. Using neighbors
such as places lived, the entity is first projected
into a relevant subspace of the embedding space
and then when scored with the target entity US
leads to a high DistMult score for the relation na-

1We tuned our own DistMult implementation and ob-
tained better results
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FB15k-237 WN18RR
MRR Hits@10 Hits@3 Hits@1 MRR Hits@10 Hits@3 Hits@1

DistMult 0.370 0.568 0.417 0.275 0.43 0.48 0.44 0.41
ComplEx 0.394 0.572 0.434 0.303 0.42 0.48 0.43 0.38

ConvE 0.410 0.600 0.457 0.313 0.44 0.52 0.45 0.40
MINERVA 0.293 0.456 0.329 0.217 0.45 0.51 0.46 0.41

A2N 0.422 0.608 0.464 0.328 0.49 0.55 0.50 0.45

Table 1: Results for target-only prediction of various models. A2N performs significantly better.

FB15k-237 WN18RR
MRR Hits@10 Hits@3 Hits@1 MRR Hits@10 Hits@3 Hits@1

DistMult 0.278 0.444 0.304 0.196 0.43 0.49 0.44 0.39
ComplEx 0.247 0.428 0.275 0.158 0.44 0.51 0.46 0.41
R-GCN 0.249 0.417 0.264 0.151 – – – –
ConvE 0.325 0.501 0.356 0.237 0.43 0.52 0.44 0.40
A2N 0.317 0.486 0.348 0.232 0.45 0.51 0.46 0.42

Table 2: Results for both source and target prediction of various models. A2N performs better or competitively to
most state-of-the-art models, specially on top prediction (Hits@1).

tionality. Here the model implicitly reasoned over
a two-hop fact, first about places lived and the sec-
ond about the country of those places. More exam-
ples of attention are provided in Fig. 2, refer to the
Appendix B for more qualitative analysis.

4 Related Work

KG completion is an important research area, with
several embedding-based models proposed, such
as TransE which scores translations of entities
in embedding space (Bordes et al., 2013), Dist-
Mult (Toutanova et al., 2015), ComplEx which is
an extension to complex space (Trouillon et al.,
2016), ConvE which uses 2D convolution layers
(Dettmers et al., 2017) as well as recent tensor de-
composition methods (Lacroix et al., 2018). Refer
to Nickel et al. (2016) for a more comprehensive
review. Recently, Das et al. (2017); Xiong et al.
(2017) proposed reinforcement learning meth-
ods which find paths in KG. We compared with
MINERVA (Das et al., 2017), a recent method,
and found A2N to perform favorably. Graph
Convolution Networks (Kipf and Welling, 2016;
Schlichtkrull et al., 2017) and Graph attention net-
works (Veličković et al., 2017) also learn neigh-
borhood based representations of nodes. How-
ever, they do not learn a query-dependent compo-
sition of the neighborhood which is sub-optimal as
also seen our in experiments and noted previously
(Dettmers et al., 2017). They are also computa-
tionally expensive. Nguyen et al. (2016) proposed

a neighborhood mixture model which is closely
related. However, their proposed model learns a
fixed mixture over neighbors as opposed to learn-
ing an adaptive mixture based on the query, and
requires storing an embedding parameter for ev-
ery entity-relation pair which can be prohibitively
large, potentially O(Ve × Vr) whereas our model
only requires O(Ve + Vr). Moreover, their model
cannot generalize to unseen entity-relation pairs
and new neighbors of an entity even when the en-
tity and relation for the pair was observed with
other relations or entities. Our work is also re-
lated to Memory Network models, often used for
question-answering (Kumar et al., 2016; Miller
et al., 2016; Bansal et al., 2017). To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first work utilizing attention
to learn query-dependent entity embeddings from
the entity neighborhoods.

5 Conclusion

We proposed A2N, an attention-based model
for learning query-dependent entity embeddings
based on graph neighborhood. The model per-
forms favorably when compared with state-of-the-
art models for KG completion. The model has
attractive properties as it is interpretable and its
number of parameters do not depend on the size
of entity neighborhoods. Future research will look
into applying such methods to reason jointly about
text and KG, by attending to textual mentions of
entities in addition to graph (Verga et al., 2016).
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Figure 2: Example of queries, their top prediction and the set of top 5 attention neighbors as well as their attention
probabilities for the A2N model.
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A Experimental Details

We found hyperparameters by selecting the set
which performed best on the validation sets
according to Hits@10. We evaluated k ∈
{128, 256, 512}, number of negative samples
n− ∈ {500, 1000, 2000}, batch-size b ∈
{256, 512, 1024, 2048} and chose k = 512, n− =
2000 and b = 1024. We used Adam (Kingma and
Ba, 2014) with a fixed learning rate of 0.001, β1 =
0.9, β2 = 0.999. Gradients were clipped to a
maximum norm of 10. We capped the maximum
number of neighbors of an entity to 500, randomly
sub-sampling the set of neighbors when required.
We used dropout on all embeddings, and after the
projection matricesWn andWs. We used the same
fixed value of dropout probability d everywhere
which we tuned in {0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1} and chose
d = 0.3 as the value on both datasets.

B Qualitative Results

Fig. 2 shows how the model attends to relevant
neighbor subsets for different queries. Consider,
for example, the query about the profession of Bill
Payne. Here the model attends to his recording

Entity Top 5 Neighbors
Two and a Half Men Murphy Brown, How I Met Your

Mother, The Big Bang Theory,
The Larry Sanders Show, Glee

Flute Saxophone, Fiddle, Violin, Elec-
tric Piano, Percussion Instru-
ment

Space Rock Progressive Metal, Noise Pop,
Progressive Rock, Garage Rock,
Free Jazz

Madagascar Escape 2 Africa Shrek Forever After, The
Sponge Bob Squarepants,
Madagascar (2005), The Prince
of Egypt, The Adventures of
Tintin

University of Oxford University of Cambridge, Uni-
versity of Glasgow, University
College Oxford, University of
Sussex, University of California
Berkley

Edinburgh Aberdeen, Glasgow, Dumfries
and Galloway, Dundee, Fife

Table 3: Top 5 neighbors of entities based on cosine
similarity.

contribution as a synthesizer and that he is an in-
strumentalist for Keyboards to infer that he is a
musician. On the other hand, for queries like na-
tionality, the model attends to neighbors like place
of birth (see query for Burt Young) and places
lived. For a query about time zone, the model at-
tends to the state and metropolitan area contain-
ing the location to infer the time-zone. Note that
all of these queries requires reasoning over mul-
tiple facts and model achieves this by (1) explic-
itly selecting a subset of neighbors of the entity
to project to an appropriate neighborhood in the
embedding space, and then (2) selecting the entity
with the largest score given by DistMult for the
query relation.

We found nearest neighbors of entities based on
the initial embeddings of entities before attention.
These entities should ideally cluster into regions
which participate in similar relations as that would
benefit attention by allowing entities to be pro-
jected into the appropriate region in the embed-
ding space. Table 3 shows the nearest neighbors
for some entities. For sitcom TV shows like Two
and a Half Men, we find other sitcoms like How
I Met Your Mother in neighbors, for University of
Oxford we find other universities like University of
Cambridge as top neighbors, for cities like Edin-
burgh we find other cities in the same country like
Aberdeen and Glasgow as top neighbors. Overall,
we found the nearest neighbors to be functionally
related which would benefit attention.
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Abstract
Event factuality prediction (EFP) is the task of
assessing the degree to which an event men-
tioned in a sentence has happened. For this
task, both syntactic and semantic information
are crucial to identify the important context
words. The previous work for EFP has only
combined these information in a simple way
that cannot fully exploit their coordination. In
this work, we introduce a novel graph-based
neural network for EFP that can integrate the
semantic and syntactic information more ef-
fectively. Our experiments demonstrate the
advantage of the proposed model for EFP.

1 Introduction

Events are often presented in sentences via the
indication of anchor/trigger words (i.e., the main
words to evoke the events, called event mentions)
(Nguyen et al., 2016a). Event mentions can ap-
pear with varying degrees of uncertainty/factuality
to reflect the intent of the writers. In order for
the event mentions to be useful (i.e., for knowl-
edge extraction tasks), it is important to determine
their factual certainty so the actual event mentions
can be retrieved (i.e., the event factuality predic-
tion problem (EFP)). In this work, we focus on the
recent regression formulation of EFP that aims to
predict a real score in the range of [-3,+3] to quan-
tify the occurrence possibility of a given event
mention (Stanovsky et al., 2017; Rudinger et al.,
2018). This provides more meaningful informa-
tion for the downstream tasks than the classifica-
tion formulation of EFP (Lee et al., 2015). For
instance, the word “left” in the sentence “She left
yesterday.” would express an event that certainly
happened (i.e., corresponding to a score of +3 in
the benchmark datasets) while the event mention
associated with “leave” in the sentence “She for-
got to leave yesterday.” would certainly not hap-
pen (i.e., a score of -3).

go

I will seeing

after treatment

the others

of

need

when I care

medical

back

Figure 1: The dependency tree of the sentence “I will,
after seeing the treatment of others, go back when I
need medical care.”.

EFP is a challenging problem as different con-
text words might jointly participate to reveal the
factuality of the event mentions (i.e., the cue
words), possibly located at different parts of the
sentences and scattered far away from the anchor
words of the events. There are two major mech-
anisms that can help the models to identify the
cue words and link them to the anchor words, i.e.,
the syntactic trees (i.e., the dependency trees) and
the semantic information (Rudinger et al., 2018).
For the syntactic trees, they can connect the an-
chor words to the functional words (i.e., nega-
tion, modal auxiliaries) that are far away, but con-
vey important information to affect the factuality
of the event mentions. For instance, the depen-
dency tree of the sentence “I will, after seeing the
treatment of others, go back when I need medi-
cal care.” will be helpful to directly link the an-
chor word “go” to the modal auxiliary “will” to
successfully predict the non-factuality of the event
mention. Regarding the semantic information, the
meaning of the some important context words in
the sentences can contribute significantly to the
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factuality of an event mention. For example, in
the sentence “Knight lied when he said I went to
the ranch.”, the meaning represented by the cue
word “lied” is crucial to classify the event men-
tion associated with the anchor word “went” as
non-factual. The meaning of such cue words and
their interactions with the anchor words can be
captured via their distributed representations (i.e.,
with word embeddings and long-short term mem-
ory networks (LSTM)) (Rudinger et al., 2018).

The current state-of-the-art approach for EFP
has involved deep learning models (Rudinger
et al., 2018) that examine both syntactic and se-
mantic information in the modeling process. How-
ever, in these models, the syntactic and seman-
tic information are only employed separately in
the different deep learning architectures to gener-
ate syntactic and semantic representations. Such
representations are only concatenated in the final
stage to perform the factuality prediction. A ma-
jor problem with this approach occurs in the event
mentions when the syntactic and semantic infor-
mation cannot identify the important structures for
EFP individually (i.e., by itself). In such cases,
both the syntactic and semantic representations
from the separate deep learning models would be
noisy and/or insufficient, causing the poor qual-
ity of their simple combination for EFP. For in-
stance, consider the previous example with the an-
chor word “go”: “I will, after seeing the treatment
of others, go back when I need medical care.”.
On the one hand, while syntactic information (i.e.,
the dependency tree) can directly connect “will”
to “go”, it will also promote some noisy words
(i.e., “back”) at the same time due to the direct
links (see the dependency tree in Figure 1). On
the other hand, while deep learning models with
the sequential structure can help to downgrade the
noisy words (i.e., “back”) based on the semantic
importance and the close distance with “go”, these
models will struggle to capture “will” for the fac-
tuality of “go” due to their long distance.

From this example, we also see that the syn-
tactic and semantic information can complement
each other to both promote the important con-
text words and blur the irrelevant words. Conse-
quently, we argue that the syntactic and semantic
information should be allowed to interact earlier
in the modeling process to produce more effective
representations for EFP. In particular, we propose
a novel method to integrate syntactic and seman-

tic structures of the sentences based on the graph
convolutional neural networks (GCN) (Kipf and
Welling, 2016) for EFP. The modeling of GCNs
involves affinity matrices to quantify the connec-
tion strength between pairs of words, thus facili-
tating the integration of syntactic and semantic in-
formation. In the proposed model, the semantic
affinity matrices of the sentences are induced from
Long Short-Term Memory networks (LSTM) that
are then linearly integrated with the syntactic affin-
ity matrices of the dependency trees to produce
the enriched affinity matrices for GCNs in EFP.
The extensive experiments show that the proposed
model is very effective for EFP.

2 Related Work

EFP is one of the fundamental tasks in Informa-
tion Extraction. The early work on this problem
has employed the rule-based approaches (Nairn
et al., 2006; Saurı́, 2008; Lotan et al., 2013) or
the machine learning approaches (with manually
designed features) (Diab et al., 2009; Prabhakaran
et al., 2010; De Marneffe et al., 2012; Lee et al.,
2015), or the hybrid approaches of both (Saurı́ and
Pustejovsky, 2012; Qian et al., 2015). Recently,
deep learning has been applied to solve EFP. (Qian
et al., 2018) employ Generative Adversarial Net-
works (GANs) for EFP while (Rudinger et al.,
2018) utilize LSTMs for both sequential and de-
pendency representations of the input sentences.
Finally, deep learning has also been considered
for the related tasks of EFP, including event de-
tection (Nguyen and Grishman, 2015b; Nguyen
et al., 2016b; Lu and Nguyen, 2018; Nguyen and
Nguyen, 2019), event realis classification (Mita-
mura et al., 2015; Nguyen et al., 2016g), uncer-
tainty detection (Adel and Schütze, 2017), modal
sense classification (Marasovic and Frank, 2016)
and entity detection (Nguyen et al., 2016d).

3 Model

The formal definition of the EFP task is as fol-
lows. Let (x1, x2, . . . , xn) be a sentence that con-
tains some event mention of interest, where n is
the number of words/tokens and xi is the i-th to-
ken in the sentence. Also, let k be the position of
the anchor word in this sentence (i.e., token xk).
For EFP, the goal is to assign a real number in the
range of [-3, +3] to quantify the degree to which
the current event mention has happened. There
are three major components in the EFP model pro-
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posed in this work, i.e., (i) sentence encoding, (ii)
structure induction, and (iii) prediction.

3.1 Sentence Encoding
The first step is to convert each word in the sen-
tences into an embedding vector. In this work,
we employ the contextualized word representa-
tions BERT in (Devlin et al., 2018) for this pur-
pose. BERT is a pre-trained language representa-
tion model with multiple computation layers that
has been shown to improve many NLP tasks. In
particular, the sentence (x1, x2, ..., xn) would be
first fed into the pre-trained BERT model from
which the contextualized embeddings of the words
in the last layer are used for further computation.
We denote such word embeddings for the words in
(x1, x2, . . . , xn) as (e1, e2, . . . , en) respectively.

In the next step, we further abstract
(e1, e2, . . . , en) for EFP by feeding them into two
layers of bidirectional LSTMs (as in (Rudinger
et al., 2018)). This produces (h1, h2, . . . , hn) as
the hidden vector sequence in the last bidirectional
LSTM layer (i.e., the second one). We consider
(h1, h2, . . . , hn) as a rich representation of the
input sentence (x1, x2, . . . , xn) where each vector
hi encapsulates the context information of the
whole input sentence with a greater focus on the
current word xi.

3.2 Structure Induction
Given the hidden representation (h1, h2, . . . , hn),
it is possible to use the hidden vector correspond-
ing to the anchor word hk as the features to per-
form factuality prediction (as done in (Rudinger
et al., 2018)). However, despite the rich context
information over the whole sentence, the features
in hk are not directly designed to focus on the im-
port context words for factuality prediction. In
order to explicitly encode the information of the
cue words into the representations for the anchor
word, we propose to learn an importance matrix
A = (aij)i,j=1..n in which the value in the cell aij
quantifies the contribution of the context word xi
for the hidden representation at xj if the represen-
tation vector at xj is used to form features for EFP.
The importance matrix A would then be used as
the adjacent/weight matrix in the graph convolu-
tional neural networks (GCNs) (Kipf and Welling,
2016; Nguyen and Grishman, 2018) to accumu-
late the current hidden representations of the con-
text words into the new hidden representations for
each word in the sentence.

In order to learn the weight matrix A, as pre-
sented in the introduction, we propose to leverage
both semantic and syntactic structures of the input
sentence. In particular, for the semantic structure,
we use the representation vectors from LSTMs for
xi and xj (i.e., hi and hj) as the features to com-
pute the contribution score in the cell asemij of the
semantic weight matrix Asem = (asemij )i,j=1..n:

h′i = tanh(W sem
1 hi)

asemij = sigmoid(W sem
2 [h′i, h

′
j ])

Note that we omit the biases in the equations of
this paper for convenience. In the equations above,
[h′i, h

′
j ] is the concatenation of h′i and h′j . Essen-

tially, asemij is a scalar to determine the amount of
information that should be sent from the context
word xi to the representation at xj based on the
semantic relevance for EFP.

In the next step for the syntactic structure, we
employ the dependency tree for the input sentence
to generate the adjacent/weight matrix Asyn =
(asynij )i,j=1..n, where asynij is set to 1 if xi is con-
nected to xj in the tree, and 0 otherwise. Note that
we augment the dependency trees with the self-
connection and reverse edges to improve the cov-
erage of the weight matrix.

Finally, the weight matrix A for GCNs would
be the linear combination of the sematic structure
Asem and the syntactic structure Asyn with the
trade-off λ:

A = λAsem + (1− λ)Asyn
Given the weight matrix A, the GCNs (Kipf and
Welling, 2016) are applied to augment the repre-
sentations of the words in the input sentence with
the contextual representations for EFP. In particu-
lar, let H0 be the the matrix with (h1, h2, . . . , hn)
as the rows: H0 = [h1, h2, . . . , hn]. One layer
of GCNs would take an input matrix Hi (i ≥ 0)
and produce the output matrix Hi+1: Hi+1 =
g(AHiW

g
i ) where g is a non-linear function. In

this work, we employ two layers of GCNs (op-
timized on the development datasets) on the in-
put matrix H0, resulting in the semantically and
syntactically enriched matrix H2 with the rows of
(hg1, h

g
2, . . . , h

g
n) for EFP.

3.3 Prediction
This component predicts the factuality degree of
the input event mention based on the context-
aware representation vectors (hg1, h

g
2, . . . , h

g
n). In
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FactBank UW Meantime UDS-IH2
MAE r MAE r MAE r MAE r

(Lee et al., 2015)* - - 0.511 0.708 - - - -
(Stanovsky et al., 2017)* 0.590 0.710 0.420 0.660 0.340 0.470 - -
L-biLSTM(2)-S*† 0.427 0.826 0.508 0.719 0.427 0.335 0.960 0.768
L-biLSTM(2)-MultiBal**† 0.391 0.821 0.496 0.724 0.278 0.613 - -
L-biLSTM(1)-MultiFoc**† 0.314 0.846 0.502 0.710 0.305 0.377 - -
L-biLSTM(2)-MultiSimp w/UDS-IH2**† 0.377 0.828 0.508 0.722 0.367 0.469 0.965 0.771
H-biLSTM(1)-MultiSimp**† 0.313 0.857 0.528 0.704 0.314 0.545 - -
H-biLSTM(2)-MultiSimp w/UDS-IH2**† 0.393 0.820 0.481 0.749 0.374 0.495 0.969 0.760
L-biLSTM(2)-S+BERT* 0.381 0.85 0.475 0.752 0.389 0.394 0.895 0.804
L-biLSTM(2)-MultiSimp w/UDS-IH2+BERT** 0.343 0.855 0.476 0.749 0.358 0.499 0.841 0.841
H-biLSTM(1)-MultiSimp+BERT** 0.310 0.821 0.495 0.771 0.281 0.639 0.822 0.812
H-biLSTM(2)-MultiSimp w/UDS-IH2+BERT** 0.330 0.871 0.460 0.798 0.339 0.571 0.835 0.802
Graph-based (Ours)* 0.315 0.890 0.451 0.828 0.350 0.452 0.730 0.905
Ours with multiple datasets** 0.310 0.903 0.438 0.830 0.204 0.702 0.726 0.909

Table 1: Test set performance. * denotes the models trained on separate datasets while ** indicates those trained
on multiple datasets. †specifies the models in (Rudinger et al., 2018) that are significantly improved with BERT.

Dataset Train Dev Test Total
FactBank 6636 2462 663 9761
MEANTIME 967 210 218 1395
UW 9422 3358 864 13644
UDS-IH2 22108 2642 2539 27289

Table 2: The numbers of examples in each dataset

particular, as the anchor word is located at the k-th
position (i.e., the word xk), we first use the vector
hgk as the query to compute the attention weights
for each representation vector in (hg1, h

g
2, . . . , h

g
n).

These attention weights would then be employed
to obtain the weighted sum of (hg1, h

g
2, . . . , h

g
n) to

produce the feature vector V :

αi =W a
1 h

g
k · (W a

2 h
g
i )
>

α′1, α
′
2, . . . , α

′
n = softmax(α1, α2, . . . , αn)

V =
∑

i

α′iW
a
3 h

g
i

whereW a
1 ,W a

2 andW a
3 are the model parameters.

The attention weights α′i would help to promote
the contribution of the important context words for
the feature vector V for EFP.

Finally, similar to (Rudinger et al., 2018), the
feature vector V is fed into a regression model
with two layers of feed-forward networks to pro-
duce the factuality score. Following (Rudinger
et al., 2018), we train the proposed model by op-
timizing the Huber loss with δ = 1 and the Adam
optimizer with learning rate = 1.0.

4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets, Resources and Parameters
Following the previous work (Stanovsky et al.,
2017; Rudinger et al., 2018), we evaluate the pro-

posed EFP model using four benchmark datasets:
FactBack (Saurı́ and Pustejovsky, 2009), UW (Lee
et al., 2015), Meantime (Minard et al., 2016) and
UDS-IH2 (Rudinger et al., 2018). The first three
datasets (i.e., FactBack, UW, and Meantime) are
the unified versions described in (Stanovsky et al.,
2017) where the original annotations for these
datasets are scaled to a number in [-3, +3]. For
the fourth dataset (i.e., UDS-IH2), we follow the
instructions in (Rudinger et al., 2018) to scale the
scores to the range of [-3, +3]. Each dataset comes
with its own training data, test data and develop-
ment data. Table 2 shows the numbers of examples
in all data splits for each dataset used in this paper.

We tune the parameters for the proposed model
on the development datasets. The best values we
find in the tuning process include: 300 for the
number of hidden units in the bidirectional LSTM
layers, 1024 for the dimension of the projected
vector h′i in the structure induction component,
300 for the number of feature maps for the GCN
layers, 600 for the dimention of the transformed
vectors for attention based on (W a

1 ,W a
2 ,W a

3 ), and
300 for the number of hidden units in the two lay-
ers of the final regression model. For the trade-
off parameter λ between the semantic and syntac-
tic structures, the best value for the datasets Fact-
Back, UW and Meantime is λ = 0.6 while this
value for UDS-IH2 is λ = 0.8.

4.2 Comparing to the State of the Art

This section evaluates the effectiveness of the pro-
posed model for EFP on the benchmark datasets.
We compare the proposed model with the best re-
ported systems in the literature with linguistic fea-
tures (Lee et al., 2015; Stanovsky et al., 2017) and
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FactBank UW Meantime UDS-IH2
MAE r MAE r MAE r MAE r

The proposed model 0.310 0.903 0.438 0.830 0.204 0.702 0.726 0.909
- syntax structure (λ = 1) 0.314 0.867 0.442 0.801 0.251 0.658 0.753 0.893
- semantic structure (λ = 0) 0.337 0.832 0.449 0.782 0.288 0.604 0.798 0.862
- structure induction component 0.352 0.821 0.457 0.735 0.305 0.582 0.855 0.828
- BERT 0.342 0.831 0.462 0.751 0.315 0.570 0.896 0.817
- attention in prediction 0.312 0.890 0.441 0.821 0.221 0.695 0.737 0.899

Table 3: Correlation (r) and MAE for different model configurations. The model without BERT (i.e., - BERT)
uses Glove (Pennington et al., 2014) as in (Rudinger et al., 2018).

deep learning (Rudinger et al., 2018). Table 1
shows the performance. Importantly, to achieve
a fair comparison, we obtain the actual implemen-
tation of the current state-of-the-art EFP models
from (Rudinger et al., 2018), introduce the BERT
embeddings as the inputs for those models and
compare them with the proposed models (i.e., the
rows with “+BERT”). Following the prior work,
we use MAE (Mean Absolute Error), and r (Pear-
son Correlation) as the performance measures.

In the table, we distinguish two methods to
train the models investigated in the previous work:
(i) training and evaluating the models on sepa-
rate datasets (i.e., the rows associated with *),
and (ii) training the models on the union of Fact-
Bank, UW and Meantime, resulting in single mod-
els to be evaluated on the separate datasets (i.e.,
the rows with **). It is also possible to train the
models on the union of all the four datasets (i.e.,
FactBank, UW, Meantime and UDS-IH2) (corre-
sponding to the rows with w/UDS-IH2 in the ta-
ble). From the table, we can see that in the first
method to train the models the proposed model
is significantly better than all the previous mod-
els on FactBank, UW and UDS-IH2 (except for
the MAE measure on UW), and achieves compa-
rable performance with the best model (Stanovsky
et al., 2017) on Meantime. In fact, the proposed
model trained on the separate datasets also sig-
nificantly outperforms the current best models on
FactBank, UW and UDS-IH2 when these mod-
els are trained on the union of the datasets with
multi-task learning (except for MAE on Factbank
where the performance is comparable). Regard-
ing the second method with multiple datasets for
training, the proposed model (only trained on the
union of FactBank, UW and Meantime) is fur-
ther improved, achieving better performance than
all the other models in this setting for different
datasets and performance measures. Overall, the
proposed model yields the state-of-the-art perfor-

mance over all the datasets and measures (except
for MAE on UW with comparable performance),
clearly demonstrating the advantages of the model
in this work for EFP.

4.3 Ablation Study
Table 3 presents the performance of the proposed
model when different elements are excluded to
evaluate their contribution. We only analyze the
proposed model when it is trained with multi-
ple datasets (i.e., FactBank, UW and Meantime).
However, the same trends are observed for the
models trained with separate datasets. As we can
see from the table, both semantic and syntactic in-
formation are important for the proposed model
as eliminating any of them would hurt the perfor-
mance. Removing both elements (i.e., not using
the structure induction component) would signif-
icantly downgrade the performance. Finally, we
see that both the BERT embeddings and the at-
tention in the prediction are necessary for the pro-
posed model to achieve good performance.

5 Conclusion & Future Work

We present a graph-based deep learning model
for EFP that exploits both syntactic and semantic
structures of the sentences to effectively model the
important context words. We achieve the state-of-
the-art performance over several EFP datasets.

One potential issue with the current approach is
that it is dependent on the existence of the high-
quality dependency parser. Unfortunately, such
parser is not always available in different domains
and languages. Consequently, in the future work,
we plan to develop methods that can automatically
induce the sentence structures for EFP.
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Abstract

Data-driven models have demonstrated state-
of-the-art performance in inferring the tem-
poral ordering of events in text. However,
these models often overlook explicit tempo-
ral signals, such as dates and time windows.
Rule-based methods can be used to identify the
temporal links between these time expressions
(timexes), but they fail to capture timexes’ in-
teractions with events and are hard to integrate
with the distributed representations of neural
net models. In this paper, we introduce a
framework to infuse temporal awareness into
such models by learning a pre-trained model
to embed timexes. We generate synthetic data
consisting of pairs of timexes, then train a
character LSTM to learn embeddings and clas-
sify the timexes’ temporal relation. We evalu-
ate the utility of these embeddings in the con-
text of a strong neural model for event tempo-
ral ordering, and show a small increase in per-
formance on the MATRES dataset and more
substantial gains on an automatically collected
dataset with more frequent event-timex inter-
actions.1

1 Introduction

Understanding the temporal ordering of events in a
document is an important component of document
understanding and plays an integral role in tasks
such as timeline creation (Do et al., 2012), tempo-
ral question answering (Llorens et al., 2015) and
causality inference (Mostafazadeh et al., 2016;
Ning et al., 2018a). Inferring temporal event or-
der is challenging as it often disagrees with the
narrative order in text. Past work on temporal re-
lation extraction has exploited cues such as global
constraints on the temporal graph structure (Bram-
sen et al., 2006; Chambers and Jurafsky, 2008;
Ning et al., 2017), world knowledge (Ning et al.,

1Data and code are available at https://github.
com/tagoyal/Temporal-event-ordering

2018b), grouping of events (Tourille et al., 2017),
or fusing these cues more effectively with deep
models (Meng et al., 2017; Cheng and Miyao,
2017). One key component of temporal under-
standing is time expressions (timexes) that help
anchor events to the time axis, but few recent sys-
tems effectively use the knowledge derivable from
time expressions in their models. They either give
timexes no special treatment (Ning et al., 2017)
or rely on rule-based post-processing modules
to remove inconsistencies with explicit timexes
(Chambers et al., 2014; Meng et al., 2017).

In this work, we address this shortcoming by
introducing a framework for including rich rep-
resentations of timexes in neural models. These
models implicitly capture some information via
word embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013; Penning-
ton et al., 2014) or contextualized embeddings
such as ELMo (Peters et al., 2018). However,
these embeddings do not encode the full richness
of temporal information needed for this task. For
example, these systems fail to infer the correct
event relation in the following sentence: He visited
France in 1992 and went to Germany in 1963. par-
tially because the dates 1992 and 1963 do not have
temporally-informed embeddings.

We devise a method for embedding timexes
that more explicitly reflects their temporal status.
Specifically, we sample pairs of time expressions
from synthetic data, train character LSTM mod-
els to encode these time expressions and classify
their temporal ordering. Due to the amount and
type of data they are trained on, these time embed-
dings will naturally capture the temporal ordering
of events in standard text and generalize to things
like unseen timex values.

We incorporate these embeddings into neural
models for temporal relation extraction. When
used in an improved version of the model from
Cheng and Miyao (2017), we show a small im-
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provement in performance on the benchmark MA-
TRES dataset (Ning et al., 2018c). Addition-
ally, to evaluate the full potential of the pro-
posed approach, we construct another dataset with
more frequent event-timex interactions using dis-
tant supervision. On this dataset, our proposed
approach substantially outperforms the ELMo-
equipped baseline model.

2 Methodology

We improve upon the model architecture proposed
by Cheng and Miyao (2017) for temporal relation
extraction, which involves classifying the tem-
poral relation between a given pair of events e1
and e2. Our proposed architecture is outlined in
Figure 1. The input to the system consists of
two sentences, s1 = {x11, x12, ...x1n} and s2 =
{x21, x22, ...x2m} containing e1 and e2 respectively.
Note that s1 and s2 may correspond to the same
sentence.

Input Encoding For each token xk in each sen-
tence, we obtain a distributed representation x̃k =
[vw; vp; vt]. Here, vw is the word embedding ob-
tained from GloVe or contextualized word embed-
dings from ELMo, vp is a randomly initialized and
trainable embedding of the part-of-speech tag, and
vt corresponds to the timex embedding derived for
time expressions (explained in Section 2.1).

Contextual Encoding A biLSTM is used to ob-
tain contextualized embeddings hk for each token
xk in the two sentences, as shown in Figure 1. The
parameters are shared between these lower biL-
STMs for the two sentences. Prior work (Cheng
and Miyao, 2017) does not include these lower
biLSTMs and only leverages the dependency en-
coding, explained next.

Dependency Encoding We use the Stanford
Dependency Parser (Manning et al., 2014) to ex-
tract the dependency paths for both events to their
lowest common ancestor. For inter-sentence event
pairs, paths are extracted to the root of each sen-
tence. Each vector along the dependency path
is fed into an upper biLSTM to produce output
hupper. Formally, for sentence s1,

h1upper = biLSTM([hk for k ∈ dep-path(e1)])

Parameters are shared between the upper biL-
STMs for the two sentences.

The dollar broke through the 106-yen level for the first time since it 
peaked in March 1994. It remained below the 105-yen level for all 1995.

The dollar peaked in March 1994 It remained for all 1995

concat

Labels = {before, after,
vague, simultaneous}

… ...

….….

broke

two-layer FFNN

(e1) (e2 )

hupper
1 hupper

2

Figure 1: Temporal relation extraction model. Here,
peaked and remained are the two events under consid-
eration. The sentences are passed through the lower
LSTM, then the outputs corresponding to the events’
dependency paths are fed to the upper LSTMs, which
produce input to feedforward and classification layers.
Time expressions are embedded with a character-level
model and broadcasted to events that they modify.

Output We concatenate the outputs of the upper
biLSTMs’ embeddings for the two events to obtain
z = [h1upper;h

2
upper]. We apply multiple feedfor-

ward layers with ReLU non-linearity, followed by
a softmax layer to obtain output probabilities for
the four labels before, after, vague and simultane-
ous,2 denoting the temporal relation between the
event pair (e1, e2). The network is trained using
the cross entropy loss.

2.1 Time Embeddings

Next, we outline our approach for constructing the
timex embeddings vt, which are concatenated to
word and POS embeddings to generate the input
encoding (as discussed in the previous section).

Training Data To obtain time embeddings, we
first constructed a grammar of time expressions
in the dataset. We identified two main classes of
timexes: explicit datetimes expressed in recogniz-
able timex format (e.g. Sept. 12, 1993, August
2013, 1998, 10-12-2014, 9th January, etc.) and
natural language time indicators (e.g. two months
ago, 5 weeks ago, next year, etc.). We designed
generic templates that covered both these cate-
gories of timexes, e.g. [mm dd, yy].3 By ran-
domly sampling values for the slots, we can gen-
erate valid time expressions based on this tem-

2These are the labels used in the MATRES dataset (Ning
et al., 2018b), but our classifier could in principle generalize
to other label schemes as well.

3See the appendix for more examples.
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J a n 9 3
[Jan 93]

1 9 9 5
[1995]

avg pooling avg pooling

concat

softmax layerLabels = {before, after, simultaneous}

h1 h2

Figure 2: Timex model. The output of character biL-
STMs is used to as input to classification. These vec-
tors serve as time embeddings in the downstream tasks.

plate. We used pairs of such randomly generated
timexes to construct training data for our timex
model. Since we generate time expression pairs
from a pre-defined grammar and set of templates,
it is straightforward to obtain the temporal order
between the pairs of timexes.

Model Architecture The model architecture for
the timex model is outlined in Figure 2. The in-
put to the system are two time expressions, t1
and t2. We use character biLSTMs to obtain dis-
tributed representations of both time expressions.
We obtain time embeddings h1 and h2 for timex t1
and t2 by averaging the outputs of biLSTM layer.
The two time embeddings are concatenated and
fed through multiple feed forward layers with non-
linearity. This is followed by a softmax layer that
produces the output probabilities for the three la-
bel classes (before, after and simultaneous), de-
noting the temporal relation between the two time
expressions. We train this network with the cross
entropy loss.

Inclusion in Temporal Models For a given time
expression, the average of the outputs of the bi-
LSTM model (h1) is used as the time embedding
as shown in Figure 1. For other non-timex tokens,
a zero vector is concatenated instead. Further, we
also project the time embedding for a timex to
the corresponding event it modifies according to a
set of grammatical rules on the dependency parse,
shown with red arrows in Figure 1.

3 Experiments

3.1 Timex Pair Ordering

First, we intrinsically evaluate the performance of
the character-level timex model, outlined in Sec-
tion 2.1. We generated 50000 random pairs of time
expressions for training and 5000 randomly gener-
ated pairs for test. We seek to answer two ques-

Model w/ linear w/ biLSTM

GloVe embedding 81.3 88.7
ELMo embedding 88.3 97.6

Char embedding (Ours) − 97.3

Table 1: Performance on the synthetic timex dataset,
classifying a pair of timexes as before, after, or simul-
taneous. Including a biLSTM layer (as depicted in
Figure 2) leads to higher performance than just pool-
ing and a linear layer. Character-level modeling (from
ELMo or our learned embeddings) is important for high
performance.

tions: first, can our proposed timex model suc-
cessfully capture temporal information necessary
to order these timex pairs, and second, how effec-
tive are pre-trained embeddings for this task?

Table 1 shows a comparison between several
models in our synthetic timex setting. Our pro-
posed timex model achieves an accuracy of 97.3%.
This high accuracy indicates that the model has ef-
fectively learned from the training data; its timex
embeddings contain temporal ordering informa-
tion which can be used for downstream tasks.

We also evaluate whether pre-trained embed-
dings such as ELMo or GloVe contain the nec-
essary temporal information necessary for clas-
sifying the temporal order between timex pairs.
We first test these with a minimal model. We
construct a distributed representation of each time
expression (obtained by average pooling the to-
ken level GloVe or ELMo embeddings), perform
element-wise subtraction between the two embed-
dings, and feed the result through a linear classifi-
cation layer that produces the output probabilities
for the temporal label classes. The left column of
Table 1 shows that while both GloVe and ELMo
contain some temporal information, our proposed
model’s additional parameters and richer embed-
ding scheme lead to higher performance.

We further experiments to investigate if ELMo
or GloVe can additionally be used in our timex
model to obtain even more powerful embeddings.
We replace our model’s character-level vectors
and character-level biLSTM with token-level pre-
trained vectors (either contextualized vectors from
ELMo or non-contextual vectors from GloVe) and
a token-level biLSTM. As before, the outputs of
this biLSTM for the two timexes are concatenated
and further fed to feedforward and softmax layers
for temporal label prediction. Using ELMo em-
beddings in this manner does not lead to a sub-
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stantial improvement over previous results, with
an accuracy of 97.6% for the temporal relation
classification objective on the same test set. How-
ever, the performance using GloVe embeddings
drops to 88.7%. This drop in performance can
partially be attributed to the word-level nature of
GloVe vectors, which do not necessarily cover ev-
ery year that might be seen in the dataset. We used
the GloVe vectors with 840 billion tokens (largest
available) to circumvent this issue and minimize
the number of out of vocabulary instances, but still
see low performance.

3.2 Event Temporal Ordering

Next, we investigate the effectiveness of our timex
embeddings in the context of our full event tem-
poral ordering model. We evaluate on two event
temporal ordering datasets, one real and one artifi-
cially constructed.

3.2.1 Evaluation on MATRES
We evaluate on the MATRES dataset proposed in
Ning et al. (2018c). This dataset is designed to be
less ambiguous than TimeBank-Dense (Cassidy
et al., 2014). MATRES contains temporal anno-
tations for documents from the TimeBank (Puste-
jovsky et al., 2003), AQUAINT (Graff, 2002) and
Platinum datasets (UzZaman et al., 2013). We
follow standard practice and use TimeBank and
AQUAINT (256 articles) for training and Platinum
(20 articles) for testing.

Table 2 outlines the performance of the pro-
posed approach on MATRES. We implemented
the model proposed by Cheng and Miyao (2017)
and compare against it. We evaluate the models
using both GloVe and ELMo embeddings. Our re-
sults show substantial improvement over this base-
line model. Moreover, including time embeddings
as additional input to the improved models leads
to a small improvement in the overall accuracy.
However, we did not find the results to be statis-
tically significant according to a bootstrap resam-
pling test (GloVe p-value = 0.349, ELMo p-value
= 0.267).4

Note that only a fraction of examples in the
MATRES dataset contain distinct time expressions

4Augmenting word embeddings with time embeddings in-
creases the number of network parameters; however, addi-
tional experiments revealed that increasing the size of the
GloVe embeddings in the basic temporal model did not lead
to an improvement in performance. Therefore, it does not
seem that extra parameters in the model contribute to the ob-
served improvements.

Model GloVe ELMo

Cheng and Miyao (2017) 59.53 65.50
Ours w/o timex embed 62.83 68.45
Ours w/ timex embed 63.22 68.61

Table 2: Performance of our event temporal ordering
model on the MATRES dataset. We report the mean
accuracy over 3 runs of each model. Our model im-
proves substantially over Cheng and Miyao (2017). In-
cluding timexes leads to small accuracy gains, partially
due to the fact that timexes often do not occur with the
dataset’s hard examples.

that can be compared to resolve temporal ordering.
To further evaluate our approach, we investigated
whether an equivalent performance improvement
could be achieved through post-processing rules
involving time expressions. We identified event
pairs in the data for which both events had an ac-
companying time expression modifying the event
according to the dependency parse. We can then
infer the temporal relation between the event pair
using rules on top of these timexes. However, we
observed that such a post-processing scheme had
very low coverage in the dataset and could not re-
pair any errors in the development set. We there-
fore turn our attention to a setting with a richer set
of timexes for further evaluation.5

3.2.2 Evaluation on Distant Data
In MATRES, only a fraction of the examples con-
tain time expressions and are consequently af-
fected by inclusion of time embeddings. There-
fore, to test the full potential of the proposed ap-
proach, we additionally collect a test dataset of
examples with explicit timexes that expose their
temporal relation; we view the timexes as distant
supervision for the event pairs. To identify such
examples, we use two high precision classifiers
proposed in Chambers et al. (2014): (a) an event-
timex classifier that identifies the temporal rela-
tion between adjacent verb and time expressions
(precision = 0.92), (b) a timex-timex classifier that
identifies the temporal relation between two time
expressions (precision = 0.88). These classifiers
can allow us to directly infer the time relation be-

5In prior work (Cheng and Miyao, 2017; Meng and
Rumshisky, 2018), machine learning classifiers are used to
infer a wider range of event-timex links, which can poten-
tially increase the informativeness of timexes. However,
many of the links they target require complex inferences to
determine, and as a result those works report relatively low
performance for such classifiers. Hence, we do not compare
to these methods in our experiments.
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2000 3000 4000

GloVe

Ours w/o Timex Embed 74.0 76.8 78.2
Ours w/ Masked Timex 73.9 75.5 77.1
Ours w/ Timex Embed 81.6 83.2 83.1

ELMo

Ours w/o Timex Embed 80.1 83.8 84.3
Ours w/ Masked Timex 79.8 80.1 80.7
Ours w/ Timex Embed 82.3 84.5 84.8

Table 3: Performance of our models on the distantly-
labeled event ordering data. We report overall accu-
racy values. In both the GloVe and ELMo settings, our
timex embeddings lead to higher performance. The
ELMo model gets substantially worse when timexes
are masked, indicating that it is organically exploiting
these better than GloVe is.

tween an event pair where each event is linked to
a timex. An example event pair from the distant
data thus collected is: “Riyadh suspended aid to
the Palestinians in 1990 when it accused Arafat of
siding with Iraq after the 1990 invasion of Kuwait,
but it restored aid in 1994.”6 Note that the clas-
sifiers used have very low recall in general, but
by running the system on Gigaword (Graff et al.,
2007), we can extract a large dataset in spite of
this.

Since this distant data is created using rule-
based classifiers, given a large amount of train-
ing data, the baseline model can achieve high per-
formance as it learns to infer these rules. How-
ever, our aim is to improve the performance of
the event ordering model on moderately sized
datasets, where the knowledge induction from
timex embeddings play a larger role. Therefore,
we report results on training sets of size 2000,
3000, and 4000 samples. The test set is kept con-
stant with 1000 samples.

Table 3 outlines the performance of the tempo-
ral models on this dataset. We evaluate our mod-
els across three settings: (a) our event ordering
model without including timex embeddings, (b)
our event ordering model with masking of time
tokens (replacing it with UNK tokens) and (c)
our full model including timex embeddings. We
evaluate the models using both GloVe and ELMo
embeddings as input. In both settings, incorpo-
rating our timexes leads to higher performance.
For GloVe, the performance of the basic temporal
model is similar to that when the time expression

6See the appendix for more samples from the distant data.

is masked out. This demonstrates that the temporal
model does not use the knowledge from time ex-
pressions when making temporal relation predic-
tions. However, in the ELMo setting, we observed
a larger drop in performance by masking out the
time expressions compared to GloVe embeddings.
This demonstrates that the ELMo embeddings are
not agnostic to time-expressions in the sentence,
although they still show improvement by inclusion
of timex embeddings trained specifically with the
temporal classification objective on small datasets.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a framework to learn
temporally-aware timex embeddings from syn-
thetic data. Through experiments on two datasets,
we show that incorporating these embeddings in
deep temporal models leads to an improvement in
the overall temporal classification performance.
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Event Pair Label
Former Singapore premier Lee Kuan Yew, who came to power in 1959, stepped down in
1990 in favour of the incumbent, prime minister Goh Chok Tong, but remains influential as
a senior minister in Goh’s cabinet.

Before

Relations between Sudan and Saudi Arabia grew tense in 1990 when Riyadh accused Khar-
toum of supporting Iraq after its invasion of Kuwait and worsened in 1992 when Sudan
granted asylum to Saudi militant Osama Bin Laden.

Before

The Israeli-Syrian peace talks launched in 1991 are mainly focusing on Damascus’ insis-
tence that Israel withdraw its troops from the Golan Heights in exchange for peace. That
territory has been occupied by Israeli troops since 1967.

After

Resolutions were passed by the UN Security Council after the first Indo-Pakistan war over
Kashmir in 1948. The dispute led to a second war between the neighbours in 1965.

Before

Turkish mainland forces invaded Northern Cyprus in 1974 after a coup in Nicosia backed
by the military junta then ruling Greece. A Turkish-Cypriot state was declared in 1983, and
Ankara now has about 35,000 troops and 400 tanks stationed there.

Before

More people watched Formula One on television in 1995 than watched the world cup in
1994.

After

He was freed six months early in September 1993 but re-arrested in April 1994 after
meeting with John Shattuck, the US assistant secretary of state for human rights.

Before

Table 4: Examples from the distantly-labeled event ordering data. Events are shown in bold and may
be co-located in a single sentence or span two sentences. Event-timex relations are recognized with
high-precision classifiers from Chambers et al. (2014).

A Appendix

A.1 Timex Templates
We use generic templates for time expressions to
generate training data for the timex model. Two
kinds of templates were generated: (1) explicit
datetimes, and (2) natural language time indica-
tors. Examples of each of these kinds are outlined
below:

1. Explicit datetime templates: [yyyy], [’yy],
[mm dd yy], [mm yy], [mmm yyyy], [mmm
dd yyyy], etc.

2. Natural language indicators: [xx units later],
[xx units before], [now], [past xx units], etc.,
where xx is filled by a numerical value and
units refers to a time unit such as months,
days, or years.

Timex pairs generated through these templates
can be converted to a standardized time scale and
hence easily compared. It is therefore straight for-
ward to infer the gold label for each pair of gen-
erated timexes. For MATRES, 75% of the pairs
in the training set for the timex model are sam-
pled from explicit datetime templates, and the rest
are sampled from natural language templates. This

relative ratio was heuristically determined. 100%
of the pairs were drawn from explicit datetime
templates for the distant data.

A.2 Examples from Distant Data
Table 4 provides some examples of event pairs,
and their corresponding label from the distant
data. This dataset is automatically created using
two high precision rule-based classifiers.
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Abstract

We consider a novel question answering (QA)
task where the machine needs to read from
large streaming data (long documents or
videos) without knowing when the questions
will be given, which is difficult to solve with
existing QA methods due to their lack of scal-
ability. To tackle this problem, we propose
a novel end-to-end deep network model for
reading comprehension, which we refer to as
Episodic Memory Reader (EMR) that sequen-
tially reads the input contexts into an exter-
nal memory, while replacing memories that
are less important for answering unseen ques-
tions. Specifically, we train an RL agent to
replace a memory entry when the memory is
full, in order to maximize its QA accuracy
at a future timepoint, while encoding the ex-
ternal memory using either the GRU or the
Transformer architecture to learn representa-
tions that considers relative importance be-
tween the memory entries. We validate our
model on a synthetic dataset (bAbI) as well as
real-world large-scale textual QA (TriviaQA)
and video QA (TVQA) datasets, on which it
achieves significant improvements over rule-
based memory scheduling policies or an RL-
based baseline that independently learns the
query-specific importance of each memory.

1 Introduction

Question answering (QA) problem is one of the
most important challenges in Natural Language
Understanding (NLU). In recent years, there has
been drastic progress on the topic, owing to
the success of deep learning based QA mod-
els (Sukhbaatar et al., 2015; Seo et al., 2016;
Xiong et al., 2016; Hu et al., 2018; Back et al.,
2018; Devlin et al., 2018). On certain tasks such
as machine reading comprehension (MRC), where

* Equal contribution

the problem is to find the span of the answer within
a given paragraph (Rajpurkar et al., 2016), the
deep-learning based QA models have even sur-
passed human-level performances.

Despite such impressive achievements, it is still
challenging to model question answering with
document-level context (Joshi et al., 2017), where
the context may include a long document with
a large number of paragraphs, due to problems
such as difficulty in modeling long-term depen-
dency and computational cost. To overcome such
scalability problems, researchers have proposed
pipelining or confidence based selection methods
that combine paragraph-level models to obtain a
document-level model (Joshi et al., 2017; Chen
et al., 2017; Clark and Gardner, 2018; Wang et al.,
2018b). Yet, such models are applicable only
when questions are given beforehand and all sen-
tences in the document can be stored in memory.

However, in realistic settings, the amount of
context may be too large to fit into the system
memory. We may consider query-based context
selection methods such as ones proposed in In-
durthi et al. (2018) and Min et al. (2018), but in
many cases, the question may not be given when
reading in the context, and thus it would be diffi-
cult to select out the context based on the question.
For example, a conversation agent may need to an-
swer a question after numerous conversations in a
long-term time period, and a video QA model may
need to watch an entire movie, or a sports game,
or days of streaming videos from security cameras
before answering a question. In such cases, exist-
ing QA models will fail to solve the problem due
to memory limitation.

In this paper, we target a novel problem of solv-
ing question answering problem with streaming
data as context, where the size of the context could
be significantly larger than what the memory can
accommodate (See Figure 1). In such a case, the
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Figure 1: Concept: We consider a novel problem of learning from streaming data, where the QA model may need to answer
a question that is given after reading in unlimited amount of context. To solve this problem, our Episodic Memory Reader
(EMR) learns to retain the most important context vectors in an external memory, while replacing the memory entries in order
to maximize its accuracy on an unseen question given at a future timestep.

model needs to carefully manage what to remem-
ber from this streaming data such that the memory
contains the most informative context instances in
order to answer an unseen question in the future.
We pose this memory management problem as a
learning problem and train both the memory rep-
resentation and the scheduling agent using rein-
forcement learning.

Specifically, we propose to train the memory
module itself using reinforcement learning to re-
place the most uninformative memory entry in or-
der to maximize its reward on a given task. How-
ever, this is a seemingly ill-posed problem since
for most of the time, the scheduling should be
performed without knowing which question will
arrive next. To tackle this challenge, we imple-
ment the policy network and the value network
that learn not only relation between sentences and
query but also relative importance among the sen-
tences in order to maximize its question answer-
ing accuracy at a future timepoint. We refer to
this network as Episodic Memory Reader (EMR).
EMR can perform selective memorization to keep
a compact set of important context that will be use-
ful for future tasks in lifelong learning scenarios.

We validate our proposed memory network on
a large-scale QA task (TriviaQA) and video ques-
tion answering task (TVQA) where the context is
too large to fit into the external memory, against
rule-based and an RL-based scheduling method
without consideration of relative importance be-
tween memories. The results show that our model
significantly outperforms the baselines, due to its
ability to preserve the most important pieces of in-
formation from the streaming data.

Our contribution is threefold:

• We consider a novel task of learning to re-
member important instances from streaming
data for question answering task, where the
size of the memory is significantly smaller
than the length of the data stream.

• We propose a novel end-to-end memory-
augmented neural architecture for solving
QA from streaming data, where we train a
scheduling agent via reinforcement learning
to store the most important memory entries
for solving future QA tasks.

• We validate the efficacy of our model on real-
world large-scale text and video QA datasets,
on which it obtains significantly improved
performances over baseline methods.

2 Related Work

Question-answering There has been a rapid
progress in question answering (QA) in recent
years, thanks to the advancement in deep learn-
ing as well as the availability of large-scale
datasets. One of the most popular large-scale QA
dataset is Stanford Question Answering Dataset
(SQuAD) (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) that contains
100K question-answering pairs. Unlike Richard-
son et al. (2013) and Hermann et al. (2015) that
provide multiple-choice QA pairs, SQuAD pro-
vides and requires to predict exact locations of
the answers. On this span prediction task, at-
tentional models (Pan et al., 2017; Cui et al.,
2017; Hu et al., 2018) have achieved impressive
performances, with Bi-Directional Attention Flow
(BiDAF) (Seo et al., 2016) that uses bi-directional
attention mechanism for the context and query be-
ing one of the best performing models. Trivi-
aQA (Joshi et al., 2017) is another large-scale QA
dataset that includes 950K QA pairs. Since the
length of each document in Trivia is much longer
than SQuAD, with average of 3K sentences per
document, existing span prediction models (Joshi
et al., 2017; Back et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2018) fail
to work due to memory limitation, and simply re-
sort to document truncation. Video question an-
swering (Tapaswi et al., 2016; Lei et al., 2018),
where video frames are given as context for QA,
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is another important topic where scalability is an
issue. Several models (Kim et al., 2017, 2018;
Na et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018a) propose to
solve video QA using attentions and memory aug-
mented networks, to perform composite reasoning
over both videos and texts; however, they only fo-
cus on short-length videos. Most existing work on
QA focus on small-size problems due to memory
limitation. Our work, on the other hand, considers
a challenging scenario where the context is order
of magnitude larger than the memory.

Context selection A few recent models propose
to select minimal context from the given document
when answering questions for scalability, rather
than using the full context. Min et al. (2018)
proposed a context selector that generates atten-
tions on the context vectors, in order to achieve
scability and robustness against adversarial in-
puts. Choi et al. (2017) and Indurthi et al. (2018)
propose a similar method, but they use REIN-
FORCE (Williams, 1992) instead of linear classi-
fiers. Chen et al. (2017) selects the most relevant
documents out of the Wikipedia database with re-
spect to the query using TF-IDF matching, and
Wang et al. (2018b) propose to tackle the doc-
ument ranking problem with RL agents. While
these context/document selection methods share
our motivation of achieving scability and select-
ing out the most informative pieces of information
to solve the QA task, our problem setting is com-
pletely different from theirs since we consider a
challenging problem of learning from the stream-
ing data without knowing when the question will
be given, where the size of the context is much
larger than the memory and the question is unseen
when training the selection module.

Memory-augmented neural networks Our
episodic memory reader is essentially a memory-
augmented network (MANN) (Graves et al.,
2014; Sukhbaatar et al., 2015; Xiong et al., 2016;
Kumar et al., 2016) with a RL-based scheduler.
While most existing work on MANN assume that
the memory is sufficiently large to hold all the
data instances, a few tried to consider memory-
scheduling for better scalability. Gülçehre et al.
(2016) propose to train an addressing agent using
reinforcement learning in order to dynamically
decide which memory to overwrite based on the
query. This query-specific importance is similar to
our motivation, but in our case the query is given

after reading in all the context and thus unusable
for scheduling, and we perform hard replacement
instead of overwriting. Differentiable Neural
Computer (DNC) (Graves et al., 2016) extends
the NTM to address the issue by introducing a
temporal link matrix, replacing the least used
memory when the memory is full. However, this
method is a rule-based one that cannot maximize
the performance on a given task.

3 Learning What to Remember from
Streaming Data

We now describe how to solve question answering
tasks with streaming data as context. In a more
general sense, this is a problem of learning from
a long data stream that contains a large portion of
unimportant, noisy data (e.g. routine greetings in
dialogs, uninformative video frames) with limited
memory. The data stream is episodic, where an
unlimited amount of data instances may arrive at
one time interval and becomes inaccessible after-
ward. Additionally, we consider that it is not pos-
sible for the model to know in advance what tasks
(a question in the case of QA problem) will be
given at which timestep in the future (See Figure 1
for more details). To solve this problem, the model
needs to identify important data instances from the
data stream and store them into external memory.
Formally, given a data stream (e.g. sentences or
images) X = {x(1), · · · ,x(T )} where x(t) ∈ Rd
as input, the model should learn a function F :
X 7→ M that maps it to the set of memory en-
tries M = {m1, · · · ,mN} where mi ∈ Rk and
T � N . How can we then learn such a func-
tion that maximizes the performance on unseen fu-
ture tasks without knowing what problems will be
given at what time? We formulate this problem as
a reinforcement learning problem to train a mem-
ory scheduling agent.

3.1 Model Overview

We now describe our model, Episodic Memory
Reader (EMR) to solve the previously described
problem. Our model has three components: (1)
an agent A based on EMR, (2) an external mem-
ory M = [m1, · · · ,mN ], and (3) a solver which
solves the given task (e.g. QA) with the exter-
nal memory. Figure 2 shows the overview of
our model. Basically, given a sequence of data
instances X = {x(1), · · · ,x(T )} that streams
through the system, the agent learns to retain the
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Figure 2: The overview of our Episodic Memory Reader (EMR). EMR learns the policy and the value network to select a
memory entry to replace, in order to maximize the reward, defined as the performance on future QA tasks (F1-score, accuracy).

most useful subset in the memory, by interacting
with the external memory that encodes the rel-
ative importance of each memory entry. When
t ≤ N , the agent simply maps x(t) to m(t).
However, when t > N , when the memory be-
comes full, it selects an existing memory entry to
delete. Specifically, it outputs an action based on
π(i|S(t)), which denotes the selection of ith mem-
ory entry to delete. Here, the state is the con-
catenation of the memory and the data instance:
S(t) = [M (t), e(t)], where e(t) is the encoded in-
put at timestep t. To maximize the performance
on the future QA task, the agent should replace
the least important memory entry. When the agent
encounters the task T (QA problem) at timestep
T + 1, it leverages both the memory at timestep
T ,M (T ) and the task information (e.g. question),
to solve the task. For each action, the environ-
ment (QA module) provides the reward R(t), that
is given either as the F1-score or the accuracy.

3.2 Episodic Memory Reader

Episodic Memory Reader (EMR) is composed of
three components: (1) Data Encoder that encodes
each data instance into memory vector represen-
tation, (2) Memory Encoder that generates re-
placement probability for each memory entry, and
the (3) Value Network that estimates the value of
memory as a whole. In some cases, we may use
policy gradient methods, in which case the value
network becomes unnecessary.

3.2.1 Data Encoder

The data instance x(t) which arrives at time t can
be in any data format, and thus we transform it
into a k-dimensional memory vector representa-
tion e(t) ∈ Rk to using an encoder:

e(t) = ψ(x(t))

where ψ(·) is the data encoder, which could be any
neural architecture based on the type of the input
data. For example, we could use a RNN if x(t)

is composed of sequential data (e.g. a sentence
composed of wordsx(t) = {w1, w2, w3, · · · , ws})
or a CNN if x(t) is an image. After deleting a
memory entry m(t)

i , we append e(t) at the end of
the memory, which then becomesm(t+1)

N .

3.2.2 Memory Encoder
Using the memory vector representations M (t) =

[m
(t)
1 , · · · ,m(t)

N ] and e(t) generated from the data
encoder, the memory encoder outputs a probabil-
ity for each memory entry by considering its rela-
tive importance, and then replaces the most unim-
portant entry. This component corresponds to the
policy network of the actor-critic method. Now we
describe our EMR models.

EMR-Independent Since we do not have ex-
isting work for our novel problem setting, as
a baseline, we first consider a memory encoder
that only captures the relative importance of each
memory entry independently to the new data in-
stance, which we refer to as EMR-Independent.
This scheduling mechanism is adopted from Dy-
namic Least Recently Use (LRU) addressing in-
troduced in Gülçehre et al. (2016), but different
from LRU in that it replaces the memory entry
rather than overwriting it, and is trained without
query to maximize the performance for unseen fu-
ture queries. EMR-Independent outputs the im-
portance for each memory entry by comparing
them with an embedding of the new data instance
x(t) as a(t)i = softmax(m(t)

i ψ(x
(t))T ). To com-
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pute the overall importance of each memory en-
try, as done in Gülçehre et al. (2016), we com-
pute the exponential moving average as v(t)i =

0.1v
(t−1)
i + 0.9a

(t)
i . Then, we compute the re-

placement probabilty of each memory entry with
the LRU factor γ(t) as follows:

γ
(t)
i = σ(W T

γ m
(t)
i + bγ)

g
(t)
i = a

(t)
i − γ

(t)
i v

(t−1)
i

π(i|[M (t), e(t)]; θ) = softmax(g(t)i )

where i ∈ [1, N ] is the memory index, Wγ ∈
R1×d and bγ ∈ R are the weight matrix and the
bias term, σ(·) and softmax(·) are sigmoid and
softmax functions respectively, and π is the pol-
icy of the memory scheduling agent.

EMR-biGRU A major drawback of EMR-
Independent is that the evaluation of each memory
depends only on the input x(t). In other words,
the importance is computed between each memory
entry and the new data instance regardless of other
entries in the memory. However, this scheme can-
not model the relative importance of each mem-
ory entry to other memory entries, which is more
important in deciding on the least important mem-
ory. One way to consider relative relationships be-
tween memory entries is to encode them using a
bidirectional GRU (biGRU) as follows:

−→
h

(t)
i = GRUθfw(m

(t)
i ,
−→
h

(t)
i−1)

←−
h

(t)
i = GRUθbw(m

(t)
i ,
←−
h

(t)
i+1)

h
(t)
i = [

−→
h

(t)
i ,
←−
h

(t)
i ]

π(i|[M (t), e(t)]; θ) = softmax(MLP (h
(t)
i ))

where i ∈ [1, N +1] is the memory index, includ-
ing the index of the encoded input m(t)

N+1 = e(t),
GRUθ is a Gated Recurrent Unit parameterized
by θ, [

−→
h

(t)
i ,
←−
h

(t)
i ] is a concatenation of features.

π is the policy of the agent, and MLP is a multi-
layer perceptron with three layers with ReLU ac-
tivation functions. Thus, EMR-biGRU learns the
general importance of each memory entry in re-
lation to its neighbors rather than independently
computing the importance of each entry with re-
spect to the query, which is useful when selecting
out the most important entries among highly sim-
ilar data instances (e.g. video frames). However,

Figure 3: Detailed architecture of memory encoder in EMR-
Independent and EMR-biGRU/Transformer.

the model may not effectively model long-range
relationships between memory entries in far-away
slots due to the inherent limitation with RNNs.

EMR-Transformer To overcome such subopti-
mality of RNN-based modeling, we further adopt
the self-attention mechanism from Vaswani et al.
(2017). With query Q(t), key K(t), and the value
V (t) we generate the relative importance of the
entries with a linear layer that takes m(t) with
the position encoding proposed in Vaswani et al.
(2017) as input. With multi-headed attention, each
component is projected to a multi-dimensional
space; the dimensions for each componenets are
Q(t) ∈ RH×N×

k
H ,K(t) ∈ RH×N×

k
H , and V (t) ∈

RH×N×
k
H , where N is the size of memory and

H is the number of attention heads. Using these,
we can formulate the retrieved output using self-
attention and memory encoding as follows:

A(t) = softmax

(
Q(t)K(t)T

√
k/H

)

o(t) = A(t)V (t)

h(t) =W T
o [o

(t)
1 ,o

(t)
2 , · · · ,o(t)h ]

π(i|[M (t), e(t)]; θ) = softmax(MLP (h
(t)
i ))

where i is the memory index, o(t)i ∈ RN×
d
h ,

[o
(t)
1 ,o

(t)
2 , · · · ,o(t)h ] ∈ RN×k is a concatentation

of o(t)i , π is the policy of the agent, and MLP
is the same 3-layer multi-layer perceptron used in
EMR-biGRU. Memory encoding h(t) is then com-
puted using linear function Wo ∈ Rd×d with h(t)

as input. Figure 3 illustrates the architecture of the
memory encoder for EMR-Independent and EMR-
biGRU/Transformer.

3.2.3 Value Network
For solving certain QA problems, we need to con-
sider the future importance of each memory entry.
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Figure 4: Example context and QA pair from TriviaQA.

Especially in textual QA tasks (e.g. TriviaQA),
storing the evidence sentences that precede span
words may be useful as they may provide useful
context. However, using only discrete policy gra-
dient method, we cannot preserve such context in-
stances. To overcome this issue, we use an actor-
critic RL method (A3C) (Mnih et al., 2016) to es-
timate the sum of future rewards at each state us-
ing the value network. The difference between the
policy and the value is that the value can be esti-
mated differently at each time step and the needs
to consider the memory as a whole. To obtain
a holistic representation of our memory, we use
Deep Sets (Zaheer et al., 2017). Following Zaheer
et al. (2017) we sum up allh(t)

i and input them into
an MLP (ρ), that consists of two linear layers and
a ReLU activation function, to obtain a set repre-
sentation. Then, we further process the set repre-
sentation ρ(

∑N
i=1 h

(t)
i ) by a GRU with the hidden

state from the previous time step. Finally, we feed
the output of the GRU to a multi-layer perceptron
to estimate the value V (t) for the current timestep.

3.3 Training and test

Training Our model learns the memory
scheduling policy jointly with the model to solve
the task. For training EMR, we choose A3C
(Mnih et al., 2016) or REINFORCE (Williams,
1992). At training time, since the tasks are given,
we provide the question to the agent at every
timestep. At each step, the agent selects the action
stochastically from multinomial distribution based
on π(i|[M (t), e(t)]; θ) to explore various states,
and make an action. Then, the QA model provides
the agent the reward Rt. We use asynchronous
multiprocessing method illustrated in Mnih et al.
(2016) to train several models at once.

Test At test time, the agent deletes the mem-
ory index by following the learned policy π:
argmaxi π(i|[M (t), e(t)]; θ). Contrarily from the
training step, the model observes the question only

at the end of the data stream. When encountering
the question, the model solves the task using the
data instances kept in the external memory.

4 Experiment

We experiment our EMR-biGRU and EMR-
Transformer against several baselines:

1) FIFO (First-In First-Out). A rule-based
memory scheduling policy that replaces the oldest
memory entry.

2) Uniform. A policy that replaces all memory
entries with equal probability at each time.

3) LIFO (Last-In First-Out). A policy that re-
places the newest data instance. That is, it first fills
in the memory and then discards all following data
instances.

4) EMR-Independent. A baseline EMR which
learns the importance of each memory entry only
relative to the new data instance.

5) EMR-biGRU. An EMR implemented using
a biGRU, that considers relative importance of
each memory entry to its neighbors when learning
the memory replacement policy.

6) EMR-Transformer. An EMR that utilizes
Transformer to model the global relative impor-
tance between memory entries.

The codes for the baseline models and our mod-
els are available at https://github.com/
h19920918/emr. In the next subsections, we
present experimental results on bAbI, TriviaQA,
and TVQA datasets. For more experimental re-
sults, please see supplementary file.

4.1 bAbI

Dataset bAbI (Weston et al., 2015) dataset,
which is a synthetic dataset for episodic question
answering, consists of 20 tasks with small amount
of vocabulary, that can be solved by remember-
ing a person or an object. Among the 20 tasks,
we select Task 2, which requires to remember two
supporting facts, to evaluate our model. Addition-
ally, we generate noisy version of this task using
the open-source template provied by Weston et al.
(2015). Each episode of both tasks contains five
questions, where all questions share the same con-
text sentences. For Noisy task, we inject noise sen-
tences that has nothing to do with the given task,
to validate the effitiveness of our model. In this
dataset, 60% of the episodes have no noise sen-
tence, 10% have approximately 30% noise sen-
tences, 10% have approximately 45% noise sen-
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Figure 5: QA performance of baseline models and EMR-
variants. The reported results are averages over 3 runs.

tences and 10% of dataset have approximately
60% noise sentences. The length of each episode
is fixed to 45 (5 questions + 40 facts), and a ques-
tion appears after the arrival of 8 factual sentences.

Experiment Details We adopted MemN2N
(Sukhbaatar et al., 2015) for this experiment,
which consists of an embedded layer and a multi-
hop mechanism that extracts high-level inference.
We use MemN2N with position encoding repre-
sentation, 3 hops and adjacent weight tying. We
set the dimension of memory representations to
k = 20 and compare our model and the base-
lines on the Original and Noisy tasks. To generate
the memory representation mi, we use the sum
of the three hop value memories from the base
MemN2N. We experiment with varying memory
size: 5, 10 and 15. We train our model and the
baselines using ADAM optimizer (Kingma and
Ba, 2014) with the learning rate 0.0005 for 400K
steps on both tasks.

Results and Analysis In Figure 5, we report
the experiment results for Original and Noisy
tasks. Both our model (EMR-biGRU and EMR-
Transformer) outperform the baselines, especially
with higher gain in the case of Noisy dataset.
EMR-independent, which does not consider rela-
tive importance among the memory entries, per-
forms worse or simlar to FIFO baseline. The re-
sults suggest that our methods are able to retain
the supporting facts even with small number of
memory entries. For further analysis for the ex-
periments on the bAbI dataset, please see supple-
mentary file.

4.2 TriviaQA

Dataset TriviaQA (Joshi et al., 2017) is a real-
istic text-based question answering dataset which
includes 950K question-answer pairs from 662K
documents collected from Wikipedia and the web.
This dataset is more challenging than standard

Figure 6: The histogram of number of answers for each doc-
ument length for TriviaQA dataset.

QA benchmark datasets such as Stanford Question
Answering Dataset (SQuAD) (Rajpurkar et al.,
2016), as the answers for a question may not
be directly obtained by span prediction and the
context is very long (Figure 4). Since conven-
tional QA models (Seo et al., 2016; Back et al.,
2018; Yu et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2018) are
span prediction models, on TriviaQA they only
train on QA pairs whose answers can be found
in the given context. In such a setting, Trivi-
aQA becomes highly biased, where the answers
are mostly spanned in the earlier part of the doc-
ument (Figure 6). We evaluate our work only on
the Wikipedia domain since most previous work
report similar results on both domains. While
TriviaQA dataset consists of both human-verified
and machine-generated QA subsets, we use the
human-verified subset only since the machine-
generated QA pairs are unreliable. We use the
validation set for test since the test set does not
contain labels.

Experiment Details We employ the pre-trained
model from Deep Bidirectional Transformers
(BERT) (Devlin et al., 2018), which is the cur-
rent state-of-the-art model for SQuAD challenge,
that trains several Transformers in Vaswani et al.
(2017) for pretraining tasks for predicting the in-
dices of the exact location of an answer. We em-
bed 20 words into each memory cell using a GRU
and set the number of cells to 20, thus the memory
can hold 400 words at maximum. This is a reason-
able restriction since BERT limits the maximum
number of word tokens to 512, including both the
context and the query.

Results and Analysis We report the perfor-
mance of our model on the TriviaQA using both
ExactMatch and F1-score in Table 1. We see that
EMR models which consider the relative impor-
tance between the memory entries (EMR-biGRU
and EMR-Transformer) outperform both the rule-
based baselines and EMR-Independent. One in-
teresting observation is that LIFO performs quite
well unlike the other rule-based scheduling poli-
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Figure 7: An example of how our model operates in order to solve the memory retention problem. Episodic Memory Reader
(EMR) sequentially reads the sentences one by one while replacing least important memories. State 1 and State T represent
memory entries in the in the initial state and the last state, respectively. Our EMR retrains the sentences which contain the word
‘France’ (in bold red fonts) in order to answer the given question.

Table 1: Q&A accuracy on the TriviaQA dataset. model.

Model ExactMatch F1
FIFO 24.53 27.22

Uniform 28.30 34.39
LIFO 46.23 50.10

EMR-Independent 38.05 41.15
EMR-biGRU 52.20 57.57

EMR-Transformer 48.43 53.81

cies, but this is due to the dataset bias (See Fig-
ure 6) where most answers are spanned in earlier
part of the documents. To further see whether this
improvement is from its ability to remember im-
portant context, we examine the sentences that re-
main in the memory after EMR finishes reading
all the sentences in Figure 7. We see that EMR
remembered the sentences that contain key words
that is required to answer the future question.

4.3 TVQA

Dataset TVQA (Lei et al., 2018) is a localized,
compositional video question-answering dataset
that contains 153K question-answer pairs from
22K clips spanning over 460 hours of video. The
questions are multiple choice questions on the
video contents, where the task is to find a sin-
gle correct answer out of five candidate answers.
The questions can be answered by examining the
annotated clip segments, which spans around 30
frames per clip (See Figure 8). The average num-
ber of frames for each clip is 229. In addition to
the video frames, the dataset also provides subti-
tles for each video frame. Thus solving the ques-
tions requires compositional reasoning capability
over both a large number of images and texts.

Experiment Details As for the QA module, we
use Multi-stream model for Multi-Modal Video
QA, which is the attention-based baseline model

provided in (Lei et al., 2018). For efficient train-
ing, we use features extracted from a ResNet-101
pretrained on the ImageNet dataset. For embed-
ding subtitles and question-answering pairs, we
use GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014). For train-
ing, we restrict the number of memory entries for
our episodic reader as 20, where each memory en-
try contains the encoding of a video frame and the
subtitle associated with the frame, where the for-
mer is encoded using CNN and the latter using
GRU. We train our model and the baseline mod-
els using the ADAM optimizer (Kingma and Ba,
2014), with the initial learning rate of 0.0001. Un-
like from the experiments on TriviaQA, we use
REINFORCE (Williams, 1992) to train the policy.
This is because TVQA is composed of consecutive
image frames captured within a short time inter-
val, which tend to contain redundant information.
Thus the value network of the actor-critic model
fails to estimate good value of the given state since
deleting a good frame will not result in the loss of
QA accuracy. Thus we compute the rewardR(t) as
the accuracy difference between at time step t and
t − 1 then use only the policy with non-episodic
REINFORCE for training. With this method, if
the task fails to solve the question after deleting
certain frame, the frame is considered as impor-
tant, and unimportant otherwise.

Results and Analysis We report the accuracy
on TVQA as a function of memory size in Fig-
ure 9. We observe that EMR variants signifi-
cantly outperform all baselines, including EMR-
Independent. We also observe that the models per-
form well even when the size of the memory is in-
creased to as large as 60, which was never encoun-
tered during the training stage where the number
of memory entries was fixed as 20. When the
size of memory is small, the gap between different
models are larger, with EMR-Transformer obtain-
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Figure 8: An example of TVQA dataset and a visualization of how our model operates. The answer in red is the ground truth
and the answer with underline is the predicted answer from our QA model. At state 1, since the memory is empty, our model
encodes every video frame into the memory until the memory becomes full. At state T, after reading in all the video frames,
it retains the most informative frames to answer the question. Note that this retention of the important frames is done without
knowing the question in advance.
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Figure 9: QA accuracy of various memory scheduling poli-
cies on the TVQA dataset, reported as a function of the num-
ber of memory entries.

ing the best accuracy, which may be due to its abil-
ity to capture global relative importance of each
memory entry. However, the gap between EMR-
Transformer and EMR-biGRU diminishes as the
size of memory increases, since then the size of
the memory becomes large enough to contain all
the frames necessary to answer the question.

As qualitative analysis, we further examine
which frames and subtitles were preserved in the
external memory after the model has read through
the entire sequence in Figure 8. To answer the
question for this example, the model should con-
sider the relationship between two frames, where
the first frame describes Ross showing the paper
to others, and the second frame describes Monica
entering the coffee shop. We see that our model
kept both frames, although it did not know what
the question will be.

5 Conclusion

We proposed a novel problem of question an-
swering from streaming data, where the model
needs to answer a question that is given after
reading through unlimited amount of context (e.g.
documents, videos) that cannot fit into the sys-
tem memory. To handle this problem, we pro-
posed Episodic Memory Reader (EMR), which
is basically a memory-augmented network with
RL-based memory-scheduler, that learns the rel-
ative importance among memory entries and re-
places the entries with the lowest importance to
maximize the QA performance for future tasks.
We validated EMR on three QA datasets against
rule-based memory scheduling as well as an RL-
baseline that does not model relative importances
among memory entries, which it significantly out-
performs. Further qualitative analysis of memory
contents after learning confirms that such good
performance comes from its ability to retain im-
portant instances for future QA tasks.
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Abstract

Natural Language Sentence Matching
(NLSM) has gained substantial attention from
both academics and the industry, and rich
public datasets contribute a lot to this process.
However, biased datasets can also hurt the
generalization performance of trained models
and give untrustworthy evaluation results. For
many NLSM datasets, the providers select
some pairs of sentences into the datasets,
and this sampling procedure can easily bring
unintended pattern, i.e., selection bias. One
example is the QuoraQP dataset, where
some content-independent naı̈ve features are
unreasonably predictive. Such features are
the reflection of the selection bias and termed
as the “leakage features.” In this paper, we
investigate the problem of selection bias on six
NLSM datasets and find that four out of them
are significantly biased. We further propose a
training and evaluation framework to alleviate
the bias. Experimental results on QuoraQP
suggest that the proposed framework can
improve the generalization ability of trained
models, and give more trustworthy evaluation
results for real-world adoptions.

1 Introduction

Natural Language Sentence Matching (NLSM)
aims at comparing two sentences and identifying
the relationships (Wang et al., 2017), and serves
as the core of many NLP tasks such as question
answering and information retrieval (Wang et al.,
2016b). Natural Language Inference (NLI) (Bow-
man et al., 2015) and Semantic Textual Similar-
ity (STS) (Wang et al., 2016b) are both typical
NLSM problems. A large number of publicly
available datasets have benefited the research to
a great extent (Kim et al., 2018; Wang et al.,

* Equal contributions from both authors. This work was
done when Guanhua Zhang was an intern at Tencent.
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Figure 1: Visualization for the distributions of nor-
malized features versus the label in QuoraQP. The
right part (in red) represents the distributions of
duplicated pairs, and the left part (in blue) rep-
resents the distributions of not duplicated pairs.
Best viewed in color.

2017; Tien et al., 2018), including QuoraQP1,
SNLI (Bowman et al., 2015), SICK (Marelli et al.,
2014), etc. These datasets provide resources for
both training and evaluation of different algo-
rithms (Torralba and Efros, 2011).

However, most of the datasets are prepared
by conducting procedures involving a sampling
process, which can easily introduce a selection
bias (Heckman, 1977; Zadrozny, 2004). It would
get even worse when the bias can reveal the label
information, resulting in the “leakage features,”
which are irrelevant to the content/semantic of the
sentences but are predictive to the label. One ex-
ample is the QuoraQP, a dataset on classifying
whether two sentences are duplicated (labeled as
1) or not (labeled as 0), which has been widely
used to evaluate STS models (Gong et al., 2017;
Kim et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2017; Devlin et al.,
2018). In QuoraQP, three leakage features have
been identified, including S1 freq, the number
of occurrences of the first sentence in the dataset;
S2 freq, the number of occurrences of the sec-
ond sentence; and S1S2 inter, the number of
sentences that are paired with both the first and the

1https://data.quora.com/First-Quora-Dataset-Release-
Question-Pairs
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averages are close to 1, and blue squares indicate that
the averages are close to 0. Best viewed in color.

second sentences in the dataset for comparison.
Figure 1 shows the distributions of normalized

(negative) Word Mover’s Distance (WMD) (Kus-
ner et al., 2015) and normalized leakage features
versus the labels in QuoraQP. The features are
all normalized to their quantiles. As illustrated,
the leakage features are more predictive than the
WMD, as the differences between the distribu-
tions of positive and negative pairs are more sig-
nificant. Moreover, combining S1 freq and
S2 freq can make even more accurate predic-
tions as illustrated in Figure 2, where we cal-
culate the averages of the labels under different
S1 freq and S2 freq. We find that when both
features’ values are large, the pairs tend to be
duplicated (marked in red), while when one
is large and the other is small, the pairs tend to be
not duplicated (marked in blue).

These leakage features play a critical role in
the QuoraQP competition2. As the evaluations are
conducted with the same biased datasets, models
that fit the bias pattern can take additional advan-
tages over unbiased models, making the bench-
mark results untrustworthy. On the other hand, the
bias pattern doesn’t exist in the real-world, so if a
model fits the bias pattern (intentionally or unin-
tentionally), the generalization performance will
be hurt, limiting the values of these datasets for
further applications (Torralba and Efros, 2011).

In this paper, we study this problem and demon-
strate the impact of the selection bias by a series
of experiments. We focus on the selection bias

2https://www.kaggle.com/c/
quora-question-pairs/discussion/
34355 and https://www.kaggle.com/c/
quora-question-pairs/discussion/33168

embodied in the comparing relationships of sen-
tences, and the main contributions of this paper
are the answers to the following questions:

• Does selection bias exist in other NLSM
datasets? We identify four out of six pub-
licly available datasets that suffer from the
selection bias.

• Would Deep Neural Network (DNN)-based
methods learn from the bias pattern un-
intentionally? We find that Siamese-LSTM
models trained on QuoraQP do capture the
bias pattern.

• Can we help the model learn the useful
semantic pattern from the content with-
out fitting the bias pattern? We propose
an easy-adopting method to mitigate the bias.
Experiments show that this method can im-
prove the generalization performance of the
trained models.

• Can we build an evaluation framework
that gives us more reliable results for real-
world adoption? We propose a more trust-
worthy evaluation method that demonstrates
consistent results with unbiased cross-dataset
evaluations.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 gives an empirical look at the selection
bias on a variety of NLSM datasets and analyzes
why the leakage features are effective. Section 3
examines whether DNN-based methods fit the bias
pattern unintentionally. Section 4 introduces the
training and evaluation framework to alleviate the
biasedness. Taking QuoraQP as an example, we
report the experimental results in Section 5. Sec-
tion 6 summarizes related work, and Section 7
draws the conclusion.

2 Empirical Study of the Selection Bias

In this section, we investigate the problem of se-
lection bias on six NLSM datasets and then ana-
lyze why the leakage features are effective.

2.1 Quantifying the Biasedness in Datasets
To quantify the severity of the leakage from the
selection bias, we formulate a toy problem for
NLSM. We predict the semantic relationship of
two sentences based on the comparing relation-
ships between sentences. We refer semantic re-
lationship of two sentences as their labels, for ex-
ample, duplicated for STS and entailment
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Method SNLI MultiNLI QuoraQP MSRP SICK ByteDance
Matched Mismatched NLI STS

Majority 33.7 35.6 36.5 50.00 66.5 56.7 50.3 68.59
Unlexicalized 47.7 44.9 45.5 68.20 73.9 70.1 70.2 75.23

LSTM 77.6∗ 66.9† 66.9† 82.58‡ 70.6� 71.3> 70.2 86.45
Leakage 36.6 32.1 31.1 79.63 66.7 56.7 55.5 78.24

Advanced 39.1 32.7 33.8 80.47 67.9 57.5 56.3 85.73
Leakage vs Majority +8.61 -9.83 -14.79 +59.26 +0.30 0.00 +10.34 +14.07

Advanced vs Majority +16.02 -8.15 -7.40 +60.94 +2.11 +1.41 +11.93 +24.99

Table 1: The accuracy scores of predicting the label with unlexicalized features, leakage features, and advanced
graph-based features and the relative improvements. Result with ∗ is from Bowman et al. (2015). Results with †

are from Williams et al. (2018). Result with ‡ is from Wang et al. (2017). Result with � is from Shen et al. (2018).
Result with > is from Baudiš et al. (2016). Other results are based on our implementations. “%” is omitted.

Sentence1 
ID

Sentence2 
ID Label

1 2 ?

1 3 ?

1 5 ?

2 3 ?

2 4 ?

2 6 ?

Figure 3: Illustration of the graph built for Problem 1.
We only use the comparing relationships to build the
graph.

for NLI, and comparing relationship as whether
they are paired for comparison in the dataset. Here
we only consider the index of each sentence, and
the actual content is not used. The formal problem
definition is as follow:

Problem 1 ( Leveraging the Leakage for NLSM).
Given a set of sentence ids S, and a set of
comparing relationships of the sentences C =
{〈si, sj〉}, si, sj ∈ S. The goal is to infer the
semantic relationship between given pairs of sen-
tence ids from S.

This toy problem is indeed an edge classifica-
tion problem (Aggarwal et al., 2016), as we can
construct a graph using the comparing relation-
ships as illustrated in Figure 3. In addition, from
the graph perspective, S1 freq and S2 freq
are the degrees of nodes, and S1S2 inter is
the number of 2-hop paths connecting two nodes.
Learning on the graph for this toy problem follows
a transductive setting (Ji et al., 2010), where the
graph is built with the comparing relationships of
all the examples.

Based on the new problem definition, we
investigate six NLSM datasets, including
SNLI, MultiNLI (Williams et al., 2018), Quo-
raQP, MSRP (Dolan et al., 2004), SICK and

ByteDance3. We apply two different methods
to classify the edges on the graph, including
Leakage which uses the three leakage features
introduced in Section 1 and Advanced which uses
some more advanced graph-based features (Per-
ozzi et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2009; Liben-Nowell
and Kleinberg, 2007) together with the three
leakage features4. We also report the results
of three baselines, including Majority which
predicts the most frequent label, Unlexicalized
which uses 15 handcrafted features from the
content of sentences (Bowman et al., 2015) (e.g.,
the BLEU score (Papineni et al., 2002) of both
sentences, the length difference between the
two sentences, the percentage of overlap words,
and so on) and LSTM which is a DNN-based
method using sequences of word embeddings.
All classifiers are Random Forests if no specific
configuration is mentioned. The classifiers are
trained with the training set, and we report the
results on the testing set. More detailed settings
are introduced in Appendix A. The results are
reported in Table 1.

Predicting semantic relationships without using
sentence contents seems impossible. However, we
find that the graph-based features (Leakage and
Advanced) make the problem feasible on a wide
range of datasets. Specifically, on the datasets
like QuoraQP and ByteDance, the leakage fea-
tures are even more effective than the unlexical-
ized features. One exception is that on MultiNLI,
Majority outperforms Leakage and Advanced sig-
nificantly. Another interesting finding is that on

3https://www.kaggle.com/c/fake-news-pair-
classification-challenge

4The features are selected carefully to describe the local
structure between two nodes and to prevent the model from
remembering the exact ID of sentences to make inferences.
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Figure 4: The percentage of each label versus
S2 freq in SNLI.

SNLI and ByteDance, advanced graph-based fea-
tures improve a lot over the leakage features, while
on QuoraQP, the difference is very small. Among
all the tested datasets, only MSRP and SICKNLI
are almost neutral to the leakage features. Note
that their sizes are relatively small with only less
than 10k samples. Results in Table 1 raise con-
cerns about the impact of selection bias on the
models and evaluation results.

2.2 Why are the Leakage Features Effective?
As discussed in Section 1, the leakage features
are the reflection of selection bias. Intuitively, if
we construct a dataset for NLSM by randomly
sampling some pairs of sentences, the resulting
dataset would be extremely imbalanced, where
the most of the pairs are neutral for NLI or
not duplicated for STS. Thus, to make the
dataset relatively balanced, a sampling strategy is
often required. If the strategy is not well-designed,
it will introduce a bias pattern into the dataset,
which can be revealed by leakage features. Here
we try to figure out why the leakage features are
effective in aforementioned datasets. Since we
do not have every detail about how they are con-
structed, we only analyze based on SNLI and Quo-
raQP.

During the preparation of SNLI, as introduced
in (Bowman et al., 2015), human workers are
presented with “premise scene descriptions,” and
asked to supply “hypotheses” for each of the
three labels (i.e., entailment, neutral and
contradiction). However, it is found that
some workers are “reusing the same sentence
for many different prompts,” which might cause
SNLI to suffer from selection bias. To validate,
we calculate the percentage of each label ver-
sus S2 freq, and the results are shown in Fig-

Features SNLI QuoraQP SICKSTS ByteDance
S1 freq 33.7 65.90 54.5 68.61
S2 freq 36.6 69.84 52.5 73.03

S1S2 inter 33.7 79.66 50.8 76.63
q S1 freq 36.6 79.62 53.5 77.17
q S2 freq 33.7 79.66 53.0 77.44

q S1S2 inter 36.6 74.75 54.2 74.39
all 36.6 79.63 55.5 78.24

Majority 33.7 50.00 50.3 68.59

Table 2: Ablation experiments of the three leakage fea-
tures on the datasets. “q” means without the feature.
We report the accuracy scores and “%” is omitted.

ure 4. We see that the percentages of the three
labels are similar when S2 freq is small, but as
S2 freq increases, the label is more likely to be
an entailment.

For QuoraQP dataset, the providers state that
“Our original sampling method returned an im-
balanced dataset with many more true examples
of duplicate pairs than non-duplicates. Therefore,
we supplemented the dataset with negative exam-
ples. One source of negative examples were pairs
of “related questions” which, although pertain-
ing to similar topics, are not truly semantically
equivalent.” Our hypothesis is that the way in
which negative samples were supplemented is the
reason why QuoraQP is so biased. For example,
the newly added sentences of “related questions”
may appear in the dataset for limited times, thus
we get the phenomenon in Figure 2, i.e., if two
sentences both appear for many times, the pair is
likely to be duplicated, while if one of them
appears for only a few times, the pair is likely to
be not duplicated.

We conduct ablation experiments on the
datasets where the leakage features are effective,
i.e., SNLI, QuoraQP, SICKSTS and ByteDance.
The results are reported in Table 2. We can see
that S2 freq is more effective in SNLI, and
S1 freq plays a more critical role in SICKSTS,
while in QuoraQP and ByteDance, S1S2 inter
is the most predictive.

Based on the experiments and observations, we
conclude that existing datasets incline to be biased
due to various reasons. More information about
dataset preparations and further study are required
to understand the problem and prevent bias from
being introduced into future datasets.
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Figure 5: Visualization of predicted scores versus the
leakage feature. The boxes represent the upper quar-
tiles to the lower quartiles of predicted scores, and the
lowest datum is the 1.5 IQR of the lower quartile.

3 Do NN Models Fit the Bias Pattern
Unintentionally?

In this section, we investigate whether DNN mod-
els are unintentionally fitting the bias pattern in
addition to the semantic pattern. We train a clas-
sical Siamese-LSTM model5 with the training set
of QuoraQP, and make predictions on a synthetic
dataset. Interestingly, we find that the results are
significantly influenced by the bias pattern.

The synthetic dataset is built in the following
way. We extract the distinct sentences from the
training set of QuoraQP, then compare the sen-
tences with themselves, finally we obtain 517,970
pairs in total. Since the two sentences in the pairs
are identical, the labels are all duplicated.
All three leakage features are the same, i.e., the
numbers of occurrences of the sentence in the
dataset. If the model can perfectly learn the se-
mantic relationships between sentences, the pre-
dictions should be substantially the same for all
the pairs.

To illustrate the predicted scores of duplica-
tion, we visualize them versus the leakage fea-
tures in Figure 5, and the boxplot follows the
Tukey boxplot style (Frigge et al., 1989). Intrigu-
ingly, we find that even though the sentences in
pairs are all identical, the model still tends to give
lower scores of duplication to the pairs with leak-
age features equal to 1. This result is consis-
tent with the bias pattern shown in Figure 2, i.e.,
the data points in the bottom left corner tend to
be not duplicated, compared with the data
points in the top right corner which represent
larger values of S1 freq and S2 freq.

The results indicate that the model is uninten-

5The detailed setting for the model is introduced in Sec-
tion 5.2

tionally capturing the undesired bias pattern that
only exists in the particular dataset. This will
make an adverse effect on the generalization per-
formance of the trained models (to be illustrated in
Section 5.4).

4 Leakage-Neutral Learning and
Evaluation Method

Given a biased dataset, can we eliminate the bias
to train completely unbiased models? Unfortu-
nately, this is very difficult due to that the bias
is related with the labels, and we cannot have ac-
cess to the labels of unselected samples (Zadrozny,
2004). In this paper, we propose to take a step
back and define a leakage-neutral distribution,
which is more close to the real-world than the bi-
ased one. We make a few reasonable assumptions
about it and how the biased dataset is generated
from it. We demonstrate that we can train and
evaluate models unbiased to the leakage-neutral
distribution, with only the biased dataset.

Generation of the biased dataset from leakage-
neutral distribution Assuming that there is a
leakage-neutral distribution D with domain X ×
Y×L×S whereX is the semantic feature space, Y
is the (binary) semantic label space, L is the sam-
pling strategy feature space and S is the (binary)
sampling intention space. The sampling intentions
represent whether dataset providers want to select
a positive sample or a negative sample. For exam-
ple, S = 1 means that the providers want to select
a positive sample here.

We assume that samples (x, y, l, s) are drawn
independently from D , then if s = y (the label
matches the sampling intention), the samples are
selected into the dataset, otherwise, the samples
are discarded. This operation results in the biased
distribution D̂ that are observed from the dataset.

In this section, we use uppercase letters, such as
Y and S, to represent random variables, and low-
ercase letters, such as y and s, to represent specific
values for samples. We use P

D̂
(·) to represent the

probability on D̂ and omit the subscripts for D .

Assumptions about the leakage-neutral dis-
tribution We make the following assumptions
about D . The first one is the leakage-neutral as-
sumption defined as follows,

P (Y |L) = P (Y ),
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which means that the sampling strategy is in-
dependent with the labels, making the leakage-
neutral distribution more close to the real-world.

The second one is that, given L, S is indepen-
dent with X and Y defined as follows,

P (S|X,Y, L) = P (S|L),

which means that the sampling strategy features
can completely control the sampling intentions.

Leakage-neutral learning and evaluation
method Based on the assumptions above, given
a biased dataset, the proposed method works in
the following way.

Firstly, we estimate P
D̂

(Y = 1|l) from the
dataset for all samples. In practice, this can be
achieved by training classifiers and making cross-
predictions. Since we don’t have access to the true
sampling strategy features, we use the leakage fea-
tures from the graph instead, as they are the reflec-
tion of the biased sampling strategy.

Then we can get P (S = 1|l), the conditional
probability of the sampling intention S on D given
l, using the following equation with P (Y = 1)
given.

P (S = 1|l)

=
P (Y = 0)PD̂(Y = 1|l)

P (Y = 0)PD̂(Y = 1|l) + P (Y = 1)PD̂(Y = 0|l) .

(1)

The derivation of Equation (1) is presented in Ap-
pendix B.1.

Afterwards, we use w = 1
P (S=y|l) as the

weights for the samples (note that the labels y are
needed here). Training and evaluating with the
weights can give us the results unbiased to the
leakage-neutral distribution.

The step-by-step procedure for leakage-neutral
learning and evaluation is presented in Algo-
rithm 1. Note that our analyses and the proposed
method are general enough for a variety of bias, as
long as a sampling strategy feature is given, and
can be easily extended to multi-class classification
problems.

Theoretical guarantee of unbiasedness As-
suming that we know P (S = y|l), and they are
greater than zero for any l, the following theorem
shows that we can obtain the loss unbiased to the
leakage neutral distribution after using the sample
weights.

Algorithm 1: Leakage-neutral Training and Evaluation
Input: The dataset {x, y}, the number of fold K for cross
prediction, and the prior probability P (Y = 1).
Procedure:
01 Extract the leakage features l from the dataset.
02 Estimate P

D̂
(Y = 1|l) for all samples by training clas-

sifiers and using K-fold cross-predicting strategy.
03 Calculate P (S = 1|l) for all samples according to

Equation (1).
04 Obtain the weights w = 1

P (S=y|l) for all samples and
normalize the mean of the weights.

05 Train and validate models with the training set and val-
idation set respectively using w as the sample weights.

06 Evaluate the models with the testing set using w as the
sample weights.

Theorem 1 (Unbiased Expectation). For any clas-
sifier f = f(x, l), and for any loss function ∆ =

∆(f(x, l), y), if we use w = P (S=Y )
P (S=y|l) as weights,

then

Ex,y,l∼D̂

[
w∆
(
f(x, l), y

)]
= Ex,y,l∼D

[
∆(f(x, l), y)

]
.

The proof is presented in Appendix B.2. Since
P (S = Y ) is only a number which does not af-
fect the models, we can concentrate on the denom-
inator, i.e., P (S = y|l) and use w = 1

P (S=y|l)
as the weights instead. The loss can be used for
both training and evaluation unbiased to the leak-
age neutral distribution.

5 Experimental Results for the
Leakage-neutral Method on QuoraQP

In this section, we present the experimental re-
sults for leakage-neutral learning on QuoraQP. We
demonstrate that the proposed learning framework
can mitigate the bias and improve the general-
ization performance of trained models. Besides,
the corresponding evaluation method can serve as
a more reliable in-domain benchmark compared
with the biased one.

5.1 Dataset Information and Weight
Generation

We use QuoraQP as our experimental dataset. We
use the same dataset partition as (Wang et al.,
2017).

We use the three leakage features for generat-
ing the weights. We use Random Forest classifiers
to estimate P

D̂
(Y = 1|l), and the 100-fold cross

predictions as the estimated values. P (Y = 1)
is chosen to keep the proportion of the weights of
positive and negative samples unchanged in order
to prevent the influence of prior probabilities, and
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the mean of the weights is normalized to 1. The
minimum weight of all the samples is 0.51, and
the maximum weight is 4953.17.

5.2 Experiment Settings
We implement a classical Siamese-LSTM model
with Keras and Tensorflow (Abadi et al., 2016)
backend. Sequences of the embeddings of word
tokens are fed into the LSTM layer with a hidden
size of 128. Then the representations of both sen-
tences, as well as the dot-production of the rep-
resentations, go through a two Layer MLP where
Batch Normalization (Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015) is
applied after every hidden layer. Dropout (Srivas-
tava et al., 2014) with rate 0.5 is applied after the
last hidden layer. We use the RMSProp (Tiele-
man and Hinton, 2012) optimizer to train all the
parameters. The learning rate starts at 1e-3, and
decays at a fixed rate of 0.2 when performance
does not improve on the validation set. We also
use a gradient clipping of 5.0. The batch size is
set to 256. All the results reported in this section
are the average numbers of ten runs using the same
hyper-parameters with different random initializa-
tions. Our implementation achieves slightly better
performance compared with the results of the orig-
inal Siamese-LSTM from Wang et al. (2017).

We initialize our word embeddings with pre-
trained GloVe 840B 300D vectors (Pennington
et al., 2014), and the embeddings are kept fixed
during training. All the sentences are cut off to
have a maximum of 35 word tokens.

Note that the scale of weights of the different
samples varies greatly. To prevent the model from
jiggling during the mini-batch training, we use a
sampling strategy for model training, i.e., we sam-
ple examples with probabilities proportional to the
weights to get the data for every mini-batch6.

5.3 Evaluation Scheme
To evaluate the effectiveness of leakage-neutral
learning, we use the following strategy in our ex-
periments. Firstly, we train and validate a model
using the data from QuoraQP without any weights.
The model is referred to as Biased Model. Then
we train and validate a model using the data from
QuoraQP with the weights, and the model is re-
ferred to as Debiased Model. These two models
are evaluated with the following methods.

6Codes and weights are published at
https://github.com/arthua196/
Leakage-Neutral-Learning-for-QuoraQP

Method Biased Eva Debiased Eva
Majority 50.00 51.62
Leakage 79.63 54.40

Biased Model 83.97 78.76
Debiased Model 82.90 80.11

Table 3: Evaluation Results with the testing set of Quo-
raQP. We report the accuracy scores and “%” is omit-
ted.

Method Synthetic MSRP SICKSTS
Biased Model 89.46 51.94 64.95

Debiased Model 92.62 56.77 66.05

Table 4: Evaluation Results with the synthetic dataset,
MSRP and SICKSTS dataset. We report the accuracy
scores and “%” is omitted.

• Testing set evaluation. We evaluate the
models with the testing set of QuoraQP. Eval-
uation without the weights is named as Bi-
ased Eva, and evaluation with the weights
is named as Debiased Eva. This can show
how the leakage-neutral evaluation proposed
in Section 4 affect the evaluation results.

• Synthetic dataset evaluation. We evalu-
ate the performance of models with the syn-
thetic dataset introduced in Section 3. Given
the prior probabilities of positive/negative
classes fixed, a better model is supposed to
give higher accuracy, and tended to be less
impacted by the bias pattern.

• Cross-dataset evaluation. We evaluate
that how the models perform on other STS
datasets, i.e., MSRP and SICKSTS. We use
the entire datasets for evaluations. As the
preparation strategies of different datasets are
different, cross-dataset evaluations will not
give additional rewards for the selection bias
of QuoraQP. Although different datasets may
have different contexts, a better model trained
with QuoraQP is still supposed to perform
better.

Among all the evaluation methods, using the
testing set for evaluation without weights (Biased
Eva) is biased, and we will show that the Debiased
Eva is more consistent with the unbiased synthetic
dataset evaluation and cross-dataset evaluations.
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Figure 6: Visualization of predicted scores by the Bi-
ased and Debiased Models versus the leakage feature.
Red boxes represent the results by the Biased Model,
and blue boxes represent the results by the Debiased
Model. Best viewed in color.

5.4 Experimental Results

The evaluation results on the testing set of Quo-
raQP are reported in Table 3. From the accuracy
of the method Leakage, we can see that although
the influence isn’t completely eliminated, the eval-
uation result of Debiased Eva is less impacted by
the bias pattern in the original distribution. This
makes the results more reliable for evaluations.
The reason why in the Leakage method the bias
could not be completely eliminated is that we can-
not estimate P (S = y|l) perfectly. A minor error
of P (S = y|l) may result in a significant differ-
ence in the weight especially when the probability
is close to zero, since the multiplicative inverse is
used.

As for the Biased Model and the Debiased
Model, we find that the Biased Model performs
significantly better under the Biased Eva. This
is the effect of fitting the bias pattern in addition
to the semantic pattern, thus taking some extra
advantage that cannot be generalized to real-life
cases. On the other hand, under the Debiased Eva,
we can find that the Debiased Model performs the
best.

Table 4 reports the results on the datasets that
are not biased to the leakage pattern of QuoraQP.
We find that the Debiased Model significantly out-
performs the Biased Model on all three datasets.
This indicates that the Debiased Model better cap-
tures the true semantic similarities of the input
sentences. We further visualize the predictions on
the synthetic dataset in Figure 6. As illustrated, the
predictions are more neutral to the leakage feature.

From the experimental results, we can see that
the proposed leakage-neutral training method is
effective, as the Debiased Model performs signif-
icantly better with Synthetic dataset, MSRP and

SICK, showing a better generalization strength.
Moreover, the Debiased Eva gives results that
are more consistent with the results on unbiased
datasets, thus it can serve as a more reliable in-
domain way to evaluate models trained with Quo-
raQP. As a conclusion, our constructed leakage-
neutral distribution is more close to the real-world
one compared with the biased distribution that is
directly observed from the given datasets.

6 Related Work

In this section, we summarize the related work and
distinguish them from our contributions.

Inverse propensity score for debiasing Usu-
ally, the Inverse Propensity Score (IPS) is used
to reduce the selection bias (Schonlau et al.,
2009; d’Agostino, 1998), where the propensity
score (Rosenbaum and Rubin, 1983) is the prob-
ability that a sample will be selected into the
dataset. Zadrozny (2004) studies the learning
and evaluating of classifiers under sample selec-
tion bias, while his focus was the “missing-at-
random” (MAR) (Little and Rubin, 2014) problem
where the biasedness only depends on the feature
vector x.

For NLSM datasets, the selection bias is “not-
missing-at-random” (NMAR) (Little and Rubin,
2014), thus we cannot hope to estimate the true
propensity scores directly as it requires the labels
of unselected samples (Zadrozny, 2004). In this
paper, we propose to fit a constructed leakage-
neutral distribution, which could be achieved with
only the selected samples that we can access.

Biasedness of datasets Although dataset bias is
often mentioned, the research community is not
putting sufficient attention to it compared with
models and algorithms. Torralba and Efros (2011)
studied the dataset bias for image recognition
datasets, and categorize the bias into Selection
Bias, Capture Bias and Negative Set Bias. Selec-
tion bias is widely studied in the search ranking
field as position bias (Wang et al., 2016a, 2018;
Joachims et al., 2017). Usually the propensity
scores are estimated through online Result Ran-
domization (Joachims et al., 2017). Liang et al.
(2019) studied the biasedness for authentication,
and proposed an additive adversarial learning for
unbiased learning.

In the NLP field, Minka and Robertson (2008)
studied the selection bias in the LETOR datasets,
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and found that Reverse BM25 performs unreason-
ably well due to the selection procedure. Dixon
et al. (2018) studied the potential unfairness for
toxic comments classification due to unintended
bias, and proposed methods to mitigate it by bal-
ancing the training dataset with additional data.
Gururangan et al. (2018) and Poliak et al. (2018)
found that in some NLI datasets, there is bi-
asedness of specific linguistic phenomena, which
makes it possible to classify the relationship of a
pair of sentences, by only looking at one of them.
Sugawara et al. (2018) investigated what makes
questions easier across recent 12 Machine Read-
ing Comprehension (MRC) datasets and the re-
sults suggest that one might overestimate recent
advances in MRC.

In this paper, we study the selection bias em-
bodied in the comparing relationships in NLSM
datasets. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first study on this kind of selection bias.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we take a close look at the selection
bias of NLSM datasets and focus on the selection
bias embodied in the comparing relationships of
sentences. To mitigate the bias, we propose an
easy-adopting method for leakage-neutral learning
and evaluations.

However, there is still much to do to form a
clearer scope of this problem. For example, we
still do not know the details of dataset prepara-
tions of many other NLSM datasets, and we can
not say to what extent the assumptions in Sec-
tion 4 hold in QuoraQP and what is the relation-
ship between the leakage-neutral distribution and
the real-world distribution. We suggest for future
NLSM datasets, the providers should pay more at-
tention to this problem. Furthermore, they could
reveal the more detailed strategy of sample selec-
tion, and might publish some official weights to
eliminate the bias.
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A Detailed Settings for the Experiments
in Section 2.1

A.1 Dataset Description

We summarize the statistics of the datasets used in
Section 2 in Table 5.

Dataset Training Testing # classes
SNLI 549k 10k 3

MultiNLI 393k 10k 3
QuoraQP 384k 10k 2

MSRP 4k 2k 2
SICK 5k 5k 2/3

ByteDance 256k 32k 3

Table 5: Information about the datasets.

For SICK, both entailment label and
relatedness score are provided. We use
the sentence pairs with relatedness score
greater than 3.6 as duplicated, and otherwise
not duplicated. This threshold gives roughly
50% of positive pairs and 50% negative pairs.

For ByteDance, since no existing dataset par-
tition is available, we randomly divide the dataset
into a training set, a validation set, and a testing set
in a ratio of 8:1:1. We use the sentences in English
during our experiments.

A.2 Features Used in Unlexicalized
We list the 15 features we used in method Unlex-
icalized in Section 2.1. We use 3 types of unlexi-
calized features (Bowman et al., 2015):

• The BLEU score of both sentences, using n-
gram length from 1 to 4, which are totally 4
features.

• The length difference between the two sen-
tences, as one real-valued feature.

• The number and percentage of overlap words
between both sentences over all words and
over just nouns, verbs, adjectives and ad-
verbs, which are totally 10 features.

A.3 Features Used in Advanced
We list the features we used in method Advanced
in Section 2.1. As mentioned above, if we use a
node to represent a sentence and add an undirected
edge if two sentences are compared in the dataset,
the whole dataset can be viewed as a graph as il-
lustrated in Figure 3. To classify the edges in the
graph, we use 3 types of graph-based features:

• The origin and extended leakage features: de-
grees of both nodes, number of 2-hop and
3-hop paths between the two nodes, number
of 2-hop and 3-hop neighbors of both nodes,
which are totally 8 features.

• The element-wise product and dot product of
Deepwalk (Perozzi et al., 2014) embedding
of the two nodes, all together as 65 features.

• The resource allocation index, Jaccard co-
efficient, preferential attachment score and
Adamic-Adar index (Zhou et al., 2009;
Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg, 2007) of both
two nodes, which are totally 4 features.

B Proof for the Theorems

B.1 Derivation of Equation (1)
Here we present the derivation of Equation (1).

Proof.
PD̂(Y = 1|l)

=P (Y = 1|S = Y, l)

=
P (Y = 1, S = 1|l)

P (Y = 1, S = 1|l) + P (Y = 0, S = 0|l)

=
P (Y = 1|l)P (S = 1|l)

P (Y = 1|l)P (S = 1|l) + P (Y = 0|l)P (S = 0|l)

=
P (Y = 1)P (S = 1|l)

P (Y = 1)P (S = 1|l) + P (Y = 0)P (S = 0|l) .

By solving the above equation, we have the result
in Equation (1).
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B.2 Proof of Theorem 1
Here we present the proof for Theorem 1, i.e., the
unbiased expectation theorem.

Proof.

Ex,y,l∼D̂

[
w∆
(
f(x, l), y

)]

=

∫
P (S = Y )

P (S = y|l)∆(f(x, l), y)dPD̂(x, y, l)

=

∫
∆(f(x, l), y)

P (S = Y )

P (S = y|l)dP (x, y, l|S = Y )

=

∫
∆(f(x, l), y)

P (S = Y )

P (S = y|l)
P (S = y|x, y, l)dP (x, y, l)

P (S = Y )

=

∫
∆(f(x, l), y)dP (x, y, l)

=Ex,y,l∼D

[
∆(f(x, l), y)

]
.

As illustrated above, by adding specific weights
to the samples, we can obtain the loss unbiased to
the leakage neutral distribution D . The unbiased
loss can be used for both training and evaluation.
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Abstract

Existing open-domain question answering
(QA) models are not suitable for real-time us-
age because they need to process several long
documents on-demand for every input query,
which is computationally prohibitive. In this
paper, we introduce query-agnostic indexable
representations of document phrases that can
drastically speed up open-domain QA. In par-
ticular, our dense-sparse phrase encoding ef-
fectively captures syntactic, semantic, and lex-
ical information of the phrases and eliminates
the pipeline filtering of context documents.
Leveraging strategies for optimizing training
and inference time, our model can be trained
and deployed even in a single 4-GPU server.
Moreover, by representing phrases as pointers
to their start and end tokens, our model in-
dexes phrases in the entire English Wikipedia
(up to 60 billion phrases) using under 2TB.
Our experiments on SQuAD-Open show that
our model is on par with or more accurate than
previous models with 6000x reduced com-
putational cost, which translates into at least
68x faster end-to-end inference benchmark on
CPUs. Code and demo are available at nlp.
cs.washington.edu/denspi

1 Introduction

Extractive open-domain question answering (QA)
is usually referred to the task of answering an arbi-
trary factoid question (such as “Where was Barack
Obama born?”) from a general web text (such
as Wikipedia). This is an extension of the read-
ing comprehension task (Rajpurkar et al., 2016)
of selecting an answer phrase to a question given
an evidence document. To make a scalable open-
domain QA system, One can leverage a search en-
gine to filter the web-scale evidence to a few doc-
uments, in which the answer span can be extracted
using a reading comprehension model (Chen et al.,

∗Equal contribution.

2017). However, the accuracy of the final QA sys-
tem is bounded by the performance of the search
engine due to the pipeline nature of the search
process. What is more, running a neural reading
comprehension model (Seo et al., 2017) on a few
documents is still computationally costly, since it
needs to process the evidence document for ev-
ery new question at inference time. This often
requires multi-GPU-seconds or tens to hundreds
of CPU-seconds – BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) can
process only a few thousand words per second on
an Nvidia V100 GPU.

In this paper, we introduce Dense-Sparse Phrase
Index (DENSPI), an indexable query-agnostic
phrase representation model for real-time open-
domain QA. The phrase representations are in-
dexed offline using efficient training and memory-
efficient strategies for storage. During inference
time, the input question is mapped to the same rep-
resentation space, and the phrase with maximum
inner product search is retrieved.

Our phrase encoding model combines both
dense and sparse vectors, eliminating the pipeline
filtering of the context documents. Dense vectors
are effective for encoding local syntactic and se-
mantic cues leveraging recent advances in contex-
tualized text encoding (Devlin et al., 2019), while
sparse vectors are superior at encoding precise lex-
ical information such as term frequencies (Cheng
et al., 2016). Independent encoding of the doc-
ument phrases and the question enables real-time
inference; there is no need to re-encode documents
for every question. Encoding phrases as a function
of their start and end tokens facilitates indexable
representations with under 2TB for up to 60 bil-
lion phrases in Wikipedia. Further, approximate
nearest neighbor search on indexable representa-
tions allows fast and direct retrieval in a web-scale
environment.

Experiments on SQuAD-Open (Chen et al.,
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Figure 1: An illustrative comparison between a pipelined QA system, e.g. DrQA (Chen et al., 2017) (left) and our
proposed Dense-Sparse Phrase Index (right) for open-domain QA, best viewed in color. Dark blue vectors indicate
the retrieved items from the index by the query.

2017) show that DENSPI is on par with or better
than most state-of-the-art open-domain QA sys-
tems on Wikipedia with 6000x reduced computa-
tional cost on RAM. In our end-to-end benchmark,
this translates into at least 68x faster query infer-
ence including disk access time.

At the web scale, every detail of the training,
indexing, and inference needs to be carefully de-
signed. For reproducibility under an academic set-
ting, we discuss optimization strategies for reduc-
ing time and memory usage during each stage in
Section 5. This enables us to start from scratch
and fully deploy the model with a 4-GPU, 128GB
memory, 2 TB PCIe1 SSD server in a week.

2 Related Work

Open-domain question answering Creating a
system that can answer an open-domain factoid
question has been a significant interest to both aca-
demic and industrial communities. The problem
is largely approached from two subfields: knowl-
edge base (KB) and text (document) retrieval. Ear-
lier work in large-scale question answering (Be-
rant et al., 2013) has focused on answering ques-
tions from a structured KB such as Freebase (Bol-
lacker et al., 2008). These approaches usually
achieve a high precision, but their scope is limited
to the ontology of the knowledge graph. While
KB QA is undoubtedly an important part of open-
domain QA, we mainly discuss literature in text-
based QA, which is most relevant to our work.

Sentence-level QA has been studied since early
2000s, some of the most notable datasets be-
ing TrecQA (Voorhees and Tice, 2000) and Wik-
iQA (Yang et al., 2015). See Prager et al. (2007)

1Disk random read access is a major bottleneck that PCIe
over SATA is preferred.

for a comprehensive overview of early work. With
the advancement of deep neural networks and
the availability of massive QA datasets such as
SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016), open-domain
phrase-level question answering has gained a great
popularity (Shen et al., 2017; Raiman and Miller,
2017; Min et al., 2018; Das et al., 2019), where
a few (5-10) documents relevant to the question
are retrieved and then a deep neural model finds
the answer in the document. Most previous work
on open-domain QA has focused on mitigating er-
ror propagation of retriever models in a pipelined
setting (Chu-Carroll et al., 2012). For instance,
retrieved documents could be re-ranked using re-
inforcement learning (Wang et al., 2018a), dis-
tant supervision (Lin et al., 2018), or multi-task
learning (Nishida et al., 2018). Several studies
have also shown that answer aggregation modules
could improve performance of the pipelined mod-
els (Wang et al., 2018b; Lee et al., 2018).

Our work is motivated by Seo et al. (2018) and
adopts the concept and the advantage of using
phrase index for large-scale question answering,
though they only experiment in a close-domain
(vanilla SQuAD) setup.

Approximate similarity search Sublinear-time
search for the nearest neighbor from a large
collection of vectors is a significant interest
to the information retrieval community (Deer-
wester et al., 1990; Blei et al., 2003). In met-
ric space (L1 or L2), one of the most clas-
sic search algorithms is Locality-Sensitive Hash-
ing (LSH) (Gionis et al., 1999), which uses a
data-independent hashing function to map nearby
vectors to the same cell. Stronger empirical
performance has been observed with a data-
dependent hashing function (Andoni and Razen-
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shteyn, 2015) or k-means clustering for defining
the cells. More recently, graph-based search algo-
rithms (Malkov and Yashunin, 2018) have gained
popularity as well. In non-metric space such as in-
ner product, asymmetric Locality Sensitive Hash-
ing (aLSH) (Shrivastava and Li, 2014) is consid-
ered, where maximizing inner product search can
be transformed into minimizing L2 distance by ap-
pending a single dimension to the vectors. While
these methods are widely used for dense vectors,
for extremely sparse data (such as document tf-idf
with stop words), it is often more efficient to con-
struct an inverted index and only look up items that
have common hot dimensions with the query.

Generative question answering Mapping the
phrases in a document to a common vector space
to that of the questions can be viewed as an ex-
haustive enumeration of all possible questions that
can be asked on the document in the vector space,
but without a surface-form decoder. It is worth
noting that generative question answering (Lewis
and Fan, 2019) has the opposite property; while it
has a surface-form decoder by definition, it can-
not easily enumerate a compact list of all possible
semantically-unique questions.

Memory networks One can view the phrase in-
dex as a fixed external memory (Miller et al.,
2016) where the key is the phrase vector and the
value is the corresponding answer phrase span.

3 Overview

In this section, we formally define “open-domain
question answering” and provide an overview of
our proposed model.

3.1 Problem Definition

In this paper, we are interested in the task of
answering factoid questions from a large collec-
tion of web documents in real-time. This is of-
ten referred to as open-domain question answer-
ing (QA). We formally formulate the task as fol-
lows. We are given a fixed set of (Wikipedia) doc-
uments x1, . . . ,xK (where K is the number of
documents, often on the order of millions), and
each document xk has Nk words, xk1, . . . ,x

k
Nk

.
The task is to find the answer a to the question
q = q1, . . . , qS . Then an open-domain QA model
is a scoring function F for each candidate phrase
span xki:j such that a = argmaxk,i,j F (x

k
i:j , q).

Scalability challenge While the formulation is
straightforward, argmax-ing over the entire cor-
pus is computationally prohibitive, especially if F
is a complex neural model. To avoid the com-
putational bottleneck, previous open-domain QA
models adopt pipeline-based methods; that is, as
illustrated in Figure 1 left, a fast retrieval-based
model is used (e.g. tf-idf) to obtain a few rele-
vant documents to the question, and then a neural
QA model is used to extract the exact answer from
the documents (Chen et al., 2017). However, the
method is not efficient enough for real-time usage
because the neural QA needs to re-encode all the
documents for every new question, which is com-
putationally expensive even with modern GPUs,
and not suitable for low-latency applications.

3.2 Encoding and Indexing Phrases

Motivated by Seo et al. (2018), our model en-
codes query-agnostic representations of text spans
in Wikipedia offline and obtains the answer in real-
time by performing nearest neighbor search at in-
ference time. We represent each phrase span in
the corpus (Wikipedia) with a dense vector and a
sparse vector. The dense vector is effective for
encoding syntactic and semantic cues, while the
sparse vector is good at encoding precise lexical
information. That is, the embedding of each span
(i, j) in the document xk is represented with

xki:j = [dki:j , s
k
i:j ] ∈ Rd

d+ds
(1)

where dki:j ∈ Rdd
is the dense vector and ski:j ∈

Rds
is the sparse vector for span (i, j) in the k-

th document. Note that dd � ds. This is also
illustrated in Figure 1 right. Text span embeddings
(xki:j) for all possible i, j, k pairs with j − i < J ,
where J is maximum span length (i.e. all possible
spans from all documents in Wikipedia), are pre-
computed and stored as a phrase index. Then at
inference time, we embed each question into the
same vector space, q = [d′, s′] ∈ Rdd+ds

. Finally,
the answer to the question is obtained by finding
the maximum inner product between q and xki:j ,

k∗, i∗, j∗ = argmax
k,i,j

q · xki:j . (2)

Needlessly to say, designing a good phrase repre-
sentation model is crucial, which will be discussed
in Section 4. Also, while inner product search is
much more efficient than re-encoding documents,
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the search space is still quite large, such that ex-
act search on the entire corpus is still undesirable.
We discuss how we perform inner product search
efficiently in Section 5.

4 Phrase and Question Embedding

In this section, we first explain the embedding
model for the dense vector in Section 4.1. Then we
describe the embedding model for the sparse vec-
tor in Section 4.2. Lastly, we describe the corre-
sponding question embedding model to be queried
on the phrase index in Section 4.3. For the brevity
of the notations, we omit the superscript k in this
section since we do not learn cross-document re-
lationships.

4.1 Dense Model
The dense vector is responsible for encoding syn-
tactic or semantic information of the phrase with
respect to its context. We decompose the dense
vector dki:j (Equation 1) into three components: a
vector that corresponds to the start position of the
phrase, a vector that corresponds to the end po-
sition, and a scalar value that measures the co-
herency between the start and the end vectors.
Representing phrases as a function of start and
end vectors allows us to efficiently compute and
store the vectors instead of enumerating all possi-
ble phrases (discussed in Section 5.2).2

The coherency scalar allows us to avoid non-
constituent phrases during inference. For instance,
consider a sentence such as “Barack Obama was
the 44th President of the US. He was also a
lawyer.” and when a question “What was Barack
Obama’s job?” is asked. Since both answers “44th
President of the US” and “lawyer” are technically
correct, we might end up with the answer that
spans from “44th” to “lawyer” if we model start
and end vectors independently. The coherency
scalar helps us avoid this by modeling it as a func-
tion of the start position and the end position.
Formally, after phrase vector decomposition into
dense and sparse, we can expand the dense vector
into

di:j = [ai,bj , ci,j ] ∈ R2db+1 (3)

where ai,bj ∈ Rdb are the start and end vectors
for the i-th and j-th words of the document, re-
spectively; and ci,j ∈ R is the phrasal coherency

2Our phrase encoding is analogous to how existing QA
systems obtain the answer by predicting its start and the end
positions.

scalar between i-th and j-th positions (hence dd =
2db + 1).

To obtain these components of the dense vec-
tor, we leverage available contextualized word
representations, in particular BERT-large (Devlin
et al., 2019), which is pretrained on a large corpus
(Wikipedia and BookCorpus) and has proved to be
very powerful in numerous natural language tasks.
BERT maps a sequence of the document tokens
x = x1, . . . ,xN to a sequence of correspond-
ing vectors (i.e. a matrix) H = [h1; . . . ;hN ] ∈
RN×d, where N is the length of the input se-
quence, d is the hidden state size, and [; ] is vertical
concatenation. We obtain the three components of
the dense vector from these contextualized word
representations.

We fine-tune BERT to learn a d-dimensional
vector hi for encoding each token xi. Every
token encoding is split into four vectors hi =
[h1
i ,h

2
i ,h

3
i ,h

4
i ] ∈ Rd, where [, ] is a column-wise

concatenation. Then we obtain the dense start vec-
tor ai from h1

i and dense end vector bj from h2
j .

Lastly, we obtain the coherency scalar cki,j from
the inner product of h3

i and h4
j . The inner product

allows more coherent phrases to have more similar
start and end encodings. That is,

di:j = [h1
i ,h

2
j ,h

3
i · h4

j ] ∈ R2db+1 (4)

where · indicates inner product operation and
h1
i ,h

2
j ∈ Rdb and h3

i ,h
4
j ∈ Rdc (hence 2db +

2dc = d).

4.2 Sparse Model
We use term-frequency-based encoding to obtain
the sparse embedding ski:j for each phrase. Specif-
ically, we largely follow DrQA (Chen et al., 2017)
to construct 2-gram-based tf-idf, resulting in a
highly sparse representation (dd ≈16M) for each
document. The sparse vectors are normalized so
that the inner product effectively becomes cosine
similarity. We also compute a paragraph-level
sparse vector in a similar way and add it to each
document sparse vector for a higher sensitivity
to local information. Note that, however, unlike
DrQA where the sparse vector is merely used to
retrieve a few (5-10) documents, we concatenate
the sparse vector to the dense vector to form a stan-
dalone single phrase vector as in Equation 1.

4.3 Question Embedding Model
At inference, the question is encoded as q =
[d′, s′] = [a′,b′, c′, s′] with the same number of
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components as the phrase index. To obtain the
dense query vector d′ = [a′,b′, c′], we use a spe-
cial token ([CLS] for BERT) which is appended
to the front of the question words (i.e. input ques-
tion words are q = [CLS], q1, . . . , qS). This al-
lows us to model the dense query embedding dif-
ferently from the dense embedding in the phrase
index while sharing all parameters of the BERT
encoder. That is, given the contextualized word
representations of the question, we obtain the the
dense query vector by

p′ = [h′11 ,h
′2
1 ,h

′3
1 · h′41 ], (5)

where h′11 is the encoding corresponding to the
(first) special token and we obtain the others in a
similar way. To obtain the sparse query vector s′,
we use the same tf-idf embedding model (Section
4.2) on the entire query.

5 Training, Indexing & Search

Open-domain QA is a web-scale experiment, deal-
ing with billions of words in Wikipedia while aim-
ing for real-time inference. Hence (1) training the
models, (2) indexing the embeddings, and (3) per-
forming inner product search at inference time are
non-trivial for both (a) computational time and (b)
memory efficiency. In particular, we carry out
this section assuming that we have a constrained
hardware environment of 4 P40 GPUs, 128 GB
RAM, 16 cores and 2 TB of PCIe SSD storage, to
promote reproducibility of our experiments under
academic setting.3

5.1 Training

As discussed in Section 4.2, the sparse embed-
ding model is trained in an unsupervised manner.
For training the dense embedding model, instead
of directly optimizing for Equation 2 on entire
Wikipedia, which is computationally prohibitive,
we provide the golden paragraph to each question
during training (i.e. SQuAD v1.1 setting).

Given the dense phrase and question embed-
dings, we first expand Equation 2 by substitut-
ing Equation 4 and Equation 5 (omitting document

3Training takes 16 hours (64-GPU hours) and indexing
takes 5 days (500 GPU-hours).

terms):

i∗, j∗ = argmax
i,j

d′ · di:j

= argmax
i,j

h′11 · h1
i + h′21 · h2

j+

h′31 · h′41 + h3
i · h′4j

From now on we let l1i = h′11 · h1
i (phrase start

logits), l2j = h′21 ·h2
j (phrase end logits), and li,j =

l1i + l2j + h′31 · h′41 + h3
i · h′4j i.e. the value that is

being maximized in the above equation.
One straightforward way to define the loss is to

define it as the negative log probability of the cor-
rect answer where Pr(i, j) ∝ exp(li,j). In other
words,

L = −li∗,j∗ + log
∑

i,j

exp(li,j) (6)

where L is the loss to minimize. Note that ex-
plicitly enumerating all possible phrases (enumer-
ating all (i, j) pairs) during training time would
be memory-intensive. Instead, we can efficiently
obtain the loss by:

l1 = [l11, . . . , l
1
T ] = q1H1>

l2 = h2
1H

2>

L = H3H4> + l1
>
+ l2

where Hm = [hm1 , . . . ,h
m
T ] for m = 1, 2, 3, 4, +

is with broadcasting and (i, j)-th element of L is
li,j . Note that L can be entirely computed from L.

While the loss function is clearly unbiased with
respect to Pr(i, j) ∝ exp(li,j), the summation in
Equation 6 is computed over T 2 terms which is
quite large and causes small gradient. To aid train-
ing, we define an auxilary loss L1 corresponding
to the start logits,

L1 = −l1i∗ + log
∑

i

exp(
1

T

∑

j

li,j) (7)

and L2 for the end logits in a similar way. By early
summation (taking the mean), we reduce the num-
ber of exponential terms and allow larger gradi-
ents. We average between the true and aux loss
for the final loss: L

2 + L1+L2

4 .

No-Answer Bias During training SQuAD
(v1.1), we never observe negative examples (i.e.
an unanswerable question in the paragraph). Fol-
lowing Levy et al. (2017), we introduce a trainable
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no-answer bias when computing softmax. For
each paragraph, we create two negative examples
by bringing one question from another article and
one question from the same article but different
paragraphs. Instead of randomly sampling, we
bring the question with the highest inner product
(i.e. most similar) with a randomly-picked
positive question in the current paragraph, using
a question embedding model trained on SQuAD
v1.1. We jointly train the positive examples with
the negative examples.

5.2 Indexing

Wikipedia consists of approximately 3 billion to-
kens, so enumerating all phrases with length ≤ 20
will result in about 60 billion phrases. With 961D
of float32 per phrase, one needs 240 TB of
storage (60 billion times 961 dimensions times 4
bytes per dimension). While not impossible in in-
dustry scale, the size is clearly out of reach for in-
dependent or academic researchers and critically
unfriendly for open research. We discuss three
techniques we employee to reduce the size of the
index to 1.2 TB without sacrificing much accu-
racy, which becomes much more manageable for
everyone. In practice, additional 300-500GB will
be needed to store auxiliary information for effi-
cient indexing, which still sums up to less than
2TB.

1. Pointer Since each phrase vector is the con-
catenation of ai and bj (and a scalar ci,j but it
takes very little space), many phrases share the
same start or end vectors. Hence we store a sin-
gle list of the start and the end vectors indepen-
dently and just store pointers to those vectors for
the phrase representation. This effectively reduces
the memory footprint from 240 TB to 12 TB.

2. Filtering We train a simple single-layer bi-
nary classifier on top of each of the start and end
vectors, supervised with the actual answer (with-
out observing the question). This allows us to not
store vectors that are unlikely to be a potential start
or end position of the answer phrase, further re-
ducing the memory footprint from 12 TB to 5 TB.

3. Quantization We reduce the size of each
vector by quantization. That is, we convert each
float32 value to int8 with appropriate offset
and scaling. This allows us to reduce the size by
one-fourth. Hence the final memory consumption
is 1.2 TB. In future, more advanced methods such

as Product Quantization (Jegou et al., 2011) can be
considered.

5.3 Search

While it would be ideal to (and possible to) di-
rectly approximate argmax in Equation 2 by us-
ing sparse maximum inner product search algo-
rithm (some discussed in Section 2), we could
not find a good open-source implementation that
can scale up to billions of vectors and handle the
dense and the sparse part of the phrase vector at the
same time. We instead approximate the argmax
by doing search on the dense vectors first and then
reranking by accessing the corresponding sparse
vectors.4 For this, we use Faiss (Johnson et al.,
2017), open-sourced and large-scale-friendly sim-
ilarity search package for dense vectors.

Also, instead of directly searching on the dense
vector di:j (concatenation of start, end, and co-
herency), we first search on the start vector ai and
obtain the best end position for each retrieved start
position by computing the rest. We found that this
allows us to save memory and time without sacri-
ficing much accuracy, since the start vectors alone
seem to contain sufficiently rich syntactic and se-
mantic information already that makes the search
possible even in a large scale.

6 Experiments

Experiment section is divided into two parts. First,
we report results on SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al.,
2016). This can be considered as a small-scale
prerequisite to the open-domain experiment. It
also allows a convenient comparison to state-
of-the-art models in SQuAD, especially on the
speed of the model. Under a fully controlled en-
vironment and batch-query scenario, our model
processes words nearly 6000 times faster than
DrQA (Chen et al., 2017). Second, we report re-
sults on Open-domain SQuAD (called SQuAD-
Open), following the same setup as in DrQA. We
show that our model achieves 3.6% better accu-
racy and nearly 68 times faster end-to-end infer-
ence time than previous work while exploring 100
times more unique documents. All experiments
are CPU-only benchmark.

4Note that searching on dense first rather than sparse first
(which is typical in many open-domain QA systems, where
they retrieve top-k documents) implies a widely different be-
havior, as described in Section 6.2.
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Model EM F1 W/s

Original
DrQA 69.5 78.8 4.8K
BERT-Large 84.1 90.9 51

Query-
Agnostic

LSTM+SA 49.0 59.8 -
LSTM+SA+ELMo 52.7 62.7 -
DENSPI (dense only) 73.6 81.7 28.7M
+ Linear layer 66.9 76.4 -
+ Indep. encoders 65.4 75.1 -
− Coherency scalar 71.5 81.5 -

Table 1: Results on SQuAD v1.1. ‘W/s’ indicates num-
ber of words the model can process (read) per sec-
ond on a CPU in a batch mode (multiple queries at
a time). DrQA (Chen et al., 2017) and BERT (De-
vlin et al., 2019) are from SQuAD leaderboard, and
LSTM+SA and LSTM+SA+ELMo are query-agnostic
baselines from Seo et al. (2018).

6.1 SQuAD v1.1 Experiments

In the SQuAD v1.1 setup, our model effectively
uses only the dense vector since every sparse (doc-
ument tf-idf) vector will be identical in the same
paragraph. While this is a much easier problem
than open-domain, it can serve as a reliable and
fast indicator of how well the model would do in
the open-domain setup.

Model details We use BERT-large (d = 1024)
for the text encoders, which is pretrained on a large
text corpus (Wikipedia dump and Book Corpus).
We refer readers to the original paper by Devlin
et al. (2019) for details; we mostly use the de-
fault settings described there. We use db = 480,
resulting in phrase size of 2db + 1 = 961, and
dc = 32. We train with a batch size of 12 (on four
P40 GPUs) for 3 epochs.

Baselines We compare the performance of our
system DENSPI with a few baselines in terms
of accuracy and efficiency. The first group are
among the models that are submitted to SQuAD
v1.1 Leaderboard, specifically DrQA (Chen et al.,
2017) and BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) (current
state of the art). These models encode the evi-
dence document given the question, but they suffer
from the disadvantage that the evidence document
needs to be re-encoded for every new question at
the inference time, and they are strictly linear time
in that they cannot utilize approximate search al-
gorithms. The second group of baselines are intro-
duced by Seo et al. (2018), specifically LSTM+SA
and LSTM+SA+ELMo that also encode phrases
independent of the question using LSTM, Self-

Attention, and ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) encod-
ings.

Results Table 1 compares the performance of
our system with different baselines in terms of
efficiency and accuracy. We note the follow-
ing observations from the result table. (1) DEN-
SPI outperforms the query-agnostic baseline (Seo
et al., 2018) by a large margin, 20.1% EM and
18.5% F1. This is largely credited towards the
usage of BERT encoder with an effective phrase
embedding mechanism on the top. (2) DEN-
SPI outperforms DrQA by 3.3% EM. This signi-
fies that phrase-indexed models can now outper-
form early (unconstrained) state-of-the-art models
in SQuAD. (3) DENSPI is 9.2% below the cur-
rent state of the art. The difference, which we call
decomposability gap5, is now within 10% and fu-
ture work will involve further closing the gap. (4)
Query-agnostic models can process (read) words
much faster than query-dependent representation
models. In a controlled environment where all
information is in memory and the documents are
pre-indexed, DENSPI can process 28.7 million
words per second, which is 6,000 times faster than
DrQA and 563,000 times faster than BERT with-
out any approximation.

Ablations Ablations are also shown at the bot-
tom of Table 1. The first ablation adds a lin-
ear layer on top of the BERT encoder for the
phrase embeddings, which is more analogous to
how BERT handles other language tasks. We see
a huge drop in performance. We also try indepen-
dent BERT encoders (i.e. unshared parameters)
between phrase and question embedding models,
and we also see a large drop as well. These seem
to indicate that a careful design consideration for
even small details are crucial when finetuning
BERT. Our ablation that excludes coherency scalar
decreases DENSPI’s EM score by 2% and F1 by
0.2%. This agrees with our intuition that the co-
herency scalar is useful for precisely defining valid
phrase constituents.

6.2 Open-domain Experiments

In this subsection, we evaluate our model’s per-
formance (accuracy and speed) on Open-domain
SQuAD (SQuAD-Open), which is an extension of
SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) by Chen et al.

5The gap is due to constraining the scoring function to be
decomposable into question encoder and context encoder.
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F1 EM s/Q #D/Q

DrQA - 29.8 35 5
R3 37.5 - - -
Paragraph ranker - 30.2 - 20
Multi-step reasoner 39.2 31.9 - -
MINIMAL 42.5 34.7 - 10
BERTserini 46.1 38.6 115 -

DENSPI 42.3 33.4 0.51 840
−Sparse vector 20.5 13.3 0.22 -
+Pipeline search 38.6 31.2 0.23 -

Table 2: Results on SQuAD-Open (Chen et al., 2017).
Top rows are previous models that re-encode docu-
ments for every question. The bottom rows are our pro-
posed model. ‘s/Q‘ is seconds per query on a CPU and
‘#/Q‘ is the number of documents visited per query.

(2017). In this setup, the evidence is the entire
English Wikipedia, and the golden paragraphs are
not provided for questions.

Model details For the dense vector, we adopt
the same setup from Section 6.1 except that we
train with no-answer questions (Section 5.1) and
an increased batch size of 18. For the sparse vec-
tor of each phrase, we use the identical 2-gram
tf-idf vector used by Chen et al. (2017), whose
vocabulary size is approximately 17 million, of
the document that contains the phrase. Since the
sparse vector and the dense vector are indepen-
dently obtained, we tuned the linear scale between
the sparse and the dense vectors and found that 0.1
(multiplied on sparse vector) gives the best perfor-
mance. As discussed in Section 5.3, we perform
dense search first; we retrieve top 1000 phrases
from the index and rescore the dense vectors with
the corresponding sparse (document) vectors.

Baselines We compare our system with previous
state-of-the-art models for open-domain question
answering. The baselines include DrQA (Chen
et al., 2017), MINIMAL (Min et al., 2018),
multi-step-reasoner (Das et al., 2019), Paragraph
Ranker (Lee et al., 2018), and R3 (Wang et al.,
2018a). We additionally compare with results
of a recent paper (Yang et al., 2019) that uses
BERT encodings for open-domain QA, and is re-
cently made available on arXiv. We do not exper-
iment with Seo et al. (2018) due to its large gap
with DENSPI as demonstrated in Table 1.

Results Table 2 shows the results of our system
and previous models on SQuAD-Open. We note
following observations: (1) DENSPI outperforms

DrQA by 3.6% EM while achieving 68 times
faster inference speed. We previously reported 6K
times faster speed in Section 6.1; there is a signif-
icant difference largely because DENSPI is cover-
ing a larger number of documents than DrQA and
we need to account for the overhead during simi-
larity search and disk access (since now most in-
formation is on disk). (2) DENSPI is 0.2% F1 be-
hind MINIMAL and 3.8% F1 behind BERTserini,
which is BERT ton top of a carefully-engineered
paragraph retrieval system. As mentioned in Sec-
tion 6.1, the difference between ours and BERT-
serini can be considered as the decomposability
gap arising from the constraint of query-agnostic
phrase representations. We note, however, that the
gap is smaller now in open-domain, and the speed-
up is 230x.6 (3) We also report the number of
documents that our model computes exact search
on and compare it to that of DrQA, as indicated
by ‘#D/Q’ in the table. Top-1000 dense search in
DENSPI results in 840 unique documents on av-
erage, which is much more diverse than the 5 doc-
uments that DrQA considers. The benefit of this
diversity is better illustrated in the upcoming qual-
itative analysis (Table 3).

Ablations Table 2 (bottom) shows the effect of
the sparse vector and a pipeline search in our
method.

Sparse vector: We first try entirely removing the
sparse vector, i.e. xi:j = di:j in Equation 1. While
this wouldn’t have any effect in SQuAD v.1.1, we
see a significant drop (-21.8% F1), indicating the
importance of the sparse vector in open-domain
for distinguishing semantically close but lexically
distinct entities.

Pipeline search: The other ablation is using a
pipeline search on the sparse (document) vectors
first to reduce the search space instead of using
dense search (as discussed in Section 5.3), which
can be more directly compared to DrQA and other
baselines. We see that DENSPI with sparse search
first still shows a strong performance with faster
inference time (since number of sparse inner prod-
uct computations decreased to 5), but its accuracy
is lower than the original DENSPI and it can ex-
plore only few documents.

Qualitative Analysis Table 3 (and Table 5 in
Appendix A) contrasts between the results from

6Assuming BERT-Base processes 130 words per second
on CPUs and there are 150 words per paragraph on average.
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Q: What can hurt a teacher’s mental and physical health?
A: occupational stress

DrQA [Mental health] ... and poor mental health can lead
to problems such as substance abuse.

DENSPI [Teacher] Teachers face several occupational hazards
in their line of work, including occupational stress, ...

Q: Who was Kennedy’s science adviser that opposed manned
spacecraft flights?
A: Jerome Wiesner

DrQA [Apollo program] Kennedy’s science advisor Jerome
Wiesner, (...) his opposition to manned spaceflight ...
[Apollo program] ... and the sun by NASA manager
Abe Silverstein, who later said that ...
[Apollo program] Although Grumman wanted a second
unmanned test, George Low decided (...) be manned.

DENSPI [Apollo program] Kennedy’s science advisor Jerome
Wiesner, ... his opposition to manned spaceflight ...
[Space Race] Jerome Wiesner of MIT, who served as a
(...) advisor to (...) Kennedy, (...) opponent of manned ...
[John F. Kennedy] ... science advisor Jerome Wiesner
(...) strongly opposed to manned space exploration, ...

Q: What to do when you’re bored?

DrQA [Bored to Death (song)] I’m nearly bored to death
[Waterview Connection] The twin tunnels were bored
by (...) tunnel boring machine (TBM) ...
[Bored to Death (song)] It’s easier to say you’re bored,
or to be angry, than it is to be sad.

DENSPI [Big Brother 2] When bored, she enjoys drawing.
[Angry Kid] Angry Kid is (...) bored of long car journeys,
so Dad suggests he just close his eyes and sleep.
[Pearls Before Swine] In law school, he became so
bored during classes, he started to doodle a rat, ...

Table 3: Prediction samples from DrQA and DEN-
SPI in open-domain (English Wikipedia). Each sam-
ple shows [document title], context, and predicted an-
swer.

DrQA and DENSPI. In the top example, we note
that DrQA fails to retrieve the right document,
whereas DENSPI finds the correct answer. This
happens exactly because the document retrieval
model would not precisely know what kind of con-
tent is in the document, while dense search allows
it to consider the content directly through phrase-
level retrieval. In the second example, while both
obtain the correct top-1, DENSPI also obtains the
same answer from three different documents. The
last example (not from SQuAD) does not have
a noun entity, in which a term-frequency-based
search engine often performs poorly. We indeed
see that DrQA fails because wrong documents are
retrieved. On the other hand, DENSPI is able to
obtain good answers from several different doc-
uments. These results also reinforce the impor-
tance of exploring diverse documents (‘#D/Q’ in
Table 2).

Error Analysis Table 4 shows wrong predic-
tions from DENSPI. In the first example, the

Q: What was the main radio network in the 1940s in America?
A: NBC Red Network

DENSPI [American Broadcasting Company] In the 1930s, radio in
the United States was dominated by (...): the Columbia
Broadcasting System, the Mutual Broadcasting (...).

Q: Which city is the fifth-largest city in California?
A: Fresno

DENSPI [Oakland, California] Oakland is the largest city
and the county seat of (...), California, United States.

Table 4: Wrong prediction samples from DENSPI in
open-domain (English Wikipedia). Each sample shows
[document title], context, and predicted answer.

model seems to fail to distinguish ‘1940s’ from
‘1930s’. In the second example, the model seems
to focus more on the word ‘largest’ than the word
‘fifth-’ in the question.

7 Conclusion

We introduce a model for real-time open-domain
question answering by learning indexable phrase
representations independent of the query. Our
phrase representations leverage sparse and dense
vectors to capture lexical, semantic, and syntac-
tic information. On SQuAD-Open, our experi-
ments show that our model can read words 6k
times faster under a controlled environment and
68 times faster in a real setup than DrQA while
achieving 3.8% higher EM. We believe that even
further speedup and larger coverage of documents
can be done with a similarity search package for
dense+sparse vectors. Future work includes better
phrase representation learning to close its accuracy
gap with QA models with query-dependent docu-
ment encoding. Utilizing the phrase index as an
external memory for an interaction with text-based
knowledge is also an interesting direction.
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A More Prediction Samples

Q: Who became the King of the Canary Islands?
A: Bethencourt

DrQA [Canary Islands] ... Winston Churchill prepared plans (...) of the Canary Islands ...
[Isleno ... In 1501, Nicols de Ovando left the Canary Islands ...
[Canary Islands] ... over by Fernando Clavijo, the current President of the Canary Islands ...

DENSPI [Tenerife] In 1464, Diego Garcia de Herrera, Lord of the Canary Islands, ...
[Bettencourt] ... explorer Jean de Bthencourt, who conquered the Canary Islands ...
[Bettencourt] ... Jean de Bthencourt, organized an expedition to conquer the Canary Islands, ...

Q: When was the outbreak of World War I?
A: August 1914

DrQA [Australian Army during World War II] ... following the outbreak of war in 1939 and ...
[Australian Army during World War II] ... The result was that when war came in 1939, ...
[Australian Army during World War II] ... the outbreak of the Korean War on 25 June 1950 ...

DENSPI [SMS Kaiser Friedrich III] ... the outbreak of World War I in July 1914.
[Germany at the Summer Olympics] At the outbreak of World War I in 1914, organization ...
[Carl Hans Lody] ... outbreak of the First World War on 28 July 1914 resulted in ...

Q: What comedian is also a university graduate?
A: Mike Nichols

DrQA [Anaheim University] ... winning actress and comedian Carol Burnett in memory ...
[Kettering University] Bob Kagle (...) is one of the most successful venture capitalists ...
[Kettering University] Edward Davies (...) is the father-in-law of Mitt Romney.

DENSPI [University of Washington] ... and actor and comedian Joel McHale (1995, MFA 2000).
[Michigan State University] ... Fawcett; comedian Dick Martin, comedian Jackie Martling ...
[West Virginia State University] ... a comedy show by famed comedian, Dick Gregory.

Q: Who is parodied on programs such as Saturday Night Live and The Simpsons?
A: Doctor Who fandom

DrQA [The Last Voyage of the Starship Enterprise] ... the “Saturday Night Live” parody of
“Star Trek” with William Shatner, ...
[Saturday Night Live] ... “Saturday Night Live with Howard Cosell” on the rival network ...
[Fox Broadcasting Company] ... “The Late Show”, which was hosted by comedian Joan Rivers.

DENSPI [Gilda Radner] ... and “Baba Wawa”, a parody of Barbara Walters.
[This American Life] ... Armisen parodied Ira Glass for a skit on “Saturday Night Live”s ...
[Anton Chigurh]... Chigurh has been parodied in other media, mainly as a spoof ...

Table 5: More prediction samples from DrQA and DENSPI. Each sample shows [document title], context, and
predicted answer.
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Abstract

Sequential recurrent neural networks have
achieved superior performance on language
modeling, but overlook the structure informa-
tion in natural language. Recent works on
structure-aware models have shown promis-
ing results on language modeling. However,
how to incorporate structure knowledge on
corpus without syntactic annotations remains
an open problem. In this work, we propose
neural variational language model (NVLM),
which enables the sharing of grammar knowl-
edge among different corpora. Experimen-
tal results demonstrate the effectiveness of
our framework on two popular benchmark
datasets. With the help of shared grammar, our
language model converges significantly faster
to a lower perplexity on new training corpus.

1 Introduction

Language modeling has been a long-standing fun-
damental task in natural language processing. In
recent years, sequential recurrent neural networks
(RNNs) based language models have made aston-
ishing progress, which achieve remarkable results
on various benchmark datasets (Mikolov et al.,
2010a; Jozefowicz et al., 2016; Melis et al., 2017;
Elbayad et al., 2018; Gong et al., 2018; Takase
et al., 2018; Dai et al., 2019). Despite the huge
success, the structure information in natural lan-
guage is largely overlooked due to the structural
limit of sequential RNN-based language models.

Recently, researchers have explored to ex-
plicitly exploit the latent structures in natu-
ral language, such as recurrent neural network
grammars (RNNGs; Dyer et al., 2016; Kuncoro
et al., 2017) and parsing-reading-predict networks
(PRPNs; Shen et al., 2017). These structure-
aware models have shown promising results on
language modeling, demonstrating that the latent
nested structure in language indeed helps improve

sequential language models. Models like RNNG
exploit treebank data with syntactic annotations
to learn grammar, which is then used to improve
language model performance by a significant mar-
gin. This is definitely intriguing, but we have to
pay the cost: accurate syntactic annotation is very
costly, and treebank data such as the Penn Tree-
bank (Marcus et al., 1993) is typically small-scale
and not open to the public for free.

On new corpus which has no syntactic anno-
tations, how to improve language modeling with
grammar knowledge? This is an important and
challenging open problem. As a motivating ex-
ample, we conduct a simple experiment by train-
ing a RNN language model on one corpus and
testing it on another, and report the results in Ta-
ble 1. The RNN language model performs terri-
bly when training and testing on different datasets,
which is reasonable since the data distribution may
vary dramatically on different corpora. Training
from scratch on every new corpus is obviously not
good enough: 1) it is computationally expensive
and not data-efficient; 2) the size of target cor-
pus may be too small to train a decent RNN-based
language model; 3) the common grammar is not
leveraged. Some recent works on transfer learn-
ing have made attempts on language model adap-
tation (Yoon et al., 2017; Ma et al., 2017; Chen
et al., 2015), however, none of them explicitly ex-
ploits the common grammar knowledge shared be-
tween corpora.

To bridge the gap of language modeling on dif-
ferent corpora, we believe that grammar is the
key since all corpora are in the same language
and should share the same grammar. Motivated
by that, we propose neural variational language
model (NVLM). Specifically, our framework con-
sists of two probabilistic components: a con-
stituency parser and a joint generative model of
sentence and parse tree. When treebank data is
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Train on PTB Train on OBWB

Test on PTB 112.3 419.9
Test on OBWB 242.2 139.3

Table 1: Test perplexity of RNN language model,
which performs terribly when training and testing on
different datasets.

available, we can separately train both compo-
nents. On new corpus without tree annotations,
we fix the pre-trained parser and train the gen-
erative model either from scratch or with warm-
up. The pre-trained parser is armed with grammar
knowledge, thus it boosts up our language model
to land on new corpus. Our proposed frame-
work also supports end-to-end joint training of
the two components, so that we can fine-tune the
language model. Experimental results show that
our proposed framework is effective in all lean-
ing schemes, which achieves good performance on
two popular benchmark datasets. With the help of
shared grammar, our language model converges
significantly faster to a lower perplexity on new
corpus.

Our contributions in this paper are summarized
as follows:

• Grammar-sharing framework: We propose
a framework for grammar-sharing language
modeling, which incorporates the common
grammar knowledge into language model-
ing. With the shared grammar, our frame-
work helps language model efficiently trans-
fer to new corpus with better performance
and using shorter time.

• End-to-end learning: Our framework can be
end-to-end trained without syntactic annota-
tions. To tackle the technical challenges in
end-to-end learning, we use variational meth-
ods that exploit policy gradient algorithm for
joint training.

• Efficient software package: We provide a
highly efficient implementation of our work
on GPUs. Our parser is capable of parsing
one million sentences per hour on a single
GPU. See Appendix D for details.

2 Model

In this section, we first provide an overview of the
proposed framework, then briefly introduce how

components work together, and finally present the
probabilistic formulation of each component.

2.1 Framework
As shown in Figure 1, neural variational language
model (NVLM) consists of two probabilistic com-
ponents: 1) a constituency parser P✓1(y|x) which
models the conditional probability of the parse tree
y (a syntax tree without terminal tokens) given the
input sentence x (a sequence of terminal tokens);
2) a joint generative model P✓2(x, y) which mod-
els the joint probability of the sentence and the
parse tree.
Constituency Parsing. Our parser can work inde-
pendently, which takes as input a sentence x and
parses x according to

argmax
y02Y(x)

P✓1(y
0|x), (1)

where Y(x) denotes the collection of all possible
parses of x. Our parser can also cooperate with the
joint generative model as

argmax
y0⇠P✓1

(y|x)
P✓2(x, y0), (2)

where the parsing candidates y0 sampled from
P✓1(y|x) are fed into the generative model
P✓2(x, y) to be reranked.
Language Modeling. Statistical language models
are typically formulated as

P (x) = P (x1, x2, . . . , xLx)

=

LxY

t=1

P (xt|x<t), (3)

where xt denotes the t-th token in the sentence
x, the length of x is denoted as Lx, and x<t in-
dicates all tokens before xt. To evaluate NVLM
as a language model, we need to marginalize the
joint probability as P (x) =

P
y02Y(x) P (x, y0).

This is extremely hard to compute due to the ex-
ponentially large space of Y(x). We use impor-
tance sampling technique to overcome this com-
putational intractability, which is detailed in Sec-
tion 4.

With treebank data such as Penn Tree-
bank (Marcus et al., 1993), we have pairs of (x, y)
to train the two components respectively, and get
high-quality language model with the parser pro-
viding grammar knowledge. However, due to
the expensive cost of accurate parsing annotation,
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Figure 1: Overall framework of neural variational language model (NVLM). It consists of two probabilistic compo-
nents: a constituency parser P✓1(y|x) and a joint generative model P✓2(x, y). The parser takes as input a sentence
x and predicts the corresponding parse tree y. Specifically, we use an encoder-decoder structure to parameterize
the parser. The joint generative model defines a joint distribution on parse trees (y) and sentences (x). When tree-
bank data is available, we can learn the parameters ✓1 and ✓2 for each component respectively. To train language
model on new corpus, we fix the pre-trained ✓1 and only update ✓2. Our framework can also be end-to-end jointly
trained to fine-tune the language model, where ✓1 and ✓2 are co-updated together.

treebank data is typically scarce. For new corpus
without parsing annotations, our proposed frame-
work can still leverage the parser to train high-
quality language model adapted to the new corpus.
Also, we can co-train the two components together
to fine-tune the language model on new corpus.

In the rest of this section, we present our param-
eterization of the two probabilistic components
P✓1(y|x) and P✓2(x, y). To avoid notational clut-
ter, we use standard RNN as the basic building
block in the rest of this section.1

2.2 Constituency Parser
To parameterize the constituency parser P✓1(y|x),
it is natural to first encode the input sentence x
into an embedding vector, then pass the vector
to a decoder to generate the parse tree y. There
are quite a few choices for both encoder and
decoder, among which recurrent neural network
(RNN) and convolutional neural network (CNN)
are the most popular ones, since they are power-
ful to capture the structural patterns in natural lan-
guage (Sutskever et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2015).
Vinyals et al. (2015) have found that the RNN-
powered sequence-to-sequence (Seq2Seq) archi-
tecture with attention mechanism achieves state-
of-the-art parsing performance. This architecture

1The proposed neural variational language model is in-
dependent of any specific implementation of the recurrent
unit such as LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997),
GRU (Cho et al., 2014) and SRU (Lei and Zhang, 2017), and
can be directly applied to their deep and bi-directional vari-
ants.

is conceptually simple yet powerful and of large
model capacity.

In this paper, we adapt the sequence-to-
sequence architecture for NVLM. We linearize
a parse tree as a bracket representation (a se-
quence of nodes and brackets ordered by a pre-
order traversal of the tree), which is a one-to-
one mapping of the tree structure. For exam-
ple, the parse tree shown in Figure 1 can be
linearized as (S (NP NNP ) (VP VBZ (NP
DT NN ) ) . ). Interestingly, the parser is
now similar to a neural translation model (Bah-
danau et al., 2014), which translates a sentence
into a linearized parse tree. Next we show how
the parser computes P✓1(y|x) in detail.

Formally, the input sentence x is fed into the
encoder, and is encoded as a sequence of hid-
den states H = {h1, h2, . . . , hLx}, where Lx

is the length of x, and hi = RNNenc
�
xi, hi�1

�

where xi is first embedded into a vector (word
embedding) and then fed into the recurrent unit,
and h0 is a learnable vector for the special start-
of-sentence token <SOS>. The decoder uses
a separate RNN to calculate the hidden states
sj = RNNdec

�
[yj�1; cj ], sj�1

�
, where y0 is set as

<SOS>, s0 is set as hLx (the last hidden state of
the encoder), and yj�1 is the decoder’s previous
output token sampled from the categorical distri-
bution of the decoder’s softmax layer (or speci-
fied in teacher-forcing training mode), embedded
and then concatenated with the context vector cj
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to serve as the RNN input. The context cj is
calculated as cj =

PLx
i=1 ↵i,jhi, where ↵i,j =

exp

⇣
h>i sj�1

⌘

PLx
i0=1

exp

⇣
h>

i0 sj�1

⌘ . This is a simplified version of

the conventional attention mechanism (Bahdanau
et al., 2014) used in the Seq2Seq parser (Vinyals
et al., 2015). Our parser is designed to be lighter
and faster so that it can efficiently work together
with the NVLM joint generative model.

Finally, the likelihood P✓1(y|x) is computed as

P✓1(y|x) =

LyY

t=1

P (yt|x, y<t)

=

LyY

t=1

"
softmax

⇣
f
�
[st; ct]

�⌘
#

yt

, (4)

where f(·) refers to a fully-connected layer with
tanh activation, and the subscript yt is to select
its probability in the categorical distribution. Ly

denotes the length of y, which is determined by the
decoder itself. Once the decoder emits the special
end-of-sentence token <EOS>, the decoding phase
is terminated.

The trainable parameters ✓1 in the parser com-
ponent P✓1(y|x) include the weights (and biases)
in RNNenc and RNNdec, and all word embeddings.
We use separate weights and word embeddings for
the encoder and the decoder.

2.3 Joint Generative Model

Similar to the parser, the joint generative model
P✓2(x, y) can also be parameterized in various
ways. For example, Choe and Charniak (2016)
uses a LSTM language model trained on the parser
output (with terminal words), which is then used
to rerank an existing parser and achieves state-of-
the-art parsing performance. Inspired by that, we
parameterize the joint generative model as

P✓2(x, y) = P (z) =

LzY

t=1

P (zt|z<t), (5)

where z is the mixed parse tree of x and y, which is
then mapped to a sequential representation follow-
ing a pre-order traversal. Figure 1 illustrates how a
sentence x and its parse tree y can be merged into
a mixed tree. We use another RNNgen to compute
the likelihood P (zt|z<t), and finally get P✓2(x, y)
using Eq. (5).

Algorithm 1: Sentence word attaching
input : sentence x; parser output tokens y
output: mixed tree tokens z

1 if y is not balanced then
2 y  BalanceTree(y)

3 z  Ø
4 j  1
5 Lx  Length of x
6 Ly  Length of y
7 for i 1, . . . , Ly do
8 if yi 2 LeafNode(y) ^ j <= Lx then
9 z  z [ {“(” + yi}

10 z  z [ {xj}
11 z  z [ {“)” + yi}
12 j  j + 1

13 else
14 z  z [ {yi}

The trainable parameters ✓2 in the joint genera-
tive model P✓2(x, y) include the weights (and bi-
ases) in RNNgen and all word embeddings.

In Choe and Charniak (2016), the parser is
fixed and well-trained before training the gen-
erative model. Unlike that, our parser can be
jointly trained with the generative model, where
the parser may not be fully trained yet. Therefore,
the generated parse tree can be malformed, which
mismatches the sentence with incorrect number of
leaves. An even worse case is when the parser’s
output is not balanced and not able to form a le-
gitimate tree. To handle these cases, we propose a
sentence word attaching algorithm, which guaran-
tees to generate a well-formed mixed tree. We de-
scribe our algorithm for mixed tree generation in
Algorithm 1. This algorithm takes as input a sen-
tence and its parse tree, and generates a mixed tree
by attaching the sentence words to the leaf nodes
of the parse tree. To handle unbalanced parse tree,
which is rare case but happens due to the nature of
sequential parser, we simply add brackets to either
the head or tail to make the parse tree balanced.

3 Learning

In this section, we describe our algorithms for
learning the model parameters in the constituency
parser P✓1(y|x) and the joint generative model
P✓2(x, y).
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3.1 Learning Schemes
NVLM can be trained in three different schemes:
1) fully supervised learning, where sentences (x)
and their corresponding parse trees (y) are avail-
able; 2) distant-supervised learning, where we
have a pre-trained parser and a new corpus without
parsing annotations; 3) semi-supervised learning,
where we have no parsing annotations available.

Let DXY = {(x(i), y(i))}n
i=1 denote the anno-

tated training data, where each sentence is paired
with a parse tree. Let DX = {x(i)}m

i=1 denote the
unannotated training data, where only sentences
are available. Next, we show how to train NVLM
under each setting respectively.
Supervised: In the fully supervised setting, we
use DXY to separately train the parser and the gen-
erative model, by maximizing their respective data
log likelihood

J✓1(DXY ) =
1

n

nX

i=1

log P✓1(y
(i)|x(i)), (6)

J✓2(DXY ) =
1

n

nX

i=1

log P✓2(x
(i), y(i)), (7)

where P✓1(·) and P✓2(·) are defined in Eq. (4) and
Eq. (5). We obtain the gradientsr✓1J1 andr✓2J2

by chain rule, and iteratively update ✓1 and ✓2 with
standard optimizers.
Distant-supervised: In distant-supervised learn-
ing, we have pre-trained the parser on corpus
DXY , and fix the parser to train the joint gener-
ative model on new corpus DX . The generative
model can be either trained from scratch on DX

or warmed-up on DXY . This setting is of practical
importance, since we often need a language model
on new corpus without annotations, and the parser
pre-trained on treebank data can help since it en-
codes common grammar knowledge of the lan-
guage.

Under this setting, the pre-trained parser gen-
erates parse trees using Eq. (4) for unannotated
sentences, and form (x, y) pairs to train the joint
generative model throughr✓2J2. The parser’s pa-
rameters ✓1 remain fixed.
Semi-supervised: NVLM can be end-to-end
trained with only unannotated data DX . This is
extremely hard if we train everything from scratch.
However, it is very useful to fine-tune the language
model on new corpus. Unlike distant-supervised
learning, we now train the parser and the joint gen-
erative model together, and co-update the param-

Algorithm 2: Semi-supervised learning
input : annotated training data DXY ;

unannotated training data DX ;
optimizer G(·)

1 Initialize ✓1 with DXY using Eq. (6)
2 Initialize ✓2 with DXY using Eq. (7)
3 while model not converged do
4 Sample a sentence x(i) from DX

5 Sample a parse tree y(i) from P✓1(y|x(i))

6 Standardize the signal A(x(i), y(i))

7 Update the baseline function with b(x(i))

8 ✓1  ✓1 +G
�
r✓1J̃ (DX)

�
using Eq. (12)

9 ✓2  ✓2 +G
�
r✓2J̃ (DX)

�
using Eq. (10)

eters ✓1 and ✓2. Here we also maximize the data
log likelihood

J (DX) =
1

m

mX

i=1

log

 X

y2Y(x(i))

P✓2(x
(i), y)

!
.

(8)
Unfortunately, the derivative of J (DX) is com-
putationally intractable due to the large space of
Y . To tackle this challenge, we use variational
methods to maximize the lower bound of J (DX),
and exploit policy gradient algorithm to update the
parser’s parameters. Details are described in Sec-
tion 3.2 and Section 3.3. Our algorithm for semi-
supervised learning is summarized in Algorithm 2,
where we assume mini-batch size as 1 to avoid no-
tational clutter.

3.2 Variational EM

As described above, to overcome the compu-
tational intractability of maximizing J (DX)
directly, we use variational expectation-
maximization (EM) algorithm to maximize
the evidence lower bound (ELBO):

J̃ (DX) =
1

m

mX

i=1

EP✓1
(y|x(i))

h

log P✓2(x
(i), y)� log P✓1(y|x(i))

i
,

(9)

where we use our parser as the variational poste-
rior P✓1(y|x). For readability, from now on we
assume m = 1 and omit summing over training
samples. With the Monte Carlo method, we ob-
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tain the unbiased gradient

r✓2J̃ (DX) = EP✓1
(y|x)

h
r✓2P✓2(x, y)

i
. (10)

3.3 Policy Gradient

To get the gradient of J̃ (DX) w.r.t. the parser
parameters ✓1, we need more work since y is
sampled from a series of categorical distributions.
Here we use policy gradient algorithm (Williams,
1992) to get an unbiased estimator of the gradient

r✓1J̃ (DX) =EP✓1
(y|x)

h
r✓1P✓1(y|x)A(x, y)

i
,

(11)

where A(x, y) = log P✓2(x, y) � log P✓1(y|x) is
used as the learning signal. Due to the limit of
space, we provide detailed derivation of Eq. (11)
in Appendix E. In order to stabilize the learning
process, we use standard variance reduction tech-
niques to reduce the variance of gradient (Green-
smith et al., 2004; Mnih and Gregor, 2014; Zhang
et al., 2017). Specifically, we first standardize the
signal (rescaling it to zero mean and unit variance)
and then subtract a baseline function b(x). Then
we use a separate GRU as the baseline function
and fit the centered signal by minimizing the mean
square loss. Finally, the gradient can be approxi-
mated as

r✓1J̃ (DX) ⇡EP✓1
(y|x)

"
r✓1P✓1(y|x)

✓
A(x, y)� µ̃

�̃
� b(x)

◆#
, (12)

where µ̃ is the sample mean and �̃ is the sample
standard deviation, which estimate the mean and
standard deviation of the learning signal A(x, y).

4 Inference

With the two components in NVLM, a parser
P✓1(y|x) and a joint generative model P✓2(x, y),
we can do three types of inference:

• Parsing, where we sample the parser with
greedy decoding to generate the parse tree for
input sentence;

• Evaluating P✓2(x, y), which is obtained from
the joint generative model, and can be used to
help rerank parsing candidates;

• Estimating P (x) =
P

y02Y(x) P (x, y0) and
evaluating the model perplexity, which is in-
tractable due to the exponentially large space
of Y(x). Similar to Dyer et al. (2016), we
use importance sampling technique to esti-
mate P (x).

Specifically, we use our parser P✓1(y|x) as the
proposal distribution. The estimator of P (x) is de-
rived as

P (x) =
X

y02Y(x)

P✓1(y
0|x)

P✓2(x, y0)
P✓1(y

0|x)

= EP✓1
(y0|x)

P✓2(x, y0)
P✓1(y

0|x)
. (13)

5 Experiments

5.1 Settings

Datasets. We conduct experiments on two pop-
ular datasets for language modeling: Penn Tree-
bank (PTB; Marcus et al., 1993) and One Billion
Word Benchmark (OBWB; Chelba et al., 2013).2

The PTB dataset has parsing annotations, while
OBWB dataset has no annotations. For the PTB
dataset, we adopt the standard train / validation /
test split. We build the vocabulary based on PTB,
using one unknown token for singleton words. For
the OBWB dataset, we use the original train/test
split, and subsample each to have similar size of
PTB (50K sentences for training, and 2.5K sen-
tences for test). The subsampling is for the effi-
ciency of evaluating perplexity using importance
sampling, which requires to sample multiple (we
use 100) parse trees for each sentence. The train-
ing of our framework is actually much more scal-
able than the perplexity evaluation, and not re-
stricted to the size of downsampled dataset. Note
that our data preprocessing scheme follows what is
standard in parsing instead of language modeling,
since parsing typically requires more information
(such as capital letters) and larger vocabulary. The
vocabulary size for text is 26,620, and we have
a separate vocabulary of size 74 for nonterminal
nodes of parsing, such as (NP and NNP. Refer to
Appendix A for more data preprocessing details.
Tasks. We work on three different tasks: 1) super-
vised learning: we separately train both the parser

2The treebank data is publicly available through
the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC): Penn Treebank
(LDC99T42). The original OBWB dataset is downloaded
from http://www.statmt.org/lm-benchmark/.
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and the joint generative model on PTB; 2) distant-
supervised learning: we pre-train the parser on
PTB, and then fix the parser to train the joint gen-
erative model on OBWB either from scratch or
with PTB warmed-up model; 3) semi-supervised
learning: we jointly train the parser and the gen-
erative model together on OBWB to fine-tune the
language model.
Evaluation. We mainly focus on language model-
ing, and use per-word perplexity to evaluate our
framework and competitor models. As for the
parser, we compare with state-of-the-art parsers in
terms of training and testing speed.
Baselines. On the PTB dataset, we compare our
language model with the following baselines: 1)
Kneser-Ney 5-gram language model; 2) LSTM
language model; 3) GRU language model im-
plemented by ourselves; 4) recent state-of-the-art
language models that also incorporate grammar
to improve language modeling, including RNNG,
SO-RNNG and GA-RNNG (Dyer et al., 2016;
Kuncoro et al., 2017). On OBWB dataset, since
there is no parsing annotations available, we com-
pare with GRU language model as a strong base-
line.
Optimization. All our models are trained on a
single NVIDIA GTX 1080 GPU. For all NVLM
models, we use Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba,
2014) for the parser, and standard SGD for the
joint generative model. Gradients are clipped at
0.25. See Appendix B for more details.

5.2 Supervised Learning

We first experiment on PTB dataset in the super-
vised learning setting. We separately train our
parser and joint generative model on PTB train-
ing dataset, and then evaluate our language model
on PTB test dataset. Table 2 lists the perfor-
mance of our framework and competitor models.
GRU-256 LM is our implemented language model
using 2-layer GRU with hidden size 256, which
is also used in other experiments. Parsing an-
notations are used by RNNG, SO-RNNG, GA-
RNNG and NVLM. These grammar-aware models
achieve significantly better performance compared
to state-of-the-art sequential RNN-based language
models, showing that grammar indeed helps lan-
guage modeling. NVLM substantially improves
over the current state of the art, by 10% reduction
on test perplexity.

With respect to our parser, instead of pursu-

Model Perplexity

KN-5-gram (Kneser and Ney, 1995) 169.3
LSTM-128 LM (Zaremba et al., 2014) 113.4
GRU-256 LM 112.3
RNNG (Dyer et al., 2016) 102.4
SO-RNNG (Kuncoro et al., 2017) 101.2
GA-RNNG (Kuncoro et al., 2017) 100.9

NVLM 91.6

Table 2: Test perplexity on PTB §23. KN-5-gram
refers to Kneser-Ney 5-gram LM. Note that, since pars-
ing typically requires more information (e.g., capi-
tal letters), we follow the standard data preprocessing
of syntax-aware language modeling as in Dyer et al.
(2016), thus the vocabulary size (⇠27K) is much larger
than the capped vocabulary size (10K) in standard lan-
guage modeling setting. Therefore, all the perplexity
results reported in this paper are not directly compara-
ble to that achieved by syntax-agnostic language mod-
els with a much smaller vocabulary, such as the per-
plexity 57.3 reported in Merity et al. (2017) and 54.5
reported in Dai et al. (2019). This also applies to the
perplexity results on the OBWB dataset.

ing state-of-the-art parsing performance, it is de-
signed to be light and fast to efficiently work to-
gether with the NVLM joint generative model.
Our parser achieves 90.7 F1 accuracy on PTB test
dataset, which is comparable to state-of-the-art
parsers. Due to the page limit, we report the de-
tailed parsing performance in Appendix C.

5.3 Distant-supervised Learning
We then experiment on learning language model
on new corpus without tree annotations. This is
to verify whether the learned parser can help lan-
guage model softly land on new corpus. We use
the subsampled OBWB dataset for model train-
ing and evaluation. GRU-256 LM is used as a
strong baseline. We have two different settings
for both GRU LM and our framework: 1) from-
scratch: For GRU LM, we randomly initialize it
before training on OBWB. For NVLM, we train
the parser on PTB and fix it, and randomly initial-
ize the joint generative model; 2) warmed-up: For
GRU LM, we pre-train GRU LM on PTB before
training it on the OBWB dataset. For NVLM, we
train the parser on PTB and fix it, and pre-train
the joint generative model on PTB as warm-up. In
both cases, NVLM uses its parser (trained on PTB)
to generate parse trees for the OBWB dataset, and
train the joint generative model with these silver-
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standard parse trees.
Figure 2(a) shows the test perplexity curves

along with number of training epochs. In both
from-scratch and warmed-up settings, NVLM per-
forms significantly better than GRU LM by 22.7
and 7.8 points in perplexity reduction. The
warmed-up NVLM converges fast and achieves
the lowest perplexity. Even when trained from
scratch, NVLM achieves better performance than
the warmed-up GRU LM, though it takes longer
to converge. Note that the warm-up of GRU LM
is directly training P (x) with more data, while
the warm-up of NVLM is only for P (x, y). This
explains why GRU LM seems to benefit more
from warm-up at beginning, and why NVLM from
scratch takes longer to converge.

Unlike the supervised learning setting, NVLM
can now be trained on new corpus without pars-
ing annotations, and still leverages the common
grammar knowledge. To further study the adap-
tation speed of NVLM on new corpus, we train
NVLM with variant proportion of training data in
both from-scratch and warmed-up settings. We
also train GRU LM as a strong baseline. Results
are reported in Table 3.

As shown in Table 3, with smaller amount of
data, NVLM outperforms GRU LM even more
significantly. We find that with only 20% of train-
ing data, the warmed-up NVLM achieves test per-
plexity 140.6, which is comparable to GRU LM
trained with full data from scratch (139.3). This
demonstrates that our framework is data-efficient,
and can quickly adapt to new corpus without pars-
ing annotations. Moreover, we notice that even
without looking at the new corpus (0% train-
ing data), the warmed-up NVLM achieves rea-
sonable perplexity (151.8) which is substantially
lower than the warmed-up GRU LM (242.2). This
agrees with our conjecture that grammar knowl-
edge is sharable among different corpora. Fig-
ure 2(b) plots the test perplexity curves using 20%
OBWB training data. The warmed-up NVLM
quickly converges, and achieves much lower per-
plexity compared to the warmed-up GRU LM.

5.4 Semi-supervised Learning

In distant-supervised setting, the parser is fixed
when training NVLM on new corpus. We can ac-
tually continue training the parser together with
the generative model, so that the language model
can be fine-tuned in end-to-end fashion. This is es-

(a) 100% training data (b) 20% training data

Figure 2: Test perplexity curves on the subsampled
OBWB dataset. Models are trained respectively on
100% and 20% training data. Models randomly initial-
ized are marked as “scratch”, while models pre-trained
on the PTB dataset are marked as “warmed”.

Training
Data

GRU LM NVLM

scratch warmed scratch warmed

0% >1000 242.2 >1000 151.8
20% 298.8 173.1 168.2 140.6
40% 210.3 147.3 143.3 138.5
60% 177.6 136.5 135.8 133.5
80% 152.5 130.5 128.6 125.6
100% 139.3 121.7 116.6 113.9

Table 3: Test perplexity on the subsampled OBWB
dataset. Models are trained on variant proportion of
training data. Models randomly initialized are marked
as “scratch”, while models pre-trained on the PTB
dataset are marked as “warmed”.

sentially semi-supervised learning: the parser has
to be updated without parsing annotations, and the
generative model will be updated together. Due
to the exponentially large space of parse trees,
such joint training is computationally intractable.
To tackle the challenge, we use variational EM
(Section 3.2) and exploit policy gradient (Sec-
tion 3.3) algorithm to co-update both components
of NVLM.

Technically, when the parser is fixed, the model
is also maximizing the lower bound of data log
likelihood. This empirically works well, as shown
in the distant-supervised setting. With joint train-
ing, the model is essentially trying to find a bet-
ter posterior on the new corpus and maximize a
tighter lower bound. Therefore, the data log like-
lihood in Eq. (8) can be better optimized. In semi-
supervised setting, we use full OBWB training
data (subsampled). As reported in Table 4, NVLM
achieves the lowest perplexity (110.2) with joint
training. We also evaluate the parser on PTB after
joint training. It couldn’t get improved since it has
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Model Perplexity

GRU LM – from scratch 139.3
GRU LM – warmed-up on PTB 121.7

NVLM – from scratch 116.6
NVLM – warmed-up on PTB 113.9
NVLM – fine-tuned by joint training 110.2

Table 4: Test perplexity on the subsampled OBWB
dataset. All models are trained with 100% training
data.

been fine-tuned on new corpus, and we have no
annotations to evaluate the parser on new corpus.

6 Related Work and Discussion

Due to the remarkable success of RNN-based lan-
guage models (Mikolov et al., 2010b,a; Jozefow-
icz et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2017; Merity et al.,
2017; Elbayad et al., 2018; Gong et al., 2018;
Takase et al., 2018; Dai et al., 2019), not too
much attention has been paid to incorporate syn-
tactic knowledge into language model. Although
RNN-based models achieve impressive results on
language modeling and other NLP tasks such as
machine translation (Cho et al., 2014; Bahdanau
et al., 2014; Xia et al., 2016) and parsing (Vinyals
et al., 2015; Dyer et al., 2015; Choe and Char-
niak, 2016), it is far from perfect since it overlooks
the language structure and simply generates sen-
tence from left to right. The words in natural lan-
guage are largely organized in latent nested struc-
tures rather than simple sequential order (Chom-
sky, 2002).

Our work is related to syntactic language mod-
els, which has a long history. Traditional syn-
tactic language models jointly generate syntactic
structure with words using either bottom-up (Je-
linek and Lafferty, 1991; Emami and Jelinek,
2004, 2005; Henderson, 2004), or top-down strat-
egy (Charniak, 2000; Roark, 2001). Recently,
some studies show the benefits of incorporat-
ing language structure into RNN-based language
model, such as RNNG (Dyer et al., 2016; Kuncoro
et al., 2017). Different from our work, these mod-
els mainly focus on parsing instead of language
modeling, and cannot be trained without parsing
annotations. Works on programming code gener-
ation (Rabinovich et al., 2017; Yin and Neubig,
2017) demonstrate that grammar is the key of ef-
fective code generation. Compared to natural lan-

guage, programming code is more regulated and
typically has well-defined grammar, thus it is more
challenging to exploit the grammar knowledge in
natural language.

Our work is also related to transfer learning
of deep learning models (Bengio, 2012). There
are some recent studies on neural language model
adaptation (Yoon et al., 2017; Ma et al., 2017;
Chen et al., 2015). However, none of them ex-
ploits grammar knowledge. There exists other
lines of work on a broad field of general text
generation (not for language modeling), such as
GAN-based methods (Guo et al., 2017; Li et al.,
2017) and VAE-based ones (Hu et al., 2017). It
is a promising direction to incorporate syntac-
tic knowledge into these generative models. Our
work is also inspired by works on syntactical
structured RNNs, such as tree LSTM (Tai et al.,
2015), hierarchical RNNs (Chung et al., 2016)
and doubly RNNs (Alvarez-Melis and Jaakkola,
2016).

Language models are widely used in a broad
range of applications. We believe that a high-
quality language model can benefit many down-
stream tasks, such as machine translation, dia-
logue systems, and speech recognition. We con-
sider to explore whether our framework can be
seamlessly used in those applications, and leave
it as future work.

7 Conclusion

In this work, we aim to improve language model-
ing with shared grammar. Our framework contains
two probabilistic components: a constituency
parser and a joint generative model. The parser
encodes grammar knowledge in natural language,
which helps language model quickly land on new
corpus. We also propose algorithms for jointly
training the two components to fine-tune the lan-
guage model on new corpus without parsing anno-
tations. Experiments demonstrate that our method
improves language modeling on new corpus in
terms of both convergence speed and perplexity.
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Abstract

We consider a zero-shot semantic parsing task:
parsing instructions into compositional logical
forms, in domains that were not seen during
training. We present a new dataset with 1,390
examples from 7 application domains (e.g. a
calendar or a file manager), each example con-
sisting of a triplet: (a) the application’s initial
state, (b) an instruction, to be carried out in
the context of that state, and (c) the state of
the application after carrying out the instruc-
tion. We introduce a new training algorithm
that aims to train a semantic parser on exam-
ples from a set of source domains, so that it
can effectively parse instructions from an un-
known target domain. We integrate our algo-
rithm into the floating parser of Pasupat and
Liang (2015), and further augment the parser
with features and a logical form candidate fil-
tering logic, to support zero-shot adaptation.
Our experiments with various zero-shot adap-
tation setups demonstrate substantial perfor-
mance gains over a non-adapted parser.1

1 Introduction

The idea of interacting with machines via natural
language instructions and queries has fascinated
researchers for decades (Winograd, 1971). Recent
years have seen an increasing number of applica-
tions that have a natural language interface, either
in the form of chatbots or via “intelligent personal
assistants” such as Alexa (Amazon), Google As-
sistant, Siri (Apple), and Cortana (Microsoft).

In the near future, we may find ourselves in
a world where even more functionality could be
accessed via a natural language user interface
(NLUI). If so, we better seek answers to the fol-
lowing questions: Will every developing team
need to hire NLP experts to develop a NLUI for

1Our code and data are available at:
https://github.com/givoli/TechnionNLI.

their specific application? Can we hope for a gen-
eral framework that once trained on annotated data
from a set of domains, does not require annotated
data from a newly presented domain? Previous
work on tasks related to NLUI for applications
mostly relied on in-domain data (e.g. Artzi and
Zettlemoyer (2013); Long et al. (2016)), and pa-
pers that did not rely on in-domain data did not at-
tempt to parse instructions into compositional log-
ical forms (Kim et al., 2016).

To fill this gap, we address the task of zero-
shot semantic parsing for instructions: training a
parser so that it can parse instructions into compo-
sitional logical forms, where the instructions are
from domains that were not seen during training.
Formally, our task assumes a set D = {d1, ..., dn}
of source domains, each corresponding to a sim-
ple application (e.g. a calendar or a file manager)
and an application program interface (API) con-
sisting of a set of interface methods. Each inter-
face method is augmented with a list of descrip-
tion phrases that are expected to be used by the
users of the application to ask for the invocation
of that method. These instructions are to be parsed
into logical forms that denote a method call with
specific arguments.

We collected a new dataset of 1,390 examples
from 7 domains. Each example in the dataset is
a triplet consisting of (a) the application’s initial
state, (b) an instruction, to be carried out in con-
text of that state, and (c) the state of the application
after carrying out the instruction, also referred to
as the desired state. The instructions were pro-
vided by MTurk workers, one for each pair of ini-
tial and desired states. Figure 1 demonstrates ex-
amples from two of the domains in our dataset.

We present a new training algorithm for zero-
shot semantic parsing, which involves learning the
weights in two steps, such that in each step differ-
ent source domains are used. Our training algo-
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Figure 1: Two examples from our dataset. Annotators
are presented with a visualization of initial and desired
states, and are asked to write an instruction that will
transfer the system from the former state to the latter.
(a) Shipping containers can be either empty (gray) or
full (blue), and have varying length. (b) Rooms can
have their lights on (orange) or off (gray).

rithm is motivated by the goal of optimizing the
weights for unseen domains rather than for the
source domains, and is integrated into the float-
ing parser (Pasupat and Liang, 2015): a parser that
was designed for question answering, but is easy
to adjust to instruction execution (see § 4.1).

To further assist the parser in dealing with the
zero-shot setup, we extract additional features,
mostly based on co-occurrence of primitive log-
ical forms and the description phrases that are
provided for the interface methods. We also use
the application logic to dismiss candidate logical
forms that represent a method call which does not
modify the application state or results in an excep-
tion being thrown from the application logic.

Our training algorithm yields an averaged accu-
racy of 44.5%, compared to 39.1% of the parser
when trained with its original AdaGrad training
algorithm (Duchi et al., 2011), but with our fea-
tures and filtering logic. Further exclusion of our
features and filtering logic decreases accuracy to
28.3%. We demonstrate that, relative to the base-
line, our training algorithm yields smaller weights
to some features in a way that can be expected to
benefit previously unseen domains.

2 Previous Work

Previous work on executable semantic parsing can
be classified as either work on question answer-
ing (e.g. Clarke et al. (2010); Pasupat and Liang
(2015); Krishnamurthy et al. (2017)) or instruc-
tion parsing (e.g. Artzi and Zettlemoyer (2013);
Long et al. (2016)). The result of executing a log-

ical form is either an answer or a change in some
state, respectively. Our work is the first to address
the novel semantic parsing task of mapping natu-
ral language instructions into compositional logi-
cal forms in zero-shot settings.

While in our task each example contains
a single sentence instruction, there are works
on semantic parsing for instruction sequences
(MacMahon et al., 2006; Long et al., 2016), but
not in a zero-shot setup. We keep zero-shot pars-
ing of instruction sequences for future research.

A lot of work has been done on slot tagging
and goal-oriented dialog (Kim et al., 2016; Gašić
et al., 2017; Zhao and Eskenazi, 2018) which, sim-
ilarly to our work, involves automatically enabling
an NLUI to a given system. Unlike in our task,
the tasks that are investigated in those papers do
not require the mapping of natural language to a
meaning representation over a space of composi-
tional logical forms. Other tasks related to ours
include program synthesis (Raza et al., 2015; De-
sai et al., 2016) and mapping natural language to
bash code (Lin et al., 2018), but these also did not
consider zero-shot setups and did not synthesize
code in the context of an application state.

Semantic Parsing with In-domain Data
Among the semantic parsing work that relied on
in-domain data, many relied on a domain-specific
lexicon (Kwiatkowski et al., 2010; Gerber and
Ngomo, 2011; Krishnamurthy and Mitchell, 2012;
Zettlemoyer and Collins, 2005; Cai and Yates,
2013) which maps natural language phrases to
primitive logical forms. Many of these works au-
tomatically constructed a domain-specific lexicon
using some additional domain-specific resources
that are associated with the entities and relations
of the given domain. Such a resource can be either
a very large corpus (Gerber and Ngomo, 2011;
Krishnamurthy and Mitchell, 2012), search results
from the Web (Cai and Yates, 2013) or pairs of a
sentence and an associated logical form (Zettle-
moyer and Collins, 2005; Kwiatkowski et al.,
2010). In our task none of the above resources
is assumed to be available but instead we use the
description phrases of the interface methods.

Cross-domain and Zero-shot Semantic Parsing
Previous semantic parsers use supervised train-
ing, either with (Zettlemoyer and Collins, 2005;
Kwiatkowski et al., 2010) or without (Clarke et al.,
2010; Berant et al., 2013) logical forms annota-
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tion, in addition to unsupervised training (Gold-
wasser et al., 2011). We take the supervised ap-
proach with no logical form annotations.

While most semantic parsing work trains on in-
domain data, there are some exceptions. Cai and
Yates (2013) and Kwiatkowski et al. (2013) in-
troduced semantic parsers for question answering
that can parse utterances from Free917 (Cai and
Yates, 2013) such that no Freebase entities or re-
lations appear in both training and test examples.
We also note the relevance of the dataset presented
in Pasupat and Liang (2015) which contains ques-
tions about Wikipedia tables, such that the con-
text of each question is a single table. They eval-
uate a parser on questions about tables that have
not been observed during training. Their work
does not fully constitute zero-shot semantic pars-
ing due to table columns across the train/test split
that share column headers (which correspond to
primitive logical forms that represent relations).
Our parser is based on the floating parser intro-
duced in that paper, and the space of logical forms
we use is very similar to theirs (see § 4.1).

Recently, Herzig and Berant (2017) and Su
and Yan (2017) experimented with the Overnight
dataset (Wang et al., 2015) in cross-domain set-
tings. These papers did not experiment with zero-
shot setups (i.e. training without any data from the
target domain), and they both observed that the
less in-domain training data was used, the more
training data from other domains was valuable.
Recently Herzig and Berant (2018) explored zero-
shot semantic parsing with the Overnight dataset.
Their framework, unlike ours, requires logical
form annotation, and is designed for question an-
swering rather than instruction parsing.

Another zero-shot semantic parsing task was
introduced in Yu et al. (2018a). The task re-
quires mapping natural language questions to
SQL queries, and includes a setting in which no
databases appear in both the training and test sets
(as attempted in Yu et al. (2018b)).

3 Task and Data

We now describe our task and dataset.

3.1 Task

Our task involves parsing a natural language in-
struction, in the context of a small application, into
a method call that corresponds to the application’s
API. For example, the LIGHTING domain corre-

sponds to a lighting control system application that
allows the user to turn the lights on and off in each
room in their house.

Formally, a domain has a set of interface meth-
ods (e.g. turnLightOn and turnLightOff) that
can be invoked with some arguments. Each
argument is a set of entities (e.g. a set of
Room entities). There are two kinds of entity
types: domain-specific (e.g. Room) and non
domain-specific (Integer, String). Each interface
method is augmented with 1-3 description phrases
that correspond to its functionality. For exam-
ple, the interface method removeEvents from the
CALENDAR domain has the description phrases
remove and cancel.

A state defines a knowledge base, consisting of
a set of (e1, r, e2) triplets, where e1 and e2 are en-
tities and r is a relation. For example, a knowl-
edge base in the LIGHTING domain might contain
the triplet (room3, floor, 2) which indicates that
room3 is on the second floor of the house. In fig-
ure 1 (b) we demonstrate two possible states in the
LIGHTING domain. In the first one, there is a bed-
room on the second floor with the lights turned on.
If that room is represented in the state s by the
entity room1, the following triplets will be in the
knowledge base of s: (room1,name,bedroom),
(room1,floor, 2) and (room1, lightMode,ON).

Our task is limited to mapping an utterance
into a single method call. A method call for-
mally consists of an [interface method, argument
list] pair. The invocation of the method call
changes the application state according to the
deterministic application logic.

Our dataset consists of examples from 7 ap-
plication domains. Each example is a triplet
(s, x, s′), where s is an initial application state, x
is a natural language instruction and s′ is a desired
application state, resulting from carrying out the
instruction x on the state s. The task is to train a
parser with examples from a given subset of do-
mains (the source domains), so that it can effec-
tively parse instructions from a different domain
(the target domain), which is unseen at training.

3.2 Data

Our task requires a dataset that consists of exam-
ples from multiple domains, such that each exam-
ple corresponds to an instruction in the context of
an application state. Following Long et al. (2016),
we constructed the dataset by presenting human
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annotators with visualizations of initial and de-
sired state pairs. The annotators were then asked
to write an English instruction that can be executed
in order to transfer the application from the initial
state to the desired state (see figure 1).

Given a domain and an interface method,
we randomly generate a state pair with the
following steps:

1. Randomly generating an initial state. For ex-
ample, in the LIGHTING domain (see figure
1 (b) of the main paper), we randomly se-
lect the number of floors, number of rooms in
each floor, and for each room we randomly
select a name (e.g. bedroom) from a list
of possible names, and a light mode (either
ON or OFF).

2. Randomly selecting arguments for the inter-
face methods. For example, in the LIGHTING

domain we randomly select a set of rooms
as an argument for the interface method
(turnLightOn or turnLightOff).

3. Invoking the interface method with the se-
lected arguments on the initial state. If the
result is a state that is identical to the initial
state, or if an error occurred during execution,
we go back to step 2. After 1,000 failed at-
tempts we deem the random initial state as
problematic and go back to step 1.

With this process, we collected 1,390 examples
from 7 domains (Table 1). We used the MTurk
platform and recruited annotators located in the
US with at least 1,000 approved tasks and a task
approval rate of at least 95%. Our dataset contains
utterances written by 53 unique annotators.

Throughout the dataset construction we blocked
16 annotators that generated utterances that did not
correspond to our instructions (mostly, referring
to irrelevant details of the provided figure which
are not part of the domain represented by the visu-
alized states). Annotators were paid 15-23 cents
per task (i.e. per utterance they write given a
state pair).

Each initial and desired state pair was given to
a single annotator. We filtered out examples with
utterances that consist of more than one sentence
(we instructed annotators to write only one sen-
tence). The average instruction length in the train-
ing set is 8.1 words.

We consider 7 domains: (a) CALENDAR: re-
moving calendar events and setting their color;

(b) CONTAINER: loading, unloading and re-
moving shipping containers; (c) FILE: remov-
ing files and moving them from one directory
to another; (d) LIGHTING: turning lights on
and off in rooms inside a house; (e) LIST: re-
moving elements and moving an element to the
beginning/end of a list; (f) MESSENGER: cre-
ating/deleting chat groups and muting/unmuting
them; and (g) WORKFORCE: assigning employees
to a new manager, firing employees, assigning an
employee to a new position and updating an em-
ployee’s salary.

Our choice of domains aims to include a vari-
ety of linguistic phenomena. These include su-
perlatives (e.g. remove the longest container in
CONTAINER, figure 1 (a)), spatial language (e.g.
turn off the light in the bedroom on floor 2 in
LIGHTING, figure 1 (b)), and temporal language
(e.g. delete my last two appointments on Thurs-
day, from CALENDAR). Also, the domains are
chosen to be rich enough to allow utterances with
highly compositional logical forms.

4 Zero-Shot Semantic Parsing For
Instructions

We modify the floating parser (henceforth denoted
with FParser), to address zero-shot learning in
three ways: (a) presenting a new training algo-
rithm; (b) filtering logical form candidates based
on the application logic; and (c) adding new fea-
tures. We begin with a brief description of the
FParser and then go on to describe our approach.

4.1 The Floating Parser

The FParser was designed to handle unseen predi-
cates, in the context of answering questions about
Wikipedia tables that did not appear during train-
ing.2 It is hence a natural starting point for our
zero-shot setup. We now describe the FParser
and its inference algorithm (with necessary model
modifications to support instruction parsing).

For each inference, the input of the parser is
an initial application state s, a set of interface
methods and their description phrases, and a nat-
ural language instruction x. The state s defines a
knowledge base Ks of (entity, relation, entity)
triples. The parser generates a set of logical
form candidates Zx that can be executed over the
knowledge base Ks to produce a method call c

2Their task diverged from zero-shot settings due to col-
umn headers that appear both in training and test tables.
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Domain Domain-specific entity types Interface method (parameters in parentheses) Examples # Train # Test #
CALENDAR Event (title, startTime, location, color, attendees) removeEvents(Collection<Event>)

setEventColor(Collection<Event>, Color)
199 100 99

CONTAINER

(container management system)
ShippingContainer (length,
contentState ∈ {LOADED,UNLOADED})

loadContainers(Collection<ShippingContainer>)
unloadContainers(Collection<ShippingContainer>)
removeContainers(Collection<ShippingContainer>)

201 104 97

FILE

(file manager)
Directory (name, childFiles, childDirectories)
File (name, type, sizeInBytes)

removeFiles(Collection<File>)
moveFiles(Collection<File>,Directory)

194 100 94

LIGHTING

(lighting control system)
Room (name, floor,
lightMode ∈ {ON,OFF})

turnLightOn(Collection<Room>)
turnLightOff(Collection<Room>)

209 104 105

LIST Element (value) remove(Collection<Element>)
moveToBeginning(Element)
moveToEnd(Element)

202 102 100

MESSENGER User (firstName)
ChatGroup (contacts, muted, participantsNumber)

createChatGroup(Collection<User>)
deleteChatGroups(Collection<ChatGroup>)
muteChatGroups(Collection<ChatGroup>)
unmuteChatGroups(Collection<ChatGroup>)

186 96 90

WORKFORCE

(workforce management system)
Employee (name, manager, salary,
position ∈ {DEVELOPER,QA,MANAGER})

assignEmployeesToNewManager(
Collection<Employee>, Employee)
fireEmployees(Collection<Employee>)
assignEmployeeToNewPosition(Employee, Position)
updateSalary(Employee, int)

199 101 98

Table 1: The domains in our dataset. The interface method parameters are presented in Java syntax. In the second
column, the properties of the non-primitive entities appear in parentheses.

formulated as an (interface method, argument list)
pair. The method call c can be invoked in the con-
text of s with the provided application logic, pro-
ducing the denotation y = JzKs, the resulting state.

For each logical form z ∈ Zx the parser ex-
tracts a feature vector φ(x, s, z). The probability
assigned to a logical form candidate z ∈ Zx is de-
fined by a log-linear model:

pθ(z|x, s) =
exp(θTφ(x, s, z))∑

z′∈Zx
exp(θTφ(x, s, z′))

where θ is the weight vector. The logical form
with maximal probability is chosen as the pre-
dicted logical form, and its denotation is the pre-
dicted desired state. Our logical form space is
based on λ-DCS (Liang, 2013), as in the original
FParser, but we use an additional derivation rule
that derives the logical form f(z1, ..., zn), denot-
ing a method call, given the primitive logical form
f (denoting an interface method) and the logical
forms z1, ..., zn (each denoting a set of entities that
correspond to an argument of f ).

The objective function is the L1 regularized log-
likelihood of the correct denotations across the
training data:

J(θ) =
1

N

N∑

i=1

log pθ(yi|xi, si)− λ‖θ‖1 (1)

where pθ(y|x, s) is the sum of the probabilities
assigned to all the candidate logical forms with
the denotation y.

4.2 Zero-Shot Parsing
We now present our modified FParser. We start
with our training algorithm, and proceed to the ap-
plication logic filtering and our new features.

4.2.1 Training: Gap Minimization via
Domain Partitioning (GMDP)

We start with some notations and definitions. Let
us denote the set of training domains with D =
d1, ..., dn. Let D = D1 ∪D2 be some partition of
the setD. The target domain is denoted with dn+1.
Let us now describe the training algorithm, formu-
lated in figure 2.

The GMDP algorithm consists of two steps. In
the first step, an initial estimate of the model pa-
rameters, denoted with θD1 , is learned on the train-
ing examples from the source domain subset D1.
θD1 is then used as an initialization for the second
step, in which the parser is re-trained, this time on
the training examples of the domains in D2.

In each of the two steps we update the weights
with AdaGrad (Duchi et al., 2011), the training al-
gorithm of the original FParser, using the objective
function in equation 1. Since this objective is non-
convex and hence sensitive to its starting point (pa-
rameter initialization), the weights learned at the
first step (θD1) have an impact on the final param-
eters of the parser (θD1,D2).

The motivation of GMDP training is simple. A
good zero-shot parser should perform well on ex-
amples from domains that have not been available
to it during training. To address this challenge,
this two step method first estimates its parameters
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Algorithm 1: Gap Minimization via Domain
Partitioning (GMDP)
Input: Domains partitioning: {D1, D2}
Output: Weight vector: θD1,D2

Initialize θ0
θD1 ← AdaGrad(D1, θ0)
θD1,D2 ← AdaGrad(D2, θD1)
return θD1,D2

Figure 2: The GMDP algorithm.

with respect to one set of domains (D1) and then
adjusts those parameters to fit a second set of do-
mains (D2) that have not been available at the first
training step. We refer to this adjustment process
as gap minimization.

The parser parameters learned by GMDP
strongly depend on the domains included in D1

and D2, and on the extent to which the adapta-
tion from D1 to D2 mimics the adaptation from
D = D1 ∪ D2 to the target domain dn+1. In
this paper we treat the division of domains to the
D1 and D2 subsets as a hyper-parameter and tune
it together with the other hyper-parameters of the
parser. Because this tuning process has to do with
the important division of the training domains to
D1 andD2, we detail it here as part of the descrip-
tion of the algorithm.

For every target domain dn+1 we iterate over
the training domains D = d1, ..., dn in a leave one
out manner, each time holding out one of the do-
mains di ∈ D, training on the other domains (D¬i)
with various hyper-parameter configurations and
testing on the training data of di. We consider
as a hyper-parameter the order of the domains in
D, assigning the first M domains to D1 and the
rest to D2 (di is excluded from the ordered list),
where M is another hyper-parameter. The hyper-
parameter configuration that works best in those n
iterations (achieves the highest average accuracy
on the held-out domains) is the one selected for
the training of the final parser for dn+1. When a
parser for dn+1 is then trained, we increase by one
the size of either D1 or D2, whichever is larger,
because this way the ratio between the size of D1

and D2 is kept as similar as possible to the ratio
during the hyper-parameter tuning.

4.2.2 Logical Form Filtering
The Fparser is a bottom-up beam-search parser, in
which a dynamic programming table is filled with

derivations. Each cell in the table corresponds to a
derivation size and a logical form category, where
the size is defined as the number of rules applied
when generating the logical form.

We add an additional stage to the inference step
of the parser. In this stage we filter logical form
candidates based on the application logic, which is
part of the domain definition. This filtering stage
dismisses incorrect candidate logical forms when
they represent a method call c that either does not
modify the application state or results in an excep-
tion being thrown. To do that, c is invoked on the
initial state s and if the result is a state identical to
s, or if an exception has been thrown by the ap-
plication logic, we dismiss the candidate logical
form. This added stage is especially important for
zero-shot settings, in which the application logic
of the target domain does not have any impact on
the learned weights.

As an example to application logic based filter-
ing, consider the LIGHTING domain in which the
lights in some rooms can be turned on and off. A
method call that turns off the lights in rooms where
the lights are already off does not change the ap-
plication state, and in such cases the correspond-
ing logical form will be dismissed. In the WORK-
FORCE domain, attempting to assign employees to
report to an employee who is not a manager results
in an exception being thrown.

4.2.3 Features
Given a state, an instruction and a logical form, we
extract the relevant features of the FParser (phrase-
predicate co-occurrence features3 and missing-
predicate features) and add our own features. We
extract features based on the description phrases:
the phrases that are provided for each inter-
face method as part of the domain definition.
The description phrases are used to extract addi-
tional phrase-predicate co-occurrence features and
missing-predicate features. For example, consider
the utterance Delete the largest file from the FILE

domain, with the logical form:

removeFiles(argmax(R[type].File,

R[sizeInBytes]))

The interface method removeFiles has the de-
scription phrase delete, which matches the phrase

3We use the term predicate here to be consistent with the
terminology used by Pasupat and Liang (2015), but in this
work it also includes primitive logical forms denoting inter-
face methods.
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Delete in the utterance, resulting in the extraction
of the corresponding co-occurrence features. Con-
versely, when the parser considers logical forms
that contain the method moveFiles instead of
removeFiles, it will extract features indicating
that a match between the unigram Delete and a
primitive logical form is possible but does not oc-
cur in the candidate logical form. We note the re-
sembles of this technique to the way Tafjord et al.
(2018) handled properties that were unseen during
training, using a list of provided words that are as-
sociated with the property.

We also extract features that correspond to the
size of a candidate logical form (the number of
derivation rules applied). The extracted features
indicate that the logical form size is larger than n,
for any n ≥ 2. These features captures a domain-
independent preference for simplicity.

5 Experimental Setup

Models and Baselines We compare eight com-
binations of parsers. Four models use our GMDP
training algorithm: (a) GMDP: the full model
(§ 4.2); (b) GMDP−A: where we do not ap-
ply the application logic filtering (§ 4.2.2); (c)
GMDP−F: where we do not use our features
(§ 4.2.3); and (d) GMDP−FA: where we omit
both our new features and the application logic fil-
tering. The other four models are identical, but
they use the original ADAGRAD training. Note
that ADAGRAD−FA corresponds to the original
FParser (with minimal modifications to support in-
struction parsing).

Notice that in some real-world settings our ap-
plication logic filtering, which requires invoking
interface methods hundreds of times per inference,
might be impractical (e.g. if executing the inter-
face methods is computationally intensive). This
motivates us to consider the results of the ablated
model that does not use the application logic.

Experiments In each experiment we train the
parsers on examples from 6 application domains
and test them on the remaining domain. Our evalu-
ation metric is accuracy: the fraction of the test ex-
amples where a correct denotation (desired state)
is predicted. For examples where multiple log-
ical forms achieve maximum score, we consider
the fraction that yields the desired state.

While in our main results we report the accu-
racy of the parsers on the target domain’s test set,
for the error and qualitative analyses we report the

accuracy on the target domain’s training set. We
do that in order to avoid multiple runs on the test
sets; we do not use the target domain’s training set
for other purposes (e.g. hyper-parameter tuning).
The average number of training and test examples
per domain is 101 and 97.6, respectively.

Hyper-parameter tuning We use a grid search
and leave-one-out cross-validation over the source
domains to tune the hyper-parameters. We tune
the following hyper-parameters: the L1 regular-
ization coefficient, the initial step-size, the num-
ber of training iterations (for the GMDP algo-
rithm: the number of training iterations in the sec-
ond step), and for the GMDP algorithm also: the
number and identity of training domains used in
the first (D1) and second (D2) steps, and the num-
ber of training iterations during the first step. We
use a beam size of 200 and limit the number of rule
applications per derivation to 15. We provide more
details about the values of the hyper-parameters
we consider in the appendix.

6 Results

Our results are summarized in Table 2. GMDP
outperforms ADAGRAD−FA, the original
FParser, in all the domains, and by 16.2%
on average accuracy. We next analyze the
importance of each of our zero-shot compo-
nents: the training algorithm, new features and
application logic filtering.

Training Algorithms GMDP (our full model)
yields an averaged accuracy of 44.5%, outper-
forming ADAGRAD, which is identical to our full
model except that training is performed with Ada-
Grad, by 5.4%. In four domains GMDP outper-
forms ADAGRAD by more than 4%. The gap is
most notable in the LIST and LIGHTING domains
where GMDP outperforms ADAGRAD by 14.3%
and 12.4%, respectively, but the improvements on
MESSENGER and WORKFORCE are also substan-
tial (8.4% and 4.1%, respectively). In the other
three domains, GMDP and ADAGRAD perform
identically (CONTAINER) or demonstrate differ-
ences of up to 2% (CALENDAR and FILE). Inter-
estingly, for the CALENDAR domain, performing
GMDP training without the features and filtering
(GMDP−FA) yields the best accuracy.

Features and Application Logic Removing our
new features (GMDP−F and ADAGRAD−F)
yields an averaged accuracy decrease of 17.6%
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Training Algorithm
and Model

CALENDAR CONTAINER FILE LIGHTING LIST MESSENGER WORKFORCE Avg.

GMDP 32.8 38.1 28.7 48.6 * 58.8 * 61.7 * 42.9 * 44.5
GMDP−F 36.4 25.8 21.3 11.4 33.5 37.2 22.8 26.9
GMDP−A 36.4 24.7 21.8 26.7 37.8 53.6 40.8 34.5

GMDP−FA 37.4 21.4 21.3 8.6 29.0 37.6 23.3 25.5

ADAGRAD
34.8

(39.9)
38.1

(36.1)
28.0

(39.4)
36.2

(83.8)
44.5

(88.0)
53.3

(73.3)
38.8

(57.7)
39.1

(59.7)
ADAGRAD−F 35.4 28.9 20.6 23.8 38.7 50.2 29.3 32.4
ADAGRAD−A 33.8 22.7 21.6 26.7 51.3 53.3 40.8 35.8

ADAGRAD−FA
29.8

(39.9)
21.6

(35.1)
19.5

(33.5)
10.5

(79.0)
39.6

(81.0)
49.6

(72.2)
27.4

(55.1)
28.3

(56.5)

Table 2: Test set accuracy. In parenthesis: result for the in-domain setup (training with the 96-104 training ex-
amples of the target domain). GMDP results marked with * represent a statistically significant difference from
ADAGRAD (α = 0.05, using the paired bootstrap test (Efron and Tibshirani, 1994), following Dror et al. (2018)),
we do not mark the cell in the Average column as statistically significant due to it being the average of accuracy
values from seven different distributions.

(from 44.5% to 26.9% for GMDP) or 6.7% (from
39.1% to 32.4% for ADAGRAD). Removing the
application logic filtering yields an averaged de-
crease of 10.0% (GMDP vs. GMDP−A) or 3.3%
(ADAGRAD vs. ADAGRAD−A). Finally, remov-
ing both the features and the application logic
yields an additional average degradation: a total
of 19% for GMDP and of 10.8% for ADAGRAD.

Combined Effect The impact of our features
and application logic filtering is much more sub-
stantial for GMDP models, both on average and
for the four domains where GMDP outperforms
ADAGRAD (four rightmost domain columns of the
table). Particularly, while in these four setups the
combination of GMDP training with the features
and filtering yields a substantial improvement over
AdaGrad training with these additions, excluding
either the features or the filtering often results in
an advantage for AdaGrad training. In the other
three setups, where GMDP and ADAGRAD per-
form similarly, excluding the features or the fil-
tering yields similar effects (with the exception of
GMDP−FA in the CALENDAR domain).

This observation provides an important insight
about our modeling decisions. At their best, our
three zero-shot components provide a complemen-
tary effect and these are the cases where our full
model, GMDP, is most useful. When this com-
plementary effect is not observed, AdaGrad and
GMDP training are equally effective.

Comparison with In-domain Training In or-
der to better quantify the impact of zero-shot train-
ing, we report results for AdaGrad training in the

in-domain setup, i.e. when the parser is trained
with the target domain’s training set. Note that
while the zero-shot models are trained with 603-
611 training examples (all the training examples
of the source domains), the in-domain models are
trained with 96-104 examples only.

As shown in Table 2, the accuracy of ADA-
GRAD with in-domain training is 15.2% higher
than that of GMDP with zero-shot training (59.7%
vs. 44.5%), despite the smaller number of train-
ing examples. A comparison between ADAGRAD

and ADAGRAD−FA reveals that in the in-domain
setup, our new features and filtering logic yields
only a modest performance gain that corresponds
to 3.2% on average (59.7% vs. 56.5%). This is an-
other induction for the relevance of our zero-shot
components to zero-shot adaptation.

Error analysis. For each domain we sample 10
training examples per interface method, and an-
alyze the performance of the parsers that are ap-
plied to this domain. This accumulates to 200 ex-
amples, that are used for the below error analysis.

For GMDP, 30.4% of the error is in examples
where the instruction is incorrect, which is the case
in 33 out of the 200 sampled examples (16.5%).
Another major source of errors is the lexical gap
between the domains. Consider the utterance re-
move the longest container from the CONTAINER

domain, with the correct logical form:

removeContainers(argmax(

R[type].ShippingContainer,R[length]))

The word longest did not appear in any example in
the source domains, and thus none of the relevant
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lexicalized features associated with argmax were
useful. In future work, we hence plan to extend
our parser to take word similarity into account.

Moreover, we found that 12.8% of the error
is due to incorrect parsing of utterances that ref-
erence an entity by its index. An example of
such an error is the mapping of the utterance un-
load the container in terminal four to the logical
form unloadContainers(R[length].4) instead of
unloadContainers(R[index].4).

Qualitative analysis. We observe that GMDP
yields smaller weights for features that can be ex-
pected to correlate with incorrect logical forms
due to the zero-shot setup. For example, in the
CONTAINER domain annotators often referred to
entities by their index (e.g. Remove the con-
tainer in the third terminal), while in the LIST

domain annotators mostly refer to entities (inte-
gers) by their numeric value. When LIST is the
target domain, we observe that in GMDP the lex-
icalized phrase-predicate features that indicate co-
occurrence between the logical form R[index] and
phrases that do not indicate an index based refer-
ence, receive smaller weights when compared to
ADAGRAD. For example, we find that the feature
that indicates a co-occurrence between R[index]
and the phrase in corresponds to the largest de-
crease in weight percentile rank: 88.7 points. At
the same time, the feature that indicates a co-
occurrence with the phrase the first (which should
correlate with R[index] being in the logical form)
corresponds to the largest increase in weight per-
centile rank: 86.1 points.

As a result of this change in feature weight-
ing, for LIST utterance such as: Remove the num-
ber 2 from the list, GMDP tends to yield cor-
rect logical forms (e.g. remove(R[value.2])),
unlike ADAGRAD that tends to query enti-
ties by their index instead of by their value
(e.g. remove(R[index.2])).

7 Conclusion

We presented a novel task of zero shot seman-
tic parsing for instructions, and introduced a new
dataset. We proposed a new training algorithm
as well as features and filtering logic that should
enhance zero-shot learning, and integrated them
into the FParser (Pasupat and Liang, 2015). Our
new parser substantially outperforms the original
parser and we further show that each of our zero-
shot components is vital for this improvement.

We hope this work will inspire readers to use
our framework for collecting a larger dataset and
experimenting with more approaches. Our frame-
work is designed to allow the definition of new do-
mains and collecting examples with minimal ef-
fort. Promising future directions include experi-
menting with our zero-shot adaptation methods in
the context of neural semantic parsing (after in-
creasing the number of examples per domain) and
extending the dataset to include more complicated
applications and multi-utterance instructions.
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Abstract

Natural language understanding has recently
seen a surge of progress with the use of
sentence encoders like ELMo (Peters et al.,
2018a) and BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) which
are pretrained on variants of language mod-
eling. We conduct the first large-scale sys-
tematic study of candidate pretraining tasks,
comparing 19 different tasks both as alter-
natives and complements to language model-
ing. Our primary results support the use lan-
guage modeling, especially when combined
with pretraining on additional labeled-data
tasks. However, our results are mixed across
pretraining tasks and show some concern-
ing trends: In ELMo’s pretrain-then-freeze
paradigm, random baselines are worryingly
strong and results vary strikingly across tar-
get tasks. In addition, fine-tuning BERT on
an intermediate task often negatively impacts
downstream transfer. In a more positive trend,
we see modest gains from multitask training,
suggesting the development of more sophis-
ticated multitask and transfer learning tech-
niques as an avenue for further research.

1 Introduction

State-of-the-art models in natural language pro-
cessing (NLP) often incorporate encoder func-
tions which generate a sequence of vectors in-
tended to represent the in-context meaning of each
word in an input text. These encoders have typ-
ically been trained directly on the target task at
hand, which can be effective for data-rich tasks
and yields human performance on some narrowly-
defined benchmarks (Rajpurkar et al., 2018; Has-
san et al., 2018), but is tenable only for the few
tasks with millions of training data examples. This

∗This paper supercedes “Looking for ELMo’s Friends:
Sentence-Level Pretraining Beyond Language Modeling”, an
earlier version of this work by the same authors. Correspon-
dence to: alexwang@nyu.edu
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Figure 1: Learning settings that we consider. Model
components with frozen parameters are shown in gray
and decorated with snowflakes. Top (pretraining): We
pretrain a BiLSTM on a task (left), and learn a target
task model on top of the representations it produces
(right). Middle (intermediate ELMo training): We
train a BiLSTM on top of ELMo for an intermediate
task (left). We then train a target task model on top of
the intermediate task BiLSTM and ELMo (right). Bot-
tom (intermediate BERT training): We fine-tune BERT
on an intermediate task (left), and then fine-tune the re-
sulting model again on a target task (right).

limitation has prompted interest in pretraining for
these encoders: The encoders are first trained on
outside data, and then plugged into a target task
model.

Howard and Ruder (2018), Peters et al. (2018a),
Radford et al. (2018), and Devlin et al. (2019)
establish that encoders pretrained on variants of
the language modeling task can be reused to yield
strong performance on downstream NLP tasks.
Subsequent work has homed in on language mod-
eling (LM) pretraining, finding that such mod-
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els can be productively fine-tuned on intermedi-
ate tasks like natural language inference before
transferring to downstream tasks (Phang et al.,
2018). However, we identify two open ques-
tions: (1) How effective are tasks beyond lan-
guage modeling in training reusable sentence en-
coders (2) Given the recent successes of LMs with
intermediate-task training, which tasks can be ef-
fectively combined with language modeling and
each other.

The main contribution of this paper is a large-
scale systematic study of these two questions. For
the first question, we train reusable sentence en-
coders on 19 different pretraining tasks and task
combinations and several simple baselines, us-
ing a standardized model architecture and proce-
dure for pretraining. For the second question,
we conduct additional pretraining on ELMo (Pe-
ters et al., 2018b) and BERT (Devlin et al., 2019)
with 17 different intermediate tasks and task com-
binations. We evaluate each of these encoders
on the nine target language-understanding tasks in
the GLUE benchmark (Wang et al., 2019), yield-
ing a total of 53 sentence encoders and 477 total
trained models. We measure correlation in perfor-
mance across target tasks and plot learning curves
to show the effect of data volume on both pretrain-
ing and target task training.

We find that language modeling is the most
effective pretraining task that we study. Multi-
task pretraining or intermediate task training of-
fers modest further gains. However, we see several
worrying trends:

• The margins between substantially different
pretraining tasks can be extremely small in
this transfer learning regimen and many pre-
training tasks struggle to outperform trivial
baselines.

• Many of the tasks used for intermediate task
training adversely impact the transfer ability
of LM pretraining.

• Different target tasks differ dramatically in
what kinds of pretraining they benefit most
from, but naı̈ve multitask pretraining seems
ineffective at combining the strengths of dis-
parate pretraining tasks.

These observations suggest that while scaling up
LM pretraining (as in Radford et al., 2019) is
likely the most straightforward path to further

gains, our current methods for multitask and trans-
fer learning may be substantially limiting our re-
sults.

2 Related Work

Work on reusable sentence encoders can be traced
back at least as far as the multitask model of Col-
lobert et al. (2011). Several works focused on
learning reusable sentence-to-vector encodings,
where the pretrained encoder produces a fixed-size
representation for each input sentence (Dai and
Le, 2015; Kiros et al., 2015; Hill et al., 2016; Con-
neau et al., 2017). More recent reusable sentence
encoders such as CoVe (McCann et al., 2017) and
GPT (Radford et al., 2018) instead represent sen-
tences as sequences of vectors. These methods
work well, but most use distinct pretraining objec-
tives, and none offers a substantial investigation of
the choice of objective like we conduct here.

We build on two methods for pretraining sen-
tence encoders on language modeling: ELMo and
BERT. ELMo consists of a forward and back-
ward LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997),
the hidden states of which are used to produce
a contextual vector representation for each token
in the inputted sequence. ELMo is adapted to
target tasks by freezing the model weights and
only learning a set of task-specific scalar weights
that are used to compute a linear combination of
the LSTM layers. BERT consists of a pretrained
Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017), and is adapted
to downstream tasks by fine-tuning the entire
model. Follow-up work has explored parameter-
efficient fine-tuning (Stickland and Murray, 2019;
Houlsby et al., 2019) and better target task adapta-
tion via multitask fine-tuning (Phang et al., 2018;
Liu et al., 2019), but work in this area is nascent.

The successes of sentence encoder pretrain-
ing have sparked a line of work analyzing these
models (Zhang and Bowman, 2018; Peters et al.,
2018b; Tenney et al., 2019b; Peters et al., 2019;
Tenney et al., 2019a; Liu et al., 2019, i.a.). Our
work also attempts to better understand what is
learned by pretrained encoders, but we study this
question entirely through the lens of pretraining
and fine-tuning tasks, rather than architectures or
specific linguistic capabilities. Some of our exper-
iments resemble those of Yogatama et al. (2019),
who also empirically investigate transfer perfor-
mance with limited amounts of data and find sim-
ilar evidence of catastrophic forgetting.
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Multitask representation learning in NLP is well
studied, and again can be traced back at least as
far as Collobert et al. (2011). Luong et al. (2016)
show promising results combining translation and
parsing; Subramanian et al. (2018) benefit from
multitask learning in sentence-to-vector encoding;
and Bingel and Søgaard (2017) and Changpinyo
et al. (2018) offer studies of when multitask learn-
ing is helpful for lower-level NLP tasks.

3 Transfer Paradigms

We consider two recent paradigms for transfer
learning: pretraining and intermediate training.
See Figure 1 for a graphical depiction.

Pretraining Our first set of experiments is de-
signed to systematically investigate the effective-
ness of a broad range of tasks in pretraining sen-
tence encoders. For each task, we first train a
randomly initialized model to convergence on that
pretraining task, and then train a model for a tar-
get task on top of the trained encoder. For these
experiments, we largely follow the procedure and
architecture used by ELMo rather than BERT, but
we expect similar trends with BERT-style models.

Intermediate Training Given the robust suc-
cess of LM pretraining, we explore methods of
further improving on such sentence encoders. In
particular, we take inspiration from Phang et al.
(2018), who show gains in first fine-tuning BERT
on an intermediate task, and then fine-tuning again
on a target task. Our second set of experiments
investigates which tasks can be used for interme-
diate training to augment LM pretraining. We de-
sign experiments using both pretrained ELMo and
BERT as the base encoder. When using ELMo, we
follow standard procedure and train a task-specific
LSTM and output component (e.g. MLP for clas-
sification, decoder for sequence generation, etc.)
on top of the representations produced by ELMo.
During this stage, the pretrained ELMo weights
are frozen except for a set of layer mixing weights.
When using BERT, we follow standard procedure
and train a small task-specific output component
using the [CLS] output vector while also fine-
tuning the weights of the full BERT model.

Target Task Evaluation For our pretraining and
intermediate ELMo experiments, to evaluate on a
target task, we train a target task model on top
of the representations produced by the encoder,

Task |Train| Task Type

GLUE Tasks

CoLA 8.5K acceptability
SST 67K sentiment
MRPC 3.7K paraphrase detection
QQP 364K paraphrase detection
STS 7K sentence similarity
MNLI 393K NLI
QNLI 105K QA (NLI)
RTE 2.5K NLI
WNLI 634 coreference resolution (NLI)

Outside Tasks

DisSent WT 311K discourse marker prediction
LM WT 4M language modeling
LM BWB 30M language modeling
MT En-De 3.4M translation
MT En-Ru 3.2M translation
Reddit 18M response prediction
SkipThought 4M next sentence prediction

Table 1: Tasks used for pretraining and intermediate
training of sentence encoders. We also use the GLUE
tasks as target tasks to evaluate the encoders. For the
language modeling (LM) tasks, we report the number
of sentences in the corpora.

which is again frozen throughout target task train-
ing except for a set of target-task-specific layer
mixing weights. For our intermediate BERT ex-
periments, we follow the same procedure as in in-
termediate training: We train a target-task model
using the [CLS] representation and fine-tune the
encoder throughout target task training.

We use the nine target tasks in GLUE (Wang
et al., 2019) to evaluate each of the encoders we
train. GLUE is an open-ended shared task compe-
tition and evaluation toolkit for reusable sentence
encoders, built around a set of nine sentence and
sentence pairs tasks spanning a range of dataset
sizes, paired with private test data and an online
leaderboard. We evaluate each model on each of
the nine tasks, and report the resulting scores and
the GLUE score, a macro-average over tasks.

4 Tasks

Our experiments compare encoders pretrained or
fine-tuned on a large number of tasks and task
combinations, where a task is a dataset–objective
function pair. We select these tasks either to serve
as baselines or because they have shown promise
in prior work, especially in sentence-to-vector en-
coding. See Appendix A for details and tasks we
experimented with but which did not show strong
enough performance to warrant a full evaluation.
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Random Encoder A number of recent works
have noted that randomly initialized, untrained
LSTMs can obtain surprisingly strong down-
stream task performance (Zhang and Bowman,
2018; Wieting and Kiela, 2019; Tenney et al.,
2019b). Accordingly, our pretraining and inter-
mediate ELMo experiments include a baseline of
a randomly initialized BiLSTM with no further
training. This baseline is especially strong be-
cause our ELMo-style models use a skip connec-
tion from the input of the encoder to the output,
allowing the task-specific component to see the
input representations, yielding a model similar to
Iyyer et al. (2015).

GLUE Tasks We use the nine tasks included
with GLUE as pretraining and intermediate tasks:
acceptability classification with CoLA (Warstadt
et al., 2018); binary sentiment classification with
SST (Socher et al., 2013); semantic similarity with
the MSR Paraphrase Corpus (MRPC; Dolan and
Brockett, 2005), Quora Question Pairs1 (QQP),
and STS-Benchmark (STS; Cer et al., 2017); and
textual entailment with the Multi-Genre NLI Cor-
pus (MNLI Williams et al., 2018), RTE 1, 2, 3,
and 5 (RTE; Dagan et al., 2006, et seq.), and data
from SQuAD (QNLI;2 Rajpurkar et al., 2016)
and the Winograd Schema Challenge (WNLI;
Levesque et al., 2011) recast as entailment in the
style of White et al. (2017). MNLI and QQP have
previously been shown to be effective for pretrain-
ing in other settings (Conneau et al., 2017; Sub-
ramanian et al., 2018; Phang et al., 2018). Other
tasks are included to represent a broad sample of
labeling schemes commonly used in NLP.

Outside Tasks We train language models on
two datasets: WikiText-103 (WT; Merity et al.,
2017) and Billion Word Language Model Bench-
mark (BWB; Chelba et al., 2013). Because rep-
resentations from ELMo and BERT capture left
and right context, they cannot be used in con-
junction with unidirectional language modeling,
so we exclude this task from intermediate train-
ing experiments. We train machine translation
(MT) models on WMT14 English-German (Bo-
jar et al., 2014) and WMT17 English-Russian
(Bojar et al., 2017). We train SkipThought-style
sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) models to read a

1 data.quora.com/First-Quora-Dataset-
Release-Question-Pairs

2QNLI has been re-released with updated splits since the
original release. We use the original splits.

sentence from WT and predict the following sen-
tence (Kiros et al., 2015; Tang et al., 2017). We
train DisSent models to read two clauses from WT
that are connected by a discourse marker such as
and, but, or so and predict the the discourse marker
(Jernite et al., 2017; Nie et al., 2019). Finally, we
train seq2seq models to predict the response to a
given comment from Reddit, using a previously
existing dataset obtained by a third party (available
on pushshift.io), comprised of 18M comment–
response pairs from 2008-2011. This dataset was
used by Yang et al. (2018) to train sentence en-
coders.

Multitask Learning We consider three sets of
these tasks for multitask pretraining and interme-
diate training: all GLUE tasks, all non-GLUE
(outside) tasks, and all tasks.

5 Models and Experimental Details

We implement our models using the jiant
toolkit,3 which is in turn built on AllenNLP (Gard-
ner et al., 2017) and on a public PyTorch imple-
mentation of BERT.4 Appendix A presents addi-
tional details.

Encoder Architecture For both the pretraining
and intermediate ELMo experiments, we process
words using a pretrained character-level convolu-
tional neural network (CNN) from ELMo. We use
this pretrained word encoder for pretraining exper-
iments to avoid potentially difficult issues with un-
known word handling in transfer learning.

For the pretraining experiments, these input rep-
resentations are fed to a two-layer 1024D bidirec-
tional LSTM from which we take the sequence
of hidden states from the top layer as the con-
textual representation. A task-specific model sees
both the top-layer hidden states of this model and,
through a skip connection, the input token rep-
resentations. For the intermediate ELMo experi-
ments, we compute contextual representations us-
ing the entire pretrained ELMo model, which are
passed to a similar LSTM that is then trained on
the intermediate task. We also include a skip con-
nection from the ELMo representations to the task
specific model. Our experiments with BERT use
the BASE case-sensitive version of the model.

3https://github.com/nyu-mll/jiant/
tree/bert-friends-exps

4https://github.com/huggingface/
pytorch-pretrained-BERT
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Pretr. Avg CoLA SST MRPC QQP STS MNLI QNLI RTE WNLI

Baselines

Random 68.2 16.9 84.3 77.7/85.6 83.0/80.6 81.7/82.6 73.9 79.6 57.0 31.0*
Single-Task 69.1 21.3 89.0 77.2/84.7 84.7/81.9 81.4/82.2 74.8 78.8 56.0 11.3*

GLUE Tasks as Pretraining Tasks

CoLA 68.2 21.3 85.7 75.0/83.7 85.7/82.4 79.0/80.3 72.7 78.4 56.3 15.5*
SST 68.6 16.4 89.0 76.0/84.2 84.4/81.6 80.6/81.4 73.9 78.5 58.8 19.7*
MRPC 68.2 16.4 85.6 77.2/84.7 84.4/81.8 81.2/82.2 73.6 79.3 56.7 22.5*
QQP 68.0 14.7 86.1 77.2/84.5 84.7/81.9 81.1/82.0 73.7 78.2 57.0 45.1*
STS 67.7 14.1 84.6 77.9/85.3 81.7/79.2 81.4/82.2 73.6 79.3 57.4 43.7*
MNLI 69.1 16.7 88.2 78.9/85.2 84.5/81.5 81.8/82.6 74.8 79.6 58.8 36.6*
QNLI 67.9 15.6 84.2 76.5/84.2 84.3/81.4 80.6/81.8 73.4 78.8 58.8 56.3
RTE 68.1 18.1 83.9 77.5/85.4 83.9/81.2 81.2/82.2 74.1 79.1 56.0 39.4*
WNLI 68.0 16.3 84.3 76.5/84.6 83.0/80.5 81.6/82.5 73.6 78.8 58.1 11.3*

Non-GLUE Pretraining Tasks

DisSent WT 68.6 18.3 86.6 79.9/86.0 85.3/82.0 79.5/80.5 73.4 79.1 56.7 42.3*
LM WT 70.1 30.8 85.7 76.2/84.2 86.2/82.9 79.2/80.2 74.0 79.4 60.3 25.4*
LM BWB 70.4 30.7 86.8 79.9/86.2 86.3/83.2 80.7/81.4 74.2 79.0 57.4 47.9*
MT En-De 68.1 16.7 85.4 77.9/84.9 83.8/80.5 82.4/82.9 73.5 79.6 55.6 22.5*
MT En-Ru 68.4 16.8 85.1 79.4/86.2 84.1/81.2 82.7/83.2 74.1 79.1 56.0 26.8*
Reddit 66.9 15.3 82.3 76.5/84.6 81.9/79.2 81.5/81.9 72.7 76.8 55.6 53.5*
SkipThought 68.7 16.0 84.9 77.5/85.0 83.5/80.7 81.1/81.5 73.3 79.1 63.9 49.3*

Multitask Pretraining

MTL GLUE 68.9 15.4 89.9 78.9/86.3 82.6/79.9 82.9/83.5 74.9 78.9 57.8 38.0*
MTL Non-GLUE 69.9 30.6 87.0 81.1/87.6 86.0/82.2 79.9/80.6 72.8 78.9 54.9 22.5*
MTL All 70.4 33.2 88.2 78.9/85.9 85.5/81.8 79.7/80.0 73.9 78.7 57.4 33.8*

Test Set Results

LM BWB 66.5 29.1 86.9 75.0/82.1 82.7/63.3 74.0/73.1 73.4 68.0 51.3 65.1
MTL All 68.5 36.3 88.9 77.7/84.8 82.7/63.6 77.8/76.7 75.3 66.2 53.2 65.1

Table 2: Results for pretraining experiments on development sets except where noted. Bold denotes best result
overall. Underlining denotes an average score surpassing the Random baseline. See Section 6 for discussion of
WNLI results (*).

Task-Specific Components We design task-
specific components to be as close to standard
models for each task as possible. Though different
components may have varying parameter counts,
architectures, etc., we believe that results between
tasks are still comparable and informative.

For BERT experiments we use the standard pre-
processing and pass the representation of the spe-
cial [CLS] representation to a logistic regression
classifier. For seq2seq tasks (MT, SkipThought,
pushshift.io Reddit dataset) we replace the classi-
fier with a single-layer LSTM word-level decoder
and initialize the hidden state with the [CLS] rep-
resentation.

For ELMo-style models, we use several model
types:

• Single-sentence classification tasks: We
train a linear projection over the output states
of the encoder, max-pool those projected
states, and feed the result to an MLP.

• Sentence-pair tasks: We perform the same
steps on both sentences and use the heuris-
tic feature vector [h1;h2;h1 · h2;h1 − h2] in
the MLP, following Mou et al. (2016). When
training target-task models on QQP, STS,
MNLI, and QNLI, we use a cross-sentence
attention mechanism similar to BiDAF (Seo
et al., 2017). We do not use this mechanism
in other cases as early results indicated it hurt
transfer performance.

• Seq2seq tasks (MT, SkipThought,
pushshift.io Reddit dataset): We use a
single-layer LSTM decoder where the hid-
den state is initialized with the pooled input
representation.

• Language modeling: We follow ELMo by
concatenating forward and backward models
and learning layer mixing weights.

To use GLUE tasks for pretraining or interme-
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diate training in a way that is more comparable
to outside tasks, after pretraining we discard the
learned GLUE classifier, and initialize a new clas-
sifier from scratch for target-task training.

Training and Optimization For BERT experi-
ments, we train our models with the same opti-
mizer and learning rate schedule as the original
work. For all other models, we train our mod-
els with AMSGrad (Reddi et al., 2018). We do
early stopping using development set performance
of the task we are training on. Typical experiments
(pretraining or intermediate training of an encoder
and training nine associated target-task models)
take 1–5 days to complete on an NVIDIA P100
GPU.

When training on multiple tasks, we randomly
sample a task with probability proportional to its
training data size raised to the power of 0.75. This
sampling rate is meant to balance the risks of over-
fitting small-data tasks and underfitting large ones,
and performed best in early experiments. More
extensive experiments with methods like this are
shown in Appendix C. We perform early stopping
based on an average of the tasks’ validation met-
rics.

Hyperparameters Appendix B lists the hyper-
parameter values used. As our experiments re-
quire more than 150 GPU-days on NVIDIA P100
GPUs to run—not counting debugging or learning
curves—we do not have the resources for exten-
sive tuning. Instead, we fix most hyperparameters
to commonly used values. The lack of tuning lim-
its our ability to diagnose the causes of poor per-
formance when it occurs, and we invite readers to
further refine our models using the public code.

6 Results

Tables 2 and 3 respectively show results for our
pretraining and intermediate training experiments.
The Single-Task baselines train and evaluate a
model on only the corresponding GLUE task. To
comply with GLUE’s limits on test set access,
we only evaluate the top few pretrained encoders.
For roughly comparable results in prior work, see
Wang et al. (2019) or www.gluebenchmark.
com; we omit them here in the interest of space.
As of writing, the best test result using a compa-
rable frozen pretrained encoder is 70.0 from Wang
et al. (2019) for a model similar to our GLUEE ,
and the best overall published result is 85.2 from

Liu et al. (2019) using a model similar to our
GLUEB (below), but substantially larger.

While it is not feasible to run each setting mul-
tiple times, we estimate the variance of the GLUE
score by re-running three experiments five times
each with different random seeds. We observe
σ = 0.4 for the random encoder with no pretrain-
ing, σ = 0.2 for ELMo with intermediate MNLI
training, and σ = 0.5 for BERT without inter-
mediate training. This variation is substantial but
many of our results surpass a standard deviation of
our baselines.

The WNLI dataset is both difficult and adversar-
ial: The same hypotheses can be paired with dif-
ferent premises and opposite labels in the train and
development sets, so models that overfit the train
set (which happens quickly on the tiny training set)
often show development set performance below
chance, making early stopping and model selec-
tion difficult. Few of our models reached even the
most frequent class performance (56.3), and when
evaluating models that do worse than this, we re-
place their predictions with the most frequent label
to simulate the performance achieved by not mod-
eling the task at all.

6.1 Pretraining

From Table 2, among target tasks, we find the
grammar-related CoLA task benefits dramatically
from LM pretraining: The results achieved with
LM pretraining are significantly better than the re-
sults achieved without. In contrast, the meaning-
oriented STS sees good results with several kinds
of pretraining, but does not benefit substantially
from LM pretraining.

Among pretraining tasks, language modeling
performs best, followed by MNLI. The remain-
ing pretraining tasks yield performance near that
of the random baseline. Even our single-task base-
line gets less than a one point gain over this simple
baseline. The multitask models are tied or out-
performed by models trained on one of their con-
stituent tasks, suggesting that our approach to mul-
titask learning does not reliably produce models
that productively combine the knowledge taught
by each task. However, of the two models that
perform best on the development data, the multi-
task model generalizes better than the single-task
model on test data for tasks like STS and MNLI
where the test set contains out-of-domain data.
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Intermediate Task Avg CoLA SST MRPC QQP STS MNLI QNLI RTE WNLI

ELMo with Intermediate Task Training

RandomE 70.5 38.5 87.7 79.9/86.5 86.7/83.4 80.8/82.1 75.6 79.6 61.7 33.8*
Single-TaskE 71.2 39.4 90.6 77.5/84.4 86.4/82.4 79.9/80.6 75.6 78.0 55.6 11.3*
CoLAE 71.1 39.4 87.3 77.5/85.2 86.5/83.0 78.8/80.2 74.2 78.2 59.2 33.8*
SSTE 71.2 38.8 90.6 80.4/86.8 87.0/83.5 79.4/81.0 74.3 77.8 53.8 43.7*
MRPCE 71.3 40.0 88.4 77.5/84.4 86.4/82.7 79.5/80.6 74.9 78.4 58.1 54.9*
QQPE 70.8 34.3 88.6 79.4/85.7 86.4/82.4 81.1/82.1 74.3 78.1 56.7 38.0*
STSE 71.6 39.9 88.4 79.9/86.4 86.7/83.3 79.9/80.6 74.3 78.6 58.5 26.8*
MNLIE 72.1 38.9 89.0 80.9/86.9 86.1/82.7 81.3/82.5 75.6 79.7 58.8 16.9*
QNLIE 71.2 37.2 88.3 81.1/86.9 85.5/81.7 78.9/80.1 74.7 78.0 58.8 22.5*
RTEE 71.2 38.5 87.7 81.1/87.3 86.6/83.2 80.1/81.1 74.6 78.0 55.6 32.4*
WNLIE 70.9 38.4 88.6 78.4/85.9 86.3/82.8 79.1/80.0 73.9 77.9 57.0 11.3*
DisSent WTE 71.9 39.9 87.6 81.9/87.2 85.8/82.3 79.0/80.7 74.6 79.1 61.4 23.9*
MT En-DeE 72.1 40.1 87.8 79.9/86.6 86.4/83.2 81.8/82.4 75.9 79.4 58.8 31.0*
MT En-RuE 70.4 41.0 86.8 76.5/85.0 82.5/76.3 81.4/81.5 70.1 77.3 60.3 45.1*
RedditE 71.0 38.5 87.7 77.2/85.0 85.4/82.1 80.9/81.7 74.2 79.3 56.7 21.1*
SkipThoughtE 71.7 40.6 87.7 79.7/86.5 85.2/82.1 81.0/81.7 75.0 79.1 58.1 52.1*
MTL GLUEE 72.1 33.8 90.5 81.1/87.4 86.6/83.0 82.1/83.3 76.2 79.2 61.4 42.3*
MTL Non-GLUEE 72.4 39.4 88.8 80.6/86.8 87.1/84.1 83.2/83.9 75.9 80.9 57.8 22.5*
MTL AllE 72.2 37.9 89.6 79.2/86.4 86.0/82.8 81.6/82.5 76.1 80.2 60.3 31.0*

BERT with Intermediate Task Training

Single-TaskB 78.8 56.6 90.9 88.5/91.8 89.9/86.4 86.1/86.0 83.5 87.9 69.7 56.3
CoLAB 78.3 61.3 91.1 87.7/91.4 89.7/86.3 85.0/85.0 83.3 85.9 64.3 43.7*
SSTB 78.4 57.4 92.2 86.3/90.0 89.6/86.1 85.3/85.1 83.2 87.4 67.5 43.7*
MRPCB 78.3 60.3 90.8 87.0/91.1 89.7/86.3 86.6/86.4 83.8 83.9 66.4 56.3
QQPB 79.1 56.8 91.3 88.5/91.7 90.5/87.3 88.1/87.8 83.4 87.2 69.7 56.3
STSB 79.4 61.1 92.3 88.0/91.5 89.3/85.5 86.2/86.0 82.9 87.0 71.5 50.7*
MNLIB 79.6 56.0 91.3 88.0/91.3 90.0/86.7 87.8/87.7 82.9 87.0 76.9 56.3
QNLIB 78.4 55.4 91.2 88.7/92.1 89.9/86.4 86.5/86.3 82.9 86.8 68.2 56.3
RTEB 77.7 59.3 91.2 86.0/90.4 89.2/85.9 85.9/85.7 82.0 83.3 65.3 56.3
WNLIB 76.2 53.2 92.1 85.5/90.0 89.1/85.5 85.6/85.4 82.4 82.5 58.5 56.3
DisSent WTB 78.1 58.1 91.9 87.7/91.2 89.2/85.9 84.2/84.1 82.5 85.5 67.5 43.7*
MT En-DeB 73.9 47.0 90.5 75.0/83.4 89.6/86.1 84.1/83.9 81.8 83.8 54.9 56.3
MT En-RuB 74.3 52.4 89.9 71.8/81.3 89.4/85.6 82.8/82.8 81.5 83.1 58.5 43.7*
RedditB 75.6 49.5 91.7 84.6/89.2 89.4/85.8 83.8/83.6 81.8 84.4 58.1 56.3
SkipThoughtB 75.2 53.9 90.8 78.7/85.2 89.7/86.3 81.2/81.5 82.2 84.6 57.4 43.7*
MTL GLUEB 79.6 56.8 91.3 88.0/91.4 90.3/86.9 89.2/89.0 83.0 86.8 74.7 43.7*
MTL Non-GLUEB 76.7 54.8 91.1 83.6/88.7 89.2/85.6 83.2/83.2 82.4 84.4 64.3 43.7*
MTL AllB 79.3 53.1 91.7 88.0/91.3 90.4/87.0 88.1/87.9 83.5 87.6 75.1 45.1*

Test Set Results

Non-GLUEE 69.7 34.5 89.5 78.2/84.8 83.6/64.3 77.5/76.0 75.4 74.8 55.6 65.1
MNLIB 77.1 49.6 93.2 88.5/84.7 70.6/88.3 86.0/85.5 82.7 78.7 72.6 65.1
GLUEB 77.3 49.0 93.5 89.0/85.3 70.6/88.6 85.8/84.9 82.9 81.0 71.7 34.9
BERT Base 78.4 52.1 93.5 88.9/84.8 71.2/89.2 87.1/85.8 84.0 91.1 66.4 65.1

Table 3: Results for intermediate training experiments on development sets except where noted. E and B respec-
tively denote ELMo and BERT experiments. Bold denotes best scores by section. Underlining denotes average
scores better than the single-task baseline. See Section 6 for discussion of WNLI results (*). BERT Base numbers
are from Devlin et al. (2019).

Intermediate Task Training Looking to Table
3, using ELMo uniformly improves over training
the encoder from scratch. The ELMo-augmented
random baseline is strong, lagging behind the
single-task baseline by less than a point. Most in-
termediate tasks beat the random baseline, but sev-
eral fail to significantly outperform the single-task
baseline. MNLI and English–German translation
perform best with ELMo, with SkipThought and

DisSent also beating the single-task baseline. In-
termediate multitask training on all the non-GLUE
tasks produces our best-performing ELMo model.

Using BERT consistently outperforms ELMo
and pretraining from scratch. We find that in-
termediate training on each of MNLI, QQP, and
STS leads to improvements over no intermediate
training, while intermediate training on the other
tasks harms transfer performance. The improve-
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Figure 2: Learning curves (log scale) showing overall GLUE scores for encoders pretrained to convergence with
varying amounts of data, shown for pretraining (left) and intermediate ELMo (center) and BERT (right) training.

Task Avg CoLA SST STS QQP MNLI QNLI

CoLA 0.86 1.00
SST 0.60 0.25 1.00
MRPC 0.39 0.21 0.34
STS -0.36 -0.60 0.01 1.00
QQP 0.61 0.61 0.27 -0.58 1.00
MNLI 0.54 0.16 0.66 0.40 0.08 1.00
QNLI 0.43 0.13 0.26 0.04 0.27 0.56 1.00
RTE 0.34 0.08 0.16 -0.10 0.04 0.14 0.32
WNLI -0.21 -0.21 -0.37 0.31 -0.37 -0.07 -0.26

Table 4: Pearson correlations between performances on
a subset of all pairs of target tasks, measured over all
runs reported in Table 2. The Avg column shows the
correlation between performance on a target task and
the overall GLUE score. For QQP and STS, the corre-
lations are computed respectively using F1 and Pearson
correlation. Negative correlations are underlined.

ments gained via STS, a small-data task, versus
the negative impact of fairly large-data tasks (e.g.
QNLI), suggests that the benefit of intermediate
training is not solely due to additional training,
but that the signal provided by the intermediate
task complements the original language model-
ing objective. Intermediate training on generation
tasks such as MT and SkipThought significantly
impairs BERT’s transfer ability. We speculate that
this degradation may be due to catastrophic for-
getting in fine-tuning for a task substantially dif-
ferent from the tasks BERT was originally trained
on. This phenomenon might be mitigated in our
ELMo models via the frozen encoder and skip
connection. On the test set, we lag slightly behind
the BERT base results from Devlin et al. (2019),
likely due in part to our limited hyperparameter
tuning.

7 Analysis and Discussion

Target Task Correlations Table 4 presents an
alternative view of the results of the pretraining
experiment (Table 2): The table shows correla-
tions between pairs of target tasks over the space
of pretrained encoders. The correlations reflect
the degree to which the performance on one tar-
get task with some encoder predicts performance
on another target task with the same encoder. See
Appendix D for the full table and similar tables for
intermediate ELMo and BERT experiments.

Many correlations are low, suggesting that dif-
ferent tasks benefit from different forms of pre-
training to a substantial degree, and bolstering the
observation that no single pretraining task yields
good performance on all target tasks. For reasons
noted earlier, the models that tended to perform
best overall also tended to overfit the WNLI train-
ing set most, leading to a negative correlation be-
tween WNLI and overall GLUE score. STS also
shows a negative correlation, likely due to the ob-
servation that it does not benefit from LM pretrain-
ing. In contrast, CoLA shows a strong correla-
tion with the overall GLUE scores, but has weak
or negative correlations with many tasks: The use
of LM pretraining dramatically improves CoLA
performance, but most other forms of pretraining
have little effect.

Learning Curves Figure 2 shows performance
on the overall GLUE metric for encoders pre-
trained to convergence on each task with vary-
ing amounts of data. Looking at pretraining tasks
in isolation (left), most tasks improve slightly as
the amount of data increases, with the LM and
MT tasks showing the most promising combina-
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tion of slope and maximum performance. Com-
bining these tasks with ELMo (center) or BERT
(right) yields less interpretable results: the rela-
tionship between training data volume and perfor-
mance becomes weaker, and some of the best re-
sults reported in this paper are achieved by mod-
els that combine ELMo with restricted-data ver-
sions of intermediate tasks like MNLI and QQP.
This effect is amplified with BERT, with train-
ing data volume having unclear or negative rela-
tionships with performance for many tasks. With
large datasets for generation tasks, we see clear ev-
idence of catastrophic forgetting with performance
sharply decreasing in amount of training data.

We also measure the performance of target task
performance for three fully pretrained encoders
under varying amounts of target task data. We find
that all tasks benefit from increasing data quanti-
ties, with no obvious diminishing returns, and that
most tasks see a consistent improvement in per-
formance with the use of pretraining, regardless of
the data volume. We present these learning curves
in Appendix E.

Results on the GLUE Diagnostic Set On
GLUE’s analysis dataset, we find that many of
our pretraining tasks help on examples involv-
ing lexical-semantic knowledge and logical opera-
tions, but less so on examples that highlight world
knowledge. See Appendix F for details.

8 Conclusions

We present a systematic comparison of tasks and
task combinations for the pretraining and interme-
diate fine-tuning of sentence-level encoders like
those seen in ELMo and BERT. With nearly 60
pretraining tasks and task combinations and nine
target tasks, this represents a far more comprehen-
sive study than any seen on this problem to date.

Our primary results are perhaps unsurprising:
LM works well as a pretraining task, and no other
single task is consistently better. Intermediate
training of language models can yield modest fur-
ther gains. Multitask pretraining can produce re-
sults better than any single task can. Target task
performance continues to improve with more LM
data, even at large scales, suggesting that further
work scaling up LM pretraining is warranted.

We also observe several worrying trends. Target
tasks differ significantly in the pretraining tasks
they benefit from, with correlations between target
tasks often low or negative. Multitask pretrain-

ing fails to reliably produce models better than
their best individual components. When trained
on intermediate tasks like MT that are highly dif-
ferent than its original training task, BERT shows
signs of catastrophic forgetting. These trends sug-
gest that improving on LM pretraining with cur-
rent techniques will be challenging.

While further work on language modeling
seems straightforward and worthwhile, we believe
that the future of this line of work will require a
better understanding of the settings in which target
task models can effectively utilize outside knowl-
edge and data, and new methods for pretraining
and transfer learning to do so.
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Abstract

In this work, we focus on complex question
semantic parsing and propose a novel Hierar-
chical Semantic Parsing (HSP) method, which
utilizes the decompositionality of complex
questions for semantic parsing. Our model
is designed within a three-stage parsing archi-
tecture based on the idea of decomposition-
integration. In the first stage, we propose
a question decomposer which decomposes a
complex question into a sequence of sub-
questions. In the second stage, we design
an information extractor to derive the type
and predicate information of these questions.
In the last stage, we integrate the generated
information from previous stages and gener-
ate a logical form for the complex question.
We conduct experiments on COMPLEXWE-
BQUESTIONS which is a large scale com-
plex question semantic parsing dataset, results
show that our model achieves significant im-
provement compared to state-of-the-art meth-
ods.

1 Introduction

Semantic parsing is a task which maps natural
language utterances into logical forms such as
SQL queries that can be executed based on re-
lational databases or knowledge bases directly.
Semantic parsing is a long-standing and difficult
problem in natural language processing. In re-
cent studies, researchers usually treat natural lan-
guage descriptions/questions as input and use dif-
ferent sequence-to-sequence frameworks to gener-
ate logical forms (Xu et al., 2017; Dong and Lap-
ata, 2016). However, these methods ignore the de-
compositionality of a complex question which is
usually composed of a set of sub-questions, the un-
derstanding of each sub-question could contribute
to the semantic parsing of the original complex
question.

Figure 1 gives an example of a complex ques-
tion and its logical form. The related sub-
questions in stage-1 and the corresponding pred-
icate (relation) information of each sub-question
in stage-2 could help to obtain the logical form of
the complex question in stage-3.

Stage 1 :

Stage 2 :

Stage 3 :

When was Obama’s daughter born?

Who is Obama’s daughter? When was #entity# born?

people.person.children people.person.date_of_birth

Question:

QD

IE

SP

Figure 1: Example of question decomposition(QD), in-
formation extraction(IE) and semantic parsing(SP).

Question decomposition is important and many
previous work utilize the decompositionality of
complex questions to help question understand-
ing. Kalyanpur et al. (2012) propose to use a suite
of decomposition rules for question decomposi-
tion. The drawback of rule-based methods is that
it needs experts to design rules and the rules are
usually with low coverage and hard to be extended
to other domains and tasks. Talmor and Berant
(2018) propose a neural question decomposition
approach to answer complex questions. They use
the pointer network (Vinyals et al., 2015) to gen-
erate splitting points in the complex question and
separate the complex question into a sequence of
simple questions. This neural-based method alle-
viates the cost of manually designed rules or fea-
tures. However, sometimes decomposing a com-
plex question by splitting points may not find best
sub-questions, and thus lose some information.
For example, the sub-question “Who is Obama’s
daughter?’ can not be generated by the splitting
points of the complex question in Figure 1. To
address the above problem, we propose to use a
more flexible neural generative question decom-
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poser to directly generate complete and natural
sub-questions based on an input complex question,
without word order and content restrictions.

To parse a complex question into its corre-
sponding logical form, we propose a hierarchical
semantic parsing (HSP) model which is designed
as a hierarchical neural sequence-to-sequence ar-
chitecture. The underline idea of our HSP model
is decomposition and integration. Specifically, as
shown in Figure 1, our HSP model first decom-
poses a complex question into sub-question se-
quence with a question decomposer (QD), and
then extracts key semantic information based on
the generated sub-questions and the original com-
plex question with an information extractor (IE).
Finally, HSP model integrates the previously gen-
erated auxiliary information and generates the log-
ical form of the complex question. Our HSP
model can be seen as a multi-stage reasoning pro-
cess, with each stage focusing on different level of
information and reducing the search space of log-
ical forms step-by-step by integrating previously
generated information.

The main contributions of this paper are three-
fold:

1. We propose an effective and flexible question
decomposition method;

2. We propose a hierarchical semantic pars-
ing model based on a sequence-to-sequence
paradigm which incorporates a question de-
composer and an information extractor;

3. Experimental results demonstrate that the
proposed model achieves a significant im-
provement in semantic parsing performance.

2 Related Work

2.1 Semantic Parsing

Typically, traditional semantic parsing models
(Zettlemoyer and Collins, 2005; Mooney, 2007;
Liang et al., 2011; Cai and Yates, 2013; Artzi et al.,
2013; Kwiatkowski et al., 2013; Berant et al.,
2014; Yih et al., 2015; Yao, 2015) are learned
based on carefully designed features. For instance,
Kwiatkowski et al. (2011) propose a combinatory
categorical grammar induction technique for se-
mantic parsing with different levels of features.
Liang et al. (2011); Reddy et al. (2014) build se-
mantic parsers without relying on logical form an-
notations but through distant supervision. Xiao

et al. (2016); Yin and Neubig (2017) use syntax
information to improve semantic parsing models.
Fan et al. (2017) apply a transfer learning method
in semantic parsing. To alleviate the cost of feature
engineering, neural semantic parsing approaches
have attracted significant attention (Jia and Liang,
2016; Dong and Lapata, 2016; Herzig and Berant,
2017; Gardner et al., 2018; Goldman et al., 2018;
Chen et al., 2018; Dong et al., 2018; Dong and
Lapata, 2018). For example, Jia and Liang (2016)
propose a framework to introduce data recombi-
nation and train a sequence-to-sequence model for
semantic parsing. Dong and Lapata (2018) pro-
pose to firstly parse a question to a coarse logi-
cal form then a fine-grained one based on a neu-
ral architecture. However, these approaches miss
the opportunity to utilize question decomposition
information for complex question semantic pars-
ing. In this work, we leverage a sequence-to-
sequence architecture and design a neural hierar-
chical sequence-to-sequence model to capture the
syntactic structure, e.g., question decomposition
information of complex questions.

2.2 Question Decomposition

Question decomposition has been successfully
used in complex question answering (Kalyanpur
et al., 2012; Iyyer et al., 2016; Talmor and Be-
rant, 2018; Song et al., 2018). Kalyanpur et al.
(2012) propose a framework using decomposi-
tion rules to identify facts in complex questions
based on lexicon-syntactic features. The model
then leverages the identified facts alone with a
question rewriting component and a candidate re-
ranker to generate final ranked answer list. Their
work rely on feature engineering and manually de-
signed rules which is difficult to be adapted to ap-
plications in other domains. Iyyer et al. (2016)
propose a method for complex question answer-
ing based on tables. To answer complex ques-
tions, they split each complex question into several
inter-related simple questions by crowd-sourcing,
and design an end-to-end neural model to predict
the answer based on the simple questions. Talmor
and Berant (2018) propose a splitting-based ques-
tion decomposition model to find splitting points
in the original complex question and decompose
it into a sequence of sub-questions. They then
use a machine reading comprehension method to
get the answers of each sub-question and com-
pose the answers to obtain answer of the complex
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Question When was Obama’s daughter born?
DR Who is Obama’s daughter? # When was #entity# born?
SR composition # people.person.children # people.person.date of birth

Table 1: Example of intermediate representations, #entity# in one sub-question represents a placeholder, and the
real word is filled in by the answer of another sub-question.

question. Sub-questions obtained by this method
are usually incomplete. In this work, we pro-
pose a neural generative question decomposition
approach to directly generate complete and natu-
ral sub-questions, which also improves the perfor-
mance of complex question semantic parsing.

3 Model

In this section, we introduce the architecture of
our hierarchical semantic parsing model. The
model receives complex question inputs and gen-
erates logical forms. It combines the sequence-
to-sequence paradigm with a hierarchical parsing
mechanism in a differentiable way and can be
trained end-to-end.

3.1 Model Overview

Our model treats complex questions and logical
forms as sequences, learns to generate logical
forms for questions. We denote a complex ques-
tion as x = {x1, · · · , x|x|}, and logical form as
y = {y1, · · · , y|y|}.

To better model and generate logical forms,
our model utilizes two types of intermediate rep-
resentations: the decomposed representation(DR)
and the semantic representation(SR). DR consists
of decomposed simple questions and SR contains
key information of the original complex ques-
tion including question type and all predicates
in the question. An example of the two inter-
mediate representations format is shown in Ta-
ble 1. Decomposed representation is denoted as
z = {z1, · · · , z|z|} and semantic representation is
denoted as w = {w1, · · · , w|w|}. Each training
sample is a < x, y, z, w > quad.

3.2 Basic Architecture

First we illustrate the basic structure of our model:
a parsing unit. A parsing unit consists of an
encoder network and a decoder network, based
on the multi-head attention encoder/decoder of
Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017). Its input has
two parts: the input sequence and additional in-
formation, and the output is the parsed target se-

quence. The input sequence and target sequence
are text utterances, and additional information is
a sequence of vectors representing encoding for
some kind of auxiliary information.

In this subsection, we represent the in-
put sequence of the paring unit as a =
{a1, · · · , a|a|}, input additional information as e =
{e1, · · · , e|e|}, ei ∈ Rn, and output sequence as
o = {o1, · · · , o|o|}.

3.2.1 Encoder
On the encoder side, the parsing unit encodes the
input sequence a to context aware representation
h = {h1, · · · , h|a|}, hi ∈ Rm. We introduce the
Transformer encoder (Vaswani et al., 2017) here.

The encoder first maps the sequence to word
representations and then generates the output us-
ing a L layer Transformer encoder. The total pro-
cess is denoted by:

h = fenc(a) = fproc
enc (f emb

enc (a)) (1)

3.2.2 Decoder
The decoder receives encoder output h and input
additional information e, first fuses the two en-
coded representations by concatenating them to
get fused representation [h, e].

At decoder time step t, with fused represen-
tation [h, e] and previous decoded output o<t =
{o1, · · · , ot−1}, decoder calculates conditional
probability P (ot|o<t, [h, e]).

First decoder embedding function f emb
dec maps

previous decoder outputs o<t to word embeddings
and add positional encoding to get decoder word
representations. Like the encoder, decoder also
stacks L identical layer and the word representa-
tions are then fed to these layers along with fused
representation [h, e]. If we represent the l-th layer
output vector of position j as kl

j and represent l-th
layer previous output as kl

≤j = {kl
1, · · · , kl

j}, the
decoder layer output is kl

j = Layer(kl−1
≤j , [h, e]).

Given the last layer output kL
j , the probability

of current word P j
vocab(w) on target vocabulary
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Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3

Figure 2: Model Overview, L1, L2, L3 represent length of the corresponding decoder’s output, and N repre-
sents the decoder layer number. Yellow rectangles denote input and output sequence, orange rectangles denote
intermediate output utterances, and gray ones are encoded representations. DR and SR represent decomposed
representation and semantic representation respectively.

V = {w1, · · · , w|v|} is calculated as the following
equation, where Wo, bo is parameters:

P j
vocab(w) = Softmax(Wo · aL

j + bo) (2)

The decode process is triggered with the start
of sequence token “[BOS]” and terminated on the
end of sequence token “[EOS]”.

3.2.3 Copy Mechanism
To tackle out-of-vocabulary words, we incorporate
copy mechanism (Gu et al., 2016) in the decoder.

At decode time step t, first we calculate the at-
tention distribution over source sequence a using
the bilinear dot product of last layer decoder out-
put kL

t and encoder output h, as Eq. 3 4 shows.

ui
t = kL

t Wqhi (3)

αt = Softmax(ut) (4)

Then we calculate copy probability P t
copy ∈

[0, 1] as following equation. Wq, Wg, bg are learn-
able parameters:

P t
copy = σ(Wg · [kL

t , h, e] + bg) (5)

Using P t
copy we calculate the weighted sum of

copy probability and generation probability to get
the final predicted probability of extended vocab-
ulary V + X , where X is set of out of vocabulary
words in source sequence a:

Pt(w) = (1 − P t
copy)Pvocab(w) + P t

copy

∑

i:wi=w

αi
t

(6)
The decoding process is formulated by Eq. 7.

Note here that we use f t
dec to represent one time

step of the decoder with the copy mechanism pro-
cess. For brevity we roll all time steps of the de-
coder, using Eq. 8 to denote P (b|[h, e]).

ot = f t
dec(f

emb
dec (o<t), [h, e]) (7)

o = fdec([h, e]) (8)

Following is the loss function of the basic archi-
tecture with parameters θ, b∗

t is the target word in
time step t:

L(θ) =
1

T

T∑

t=1

− log P (ot = o∗
t |a, e, o<t) (9)

3.3 Hierarchical Semantic Parsing
We now introduce HSP based on the above basic
architecture, HSP is a bottom up multi-stage pars-
ing process. Figure 2 illustrates the typical three
stage HSP structure of our model, each stage pro-
cess is similar to the basic architecture we elabo-
rate above.

As illustrated in the model overview subsec-
tion, we denote the input question as x and the
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output logical form as y. The train objective of
the basic architecture in Eq. 9 directly minimizes
the cross entropy between conditional probabil-
ity P (y|x) and true probability of target sequence
P (y∗). HSP mechanism turns the process into a
multi-stage process by splitting the objective to
several conditional probabilities’ products. For
our three stage HSP model shown in Figure 2,
the objective is P (y|x, z, w)P (w|x, z)P (z|x), in
which z and w represent decomposed representa-
tion and semantic representation respectively.

3.3.1 Question Decomposer
On the first stage of HSP, we design a question
decomposer to decompose the complex question
to simple question sequences. The input of the
question decomposer is the complex question x,
and the output is the decomposed representation z.
The model first maps the input x to context aware
representations h using the question encoder h =
fenc1(x), at this stage no additional information
is given, so fused representation is identical to
h. Then with a decomposed decoder, the decom-
posed representation is predicted: z = fdec1(h).
In Figure 2 the decoding process is unrolled to
time steps and surrounded by a dotted frame, at
each time step previous outputs are shifted right
and fed into the decoder. The beginning of the blue
line pointing to the decoder is fused representation
used by the decoder, for question decomposer it is
the question embedding.

3.3.2 Information Extractor
The second stage of HSP extracts key information
of complex questions, from the complex question
itself and the decomposed simple questions. The
input sequence of the information extractor is de-
composed representation, additional information
is question embedding, and the target output se-
quence is semantic representation. The encoder
process encodes decomposed representation z us-
ing sub-question encoder: hz = fenc2(z). The
fused representation [h, hz] is then fed into the se-
mantic decoder to decode semantic representation:
w = fdec2([h, hz]). In Figure 2, the ⊕ notation on
the top denotes the representation fusing process.

3.3.3 Semantic Parser
The final stage of the HSP model is a seman-
tic parser. It receives the context aware embed-
ding of complex question and decomposed repre-
sentation, and semantic representation sequence.

It encodes the semantic representation hw =
fenc3(w), concatenates the three part of represen-
tation [h, hw, hz], and logical form are predicted
conditioned upon the fusing representation: y =
fdec3([h, hw, hz]).

While the loss function of the basic architec-
ture is as shown in Eq. 9, the training objective
of HSP model is to minimize following loss func-
tions as Eq. 10, where L1 = − log P (z|x), L2 =
− log P (w|x, z) and L3 = − log P (y|x, z, w) de-
notes losses of three stages. λ1, λ2 in the equation
are two hyperparameters.

LHSP (θ) = λ1 · L1 + λ2 · L2 + L3 (10)

During inference, the model uses a three stage
inference process, first getting the prediction of
decomposed representation ẑ = argmaxzP (z|x),
and then predicting semantic representation ŵ =
argmaxwP (w|x, z), finally predicting logical
form ŷ = argmaxyP (y|x, z, w). Each sequence
is obtained using a greedy search method like
beam search.

From a cognitive view, HSP can be seen as an-
other form of attention mechanism, it helps the
model concentrate on the most important seman-
tic part first, and fills other skeletons step by step.
From the point of modeling, HSP simplifies the
generation by splitting the semantic part with log-
ical form grammars, which simplifies the model-
ing task of each process. The HSP mechanism can
also be regarded as a kind of information flow, the
information parsed on the previous stages can pro-
vide a soft constraint for the generation process at
a later stage.

Note that we just introduce one particular form
of HSP for semantic parsing in this section. HSP
is actually a mechanism that is highly flexible;
its structure can be applied to any sequence-to-
sequence framework and used in many structured
sequence generation tasks.

4 Experiment

4.1 Settings

During our experiments, we build a vocabulary
for complex questions, all intermediate represen-
tations and logical forms. The vocabulary con-
tains up to 30K words, constructed from all words
with more than 4 occurrences in the corpus. All
out-of-vocabulary words are represented by UNK.
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Our model uses pre-trained 6B tokens 300 di-
mensional Glove word embeddings (Pennington
et al., 2014), for vocabulary words which do not
have pre-trained embeddings(including three spe-
cial words: UNK, BOS and EOS), we assign them
uniform randomized values. During training, we
update all word embeddings.

Our model also uses a pre-trained Stanford-
CoreNLP POS model (Manning et al., 2014) in
the encoder embedding process. We use categor-
ical POS annotations and map them to POS em-
bedding vectors of dimension 30, the POS embed-
ding vectors are initialized from uniform distri-
bution U(−0.1, 0.1) and updated during training.
The POS embeddings are concatenated with word
embeddings to generate word representations.

We fix hidden size of all encoder and decoder
units to 300. The encoder and decoder of all HSP
models are stacked by 6 identical layers. We train
the model using Adam optimizer with β1 = 0.9,
β2 = 0.98 and ε = 10−9 and use dynamic learn-
ing rate during training process. For regulariza-
tion, we use dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) and
label smoothing (Szegedy et al., 2016) in our mod-
els and set the dropout rate to 0.2, set the label
smoothing value to 0.1.

During training, we train our models using
minibatches of 128 samples, all models are trained
for at most 20,000 steps, selecting the best model
based on development set performance. After one
model is trained, we use beam search of beam size
16 to generate logical form sequences.

The implementations of our model would be re-
leased for further study1.

4.2 Dataset

To evaluate the performance of our model on se-
mantic parsing, we conduct experiments on Com-
plexWebQuestions(v1.0) dataset (Talmor and Be-
rant, 2018) released here2, which is built on the
WebQuestions dataset (Berant et al., 2014) and
consists of samples of complex question, decom-
posed question sequence and sparql format logi-
cal form. ComplexWebQuestions is a large scale
semantic parsing dataset and contains 27734 train-
ing samples, 3480 development and 3475 test sam-
ples.

The dataset has four types of complex
questions: composition (46.7%), conjunctions

1https://github.com/cairohy/hsp
2https://www.tau-nlp.org/compwebq

(42.4%), superlatives (5.3%) and comparatives
(5.6%). Each question is either the combination
of two simple questions, or an extension of a sim-
ple question. We identify entities in logical forms
and replace them with placeholders during train-
ing and inference.

4.3 Results

We measure model performance by calculating the
accuracy of generated logical forms, and compare
performance of our approach(HSP) with various
competitive baselines. In table 2, SP Unit de-
note for the semantic parsing unit, it uses the ba-
sic structure of HSP model with no intermediate
representations, cooperates POS embedding, copy
mechanism and Glove word embedding together
with the Transformer.

Table 2 presents all models’ accuracy on de-
velopment and test set. Note that we treat SP
Unit as the performance baseline and calculate
other models’ accuracy gain or decline compared
to it, recorded in parentheses in the table. SP
Unit gets 59.91% accuracy on test set, 8.91%
higher than Pointer-Generator which matches 51%
golden sparql queries. We also observe that the
performances of SEQ2SEQ and SEQ2TREE are
lower than Pointer-Generator, the two models get
47.3% and 49.68% accuracy on test set. We think
the reason is that Pointer-Generator’s copy mech-
anism helps logical form generation. Transformer
achieves 53.41% on the test set which is also
6.5% lower than SP Unit but higher than Pointer-
Generator. This group of experiment proves
that semantic parsing on ComplexWebQuestions
is difficult for traditional sequence-to-sequence
models, and SP Unit is more effective than some
previous systems. The reason is that by combining
self-attention with copy mechanism, POS embed-
ding and other modules, SP Unit has good model-
ing ability for logical forms of complex questions.

Coarse2Fine obtains 53.52% accuracy on the
test set which is 1.84% lower than SP Unit. Our
HSP model outperforms SP Unit by 6.27% ac-
curacy which is a wide margin (with SP Unit as
a baseline, the relative improvement of HSP is
10.5%). It proves the effectiveness of HSP mecha-
nism. Compared to other neural semantic parsing
models, HSP achieves significant improvement,
proving that incorporate sub-questions and key in-
formation together boost logical form generation
effectively. We think the key reason is that ques-
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Model Dev (%) Relative perf Test (%) Relative perf
SEQ2SEQ (Dong and Lapata, 2016) 50.22 -11.47 47.30 -12.61
SEQ2TREE (Dong and Lapata, 2016) 51.87 -9.82 49.68 -10.23
PointerGenerator (See et al., 2017) 53.10 -8.59 51.00 -8.91
Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) 56.78 -4.91 53.41 -6.50
Coarse2Fine (Dong and Lapata, 2018) 58.59 -3.10 58.07 -1.84
SP Unit 61.69 / 59.91 /
HSP w/o DR 66.09 +4.40 63.16 +3.25
HSP w/o SR 67.32 +5.63 64.48 +4.57
HSP(Switch) 68.13 +6.44 65.29 +5.38
HSP 68.79 +7.10 66.18 +6.27

Table 2: Logical form accuracy on development and test set of ComplexWebQuestions dataset. The second column
and forth column of the table show relative performance compared to the SP Unit on dev set and test set separately.

tion decomposition turns the complex question
into simple questions and then solves simple ques-
tions in a divide-and-conquer manner, which sim-
plify representation learning process of the model
in each stage.

4.3.1 Ablation Analysis

As the above part of Table 2 shows, we conduct an
ablation study on HSP to analyze the importance
of each component in HSP. We use four HSP ab-
lation models for experiments. HSP(Switch): A
three stage model which switches the order of in-
termediate parsing targets, first parsing semantic
representation and then decomposing the original
question; HSP w/o SR: HSP without semantic rep-
resentation, HSP degrades to a two stage model;
HSP w/o DR: Remove decomposed representa-
tion from HSP, it degrades to a two stage model;
SP Unit: Remove all intermediate representations,
HSP degrades to SP Unit.

First, we compare the HSP model with
HSP(Switch), we observe that HSP outperforms
HSP(Switch) by 0.89%, suggesting that parsing
the intermediate representations in a bottom up
way is more effective. Then we analyze the effect
of different intermediate representations by re-
moving semantic representation or sub-questions
from HSP, resulting in performance degradation
of 1.7% and 3.02% separately. Results prove that
the question decomposition stage is most critical
in HSP process. Finally, without any intermediate
representations(the model degrades to a SP unit
model), performance drops by 6.27% compared to
our full HSP model.

4.4 Discussion and Analysis

4.4.1 Performance on Different Question
Types

To evaluate the impact of question types on model
performances, we calculate logical form accuracy
on each type of questions of test set. Results are
shown in Figure 3. Note that the test set consists
of roughly 45% composition questions, 45% con-
junction questions, 5% comparative questions and
5% superlative questions.
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Figure 3: Model performances on different question
types.

As Figure 3 shows, HSP has highest accuracy
on the four type of question samples among the
three models. Moreover, the accuracy of Trans-
former on composition and conjunction questions
is comparable to that of Coarse2Fine and lower
than HSP, showing that the HSP mechanism helps
improve modeling capability. Finally, compared
to Transformer, the accuracy of Coarse2Fine and
HSP in comparative and superlative questions has
been significantly improved, because these two
models utilize additional information to enhance
the robustness of the model, thus obtaining better
results on types with much fewer training samples.
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Figure 4: Model performances with different amount
of training data.

4.4.2 Performance on Different Training
Data Volumes

In Figure 4, we depict the trends of test set accu-
racy with different portions of training data. The
results of this experiment demonstrate that the per-
formance of the HSP exceeds the other two base-
lines, regardless of the amount of training data.
Moreover, as training data volume increases, the
performance improvement that HSP can achieve
is higher than the other two models. We think the
reason is that as the training resources increase,
HSP learns better question decomposer and infor-
mation extractor and generates more accurate sub-
questions and key information, which help HSP
semantic parser to obtain better logical form re-
sults.

4.5 Question Decomposition Results

To further evaluate the effectiveness and gener-
alization ability of our HSP model, we conduct
question decomposition experiment with an HSP
model variant and compare its performance to sev-
eral neural models. We use case-insensitive Bleu-
4 (Papineni et al., 2002) and Rouge-L (Lin, 2004)
as evaluation metrics for question decomposition.
For all models, the input is the complex question,
and the output is decomposed sub-question se-
quence with the same format as decomposed rep-
resentation.

Table 3 shows the question decomposition re-
sults of different models. PointerNetwork refers
to the model (Talmor and Berant, 2018) on split-
ting the complex question into sub-questions us-
ing splitting points predicted by a pointer network
model (Vinyals et al., 2015). HSP(SR) refers to
a two-stage HSP model for which we use seman-
tic representation as intermediate representation.
We observe that compared to PointerNetwork, the
other two models obtain much better results, prov-

Model Dev Test
PointerNetwork 31.3 / 55.2 31.9 / 55.7
PointerGenerator 55.5 / 69.3 55.0 / 69.0
HSP(SR) 81.2 / 90.6 78.9 / 88.7
w/o SR 78.9 / 88.5 76.3 / 86.8
w/o POS 78.3 / 88.1 75.8 / 86.3
w/o Glove 77.2 / 87.4 75.4 / 85.6
w/o Copy 73.7 / 86.5 71.3 / 84.6

Table 3: Bleu-4/Rouge-L scores on ComplexWe-
bQuestions dataset, question decomposition task.

ing that compared to decomposing complex ques-
tion by finding splitting points in the question, our
neural generative question decomposer is more ef-
fective. The Pointer-Generator follows the set-
tings in semantic parsing experiments, and it ob-
tains 55.0 Bleu-4 and 69.0 Rouge-L scores, which
are lower than HSP. With the help of semantic
representation and HSP model, HSP(SR) achieves
81.2/90.6 Bleu-4/Rouge-L scores on the test set,
much higher than the two baselines.

We also perform ablation experiments on ques-
tion decomposition to measure the impact of dif-
ferent modules, the results are also shown in Ta-
ble 3. We examine four main modules in the
HSP model: semantic representation(SR), POS
embedding(POS), pre-trained Glove word embed-
ding(Glove) and copy mechanism(Copy), and in-
crementally remove these modules from HSP(SR).
Results show that without semantic representation
in HSP, the model’s Bleu-4 score decreases 2.6
points and the Rouge-L score decreases 1.9 points.
The decrease of Bleu-4 score by removing HSP is
only lower than removing the copy mechanism(4.1
points), and Rouge degradation is highest among
the four ablation models. It indicates that HSP
mechanism is vital for the model.

5 Conclusion

In this work, we propose a novel hierarchical se-
mantic parsing (HSP) model based on sequence-
to-sequence paradigm. Experiments show that
compared to several previous systems, HSP ef-
fectively improves performance. We also design
a neural generative question decomposer which
achieves much higher performance than splitting-
based question decomposition approach. Further
experiments also prove that the proposed neural
generative question decomposer also benefits from
the HSP mechanism.
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Abstract

In this paper, we present a Multi-Task Deep
Neural Network (MT-DNN) for learning rep-
resentations across multiple natural language
understanding (NLU) tasks. MT-DNN not
only leverages large amounts of cross-task
data, but also benefits from a regularization ef-
fect that leads to more general representations
to help adapt to new tasks and domains. MT-
DNN extends the model proposed in Liu et al.
(2015) by incorporating a pre-trained bidirec-
tional transformer language model, known as
BERT (Devlin et al., 2018). MT-DNN ob-
tains new state-of-the-art results on ten NLU
tasks, including SNLI, SciTail, and eight out of
nine GLUE tasks, pushing the GLUE bench-
mark to 82.7% (2.2% absolute improvement)
1. We also demonstrate using the SNLI and Sc-
iTail datasets that the representations learned
by MT-DNN allow domain adaptation with
substantially fewer in-domain labels than the
pre-trained BERT representations. The code
and pre-trained models are publicly available
at https://github.com/namisan/mt-dnn.

1 Introduction

Learning vector-space representations of text, e.g.,
words and sentences, is fundamental to many nat-
ural language understanding (NLU) tasks. Two
popular approaches are multi-task learning and
language model pre-training. In this paper we
combine the strengths of both approaches by
proposing a new Multi-Task Deep Neural Network
(MT-DNN).

Multi-Task Learning (MTL) is inspired by hu-
man learning activities where people often apply
the knowledge learned from previous tasks to help
learn a new task (Caruana, 1997; Zhang and Yang,
2017). For example, it is easier for a person who
knows how to ski to learn skating than the one who

∗Equal Contribution.
1As of February 25, 2019 on the latest GLUE test set.

does not. Similarly, it is useful for multiple (re-
lated) tasks to be learned jointly so that the knowl-
edge learned in one task can benefit other tasks.
Recently, there is a growing interest in applying
MTL to representation learning using deep neu-
ral networks (DNNs) (Collobert et al., 2011; Liu
et al., 2015; Luong et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2018;
Guo et al., 2018; Ruder12 et al., 2019) for two
reasons. First, supervised learning of DNNs re-
quires large amounts of task-specific labeled data,
which is not always available. MTL provides an
effective way of leveraging supervised data from
many related tasks. Second, the use of multi-task
learning profits from a regularization effect via al-
leviating overfitting to a specific task, thus making
the learned representations universal across tasks.

In contrast to MTL, language model pre-
training has shown to be effective for learning
universal language representations by leveraging
large amounts of unlabeled data. A recent sur-
vey is included in Gao et al. (2018). Some of
the most prominent examples are ELMo (Peters
et al., 2018), GPT (Radford et al., 2018) and BERT
(Devlin et al., 2018). These are neural network
language models trained on text data using unsu-
pervised objectives. For example, BERT is based
on a multi-layer bidirectional Transformer, and is
trained on plain text for masked word prediction
and next sentence prediction tasks. To apply a
pre-trained model to specific NLU tasks, we often
need to fine-tune, for each task, the model with
additional task-specific layers using task-specific
training data. For example, Devlin et al. (2018)
shows that BERT can be fine-tuned this way to
create state-of-the-art models for a range of NLU
tasks, such as question answering and natural lan-
guage inference.

We argue that MTL and language model pre-
training are complementary technologies, and can
be combined to improve the learning of text rep-
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resentations to boost the performance of various
NLU tasks. To this end, we extend the MT-DNN
model originally proposed in Liu et al. (2015)
by incorporating BERT as its shared text encod-
ing layers. As shown in Figure 1, the lower lay-
ers (i.e., text encoding layers) are shared across
all tasks, while the top layers are task-specific,
combining different types of NLU tasks such as
single-sentence classification, pairwise text clas-
sification, text similarity, and relevance ranking.
Similar to the BERT model, MT-DNN can be
adapted to a specific task via fine-tuning. Unlike
BERT, MT-DNN uses MTL, in addition to lan-
guage model pre-training, for learning text repre-
sentations.

MT-DNN obtains new state-of-the-art results on
eight out of nine NLU tasks 2 used in the Gen-
eral Language Understanding Evaluation (GLUE)
benchmark (Wang et al., 2018), pushing the GLUE
benchmark score to 82.7%, amounting to 2.2% ab-
solute improvement over BERT. We further extend
the superiority of MT-DNN to the SNLI (Bow-
man et al., 2015a) and SciTail (Khot et al., 2018)
tasks. The representations learned by MT-DNN
allow domain adaptation with substantially fewer
in-domain labels than the pre-trained BERT rep-
resentations. For example, our adapted models
achieve the accuracy of 91.6% on SNLI and 95.0%
on SciTail, outperforming the previous state-of-
the-art performance by 1.5% and 6.7%, respec-
tively. Even with only 0.1% or 1.0% of the origi-
nal training data, the performance of MT-DNN on
both SNLI and SciTail datasets is better than many
existing models. All of these clearly demonstrate
MT-DNN’s exceptional generalization capability
via multi-task learning.

2 Tasks

The MT-DNN model combines four types of NLU
tasks: single-sentence classification, pairwise text
classification, text similarity scoring, and rele-
vance ranking. For concreteness, we describe
them using the NLU tasks defined in the GLUE
benchmark as examples.

2The only GLUE task where MT-DNN does not create
a new state of the art result is WNLI. But as noted in the
GLUE webpage (https://gluebenchmark.com/faq), there are
issues in the dataset, and none of the submitted systems has
ever outperformed the majority voting baseline whose accu-
racy is 65.1.

Single-Sentence Classification: Given a sen-
tence3, the model labels it using one of the pre-
defined class labels. For example, the CoLA task
is to predict whether an English sentence is gram-
matically plausible. The SST-2 task is to de-
termine whether the sentiment of a sentence ex-
tracted from movie reviews is positive or negative.

Text Similarity: This is a regression task. Given
a pair of sentences, the model predicts a real-value
score indicating the semantic similarity of the two
sentences. STS-B is the only example of the task
in GLUE.

Pairwise Text Classification: Given a pair of
sentences, the model determines the relationship
of the two sentences based on a set of pre-defined
labels. For example, both RTE and MNLI are
language inference tasks, where the goal is to pre-
dict whether a sentence is an entailment, contra-
diction, or neutral with respect to the other. QQP
and MRPC are paraphrase datasets that consist of
sentence pairs. The task is to predict whether the
sentences in the pair are semantically equivalent.

Relevance Ranking: Given a query and a list of
candidate answers, the model ranks all the can-
didates in the order of relevance to the query.
QNLI is a version of Stanford Question Answer-
ing Dataset (Rajpurkar et al., 2016). The task in-
volves assessing whether a sentence contains the
correct answer to a given query. Although QNLI
is defined as a binary classification task in GLUE,
in this study we formulate it as a pairwise ranking
task, where the model is expected to rank the can-
didate that contains the correct answer higher than
the candidate that does not. We will show that this
formulation leads to a significant improvement in
accuracy over binary classification.

3 The Proposed MT-DNN Model

The architecture of the MT-DNN model is shown
in Figure 1. The lower layers are shared across all
tasks, while the top layers represent task-specific
outputs. The input X , which is a word sequence
(either a sentence or a pair of sentences packed
together) is first represented as a sequence of em-
bedding vectors, one for each word, in l1. Then the
transformer encoder captures the contextual infor-
mation for each word via self-attention, and gen-

3In this study, a sentence can be an arbitrary span of con-
tiguous text or word sequence, rather than a linguistically
plausible sentence.
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Figure 1: Architecture of the MT-DNN model for representation learning. The lower layers are shared across
all tasks while the top layers are task-specific. The input X (either a sentence or a pair of sentences) is first
represented as a sequence of embedding vectors, one for each word, in l1. Then the Transformer encoder captures
the contextual information for each word and generates the shared contextual embedding vectors in l2. Finally, for
each task, additional task-specific layers generate task-specific representations, followed by operations necessary
for classification, similarity scoring, or relevance ranking.

erates a sequence of contextual embeddings in l2.
This is the shared semantic representation that is
trained by our multi-task objectives. In what fol-
lows, we elaborate on the model in detail.

Lexicon Encoder (l1): The input X =
{x1, ..., xm} is a sequence of tokens of length m.
Following Devlin et al. (2018), the first token x1 is
always the [CLS] token. If X is packed by a sen-
tence pair (X1, X2), we separate the two sentences
with a special token [SEP]. The lexicon encoder
maps X into a sequence of input embedding vec-
tors, one for each token, constructed by summing
the corresponding word, segment, and positional
embeddings.

Transformer Encoder (l2): We use a multi-
layer bidirectional Transformer encoder (Vaswani
et al., 2017) to map the input representation vec-
tors (l1) into a sequence of contextual embedding
vectors C ∈ Rd×m. This is the shared represen-
tation across different tasks. Unlike the BERT
model (Devlin et al., 2018) that learns the rep-
resentation via pre-training, MT-DNN learns the
representation using multi-task objectives, in ad-
dition to pre-training.

Below, we will describe the task specific lay-

ers using the NLU tasks in GLUE as examples,
although in practice we can incorporate arbitrary
natural language tasks such as text generation
where the output layers are implemented as a neu-
ral decoder.

Single-Sentence Classification Output: Sup-
pose that x is the contextual embedding (l2) of the
token [CLS], which can be viewed as the seman-
tic representation of input sentence X . Take the
SST-2 task as an example. The probability that
X is labeled as class c (i.e., the sentiment) is pre-
dicted by a logistic regression with softmax:

Pr(c|X) = softmax(W>
SST · x), (1)

where WSST is the task-specific parameter ma-
trix.

Text Similarity Output: Take the STS-B task
as an example. Suppose that x is the contextual
embedding (l2) of [CLS] which can be viewed
as the semantic representation of the input sen-
tence pair (X1, X2). We introduce a task-specific
parameter vector wSTS to compute the similarity
score as:

Sim(X1, X2) = w>STS · x, (2)
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where Sim(X1, X2) is a real value of the range (-
∞,∞).

Pairwise Text Classification Output: Take nat-
ural language inference (NLI) as an example. The
NLI task defined here involves a premise P =
(p1, ..., pm) of m words and a hypothesis H =
(h1, ..., hn) of n words, and aims to find a log-
ical relationship R between P and H . The de-
sign of the output module follows the answer
module of the stochastic answer network (SAN)
(Liu et al., 2018a), a state-of-the-art neural NLI
model. SAN’s answer module uses multi-step rea-
soning. Rather than directly predicting the entail-
ment given the input, it maintains a state and iter-
atively refines its predictions.

The SAN answer module works as follows. We
first construct the working memory of premise P
by concatenating the contextual embeddings of the
words in P , which are the output of the trans-
former encoder, denoted as Mp ∈ Rd×m, and sim-
ilarly the working memory of hypothesis H , de-
noted as Mh ∈ Rd×n. Then, we perform K-step
reasoning on the memory to output the relation la-
bel, where K is a hyperparameter. At the begin-
ning, the initial state s0 is the summary of Mh:

s0 =
∑

j αjM
h
j , where αj =

exp(w>1 ·Mh
j )∑

i exp(w
>
1 ·Mh

i )
.

At time step k in the range of {1, 2, ,K − 1},
the state is defined by sk = GRU(sk−1,xk).
Here, xk is computed from the previous state sk−1

and memory Mp: xk =
∑

j βjM
p
j and βj =

softmax(sk−1W>
2 M

p). A one-layer classifier is
used to determine the relation at each step k:

P kr = softmax(W>
3 [sk;xk; |sk − xk|; sk · xk]).

(3)
At last, we utilize all of the K outputs by aver-

aging the scores:

Pr = avg([P 0
r , P

1
r , ..., P

K−1
r ]). (4)

Each Pr is a probability distribution over all
the relations R ∈ R. During training, we apply
stochastic prediction dropout (Liu et al., 2018b)
before the above averaging operation. During de-
coding, we average all outputs to improve robust-
ness.

Relevance Ranking Output: Take QNLI as an
example. Suppose that x is the contextual embed-
ding vector of [CLS] which is the semantic rep-
resentation of a pair of question and its candidate

answer (Q,A). We compute the relevance score
as:

Rel(Q,A) = g(w>QNLI · x), (5)

For a given Q, we rank all of its candidate an-
swers based on their relevance scores computed
using Equation 5.

3.1 The Training Procedure
The training procedure of MT-DNN consists of
two stages: pretraining and multi-task learning.
The pretraining stage follows that of the BERT
model (Devlin et al., 2018). The parameters of
the lexicon encoder and Transformer encoder are
learned using two unsupervised prediction tasks:
masked language modeling and next sentence pre-
diction.4

In the multi-task learning stage, we use mini-
batch based stochastic gradient descent (SGD) to
learn the parameters of our model (i.e., the pa-
rameters of all shared layers and task-specific lay-
ers) as shown in Algorithm 1. In each epoch, a
mini-batch bt is selected(e.g., among all 9 GLUE
tasks), and the model is updated according to the
task-specific objective for the task t. This approx-
imately optimizes the sum of all multi-task objec-
tives.

For the classification tasks (i.e., single-sentence
or pairwise text classification), we use the cross-
entropy loss as the objective:

−
∑

c

1(X, c) log(Pr(c|X)), (6)

where 1(X, c) is the binary indicator (0 or 1) if
class label c is the correct classification for X , and
Pr(.) is defined by e.g., Equation 1 or 4.

For the text similarity tasks, such as STS-B,
where each sentence pair is annotated with a real-
valued score y, we use the mean squared error as
the objective:

(y − Sim(X1, X2))
2, (7)

where Sim(.) is defined by Equation 2.
The objective for the relevance ranking tasks

follows the pairwise learning-to-rank paradigm
(Burges et al., 2005; Huang et al., 2013). Take
QNLI as an example. Given a query Q, we obtain
a list of candidate answersAwhich contains a pos-
itive example A+ that includes the correct answer,

4In this study we use the pre-trained BERT models re-
leased by the authors.
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Algorithm 1: Training a MT-DNN model.
Initialize model parameters Θ randomly.
Pre-train the shared layers (i.e., the lexicon

encoder and the transformer encoder).
Set the max number of epoch: epochmax.

//Prepare the data for T tasks.
for t in 1, 2, ..., T do

Pack the dataset t into mini-batch: Dt.
end
for epoch in 1, 2, ..., epochmax do

1. Merge all the datasets:
D = D1 ∪D2... ∪DT

2. Shuffle D
for bt in D do

//bt is a mini-batch of task t.
3. Compute loss : L(Θ)
L(Θ) = Eq. 6 for classification
L(Θ) = Eq. 7 for regression
L(Θ) = Eq. 8 for ranking

4. Compute gradient: ∇(Θ)
5. Update model: Θ = Θ− ε∇(Θ)

end
end

and |A|− 1 negative examples. We then minimize
the negative log likelihood of the positive example
given queries across the training data

−
∑

(Q,A+)

Pr(A
+|Q), (8)

Pr(A
+|Q) =

exp(γRel(Q,A+))∑
A′∈A exp(γRel(Q,A′))

, (9)

where Rel(.) is defined by Equation 5 and γ is a
tuning factor determined on held-out data. In our
experiment, we simply set γ to 1.

4 Experiments

We evaluate the proposed MT-DNN on three pop-
ular NLU benchmarks: GLUE (Wang et al., 2018),
SNLI (Bowman et al., 2015b), and SciTail (Khot
et al., 2018). We compare MT-DNN with exist-
ing state-of-the-art models including BERT and
demonstrate the effectiveness of MTL with and
without model fine-tuning using GLUE and do-
main adaptation using both SNLI and SciTail.

4.1 Datasets
This section briefly describes the GLUE, SNLI,
and SciTail datasets, as summarized in Table 1.

GLUE The General Language Understanding
Evaluation (GLUE) benchmark is a collection of
nine NLU tasks as in Table 1, including question
answering, sentiment analysis, text similarity and
textual entailment; it is considered well-designed
for evaluating the generalization and robustness of
NLU models.

SNLI The Stanford Natural Language Inference
(SNLI) dataset contains 570k human annotated
sentence pairs, in which the premises are drawn
from the captions of the Flickr30 corpus and hy-
potheses are manually annotated (Bowman et al.,
2015b). This is the most widely used entailment
dataset for NLI. The dataset is used only for do-
main adaptation in this study.

SciTail This is a textual entailment dataset de-
rived from a science question answering (SciQ)
dataset (Khot et al., 2018). The task involves as-
sessing whether a given premise entails a given hy-
pothesis. In contrast to other entailment datasets
mentioned previously, the hypotheses in SciTail
are created from science questions while the cor-
responding answer candidates and premises come
from relevant web sentences retrieved from a large
corpus. As a result, these sentences are linguis-
tically challenging and the lexical similarity of
premise and hypothesis is often high, thus making
SciTail particularly difficult. The dataset is used
only for domain adaptation in this study.

4.2 Implementation details
Our implementation of MT-DNN is based on
the PyTorch implementation of BERT5. We used
Adamax (Kingma and Ba, 2014) as our optimizer
with a learning rate of 5e-5 and a batch size of
32 by following Devlin et al. (2018). The max-
imum number of epochs was set to 5. A linear
learning rate decay schedule with warm-up over
0.1 was used, unless stated otherwise. We also set
the dropout rate of all the task specific layers as
0.1, except 0.3 for MNLI and 0.05 for CoLa. To
avoid the exploding gradient problem, we clipped
the gradient norm within 1. All the texts were to-
kenized using wordpieces, and were chopped to
spans no longer than 512 tokens.

4.3 GLUE Main Results
We compare MT-DNN with its variants and a list
of state-of-the-art models that have been submitted

5https://github.com/huggingface/pytorch-pretrained-
BERT
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Corpus Task #Train #Dev #Test #Label Metrics
Single-Sentence Classification (GLUE)

CoLA Acceptability 8.5k 1k 1k 2 Matthews corr
SST-2 Sentiment 67k 872 1.8k 2 Accuracy

Pairwise Text Classification (GLUE)
MNLI NLI 393k 20k 20k 3 Accuracy
RTE NLI 2.5k 276 3k 2 Accuracy
WNLI NLI 634 71 146 2 Accuracy
QQP Paraphrase 364k 40k 391k 2 Accuracy/F1
MRPC Paraphrase 3.7k 408 1.7k 2 Accuracy/F1

Text Similarity (GLUE)
STS-B Similarity 7k 1.5k 1.4k 1 Pearson/Spearman corr

Relevance Ranking (GLUE)
QNLI QA/NLI 108k 5.7k 5.7k 2 Accuracy

Pairwise Text Classification
SNLI NLI 549k 9.8k 9.8k 3 Accuracy
SciTail NLI 23.5k 1.3k 2.1k 2 Accuracy

Table 1: Summary of the three benchmarks: GLUE, SNLI and SciTail.

Model CoLA SST-2 MRPC STS-B QQP MNLI-m/mm QNLI RTE WNLI AX Score
8.5k 67k 3.7k 7k 364k 393k 108k 2.5k 634

BiLSTM+ELMo+Attn 1 36.0 90.4 84.9/77.9 75.1/73.3 64.8/84.7 76.4/76.1 - 56.8 65.1 26.5 70.5
Singletask Pretrain

Transformer 2 45.4 91.3 82.3/75.7 82.0/80.0 70.3/88.5 82.1/81.4 - 56.0 53.4 29.8 72.8

GPT on STILTs 3 47.2 93.1 87.7/83.7 85.3/84.8 70.1/88.1 80.8/80.6 - 69.1 65.1 29.4 76.9
BERTLARGE

4 60.5 94.9 89.3/85.4 87.6/86.5 72.1/89.3 86.7/85.9 92.7 70.1 65.1 39.6 80.5
MT-DNNno-fine-tune 58.9 94.6 90.1/86.4 89.5/88.8 72.7/89.6 86.5/85.8 93.1 79.1 65.1 39.4 81.7
MT-DNN 62.5 95.6 91.1/88.2 89.5/88.8 72.7/89.6 86.7/86.0 93.1 81.4 65.1 40.3 82.7
Human Performance 66.4 97.8 86.3/80.8 92.7/92.6 59.5/80.4 92.0/92.8 91.2 93.6 95.9 - 87.1

Table 2: GLUE test set results scored using the GLUE evaluation server. The number below each task denotes the
number of training examples. The state-of-the-art results are in bold, and the results on par with or pass human
performance are in bold. MT-DNN uses BERTLARGE to initialize its shared layers. All the results are obtained
from https://gluebenchmark.com/leaderboard on February 25, 2019. Model references: 1:(Wang et al., 2018) ;
2:(Radford et al., 2018); 3: (Phang et al., 2018); 4:(Devlin et al., 2018).

Model MNLI-m/mm QQP RTE QNLI (v1/v2) MRPC CoLa SST-2 STS-B
BERTLARGE 86.3/86.2 91.1/88.0 71.1 90.5/92.4 89.5/85.8 61.8 93.5 89.6/89.3
ST-DNN 86.6/86.3 91.3/88.4 72.0 96.1/- 89.7/86.4 - - -
MT-DNN 87.1/86.7 91.9/89.2 83.4 97.4/92.9 91.0/87.5 63.5 94.3 90.7/90.6

Table 3: GLUE dev set results. The best result on each task is in bold. The Single-Task DNN (ST-DNN) uses the
same model architecture as MT-DNN. But its shared layers are the pre-trainedBERT model without being refined
via MTL. We fine-tuned ST-DNN for each GLUE task using task-specific data. There have been two versions of
the QNLI dataset. V1 is expired on January 30, 2019. The current version is v2. MT-DNN use BERTLARGE as
their initial shared layers.

to the GLUE leaderboard. The results are shown
in Tables 2 and 3.

BERTLARGE This is the large BERT model re-
leased by the authors, which we used as a baseline.

We fine-tuned the model for each GLUE task on
task-specific data.

MT-DNN This is the proposed model described
in Section 3. We used the pre-trained BERTLARGE
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to initialize its shared layers, refined the model via
MTL on all GLUE tasks, and fine-tuned the model
for each GLUE task using task-specific data. The
test results in Table 2 show that MT-DNN out-
performs all existing systems on all tasks, ex-
cept WNLI, creating new state-of-the-art results
on eight GLUE tasks and pushing the benchmark
to 82.7%, which amounts to 2.2% absolution im-
provement over BERTLARGE. Since MT-DNN
uses BERTLARGE to initialize its shared layers, the
gain is mainly attributed to the use of MTL in
refining the shared layers. MTL is particularly
useful for the tasks with little in-domain training
data. As we observe in the table, on the same type
of tasks, the improvements over BERT are much
more substantial for the tasks with less in-domain
training data than those with more in-domain la-
bels, even though they belong to the same task
type, e.g., the two NLI tasks: RTE vs. MNLI, and
the two paraphrase tasks: MRPC vs. QQP.

MT-DNNno-fine-tune Since the MTL of MT-DNN
uses all GLUE tasks, it is possible to directly ap-
ply MT-DNN to each GLUE task without fine-
tuning. The results in Table 2 show that MT-
DNNno-fine-tune still outperforms BERTLARGE con-
sistently among all tasks but CoLA. Our analysis
shows that CoLA is a challenge task with much
smaller in-domain data than other tasks, and its
task definition and dataset are unique among all
GLUE tasks, making it difficult to benefit from
the knowledge learned from other tasks. As a
result, MTL tends to underfit the CoLA dataset.
In such a case, fine-tuning is necessary to boost
the performance. As shown in Table 2, the ac-
curacy improves from 58.9% to 62.5% after fine-
tuning, even though only a very small amount
of in-domain data is available for adaptation.
This, together with the fact that the fine-tuned
MT-DNN significantly outperforms the fine-tuned
BERTLARGE on CoLA (62.5% vs. 60.5%), reveals
that the learned MT-DNN representation allows
much more effective domain adaptation than the
pre-trained BERT representation. We will revisit
this topic with more experiments in Section 4.4.

The gain of MT-DNN is also attributed to its
flexible modeling framework which allows us to
incorporate the task-specific model structures and
training methods which have been developed in
the single-task setting, effectively leveraging the
existing body of research. Two such examples are
the use of the SAN answer module for the pairwise

text classification output module and the pairwise
ranking loss for the QNLI task which by design
is a binary classification problem in GLUE. To in-
vestigate the relative contributions of these mod-
eling design choices, we implement a variant of
MT-DNN as described below.

ST-DNN ST-DNN stands for Single-Task DNN.
It uses the same model architecture as MT-DNN.
But its shared layers are the pre-trained BERT
model without being refined via MTL. We then
fine-tuned ST-DNN for each GLUE task using
task-specific data. Thus, for pairwise text classi-
fication tasks, the only difference between their
ST-DNNs and BERT models is the design of the
task-specific output module. The results in Ta-
ble 3 show that on all four tasks (MNLI, QQP, RTE
and MRPC) ST-DNN outperforms BERT, justi-
fying the effectiveness of the SAN answer mod-
ule. We also compare the results of ST-DNN and
BERT on QNLI. While ST-DNN is fine-tuned us-
ing the pairwise ranking loss, BERT views QNLI
as binary classification and is fine-tuned using the
cross entropy loss. ST-DNN significantly outper-
forms BERT demonstrates clearly the importance
of problem formulation.

4.4 Domain Adaptation Results on SNLI and
SciTail

Figure 2: Domain adaption results on SNLI and Sci-
Tail development datasets using the shared embeddings
generated by MT-DNN and BERT, respectively. Both
MT-DNN and BERT are fine-tuned based on the pre-
trained BERTBASE. The X-axis indicates the amount of
domain-specific labeled samples used for adaptation.
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Model 0.1% 1% 10% 100%
SNLI Dataset (Dev Accuracy%)

#Training Data 549 5,493 54,936 549,367
BERT 52.5 78.1 86.7 91.0
MT-DNN 82.1 85.2 88.4 91.5

SciTail Dataset (Dev Accuracy%)
#Training Data 23 235 2,359 23,596
BERT 51.2 82.2 90.5 94.3
MT-DNN 81.9 88.3 91.1 95.7

Table 4: Domain adaptation results on SNLI and Sci-
Tail, as shown in Figure 2.

One of the most important criteria of building
practical systems is fast adaptation to new tasks
and domains. This is because it is prohibitively
expensive to collect labeled training data for new
domains or tasks. Very often, we only have very
small training data or even no training data.

To evaluate the models using the above crite-
rion, we perform domain adaptation experiments
on two NLI tasks, SNLI and SciTail, using the fol-
lowing procedure:

1. use the MT-DNN model or the BERTBASE as
initial model;

2. create for each new task (SNLI or SciTail) a
task-specific model, by adapting the trained
MT-DNN using task-specific training data;

3. evaluate the models using task-specific test
data.

We starts with the default training/dev/test set
of these tasks. But we randomly sample 0.1%,
1%, 10% and 100% of its training data. As a re-
sult, we obtain four sets of training data for Sci-
Tail, which respectively includes 23, 235, 2.3k and
23.5k training samples. Similarly, we obtain four
sets of training data for SNLI, which respectively
include 549, 5.5k, 54.9k and 549.3k training sam-
ples.

We perform random sampling five times and re-
port the mean among all the runs. Results on dif-
ferent amounts of training data from SNLI and Sc-
iTail are reported in Figure 2. We observe that
MT-DNN outperforms the BERT baseline consis-
tently with more details provided in Table 4. The
fewer training examples used, the larger improve-
ment MT-DNN demonstrates over BERT. For ex-
ample, with only 0.1% (23 samples) of the SNLI

training data, MT-DNN achieves 82.1% in accu-
racy while BERT’s accuracy is 52.5%; with 1%
of the training data, the accuracy from MT-DNN
is 85.2% and BERT is 78.1%. We observe similar
results on SciTail. The results indicate that the rep-
resentations learned by MT-DNN are more consis-
tently effective for domain adaptation than BERT.

In Table 5, we compare our adapted mod-
els, using all in-domain training samples, against
several strong baselines including the best re-
sults reported in the leaderboards. We see that
MT-DNNLARGE generates new state-of-the-art re-
sults on both datasets, pushing the benchmarks to
91.6% on SNLI (1.5% absolute improvement) and
95.0% on SciTail (6.7% absolute improvement),
respectively. This results in the new state-of-the-
art for both SNLI and SciTail. All of these demon-
strate the exceptional performance of MT-DNN on
domain adaptation.

Model Dev Test
SNLI Dataset (Accuracy%)

GPT (Radford et al., 2018) - 89.9
Kim et al. (2018)∗ - 90.1
BERTBASE 91.0 90.8
MT-DNNBASE 91.5 91.1
BERTLARGE 91.7 91.0
MT-DNNLARGE 92.2 91.6

SciTail Dataset (Accuracy%)
GPT (Radford et al., 2018)∗ - 88.3
BERTBASE 94.3 92.0
MT-DNNBASE 95.7 94.1
BERTLARGE 95.7 94.4
MT-DNNLARGE 96.3 95.0

Table 5: Results on the SNLI and SciTail dataset.
Previous state-of-the-art results are marked by
∗, obtained from the official SNLI leaderboard
(https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/snli/) and the
official SciTail leaderboard maintained by AI2
(https://leaderboard.allenai.org/scitail).

5 Conclusion

In this work we proposed a model called MT-
DNN to combine multi-task learning and lan-
guage model pre-training for language represen-
tation learning. MT-DNN obtains new state-of-
the-art results on ten NLU tasks across three pop-
ular benchmarks: SNLI, SciTail, and GLUE. MT-
DNN also demonstrates an exceptional generaliza-
tion capability in domain adaptation experiments.
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There are many future areas to explore to im-
prove MT-DNN, including a deeper understand-
ing of model structure sharing in MTL, a more
effective training method that leverages related-
ness among multiple tasks, for both fine-tuning
and pre-training (Dong et al., 2019), and ways of
incorporating the linguistic structure of text in a
more explicit and controllable manner. At last,
we also would like to verify whether MT-DNN
is resilience against adversarial attacks (Glockner
et al., 2018; Talman and Chatzikyriakidis, 2018;
Liu et al., 2019).
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Abstract

Learning effective representations of sen-
tences is one of the core missions of natu-
ral language understanding. Existing models
either train on a vast amount of text, or re-
quire costly, manually curated sentence rela-
tion datasets. We show that with dependency
parsing and rule-based rubrics, we can curate
a high quality sentence relation task by lever-
aging explicit discourse relations. We show
that our curated dataset provides an excellent
signal for learning vector representations of
sentence meaning, representing relations that
can only be determined when the meanings
of two sentences are combined. We demon-
strate that the automatically curated corpus al-
lows a bidirectional LSTM sentence encoder
to yield high quality sentence embeddings and
can serve as a supervised fine-tuning dataset
for larger models such as BERT. Our fixed sen-
tence embeddings achieve high performance
on a variety of transfer tasks, including Sen-
tEval, and we achieve state-of-the-art results
on Penn Discourse Treebank’s implicit rela-
tion prediction task.

1 Introduction

Developing general models to represent the mean-
ing of a sentence is a key task in natural language
understanding. The applications of such general-
purpose representations of sentence meaning are
many — paraphrase detection, summarization,
knowledge-base population, question-answering,
automatic message forwarding, and metaphoric
language, to name a few.

We propose to leverage a high-level relationship
between sentences that is both frequently and sys-
tematically marked in natural language: the dis-
course relations between sentences. Human writ-
ers naturally use a small set of very common tran-
sition words between sentences (or sentence-like
∗ equal contribution

phrases) to identify the relations between adjacent
ideas. These words, such as because, but, and,
which mark the conceptual relationship between
two sentences, have been widely studied in lin-
guistics, both formally and computationally, and
have many different names. We use the name “dis-
course markers”.

Learning flexible meaning representations re-
quires a sufficiently demanding, yet tractable,
training task. Discourse markers annotate deep
conceptual relations between sentences. Learning
to predict them may thus represent a strong train-
ing task for sentence meanings. This task is an in-
teresting intermediary between two recent trends.
On the one hand, models like InferSent (Conneau
et al., 2017) are trained to predict entailment—a
strong conceptual relation that must be hand an-
notated. On the other hand, models like BERT
(Devlin et al., 2018) are trained to predict random
missing words in very large corpora (see Table 1
for the data requirements of the models we com-
pare). Discourse marker prediction may permit
learning from relatively little data, like entailment,
but can rely on naturally occurring data rather than
hand annotation, like word-prediction.

We thus propose the DisSent task, which uses
the Discourse Prediction Task to train sentence
embeddings. Using a data preprocessing proce-
dure based on dependency parsing, we are able to
automatically curate a sizable training set of sen-
tence pairs. We then train a sentence encoding
model to learn embeddings for each sentence in a
pair such that a classifier can identify, based on the
embeddings, which discourse marker was used to
link the sentences. We also use the DisSent task to
fine-tune larger pre-trained models such as BERT.

We evaluate our sentence embedding model’s
performance on the standard fixed embedding
evaluation framework developed by Conneau et al.
(2017), where during evaluation, the sentence em-
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bedding model’s weights are not updated. We
further evaluate both the DisSent model and a
BERT model fine-tuned on DisSent on two clas-
sification tasks from the Penn Discourse Treebank
(PDTB) (Rashmi et al., 2008).

We demonstrate that the resulting DisSent em-
beddings achieve comparable results to InferSent
on some evaluation tasks, and superior on others.
The BERT model fine-tuned on the DisSent tasks
achieved state-of-the-art on PDTB classification
tasks compared to other fine-tuning strategies.

2 Discourse Prediction Task

Hobbs (1985) argues that discourse relations are
always present, that they fall under a small set of
categories, and that they compose into parsable
structures. We draw inspiration from Rhetori-
cal Structure Theory (RST) (Mann and Thomp-
son, 1988), which deals with the general task of
segmenting natural text into elementary discourse
units (EDUs) (Carlson and Marcu, 2001) and pars-
ing into complex discourse structures (e.g. Lin
et al. 2019). However, for our task, we narrow
our scope to a small subset of especially straight-
forward discourse relations. First, we restrict our
interest to only a subset of EDUs (sentence-like
text fragments) that can be interpreted as gram-
matically complete sentences in isolation. This in-
cludes EDUs that appear as full sentences in the
original text, as well as subordinate clauses with
overt subjects and finite verb phrases. Second,
we focus here on explicit discourse markers be-
tween adjacent sentences (or EDUs), rather than
implicit relations between a sentence (or EDU)
and the related discourse. This is a significant sim-
plification from related work in discourse theory,
e.g. describing the wealth of complex structures a
discourse can take (Webber et al., 2003) or com-
piling a comprehensive set of discourse relations
(Rashmi et al., 2008; Hobbs, 1979, 1985; Jasin-
skaja and Karagjosova, 2015; Knott, 1996). We
are able to make this simplification because our
goal is not to annotate natural text, but to curate
a set of sentence pairs for a particular set of dis-
course relations.

With this focus in mind, we propose a new
task for natural language understanding: discourse
marker prediction. Given two sentences in our cu-
rated corpus (which may have been full sentences
in the original text or may have been subclauses),
the model must predict which discourse marker

Task # of examples # of tokens

SNLI + MNLI 0.9M 16.3M
DisSent Books 5 3.2M 63.5M

SkipThought — 800M
BERT MLM/NSP — 3300M

Table 1: Training data size (in millions) in each pre-
training task. DisSent Books 5 only uses 5 discourse
markers instead of all.

Marker Extracted Pairs Percent (%)

but 1,028,995 21.86
and 1,020,316 21.68
as 748,886 15.91

when 527,031 11.20
if 472,852 10.05

before 218,305 4.64
because 167,358 3.56
while 161,818 3.44

though 104,218 2.21
after 95,847 2.04
so 76,940 1.63

although 37,511 0.80
then 16,429 0.35
also 16,365 0.35
still 13,421 0.29

Total 4,706,292 100.0

Table 2: Number of pairs of sentences extracted from
BookCorpus for each discourse marker and percent of
each marker in the resulting dataset.

was used by the author to link the two ideas. For
example, “She’s late to class she missed
the bus” would likely be completed with because,
but “She’s sick at home she missed the
class” would likely be completed with so, and
“She’s good at soccer she missed the goal”
would likely be completed with but. These pairs
have similar syntactic structures and many words
in common, but the meanings of the component
sentences lead to strong intuitions about which
discourse marker makes the most sense. With-
out a semantic understanding of the sentences, we
would not be able to guess the correct relation.
We argue that success at choosing the correct dis-
course marker requires a representation that re-
flects the full meaning of a sentence.

We note that perfect performance at this task is
impossible for humans (Malmi et al., 2018), be-
cause different discourse markers can easily ap-
pear in the same context. For example, in some
cases, markers are (at least close to) synonymous
with one another (Knott, 1996). Other times, it
is possible for multiple discourse markers to link
the same pair of sentences and change the inter-
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pretation. (In the sentence “Bob saw Alice was at
the party, (then|so|but) he went home,” changing
the discourse marker drastically changes our inter-
pretation of Bob’s goals and feeling towards Al-
ice.) Despite this ceiling on absolute performance,
a discourse marker can frequently be inferred from
the meanings of the sentences it connects, making
this a useful training task.

3 Model

3.1 Sentence Encoder Model
We adapt the best architecture from Conneau et
al. (2017) as our sentence encoder. This architec-
ture uses a standard bidirectional LSTM (Graves
et al., 2013), followed by temporal max-pooling to
create sentence vectors. We parameterize the BiL-
STM with the different weights θ1 and θ2 to reflect
the asymmetry of sentence processing. We then
concatenate the forward and backward encodings.

We apply global max pooling to construct the
encoding for each sentence. That is, we apply an
element-wise max operation over the temporal di-
mension of the hidden states. Global max pool-
ing builds a sentence representation from all time
steps in the processing of a sentence (Collobert
and Weston, 2008; Conneau et al., 2017), provid-
ing regularization and shorter back-propagation
paths.

−→
ht = LSTMt(w1, ..., wt|θ1)
←−
ht = LSTMt(wT , ..., wt|θ2)

ht = [
−→
ht ;
←−
ht ]

si = MaxPool(h1, ..., hT )

(1)

Our objective is to predict the discourse rela-
tions between two sentences from their vectors,
si where i ∈ {1, 2}. Because we want generally
useful sentence vectors after training, the learned
computation should happen before the sentences
are combined to make a prediction. However,
some non-linear interactions between the sentence
vectors are likely to be needed. To achieve this, we
include a fixed set of common pair-wise vector op-
erations: subtraction, multiplication, and average.

savg =
1

2
(s1 + s2)

ssub = s1 − s2

smul = s1 ∗ s2

S = [s1,s2, savg, ssub, smul]

(2)

Finally we use an affine fully-connected layer
to project the concatenated vector S down to a
lower dimensional representation, and then project
it down to a vector of label size (the number of dis-
course markers). We use softmax to compute the
probability distribution over discourse relations.

3.2 Fine-tuning Model
Sentence relations datasets can be used to pro-
vide high-level training signals to fine-tune other
sentence embedding models. In this work, we
fine-tune BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) on the Dis-
Sent task and evaluate its performance on the
PDTB implicit relation prediction task. We use
the BERT-base model which has a 12-layer Trans-
former encoder. We directly use the [CLS] to-
ken’s position as the embedding for the entire sen-
tence pair.

After training BERT-base model on the DisSent
task, we continue to fine-tune BERT-base model
on other evaluation tasks to see if training on Dis-
Sent tasks provides additional performance im-
provement and learning signal for the BERT-base
model.

4 Data Collection

We present an automatic way to collect a large
dataset of sentence pairs and the relations between
them from natural text corpora using a set of ex-
plicit discourse markers and universal dependency
parsing (Schuster and Manning, 2016).

4.1 Corpus and Discourse Marker Set
For training and evaluation datasets, we col-
lect sentence pairs from BookCorpus (Zhu et al.,
2015), text from unpublished novels (Romance,
Fantasy, Science fiction, and Teen genres), which
was used by Kiros et al. (2015) to train their
SkipThought model. We identified common dis-
course markers, choosing those with a frequency
greater than 1% in PDTB. Our final set of dis-
course markers is shown in Table 2 and we ex-
periment with three subsets of discourse markers
(ALL, 5, and 8), shown in Table 4.

4.2 Dependency Parsing
Many discourse markers in English occur almost
exclusively between the two statements they con-
nect, but for other discourse markers, their posi-
tion relative to their connected statements can vary
(e.g. Figure 1). For this reason, we use the Stan-
ford CoreNLP dependency parser (Schuster and
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S1 marker S2

Her eyes flew up to his face. and Suddenly she realized why he looked so different.
The concept is simple. but The execution will be incredibly dangerous.
You used to feel pride. because You defended innocent people.
Ill tell you about it. if You give me your number.
Belter was still hard at work. when Drade and barney strolled in.

We plugged bulky headsets into the dashboard. so We could hear each other when we spoke into the
microphones.

It was mere minutes or hours. before He finally fell into unconsciousness.
And then the cloudy darkness lifted. though The lifeboat did not slow down.

Table 3: Example pairs from our Books 8 dataset.

S1 because S2
[I wore a jacket]S1 because [it was cold outside]S2.

advcl

mark

S1because S2
Because [it was cold outside]S2, [I wore a jacket]S1.

advclmark

Figure 1: Dependency patters for extraction: While
the relative order of a discourse marker (e.g. because)
and its connected sentences is flexible, the dependency
relations between these components within the overall
sentence remains constant. See Appendix A.1 for de-
pendency patterns for other discourse markers.

Manning, 2016) to extract the appropriate pairs of
sentences (or sentence-like EDUs) for a discourse
marker, in the appropriate conceptual order. Each
discourse marker, when it is used to link two state-
ments, is parsed by the dependency parser in a
systematic way, though different discourse mark-
ers may have different corresponding dependency
patterns linking them to their statement pairs.1

Within the dependency parse, we search for the
governor phrase (which we call “S2”) of the dis-
course marker and check for the appropriate de-
pendency relation. If we find no such phrase,
we reject the example entirely (thus filtering out
polysemous usages, like “that’s so cool!” for
the discourse marker so). If we find such an
S2, we search for “S1” within the same sentence
(SS). Searching for this relation allows us to cap-
ture pairs where the discourse marker starts the
sentence and connects the following two clauses
(e.g. “Because [it was cold outside]S2, [I wore a
jacket]S1.”). If a sentence in the corpus contains
only a discourse marker and S2, we assume the
1 See Appendix A.1 for more details on dependency-based
extraction.

discourse marker links to the immediately previ-
ous sentence (IPS), which we label S1.

For some markers, we further filter based on the
order of the sentences in the original text. For ex-
ample, the discourse marker then always appears
in the order ”S1, then S2”, unlike because, which
can also appear in the order ”Because S2, S1”. Ex-
cluding proposed extractions in an incorrect order
makes our method more robust to incorrect depen-
dency parses.

4.3 Training Dataset

Using these methods, we curated a dataset
of 4,706,292 pairs of sentences for 15 dis-
course markers. Examples are shown in Ta-
ble 3. We randomly divide the dataset into
train/validation/test set with 0.9, 0.05, 0.05 split.
The dataset is inherently unbalanced, but the
model is still able to learn rarer classes quite
well (see Appendix A.4 for more details on
the effects of class frequencies). Our data are
publicly available at https://github.com/
windweller/DisExtract.

5 Related Work

Current state of the art models either rely on
completely supervised learning through high-level
classification tasks or unsupervised learning.

Supervised learning has been shown to yield
general-purpose representations of meaning, train-
ing on semantic relation tasks like Stanford Nat-
ural Language Inference (SNLI) and MultiNLI
(Bowman et al., 2015; Williams et al., 2018; Con-
neau et al., 2017). Large scale joint supervised
training has also been explored by Subramanian
et al. (2018), who trained a sentence encoding
model on five language-related tasks. These super-
vised learning tasks often require human annota-
tions on a large amount of data which are costly to
obtain. Our discourse prediction approach extends
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these results in that we train on semantic relations,
but we use dependency patterns to automatically
curate a sizable dataset.

In an unsupervised learning setting,
SkipThought (Kiros et al., 2015) learns a
conditional joint probability distribution for the
next sentence. ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) uses a
BiLSTM to predict the missing word using the
masked language modeling (MLM) objective.
OpenAI-GPT2 (Radford et al., 2019) directly
predicts the next word. BERT (Devlin et al.,
2018) uses MLM as well as predicting whether
the next sequence comes from the same document
or not. Despite the overwhelming success of these
models, Phang et al. (2018) shows that fine-tuning
these models on supervised learning datasets can
yield improved performance over difficult natural
language understanding tasks.

Jernite et al. (2017) have proposed a model that
also leverages discourse relations. They manually
categorize discourse markers based on human in-
terpretations of discourse marker similarity, and
the model predicts the category instead of the in-
dividual discourse marker. Their model also trains
on auxiliary tasks, such as sentence ordering and
ranking of the following sentence and must com-
pensate for data imbalance across tasks. Their
data collection methods only allow them to look
at paragraphs longer than 8 sentences, and sen-
tence pairs with sentence-initial discourse mark-
ers, resulting in only 1.4M sentence pairs from a
much larger corpus. Our proposed model extracts
a wider variety of sentence pairs, can be applied to
corpora with shorter paragraphs, and includes no
auxiliary tasks.

6 Experiments

For all our models, we tuned hyperparameters on
the validation set, and report results from the test
set. We use stochastic gradient descent with ini-
tial learning rate 0.1, and anneal by the factor of
5 each time validation accuracy is lower than in
the previous epoch. We train our fixed sentence
encoder model for 20 epochs, and use early stop-
ping to prevent overfitting. We also clip the gra-
dient norm to 5.0. We did not use dropout in the
fully connected layer in the final results because
our initial experiments with dropout showed lower
performance when generalizing to SentEval. We
experimented with both global mean pooling and
global max pooling and found the later to perform

Label Discourse Markers

Books 5 and, but, because, if, when
Books 8 and, but, because, if, when, before,

though, so
Books ALL and, but, because, if, when, before,

though, so, as, while, after, still, also,
then, although

Table 4: Discourse marker sets used in our exper-
iments. Books ALL contains 4.7M sentence pairs,
Books 8 contains 3.6M, and Books 5 contains 3.2M.

much better at generalization tasks. All models we
report used a 4096 hidden state size. We are able
to fit our model on a single Nvidia Titan X GPU.

Fine-tuning We fine-tune the BERT-base model
on the DisSent tasks with 2e-5 learning rate for 1
epoch because all DisSent tasks corpora are quite
large and fine-tuning for longer epochs did not
yield improvement. We fine-tune BERT on other
supervised learning datasets for multiple epochs
and select the epoch that provides the best perfor-
mance on the evaluation task. We find that fine-
tuning on MNLI is better than on SNLI or both
combined. This phenomenon is also discussed in
Phang et al. (2018).

Discourse Marker Set We experimented with
three subsets of discourse markers, shown in Ta-
ble 4. We first trained over all of the discourse
markers in our ALL marker set. The model
achieved 67.5% test accuracy on this classification
task. Overall we found that markers with simi-
lar meanings tended to be confusable with one an-
other. A more detailed analysis of the model’s per-
formance on this classification task is presented in
Appendix A.4.

Because there appears to be intrinsic concep-
tual overlap in the set of ALL markers, we exper-
imented on different subsets of discourse markers.
We choose sets of 5 and 8 discourse markers that
were both non-overlapping and frequent. The set
of sentence pairs for each smaller dataset is a strict
subset of those in any larger dataset. Our chosen
sets are shown in Table 4.

Marked vs Unmarked Prediction Task Adja-
cent sentences will always have a relationship, but
some are marked with discourse markers while
others are not. Humans have been shown to per-
form well above chance at guessing whether a dis-
course marker is marked vs. unmarked (Patterson
and Kehler, 2013; Yung et al., 2017), indicating a
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systematicity to this decision.
We predict that high quality sentence embed-

dings will contain useful information to determine
whether a discourse relation is explicitly marked.
Furthermore, success at this task could help natu-
ral language generation models to generate more
human-like long sequences.

To test this prediction, we create an additional
set of tasks based on Penn Discourse Treebank
(Rashmi et al., 2008). This hand-annotated dataset
contains expert discourse relation annotations be-
tween sentences. We collected 34,512 sentences
from PDTB2 (see Appendix), where 16,224 sen-
tences are marked with implicit relation type, and
18,459 are marked with explicit relation type.

Implicit Relation Prediction Task Sporleder
and Lascarides (2008) have argued that sentence
pairs with explicitly marked relations are qualita-
tively different from those where the relation is
left implicit. However, despite such differences,
Qin et al. (2017) were able to use an adversar-
ial network to leverage explicit discourse data as
additional training to increase the performance on
the implicit discourse relation prediction task. We
use the same dataset split scheme for this task as
for the implicit vs explicit task discussed above.
Following Ji and Eisenstein (2015) and Qin et al.
(2017), we predict the 11 most frequent relations.
There are 13,445 pairs for training, and 1,188 pairs
for evaluation.

SentEval Tasks We evaluate the performance
of generated sentence embeddings from our fixed
sentence encoder model on a series of natural
language understanding benchmark tests provided
by Conneau et al. (2017). The tasks we chose
include sentiment analysis (MR, SST), question-
type (TREC), product reviews (CR), subjectivity-
objectivity (SUBJ), opinion polarity (MPQA), en-
tailment (SICK-E), relatedness (SICK-R), and
paraphrase detection (MRPC). These are all clas-
sification tasks with 2-6 classes, except for relat-
edness, for which the model predicts human simi-
larity judgments.

6.1 Results

Training Task On the discourse marker predic-
tion task used for training, we achieve high lev-
els of test performance for all discourse markers.
(Though it is interesting that because, perhaps the

2 https://github.com/cgpotts/pdtb2

All Books 8 Books 5
Model F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc

GloVe-bow 17.1 41.8 27.6 47.3 41.7 52.5
Ngram-bow 28.1 51.8 44.0 58.1 54.1 63.3

BiLSTM 47.2 67.5 64.4 73.5 72.1 77.3
BERT 60.1 77.5 76.2 82.9 82.6 86.1

Table 5: Discourse classification task performance:
Unweighted average F1 across discourse markers on
the test set, and overall accuracy. Ngram-bow is a bag-
of-words model built on mixture of ngram features.
GloVe-bow averages word embedding with correction
to frequency (Arora et al., 2017). BiLSTM is the Dis-
Sent sentence encoder model. BERT is finetuned on all
of the DisSent tasks.

conceptually deepest relation, is also systemati-
cally the hardest for our model.) The larger the set
of discourse markers, the more difficult the task
becomes, and we therefore see lower test accu-
racy despite larger dataset size. We conjecture that
as we increase the number of discourse markers,
we also increase the ambiguity between them (se-
mantic overlap in discourse markers’ meanings),
which may further explain the drop in perfor-
mance. The training task performance for each
subset is shown in Table 5. We provide per-
discourse-marker performance in the Appendix.

Discourse Marker Set Varying the set of dis-
course markers doesn’t seem to help or hinder
the model’s performance on generalization tasks.
Top generalization performance on the three sets
of discourse markers is shown in Table 6. Simi-
lar generalization performance was achieved when
training on 5, 8, and all 15 discourse markers.

The similarity in generalization performance
across discourse sets shows that the top markers
capture most relationships in the training data.

Marked vs Unmarked Prediction Task In de-
termining whether a discourse relation is marked
or unmarked, DisSent models outperform In-
ferSent and SkipThought (as well as previous ap-
proaches on this task) by a noticeable margin.
Much to our surprise, fine-tuned BERT models are
not able to perform better than the BiLSTM sen-
tence encoder model. We leave explorations of
this phenomenon to future work. We report the
results in Table 7 under column MVU.

Implicit Discourse Relation Task Not surpris-
ingly, DisSent task provided the much needed dis-
tant supervision to classify the types of implicit
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Model MR CR SUBJ MPQA SST TREC SICK-R SICK-E MRPC

Self-supervised training methods

DisSent Books 5† 80.2 85.4 93.2 90.2 82.8 91.2 0.845 83.5 76.1
DisSent Books 8† 79.8 85.0 93.4 90.5 83.9 93.0 0.854 83.8 76.1

DisSent Books ALL† 80.1 84.9 93.6 90.1 84.1 93.6 0.849 83.7 75.0
Disc BiGRU — — 88.6 — — 81.0 — — 71.6

Unsupervised training methods

FastSent 70.8 78.4 88.7 80.6 — 76.8 — — 72.2
FastSent + AE 71.8 76.7 88.8 81.5 — 80.4 — — 71.2
Skipthought 76.5 80.1 93.6 87.1 82.0 92.2 0.858 82.3 73.0

Skipthought-LN 79.4 83.1 93.7 89.3 82.9 88.4 0.858 79.5 —

Supervised training methods

DictRep (bow) 76.7 78.7 90.7 87.2 — 81.0 — — —
InferSent 81.1 86.3 92.4 90.2 84.6 88.2 0.884 86.1 76.2

Multi-task training methods

LSMTL 82.5 87.7 94.0 90.9 83.2 93.0 0.888 87.8 78.6

Table 6: SentEval Task Results Using Fixed Sentence Encoder. We report the best results for generalization
tasks. † indicates models that we trained. FastSent, FastSent + AE (Hill et al., 2016), SkipThought (Kiros et al.,
2015), SkipThought-LN, DictRep (bow), and InferSent are reported from Conneau et al. (2017). LSMTL is re-
ported from Subramanian et al. (2018). Globally best results are shown in bold, best DisSent results are underlined.

discourse relations much better than InferSent and
SkipThought. DisSent outperforms word vector
models evaluated by Qin et al. (2017), and is only
3.3% lower than the complex state of the art model
that uses adversarial training designed specifically
for this task. When we fine-tune BERT models on
the DisSent corpora, we are able to outperform all
other models and achieve state-of-the-art result on
this task. We report the results in Table 7 under
column IMP.

SentEval Tasks Results of our models, and
comparison to other approaches, are shown in Ta-
ble 6. Despite being a much simpler task than
SkipThought and allowing for much more scalable
data collection than InferSent, DisSent performs
as well or better than these approaches on most
generalization tasks.

DisSent and InferSent do well on different sets
of tasks. In particular, DisSent outperforms In-
ferSent on TREC (question-type classification).
InferSent outperforms DisSent on the tasks most
similar to its training data, SICK-R and SICK-E.
These tasks, like SNLI, were crowdsourced, and
seeded with images from Flickr30k corpus (Young
et al., 2014).

Although DisSent is trained on a dataset derived
from the same corpus as SkipThought, DisSent
almost entirely dominates SkipThought’s perfor-
mance across all tasks. In particular, on the SICK

Model IMP MVU

Sentence Encoder Models

SkipThought (Kiros et al., 2015) 9.3 57.2
InferSent (Conneau et al., 2017) 39.3 84.5

Patterson and Kehler (2013) — 86.6

DisSent Books 5 40.7 86.5
DisSent Books 8 41.4 87.9

DisSent Books ALL 42.9 87.6

Fine-tuned Models

BERT 52.7 80.5
BERT + MNLI 53.7 80.7

BERT + SNLI + MNLI 51.3 79.8
BERT + DisSent Books 5 54.7 81.6
BERT + DisSent Books 8 52.4 80.6

BERT + DisSent Books ALL 53.2 81.8

Previous Single Task Models

Word Vectors (Qin et al., 2017) 36.9 74.8
Lin et al. (2009) + Brown Cluster 40.7 —
Adversarial Net (Qin et al., 2017) 46.2 —

Table 7: Discourse Generalization Tasks using
PDTB: We report test accuracy for sentence embed-
ding and state-of-the-art models.

dataset, DisSent and SkipThought perform simi-
larly on the relatedness task (SICK-R), but Dis-
Sent strongly outperforms SkipThought on the en-
tailment task (SICK-E). This discrepancy high-
lights an important difference between the two
models. Whereas both models are trained to, given
a particular sentence, identify words that appear
near that sentence in the corpus, DisSent focuses
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on learning specific kinds of relationships between
sentences – ones that humans tend to explicitly
mark. We find that reducing the model’s task to
only predicting a small set of discourse relations,
rather than trying to recover all words in the fol-
lowing sentence, results in better features for iden-
tifying entailment and contradiction without los-
ing cues to relatedness.

Overall, on the evaluation tasks we present, Dis-
Sent performs on par with previous state-of-the-
art models and offers advantages in data collection
and training speed.

7 Extraction Validation

We evaluate our extraction quality by compar-
ing the manually extracted and annotated sentence
pairs from Penn Discourse Treebank (PDTB) to
our automatic extraction of sentence pairs from the
source corpus Penn Treebank (PTB). On the ma-
jority of discourse markers, we can achieve a rela-
tively high extraction precision.

We apply our extraction pipeline on raw PTB
dataset because we want to see how well our
pipeline converts raw corpus into a dataset. De-
tails of our alignment procedure is described in
Appendix A.2. Overall, even though we cannot
construct the explicit discourse prediction section
of the PDTB dataset perfectly, training with im-
precise extraction has little impact on the sentence
encoder model’s overall performance.

We compute the extraction precision as the per-
centage of PTB extracted pairs that can be success-
fully aligned to PDTB. In Figure 2, we show that
extraction precision varies across discourse mark-
ers. Some markers have higher quality (e.g. be-
cause, so) and some lower quality (e.g. and, still).

We show in Figure 3 that we tend to have low
distances overall for the successfully aligned pairs.
That is, whenever our extraction pipeline yields a
match, the dependency parsing patterns do extract
high quality training pairs.

8 Discussion

Implicit and explicit discourse relations We
focus on explicit discourse relations for training
our embeddings. Another meaningful way to ex-
ploit discourse relations in training is by leverag-
ing implicit discourse signals. For instance, Jer-
nite et al. (2017) showed that predicting sentence
ordering could help to generate meaningful sen-
tence embeddings. But adjacent sentences can be
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Figure 2: Extraction error rates: proportion of un-
alignable extracted pairs per discourse marker.
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Figure 3: Extraction quality for aligned pairs: Dis-
tances from aligned extracted pairs to nearest gold pair.

related to one another in many different, compli-
cated ways. For example, sentences linked by con-
trastive markers, like but or however are likely ex-
pressing different or opposite ideas.

Identifying other features of natural text that
contain informative signals of discourse structure
and combining these with explicit discourse mark-
ers is an appealing direction for future research.

Multilingual generalization In principle, the
DisSent model and extraction methods would ap-
ply equally well to multilingual data with mini-
mal language-specific modifications. Within uni-
versal dependency grammar, discourse markers
across languages should correspond to structurally
similar dependency patterns. Beyond dependency
parsing and minimal marker-specific pattern de-
velopment (see Appendix A.1), our extraction
method is automatic, requiring no annotation of
the original dataset, and so any large dataset of raw
text in a language can be used.
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9 Conclusion

We present a discourse marker prediction task for
training and fine-tuning sentence embedding mod-
els. We train our model on this task and show that
the resulting embeddings lead to high performance
on a number of established tasks for sentence em-
beddings. We fine-tune larger models on this task
and achieve state-of-the-art on the PDTB implicit
discourse relation prediction.

A dataset for this task is easy to collect rela-
tive to other supervised tasks. It provides cheap
and noisy but strong training signals. Compared
to unsupervised methods that train on a full cor-
pus, our method yields more targeted and faster
training. Encouragingly, the model trained on
discourse marker prediction achieves comparable
generalization performance to other state of the art
models.
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A Appendix

A.1 Details on Dependency Based Sentence
Extraction

While universal dependency grammar provides
enough information to identify discourse markers
and their connected statements, different discourse
markers are parsed with different dependency re-
lations. For each discourse marker of interest, we
identify the appropriate dependency pattern (see
Figure 4).

We excluded any pair where one of the sen-
tences was less than 5 or more than 50 words long
and any pairs where one of the sentences was more
than 5 times the length of the other.
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S1 because
if
so

before
after
while

although

S2

advcl

mark

S1 still S2

parataxis

mark

S1 and
but
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mark

S1 however
meanwhile

S2

parataxis

advmod

S1 when S2

parataxis

mark

S1 for example S2

parataxis

nmod

Figure 4: Dependency patterns used for extraction for each discourse marker.

Dependency parsing allows us to design our ex-
traction method such that each S1 and S2 is in-
terpretable as a full sentence in isolation, and the
appropriate conceptual relation holds between the
pair. However, occasionally we get ungrammati-
cal sentences or the wrong pair of sentences for a
relation. This incorrect extraction can happen in
several ways. First, we might choose grammati-
cal but incorrect pairs. Rashmi et al. (2008) found
that 61% of discourse markers appear in the same
sentence (SS) with both S1 and S2, and another
30% link S2 to the immediate predecessor (IPS).
For the remaining examples (non-adjacent previ-
ous sentence NAPS - 9%, or following sentence
FS - less than 1%), our method incorrectly extracts
an IPS pair. Second, not all parses are correct (e.g.
“Himself close his eyes.” was extracted due to an
incorrect parse). Finally, even with correct parses,
some extracted sentences are nonsensical or un-
grammatical out of context due to implicit sub-
jects, unresolved pronouns, or marked embedded
clauses. Fortunately these errors were relatively
rare, and many could be avoided simply by enforc-
ing that the extracted sentences each have a main
verb and satisfy a minimum length. Overall this
method extracts high-quality sentence pairs with
appropriately labeled relations.

A.2 Procedures in Extraction Validation

We preprocess the PTB sentences by limiting the
vocabulary size to 10,000 and tokenizing numbers.
Then we run our extraction pipeline on the prepro-
cessed PTB. We apply the same preprocessing to
the PDTB sentences.

We refer to the gold sentence pair from the
PDTB as (G1, G2), and our extracted sentence pair
from the PTB as (S1, S2). We first obtain the min-
imum of S1-G1 distance and S2-G2 distance over
all gold pairs. If this distance is smaller than 0.7,
we consider the corresponding gold pair to be an
alignment for this extracted pair.

Given an aligned pair ((G1, G2), (S1, S2)), we
measure the extraction quality by computing the
average of normalized G1-S1 and G2-S2 distance.
We compute this distance for all pairs and all dis-
course markers.

We analyze our extraction quality in two steps:
align sentence pairs from the two datasets and then
calculate extraction quality on each aligned pair.
In the alignment step, for each extracted pair, we
calculate its distance to all pairs from PDTB using
the normalized Levenshtein distance:

d(s1, s2) =
Levenshtein(s1, s2)

max(len(s1), len(s2))
(3)

A.3 Implicit vs. Explicit Prediction Task
Setup

For each pair of connected sentences, whose re-
lation type has been labeled in PDTB, the dis-
course relation between them may have been ex-
plicitly marked (via a discourse relation word) or
not. We can pose the task of a binary classification
of whether the sentence pair appeared as explic-
itly or implicitly marked, given only the two sen-
tences and no additional information. We evaluate
DisSent and InferSent sentence embedding mod-
els and a word vector baseline on this trask.
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We follow Patterson and Kehler (2013)’s pre-
processing. The dataset contains 25 sections in to-
tal. We use sections 0 and 1 as the development
set, sections 23 and 24 for the test set, and we train
on the remaining sections 2-22.

This task is different from the setting in Pat-
terson and Kehler (2013). We do not allow the
classifier to access the underlying discourse rela-
tion type and we only provide the individual sen-
tence embeddings as input features. In contrast,
Patterson and Kehler (2013) used a variety of dis-
crete features provided by the PDTB dataset for
their classifier, including the hand-annotated rela-
tion types.

A.4 Classification Performance

To investigate the qualitative relations among our
largest set of discourse markers, the ALL marker
set, we build a confusion matrix of the test set clas-
sifications. Figure 5 reflects classification perfor-
mance for the model trained on the full dataset,
that we later show generalization results for. This
model is clearly influenced by frequency, such that
it tends to misclassify infrequent discourse mark-
ers as frequent ones. However, deviations from
the effect of frequency appear to be semantically
meaningful.

Classifications errors are much more common
for semantically similar discourse marker pairs
than would be expected from frequency alone.
The most common confusion is when the syn-
onymous marker although is mistakenly classi-
fied as but. The temporal relation markers before,
after and then, intuitively very similar discourse
markers, are rarely confused for anything but each
other. The fact that they are indeed confusable
may reflect the tendency of authors to mark tem-
poral relation primarily when it is ambiguous.

Figure 6 reflects a model trained on a balanced
subset of our training set. When the model can
no longer rely on base rates of discourse markers
to make judgments, overall accuracy drops from
68% to 47%. However inspecting the matrices
shows very similar confusability, suggesting that
training on unbalanced data does not greatly de-
crease sensitivity to non-frequency predictors.

To more quantitatively represent the connec-
tion between what the two models learn, we com-
pute the correlation between the balanced confu-
sions and the residuals of the unbalanced con-
fusions (when predicted linearly from log fre-

quency). These residuals account for 64% of
the variance in the balanced confusions (R2 =
0.6431, F (1, 223) = 401.8, p < .001). That is,
we come close to predicting the balanced confu-
sions from the unbalanced ones.

Figure 5: Confusion Matrix trained on the ALL
dataset extracted from BookCorpus. Each cell repre-
sents the proportion of instances of the actual discourse
marker misclassified as the classified discourse marker.
This proportion is log-transformed to highlight small
differences. Discourse markers are arranged in order
of frequency from left (least frequent) to right (most
frequent).

Figure 6: Balanced Classifier Confusion Matrix
trained on a balanced subset of the ALL dataset where
discourse markers are capped at 13,421 occurrences
each. Each cell represents the proportion of instances
of the actual discourse marker misclassified as the
classified discourse marker. This proportion is log-
transformed to highlight small differences. Discourse
markers are arranged in order of frequency from left
(least frequent) to right (most frequent).

A.5 Baseline performance on training task

As a reference point for training task performance
we present baseline performance. Note that a
model which simply chose the most common class
would perform with 21.79% accuracy on the ALL
task, 28.35% on the BOOKS 8 task, and 31.87%
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on the BOOKS 5 task. Using either unigram, bi-
gram and trigram bag of words or Arora et al.
(2017)’s baseline sentence representations as fea-
tures to a logistic regression results in much lower
performance than our DisSent classifier. Table
9 shows the precision and recall for the bag-of-
words model. Table 10 shows the precision and
recall for the Arora et al. (2017) embeddings.

All Books 8 Books 5
Marker Prec Rec Prec Rec Prec Rec

and 71.8 78.2 78.3 78.5 80.6 79.4
but 71.4 73.2 72.3 79.1 75.3 79.9

because 44.9 36.2 50.1 36.9 54.8 37.7
if 79.1 75.0 77.5 79.6 80.7 81.4

when 60.5 61.8 71.2 74.0 76.9 77.2
so 49.3 48.0 55.8 46.1 — —

though 48.0 29.7 61.0 38.8 — —
before 65.0 60.9 76.6 63.5 — —

as 68.0 76.5 — — — —
while 45.6 35.9 — — — —
after 55.5 41.9 — — — —

although 24.4 6.7 — — — —
still 42.0 20.9 — — — —
also 36.1 13.6 — — — —
then 30.9 11.7 — — — —

Avg 66.7 68.0 73.6 73.3 77.5 77.4

Accuracy 67.5 73.5 77.3

Table 8: DisSent model performance: Test recall /
precision for each discourse marker on the classifica-
tion task, weighted average precision and recall across
discourse markers, and overall accuracy.

A.6 Embedding dimensions of models

DisSent uses a BiLSTM encoder with 4096 hid-
den state dimensions. InferSent (Conneau et al.,
2017) uses 4096 embedding dimensions. Disc Bi-
GRU (Jernite et al., 2017) hidden state has 512 di-
mensions. FastSent and FastSent + AE (Hill et al.,
2016) have 500 dimensions. SkipThought (Kiros
et al., 2015) and SkipThought-LN (Conneau et al.,
2017) models trained on 600-dimension word em-
beddings and produced 2400-dimension sentence
embeddings. DictRep (bow) is from Conneau
et al. (2017). LSMTL (Subramanian et al., 2018)
uses 2048-dimension bi-directional GRU as en-
coder, and trained on 512 dimension word embed-
dings.

A.7 Limitations of evaluation

The generalization tasks that we (following Con-
neau et al. (2017)) use to compare models focus
on sentiment, entailment, and similarity. These are
narrow operational definitions of semantic mean-

All Books 8 Books 5
Marker Prec Rec Prec Rec Prec Rec

and 60.1 65.0 65.6 70.1 70.1 71.4
but 49.9 65.3 55.2 69.4 59.7 69.9

because 34.7 10.2 42.1 11.1 42.8 10.6
if 54.6 56.9 58.8 56.4 64.4 60.0

when 43.2 40.1 52.1 52.2 58.4 54.3
so 35.5 11.3 38.5 11.0 — —

though 40.6 20.8 56.2 25.2 — —
before 47.8 29.1 56.6 35.4 — —

as 51.9 63.1 — — — —
while 33.4 11.6 — — — —
after 41.0 17.6 — — — —

although 11.9 0.4 — — — —
still 34.7 2.5 — — — —
also 16.7 0.4 — — — —
then 36.2 2.1 — — — —

Average 40.2 40.3 46.2 44.5 53.3 50.7

Accuracy 51.8 58.1 63.3

Table 9: Ngram Bag-of-words baseline sentence em-
beddings performance on DisSent training task: test
recall / precision for each discourse marker on the clas-
sification task, and overall accuracy. Average metric
reports the weighted average of all classes.

ing. A model that generates meaningful sentence
embeddings should excel at these tasks. However,
success at these tasks does not necessarily imply
that a model has learned a deep semantic under-
standing of a sentence.

Sentiment classification, for example, in many
cases only requires the model to understand lo-
cal structures. Text similarity can be computed
with various textual distances (e.g., Levenshtein or
Jaro distance) on bag-of-words, without a compo-
sitional representation of the sentence. Thus, the
ability of our, and other, models to achieve high
performance on these metrics may reflect a com-
petent representation sentence meaning; but more
rigorous tests are needed to understand whether
these embeddings capture sentence meaning in
general.
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All Books 8 Books 5
Marker Prec Rec Prec Rec Prec Rec

and 46.9 59.4 52.9 63.6 58.0 64.3
but 38.1 57.9 43.5 62.3 48.9 62.4

because 24.1 0.5 20.2 0.3 27.7 0.47
if 41.8 37.1 46.2 37.9 50.5 38.2

when 36.8 25.8 45.6 40.0 58.3 41.3
so 37.0 2.5 39.5 2.9 — —

though 27.2 1.4 29.7 1.3 — —
before 42.0 10.0 48.8 11.8 — —

as 43.4 55.6 — — — —
while 29.1 3.4 — — — —
after 37.1 4.8 — — — —

although 0.0 0.0 — — — —
still 0.0 0.0 — — — —
also 0.0 0.0 — — — —
then 0.0 0.0 — — — —

Avg 50.1 51.1 57.5 56.4 63.0 62.2

Accuracy 41.8 47.3 52.5

Table 10: Corrected GloVe Bag-of-words sentence
embeddings performance on DisSent training task:
test recall / precision for each discourse marker on the
classification task, and overall accuracy. Average met-
ric reports the weighted average of all classes.
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Abstract

We present SParC, a dataset for cross-domain
Semantic Parsing in Context. It consists of
4,298 coherent question sequences (12k+ indi-
vidual questions annotated with SQL queries),
obtained from controlled user interactions
with 200 complex databases over 138 do-
mains. We provide an in-depth analysis of
SParC and show that it introduces new chal-
lenges compared to existing datasets. SParC
(1) demonstrates complex contextual depen-
dencies, (2) has greater semantic diversity, and
(3) requires generalization to new domains
due to its cross-domain nature and the un-
seen databases at test time. We experiment
with two state-of-the-art text-to-SQL mod-
els adapted to the context-dependent, cross-
domain setup. The best model obtains an
exact set match accuracy of 20.2% over all
questions and less than 10% over all inter-
action sequences, indicating that the cross-
domain setting and the contextual phenomena
of the dataset present significant challenges
for future research. The dataset, baselines,
and leaderboard are released at https://
yale-lily.github.io/sparc.

1 Introduction

Querying a relational database is often challeng-
ing and a natural language interface has long been
regarded by many as the most powerful database
interface (Popescu et al., 2003; Bertomeu et al.,
2006; Li and Jagadish, 2014). The problem of
mapping a natural language utterance into exe-
cutable SQL queries (text-to-SQL) has attracted
increasing attention from the semantic parsing
community by virtue of a continuous effort of
dataset creation (Zelle and Mooney, 1996; Iyyer
et al., 2017; Zhong et al., 2017; Finegan-Dollak
et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2018a) and the modeling
innovation that follows it (Xu et al., 2017; Wang
et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2018b; Shi et al., 2018).

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Database about student dormitory containing 5 tables.D1 :  
Find the first and last names of the students who are livingC1 :  

        in the dorms that have a TV Lounge as an amenity. 
 

 How many dorms have a TV Lounge?Q1 :  
  SELECT  COUNT (*) FROM  dorm AS  T1 JOIN  has_amenityS1 :  

     AS  T2 ON  T1.dormid = T2.dormid JOIN  dorm_amenity 
     AS  T3 ON  T2.amenid = T3.amenid WHERE 
     T3.amenity_name = 'TV Lounge' 
 

 What is the total capacity of these dorms?Q2 :  
  SELECT  SUM (T1.student_capacity) FROM  dorm AS  T1S2 :   

     JOIN  has_amenity AS  T2 ON  T1.dormid = T2.dormid  
     JOIN  dorm_amenity AS  T3 ON  T2.amenid = T3.amenid  
     WHERE  T3.amenity_name = 'TV Lounge' 
 

 How many students are living there?Q3 :  
SELECT  COUNT (*) FROM  student AS  T1 JOIN  lives_inS3 :   

     AS  T2 ON  T1.stuid = T2.stuid WHERE  T2.dormid IN 
     ( SELECT  T3.dormid FROM  has_amenity AS  T3 JOIN  
     dorm_amenity AS  T4 ON  T3.amenid = T4.amenid WHERE  
     T4.amenity_name = 'TV Lounge') 
 

 Please show their first and last names.Q4 :  
  SELECT  T1.fname, T1.lname FROM  student AS  T1 JOINS4 :   

     lives_in AS  T2 ON  T1.stuid = T2.stuid WHERE  
     T2.dormid IN  ( SELECT  T3.dormid FROM  has_amenity 
     AS  T3 JOIN  dorm_amenity AS  T4 ON  T3.amenid =  
     T4. amenid  WHERE  T4.amenity_name = 'TV Lounge') 
 

-------------------------------------- 

 Database about shipping company containing 13 tablesD2 :  
 Find the names of the first 5 customers.C2 :  

 

 What is the customer id of the most recent customer?Q1 :  
 SELECT  customer_id  FROM  customers  ORDER BYS1 :  

     date_became_customer  DESC LIMIT  1 
 

 What is their name?Q2 :  
  SELECT  customer_name  FROM  customers  ORDER BYS2 :   

     date_became_customer  DESC LIMIT  1 
 

 How about for the first 5 customers?Q3 :  
  SELECT  customer_name  FROM  customers  ORDER BYS3 :   

     date_became_customer  LIMIT  5 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Two question sequences from the SParC
dataset. Questions (Qi) in each sequence query a
database (Di), obtaining information sufficient to com-
plete the interaction goal (Ci). Each question is anno-
tated with a corresponding SQL query (Si). SQL token
sequences from the interaction context are underlined.

While most of these work focus on precisely
mapping stand-alone utterances to SQL queries,
generating SQL queries in a context-dependent
scenario (Miller et al., 1996; Zettlemoyer and
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Collins, 2009; Suhr et al., 2018) has been studied
less often. The most prominent context-dependent
text-to-SQL benchmark is ATIS1, which is set in
the flight-booking domain and contains only one
database (Hemphill et al., 1990; Dahl et al., 1994).

In a real-world setting, users tend to ask a se-
quence of thematically related questions to learn
about a particular topic or to achieve a complex
goal. Previous studies have shown that by al-
lowing questions to be constructed sequentially,
users can explore the data in a more flexible man-
ner, which reduces their cognitive burden (Hale,
2006; Levy, 2008; Frank, 2013; Iyyer et al., 2017)
and increases their involvement when interacting
with the system. The phrasing of such questions
depends heavily on the interaction history (Kato
et al., 2004; Chai and Jin, 2004; Bertomeu et al.,
2006). The users may explicitly refer to or omit
previously mentioned entities and constraints, and
may introduce refinements, additions or substitu-
tions to what has already been said (Figure 1).
This requires a practical text-to-SQL system to ef-
fectively process context information to synthesize
the correct SQL logic.

To enable modeling advances in context-
dependent semantic parsing, we introduce SParC
(cross-domain Semantic Parsing in Context),
an expert-labeled dataset which contains 4,298
coherent question sequences (12k+ questions
paired with SQL queries) querying 200 complex
databases in 138 different domains. The dataset is
built on top of Spider2, the largest cross-domain
context-independent text-to-SQL dataset available
in the field (Yu et al., 2018c). The large num-
ber of domains provide rich contextual phenom-
ena and thematic relations between the questions,
which general-purpose natural language interfaces
to databases have to address. In addition, it en-
ables us to test the generalization of the trained
systems to unseen databases and domains.

We asked 15 college students with SQL expe-
rience to come up with question sequences over
the Spider databases (§ 3). Questions in the orig-
inal Spider dataset were used as guidance to the
students for constructing meaningful interactions:
each sequence is based on a question in Spider and
the student has to ask inter-related questions to ob-

1A subset of ATIS is also frequently used in context-
independent semantic parsing research (Zettlemoyer and
Collins, 2007; Dong and Lapata, 2016).

2The data is available at https://yale-lily.
github.io/spider.

tain information that answers the Spider question.
At the same time, the students are encouraged to
come up with related questions which do not di-
rectly contribute to the Spider question so as to
increase data diversity. The questions were subse-
quently translated to complex SQL queries by the
same student. Similar to Spider, the SQL Queries
in SParC cover complex syntactic structures and
most common SQL keywords.

We split the dataset such that a database appears
in only one of the train, development and test sets.
We provide detailed data analysis to show the rich-
ness of SParC in terms of semantics, contextual
phenomena and thematic relations (§ 4). We also
experiment with two competitive baseline models
to assess the difficulty of SParC (§ 5). The best
model achieves only 20.2% exact set matching ac-
curacy3 on all questions, and demonstrates a de-
crease in exact set matching accuracy from 38.6%
for questions in turn 1 to 1.1% for questions in
turns 4 and higher (§ 6). This suggests that there is
plenty of room for advancement in modeling and
learning on the SParC dataset.

2 Related Work

Context-independent semantic parsing Early
studies in semantic parsing (Zettlemoyer and
Collins, 2005; Artzi and Zettlemoyer, 2013; Be-
rant and Liang, 2014; Li and Jagadish, 2014; Pa-
supat and Liang, 2015; Dong and Lapata, 2016;
Iyer et al., 2017) were based on small and single-
domain datasets such as ATIS (Hemphill et al.,
1990; Dahl et al., 1994) and GeoQuery (Zelle and
Mooney, 1996). Recently, an increasing number
of neural approaches (Zhong et al., 2017; Xu et al.,
2017; Yu et al., 2018a; Dong and Lapata, 2018; Yu
et al., 2018b) have started to use large and cross-
domain text-to-SQL datasets such as WikiSQL
(Zhong et al., 2017) and Spider (Yu et al., 2018c).
Most of them focus on converting stand-alone nat-
ural language questions to executable queries. Ta-
ble 1 compares SParC with other semantic parsing
datasets.

Context-dependent semantic parsing with
SQL labels Only a few datasets have been
constructed for the purpose of mapping context-
dependent questions to structured queries.

3Exact string match ignores ordering discrepancies of
SQL components whose order does not matter. Exact set
matching is able to consider ordering issues in SQL evalu-
ation. See more evaluation details in section 6.1.
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Dataset Context Resource Annotation Cross-domain
SParC X database SQL X

ATIS (Hemphill et al., 1990; Dahl et al., 1994) X database SQL 7

Spider (Yu et al., 2018c) 7 database SQL X
WikiSQL (Zhong et al., 2017) 7 table SQL X

GeoQuery (Zelle and Mooney, 1996) 7 database SQL 7

SequentialQA (Iyyer et al., 2017) X table denotation X
SCONE (Long et al., 2016) X environment denotation 7

Table 1: Comparison of SParC with existing semantic parsing datasets.

Hemphill et al. (1990); Dahl et al. (1994) col-
lected the contextualized version of ATIS that
includes series of questions from users interact-
ing with a flight database. Adopted by several
works later on (Miller et al., 1996; Zettlemoyer
and Collins, 2009; Suhr et al., 2018), ATIS
has only a single domain for flight planning
which limits the possible SQL logic it contains.
In contrast to ATIS, SParC consists of a large
number of complex SQL queries (with most
SQL syntax components) inquiring 200 databases
in 138 different domains, which contributes to
its diversity in query semantics and contextual
dependencies. Similar to Spider, the databases in
the train, development and test sets of SParC do
not overlap.

Context-dependent semantic parsing with de-
notations Some datasets used in recovering
context-dependent meaning (including SCONE
(Long et al., 2016) and SequentialQA (Iyyer et al.,
2017)) contain no logical form annotations but
only denotation (Berant and Liang, 2014) instead.
SCONE (Long et al., 2016) contains some in-
structions in limited domains such as chemistry
experiments. The formal representations in the
dataset are world states representing state changes
after each instruction instead of programs or logi-
cal forms. SequentialQA (Iyyer et al., 2017) was
created by asking crowd workers to decompose
some complicated questions in WikiTableQues-
tions (Pasupat and Liang, 2015) into sequences of
inner-related simple questions. As shown in Ta-
ble 1, neither of the two datasets were annotated
with query labels. Thus, to make the tasks feasi-
ble, SCONE (Long et al., 2016) and SequentialQA
(Iyyer et al., 2017) exclude many questions with
rich semantic and contextual types. For example,
(Iyyer et al., 2017) requires that the answers to the
questions in SequentialQA must appear in the ta-
ble, and most of them can be solved by simple

SQL queries with SELECT and WHERE clauses.
Such direct mapping without formal query labels
becomes unfeasible for complex questions. Fur-
thermore, SequentialQA contains questions based
only on a single Wikipedia tables at a time. In
contrast, SParC contains 200 significantly larger
databases, and complex query labels with all com-
mon SQL key components. This requires a system
developed for SParC to handle information needed
over larger databases in different domains.

Conversational QA and dialogue system Lan-
guage understanding in context is also studied for
dialogue and question answering systems. The
development in dialogue (Henderson et al., 2014;
Mrkšić et al., 2017; Zhong et al., 2018) uses pre-
defined ontology and slot-value pairs with limited
natural language meaning representation, whereas
we focus on general SQL queries that enable
more powerful semantic meaning representation.
Recently, some conversational question answer-
ing datasets have been introduced, such as QuAC
(Choi et al., 2018) and CoQA (Reddy et al., 2018).
They differ from SParC in that the answers are
free-form text instead of SQL queries. On the
other hand, Kato et al. (2004); Chai and Jin (2004);
Bertomeu et al. (2006) conduct early studies of
the contextual phenomena and thematic relations
in database dialogue/QA systems, which we use
as references when constructing SParC.

3 Data Collection

We create the SParC dataset in four stages: select-
ing interaction goals, creating questions, annotat-
ing SQL representations, and reviewing.

Interaction goal selection To ensure thematic
relevance within each question sequence, we use
questions in the original Spider dataset as the the-
matic guidance for constructing meaningful query
interactions, i.e. the interaction goal. Each se-
quence is based on a question in Spider and the an-
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Thematic relation Description Example Percentage
Refinement
(constraint refine-
ment)

The current question asks for the same
type of entity as a previous question
with a different constraint.

Prev Q: Which major has the fewest students?
Cur Q: What is the most popular one?

33.8%

Theme-entity
(topic explo-
ration)

The current question asks for other
properties about the same entity as a
previous question.

Prev Q: What is the capacity of Anonymous
Donor Hall?
Cur Q: List all of the amenities which it has.

48.4%

Theme-property
(participant shift)

The current question asks for the same
property about another entity.

Prev Q: Tell me the rating of the episode named
“Double Down”.
Cur Q: How about for “Keepers”?

9.7%

Answer refine-
ment/theme
(answer explo-
ration)

The current question asks for a subset
of the entities given in a previous an-
swer or asks about a specific entity in-
troduced in a previous answer.

Prev Q: Please list all the different department
names.
Cur Q: What is the average salary of all instruc-
tors in the Statistics department?

8.1%

Table 2: Thematic relations between questions in a database QA system defined by Bertomeu et al. (2006). The
first three relations hold between a question and a previous question and the last relation holds between a question
and a previous answer. We manually classified 102 examples in SParC into one or more of them and show the
distribution. The entities (bold), properties (italics) and constraints (underlined) are highlighted in each question.

notator has to ask inter-related questions to obtain
the information demanded by the interaction goal
(detailed in the next section). All questions in Spi-
der were stand-alone questions written by 11 col-
lege students with SQL background after they had
explored the database content, and the question in-
tent conveyed is likely to naturally arise in real-life
query scenarios. We selected all Spider examples
classified as medium, hard, and extra hard, as it is
in general hard to establish context for easy ques-
tions. In order to study more diverse information
needs, we also included some easy examples (end
up with using 12.9% of the easy examples in Spi-
der). As a result, 4,437 questions were selected as
the interaction goals for 200 databases.

Question creation 15 college students with
SQL experience were asked to come up with se-
quences of inter-related questions to obtain the
information demanded by the interaction goals4.
Previous work (Bertomeu et al., 2006) has char-
acterized different thematic relations between the
utterances in a database QA system: refinement,
theme-entity, theme-property, and answer refine-
ment/theme5, as shown in Table 2. We show
these definitions to the students prior to ques-
tion creation to help them come up with context-
dependent questions. We also encourage the for-

4The students were asked to spend time exploring
the database using a database visualization tool powered
by Sqlite Web https://github.com/coleifer/
sqlite-web so as to create a diverse set of thematic re-
lations between the questions.

5We group answer refinement and answer theme, the two
thematic relations holding between a question and a previous
answer as defined in Bertomeu et al. (2006), into a single
answer refinement/theme type.

mulation of questions that are thematically related
to but do not directly contribute to answering the
goal question (e.g. Q2 in the first example and
Q1 in the second example in Figure 1. See more
examples in Appendix as well). The students do
not simply decompose the complex query. Instead,
they often explore the data content first and even
change their querying focuses. Therefore, all in-
teractive query information in SParC could not be
acquired by a single complex SQL query.

We divide the goals evenly among the students
and each interaction goal is annotated by one stu-
dent6. We enforce each question sequence to con-
tain at least two questions, and the interaction ter-
minates when the student has obtained enough in-
formation to answer the goal question.

SQL annotation After creating the questions,
each annotator was asked to translate their own
questions to SQL queries. All SQL queries were
executed on Sqlite Web to ensure correctness. To
make our evaluation more robust, the same an-
notation protocol as Spider (Yu et al., 2018c)
was adopted such that all annotators chose the
same SQL query pattern when multiple equivalent
queries were possible.

Data review and post-process We asked stu-
dents who are native English speakers to review
the annotated data. Each example was reviewed
at least once. The students corrected any gram-
mar errors and rephrased the question in a more
natural way if necessary. They also checked if the

6The most productive student annotated 13.1% of the
goals and the least productive student annotated close to 2%.
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SParC ATIS
Sequence # 4298 1658
Question # 12,726 11,653
Database # 200 1

Table # 1020 27
Avg. Q len 8.1 10.2

Vocab # 3794 1582
Avg. turn # 3.0 7.0

Table 3: Comparison of the statistics of context-
dependent text-to-SQL datasets.

questions in each sequence were related and the
SQL answers matched the semantic meaning of
the question. After that, another group of students
ran all annotated SQL queries to make sure they
were executable. Furthermore, they used the SQL
parser7 from Spider to parse all the SQL labels to
make sure all queries follow the annotation proto-
col. Finally, the most experienced annotator con-
ducted a final review on all question-SQL pairs.
139 question sequences were discarded in this fi-
nal step due to poor question quality or wrong
SQL annotations

4 Data Statistics and Analysis

We compute the statistics of SParC and conduct
a through data analysis focusing on its contex-
tual dependencies, semantic coverage and cross-
domain property. Throughout this section, we
compare SParC to ATIS (Hemphill et al., 1990;
Dahl et al., 1994), the most most widely used
context-dependent text-to-SQL dataset in the field.
In comparison, SParC is significantly different as
it (1) contains mode complex contextual depen-
dencies, (2) has greater semantic coverage, and (3)
adopts a cross-domain task setting, which make
it a new and challenging cross-domain context-
dependent text-to-SQL dataset.

Data statistics Table 3 summarizes the statistics
of SParC and ATIS. SParC contains 4,298 unique
question sequences, 200 complex databases in 138
different domains, with 12k+ questions annotated
with SQL queries. The number of sequences in
ATIS is significantly smaller, but it contains a
comparable number of individual questions since
it has a higher number of turns per sequence8.

7https://github.com/taoyds/spider/
blob/master/process_sql.py

8The ATIS dataset is collected under the Wizard-of-Oz
setting (Bertomeu et al., 2006) (like a task-oriented sequen-
tial question answering task). Each user interaction is guided
by an abstract, high-level goal such as “plan a trip from city A
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Figure 2: The heatmap shows the percentage of SQL
token overlap between questions in different turns. To-
ken overlap is greater between questions that are closer
to each other and the degree of overlap increases as in-
teraction proceeds. Most questions have dependencies
that span 3 or fewer turns.

On the other hand, SParC has overcome the do-
main limitation of ATIS by covering 200 different
databases and has a significantly larger natural lan-
guage vocabulary.

Contextual dependencies of questions We vi-
sualize the percentage of token overlap between
the SQL queries (formal semantic representation
of the question) at different positions of a ques-
tion sequence. The heatmap shows that more in-
formation is shared between two questions that are
closer to each other. This sharing increases among
questions in later turns, where users tend to narrow
down their questions to very specific needs. This
also indicates that resolving context references in
our task is important.

Furthermore, the lighter color of the lower left
4 squares in the heatmap of Figure 2 shows that
most questions in an interaction have contextual
dependencies that span within 3 turns. Reddy et al.
(2018) similarly report that the majority of context
dependencies on the CoQA conversational ques-
tion answering dataset are within 2 questions, be-
yond which coreferences from the current ques-
tion are likely to be ambiguous with little inherited

to city B, stop in another city on the way”. The domain by its
nature requires the user to express multiple constraints in sep-
arate utterances and the user is intrinsically motivated to in-
teract with the system until the booking is successful. In con-
trast, the interaction goals formed by Spider questions are for
open-domain and general-purpose database querying, which
tend to be more specific and can often be stated in a smaller
number of turns. We believe these differences contribute to
the shorter average question sequence length of SParC com-
pared to that of ATIS.
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Figure 3: Percentage of question sequences that con-
tain a particular SQL keyword at a given turn. The
complexity of questions increases as interaction pro-
ceeds on SParC as more SQL keywords are triggered.
The same trend was not observed on ATIS.

information. This suggests that 3 turns on average
are sufficient to capture most of the contextual de-
pendencies between questions in SParC.

We also plot the trend of common SQL key-
words occurring in different question turns for
both SParC and ATIS (Figure 3) 9. We show the
percentage of question sequences that contain a
particular SQL keyword at each turn. The up-
per figure in Figure 3 shows that the occurrences
of all SQL keywords do not change much as the
question turn increases in ATIS, which indicates
that the SQL query logic in different turns are
very similar. We examined the data and find that
most interactions in ATIS involve changes in the
WHERE condition between question turns. This
is likely caused by the fact that the questions in
ATIS only involve flight booking, which typically
triggers the use of the refinement thematic rela-
tion. Example user utterances from ATIS are “on
american airlines” or “which ones arrive at 7pm”
(Suhr et al., 2018), which only involves changes to
the WHERE condition.

9Since the formatting used for the SQL queries are dif-
ferent in SParC and ATIS, the actual percentages of WHERE,
JOIN and Nested for ATIS are lower (e.g. the original ver-
sion of ATIS may be highly nested, but queries could be re-
formatted to flatten them). Other SQL keywords are directly
comparable.

In contrast, the lower figure demonstrates a
clear trend that in SParC, the occurrences of nearly
all SQL components increase as question turn in-
creases. This suggests that questions in subse-
quent turns tend to change the logical structures
more significantly, which makes our task more in-
teresting and challenging.

Contextual linguistic phenomena We manu-
ally inspected 102 randomly chosen examples
from our development set to study the thematic re-
lations between questions. Table 2 shows the rela-
tion distribution.

We find that the most frequently occurring re-
lation is theme-entity, in which the current ques-
tion focuses on the same entity (set) as the previ-
ous question but requests for some other property.
Consider Q1 and Q2 of the first example shown
in Figure 1. Their corresponding SQL representa-
tions (S1 and S2) have the same FROM and WHERE
clauses, which harvest the same set of entities –
“dorms with a TV lounge”. But their SELECT
clauses return different properties of the target en-
tity set (number of the dorms in S1 versus total
capacity of the dorms in S2). Q3 and Q4 in this
example also have the same relation. The refine-
ment relation is also very common. For example,
Q2 and Q3 in the second example ask about the
same entity set – customers of a shipping com-
pany. But Q3 switches the search constraint from
“the most recent” in Q2 to “the first 5”.

Fewer questions refer to previous questions by
replacing with another entity (“Double Down”
versus “Keepers” in Table 2) (theme-property) but
asking for the same property. Even less frequently,
soem questions ask about the answers of previous
questions (answer refinement/theme). As in the
last example of Table 2, the current question asks
about the “Statistics department”, which is one of
the answers returned in the previous turn. More
examples with different thematic relations are pro-
vided in Figure 5 in the Appendix.

Interestingly, as the examples in Table 2 have
shown, many thematic relations are present with-
out explicit linguistic coreference markers. This
indicates information tends to implicitly propa-
gate through the interaction. Moreover, in some
cases where the natural language question shares
information with the previous question (e.g. Q2

and Q3 in the first example of Figure 1 form
a theme-entity relation), the corresponding SQL
representations (S2 and S3) can be very different.
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SQL components SParC ATIS
# WHERE 42.8% 99.7%

# AGG 39.8% 16.6%
# GROUP 20.1% 0.3%
# ORDER 17.0% 0.0%

# HAVING 4.7% 0.0%
# SET 3.5% 0.0%

# JOIN 35.5% 99.9%
# Nested 5.7% 99.9%

Table 4: Distribution of SQL components in SQL
queries. SQL queries in SParC cover all SQL compo-
nents, whereas some important SQL components like
ORDER are missing from ATIS.

One scenario in which this happens is when the
property/constraint specification makes reference
to additional entities described by separate tables
in the database schema.

Semantic coverage As shown in Table 3, SParC
is larger in terms of number of unique SQL tem-
plates, vocabulary size and number of domains
compared to ATIS. The smaller number of unique
SQL templates and vocabulary size of ATIS is
likely due to the domain constraint and presence
of many similar questions.

Table 4 further compare the formal semantic
representation in these two datasets in terms of
SQL syntax component. While almost all ques-
tions in ATIS contain joins and nested subqueries,
some commonly used SQL components are either
absent (ORDER BY, HAVING, SET) or occur very
rarely (GROUP BY and AGG). We examined the
data and find that many questions in it has com-
plicated syntactic structures mainly because the
database schema requires joined tables and nested
sub-queries, and the semantic diversity among the
questions is in fact smaller.

Cross domain As shown in Table 1, SParC con-
tains questions over 200 databases (1,020 tables)
in 138 different domains. In comparison, ATIS
contains only one databases in the flight booking
domain, which makes it unsuitable for develop-
ing models that generalize across domains. Inter-
actions querying different databases are shown in
Figure 1 (also see more examples in Figure 4 in
the Appendix). As in Spider, we split SParC such
that each database appears in only one of train, de-
velopment and test sets. Splitting by database re-
quires the models to generalize well not only to
new SQL queries, but also to new databases and
new domains.

Train Dev Test
# Q sequences 3034 422 842
# Q-SQL pairs 9025 1203 2498

# Databases 140 20 40

Table 5: Dataset Split Statistics

5 Methods

We extend two state-of-the-art semantic parsing
models to the cross-domain, context-dependent
setup of SParC and benchmark their performance.
At each interaction turn i, given the current ques-
tion x̄i = 〈xi,1, . . . , xi,|x̄i|〉, the previously asked
questions Ī[: i − 1] = {x̄1, . . . , x̄i−1} and the
database schema C, the model generates the SQL
query ȳi.

5.1 Seq2Seq with turn-level history encoder
(CD-Seq2Seq)

This is a cross-domain Seq2Seq based text-to-
SQL model extended with the turn-level history
encoder proposed in Suhr et al. (2018).

Turn-level history encoder Following Suhr
et al. (2018), at turn i, we encode each user ques-
tion x̄t ∈ Ī[: t − 1] ∪ {x̄i} using an utterance-
level bi-LSTM, LSTME . The final hidden state of
LSTME , hEt,|x̄t|, is used as the input to the turn-

level encoder, LSTMI , a uni-directional LSTM,
to generate the discourse state hIt . The input to
LSTME at turn t is the question word embed-
ding concatenated with the discourse state at turn
t− 1 ([xt,j ,hIt−1]), which enables the propagation
of contextual information.

Database schema encoding For each column
header in the database schema, we concate-
nate its corresponding table name and column
name separated by a special dot token (i.e.,
table name.column name), and use the av-
erage word embedding10 of tokens in this se-
quence as the column header embedding hC .

Decoder The decoder is implemented with an-
other LSTM (LSTMD) with attention to the
LSTME representations of the questions in η pre-
vious turns. At each decoding step, the de-
coder chooses to generate either a SQL keyword
(e.g., select, where, group by) or a col-
umn header. To achieve this, we use separate lay-
ers to score SQL keywords and column headers,

10We use the 300-dimensional GloVe (Pennington et al.,
2014) pretrained word embeddings.
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and finally use the softmax operation to generate
the output probability distribution over both cate-
gories.

5.2 SyntaxSQLNet with history input
(SyntaxSQL-con)

SyntaxSQLNet is a syntax tree based neural
model for the complex and cross-domain context-
independent text-to-SQL task introduced by Yu
et al. (2018b). The model consists of a table-aware
column attention encoder and a SQL-specific syn-
tax tree-based decoder. The decoder adopts a set
of inter-connected neural modules to generate dif-
ferent SQL syntax components.

We extend this model by providing the decoder
with the encoding of the previous question (x̄i−1)
as additional contextual information. Both x̄i and
x̄i−1 are encoded using bi-LSTMs (of different pa-
rameters) with the column attention mechanism
proposed by Yu et al. (2018b). We use the same
math formulation to inject the representations of
x̄i and x̄i−1 to each syntax module of the decoder.

More details of each baseline model can be
found in the Appendix. And we opensource their
implementations for reproducibility.

6 Experiments

6.1 Evaluation Metrics

Following Yu et al. (2018c), we use the exact set
match metric to compute the accuracy between
gold and predicted SQL answers. Instead of sim-
ply employing string match, Yu et al. (2018c)
decompose predicted queries into different SQL
clauses such as SELECT, WHERE, GROUP BY,
and ORDER BY and compute scores for each
clause using set matching separately11. We report
the following two metrics: question match, the ex-
act set matching score over all questions, and in-
teraction match, the exact set matching score over
all interactions. The exact set matching score is 1
for each question only if all predicted SQL clauses
are correct, and 1 for each interaction only if there
is an exact set match for every question in the in-
teraction.

6.2 Results

We summarize the overall results of CD-Seq2Seq
and SyntaxSQLNet on the development and the

11Details of the evaluation metrics can be found
at https://github.com/taoyds/spider/tree/master/
evaluation_examples

Model Question Match Interaction Match
Dev Test Dev Test

CD-Seq2Seq 17.1 18.3 6.7 6.4
SyntaxSQL-con 18.5 20.2 4.3 5.2
SyntaxSQL-sta 15.2 16.9 0.7 1.1

Table 6: Performance of various methods over all ques-
tions (question match) and all interactions (interaction
match).

test data in Table 6. The context-aware mod-
els (CD-Seq2Seq and SyntaxSQL-con) signifi-
cantly outperforms the standalone SyntaxSQLNet
(SyntaxSQL-sta). The last two rows form a con-
trolled ablation study, where without accessing to
previous context history, the test set performance
of SyntaxSQLNet decreases from 20.2% to 16.9%
on question match and from 5.2% to 1.1% on in-
teraction match, which indicates that context is a
crucial aspect of the problem.

We note that SyntaxSQL-con scores higher in
question match but lower in interaction match
compared to CD-Seq2Seq. A closer examination
shows that SyntaxSQL-con predicts more ques-
tions correctly in the early turns of an interaction
(Table 7), which results in its overall higher ques-
tion match accuracy. A possible reason for this
is that SyntaxSQL-con adopts a stronger context-
agnostic text-to-SQL module (SyntaxSQLNet vs.
Seq2Seq adopted by CD-Seq2Seq). The higher
performance of CD-Seq2Seq on interaction match
can be attributed to better incorporation of in-
formation flow between questions by using turn-
level encoders (Suhr et al., 2018), which is pos-
sible to encode the history of all previous ques-
tions comparing to only single one previous ques-
tion in SyntaxSQL-con. Overall, the lower per-
formance of the two extended context-dependent
models shows the difficulty of SParC and that
there is ample room for improvement.

Turn # CD-Seq2Seq SyntaxSQL-con
1 (422) 31.4 38.6
2 (422) 12.1 11.6
3 (270) 7.8 3.7
≥ 4 (89) 2.2 1.1

Table 7: Performance stratified by question turns on the
development set. The performance of the two models
decrease as the interaction continues.

Performance stratified by question position
To gain more insight into how question position
affects the performance of the two models, we
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report their performances on questions in differ-
ent positions in Table 7. Questions in later turns
of an interaction in general have greater depen-
dency over previous questions and also greater
risk for error propagation. The results show
that both CD-Seq2Seq and SyntaxSQL-con con-
sistently perform worse as the question turn in-
creases, suggesting that both models struggle to
deal with information flow from previous ques-
tions and accumulate errors from previous pre-
dictions. Moreover, SyntaxSQLNet significantly
outperforms CD-Seq2Seq on questions in the first
turn, but the advantage disappears in later turns
(starting from the second turn), which is ex-
pected because the context encoding mechanism
of SyntaxSQL-con is less powerful than the turn-
level encoders adopted by CD-Seq2Seq.

Goal Difficulty CD-Seq2Seq SyntaxSQL-con
Easy (483) 35.1 38.9

Medium (441) 7.0 7.3
Hard (145) 2.8 1.4

Extra hard (134) 0.8 0.7

Table 8: Performance stratified by question difficulty
on the development set. The performances of the two
models decrease as questions are more difficult.

Performance stratified by SQL difficulty We
group individual questions in SParC into different
difficulty levels based on the complexity of their
corresponding SQL representations using the cri-
teria proposed in Yu et al. (2018c). As shown in
Figure 3, the questions turned to get harder as in-
teraction proceeds, more questions with hard and
extra hard difficulties appear in late turns. Table 8
shows the performance of the two models across
each difficulty level. As we expect, the models
perform better when the user request is easy. Both
models fail on most hard and extra hard questions.
Considering that the size and question types of
SParC are very close to Spider, the relatively lower
performances of SyntaxSQLNet on medium, hard
and extra hard questions in Table 8 comparing to
its performances on Spider (17.6%, 16.3%, and
4.9% respectively) indicates that SParC introduces
additional challenge by introducing context de-
pendencies, which is absent from Spider.

Performance stratified by thematic relation
Finally, we report the model performances across
thematic relations computed over the 102 exam-
ples summarized in Table 2. The results (Table
9) show that the models, in particular SyntaxSQL-

Thematic relation CD-Seq2Seq SyntaxSQL-con
Refinement 8.4 6.5

Theme-entity 13.5 10.2
Theme-property 9.0 7.8

answer refine./them. 12.3 20.4

Table 9: Performance stratified by thematic rela-
tions. The models perform best on the answer refine-
ment/theme relation, but do poorly on the refinement
and theme-property relations.

con, perform the best on the answer refine-
ment/theme relation. A possible reason for this
is that questions in the answer theme category
can often be interpreted without reference to pre-
vious questions since the user tends to state the
theme entity explicitly. Consider the example in
the bottom row of Table 2. The user explicitly said
“Statistics department” in their question, which
belongs to the answer set of the previous question
12. The overall low performance for all thematic
relations (refinement and theme-property in par-
ticular) indicates that the two models still struggle
on properly interpreting the question history.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced SParC, a large-
scale dataset of context-dependent questions over
a number of databases in different domains an-
notated with the corresponding SQL representa-
tion. The dataset features wide semantic cover-
age and a diverse set of contextual dependencies
between questions. It also introduces unique chal-
lenge in mapping context-dependent questions to
SQL queries in unseen domains. We experimented
with two competitive context-dependent semantic
parsing approaches on SParC. The model accuracy
is far from satisfactory and stratifying the perfor-
mance by question position shows that both mod-
els degenerate in later turns of interaction, sug-
gesting the importance of better context model-
ing. The dataset, baseline implementations and
leaderboard are publicly available at https://
yale-lily.github.io/sparc.
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A Appendices

A.1 Additional Baseline Model Details
CD-Seq2Seq We use a bi-LSTM, LSTME , to
encode the user utterance at each turn. At each
step j of the utterance, LSTME takes as input the
word embedding and the discourse state hIi−1 up-
dated for the previous turn i− 1:

hEi,j = LSTME([xi,j ;h
I
i−1],hEi,j−1)

where i is the index of the turn and j is the in-
dex of the utterance token. The final hidden state
LSTME is used as the input of a uni-directional
LSTM, LSTMI , which is the interaction level en-
coder:

hIi = LSTMI(hE|xi|,h
I
i−1).

For each column header, we concate-
nate its table name and its column name
separated by a special dot token (i.e.,
table name.column name), and the column
header embedding hC is the average embeddings
of the words.

The decoder is implemented as another LSTM
with hidden state hD. We use the dot-product
based attention mechanism to compute the con-
text vector. At each decoding step k, we compute
attention scores for all tokens in η previous turns
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(we use η = 5) and normalize them using soft-
max. Suppose the current turn is i, and consider
the turns of 0, . . . , η − 1 distance from turn i. We
use a learned position embedding φI(i − t) when
computing the attention scores. The context vec-
tor is the weighted sum of the concatenation of the
token embedding and the position embedding:

sk(t, j) = [hEt,j ;φ
I(i− t)]Watth

D
k

αk = softmax(sk)

ck =

i∑

t=i−h

|xt|∑

j=1

αk(t, j)[h
E
t,j ;φ

I(i− t)]

At each decoding step, the sequential de-
coder chooses to generate a SQL keyword (e.g.,
select, where, group by, order by) or a
column header. To achieve this, we use separate
layers to score SQL keywords and column head-
ers, and finally use the softmax operation to gen-
erate the output probability distribution:

ok = tanh([hDk ; ck]Wo)

mSQL = okWSQL + bSQL

mcolumn = okWcolumnh
C

P (yk) = softmax([mSQL;mcolumn])

It’s worth mentioning that we experimented
with a SQL segment copying model similar to the
one proposed in Suhr et al. (2018). We implement
our own segment extraction procedure by extract-
ing SELECT, FROM, GROUP BY, ORDER BY
clauses as well as different conditions in WHERE
clauses. In this way, we can extract 3.9 segments
per SQL on average. However, we found that
adding segment copying does not significantly im-
prove the performance because of error propaga-
tion. Better leveraging previously generated SQL
queries remains an interesting future direction for
this task.

SyntaxSQL-con As in (Yu et al., 2018b), the
following is defined to compute the conditional
embedding H1/2 of an embedding H1 given an-
other embedding H2:

H1/2 = softmax(H1WH>2 )H1.

Here W is a trainable parameter. In addition, a
probability distribution from a given score matrix
U is computed by

P(U) = softmax (Vtanh(U)) ,

where V is a trainable parameter. To incorpo-
rate the context history, we encode the question
right before the current question and add it to
each module as an input. For example, the COL
module of SyntaxSQLNet is extended as follow-
ing. HPQ denotes the hidden states of LSTM on
embeddings of the previous one question and the
Wnum

3 Hnum
PQ/COL

> and Wval
4 Hval

PQ/COL
> terms add

history information to prediction of the column
number and column value respectively.

P num
COL = P

(
Wnum

1 Hnum
Q/COL

> + Wnum
2 Hnum

HS/COL
> + Wnum

3 Hnum
PQ/COL

>
)

P val
COL = P

(
Wval

1 Hval
Q/COL

>
+ Wval

2 Hval
HS/COL

>
+ Wval

3 HCOL
> + Wval

4 Hval
PQ/COL

>)

A.2 Additional Data Examples
We provide additional SParC examples in Figure 4
and examples with different thematic relations in
Figure 5.
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Database about wine.D3 :  
Find the county where produces the most number of wines with score higher than 90.C4 :  

 

 How many different counties are all wine appellations from?Q1 :  
  SELECT COUNT(DISTINCT county) FROM appellationsS1 :  

 

 How many wines does each county produce?Q2 :  
  SELECT T1.county, COUNT(*) FROM appellations AS T1 JOIN wine AS T2 ON T1.appellation = T2.appellationS2 :  

GROUP BY T1.county 
 

 Only show the counts of wines that score higher than 90?Q3 :  
SELECT T1.county, COUNT(*) FROM appellations AS T1 JOIN wine AS T2 ON T1.appellation = T2.appellationS3 :                 

WHERE T2.score > 90 GROUP BY T1.county 
 

 Which county produced the greatest number of these wines?Q4 :  
  SELECT T1.county FROM appellations AS T1 JOIN wine AS T2 ON T1.appellation = T2.appellation WHERES4 :  

T2.score > 90 GROUP BY T1.county ORDER BY COUNT(*) DESC LIMIT 1 
 

-------------------------------------- 
 

 Database about districtsD5 :  
 Find the names and populations of the districts whose area is greater than the average area.C5 :  

 

 What is the total district area?Q1 :  
 SELECT sum(area_km) FROM districtS1 :  

 

 Show the names and populations of all the districts.Q2 :  
  SELECT name, population FROM districtS2 :  

 

 Excluding those whose area is smaller than or equals to the average area.Q3 :  
  SELECT name, population FROM district WHERE area_km > (SELECT avg(area_km) FROM district)S3 :  

 
-------------------------------------- 
 

 Database about booksD6 :  
 Find the title, author name, and publisher name for the top 3 best sales books.C6 :  

 

 Find the titles of the top 3 highest sales books.Q1 :  
 SELECT title FROM book ORDER BY sale_amount DESC LIMIT 3S1 :  

 

 Who are their authors?Q2 :   
  SELECT t1.name FROM author AS t1 JOIN book AS t2 ON t1.author_id = t2.author_id ORDER BYS2 :  

t2.sale_amount DESC LIMIT 3 
 

 Also show the names of their publishers.Q3 :  
  SELECT t1.name, t3.name FROM author AS t1 JOIN book AS t2 ON t1.author_id = t2.author_id JOIN press ASS3 :  

t3 ON t2.press_id = t3.press_id ORDER BY t2.sale_amount DESC LIMIT 3 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4: More examples in SParC.

 

 

 Database about school departmentsD7 :  
 What are the names and budgets of the departments with average instructor salary greater than the overall average?C7 :  

 

 Please list all different department names.Q1 :  
 SELECT DISTINCT dept_name FROM departmentS1 :  

 

 Show me the budget of the Statistics  department. (Theme/refinement-answer)Q2 :  
  SELECT budget FROM department WHERE dept_name = "Statistics"S2 :  

 

 What is the average salary of instructors in that department? (Theme-entity)Q3 :  
  SELECT AVG(T1.salary)FROM instructor as T1 JOIN department as T2 ON T1.department_id = T2.id WHERES3 :  

T2.dept_name = "Statistics" 

 How about for all the instructors ? (Refinement)Q4 :  
 SELECT AVG(salary) FROM instructorS4 :  

 

 Could you please find the names of the departments with average instructor salary less than that?Q5 :  
(Theme/refinement-answer) 

  SELECT T2.dept_name FROM instructor as T1 JOIN department as T2 ON T1.department_id = T2.id GROUP BYS5 :  
T1.department_id HAVING AVG(T1.salary) < (SELECT AVG(salary) FROM instructor) 
 

 Ok, how about those above the overall average? (Refinement)Q6 :  
  SELECT T2.dept_name FROM instructor as T1 JOIN department as T2 ON T1.department_id = T2.id GROUP BYS6 :  

T1.department_id HAVING AVG(T1.salary) > (SELECT AVG(salary) FROM instructor) 

 Please show their budgets  as well. (Theme-entity)Q7 :  
  SELECT T2.dept_name, T2.budget FROM instructor as T1 JOIN department as T2 ON T1.department_id = T2.idS7 :  

GROUP BY T1.department_id HAVING AVG(T1.salary) > (SELECT AVG(salary) FROM instructor) 
 

 

 Figure 5: Additional example in SParC annotated with different thematic relations. Entities (purple), properties
(magenta), constraints (red), and answers (orange) are colored.
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Abstract

We present a neural approach called IRNet for
complex and cross-domain Text-to-SQL. IR-
Net aims to address two challenges: 1) the
mismatch between intents expressed in natu-
ral language (NL) and the implementation de-
tails in SQL; 2) the challenge in predicting
columns caused by the large number of out-
of-domain words. Instead of end-to-end syn-
thesizing a SQL query, IRNet decomposes the
synthesis process into three phases. In the
first phase, IRNet performs a schema link-
ing over a question and a database schema.
Then, IRNet adopts a grammar-based neural
model to synthesize a SemQL query which is
an intermediate representation that we design
to bridge NL and SQL. Finally, IRNet deter-
ministically infers a SQL query from the syn-
thesized SemQL query with domain knowl-
edge. On the challenging Text-to-SQL bench-
mark Spider, IRNet achieves 46.7% accuracy,
obtaining 19.5% absolute improvement over
previous state-of-the-art approaches. At the
time of writing, IRNet achieves the first po-
sition on the Spider leaderboard.

1 Introduction

Recent years have seen a great deal of renewed
interest in Text-to-SQL, i.e., synthesizing a SQL
query from a question. Advanced neural ap-
proaches synthesize SQL queries in an end-to-end
manner and achieve more than 80% exact match-
ing accuracy on public Text-to-SQL benchmarks
(e.g., ATIS, GeoQuery and WikiSQL) (Krishna-
murthy et al., 2017; Zhong et al., 2017; Xu et al.,
2017; Yaghmazadeh et al., 2017; Yu et al., 2018a;
Dong and Lapata, 2018; Wang et al., 2018; Hwang
et al., 2019). However, Yu et al. (2018c) yields
unsatisfactory performance of state-of-the-art ap-

∗ Equal Contributions. Work done during an internship
at MSRA.

NL: Show the names of students who have a grade higher 

than 5 and have at least 2 friends.

SQL: SELECT T1.name 

FROM friend AS T1 JOIN highschooler AS T2 

ON T1.student_id = T2.id WHERE T2.grade > 5 

GROUP BY T1.student_id HAVING count(*) >= 2

Figure 1: An example from the Spider benchmark to
illustrate the mismatch between the intent expressed in
NL and the implementation details in SQL. The column
‘student id’ to be grouped by in the SQL query is not
mentioned in the question.

proaches on a newly released, cross-domain Text-
to-SQL benchmark, Spider.

The Spider benchmark brings new challenges
that prove to be hard for existing approaches.
Firstly, the SQL queries in the Spider contain
nested queries and clauses like GROUPBY and
HAVING, which are far more complicated than
that in another well-studied cross-domain bench-
mark, WikiSQL (Zhong et al., 2017). Considering
the example in Figure 1, the column ‘student id’
to be grouped by in the SQL query is never men-
tioned in the question. In fact, the GROUPBY
clause is introduced in SQL to facilitate the im-
plementation of aggregate functions. Such imple-
mentation details, however, are rarely considered
by end users and therefore rarely mentioned in
questions. This poses a severe challenge for ex-
isting end-to-end neural approaches to synthesize
SQL queries in the absence of detailed specifica-
tion. The challenge in essence stems from the
fact that SQL is designed for effectively query-
ing relational databases instead of for represent-
ing the meaning of NL (Kate, 2008). Hence, there
inevitably exists a mismatch between intents ex-
pressed in natural language and the implementa-
tion details in SQL. We regard this challenge as a
mismatch problem.

Secondly, given the cross-domain settings of
Spider, there are a large number of out-of-domain
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(OOD) words. For example, 35% of words in
database schemas on the development set do not
occur in the schemas on the training set in Spi-
der. As a comparison, the number in WikiSQL is
only 22%. The large number of OOD words poses
another steep challenge in predicting columns in
SQL queries (Yu et al., 2018b), because the OOD
words usually lack of accurate representations in
neural models. We regard this challenge as a lexi-
cal problem.

In this work, we propose a neural approach,
called IRNet, towards tackling the mismatch prob-
lem and the lexical problem with intermediate
representation and schema linking. Specifically,
instead of end-to-end synthesizing a SQL query
from a question, IRNet decomposes the synthe-
sis process into three phases. In the first phase,
IRNet performs a schema linking over a question
and a schema. The goal of the schema linking
is to recognize the columns and the tables men-
tioned in a question, and to assign different types
to the columns based on how they are mentioned
in the question. Incorporating the schema linking
can enhance the representations of question and
schema, especially when the OOD words lack of
accurate representations in neural models during
testing. Then, IRNet adopts a grammar-based neu-
ral model to synthesize a SemQL query, which is
an intermediate representation (IR) that we design
to bridge NL and SQL. Finally, IRNet determin-
istically infers a SQL query from the synthesized
SemQL query with domain knowledge.

The insight behind IRNet is primarily inspired
by the success of using intermediate represen-
tations (e.g., lambda calculus (Carpenter, 1997),
FunQL (Kate et al., 2005) and DCS (Liang et al.,
2011)) in various semantic parsing tasks (Zelle
and Mooney, 1996; Berant et al., 2013; Pasupat
and Liang, 2015; Wang et al., 2017), and previ-
ous attempts in designing IR to decouple meaning
representations of NL from database schema and
database management system (Woods, 1986; Al-
shawi, 1992; Androutsopoulos et al., 1993).

On the challenging Spider benchmark (Yu et al.,
2018c), IRNet achieves 46.7% exact matching ac-
curacy, obtaining 19.5% absolute improvement
over previous state-of-the-art approaches. At the
time of writing, IRNet achieves the first position
on the Spider leaderboard. When augmented with
BERT (Devlin et al., 2018), IRNet reaches up to
54.7% accuracy. In addition, as we show in the ex-
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Figure 2: The context-free grammar of SemQL.
column ranges over distinct column names in a
schema. table ranges over tables in a schema.

� ��� ���
name

friend

��� ��
�

>

highschooler

��� ��
�

≥

friend

grade ∗
Figure 3: An illustrative example of SemQL. Its cor-
responding question and SQL query are shown in Fig-
ure 1.

periments, learning to synthesize SemQL queries
rather than SQL queries can substantially benefit
other neural approaches for Text-to-SQL, such as
SQLNet (Xu et al., 2017), TypeSQL (Yu et al.,
2018a) and SyntaxSQLNet (Yu et al., 2018b).
Such results on the one hand demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of SemQL in bridging NL and SQL.
On the other hand, it reveals that designing an ef-
fective intermediate representation to bridge NL
and SQL is a promising direction to being there
for complex and cross-domain Text-to-SQL.

2 Approach

In this section, we present IRNet in detail. We first
describe how to tackle the mismatch problem and
the lexical problem with intermediate representa-
tion and schema linking. Then we present the neu-
ral model to synthesize SemQL queries.
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2.1 Intermediate Representation

To eliminate the mismatch, we design a domain
specific language, called SemQL, which serves as
an intermediate representation between NL and
SQL. Figure 2 presents the context-free grammar
of SemQL. An illustrative SemQL query is shown
in Figure 3. We elaborate on the design of SemQL
in the following.

Inspired by lambda DCS (Liang, 2013), SemQL
is designed to be tree-structured. This structure, on
the one hand, can effectively constrain the search
space during synthesis. On the other hand, in
view of the tree-structure nature of SQL (Yu et al.,
2018b; Yin and Neubig, 2018), following the same
structure also makes it easier to translate to SQL
intuitively.

The mismatch problem is mainly caused by the
implementation details in SQL queries and miss-
ing specification in questions as discussed in Sec-
tion 1. Therefore, it is natural to hide the imple-
mentation details in the intermediate representa-
tion, which forms the basic idea of SemQL. Con-
sidering the example in Figure 3, the GROUPBY,
HAVING and FROM clauses in the SQL query are
eliminated in the SemQL query, and the conditions
in WHERE and HAVING are uniformly expressed
in the subtree of Filter in the SemQL query. The
implementation details can be deterministically in-
ferred from the SemQL query in the later infer-
ence phase with domain knowledge. For example,
a column in the GROUPBY clause of a SQL query
usually occurs in the SELECT clause or it is the
primary key of a table where an aggregate func-
tion is applied to one of its columns.

In addition, we strictly require to declare the ta-
ble that a column belongs to in SemQL. As illus-
trated in Figure 3, the column ‘name’ along with
its table ‘friend’ are declared in the SemQL query.
The declaration of tables helps to differentiate du-
plicated column names in the schema. We also de-
clare a table for the special column ‘*’ because we
observe that ‘*’ usually aligns with a table men-
tioned in a question. Considering the example in
Figure 3, the column ‘*’ in essence aligns with the
table ‘friend’, which is explicitly mentioned in the
question. Declaring a table for ‘*’ also helps infer
the FROM clause in the next inference phase.

When it comes to inferring a SQL query from
a SemQL query, we perform the inference based
on an assumption that the definition of a database
schema is precise and complete. Specifically, if

a column is a foreign key of another table, there
should be a foreign key constraint declared in the
schema. This assumption usually holds as it is the
best practice in database design. More than 95%
of examples in the training set of the Spider bench-
mark hold this assumption. The assumption forms
the basis of the inference. Take the inference of the
FROM clause in a SQL query as an example. We
first identify the shortest path that connects all the
declared tables in a SemQL query in the schema
(A database schema can be formulated as an undi-
rected graph, where vertex are tables and edges are
foreign key relations among tables). Joining all
the tables in the path eventually builds the FROM
clause. Supplementary materials provide detailed
procedures of the inference and more examples of
SemQL queries.

2.2 Schema Linking

The goal of schema linking in IRNet is to recog-
nize the columns and the tables mentioned in a
question, and assign different types to the columns
based on how they are mentioned in the question.
Schema linking is an instantiation of entity link-
ing in the context of Text-to-SQL, where entity
is referred to columns, tables and cell values in
a database. We use a simple yet effective string-
match based method to implement the linking. In
the followings, we illustrate how IRNet performs
schema linking in detail based on the assumption
that the cell values in a database are not available.

As a whole, we define three types of entities that
may be mentioned in a question, namely, table,
column and value, where value stands for a cell
value in the database. In order to recognize enti-
ties, we first enumerate all the n-grams of length
1-6 in a question. Then, we enumerate them in the
descending order of length. If an n-gram exactly
matches a column name or is a subset of a col-
umn name, we recognize this n-gram as a column.
The recognition of table follows the same way. If
an n-gram can be recognized as both column and
table, we prioritize column. If an n-gram begins
and ends with a single quote, we recognize it as
value. Once an n-gram is recognized, we will re-
move other n-grams that overlap with it. To this
end, we can recognize all the entities mentioned
in a question and obtain a non-overlap n-gram se-
quence of the question by joining those recognized
n-grams and the remaining 1-grams. We refer each
n-gram in the sequence as a span and assign each
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Show the book titles and years for all books in descending order by year

Type: none none Column none Column none none Table none none none none Column

Table: book club movie

Column: year book tittle ⋯ title

Exact 

Match

Exact

Match
⋯ Partial

Match
Type:�� ��

��
book club

Memory

Schema

NL Encoder

Schema Encoder

Decoder
Memory
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Memory
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⋯
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ApplyRule ApplyRule ApplyRule SelectColumn SelectTable ApplyRule SelectColumn SelectTable
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ApplyRule SelectColumn

book club

SelectTable

Encoder Units

Decoder Units

Embedding

Question:

Figure 4: An overview of the neural model to synthesize SemQL queries. Basically, IRNet is constituted by an
NL encoder, a schema encoder and a decoder. As shown in the figure, the column ‘book title’ is selected from the
schema, while the second column ‘year’ is selected from the memory.

span a type according to its entity. For example,
if a span is recognized as column, we will assign
it a type COLUMN. Figure 4 depicts the schema
linking results of a question.

For those spans recognized as column, if they
exactly match the column names in the schema,
we assign these columns a type EXACT MATCH,
otherwise a type PARTIAL MATCH. To link the
cell value with its corresponding column in the
schema, we first query the value span in Concept-
Net (Speer and Havasi, 2012) which is an open,
large-scale knowledge graph and search the re-
sults returned by ConceptNet over the schema. We
only consider the query results in two categories
of ConceptNet, namely, ‘is a type of’ and ‘related
terms’, as we observe that the column that a cell
value belongs to usually occurs in these two cate-
gories. If there exists a result exactly or partially
matches a column name in the schema, we as-
sign the column a type VALUE EXACT MATCH

or VALUE PARTIAL MATCH.

2.3 Model

We present the neural model to synthesize SemQL
queries, which takes a question, a database schema
and the schema linking results as input. Figure 4
depicts the overall architecture of the model via an
illustrative example.

To address the lexical problem, we consider
the schema linking results when constructing rep-
resentations for the question and columns in the
schema. In addition, we design a memory aug-
mented pointer network for selecting columns dur-
ing synthesis. When selecting a column, it makes

a decision first on whether to select from memory
or not, which sets it apart from the vanilla pointer
network (Vinyals et al., 2015). The motivation be-
hind the memory augmented pointer network is
that the vanilla pointer network is prone to select-
ing same columns according to our observations.

NL Encoder. Let x=[(x1, τ1), · · · , (xL, τL)] de-
note the non-overlap span sequence of a question,
where xi is the ith span and τi is the type of span xi

assigned in schema linking. The NL encoder takes
x as input and encodes x into a sequence of hidden
states Hx. Each word in xi is converted into its
embedding vector and its type τi is also converted
into an embedding vector. Then, the NL encoder
takes the average of the type and word embeddings
as the span embedding ei

x. Finally, the NL en-
coder runs a bi-directional LSTM (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997) over all the span embeddings.
The output hidden states of the forward and back-
ward LSTM are concatenated to construct Hx.

Schema Encoder. Let s=(c, t) denote a database
schema, where c={(c1, φi), · · · , (cn, φn)} is the
set of distinct columns and their types that we as-
sign in schema linking, and t={t1, · · · , tm} is the
set of tables. The schema encoder takes s as input
and outputs representations for columns Ec and
tables Et. We take the column representations as
an example below. The construction of table rep-
resentations follows the same way except that we
do not assign a type to a table in schema linking.

Concretely, each word in ci is first converted
into its embedding vector and its type φi is also
converted into an embedding vector ϕi. Then, the
schema encoder takes the average of word embed-
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dings as the initial representations êi
c for the col-

umn. The schema encoder further performs an
attention over the span embeddings and obtains
a context vector ci

c. Finally, the schema encoder
takes the sum of the initial embedding, context
vector and the type embedding as the column rep-
resentation ei

c. The calculation of the representa-
tions for column ci is as follows.

gi
k =

(êi
c)

Tek
x

‖êi
c‖‖ek

x‖

ci
c =

L∑

k=1

gi
ke

k
x

ei
c = êi

c + ci
c + ϕi,

Decoder. The goal of the decoder is to synthe-
size SemQL queries. Given the tree structure of
SemQL, we use a grammar-based decoder (Yin
and Neubig, 2017, 2018) which leverages a LSTM
to model the generation process of a SemQL query
via sequential applications of actions. Formally,
the generation process of a SemQL query y can be
formalized as follows.

p(y|x, s) =

T∏

i=1

p(ai|x, s, a<i),

where ai is an action taken at time step i, a<i is the
sequence of actions before i, and T is the number
of total time steps of the whole action sequence.

The decoder interacts with three types of ac-
tions to generate a SemQL query, including AP-
PLYRULE, SELECTCOLUMN and SELECTTABLE.
APPLYRULE(r) applies a production rule r to the
current derivation tree of a SemQL query. SE-
LECTCOLUMN(c) and SELECTTABLE(t) selects a
column c and a table t from the schema, respec-
tively. Here, we detail the action SELECTCOL-
UMN and SELECTTABLE. Interested readers can
refer to Yin and Neubig (2017) for details of the
action APPLYRULE.

We design a memory augmented pointer net-
work to implement the action SELECTCOLUMN.
The memory is used to record the selected
columns, which is similar to the memory mech-
anism used in Liang et al. (2017). When the de-
coder is going to select a column, it first makes a
decision on whether to select from the memory or
not, and then selects a column from the memory or
the schema based on the decision. Once a column
is selected, it will be removed from the schema

and be recorded in the memory. The probability
of selecting a column c is calculated as follows.

p(ai = SELECTCOLUMN[c]|x, s, a<i) =

p(MEM|x, s, a<i)p(c|x, s, a<i, MEM)

+ p(S|x, s, a<i)p(c|x, s, a<i, S)

p(MEM|x, s, a<i) = sigmod(wT
mvi)

p(S|x, s, a<i) = 1 − p(MEM|x, s, a<i)

p(c|x, s, a<i, MEM) ∝ exp(vT
i Em

c )

p(c|x, s, a<i, S) ∝ exp(vT
i Es

c ),

where S represents selecting from schema, MEM

represents selecting from memory, vi denotes the
context vector that is obtained by performing an
attention over Hx, Em

c denotes the embedding of
columns in memory and Es

c denotes the embed-
ding of columns that are never selected. wm is
trainable parameter.

When it comes to SELECTTABLE, the decoder
selects a table t from the schema via a pointer net-
work:

p(ai = SELECTTABLE[t]|x, s, a<i) ∝ exp(vT
i Et).

As shown in Figure 4, the decoder first predicts a
column and then predicts the table that it belongs
to. To this end, we can leverage the relations be-
tween columns and tables to prune the irrelevant
tables.
Coarse-to-fine. We further adopt a coarse-to-fine
framework (Solar-Lezama, 2008; Bornholt et al.,
2016; Dong and Lapata, 2018), decomposing the
decoding process of a SemQL query into two
stages. In the first stage, a skeleton decoder out-
puts a skeleton of the SemQL query. Then, a de-
tail decoder fills in the missing details in the skele-
ton by selecting columns and tables. Supplemen-
tary materials provide a detailed description of the
skeleton of a SemQL query and the coarse-to-fine
framework.

3 Experiment

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of
IRNet by comparing it to the state-of-the-art ap-
proaches and ablating several design choices in
IRNet to understand their contributions.

3.1 Experiment Setup
Dataset. We conduct our experiments on the
Spider (Yu et al., 2018c), a large-scale, human-
annotated and cross-domain Text-to-SQL bench-
mark. Following Yu et al. (2018b), we use
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the database split for evaluations, where 206
databases are split into 146 training, 20 develop-
ment and 40 testing. There are 8625, 1034, 2147
question-SQL query pairs for training, develop-
ment and testing. Just like any competition bench-
mark, the test set of Spider is not publicly avail-
able, and our models are submitted to the data
owner for testing. We evaluate IRNet and other
approaches using SQL Exact Matching and Com-
ponent Matching proposed by Yu et al. (2018c).

Baselines. We also evaluate the sequence-to-
sequence model (Sutskever et al., 2014) aug-
mented with a neural attention mechanism (Bah-
danau et al., 2014) and a copying mechanism (Gu
et al., 2016), SQLNet (Xu et al., 2017), TypeSQL
(Yu et al., 2018a), and SyntaxSQLNet (Yu et al.,
2018b) which is the state-of-the-art approach on
the Spider benchmark.

Implementations. We implement IRNet and the
baseline approaches with PyTorch (Paszke et al.,
2017). Dimensions of word embeddings, type em-
beddings and hidden vectors are set to 300. Word
embeddings are initialized with Glove (Penning-
ton et al., 2014) and shared between the NL en-
coder and schema encoder. They are fixed during
training. The dimension of action embedding and
node type embedding are set to 128 and 64, re-
spectively. The dropout rate is 0.3. We use Adam
(Kingma and Ba, 2014) with default hyperparam-
eters for optimization. Batch size is set to 64.

BERT. Language model pre-training has shown to
be effective for learning universal language repre-
sentations. To further study the effectiveness of
our approach, inspired by SQLova (Hwang et al.,
2019), we leverage BERT (Devlin et al., 2018)
to encode questions, database schemas and the
schema linking results. The decoder remains the
same as in IRNet. Specifically, the sequence of
spans in the question are concatenated with all the
distinct column names in the schema. Each col-
umn name is separated with a special token [SEP].
BERT takes the concatenation as input. The rep-
resentation of a span in the question is taken as the
average hidden states of its words and type. To
construct the representation of a column, we first
run a bi-directional LSTM (BI-LSTM) over the
hidden states of its words. Then, we take the sum
of its type embedding and the final hidden state of
the BI-LSTM as the column representation. The
construction of table representations follows the
same way. Supplementary material provides a fig-

Approach Dev Test
Seq2Seq 1.9% 3.7%
Seq2Seq + Attention 1.8% 4.8%
Seq2Seq + Copying 4.1% 5.3%
TypeSQL 8.0% 8.2%
SQLNet 10.9% 12.4%
SyntaxSQLNet 18.9% 19.7%
SyntaxSQLNet(augment) 24.8% 27.2%
IRNet 53.2% 46.7%
BERT
SyntaxSQLNet(BERT) 25.0% 25.4%
IRNet(BERT) 61.9% 54.7%

Table 1: Exact matching accuracy on SQL queries.
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Figure 5: F1 scores of component matching of Syn-
taxSQLNet, SyntaxSQLNet(BERT), IRNet and IR-
Net(BERT) on the test set.

ure to illustrate the architecture of the encoder. To
establish baseline, we also augment SyntaxSQL-
Net with BERT. Note that we only use the base
version of BERT due to the resource limitations.

We do not perform any data augmentation for
fair comparison. All our code are publicly avail-
able. 1

3.2 Experimental Results

Table 1 presents the exact matching accuracy of
IRNet and various baselines on the development
set and the test set. IRNet clearly outperforms all
the baselines by a substantial margin. It obtains
27.0% absolute improvement over SyntaxSQLNet
on the test set. It also obtains 19.5% absolute
improvement over SyntaxSQLNet(augment) that
performs large-scale data augmentation. When in-
corporating BERT, the performance of both Syn-
taxSQLNet and IRNet is substantially improved
and the accuracy gap between them on both the
development set and the test set is widened.

To study the performance of IRNet in detail, fol-
lowing Yu et al. (2018b), we measure the average
F1 score on different SQL components on the test

1https://github.com/zhanzecheng/IRNet
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Approach Easy Medium Hard Extra
Hard

SyntaxSQLNet 38.6% 17.6% 16.3% 4.9%
SyntaxSQLNet 42.9% 24.9% 21.9% 8.6%(BERT)
IRNet 70.1% 49.2% 39.5% 19.1%
IRNet(BERT) 77.2% 58.7% 48.1% 25.3%

Table 2: Exact matching accuracy of SyntaxSQL-
Net, SyntaxSQLNet(BERT), IRNet and IRNet(BERT)
on the test set by hardness level.

Approach SQL SemQL
Seq2Seq 1.9% 11.4%(+9.5)
Seq2Seq + Attention 1.8% 14.7%(+12.9)
Seq2Seq + Copying 4.1% 18.5%(+14.1)
TypeSQL 8.0% 14.4%(+6.4)
SQLNet 10.9% 17.5%(+6.6)
SyntaxSQLNet 18.9% 27.5%(+8.6)
BERT
SyntaxSQLNet(BERT) 25.0% 35.8%(+10.8)

Table 3: Exact matching accuracy on the develop-
ment set. The header ‘SQL’ means that the approaches
are learned to generate SQL queries, while the header
‘SemQL’ indicates that they are learned to generate
SemQL queries.

set. We compare between SyntaxSQLNet and IR-
Net. As shown in Figure 5, IRNet outperforms
SyntaxSQLNet on all components. There are at
least 18.2% absolute improvement on each com-
ponent except KEYWORDS. When incorporating
BERT, the performance of IRNet on each com-
ponent is further boosted, especially in WHERE
clause.

We further study the performance of IRNet
on different portions of the test set according to
the hardness levels of SQL defined in Yu et al.
(2018c). As shown in Table 2, IRNet significantly
outperforms SyntaxSQLNet in all four hardness
levels with or without BERT. For example, com-
pared with SyntaxSQLNet, IRNet obtains 23.3%
absolute improvement in Hard level.

To investigate the effectiveness of SemQL, we
alter the baseline approaches and let them learn to
generate SemQL queries rather than SQL queries.
As shown in Table 3, there are at least 6.6% and
up to 14.4% absolute improvements on accuracy
of exact matching on the development set. For ex-
ample, when SyntaxSQLNet is learned to generate
SemQL queries instead of SQL queries, it registers
8.6% absolute improvement and even outperforms
SyntaxSQLNet(augment) which performs large-
scale data augmentation. The relatively limited
improvement on TypeSQL and SQLNet is because

Technique IRNet IRNet(BERT)
Base model 40.5% 53.9%

+SL 48.5% 60.3%
+SL + MEM 51.3% 60.6%
+SL + MEM + CF 53.2% 61.9%

Table 4: Ablation study results. Base model means
that we does not use schema linking (SL), memory aug-
mented pointer network (MEM) and the coarse-to-fine
framework (CF) on IRNet.

their slot-filling based models only support a sub-
set of SemQL queries. The notable improvement,
on the one hand, demonstrates the effectiveness of
SemQL. On the other hand, it shows that design-
ing an intermediate representations to bridge NL
and SQL is promising in Text-to-SQL.

3.3 Ablation Study

We conduct ablation studies on IRNet and IR-
Net(BERT) to analyze the contribution of each de-
sign choice. Specifically, we first evaluate a base
model that does not apply schema linking (SL) and
the coarse-to-fine framework (CF), and replace the
memory augment pointer network (MEM) with
the vanilla pointer network (Vinyals et al., 2015).
Then, we gradually apply each component on the
base model. The ablation study is conducted on
the development set.

Table 4 presents the ablation study results. It
is clear that our base model significantly outper-
forms SyntaxSQLNet, SyntaxSQLNet(augment)
and SyntaxSQLNet(BERT). Performing schema
linking (‘+SL’) brings about 8.5% and 6.4% ab-
solute improvement on IRNet and IRNet(BERT).
Predicting columns in the WHERE clause is known
to be challenging (Yavuz et al., 2018). The F1
score on the WHERE clause increases by 12.5%
when IRNet performs schema linking. The signif-
icant improvement demonstrates the effectiveness
of schema linking in addressing the lexical prob-
lem. Using the memory augmented pointer net-
work (‘+MEM’) further improves the performance
of IRNet and IRNet(BERT). We observe that the
vanilla pointer network is prone to selecting same
columns during synthesis. The number of ex-
amples suffering from this problem decreases by
70%, when using the memory augmented pointer
network. At last, adopting the coarse-to-fine
framework (‘+CF’) can further boost performance.
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3.4 Error Analysis

To understand the source of errors, we analyze 483
failed examples of IRNet on the development set.
We identify three major causes for failures:

Column Prediction. We find that 32.3% of failed
examples are caused by incorrect column predic-
tions based on cell values. That is, the correct
column name is not mentioned in a question, but
the cell value that belongs to it is mentioned. As
the study points out (Yavuz et al., 2018), the cell
values of a database are crucial in order to solve
this problem. 15.2% of the failed examples fail
to predict correct columns that partially appear in
questions or appear in their synonym forms. Such
failures may can be further resolved by combining
our string-match based method with embedding-
match based methods (Krishnamurthy et al., 2017)
to improve the schema linking.

Nested Query. 23.9% of failed examples are
caused by the complicated nested queries. Most
of these examples are in the Extra Hard level. In
the current training set, the number of SQL queries
in Extra Hard level (∼20%) is the least, even less
than the SQL queries in Easy level (∼23%). In
view of the extremely large search space of the
complicated SQL queries, data augmentation tech-
niques may be indispensable.

Operator. 12.4% of failed examples make mis-
take in the operator as it requires common knowl-
edge to predict the correct one. Considering the
following question, ‘Find the name and member-
ship level of the visitors whose membership level
is higher than 4, and sort by their age from old to
young’, the phrase ‘from old to young’ indicates
that sorting should be conducted in descending or-
der. The operator defined here includes aggregate
functions, operators in the WHERE clause and the
sorting orders (ASC and DESC).

Other failed examples cannot be easily catego-
rized into one of the categories above. A few of
them are caused by the incorrect FROM clause, be-
cause the ground truth SQL queries join those ta-
bles without foreign key relations defined in the
schema. This violates our assumption that the def-
inition of a database schema should be precise and
complete.

When incorporated with BERT, 30.5% of failed
examples are fixed. Most of them are in the Col-
umn Prediction and Operator category, but the im-
provement on Nested Query is quite limited.

4 Discussion

Performance Gap. There exists a performance
gap on IRNet between the development set and the
test set, as shown in Table 1. Considering the ex-
plosive combination of nested queries in SQL and
the limited number of data (1034 in development,
2147 in test), the gap is probably caused by the dif-
ferent distributions of the SQL queries in Hard and
Extra level. To verify the hypothesis, we construct
a pseudo test set from the official training set. We
train IRNet on the remaining data in the training
set and evaluate them on the development set and
the pseudo test set, respectively. We find that even
though the pseudo set has the same number of
complicated SQL queries (Hard and Extra Hard)
with the development set, there still exists a per-
formance gap. Other approaches do not exhibit the
performance gap because of their relatively poor
performance on the complicated SQL queries. For
example, SyntaxSQLNet only achieves 4.6% on
the SQL queries in Extra Hard level on test set.
Supplementary material provides detailed experi-
mental settings and results on the pseudo test set.
Limitations of SemQL. There are a few limita-
tions of our intermediate representation. Firstly,
it cannot support the self join in the FROM clause
of SQL. In order to support the self join, the
variable mechanism in lambda calculus (Carpen-
ter, 1997) or the scope mechanism in Discourse
Representation Structure (Kamp and Reyle, 1993)
may be necessary. Secondly, SemQL has not com-
pletely eliminated the mismatch between NL and
SQL yet. For example, the INTERSECT clause
in SQL is often used to express disjoint condi-
tions. However, when specifying requirements,
end users rarely concern about whether two con-
ditions are disjointed or not. Despite the limita-
tions of SemQL, experimental results demonstrate
its effectiveness in Text-to-SQL. To this end, we
argue that designing an effective intermediate rep-
resentation to bridge NL and SQL is a promising
direction to being there for complex and cross-
domain Text-to-SQL. We leave a better interme-
diate representation as one of our future works.

5 Related Work

Natural Language Interface to Database. The
task of Natural Language Interface to Database
(NLIDB) has received significant attention since
the 1970s (Warren and Pereira, 1981; Androut-
sopoulos et al., 1995; Popescu et al., 2004; Hallett,
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2006; Giordani and Moschitti, 2012). Most of the
early proposed systems are hand-crafted to a spe-
cific database (Warren and Pereira, 1982; Woods,
1986; Hendrix et al., 1978), making it challeng-
ing to accommodate cross-domain settings. Later
work focus on building a system that can be reused
for multiple databases with minimal human ef-
forts (Grosz et al., 1987; Androutsopoulos et al.,
1993; Tang and Mooney, 2000). Recently, with
the development of advanced neural approaches
on Semantic Parsing and the release of large-scale,
cross-domain Text-to-SQL benchmarks such as
WikiSQL (Zhong et al., 2017) and Spider (Yu
et al., 2018c), there is a renewed interest in the
task (Xu et al., 2017; Iyer et al., 2017; Sun et al.,
2018; Gur et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2018a,b; Wang
et al., 2018; Finegan-Dollak et al., 2018; Hwang
et al., 2019). Unlike these neural approaches that
end-to-end synthesize a SQL query, IRNet first
synthesizes a SemQL query and then infers a SQL
query from it.

Intermediate Representations in NLIDB. Early
proposed systems like as LUNAR (Woods, 1986)
and MASQUE (Androutsopoulos et al., 1993) also
propose intermediate representations (IR) to rep-
resent the meaning of questions and then translate
it into SQL queries. The predicates in these IRs
are designed for a specific database, which sets
SemQL apart. SemQL targets a wide adoption and
no human effort is needed when it is used in a new
domain. Li and Jagadish (2014) propose a query
tree in their NLIDB system to represent the mean-
ing of a question and it mainly serves as an inter-
action medium between users and their system.

Entity Linking. The insight behind performing
schema linking is partly inspired by the success
of incorporating entity linking in knowledge base
question answering and semantic parsing (Yih
et al., 2016; Krishnamurthy et al., 2017; Yu et al.,
2018a; Herzig and Berant, 2018; Kolitsas et al.,
2018). In the context of semantic parsing, Krish-
namurthy et al. (2017) propose a neural entity link-
ing module for answering compositional questions
on semi-structured tables. TypeSQL (Yu et al.,
2018a) proposes to utilize type information to bet-
ter understand rare entities and numbers in ques-
tions. Similar to TypeSQL, IRNet also recognizes
the columns and tables mentioned in a question.
What sets IRNet apart is that IRNet assigns dif-
ferent types to the columns based on how they are
mentioned in the question.

6 Conclusion

We present a neural approach SemQL for com-
plex and cross-domain Text-to-SQL, aiming to ad-
dress the lexical problem and the mismatch prob-
lem with schema linking and intermediate repre-
sentation. Experimental results on the challeng-
ing Spider benchmark demonstrate the effective-
ness of IRNet.
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Abstract

Distributed representation of words, or word
embeddings, have motivated methods for cal-
culating semantic representations of word se-
quences such as phrases, sentences and para-
graphs. Most of the existing methods to do
so either use algorithms to learn such repre-
sentations, or improve on calculating weighted
averages of the word vectors. In this work,
we experiment with spectral methods of signal
representation and summarization as mech-
anisms for constructing such word-sequence
embeddings in an unsupervised fashion. In
particular, we explore an algorithm rooted in
fluid-dynamics, known as higher-order Dy-
namic Mode Decomposition, which is de-
signed to capture the eigenfrequencies, and
hence the fundamental transition dynamics, of
periodic and quasi-periodic systems. It is em-
pirically observed that this approach, which
we call EigenSent, can summarize transitions
in a sequence of words and generate an em-
bedding that can represent well the sequence
itself. To the best of the authors’ knowledge,
this is the first application of a spectral decom-
position and signal summarization technique
on text, to create sentence embeddings. We
test the efficacy of this algorithm in creating
sentence embeddings on three public datasets,
where it performs appreciably well. More-
over it is also shown that, due to the positive
combination of their complementary proper-
ties, concatenating the embeddings generated
by EigenSent with simple word vector averag-
ing achieves state-of-the-art results.

1 Introduction
1.1 Relevant concepts

Word embeddings are dense vectors that capture
the semantic and contextual information of a word,
and are ubiquitous in natural language processing
tasks across many domains (Camacho-Collados
and Pilehvar, 2018). Several different algorithms

and models for constructing these embeddings
have been proposed and evaluated in literature
(Perone et al., 2018).

A natural next step is to extend the notion of
word embeddings to the level of a sentence (or
paragraph, or document). Such representations
are known as sentence embeddings, often inter-
changeably used with the terms paragraph embed-
dings or document embeddings, and should, ide-
ally, capture the meaning of a sentence (Le and
Mikolov, 2014).

More recently, the concept of universal sen-
tence embeddings has gained traction, as they
leverage models trained on large text corpuses in
a way which is task-agnostic. These pre-trained
models can then be used in a wide array of down-
stream tasks, often performing better in those tasks
when little training data is available (Subramanian
et al., 2018).

1.2 A brief review of literature

Word embedding methods vary from complex
neural language models (Bengio et al., 2003) and
semi-supervised approaches (Turian et al., 2010),
to simpler and faster methods such as Word2Vec
(Mikolov et al., 2013), GloVe (Pennington et al.,
2014), ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) and BERT (De-
vlin et al., 2019), that can be trained on much
larger volumes of data.

In order to learn high-quality word embeddings,
a method must capture the contextually-relevant
semantic meaning of a word. This is often done
by training a language model on a dataset; an ex-
ample is the method known as Embedding from
Language Models or ELMo (Peters et al., 2018),
which uses representations from the internal layers
of a bi-directional LSTM that is trained with a lan-
guage model objective. Very recently, Devlin et al.
(2019) introduced another generalizable language
model, named as BERT or bi-directional Encoder
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Representations from Transformers, consisting of
layers of transformers (Vaswani et al., 2017) with
bi-directional self-attention, which delivered state-
of-the-art results in numerous benchmarks.

Similar to word embeddings, there has been
a substantial amount of research on constructing
sentence embeddings, in recent years. Several
self-supervised approaches have been proposed,
such as the extension of the Word2Vec model to
include sentences and learn their representations
(Le and Mikolov, 2014), and encoder-decoder ap-
proaches that try to reconstruct the surrounding
sentences of an encoded passage (Kiros et al.,
2015). Recently, bi-directional LSTM models
were trained in a strongly supervised fashion on
the Stanford Natural Language Inference (SNLI)
dataset (Bowman et al., 2015) by Conneau et al.
(2017). This method, known as InferSent, has pro-
duced state-of-the-art results, as a universal sen-
tence encoder, on various other downstream tasks.

Aside from these state-of-the-art approaches
which require some sort of model training, a com-
mon approach to embed sentences is to simply
compute the dimension-wise arithmetic mean of
the embeddings of the words in a particular sen-
tence. Further improvements were made, using
weighted averages of the word embeddings and
modifying them using singular-value decomposi-
tion, by Arora et al. (2017) and, recently, power-
mean embeddings (Rücklé et al., 2018). These
methods have narrowed the performance deficit to
other complex sentence embedding methods such
as InferSent.

1.3 Hypothesis and contribution of this work

As a complement to most of the aforementioned
work, in this paper, we aim at utilizing spectral
methods in order to construct sentence embed-
dings. Spectral analysis is widely used in signal
processing to decompose a signal into its com-
ponent frequencies, thereby revealing the impor-
tant dynamics that make up the signal and sum-
marizing the transitions in it. The hypothesis of
this paper is: if we could use similar techniques
on sentences, which are also composed of mean-
ingful transitions (between words), as we do with
signals, then it should be possible to capture the
important transitional dynamics that make up the
respective sentences. The first step towards our
goal is to represent a sentence as a signal, which
has some meaningful transitional properties that
we can capture. In order to do this, we rely on

the word embeddings.
A key observation which motivates the use of

word embeddings to represent a sentence as a sig-
nal, is the fascinating property of word vectors to
approximately obey the laws of algebra, as they
seem to capture word relationships and analogies.
The original paper by Mikolov et al. (2013) pre-
sented an example wherein vector(”King”) - vec-
tor(”Man”) + vector(”Woman”) results in a vec-
tor that is most similar to the representation for the
word Queen. Following this observation, we posit
that using spectral techniques, it should be pos-
sible to capture the dynamic properties of a sen-
tence by treating it as a multi-dimensional signal
over time, where the vector representation of each
word in the sentence is a single point in the signal.

The major innovation introduced in this paper
is the use of the higher-order Dynamic Mode De-
composition (HODMD) (Le Clainche and Vega,
2017) algorithm to exploit the temporal dynamics
in a sequence of word vectors, in order to con-
struct sentence embeddings. HODMD is an effi-
cient extension of the basic Dynamic Mode De-
composition (DMD) algorithm, which has been
widely used in fluid dynamics in order to cap-
ture the fundamental frequencies of complex fluid
flows (Schmid, 2010). We compare the gener-
ated sentence embeddings using the said method
against state-of-the-art methods such as BERT
(Devlin et al., 2019), ELMo (Peters et al., 2018)
and p-means (Rücklé et al., 2018), followed
by comparisons with Discrete Cosine Transform
(DCT) (Ahmed et al., 1974), which is a spec-
tral method that has been used widely for data
compression, and Principal Components Analy-
sis (PCA) (Hotelling, 1933), by extensive exper-
iments on three public datasets. We also show
that by concatenating the embeddings generated
by HODMD, which captures the dynamics of a se-
quence, with a method such as word vector averag-
ing, which grasps the notion of scale, we can fur-
ther improve the resultant embeddings for down-
stream tasks.

1.4 Paper structure

Having introduced the key concepts and motiva-
tors of this work in Section 1, we proceed by de-
scribing the higher-order Dynamic Mode Decom-
position algorithm and the other relevant bench-
mark methods in Section 2. Section 3 outlines
the datasets and the software implementations that
have been used in this paper, followed by the ex-
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perimental procedures being stated in Section 4.1
and the results being analyzed in Section 4.2. Fi-
nally, in Section 5 we summarize the important
conclusions of this paper.

2 Methodology
This section introduces the relevant concepts per-
taining to higher-order Dynamic Mode Decom-
position, the algorithm that has been used in this
work to construct sentence embeddings, as well as
competing methods that are being tested against.

2.1 Higher-order Dynamic Mode
Decomposition and motivation for use

2.1.1 Preliminaries

Let SN1 be a sentence composed of words
w1, ..., wN , where wi is the ith word in the sen-
tence. A word, wi, can be replaced by a pre-
trained word embedding, such as the one provided
by Mikolov et al. (2013)1, or can be learned
for the experiment dataset itself, using any of the
methods mentioned in Section 1.2. Then the sen-
tence can be written as a multidimensional signal
as follows:

SN1 = [w1, w2, ..., wN ] =



w1
1 w1

2 . . . w1
N

...
...

. . .
wm1 wm2 wmN




(1)
where, m is the dimension of the word vector and
N is the number of words in a sentence.

In order to apply standard DMD (Schmid, 2010)
to such a signal, the first-order Koopman assump-
tion is employed, which can be written in multiple
different forms:

wk ≈ A.wk−1
SN1 ≈ [w1, A.w1, A

2.w1, ..., A
N−1.w1]

(2)

where k = 2, ..., N and A is a m×m square ma-
trix.

Thus, the assumption is that each sentence has
words in it which lie in a constant subspace gen-
erated by A (Brunton et al., 2016), or that the
words in a sentence transition from one another
smoothly, transformed by the constant operator A.
This assumption can be seen as an extension of
the observation that word vectors seem to approx-
imately obey the laws of simple algebra. The oper-
ator A then captures the overall transition dynam-
ics of the sentence and summarizing A would lead

1https://drive.google.com/file/d/
0B7XkCwpI5KDYNlNUTTlSS21pQmM/edit

to the construction of the desired sentence embed-
ding.

The first-order Koopman assumption, although
a good starting point, constrains a snapshot of a
system, i.e., a word in a sentence in our case, to
transition solely from the previous one. To further
relax this constraint in an attempt to make our as-
sumption more realistic, we look towards the work
of Le Clainche and Vega (2017), who propose a
higher-order Koopman assumption:

wk ≈ A1.wk−d+A2.wk−d+1+...+Ad.wk−1 (3)

where k = 2, ..., N−d+1 and d can be understood
as the order parameter.

This may also be written in a form similar to
equation 2:

w̃k ≈ Ã.w̃k−1 (4)

where,

w̃k =




wk
wk+1

...
wk+d−2
wk+d−1




Ã =




0 I 0 . . . 0 0
0 0 I . . . 0 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0 0 0 . . . I 0
A1 A2 A3 . . . Ad−1 Ad




(5)

with I being a m × m identity matrix. Further-
more, the modified sentence matrix can be written
as:

S̃N1 = [w̃1, w̃2, ..., w̃N ] (6)

With this relaxation, a particular word in a sen-
tence is not only related to the preceding word, but
to a number of preceding words in a window of
size d, which is tunable, and d = 1 falls back to
the first-order case. This, more realistic, relaxation
to the original DMD algorithm is what motivates
us to use HODMD in order to capture the transi-
tion dynamics in a sentence in order to construct
sentence embeddings.

2.1.2 Generating sentence embeddings

The starting point is the following, which is a ma-
trix form of equation 4:

S̃N2 ≈ Ã.S̃N−11 (7)

Performing SVD on SN−11 gives us:

S̃N−11 = U.Σ.T T (8)
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Algorithm 1: HODMD algorithm for con-
structing a sentence embedding, EigenSent
Data: Sequence of word vectors in a sentence

SN1 = [w1, w2, ..., wN ], order
parameter d, number of dynamic
modes to choose n

Result: Sentence embedding, V
1 Declare S̃N1 = [w̃1, w̃2, ..., w̃N ], where w̃k is

given by equation 5;
2 Perform SVD: S̃N−11 = U.Σ.T T ;
3 higher-order Koopman operator:

Ã ≈ S̃N2 .T.Σ−1.UT ;
4 Eigendecomposition of Koopman operator:

[EigV ec,EigV al] = eigendecomp(Ã),
where EigV ec contains the eigenvectors,
one per column, sorted by the magnitude of
the eigenvalues in EigV al;

5 Sentence embedding:
V = EigV ec1 ⊕ EigV ec2...⊕ EigV ecn,
where a⊕ b signifies concatenation of
vectors a and b;

where Σ is the diagonal matrix containing the
SVD singular values, sorted in decreasing order,
while the columns in U and T are the spatial and
temporal SVD-modes.

Using equations 7 and 8, we can derive:

Ã ≈ S̃N2 .T.Σ−1.UT (9)

as, T T = T−1 and UT = U−1

Now that we have characterized the higher-
order Koopman operator, Ã, using equation 9,
the dynamic modes and mode amplitudes can sim-
ply be calculated by obtaining its eigenvalues and
eigenvectors using any eigendecomposition tech-
nique. Since the dynamic modes (or eigenvectors)
corresponding to the largest dynamic mode ampli-
tudes (or eigenvalues) capture the largest-scale dy-
namics present in the sequence of words, the top-
K modes, as sorted by the mode amplitudes, are
concatenated, to be used as the sentence embed-
ding for the corresponding sentence.

The overall process is depicted in Algorithm 1.
For a chosen order d, the size of the sentence

embedding is m ∗ d.

2.2 Competing Methods

2.2.1 State-of-the-art

We compare our method, as explained in Algo-
rithm 1, to three recent state-of-the-art methods.

The first one, p-means (Rücklé et al., 2018), is a
method that concatenates different types of means,
known as power-means (Hardy et al., 1952), of
the word embeddings in a sentence. The hypoth-
esis of the authors of (Rücklé et al., 2018) is that
the average of word vectors is only one type of
order-statistic and there are several others avail-
able, which might add useful information when
constructing sentence embeddings.

The second method, ELMo (Peters et al., 2018),
trains a bi-directional LSTM, using word level and
sub-word level features, with a language model
objective on a large dataset, and then uses the
representations of words from its internal layers
to provide rich and contextual word embeddings.
A pre-trained model, trained on the One Billion
Words benchmark (Chelba et al., 2013), was used
for our experiments, and an averaging bag-of-
words scheme was employed to produce the sen-
tence embeddings based on the word representa-
tion features from all three layers of the ELMo
model.

The final approach, BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019), aims to produce a general-purpose lan-
guage model by training a deep network of bi-
directional transformers with self attention, using
a masked language-model objective. By taking
bi-directionality into account, it improves on pre-
vious efforts, such as the Generative Pre-trained
Transformer (Radford et al., 2018), which were
unidirectional. For our experiments, a pre-trained
model, trained on the concatenation of BooksCor-
pus (Zhu et al., 2015) and English Wikipedia,
was used. Sentence embeddings were constructed
by averaging the token representations from the
second-to-last hidden layer of the model, as this
approach produced good results in the original
work.

2.2.2 Discrete Cosine Transform and PCA

Aside from comparing EigenSent to the state-of-
the-art, it is also prudent to compare the pro-
posed method to other approaches rooted in the
frequency domain. Two very popular methods
for summarizing or compressing information are
Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) (Ahmed et al.,
1974) and Principal Components Analysis (PCA)
(Hotelling, 1933).

DCT is a special case of the Fourier transform,
which aims to decompose a signal into the fre-
quencies that make up the signal. In the case
of DCT the basis vectors are infinite-scale cosine
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Dataset #classes #train docs #test docs #total docs
20 newsgroups (20-NG) 20 11293 7528 18821

Reuters-8 (R-8) 8 5485 2189 7674
Stanford Sentiment Treebank (SST-5) 5 8534 2209 10743

Table 1: Metadata information describing the datasets used in our experiments.

functions of increasing frequencies. The goal of
DCT in the multidimensional case is to determine
a set of vectors (or components) which can be used
to linearly combine the cosine functions to retrieve
the original signal. The DCT components are ar-
ranged in order of importance in recreating the
original signal and the top-K components are con-
catenated to form the embedding of a correspond-
ing sentence on which DCT is performed.

The comparison to PCA is only natural, as
DMD works analogously to it. However, DMD
contains information about the transition dynam-
ics of a sequence, whereas PCA lacks this property
(Schmid, 2010). This is because DMD is based on
the eigendecomposition performed on the Koop-
man operator derived from the multidimensional
signal, which captures the transition dynamics in
that signal, whereas PCA is based on the covari-
ance matrix produced from the signal, which does
not. In a fashion similar to above, the top-K prin-
cipal components are concatenated to form the
sentence embedding.

We choose the aforementioned methods to
benchmark EigenSent against because together
they provide a significant coverage of logical com-
peting ideas. The p-means method is based on the
algebraic manipulation of the sequence of word
embeddings, in order to create a sentence em-
bedding, and does not require training, much like
other methods such as (Arora et al., 2017). ELMo
is another state-of-the-art method and it represents
other such methods which leverage language mod-
els in order to capture contextual information to
form embeddings. As for DCT and PCA, they
are well-studied methods which are used for the
spectral representation of a signal. DCT is a non-
adaptive method, in a sense that it fixes the ba-
sis vectors to be cosine functions, whereas PCA is
adaptive and learns a set of orthogonal bases.

3 Datasets and resources
3.1 Datasets

In order to compare the embeddings generated by
our method to the benchmark methods, described
in Section 2.2, we use three public datasets, per-

taining to text and sentiment classification, of
varying degrees of complexity.

The 20 newsgroups (20-NG) and the Reuters-
8 (R-8)2 are popular text classification datasets
which have been widely used in literature, com-
prising documents that appeared in the Reuters
newswire in 1987. The former has 20 different
conceptual classes for the textual content to be
classified into, while the latter has 8.

The Stanford Sentiment Treebank (SST-5)3

(Socher et al., 2013) is a dataset for sentiment
categorization where a corpus of movie review
excerpts from the rottentomatoes.com are
categorized either 5 classes representing senti-
ments varying from very positive to very negative.

More metadata information about these datasets
are provided in Table 1.

3.2 Software and resources

Resources: In order to construct sentence embed-
dings, all the competing methods except ELMo
require a set of word vectors. In this work, we
use the pre-trained set of word embeddings pro-
vided by Mikolov et al4. For experimenting with
ELMo and evaluating it on the chosen datasets,
we use a pre-trained model5, trained on the One
Billion Words benchmark (Chelba et al., 2013).
In the case of BERT, we use the BERT-Large,
Uncased6 model, which is a 24-layer deep trans-
former network that was trained on Wikipedia and
the BooksCorpus (Zhu et al., 2015) for 1 million
update steps.

Implementations: For DCT, we use an imple-
mentation provided in the SciPy Python library
(Jones et al., 2001–)7, which uses Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) to get the cosine transform com-
ponents, while PCA is made available in scikit-

2https://www.cs.umb.edu/˜smimarog/
textmining/datasets/

3https://nlp.stanford.edu/sentiment/index.
html

4https://drive.google.com/file/d/
0B7XkCwpI5KDYNlNUTTlSS21pQmM/edit

5https://tfhub.dev/google/elmo/2
6https://storage.googleapis.com/bert_

models/2018_10_18/uncased_L-24_H-1024_A-16.
zip

7https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy-0.14.0/
reference/generated/scipy.fftpack.dct.html
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Model Configurations

pmeans
The power parameter, p, is varied between 1, [1,2], [1,3] and [1,6], where [1,6] means
that the sentence embedding is produced by concatenating the power-means for the
values 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.

BERT
Pre-trained model fetched as mentioned in Section 3.2; sentence embeddings were
constructed based on word representation features from the second-to-last layer of the
BERT-Large, Uncased model.

ELMo
Model downloaded as mentioned in Section 3.2 and sentence embeddings were
constructed based on word representation features from all three layers of the ELMo
model.

DCT Components were varied from 1 to 6, after which performance plateaued or diminished.
PCA Components were varied from 1 to 3, after which performance plateaued or diminished.

EigenSent
There are two components to tune for the HODMD algorithm: the window, d, and the
number of components to retain, n, as described in Algorithm 1. d is varied between 1, 2, 3,
[1-2], [1-3] and [1-6], while n is chosen as 1 or 2.

Linear SVM L2 regularization parameter is varied between 0.001, 0.1, 1, 10 and 100.

Table 2: Algorithm configurations tested in our experiments.

learn package8 (Pedregosa et al., 2011). We use
the p-means implementation provided by Rücklé
et al. themselves9 (2018) and leverage Tensorflow
graphs (Abadi et al., 2016) in order to use ELMo.
For BERT, we leverage a fast in-memory message-
queue based implementation, bert-as-service10.
Finally, for an implementation of higher-order Dy-
namic Mode Decomposition (HODMD), we look
towards a Python implementation by Demo et al.11

(2018).
In order to foster reproducibility and openness,

all of the experimental code is released12 and re-
sults can easily be reproduced by re-running the
provided code.

4 Experiments and results
4.1 Experiments

In this work, we perform extensive experiments
to compare the performance of our EigenSent
method to the other competing methods. Our ex-
perimental protocol is described clearly next:

1. We choose an algorithm (EigenSent, p-
means, BERT, ELMo, DCT or PCA) and a
set of hyperparameter values pertaining to it
(e.g., the number of components to keep in
PCA, or the powers in p-means) to evaluate.

2. Then, choose a dataset (20-NG, R-8 or SST-
5). For every word in every sentence in the
train and test splits of the dataset, retrieve

8https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/
generated/sklearn.decomposition.PCA.html

9https://github.com/UKPLab/
arxiv2018-xling-sentence-embeddings/blob/
master/model/sentence_embeddings.py

10https://bert-as-service.readthedocs.io
11https://mathlab.github.io/PyDMD/hodmd.

html
12https://github.com/DeepK/

hoDMD-experiments

the corresponding word vector using the pre-
trained model stated in Section 3.2.

3. Followed by the application an algorithm-
hyperparameter combination on the sequence
of word vectors constructed in the previous
step to create sentence embeddings.

4. Finally, we train a simple linear-kernel sup-
port vector machine (Cortes and Vapnik,
1995) using the created sentence embeddings
corresponding to the train-split of a dataset,
and evaluate the trained model on the test-
split, by calculating Precision, Recall and
their harmonic mean, the F1-score.

Table 2 holds more metadata details about the
experiments performed, for the purposes of repro-
ducibility.

4.2 Results

The results of experiments, corresponding to the
configurations listed in Table 2 and shown in Table
3, are analyzed next.

4.2.1 Dataset analysis

Amongst the datasets, the Reuters-8 dataset is rel-
atively easier to tackle, as shown by the con-
sistently high F1-scores across all the methods
and configurations. The 20 newsgroups dataset is
slightly more complex, owing to the much larger
number of classes that it contains.

Finally, the Stanford Sentiment Treebank
dataset is observed to be very nuanced and it is
much harder to manage high scores on it. As an
example of the degree of complexity of the SST-5
dataset, consider the following training sentence,
which is labeled as very positive: ”The entire
movie establishes a wonderfully creepy mood”.
While the word wonderfully is usually used with a
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DCT 20-NG R-8 SST-5
Cmp. Dim. P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

1 300 45.98 43.94 44.41 47.99 43.76 45.22 22.39 21.00 20.78
2 600 55.03 53.98 54.25 57.37 56.60 56.71 23.30 23.89 23.14
3 900 57.43 55.91 56.35 72.01 72.82 72.17 25.03 25.34 24.70
4 1200 59.37 58.03 58.45 82.54 83.28 82.55 30.11 30.09 29.53
5 1500 60.88 59.03 59.64 87.56 88.07 87.42 28.39 28.51 28.21
6 1800 61.07 59.16 59.78 90.41 90.78 90.38 28.13 27.82 27.82

PCA 20-NG R-8 SST-5
Cmp. Dim. P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

1 300 52.95 49.87 50.39 80.39 77.43 78.38 26.47 25.08 25.23
2 600 55.43 54.67 54.77 82.86 81.82 82.10 26.39 24.99 25.14
3 900 53.93 53.00 53.25 83.83 83.42 83.41 25.13 23.94 24.18

pmeans 20-NG R-8 SST-5
Power(s) Dim. P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

1 300 68.72 68.19 68.25 96.34 96.30 96.27 27.88 26.44 24.81
[1-2] 600 71.27 70.69 70.82 96.69 96.67 96.65 32.14 31.55 31.49
[1-3] 900 71.85 71.37 71.48 96.13 96.11 96.07 33.32 33.59 33.03
[1-6] 1800 72.20 71.65 71.79 96.08 96.03 95.99 33.77 33.41 33.26

Language Model 20-NG R-8 SST-5
type dim. P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

BoW averaging of
word vectors obtained

from ELMo
1024 71.20 71.79 71.36 94.54 91.32 92.37 42.35 41.51 41.54

Average of token
representations from

the second-to-last
hidden layer of BERT

1024 70.89 70.79 70.88 95.52 95.39 95.39 39.92 39.38 39.35

EigenSent 20-NG R-8 SST-5
n d Dim. P R F1 P R F1 P R F1
1 1 300 60.00 59.00 59.01 93.71 93.15 93.33 33.80 31.98 32.12
1 2 300 61.62 60.39 60.47 94.62 94.20 94.30 34.54 32.58 32.88
1 3 300 61.48 59.99 60.05 94.43 93.92 94.05 34.14 30.99 31.29
1 [1-2] 600 63.69 62.92 62.97 95.03 96.03 95.99 34.49 32.95 33.17
1 [1-3] 900 64.47 64.05 64.10 95.27 95.11 95.14 34.67 33.00 33.18
1 [1-6] 1800 65.74 65.03 65.17 95.81 95.70 95.70 35.32 33.69 33.91
2 1 600 62.12 61.23 61.24 93.30 92.78 92.93 32.44 33.13 32.19
2 2 600 63.59 62.29 62.57 93.58 93.28 93.37 33.79 31.81 32.04
2 3 600 62.72 61.39 61.70 93.23 92.50 92.70 33.65 31.43 31.62
2 [1-2] 1200 65.47 64.54 64.76 95.30 95.20 95.19 33.79 32.38 32.71
2 [1-3] 1800 66.31 65.48 65.69 95.91 95.80 95.76 33.75 32.38 32.75
2 [1-6] 3600 66.98 66.40 66.54 96.85 95.73 95.71 32.81 31.64 31.98

Table 3: This shows the results of the experiments performed with the DCT, PCA, pmeans, ELMo, BERT and
EigenSent on the 3 stated datasets. Note that [a,b] means that the sentence embedding is the result of concatenation
of the embeddings produced by varying the corresponding hyperparameter from a to b. P, R and F1 indicate the
percentage values of Precision, Recall and F-score. Bold indicates the best result in for that particular metric
(column).
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positive intent, creepy is most often negative. It is
their combination, i.e., wonderfully creepy, which
makes the description an example of a very posi-
tive sentiment.

4.2.2 Analysis of the competing methods

The results obtained for the benchmark methods
can be observed to follow intuition. P-means,
BERT and ELMo outperform PCA and DCT-
based embedding creation techniques; the two lat-
ter methods do achieve respectable results, given
that they are not attuned to creating embeddings,
but are simply decomposing a sequence of word
vectors into components, which we use to con-
struct embeddings. It can be seen that the DCT-
based embedding creation technique needs more
components to achieve reasonable performance, as
compared to PCA, because PCA learns the basis
vectors in a data-driven way while DCT assumes
cosine functions as bases. However, since it does
not need to learn the bases, and therefore makes
less errors than PCA, DCT is more performant
than PCA when we utilize more components.

Among ELMo, BERT and p-means, ELMo per-
forms better on the SST-5 dataset because it takes
context into account in a much more sophisiticated
way (owing to the bi-directional LSTM-based lan-
guage model), than p-means. The performance
of BERT is in-between the two. Both BERT and
ELMo have not been fine-tuned in any way, for
them to be fairly comparable to the other meth-
ods discussed in this work, none of which are task-
specific.

4.2.3 Analysis of EigenSent

We thoroughly analyze our proposed method,
next, from various different perspectives.

Choice of higher-order DMD vs standard
DMD: Observing the results of the EigenSent

method in Table 3, it is clear that the exploiting the
higher-order assumption (see Equation 3) is bene-
ficial, since the results are unanimously better for
higher values of the order parameter, d.

Effect of adding more dynamic modes: Re-
call that in Algorithm 1, the number of dynamic
modes to choose n was a parameter. This de-
termines the number of eigenvectors that are re-
tained after performing eigendecomposition on the
Koopman operator (see Section 2.1.2). It can be
observed that retaining the fundamental eigenvec-
tor, or the largest mode, is enough to secure a good
performance, when it comes to constructing sen-
tence embeddings with EigenSent, with small im-
provements made with choosing the first two, at
the cost of embedding dimensionality.

Performance with respect to PCA and DCT:
EigenSent, using HODMD, is consistently supe-
rior, as compared to the other spectral techniques
tested in this work. This is because it captures in-
formation about the sequential behaviour of the
word vectors which form a sentence, while the
other methods do not.

Performance with respect to state-of-the-art:
HODMD is designed to capture the dynamics in a
multidimensional sequence but it does not directly
capture the scale, which methods like p-means (or
simply averaging the word vectors) do. This is
reflected in the performance of EigenSent on the
datasets tested with, as its performance is some-
what between ELMo (or BERT) and p-means. For
the SST-5 dataset, which exhibits more complex
behaviour and interplay amongst words, it per-
forms better than p-means (and much better than
simple averaging), because of its ability to capture
the dynamics, which is probably the more impor-
tant attribute in this case.

Concatenating with word vector average:

20-NG R-8 SST-5
method P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

PCA 55.43 54.67 54.77 83.83 83.42 83.41 26.47 25.08 25.23
DCT 61.07 59.16 59.78 90.41 90.78 90.38 30.11 30.09 29.53

Avg. vec. 68.72 68.19 68.25 96.34 96.30 96.27 27.88 26.44 24.81
p-means 72.20 71.65 71.79 96.69 96.67 96.65 33.77 33.41 33.26
ELMo 71.20 71.79 71.36 94.54 91.32 91.32 42.35 41.51 41.54
BERT 70.89 70.79 70.88 95.52 95.39 95.39 39.92 39.38 39.35

EigenSent 66.98 66.40 66.54 95.91 95.80 95.76 35.32 33.69 33.91
EigenSent
⊕ avg. 72.24 71.62 71.78 97.18 97.13 97.14 42.77 41.67 41.81

Table 4: A summary table of methods studied in this paper and the best results obtained. In addition, the final row
contains the result of the embeddings constructed by concatenating the average word vector embedding with the
EigenSent embedding. Bold indicates the best result for a particular metric, while italic is the second-best.
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Query Sentence Best Match Cosine
Similarity

The storylines are woven together skilfully, the
magnificent swooping aerial shots are breathtaking,
and the overall experience is awesome.

The camera soars above the globe in dazzling panoramic
shots that make the most of the large-screen format, before
swooping down on a string of exotic locales, scooping the
whole world up in a joyous communal festival of rhythm.

0.796

What ’s most memorable about Circuit is that it’s
shot on digital video, whose tiny camera enables
Shafer to navigate spaces both large ...and small...
with considerable aplomb.

The large-format film is well suited to capture these
musicians in full regalia and the incredible IMAX sound
system lets you feel the beat down to your toes.

0.771

George Lucas returns as a visionary with a tale full
of nuance and character dimension.

The script by David Koepp is perfectly serviceable and
because he gives the story some soul ...he elevates the
experience to a more mythic level.

0.758

Table 5: Examples of best-matching sentences based on the cosine-similarity between the embeddings obtained
using EigenSent

The intuitions of dynamics and scale, corroborated
with the performance observed in Table 3, as ex-
plained above, led us to combine the embeddings
generated by EigenSent with those by simply av-
eraging the word vectors, to capture both of these
properties in a sentence.

The summary of results is provided in Table
4, where the best results for each method are
provided. It also has an additional result where
the most performant EigenSent-based embeddings
have been concatenated with the average word
vector embedding for a sentence. It can be readily
seen that this concatenation significantly improves
performance, as the resultant embeddings can now
capture both the scale and dynamics of a sentence.

Examples of similar sentences with
EigenSent: Apart from the extensive quanti-
tative evaluation of the proposed method, we
provide motivating examples of similar sentences
from the Stanford Sentiment Treebank dataset,
as deemed by our method, in Table 5. It can
be noted that none of the sentence-pairs share
common words, apart from stop-words, and the
similarity is semantic. The first example shows
sentences which are similar because they both
praise the camerawork in a movie, while in the
second example, the commonality is about the
video format. In the last example, the sentences
point to movies having interesting characters, soul
and depth. All of these examples suggest that
EigenSent can capture the very nuanced qualities
of a sentence.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a novel method
to construct sentence embeddings, by exploiting
the dynamic properties of a sequence of word vec-
tors that the sentence is made up of. We do this

using a spectral decomposition method rooted in
fluid-dynamics, known as higher-order Dynamic
Mode Decomposition, which is known to capture
the fundamental transition dynamics of a multidi-
mensional signal. Thorough empirical validation
of the proposed method, which we call EigenSent,
against known state-of-the-art methods shows the
promise of this technique in capturing the dy-
namics of a word vector sequence to distill sen-
tence embeddings, which may be concatenated
with word vector average embeddings to state-of-
the-art performance.

The main contributions of the paper are:
1. We use signal summarization as an approach

for creating sentence embeddings, a first to
the best of our knowledge, using an algorithm
from fluid dynamics called higher-order Dy-
namic Mode Decomposition (HODMD).

2. The rationale and intuition behind using the
said method to capture the dynamic prop-
erties of a sentence are motivated, and the
mathematical preliminaries of HODMD in
the context of constructing sentence embed-
dings are clearly delineated.

3. A detailed experimental validation of
EigenSent, is performed on three public
datasets, of varying degrees of complex-
ity and purpose, and against algorithms
which are both state-of-the-art and diverse,
to formulate general conclusions about
EigenSent.

4. We postulate, and later observe, that our
method can successfully capture the dynam-
ics present in a sentence. In cases where dy-
namics alone does not capture the essence of
a sentence, our embeddings may be concate-
nated with those obtained via word vector av-
eraging to obtain state-of-the-art results.
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Abstract

Evaluating AMR parsing accuracy involves
comparing pairs of AMR graphs. The major
evaluation metric, SMATCH (Cai and Knight,
2013), searches for one-to-one mappings be-
tween the nodes of two AMRs with a greedy
hill-climbing algorithm, which leads to search
errors. We propose SEMBLEU, a robust met-
ric that extends BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002)
to AMRs. It does not suffer from search er-
rors and considers non-local correspondences
in addition to local ones. SEMBLEU is fully
content-driven and punishes situations where
a system’s output does not preserve most in-
formation from the input. Preliminary experi-
ments on both sentence and corpus levels show
that SEMBLEU has slightly higher consistency
with human judgments than SMATCH. Our
code is available at http://github.com/
freesunshine0316/sembleu.

1 Introduction

Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR) (Ba-
narescu et al., 2013) is a semantic formalism
where the meaning of a sentence is encoded as
a rooted, directed graph. Figure 1 shows two
AMR graphs in which the nodes (such as “girl”
and “leave-11”) represent AMR concepts and the
edges (such as “ARG0” and “ARG1”) represent re-
lations between the concepts. The task of parsing
sentences into AMRs has received increasing at-
tention, due to the demand for better natural lan-
guage understanding.

Despite the large amount of work on AMR pars-
ing (Flanigan et al., 2014; Artzi et al., 2015; Pust
et al., 2015; Peng et al., 2015; Buys and Blunsom,
2017; Konstas et al., 2017; Wang and Xue, 2017;
Ballesteros and Al-Onaizan, 2017; Lyu and Titov,
2018; Peng et al., 2018; Groschwitz et al., 2018;
Guo and Lu, 2018), little attention has been paid
to evaluating the parsing results, leaving SMATCH

:ARG0

ask-01

girl

boy

:ARG0

leave-11

:ARG1 :ARG0

make-01

woman

2

:quant

pie

:ARG1

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Two AMR examples meaning “The girl asked
the boy to leave.” and “The woman made two pies.”,
respectively. Their SMATCH score is 25 (%).

Figure 2: Average, minimal and maximal SMATCH
scores over 100 runs on 100 sentences. The running
time increases from 6.6 seconds (r=1) to 21.0 (r = 4).

(Cai and Knight, 2013) as the only overall perfor-
mance metric. Damonte et al. (2017) developed a
suite of fine-grained performance measures based
on the node mappings of SMATCH (see below).

SMATCH suffers from two major drawbacks:
first, it is based on greedy hill-climbing to find
a one-to-one node mapping between two AMRs
(finding the exact best mapping is NP-complete).
The search errors weaken its robustness as a met-
ric. To enhance robustness, the hill-climbing
search is executed multiple times with random
restarts. This decreases efficiency and, more im-
portantly, does not eliminate search errors. Fig-
ure 2 shows the means and error bounds of
SMATCH scores as a function of the number of
restarts r over 100 runs on 100 sentences. We can
see that the variances are still significant when r is
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large. Furthermore, by corresponding with other
researchers, we have learned that previous papers
on AMR parsing report SMATCH scores using dif-
fering values of r.

Another problem is that SMATCH maps one
node to another regardless of their actual content,
and it only considers edge labels when comparing
two edges. As a result, two different edges, such as
“ask-01 :ARG1 leave-11” and “make-01 :ARG1
pie” in Figure 1, can be considered identical by
SMATCH. This can lead to a overly large score
for two completely different AMRs. As shown in
Figure 1, SMATCH gives a score of 25% for the
two AMRs meaning “The girl asked the boy to
leave” and “The woman made two pies”, which
convey obviously different meanings.1 The situa-
tion could be worse for two different AMRs with
few types of edge labels, where the score could
reach 50% if all pairs of edges between them were
accidentally matched.

To tackle the problems above, we introduce
SEMBLEU, an accurate metric for comparing
AMR graphs. SEMBLEU extends BLEU (Papineni
et al., 2002), which has been shown to be effec-
tive for evaluating a wide range of text generation
tasks, such as machine translation and data-to-text
generation. In general, a BLEU score is a preci-
sion score calculated by comparing the n-grams
(n is up to 4) of a predicted sentence to those of
a reference sentence. To punish very short predic-
tions, it is multiplied by a brevity penalty, which
is less than 1.0 for a prediction shorter than its ref-
erence. To adapt BLEU for comparing AMRs, we
treat each AMR node (such as “ask-01”) as a uni-
gram, and we take each pair of directly connected
AMR nodes with their relation (such as “ask-01
:ARG0 girl”) as a bigram. Higher-order n-grams
(such as “ask-01 :ARG1 leave-11 :ARG0 boy”)
are defined in a similar way.

SEMBLEU has several advantages over
SMATCH. First, it gives an exact score for each
pair of AMRs without search errors. Second, it is
very efficient to calculate. On a dataset of 1368
pairs of AMRs, SEMBLEU takes 0.5 seconds,
while SMATCH takes almost 2 minutes using
the same machine. Third, it captures high-order
relations in addition to node-to-node and edge-to-
edge correspondences. This gives complementary
judgments to the standard SMATCH metric for

1https://amr.isi.edu/eval/smatch/
compare.html gives more details.

evaluating AMR parsing quality. Last, it does not
give overly large credit to AMRs that represent
completely different meanings.

Our initial evaluations suggest that SEMBLEU

has higher consistency with human judgments
than SMATCH on both corpus-level and sentence-
level evaluations. We also show that the number
of n-grams extracted by SEMBLEU is roughly lin-
ear in the AMR scale. Evaluation on the outputs
of several recent models show that SEMBLEU is
mostly consistent with SMATCH for results rank-
ing, but with occasional disagreements.

2 Our metric

Our method is based on BLEU, which we briefly
introduce, before showing how to extend it for
matching AMR graphs.

2.1 Preliminary knowledge on BLEU

As shown in Equation 1, the BLEU score for candi-
date c and reference z is calculated by multiplying
a modified precision with a brevity penalty (BP ).

BLEU = BP · exp
(

n∑

k=1

wk log pk

)
(1)

BP is defined as emin{1− |z||c| ,0}, which gives a value
of less than 1.0 when the candidate length (|c|)
is smaller than the reference length (|z|). pk and
wk are the precision and weight for matching k-
grams, and pk is defined as

pk =
|kgram(z) ∩ kgram(c)|

|kgram(c)| , (2)

where kgram is the function for extracting all k-
grams from its input.

2.2 SEMBLEU

To introduce SEMBLEU, we make the follow-
ing changes to adapt BLEU to AMR graphs.
First, we define the size of each AMR (G) as
the number of nodes plus the number of edges:
|G| = |G.nodes| + |G.edges|. This size is
used to calculate the brevity penalty (BP ). Intu-
itively, edges carry important relational informa-
tion. Also, we observed many situations where a
system-generated AMR preserves most of the con-
cepts in the reference, but misses many edges.

Another change is to the n-gram extraction
function (kgram in Equation 2). AMRs are di-
rected acyclic graphs, thus we start extracting n-
grams from the roots. This is analogous to starting
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Fg n Extracted n-grams

(a)

1 ask-01; girl; leave-11; boy

2
ask-01 :ARG0 girl;
ask-01 :ARG1 leave-11;
leave-11 :ARG0 boy;

3 ask-01 :ARG1 leave-11 :ARG0 boy;

(b)

1 woman; make-01; pie; 2

2
make-01 :ARG0 woman;
make-01 :ARG1 pie;
pie :quant 2;

3 make-01 :ARG1 pie :quant 2;

Table 1: n-grams (separated by “;”) extracted from the
AMRs in Figure 1 with our extraction algorithm. Fg
represents the corresponding subfigure.

to extract plain n-grams from sentence left end-
points. Note that the order of each n-gram is de-
termined only by the number of nodes within it.
For instance, “ask-01 :ARG0 girl” is considered
as a bigram, not a trigram.

Our n-gram extraction method adopts breadth-
first traversal to enumerate every possible starting
node for extracting n-grams. From each starting
node p, it extracts all possible k-grams (1 ≤ k ≤
n) beginning from p. At each node, it first stores
the current k-gram before enumerating every de-
scendant of the node and moving on. Taking the
AMR graphs in Figure 1 as examples, the n-grams
extracted by our method are shown in Table 1.

Processing inverse relations One important
characteristic of AMR is the inverse relations,
such as “ask-01 :ARG0 girl” ⇒ “girl :ARG0-of
ask-01”, for preserving the properties of being
rooted and acyclic. Both the original and inverse
relations carry the same semantic meaning. Fol-
lowing SMATCH, we unify both types of relations
by reverting all inverse relations to their original
ones, before calculating SEMBLEU scores.

Efficiency As an important factor, the effi-
ciency of SEMBLEU largely depends on the num-
ber of extracted n-grams. One potential problem
is that there can be a large number of extracted n-
grams for very dense graphs. For a fully connected
graph with N nodes, there are O(Nn) possible n-
grams. Luckily, AMRs are tree-like graphs (Chi-
ang et al., 2018) that are very sparse. For a tree
with N nodes, the number of n-grams is bounded
by O(n · N), which is linear in the tree scale. As
tree-like graphs, we expect the number of n-grams

extracted from AMRs to be roughly linear in the
graph scale. Our experiments empirically confirm
this expectation.

2.3 Comparison with SMATCH

In general, SMATCH breaks down the problem of
comparing two AMRs into comparing the small-
est units: nodes and edges. It treats each AMR
as a bag of nodes and edges, and then calculates
an F1 score regarding the correctly mapped nodes
and edges. Given two AMRs, SMATCH searches
for one-to-one mappings between the graph nodes
by maximizing the overall F1 score, and the edge-
to-edge mappings are automatically determined
by the node-to-node mappings. Since obtaining
the optimal mapping is NP-complete (by reduc-
tion from subgraph isomorphism), it uses a greedy
hill-climbing algorithm to find a mapping, which
is likely to be suboptimal.

One key difference is that SEMBLEU generally
considers more global features than SMATCH. The
only features that both metrics have in common
are the node-to-node correspondences (also called
unigrams for SEMBLEU). Each bigram of SEM-
BLEU consists two AMR nodes and one edge that
connects them, thus the bigrams already capture
larger contexts than SMATCH. In addition, the
higher-order n-grams of SEMBLEU capture even
larger correspondences. This can be a trade-off.
Generally, more high-order matches indicate bet-
ter parsing performance, but sometimes we want
to give partial credit for distinguishing partially
correct results from the fully wrong ones. As a
result, combining SMATCH with SEMBLEU may
give more comprehensive judgment.

Another difference is the way to determine edge
(relation) equivalence. SMATCH only checks edge
labels, thus two edges with the same label but con-
veying different meanings can be considered as
equivalent by SMATCH.2 On the other hand, SEM-
BLEU considers not only the edge labels but also
the content of their heads and tails, as shown by
the extracted n-grams in Table 1.

Take the AMRs in Figure 1 as an example,
SMATCH maps “girl”, “ask-01” and “leave-11”
in (a) to “woman”, “make-01” and “pie” in (b).
As a result, it considers that “ask-01 :ARG0 girl”
and “ask-01 :ARG1 leave-11” in (a) are correctly
mapped to “make-01 :ARG0 woman” and “make-

2One example is shown in the SMATCH tutorial https:
//amr.isi.edu/eval/smatch/tutorial.html.
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Metric CAMR vs JAMR CAMR vs Gros CAMR vs Lyu JAMR vs Gros JAMR vs Lyu Gros vs Lyu

SMATCH 67.9 99.9 100.0 100.0 100.0 90.3
SEMBLEU 69.0 99.9 100.0 100.0 100.0 90.9

Table 2: Corpus-level bootstrap accuracies (%) for each system pair.

01 :ARG1 pie” in (b), which does not make
sense. Conversely, SEMBLEU does not consider
that these edges are correctly matched.

3 Experiments

We compare SEMBLEU with SMATCH on the out-
puts of 4 systems over 100 sentences from the test-
set of LDC2015E86. These systems are: CAMR,3

JAMR,4 Gros (Groschwitz et al., 2018) and Lyu
(Lyu and Titov, 2018). For each sentence, follow-
ing Callison-Burch et al. (2010), annotators decide
relative orders instead of a complete order over
all systems. In particular, 4 system outputs are
randomly grouped into 2 pairs to make 2 com-
parisons. For each pair, we ask 3 annotators to
decide which one is better and choose the major-
ity vote as the final judgment. All the annotators
have several years experience on AMR-related re-
search, and the judgments are based on their im-
pression on how well a system-generated AMR
retains the meaning of the reference AMR. Out
of the 200 comparisons, annotators are fully agree
on 142, accounting for 71%. With the judgments,
we study consistencies of both metrics on sentence
and corpus levels.

We consider all unigrams, bigrams and trigrams
for SEMBLEU, and the weights (wks in Equation
1) are equivalent (1/3 for each). For sentence-
level evaluation, we follow previous work to use
NIST geometric smoothing (Chen and Cherry,
2014). Following SMATCH, inverse relations such
as “ARG0-of”, are reversed before extracting n-
grams for making comparisons.

3.1 Corpus-level experiment

For corpus-level comparison, we assign each sys-
tem a human score equal to the number of times
that system’s output was preferred.

Our four systems achieved human scores of
30, 33, 63 and 74. They achieved SEMBLEU

scores of 28, 30, 38 and 41, respectively, and
SMATCH scores of 56, 56, 63 and 67, respectively.
SEMBLEU is generally more consistent with the

3https://github.com/c-amr/camr
4https://github.com/jflanigan/jamr

Metric Percent (%)

SMATCH 76.5
SEMBLEU 81.5

SEMBLEU (n=1) 69.5
SEMBLEU (n=2) 78.0
SEMBLEU (n=4) 80.0

Table 3: Sentence-level accuracies, where the highest
n-gram order is set to 3 by default, unless specified.

human judgments. In particular, there is a tie
between CAMR and JAMR for SMATCH scores,
while SEMBLEU scores are more discriminating.
We use the script-default 2 significant digits when
calculating SMATCH scores, as their variance can
be very large (Figure 2). To make fair comparison,
we also use 2 significant digits for SEMBLEU.

Bootstrap tests To conduct more compre-
hensive comparisons, we use bootstrap resampling
(Koehn, 2004) to obtain 1000 new datasets, each
having 100 instances. Every dataset contains the
references, 4 system outputs and the correspond-
ing human scores. Using the new datasets, we
check how frequently SEMBLEU and SMATCH are
consistent with human judgments on the corpus
level as a way to perform significant test.

Table 2 shows the accuracies of both metrics
across all 6 system pairs (such as CAMR vs Lyu).
Overall, SEMBLEU is equal to or slightly better
than SMATCH across all system pairs. The ad-
vantages are not significant at p < .05, perhaps
because of the small data size, yet human judg-
ments on large-scale data is very time consuming.
Comparatively, the precisions of both metrics on
CAMR vs JAMR is lower than the other system
pairs. It is likely because the gaps of this system
pair on both human and metric scores are much
smaller than the other system pairs. Still, SEM-
BLEU is better than SMATCH on this system pair,
showing that it may be more consistent with hu-
man evaluation.

3.2 Sentence-level experiment

For sentence-level comparison, we calculate the
frequency with which a metric is consistent with
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Figure 3: Extracted n-grams as a function of the num-
ber of AMR graph nodes.

human judgments on a pair of sentences. Recall
that we make two pairs out of the 4 outputs for
each sentence, thus there are 200 pairs in total.

As shown in the upper group of Table 3, SEM-
BLEU is 5.0 points better than SMATCH, mean-
ing that it makes 10 more correct evaluations than
SMATCH over the 200 instances. This indicates
that SEMBLEU is more consistent with human
judges than SMATCH. The lower group shows
SEMBLEU accuracies with different order n. With
only unigram features (node-to-node correspon-
dences), SEMBLEU is much worse than SMATCH.
When incorporating bigrams and trigrams, SEM-
BLEU gives consistently better numbers, demon-
strating the usefulness of high-order features. Fur-
ther increasing n leads to a decrease of accuracy.
This is likely because humans care more about the
whole-graph quality than occasional high-order
matches.

3.3 Analysis on n-gram numbers

Figure 3 shows the number of extracted n-grams
as a function of the number of AMR nodes on
the devset of the LDC2015E86 dataset, which has
1368 instances. The number of extracted unigrams
is exactly the number of AMR nodes, which is ex-
pected. The data points become less concentrated
from bigrams to trigrams. This is because the
number of n-grams depends on not only the graph
scale, but also how dense the graph is. Overall,
the amount of extracted n-grams is roughly linear
in the number of nodes in the graph.

3.4 Evaluating with SEMBLEU

Table 4 shows the SEMBLEU and SMATCH scores
several recent models. In particular, we asked for
the outputs of Lyu (Lyu and Titov, 2018), Gros
(Groschwitz et al., 2018), van Nood (van Noord
and Bos, 2017) and Guo (Guo and Lu, 2018) to
evaluate on our SEMBLEU. For CAMR and JAMR,

Data Model SEMBLEU SMATCH

LDC2015E86

Lyu 52.7 73.7†
Guo 50.1 68.7†
Gros 50.0 70.2†

JAMR 46.8 67.0
CAMR 37.2 62.0

LDC2016E25 Lyu 54.3 74.4†
van Nood 49.2 71.0†

LDC2017T10

Guo 52.0 69.8†
Gros 50.7 71.0†

JAMR 47.0 66.0
CAMR 36.6 61.0

Table 4: SEMBLEU and SMATCH scores for several re-
cent models. † indicates previously reported result.

we obtain their outputs by running the released
systems. SEMBLEU is mostly consistent with
SMATCH, except for the order between Guo and
Gros. It is probably because Guo has more high-
order correspondences with the reference.

4 Conclusion

While one might expect a trade-off between speed
and correlation with human judgments, SEMBLEU

appears to outperform SMATCH in both dimen-
sions. The improvement in correlation with hu-
man judgments comes from the fact that SEM-
BLEU considers larger fragments of the input
graphs. The improvement in speed comes from
avoiding the search over mappings between the
two graphs. In practice, vertex mappings can be
identified by simply considering the vertex labels,
and the labels of their neighbors, through the n-
grams in which they appear. SEMBLEU can be
potentially used to compare other types of graphs,
including cyclic graphs.
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Abstract
Semantic parsing considers the task of trans-
ducing natural language (NL) utterances into
machine executable meaning representations
(MRs). While neural network-based seman-
tic parsers have achieved impressive improve-
ments over previous methods, results are still
far from perfect, and cursory manual inspec-
tion can easily identify obvious problems such
as lack of adequacy or coherence of the gen-
erated MRs. This paper presents a simple
approach to quickly iterate and improve the
performance of an existing neural semantic
parser by reranking an n-best list of predicted
MRs, using features that are designed to fix
observed problems with baseline models. We
implement our reranker in a competitive neu-
ral semantic parser and test on four semantic
parsing (GEO, ATIS) and Python code gen-
eration (DJANGO, CONALA) tasks, improv-
ing the strong baseline parser by up to 5.7%
absolute in BLEU (CONALA) and 2.9% in
accuracy (DJANGO), outperforming the best
published neural parser results on all four
datasets.1

1 Introduction

Semantic parsing is the task of mapping a nat-
ural language utterance into machine executable
meaning representations (e.g., Python code). Re-
cent years have witnessed a burgeoning of ap-
plying neural network architectures for semantic
parsing, from sequence-to-sequence models (Jia
and Liang, 2016; Ling et al., 2016; Liang et al.,
2017; Suhr et al., 2018), to more complex pars-
ing paradigms guided by the structured topolo-
gies of target meaning representations (Xiao et al.
(2016); Dong and Lapata (2016); Yin and Neubig
(2017); Rabinovich et al. (2017); Krishnamurthy
et al. (2017); Zhong et al. (2017); Dong and Lap-
ata (2018); Iyer et al. (2018), inter alia).

1Code is available at pcyin.me/reranking.

download the file from url `url` and save it under file `file_name`

json.loads(['url', 'file_name', 'file_name'])

urllib.request.urlretrieve('url', 'r')

urllib.request.urlretrieve('url', 'file_name')

r = urllib.request.urlretrieve(str_0)

Input Utterance

System Predictions (n-best list of MRs)
z1

z2

Reranker Output
urllib.request.urlretrieve('url', 'file_name')

z9

…

z3

z 7! x : �35.2 z $ x : �3.4

z 7! x : �31.4 z $ x : �0.7

z $ x : �0.8

z $ x : �5.8z 7! x : �49.8

x

z3

z 7! x : �34.7

Figure 1: Illustration of the reranker with a real example
from the CONALA code generation task (Yin et al., 2018a)
with reconstruction (z 7→ x) and discriminative matching
(x↔ z) scores.

While neural network-based semantic parsers
have achieved impressive results, there is still
room for improvement. A pilot analysis of incor-
rect predictions from a competitive neural seman-
tic parser, TRANX (Yin and Neubig, 2018) indi-
cates an obvious issue of incoherence. In the real
example in Figure 1, top prediction z1 is semanti-
cally incoherent with the intent expressed in the ut-
terance. Perhaps a more interesting issue is inade-
quacy — while the predicted MRs match the over-
all intent of the utterance, they still miss or misin-
terpret crucial pieces of information (e.g., missing
or generating wrong arguments, as in z2 and z9).
Indeed, we observe that around 41% of the failure
cases of TRANX on a popular Python code gener-
ation task (DJANGO, Oda et al. (2015)) are due to
such inadequate predictions.

Although the top predictions from a semantic
parser could fall short in adequacy or coherence,
we found the parser still maintains high recall,
covering the gold-standard MR in its n-best list of
predictions most of the time2. This naturally mo-

2As we will show in § 3, our base neural semantic parser
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tivates us to investigate whether the performance
of an existing neural parser can be potentially im-
proved by reranking the n-best list of candidate
MRs. In this paper, we propose a simple reranker
powered mainly by two quality-measuring fea-
tures of a candidate MR: (1) a generative recon-
struction model, which tests the coherence and
adequacy of an MR via the likelihood of recon-
structing the original input utterance from the MR;
and (2) a discriminative matching model, which
directly captures the semantic coherence between
utterances and MRs. We implement our reranker
in a strong neural semantic parser and evaluate on
both tasks of parsing NL to domain-specific logi-
cal form (GEO, ATIS) and general-purpose source
code (DJANGO, CONALA). Our reranking ap-
proach improves upon this strong parser by up to
5.7% absolute in BLEU (CONALA) and 2.9% in
accuracy (DJANGO), outperforming the best pub-
lished neural parser results on all datasets.

2 Reranking Model

Figure 1 illustrates our approach. Given an in-
put NL utterance x, we assume access to an exist-
ing neural semantic parser p(z|x), which outputs
a ranked n-best list of system-generated mean-
ing representations given x, {zi}ni=1. In prac-
tice, such an n-best list is usually generated by
approximate inference like beam search. The
reranker R(·) takes as input the n-best list of
MRs and the input utterance, and outputs the MR
ẑ with the highest reranking score, i.e., ẑ =
argmaxz∈{zi}ni=1

R(z,x). We parameterize R(·)
as a (log-) linear model:

R(z,x) = α0 log p(z|x) +
K∑

k=1

αkfk(z,x), (1)

where fk is a feature function that scores a
candidate prediction z, and {α} tuned weights.
We also include the original parser score in
R(·). The idea of reranking the beam of can-
didate parses has been attempted for various
NLP tasks (Collins and Koo, 2000), and was
also previously applied for classical grammar-
driven semantic parsers. Such reranking mod-
els typically use domain-specific syntactic features
strongly coupled with the underlying parsing al-
gorithm (e.g., an indicator feature for each gram-
mar rule applied, Raymond and Mooney (2006);

registers 77.3% top-1 accuracy and 84.0% recall over the 15-
best beam on the DJANGO dataset, a 6.7% absolute gap.
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… p(x$z) = g( )…

1. Alignment 2. Comparison 3. Aggregation

Figure 2: Illustration of the discriminative matching model,
adapted from Parikh et al. (2016). Punctuations (dots, paren-
theses) in MR are omitted for clarity.

Srivastava et al. (2017)), while our reranker ap-
plies domain-general quality-measuring features
compatible with both domain-specific (e.g., λ-
calculus) and general-purpose (e.g., Python) MRs
(more in § 3). Specifically, our reranker mainly
uses two features, whose scores are given by two
external models: a reconstruction model and a
matching model.

Generative Reconstruction Feature Our re-
construction feature log p(z 7→ x) is a genera-
tive model that scores the coherence and adequacy
of an MR z using the probability of reproducing
the original input utterance x from z. Intuitively,
a good candidate MR should adequately encode
the semantics of x, leading to high reconstruction
score. The idea of using reconstruction as a qual-
ity metric is closely related to reconstruction mod-
els in auto-encoders (Vincent et al., 2008), and its
applications in semi-supervised (Yin et al., 2018b)
and weakly supervised (Cheng and Lapata, 2018)
semantic parsing, where p(z 7→x) is used to score
the quality of sampled MRs in optimization. Sim-
ilar models have also been applied for pragmatic
inference in instruction-following agents for mod-
eling the likelihood of causing the speaker to pro-
duce the utterance given an inferred action (Fried
et al., 2018), while we use p(z 7→x) as one quality-
measuring feature in our reranker.

Specifically, we implement p(z 7→x) using an
attentional sequence-to-sequence network (Luong
et al., 2015), which takes as input a tokenized MR
z. The network is augmented with a copy mecha-
nism (Gu et al., 2016), allowing out-of-vocabulary
variable names (e.g., file name in Figure 1) in z
to be directly copied to the utterance x.

Discriminative Matching Feature We use a
matching model to measure the probability of
the input utterance x and a candidate MR z
being semantically coherent to each other. In-
tuitively, for a semantically coherent parse z
(e.g., z3 in Figure 1), each sub-piece in z (e.g.,
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urllib.request.urlretrieve) could coarsely
match with a span (e.g., download the file) in the
utterance, and vice versa. Motivated by this obser-
vation, we implement p(x↔z) as a decomposable
attention model (Parikh et al., 2016), a discrimi-
native model which computes a semantic coher-
ence score based on the latent pairwise alignment
between tokens in x and z. Figure 2 depicts an
overview of the model, while we refer interested
readers to Parikh et al. (2016) for technical de-
tails. Intuitively, the model measures the semantic
equivalence of an utterance x and an MR z based
on pair-wise associations of tokens in x and z in
three steps: (1) an alignment step, where align-
ment scores between each pair of tokens in x and
z are computed using attention; (2) a comparison
step, where a set of representations are produced
from embeddings of pairwise aligned tokens, cap-
turing their semantic similarities; and (3) an aggre-
gation step, where all pairwise comparisons results
are combined to compute the semantic coherence
score.

Token Count Feature Besides the two primary
features introduced above, we also include an aux-
iliary token count feature |z| of an MR, which
has been shown useful in preventing a machine
translation model from favoring shorter predic-
tions (Cho et al., 2014; Och and Ney, 2002), while
we test them for reranking MRs, especially when
the target metric is BLEU (§ 3).

3 Experiment

We test on four semantic parsing and code gener-
ation benchmarks:
GEO (Zelle and Mooney, 1996) and ATIS (Deb-
orah A. Dahl and Shriber) are two closed-domain
semantic parsing datasets. The NL utterances are
geographical (GEO) and flight booking (ATIS) in-
quiries (e.g., What is the latest flight to Boston?).
The corresponding MRs are defined in λ-calculus
logical forms (e.g., argmax x (and (flight

x) (to x boston)) (departure time x))).
DJANGO (Oda et al., 2015) is a popular
Python code generation dataset consisting of
NL-annotated code from the Django framework.
Around 70% of examples are simple cases of vari-
able assignment (e.g., result = []), function
definition/invocation or condition tests, which can
be easily inferred from the verbose NL utterances
(e.g., Result is an empty list).

CONALA (Yin et al., 2018a)3 is a newly intro-
duced task for open-domain code generation. It
consists of 2, 879 examples of manually anno-
tated NL questions (e.g., Check if all elements in
list ‘my list’ are the same) and their Python solu-
tion (e.g., len(set(mylist)) == 1) on STACK

OVERFLOW. Compared with DJANGO, examples
in CONALA cover real-world NL queries issued
by programmers with diverse intents, and there-
fore are significantly more difficult due to its broad
coverage and high compositionality of target MRs.

Base Semantic Parser p(z|x) While we remark
that our reranking model is parser agnostic, in
the experiments we are primarily interested in in-
vestigating if the reranker could further improve
the performance of an already-strong semantic
parser. We use TRANX (Yin and Neubig, 2018)5,
a general-purpose open-source neural semantic
parser that maps an input utterance into MRs us-
ing a neural sequence-to-tree network, where MRs
are represented as abstract syntax trees. We leave
evaluating the performance of the reranker with
other parsers as interesting future work.

Training Reranking Model Deploying the
reranker to a benchmark dataset involves three
steps: (1) training the base parser, (2) training the
reranking features (reconstruction and matching
models), and (3) tuning the feature weights.
(1) Training Base Parser We use its pre-processed
version of the dataset shipped with the base parser
TRANX. We train TRANX using its official con-
figuration and collect the n-best list of candidates
for each example using beam search (beam size
is 5 for GEO and ATIS, and 15 for DJANGO and
CONALA).
(2) Training Reranking Features The reconstruc-
tion model is trained using standard maximum-
likelihood estimation using utterances and their
associated gold MRs in the training set. We then
chose the model with the lowest perplexity on the
development set6. To train the matching model, it
requires training examples in the form of triplets
〈x, z, y〉, consisting of an utterance x, an MR z
and a binary label y indicating whether z is a

3https://conala-corpus.github.io/
5http://pcyin.me/tranX
6GEO does not have a development set, so we randomly

sample 20% examples from its official training set for devel-
opment, and use the remaining 80% examples for training the
reranker and its features.
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GEO ATIS DJANGO CONALA
Model ACC. Model ACC. Model ACC. Model BLEU / ACC.

RSK17 87.1 RSK17 85.9 YN17 71.6 SEQ2SEQ† 10.58 / n/a
DL18 88.2 DL18 87.7 DL18 74.1 Best Submission† 24.30 / n/a
Base Parser 88.8 ±1.0 Base Parser 87.6 ±0.1 Base Parser 77.3 ±0.4 Base Parser 24.35 ±0.4 / 2.5 ±0.7
+ Reranker 89.1 ±1.2 + Reranker 88.4 ±0.5 + Reranker 80.2 ±0.4 + Reranker 30.11 ±0.6 / 2.8 ±0.5

– recon. 88.9 ±0.9 – recon. 87.8 ±0.3 – recon. 78.1 ±0.3 – recon. 28.41 ±1.0 / 2.1 ±0.5
– match. 89.2 ±1.0 – match. 87.7 ±0.5 – match. 79.9 ±0.4 – match. 29.89 ±0.5 / 2.6 ±0.6
– t.c. 89.4 ±0.9 – t.c. 88.1 ±0.7 – t.c. 80.0 ±0.4 – t.c. 28.45 ±1.1 / 3.0 ±0.5

Oracle 90.9 ±0.6 Oracle 90.4 ±0.3 Oracle 84.0 ±0.6 Oracle 37.08∗ ±0.6 / 5.4 ±0.6

Table 1: Mean and standard deviation4over five random runs. recon., match., t.c. stand for reconstruction, matching, and token
count features, resp. †Results taken from the official CONALA leaderboard as on Feb. 25th, 2019. ∗Upper-bound corpus-BLEU
is approximated by choosing z in the n-best list with the highest sentence-level BLEU.

correct parse of x. During optimization we cre-
ate a mini-batch D by: (a) sampling a mini-batch
of 10 gold examples 〈x, z∗〉 (x and its correct
MR z∗) from the original training set and adding
those examples (with y = 1) to D; (b) for each
x in the batch, sampling an incorrect MR z′ from
the n-best list, and adding the negative example
〈x, z′, y = 0〉 to D. Validation is performed by
evaluating the classification accuracy on develop-
ment set constructed similarly.

We also made one special modification for
the discriminative matching model on DJANGO.
Different with the preprocessed version of other
datasets, OOV variable names in DJANGO cannot
be easily identified and canonicalized, which hurts
the performance of the vanilla matching model.
Therefore, for each input 〈x, z〉, we replace each
OOV token (e.g., a variable name my list) in x
and z with a unique numbered slot (e.g., VAR0).
Hence, different OOV variable names in the in-
put can still be distinguished based on their slot
IDs. We found this simple trick improved the av-
erage classification accuracy on the development
set from 77% to 81%.

(3) Tuning Feature Weights Finally, given the
trained features, we then tune the feature weights
in E.q. 1 using the minimum risk training (Smith
and Eisner, 2006) algorithm implemented in the
Travatar package (Neubig, 2013), which opti-
mizes the expected metric over candidates in the
n-best list of candidate MRs on development sets.
Steps (2) and (3) are quite efficient, and takes less
than 10 minutes on a server with a GPU.

Metric We use the standard evaluation met-
ric for each dataset: exact match accuracy for
GEO, ATIS, DJANGO and corpus-level BLEU for
CONALA.

3.1 Results

Table 1 lists evaluation results. We also report the
oracle recall over n-best list as an upper-bound
performance (last line in Table 1). First, we note
that our base parser is indeed strong, performing
competitively against existing neural systems on
all datasets. This suggests that our base parser
will serve as a reasonable testbed for the rerank-
ing model. Next, we observe that the reranker
achieves improved results across the board, clos-
ing the gap between top-1 predictions and oracle
recall. Notably, the reranker registers 2.9% ab-
solute gain in accuracy on DJANGO and 5.7% in
BLEU on CONALA, resp. This demonstrates that
reranking is an effective approach to improve the
performance of an already-strong neural parser.

We also performed a feature ablation study by
removing one feature at a time. For discussion,
we also present qualitative examples of reranking
results in Table 2. We are particularly interested
in investigating the comparative utility of the dis-
criminative matching and reconstruction features.
Interestingly, we observe that while the matching
feature seems to be important for semantic pars-
ing tasks like ATIS, the reconstruction model per-
forms generally better on two Python code genera-
tion tasks, where target MRs are much more com-
plex. We hypothesize that our matching model
based on pair-wise token associations between ut-
terances and MRs is particularly effective for sim-
pler MRs in ATIS, where there is a clear corre-
spondence between utterance spans (e.g., round
trip in Example 1, Table 2) and MR predicates
(e.g., round trip). This could also hold for some
examples in DJANGO, where the verbose NL ut-
terances could be roughly aligned with the MR

6We observe relatively high variance on GEO, possibly
due to its small size (599/279 train/test examples).
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ATIS Show me all round trip flight from ci0 to ci1 nonstop
z1 lambda $0 e (and (flight $0) (from

$0 ci0) (to $0 ci1) (nonstop $0)) 7

p(z|x) = −2.0 z 7→ x=−11.1 x↔ z=−14.3
z2 lambda $0 e (and (flight $0) (from $0 ci0)
(to $0 ci1) (nonstop $0) (round trip $0)) 3

p(z|x) = −2.3 z 7→ x=−4.2 x↔ z>−0.01
DJANGO If length of version does not equals to integer 5,

raise an exception
z1 raise 7

p(z|x) = −0.1 z 7→ x=−61.7 x↔ z=−5.3
z2 assert len(version) == 5 3

p(z|x) = −3.3 z 7→ x=−17.0 x↔ z=−0.5
DJANGO and truncate, return the result. return elements of

words joined in a string, separated with whitespace
z1 return str(’joined’) 7

p(z|x) = −1.6 z 7→ x=−54.6 x↔ z=−0.68
z5 return ’ ’.join(words) 3

p(z|x) = −2.6 z 7→ x=−48.8 x↔ z=−0.61
CONALA Removing duplicates in list ‘t’
z1 print(list(itertools.chain(∗t))) 7

p(z|x) = −5.9 z 7→ x=−15.5 x↔ z=−0.4
z4 list(set(t)) 3

p(z|x) = −6.7 z 7→ x=−11.3 x↔ z=−1.4

Table 2: Examples with original parser score p(z|x), recon-
struction (z 7→ x) and discriminative matching (x ↔ z)
feature scores (log scale). We show both the original top pre-
diction z1 and the highest-scored one zi by the reranker.

(e.g., Example 2). On the other hand, we observe
the reconstruction model could potentially go be-
yond surface token-wise match between NL utter-
ances and MRs, promoting more complex (longer)
candidate MRs that more adequately encode the
semantics of the input utterance7 (e.g., in Exam-
ple 3, z5 receives a much higher reconstruction
score, while the difference between the discrimi-
native matching scores is small). Therefore, on the
challenging CONALA dataset with much weaker
alignment between its succinct NL utterances and
highly compositional MRs (e.g., Example 4), the
matching model does not function as well (e.g.,
the incorrect MR z1 received a higher match-
ing score). While more careful investigation of
the relative advantage between the reconstruction
and discriminative matching features remain an in-
teresting future work, we remark that the recon-
struction model p(z 7→ x), when combined with
with the original parser score p(z|x) in E.q. (1),
also implicitly functions as a matching model that
measures the semantic similarity using the bidi-
rectional generation likelihood between x and z.
Such architecture could be an interesting future di-

7On DJANGO, the average length of top-reranked MRs by
the reconstruction and matching models is 8.6 and 7.7, resp.

rection for modeling semantic similarity.
Additionally, the auxiliary token count feature

is also effective, especially on CONALA, yielding
a +1.66 gain in BLEU by promoting longer MRs.

Finally, we investigated the failure cases where
our best-performed reranker generated incorrect
MRs. We are particularly interested in those re-
maining failed examples on simpler semantic pars-
ing tasks (GEO, ATIS), where our reranker’s accu-
racies are close to the oracle recall. For instance,
on ATIS, only 6 incorrect examples (out of a to-
tal of 49) are due to reranking error, 10 are due to
that the gold MRs are not included the n-best list,
while most (20) remaining cases are because the
specific NL patterns in testing utterances (e.g., the
temporal NL pattern flight . . . prior to . . .) are not
covered by its (small) training set. This interesting
result suggests that incorporating external linguis-
tic knowledge (e.g., Wang et al. (2014)) is impor-
tant in order to further improve the performance of
neural parsers on closed-domain semantic parsing
tasks.

4 Conclusion

We proposed a feature-based reranker for neural
semantic parsing, which achieved strong results on
three semantic parsing and code generation tasks.
In the future we plan to apply the reranker to
other parsers and more benchmark datasets. We
will also attempt to jointly train the base seman-
tic parser and the reranker by using the reranker’s
output as supervision to fine tune the base parser.
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Abstract

Research on parsing language to SQL has
largely ignored the structure of the database
(DB) schema, either because the DB was very
simple, or because it was observed at both
training and test time. In SPIDER, a recently-
released text-to-SQL dataset, new and com-
plex DBs are given at test time, and so the
structure of the DB schema can inform the pre-
dicted SQL query. In this paper, we present
an encoder-decoder semantic parser, where the
structure of the DB schema is encoded with
a graph neural network, and this representa-
tion is later used at both encoding and decod-
ing time. Evaluation shows that encoding the
schema structure improves our parser accuracy
from 33.8% to 39.4%, dramatically above the
current state of the art, which is at 19.7%.

1 Introduction

Semantic parsing (Zelle and Mooney, 1996;
Zettlemoyer and Collins, 2005) has recently taken
increased interest in parsing questions into SQL
queries, due to the popularity of SQL as a query
language for relational databases (DBs).

Work on parsing to SQL (Zhong et al., 2017;
Iyer et al., 2017; Finegan-Dollak et al., 2018; Yu
et al., 2018a) has either involved simple DBs that
contain just one table, or had a single DB that is
observed at both training and test time. Conse-
quently, modeling the schema structure received
little attention. Recently, Yu et al. (2018b) pre-
sented SPIDER, a text-to-SQL dataset, where at
test time questions are executed against unseen
and complex DBs. In this zero-shot setup, an in-
formative representation of the schema structure
is important. Consider the questions in Figure 1:
while their language structure is similar, in the
first query a ‘join’ operation is necessary because
the information is distributed across three tables,
while in the other query no ‘join’ is needed.

x : Find the age of students who do not have a cat pet.
y : SELECT age FROM student WHERE
student NOT IN (SELECT ... FROM student JOIN
has pet ... JOIN pets ... WHERE ...)
x : What are the names of teams that do not have match season record?
y : SELECT name FROM team WHERE
team id NOT IN (SELECT team FROM match season)

Figure 1: Examples from SPIDER showing how similar
questions can have different SQL queries, conditioned
on the schema. Table names are underlined.

In this work, we propose a semantic parser that
strongly uses the schema structure. We represent
the structure of the schema as a graph, and use
graph neural networks (GNNs) to provide a global
representation for each node (Li et al., 2016; De
Cao et al., 2019; Sorokin and Gurevych, 2018).
We incorporate our schema representation into the
encoder-decoder parser of Krishnamurthy et al.
(2017), which was designed to parse questions
into queries against unseen semi-structured tables.
At encoding time we enrich each question word
with a representation of the subgraph it is related
to, and at decoding time we emit symbols from the
schema that are related through the graph to previ-
ously decoded symbols.

We evaluate our parser on SPIDER, and show
that encoding the schema structure improves ac-
curacy from 33.8% to 39.4% (and from 14.6%
to 26.8% on questions that involve multiple ta-
bles), well beyond 19.7%, the current state-
of-the-art. We make our code publicly avail-
able at https://github.com/benbogin/
spider-schema-gnn.

2 Problem Setup

We are given a training set {(x(k), y(k), S(k))}Nk=1,
where x(k) is a natural language question, y(k)

is its translation to a SQL query, and S(k) is the
schema of the DB where y(k) is executed. Our
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Figure 2: The decoder we base our work on (Krishna-
murthy et al., 2017). The input to the LSTM (gj) at step
j is a learned embedding of the last decoded grammar
rule, except when the last rule is schema-specific (g3),
where the input is a learned embedding of the schema
item type. A grammar rule is selected based on the
LSTM output (oj) and the attended hidden state of the
input LSTM (cj).

goal is to learn a function that maps an unseen
question-schema pair (x, S) to its correct SQL
query. Importantly, the schema S was not seen
at training time, that is, S 6= S(k) for all k.

A DB schema S includes: (a) The set of DB
tables T (e.g., singer), (b) a set of columns Ct
for each t ∈ T (e.g., singer name), and (c) a set
of foreign key-primary key column pairsF , where
each (cf , cp) ∈ F is a relation from a foreign-
key cf in one table to a primary-key cp in another.
We term all schema tables and columns as schema
items and denote them by V = T ∪ {Ct}t∈T .

3 A Neural Semantic Parser for SQL

We base our model on the parser of Krishnamurthy
et al. (2017), along with a grammar for SQL pro-
vided by AllenNLP (Gardner et al., 2018; Lin
et al., 2019), which covers 98.3% of the examples
in SPIDER. This parser uses a linking mechanism
for handling unobserved DB constants at test time.
We review this model in the context of text-to-
SQL parsing, focusing on components we expand
upon in §4.

Linking schema items To handle unseen
schema items, Krishnamurthy et al. (2017) learn
a similarity score slink(v, xi) between a word xi
and a schema item v that has type τ .1 The score
is based on learned word embeddings and a few
manually-crafted features.

1Types are tables, string columns, number columns, etc.

The linking score is used to compute

plink(v | xi) =
exp(slink(v, xi))∑

v′∈Vτ∪{∅} exp(slink(v′, xi))
,

where Vτ are all schema items of type τ and
slink(∅, ·) = 0 for words that do not link to any
schema item. The functions plink(·) and slink(·)
will be used to decode unseen schema items.

Encoder A Bidirectional LSTM (Hochreiter
and Schmidhuber, 1997) provides a contextual-
ized representation hi for each question word xi.
Importantly, the encoder input at time step i is
[wxi ; li]: the concatenation of the word embedding
for xi and li =

∑
τ

∑
v∈Vτ plink(v | xi) · rv, where

rv is a learned embedding for the schema item v,
based on the type of v and its schema neighbors.
Thus, plink(v | xi) augments every word xi with
information on the schema items it should link to.

Decoder We use a grammar-based (Xiao et al.,
2016; Cheng et al., 2017; Yin and Neubig, 2017;
Rabinovich et al., 2017) LSTM decoder with at-
tention on the input question (Figure 2). At each
decoding step, a non-terminal of type τ is ex-
panded using one of the grammar rules. Rules
are either schema-independent and generate non-
terminals or SQL keywords, or schema-specific
and generate schema items.

At each decoding step j, the decoding LSTM
takes a vector gj as input, which is an embedding
of the grammar rule decoded in the previous step,
and outputs a vector oj . If this rule is schema-
independent, gj is a learned global embedding. If
it is schema-specific, i.e., a schema item v was
generated, gj is a learned embedding τ(v) of its
type. An attention distribution aj over the input
words is computed in a standard manner (Bah-
danau et al., 2015), where the attention score for
every word is h>i oj . It is then used to compute the
weighted average of the input cj =

∑
i ajhj . Now

a distribution over grammar rules is computed by:

s
glob
j = FF(

[
oj ; cj

]
) ∈ RGlegal ,

sloc
j = Slinkaj ∈ RVlegal ,

pj = softmax([sglob
j ; sloc

j ]),

where Glegal, Vlegal are the number of legal rules
(according to the grammar) that can be chosen at
time step j for schema-independent and schema-
specific rules respectively. The score sglob

j is com-
puted with a feed-forward network, and the score
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Figure 3: Left: DB schema and question. Middle: A graph representation of the schema. Bold nodes are tables,
other nodes are columns. Dashed red (blue) edges are foreign (primary) keys edges, green edges are table-column
edges. Right: Use of the schema by the decoder. For clarity, the decoder outputs tokens rather than grammar rules.

sloc
j is computed for all legal schema items by mul-

tiplying the matrix Slink ∈ RVlegal×|x|, which con-
tains the relevant linking scores slink(v, xi), with
the attention vector aj . Thus, decoding unseen
schema items is done by first attending to the ques-
tion words, which are linked to the schema items.

4 Modeling Schemas with GNNs

Schema structure is informative for predicting the
SQL query. Consider a table with two columns,
where each is a foreign key to two other tables
(student semester table in Figure 3). Such
a table is commonly used for describing a many-
to-many relation between two other tables, which
affects the output query. We now show how we
represent this information in a neural parser and
use it to improve predictions.

At a high-level our model has the following
parts (Figure 3). (a) The schema is converted to a
graph. (b) The graph is softly pruned conditioned
on the input question. (c) A Graph neural network
generates a representation for nodes that is aware
of the global schema structure. (d) The encoder
and decoder use the schema representation. We
will now elaborate on each part.

Schema-to-graph To convert the schema S to a
graph (Figure 3, left), we define the graph nodes
as the schema items V . We add three types of
edges: for each column ct in a table t, we add
edges (ct, t) and (t, ct) to the edge set E↔ (green
edges). For each foreign-primary key column pair
(ct1 , ct2) ∈ F , we add edges (ct1 , ct2) and (t1, t2)
to the edge set E→ and edges (ct2 , ct1) and (t2, t1)
to E← (dashed edges). Edge types are used by the
graph neural network to capture different ways in

which columns and tables relate to one another.

Question-conditioned relevance Each question
refers to different parts of the schema, and thus,
our representation should change conditioned on
the question. For example, in Figure 3, the re-
lation between the tables student semester
and program is irrelevant. To model that, we
re-use the distribution plink(·) from §3, and de-
fine a relevance score for a schema item v: ρv =
maxi plink(v | xi) — the maximum probability of
v for any word xi. We use this score next to create
a question-conditioned graph representation. Fig-
ure 3 shows relevant schema items in dark orange,
and irrelevant items in light orange.

Neural graph representation To learn a node
representation that considers its relevance score
and the global schema structure, we use gated
GNNs (Li et al., 2016). Each node v is given
an initial embedding conditioned on the relevance
score: h(0)v = rv · ρv. We then apply the GNN
recurrence for L steps. At each step, each node
re-computes its representation based on the repre-
sentation of its neighbors in the previous step:

a(l)v =
∑

type∈{→,↔}

∑

(u,v)∈Etype

Wtypeh
l−1
u + btype,

and then h
(l)
v is computed as following, using a

standard GRU (Cho et al., 2014) update:

h(l)v = GRU(h(l−1)v , a(l)v )

(see Li et al. (2016) for further details).
We denote the final representation of each

schema item after L steps by ϕv = h
(L)
v . We now

show how this representation is used by the parser.
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Encoder In §3, a weighted average over schema
items li was concatenated to every word xi. To
enjoy the schema-aware representations, we com-
pute lϕi =

∑
τ

∑
v∈Vτ ϕvplink(v | xi), which is

identical to li, except ϕv is used instead of rv. We
concatenate lϕi to the output of the encoder hi, so
that each word is augmented with the graph struc-
ture around the schema items it is linked to.

Decoder As mentioned (§3), when a schema
item v is decoded, the input in the next time step is
its type τ(v). A first change is to replace τ(v) by
ϕv, which has knowledge of the structure around
v. A second change is a self-attention mechanism
that links to the schema, which we describe next.

When scoring a schema item, its score should
depend on its relation to previously decoded
schema items. E.g., in Figure 3, once the table
semester has been decoded, it is likely to be
joined to a related table. We capture this intuition
with a self-attention mechanism.

For each decoding step j, we denote by uj
the hidden state of the decoder, and by Ĵ =
(i1, . . . , i|Ĵ |) the list of time steps before j where a
schema item has been decoded. We define the ma-
trix Û ∈ Rd×|Ĵ | = [ui1 , . . . , ui|Ĵ| ], which concate-
nates the hidden states from all these time steps.
We now compute a self-attention distribution over
these time steps, and score schema items based on
this distribution (Figure 3, right):

âj = softmax(ÛTuj) ∈ R|Ĵ |,
satt
j = âjS

att,

pj = softmax([sglob
j ; sloc

j + satt
j ]),

where the matrix Satt ∈ R|Ĵ |×Vlegal com-
putes a similarity between schema items that
were previously decoded, and schema items that
are legal according to the grammar: Satt

v1,v2 =

F (ϕv1)
>F (ϕv2), where F (·) is a feed-forward

network. Thus, the score of a schema item
increases, if substantial attention is placed on
schema items to which it bears high similarity.

Training We maximize the log-likelihood of the
gold sequence during training, and use beam-
search (of size 10) at test time, similar to Krish-
namurthy et al. 2017 and prior work. We run the
GNN for L = 2 steps.

Model Acc. SINGLE MULTI
SQLNET 10.9% 13.6% 3.3%
SYNTAXSQLNET 18.9% 23.1% 7.0%
NO GNN 34.9% 52.3% 14.6%
GNN 40.7% 52.2% 26.8%
- NO SELF ATTEND 38.7% 54.5% 20.3%
- ONLY SELF ATTEND 35.9% 47.1% 23.0%
- NO REL. 37.0% 50.4% 21.5%
GNN ORACLE REL. 54.3% 63.5% 43.7%

Table 1: Development set accuracy for all models.

5 Experiments and Results

Experimental setup We evaluate on SPI-
DER (Yu et al., 2018b), which contains
7,000/1,034/2,147 train/development/test ex-
amples.

We pre-process examples to remove table
aliases (AS T1/T2/...) from the queries and
use the explicit table name instead (i.e. we re-
place T1.col with table1 name.col), as in
the majority of the cases (> 99% in SPIDER) these
aliases are redundant. In addition, we add a table
reference to all columns that do not have one (i.e.
we replace col with table name.col).

We use the official evaluation script from SPI-
DER to compute accuracy, i.e., whether the pre-
dicted query is equivalent to the gold query.

Results Our full model (GNN) obtains 39.4%
accuracy on the test set, substantially higher than
prior state-of-the-art (SYNTAXSQLNET), which
is at 19.7%. Removing the GNN from the parser
(NO GNN), which results in the parser of Krishna-
murthy et al. (2017), augmented with a grammar
for SQL, obtains an accuracy of 33.8%, showing
the importance of encoding the schema structure.

Table 1 shows results on the development set
for baselines and ablations. The first column de-
scribes accuracy on the entire dataset, and the
next two columns show accuracy when partition-
ing examples to queries involving only one table
(SINGLE) vs. more than one table (MULTI).

GNN dramatically outperforms previously pub-
lished baselines SQLNET and SYNTAXSQLNET,
and improves the performance of NO GNN from
34.9% to 40.7%. Importantly, using schema struc-
ture specifically improves performance on ques-
tions with multiple tables from 14.6% to 26.8%.

We ablate the major novel components of our
model to assess their impact. First, we remove
the self-attention component (NO SELF ATTEND).
We observe that performance drops by 2 points,
where SINGLE slightly improves, and MULTI
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drops by 6.5 points. Second, to verify that im-
provement is not only due to self-attention, we ab-
late all other uses of the GNN. Namely, We use a
model identical to NO GNN, except it can access
the GNN representations through the self-attention
(ONLY SELF ATTEND). We observe a large drop
in performance to 35.9%, showing that all compo-
nents are important. Last, we ablate the relevance
score by setting ρv = 1 for all schema items (NO

REL.). Indeed, accuracy drops to 37.0%.
To assess the ceiling performance possible with

a perfect relevance score, we run an oracle experi-
ment, where we set ρv = 1 for all schema items
that are in the gold query, and ρv = 0 for all
other schema items (GNN ORACLE REL.). We
see that a perfect relevance score substantially im-
proves performance to 54.3%, indicating substan-
tial headroom for future research.
join analysis For any model, we can ex-
amine the proportion of predicted queries with
a join, where the structure of the join is
“bad”: (a) when the join condition clause
uses the same table twice (ON t1.column1 =
t1.column2), and (b) when the joined table are
not connected through a primary-foreign key rela-
tion.

We find that NO GNN predicts such joins
in 83.4% of the cases, while GNN does so in
only 15.6% of cases. When automatically omit-
ting from the beam candidates where condition (a)
occurs, NO GNN predicts a “bad” join in 14.2%
of the cases vs. 4.3% for GNN (total accuracy in-
creases by 0.3% for both models). As an exam-
ple, in Figure 3, sloc

j scores the table student
the highest, although it is not related to the previ-
ously decoded table semester. Adding the self-
attention score satt

j corrects this and leads to the
correct student semester, probably because
the model learns to prefer connected tables.

6 Conclusion

We present a semantic parser that encodes the
structure of the DB schema with a graph neu-
ral network, and uses this representation to make
schema-aware decisions both at encoding and de-
coding time. We demonstrate the effectivness of
this method on SPIDER, a dataset that contains
complex schemas which are not seen at training
time, and show substantial improvement over cur-
rent state-of-the-art.
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Abstract

The GLUE benchmark (Wang et al., 2019b) is
a suite of language understanding tasks which
has seen dramatic progress in the past year,
with average performance moving from 70.0
at launch to 83.9, state of the art at the time of
writing (May 24, 2019). Here, we measure hu-
man performance on the benchmark, in order
to learn whether significant headroom remains
for further progress. We provide a conser-
vative estimate of human performance on the
benchmark through crowdsourcing: Our an-
notators are non-experts who must learn each
task from a brief set of instructions and 20 ex-
amples. In spite of limited training, these an-
notators robustly outperform the state of the
art on six of the nine GLUE tasks and achieve
an average score of 87.1. Given the fast pace
of progress however, the headroom we ob-
serve is quite limited. To reproduce the data-
poor setting that our annotators must learn in,
we also train the BERT model (Devlin et al.,
2019) in limited-data regimes, and conclude
that low-resource sentence classification re-
mains a challenge for modern neural network
approaches to text understanding.

1 Introduction

This past year has seen tremendous progress in
building general purpose models that can learn
good language representations across a range of
tasks and domains (McCann et al., 2017; Peters
et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2019; Howard and
Ruder, 2018; Liu et al., 2019). Reusable models
like these can be readily adapted to different lan-
guage understanding tasks and genres. The Gen-
eral Language Understanding Evaluation (GLUE;
Wang et al., 2019b) benchmark is designed to
evaluate such models. GLUE is built around
nine sentence-level natural language understand-
ing (NLU) tasks and datasets, including instances

of natural language inference, sentiment analysis,
acceptability judgment, sentence similarity, and
common sense reasoning.

The recent BigBird model (Liu et al., 2019)
—a fine-tuned variant of the BERT model (De-
vlin et al., 2019)—is state-of-the-art on GLUE at
the time of writing, with the original BERT right
at its heels. Both models perform impressively
enough on GLUE to prompt some increasingly
urgent questions: How much better are humans
at these NLP tasks? Do standard benchmarks
have enough headroom to meaningfully measure
further progress? In the case of one prominent
language understanding task with a known hu-
man performance number, SQuAD 2.0 (Rajpurkar
et al., 2018), models built on BERT come ex-
tremely close to human performance.1 On the
recent Situations With Adversarial Generations
(SWAG; Zellers et al., 2018) dataset, BERT out-
performs individual expert human annotators. In
this work, we estimate human performance on the
GLUE test set to determine which tasks see sub-
stantial remaining headroom between human and
machine performance.

While human performance or interannotator
agreement numbers have been reported on some
GLUE tasks, the data collection methods used
to establish those baselines vary substantially.
To maintain consistency in our reported baseline
numbers, and to ensure that our results are at least
roughly comparable to numbers for submitted ma-
chine learning models, we collect annotations us-
ing a uniform method for all nine tasks.

We hire crowdworker annotators: For each of
the nine tasks, we give the workers a brief training
exercise on the task, ask them to annotate a ran-
dom subset of the test data, and then collect major-
ity vote labels from five annotators for each exam-

1https://rajpurkar.github.io/
SQuAD-explorer/
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Single Sentence Sentence Similarity Natural Language Inference
Avg CoLA SST-2 MRPC STS-B QQP MNLI QNLI RTE WNLI

Training Size - 8.5k 67k 3.7k 7k 364k 393k 108k 2.5k 634

Human 87.1 66.4 97.8 80.8/86.3 92.7/92.6 80.4/59.5 92.0/92.8 91.2 93.6 95.9
BERT 80.5 60.5 94.9 85.4/89.3 87.6/86.5 89.3/72.1 86.7/85.9 92.7 70.1 65.1
BigBird 83.9 65.4 95.6 88.2/91.1 89.5/89.0 89.6/72.7 87.9/87.4 95.8* 85.1 65.1
∆bert ( - ) 6.6 5.9 2.9 -4.6/-3.0 5.1/6.1 -8.9/-12.6 5.3/6.9 -1.5 23.5 30.8
∆bird ( - ) 3.2 1.0 2.2 -7.4/-4.8 3.2/3.6 -9.2/-13.2 4.1/5.4 -4.6* 8.5 30.8

Performance on subset with 5-way annotator agreement

Human 93.7 83.6 100.0 90.2/93.6 98.9/94.7 89.4/74.1 98.5/99.2 95.1 97.4 97.5
BERT 83.5 69.2 97.5 88.9/92.7 95.8/82.3 92.5/78.0 96.4/90.8 93.6 73.0 59.3
∆ ( - ) 10.2 14.4 2.5 1.3/0.9 3.1/12.4 -3.1/-3.9 2.1/8.4 1.5 24.4 38.2

BERT fine-tuned on less data

BERT-5000 75.8 57.6 92.0 85.4/89.3 87.1/85.8 82.2/61.0 76.4/76.9 89.2 69.2 65.1
BERT-1000 70.7 49.0 90.4 78.5/84.3 83.6/82.3 77.8/55.8 66.5/68.3 86.6 65.6 65.1
BERT-500 68.5 37.2 88.1 74.0/80.7 77.3/75.2 75.4/51.2 61.8/63.0 85.7 61.5 65.1

Table 1: GLUE test set results. The Human baseline numbers are estimated using no more than 500 test examples.
All the BERT scores are for BERT-LARGE. As in the original GLUE paper, we report the Matthews correlation
coefficient for CoLA. For MRPC and Quora, we report accuracy then F1. For STS-B, we report Pearson then
Spearman correlation. For MNLI, we report accuracy on the matched then mismatched test sets. For all other tasks
we report accuracy. The Avg column shows the overall GLUE score: an average across each row, weighting each
task equally. The ∆bert and ∆bird rows show the difference between the Human performance baseline and BERT
and BigBird respectively. The starred(*) numbers for BigBird on QNLI show performance on the new version of
QNLI, while all other QNLI numbers are on the original version. The second section shows Human and BERT
performance on the subset of the test set where there is unanimous, 5-way annotator agreement, the ∆ row is the
difference between them. Training Size gives the number of examples in the full training set for each task. The
BERT-5000/1000/500 rows show test set results for BERT fine-tuned on no more than 5k, 1k, and 500 examples
respectively. Though MRPC and RTE have fewer than 5k examples, we rerun BERT fine-tuning and report these
results in the BERT-5000 row.

ple in the subset. Comparing these labels with the
ground-truth test labels yields an overall GLUE
score of 87.1—well above BERT’s 80.5 and Big-
Bird’s 82.9—and yields single-task scores that are
substantially better than both on six of nine tasks.
However, in light of the pace of recent progress
made on GLUE, the gap in most tasks is relatively
small. The one striking exception is the data-poor
Winograd Schema NLI Corpus (WNLI; based on
Levesque et al., 2012), in which humans outper-
form machines by over 30 percentage points.

To reproduce the data-poor training regime of
our annotators, and of WNLI, we investigate
BERT’s performance on data-poor versions of the
other GLUE tasks and find that it suffers consid-
erably in these low-resource settings. Ultimately
however, BERT’s performance seems genuinely
close to human performance and leaves limited
headroom in GLUE.

2 Background and Related Work

GLUE GLUE (Wang et al., 2019b) is composed
of nine sentence or sentence-pair classification or
regression tasks: MultiNLI (Williams et al., 2018),
RTE (competition releases 1–3 and 5, merged and
treated as a single binary classification task; Da-
gan et al. 2006, Bar Haim et al. 2006, Giampic-
colo et al. 2007, Bentivogli et al. 2009), QNLI (an
answer sentence selection task based on SQuAD;
Rajpurkar et al. 2016),2 and WNLI test natural
language inference. WNLI is derived from pri-
vate data created for the Winograd Schema Chal-
lenge (Levesque et al., 2012), which specifically
tests for common sense reasoning. The Microsoft

2Our human performance numbers for QNLI are on the
original test set since we collected data before the release
of the slightly revised second test set. BERT-LARGE’s per-
formance went up by 1.6 percentage points on the new test
set, and BERT-BASE’s performance saw a 0.5 point increase.
This suggests that our human performance number repre-
sents a reasonable—if very conservative—approximation of
human performance on QNLI.
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Research Paraphrase Corpus (MRPC; Dolan and
Brockett, 2005), the Semantic Textual Similar-
ity Benchmark (STS-B; Cer et al., 2017), and
Quora Question Pairs (QQP)3 test paraphrase and
sentence similarity evaluation. The Corpus of
Linguistic Acceptability (CoLA; Warstadt et al.,
2018) tests grammatical acceptability judgment.
Finally, the Stanford Sentiment Treebank (SST;
Socher et al., 2013) tests sentiment analysis.

Human Evaluations on GLUE Tasks Warstadt
et al. (2018) report human performance numbers
on CoLA as well. Using the majority decision
from five expert annotators on 200 examples, they
get a Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC) of
71.3. Bender (2015) also estimates human perfor-
mance on the original public Winograd Schema
Challenge (WSC) data. They use crowdworkers
and report an average accuracy of 92.1%. The
RTE corpus papers report inter-annotator agree-
ment numbers on their test sets: 80% on RTE-1,
89.2% on RTE-2, 87.8% on RTE-3, and 97.02%
on RTE-5. Wang et al. (2019b) report human per-
formance numbers on GLUE’s manually curated
diagnostic test set. The examples in this test set
are natural language inference sentence pairs that
are tagged for a set of linguistic phenomena. They
use expert annotators and report an averageR3 co-
efficient of 0.8.

3 Data Collection Method

To establish human performance on GLUE, we
hire annotators through the Hybrid4 data collec-
tion platform, which is similar to Amazon’s Me-
chanical Turk. Each worker first completes a short
training procedure then moves on to the main an-
notation task. For the annotation phase, we tune
the pay rate for each task, with an average rate of
$17/hr. The training phase has a lower, standard
pay rate, with an average pay of $7.6/hr.

Training In the training phase for each GLUE
task, each worker answers 20 random examples
from the task development set. Each training page
links to instructions that are tailored to the task,
and shows five examples.5 The answers to these
examples can be revealed by clicking on a “Show”

3https://data.quora.com/
First-Quora-Dataset-Release-Question-Pairs

4http://www.gethybrid.io
5All the task specific instructions and FAQ pages

used can be found at https://nyu-mll.github.io/
GLUE-human-performance/

button at the bottom of the page. We ask the work-
ers to label each set of examples and check their
work so they can familiarize themselves with the
task. Workers who get less than 65% of the exam-
ples correct during training do not qualify for the
main task. This is an intentionally low threshold
meant only to encourage a reasonable effort. Our
platform cannot fully prevent workers from chang-
ing their answers after viewing the correct labels,
so we cannot use the training phase as a substan-
tial filter. (See Appendix A.1 for details on the
training phase.)

Annotation We randomly sample 500 examples
from each task’s test set for annotation, with the
exception of WNLI where we sample 145 of the
147 available test examples (the two missing ex-
amples are the result of a data preparation error).
For each of these sampled data points, we collect
five annotations from five different workers (see
Appendix A.2). We use the test set since the test
and development sets are qualitatively different for
some tasks, and we wish to compare our results di-
rectly with those on the GLUE leaderboard.

4 Results and Discussions

To calculate the human performance baseline, we
take the majority vote across the five crowd-
sourced annotations. In the case of MultiNLI,
since there are three possible labels—entailment,
neutral, and contradiction—about 2% of exam-
ples see a tie between two labels. For these ties,
we take the label that is more frequent in the de-
velopment set. In the case of STS-B, we take an
average of the scalar annotator labels. Since we
only collect annotations for a subset of the data,
we cannot access the test set through the GLUE
leaderboard interface, we instead submit our pre-
dictions to the GLUE organizers privately.

We compare human performance to BERT and
BigBird. The human performance numbers in Ta-
ble 1 shows that overall our annotators stick it
to the Muppets on GLUE. However on MRPC,
QQP, and QNLI, Bigbird and BERT outperform
our annotators. The results on QQP are particu-
larly surprising: BERT and BigBird score over 12
F1 points better than our annotators. Our annota-
tors, however, are only given 20 examples and a
short set of instructions for training, while BERT
and BigBird are fine-tuned on the 364k-example
QQP training set. In addition, we find it difficult
to compose concise instructions for QQP that ac-
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tually match the supplied labels. We do not have
access to the material used to create the dataset,
and we find it difficult to infer simple instructions
from the data (sample provided in Appendix B).
If given more training data, it is possible that our
annotators could better learn relatively subtle label
definitions that better fit the corpus.

Unanimous Vote To investigate the possible ef-
fect of ambiguous label definitions, we look at hu-
man performance when there is 5-way annotator
agreement. Using unanimous agreement, rather
than majority agreement, has the potential effect
of filtering out examples of two kinds: those for
which our supplied annotation guidelines don’t
provide clear advice and those for which humans
understand the expectations of the task but find the
example genuinely difficult or uncertain. To dis-
entangle the two effects, we also look at BERT re-
sults on this subset of the test set, as BERT’s use of
large training sets means that it should only suffer
in the latter cases. We get consent from the authors
of BERT to work in cooperation with the GLUE
team to measure BERT’s performance on this sub-
set, which we show in Table 1. Overall, we see the
gap widen between the human baseline and BERT
by 3.1 points. The largest shifts in performance
are on CoLA, MRPC, QQP, and WNLI. The rel-
ative jumps in performance on MRPC and QQP
support the claim that human performance is hurt
by imprecise guidelines and that the use of sub-
stantially more training data gives BERT an edge
on our annotators.

In general, BERT needs large datasets to fine-
tune on. This is further evidenced by its perfor-
mance discrepancy between MultiNLI and RTE:
human performance is similar for the two, whereas
BERT shows a 16.2 percentage point gap between
the two datasets. Both MultiNLI and RTE are
textual entailment datasets, but MultiNLI’s train-
ing set is quite large at 393k examples, while the
GLUE version of RTE has only 2.5k examples.
However, BigBird does not show as large a gap,
which may be because it employs a multi-task
learning approach which fine-tunes the model for
all sentence-pair tasks jointly. Their RTE classi-
fier, for example, benefits from the large training
dataset for the closely related MultiNLI task.

Low-Resource BERT Baseline To understand
the impact of abundant target tasks on the lim-
ited headroom that we observe, we train several

additional baselines. In these, we fine-tune BERT
on 5k, 1k, and 500 examples for each GLUE task
(or fewer for tasks with fewer training examples).
We use BERT for this analysis because the authors
have released their code and have provided pre-
trained weights for the model. We use their pub-
licly available implementation of BERT-LARGE,
their pretrained weights as the initialization for
fine-tuning on the GLUE tasks, and the hyperpa-
rameters they report. We see a precipitous drop
in performance on most tasks with large datasets,
with the exception of QNLI. A possible partial ex-
planation is that both QNLI and the BERT training
data come from English Wikipedia. On MRPC
and QQP however, BERT’s performance drops
below human performance in the 1k- and 500-
example settings. On the whole, we find that
BERT suffers in low-resource settings. These re-
sults are in agreement with the findings in Phang
et al. (2019) who conduct essentially the same ex-
periment.

CoLA Our human performance number on
CoLA is 4.9 points below what was reported in
Warstadt et al. (2018). We believe this discrepancy
is because they use linguistics PhD students as ex-
pert annotators while we use crowdworkers. This
further supports our belief that our human perfor-
mance baseline is a conservative estimate, and that
higher performance is possible, particularly with
more training.

WNLI No system on the GLUE leaderboard has
managed to exceed the performance of the most-
frequent-class baseline on WNLI, and several pa-
pers that propose methods for GLUE justify their
poor performance by asserting that the task must
be somehow broken.6 WNLI’s source Winograd
Schema data was constructed so as not to include
any statistical cues that a simple machine learning
system can exploit, which can make it quite dif-
ficult. The WNLI test set shows one of the high-
est human performance scores of the nine GLUE
tasks, reflecting its status as a corpus constructed
and vetted by artificial intelligence experts. This
affirms that tasks like WNLI with small training
sets (634 sentence pairs) and no simple cues re-
main a serious (and sometimes unacknowledged)
blind spot for modern neural network sentence un-
derstanding methods.

6Devlin et al. (2019), for example, mention that they avoid
“the problematic WNLI set”.
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5 Conclusion

This paper presents a conservative estimate of hu-
man performance to serve as a target for the GLUE
sentence understanding benchmark. We obtain
this baseline with the help of crowdworker anno-
tators. We find that state-of-the-art models like
BERT are not far behind human performance on
most GLUE tasks. But we also note that, when
trained in low-resource settings, BERT’s perfor-
mance falls considerably. Given these results, and
the continued difficulty neural methods have with
the Winograd Schema Challenge, we argue that
future work on GLUE-style sentence understand-
ing tasks might benefit from a focus on learning
from smaller training sets. In work subsequent to
the main results of this paper, we have prepared
such a benchmark in the GLUE follow-up Super-
GLUE (Wang et al., 2019a).
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A Crowd-Sourced Data Collection

A.1 Training Phase
During training, we provide a link to task-specific
instructions. As an example, the instructions for
CoLA are shown in Table 2. The instructions for
each task follows the same format: briefly describ-
ing the annotator’s job, explaining the labels, and
providing at least one example.

In addition to the task-specific instructions, we
provide general instructions about the training
phase. An example is given in Table 3. Lastly,
we provide a link to an FAQ page. The FAQ page
addresses the balance of the data. If the labels
are balanced, we tell the annotators so. If the la-
bels are not balanced, we assure the annotators
that they need not worry about assigning one la-
bel more frequently. For most tasks we also de-
scribe where the data comes from, e.g. news arti-
cles. All of the task specific instructions and FAQ
pages can be found at nyu-mll.github.io/
GLUE-human-performance/.

On each training page, each annotator is given
five examples to annotate. At the bottom of the
page, there is a “Show” button which reveals the
ground truth labels. If their submitted answer is
incorrect, the label is shown in red, otherwise it
is shown in black. In the instructions, the annota-
tor is asked to check their work with this button.
Given this procedure, we cannot prevent the an-
notators from changing their answer after viewing
the ground truth labels.

A.2 Annotation Phase
In the main data collection phase we provide the
annotators with a link to the same task-specific in-
structions (Table 2) and FAQ page used during the
training phase. We enforce the training phase as a
qualification for annotation, so crowdworkers can-
not participate in annotation without first complet-
ing the associated training.

B QQP Example

The 25 randomly sampled examples from the QQP
development set are given in Tables 4, 5, and 6.
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New York University’s Center for Data Science is
collecting your answers for use in research on com-
puter understanding of English. Thank you for your
help!
We will present you with a sentence someone spoke.
Your job is to figure out, based on this sentence,
if the speaker is a native speaker of English. You
should ignore the general topic of the sentence and
focus on the fluency of the sentence.

• Choose correct if you think the sentence sounds
fluent and you think it was spoken by a native-
English speaker. Examples:

“A hundred men surrounded the fort.
“Everybody who attended last weeks huge
rally, whoever they were, signed the peti-
tion.”
“Where did you go and who ate what?”

• Choose incorrect if you think the sentence does
not sound completely fluent and may have been
spoken by a non-native English speaker. Exam-
ples:

“Sue gave to Bill a book.
“Mary came to be introduced by the bar-
tender and I also came to be.”
“The problem perceives easily.”

More questions? See the FAQ page.

Table 2: The instructions given to crowd-sourced
worker for the CoLA task. While the instructions were
tailored for each task in GLUE, they all followed a sim-
ilar format.
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This project is a training task that needs to be completed before working on the main project on
Hybrid named Human Performance: CoLA. For this CoLA task, we have the true label and we
want to get information on how well people do on the task. This training is short but is designed to
help you get a sense of the questions and the expected labels.
Please note that the pay per HIT for this training task is also lower than it is for the main project
Human Performance: CoLA. Once you are done with the training, please proceed to the main task!
In this training, you must answer all the questions on the page and then, to see how you did, click
the Show button at the bottom of the page before moving onto the next HIT. The Show button will
reveal the true labels. If you answered correctly, the revealed label will be in black, otherwise it
will be in red. Please use this training and the provided answers to build an understanding of what
the answers to these questions looks like (the main project, Human Performance: CoLA, does not
have the answers on the page).

Table 3: Instructions about the training phase provided to workers. This example is for CoLA training. The only
change in instructions for other tasks is the name of the task.

Question 1 Question 2 Label

What are the best resources for learning
Ukrainian?

What are the best resources for learning Turk-
ish?

0

How much time will it take to charge a 10,000
mAh power bank?

How much time does it takes to charge the
power bank 13000mAh for full charge?

0

How do you know if you’re in love? How can you know if you’re in love or just
attracted to someone?

1

Which are the best and affordable resorts in
Goa?

What are some affordable and safe beach re-
sorts in Goa?

1

How winning money from YouTube? How do I make money from a YouTube chan-
nel?

1

Table 4: Five randomly sampled examples from QQP’s development set. Pairs of sentences with a label of 1 are
marked as paraphrases in QQP.
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Question 1 Question 2 Label

What is actual meaning of life? Indeen, it de-
pend on perception of people or other thing?

What is the meaning of my life? 1

What is the difference between CC and 2S
classes of travel in Jan Shatabdi express?

What is TQWL in IRCTC wait list? 0

What would have happened if Hitler hadn’t
declared war on the United States after Pearl
Harbor?

What would have happened if the United
States split in two after the revolutionary
war?

0

Will it be a problem if a friend deposits 4 lakhs
in my savings bank account and I don’t have
a source of income to show?

I am 25.5 year old boy with a B.Com in a sales
job having a package of 4 LPA. I will be mar-
ried in less than a year. I want to quit my job
and start my own business with the savings I
have of 2 Lakh. Is this an ideal situation to
take a risk?

0

What should you do if you meet an alien?
What could be the possible conversation be-
tween humans and aliens on their first meet-
ing?

0

Why can’t I ask any questions on Quora? Can you ask any question on Quora? 0

Should I move from the USA to India? Moving from usA to India? 1

Which European countries provide mostly
free university education to Indian citizen?

What countries provide free education to In-
dian students?

0

I got 112 rank in CDAC (A+B+C). My subject
of interest is VLSI. Is there any chance that I
would get CDAC Pune, Noida for VLSI?

Suggest some good indian youtube channels
for studying Aptitude?

0

What are the positives and negatives of
restorative justice?

Is Vengence and Justice opposite? 0

Table 5: Another ten randomly sampled examples from QQP’s development set. Pairs of sentences with a label of
1 are marked as paraphrases in QQP.
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Question 1 Question 2 Label

What’s a good way to make money through
effort?

How do I make money without much effort? 0

What is the meaning of life? Whats our pur-
pose on Earth?

What actually is the purpose of life? 1

Which among five seasons (summer, winter,
autumn, spring, rainy) is most favourable for
farming and cultivating of crops?

Which among the five seasons (summer, win-
ter, rainy, spring, autumn) is better for farm-
ing and cultivating of crops?

1

How can I find the real true purpose of my
life?

What should one do to find purpose of one’s
life?

1

Is Donald Trump likely to win the 2016 elec-
tion (late 2015 / early 2016)?

What will Donald Trump’s response be if he
doesn’t win the 2016 presidential election?

0

What is the easiest and cheapest way to lose
weight fast?

What are the easiest and the fastest ways to
lose weight?

1

Why are basically all of my questions on
Quora marked as ’needing improvement’?
Am I that bad?

Why do questions get marked for ’needing im-
provment’ when they clearly don’t?

1

What are some of the most visually stunning
apps?

What are the most visually stunning foods? 0

What are some of the good hotels near chen-
nai central railway station?

Best places to eat in Chennai? 0

How do you prepare for a job interview? How do I prepare for my first job interview? 1

Table 6: Another ten randomly sampled examples from QQP’s development set. Pairs of sentences with a label of
1 are marked as paraphrases in QQP.
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Abstract

Most semantic parsers that map sentences to
graph-based meaning representations are hand-
designed for specific graphbanks. We present
a compositional neural semantic parser which
achieves, for the first time, competitive accura-
cies across a diverse range of graphbanks. In-
corporating BERT embeddings and multi-task
learning improves the accuracy further, setting
new states of the art on DM, PAS, PSD, AMR
2015 and EDS.

1 Introduction

Over the past few years, a wide variety of semantic
graphbanks have become available. Although these
corpora all pair natural-language sentences with
graph-based semantic representations, they differ
greatly in the design of these graphs (Kuhlmann
and Oepen, 2016). Some, in particular the DM,
PAS, and PSD corpora of the SemEval shared task
on Semantic Dependency Parsing (Oepen et al.,
2015), use the tokens of the sentence as nodes and
connect them with semantic relations. By contrast,
the AMRBank (Banarescu et al., 2013) represents
the meaning of each word using a nontrivial con-
cept graph; the EDS graphbank (Flickinger et al.,
2017) encodes MRS representations (Copestake
et al., 2005) as graphs with a many-to-many re-
lation between tokens and nodes. In EDS, graph
nodes are explicitly aligned with the tokens; in
AMR, the alignments are implicit. The graphbanks
also exhibit structural differences in their modeling
of e.g. coordination or copula.

Because of these differences in annotation
schemes, the best performing semantic parsers are
typically designed for one or very few specific
graphbanks. For instance, the currently best sys-
tem for DM, PAS, and PSD (Dozat and Manning,
∗Equal contribution

2018) assumes dependency graphs and cannot be
directly applied to EDS or AMR. Conversely, top
AMR parsers (Lyu and Titov, 2018) invest heavily
into identifying AMR-specific alignments and con-
cepts, which may not be useful in other graphbanks.
Hershcovich et al. (2018) parse across different se-
mantic graphbanks (UCCA, DM, AMR), but focus
on UCCA and do poorly on DM. The system of
Buys and Blunsom (2017) set a state of the art on
EDS at the time, but does poorly on AMR.

In this paper, we present a single semantic parser
that does very well across all of DM, PAS, PSD,
EDS and AMR (2015 and 2017). Our system is
based on the compositional neural AMR parser of
Groschwitz et al. (2018), which represents each
graph with its compositional tree structure and
learns to predict it through neural dependency pars-
ing and supertagging. We show how to heuristi-
cally compute the latent compositional structures
of the graphs of DM, PAS, PSD, and EDS. This
base parser already performs near the state of the
art across all six graphbanks. We improve it fur-
ther by using pretrained BERT embeddings (Devlin
et al., 2019) and multi-task learning. With this, we
set new states of the art on DM, PAS, PSD, AMR
2015, as well as (among systems that do not use
specialized knowledge about the corpus) on EDS.

2 Semantic parsing with the AM algebra

The Apply-Modify (AM) Algebra (Groschwitz
et al., 2017; Groschwitz, 2019) builds graphs from
smaller graph fragments called as-graphs. Fig. 1b
shows some as-graphs from which the AMR in
Fig. 1a can be constructed. Take for example the
graphGwant. Some of its nodes are marked with red
sources, here S and O. These represent ‘argument
slots’ to be filled. The O-source in Gwant is anno-
tated with type [S], which will be explained below.
Further, in each as-graph, one node is marked as a
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Figure 1: AMR for The shy cat wants to eat with its
AM analysis.

special root source, drawn here with a bold outline.
There are two operations in the AM Algebra

that combine as-graphs. First, the apply opera-
tion APPX for a source X, as in APPO (Gwant, Geat)
with the result shown in Fig. 1e. The operation
combines two as-graphs, a head and an argument,
by filling the head’s X-source with the root of the
argument. Nodes in both graphs with the same
source are unified, i.e. here the two nodes marked
with an S-source become one node. The type an-
notation [S] at the O-source of Gwant requests the
argument to have an S-source (which Geat has).
If the argument does not fulfill the request at a
source’s annotation, the operation is not well-typed
and thus not allowed.

The second operation is modify, as in
MODM

(
Gcat, Gshy

)
with the result shown in Fig. 1f.

Here, Gcat is the head and Gshy the modifier, and
in the operation, Gshy attaches with its M source
at Gcat and loses its own root. We obtain the final
graph with the APPS operation at the top of the
term in Fig. 1c, combining the two partial results
we have built so far.

AM dependency parsing. By tracking the “se-
mantic heads” of each subtree of an AM term as
in Fig. 1c, we can encode AM terms as AM de-
pendency trees (Fig. 1d): whenever the AM term
combines two graphs with some operation, we add
a dependency edge from one semantic head to the
other (Groschwitz et al., 2018).

We can then parse a sentence into a graph by pre-
dicting an as-graph (or the absence of one, written
‘⊥’) for each token in the sentence, along with a
well-typed AM dependency tree that connects them.
This AM dependency tree evaluates deterministi-

cally to a graph. Groschwitz et al. (2018) show how
to perform accurate AMR parsing by training a neu-
ral supertagger to predict as-graphs for the words
and a neural dependency (tree) parser to predict the
AM dependency trees. Here we use their basic mod-
els for predicting edge and supertag scores. Com-
puting the highest-scoring well-typed AM depen-
dency is NP-complete; we use Groschwitz et al.’s
fixed-tree parser to compute it approximatively.

3 Decomposing the graphbanks

A central challenge with AM dependency parsing
is that the AM dependency trees in the training cor-
pus are latent: Strings are annotated with graphs
(Fig. 1a), but we need the supertags and AM depen-
dency trees (Fig. 1d).

Groschwitz et al. (2018) describe a heuristic al-
gorithm to obtain AM dependency trees for AMRs
(decomposition). They first align each node in the
graph with a word token; then group the edges
together with either their source or target nodes, de-
pending on the edge label; choose a source name
for the open slot at the other end of each attached
edge; and match reentrancy patterns to determine
annotations for each source. The dependency
edges follow from these decisions.

Groschwitz et al. worked these steps out only
for AMR. Here we extend their work to DM, PAS,
PSD, and EDS (see Figure 2); this is the central
technical contribution of this paper.

3.1 The graphbanks

Before we discuss the decomposition process, let
us examine the key similarities and differences of
AMR, DM, PAS, PSD and EDS. Most obvious is
that DM, PAS and PSD are dependency graphs
(Figure 2a-c) where the nodes of the graphs are
the words of the sentences, while EDS (Figure 2d)
and AMR use nodes related to, but separate from
the words. Node-to-word alignments are given in
EDS, but not in AMR, where predicting them is
hard (Lyu and Titov, 2018).

In all graphbanks we consider here, the edges ex-
press semantic relations between the nodes. Several
similarities exist: in our example, all graphbanks
have edges from “wants” and “eat” to “cat” that
indicate that the cat is both the wanter and the eater.
These are for example the ‘ARG0’ edges in AMR
and the ‘ACT-arg’ edges in PSD. In fact, all five
graphs show a triangle structure between “want”,
“eat” and “cat” that is characteristic of control verbs.
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Figure 2: Semantic representations for The shy cat
wants to eat, each with an AM dependency tree below.

Similarly, all graphs have an edge indicating that
“shy” modifies “cat”, although edge label and edge
direction vary. However, the graphbanks differ not
only in edge directions and labels, but also struc-
turally. For example, DM, PAS and EDS annotate
determiners while AMR and PSD do not. Figure 3
shows a reentrancy structure for a copular “are” in
PAS that is not present in AMR.

3.2 Our decomposition method

We adapt the decomposition procedure of
Groschwitz et al. in the following ways. We sketch
the most interesting points here; full details are in
the supplementary materials.

tall giraffe
mod

(a)

Giraffes are tall

adj ARG1

verb ARG1
verb ARG2

(b)

Figure 3: AMR (a) and PAS (b) for Giraffes are tall.

Alignments are given in EDS and not necessary
in DM, PAS, and PSD.

Grouping. We follow two principles in group-
ing edges with nodes: Edges between heads and
arguments always belong with the head, and edges
between heads and modifiers with the modifier (re-
gardless of the direction into which the edge points).
This yields supertags that generalize well, e.g. a
noun has the same supertag no matter whether it
has a determiner, whether it is modified by adjec-
tives, whether is agent, and so on.

We find that for all graphbanks, just knowing
the edge label is enough to group an edge properly.
Thus, we manually decide for each of the 216 edge
labels of all graphbanks whether the edges with
this label are to be grouped with their target or
source node. For instance, ‘ACT-arg’ edges in PSD
and ‘verb ARG1’ edges in PAS are argument-type
edges grouped with their source node (they point
from a verb to its agent). ‘RSTR’ edges in PSD and
‘adj ARG1’ edges in PAS are modifier-type and
grouped with the adjective; the former is grouped
with its target node and the latter with its source.
In DM, ‘ARG1’ edges can be both modifier- or
argument-type (they are used for both adjectives
and verbs); grouping them with their source node
is the correct choice in both cases.

Source names. We largely reuse Groschwitz et
al.’s source names, which are loosely inspired by
(deep) syntactic relations, and map the edge labels
of each graphbank to preferred source names. For
example, in PSD we associate ‘ACT-arg’ edges
with S sources (for “subject”). Some source names
are new, such as D for determiners in DM, PAS
and EDS (AMRs do not represent determiners).

Annotations. Groschwitz et al.’s algorithm for
assigning annotations to sources carries over to the
other graphbanks. For patterns that are the same
across all graphbanks, such as the ‘triangle’ created
by the control verb “want” in Figures 1 and 2, we
can re-use the same pattern as for AMR. Thus,
control verbs are identified automatically, and their
sources are assigned annotations which enforce the
appropriate argument sharing.

Interestingly, the original patterns are useful be-
yond their initial design. We found that for phe-
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Figure 4: Coordination in (a) DM and (b, c) PSD.

nomena that cause reentrancies in the new graph-
banks, but not in AMR – such as copula in PAS,
c.f. Figure 3 – there was typically a suitable pat-
tern designed for a different phenomenon in AMR.
E.g. for copula in PAS, the control pattern works.

We thus only update patterns that depend on
edge labels; for instance, coordinations in PAS are
characterized through their ‘coord ARGx’ edges.

Challenges with coordination. Coordination
in DM (Fig. 4a) is hard to model in the AM alge-
bra because the supertag for “and” would need to
consist only of a single ‘and c’ edge. We group
the ‘and c’ edge with its target node (Mary), cre-
ating extra supertags e.g. for coordinated and non-
coordinated nouns.

In PSD, coordinated arguments (John and Mary
in Fig. 4b) have an edge into each conjunct. This
too is hard to model with the AM algebra because
after building John and Mary, there can only be one
node (the root source) where edges can be attached.
We therefore rewrite the graph as shown in Fig. 4c
in preprocessing and revert the transformation in
postprocessing.

Non-decomposable graphs. While some en-
codings of graphs as trees are lossy (Agić et al.,
2015), ours is not: when we obtain an AM depen-
dency tree from a graph, that dependency tree eval-
uates uniquely to the original graph. However, not
every graph in the training data can be decomposed
into an AM dependency tree in the way described
above. We mitigate the problem by making DM,
PAS, and PSD graphs that have multiple roots con-
nected by adding an artificial root node, and by
removing ‘R-HNDL’ and ‘L-HNDL’ edges from
EDS (2.3% of edges). We remove some reentrant
edges in AMR as described in Groschwitz et al.

We remove the remaining non-decomposable
graphs from the training data: 8% of instances in
DM, 6% each for PAS and PSD, 24% for EDS,
and 10% for AMR. The high percentage of non-
decomposable graphs in EDS stems from the fact
that EDS can align multiple nodes to the same
token, creating multi-node constants. If more than
one of these nodes are arguments or are modified
in the graph, this cannot be easily represented with

the AM algebra, and thus no valid AM dependency
tree is available.

We do not remove graphs from the test data.

4 Evaluation

Data. We evaluate on the DM, PAS and PSD cor-
pora of the SemEval 2015 shared task (Oepen et al.,
2015), the EDS corpus (Flickinger et al., 2017) and
the releases LDC2015E86 and LDC2017T10 of the
AMRBank. All corpora are named entity tagged
using Stanford CoreNLP. When tokenization, POS
tags and lemmas are provided with the data (DM,
PAS, PSD), we use those. Otherwise we employ
CoreNLP. We use the same hyperparameters for all
graphbanks, as detailed in the appendix.

Parser. We use the BiLSTM-based arc-factored
dependency parsing model of Kiperwasser and
Goldberg (2016). On the edge existence scores
we use the hinge loss of the original K&G model,
but we use cross-entropy loss on the edge label pre-
dictions; this improved the accuracy of our parser.
We also experimented with the dependency pars-
ing model of Dozat and Manning (2017), but this
yielded lower accuracies than the K&G model.

We feed each word’s BiLSTM encoding into
an MLP with one hidden layer to predict the su-
pertags. We use separate BiLSTMs for the depen-
dency parser and the supertagger but share embed-
dings. For every token, the BiLSTMs are fed a
word embedding, the lemma, POS, and named en-
tity tag. In the basic version of our experiments,
we used pretrained GloVe embeddings (Pennington
et al., 2014) along with trainable embeddings. In
the other version we replace them by pretrained
BERT embeddings (Devlin et al., 2019).

AMR and EDS use node labels which are non-
trivially related to the words. Therefore, we split
each of their supertags into a delexicalized supertag
and a lexical label. For instance, instead of predict-
ing the supertag Gwant in Fig. 1b in its entirety, we
predict the label “want-01” separately from the rest
of the graph. We complement the neural label pre-
diction with a copy function based on the word
form and lemma (see supplementary materials).

We implemented this model and Groschwitz et
al.’s fixed-tree decoder within the AllenNLP frame-
work (Gardner et al., 2017). Our code is available
at https://github.com/coli-saar/am-parser.

Results. Table 1 (upper part) shows the results
of our basic semantic parser (with GloVe embed-
dings) on all six graphbanks (mean scores over five
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DM PAS PSD EDS AMR 2015 AMR 2017
id F ood F id F ood F id F ood F Smatch F EDM Smatch F Smatch F

Groschwitz et al. (2018) - - - - - - - - 70.2 71.0
Lyu and Titov (2018) - - - - - - - - 73.7 74.4 ±0.16
Zhang et al. (2019) - - - - - - - - - 76.3 ±0.1
Peng et al. (2017) Basic 89.4 84.5 92.2 88.3 77.6 75.3 - - - -
Dozat and Manning (2018) 93.7 88.9 94.0 90.8 81.0 79.4 - - - -
Buys and Blunsom (2017) - - - - - - 85.5 85.9 60.1 -
Chen et al. (2018) - - - - - - 90.91,2 90.41 - -

This paper (GloVe) 90.4 ±0.2 84.3 ±0.2 91.4 ±0.1 86.6 ±0.1 78.1 ±0.2 74.5 ±0.2 87.6 ±0.1 82.5 ±0.1 69.2 ±0.4 70.7 ±0.2
This paper (BERT) 93.9 ±0.1 90.3 ±0.1 94.5 ±0.1 92.5 ±0.1 82.0 ±0.1 81.5 ±0.3 90.1 ±0.1 84.9 ±0.1 74.3 ±0.2 75.3 ±0.2

Peng et al. (2017) Freda1 90.0 84.9 92.3 88.3 78.1 75.8 - - - -
Peng et al. (2017) Freda3 90.4 85.3 92.7 89.0 78.5 76.4 - - - -

This paper, MTL (GloVe) 91.2 ±0.1 85.7 ±0.0 92.2 ±0.2 88.0 ±0.3 78.9 ±0.3 76.2 ±0.4 88.2 ±0.1 83.3 ±0.1 (70.4)3 ±0.2 71.2 ±0.2
This paper, MTL (BERT) 94.1 ±0.1 90.5 ±0.1 94.7 ±0.1 92.8 ±0.1 82.1 ±0.2 81.6 ±0.1 90.4 ±0.1 85.2 ±0.1 (74.5)3 ±0.1 75.3 ±0.1

Table 1: Semantic parsing accuracies (id = in domain test set; ood = out of domain test set).

runs and standard deviations). Our results are com-
petitive across the board, and set a new state of the
art for EDS Smatch scores (Cai and Knight, 2013)
among EDS parsers which are not trained on gold
syntax information. Our EDM score (Dridan and
Oepen, 2011) on EDS is lower, partially because
EDM evaluates the parser’s ability to align nodes
with multi-token spans; our supertagger can only
align nodes with individual tokens, and we add
alignment spans heuristically.

To test the impact of the grouping and source-
naming heuristics from Section 3.2, we experi-
mented with randomized heuristics on DM. The
F-score dropped by up to 18 points.

BERT. The use of BERT embeddings is highly
effective across the board. We set a new state of
the art (without gold syntax) on all graphbanks
except AMR 2017; note that Zhang et al. (2019)
also use BERT. The improvement is particularly
pronounced in the out-of-domain evaluations, illus-
trating BERT’s ability to transfer across domains.

Multi-task learning. Multi-task learning has
been shown to substantially improve accuracy on
various semantic parsing tasks (Stanovsky and Da-
gan, 2018; Hershcovich et al., 2018; Peng et al.,
2018). It is particularly easy to apply here, because
we have converted all graphbanks into a uniform
format (supertags and AM dependency trees).

We explored several multi-task approaches dur-
ing development, namely Freda (Daumé III, 2007;
Peng et al., 2017), the Freda generalization of Lu
et al. (2016) and the method of Stymne et al. (2018).
We found Freda to work best and use it for evalua-

1Uses gold syntax information from the HPSG DeepBank
annotations at training time.

2Weiwei Sun, p.c.
3Not comparable to other AMR 2015 results because train-

ing data contained AMR 2017.

tion. Our setup compares most directly to Peng et
al.’s “Freda1” model, concatenating the output of a
graphbank-specific BiLSTM with that of a shared
BiLSTM, using graphbank-specific MLPs for su-
pertags and edges, and sharing input embeddings.

We pooled all corpora into a multi-task training
set except for AMR 2015, since it is a subset of
AMR 2017. We also added the English Universal
Dependency treebanks (Nivre et al., 2018) to our
training set (without any supertags). The results
on the test dataset are shown in Table 1 (bottom).
With GloVe, multi-task learning led to substantial
improvements; with BERT the improvements are
smaller but still noticeable.

5 Conclusion

We have shown how to perform accurate seman-
tic parsing across a diverse range of graphbanks.
We achieve this by training a compositional neu-
ral parser on graphbank-specific tree decomposi-
tions of the annotated graphs and combining it with
BERT and multi-task learning.

In the future, we would like to extend our ap-
proach to sembanks which are annotated with dif-
ferent types of semantic representation, e.g. SQL
(Yu et al., 2018) or DRT (Abzianidze et al., 2017).
Furthermore, one limitation of our approach is that
the latent AM dependency trees are determined by
heuristics, which must be redeveloped for each new
graphbank. We will explore latent-variable models
to learn the dependency trees automatically.
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A Edge Attachment and Source
Heuristics

This section presents details of the heuristics dis-
cussed in Section 3 of the main paper, concerning
grouping (edge attachment) and source heuristics.

Tables 2, 3, 4 and 5 show our edge attachment
and source assignment heuristics for DM, PAS,
PSD and EDS respectively. The heuristics are bro-
ken down by the edge’s label in the ‘Label’ column
(‘*’ is a wildcard matching any string). A check-
mark (X) in the ‘To Origin’ column means that all
edges with this label are attached to their origin
node, a cross (7 ) means the edge is attached to its
target node. In EDS, all edges go with their origin
in principle, but in order to improve decomposabil-
ity, we attach an edge to its target if the target node
has label udef q or nominalization.

The graphbanks differ in the directionality of
edges; in particular, modifier relations sometimes
point from the head to the modifier (PSD, AMR)
and sometimes from the modifier to the head (DM,
PAS, EDS). Our edge assignment heuristics ac-
count for that, following the principles for group-
ing. In DM, for instance, we treat the BV edge
(pointing from a determiner to its head noun) as
a modifier edge, and thus, it belongs to the deter-
miner, which happens to be at the origin of the
edge.

The ‘Source’ column specifies which source is
assigned to an empty node attached to an as-graph,
depending on the label of the edge with which the
node is attached. If an as-graph has multiple at-
tached edges with the same label (or labels that map
to the same source), i.e. multiple nodes would ob-
tain the same source, we disambiguate the sources
by sorting the nodes with the same source in an
arbitrary order and appending ‘2’ to the source at
the second node, ‘3’ to the source at the third node
and so on (the source at the first node remains un-
changed). In PSD, where this happens particularly
often, we order the nodes with the same source in
their word order rather than arbitrarily, to get more
consistent AM dependency trees. For example, if
in PSD there are two nodes that are attached to an
as-graph with ‘CONJ.member’ edges (such as in
Figure 4c in the main paper), the edge going to the
left gets assigned an OP source and the edge going
to the right an OP2 source.

Passive and object promotion. Following
Groschwitz et al. (2018), we allow some source
names to be changed or swapped in an as-graph
constant after their original assignments. That is,
after we build a constant according to the edge
grouping and source assignments described above,
we generate multiple variants of the constant that
have different source names. We allow
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Label To Origin Source
ARG1 X S
ARG2 X O
compound X comp
BV X D
poss X poss
* c 7 coord

ARG3 X O2
mwe 7 comp
conj 7 coord
plus 7 M
ARG4 X O3
all other edges X M

Table 2: Heuristics for DM.

Edge label To Origin Source
det ARG1 X D
punct ARG1 X pnct
coord ARGi X opi

verb ARG1 X S
* ARG1 X O
* ARG2 X O
all other edges X M

Table 3: Heuristics for PAS.

• object promotion, e.g. instead of an O3 source
we may also use an O2 or O source, as long
as they don’t exist yet in the constant,

• unaccusative subjects, i.e. an O source may
become an S source if no S source is present
yet in the constant, and

• passive, i.e. switching O and S sources.

This allows more graphs to be decomposed, by al-
lowing e.g. the coordination of a verb in active and
a verb in passive, or the raising of unaccusative
subjects. We also follow Groschwitz et al. (2018)
in the following (quoted directly from their Sec-
tion 4.2): “To make our as-graphs more consistent,
we prefer constants that promote objects as far as
possible, use unaccusative subjects, and no passive
alternation, but still allow constants that do not
satisfy these conditions if necessary.”

Reentrancy heuristics. We update the reen-
trancy patterns of Groschwitz et al. (2017) in the
following way. No coordination node patterns are
allowed in DM (since DM uses edges for coordina-
tion); Coordination nodes in PAS are characterized
via their coord ARGi edges. In PSD and EDS, any
node that has two arguments that themselves have
a common argument can be a coordination node.

Raising in PAS is done with the coordination
pattern; in the others, a node v where one argu-
ment w has an S source can be a raising node (that

Label To Origin Source
ACT-arg X S
PAT-arg X O
*-arg (except ACT, PAT) X OO
*.member X op
CPR X M
all other edges 7 M

Table 4: Heuristics for PSD.

Label To Origin Source
ARG1 X S
ARG2 X O
BV X D
R-INDEX X op1
L-INDEX X op2
R-HNDL X op1
L-HNDL X op2
ARG* X O
all other edges X M

Table 5: Heuristics for EDS.

is, we add an [S]-annotation at the source that the
v-constant has at node w), as long as the edge be-
tween v and w has label

• ARG1 or ARG2 in DM,

• PAT-arg in PSD, or

• any label in EDS.

We use the same ‘raising’-style pattern for compar-
atives in PSD, where we use no condition on the
source that is ‘passed along’, but the edge from v
to w must have label ‘CPR’.

Randomized heuristics. The randomized
heuristics we experimented with on the DM set
choose edge grouping (to target or to origin) and
source names for each edge label independently
uniformly at random (but consistently across the
corpus).

B Training and Parsing Details

We reimplemented the graph-based parser of Kiper-
wasser and Goldberg (2016) in AllenNLP. We de-
viate from the original implementation in the fol-
lowing:

• We use a cross-entropy loss instead of a hinge
loss on the edge label predictions.

• We follow Groschwitz et al. (2018) in using
the Chu-Liu-Edmonds algorithm instead of
Eisner’s algorithm.

• We don’t perform word dropout but regular
dropout on the input.
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We add a supertagger consisting of a separate BiL-
STM, from whose states we predict delexicalized
graph fragments and lexical labels with an MLP.
Learned embeddings are shared between the BiL-
STM of the supertagger and the dependency parser.

The hyperparameters are collected in table 6. We
train the parser for 40 epochs and pick the model
with the highest performance on the development
set (measured in Smatch for EDS, not in EDM).
We perform early stopping with patience of 10
epochs. Every lemma (and word in the case of
using GloVe embeddings) that occurs fewer than 7
times is treated as unknown.

We use BucketIterators (padding noise 0.1) and
the methods implemented in AllenNLP for per-
forming padding and masking.

Training with GloVe We use the 200-
dimensional version of GloVe (6B.200d)
along with 100-dimensional trainable embeddings.
We use two layers in the BiLSTMs and train with
a batch size of 48.

Training with BERT When using BERT, we re-
place both the GloVe embeddings and the learned
word embedding with BERT. Since BERT does not
provide embeddings for the artificial root of the
dependency tree, we learn a separate embedding.
In some graphbanks (DM, PAS, PSD), we also
have an artificial word at the end of each sentence,
that is used to connect the graphs. From BERT’s
perspective, the artificial word is a period symbol.

When training with BERT, we use a batch size
of 64 and only one layer in the BiLSTMs. We
use the ”large-uncased” model as available through
AllenNLP and don’t fine-tune BERT.

MTL In our Freda experiments, we have one
LSTM per graphbank and one that is shared be-
tween the graphbanks. When we compute scores
for a sentence, we run it through its graphbank-
specific LSTM and the shared one. We concatenate
the outputs and feed it to graphbank-specific MLPs.
Again, we have separate LSTM for the edge model
(input to edge existence and edge label MLP) and
the supertagging model. In effect, we have two
LSTMs that are shared over the graphbanks: one
for the edge model and one for the supertagging
model.

All LSTMs have the hyperparameters detailed
in table 6. In the case of UD, we don’t use a
graphbank-specific supertagger because there are

Activation function tanh
Optimizer Adam
Learning rate 0.001
Epochs 40

Dim of lemma embeddings 64
Dim of POS embeddings 32
Dim of NE embeddings 16
Minimum lemma frequency 7

Hidden layers in all MLPs 1

Hidden units in LSTM (per direction) 256
Hidden units in edge existence MLP 256
Hidden units in edge label MLP 256
Hidden units in supertagger MLP 1024
Hidden units in lexical label tagger MLP 1024

Layer dropout in LSTMs 0.3
Recurrent dropout in LSTMs 0.4
Input dropout 0.3
Dropout in edge existence MLP 0.0
Dropout in edge label MLP 0.0
Dropout in supertagger MLP 0.4
Dropout in lexical label tagger MLP 0.4

Table 6: Common hyperparameters used in all experi-
ments.

no supertags for UD. We don’t pool the UD tree-
banks together.

In the MTL setup, we select the epoch with the
highest development F-score for DM for evaluation
on all test sets.

Parsing We follow Groschwitz et al. (2018) in
predicting the best unlabeled dependency tree with
the Chu-Liu-Edmonds algorithm and then run their
fixed-tree decoder restricted to the 6 best supertags.
This computes the best well-typed AM dependency
tree with the same shape as the unlabeled tree.

Parsing is usually relatively fast (between 30
seconds and 2 minutes for the test corpora) but very
slow for a few sentences very long sentences in the
AMR test corpora. Therefore, we set a timeout. If
parsing with k supertags is not completed within
30 minutes, we retry with k−1 supertags. If k = 0,
we use a dummy graph with a single node. This
happened 4 times over different runs on AMR with
the basic version of the parser and once when using
BERT.

Copy function In order to predict the lexical la-
bel for EDS and AMR, we predict only the dif-
ference to its lemma or word form. For instance,
if the lexical label is ”want-01”, we try to predict
$LEMMA$-01 instead at the word in question, e.g.
wanted, and restore the full form of the lexical label
in postprocessing.
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C Details of Preprocessing and
Postprocessing

DM, PAS and PSD We handle disconnected
graphs with components that contain more than
one node by adding an artificial word to the end of
the sentence. We draw an edge from this word to
one node in every weakly connected component of
the graph. We select this node by invoking Stan-
ford CoreNLP (Manning et al., 2014) to find the
head of the span the component comprises.

Disconnected components that only contain one
word are treated as words without semantic contri-
bution, which we attach to the artificial root (posi-
tion 0) with an IGNORE-edge.

Since the node labels in these graphbanks are the
words of the sentences, we simply copy the words
over to the graph.

We use the evaluation toolkit that was developed
for the shared task: https://github.com/semantic-
dependency-parsing/toolkit.

EDS We only consider connected EDS graphs
(98.5% of the corpus) and follow Buys and Blun-
som (2017) regarding options for the tokenizer ex-
cept for hyphenated words, which we split. Since
EDS nodes are aligned with (character) spans in
the sentence, we make use of this information in
the decomposition. In our approach, however, we
require every graph constant to stem from exactly
one token. In order to enforce this, we assign nodes
belonging to a multi-token span to an atomic span
whose nodes are incident. For consistency, we per-
form this from left to right. We try to avoid creating
graph constants that would require more than one
root source. Where this fails, the graph cannot be
decomposed.

We delete R-HNDL and L-HNDL edges only if
this does not make the graph disconnected. Thus,
we need heuristics for them (see table 5).

Before delexicalizing graphs constants, we need
to identify lexical nodes. A node is considered lex-
ical if has an incoming c-arg edge or if its label is
similar to the aligned word, its lemma or its modi-
fied lemma. We compute the modified lemma by a
few hand-written rules from the CoreNLP lemma.
For instance, ”Tuesday” is mapped to ”Tue”. We
also re-inflect adverbs (as identified by the POS
tagger) to their respective adjectives if possible, e.g.
”interestingly” becomes ”interesting”. We perform
this step in order to be able to represent the lexical
label of more graph constants as function of the

word which they belong to. The modified lemma
is not used as input to the neural network.

When performing the delexicalization, we re-
place the character span information with place-
holders indicating if this span is atomic (comprises
a single word) or not. We restore the span informa-
tion for every node with a very simple heuristic in
postprocessing: If the span is atomic, we simply
look up the character span in the original string.
For nodes with complex spans, we compute the
minimum of beginnings and the maximum of end-
ings of its children. In terms of evaluation, the span
information is relevant only for EDM. Comparing
the graphs that we restore from our training data to
the gold standard, we find that the upper bound is
at 89.7 EDM F-score. The upper bound in terms of
Smatch is at 96.9 F-score.

We use EDM in an implementation by Buys and
Blunsom (2017).

UD Since UD POS tags are different from the
English PTB tagset, we use CoreNLP to tag the
UD treebanks. We use the English treebanks EWT,
GUM, ParTUT and LinES (Nivre et al., 2018).

AMR We use the pre- and postprocessing
pipeline of Groschwitz et al. (2018). We con-
flate named entities in preprocessing. For instance,
”New York” is conflated to one token ”New York”.
When such a graph constant is predicted, we restore
the named entity prior to evaluation.
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Abstract

Our work involves enriching the Stack-LSTM
transition-based AMR parser (Ballesteros and
Al-Onaizan, 2017) by augmenting training
with Policy Learning and rewarding the
Smatch score of sampled graphs. In addition,
we also combined several AMR-to-text align-
ments with an attention mechanism and we
supplemented the parser with pre-processed
concept identification, named entities and con-
textualized embeddings. We achieve a highly
competitive performance that is comparable to
the best published results. We show an in-
depth study ablating each of the new compo-
nents of the parser.

1 Introduction

Abstract meaning representations (AMRs) (Ba-
narescu et al., 2013) are rooted labeled di-
rected acyclic graphs that represent a non inter-
sentential abstraction of natural language with
broad-coverage semantic representations. AMR
parsing thus requires solving several natural lan-
guage processing tasks; named entity recognition,
word sense disambiguation and joint syntactic and
semantic role labeling. AMR parsing has acquired
a lot of attention (Wang et al., 2015a; Zhou et al.,
2016; Wang et al., 2015b; Goodman et al., 2016;
Guo and Lu, 2018; Lyu and Titov, 2018; Vilares
and Gómez-Rodríguez, 2018; Zhang et al., 2019)
in recent years.

We build upon a transition-based parser (Balles-
teros and Al-Onaizan, 2017) that uses Stack-
LSTMs (Dyer et al., 2015). We augment train-
ing with self-critical policy learning (Rennie et al.,
2017) using sentence-level Smatch scores (Cai and
Knight, 2013) as reward. This objective is partic-
ularly well suited for AMR parsing, since it over-
comes the issues arising from the lack of token-
level AMR-to-text alignments. In addition, we
perform several modifications which are inspired

from neural machine translation (Bahdanau et al.,
2014) and by the recent trends on contextualized
representations (Peters et al., 2018; Devlin et al.,
2018).

Our contributions are: (1) combinations of dif-
ferent alignment methods: There has been signif-
icant research in that direction (Flanigan et al.,
2014; Pourdamghani et al., 2014; Chen, 2015; Chu
and Kurohashi, 2016; Chen and Palmer, 2017;
Szubert et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2018). In this paper,
we show that combination of different methods
makes a positive impact. We also combine hard
alignments with an attention mechanism (Bah-
danau et al., 2014). (2) Preprocessing of named
entities and concepts. (3) Incorporating contextu-
alized vectors (with BERT) and compare their ef-
fectiveness with detailed ablation experiments. (4)
Employing policy gradient training algorithm that
uses Smatch as reward.

2 Stack-LSTM AMR Parser

We use the Stack-LSTM transition based AMR
parser of Ballesteros and Al-Onaizan (2017)
(henceforth, we refer to it as BO). BO follows
the Stack-LSTM dependency parser by Dyer et al.
(2015). This approach allows unbounded looka-
head and makes use of greedy inference. BO
also learns character-level word representations to
capitalize on morphosyntactic regularities (Balles-
teros et al., 2015). BO uses recurrent neural net-
works to represent the stack data structures that un-
derlie many linear-time parsing algorithms. It fol-
lows transition-based parsing algorithms (Yamada
and Matsumoto, 2003; Nivre, 2003, 2008); words
are read from a buffer and they are incrementally
combined, in a stack, with a set of actions towards
producing the final parse. The input is a sentence
and the output is a complete AMR graph without
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any preprocessing required.1 We use Dynet (Neu-
big et al., 2017) to implement the parser. In what
follows, we present several additions to the origi-
nal BO model that improved the results.

2.1 Label Separation
BO’s actions are enriched with labels that may cor-
respond to AMR nodes or labels that decorate the
arcs of the graph. BO reported a total of 478 ac-
tions in the 2014 dataset. We tried splitting the
prediction in two separate steps, first the action,
then the label or concept. This reduces the num-
ber of actions to 10 and helps the model to drive
the search better.

2.2 Hard Alignments and Soft Alignments
AMR annotations do not provide alignments be-
tween the nodes of an AMR graph and the to-
kens in the corresponding sentence. We need such
alignments to generate action sequences with an
oracle for training. The parser is then trained to
generate these action sequences. The quality of
word-to-graph alignments has a direct impact in
the accuracy of the parser.

In previous work, both rule-based (Flanigan
et al., 2014) and machine learning (Pourdamghani
et al., 2014) methods have been used to produce
word-to-graph alignments. Once generated, the
alignments are often not updated during training
(Flanigan et al., 2016; Damonte et al., 2016; Wang
and Xue, 2017; Foland and Martin, 2017). More
recently, Lyu and Titov (2018) learn these align-
ments as latent variables.

In this work, we combine pre-learned (hard)
alignments with an attention mechanism. As
shown in section 4, the combination has a syner-
gistic effect. In the following, we first explain our
method for producing hard alignments and then we
elaborate on the attention mechanism.

Hard Alignments Generation: In order to pro-
duce word-to-graph alignments, we combine the
outputs of the symmetrized Expectation Maxi-
mization approach (SEM) of Pourdamghani et al.
(2014) with those of the rule-based algorithm
(JAMR) of Flanigan et al. (2014). Pourdamghani
et al. (2014) do not produce alignments for all
concepts; for example, named-entity nodes, date-
entity nodes and numerical-quantity nodes are left
unaligned. We post-process the output to deter-

1We refer interested readers to (Ballesteros and Al-
Onaizan, 2017) for details.

ministically align these nodes based on the align-
ments of its children (if any). We then merge the
output with JAMR alignments. Overall, the align-
ment process involves the following steps:

1. Produce initial alignments using SEM2.

2. Fill in the unaligned nodes by upwards perco-
lation of child node alignments.3

3. Use JAMR alignments4 for any nodes still un-
aligned and fill in intermediate nodes again.

Soft Alignments via Attention: The parser
state is represented by the STACK, BUFFER and a
list with the history of actions (which are encoded
as LSTMs, the first two being Stack-LSTMs (Dyer
et al., 2015)). This forms the vector st that repre-
sents the state:

st = max {0,W[stt;bt;at] + d} . (1)

This vector st is used to predict the best action
(and concept to add, if applicable) to take, given
the state with a softmax. We complement the state
with an attention over the input sentence (Bah-
danau et al., 2014). In particular, we use general
attention (Luong et al., 2015). In order to do so,
we add a bidirectional LSTM encoder to the BO
parsing model and we run attention over it in each
time step. More formally, the attention weights αi
(for position i) are calculated based on the actions
predicted so far (represented as aj), the encoder
representation of the sentence (hi) and a projec-
tion weight matrix Wa:

ei = a>j Wahi (2)

αi =
exp(ei)∑
k exp(ek)

. (3)

A vector representation (cj) is computed by a
weighted sum of the encoded sentence word rep-
resentations and the α values.

cj =
∑

i

αi · hi. (4)

2https://isi.edu/~damghani/papers/
Aligner.zip

3When multiple child nodes are aligned, role labels are
used to select best node for alignment percolation. Node role
labels are preferred in the following order – :name (in gen-
eral), :unit (for quantities), :ARG2 (for have-org-role and rate-
entities) and then any other labels except :mod.

4https://github.com/jflanigan/jamr
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Given the sentence representation produced by
the attention mechanism (cj), we complement the
parser state as follows:

gj = tanh(W 1
Decdj +W 1

Attcj) (5)

uj = tanh(gj +W 2
Decdj +W 2

Attcj) (6)

st = max {0,W[stt;bt;at;uj ] + d} , (7)

where dj is the concatenation of the output vec-
tor of the LSTM with the history of actions LSTM
and the output vector of the LSTM that represents
the stack. This new vector st replaces the one de-
scribed in (1).

Those familiar with neural machine translation
will recognize that we are using the concatenation
of the output of the LSTMs that represent the stack
and the action history as the decoder is used in
the standard sequence to sequence with attention
model (Bahdanau et al., 2014).

2.3 Preprocessed Nodes
We produce two types of pre-processed nodes: 1)
Named Entity labels (NER) and 2) Concept labels
(such as want-01, boy etc.). We use NER labels
and preprocessed concepts the same way BO and
Dyer et al. (2015) used part-of-speech tags – as
another vector concatenated to the word represen-
tation and learned during training.

Concepts: AMR representation abstracts away
from exact lexical forms. In the case of objects,
the concepts are usually represented using the un-
inflected base forms; for events, the OntoNotes
PropBank sense number is attached with the base
form (such as want-01). We train a linear clas-
sifier that uses contextualized BERT embeddings
(Devlin et al., 2018) of each word to predict the
corresponding concept (which can be none). Each
label is predicted in isolation with no regard to the
surrounding labels. The tagger is trained using
a combination of OntoNotes 5.0 (LDC2013T19)
and LDC2017T10 AMR training data.

Named entities: We extracted named entities
from the AMR dataset (there are more than 100
entity types in the AMR language) and we trained
a neural network NER model (Ni et al., 2017) to
predict NER labels for the AMR parser. In the
NER model, the target word and its surrounding
words and tags are used as features. We jackknifed
(90/10) the training data, to train the AMR parser.
The ten jackknifed models got an average NER F1
score of 79.48 on the NER dev set.

2.4 Contextualized Vectors

Recent work has shown that the use of pre-trained
networks improves the performance of down-
stream tasks. BO uses pre-trained word embed-
dings by Ling et al. (2015) along with learned
character embeddings. In this work, we explore
the effect of using contextualized word vectors
as pre-trained word embeddings. We experiment
with recent context based embedding obtained
with BERT (Devlin et al., 2018).

We use average of last 4 layers of BERT Large
model with hidden representations of size 1024.
We produce the word representation by mean
pooling the representations of word piece tokens
obtained using BERT. We only use the contextual-
ized word vectors as input to our model, we do not
back-propagate through the BERT layers.

2.5 Wikification

Given that BO does not produce Wikipedia nodes
during prediction, we pre-process the AMR data
removing all Wikipedia nodes. In order to pro-
duce Wikipedia entries in our AMR graphs, we
run a wikification approach as post-processing.
We combine the approach of Lyu and Titov (2018)
with the entity linking technique of Sil et al.
(2018).

First, we produce a dictionary of Wikipedia
links for all the named entity nodes that appear
with :wiki label in the training data. If a node ap-
pears with multiple Wikipedia links, the most fre-
quent one is added to the dictionary. Separately,
we also process the target sentence using the en-
tity linking system of Sil et al. (2018). This system
identifies the entities as well as links them.

During post processing, every node with :name
label is looked up in the dictionary and if found, is
assigned the corresponding Wikipedia link. This
is very similar to the approach of Lyu and Titov
(2018). If the node is not found in the dictio-
nary, and the system of Sil et al. (2018) produces
a Wikipedia link, we use that link.

2.6 Smatch Weighting

The upper bound for BO’s oracle is only 93.3 F1
for the entire development set. We observed that
the oracle produces a score close to perfect for
most sentences, yet it loses some points in oth-
ers. During training, we have the gold AMR graph
available for every sentence. We compare it to
the oracle graph and use the Smatch score as a
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weight for the training example. This is a way to
down-weight the examples whose oracle actions
sequence is incomplete or erroneous. This mod-
ification resulted in moderate gains (see row 14 in
Table 1) and also lead to the training with explo-
ration experiments described below.

3 Reinforcement Learning

BO relies on the oracle action sequences. The
training objective is to maximize the likelihood
of oracle actions. This strategy has two draw-
backs. First, inaccurate/incomplete alignments be-
tween the tokens and the graph nodes introduce
noise into oracle action sequences.(As mentioned
above, the oracle upper bound is only 93.3 F1.
With the enhanced alignments, BO reported 89.5
F1 in the LDC2014 development set). Second,
even for the perfectly aligned sentences, the ora-
cle action sequence is not the only or the best ac-
tion sequence that can lead to the gold graph; there
could be shorter sequences that are easier to learn.
Therefore, strictly binding the training objective
to the oracle action sequences can lead to sub-
optimal performance, as evidenced in (Daumé III
and Marcu, 2005; Daumé III et al., 2009; Goldberg
and Nivre, 2012, 2013; Ballesteros et al., 2016)
among others.

To circumvent these issues, we resort to a Re-
inforcement Learning (RL) objective where the
Smatch score of the predicted graph for a given
sentence is used as reward. This alleviates the
strong dependency on hard alignment and leaves
room to training with exploration of the action
space. This line of work is also motivated by
Goodman et al. (2016), who used imitation learn-
ing to build AMR parses from dependency trees.

We use the self-critical policy gradient train-
ing algorithm by Rennie et al. (2017) which is
a special case of the REINFORCE algorithm of
Williams (1992) with a baseline. This method al-
lows the use of an external evaluation measure as
reward (Paulus et al., 2017). In particular, we want
to maximize the expected Smatch reward,

LRL = Egs∼pθ [r(g
s)] (8)

where pθ is the policy specified by the parser
parameters θ and gs is a graph sampled from pθ.
The gradient of this objective can be approximated
using a single sample from pθ. For each sentence,
we produce two graphs using the current model

parameters. A greedy best graph ĝ and a graph
gs produced by sampling from action space. The
gradient of 8 is approximated as in (Rennie et al.,
2017),

∇θLRL = (r(gs)− r(ĝ))∇θ log(pθ(gs)) (9)

where r(g) is the Smatch score of graph g
with respect to the ground truth. The Smatch of
the greedy graph r(ĝ) serves as a baseline that
can reduce the variance in the gradient estimate
(Williams, 1992).

With ε probability, we flatten the sampling dis-
tribution by calculating the square root of the prob-
abilities. In our experiments, ε is set to 0.05.
We first train our full model with the maximum-
likelihood objective of BO that achieves an F-score
72.8 without beam search when evaluated in the
development set. The RL training is then initial-
ized with the parameters of this trained model. For
RL training, we use a batch-size of 40.

4 Experiments and Results

We start by reimplementing BO5 and we
train models with the most recent dataset
(LDC2017T10)6. We include label separation in
our reimplementation (Experiments 1..16) which
separates the prediction of actions and labels in
two different softmax layers. All our experiments
use beam 10 for decoding and they are the best
(when evaluated in the development set) of 5 dif-
ferent random seeds. Word, input and hidden rep-
resentations have 100 dimensions (with BERT, in-
put dimensions are 1024), action and label embed-
dings are of size 20. Our results are presented in
Table 1.

We achieve the best results ever reported in
some of the metrics. Unlabeled Smatch (16) by 1
point and SRL by 2 points. These two metrics rep-
resent the structure and semantic parsing task. For
all the remaining metrics, our parser consistently
achieves the second best results. Also, our best
single model (16) achieves more than 9 Smatch
points on top of BO (0). Guo and Lu (2018)’s
parser is a reimplementation of BO with a refined
search space (which we did not attempt) and we
beat their performance by 5 points.

5BO reported results on the 2014 dataset.
6LDC2016E25 and LDC2017T10 contain the same AMR

annotations as of March 2016. LDC2017T10 is the general
release while LDC2016E25 was released for Semeval 2016
participants (May, 2016).
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Id Experiment Smatch Unlabeled No WSD Named Entities Wikification Negations Concepts Rentrancies SRL
0 BO (JAMR) 65.9 71 66 80 0 45 82 46 59
1 BO + Label (JAMR) 67.0 72 68 81 79 46 82 48 64
2 BO + Label 68.3 73 69 79 78 62 82 51 66
3 2 + POS 69.0 74 70 80 79 62 83 51 67
4 3 + DEP 69.4 75 70 81 79 65 83 52 67
5 4 + NER 69.8 75 70 83 79 62 83 52 67
6 5 + Concepts 70.9 76 71 83 79 66 84 54 69
7 6 + BERT 72.9 78 73 83 78 67 84 58 72
8 1 + Attention 69.8 75 70 80 78 63 83 53 68
9 8 + POS 70.4 75 71 80 79 64 83 53 68
10 9 + DEP 70.7 75 71 80 79 62 83 53 68
11 10 + NER 70.8 76 71 83 79 64 8 53 68
12 11 + Concepts 71.8 77 72 82 78 66 84 56 70
13 12 + BERT11 73.1 78 74 82 79 66 84 58 72
14 13 + Smatch 73.6 78 74 84 79 64 85 59 72
15 8 + BERT 73.4 78 74 83 79 64 84 57 71
16 14 + RL 75.5 80 76 83 80 67 86 56 72

Zhang et al. (2019) 76.3 79 77 78 86 75 85 60 70
Lyu and Titov (2018) 74.4 77 76 86 76 58 86 52 70
van Noord and Bos (2017) 71.0 74 72 79 65 62 82 52 66
Guo and Lu (2018) 69.8 74 72 78 71 57 84 49 64

Table 1: Results, including comparison with the best systems, in the LDC2017T10 test set (aka AMR 2.0). Results highlighted
in bold are the best in each metric. BO is (Ballesteros and Al-Onaizan, 2017) (which did not produce wikification). (JAMR)
means that the model uses JAMR alignments, the rest use our alignments. Metrics by Cai and Knight (2013) and Damonte et al.
(2016).

The hard alignments proposed in this paper
present a clear advantage over the JAMR align-
ments. BO ignores nodes that are not aligned
to tokens in the sentence, and it benefits from a
more recall oriented alignment method. Adding
attention on top of that adds a point, while pre-
processing named entities improve the NER met-
ric. Adding concepts preprocessed with our BERT
based tagger adds more than a point. Smatch
weighting lead to half a point on top of (14).

BERT contextualized vectors provide more than
a point on top of the best model with traditional
word embeddings (without attention, the differ-
ence is of 2 points). Combining BERT with a
model that only sees words (15), we achieve the
best results surpassed only by models that also use
contextualized vectors and reinforcement learning
objective, However, we added Smatch weighting
(14) and Reinforcement Learning (16) on top of
13. This was decided based on development data
results, where 13 performed better than the BERT
only model (15) by about a point.

Finally, training with exploration via reinforce-
ment learning gives further gains of about 2 points
and achieves one of the best results ever reported
on the task and state of the art in some of the met-
rics.

5 Conclusions

We report modifications in a competitive AMR
parser achieving one of the best results in the task.

Our main contribution augments training with Pol-
icy Learning by priming samples that are more
suitable for the evaluation metric. We perform an
in-depth ablation experiment that shows the im-
pact of each of our contributions. Our unlabeled
Smatch score (achieving the best graph structure)
suggests that a new strategy to predict labels may
reach even higher numbers.
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Abstract

Pre-trained text encoders have rapidly ad-
vanced the state of the art on many NLP
tasks. We focus on one such model, BERT,
and aim to quantify where linguistic informa-
tion is captured within the network. We find
that the model represents the steps of the tra-
ditional NLP pipeline in an interpretable and
localizable way, and that the regions respon-
sible for each step appear in the expected se-
quence: POS tagging, parsing, NER, semantic
roles, then coreference. Qualitative analysis
reveals that the model can and often does ad-
just this pipeline dynamically, revising lower-
level decisions on the basis of disambiguating
information from higher-level representations.

1 Introduction

Pre-trained sentence encoders such as ELMo (Pe-
ters et al., 2018a) and BERT (Devlin et al., 2019)
have rapidly improved the state of the art on many
NLP tasks, and seem poised to displace both static
word embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013) and dis-
crete pipelines (Manning et al., 2014) as the basis
for natural language processing systems. While
this has been a boon for performance, it has come
at the cost of interpretability, and it remains un-
clear whether such models are in fact learning the
kind of abstractions that we intuitively believe are
important for representing natural language, or are
simply modeling complex co-occurrence statis-
tics.

A wave of recent work has begun to “probe”
state-of-the-art models to understand whether they
are representing language in a satisfying way.
Much of this work is behavior-based, designing
controlled test sets and analyzing errors in order
to reverse-engineer the types of abstractions the
model may or may not be representing (e.g. Con-
neau et al., 2018; Marvin and Linzen, 2018; Poliak
et al., 2018). Parallel efforts inspect the structure

of the network directly, to assess whether there
exist localizable regions associated with distinct
types of linguistic decisions. Such work has pro-
duced evidence that deep language models can en-
code a range of syntactic and semantic informa-
tion (e.g. Shi et al., 2016; Belinkov, 2018; Ten-
ney et al., 2019), and that more complex structures
are represented hierarchically in the higher layers
of the model (Peters et al., 2018b; Blevins et al.,
2018).

We build on this latter line of work, focusing
on the BERT model (Devlin et al., 2019), and use
a suite of probing tasks (Tenney et al., 2019) de-
rived from the traditional NLP pipeline to quantify
where specific types of linguistic information are
encoded. Building on observations (Peters et al.,
2018b) that lower layers of a language model en-
code more local syntax while higher layers capture
more complex semantics, we present two novel
contributions. First, we present an analysis that
spans the common components of a traditional
NLP pipeline. We show that the order in which
specific abstractions are encoded reflects the tradi-
tional hierarchy of these tasks. Second, we quali-
tatively analyze how individual sentences are pro-
cessed by the BERT network, layer-by-layer. We
show that while the pipeline order holds in ag-
gregate, the model can allow individual decisions
to depend on each other in arbitrary ways, de-
ferring ambiguous decisions or revising incorrect
ones based on higher-level information.

2 Model

Edge Probing. Our experiments are based on
the “edge probing” approach of Tenney et al.
(2019), which aims to measure how well infor-
mation about linguistic structure can be extracted
from a pre-trained encoder. Edge probing decom-
poses structured-prediction tasks into a common
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format, where a probing classifier receives spans
s1 = [i1, j1) and (optionally) s2 = [i2, j2) and
must predict a label such as a constituent or rela-
tion type.1 The probing classifier has access only
to the per-token contextual vectors within the tar-
get spans, and so must rely on the encoder to pro-
vide information about the relation between these
spans and their role in the sentence.

We use eight labeling tasks from the edge
probing suite: part-of-speech (POS), constituents
(Consts.), dependencies (Deps.), entities, seman-
tic role labeling (SRL), coreference (Coref.), se-
mantic proto-roles (SPR; Reisinger et al., 2015),
and relation classification (SemEval). These tasks
are derived from standard benchmark datasets, and
evaluated with a common metric–micro-averaged
F1–to facilitate comparison across tasks. 2

BERT. The BERT model (Devlin et al., 2019)
has shown state-of-the-art performance on many
tasks, and its deep Transformer architecture
(Vaswani et al., 2017) is typical of many recent
models (e.g. Radford et al., 2018, 2019; Liu et al.,
2019). We focus on the stock BERT models
(base and large, uncased), which are trained with
a multi-task objective (masked language modeling
and next-sentence prediction) over a 3.3B word
English corpus. Since we want to understand how
the network represents language as a result of pre-
training, we follow Tenney et al. (2019) (depart-
ing from standard BERT usage) and freeze the en-
coder weights. This prevents the encoder from re-
arranging its internal representations to better suit
the probing task.

Given input tokens T = [t0, t1, . . . , tn],
a deep encoder produces a set of layer ac-
tivations H(0), H(1), . . . ,H(L), where H(`) =

[h
(`)
0 ,h

(`)
1 , . . . ,h

(`)
n ] are the activation vectors of

the `th encoder layer and H(0) corresponds to the
non-contextual word(piece) embeddings. We use
a weighted sum across layers (§3.1) to pool these
into a single set of per-token representation vec-
tors H = [h0,h1, . . . ,hn], and train a probing
classifier Pτ for each task using the architecture
and procedure of Tenney et al. (2019).

1For single-span tasks (POS, entities, and constituents),
s2 is not used. For POS, s1 = [i, i+ 1) is a single token.

2We use the code from https://github.com/
jsalt18-sentence-repl/jiant. Dependencies is
the English Web Treebank (Silveira et al., 2014), SPR is the
SPR1 dataset of (Teichert et al., 2017), and relations is Se-
mEval 2010 Task 8 (Hendrickx et al., 2009). All other tasks
are from OntoNotes 5.0 (Weischedel et al., 2013).

Limitations This work is intended to be ex-
ploratory. We focus on one particular encoder–
BERT–to explore how information can be orga-
nized in a deep language model, and further work
is required to determine to what extent the trends
hold in general. Furthermore, our work carries
the limitations of all inspection-based probing: the
fact that a linguistic pattern is not observed by our
probing classifier does not guarantee that it is not
there, and the observation of a pattern does not
tell us how it is used. For this reason, we empha-
size the importance of combining structural analy-
sis with behavioral studies (as discussed in § 1) to
provide a more complete picture of what informa-
tion these models encode and how that informa-
tion affects performance on downstream tasks.

3 Metrics

We define two complementary metrics. The first,
scalar mixing weights (§3.1) tell us which lay-
ers, in combination, are most relevant when a
probing classifier has access to the whole BERT
model. The second, cumulative scoring (§3.2) tells
us how much higher we can score on a probing
task with the introduction of each layer. These
metrics provide complementary views on what is
happening inside the model. Mixing weights are
learned solely from the training data–they tell us
which layers the probing model finds most useful.
In contrast, cumulative scoring is derived entirely
from an evaluation set, and tell us how many lay-
ers are needed for a correct prediction.

3.1 Scalar Mixing Weights

To pool across layers, we use the scalar mixing
technique introduced by the ELMo model. Fol-
lowing Equation (1) of Peters et al. (2018a), for
each task we introduce scalar parameters γτ and
a

(0)
τ , a

(1)
τ , . . . , a

(L)
τ , and let:

hi,τ = γτ

L∑

`=0

s(`)
τ h

(`)
i (1)

where sτ = softmax(aτ ). We learn these weights
jointly with the probing classifier Pτ , in order to
allow it to extract information from the many lay-
ers of an encoder without adding a large number
of parameters. After the probing model is trained,
we extract the learned coefficients in order to es-
timate the contribution of different layers to that
particular task. We interpret higher weights as ev-
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Figure 1: Summary statistics on BERT-large. Columns
on left show F1 dev-set scores for the baseline (P (0)

τ )
and full-model (P (L)

τ ) probes. Dark (blue) are the mix-
ing weight center of gravity (Eq. 2); light (purple) are
the expected layer from the cumulative scores (Eq. 4).

idence that the corresponding layer contains more
information related to that particular task.

Center-of-Gravity. As a summary statistic, we
define the mixing weight center of gravity as:

Ēs[`] =

L∑

`=0

` · s(`)
τ (2)

This reflects the average layer attended to for each
task; intuitively, we can interpret a higher value to
mean that the information needed for that task is
captured by higher layers.

3.2 Cumulative Scoring
We would like to estimate at which layer in the
encoder a target (s1, s2, label) can be correctly
predicted. Mixing weights cannot tell us this di-
rectly, because they are learned as parameters and
do not correspond to a distribution over data. A
naive classifier at a single layer cannot either, be-
cause information about a particular span may be
spread out across several layers, and as observed
in Peters et al. (2018b) the encoder may choose to
discard information at higher layers.

To address this, we train a series of classifiers
{P (`)

τ }` which use scalar mixing (Eq. 1) to attend
to layer ` as well as all previous layers. P (0)

τ corre-
sponds to a non-contextual baseline that uses only
a bag of word(piece) embeddings, while P (L)

τ =
Pτ corresponds to probing all layers of the BERT
model.

These classifiers are cumulative, in the sense
that P (`+1)

τ has a similar number of parameters but
with access to strictly more information than P (`)

τ ,

Figure 2: Layer-wise metrics on BERT-large. Solid
(blue) are mixing weights s(`)τ (§3.1); outlined (purple)
are differential scores ∆

(`)
τ (§3.2), normalized for each

task. Horizontal axis is encoder layer.

and we see intuitively that performance (F1 score)
generally increases as more layers are added.3 We
can then compute a differential score ∆

(`)
τ , which

measures how much better we do on the probing
task if we observe one additional encoder layer `:

∆(`)
τ = Score(P (`)

τ )− Score(P (`−1)
τ ) (3)

Expected Layer. Again, we compute a
(pseudo)4 expectation over the differential scores
as a summary statistic. To focus on the behavior
of the contextual encoder layers, we omit the con-
tribution of both the “trivial” examples resolved at
layer 0, as well as the remaining headroom from

3Note that if a new layer provides distracting features, the
probing model can overfit and performance can drop. We see
this in particular in the last 1-2 layers (Figure 2).

4This is not a true expectation because the F1 score is not
an expectation over examples.
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the full model. Let:

Ē∆[`] =

∑L
`=1 ` ·∆

(`)
τ∑L

`=1 ∆
(`)
τ

(4)

This can be thought of as, approximately, the ex-
pected layer at which the probing model correctly
labels an example, assuming that example is re-
solved at some layer ` ≥ 1 of the encoder.

4 Results

Figure 1 reports summary statistics and absolute
F1 scores, and Figure 2 reports per-layer metrics.
Both show results on the 24-layer BERT-large
model. We also report K(?) = KL(?||Uniform)
to estimate how non-uniform5 each statistic (? =
sτ ,∆τ ) is for each task.

Linguistic Patterns. We observe a consistent
trend across both of our metrics, with the tasks
encoded in a natural progression: POS tags pro-
cessed earliest, followed by constituents, depen-
dencies, semantic roles, and coreference. That is,
it appears that basic syntactic information appears
earlier in the network, while high-level semantic
information appears at higher layers. We note that
this finding is consistent with initial observations
by Peters et al. (2018b), which found that con-
stituents are represented earlier than coreference.

In addition, we observe that in general, syntactic
information is more localizable, with weights re-
lated to syntactic tasks tending to be concentrated
on a few layers (high K(s) and K(∆)), while in-
formation related to semantic tasks is generally
spread across the entire network. For example,
we find that for semantic relations and proto-roles
(SPR), the mixing weights are close to uniform,
and that nontrivial examples for these tasks are re-
solved gradually across nearly all layers. For en-
tity labeling many examples are resolved in layer
1, but with a long tail thereafter, and only a weak
concentration of mixing weights in high layers.
Further study is needed to determine whether this
is because BERT has difficulty representing the
correct abstraction for these tasks, or because se-
mantic information is inherently harder to localize.

Comparison of Metrics. For many tasks, we
find that the differential scores are highest in the

5KL(?||Uniform) = −H(?)+Constant, so higher val-
ues correspond to lower entropy.

first few layers of the model (layers 1-7 for BERT-
large), i.e. most examples can be correctly classi-
fied very early on. We attribute this to the avail-
ability of heuristic shortcuts: while challenging
examples may not be resolved until much later,
many cases can be guessed from shallow statis-
tics. Conversely, we observe that the learned mix-
ing weights are concentrated much later, layers 9-
20 for BERT-large. We observe–particularly when
weights are highly concentrated–that the highest
weights are found on or just after the highest lay-
ers which give an improvement ∆

(`)
τ in F1 score

for that task.
This helps explain the observations on the se-

mantic relations and SPR tasks: cumulative scor-
ing shows continued improvement up to the high-
est layers of the model, while the lack of con-
centration in the mixing weights suggest that the
BERT encoder does not expose a localized set of
features that encode these more semantic phenom-
ena. Similarly for entity types, we see contin-
ued improvements in the higher layers – perhaps
related to fine-grained semantic distinctions like
”Organization” (ORG) vs. ”Geopolitical Entity”
(GPE) – while the low value for the expected layer
reflects that many examples require only limited
context to resolve.

Comparison of Encoders. We observe the same
general ordering on the 12-layer BERT-base
model (Figure A.2). In particular, there appears
to be a “stretching effect”, where the representa-
tions for a given task tend to concentrate at the
same layers relative to the top of the model; this
is illustrated side-by-side in Figure A.3.

4.1 Per-Example Analysis

We explore, qualitatively, how beliefs about the
structure of individual sentences develop over the
layers of the BERT network. The OntoNotes de-
velopment set contains annotations for five of our
probing tasks: POS, constituents, entities, SRL,
and coreference. We compile the predictions of
the per-layer classifiers P (`)

τ for each task. Be-
cause many annotations are uninteresting – for ex-
ample, 89% of part-of-speech tags are correct at
layer 0 – we use a heuristic to identify ambigu-
ous sentences to visualize.6 Figure 3 shows two

6Specifically, we look for target edges (s1, s2, label)
where the highest scoring label has an average score

1
L+1

∑L
`=0 P

(`)
τ (label|s1, s2) ≤ 0.7, and look at sentences

with more than one such edge.
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(a) he smoked toronto in the playoffs with six hits, seven
walks and eight stolen bases ...

(b) china today blacked out a cnn interview that was ...

Figure 3: Probing classifier predictions across lay-
ers of BERT-base. Blue is the correct label; or-
ange is the incorrect label with highest average score
over layers. Bar heights are (normalized) probabilities
P

(`)
τ (label|s1, s2). In the interest of space, only se-

lected annotations are shown.

selected examples, and more are presented in Ap-
pendix A.2.

We find that while the pipeline order holds on
average (Figure 2), for individual examples the
model is free to and often does choose a differ-
ent order. In the first example, the model origi-
nally (incorrectly) assumes that “Toronto” refers
to the city, tagging it as a GPE. However, af-
ter resolving the semantic role – determining that
“Toronto” is the thing getting “smoked” (ARG1)
– the entity-typing decision is revised in favor of
ORG (i.e. the sports team). In the second exam-
ple, the model initially tags “today” as a common
noun, date, and temporal modifier (ARGM-TMP).
However, this phrase is ambiguous, and it later
reinterprets “china today” as a proper noun (i.e.
the TV network) and updates its beliefs about the
entity type (to ORG), followed by the semantic role
(reinterpreting it as the agent ARG0).

5 Conclusion

We employ the edge probing task suite to explore
how the different layers of the BERT network can
resolve syntactic and semantic structure within a
sentence. We present two complementary mea-
surements: scalar mixing weights, learned from a

training corpus, and cumulative scoring, measured
on an evaluation set, and show that a consistent
ordering emerges. We find that while this tradi-
tional pipeline order holds in the aggregate, on in-
dividual examples the network can resolve out-of-
order, using high-level information like predicate-
argument relations to help disambiguate low-level
decisions like part-of-speech. This provides new
evidence corroborating that deep language mod-
els can represent the types of syntactic and se-
mantic abstractions traditionally believed neces-
sary for language processing, and moreover that
they can model complex interactions between dif-
ferent levels of hierarchical information.
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A Appendix

A.1 Comparison of Encoders
We reproduce Figure 1 and Figure 2 (which depict
metrics on BERT-large) from the main paper be-
low, and show analogous plots for the BERT-base
models. We observe that the most important layers
for a given task appear in roughly the same relative
position on both the 24-layer BERT-large and 12-
layer BERT-base models, and that tasks generally
appear in the same order.

Additionally, in Figure A.1 we show scalar mix-
ing weights for the ELMo encoder (Peters et al.,
2018a), which consists of two LSTM layers over a
per-word character CNN. We observe that the first
LSTM layer (layer 1) is most informative for all
tasks, which corroborates the observations of Fig-
ure 2 of Peters et al. (2018a). As with BERT, we
observe that the weights are only weakly concen-
trated for the relations and SPR tasks. However,
unlike BERT, we see only a weak concentration in
the weights on the coreference task, which agrees
with the finding of Tenney et al. (2019) that ELMo
presents only weak features for coreference.

A.2 Additional Examples
We provide additional examples in the style of
Figure 3, which illustrate sequential decisions in
the layers of the BERT-base model.

Figure A.1: Scalar mixing weights for the ELMo en-
coder. Layer 0 is the character CNN that produces per-
word representations, and layers 1 and 2 are the LSTM
layers.
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(a) BERT-base (b) BERT-large
Figure A.2: Summary statistics on BERT-base (left) and BERT-large (right). Columns on left show F1 dev-set
scores for the baseline (P (0)

τ ) and full-model (P (L)
τ ) probes. Dark (blue) are the mixing weight center of gravity;

light (purple) are the expected layer from the cumulative scores.

(a) BERT-base (b) BERT-large
Figure A.3: Layer-wise metrics on BERT-base (left) and BERT-large (right). Solid (blue) are mixing weights s(`)τ ;
outlined (purple) are differential scores ∆

(`)
τ , normalized for each task. Horizontal axis is encoder layer.
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Figure A.4: Trace of selected annotations that intersect
the token “basque” in the above sentence. We see the
model recognize this as part of a proper noun (NNP)
in layer 2, which leads it to revise its hypothesis about
the constituent “petro basque” from an ordinary noun
phrase (NP) to a nominal mention (NML) in layers 3-4.
We also see that from layer 3 onwards, the model rec-
ognizes “petro basque” as either an organization (ORG)
or a national or religious group (NORP), but does not
strongly disambiguate between the two.

Figure A.5: Trace of selected annotations that intersect
the second “today” in the above sentence. The odel ini-
tially believes this to be a date and a common noun, but
by layer 4 realizes that this is the TV show (entity tag
WORK OF ART) and subsequently revises its hypothe-
ses about the constituent type and part-of-speech.

Figure A.6: Trace of selected coreference annotations
on the above sentence. Not shown are two coreference
edges that the model has correctly resolved at layer
0 (guessing from embeddings alone): “him” and “the
hurt man” are coreferent, as are “he” and “he”. We see
that the remaining edges, between non-coreferent men-
tions, are resolved in several stages.

Figure A.7: Trace of selected coreference and SRL an-
notations on the above sentence. The model resolves
the semantic role (purpose, ARGM-PRP) of the phrase
“to help him” in layers 5-7, then quickly resolves at
layer 8 that “him” and “he” (the agent of “stop”) are
not coreferent. Also shown is the correct prediction
that “him” is the recipient (ARG1, patient) of “help”.
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Abstract

We present a model and methodology for
learning paraphrastic sentence embeddings
directly from bitext, removing the time-
consuming intermediate step of creating para-
phrase corpora. Further, we show that the re-
sulting model can be applied to cross-lingual
tasks where it both outperforms and is orders
of magnitude faster than more complex state-
of-the-art baselines.1

1 Introduction

Measuring sentence similarity is a core task in
semantics (Cer et al., 2017), and prior work has
achieved strong results by training similarity mod-
els on datasets of paraphrase pairs (Dolan et al.,
2004). However, such datasets are not produced
naturally at scale and therefore must be created ei-
ther through costly manual annotation or by lever-
aging natural annotation in specific domains, like
Simple English Wikipedia (Coster and Kauchak,
2011) or Twitter (Lan et al., 2017).

One of the most promising approaches for in-
ducing paraphrase datasets is via manipulation of
large bilingual corpora. Examples include bilin-
gual pivoting over phrases (Callison-Burch et al.,
2006; Ganitkevitch et al., 2013), and automatic
translation of one side of the bitext (Wieting et al.,
2017; Wieting and Gimpel, 2018; Hu et al., 2019).
However, this is costly – Wieting and Gimpel
(2018) report their large-scale database of sen-
tential paraphrases required 10,000 GPU hours to
generate.

In this paper, we propose a method that trains
highly performant sentence embeddings (Pham
et al., 2015; Hill et al., 2016; Pagliardini et al.,
2017; McCann et al., 2017; Conneau et al., 2017)
directly on bitext, obviating these intermediate

1Code and data to replicate results are available at
https://www.cs.cmu.edu/˜jwieting.

steps and avoiding the noise and error propaga-
tion from automatic dataset preparation methods.
This approach eases data collection, since bitext
occurs naturally more often than paraphrase data
and, further, has the additional benefit of creat-
ing cross-lingual representations that are useful for
tasks such as mining or filtering parallel data and
cross-lingual retrieval.

Most previous work for cross-lingual repre-
sentations has focused on models based on en-
coders from neural machine translation (Espana-
Bonet et al., 2017; Schwenk and Douze, 2017;
Schwenk, 2018) or deep architectures using a con-
trastive loss (Grégoire and Langlais, 2018; Guo
et al., 2018; Chidambaram et al., 2018). How-
ever, the paraphrastic sentence embedding liter-
ature has observed that simple models such as
pooling word embeddings generalize significantly
better than complex architectures (Wieting et al.,
2016b). Here, we find a similar effect in the
bilingual setting. We propose a simple model
that not only produces state-of-the-art monolin-
gual and bilingual sentence representations, but
also encode sentences hundreds of times faster –
an important factor when applying these represen-
tations for mining or filtering large amounts of bi-
text. Our approach forms the simplest method to
date that is able to achieve state-of-the-art results
on multiple monolingual and cross-lingual seman-
tic textual similarity (STS) and parallel corpora
mining tasks.2

Lastly, since bitext is available for so many
language pairs, we analyze how the choice of
language pair affects the performance of English
paraphrastic representations, finding that using re-
lated languages yields the best results.

2In fact, we show that for monolingual similarity, we can
devise random encoders that outperform some of this work.
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2 Learning Sentence Embeddings

We first describe our objective function and then
describe our encoder, in addition to several base-
line encoders. The methodology proposed here
borrows much from past work (Wieting and Gim-
pel, 2018; Guo et al., 2018; Grégoire and Langlais,
2018; Singla et al., 2018), but this specific combi-
nation has not been explored and, as we show in
experiments, is surprisingly effective.

Training. The training data consists of a se-
quence of parallel sentence pairs (si, ti) in source
and target languages respectively. For each sen-
tence pair, we randomly choose a negative target
sentence t′i during training that is not a translation
of si. Our objective is to have source and target
sentences be more similar than source and nega-
tive target examples by a margin δ:

min
θsrc,θtgt

∑

i

[
δ−fθ(si, ti) + fθ(s, t

′
i))
]
+
.

The similarity function is defined as:

fθ(s, t) = cos
(
g(s; θsrc), g(t; θtgt)

)

where g is the sentence encoder with parameters
for each language θ = (θsrc, θtgt). To select t′i we
choose the most similar sentence in some set ac-
cording to the current model parameters, i.e., the
one with the highest cosine similarity.

Negative Sampling. The described objective
can also be applied to monolingual paraphrase
data, which we explore in experiments. The
choice of negative examples differs whether we
are using a monolingual parallel corpus or a bilin-
gual parallel corpus. In the monolingual case, we
select from all examples in the batch except the
current pair. However, in the bilingual case, nega-
tive examples are only selected from the sentences
in the batch from the opposing language. To select
difficult negative examples that aid training, we
use the mega-batching procedure of Wieting and
Gimpel (2018), which aggregates M mini-batches
to create one mega-batch and selects negative ex-
amples therefrom. Once each pair in the mega-
batch has a negative example, the mega-batch is
split back up into M mini-batches for training.

Encoders. Our primary sentence encoder sim-
ply averages the embeddings of subword units
generated by sentencepiece (Kudo and

Richardson, 2018); we refer to it as SP. This
means that the sentence piece embeddings them-
selves are the only learned parameters of this
model. As baselines we explore averaging char-
acter trigrams (TRIGRAM) (Wieting et al., 2016a)
and words (WORD). SP provides a compromise
between averaging words and character trigrams,
combining the more distinct semantic units of
words with the coverage of character trigrams.

We also use a bidirectional LSTM en-
coder (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997), with
LSTM parameters fully shared between languages
, as well as LSTM-SP, which uses sentence pieces
instead of words as the input tokens. For all en-
coders, when the vocabularies of source and target
languages overlap, the corresponding encoder em-
bedding parameters are shared. As a result, lan-
guages pairs with more lexical overlap share more
parameters.

We utilize several regularization meth-
ods (Wieting and Gimpel, 2017) including
dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) and shuffling the
words in the sentence when training the LSTM-
SP. Additionally, we find that annealing the
mega-batch size by increasing it during training
improved performance by a significant margin for
LSTM-SP.

3 Experiments

Experiments are split into two groups. First, we
compare training on parallel data to training on
back-translated parallel data. We evaluate these
models on the 2012-2016 SemEval Semantic Tex-
tual Similarity (STS) shared tasks (Agirre et al.,
2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016), which predict the
degree to which sentences have the same mean-
ing as measured by human judges. The evaluation
metric is Pearson’s r with the gold labels. We use
the small STS English-English dataset from Cer
et al. (2017) for model selection. Second, we com-
pare our best model, SP, on two semantic cross-
lingual tasks: the 2017 SemEval STS task (Cer
et al., 2017) which consists of monolingual and
cross-lingual datasets and the 2018 Building and
Using Parallel Corpora (BUCC) shared bitext min-
ing task (Zweigenbaum et al., 2018).

3.1 Hyperparameters and Optimization

Unless otherwise specified, we fix the hyperpa-
rameters in our model to the following: mega-
batch size to 120, margin δ to 0.4, annealing rate to
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Model En-En En-Cs (1M) En-Cs (2M)
LSTM-SP (20k) 66.7 65.7 66.6
SP (20k) 68.3 68.6 70.0
WORD 66.0 63.8 65.9
TRIGRAM 69.2 68.6 69.9

Table 1: Comparison between training on 1 million ex-
amples from a backtranslated English-English corpus
(En-En) and the original bitext corpus (En-Cs) sam-
pling 1 million and 2 million sentence pairs (the latter
equalizes the amount of English text with the En-En
setting). Performance is the average Pearson’s r over
the 2012-2016 STS datasets.

150,3 dropout to 0.3, shuffling rate for BLSTM-
SP to 0.3, and the size of the SentencePiece vo-
cabulary to 20,000. For WORD and TRIGRAM,
we limited the vocabulary to the 200,000 most fre-
quent types in the training data. We optimize our
models using Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with
a learning rate of 0.001 and trained the models for
10 epochs.

3.2 Back-Translated Text vs. Parallel Text

We first compare sentence encoders and sentence
embedding quality between models trained on
backtranslated text and those trained on bitext di-
rectly. As our bitext, we use the Czeng1.6 English-
Czech parallel corpus (Bojar et al., 2016). We
compare it to training on ParaNMT (Wieting and
Gimpel, 2018), a corpus of 50 million paraphrases
obtained from automatically translating the Czech
side of Czeng1.6 into English. We sample 1 mil-
lion examples from ParaNMT and Czeng1.6 and
evaluate on all 25 datasets from the STS tasks from
2012-2016. Since the models see two full En-
glish sentences for every example when training
on ParaNMT, but only one when training on bi-
text, we also experiment with sampling twice the
amount of bitext data to keep fixed the number of
English training sentences.

Results in Table 1 show two observations. First,
models trained on En-En, in contrast to those
trained on En-CS, have higher correlation for all
encoders except SP. However, when the same
number of English sentences is used, models
trained on bitext have greater than or equal per-
formance across all encoders. Second, SP has the
best performance in the En-CS setting. It also
has fewer parameters and is therefore faster to
train than LSTM-SP and TRIGRAM. Further, it

3Annealing rate is the number of minibatches that are pro-
cessed before the megabatch size is increased by 1.

is much faster at encoding new sentences at test
time.

3.3 Monolingual and Cross-Lingual
Similarity

We evaluate on the cross-lingual STS tasks from
SemEval 2017. This evaluation contains Arabic-
Arabic (Ar), Arabic-English, Spanish-Spanish
(Es), Spanish-English, and Turkish-English STS
datsets. These datasets were created by translat-
ing one or both pairs of an English STS pair into
Arabic, Spanish, or Turkish.

Baselines. We compare to several models from
prior work (Guo et al., 2018; Chidambaram et al.,
2018). A fair comparison to other models is diffi-
cult due to different training setups. Therefore, we
perform a variety of experiments at different scales
to demonstrate that even with much less data, our
method has the best performance. In the case of
Schwenk (2018), we replicate their setting in or-
der to do a fair comparison.4

As another baseline, we analyze the perfor-
mance of averaging randomly initialized embed-
dings. We experiment with SP having Sentence-
Piece vocabulary sizes of 20,000 and 40,000 as
well as TRIGRAM. The embeddings have 300 di-
mensions and are initialized from a normal distri-
bution with mean 0 and variance 1.

Results. The results are shown in Table 2. We
make several observations. The first is that the
1024 dimension SP model has the top perfor-
mance on 4 of the 6 STS datasets. Our results
also show that performance increases substantially
from using 1 million to using 10 million sentence
pairs and is also correlated positively with dimen-
sion and size of the SP vocabulary. This result
outperforms the baselines from the literature as
well, all of which use deep architectures.5 Our
SP model trained on Europarl (EP) also surpasses
the model from Schwenk (2018) which is trained
on the same corpus. Since that model is based on
many-to-many translation, Schwenk (2018) trains

4Two follow-up papers (Artetxe and Schwenk, 2018a,b)
use essentially the same underlying model, but we compare to
Schwenk (2018) because it was the only one of these papers
where the model has been made available when this paper
was written.

5Including a 3-layer transformer trained on a constructed
parallel corpus (Chidambaram et al., 2018), a bidirectional
gated recurrent unit network trained on a collection of parallel
corpora using En-Es, En-Ar, and Ar-Es bitext (Espana-Bonet
et al., 2017), and a 3 layer bidirectional LSTM trained on 9
languages in Europarl (Schwenk, 2018).
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Model Data N Dim. Ar-Ar Ar-En Es-Es Es-En En-En Tr-En
Random TRIGRAM OS 1M 300 67.9 1.8 77.3 2.8 73.7 18.6
Random SP (20k) OS 1M 300 61.9 17.5 68.8 6.5 67.0 23.1
Random SP (40k) OS 1M 300 58.3 16.1 68.2 10.4 66.6 22.2
SP (20k) OS 1M 300 70.0 64.9 82.0 71.6 82.2 68.9
SP (20k) OS 10M 300 72.4 74.9 85.0 77.0 83.3 74.6
SP (20k) OS 10M 1024 75.4 73.2 85.0 78.2 83.2 75.7
SP (80k) OS 10M 1024 76.3 75.0 86.2 78.2 84.0 77.5
SP (20k) EP 2M 300 - - 78.6 53.5 78.9 -
SP (20k) EP 2M 1024 - - 80.6 54.0 80.0 -
Schwenk (2018) EP 18M 1024 - - 64.4 40.8 66.0 -
Espana-Bonet et al. (2017) MIX 32.8M 2048 59 44 78 49 76 -
Chidambaram et al. (2018) MIX 470M/500M 512 - - 64.2 58.7 - -
2017 STS 1st Place - - - 75.4 74.9 85.6 83.0 85.5 77.1
2017 STS 2nd Place - - - 75.4 71.3 85.0 81.3 85.4 74.2
2017 STS 3rd Place - - - 74.6 70.0 84.9 79.1 85.4 73.6

Table 2: Comparison of our models with those in the literature and random encoder baselines. All models are
evaluated on cross-lingual STS where performance is measured in Pearson’s r (%). N refers to the number of
examples in the training data. OS stands for OpenSubtitles, EP for Europarl, and MIX for a variety of domains.

on nine (related) languages in Europarl. We only
train on the splits of interest (En-Es for STS and
En-De/En-Fr for the BUCC tasks) in our experi-
ments

Secondly, random encoders, especially random
TRIGRAM, perform strongly in the monolingual
setting. In fact, the random encoders are com-
petitive or outperform all three models from the
literature in these cases. For cross-lingual similar-
ity, however, random encoders lag behind because
they are essentially measuring the lexical overlap
in the two sentences and there is little lexical over-
lap in the cross-lingual setting, especially for dis-
tantly related languages like Arabic and English.

3.4 Mining Bitext

Lastly, we evaluate on the BUCC shared task on
mining bitext. The task consists of finding the gold
aligned parallel sentences given two large corpora
in two distinct languages. Typically, only about
2.5% of the sentences are aligned. Following
Schwenk (2018), we train our models on Europarl
and evaluate on the publicly available BUCC data.

Results in Table 3 on the French and German
mining tasks demonstrate the proposed model out-
performs Schwenk (2018), although the gap is
substantially smaller than on the STS tasks. The
reason for this is likely the domain mismatch be-
tween the STS data (image captions) and the train-
ing data (Europarl). We suspect that the deep
NMT encoders of Schwenk (2018) overfit to the
domain more than the simpler SP model, and the
BUCC task uses news data which is closer to Eu-
roparl than image captions.

Model En-De En-Fr
Schwenk (2018) 76.1 74.9
SP (20k) 76.9 76.3
SP (40k) 77.5 76.8

Table 3: F1 scores for bitext mining on BUCC.

Model Dim Sentences/Sec.
Schwenk (2018) 1024 2,601
Chidambaram et al. (2018) 512 3,049
SP (20k) 300 855,571
SP (20k) 1024 683,204

Table 4: A comparison of encoding times for our
model compared to two models from prior work.

4 Analysis

We next conduct experiments on encoding speed
and analyze the effect of language choice.

4.1 Encoding Speed

In addition to outperforming more complex mod-
els (Schwenk, 2018; Chidambaram et al., 2018),
the simple SP models proposed here are much
faster at encoding sentences. Since implementa-
tions to encode sentences are publicly available
several baselines, we are able to test their encod-
ing speed and compare. To do so, we randomly se-
lect 128,000 English sentences from the English-
Spanish Europarl corpus. We then encode these
sentences in batches of 128 on an Nvidia Quadro
GP100 GPU. The number of sentences encoded
per second is shown in Table 4, showing that SP is
hundreds of times faster.
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Figure 1: Plot of average performance on the 2012-
2016 STS tasks compared to SP overlap and language
distance as defined by Littell et al. (2017).

4.2 Does Language Choice Matter?

We next investigate the impact of the non-English
language in the bitext when training English para-
phrastic sentence embeddings. We took all 46 lan-
guages with at least 100k parallel sentence pairs in
the 2016 OpenSubtitles Corpus (Lison and Tiede-
mann, 2016) and made a plot of their average STS
performance on the 2012-2016 English datasets
compared to their SP overlap6 and language dis-
tance.7 We segmented the languages separately
and trained the models for 10 epochs using the
2017 STS task for model selection.

The plot, shown in Figure 1, shows that
SentencePieces (SP) overlap is highly correlated
with STS score. There are also two clusters in
the plot, languages that have a similar alphabet to
English and those that do not. In each cluster we
find that performance is negatively correlated with
language distance. Therefore, languages similar
to English yield better performance. The Spear-
man’s correlations (multiplied by 100) for all lan-
guages and these two clusters are shown in Ta-
ble 5. When choosing a language to pair up with
English for learning paraphrastic embeddings, ide-
ally there will be a lot of SP overlap. However, be-
yond or below a certain threshold (approximately
0.3 judging by the plot), the linguistic distance to
English is more predictive of performance. Of the

6We define SP overlap as the percentage of SPs in the
English corpus that also appear in the non-English corpus.

7We used the feature distance in URIEL (Littell et al.,
2017) which accounts for a number of factors when calculat-
ing distance like phylogeny, geography, syntax, and phonol-
ogy.

Model SP Ovl. Lang. Distance
All Lang. 71.5 -22.8
Lang. (SP Ovl. ≤ 0.3) 23.6 -63.8
Lang. (SP Ovl. > 0.3) 18.5 -34.2

Table 5: Spearman’s ρ× 100 between average perfor-
mance on the 2012-2016 STS tasks compared to SP
overlap (SP Ovl.) and language distance as defined
by Littell et al. (2017). We included correlations for
all languages as well as those with low and high SP
overlap with English.

factors in URIEL, syntactic distance was the fea-
ture most correlated with STS performance in the
two clusters with correlations of -56.1 and -29.0
for the low and high overlap clusters respectively.
This indicates that languages with similar syntax
to English helped performance. One hypothesis
to explain this relationship is that translation qual-
ity is higher for related languages, especially if
the languages have the same syntax, resulting in
a cleaner training signal.

We also hypothesize that having high SP over-
lap is correlated with improved performance be-
cause the English SP embeddings are being up-
dated more frequently during training. To inves-
tigate the effect, we again learned segmentations
separately for both languages then prefixed all to-
kens in the non-English text with a marker to en-
sure that there would be no shared parameters be-
tween the two languages. Results showed that SP
overlap was still correlated (correlation of 24.9)
and language distance was still negatively corre-
lated with performance albeit significantly less so
at -10.1. Of all the linguistic features, again the
syntactic distance was the highest correlated at -
37.5.

5 Conclusion

We have shown that using automatic dataset
preparation methods such as pivoting or back-
translation are not needed to create higher per-
forming sentence embeddings. Moreover by us-
ing the bitext directly, our approach also produces
strong paraphrastic cross-lingual representations
as a byproduct. Our approach is much faster than
comparable methods and yields stronger perfor-
mance on cross-lingual and monolingual semantic
similarity and cross-lingual bitext mining tasks.
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Abstract
Semantic dependency parsing aims to iden-
tify semantic relationships between words in
a sentence that form a graph. In this paper,
we propose a second-order semantic depen-
dency parser, which takes into consideration
not only individual dependency edges but also
interactions between pairs of edges. We show
that second-order parsing can be approximated
using mean field (MF) variational inference
or loopy belief propagation (LBP). We can
unfold both algorithms as recurrent layers of
a neural network and therefore can train the
parser in an end-to-end manner. Our experi-
ments show that our approach achieves state-
of-the-art performance.

1 Introduction

Semantic dependency parsing (Oepen et al.)
aims to produce graph-structured semantic depen-
dency representations of sentences instead of tree-
structured syntactic dependency parses. Exist-
ing approaches to semantic dependency parsing
can be classified as graph-based approaches and
transition-based approaches. In this paper, we
investigate graph-based approaches which score
each possible parse of a sentence by factorizing
over its parts and search for the highest-scoring
parse.

Previous work in graph-based syntactic depen-
dency parsing has shown that higher-order pars-
ing generally outperforms first-order parsing (Mc-
Donald and Pereira, 2006; Carreras, 2007; Koo
and Collins, 2010; Ma and Zhao, 2012). While
a first-order parser scores dependency edges in-
dependently, a higher-order parser takes relation-
ships between two or more edges into considera-
tion. However, most of the previous algorithms
for higher-order syntactic dependency tree pars-
ing are not applicable to semantic dependency

∗Corresponding Author

graph parsing, and designing efficient algorithms
for higher-order semantic dependency graph pars-
ing is nontrivial. In addition, it becomes a com-
mon practice to use neural networks to compute
features and scores of parse graph components,
which ideally requires backpropagation of parsing
errors through the higher-order parsing algorithm,
adding to the difficulty of designing such an algo-
rithm.

In this paper, we propose a novel graph-based
second-order semantic dependency parser. Given
an input sentence, we use a neural network to com-
pute scores for both first and second-order parts
of parse graphs and then apply either mean field
variational inference or loopy belief propagation
to approximately find the highest-scoring parse
graph. Both algorithms are iterative inference al-
gorithms and we show that they can be unfolded
as recurrent layers of a neural network with each
layer representing the computation in one itera-
tion of the algorithms. In this way, we can con-
struct an end-to-end neural network that takes in
a sentence and outputs the approximate marginal
probability of every possible dependency edge.
During training, we maximize the probability of
the gold parses by using standard gradient-based
methods. Our experiments show that our approach
achieves state-of-the-art performance in semantic
dependency parsing and outperforms our baseline
with 0.3% and 0.4% labeled F1 score and previ-
ous state-of-the-art model with 1.3% and 1.4% la-
beled F1 score for in-domain and out-of-domain
test sets respectively. Our approach shows more
advantage over the baseline when there are fewer
training data and when parsing longer sentences.

2 Semantic Dependency Parsing

Broad-Coverage Semantic Dependency Parsing
was first defined in SemEval-2014 task 8 (Oepen
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Figure 1: Illustration of our model architecture.

et al.) aiming at recovering semantic dependency
relationships in sentences of the WSJ corpus. It
was extended in SemEval-2015 task 18 (Oepen
et al., 2015) with an additional out-of-domain
dataset (the Brown corpus). A semantic depen-
dency parse is different from a syntactic depen-
dency parse in that the dependency edges are an-
notated with semantic relations (e.g., agent and pa-
tient) and form a directed acyclic graph instead
of a tree. The Broad-Coverage Semantic Depen-
dency Parsing provides three different formalisms:
DM, PAS and PSD. Previous work has found that
PAS is the easiest to learn and PSD is the most
difficult as it has the largest set of labels.

3 Approach

Our model architecture (shown in Figure 1) fol-
lows that of Dozat and Manning (2018). Given an
input sentence, we first compute word representa-
tions using a BiLSTM, which are then fed into two
parallel modules, one for predicting the existence
of every edge and the other for predicting the label
of every edge. The label-prediction module makes
predictions of each edge independently and hence
is a first-order decoder. The edge-prediction mod-
ule is what our approach differs from that of Dozat
and Manning (2018). The module scores both first
and second-order parts and then goes through mul-
tiple recurrent inference layers to predict edge ex-
istence.

3.1 Part Scoring
Given a sentence with n words [w1, w2, ..., wn],
we feed a BiLSTM with their word embeddings
and POS tag embeddings.

oi = e
(word)
i ⊕ e

(postag)
i

R = BiLSTM(O)

where oi is the concatenation (⊕) of the word and
POS tag embeddings of word wi, O represents
[o1, . . . ,on], and R = [r1, . . . , rn] represents the
output from the BiLSTM.

To score first-order parts (edges) in both the
edge-prediction module and the label-prediction
module, we use two single-layer feedforward net-
works (FNNs) to compute a head representation
and a dependent representation for each word and
then apply a biaffine function to compute the
scores of edges and labels.

Biaff(v1,v2) := vT
1 Uv2 + b

h
(edge-head)
i = FNN(edge-head)(ri)

h
(edge-dep)
i = FNN(edge-dep)(ri)

h(label-head)
i = FNN(label-head)(ri)

h
(label-dep)
i = FNN(label-dep)(ri)

s
(edge)
ij = Biaff (edge)(h

(edge-dep)
i ,h

(edge-head)
j ) (1)

s(label)
ij = Biaff (label)(h

(label-dep)
i ,h(label-head)

j ) (2)

In Eq. 2, the tensor U in the biaffine function is
(d × c × d)-dimensional and is diagonal (for any
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Figure 2: Second-order parts used in our model.

i 6= j, ui,c,j = 0), where d is hidden size and c is
the number of labels. In Eq. 1, the tensor U in the
biaffine function is d× 1 × d-dimensional.

In the edge-prediction module, we further score
second-order parts. We consider three types of
second-order parts: siblings (sib), co-parents (cop)
and grandparents (gp) (Martins and Almeida,
2014), as shown in Figure 2. For a specific type
of second-order part, we use single-layer FNNs to
compute a head representation and a dependent
representation for each word. For grandparent
parts, we additionally compute a head_dep repre-
sentation for each word.

type ∈ {sib, cop, gp}
h(type-head)

i = FNN(type-head)(ri)

h
(type-dep)
i = FNN(type-dep)(ri)

h
(gp-head_dep)
i = FNN(gp-head_dep)(ri)

We then apply a trilinear function to compute
scores of second-order parts. A trilinear function
is defined as follows.

Trilin(v1,v2,v3) := vT
3 vT

1 Uv2

where U is a (d × d × d)-dimensional tensor. To
reduce the computation cost, we assume that U
has rank d and can be represented as the prod-
uct of three (d× d)-dimensional matrices U1, U2

and U3. We can then compute second-order part
scores as follows.

gi :=Uivi i ∈ [1, 2, 3]

Trilin(v1,v2,v3) :=
d∑

i=1

g1i ◦ g2i ◦ g3i (3)

s
(sib)
ij,ik ≡ s

(sib)
ik,ij = Trilin(sib)(h(head)

i ,h
(dep)
j ,h

(dep)
k )

(4)

s
(cop)
ij,kj ≡ s

(cop)
kj,ij = Trilin(cop)(h(head)

i ,h
(dep)
j ,h(head)

k )

(5)

s
(gp)
ij,jk = Trilin(gp)(h(head)

i ,h
(head_dep)
j ,h

(dep)
k )

(6)

where ◦ represents element-wise product. We re-
quire j < k in Eq. 4 and i < k in Eq. 5.
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Figure 3: An example of our factor graph for a sentence
with four words. The node <TOP> is the top of de-
pendency graph. The boolean variable (i, j) indicates
whether the directed edge (i, j) exists. For simplicity,
we only depict factors connected to node (1, 2).

3.2 Inference
In the label-prediction module, s(label)

i,j is fed into a
softmax layer that outputs the probability of each
label for edge (i, j). In the edge-prediction mod-
ule, computing the edge probabilities can be seen
as doing posterior inference on a Conditional Ran-
dom Field (CRF). The corresponding factor graph
is shown in Figure 3. Each Boolean variableXij in
the CRF indicate whether the directed edge (i, j)
exists. We use Eq. 1 to define our unary potential
ψu representing scores of an edge and Eqs. (4-
6) to define our binary potential ψp. We define a
unary potential φu(Xij) for each variable Xij .

φu(Xij) =

{
exp(s

(edge)
ij ) Xij = 1

1 Xij = 0

For each pair of edges (i, j) and (k, l) that form a
second-order part of a specific type, we define a
binary potential φp(Xij , Xkl).

φp(Xij , Xkl) =

{
exp(s

(type)
ij,kl ) Xij = Xkl = 1

0 Otherwise

Exact inference on this CRF is intractable. We
resort to iterative approximate inference algo-
rithms as described below, which produce the pos-
terior distributionQij(Xij) of for each edge (i, j).
We can then predict the parse graph by including
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every edge (i, j) such thatQij(1) > 0.5. The edge
labels are predicted by maximizing the label prob-
abilities computed by the label-prediction module.

Mean Field Variational Inference
Mean field variational inference approximates a
true posterior distribution with a factorized vari-
ational distribution and tries to iteratively mini-
mize their KL divergence. We can derive the fol-
lowing iterative update equations of distribution
Qij(Xij).

F (t−1)
ij =

∑

k 6=i,j

Q
(t−1)
ik (1)s

(sib)
ij,ik +Q

(t−1)
kj (1)s

(cop)
ij,kj

+Q
(t−1)
jk (1)s

(gp)
ij,jk +Q

(t−1)
ki (1)s

(gp)
ki,ij

(7)
Q

(t)
ij (0) ∝ 1

Q
(t)
ij (1) ∝ exp{s(edge)

ij + F (t−1)
ij }

The initial distributionQ(0)
ij (Xij) is set by normal-

izing the unary potential φu(Xij). We iteratively
update the distributions for T steps and then out-
put Q(T )

ij (Xij), where T is a hyperparameter.

Loopy Belief Propagation
Loopy belief propagation iteratively passes mes-
sages between variables and potential functions
(factors). Because our CRF contains only unary
and binary potentials, we can merge each variable-
to-factor message and its subsequent factor-to-
variable message into a single variable-to-variable
messageMkl→ij , representing message from edge
(k, l) to edge (i, j). The update function of the
messages in each iteration is:

Q
(t−1)
ij (Xij) = φu(Xij)

∏

ab∈Nij

M
(t−1)
ab→ij(Xij)

M
(t)
kl→ij(0) ∝

∑

xkl

Q
(t−1)
kl (xkl)/M

(t−1)
ij→kl(xkl)

M
(t)
kl→ij(1) ∝ Q

(t−1)
kl (0)/M

(t−1)
ij→kl(0)

+ exp(s
(type)
ij,kl )Q

(t−1)
kl (1)/M

(t−1)
ij→kl(1)

We initialize the messages with M (0)
kl→ij = 1. We

iteratively update the messages and distributions
for T steps and then output Q(T )

ij (Xij).

Inference as Recurrent Layers
Zheng et al. (2015) proposed that a fixed number
of iterations in mean field variational inference can
be seen as a recurrent neural network that is pa-
rameterized by the potential functions. We follow

the idea and unfold both mean field variational in-
ference and loopy belief propagation as recurrent
neural network layers that are parameterized by
part scores.

The time complexity of our inference procedure
is O(n3), which is lower than the O(n4) com-
plexity of the exact quasi-second-order inference
of Cao et al. (2017) and on par with the complex-
ity of the approximate second-order inference of
Martins and Almeida (2014).

3.3 Learning
Given a gold parse graph y⋆ of sentence w, the
conditional distribution over possible edge y(edge)

ij

and corresponding possible label y(label)
ij is given

by:

P (y
(edge)
ij |w) = softmax(Q

(T )
ij (Xij))

P (y(label)
ij |w) = softmax(s(label)

ij )

We define the following cross entropy losses:

L(edge)(θ) = −
∑

i,j

log(Pθ(y
⋆(edge)
ij |w))

L(label)(θ) = −
∑

i,j

✶(y
⋆(edge)
ij ) log(Pθ(y

⋆(label)
ij |w))

where θ is the parameters of our model, ✶(y
⋆(edge)
ij )

denotes the indicator function and equals 1 when
edge (i, j) exists in the gold parse and 0 other-
wise, and i, j ranges over all the words in the sen-
tence. We optimize the weighted average of the
two losses.

L = λL(label) + (1 − λ)L(edge)

where λ is a hyperparameter.

4 Experiments

4.1 Hyperparameters
We tuned the hyperparameters of our baseline
model from Dozat and Manning (2018) and our
second-order model on the DM development set.
We followed Dozat and Manning (2018) using
100-dimensional pretrained GloVe embeddings
(Pennington et al., 2014) and transformed them to
be 125-dimensional. Words and lemmas appeared
less than 7 times are replaced with a special un-
known token. We use the same dataset split as in
previous approaches (Martins and Almeida, 2014;
Du et al., 2015) with 33,964 sentences in the train-
ing set, 1,692 sentences in the development set,
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Hidden Layer Hidden Sizes
Word/Glove/Lemma/Char 100
POS 50
GloVe Linear 125
BiLSTM LSTM 3*600
Char LSTM 1*400
Unary Arc/Label 600
Binary Arc 150
Dropouts Dropout Prob.
Word/GloVe/POS/Lemma 20%
Char LSTM (FF/recur) 33%
Char Linear 33%
BiLSTM (FF/recur) 45%/25%
Unary Arc/Label 25%/33%
Binary Arc 25%
Optimizer & Loss Value
Baseline Interpolation (λ) 0.025
Second-Order Interpolation (λ) 0.07
Adam β1 0
Adam β2 0.95
Learning rate 1e−2

LR decay 0.5
L2 regularization (MF/LBP) 3e−9/3e−8

Weight Initialization Mean/Stddev
Unary weight (Eq. 1) 0.0/1.0
Binary weight (Eq. 3) 0.0/0.25

Table 1: Hyperparameter for baseline and second-order
models in our experiment.

1,410 sentences in the in-domain test set and 1,849
Brown Corpus sentences in the out-of-domain test
set. We additionally removed sentences longer
than 60 in order to speed up training, which re-
sults in 33,916 training sentences. The final hy-
perparameters of our baseline and second-order
model are shown in Table 1. Following Dozat
and Manning (2018), we used Adam (Kingma and
Ba, 2014) for optimizing our model, annealing the
learning rate by 0.5 for every 10,000 steps, and
switched the optimizer to AMSGrad (Reddi et al.,
2018) after 5,000 steps without improvement. We
trained the model for 100,000 iterations with batch
sizes of 6,000 tokens and terminated training early
after 10,000 iterations with no improvement on the
development sets.

4.2 Main Results

We compare our model with previous state-of-the-
art approaches in Table 2. Du et al. (2015) is a
hybrid model. A&M is from Almeida and Martins
(2015). PTS17 proposed by (Peng et al., 2017) and
Basic is single task parsing while Freda3 is a mul-
titask parser across three formalisms. WCGL18
(Wang et al., 2018) is a neural transition-based
model. D&M (Dozat and Manning, 2018) is a
graph-based model and "Baseline" is the first-

order model from Dozat and Manning (2018) that
was trained by ourselves. For our model, we used
mean field variational inference and loopy belief
propagation for 3 iterations.

In the basic setting, on average our model out-
performs the best previous one by 1.3% on the in-
domain test set and 1.3% on the out-of-domain test
set. With lemma and character-based embeddings,
our model leads to an average improvement of
0.3% and 0.6% over previous models. Our model
also outperforms the baseline by 0.2% − −0.5%
on average with different settings and test sets.
Dozat and Manning (2018) found that on the PAS
dataset their model cannot benefit from lemma and
character-based embeddings and hence speculated
that they may have approached the ceiling of the
PAS F1 score. As shown in our experiments on
the PAS dataset, our model cannot benefit from
lemma and character-based embeddings either, but
it obtains higher F1 scores, which suggests that the
ceiling may not have been reached.

Note that while we do not force our parser to
predict a directed acyclic graph, we found that
only 0.7% of the test sentences have cycles in their
parses.

4.3 Analysis
Small Training Data
To evaluate the performance of our model on
smaller training data, we repeated our experiments
with randomly sampled 70%, 40% and 10% of the
training set. Table 3 shows the F1 scores averaged
over 5 runs (each time with a new randomly sam-
pled training subset). It can be seen that the advan-
tage of our model over the baseline increases sig-
nificantly when the training data becomes smaller.
We make the following speculation to explain this
observation. The BiLSTM layer in the baseline
and our model is capable of capturing high-order
information to some extent. However, without
prior knowledge of high-order parts, it may require
more training data to learn this capability than a
high-order decoder. So with small training data,
the baseline loses the capability of utilizing high-
order information, while our model can still rely
on the decoder for high-order parsing.

Performance on Different Sentence Lengths
We want to study the impact of sentence lengths
on first-order parsing and our second-order pars-
ing. We split the test sets of all the formalisms into
five subsets with different sentence length ranges
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DM PAS PSD Avg
ID OOD ID OOD ID OOD ID OOD

Du et al. (2015) 89.1 81.8 91.3 87.2 75.7 73.3 85.3 80.8
A&M, (2015) 88.2 81.8 90.9 86.9 76.4 74.8 85.2 81.2
WCGL, (2018) 90.3 84.9 91.7 87.6 78.6 75.9 86.9 82.8
PTS17: Basic 89.4 84.5 92.2 88.3 77.6 75.3 86.4 82.7
PTS17: Freda3 90.4 85.3 92.7 89.0 78.5 76.4 87.2 83.6
D&M, (2018): Basic 91.4 86.9 93.9 90.8 79.1 77.5 88.1 85.0
Baseline: Basic 92.6 88.0 94.1 91.0 80.6 78.5 89.1 85.8
MF: Basic 93.0 88.4 94.3 91.5 80.9 78.9 89.4 86.3
LBP: Basic 92.9 88.4 94.3 91.5 81.0 78.8 89.4 86.2
D&M, (2018): +Char +Lemma 93.7 88.9 93.9 90.6 81.0 79.4 89.5 86.3
Baseline: +Char +Lemma 93.7 89.4 94.1 90.9 81.0 79.5 89.6 86.6
MF: +Char +Lemma 94.0 89.7 94.1 91.3 81.4 79.6 89.8 86.9
LBP: +Char +Lemma 93.9 89.5 94.2 91.3 81.4 79.5 89.8 86.8

Table 2: Comparison of labeled F1 scores achieved by our model and previous state-of-the-arts. The F1 scores of
Baseline and our models are averaged over 5 runs. ID denotes the in-domain (WSJ) test set and OOD denotes the
out-of-domain (Brown) test set. +Char and +Lemma means augmenting the token embeddings with character-level
and lemma embeddings.

DM PAS PSD Avg
ID OOD ID OOD ID OOD ID OOD

Baseline: 70% 92.0 87.0 93.8 90.6 79.8 77.7 88.5 85.1
MF: 70% 92.4 87.5 93.9 90.8 80.2 78.0 88.8 85.4
LBP: 70% 92.3 87.4 94.0 90.9 80.2 78.1 88.8 85.5
Baseline: 40% 90.8 85.5 93.2 89.6 78.4 76.4 87.4 83.8
MF: 40% 91.2 86.0 93.4 90.0 78.9 76.7 87.8 84.2
LBP: 40% 91.2 86.0 93.5 90.0 78.9 76.8 87.9 84.3
Baseline: 10% 86.1 80.0 90.8 86.4 73.5 71.2 83.4 79.2
MF: 10% 86.9 81.0 91.3 87.1 74.5 72.1 84.2 80.1
LBP: 10% 86.8 80.9 91.3 87.0 74.5 72.3 84.2 80.1

Table 3: Comparison of labeled F1 scores achieved by our model and our baseline on 10%, 40%, 70% of the
training data. We report the average F1 score over 5 runs with different randomly sampled training data.

and evaluate our model and the baseline on them.
Figure 4 shows that our model has more advan-
tage over the baseline when sentences get longer,
especially when sentences are longer than 40. One
possible explanation is that BiLSTM has difficulty
in capturing long-range dependencies in long sen-
tences, which leads to lower performance on the
first-order baseline; but such long-range depen-
dencies can still be captured with second-order
parsing. It can also be seen that on long sen-
tences, our model has more advantage over the
baseline for the out-of-domain test set than for the
in-domain test set, which suggests that our model
has better generalizability especially on long sen-
tences.

Mean Field vs. Loopy Belief Propagation
We compare mean field variational inference and
loopy belief propagation algorithms in Table 4.
We tuned the hyperparameters of our model for
each algorithm and iteration number separately.
We find that in general mean field variational in-
ference has very similar performance to loopy be-
lief propagation. In addition, with more iterations,
the performance of mean field variational infer-
ence steadily increases while the at the second it-
eration.

Ablation Study
We study how different types of second-order
parts defined in Section 3.1 affect the performance
of our parser. We trained our model with each
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Figure 4: Relative improvements over our baseline in different sentence length intervals with different training
data sizes. We report the average F1 score improvements over all the formalisms with 5 runs for each.

Iteration ID OOD

MF
1 92.78 88.38
2 92.86 88.37
3 92.98 88.44

LBP
1 92.88 88.29
2 92.84 88.17
3 92.88 88.36

Table 4: Comparison of labeled F1 scores of mean field
and loopy belief propagation with different iteration
numbers on the DM dataset.

ID OOD
Baseline 92.60 87.98
+Siblings 92.85 88.31
+Co-parents 92.80 88.23
+Grandparents 92.84 88.24

Table 5: The performance comparison between three
types of second-order parts on the DM dataset.

type of second-order parts without the other two
types on the DM dataset using mean field varia-
tional inference and the result is shown in Table 5.
While all the three types of second-order parts can
be seen to improve the parsing performance over
the baseline, the sibling parts lead to the largest
performance gain on both the in-domain test set
and the out-of-domain test set.

4.4 Case Study

We provide a parsing example in Figure 5 to show
how our second-order parser with 3 iterations of

mean field variational inference works. Before the
first iteration, the marginal distributions of edges
Qij is initialized with unary potentials and thus
is exactly what a first-order parser would pro-
duce. In the subsequent iterations, the distribu-
tions are updated with binary potentials taken into
account. For each version of the distributions, we
can extract a parse graph by collecting edges with
probabilities larger than 0.5. From Figure 5, we
can see that erroneous edges are gradually fixed
through iterations. Edge (were, Poles) sends
a strong negative co-parents message to edge
(<TOP>, Poles) in the first iteration, so the latter
has a lower probability in subsequent iterations.
Edge (were, Poles) also sends a strong positive
grandparent message to edge (<TOP>, were) to
enhance its probability, and the latter sends an
increasingly positive message back to the for-
mer in subsequent iterations. In the second and
third iterations, (were, Poles) sends positive sib-
ling messages and (<TOP>, were) sends positive
grandparent messages to enhance probabilities of
edges (were, They) and (were, not), which fi-
nally leads to the correct parse.

4.5 Running Speed

Our model have a time complexity ofO(d2
u +d2

b +
n3) while the first order model of Dozat and Man-
ning (2018) has a time complexity of O(d2

u + n2)
in scoring and decoding (where du and db are the
hidden sizes of the biaffine layer and trilinear layer
and n is the sentence length). We compare these
models with respect to training speed and parsing
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Figure 5: An example of message passing (left) and the corresponding graph parses (right) in our second-order
parser with mean field variational inference. We regard terms in Eq. 7 as messages sent from other arcs. Blue
arcs and red arcs on the left represent positive messages (which encourage the target edge to exist) and negative
messages (which discourage the target edge to exist) respectively. Lightness of the arc color represents the message
intensity. Blackness of each nodes represents the probability of edge existence. A Node with a double circle means
the corresponding edge is predicted to exist. Messages with low intensities are omitted in the graph. Dotted arcs
and red arcs on the right represent missed predictions and wrong predictions compared to the golden parse. The
period in the sentence is omitted for simplicity.

(sents/sec) train parse long short
Baseline 730 904 334 1762
MF 472 722 240 1485
LBP 258 300 88 1246

Table 6: Training and parsing speed (sentences/second)
comparison of the baseline and our model (3 iterations
for our second-order parser). long means the parsing
speed on sentences longer than 40 and short means the
parsing speed on sentences no longer than 10.

speed on an Nvidia Tesla P40 server. The result is
shown in Table 6. Mean field variational inference
slows down training and parsing by 35% and 20%
respectively compared with the baseline. How-
ever, loopy belief propagation slows down training
and parsing by 65% and 67% respectively com-
pared with the baseline.

4.6 Significance Test

We trained 25 basic models of our approach
and the baseline with the same hyperparameters
in Table 1 on each formalism. Student’s t-test
shows that our second-order model outperforms
our baseline model on all the formalisms with a
significance level of 0.005.

5 Related Work

5.1 Semantic Dependency Parsing

Semantic dependency parsing can be classified
as transition-based approaches and graph-based
approaches. Wang et al. (2018) proposed a
transition-based parser for semantic parsing, while
Du et al. (2015) proposed a hybrid parser that ben-
efits from both transition-based approaches and
graph-based approaches. Peng et al. (2017) pro-
posed a graph-based approach that trains on all
the three formalisms simultaneously and Peng
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et al. (2018) further proposed to learn from dif-
ferent corpora. Dozat and Manning (2018) pro-
posed a graph-based simple but powerful neural
network for semantic dependency parsing using
a bilinear or biaffine (Dozat and Manning, 2016)
layer to encode the interaction between words.
Most of these approaches proposed first-order
dependency parser while Martins and Almeida
(2014) proposed a way to encode higher-order
parts with hand-crafted features and introduced
a novel co-parent part for semantic dependency
parsing. They used discrete optimizing algorithm
alternating directions dual decomposition (AD3)
as their decoder. Cao et al. (2017) also proposed
a quasi-second-order semantic dependency parser
with dynamic programming. Our model con-
tains second-order information comparing with
the first-order approaches and benefits from end-
to-end training comparing with other second-order
approaches.

5.2 Higher-Order Dependency Parsing

Higher-order parsing has been extensively studied
in the literature of syntactic dependency parsing.
Much of these work is based on the first-order
maximum spanning tree (MST) parser of McDon-
ald et al. (2005) which factorizes a dependency
tree into individual edges and maximizes the sum-
mation of the scores of all the edges in a tree. Mc-
Donald and Pereira (2006) introduced a second-
order MST that factorizes a dependency tree into
not only edges but also second-order sibling parts,
which allows interactions between adjacent sib-
ling words. Carreras (2007) defined second-order
grandparent parts representing grandparental rela-
tions. Koo and Collins (2010) introduced third-
order grand-sibling and tri-sibling parts. A grand-
sibling part represents a grandparent with two
grandchildren and a tri-sibling part represents a
parent with three children. Ma and Zhao (2012)
defined grand-tri-sibling parts for fourth-order de-
pendency parsing.

Many previous approaches to higher-order de-
pendency parsing perform exact decoding based
on dynamic programming, but there is also re-
search in approximate higher-order parsing. Mar-
tins et al. (2011) proposed an alternating direc-
tions dual decomposition (AD3) algorithm which
splits the original problem into several local sub-
problems and solves them iteratively. They em-
ployed AD3 for second-order dependency parsing

to speed up decoding. Smith and Eisner (2008)
and Gormley et al. (2015) proposed to use belief
propagation for approximate higher-order parsing,
which is closely related to our work.

While higher-order parsing has been shown to
improve syntactic dependency parsing accuracy,
it receives less attention in semantic dependency
parsing. Martins and Almeida (2014) proposed
second-order semantic dependency parsing and
employed AD3 for approximate decoding. Cao
et al. (2017) proposed a quasi-second-order parser
and used dynamic programming for decoding with
time complexity of O(n4).

5.3 CRF as Recurrent Neural Networks

Zheng et al. (2015) are probably the first to pro-
pose the idea of unfolding iterative inference al-
gorithms on CRFs as a stack of recurrent neural
network layers. They unfolded mean field varia-
tional inference in a neural network designed for
semantic segmentation. There is a lot of subse-
quent work that employs this technique, especially
in the computer vision area. For example, Zhu
et al. (2017) proposed a structured attention neural
model for Visual Question Answering with a CRF
over image regions and unfolded both mean field
variational inference and loopy belief propagation
algorithms as recurrent layers.

6 Conclusion

We proposed a novel graph-based second-order
parser for semantic dependency parsing. We
constructed an end-to-end neural network that
uses a trilinear function to score second-order
parts and finds the highest-scoring parse graph
by either mean field variational inference or
loopy belief propagation algorithms unfolded as
recurrent neural network layers. Our exper-
imental results show that our model outper-
forms previous state-of-the-art model and has
higher accuracies especially on out-of-domain
data and long sentences. Our code is pub-
licly available at https://github.com/
wangxinyu0922/Second_Order_SDP
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Abstract
Sarcasm is often expressed through several ver-
bal and non-verbal cues, e.g., a change of tone,
overemphasis in a word, a drawn-out syllable,
or a straight looking face. Most of the re-
cent work in sarcasm detection has been car-
ried out on textual data. In this paper, we ar-
gue that incorporating multimodal cues can im-
prove the automatic classification of sarcasm.
As a first step towards enabling the develop-
ment of multimodal approaches for sarcasm
detection, we propose a new sarcasm dataset,
Multimodal Sarcasm Detection Dataset (MUS-
tARD1), compiled from popular TV shows.
MUStARD consists of audiovisual utterances
annotated with sarcasm labels. Each utterance
is accompanied by its context of historical ut-
terances in the dialogue, which provides addi-
tional information on the scenario where the ut-
terance occurs. Our initial results show that the
use of multimodal information can reduce the
relative error rate of sarcasm detection by up to
12.9% in F-score when compared to the use of
individual modalities. The full dataset is pub-
licly available for use at https://github.
com/soujanyaporia/MUStARD.

1 Introduction

Sarcasm plays an important role in daily conversa-
tions by allowing individuals to express their intent
to mock or display contempt. It is achieved by us-
ing irony that reflects a negative connotation. For
example, in the utterance: Maybe it’s a good thing
we came here. It’s like a lesson in what not to
do, the sarcasm is explicit as the speaker expresses
learning of a lesson in a positive light when in real-
ity, she means it in a negative way. However, there
are also scenarios where sarcasm lacks explicit lin-
guistic markers, thus requiring additional cues that

∗Equal contribution.
1MUStARD is an abbreviation for MUltimodal SARcasm

Dataset. Similar to how “mustard” adds spice to our food and
meals, we believe sarcasm adds spice to our interactions and
lives.

can reveal the speaker’s intentions. For instance,
sarcasm can be expressed using a combination of
verbal and non-verbal cues, such as a change of
tone, overemphasis in a word, a drawn-out sylla-
ble, or a straight looking face. Moreover, sarcasm
detection involves finding linguistic or contextual
incongruity, which in turn requires further informa-
tion, either from multiple modalities (Schifanella
et al., 2016; Mishra et al., 2016a) or from the con-
text history in a dialogue.

This paper explores the role of multimodality
and conversational context in sarcasm detection
and introduces a new resource to further enable
research in this area. More specifically, our paper
makes the following contributions: (1) We curate a
new dataset, MUStARD, for multimodal sarcasm
research with high-quality annotations, including
both mutlimodal and conversational context fea-
tures; (2) We exemplify various scenarios where
incongruity in sarcasm is evident across different
modalities, thus stressing the role of multimodal
approaches to solve this problem; (3) We introduce
several baselines and show that multimodal models
are significantly more effective when compared to
their unimodal variants; and (4) We also provide
preceding turns in the dialogue which act as context
information. Consequently, we surmise that this
property of MUStARD leads to a new sub-task for
future work: sarcasm detection in conversational
context.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 summarizes previous work on sarcasm detec-
tion using both unimodal and multimodal sources.
Section 3 describes the dataset collection, the anno-
tation process, and the types of sarcastic situations
covered by our dataset. Section 4 explains how we
extract features for the different modalities. Sec-
tion 5 shows the experimental work around the
new dataset while Section 6 analyzes it. Finally,
Section 7 offers conclusions and discusses open
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Figure 1: Sample sarcastic utterance in the dataset along with its context and transcript.

problems related to this resource.

2 Related Work

Automated sarcasm detection has gained increased
interest in recent years. It is a widely studied lin-
guistic device whose significance is seen in senti-
ment analysis and human-machine interaction re-
search. Various research projects have approached
this problem through different modalities, such as
text, speech, and visual data streams.

Sarcasm in Text: Traditional approaches for de-
tecting sarcasm in text have considered rule-based
techniques (Veale and Hao, 2010), lexical and prag-
matic features (Carvalho et al., 2009), stylistic
features (Davidov et al., 2010), situational dispar-
ity (Riloff et al., 2013), incongruity (Joshi et al.,
2015), or user-provided annotations such as hash-
tags (Liebrecht et al., 2013).

Resources in this domain are collected using
Twitter as a primary data source and are anno-
tated using two main strategies: manual annota-
tion (Riloff et al., 2013; Joshi et al., 2016a) and dis-
tant supervision through hashtags (Davidov et al.,
2010; Abercrombie and Hovy, 2016). Other re-
search leverages context to acquire shared knowl-
edge between the speaker and the audience (Wal-
lace et al., 2014; Bamman and Smith, 2015). A
variety of contextual features have been explored,
including speaker’s background and behavior in
online platforms (Rajadesingan et al., 2015), em-
beddings of expressed sentiment and speaker’s
personality traits (Poria et al., 2016), learning of
user-specific representations (Wallace et al., 2016;
Kolchinski and Potts, 2018), user-community fea-
tures (Wallace et al., 2015), as well as stylistic and
discourse features (Hazarika et al., 2018). In our
dataset, we capitalize on the conversational format
and provide context by including preceding utter-
ances along with speaker identities. To the best of
our knowledge, there is no prior work which deals

with the task of sarcasm detection in conversation.

Sarcasm in Speech: Sarcasm detection in
speech has mainly focused on the identification of
prosodic cues in the form of acoustic patterns that
are related to sarcastic behavior. Studied features
include mean amplitude, amplitude range, speech
rate, harmonics-to-noise ratio, and others (Cheang
and Pell, 2008). Rockwell (2000) presented one
of the initial approaches to this problem that stud-
ied the vocal tonalities of sarcastic speech. They
found slower speaking rates and greater intensity
as probable markers for sarcasm. Later, Tepperman
et al. (2006) studied prosodic and spectral features
of sound — both in and out of context — to deter-
mine sarcasm. In general, prosodic features such
as intonation and stress are considered important
indicators of sarcasm (Bryant, 2010; Woodland and
Voyer, 2011). We take motivation from this previ-
ous research and include similar speech parameters
as features in our dataset and baseline experiments.

Multimodal Sarcasm: Contextual information
for sarcasm in text can be included from other
modalities. These modalities help in providing
additional cues in the form of both common or
contrasting patterns. Prior work mainly consid-
ers multimodal learning for the readers’ ability to
perceive sarcasm. Such research couples textual
features with cognitive features such as the gaze-
behavior of readers (Mishra et al., 2016a,b, 2017)
or electro/magneto-encephalographic (EEG/MEG)
signals (Filik et al., 2014; Thompson et al., 2016).
In contrast, there is limited work exploring multi-
modal avenues to understand sarcasm conveyed by
the opinion holder. Attardo et al. (2003) presented
one of the preliminary explorations on this topic
where different phonological and visual markers
for sarcasm were studied. However, this work did
not analyze the interplay of the modalities. More
recently, Schifanella et al. (2016) presented a mul-
timodal approach for this task by considering vi-
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sual content accompanying text in online sarcas-
tic posts. They extracted semantic visual features
from images using pre-trained networks and fused
them with textual features. In our work, we extend
these notions and propose to analyze video-based
sarcasm in dialogues. To the best of our knowl-
edge, ours is the first work to propose a resource
on video-level sarcasm. Joshi et al. (2016b) pro-
posed a dataset similar to us, i.e., based on the TV
show Friends. However, their corpus only includes
the textual modality and is thus not multimodal in
nature. Furthermore, we also analyze multiple chal-
lenges in sarcasm that call for multimodal learning
and provide an evaluation setup for future works to
test upon.

3 Dataset

To enable the exploration of multimodal sarcasm
detection, we introduce a new dataset (MUStARD)
consisting of short videos manually annotated for
their sarcasm property.

3.1 Data Collection
To collect potentially sarcastic examples, we con-
duct web searches on differences sources, mainly
YouTube. We use keywords such as Friends sar-
casm, Chandler sarcasm, Sarcasm 101, Sarcasm
in TV shows. Using this strategy, we obtain videos
from three main TV shows: Friends, The Golden
Girls, and Sarcasmaholics Anonymous. Note that
during this initial search, we focus exclusively on
sarcastic content. To obtain non-sarcastic videos,
we select a subset of 400 videos from MELD, a
multimodal emotion recognition dataset derived
from the Friends TV series, originally collected
by Poria et al. (2018). In addition, we collect videos
from The Big Bang Theory, a TV show whose char-
acters are often perceived as sarcastic. We obtain
videos from seasons 1–8 and segment episodes
using laughter cues from its audience. Specifi-
cally, we use open-source software for laughter
detection (Ryokai et al., 2018) to obtain initial seg-
mentation boundaries and fine-tune them using the
subtitles’ timestamps.

The collected set consists of 6,421 videos. Note
that although some of the videos in our initial pool
include information about their sarcastic nature, the
majority of our videos are not labeled. Thus, we
conduct a manual annotation as described next.

3.2 Annotation Process
We built a web-based annotation interface that
shows each video along with its transcript and re-

“Can	we	maybe	put	the	phones	down	and	have	an	actual	
human	conversa6on?”

Figure 2: Graphical user interface used by the annota-
tors to label the videos in our dataset.

quests annotations for sarcasm. We also ask the
annotators to flag misaligned videos, i.e., cases
where the audio or video is not properly synchro-
nized. The interface allows the annotators to watch
a context video consisting of the previous video ut-
terances, whenever they deem it necessary. Given
the large number of videos to be annotated, we
request annotations in batches of four videos at a
time. Our web interface is shown in Fig. 2.

We conduct the annotation in two steps. First,
we annotate the videos from The Big Bang Theory,
as it contains the largest set of videos. Second,
we annotate the remaining videos, belonging to
the other sources. The annotation is conducted by
two graduate students who have first been provided
with easy examples of explicit sarcastic content, to
illustrate sarcasm in videos. Each annotator labeled
the full set of videos independently.

For the first step, after annotating the first part –
consisting of 5,884 utterances from The Big Bang
Theory – we noticed that the majority of them were
labeled as non-sarcastic (98% were considered as
non-sarcastic by both). In addition, our initial
inter-annotation agreement was low (Kappa score
is 0.1463). We thus decided to stop the annotation
process and reconcile the annotation differences be-
fore proceeding further. The annotators discussed
their disagreements for a subset of 20 videos, and
then re-annotated the videos. This time, we ob-
tained an improved inter-annotator agreement of
0.2326. The annotation disagreements were rec-
onciled by a third annotator by identifying the dis-
agreement cases, watching the videos again and
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deciding which is the correct label for each one.
Next, we annotate the second part, consisting

of 624 videos drawn from Friends, The Golden
Girls, and Sarcasmaholics Anonymous. As before,
the two annotators label each video independently.
The inter-annotator agreement was calculated with
a Kappa score of 0.5877. Again, the differences
were reconciled by a third annotator.

The resulting set of annotations consists of 345
videos labeled as sarcastic and 6,020 videos labeled
as non-sarcastic for a total of 6,365 videos.

3.3 Transcriptions
Since we collect videos from several sources, some
of them had subtitles or transcripts readily avail-
able. This is particularly the case for videos from
Big Bang Theory and MELD. We use the MELD
transcriptions directly. For Big Bang Theory, we
extracted the transcript by applying manual sub-
string matching on the episode subtitles. The re-
maining videos are manually transcribed.

3.4 Sarcasm Dataset: MUStARD
To enable our experiments, which focus explicitly
on the multimodal aspects of sarcasm, we decided
to work with a balanced sample of sarcastic and
non-sarcastic videos. We thus obtain a balanced
sample from the set of 6,365 annotated videos. We
start by selecting all videos marked as sarcastic
from the full set, and then we randomly obtain an
equally sized non-sarcastic sample from the non-
sarcastic subset by prioritizing the ones annotated
by a larger number of annotators. Our dataset thus
comprises 690 videos with an even number of sar-
castic and non-sarcastic labels. Source, character,
and label-ratio statistics are shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

In the remainder of this paper, we use the term ut-
terance while referring to the videos in our dataset.
We extend the definition of an utterance2 to in-
clude consecutive multi-sentence dialogues of the
same speaker to prioritize completeness of infor-
mation. As a result, 61.3% of the utterances from
the dataset are single sentences, while the remain-
ing utterances consist of two or more sentences.
Each utterance in our dataset is coupled with its
context utterances, which are preceding turns by
the speakers participating in the dialogue. Some
of the context videos contain multi-party dialogue
between speakers participating in the scene. The
number of turns in the context is manually set to in-
clude a coherent background of the target utterance.

2An utterance is usually defined as a unit of speech
bounded by breaths or pauses.

Statistics Utterance Context

Unique words 1991 3205
Avg. utterance length (tokens) 14 10
Max. utterance length (tokens) 73 71
Avg. duration (seconds) 5.22 13.95

Table 1: Dataset statistics by utterance and context.

Table 1 shows general statistics for the utterances
in our dataset.

Each utterance and its context consists of three
modalities: video, audio, and transcription (text).
Also, all the utterances are accompanied by their
speaker identifiers. Fig. 1 illustrates a sarcastic
utterance along with its associated context in the
dataset. Fig. 4b provides the list of major characters
present in the dataset. Fig. 4a details the distribu-
tion of labels per character. Some of the characters,
such as Chandler and Sheldon, occupy major por-
tions of the dataset. This is expected since they
play comic roles in the shows. To avoid speaker
bias of such popular characters, we also include
non-sarcastic samples for these characters. In con-
trast, the dataset intentionally includes minor roles
such as Dorothy from The Golden Girls, who is en-
tirely sarcastic throughout the corpus. This allows
the study of speaker bias for sarcasm detection.

3.5 Qualitative Aspects

Sarcasm detection in text often requires additional
information that can be leveraged from associated
modalities. Below, we analyze some cases that re-
quire multimodal reasoning. We exemplify using
instances from our proposed dataset to further sup-
port our claim of sarcasm being often expressed in
a multimodal way.

Role of Multimodality: Fig. 5 presents two
cases where sarcasm is expressed through the in-
congruity between modalities. In the first case, the
language modality indicates fear or anger, whereas
the facial modality lacks any visible sign of anxiety
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Sarcasmaholics
2%

(a) Source across the dataset.
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Figure 4: Speaker statistics

Chandler : 
Oh my god! You almost gave me 
a heart attack!

Utterance 

• Text : suggests fear or anger.

• Audio : animated tone

• Video : smirk, no sign of anxiety

1)

Sheldon : 
Its just a privilege to watch your 
mind at work.

• Text : suggests a compliment.

• Audio : neutral tone. 

• Video : straight face.

2)

Figure 5: Incongruent modalities in sarcasm.

that would corroborate the textual modality. In the
second case, the text is indicative of a compliment,
but the vocal tonality and facial expressions show
indifference. In both cases, there exists incongruity
between modalities, which acts as a strong indica-
tor of sarcasm.

Multimodal information is also important in pro-
viding additional cues for sarcasm. For example,
the vocal tonality of the speaker often indicates sar-
casm. Text that otherwise looks seemingly straight-
forward is noticed to contain sarcasm only when
the associated voices are heard. Sarcastic tonalities
can range from self-deprecatory or broody tone to
something obnoxious and raging. Such extremities
are often seen while expressing sarcasm. Another
marker of sarcasm is the undue stress on particular
words. For instance, in the phrase You did “really”
well, if the speaker stresses the word really, then
the sarcasm is evident. Fig. 6 provides sarcastic
cases from the dataset where such vocal stresses
exist.

It is important to note that sarcasm does not nec-
essarily imply conflicting modalities. Rather, the
availability of complementary information through
multiple modalities improves the capacity of mod-

• Text and Video: positive indication.

• Audio : stressed word 

Utterances 

Chandler : Yes and we 
are very excited about it.

1)

SA_man: You got off to a 
really good start with the 
group.

2)

Remarks 

Figure 6: Vocal stress in sarcasm.

els to learn discriminative patterns responsible for
this complex process.
Role of Context: In Fig. 7, we present two in-
stances from the dataset where the role of con-
versational context is essential in determining the
sarcastic nature of an utterance. In the first case,
the sarcastic reference of the sun is apparent only
when the topic of discussion is known, i.e., tan-
ning. In the second case, the reference made by
the speaker regarding a venus flytrap can be rec-
ognized as sarcastic only when it is known to be
referred as a thing to go on a date with. These
examples demonstrate the importance of having
contextual information. The availability of context
in our proposed dataset provides models with the
ability to utilize additional information while rea-
soning about sarcasm. Enhanced techniques would
require commonsense reasoning to understand il-
logical statements (such as going on a date with
a venus flytrap), which indicate the presence of
sarcasm.

4 Multimodal Feature Extraction

We obtain several learning features from the three
modalities included in our dataset. The process fol-
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Chandler :


Was that place the sun?

Oh my god! You almost gave me a heart attack!
Utterance: 

Utterance Context
Chandler : Hold on, there is something 

different.

Ross : I went to their tanning place 
your wife suggested.

Dorothy :


No Blanche, with a venus 
fly trap

Dorothy : Morning everybody, Rose 
honey I hope you don't mind, I 
borrowed your golf club, I have 
a date to play this morning. 

Blanche : With a man?

1)

2)

Figure 7: Context importance in sarcasm detection.

lowed to extract each of them is described below:

Text Features: We represent the textual utter-
ances in the dataset using BERT (Devlin et al.,
2018), which provides a sentence representation
ut ∈ Rdt for every utterance u. In particular, we
average the last four transformer layers of the first
token ([CLS]) in the utterance – using the BERT-
Base model – to get a unique utterance representa-
tion of size dt = 768. We also considered averag-
ing Common Crawl pre-trained 300 dimensional
GloVe word vectors (Pennington et al., 2014) for
each token; however, it resulted in lower perfor-
mance as compared to BERT-based features.

Speech Features: To leverage information from
the audio modality, we obtain low-level features
from the audio data stream for each utterance in the
dataset. Through these features, we intend to pro-
vide information related to pitch, intonation, and
other tonal-specific details of the speaker (Tepper-
man et al., 2006). We utilize the popular speech-
processing library Librosa (McFee et al., 2018)
and perform the processing pipeline described next.
First, we load the audio sample for an utterance as a
time series signal with a sampling rate of 22050 Hz.
Then we remove background noise from the signal
by applying a heuristic vocal-extraction method.3

Finally, we segment the audio signal into dw non-
overlapping windows to extract local features that
include MFCC, melspectogram, spectral centroid
and their associated temporal derivatives (delta).
Segmentation is done to achieve a fixed length
representation of the audio sources which are oth-
erwise variable in length across the dataset. All
the extracted features are concatenated together to
compose a da = 283 dimensional joint represen-
tation {uai }dwi=1 for each window. The final audio
representation of each utterance is obtained by cal-
culating the mean across the window segments, i.e.

3
http://librosa.github.io/librosa/

auto_examples/plot_vocal_separation.html#
sphx-glr-auto-examples-plot-vocal-separation-py
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Figure 8: Feature extraction for audio modality.

ua = 1
dw
(∑i uai ) ∈ Rda .

Video Features: We extract visual features for
each of the f frames in the utterance video us-
ing a pool5 layer of an ImageNet (Deng et al.,
2009) pretrained ResNet-152 (He et al., 2016) im-
age classification model. We first preprocess every
frame by resizing, center-cropping and normaliz-
ing it. To obtain a visual representation of each
utterance, we compute the mean of the obtained
dv = 2048 dimensional feature vector uv

i for every
frame: uv = 1

f
(∑i uv

i ) ∈ Rdv . While we could use
more advanced visual encoding techniques (e.g.,
recurrent neural network encoding techniques), we
decide to use the same averaging strategy as with
the other modalities.

5 Experiments

To explore the role of multimodality in sarcasm de-
tection, we conduct multiple experiments evaluat-
ing each modality separately and also combinations
of modalities provided in the dataset. Additionally,
we investigate the role of context and speaker in-
formation for improving predictions.

5.1 Experimental Setup

We perform two main sets of evaluations. The first
set involves conducting five-fold cross-validation
experiments where the folds are randomly created
in a stratified manner. This is done to ensure label
balance across folds. In each of the K iterations,
the kth fold acts as a testing set while the remaining
are used for training. Validation folds can be ob-
tained from a part of the training folds. As the folds
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are created in a randomized manner, there is over-
lap between speakers across training and testing
sets, thus resulting in a speaker-dependent setup.
The second set of evaluations restrict the inclusion
of utterances from the same speaker to be either in
the training or testing sets. Utterances from The
Big Bang Theory, The Golden Girls and Sarcas-
maholics Anonymous are made part of the training
set while Friends is used as a testing set.4 We call
this the speaker-independent setup. Motivation for
such a setup is discussed in Section 6.

During our experiments, we use precision, re-
call, and F-score as the main evaluation metrics,
weighted across both sarcastic and non-sarcastic
classes. The weights are obtained based on the
class ratios. For speaker-dependent scenario, we re-
port results by averaging across the five-fold cross-
validation results.

5.2 Baselines

The experiments are conducted using three main
baseline methods:

Majority: This baseline assigns all the instances
to the majority class, i.e., non-sarcastic.

Random: This baseline makes random/chance
predictions sampled uniformly across the test set.

SVM: We use Support Vector Machines (SVM)
as the primary baseline for our experiments. SVMs
are strong predictors for small-sized datasets and
at times outperform neural counterparts (Byvatov
et al., 2003). We use the SVM classifiers from
scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011) with an RBF
kernel and a scaled gamma. The penalty term C
is kept as a hyper-parameter which we tune based
on each experiment (we choose between 1, 10, 30,
500, and 1000). For the speaker dependent setup
we scale the features by subtracting the mean and
dividing them by the standard deviation. Multiple
modalities are combined using early fusion, where
the features drawn from the different modalities are
concatenated together.

6 Multimodal Sarcasm Classification

Table 2 presents the classification results for sar-
casm prediction in the speaker-dependent setup.
The lowest performance is obtained with the Ma-
jority baseline which achieves 33.3% weighted F-
score (66.7% F-score for non-sarcastic class and

4Split details are released along with the dataset for con-
sistent comparison by future works.

Algorithm Modality Precision Recall F-Score

Majority - 25.0 50.0 33.3
Random - 49.5 49.5 49.8

SVM

T 65.1 64.6 64.6
A 65.9 64.6 64.6
V 68.1 67.4 67.4

T+A 66.6 66.2 66.2
T+V 72.0 71.6 71.6
A+V 66.2 65.7 65.7

T+A+V 71.9 71.4 71.5

∆multi−unimodal ↑ 3.9% ↑ 4.2% ↑ 4.2%
Error rate reduction ↑ 12.2% ↑ 12.9% ↑ 12.9%

Table 2: Speaker-dependent setup. All results are aver-
aged across five folds where each fold present weighted
F-score across both sarcastic and non-sarcastic classes.

Algorithm Modality Precision Recall F-Score

Majority - 32.8 57.3 41.7
Random - 51.1 50.2 50.4

SVM

T 60.9 59.6 59.8
A 65.1 62.6 62.7
V 54.9 53.4 53.6

T+A 64.7 62.9 63.1
T+V 62.2 61.5 61.7
A+V 64.1 61.8 61.9

T+A+V 64.3 62.6 62.8

∆multi−unimodal ↓ 0.4% ↑ 0.3% ↑ 0.4%
Error rate reduction ↓ 1.1% ↑ 0.8% ↑ 1.1%

Table 3: Multimodal sarcasm classification. Evalu-
ated using an speaker-independent setup. Note: T=text,
A=audio, V=video.

0% for sarcastic). The pre-trained features for
the visual modality provide the best performance
among the unimodal variants. The addition of tex-
tual features through concatenation improves the
unimodal baseline and achieves the best perfor-
mance. The tri-modal variant is unable to achieve
the best score due to a slightly sub-optimal per-
formance from the audio modality. Overall, the
combination of visual and textual signals signifi-
cantly improves over the unimodal variants, with a
relative error rate reduction of up to 12.9%.

We manually investigate the utterances where
the bimodal textual and visual model predicts sar-
casm correctly while the unimodal textual model
fails. In most of these samples, the textual
component does not reveal any explicit sarcasm
(see Fig. 9). As a result, the utterances require ad-
ditional cues, which it avails from the multimodal
signals.

The speaker-independent setup is more challeng-
ing as compared to the speaker-dependent scenario,
as it prevents the model from registering speaker-
specific patterns. The presence of new speakers in
the testing set requires a higher degree of general-
ization from the model. Our setup also segregates
at the source level, thus the testing involves an en-
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Speaker Utterance

Sheldon Darn. If you weren't busy, I'd ask you to join us.

Chandler I’m sorry, we don’t have your sheep.

Chandler I am sorry, it was a one time thing. I was very 
drunk and it was someone else's subconscious.

Figure 9: Sample sarcastic utterances correctly pre-
dicted by T+V but not only T model in the speaker-
dependent setup. The utterances either do not
have explicit sarcastic markers or need commonsense-
reasoning to detect ironies, such as being drunk in
someone else’s subconscious.

tirely new environment concerning all the modali-
ties. We believe that the speaker-independent setup
is a strong test-bed for multimodal sarcasm re-
search. The increased difficulty of this task is also
noticed in the model training, which now requires
a smaller error margin (or higher C value) of the
SVM’s decision function to provide good test per-
formance.

Table 3 presents the performance of our base-
lines in the speaker-independent setup. In this case,
the multimodal variants do not greatly outperform
the unimodal counterparts. Unlike Table 2, the au-
dio channel plays a more important role, and it is
slightly improved by adding text. By inspecting the
correctly predicted sarcastic examples by text plus
audio but not by text, we observe a tendency of
higher mean pitch (mean fundamental frequency)
with respect to those incorrectly predicted, as At-
tardo et al. (2003) suggested. Failure cases seem
to contain particular patterns of high pitch, also
studied by Attardo et al. (2003), but in average they
seem to have normal pitch. In this sense, future
work can focus on analyzing the temporal localities
of the audio channel.

In this setup, video features do not seem to work
well. We hypothesize that, because the visual fea-
tures are about object features (not specific to sar-
casm) and the model is shallow, these features may
make the model capture character biases which
make them unsuitable for the speaker-independent
setup. This is also suggested by the statistics in
Fig. 10 which we describe in the next section. By
looking at the incorrect predictions by the best
model, we infer that models should better capture
the mismatches between the main speaker facial
expressions and the emotions of what is being said.

The Role of Context and Speaker Informa-
tion: We investigate whether additional informa-

Setup Features Precision Recall F-Score

Speaker
Dependent

T 65.1 64.6 64.6
+ context 65.5 65.1 65.0
+ speaker 67.7 67.2 67.3
Best (T + V) 72.0 71.6 71.8
+ context 71.9 71.4 71.5
+ speaker 72.1 71.7 71.8

Speaker
Independent

T 60.9 59.6 59.8
+ context 57.9 54.5 54.1
+ speaker 60.7 60.7 60.7
Best (T + A) 64.7 62.9 63.1
+ context 65.2 62.9 63.0
+ speaker 64.7 62.9 63.1

Table 4: Role of context and utterance’s speaker. Note:
T=text, A=audio, V=video.

tion, such as an utterance’s context (i.e., the pre-
ceding utterances, cf. Section 3.5) and the speaker
identification, are helpful for the predictions. Con-
text features are generated by averaging the rep-
resentations of the utterances (as per Section 4)
present in the context. For the speakers, we use a
one-hot encoding vector with size equal to the total
unique speakers in a training fold.

Table 4 shows the results for both evaluation
settings for the textual baseline and the best multi-
modal variant. For the context features, we see
a slight improvement in the best variant of the
speaker independent setup (text plus audio); how-
ever, in other models, there is no improvement. A
possible reason could be the loss of temporal infor-
mation when pooling across the conversation.

For the speaker features, we see an improve-
ment in the speaker-dependent setup for the textual
modality. Due to the speaker overlap across splits,
the model can leverage speaker regularities for sar-
castic tendencies. However, we do not observe the
same trend for the best multimodal variant (text +
video) where the score barely improves. To under-
stand this result, we visualize the correct predic-
tions made by this model. The results, as seen in
Fig. 10, show a correlation between the class dis-
tributions among the overall ground truth and the
correctly predicted instances per speaker. As this
model does not use speaker information, this corre-
lation indicates that the multimodal variant is able
to learn speaker-specific information transitively
through the input features, rendering additional
speaker input redundant. Lastly, in the speaker in-
dependent setup, the speaker information does not
lead to improvement. This is also expected as there
is no speaker overlap between the splits.
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Figure 10: Correlation in speaker-specific sarcastic ten-
dencies of the top-7 speakers. Predictions are obtained
from the best performing model from Table 2. Speaker
identifier features are not used.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we provided a systematic introduc-
tion to multimodal learning for sarcasm detection.
To enable research on this topic, we introduced
a novel dataset, MUStARD, consisting of sarcas-
tic and non-sarcastic videos drawn from different
sources. By showing multiple examples from our
curated dataset, we demonstrate the need for mul-
timodal learning for sarcasm detection. Conse-
quently, we developed models that leverage three
different modalities, including text, speech, and
visual signals. We also experimented with the in-
tegration of context and speaker information as
additional input for our models.

The results of the baseline experiments sup-
ported the hypothesis that multimodality is impor-
tant for sarcasm detection. In multiple evaluations,
the multimodal variants were shown to significantly
outperform their unimodal counterparts, with rela-
tive error rate reductions of up to 12.9%.

Moreover, while conducting this research, we
identified several challenges that we believe are
important to address in future research work on
multimodal sarcasm detection.

Multimodal fusion: So far, we have only ex-
plored early fusion for multimodal classification.
Future work could investigate advanced spatiotem-
poral fusion strategies (e.g., Tensor-Fusion (Zadeh
et al., 2017), CCA (Hotelling, 1936)) to better en-
code the correspondence between modalities. An-
other direction could be to create fusion strategies
that can better model incongruity among modalities
to identify sarcasm.

Multiparty conversation: The dialogues repre-
sented in our dataset are often multi-party conver-
sations. Advanced techniques to learn multimodal
relationships could incorporate better relationship
modeling (Majumder et al., 2018), and exploit mod-
els that provide gesture, facial and pose information

about the people in the scene (Cao et al., 2018).

Neural baselines: As we strove to create a high-
quality dataset with rich annotations, we had to
trade-off corpus size. Moreover, the occurrence
of sarcastic utterances itself is scanty. To focus
on effects induced by multimodal experiments, we
chose a balanced version of the dataset with a lim-
ited size. This, however, arises the problem of
over-fitting in complex neural models. As a conse-
quence, in our initial experiments, we noticed that
SVM classifiers perform better than their neural
counterparts, such as CNNs. Future work should
try to overcome this issue with solutions involving
pre-training, transfer learning, domain adaption, or
low-parameter models.

Sarcasm detection in conversational context:
Our proposed MUStARD is inherently a dialogue
level dataset where we aim to classify the last utter-
ance in the dialogue. In a dialogue, to classify an
utterance at time t, the preceding utterances at time< t can be considered as its context. In this work,
although we utilize conversational context, we ig-
nore modeling various key conversation specific
factors such as interlocutors’ goals, intents, depen-
dency, etc. (Poria et al., 2019). Considering these
factors can improve context modeling necessary for
sarcasm detection in conversational context. Fu-
ture work should try to leverage these factors to
improve the baseline scores reported in this paper.

Main speaker localization: We currently ex-
tract visual features ubiquitously for each frame.
As gesture and facial expressions are important fea-
tures for sarcasm analysis, we believe the capability
for models to identify the speakers in the multiparty
videos is likely to be beneficial for the task.

Finally, we believe the resource introduced in
this paper has the potential to enable novel research
in multimodal sarcasm detection.
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Abstract

Systems for automatic argument generation
and debate require the ability to (1) determine
the stance of any claims employed in the ar-
gument and (2) assess the specificity of each
claim relative to the argument context. Ex-
isting work on understanding claim specificity
and stance, however, has been limited to the
study of argumentative structures that are rel-
atively shallow, most often consisting of a sin-
gle claim that directly supports or opposes the
argument thesis. In this paper, we tackle these
tasks in the context of complex arguments on a
diverse set of topics. In particular, our dataset
consists of manually curated argument trees
for 741 controversial topics covering 95,312
unique claims; lines of argument are gener-
ally of depth 2 to 6. We find that as the dis-
tance between a pair of claims increases along
the argument path, determining the relative
specificity of a pair of claims becomes easier
and determining their relative stance becomes
harder.

1 Introduction

The tasks of automatic argument generation and
debate require the ability to present a diverse and
comprehensive set of supporting and opposing ar-
guments given a controversial topic. Two criti-
cal components of such systems are an ability to
determine the stance and the specificity of any
claims employed in the proposed argument. Con-
sider, for example, the argument thesis (i.e., the
topic) of Figure 1: (THESIS) Would we like to live
in the world of Harry Potter? Construction of an
argument in support or in opposition to this the-
sis necessarily requires knowing the stance of the
claims that comprise it: the claim Magic opens a
lot of interesting possibilities should be identified
as a claim in support of the THESIS, and The ca-
pacity of harm is greater when magic is involved
(HARM), as a claim in opposition. Indeed, pre-

vious work has studied this task (e.g., Bar-Haim
et al. (2017); Faulkner (2014)).

It is not sufficient, however, to determine claim
stance only with respect to the argument thesis.
Debate and argument generation systems, in gen-
eral, should also be able to determine whether two
claims that address the same line of reasoning rep-
resent the same, or the opposing stance: using De-
fense is also made easier through magic to refute
the HARM claim in Figure 1, for example, requires
recognizing that it represents the opposite stance.

The issue of claim specificity in argumentation
has been much less addressed. Existing work,
however, suggests that a high degree of speci-
ficity is correlated with argument quality and per-
suasiveness (Carlile et al., 2018; Swanson et al.,
2015). In terms of argument quality though, it is
entirely possible for the presented claims to be co-
herent and meaningful, yet be too specific within
the given discourse, and therefore be logically ir-
relevant (Dessalles, 2016). As a concrete example,
suppose we wanted to assert a claim in support
of the argument THESIS of Figure 1. While The
Unforgivable Curses are illegal...and their use is
grounds for immediate life imprisonment supports
the THESIS, it is too specific a claim to introduce
at this point in the argument. Namely, it doesn’t
flow naturally without first introducing the concept
of Unforgivable Curses.

To date, existing work on understanding claim
specificity and stance has mostly employed an-
notated monologic persuasive documents or dis-
cussion forums and, as a result has been lim-
ited to the study of argumentative structures that
are relatively shallow, most often only consisting
of claims that directly support or oppose the ar-
gument thesis (Bar-Haim et al., 2017; Faulkner,
2014).

To support the generation of diverse and po-
tentially complex arguments on a topic of choice,
we present here a dataset of manually curated
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Figure 1: Partial tree for the controversial topic “Would we like to live in the world of Harry Potter?”. Each claim’s
position towards its parent argument is indicated in the box on the edge between the claim and its parent. The full
argument tree for this topic can be found at https://www.kialo.com/is-the-world-of-harry-potter-really-the-place-
to-be-2415/2415.0=2415.1.

argument trees for 741 controversial topics cov-
ering 95,312 unique claims. In contrast to ex-
isting datasets, ours consists of argument trees
where each root node represents the argument the-
sis (main claim) and every other node represents
a claim that either supports or opposes its parent.
Taking advantage of this relatively complex argu-
mentative structure, we formulate two prediction
tasks to study relative specificity and stance. The
main contributions of our study are the following:

• We provide a publicly available dataset of ar-
gument trees consisting of a diverse set sup-
porting and opposing claims for 741 contro-
versial topics1.

• We propose two novel settings to study claim
specificity and stance in the context of a di-
verse set of supporting and opposing points.

• We control for specific aspects of the argu-
ment tree (e.g., depth, stance) in our exper-
iments to understand their effect on claim
specificity and stance detection.

2 Dataset

We extracted argument trees for 741 controversial
topics from www.kialo.com2. Kialo is a collabora-
tive platform where users provide supporting and
opposing claims for each claim related to a contro-
versial issue. Besides providing the claims them-
selves, users also help to improve the quality of

1The dataset will be made publicly available at
http://www.cs.cornell.edu/ esindurmus/.

2This covers all controversial topics on the website at the
time we collected the data.

existing claims by suggesting edits, and rating the
quality of claims. This process of collaborative
editing helps to create a high quality, diverse set
of supporting and opposing points for each con-
troversial topic3.

The dataset includes diverse set of controver-
sial topics. Each controversial topic is represented
by a thesis and tagged to be related to pre-defined
generic categories such as Politics, Ethics, Society
and Technology4. Figure 2(a) shows the number
of controversial topics with the given pre-defined
categories. The controversial topics’ theses in-
clude: “A free Press is necessary to democracy.”,
“All drugs should be legalised.”, “A society with
no gender would be better.”, “Hate speech should
be banned”, etc.

2.1 Structure of the arguments
The arguments for each controversial topic are
represented as trees. The root node of each such
tree represents the thesis of the controversial topic.
Every other node in the tree represents a claim that
either supports or opposes its parent claim. Fig-
ure 1 shows a partial argument tree for the the-
sis “Would we like to live in the world of Harry
Potter?”. We see that besides the supporting and
opposing claims for the thesis, there are support-
ing and opposing claims for the claims at different
depths. With this structure, we can identify in-
direct support/oppose relationships even between
nodes without parent-child relationships if they

3The data is crawled from this website in accordance with
the terms and conditions.

4Note that a controversial topic can be relevant to multiple
pre-defined categories.
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(a) Number of controversial topics with the given pre-
defined categories. Note that a controversial topic
could be related to multiple pre-defined categories.

(b) Number of claims at given depths. The majority of the
claims lie at the depth 3 or higher.

(c) Number of trees with given range of total number of
claims. For the majority of trees, the argument tree has
more than 30 claims in the tree. Average number of claims
per argument tree is 127.

(d) Number of trees with given range of depth. For the
majority of trees, the depth of the argument tree is 4 or
higher, and average depth per argument tree is 5.

are on the same argument path. For example,
the claim “Defense is also made easier through
magic” indirectly supports the thesis, since it is in
opposition with its parent “The capacity of harm is
greater when the magic is involved”, which is an
opposing claim to the thesis. Another observation
is that as we go deeper along an argument path, the
claims get more specific, since each claim aims to
either support or oppose its parent. For example,
while the claim “The capacity of harm is greater
when the magic is involved” refers to the general
harms that can be caused by magic, one of its child
claims “There is a great capacity to harm others
using the Unforgivable Curses” is more specific as
it refers to harm via a particular set of curses in
magic.

2.2 Data Statistics

The dataset consists of argument trees for 741
controversial topics comprised of 95, 312 unique
claims. The distribution of argument trees with
the given range of total claims, and depth is shown
in Figures 2(c) and 2(d) respectively. We see that
for the majority of trees, the depth is 4 or higher,
and the number of claims is greater than 30.

Figure 2(b) shows the total number of claims

at a given depth. We see that only 7, 618 out of
95, 312 claims are directly supporting or opposing
the theses of the controversial topics. The majority
of the claims lie at the depth 3 or higher. This
shows that the dataset has a rich set of supporting
and opposing claims for not only for the theses,
but for claims at different depths of the tree.

In total, there are 44,572 claims that are sup-
porting and 50,740 claims that are opposing their
parent claims. 90% of claims consist of 1 (61%) to
2 (29%) sentences and average number of tokens
per claim is 30.

3 Claim Specificity

Determining the relative specificity of arguments
is an important step towards being able to generate
logically relevant arguments in a given discourse
(Dessalles, 2016). For a system that disregards the
relative specificity of claims, it is entirely possible
to generate coherent and meaningful, yet logically
irrelevant claims, when the generated claims are
either too generic or specific for the given argu-
ment discourse.

In this work, we determine the relative speci-
ficity between a pair of claims that are along the
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Figure 2: Hierarchical model for stance classification. A pre-trained BERT model is used to encode pairs of claims,
which are then fed into a bi-directional GRU, to encode the path. In the figure, Ei represents the input embedding
for token TOKi, Ri represents the contextual representation for token TOKi from the final layer in the BERT
model, and Rpair i is the representation of Pair i.

same argument path from the thesis to a given leaf
claim. We note that specificity always increases
along a given path, as each child claim is address-
ing some aspect of its parent claim, by either sup-
porting or opposing, and therefore by definition
has to be more specific. While an increase in
depth is correlated with an increase in specificity
for claims within a given argument path, this cor-
relation does not necessarily hold for claims across
different argument paths within a tree5. One im-
portant note is that we use the path information
only as a way to reliably generate specificity la-
bels, without requiring human annotations. The
task of relative specificity detection itself does not
require any path information to be present, nor do
we make any assumptions in our models about the
availability of path information.

For this task, given a pair of claims, we want
the model to determine whether the second claim
is more specific than the first claim. We note that
unlike in stance prediction, we never provide the

5We also cannot guarantee that these claims are com-
pletely irrelevant and specificity comparison is not applica-
ble. We would need human annotation for these cases to be
able to make any claims for the relative specificity.

path information between a pair of claims, as this
would be equivalent to giving the gold label as in-
put to the model, since given the path, the relative
specificity is deterministic.

3.1 Results and Analysis

Baseline. We experiment with feature-based Lo-
gistic Regression (LR) model that incorporates all
the features that are shown to be effective in deter-
mining sentence specificity (Louis and Nenkova,
2012). For example, this feature list includes po-
larity of the claims (Wilson et al., 2005), number
of personal pronouns in the claims, and length of
the claims since (Louis and Nenkova, 2012) shows
that generic sentences have stronger polarity, less
number of personal pronouns and are shorter in
length. While Ko et al. (2019) has also looked
at the task of specificity prediction, we cannot di-
rectly apply their models to our data, since their
annotation scheme requires each sentence to be
labelled as general or specific, whereas we argue
that specificity is relative.

Fine-tuned BERT. We compare our baselines
with a fine-tuned BERT model (Devlin et al.,
2018). BERT is a pre-trained deep bidirectional
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Train Development Test
Specificity 196,474 77,599 79,394
Stance 159,726 60,891 65,732

Table 1: Number of examples (claim pairs) in each split
for claim specificity and claim stance tasks.

transformer model that can encode sentences into
dense vector representations. It is trained on large
un-annotated corpora such as Wikipedia and the
BooksCorpus (Zhu et al., 2015) using two differ-
ent learning objectives, namely masked language
model and next sentence prediction. These learn-
ing objectives together allow the model to learn
representations that can be easily fine-tuned to
achieve state-of-the-art performance for a wide
range of natural language processing tasks.

For relative specificity detection, we feed the
pair of claims as a single sequence with the spe-
cial [SEP] token between the claims, and a [CLS]
token at the beginning of the sequence, as shown
in Figure 2, into a pre-trained BERT model6. In
addition, we indicate each token in the first claim
(as well as the [CLS] and [SEP] tokens) as belong-
ing to sentence A, and each token in the second
claim as belonging to sentence B, which is used
by the BERT model to add the appropriate learned
sentence embedding to each token. Note that this
approach of packing a pair of claims into a sin-
gle sequence is consistent with the input represen-
tation from (Devlin et al., 2018), for tasks where
the input is a pair of sequences. We then take the
output of the [CLS] token from the final layer of
the BERT model, and feed it into a classification
layer. We fine-tune7 this architecture for relative
specificity detection.

We split our data into train, development and
test sets, by topic, which ensures that all nodes
from the same tree are confined to a single split.
We split the data in this way in order to encourage
our models to learn more domain independent fea-
tures, that are applicable across the diverse set of
controversial topics. Number of examples in each
split for each task is shown in Table 1.

Table 2 compares the performance of the dif-
6Specifically, we use the BERT-Base (Uncased) model,

which contains 12 layers of bidirectional transformers, with
a hidden size of 768 units and 12 attention heads (for a total
of 110M parameters).

7For all fine-tuning experiments with BERT, we used a
learning rate of 2e-5. We ran the fine-tuning jobs for a max-
imum of 5 epochs, and used the validation performance for
early stopping.

ferent models for relative specificity, across three
different settings. In the first setting, we evalu-
ate the models across all claim pairs that occur in
the same argument path in a given tree. We then
control for the distance between the pair, in the
second setting, by evaluating only across pairs of
nodes that are distance 1 from each other, i.e. have
a parent-child relationship. Finally, we control for
the stance, in the third setting, and evaluate across
pairs of claims that have the same stance relative
to their parent.

Analysis. Consistent with previous work (Li
and Nenkova, 2015), we find that length is highly
predictive of specificity and more specific claims
are longer than more generic claims. Across all
settings, the fine-tuned BERT model achieves the
best performance. As expected, the performance
degrades, for all models, as we control for distance
and stance, since the claims get more similar in
language, for both cases.

Table 4 shows the top weighted words by BOW
model for each class. We find that connectives
(such as also, but, because, when) are associated
more with arguments with higher specificity as
they are mostly used to add more specific informa-
tion to the claims as also found by Lugini and Lit-
man (2017), whereas concept words (such as so-
ciety, world, gender) have higher association with
more generic arguments since these words repre-
sents the concepts of the controversial topics that
people argue about.

We further evaluate our models for the claim
pairs with distance values 2 to 5 as shown in Ta-
ble 3. We find that BERT model is consistently
the best performing model for all distance pairs.
As we increase the distance, the models achieve
higher prediction performance despite having less
training examples for higher distance values.

4 Claim Stance Detection

It is not sufficient for debate and argument gener-
ation systems to determine the claim stance only
with respect to the argument thesis; it is also nec-
essary to determine the stance between any pair
of claims that address the same line of reasoning.
An argument generation system, for example, may
need to generate arguments that oppose some of
the opponent’s previous claims while supporting
some of its own previous claims during the debate
which would require to determine the stance be-
tween any candidate claims and the claims in the
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Model All pairs Distance one Same stance
Majority 50.14 50.25 49.97
Length 74.94 64.67 69.62
Bag of Words (BOW) LR 77.10 66.01 70.43
Feature-based LR 78.18 67.06 72.03
BOW + Feature based LR 79.12 67.54 73.14
Fine-tuned BERT 84.91 74.51 80.23

Table 2: Accuracy numbers for argument specificity, across the different settings.

Model d=1 d=2 d=3 d=4 d=5
Length 64.67 76.40 80.22 80.40 79.69
BOW + Feature based LR 67.54 79.98 84.46 85.14 85.66
Fine-tuned BERT 74.51 85.57 89.30 90.57 91.62

Table 3: Accuracy numbers for argument specificity at distance 2-5.

More generic More specific
should also
society but
gender only
world because

humans at
rights when
would even

government that

Table 4: Words associated with more generic and spe-
cific arguments.

previous argument discourse.
In this work, given a claim A at depth d and

claim B at depth > d along the same argument
path, we determine whether B (in)directly SUP-
PORTS or OPPOSES A (stance). If A and B do
not have parent-child relationship, we determine
whetherB indirectly SUPPORTS or OPPOSES A by
considering support/oppose relationship of each
parent-child claims between A and B. Follow-
ing the example shown in Figure 1, the claim “The
capacity of harm is greater when the magic is in-
volved” is directly supported by the claim “There
is a great capacity to harm others using the Un-
forgivable Curses”, with a direct parent-child re-
lationship. However, the argument “The Unfor-
givable Curses are illegal in the wizarding world
and their use is grounds for immediate life impris-
onment in Azkaban Prison” is indirectly oppos-
ing the same claim, by rebutting it’s parent, which
presents a supporting point for the claim.

4.1 Results and Analysis

We experiment with a feature-based Logistic Re-
gression model and a fine-tuned BERT model (De-
vlin et al., 2018) using the same strategy to split
the data into train, development and test sets as in
Section 3.1.

Baseline. Our feature-based model employs
features shown to be effective in stance detection
tasks (Mohammad et al., 2016) such as bag of
words, word match, sentiment match, document
embedding similarity, and MPQA subjectivity fea-
tures (Wilson et al., 2005)8. We cannot evaluate
the model from Sun et al. (2018) as a baseline,
as that requires additional annotations for argu-
ment phrases for the given topics. Similarly, we
cannot evaluate the model from Bar-Haim et al.
(2017) as a baseline, since it would require addi-
tional annotations for target phrases in each claim,
polarity towards the target phrases, and consis-
tent/contrastive labels between the target phrases
of two claims.

Fine-tuned BERT. We feed a pair of claims
into a pre-trained BERT model, in the same man-
ner as detailed above for relative specificity detec-
tion, and take the output of the [CLS] token from
final layer and feed it into a classifier. We fine-tune
this model for relative stance detection.

Fine-tuned BERT with path (simple). In this
model, we incorporate path information in a very
naı̈ve manner. For a given pair of claims A and

8For Featured-based LR with path, we concatenate the all
claims along an argument path, and extract features from this
concatenated sequence.
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Model Distance one All pairs
Majority 44.63 49.48
Feature-based LR 63.02 55.10
Feature-based LR with path 61.27 54.70
Fine-tuned BERT 74.84 64.08
Fine-tuned BERT with path (simple) 76.77 66.22
Fine-tuned BERT with path (hierarchical) 77.46 68.55

Table 5: Accuracy numbers for argument stance detection, across the different settings.

B, where A is a predecessor of B, we concatenate
the path of claims starting from B up to A with
each claim separated by the special [SEP] token.
We indicate each token from claim B as belong-
ing to sentence A, and the tokens from all other
claims in the path, including claim A, are indicated
as belonging to sentence B. We note that this way
of processing the input is similar to how (Devlin
et al., 2018) processed their input for the QA task.
Similar to the previous model, we feed the out-
put of the [CLS] token from the final layer into a
classifier. We then fine-tune this model for relative
stance classification.

Fine-tuned BERT with path (hierarchical).
We hypothesize that the task of determining rel-
ative stance becomes easier, if we can follow
along the argument path and determine the rela-
tive stance between parent-child claims. We in-
corporate this inductive bias into the model by
constructing a hierarchical architecture for relative
stance classification, as shown in Figure 2. First,
we feed each parent-child pair along an argument
path as a single sequence into the BERT encoder,
separated by the [SEP] token, and take the repre-
sentation of the [CLS] token from final layer of
the BERT model, as the pair representations. We
then feed the sequence of pair representations into
a bidirectional Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) (Cho
et al., 2014), to get the path representation. In our
experiments, we used a single bidirectional GRU
layer with 128 units. The output of the last token
from the forward GRU, and the output of the first
token from the backward GRU are concatenated
together to get the final path representation. We
then feed this into a classifier to predict relative
stance. We fine-tune this architecture for relative
stance classification.

Table 5 compares the performance of the differ-
ent models for argument stance detection, across
two different settings. In the first setting, we eval-
uate the models only across pairs of claims that are

distance 1 from each other, i.e. in a parent-child
relationship. In the second setting, we evaluate
the model across all pairs that occur in the same
argument path in a given tree with and without
incorporating the claims along the argument path
between these pair of claims.

Analysis. We find that the fine-tuned BERT
models perform much better than the feature based
models and baselines, across both the settings.
Also, as we hypothesized, having the argument
path information is useful for determining relative
stance between claims that do not have a parent-
child relationship, as the BERT models with path
information consistently perform better in the sec-
ond setting, with the hierarchical BERT model be-
ing the best. In our dataset, an argument path
from the tree is the best approximation that we
have for an argumentative discourse, and as such
our results suggest that considering discourse level
context is useful in determining relative stance be-
tween two claims. However, as shown by our re-
sults, our models can still be employed when there
is limited or no discourse information.

The performance degrades significantly9 in the
second setting, where we include claim pairs with
all the distances, implying that it is easier to deter-
mine the stance relative to the parent, than claims
that are further on the same path.

We do a more fine grained analysis of the per-
formance of the fine-tuned BERT models, at dif-
ferent distances, which we present in Table 6.
As expected, performance degrades for all mod-
els as the distance between the pair of claims in-
creases. We find that at distance d=4 Fine-tuned
BERT model that incorporates path information in
a simple manner performs similarly to the model
without path information. The hierarchical model,
however, performs significantly better, which fur-
ther justifies our choice to treat the argument path

9We measure the significance performing t-test.
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d=1 d=2 d=3 d=4
Number of examples 21,451 19,940 14,947 9,394
Fine-tuned BERT 74.84 60.69 58.34 55.88
Fine-tuned BERT with path (simple) 76.77 65.10 59.12 55.80
Fine-tuned BERT with path (hierarchical) 77.46 67.74 62.51 59.51

Table 6: Accuracy for relative stance at distance 1-4.

context as a hierarchical rather than a flat repre-
sentation.

5 Related Work

Argumentation Generation. Previous work in
argument generation has focused on generating
summaries of opinionated text (Wang and Ling,
2016), rebuttals for a given argument (Jitnah et al.,
2000), paraphrases from predicate/argument struc-
ture (Kozlowski et al., 2003), generation via sen-
tence retrieval (Sato et al., 2015) and developing
argumentative dialogue agents (Le et al., 2018;
Rakshit et al., 2017). The work on develop-
ing argumentative dialogue agents, in particular,
has employed mostly social media data such as
IAC (Walker et al., 2012c) to design retrieval-
based or generative models to make argumenta-
tive responses to the users. These models, how-
ever, employ very limited context in generating
the claims, and there is no notion of generating
a claim with a particular stance or the appropri-
ate level of specificity within the context. Further-
more, these models are trained on social media
conversations, which can be noisy, and as noted
by Rakshit et al. (2017), many sentences either do
not express an argument or cannot be understood
out of context. In contrast, our dataset explicitly
provides the sequence of claims in an argument
path that leads to any particular claim, which can
enable an argument generation system to generate
relevant claims, with a particular stance and at the
right level of specificity. Recent work by Hua and
Wang (2018) studies the task of generating claims
of a different stance for a given statement, how-
ever their context is limited to the given statement
and they do not take specificity into account.

Stance Detection. Previous work on claim
stance detection has studied the important linguis-
tic features to determine the stance of a claim rel-
ative to a thesis/main claim (Somasundaran and
Wiebe, 2009, 2010; Walker et al., 2012a,b; Hasan
and Ng, 2013; Sridhar et al., 2014; Thomas et al.,
2006; Yessenalina et al., 2010; Burfoot et al.,

2011; Kwon et al., 2007; Faulkner, 2014; Bar-
Haim et al., 2017). Some of these studies have
shown that simple linear classifiers with uni-gram
and n-gram features are effective for this task
(Somasundaran and Wiebe, 2010; Hasan and Ng,
2013; Mohammad et al., 2016). However, in our
setting, since we try to predict the stance between
all pairs of claims on an argument path, rather
than simply claims that are directed towards the
thesis or the parent claim, we find that the mod-
els with a hierarchical representation of the argu-
ment path, i.e. the context, significantly outper-
form these baselines.

Argument Structure and Quality. There has
been tremendous amount of work in computa-
tional argumentation mining focusing on deter-
mining argumentative components (Mochales and
Moens, 2011; Stab and Gurevych, 2014; Nguyen
and Litman, 2015) and argument structure in text
(Palau and Moens, 2009; Biran and Rambow,
2011; Feng and Hirst, 2011; Lippi and Torroni,
2015; Park and Cardie, 2014; Peldszus and Stede,
2015; Niculae et al., 2017; Rosenthal and McKe-
own, 2015), and understanding the argument qual-
ity dimensions (Wachsmuth et al., 2017; Carlile
et al., 2018) and the characteristics of persua-
sive arguments (Kelman, 1961; Burgoon et al.,
1975; Chaiken, 1987; Tykocinskl et al., 1994;
Chambliss and Garner, 1996; Durmus and Cardie,
2018; Dillard and Pfau, 2002; Cialdini, 2007;
Durik et al., 2008; Tan et al., 2014; Marquart and
Naderer, 2016; Durmus and Cardie, 2019). Ex-
isting work on claim specificity and stance detec-
tion has mostly employed datasets extracted from
monologic documents that include more shallow
support/oppose structures (Bar-Haim et al., 2017;
Faulkner, 2014). Although there has been some
work on constructing argument structure datasets
using news sources (Reed et al., 2008), micro-
texts (Peldszus, 2014) and user comments (Park
and Cardie, 2018), these structures tend to be shal-
lower and include fewer opposing claims since
they employ existing monologic texts that are rel-
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atively short. In contrast, the dataset we provide
is constructed with the goal of providing support-
ing and opposing claims for each of the claim pre-
sented in an argument tree. Therefore, these argu-
ment tree structures are deeper and have more bal-
anced number of supporting and opposing claims.

6 Conclusion

We present a new dataset of manually curated ar-
gument trees, which can open interesting avenues
of research in argumentation. We use this dataset
to study methods for determining claim stance and
relative claim specificity for complex argumenta-
tive structures. We find that it is easier to predict
stance for claims that have a parent-child relation-
ship, where as relative specificity is more difficult
to predict in the same case. For future work, it may
be interesting to understand which other models
would be effective in claim specificity and stance
detection tasks. Besides, developing techniques
to incorporate the claim stance and specificity de-
tection models in argument generation to generate
more coherent and consistent arguments is another
interesting research direction to be explored.
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Abstract

Neural models have been investigated for
sentiment classification over constituent trees.
They learn phrase composition automatically
by encoding tree structures but do not explic-
itly model sentiment composition, which re-
quires to encode sentiment class labels. To
this end, we investigate two formalisms with
deep sentiment representations that capture
sentiment subtype expressions by latent vari-
ables and Gaussian mixture vectors, respec-
tively. Experiments on Stanford Sentiment
Treebank (SST) show the effectiveness of sen-
timent grammar over vanilla neural encoders.
Using ELMo embeddings, our method gives
the best results on this benchmark.

1 Introduction

Determining the sentiment polarity at or below the
sentence level is an important task in natural lan-
guage processing. Sequence structured models (Li
et al., 2015; McCann et al., 2017) have been ex-
ploited for modeling each phrase independently.
Recently, tree structured models (Zhu et al., 2015;
Tai et al., 2015; Teng and Zhang, 2017) were lever-
aged for learning phrase compositions in sentence
representation given the syntactic structure. Such
models classify the sentiment over each constituent
node according to its hidden vector through tree
structure encoding.

Though effective, existing neural methods do not
consider explicit sentiment compositionality (Mon-
tague, 1974). Take the sentence “The movie is not
very good, but I still like it” in Figure 1 as example
(Dong et al., 2015), over the constituent tree, sen-
timent signals can be propagated from leaf nodes
to the root, going through negation, intensification
and contrast according to the context. Modeling
such signal channels can intuitively lead to more

∗Work was done when the first author was visiting West-
lake University. The third author is the corresponding author.
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Figure 1: Example of sentiment composition

interpretable and reliable results. To model sen-
timent composition, direct encoding of sentiment
signals (e.g., +1/-1 or more fine-grained forms) is
necessary.

To this end, we consider a neural network gram-
mar with latent variables. In particular, we em-
ploy a grammar as the backbone of our approach in
which nonterminals represent sentiment signals and
grammar rules specify sentiment compositions. In
the simplest version of our approach, nonterminals
are sentiment labels from SST directly, resulting in
a weighted grammar. To model more fine-grained
emotions (Ortony and Turner, 1990), we consider
a latent variable grammar (LVG, Matsuzaki et al.
(2005), Petrov et al. (2006)), which splits each non-
terminal into subtypes to represent subtle sentiment
signals and uses a discrete latent variable to denote
the sentiment subtype of a phrase. Finally, inspired
by the fact that sentiment can be modeled with
a low dimensional continuous space (Mehrabian,
1980), we introduce a Gaussian mixture latent vec-
tor grammar (GM-LVeG, Zhao et al. (2018)), which
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associates each sentiment signal with a continuous
vector instead of a discrete variable.

Experiments on SST show that explicit mod-
eling of sentiment composition leads to signifi-
cantly improved performance over standard tree
encoding, and models that learn subtle emotions
as hidden variables give better results than coarse-
grained models. Using a bi-attentive classifica-
tion network (Peters et al., 2018) as the encoder,
out final model gives the best results on SST. To
our knowledge, we are the first to consider neural
network grammars with latent variables for senti-
ment composition. Our code will be released at
https://github.com/Ehaschia/bi-tree-lstm-crf.

2 Related Work

Phrase-level sentiment analysis Li et al. (2015)
and McCann et al. (2017) proposed sequence struc-
tured models that predict the sentiment polarities
of the individual phrases in a sentence indepen-
dently. Zhu et al. (2015), Le and Zuidema (2015),
Tai et al. (2015) and Gupta and Zhang (2018) pro-
posed Tree-LSTM models to capture bottom-up
dependencies between constituents for sentiment
analysis. In order to support information flow bidi-
rectionally over trees, Teng and Zhang (2017) intro-
duced a Bi-directional Tree-LSTM model that adds
a top-down component after Tree-LSTM encoding.
These models handle sentiment composition im-
plicitly and predict sentiment polarities only based
on embeddings of current nodes. In contrast, we
model sentiment explicitly.

Sentiment composition Moilanen and Pulman
(2007) introduced a seminal model for sentiment
composition (Montague, 1974), composed positive,
negative and neutral (+1/-1/0) singles hierarchi-
cally. Taboada et al. (2011) proposed a lexicon-
based method for addressing sentence level contex-
tual valence shifting phenomena such as negation
and intensification. Choi and Cardie (2008) used a
structured linear model to learn semantic composi-
tionality relying on a set of manual features. Dong
et al. (2015) developed a statistical parser to learn
the sentiment structure of a sentence. Our method
is similar in that grammars are used to model se-
mantic compositionality. But we consider neural
methods instead of statistical methods for senti-
ment composition. Teng et al. (2016) proposed a
simple weighted-sum model of introducing senti-
ment lexicon features to LSTM for sentiment analy-
sis. They used -2 to 2 represent sentiment polarities.

In contrast, we model sentiment subtypes with la-
tent variables and combine the strength of neural
encoder and hierarchical sentiment composition.

Latent Variable Grammar There has been a
line of work using discrete latent variables to en-
rich coarse-grained constituent labels in phrase-
structure parsing (Johnson, 1998; Matsuzaki et al.,
2005; Petrov et al., 2006; Petrov and Klein, 2007).
Our work is similar in that discrete latent variables
are used to model sentiment polarities. To our
knowledge, we are the first to consider modeling
fine-grained sentiment signals by investigating dif-
ferent types of latent variables. Recently, there has
been work using continuous latent vectors for mod-
eling syntactic categories (Zhao et al., 2018). We
consider their grammar also in modeling sentiment
polarities.

3 Baseline

We take the constituent Tree-LSTM as our baseline,
which extends sequential LSTM to tree-structured
network topologies. Formally, our model computes
a parent representation from its two children in a
Tree-LSTM:
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 (1)

cp = i⊗ g + fl ⊗ cl + fr ⊗ cr (2)

hp = o⊗ tanh(cp) (3)

where Wt ∈ R5Dh×3Dh and bt ∈ R3Dh are train-
able parameters, ⊗ is the Hadamard product and
x represents the input of leaf node. Our formula-
tion is a special case of the N -ary Tree-LSTM (Tai
et al., 2015) with N = 2.

Existing work (Tai et al. (2015), Zhu et al.
(2015)) performs softmax classification on each
node according to the state vetcor h on each node
for sentiment analysis. We follow this method in
our baseline model.

4 Sentiment Grammars

We investigate sentiment grammars as a layer of
structured representation on top of a tree-LSTM,
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which model the correlation between different sen-
timent labels over a tree. Depending on how a
sentiment label is represented, we develop three in-
creasingly complex models. In particular, the first
model, which is introduced in Section 4.1, uses a
weighted grammar to model the first-order corre-
lation between sentiment labels in a tree. It can
be regarded as a PCFG model. The second model,
which is introduced in Section 4.2, introduces a dis-
crete latent variable for a refined representation of
sentiment classes. Finally, the third model, which
is introduced in Section 4.3, considers a continuous
latent representation of sentiment classes.

4.1 Weighted Grammars
Formally, a sentiment grammar is defined as
G = (N,S,Σ, Rt, Re,Wt,We), where N =
{A,B,C, ...} is a finite set of sentiment polari-
ties, S ∈ N is the start symbol, Σ is a finite set
of terminal symbols representing words such that
N ∩ Σ = ∅, Rt is the transition rule set contain-
ing production rules of the form X � α where
X ∈ N and α ∈ N+; Re is the emission rule set
containing production rules of the form X � w
where X ∈ N and w ∈ Σ+. Wt and We are sets
of weights indexed by production rules in Rt and
Re, respectively. Different from standard formal
grammars, for each sentiment polarity in a parse
tree our sentiment grammar invokes one emission
rule to generate a string of terminals and invokes
zero or one transition rule to product its child senti-
ment polarities. This is similar to the behavior of
hidden Markov models. Therefore, in a parse tree
each non-leaf node is a sentiment polarity and is
connected to exactly one leaf node which is a string
of terminals. The terminals that are connected to
the parent node can be obtained by concatenating
the leaf nodes of its child nodes. Figure 2 shows an
example for our sentiment grammar. In this paper,
we only consider Rt in the Chomsky normal form
(CNF) for clarity of presentation. However, it is
straightforward to extend our formulation to the
general case.

The score of a sentiment tree T conditioned on
a sentence w is defined as follows:

S(T |w,K) =
∏

rt∈T
Wn(rt)×

∏

re∈T
We(re) (4)

where rt and re represent a transition rule and
an emission rule in sentiment parse tree T , re-
spectively. We specify the transition weights Wn

with a non-negative rank-3 tensor. We compute

CB

A

A

B

𝑤1 𝑤2

𝑤1:2 𝑤3

𝑤1:3

Figure 2: Sentiment grammar example. Here yellow
nodes are leaf nodes of green constituent nodes, blue
line B � w1 and black line A � BC represent an
emission rule and a transition rule, respectively.

the non-negative weight of each emission rule
We(X � wi:j) by applying a single layer per-
ceptron fX and an exponential function to the neu-
ral encoder state vector hi:j representing the con-
stituent wi:j .

Sentiment grammars provides a principled way
for explicitly modeling sentiment composition, and
through parameterizing the emission rules with neu-
ral encoders, it can take the advantage of deep learn-
ing. In particular, by adding a weighted grammar
on top of a tree-LSTM, our model is reminiscent
of LSTM-CRF in the sequence structure.

4.2 Latent Variable Grammars
Inspired by categorical models (Ortony and Turner,
1990) which regard emotions as an overlay over a
series of basic emotions, we extend our sentiment
grammars with Latent Variable Grammars (LVGs;
Petrov et al. (2006)), which refine each constituent
tree node with a discrete latent variables, splitting
each observed sentiment polarity into finite unob-
served sentiment subtypes. We refer to trees over
unsplit sentiment polarities as unrefined trees and
trees over sentiment subtypes as refined trees.

Suppose that the sentiment polaritiesA,B andC
of a transition rule A � BC are split into nA, nB
and nC subtypes, respectively. The weights of the
refined transition rule can be represented by a non-
negative rank-3 tensor WA�BC ∈ RnA×nB×nC .
Similarly, given an emission rule A � wi:j , the
weights of its refined rules by splitting A into nA
subtypes is a non-negative vector WA�wi:j ∈ RnA

calculated by an exponential function and a single
layer perceptron fA:

WA�wi:j = exp(fA(hi:j)) (5)

where hi:j is the vector representation of con-
stituent wi:j . The score of a refined parse tree
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is defined as the product of weights of all transition
rules and emission rules that make up the refined
parse tree, similar to Equation 4. The score of an
unrefined parse tree is then defined as the sum of
the scores of all refined trees that are consistent
with it.

Note that Weighted Grammar (WG) can be
viewed as a special case of LVGs where each senti-
ment polarity has one subtype.

4.3 Gaussian Mixture Latent Vector
Grammars

Inspired by continuous models (Mehrabian, 1980)
which model emotions in a continuous low dimen-
sional space, we employ Latent Vector Grammars
(LVeGs) (Zhao et al., 2018) that associate each
sentiment polarity with a latent vector space repre-
senting the set of sentiment subtypes. We follow
the idea of Gaussian Mixture LVeGs (GM-LVeGs)
(Zhao et al., 2018), which uses Gaussian mixtures
to model weight functions. Because Gaussian mix-
tures have the nice property of being closed under
product, summation, and marginalization, learning
and parsing can be done efficiently using dynamic
programming

In GM-LVeG, the weight function of a transition
or emission rule r is defined as a Gaussian mixture
with Kr mixture components:

Wr(r) =

Kr∑

k=1

ρr,kN (r|µr,k,Σr,k) (6)

where r is the concatenation of the latent vectors
representing subtypes for sentiment polarities in
rule r, ρr,k > 0 is the k-th mixing weight (the
Kr mixture weights do not necessarily sum up
to 1), and N (r|µr,k,Σr,k) denotes the k-th Gaus-
sian distribution parameterized by mean µr,k and
co-variance matrix Σr,k. For an emission rule
A � wi:j , all the Gaussian mixture parameters
are calculated by single layer perceptrons from the
vector representation hi:j of constituent wi:j :

ρr,k = exp(fρ,kA (hi:j))

µr,k = fµ,kA (hi:j) (7)

Σr,k = exp(fΣ,kA (hi:j))

For the sake of computational efficiency, we use
Gaussian distributions with diagonal co-variance
matrices.

4.4 Parsing
The goal of our task is to find the most probable
sentiment parse tree T ∗, given a sentencew and its
constituency parse tree skeleton K. The polarity of
the root node represents the polarity of the whole
sentence, and the polarity of a constituent node is
considered as the polarity of the phrase spanned by
the node. Formally, T ∗ is defined as:

T ∗ = argmax
T∈G(w,K)

P (T |w,K) (8)

where G(w,K) denotes the set of unrefined
sentiment parse trees for w with skeleton K.
P (T |w,K) is defined based on the parse tree score
Equation 4:

P (T |w,K) =
S(T |w,K)∑
T̂∈K S(T̂ |w,K)

. (9)

Note that unlike syntactic parsing, on SST we do
not need to consider structural ambiguity, and thus
resolving only rule ambiguity.
T ∗ can be found using dynamic programming

such as the CYK algorithm for WG. However, pars-
ing becomes intractable with LVGs and LVeGs
since we have to compute the score of an unre-
fined parse tree by summing over all of its refined
versions. We use the best performing max-rule-
product decoding algorithm (Petrov et al., 2006;
Petrov and Klein, 2007) for approximate parsing,
which searches for the parse tree that maximizes
the product of the posteriors (or expected counts)
of unrefined rules in the parse tree. The detailed
procedure is described below, which is based on
the classic inside-outside algorithm.

For LVGs, we first use dynamic programming
to recursively calculate the inside score function
sAI (a, i, j) and outside score function sAO(a, i, j)
for each sentiment polarity over each span wi:j

consistent with skeleton K using Equation 10
and Equation 11 in Table 1, respectively. Simi-
larly for LVeGs, we recursively calculate inside
score function sAI (a, i, j) and outside score func-
tion sAO(a, i, j) in LVeG are calculated by Equa-
tion 13 and Equation 14 in Table 1, in which we
replace the sum of discrete variables in Equation 10-
11 with the integral of continuous vectors. Next,
using Equation 12 and Equation 15 in Table 1, we
calculate the score s(A � BC, i, k, j) for LVG
and LVeG, respectively, where 〈A � BC, i, k, j〉
represents an anchored transition rule A � BC
with A, B and C spanning phrasewi:j ,wi,k−1 and
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sAI (a, i, j) =
∑

A�BC∈Rt

∑

b∈N

∑

c∈N
WA�wi:j (a) WA�BC(a, b, c)× sBI (b, i, k) sCI (c, k + 1, j) .(10)

sAO(a, i, j) =
∑

B�CA∈Rt

∑

b∈N

∑

c∈N
WA�wi:j (a) WB�CA(b, c, a)× sBO(b, k, j) sCI (c, k, i− 1)

+
∑

B�AC∈Rt

∑

b∈N

∑

c∈N
WA�wi:j (a) WB�AC(b, a, c)× sBO(b, i, k) sCI (c, j + 1, k) .(11)

s(A � BC, i, k, j) =
∑

a∈N

∑

b∈N

∑

c∈N
WA�BC(a, b, c)× sAO(a, i, j)× sBI (b, i, k)× sCI (c, k + 1, j) . (12)

sAI (a, i, j) =
∑

A�BC∈Rt

∫∫
WA�wi:j (a)WA�BC(a, b, c)× sBI (b, i, k)sCI (c, k + 1, j) dbdc .(13)

sAO(a, i, j) =
∑

B�CA∈Rt

∫∫
WA�wi:j (a)WB�CA(b, c,a)× sBO(b, k, j)sCI (c, k, i− 1) dbdc

+
∑

B�AC∈Rt

∫∫
WA�wi:j (a)WB�AC(b,a, c)× sBO(b, i, k)sCI (c, j + 1, k) dbdc.(14)

s(A � BC, i, k, j) =

∫∫∫
WA�BC(a, b, c)× sAO(a, i, j)× sBI (b, i, k)× sCI (c, k + 1, j) dadbdc .(15)

Table 1: Equation 10-12 calculate the inside score, outside score and production rule score for LVG, respectively.
Equation 13-15 is used for LVeG. Equation 10 and Equation 13 are the inside score functions of a sentiment
polarity A over its spanwi:j in the sentencew1:n. Equation 11 and Equation 14 are the outside score functions of
a sentiment polarity A over a span wi:j in the sentence w1:n. Equation 12 and Equation 15: the production rule
score function of a rule A � BC with sentiment polarities A, B, and C spanning wordswi:j ,wi,k−1, andwk+1:j

respectively. Here we use lower case letters a, b, c . . . represent discrete subtypes of sentiment polarities A, B,
C . . . in LVG and use bold lower case letters a, b, c . . . represent continuous subtypes of sentiment polarities in
LVeG. Note that spans such as wi:j mentioned above are all given by the skeleton K of sentence w1:n.

wk+1:j (all being consistent with skeleton K), re-
spectively. The posterior (or expected count ) of
〈A � BC, i, k, j〉 can be calculate as follows:

q(A � BC, i, k, j) =
s(A �, BC, i, k, j)

sI(S, 1, n)
, (16)

where sI(S, 1, n) is the inside score for the start
symbol S over the whole sentence w1:n. Then we
can run CYK algorithm to identify the parse tree
that maximizes the product of rule posteriors. It’s
objective function is given by:

T ∗q = argmax
Tq∈G(w,K)

∏

e∈T
q(e) (17)

where e ranges over all the transition rules in the
sentiment parse tree T .

Note that the equations in Table 1 are tailored
for our sentiment grammars and differ from their
standard versions in two aspects. First, we take

into account the additional emission rules in the
inside and outside computation; second, the parse
tree skeleton is assumed given and hence the split
point k is prefixed in all the equations.

4.5 Learning

Given a training dataset D = {Ti,wi,Ki|i =
1 . . .m} containing m samples, where Ti is the
gold sentiment parse tree for the sentence wi with
its corresponding gold tree skeleton Ki. The dis-
criminative learning objective is to minimize the
negative log conditional likelihood:

L(Θ) = − log
m∏

i=1

PΘ(Ti|wi,Ki) , (18)

where Θ represents the set of trainable parameters
of our models. We optimize the objective with
gradient-based methods. In particular, gradients are
first calculated over the sentiment grammar layer,
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before being back-propagated to the tree-LSTM
layer.

The gradient computation for the three models
involves computing expected counts of rules, which
has been described in Section 4.4. For WG and
LVG, the derivative of Wr, the parameter of an
unrefined production rule r is:

∂L(Θ)

∂Wr
=

m∑

i=1

(EΘ[fr(t)|Ti]− EΘ[fr(t)|wi]),(19)

where EΘ[fr(t)|Ti] denotes the expected count of
the unrefined production rule r with respect to PΘ

in the set of refined trees t, which are consistent
with the observed parse tree T . Similarly, we use
EΘ[fr(t)|wi] for the expectation over all deriva-
tions of the sentence wi.

For LVeG, the derivative with respect to Θr, the
parameters of the weight function Wr(r) of an
unrefined production rule r is:

∂L(Θ)

∂Θr
=

m∑

i=1

∫ (
∂Wr(r)

∂Θr
(20)

× EΘ[fr(t)|wi]− EΘ[fr(t)|Ti]
Wr(r)

)
dr .

The two expectations in Equation 19 and 20 can
be efficiently computed using the inside-outside
algorithm in Table 1. The derivative of the param-
eters of neural encoder can be derived from the
derivative of the parameters of the emission rules.

5 Experiments

To investigate the effectiveness of modeling sen-
timent composition explicitly and using discrete
variables or continuous vectors to model sentiment
subtypes, we compare standard constituent Tree-
LSTM (ConTree) with our models ConTree+WG,
ConTree+LVG and ConTree+LVeG, respectively.
To show the universality of our approaches, we also
experiment with the combination of a state-of-the-
art sequence structured model, bi-attentive classifi-
cation network (BCN, Peters et al. (2018)), with our
model: BCN+WG, BCN+LVG and BCN+LVeG.

5.1 Data

We use Stanford Sentiment TreeBank (SST, Socher
et al. (2013)) for our experiments. Each constituent
node in a phrase-structured tree is manually as-
signed an integer sentiment polarity from 0 to 4,
which correspond to five sentiment classes: very

negative, negative, neutral, positive and very pos-
itive, respectively. The root label represents the
sentiment label of the whole sentence. The con-
stituent node label represents the sentiment label of
the phrase it spans. We perform both binary classi-
fication (-1, 1) and fine-grained classification (0-4),
called SST-2 and SST-5, respectively. Following
previous work, we use the labels of all phrases and
gold-standard tree structures for training and test-
ing. For binary classification, we merge all positive
labels and negative labels.

5.2 Experimental Settings

Hyper-parameters For ConTree, word vectors
are initialized using Glove (Pennington et al., 2014)
300-dimensional embeddings and are updated to-
gether with other parameters. We set the hidden
size of hidden units is 300. Adam (Kingma and
Ba, 2014) is used to optimize the parameters with
learning rate is 0.001. We adopt Dropout after the
Embedding layer with a probability of 0.5. The
sentence level mini-batch size is 32. For BCN ex-
periment, we follow the model setting in McCann
et al. (2017) except the sentence level mini-batch
is set to 8.

5.3 Development Experiments

We use the SST development dataset to investigate
different configurations of our latent variables and
Gaussian mixtures. The best performing parame-
ters on the development set are used in all following
experiments.

LVG subtype numbers To explore the suitable
number of latent variables to model subtypes of a
sentiment polarity, we evaluate our ConTree+LVG
model with different number of latent variables
from 1 to 8. Figure 6(a) shows that there is an
upward trend while the number of hidden variables
n increases from 1 to 4. After reaching the peak
when n = 4, the accuracy decreases as the number
of latent variable continue to increase. We thus
choose n = 4 for remaining experiments.

LVeG Gaussian dimensions We investigate the
influence of the latent vector dimension on the accu-
racy for ConTree+LVeG. The component number
of Gaussian mixtures is fixed to 1, Figure 6(b) illu-
minates that as the dimension increases from 1 to 8,
there is a rise of accuracy from 1 to 2, followed by
a decrease from 2 to 8. Thus we set the Gaussian
dimension to 2 for remaining experiments.
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Figure 6: Sentence level accuraicies on the development dataset. Figure (a) shows the performance of Con-
Tree+LVG with different latent variables. Figure (b) and Figure (c) show the performance of ConTree+LVeG
with different Gaussian dims and Gaussian mixture component numbers, respectively.

Model SST-5 Root SST-5 Phrase SST-2 Root SST-2 Phrase
ConTree (Le and Zuidema, 2015) 49.9 - 88.0 -
ConTree (Tai et al., 2015) 51.0 - 88.0 -
ConTree (Zhu et al., 2015) 50.1 - - -
ConTree (Li et al., 2015) 50.4 83.4 86.7 -
ConTree (Our implementation) 51.5 82.8 89.4 86.9
ConTree + WG 51.7 83.0 89.7 88.9
ConTree + LVG4 52.2 83.2 89.8 89.1
ConTree + LVeG 52.9 83.4 89.8 89.5

Table 2: Experimental results with constituent Tree-LSTMs.

Model
SST-5 SST-2

Root Phrase Root Phrase
BCN(P) 54.7 - - -
BCN(O) 54.6 83.3 91.4 88.8
BCN+WG 55.1 83.5 91.5 90.5
BCN+LVG4 55.5 83.5 91.7 91.3
BCN+LVeG 56.0 83.5 92.1 91.6

Table 3: Experimental results with ELMo. BCN(P) is
the BCN implemented by Peters et al. (2018). BCN(O)
is the BCN implemented by ourselves.

LVeG Gaussian mixture component numbers
Future 6(c) shows the performance of different
component numbers with fixing the Gaussian di-
mension to 2. With the increase of Gaussian com-
ponent number, the fine-grained sentence level ac-
curacy declines slowly. The best performance is
obtained when the component number Kr = 1,
which we choose for remaining experiments.

5.4 Main Results

We re-implement constituent Tree-LSTM (Con-
Tree) of Tai et al. (2015) and obtain better results
than their original implementation. We then in-
tegrate ConTree with Weighted Grammars (Con-
Tree+WG), Latent Variable Grammars with a sub-

type number of 4 (ConTree+LVG4), and Latent
Variable Grammars (ConTree+LVeG), respectively.
Table 2 shows the experimental results for senti-
ment classification on both SST-5 and SST-2 at the
sentence level (Root) and all nodes (Phrase).

The performance improvement of ConTree+WG
over ConTree reflects the benefit of handling
sentiment composition explicitly. Particularly
the phrase level binary classification task, Con-
Tree+WG improves the accuracy by 2 points.

Compared with ConTree+WG, ConTree+LVG4
improves the fine-grained sentence level accuracy
by 0.5 point, which demonstrates the effectiveness
of modeling the sentiment subtypes with discrete
variables. Similarly, incorporating Latent Vector
Grammar into the constituent Tree-LSTM, the per-
formance improvements, especially on the sentence
level SST-5, demonstrate the effectiveness of mod-
eling sentiment subtypes with continuous vectors.
The performance improvements of ConTree+LVeG
over ConTree+LVG4 show the advantage of infinite
subtypes over finite subtypes.

There has also been work using large-scale ex-
ternal datasets to improve performances of senti-
ment classification. Peters et al. (2018) combined
bi-attentive classification network (BCN, McCann
et al. (2017)) with a pretrained language model
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Figure 7: Changes in phrase level 5-class accuracies of
our methods over ConTree.

with character convolutions on a large-scale cor-
pus (ELMo) and reported an accuracy of 54.7 on
sentence-level SST-5. For fair comparison, we
also augment our model with ELMo. Table 3
shows that our methods beat the baseline on ev-
ery task. BCN+WG improves accuracies on all
task slightly by modeling sentiment composition
explicitly. The obvious promotion of BCN+LVG4
and BCN+LVeG shows that explicitly modeling
sentiment composition with fine-grained sentiment
subtypes is useful. Particularly, BCN+LVeG im-
proves the sentence level classification accurracies
by 1.4 points (fine-grained) and 0.7 points (binary)
compared to BCN (our implementation), respec-
tively. To our knowledge, we achieve the best re-
sults on the SST dataset.

5.5 Analysis

We make further analysis of our methods based on
the constituent Tree-LSTM model. In the follow-
ing, using WG, LVG and LVeG denote our three
methods, respectively.

Impact on words and phrases Figure 7 shows
the accuracy improvements over ConTree on
phrases of different heights. Here the height h
of a phrase in parse tree is defined as the distance
between its corresponding constituent node and the
deepest leaf node in its subtree. The improvement
of our methods on word nodes, whose height is 0,
is small because neural networks and word embed-
dings can already capture the emotion of words.
In fact, the accuracy of ConTree on word nodes
reaches 98.1%. As the height increases, the per-
formance of our methods increase, expect for the
accuracies of WG when h ≥ 10 since the coarse-
grained sentiment representation is far difficulty for
handling too many sentiment compositions over the
tree structure. The performance improvements of

Figure 8: Top left is the normalized confusion matrix
on the 5-class phrase level test dataset for ConTree.
The others are the performance changs of our model
over ConTree. Value in each cell is written with a unit
of ×10−2

LVG4 and LVeG when h ≥ 10 show modeling fine-
grained sentiment signals can represent sentiment
of higher phrases better.

Impact on sentiment polarities Figure 8 shows
the performance changes of our models over Con-
Tree on different sentiment polarities. The accuracy
of every sentiment polarity on WG over ConTree
improves slightly. Compared with ConTree, the
accuracies of LVG4 and LVeG on extreme sen-
timents (the strong negative and strong positive
sentiments) receive significant improvement. In
addition, the proportion of extreme emotions mis-
classified as weak emotions (the negative and posi-
tive sentiments) drops dramatically. It indicates that
LVG4 and LVeG can capture the subtle difference
between extreme sentiments and weak sentiments
by modeling sentiment subtypes explicitly.

Visualization of sentiment subtypes To investi-
gate whether our LVeG can accurately model differ-
ent emotional subtypes, we visualize all the strong
negative sentiment phrases with length below 6
that are classified correctly in a 2D space. Since
in LVeG, 2-dimension 1-component Gaussian mix-
tures are used to model a distribution over subtypes
of a specific sentiment of phrases, we directly rep-
resent phrases by their Gaussian means µ. From
Figure 9, we see that boring emotions such as “Ex-
tremely boring” and “boring” (green dots) are lo-
cated at the bottom left, stupid emotions such as
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Boring

bloody mess .

Figure 9: Visualization of correlation of phrases not
longer than 5 in the strong negative sentiment space

“stupider” and “Ridiculous” (red dots) are mainly
located at the top right and negative emotions with
no special emotional tendency such as “hate” and
“bad” (blue dots) are evenly distributed throughout
the space. This demonstrates that LVeG can capture
sentiment subtypes.

6 Conclusion

We presented a range of sentiment grammars for
using neural networks to model sentiment com-
position explicitly, and empirically showed that
explicit modeling of sentiment composition with
fine-grained sentiment subtypes gives better perfor-
mance compared to state-of-the-art neural network
models in sentiment analysis. By using EMLo em-
beddings, our final model improves fine-grained
accuracies by 1.3 points compare to the current
best result.
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Abstract

Text classification approaches have usually re-
quired task-specific model architectures and
huge labeled datasets. Recently, thanks to the
rise of text-based transfer learning techniques,
it is possible to pre-train a language model in
an unsupervised manner and leverage them to
perform effectively on downstream tasks. In
this work we focus on Japanese and show the
potential use of transfer learning techniques in
text classification. Specifically, we perform bi-
nary and multi-class sentiment classification
on the Rakuten product review and Yahoo
movie review datasets. We show that trans-
fer learning-based approaches perform better
than task-specific models trained on 3 times
as much data. Furthermore, these approaches
perform just as well for language modeling
pre-trained on 1

30 of Wikipedia. We release our
pre-trained models and code as open source.

1 Introduction

Sentiment analysis is a well-studied task in the
field of natural language processing and informa-
tion retrieval (Sadegh et al., 2012; Hussein, 2018).
In the past few years, researchers have made sig-
nificant progress from models that make use of
deep learning techniques.(Kim, 2014; Lai et al.,
2015; Chen et al., 2017; Lin et al., 2017). How-
ever, while there has been significant progress in
sentiment analysis for English, not much effort
has been invested in analyzing Japanese due to its
sparse nature and the dependency on large datasets
required by deep learning. Japanese script con-
tains no whitespace, and sentences may be am-
biguous such that there are multiple ways to split
characters into words, each with a completely dif-
ferent meaning. To see if existing research can
make progress in Japanese, we make use of re-
cent transfer learning models such as ELMo (Pe-
ters et al., 2018), ULMFiT (Howard and Ruder,

2018), and BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) to each pre-
train a language model which can then be used to
perform downstream tasks. We test the models on
binary and multi-class classification.

Figure 1: Transfer learning-based text classification.
First, we train the LM on a large corpus. Then, we fine-
tune it on a target corpus. Finally, we train the classifier
using labeled examples.

The training process involves three stages as il-
lustrated in Figure 1. The basic idea is similar
to how fine-tuning ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009)
helps many computer vision tasks (Huh et al.,
2016). However, this model does not require la-
beled data for pre-training. Instead, we pre-train
a language model in unsupervised manner and
then fine-tune it on a domain-specific dataset to
efficiently classify using much less data. This is
highly desired since there is a lack of large labeled
datasets in practice.

2 Contributions

The following are the primary contributions of this
paper:

• We experiment ELMo, ULMFiT and BERT
on Japanese datasets including binary and 5-
class datasets.

• We do several ablation studies that are helpful
for understanding the effectiveness of trans-
fer learning in Japanese sentiment analysis.

• We release our pre-trained models and code12

1base.exawizards.com
2allennlp.org/elmo
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3 Related Work

Here we briefly review the popular neural embed-
dings and classification model architectures.

3.1 Word Embeddings

Word embedding is defined as the representa-
tion of a word as a dense vector. There have
been many neural network implementations, in-
cluding word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013), fast-
text (Joulin et al., 2016) and Glove (Penning-
ton et al., 2014) that embed using a single layer
and achieve state-of-the-art performance in vari-
ous NLP tasks. However, these embeddings are
not context-specific: in the phrases ”I washed my
dish” and ”I ate my dish”, the word ”dish” refers
to different things but are still represented by the
same embedding.

3.2 Contextualized Word Embeddings

Instead of fixed vector embeddings, Cove (Mc-
Cann et al., 2017) uses a machine translation
model to embed each word within the context of
its sentence. The model includes a bidirectional
LSTM encoder and a unidirectional LSTM de-
coder with attention, and only the encoder is used
for downstream task-specific models. However,
pre-training is limited by the availability of par-
allel corpora. (e.g. English-French)

ELMo, short for Embeddings from Language
Model (Peters et al., 2018) overcomes this issue by
taking advantage of large monolingual data in an
unsupervised way. The core foundation of ELMo
is the bidirectional language model which learns
to predict the probability of a target word given a
sentence by combining forward and backward lan-
guage models. ELMo also requires task-specific
models for downstream tasks.

Howard and Ruder (2018) proposed a single-
model architecture, ULMFiT, that can be used
in both pre-training and task-specific fine-tuning.
They use novel techniques such as discriminative
fine-tuning and slanted triangular learning rates
for stable fine-tuning. OpenAI extended the idea
by introducing GPT, a multi-layer transformer de-
coder (Radford et al., 2018). While ELMo uses
shallow concatenation of forward and backward
language models, ULMFiT and OpenAI GPT are
unidirectional.

Devlin et al. argues that this limits the power
of pre-trained representations by not incorporat-
ing bidirectional context, crucial for word-level

tasks such as question answering. They pro-
posed a multi-layer transformer encoder-based
model, BERT, trained on masked language mod-
eling (MLM) and next sentence prediction (NSP)
tasks. MLM allows bidirectional training by ran-
domly masking 15% of words in each sentence in
order to predict them, and NSP helps tasks such as
question answering by predicting the order of two
sentences.

3.3 Text Classification

Many models have been invented for English text
classification, including KimCNN (Kim, 2014),
LSTM (Chen et al., 2017), Attention (Chen et al.,
2017), RCNN (Lai et al., 2015), etc. However,
not much has been done for Japanese. To the
best of our knowledge, the current state-of-the-
art for Japanese text classification uses shallow
(context-free) word embeddings for text classifi-
cation (Peinan and Mamoru, 2015; Nio and Mu-
rakami, 2018). Sun et al. (2018) proposed the Su-
per Characters method that converts sentence clas-
sification into image classification by projecting
text into images.

Zhang and LeCun (2017) did an exten-
sive study of different ways of encoding Chi-
nese/Japanese/Korean (CJK) and English lan-
guages, covering 14 datasets and 473 combina-
tions of different encodings including one-hot,
character glyphs, and embeddings and linear, fast-
text and CNN models.

This paper investigates transfer learning-based
methods for sentiment analysis that is compara-
ble to above mentioned models including Zhang
and LeCun (2017) and Sun et al. (2018) for the
Japanese language.

4 Dataset

Our work is based on the Japanese Rakuten prod-
uct review binary and 5 class datasets, provided in
Zhang and LeCun (2017) and an Yahoo movie re-
view dataset.3 Table 1 provides a summary. The
Rakuten dataset is used for comparison purposes,
while the Yahoo dataset is used for ablation stud-
ies due to its smaller size. For the Rakuten dataset,
80% is used for training, 20% for validation, and
the test set is taken from Zhang and LeCun (2017);
for the Yahoo dataset, 60% is used for training,
20% for validation, and 20% for testing. We used

3github.com/dennybritz/sentiment-analysis
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Dataset Classes Train Test
Rakuten full 5 4,000,000 500,000

Rakuten binary 2 3,400,000 400,000
Yahoo binary 2 30545 7637

Table 1: Datasets

the Japanese Wikipedia4 for pre-training the lan-
guage model for all models so that comparison
would be fair.

5 Training

5.1 Pre-Training Language Model

Pre-training a language model is the most expen-
sive part but we train it only once and fine-tune on
a target task. We used 1 NVIDIA Quadro GV100
for training ULMFiT and 4 NVIDIA Tesla V100s
for ELMo. Text extraction done by WikiExtrac-
tor5, then tokenized by Mecab6 with IPADIC neol-
ogism dictionary7. We didn’t use the BERT multi-
lingual model8 due to its incompatible treatment
of Japanese: it does not account for okurigana
(verb conjugations) and diacritic signs which com-
pletely change the represented word (e.g. aisu ”to
love” vs. aizu ”signal”).910 Instead, we use the
pre-trained BERTBASE model by Kikuta (2019)
which has been trained for 1 million steps with se-
quence length of 128 and 400 thousand additional
steps with sequence length of 512. It used the Sen-
tencePiece subword tokenizer(Kudo and Richard-
son, 2018) for tokenization. The models trained
with the most frequent 32000 tokens or subwords.

5.2 Fine-Tuning

We use a biattentive classification network (BCN)
from McCann et al. (2017) with ELMo as it is
known to be state-of-the-art11 on SST (Socher
et al., 2013) datasets. For fine-tuning all mod-
els on a target task, we follow the same param-
eters that were used in the original implementa-
tion.121314 And the same hardware used for pre-
training ULMFiT and ELMo in fine-tuning. For
BERT, we used single v2.8 TPU.15

4dumps.wikimedia.org/
5github.com/attardi/wikiextractor
6taku910.github.io/mecab/
7github.com/neologd/mecab-ipadic-neologd
8github.com/google-research/bert/blob/master/multilingual.md
9github.com/google-research/bert/issues/133

Model Rakuten Binary Rakuten Full
GlyphNet 8.55 48.97
OnehotNet 5.93 45.1
EmbedNet 6.07 45.2

Linear Model 6.63 45.26
Fasttext 5.45 43.27

Super Character 5.15 42.30
BCN+ELMo 4.77 42.95

ULMFiT 4.45 41.39
BERTBASE 4.68 40.68

Table 2: Rakuten test results, in error percentages. Best
results from other models (GlyphNet to Super Charac-
ter) obtained from Zhang and LeCun (2017) and Sun
et al. (2018)

6 Results

In this section, we compare the results of
ELMo+BCN, ULMFiT, and BERT with models
reported in Zhang and LeCun (2017) and other
previous state-of-the-art models we mentioned in
3.3. Note that none of the source LM is fine-tuned
on a target dataset. Results with these models fine-
tuned on target corpora are included in Section 7.1.

6.1 Rakuten Datasets

We trained ELMo+BCN and ULMFiT on the
Rakuten datasets for 10 epochs each and selected
the one that performed best. Since BERT fine-
tunes all of its layers, we only train for 3 epochs
as suggested by Devlin et al. (2018). Results are
presented in Table 2. All transfer learning-based
methods outperform previous methods on both
datasets, showing that these methods still work
well without being fine-tuned on target corpora.

6.2 Yahoo movie review dataset

The Yahoo dataset is approximately 112 times
smaller than the Rakuten binary dataset. We
believe that this dataset better represents real
life/practical situations. For establishing a base-
line, we trained a simple one-layer RNN and an
LSTM with one linear layer on top for classifica-
tion, as well as convolutional, self-attention, and
hybrid state-of-the-art models we mentioned in
Section 3.3 for comparison. Results shown on Ta-
ble 3. Similar to rakuten datasets, transfer-learning
based methods works better.

10github.com/google-research/bert/issues/130
11nlpprogress.com/english/sentiment analysis.html
12github.com/fastai/fastai
13github.com/allenai/allennlp
14github.com/google-research/bert#fine-tuning-with-bert
15cloud.google.com/tpu/
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Model Yahoo Binary
RNN Baseline 35.29

LSTM Baseline 32.41
KimCNN Kim (2014) 14.25

Self Attention Lin et al. (2017) 13.16
RCNN Lai et al. (2015) 12.67

BCN+ELMo 10.24
ULMFiT 12.20

BERTBASE 8.42

Table 3: Yahoo test results, in error percentages.

Model Rak B Rak F Yahoo B
BCN+ELMo 4.77 42.95 10.24

ULMFiT 4.45 41.39 12.20
BERTBASE 4.68 40.68 8.42

BCN+ELMo∗ 4.65 43.12 8.76
ULMFiT∗ 4.18 41.05 8.52

BERT [10K steps]∗ 4.94 40.52 10.14
BERT [50K steps]∗ 5.52 40.57 -

Table 4: Domain adapted results. ULMFiT∗ and
ELMo∗ are trained for 5 epochs, while BERT∗ is
trained for 10K and 50K steps.

7 Ablation Study

7.1 Domain Adaptation

Pre-trained language models are usually trained
with general corpuses such as Wikipedia. How-
ever, the target domain corpus distribution is usu-
ally different(movie or product review in our
case). Therefore, we fine-tune each source lan-
guage model on the target corpus (without labels)
for a few iterations before training each classi-
fier. The results in Table 4 shows that fine-tuning
ULMFiT improves the performance on all datasets
while ELMo and BERT shows varied results. We
believe that the huge performance improvement of
ULMFiT is due to the discriminative fine-tuning
and slanted triangular learning rates (Howard and
Ruder, 2018) that are used during the domain
adaptation process.

7.2 Low-Shot Learning

Low-shot learning refers to the practice of feed-
ing a model with a small amount of training data,
contrary to the normal practice of using a large
amount of data. We chose the Yahoo dataset for
this experiment due to its small size. Experimen-
tal results in Table 5 show that, with only 1

3 of
the total dataset, ULMFiT and BERT perform bet-
ter than task-specific models, while BCN+ELMo
shows a comparable result. Clearly, this shows
that the models have learned significantly during
the transfer learning process.

Model Yahoo Binary
RNN Baseline 35.29

LSTM Baseline 32.41
KimCNN Kim (2014) 14.25

Self-Attention Lin et al. (2017) 13.16
RCNN Lai et al. (2015) 12.67

BCN+ELMo [ 1
3

] 13.51
ULMFiT Adapted [ 1

3
] 10.62

BERTBASE [ 1
3

] 10.14

Table 5: Low-shot learning results for the Yahoo
dataset, in error percentages. Transfer learning-based
methods are trained on 1

3 of the total dataset, while the
other models are trained on the whole dataset.

Model Yahoo Binary
BCN+ELMo 10.24

ULMFiT 12.20
ULMFiT Adapted 8.52

BERTBASE 8.42
BCN+ELMo [100MB] 10.32

ULMFiT Adapted [100MB] 8.57
BERTBASE [100MB] 14.26

Table 6: Comparison of results using large and small
corpora. The small corpus is uniformly sampled from
the Japanese Wikipedia (100MB). The large corpus is
the entire Japanese Wikipedia (2.9GB).

7.3 Size of Pre-Training Corpus

We also investigate whether the size of the source
language model affects the sentiment analysis per-
formance on the Yahoo dataset. This is especially
important for low-resource languages that do not
usually have large amounts of data available for
training. We used the ja.text816 small text corpus
(100MB) from the Japanese Wikipedia to compare
with the whole Wikipedia (2.9GB) used in our pre-
vious experiments. Table 6 shows slightly lower
performance for BCN+ELMo and ULMFiT while
BERT performed much worse. Thus, for effective
sentiment analysis, a large corpus is required for
pre-training BERT.

7.4 Parameter Updating Methods

In its original implementation, when BERT is fine-
tuned, all of its layers are trained. This is quite
different from fine-tuning ELMo, where its layers
are frozen and only task-specific models (BCN in
our case) are updated. We experiment with the op-
posite case for both models and list the results on
Table 7

• BERT as a feature extractor Pre-trained
BERT weights are used for initialization and

16github.com/Hironsan/ja.text8
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Model Yahoo Binary
BCN+ELMo 10.24

BCN+ELMo unfreeze 8.65
BERTBASE 8.42

BERTBASE freeze 10.68

Table 7: Results from different parameter updating
strategies. BCN+ELMo and BERTBASE are original
implementations. BCN+ELMo unfreeze shows experi-
mental results of fine-tuning both BCN and ELMo lay-
ers on target dataset while BERTBASE freeze is where
BERTBASE layers are frozen and only classifier layer
fine-tuned on target dataset

will not be changed. The hidden state as-
sociated to the first character of the input is
pooled and provided to a linear layer that sits
on top. This way, BERT is computation-
ally much cheaper and faster. Result shows
that using BERT as a feature extractor shows
competitive performance.

• Unfreezing ELMo Pre-trained ELMo
weights are used for initialization as well;
however, weights are changed along with
BCN layers. This experiment allows us
to compare the performance of freez-
ing/unfreezing ELMo layers. Table 7
shows that fine-tuning ELMo improves
performance, comparable to BERT.

8 Conclusion

Our work showed the possibility of using trans-
fer learning techniques for addressing sentiment
classification for the Japanese language. We draw
following conclusions for future researchers in
Japanese doing transfer learning for sentiment
analysis task based on experiments we did in
Rakuten product review and Yahoo movie review
datasets:

1. Adapting domain for BERT likely will not
yield good results when the task is binary
classification. For all other cases, domain
adaptation performs just as well or better.

2. ELMo and ULMFiT perform well even when
trained on a small subset of the language
model.

3. Fune-tuning both ELMo and BCN layers on
a target task improves the performance.

9 Discussion and Future Considerations

This research is a work in progress and will be
regularly updated with new benchmarks and base-
lines. We showed that with only 1

3 of the total
dataset, transfer learning approaches perform bet-
ter than previous state-of-the-art models. ELMo
and ULMFiT perform just as well trained on small
corpora, but BERT performs worse since it is de-
signed to be trained on MSM and NSP tasks. Fi-
nally, domain adaptation always improves the per-
formance of ULMFiT. We believe that our ablation
study and the release of pre-trained models will
be particularly useful in Japanese text classifica-
tion. It is important to note that we did not perform
K-fold validation due to their high computational
cost. In the future, we will investigate other NLP
tasks such as named entity recognition (NER),
question answering (QA) and aspect-based sen-
timent analysis (ABSA) (Pontiki et al., 2016) to
see whether results we saw in sentiment analysis
is consistent across these tasks. We hope that our
experimental results inspire future research dedi-
cated to Japanese.
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Abstract

We are surprised to find that BERT’s peak per-
formance of 77% on the Argument Reasoning
Comprehension Task reaches just three points
below the average untrained human baseline.
However, we show that this result is entirely
accounted for by exploitation of spurious sta-
tistical cues in the dataset. We analyze the
nature of these cues and demonstrate that a
range of models all exploit them. This anal-
ysis informs the construction of an adversarial
dataset on which all models achieve random
accuracy. Our adversarial dataset provides a
more robust assessment of argument compre-
hension and should be adopted as the standard
in future work.

1 Introduction

Argumentation mining is the task of determin-
ing argumentative structure in natural language
text - e.g., which text segments represent claims,
and which comprise reasons that support or attack
those claims (Mochales and Moens, 2011; Lippi
and Torroni, 2016). This is a challenging task for
machine learners, as it can be hard even for hu-
mans to determine when two text segments stand
in argumentative relation, as evidenced by studies
on argument annotation (Habernal et al., 2014).

One approach to this problem is to focus on
warrants (Toulmin, 1958) - a form of world
knowledge that permit inferences. Consider a sim-
ple argument: “(1) It is raining; therefore (2) you
should take an umbrella.”1 The warrant “(3) it
is bad to get wet” could license this inference.
Knowing (3) facilitates drawing the inferential
connection between (1) and (2). However it would
be hard to find it stated anywhere since warrants
are most often left implicit (Walton, 2005). Thus,
on this approach, machine learners must not only
reason with warrants but also discover them.

1This example adapted from Black and Hunter (2012)

Claim Google is not a harmful monopoly
Reason People can choose not to use Google
Warrant Other search engines don’t redirect to Google
Alternative All other search engines redirect to Google

Reason (and since) Warrant→ Claim
Reason (but since) Alternative→ ¬ Claim

Figure 1: An example of a data point from the ARCT
test set and how it should be read. The inference from
R and A to ¬C is by design.

The Argument Reasoning Comprehension Task
(ARCT) (Habernal et al., 2018a) defers the prob-
lem of discovering warrants and focuses on in-
ference. An argument is provided, comprising a
claim C and reason R. This task is to pick the cor-
rect warrant W over a distractor, called the alter-
native warrant A. The alternative is written such
that R ∧ A → ¬C. An alternative warrant for
our earlier example could be “(4) it is good to get
wet,” in which case we have (1)∧ (4)→ “(¬2) you
shouldn’t take an umbrella.” An example from the
dataset is given in Figure 1.

The ARCT SemEval shared task (Habernal
et al., 2018b) verified the challenging nature of
this problem. Even supplying warrants, learners
still need to rely on further world knowledge. For
example, to correctly classify the data point in Fig-
ure 1 it is at least required to know how consumer
choice and web re-directs relate to the concept
of monopoly, and that Google is a search engine.
All but one participating system in the shared task
could not exceed 60% accuracy (on binary classi-
fication).

It is therefore surprising that BERT (Devlin
et al., 2018) achieves 77% test set accuracy with
its best run (Table 1), only three points below the
average (untrained) human baseline. Without sup-
plying the required world knowledge for this task
it does not seem reasonable to expect it to perform
so well. This motivates the question: what has
BERT learned about argument comprehension?
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Dev Test
Mean Mean Median Max

Human (trained) 0.909 ± 0.11
Human (untrained) 0.798 ± 0.16
BERT (Large) 0.701 ± 0.05 0.671 ± 0.09 0.712 0.770
GIST (Choi and Lee, 2018) 0.716 ± 0.01 0.711 ± 0.01
BERT (Base) 0.680 ± 0.02 0.623 ± 0.07 0.651 0.685
World Knowledge (Botschen et al., 2018) 0.674 ± 0.01 0.568 ± 0.03 0.610
BoV 0.639 ± 0.02 0.564 ± 0.02 0.569 0.595
BiLSTM 0.658 ± 0.01 0.552 ± 0.02 0.552 0.592

Table 1: Baselines and BERT results. Our results come from 20 different random seeds (± gives the standard
deviation). The mean for BERT Large is skewed by the 5/20 random seeds for which it failed to train, a problem
noted by Devlin et al. (2018). We therefore consider the median a better measure of BERT’s average performance.
The mean of the non-degenerate runs for BERT (Large) is 0.716± 0.04.

Figure 2: General architecture of the models in our
experiments. Logits are independently calculated for
each argument-warrant pair then concatenated and
passed through softmax.

To investigate BERT’s decision making we
looked at data points it finds easy to classify over
multiple runs. Habernal et al. (2018b) performed
a similar analysis with the SemEval submissions,
and consistent with their results we found that
BERT exploits the presence of cue words in the
warrant, especially “not.” Through probing exper-
iments designed to isolate such effects, we demon-
strate in this work that BERT’s surprising perfor-
mance can be entirely accounted for in terms of
exploiting spurious statistical cues.

However, we show that the major problem can
be eliminated in ARCT. Since R ∧ A → ¬C, we
can add a copy of each data point with the claim
negated and the label inverted. This means that
the distribution of statistical cues in the warrants
will be mirrored over both labels, eliminating the
signal. On this adversarial dataset all models per-
form randomly, with BERT achieving a maximum
test set accuracy of 53%. The adversarial dataset
therefore provides a more robust evaluation of ar-
gument comprehension and should be adopted as
the standard in future work on this dataset.

2 Task Description and Baselines

Let i = 1, . . . , n index each point in the dataset
D, where |D| = n. The two candidate warrants
in each case are randomly assigned a binary label
j ∈ {0, 1}, such that each has an equal probability
of being correct. The inputs are the representations
for the claim c(i), reason r(i), warrant zero w

(i)
0 ,

and warrant one w
(i)
1 . The label y(i) is a binary

indicator corresponding to the correct warrant.
The general architecture for all models is given

in Figure 2. Shared parameters θ are learned to
classify each warrant independently with the ar-
gument, yielding the logits:

z
(i)
j = θ[c(i); r(i);w

(i)
j ]

These are then concatenated and passed through
softmax to determine a probability distribution
over the two warrants p(i) = softmax([z

(i)
0 , z

(i)
1 ]).

The prediction is then ŷ(i) = argmaxj p
(i).

The baselines are a bag of vectors (BoV),
bidirectional LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhu-
ber, 1997) (BiLSTM), the SemEval winner GIST
(Choi and Lee, 2018), the best model of Botschen
et al. (2018), and human performance (Table 1).
For all of our experiments we use grid search to se-
lect hyperparameters, dropout regularization (Sri-
vastava et al., 2014), and Adam (Kingma and Ba,
2014) for optimization. We anneal the learning
rate by 1/10 when validation accuracy drops. The
final parameters come from the epoch with maxi-
mum validation accuracy. The BoV and BiLSTM
inputs are 300-dimensional GloVe embeddings
trained on 640B tokens (Pennington et al., 2014).
Code to reproduce all experiments, and detailing
all hyperparameters, is provided on GitHub.2

2https://github.com/IKMLab/arct2.git
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Figure 3: Processing an argument-warrant pair with BERT. The reason (with word pieces of length a) and claim
(length b) together form the first utterance, and the warrant (length c) is the second. The final CLS vector is then
passed to a linear layer to calculate the logit z(i)j .

3 BERT

Our BERT classifier is visualized in Figure 3. The
claim and reason are joined to form the first text
segment, which is paired with each warrant and in-
dependently processed. The final layer CLS vector
is passed to a linear layer to obtain the logits z(i)j .
The whole architecture is fine-tuned. The learning
rate is 2e−5 and we allow a maximum of 20 train-
ing epochs, taking the parameters from the epoch
with the best validation set accuracy. We use the
Hugging Face PyTorch implementation.3

Devlin et al. (2018) report that, on small
datasets, BERT sometimes fails to train, yield-
ing degenerate results. ARCT is very small with
1, 210 training observations. In 5/20 runs we en-
countered this phenomenon, seeing close to ran-
dom accuracies on validation and test sets. These
cases occurred where training accuracy was also
not significantly above random (< 80%). Remov-
ing the degenerate runs, BERT’s mean is 71.6 ±
0.04., which would beat the previous state of the
art - as would the median of 71.2%, which is a
better average than the overall mean since it is not
skewed by the degenerate cases. However, our
main finding is that these results are not mean-
ingful and should be discarded. In the following
sections we focus on BERT’s peak performance
of 77% to make this case.

3https://github.com/huggingface/pytorch-pretrained-
BERT

4 Statistical Cues

The major source of spurious statistical cues in
ARCT comes from uneven distributions of lin-
guistic artifacts over the warrants, and therefore
over the labels. This section aims to demonstrate
the presence and nature of these cues. We only
consider unigrams and bigrams, although more so-
phisticated cues may be present. To this end, we
aim to calculate how beneficial it is for a model
to exploit a cue k, and how pervasive it is in the
dataset (indicating the strength of the signal).

Formally, let T(i)
j be the set of tokens in the war-

rant for data point i with label j. We define a
cue’s applicability αk as the number of data points
where it occurs with one label but not the other:

αk =

n∑

i=1

1
[
∃j, k ∈ T(i)

j ∧ k /∈ T(i)
¬j
]

The productivity πk of a cue is defined as the pro-
portion of applicable data points for which it pre-
dicts the correct answer:

πk =

∑n
i=1 1

[
∃j, k ∈ T(i)

j ∧ k /∈ T(i)
¬j ∧ yi = j

]

αk

Finally, we define the coverage ξk of a cue as
the proportion of applicable cases over the total
number of data points: ξk = αk/n. In these
terms, the productivity of a cue measures the ben-
efit of exploiting it, while coverage measures the
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Productivity Coverage
Train 0.65 0.66
Validation 0.62 0.44
Test 0.52 0.77
All 0.61 0.64

Table 2: Productivity and coverage of using the pres-
ence of “not” in the warrant to predict the label in
ARCT. Across the whole dataset, if you pick the war-
rant with “not” you will be right 61% of the time, which
covers 64% of all data points.

strength of the signal it provides. With m labels,
if πk > 1/m then the presence of a cue is going to
be useful for the task and a machine learner would
do well to make use of it.

The productivity and coverage of the strongest
unigram cue we found (“not”) is given in Table
2. It provides a particularly strong training sig-
nal. While it is less productive in the test set, it
is just one among many such cues. We found a
range of other unigrams, albeit with less overall
productivity, mostly being high frequency words
such as “is,” “do,” and “are.” Bigrams that oc-
curred with not, such as “will not” and “cannot,”
were also found to be highly productive. These
statistics indicate the nature of the problem. In the
next section we demonstrate that our models are in
fact exploiting these cues.

5 Probing Experiments

If a model is exploiting distributional cues over the
labels, then if trained only on the warrants (W) it
should perform relatively well. The same can be
said for removing either just the claim, leaving the
reason and warrant (R, W), or removing the reason
(C, W). The latter setups allow the models to addi-
tionally consider cues in the reasons and claims,
as well as cues holding over their combinations
with the warrants. Each of these setups breaks the
task since we no longer have an argument to match
with a warrant.

Experimental results are given in Table 3. On
warrants alone (W) BERT achieves a maximum
71% accuracy. That leaves only six percentage
points to account for its peak of 77%. We find
a gain of four percentage points for (R, W) over
(W), and a gain of two for (C, W), accounting for
the missing six points. Based on this evidence our
major finding is that the entirety of BERT’s perfor-
mance can be accounted for in terms of exploiting
spurious statistical cues.

Test
Mean Median Max

BERT 0.671 ± 0.09 0.712 0.770
BERT (W) 0.656 ± 0.05 0.675 0.712
BERT (R, W) 0.600 ± 0.10 0.574 0.750
BERT (C, W) 0.532 ± 0.09 0.503 0.732
BoV 0.564 ± 0.02 0.569 0.595
BoV (W) 0.567 ± 0.02 0.572 0.606
BoV (R, W) 0.554 ± 0.02 0.557 0.579
BoV (C, W) 0.545 ± 0.02 0.544 0.589
BiLSTM 0.552 ± 0.02 0.552 0.592
BiLSTM (W) 0.550 ± 0.02 0.547 0.577
BiLSTM (R, W) 0.547 ± 0.02 0.551 0.577
BiLSTM (C, W) 0.552 ± 0.02 0.550 0.601

Table 3: Results of probing experiments with BERT
Large, and the BoV and BiLSTM baselines. These re-
sults indicate that BERT’s peak 77% performance can
be entirely accounted for by exploiting spurious cues.
By just considering warrants (W) we can get to 71%.
Adding cues over reasons (R, W) and claims (C, W)
accounts for the remaining six points.

6 Adversarial Test Set

The major problem of statistical cues over labels
in ARCT can be eliminated due the original de-
sign of the dataset. Given that R ∧ A → ¬C,
we can produce adversarial examples by negat-
ing the claim and inverting the label for each data
point (Figure 4). The adversarial examples are
then combined with the original data. This elim-
inates the problem by mirroring the distributions
of cues around both labels. The ARCT authors
provide a training set augmented in this way. The
negation of most claims in the validation and test
sets already exist elsewhere in the dataset. The re-
maining claims were manually negated by a native
English speaker.

We tried two experimental setups. In the first,
models trained and validated on the original data
were evaluated on the adversarial set. All results
were worse than random due to overfitting the cues
in the original training set. In the second, mod-
els were trained from scratch on the adversarial
training and validation sets, then evaluated on the
adversarial test set. Results are given in Table 4.
BERT’s peak performance has reduced to 53%,
with mean and median at 50%. We conclude from
these results that the adversarial dataset has suc-
cessfully eliminated the cues as expected, provid-
ing a more robust evaluation of machine argument
comprehension. This result better apts with our
intuitions about this task: with little to no under-
standing about the reality underlying these argu-
ments, good performance shouldn’t be feasible.
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Original Adversarial
Claim Google is not a harmful monopoly Google is a harmful monopoly

Reason People can choose not to use Google People can choose not to use Google

Warrant Other search engines do not redirect to Google All other search engines redirect to Google

Alternative All other search engines redirect to Google Other search engines do not redirect to Google

Figure 4: Original and adversarial data points. The claim is negated and the warrants are swapped. The assignment
of labels to W and A are kept the same. By including both, the distribution of linguistic artifacts in the warrants
are thereby mirrored around the labels, eliminating the major source of spurious statistical cues in ARCT.

7 Related Work

The most successful previous work on ARCT
(Choi and Lee, 2018; Zhao et al., 2018; Niven and
Kao, 2018) involved transfer learning from Natu-
ral Language Inference (NLI) datasets (Bowman
et al., 2015; Williams et al., 2017), and utilized
effective NLI models such as ESIM (Chen et al.,
2016) and InferSent (Conneau et al., 2017). More
recently, Botschen et al. (2018) added FrameNet
knowledge with modest performance gains. These
models should be evaluated on our adversarial
dataset. In particular it will be interesting if
Botschen et al.’s model stands out due to the in-
clusion of some of the required world knowledge.

There is much recent work focusing on statis-
tical cues in datasets in vision (Jo and Bengio,
2017) and NLP (Sanchez et al., 2018; McCoy
et al., 2019; Gururangan et al., 2018; Glockner
et al., 2018; Poliak et al., 2018; Rajpurkar et al.,
2018; Jia and Liang, 2017). Similar to our exper-
iment with warrants, Poliak et al. (2018) classi-
fied NLI data based on the hypothesis only. A
similar experiment to our probing task was per-
formed by Niven and Kao (2018), but only with
reasons and warrants. They found that indepen-
dent warrant classification with shared parameters
provides some regularization against warrant-label
cues (Niven and Kao, 2018). However, this does
not solve the problem since the presence of a cue
is enough to increase the logits for either warrant.

The original ARCT data comes with a train-
ing set created in the same way as our adversarial
dataset. Habernal et al. (2018a) reported experi-
ments using this training data that led to random
accuracy. They suggested it could be that high
similarity between the data points made the prob-
lem too difficult for the simple models they imple-
mented. Our work indicates the necessity of ap-
plying this transformation to the entire dataset in
order to obtain a more robust evaluation by elimi-
nating spurious statistical cues over the labels.

Test
Mean Median Max

BERT 0.504 ± 0.01 0.505 0.533
BERT (W) 0.501 ± 0.00 0.501 0.502
BERT (R, W) 0.500 ± 0.00 0.500 0.502
BERT (C, W) 0.501 ± 0.01 0.500 0.518

Table 4: Results for BERT Large on the adversarial test
set with adversarial training and validation sets.

8 Conclusion

ARCT provides a fortuitous opportunity to see
how stark the problem of exploiting spurious
statistics can be. Due to our ability to eliminate the
major source of these cues, we were able to show
that BERT’s maximum performance fell from just
three points below the average untrained human
baseline to essentially random. To answer our
question in the introduction: BERT has learned
nothing about argument comprehension.

However, our investigations confirmed that
BERT is indeed a very strong learner. Analysis
of easy to classify data points showed reliance on
a lower proportion of the strongest cue word than
the BoV and BiLSTM - i.e. BERT has learned
when to ignore the presence of “not” and focus on
different cues. This indicates an ability to exploit
much more subtle joint distributional information.
As our learners get stronger, controlling for spu-
rious statistics becomes more important in order
to have confidence in their apparent performance.
Taken with a growing body of previous work, our
results indicate the need for further research into
the extent of this problem in NLP more generally.

The adversarial dataset should be adopted as the
standard in future work on ARCT. We hope that
providing a more robust evaluation will help to
spur more productive research on this problem.
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Abstract
We identify agreement and disagreement be-
tween utterances that express stances towards
a topic of discussion. Existing methods fo-
cus mainly on conversational settings, where
dialogic features are used for (dis)agreement
inference. We extend this scope and seek
to detect stance (dis)agreement in a broader
setting, where independent stance-bearing ut-
terances, which prevail in many stance cor-
pora and real-world scenarios, are compared.
To cope with such non-dialogic utterances,
we find that the reasons uttered to back
up a specific stance can help predict stance
(dis)agreements. We propose a reason com-
paring network (RCN) to leverage reason in-
formation for stance comparison. Empirical
results on a well-known stance corpus show
that our method can discover useful reason in-
formation, enabling it to outperform several
baselines in stance (dis)agreement detection.

1 Introduction

Agreement and disagreement naturally arise when
peoples’ views, or “stances”, on the same topics
are exchanged. Being able to identify the con-
vergence and divergence of stances is valuable to
various downstream applications, such as discov-
ering subgroups in a discussion (Hassan et al.,
2012; Abu-Jbara et al., 2012), improving recog-
nition of argumentative structure (Lippi and Tor-
roni, 2016), and bootstrapping stance classifica-
tion with (dis)agreement side information (Sridhar
et al., 2014; Ebrahimi et al., 2016).

Previous efforts on (dis)agreement detection
are confined to the scenario of natural dia-
logues (Misra and Walker, 2013; Wang and
Cardie, 2014; Sridhar et al., 2015; Rosenthal
and McKeown, 2015), where dialogic struc-
tures are used to create a conversational con-
text for (dis)agreement inference. However, non-
dialogic stance-bearing utterances are also very

common in real-world scenarios. For example,
in social media, people can express stances au-
tonomously, without the intention of initiating a
discussion (Mohammad et al., 2016). There are
also corpora built with articles containing many
self-contained stance-bearing utterances (Ferreira
and Vlachos, 2016; Bar-Haim et al., 2017).

Studying how to detect (dis)agreement between
such independent stance-bearing utterances has
several benefits: 1) pairing these utterances can
lead to a larger (dis)agreement corpus for train-
ing a potentially richer model for (dis)agreement
detection; 2) the obtained pairs enable train-
ing a distance-based model for opinion cluster-
ing and subgroup mining; 3) it is applicable to
the aforementioned non-dialogic stance corpora;
and 4) it encourages discovering useful signals for
(dis)agreement detection beyond dialogic features
(e.g., the reason information studied in this work).

In this work, we investigate how to detect
(dis)agreement between a given pair of (presum-
ably unrelated) stance-bearing utterances. Table 1
shows an example where a decision is made on
whether two utterances agree or disagree on a dis-
cussed topic. This task, however, is more chal-
lenging, as the inference has to be made without
using any contextual information (e.g., dialogic
structures). To address this issue, one may need to
seek clues within each of the compared utterances
to construct appropriate contexts.

Topic: Gun Control
Utterance 1: Utterance2:
If guns are outlawed, only
outlaws will have guns.
(Stance: Against)

Freedom to have a gun is
same as freedom of speech.
(Stance: Against)

Class Label: Agree

Table 1: The task of detecting stance (dis)agreement
between utterances towards a topic of discussion.

It has been observed that when expressing
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stances, people usually back up their stances with
specific explanations or reasons (Hasan and Ng,
2014; Boltuzic and Snajder, 2014). These rea-
sons are informative about which stance is taken,
because they give more details on how a stance
is developed. However, simply comparing the
reasons may not be sufficient to predict stance
(dis)agreement, as sometimes people can take
the same stance but give different reasons (e.g.,
the points outlaws having guns and freedom of
speech mentioned in Table 1). One way to ad-
dress this problem is to make the reasons stance-
comparable, so that the reason comparison results
can be stance-predictive.

In this paper, in order to leverage reason in-
formation for detecting stance (dis)agreement, we
propose a reason embedding approach, where the
reasons are made stance-comparable by project-
ing them into a shared, embedded space. In this
space, “stance-agreed” reasons are close while
“stance-disagreed” ones are distant. For instance,
the reason points outlaws having guns and free-
dom of speech in Table 1 would be near to each
other in that space, as they are “agreed” on the
same stance. We learn such reason embedding
by comparing the reasons using utterance-level
(dis)agreement supervision, so that reasons sup-
porting agreed (disagreed) stances would have
similar (different) representations. A reason com-
paring network (RCN) is designed to learn the rea-
son embedding and predict stance (dis)agreement
based on the embedded reasons. Our method com-
plements existing dialogic-based approaches by
providing the embedded reasons as extra features.
We evaluate our method on a well-known stance
corpus and show that it successfully aligns reasons
with (dis)agreement signals and achieves state-of-
the-art results in stance (dis)agreement detection.

2 RCN: The Proposed Model

Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of RCN. At a
high level, RCN is a classification model that takes
as input an utterance pair (P,Q) and a topic T ,
and outputs a probability distribution y over three
classes {Agree,Disagree,Neither} for stance
comparison. To embed reasons, RCN uses two
identical sub-networks (each contains an RNN en-
coder and a reason encoder) with shared weights
to extract reason information from the paired ut-
terances and predict their stance (dis)agreement
based on the reasons.

RNN Encoder: In this module, we use RNNs
to encode the input utterances. We first use word
embedding to vectorise each word in the input ut-
terance pair (P,Q) and topic T , obtaining three
sequences of word vectors P, Q, and T. Then
we use two BiLSTMs to encode the utterance
and topic sequences, respectively. Moreover, by
following the work of Augenstein et al. (2016),
we use conditional encoding to capture the utter-
ances’ dependencies on the topic. The output are
two topic-encoded sequences produced by the ut-
terance BiLSTM for P (Q), denoted by HP (Q) =

{hP (Q)
i }|P (Q)|

i=1 ∈ R|P (Q)|×2h, where h is the hid-
den size of a unidirectional LSTM.

Reason Encoder: Then we extract reasons from
the utterances, which is the main contribution of
this work. In particular, we focus on the major rea-
sons that most people are concerned with, which
possess two properties: 1) they are focal points
mentioned to support a specific stance; 2) they re-
cur in multiple utterances. With such properties,
the extraction of these reasons can then be reduced
to finding the recurring focal points in all the input
utterances.

To action on this insight, we take a weighting-
based approach by learning a weighting matrix A
that captures the relatedness between each posi-
tion in an utterance and each implied reason. For
example, on utterance P where we hypothesise κ
possible reasons, the weighting matrix is A|P |×κ,
with each cell Ai,k representing the relatedness be-
tween the ith position of P and the kth reason.

To learn the weighting matrix A, we use self-
attention (Cheng et al., 2016) and develop a par-
ticular self-attention layer for implementing the
above weighting scheme. Meanwhile, the recur-
rence of a reason is also perceivable, as all utter-
ances mentioning that reason are used to learn the

Figure 1: The architecture of RCN.
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self-attention layer.
Our particular self-attention applied on an ut-

terance is designed as follows. First, a pairwise
relatedness score is computed between each pair
of positions (hi,hj) with a bilinear transformation,
ci,j = tanh(h>i W(1)hj), where W(1) ∈ R2h×2h

is a trainable parameter. Next, for each position
hi, we convert its relatedness scores with all other
positions into its overall relatedness scores with κ
possible reasons using a linear transformation f ,

ei,k = f({ci,j}|P | or |Q|
j=1 ) =

|P | or |Q|∑

j=1

ci,j ·W (2)
j,k + bk (1)

where W(2) = {W (2)
j,k } ∈ R|P orQ|×κ and b ∈ Rκ

are trainable parameters. The philosophy behind
Eq. 1 is that the relatedness distribution {ci,j} of
an utterance implies segments in it that are inter-
nally compatible, which may correspond to differ-
ent focal points (reasons). The transformation f
then learns the mapping between those two. Fi-
nally, we obtain the attention weight Ai,k for each
position i on each reason k by applying softmax
over all e∗,ks,

Ai,k =
exp(ei,k)∑|P | or |Q|

j=1 exp(ej,k)
(2)

With A obtained, we can compute an utterance’s
reason encoding as the sum of its RNN encoding
{hi} weighted by A: rk =

∑
i=1 ak,ihi, where

rk ∈ R2h is the encoding for the kth reason. We
use RP (Q) = [rP (Q)

1 , ..., rP (Q)
κ ] ∈ R2h×κ to de-

note the reason matrix for the utterance P (Q).
It is worth noting that the above self-attention

mechanism in our reason encoding can also
be seen as a variant of multi-dimensional self-
attention, as we simultaneously learn multiple at-
tention vectors for the different reasons implied in
an utterance.

Stance Comparator: Now we compare the
stances of P andQ based on their reason matrices.
Since we have captured multiple reasons in each
utterance, all the differences between their reasons
must be considered. We thus take a reason-wise
comparing approach, where every possible pair of
reasons between P and Q is compared. We em-
ploy two widely used operations for the compari-
son, i.e., multiplication: smul

i,j = rPi � rQj and sub-

traction: ssub
i,j = (rPi − rQj ) � (rPi − rQj ), where

� denote element-wise multiplication. We then

aggregate all the differences resulting from each
operation into a single vector, by using a global
max-pooling to signal the largest difference with
respect to an operation,

smul = global max pooling({smul
i,j |i, j ∈ [1, κ]})

ssub = global max pooling({ssub
i,j |i, j ∈ [1, κ]})

(3)

The concatenation of the two difference vectors
s = [smul; ssub] forms the output of this module.

(Dis)agreement Classifier: Finally, a classifier
is deployed to produce the (dis)agreement class
probability ŷ = {ŷ1, ŷ2, ŷ3} based on the compar-
ison result s, which consists of a two-layer feed-
forward network followed by a softmax layer, ŷ =
softmax(FeedForward(s)).

Optimisation: To train our model, we use the
multi-class cross-entropy loss,

L(θ) = −
N∑

i

3∑

j

y
(i)
j log ŷ

(i)
j + λ

∑

θ∈Θ

θ2 (4)

where N is the size of training set, y ∈
{Agree,Disagree,Neither} is the ground-truth
label indicator for each class, and ŷ is the pre-
dicted class probability. λ is the coefficient for
L2-regularisation. Θ denotes the set of all train-
able parameters in our model.

Minimising Eq. 4 encourages the comparison
results between the extracted reasons from P and
Q to be stance-predictive.

3 Related Work

Our work is mostly related to the task of detecting
agreement and disagreement in online discussions.
Recent studies have mainly focused on classifying
(dis)agreement in dialogues (Abbott et al., 2011;
Wang and Cardie, 2014; Misra and Walker, 2013;
Allen et al., 2014). In these studies, various fea-
tures (e.g., structural, linguistic) and/or specialised
lexicons are proposed to recognise (dis)agreement
in different dialogic scenarios. In contrast, we
detect stance (dis)agreement between independent
utterances where dialogic features are absent.

Stance classification has recently received much
attention in the opinion mining community. Dif-
ferent approaches have been proposed to classify
stances of individual utterances in ideological fo-
rums (Murakami and Raymond, 2010; Somasun-
daran and Wiebe, 2010; Gottopati et al., 2013; Qiu
et al., 2015) and social media (Augenstein et al.,
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2016; Du et al., 2017; Mohammad et al., 2017). In
our work, we classify (dis)agreement relationships
between a pair of stance-bearing utterances.

Reason information has been found useful in
argumentation mining (Lippi and Torroni, 2016),
where studies leverage stance and reason signals
for various argumentation tasks (Hasan and Ng,
2014; Boltuzic and Snajder, 2014; Sobhani et al.,
2015). We study how to exploit the reason infor-
mation to better understand the stance, thus ad-
dressing a different task.

Our work is also related to the tasks on tex-
tual relationship inference, such as textual entail-
ment (Bowman et al., 2015), paraphrase detec-
tion (Yin and Schütze, 2015), and question an-
swering (Wang et al., 2016). Unlike the textual
relationships addressed in those tasks, the rela-
tionships between utterances expressing stances
do not necessarily contain any rephrasing or en-
tailing semantics, but they do carry discourse sig-
nals (e.g., reasons) related to stance expressing.

4 Experiments

4.1 Setup

Dataset: The evaluation of our model requires
a corpus of agreed/disagreed utterance pairs. For
this, we adapted a popular corpus for stance detec-
tion, i.e., a collection of tweets expressing stances
from SemEval-2016 Task 6. It contains tweets
with stance labels (Favour, Against, and None) on
five topics, i.e., Climate Change is a Real Concern
(CC), Hillary Clinton (HC), Feminist Movement
(FM), Atheism (AT), and Legalization of Abortion
(LA). We generated utterance pairs by randomly
sampling from those tweets as follows: Agreement
samples: 20k pairs labelled as (Favour, Favour)
or (Against, Against); Disagreement samples: 20k
pairs as (Favour, Against), (Favour, None), or
(Against, None); Unknown samples: 10k pairs as
(None, None)1.

Baselines: We compared our method with the
following baselines: 1) BiLSTM: a base model for
our task, where only the RNN encoder is used to
encode the input; 2) DeAT (Parikh et al., 2016):
a popular attention-based models for natural lan-
guage inference. 3) BiMPM (Wang et al., 2017):
a more recent natural language inference model

1Fewer unknown pairs being sampled is due to the inher-
ently fewer none-stance tweets in the original corpus.

Topic BiLSTM DeAT BiMPM RCN (Our)

CC 68.1±0.6 70.9±0.7 71.5±0.6 73.0±0.5∗
HC 52.5±0.6 56.9±0.4 56.4±0.7 58.6±0.4∗∗
FM 58.3±0.6 60.6±0,7 59.8±0.7 64.4±0.5∗∗
AT 67.5±0.4 69.5±0.5 70.3±0.6 72.2±0.4∗
LA 61.3±0.3 63.2±0.6 62.4±0.4 64.5±0.4∗∗

Two tailed t-test: ∗∗ p < 0.01; ∗ p < 0.05

Table 2: Classification performance of the compared
methods on various topics, measured by the averaged
macro F1-score over ten runs on the test data.

where two pieces of text are matched from mul-
tiple perspectives based on pooling and attention.

Training details: An 80%/10%/10% split was
used for training, validation and test sets. All
hyper-parameters were tuned on the validation set.
The word embeddings were statically set with the
200-dimensional GloVe word vectors pre-trained
on the 27B Twitter corpus. The hidden sizes of
LSTM and FeedForward layers were set to 100. A
light dropout (0.2) was applied to DeAT and heavy
(0.8) to the rest. ADAM was used as the optimiser
and learning rate was set to 10−4. Early stopping
was applied with the patience value set to 7.

4.2 Results

Table 2 shows the results of our method and all the
baselines on tasks with different topics. We can
first observe that the proposed RCN consistently
outperformed all the baselines across all topics.
Despite being modest, all the improvements of
RCN over the baselines are statistically significant
at p < 0.05 with a two-tailed t-test. Among these
methods, BiLSTM performed the worst, showing
that only using the RNN encoder for sequence
encoding is not sufficient for obtaining optimal
results. DeAT and BiMPM performed similarly
well; both used attention to compare the utterances
at a fine-grained level, resulting in a 2∼5% boost
over BiLSTM. Finally, RCN performed the best,
with relative improvements from 2.1% to 10.4%
over the second best. As all the compared methods
shared the same RNN encoding layers, that RCN
performed empirically the best demonstrates the
efficacy of its unique reason encoder and stance
comparator in boosting performance.

4.3 Analysis

In this section, we study what has been learned
in the reason encoder of RCN. In particular, we
show the attentive activations in the reason en-
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ID Label Topic Tweet 1 Tweet 2

1 Agree HC
(A, A)

Reason 1: @HillaryClinton is a liar & corrupt . Period.

End of story.

Reason 1: @HillaryClinton lies just for the fun of it, its

CRAZY!!!!!

2 Disagree LA
(F, A)

Reason 1: I would never expect an 11 year old girl to have

to carry a pregnancy to term

Reason 1: Actually, child murder is far worse these days.

We live in more savage times.

3 Agree CC
(F, F)

Reason 1: Living an unexamined #life may be easier but

leads to disastrous consequences.

Reason 1: There’s no more normal rains anymore. Always

storms , heavy and flooding .

Reason 2: Living an unexamined #life may be easier but

leads to disastrous consequences .

Reason 2: There’s no more normal rains anymore. Always

storms , heavy and flooding.

Table 3: The heatmaps of the attention weights assigned by the attention layer in the reason encoder to three tweet-
pair examples. In each example, we show the text of each tweet, the topic, the correct (dis)agreement label, and
the stance of each tweet (F: Favour, A: Against).

Topic Top reason words ranked by attention weights
CC environment, climate, sustainability, safety, economy, commu-

nity, good, kill, drought, insane, proud, co2, coal, clean, green

HC candidate, freedom, liberal, disappointed, greed, democrat,
cheat, illegal, best, economy, war, american, republican, cutest

FM women, husband, divorce, girlfriend, adorable, ignorant, rights,
behaved, marriage, infanticide, gender, queen, child, equality

AT fear, evil, jesus, human, truest, god, pray, belief, religion, an-
cient, tribulation, love, sovereign, church, secular, ignorance

LA pregnant, abortionist, murder, accidental, right, fertility, justice,
illegal, democrat, marriage, government, motherhood, freedom

Table 4: The reason words learned on various topics.

coder (i.e., A in Eq. 2), and see if reason-related
contents could draw more attention from RCN.

Visualising attention signals in tweets: Table 3
shows the attention activations on three examples
of tweet pairs chosen from our test set. For the
first two, we set the number of reasons to be at-
tended to as one. It can be seen that the parts of the
tweets that received large attention weights (the
highlighted words in Table 3) were quite relevant
to the respective topics; liar, corrupt, and lie are
words appearing in news about Hillary Clinton;
girl, pregnancy, and murder are common words in
the text about Legalisation of Abortion. Also, most
of the highlighted words have concrete meanings
and are useful to understand why the stances were
taken. The last row shows a case when two reasons
had been attended to. We observe a similar trend
as before that the highlighted contents were topic-
specific and stance-revealing. Moreover, since one
more reason dimension was added to be inferred in
this case, RCN was able to focus on different parts
of a tweet corresponding to the two reasons.

Visualising learned reasons: We also visu-
alised the reasons learned by our model, repre-
sented as the words assigned with the largest at-
tention weights in our results (i.e., 1.0). Ta-
ble 4 shows samples of such reason words. We

see that the reason words have strong correlations
with the respective topics, and, more importantly,
they reflect different reason aspects regarding a
topic, such as economy vs. community on Climate
Change is a Real Concern and culture vs. justice
on Legalisation of Abortion.

In summary, both the visualisations in Table 3
and 4 show that the attention mechanism em-
ployed by RCN is effective in finding different rea-
son aspects that contribute to stance comparison.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we identify (dis)agreement between
stances expressed in paired utterances. We exploit
the reasons behind the stances and propose a rea-
son comparing network (RCN) to capture the rea-
son information to infer the stance (dis)agreement.
A quantitative analysis shows the effectiveness of
RCN in recognising stance (dis)agreement on var-
ious topics. A visualisation analysis further illus-
trates the ability of RCN to discover useful reason
aspects for the stance comparison.

In the future, this work can be progressed in
several ways. First, it is necessary to evaluate our
model on more stance data with different linguistic
properties (e.g., the much longer and richer stance
utterances in posts or articles). Second, it is impor-
tant to show how the learned embedded reasons
can help downstream applications such as stance
detection. Finally, it would be insightful to further
visualise the reasons in the embedded space with
more advanced visualisation tools.
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Abstract

In sentiment detection, the natural language
processing community has focused on deter-
mining holders, facets, and valences, but has
paid little attention to the reasons for senti-
ment decisions. Our work considers human
motives as the driver for human sentiments
and addresses the problem of motive detec-
tion as the first step. Following a study in
psychology, we define six basic motives that
cover a wide range of topics appearing in re-
view texts, annotate 1,600 texts in restaurant
and laptop domains with the motives, and re-
port the performance of baseline methods on
this new dataset. We also show that cross-
domain transfer learning boosts detection per-
formance, which indicates that these universal
motives exist across different domains.

1 Introduction

Understanding a person’s sentiment based on text
has practical implications for improving prod-
uct/service quality, along with scientific implica-
tions for psychology and other fields. Despite a
rich body of sentiment analysis research, a sen-
timent is often simply assumed to be expressed
by uni-dimensional binary or ternary labels (pos-
itive, neutral, and negative), and relatively little
attention has been paid to the reason for hold-
ing a particular sentiment value. Aspect-based
sentiment analysis (ABSA), which considers fine-
grained categories (a.k.a. aspects) that may cause
sentiment, partially tackles this problem. How-
ever, aspects are typically limited to properties of
entities such as the price of food and design of a
product (e.g., (Pontiki et al., 2016)) and do not re-
ally show why such aspects matter and how they
cause human sentiments. For example, some peo-
ple desire cheap and quick meals for saving time
and money, and others desire high-grade food for
enjoying the dining experience itself.

Figure 1: Restaurant review texts and human motives
of interest (rectangles).

Following Li and Hovy (2017), we consider a
sentiment as a realization of an individual’s men-
tal state that relates to his/her satisfaction toward
a specific event or entity. While a sentiment can
be driven by a sentiment holder’s emotional, non-
logical preference (like “I just don’t enjoy that
kind of food”) and also conditioned by long-term
plans and resources that the holder has, a senti-
ment is largely triggered by whether one of the
holder’s goals is satisfied or not. As Figure 1 illus-
trates, one will have a negative sentiment toward
a restaurant if the service is terrible because one’s
basic motive for social behavior is not met.

What and how many motives do we have?
Decades of effort have been devoted to this ques-
tion in research areas such as psychology, for ex-
ample, (Maslow, 1943). A recent study by Tale-
vich et al. (2017) defines a taxonomy of motives,
including SELF-FULFILLMENT, APPRECIATING

BEAUTY, SOCIAL RELATION, HEALTH, AMBI-
TION&ABILITY, and FINANCE. We use their
comprehensive taxonomy for understanding sen-
timents.

Our work is in line with studies attempting to
identify relevant motives in texts (Ding and Riloff,
2018; Rashkin et al., 2018), aiming to equip ma-
chines with the ability to understand a more com-
plete description of a situation and justify human
decisions and actions. While Ding and Riloff
(2018) and Rashkin et al. (2018) specifically focus
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on predicate-argument tuples and artificial texts,
respectively, our work analyzes real review sen-
tences.

As an initial step, we conduct a task of human
motive detection. We manually annotate 1,600 re-
view texts in restaurant and laptop domains from
existing ABSA datasets with the six motives. The
annotation results reveal that people are driven by
different motives in different domains. Finally,
we report the performance of baseline methods on
this new dataset. The results indicate a substantial
space to improve automatic detection methods.

Following research on human motivation, we
hypothesize that underlying drivers of human be-
havior are universal across domains, though distri-
butions can vary. With this assumption, we lever-
age out-of-domain data to improve a human mo-
tive detector in the target domain. Our experiment
indeed shows that transfer learning across restau-
rant and laptop domains is effective in motive de-
tection.

2 Representation of Human Motives

Our aim is to justify a sentiment using human mo-
tives. To this end, we require a taxonomy of hu-
man motives. Motives are defined as reasons peo-
ple hold for initiating and performing voluntary
behavior (Reiss, 2004). A study of human mo-
tives dates back to Aristotle (384-322BC), who
proposed a distinction between ends and means.1

Ends, for which there are several theories, are be-
lieved to be a closed class (e.g. (Maslow, 1943)).

The aforementioned motives are drawn from a
taxonomy of 161 motives (Talevich et al., 2017).
Talevich et al. derived basic motives based on an
extensive literature survey and grouped them hier-
archically based on similarity judgments collected
from human subjects. The hierarchical structure
of their taxonomy embodies conceptual relation-
ships between motives. Higher-level motives in
the hierarchy are more abstract. The motives we
picked are intermediate categories in the taxon-
omy that cover a wide range of topics appearing
in our review texts (Table 1). These intermediate
categories represent 55% of the taxonomy.

3 Annotation of Human Motives

We use Amazon Mechanical Turk to annotate re-
view texts. We assign three crowd annotators to

1In his book “Nicomachean Ethics”

each text and aggregate their responses to obtain
the final results.

3.1 Setup

Data: We annotate restaurant and laptop review
texts from the SemEval 2016 datasets (Pontiki
et al., 2016). We extract sentences with fewer than
25 tokens,2 and sample 800 sentences from each
domain.
Quality Control: We first collect annotations on
200 sentences in each domain without any filtering
of workers. We then evaluate the workers on the
400 sentences: one of the authors examine the re-
sponses and made the gold-standard label set, and
we calculate the F1-score of each worker against
the gold-standard. We only use the workers whose
scores are≥ 0.5 in the remaining annotation tasks.

3.2 Results

Annotation Agreement: Our crowd workers
agreed moderately on annotations: Krippendorffs
α was 0.48 and 0.59 in the restaurant and lap-
top domains, respectively. We found that SELF-
FULFILLMENT and EMBRACE & EXPLORE LIFE

are often hard to distinguish. We, therefore, col-
lapsed these categories, and Krippendorffs α in-
creased to 0.51 and 0.61. For reference, three
graduate students studying language technology
annotated 150 sentences in the restaurant domain.
Their Krippendorffs α was 0.72 on the origi-
nal annotation scheme and 0.74 on the collapsed
scheme.
Analysis: We next aggregated crowd workers re-
sponses using MACE (Hovy et al., 2013), where a
response was regarded as a binary value of a com-
bination of a text and a human motive. We set the
prior probability of a positive class to 1/6 (i.e., one
text is likely to have one of the six motives). This
prior fits the responses better than a uniform prior.

Table 2 shows the distributions of human mo-
tive labels. There is a clear difference between
domains: the restaurant domain has a variety of
motives relevant to hedonic motives (i.e. pleasure
seeking) like SELF-FULFILLMENT (SF) and SO-
CIAL RELATION (SR), while the laptop domain
tends to have utilitarian motives (i.e. practical
needs) such as AMBITION&ABILITY (AA) and
FINANCE (F).

2We use Stanford CoreNLP v.3.9.2 (Manning et al., 2014)
to tokenize sentences.
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SELF-FULFILLMENT (SF) Finding meaning in life.
Feeling satisfied with one’s life. “Ess-A-Bagel is by far the best bagel in NY.”

*EMBRACE
&EXPLORE LIFE (EE)

Being entertained.
Exploring a new thing. “The wine list is extensive.”

APPRECIATING
BEAUTY (BA)

Enjoying fine design/natural beauty.
Being creative. “A beautifully designed dreamy restaurant.”

SOCIAL RELATION (SR) Being treated well by others.
Belonging to a social group. “Everyone was cheerfully cooperative.”

HEALTH (H) Being physically healthy. “The fish was not fresh and the rice tasted old.”

AMBITION&ABILITY (AA) Being competent/knowledgeable.
Keeping things in order. Being efficient. “I’ve waited over one hour for food.”

FINANCE (F) Saving money
Getting things worth the financial cost. “The prices are high, but I felt it was worth it.”

Table 1: Motive categories, definitions and examples sentences. *EMBRACE&EXPLORE LIFE is merged to SELF-
FULFILLMENT (Section 3.2).

SF AB SR H AA F

Restaurant 348 79 137 31 95 109
Laptop 188 164 52 9 370 145

Table 2: Distribution of human motives.

4 Human Motive Detection

We propose the task of motive detection. This is a
multi-label sentence classification task, where for
a given sentence a system detects relevant human
motives. One text can have multiple labels.

4.1 Baseline Models
4.1.1 SVM
We run a linear SVM classifier on bag of n-
grams (BoNG) of sentences. We count 1-, 2-, and
3-grams of words in each sentence to construct a
BoNG vector. To avoid overfitting to rare words,
we discard n-grams that occur only once in a train-
ing set. We also apply TF-IDF scaling to BoNG
vectors to emphasize topic words (BoNGtfidf).

4.1.2 Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP)
We build an MLP classifier with one hidden layer
on top of word embedding-based sentence rep-
resentations. We compress a variable-sized se-
quence of word embeddings into a fixed-sized sen-
tence embedding before feeding them into MLPs
using three standard encoders below.
Simple word-embeddings model (SWEM): We
calculate element-wise average and max-pooling
of word embeddings in a sequence and concate-
nate them (Shen et al., 2018).
CNN: A CNN aggregates adjacent word units in
a hierarchical manner. We follow Kim (2014) and
use filter windows of 3, 4, and 5.

Bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM): A bidirectional
LSTM encodes the whole word order in a sen-
tence. We concatenate hidden states at the final
time steps from both directions to obtain a sen-
tence vector. We set the number of layers to two.

4.2 Training
We simply treat our multi-label classification task
as a set of binary classification tasks, where MLP
classifiers share parameters except for those of an
output layer over motive categories. To handle
highly skewed class distributions, we minimize a
weighted loss function to train a model. For exam-
ple, MLP classifier minimizes a weighted cross-
entropy loss:

L = −
∑

(x,y)∈D

∑

c∈C
[wcyc logMLPc(x)

+(1− yc) log(1−MLPc(x))] ,
(1)

where (x,y) is a pair of a sentence and a label in
dataset D, C is a set of categories, and MLPc is
an output function w.r.t. category c. We use the
following class weight (Morik et al., 1999).

wc =

∑
(x,y)∈D(1− yc)∑

(x,y)∈D yc
(c ∈ C) (2)

4.3 Transfer Learning Across Domains
In contrast to entity aspects that must be defined
for each domain, underlying human motives will
be universal across domains although distributions
can be different. If this hypothesis is true, we
can leverage out-of-domain data to improve mo-
tive detectors. We conduct transfer learning across
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Restaurant Laptop

Method Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1

SVM-BoNG .565 (±.028) .394 (±.052) .451 (±.046) .480 (±.043) .358 (±.018) .397 (±.006)
+ Transfer .518 (±.042) .422 (±.055) .459 (±.050) .555 (±.102) .396 (±.023) .453 (±.039)

SVM-BoNGtfidf .544 (±.018) .482 (±.032) .492 (±.015) .577 (±.106) .449 (±.014) .477 (±.038)
+ Transfer .542 (±.060) .477 (±.041) .475 (±.012) .566 (±.071) .461 (±.012) .489 (±.029)

MLP-SWEM .376 (±.027) .783 (±.002) .478 (±.026) .359 (±.007) .592 (±.022) .416 (±.001)
+ Transfer .462 (±.040) .662 (±.025) .516 (±.013) .393 (±.011) .534 (±.047) .436 (±.025)

MLP-CNN .565 (±.032) .499 (±.045) .524 (±.032) .468 (±.011) .410 (±.014) .423 (±.007)
+ Transfer .700 (±.059) .541 (±.017) .583 (±.020) .519 (±.033) .432 (±.021) .456 (±.006)

MLP-LSTM .447 (±.007) .631 (±.008) .511 (±.007) .419 (±.007) .568 (±.001) .473 (±.005)
+ Transfer .475 (±.017) .618 (±.011) .531 (±.005) .500 (±.031) .572 (±.003) .518 (±.006)

(Ref.) Human .724 (±.014) .859 (±.014) .781 (±.012) .766 (±.021) .855 (±.019) .806 (±.017)

Table 3: Results of human motive detection. Macro-precision, recall, and F1-measure scores are averaged over
three folds in cross-validation (except for the performance of crowd workers in row Human). The higher numbers
in each metric are denoted in bold face.

domains by minimizing the loss function below.

L′ = Lin + λLout, (3)

where Lin and Lout are loss functions defined on
in-domain and out-of-domain data, and λ is a hy-
perparameter to discount the out-of-domain loss.

5 Experiments

5.1 Setup

We use macro-averaging of F1 measures over mo-
tive categories as the primary evaluation metrics.
We conduct three-fold cross-validation, where the
dataset is divided evenly into training, validation,
and test sets. In each fold, we conduct a grid
search of hyperparameters based on the validation
set. We then use a training and validation set to
train a model and test on a test split. We report the
average scores over test splits as the final score.

We use pretrained 100-D GloVe embeddings
trained on 6 billion tokens from Wikipedia and Gi-
gaword corpus (Pennington et al., 2014).3 We pro-
vide the implementation details in the appendix.

5.2 Results

Table 3 shows that the MLP classifiers performed
better or on par with the SVM classifier in terms of
F1 measure. The low recall scores of SVM clas-
sifiers indicate that surface-level features are in-
sufficient to detect various realizations of human
motives.

3https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/
glove/

Interestingly, adding out-of-domain data im-
proved F1 of all classifiers except SVM-BoNGtfidf.
Particularly, the precision of the MLP classifiers
increased by transfer learning. For the MLP-CNN
classifier, the boost from laptop domain instances
was as high as 0.059 of F1 measure. This fact indi-
cates the universality of underlying motives across
domains.

We also report on human performance by com-
paring individual responses of crowd workers
against aggregated, gold-standard labels. We gen-
erated 100 sets of human responses by repeatedly
sampling one of three workers for each sentence.
We can see a large gap between the classifiers (0.5
F1) and human (0.8 F1) in this task.

6 Discussion

We analyzed two domains, restaurants and lap-
tops. In the restaurant domain, people are driven
by hedonic motives in many cases and utilitarian
motives in some cases. The laptop is a domain
where people are driven by utilitarian motives in
the majority cases. Of course, there are many
domains other than these domains. For example,
people would watch only for enjoying it. Explor-
ing other domains would be an interesting direc-
tion for future research.

Another important direction is to develop a
method that bridges between motives and senti-
ment valence. Li and Hovy (2017) gives con-
crete procedures to account for semantics behind
the scene: we identify which goals are aimed at
to fulfil a given motive, which plans are taken to
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achieve the goals, which actions and conditions
appear in the plans, and how well they are actu-
ally performed. These intermediate components
would relate what we call aspects in aspect-based
sentiment analysis.

Although we focused on sentiment analysis in
this study, detection of motives can benefit other
NLP applications such as in-depth machine read-
ing. For example, underlying motives will be
a strong clue for modeling a sequence of ac-
tions that share the same actor (a.k.a narrative
chains (Chambers and Jurafsky, 2008)).

7 Conclusion

We aimed at understanding why a writer of a text
holds a particular sentiment and proposed a task
of human motive detection as an essential building
block to this end. We presented a taxonomy of mo-
tives derived from a psychology study and anno-
tated 1,600 restaurant and laptop reviews with six
motives. We evaluated the performance of base-
line predictive models on this dataset.4

One interesting property is that the same un-
derlying motives can appear in different domains
even though their distribution may differ. We em-
pirically verified this by transferring learned pa-
rameters across domains. The result showed that
predictive models can strongly benefit from out-
of-domain instances. Nevertheless, there is still a
substantial performance gap between humans and
automatic detectors.
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Abstract

Attention-based neural models were employed
to detect the different aspects and sentiment
polarities of the same target in targeted aspect-
based sentiment analysis (TABSA). However,
existing methods do not specifically pre-train
reasonable embeddings for targets and aspects
in TABSA. This may result in targets or as-
pects having the same vector representations
in different contexts and losing the context-
dependent information. To address this prob-
lem, we propose a novel method to refine the
embeddings of targets and aspects. Such piv-
otal embedding refinement utilizes a sparse co-
efficient vector to adjust the embeddings of
target and aspect from the context. Hence
the embeddings of targets and aspects can
be refined from the highly correlative words
instead of using context-independent or ran-
domly initialized vectors. Experiment results
on two benchmark datasets show that our ap-
proach yields the state-of-the-art performance
in TABSA task.

1 Introduction

Targeted aspect-based sentiment analysis
(TABSA) aims at detecting aspects accord-
ing to the specific target and inferring sentiment
polarities corresponding to different target-aspect
pairs simultaneously (Saeidi et al., 2016). For
example, in sentence “location1 is your best bet
for secure although expensive and location2 is
too far.”, for target “location1”, the sentiment
polarity is positive towards aspect “SAFETY”
but is negative towards aspect “PRICE”. While
“location2” only express negative polarity about
aspect “TRANSIT-LOCATION”. This can be seen
in Figure 1, e.g., where opinions on the aspects
“SAFETY” and “PRICE” are expressed for target
“location1” but not for target “location2”, whose

∗∗ Corresponding Author

corresponding aspect is “TRANSIT-LOCATION
”. Here, an interesting phenomenon is that, the
opinion “Positive” towards aspect “SAFETY” is
expressed for target “location1” will be change
if “location1” and “location2” are exchanged.
That is to say, the representation of target and
aspect should take full account of context in-
formation rather than use context-independent
representation.

location1 is your best bet for secure although expensive

and location2 is too far

Target

location1

Aspect

SAFETY

Sentiment

Positive

location1 PRICE Negative

location2 TRANSIT Negative

Figure 1: Example of TABSA task. Highly correlative
words and corresponding aspects are in the same color.
Entity names are masked by location1 and location2.

Aspect-based sentiment analysis (ABSA) is a
basic subtask of TABSA, which aims at inferring
the sentiment polarities of different aspects in the
sentence (Ruder et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2017; Gui
et al., 2017; Peng et al., 2018; Ma et al., 2018a).
Recently, attention-based neural models achieve
remarkable success in ABSA (Fan et al., 2018;
Wang et al., 2016; Tang et al., 2016). In TABSA
task, the attention-based sentiment LSTM (Ma
et al., 2018b) is proposed to tackle the challenges
of both aspect-based sentiment analysis and tar-
geted sentiment analysis by incorporating exter-
nal knowledge. For neural model improvement,
a delayed memory is proposed to track and update
the states of targets at the right time with external
memory (Liu et al., 2018).

Despite the remarkable progress made by the
previous works, they usually utilize context-
independent or randomly initialized vectors to rep-
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resent targets and aspects, which losses the seman-
tic information and ignores the interdependence
among specific target, corresponding aspects and
the context. Because the targets themselves have
no expression of sentiment, and the opinions of the
given sentence are generally composed of words
highly correlative to the targets. For example, if
the words “price” and “expensive” are in the sen-
tence, it probably expresses the “Negative” senti-
ment polarity about aspect “PRICE”.

To alleviate these problems above, we propose
a novel embedding refinement method to obtain
context-aware embedding for TABSA. Specifi-
cally, we use a sparse coefficient vector to select
highly correlated words from the sentence, and
then adjust the representations of target and aspect
to make them more valuable. The main contribu-
tions of our work can be summarized as follows:

• We reconstruct the vector representation for
target from the context by means of a sparse
coefficient vector, hence the representation
of target is generated from highly correlative
words rather than using context-independent
or randomly initialized embedding.

• The aspect embedding is fine-tuned to be
close to the highly correlated target and be
away from the irrelevant targets.

• Experiment results on SentiHood and Se-
meval 2015 show that our proposed method
can be directly incorporated into embedding-
based TABSA models and achieve state-of-
the-art performance.

2 Methodology

In this section, we describe the proposed method
in detail. The framework of our proposed method
is demonstrated in Figure 2.

We assume a words sequence of a given sen-
tence as an embedding matrix X ∈ Rm×n, where
n is the length of sentence, m is the dimension of
embedding, and each word can be represented as
an m-dimensional embedding x ∈ Rm including
the embedding of target t ∈ Rm via random ini-
tialization and the embedding of aspect a ∈ Rm
which is an average of its constituting word em-
beddings or single word embedding. The sentence
embedding matrix X is fed as input into our model
to achieve the sparse coefficient vector u′ via the
fully connected layer and the step function succes-
sively. The hidden output u′ is utilized to compute

the refined representation of target t̃ ∈ Rm and as-
pect ã ∈ Rm. Afterwards, the squared Euclidean
function d(t̃, t) and d(ã, t̃, t′) are used to itera-
tively minimize the distance to get the refined em-
beddings of target and aspect.

..
.

..
.

···

...

...

...

...

..
.

..
.

...

..
.

..
.

Figure 2: The framework of our refinement model. ⊗
is element-wise product, ⊕ is vector addition, Φ is step
function.

2.1 Task Definition
Given a sentence consisting of a sequence of
words s = {w1, w2, . . . , LOC, . . . , wn}, where
LOC is a target in the sentence, there will be 1
or 2 targets in the sentence corresponding to sev-
eral aspects. There are a pre-identified set of tar-
gets T and a fixed set of aspects A. The goal
of TABSA can be regarded as a fine-grained sen-
timent expression as a tuple (t, a, p), where p
refers to the polarity which is associated with as-
pect a, and the aspect a belongs to a target t.
The objective of TABSA task is to detect the as-
pect a ∈ A and classify the sentiment polarity
p ∈ {Positive,Negative,None} according to
a specific target t and the sentence s.

2.2 Target Representation
The idea of target representation is to reconstruct
the target embedding from a given sentence ac-
cording to the highly correlated words in the con-
text. By this means we can extract the correlation
between target and context, the target representa-
tion is computed as:

t̃ = X ∗ u′ (1)
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where t̃ is the representation of target, u′ is a
sparse coefficient vector indicating the importance
of different words in the context, defined as:

u′ = Φ(u) (2)

where Φ is a step function given a real value:

Φ(ui) =

{
ui ui > mean(u)

0 ui < mean(u)
(3)

where mean(·) is an average function, and the
vector u can be computed by a non-linear function
of basic embedding matrix X:

u = f(Xᵀ ·W + b) (4)

where f is a non-linear operation function like sig-
moid, W ∈ Rm and b ∈ Rn denote the weight
matrix and bias respectively. The target represen-
tation is inspired by the recent success of embed-
ding refinement (Yu et al., 2017). For each target,
our reconstruction operation aims to get a contex-
tual relevant embedding by iteratively minimizes
the squared Euclidean between the target and the
highly correlative words in the sentence. The ob-
jective function is defined as:

d(t̃, t) =

n∑

i=1

( m∑

j=1

(t̃ji − t
j
i )

2 + λu′i
)

(5)

where λu′i aims to control the sparseness of vec-
tor u′. Through the iterative procedure, the vector
representation of the target will be iteratively up-
dated until the number of the non-zero elements
of vector u′ less than the threshold value: k 6 c.
Where k is the number of the non-zero elements
of vector u′ and c is a threshold to control the non-
zero number of vector u′.

2.3 Aspect Representation
Generally, the words of aspects contain the most
important semantic information. Coordinate with
the aspect itself, the context information can also
reflect the aspect, such as the word “price” in the
sentence probably has relevant to aspect “PRICE”.
To this end, we refine the aspect representation ac-
cording to target representation. By incorporating
highly correlated words into the representation of
aspect, every element in the fine-tuned aspect em-
bedding ã is calculated as:

ãi = ai + αXi ∗ u′i (6)

where α is a parameter to control the influence be-
tween aspect and the context.

For each aspect, the fine-tuning method aims to
move closer to the homologous target and further
away from the irrelevant one by iteratively mini-
mizes the squared Euclidean. The objective func-
tion is thus divided into two parts:

d(ã, t̃, t′) =
n∑

i=1

[ m∑

j=1

(
(ãji − t̃ji )2 − β(ãji − t′

j
i )

2
)
+ λu′i

]

(7)

where t̃ is the the homologous target and t′ is the
irrelevant one. β is a parameter that controls the
distance from the irrelevant target.

3 Experiments

This section evaluates several deep neural mod-
els based on our proposed embedding refinement
method for TABSA.

Dataset. Two benchmark datasets: Senti-
Hood (Saeidi et al., 2016) and Task 12 of Semeval
2015 (Pontiki et al., 2015) are used to evaluate our
proposed method. SentiHood contains annotated
sentences containing one or two location target
mentions. The whole dataset contains 5215
sentences with 3862 sentences containing a single
location and 1353 sentences containing multiple
(two) locations. Location target names are
masked by LOCATION1 and LOCATION2
in the whole dataset. Following (Saeidi et al.,
2016), we only consider the top 4 aspects (“GEN-
ERAL”, “PRICE”, “TRANSIT-LOCATION”
and “SAFETY”) when evaluate aspect detec-
tion and sentiment classification. To show the
generalizability of our method, we evaluate our
works in another dataset: restaurants domain in
Task 12 for TABSA from Semeval 2015. We
remove sentences containing no targets as well as
NULL targets like the work of (Ma et al., 2018b).
The whole dataset contains 1,197 targets in the
training set and 542 targets in the testing set.

Experiment setting. We use Glove (Pennington
et al., 2014)1 to initialize the word embeddings
in our experiments, and target embeddings (loca-
tion1 and location2) are randomly initialized. We
initialize W and b with random initialization. The
parameters of c, α and β in our experiment are 4,
1 and 0.5 respectively. Given a unit of text s, a list
of labels (t, a, p) is provided correspondingly, the

1http://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
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Model
Aspect Detection Sentiment Classification

Acc. (%) F1 (%) AUC (%) Acc. (%) AUC (%)

LSTM-Final — 68.9 89.8 82.0 85.4
LSTM-Loc — 69.3 89.7 81.9 83.9

SenticLSTM 67.4 78.2 — 89.3 —
RE+SenticLSTM† (ours) 73.8 79.3 — 93.0 —

Delayed-memory 73.5 78.5 94.4 91.0 94.8
RE+Delayed-memory† (ours) 76.4 81.0 96.8 92.8 96.2

Table 1: Experimental results on SentiHood. † denotes average score over 10 runs, and best scores are in bold.

Model
Aspect Detection Sentiment Classification

Acc. (%) F1 (%) AUC (%) Acc. (%) AUC (%)

SenticLSTM 67.3 76.4 — 76.5 —
RE+SenticLSTM†(ours) 71.2 78.6 89.5 76.8 82.3

Delayed-memory 70.3 77.4 90.8 76.4 83.6
RE+Delayed-memory†(ours) 71.6 79.1 91.8 77.2 84.6

Table 2: Experimental results on Semeval 2015.

overall task of TABSA can be defined as a three-
class classification task for each (t, a) pair with
labels Positive, Negative, None. We use macro-
average F1, Strict accuracy (Acc.) and AUC for
aspect detection, and Acc. and AUC for sentiment
classification ignoring the class of None, which in-
dicates that a sentence does not contain an opinion
for the target-aspect pair (t, a).

Comparison methods. We compare our method
with several typical baseline systems (Saeidi et al.,
2016) and remarkable models (Ma et al., 2018b;
Liu et al., 2018) proposed for the task of TABSA.

(1) LSTM-Final (Saeidi et al., 2016): A bidi-
rectional LSTM model takes the final states to rep-
resent the information.

(2) LSTM-Loc (Saeidi et al., 2016): A bidirec-
tional LSTM model takes the output representa-
tion at the index corresponding to the location tar-
get.

(3) SenticLSTM (Ma et al., 2018b): A bidirec-
tional LSTM model incorporates external Sentic-
Net knowledge.

(4) Delayed-memory (Liu et al., 2018): A
memory-based model utilizes a delayed memory
mechanism.

(5) RE+SenticLSTM: Incorporating our pro-
posed method into SenticLSTM.

(6) RE+Delayed-memory: Incorporating our

proposed method into Delayed-memory.

3.1 Comparative Results of SentiHood

The experimental results are shown in Table
1. The classifiers based on our proposed meth-
ods (RE+Delayed-memory, RE+SenticLSTM)
achieve better performance than competitor mod-
els for both aspect detection and sentiment clas-
sification. In comparison with the previous best-
performing model (Delayed-memory), our best
model (RE+Delayed-memory) significantly im-
proves aspect detection (by 2.9% in strict accu-
racy, 2.5% in macro-average F1 and 2.4% in AUC)
and sentiment classification (by 1.8% in strict ac-
curacy and 1.4% in AUC) on SentiHood.

The comprehensive results show that by incor-
porating refined context-aware embeddings of tar-
gets and aspects into the neural models can sub-
stantially improve the performance of aspect de-
tection. This indicates that the refined represen-
tation is more learnable and is able to extract
the interdependence between aspect and the corre-
sponding target in the context. On the other hand,
the performance of sentiment classification is im-
proved certainly in comparison with the remark-
able models (Delayed-memory and SenticLSTM).
It indicates that our context-aware embeddings
can capture sentiment information better than the
models using traditional embeddings even incor-
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porating external knowledge.

3.2 Comparative Results of Semeval 2015

To illustrate the robustness of our proposed
method, a comparative experiment was conducted
on Semeval 2015. As shown in Table 2, our em-
bedding refinement method achieves better per-
formance for both aspect detection and sentiment
classification than two original embedding-based
models, for aspect detection in particular. Conse-
quently, our method is capable of achieving state-
of-the-art performance on different datasets.

(a) RE+Delayed-memory. (b) Delayed-memory.

(c) RE+SenticLSTM. (d) SenticLSTM.

Figure 3: The visualization of intermediate embed-
dings learned by embedding-based models. Different
colors represent different aspects.

3.3 Visualization

To qualitatively demonstrate how the proposed
embedding refinement improves the performance
for both aspect detection and sentiment classi-
fication in TABSA, we visualize the proposed
context-aware aspect embeddings ã and origi-
nal aspect embeddings a which are learned with
Delayed-memory and SenticLSTM models via t-
SNE (Maaten and Hinton, 2008). As shown in
Figure 3, compared with randomly initialized em-
bedding, it is observed a significantly clearer sep-
aration between different aspects represented by
our proposed context-aware embedding. This in-

dicates that different representations of aspects can
be distinguished from the context, and that the
commonality of a specific aspect can also be ef-
fectively preserved. Hence the model can extract
different semantic information according to differ-
ent aspects, when detecting multiple aspects in the
same sentence in particular. The results verify that
encoding aspect by leveraging context information
is more effective for aspect detection and senti-
ment classification in TABSA task.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a novel method for re-
fining representations of targets and aspects. The
proposed method is able to select a set of highly
correlated words from the context via a sparse co-
efficient vector and then adjust the representations
of targets and aspects. Hence, the interdependence
among specific target, corresponding aspect, and
the context can be extracted to generate superior
embedding. Experimental results demonstrated
the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed
method on two benchmark datasets over the task
of TABSA. In future works, we will explore the
extension of this approach for other tasks.
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Abstract

Political debates offer a rare opportunity for
citizens to compare the candidates’ positions
on the most controversial topics of the cam-
paign. Thus they represent a natural applica-
tion scenario for Argument Mining. As ex-
isting research lacks solid empirical investiga-
tion of the typology of argument components
in political debates, we fill this gap by propos-
ing an Argument Mining approach to politi-
cal debates. We address this task in an em-
pirical manner by annotating 39 political de-
bates from the last 50 years of US presidential
campaigns, creating a new corpus of 29k ar-
gument components, labeled as premises and
claims. We then propose two tasks: (1) iden-
tifying the argumentative components in such
debates, and (2) classifying them as premises
and claims. We show that feature-rich SVM
learners and Neural Network architectures out-
perform standard baselines in Argument Min-
ing over such complex data. We release the
new corpus USElecDeb60To16 and the ac-
companying software under free licenses to
the research community.

1 Introduction

Political debates are public interviews where the
candidates of elections are requested to confront
each other on topics such as unemployment, taxes,
and foreign policy. During presidential elections
in the US, it is customary for the main candidates
of the two largest parties, i.e., the Democratic
and the Republican Parties, to engage in a debate
around the most controversial issues of the time.
Such debates are considered as a de facto elec-
tion process, and in some cases they have nearly
decided the outcomes of the elections (Coleman
et al., 2015).

Given the importance of these debates and
their innate argumentative features, they represent

a natural playground for Argument(ation) Min-
ing (AM) methods (Peldszus and Stede, 2013;
Lippi and Torroni, 2016b; Cabrio and Villata,
2018). AM deals with analyzing argumentation
in various domains, such as legal cases (Mochales
and Moens, 2011), persuasive essays (Stab and
Gurevych, 2017), clinical trials (Mayer et al.,
2018) and scientific articles (Teufel et al., 2009).
The ability of identifying argumentative compo-
nents and predicting their relations in such a
kind of texts opens the door to cutting-edge tasks
like fallacy detection, fact-checking, and counter-
argumentation generation.

Despite the plethora of existing approaches and
annotated corpora for AM, very few of them
tackle the issue of mining argumentative structures
from political debates (Lippi and Torroni, 2016a;
Menini et al., 2018; Duthie and Budzynska, 2018;
Visser et al., 2019). To be best of our knowledge,
none of them take on the identification of argu-
ment components (i.e., premises and claims) on a
large corpus of political debates. This paper fills
this gap by (1) performing a large-scale annotation
study over 50 years of US presidential campaigns
from 1960 (Nixon vs. Kennedy) to 2016 (Trump
vs. Clinton), resulting in 29k annotated argument
components, and (2) experimenting with feature-
rich SVM learners and neural architectures out-
performing standard baselines in Argument Min-
ing. Finally, to ensure full reproducibility of our
experiments, we provide all data and source codes
under free licenses.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses the related work and compares it to the
proposed approach. In Section 3, we present the
corpus of political debates we built along with
some examples from the annotation guidelines.
Section 4 describes the experimental setting, re-
ports on the obtained results and discusses the
main errors which occurred.
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2 Background and related work

AM is “the general task of analyzing discourse on
the pragmatics level and applying a certain argu-
mentation theory to model and automatically an-
alyze the data at hand” (Habernal and Gurevych,
2017). Two tasks are crucial in Argument Mining:
i) Argument component detection in the input text:
this step may be further split in the detection of
argument components (i.e., claims and premises)
and of their textual boundaries. Different meth-
ods have been tested, like Support Vector Ma-
chines (SVM) (e.g., (Lippi and Torroni, 2016c)),
Naı̈ve Bayes classifiers (Duthie et al., 2016), Lo-
gistic Regression (Levy et al., 2014) and Neu-
ral Networks (Stab and Gurevych, 2017), and ii)
Prediction of the relations holding between the
argumentative components (i.e., attacks and sup-
ports). Relations can be predicted between argu-
ments (Cabrio and Villata, 2013) or between argu-
ment components (Stab and Gurevych, 2017).

Regarding political debates, (Menini et al.,
2018) predict relations on speeches of the Nixon-
Kennedy campaign considering only annotations
on the relations among such arguments. (Lippi and
Torroni, 2016a) focus on the 2015 UK election de-
bates to study the impact of vocal features from
the speeches on the identification of claims in de-
bates. They built a small corpus of political de-
bates annotated with premises and claims. (Duthie
and Budzynska, 2018) proposed the ethos mining
task aiming at detecting ethotic arguments and the
relations among the politicians and the parties in
the UK Parliament. Sentences are annotated as
being ethotic arguments or not. (Basave and He,
2016) studied the use of semantic frames for mod-
elling argumentation in speakers’ discourse. They
investigated the impact of argumentation as a in-
fluence rank indicator for politicians on the 20
debates for the Republican primary election. Fi-
nally, (Visser et al., 2019) present a dataset com-
posed of the transcripts of televised political de-
bates leading up to the 2016 presidential election
in the US, with the addition of the reactions from
the social media platform Reddit. The corpus is
annotated based on the Inference Anchoring The-
ory, and not with argument components. Contrary
to past works, we create a huge annotated dataset
including 39 political debates, and we present a
successful attempt to argument component detec-
tion on such a big corpus of political debates.

Year Candidates T S W
1960 Kennedy-Nixon 255 2082 48326
1976 Carter-Ford 270 1874 46444
1980 Anderson-Reagan 200 1141 28765
1984 Mondale-Reagan 365 2376 50126
1988 Bush-Dukakis 484 2599 52780
1992 Bush-Clinton-Perot 929 4057 73688
1996 Clinton-Dole 280 2299 32088
2000 Bush-Gore 564 3225 71852
2000 Cheney-Lieberman 106 835 16395
2004 Bush-Kerry 419 3487 55486
2004 Cheney-Edwards 169 1069 20486
2008 McCain-Obama 505 2829 56379
2012 Obama-Romney 676 2352 62097
2012 Biden-Ryan 425 1252 20785
2016 Clinton-Trump 954 2536 40530
TOT. 6601 34013 676227

Table 1: Statistics on the debate transcripts: number of
speech turns (T), sentences (S) and words (W).

3 Dataset creation

The USElecDeb60To16 v.01 dataset was collected
from the website of the Commission on Presiden-
tial Debates1, which provided transcripts of the de-
bates broadcasted on TV and held among the lead-
ing candidates for the presidential and vice presi-
dential nominations in the US. USElecDeb60To16
includes the debates starting from Kennedy and
Nixon in 1960 until those between Clinton and
Trump in 2016. Table 1 provides some statis-
tics on the dataset in terms of number of turns
in the conversations, of sentences and of words
in the transcripts. The unique properties of this
dataset are its size (see Table 1), its peculiar na-
ture of containing reciprocal discussions (mainly
between Democrats and Republicans), and its time
line structure. The motivation for creating a new
corpus is twofold: i) to the best of our knowl-
edge, no other big corpus on political debates an-
notated at a argument component level for Argu-
ment Mining exists, and ii) we ensure the repro-
ducibility of the annotation, writing guidelines, in-
spired from (Rinott et al., 2015; Lippi and Torroni,
2016a), with precise rules for identifying and seg-
menting argument components (i.e., claims and
premises) in political debates.2

In the following, we detail the annotation of the
argument components through examples from the
USElecDeb60To16 dataset.

1http://www.debates.org
2The USElecDeb60To16 v.01 dataset and the annotation

guidelines are available here: https://github.com/
ElecDeb60To16/Dataset.
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Claims. Being them the ultimate goal of an ar-
gument, in the context of political debates, claims
can be a policy advocated by a party or a candi-
date to be undertaken which needs to be justified
in order to be accepted by the audience. In Exam-
ple 1,3 Bush is defending the decisions taken by
his administration by claiming that his policy has
been effective. Claims might also provide judg-
ments about the other candidate or parties (Exam-
ple 2).

1. Bush-Kerry, September 30, 2004:
BUSH: My administration started what’s called the
Proliferation Security Initiative. Over 60 nations
involved with disrupting the trans-shipment of infor-
mation and/or weapons of mass destruction materials.
And [we’ve been effective]. [We busted the A.Q. Khan
network. This was a proliferator out of Pakistan that
was selling secrets to places like North Korea and
Libya]. [We convinced Libya to disarm].

2. Kennedy-Nixon, September 26, 1960:
NIXON: [I believe the programs that Senator
Kennedy advocates will have a tendency to stifle
those creative energies], [I believe in other words,
that his program would lead to the stagnation of the
motive power that we need in this country to get
progress].

3. Kennedy-Nixon, October 13, 1960:
NIXON: Senator Kennedy’s position and mine com-
pletely different on this. [I favor the present depletion
allowance]. [I favor it not because I want to make a lot
of oil men rich], but because [I want to make America
rich]. Why do we have a depletion allowance? Because
[this is the stimulation, the incentive for companies to
go out and explore for oil, to develop it].

Taking a stance towards a controversial subject, or
an opinion towards a specific issue is also con-
sidered as a claim (e.g., “I’ve opposed the death
penalty during all of my life”). The presence of
discourse indicators (e.g., “in my opinion”, “I be-
lieve”) is generally a useful hint in finding claims
that state opinions and judgments.

Premises. Premises are assertions made by the
debaters for supporting their claims (i.e., reasons
or justifications). A type of premise commonly
used by candidates is referring to past experi-
ence: more experienced candidates exploit this
technique to assert that their claims are more rel-
evant than their opponents because of their past
experience (Example 4).

4. Carter-Ford, September 23, 1976:
CARTER: [Well among my other experiences in the

3In the examples, claims are marked in bold, premises in
Italics and the component boundaries by [square brackets].

past, I’ve - I’ve been a nuclear engineer, and did grad-
uate work in this field]. [I think I know the - the uh
capabilities and limitations of atomic power].

Statistics are very commonly used as evidence
to justify the claims (Example 6). Moreover,
premises may be asserted in the form of examples
(in such cases, they may contain discourse indica-
tors to introduce examples and justifications, such
as “because”).

5. Nixon-Kennedy, September 26, 1960:
NIXON: We often hear gross national product dis-
cussed and in that respect may I say that [when we
compare the growth in this administration with that of
the previous administration that then there was a total
growth of eleven percent over seven years]; [in this ad-
ministration there has been a total growth of nineteen
percent over seven years]. [That shows that there’s
been more growth in this Administration than in its
predecessor].

6. Clinton-Dole, October 6, 1996:
CLINTON: [We have ten and a half million more jobs,
a faster job growth rate than under any Republican ad-
ministration since the 1920s]. [Wages are going up for
the first time in a decade]. [We have record numbers
of new small businesses]. [We have the biggest drop
in the number of people in poverty in 27 years]. [All
groups of people are growing]. [We had the biggest
drop in income inequality in 27 years in 1995]. [The
average family’s income has gone up over $1600 just
since our economic plan passed]. So [I think it’s clear
that we’re better off than we were four years ago].

Three expert annotators defined the annotation
guidelines, then three other annotators carried out
the annotation task relying on such guidelines.
Each transcript has been independently annotated
by at least two annotators4. 86% of the sentences,
which were annotated at least with one compo-
nent, were tagged with only one argument compo-
nent, while the remaining 14% with more than one
component (7% with both claims and premises).5

Only 0.6% of the dataset contains cross-sentence
annotations (i.e., annotations which are not bound
in one sentence). 19 debates have been inde-
pendently annotated by three annotators to mea-
sure the IAA. The observed agreement percentage
and IAA at sentence-level (following (Stab and
Gurevych, 2014)) are respectively 0.83% and κ =
0.57 (moderate agreement) for argumentative-non
argumentative sentences, and 63% and κ = 0.4
(fair agreement) for the argument components.
Such annotation tasks are very difficult with po-
litical debates. In many examples, the choice be-
tween a premise and a claim is hard to define. In

4We used the Brat annotation tool (Stenetorp et al., 2012).
5A component cannot be both a claim and a premise (see

Guidelines).
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Example 7, the sentence “the way Senator [...]” is
used as a premise for the previous claim, but if ob-
served out of this context, it can be identified as
a claim. This justifies the IAA on the argument
component annotation.

7. McCain-Obama, October 15, 2008:
OBAMA: [I disagree with Senator McCain in how
to do it], because [the way Senator McCain has de-
signed his plan, it could be a giveaway to banks if we’re
buying full price for mortgages that now are worth a lot
less]?.

To release a consistent dataset, in the reconcil-
iation phase we computed the IAA of the annota-
tors with two other expert annotators with back-
ground in computational linguistics on a sample
of 6 debates. In case of disagreement among the
first three annotators, the annotation provided by
the annotator which showed to be consistently in
line with the expert annotators (i.e., with a higher
IAA) was included in the released dataset.
After the reconciliation phase, the USE-
lecDeb60To16 dataset contains the annotation of
29521 argument components (i.e., 16087 claims
and 13434 premises). Notice that the number
of claims is higher than the number of premises,
because in political speeches the candidates make
arguments mostly without providing premises for
their claims. Moreover, the candidates use longer
sentences (more words) to express their premises
than their claims.

For our experiments, we split the dataset into
train (13894 components), validation (6577 com-
ponents) and test (9050 components) sets, keeping
the same component distribution as in the original
dataset.

4 Experimental setting

We address the argument component detection
task as two subsequent classification steps, i.e., the
argumentative sentences detection (Task 1), and
the argumentative components identification (Task
2). We address both of these classification tasks at
the sentence level (e.g., we label a sentence ac-
cording to the longest component annotated in the
sentence).

Methods For Task 1, we trained both a linear-
kernel SVM with stochastic gradient descent
learning method using bag of words features only,
and a SVM classifier with rbf kernel (python
scikit-learn v0.20.1, penalty parameter=10) us-
ing the features listed below to distinguish argu-

mentative sentences (i.e., sentences which con-
tain at least one argument component) from the
non-argumentative ones. For comparison, we also
tested a Neural Network structured with two bidi-
rectional LSTM layers (Hochreiter and Schmid-
huber, 1997) using word embeddings from Fast-
Text (Joulin et al., 2016; Mikolov et al., 2018) as
the weights for the embedding layer. The output
layer determines the class Argumentative/Non-
Argumentative for the input sentence. A feed-
forward Neural Network was also trained using
the same sentence-based features used with the
SVM classifier. This network consists of two hid-
den layers with 64 and 32 neurons for the 1st and
2nd hidden layer, respectively.

As for the component classification step, we ap-
plied the same classifiers as for Task 1 (SVM and
LSTM). For both tasks, we implemented the ma-
jority baseline for argument component classifica-
tion used in (Stab and Gurevych, 2017).

We considered the following features: tf-idf
of each word, NGram (bigrams and trigrams),
POS of adverbs, adjectives (used by debaters to
stress the correctness of their premises), different
tenses of verbs and modal verbs (they often af-
fect the certainty of the assertions, hence would
be a hint of facts/non-facts in discerning between
argument components), syntactic features (con-
stituency parse trees, dept of the parsing tree), dis-
course connectives (and their position), NER (de-
baters often mention party members, former pres-
idents, organizations and dates or numbers like
statistics as examples to strengthen the premises
for the claims), semantic features (sentiment po-
larity of the argument component and of its cover-
ing sentence (Menini et al., 2018)).

Evaluation Tables 2 and 3 present the re-
sults obtained on detecting argumentative sen-
tences (Task 1) and classifying argumentative
components (Task 2), respectively. Results ob-
tained with linear-kernel SVM significantly out-
performed the majority baseline in both tasks. En-
riching the feature-set increased the classification
performances by 9% on Task 1 using the rbf-
kernel SVM, while only by 2.2% on Task 2. Run-
ning ablation tests for features analysis, we no-
ticed that the lexical features (tf-idf and NGram
features) strongly contribute to performance in-
crease in both tasks. NER features – selected
on the assumption that they would have improved
the detection of premises as candidate tend to use
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NERs to provide examples – showed to be more
effective in Task 1 only. Sentiment and discourse
indicator features did not show to be effective in
either classification tasks. Results obtained by
LSTM with word-embedding as features in both
tasks are comparable to that of the SVM using all
the features, showing the efficiency of neural clas-
sifiers on AM tasks using less dimensionality for
the input data.

Classifier Class Precision Recall F-Score

Majority
baseline

Arg 0.681 1.000 0.810
None 0.000 0.000 0.000

Average 0.463 0.681 0.551
SVM

Linear Kernel
BOW

Arg 0.758 0.980 0.855
None 0.886 0.335 0.486

Average 0.799 0.774 0.737
SVM

Rbf Kernel
All features

Arg 0.855 0.986 0.916
None 0.834 0.293 0.433

Average 0.851 0.853 0.823

LSTM network
word-embeddings features

Arg 0.882 0.946 0.913
None 0.668 0.463 0.547

Average 0.841 0.854 0.843

Feed Forward Network
All features

Arg 0.885 0.859 0.872
None 0.471 0.528 0.498

Average 0.805 0.796 0.800

Table 2: Classification results on Task 1.

Classifier Class Precision Recall F-Score

Majority
baseline

Claim 0.51 1.00 0.68
Premise 0.00 0.00 0.00
Average 0.26 0.51 0.35

SVM
Linear Kernel

BOW

Claim 0.625 0.757 0.685
Premise 0.682 0.534 0.599
Average 0.653 0.647 0.643

SVM
Rbf Kernel
All features

Claim 0.631 0.830 0.717
Premise 0.728 0.484 0.581
Average 0.678 0.662 0.651

LSTM network
word-embeddings

Claim 0.848 0.810 0.829
Premise 0.683 0.739 0.710
Average 0.673 0.673 0.673

Feed Forward Network
All features

Claim 0.639 0.697 0.667
Premise 0.644 0.581 0.611
Average 0641 0.641 0.640

Table 3: Classification results on Task 2.

Given the complexity of the task, we computed
the human upper bound as the average F-score of
the annotation agreement between annotators and
the gold-standard. It resulted in 0.87 and 0.75
on argumentative vs. non-argumentative, and 0.74
and 0.65 on claims and premises, respectively.

Error Analysis Argumentative sentences are
rarely misclassified, which results in high recall
on argumentative sentence identification. Some
patterns can be identified from the misclassified
non-argumentative sentences. One of these pat-
terns appears in very short non-argumentative sen-
tences which contain an argument indicator such

as “so”, for instance the sentence: “So what should
we do?” is classified as argumentative although in
the context it is considered a non-argumentative
sentence. Since indicators for claims are more
numerous in these debates, this misclassification
mostly occurs when a claim-indicator is uttered by
the candidate in a non-argumentative manner.

In other cases, candidates make final remarks
phrasing their speech with a structure similar to
argumentative sentences, for example: “I think
when you make that decision, it might be well if
you would ask yourself, are you better off than you
were four years ago?”.

Misclassification between claims and premises,
instead, is primarily due to the fact that the com-
ponent classification is highly dependent on the
structure of the argument.

5 Conclusion

We investigated the detection of argument compo-
nents in the US presidential campaign debates: i)
providing a manually annotated resource of 29k
argument components, and ii) evaluating feature-
rich SVM learners and Neural Networks on such
data (achieving∼90% w.r.t. human performance).
We highlighted the strengths (e.g., satisfactory
performances on different oratory styles across
time and topics) and weaknesses (e.g., no argu-
ment boundaries detection on a clause level, the
context of the whole debates is not considered).

For future work, we plan to i) automatically
predict relations between argument components in
the USElecDeb60To16 dataset, and ii) propose a
new task, i.e., fallacy detection so that common
fallacies in political argumentation (Zurloni and
Anolli, 2010) can be automatically identified, in
line with the work of (Habernal et al., 2018).
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Abstract

For several natural language processing (NLP)
tasks, span representation is attracting con-
siderable attention as a promising new tech-
nique; a common basis for an effective de-
sign has been established. With such basis,
exploring task-dependent extensions for argu-
mentation structure parsing (ASP) becomes an
interesting research direction. This study in-
vestigates (i) span representation originally de-
veloped for other NLP tasks and (ii) a sim-
ple task-dependent extension for ASP. Our ex-
tensive experiments and analysis show that
these representations yield high performance
for ASP and provide some challenging types
of instances to be parsed.

1 Introduction

Argumentation structure parsing (ASP) is the task
of identifying argumentation structures in argu-
mentative text. Figure 1 shows an example of an
argumentative text and its structure. The structure
forms a tree, the nodes of which are referred to
as argumentative discourse units (ADUs) and the
edges represent argumentative relations between
the ADUs. ASP systems must identify such edges,
edge labels (e.g., SUPPORT and ATTACK), and
node labels (e.g., PREMISE, CLAIM, and MAJOR-
CLAIM). A key to achieving high performance
is feature representation design for segmental dis-
course units (spans), such as ADUs. The aim of
this study is to update the foundation of span rep-
resentation design for ASP.

Potash et al. (2017) introduced a model ex-
ploiting neural network-based span representa-
tion for ASP and reported state-of-the-art perfor-
mance. Similarly, for other natural language pro-
cessing (NLP) tasks, such as syntactic and seman-
tic parsing, neural network-based span representa-
tion design is attracting considerable attention as a
promising new technique; some effective designs

ADU1: In addition,
I believe that city

provides more work
opportunities than the

countryside.

ADU2: There
are not only

more jobs, but
they are also

well-paid.

ADU3: Of course
living in a city is
more expensive,

ADU1 ADU2 ADU3

ADU4: but
incomes are
higher too.

ADU4 ADU1 ADU2 ADU3 ADU4

(i) Current SOTA (ii) LSTM+dist (ELMo)

Gold structure
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attack attack

Figure 1: Example of an argumentative text and its
structure. ADUs denote argumentative discourse units,
which are fundamental units of arguments.

have been reported (Wang and Chang, 2016; Stern
et al., 2017; He et al., 2018). Starting from such
basis, task-dependent extensions for ASP are an
interesting direction to explore.

Although the neural network-based ap-
proach (Potash et al., 2017; Eger et al., 2017)
achieves high performances for ASP, it does
not explicitly take into account useful linguistic
clues. However, prior works demonstrate that
linguistic features, particularly discourse con-
nectives, are strong clues to predict the structure
for ASP (Lawrence and Reed, 2015; Stab and
Gurevych, 2017). We integrate such linguistic
properties into span representation design as
task-dependent extensions for ASP.

In summary, our contributions are as follows.
• We investigate (i) span representation origi-

nally developed for other NLP tasks and (ii)
a simple task-dependent extension for ASP.
• Empirical results show that such representa-

tions improve the performance of ASP and
yield state-of-the-art scores.
• Extensive analysis reveals that such represen-

tations especially improve the performance
when parsing argumentative texts with a
complex structure (deeper ADU trees).

To facilitate ASP research, our model code and
scripts made publicly available1.

1https://github.com/kuribayashi4/span_
based_argumentation_parser
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2 Related work

Argumentation structure parsing In recent
years, the persuasive essay corpus (PEC), a large-
scale annotated dataset for argument structures,
has been published (Stab and Gurevych, 2017);
moreover, a variety of models have been pro-
posed for ASP. There are two main approaches for
ASP: (i) a discrete feature-based approach (Stab
and Gurevych, 2017; Nguyen and Litman, 2016;
Peldszus and Stede, 2015) and (ii) a neural
network-based approach (Potash et al., 2017; Eger
et al., 2017). Because neural network-based
models have achieved high performance for this
task (Potash et al., 2017), this study also explores
the neural network-based approach.

Discourse connectives In discourse pars-
ing (Mann and Thompson, 1987; Prasad et al.,
2008), which is closely related to ASP, discourse
connectives are strong clues for identifying
discourse relations (Marcu, 2000; Braud and
Denis, 2016). Exploring effective ways to use
the discourse connective information has received
wide attention in various NLP fields (Sileo et al.,
2019; Pan et al., 2018).

Span representation Span representation de-
sign is gaining considerable attention for several
NLP tasks, such as syntactic parsing (Wang and
Chang, 2016; Stern et al., 2017; Kitaev and Klein,
2018), semantic role labeling (He et al., 2018;
Ouchi et al., 2018), and coreference resolution
(Lee et al., 2017, 2018). One common practice for
effective design is to use bidirectional long short-
term memory networks (BiLSTMs). Wang and
Chang (2016) proposed span representation called
“LSTM-minus,” which represents each span (i, j)
as the difference between the LSTM’s hidden
states over time steps, i.e. hj − hi. The work
most similar to ours is Li et al. (2016), where
LSTM-minus is used for discourse structure pre-
diction. This study extends it by integrating dis-
course properties into span representation.

3 Model

This section describes (i) an LSTM-minus-based
span representation and (ii) a task-specific span
representation for ASP.

3.1 Overview
The given input is a paragraph consisting of T to-
kens w1:T = (w1, w2, · · · , wT ) and preidentified

the other reason is that
consequently,
in conclusion, from the above views, although
first, as you can see that
in this essay , the reasons for why i agree that
it is a debatable subject that
unfortunately
although some argue that
furthermore , it ’s undeniable that the
in short,
another thing that put big cities in front of small towns is
in conclusion, despite the contribution of it to the society,
however, some say that

Table 1: Examples of the AMs.

(i) No Distinction 

between AMs and ACs

ADU1 ADU2 AM1

(ii) Distinction 

between AMs and ACs

AC1

AM2

AC2

ADU1 ADU2

Some people may argue that(AM1) children will be more material,
neglect their study for earning money or be exploited by the
employers(AC1). However,(AM2) if children get good care and
instructions from their parents, they can take advantages of the
work to learn valuable things and avoid going in a wrong way(AC2).

AM1 AC1 AM2 AC2

BiLSTM

BiLSTM

some people employers

...h1:T
w1:T

...

... some that employers

... ...
...

...

children... ... ...

Figure 2: Example of a part of an argumentative essay
(AMs are highlighted in red and ACs are underlined),
and the models with or without the AC/AM distinction.

segmental discourse units. In terms of segmen-
tal discourse units to be captured, we decompose
ADUs into argumentative components (ACs) and
argumentative markers (AMs). ACs correspond to
claims and premises relevant to the writer’s argu-
mentation. AMs, which play a crucial role in con-
trolling argumentative flows, are conjunctive ex-
pressions frequently used in argumentative texts
(see Table 1). We explore span representation
of ADUs by leveraging AC and AM information
as task-dependent extensions for ASP. Each ADU
span is denoted as (i, j), where i and j are word
indices (1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ T ). We contextualize each
representation on all of the ADUs in a paragraph
by using BiLSTMs. These vectors are then fed to
each task-specific classifier.

3.2 LSTM-minus-based span representation

We first build a model based on the LSTM-minus-
based span representation (Wang and Chang,
2016), as shown in Figure 2 (left). This represen-
tation makes no distinction between AMs and ACs
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and deals with them as one combined span (i, j).

w1:T = f emb(w1:T ) ,

h1:T = BiLSTM(w1:T ) ,

h(i,j) = [
−→
h j −

−→
h i−1;

←−
h i −

←−
h j+1;

−→
h i−1;

←−
h j+1;φ(wi:j)] . (1)

Here, the word embedding layer f emb maps the
input tokens w1:T to a sequence of embeddings
w1:T . Taking w1:T as input, the BiLSTM layer
then outputs a sequence of hidden states h1:T . Fi-
nally, from h1:T , the LSTM-minus-based repre-
sentation h(i,j) is assigned to each combined span
(i, j). Following Potash et al. (2017), we also
concatenate the additional discrete feature vector
φ(wi:j)

2 of bag-of-words (BoW) and position in-
formation of each span.

3.3 Distinction between AMs and ACs

As a task-specific extension of the LSTM-minus-
based span model (henceforth, the LSTM model),
we build a model that distinguishes between AMs
(i, k) and ACs (k + 1, j), as shown in Figure 2
(right). Similar to the LSTM model, each AM
(i, k) is assigned its span representation h(i,k), and
each AC (k + 1, j) is assigned h(k+1,j). Then,
using two independent BiLSTMs, the model con-
textualizes AM spans and AC spans, respectively.
The distinction and contextualization enable the
model to better capture the argumentative flow;
for example, the model can learn patterns of AM
sequences (e.g., in my opinion → for example →
however).

Finally, each contextualize AC span represen-
tation hctx

(k+1,j) is concatenated with its preced-
ing contextualized AM span representation hctx

(i,k)

and discrete feature vectors φ(wi:j), i.e. h(i,j) =
[hctx

(i,k);h
ctx
(k+1,j), φ(wi:j)].

3.4 Output layers

Based on the contextualized ADU representations,
we compute the class probability for each subtask.
As the output function, we use the softmax func-
tion. In AC/link type classification, the softmax
function computes the probability of each type. In
link identification, it computes the probability that
them-th ADU has a directed link to the h-th ADU.

2Details of discrete features are shown in the Ap-
pendix A.2

3.5 Training
We assume that we have access to a training setD,

D = {(X,Y link, Y ac-type, Y link-type)d}|D|d=1 ,

X = {w1:T , s
ac
1:M , s

am
1:M} ,

Y link = {h1, · · · , hM} ,
Y ac-type = {r1, · · · , rM} ,
Y link-type = {t1, · · · , tM} ,
where sac and sam denote AC span and AM span,
respectively. Y link is the set of candidate spans
(including a root object) to which the given span
has a directed link. Y ac-type and Y link-type are the
set of all possible categories defined in each task,
e.g., Y link-type = {SUPPORT,ATTACK}.

To train model parameters, we minimize the
joint cross-entropy loss function,

L = −
∑

(X,Y link,Y type)∈D

[
α `link(X,Y link)

+ β `ac-type(X,Y ac-type)

+ (1 − α − β) `link-type(X,Y link-type)
]
,

where the three loss functions `link, `ac-type, and
`link-type are interpolated with α and β. Each loss
function is defined as follows:

`task(X,Y task) =
∑

y∈Y task

logP(y|m) ,

where m denotes the m-th ADU. We show the de-
tails of model training and hyperparameters in the
Appendix A.3.

4 Experiments

4.1 Experimental setup
Task setting The ASP task consists of the fol-
lowing subtasks: (i) AC segmentation, (ii) AC type
classification (ATC), (iii) link indentification (LI),
and (iv) link type classification (LTC).

Some previous studies (Potash et al., 2017;
Niculae et al., 2017; Peldszus and Stede, 2015)
skipped the AC segmentation task and used gold
AC segmentation for the other three subtasks. Fol-
lowing these studies, we adopted the same task
setting.

Dataset We used the PEC (Stab and Gurevych,
2017) and arg-microtext corpus (MTC) (Peldszus
and Stede, 2016) for our experiments. The PEC
consists of 402 essays (1,833 paragraphs) posted
on an online portal3. We used the same train/test

3https://essayforum.com/
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split used in Stab and Gurevych (2017) and ran-
domly selected 10% of the training set as the vali-
dation set in the PEC. The scores obtained for the
PEC were averaged across three distinct trials us-
ing different random seeds. The MTC contains
112 short texts. Because this dataset is small, we
conducted 10 sets of five-fold cross-validation and
obtained the average scores across all the splits.
We list the statistics of the datasets in the Ap-
pendix C.

Argumentative marker extraction In the PEC,
while ACs are annotated, AMs are not. We thus
extracted AMs using simple rules. The tokens pre-
ceding an AC were extracted as its AMs. Note that
AMs are not beyond the sentence and do not over-
lap with other ACs. We considered pairs of ACs
and the preceding AMs as ADUs.

In the MTC, there are annotations of ADUs,
which include both ACs and AMs. First, we cre-
ated an AM list from the PEC and Penn Discourse
TreeBank (Prasad et al., 2008). If an ADU began
with the phrases (choosing the longest one) speci-
fied in the AM list, we extracted the phrase as the
AM and the following tokens as the AC.

We collected 1,131 AMs, which had 5.38 tokens
on average. We show the details of extraction pro-
cedures in the Appendix D.

Implementation details We used GloVe (Pen-
nington et al., 2014) and ELMo embeddings (Pe-
ters et al., 2018), which have different properties.
To explore the performance of the three subtasks,
the models jointly predicted the three subtasks.

Baseline As a baseline, we used the current
state-of-the-art model using span representation
based on BoW (Potash et al., 2017) (BoW span
model4).

4.2 Results
We calculated macro-F1 and individual class F1
scores for the three tasks. For the overall perfor-
mance, we calculated averaged macro-F1 scores
across all the three tasks. As a statistical signifi-
cance test, we used bootstrap resampling (Koehn,
2004).

Table 2 shows the results of our experiments.
We obtained the following three tendencies: (i)
compared with the BoW span model, the LSTM
models show significantly better performance, (ii)

4Details of BoW span representation are shown in the Ap-
pendix A.1

Data. Embed. Span rep. Overall LI LTC ATC

PEC
ELMo

LSTM+dist 81.8 80.7 79.0 85.7
LSTM 81.8 80.4† 78.2† 86.9†
BoW 77.1 76.2 72.3 82.9

GloVe LSTM+dist 79.7 78.8 76.5 83.9
LSTM 78.8 77.7† 75.0† 83.7
BoW 76.1 74.2 71.3 82.8

MTC
ELMo

LSTM+dist 78.2 73.9 77.2‡ 83.4
LSTM 75.0 73.0† 71.5 80.5
BoW 73.3 71.2 67.5 81.2

GloVe LSTM+dist 76.5 72.6 75.4‡ 81.5
LSTM 70.4 70.1 64.1 76.9
BoW 71.1 69.2 64.8† 79.3

Table 2: Comparison among the LSTM-dist, LSTM,
and BoW based representation. The results of LSTM
model marked with † are statistically significant com-
pared to the BoW representation (p < 0.05). The re-
sults of LSTM+dist model marked with ‡ are statisti-
cally significant compared to the LSTM representation
(p < 0.05)
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depth in argumentation structure 

LSTM+dist (ELMo) LSTM (ELMo)
BoW (ELMo) LSTM+dist (GloVe)
current SOTA

Figure 3: Accuracy in LI according to different depths.

the span representation capturing the distinction
between ACs and AMs (LSTM+dist) improves the
performance especially in LI and LTC, and (iii) the
ELMo embeddings boost performance. We also
compared the LSTM+dist model with the existing
models. Table 3 shows that our span-based models
achieved new state-of-the-art scores on the PEC
and yielded competitive results on the MTC com-
pared to the current state-of-the-art model.

4.3 Analysis

We conducted a detailed analysis on the PEC for
investigating the types of instances that were easy
or difficult for the span models and the current
state-of-the-art model to predict, focusing on the
most challenging subtask, i.e., LI.

Stab and Gurevych (2017) reported that their
model tends to output shallow trees even if the
corresponding gold trees are deeper. We there-
fore investigated the performance according to
different depths of ADU trees. Figure 3 indi-
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Data. Model Overall LI LTC ATC
Avg. Macro Link No-Link Macro Support Attack Macro MC Claim Premise

PEC
LSTM+dist (ELMo) 81.8 80.7 67.8 93.7 79.0 96.8 61.1 85.7 91.6 73.3 92.1
Joint PointerNet (Potash et al., 2017) - 76.7 60.8 92.5 - - - 84.9 89.4 73.2 92.1
St. SVM-full (Niculae et al., 2017) - - 60.1 - - - - 77.6 78.2 64.5 90.2
ILP Joint (Stab and Gurevych 2017) 75.2 75.1 58.5 91.8 68.0 94.7 41.3 82.6 89.1 68.2 90.3

MTC
LSTM+dist (ELMo) 78.2 73.9 57.5 90.3 77.2 84.2 70.3 83.5 - 72.9 94.0
Joint PointerNet (Potash et al., 2017) - 74.0 57.7 90.3 - - - 81.3 - 69.2 93.4
New Best EG (Afantenos et al., 2018) 78.5 72.2 - - 75.7 - - 87.6 - - -
ILP Joint (Stab and Gurevych 2017) 76.2 68.3 48.6 88.1 74.5 85.5 62.8 85.7 - 77.0 94.3

Table 3: Comparison with existing models on the PEC and the MTC. MC denotes MAJORCLAIM.

ADU1: In addition,
I believe that city

provides more work
opportunities than the

countryside.

ADU2: There
are not only

more jobs, but
they are also

well-paid.

ADU3: Of course
living in a city is
more expensive,

ADU1 ADU2 ADU3

ADU4: but
incomes are
higher too.

ADU4 ADU1 ADU2 ADU3 ADU4

(i) Current SOTA (ii) LSTM+dist (ELMo)

Gold structure

ADU1: In addition,
I believe that city

provides more work
opportunities than the

countryside.

ADU2: 
There are not

only more jobs,
but they are also

well-paid.

ADU3: 
Of course

living in a city
is more

expensive,

ADU4: but
incomes are
higher too.

support
attack attack

Premise PremiseClaim Premise

support
attack attack

ADU1: In addition,
I believe that city

provides more work
opportunities than the

countryside.

ADU2: There
are not only

more jobs, but
they are also

well-paid.

ADU3: Of course
living in a city is
more expensive,

ADU4: but
incomes are
higher too.

support
attack attack

Figure 4: Example of the outputs predicted by the cur-
rent state-of-the-art model and the LSTM-dist model.

Model acc.

LSTM+dist (ELMo) 71.0
LSTM (ELMo) 68.9
BoW (ELMo) 60.7
Joint Pointer Net. (Current SOTA) 50.3

Table 4: Accuracy for predicting the relations which
form an ATTACK relation chain.

cates the accuracy of predicting outgoing links
(i.e. parents) from each AC at each depth. Over-
all, it is difficult to predict the links for deeper
ADUs. While the performance of the state-of-
the-art model (Joint Pointer Net) sharply dropped
for deeper ACs (two or more), the LSTM mod-
els (LSTM and LSTM+dist) could robustly predict
the correct links for deeper ADUs.

Figure 4 shows an example of an argu-
mentation structure with a chain of relations
(ADU4→ADU3→ADU1) and the outputs pre-
dicted by the state-of-the-art model and the
LSTM+dist model. The writer of this text first
states an expected opposite opinion (ADU3) and
then re-attacks the opposite opinion (ADU4). In
such a structure, while the state-of-the-art model
failed to predict the higher-order relations, the
LSTM+dist model succeeded. Furthermore, Ta-
ble 4 shows that the distinction between ACs
and AMs had a positive effect on predicting the
chains of ATTACK relations. Such ATTACK re-

lation chains have been regarded as an important
characteristic of argumentation structure (Peld-
szus and Stede, 2013; Freeman, 2011) and fre-
quently appear especially in the MTC. Thus, the
performance difference between the LSTM model
and the LSTM+dist model (see Table 2) on the
MTC is relatively greater than that of the PEC.
One possible reason for this positive effect is that
typical AM flows (such as of course→but), which
the LSTM+dist model explicitly captures, can be
a clue for predicting higher-order chains.

5 Conclusion and Future work

This work has studied span representations for
ASP. Specifically, we have investigated (i) an
LSTM-minus-based span representation origi-
nally developed for other NLP tasks and (ii)
a task-specific extended representation capturing
the AM/AC distinction for ASP. The experimen-
tal results have demonstrated the effects of these
representations in ASP and that the span represen-
tation capturing the AM/AC distinction achieves
state-of-the-art results for three subtasks. The em-
pirical analysis has showed that there is room for
improvement in the LI for deeper-level ADUs.
One interesting line of our future work is to in-
vestigate the performance of our model in an end-
to-end setting (including AC segmentation). An-
other direction is to explore span representations
in several related tasks such as RST-style dis-
course parsing or new span-related argumentation
mining tasks (Trautmann et al., 2019).
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A Model

A.1 Features of BoW models

Following Potash et al. (2017), we used the fol-
lowing features as ADU representations in BoW
models: (i) one-hot vector of BoW; (ii) embed-
ding representation calculated by average, max,
and min pooling across the token embeddings; (iii)
position of the ADU in an essay and paragraph and
whether ADU is in opening, body, or closing para-
graph (one-hot vector).

In BoW models with ELMo, using all of the
versions of embedding representations (avg, min,
and max pooling) hinders the performance. We
only used embedding representations calculated
by max pooling in BoW models with ELMo.

A.2 Discrete features of LSTM-minus-based
models

As mentioned in Section 3, we additionally used
discrete features in designing ADU representation
of LSTM and LSTM-dist models (φ(wi:j) in equa-
tion 1). We used (i) Bag-of-words and (iii) posi-
tion information as additional discrete features. In
LSTM-dist models, while ADU span representa-
tion h(i,j) is concatenated with its discrete features
φ(wi:j), AC and CE span representation (h(i,k)

and h(k+1j)) has no discrete features.

A.3 Output layers

AC/Link type classification layer Taking each
span vector h(i,j), the AC (or link) type classifica-
tion layer computes the probability that the span
m = (i, j) is classified into each AC/Link type
r ∈ R.

scoretype
m,r = wtype

r · hn + btype
r ,

P(r|m) =
exp(scoretype

m,r)∑
r′∈R exp(scoretype

m,r′)
,

where w
type
r is a parameter vector and b

type
r is a

bias parameter associated with a type r. In ATC,
R = {PREMISE,CLAIM,MAJORCLAIM5}. In
LTC,R = {SUPPORT,ATTACK}.

Link identification layer Taking each span vec-
tor h(i,j), the link identification layer computes the
probability that spanm = (i, j) has a directed link

5Major claims appear only in the PEC.

Name Value

Word embeddings
- Glove 300 dim.
- ELMo 1024 dim.
BiLSTMs 256 (300 in the LSTM models) dim.
Mini-batch size 16
Optimizer Adam
Learning rate 0.001
Epoch 500 (1000 in the MTC)
Loss interpolation
- α 0.5
- β 0.25
Dropout ratio
- Output layer 0.5 (0.9 in the MTC)
- BiLSTMs 0.1 (0.9 in the MTC)
- ELMo 0.1

Table 5: Hyperparameters for our span-based model.

to span h = (i′, j′).

scorelink
m,h = wlink · [hlink

m ;hlink
h ;hlink

m � hlink
h ;

φ(h,m)] ,

P(h|m) =
exp(scorelink

m,h)∑M
h′=1 exp(scorelink

m,h′)
,

where wlink is a parameter vector. φ(h,m) is one-
hot vector of relative position between h-th span
and m-th span. R is the set of ADU spans in the
same paragraph (including a root object). To de-
code the tree structure, we use the maximum span-
ning tree algorithm based on the probabilities cal-
culated by the softmax function.

B Hyperparameters

Table 5 shows the hyperparameters used in our
experiments.

Network setup We use 300-dimensional GloVe
and 1024-dimensional ELMo embeddings.

There was concern that LSTM-dist models out-
performed the other models just because they had
larger parameters. For fair comparison among
BoW, LSTM, and LSTM-dist models, we prelim-
inary conducted experiments with increasing the
number of parameters in BoW and LSTM models
(changed the dimensions of the hidden units of all
the BiLSTMs from 256 to 300 and added layers in
the LSTM used in ADU-level contextualization).
While parameter increased versions of BoW mod-
els did not perform better, LSTM models slightly
improve by increasing their parameters.

The dimensions of the hidden units of all the
BiLSTMs used in BoW and LSTM-dist models
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PEC MTC

Texts

All essays 402 -
Paragraphs 1,833 112
Sentences 7,116 -
Tokens 147,271 -

ACs

All ACs 6,089 576
Major claim 751 -
Claim 1,506 112
Premise 3,832 464

Links
All links 3,832 464
Support 3,613 290
Attack 219 174

Table 6: Statistics of the PEC and the MTC.

are set to 256 and the BiLSTMs have one hid-
den layer. In the LSTM models, the dimensions
of the hidden units are set to 300 and LSTM used
in ADU-level contextualization has two layers.
Regularization We apply dropout to the input
vectors of the output layer with a dropout ratio of
0.5 in the PEC. We also apply dropout to all the
BiLSTMs and word embeddings with 0.1 in the
PEC. In the MTC, we increase the ratio of dropout
(Table 5)
Model selection We select the models that achieve
the highest averaged macro-F1 across the three
tasks on the validation set.

C Data

Table 6 shows the statistics of the PEC and the
MTC. The PEC is about ten times larger than the
MTC.

D Argumentative Marker Extraction

We distinguish because in the following examples:

• A. Because B, C.

• A because B. C.

As a simple solution, we include a period in the
AMs. Then, AMs of the examples above are . be-
cause and because, respectively. If there is no lex-
ical AM in AC, then only end of sentence symbols
(i.e., ., !, and ?) in the preceding sentence become
its AMs. In the PEC, 63% of ADUs have AMs.
Sometimes AMs are inserted in the middle of sen-
tences (e.g. Others, however, think that these chil-
dren may disrupt their school work and should be
allowed to leave school early to find a job.). In this
case, we do not extract AMs. In fact, this is a rare
case (e.g. , however, exists in 1% of the paragraphs
in the PEC.).

Joint Tasks Performance

LI LTC ATC LI LTC ATC

X X X 80.7 79.0 85.7
X X 80.2 78.6 -
X X 81.1 - 87.3

X X - 78.0 86.0
X 78.3 - -

X 79.6
X - - 85.6

Table 7: Joint learning results on the PEC.

E Joint learning analysis

We additionally analyzed the effectiveness of joint
learning with the LSTM+dist model. In jointly
learning three tasks, we set α = 0.5, β = 0.25 in the
joint cross-entropy loss function. In jointly learn-
ing two tasks, we set 0.5 as each task’s weight
in the joint cross-entropy loss function. Table 7
shows the result. The check mark in Table 7 means
that the model jointly learns the task. The numbers
denote macro-F1 scores. We found that link type
prediction task does not benefit from joint learn-
ing.
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Abstract

In this paper, we present a fast and strong neu-
ral approach for general purpose text matching
applications. We explore what is sufficient to
build a fast and well-performed text matching
model and propose to keep three key features
available for inter-sequence alignment: origi-
nal point-wise features, previous aligned fea-
tures, and contextual features while simplify-
ing all the remaining components. We conduct
experiments on four well-studied benchmark
datasets across tasks of natural language in-
ference, paraphrase identification and answer
selection. The performance of our model is
on par with the state-of-the-art on all datasets
with much fewer parameters and the inference
speed is at least 6 times faster compared with
similarly performed ones.

1 Introduction

Text matching is a core research area in natural
language processing with a long history. In text
matching tasks, a model takes two text sequences
as input and predicts a category or a scala value in-
dicating their relationship. A wide range of tasks,
including natural language inference (also known
as recognizing textual entailment) (Bowman et al.,
2015; Khot et al., 2018), paraphrase identification
(Wang et al., 2017), answer selection (Yang et al.,
2015), and so on, can be seen as specific forms
of text matching problems. Research on general
purpose text matching algorithm is beneficial to a
large number of relevant applications.

Deep neural networks are the most popular
choices for text matching nowadays. Semantic
alignment and comparison of two text sequences
are the keys in neural text matching. Many pre-
vious deep neural networks contain a single inter-
sequence alignment layer. To make full use of this
only alignment process, the model has to take rich
external syntactic features or hand-designed align-

ment features as additional inputs of the alignment
layer (Chen et al., 2017; Gong et al., 2018), adopt
a complicated alignment mechanism (Wang et al.,
2017; Tan et al., 2018), or build a vast amount of
post-processing layers to analyze the alignment re-
sult (Tay et al., 2018b; Gong et al., 2018).

More powerful models can be built with mul-
tiple inter-sequence alignment layers. Instead of
making a prediction based on the comparison re-
sult of a single alignment process, a stacked model
with multiple alignment layers maintains its in-
termediate states and gradually refines its predic-
tions. However, suffering from inefficient propa-
gation of lower-level features and vanishing gradi-
ents, these deeper architectures are harder to train.
Recent works have come up with ways of connect-
ing stacked building blocks including dense con-
nection (Tay et al., 2018a; Kim et al., 2018) and
recurrent neural networks (Liu et al., 2018), which
strengthen the propagation of lower-level features
and yield better results than those with a single
alignment process.

This paper presents RE2, a fast and strong neu-
ral architecture with multiple alignment processes
for general purpose text matching. We question
the necessity of many slow components in text
matching approaches presented in previous liter-
ature, including complicated multi-way alignment
mechanisms, heavy distillations of alignment re-
sults, external syntactic features, or dense connec-
tions to connect stacked blocks when the model
is going deep. These design choices slow down
the model by a large amount and can be replaced
by much more lightweight and equally effective
ones. Meanwhile, we highlight three key compo-
nents for an efficient text matching model. These
components, which the name RE2 stands for, are
previous aligned features (Residual vectors), orig-
inal point-wise features (Embedding vectors), and
contextual features (Encoded vectors). The re-
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maining components can be as simple as possible
to keep the model fast while still yielding strong
performance.

The general architecture of RE2 is illustrated in
Figure 1. An embedding layer first embeds dis-
crete tokens. Several same-structured blocks con-
sisting of encoding, alignment and fusion layers
then process the sequences consecutively. These
blocks are connected by an augmented version of
residual connections (see section 2.1). A pooling
layer aggregates sequential representations into
vectors which are finally processed by a predic-
tion layer to give the final prediction. The imple-
mentation of each layer is kept as simple as pos-
sible, and the whole model, as a well-organized
combination, is quite powerful and lightweight at
the same time.

Our proposed method achieves the performance
on par with the state-of-the-art on four bench-
mark datasets across three different tasks, namely
SNLI and SciTail for natural language inference,
Quora Question Pairs for paraphrase identifica-
tion, and WikiQA for answer selection. Further-
more, our model has the least number of parame-
ters and the fastest inference speed in all similarly-
performed models. We also conduct an ablation
study to compare with alternative implementations
of most components, perform robustness checks
to see whether the model is robust to changes of
structural hyperparameters, explore what roles the
three key features in RE2 play by comparing their
occlusion sensitivity and show the evolution of
alignment results by a case study. We release the
source code1 of our experiments for reproducibil-
ity and hope to facilitate future researches.

2 Our Approach

In this section, we introduce our proposed ap-
proach RE2 for text matching. Figure 1 gives an
illustration of the overall architecture. Two text
sequences are processed symmetrically before the
prediction layer, and all parameters except those
in the prediction layer are shared between the two
sequences. For conciseness, we omit the part for
the other sequence in the figure.

In RE2, tokens in each sequence are first em-
bedded by the embedding layer and then processed
consecutively by N same-structured blocks with
independent parameters (dashed boxes in Figure

1https://github.com/hitvoice/RE2, under the Apache Li-
cense 2.0.

Figure 1: An overview of RE2. There are three parts in
the input of alignment and fusion layers: original point-
wise features (Embedding vectors, denoted by blank
rectangles), previous aligned features (Residual vec-
tors, denoted by rectangles with diagonal stripes), and
contextual features (Encoded vectors, denoted by solid
rectangles). The architecture on the right is the same as
the one on the left so it’s omitted for conciseness.

1) connected by augmented residual connections.
Inside each block, a sequence encoder first com-
putes contextual features of the sequence (solid
rectangles in Figure 1). The input and output of
the encoder are concatenated and then fed into an
alignment layer to model the alignment and inter-
action between the two sequences. A fusion layer
fuses the input and output of the alignment layer.
The output of the fusion layer is considered as the
output of this block. The output of the last block
is sent to the pooling layer and transformed into
a fixed-length vector. The prediction layer takes
the two vectors as input and predicts the final tar-
get. The cross entropy loss is optimized to train
the model in classification tasks.

The implementation of each layer is kept as sim-
ple as possible. We use only word embeddings
in the embedding layer, without character embed-
dings or syntactic features. Vanilla multi-layer
convolutional networks with same padding (Col-
lobert et al., 2011) are adopted as the encoder.
Recurrent networks are slower and do not lead
to further improvements, so they are not adopted
here. A max-over-time pooling operation (Col-
lobert et al., 2011) is used in the pooling layer.
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The details of augmented residual connections and
other layers are introduced as follows.

2.1 Augmented Residual Connections

To provide richer features for alignment processes,
RE2 adopts an augmented version of residual con-
nections to connect consecutive blocks. For a se-
quence of length l, We denote the input and output
of the n-th block as x(n) = (x

(n)
1 , x

(n)
2 , . . . , x

(n)
l )

and o(n) = (o
(n)
1 , o

(n)
2 , . . . , o

(n)
l ), respectively. Let

o(0) be a sequence of zero vectors. The input of the
first block x(1), as mentioned before, is the output
of the embedding layer (denoted by blank rectan-
gles in Figure 1). The input of the n-th block x(n)

(n ≥ 2), is the concatenation of the input of the
first block x(1) and the summation of the output of
previous two blocks (denoted by rectangles with
diagonal stripes in Figure 1):

x
(n)
i = [x

(1)
i ; o

(n−1)
i + o

(n−2)
i ], (1)

where [; ] denotes the concatenation operation.
With augmented residual connections, there are

three parts in the input of alignment and fusion
layers, namely original point-wise features kept
untouched along the way (Embedding vectors),
previous aligned features processed and refined by
previous blocks (Residual vectors), and contextual
features from the encoder layer (Encoded vectors).
Each of these three parts plays a complementing
role in the text matching process.

2.2 Alignment Layer

A simple form of alignment based on the attention
mechanism is used following Parikh et al. (2016)
with minor modifications. The alignment layer, as
shown in Figure 1, takes features from the two se-
quences as input and computes the aligned repre-
sentations as output. Input from the first sequence
of length la is denoted as a = (a1, a2, . . . , ala)
and input from the second sequence of length lb
is denoted as b = (b1, b2, . . . , blb). The similarity
score eij between ai and bj is computed as the dot
product of the projected vectors:

eij = F (ai)
TF (bj). (2)

F is an identity function or a single-layer feed-
forward network. The choice is treated as a hyper-
parameter.

The output vectors a′ and b′ are computed
by weighted summation of representations of the

other sequence. The summation is weighted by
similarity scores between the current position and
the corresponding positions in the other sequence:

a′i =

lb∑

j=1

exp(eij)∑lb
k=1 exp(eik)

bj ,

b′j =

la∑

i=1

exp(eij)∑la
k=1 exp(ekj)

ai.

(3)

2.3 Fusion Layer
The fusion layer compares local and aligned repre-
sentations in three perspectives and then fuse them
together. The output of the fusion layer for the first
sequence ā is computed by

ā1i = G1([ai; a
′
i]),

ā2i = G2([ai; ai − a′i]),
ā3i = G3([ai; ai ◦ a′i]),
āi = G([ā1i ; ā

2
i ; ā

3
i ]),

(4)

where G1, G2, G3, and G are single-layer feed-
forward networks with independent parameters
and ◦ denotes element-wise multiplication. The
subtraction operator highlights the difference be-
tween the two vectors while the multiplication
highlights similarity. Formulations for b̄ are simi-
lar and omitted here.

2.4 Prediction Layer
The prediction layer takes the vector representa-
tions of the two sequences v1 and v2 from the pool-
ing layers as input and predicts the final target fol-
lowing Mou et al. (2016):

ŷ = H([v1; v2; v1 − v2; v1 ◦ v2]). (5)

H is a multi-layer feed-forward neural network.
In a classification task, ŷ ∈ RC represents the un-
normalized predicted scores for all classes where
C is the number of classes. The predicted class
is ŷ = argmaxi ŷi. In a regression task, ŷ is the
predicted scala value.

In symmetric tasks like paraphrase identifica-
tion, a symmetric version of the prediction layer
is used for better generalization:

ŷ = H([v1; v2; |v1 − v2|; v1 ◦ v2]). (6)

We also provide a simplified version of the pre-
diction layer. Which version to use is treated as
a hyperparameter. The simplified prediction layer
can be expressed as:

ŷ = H([v1; v2]). (7)
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3 Experiments

3.1 Datasets

In this section, we briefly introduce datasets used
in the experiments and their evaluation metrics.

SNLI (Bowman et al., 2015) (Stanford Natural
Language Inference) is a benchmark dataset for
natural language inference. In natural language
inference tasks, the two input sentences are asym-
metrical. The first one is called “premise” and the
second is called “hypothesis”. The dataset con-
tains 570k human annotated sentence pairs from
an image captioning corpus, with labels “entail-
ment”, “neutral”, “contradiction” and “-”. The “-”
label indicates that the annotators cannot reach an
agreement, so we ignore text pairs with this kind
of labels in training and testing following Bowman
et al. (2015). We use the same dataset split as in
the original paper. Accuracy is used as the evalua-
tion metric for this dataset.

SciTail (Khot et al., 2018) (Science Entailment)
is an entailment classification dataset constructed
from science questions and answers. Since scien-
tific facts cannot contradict with each other, this
dataset contains only two types of labels, entail-
ment and neutral. We use the original dataset par-
tition. This dataset contains 27k examples in total.
10k examples are with entailment labels and the
remaining 17k are labeled as neutral. Accuracy is
used as the evaluation metric for this dataset.

Quora Question Pairs2 is a dataset for para-
phrase identification with two classes indicating
whether one question is a paraphrase of the other.
The dataset contains more than 400k real ques-
tion pairs collected from Quora.com. We use the
same dataset partition as mentioned in Wang et al.
(2017). Accuracy is used as the evaluation metric
for this dataset.

WikiQA (Yang et al., 2015) is a retrieval-based
question answering dataset based on Wikipedia.
It contains questions and their candidate answers,
with binary labels indicating whether a candidate
sentence is a correct answer to the question it be-
longs to. This dataset has 20.4k training pairs,
2.7k development pairs, and 6.2k testing pairs.
Mean average precision (MAP) and mean recipro-
cal rank (MRR) are used as the evaluation metrics
for this task.

2https://data.quora.com/First-Quora-Dataset-Release-
Question-Pairs

3.2 Implementation Details

We implement our model with TensorFlow (Abadi
et al., 2016) and train on Nvidia P100 GPUs. We
tokenize sentences with the NLTK toolkit (Bird
et al., 2009), convert them to lower cases and
remove all punctuations. We do not limit the
maximum sequence length, and all sequences in
a batch are padded to the batch-wise maximum.
Word embeddings are initialized with 840B-300d
GloVe word vectors (Pennington et al., 2014) and
fixed during training. Embeddings of out-of-
vocabulary words are initialized to zeros and fixed
as well. All other parameters are initialized with
He initialization (He et al., 2015) and normalized
by weight normalization (Salimans and Kingma,
2016). Dropout with a keep probability of 0.8
is applied before every fully-connected or convo-
lutional layer. The kernel size of the convolu-
tional encoder is set to 3. The prediction layer
is a two-layer feed-forward network. The hid-
den size is set to 150 in all experiments. Activa-
tions in all feed-forward networks are GeLU ac-
tivations (Hendrycks and Gimpel, 2016), and we
use
√

2 as an approximation of the variance bal-
ancing parameter for GeLU activations in He ini-
tialization. We scale the summation in augmented
residual connections by 1/

√
2 when n ≥ 3 to pre-

serve the variance under the assumption that the
two addends have the same variance.

The number of blocks is tuned in a range from
1 to 3. The number of layers of the convolutional
encoder is tuned from 1 to 3. Although in ro-
bustness checks (Table 7) we validate with up to
5 blocks and layers, in all other experiments we
deliberately limit the maximum number of blocks
and number of layers to 3 to control the size of the
model. We use the Adam optimizer (Kingma and
Ba, 2015) and an exponentially decaying learning
rate with a linear warmup. The initial learning rate
is tuned from 0.0001 to 0.003. The batch size is
tuned from 64 to 512. The threshold for gradient
clipping is set to 5. For all the experiments except
for the comparison of ensemble models, we report
the average score and the standard deviation of 10
runs.

3.3 Results on Natural Language Inference

Results on SNLI dataset are listed in Table 1. We
compare single models and ensemble models. For
a fair comparison, we only compare with results
obtained without external contextualized embed-
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Model Params Acc.(%)
DecAtt (Parikh et al., 2016) 0.6M 86.8
BiMPM (Wang et al., 2017) 1.6M 86.9
ESIM (Chen et al., 2017) 4.3M 88.0
DIIN (Gong et al., 2018) 4.4M 88.0
MwAN (Tan et al., 2018) 14M 88.3
CAFE (Tay et al., 2018b) 4.7M 88.5
HIM (Chen et al., 2017) 7.7M 88.6
SAN (Liu et al., 2018) 3.5M 88.6
CSRAN (Tay et al., 2018a) 13.9M 88.7
DRCN (Kim et al., 2018) 6.7M 88.9
RE2 (ours) 2.8M 88.9±0.1
BiMPM (ensemble) 6.4M 88.8
DIIN (ensemble) 17M 88.9
CAFE (ensemble) 17.5M 89.3
MwAN (ensemble) 58M 89.4
DRCN (ensemble) 53.3M 90.1
RE2 (ensemble) 22.4M 89.9

Table 1: Experimental results on SNLI test set.

Model Acc(%)
ESIM (Chen et al., 2017) 70.6
DecompAtt (Parikh et al., 2016) 72.3
DGEM (Khot et al., 2018) 77.3
HCRN (Tay et al., 2018c) 80.0
CAFE (Tay et al., 2018b) 83.3
CSRAN (Tay et al., 2018a) 86.7
RE2 (ours) 86.0±0.6

Table 2: Experimental results on SciTail test set.

dings. In the ensemble experiment, we train 8
models with different random seeds and ensemble
the results by a voting strategy.

Our method obtains a result on par with the
state-of-the-art among single models and a highly
competitive result among ensemble models, with
only a few parameters. Compared to SAN, our
model reduces 20% parameters while improves
the performance by 0.3% in accuracy, which in-
dicates that our proposed architecture is highly ef-
ficient.

Results on Scitail dataset are listed in Table 2.
The performance of our method is very close to
state-of-the-art. This dataset is considered much
more difficult with fewer training data available
and generally low accuracy as a binary classifica-
tion problem. The variance of the results is larger
since the size of training and test set is only 4%
and 20% compared to those of SNLI.

3.4 Results on Paraphrase Identification

Results on Quora dataset are listed in Table 3.
Since paraphrase identification is a symmetric task
where two input sequences can be swapped with
no effect to the label of the text pair, in hyperpa-
rameter tuning we validate between two symmet-

Model Acc.(%)
BiMPM (Wang et al., 2017) 88.2
pt-DecAttn-word (Tomar et al., 2017) 87.5
pt-DecAttn-char (Tomar et al., 2017) 88.4
DIIN (Gong et al., 2018) 89.1
MwAN (Tan et al., 2018) 89.1
CSRAN (Tay et al., 2018a) 89.2
SAN (Liu et al., 2018) 89.4
RE2 (ours) 89.2±0.2

Table 3: Experimental results on Quora test set.

Model MAP MRR
ABCNN (Yin et al., 2016) 0.6921 0.7108
KVMN (Miller et al., 2016) 0.7069 0.7265
BiMPM (Wang et al., 2017) 0.718 0.731
IWAN (Shen et al., 2017) 0.733 0.750
CA (Wang and Jiang, 2017) 0.7433 0.7545
HCRN (Tay et al., 2018c) 0.743 0.756
RE2 (ours) 0.7452 0.7618

±0.0044 ±0.0040

Table 4: Experimental results on WikiQA test set.

ric versions of the prediction layer (Equation 6 and
Equation 7) and use no additional data augmenta-
tion. The performance of RE2 is on par with the
state-of-the-art on this dataset.

3.5 Results on Answer Selection
Results on WikiQA dataset are listed in Table 4.
Note that some of the previous methods round
their reported results to three decimal points, but
we choose to align with the original paper (Yang
et al., 2015) and round our results to four decimal
points. In hyperparameter tuning, we choose the
best hyperparameters including early stopping ac-
cording to MRR on WikiQA development set. We
obtain a result on par with the state-of-the-art re-
ported on this dataset. It’s worth mentioning that
we still train our model by point-wise binary clas-
sification loss, unlike some of the previous meth-
ods (including HCRN) which are trained by the
pairwise ranking loss. Our method can perform
well in the answer selection task without any task-
specific modifications.

3.6 Inference Time
To show the efficiency of our proposed model, we
compare the inference time with some other mod-
els whose code is open-source. Table 5 shows
the comparison results. All the compared mod-
els are implemented in TensorFlow in the original
implementations. The † mark indicates that the
model uses POS tags as external syntactic features
and the computation time of POS tagging is not
included. In our RE2 model, the number of en-
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Model time(s/batch)
BiMPM (Wang et al., 2017) 0.05 ± 0.00
CAFE† (Tay et al., 2018b) 0.07 ± 0.01
DIIN† (Gong et al., 2018) 0.85 ± 0.11
DIIN with EM feature† 1.79 ± 0.22
CSRAN† (Tay et al., 2018a) 0.28 ± 0.02
RE2 (1 block) 0.03 ± 0.00
RE2 (2 blocks) 0.04 ± 0.00
RE2 (3 blocks) 0.05 ± 0.00

Table 5: Inference time when batch size = 8 on Intel
Core i7 CPUs. Models with † marks use POS tags as
external syntactic features and the computation time of
POS tagging is not included.

coder layers is set to 3, the largest possible num-
ber in all previously reported experiments. Be-
sides, since all the reported results of our proposed
method are obtained with no more than 3 blocks,
we only measure the inference time of RE2 with
1-3 blocks. We train all the compared models us-
ing the official training code and commands re-
leased by the authors on Nvidia P100 GPUs and
save model checkpoints to disk. After training, all
the models are required to make predictions for a
batch of 8 pairs of sentences on a MacBook Pro
with Intel Core i7 CPUs. The lengths of these sen-
tences are 20 and the maximum number of charac-
ters in a word is 12. The reported statistics are the
average and the standard deviation of processing
100 batches.

The comparison results in Table 5 show that
our method has very high CPU inference speed,
even with multiple stacked blocks. Compared
with similarly performed methods, ours is 6 times
faster than CSRAN and at least 17 times faster
than DIIN. With the highly efficient design, our
method can perform well without any strong but
slow building blocks like recurrent neural net-
works, dense connections or any syntactic fea-
tures. Compared with models of similar inference
speed, BiMPM and CAFE, ours obtains much
higher prediction scores according to Table 1, Ta-
ble 2, Table 3 and Table 4.

In summary, our proposed method achieves per-
formance on par with the state-of-the-art on all
four well-studied datasets across three different
tasks with only a few parameters and fast infer-
ence speed.

3.7 Analysis

Ablation study. We present an ablation study of
our model, comparing the original model with 6
ablation baselines: (1) “w/o enc-in”: use directly

SNLI Quora Scitail WikiQA
original 88.9 89.4 88.9 0.7740
w/o enc-in 87.2 85.7 78.1 0.7146
residual conn. 88.9 89.2 87.4 0.7640
simple fusion 88.8 88.3 87.5 0.7345
alignment alt. 88.7 89.3 88.2 0.7702
prediction alt. 88.9 89.2 88.8 0.7558
parallel blocks 88.8 88.6 87.6 0.7607

Table 6: Ablation study on dev sets of the correspond-
ing datasets.

the output of the encoder as the input of the align-
ment and fusion layers like in most previous ap-
proaches without concatenating the encoder input;
(2) “residual conn.”: use vanilla residual connec-
tions (x(n)i = o

(n−1)
i + o

(n−2)
i ) in place of the aug-

mented version; (3) “simple fusion”: use simply
āi = G1([ai; a

′
i]) and b̄i = G1([bi; b

′
i]) as the fu-

sion layer; (4) “alignment alt.”: use the alternative
version of the alignment layer where F in Equa-
tion 2 is a single-layer feed-forward network or an
identity function; (5) “prediction alt.”: use the al-
ternative version (Equation 5/6 or Equation 7) of
the prediction layer; (6) parallel blocks: feed the
embeddings directly to all the blocks and sum up
their outputs as the input of the pooling layer in-
stead of processing input sequences consecutively
by each block. The last setting is designed to study
whether the improvement is due to deeper archi-
tecture or just a larger amount of parameters.

The ablation study is conducted on the develop-
ment set of SNLI, Quora, Scitail, and WikiQA. In
WikiQA we choose MRR as the evaluation metric.
Note that on SciTail, F in Equation 2 in alignment
layers is an identity function while on all other
datasets F is a single-layer feed-forward network.
On WikiQA, the simplified version (Equation 7)
is used as the prediction layer while on all other
datasets the full version (Equation 5 or 6) is used.
The reported results are the average of 10 runs and
the standard deviations are omitted for clarity.

The result is shown in Table 6. The first ablation
baseline shows that without richer features as the
alignment input, the performance on all datasets
degrades significantly. This is the key compo-
nent in the whole model. The results of the sec-
ond baseline show that vanilla residual connec-
tions without direct access to the original point-
wise features are not enough to model the rela-
tions in many text matching tasks. The simpler
implementation of the fusion layer leads to evi-
dently worse performance, indicating that the fu-
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(a) entailment (b) neutral (c) contradiction

Figure 2: Occlusion sensitivity of different parts in the input of the alignment layers on SNLI dev set: original
point-wise features (embed), aligned features (residual), and contextual features (enc-out).

SNLI Quora Scitail
1 block 88.1±0.1 88.7±0.1 88.3±0.8
2 blocks 88.9±0.2 89.2±0.2 88.9±0.3
3 blocks 88.9±0.1 89.4±0.1 88.8±0.5
4 blocks 89.0±0.1 89.5±0.1 88.7±0.5
5 blocks 89.0±0.2 89.2±0.2 88.5±0.5
1 enc. layer 88.6±0.2 88.9±0.2 88.1±0.4
2 enc. layers 88.9±0.2 89.2±0.2 88.9±0.3
3 enc. layers 89.2±0.1 89.2±0.1 88.7±0.6
4 enc. layers 89.1±0.0 89.1±0.1 88.7±0.5
5 enc. layers 89.0±0.1 89.0±0.2 89.1±0.3

Table 7: Robustness checks on dev sets of the corre-
sponding datasets.

sion layer cannot be further simplified. On the
other hand, the alignment layer and the prediction
layer can be simplified on some of the datasets.
In the last ablation study, we can see that par-
allel blocks perform worse than stacked blocks,
which supports the preference for deeper models
over wider ones.

Robustness checks. To check whether our pro-
posed method is robust to different variants of
structural hyperparameters, we experiment with
(1) the number of blocks varying from 1 to 5 with
the number of encoder layers set to 2; (2) the num-
ber of encoder layers varying from 1 to 5 with the
number of blocks set to 2. Robustness checks are
performed on the development set of SNLI, Quora
and Scitail. The result is presented in Table 7. We
can see in the table that fewer blocks or layers may
not be sufficient but adding more blocks or lay-
ers than necessary hardly harms the performance.
On WikiQA dataset, our method does not seem
to be robust to structural hyperparameter changes.
Crane (2018) mentions that on WikiQA dataset
a neural matching model (Severyn and Moschitti,
2015) trained with different random seeds can re-
sult in differences up to 0.08 in MAP and MRR.
We leave the further investigation of the high vari-
ance on the WikiQA dataset for further work.

Occlusion sensitivity. To better understand
what roles the three alignment features play, we
perform an analysis of occlusion sensitivity sim-
ilar to those in computer vision (Zeiler and Fer-
gus, 2014). We use a three-block RE2 model to
predict on SNLI dev set, mask one feature in one
block to zeros at a time and report changes in ac-
curacy of the three categories: entailment, neu-
tral and contradiction. Occlusion sensitivity can
help to reveal how much the model depends on
each part when deciding on a specific category
and we can make some speculations about how the
model works based on the observations. Figure 2
shows the result of occlusion sensitivity. Previous
aligned features are absent in the first block and
thus left blank.

The text matching process can be abstracted,
with moderate simplifications, to three stages:
aligning tokens between the two sequences, fo-
cusing on a subset of the aligned pairs, discerning
the semantic relations between the attended pairs.
Each of the three key features in RE2 has a closer
connection with one of the stages.

As we can see in Figure 2a, contextual features,
represented by the output of the encoder, are indis-
pensable when predicting entailment. These fea-
tures connect with the first stage of text matching.
The sequence encoder, implemented by convolu-
tional networks, models local and phrase-level se-
mantics, which helps to build correct alignment
for each position. For example, consider the pair
“A red car is next to a green house” and “A red
car is parked near a house”. If the noun phrases
in the two sentences are not correctly modeled by
the contextual encoding and “green” is incorrectly
aligned with another color word “red”, the pair
looks much less like entailment.

In Figure 2b and Figure 2c, we can see that
lacking direct access of previous aligned features
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(residual vectors), especially in the final block, re-
sults in significant degradation when predicting
neutral and contradiction. Previous aligned fea-
tures are related to the second stage of focusing on
a subset of the aligned pairs. Without correct fo-
cus, the model may ignore non-entailing pairs and
attend to other trivially aligned and semantically
matched pairs, which results in failure in predict-
ing neutral and contradiction. The importance of
each position can be distilled and stored in previ-
ous aligned features and helps the model to focus
in latter blocks.

We can conclude from Figure 2b and Figure
2c that when original point-wise features repre-
sented by embedding vectors are not directly ac-
cessible by alignment layers and fusion layers, the
model is struggling to predict neutral and con-
tradiction correctly. Original point-wise features
connect with the final stage where semantic dif-
ferences between aligned pairs are compared. In-
tact point-wise representations of the aligned pairs
facilitate the model in the comparison of their se-
mantic differences, which plays a vital role in pre-
dicting neutral and contradiction.

Case study. We present a case study of our
model to show how inter-sequence alignment re-
sults evolve in our stacked architecture. An exam-
ple pair of sentences are chosen from the develop-
ment set of the SNLI dataset. The premise is “A
green bike is parked next to a door”, and the hy-
pothesis is “The bike is chained to the door”. Fig-
ure 3 shows the visualization of the attention dis-
tribution (normalized eij in Equation 3) in align-
ment layers of the first and the last blocks.

In the first block, the alignment results are al-
most word- or phrase-level. “parked next to” is as-
sociated mostly with “bike” and “door” since there
is a weaker direct connection between “parked”
and “chained”. In the final block, the alignment re-
sults take consideration of the semantics and struc-
tures of the whole sentences. The word “parked”
is strongly associated with “chained” and “next to”
is aligned with “to the” following “chained”. With
correct alignment, the model is able to tell that al-
though most parts in the premise entail the aligned
parts in the hypothesis, “parked” does not entail
“chained”, so it correctly predicts that the relation
between the two sentences is neutral. Our model
keeps the lower-level alignment results as interme-
diate states and gradually refines them to higher-
level ones.

(a) Alignment results in the first block

(b) Alignment results in the third block

Figure 3: A case study of the natural language infer-
ence task. The premise is “A green bike is parked next
to a door”, and the hypothesis is “The bike is chained
to the door”.

4 Related Work

Deep neural networks are dominant in the text
matching area. Semantic alignment and compar-
ison between two text sequences lie in the core of
text matching. Early works explore encoding each
sequence individually into a vector and then build-
ing a neural network classifier upon the two vec-
tors. In this paradigm, recurrent (Bowman et al.,
2015), recursive (Tai et al., 2015) and convolu-
tional (Yu et al., 2014; Tan et al., 2016) networks
are used as the sequence encoder. The encoding of
one sequence is independent of the other in these
models, making the final classifier hard to model
complex relations.

Later works, therefore, adopt the matching ag-
gregation framework to match two sequences at
lower levels and aggregate the results based on the
attention mechanism. DecompAtt (Parikh et al.,
2016) uses a simple form of attention for align-
ment and aggregate aligned representations with
feed-forward networks. ESIM (Chen et al., 2017)
uses a similar attention mechanism but employs
bidirectional LSTMs as encoders and aggregators.

Three major paradigms are adopted to further
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improve performance. First is to use richer syntac-
tic or hand-designed features. HIM (Chen et al.,
2017) uses syntactic parse trees. POS tags are
found in many previous works including Tay et al.
(2018b) and Gong et al. (2018). The exact match
of lemmatized tokens is reported as a powerful
binary feature in Gong et al. (2018) and Kim
et al. (2018). The second way is adding com-
plexity to the alignment computation. BiMPM
(Wang et al., 2017) utilizes an advanced multi-
perspective matching operation, and MwAN (Tan
et al., 2018) applies multiple heterogeneous atten-
tion functions to compute the alignment results.
The third way to enhance the model is building
heavy post-processing layers for the alignment re-
sults. CAFE (Tay et al., 2018b) extracts addi-
tional indicators from the alignment process us-
ing alignment factorization layers. DIIN (Gong
et al., 2018) adopts DenseNet as a deep convolu-
tional feature extractor to distill information from
the alignment results.

More effective models can be built if inter-
sequence matching is allowed to be performed
more than once. CSRAN (Tay et al., 2018a) per-
forms multi-level attention refinement with dense
connections among multiple levels. DRCN (Kim
et al., 2018) stacks encoding and alignment lay-
ers. It concatenates all previously aligned results
and has to use an autoencoder to deal with explod-
ing feature spaces. SAN (Liu et al., 2018) utilizes
recurrent networks to combine multiple alignment
results. This paper also proposes a deep architec-
ture based on a new way to connect consecutive
blocks named augmented residual connections, to
distill previous aligned information which serves
as an important feature for text matching.

5 Conclusion

We propose a highly efficient approach, RE2, for
general purpose text matching. It achieves the
performance on par with the state-of-the-art on
four well-studied datasets across three different
text matching tasks with only a small number of
parameters and very high inference speed. It high-
lights three key features, namely previous aligned
features, original point-wise features, and contex-
tual features for inter-sequence alignment and sim-
plifies most of the other components. Due to its
fast speed and strong performance, the model is
quite suitable for a wide range of related applica-
tions.
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Abstract

The recent proliferation of knowledge graphs
(KGs) coupled with incomplete or partial in-
formation, in the form of missing relations
(links) between entities, has fueled a lot of
research on knowledge base completion (also
known as relation prediction). Several re-
cent works suggest that convolutional neural
network (CNN) based models generate richer
and more expressive feature embeddings and
hence also perform well on relation prediction.
However, we observe that these KG embed-
dings treat triples independently and thus fail
to cover the complex and hidden information
that is inherently implicit in the local neighbor-
hood surrounding a triple. To this effect, our
paper proposes a novel attention-based feature
embedding that captures both entity and rela-
tion features in any given entity’s neighbor-
hood. Additionally, we also encapsulate re-
lation clusters and multi-hop relations in our
model. Our empirical study offers insights
into the efficacy of our attention-based model
and we show marked performance gains in
comparison to state-of-the-art methods on all
datasets.

1 Introduction

Knowledge graphs (KGs) represent knowledge
bases (KBs) as a directed graph whose nodes and
edges represent entities and relations between en-
tities, respectively. For example, in Figure 1,
a triple (London, capital of, United Kingdom) is
represented as two entities: London and United
Kingdom along with a relation (capital of) linking
them. KGs find uses in a wide variety of applica-
tions such as semantic search (Berant et al., 2013;
Berant and Liang, 2014), dialogue generation (He
et al., 2017; Keizer et al., 2017), and question an-
swering (Zhang et al., 2016; Diefenbach et al.,
2018), to name a few. However, KGs typically
∗ Equal Contribution

suffer from missing relations (Socher et al., 2013a;
West et al., 2014). This problem gives rise to the
task of knowledge base completion (also referred
to as relation prediction), which entails predicting
whether a given triple is valid or not.

State-of-the-art relation prediction methods are
known to be primarily knowledge embedding
based models. They are broadly classified as
translational models (Bordes et al., 2013; Yang
et al., 2015; Trouillon et al., 2016) and convo-
lutional neural network (CNN) (Nguyen et al.,
2018; Dettmers et al., 2018) based models. While
translational models learn embeddings using sim-
ple operations and limited parameters, they pro-
duce low quality embeddings. In contrast, CNN
based models learn more expressive embeddings
due to their parameter efficiency and consideration
of complex relations. However, both translational
and CNN based models process each triple inde-
pendently and hence fail to encapsulate the seman-
tically rich and latent relations that are inherently
present in the vicinity of a given entity in a KG.

Motivated by the aforementioned observa-
tions, we propose a generalized attention-based
graph embedding for relation prediction. For
node classification, graph attention networks
(GATs) (Veličković et al., 2018) have been shown
to focus on the most relevant portions of the graph,
namely the node features in a 1-hop neighborhood.
Given a KG and the task of relation prediction, our
model generalizes and extends the attention mech-
anism by guiding attention to both entity (node)
and relation (edge) features in a multi-hop neigh-
borhood of a given entity / node.

Our idea is: 1) to capture multi-hop rela-
tions (Lin et al., 2015) surrounding a given node,
2) to encapsulate the diversity of roles played by
an entity in various relations, and 3) to consol-
idate the existing knowledge present in seman-
tically similar relation clusters (Valverde-Rebaza
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and de Andrade Lopes, 2012). Our model achieves
these objectives by assigning different weight
mass (attention) to nodes in a neighborhood and
by propagating attention via layers in an iterative
fashion. However, as the model depth increases,
the contribution of distant entities decreases ex-
ponentially. To resolve this issue, we use re-
lation composition as proposed by (Lin et al.,
2015) to introduce an auxiliary edge between n-
hop neighbors, which then readily allows the flow
of knowledge between entities. Our architecture is
an encoder-decoder model where our generalized
graph attention model and ConvKB (Nguyen et al.,
2018) play the roles of an encoder and decoder, re-
spectively. Moreover, this method can be extended
for learning effective embeddings for Textual En-
tailment Graphs (Kotlerman et al., 2015), where
global learning has proven effective in the past as
shown by (Berant et al., 2015) and (Berant et al.,
2010).

Our contributions are as follows. To the best
of our knowledge, we are the first to learn new
graph attention based embeddings that specifically
target relation prediction on KGs. Secondly, we
generalize and extend graph attention mechanisms
to capture both entity and relation features in a
multi-hop neighborhood of a given entity. Fi-
nally, we evaluate our model on challenging re-
lation prediction tasks for a wide variety of real-
world datasets. Our experimental results indicate
a clear and substantial improvement over state-
of-the-art relation prediction methods. For in-
stance, our attention-based embedding achieves
an improvement of 104% over the state-of-the-art
method for the Hits@1 metric on the popular Free-
base (FB15K-237) dataset.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows.
We first provide a review of related work in Sec-
tion 2 and then our detailed approach in Section 3.
Experimental results and dataset descriptions are
reported in Section 4 followed by our conclusion
and future research directions in Section 5.

2 Related Work

Recently, several variants of KG embeddings have
been proposed for relation prediction. These
methods can be broadly classified as: (i) composi-
tional, (ii) translational, (iii) CNN based, and (iv)
graph based models.

RESCAL (Nickel et al., 2011), NTN (Socher
et al., 2013b), and the Holographic embedding
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Figure 1: Subgraph of a knowledge graph contains ac-
tual relations between entities (solid lines) and inferred
relations that are initially hidden (dashed lines).

model (HOLE) (Nickel et al., 2016) are examples
of compositional based models. Both RESCAL
and NTN use tensor products which capture rich
interactions, but require a large number of parame-
ters to model relations and are thus cumbersome to
compute. To combat these drawbacks, HOLE cre-
ates more efficient and scalable compositional rep-
resentations using the circular correlation of entity
embeddings.

In comparison, translational models like
TransE (Bordes et al., 2013), DISTMULT (Yang
et al., 2015) and ComplEx (Trouillon et al., 2016)
propose arguably simpler models. TransE consid-
ers the translation operation between head and tail
entities for relations. DISTMULT (Yang et al.,
2015) learns embeddings using a bilinear diago-
nal model which is a special case of the bilinear
objective used in NTN and TransE. DISTMULT
uses weighted element-wise dot products to model
entity relations. ComplEx (Trouillon et al., 2016)
generalizes DISTMULT (Yang et al., 2015) by
using complex embeddings and Hermitian dot
products instead. These translational models are
faster, require fewer parameters and are relatively
easier to train, but result in less expressive KG
embeddings.

Recently, two CNN based models have
been proposed for relation prediction, namely
ConvE (Dettmers et al., 2018) and Con-
vKB (Nguyen et al., 2018). ConvE uses 2-D
convolution over embeddings to predict links.
It comprises of a convolutional layer, a fully
connected projection layer and an inner product
layer for the final predictions. Different feature
maps are generated using multiple filters to ex-
tract global relationships. Concatenation of these
feature maps represents an input triple. These
models are parameter efficient but consider each
triple independently without taking into account
the relationships between the triples.
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A graph based neural network model called
R-GCN (Schlichtkrull et al., 2018) is an exten-
sion of applying graph convolutional networks
(GCNs) (Kipf and Welling, 2017) to relational
data. It applies a convolution operation to the
neighborhood of each entity and assigns them
equal weights. This graph based model does not
outperform the CNN based models.

Existing methods either learn KG embeddings
by solely focusing on entity features or by taking
into account the features of entities and relations in
a disjoint manner. Instead, our proposed graph at-
tention model holistically captures multi-hop and
semantically similar relations in the n-hop neigh-
borhood of any given entity in the KG.

3 Our Approach

We begin this section by introducing the notations
and definitions used in the rest of the paper, fol-
lowed by a brief background on graph attention
networks (GATs) (Veličković et al., 2018). Fi-
nally, we describe our proposed attention archi-
tecture for knowledge graphs followed by our de-
coder network.

3.1 Background

A knowledge graph is denoted by G = (E , R),
where E and R represent the set of entities
(nodes) and relations (edges), respectively. A
triple (es, r, eo) is represented as an edge r be-
tween nodes es and er in G1. Embedding models
try to learn an effective representation of entities,
relations, and a scoring function f , such that for
a given input triple t = (es, r, eo), f(t) gives the
likelihood of t being a valid triple. For example,
Figure 1 shows the subgraph from a KG which
infers missing links represented by dashed lines
using existing triples such as (London, captial of,
United Kingdom).

3.2 Graph Attention Networks (GATs)

Graph convolutional networks (GCNs) (Kipf and
Welling, 2017) gather information from the en-
tity’s neighborhood and all neighbors contribute
equally in the information passing. To ad-
dress the shortcomings of GCNs, (Veličković
et al., 2018) introduced graph attention networks
(GATs). GATs learn to assign varying levels of
importance to nodes in every node’s neighbor-

1 From here onwards, the pairs “node / entity” and “edge /
relation” will be used interchangeably

hood, rather than treating all neighboring nodes
with equal importance, as is done in GCN.

The input feature set of nodes to a layer is x =
{~x1, ~x2, ..., ~xN}. A layer produces a transformed
set of node feature vectors x′ = {~x′1, ~x′2, ..., ~x′N},
where ~xi and ~x′i are input and output embed-
dings of the entity ei, and N is number of entities
(nodes). A single GAT layer can be described as

eij = a(W~xi,W ~xj) (1)

where eij is the attention value of the edge (ei, ej)
in G, W is a parametrized linear transformation
matrix mapping the input features to a higher di-
mensional output feature space, and a is any atten-
tion function of our choosing.

Attention values for each edge are the impor-
tance of the edge (ei, ej)

′
s features for a source

node ei. Here, the relative attention αij is com-
puted using a softmax function over all the val-
ues in the neighborhood. Equation 2 shows the
output of a layer. GAT employs multi-head atten-
tion to stabilize the learning process as credited to
(Vaswani et al., 2017).

~x′i = σ

( ∑

j∈Ni

αijW ~xj

)
(2)

The multihead attention process of concatenating
K attention heads is shown as follows in Equation
3.

~x′i =

K∥∥∥
k=1

σ

( ∑

j∈Ni

αkijW
k ~xj

)
(3)

where ‖ represents concatenation, σ represents
any non-linear function, αkij are normalized atten-
tion coefficients of edge (ei, ej) calculated by the
k-th attention mechanism, and Wk represents the
corresponding linear transformation matrix of the
k-th attention mechanism. The output embedding
in the final layer is calculated using averaging, in-
stead of the concatenation operation, to achieve
multi-head attention, as is shown in the following
Equation 4.

~x′i = σ

(
1

K

K∑

k=1

∑

j∈Ni

αkijW
k ~xj

)
(4)

3.3 Relations are Important

Despite the success of GATs, they are unsuitable
for KGs as they ignore relation (edge) features,
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Figure 2: This figure shows the aggregation process
of our graph attentional layer. αij represents relative
attention values of the edge. The dashed lines represent
an auxiliary edge from a n-hop neighbors, in this case
n = 2.

which are an integral part of KGs. In KGs, enti-
ties play different roles depending on the relation
they are associated with. For example, in Figure
1, entity Christopher Nolan appears in two differ-
ent triples assuming the roles of a brother and a
director. To this end, we propose a novel embed-
ding approach to incorporate relation and neigh-
boring node features in the attention mechanism.
We define a single attentional layer, which is the
building block of our model. Similar to GAT, our
framework is agnostic to the particular choice of
attention mechanism.

Each layer in our model takes two embedding
matrices as input. Entity embeddings are repre-
sented by a matrix H ∈ RNe×T , where the i-th
row is the embedding of entity ei, Ne is the total
number of entities, and T is the feature dimension
of each entity embedding. With a similar construc-
tion, the relation embeddings are represented by a
matrix G ∈ RNr×P . The layer then outputs the
corresponding embedding matrices, H′ ∈ RNe×T ′

and G′ ∈ RNr×P ′ .
In order to obtain the new embedding for an

entity ei, a representation of each triple associ-
ated with ei is learned. We learn these embed-
dings by performing a linear transformation over
the concatenation of entity and relation feature
vectors corresponding to a particular triple tkij =
(ei, rk, ej), as is shown in Equation 5. This oper-
ation is also illustrated in the initial block of Fig-
ure 4.

~cijk = W1[~hi‖~hj‖~gk] (5)

where ~cijk is the vector representation of a triple
tkij . Vectors ~hi,~hj , and ~gk denote embeddings of
entities ei, ej and relation rk, respectively. Addi-
tionally, W1 denotes the linear transformation ma-
trix. Similar to (Veličković et al., 2018), we learn

so
ftm

ax

αij

hi hj gk

Figure 3: Attention Mechanism

the importance of each triple tkij denoted by bijk.
We perform a linear transformation parameterized
by a weight matrix W2 followed by application of
the LeakyRelu non-linearity to get the absolute at-
tention value of the triple (Equation 6).

bijk = LeakyReLU
(

W2cijk

)
(6)

To get the relative attention values softmax is ap-
plied over bijk as shown in Equation 7. Figure 3
shows the computation of relative attention values
αijk for a single triple.

αijk = softmaxjk(bijk) (7)

=
exp(bijk)∑

n∈Ni

∑
r∈Rin

exp(binr)

where Ni denotes the neighborhood of entity ei
andRij denotes the set of relations connecting en-
tities ei and ej . The new embedding of the entity
ei is the sum of each triple representation weighted
by their attention values as shown in Equation 8.

~h′i = σ

( ∑

j∈Ni

∑

k∈Rij

αijk ~cijk

)
(8)

As suggested by (Veličković et al., 2018), multi-
head attention which was first introduced by
(Vaswani et al., 2017), is used to stabilize the
learning process and encapsulate more informa-
tion about the neighborhood. Essentially, M in-
dependent attention mechanisms calculate the em-
beddings, which are then concatenated, resulting
in the following representation:

~h′i =

M∥∥∥
m=1

σ

( ∑

j∈Ni

αmijkc
m
ijk

)
(9)
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Figure 4: This figure shows end-to-end architecture of our model. Dashed arrows in the figure represent concate-
nation operation. Green circles represents initial entity embedding vectors and yellow circles represents initial
relation embedding vectors.

This is the graph attention layer shown in Fig-
ure 4. We perform a linear transformation on in-
put relation embedding matrix G, parameterized
by a weight matrix WR ∈ RT×T ′ , where T ′ is
the dimensionality of output relation embeddings
(Equation 10).

G′ = G.WR (10)

In the final layer of our model, instead of concate-
nating the embeddings from multiple heads we
employ averaging to get final embedding vectors
for entities as shown in Equation 11.

~h′i = σ

(
1

M

M∑

m=1

∑

j∈Ni

∑

k∈Rij

αmijkc
m
ijk

)
(11)

However, while learning new embeddings, entities
lose their initial embedding information. To re-
solve this issue, we linearly transform Hi to obtain
Ht using a weight matrix WE ∈ RT i×T f

, where
Hi represents the input entity embeddings to our
model, Ht represents the transformed entity em-
beddings, T i denotes the dimension of an initial
entity embedding, and T f denotes the dimension
of the final entity embedding. We add this ini-
tial entity embedding information to the entity em-
beddings obtained from the final attentional layer,
Hf ∈ RNe×T f

as shown in Equation 12.

H′′ = WEHt + Hf (12)

In our architecture, we extend the notion of an
edge to a directed path by introducing an aux-
iliary relation for n-hop neighbors between two
entities. The embedding of this auxiliary rela-
tion is the summation of embeddings of all the

relations in the path. Our model iteratively ac-
cumulates knowledge from distant neighbors of
an entity. As illustrated in figure 2, in the first
layer of our model, all entities capture informa-
tion from their direct in-flowing neighbors. In the
second layer, U.S gathers information from en-
tities Barack Obama, Ethan Horvath, Chevrolet,
and Washington D.C, which already possess infor-
mation about their neighbors Michelle Obama and
Samuel L. Jackson, from a previous layer. In gen-
eral, for a n layer model the incoming informa-
tion is accumulated over a n-hop neighborhood.
The aggregation process to learn new entity em-
beddings and the introduction of an auxiliary edge
between n-hop neighbors is also shown in Figure
2. We normalize the entity embeddings after every
generalized GAT layer and prior to the first layer,
for every main iteration.

3.4 Training Objective

Our model borrows the idea of a translational
scoring function from (Bordes et al., 2013), which
learns embeddings such that for a given valid triple
tkij = (ei, rk, ej), the condition~hi+~gk ≈ ~hj holds,
i.e., ej is the nearest neighbor of ei connected via
relation rk. Specifically, we try to learn entity and
relation embeddings to minimize the L1-norm dis-
similarity measure given by dtij = ‖~hi+ ~gk− ~hj‖1.

We train our model using hinge-loss which is
given by the following expression

L(Ω) =
∑

tij∈S

∑

t′ij∈S′
max{dt′ij −dtij +γ, 0} (13)

where γ > 0 is a margin hyper-parameter, S is the
set of valid triples, and S′ denotes the set of invalid
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triples, given formally as

S′ = {tki′j | e′i ∈ E \ ei}︸ ︷︷ ︸
replace head entity

∪{tkij′ | e′j ∈ E \ ej}︸ ︷︷ ︸
replace tail entity

3.5 Decoder
Our model uses ConvKB (Nguyen et al., 2018) as
a decoder. The aim of the convolutional layer is
to analyze the global embedding properties of a
triple tkij across each dimension and to generalize
the transitional characteristics in our model. The
score function with multiple feature maps can be
written formally as:

f(tkij) =

( Ω∥∥∥
m=1

ReLU([~hi, ~gk,~hj ] ∗ ωm)

)
.W

where ωm represents the mth convolutional filter,
Ω is a hyper-parameter denoting number of filters
used, ∗ is a convolution operator, and W ∈ RΩk×1

represents a linear transformation matrix used to
compute the final score of the triple. The model is
trained using soft-margin loss as

L =
∑

tkij∈{S∪S′}
log(1+exp(ltkij

.f(tkij)))+
λ

2
‖W‖22

where ltkij =

{
1 for tkij ∈ S
−1 for tkij ∈ S′

4 Experiments and Results

4.1 Datasets
To evaluate our proposed method, we use five
benchmark datasets: WN18RR (Dettmers et al.,
2018), FB15k-237 (Toutanova et al., 2015),
NELL-995 (Xiong et al., 2017), Unified Medi-
cal Language Systems (UMLS) (Kok and Domin-
gos, 2007) and Alyawarra Kinship (Lin et al.,
2018). Previous works (Toutanova et al., 2015;
Dettmers et al., 2018) suggest that the task of
relation prediction in WN18 and FB15K suffers
from the problem of inverse relations, whereby
one can achieve state-of-the-art results using a
simple reversal rule based model, as shown by
(Dettmers et al., 2018). Therefore, correspond-
ing subset datasets WN18RR and FB15k-237 were
created to resolve the reversible relation problem
in WN18 and FB15K. We used the data splits pro-
vided by (Nguyen et al., 2018). Table 1 provides
statistics of all datasets used.

4.2 Training Protocol
We create two sets of invalid triples, each time re-
placing either the head or tail entity in a triple by
an invalid entity. We randomly sample equal num-
ber of invalid triples from both the sets to ensure
robust performance on detecting both head and tail
entity. Entity and relation embeddings produced
by TransE (Bordes et al., 2013; Nguyen et al.,
2018) are used to initialize our embeddings.

We follow a two-step training procedure, i.e.,
we first train our generalized GAT to encode infor-
mation about the graph entities and relations and
then train a decoder model like ConvKB (Nguyen
et al., 2018) to perform the relation prediction task.
The original GAT update Equation 3 only aggre-
gates information passed from 1-hop neighbor-
hood, while our generalized GAT uses informa-
tion from the n-hop neighborhood. We use auxil-
iary relations to aggregate more information about
the neighborhood in sparse graphs. We use Adam
to optimize all the parameters with initial learn-
ing rate set at 0.001. Both the entity and relation
embeddings of the final layer are set to 200. The
optimal hyper-parameters set for each dataset are
mentioned in our supplementary section.

4.3 Evaluation Protocol
In the relation prediction task, the aim is to predict
a triple (ei, rk, ej) with ei or ej missing, i.e., pre-
dict ei given (rk, ej) or predict ej given (ei, rk).
We generate a set of (N − 1) corrupt triples for
each entity ei by replacing it with every other en-
tity ei′ ∈ E \ ei, then we assign a score to each
such triple. Subsequently, we sort these scores
in ascending order and get the rank of a correct
triple (ei, rk, ej). Similar to previous work ((Bor-
des et al., 2013), (Nguyen et al., 2018), (Dettmers
et al., 2018)), we evaluate all the models in a fil-
tered setting, i.e, during ranking we remove cor-
rupt triples which are already present in one of the
training, validation, or test sets. This whole pro-
cess is repeated by replacing the tail entity ej , and
averaged metrics are reported. We report mean
reciprocal rank (MRR), mean rank (MR) and the
proportion of correct entities in the top N ranks
(Hits@N) for N = 1, 3, and 10.

4.4 Results and Analysis
Tables 2 and 3 present the prediction results on
the test sets of all the datasets. The results
clearly demonstrate that our proposed method2

2 Our work
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# Edges
Dataset # Entities # Relations Training Validation Test Total Mean in-degree Median in-degree
WN18RR 40,943 11 86,835 3034 3134 93,003 2.12 1
FB15k-237 14,541 237 272,115 17,535 20,466 310,116 18.71 8
NELL-995 75,492 200 149,678 543 3992 154,213 1.98 0
Kinship 104 25 8544 1068 1074 10,686 82.15 82.5
UMLS 135 46 5216 652 661 6529 38.63 20

Table 1: Dataset statistics

WN18RR FB15K-237
Hits@N Hits@N

MR MRR @1 @3 @10 MR MRR @1 @3 @10

DistMult (Yang et al., 2015) 7000 0.444 41.2 47 50.4 512 0.281 19.9 30.1 44.6
ComplEx (Trouillon et al., 2016) 7882 0.449 40.9 46.9 53 546 0.278 19.4 29.7 45
ConvE (Dettmers et al., 2018) 4464 0.456 41.9 47 53.1 245 0.312 22.5 34.1 49.7
TransE (Bordes et al., 2013) 2300 0.243 4.27 44.1 53.2 323 0.279 19.8 37.6 44.1
ConvKB (Nguyen et al., 2018) 1295 0.265 5.82 44.5 55.8 216 0.289 19.8 32.4 47.1
R-GCN (Schlichtkrull et al., 2018) 6700 0.123 8 13.7 20.7 600 0.164 10 18.1 30
Our work 1940 0.440 36.1 48.3 58.1 210 0.518 46 54 62.6

Table 2: Experimental results on WN18RR and FB15K-237 test sets. Hits@N values are in percentage. The best
score is in bold and second best score is underlined.

NELL-995 Kinship
Hits@N Hits@N

MR MRR @1 @3 @10 MR MRR @1 @3 @10

DistMult (Yang et al., 2015) 4213 0.485 40.1 52.4 61 5.26 0.516 36.7 58.1 86.7
ComplEx (Trouillon et al., 2016) 4600 0.482 39.9 52.8 60.6 2.48 0.823 73.3 89.9 97.11
ConvE (Dettmers et al., 2018) 3560 0.491 40.3 53.1 61.3 2.03 0.833 73.8 91.7 98.14
TransE (Bordes et al., 2013) 2100 0.401 34.4 47.2 50.1 6.8 0.309 0.9 64.3 84.1
ConvKB (Nguyen et al., 2018) 600 0.43 37.0 47 54.5 3.3 0.614 43.62 75.5 95.3
R-GCN (Schlichtkrull et al., 2018) 7600 0.12 8.2 12.6 18.8 25.92 0.109 3 8.8 23.9
Our work 965 0.530 44.7 56.4 69.5 1.94 0.904 85.9 94.1 98

Table 3: Experimental results on NELL-995 and Kinship test sets. Hits@N values are in percentage. The best
score is in bold and second best score is underlined.

significantly outperforms state-of-the-art results
on five metrics for FB15k-237, and on two metrics
for WN18RR. We downloaded publicly available
source codes to reproduce results of the state-of-
the-art methods345678 on all the datasets.
Attention Values vs Epochs: We study the dis-
tribution of attention with increasing epochs for a
particular node. Figure 5 shows this distribution
on FB15k-237. In the initial stages of the learn-
ing process, the attention is distributed randomly.
As the training progresses and our model gathers
more information from the neighborhood, it as-
signs more attention to direct neighbors and takes
minor information from the more distant neigh-
bors. Once the model converges, it learns to gather
multi-hop and clustered relation information from
the n-hop neighborhood of the node.
PageRank Analysis: We hypothesize that com-
plex and hidden multi-hop relations among enti-
ties are captured more succinctly in dense graphs
3 TransE 4 DistMult 5 ComplEx 6 R-GCN 7 ConvE
8 ConvKB

as opposed to sparse graphs. To test this hypoth-
esis, we perform an analysis similar to ConvE,
where they study the correlation between mean
PageRank and increase in MRR relative to Dist-
Mult. We notice a strong correlation coefficient
of r = 0.808. Table 4 indicates that when there
is an increase in PageRank values, there is also a
corresponding increase in MRR values. We ob-
serve an anomaly to our observed correlation in
case of NELL-995 versus WN18RR and attribute
this to the highly sparse and hierarchical struc-
ture of WN18RR which poses as a challenge to our
method that does not capture information in a top-
down recursive fashion.

4.5 Ablation Study
We carry out an ablation study on our model,
where we analyze the behavior of mean rank on a
test set when we omit path generalization (−PG),
i.e., removing n-hop information, and omit re-
lation Information (−Relations) from our model.
Figure 7 shows that our model performs better
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Figure 5: Learning process of our model on FB15K-237 dataset. Y-axis represents attention values ×1e−5.
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Figure 6: Learning process of our model on WN18RR dataset. Y-axis represents attention values ×1e−5

Dataset PageRank Relative Increase
NELL-995 1.32 0.025
WN18RR 2.44 -0.01
FB15k-237 6.87 0.237
UMLS 740 0.247
Kinship 961 0.388

Table 4: Mean PageRank×10−5 vs relative increase in
MRR wrt. DistMult.

than the two ablated models and we see a signifi-
cant drop in the results when using ablated models
on NELL-995. Removing the relations from the
proposed model has a huge impact on the results
which suggests that the relation embeddings play
a pivotal role in relation prediction.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose a novel approach for
relation prediction. Our approach improves over
the state-of-the-art models by significant margins.
Our proposed model learns new graph attention-
based embeddings that specifically cater to rela-
tion prediction on KGs. Additionally, we gener-
alize and extend graph attention mechanisms to
capture both entity and relation features in a multi-
hop neighborhood of a given entity. Our detailed
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Figure 7: Epochs vs Mean Rank for our model and
two ablated models on NELL-995. −PG (green) rep-
resents the model after removing n-hop auxiliary rela-
tions or path generalization, −Relations (blue) repre-
sents model without taking relations into account and
Our model (red) represents the entire model.

and exhaustive empirical analysis gives more in-
sight into our method’s superiority for relation pre-
diction on KGs. The proposed model can be ex-
tended to learn embeddings for various tasks us-
ing KGs such as dialogue generation (He et al.,
2017; Keizer et al., 2017), and question answer-
ing (Zhang et al., 2016; Diefenbach et al., 2018).

In the future, we intend to extend our method to
better perform on hierarchical graphs and capture
higher-order relations between entities (like mo-
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tifs) in our graph attention model.
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A Results on UMLS dataset

We report results of our model on UMLS dataset
in Table 5. UMLS is a relatively smaller knowl-
edge graph with only 135 entities and 46 relations.
Although this dataset is comparable to Kinship in
size, it is relatively much sparser than Kinship with
mean in-degree being 38.63, as opposed to 82.15
in Kinship. We show that despite the small size of
the dataset, our model outperforms the baselines
which indicates the robustness of our model.

B Indegree versus Attention

We analyze the attention flow of our encoder ar-
chitecture for both the datasets. For each of these
datasets we select two entities, one with higher in-
degree (high-node) and the other one having lower
in-degree (low-node). We visualize the attention
values for n-hop neighbors of these entities, where
n = 1, 2, 3.

In FB15k-237, the low-node has 10 direct
neighbors and the high-node has 50 direct neigh-
bors. For the low-node, the number of 2-hop
neighbors is 439 and 3-hop neighbors is 1543. For
the high-node, the number of 2-hop and 3-hop
neighbors are 2939 and 6915, respectively. Fig-
ure 8a shows that a significant proportion of the 1-
hop neighbors of our low-node have high attention
values. However, this proportion increases as we
move farther from the low-node. Figure 8b shows
a reversal in this trend. For the high node, it can be
seen that a significant proportion of entities in the
1-hop neighborhood get assigned higher attention
values than 2 or 3-hop neighbors. As the low-node
has just 10 direct neighbors, it tries to gather more
information from its 2-hop and 3-hop neighbors,
whereas in the case of the high-node most of the
information is collected from its direct neighbors.

In WN18RR, the low-node has 5 direct neigh-
bors and a high-node has 25 direct neighbors. For
the low-node, the number of 2-hop neighbors is
19 and 3-hop neighbors is 57. For the high-node,
the number of 2-hop and 3-hop neighbors are 67
and 84, respectively. Figure 9 shows that unlike
in FB15k-237, the distribution of attention values
is similar in the case of the low and high-node.
Higher proportion of direct neighbors are being as-
signed higher attention values, and decreases with
increase in distance from the node. Explanation of
this behavior can be found in the inherent struc-
ture of the WN18RR dataset. WN18RR follows a
strictly hierarchical structure which ensures that

relatively more information is present at the first
level rather than lower levels. Our model priori-
tizes the aggregation of information from the di-
rect neighbors of the node, but at the same time
makes use of the auxiliary information provided
by auxiliary edges to learn the structure.

C Optimal Hyper-parameters

In this section we report the optimal set of hyper-
parameters for both our attention model (table 6)
and ConvKB (table 7). We use grid search over
Hits@10 to find these optimal parameters. We
do not use batch training for our attention model,
whereas we use a batch size of 128 for every
dataset in our decoder model. Also, we use of
a step learning rate scheduler which decays the
learning rate by a factor of 0.5, after every 500
epochs in our attention model and after every 25
epochs in the decoder model. Some of the pa-
rameters reported in tables 6 and 7 are as follows:
negative ratio is the ratio of negative and positive
triples in the training set, i.e., we sample nega-
tive ratio negative triples per positive triple in the
set. Margin corresponds to the value of γ in the
hinge loss equation.

D N-hop Paths

Table 8 shows the number of n-hop paths existing
in all datasets. We report unique paths between
two entities n = {2, 3, 4, 5}, i.e., if there exist
multiple paths between two entities of length n,
we count it just once. For n = 1, we report all
the paths present. Essentially this boils down to
counting pairs of entities having a shortest path of
length n between them.

We make use of these paths to introduce auxil-
iary edges as discussed in the paper, so if a dataset
has more n-paths, theoretically we can use the
excess information to further improve the perfor-
mance of our model. However, in datasets like
FB15k-237, Kinship and UMLS, where the KG is
already dense, the use of extra information can be
safely neglected.

E Degree Distribution

We analyze the in-degree distributions for all
datasets to get better insights. Figure 10 shows
that WN18RR and NELL-995 have significant
number of nodes with no incoming information
flow, i.e., nodes with zero in-degree in KG. We
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UMLS
Hits@N

MR MRR @1 @3 @10

DistMult (Yang et al., 2015) 512 0.281 19.9 30.1 44.6
ComplEx (Trouillon et al., 2016) 3.21 0.743 65.7 78.3 92.5
ConvE (Dettmers et al., 2018) 1.38 0.935 89.8 96.7 99
TransE (Bordes et al., 2013) 1.77 0.797 64.1 92.1 99.24
ConvKB (Nguyen et al., 2018) 1.66 0.785 60.8 96.14 99.25
R-GCN (Schlichtkrull et al., 2018) 24.9 0.204 12.6 20.8 32.5
KBGAT(this work) 1.11 0.990 98.6 99.5 99.8

Table 5: Experimental results on UMLS test sets. Hits@N values are in percentage. The best score is in bold and
second best score is underlined.
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(a) Low indegree node
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(b) High indegree node

Figure 8: This figure shows relation between n-hop paths of a node to its attention values in FB15k-237.
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(b) High indegree node

Figure 9: This figure shows relation between n-hop paths of a node to its attention values in WN18RR.

Weight decay Epochs negative ratio Learning Rate Dropouts Leaky Relu nheads Final dimensions Margin

FB15k-237 1e−5 3000 2 1e−3 0.3 0.2 2 200 1
WN18RR 5e−6 3600 2 1e−3 0.3 0.2 2 200 5
NELL-995 1e−5 3000 2 1e−3 0.3 0.2 2 200 5
Kinship 1e−5 3000 2 1e−3 0.3 0.2 2 400 1
UMLS 1e−5 3000 2 1e−3 0.3 0.2 2 200 3

Table 6: Optimal values of hyperparameters for attention model are reported on all datasets.
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Weight decay Epochs negative ratio Learning Rate Dropout Filters

FB15k-237 1e−5 200 40 1e−3 0.3 50
WN18RR 1e−5 200 40 1e−3 0.0 500
NELL-995 1e−5 200 40 1e−3 0.0 500
Kinship 1e−5 400 10 1e−3 0.3 50
UMLS 1e−5 400 10 1e−3 0.3 50

Table 7: Optimal values of hyperparameters for decoder(ConvKB) are reported on all datasets.

1-hop 2-hop 3-hop 4-hop 5-hop

FB15k-237 272,115 12,792,938 46,019,137 60,756,091 31,825,944
WN18RR 86,835 207,376 450,748 979,522 2,100,993
NELL-995 149,678 3,736,186 21,561,431 67,455,032 99,591,081
Kinship 8544 2,168 0 0 0
UMLS 5216 6,941 4,572 976 190

Table 8: This table shows number of n-hop paths in all datasets. We report unique paths for all values of n except
n = 1.

(a) FB15k-237 (b) WN18RR (c) NELL-995

(d) Kinship (e) UMLS

Figure 10: Indegree distribution for all datasets.
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hypothesize that in WN18RR, the sparse and hier-
archical nature makes it a relatively harder dataset.
FB15k-237 also has few rooted nodes in the KG,
but since most of the nodes have many connec-
tions, the information flow is relatively effective
in this case. In Kinship and UMLS, as we can
see that there are no rooted nodes and both of
these datasets are really dense in nature, especially
Kinship. Due to this dense nature and the fact
that every node learns from some other node, it
is possible to predict relations effectively in these
datasets.
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Abstract

We present a monolingual alignment system
for long, sentence- or clause-level alignments,
and demonstrate that systems designed for
word- or short phrase-based alignment are ill-
suited for these longer alignments. Our sys-
tem is capable of aligning semantically simi-
lar spans of arbitrary length. We achieve sig-
nificantly higher recall on aligning phrases of
four or more words and outperform state-of-
the-art aligners on the long alignments in the
MSR RTE corpus.

1 Introduction

Monolingual paraphrase alignment is an active
area of research, with applications in many natu-
ral language processing tasks, such as text-to-text
generation (Barzilay and Elhadad, 2003; Barzi-
lay and McKeown, 2005), natural language infer-
ence (MacCartney et al., 2008), and recognizing
textual similarity (Sultan et al., 2014b). Madnani
and Dorr (2010) identify three levels of paraphras-
ing. The first is lexical paraphrasing, where in-
dividual words are replaced by synonyms or hy-
pernyms. The second, phrasal paraphrasing, in-
volves equivalent idiomatic phrases, such as verb-
preposition combinations (eg. “take over” or “as-
sume control of”), or syntactic transformations,
such as active versus passive voice.

In this work, we focus on the third: sentential
paraphrasing. Sentential paraphrasing can trivially
be achieved by performing lexical and phrasal
paraphrasing on parts of a sentence, but Madnani
and Dorr note that more interesting paraphrases,
such as “He needed to make a quick decision in
that situation” and “The scenario required him to
make a split-second judgment,” are challenging.

Past work has focused on lexical and short
phrasal alignments, in part because most exist-
ing corpora consist of mostly word-level align-

ments. Yao et al. (2013b) report that 95% of align-
ments in the MSR RTE (Brockett, 2007) and Ed-
inburgh++ (Cohn et al., 2008) corpora are single-
token, lexical paraphrases, and phrases of four or
more words are less than 1% of MSR RTE and 3%
of Edinburgh++.

In this work, we present a monolingual aligner
for long phrasal and sentential paraphrases. Our
contributions are as follows:

• Our pointer-network-based system aligns
phrases of arbitrary length.

• Our system aligns directly at the phrase level
by composing the semantics of the words in
each phrase into a single representation of the
meaning of the entire phrase.

• We conduct experiments on aligning long
paraphrases using the summarization corpus
of Ouyang et al. (2017), the first use of this
corpus for the alignment task, as well as the
MSR RTE corpus (Brockett, 2007).

• We achieve significant increases in recall
(over 75 points) while also maintaining a
strong lead in F-measure on aligning long
paraphrases (involving phrases of four or
more words), compared with existing state-
of-the-art word- and phrase-based aligners.

2 Related Work

The development of monolingual alignment as an
independent natural language processing task be-
gan with the release of the Microsoft Research
Recognizing Textual Entailment (MSR RTE) cor-
pus (Brockett, 2007), which consists of 1600 sen-
tence pairs, divided evenly into training and test-
ing sets, annotated with alignments. To date, there
are only five phrase-based monolingual aligners in
existence, not including this work.
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The first aligner developed using the MSR RTE
corpus, MANLI (MacCartney et al., 2008), set
a precedent for monolingual alignment research:
the possible alignments in the MSR RTE were
not used, following conclusions drawn in machine
translation research that training using possible
alignments does not improve the performance of
machine translation systems. As we show in Sec-
tion 4, this decision, which has been followed
by subsequent MSR RTE systems, removed from
consideration nearly all of the long alignments
(four or more words) in the corpus.

MANLI is a phrase-based system, capable of
aligning multiple source tokens to multiple target
tokens. However, MacCartney et al. found that
constraining it to align only at the word level (ie.
setting a maximum phrase length of 1) decreased
the system’s F-measure by only 0.2%, suggesting
that this early work was not yet able to represent
the meanings of multi-word phrases as well as it
could represent the meanings of single words.

Thadani and McKeown (2011) extended
MANLI by introducing syntactic constraints on
alignment, improving the system’s precision,
and used integer linear programming to perform
faster, exact decoding, rather than the slower,
approximate search used by the original system.
Thadani et al. (2012) added dependency arc edits
to MANLI’s phrase edits, again improving the
system’s performance. Interestingly, Thadani et
al. used both the sure and possible alignments
in the Edinburgh++ corpus (Cohn et al., 2008)
and showed that training on both gave better per-
formance than training only on sure alignments
on this corpus, but no subsequent monolingual
alignment systems have taken advantage of
possible alignments until we do so this work.

The current state-of-the-art phrase-based
monolingual alignment system is JacanaAlign-
phrase (Yao et al., 2013b), the phrase-based
extension of JacanaAlign-token (Yao et al.,
2013a). Yao et al. use a semi-Markov CRF to tag
each token or sequence of tokens in the source
sentence with the indices of aligned target token.
To train this system, they synthesized phrasal
alignments by merging consecutive lexical align-
ments among the MSR RTE sure alignments;
however, even after doing so, they found that
long alignments involving phrases of four or more
words still made up less than 1% of the corpus.
Yao et al. found that the phrase-based JacanaAlign

performed slightly worse than the token-based
version, likely due to the overwhelming majority
of alignments in their test set being at the token
level and the token-based annotations in the test
set penalizing their phrase-based alignments.

JacanaAlign-phrase is the fastest existing
phrase-based aligner (there are only four oth-
ers: MANLI, its two extensions, and SemA-
ligner, all described in this section), but Yao et
al. note that it is roughtly 30-60 times slower than
JacanaAlign-token. Of particular interest to us is
that the decoding time of JacanaAlign-phrase is
O
(
LsL

2
tMN2

)
, where Ls and Lt are the maxi-

mum allowed phrase lengths, and M and N are the
sentence lengths, for the source and target, respec-
tively. The longer the phrases being aligned, the
longer Jacana-Align will need to run – we avoid
this dependence on phrase length in this work.

Finally SemAligner (Maharjan et al., 2016), like
this work, chunks input sentences into phrases be-
fore alignment. However, it was designed for and
evaluated on the semantic textual similarity task,
so its published performance cannot be compared
with those of monolingual alignment systems.

3 Models

Our system first chunks the source and target sen-
tences several times, at different levels of granular-
ity, from mostly single words to phrases to whole
clauses, then computes a chunk embedding in a
distributed semantic space for each chunk (Sec-
tion 3.1). We call any segmentation of a sentence
into chunks a chunking of that sentence. We pair
each source chunking with each target chunking
and use a pointer-network (Vinyals et al., 2015)
to perform a preliminary alignment of each source
chunk to all target chunks (Section 3.2). Finally,
we combine the preliminary alignments from all
source/target chunking pairs using a voting system
to produce the final alignment from the source sen-
tence to the target sentence (Section 3.3). Imple-
mentation details for our model are given in Ap-
pendix A in the supplementary material.

3.1 Chunkings and Chunk Embeddings

We chunk the source and target sentences using
constituent parsing (Bauer, 2014). We consider
all nodes with phrase-level tags (XP) to be con-
stituents. Beginning with the leaves, we move up
the tree, deleting any node that is wholly contained
in a larger constituent but that is neither a con-
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I attended a wedding which offered no dinner at the reception
Figure 1: All potential chunk boundaries.
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VBD

attended

NP

I

Figure 2: A simplified constituent tree.

stituent itself, nor the sibling of a constituent. Fig-
ure 2 shows a simplified constituent tree.

Constituents and their siblings are the smallest
possible chunks that we consider. In the example
constituent tree above, there are eight such small
chunks. We can also merge any number of consec-
utive, small chunks to form a larger chunk: “of-
fered,” “no dinner,” “at,” and “the reception,” for
instance, can be merged to form “offered no din-
ner at the reception.” In a sentence with i of these
smallest chunks, there are i − 1 potential chunk
boundaries (Figure 1). Since merging two adja-
cent chunks is equivalent to ignoring the chunk
boundary between them, there are 2i−1 unique
chunkings of the sentence. Note that each token
in the sentence is contained in only one chunk in
each chunking of that sentence.

From the example sentence above, we obtain
128 unique chunkings. The coarsest consists of a
single chunk containing the entire sentence, and
the most fine-grained has each leaf of the con-
stituent tree as a separate chunk. We do not choose
a single chunking to use, but rather represent a sen-
tence by all its possible chunkings. This allows us
to align at any level of granularity, from mostly
words to full sentences. The multiple chunk-
ings also have the practical benefit of increasing
the amount of training data available, with each
chunking providing another training instance.

To represent the meaning of a chunk as a whole,
we look to recent work in composing word em-
beddings into phrase- or sentence-level embed-
dings. Since Mitchell and Lapata (2008), there has
been a great deal of interest in learning phrase em-
beddings (Baroni and Zamparelli, 2010; Zanzotto

et al., 2010; Yessenalina and Cardie, 2011; Socher
et al., 2012; Grefenstette et al., 2013; Mikolov
et al., 2013; Yu and Dredze, 2015). In this work,
we generate chunk embeddings using the LSTM
language model of Hill et al. (2016)1. The model
is trained on dictionaries: it takes as input a dictio-
nary definition, in the form of a sequence of word
embeddings, and produces as output the embed-
ding of the word to which the definition belongs,
thus learning to compose the embeddings of the
words into a single embedding representing the
entire phrase or sentence. By representing each
chunk by a single chunk embedding, we are able
to align chunks of arbitrarily large size with only
the language model’s run time as overhead.

3.2 Preliminary Alignment
For a given source sentence chunking and tar-
get sentence chunking, we perform a prelimi-
nary alignment using a neural network aligner in-
spired by the pointer network of Vinyals et al.
(2015). Most previous work on neural network
alignment used feed-forward, recurrent, or con-
volutional neural networks to score source-target
word pairs and then fed these scores to a tradi-
tional alignment model, such as an HMM or a
greedy aligner (Yang et al., 2013; Tamura et al.,
2014; Legrand et al., 2016), rather than using the
neural network itself to predict the alignments.
This is due to the difficulty of adapting a neural
network to the alignment task directly: two input
sequences of unknown and often different lengths,
as well as an output set of unknown size.

Our neural network aligner is based on the
pointer network and learns a distribution over an
output dictionary of variable size. The flexibil-
ity of the output size makes the pointer network
well-suited to our task of aligning chunkings of
variable length. We fix a source chunk from the
source chunking under consideration and adapt the
pointer network to predict a preliminary alignment
over the entire target chunking:

aij = vT tanh(W1ei +W2cj)

where ei is the embedding for chunk i in the
source chunking, cj is the embedding for candi-

1We experimented with averaging word embeddings, but
this approach underperformed the language model.
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We were expecting a buffet to be set up, but there was nothing
ei

c0 c1 c2 c4
I attended a wedding which offered no dinner at the reception

.14

ai0

.09

ai1

.67

ai2

.10

ai3
Figure 3: The pointer network performing preliminary
alignment a given source chunk and target chunking.

date chunk j in the target chunking, and v, W1,
and W2 are learned parameters. (For convenience,
in subsequent sections we use ei and cj to re-
fer to both the chunk embeddings, which are vec-
tors, and to the chunks themselves, which are se-
quences of tokens.) The chunk embeddings are
generated by the LSTM language model described
in the previous section, and are fixed at training
time. For each source chunk i, the pointer network
produces a distribution over all candidate chunks
in the target chunking. Figure 3 shows the pointer
network aligning a source/target chunking pair.

3.3 Voting and Final Alignment

For a fixed source chunking and a fixed source
chunk i, the pointer network produces one pre-
liminary alignment for each unique chunking of
the target sentence. We perform this preliminary
alignment for all source chunks in all chunkings
of the source sentence. By aligning preliminary
alignments for all combinations of source and tar-
get chunkings, we are able to defer deciding the
lengths of the spans we align, instead allowing the
voting procedure to discover them.

The final output of our system is aligned token
pairs. This is due to our voting procedure, which
is described in Figure 4. Because the preliminary
alignments are performed on chunkings of differ-
ent granularities, we must vote at the level of the
smallest possible chunks (the leaves in the con-
stituent tree). Since it is not possible for the tokens
within one of these smallest possible chunks to re-
ceive different amounts of votes (to do so would
require the tokens to be in two different chunks
in some chunking), and since the standard evalua-
tion for monolingual alignment consists of preci-
sion, recall, and F-measure for token pairs – even
for phrase-based models – we simply vote on to-
ken pairs; each token pair inherits the preliminary
alignment value of the source and target chunks

Inputs
• the source sentence W
• the target sentence U
• the set of source sentence chunkings S
• the set of target sentence chunkings T

Initialize
• set score(w, u) = 0 for tokens w ∈W and u ∈ U

Repeat for ei ∈ s, for (s, t) ∈ S × T
• predict preliminary alignment ai

• add aij to score(w, u) for tokensw ∈ ei and u ∈ cj
Repeat for w ∈W
• sum-to-one normalize score(w, u) for u ∈ U
• sort pairs (w, u) by score(w, u) in descending or-

der: score(w, u1) > . . . > score(w, um)
• select max k such that score(w, uk) > 1/(k + 1)
• set Aw = {(w, u1), . . . , (w, uk)}

Return
⋃

w∈W Aw

Figure 4: Voting procedure for final output.

containing them. The longer aligned phrases that
correspond to these aligned token pairs can be
easily constructed: following MacCartney et al.
(2008) and Yao et al. (2013b), two tokens are
aligned if and only if the phrases containing them
are aligned.

Intuitively, only one chunk eis in a given source
chunking s contains the token w, and only one
chunk cjt in a given target chunking t contains
the token u. Here, is and jt indicate the specific
source and target chunks that contain the tokens
w and u, respectively. The token-level scores are
obtained by summing the preliminary alignment
values for all source/target chunk pairs where the
source chunk contains w and the target chunk con-
tains u:

score(w, u) =
∑

s∈S

∑

t∈T
aisjt

where S is the set of all source chunkings of the
source sentence, T is the set of all chunkings of the
target sentence, and aisjt is the preliminary align-
ment value described in the previous section.

For a fixed source token w, we normalize its
scores to produce a probability distribution over
all target tokens. We select the k highest-scoring
target tokens such that the score of each token is
greater than 1/(k + 1). If we select four target to-
kens, for example, each has a score of at least 0.2,
and the next-highest-scoring token has a score of
less than 0.167. Intuitively, we are looking for a
large gap in the target token scores at which to
cut off the selected tokens from the unselected
tokens; the sum of the scores of all unselected
tokens is less than the score of any selected to-
ken. We select the largest possible number of tar-
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Very rarely do I get a “thanks” or a smile of appreciation.

I never get any thanks.
I had a sleep paralysis dream that I was abducted by aliens.

I had the alien abduction dream.
Figure 5: Examples of long alignments from Ouyang et al.’s summarization corpus.

Tilda Swinton has a prominent role as the White Witch.

Tilda Swinton plays the part of the White Witch.
Figure 6: An MSR RTE pair, slightly edited for length, with
sure alignments bolded and possible alignments italicized.

get tokens for which this requirement holds. This
flexible threshold ensures that the selected tokens
u1, . . . uk have much larger scores than the uns-
elected tokens uk+1, . . ., um while still allowing
any number of tokens to be selected. The selected
target tokens are then aligned to the source token
w to produce aligned token pairs. The final out-
put of our system is the union of the aligned token
pairs for each source token in the source sentence.

4 Data

4.1 The MSR RTE Corpus
The MSR RTE corpus (Brockett, 2007) has been
used extensively for training and evaluating align-
ment systems and consists of mostly word-level
alignments. In order to use this corpus to train a
phrase-based alignment system, Yao et al. (2013b)
created longer alignments by merging consecutive
word-level alignments in the MSR RTE training
set into larger, phrase-level alignments. They re-
ported that doing so increased the percentage of
multi-word alignments from 4% to 21%. How-
ever, even after this merging, alignments involv-
ing at least one phrase of four words or longer still
make up less than 1% of the corpus.

Examining the MSR RTE training set, we find
that it does contain some sentence pairs with
longer alignments – but these alignments are
marked as possible (approximate) rather than sure
(exact). Most aligners designed for this cor-
pus, including MANLI and some of its exten-
sions (MacCartney et al., 2008; Thadani and McK-
eown, 2011), both word- and phrase-baseed Ja-
canaAlign (Yao et al., 2013a,b), and Sultan et al.
(2014a, 2015), are trained and evaluated on the
sure alignments only2. Figure 6 shows a sen-
tence pair containing a possible alignment: if
only the sure alignments are considered, neither

2 Yao (2014) performs experiments using a different def-
inition of “sure” and “possible”: his “sure” alignments are
those with perfect agreement among the MSR RTE annota-
tors, and “possible” are those with disagreement.

of the alignments involves phrases of four or more
words, but if possible alignments are included, the
aligned phrases are much longer.

If we include possible alignments, the percent-
age of alignments in the MSR RTE training set in-
volving phrases of four or more words increases
to 27%, and if we restrict ourselves to sentence
pairs that contain a possible alignment, that per-
centage increases to 61%. Unfortunately, the MSR
RTE training set consists of 800 sentence pairs, a
very small amount of data for a neural network,
and restricting the sentence pairs to those con-
taining possible alignments reduces the amount of
data even further. Because of its relatively small
size, we do not use the MSR RTE corpus to train
our alignment model; however, we evaluate on the
subset of 406 sentence pairs in the MSR RTE test
set that contain possible alignments.

4.2 The Ouyang et al. Corpus

To train our model, we use the narrative summa-
rization corpus of Ouyang et al. (2017), which
consists of pairs of abstractive and extractive sum-
maries of online personal narratives. The abstrac-
tive summaries in the corpus were written from
scratch and aligned back to the original narra-
tives to produce extractive summaries – they are
human-written paraphrases. Figure 5 shows two
sentence-level alignments from this corpus.

The corpus contains 6173 alignments created by
workers on Amazon Mechanical Turk, who were
instructed to align “phrases from the [abstractive]
summary with phrases from the [narrative] that
effectively mean the same things.” The workers
were free to align phrases of any length, includ-
ing the full sentences shown above. Examining
these alignments, we find that just over 99% in-
volve phrases of four or more words, and the aver-
age length of aligned phrases is 11 for abstractive
summary sentences and 25 for extractive summary
sentences. This corpus contains a relatively large
amount of long alignments, precisely the type of
data we need to train our alignment model.

5 Experiments

We report the results of our experiments using
the standard alignment evaluation metrics of pre-
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cision, recall, and F-measure for aligned token
pairs, where two tokens are considered aligned if
and only the phrases containing them are aligned.
As Yao et al. (2013b) argue, evaluating at the to-
ken level allows for alignment systems to receive
partial credit for phrases that are partially, but not
fully, aligned correctly. We do not report the exact
match percentage simply because that number was
close to zero for all systems we tested – getting an
exact match on a long alignment is difficult.

5.1 Baselines

We compare our aligner against three sys-
tems: Sultan et al. (2014a), a state-of-the-art word-
level aligner; JacanaAlign-phrase (Yao et al.,
2013b), a state-of-the-art phrase-based aligner,
and SemAligner (Maharjan et al., 2016). As dis-
cussed in Section 2, SemAligner has not previ-
ously been evaluated as a monolingual alignment
system, as it is designed as a textual similarity sys-
tem, but we include it as a baseline because its ap-
proach of aligning chunks is more similar to ours.
SemAligner assigns semantic relations to pairs of
chunks, so in this evaluation, we treat chunk pairs
assigned the equivalent, specification, and related
relations as aligned and the opposite relation as not
aligned. Because the evaluations are on phrase-
level alignments, for fairness, we follow Yao et al.
in converting word-level alignments into phrase-
level ones by merging consecutive single-word
alignments into larger phrase alignments.

We also evaluate a greedy baseline on Ouyang
et al., which scores each candidate chunk in the
target based on the cosine similarity between its
phrase embedding and that of the source chunk.
We calculate the score using cosine distance as fol-
lows: let e and c be the phrase embeddings for the
source and candidate chunk, respectively.

score = 1− ec

‖e‖‖c‖ + 0.25m

where the constituent mismatch indicator m is a
binary indicator that takes the value 0 if the source
and candidate chunks are of the same constituent
type, and 1 otherwise. This penalty encourages
the greedy aligner to align constituents of the same
type, but still allows, for example, a verb phrase to
be aligned to its nominalized form. The mismatch
penalty of 0.25 was tuned on our validation set.

The greedy baseline aligns the source chunk to
the target chunk with the lowest score. If there are

System P% R% F1%

Sultan et al. 76.1 1.4 2.8
SemAligner 65.7 2.5 5.4
Jacana 59.5 3.9 7.3
greedy 51.4 27.5 35.8
pointer 54.3 79.5 64.5

Table 1: Performance on Ouyang et al. test set.

no target chunks with scores below a gap thresh-
old, the source chunk remains unaligned (we use
gap threshold of 0.6, also tuned on our validation
set). Following MacCartney et al. (2008), we con-
vert chunk-level alignments to word-level by con-
sidering two tokens to be aligned if and only if
the chunks containing them are aligned. Finally,
we take the union of all token alignments for all
chunkings of the source and target sentences.

5.2 Ouyang et al. Evaluation

Table 1 shows the performance of the pointer-
aligner on the Ouyang et al. test set, compared
with the three other systems and greedy base-
line. Our approach has an order of magnitude im-
provement in recall and F-measure over existing
aligners. The greedy baseline also dramatically
improves recall, demonstrating the importance of
phrase-level similarity, but is significantly worse
than the pointer-aligner that is key to success.

Figure 7 shows alignments from the pointer-
aligner and from Jacana, which outperformed Sul-
tan et al. and SemAligner, although it did not out-
perform the greedy baseline3. We see that Jacana
produces one longer alignment, shown in green;
the pointer-aligner aligns the longest spans, al-
though it seems to have trouble with over-aligning
and including some extra words (“which I miracu-
lously” in red) while excluding others that should
be aligned (“my boyfriend”).

5.3 MSR RTE Evaluation

We evaluate on the MSR RTE corpus, using a ma-
jority vote among the three annotators: any align-
ments that at least two annotators marked as sure
or possible are included. Of the 800 sentence pairs
in the MSR RTE test set, only 406 contain possi-
ble alignments. Because we are interested in eval-
uating the systems on long alignments, we remove
from consideration the 394 sentence pairs that do

3The alignments from the other systems are included in
Appendix B.
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I saved my friend’s life from a heroin overdose, and she repaid me by hooking up with my boyfriend.

I saved my (at the time) best friend from a heroin overdose by sticking suboxone under her tongue, which I miraculously

had with me at the time. About a month later her and my boyfriend who I had been living with for two years hooked up.

(a) Ouyang et al. gold standard annotation.

I saved my friend’s life from a heroin overdose, and she repaid me by hooking up with my boyfriend.

I saved my (at the time) best friend from a heroin overdose by sticking suboxone under her tongue, which I miraculously

had with me at the time. About a month later her and my boyfriend who I had been living with for two years hooked up.

(b) Pointer-aligner alignment.

I saved my friend’s life from a heroin overdose, and she repaid me by hooking up with my boyfriend.

I saved my (at the time) best friend from a heroin overdose by sticking suboxone under her tongue, which I miraculously

had with me at the time. About a month later her and my boyfriend who I had been living with for two years hooked up.

(c) Jacana alignment.

Figure 7: Ouyang et al. alignments. Due to length restrictions, we show only the best-performing baseline, Jacana.

Botswana is a business partner of De Beers.
Production at mines operated by Debswana – Botswana’s 50-50 joint venture with De Beers – reach 33 million carats.

(a) MSR RTE gold standard annotation, with sure alignments in bold and possible alignments in italics.

Botswana is a business partner of De Beers.

Production at mines operated by Debswana – Botswana’s 50-50 joint venture with De Beers – reach 33 million carats.

(b) Pointer-aligner alignment.

Botswana is a business partner of De Beers.

Production at mines operated by Debswana – Botswana’s 50-50 joint venture with De Beers – reach 33 million carats.

(c) Jacana alignment.

Figure 8: MSR RTE alignments. Due to length restrictions, we show only the best-performing baseline, Jacana.

System P% R% F1%

Sultan et al. 6.7 3.4 4.4
SemAligner 4.1 6.8 5.1
Jacana 5.2 6.7 5.8
pointer 23.4 47.7 31.4

Table 2: Performance on MSR RTE.

not contain any possible alignments. As discussed
in Section 4, Yao et al. found that, even after merg-
ing consecutive single-word alignments, the sure
alignments of the MSR RTE consist overwhelm-
ingly of phrases fewer than four words in length.
It is not until we add in the possible alignments
that the percentage of four-word or longer phrases
grows to 24% in the MSR RTE test set; when
we look only at sentence pairs containing a least
one possible alignment, the percentage of longer
phrases grows to 44%. Thus evaluating only on
the 406 sentence pairs that contain at least one
possible requires systems not only to perform well
on longer alignments, but also to avoid sacrificing
performance on short alignments.

Figure 8 shows alignments from the pointer-

aligner and Jacana on an MSR RTE sentence pair4.
(Note that the pointer-aligner was trained only on
the Ouyang et al. data, and not on any MSR RTE
data.) This particular pair was very good for the
pointer-aligner because the gold standard align-
ment is neatly separated out from the rest of the
sentence as a parenthetical. Jacana’s alignments
shown in green and yellow suffer from the same
noisy, constituent-breaking boundaries as does the
pointer-aligner on sentence pairs less perfectly
suited to our approach.

6 Discussion and Limitations

Comparing the gold standard alignments of the
MSR RTE corpus with those in Ouyang et al., we
see that it is often the case with the Ouyang et
al. alignments that one side contains much more
information than other. While some MSR RTE
alignments have this property (eg. “prominent”
in Figure 6), not all do. This is likely a side ef-
fect of the Ouyang et al. corpus being intended
for summarization – the sentence pairs are com-
posed of an excerpt from a narrative and a human-

4The alignments from the other systems are included in
Appendix C.
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written summary, which by definition compresses
the content of the narrative. Further, Ouyang et
al.’s alignments were generated by Amazon Me-
chanical Turk workers, who were instructed to
highlight aligned spans. In Figure 7a, we see
that the clause “who I had been living with for
two years” should probably not be aligned. How-
ever, the workers may have found it bothersome
to remove the clause (which would require split-
ting the alignment shown in green into two sepa-
rate alignments), so the clause remains in Ouyang
et al.’s gold standard. Being trained on this data,
the pointer-aligner seems to have learned this pref-
erence for retaining extra information contained
within a larger, more strictly aligned span, such as
the word “50-50” in Figure 8b. While it is possi-
ble for the pointer-aligner to align a single source
phrase to two non-consecutive target phrases, it
did not encounter such examples in training and
never does so in any of our experiments.

The pointer-aligner has difficulty with clean
phrase boundaries, eg. omitting “my boyfriend”
but including “which I miraculously” in Figure 7b.
Because our system considers the score of a to-
ken to be the sum of the scores of the chunks
that contain that token, it is possible for words
within a constituent to have different scores if
there is a potential chunk boundary inside the con-
stituent. In the first sentence of Figure 7, for ex-
ample, there is a potential chunk boundary be-
tween “she repaid me by hooking up with” and
“my boyfriend” (because “my boyfriend” is it-
self a constituent). Thus, there is a chunking
where “my boyfriend” is its own, separate chunk,
and in the preliminary alignment for that chunk-
ing, the pointer-network must have assigned “my
boyfriend” a lower score than it did the rest of
the chunks. While other, coarser chunkings would
have given “my boyfriend” some score, it was ap-
parently not enough to make up the difference,
and “my boyfriend” did not accumulate enough
score to be included in the final alignment. The
exclusion of “my boyfriend” is an error on the part
of our system, and it may be worth constraining
the system not to break up certain types of con-
stituents, such as prepositional phrases.

We were curious how else chunking might af-
fect our results. Our pointer-aligner aligns chunks
rather than individual words, and this may intro-
duce some noise to our alignments. For instance,
in the example in Figure 3, the phrase “offered

no dinner” is a single chunk. If the gold stan-
dard alignment had included only “no dinner” and
omitted “offered”, the preliminary alignments that
used this particular chunking would not be able to
match the gold standard alignment because they
could not align “no dinner” without also align-
ing “offered.” It is also possible that there are er-
rors in our parses, resulting in chunks that are not
syntactic constituents; the Ouyang et al. training
data consists of informal texts, which contain mis-
spellings and grammatical mistakes that can cause
errors in parsing, and thus in our chunkings.

To determine to what extent this problem might
affect our experiments, we provided three human
annotators (graduate students in our university’s
Computer Science Department) with two versions
of the Ouyang et al. summary-narrative pairs: one
with our phrase chunking boundaries marked, and
one without. We asked the annotators to align
first the unmarked version, and then the marked
version, with the constraint that they should re-
spect the marked boundaries and align either all
the words in the chunk, or none of them. Our
human annotators achieved substantial agreement
(κ = 0.729).

System P% R% F1%

Human (free) 73.5 27.1 39.6
Human (chunk) 69.4 30.6 42.5
Human (free, no punct.) 80.2 34.5 48.3
Human (chunk, no punct.) 76.3 37.6 50.3
Pointer-Aligner 54.3 79.5 64.5

Table 3: Comparison of human performance with and with-
out chunk boundaries and sentence-final punctuation.

We evaluated our annotators’ performance on
the Ouyang et al. test set (Table 3). Being con-
strained to respect chunk boundaries did lower the
humans’ precision, but increased their recall and
overall performance. Thus, we conclude that in-
correct phrase chunk boundaries is not so grave a
concern.

We also investigated the humans’ relatively low
recall, and on inspection found that many of
Ouyang et al.’s annotators preferred to align entire
clauses or sentences where possible, and tended to
be less willing to align fragments of sentences than
our three annotators were. Amusingly, Ouyang
et al.’s annotators almost always include sentence-
final punctuation as part of their alignments, while
neither our annotators nor our pointer-aligner do,
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and removing such punctuation from considera-
tion results in a substantial improvement to our an-
notators’ performance.

The main limitation of our approach is that it is
computationally expensive. We expand each pair
of input sentences into multiple chunkings, and the
pointer-network runs on each pairing of a source
chunk and target chunking. The number of poten-
tial chunk boundaries in an input sentence varies
roughly with sentence length: if the source sen-
tence has length M , and the target sentence has
length N , then there are roughly M/2 potential
chunk boundaries in the source sentence and N/2
in the target. There are then 2M−1 unique chunk-
ings of the source sentence and 2N−1 of the target.
The complexity of our system is thus

O
(
(M/2 + 1) 2M−12N−1

)
= O

(
M2M+N−3)

Our approach in its current form is not an im-
provement in complexity over theO

(
LsL

2
tMN2

)

of Yao et al. (2013b). However, it is important to
note that, unlike Yao et al., our system’s complex-
ity in no way depends on the lengths of the phrases
being aligned, and it can be easily reduced. In the
current system, there is a great deal of redundancy
among chunkings. Each chunking is identical to
one other chunking but for one merge/no merge
decision at one potential chunk boundary; thus
the preliminary alignments for these chunkings are
nearly identical. If instead we fix a constant num-
ber of chunkings to align – say the most granular
chunking (the leaves of the constituent tree), the
second coarsest (the subject and predicate of the
sentence), and one more chunking at an interme-
diate granularity – we sacrifice some flexibility in
phrase length but drastically reduce complexity to
the much more manageable O (M).

7 Conclusion

We have presented a pointer-network-based sys-
tem for aligning longer paraphrases. This pointer-
aligner uses an LSTM language model to compose
the embeddings of words in a chunk into a chunk
embedding and and then aligns these chunks. It
is able to align arbitrarily long phrases, automati-
cally discovering the best phrase length, from indi-
vidual words to full sentences, at which to align a
given input sentence pair, and it significantly out-
performs existing phrase-based aligners at align-
ing long phrases with high semantic similarity but

low lexical overlap. Our system achieves high re-
call but suffers from imprecise alignment bound-
aries. In future work, we intend to refine these
alignment boundaries and to optimize the align-
ment procedure for speed. We hope that this work
will raise more interest in developing alignment
systems for longer paraphrases.
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I saved my friend’s life from a heroin overdose, and she repaid me by hooking up with my boyfriend.

I saved my (at the time) best friend from a heroin overdose by sticking suboxone under her tongue, which I miraculously

had with me at the time. About a month later her and my boyfriend who I had been living with for two years hooked up.

(a) Ouyang et al. gold standard annotation.

I saved my friend’s life from a heroin overdose, and she repaid me by hooking up with my boyfriend.

I saved my (at the time) best friend from a heroin overdose by sticking suboxone under her tongue, which I miraculously

had with me at the time. About a month later her and my boyfriend who I had been living with for two years hooked up.

(b) Pointer-aligner alignment.

I saved my friend’s life from a heroin overdose, and she repaid me by hooking up with my boyfriend.

I saved my (at the time) best friend from a heroin overdose by sticking suboxone under her tongue, which I miraculously

had with me at the time. About a month later her and my boyfriend who I had been living with for two years hooked up.

(c) Greedy baseline alignment. The source phrase “hooking up” aligned to both the green and yellow target phrases.

I saved my friend’s life from a heroin overdose, and she repaid me by hooking up with my boyfriend.

I saved my (at the time) best friend from a heroin overdose by sticking suboxone under her tongue, which I miraculously

had with me at the time. About a month later her and my boyfriend who I had been living with for two years hooked up.

(d) SemAligner alignment.

I saved my friend’s life from a heroin overdose, and she repaid me by hooking up with my boyfriend.

I saved my (at the time) best friend from a heroin overdose by sticking suboxone under her tongue, which I miraculously

had with me at the time. About a month later her and my boyfriend who I had been living with for two years hooked up.

(e) Jacana alignment.

I saved my friend’s life from a heroin overdose, and she repaid me by hooking up with my boyfriend.

I saved my (at the time) best friend from a heroin overdose by sticking suboxone under her tongue, which I miraculously

had with me at the time. About a month later her and my boyfriend who I had been living with for two years hooked up.

(f) Sultan et al. alignment.

Figure 9: All Ouyang et al. alignments.

Botswana is a business partner of De Beers.
Production at mines operated by Debswana – Botswana’s 50-50 joint venture with De Beers – reach 33 million carats.

(a) MSR RTE gold standard annotation, with sure alignments in bold and possible alignments in italics.

Botswana is a business partner of De Beers.

Production at mines operated by Debswana – Botswana’s 50-50 joint venture with De Beers – reach 33 million carats.

(b) Pointer-aligner alignment.

Botswana is a business partner of De Beers.

Production at mines operated by Debswana – Botswana’s 50-50 joint venture with De Beers – reach 33 million carats.

(c) SemAligner alignment.

Botswana is a business partner of De Beers.

Production at mines operated by Debswana – Botswana’s 50-50 joint venture with De Beers – reach 33 million carats.

(d) Jacana alignment.

Botswana is a business partner of De Beers.

Production at mines operated by Debswana – Botswana’s 50-50 joint venture with De Beers – reach 33 million carats.

(e) Sultan et al. alignment.

Figure 10: All MSR RTE alignments.

Appendices

A Implementation Details

Our phrase embedding model is implemented with
Lasagne and trained for 25 epochs using the dic-

tionary datasets and hyperparameter settings of
Hill et al. Our alignment model (hereafter pointer-
aligner) is implemented with PyTorch, using the
pointer network settings of Vinyals et al. and co-
sine distance of the predicted alignment ai from
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the gold standard alignment as the loss function.
We randomly split Ouyang et al.’s summary pairs
into 511 training, 108 validation, and 423 testing
pairs, and within each subset further divided each
summary pair into sentence pairs. We trained for
16 epochs using early stopping based on validation
set performance.

B Full Ouyang et al. Example
The alignments from the pointer-aligner all base-
line systems on the example in Figure 7 in the pa-
per are shown on on the next page. While Sultan
et al. aligns at the word-level, consecutive align-
ments that we merged for evaluation are shown in
the same color here.

C Full MSR RTE Example
The alignments from the pointer-aligner all three
existing alignment systems on the example in Fig-
ure 8 in the paper are shown on the next page.
While Sultan et al. aligns at the word-level, con-
secutive alignments that we merged for evaluation
are shown in the same color here.
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Abstract
Link prediction and entailment graph induc-
tion are often treated as different problems.
In this paper, we show that these two prob-
lems are actually complementary. We train a
link prediction model on a knowledge graph
of assertions extracted from raw text. We
propose an entailment score that exploits the
new facts discovered by the link prediction
model, and then form entailment graphs be-
tween relations. We further use the learned en-
tailments to predict improved link prediction
scores. Our results show that the two tasks
can benefit from each other. The new entail-
ment score outperforms prior state-of-the-art
results on a standard entialment dataset and the
new link prediction scores show improvements
over the raw link prediction scores.

1 Introduction

Link prediction and entailment graph induction
are often treated as different problems. The for-
mer (Figure 1A) is used to infer missing relations
between entities in existing knowledge graphs
(Socher et al., 2013; Bordes et al., 2013; Riedel
et al., 2013). The latter (Figure 1B) constructs en-
tailment graphs with relations as nodes and entail-
ment rules as edges between them (Berant et al.,
2011, 2015; Hosseini et al., 2018) for the task of
answering questions from text. In this paper, we
show that these two problems are complementary
by demonstrating how link prediction can help
identify entailments and how discovered entail-
ments can help predict missing links.

Methods to learn entailment graphs (Berant
et al., 2011, 2015; Hosseini et al., 2018) process
large text corpora to find local entailment scores
between relations based on the Distributional In-
clusion Hypothesis which states that a word (rela-
tion) r entails another word (relation) q if and only
if in any context that r can be used, q can be used
in its place (Dagan et al., 1999; Geffet and Da-
gan, 2005; Kartsaklis and Sadrzadeh, 2016). They
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Figure 1: A link prediction knowledge graph (A) and an
entailment graph (B) for entities of types politician,country.
The solid lines are discovered correctly, but the dashed ones
are missing. However, evidence from the link prediction
model can be used to add the missing entailment rule in the
entailment graph (B). Similarly, the entailment graph can be
used to add the missing link in the knowledge graph (A).

use types such as person, location and time, to
disambiguate polysemous relations (e.g., person
born in location and person born in time). Entail-
ment graphs are then formed by imposing global
constraints such as transitivity of the entailments
(Berant et al., 2011). The paraphrase1 and entail-
ment relations provide an interpretable resource
that can be used to answer questions, when the
answer is not explicitly stated in the text. For ex-
ample, while we can find on the web the assertion
Loch Fyne lies at the foot of mountains, we can-
not find a sentence directly stating that Loch Fyne
is located near mountains by querying Google as
of 4th March 2019. Knowledge of the entailment
relation between lies at the foot of and is located

1Relations that entail each other in both directions are re-
garded as paraphrases.
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near can be used to answer such questions.

On the other hand, link prediction (or knowl-
edge base completion) models are based on dis-
tributional methods and directly predict the source
data. These models have received much attention
in the recent years (Socher et al., 2013; Bordes
et al., 2013; Riedel et al., 2013; Toutanova et al.,
2016; Trouillon et al., 2016; Dettmers et al., 2018).
The current methods learn embeddings for all en-
tities and relations and a function to score any po-
tential relation between the entities. One of the
main capabilities of these models is that they im-
plicitly exploit entailment relations such as per-
son born in country entails person be from coun-
try (Riedel et al., 2013). However, entailment re-
lations are not learned explicitly. For example,
we cannot simply compute the cosine similarity of
the vector representations of the two relations to
detect the entailment between them, because co-
sine similarity is symmetric (§5.1). These meth-
ods are usually applied to augment existing knowl-
edge graphs such as Freebase (Bollacker et al.,
2008), DBPedia (Lehmann et al., 2015) and Yago
(Suchanek et al., 2007), but they can also be ap-
plied to assertions extracted from raw text.

In this paper, we explore the synergies between
the two tasks. Current entailment graphs suffer
from sparsity and noise in the data. The link pre-
diction methods discover new facts that can be
used to alleviate the sparsity issue. In addition,
they can remove noise by filtering facts that are not
consistent with the other facts. We propose a new
entailment score based on link prediction (§3.1)
which significantly improves over prior state-of-
the-art results on a standard entailment detection
dataset (5.1). For example, our method can dis-
cover that be elected president of entails run for
presidency of by relying on the predicted links
concerning the two relations (Figure 1).

In addition, we show that the discovered entail-
ments can be used to predict links in knowledge
graphs (§3.2). For example, knowing that run for
presidency of entails be nominated for presidency
of as well as the assertion Le Pen ran for presi-
dency of France, we can infer that she also was
nominated for presidency of France. In our ex-
periments, we show improvements over a state-of-
the-art link prediction model (§4.2).2

2Our code and data are available at https://github.
com/mjhosseini/linkpred_entgraph.

2 Background and Notation

Let T denote the set of all types (e.g., politician),
E(t) the set of entities with type t (e.g., E. Macron)
andR(t1, t2) the set of relations with types (t1, t2)
or (t2, t1) (e.g., be elected president of). We de-
note by E =

⋃
t E(t) the set of all entities and by

R =
⋃
t1,t2
R(t1, t2) the set of all relations. De-

note by H(t1, t2) the knowledge graph consisting
of a set of correct triples (r, e1, e2), where r ∈
R(t1, t2), (e1, e2) ∈ E2(t1, t2) and E2(t1, t2) =(
E(t1) × E(t2)

)
∪
(
E(t2) × E(t1)

)
. We define

E2 =
⋃
t1,t2
E2(t1, t2) the set of all possible en-

tity pairs. We denote by H =
⋃
t1,t2
H(t1, t2) the

knowledge graph consisting of all types. In prac-
tice, we have not observed all the correct triples,
but instead have access to a noisy and incomplete
knowledge graph. We define by Xr,e1,e2 a binary
random variable which is 1 if (r, e1, e2) is in the
knowledge graph and 0, otherwise.

In the rest of this section, we introduce the prob-
lem of link prediction (§2.1) and finding entail-
ment relations (§2.2).

2.1 Link Prediction
For each triple (r, e1, e2), a link prediction model
defines a scoring function f(r, e1, e2) of its plau-
sibility (Socher et al., 2013; Bordes et al., 2013;
Riedel et al., 2013; Toutanova et al., 2016; Trouil-
lon et al., 2016; Dettmers et al., 2018). We use
ConvE (Dettmers et al., 2018), a state-of-the-art
and efficient model, in our experiments. The mod-
els then choose f such that the score f(r, e1, e2)
of a plausible triple (r, e1, e2) ∈ H is higher
than the score f(r′, e′1, e

′
2) of an implausible triple

(r′, e′1, e
′
2) /∈ H (Nguyen, 2017). The plausibility

score f(r, e1, e2) can optionally be mapped into a
probability score Sr,e1,e2 .3 The probability score
Sr,e1,e2 is an estimate of P(Xr,e1,e2=1), i.e., the
probability of the triple being correct. We de-
note by S ∈ [0, 1]|R|×|E

2| the matrix containing
triple probability scores. We define S(t1, t2) ∈
[0, 1]|R(t1,t2)|×|E2(t1,t2)| the submatrix of S with
R(t1, t2) as rows and E2(t1, t2) as columns. We
apply a link prediction model to a knowledge
graph of predicate-argument structures extracted
from text (§4.2).

2.2 Entailment Prediction
The goal is to find entailment scores between
all relations with the same types, where the

3For example by applying the Sigmoid function.
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entities can be in the same or opposite or-
der (Berant et al., 2011; Lewis and Steedman,
2014b; Hosseini et al., 2018). We denote by
W (t1, t2) ∈ [0, 1]|R(t1,t2)|×|R(t1,t2)| the (sparse)
matrix containing all similarity scores Wr,q be-
tween relations r, q ∈ R(t1, t2). We de-
fine W the (block diagonal) matrix consist-
ing of all the similarity matrices W (t1, t2).
For a δ > 0, we define typed entailment
graphs as Gδ(t1, t2) =

(
R(t1, t2), Eδ(t1, t2)

)
,

where R(t1, t2) are the nodes and E(t1, t2) =
{(r, q)|r, q ∈ R(t1, t2),Wr,q ≥ δ} are the edges
of the entailment graphs.

Existing entailment similarity measures for re-
lation entailment such as Weeds (Weeds and Weir,
2003), Lin (Lin, 1998), and Balanced Inclusion
(BInc; Szpektor and Dagan, 2008) are typically
defined on feature vectors consisting of entity-
pairs (e.g., Obama-Hawaii), where the values
are frequencies or pointwise mutual information
(PMI) between the relations and the features (Be-
rant et al., 2011, 2012, 2015). While these meth-
ods currently hold state-of-the-art results on re-
lation entailment datasets (Hosseini et al., 2018),
they suffer from low recall because the feature
vectors are usually sparse and do not have high
overlap with each other. The link prediction mod-
els, on the other hand, can predict the probability
of any triple being in the knowledge graph. Using
predicted probability scores can hugely alleviate
the sparsity problem by increasing the overlap be-
tween feature vectors (§3.1).

3 Duality between Entailment Scores
and Link Prediction

We discuss the relationship between link pre-
diction scores S(t1, t2) and entailment scores
W (t1, t2). We claim that while these two tasks
are usually treated separately, they are comple-
mentary. We propose a method to predict entail-
ment scores by using link prediction scores. The
proposed score estimates the probability of rela-
tions given one another. It exploits the strength
of the link prediction models, i.e., predicting new
facts as well as removing noise from the existing
ones (§3.1). We further show how we can improve
link prediction scores by using predicted entail-
ment scores. Having access to an entailment re-
lation r → q, we use the link prediction scores
of r to refine the scores of q for any entity pairs
(§3.2). All the methods in this section are applied
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Figure 2: A small Markov chain with two relations
(squares) and four entity-pairs (ovals). Directed edges
connect each relation to its related entity-pairs, and vice
versa. Transition probabilities are shown on each edge.
The outgoing probabilities from each node sum to 1.

for each type pair separately; however, in the rest
of the paper, we drop (t1, t2) for simplicity of the
notation.

3.1 Entailment Scores From Link Prediction

In this section, we show how we can use link pre-
diction scores to predict entailment scores. In or-
der to compute the entailment scores, we apply a
link prediction method on the knowledge graphH.
We define a new entailment score based on link
prediction scores.

More specifically, We reform the knowledge
graph representation into a Markov chain over a
bipartite graph M = (VM , EM ), where VM =
R ∪ E2 are the nodes of the graph, and EM con-
tains edges (〈r〉, 〈e1, e2〉) and (〈e1, e2〉, 〈r〉) iff
P(Xr,e1,e2=1) > 0. Figure 2 shows an exam-
ple Markov chain with only two relations and four
entity-pairs. The transition probabilities of the
chain are:

P(〈e1, e2〉 | 〈r〉) =
P(Xr,e1,e2=1)∑

e1,e2∈E2 P(Xr,e1,e2=1)

P(〈r〉 | 〈e1, e2〉) =
P(Xr,e1,e2=1)∑
r∈R P(Xr,e1,e2=1)

For relations r and q, we define the entailment
score Wr,q = P(〈q〉|〈r〉), where we compute the
probability by considering only the paths of length
2 between r and q that pass through one entity-pair
node.4 We define:

4Longer paths did not yield better performance in our ex-
periments while increasing the memory and running time re-
quirements.
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P(〈q〉|〈r〉) =
∑

e1,e2∈E2
P(〈q〉|〈e1, e2〉) P(〈e1, e2〉|〈r〉).

(1)
We use Sr,e1,e2 from the link prediction model

as an estimate of P(Xr,e1,e2=1) to compute Equa-
tion 1. We can compute the scores for all r, q ∈ R
efficiently, by normalizing each row of the matri-
ces S and S> and multiplying them.5 Note that
building the matrix S for all possible triples make
the computation of the scores intractable, espe-
cially for large number of relations (§4.1). In our
experiments, we consider any (r, e1, e2) seen in
the corpus. In addition, we add a subset of high
scoring triples not seen in the corpus (§4.2).

3.2 Improving Link Prediction Scores using
Entailment Scores

In the previous section, we demonstrated how we
can use link prediction methods to learn entail-
ment scores. In this section, we consider the in-
verse problem, i.e., we use the predicted entail-
ment relations to improve link prediction scores.
We assume the Distributional Inclusion Hypoth-
esis (DIH) which states that a word (relation) r
entails another word (relation) q if and only if in
any context that r can be used, v can be used in its
place (Dagan et al., 1999; Geffet and Dagan, 2005;
Kartsaklis and Sadrzadeh, 2016). In particular, in
a correct and complete knowledge graph, we have:

r→q =⇒ ∀(e1, e2) ∈ E2 :
Xr,e1,e2 = 1→ Xq,e1,e2 = 1

=⇒ Xr,e1,e2 ≤ Xq,e1,e2 . (2)

Therefore when r → q, it is reasonable to as-
sume P(Xr,e1,e2 = 1) ≤ P(Xq,e1,e2 = 1) for all
entity pairs e1, e2. This would suggest we can de-
fine a new link prediction score based on entail-
ment relations:

Sentq,e1,e2 = max
r∈R: r→q

Sr,e1,e2 . (3)

However, since we do not have access to the en-
tailment relations and can only rely on the predic-
tions, Equation 3 is likely to be very noisy. We

5An alternative approach would be based on sampling
paths over the Markov chain, but we compute the exact so-
lution by performing matrix multiplication.

smooth Equation 3 by using a weighted average of
the scores of each entailment relation. We define:

Sentq,e1,e2 = max
(
Sq,e1,e2 ,

∑

r∈R
W ′r,qSr,e1,e2

)
,

where W ′r,q is defined by normalizing the qth col-
umn of the matrix W .

W ′r,q =
Wr,q∑

r′:r′→qWr′,q
.

4 Experimental Set-up

In this section, we discuss the details of our exper-
iments. We first describe the text corpus and ex-
tracted triples which are used as the input to our
method (§4.1). We then describe the details of
the link prediction model (§4.2), the datasets used
to test the models (§4.3) and the baseline systems
(§4.4).

4.1 Text Corpus
Link prediction models are often applied to exist-
ing knowledge graphs such as Freebase (Bollacker
et al., 2008), DBPedia (Lehmann et al., 2015) and
Yago (Suchanek et al., 2007); however, we chose
to experiment on assertions extracted from raw
text. This is because we can then evaluate the pre-
dicted entailments on existing entailment datasets
with examples stated in natural language (§4.3).

We use the multiple-source NewsSpike corpus
of Zhang and Weld (2013). The NewsSpike corpus
includes 550K news articles and is well-suited for
finding entailment and paraphrasing relations as it
includes different articles from different sources
describing identical news stories. We use the
triples released by Hosseini et al. (2018)6 who
run the semantic parser of Reddy et al. (2014),
GraphParser, to extract binary relations between
a predicate and its arguments. GraphParser uses
Combinatorial Categorial Grammer (CCG) syn-
tactic derivations by running EasyCCG (Lewis and
Steedman, 2014a). The parser converts sentences
to neo-Davisonian semantics, a first order logic
that uses event identifiers and extracts one binary
relation for each event and pair of arguments (Par-
sons, 1990). The entities are typed by first linking
to Freebase (Bollacker et al., 2008) and then se-
lecting the most notable type of the entity from
Freebase and mapping it to FIGER types (Ling

6Accessed from https://github.com/mjhosseini/entGraph.
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and Weld, 2012) such as building, disease and per-
son. They use the first level of the FIGER types
hierarchy to assign one of the 49 types (out of 113
total types) to the entities (Hosseini et al., 2018).

Hosseini et al. (2018) extract 29M unique bi-
nary relations. We follow them by filtering any
relation that is seen with less than three unique
entity-pairs, and any entity-pairs that is seen with
less than three unique relations. The filtered cor-
pus has 3.9M relations covering 304K typed rela-
tions (101K untyped relations).

4.2 Link Prediction
We randomly split the corpus into training (95%),
validation (4%) and test (1%) sets. We train the
link prediction model on the training set and use
the validation set for parameter tuning. We ap-
ply ConvE (Dettmers et al., 2018)7, a state-of-
the-art model for link prediction, on the training
set. ConvE is an efficient multi-layer convolu-
tional network model. Unlike most other link pre-
diction models that take as input an entity pair and
a relation as a triple (r, e1, e2) and score it (1-1
scoring), ConvE takes one (r, e1) pair and scores it
against all entities e2 (1-N scoring). This improves
the training time of ConvE, however more impor-
tantly, it is very fast at inference time as well. This
is particularly important for our method as we ap-
ply the link prediction model exhaustively to pre-
dict new high-quality facts (§4.4).

We learn 200-dimensional vectors for each en-
tity and relation. We use the default parameter
settings of the ConvE model as those parameters
yielded good results on the validation set.8 We
run the model for 80 epochs where the model has
converged (less than 10−5 change in training loss).
We learn embeddings for each predicate and its re-
verse to handle examples where the argument or-
der of the two predicates are different.

For evaluating on the entailment task, we calcu-
late entailment scores by using the predictions of
the link prediction model on the triples in train,
development and test sets. This is because the
other baselines have also access to the whole set
of triples (§4.4). However, for evaluating the link
prediction model, we compute entailment scores
by only considering the predictions in the training
set. This is essential as the entailment scores will
be used to predict improved link prediction scores

7Accessed from https://github.com/TimDettmers/ConvE.
8We experimented with chaning the learning and dropout

rates, but the results did not improve on the validation set.

on the test set. Therefore, the comparison will not
be valid if the method has access to the test triples
while computing entailment scores.

4.3 Evaluation Datasets

We discuss the datasets that we use to test the pro-
posed methods for the entailment detection and the
link prediction tasks.

Entailment Detection Evaluation. For
the entailment detection task, we evaluate on
Levy/Holt’s dataset (Levy and Dagan, 2016; Holt,
2018). Each example in the dataset contains a pair
of triples where the entities are the same (possi-
bly in the reverse order), but the relations are dif-
ferent. The label of the examples are either pos-
itive or negative, meaning that the first triple en-
tails or does not entail the second triple. For ex-
ample Bartlett was interviewed on television, en-
tails Bartlett appeared on television, but the latter
does not entail the former. The dataset contains
18, 407 examples (3,916 positive and 14,491 neg-
ative). We use the split of the dataset into devel-
opment (30%) and test sets (70%) chosen by Hos-
seini et al. (2018) in our experiments.

Link Prediction Evaluation. For the link pre-
diction task, we evaluate the models on the test
set of the NewsSpike corpus (§4.2) that has 40K
triples. For each triple, we compare the link pre-
diction score with the score of a corrupted triple
by changing one of the entities in the triple.

4.4 Comparison

We compare the following entailment scores for
evaluating on the entailment detection dataset.

MC is the entailment score based on the
Markov chain (3.1), when the link prediction
scores are computed only for the predicates we
have seen in the corpus. While the link prediction
method can assign scores to any possible triple, we
report this results to check how the Markov chain
model performs compared to the other scores that
are directly computed for the triples in the corpus.

Aug MC is our novel entailment score that is
based on the Markov chain, but augments the ma-
trix S of the MC model with new entries. We use
the link prediction method to compute scores on
the original set of triples as well as new predicted
triples. For each triple (r, e1, e2), we compute the
score Sr,e1,e′2 for all candidate entities e′2 that have
been seen with e1 for any other relation r′. We
augment the matrix S with the K highest scores.
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We similarly score Sr,e′1,e2 for all candidate enti-
ties e′1 and augment the matrix S with the K high-
est scores, accordingly. In our experiments, we
used K = 50.9

Cos is the cosine similarity of the embeddings
of the relations if the cosine is positive, and 0 oth-
erwise. We also compare to three Sparse Bag-of-
Word (SBOW) methods: Weeds (Weeds and Weir,
2003), Lin (Lin, 1998), and Balanced Inclusion
(BInc; Szpektor and Dagan, 2008). These similar-
ities check the set of entity-pairs for each relation
pair and compute how much one set is included in
the other, and/or how much they overlap. Follow-
ing previous work, we have computed these scores
based on the Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI)
between the relations and the entity pairs.

Berant’s ILP is the method of Berant et al.
(2011). It computes local similarities and then
learns global entailment graphs satisfying transi-
tivity constraints by solving an Integer Linear Pro-
gramming. We downloaded Berant et al. (2011)’s
entailment graphs and tested it on the Levy/Holt’s
dataset.10

For all the above similarities, we report results
both in the local setting, where the similarities
are computed for each relation pair independent
of the others and the global setting, where we ap-
ply the global soft constraints of Hosseini et al.
(2018). We apply two sets of global soft con-
straints: a) Cross Graph which transfers simi-
larities between relations in different, but related
typed graphs; and b) Paraphrase Resolution which
encourages paraphrase relations to have the same
patterns of entailment. We tune the parameters of
the global soft constraints on the development set
of the Levy/Holt’s dataset.

For the link prediction task, we compare the
ConvE model with our proposed link prediction
score. We test how MC and Aug MC entailment
scores can improve the link prediction scores in
both local and global settings.

5 Results and Discussion

We first compare our proposed entailment score
with the previous state-of-the-art results (§5.1) and
then show that we can use entailment decisions to
improve the link prediction task (§5.2).

9Higher values of K was not feasible on our machines.
We performed our experiments on a 32-core 2.3 GHz ma-
chine with 256GB of RAM.

10The entailment graphs of Berant et al. (2015) yield simi-
lar results.

5.1 Entailment Scores based on Link
Prediction

In this section, we compare the variants of our
method to the previous state-of-the-art results on
the Levy/Holt’s dataset. We compute similarity
scores and report precision-recall curve by chang-
ing the threshold for entailment between 0 and 1.
In order to have a fair comparison with Berant’s
ILP method, we first test a set of rule-based con-
straints proposed by them (Berant et al., 2011).
We also apply the lemma baseline heuristic pro-
cess of Levy and Dagan (2016) before testing the
methods.

Figure 3 shows the precision-recall curve of all
the methods in both local (A) and global (B) set-
tings. From the SBOW methods, we only show the
BInc score in the graphs as it got the best results on
the development set. For Berant’s ILP method, we
only have one point of precision and recall, as we
had access to their entailment graphs for only one
sparsity level. In both settings, Aug MC works
better than all the other methods. This confirms
that the link prediction method is indeed useful
for finding entailment relations. Aug MC consis-
tently outperforms MC suggesting that adding the
missing entries before forming the Markov chain
alleviates the sparsity problem inherent to the en-
tailment task.

Interestingly, while the MC model has access
to the same set of entity-pairs as the BInc score,
it outperforms it in most of the recall range (es-
pecially in the high recall range). Note that the
link prediction method might still assign a low
score to a triple (r, e1, e2) in the corpus if it is not
consistent with the other facts. This is especially
important when the input triples are noisy. For
triples extracted directly from text, the noise might
come from various sources such as the relation ex-
traction components (e.g, parsing and named en-
tity linking) or fake or inconsistent news. The
MC model seems to be successful in removing the
noise from the input triples.The cos similarity is
worse than the other methods. This is mainly at-
tributed to the fact that cos is symmetric, while the
entailment relation is directional.

We also report area under the precision recall
curve. Because the different methods cover differ-
ent ranges of precision and recall values, we com-
pute area under the precision recall curve for the
precision range [0.5, 1], as it is covered by all the
baselines and the precision values higher than ran-
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Figure 3: Comparison of the Markov chain (MC) and Augmented Markov chain (Aug MC) models to the BInc score (SBOW
model) on Levy/Holt’s dataset in local (A) and global (B) settings.

dom are more important for end applications such
as semantic parsing or summarization. Table 1
shows the area under precision-recall curves for all
the methods. In the global setting, Aug MC shows
about 13% improvement relative to the best result
of the methods based on SBOW vectors (.187 vs
.165). In addition, it is 25% higher relative to the
cos score (15%). Similar patterns can be seen in
the local setting.

5.2 Effect of Entailment Scores for
Improving Link Prediction

We now test the proposed method for improving
the link prediction score. Each triple (r, e1, e2) in
the test set is corrupted by either replacing its first
or second entity by any possible entities. The can-
didate entities are then ranked in descending order
based on their plausibility score. The original en-
tity is then ranked among all the other entities. We
report results using a filtered setting, i.e., we rank
test triples against all other triples not appearing in
the training, validation or test sets (Bordes et al.,
2013). We report Hits@1 (the proportion of the
test triples for which the correct entity was ranked
as the first prediction), Hits@10, Mean Rank (MR)
and Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR).

Table 2 shows the results of link prediction. We
report the results for all entities as well as infre-
quent entities, where in the latter case we have re-
moved any triple with an entity in the top 20 most
frequent entities. In each setting, the first row is
the plain ConvE model. We then test how the
different variants of our entailment scores change
the results. We observe that adding the entail-

ment scores improve the rankings of the correct
triples. The value of MRR, Hits@1 and Hits@10
have increased after applying any of the methods
for learning entailment scores.

It is interesting to see that the improvements ob-
tained by the different entailment scores are gen-
erally consistent with the results on the entailment
detection task, i.e., the scores with better results
on the Levy/Holt’s dataset, show more improve-
ments on this task as well. The change of the mean
rank (MR) is more apparent. For example, MR
has decreased about 50% when we apply our best
method (Global Aug MC) to re-rank the link pre-
diction scores. This means using entailment rela-
tions is more useful to improve the link prediction
for harder examples. The results of all methods
for infrequent entities are worse than the results on
all entities; however, we observe the same trends
among the different methods.

Note that the amount of the data that is used for
all the methods is the same. In particular, we have
only used the triples from the NewsSpike corpus
for both link prediction and entailment detection
tasks and the gain in performance of the both tasks
is merely because the two tasks learn complemen-
tary information.

Table 3 shows examples where entailment re-
lations improve the link prediction scores. The
target triples are extractions from the develop-
ment set of NewsSpike (§4.2), but have low link
prediction scores (<0.05). Their scores are in-
creased because alternative triples that entail them
or are paraphrase of them have high link prediction
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SBOW Link Prediction
Weeds Lin BInc Cos MC Aug MC

Local .073 .074 .076 .067 .079 .085
Global .147 .149 .165 .150 .174 .187

Table 1: Area under precision-recall curve (for precision >
0.5) on Levy/Holt’s dataset.

Hits@1 Hits@10 MR MRR
ALL entities

ConvE 20.36 47.93 1999.29 29.58
+ Local MC 20.66 48.64 1157.33 30.03

+ Local Aug MC 20.68 48.90 1018.37 30.12
+ Global MC 20.68 49.13 1012.54 30.19

+ Global Aug MC 20.64 49.16 987.13 30.19
INFREQUENT entities

ConvE 19.05 45.59 2124.71 27.94
+ Local MC 19.26 46.10 1303.56 28.25

+ Local Aug MC 19.30 46.36 1154.06 28.33
+ Global MC 19.29 46.60 1154.28 28.41

+ Global Aug MC 19.28 46.66 1118.09 28.43

Table 2: Link prediction results on the test set of NewsSpike
for all entities (top) and infrequent entities (below). We test
the effect of refining ConvE scores with entailment relations.

scores (>0.95).

6 Related Work

Link Prediction. In recent years, many link pre-
diction models have been proposed that learn vec-
tor or matrix representations for relations and en-
tities (Socher et al., 2013; Bordes et al., 2013;
Riedel et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2014; Lin et al.,
2015; Toutanova et al., 2016; Nguyen et al., 2016;
Trouillon et al., 2016; Dettmers et al., 2018;
Schlichtkrull et al., 2018; Nguyen et al., 2019).
These models are trained by assigning higher plau-
sibility scores to correct facts than incorrect ones.
For example, the well-known TransE model (Bor-
des et al., 2013) captures relational similarity be-
tween entity pairs by considering a translation vec-
tor for the relations connecting them. In particular,
it learns embeddings for entities and relations such
that ~e2 − ~e1 ≈ ~r for any correct triple (r, e1, e2).
In our experiments we have used ConvE (Dettmers
et al., 2018), however, our proposed score can be
computed based on any link prediction model and
the discovered entailment relations might be use-
ful for improving any link prediction model.

Entailment Graph Induction. Entailment
graphs are learned by imposing global constraints
on local entailment decisions. Berant et al. (2011,
2012, 2015) have used transitivity constraints and
applied Integer Linear Programming (ILP) or ap-
proximation methods to learn entailment graphs.
Hosseini et al. (2018) have used two sets of

global soft constraints to: (a) transfer similari-
ties between different but related typed entailment
graphs; and (b) encouraging paraphrase relations
to have the same patterns of entailments. Our
method, in contrast, learns a new entailment score
to improve local decisions, which in turn improves
the entailment graphs.

Entailment Rule Injection for link predic-
tion. There are some attempts in recent years
to improve link prediction by injecting entailment
rules. Wang et al. (2015) incorporate various set
of heuristic rules, including entailment rules, into
embedding models for knowledge base comple-
tion. They formulate inference as an ILP prob-
lem, with the objective function generated from
embeddings models and the constraints translated
from the rules. Guo et al. (2016) extend the TransE
model by defining plausibility scores for grounded
logical rules as well as triples and learning entity
and relation embeddings that score positive exam-
ples higher than negative ones. Guo et al. (2018)
take an iterative approach where in each iteration
a set of unseen triples are scored according to the
current link prediction model and a small set of
precomputed logical rules. The new triples and
their scores are then used to update the current link
prediction model.

The above models need grounding of logical
rules. A few recent works do not need ground-
ing and are more space and time efficient (De-
meester et al., 2016; Ding et al., 2018). They in-
corporate logical rules into distributed represen-
tations of relations. These models constrain en-
tity or entity-pair vector representations to be non-
negative. They encourage partial ordering over
relation embeddings based on implication rules;
however, their methods can be only applied to
(multi-)linear link prediction models such as Com-
plEx (Trouillon et al., 2016). In contrast, our
method can be applied to any type of link predic-
tion model.

All these methods require entailment rules as
their input. In most cases (Wang et al., 2015; De-
meester et al., 2016; Guo et al., 2016), the entail-
ment rules are constructed manually, or selected
from lexical resources such as WordNet (Miller,
1995). Therefore, the improvement of such meth-
ods come from out-of-domain knowledge (manu-
ally built lexical resources or expert knowledge),
while our entailment rules come from in-domain
knowledge, i.e., the same data which is used for
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Target Triple Alternative Triple
John Kerry nominee for secretary of state John Kerry confirmed as secretary of state

Lady Gaga canceled performance in Hamilton Lady Gaga canceled show in Hamilton
Dave Toub considers anyone from Jon Gruden Dave Toub considers everyone from Jon Gruden

Zeke Spruill traded in exchange for Justin Upton Justin Upton sent in return for Zeke Spruill

Table 3: Examples where entailment relations improve the scores of correct triples. The relations are boldfaced. In each row,
the target triple has a low link prediction score (<0.05), but its score is increased because an alternative triple with high score
(>0.95) entails the first triple or is a paraphrase of it. For each target triple, only one alternative triple is shown.

link prediction. The number of entailment rules in
all the previous models is very small because of
scalability issues (at most a few hundred rules in
Ding et al. (2018)). In contrast, our method can
incorporate millions of automatically discovered
entailment rules.

7 Conclusion

We have shown that link prediction and entail-
ment graph induction are complementary tasks.
We have introduced a new score for entailment de-
tection by performing link prediction on predicate-
argument structures extracted from text. We re-
form the normal knowledge graph representation
into a Markov chain with relations and entity-pairs
as its states. The score is computed by estimating
transition probabilities between the relation states.
Our experiments show that the entailment graphs
built by our proposed score outperform previous
state-of-the-art results because link prediction is
effective in filtering noise and adding new facts.
We have additionally considered the reverse prob-
lem, i.e., using the learned entailment graphs to
improve link prediction. Our results show that the
two tasks can benefit from each other.
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Abstract
We present a latent variable model for pre-
dicting the relationship between a pair of text
sequences. Unlike previous auto-encoding–
based approaches that consider each sequence
separately, our proposed framework utilizes
both sequences within a single model by gen-
erating a sequence that has a given relation-
ship with a source sequence. We further
extend the cross-sentence generating frame-
work to facilitate semi-supervised training.
We also define novel semantic constraints that
lead the decoder network to generate seman-
tically plausible and diverse sequences. We
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
model from quantitative and qualitative exper-
iments, while achieving state-of-the-art results
on semi-supervised natural language inference
and paraphrase identification.

1 Introduction

Text sequence matching is a task whose objec-
tive is to predict the degree of match between two
or more text sequences. For example, in natu-
ral language inference, a system has to infer the
relationship between a premise and a hypothesis
sentence, and in paraphrase identification a sys-
tem should find out whether a sentence is a para-
phrase of the other. Since various natural language
processing problems, including answer sentence
selection, text retrieval, and machine comprehen-
sion, involve text sequence matching components,
building a high-performance text matching model
plays a key role in enhancing quality of systems
for these problems (Tan et al., 2016; Rajpurkar
et al., 2016; Wang and Jiang, 2017; Tymoshenko
and Moschitti, 2018).

With the emergence of large-scale corpora, end-
to-end deep learning models are achieving remark-
able results on text sequence matching; these in-
clude architectures that are linguistically moti-
vated (Bowman et al., 2016a; Chen et al., 2017a;

Kim et al., 2019), that introduce external knowl-
edge (Chen et al., 2018), and that use atten-
tion mechanisms (Parikh et al., 2016; Shen et al.,
2018b). The recent deep neural network–based
work on text matching could roughly be catego-
rized into two subclasses: i) methods that exploit
inter-sentence features and ii) methods based on
sentence encoders. In this work, we focus on the
latter where sentences1 are separately encoded us-
ing a shared encoder and then fed to a classifier
network, due to its efficiency and general applica-
bility across tasks.

Meanwhile, despite the success of deep neu-
ral networks in natural language processing, the
fact that they require abundant training data might
be problematic, as constructing labeled data is a
time-consuming and labor-intensive process. To
mitigate the data scarcity problem, several semi-
supervised learning paradigms, that take advan-
tage of unlabeled data when only some of the data
examples are labeled (Chapelle et al., 2010), are
proposed. These unlabeled data are much easier to
collect, thus utilizing them could be a good option;
for example in text matching, possibly related sen-
tence pairs could be retrieved from a database of
text via simple heuristics such as word overlap.

In this paper, we propose a cross-sentence latent
variable model for semi-supervised text sequence
matching. The proposed framework is based on
deep probabilistic generative models (Kingma and
Welling, 2014; Rezende et al., 2014) and is ex-
tended to make use of unlabeled data. As it is
trained to generate a sentence that has a given rela-
tionship with a source sentence, both sentences in
a pair are utilized together, and thus training objec-
tives are defined more naturally than other models
that consider each sentence separately (Zhao et al.,
2018; Shen et al., 2018a). To further regularize

1Throughout the paper, we will use the term ‘sequence’
and ‘sentence’ interchangeably unless ambiguous.
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the model to generate more plausible and diverse
sentences, we define semantic constraints and use
them for fine-tuning.

From experiments, we empirically prove that
the proposed method significantly outperforms
previous work on semi-supervised text sequence
matching. We also conduct extensive qualitative
analyses to validate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed model.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
In §2, we briefly introduce the background for our
work. We describe the proposed cross-sentence
latent variable model in §3, and give results from
experiments in §4. We study the prior work related
to ours in §5 and conclude in §6.

2 Background

2.1 Variational Auto-Encoders
Variational auto-encoder (VAE, Kingma and
Welling, 2014) is a deep generative model for
modeling the data distribution pθ(x). It assumes
that a data point x is generated by the following
random process: (1) z is sampled from p(z) and
(2) x is generated from pθ(x|z).

Thus the natural training objective would be
to directly maximize the marginal log-likelihood
log pθ(x) = log

∫
z pθ(x|z)p(z)dz. However

it is intractable to compute the marginal log-
likelihood without using simplifying assumption
such as mean-field approximation (Blei et al.,
2017). Therefore the following variational lower
bound −L is used as a surrogate objective:

− L(θ,φ;x) = −DKL(qφ(z|x)‖p(z))

+ Eqφ(z|x) [log pθ(x|z)] ,

where qφ(z|x) is a variational approximation
to the unknown pθ(z|x), and DKL(q‖p) is the
Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between q and
p. Maximizing the surrogate objective −L is
proven to minimize DKL(qφ(z|x)‖pθ(z|x)), and
it can also be seen as maximizing the expected
data log-likelihood with respect to qφ while using
DKL(qφ(z|x)‖pθ(z)) as a regularization term.

VAEs are successfully applied in modeling var-
ious data: including image (Pu et al., 2016; Gulra-
jani et al., 2017), music (Roberts et al., 2018), and
text (Miao et al., 2016; Bowman et al., 2016b).
The VAE framework can also be extended to
constructing conditional generative models (Sohn
et al., 2015) or learning from semi-supervised data
(Kingma et al., 2014; Xu et al., 2017).

VAEs for text pair modeling. The most sim-
ple approach to modeling text pairs using the VAE
framework is to consider two text sequences sep-
arately (Zhao et al., 2018; Shen et al., 2018a).
That is, a generator is trained to reconstruct a sin-
gle input sequence rather than integrating both se-
quences, and the two latent representations en-
coded from a variational posterior are given to a
classifier network. When label information is not
available, only the reconstruction objective is used
for training. This means that the classifier param-
eters are not updated in the unsupervised setting,
and thus the interaction between the variational
posterior (or encoder) and the classifier could be
restricted.

2.2 von Mises–Fisher Distribution

Since the advent of deep generative models with
variational inference, the typical choice for prior
and variational posterior distribution has been the
Gaussian, likely due to its well-studied properties
and easiness of reparameterization. However it of-
ten leads a model to face the posterior collapse
problem where a model ignores latent variables
by pushing the KL divergence term to zero (Chen
et al., 2017b; van den Oord et al., 2017), espe-
cially in text generation models where powerful
decoders are used (Bowman et al., 2016b; Yang
et al., 2017).

Various techniques are proposed to mitigate this
problem: including KL cost annealing (Bowman
et al., 2016b), weakening decoders (Yang et al.,
2017), skip connection (Dieng et al., 2019), using
different objectives (Alemi et al., 2018), and using
alternative distributions (Guu et al., 2018). In this
work, we take the last approach by utilizing a von
Mises–Fisher (vMF) distribution.

A vMF distribution is a probability distribution
on the (d− 1)-sphere, therefore samples are com-
pared according to their directions, reminiscent
of the cosine similarity. It has two parameters—
mean direction µ ∈ Rd and concentration κ ∈ R.
As the KL divergence between vMF(µ, κ) and the
hyperspherical uniform distribution U(Sd−1) =
vMF(·, 0) only depends on κ, the KL divergence
is a constant if the concentration parameter is
fixed. Therefore when vMF(µ, κ) with fixed κ and
vMF(·, 0) are used as posterior and prior, the pos-
terior collapse does not occur inherently.

To the best of our knowledge, Guu et al. (2018)
were the first to use vMF as posterior and prior
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Figure 2: Illustration of the graphical models. (a) the
generative process of the output xt; (b) the approximate
inference of zs and the discriminative classifier for y.

for VAEs, and Xu and Durrett (2018) empirically
proved the effectiveness of vMF-VAE in natural
language generation. Davidson et al. (2018) gen-
eralized the vMF-VAE and proposed the reparam-
eterization trick for vMF. We refer readers to Ap-
pendix A for detailed description of vMF we used.

3 Proposed Framework

In this section, we describe the proposed frame-
work in detail. We formally define the cross-
sentence latent variable model (CS-LVM) and de-
scribe the optimization objectives. We also intro-
duce semantic constraints to keep learned repre-
sentations in a semantically plausible region. Fig.
1 illustrates the entire framework.

3.1 Cross-Sentence Latent Variable Model

Though the auto-encoding frameworks described
in §2.1 have intriguing properties, it may hinder
the possibility of training an encoder to extract
rich features for text pair modeling, due to the fact
that the generative modeling process is confined
within a single sequence. Therefore the interaction
between a generative model and a discriminative
classifier is restricted, since the two sequences are
separately modeled and the pair-wise information
is only considered through the classifier network.

Our proposed CS-LVM addresses this problem
by cross-sentence generation of text given a text
pair and its label. As the sentences in a pair
are directly related within a generative model, the
training objectives are defined in a more princi-
pled way than VAE-based semi-supervised text
matching frameworks. Notably it also mimics the

dataset construction process of some corpora: a
worker generates a target text given a label and a
source text (e.g. Bowman et al., 2015; Williams
et al., 2018).

Given a pair (x1,x2), let xs, xt ∈ {x1,x2} be
a source and a target sequence respectively. Then
we assume xt is generated according to the fol-
lowing process (see Fig. 2a):

1. a latent variable zs that contains the content
of a source sequence is sampled from p(zs),

2. a variable y that determines the relationship
between a target and the source sequence is
sampled from p(y),

3. xt is generated from a conditional distribu-
tion pθ(xt|zs, y).

In the above process, the class label y is treated as
a hidden variable in the unsupervised case and an
observed variable in the supervised case.

Accordingly, when the label information is
available, the optimization objective for a gener-
ative model is the marginal log-likelihood of the
observed variables xt and y:

log pθ(xt, y) = log

∫
pθ(xt, zs, y)dzs

= log

∫
pθ(xt|zs, y)p(zs)p(y)dzs. (1)

To address the intractability we instead optimize
the lower bound of Eq. 1:2

log pθ(xt, y) ≥ −DKL(qφ(zs|xs)‖p(zs))
+ Eqφ(zs|xs)[log pθ(xt|y, zs)] + log p(y), (2)

where qφ(zs|xs) is a variational approximation of
the posterior pθ(zs|xt, y). Though Eq. 2 holds
for any qφ having the same support with p(zs), we
choose this form of variational posterior from the
following motivation: since xs is related to xt by
the label information y, xs would have an influ-
ence on the space of zs in a similar way to (xt, y).
Due to this particular choice of qφ, zs depends
only on xs and is independent of the label informa-
tion possibly permeated in xt. In other words, this
design induces qφ to extract the features needed
for controlling the semantics only from xs, while
preventing qφ from encoding other biases.

To extend the objective to the unsupervised
setup, we marginalize out y from Eq. 2 using a

2See Appendix B for derivation of the lower bound.
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classifier distribution. We will provide more de-
tailed explanation of the optimization objectives in
§3.3.

3.2 Architecture
Now we describe the architectures we used for
constructing CS-LVM. We first encode a source
sequence into a fixed-length representation using a
recurrent neural network (RNN): genc(xs) = ms.
From ms we obtain a variational approximate dis-
tribution qφ(zs|xs) = gcode(ms) and sample a la-
tent representation zs ∼ qφ(zs|xs). In our exper-
iments, a long short-term memory (LSTM) recur-
rent network and a feed-forward network are used
as genc and gcode respectively. From the fact that
the mean direction parameter µs of vMF(µs, κ)
should be a unit vector, gcode additionally normal-
izes the output of the feed-forward network to be
‖gcode(ms)‖2 = 1.

Then we generate the target sequence xt from
zs and y. Similarly to the encoder network, we
use an LSTM for a decoder, thus the distribution
is factorized as follows:

pθ(xt|y, zs) =

Nxt+1∏

i=1

pθ(wt,i|wt,<i, y, zs), (3)

where xt = (xt,1, . . . , xt,Nxt
) and wt,0 = <s>,

wt,Nxt+1 = </s> are special tokens indicating
the start and the end of a sequence.

We project the word indexwt,i and label index y
into embedding spaces to obtain the word embed-
ding wt,i and label embedding y. Then to con-
struct an input for i-th time step, vt, we concate-
nate the i-th target word embedding wt,i, the label
embedding y, and the latent representation zs al-
together:

vi = [wt,i;y; zs].

Thus pθ(wt,i|wt,<i, zs, y) is computed from i-th
state si of the decoder RNN:

pθ(wt,i|wt,<i, y, zs) = softmax(gout(si))

si = gdeci (vi, si−1),

where gout is a feed-forward network and gdeci is
the state transition function of the decoder LSTM
at i-th time step.

For a discriminative classifier network we fol-
low the siamese architecture, as mentioned in §1.
xs and xt are fed to a shared LSTM network fenc

Algorithm 1 Training procedure of CS-LVM.
Input: Labeled dataset Xl, Unlabeled dataset Xu,

Model parameters θ,φ,ψ
1: procedure TRAIN(Xl,Xu,θ,φ,ψ)
2: repeat
3: Sample (xl,s,xl,t, yl) ∼ Xl

4: Sample (xu,s,xu,t) ∼ Xu

5: Compute Ll(θ,φ,ψ;xl,s,xl,t, yl) by (6)
6: Compute Lu(θ,φ,ψ;xu,s,xu,t) by (9)
7: Update θ,φ,ψ by gradient descent on Ll + Lu

8: until stop criterion is met
9: procedure FINETUNE(Xl,Xu,θ,φ,ψ)

10: repeat
11: Update θ,φ,ψ following line 3–7
12: Update θ by gradient descent on (11–14)
13: until stop criterion is met

to obtain sentence vectors h1 = fenc(xs) and
h2 = fenc(xt). Then h1 and h2 are combined
by the function ffuse to form a single fused vec-
tor, and the fused representation is given to a feed-
forward network fdisc to infer the relationship:

qψ(y|x1,x2) = softmax(fdisc(ffuse(h1,h2))).

To learn from data more efficiently and to re-
duce the number of trainable parameters, we tie
the weights for two encoders—for the generative
model and the discriminative classifier; i.e. genc =
fenc. This mitigates the problem that only source
sequences are used for training genc and enhances
the interaction between the generative model and
the classifier. We will see from experiments that
tying encoder weights improves performance and
stabilizes optimization (§4.3).

Also note that the functions g� are only used
in training, and the model has the same test-time
computational complexity with typical classifica-
tion models.

3.3 Optimization
In this subsection we describe how the entire
model is optimized. We first define optimization
objectives for supervised and unsupervised train-
ing, and then introduce constraints to regularize
the model to generate sequences with intended
semantic characteristics. The entire optimization
procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1.

3.3.1 Supervised Objective
In the supervised setting, a data sample is as-
sumed to contain label information: (x1,x2, y) ∈
Xl. Without loss of generality let us assume
(xs,xt) = (x1,x2).3 Since y is an observed vari-

3The relationship between a source and a target may ei-
ther be unidirectional, bidirectional, or reflexive, depending
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able in this case, we can directly use Eq. 2 in train-
ing. From Eqs. 2 and 3, the objective for the gen-
erative model is defined by:4

− Lgenl (θ,φ;xs,xt, y) = log pθ(xt|y, zs)
+ log p(y)−DKL(qφ(zs|xs)‖p(zs)), (4)

where zs ∼ qφ(zs|xs) and p(y), p(zs) are prior
distributions of y, zs. Considering that we as-
sume p(y) to be a fixed uniform distribution of la-
bels, the log p(y) term can be ignored in training:
‖∇θ,φ log p(y)‖2 = 0.

For training, the typical teacher forcing method
is used; i.e. ground-truth words are used as in-
put words. We use vMF(gcode(ms), κ) (κ: hyper-
parameter) for the variational posterior qφ(zs|xs)
and vMF(·, 0) for the prior p(zs).

The discriminator objective is defined as a con-
ventional maximum likelihood:

−Ldiscl (ψ;xs,xt, y) = log qψ(y|xs,xt). (5)

Finally, the two objectives are combined to con-
struct the objective for supervised training:

Ll(θ,φ,ψ;xs,xt, y) = Lgenl + λLdiscl , (6)

where λ is a hyperparameter.

3.3.2 Unsupervised Objective
In this case, the model does not have an access to
label information; a data point is represented by
(xs,xt) ∈ Xu and thus y is a hidden variable. To
facilitate the unsupervised training, we marginal-
ize y out as below and derive the lower bound:

log pθ(xt) = log
∑

y

∫
pθ(xt, zs, y)dzs

≥ Eqφ,ψ(y,zs|xs,xt)

[
log

pθ(xt, zs, y)

qφ,ψ(y, zs|xs,xt)

]
.

(7)

And from the assumption presented in the graphi-
cal model (Fig. 2b),

qφ,ψ(y, zs|xs,xt) = qφ(zs|xs)qψ(y|xs,xt).
(8)

on the characteristics of a task. For some experiments we ad-
ditionally used swapped data examples, (xs,xt) = (x2,x1),
for training. We explain more on this in §4.

4Note that we define all objectives L, R as minimization
objectives to avoid confusion.

Finally we obtain the following lower bound for
log pθ(xt) from Eqs. 7 and 8:5

Lu(θ,φ,ψ;xs,xt) = −H(qψ(y|xs,xt))
+ Eqψ(y|xs,xt)

[
Lgenl (θ,φ;xs,xt, y)

]
. (9)

Here the second expectation term can be computed
either by enumeration or sampling, and we used
the former as the datasets we used have relatively
small label sets (2 or 3) and it is known to yield
better results than sampling (Xu et al., 2017). We
will compare the two methods in §4.3.

To sum up, at every training iteration, given a
labeled and unlabeled data sample (xl,s,xl,t, yl),
(xu,s,xu,t), we optimize the following objective.

L = Ll(θ,φ,ψ;xl,s,xl,t, yl)

+ Lu(θ,φ,ψ;xu,s,xu,t) (10)

3.3.3 Fine-Tuning with Semantic Constraints
Since the generator is trained via maximum likeli-
hood training which considers all words in a sen-
tence equivalently, the label information may not
be reflected enough in generation owing to high-
frequency words. For example in natural language
inference, the word occurrences of the following
three hypothesis sentences highly overlap, but they
should have different relation with the premise.6

P: A man is cutting metal with a tool .
H1: A man is cutting metal .
H2: A man is cutting metal with the wrong tool .
H3: A man is cutting metal with his mind .

Thus for some data points, the strategy that only
predicts words that overlap across hypotheses
could receive a fairly high score, which might
weaken the integration of y into the generator. To
mitigate this, we fine-tune the trained generator
using the following semantic constraint:

−Ry(θ;xs,xt) = log qψ(ỹ|xs, x̃t), (11)

where ỹ ∼ p(y), zs ∼ qφ(zs|xs), and x̃t =
argmaxxt

pθ(xt|ỹ, zs). This constraint enforces
the sequence x̃t generated by conditioning on ỹ
and zs to actually have the relationship ỹ with xs.

We also introduce a constraint on z that keeps
the distributions of z̃t (the latent content variable

5See Appendix B for details.
6Examples are taken from the SNLI development set, pair

ID 4904199439.jpg#{2r1e,2r1n,2r1c}.
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obtained by encoding the generated sequence x̃t)
and zs close:

−Rz(θ;xs,xt) = log qφ(zt = z̃t|xt), (12)

where z̃t ∼ qφ(z̃t|x̃t). In other words, it pushes
the generated sequence x̃t to be in a similar
semantic space with the ground-truth target se-
quence xt. Consequently, it can help alleviate the
generator collapse problem where a generator pro-
duces only a handful of simple neutral patterns in-
dependent of the input sequence, by relating z̃t to
zt.7

From similar motivation, we also add an ad-
ditional constraint that encourages the generated
sentences originating from different source sen-
tences to be dissimilar. To reflect this, we define
the following minibatch-level constraint that pe-
nalizes the mean direction vectors encoded from
the generated sentences for being too close:

−Rµ(θ;B) = EB[d(µt
(i), µ̄t)], (13)

where we denote values related to i-th sample of a
minibatch B using superscript: �(i). In the above,
µ
(i)
t = gcode(genc(x̃

(i)
t )), µ̄t =

∑|B|
i=1µ

(i)
t /|B|,

and d(·, ·) is a distance measure between vectors.
The mean direction vector µ of vMF(µ, κ) is on
a unit hypersphere, so we use the cosine distance:
d(µ1,µ2) = 1− 〈µ1,µ2〉.

As the sequence generation process is not dif-
ferentiable, the gradients from the semantic con-
straints cannot propagate to the generator param-
eters. To relax the discreteness, we use the
Gumbel-Softmax reparameterization (Jang et al.,
2017; Maddison et al., 2017). Using the Gumbel-
Softmax trick, we obtain a continuous probability
vector that approximates a sample from the cat-
egorical distribution of words at each step, and
use the probability vector to compute the expected
word embedding for the subsequent step.

When multiple constraints are used, they are
combined using the homoscedastic uncertainty

7The basic assumption behind this constraint is that a
source and a target sequence are associated in a certain as-
pect, and it generally holds in most of the available pair clas-
sification datasets e.g. SNLI, SICK, SciTail, QQP, MRPC.

Model 28k 59k 120k
LSTM(a) 57.9 62.5 65.9
CNN(b) 58.7 62.7 65.6
LSTM-AE(a) 59.9 64.6 68.5
LSTM-ADAE(a) 62.5 66.8 70.9
DeConv-AE(b) 62.1 65.5 68.7
LSTM-VAE(b) 64.7 67.5 71.1
DeConv-VAE(b) 67.2 69.3 72.2
LSTM-vMF-VAE (ours) 65.6 68.7 71.1
CS-LVM (ours) 68.4 73.5 76.9

+Ry 70.0 74.5 77.4
+Rz 69.2 73.9 77.6
+Rµ 69.1 74.0 77.6
+Ry,Rz,Rµ 69.6 74.1 77.4

Table 1: Semi-supervised classification results on the
SNLI dataset. (a) Zhao et al. (2018); (b) Shen et al.
(2018a).

Model 1k 5k 10k 25k
CNN(a) 56.3 59.2 63.8 68.9
LSTM-AE(a) 59.3 63.8 67.2 70.9
DeConv-AE(a) 60.2 65.1 67.7 71.6
LSTM-VAE(a) 62.9 67.6 69.0 72.4
DeConv-VAE(a) 65.1 69.4 70.5 73.7
LSTM-vMF-VAE (ours) 65.0 69.9 72.1 74.9
CS-LVM (ours) 66.5 71.1 74.6 76.9

+Ry 66.4 70.8 74.5 77.5
+Rz 66.5 71.3 74.8 77.1
+Rµ 66.4 71.2 74.9 77.4
+Ry,Rz,Rµ 66.3 71.3 74.7 77.6

Table 2: Semi-supervised classification results on the
Quora Question Pairs dataset. (a) Shen et al. (2018a).

weighting (Kendall et al., 2018):8

R =
1

σ21
Ry +

1

σ22
Rz +

1

σ23
Rµ

+ log σ1 + log σ2 + log σ3, (14)

where σ1, σ2, σ3 are trainable scalar parameters.
Also note that all constraints are unsupervised,
where label information is not required.

4 Experiments

We evaluate the proposed model on two semi-
supervised tasks: natural language inference and
paraphrase identification. We also implement a
strong baseline that has a similar architecture to
LSTM-VAE (Shen et al., 2018a) but uses vMF
distribution for prior and posterior, named LSTM-
vMF-VAE. To further explore the proposed model,

8Though the weighting scheme is originally derived from
the case of a Gaussian likelihood, Kendall et al. (2018);
Xiong et al. (2018); Hu et al. (2018) successfully applied it in
weighting various losses e.g. cross-entropy loss, L1 loss, and
reinforcement learning objectives.
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we conduct extensive qualitative analyses. For de-
tailed settings and hyperparameters, please refer to
Appendix C.

4.1 Natural Language Inference
Natural language inference (NLI) is a task of pre-
dicting the relationship given a premise and a hy-
pothesis sentence. We use Stanford Natural Lan-
guage Inference (SNLI, Bowman et al., 2015)
dataset for experiments. It consists of roughly
570k premise-hypothesis pairs, and each pair has
one of the following labels: entailment, neutral,
and contradiction. Considering the asymmetry in
some label classes and for conformance with the
dataset generation process, we use premise and
hypothesis sentence as source and target respec-
tively: (xs,xt) = (xpre,xhyp).

Following the work of Zhao et al. (2018); Shen
et al. (2018a), we consider scenarios where 28k,
59k, and 120k labeled data samples are available.
Also, for fair comparison with the prior work, we
set the size of a word vocabulary set to 20,000 and
do not utilize pre-trained word embeddings such
as GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014).

To combine the representations of a premise and
a hypothesis and to construct an input to fdisc, we
use the following heuristic-based fusion proposed
by Mou et al. (2016):

ffuse(hpre,hhyp)

= [hpre;hhyp; |hpre − hhyp|;hpre � hhyp] ,
(15)

where [a;b] indicates concatenation of vectors a,
b and � is the element-wise product.

Table 1 summarizes the result of experiments.
We can clearly see that the proposed CS-LVM
architecture substantially outperforms other mod-
els based on auto-encoding. Also, the seman-
tic constraints brought additional boost in perfor-
mance, achieving the new state of the art in semi-
supervised classification of the SNLI dataset.

When all training data are used as labeled data
(≈ 550k), CS-LVM also improves performance
by achieving accuracy of 82.8%, compared to the
supervised LSTM (81.5%), LSTM-AE (81.6%),
LSTM-VAE (80.8%), DeConv-VAE (80.9%).

4.2 Paraphrase Identification
Paraphrase identification (PI) is a task whose ob-
jective is to infer whether two sentences have the
same semantics. We use the Quora Question Pairs

Model 28k 59k 120k
CS-LVM 68.4 73.5 76.9

(i) without CS 65.6 68.7 71.1
(ii) Gaussian 66.9 72.0 74.9
(iii) sampling 68.0 72.9 76.5
(iv) fenc 6= genc 63.3 69.1 74.7

Table 3: Ablation study results.

dataset (QQP, Wang et al., 2017) for experiments.
QQP consists of over 400k sentence pairs each
of which has label information indicating whether
the sentences in a pair paraphrase each other or
not. We experiment for the cases where the num-
ber of labeled data is 1k, 5k, 10k, and 25k, and
set the vocabulary size to 10,000, following Shen
et al. (2018a). Unlike auto-encoding–based mod-
els that treat sentences in a pair equivalently, the
CS-LVM processes them asymmetrically for its
cross-sentence generating property. This property
is useful when some relationships are asymmetric
(e.g. NLI), however the paraphrase relationship
is bidirectional, so that we also use swapped text
pairs in training. To fuse sentence representations,
the following symmetric function is used, as in Ji
and Eisenstein (2013):

ffuse(h1,h2) = [h1 + h2; |h1 − h2|]. (16)

The result of experiments on QQP is sum-
marized in Table 2. Again, the proposed CS-
LVM consistently outperforms other supervised
and semi-supervised models by a large margin,
setting the new state-of-the-art result on the QQP
dataset with the semi-supervised setting.

4.3 Ablation Study
To assess the effect of each element, we experi-
ment with model variants where some of the com-
ponents are removed. Specifically, we conduct an
ablation study for the following variants: (i) with-
out cross-sentence generation (i.e. auto-encoding
setup), (ii) replacing the vMF distribution with
Gaussian, (iii) computing the expectation term of
Eq. 9 by sampling, and (iv) without encoder
weight sharing (i.e. fenc 6= genc). SNLI dataset
is used for the model ablation experiments, and
trained models are not fine-tuned in order to focus
only on the efficacy of each model component.

Results of ablation study are presented in Ta-
ble 3. As expected, the cross-sentence gener-
ation is the most critical factor for the perfor-
mance, except for the 28k setting where the en-
coder weight tying brought the biggest gain. In
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59k and 120k settings, all other variants that main-
tain the cross-generating property outperform the
VAE-based models (see (ii), (iii), (iv)).

Replacing a vMF with a Gaussian does not
severely harm the accuracy, however it requires
the additional process of finding a KL cost anneal-
ing rate. When sampling is used instead of enu-
meration for computing Eq. 9, about 1.2x speedup
is observed in exchange for slight performance
degradation, and thus sampling could be a good
option in the case that the number of label classes
is large.

Finally, as mentioned in §3.2, variants whose
encoder weights are untied do not work well. We
conjecture this is because genc receives the error
signal only from a source sentence and could not
fully benefit from both sentences. The fact that the
performance degradation is larger when the num-
ber of labeled data is small also agrees with our hy-
pothesis, since unlabeled data affect the classifier
encoder only by the entropy term when encoder
weights are not shared.

4.4 Generated Sentences

We give examples of generated sentences, to val-
idate that the proposed model learns to generate
text having desired properties. From Table 4, we
can see that sentences generated from the identi-
cal input sentence properly reflect the label infor-
mation given. More generated examples are pre-
sented in Appendix D.

Further, to quantitatively measure the qual-
ity of generated sentences, we construct artificial
datasets, where each premise and label in the SNLI
development set is used as input to our trained
generator and generated hypotheses are collected.
Then we prepare a LSTM classifier that is trained
on the original SNLI dataset as a surrogate for the
ideal classifier, and use it for measuring the quality
of generated datasets.9 We also compute the diver-
sity of the generated hypotheses using the metrics
proposed by Li et al. (2016), to verify the effect of
diversity-promoting semantic constraints.

Results of the evaluation on the artificial
datasets are presented in Table 5. The classifier
trained on the original dataset predicts the gener-
ated data fairly well, from which we verify that
the generated sentences contain desired seman-
tics. Also, as expected, fine-tuning with Ry in-

9The accuracy of the trained classifier on the original de-
velopment set is 81.7%.

creases the classification accuracy by a large mar-
gin, whileRz andRµ enhance diversity.

5 Related Work

Semi-supervised learning for text classification.
Using unlabeled data for text classification is an
important subject and there exists much previous
research (Zhu et al., 2003; Nigam et al., 2006; Zhu,
2008, to name but a few). Notably, the work of
Xu et al. (2017) applies the semi-supervised VAE
(Kingma et al., 2014) to the single-sentence text
classification problem. Zhao et al. (2018); Shen
et al. (2018a) present VAE models for the semi-
supervised text sequence matching, while their
models have drawbacks as mentioned in §3.

When the use of external corpora is allowed,
the performance can further be increased. Dai
and Le (2015); Ramachandran et al. (2017) train
an encoder-decoder network on large corpora and
fine-tune the learned encoder on a specific task.
Recently, there have been remarkable improve-
ments in pre-trained language representations (Pe-
ters et al., 2018; Radford et al., 2018; Devlin
et al., 2018), where language models trained on
extremely large data brought a huge performance
boost. These methods are orthogonal to our work,
and additional enhancements are expected when
they are used together with our model.

Cross-sentence generating LVMs. There ex-
ists some prior work on cross-sentence generat-
ing LVMs. Shen et al. (2017) introduce a sim-
ilar data generation assumption to ours and ap-
ply the idea to unaligned style transfer and natural
language generation. Zhang et al. (2016); Serban
et al. (2017) use latent variable models for ma-
chine translation and dialogue generation. Kang
et al. (2018) propose a data augmentation frame-
work for natural language inference that gener-
ates a sentence, however unlabeled data are not
considered in their work. Deudon (2018) build
a sentence-reformulating deep generative model
whose objective is to measure the semantic simi-
larity between a sentence pair. However their work
cannot be applied to a multi-class classification
problem, and the generative objective is only used
in pre-training, not considering the joint optimiza-
tion of the generative and the discriminative ob-
jective. To the best of our knowledge, our work is
the first work on introducing the concept of cross-
sentence generating LVM to the semi-supervised
text matching problem.
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Input Entailment Neutral Contradiction
two girls play with bubbles near
a boat dock .

two girls are outside . the girls are friends . two girls are swimming
in the ocean .

a classroom full of men, with the
teacher up front .

a group of boys are in-
doors .

the teacher is teaching
the students .

the students are at home
sleeping .

a dune buggy traveling on sand . the vehicle is moving . the vehicle is red . a man is riding a bike .

Table 4: Selected samples generated from the model trained on the SNLI dataset.

Dataset Acc. distinct-1 distinct-2
CS-LVM 76.5 .0128 .0441
+Ry 81.9 .0135 .0479
+Rz 79.0 .0140 .0492
+Rµ 77.5 .0141 .0488

Table 5: Results of evaluation of generated artificial
datasets. distinct-1 and distinct-2 compute the ratio of
the number of unique unigrams or bigrams to that of
the total generated tokens (Li et al., 2016).

6 Conclusion

In this work, we proposed a cross-sentence latent
variable model (CS-LVM) for semi-supervised
text sequence matching. Given a pair of text se-
quences and the corresponding label, it uses one
of the sequences and the label as input and gener-
ates the other sequence. Due to the use of cross-
sentence generation, the generative model and the
discriminative classifier interacts more strongly,
and from experiments we empirically proved that
the CS-LVM outperforms other models by a large
margin. We also defined multiple semantic con-
straints to further regularize the model, and ob-
served that fine-tuning with them gives additional
increase in performance.

For future work, we plan to focus on generat-
ing more realistic text and use the generated text
in other tasks e.g. data augmentation, address-
ing adversarial attack. Although the current model
makes fairly plausible sentences, it tends to pre-
fer relatively short and safe sentences, as the main
goal of the training is to accurately predict the rela-
tionship between sentences. We expect the model
could perform more natural generation via apply-
ing recent advancements on deep generative mod-
els.
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A von Mises–Fisher Distribution

A von Mises–Fisher (vMF) distribution is the dis-
tribution defined on a m-dimensional unit hyper-
sphere. It is parameterized by two parameters:
the mean direction µ ∈ Rm and the concentra-
tion κ ∈ R. The probability density function (pdf)
of vMF(µ, κ) is defined by

f(x;µ, κ) = Cm(κ) exp(κµ>x), (17)

where

Cm(κ) =
κm/2−1

(2π)m/2Im/2−1(κ)
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and Iv(κ) is the modified Bessel function of the
first kind at order v. Eq. 17 is used in the compu-
tation ofRz.

A sample from a vMF distribution is drawn
from the acceptance-rejection scheme presented in
Algorithm 1 of Davidson et al. (2018). In their al-
gorithm, a stochastic variable obtained from the
acceptance-rejection sampling does not depend on
µ, thus the sampling process can be rewritten as
a deterministic function that accepts the stochastic
variable as input (i.e. reparameterization trick).

The KL divergence between a vMF distribution
vMF(µ, κ) and the hyperspherical uniform distri-
bution U(Sm−1) = vMF(·, 0) can be derived ana-
lytically:

DKL(vMF(µ, κ)‖vMF(·, 0))

= logCm(κ)− log
Γ(m/2)

2πm/2
+ κ

Im/2(κ)

Im/2−1(κ)
.

Note that the KL divergence does not depend
on µ, thus the KL divergence is a constant if κ
is fixed. Intuitively, this is because the hyper-
spherical uniform distribution has equal probabil-
ity density at every point on the unit hypersphere,
and DKL(vMF(µ, κ)‖vMF(·, 0)) should not be
changed under rotations.

B Derivation of Lower Bounds

Let qθ(zs|·) be a distribution that has the same
support with p(zs). Then the KL divergence be-
tween qθ(zs|·) and pθ(zs|xt, y) can be written as

DKL(qφ(zs|·)‖pθ(zs|xt, y))

=

∫
qφ(zs|·) log

qφ(zs|·)
pθ(zs|xt, y)

dzs

=

∫
qφ(zs|·) log

pθ(xt, y)qφ(zs|·)
pθ(xt|zs, y)p(zs)p(y)

dzs

= log pθ(xt, y) +DKL(qφ(zs|·)‖p(zs))
− Eqφ(zs|·)[log pθ(xt|zs, y)]− log p(y)

≥ 0.

From the above inequality we obtain the lower
bound of log pθ(xt, y) presented in Eq. 2.

The lower bound of log pθ(xt) (Eq. 7) could be

derived as follows.

log pθ(xt) = log
∑

y

∫
pθ(xt, zs, y)dzs

= logEqφ,ψ(y,zs|xs,xt)

[
pθ(xt|zs, y)p(zs)p(y)

qφ,ψ(y, zs|xs,xt)

]

≥ Eqφ,ψ(y,zs|xs,xt)

[
log

pθ(xt|zs, y)p(zs)p(y)

qφ,ψ(y, zs|xs,xt)

]

From the graphical model qφ,ψ(y, zs|xs,xt) =
qφ(zs|xs)qψ(y|xs,xt), and thus

Eqφ,ψ(y,zs|xs,xt)

[
log

pθ(xt|zs, y)p(zs)p(y)

qφ,ψ(y, zs|xs,xt)

]

= Eqψ

[
Eqφ

[
log

pθ(xt|zs, y)p(zs)p(y)

qφ(zs|xs)

]]

− Eqψ [log qψ(y|xs,xt)]
= Eqψ

[
−Lgenl (θ,φ;xs,xt, y)

]

+H(qψ(y|xs,xt))
= −Lu(θ,φ,ψ;xs,xt).

C Implementation Details

We used PyTorch10 and AllenNLP11 libraries for
implementation. The default weight initialization
scheme of the AllenNLP library is used unless ex-
plicitly stated.

For all CS-LVM experiments, the size of word
embeddings and hidden dimensions of LSTMs are
set to 300, and the size of label embeddings is 50.
gcode is implemented as a linear projection of the
last hidden state of the encoder LSTM followed by
normalization. gout is a linear projection followed
by the softmax function, and we reuse the word
embeddings as its weight matrix (Press and Wolf,
2017; Inan et al., 2017). The discriminative clas-
sifier is a feedforward network with single hidden
layer and the ReLU activation function, and the
hidden dimension is set to 1200. We apply dropout
on word embeddings and the classifier with prob-
abilities pw and pc respectively.

When multiple semantic constraints are used,
to make uncertainty weights be always positive
and be optimized stably, we instead use log σ2i as
model parameter, as in Kendall et al. (2018). Each
log σ2i is initialized with zero. The temperature
parameter of the Gumbel-Softmax is linearly an-
nealed using the following schedule:

τ(t) = max(0.1, 1.0− rt),
10https://pytorch.org/
11https://allennlp.org/
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Model κ λ pw pc
28k 150 0.8 0.75 0.1
59k 100 1.0 0.75 0.1
120k 120 0.8 0.50 0.1

Table 6: Hyperparameters for the SNLI models.

Model κ λ pw pc
1k 100 0.8 0.50 0.2
5k 120 0.5 0.75 0.2
10k 150 0.5 0.75 0.1
25k 100 0.5 0.75 0.1

Table 7: Hyperparameters for the QQP models.

where r = 10−4 is the annealing rate and t is the
training step.

To find optimal hyperparameters, we performed
a rough grid search on κ ∈ {100, 120, 150}, λ ∈
{0.2, 0.5, 0.8, 1.0}, pw ∈ {0.25, 0.50, 0.75}, and
pc ∈ {0.1, 0.2}. The KL divergence between a
posterior and the prior is 23.57, 27.09, 31.60 when
κ is set to 100, 120, 150 respectively.

For the LSTM-vMF-VAE experiments, we used
the same hyperparameters and grid search scheme
with those of the CS-LVM, except that we perform
an additional search on the dimension of a latent
code d ∈ {50, 150, 300}.

Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with
learning rate γ = 10−3 is used for all experiments,
except for 1k QQP experiments where stochastic
gradient descent optimizer is used. When fine-
tuning the model, we set γ to 10−4. For other
hyperparameters, we follow the configuration sug-
gested by the authors. Best hyperparameter con-
figurations found for SNLI and QQP datasets are
presented in Tables 6 and 7.

D Generated Examples

We used beam search with B = 10 when gener-
ating sentences, and the length normalization (Wu
et al., 2016) is applied with α = 0.7.

Examples are presented in Tables 8–11. Though
almost all generated hypotheses are realistic, we
see that they lack diversity and fail to encode la-
bel information in some cases. For example, the
phrase ‘is/are sleeping’ appears in generated sen-
tences frequently when conditioned on the ‘con-
tradiction’ label, likely because generating a set of
simple patterns could be a shortcut to the objec-
tive. In Table 5, we verified from experiments that
adding constraints helps enhancing accuracy and
diversity, however a model is still relatively in fa-
vor of generating ‘easy’ sentences. We conjecture

that the problem has its root in the fact that the pri-
mary objective of our model is to correctly classify
the input, not to generate diverse outputs.
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Input Entailment Neutral Contradiction
little kids enjoy sprinklers by running
through them outdoors .

kids are running . the children are siblings . the children are playing video
games .

blurry people walking in the city at night . people are walking outside . the people are going to work . the people are inside .
a woman sits in a chair under a tree and
plays an acoustic guitar .

a woman is playing an instru-
ment .

the woman is a musician . a woman is playing the flute .

three men converse in a crowd . three men are talking . the men are talking . the men are sleeping .
a woman in a yellow shirt seated at a table
.

a woman is sitting . a woman is sitting at a table . the woman is standing .

a woman hugs a fluffy white dog . a woman is holding a dog . a woman is with her dog . a woman is sleeping .
a crowd of people in colorful dresses . people in costumes the people are in a parade . the people are sitting in a circle .
a clown making a balloon animal for a
pretty lady .

a clown is entertaining a crowd . the clown is entertaining a crowd
.

the clown is sleeping .

Table 8: Sentences generated from the CS-LVM model trained on the SNLI dataset. Failure cases are denoted by
strikethrough text.

Input Entailment Neutral Contradiction
little kids enjoy sprinklers by running
through them outdoors .

kids are playing outside . the kids are playing in the water
.

the kids are sleeping .

blurry people walking in the city at night . people are walking . the people are walking to work . the people are inside .
a woman sits in a chair under a tree and
plays an acoustic guitar .

a woman is playing music . the woman is a musician . a woman is sleeping .

three men converse in a crowd . three men are talking . three men are talking about poli-
tics .

the men are sleeping .

a woman in a yellow shirt seated at a table
.

a woman is sitting . a tall human sitting . the woman is standing .

a woman hugs a fluffy white dog . a woman is holding a dog . the dog belongs to the woman . the dog is black .
a crowd of people in colorful dresses . people in costumes the people are in a parade . the people are sleeping .
a clown making a balloon animal for a
pretty lady .

a clown is performing . the clown is entertaining a crowd
.

the clown is sleeping .

Table 9: Sentences generated from the CS-LVM +Ry model trained on the SNLI dataset. Note that failed examples
in Table 8 are corrected due to the use ofRy .

Input Entailment Neutral Contradiction
little kids enjoy sprinklers by running
through them outdoors .

kids are playing in water . the kids are having fun . the kids are sleeping .

blurry people walking in the city at night . people are walking . the people are walking to work . the people are inside .
a woman sits in a chair under a tree and
plays an acoustic guitar .

a woman is playing an instru-
ment .

the woman is a musician . a woman is playing the drums .

three men converse in a crowd . three men are talking . three men are talking about poli-
tics .

the men are sleeping .

a woman in a yellow shirt seated at a table
.

a woman is sitting . a woman is sitting at a table . the woman is standing

a woman hugs a fluffy white dog . a woman is holding a dog . a woman is playing with her dog
.

a woman is sleeping .

a crowd of people in colorful dresses . people are wearing costumes . the people are in a parade . the people are sitting down .
a clown making a balloon animal for a
pretty lady .

a clown performs . the clown is a clown . the clown is sleeping .

Table 10: Sentences generated from the CS-LVM + Rz model trained on the SNLI dataset. Failure cases are
denoted by strikethrough text.

Input Entailment Neutral Contradiction
little kids enjoy sprinklers by running
through them outdoors .

kids are playing outside . the kids are having fun . the kids are sleeping .

blurry people walking in the city at night . people are walking . the people are walking to work . the people are inside .
a woman sits in a chair under a tree and
plays an acoustic guitar .

a woman is playing an instru-
ment .

the woman is a musician . a woman is playing the piano .

three men converse in a crowd . three men are talking . three men are talking about poli-
tics .

the men are sleeping .

a woman in a yellow shirt seated at a table
.

a woman is sitting . a woman is sitting at a table . the woman is standing

a woman hugs a fluffy white dog . a woman is holding a dog . the dog belongs to the woman . a woman is petting a cat .
a crowd of people in colorful dresses . people are dressed up . the people are in a parade . the people are sitting down .
a clown making a balloon animal for a
pretty lady .

a clown is blowing bubbles . the clown is a clown . the clown is sleeping .

Table 11: Sentences generated from the CS-LVM + Rµ model trained on the SNLI dataset. Failure cases are
denoted by strikethrough text.
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Abstract

We present the first comprehensive study
on automatic knowledge base construction
for two prevalent commonsense knowledge
graphs: ATOMIC (Sap et al., 2019) and Con-
ceptNet (Speer et al., 2017). Contrary to
many conventional KBs that store knowledge
with canonical templates, commonsense KBs
only store loosely structured open-text de-
scriptions of knowledge. We posit that an
important step toward automatic common-
sense completion is the development of gen-
erative models of commonsense knowledge,
and propose COMmonsEnse Transformers
(COMET ) that learn to generate rich and
diverse commonsense descriptions in natural
language. Despite the challenges of com-
monsense modeling, our investigation reveals
promising results when implicit knowledge
from deep pre-trained language models is
transferred to generate explicit knowledge in
commonsense knowledge graphs. Empirical
results demonstrate that COMET is able to
generate novel knowledge that humans rate as
high quality, with up to 77.5% (ATOMIC) and
91.7% (ConceptNet) precision at top 1, which
approaches human performance for these re-
sources. Our findings suggest that using gen-
erative commonsense models for automatic
commonsense KB completion could soon be
a plausible alternative to extractive methods.

1 Introduction

When reading text, humans make commonsense
inferences that frame their understanding of the
narrative being presented. For machines to achieve
this capability, they must be able to acquire rele-
vant and correct commonsense for an unbounded
set of situations. In this work, we cast common-
sense acquisition as knowledge base construction
and investigate whether large-scale language mod-
els can effectively learn to generate the knowledge
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Figure 1: COMET learns from an existing knowledge
base (solid lines) to be able to generate novel nodes and
edges (dashed lines).

necessary to automatically construct a common-
sense knowledge base (KB).

Automatic KB construction is a long-standing
goal of artificial intelligence research due to the
difficulty of achieving high concept coverage in
high-precision curated KBs (Lenat, 1995; Miller,
1995). Previous work has developed models capa-
ble of reading and extracting semi-structured text
(Suchanek et al., 2007; Hoffart et al., 2013; Auer
et al., 2007; Bollacker et al., 2008) and unstruc-
tured text (Dong et al., 2014; Carlson et al., 2010;
Nakashole et al., 2011, 2012; Niu, 2012) into re-
lational schemas that can be queried for down-
stream applications. A common thread of these
approaches, however, is the focus on encyclope-
dic knowledge, which lends itself to a well-defined
space of entities and relations that can be modeled.

Commonsense knowledge, however, does not
cleanly fit into a schema comparing two entities
with a known relation, leading current approaches
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Figure 2: Model diagram. (a) In the multi-headed attention module, the key, value, and query all pass through a
head-specific projection before a scaled dot-product attention is computed between them. The outputs of the heads
are concatenated and projected. (b) Inside the transformer block, the outputs of all the previous layer blocks from
earlier time steps are input to the multi-headed attention with the preceding block for the current time step as the
query. (c) Each token is an input to a first-layer block along with all preceding tokens. Dotted lines indicate outputs
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to model “entities" as natural language phrases
and relations as any concept that can link them
(Li et al., 2016; Sap et al., 2019). OpenIE ap-
proaches display this property of open text enti-
ties and relations (Etzioni et al., 2011; Fader et al.,
2011; Mausam et al., 2012), but being extrac-
tive, they only capture knowledge that is explic-
itly mentioned in text, limiting their applicability
for capturing commonsense knowledge, which is
often implicit (Gordon and Van Durme, 2013).

Meanwhile, recent progress in training deep
contextualized language models (Peters et al.,
2018; Radford et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2018)
provides an opportunity to explore beyond extrac-
tive methods as an avenue for commonsense KB
construction. These large-scale language models
display impressive performance when their under-
lying representations are tuned to solve end tasks,
achieving state-of-the-art results on a variety of
complex problems. In this work, we define the
COMmonsEnse Transformer (COMET ), which
constructs commonsense KBs by using existing
tuples as a seed set of knowledge on which to
train. Using this seed set, a pre-trained language
model learns to adapt its learned representations to
knowledge generation, and produces novel tuples
that are high quality.

We summarize our contributions in this work as
follows. First, we develop a generative approach
to knowledge base construction. A model must
learn to produce new nodes and identify edges be-

tween existing nodes by generating phrases that
coherently complete an existing seed phrase and
relation type1. Second, we develop a framework
for using large-scale transformer language models
to learn to produce commonsense knowledge tu-
ples2. Finally, we perform an empirical study on
the quality, novelty, and diversity of the common-
sense knowledge produced by our approach for
two domains, ATOMIC and ConceptNet, as well as
an efficiency study on the number of seed tuples
needed to learn an effective knowledge model.
The results indicate that COMET is able to pro-
duce high quality tuples as human judges find that
77.5% of generated tuples for ATOMIC events and
91.7% of generated tuples for ConceptNet rela-
tions are correct.

2 Learning to Generate Commonsense

COMET is an adaptation framework for construct-
ing commonsense knowledge bases from language
models by training the language model on a seed
set of knowledge tuples. These tuples provide
COMET with the KB structure and relations that
must be learned, and COMET learns to adapt the
language model representations learned from pre-
training to add novel nodes and edges to the seed
knowledge graph.

1Demo is available at https://mosaickg.apps.
allenai.org/

2Code is available at https://github.com/
atcbosselut/comet-commonsense
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2.1 Task

More specifically, the problem assumes COMET is
given a training knowledge base of natural lan-
guage tuples in {s, r, o} format, where s is the
phrase subject of the tuple, r is the relation of the
tuple, and o is the phrase object of the tuple. For
example, a ConceptNet tuple relating to “taking
a nap" would be: (s=“take a nap", r=Causes,
o=“have energy"). The task is to generate o given
s and r as inputs.

Notation We define Xs = {xs0, ..., xs|s|} as the
tokens that make up the subject of the relation,
Xr = {xr0, ..., xr|r|} as the tokens that make up
the relation of the tuple, and Xo = {xo0, ..., xo|o|}
as the tokens that make up the object of the tuple.
The embedding for any word x is denoted as e.

2.2 Transformer Language Model

While COMET is agnostic to the language model
with which it is initialized, in this work, we use
the transformer language model architecture in-
troduced in Radford et al. (2018) (GPT), which
uses multiple transformer blocks of multi-headed
scaled dot product attention and fully connected
layers to encode input text (Vaswani et al., 2017).
Figure 2 depicts different components of the GPT
architecture and we define each component in
more depth below.

Transformer Block As shown in Figure 2(b),
each transformer layer l contains an architecturally
identical transformer block (though with unique
trainable parameters) that applies the following
transformations to the input to the block:

g̃l = MULTIATTN(hl−1) (1)

gl = LAYERNORM(g̃l + hl−1) (2)

h̃l = FFN(gl) (3)

hl = LAYERNORM(h̃l + gl) (4)

where MULTIATTN is a multi-headed self-
attention mechanism (defined below), FFN is
a two-layer feed-forward network, and LAYER-
NORM represents a layer normalization (Ba et al.,
2016) operation that is applied to the output of
the self-attention and the feedforward network.
Note that the inputs to the LAYERNORM opera-
tions contain a residual connection that sums the
output of and input to the previous operation.

Multi-headed Attention The multi-headed at-
tention module of each transformer block, shown
in Figure 2(a), is identical to the one originally de-
fined by Vaswani et al. (2017). The attention func-
tion receives three inputs, a query Q, key K, and
value V . The attention is made of multiple heads
that each compute a unique scaled dot product at-
tention distribution over V using Q and K:

ATTENTION(Q,K, V ) = softmax
(
QKT

√
dk

)
V

(5)

where dk is the dimensionality of the input vectors
representing the query, key and value. For each
of the heads, Q, K, and V are uniquely projected
prior to the attention being computed:

Hi = ATTENTION(QWQ
i ,KW

K
i , V W

V
i ) (6)

where Hi is the output of a single attention head
and WQ

i , WK
i , and W V

i are head-specific projec-
tions for Q, K, and V , respectively. The outputs
of the attention heads Hi are then concatenated:

MULTIH(Q, K, V) = [H1; ...;Hb]W
O (7)

where WO is an output projection of the concate-
nated outputs of the attention heads. As shown in
Figure 2(c), we follow Radford et al. (2018) and
use the output of the previous layer’s transformer
block as the query input for the multi-headed at-
tention of the next block. The keys and values are
outputs of the previous layer’s block for all pre-
ceding time steps:

MULTIATTN(hl−1t ) = MULTIH(hl−1t ,hl−1t ,hl−1t )
(8)

where hl−1t = {hl−1}<t is the set of previous
layer transformer block outputs for time steps pre-
ceding t.

Input Encoder As input to the model, we repre-
sent a knowledge tuple {s, r, o} as a concatenated
sequence of the words of each item of the tuple:

X = {Xs, Xr, Xo} (9)

Since the transformer (a self-attention model) has
no concept of ordering of tokens, a position em-
bedding pt is initialized for each absolute position
in the sequence (Vaswani et al., 2017). For any
input word xt ∈ X, our encoding of the input is
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ConceptNet Relation to Language Input Template 

PersonX goes to the mall [MASK] <xIntent> to buy clothes

go to mall [MASK] [MASK] has prerequisite [MASK] have money

Figure 3: Input token setup for training configurations.
For the ATOMIC dataset, the tokens of the subject, Xs

(e.g., PersonX goes to the mall) are followed by mask-
ing tokens, which is followed by a single relation token
Xr (e.g., xIntent), and then the object tokens Xo

(e.g., to buy clothes). The model receives the same in-
put for ConceptNet, except that a second set of mask-
ing tokens separate Xr and Xo because Xr can have a
variable number of tokens for ConceptNet (§5.2)

the sum of its word embedding, et with a position
embedding encoding its absolute position in the
sequence X:

h0t = et + pt (10)

where pt is the position embedding for time step t,
and h0 is the input to the first transformer layer.

3 Training COMET

COMET is trained to learn to produce the phrase
object o of a knowledge tuple given the tuple’s
phrase subject s and relation r. More specifically,
given the concatenation of the tokens of s and r:
[Xs, Xr] as input, the model must learn to gener-
ate the tokens of o: Xo (See §2.1 for definitions of
these variables).

Loss Function To achieve this goal, COMET is
trained to maximize the conditional loglikelihood
of predicting the phrase object tokens, Xo:

L = −
|s|+|r|+|o|∑

t=|s|+|r|
logP (xt|x<t) (11)

where |s|, |r|, and |o| are the number of tokens
in the subject phrase, relation, and object phrase,
respectively. Figure 3 outlines how the tokens in s,
r, and o are organized for different training tasks.

Datasets COMET relies on a seed set of knowl-
edge tuples from an existing KB to learn to pro-
duce commonsense knowledge. In this work,
we use ATOMIC and ConceptNet as knowledge
seed sets, but other commonsense knowledge re-
sources could have been used as well as COMET is
domain-agnostic.

Initialization Parameters are initialized to the fi-
nal language model weights from Radford et al.
(2018). Additional special tokens that are added
to the vocabulary for fine tuning (e.g., relation em-
beddings such as oReact for ATOMIC and IsA
for ConceptNet) are initialized by sampling from
the standard normal distribution.

Hyperparameters Following Radford et al.
(2018)’s design of the GPT model, we initialize
COMET with 12 layers, 768-dimensional hidden
states, and 12 attention heads. We use a dropout
rate of 0.1 and use GeLU (Hendrycks and Gimpel,
2016) units as activation functions. During train-
ing, our batch size is 64. Other dataset-specific
hyperparameters are provided in Appendix A.1.

4 ATOMIC Experiments

The ATOMIC dataset3, released by Sap et al.
(2019), contains 877K tuples covering a variety
of social commonsense knowledge around specific
event prompts (e.g., “X goes to the store”). Specif-
ically, ATOMIC distills its commonsense in nine
dimensions, covering the event’s causes (e.g., “X
needs to drive there”), its effects on the agent (e.g.,
“to get food”) and its effect on other direct (or
implied) participants (e.g., “Others will be fed”).
More details about ATOMIC can be found in Ap-
pendix D. For our experiments, ATOMIC events
(e.g., “X goes to the store”) are phrase subjects, s,
the dimension (e.g., xIntent) is the phrase rela-
tion, r, and the causes/effects (e.g., “to get food”)
are phrase objects, o. We use the training splits
from Sap et al. (2019), resulting in 710k training,
80k development, and 87k test tuples respectively.

4.1 Setup
Metrics Following Sap et al. (2019), we eval-
uate our method using BLEU-2 as an automatic
evaluation metric. We also report the perplexity
of the model on its gold generations. The remain-
ing automatic metrics in Table 1 measure the pro-
portion of generated tuples and generated objects
which are not in the training set. We report the
proportion of all generated tuples that are novel
(% N/T sro) and that have a novel object (% N/T
o)4. To show that these novel objects are diverse
(i.e., the same novel object is not the only one be-
ing generated), we also report the number of novel

3https://homes.cs.washington.edu/
~msap/atomic/

4a new o represents a new node in the knowledge graph
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Model PPL5 BLEU-2 N/T sro6 N/T o N/U o

9ENC9DEC (Sap et al., 2019) - 10.01 100.00 8.61 40.77
NearestNeighbor (Sap et al., 2019) - 6.61 - - -
Event2(IN)VOLUN (Sap et al., 2019) - 9.67 100.00 9.52 45.06
Event2PERSONX/Y (Sap et al., 2019) - 9.24 100.00 8.22 41.66
Event2PRE/POST (Sap et al., 2019) - 9.93 100.00 7.38 41.99

COMET (- pretrain) 15.42 13.88 100.00 7.25 45.71
COMET 11.14 15.10 100.00 9.71 51.20

Table 1: Automatic evaluations of quality and novelty for generations of ATOMIC commonsense. No novelty
scores are reported for the NearestNeighbor baseline because all retrieved sequences are in the training set.

Model oEffect oReact oWant xAttr xEffect xIntent xNeed xReact xWant Avg
9Enc9Dec (Sap et al., 2019) 22.92 32.92 35.50 52.20 47.52 51.70 48.74 63.57 51.56 45.32
Event2(In)voluntary (Sap et al., 2019) 26.46 36.04 34.70 52.58 46.76 61.32 49.82 71.22 52.44 47.93
Event2PersonX/Y (Sap et al., 2019) 24.72 33.80 35.08 52.98 48.86 53.93 54.05 66.42 54.04 46.41
Event2Pre/Post (Sap et al., 2019) 26.26 34.48 35.78 52.20 46.78 57.77 47.94 72.22 47.94 46.76

COMET (- pretrain) 25.90 35.40 40.76 48.04 47.20 58.88 59.16 64.52 65.66 49.50
COMET 29.02 37.68 44.48 57.48 55.50 68.32 64.24 76.18 75.16 56.45

Table 2: Human score of generations of ATOMIC commonsense. We present comparisons to the baselines from
Sap et al. (2019). Underlined results are those where COMET is not significantly better at p < 0.05

objects as a function of the set of unique objects
produced for all test set events (% N/U o).

Finally, we perform a human evaluation using
workers from Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT).
Workers are asked to identify whether a model
generation of ATOMIC commonsense adequately
completes a plausible tuple of phrase subject, rela-
tion, and phrase object. Following the setup of Sap
et al. (2019), we evaluate 100 randomly selected
events from the test set. For each event and rela-
tion type, 10 candidates are generated using beam
search and the full beam is evaluated by five differ-
ent workers. Overall, n=5000 ratings are produced
per relation (100 events × 5 workers × 10 candi-
dates). The reported Avg in Table 2 is an aver-
age of these scores, yielding n=45000 total ratings
for each model. We use Pitman’s test (Noreen,
1989) with 100k permutations to test for statis-
tical significance. Because 50 different hypothe-
ses are tested (9 relations + the total), the Holm-
Bonferroni method (Holm, 1979) is used to correct
significance thresholds. Example events from the
development set and their generated phrase objects
are available in Table 5.

Baselines We report the performance of our
method against the models trained in Sap et al.
(2019) that use LSTM sequence-to-sequence mod-
els (Sutskever et al., 2014) to encode the input sub-
ject and relation and produce an output object.

Ablations To evaluate how pre-training on a
large corpus helps the model learn to produce
knowledge, we train a version of COMET that is
not initialized with pre-trained weights (COMET (-
pretrain)). We also evaluate the data efficiency of
our method by training models on different pro-
portions of the training data. Finally, because
the ultimate goal of our method is to be able
to perform high-quality, diverse knowledge base
construction, we explore how various decoding
schemes affect the quality of candidate knowledge
tuples. We present the effect of the following gen-
eration strategies: argmax greedy decoding, beam
search with beam sizes, b=2, 5, 10, and top-k sam-
pling with k = 5, 10. For each decoding method,
we conduct the human evaluation on the number
of final candidates produced by each method.

4.2 Results

Overall performance The BLEU-2 results in
Table 1 indicate that COMET exceeds the perfor-
mance of all baselines, achieving a 51% relative
improvement over the top performing model of
Sap et al. (2019). More interesting, however, is the
result of the human evaluation, where COMET re-
ported a statistically significant relative Avg per-
formance increase of 18% over the top baseline,

5Sap et al. (2019)’s models were trained with a different
vocabulary so a direct perplexity comparison is not possible.

6All test set s do not appear in the training set so all full
tuples must be novel.
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COMET Decoding method oEffect oReact oWant xAttr xEffect xIntent xNeed xReact xWant Avg

Top-5 random sampling (n=2500 per relation) 34.60 44.04 35.56 64.56 55.68 58.84 46.68 80.96 58.52 53.27
Top-10 random sampling (n=5000 per relation) 25.20 37.42 27.34 49.20 47.34 47.06 38.24 72.60 48.10 43.61
Beam search - 2 beams (n=1000 per relation) 43.70 54.20 47.60 84.00 51.10 73.80 50.70 85.80 78.70 63.29
Beam search - 5 beams (n=2500 per relation) 37.12 45.36 42.04 63.64 61.76 63.60 57.60 78.64 68.40 57.57
Beam search - 10 beams (n=5000 per relation) 29.02 37.68 44.48 57.48 55.50 68.32 64.24 76.18 75.16 56.45
Greedy decoding (n=500 per relation) 61.20 69.80 80.00 77.00 53.00 89.60 85.60 92.20 89.40 77.53

Human validation of gold ATOMIC 84.62 86.13 83.12 78.44 83.92 91.37 81.98 95.18 90.90 86.18

Table 3: Human evaluation testing effect of different decoding schemes on candidate tuple quality. The number of
ratings made per relation for each decoding method is provided in the first column.

% train data PPL BLEU-2 N/T o N/U o

1% train 23.81 5.08 7.24 49.36
10% train 13.74 12.72 9.54 58.34
50% train 11.82 13.97 9.32 50.37

FULL (- pretrain) 15.18 13.22 7.14 44.55

FULL train 11.13 14.34 9.51 50.05

Table 4: Effect of amount of training data on automatic
evaluation of commonsense generations

Event2IN(VOLUN). This performance increase is
consistent, as well, with an improvement being
observed across every relation type. In addition
to the quality improvements, Table 1 shows that
COMET produces more novel tuple objects than
the baselines, as well.

Learning knowledge from language Signifi-
cant differences were also observed between the
performance of the model whose weights were ini-
tialized with the pre-trained parameters from the
GPT model of Radford et al. (2018) and a model
with the same architecture that was trained from
random initialization. This 14% relative improve-
ment in overall human performance confirms that
the language representations learned by the GPT
model are transferable to generating natural lan-
guage commonsense knowledge.

Effect of decoding algorithm In Table 3, we
show the effect of different generation policies on
knowledge quality. The most interesting result
is that using greedy decoding to produce knowl-
edge tuples only results in a 10% relative perfor-
mance gap compared to a human evaluation of
the ATOMIC test set, showing that the knowledge
produced by the model approaches human perfor-
mance. While producing more total candidates
does lower overall performance, quality assess-

Seed Concept Relation Generated Plausible

X holds out X’s hand to Y xAttr helpful X
X meets Y eyes xAttr intense X
X watches Y every ___ xAttr observant X
X eats red meat xEffect gets fat X
X makes crafts xEffect gets dirty X
X turns X’s phone xEffect gets a text
X pours ___ over Y’s head oEffect gets hurt X
X takes Y’s head off oEffect bleeds X
X pisses on Y’s bonfire oEffect gets burned
X spoils somebody rotten xIntent to be mean
X gives Y some pills xIntent to help X
X provides for Y’s needs xIntent to be helpful X
X explains Y’s reasons xNeed to know Y X
X fulfils X’s needs xNeed to have a plan X
X gives Y everything xNeed to buy something X
X eats pancakes xReact satisfied X
X makes ___ at work xReact proud X
X moves house xReact happy X
X gives birth to the Y oReact happy X
X gives Y’s friend ___ oReact grateful X
X goes ___ with friends oReact happy X
X gets all the supplies xWant to make a list X
X murders Y’s wife xWant to hide the body X
X starts shopping xWant to go home X
X develops Y theory oWant to thank X X
X offer Y a position oWant to accept the job X
X takes ___ out for dinner oWant to eat X

Table 5: Generations that were randomly selected
from a subset of novel generations from the ATOMIC
development set. A novel generation is a sro tuple not
found in the training set. Manual evaluation of each tu-
ple indicates whether the tuple is considered plausible
by a human annotator.

ments still hover around 55%7 for a beam size of
10. This result suggests that COMET could be ef-
fective with human evaluators in the loop to con-
firm the correctness of generated tuples.

Efficiency of learning from seed tuples Be-
cause not all domains will have large available
commonsense KBs on which to train, we explore
how varying the amount of training data avail-
able for learning affects the quality and novelty
of the knowledge that is produced. Our results in
Table 4 indicate that even with only 10% of the
available training data, the model is still able to

7This number is partially low due to the many “none" ref-
erences in the oEffect, oReact, oWant categories. In
any set of 10 candidates, “none" can only be predicted once,
which causes most candidates in the beam to be incorrect if
“none" is the appropriate answer.
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produce generations that are coherent, adequate,
and novel. Using only 1% of the training data
clearly diminishes the quality of the produced gen-
erations, with significantly lower observed results
across both quality and novelty metrics. Interest-
ingly, we note that training the model without pre-
trained weights performs comparably to training
with 10% of the seed tuples, quantifying the im-
pact of using pre-trained language representations.

5 ConceptNet Experiments

The ConceptNet dataset8, provided by Li et al.
(2016), consists of tuples obtained from the Open
Mind Common Sense (OMCS) entries in Concept-
Net 5 (Speer et al., 2017). Tuples are in the stan-
dard sro form – (e.g., take a nap, Causes, have
energy). The most confident 1200 tuples were
used to create the test set, while the next 1200
tuples were used to create two development sets,
which we combine in this work. The 100k version
of the training set was used to train models, which
contains 34 relation types.

5.1 Setup

Metrics We evaluate our models that generate
ConceptNet relations using the following metrics.
First, we report the perplexity of the gold relations
in the test set (PPL). To evaluate the quality of gen-
erated knowledge, we also report the number of
generated positive examples in the test set that are
scored as correct by the pre-trained Bilinear AVG
model developed by Li et al. (2016).9 For a given
sro tuple, this model produces a probability for
whether the tuple is correct. We threshold scores
at 50% probability to identify positive predictions.
On the completion task originally proposed in Li
et al. (2016), this model achieved 92.5% accuracy
on the test set, indicating that it is a strong proxy
for automatically evaluating whether a generated
tuple is correct. Finally, we report the same nov-
elty metrics as for ATOMIC: N/T sro and N/T o.

Baselines As a baseline, we re-implement
the BiLSTM model proposed by Saito et al.
(2018) with minor modifications outlined in Ap-
pendix A.2. This model is trained to learn to en-
code knowledge in both directions: sr → o and

8https://ttic.uchicago.edu/~kgimpel/
commonsense.html

9 A pre-trained model can be found at https:
//ttic.uchicago.edu/~kgimpel/comsense_
resources/ckbc-demo.tar.gz

Model PPL Score N/T sro N/T o Human
LSTM - s - 60.83 86.25 7.83 63.86
CKBG (Saito et al., 2018) - 57.17 86.25 8.67 53.95

COMET (- pretrain) 8.05 89.25 36.17 6.00 83.49
COMET - RELTOK 4.39 95.17 56.42 2.62 92.11

COMET 4.32 95.25 59.25 3.75 91.69

Table 6: ConceptNet generation Results

or → s to help augment a knowledge base com-
pletion model. It is only evaluated on the sr → o
tuple generation task, however. For posterity, we
also include the result from a LSTM model that is
only trained on the sr → o task (LSTM - s).

Ablations We include the following ablations
of our full model. First, we evaluate how pre-
training on a large-scale corpus (Radford et al.,
2018) helps performance by training a comparison
model from scratch, denoted COMET (- pretrain)
in Table 6. Second, in our main model, we map
relation names to natural language (e.g., IsA →
“is a”; HasSubevent→ “has subevent”) so the
model can learn to represent these concepts with
language, as opposed to learning a special embed-
ding from scratch for each relation (Levy et al.,
2017). As an ablation, we train a model with-
out converting relation tokens to natural language
(e.g., IsA 6→ “is a”), which we denote COMET -
RELTOK.

5.2 Results
Quality Our results indicate that high-quality
knowledge can be generated by the model: the low
perplexity scores in Table 6 indicate high model
confidence in its predictions, while the high clas-
sifier score (95.25%) indicates that the KB com-
pletion model of Li et al. (2016) scores the gener-
ated tuples as correct in most of the cases. While
adversarial generations could be responsible for
this high score, a human evaluation (following
the same design as for ATOMIC) scores 91.7% of
greedily decoded tuples as correct. Randomly se-
lected examples provided in Table 7 also point to
the quality of knowledge produced by the model.

Novelty In addition to being high quality, the
generated tuples from COMET are also novel, with
59.25% of the tuples not being present in the train-
ing set, showing that the model is capable of gen-
erating new edges between nodes, and even cre-
ating new nodes – 3.75% of o nodes are novel –
to extend the size of the knowledge graph. One
shortcoming, however, is that novel generations
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Figure 4: The percentage of novel ConceptNet de-
velopment set tuples per minimum edit distance from
training tuples. In green: classifier-scored accuracy of
each subset.

are sometimes simplified forms of tuples from the
training set. In Table 7, for example, the tuple
“doctor CapableOf save life” is not present in
the training set, but “doctor CapableOf save
person life” is. Many tuples, however, are com-
pletely novel, such as “bird bone HasProperty
fragile” and “driftwood AtLocation beach”,
which have no related tuples in the training set.

To explore further, we investigate by how much
novel tuples from the development set differ from
training set phrase objects for the same s, r using
minimum edit distance of phrase objects. We mea-
sure the edit distance of phrase object odev in the
tuple (s, r, odev) to the otrn from the nearest train-
ing tuple (s, r, otrn). Edit distance is measured us-
ing word tokens (excluding stop words) and nor-
malized by the maximum number of words in odev
or otrn. The maximum edit distance is one (i.e.,
entirely different word sequences) and the mini-
mum edit distance is zero (i.e., the same sequence
excluding stopwords). Figure 4 shows the percent-
age of novel development set tuples that have an
edit distance from the closest training set tuple of
at least the value on the x-axis. Over 75% of the
novel tuples have objects that are a normalized edit
distance of >= 0.5 from the training phrase ob-
jects, indicating that most of the novel phrase ob-
jects have significantly different word sequences
from their closest analogues in the training set.

Learning knowledge from language Simi-
larly to ATOMIC, we explore how pre-training
COMET on a large language corpus affects its
ability to generalize commonsense. This effect
is apparent in Table 6, with a clear improve-
ment on automatic and human evaluations by the
pretrained COMET over the randomly initialized

Seed Relation Completion Plausible

piece PartOf machine X
bread IsA food X
oldsmobile IsA car X
happiness IsA feel X
math IsA subject X
mango IsA fruit X
maine IsA state X
planet AtLocation space X
dust AtLocation fridge
puzzle AtLocation your mind
college AtLocation town X
dental chair AtLocation dentist X
finger AtLocation your finger
sing Causes you feel good X
doctor CapableOf save life X
post office CapableOf receive letter X
dove SymbolOf purity X
sun HasProperty big X
bird bone HasProperty fragile X
earth HasA many plant X
yard UsedFor play game X
get pay HasPrerequisite work X
print on printer HasPrerequisite get printer X
play game HasPrerequisite have game X
live HasLastSubevent die X
swim HasSubevent get wet X
sit down MotivatedByGoal you be tire X
all paper ReceivesAction recycle X
chair MadeOf wood X
earth DefinedAs planet X

Table 7: Randomly selected and novel generations
from the ConceptNet development set. Novel genera-
tions are sro tuples not found in the training set. Man-
ual evaluation of each tuple indicates whether the tuple
is considered plausible by a human annotator

model. Qualitatively, we observe this effect in Ta-
ble 7 with the generated example tuple “mango
IsA fruit", which is not present in the training set.
The only tuple containing the “mango" entity in
the training set is “mango UsedFor salsa", which
is not informative enough. As confirmation, we
observe that the output from COMET (- pretrain) is
“mango IsA spice”, which could be a reasonable
inference given the information about “mango" in
the seed set of knowledge.

Representing relations with language While
the automatic metrics point to insignificant differ-
ences when comparing models with symbol re-
lations and those with natural language relations
(Table 6), examples can provide qualitative in-
sights into the benefits of representing relations as
language. While the only non-ornithological ref-
erence to a “dove" in the ConceptNet training set
is “dove CapableOf fly”, our model learns to
generalize to produce the tuple “dove SymbolOf
purity”. The model that uses symbol relation em-
beddings only manages to produce the relation
“dove SymbolOf submarine”, which seems to
relate “submarine" to a more nautical (and unre-
lated) word sense of “dove".
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6 Related Work

Knowledge base construction Previous work
has looked at constructing knowledge bases as re-
lational schemas using expert knowledge (Lenat,
1995; Bodenreider, 2004; Miller, 1995), semi-
structured text extraction (Suchanek et al., 2007;
Hoffart et al., 2013; Auer et al., 2007; Bol-
lacker et al., 2008) and unstructured text extraction
(Dong et al., 2014; Carlson et al., 2010; Nakashole
et al., 2011, 2012; Niu, 2012). In our work, we fo-
cus on construction of commonsense knowledge
bases which require the use of open-text events
rather than a well-defined relational schema struc-
ture. Other work in information extraction can
also be applied to knowledge base construction
with open-text entities (Soderland et al., 2010; Et-
zioni et al., 2011; Fader et al., 2011; Mausam et al.,
2012; Fan et al., 2010; Cui et al., 2018), but these
methods typically extract explicitly stated text re-
lations. Conversely, our approach generates new
knowledge that is often unstated in text, as com-
monsense information typically is (Gordon and
Van Durme, 2013).

Commonsense knowledge base completion
Existing work on generation of novel common-
sense knowledge has also used ConceptNet and
ATOMIC as underlying KBs. Specifically, Li et al.
(2016) proposed a set of neural network models
for scoring tuples in ConceptNet. Our work differs
from this approach as their models evaluate full tu-
ples rather than learning to generate the phrases to
make new nodes in the knowledge graph. Saito
et al. (2018) builds upon this work by proposing a
joint model for completion and generation of com-
monsense tuples. Their work, however, focuses on
using tuple generation to augment their KB com-
pletion model, rather than to increase coverage in
commonsense KB construction. Finally, Sap et al.
(2019) use LSTM encoder-decoder models to gen-
erate commonsense knowledge about social situa-
tions. We use transformers and investigate the ef-
fect of using pre-trained language representations
(Radford et al., 2018) to initialize them.

Transformers and pre-training Finally, our
work builds on previous work on adapting pre-
trained language models for various sequence la-
beling, classification, and NLI end tasks (Rad-
ford et al., 2018; Peters et al., 2018; Devlin et al.,
2018). Our research investigates how pre-trained
language models can be used for large-scale com-

monsense KB construction by generating new
graph nodes and edges between nodes.

7 Conclusion

We introduce COMmonsense Transformers
(COMET) for automatic construction of common-
sense knowledge bases. COMET is a framework
for adapting the weights of language models to
learn to produce novel and diverse common-
sense knowledge tuples. Empirical results on
two commonsense knowledge bases, ATOMIC

and ConceptNet, show that COMET frequently
produces novel commonsense knowledge that
human evaluators deem to be correct. These
positive results point to future work in extend-
ing the approach to a variety of other types of
knowledge bases, as well as investigating whether
COMET can learn to produce OpenIE-style
knowledge tuples for arbitrary knowledge seeds.
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A Additional Training Details

A.1 Training Hyperparameters

ATOMIC For ATOMIC, we use a maximum
learning rate of 6.25e-5 with a warmup period
of 100 minibatches. After, we decay the learn-
ing rate linearly until the end of training. We
train for 50k minibatches and use early stopping.
We clip gradients when their norm is greater than
1. The remainder of our hyperparameters are the
same as in Radford et al. (2018). We use the
public HuggingFace implementation of the GPT
model as a base for our experiments available
at: https://github.com/huggingface/
pytorch-openai-transformer-lm.

ConceptNet For ConceptNet, we use a maxi-
mum learning rate of 1e-5 and a warm-up period
of 200 minibatches. The learning rate is decayed
linearly until the end of training, which lasts for
100k minibatches. All other hyperparameters are
the same as for training on the ATOMIC corpus.

A.2 ConceptNet baseline

We train the ConceptNet baseline with a learning
rate of 1e-4 for 100k minibatches. Early stopping
is used with the validation loss. Similarly to Saito
et al. (2018), we use 200-dimension hidden states
and 200-dimensional word embeddings. We use a
single-layer bidirectional LSTM (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997) to encode the first phrase and
a single-layer unidirectional LSTM to decode the
target phrase. Relation embeddings are concate-
nated with the word embeddings of the decoder
before being input to the decoder LSTM. We set
the dropout rate to 0.2 before the output projection
layer and after the word embedding layers. We
outline the following differences between our re-
implementation of the model of Saito et al. (2018)
and their original implementation and the reason
for the change.

1. We use Glove (Pennington et al., 2014) em-
beddings rather than fastText embeddings
(Bojanowski et al., 2017) to initialize word
embeddings. Because the model indicated
that 200-dimensional word embeddings were
used, we could not use the pretrained em-
beddings provided by the fastText group1.
In Saito et al. (2018), the authors de-
scribed training their fastText embeddings on

1https://fasttext.cc/

Wikipedia. With no reference to the precise
corpus used, we opted to use Glove embed-
dings to initialize the word embeddings of the
encoder and decoder instead.

2. We use the Adam optimizer with learning
rate of 0.0001, rather than SGD with a learn-
ing rate of 1.0 because after training both
models, we found that the Adam-trained
model performed better on development set
perplexity. We also do not use weight de-
cay, as this seemed to lower validation per-
formance, as well.

3. We do not train the generation model jointly
with the completion model. We only train
an individual generator. The results of Saito
et al. (2018) did not show a significant differ-
ence in generation performance between the
two on the ConceptNet dataset.

4. We train a second baseline (LSTM - s) that
does not learn to produce relations in both di-
rections (i.e., sr → o and or → s). Instead if
only learns parameters that can produce rela-
tions in the forward direction (sr → o)

5. We do not decay the learning rate because it
was unclear from the original paper what the
exact learning rate schedule was.

B Additional Evaluation Details

B.1 Human Evaluations
We used Amazon Mechanical Turk to get ratings
of model output accuracy. We selected seed con-
cepts and relations from the test set and generated
completions using each model to create (s, r, o)
tuples. For ATOMIC, we selected tuples by choos-
ing all possible relations (9) for each of 100 ran-
domly selected seed concepts (900 total (s, r)
pairs) following the procedure from Sap et al.
(2019). For ConceptNet, we used the full test set
(1200 total (s, r) pairs).

For Beam-2/5/10 and top-5/10 sampling gener-
ations, we used the model to generate 2, 5, or 10
(respectively) possible completions (o) per (s, r)
pair. Workers were shown the full set and asked
to select all of the o that are valid completions for
the (s, r) pair. Each set of tuples was rated by 5
workers.

For greedy sampling generations, we used the
model to generate one possible completion (o) per
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(s, r) pair. Workers were shown the completed tu-
ple (s, r, o) and asked whether it is valid or not.
Each tuple was rated by 5 workers.

We measure accuracy as the percentage of dis-
tinct worker responses where the (s, r, o) tuple is
marked as valid (i.e., #valid

5·|(s,r,o)| ).

C Example Outputs

Additional examples can be seen in Figures 5,
6, and 7 that are produced using the demo at
https://mosaickg.apps.allenai.
org.

D Additional Training Experiments

In addition to the more naive setups for knowl-
edge graph completion, we explore various multi-
task and hierarchical learning setups on top of the
taxonomy of commonsense relations given by Sap
et al. (2019), which group together along vari-
ous axes (e.g., related to agent/theme, related to
causes/effects, etc.).

D.1 Multi-relation Training

For the ATOMIC corpus, we experiment with mul-
tiple multi-task training setups, similar to Sap et al.
(2019). First, we train an individual model for
each relation type (oReact, oEffect, etc.),
which we denote as COMET - 9LM in the Table 9.
We also experiment with various information-
sharing dataset configurations that organize differ-
ent relations across common dimensions. We out-
line these dimensions and the makeup of each split
in Table 9. For ConceptNet, all models are always
trained on all relation types jointly. Results on
automatic evaluation metrics are provided in Ta-
ble 11. Because there did not seem to be signif-
icant differences between these performances and
that of COMET - FULL, we did not run additional
experiments on these ablations.

D.2 Concept Hierarchy Training

Leveraging the prior knowledge that certain re-
lation types in the ATOMIC knowledge graph
are linked to each other, we explore provid-
ing these group identities as additional tokens
in the relation. For example, when generating
the completion of a xReact relation, the model
would receive as input the following meta-tokens:
<xReact>, <X>, <POST>, <Involuntary>
– thereby providing common context with other
relations that are part of the same groupings (e.g.,

generating a phrase for a xWant relation would
receive the <X> and <POST> tokens as input,
but not <Involuntary>). Depending on the
relation for a particular training example (e.g.,
xReact), a set of meta-tokens are appended to
the relation tokens, Xr, that provide hierarchi-
cal relational information, allowing the model to
share information across relation types. We pro-
vide a more in-depth description of the category
hierarchy training combinations in Table 10. Re-
sults on human evaluation metrics are provided in
Table 12. Because the model with the hierarchi-
cal meta-tokens performed worse than the regular
COMET, we did not run additional experiments on
this ablations.
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Figure 5: Example outputs for the event "PersonX gives PersonY a pep talk" from COMET trained on the ATOMIC
knowledge graph
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Figure 6: Example outputs for the event "Eric wants to see a movie" from COMET trained on the ATOMIC knowl-
edge graph. COMET is able to generalize beyond the templates of the ATOMIC knowledge graph (i.e., PersonX)
and can be used directly with names.
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Figure 7: Example outputs for the event "Tom asked Jessica if he could use her car" from COMET trained on the
ATOMIC knowledge graph
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Event Description Example Completion:

Person X puts Person X’s trust in Person Y

oEffect The effect the event has on others be-
sides Person X

is considered trustworthy
is believed
gains Person X’s loyalty

oReact The reaction of others besides Person
X to the event

trusted
honored
trustworthy

oWant What others besides Person X may
want to do after the event

work with Person X
partner with Person X
to help Person X

xAttr How Person X might be described
given their part in the event

faithful
hopeful
trusting

xEffect The effect that the event would have
on Person X

gets relieved
stays faithful
Is betrayed

xIntent The reason why X would cause the
event

to be trusting
his or her help/guidance/advice
to be friends

xNeed What Person X might need to do be-
fore the event

to be friends with Person Y
to have heard a lot of good things about Per-
son Y
to get to know Person Y

xReact The reaction that Person X would
have to the event

trusting
safe, not alone
understood

xWant What Person X may want to do after
the event

to rely on Person Y
to go into business with Person Y
to make sure that their heart feeling is right

Table 8: Definitions of the relations in ATOMIC. Events in ATOMIC center around the personal situations of a
central figure, Person X, with potentially more participants.

Organization Description Relations

PERSON
X/Y

The training set is split into relations
for the subjects of the event (Person X)
and relations for other participants in
the event

T1 = {xAttr, xEffect, xIntent,
xNeed, xReact, xWant}
T2 = {oEffect, oReact, oWant}

PRE/POST Event preconditions are jointly trained
(i.e., intentions, needs). Event postcon-
ditions are jointly trained.

T1 = {xIntent, xNeed}
T2 = {oEffect, oReact, oWant,
xEffect, xReact, xWant}

(IN)VOLUN Involuntary relations are trained jointly,
such as reactions and effects. Volun-
tary relations are trained jointly, such as
needs, wants, and intents.

T1 = {oWant, xIntent, xNeed, xWant}
T2 = {oEffect, oReact, xAttr,
xEffect, xReact}

FULL The training set is made up of all rela-
tions and the model is trained jointly on
all of them

T1 = {oEffect, oReact, oWant, xAttr,
xEffect, xIntent, xNeed, xReact,
xWant}

Table 9: Multi-relation training setups. Following Sap et al. (2019), the xAttr relation is not included in the
PRE/POST training configuration
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Meta-Token Description Relations

<X> Appended to relations that describe an
attribute of Person X

xAttr, xEffect, xIntent, xNeed,
xReact, xWant

<Y> Appended to relations that describes an
attribute of a participant that is not Per-
son X

oEffect, oReact, oWant

<Pre> Appended to relations that correspond
to pre-conditions of the event

xIntent, xNeed

<Post> Appended to relations that correspond
to post-conditions of the event

oEffect, oReact, oWant,
xEffect, xReact, xWant

<Voluntary> Appended to relations that correspond
to voluntary dimensions of the situation

oWant, xIntent, xNeed, xWant

<Involuntary> Appended to relations that correspond
to involuntary dimensions of the situa-
tion

oEffect, oReact, xAttr,
xEffect, xReact

Table 10: Category hierarchy meta-tokens, along with the description and the relations to which they are appended

Model PPL3 BLEU-2 N/T sro4 N/T o N/U o

COMET- 9LM 11.72 14.89 100.00 9.45 49.89
COMET- (IN)VOLUN 11.38 14.99 100.00 8.60 48.36
COMET- PERSONX/Y 11.30 15.21 100.00 9.12 49.59
COMET- PRE/POST 11.35 14.88 100.00 9.86 51.86

COMET- FULL (- pretrain) 15.42 13.88 100.00 7.25 45.71
COMET- FULL 11.14 15.10 100.00 9.71 51.20
COMET- FULL (+ hierarchy meta-tokens) 10.98 15.27 100.00 10.03 51.97

Table 11: Automatic evaluations of quality and novelty for generations of ATOMIC commonsense that are trained
with the training set split along different relation types. The training splits are outlined in Table 9.

Model oEffect oReact oWant xAttr xEffect xIntent xNeed xReact xWant Total
COMET 29.02 37.68 44.48 57.48 55.50 68.32 64.24 76.18 75.16 56.45
COMET (+ hierarchy meta-tokens) 28.46 38.96 43.64 51.90 50.84 63.00 63.98 66.20 75.82 53.64

Table 12: Human score of generations of ATOMIC commonsense for the regular COMET model and the COMET +
category meta tokens
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Abstract

Recognizing the internal structure of events
is a challenging language processing task of
great importance for text understanding. We
present a supervised model for automatically
identifying when one event is a subevent of an-
other. Building on prior work, we introduce
several novel features, in particular discourse
and narrative features, that significantly im-
prove upon prior state-of-the-art performance.
Error analysis further demonstrates the utility
of these features. We evaluate our model on
the only two annotated corpora with event hi-
erarchies: HiEve and the Intelligence Commu-
nity corpus. No prior system has been evalu-
ated on both corpora. Our model outperforms
previous systems on both corpora, achieving
0.74 BLANC F1 on the Intelligence Commu-
nity corpus and 0.70 F1 on the HiEve corpus,
respectively a 15 and 5 percentage point im-
provement over previous models.

1 Introduction

An event is something that occurs in a certain
place at a certain time (Pustejovsky et al., 2003).
Understanding events plays a major role in various
natural language processing tasks such as infor-
mation extraction (Humphreys et al., 1997), ques-
tion answering (Narayanan and Harabagiu, 2004),
textual entailment (Haghighi et al., 2005), event
coreference (Choubey and Huang, 2018) and con-
tradiction detection (De Marneffe et al., 2008).
There has been a significant amount of work on
automatic processing of events in text including
systems for events extraction, event coreference
resolution, and temporal relation detection (Araki,
2018; Ning et al., 2017). However, events are not
atomic entities: they often have complex inter-
nal structure that can be expressed in a variety of
ways (Huttunen et al., 2002; Bejan and Harabagiu,
2008; Hovy et al., 2013).

One of the unsolved problems related to event
understanding is the detection of subevents, also
referred to as event hierarchy construction. As de-
scribed by Glavaš and Šnajder (2014a), there have
been efforts that have focused on detecting tem-
poral and spatial subevent containment individu-
ally. However, it is clear that subevent detection
requires both simultaneously. The subevent rela-
tionship is defined in terms of (e1,e2), where e1
and e2 are events: event e2 is a subevent of event
e1 if e2 is spatiotemporally contained by e1. More
precisely, we say that an event e1 is a parent event
of event e2, and e2 is a child event of e1 if (1)
e1 is collector event that contains a complex se-
quence of activities; (2) e2 is one of these activ-
ities; and (3) e2 is spatially and temporally con-
tained within e1 (i.e., e2 occur at the same time
and same place as e1) (Hovy et al., 2013; Glavaš
and Šnajder, 2014b). This subevent relationship is
independent of other types of relationships, e.g.,
causal relationship between the events. Example 1
illustrates a text expression of a complex event hi-
erarchy. Figure 1 shows a corresponding graphical
representation of the hierarchy.

Egyptian police have said that five
protesters were killed1 when they were
attacked2 by an armed group near the
Defense Ministry building in Cairo. The
statement said that early this morning,
the armed group attacked3 the demon-
strators who have for days been staging
their protest4 against the military gov-
ernment. . . . Police said that the attack5
on Wednesday wounded6 at least 50
protesters.

Example 1: Excerpt from the HiEve corpus (Glavaš
et al., 2014a). Events are in bold and given a numerical
subscript for reference. In all the examples the identi-
fied events are gold annotations, but for clarity not all
annotations are included.
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protest

attacked attackattacked

killed wounded

Figure 1: The corresponding event hierarchy of exam-
ple 1. Bolded arrows indicate subevent relationships
and bolded lines indicate event coreference relation-
ships, when they are explicitly indicated in the HiEve
annotations. Dashed lines indicate implicit subevent re-
lationship.

In Figure 1, we see that killed1 and wounded6

are explicitly annotated as subevents of attacked3,
while that event in turn is a subevent of protest4.
Events attacked2 and attack5 are explicitly in-
dicated as coreferent with attacked3. These re-
lationships induce the implicit subevent relations
shown by dashed lines.

In this work we propose a pairwise model that
leverages new discourse and narrative features to
significantly improve subevent relation detection.
evaluate our model on two corpora, namely, the
HiEve corpus (Glavaš et al., 2014a) and the In-
telligence Community (IC) corpus1 (Hovy et al.,
2013). We build on feature sets proposed in pre-
vious work, but propose several important dis-
course and narrative level features. We show that
our model outperforms current systems on the
subevent detection task by a significant margin.
An error analysis reveals why these features are
important and further details on why the subevent
detection task is difficult.

We begin the paper by discussing prior work on
subevent detection task (§2). Then we introduce
our model and the feature set (§3). Following that,
we describe the corpora (§4.1) we used and the ex-
perimental setup (§4.2). We then present the eval-
uation metrics and the performance of our model
(§4.3) as well as compare our model performance
to previous works (§5). To the end, we show an
extensive error analysis (§6) and conclude with a
list of contributions (§7).

2 Related Work

There are two pieces of prior work that are most
related to our work. Araki et al. (2014) pro-

1The IC corpus is unfortunately not publically available;
we obtained a copy from Hovy et al. (2013).

posed a logistic regression model to classify pairs
of events into four classes: coreference, subevent,
sister, and no relation. They then used sister re-
lations and their parents to improve the system
performance. Their model was trained and tested
on 65 articles from the IC corpus developed by
(Hovy et al., 2013). Similarly, Glavaš and Šnajder
(2014b) used a logistic regression model to clas-
sify pairs of event into three classes: subevent
relations (SuperSub and SubSuper) and no rela-
tion. They enforced structural coherence which
improved the quality of the extracted event hier-
archies by 7.6% F1 score. They trained and tested
their approach on the HiEve corpus developed by
(Glavaš et al., 2014a). Both approaches were eval-
uated using different evaluations metrics. Araki
et al. evaluated their model using BLANC evalua-
tion metric (Recasens and Hovy, 2011) whereas
Glavaš and Šnajder evaluated their model using
the standard F1 evaluation metric. Both works in-
troduced a variety of features. The main contribu-
tion of our work is to note that the subevent detec-
tion task requires a better understanding of the dis-
course. Thus here we introduce several new fea-
tures, including discourse structure and narrative
structure. The error analysis (§6) demonstrates
why these features are effective and also reveals
more details on why subevent detection is difficult.

3 Features

In this section, we explain the features used in our
model. As discussed, both the HiEve and IC cor-
pus (Hovy et al., 2013; Glavaš et al., 2014a) are
annotated with both subevent and event corefer-
ence relationships. We compute features over all
pairs of events (e1, e2) where e1 precedes e2 in
the text. Each pair of events is either related by a
forward pointing parent-child relationship (PC), a
backward pointing parent-child relationship (CP),
or no relation (NoRel). Our features can be di-
vided into five sets as shown in Table 1. In the
following sections we first illustrate the features
we directly obtained from prior work (§3.1); next
we explain the features that were inspired by prior
work but that we modified significantly (§3.2); and
finally we introduce our new discourse and narra-
tive features (§3.3).

3.1 Prior Features

We obtained most of the lexical and syntactic fea-
tures, and several of the semantic features, directly
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Feature Set or Feature Representation Description

Lexical
Event Expression Bag-of-Events The surface form of e1 and e2.
Same Lemma Binary Whether e1 and e2 have the same lemma.
Temporal Signals* Bag-of-Signals If both events are in the same sentence, the temporal signals appearing in

the sentence between the events, based on the temporal signals list from
(Derczynski and Gaizauskas, 2010).

Event String Similarity Numeric The string similarity between surface forms of the events using a Leven-
shtein distance measure.

Syntactic
Major POS One-hot The Major POS of e1 and e2 (e.g., Noun, Verb, or Adjective) [2 features].
Same Major POS Binary Whether the Major POS of e1 and e2 are the same.
POS Tag One-hot The POS Tag of e1 and e2. [2 features]
Same POS Tag Binary Whether the POS Tag of the e1 and e2 are the same.
Syntactic Dependency* One-hot The ancestor event of the other event in the dependency tree.
Determiner Binary Whether each event has a determiner. [2 features]

Semantic
Semantic Frame Binary Whether e1 and e2 have the same semantic frame using SEMAFOR (Das

et al., 2010).
Event Type* One-hot The event type of e1 and e2 extracted from the mapping from frames to

event types (Liu et al., 2016). [2 features]
Same Event Type Binary Whether event types of e1 and e2 are the same.
VerbOccan Score Numeric The VerbOcean score (Chklovski and Pantel, 2004) between e1 and e2 for

each of VerbOcean’s five relations. [5 features]
Semantic Similarity* Numeric The cosine similarity between e1 and e2 embeddings using FastText

(Mikolov et al., 2018) pre-trained model (wiki-news-300d-1M).
Most Likely Parent Event* One-hot Which event is most likely to be a parent of the other event if both exist in

the training data (see §3.2).
WordNet Similarity Numeric The WordNet Similarity scores between e1 and e2 using (Lin, 1998; Wu

and Palmer, 1994) similarity measures.[2 features]

Arguments
Co-refering Event Argu-
ments*

One-hot Whether specific arguments of e1 and e2 corefer (Lee et al., 2017). Verb
arguments are computed with Allennlp’s SRL (Gardner et al., 2018; He
et al., 2017), Nouns and Adjectives with SEMAFOR.

# of Coreferring Args Numeric The number of coreferring arguments between e1 and e2.
Event in the Other’s Args One-hot Whether one event is mentioned in one of the other event’s arguments, if

both events are in the same sentence.

Discourse & Narrative
Sentence Distance Numeric The number of sentences between e1 and e2.
Event Distance Numeric The number of events between e1 and e2.
Same Sentence Binary Whether e1 and e2 are in the same sentence.
Reported Speech Binary Whether an event mention is mentioned in a direct speech (see §3.3.1).
Non Major Mention Binary Whether the sentences, in which the events are mentioned, share co-

referential non major mentions (see §3.3.2).
RST-DTs Relation One-hot The discourse relation between elementary discourse units (EDUs), where

e1 or e2 are mentioned in, in Rhetorical Structure Tree Discourse Trees
(RST-DTs; see §3.3.1).

Table 1: Features used in the model. Novel features are underlined. Features modified from prior work are marked
with an asterisk.

from prior work on subevent detection (Araki
et al., 2014; Glavaš and Šnajder, 2014b). We used
spaCy (Honnibal and Montani) to compute lexical
and syntactic features.

3.2 Modified Features

Five of our features were inspired by those in prior
work, but we modified them for our system.

Temporal Signals We observed that if a sen-
tence mentions two events from different event hi-

erarchies, then a temporal signal often exists be-
tween them (e.g., after and since). This is il-
lustrated by the first sentence in Example 6. To
capture this we used a temporal signals list (Der-
czynski and Gaizauskas, 2010) to find intervening
temporal signal words between the events, and en-
coded this as a bag of temporal signals.

Syntactic Dependency Both prior systems en-
coded a feature which captured whether one event
in a pair was an immediate child (i.e., governed) of
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the other. We expand that to checking for ancestry
more generally. This is encoded as one-hot vector.

Event Type We use the mapping from frames
to 33 ACE 2005 event types introduced in (Liu
et al., 2016) to determine the event type of each
event. Prior work relied on the IBM SIRE system
to compute event types (Florian et al., 2010). This
is encode as a one-hot vector.

Semantic Similarity We used the Fast-
Text (Mikolov et al., 2018) pre-trained model
(wiki-news-300d-1M) to measure the seman-
tic similarity between pairs of events. Prior work
used the SENNA system for this feature (Collobert
et al., 2011). This is encoded as a numeric feature.

Most Likely Parent Event Similar to (Araki
et al., 2014), we count the number of times in
the training data that a particular event lemma and
POS pair is observed as a parent of another event
lemma/POS pair. For a pair (e1, e2), if the lemma
and POS of e1 is more often found as a parent of
e2, this is encoded as the vector (1,0,0); if the op-
posite is true, this is encoded as (0,1,0). If there
were no observations, this is encoded as (0,0,1).
Prior work did not take into account the part of
speech, or the direction of the subevent relation-
ship.

Co-referring Event Arguments When match-
ing arguments, we allowed ARG0 to match ARG0
or ARG1 and vice versa, and we also examined
LOC and TMP modifying arguments. This is en-
coded as six-place binary vector for ARG0/ARG1,
LOC, and TMP.

3.3 New Features

The new features are divided into three types: two
discourse features (§3.3.1), one narrative feature
(§3.3.2) and two semantic features (§3.3.3).

3.3.1 Discourse Features
We for the first time investigate the importance
of discourse features for detecting subevents. We
introduced two new features: rhetorical structure
and reported speech.

Rhetorical Structure Rhetorical Structure
Theory (RST) (Mann and Thompson, 1988) is a
hierarchical model aims to identify the discourse
structure of a text. The text is first segmented
into Elementary Discourse Units (EDUs) which in
turn are linked in binary or multi-way discourse
relations (see Carlson and Marcu, 2001). Rhetor-
ical analysis has been shown to be beneficial in
many NLP tasks including sentiment analysis (So-

masundaran, 2010; Lazaridou et al., 2013; Bha-
tia et al., 2015), text generation (Prasad et al.,
2005), information extraction (Maslennikov and
Chua, 2007), question answering (Verberne et al.,
2007) and coreference resolution (Cristea et al.,
1998; Joty et al., 2015). Therefore we hypoth-
esized that discourse structure could be useful
to the subevent detection task. We employ the
CODRA discourse parser (COmplete probabilistic
Discriminative framework for performing Rhetor-
ical Analysis; Joty et al., 2015) to build a dis-
course tree of each text. We use (Neumann, 2015)
for post-processing the CODRA output to build
a graph representing the result. We then extract
the rhetorical relation between event mentions us-
ing the rhetorical relation between the EDUs in
which the event are found. The feature is encoded
as a one-hot vector covering all 16 main relation
classes.

Consider Example 2. When applied to this text,
the discourse parser identifies the relation between
raid3 and killed4 as an Elaboration relation. Fur-
thermore, the parser also captures a Topic-Change
relation between offensive6 and each of killed1,
wounded2, raid3, killed4, and injured5.

Although the discourse parser is useful primar-
ily for providing information about inter-sentential
relationships between events, it can also give
useful information about intra-sentential relation-
ships. Consider Example 3. For this text the dis-
course parser finds the Background relation be-
tween abduction1 and each of killed2 and res-
cued3.

Reported Speech We also observed that

One Palestinian was killed1 and at least
four others were wounded2 in an Is-
raeli air raid3 near the southern Gaza
town of Rafah on Sunday, Palestinian
security sources said. . . . Palestinian
security sources said that one Pales-
tinian bystander was killed4 and at least
four others were injured5. . . . Israeli
troops continued a massive ground and
air offensive6 in the Gaza Strip on Sun-
day.

Example 2: Excerpt from IC corpus (Hovy et al.,
2013). Events relevant to explaining the discourse fea-
tures are bolded. Mentions relevant to explaining the
narrative feature are underlined. Note that, for clar-
ity, not all events marked in the corpus are bolded here
(e.g., Reporting events such as said).
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Mahsud, a former prisoner at Guan-
tanamo Bay, is being hunted for the
abduction1 of two Chinese engineers,
which ended last Thursday when com-
mandos killed2 five kidnappers and
rescued3 one Chinese.

Example 3: A sentence where intra-sentential dis-
course relations are useful for discovering subevent re-
lations.

subevents are often reported in direct and indi-
rect speech. Direct speech is speech set off with
quotes, while indirect speech is speech reported
without quotes. We only considered direct speech
in this work, primarily because it is easy to detect;
however, subevents are also likely to be reported
in indirect speech as can be seen in example 2
where killed4 and injured5 (which are subevents
of raid3) are mentioned in indirect speech.

3.3.2 Narrative Feature: Non-Major
Mentions

We also introduced what we are calling a narra-
tive feature that we found informative in detect-
ing subevent relations. This feature recognizes
that other entities mentioned in a sentence be-
sides those in the event arguments can be useful
in subevent detection. This feature is narrative in
the sense that it takes into account whether an en-
tity is central to the story in the text.

In particular, we observed that many sentences
which shared an event hierarchy also share some
coreferring mentions beside events argument. De-
spite this, certain entities are so central to the text
that they are mentioned nearly everywhere and are
thus no especially informative. Therefore we filter
out these major mentions and encode as a binary
feature whether or not the sentences contain the
events share a non-major mention.

The trick, of course, is defining what is a ma-
jor mention. A simple and effective way of filter-
ing out major mentions is to measure the distribu-
tion of coreference chain lengths (normalized to
the number of the corresponding article’s chains),
and discard all chains with a length above a cer-
tain threshold. This threshold can be tuned to the
data. In our experiment we estimated the mean
and standard deviation of the distribution of coref-
erence chains in each text and filtered out chains
that were longer than a single standard deviation
above the mean. In Example 2, the threshold of
the corresponding article is 2, thus Palestinian se-
curity sources, which is mentioned only twice, is

The Al-Qaeda linked Army of Ansar al-
Sunna claimed responsibility Tuesday
for a car bomb attack1 which killed2
four Iraqi guardsmen . . .

Example 4: A sentence where one event appears in-
side the argument for another event. Event killed2 is a
subevent of attack1.

not considered a major mention.

3.3.3 Semantic Features
Event in the Other’s Arguments We observed
that if an event hierarchy is expressed within a
sentence, one of the events is often mentioned as
part of the other event’s arguments as can be seen
in Example 4, where the attack1 event appears as
ARG0 of killed2. Although this feature is related
to the Syntactic Dependency feature, an event’s ar-
guments are not always syntactically dependent on
the event head, so it adds useful information.

Number of Coreferring Arguments We also
include the number of coreferring event arguments
as numeric feature.

4 Experiment

Here we describe the corpora on which the experi-
ment were performed and the evaluation metrics
used to measure the performance of our model.
Then we compare the performance of our model
with previous models, specifically those of Araki
et al. (2014) and Glavaš and Šnajder (2014b).

4.1 Corpora

As already mentioned, we used two corpora: the
Intelligence Community (IC) (Hovy et al., 2013)
corpus and HiEve corpus (Glavaš et al., 2014a)
to train and test our model. The IC corpus con-
tains 100 news articles in the Violent Event do-
main (attacks, killings, wars, etc). The HiEve
corpus is an open domain corpus that also con-
tains 100 news articles. Both corpora are anno-
tated with both coreference and subevent relations.
The inter-annotator agreement for the IC corpus is
0.467 Fleiss’s kappa for subevent relations. The
approach proposed for temporal relations by (Uz-
Zaman and Allen, 2011) was used to measure the
inter-annotator agreement in HiEve corpus, result-
ing in 0.69 F1. There is a small conceptual differ-
ence between the annotation of subevent relations
in both corpora. The annotation of subevents in the
IC corpus follows (Hovy et al., 2013) where they
argued that there are three degrees of event iden-
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tity: fully identical, quasi-identical (a.k.a., par-
tial co-reference) and fully independent (not iden-
tical). Quasi-identity in turn appears in two ways:
membership or subevent. Membership is defined
as when an event is a set of multiple instances
of the same type of event and the other event is
one of the instances. In Example 5, attack1 and
operation2 are members of blows3, not subevents.
In contrast, the HiEve corpus considers the mem-
bership relation as a subevent relation. When
training on the IC corpus we considered only the
subevent relations, and ignore the membership re-
lations.

The Al-Qaeda linked group which said
it carried out the deadly attack1 against
US soldiers in the Iraqi city of Mo-
sul accused the United States . . . The
operation2 is one of the heaviest blows3
in the city of Mosul . . .

Example 5: Illustration of the membership quasi-
identity relationship of Hovy et al. (2013)

For both corpora we extend the annotations
by computing the transitive closure of both co-
reference and subevent relations according to the
following rules, where e1, e2 and e3 are event
mentions, ≡ indicates event coreference, e1 > e2
indicates e1 is a parent of e2 , and e1 < e2 in-
dicates e1 is a child of e2. All of these rules are
taken from the work by Glavaš et al. (2014a). We
confirmed that this closure produces a consistent
graph, and thus is insensitive to the order of com-
putation of the closure. Table 2 shows the statistics
of both corpora.

1. (e1 ≡ e2) & (e2 ≡ e3)⇒ (e1 ≡ e3)
2. (e1 > e2) & (e2 > e3)⇒ (e1 > e3)

3. (e1 < e2) & (e2 < e3)⇒ (e1 < e3)

4. (e1 > e2) & (e2 ≡ e3)⇒ (e1 > e3)

5. (e1 > e2) & (e1 ≡ e3)⇒ (e3 > e2)

6. (e1 < e2) & (e2 ≡ e3)⇒ (e1 < e3)

7. (e1 < e2) & (e1 ≡ e3)⇒ (e3 < e2)

4.2 Experimental Setup
We use Linear SVM classifier from scikit-learn
package for classification over the gold annotated
event mentions. Linear SVM can handle multi-
class classification using a one-vs-rest scheme
(Pedregosa et al., 2011). Most of the parameters
are default parameters 2, but to address the issue

2penalty=l2,C=0.01, random state=0,
max iter=1000, class weight=balanced,
multi class=ovr.

IC HiEve

# of sentences 1,973 1,377
# of tokens 48,737 34,917
# PC relations, original 472 609
# PC relations, transitive closure 1632 1802
# CP relations, original 257 351
# CP relations, transitive closure 1665 1846
# NoRel relations 48567 42094
Avg # of sents. per article 19.7 13.7
Avg # of sents. in an event boundary 6.2 8.3
Avg # of events per article 30.5 26.0
Avg # of events in each hierarchy 5.2 7.0
Avg # of hierarchies per article 3.29 2.19

Table 2: Statistics of IC and HiEve corpora.

of the data imbalance as shown in Table 3, we
use the parameter class weight=balanced
to assign a higher misclassification penalty on the
minority class (PC and CP). We conducted 5-fold
cross-validation for the experiment. Average fold
statistics are shown in Table 3.

4.3 Evaluation and Result

We use the same evaluation metrics used in pre-
vious models. (Araki et al., 2014) evaluated their
model using BLANC evaluation metric (Recasens
and Hovy, 2011) whereas (Glavaš and Šnajder,
2014b) evaluated their model using the standard
F1 evaluation metric. The results of the perfor-
mance averaged across all five folds on the three
classes (PC, CP and NoRel) are shown in Ta-
ble 4 using both evaluation metrics on both cor-
pora. Table 5 shows the comparison between our
model and previous models. Although it is not
clear to us how Araki et al. handled the direc-
tion of the subevent relation, we take the average
of our model classes (PC and CP) and compare it
with the subevent class in Araki et al.’s work. For
Glavaš and Šnajder, we consider only their coher-
ent model, which is the best model that does not
use the gold coreference relations. Therefore, in
Table 5, the reported result of all models are the
average of both classes (PC and CP). From Ta-
ble 5, we can see that our model outperforms both
prior models, by 15 and 5 percentage points. We
also see that the precision is lower than the recall
which indicate that the subevent detection task is
still a difficult and complex task that needs more
work. In the next two sections we explain why
the performance of our model is low on IC cor-
pus compared to the HiEve corpus, as well as an
extensive error analysis.
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IC corpus HiEve corpus
Training Test Total Training Test Total

# articles 80 20 100 80 20 100
# PC (avg.) 1299.2 332.8 1632 1484 318 1802
# CP (avg.) 1317.8 347.2 1665 1456.4 389.6 1846
# NoRel (avg.) 39469 9098 48567 35621.2 6472.8 42094

Table 3: Average statistics of the folds. PC stands for parent-child relation. CP stands for child-parent relation.
NoRel stands for no relation.

Evaluation Metrics
F1 Score BLANC

Pos Links Neg Links Avg
Corpus Relation P R F1 P R P R F1

HiEve
PC 0.576 0.807 0.67 0.661 0.832 0.989 0.973 0.857
CP 0.661 0.832 0.733 0.576 0.807 0.990 0.971 0.825
NoRel 0.98 0.945 0.962 0.980 0.945 0.625 0.830 0.836

IC
PC 0.469 0.564 0.506 0.455 0.549 0.982 0.973 0.735
CP 0.454 0.550 0.492 0.468 0.564 0.983 0.975 0.743
NoRel 0.966 0.905 0.958 0.966 0.949 0.461 0.557 0.729

Table 4: Our model result on IC corpus (Hovy et al., 2013) and HiEve corpus (Glavaš et al., 2014a) using BLANC
and F1 standard evaluation metrics. PC stands for parent-child relation. CP stands for child-parent relation.

5 Discussion

As shown in Table 4, our model performs worse
on the IC corpus than on HiEve. This is not sur-
prising given the large difference in annotation
agreement between IC and HiEve as well as the
the removal of membership relations on IC cor-
pus (see §4.1). Beside its lower annotation agree-
ment, the IC corpus is also domain specific, with
events only related to the intelligence community.
This make general resources and tools (e.g., Ver-
bOcean, WordNet) less effective.

We investigated the importance of each of the
five feature sets (Table 1) to our model by retrain-
ing it while leaving out one set at time. In order
of importance they are (1) Syntactic, (2) Seman-
tic, (3) Discourse & Narrative, (4) Lexical, and (5)
Arguments. The importance of the syntactic fea-
tures derived from the fact that children events are
most often mentioned in the same sentence as their
parent events. The three most important features
among the Semantic features are Most Likely Par-
ent Event, Event Type, and Semantic Frame. For
the Lexical feature set, the Event Feature and Tem-
poral Signals are the most important.

6 Error Analysis

Inspection of the results revealed several types
of errors, aside from the usual noise introduced
by the various sub-components, such as the dis-

course parser or co-reference systems. We clus-
ter the errors into three types: (1) an event pair
that should be classified as PC but classified as
CP and vice versa (about 28%); (2) an event pair
is wrongly classified as NoRel (missed subevent
relation; about 12%); (3) an event pair that is actu-
ally NoRel is wrongly classified as subevent (PC
or CP; about 60% of the errors).

Type 1: PC as CP or vice versa About a third
of the model errors were this type. Most of the
errors are a result of an incorrect Event Type fea-
ture. This feature plays a major role in capturing
the direction of the subevent relation. For exam-
ple, if an event e1 with event type Die occurs in
the text before an event e2 with event type Attack,
then the direction of the relation is mostly child-
parent relation. But if e2 occurs before e1, then
the direction of the relation is mostly parent-child.
If the event type is unknown for one of the event
mentions, then our model commonly usually fails
to capture the direction.

Type 2: Incorrect NoRel Most of the type 2
errors occur when an event is far away from its
related event, in terms of number of intervening
sentences. The larger the distance between events
the more likely the model makes this error. For
this type of error, we calculated the average num-
ber of sentences and the average number of events
intervening between a missed pair of event, which
the model should capture its subevent relation, and
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F1 Score BLANC
Pos Links Neg Links Avg

Corpus Model P R F1 P R P R F1

IC
Araki et al. (2014) - - - 0.144 0.333 0.993 0.981 0.594
Araki et al. Re-Impl. 0.242 0.285 0.262 - - - - -
Our model 0.461 0.557 0.499 0.461 0.557 0.983 0.974 0.739

HiEve Glavaš and Šnajder (2014b) 0.766 0.565 0.65 - - - - -
Glavaš and Šnajder Re-Impl. - - - 0.562 0.750 0.983 0.971 0.813
Our model 0.618 0.82 0.701 0.618 0.82 0.99 0.972 0.841

Table 5: Our model performance compared to previous models (Araki et al., 2014; Glavaš and Šnajder, 2014b).
Each row represent the average of both classes parent-child (PC) and child-parent (CP). Because the prior systems
both did not report both metrics, we approximated the metrics for those systems by reimplementing them.

found that when the distance is greater than 9 sen-
tences and the number of events is greater than 14
events, the more likely the model would conduct
this error. Subevents tend to be close to their par-
ents in the text as shown in Table 2. Moreover,
we observed that the Non-Major Mention (§3.3.2)
and Discourse Relation features (§3.3.1), were less
useful the larger the distance between the events.

Type 3: False Positive PC or CP Most of
the errors were of this type. There were a vari-
ety of causes, but the most common was when
a sentence contained multiple event hierarchies.
Consider Example 6 where the sentence contains
two different event hierarchies, namely, one hier-
archy containing offensive3 and another contain-
ing abduction4.

Over 90 Palestinians and one Israeli
soldier have been killed1 since Israel
launched2 a massive air and ground
offensive3 into the Gaza Strip on June
28, three days after the abduction4 of
one Israeli soldier by Palestinian mili-
tants in a cross-border raid5.

Example 6: Excerpt from IC corpus (Hovy et al., 2013)
showing a passage that results in an error of Type 3.

In this example, killed1 and launched2 are
subevents of offensive3, whereas abduction4 is a
subevent of raid5. When processing this example
the discourse parser failed to capture the discourse
relation between offensive3 and abduction4 be-
cause both events are in the same EDU. More-
over, even though we introduced features such as
temporal signals (after, since, etc.) to capture
subevent relation between intra-sentential events,
this error can still occur if the intra-sentential
events are syntactically related (i.e., killed1 syn-
tactically dominates abduction4, or there is a
causal relation between events).

Based on this observation, we ran an experi-
ment on the IC corpus to examine the impact on
subevent detection of having two different events
in the same sentence. We construct a subset of the
IC corpus (58 articles) which excluded all articles
that contain at least one sentence with two differ-
ent event hierarchy, and re-ran our main experi-
ment. Under these conditions, the model perfor-
mance increased by 6 and 4.6 points F1 on PC and
CP classes, respectively (because of the smaller
set, we used 3 folds instead of 5). Returning to
the original corpus, we observed that two different
event hierarchies are mostly found in compound
and complex sentences, and one of the them is
usually background event. This observation in-
dicates that splitting compound or complex sen-
tences into two simple sentences in advance might
be useful in detecting subevents. Even though the
discourse parser does this splitting automatically,
this split is not currently propagated to the other
features.

7 Contributions

We present a model to detect subevent relation in
news articles which outperforms the two prior ap-
proaches by 15 and 5 percentage points, respec-
tively. Our model involves several novel discourse
and narrative features, as well as a small number of
feature modifications. Our error analysis indicates
that having two event hierarchies in the same sen-
tence is a major problem, as well as having signif-
icant separation between a parent and child event.
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Abstract

Recent work by Zellers et al. (2018) intro-
duced a new task of commonsense natural lan-
guage inference: given an event description
such as “A woman sits at a piano,” a machine
must select the most likely followup: “She
sets her fingers on the keys.” With the intro-
duction of BERT (Devlin et al., 2018), near
human-level performance was reached. Does
this mean that machines can perform human
level commonsense inference?

In this paper, we show that commonsense in-
ference still proves di�cult for even state-
of-the-art models, by presenting HellaSwag,
a new challenge dataset. Though its ques-
tions are trivial for humans (°95% accuracy),
state-of-the-art models struggle (†48%). We
achieve this via Adversarial Filtering (AF), a
data collection paradigm wherein a series of
discriminators iteratively select an adversarial
set of machine-generated wrong answers. AF
proves to be surprisingly robust. The key in-
sight is to scale up the length and complex-
ity of the dataset examples towards a critical
‘Goldilocks’ zone wherein generated text is
ridiculous to humans, yet often misclassified
by state-of-the-art models.

Our construction of HellaSwag, and its result-
ing di�culty, sheds light on the inner work-
ings of deep pretrained models. More broadly,
it suggests a new path forward for NLP re-
search, in which benchmarks co-evolve with
the evolving state-of-the-art in an adversarial
way, so as to present ever-harder challenges.

1 Introduction

Imagine a woman chasing a dog around outside,
trying to give it a bath. What might happen next?
Humans can read a narrative like this, shown in
Figure 1, and connect it to a rich model of the
world: the dog is currently dry and not soapy, and
it actively doesn’t want to be bathed. Thus, one

A woman is outside with a bucket and a dog. The dog is running 
around trying to avoid a bath. She…

A. rinses the bucket off with soap and blow dry the dog’s head.
B. uses a hose to keep it from getting soapy.
C. gets the dog wet, then it runs away again.
D. gets into a bath tub with the dog.

Come to a complete halt at a stop sign or red light. At a stop sign, 
come to a complete halt for about 2 seconds or until vehicles that 
arrived before you clear the intersection. If you're stopped at a red 
light, proceed when the light has turned green. …

A. Stop for no more than two seconds, or until the light turns 
yellow. A red light in front of you indicates that you should 
stop.

B. After you come to a complete stop, turn off your turn signal. 
Allow vehicles to move in different directions before moving 
onto the sidewalk.

C. Stay out of the oncoming traffic. People coming in from 
behind may elect to stay left or right.

D. If the intersection has a white stripe in your lane, stop 
before this line. Wait until all traffic has cleared before 
crossing the intersection.

OpenAI
GPT

How to 
determine 

who has right 
of way. 

easy! ???

+
Adversarial 

Filtering

+
Adversarial 

Filtering

Figure 1: Models like BERT struggle to finish the sen-
tences in HellaSwag, even when they come from the
same distribution as the training set. While the wrong
endings are on-topic, with words that relate to the con-
text, humans consistently judge their meanings to be
either incorrect or implausible. For example, option A
of the WikiHow passage suggests that a driver should
stop at a red light for no more than two seconds.

plausible next event is option C—that she’ll get
the dog wet and it will run away again.

When the SWAG dataset was first announced
(Zellers et al., 2018), this new task of common-
sense natural language inference seemed trivial
for humans (88%) and yet challenging for then-
state-of-the-art models (†60%), including ELMo
(Peters et al., 2018). However, BERT (Devlin
et al., 2018) soon reached over 86%, almost
human-level performance. One news article on
this development was headlined “finally, a ma-
chine that can finish your sentence.”1

In this paper, we investigate the following ques-
tion: How well do deep pretrained models, like

1A New York Times article at https://nyti.ms/2DycutY.
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BERT, perform at commonsense natural language
inference (NLI)? Our surprising conclusion is
that the underlying task remains unsolved. In-
deed, we find that deep models such as BERT do
not demonstrate robust commonsense reasonining
ability by themselves. Instead, they operate more
like rapid surface learners for a particular dataset.
Their strong performance on SWAG is dependent
on the finetuning process, wherein they largely
learn to pick up on dataset-specific distributional
biases. When the distribution of language shifts
slightly, performance drops drastically – even if
the domain remains identical.

We study this question by introducing Hella-

Swag,2 a new benchmark for commonsense
NLI. We use Adversarial Filtering (AF), a data-
collection paradigm in which a series of discrim-
inators is used to select a challenging set of gen-
erated wrong answers. AF is surprisingly e↵ec-
tive towards this goal: the resulting dataset of 70k
problems is easy for humans (95.6% accuracy),
yet challenging for machines (†50%q. This result
holds even when models are given a significant
number of training examples, and even when the
test data comes from the exact same distribution
as the training data. Machine performance slips
an additional 5% when evaluated on examples that
cover novel concepts from the same domain.

To make this dataset robust to deep pre-
trained models, we use a trifecta of state-of-the-
art generators (Radford et al., 2018), state-of-
the-art discriminators (BERT), and high quality
source text. We expand on the SWAG’s origi-
nal video-captioning domain by using WikiHow
articles, greatly increasing the context diversity
and generation length. Our investigation reveals
a Goldilocks zone – roughly three sentences of
context, and two generated sentences – wherein
generations are largely nonsensical, even though
state-of-the-art discriminators cannot reliably tell
the di↵erence between these generations and the
ground truth.

More broadly, our paper presents a case-study
towards a future of verified progress in NLP, via it-
erative rounds of building and breaking datasets. If
our ultimate goal is to provide reliable benchmarks
for challenging tasks, such as commonsense NLI,
these benchmarks cannot be static. Instead, they
must evolve together with the evolving state-of-

2Short for Harder Endings, Longer contexts, and Low-
shot Activities for Situations With Adversarial Generations.
Dataset and code at https://rowanzellers.com/hellaswag.
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Figure 2: An overview of Adversarial Filtering. On
each iteration, a new classifier is trained on a dummy
training set Dtrain to replace easily-classified negative
endings on the dummy test set Dtest with adversarial
endings. This process is repeated iteratively, to obtain
a challenging dataset regardless of the final split.

the-art. Continued evolution in turn requires prin-
cipled dataset creation algorithms. Whenever a
new iteration of a dataset is created, these algo-
rithms must leverage existing modeling advance-
ments to filter out spurious biases. Only once this
cycle becomes impossible can we say that the un-
derlying task – as opposed an individual dataset –
is solved.

2 Background

SWAG is a dataset for commonsense NLI. For
each question, a model is given a context from a
video caption and four ending choices for what
might happen next. Only one choice is right – the
actual next caption of the video.

Obtaining interesting negatives is challenging.
Prior work (e.g. Gururangan et al., 2018; Poliak
et al., 2018) has found that when humans write the
endings to NLI questions, they introduce subtle
yet strong class-conditional biases known as an-
notation artifacts.3

To address this, Zellers et al. (2018) intro-
duced Adversarial Filtering (AF). An overview
is shown in Figure 2. The key idea is to produce
a dataset D which is adversarial for any arbitrary
split of pDtrain, Dtestq. This requires a generator
of negative candidates (i.e., wrong endings that vi-

3These biases simply inflate model performance, but past
work has also shown that are unwanted social biases induced
when humans write the endings, in terms of gender and race
(Rudinger et al., 2015).
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Figure 3: Validation accuracy on SWAG for BERT-
Large versus training set size. The baseline (25% accu-
racy) is random chance. BERT does well given as few
as 16 training examples, but requires tens of thousands
of examples to approach human performance.

olate human notions about how the world works),
which we achieve by using a language model. Po-
tential candidates of incorrect answers were mas-
sively oversampled from a language model trained
on in-domain data, and then selected using an en-
semble of adversaries. The selection process hap-
pens iteratively: on each iteration, the dataset is
randomly partitioned into Dtrain and Dtest. The
ensemble is trained to classify endings as real or
generated on Dtrain, then, AF replaces easy-to-
classify generations in Dtest. This process con-
tinues until the accuracy of these adversaries con-
verges. Last, humans validate the data to remove
adversarial endings that seem realistic.

Importantly, AF creates a final dataset that
is challenging to models regardless of the final
dataset split. In Section 4, we will use AF as the
underlying workhorse to construct an NLI dataset
that is easy for humans, yet challenging for ma-
chines. This di�culty persists even when mod-
els are provided significant training data, and even
when this data comes from the same distribution
as the test set. This contrasts with past work on
adversarial examples (e.g. Jia and Liang, 2017;
Glockner et al., 2018; Belinkov and Bisk, 2018)
which consider cases where an out-of-distribution
test set is constructed to be adversarial.

3 Investigating SWAG

In this section, we investigate why SWAG was
solved. We focus on BERT, since it is the best

Figure 4: BERT validation accuracy when trained and
evaluated under several versions of SWAG, with the
new dataset HellaSwag as comparison. We compare:
Ending Only No context is provided; just the endings.
Shuffled Endings that are indidivually tokenized,

shu✏ed, and then detokenized.
Shuffled+
Ending Only

No context is provided and each ending is
shu✏ed.

known approach at the time of writing.4 Core to
our analysis is investigating how a model trained
on Wikipedia and books can be so e↵ectively fine-
tuned for SWAG, a dataset from video captions.

3.1 How much innate knowledge does BERT
have about SWAG?

We investigate this question by measuring BERT’s
performance on SWAG while varying the size of
the training dataset; results are shown in Fig-
ure 3. While the best known ELMo NLI model
(ESIM+ELMo; Chen et al., 2017) requires the en-
tire training set to reach 59%, BERT outperforms
this given only 64 examples. However, BERT still
needs upwards of 16k examples to approach hu-
man performance, around which it plateaus.

3.2 What is learned during finetuning?

Figure 4 compares BERT’s performance when
trained and evaluated on variants of SWAG.
Context: BERT’s performance only slips 11.9
points (86.7%Ñ74.8%) when context is omitted
(Ending Only), suggesting a bias exists in the
endings themselves.5 If a followup event seems
unreasonable absent of context, then there must be
something markedly di↵erent between the space
of human-written and machine-generated endings.
Structure: To distinguish word usage from

4See the appendix for a discussion of the BERT architec-
ture and hyperparameter settings we used in our experiments.

5These biases are similar to those in NLI datasets, as
found by Gururangan et al. (2018); Poliak et al. (2018).
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Figure 5: Adversarial Filtering (AF) results with BERT-Large as the discriminator. Left: AF applied to ActivityNet
generations produced by Zellers et al. (2018)’s language model versus OpenAI GPT. While GPT converges at
random, the LM used for SWAG converges at 75%. Right: AF applied to WikiHow generations from GPT, while
varying the ending length from one to three sentences. They converge to random, „40%, and „50%, respectively.

structural patterns, we consider a new scenario,
Shuffled. Here the shared context is provided,
but the words in each ending choice are randomly
permuted. Surprisingly, this reduces BERT perfor-
mance by less than 10%. Even though BERT was
never exposed to randomly shu✏ed text during
pretraining, it easily adapts to this setting, which
suggests that BERT is largely performing lexical
reasoning over each (context, answer) pair.

Finally, when the context is removed and the
words in each ending are shu✏ed, performance
drops to 60.4%. While low, this is still higher
than ELMo’s performance (†60% from Zellers
et al., 2018). As neither context nor structure
is needed to discriminate between human and
machine-written endings in a majority of cases, it
is likely that systems primarily learn to detect dis-
tributional stylistic patterns during finetuning.

3.3 Where do the stylistic biases come from?

SWAG was constructed via Adversarial Filter-
ing (AF). Endings were generated via a language
model, and then selected to fool a discrimina-
tor. To understand why it was solved requires
understanding the interplay of AF with respect to
SWAG’s generators and discriminators.

Zellers et al. (2018) used a two-layer LSTM for
generation, with shallow stylistic adversarial fil-
ters.6 This setup was robust against ELMo mod-
els, but has the shallow LM in particular produced
distributional artifacts that BERT picks up on?

6The discriminator was an ensemble that featured a bag
of words model, a shallow CNN, a multilayer perceptron op-
erating on language model perplexities.

To investigate this, we perform AF using BERT-
Large as the discriminator7 in two settings, com-
paring generations from Zellers et al. (2018) with
those from a finetuned GPT (Radford et al., 2018).

Strikingly, the results, Figure 5 (left), show that
the generations used in SWAG are so di↵erent
from the human-written endings that AF never
drops the accuracy to chance; instead, it converges
to roughly 75%. On the other hand, GPT’s gener-
ations are good enough that BERT accuracy drops
below 30% over many random subsplits of the
data, revealing the importance of the generator.

4 HellaSwag

The success of BERT implies that high-quality
generators and discriminators are crucial to AF’s
success. However, it does not imply that the un-
derlying task of commonsense NLI – as opposed
to a single dataset – is solved. To evaluate this
claim requires us to try making a new evolution
of the SWAG dataset, one in which artifacts are
removed. In this section, we do just that by intro-
ducing HellaSwag.

4.1 ActivityNet Captions

We start by including video captions from the
ActivityNet Captions dataset (Krishna et al.,
2017). The original SWAG dataset contains these,
along with captions from LSMDC (Rohrbach
et al., 2017), but for HellaSwag we solely used

7On each iteration, BERT-Large is re-initialized from its
pretrained checkpoint, finetuned, and then evaluated in a
four-way setting on the dummy test set of held-out data. See
Supp A for a details of our BERT-Large AF setup.
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ActivityNet. In addition to temporal descriptions,
ActivityNet also provides activity labels for each
caption (e.g. jumping rope). We will use these
activity labels as additional structure to test gener-
alization ability.

4.2 WikiHow: A New Testbed
We next consider a new and challenging testbed
for commonsense reasoning: completing how-to
articles from WikiHow, an online how-to manual.
We scrape 80k context and follow-up paragraphs
from WikiHow, covering such diverse topics as
“how to make an origami owl” to “how to survive
a bank robbery.” Each context has at most three
sentences, as do the follow-ups.

AF’s e↵ectiveness in this new setting is shown
in Figure 5 (right). We consider three settings,
corresponding to endings that are either one, two,
or three sentences long. In all cases, BERT per-
formance begins high (70-90%), but there are
enough generations for Adversarial Filtering to
lower the final accuracy considerably. While the
one-sentence case converges to slightly higher
than random – 35% when it converges – the two
and three sentence cases are higher, at 40% and
50% respectively. Given more context, it becomes
easier to classify an ending as machine- or human-
written. We compromise and use two-sentence
generations. Particularly in the two-sentence case,
we find ourselves in a Goldilocks zone wherein
generations are challenging for deep models, yet
as we shall soon see, easy for humans.

4.3 Obtaining high human agreement
How well can humans distinguish human-written
endings from machine generations refined with
Adversarial Filtering? In Figure 6, we com-
pare human performance with that of BERT on
a random 80%/20% split. We see a contrast
between the ActivityNet and WikiHow perfor-
mance. While ActivityNet starts o↵ harder for
BERT (25.5%), it also proves di�cult for humans
(60%). In contrast, WikiHow starts easier for
BERT (41.1%) and humans find the domain al-
most trivial (93.5%). We hypothesis this discrep-
ancy is due to the lengths of both datasets (Fig-
ure 7). WikiHow’s 2-sentence generations average
41 tokens, versus 13 for ActivityNet. This gives
WikiHow generations three times as many oppor-
tunities to make a detectable mistake.

To ensure high agreement on ActivityNet, we
perform several rounds of human filtering, in-

Figure 6: For HellaSwag, we ensure high human agree-
ment through several rounds of annotation. By collect-
ing how likely each ending is we can filter false nega-
tive endings – machine generations that sound realistic
– and replace them with true negatives. On both sub-
datasets, BERT performance increases during valida-
tion, but the gap to human performance remains wide.

Figure 7: Lengths of ActivityNet and WikiHow; the
latter with two-sentence generations. WikiHow is
much longer, which corresponds to being easier for hu-
mans, while taking longer for AF to converge.

creasing human performance to 94%. During hu-
man validation, crowd workers are given a context
and six ending choices, of which one is the true
ending, and the other five are from AF. On each
iteration, we replace machine-written endings that
the worker rated as realistic with new samples. In
the end, we keep the 25k best ActivityNet contexts
(i.e. those with highest agreement among workers
8) and the 45k best WikiHow contexts.

4.4 Zero-shot categories for evaluation

To evaluate a model’s ability to generalize to new
situations, we use category labels from WikiHow
and ActivityNet to make ‘zero-shot’ evaluation
sets. For each set (validation or test), we craft two
subsets: one containing 5k ‘in-domain’ examples
that come from categories as seen during training
(Figure 8), and another with 5k ‘zero-shot’ exam-
ples from randomly chosen held-out categories. In
total, there are 70k dataset examples.

8See the appendix for details about how we estimate this.
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Overall In-Domain Zero-Shot ActivityNet WikiHow
Model Val Test Val Test Val Test Val Test Val Test

Split SizeÑ 10K 10K 5K 5K 5K 5K 3.2K 3.5K 6.8K 6.5K

Chance 25.0

fastText 30.9 31.6 33.8 32.9 28.0 30.2 27.7 28.4 32.4 33.3
LSTM+GloVe 31.9 31.7 34.3 32.9 29.5 30.4 34.3 33.8 30.7 30.5
LSTM+ELMo 31.7 31.4 33.2 32.8 30.4 30.0 33.8 33.3 30.8 30.4
LSTM+BERT-Base 35.9 36.2 38.7 38.2 33.2 34.1 40.5 40.5 33.7 33.8
ESIM+ELMo 33.6 33.3 35.7 34.2 31.5 32.3 37.7 36.6 31.6 31.5
OpenAI GPT 41.9 41.7 45.3 44.0 38.6 39.3 46.4 43.8 39.8 40.5
BERT-Base 39.5 40.5 42.9 42.8 36.1 38.3 48.9 45.7 34.9 37.7
BERT-Large 46.7 47.3 50.2 49.7 43.3 45.0 54.7 51.7 42.9 45.0

Human 95.7 95.6 95.6 95.6 95.8 95.7 94.0 94.0 96.5 96.5

Table 1: Performance of models, evaluated with accuracy (%).We report results on the full validation and test sets
(Overall), as well as results on informative subsets of the data: evaluated on in-domain, versus zero-shot situations,
along with performance on the underlying data sources (ActivityNet versus WikiHow). All models substantially
underperform humans: the gap is over 45% on in-domain categories, and 50% on zero-shot categories.

Figure 8: Examples on the in-domain validation set of
HellaSwag, grouped by category label. Our evaluation
setup equally weights performance on categories seen
during training as well as out-of-domain.

5 Results

We evaluate the di�culty of HellaSwag using a va-
riety of strong baselines, with and without mas-
sive pretraining. The models share the same for-
mat: given a context and an ending, return a logit
for that ending. Accordingly, we train our models
using a four-way cross-entropy loss, where the ob-
jective is to predict the correct ending. In addition
to BERT-Large, our comparisons include:
a. OpenAI GPT (Radford et al., 2018): A fine-
tuned 12-layer transformer that was pre-trained on
the BookCorpus (Zhu et al., 2015).
b. Bert-Base: A smaller version of the BERT
model whose architecture size matches GPT.
c. ESIM+ELMo (Chen et al., 2017; Peters et al.,
2018): This is the best-performing ELMo model
for NLI, modified slightly so the final output layer

is now a four-way softmax over endings.
d. LSTM sentence encoder: This is a randomly
initialized two-layer bi-LSTM; the second layer’s
hidden states are max-pooled and fed into an MLP
to predict the logit. We consider three varia-
tions: GloVe embeddings, ELMo embeddings, or
(frozen) BERT-Base embeddings.9

e. FastText: (Joulin et al., 2017) An o↵-the-shelf
library for bag-of-words text classification.10

We compare all models to human performance
by asking five independent crowd workers to solve
the same four-way multiple choice problems; their
predictions are combined via majority vote.

Our results, shown in Table 1, hint at the di�-
culty of the dataset: human performance is over
95%, while overall model performance is below
50% for every model. Surprisingly, despite BERT-
Large having been used as the adversarial filter,
it still performs the strongest at 47.3% overall.
By making the dataset adversarial for BERT, it
seems to also have become adversarial for every
other model. For instance, while ESIM+ELMo
obtained 59% accuracy on SWAG, it obtains only
33.3% accuracy on HellaSwag.

In addition to pretraining being critical, so too is
end-to-end finetuning. Freezing BERT-Base and
adding an LSTM on top lowers its overall perfor-
mance 4.3%. This may help explain why mod-
els such as ESIM+ELMo struggled on SWAG, as
ELMo isn’t updated during finetuning.

While BERT is the best model, it still struggles
on HellaSwag, and especially so on zero-shot cat-

9For ELMo and BERT-Base, the model learns scalar
weights to combine each internal layer of the encoder.

10This model is trained with binary cross entropy loss.
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Figure 9: Transfer experiments from SWAG to Hella-

Swag and vice versa, evaluated on the validation sets.
Overall, a BERT-Large that is trained on SWAG hardly
generalizes to HellaSwag: it scores 34.6%.

egories. Performance drops roughly 5% on the
test fold, which suggests that the finetuning is not
enough for BERT to learn to generalize to novel
activities or how-to categories.

Last, we see that WikiHow is a much harder do-
main that ActivityNet for machines: 45% Bert-
Large performance, versus 96.5% for humans.
Curiously, it is on this source dataset that we see
the smallest gap between OpenAI GPT and BERT.
In fact, OpenAI GPT outperforms BERT on Wiki-
How, but the reverse is true for ActivityNet. One
possibility is that the left-to-right structure of GPT
is the right inductive bias for WikiHow - perhaps
reasoning bidirectionally over long contexts is too
much for a 12-layer transformer to learn.

5.1 SWAG to HellaSwag transfer
Given the shared goals and partial domains of
SWAG and HellaSwag, it is natural to ask to
what extent models can transfer between the two
datasets. In Figure 9 we show the results from
transfer experiments: models are trained on one
dataset and evaluated on the other.11

The best models are trained on the same
dataset that they are evaluated on: training on
SWAG and evaluating on HellaSwag lowers per-
formance by 12%; vice versa lowers performance
by 15%. The missing domain for HellaSwag mod-
els is movie descriptions (LSMDC), still, Hella-

Swag models obtain 69% accuracy. On the other
hand, SWAG models do not generalize at all to
their missing domain, WikiHow (28%), suggest-
ing that learning general commonsense reasoning

11Note that the ActivityNet splits are di↵erent for each
dataset. To avoid skewing the results, we report only on
the validation video captions that are not in the training sets
of either dataset. The overall accuracy is then a weighted
average, where ActivityNet examples are weighted propor-
tionately more. This gives a slight advantage to training on
SWAG, as it sees all the ActivityNet categories when training.

Category: Shaving (ActivityNet; In-domain)
A bearded man is seen speaking to the camera and making several
faces. the man

a) then switches o↵ and shows himself via the washer and dryer
rolling down a towel and scrubbing the floor. (0.0%)
b) then rubs and wipes down an individual’s face and leads into
another man playing another person’s flute. (0.0%)
c) is then seen eating food on a ladder while still speaking. (0.0%)
d) then holds up a razor and begins shaving his face. (100.0%)

Category: Sharpening knives (ActivityNet; Zero-Shot)
Two men are in a room and the man with a blue shirt takes out a
bench stone and with a little lubricant on the stone takes an knife and
explains how to sharpen it. then he

a) uses a sharpener to smooth out the stone using the knife.
(100.0%)
b) shows how to cut the bottom with the knife and place a tube on
the inner and corner. (0.0%)
c) bends down and grabs the knife and remove the appliance.
(0.0%)
d) stops sharpening the knife and takes out some pieces of paper
to show how sharp the knife is as he cuts slivers of paper with
the knife. (0.0%)

Category: Youth (WikiHow; In-Domain)
How to make up a good excuse for your homework not being finished

Blame technology. One of the easiest and most believable ex-
cuses is simply blaming technology. You can say your computer
crashed, your printer broke, your internet was down, or any number of
problems.

a) Your excuses will hardly seem believable. [substeps] This
doesn’t mean you are lying, just only that you don’t have all the
details of how your computer ran at the time of the accident. (0.0%)
b) The simplest one to have in a classroom is to blame you entire
classroom, not just lab. If you can think of yourself as the victim,
why not blame it on technology. (9.4%)
c) Most people, your teacher included, have experienced set-
backs due to technological problems. [substeps] This is a great
excuse if you had a paper you needed to type and print. (29.1%)
d) It may also be more believable if you are fully aware that you may
be flying at high speed on a plane and need someone to give you
traffic report. Your problem might be your laptop failing to charge
after a long flight. (61.5%)

Figure 10: Example questions answered by BERT-
Large. Correct model predictions are blue, incorrect
predictions are red. The right answers are bolded.

was hardly necessary to solve SWAG.

5.2 Qualitative examples

We show several qualitative examples in Fig-
ure 10, along with BERT-Large’s predictions.
BERT does well on some ActivityNet contexts,
such as in the first row, where it correctly pre-
dicts the ending for a shaving caption. Whereas
shaving is in-domain, the second example about
sharpening knives is zero-shot. In this con-
text, BERT’s answer suggests that one would use
a knife to sharpen a stone, rather than vice versa.
The last example comes from WikiHow, which
appears to be incredibly challenging for BERT.
BERT picks answer d, which has more words that
match the context of technology (planes, tra�c,
laptop), but is incoherent.12

12Among other issues, why would someone suddenly be
aware that they are ‘flying at high speed on a plane...?’
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Figure 11: Performance on the WikiHow subset of al-
ternative variations of HellaSwag, where di↵erent Ad-
versarial Filters are used (but without human valida-
tion). We consider the shallow stylistic adversaries
used by Zellers et al. (2018) (Stylistic Ensemble),
as well as an LSTM with ELMo embeddings, GPT,
BERT-Base, and BERT-Large. For each adversarial fil-
tering model, we record the accuracy of that model be-
fore and after AF is used. We also evaluate each al-
ternative dataset using BERT-Large. The results sug-
gest that using a a stronger model at test time (over the
model used for AF) improves performance, but is not
enough to solve the task.

6 Discussion

Our results suggest that HellaSwag is a challenging
testbed for state-of-the-art NLI models, even those
built on extensive pretraining. The question still
remains, though, of where will the field go next?

6.1 How easy might HellaSwag be for future
discriminators?

In this paper, we showed the existence of a
Goldilocks zone of text complexity – in which
generations are nonsensical, but existing state-
of-the-art NLP models cannot tell the di↵erence.
How hard will the dataset be for future, even more
powerful, models?

Answering this question is challenging because
these models don’t exist (or are unavailable) at
the time of writing. However, one remedy is to
perform an ablation study on the Adversarial Fil-
tering model used, comparing weaker filters with
stronger discriminators. We present our results
in Figure 11, and find that while weak discrim-
inators (like the stylistic ensemble used to make
SWAG) only marginally reduce the accuracy of
BERT-Large, increasing the gap between the filter
and the final discriminator is not enough to solve
the task. For instance, using a discriminator with
3x the parameters as the adversarial filter (BERT-
Large vs. BERT-Base) results in 63% machine ac-
curacy.

Figure 12: Estimated pretraining hours required to
reach a desired accuracy on HellaSwag. We estimate
perfomance with respect to a RTX 2080 Ti - a modern,
fast GPU, and fit a log-linear regression line. An ex-
trapolation suggests that to reach human-level perfor-
mance on HellaSwag, without algorithmic or computa-
tional improvements, would require 109 GPU-hours of
pretraining (over 100k GPU years).

6.2 How well does pretraining scale?

Overall, the current paradigm of pretraining large
models on lots of data has made immense progress
on NLP benchmarks. Though we expect this
trend to continue, it also behooves us to con-
sider its limits. If more compute is indeed the
answer for human-level commonsense inference,
what would the compute requirements of this hy-
pothetical massive model look like?

We investigate this in Figure 12 by compar-
ing the accuracies of known models on Hella-

Swag with their computational needs. This estima-
tion is a rough estimate: we convert reported TPU
runtimes to our benchmark RTX 2080 Ti GPU us-
ing the Roofline model (Williams et al., 2009),
which focuses primarily on the bottleneck of load-
ing tensors into GPU memory. Extrapolating from
an exponential fit suggests that reaching human-
level performance on our dataset would require
109 GPU hours, or 100k years – unless algorith-
mic improvements are made.

What might these algorithmic improvements
look like? These could include architectural ad-
vances, better pretraining objectives, and beyond.
However, these improvements share the bottle-
neck of the data source. To answer some Hella-

Swag questions correctly without reasoning deeply
– like knowing that it is a bad idea to stop at a
red light for ‘at most two seconds’ – might require
an exponential number of samples, due to prob-
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lems of reporting bias (Gordon and Van Durme,
2013). Alternatively, future models might answer
correctly only by picking up on spurious patterns,
in which case a new development of the bench-
mark – using these models as adversaries – would
place us in the same position as we are right now.

Put another way, for humans to answer Hella-

Swag questions requires abstracting away from
language and modeling world states instead. We
postulate that this is what separates solving the
task of commonsense NLI, as opposed to a par-
ticular dataset. Indeed, we find that existing deep
methods often get fooled by lexical false friends.
For example, in the WikiHow example from Fig-
ure 10, BERT chooses an ending that matches
the technology words in the context, rather than
matching the deeper topic: using technology as an
excuse for not doing homework.

6.3 Towards a future of evolving benchmarks

What happens when HellaSwag gets solved? We
believe the answer is simple: crowdsource another
dataset, with the same exact format, and see where
models fail. Indeed, in our work we found this to
be straightforward from an algorithmic perspec-
tive: by throwing in the best known generator
(GPT) and the best known discriminator (BERT-
Large), we made a dataset that is adversarial - not
just to BERT, but to all models we have access to.

While this was easy algorithmically, care must
be taken from a data curation standpoint. Indeed,
we find success exists within a Goldilocks zone:
the data source must be complex enough that state-
of-the-art generators often make mistakes, while
simple enough such that discriminators often fail
to catch them. This ties the future of SWAG-
style benchmarks to progress on language gener-
ation: until generation is solved, commonsense
NLI will remain unsolved. Even recent promis-
ing results on scaling up language models (Rad-
ford et al., 2019) find problems in terms of consis-
tency, with the best curated examples requiring 25
random seeds.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented HellaSwag, a new
dataset for physically situated commonsense rea-
soning. By constructing the dataset through ad-
versarial filtering, combined with state-of-the-art
models for language generation and discrimina-
tion, we produced a dataset that is adversarial to

the most robust models available – even when
models are evaluated on items from the train-
ing distribution. In turn, we provided insight
into the inner workings of pretrained models, and
suggest a path for NLP progress going forward:
towards benchmarks that adversarially co-evolve
with evolving state-of-the-art models.
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Abstract

Semantic parsing over multiple knowledge
bases enables a parser to exploit structural sim-
ilarities of programs across the multiple do-
mains. However, the fundamental challenge
lies in obtaining high-quality annotations of
(utterance, program) pairs across various do-
mains needed for training such models. To
overcome this, we propose a novel framework
to build a unified multi-domain enabled se-
mantic parser trained only with weak supervi-
sion (denotations). Weakly supervised training
is particularly arduous as the program search
space grows exponentially in a multi-domain
setting. To solve this, we incorporate a multi-
policy distillation mechanism in which we first
train domain-specific semantic parsers (teach-
ers) using weak supervision in the absence of
the ground truth programs, followed by train-
ing a single unified parser (student) from the
domain specific policies obtained from these
teachers. The resultant semantic parser is not
only compact but also generalizes better, and
generates more accurate programs. It fur-
ther does not require the user to provide a
domain label while querying. On the stan-
dard OVERNIGHT dataset (containing multiple
domains), we demonstrate that the proposed
model improves performance by 20% in terms
of denotation accuracy in comparison to base-
line techniques.

1 Introduction

Semantic parsing is the task of converting natural
language utterances into machine executable pro-
grams such as SQL, lambda logical form (Liang,
2013). This has been a classical area of re-
search in natural language processing (NLP) with
earlier works primarily utilizing rule based ap-
proaches (Woods, 1973) or grammar based ap-
proaches (Lafferty et al., 2001; Kwiatkowski et al.,

Figure 1: Examples for natural language utterances
with linguistic variations in two different domains
that share structural regularity (Source: OVERNIGHT
dataset). Note that in this setup, we do not use ground
truth parses for training the semantic parser.

2011; Zettlemoyer and Collins, 2005, 2007). Re-
cently, there has been a surge in neural encoder-
decoder techniques which are trained with in-
put utterances and corresponding annotated out-
put programs (Dong and Lapata, 2016; Jia and
Liang, 2016). However, the performance of these
strongly supervised methods is restricted by the
size and the diversity of training data i.e. natural
language utterances and their corresponding anno-
tated logical forms. This has motivated the work
on applying weak supervision based approaches
(Clarke et al., 2010; Liang et al., 2017; Neelakan-
tan et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2018), which use de-
notations i.e. the final answers obtained upon ex-
ecuting a program on the knowledge base and use
REINFORCE (Williams, 1992; Norouzi et al.,
2016), to guide the network to learn its semantic
parsing policy (see Figure 3(a)). Another line of
work (Goldman et al., 2018; Cheng and Lapata,
2018) is aimed towards improving the efficiency
of weakly supervised parsers by applying a two-
stage approach of first learning to generate pro-
gram templates followed by exact program gener-
ation. It is important to note that this entire body of
work on weakly supervised semantic parsing has
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been restricted to building a parser over a single
domain only (i.e. single dataset).

Moving beyond single-domain to multiple do-
mains, Herzig and Berant (2017) proposed se-
mantic parsing networks trained by combining
the datasets corresponding to multiple domains
into a single pool. Consider the example in Fig-
ure 1 illustrating utterances from two domains,
RECIPES and PUBLICATIONS, of the OVERNIGHT

dataset. The utterances have linguistic variations
most and maximum number corresponding to the
shared program token argmax. This work shows
that leveraging such structural similarities in lan-
guage by combining these different domains leads
to improved performance. However, as with many
single-domain techniques, this work also requires
strong supervision in the form of program anno-
tations corresponding to the utterances. Obtaining
such high quality annotations across multiple do-
mains is challenging, thereby making it expensive
to scale to newer domains.

To overcome these limitations, in this work, we
focus on the problem of developing a semantic
parser for multiple domains in the weak supervi-
sion setting using denotations. Note that, this com-
bined multiple domain task clearly entails a large
set of answers and complex search space in com-
parison to the individual domain tasks. Therefore,
the existing multi-domain semantic parsing mod-
els (Herzig and Berant, 2017) fail when trained un-
der weak supervision setting. See Section 6 for a
detailed analysis.

To address this challenge, we propose a multi-
policy distillation framework for multi-domain se-
mantic parsing. This framework splits the training
in the following two stages: 1) Learn domain ex-
perts (teacher) policy using weak supervision for
each domain. This allows the individual models to
focus on learning the semantic parsing policy for
corresponding single domains; 2) Train a unified
compressed semantic parser (student) using distil-
lation from these expert policies. This enables the
unified student to gain supervision from the above
trained expert policies and thus, learn the shared
semantic parsing policy for all the domains. This
two-stage framework is inspired from policy dis-
tillation (Rusu et al., 2016) which transfers pol-
icy of a reinforcement learning (RL) agent to train
a student network that is more compact and ef-
ficient. In our case, weakly supervised domain
teachers serve as RL agents. For inference, only

the compressed student model is used which takes
as input the user utterance from any domain and
outputs the corresponding parse program. It is im-
portant to note that, the domain identifier input is
not required by our model. The generated program
is then executed over the corresponding KB to re-
trieve denotations that are provided as responses
to the user.

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to
propose a unified multiple-domain parsing frame-
work which does not assume the availability of
ground truth programs. Additionally, it allows in-
ference to be multi-domain enabled and does not
require user to provide domain identifiers corre-
sponding to the input utterance. In summary, we
make the following contributions:

• Build a unified neural framework to train a
single semantic parser for multiple domains
in the absence of ground truth parse pro-
grams. (Section 3)

• We show the effectiveness of multi-policy
distillation in learning a semantic parser us-
ing independent weakly supervised experts
for each domain. (Section 4)

• We perform an extensive experimental study
in multiple domains to understand the effi-
cacy of the proposed system against multi-
ple baselines. We also study the effect of the
availability of a small labeled corpus in the
distillation setup. (Section 5)

2 Related Work

Figure 2: Illustration of the proposed work in the space
of key related work in the area of semantic parsing,
knowledge distillation and policy learning

This work is related to three different areas:
semantic parsing, policy learning and knowledge
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distillation. Figure 2 illustrates the placement of
our proposed framework of unified semantic pars-
ing in the space of the key related works done
in each of these three areas. Semantic pars-
ing has been an extensively studied problem, the
first study dating back to Woods (1973). Much
of the work has been towards exploiting anno-
tated programs for natural language utterances to
build single domain semantic parsers using vari-
ous methods. Zettlemoyer and Collins (2007);
Kwiatkowski et al. (2011) propose to learn the
probabilistic categorical combination grammars,
Kate et al. (2005) learn transformation from syn-
tactic parse tree of natural language utterance to
formal parse tree. Andreas et al. (2013) model the
task of semantic parsing as machine translation.
Recently, Dong and Lapata (2016) introduce the
use of neural sequence-to-sequence models for the
task of machine translation. Due to the cost of ob-
taining annotated programs, there has been an in-
creasing interest in using weak supervision based
methods (Clarke et al., 2010; Liang et al., 2017;
Neelakantan et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2018; Gold-
man et al., 2018) which uses denotations, i.e. final
answers obtained on executing a program on the
knowledge base, for training.

The problem of semantic parsing has been pri-
marily studied in a single domain setting employ-
ing supervised and weakly supervised techniques.
However, the task of building a semantic parser in
the multi-domain setting is relatively new. Herzig
and Berant (2017) propose semantic parsing mod-
els using supervised learning in a multi-domain
setup and is the closest to our work. However,
none of the existing works inspect the problem of
multi-domain semantic parsing in a weak supervi-
sion setting.

Knowledge distillation was first presented
by Hinton et al. (2015) and has been popularly
used for model compression of convolution neu-
ral networks in computer vision based tasks (Yu
et al., 2017; Li et al., 2017). Kim and Rush
(2016); Chen et al. (2017) applied knowledge dis-
tillation on recurrent neural networks for the task
of machine translation and showed improved per-
formance with a much compressed student net-
work. Our proposed method of policy distillation
was first introduced by Rusu et al. (2016) and is
built on the principle of knowledge distillation and
applied for reinforcement learning agents. Vari-
ants of the framework for policy distillations have

also been proposed (Teh et al., 2017). To the
best of our knowledge, our work is the first to ap-
ply policy distillation in a sequence-to-sequence
learning task. We anticipate that the framework
described in this paper can be applied to learn uni-
fied models for other tasks as well.

3 Proposed Framework

In this section, we first present a high level
overview of the framework for the proposed uni-
fied semantic parsing using multi-policy distilla-
tion and then describe the models employed for
each component of the framework.

We focus on the setting of ‘K’ domains each
with an underlying knowledge-base B1, · · · ,BK .
We have a training set of utterances Xk and the
corresponding final denotations Y k, for each do-
main k ∈ 1, · · · ,K. Unlike existing works
(Herzig and Berant, 2017), we do not assume
availability of ground truth programs correspond-
ing to the utterances in the training data. Our
goal is to learn a unified semantic parsing model
which takes as input a user utterance xki =
{xki1, · · · , xkin} ∈ Xk from any domain k
and produces the corresponding program zki =
{zki1, · · · , zkim} which when executed on the cor-
responding knowledge base Bk should return de-
notation yki ∈ Y k. In this setup, we only rely
on the weak supervision from the final denotations
Y k for training this model. Moreover, the domain
identifier k is not needed by this unified model.

We use multi-policy distillation framework for
the task of learning a unified semantic parser. Fig-
ure 3 summarizes the proposed architecture. We
first train parsing models (teachers) for each do-
main using weak supervision to learn domain-
specific teacher policies. We use REINFORCE
for training, similar to prior work on Neural
Symbolic Machine (Liang et al., 2017) described
briefly in Section 4.1. Next, we distill the learnt
teacher policies to train a unified semantic parser
enabled over multiple domain. (described in Sec-
tion 4.2). Note that: (1) Our teachers are trained
with weak supervision from denotations instead of
actual parses and hence are weaker compared to
completely supervised semantic parses. (2) State-
of-the-art sequence distillation works (Kim and
Rush, 2016; Chen et al., 2017) have focused on
a single teacher-student setting.
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Figure 3: Proposed architecture diagram of unified semantic parsing framework. Figure 3(a) demonstrates the
training of the experts Ek using weak supervision on the denotation corresponding to input utterance. Once we
train all the domain experts E1, · · · , EK for the K domains, we use the probability distributions of the parse
generated by these experts to train the student, thereby distilling the domain policies learnt by the teachers to the
student as shown in Figure 3(b).

3.1 Model

In this section, we describe the architecture of
semantic parsing model used for both teachers
as well as the student networks. We use a
standard sequence-to-sequence model (Sutskever
et al., 2014) with attention similar to Dong and
Lapata (2016) for this task. Each parsing model
(the domain specific teachers E1, ..., EK and the
unified student S) is composed of an L-layer en-
coder LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997)
for encoding the input utterances and an L-layer
attention based decoder LSTM (Bahdanau et al.,
2014) for producing the program sequences. Note
that in this section, we omit the domain id super-
script k.

Given a user utterance x, the aim of the seman-
tic parsing model is to generate output program
z which should ultimately result in the true deno-
tations y. This user utterance x = {x1, ..., xn}
is input to the encoder which maps each word
in the input sequence to the embedding e =
{e1, ..., en} and uses this embedding to update
its respective hidden states h = {h1, ..., hn} us-
ing ht = LSTM(et, ht−1; θenc), where θenc are
the parameters of encoder LSTM. The last hid-

den state hn is input to the decoder’s first state.
The decoder updates its hidden state st using st =
LSTM(ct−1, st−1; θdec) where st−1 is the embed-
ding of output program token zt−1 at last step
t − 1 and θdec are the decoder LSTM parame-
ters. The output program {z1, ..., zm} is generated
token-wise by applying softmax over the vocab-
ulary weights derived by transforming the corre-
sponding hidden state s.

Further, we employ beam search during decod-
ing which generates a set of parses B for every ut-
terance. At each decoding step t, a beam Bt con-
taining partial parses of length t are maintained.
The next step beam Bt+1 are the |B| highest scor-
ing expansions of programs in the beam Bt.

4 Training

In this section we describe the training mech-
anism employed for the proposed multi-domain
policy distillation framework for semantic parsing.
The training process in our proposed framework
has the following two components (Figure 3): (i)
weakly supervised training for domain specific se-
mantic parsing experts E1, ..., EK and, (ii) distill-
ing multiple domain policies to the unified student
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S. We next describe each of these two compo-
nents.

4.1 Domain-specific Semantic Parsing Policy
As described in the previous section, an individual
domain specific semantic parsing model generates
the program z = {z1, ..., zm} which is executed
on the knowledge base B to return the denotation
ŷ. For brevity, we omit domain identifier k and
instance id i in this section. In our setting, since
labeled programs are not available for training,
we use weak supervision from final denotations
y similar to Liang et al. (2017) for each domain
expert. As the execution of parse program is a
non-differential operation on the KB, we use RE-
INFORCE (Williams, 1992; Norouzi et al., 2016)
for training which maximizes the expected reward.
Reward R(x, z) for prediction z on an input x is
defined as the match score between the true deno-
tations y for utterance x and the denotations ob-
tained by executing the predicted program z. The
overall objective to maximize the expected reward
is as follows
∑

x

EPθ(z|x)[R(x, z)]

=
∑

x

∑

z

Pθ(z|x)R(x, z)

≈
∑

x

∑

z∈B
Pθ(z|x)[R(x, z)]

where θ = (θenc, θdec) are the policy parameters;
B is the output beam containing top scoring pro-
grams (described in Section 3.1) and Pθ(z|x) is
the likelihood of parse z

Pθ(z|x) =
∏

t

Pθ(zt|x, z1:t−1) (1)

To reduce the variance in gradient estimation we
use baseline b(x) = 1

|B|
∑

z∈B R(x, z) i.e. the av-
erage reward for the beam corresponding to the in-
put instance x. See Table 2 WEAKINDEP for the
performance achieved for individual domains with
this training objective.

Note that the primary challenge with this
weakly supervised training is the sparsity in re-
ward signal given the large search space leading to
only a few predictions having a non-zero reward.
This can be seen in the Table 2 WEAKCOMBINED

when the entire set of domains is pooled into one,
the numbers drop severely due to the exponential
increase in the search space.

4.2 Unified Model for multiple domains

For the unified semantic parser, we use the same
sequence-to-sequence model described in Section
3.1. The hyper-parameter settings vary from
domain-specific models as detailed in Section 5.3.
We use the multi-task policy distillation method
of Rusu et al. (2016) to train this unified parser
for multiple domains. The individual domain ex-
perts E1, ..., EK are trained independently as de-
scribed in Section 4.1. This distillation frame-
work enables transfer of knowledge from experts
E1, ..., EK to a single student model S that op-
erates as a multi-domain parser, even in the ab-
sence of any domain indicator with input utter-
ance during the test phase. Each expert Ek pro-
vides a transformed training dataset to the student
Dk = {(xki , (pkθ)i)}

|Xk|
i=1 , where (pkθ)i is the ex-

pert’s probability distribution on the entire pro-
gram space w.r.t input utterance xi. Concretely,
given m is the decoding sequence length and V
is the vocabulary combined across domains, then
(pkθ)i ∈ [0, 1]m×|V| denotes the expert Ek’s re-
spective probabilities that output token zij equals
vocab token v, for all time steps j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}
and ∀v ∈ V .

(pkθ)i = {{pkθ(zij = v;xki , zi{1:j−1})}mj=1}|V|v=1

The student takes the probability outputs from the
experts as the ground truth and is trained in a
supervised manner to minimize the cross-entropy
loss L w.r.t to teachers’ probability distribution:

L(θS ; θ1, ..., θK) =

−
K∑

k=1

|Xk|∑

i=1

|m|∑

j=1

|V|∑

v=1

pkθ(zij = v;xki , zi{1:j−1})

log pSθ (zij = v;xk, zi{1:j−1}) (2)

where {θk}Kk=1 are the policy parameters of ex-
perts and θS are the student model parameters;
similarly pSθ (zij = v;xk, zi{1:j−1}) is the proba-
bility assigned to output token zij by student S.
This training objective enables the unified parser
to learn domain-specific parsing strategies from
individual domains as well as leverage structural
variations across domains. Therefore, the com-
bined multi-domain policy S is refined and com-
pressed during the distillation process thus render-
ing it to be more effective in parsing for each of
the domains.
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5 Experimental Setup

In this section, we provide details on the data and
model used for the experimental analysis1. We
further elaborate on the baselines used.

5.1 Data
We use the OVERNIGHT semantic parsing
dataset (Wang et al., 2015) which contains mul-
tiple domains. Each domain has utterances (ques-
tions) and corresponding parses in λ−DCS form
that are executable on domain specific knowledge
base. Every domain is designed to focus on a spe-
cific linguistic phenomenon, for example, CALEN-
DAR on temporal knowledge, BLOCKS on spatial
queries. In this work, we use seven domains from
the dataset as listed in Table 1.

We would like to highlight that we do not
use the parses available in the dataset during
the training of our unified semantic parser. Our
weakly supervised setup uses denotations to
navigate the program search space and learn the
parsing policy. This search space is a function
of decoder (program) length and vocabulary
size. Originally, the parses have 45 tokens on
an average with a combined vocabulary of 182
distinct tokens across the domains. To reduce
the decoder search space, we normalize the data
to have shortened parses with an average length
of 11 tokens and 147 combined vocab size. We
reduce the sequence length by using a set of
template normalization functions and reduce the
vocab size by masking named entities for each
domain. An example of normalization function
is the following: an entity utterance say of type
recipe in the query is programmed by first cre-
ating a single valued list with the entity type i.e.
(en.recipe) and then that property is extracted :
(call SW.getProperty ( call SW.singleton

en.recipe ) ( string ! type )) resulting
in 14 tokens. We replace this complex phrasing
by directly substituting the entity type under
consideration i.e. (en.recipe) (1 token). Next,
we show an example for a complete utterance:
what recipes posting date is at least the same as
rice pudding. Its original parse is:

(call SW.listValue (call SW.filter
(call SW.getProperty (call SW.singleton
en.recipe) (string ! type)) (call

SW.ensureNumericProperty (string
posting_date)) (string >=)

1Code and data is available at https://github.
com/pagrawal-ml/Unified-Semantic-Parsing

(call SW.ensureNumericEntity (call
SW.getProperty en.recipe.rice_pudding
(string posting_date))))).

Our normalized query is what recipes posting date
is at least the same as e0, where entity rice pud-
ding is substituted by entity identifier e0. The nor-
malized parse is as follows:

SW.filter en.recipe
SW.ensureNumericProperty

posting_date >=
(SW.ensureNumericEntity
SW.getProperty e0 posting_date)

It is important to note that this normalization
function is reversible. During the test phase, we
apply the reverse function to convert the normal-
ized parses to original forms for computing the de-
notations. Table 1 shows the domain wise statis-
tics of original and normalized data. It is important
to note that this script is applicable for template re-
duction for any λ−DCS form.

We report hard denotation accuracy i.e. the pro-
portion of questions for which the top prediction
and ground truth programs yield the matching an-
swer sets as the evaluation metric. For computing
the rewards during training, we use soft denota-
tion accuracy i.e. F1 score between predicted and
ground truth answer sets.

Table 2 shows the accuracy with strongly su-
pervised training (SUPERVISED). The average de-
notation accuracy (with beam width 1) of 70.6%
which is comparable to state-of-the-art (Jia and
Liang, 2016) denotation accuracy of 75.6% (with
beam width 5). This additionally suggests that
data normalization process does not alter the task
complexity.

5.2 Baselines

In the absence of any work on multi-domain
parser trained without ground truth programs, we
compare the performance of the proposed unified
framework against the following baselines:

1. Independent Domain Experts (WEAK-
INDEPENDENT): These are the set of weakly
supervised semantic parsers, trained indepen-
dently for each domain using REINFORCE
algorithm as described in Section 4.1. Note
that these are the teachers in our multi-policy
distillation framework.

2. Combined Weakly Supervised Seman-
tic Parser (WEAK-COMBINED)): As per
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DOMAIN

ORIGINAL DATASET NORMALIZED DATASET

UTTERANCE PROGRAM UTTERANCE PROGRAM

Vocab Vocab Avg. Vocab Vocab Avg.
Length Length

BASKETBALL 340 65 48.3 332 58 20.5
BLOCKS 213 48 47.4 212 41 9.7
CALENDAR 206 54 43.7 191 46 8.8
HOUSING 302 58 42.7 293 48 8.5
PUBLICATIONS 190 44 46.2 187 38 8.5
RECIPES 247 49 42.6 241 40 7.8
RESTAURANTS 315 62 41.2 310 48 8.2
AVERAGE 259 54.3 44.6 252.3 45.6 10.3

Table 1: Training data statistics for original and normalized dataset. For each domain, we compare the #unique
tokens (Vocab) in input utterances and corresponding programs; and average program length.

the recommendation in Herzig and Berant
(2017), we pool all the domains datasets into
one and train a single semantic parser with
weak supervision.

3. Independent Policy Distillation (DISTILL-
INDEPENDENT): We also experiment with
independent policy distillation for each do-
main. The setup is similar to the one de-
scribed in Section 4.2 used to learnK student
parsing models, one for each individual do-
main. Each student model uses the respective
expert model as the only teacher.

Following the above naming convention, we term
our proposed framework as DISTILL-COMBINED.
For the sake of completeness, we also compute
the skyline SUPERVISED i.e. the sequence-to-
sequence model described in Section 3.1 trained
with ground truth parses.

5.3 Model Setting

We use the original train-test split provided in the
dataset. We further split the training set of each
domain into training (80%) and validation (20%)
sets. We tune each hyperparameter by choosing
the parameter from a range of values and choose
the configuration with highest validation accuracy
for each model. For each experiment we select
from: beam width = {1, 5, 10, 20}, number of
layers = {1,2,3,4}, rnn size for both encoder & de-
coder = {100, 200, 300}. For faster compute, we
use the string match accuracy as the proxy to deno-
tation reward. In our experiments, we found that
combined model performs better with the num-
ber of layers set to 2 and RNN size set to 300

while individual models’ accuracies did not in-
crease with an increase in model capacity. This
is intuitive as the combined model requires more
capacity to learn multiple domains. Encoder and
decoder maximum sequence lengths were set to 50
and 35 respectively. For all the models, RMSprop
optimizer (Hinton et al.) was used with learning
rate set to 0.001.

6 Results and Discussion

Table 2 summarizes our main experimental re-
sults. It shows that our proposed framework
DISTILL-COMBINED clearly outperforms the
three baselines WEAK-INDEPENDENT, WEAK-
COMBINED, DISTILL-INDEPENDENT described
in Section 5.2

Effect of Policy Distillation: DISTILL-
INDEPENDENT are individual domain models
trained through distillation of individual weakly
supervised domain experts policies WEAK-
INDEPENDENT. We observe that policy distilla-
tion of individual expert policies result in an av-
erage percentage increase of ∼ 10% in accuracy
with a maximum of ∼ 33% increase in case of
BLOCKS domains, which shows the effectiveness
of the distillation method employed in our frame-
work. Note that for CALENDAR domain, WEAK-
INDEPENDENT is unable to learn the parsing pol-
icy probably due to the complexity of temporal
utterances. Therefore, further distillation on the
inaccurate policy leads to drop in performance.
More systematic analysis on the failure cases is an
interesting future direction.

Performance of Unified Semantic Parsing
framework: The results show the proposed uni-
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DOMAIN
WEAK- WEAK- DISTILL- DISTILL-

INDEPENDENT COMBINED INDEPENDENT COMBINED SUPERVISED

BASKETBALL 33.8 0.5 33.8 36.3 81.0
BLOCKS 27.6 0.8 36.8 37.1 52.8
CALENDAR 25.0 0.6 12.5 17.3 72.0
HOUSING 33.3 2.1 42.3 49.2 66.1
PUBLICATIONS 42.2 6.2 45.9 48.4 68.3
RECIPES 45.8 2.3 61.5 66.2 80.5
RESTAURANTS 41.3 2.1 40.9 45.2 73.5
AVERAGE 35.5 2.1 39.1 42.8 70.6

Table 2: Test denotation accuracy for each domain comparing our proposed method DISTILLCOMBINED with the
three baselines. We also report the skyline SUPERVISED.

fied semantic parser using multi-policy distilla-
tion (DISTILL-COMBINED) (as described in sec-
tion 3) on an average has the highest performance
in predicting programs under weak supervision
setup. DISTILL-COMBINED approach leads to an
increased performance by ∼ 20% on an average
in comparison to individual domain specific teach-
ers (WEAK-INDEPENDENT). We note maximum
increase in the case of HOUSING domain with
∼ 47% increase in the denotation accuracy.

Effectiveness of Multi-Policy Distillation: Fi-
nally, we evaluate the effectiveness of the overall
multi-policy distillation process in comparison to
training a combined model with data merged from
all the domains (WEAK-COMBINED) in the weak
supervision setup. We observe that due to weak
signal strength and enlarged search space from
multiple domains, WEAK-COMBINED model per-
forms poorly across domains. Thus, further re-
inforcing the need for the distillation process.
As discussed earlier, the SUPERVISED model is
trained using strong supervision from ground-truth
parses and hence is not considered as a compa-
rable baseline, rather a skyline, for our proposed
model

6.1 Effect of Small Parallel Corpus
We show that our model can greatly benefit from
the availability of a limited amount of parallel data
where semantic parses are available. Figure 4
plots the performance of WEAK-INDEPENDENT

and DISTILL-INDEPENDENT models for RECIPES

domain when initialized with a pre-trained SU-
PERVISED model trained on 10% and 30% of par-
allel training data. As it can be seen, adding 10%
parallel data brings an improvement of about 5
points, while increasing the parallel corpus size to
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Figure 4: Effect of the fraction of training data on dif-
ferent models

only 30% we observe an improvement of about 11
points. The observed huge boost in performance is
motivating given the availability of small amount
of parallel corpus in most real world scenarios.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, we addressed the challenge of train-
ing a semantic parser for multiple domains without
strong supervision i.e. in the absence of ground
truth programs corresponding to input utterances.
We propose a novel unified neural framework us-
ing multi-policy distillation mechanism with two
stages of training through weak supervision from
denotations i.e. final answers corresponding to
utterances. The resultant multi-domain semantic
parser is compact and more precise as demon-
strated on the OVERNIGHT dataset. We believe
that this proposed framework has wide applicabil-
ity to any sequence-to-sequence model.

We show that a small parallel corpus with anno-
tated programs boosts the performance. We plan
to explore if further fine-tuning using denotations
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based training on the distilled model can lead to
improvements in the unified parser. We also plan
to investigate the possibility of augmenting the
parallel corpus by bootstrapping from shared tem-
plates across domains. This would further make
it feasible to perform transfer learning on a new
domain. An interesting direction would be to en-
able domain experts to identify and actively re-
quest for program annotations given the knowl-
edge shared by other domains. We would also like
to explore if guiding the decoder through syntac-
tical and domain-specific constraints helps in re-
ducing the search space for the weakly supervised
unified parser.
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Abstract

We introduce the use of Poincaré embeddings
to improve existing state-of-the-art approaches
to domain-specific taxonomy induction from
text as a signal for both relocating wrong hy-
ponym terms within a (pre-induced) taxonomy
as well as for attaching disconnected terms
in a taxonomy. This method substantially
improves previous state-of-the-art results on
the SemEval-2016 Task 13 on taxonomy ex-
traction. We demonstrate the superiority of
Poincaré embeddings over distributional se-
mantic representations, supporting the hypoth-
esis that they can better capture hierarchi-
cal lexical-semantic relationships than embed-
dings in the Euclidean space.

1 Introduction

The task of taxonomy induction aims at cre-
ating a semantic hierarchy of entities by using
hyponym-hypernym relations – called taxonomy –
from text corpora. Compared to many other do-
mains of natural language processing that make
use of pre-trained dense representations, state-of-
the-art taxonomy learning is still highly relying on
traditional approaches like extraction of lexical-
syntactic patterns (Hearst, 1992) or co-occurrence
information (Grefenstette, 2015). Despite the suc-
cess of pattern-based approaches, most taxonomy
induction systems suffer from a significant number
of disconnected terms, since the extracted relation-
ships are too specific to cover most words (Wang
et al., 2017; Bordea et al., 2016). The use of dis-
tributional semantics for hypernym identification
and relation representation has thus received in-
creasing attention (Shwartz et al., 2016). How-
ever, Levy et al. (2015) observe that many pro-
posed supervised approaches instead learn proto-
typical hypernyms (that are hypernyms to many

other terms), not taking into account the rela-
tion between both terms in classification. There-
fore, past applications of distributional seman-
tics appear to be rather unsuitable to be directly
applied to taxonomy induction as the sole sig-
nal (Tan et al., 2015; Pocostales, 2016). We ad-
dress that issue by introducing a series of sim-
ple and parameter-free refinement steps that em-
ploy word embeddings in order to improve ex-
isting domain-specific taxonomies, induced from
text using traditional approaches in an unsuper-
vised fashion.

We compare two types of dense vector em-
beddings: the standard word2vec CBOW model
(Mikolov et al., 2013a,b), that embeds terms in
Euclidean space based on distributional similarity,
and the more recent Poincaré embeddings (Nickel
and Kiela, 2017), which capture similarity as well
as hierarchical relationships in a hyperbolic space.
The source code has been published1 to recreate
the employed embedding, to refine taxonomies as
well as to enable further research of Poincaré em-
beddings for other semantic tasks.

2 Related Work

The extraction of taxonomic relationships from
text corpora is a long-standing problem in ontol-
ogy learning, see Biemann (2005) for an earlier
survey. Wang et al. (2017) discuss recent advance-
ments in taxonomy construction from text corpora.
Conclusions from the survey include: i) The per-
formance of extraction of IS-A relation can be im-
proved by studying how pattern-based and distri-
butional approaches complement each other; ii)
there is only limited success of pure deep learn-

1https://github.com/uhh-lt/Taxonomy_
Refinement_Embeddings
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ing paradigms here, mostly because it is difficult
to design a single objective function for this task.

On the two recent TExEval tasks at SemEval for
taxonomy extraction (Bordea et al., 2015, 2016),
attracting a total of 10 participating teams, at-
tempts to primarily use a distributional repre-
sentation failed. This might seem counterin-
tuitive, as taxonomies are surely modeling se-
mantics and thus their extraction should benefit
from semantic representations. The 2015 winner
INRIASAC (Grefenstette, 2015) performed rela-
tion discovery using substring inclusion, lexical-
syntactic patterns and co-occurrence informa-
tion based on sentences and documents from
Wikipedia. The winner in 2016, TAXI (Panchenko
et al., 2016), harvests hypernyms with substring
inclusion and Hearst-style lexical-syntactic pat-
terns (Hearst, 1992) from domain-specific texts
obtained via focused web crawling. The only
submission to the TExEval 2016 task that relied
exclusively on distributional semantics to induce
hypernyms by adding a vector offset to the cor-
responding hyponym (Pocostales, 2016) achieved
only modest results. A more refined approach to
applying distributional semantics by Zhang et al.
(2018) generates a hierarchical clustering of terms
with each node consisting of several terms. They
find concepts that should stay in the same clus-
ter using embedding similarity – whereas, similar
to the TExEval task, we are interested in making
distinctions between all terms. Finally, Le et al.
(2019) also explore using Poincaré embeddings
for taxonomy induction, evaluating their method
on hypernymy detection and reconstructing Word-
Net. However, in contrast to our approach that fil-
ters and attaches terms, they perform inference.

3 Taxonomy Refinement using
Hyperbolic Word Embeddings

We employ embeddings using distributional se-
mantics (i.e. word2vec CBOW) and Poincaré em-
beddings (Nickel and Kiela, 2017) to alleviate the
largest error classes in taxonomy extraction: the
existence of orphans – disconnected nodes that
have an overall connectivity degree of zero and
outliers – a child node that is assigned to a wrong
parent. The rare case in which multiple parents
can be assigned to a node has been ignored in the
proposed refinement system. The first step con-
sists of creating domain-specific Poincaré embed-
dings (§ 3.1). They are then used to identify and

relocate outlier terms in the taxonomy (§ 3.2), as
well as to attach unconnected terms to the tax-
onomy (§ 3.3). In the last step, we further opti-
mize the taxonomy by employing the endocentric
nature of hyponyms (§ 3.4). See Figure 1 for a
schematic visualization of the refinement pipeline.
In our experiments, we use the output of three dif-
ferent systems. The refinement method is generi-
cally applicable to (noisy) taxonomies, yielding an
improved taxonomy extraction system overall.

3.1 Domain-specific Poincaré Embedding
Training Dataset Construction To create
domain-specific Poincaré embeddings, we use
noisy hypernym relationships extracted from
a combination of general and domain-specific
corpora. For the general domain, we extracted
59.2 GB of text from English Wikipedia, Gi-
gaword (Parker et al., 2009), ukWac (Ferraresi
et al., 2008) and LCC news corpora (Goldhahn
et al., 2012). The domain-specific corpora consist
of web pages, selected by using a combination
of BootCat (Baroni and Bernardini, 2004) and
focused crawling (Remus and Biemann, 2016).
Noisy IS-A relations are extracted with lexical-
syntactic patterns from all corpora by applying
PattaMaika2, PatternSim (Panchenko et al., 2012),
and WebISA (Seitner et al., 2016), following
(Panchenko et al., 2016).3

The extracted noisy relationships of the com-
mon and domain-specific corpora are further pro-
cessed separately and combined afterward. To
limit the number of terms and relationships, we
restrict the IS-A relationships on pairs for which
both entities are part of the taxonomy’s vocabu-
lary. Relations with a frequency of less than three
are removed to filter noise. Besides further re-
moving every reflexive relationship, only the more
frequent pair of a symmetric relationship is kept.
Hence, the set of cleaned relationships is trans-
formed into being antisymmetric and irreflexive.
The same procedure is applied to relationships ex-
tracted from the general-domain corpus with a fre-
quency cut-off of five. They are then used to
expand the set of relationships created from the
domain-specific corpora.

2http://jobimtext.org: The PattaMaika compo-
nent is based on UIMA RUTA (Kluegl et al., 2016).

3Alternatively to the relations extracted using lexical pat-
terns, we also tried to use hypernyms extracted using the pre-
trained HypeNet model (Shwartz et al., 2016), but the over-
all taxonomy evaluation results were lower than the standard
baseline of the TAXI system and thus are not presented here.
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Figure 1: Outline of our taxonomy refinement method, with paper sections indicated.

Hypernym-Hyponym Distance Poincaré em-
beddings are trained on these cleaned IS-A re-
lationships. For comparison, we also trained a
model on noun pairs extracted from WordNet (P-
WN). Pairs were only kept if both nouns were
present in the vocabulary of the taxonomy. Fi-
nally, we trained the word2vec embeddings, con-
necting compound terms in the training corpus
(Wikipedia) by ’ ’ to learn representations for
compound terms, i.e multiword units, for the in-
put vocabulary.

In contrast to embeddings in the Euclidean
space where the cosine similarity u·v

|u||v| is com-
monly applied as a similarity measure, Poincaré
embeddings use a hyperbolic space, specifically
the Poincaré ball model (Stillwell, 1996). Hyper-
bolic embeddings are designed for modeling hi-
erarchical relationships between words as they ex-
plicitly capture the hierarchy between words in the
embedding space and are therefore a natural fit for
inducing taxonomies. They were also successfully
applied to hierarchical relations in image classifi-
cation tasks (Khrulkov et al., 2019). The distance
between two points u, v ∈ Bd for a d-dimensional
Poincaré Ball model is defined as:

d(u, v) = arcosh
(
1 + 2

||u− v||2
(1− ||u||2)(1− ||v||2)

)
.

This Poincaré distance enables us to capture the
hierarchy and similarity between words simulta-
neously. It increases exponentially with the depth
of the hierarchy. So while the distance of a leaf
node to most other nodes in the hierarchy is very
high, nodes on abstract levels, such as the root,
have a comparably small distance to all nodes in
the hierarchy. The word2vec embeddings have no
notion of hierarchy and hierarchical relationships
cannot be represented with vector offsets across

the vocabulary (Fu et al., 2014). When apply-
ing word2vec, we use the observation that distri-
butionally similar words are often co-hyponyms
(Heylen et al., 2008; Weeds et al., 2014).

3.2 Relocation of Outlier Terms

Poincaré embeddings are used to compute and
store a rank rank(x, y) between every child and
parent of the existing taxonomy, defined as the in-
dex of y in the list of sorted Poincaré distances
of all entities of the taxonomy to x. Hypernym-
hyponym relationships with a rank larger than the
mean of all ranks are removed, chosen on the basis
of tests on the 2015 TExEval data (Bordea et al.,
2015). Disconnected components that have chil-
dren are re-connected to the most similar parent in
the taxonomy or to the taxonomy root if no dis-
tributed representation exists. Previously or now
disconnected isolated nodes are subject to orphan
attachment (§ 3.3).

Since distributional similarity does not capture
parent-child relations, the relationships are not
registered as parent-child but as co-hyponym re-
lationships. Thus, we compute the distance to the
closest co-hyponym (child of the same parent) for
every node. This filtering technique is then applied
to identify and relocate outliers.

3.3 Attachment of Orphan Terms

We then attach orphans (nodes unattached in the
input or due to the removal of relationships in the
previous step) by computing the rank between ev-
ery orphan and the most similar node in the tax-
onomy. This node is an orphan’s potential par-
ent. Only hypernym-hyponym relationships with a
rank lower or equal to the mean of all stored ranks
are added to the taxonomy. For the word2vec sys-
tem, a link is added between the parent of the most
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similar co-hyponym and the orphan.

3.4 Attachment of Compound Terms

In case a representation for a compound noun term
does not exist, we connect it to a term that is a sub-
string of the compound. If no such term exists, the
noun remains disconnected. Finally, the Tarjan al-
gorithm (Tarjan, 1972) is applied to ensure that the
refined taxonomy is asymmetric: In case a circle
is detected, one of its links is removed at random.
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Figure 2: F1 results for the systems on all domains.
Vocabulary sizes: environment (|V | = 261), science
(|V | = 453), food (|V | = 1556). Bold numbers
are significantly different results to the original system
with p < 0.05.

4 Evaluation

Proposed methods are evaluated on the data of
SemEval2016 TExEval (Bordea et al., 2016) for
submitted systems that created taxonomies for all
domains of the task4, namely the task-winning
system TAXI (Panchenko et al., 2016) as well
as the systems USAAR (Tan et al., 2016) and
JUNLP (Maitra and Das, 2016). TAXI harvests

4http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2016/
task13/index.php

hypernyms with substring inclusion and lexical-
syntactic patterns by obtaining domain-specific
texts via focused web crawling. USAAR and
JUNLP heavily rely on rule-based approaches.
While USAAR exploits the endocentric nature of
hyponyms, JUNLP combines two string inclusion
heuristics with semantic relations from BabelNet.
We use the taxonomies created by these systems
as our baseline and additionally ensured that tax-
onomies do neither have circles nor in-going edges
to the taxonomy root by applying the Tarjan al-
gorithm (Tarjan, 1972), removing a random link
from detected cycles. This causes slight differ-
ences between the baseline results in Figure 2 and
(Bordea et al., 2016).

5 Results and Discussion

Comparison to Baselines Figure 2 shows com-
parative results for all datasets and measures for
every system. The Root method, which connects
all orphans to the root of the taxonomy, has the
highest connectivity but falls behind in scores sig-
nificantly. Word2vec CBOW embeddings partly
increase the scores, however, the effect appears to
be inconsistent. Word2vec embeddings connect
more orphans to the taxonomy (cf. Table 2), al-
beit with mixed quality, thus the interpretation of
word similarity as co-hyponymy does not seem to
be appropriate. Word2vec as a means to detect hy-
pernyms has shown to be rather unsuitable (Levy
et al., 2015). Even more advanced methods such
as the diff model (Fu et al., 2014) merely learn so-
called prototypical hypernyms.

Both Poincaré embeddings variants outperform
the word2vec ones yielding major improvements
over the baseline taxonomy. Employing the
McNemar (1947) significance test shows that
Poincaré embeddings’ improvements to the orig-
inal systems are indeed significant. The achieved
improvements are larger on the TAXI system than
on the other two systems. We attribute to the dif-
ferences of these approaches: The rule-based ap-
proaches relying on string inclusion as carried out
by USAAR and JUNLP are highly similar to step
§3.4. Additionally, JUNLP creates taxonomies
with many but very noisy relationships, therefore
step §3.3 does not yield significant gains, since
there are much fewer orphans available to con-
nect to the taxonomy. This problem also affects
the USAAR system for the food domain. For the
environment domain, however, USAAR creates a
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Word Parent in TAXI Parent after refinement Gold parent Closest neighbors
second language acquisition — linguistics linguistics applied linguistics, semantics, linguistics
botany — genetics plant science, ecology genetics, evolutionary ecology, animal science
sweet potatoes — vegetables vegetables vegetables, side dishes, fruit
wastewater water waste waste marine pollution, waste, pollutant
water waste, natural resources natural resources aquatic environment continental shelf, management of resources
international relations sociology, analysis, humanities humanities political science economics, economic theory, geography

Table 1: Example words with respective parent(s) in the input taxonomy and after refinement using our domain-
specfic Poincaré embeddings, as well as the word’s closest three neighbors (incl. orphans) in embeddings.

Domain word2vec P. WordNet P. domain-specific # orphans

Environment 25 18 34 113
Science 56 39 48 158

Food 347 181 267 775

Table 2: Number of attached orphans in taxonomies
created by TAXI using different embeddings.

taxonomy with very high precision but low recall
which makes step §3.2 relatively ineffective. As
step §3.3 has shown to improve scores more than
§3.2, the gains on JUNLP are comparably lower.

WordNet-based Embeddings The domain-
specific Poincaré embeddings mostly perform
either comparably or outperform the WordNet-
based ones. In error analysis, we found that
while WordNet-based embeddings are more
accurate, they have a lower coverage as seen
in Table 2, especially for attaching complex
multiword orphan vocabulary entries that are not
contained in WordNet, e.g., second language
acquisition. Based on the results we achieved
by using domain-specific Poincaré embeddings,
we hypothesize that their attributes result in a
system that learns hierarchical relations between
a pair of terms. The closest neighbors of terms
in the embedding clearly tend to be more generic
as exemplarily shown in Table 1, which further
supports our claim. Their use also enables the
correction of false relations created by string
inclusion heuristics as seen with wastewater.
However, we also notice that few and inaccurate
relations for some words results in imprecise word
representations such as for botany.

Multilingual Results Applying domain-specific
Poincaré embeddings to other languages also cre-
ates overall improved taxonomies, however the
scores vary as seen in Table 3. While the score
of all food taxonomies increased substantially, the
taxonomies quality for environment did not im-
prove, it even declines. This seems to be due to the
lack of extracted relations in (§3.1), which results
in imprecise representations and a highly limited

vocabulary in the Poincaré embedding model, es-
pecially for Italian and Dutch. In these cases, the
refinement is mostly defined by step §3.4.

Language Domain Original Refined # rel. data # rel. gold
English Environment 26.9 30.9 657 261

Science 36.7 41.4 451 465
Food 27.9 34.1 1898 1587

French Environment 23.7 28.3 114 266
Science 31.8 33.1 118 451

Food 22.4 28.9 598 1441
Italian Environment 31.0 30.8 2 266

Science 32.0 34.2 4 444
Food 16.9 18.5 57 1304

Dutch Environment 28.4 27.1 7 267
Science 29.8 30.5 15 449

Food 19.4 21.8 61 1446

Table 3: F1 comparison between original (TAXI) and
refined taxonomy using domain-specific embeddings.

6 Conclusion

We presented a refinement method for improving
existing taxonomies through the use of hyperbolic
Poincaré embeddings. They consistently yield im-
provements over strong baselines and in compari-
son to word2vec as a representative for distribu-
tional vectors in the Euclidean space. We fur-
ther showed that Poincaré embeddings can be effi-
ciently created for a specific domain from crawled
text without the need for an existing database such
as WordNet. This observation confirms the theo-
retical capability of Poincaré embeddings to learn
hierarchical relations, which enables their future
use in a wide range of semantic tasks. A prominent
direction for future work is using the hyperbolic
embeddings as the sole signal for taxonomy ex-
traction. Since distributional and hyperbolic em-
beddings cover different relations between terms,
it may be interesting to combine them.
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Abstract

Researchers illustrate improvements in contex-
tual encoding strategies via resultant perfor-
mance on a battery of shared Natural Lan-
guage Understanding (NLU) tasks. Many of
these tasks are of a categorical prediction vari-
ety: given a conditioning context (e.g., an NLI
premise), provide a label based on an associ-
ated prompt (e.g., an NLI hypothesis). The cat-
egorical nature of these tasks has led to com-
mon use of a cross entropy log-loss objective
during training. We suggest this loss is in-
tuitively wrong when applied to plausibility
tasks, where the prompt by design is neither
categorically entailed nor contradictory given
the context. Log-loss naturally drives models
to assign scores near 0.0 or 1.0, in contrast to
our proposed use of a margin-based loss. Fol-
lowing a discussion of our intuition, we de-
scribe a confirmation study based on an ex-
treme, synthetically curated task derived from
MultiNLI. We find that a margin-based loss
leads to a more plausible model of plausibil-
ity. Finally, we illustrate improvements on the
Choice Of Plausible Alternative (COPA) task
through this change in loss.

1 Introduction

Contextualized encoders such as GPT (Radford
et al., 2018) and BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) have
led to improvements on various structurally simi-
lar Natural Language Understanding (NLU) tasks
such as variants of Natural Language Inference
(NLI). Such tasks model the conditional interpreta-
tion of a sentence (e.g., an NLI hypothesis) based
on some other context (usually some other sentence,
e.g., an NLI premise). The structural similarity of
these tasks points to a structurally similar modeling
approach: (1) concatenate the conditioning con-
text (premise) to a sentence to be interpreted, (2)

∗This work was done while the first author was visiting
Johns Hopkins University.

p I just stopped where I was

hE I stopped in my tracks X
hN I stopped running right were I was
hN I stopped running right were I was X
hC I continued on my way

Figure 1: COPA-like pairs may be constructed from
datasets such as MultiNLI, where a premise and two hy-
potheses are presented, where the correct – most plau-
sible – item depends on the competing hypothesis.
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Figure 2: Dev set score distribution on COPA-pairs de-
rived from MNLI, after training with cross entropy log-
loss and margin-loss. Margin-loss leads to a more intu-
itively plausible encoding of Neutral statements.

read this pair using a contextualized encoder, then
(3) employ the resultant representation to support
classification under the label set of the task. NLI
datasets employ a categorical label scheme (Entail-
ment, Neutral, Contradiction) which has led to the
use of a cross-entropy log-loss objective at training
time: learn to maximize the probability of the cor-
rect label, and thereby minimize the probability of
the competing labels.

We suggest that this approach is intuitively prob-
lematic when applied to a task such as COPA
(Choice Of Plausible Alternative) by Roemmele
et al. (2011), where one is provided with a premise
and two or more alternatives, and the model must
select the most sensible hypothesis, with respect to
the premise and the other options. As compared
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to NLI datasets, COPA was designed to have al-
ternatives that are neither strictly true nor false in
context: a procedure that maximizes the probability
of the correct item at training time, thereby mini-
mizing the probability of the other alternative(s),
will seemingly learn to misread future examples.

We argue that COPA-style tasks should intu-
itively be approached as learning to rank prob-
lems (Burges et al., 2005; Cao et al., 2007), where
an encoder on competing items is trained to as-
sign relatively higher or lower scores to candidates,
rather than maximizing or minimizing probabilities.
In the following we investigate three datasets, be-
ginning with a constructed COPA-style variant of
MultiNLI (Williams et al., 2018, later MNLI), de-
signed to be adversarial (see Figure 1). Results on
this dataset support our intuition (see Figure 2). We
then construct a second synthetic dataset based on
JOCI (Zhang et al., 2017), which employed a finer
label set than NLI, and a margin-based approach
strictly outperforms log-loss in this case. Finally,
we demonstrate state-of-the-art on COPA, showing
that a BERT-based model trained with margin-loss
significantly outperforms a log-loss alternative.

2 Background

A series of efforts have considered COPA: by
causality estimation through pointwise mutual in-
formation (Gordon et al., 2011) or data-driven
methods (Luo et al., 2016; Sasaki et al., 2017),
or through a pre-trained language model (Radford
et al., 2018, GPT).1

Under the Johns Hopkins Ordinal Common-
sense Inference (JOCI) dataset (Zhang et al., 2017),
instead of selecting which hypothesis is the most
plausible, a model is expected to directly assign
ordinal 5-level Likert scale judgments (from impos-
sible to very likely). If taking an ordinal interpreta-
tion of NLI, this can be viewed as a 5-way variant
of the 3-way labels used in SNLI (Bowman et al.,
2015) and MNLI (Williams et al., 2018).

In this paper, we recast MNLI and JOCI as
COPA-style plausibility tasks by sampling and con-
structing (p, h, h′) triples from these two datasets.
Each premise-hypothesis pair (p, h) is labeled with
different levels of plausibility yp,h.2

1 As reported in https://blog.openai.com/
language-unsupervised/.

2 For MNLI, entailment > neutral > contradiction; for
JOCI, very likely > likely > plausible > technically possible
> impossible.

3 Models

In models based on GPT and BERT for plausibil-
ity or NLI, similar neural architectures have been
employed. The premise p and hypothesis h are
concatenated into a sequence with a special delim-
iter token, along with a special sentinel token CLS

inserted as the token for feature extraction:

BERT : [CLS ; p ; SEP ; h ; SEP]
GPT : [BOS ; p ; EOS ; h ; CLS]

The concatenated string is passed into the BERT
or GPT encoder. One takes the encoded vector of
the CLS state as the feature vector extracted from
the (p, h) pair. Given the feature vector, a dense
layer is stacked upon to get the final score F(p, h),
where F : P ×H→ R is the model.

Cross entropy loss The model is trained to max-
imize the probability of the correct candidate, nor-
malized over all candidates in the set (leading to a
cross entropy log-loss between the posterior distri-
bution of the scores and the true labels):

P(hi | p) = exp F(p, hi)
N∑
j=1

exp F(p, hj)
. (1)

Margin-based loss As we have argued before,
the cross entropy loss employed in Equation 1 is
problematic. Instead we propose to use the follow-
ing margin-based triplet loss (Weston and Watkins,
1999; Chechik et al., 2010; Li et al., 2018):

L =
1
N

∑
h>h′

max{0, ξ − F(p, h) + F(p, h′)} , (2)

where N is the number of pairs of hypotheses where
the first is more plausible than the second under
the given premise p; h > h′ means that h ranks
higher than (i.e., is more plausible than) h′ under
premise p; and ξ is a margin hyperparameter de-
noting the desired scores difference between these
two hypotheses.

4 Recasting Datasets

We consider three datasets: MNLI, JOCI, and
COPA. These are all cast as plausibility datasets,
into a format comprising (p, h, h′) triples, where
h is more plausible than h′ under the context of
premise p.
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Dataset Train Eval

MNLI1 410k dev: 8.2k
MNLI2 142k dev: 130k
JOCI1 8.7k dev: 3.0k
JOCI2 2.3k dev: 1.9k
COPA 500 test: 500

Table 1: Statistics of various plausibility datasets. All
numbers are numbers of (p, h, h′) triplets.

MNLI In MNLI, each premise p is paired with 3
hypotheses. We cast the label on each hypothesis as
a relative plausibility judgment, where entailment
> neutral > contradiction (we label them as 2, 1,
and 0). We construct two 2-choice plausibility tasks
from MNLI:

MNLI1 = {(p, h, h′) | yp,h > yp,h′}
MNLI2 = {(p, h, h′) | (yp,h, yp,h′) ∈ {(2, 1), (1, 0)}}

MNLI1 comprises all pairs labeled with 2/1, 2/0,
or 1/0; whereas MNLI2 removes the presumably
easier 2/0 pairs. For MNLI1, the training set is con-
structed from the original MNLI training dataset,
and the dev set for MNLI1 is derived from the orig-
inal MNLI matched dev dataset. For MNLI2, all of
the examples in our training and dev sets is taken
from the original MNLI training dataset, hence
the same premise exists in both training and dev.
This is by our adversarial design: each neutral hy-
pothesis appears either as the preferred (beating
contradiction), or dispreferred alternative (beaten
by entailment), which is flipped at evaluation time.

JOCI In JOCI, every inference pair is labeled
with their ordinal inference Likert-scale labels 5,
4, 3, 2, or 1. Similar to MNLI, we cast these to
2-choice problems under the following conditions:

JOCI1 = {(p, h, h′) | yp,h > yp,h′ ≥ 3}
JOCI2 = {(p, h, h′) | (yp,h, yp,h′) ∈ {(5, 4), (4, 3)}}

We ignore inference pairs with scores below 3,
aiming for sets akin to COPA, where even the dis-
preferred option is still often semi-plausible.

COPA We label alternatives as 1 (the more plau-
sible one) and 0 (otherwise). The original dev set
in COPA is used as the training set.

Table 1 shows the statistics of these datasets.

5 Experiments and Analyses

Setup We fine-tune the BERT-BASE-UNCASED

(Devlin et al., 2019) using our proposed margin-

Dataset Log loss Margin loss

MNLI1 93.6 93.4
MNLI2 87.9 87.9
JOCI1 86.6 86.9
JOCI2 76.6 78.0

Table 2: Results on recast MNLI and JOCI.

based loss, and perform hyperparameter search on
the margin parameter ξ.

For the recast MNLI and JOCI datasets, the mar-
gin hyperparameter ξ = 0.2. Since COPA does
not have a training set, we use the original dev set
as the training set, and perform 10-fold cross val-
idation to find the best hyperparameter ξ = 0.37.
We employ the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba,
2014) with initial learning rate η = 3 × 10−5, fine-
tune for at most 3 epochs and use early-stopping to
select the best model.

Results on Recast MNLI and JOCI Table 2
shows results on the recast MNLI and JOCI
datasets. We find that for the two synthetic MNLI
datasets, margin-loss performs similarly to cross en-
tropy log-loss. Shifting to the JOCI datasets, with
less extreme (contradiction / entailed) hypotheses,
especially in the adversarial JOCI2 variant, margin-
loss outperforms log-loss.

Though log-loss and margin-loss give close
quantitative results on predicting the more plausible
(p, h) pairs, they do so in different ways, confirm-
ing our intuition. From Figure 3 we find that the
log-loss always predicts the more plausible (p, h)
pair with very high probabilities close to 1, and
predicts the less plausible (p, h) pair with very low
probabilities close to 0. Figure 3, showing a per-
premise normalized score distribution from margin-
loss, is more reasonable and explainable: hypothe-
ses with different plausibility are distributed hierar-
chically between 0 and 1.

Method Acc (%)

PMI (Jabeen et al., 2014) 58.8
PMI EX (Gordon et al., 2011) 65.4
CS (Luo et al., 2016) 70.2
CS MWP (Sasaki et al., 2017) 71.2

BERTlog (ours) 73.4
BERTmargin (ours) 75.4

Table 3: Experimental results on COPA test set.
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Figure 3: Train and dev score distribution after training with a cross entropy log-loss and a margin-loss.

Dataset Premise Hypotheses Gold Log Margin

MNLI1 (1) I just stopped where I was.
(a) I stopped in my tracks 2 0.919 0.568
(b) I stopped running right where I was. 1 0.0807 0.358
(c) I continued on my way. 0 1.71×10−8 0.0739

MNLI1

(2) An organization’s activities, core
processes and resources must be
aligned to support its mission and
help it achieve its goals.

(a) An organization is successful if its
activities, resources and goals align. 2 0.505 0.555

(b) Achieving organizational goals
reflects a change in core processes. 1 0.495 0.257

(c) A company’s mission can be realized
even without the alignment of resources. 0 3.48×10−5 0.187

JOCI1
(3) A few people and cars out on
their daily commute on a rainy day.

(a) The commute is a journey. 5 0.994 0.473
(b) The commute is bad. 4 5.79×10−3 0.230
(c) The commute becomes difficult. 3 1.28×10−3 0.157

JOCI1
(4) Cheerleaders in red uniforms
perform a lift stunt.

(a) The stunt is a feat. 5 0.508 0.304
(b) The stunt is no fluke. 4 0.486 0.279
(c) The stunt is dangerous. 3 2.72×10−4 0.166
(d) The stunt is remarkable. 3 4.13×10−3 0.153
(e) The stunt backfires. 3 2.36×10−4 0.107

COPA (5) She jumped off the diving board. (a) The girl landed in the pool. 1 0.972 0.520
(5′) She ran on the pool deck. 0 0.028 0.480

COPA (6) The student knew the answer
to the question.

(a) He raised his hand. 1 0.982 0.738
(b) He goofed off. 0 0.018 0.262

Table 4: Examples of premises and their corresponding hypotheses in various plausibility datasets, with gold labels
and scores given by the log-loss and margin-loss trained models.

Results on COPA Table 3 shows our results
on COPA. Compared with previous state-of-the-
art knowledge-driven baseline methods, a BERT
model trained with a log-loss achieves better per-
formance. When training the BERT model with a
margin-loss instead of a log-loss, our method gets
the new state-of-the-art result on the established
COPA splits, with an accuracy of 75.4%.3

Analyses Table 4 shows some examples from
the MNLI1, JOCI1 and COPA datasets, with scores

3 We exclude a blog-posted GPT result, which comes
without experimental conditions and is not reproducible.

normalized with respect to all hypotheses given a
specific premise.

For the premise (1) from MNLI1, log-loss results
in a very high score (0.919) for the entailment hy-
pothesis (1a), while assigning a low score (0.0807)
for the neutral hypothesis (1b), and an extremely
low score (1.71×10−8) for the contradiction hy-
pothesis (1c). Though the log-loss can achieve
high accuracy by making these extreme prediction
scores, we argue these scores are unintuitive. For
the premise (2) from MNLI1, log-loss again gives
a very high score (0.505) for the hypothesis (2a).
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But it also gives a high score (0.495) for the neutral
hypothesis (2b). The contradiction hypothesis (2c)
still gets an extremely low score (3.48×10−5).

These are the two ways for the log-loss approach
to make predictions with high accuracy: always
giving very high score for the entailment hypothe-
sis and low score for the contradiction hypothesis,
but giving either very high or very low score for
the neutral hypothesis. In contrast, the margin-loss
gives more intuitive scores for these two examples.
Also, we get similar observations from the JOCI1
examples (3) and (4).

Example (5) from COPA is asking for a more
plausible cause premise for the effect hypothesis.
Here, each of the two candidate premises (5) and
(5′) is a possible answer. The log-loss gives very
high (0.972) and very low (0.028) scores for the
two candidate premises, which is unreasonable.
Whereas the margin-loss gives much more ratio-
nal ranking scores for them (0.52 and 0.48). For
example (6), which is asking for a more likely ef-
fect hypothesis for the cause premise, margin-loss
still gets more reasonable prediction scores than
the log-loss.

Our qualitative analysis is related to the con-
cept of calibration in statistics: are these result-
ing scores close to their class membership prob-
abilities? Our intuitive qualitative results might
be thought as a type of calibration for the plausi-
bility task (more “reliable” scores) instead of the
more common multi-class classification (Zadrozny
and Elkan, 2002; Hastie and Tibshirani, 1998;
Niculescu-Mizil and Caruana, 2005).

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose that margin-loss in con-
trast to log-loss is a more plausible training objec-
tive for COPA-style plausibility tasks. Through
adversarial construction we illustrated that a log-
loss approach can be driven to encode plausible
statements (Neutral hypotheses in NLI) as either
extremely likely or unlikely, which was highlighted
in contrasting figures of per-premise normalized
hypothesis scores. This intuition was shown to lead
to a new state-of-the-art in the original COPA task,
based on a margin-based loss.
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Abstract
Lexical entailment (LE; also known as
hyponymy-hypernymy or is-a relation) is a core
asymmetric lexical relation that supports tasks
like taxonomy induction and text generation.
In this work, we propose a simple and effec-
tive method for fine-tuning distributional word
vectors for LE. Our Generalized Lexical EN-
tailment model (GLEN) is decoupled from the
word embedding model and applicable to any
distributional vector space. Yet – unlike exist-
ing retrofitting models – it captures a general
specialization function allowing for LE-tuning
of the entire distributional space and not only
the vectors of words seen in lexical constraints.
Coupled with a multilingual embedding space,
GLEN seamlessly enables cross-lingual LE de-
tection. We demonstrate the effectiveness of
GLEN in graded LE and report large improve-
ments (over 20% in accuracy) over state-of-
the-art in cross-lingual LE detection.

1 Background and Motivation
Lexical entailment (LE; hyponymy-hypernymy or
is-a relation), is a fundamental asymmetric lexico-
semantic relation (Collins and Quillian, 1972;
Beckwith et al., 1991) and a key building block
of lexico-semantic networks and knowledge bases
(Fellbaum, 1998; Navigli and Ponzetto, 2012). Rea-
soning about word-level entailment supports a mul-
titude of tasks such as taxonomy induction (Snow
et al., 2006; Navigli et al., 2011; Gupta et al.,
2017), natural language inference (Dagan et al.,
2013; Bowman et al., 2015; Williams et al., 2018),
metaphor detection (Mohler et al., 2013), and text
generation (Biran and McKeown, 2013).

Due to their distributional nature (Harris, 1954),
embedding models (Mikolov et al., 2013; Levy and
Goldberg, 2014; Pennington et al., 2014; Melamud
et al., 2016; Bojanowski et al., 2017; Peters et al.,
2018, inter alia) conflate paradigmatic relations
(e.g., synonymy, antonymy, LE, meronymy) and

the broader topical (i.e., syntagmatic) relatedness
(Schwartz et al., 2015; Mrkšić et al., 2017). Con-
sequently, distributional vectors (i.e., embeddings)
cannot be directly used to reliably detect LE.

Embedding specialization methods remedy for
the semantic vagueness of distributional spaces,
forcing the vectors to conform to external linguis-
tic constraints (e.g., synonymy or LE word pairs)
in order to emphasize the lexico-semantic relation
of interest (e.g., semantic similarity of LE) and di-
minish the contributions of other types of semantic
association. Lexical specialization models gener-
ally belong to one of the two families: (1) joint op-
timization models and (2) retrofitting (also known
as fine-tuning or post-processing) models. Joint
models incorporate linguistic constraints directly
into the objective of an embedding model, e.g.,
Skip-Gram (Mikolov et al., 2013), by modifying
the prior or regularization of the objective (Yu and
Dredze, 2014; Xu et al., 2014; Kiela et al., 2015) or
by augmenting the objective with additional factors
reflecting linguistic constraints (Ono et al., 2015;
Osborne et al., 2016; Nguyen et al., 2017). Joint
models are tightly coupled to a concrete embed-
ding model – any modification to the underlying
embedding models warrants a modification of the
whole joint model, along with the expensive retrain-
ing. Conversely, retrofitting models (Faruqui et al.,
2015; Wieting et al., 2015; Nguyen et al., 2016;
Mrkšić et al., 2017; Vulić and Mrkšić, 2018, in-
ter alia) change the distributional spaces post-hoc,
by fine-tuning word vectors so that they conform
to external linguistic constraints. Advantageously,
this makes retrofitting models more flexible, as
they can be applied to any pre-trained distributional
space. On the downside, retrofitting models spe-
cialize only the vectors of words seen in constraints,
leaving vectors of unseen words unchanged.

In this work, we propose an LE-specialization
framework that combines the strengths of both
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Figure 1: High-level illustration of GLEN. Row #1:
LE-retrofitting – specializes only vectors of constraint
words (from languageL1); Row #2: GLEN – learns the
specialization function f using constraints (fromL1) as
supervision; Row #3: Cross-lingual GLEN: LE-tuning
of vectors from language L2 – f applied to L2 vectors
projected (function g) to the L1 embedding space.

model families: unlike joint models, our gener-
alized LE specialization (dubbed GLEN) is easily
applicable to any embedding space. Yet, unlike the
retrofitting models, it LE-specializes the entire dis-
tributional space and not just the vectors of words
from external constraints. GLEN utilizes linguistic
constraints as training examples in order to learn
a general LE-specialization function (instantiated
simply as a feed-forward neural net), which can
then be applied to the entire distributional space.
The difference between LE-retrofitting and GLEN
is illustrated in Figure 1. Moreover, with GLEN’s
ability to LE-specialize unseen words we can seam-
lessly LE-specialize word vectors of another lan-
guage (L2), assuming we previously project them
to the distributional space of L1 for which we had
learned the specialization function. To this end, we
can leverage any from the plethora of resource-lean
methods for learning the cross-lingual projection
(function g in Figure 1) between monolingual distri-
butional vector spaces (Smith et al., 2017; Conneau
et al., 2018; Artetxe et al., 2018, inter alia).1

Conceptually, GLEN is similar to the explicit
retrofitting model of Glavaš and Vulić (2018), who
focus on the symmetric semantic similarity rela-
tion. In contrast, GLEN has to account for the
asymmetric nature of the LE relation. Besides joint
(Nguyen et al., 2017) and retrofitting (Vulić and
Mrkšić, 2018) models for LE, there is a number of
supervised LE detection models that employ dis-
tributional vectors as input features (Tuan et al.,
2016; Shwartz et al., 2016; Glavaš and Ponzetto,

1See (Ruder et al., 2018b; Glavaš et al., 2019) for a compre-
hensive overview of models for inducing cross-lingual word
embedding spaces.

2017; Rei et al., 2018). These models, however,
predict LE for pairs of words, but do not produce
LE-specialized word vectors, which are directly
pluggable into downstream models.

2 Generalized Lexical Entailment
Following LEAR (Vulić and Mrkšić, 2018), the
state-of-the-art LE-retrofitting model, we use three
types of linguistic constraints to learn the gen-
eral specialization f : synonyms, antonyms, and
LE (i.e., hyponym-hypernym) pairs. Similarity-
focused specialization models tune only the direc-
tion of distributional vectors (Mrkšić et al., 2017;
Glavaš and Vulić, 2018; Ponti et al., 2018). In LE-
specialization we need to emphasize similarities
but also reflect the hierarchy of concepts offered
by LE relations (e.g., car should be similar to both
Ferrari and vehicle but is a hyponym only of ve-
hicle). GLEN learns a specialization function f
that rescales vector norms in order to reflect the
hierarchical LE relation. To this end, we use the
following asymmetric distance between vectors de-
fined in terms of their Euclidean norms:

dN (x1,x2) =
‖x1‖ − ‖x2‖
‖x1‖+ ‖x2‖

(1)

Simultaneously, GLEN aims to bring closer to-
gether in direction vectors for synonyms and LE
pairs and to push vectors of antonyms further apart.
We use the cosine distance dC as a symmetric mea-
sure of direction (dis)similarity between vectors.
We combine the asymmetric distance dN and sym-
metric dC in different objective functions that we
optimize to learn the LE-specialization function f .

Lexical Constraints as Training Instances.
For each constraint type – synonyms, antonyms,
and LE pairs – we create separate batches of train-
ing instances. Let {xE1 ,xE2 }K , {xS

1 ,x
S
2 }K , and

{xA
1 ,x

A
2 }K be the batches of K LE, synonymy,

and antonymy pairs, respectively. For each con-
straint (x1,x2) we create a pair of negative vectors
(y1,y2) such that y1 is the vector within the batch
(except x2), closest to x1 and y2 the vector clos-
est to x2 (but not x1) in terms of some distance or
similarity metric. For LE constraints, we find y1

and y2 that minimize dN (x1,y1)+dC(x1,y1) and
dN (y2,x2) + dC(x2,y2), respectively. Intuitively,
we want our model to predict a smaller LE distance
dN+dC for a positive LE pair (x1,x2) than for neg-
ative pairs (x1,y1) and (x2,y2) in the specialized
space. By choosing the most-challenging negative
pairs, i.e., y1 and y2 that are respectively closest
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to x1 and x2 in terms of LE distance in the distri-
butional space, we force our model to learn a more
robust LE specialization function (this is further
elaborated in the description of the objective func-
tion). Analogously, for positive synonym pairs, y1

and y2 are the vectors closest to x1 and x2, respec-
tively, but in terms of only the (symmetric) cosine
distance dC . Finally, for antonyms, y1 is the vec-
tor maximizing dC(x1,y1) and y2 the vector that
maximizes dC(x2,y2). In this case, we want the
vectors of antonyms x1 and x2 after specialization
to be further apart from one another (according to
dC) than from, respectively, the vectors y1 and y2

that are most distant to them in the original distribu-
tional space. A training batch, with K entailment
(E), synonymy (S), or antonymy (A) instances,
is obtained by coupling constraints (x1,x2) with
their negative vectors (y1,y2): {x1,x2,y1,y2}K .

Specialization Function. The parametrized spe-
cialization function f(x; θ) : Rd → Rd (with d
being the embedding size), transforms the distri-
butional space to the space that better captures the
LE relation. Once we learn the specialization func-
tion f (i.e., we tune the parameters θ), we can
LE-specialize the entire distributional embedding
space X (i.e., the vectors of all vocabulary words):
X′ = f(X; θ). For simplicity, we define f to be a
(fully-connected) feed-forward net with H hidden
layers of size dh and non-linear activation ψ. The
i-th hidden layer (i ∈ {1, . . . ,H}) is parametrized
by the weight matrix Wi and the bias vector bi:2

hi(x; θi) = ψ
(
hi−1(x, θi−1)W

i + bi
)

(2)

Objectives and Training. We define four losses
which we combine into training objectives for dif-
ferent constraint types (E, S, and A). The asym-
metric loss la forces the asymmetric margin-based
distance dN to be larger for negative pairs (x1,y1)
and (y2,x2) than for the positive (true LE) pair
(x1,x2) by at least the margin δa :

la=

K∑

k=1

τ
(
δa − dN

(
f(xk

1), f(y
k
1)
)
+ dN

(
f(xk

1), f(x
k
2)
))

+ τ
(
δa − dN

(
f(yk

2), f(x
k
2)
)
+ dN

(
f(xk

1), f(x
k
2)
))

(3)

where τ(x) = max(0, x) is the ramp function. The
similarity loss ls pushes the vectors x1, and x2 to be
direction-wise closer to each other than to negative
vectors y1 and y2, by margin δs:

2The 0-th “hidden layer” is the input distributional vector:
h0(x; θ0) = x and θ0 = ∅, following the notation of Eq. (2).

ls=

K∑

k=1

τ
(
δs − dC

(
f(xk

1), f(y
k
1)
)
+ dC

(
f(xk

1), f(x
k
2)
))

+ τ
(
δs − dC

(
f(xk

2), f(y
k
2)
)
+ dN

(
f(xk

1), f(x
k
2)
))

(4)

The dissimilarity loss ld pushes vectors x1 and x2

further away from each other than from respective
negative vectors y1 and y2, by the margin δd:

ld=

K∑

k=1

τ
(
δd − dC

(
f(xk

1), f(x
k
2)
)
+ dC

(
f(xk

1), f(y
k
1)
))

+ τ
(
δd − dC

(
f(xk

1), f(x
k
2)
)
+ dN

(
f(xk

2), f(y
k
2)
))

(5)

We also define the regularization loss lr, preventing
f from destroying the useful semantic information
contained in distributional vectors:

lr =

K∑

k=1

dC
(

xk
1 , f(x

k
1)
)
+ dC

(
xk
2 , f(x

k
2)
)

+ dC
(

yk
1 , f(y

k
1)
)
+ dC

(
yk
2 , f(y

k
2)
)
. (6)

Finally, we define different objectives for different
constraints types (E, S, and A):

JE = ls(E) + λa · la(E) + λr · lr(E);

JS = ls(S) + λr · lr(S);
JA = ld(A) + λr · lr(A), (7)

where λa and λr scale the contributions of the
asymmetric and regularization losses, respectively.
JE pushes LE vectors to be similar in direction
(loss ls) and different in norm (loss la) after special-
ization. JS forces vectors of synonyms to be closer
together (loss ls) and JA vectors of antonyms to
be further apart (loss ld) in direction after special-
ization, both without affecting vector norms. We
tune hyperparameters (δa, δs, δd, λa, and λr) via
cross-validation, with train and validation portions
containing randomly shuffled E, S, and A batches.

Inference. We infer the strength of the LE rela-
tion between vectors x′1 = f(x1) and x′2 = f(x2)
with an asymmetric LE distance combining dC
and dN : ILE(x′1,x

′
2) = dC(x

′
1,x
′
2) + dN (x

′
1,x
′
2).

True LE pairs should have a small dC and negative
dN . We thus rank LE candidate word pairs accord-
ing to their ILE scores, from smallest to largest.
For the binary LE detection, ILE is binarized via
threshold t: if ILE < t, we predict that LE holds.

Cross-Lingual (CL) LE Specialization. After
learning the generalized LE-specialization function
f , we can apply it to specialize any vector that
comes from the same distributional vector space
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that we used in training. Let L1 be the language
for which we have the linguistic constraints and
let XL1 be its corresponding distributional space.
Let XL2 be the distributional space of another lan-
guage L2. Assuming a function g : RdL2 → RdL1

that projects vectors from XL2 to XL1, we can
straightforwardly LE-specialize the distributional
space of L2 by composing functions f and g:
X′L2 = f (g(XL2)). Recently, a large number
of projection-based models have been proposed for
inducing bilingual word embedding spaces (Smith
et al., 2017; Conneau et al., 2018; Artetxe et al.,
2018; Ruder et al., 2018a; Joulin et al., 2018, inter
alia), most of them requiring limited (word-level)
or no bilingual supervision. Based on a few thou-
sand (manually created or automatically induced)
word-translation pairs, these models learn a linear
mapping Wg that projects the vectors from XL2

to the space XL1: g(XL2) = XL2Wg. The cross-
lingual space is then given as: XL1 ∪ XL2Wg.
Due to simplicity and robust downstream perfor-
mance,3 we opt for the simple supervised learning
of the cross-lingual projection matrix Wg (Smith
et al., 2017) based on (closed-form) solution of
the Procrustes problem (Schönemann, 1966). Let
XS ⊂ XL2 and XT ⊂ XL1 be the subsets of
the two monolingual embedding spaces, contain-
ing (row-aligned) vectors of word translations. We
then obtain the projection matrix as Wg = UV>,
where UΣV> is the singular value decomposition
of the product matrix XTXS

>.

3 Evaluation
Experimental Setup. We work with Wikipedia-
trained FASTTEXT embeddings (Bojanowski et al.,
2017). We take English constraints from previ-
ous work – synonyms and antonyms were created
from WordNet and Roget’s Thesaurus (Zhang et al.,
2014; Ono et al., 2015); LE constraints were col-
lected from WordNet by Vulić and Mrkšić (2018)
and contain both direct and transitively obtained
LE pairs. We retain the constraints for which
both words exist in the trimmed (200K) FASTTEXT

vocabulary, resulting in a total of 1,493,686 LE,
521,037 synonym, and 141,311 antonym pairs. We
reserve 4,000 constraints (E: 2k, S: 1k, A: 1k) for
validation and use the rest for training. We identify
the following best hyperparameter configuration
via grid search: H = 5, dh = 300, ψ = tanh,
δa = 1, δs = δd = 0.5, λa = 2, and λr = 1.

3For a comprehensive downstream comparison of different
cross-lingual embedding models, see (Glavaš et al., 2019).

Setup 0% 10% 30% 50% 70% 90% 100%

LEAR .174 .188 .273 .438 .548 .634 .682
GLEN .481 .485 .478 .474 .506 .504 .520

Table 1: Spearman correlation for GLEN, compared
with LEAR (Vulić and Mrkšić, 2018), on HyperLex,
for different word coverage settings (i.e., percentages
of Hyperlex words seen in constraints in training).

We apply a dropout (keep rate 0.5) to each hidden
layer of f . We train in mini-batches of K = 50
constraints and learn with the Adam algorithm
(Kingma and Ba, 2015): initial learning rate 10−4.

3.1 Graded Lexical Entailment

We use ILE to predict the strength of LE between
words. We evaluate GLEN against the state-of-the-
art LE-retrofitting model LEAR (Vulić and Mrkšić,
2018) on the HyperLex dataset (Vulić et al., 2017)
which contains 2,616 word pairs (83% nouns, 17%
verbs) judged (0-6 scale) by human annotators for
the degree to which the LE relation holds. We eval-
uate the models in a deliberately controlled setup:
we (randomly) select a subset of HyperLex words
(0%, 10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, 90%, and 100%) that
we allow models to “see” in the constraints, remov-
ing constraints with any other HyperLex word.4

Results and Discussion. The graded LE perfor-
mance is shown in Table 1 for all seven setups.
Graded LE results suggest that GLEN is robust and
generalizes well to unseen words: the drop in per-
formance between the 0% and 100% setups is mere
4% for GLEN (compared to a 50% drop for LEAR).
Results in the 0% setting, in which GLEN improves
over the distributional space by more than 30 points
most clearly demonstrate its effectiveness.5 GLEN,
however, lags behind LEAR in setups where LEAR
has seen 70% or more of test words. This is intu-
itive: LEAR specializes the vector of each par-
ticular word using only the constraints containing
that word; this gives LEAR higher specialization
flexibility at the expense of generalization ability.
In contrast, GLEN’s specialization function is af-
fected by all constraints and has to work for all
words; GLEN trades the effectiveness of LEAR’s
word-specific updates for seen words, for the ability
to generalize over unseen words. In a sense, there
is a trade-off between the ability to generalize the

4In the 0% setting we remove all constraints containing
any HyperLex word; in the 100% we use all constraints. The
full set of constraints contains 99.8% of all HyperLex words.

5LEAR’s performance in the 0% setup corresponds to the
performance of input distributional vectors.
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LE-specialization over unseen words and the per-
formance for seen words. Put differently, by learn-
ing a general specialization function – i.e., by using
linguistic constraints merely as training instances
– GLEN is prevented from “overfitting” to seen
words. Evaluation settings like our 90% or 100%
settings, in which GLEN is outperformed by a pure
retrofitting model, are however unrealistic in view
of downstream tasks: for any concrete downstream
task (e.g., textual entailment or taxonomy induc-
tion), it is highly unlikely that the LE-specialization
model will have seen almost all of the test words
(words for which LE inference is required) in its
training linguistic constraints; this is why GLEN’s
ability to generalize LE-specialization to unseen
words (as indicated by 0%-50% settings) is partic-
ularly important.

3.2 Cross-Lingual LE Detection

Neither joint (Nguyen et al., 2017) nor retrofitting
models (Vulić and Mrkšić, 2018) can predict LE
across languages in a straightforward fashion. Cou-
pled with a CL space, GLEN can seamlessly pre-
dict LE across language boundaries.

Experimental Setup. We evaluate GLEN on
datasets from Upadhyay et al. (2018), encompass-
ing two binary cross-lingual LE detection tasks: (1)
HYPO task test model’s ability to determine the di-
rection of the LE relation, i.e., to discern hyponym-
hypernym pairs from hypernym-hyponym pairs;
(2) COHYP tasks tests whether the models are
able to discern true LE pairs from cohyponyms
(e.g., car and boat, cohyponyms of vehicle). We re-
port results for three language pairs: English (EN) –
{French (FR), Russian (RU), Arabic (AR)}. Upad-
hyay et al. (2018) divided each dataset into train
(400-500 word pairs) and test portions (900-1000
word pairs): we use the train portions to tune the
threshold t that binarizes GLEN’s predictions ILE .

We induce the CL embeddings (i.e., learn the
projections Wg, see Section §2) by projecting AR,
FR, and RU embeddings to the EN space in a su-
pervised fashion, by finding the optimal solution to
the Procrustes problem for given 5K word transla-
tion pairs (for each language pair). 6 We compare
GLEN with more complex models from (Upadhyay
et al., 2018): they couple two methods for inducing
syntactic CL embeddings – CL-DEP (Vulić, 2017)
and BI-SPARSE (Vyas and Carpuat, 2016) – with

6We automatically translated 5K most frequent EN words
to AR, FR, and RU with Google Translate.

Model EN-FR EN-RU EN-AR Avg

HYPO
CL-DEP .538 .602 .567 .569
BI-SPARSE .566 .590 .526 .561
GLEN .792 .811 .816 .806

COHYP
CL-DEP .610 .562 .631 .601
BI-SPARSE .667 .636 .668 .657
GLEN .779 .849 .821 .816

Table 2: CL LE detection results (accuracy) on CL
datasets (HYPO, COHYP) (Upadhyay et al., 2018).

an LE scorer based on the distributional inclusion
hypothesis (Geffet and Dagan, 2005).

Results. GLEN’s cross-lingual LE detection per-
formance is shown in Table 2. GLEN dramatically
outperforms CL LE detection models from (Upad-
hyay et al., 2018), with an average edge of 24% on
HYPO datasets and 16% on the COHYP datasets.7

This accentuates GLEN’s generalization ability: it
robustly predicts CL LE, although trained only on
EN constraints. GLEN performs better for EN-
AR and EN-RU than for EN-FR: we believe this
to merely be an artifact of the (rather small) test
sets. We find GLEN’s CL performance for more
distant language pairs (EN-AR, EN-RU) especially
encouraging as it holds promise of successful trans-
fer of LE-specialization to resource-lean languages
lacking external linguistic resources.

4 Conclusion
We presented GLEN, a general framework for spe-
cializing word embeddings for lexical entailment.
Unlike existing LE-specialization models (Nguyen
et al., 2017; Vulić and Mrkšić, 2018), GLEN learns
an explicit specialization function using linguis-
tic constraints as training examples. The learned
LE-specialization function is then applied to vec-
tors of words (1) unseen in constraints and (2)
from different languages. GLEN displays robust
graded LE performance and yields massive im-
provements over state-of-the-art in cross-lingual
LE detection. We next plan to evaluate GLEN on
multilingual and cross-lingual graded LE datasets
(Vulić et al., 2019) and release a large multilin-
gual repository of LE-specialized embeddings. We
make GLEN (code and resources) available at:
https://github.com/codogogo/glen.
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Abstract

The recently introduced BERT model exhibits
strong performance on several language un-
derstanding benchmarks. In this paper, we
describe a simple re-implementation of BERT
for commonsense reasoning. We show that the
attentions produced by BERT can be directly
utilized for tasks such as the Pronoun Dis-
ambiguation Problem and Winograd Schema
Challenge. Our proposed attention-guided
commonsense reasoning method is conceptu-
ally simple yet empirically powerful. Exper-
imental analysis on multiple datasets demon-
strates that our proposed system performs re-
markably well on all cases while outperform-
ing the previously reported state of the art by
a margin. While results suggest that BERT
seems to implicitly learn to establish complex
relationships between entities, solving com-
monsense reasoning tasks might require more
than unsupervised models learned from huge
text corpora.

1 Introduction

Recently, neural models pre-trained on a lan-
guage modeling task, such as ELMo (Peters et al.,
2018b), OpenAI GPT (Radford et al., 2018), and
BERT (Devlin et al., 2018), have achieved impres-
sive results on various natural language processing
tasks such as question-answering and natural lan-
guage inference. The success of BERT can largely
be associated to the notion of context-aware word
embeddings, which differentiate it from common
approaches such as word2vec (Mikolov et al.,
2013) that establish a static semantic embedding.
Since the introduction of BERT, the NLP com-
munity continues to be impressed by the amount
of ideas produced on top of this powerful lan-
guage representation model. However, despite
its success, it remains unclear whether the repre-
sentations produced by BERT can be utilized for

tasks such as commonsense reasoning. Particu-
larly, it is not clear whether BERT shed light on
solving tasks such as the Pronoun Disambigua-
tion Problem (PDP) and Winograd Schema Chal-
lenge (WSC). These tasks have been proposed as
potential alternatives to the Turing Test, because
they are formulated to be robust to statistics of
word co-occurrence (Levesque et al., 2012).

Below is a popular example from the binary-
choice pronoun coreference problem (Lee et al.,
2017) of WSC:

Sentence: The trophy doesn't fit in the suit-
case because it is too small.
Answers: A) the trophy B) the suitcase

Humans resolve the pronoun “it” to “the suit-
case” with no difficulty, whereas a system without
commonsense reasoning would be unable to dis-
tinguish “the suitcase” from the otherwise viable
candidate, “the trophy”.

Previous attempts at solving WSC usually in-
volve heavy utilization of annotated knowledge
bases (KB), rule-based reasoning, or hand-crafted
features (Peng et al., 2015; Bailey et al., 2015;
Schüller, 2014; Sharma et al., 2015; Morgenstern
et al., 2016). There are also some empirical
works towards solving WSC making use of learn-
ing (Rahman and Ng, 2012; Tang et al., 2018;
Radford et al., 2018). Recently, (Trinh and Le,
2018) proposed to use a language model (LM)
to score the two sentences obtained when replac-
ing the pronoun by the two candidates. The sen-
tence that is assigned higher probability under the
model designates the chosen candidate. Probabil-
ity is calculated via the chain rule, as the prod-
uct of the probabilities assigned to each word in
the sentence. Very recently, (Emami et al., 2018)
proposed the knowledge hunting method, which
is a rule-based system that uses search engines
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The trophy doesn’t fit in the suitcase because it is too small

Figure 1: Maximum Attention Score (MAS) for a particular sentence, where colors show attention maps for
different words (best shown in color). Squares with blue/red frames correspond to specific sliced attentions Ac for
candidates c, establishing the relationship to the reference pronoun indicated with green. Attention is color-coded
in blue/ red for candidates “trophy”/ “suitcase”; the associated pronoun “it” is indicated in green. Attention values
are compared elementwise (black double arrow), and retain only the maximum achieved by a masking operation.
Matrices on the outside with red background elements correspond to the masked attentions Ac ◦Mc.

to gather evidence for the candidate resolutions
without relying on the entities themselves. Al-
though these methods are interesting, they need
fine-tuning, or explicit substitution or heuristic-
based rules. See also (Trichelair et al., 2018) for
a discussion.

The BERT model is based on the “Transformer”
architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017), which relies
purely on attention mechanisms, and does not have
an explicit notion of word order beyond mark-
ing each word with its absolute-position embed-
ding. This reliance on attention may lead one to
expect decreased performance on commonsense
reasoning tasks (Roemmele et al., 2011; Zellers
et al., 2018) compared to RNN (LSTM) mod-
els (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) that do
model word order directly, and explicitly track
states across the sentence. However, the work
of (Peters et al., 2018a) suggests that bidirectional
language models such as BERT implicitly capture
some notion of coreference resolution.

In this paper, we show that the attention maps
created by an out-of-the-box BERT can be directly
exploited to resolve coreferences in long sen-
tences. As such, they can be simply repurposed for
the sake of commonsense reasoning tasks while
achieving state-of-the-art results on the multiple
task. On both PDP and WSC, our method out-
performs previous state-of-the-art methods, with-
out using expensive annotated knowledge bases or

hand-engineered features. On a Pronoun Disam-
biguation dataset, PDP-60, our method achieves
68.3% accuracy, which is better than the state-of-
art accuracy of 66.7%. On a WSC dataset, WSC-
273, our method achieves 60.3%. As of today,
state-of-the-art accuracy on the WSC-273 for sin-
gle model performance is around 57%, (Emami
et al., 2018) and (Trinh and Le, 2018). These re-
sults suggest that BERT implicitly learns to estab-
lish complex relationships between entities such
as coreference resolution. Although this helps in
commonsense reasoning, solving this task requires
more than employing a language model learned
from large text corpora.

2 Attention Guided Reasoning

In this section we first review the main aspects of
the BERT approach, which are important to un-
derstand our proposal and we introduce notations
used in the rest of the paper. Then, we intro-
duce Maximum Attention Score (MAS), and ex-
plain how it can be utilized for commonsense rea-
soning.

2.1 BERT and Notation

The concept of BERT is built upon two key in-
gredients: (a) the transformer architecture and (b)
unsupervised pre-training.

The transformer architecture consists of two
main building blocks, stacked encoders and de-
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Method Acc.
Unsupervised Semantic Similarity Method (USSM) 48.3 %
USSM + Cause-Effect Knowledge Base (Liu et al., 2016) 55.0 %
USSM + Cause-Effect + WordNet (Miller, 1995) + ConceptNet (Liu and Singh, 2004) KB 56.7 %
Subword-level Transformer LM (Vaswani et al., 2017) 58.3 %
Single LM (partial) (Trinh and Le, 2018) 53.3 %
Single LM (full) (Trinh and Le, 2018) 60.0 %
Patric Dhondt (WS Challenge 2016) 45.0 %
Nicos Issak (WS Challenge 2016) 48.3 %
Quan Liu (WS Challenge 2016 - winner) 58.3 %
USSM + Supervised DeepNet 53.3 %
USSM + Supervised DeepNet + 3 KBs 66.7 %
Our Proposed Method 68.3 %

Table 1: Pronoun Disambiguation Problem: Results on (top) Unsupervised method performance on PDP-60 and
(bottom) Supervised method performance on PDP-60. Results other than ours are taken from (Trinh and Le, 2018).

Method Acc.
Random guess 50.0 %
USSM + KB 52.0%
USSM + Supervised DeepNet + KB 52.8 %
Single LM (Trinh and Le, 2018) 54.5 %
Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) 54.1 %
Know. Hunter (Emami et al., 2018) 57.1 %
Our Proposed Method 60.3 %

Table 2: Winograd Schema Challenge. The other re-
sults are taken from (Trichelair et al., 2018) and (Trinh
and Le, 2018).

coders, which are connected in a cascaded fash-
ion. The encoder is further divided into two com-
ponents, namely a self-attention layer and a feed-
forward neural network. The self-attention allows
for attending to specific words during encoding
and therefore establishing a focus context w.r.t. to
each word. In contrast to that, the decoder has an
additional encoder-decoder layer that switches be-
tween self-attention and a feed-forward network.
It allows the decoder to attend to specific parts of
the input sequence. As attention allows for es-
tablishing a relationship between words, it is very
important for tasks such as coreference resolution
and finding associations. In the specific context of
pronouns, attention gives rise to links to m candi-
date nouns, which we denote in the following as
C = {c1, .., cm}. The concept of self-attention is
further expanded within BERT by the idea of so
called multi-head outputs that are incorporated in
each layer. In the following, we will denote heads

and layers with h ∈ H and l ∈ L, respectively.
Multi-heads serve several purposes. On the one
hand, they allow for dispersing the focus on mul-
tiple positions. On the other hand, they consti-
tute an enriched representation by expanding the
embedding space. Leveraging the nearly unlim-
ited amount of data available, BERT learns two
novel unsupervised prediction tasks during train-
ing. One of the tasks is to predict tokens that were
randomly masked given the context, notably with
the context being established in a bi-directional
manner. The second task constitutes next sen-
tence prediction, whereby BERT learns the re-
lationship between two sentences, and classifies
whether they are consecutive.

2.2 Maximum Attention Score (MAS)

In order to exploit the associative leverage of self-
attention, the computation of MAS follows the no-
tion of max-pooling on attention level between a
reference word s (e.g. pronoun) and candidate
words c (e.g. multiple choice pronouns). The
proposed approach takes as input the BERT at-
tention tensor and produces for each candidate
word a score, which indicates the strength of as-
sociation. To this end, the BERT attention ten-
sor A ∈ RH×L×|C| is sliced into several matrices
Ac ∈ RH×L, each of them corresponding to the
attention between the reference word and a candi-
date c. Each Ac is associated with a binary mask
matrix Mc. The mask values of Mc are obtained
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The drain is clogged with hair. It has to be cleaned.

The drain is clogged with hair. It has to be removed.

Steve follows Fred's example in everything. He admires him hugely.

Steve follows Fred's example in everything. He influences him hugely.

The fish ate the worm . It was hungry.

The fish ate the worm . It was tasty.

The foxes are attacking the chickens at night. I have to kill them.

The foxes are attacking the chickens at night. I have to guard them.

The man lifted the boy onto his shoulders.

The man lifted the boy onto his bunk bed.

Figure 2: Maximum Attention Score (MAS) for some sample questions from WSC-273: The last example is an
example of failure of the method, where the coreference is predicted incorrectly.

at each location tuple (l, h), according to:

Mc(l, h) =

{
1 argmaxA(l, h) = c

0 otherwise
(1)

Mask entries are non-zero only at locations where
the candidate word c is associated with maxi-
mum attention. Limiting the impact of attention
by masking allows to accommodate for the most
salient parts. Given the Ac and Mc matrix pair
for each candidate c, the MAS can be computed.
For this purpose, the sum of the Hadamard product
for each pair is calculated first. Next, the actual
score is obtained by computing the ratio of each
Hadamard sum w.r.t. all others according to,

MAS(c) =

∑
l,hAc ◦Mc∑

c∈C
∑

l,hAc ◦Mc
∈ [0, 1] . (2)

Thus MAS retains the attention of each candidate
only where it is most dominant, coupling it with
the notion of frequency of occurrence to weight
the importance. See Fig. 1 for a schematic illustra-
tion of the computation of MAS, and the matrices
involved.

3 Experimental Results

We evaluate our method on two commonsense rea-
soning tasks, PDP and WSC.

On the former task, we use the original set of
60 questions (PDP-60) as the main benchmark.
The second task (WSC-273) is qualitatively much
more difficult. The recent best reported result are
not much above random guess. This task con-
sists of 273 questions and is designed to work
against traditional linguistic techniques, common
heuristics or simple statistical tests over text cor-
pora (Levesque et al., 2012).

3.1 BERT Model Details

In all our experiments, we used the out-of-the-
box BERT models without any task-specific fine-
tuning. Specifically, we use the PyTorch imple-
mentation of pre-trained bert − base − uncased
models supplied by Google1. This model has 12
layers (i.e., Transformer blocks), a hidden size of
768, and 12 self-attention heads. In all cases we
set the feed-forward/filter size to be 3072 for the
hidden size of 768. The total number of parame-
ters of the model is 110M.

3.2 Pronoun Disambiguation Problem

We first examine our method on PDP-60 for the
Pronoun Disambiguation task. In Tab. 1 (top),
our method outperforms all previous unsupervised
results sharply. Next, we allow other systems to
take in necessary components to maximize their
test performance. This includes making use of
supervised training data that maps commonsense
reasoning questions to their correct answer. As re-
ported in Tab. 1 (bottom), our method outperforms
the best system in the 2016 competition (58.3%)
by a large margin. Specifically, we achieve 68.3%
accuracy, better than the more recently reported re-
sults from (Liu et al., 2017) (66.7%), who makes
use of three KBs and a supervised deep network.

3.3 Winograd Schema Challenge

On the harder task WSC-273, our method also out-
performs the current state-of-the-art, as shown in
Tab. 2. Namely, our method achieves an accu-
racy of 60.3%, nearly 3% of accuracy above the

1https://github.com/huggingface/pytorch-pretrained-
BERT
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previous best result. This is a drastic improve-
ment considering the best system based on lan-
guage models outperforms random guess by only
4% in accuracy. This task is more difficult than
PDP-60. First, the overall performance of all com-
peting systems are much lower than that of PDP-
60. Second, incorporating supervised learning and
expensive annotated KBs to USSM provides in-
significant gain this time (+3%), comparing to the
large gain on PDP-60 (+19%). Finally, for the
sake of completeness, (Trinh and Le, 2018) re-
port that their single language model trained on
a customized dataset built from CommonCrawl
based on questions used in comonsense reasoning
achieves an higher accuracy than the proposed ap-
proach with 62.6%.

We visualize the MAS to have more insights
into the decisions of our resolvers. Fig. 2 displays
some samples of correct and incorrect decisions
made by our proposed method. MAS score of dif-
ferent words are indicated with colors, where the
gradient from blue to red represents the score tran-
sition from low to high.

4 Discussion

Pursuing commonsense reasoning in a purely un-
supervised way seems very attractive for several
reasons. On the one hand, this implies tapping
the nearly unlimited resources of unannotated text
and leveraging the wealth of information therein.
On the other hand, tackling the commonsense rea-
soning objective in a (more) supervised fashion
typically seems to boost performance for very a
specific task as concurrent work shows (Kocijan
et al., 2019). However, the latter approach is un-
likely to generalize well beyond this task. That
is because covering the complete set of common-
sense entities is at best extremely hard to achieve,
if possible at all. The data-driven paradigm en-
tails that the derived model can only make gen-
eralizations based on the data it has observed.
Consequently, a supervised machine learning ap-
proach will have to be exposed to all combina-
tions, i.e. replacing lexical items with semanti-
cally similar items in order to derive various con-
cept notions. Generally, this is prohibitively ex-
pensive and therefore not viable. In contrast, in
the proposed (unsupervised self-attention guided)
approach this problem is alleviated. This can be
largely attributed to the nearly unlimited text cor-
pora on which the model originally learns, which

makes it likely to cover a multitude of concept re-
lations, and the fact that attention implicitly re-
duces the search space. However, all these ap-
proaches require the answer to explicitly exist in
the text. That is, they are unable to resolve pro-
nouns in light of abstract/implicit referrals that re-
quire background knowledge - see (Saba, 2018)
for more detail. However, this is beyond the task
of WSC. Last, the presented results suggest that
BERT models the notion of complex relationship
between entities, facilitating commonsense rea-
soning to a certain degree.

5 Conclusion

Attracted by the success of recently proposed lan-
guage representation model BERT, in this pa-
per, we introduce a simple yet effective re-
implementation of BERT for commonsense rea-
soning. Specifically, we propose a method which
exploits the attentions produced by BERT for the
challenging tasks of PDP and WSC. The exper-
imental analysis demonstrates that our proposed
system outperforms the previous state of the art
on multiple datasets. However, although BERT
seems to implicitly establish complex relation-
ships between entities facilitating tasks such as
coreference resolution, the results also suggest
that solving commonsense reasoning tasks might
require more than leveraging a language model
trained on huge text corpora. Future work will en-
tail adaption of the attentions, to further improve
the performance.
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Abstract

The Winograd Schema Challenge (WSC) da-
taset WSC273 and its inference counterpart
WNLI are popular benchmarks for natural lan-
guage understanding and commonsense rea-
soning. In this paper, we show that the perfor-
mance of three language models on WSC273
consistently and robustly improves when fine-
tuned on a similar pronoun disambiguation
problem dataset (denoted WSCR). We addi-
tionally generate a large unsupervised WSC-
like dataset. By fine-tuning the BERT lan-
guage model both on the introduced and on
the WSCR dataset, we achieve overall accu-
racies of 72.5% and 74.7% on WSC273 and
WNLI, improving the previous state-of-the-
art solutions by 8.8% and 9.6%, respectively.
Furthermore, our fine-tuned models are also
consistently more accurate on the “complex”
subsets of WSC273, introduced by Trichelair
et al. (2018).

1 Introduction

The Winograd Schema Challenge (WSC) (Leves-
que et al., 2012, 2011) was introduced for testing
AI agents for commonsense knowledge. Here, we
refer to the most popular collection of such sen-
tences as WSC273, to avoid confusion with other
slightly modified datasets, such as PDP60, (Davis
et al., 2017) and the Definite Pronoun Resolution
dataset (Rahman and Ng, 2012), denoted WSCR
in the sequel. WSC273 consists of 273 instan-
ces of the pronoun disambiguation problem (PDP)
(Morgenstern et al., 2016). Each is a sentence (or
two) with a pronoun referring to one of the two or
more nouns; the goal is to predict the correct one.
The task is challenging, since WSC examples are
constructed to require human-like commonsense
knowledge and reasoning. The best known solu-
tions use deep learning with an accuracy of 63.7%
(Opitz and Frank, 2018; Trinh and Le, 2018). The
problem is difficult to solve not only because of the
commonsense reasoning challenge, but also due

to the small existing datasets making it difficult to
train neural networks directly on the task.

Neural networks have proven highly effective
in natural language processing (NLP) tasks, out-
performing other machine learning methods and
even matching human performance (Hassan et al.,
2018; Nangia and Bowman, 2018). However, su-
pervised models require many per-task annotated
training examples for a good performance. For
tasks with scarce data, transfer learning is often
applied (Howard and Ruder, 2018; Johnson and
Zhang, 2017), i.e., a model that is already trained
on one NLP task is used as a starting point for
other NLP tasks.

A common approach to transfer learning in
NLP is to train a language model (LM) on large
amounts of unsupervised text (Howard and Ruder,
2018) and use it, with or without further fine-tu-
ning, to solve other downstream tasks. Build-
ing on top of a LM has proven to be very suc-
cessful, producing state-of-the-art (SOTA) results
(Liu et al., 2019; Trinh and Le, 2018) on bench-
mark datasets like GLUE (Wang et al., 2019) or
WSC273 (Levesque et al., 2011).

In this work, we first show that fine-tuning
existing LMs on WSCR is a robust method of
improving the capabilities of the LM to tackle
WSC273 and WNLI. This is surprising, because
previous attempts to generalize from the WSCR
dataset to WSC273 did not achieve a major im-
provement (Opitz and Frank, 2018). Secondly,
we introduce a method for generating large-scale
WSC-like examples. We use this method to create
a 2.4M dataset from English Wikipedia1, which
we further use together with WSCR for fine-
tuning the pre-trained BERT LM (Devlin et al.,
2018). The dataset will be made publicly avail-
able. We achieve accuracies of 72.5% and 74.7%
on WSC273 and WNLI, improving the previous

1https://dumps.wikimedia.org/enwiki/
dump id: enwiki-20181201
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best solutions by 8.8% and 9.6%, respectively.

2 Background

This section introduces the main LM used in our
work, BERT (Devlin et al., 2018), followed by a
detailed description of WSC and its relaxed form,
the Definite Pronoun Resolution problem.

BERT. Our work uses the pre-trained Bidirec-
tional Encoder Representations from Transform-
ers (BERT) LM (Devlin et al., 2018) based on
the transformer architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017).
Due to its high performance on natural language
understanding (NLU) benchmarks and the sim-
plicity to adapt its objective function to our fine-
tuning needs, we use BERT throughout this work.

BERT is originally trained on two tasks: masked
token prediction, where the goal is to predict the
missing tokens from the input sequence, and next
sentence prediction, where the model is given two
sequences and asked to predict whether the second
sequence follows after the first one.

We focus on the first task to fine-tune BERT us-
ing WSC-like examples. We use masked token
prediction on a set of sentences that follow the
WSC structure, where we aim to determine which
of the candidates is the correct replacement for the
masked pronoun.

Winograd Schema Challenge. Having introdu-
ced the goal of the Winograd Schema Challenge
in Section 1, we illustrate it with the following ex-
ample:

The trophy didn’t fit into the suitcase because it
was too [large/small].

Question: What was too [large/small]?
Answer: the trophy / the suitcase
The pronoun “it” refers to a different noun,

based on the word in the brackets. To correct-
ly answer both versions, one must understand the
meaning of the sentence and its relation to the
changed word. More specifically, a text must meet
the following criteria to be considered for a Wino-
grad Schema (Levesque et al., 2011):

1. Two parties must appear in the text.
2. A pronoun appears in the sentence and refers

to one party. It would be grammatically cor-
rect if the pronoun referred to the other.

3. The question asks to determine what party the
pronoun refers to.

4. A “special word” appears in the sentence.
When switched to an “alternative word”, the

sentence remains grammatically correct, but
the referent of the pronoun changes.

Additionally, commonsense reasoning must be
required to answer the question.

A detailed analysis by Trichelair et al. (2018)
shows that not all WSC273 examples are equally
difficult. They introduce two complexity mea-
sures (associativity and switchability) and, based
on them, refine evaluation metrics for WSC273.

In associative examples, one of the parties is
more commonly associated with the rest of the
question than the other one. Such examples are
seen as “easier” than the rest and represent 13.5%
of WSC273. The remaining 86.5% of WSC273 is
called non-associative.
47% of the examples are “switchable”, because

the roles of the parties can be changed, and ex-
amples still make sense. A model is tested on the
original, “unswitched” switchable subset and on
the same subset with switched parties. The con-
sistency between the two results is computed by
comparing how often the model correctly changes
the answer when the parties are switched.

Definite Pronoun Resolution. Since collecting
examples that meet the criteria for WSC is hard,
Rahman and Ng (2012) relax the criteria and
construct the Definite Pronoun Resolution (DPR)
dataset, following the structure of WSC, but also
accepting easier examples. The dataset, referred
throughout the paper as WSCR, is split into a train-
ing set with 1322 examples and test set with 564
examples. Six examples in the WSCR training set
reappear in WSC273. We remove these examples
from WSCR. We use the WSCR training and test
sets for fine-tuning the LMs and for validation, re-
spectively.

WNLI. One of the 9 GLUE benchmark tasks
(Wang et al., 2019), WNLI is very similar to the
WSC273 dataset, but is phrased as an entailment
problem instead. A WSC schema is given as a
premise. The hypothesis is constructed by extract-
ing the sentence part where the pronoun is, and
replacing the pronoun with one candidate. The la-
bel is 1, if the candidate is the correct replacement,
and 0, otherwise.

3 Related Work

There have been several attempts at solving
WSC273. Previous work is based on Google
queries for knowledge (Emami et al., 2018) (58%),
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sequence ranking (Opitz and Frank, 2018) (63%),
and using an ensemble of LMs (Trinh and Le,
2018) (63%).

A critical analysis (Trichelair et al., 2018)
showed that the main reason for success when us-
ing an ensemble of LMs (Trinh and Le, 2018) was
largely due to imperfections in WSC273, as dis-
cussed in Section 2.

The only dataset similar to WSC273 is an eas-
ier but larger (1886 examples) variation published
by Rahman and Ng (2012) and earlier introduced
as WSCR. The sequence ranking approach uses
WSCR for training and attempts to generalize to
WSC273. The gap in performance scores between
WSCR and WSC273 (76% vs. 63%) implies that
examples in WSC273 are much harder. We note
that Opitz and Frank (2018) do not report remov-
ing the overlapping examples between WSCR and
WSC273.

Another important NLU benchmark is GLUE

(Wang et al., 2019), which gathers 9 tasks and is
commonly used to evaluate LMs. The best score
has seen a huge jump from 0.69 to over 0.82 in a
single year. However, WNLI is a notoriously diffi-
cult task in GLUE and remains unsolved by the ex-
isting approaches. None of the models have beaten
the majority baseline at 65.1, while human perfor-
mance lies at 95.9 (Nangia and Bowman, 2018).

4 Our Approach

WSC Approach. We approach WSC by fine-
tuning the pre-trained BERT LM (Devlin et al.,
2018) on the WSCR training set and further on
a very large Winograd-like dataset that we intro-
duce. Below, we present our fine-tuning objective
function and the introduced dataset.

Given a training sentence s, the pronoun to be
resolved is masked out from the sentence, and the
LM is used to predict the correct candidate in the
place of the masked pronoun. Let c1 and c2 be the
two candidates. BERT for Masked Token Predic-
tion is used to find P(c1|s) and P(c2|s). If a candi-
date consists of several tokens, the corresponding
number of [MASK] tokens is used in the masked
sentence. Then, logP(c|s) is computed as the av-
erage of log-probabilities of each composing to-
ken. If c1 is correct, and c2 is not, the loss is:

L = − logP(c1|s) + (1)

+ α ·max(0, logP(c2|s)− logP(c1|s) + β),

where α and β are hyperparameters.

MaskedWiki Dataset. To get more data for
fine-tuning, we automatically generate a large-
scale collection of sentences similar to WSC.
More specifically, our procedure searches a large
text corpus for sentences that contain (at least) two
occurrences of the same noun. We mask the sec-
ond occurrence of this noun with the [MASK] to-
ken. Several possible replacements for the masked
token are given, for each noun in the sentence dif-
ferent from the replaced noun. We thus obtain
examples that are structurally similar to those in
WSC, although we cannot ensure that they fulfill
all the requirements (see Section 2).

To generate such sentences, we choose the En-
glish Wikipedia as source text corpus, as it is a
large-scale and grammatically correct collection
of text with diverse information. We use the Stan-
ford POS tagger (Manning et al., 2014) for find-
ing nouns. We obtain a dataset with approximately
130M examples. We downsample the dataset uni-
formly at random to obtain a dataset of manage-
able size. After downsampling, the dataset con-
sists of 2.4M examples. All experiments are con-
ducted with this downsampled dataset only.

To determine the quality of the dataset, 200 ran-
dom examples are manually categorized into 4 cat-
egories:

• Unsolvable: the masked word cannot be un-
ambiguously selected with the given context.
Example: Palmer and Crenshaw both used
Wilson 8802 putters , with [MASK] ’s receiv-
ing the moniker “ Little Ben ” due to his pro-
ficiency with it . [Palmer/Crenshaw]

• Hard: the answer is not trivial to figure out.
Example: At the time of Plath ’s suicide , As-
sia was pregnant with Hughes ’s child , but
she had an abortion soon after [MASK] ’s
death . [Plath/Assia]

• Easy: The alternative sentence is grammati-
cally incorrect or is very visibly an inferior
choice. Example: The syllables are pro-
nounced strongly by Gaga in syncopation
while her vibrato complemented Bennett’s
characteristic jazz vocals and swing . Olivier
added , “ [MASK] ’s voice , when stripped
of its bells and whistles, showcases a time-
lessness that lends itself well to the genre . ”
[Gaga/syncopation]

• Noise: The example is a result of a parsing
error.
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In the analyzed subset, 8.5% of examples were un-
solvable, 45% were hard, 45.5% were easy, and
1% fell into the noise category.

WNLI Approach. Models are additionally
tested on the test set of the WNLI dataset. To use
the same evaluation approach as for the WSC273
dataset, we transform the examples in WNLI

from the premise–hypothesis format into the
masked words format. Since each hypothesis is
just a substring of the premise with the pronoun
replaced for the candidate, finding the replaced
pronoun and one candidate can be done by finding
the hypothesis as a substring of the premise.
All other nouns in the sentence are treated as
alternative candidates. The Stanford POS-tagger
(Manning et al., 2014) is used to find the nouns in
the sentence. The probability for each candidate
is computed to determine whether the candidate
in the hypothesis is the best match. Only the test
set of the WNLI dataset is used, because it does
not overlap with WSC273. We do not train or
validate on the WNLI training and validation sets,
because some of the examples share the premise.
Indeed, when upper rephrasing of the examples is
used, the training, validation, and test sets start to
overlap.

5 Evaluation

In this work, we use the PyTorch implementa-
tion2 of Devlin et al.’s (2018) pre-trained model,
BERT-large. To obtain BERT WIKI, we train on
MaskedWiki starting from the pre-trained BERT.
The training procedure differs from the training
of BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) in a few points.
The model is trained with a single epoch of the
MaskedWiki dataset, using batches of size 64 (dis-
tributed on 8 GPUs), Adam optimizer, a learn-
ing rate of 5.0 · 10−6, and hyperparameter val-
ues α = 20 and β = 0.2 in the loss function
(Eq. (1)). The values were selected from α ∈
{5, 10, 20} and β ∈ {0.1, 0.2, 0.4} and learning
rate from {3 · 10−5, 1 · 10−5, 5 · 10−6, 3 · 10−6}
using grid search. To speed up the hyperparame-
ter search, the training (for hyperparameter search
only) is done on a randomly selected subset of size
100, 000. The performance is then compared on
the WSCR test set.

Both BERT and BERT WIKI are fine-tuned on
the WSCR training dataset to create BERT WSCR

2https://github.com/huggingface/
pytorch-pretrained-BERT

and BERT WIKI WSCR.
The WSCR test set was used as the validation

set. The fine-tuning procedure was the same as the
training procedure on MaskedWiki, except that 30
epochs were used. The model was validated af-
ter every epoch, and the model with highest per-
formance on the validation set was retained. The
hyperparameters α and β and learning rate were
selected with grid search from the same sets as for
MaskedWiki training.

For comparison, experiments are also con-
ducted on two other LMs, BERT-base (BERT with
less parameters) and General Pre-trained Trans-
former (GPT) by Radford et al. (2018). The train-
ing on BERT-base was conducted in the same way
as for the other models. When using GPT, the
probability of a word belonging to the sentence
P(c|s) is computed as partial loss in the same way
as by Trinh and Le (2018).

Due to WSC’s “special word” property, exam-
ples come in pairs. A pair of examples only differs
in a single word (but the correct answers are dif-
ferent). The model BERT WIKI WSCR no pairs
is the BERT WIKI model, fine-tuned on WSCR,
where only a single example from each pair is
retained. The size of WSCR is thus halved.
The model BERT WIKI WSCR pairs is obtained
by fine-tuning BERT WIKI on half of the WSCR
dataset. This time, all examples in the subset come
in pairs, just like in the unreduced WSCR dataset.

We evaluate all models on WSC273 and the
WNLI test dataset, as well as the various subsets
of WSC273, as described in Section 2. The re-
sults are reported in Table 1 and will be discussed
next.

Discussion. Firstly, we note that models that are
fine-tuned on the WSCR dataset consistently out-
perform their non-fine-tuned counterparts. The
BERT WIKI WSCR model outperforms other lan-
guage models on 5 out of 6 sets that they are com-
pared on. In comparison to the LM ensemble by
Trinh and Le (2018), the accuracy is more consis-
tent between associative and non-associative sub-
sets and less affected by the switched parties.
However, it remains fairly inconsistent, which is
a general property of LMs.

Secondly, the results of BERT WIKI seem to in-
dicate that this dataset alone does not help BERT.
However, when additionally fine-tuned to WSCR,
the accuracy consistently improves.

Finally, the results of BERT WIKI no pairs
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WSC273 non-assoc. assoc. unswitched switched consist. WNLI
BERT WIKI 0.619 0.597 0.757 0.573 0.603 0.389 0.712
BERT WIKI WSCR 0.725 0.720 0.757 0.732 0.710 0.550 0.747

BERT 0.619 0.602 0.730 0.595 0.573 0.458 0.658
BERT WSCR 0.714 0.699 0.811 0.695 0.702 0.550 0.719

BERT-base 0.564 0.551 0.649 0.527 0.565 0.443 0.630
BERT-base WSCR 0.623 0.606 0.730 0.611 0.634 0.443 0.705

GPT 0.553 0.525 0.730 0.595 0.519 0.466 –
GPT WSCR 0.674 0.653 0.811 0.664 0.580 0.641 –
BERT WIKI WSCR no pairs 0.663 0.669 0.622 0.672 0.641 0.511 –
BERT WIKI WSCR pairs 0.703 0.695 0.757 0.718 0.710 0.565 –
LM ensemble 0.637 0.606 0.838 0.634 0.534 0.443 –
Knowledge Hunter 0.571 0.583 0.5 0.588 0.588 0.901 –

Table 1: Results on WSC273 and its subsets. The comparison between each language model and its WSCR-tuned
model is given. For each column, the better result of the two is in bold. The best result in the column overall
is underlined. Results for the LM ensemble and Knowledge Hunter are taken from Trichelair et al. (2018). All
models consistently improve their accuracy when fine-tuned on the WSCR dataset.

and BERT WIKI pairs show that the existence of
WSC-like pairs in the training data affects the per-
formance of the trained model. MaskedWiki does
not contain such pairs.

6 Summary and Outlook

This work achieves new SOTA results on the
WSC273 and WNLI datasets by fine-tuning the
BERT language model on the WSCR dataset and a
newly introduced MaskedWiki dataset. The previ-
ous SOTA results on WSC273 and WNLI are im-
proved by 8.8% and 9.6%, respectively. To our
knowledge, this is the first model that beats the
majority baseline on WNLI.

We show that by fine-tuning on WSC-like data,
the language model’s performance on WSC con-
sistently improves. The consistent improvement
of several language models indicates the robust-
ness of this method. This is particularly surprising,
because previous work (Opitz and Frank, 2018)
implies that generalizing to WSC273 is hard.

In future work, other uses and the statistical
significance of MaskedWiki’s impact and its ap-
plications to different tasks will be investigated.
Furthermore, to further improve the results on
WSC273, data-filtering procedures may be intro-
duced to find harder WSC-like examples.
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Abstract

Automatic article commenting is helpful in en-
couraging user engagement and interaction on
online news platforms. However, the news
documents are usually too long for traditional
encoder-decoder based models, which often
results in general and irrelevant comments. In
this paper, we propose to generate comments
with a graph-to-sequence model that models
the input news as a topic interaction graph.
By organizing the article into graph structure,
our model can better understand the internal
structure of the article and the connection be-
tween topics, which makes it better able to
understand the story. We collect and release
a large scale news-comment corpus from a
popular Chinese online news platform Tencent
Kuaibao.1 Extensive experiment results show
that our model can generate much more coher-
ent and informative comments compared with
several strong baseline models.2

1 Introduction

Online news platform is now a popular way for
people to get information, where users also make
comments or read comments made by others,
making the comments very valuable resource to
attract user attention and encourage interactions
among users (Park et al., 2016). The ability to
automatically generate comments is desirable for
online news platforms, especially comments that
can encourage user engagement and interactions,
serving as one form of intelligent chatbot (Shum
et al., 2018). Important as the comment generation
task is, it is still relatively new. Qin et al. (2018)
proposed the problem of automatic article com-
ment generation, which is to generate comments

1https://kuaibao.qq.com/
2Code for the paper is available at

https://github.com/lancopku/
Graph-to-seq-comment-generation

given the title and content of the article (An ex-
ample is shown in Table 1). They only proposed
the task, but did not propose a specially designed
solution to the problem other than sequence-to-
sequence paradigm (Sutskever et al., 2014). Ma
et al. (2018) proposed a retrieval based model that
uses variational topic model to find comments that
are related to the news in an unsupervised fashion.
Lin et al. (2018) proposed to refer to the retrieved
comments during generation, which is a combina-
tion of retrieval and generation based model. Pure
generation based model remains challenging, yet
is a more direct way to solve the problem. Addi-
tionally, when the article is very different from the
historical ones, there may not be appropriate com-
ments to refer to. In this work, we would like to
explore a generation model that better exploits the
news content to solve the problem.

Different from the scenarios where sequence-
to-sequence models achieve great success like ma-
chine translation (Bahdanau et al., 2014) and sum-
marization (See et al., 2017), comment generation
has several nontrivial challenges:

• The news articles can be very long, which
makes it intractable for classic sequence-to-
sequence models. On the contrary, although
the title is a very important information re-
source, it can be too short to provide suffi-
cient information.

• The title of the news sometimes uses hyper-
bolic expressions that are semantically differ-
ent from the content of the article. For exam-
ple, the title shown in the example (Table 1)
provides no valuable information other than
“Marvel movie”, which is far from enough to
generate coherent comments.

• Users focus on different aspects (topics) of
the news when making comments, which
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Title
这部影片被称为“十年来最搞笑漫威电影”，你
看了吗？
Have you seen the movie intitled as “the most hilar-
ious Marvel movie”?
Content
点击“IPTV4K超高清”订阅，精彩内容等你共享
《复仇者联盟3：无限战争》中的巅峰一役，将
战火燃遍了整个宇宙...作为接档《复联3》的漫
威电影，《蚁人2》的故事爆笑中带着温情，无
疑成为了现阶段抚平漫威粉心中伤痛的一味良
药...看过《复联3》的漫威粉们，心中都有同一
个疑问：在几乎整个复仇者联盟都参与到无限
战争的关键时刻，蚁人究竟去哪儿了？...
Click on the “IPTV4K ultra HD” to subscribe, fan-
tastic contents are waiting for you to share. The
battle in “Avengers: Infinity War” has spread the
flames of war throughout the universe ... As the
continuation Marvel movie to “Avengers 3”, the hi-
larious and warm “Ant-Man and the Wasp” is no
doubt a good dose to heal the fans of Marvel at the
time. ... Fans of the Marvel who have watched
“Avengers 3” all have a doubt about where Ant-
Man is when all other Avengers have been involved
in the infinity war.
Comment
只有我觉得那个头盔像蚁人的头盔吗?
Am I the only one that thinks the helmet similar to
the helmet of Ant-Man?

Table 1: An example of news article comment genera-
tion task, which is to generate new comments given the
title and content of the news. Because the article is too
long, only the first sentence and three fragments with
topic words (blue) are shown. Note that the title and
the first sentence of the news are very different from
traditional news, which can not summarize the content
of the article.

makes the content of the comments very di-
verse. For example, comments can be about
the plots in “Avengers”, “Ant-Man” or other
characters in Marvel movies.

Based on the above observations, we propose
a graph-to-sequence model that generates com-
ments based on a graph constructed out of con-
tent of the article and the title. We propose to
represent the long document as a topic interac-
tion graph, which decomposes the text into several
topic centered clusters of texts, each of which rep-
resenting a key aspect (topic) of the article. Each
cluster together with the topic form a vertex in the
graph. The edges between vertices are calculated
based on the semantic relation between the ver-
tices. Compared with the hierarchical structure
(Yang et al., 2016), which is designed for long
articles, our graph based model is better able to
understand the connection between different top-
ics of the news. Our model jointly models the title

and the content of the article by combining the title
into the graph as a special vertex, which is helpful
to get the main point of the article.

We conduct extensive experiments on the news
comments collected from Tencent Kuaibao news,
which is a popular Chinese online news platform.
We use three metrics consulting to Qin et al.
(2018) to evaluate the generated comments. Ex-
periment results show that our model can generate
more coherent and informative comments com-
pared with the baseline models.

We conclude the contributions as follows:

• We propose to represent the article with a
topic interaction graph, which organizes the
sentences of the article into several topic cen-
tered vertices.

• We propose a graph-to-sequence model that
generates comments based on the topic inter-
action graph.

• We collect and release a large scale (200,000)
article-comment corpus that contains title,
content and the comments of the news arti-
cles.

2 Related Work

The Graph Neural Networks (GNN) model has at-
tracted growing attention recently, which is good
at modeling graph structure data. GNN is not only
applied in structural scenarios, where the data are
naturally performed in graph structure, such as so-
cial network prediction systems (Hamilton et al.,
2017; Kipf and Welling, 2016), recommender sys-
tems (van den Berg et al., 2017; Ying et al., 2018),
and knowledge graphs (Hamaguchi et al., 2017),
but also non-structural scenarios where the re-
lational structure is not explicit including image
classification (Kampffmeyer et al., 2018; Wang
et al., 2018), text, etc. In this paper, we explore
to use GNN to model non-structural article text.

Some recent researches are devoted to apply-
ing GNN in the text classification task, which in-
volves modeling long documents as graphs. Peng
et al. (2018) proposed to convert a document into
a word co-occurrence graph, which is then used
as the input to the convolutional layers. Yao et al.
(2018) proposed to organize the words and doc-
uments into one unified graph. Edges between
words are calculated with point-wise mutual in-
formation (PMI), edges between word and docu-
ment are calculated with TF-IDF. Then a spectral
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Algorithm 1 Graph Construction
Require: The title title and article text D, weight calcula-

tion function λ
1: Segment title and D into words
2: Do named entity recognition and keyword detection and

get the keywords κ
3: for sentence s do
4: if s contains k ∈ κ then
5: Assign s to vertex vk
6: else
7: Assign s to vertex vempty

8: end if
9: end for

10: for vertex vi and vj do
11: Calculate edge weight: wij = λ(vi, vj)
12: end for

based graph convolutional networks (GCN) is ap-
plied to classify the documents. Liu et al. (2018)
proposed a siamese GCN model in the text match-
ing task by modelling two documents into one in-
teraction graph. Zhang et al. (2018) adopted a sim-
ilar strategy but used GCN to match the article
with a short query. These works are inspiring to
our work, however, they are only designed for the
classification task, which are different from gener-
ation tasks.

There are also some previous work dedicated
to use GNN in the generation tasks. Xu et al.
(2018a,b) proposed to use graph based model
to encode SQL queries in the SQL-to-Text task.
Beck et al. (2018) and Song et al. (2018) proposed
to solve the AMR-to-Text problem with graph
neural networks. Zhao et al. (2018) proposed
to facilitate neural machine translation by fusing
the dependency between words into the traditional
sequence-to-sequence framework. Although these
work apply GNN as the encoder, they are meant to
take advantage of the information that are already
in the form of graph (SQL query, AMR graph, de-
pendency graph) and the input text is relatively
short, while our work tries to model long text doc-
uments as graphs, which is more challenging.

3 Graph-to-Sequence Model

In this section, we introduce the proposed graph-
to-sequence model (shown in Figure 1). Our
model follows the Encoder-Decoder framework.
The encoder is bound to encode the article text
presented as an interaction graph into a set of hid-
den vectors, based on which the decoder generates
the comment sequence.

3.1 Graph Construction

In this section, we introduce how to construct the
topic interaction graph from a news article. Al-
gorithm 1 shows the construction process. Differ-
ent from traditional news, the articles from online
news platforms contain much noise. Many sen-
tences of the articles are even irrelevant to the main
topic of the news. For example, “谢谢大家点开这

篇文章” (Thanks for opening this article). There-
fore, we extract the keywords of the article which
serve as the topics of the news. These keywords
are the most important words to understand the
story of the article, most of which are named enti-
ties. Since keyword detection is not the main point
of this paper, we do not go into the details of the
extraction process.

Given a news article D, we first do word seg-
mentation and named entity recognition on the
news articles with off-the-shelf tools such as Stan-
ford CoreNLP.3 Since the named entities alone
can be insufficient to cover the main focuses of
the document, we further apply keyword extrac-
tion algorithms like TextRank (Mihalcea and Ta-
rau, 2004) to obtain additional keywords.

After we get the keywords κ of the news, we as-
sociate each sentence of the documents to its cor-
responding keywords. We adopt a simple strategy
that assigns a sentence s to the keyword k if k ap-
pears in the sentence. Note that one sentence can
be associated with multiple keywords, which im-
plicitly indicates connection between the two top-
ics. Sentences that do not contain any of the key-
words are put into a special vertex called “Empty”.
Because the title of the article is crucial to under-
stand the news, we also add a special vertex called
“Title” that contains the title sentence of the arti-
cle.

The sentences together with the keyword k they
belong to form a vertex vk in the interaction graph.
The words of the sentences are concatenated to-
gether. The words within each vertex represent
one aspect of the article. There can be many ways
to construct the edges between vertices denoted as
λ in Algorithm 1. In this paper, we propose to
adopt a structure based method. If vertices vi and
vj share at least one sentence, we add an edge eij
between them, the weight of which is calculated
by the number of shared sentences. The intuition
behind this design is that the more sentences co-
mention two keywords together, the closer these

3https://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP
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Figure 1: A brief illustration of our proposed graph-to-sequence model. A vertex in the interaction graph consists
of a topic word ki and the sentences containing ki. If a sentence contains no topic word, it is archived to a special
“Empty” vertex. Each vertex is first encoded into a hidden vector vi by the vertex encoder. Then the whole graph
is fed into the graph encoder and get the final vertex representation hi encoded with structure information. A RNN
decoder with attention mechanism is adopted to generate comment words.

two keywords are. One can also use content based
method such as tf-idf similarity between the con-
tent of vi and vj .

3.2 Vertex Encoder

To encode each vertex in the graph into one hid-
den vector υ, we propose to use a multi-head self-
attention (Vaswani et al., 2017) based vertex en-
coder.

The vertex encoder consists of two modules, the
first one is an embedding module, the second one
is a self-attention module. For the i-th word wi in
the word sequence, we first look up the word em-
bedding of the words ei. Note that the keywords
and regular words in the article share the same em-
bedding table. By “regular words” we mean words
other than keywords. To represent the position in-
formation of each word, a positional embedding pi
is added to the word. The keyword k of the vertex
is put in the front of the word sequence. There-
fore, the positional embedding of all the inserted
keywords share the same embedding p0, which in-
dicates the special role of the keyword. Both the
word embedding and positional embedding are set
to be learn-able vectors. The final embedding εi
of word wi is the sum of the original word embed-
ding ei and positional embedding pi,

εi = ei + pi

Then we feed εi to the self-attention module and
get the hidden vector ai of each word. This
module is to model the interaction between the
words so that each hidden vector in this layer con-
tains the context information of the vertex. The
self-attention module contains multiple layers of
multi-head self-attention. The hidden vector of
each layer is calculated by Equation (1)-(3), where

Q,K, V represent query vector, key vector and
value vectors respectively. In our case, Q,K, V
all represent the same vectors. For the first layer,
they are ε. For the following layers, they are the
hidden vectors calculated by the previous layer.
W o,WQ

i ,W
K
i ,W

V
i are all learnable matrices,

Attention(Q,K, V ) =softmax(QKT )V (1)
MultiHead(Q,K, V ) =[head1; · · · ;headh]W o (2)

headi = Attention(QWQ
i ,KW

K
i , V WV

i ) (3)

Since the keyword k is the most important infor-
mation in the vertex, we use the hidden vector of
the inserted keyword a0 in the last layer as the vec-
tor that represents the whole vertex.

3.3 Graph Encoder

After we get the hidden vector of each vertex vi
in the graph, we feed them to a graph encoder to
make use of the graph structure of the constructed
topic interaction graph. We propose to use spectral
based graph convolutional model (GCN). Spectral
approaches work with a spectral representation of
the graphs (Zhou et al., 2018). We choose this ar-
chitecture because GCN can both model the con-
tent of the vertex and make use of the structure
information of the graph.

We use an implementation of GCN model sim-
ilar to the work of Kipf and Welling (2016). De-
note the adjacency matrix of the interaction graph
as A ∈ RN×N , where Aij = wij (defined in Sec-
tion 3.1). We add an edge that points to the node
itself (Equation 5). D is a diagonal matrix where
D̃ii =

∑
j Ãij ,

H l+1 = σ(D̃−
1
2 ÃD̃−

1
2H lW l) (4)

Ã = A+ IN (5)
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where IN is the identity matrix, D̃−
1
2 ÃD̃ is the

normalized symmetric adjacency matrix, W l is
a learnable weight matrix. To avoid the over-
smoothing problem of GCN, we add residual con-
nections between layers,

gl+1 = H l+1 +H l (6)

gout = tanh(Wog
K) (7)

We add one feed forward layer to the final output
of the GCN. gK is the output of the last layer of
GCN.

Since the title of the news is still an important
information, we use the hidden output of the title
vertex of the graph encoder as the initial state t0
of the decoder. One can also use other pooling
method such as max pooling or mean pooling.

3.4 Decoder

For the decoder, we adopt the recurrent neural net-
work (RNN) decoder with attention mechanism
(Bahdanau et al., 2014). Given the initial state
t0 and the output of the GCN 〈g0, g1, · · · , gn〉,
the decoder is bound to generate a sequence of
comment tokens y1, y2, · · · , ym. At each decod-
ing step, a context vector ci is calculated by doing
attention on the outputs of the GCN,

ti = RNN(ti−1, ei−1) (8)

ci =
∑

αj × gj (9)

αj =
exp(δ(ti, gj)∑
exp(δ(ti, gk))

(10)

where δ is the attention function.
Since the topic words (name of the vertices) κ

are important information for the article and may
appear in the comment, we adopt copy mechanism
(Gu et al., 2016) by merging the predicted word to-
ken probability distribution with the attention dis-
tribution. The probability pcopy of copying from
the topic words is dynamically calculated with the
decoding hidden state ti and the context vector ci,

yi = softmax(Wo(tanh(W ([ti; ci]) + b))) (11)
pcopy = σ(Wcopy[ti; ci]) (12)

p = (1− pcopy)× y + pcopy × α (13)

where Wo,W,Wcopy, b are all learnable parame-
ters.

Topic document # comment #
Entertainment 116,138 287,889

Sport 90,979 378,677

Table 2: Document and comment number of Entertain-
ment and Sport.

ave word # ave character #
Ent Sport Ent Sport

content 456.1 506.6 754.0 858.7
title 16.4 15.7 28.1 27.4

comment 16.3 19.4 26.2 31.2
keyword 8.4 9.0 - -

Table 3: Length of content, title, comment and keyword
of the news for the topic of Ent (entertainment) and
Sport.

4 Experiment

4.1 Corpus

We collect news and comments from Tencent
Kuaibao,4 which is a popular online news plat-
form in Chinese. Because the number of news is
very large and the comments vary a lot between
different topics of news, we select the news from
two most popular topics (topics that have the most
news and comments) Entertainment and Sport.
The data is available at https://pan.baidu.
com/s/1b5zAe7qqUBmuHz6nTU95UA5. The
document number and comment number of the
two topics are listed in Table 2.

The average length with respect to words and
characters of content, title, comment and keyword
for the two topics are listed in Table 3. From the
number we can see that the length of news content
is too large for traditional sequence-to-sequence
model.

4.2 Experiment Settings

We use a batch size of 32. The embedding size
is set to 128. The word embeddings are shared
between encoder and decoder. Because the ver-
tex number (keyword number in Table 3) is rela-
tively small, to ease the over-smoothing problem
we use 1-layer convolution in GCN. For all the
RNN based encoders, we use bidirectional LSTM
and set the hidden size to 128. For the baseline hi-
erarchical attention model, the hidden size of the
second LSTM layer is 256. We use a vocabulary

4https://kuaibao.qq.com/
5The extraction code is 6xdw
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size of 60,000. The sentences are truncated to 100
words. The maximum length for generating is set
to 32. For multi-head attention, we use 4 heads.
For RNN encoder, RNN decoder and multi-layer
self-attention, we use a layer number of 2. We
use a dropout rate of 0.1. We use Adam optimizer
(Kingma and Ba, 2014) to train the parameters.
The initial learning rate is set to 0.0005. For all the
models, we train for 5 epochs, the learning rate is
decayed to half after each epoch.

4.3 Evaluation Metrics

We choose three metrics to evaluate the quality of
generated comments. For all the metrics, we ask
the raters to score the comments with three gears,
the scores are then projected to 0 ∼ 10.

• Coherence: This metric evaluates how Co-
herent (consistent) is the comment to the
news document. It measures whether the
comment is about the main story of the news,
one side part of the news, or irrelevant to the
news.

• Informativeness: This metric evaluates how
much concrete information the comment con-
tains. It measures whether the comment in-
volves a specific aspect of some character
or event, or is a general description of some
character or event, or is a general comment
that can be the answer to many news.

• Fluency: This metric evaluates whether
the sentence is fluent. It mainly measures
whether the sentence follows the grammar
and whether the sentence accords with the
logic including world knowledge.

We ask three raters to evaluate the generated
comments of different models. Owing to the la-
borious evaluation process (reading the long news
document is time consuming), we ask the raters to
evaluate the generated comments from one hun-
dred news documents of both topics. The raters
are given both the title and the document content
of the news which is the same as how a user would
read the news online.

We use spearman’s rank score to measure the
correlation between raters.The p-values are all be-
low 1e − 50. The ratings between raters have rel-
atively good correlation with spearman’s rank of
around 0.6. Among the metrics, fluency is more
divergent. This is expected as this metric is more

flexible, different people may have more divided
opinion.

4.4 Baseline Models
In this section, we describe the baseline models we
use. The settings of these models are described in
Section 4.2. Note that for fair comparison, all the
baselines use RNN with attention as the decoder,
the choice of the encoder is dependent on the input
of the model (whether the input is in order or not).

• Seq2seq (Qin et al., 2018): this model fol-
lows the framework of sequence-to-sequence
model with attention. We use three kinds of
input, the title (T), the content (C) and the ti-
tle together with the content (TC). The length
of the input sequence is truncated to 100. For
the input of title together with content, we ap-
pend the content to the back of the title.

• Self-attention (Chen et al., 2018): this model
follows the encoder-decoder framework. We
use multi-layer self-attention with multi-head
as the encoder, and a RNN decoder with at-
tention is applied. We use two kinds of input,
the bag of words (B) and the keywords (K).
Since the input is not sequential, positional
encoding is not applied. A special ‘CLS’ la-
bel is inserted, the hidden vector of which
serves as the initial state of decoder. For the
bag of words input we use the words with top
100 term frequency (TF) in the news docu-
ment. For the keywords input, we use the
same extracted keywords (topic words) with
the ones used in our topic interaction graph.

• Hierarchical-Attention (Yang et al., 2016):
this model takes all the content sentences as
input and applies hierarchical attention as the
encoder to get the sentence vectors and doc-
ument vector. A RNN decoder with attention
is applied. The document vector is used as
the initial state for RNN decoder.

4.5 Results
In Table 4 and Table 5, we show the results of dif-
ferent baseline models and our graph2seq model
for the topic of entertainment and sport separately.
From the results we can see that our proposed
graph2seq model beats all the baselines in both co-
herence and informativeness.
Coherence: Our model receives much higher
scores in coherence compared with all other base-
line models. This indicates that our graph based
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Models Coherence Informativeness Fluency Total
seq2seq-T (Qin et al., 2018) 5.38 3.70 8.22 5.77
seq2seq-C (Qin et al., 2018) 4.87 3.72 8.53 5.71

seq2seq-TC (Qin et al., 2018) 3.28 4.02 8.68 5.33
self-attention-B (Chen et al., 2018) 6.72 5.05 8.27 6.68
self-attention-K (Chen et al., 2018) 6.62 4.73 8.28 6.54

hierarchical-attention (Yang et al., 2016) 1.38 2.97 8.65 4.33
graph2seq (proposed) 8.23 5.27 8.08 7.19

Table 4: Comparison between our graph2seq model and baseline models for the topic of entertainment. T, C, B,
K represents title, content, bag of words, keywords separately. Total is the average of other three metrics

Models Coherence Informativeness Fluency Total
seq2seq-T (Qin et al., 2018) 4.30 4.38 6.27 4.98
seq2seq-C (Qin et al., 2018) 3.88 3.85 6.02 4.58

seq2seq-TC (Qin et al., 2018) 4.70 5.08 6.37 5.38
self-attention-B (Chen et al., 2018) 5.15 5.62 6.28 5.68
self-attention-K (Chen et al., 2018) 6.68 5.83 7.00 6.50

hierarchical-attention (Yang et al., 2016) 4.43 5.05 6.02 5.17
graph2seq (proposed) 7.97 6.18 6.37 6.84

Table 5: Comparison between our graph2seq model and baseline models for the topic of sport. T, C, B, K
represents title, content, bag of words, keywords separately. Total is the average of other three metrics

model can better get the main point of the arti-
cle instead of referring to the high frequency terms
that are only slightly related or even irrelevant to
the article, which is often carried out by baseline
models (especially seq2seq based models). Be-
sides, other baseline models tend to generate gen-
eral comments such as “I still think I like him”
when encountering low frequency topics (similar
to the dull response problem in dialogue). These
two phenomena hurt the coherence performance
severely. Compared with other baselines, self-
attention based models receive higher coherence
score, we assume that this is because the most rele-
vant words are maintained by the bag of words and
keywords input. However, it is hard to distinguish
the main point of the article from all other input
words with self-attention model. Therefore, they
do not perform as well as our graph based model,
which can make use of the structure of the article.
For the hierarchical attention model, although it
uses a hierarchical structure to organize the article,
it is still very difficult for the model to understand
the story. In fact, we observe in the experiment
that the hierarchical structure even makes it harder
to extract useful information because of the over-
simplified attention performed in the word level.
Informativeness: For the metric of informative-
ness, our graph2seq model can generate comments

with the most information because it can capture
the plot of the article. We observe that this met-
ric is related to the metric of coherence. Models
with higher coherence score tend to be more in-
formative. This phenomenon is related to the fact
that many of the comments with low informative
scores are general comments which are naturally
not coherent to the news. In Figure 2 we show
the number of generated general comments and
number of generated unique words for both topics.
By “general comment”, we mean those comments
that have no specific information, irrelevant to the
news and can be the comment to many other news
of different stories, e.g., “I still think I like him”.
Note that the notion of general comment is not
strictly defined, but an information that is meant
to help analyze informativeness score. The unique
words are those not in a pre-defined stop word list.
From the figure we can see that the number of gen-
eral comments is loosely negatively correlated to
the informative score, especially in entertainment
topic. The number of generated unique words can
also be an indicator for the informativeness of the
comments, because the more words are involved in
the comment, the more information the comment
is able to provide.
Fluency: Our model receives comparable fluency
score in the experiments, we assume that this is be-
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Title 被王丽坤美到了，《上新了·故宫》里穿古装温婉又娴静，气质惊艳
In “updates of the Palace Museum” Likun Wang appears so gentle, refined and astonishingly elegant
wearing ancient costume that audiences are touched by her beauty.

S2S-T 我觉得还是喜欢看的古装，古装扮相，古装扮相很好看 I still think I like ancient
costume, appearance in ancient costume, appearance in ancient costume is pretty.

S2S-C 我觉得还是喜欢看的 I still think I like to watch
S2S-TC 我觉得还是喜欢看的 I still think I like to watch
SA-B 我觉得赵丽颖的演技真的很好 I think the acting skill of Liying Zhao is very good
SA-K 我觉得还是喜欢李沁 I still think I like Qin Li
HA 我觉得还是喜欢看她的剧 I still think I like her plays
graph2seq 王丽坤的演技真的好 The acting skill of Likun Wang is really good

Table 6: An example of comments generated by different models. Title is the original title of the article. S2S, SA,
HA indicate seq2seq, self-attention and hierarchical attention respectively. T, C, B, K represents title, content, bag
of words, keywords separately.
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Figure 2: Number of generated general comments
(Left, the lower the better) and number of unique
words (Right, the higher the better) in the generated
comments by different models. The comments from a
total number of 100 news articles are inspected.

cause of the similar structure of decoder between
different models. After inspecting a part of the
generated comments, we observe that the follow-
ing reasons may lead to low fluency cases.

(1) The generated comment is against the world
knowledge, for instance, “The big feast is a good
actor (大餐是个好演员 )”.

(2) The model can not distinguish between sim-
ilar characters, for instance, “Who is Han Lu? I
only know Han Lu (鹿晗是谁？我只认识鹿晗) ”.

(3) The model sometimes repeatedly generates
the same names. We assume that this is because
repeated pattern appears in some of the real com-
ments and the copy mechanism sometimes makes
the problem more severe.

These phenomena are actually observed in com-
ments generated by various models, problems
such as the deficiency of understanding world
knowledge are actually very hard to solve, which
are beyond the discussion of this paper.

4.6 Case Study

In Table 6 we show an example of comments gen-
erated by different models.

For the seq2seq-T (S2S-T) model (Qin et al.,
2018), the comment is generated mainly based on
the clue “ancient costume” in the title. However,
because “ancient costume” is not frequently seen
in the comments (in the training set). The pat-
tern of generating comments about “ancient cos-
tume” is not well learned by the model, which
makes the language of the comment not fluent.
The comment generated by the seq2seq-C (S2S-
C) model is a typical general comment, which
includes no specific information. This happens
when the input to the model does not contain obvi-
ous signals that indicates what topic the comment
should be about. Despite the fact that these com-
ments are not what we desire, these comments get
good fluency scores, which explains why the flu-
ency scores of some of the baselines exceed our
model’s. The comment made by hierarchical at-
tention model (HA) suffers from the same prob-
lem with seq2seq model. We assume that this is
because even with the hierarchical structure, this
model can not understand the long input well.
Therefore, it can not extract the main point of the
story and generate general comments.

The comments made by self-attention based
models (SA) are generally more informative,
which contain more specific plots or characters.
Even though the input to these models are not
in order, the combination of the keywords makes
the model easier to associate the input with some
learned pattern. However, this way of representing
the article is incapable of getting the main point of
the article. The main characters in the generated
comments “ 赵丽颖 ” and “ 李沁 ” (names of Chi-
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nese actresses) are not much related to the news.
The comment generated by our proposed

graph2seq model is the only model that mentions
the main character of the news “王丽坤” (name of
the Chinese actress), which accords with the ex-
pectation of the design of our graph based model.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose to automatically gener-
ate comment of articles with a graph-to-sequence
model that organizes the article into a topic in-
teraction graph. Our model can better understand
the structure of the article, thus capturing the main
point of the article. Experiment results show that
our model can generate more coherent and infor-
mative comments. We observe that there are still
some comments conflicting with the world knowl-
edge. In the future, we would like to explore how
to introduce external knowledge into the graph to
make the generated comments more logical.
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Abstract

We study the problem of generating intercon-
nected questions in question-answering style
conversations. Compared with previous works
which generate questions based on a single
sentence (or paragraph), this setting is dif-
ferent in two major aspects: (1) Questions
are highly conversational. Almost half of
them refer back to conversation history using
coreferences. (2) In a coherent conversation,
questions have smooth transitions between
turns. We propose an end-to-end neural model
with coreference alignment and conversation
flow modeling. The coreference alignment
modeling explicitly aligns coreferent men-
tions in conversation history with correspond-
ing pronominal references in generated ques-
tions, which makes generated questions inter-
connected to conversation history. The con-
versation flow modeling builds a coherent con-
versation by starting questioning on the first
few sentences in a text passage and smoothly
shifting the focus to later parts. Extensive ex-
periments show that our system outperforms
several baselines and can generate highly con-
versational questions. The code implementa-
tion is released at https://github.com/
Evan-Gao/conversaional-QG.

1 Introduction

Question Generation (QG) aims to create human-
like questions from a range of inputs, such as
natural language text (Heilman and Smith, 2010),
knowledge base (Serban et al., 2016) and image
(Mostafazadeh et al., 2016). QG is helpful for
the knowledge testing in education, i.e., the intel-
ligence tutor system, where an instructor can ac-
tively ask questions to students given reading com-
prehension materials (Heilman and Smith, 2010;
Du et al., 2017). Besides, raising good questions

∗ This work was partially done when Yifan Gao was an
intern at Tencent AI Lab.

Passage: Incumbent Democratic President Bill Clinton was ineligible to serve
a third term due to term limitations in the 22nd Amendment of the Constitution,
and Vice President Gore was able to secure the Democratic nomination with
relative ease. Bush was seen as the early favorite for the Republican nomina-
tion and, despite a contentious primary battle with Senator John McCain and
other candidates, secured the nomination by Super Tuesday. Bush chose ...
Q1: What political party is Clinton a member of? A1: Democratic
Q2: What was he ineligible to serve? A2: third term
Q3: Why? A3: term limitations
Q4: Based on what amendment? A4: 22nd
Q5: Of what document? A5: Constitution
Q6: Who was his vice president? A6: Gore
Q7: Who was the early Republican favorite for A7: Bush

the nomination?
Q8: Who was the primary battle with? A8: John McCain
Q9: What is his title? A9: Senator
Q10: When did Bush secure the nomination by? A10: Tuesday

Table 1: An example for conversational question gener-
ation from a conversational question answering dataset
CoQA (Reddy et al., 2019). Each turn contains a ques-
tion Qi and an answer Ai.

in a conversational can enhance the interactive-
ness and persistence of human-machine interac-
tions (Wang et al., 2018).

Recent works on question generation for knowl-
edge testing are mostly formalized as a standalone
interaction (Yuan et al., 2017; Song et al., 2018),
while it is a more natural way for human be-
ings to test knowledge or seek information through
conversations involving a series of interconnected
questions (Reddy et al., 2019). Furthermore, the
inability for virtual assistants to ask questions
based on previous discussions often leads to un-
satisfying user experiences. In this paper, we con-
sider a new setting called Conversational Question
Generation (CQG). In this scenario, a system
needs to ask a series of interconnected ques-
tions grounded in a passage through a question-
answering style conversation. Table 1 provides an
example under this scenario. In this dialogue, a
questioner and an answerer chat about the above
passage. Every question after the first turn is de-
pendent on the conversation history.

Considering that the goal of the task is to gen-
erate interconnected questions in conversational
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Figure 1: Passage chunks of interest for each turn
chunks. Each row contains 10 bands distinguished by
different colors. Each band represents a passage chunk.
The width of a passage chunk indicates the concentra-
tion of conversation in that turn. The y-axis indicates
turn chunk number. Same passage chunks share the
same color across different turn chunks. (Best viewed
in color)

question answering, CQG is challenging in a few
aspects. Firstly, a model should learn to generate
conversational interconnected questions depend-
ing on the conversation so far. As shown in Table
1, Q3 is a single word ‘Why?’, which should be
‘Why was he ineligible to serve a third term?’ in a
standalone interaction. Moreover, many questions
in this conversation refer back to the conversa-
tion history using coreferences (e.g., Q2, Q6, Q9),
which is the nature of questions in a human con-
versation. Secondly, a coherent conversation must
have smooth transitions between turns (each turn
contains a question-answer pair). We expect the
narrative structure of passages can influence the
conversation flow of our interconnected questions.
We further investigate this point by conducting an
analysis on our experiment dataset CoQA (Reddy
et al., 2019). We first split passages and turns of
QA pairs into 10 uniform chunks and identify pas-
sage chunks of interest for each turn chunk. Figure
1 portrays the conversation flow between passage
chunks and turn chunks. We see that in Figure
1, a question-answering style conversation usually
starts focusing on the first few chunks in the pas-
sage and as the conversation advances, the focus
shifts to the later passage chunks.

Previous works on question generation employ
attentional sequence-to-sequence models on the
crowd-sourced machine reading comprehension
dataset SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016). They
mainly focus on generating questions based on
a single sentence (or paragraph) and an answer
phrase (Du et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2018; Zhao
et al., 2018), while in our setting, our model
needs to not only ask a question on the given pas-
sage (paragraph) but also make the questions con-
versational by considering the conversation his-

tory. Meanwhile, some researchers study question
generation in dialogue systems to either achieve
the correct answer through interactions (Li et al.,
2017) or enhance the interactiveness and persis-
tence of conversations (Wang et al., 2018). Al-
though questions in our setting are conversational,
our work is different from these because our con-
versations are grounded in the given passages
rather than open-domain dialogues.

We propose a framework based on the at-
tentional encoder-decoder model (Luong et al.,
2015) to address this task. To generate conver-
sational questions (first challenge), we propose a
multi-source encoder to jointly encode the pas-
sage and the conversation so far. At each decoding
timestep, our model can learn to focus more on the
passage to generate content words or on the con-
versation history to make the question succinct.
Furthermore, our coreference alignment modeling
explicitly aligns coreferent mentions in conversa-
tion history (e.g. Clinton in Q1 Table 1) with
corresponding pronominal references in generated
questions (e.g. he in Q2), which makes gener-
ated questions interconnected to conversation his-
tory. The coreference alignment is implemented
by adding extra supervision to bias the attention
probabilities through a loss function. The loss
function explicitly guides our model to resolve to
the correct non-pronominal coreferent mentions
in the attention distribution and generate the cor-
rect pronominal references in target questions. To
make the conversations coherent (second chal-
lenge), we propose to model the conversation flow
to transit focus inside the passage smoothly across
turns. The conversation flow modeling achieves
this goal via a flow embedding and a flow loss.
The flow embedding conveys the correlations be-
tween number of turns and narrative structure of
passages. The flow loss explicitly encourages our
model to focus on sentences contain key informa-
tion to generate the current turn question and ig-
nore sentences questioned several turns ago.

In evaluations on a conversational question an-
swering dataset CoQA (Reddy et al., 2019), we
find that our proposed framework outperforms
several baselines in both automatic and human
evaluations. Moreover, the coreference alignment
can greatly improve the precision and recall of
generated pronominal references. The conversa-
tion flow modeling can learn the smooth transition
of conversation flow across turns.
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2 Problem Setting

In this section, we define the Conversation Ques-
tion Generation (CQG) task. Given a passage P , a
conversation historyCi−1 = {(Q1, A1), ..., (Qi−1,
Ai−1)} and the aspect to ask (the current answer
Ai), the task of CQG is to generate a question Qi
for the next turn:

Qi = arg max
Qi

Prob(Qi|P,Ai, Ci−1), (1)

in which the generated question should be as con-
versational as possible.

Note that we formalize this setting as an answer-
aware QG problem (Zhao et al., 2018), which as-
sumes answer phrases are given before generating
questions. Moreover, answer phrases are shown
as text fragments in passages. Similar problems
have been addressed in (Du and Cardie, 2018;
Zhao et al., 2018; Sun et al., 2018). Our prob-
lem setting can also be generalized to the answer-
ignorant case. Models can identify which answers
to ask first by combining question-worthy phrases
extraction methods (Du and Cardie, 2018; Wang
et al., 2019).

3 Model Description

As shown in Figure 2, our framework consists of
four components: (1) multi-source encoder; (2)
decoder with copy mechanism; (3) coreference
alignment; (4) conversation flow modeling.

3.1 Multi-Source Encoder

Since a conversational question is dependent on a
certain aspect of the passage P and the conver-
sation context Ci−1 so far, we jointly encode in-

formation from two sources via a passage encoder
and a conversation encoder.

Passage Encoder. The passage encoder is a
bidirectional-LSTM (bi-LSTM) (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997), which takes the concatena-
tion of word embeddings w and answer position
embeddings a as input xi = [wi;ai]. We de-
note the answer span using the typical BIO tag-
ging scheme and map each token in the paragraph
into the corresponding answer position embedding
(i.e., B ANS, I ANS, O). Then the whole passage
can be represented using the hidden states of the
bi-LSTM encoder, i.e., (hp1, ...,h

p
m), where m is

the sequence length.

Conversation Encoder. The conversation his-
tory Ci−1 is a sequence of question-answer pairs
{(Q1, A1), ..., (Qi−1, Ai−1)}. We use segmenters
<q><a>to concatenate each question answer
pair (Q,A) into a sequence of tokens (<q>,
q1, ..., qm; <a>, a1, ..., am). We design a hier-
archical structure to conduct conversation history
modeling. We first employ a token level bi-LSTM
to get contextualized representation of question-
answer pairs (hwi−k,1, ...,h

w
i−k,m), where i − k is

the turn number and k ∈ [1, i). To model the
dependencies across turns in the conversation his-
tory, we adopt a context level bi-LSTM to learn the
contextual dependency (hc1, ...,h

c
i−1) across dif-

ferent turns (denoted in the subscript 1, ..., i − 1)
of question-answer pairs.

3.2 Decoder with Attention & Copy

The decoder is another LSTM to predict the
word probability distribution. At each decoding
timestep t, it reads the word embedding wt and the
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hidden state of previous timestep hdt−1 to generate
the current hidden state hdt = LSTM(wt,h

d
t−1).

To generate a conversational question grounded
in the passage, the decoder itself should decide
to focus more on passage hidden states hpj or
the hidden states of conversation history hwi−k,j
at each decoding timestep. Therefore, we flat
token level conversation hidden states hwi,j and
aggregate the passage hidden states hpj with to-
ken level conversation hidden states hwi,j into a
unified memory: (hp1, ...,h

p
m; hw1,1, ...,h

w
1,m; ...

; hwi−1,1, ...,h
w
i−1,m), where hwi,j denotes the j-

th token of the i-th turn in token level conver-
sation hidden states. Then we attend the uni-
fied memory with the standard attention mecha-
nism (Luong et al., 2015) for the passage attention
(α1, ..., αm) and the hierarchical attention mecha-
nism for the conversation attention (β1,1, ..., β1,m;
...; βi−1,1, ..., βi−1,m):

epj = hpj
>
Wph

d
t , (2)

ewi−k,j = hwi−k,j
>Wwh

d
t , (3)

eci−k = hci−k
>Wch

d
t , (4)

αj =
epj
etotal

, βi−k,j =
ewi−k,j ∗ eci−k

etotal
, (5)

where etotal = Σje
p
j + Σk,je

w
i−k,j ∗ eci−k and Wp,

Ww, Wc are learnable weights.
Finally, we derive the context vector ct and the

final vocabulary distribution PV :

ct = Σjαjh
p
j + Σj,kβi−k,jh

w
i−k,j ,

PV = softmax(Wv(tanh(Wa[h
d
t ; ct]) + bv),

where Wv, Wa are learnable weights. Please re-
fer to See et al. (2017) for more details on the copy
mechanism.

3.3 Coreference Alignment
Using coreferences to refer back is an essen-
tial property of conversational questions. Almost
half of the questions contains explicit coreference
markers such as he, she, it in CoQA (Reddy et al.,
2019). Therefore, we propose the coreference
alignment to enable our model such ability. Take
Q2 in Table 1 as an example, traditional question
generation system can only generate question like
“What was Clinton ineligible to serve?”, while
our system with coreference alignment can align
the name “Clinton” to its pronominal reference
“he” and generate a more conversational question
“What was he ineligible to serve?”.

The coreference alignment modeling tells the
decoder to look at the correct non-pronominal
coreferent mention in the conversation attention
distribution to produce the pronominal reference
word. We achieve this via two stages. In the pre-
processing stage, given the conversation history
Ci−1 and the question Qi which has a pronom-
inal reference (e.g., he for Q2 in Table 1), we
first run a coreference resolution system (Clark
and Manning, 2016) to find its coreferent mention
(wc1, ...w

c
m) (e.g. Clinton) in the conversation his-

tory Ci−1, where the superscript c denotes tokens
identified as the coreferent mention. During train-
ing, we introduce a novel loss function built on the
conversation attention of coreferent mentions βci
and the output word probability of its pronominal
reference word pcoref ∈ PV . As shown in Figure
2, when our model need to refer back to the coref-
erent mention, we ask the model focus correctly
on the antecedent (e.g. Clinton) and maximize the
probability of its pronominal reference (e.g. he)
pcoref in the output vocabulary distribution PV ,

Lcoref = −(λ1log
Σjβ

c
j

Σk,jβi−k,j
+ λ2logpcoref) ∗ sc,

where λ1, λ2 are hyperparameters, sc is the confi-
dence score between the non-pronominal corefer-
ent mention and the pronoun obtained during the
pre-processing stage.

3.4 Conversation Flow Modeling

Another key challenge in CQG is that a coher-
ent conversation must have smooth transitions be-
tween turns. As illustrated in Figure 1, we find that
as the conversations go on, most of the questioners
transit their focus from the beginning of passages
to the end. Following this direction, we model
the conversation flow to learn smooth transitions
across turns of the conversation.

Flow Embedding. As shown in Figure 2, we
feed our model with the current turn number indi-
cator in the conversation and the relative position
for each token in the passage, which, intuitively,
are useful for modeling the conversation flow. We
achieve this goal via two additional embeddings.
The turn number embedding is a learned lookup
table [t1, ..., tn] to map the turn number i into its
feature embedding space, where n is the maxi-
mum turn we consider. For encoding the rela-
tive position of each token, we split the passage
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into L uniform chunks. Each token in the pas-
sage is mapped to its corresponding chunk em-
bedding [c1, ..., cL]. The final input to the pas-
sage encoder is the concatenation of word embed-
ding, answer position embedding (introduced in
Section 3.1) and these two additional embeddings:
xi = [wi;ai; ti; ci].

We further add a gated self-attention model-
ing mechanism (Zhao et al., 2018) in the pas-
sage encoder. Motivating our use of self-attention
we consider two desiderata. One is self-attention
with answer position embedding can aggregate
answer-relevant information from the whole pas-
sage for question generation. Another is we want
to learn the latent alignment between the turn
number embedding and the chunk embedding for
better modeling the conversation flow. We first
match the rich-feature enhanced passage represen-
tation Hp = [hp1; ...;h

p
m] with itself hpj to com-

pute the self-matching representation upj , and then
combine it with the original representation hpj :

apj = softmax(Hp>Wsh
p
j ), u

p
j = Hpapj (6)

fpj = tanh(Wf [hpj ;u
p
j ]), (7)

The final representation h̃pj is derived via a gated
summation through a learnable gate vector gpj ,

gpt = sigmoid(Wg[h
p
j ;u

p
j ]) (8)

h̃pj = gpt � fpj + (1− gpt )� hpj (9)

where Ws, Wf , Wg are learnable weights, �
is the element-wise multiplication. Self matching
enhanced representation h̃pj takes the place of the
passage representation hpj for calculating the pas-
sage attention.

Flow Loss. In Section 3.1, our answer position
embedding can help model the conversation flow
by showing the position of answer fragments in-
side the passage. However, it is still helpful to
tell the model explicitly which sentences around
the answer are of high informativity to generate
the current turn question. The flow loss is de-
signed to help our model to locate the evidence
sentences correctly. Firstly, we define two kinds of
sentences in the passage. If a sentence is informa-
tive to the current question, we call it Current
Evidence Sentence (CES). If a sentence
is informative to questions in the conversation his-
tory and irrelevant to the current question, we call
it History Evidence Sentence (HES).

Then our model is taught to focus on current ev-
idence sentences and ignore the history evidence
sentences in the passage attention αj via the fol-
lowing flow loss:

Lflow = −λ3log
Σj:wj∈CESαj

Σjαj
+ λ4

Σj:wj∈HESαj
Σjαj

where λ3, λ4 are hyperparameters, and wj ∈
CES/HES indicates the token wj is inside the sen-
tence with a CES/HES label.

3.5 Joint Training
Considering all the aforementioned components,
we define a joint loss function as:

L = Lnll + Lcoref + Lflow, (10)

in which Lnll = −log Prob(Qi|P,Ai, Ci−1) is the
the negative log-likelihood loss in the sequence to
sequence learning (Sutskever et al., 2014).

4 Experiments

4.1 Dataset Preparation
We conduct experiments on the CoQA dataset
(Reddy et al., 2019). It is a large-scale conver-
sational question answering dataset for measuring
the ability of machines to participate in a question-
answering style conversation. The authors employ
Amazon Mechanical Turk to collect 8k conversa-
tions with 127k QA pairs. Specifically, they pair
two crowd-workers: a questioner and an answerer
to chat about a passage. The answerers are asked
to firstly highlight extractive spans in the passage
as rationales and then write the free-form answers.
We first extract each data sample as a quadruple
of passage, question, answer and conversation his-
tory (previous n turns of QA pairs) from CoQA.
Then we filter out QA pairs with yes, no or un-
known as answers (28.7% of total QA pairs) be-
cause there is too little information to generate the
question to the point. Finally, we randomly split
the dataset into a training set (80%, 66298 sam-
ples), a validation set (10%, 8409 samples) and a
testing set (10%, 8360 samples). The average pas-
sage, question and answer lengths are 332.9, 6.3
and 3.2 tokens respectively.

4.2 Implementation Details
Locating Extractive Answer Spans. As stud-
ied by Yatskar (2018), abstractive answers in
CoQA are mostly small modifications to spans oc-
curring in the context. The maximum achievable
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performance by a model that predicts spans from
the context is 97.8 F1 score. Therefore, we find the
extractive spans from the passage which have the
maximum F1 score with answers and treat them as
answers for our answer position embedding.

Number of Turns in Conversation History.
Reddy et al. (2019) find that in CoQA dataset,
most questions in a conversation have a limited de-
pendency within a bound of two turns. Therefore,
we choose the number of history turns as n = 3
to ensure the target questions have enough conver-
sation history information to generate and avoid
introducing too much noise from all turns of QA
pairs.

Labeling Evidence Sentences. As mentioned in
Section 4.1, the crowd-workers label the extractive
spans in the passage as rationales for actual an-
swers. We treat sentences containing the rationale
as Current Evidence Sentence.

Model Settings. We employ the teacher-forcing
training, and in the generating stage, we set the
maximum length for output sequence as 15 and
block unigram repeated token, the beam size k is
set to 5. All hyperparameters and models are se-
lected on the validation set and the results are re-
ported on the test set.

4.3 Baselines and Ablations

We compare with the state-of-the-art baselines
and conduct ablations as follows: PGNet is the
pointer-generator network (See et al., 2017). We
concatenate the passage P , the conversation his-
tory Ci−1 and the current answer Ai as a sequence
for the input. NQG (Du and Cardie, 2018) is sim-
ilar to the previous one but it takes current an-
swer features concatenated with the word embed-
dings during encoding. MSNet is our base model
Multi-Source encoder decoder network (Section
3.1 & 3.2). CorefNet is our proposed Coreference
alignment model (Section 3.3). FlowNet is our
proposed conversation Flow model (Section 3.4).
CFNet is the model with both the Coreference
alignment and the conversation Flow modeling.

5 Results and Analysis

5.1 Main Results

Since the average length of questions is 6.3 to-
kens only, we employ BLEU (1-3) (Papineni et al.,
2002) and ROUGE-L (R-L) (Lin, 2004) scores

B1 B2 B3 R-L
PGNet 28.84* 13.74* 8.16* 39.18*
NQG 35.56* 21.14* 14.84* 45.58*
MSNet 36.27* 21.92* 15.51* 46.01*
CorefNet 36.89 22.28 15.77 46.53
FlowNet 36.87 22.49 15.98 46.64
CFNet 37.38 22.81 16.25 46.90

Table 2: Main results of baselines and our mod-
els. t-test is conducted between our CFNet and base-
lines/ablations. (underline: p-value <0.05, *: p-value
<0.01).

to evaluate n-gram similarity between the gener-
ated questions with the ground truth. We evaluate
baselines and our models by predicting the current
question given a passage, the current answer, and
the ground truth conversation history.

Table 2 shows the main results, and we have the
following observations:

• NQG outperforms PGNet by a large margin.
The improvement shows that the answer posi-
tion embedding (Zhou et al., 2017) is helpful for
asking questions to the point.
• Our base model MSNet outperforms NQG,

which reveals that the hierarchical encoding and
the hierarchical attention to conversation history
can model the dependency across different turns
in conversations.
• Both our CorefNet and FlowNet outperform our

base model. We will analyze the effectiveness
of our coreference alignment and conversation
flow modeling in the following two sections re-
spectively.
• Our CFNet is significantly better than two base-

lines (PGNet, NQG), our MSNet, and our
CorefNet. However, the difference between our
CFNet and our FlowNet is not significant. This
is because the conversation flow modeling im-
proves all test samples while the coreference
alignment contributes only to questions contain-
ing pronominal references.

5.2 Coreference Alignment Analysis

As we discussed in Section 3.3, it is the nature of
conversational questions to use coreferences to re-
fer back. In order to demonstrate the effectiveness
of the proposed coreference alignment, we evalu-
ate models on a subset of the test set called coref-
erence set. Each sample in the coreference set re-
quires a pronoun resolution between the conversa-
tion history and the current question (e.g., Q2, Q6,
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B1 B2 B3 R-L P R F
PGNet 27.66* 13.82* 8.96* 38.40* 26.87* 25.17* 25.68*
NQG 34.75* 21.52* 15.96* 45.04* 34.46* 32.97* 33.25*
MSNet 36.31* 22.92 17.07 45.97* 35.34* 33.80* 34.07*
CorefNet 37.51 24.14 18.44 47.45 42.09 40.35 40.64

Table 3: Evaluation results on the coreference test set.
Precision (P), Recall (R) and F-score (F) of predicted
pronouns are also reported. Significant tests with t-test
are conducted between CorefNet and models without
the coreference alignment. (underline: p-value <0.05,
*: p-value <0.01).

Passage: … however , mccain has a very different life story . he grew up 
in a navy family and was a pilot during the vietnam war in the 1960s …
Conversation History:

<q> what war was mccain in ?
0.0000 0.0001 0.0049 0.0138 0.7710 0.0055 0.0069

<a> vietnam war
0.0000 0.0140 0.0095

<q> was he in the army ?
0.0000 0.0045 0.1303 0.0005 0.0139 0.0001 0.0250

<a> no
0.0000 0.0000

Question (Human): what was his job ?
Question (Our Model): what was his job ?
Passage: … incumbent democratic president bill clinton was ineligible to 
serve a third term due to term limitations in the 22nd amendment of the 
constitution …
Conversation History:

<q> what political party is clinton a
0.0000 0.0000 0.0002 0.0063 0.0045 0.9260 0.0430
member of ? <a> democratic
0.0008 0.0006 0.0026 0.0000 0.0160

Question (Human): what was he ineligible to serve ?
Question (Our Model): what was he ineligible for ?

Figure 3: Examples for the coreference alignment
model. We show the attention probability (renormalize
to 1) when the CorefNet predicts a pronoun (red color
in Question). The current answers are underlined in the
passages. (Best viewed in color)

Q9 in Table 1). In additional to the BLEU(1-3)
and ROUGE-L metrics, we also calculate the Pre-
cision (P), Recall (R) and F-score (F) of pronouns
in the generated questions with regard to pronouns
in the ground truth questions.

The results are depicted in Table 3. With the
help of the coreference alignment, CorefNet sig-
nificantly improves the precision, recall, and f-
score of the predicted pronouns. Moreover, the
performance on n-gram overlapping metrics is
also boosted. To gain more insights into how the
coreference alignment model influence the gener-
ation process, in Figure 3, we visualize the con-
versation attention distribution βj at the timestep
the model predicts a pronoun. The conversation
history distribution βj is renormalized to Σjβj =
1. All two examples show that our model put
the highest attention probability on the coreferent

mentions (i.e. McCain/Clinton) when it generates
the pronominal references (his/he). We can con-
clude that our coreference alignment model can
align correct coreferent mentions to generate cor-
responding pronouns.

5.3 Conversation Flow Modeling Analysis
As discussed in Section 3.4, a coherent conversa-
tion should have smooth transitions between turns,
and we design our model to follow the narrative
structure of the passage. Figure 4 shows an ex-
ample illustrating the transition of passage atten-
tion distribution aj (normalize to 1) during first
11 turns of a conversation. We see that the model
transits its focus smoothly across the first 11 turns
from the first sentence in the passage to later parts.
Sometimes the model drills down with two ques-
tions for the same sentence such as turn 2 & 3, 4
& 5 and 10 & 11.

To quantitatively validate the effectiveness of
our conversation flow modeling, we study the
alignment between passage attention αj and sen-
tences of interest in the passage. Ideally, a suc-
cessful model should focus on sentences of inter-
est (i.e., Current Evidence Sentence) and ignore
sentences questioned several turns ago (i.e., His-
tory Evidence Sentence). We validate this intu-
ition by calculating Σj:wj∈CESαj and Σj:wj∈HESαj
for all examples in test set. Results show that
Σj:wj∈CESαj and Σj:wj∈HESαj for our model with
conversation flow modeling are 0.9966 and 0.0010
on average, which demonstrates that our conver-
sation flow modeling can locate the current evi-
dence sentences precisely and ignore the history
evidence sentence. For the model without the flow
modeling (CorefNet), Σj:wj∈CESαj = 0.4093,
Σj:wj∈HESαj = 0.1778, which proves our intu-
ition in Section 3.4 that the answer position em-
bedding cannot have comparable effects on the
conversation flow modeling.

5.4 Human Evaluation
We randomly sample 93 questions with the asso-
ciated passage and conversation history to conduct
human evaluation. We hire 5 workers to evalu-
ate the questions generated by PGNet, MSNet, and
our CFNet. All models are evaluated in terms of
following 3 metrics: “Grammaticality”, “Answer-
ability” and “Interconnectedness”. “Grammatical-
ity” measures the grammatical correctness and flu-
ency of the generated questions. “Answerability”
evaluates whether the generated question can be
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annie s sister , julia , was having a birthday party in the afternoon .
annie 's mother was going to bake the cake for the party . mother asked
annie to help her bake the cake . they chose to make a chocolate cake
with chocolate frosting . annie got the bowls and the ingredients they would need for
the cake . she helped measure the flour , the sugar and the cocoa .

: 2nd & 3rdTurn number: : 4th &5th : 6th : 7th &8th : 9th : 10th &11th

Figure 4: The transition of passage attention distribution between turns. Different colors are correspond to different
turns. To show attention probability of different turns in one place, we only draw attention probability αj >0.1
here. If two turns focus on the same sentence, we average the attention probability between them. (Best viewed in
color)

Grammaticality Answerability Interconnectedness
PGNet 2.74 1.39 1.59
MSNet 2.85 2.39 1.74
CFNet 2.89 2.74* 2.67*

Table 4: Manual evaluation results. All metrics are
rated on a 1-3 scale (3 for the best). Two-tailed t-
test results are shown for our CFNet compared to
PGNet/MSNet. * indicates p-value <0.01.

answered by the current answer. “Interconnect-
edness” measures whether the generated questions
are conversational or not. If a question refers back
to the conversation history using coreference or is
dependent on the conversation history such as in-
complete questions ‘Why?’, ‘Of what?’, we de-
fine it as a conversational question. All metrics
are rated on a 1-3 scale (3 for the best).

The results are shown in Table 4. All mod-
els achieve high scores on “Grammaticality”, ow-
ing to the strong language modeling capability
of neural models. MSNet and our CFNet per-
form well on “Answerability” while PGNet does
not. This demonstrates our base model MSNet
and our CFNet can ask questions to the point. Fi-
nally, our CFNet outperforms the other two mod-
els in terms of “Interconnectedness” by a large
gap, which proves that the proposed coreference
alignment and conversation flow modeling can ef-
fectively make questions conversational.

6 Related Work

The task of Question Generation (QG) aims at
generating natural questions from given input con-
texts. Some template-based approaches (Vander-
wende, 2007; Heilman and Smith, 2010) were
proposed initially, where well-designed rules and
heavy human labor are required for declarative-
to-interrogative sentence transformation. With the
rise of data-driven learning approach and sequence

to sequence (seq2seq) framework (Sutskever et al.,
2014), Du et al. (2017) first formulate QG as a
seq2seq problem with attention mechanism. They
extract sentences and pair them with questions
from SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016), a large-
scale reading comprehension dataset. Recent
works along this line focus on how to utilize the
answer information better to generate questions to
the point (Zhou et al., 2017; Gao et al., 2019b; Sun
et al., 2018), how to generate questions with spe-
cific difficulty levels (Gao et al., 2019a) and how to
effectively use the contexts in paragraphs to gen-
erate questions that cover context beyond a single
sentence (Zhao et al., 2018; Du and Cardie, 2018).

In parallel to question generation for reading
comprehension, some researchers recently inves-
tigate question generation in dialogue systems. Li
et al. (2017) show that asking questions through
interactions can receive useful feedbacks to reach
the correct answer. Wang et al. (2018) consider
asking questions in open-domain conversational
systems with typed decoders to enhance the inter-
activeness and persistence of conversations.

In this paper, we propose a new setting which is
related to the above two lines of research. We con-
sider asking questions grounded in a passage via a
question-answering style conversation. Since the
questions and answers are in the format of a con-
versation, questions in our setting are highly con-
versational and interconnected to conversation his-
tory. This setting is challenging because we need
to jointly model the attention shifting in the pas-
sage and the structure of a conversation (Grosz and
Sidner, 1986). A limitation of the conversation in
our setting is that we can only generate a series of
interconnected questions according to predefined
answers but in a real dialog the questioner can ask
different questions according to the answers’ re-
sponse.
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7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we study the problem of question-
answering style Conversational Question Gener-
ation (CQG), which has never been investigated
before. We propose an end-to-end neural model
with coreference alignment and conversation flow
modeling to solve this problem. The coreference
alignment enables our framework to refer back to
the conversation history using coreferences. The
conversation flow modeling builds a coherent con-
versation between turns. Experiments show that
our proposed framework achieves the best perfor-
mance in automatic and human evaluations.

There are several future directions for this set-
ting. First, the presented system is still contingent
on highlighting answer-like nuggets in the declar-
ative text. Integrating answer span identification
into the presented system is a promising direction.
Second, in our setting, the roles of the questioner
and the answerer are fixed. However, questions
can be raised by either part in real scenario.
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Abstract

Automatic question generation (QG) is a chal-
lenging problem in natural language under-
standing. QG systems are typically built as-
suming access to a large number of training in-
stances where each instance is a question and
its corresponding answer. For a new language,
such training instances are hard to obtain mak-
ing the QG problem even more challenging.
Using this as our motivation, we study the
reuse of an available large QG dataset in a sec-
ondary language (e.g. English) to learn a QG
model for a primary language (e.g. Hindi) of
interest. For the primary language, we assume
access to a large amount of monolingual text
but only a small QG dataset. We propose a
cross-lingual QG model which uses the fol-
lowing training regime: (i) Unsupervised pre-
training of language models in both primary
and secondary languages and (ii) joint super-
vised training for QG in both languages. We
demonstrate the efficacy of our proposed ap-
proach using two different primary languages,
Hindi and Chinese. We also create and release
a new question answering dataset for Hindi
consisting of 6555 sentences.

1 Introduction

Automatic question generation from text is an im-
portant yet challenging problem especially when
there is limited training data (i.e., pairs of sen-
tences and corresponding questions). Standard se-
quence to sequence models for automatic question
generation have been shown to perform reason-
ably well for languages like English, for which
hundreds of thousands of training instances are
available. However, training sets of this size are
not available for most languages. Manually cu-
rating a dataset of comparable size for a new lan-
guage will be tedious and expensive. Thus, it
would be desirable to leverage existing question
answering datasets to help build QG models for a

Sentence : िव�ा के य ेसभी �प हमारे रा�ट्रीय �ान के िविवध अंग ह�
(All these forms of education are diverse aspects of our 
national knowledge system.)

Question (ground truth) : िव�ा के सभी �प हमारे रा�ट्रीय �ान के �या ह� �
(What is the relationship between different forms of 
education and our national knowledge systems?)

Question (predicted) : िव�ा के सभी �प �या ह� �
(What are all the forms of education?)

Sentence : स�यता का अथ� है सपंि� की िनरतंर विृ� , �यव�था और र�ा अपनी सपंि� की 
र�ा औजारो ंके �ारा की जाती है
(Civilization means continuous growth of prosperity, the system 
and its security are facilitated by the defense mechanism of the 
civilization.) 

Question (ground truth) : स�यता का �या अथ� है �
(What is the meaning of civilization?)

Question (predicted) : स�यता का �या अथ� है �
(What is the meaning of civilization?)

1.

.

2.

Figure 1: Automatic QG from Hindi text.

new language. This is the overarching idea that
motivates this work. In this paper, we present a
cross-lingual model for leveraging a large ques-
tion answering dataset in a secondary language
(such as English) to train models for QG in a pri-
mary language (such as Hindi) with a significantly
smaller question answering dataset.

We chose Hindi to be one of our primary
languages. There is no established dataset
available for Hindi that can be used to build
question answering or question generation sys-
tems, making it an appropriate choice as a
primary language. We create a new ques-
tion answering dataset for Hindi (named Hi-
QuAD): https://www.cse.iitb.ac.in/
˜ganesh/HiQuAD/clqg/. Figure 1 shows
two examples of sentence-question pairs from Hi-
QuAD along with the questions predicted by our
best model. We also experimented with Chinese as
a primary language. This choice was informed by
our desire to use a language that was very different
from Hindi. We use the same secondary language
– English – with both choices of our primary lan-
guage.

Drawing inspiration from recent work on unsu-
pervised neural machine translation (Artetxe et al.,
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2018; Yang et al., 2018), we propose a cross-
lingual model to leverage resources available in
a secondary language while learning to automati-
cally generate questions from a primary language.
We first train models for alignment between the
primary and secondary languages in an unsuper-
vised manner using monolingual text in both lan-
guages. We then use the relatively larger QG
dataset in a secondary language to improve QG on
the primary language. Our main contributions can
be summarized as follows:
• We present a cross-lingual model that effec-

tively exploits resources in a secondary language
to improve QG for a primary language.
• We demonstrate the value of cross-lingual

training for QG using two primary languages,
Hindi and Chinese.
• We create a new question answering dataset

for Hindi, HiQuAD.

2 Related Work

Prior work in QG from text can be classified into
two broad categories.

Rule-based: Rule-based approaches (Heilman,
2011) mainly rely on manually curated rules for
transforming a declarative sentence into an in-
terrogative sentence. The quality of the ques-
tions generated using rule-based systems highly
depends on the quality of the handcrafted rules.
Manually curating a large number of rules for a
new language is a tedious and challenging task.
More recently, Zheng et al. (2018) propose a
template-based technique to construct questions
from Chinese text, where they rank generated
questions using a neural model and select the top-
ranked question as the final output.

Neural Network Based: Neural network based
approaches do not rely on hand-crafted rules, but
instead use an encoder-decoder architecture which
can be trained in an end-to-end fashion to automat-
ically generate questions from text. Several neural
network based approaches (Du et al., 2017; Ku-
mar et al., 2018a,b) have been proposed for au-
tomatic question generation from text. Du et al.
(2017) propose a sequence to sequence model
for automatic question generation from English
text. Kumar et al. (2018a) use a rich set of lin-
guistic features and encode pivotal answers pre-
dicted using a pointer network based model to au-
tomatically generate a question for the encoded

WEpri

WEshared WDshared

Denoising Autoencoding

Back Translation

Supervised Training

WEpri, WDpri WEsec, WDsec

WEpri, WDsec WEsec, WDpri

All Training Phases

WEshared, WDshared

WEsec

WDpri

WDsec

WEpri, WDpri WEsec, WDsec

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of our cross-lingual QG
system. WEpri and WEsec refer to parameters of the
encoder layers specific to the primary and secondary
languages;WDpri

andWDsec
are the weights of the cor-

responding decoder layers. WEshared
and WDshared

re-
fer to weights of the encoder and decoder layers shared
across both languages, respectively. Weights updated
in each training phase are explicitly listed.

answer. All existing models optimize a cross-
entropy based loss function, that suffers from ex-
posure bias (Ranzato et al., 2016). Further, exist-
ing methods do not directly address the problem of
handling important rare words and word repetition
in QG. Kumar et al. (2018b) propose a reinforce-
ment learning based framework which addresses
the problem of exposure bias, word repetition and
rare words. Tang et al. (2017) and Wang et al.
(2017) propose a joint model to address QG and
the question answering problem together.

All prior work on QG assumed access to a suf-
ficiently large number of training instances for a
language. We relax this assumption in our work
as we only have access to a small question an-
swering dataset in the primary language. We show
how we can improve QG performance on the pri-
mary language by leveraging a larger question an-
swering dataset in a secondary language. (Simi-
larly in spirit, cross-lingual transfer learning based
approaches have been recently proposed for other
NLP tasks such as machine translation (Schuster
et al., 2019; Lample and Conneau, 2019).)

3 Our Approach

We propose a shared encoder-decoder architecture
that is trained in two phases. The first, is an un-
supervised pretraining phase, consisting of de-
noising autoencoding and back-translation. This
pretraining phase only requires sentences in both
the primary and secondary languages. This is fol-
lowed by a supervised question generation train-
ing phase that uses sentence-question pairs in both
languages to fine-tune the pretrained weights.
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1 Unsupervised Pretraining
while not converged do

2 Train autoencoder to generate sentence xp from
noisy sentence x̃p in primary language and
similarly xs from x̃s in the secondary language.

3 Back Translation: Generate sentences x
′
p and xs′ in

primary and secondary4 languages from xs and xp
respectively, using the current translation model.

5 Train a new translation model using x
′
p and xs′

where xs and xp are used for supervision,
respectively.

end
6 Supervised Question Generation
7 Initialize with pretrained weights

while not converged do
8 Train sequence to sequence models for question

generation in both the primary and secondary
languages.

end
Algorithm 1: Cross-lingual Training Algorithm
for QG

In Algorithm 1, we outline our training pro-
cedure and Figure 2 illustrates the overall archi-
tecture of our QG system. Our cross-lingual QG
model consists of two encoders and two decoders
specific to each language. We also enforce shared
layers in both the encoder and the decoder whose
weights are updated using data in both languages.
(This weight sharing is discussed in more detail in
Section 3.3.) For the encoder and decoder layers,
we use the newly released Transformer (Vaswani
et al., 2017) model that has shown great success
compared to recurrent neural network-based mod-
els in neural machine translation. Encoders and
decoders consist of a stack of four identical lay-
ers, of which two layers are independently trained
and two are trained in a shared manner. Each layer
of the transformer consists of a multi-headed self-
attention model followed by a position-wise fully
connected feed-forward network.

3.1 Unsupervised Pretraining

We use monolingual corpora available in the pri-
mary (Hindi/Chinese) and secondary (English)
languages for unsupervised pretraining. Similar
to Artetxe et al. (2018), we use denoising autoen-
coders along with back-translation (described in
Section 3.1.1) for pretraining the language mod-
els in both the primary and secondary languages.
Specifically, we first train the model to reconstruct
their inputs, which will expose the model to the
grammar and vocabulary specific to each language
while enforcing a shared latent-space with the help

of the shared encoder and decoder layers. To pre-
vent the model from simply learning to copy ev-
ery word, we randomly permute the word order in
the input sentences so that the model learns mean-
ingful structure in the language. If xp denotes the
true input sentence to be generated from the sen-
tence with permuted word order x̃p for the pri-
mary language, then during each pass of the au-
toencoder training we update the weights WEpri ,
WEshared

, WDshared
and WDpri . For the secondary

language, we analogously update WEsec , WDsec

and the weights in the shared layers as shown in
Figure 2.

3.1.1 Back translation
In addition to denoising autoencoders, we utilize
back-translation (Sennrich et al., 2016a). This
further aids in enforcing the shared latent space
assumption by generating a pseudo-parallel cor-
pus (Imankulova et al., 2017).1 Back translation
has been demonstrated to be very important for un-
supervised NMT (Yang et al., 2018; Lample et al.,
2018). Given a sentence in the secondary language
xs, we generate a translated sentence in the pri-
mary language, x̃p. We then use the translated sen-
tence x̃p to generate the original xs back, while up-
dating the weights WEsec , WEshared

, WDshared
and

WDpri as shown in Figure 2. Note that we uti-
lize denoising autoencoding and back-translation
for both languages in each step of training.

3.2 Supervised Question Generation

We formulate the QG problem as a sequence
to sequence modeling task where the input is a
sentence and the output is a semantically con-
sistent, syntactically correct and relevant ques-
tion in the same language that corresponds to
the sentence. Each encoder receives a sentence
x (from the corresponding language) as input
and the decoder generates a question ȳ such
that ȳ = argmaxy P (y|x), and P (y|x) =
|y|∏

t=1

P (yt|x, y<t), where probability of each sub-

word yt is predicted conditioned on all the sub-
words generated previously y<t and the input sen-
tence x. We initialize the encoder and decoder
weights using unsupervised pretraining and fine-
tune these weights further during the supervised

1A pseudo-parallel corpus consists of pairs of translated
sentences using the current state of the model along with the
original sentences.
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QG model training. Specifically, in each step of
training, we update the weights WEsec , WEshared

,
WDshared

and WDsec using QG data in the sec-
ondary language and WEpri , WEshared

, WDshared

andWDpri using QG data in the primary language.

3.3 More Architectural Details

We make three important design choices:

1. Use of positional masks: Shen et al. (2018)
point out that transformers are not capable
of capturing within the attention, information
about order of the sequence. Following Shen
et al. (2018), we enable our encoders to use
directional self attention so that temporal in-
formation is preserved. We use positional en-
codings which are essentially sine and cosine
functions of different frequencies. More for-
mally, positional encoding (PE) is defined as:

PE(pos,2i) = sin

(
pos

m
2i

dmodel

)
(1)

PE(pos,2i+1) = cos

(
pos

m
2i

dmodel

)
(2)

where m is a hyper-parameter, pos is the
position, dmodel is the dimensionality of the
transformer and i is the dimension. Follow-
ing Vaswani et al. (2017), we set m to 10000
in all our experiments. Directional self at-
tention uses positional masks to inject tempo-
ral order information. Based on Shen et al.
(2018), we define a forward positional mask
(Mf ) and a backward positional mask (M b),

Mf
ij =

{
0, i < j.

−∞, otherwise.

M b
ij =

{
0, i > j.

−∞, otherwise.

that processes the sequence in the forward
and backward direction, respectively.

2. Weight sharing: Based on the assumption
that sentences and questions in two languages
are similar in some latent space, in order to
get a shared language independent represen-
tation, we share the last few layers of the
encoder and the first few layers of the de-
coder (Yang et al., 2018). Unlike Artetxe
et al. (2018); Lample et al. (2018), we do not

share the encoder completely across the two
languages, thus allowing the encoder layers
private to each language to capture language-
specific information. We found this to be use-
ful in our experiments.

3. Subword embeddings: We represent data
using BPE (Byte Pair Encoding) (Gage,
1994) embeddings. We use BPE embeddings
for both unsupervised pretraining as well as
the supervised QG training phase. This al-
lows for more fine-grained control over in-
put embeddings compared to word-level em-
beddings (Sennrich et al., 2016b). This also
has the advantage of maintaining a relatively
smaller vocabulary size.2

4 Experimental Setup

We first describe all the datasets we used in
our experiments, starting with a detailed de-
scription of our new Hindi question answering
dataset, “HiQuAD”. We will then describe var-
ious implementation-specific details relevant to
training our models. We conclude this section with
a description of our evaluation methods.

4.1 Datasets

4.1.1 HiQuAD
HiQuAD (Hindi Question Answering dataset) is
a new question answering dataset in Hindi that
we developed for this work. This dataset contains
6555 question-answer pairs from 1334 paragraphs
in a series of books called Dharampal Books. 3

Similar to SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016), an
English question answering dataset that we de-
scribe further in Section 4.1.2, HiQuAD also con-
sists of a paragraph, a list of questions answerable
from the paragraph and answers to those ques-
tions. To construct sentence-question pairs, for
a given question, we identified the first word of
the answer in the paragraph and extracted the cor-
responding sentence to be paired along with the
question. We curated a total of 6555 sentence-
question pairs.

We tokenize the sentence-question pairs to re-
move any extra white spaces. For our experiments,
we randomly split the HiQuAD dataset into train,

2Using word embeddings across pretraining and the main
QG task makes the vocabulary very large, thus leading to
large memory issues.

3HiQuAD can be downloaded from: https://www.
cse.iitb.ac.in/˜ganesh/HiQuAD/clqg/
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#pairs (Train set) 4000
#pairs (Dev set) 1300
#pairs (Test set) 1255

Text: avg tokens 28.64
Question: avg tokens 14.13

Table 1: HiQuAD dataset details

development and test sets as shown in Table 1. All
model hyperparameters are optimized using the
development set and all results are reported on the
test set.

4.1.2 Other Datasets
We briefly describe all the remaining datasets used
in our experiments. (The relevant primary or
secondary language is mentioned in parenthesis,
alongside the name of the datasets.)

IITB Hindi Monolingual Corpus (Primary
language: Hindi) We extracted 93,000 sentences
from the IITB Hindi monolingual corpus4 , where
each sentence has between 4 and 25 tokens. These
sentences were used for unsupervised pretraining.

IITB Parallel Corpus (Primary language:
Hindi) We selected 100,000 English-Hindi sen-
tence pairs from IITB parallel corpus (Kunchukut-
tan et al., 2018) where the number of tokens in the
sentence was greater than 10 for both languages.
We used this dataset to further fine-tune the
weights of the encoder and decoder layers after
unsupervised pretraining.

DuReader (He et al., 2018) Chinese Dataset:
(Primary language: Chinese) This dataset con-
sists of question-answer pairs along with the ques-
tion type. We preprocessed and used “DESCRIP-
TION” type questions for our experiments, result-
ing in a total of 8000 instances. From this sub-
set, we created a 6000/1000/1000 split to construct
train, development and test sets for our experi-
ments. We also preprocessed and randomly ex-
tracted 100,000 descriptions to be used as a Chi-
nese monolingual corpus for the unsupervised pre-
training stage.

News Commentary Dataset: (Primary lan-
guage: Chinese) This is a parallel corpus of

4http://www.cfilt.iitb.ac.in/
iitb_parallel/iitb_corpus_download/
monolingual.hi.tgz

news commentaries provided by WMT.5 It con-
tains roughly 91000 English sentences along with
their Chinese translations. We preprocessed this
dataset and used this parallel data for fine-tuning
the weights of the encoder and decoder layers af-
ter unsupervised pretraining.

SQuAD Dataset: (Secondary language: En-
glish) This is a very popular English question an-
swering dataset (Rajpurkar et al., 2016). We used
the train split of the pre-processed QG data re-
leased by Du et al. (2017) for supervised QG
training. This dataset consists of 70,484 sentence-
question pairs in English.

4.2 Implementation Details
We implemented our model in TensorFlow.6 We
used 300 hidden units for each layer of the trans-
former with the number of attention heads set to 6.
We set the size of BPE embeddings to 300. Our
best model uses two independent encoder and de-
coder layers for both languages, and two shared
encoder and decoder layers each. We used a resid-
ual dropout set to 0.2 to prevent overfitting. Dur-
ing both the unsupervised pretraining and super-
vised QG training stages, we used the Adam opti-
mizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with a learning rate
of 1e−5 and batch size of 64.

4.2.1 Unsupervised Pretraining
For Hindi as the primary language, we use 93000
Hindi sentences from the IITB Hindi Monolin-
gual Corpus and around 70000 English sentences
from the preprocessed SQuAD dataset for unsu-
pervised pretraining. We pretrain the denoising
autoencoders over 15 epochs. For Chinese, we
use 100000 Chinese sentences from the DuReader
dataset for this stage of training.

4.2.2 Supervised Question Generation
Training

We used 73000 sentence-question pairs from
SQuAD and 4000 sentence-question pairs from
HiQuAD (described in Section 4.1.1) to train
the supervised QG model in Hindi. We used
6000 Chinese sentence-question pairs from the
DuReader dataset to train the supervised QG
model in Chinese. We initialize all the weights,
including the BPE embeddings, from the pretrain-
ing phase and fine-tune them until convergence.

5http://opus.nlpl.eu/
News-Commentary-v11.php

6Code available at https://github.com/vishwajeet93/clqg
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Language Model BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4 METEOR ROUGE-L

Hindi
Transformer 28.414 18.493 12.356 8.644 23.803 29.893
Transformer+pretraining 41.059 29.294 21.403 16.047 28.159 39.395
CLQG 41.034 29.792 22.038 16.598 27.581 39.852
CLQG+parallel 42.281 32.074 25.182 20.242 29.143 40.643

Chinese
Transformer 25.52 9.22 5.14 3.25 7.64 27.40
Transformer+pretraining 30.38 14.01 8.37 5.18 10.46 32.71
CLQG 30.69 14.51 8.82 5.39 10.44 31.82
CLQG+parallel 30.30 13.93 8.43 5.51 10.26 31.58

Table 2: BLEU, METEOR and ROUGE-L scores on the test set for Hindi and Chinese question generation. Best
results for each metric (column) are highlighted in bold.

4.3 Evaluation Methods

We evaluate our systems and report results
on widely used BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002),
ROUGE-L and METEOR metrics. We also per-
formed a human evaluation study to evaluate the
quality of the questions generated. Following Ku-
mar et al. (2018a), we measure the quality of ques-
tions in terms of syntactic correctness, semantic
correctness and relevance. Syntactic correctness
measures the grammatical correctness of a gener-
ated question, semantic correctness measures nat-
uralness of the question, and relevance measures
how relevant the question is to the text and answer-
ability of the question from the sentence.

5 Results

We present our automatic evaluation results in Ta-
ble 2, where the primary language is Hindi or Chi-
nese and the secondary language in either setting
is English. We do not report on Chinese as a sec-
ondary language owing to the relatively poor qual-
ity of the Chinese dataset. Here are all the models
we compare and evaluate:
• Transformer: We train a transformer

model (Vaswani et al., 2017) using the QG dataset
in the primary language. This serves as a natural
baseline for comparison.7 This model consists of
a two-layer encoder and a two-layer decoder.
• Transformer+pretraining: The above-

mentioned Transformer model undergoes an
additional step of pretraining. The encoder and
decoder layers are pretrained using monolingual
data from the primary language. This model will
help further demonstrate the value of cross-lingual
training.

7We also trained a sequence-to-sequence model by aug-
menting HiQuAD with SQuAD sentences translated into
Hindi using Google Translate. This did not perform well giv-
ing a BLEU-4 score of 7.54.

• CLQG: This is our main cross-lingual ques-
tion generation model (described in Section 3)
where the encoder and decoder layers are initial-
ized in an unsupervised pretraining phase using
primary and secondary language monolingual cor-
pora, followed by a joint supervised QG training
using QG datasets in the primary and secondary
languages.

• CLQG+parallel: The CLQG model under-
goes further training using a parallel corpus (with
primary language as source and secondary lan-
guage as target). After unsupervised pretraining,
the encoder and decoder weights are fine-tuned us-
ing the parallel corpus. This fine-tuning further re-
fines the language models for both languages and
helps enforce the shared latent space across both
languages.

We observe in Table 2 that CLQG+parallel out-
performs all the other models for Hindi. For Chi-
nese, parallel fine-tuning does not give signifi-
cant improvements over CLQG; this could be at-
tributed to the parallel corpus being smaller in size
(when compared to Hindi) and domain-specific
(i.e. the news domain).

Model
Syntax Semantics Relevance

Score Kappa Score Kappa Score Kappa
Transformer 71 0.239 62.5 0.46 32 0.75
CLQG 72 0.62 68.5 0.82 54 0.42
+parallel

Table 3: Human evaluation results as well as inter-rater
agreement (column “Kappa”) for each model on the
Hindi test set. The scores are between 0-100, 0 be-
ing the worst and 100 being the best. Best results for
each metric (column) are in bold. The three evalua-
tion criteria are: (1) syntactic correctness (Syntax), (2)
semantic correctness (Semantics), and (3) relevance to
the paragraph (Relevance).
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Sentence : आज दशे म� जो हो रहा है वह तो एक बहुत िनचल े
�तर का यरूोप व अमरीका का अनकुरण हो रहा है
(What is happening in the country today is a 
very low level emulation of Europe and 
America.)

Question (human generated) : आज भारत दशे म� 
जो हो रहा है वह �या है � 
(How do you describe whatever is 
happening in India today?)

Question (predicted) : आज भारत दशे म� जो कुछ हो 
रहा है वह �या है �
(How do you describe whatever is 
happening in India today?)

(a)

Sentence : �लफेेयर ने कहा िक ग�ु�वाकष�ण िस�ांत एवं 
इ�टीगर्ल केलकुलस के गिणतीय िस�ातो ंके �ान के िबना भारतीय 
गिणत� इतना अचकू गिणत �योितषीय आकलन कर ही नही ंसकते थे
(Playfair said that without the knowledge of 
the mathematical principles of ....)

Question (human generated) : �लफेेयर ने �या 
कहा � 
(What did Playfair say?)

Question (predicted) : �लफेेयर ने �या कहा �
(What did Playfair say?)

(b)

Sentence : इस गाथा के अनसुार बर्� के तप व सकं�प स ेसिृ�ट 
का सज�न होता है , और िफर यह अनेकानेक आवत�नो ंस ेहोती हुई , 
वापस बर्� म� लीन हो जाती है
(According to this narrative, the universe is 
created by tenacity and resolution of...)

Question (human generated) : इस गाथा के अनसुार 
िकसस ेसिृ�ट का सज�न होता है � 
(According to this narrative, how is the universe 
created?)

Question (predicted) : िकस चीज़ के अनसुार सिृ�ट का सज�न 
होता है �
(According to what the universe is created?)

(c)

Figure 3: Three examples of correctly generated Hindi questions by our model, further analyzed in Section 6.2.

Sentence :  इसी ईसाईकरण का दसूरा नाम पि�चमीकरण है , िजस ेकरने के 
पर्य�न �वततंर् भारत की सरकार� भी करती चली आ रही ह�
(The second name of this Christianization is 
Westernization, which independent India's 
governments has been trying to do.)

Question (human generated) : ईसाईकरण का दसूरा नाम �या है � 
(What is the second name of Christianization?)

Question (predicted) : िव�ान का दसूरा नाम �या है �
(What is the second name of science?)

(a)
Sentence : हम जानते ह� िक अरब बहुत बड़ा िवदशे �यापार करते थे
(We know that the Arabs used to very big foreign trade.)

Question (human generated) : अरब �या करते थे � 
(What did Arab people used to do?)

Question (predicted) : अरब लोग िकस तरह के थे �
(What kind of people were the Arabs?)

(b)

Figure 4: Two examples of incorrectly generated Hindi
questions by our model, further analyzed in Sec-
tion 6.2.

6 Discussion and Analysis

We closely inspect our cross-lingual training
paradigm using (i) a human evaluation study in
Section 6.1 (ii) detailed error analysis in Sec-
tion 6.2 and (iii) ablation studies in Section 6.3.
All the models analyzed in this section used Hindi
as the primary language.8

6.1 Human evaluation
We conduct a human evaluation study compar-
ing the questions generated by the Transformer
and CLQG+parallel models. We randomly se-
lected a subset of 100 sentences from the Hindi
test set and generated questions using both mod-
els. We presented these sentence-question pairs
for each model to three language experts and asked
for a binary response on three quality parame-
ters namely syntactic correctness, semantic cor-
rectness and relevance. The responses from all
the experts for each parameter was averaged for

8Figure 5 shows two examples of correctly generated Chi-
nese questions.

Sentence : 打开 微信 ， 点击 “ 我 ” ， 选择 通⽤ ， 点击 功能 ， 
选择 群发 助⼿ ， 点 开始 群发 ， 如果 被 对⽅ 删 了 发布 出去.
(Open WeChat, click "I", select General, click on function, 
select the group assistant, click to start the group, if it is 
deleted by the other party, release it.)

Question (human generated) : 怎么 知道 对⽅ 微信 是否 把 
我 删 了 ?
(How do I know if I have been deleted by the other 
person's Wechat?)

Question (predicted) : 怎样 知道 微信 好友 是否 删除 ⾃己 ?
(How do I know if my WeChat friends deleted me? )

(a)
Sentence : 放置 在 冰箱 ⾥ ； 把 百⾹果 洗⼲净 切成 条 放在 太
阳 底下 晒 成果 ⼲.
(Put them in the refrigerator; wash and cut them into strips 
and dry them in the sun.)
Question (human generated) : 百⾹果 怎么 保存 得 久 ⼀点 ?
(How can fruit be stored for longer ?))

Question (predicted) : 樱桃 怎么 保存 ?
(How to store cherries? )

(b)

Figure 5: Automatic QG from Chinese text.

each model to get the final numbers shown in Ta-
ble 3. Although we perform comparably to the
baseline model on syntactic correctness scores, we
obtain significantly higher agreement across anno-
tators using our cross-lingual model. Our cross-
lingual model performs significantly better than
the Transformer model on “Relevance” at the
cost of agreement. On semantic correctness, we
perform signficantly better both in terms of the
score and agreement statistics.

6.2 Error Analysis

Correct examples: We show several examples
where our model is able to generate semantically
and syntactically correct questions in Figure 3.
Figure 3b shows our model is able to generate
questions that are identical to human-generated
questions. Fig. 3c demonstrates that our model can
generate new questions which clearly differ from
the human-generated questions but are syntacti-
cally correct, semantically correct and relevant to
the text. Fig. 3a shows a third question which dif-
fers from the human-generated question in only a
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Model BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4 METEOR ROUGE-L
CLQG (no pretraining) 31.707 20.727 13.954 9.862 24.209 32.332
CLQG 41.034 29.792 22.038 16.598 27.581 39.852
CLQG+ parallel 42.281 32.074 25.182 20.242 29.143 40.643

Table 4: Ablation study showing the importance of both unsupervised and unsupervised pretraining for Hindi

Dataset BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4 METEOR ROUGE-L
Hindi QG only 41.66 31.576 24.572 19.538 28.665 40.765
Hindi QG + English QG 42.281 32.074 25.182 20.242 29.143 40.643

Table 5: Ablation study showing the importance of using English QG data for Hindi QG

single word but does not alter its quality.

Incorrect examples: We also present a couple
of examples where our model is unable to generate
good questions and analyze possible reasons for
the same. In Fig. 4a, the model captures the type of
question correctly but gets the main subject of the
sentence wrong. On the other hand, Fig. 4b shows
a question which is syntactically correct and rele-
vant to the main subject, but is not consistent with
the given sentence.

6.3 Ablation Studies

We performed two experiments to better under-
stand the role of each component in our model to-
wards automatic QG from Hindi text.

6.3.1 Importance of unsupervised
pretraining

We construct a model which does not employ
any unsupervised or supervised pretraining but
uses the same network architecture. This helps
in studying the importance of pretraining in our
model. We present our results in Table 4. We
observe that our shared architecture does not di-
rectly benefit from the English QG dataset with
simple weight sharing. Unsupervised pretraining
(with back-translation) helps the shared encoder
and decoder layers capture higher-level language-
independent information giving an improvement
of approximately 7 in BLEU-4 scores. Addition-
ally, the use of parallel data for fine-tuning unsu-
pervised pretraining aids this process further by
improving BLEU-4 scores by around 3 points.

6.3.2 Importance of secondary language
resources

To demonstrate the improvement in Hindi QG
from the relatively larger English SQuAD dataset,
we show results of using only HiQuAD during the

Figure 6: Trade-off between HiQuAD training dataset
size and BLEU scores.

main task in Table 5; unsupervised and supervised
pretraining are still employed. We obtain modest
performance improvements on the standard evalu-
ation metrics (except ROUGE-L) by using English
SQuAD data in the main task. These improve-
ments (albeit small) demonstrate that our proposed
cross-lingual framework is a step in the right di-
rection towards leveraging information from a sec-
ondary language.

6.4 How many sentence-question pairs are
needed in the primary language?

To gain more insight into how much data is re-
quired to be able to generate questions of high
quality, Fig. 6 presents a plot of BLEU scores
when the number of Hindi sentence-question pairs
is varied. Here, both unsupervised and supervised
pretraining are employed but the English SQuAD
dataset is not used. After significant jumps in
BLEU-4 performance using the first 2000 sen-
tences, we see a smaller but steady improvement in
performance with the next set of 2000 sentences.
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7 Conclusion

Neural models for automatic question generation
using the standard sequence to sequence paradigm
have been shown to perform reasonably well for
languages such as English, which have a large
number of training instances. However, large
training sets are not available for most languages.
To address this problem, we present a cross-
lingual model that leverages a large QG dataset
in a secondary language (along with monolingual
data and parallel data) to improve QG perfor-
mance on a primary language with a limited num-
ber of QG training pairs. In future work, we will
explore the use of cross-lingual embeddings to fur-
ther improve performance on this task.
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Abstract

Unsupervised text style transfer aims to al-
ter text styles while preserving the content,
without aligned data for supervision. Exist-
ing seq2seq methods face three challenges: 1)
the transfer is weakly interpretable, 2) gener-
ated outputs struggle in content preservation,
and 3) the trade-off between content and style
is intractable. To address these challenges, we
propose a hierarchical reinforced sequence op-
eration method, named Point-Then-Operate
(PTO), which consists of a high-level agent
that proposes operation positions and a low-
level agent that alters the sentence. We pro-
vide comprehensive training objectives to con-
trol the fluency, style, and content of the out-
puts and a mask-based inference algorithm
that allows for multi-step revision based on the
single-step trained agents. Experimental re-
sults on two text style transfer datasets show
that our method significantly outperforms re-
cent methods and effectively addresses the
aforementioned challenges. 1

1 Introduction

Text style transfer aims to convert a sentence
of one style into another while preserving the
style-independent content (Shen et al., 2017; Fu
et al., 2018). In most cases, aligned sentences are
not available, which requires learning from non-
aligned data. Previous work mainly learns dis-
entangled content and style representations using
seq2seq (Sutskever et al., 2014) models and de-
composes the transfer into neutralization and styl-
ization steps. Although impressive results have
been achieved, three challenges remain: 1) the in-
terpretability of the transfer procedure is still weak
in seq2seq models, 2) generated sentences are usu-
ally highly stylized with poor content preserva-

∗Equal Contributions.
1 Our code is available at https://github.com/

ChenWu98/Point-Then-Operate.

I will be going back and enjoying this great place !

I will be going back and enjoying this horrible place !

I will be going back and avoid this horrible place !

I will not be going back and avoid this horrible place !

Replace(great,horrible) 

Replace(enjoying,avoid) 

InsertBefore(be,not) 

[Input] 

[Iteration 1] 

[Iteration 2] 

[Iteration 3] 

Figure 1: Our proposed Point-Then-Operate (PTO) ap-
plied to a real test sample. A high-level agent (red
squares) iteratively proposes operation positions, and
a low-level agent (arrows) alters the sentence based
on the high-level proposals. Compared with seq2seq
methods, PTO is more interpretable and better pre-
serves style-independent contents.

tion, and 3) the trade-off between content preser-
vation and style polarity is intractable.

To address these challenges, we propose a se-
quence operation-based method within the hierar-
chical reinforcement learning (HRL) framework,
named Point-Then-Operate (PTO). It consists of
a hierarchy of a high-level agent that proposes
operation positions and a low-level agent that al-
ters the sentence based on high-level proposals.
We propose a policy-based training algorithm to
model the key aspects in text style transfer, i.e.,
fluency, style polarity, and content preservation.
For fluency, we use a language model reward; for
style polarity, we introduce a classification confi-
dence reward and an auxiliary classification task;
for content preservation, we adopt a reconstruc-
tion reward and a self-supervised reconstruction
loss. We introduce a mask-based inference al-
gorithm that applies multi-step sequence opera-
tions to the input sentence, allowing for single-
step training which is more stable. Figure 1 shows
an example of our method applied to a real test
sample from Yelp.

Compared with existing seq2seq methods, our
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sequence operation method has three merits. 1) In-
terpretability: our method explicitly models where
and how to transfer. 2) Content preservation: se-
quence operations are targeted at stylized parts;
thus, style-independent content can be better pre-
served. 3) Controllable trade-off : the trade-off
between content preservation and style polarity
could be tuned in our method. Specifically, we
tune it by biasing the number of operation steps.

We conduct extensive experiments on two text
style transfer datasets, i.e., Yelp and Amazon. We
show that our proposed method outperforms re-
cent methods and that it addresses the challenges
of existing seq2seq methods. The contributions of
this paper are:

• We propose a sequence operation method,
i.e., Point-Then-Operate, for unsupervised
text style transfer. The transfer procedure
is modeled as explicit revisions on the input
sentences, which improves interpretability,
content preservation, and controllable style-
content trade-off.

• The method is interpreted and trained in the
HRL framework with a high-level agent that
proposes operation positions and a low-level
agent that applies explicit operations. We
design comprehensive learning objectives to
capture three important aspects of text style
transfer and propose a mask-based inference
algorithm that allows for multi-step revision
based on the single-step trained agents.

• Experiments on Yelp and Amazon show that
our method significantly improves BLEU,
fluency, and content preservation compared
with recent methods and effectively ad-
dresses the aforementioned challenges.

2 Related Work

Text Style Transfer Most work on text style
transfer learns disentangled representations of
style and content. We categorize them based
on how they represent content. Hidden vec-
tor approaches represent content as hidden vec-
tors, e.g., Hu et al. (2017) adversarially incor-
porate a VAE and a style classifier; Shen et al.
(2017) propose a cross-aligned AE that adversar-
ially aligns the hidden states of the decoder; Fu
et al. (2018) design a multi-decoder model and a
style-embedding model for better style represen-
tations; Yang et al. (2018) use language models as

style discriminators; John et al. (2018) utilize bag-
of-words prediction for better disentanglement of
style and content. Deletion approaches represent
content as the input sentence with stylized words
deleted, e.g., Li et al. (2018) delete stylized n-
grams based on corpus-level statistics and stylize
it based on similar, retrieved sentences; Xu et al.
(2018) jointly train a neutralization module and a
stylization module the with reinforcement learn-
ing; Zhang et al. (2018a) facilitate the stylization
step with a learned sentiment memory.

As far as we know, there are two work that avoid
disentangled representations. Zhang et al. (2018b)
construct a pseudo-aligned dataset with an SMT
model and then learn two NMT models jointly and
iteratively. A concurrent work, Luo et al. (2019),
propose to learn two dual seq2seq models between
two styles via reinforcement learning, without dis-
entangling style and content.

Sequence Operation Methods Our work is also
closely related to sequence operation methods,
which are widely used in SMT (Durrani et al.,
2011, 2015; Pal et al., 2016) and starts to attract
attention in NMT (Stahlberg et al., 2018). Com-
pared with methods based on seq2seq models, se-
quence operation methods are inherently more in-
terpretable (Stahlberg et al., 2018). Notably, our
method is revision-based, i.e., it operates directly
on the input sentence and does not generate from
scratch as in machine translation systems.

Hierarchical Reinforcement Learning In this
work, we adopt the Options Framework (Sutton
et al., 1999) in HRL, in which a high-level agent
learns to determine more abstract options and a
low-level agent learns to take less abstract ac-
tions given the option. Recent work has shown
that HRL is effective in various tasks, e.g., Atari
games (Kulkarni et al., 2016), relation classi-
fication (Feng et al., 2018), relation extraction
(Takanobu et al., 2018), and video captioning
(Wang et al., 2018).

3 Formulation

We start by formalizing the problem of our in-
terest. Given two non-aligned sets of sentences
X1 = {x(1)

1 , · · · ,x(n)
1 } of style s1 and X2 =

{x(1)
2 , · · · ,x(m)

2 } of style s2. Unsupervised text
style transfer aims to learn two conditional dis-
tributions p(x1→2|x1) and p(x2→1|x2) which al-
ter the style of a sentence and preserve the style-
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independent content. However, defining content is
not trivial. Different from previous text style trans-
fer methods that explicitly model contents with
disentangled representations, we implicitly model
content with reconstruction, similar to the idea
proposed adopted in CycleGAN (Zhu et al., 2017).
Given the discreteness nature of natural language
texts, we use sequence operations to approximate
p(x1→2|x1) and p(x2→1|x2). In our notations,
x1→2 and x2→1 are transferred sentences, which
are the outputs of a text style transfer system; x̂2

and x̂1 are operated sentences, which are not nec-
essarily fully transferred.

4 Our Approach

Our proposed sequence operation-based method,
Point-Then-Operate (PTO), decomposes style
transfer into two steps: 1) finding where to transfer
and 2) determining how to transfer. It could be nat-
urally formulated as an HRL problem, in which a
high-level agent (i.e., pointer) proposes operation
positions and a low-level agent (i.e., operators) al-
ters the sentence based on high-level proposals.

In this section, we first briefly review the Op-
tions Framework in HRL. Then we introduce the
proposed pointer module (§4.2) and operator mod-
ules (§4.3). The training algorithm is in §4.4, in
which two extrinsic rewards, an intrinsic reward,
and a self-supervised loss are proposed for fluency,
style polarity, and content preservation. The infer-
ence algorithm is in §4.5, in which a mask mech-
anism is proposed to iteratively and dynamically
apply sequence operations to the input.

4.1 Review: The Options Framework in HRL

The Options framework (Sutton et al., 1999) is a
well-known formulation in HRL. We denote the
state space as S; the option space, O; the action
space, A. The high-level agent learns a stochastic
policy µ : S × O → [0, 1]. The low-level agent
learns a stochastic policy πo : S×A → [0, 1], con-
ditioned on an option o ∈ O. Additionally, each
option o ∈ O has a low-level stochastic termina-
tion condition βo : S → [0, 1] which indicates
whether the current option should end. In each
episode, the high-level agent executes a trajectory
(o1, · · · , oL) based on µ; once an option ot is
sampled, the low-level agent executes a trajectory
(a1t , · · · , altt ) based on πot , where lt is dependent
on βot . Intuitively, the flattened trajectory for one
episode is (o1, a11, · · · , al11 , · · · , oL, a1L, · · · , alLL ).

Module Operation

IFφ1 Insert a word ŵ in Front of the position
IBφ2 Insert a word ŵ Behind the position
Repφ3

Replace it with another word ŵ
DC Delete the Current word
DF Delete the word in Front of the position
DB Delete the word Behind the position
Skip Do not change anything

Table 1: Operator modules. Parameters φ1, φ2, and φ3
are meant to generate their corresponding ŵ.

4.2 High-Level Agent: Pointer

The high-level policy µ aims to propose operation
positions; thus, we model it as an attention-based
(Bahdanau et al., 2015) pointer network, which as-
signs normalized probability to each position.

Option Given a sentence x = {x1, · · · , xT },
the option space is O = {1, · · · , T}. Note that T
changes within an episode, since operations may
change the length of a sentence.

State The state is represented by the sentence
representation hT and each position representa-
tion hi, where {h1, · · · ,hT } is mapped from the
sentence x by a bi-LSTM encoder.

Policy We adopt an attention-based policy µ:

µ(i|x) = exp(a(hT ,hi))∑T
t=1 exp(a(hT ,ht))

(1)

where a(·, ·) is the scoring function for attention,
and i ∈ {1, · · · , T} denotes each position in the
intput sentence.

4.3 Low-Level Agent: Operators

The low-level policy π alters the sentence around
the position i (i.e., option) sampled from µ. We re-
strict the operations to those listed in Table 1. Note
that these operations are complete to generate all
natural language sentences in multiple steps.

Action Given the sentence x = {x1, · · · , xT }
and the operation position i, the action of the low-
level agent can be decomposed into two step, i.e.,

1. Operator selection. Select an operator mod-
ule from Table 1.

2. Word generation (optional). Generates a
word, if necessary as is specified in Table 1.
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State Compared with the high-level agent, our
low-level agent focuses on features that are more
local. We map x to {h1, · · · ,hT }2 through a bi-
LSTM encoder and take hi as the state represen-
tation.

Low-Level Termination Condition Different
from the original Options Framework in which a
stochastic termination condition βo is learned, we
adopt a deterministic termination condition: the
low-level agent takes one action in each option and
terminates, which makes training easier and more
stable. Notably, it does not harm the expressive-
ness of our method, since multiple options can be
executed.

Policy for Operator Selection For training, we
adopt a uniform policy for operator selection, i.e.,
we uniformly sample an operator module from Ta-
ble 1. In preliminary experiments, we explored a
learned policy for operator selection. However, we
observed that the learned policy quickly collapses
to a nearly deterministic choice of Repφ3 . Our ex-
planation is that, in many cases, replacing a styl-
ized word is the optimal choice for style transfer.
Thus, the uniform policy assures that all operators
are trained on sufficient and diversified data. For
inference, we adopt a heuristic policy based on flu-
ency and style polarity, detailed in §4.5.3.

Policy for Word Generation As shown in Ta-
ble 1, three operators are parameterized, which are
burdened with the task of generating a proper word
to complete the action. For each parameterized op-
erator M , the probability of generating ŵ is

M(ŵ|x, i) = softmaxŵ(Whi) (2)

Notably, for each M we train two sets of parame-
ters for s1 → s2 and s2 → s1. For readability, we
omit the direction subscripts and assure that they
can be inferred from contexts; parameters of the
opposite direction are denoted as φ′1, φ′2, and φ′3.

4.4 Hierarchical Policy Learning

We introduce comprehensive training objectives to
model the key aspects in text style transfer, i.e.,
fluency, style polarity, and content preservation.
For fluency, we use an extrinsic language model
reward; for style polarity, we use an extrinsic
classification confidence reward and incorporate
an auxiliary style classification task; for content

2We reuse h andW notations for all modules for brevity.
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Figure 2: Graphical overview for the training algo-
rithm, which consists of a transfer step (left) and a re-
construction step (right). Solid lines denote forward
pass; dotted lines denote rewards or losses. Blue / red
items belong to the source / target styles; yellow items
denotes the agents. Best viewed in color.

Algorithm 1 Point-Then-Operate Training
1: Input: Non-aligned sets of sentences X1,2

2: Initialize θ, φ1,2,3

3: Train language models LM2 on X2

4: Pre-train θ by optimizing Lθcls . Eq. 6
5: for each iteration i = 1, 2, · · · ,m do
6: Sample x1 from X1

7: Sample i from µθ(i|x1) . Eq. 1
8: Uniformly sample M . Table 1
9: x̂2 ← Transfer(x1,M, i) . Table 1

10: Compute Rconf and Rlm . Eq. 3 and 4
11: Update θ based on Lθcls and∇θJ(θ) . Eq. 6 and 9
12: Get M ′ and i′ . Table 2
13: if M ′ is parameterized by φ′ then
14: x̄1 ← Reconstruct(x̂2,M

′, i′) . Table 1
15: Update φ′ by optimizing Lφ′

rec . Eq. 7
16: end if
17: if M is parameterized by φ then
18: Compute Rrec if M is Repφ3

. Eq. 8
19: Update φ with∇φJ(φ) . Eq. 11
20: end if
21: end for

preservation, we use a self-supervised reconstruc-
tion loss and an intrinsic reconstruction reward.
In the following parts, we only illustrate equations
related to x1 → x̂2 operations and x̂2 → x1

reconstructions for brevity; the opposite direction
can be derived by swapping 1 and 2. The training
algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. A graphical
overview is shown in Figure 2.

4.4.1 Modeling Fluency
Language Model Reward To improve the flu-
ency, we adopt a language model reward. Let
LM1, LM2 denote the language models for s1 and
s2, respectively. Given the generated word ŵ in
the operated sentence x̂2, the language model re-
ward is defined as

Rlm = λlmLM2(ŵ|x̂2) (3)
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M M ′ i′

Repφ3
Repφ′

3
i

DC IFφ′
1

or IBφ′
2

i or i− 1
DF IFφ′

1
or IBφ′

2
i− 1 or i− 2

DB IFφ′
1

or IBφ′
2

i+ 1 or i

Table 2: Construction of self-supervised data.

where LM2(ŵ|x̂2) denotes the probability of ŵ
given other words in x̂2. In our experiments, the
probability is computed by averaging a forward
LSTM-LM and a backward LSTM-LM.

4.4.2 Modeling Style Polarity
Classification Confidence Reward We observe
that language models are not adequate to capture
style polarity; thus, we encourage larger change in
the confidence of a style classifier, by adopting a
classification confidence reward, i.e.,

Rconf = λconf[p(s2|x̂2)− p(s2|x1)] (4)

where we reuse the classifier defined in Eq. 5.

Auxiliary Task: Style Classification In HRL,
the high-level policy usually suffers from the high
variance of gradients since the estimated gradients
are dependent on the poorly trained low-level pol-
icy. To stabilize the high-level policy learning,
we introduce auxiliary supervision to the pointer.
Specifically, we extend the pointer to an attention-
based classifier, i.e.,

p(sj |x) = softmaxj(W
T∑

i=1

µ(i|x)hi) (5)

for j = 1, 2. Let θ denotes the parameters of the
pointer. The auxiliary classification loss for θ is

Lθcls =
∑

j=1,2

Exj∼Xj [− log pθ(sj |xj)] (6)

The underlying assumption is that positions with
larger attention weights for classification are more
likely to be critical to style transfer.

4.4.3 Modeling Content Preservation
Self-Supervised Reconstruction Loss To im-
prove content preservation, we propose a recon-
struction loss that guides the operator modules
with self-supervision. Suppose the word w at the
ith position is deleted or replaced by operator M ,
we identify the reconstruction operatorM ′ and re-
construction position i′ in Table 2. Then M ′ is up-
dated with MLE, by operating on position i′ in x̂2

with w as gold output. For those with two (M ′, i′)
pairs, we uniformly sample one for training. For-
mally, the reconstruction loss is defined as

Lφ′rec = − logM ′(w|x̂2, i
′) (7)

Reconstruction Reward One-to-one transfer
(e.g., {delicious↔bland, caring↔unconcerned})
is usually preferable to many-to-one transfer (e.g.,
{delicious→bad, caring→bad}). Thus, we intro-
duce a reconstruction reward for Repφ3 to encour-
age one-to-one transfer, i.e.,

Rrec = −λrecLφ
′
3

rec (8)

where Lφ
′
3

rec is the reconstruction loss in Eq. 7.

4.4.4 Training with Single-Option Trajectory
Instead of executing multi-option trajectories, we
only allow the high-level agent to execute a sin-
gle option per episode during training, and leave
the multi-option scenario to the inference algo-
rithm (§4.5). We have two motivations for execut-
ing single-option trajectories: 1) executing multi-
option trajectories is less tractable and stable, es-
pecially in the case of style transfer which is sensi-
tive to nuances in the sentence; 2) self-supervised
reconstruction is ambiguous in a multi-option tra-
jectory, i.e., the gold trajectory for reconstruction
is not deterministic.

High-Level Policy Gradients Since the lan-
guage model reward is more local and increases
the variance of estimated gradients, we only use
the classification confidence reward for the high-
level policy. The policy gradient is

∇θJ(θ) = Ei[Rconf · ∇θ logµθ(i|x1)] (9)

where gradients are detached from Rconf.

Low-Level Policy Gradients All the extrinsic
and intrinsic rewards are used for low-level policy
learning. Specifically, the rewards for φ1,2,3 are

R1,2 = Rlm +Rconf

R3 = Rlm +Rconf +Rrec
(10)

For φ = φ1, φ2, φ3, the policy gradient is

∇φJ(φ) = Eŵ[R · ∇φ logMφ(ŵ|x1, i)] (11)

Overall Objectives The overall objectives for θ
are the classification loss in Eq. 6 and the policy
gradient in Eq. 9. The overall objectives for φ1,2,3
are the reconstruction loss in Eq. 7 and the policy
gradients in Eq. 11.
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Algorithm 2 Point-Then-Operate Inference
1: Input: Input sentence x1, additional classifier padd
2: Initialize x̂2 ← x1, x̂m2 ← x1, j ← 1
3: while padd(s1|x̂m2 ) > pstop and j ≤ jmax do
4: Mask the options in µθ(i|x̂2) . §4.5.1
5: Select i that maximizes the masked µθ(i|x̂2)
6: Select the best M from Table 1 . §4.5.3
7: Update x̂2 ← Transfer(x̂2,M, i) . §4.3
8: Update x̂m2 . §4.5.2
9: j ← j + 1

10: end while
11: The output is x1→2 ← x̂2

12: return x1→2

4.5 Inference

The main problems in applying single-step trained
modules to the multi-step scenario are 1) previ-
ous steps of operations may influence later steps,
and 2) we need to dynamically decide when the
trajectory should terminate. We leverage a mask
mechanism to address these problems. The basic
idea is that given an input sentence, the high-level
agent iteratively proposes operation positions for
the low-level agent to operate around. In each iter-
ation, the high-level agent sees the whole sentence
but with some options (i.e., positions) masked in
its policy. The trajectory termination condition
is modeled by an additional pre-trained classifier.
The algorithm for style transfer from s1 to s2 is
detailed in Algorithm 2.

4.5.1 Masked Options
To tackle the first problem, we mask the options
(i.e., positions) in the high-level policy which ap-
pear in the contexts in which any words are in-
serted, replaced, or skipped (but not for deleted
words). Note that we only mask the options in
the policy but do not mask the words in the sen-
tence (i.e., both agents still receive the complete
sentence), since we cannot bias the state represen-
tations (§4.2 and §4.3) with masked tokens. We set
the window size as 1 (i.e., three words are masked
in each step). We find the use of window size nec-
essary, since in many cases, e.g., negation and em-
phasis, the window size of 1 is capable of covering
a complete semantic unit.

4.5.2 Termination Condition
A simple solution to the second problem is to ter-
minate the trajectory if the operated sentence is
confidently classified as the target style. The prob-
lem with this simple solution is that the highly
stylized part may result in too early termination.
For example, Otherwise a terrible experience and

we will go again may be classified as negative
with high confidence. Thus, we propose to mask
words in the operated sentence for the termination
condition. The masking strategy is the same as
§4.5.1 and masked words are replaced by 〈unk〉.
To tackle the excessive number of 〈unk〉, we train
an additional classifier as defined in §4.4.2, but
trained on sentences with words randomly re-
placed as 〈unk〉.

4.5.3 Inference Policy for Operator Selection

As discussed in §4.3, we adopt a heuristic infer-
ence policy for operator selection. Specifically,
we enumerate each operator and select the oper-
ated sentence x̂2 which maximizes the criterion:

c(x̂2) = LM2(x̂2) · p(s2|x̂2)
η (12)

where LM2(x̂2) denotes the probability of x̂2

computed by the language model LM2, p(sj |·) is
the classifier defined in §4.4.2, and η is a balancing
hyper-parameter.

5 Experiments

5.1 Datasets

We conduct experiments on two commonly used
datasets for unsupervised text style transfer, i.e.,
Yelp and Amazon, following the split of datasets
in Li et al. (2018). Dataset statistics are shown in
Table 3. For each dataset, Li et al. (2018) provided
a gold output for each entry in the test set written
by crowd-workers on Amazon Mechanical Turk.
Since gold outputs are not written for development
sets, we tune the hyper-parameters on the develop-
ment sets based on our intuition of English.

Yelp The Yelp dataset consists of business re-
views and their labeled sentiments (from 1 to
5) from Yelp. Those labeled greater than 3 are
considered as positive samples and those labeled
smaller than 3 are negative samples.

Amazon The Amazon dataset consists of prod-
uct reviews and labeled sentiments from Amazon
(He and McAuley, 2016). Positive and negative
samples are defined in the same way as Yelp.

We observe that the Amazon dataset contains
many neutral or wrongly labeled sentences, which
greatly harms our HRL-based sequence operation
method. Thus, on the Amazon dataset, we adopt
a cross-domain setting, i.e., we train the modules
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Dataset Attributes Train Dev Test

Yelp Positive 270K 2000 500
Negative 180K 2000 500

Amazon Positive 277K 985 500
Negative 278K 1015 500

Table 3: Dataset statistics.

on the Yelp training set using the Amazon vocab-
ulary and test the method on Amazon test set. Ex-
perimental results show the effectiveness of our
method under this cross-domain setting.

5.2 Evaluation Metrics

Automatic Evaluation Following previous
work (Shen et al., 2017; Xu et al., 2018), we
pre-train a style classifier TextCNN (Kim, 2014)
on each dataset and measure the style polarity
of system outputs based on the classification
accuracy. Also, based on the human references
provided by Li et al. (2018), we adopt a case-
insensitive BLEU metric, which is computed
using the Moses multi-bleu.perl script.

Human Evaluation Following previous work
(Shen et al., 2017; Xu et al., 2018), we also
conduct human evaluations. For each input sen-
tence and corresponding output, each participant
is asked to score from 1 to 5 for fluency, content
preservation, and style polarity. If a transfer gets
scores of 4 or 5 on all three aspects, it is considered
as a successful transfer. We count the success rate
over the test set for each system, which is denoted
as Suc in Table 5.

5.3 Baselines

We make a comprehensive comparison with state-
of-the-art style transfer methods. CrossAligned
(Shen et al., 2017) aligns decoder hidden states ad-
versarially. MultiDecoder (Fu et al., 2018) adopts
multiple decoders for different styles. StyleEm-
bedding (Fu et al., 2018) adopts a single decoder
conditioned on learned style embeddings. Tem-
plateBased (Li et al., 2018) retrieves and replaces
stylized words. DeleteOnly (Li et al., 2018) only
deletes the stylized words in the input sentence.
Del-Ret-Gen (Li et al., 2018) is the same as Tem-
plateBased except that an RNN is adopted to gen-
erate the output. BackTranslate (Prabhumoye
et al., 2018) stylizes the back-translated input. Un-
pairedRL (Xu et al., 2018) deletes stylized words
and generates with a denoising AE. UnsuperMT

Yelp Amazon

Acc BLEU Acc BLEU

CrossAligned 74.7 9.06 75.1 1.90
MultiDecoder 50.6 14.54 69.9 9.07
StyleEmbedding 8.4 21.06 38.2 15.07
TemplateBased 81.2 22.57 64.3 34.79
DeleteOnly 86.0 14.64 47.0 33.00
Del-Ret-Gen 88.6 15.96 51.0 30.09
BackTranslate 94.6 2.46 76.7 1.04
UnpairedRL 57.5 18.81 56.3 15.93
UnsuperMT 97.8 22.75 72.4 33.95

Human 74.7 - 43.2 -

Point-Then-Operate 91.5 29.86 40.2 41.86

Table 4: Automatic evaluation results for classification
accuracy and BLEU with human reference. Human de-
notes human references. Note that Acc for human ref-
erences are relatively low; thus, we do not consider it
as a valid metric for comparison.

(Zhang et al., 2018b) produces pseudo-aligned
data and iteratively learns two NMT models.

The outputs of the first six baselines are made
public by Li et al. (2018). The outputs of Back-
Translate and UnpairedRL are obtained by run-
ning the publicly available codes. We get the out-
puts of UnsuperMT from the authors of Zhang
et al. (2018b).

5.4 Evaluation Results

Table 4 shows the results of automatic evaluation.
It should be noted that the classification accuracy
for human reference is relatively low (74.7% on
Yelp and 43.2% on Amazon); thus, we do not
consider it as a valid metric for comparison. For
BLEU score, our method outperforms recent sys-
tems by a large margin, which shows that our out-
puts have higher overlap with reference sentences
provided by humans.

To lighten the burden on human participants, we
compare our proposed method to only four of the
previous methods, selected based on their perfor-
mance in automatic evaluation. Given the obser-
vation discussed in §5.1, we remove the wrongly
labeled test samples for human evaluation. Ta-
ble 5 shows the results of human evaluation. Our
proposed method achieves the highest fluency and
content preservation on Yelp and performs the best
on all human evaluation metrics on Amazon.

5.5 Controllable Trade-Off

Figure 3 shows how classification accuracy and
BLEU change when we manually set pstop. When
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Yelp Amazon

Fluency Content Style Suc Fluency Content Style Suc

TemplateBased 3.47 3.76 3.25 68.0 % 3.46 4.08 2.15 9.0 %
Del-Ret-Gen 3.82 3.73 3.52 70.3 % 4.02 4.31 2.69 21.0 %
UnpairedRL 3.54 3.59 2.90 53.8 % 2.58 2.55 2.44 4.5 %
UnsuperMT 4.26 4.24 4.03 82.5 % 4.24 4.13 3.05 35.5 %

Point-Then-Operate 4.39 4.56 3.78 81.5 % 4.28 4.47 3.31 47.0 %

Table 5: Human evaluation results. Methods are selected based on automatic evaluation. Style: style polarity;
Content: content preservation; Fluency: fluency; Suc: the proportion of successful transfer (refer to §5.2)
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Figure 3: The controllable trade-off between content
preservation and style polarity. The x-axis is pstop (de-
fined in Algorithm 2). The y-axis is the value of differ-
ent automatic metrics, i.e., BLEU (the blue lines) and
classification accuracy (the orange lines).

pstop is larger, classification accuracy drops and
BLEU increases. Based on our observation of
human references, we find that humans usually
make minimal changes to the input sentence; thus,
BLEU computed with human references can be
viewed as an indicator of content preservation.
From this perspective, Figure 3 shows that if we
stop earlier, i.e., when the current style is closer to
the source style, more content will be preserved
and more weakly stylized words may be kept.
Thus, controllable trade-off is achieved by man-
ually setting pstop.

5.6 Ablation Studies
We conduct several ablation studies to show the
effect of different components in our method:

Ablations of Operators To show that incorpo-
rating various operators is essential, we evaluate
the performance of the following ablations: Inser-
tOnly, ReplaceOnly, and DeleteOnly, in which op-
erator choices are restricted to subsets of Table 1.

Ablation of Reconstruction Reward and Recon-
struction Loss To show the effectiveness of our
reconstruction-based objectives, we remove the
reconstruction reward and the reconstruction loss
as an ablation.

Yelp Amazon

Acc BLEU Acc BLEU

InsertOnly 68.6 23.93 48.2 36.77
ReplaceOnly 93.8 26.41 47.8 37.39
DeleteOnly 37.6 25.70 25.0 41.68

w/o Rrec and Lrec 39.1 27.80 46.3 40.52

Human 74.7 - 43.2 -

Full 91.5 29.86 40.2 41.86

Table 6: Ablation Studies.

Table 6 shows the ablation results. It shows that
BLEU drops if operators are restricted to a fixed
set, showing the necessity of cooperating opera-
tor modules. It also shows that BLEU drops if
we remove the reconstruction loss and the recon-
struction reward, indicating the generated words
overlap less with human references in this ablation
case. As discussed in §5.4, we ignore Acc since it
is low on human references.

5.7 Qualitative Study
Figure 1 is an example of our method applied to a
test sample. The transfer starts from more stylized
parts and ends at less stylized parts, while keeping
neutral parts intact. It also shows that our method
learns lexical substitution and negation in an unsu-
pervised way. Table 7 displays some comparisons
of different systems. It shows that our proposed
method is better at performing local changes to re-
verse the style of the input sentence while preserv-
ing most style-independent parts.

6 Discussions

We study the system outputs and observe two
cases that our method cannot properly handle:

Neutral Input The reconstruction nature of our
method prefers stylized input to neutral input. We
observe that it fails to convert some neutral in-
puts, e.g., I bought this toy for my daughter about
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Original (Yelp, negative) staffed primarily by teenagers that do n’t understand customer service .

TemplateBased staffed primarily by teenagers that huge portions and customer service are pretty good .
Del-Ret-Gen staffed , the best and sterile by flies , how fantastic customer service .
UnpairedRL staffed established each tech feel when great customer service professional .
UnsuperMT staffed distance that love customer service .

Point-Then-Operate staffed by great teenagers that do delightfully understand customer service .

Original (Yelp, positive) i will be going back and enjoying this great place !

TemplateBased i will be going back and enjoying this i did not @unk
Del-Ret-Gen i will be going back and will not be returning into this
UnpairedRL i will be going back and enjoying this great place .
UnsuperMT i wo n’t be going back and sitting this @num .

Point-Then-Operate i will not be going back and avoid this horrible place !

Original (Amazon, negative) i could barely get through it they taste so nasty .

TemplateBased beautifully through it they taste so nasty .
Del-Ret-Gen i have used it through and it is very sharp and it was very nasty .
UnpairedRL i could barely get through it they taste so nasty .
UnsuperMT i can perfect get through it they taste so delicious .

Point-Then-Operate i could get through it they taste so good .

Original (Amazon, positive) i also prefered the blade weight and thickness of the wustof .

TemplateBased i also prefered the blade weight and thickness of the wustof toe .
Del-Ret-Gen i also prefered the blade and was very disappointed in the weight and thickness of the wustof .
UnpairedRL i also sampled the comfortable base and follow of the uk .
UnsuperMT i also encounter the blade weight and width of the guitar .

Point-Then-Operate i only prefered the weight and thickness of the wustof .

Table 7: Sampled system outputs. The dataset and the original style for each input sentence are parenthesized. We
mark improperly generated or preserved words in blue, and mark words that show target style and are grammatical
in the context in red. Best viewed in color.

@num months ago., which shows that the high-
level policy is not well learned for some neutral
sentences.

Adjacent Stylized Words We introduce a win-
dow size of 1 in §4.5.1 to deal with most seman-
tic units. However, we observe in some cases two
adjacent stylized words occur, e.g., poor watery
food. If the first step is to replace one of them, then
the other will be masked in later iterations, leading
to incomplete transfer; if the first step is deletion,
our method performs well, since we do not mask
the context of deletion as stated in §4.5.1. Notably,
phrases like completely horrible is not one of these
cases, since completely itself is not stylized.

Experiments in this work show the effectiveness
of our proposed method for positive-negative text
style transfer. Given its sequence operation nature,
we see potentials of the method for other types of
transfers that require local changes, e.g., polite-
impolite and written-spoken, while further empir-
ical verification is needed.

7 Conclusions

We identify three challenges of existing seq2seq
methods for unsupervised text style transfer and
propose Point-Then-Operate (PTO), a sequence
operation-based method within the hierarchical re-
inforcement learning (HRL) framework consisting
of a hierarchy of agents for pointing and operating
respectively. We show that the key aspects of text
style transfer, i.e., fluency, style polarity, and con-
tent preservation, can be modeled by comprehen-
sive training objectives. To make the HRL training
more stable, we provide an efficient mask-based
inference algorithm that allows for single-option
trajectory during training. Experimental results
show the effectiveness of our method to address
the challenges of existing methods.
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Abstract

Automatically constructed datasets for gener-
ating text from semi-structured data (tables),
such as WikiBio (Lebret et al., 2016), of-
ten contain reference texts that diverge from
the information in the corresponding semi-
structured data. We show that metrics which
rely solely on the reference texts, such as
BLEU and ROUGE, show poor correlation
with human judgments when those references
diverge. We propose a new metric, PAR-
ENT, which aligns n-grams from the refer-
ence and generated texts to the semi-structured
data before computing their precision and re-
call. Through a large scale human evalua-
tion study of table-to-text models for WikiBio,
we show that PARENT correlates with human
judgments better than existing text generation
metrics. We also adapt and evaluate the infor-
mation extraction based evaluation proposed
in Wiseman et al. (2017), and show that PAR-
ENT has comparable correlation to it, while
being easier to use. We show that PARENT
is also applicable when the reference texts are
elicited from humans using the data from the
WebNLG challenge.1

1 Introduction

The task of generating natural language descrip-
tions of structured data (such as tables) (Kukich,
1983; McKeown, 1985; Reiter and Dale, 1997)
has seen a growth in interest with the rise of se-
quence to sequence models that provide an easy
way of encoding tables and generating text from
them (Lebret et al., 2016; Wiseman et al., 2017;
Novikova et al., 2017b; Gardent et al., 2017).

For text generation tasks, the only gold standard
metric is to show the output to humans for judg-
ing its quality, but this is too expensive to apply

∗Work done during an internship at Google.
1Code and Data: http://www.cs.cmu.edu/

~bdhingra/pages/parent.html

repeatedly anytime small modifications are made
to a system. Hence, automatic metrics that com-
pare the generated text to one or more reference
texts are routinely used to compare models (Ban-
galore et al., 2000). For table-to-text generation,
automatic evaluation has largely relied on BLEU
(Papineni et al., 2002) and ROUGE (Lin, 2004).
The underlying assumption behind these metrics
is that the reference text is gold-standard, i.e., it
is the ideal target text that a system should gener-
ate. In practice, however, when datasets are col-
lected automatically and heuristically, the refer-
ence texts are often not ideal. Figure 1 shows an
example from the WikiBio dataset (Lebret et al.,
2016). Here the reference contains extra informa-
tion which no system can be expected to produce
given only the associated table. We call such ref-
erence texts divergent from the table.

We show that existing automatic metrics, in-
cluding BLEU, correlate poorly with human judg-
ments when the evaluation sets contain divergent
references (§5.4). For many table-to-text genera-
tion tasks, the tables themselves are in a pseudo-
natural language format (e.g., WikiBio, WebNLG
(Gardent et al., 2017), and E2E-NLG (Dušek et al.,
2019)). In such cases we propose to compare the
generated text to the underlying table as well to
improve evaluation. We develop a new metric,
PARENT (Precision And Recall of Entailed N-
grams from the Table) (§3). When computing pre-
cision, PARENT effectively uses a union of the
reference and the table, to reward correct informa-
tion missing from the reference. When computing
recall, it uses an intersection of the reference and
the table, to ignore extra incorrect information in
the reference. The union and intersection are com-
puted with the help of an entailment model to de-
cide if a text n-gram is entailed by the table.2 We

2Here “entailed” means can be reasonably inferred from
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Figure 1: A table from the WikiBio dataset (right), its reference description and three hypothetical generated texts
with scores assigned to them by automatic evaluation metrics. Text which cannot be inferred from the table is in
red, and text which can be inferred but isn’t present in the reference is in green. PARENT is our proposed metric.

show that this method is more effective than us-
ing the table as an additional reference. Our main
contributions are:

• We conduct a large-scale human evaluation of
the outputs from 16 table-to-text models on
1100 examples from the WikiBio dataset, many
of which have divergent references (§5.2).

• We propose a new metric, PARENT (§3), and
show that it improves correlation with human
judgments over existing metrics, both when
comparing similar systems (such as different
hyperparameters of a neural network) and when
comparing vastly different systems (such as
template-based and neural models).

• We also develop information extraction based
metrics, inspired from Wiseman et al. (2017),
by training a model to extract tables from the
reference texts (§4). We find that these metrics
have comparable correlation to PARENT, with
the latter being easier to use out of the box.

• We analyze the sensitivity of the metrics to di-
vergence by collecting labels for which refer-
ences contain only information also present in
the tables. We show that PARENT maintains
high correlation as the number of such exam-
ples is varied. (§5.5).

• We also demonstrate the applicability of PAR-
ENT on the data released as part of the
WebNLG challenge (Gardent et al., 2017),
where the references are elicited from humans,
and hence are of high quality (§5.4).

2 Table-to-Text Generation

We briefly review the task of generating natu-
ral language descriptions of semi-structured data,
which we refer to as tables henceforth (Barzilay

the corresponding table. In practice, we use simple lexical
entailment models to determine this.

and Lapata, 2005; Liang et al., 2009). Tables can
be expressed as set of records T = {rk}Kk=1,
where each record is a tuple (entity, attribute,
value). When all the records are about the same
entity, we can truncate the records to (attribute,
value) pairs. For example, for the table in Figure 1,
the records are {(Birth Name, Michael Dahlquist),
(Born, December 22 1965), ...}. The task is to gen-
erate a text G which summarizes the records in a
fluent and grammatical manner.3 For training and
evaluation we further assume that we have a ref-
erence description R available for each table. We
let DM = {(T i, Ri, Gi)}Ni=1 denote an evaluation
set of tables, references and texts generated from
a model M , and Rin, Gin denote the collection of
n-grams of order n in Ri and Gi, respectively. We
use #Ri

n
(g) to denote the count of n-gram g in

Rin, and #Gi
n,R

i
n
(g) to denote the minimum of its

counts in Rin and Gin. Our goal is to assign a score
to the model, which correlates highly with human
judgments of the quality of that model.

Divergent References. In this paper we are in-
terested in the case where reference texts diverge
from the tables. In Figure 1, the reference, though
technically correct and fluent, mentions informa-
tion which cannot be gleaned from the associ-
ated table. It also fails to mention useful infor-
mation which a generation system might correctly
include (e.g. candidate 3 in the figure). We call
such references divergent from the associated ta-
ble. This phenomenon is quite common – in Wik-
iBio we found that 62% of the references men-
tion extra information (§5.5). Divergence is com-
mon in human-curated translation datasets as well
(Carpuat et al., 2017; Vyas et al., 2018).

How does divergence affect automatic evalua-

3In some cases the system is expected to summarize all
the records (e.g. WebNLG); in others the system is expected
to only summarize the salient records (e.g. WikiBio).
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tion? As a motivating example, consider the three
candidate generations shown in Figure 1. Clearly,
candidate 1 is the worst since it “hallucinates”
false information, and candidate 3 is the best since
it is correct and mentions more information than
candidate 2. However, BLEU and ROUGE, which
only compare the candidates to the reference, pe-
nalize candidate 3 for both excluding the divergent
information in the reference (in red) and includ-
ing correct information from the table (in green).4

PARENT, which compares to both the table and
reference, correctly ranks the three candidates.

3 PARENT

PARENT evaluates each instance (T i, Ri, Gi)
separately, by computing the precision and recall
of Gi against both T i and Ri.

Entailment Probability. The table is in a semi-
structured form, and hence not directly compa-
rable to the unstructured generated or reference
texts. To bridge this gap, we introduce the notion
of entailment probability, which we define as the
probability that the presence of an n-gram g in a
text is “correct” given the associated table. We de-
note this probability as w(g) = Pr(g ⇐ T i). Es-
timating this probability is in itself a challenging
language understanding task, since the informa-
tion in the table may be expressed in varied forms
in text. Here, we describe two simple models of
lexical entailment, inspired by work on the Recog-
nizing Textual Entailment Challenge (Dagan et al.,
2006). We found these simple models to be effec-
tive; while more sophisticated models may be used
if there are complex inferences between the table
and text, they are beyond the scope of this paper.

1. Word Overlap Model: Let T̄ i denote all the
lexical items present in the table T i, including
both attribute names and their values. Then,
w(g) =

∑n
j=1 1(gj ∈ T̄ i)/n, where n is the

length of g, and gj is the jth token in g.

2. Co-occurrence Model: (Glickman and Dagan,
2005) Originally proposed for the RTE task,
this model computes the probability of a term
gj in the n-gram being entailed by the table as
the maximum of its probabilities of being en-

4BLEU is usually computed at the corpus-level, however
here we show its value for a single sentence purely for illus-
tration purposes. The remaining BLEU scores in this paper
are all at the corpus-level.

tailed by each lexical item v in the table:

Pr(gj ⇐ T i) = max
v∈T̄ i

Pr(gj ⇐ v). (1)

Pr(gj ⇐ v) is estimated using co-occurrence
counts from a training set of table-reference
pairs. Then the overall probability of the n-
gram being entailed is taken as the geometric

average w(g) =
(∏n

j=1 Pr(gj ⇐ T i)
)1/n

.5

We note that these models are not sensitive to
paraphrases between the table and text. For tasks
where this is important, embedding-based similar-
ities may be used, but those are beyond the scope
of this paper. Next we discuss how to compute the
precision and recall of the generation.

Entailed Precision. When computing precision,
we want to check what fraction of the n-grams in
Gin are correct. We consider an n-gram g to be
correct either if it occurs in the reference Rin

6, or
if it has a high probability of being entailed by the
table (i.e. w(g) is high). Let Pr(g ∈ Rin) =
#

Gi
n,Ri

n
(g)

#
Gi
n

(g) denote the probability that an n-gram

in Gin also appears in Rin. Then, the entailed pre-
cision Enp for n-grams of order n is given by:

En
p =
∑

g∈Gi
n

[
Pr(g ∈ Ri

n) + Pr(g /∈ Ri
n)w(g)

]
#Gi

n
(g)

∑
g∈Gi

n
#Gi

n
(g)

,

=

∑
g∈Gi

n
#Gi

n
(g)w(g) + #Gi

n,R
i
n
(g)[1− w(g)]

∑
g∈Gi

n
#Gi

n
(g)

.

(2)

In words, an n-gram receives a reward of 1 if it
appears in the reference, with probability Pr(g ∈
Rin), and otherwise it receives a reward of w(g).
Both numerator and denominator are weighted by
the count of the n-gram in Gin. Pr(g ∈ Rin) re-
wards an n-gram for appearing as many times as
it appears in the reference, not more. We combine
precisions for n-gram orders 1-4 using a geometric

5Glickman and Dagan (2005) used a product instead of
geometric mean. Here we use a geometric mean to ensure
that n-grams of different lengths have comparable probabili-
ties of being entailed.

6It is unlikely that an automated system produces the same
extra n-gram as present in the reference, thus a match with
the reference n-gram is considered positive. For example, in
Figure 1, it is highly unlikely that a system would produce
“Silkworm” when it is not present in the table.
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average, similar to BLEU:

Ep = exp

(
4∑

n=1

1

4
logEnp

)
(3)

Entailed Recall. We compute recall against
both the reference (Er(Ri)), to ensure proper sen-
tence structure in the generated text, and the table
(Er(T i)), to ensure that texts which mention more
information from the table get higher scores (e.g.
candidate 3 in Figure 1). These are combined us-
ing a geometric average:

Er = Er(R
i)(1−λ)Er(T

i)λ (4)

The parameter λ trades-off how much the gener-
ated text should match the reference, versus how
much it should cover information from the table.
The geometric average, which acts as an AND op-
eration, ensures that the overall recall is high only
when both the components are high. We found
this necessary to assign low scores to bad systems
which, for example, copy values from the table
without phrasing them in natural language.

When computing Er(Ri), divergent references
will have n-grams with low w(g). We want to ex-
clude these from the computation of recall, and
hence their contributions are weighted by w(g):

Enr (Ri) =

∑
g∈Ri

n
#Gi

n,R
i
n
(g)w(g)

∑
g∈Ri

n
#Ri

n
(g)w(g)

. (5)

Similar to precision, we combine recalls for n =
1-4 using a geometric average to get Er(Ri).

For computing Er(T
i), note that a table is a

set of records T i = {rk}Kk=1. For a record rk,
let r̄k denote its string value (such as “Michael
Dahlquist” or “December 22 1965”). Then:

Er(T
i) =

1

K

K∑

k=1

1

|r̄k|
LCS(r̄k, G

i), (6)

where r̄k denotes the number of tokens in the value
string, and LCS(x, y) is the length of the longest
common subsequence between x and y. The LCS
function, borrowed from ROUGE, ensures that en-
tity names in r̄k appear in the same order in the text
as the table. Higher values of Er(T i) denote that
more records are likely to be mentioned in Gi.

The entailed precision and recall are combined
into an F-score to give the PARENT metric for one
instance. The system-level PARENT score for a

modelM is the average of instance level PARENT
scores across the evaluation set:

1

N

N∑

i=1

PARENT (Gi, Ri, T i) (7)

Smoothing & Multiple References. The dan-
ger with geometric averages is that if any of the
components being averaged become 0, the average
will also be 0. Hence, we adopt a smoothing tech-
nique from Chen and Cherry (2014) that assigns
a small positive value ε to any of Enp , Enr (Ri) and
Er(T

i) which are 0. When multiple references are
available for a table, we compute PARENT against
each reference and take the maximum as its overall
score, similar to METEOR (Denkowski and Lavie,
2014).

Choosing λ and ε. To set the value of λ we can
tune it to maximize the correlation of the metric
with human judgments, when such data is avail-
able. When such data is not available, we can use
the recall of the reference against the table, using
Eq. 6, as the value of 1 − λ. The intuition here is
that if the recall of the reference against the table
is high, it already covers most of the information,
and we can assign it a high weight in Eq. 4. This
leads to a separate value of λ automatically set for
each instance.7 ε is set to 10−5 for all experiments.

4 Evaluation via Information Extraction

Wiseman et al. (2017) proposed to use an auxil-
iary model, trained to extract structured records
from text, for evaluation. However, the extrac-
tion model presented in that work is limited to the
closed-domain setting of basketball game tables
and summaries. In particular, they assume that
each table has exactly the same set of attributes for
each entity, and that the entities can be identified
in the text via string matching. These assumptions
are not valid for the open-domain WikiBio dataset,
and hence we train our own extraction model to
replicate their evaluation scheme.

Our extraction system is a pointer-generator
network (See et al., 2017), which learns to produce
a linearized version of the table from the text.8 The
network learns which attributes need to be popu-
lated in the output table, along with their values.
It is trained on the training set of WikiBio. At test

7For WikiBio, on average λ = 0.6 using this heuristic.
8 All (attribute, value) pairs are merged into 1 long string

using special separator tokens between them.
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time we parsed the output strings into a set of (at-
tribute, value) tuples and compare it to the ground
truth table. The F-score of this text-to-table system
was 35.1%, which is comparable to other chal-
lenging open-domain settings (Huang et al., 2017).
More details are included in the Appendix A.1.

Given this information extraction system, we
consider the following metrics for evaluation,
along the lines of Wiseman et al. (2017). Con-
tent Selection (CS): F-score for the (attribute,
value) pairs extracted from the generated text
compared to those extracted from the reference.
Relation Generation (RG): Precision for the (at-
tribute, value) pairs extracted from the generated
text compared to those in the ground truth table.
RG-F: Since our task emphasizes the recall of in-
formation from the table as well, we consider an-
other variant which computes the F-score of the
extracted pairs to those in the table. We omit the
content ordering metric, since our extraction sys-
tem does not align records to the input text.

5 Experiments & Results

In this section we compare several automatic eval-
uation metrics by checking their correlation with
the scores assigned by humans to table-to-text
models. Specifically, given l models M1, . . . ,Ml,
and their outputs on an evaluation set, we show
these generated texts to humans to judge their
quality, and obtain aggregated human evaluation
scores for all the models, h̄ = (h1, . . . , hl) (§5.2).
Next, to evaluate an automatic metric, we com-
pute the scores it assigns to each model, ā =
(a1, . . . , al), and check the Pearson correlation be-
tween h̄ and ā (Graham and Baldwin, 2014).9

5.1 Data & Models

Our main experiments are on the WikiBio dataset
(Lebret et al., 2016), which is automatically con-
structed and contains many divergent references.
In §5.6 we also present results on the data released
as part of the WebNLG challenge.

We developed several models of varying qual-
ity for generating text from the tables in WikiBio.
This gives us a diverse set of outputs to evaluate
the automatic metrics on. Table 1 lists the mod-
els along with their hyperparameter settings and
their scores from the human evaluation (§5.2). Our
focus is primarily on neural sequence-to-sequence
methods since these are most widely used, but we

9We observed similar trends for Spearman correlation.

Name Beam
Size

Length
Penalty

Beam
Rescoring

Human
Eval

References – – – 0.20 ± 0.03

Template – – – -0.19 ± 0.04
Seq2Seq 1 0 No -0.28 ± 0.03

Seq2Seq + Att 1 0 No -0.12 ± 0.03
PG-Net 1,4,8 0,1,2,3 No,Yes 0.40 ± 0.03

Table 1: Models used for WikiBio, with the human
evaluation scores for these model outputs and the ref-
erence texts. PG-Net: Pointer-Generator network.
Human scores computed using Thurstone’s method
(Tsukida and Gupta, 2011).

also include a template-based baseline. All neural
models were trained on the WikiBio training set.
Training details and sample outputs are included
in Appendices A.2 & A.3.

We divide these models into two categories and
measure correlation separately for both the cat-
egories. The first category, WikiBio-Systems,
includes one model each from the four families
listed in Table 1. This category tests whether a
metric can be used to compare different model
families with a large variation in the quality of
their outputs. The second category, WikiBio-
Hyperparams, includes 13 different hyperparam-
eter settings of PG-Net (See et al., 2017), which
was the best performing system overall. 9 of these
were obtained by varying the beam size and length
normalization penalty of the decoder network (Wu
et al., 2016), and the remaining 4 were obtained
by re-scoring beams of size 8 with the information
extraction model described in §4. All the models
in this category produce high quality fluent texts,
and differ primarily on the quantity and accuracy
of the information they express. Here we are test-
ing whether a metric can be used to compare simi-
lar systems with a small variation in performance.
This is an important use-case as metrics are often
used to tune hyperparameters of a model.

5.2 Human Evaluation

We collected human judgments on the quality of
the 16 models trained for WikiBio, plus the refer-
ence texts. Workers on a crowd-sourcing platform,
proficient in English, were shown a table with
pairs of generated texts, or a generated text and the
reference, and asked to select the one they prefer.
Figure 2 shows the instructions they were given.
Paired comparisons have been shown to be supe-
rior to rating scales for comparing generated texts
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Figure 2: Instructions to crowd-workers for comparing two generated texts.

(Callison-Burch et al., 2007). However, for mea-
suring correlation the comparisons need to be ag-
gregated into real-valued scores, h̄ = (h1, . . . , hl),
for each of the l = 16 models. For this, we use
Thurstone’s method (Tsukida and Gupta, 2011),
which assigns a score to each model based on how
many times it was preferred over an alternative.

The data collection was performed separately
for models in the WikiBio-Systems and WikiBio-
Hyperparams categories. 1100 tables were sam-
pled from the development set, and for each table
we got 8 different sentence pairs annotated across
the two categories, resulting in a total of 8800 pair-
wise comparisons. Each pair was judged by one
worker only which means there may be noise at
the instance-level, but the aggregated system-level
scores had low variance (cf. Table 1). In total
around 500 different workers were involved in the
annotation. References were also included in the
evaluation, and they received a lower score than
PG-Net, highlighting the divergence in WikiBio.

5.3 Compared Metrics

Text only: We compare BLEU (Papineni
et al., 2002), ROUGE (Lin, 2004), METEOR
(Denkowski and Lavie, 2014), CIDEr and CIDEr-
D (Vedantam et al., 2015) using their publicly
available implementations.
Information Extraction based: We compare the
CS, RG and RG-F metrics discussed in §4.
Text & Table: We compare a variant of BLEU,
denoted as BLEU-T, where the values from the
table are used as additional references. BLEU-
T draws inspiration from iBLEU (Sun and Zhou,
2012) but instead rewards n-grams which match
the table rather than penalizing them. For
PARENT, we compare both the word-overlap
model (PARENT-W) and the co-occurrence model
(PARENT-C) for determining entailment. We also
compare versions where a single λ is tuned on the
entire dataset to maximize correlation with human
judgments, denoted as PARENT*-W/C.

Metric
WikiBio
Systems

WikiBio
Hyperparams Avg

ROUGE 0.518±0.07C,W -0.585±0.15C,W -0.034
CIDEr 0.674±0.06C,W -0.516±0.15C,W 0.079
CIDEr-D 0.646±0.06C,W -0.372±0.16C,W 0.137
METEOR 0.697±0.06C,W -0.079±0.24C,W 0.309
BLEU 0.548±0.07C,W 0.407±0.15C,W 0.478

CS 0.735±0.06W -0.604±0.16C,W 0.066
BLEU-T 0.688±0.11W 0.587±0.14C,W 0.638
RG 0.645±0.07C,W 0.749±0.12 0.697
RG-F 0.753±0.06W 0.763±0.12 0.758

PARENT-C 0.776±0.05W 0.755±0.12 0.766
PARENT-W 0.912±0.03 0.763±0.12 0.838

PARENT*-C 0.976±0.01 0.793±0.11 0.885
PARENT*-W 0.982±0.01 0.844±0.10 0.913

Table 2: Correlation of metrics with human judgments
on WikiBio. A superscript of C/W indicates that the
correlation is significantly lower than that of PARENT-
C/W using a bootstrap confidence test for α = 0.1.

5.4 Correlation Comparison

We use bootstrap sampling (500 iterations) over
the 1100 tables for which we collected human an-
notations to get an idea of how the correlation of
each metric varies with the underlying data. In
each iteration, we sample with replacement, tables
along with their references and all the generated
texts for that table. Then we compute aggregated
human evaluation and metric scores for each of the
models and compute the correlation between the
two. We report the average correlation across all
bootstrap samples for each metric in Table 2. The
distribution of correlations for the best performing
metrics are shown in Figure 3.

Table 2 also indicates whether PARENT is sig-
nificantly better than a baseline metric. Graham
and Baldwin (2014) suggest using the William’s
test for this purpose, but since we are computing
correlations between only 4/13 systems at a time,
this test has very weak power in our case. Hence,
we use the bootstrap samples to obtain a 1 − α
confidence interval of the difference in correlation
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Figure 3: Distribution of metric correlations across 500
bootstrap samples. PRT = PARENT.

between PARENT and any other metric and check
whether this is above 0 (Wilcox, 2016).

Correlations are higher for the systems cate-
gory than the hyperparams category. The latter
is a more difficult setting since very similar mod-
els are compared, and hence the variance of the
correlations is also high. Commonly used metrics
which only rely on the reference (BLEU, ROUGE,
METEOR, CIDEr) have only weak correlations
with human judgments. In the hyperparams cat-
egory, these are often negative, implying that tun-
ing models based on these may lead to selecting
worse models. BLEU performs the best among
these, and adding n-grams from the table as refer-
ences improves this further (BLEU-T).

Among the extractive evaluation metrics, CS,
which also only relies on the reference, has poor
correlation in the hyperparams category. RG-F,
and both variants of the PARENT metric achieve
the highest correlation for both settings. There is
no significant difference among these for the hy-
perparams category, but for systems, PARENT-W
is significantly better than the other two. While
RG-F needs a full information extraction pipeline
in its implementation, PARENT-C only relies on
co-occurrence counts, and PARENT-W can be
used out-of-the-box for any dataset. To our knowl-
edge, this is the first rigorous evaluation of using
information extraction for generation evaluation.

On this dataset, the word-overlap model showed
higher correlation than the co-occurrence model
for entailment. In §5.6 we will show that for
the WebNLG dataset, where more paraphrasing
is involved between the table and text, the oppo-
site is true. Lastly, we note that the heuristic for
selecting λ is sufficient to produce high correla-
tions for PARENT, however, if human annotations
are available, this can be tuned to produce signifi-
cantly higher correlations (PARENT*-W/C).

0 20 40 60 80 100
% Entailed

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0 WikiBio-Systems

BLEU
BLEU-T
RG-F
PARENT-W
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0.5
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Figure 4: Correlation of the metrics to human judgment
as the percentage of entailed examples in WikiBio is
varied.

5.5 Analysis

In this section we further analyze the performance
of PARENT-W10 under different conditions, and
compare to the other best metrics from Table 2.

Effect of Divergence. To study the correlation
as we vary the number of divergent references,
we also collected binary labels from workers for
whether a reference is entailed by the correspond-
ing table. We define a reference as entailed when it
mentions only information which can be inferred
from the table. Each table and reference pair was
judged by 3 independent workers, and we used the
majority vote as the label for that pair. Overall,
only 38% of the references were labeled as en-
tailed by the table. Fleiss’ κ was 0.30, which in-
dicates a fair agreement. We found the workers
sometimes disagreed on what information can be
reasonably entailed by the table.

Figure 4 shows the correlations as we vary the
percent of entailed examples in the evaluation set
of WikiBio. Each point is obtained by fixing the
desired proportion of entailed examples, and sam-
pling subsets from the full set which satisfy this
proportion. PARENT and RG-F remain stable and
show a high correlation across the entire range,
whereas BLEU and BLEU-T vary a lot. In the hy-
perparams category, the latter two have the worst
correlation when the evaluation set contains only
entailed examples, which may seem surprising.
However, on closer examination we found that this
subset tends to omit a lot of information from the
tables. Systems which produce more information
than these references are penalized by BLEU, but
not in the human evaluation. PARENT overcomes
this issue by measuring recall against the table in
addition to the reference.

10The trends were similar for PARENT-C.
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BLEU BLEU-T RG-F PARENT-W PARENT-C

0.556 0.567∗ 0.588∗ 0.598‡ 0.606†

Table 3: Accuracy on making the same judgments
as humans between pairs of generated texts. p <
0.01∗/0.05†/0.10‡: accuracy is significantly higher
than the next best accuracy to the left using a paired
McNemar’s test.

Ablation Study. We check how different com-
ponents in the computation of PARENT contribute
to its correlation to human judgments. Specifi-
cally, we remove the probability w(g) of an n-
gram g being entailed by the table from Eqs. 2
and 5.11 The average correlation for PARENT-W
drops to 0.168 in this case. We also try a variant
of PARENT with λ = 0, which removes the con-
tribution of Table Recall (Eq. 4). The average cor-
relation is 0.328 in this case. With these compo-
nents, the correlation is 0.838, showing that they
are crucial to the performance of PARENT.

Sentence Level Discrimination. Chaganty et al.
(2018) point out that hill-climbing on an automatic
metric is meaningless if that metric has a low
instance-level correlation to human judgments. In
Table 3 we show the average accuracy of the met-
rics in making the same judgments as humans be-
tween pairs of generated texts. Both variants of
PARENT are significantly better than the other
metrics, however the best accuracy is only 60% for
the binary task. This is a challenging task, since
there are typically only subtle differences between
the texts. Achieving higher instance-level accura-
cies will require more sophisticated language un-
derstanding models for evaluation.

5.6 WebNLG Dataset

To check how PARENT correlates with human
judgments when the references are elicited from
humans (and less likely to be divergent), we check
its correlation with the human ratings provided for
the systems competing in the WebNLG challenge
(Gardent et al., 2017). The task is to generate text
describing 1-5 RDF triples (e.g. John E Blaha,
birthPlace, San Antonio), and human ratings were
collected for the outputs of 9 participating systems
on 223 instances. These systems include a mix of
pipelined, statistical and neural methods. Each in-
stance has upto 3 reference texts associated with

11When computing precision we set w(g) = 0, and when
computing recall we set w(g) = 1 for all g.

Metric Grammar Fluency Semantics Avg

METEOR 0.788±0.04 0.792±0.04 0.576±0.06 0.719
ROUGE 0.788±0.04 0.792±0.04 0.576±0.06 0.719
CIDEr 0.804±0.03 0.753±0.04 0.860±0.02 0.806
BLEU 0.858±0.02 0.811±0.03 0.775±0.03 0.815
BLEU-T 0.849±0.02 0.801±0.03 0.816±0.02 0.822
CIDErD 0.838±0.04 0.796±0.04 0.853±0.02 0.829

PARENT-W 0.821±0.03 0.768±0.04 0.887±0.02 0.825
PARENT-C 0.851±0.03 0.809±0.04 0.877±0.02 0.846

Table 4: Average pearson correlation across 500 boot-
strap samples of each metric to human ratings for each
aspect of the generations from the WebNLG challenge.

the RDF triples, which we use for evaluation.
The human ratings were collected on 3 dis-

tinct aspects – grammaticality, fluency and seman-
tics, where semantics corresponds to the degree to
which a generated text agrees with the meaning of
the underlying RDF triples. We report the corre-
lation of several metrics with these ratings in Ta-
ble 4.12 Both variants of PARENT are either com-
petitive or better than the other metrics in terms of
the average correlation to all three aspects. This
shows that PARENT is applicable for high quality
references as well.

While BLEU has the highest correlation for the
grammar and fluency aspects, PARENT does best
for semantics. This suggests that the inclusion of
source tables into the evaluation orients the metric
more towards measuring the fidelity of the content
of the generation. A similar trend is seen compar-
ing BLEU and BLEU-T. As modern neural text
generation systems are typically very fluent, mea-
suring their fidelity is of increasing importance.
Between the two entailment models, PARENT-
C is better due to its higher correlation with the
grammaticality and fluency aspects.

Distribution of λ. The λ parameter in the calcu-
lation of PARENT decides whether to compute re-
call against the table or the reference (Eq. 4). Fig-
ure 5 shows the distribution of the values taken by
1 − λ using the heuristic described in §3 for in-
stances in both WikiBio and WebNLG. For Wik-
iBio, the recall of the references against the table
is generally low, and hence the recall of the gener-
ated text relies more on the table. For WebNLG,
where the references are elicited from humans,
this recall is much higher (often 1.0), and hence

12 We omit extractive evaluation metrics since no extrac-
tion systems are publicly available for this dataset, and devel-
oping one is beyond the scope of this work.
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Figure 5: Histogram of the recall of the references
against the table (Eq. 6), which is used to set 1 − λ.
Lower values indicate that the metric relies more on
the table and less on the reference.

the recall of the generated text relies more on the
reference.

6 Related Work

Over the years several studies have evaluated au-
tomatic metrics for measuring text generation per-
formance (Callison-Burch et al., 2006; Stent et al.,
2005; Belz and Reiter, 2006; Reiter, 2018; Liu
et al., 2016; Kilickaya et al., 2017; Gatt and Krah-
mer, 2018). The only consensus from these studies
seems to be that no single metric is suitable across
all tasks. A recurring theme is that metrics like
BLEU and NIST (Doddington, 2002) are not suit-
able for judging content quality in NLG. Recently,
Novikova et al. (2017a) did a comprehensive study
of several metrics on the outputs of state-of-the-art
NLG systems, and found that while they showed
acceptable correlation with human judgments at
the system level, they failed to show any correla-
tion at the sentence level. Ours is the first study
which checks the quality of metrics when table-
to-text references are divergent. We show that in
this case even system level correlations can be un-
reliable.

Hallucination (Rohrbach et al., 2018; Lee et al.,
2018) refers to when an NLG system generates
text which mentions extra information than what
is present in the source from which it is generated.
Divergence can be viewed as hallucination in the
reference text itself. PARENT deals with halluci-
nation by discounting n-grams which do not over-
lap with either the reference or the table.

PARENT draws inspiration from iBLEU (Sun
and Zhou, 2012), a metric for evaluating para-
phrase generation, which compares the generated
text to both the source text and the reference.

While iBLEU penalizes texts which match the
source, here we reward such texts since our task
values accuracy of generated text more than the
need for paraphrasing the tabular content (Liu
et al., 2010). Similar to SARI for text simplifica-
tion (Xu et al., 2016) and Q-BLEU for question
generation (Nema and Khapra, 2018), PARENT
falls under the category of task-specific metrics.

7 Conclusions

We study the automatic evaluation of table-to-text
systems when the references diverge from the ta-
ble. We propose a new metric, PARENT, which
shows the highest correlation with humans across
a range of settings with divergent references in
WikiBio. We also perform the first empirical
evaluation of information extraction based metrics
(Wiseman et al., 2017), and find RG-F to be ef-
fective. Lastly, we show that PARENT is compa-
rable to the best existing metrics when references
are elicited by humans on the WebNLG data.
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A Appendices

A.1 Information Extraction System
For evaluation via information extraction (Wise-
man et al., 2017) we train a model for WikiBio
which accepts text as input and generates a table
as the output. Tables in WikiBio are open-domain,
without any fixed schema for which attributes may
be present or absent in an instance. Hence we

Text:
michael dahlquist ( december 22 , 1965 – july 14 , 2005 )
was a drummer in the seattle band silkworm .
Table:
name <C> michael dahlquist <R> birth date <C> 22
december 1965 <R> birth place <C> seattle , washington
<R> death date <C> 14 july 2005 <R> death
place <C> skokie , illinois <R> genres <C> male
<R> occupation(s) <C> drummer <R> instrument
<C> drums

Figure 6: An input-output pair for the information ex-
traction system. <R> and <C> are special symbols
used to separate (attribute, value) pairs and attributes
from values, respectively.

Precision Recall F-score

0.428 0.310 0.351

Table 5: Performance of the Information Extraction
system.

employ the Pointer-Generator Network (PG-Net)
(See et al., 2017) for this purpose. Specifically, we
use a sequence-to-sequence model, whose encoder
and decoder are both single-layer bi-directional
LSTMs. The decoder is augmented with an at-
tention mechanism over the states of the encoder.
Further, it also uses a copy mechanism to option-
ally copy tokens directly from the source text. We
do not use the coverage mechanism of See et al.
(2017) since that is specific to the task of sum-
marization they study. The decoder is trained to
produce a linearized version of the table where the
rows and columns are flattened into a sequence,
and separate by special tokens. Figure 6 shows an
example.

Clearly, since the references are divergent, the
model cannot be expected to produce the entire ta-
ble, and we see some false information being hal-
lucinated after training. Nevertheless, as we show
in §5.4, this system can be used for evaluating gen-
erated texts. After training, we can parse the out-
put sequence along the special tokens <R> and
<C> to get a set of (attribute, value) pairs. Ta-
ble 5 shows the precision, recall and F-score of
these extracted pairs against the ground truth ta-
bles, where the attributes and values are compared
using an exact string match.

A.2 Hyperparameters
After tuning we found the same set of hyperpa-
rameters to work well for both the table-to-text
PG-Net, and the inverse information extraction
PG-Net. The hidden state size of the biLSTMs
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Reference vedran nikÅąiÄĞ ( born 5 may 1987 in osijek ) is a croatian football striker . [STOP]
Prediction vedran nikÅąiÄĞ ( born 5 may 1987 ) is a croatian football forward who is currently a free agent . [STOP]

Reference adam whitehead ( born 28 march 1980 ) is a former breaststroke swimmer from coventry , england , who competed at the 2000
summer olympics in sydney , australia . [STOP]

Prediction adam whitehead ( born 28 march 1980 ) is an english swimmer . [STOP]

Reference chris fortier is an american dj and founder of the balance record pool as well as co-founder and owner of fade records . [STOP]
Prediction chris fortier ( born in melbourne , florida ) is an american disc jockey and record producer from melbourne , florida . [STOP]

Reference pretty balanced was an american band based in columbus , ohio . [STOP]
Prediction pretty balanced is an american piano band from columbus , ohio . [STOP]

Reference ben street ( born february 13 , 1987 ) is a canadian professional ice hockey player who is a member within the colorado avalanche
organization of the national hockey league . [STOP]

Prediction ben street ( born february 13 , 1987 ) is a canadian professional ice hockey centre currently playing for the colorado avalanche of
the national hockey league ( nhl ) . [STOP]

Table 6: Sample references and predictions from PG-Net with beam size 8. Information which is absent from the
reference, but can be inferred from the table is in bold. Information which is present in the reference, but cannot
be inferred from the table is in italics.

was set to 200. The input and output vocabularies
were set to 50000 most common words in the cor-
pus, with additional special symbols for table at-
tribute names (such as “birth-date”). The embed-
dings of the tokens in the vocabulary were initial-
ized with Glove (Pennington et al., 2014). Learn-
ing rate of 0.0003 was used during training, with
the Adam optimizer, and a dropout of 0.2 was
also applied to the outputs of the biLSTM. Mod-
els were trained till the loss on the dev set stopped
dropping. Maximum length of a decoded text was
set to 40 tokens, and that of the tables was set to
120 tokens. Various beam sizes and length nor-
malization penalties were applied for the table-to-
text system, which are listed in the main paper.
For the information extraction system, we found
a beam size of 8 and no length penalty to produce
the highest F-score on the dev set.

A.3 Sample Outputs
Table 6 shows some sample references and the cor-
responding predictions from the best performing
model, PG-Net for WikiBio.
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Abstract

Obtaining training data for Question Answer-
ing (QA) is time-consuming and resource-
intensive, and existing QA datasets are only
available for limited domains and languages.
In this work, we explore to what extent high
quality training data is actually required for
Extractive QA, and investigate the possibility
of unsupervised Extractive QA. We approach
this problem by first learning to generate con-
text, question and answer triples in an unsu-
pervised manner, which we then use to syn-
thesize Extractive QA training data automati-
cally. To generate such triples, we first sam-
ple random context paragraphs from a large
corpus of documents and then random noun
phrases or named entity mentions from these
paragraphs as answers. Next we convert an-
swers in context to “fill-in-the-blank” cloze
questions and finally translate them into nat-
ural questions. We propose and compare var-
ious unsupervised ways to perform cloze-to-
natural question translation, including train-
ing an unsupervised NMT model using non-
aligned corpora of natural questions and cloze
questions as well as a rule-based approach. We
find that modern QA models can learn to an-
swer human questions surprisingly well using
only synthetic training data. We demonstrate
that, without using the SQuAD training data at
all, our approach achieves 56.4 F1 on SQuAD
v1 (64.5 F1 when the answer is a Named en-
tity mention), outperforming early supervised
models.

1 Introduction

Extractive Question Answering (EQA) is the task
of answering questions given a context document
under the assumption that answers are spans of to-
kens within the given document. There has been
substantial progress in this task in English. For
SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016), a common EQA
benchmark dataset, current models beat human

The London Sevens is a rugby tournament held at
Twickenham Stadium in London. It is part of the World
Rugby Sevens Series. For many years the London Sevens
was the last tournament of each season but the Paris
Sevens became the last stop on the calendar in 2018.

Question
Answering 

Cloze Translation

Cloze Generation

QA Model
the Paris sevens become
the last stop on the

calendar in MASK

Question
Generation 

2018 

Answer Extraction

Context 

Cloze 
Question 

 

Natural
Question 

Answer  
 

 When did the Paris Sevens become the last stop on 
 the calendar?

Figure 1: A schematic of our approach. The right side
(dotted arrows) represents traditional EQA. We intro-
duce unsupervised data generation (left side, solid ar-
rows), which we use to train standard EQA models

performance; For SQuAD 2.0 (Rajpurkar et al.,
2018), ensembles based on BERT (Devlin et al.,
2018) now match human performance. Even for
the recently introduced Natural Questions cor-
pus (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019), human perfor-
mance is already in reach. In all these cases, very
large amounts of training data are available. But,
for new domains (or languages), collecting such
training data is not trivial and can require signifi-
cant resources. What if no training data was avail-
able at all?

In this work we address the above question by
exploring the idea of unsupervised EQA, a setting
in which no aligned question, context and answer
data is available. We propose to tackle this by re-
duction to unsupervised question generation: If we
had a method, without using QA supervision, to
generate accurate questions given a context docu-
ment, we could train a QA system using the gener-
ated questions. This approach allows us to directly
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leverage progress in QA, such as model architec-
tures and pretraining routines. This framework is
attractive in both its flexibility and extensibility.
In addition, our method can also be used to gen-
erate additional training data in semi-supervised
settings.

Our proposed method, shown schematically in
Figure 1, generates EQA training data in three
steps. 1) We first sample a paragraph in a tar-
get domain—in our case, English Wikipedia. 2)
We sample from a set of candidate answers within
that context, using pretrained components (NER
or noun chunkers) to identify such candidates.
These require supervision, but no aligned (ques-
tion, answer) or (question, context) data. Given a
candidate answer and context, we can extract “fill-
the-blank” cloze questions 3) Finally, we convert
cloze questions into natural questions using an un-
supervised cloze-to-natural question translator.

The conversion of cloze questions into natu-
ral questions is the most challenging of these
steps. While there exist sophisticated rule-based
systems (Heilman and Smith, 2010) to transform
statements into questions (for English), we find
their performance to be empirically weak for
QA (see Section 3). Moreover, for specific do-
mains or other languages, a substantial engineer-
ing effort will be required to develop similar al-
gorithms. Also, whilst supervised models exist
for this task, they require the type of annotation
unavailable in this setting (Du et al. 2017; Du
and Cardie 2018; Hosking and Riedel 2019, in-
ter alia). We overcome this issue by leveraging
recent progress in unsupervised machine transla-
tion (Lample et al., 2018, 2017; Lample and Con-
neau, 2019; Artetxe et al., 2018). In particular, we
collect a large corpus of natural questions and an
unaligned corpus of cloze questions, and train a
seq2seq model to map between natural and cloze
question domains using a combination of online
back-translation and de-noising auto-encoding.

In our experiments, we find that in conjunction
with the use of modern QA model architectures,
unsupervised QA can lead to performances sur-
passing early supervised approaches (Rajpurka